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Papers of Neville Chamberlain

1768-1985

Personal and political papers of Neville
Chamberlain (1869-1940), and his wife Anne. He is
most famous for his term as Prime Minister (19371940) and role in the controversial policy of
'appeasement' in an attempt to prevent or delay
war. The papers also relate to the rest of his
interesting and varied career, including: managing
a sisal plantation in the Bahamas; business and
public activities in Birmingham; Lord Mayor of
Birmingham; Director-General of National Service;
Minister of Health; Chancellor of the Exchequer;
and Lord President of the Council.
The collection includes: a large amount of
correspondence (with politicians from Britain and
abroad, family members, royalty and various other
people); diaries, journals and other notes;
photographs; reports; press cuttings; publications,
ephemera and other printed items.
The papers connected with his premiership include
correspondence, notes and other items relating to
his foreign policy, the crisis over the threatened
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1938, and his
meetings with Hitler in September 1938 which
resulted in the controversial Munich Agreement.
Other papers relate to rearmament and
preparations for war, Chamberlain's visits to Paris
and Rome shortly after the signing of the Munich
Agreement; the early months of the war and
Neville's preparation for the debate (the 'Norway
Debate') that precipitated his fall as Prime Minister.
There is also a series of correspondence of
congratulation and support, which he attracted as
Prime Minister and following the Munich
Agreement. The support came from all walks of life,
from within Europe and around the world.
Much material about Chamberlain's involvement in
national politics and government and foreign affairs
(before, during and after his premiership) can be
found in his correspondence with Cabinet members
and other politicians, diplomats and foreign
statesmen, civil servants, journalists and others.
These include letters from Winston Churchill, Lord
Halifax, Stanley Baldwin, Anthony Eden, Lord
Beaverbrook, Samuel Hoare, Lord Londonderry,
Leslie Hore-Belisha, Leopold Amery, S. M. Bruce,
Lord Tweedsmuir and many others. Copies of
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some letters written by Chamberlain himself to
others are also included.
Other material relating to national politics include
papers dealing with the Tariff Commission
originally set up by Joseph Chamberlain; papers
relating to canals (which Chamberlain was keen to
help develop); papers from Neville's first stint in
national office as Director General of National
Service, including his correspondence with Lloyd
George; papers from his first Cabinet ministry,
Health, and letters of congratulation on his first
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
later about the Rating Bill when he was back at the
Ministry of Health; letters concerning the
Conservative Party in the early 1930s; papers
relating to the abdication of King Edward VIII; a
large collection of letters on his main term as
Chancellor of the Exchequer charting Britain's
recovery from the Depression; and papers relating
to his work as Lord President of the Council after
his resignation as Prime Minister.
The collection also includes much material relating
to his involvement in local Birmingham politics and
activities and as a Birmingham MP. These include
papers relating to the Birmingham and District
Provident Dispensary (which Chamberlain helped
form) and Birmingham General Hospital; papers
relating to the Birmingham Municipal Bank (which
Chamberlain established as Lord Mayor of
Birmingham); papers relating to the University of
Birmingham (he was a member of the University
Council); correspondence with constituents (mostly
requests for assistance); papers connected with
the local Conservative and Unionist Party
organization in Birmingham; and election leaflets.
A very large part of the collection is the
correspondence of Neville with other family
members, principally his father Joseph, his step
mother Mary, his sisters Hilda, Ida, Beatrice and
Ethel, his brother Austen, his wife Anne and their
children Dorothy and Frank. There is also
correspondence with other members of the
extended Chamberlain family and associated
families including members of the Kenrick,
Maxwell, Nettlefold and Lloyd families. This
correspondence relates not just to personal, family
and domestic matters but also to contemporary
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domestic and foreign politics and Chamberlain's
business activities. The 'diary' correspondence with
his two younger sisters, Hilda and Ida is a
particularly important resource - Neville would write
to his sisters most weeks giving his opinions on
political and other matters and about politicians and
other people, and give an account of his recent
activities in politics and his personal life. The
sisters would also express their opinions on
political and other matters; and discussed their
activities including Ida's activities as a district and
Hampshire county councillor, and Hilda's activities
in the Women's Institute. There is also material
relating to the Chamberlain family history, and
official documents.
The collection also includes Neville's journals,
diaries and notebooks. These comprise his political
diaries and journals, 1913-40; journals in which he
recorded his activities and observations on his
widespread travels in Europe, Asia, Africa, and
North America, 1889-1939; other personal
notebooks and correspondence which document
his interests in plants (particularly orchids), fishing
and birds.
The collection contains material relating to Neville's
business activities. This includes correspondence,
a diary and other papers relating to his experience
as a young man when he was placed in charge of
his father's ill-fated venture growing sisal in the
Bahamas, 1890-1901. These contain extensive
details about Neville's life living on Andros Island,
about the local area and the people he met. The
collection also includes his notebooks relating to
the business affairs of Elliott's Metal Company Ltd
of Selly Oak, Birmingham (who also owned the
Pembrey Copper Works in Burry Port, South
Wales). He was also owner of Hoskins and Son Ltd
(a company which made cabin berths for ships) in
Bordesley, Birmingham and a Director of the
Birmingham Small Arms Company (BSA).
A wide variety of other types of material are
included in the collection including press cuttings,
scrapbooks, photographs, artefacts, published and
other printed items and ephemera. The collection
of photographs has a mixture of press
photographs, personal and family photographs and
portrait photographs. These include photographs of
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important political events such as of Neville's trips
to meet Mussolini, and Hitler in 1938.
A large number of papers of his wife, Anne (known
as Annie to family and friends) are also in the
collection. These consist of notebooks and diaries,
correspondence and scrap albums. The
correspondence includes letters from various
politicians and politicians wives from Britain and
abroad, peers, foreign ambassadors and other
notable persons. A large number of letters are
included relating to her work connected with the
historical legacy of Neville Chamberlain including
letters regarding her requests for copies of letters
written by Neville Chamberlain to various people;
and letters connected with Keith Feiling's biography
of Neville Chamberlain. Notes she kept of house
calls on constituents are also included in the
collection.
Reference: The Chamberlain Papers from
University of Birmingham Library: The Papers of
Neville Chamberlain (Primary Source Microfilm,
Reading, 2000).
Administrative history: Right Honourable Arthur
Neville Chamberlain, 1869-1940, son of the Right
Honourable Joseph and Florence [née Kenrick]
Chamberlain, married Anne Vere Cole in 1911; half
brother of the Right Honourable Sir Austen
Chamberlain; educated at Rugby and Mason
College, Birmingham; unsuccessfully attempted to
grow sisal on his father's estate in the Bahamas,
1890-1897. In 1911 he was elected to Birmingham
City Council and became Lord Mayor of
Birmingham in 1915; established the only municipal
savings bank, 1916; was appointed DirectorGeneral of National Service by Lloyd George in
1916 and resigned, 1917. From 1918-1940 he was
Conservative MP for a Birmingham division; while
in opposition (1920-1931), he reorganised
Conservative Central Office; became Postmaster
General, 1922; Chancellor of the Exchequer, 19311937 and was Prime Minister, 1937-1940.
Reference: The Concise Dictionary of National
Biography, 1901-1950 (Oxford, 1967).
Arrangement: The collection is arranged in
twenty-one series defined either by the type of
record (eg Printed items), or by topic (eg
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Birmingham political, constituency and other
series). This arrangement created shortly after the
deposit of the collection (with some alterations
following later deposits) is not entirely consistent
and does not comply with current standards and
practices of archival arrangement.
209 boxes
Access: Open
Access conditions: Access to all registered
researchers.
Notes: This collection was re-catalogued from
October 2008 to April 2010. The existing structure
and the numbering system was retained during this
re-cataloguing project, except in the photographs
series and except for some small modifications
where these were necessary, mainly where there
were numbering errors. These changes have been
recorded in the catalogue - in the catalogue entry
for the individual file or item. The titles of the series
and files have been changed from those used in
the original catalogue where it was felt these could
be improved.
Physical description: Most items in the collection
have been mounted in fascicules. The main
exceptions to this are the photographs, some
volumes, artefacts, and some large items. As a
result some items were folded to fit into the
fascicules and some volumes have been split into
individual pages. This has caused damage to some
documents.
Copies: The Papers of Neville Chamberlain have
been microfilmed by Primary Source Media as part
of a project to publish the entire Chamberlain
collection in series arranged around the three
statesmen: Neville, Austen and Joseph and other
family members. Some, or all, of these units have
been purchased by research libraries in this
country and elsewhere. Facilities are available in
Cadbury Research Library for researchers to make
paper copies of individual items from these
microfilms for their own private research purposes.
Alternatively, digitized copies of the microfilms can
be viewed online under 'Archives Unbound' at
http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb. Members of the
University of Birmingham may access the digital
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copies free of charge at
http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/bham_uk?db=G
DSC.
Copyright: Permission to make any published use
of any material from the collection must be sought
in advance in writing from the Director of Special
Collections (email: specialcollections@bham.ac.uk). Identification of copyright
holders of unpublished material is often difficult.
Special Collections will assist where possible with
identifying copyright owners, but responsibility for
ensuring copyright clearance rests with the user of
the material.
Language: English
Acquisition: The collection was presented as a gift
by the family in 1974, with various additional
deposits at later dates.
Related material: The papers of Austen, Joseph,
Beatrice, Ida, Hilda and Ethel Chamberlain are also
held at University of Birmingham, Special
Collections Department. There is also a general
family collection (reference C) which among a wide
range of other items includes some photographs
relating to Neville Chamberlain. Further artificial
series of additional correspondence exist for each
family member in the 'Letters Additional' series
including the Neville Chamberlain Additional
Letters.
Other collections held at University of Birmingham
Special Collections which contain some material
relating to Neville Chamberlain include papers o:
the Midland Union of Conservative Associations
(reference MUCA) and the Avon Papers (reference
AP). Special Collections also has copies of various
published books about Neville Chamberlain, and a
book written by Neville Chamberlain 'Norman
Chamberlain: A Memoir' (reference r CT 788.C5).
Publication notes: A large number of publications
have made use of the material in this collection.
These include the biographies of Chamberlain by:
Keith Feiling (1946); Iain Macleod (1961); H.
Montgomery Hyde (1976); David Dilks (1984);
David Dutton (2001, a book regarding
Chamberlain's reputation); Robert Self (2006); and
Nick Smart (2009). There are also a large number
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of books and articles concerned with specific
matters connected with Chamberlain which have
used material in this collection, in particular there
are various books and articles relating to the
Munich Agreement and the policy of appeasement.
NC1

Family correspondence and other papers
Correspondence and various other papers relating
to the Chamberlain family, including
correspondence between Neville Chamberlain and
other family members.

1768-[mid
20th
century]

The diverse range of other papers include family
trees and other papers connected with the
Chamberlain (and associated families) family
history; pamphlets and other printed items relating
to Neville's father Joseph Chamberlain; Neville's
memoir of Joseph; birth certificates of Neville and
Hilda, and Neville and Anne's marriage certificate;
articles about Neville and Joseph Chamberlain by
Hilda; and diaries of Emily Maxwell.
The family letters includes correspondence
between Neville (and Anne) and his father Joseph;
Joseph's third wife Mary; his half brother Austen;
his half sister Beatrice; his sisters Ida, Hilda and
Ethel; his wife Anne; his children Dorothy and
Frank; his cousin Norman; his aunts Clara [Ryland,
née Chamberlain] and Lina [Caroline] James; his
uncle George Kenrick; and Austen's wife Ivy. Some
of these letters can provide much information about
Neville Chamberlain and his family. For example,
there are a number of letters in which Neville gives
details of his work running his sisal business in the
Bahamas and his life there. Some letters are also
included which refer to Neville's political work
including during his premiership between 1937 and
1940.
Various other family letters given to or collected by
Neville are also included such as some letters from
Neville's father Joseph Chamberlain to his
business partner Joseph Nettlefold; some
transcriptions of 19th century letters from the
Kenrick family; some letters from Neville's
grandfather Joseph Chamberlain (1796-1874) to
the latter's wife, Caroline.
Other letters are included which are grouped into
files on a particular subject (relating to the family,
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but the correspondents are not necessarily family
members). This includes: letters concerning
biographies of Joseph and Austen Chamberlain by
Garvin and Petrie; letters of condolence on the
death of Beatrice; letters relating to the death of
Norman and Neville's biography of Norman; and
letters concerning Neville Chamberlain's and Anne
Vere Cole's engagement and wedding.
Access: Open
NC1/1

Family history papers
Family pedigrees, correspondence, articles and
other items relating to the Chamberlain family
history. This file shows that much work was carried
out in tracing the history of the Chamberlain family
and other related families and includes extensive
family trees of various branches of the family.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

See also the Austen Chamberlain collection [AC]
for other papers relating to the Chamberlain family
history.
The file contains the following items:
/1: List of contents of 'Family Pedigrees and other
Family Papers' file
/2: Strutt family tree. The Strutt family was the
family of Neville Chamberlain's great-grandmother,
Martha Statham Strutt [wife of Neville's greatgrandfather Joseph Chamberlain, 1752-1837].
/3: Chamberlain family tree.
/4: Harben family tree. The Harben family was the
family of Neville Chamberlain's grandmother,
Caroline Harben [wife of Neville's grandfather
Joseph Chamberlain, 1796-1894].
/5: Lee family tree
/6: Sargeant family tree [related through maternal
line of Neville's grandfather Joseph Chamberlain,
1796-1894].
/7: Dismoor family tree [family of Elizabeth, the
mother of Joseph Chamberlain, 1752-1837].
/8: Key chart to family history [similar to that used
in 'Notes on the Families of Chamberlain and
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Harben'].
/9: Smith of Stratford-on-Avon family tree. Related
via the Kenrick family [Austen Chamberlain's
mother's family].
/10: Letter from Jack Paget, Ibstock Place, Priory
Lane, Roehampton, London, regarding family
history, and regarding astrology. 28 September
1938.
/11-12: Family trees of Paget family.
/13: Press cutting relating to Neville Chamberlain's
ancestors from Sussex [Harben and Woodgate
families]. 1938.
/14: Press cutting relating to family history.
/15: 'Genealogists Magazine' Vol 8 No. 4 including
Article 'The Royal Descent of Mr. Neville
Chamberlain' by Anthony R. Wagner. 1938.
/16: Pamphlet 'John Spicer A Memorial' by Charles
T. Ware. 1891.
/17-18: Letter from Donough O'Brien, 2 Upper
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, London relating
to family history with enclosed family tree showing
connection between Chamberlain and O'Brien
families. 14 February 1940.
/19-22: Letter from F. H. Hinton, Mill House,
Lacock, Chippenham, Wiltshire regarding entry in
Lacock parish records relating to a John
Chamberlayne, with photograph of document,
transcript and reply from Neville Chamberlain's
Private Secretary. 2 and 5 December 1938.
/23: Kenrick family tree.
/24: Letter from T. A. Leslie Welch [Resident
Secretary, Equitable Life Assurance Society,
Birmingham office] regarding papers in the
Society's archives referring to William Chamberlain
[Neville's great grandfather's brother] and Joseph
Chamberlain [Neville's great grandfather]; with
enclosed pamphlet on the Society's history.
/25-26: Letters from J.A. Aytoun Ellis, Saxonbury,
Lewes, Sussex and The Proprietors of Hay's Wharf
Ltd to Mrs Chamberlain regarding family history. 2
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and 9 January 1951.
/27: Letter from Mary E. Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain regarding family history referring to
Ellis' letter [described at NC1/1/25]. 6. January
1951.
27 items
Access: Open
NC1/1/17/17-25

Letters from Ivy Chamberlain to Anne Chamberlain

[19181939]

Letters from Ivy Chamberlain to Anne Chamberlain.
A letter from Daniele Varé to Ivy Chamberlain and
a copy of a letter from Syed Sirdar Ali Khan to Ivy
Chamberlain is also included.
The following is a summary of the main topics of
the letters:
/17: Admiration for Neville following the Munich
Agreement. 30 September 1938.
/18: Neville's forthcoming visit to Italy and regarding
the people she expects he will meet; with enclosed
letter from Daniele Varé to Ivy regarding his book
'The Maker of Heavenly Trousers' and appreciation
for Neville. 26 December 1938.
/19-22: Letter forwarding a letter (included) from
Syed Sirdar Ali Khan regarding his application to
be conscripted, him having owed allegiance to
Austen Chamberlain and saying 'the good will of
the Premier is of immense value'; with note
regarding Anne's message for Syed Ali Khan
included in her letter to Ivy. 6 June 1939.
/23: Barbara Jones (one of Ivy's friends) going for
training in Birmingham for the W.A.A.C. [Women's
Army Auxilliary Corps]; Austen's visit to Paris. A
humorous cutting is also enclosed. 4 January
[1918].
/24: Trunks (boxes) bought by Ivy being now
available from another supplier; discussion of the
war. 27 March [1918].
/25: Praise for Neville; her conversation with Count
Ciano and regarding him saying that Italy will not
disappoint Neville in his faith in Italy; her being
'sure Neville's action has saved Europe from
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another war'; Mussolini being 'furious with Hitler
over Austria'. 27 February [1938].
10 items
Access: Open
NC1/2

Transcriptions of Kenrick family letters

[17901915]

Transcriptions of letters within the Kenrick family
and other related families [the Russell and Smith
families]. A family tree of the Russell family and
some other notes are also included with the
transcription.
The letters were transcribed in 1915 by Norah
Kenrick [wife of Neville Chamberlain's cousin and
friend, W. Byng Kenrick] from the original letters
then in the possession of Clara Martineau [granddaughter of Timothy Kenrick]. The transcripts also
contain additional notes supplied to Norah Kenrick
by Mrs Howard Hutton and Mrs C. A. Beale [nieces
of Miss Rebecca Kenrick].
The letters are primarily personal letters relating to
matters such as their activities, family events and
health. The Kenricks were the family of Neville
Chamberlain's mother Florence [there were also
other connections between the Chamberlain and
Kenrick families].
The following is a list of the individual letters
included in the transcription:
/1-6: Rebecca Kenrick [wife of Archibald Kenrick] to
Lucy Kenrick. 10 November 1804 to 5 February
1808.
/7: A.K. [Archibald Kenrick] to his sister. not dated.
/8-9: Rebecca Kenrick to Archibald. not dated.
/10: Archibald Kenrick to Rebecca [his daughter[. 3
September 1813.
/11-16: Rebecca Kenrick [daughter of Archibald
and Rebecca] to Miss Lucy Kenrick. 1822-1830.
/17: Rebecca Kenrick to Timothy Kenrick, West
Bromwich. 24 June 1833.
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/18: Family tree of The Russell Family.
/19: Martha Russell to her mother.
/20: Russell family to Miss Rebecca Smith on her
marriage to Archibald Kenrick
/21: John Bowen and other ministers to G. S.
Kenrick and Smith, Varteg Iron Works. 25
September 1833.
/22: Rebecca Kenrick to her brother and his wife
[Maria Paget]. 9 February 1858.
/23: Lambert Smith, Baltimore to Rebecca Smith. 1
May 1790.
/24: Statement of pedigree of Joseph Smith by
Elizabeth Hancox.
/25: Marianne Smith, Berkley Crescent, Bristol to
Rebecca Smith. 22 December 1876.
/26: Note regarding relationship of Kenricks and
Boults.
/27: Note regarding the transcription and regarding
the original letters.
1 item
Access: Open
Notes: This is all one single document, but each
part of the document has been individually
numbered.
NC1/3

Old family letters
Correspondence between various family members
dating to the 18th and 19th centuries comprising
letters from William Chamberlain, Joseph
Chamberlain [1794-1874, Neville Chamberlain's
grandfather], Charlotte Bailey [Neville's great-aunt]
and Mary Kenrick [Neville's aunt].

1768-[mid
20th
century]

A later letter from Millicent Napier-Clavering
[daughter of William and Mary Kenrick and Neville's
cousin] to Neville Chamberlain forwarding two
letters is also included.
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18 items
Access: Open
NC1/3/1-11

Letters from Joseph Chamberlain (1796-1874) to
Caroline Chamberlain

1858-1864

Letters from Joseph Chamberlain [1796-1874,
Neville Chamberlain's grandfather] to Caroline [his
wife].
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics included in the letters:
/1: Trip from London to Birmingham with Joe
Nettlefold, visit to Osler's house where they saw
scientific objects, photographs etc, and about 'the
two Mr Kenricks whom Nettlefold knows and the
two Mrs Kenricks who say they know me' being
absent; urges Caroline to 'give yourself entirely to
your own health'. 27 January 1858.
/2: Their 23rd wedding anniversary; about some
'minor instances of disrespect as [the name has
been crossed out] exhibited on Monday'; the
weather; visit to Margate. Part of the letter has
been crossed out - an annotated note states that
this was done by 'Mamma' [Caroline] after 'Papa's'
[Joseph's] death. [26 March 1858] (this date has
been annotated in pencil by an unknown person).
/3: Asks Caroline to ensure that Lina [their
daughter Caroline] does not overwork to injure her
health; his stay in Margate including about visit to
Broadstairs, a ratcatcher, the thick mist. 28 March
1858.
/4: Train journey to Exeter; visit to see John,
Richard and Joe at the Seward's. [7 August 1859]
(this date has been annotated in pencil by an
unknown person).
/5: Him meeting Nettlefold; invitations for a party;
Joe stating they are 'positively inundated with
orders for the next five weeks'; visit to Margate
including about visit to see 'young (Steer?)' at
school, walks, food eaten, Shaw having been
appointed harbourmaster, agriculture in the area.
10 February 1860.
/6: Joseph not having found it necessary to warn
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Richard 'against the excess to which you allude';
letters received from Mrs Harben and Henrietta
Nettlefold; account of the last church/chapel
service to take place at Carter Lane. 16 October
1861.
/8: Visit to Ramsgate and Margate; Harrie having
arrived; Joseph having not written to Porter. 12
December 1861.
/9: The Nettlefolds having called; Miss Florence
being engaged to Mr Squires; his visit to
Ramsgate. December 1861.
/10: His interview with Mr S. and Mr Ryland and
about agreement for a seven year partnership and
a annuity for five years of one fourth of the profits.
24 June 1863.
/11: Joe's letter; Mansion House dinner; his visit to
Ramsgate including about walk to Broadstairs
where he visited a house for sale (which he
rejected), visit to Deal to view a house for sale,
walks. 24 April 1864.
11 items
Access: Open
NC1/3/12-13

Letters from Charlotte Bailey to Fanny and Caroline 1859-1868
Chamberlain
Letter and transcript of letter from C. A. Bailey
[Charlotte Augusta Bailey née Harben, sister of
Neville Chamberlain's grandmother], 271 Holborn,
London and 37 Regent's Park Road, London to
Fanny and Caroline Chamberlain.
The following is a summary description of the
items:
/12: Transcript of letter to Fanny, relating to a
dinner given by Caroline Chamberlain [Joseph
Chamberlain's wife, 1796-1894] at Highbury; book
'Adam Bede' being read; visit to Carter Lane
[Chapel]. 30 March 1859.
/13: Letter to Caroline [Charlotte's sister, and
Neville Chamberlain's grandmother] regarding:
thanks for Caroline's good wishes; items presented
to Charlotte; a letter from Ellen; family matters;
planned lunch at the Sharpe's and visit to Queen's
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Theatre and South Kensington; happy returns for
Caroline's birthday; note from her granddaughter
Nelly; investments; and other matters. 23-24 July
1868.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/3/14-16

Letters from Mary Kenrick to Charlotte Bailey and
Ellen Preston

1874-[mid
20th
century]

Letters from Mary Kenrick [née Chamberlain,
Neville Chamberlain's aunt] to her aunts Charlotte
Bailey and Ellen Preston. A letter from Millicent
Napier-Clavering [née Kenrick, wife of Claude
Gerald Napier-Clavering and Neville's cousin],
Tennal Grange, Harborne, [Birmingham] forwarding
the letters to Neville Chamberlain is also included.
These letters are mentioned in NC18/1/234.
The following is a summary description of the
letters:
/14: Letter from Mary Kenrick to 'Dearest Aunt'
regarding the death of Joseph Chamberlain [17961874, Neville Chamberlain's grandfather]. 25
January 1874.
/15: Letter from Mary Kenrick to 'Dear Aunts'
regarding the funeral of Caroline Chamberlain [née
Harben, wife of Joseph Chamberlain [1796-1874,
Neville Chamberlain's grandmother]. 24 August
1875.
/16: Letter from Millicent Napier-Clavering to
Neville Chamberlain, forwarding letters /14 and /15;
and regarding her family. [early-mid 20th century]
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/3/17-18

Receipt and transcript of letter from William
Chamberlain

1760-1768

A receipt and transcript of a letter from William
Chamberlain [Neville Chamberlain's great-great
grandfather].
The file contains the following items:
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/17: Transcript (dated 20 September [18]96) by
A.C. of letter from William Chamberlain to
unspecified person dated 12 January 1760
regarding the death of William Chamberlain's
mother.
/18: Receipt from William Chamberlain for payment
of £150 by Richard Washington. 23 April 1768. The
receipt was given to A. V. C. [Anne Chamberlain]
by A. C. in 1914.
2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC1/3/1-2
NC1/4

Miscellaneous family letters and other items

1881-1938

Miscellaneous letters and various other items
relating to various members of the Chamberlain
family.
The file comprises the following items:
/1: Note from Austen Chamberlain regarding
miniature of Joseph Chamberlain [1752-1837,
Neville and Austen Chamberlain's greatgrandfather], with notes about Joseph
Chamberlain, 1752-1837 and the portrait. 8
September 1914.
/2: Letter from C. Mabel Catterson-Smith, 13
Carlyle Square, Chelsea, London to Neville
Chamberlain regarding bequest from Aunt Lina of
silver candlesticks and portrait. 7 October 1937.
/3-5: Letter from H. Bousfield-Siggens, Norwood
Hill House, Southwell, Nottinghamshire to Neville
Chamberlain and Anne Vere Chamberlain
regarding Charlotte Pace [Joseph Chamberlain's
school teacher], with enclosed photograph of Miss
Pace dated 1902 and letter from Charlotte Pace to
Miss Bousfield dated 1901. 1901-1938.
/6-7: Letter from E. Kilburn Scott, 38 Claremont
Square, London to Neville Chamberlain's Secretary
regarding an article he is writing about 25 Highbury
Place [home of Joseph Chamberlain 1836-1914];
and reply. 4 and 7 October 1939.
/8: Letter from Neville Stanley, 6 Corwell Lane,
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Hillingdon, Middlesex to Neville Chamberlain
regarding death of Louisa Stanley [née Strutt]. 29
December 1939.
/9: Letter from Austen Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain regarding graves, the residuary estate
and grandchilds trust of Joseph Chamberlain
[1836-1914]; with enclosed note from cemetery. 17
October 1917.
/10: Programme for family play 'Nurseryrhymia or
The Prince, The Party and The Pie!' at Moor Green
Hall on 5 January 1881. It involved Neville
Chamberlain, his sisters and other family members.
/11: Programme for family play 'The Rose and the
Ring' at Moor Green Hall on 11 and 12 January
1883. It involved various Chamberlain and Kenrick
family members including Neville.
/12-13: Poems to Ethel and Neville Chamberlain.
/14: Typescript extract of book 'Through Thirty
Years' by Henry Wickham Steed which refers to
Joseph Chamberlain [1836-1914]. A note states
that it was left by Grandi in August 1937.
/15: Duplicate of /11.
/16: Letter from J. B. Paget, Ibstock Place, Priory
Lane, Roehampton, London relating to family
history with enclosed family tree. 10 March 1933.
16 items
Access: Open
NC1/5

Diaries of Emily Maxwell, and William Kenrick
obituary

1892-1919

Diaries of Emily Maxwell, and an obituary from the
Birmingham Post of William Kenrick [Neville
Chamberlain's uncle].
2 volumes, 1 item
Access: Open
NC1/5/1

Obituary of William Kenrick

1919

Press cutting of obituary in Birmingham Post of
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William Kenrick [Neville Chamberlain's uncle].
A miscellaneous cutting is also included (this
appears just to be part of the rest of the page which
included the obituary, rather than a cutting
deliberately kept).
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/5/2

Diaries of Emily Maxwell

1892-1903

Diaries of Emily Maxwell from 30 July 1892 to 4
August 1898 and 5 August 1898 to 6 February
1903.
Most of the diary entries are fairly brief but they
were generally written regularly (most days, though
there are periods where no entries were made
including a long gap between March 1900 and
January 1903). The diaries give details of her visits
to various places; social engagements; visitors
received and visits paid; and conversations she
had.
Emily travelled widely, including visits to South
Africa and Egypt, attended many social
engagements and met many notable people
including peers, politicians and army officers for
example Cecil Rhodes.
Emily appears to be the daughter of Sir Peter
Maxwell [Maxwell, Sir Peter Benson (1817-1893)
Knight Chief Justice of the Straits Settlement] and
the sister of Sir William Maxwell [Maxwell, Sir
William Edward (1846-1897) Knight Colonial
Administrator] (referred to as 'Bill' in the diaries).
The diaries include various references to Herbert
and Mary Studd [second husband of Anne
Chamberlain's mother and Anne's mother] and the
Coles so possibly she was a relative of Anne
Chamberlain [Neville's wife].
Further details of the individual diaries are given
below:
/1: Diary 30 July 1892-4 August 1898. Examples of
some specific events referred to in detail in the
diary include: holiday in Italy, France and Monaco
[November 1892-March 1893]; death of her father
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[Sir Peter Benson Maxwell] [14 January 1893];
opening of the Imperial Institute by the Queen [10
May 1893]; Royal Wedding [6 July 1893]; Mary's
wedding [19 April 1894] [wedding of Mary Cole née
de Vere [mother of Neville's future wife, Anne Cole]
to Herbert Studd; visit to Paris, France [May 1894
and April 1895]; visit to Germany and Switzerland
[August-September 1894]; stay at Mauldslie Castle,
Carluke [October 1894, October 1895, March
1898]; visit to Germany [August 1895]; visit to
Scotland [September 1896]; Diamond Jubilee Day
[22 June 1897]; holiday in Switzerland [AugustSeptember 1897]; Louie's marriage [28 October
1897]; death of her brother 'Bill' [Maxwell, Sir
William Edward (1846-1897) Knight Colonial
Administrator] [reported to her on 16 December
1897]. Loose enclosures include photographs of:
flower picking; Grasse [France]; unidentified
woman; Mauldslie Castle in Scotland; English
church at Grasse; grave of H. H.; woman in
garden; interior of a church. Other loose enclosures
are: some pencil drawings; a pressed flower;
service sheet for service in memory of Cecil John
Rhodes at St Paul's Cathedral; press cuttings
relating to the death of Sir William Maxwell; note
dated 4 May 1921; press cutting relating to death of
Major-General Sir David Bruce [dated 1931]; note
regarding bad point and good points [about Sir R.
Wingate?]; printed letter from R. Eyton to the
congregation of Holy Trinity Church, Chelsea
[dated 1 May 1895]
/2: Diary 5 August 1898-6 February 1903 (no
entries 1 January-21 March 1900 and 24 March
1900-23 January 1903 except one entry regarding
the death of Cecil Rhodes). Examples of some
specific events referred to in the diary in greater
detail include: trip to South Africa and the voyages
there and back, calling at Grand Canary and St
Helena on the outward trip and Madeira on the
return [August-November 1898] during which she
met [Cecil] Rhodes among other people; death of
her mother [19 July 1899]; visit to various places in
Scotland [August-September 1899]; farewell
inspection of 2nd Coldstream at Wellington
Barracks [20 October 1899]; launch of the 'Cecil
Rhodes' boat [18 November 1899]; visit to Egypt
[March 1900]; another visit to South Africa
[January-February 1903]. Loose enclosures include
photographs of Groote Schuur, Rondebosch;
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Captain Chinnery, Major Maitland Knoles, Mr
Birchenough, Mr Friedlander, E. Maxwell and K.
Feilden on board RMS Saxon on 20 January 1903;
beach at Forest Hall, South Africa; house 'Groote
Schuur' at Rondebosch; Krugersdorp Refugee
Camp; repatriation at Krugersdorp; . Other loose
enclosures are: S.S. Braemar Castle Programme
of Concert on 29 August 1898; envelope with
message from [J. L.?] asking to meet with Miss
Maxwell; miscellaneous notes including draft poem;
press cutting relating to the Afrikander Bond;
photographs.
2 volumes
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Mr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in January 1984.
NC1/6

Joseph Chamberlain (1836-1914) correspondence
and other items

1868-1935

Correspondence, printed items and miscellaneous
items relating to Joseph Chamberlain, the father of
Neville Chamberlain.
The sub-series includes letters from Joseph
Chamberlain to Neville Chamberlain and to others;
letters from Neville and Austen Chamberlain to
Joseph; a number of printed items relating to
Joseph; his marriage and death certificate; Neville's
memoirs of Joseph; and various miscellaneous
items.
See also the Joseph Chamberlain Collection [JC]
for the main collection of papers relating to Joseph
Chamberlain.
Administrative history: Joseph Chamberlain was
born in 1836; and at the age of sixteen moved from
London to Birmingham to join his uncle's screw
manufacturing business, Nettlefold and
Chamberlain which Joseph helped to turn into a
highly successful business. He then became a
member of Birmingham Town Council from 1872 to
1880 and was Lord Mayor of Birmingham between
1873 and 1876 during which period he was highly
successful at improving the city. In 1876 he
became MP for West Birmingham. He was initially
in the Liberal Party but he and other Liberals
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opposed to Irish Home Rule split from the Liberal
Party to form the Liberal Unionist Party which
formed an alliance with the Conservative Party,
later officially merging as the Conservative and
Unionist Party. Ministerial offices held by Joseph
Chamberlain were: President of the Board of
Trade, 1880-1885; President of the Local
Government Board, 1886; and Secretary of State
for the Colonies, 1895-1903. He died on 2nd July
1914.
259 items, 29 volumes
Access: Open
NC1/6/1

Marriage and death certificate

1868-1914

Certificate of Joseph Chamberlain's marriage to
Florence Kenrick dated 8 June 1868; death
certificate, giving the cause as thrombosis and
cardiac failure, dated 3 July 1914.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/2/1

Letter to Louisa Kenrick

1868

Letter from Joseph Chamberlain to Louisa Kenrick
[Joseph Chamberlain's sister-in-law], written from
Derwentwater Hotel near Keswick [Cumbria] on his
honeymoon [following his marriage to Florence
Kenrick, Louisa's sister].
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/3

Letters to Joseph Nettlefold

1870-1924

Letters from Joseph Chamberlain [1836-1914] to
Joseph Nettlefold dated 7 to 28 May 1870 except
one undated letter, which appears to date to 1870.
The letters are addressed from the Nettlefold and
Chamberlain business.
Joseph Henry Nettlefold was the son of John
Sutton Nettlefold, the latter of whom in partnership
with Joseph Chamberlain [1796-1874, Neville's
grandfather] founded the business of Nettlefold and
Chamberlain which purchased the British rights for
an American patented method of making screws.
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This method was highly successful and the
company grew to become a major manufacturer in
Birmingham and the principal manufacturer of
screws in Britain. To manage the business, Joseph
and Edward Nettlefold [John Nettlefold's sons] and
Joseph Chamberlain [1836-1914, Neville's father]
were appointed. The Chamberlain family however
sold their stake in the firm in 1874 for a
considerable sum, and at the same time Joseph
Chamberlain ceased to be involved in the
management of the company.
These letters were forwarded to Neville
Chamberlain in 1924 by F. Crowther, Cedar
Cottage, Blackwell, near Bromsgrove
[Worcestershire] who had found them amongst a
deceased relative's papers. The letters relate to the
Nettlefold and Chamberlain business in particular
the purchase of the Patent File Company to enable
the business to expand, Joseph's views on the
business strategy for Nettlefold and Chamberlain
and how they should maintain their position as
'Screw Kings', expand the business and fight their
competitors, including a new company [the
Birmingham Screw Company], and about patent
rights for screws.
A letter from Crowther regarding the letters is also
included.
These letters are briefly referred to in Neville's
letter to his sister Hilda on 24 November 1924 [see
NC18/1/465].
19 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/4

Letters and cuttings on the death of Florence
Chamberlain

1875

Letters of condolence, press cuttings and extract
from sermon relating to the death of Florence
Chamberlain (née Kenrick), Joseph Chamberlain's
second wife and Neville Chamberlain's mother, in
1875.
The letters are mainly addressed to Joseph
Chamberlain, but a letter to Florence's children is
also included. Some of the letters also contain
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reminiscences of Florence.
The following is a list of the items:
/1: J. Thackray Bunce [John Thackray Bunce
(1828-1899) editor], 109 Bristol Road,
[Birmingham].
/2: Harriett [cousin of Joseph], 13 Marquess Road,
Canonbury
/3: John Henry Chamberlain [1831–1883, architect
(not related to Joseph Chamberlain)], Christ
Church Buildings, Birmingham.
/4: Walter Chamberlain [Joseph Chamberlain's
brother], S. S. Pera.
/5: Jesse Collings [Collings, Jesse (1831-1920)
Politician], 9 Plough & Harrow Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.
/6: Henry W. Crosskey [Henry William Crosskey
(1826-1893), Unitarian minister, social reformer
and geologist], 28 George Road.
/7: H. Enfield Dowson [Henry Enfield Dowson,
minister (of chapel)], Gee Cross, Manchester.
/8: William Harris, 14 Stratford Road, Birmingham.
/9-10: Francis Knollys [on behalf of Prince and
Princess of Wales], Marlborough House, Pall Mall,
London; with related letter of acknowledgement
from (E. G. Hayes?), Town Clerk of Birmingham to
Knollys.
/11: H. Worcester [Philpott, Henry (1807–1892),
bishop of Worcester], Hartlebury, Kidderminster.
/12: Alfred Preston, 39 Camden Square, London.
/13: Samuel Timmins, Elvetham Lodge,
Birmingham. See JCLAdd/152 for reply.
/14: Henrietta Wyman, Upper Richmond Road,
Putney.
/15: Emily Martineau [née Kenrick, sister of
Florence Chamberlain], 26 Calthorpe Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.
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/16: Louisa Kenrick to Florence Chamberlain's
children [Neville, Hilda, Ida and Ethel].
/17: John Bright [Bright, John (1811-1889),
politician], House of Commons.
/18: Extract from sermon preached at the Church of
the Messiah. Copied by Joseph Chamberlain
/19-24: Press cuttings relating to the death of
Florence Chamberlain, and Joseph Chamberlain's
resignation as Mayor of Birmingham in connection
with her death.
24 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/5

Letters from Joseph Chamberlain to Caroline
James née Chamberlain (and other letters to or
from Caroline)

[1870s]1897

Letters from Joseph Chamberlain to Caroline
James [née Chamberlain] and letter from Neville
Chamberlain to Caroline and part of letter from
Caroline to unknown person.
Caroline [who was known as 'Lina' within the
family] was a sister of Joseph Chamberlain and
aunt to Neville Chamberlain. She became Mrs
James after her marriage.
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics of the letters. Unless specified otherwise, the
letters are from Joseph to Lina:
/1: Joseph expecting to make a maiden speech in
the House of Commons tomorrow; asks her to
send a report of evidence he gave before the work
shops commissioners; the weather. 26 July 1876.
/2: Account of Joseph's holiday at 'Jockmock'
[Jokkmokk] in Lapland [Sweden] including about
the landscape. 28 August 1876.
/3: Account of Joseph's holiday at Gothenburg
[Sweden] including about stay in Stockholm. 18
September 1876.
/4: Account of Joseph's holiday at Salzburg
[Austria]; he also visited or planned to visit
Strasbourg, Munich, Berchtesgaden and Ischl. 25
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August (annotated '?1877' by unknown person).
/5: Account of Joseph's holiday at Vienna including
about his stay in Berchtesgaden, the scenery,
walks, visit to Linz, boat trip on Danube, visit to art
galleries, plan to meet Collings. 31 August
(annotated '1877' by unknown person).
/6: Dinner with Dilks, Lord Houghton, Sir William
Harcourt and Sir Henry James including about
conversation on religion; dinner with the Trevelyans
meeting Mr Venables, Lord Thurlow and Sir Roger
Cunliffe; people met in the lobby [of the House of
Commons?]; dinner with Frederic Harrison meeting
Sir H. Jackson and Rev. W. Rodgers; visit to 'the
Polytechnic' and to Brighton with Austen. 5 March
1897.
/7: Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Aunt Lina,
written as a child, thanking her for her letter. Not
dated [1870s].
/8: Part of a letter from Lina Chamberlain (to one of
her nephews or nieces?) regarding: kennel for
Cora; Joseph's children Ethel, Neville and Hilda.
The start of the letter is missing. Not dated [1870s].
8 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/6

Miscellaneous letters to or about Joseph
Chamberlain

1888-1934

Letters to Joseph Chamberlain from various
people. A letter to Maurice Pollack [Mayor of
Birmingham], and a letter to Neville Chamberlain
relating to that letter is also included.
The letters are from the following correspondents:
/1-2: John Bright, One Ash, Rochdale to Mayor of
Birmingham [Maurice Pollack]. 3 March 1888. The
letter approves of the Mayor's proposal to honour
Joseph Chamberlain following his work to settle a
fisheries dispute with the USA; with letter dated 16
August 1934 from Menzies H. S. Pollack
forwarding the Bright letter to Neville Chamberlain.
/3-4: W. L. Allardyce [Allardyce, Sir William
Lamond (1861-1930) Knight Colonial Governor],
Government House, Falklands, transcript of letter;
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and copy of letter from Chamberlain to Allardyce.
19 February and 24 April 1906. Letter
congratulating Joseph Chamberlain on the election
results; and Chamberlain's response.
/5: Mary Studd, 86 Sloane Street, London. 10
November 1910. The letter thanks Joseph and his
family for welcoming her daughter, Anne Cole
following her engagement to Neville Chamberlain,
and looks forward to meeting the Chamberlain
family at the wedding.
/6-8: Anne Chamberlain. 25 September 1911, 13
February 1928, and 30 October 1913. The 1911
letter thanks Joseph for gifts. The 1928 letter
thanks Joseph for a gift and relates to her daughter
Dorothy. The 1913 letter relates to orchids given by
Joseph.
8 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/7

Printed items

1876-1924

Printed items relating to Joseph Chamberlain,
including pamphlets containing speeches and
addresses, articles and obituaries about Joseph
Chamberlain, programmes and other items relating
to the 'Chamberlain Celebration' in 1906, and
various other items.
Two letters [from Caroline James and W. S. Wyer]
regarding items sent to Neville Chamberlain about
Joseph Chamberlain are also included.
29 volumes, 22 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/1

Letter from Caroline James to Neville Chamberlain

1920

Letter from Caroline James [Neville's aunt, known
as 'Lina'] regarding sending newspapers and
pamphlets about her brother Joseph Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/2

Letter from W. S. Wyer to Neville Chamberlain
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Letter from W. S. Wyer, 124 Rann Street,
Ladywood, [Birmingham] regarding sending papers
on Empire Saturday and pamphlet containing
speeches about gas undertaking and the
Birmingham Improvement Scheme.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/3

'The Licensing Laws of Sweden, and some account 1873
of the Great Reduction of Drunkenness in
Gothenburg' by David Carnegie
Pamphlet containing a paper read at the
Philosopical Society of Glasgow on 2 December
1872.
1 volume
Access: Open

NC1/6/7/4

'A short history of the passing of the Birmingham
(Corporation) Gas Act and the Birmingham
(Corporation Water Act)'

1875

Book relating to Acts which permitted the
Birmingham Council taking control of gas and
water in the city, including transcripts of speeches
by Joseph Chamberlain in support of those
measures and also relating to the Artizans' and
Labourers' Dwellings Improvement Act.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: The item had been previously
incorrectly numbered as NC1/6/7/14.
NC1/6/7/5

'Six years of educational work in Birmingham'
address by Joseph Chamberlain

1876

Pamphlet containing a transcript of address
delivered to the Birmingham School Board on 2
November 1876.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/6

'Licensing reform and local option' speech by
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Joseph Chamberlain
Pamphlet containing a transcript of a speech to the
Committee of the Six Hundred of the Birmingham
Liberal Association on 15 November 1876.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/7

'Public house reform' speech by Joseph
Chamberlain

1877

Pamphlet containing a transcript of a speech given
by Joseph Chamberlain at a meeting of
Birmingham Borough Council on 2 January 1877.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/7A

'The Progress of the Birmingham Improvement
Scheme' speech by Joseph Chamberlain

1878

Pamphlet containing a transcript of speech made at
a special meeting of the Birmingham Borough
Council on 11 June 1878.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/8

'English Policy in South Africa' by Joseph
Chamberlain

1879

Pamphlet containing a transcript of a speech by
Joseph Chamberlain in the House of Commons on
1 August 1879.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/9

'A proposal to abolish the Income Tax to set
industry free, and to put an equitable tax on all
property' by J. S. M.

1879

1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/10

'Proceedings of the Town Council of Birmingham
on the reception of the Annual Report of the Gas
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Committee'
Printed excerpt from the council minutes regarding
the presenting of the Gas Committee annual report
by Joseph Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/11

'The Irish Unionists' Case Stated' by Thomas
Harrison

1888

Pamphlet printed for the Ulster Liberal Unionist
Association.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/12

'The Unionist alliance and a new national party'
(Unionist Party pamphlet)

1889

Pamphlet containing a transcript of a speech by
Joseph Chamberlain on the alliance between the
Liberal Unionists and the Conservatives.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/13

Press cutting 'The Birmingham Improvement
Scheme, Report of the Committee'

1882

Cutting from 'The Birmingham Daily Post', 20 May.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/14

'Cassell's Family Magazine' May 1896

1896

Magazine including article 'Big Men at Play', which
refers to the personal interests of politicians and
other notable people including Joseph
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/15

Transcript of speech by Joseph Chamberlain at
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Canada Club Dinner on 25 March 1896
Pamphlet containing a transcript of speech,
published by the British Empire League.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/16

'Patriotism' address by Joseph Chamberlain

1897

Book containing a transcript of an address to
students of the University of Glasgow on the
occasion of Joseph Chamberlain's installation as
Lord Rector of the University.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/17

'Black & White Budget' 6 October 1900, volume 4
number 52

1900

Illustrated magazine including photograph of
Joseph Chamberlain on cover and inside cover.
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: In poor condition, front and
back covers are detached and torn.
NC1/6/7/18

'Chapters from the Life of Mr Chamberlain' by Jane
T. Stoddart

1901

Illustrated article about Joseph Chamberlain
published in three parts in 'The Woman at Home'
magazine.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/19

'Gold casket for presentation to the Rt. Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain, M. P., by the Corporation of
the City of London'

1902

Printed booklet about a gold casket to be
presented to Joseph Chamberlain on 13 February
1902.
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/20

Plan of tables for dinner to Joseph Chamberlain at
the Mansion House, City of London on 13 February
1902

1902

1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/21

Menu for lunch to Joseph and Mary Chamberlain at 1902
the Mansion House, City of London on 27 May
1902
1 item
Access: Open

NC1/6/7/22

Transcript of address by Joseph Chamberlain on
16 May 1902

1902

Pamphlet containing a transcript of the address
given at the Annual Meeting of the Birmingham
Aston and Handsworth Liberal Unionist
Association.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/23

'Imperial Federation' speech by Joseph
Chamberlain

1903

Pamphlet containing a transcript of a speech given
at a meeting of the Unionists of West Birmingham
on 15 May 1903, published for the Imperial Tariff
Committee.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/24

'Tariff Reform and the Colonial Conference' speech
by Joseph Chamberlain

1904

Pamphlet containing a transcript of a speech
delivered at Luton on 5 October 1904, published by
the Imperial Tariff Committee.
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC1/6/7/25

'Nelson's Year and National Duty' by Joseph
Chamberlain

1905

Article reprinted from 'The Outlook' 11 March 1905,
re-published as a pamphlet by the Imperial Tariff
Committee.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/26

Transcript of speech by Joseph Chamberlain on 12
April 1905

1905

Pamphlet containing a transcript of the speech
given at the Annual General Meeting of the Liberal
Union Club.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/27

'Redistribution of seats' (Unionist Party pamphlet)

1905

1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/28

'The English Education Act' (Unionist Party
pamphlet)

1905

Political pamphlet published by the Liberal Unionist
Council.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/29

Transcript of speech by Joseph Chamberlain on 11
May 1906

1906

Pamphlet containing a transcript of a speech by
Joseph Chamberlain at the Annual General
Meeting of the Liberal Union Club.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/30

Programme for 'Crystal Palace' fireworks on
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'Chamberlain Day'
Programme for fireworks on 7 July 1906 at
Calthorpe Park, Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/31

Programme for torchlight procession for the
'Chamberlain Celebration'

1906

Programme for procession on 9 July 1906 in
honour of Joseph Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/32

Programme for congratulatory meeting in honour of
Joseph Chamberlain at Bingley Hall, Birmingham

1906

Programme for meeting on 9 July 1906. The item is
identical to NC1/6/7/35.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/33

Menu for banquet on 3 March 1906

1906

Menu for banquet in celebration of the return of the
seven Unionist Members of Parliament for
Birmingham, including Joseph Chamberlain, at the
Grand Hotel, Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/34

'Chamberlain Celebration, Official Programme'

1906

Programme for celebration in Birmingham on 7 and
9 July 1906 in honour of Joseph Chamberlain on
his 70th birthday. The celebrations included various
concerts, fireworks displays, processions and a
congratulatory meeting.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/35

Programme for congratulatory meeting in honour of
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Joseph Chamberlain at Bingley Hall, Birmingham
Programme for meeting on 9 July 1906. The item is
identical to NC1/6/7/32.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/36

'City of Birmingham Gas Department Magazine'
August 1914 (Volume 3 Number 8)

1914

Magazine including article 'Mr Chamberlain: some
memories'.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/37

'Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Bulletin of
Miscellaneous Information' number 7

1914

Journal including article 'Joseph Chamberlain - In
Memoriam'.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/38

Tribute to Joseph Chamberlain by Birmingham Gas 1914
Department
Typescript copy of tribute paid to Joseph
Chamberlain at a meeting of the Birmingham Gas
Department.
1 item
Access: Open

NC1/6/7/39

Order of service for memorial service at St
Margaret's Church, Westminster, London on 6 July

1914

1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/40

Transcript of sermon by Reverend Sidney M. Berry
at a memorial service to Joseph Chamberlain

1914

Printed transcript of sermon given at memorial
service on 12 July 1914 at Carrs Lane Church,
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Birmingham.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/41

Auction catalogue for the sale of the contents of
Highbury

1915

Auction catalogue issued by Edwards, Son and
Bigwood for an auction of 'surplus household
furniture, collection of oriental china, pictures,
books, etc' at Joseph Chamberlain's former house,
Highbury in Birmingham on 28 and 29 April 1915.
A letter from the auctioneers to Neville
Chamberlain detailing the purchasers of settees
and garden seats is also enclosed.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/42

Pamphlet of speeches made by Austen
Chamberlain and Neville Chamberlain at a meeting
of the Birmingham Liberal Unionist Association

1917

Pamphlet of speeches made at meeting on 18
December 1917. It includes a speech relating to
National Service by Neville Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/43

Programme of opening ceremony for the Joseph
Chamberlain Memorial Museum

1934

Programme for opening of museum on 9 July 1934
at Highbury in Birmingham, including a brief history
of the house.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/44

'Straight Forward' number 58, July 1936

1936

Special issue of magazine for the Joseph
Chamberlain Centenary containing various articles
about Joseph Chamberlain
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1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/45

Political cartoon in support of Burnaby and
Calthorpe

[1880]

Political cartoon in support of Major Fred Burnaby
and Augustus Calthorpe [Conservative Party]
against John Bright, Philip Henry Muntz and
Joseph Chamberlain [Liberal Party] for the
Birmingham seat in the 1880 General Election.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/46

Political cartoon in support of Burnaby and
Calthorpe

[1880]

Political cartoon depicting Joseph Chamberlain, in
support of Major Fred Burnaby and Augustus
Calthorpe (Conservative Party) and against Joseph
Chamberlain 'and Co' (Liberal Party) in the 1880
General Election.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/47

Political songs in support of Bright, Muntz and
Chamberlain

[1880]

Printed sheet of political songs 'The Liberal March',
'A Song for the People' and 'The People's Anthem'
in support of John Bright, Philip Henry Muntz and
Joseph Chamberlain [Liberal Party] in the General
Election for the seat of Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/7/48

Menu for banquet to Joseph Chamberlain on 28
March 1888

1888

Menu for banquet in the Town Hall, Birmingham for
a reception of Joseph Chamberlain.
1 item
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Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Mr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in January 1984.
NC1/6/8

Miscellaneous items

1904-1935

Miscellaneous items relating to Joseph
Chamberlain including drawings, and
correspondence.
The file contains the following items:
/1: List of cross-breeded orchids, 1904-1910.
/2: Silhouette of Joseph Chamberlain with letter
from Wilfrid Wright, 1 Carlton Mansions, West End
Lane, London to Neville Chamberlain enclosing the
silhouette, and also regarding forthcoming election.
18 October 1935.
/3: Drawing of 188 The Grove, Camberwell,
London [Joseph Chamberlain's birthplace] by Llwyd
Roberts of 7 Bloxam Gardens, London, with letter
from the artist. 1934.
/4: Drawing of 25 Highbury Place [where Joseph
Chamberlain spent his childhood between 1845
and 1854]. 1909.
/5-7: Correspondence between Graham Yearwood,
Ilchester Mansions Hotel Ltd, St Petersburg Place,
Bayswater, London; Wilkinson and Gaviller, 34
Great Tower Street, London; and Neville
Chamberlain regarding portrait of Joseph
Chamberlain presented to the Barbados House of
Assembly by various property owners in Barbados.
April-June 1929.
10 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/9

Letters from Joseph Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain

1891-1904

Letters from Joseph Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain 21 July 1891 to 25 March 1904.
During the period between 1891 and 1896, the
correspondence mainly relates to the sisal growing
scheme in the Bahamas, but also reports on news
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from home including reports on Joseph's orchids,
and political news. The later letters from 1898
onwards relate to a wide variety of personal,
political and business topics. A summary of the
main topics in each of these later letters is given in
the list below.
See also NC1/6/10 for the letters which Neville
Chamberlain sent to Joseph Chamberlain during
part of this period; and NC3 for other documents
relating to the sisal growing scheme.
The file contains the following letters:
/1: 21 July 1891.
/2: 17 September 1891.
/3: 27 September 1891.
/4: 19 November 1891.
/5: 21 December 1891.
/6: 23 December 1891.
/7: 5 January 1892.
/8: 26 January 1892.
/9: Not dated [c. February 1892].
/10: 21 March 1892.
/11: 6 May 1892.
/12: 3 January 1893.
/13: 11 January 1893.
/14: 31 March 1893.
/15: 6 November 1893.
/16: 17 November 1893.
/17: 5 December 1893.
/18: 14 January 1894.
/19: 10 February 1894.
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/20: 11 March 1894.
/21: 21 April 1894.
/22: 13 December 1894.
/23: 27 January 1895.
/24: 17 February 1895.
/25: 7 April 1895.
/26: 25 April 1895.
/27: 3 November 1895.
/28: 19 December 1895.
/29: 30 March 1896.
/30: Says he is sorry to hear of Neville's accident;
relates to a business offer and the objections to this
offer; orchids. 21 June 1898.
/31: Says that it is 'a great pleasure to me to have
you at home although I wish I was able to see more
of you'; congratulations on Neville's returns and
hopes 'the profits may be growing in proportion to
the output'. 8 July 1898.
/32: Joseph's thoughts on his speech [on the
Transvaal debate] and says that he does not 'value
much what I call newspaper and club opinion for it
is as inconstant as the wind'; asks Neville to send
some papers; him having postponed his visit to
Highbury due to the weather; South Africa. 10
February 1900.
/33: Him nursing his foot; congratulations about
Hoskins and Son Ltd and various matters regarding
the company; urges Neville to take care of his
health. 27 February 1900.
/34: Him feeling much better; suggestions
regarding salary of Mr Hall, manager at Hoskins
and Son Ltd; orchids. 1 March 1900.
/35: Orchids; the House [of Commons] being 'very
dull and I think is likely to continue so at all events
till the Budget is introduced'. 27 February 1901.
/36: Orchids; asks Neville to see Vince to arrange
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for the meeting of the Grand Committee; his trip;
illnesses suffered while away; death of Powell
Williams [Liberal Unionist MP for South
Birmingham]; Joseph feeling that the political
situation has got worse with poor by-election
results for the Liberal Unionists; feels that they
'have lost the impetus of the feeling against Home
Rule and the constituencies have forgiven the proBoerism and Little Englandism of our opponents';
about fiscal reform; him being 'sorry but not
surprised at the line A. Balfour has taken'; suggests
there needs to be a 'Radical interregnum during
which the Unionist party can be brought together
again'; suggests some actions that need to be
taken to fight the 'Free Traders' [supporters of free
trade, opposing Joseph Chamberlain's campaign
for tariff reform]; Joseph's proposed resolution to
the Grand Committee [of the Birmingham Liberal
Unionist Association?] in support of the
Government and in support of 'increased
commercial intercourse' between Britain and her
colonies; Joseph's request for Neville to consult
Vince on the resolution; Joseph's hopes to
persuade other Liberal Unionist Associations to
pass similar resolutions; Joseph's tour of Italy. 25
March [1904] (year annotated in pencil by unknown
person).
36 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10

Letters from Neville and Austen Chamberlain to
Joseph Chamberlain

1890-1914

Letters mainly from Neville Chamberlain to Joseph
Chamberlain, but also including several letters from
Austen Chamberlain to Joseph Chamberlain. A
letter from Neville to Austen is also included.
Most of the letters are from the Bahamas, where
the Chamberlain family went into business to grow
sisal, establishing the Andros Fibre Company Ltd.
The business was, however, not a success. See
the description of NC3 for additional details on the
business.
The letters between 1890 and 1897 primarily relate
to this scheme to grow sisal in the Bahamas, and
are generally several pages long. The letters report
in detail on various matters such as: the potential
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for growing sisal; the local area and the availability
of land; the setting up of the business; workers;
trading in sisal; transport facilities; provisions and
other cargoes sent to them; building of
accommodation for workers; clearance of land and
planting of sisal crops; how well or badly the plants
are growing, finances; about meetings,
correspondence and other communications
regarding the business; and the failure of the
business. Some financial tables and reports are
also included.
A smaller number of letters from Neville
Chamberlain dated after the collapse of the sisal
business are included. These are mainly personal
letters relating to various topics including: Neville's
visits to Italy and Scotland; orchids; businesses in
Birmingham; and Joseph's visit to East Africa.
See also NC1/6/9 for letters from Joseph
Chamberlain to Neville Chamberlain, and NC3 for
other papers relating to the sisal business.
128 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/1-10

1890 letters

1890

Letters from Austen Chamberlain and Neville
Chamberlain to their father Joseph Chamberlain
dated 1890.
These letters were all sent while Austen and
Neville were carrying out their investigations into
growing sisal in the Bahamas.
The following is a list of the letters:
/1: from Austen (at Government House, Nassau).
10 November.
/2: from Austen (at Government House). 23
November.
/3: from Austen (at Nassau). 24 November.
/4: from Austen (at Nassau). 28 November.
/5: from Neville (at Government House). 29
November.
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/6: from Austen (at Grahamstown, Jamaica). 8
December.
/7: from Austen (at Government House). 22
December.
/8: from Austen (at Nassau). 22 December.
/9: from Austen (at Nassau). 25 December.
/10: from Neville (at Nassau). 25 December.
10 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/11-33

1891 letters

1891

Letters from Neville Chamberlain and Austen
Chamberlain to their father Joseph Chamberlain
dated 1891.
The letters mainly relate to the sisal plantation
business (Andros Fibre Company).
The following is a list of the letters:
/11: from Austen (at Nassau). 3 January.
/12: from Austen (at Nassau). 6 January.
/13: from Austen (on board S. S. Cienfuegos). 22
January.
/14: from Austen (at Salem [Massachusetts, USA]).
23 January.
/15: from Neville (at Nassau). Not dated.
/16: from Neville (at Government House, Nassau).
6 June.
/17: from Neville (at Andros). 17 June.
/18: from Neville (at Andros). 20 June.
/19: from Neville (at Andros). 2 July.
/20: from Neville (at Andros). 15 July.
/21: from Neville (at Andros). 30 July.
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/22: from Neville (at Andros). 15 August.
/23: from Neville (at Andros). 28 August.
/24: from Neville (at Andros). 12 September.
/25: from Neville (at Andros). 23 September.
/26: from Neville (at Andros). A sketch map of the
plantation at Mastic Point is also included. 1
October.
/27: from Neville (at Nassau). 12 October.
/28: from Neville (at Andros). 22 October.
/29: from Neville (at Andros). 4 November.
/30: from Neville (at Andros). A table comparing
weekly sales with weekly wages from 20 June to
31 October 1891 is also included. 20 November.
/31: from Neville (at Andros). A memorandum on
freight is also included. 29 November.
/32: from Neville (at Andros). 10 December.
/33: from Neville (at Andros). 17 December.
23 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/34-51

1892 letters

1892

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 1892. One letter from
Neville to his brother Austen Chamberlain; and a
copy of Neville Chamberlain's letters to the
Surveyor General in Nassau [Bahamas] and Sir
Ambrose Shea are also included.
The letters mainly relate to the sisal plantation
business (Andros Fibre Company).
The following is a list of the letters:
/34: (at Government House, Nassau). 3 January.
/35: (at Andros). A statement of expenditure, trial
balance, balance sheet, details of J. Chamberlain
Capital Account, and profit and loss account (for
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store) are also included. 15 January.
/36: (at Andros). 29 January.
/37: (at Andros). 12 February.
/38: (at Andros). 24 February.
/39: (at Andros). 11 March.
/40: from Neville to Austen (at Andros). 17 March.
/41: (at Andros). 17 March.
/42: (at Andros). 15 April.
/43: (at Andros). A manuscript memorandum by
Neville of his conversation with Mr Stuart on 16
April 1892 is also included regarding blight
affecting plants in Yucatan. 1 May.
/44: (at Andros). 17 May.
/45: Manuscript copy of letters from Neville to the
Surveyor General in Nassau and Sir Ambrose
Shea [Governor of the Bahamas] dated 20 May
1892.
/46: (at Government House). 13 October.
/47: (at Andros). 22 October.
/48: (at Andros). 11 November 1892.
/49: (at Andros). 25 November 1892.
/50: (at Andros). 9 December 1892.
/51: (at Andros). 20 December 1892.
18 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/52-67

1893 letters

1893

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 1893.
The letters mainly relate to the sisal plantation
business (Andros Fibre Company).
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The following is a list of the letters:
/52: (at Andros). 5 January.
/53: (at Andros). 20 January.
/54: (at Andros). A balance sheet, profit and loss
account sheet, and memorandum of sundry
creditors is also included. 3 February.
/55: (at Andros). 17 February.
/56: (at Andros). 2 March.
/57: (at Andros). 17 March.
/58: (at Andros). 30 March.
/59: (at Andros). 14 April.
/60: (at Andros). 28 April.
/61: (at Andros). 12 May.
/62: (at Andros). 28 May.
/63: (at Andros). 7 June.
/64: (on board S.S. Cienfuegos). Neville's
manuscript 'Report on a visit to Cuba to inspect
some sugar estates there' is also included. 12
November.
/65: (at Andros). 24 November.
/66: (at Andros). 8 December.
/67: (at Andros). 20 December.
16 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/68-87

1894 letters

1894

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 1893 (except one letter
which is dated 1890, but this is clearly an error). A
copy of a letter received by Neville from W. W.
Assen and Company is also included.
The letters mainly relate to the sisal plantation
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business (Andros Fibre Company).
The following is a list of the letters:
/68: (at Andros). 5 January.
/69: (at Andros). 16 January.
/70: (at Andros). 16 February.
/71: (at Andros). 16 February.
/72: (at Andros). 1 March.
/73: (at Andros). 15 March.
/74: (at Andros). 29 March.
/75: Copy of letter from W. W. Assen and
Company, 29 Mincing Lane, London to Neville
Chamberlain.
/76: (at Andros). 6 April.
/77: (at Andros). 13 April.
/78: (at Andros). 26 April.
/79: (at Andros). 9 May.
/80: (at Andros). 24 May.
/82: (at Government House, Nassau). 15 October.
/83: (at Andros). 21 October.
/84: (at Andros). 8 November.
/85: (at Andros). 19 November 1890 (the date of
1890 given by Neville Chamberlain is clearly an
error, the content of the letter indicates it dates to
1894).
/86: (at Andros). 24 November.
/87: (at Andros). 16 December.
19 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/88-105

1895 letters
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Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 1895.
The letters mainly relate to the sisal plantation
business (Andros Fibre Company).
The following is a list of the letters:
/88: (at Andros). 2 January.
/89: (at Andros). Not dated [January 1895].
/90: (at Andros). 17 January.
/91: (at Andros). 27 January.
/92: (at Andros). 7 February.
/93: (at Andros). 27 February.
/94: (at Andros). 11 March.
/95: (at Andros). A table 'Estimate of money
required from Mar 31 1895 to Dec 31 1895' is also
included. 26 March.
/96: (at Andros). 11 April.
/97: (at Andros). 24 April.
/98: (at Andros). 8 May.
/99: (at Andros). 22 May.
/100: (at Andros). 5 June.
/101: (at Fifth Avenue Hotel, Madison Square, New
York). A manuscript copy of 'Memorandum of
Agreement between the Plymouth Cordage Co and
the Andros Fibre Company Lt' is also included. 24
October.
/102: (at Andros). 8 November.
/103: (at Andros). 22 November.
/104: (at Andros). 6 December.
/105: (at Andros). 20 December.
18 items
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Access: Open
NC1/6/10/106-116

1896 letters

1896

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 1896.
The letters mainly relate to the sisal plantation
business (Andros Fibre Company) including the
problems with the business, and in the letter of 28
April, Neville discusses whether the business
should be continued.
The following is a list of the letters:
/106: (at Andros). 1 January.
/107: (at Andros). 17 January.
/108: (at Andros). 31 January.
/109: (at Andros). 12 February.
/110: (at Andros). 27 February.
/111: (at Andros). 14 March.
/112: (at Andros). 27 March.
/113: (at Andros). 24 April.
/114: (at Andros). 28 April.
/115-116: (at Andros). Neville's manuscript 'Report
on 3 sisal plantations at Abaco, Bahamas' is also
included. 30 May.
11 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/117

1897 letter

1897

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 11 January 1897, sent
from Andros.
The letter relates to the current conditions at the
plantation and the disposal of the property at
Mastic Point.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC1/6/10/118

1899 letter

1899

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 1 October [1899] (year
annotated in pencil by unknown person), sent from
Hotel Métropole, Venice.
The letter gives an account of Neville's holiday in
Italy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/119-120

1902 letters

1902

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 1902.
The following is a list of the letters, with details of
some of the principal topics:
/119: (at Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
Orchids; business matters [at Hoskins?] including
about proposed extension of premises; [Elliott's
Metal Company] continuing 'to do very well' though
he fears they may be losing money at the Pembrey
works and the manager there has offered to resign.
3 December.
/120: (at Highbury): Joseph's trip to East Africa;
Austen having come home and about his political
work; Neville's stay with A. H. Lee, with the Evelyn
Cecils being among the other guests; Lord
Alverstone's and Oscar Kenrick's visits; flowers in
the garden. 25 December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/121-123

1903 letters

1903

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 1903.
The following is a list of the letters, with details of
some of the principal topics:
/121: (at Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
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Orchid news. 1 January.
/122: (at Highbury): Joseph's tour of East Africa
regarding which Neville feels 'the results...have far
exceeded any anticipations that I had formed' and
has had 'a chorus of approval on all sides'; Neville's
shooting trips with Uncle George at Oakamoor and
Uncle Arthur K[enrick] at Cruckton; Neville's visit to
[the Elliott's Metal Company works] at Pembrey;
Hoskins performing well with a record turnover;
flowers in the garden. 28 January.
/123: (at Hotel Laurati, Rome): Joseph's speeches
and about political matters; account of Neville's
holiday in Rome with Ida and Hilda. 3 November.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/124

1904 letter

1904

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 23 October 1904, sent
from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham.
The letter relates to: Neville's forthcoming holiday;
orchids at Highbury; Morpeth's visit for A[usten]'s
dinner; lunch with George Duckworth and his wife
at Bretby Park.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/125

1906 letter

1906

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 8 April 1906, sent from
Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham.
The letter relates to: the weather; the garden; lunch
at Berrow Court where he saw Uncle Arthur
[Kenrick]'s collection [of orchids]; visit to the Tube
Works and Swan and Hunter in Newcastle; it
continuing to be 'very busy at Trinity St' [the
Hoskins and Son works]; negotiations for
amalgamation between the companies of Hoskins
and Son, and Hoskins and Sewell.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC1/6/10/126

1908 letter

1908

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 6 July 1908, sent from
40 Prince's Gardens, London.
The letter is of birthday greetings, and also regards
Joseph's illness, and orchids.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/127

1910 letter

1910

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 7 July 1910, sent from
Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham.
The letter offers Neville's 'best wishes' on Joseph's
birthday; sympathises with him in his illness; and
regards orchids sent to him.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/10/128

1914 letter

1914

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to his father
Joseph Chamberlain dated 29 May 1914, sent from
The Golden Lion Hotel, Stirling.
The letter relates to his and Anne's holiday in
Scotland including about fishing, visit to Elgin,
about their previous hosts Sir John and Lady
Holden, them meeting Mrs Bailey (formerly Miss
James) and about the children who have gone to
Malvern.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/6/11

Neville Chamberlain's memoir of Joseph
Chamberlain

1914

A lengthy account about Joseph Chamberlain,
mainly about his personal and family life, written by
Neville Chamberlain for his children shortly after his
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father's death.
Some of the topics are: Joseph's appearance;
anecdotes of things that Joseph said or did;
Neville's childhood memories of his father;
Joseph's interests, such as orchids; the sisal
growing scheme in the Bahamas; Joseph's
personality and qualities; threats to his life from
Irish nationalists; his relationships with family
members; political disputes between Joseph and
his brother Arthur [who supported Irish home rule
and free trade - the opposite of Joseph's views];
Joseph's friends and social life; his attitude towards
religion; public speaking; his declining health in his
later years; Ida and Hilda Chamberlain looking after
Joseph; and his death.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC1/7

Correspondence and a list relating to 'Life of
Joseph Chamberlain' by J. L. Garvin

[1928]1934

Letters and a list relating to 'Life of Joseph
Chamberlain' by J. L. Garvin including letters from
Garvin.
20 items
Access: Open
NC1/7/1

Correspondence relating to 'Life of Joseph
Chamberlain' by J. L. Garvin

1928-1934

Letters relating to 'Life of Joseph Chamberlain' by
J. L. Garvin, mainly comprising letters from J. L.
Garvin [Garvin, James Louis (1868-1947)
Newspaper Editor] to Neville and Austen
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from Neville and
Austen Chamberlain to Garvin. Three volumes of
the book were published from 1932 to 1934
covering the years 1836 to 1900, but the intended
volume or volumes covering the period up to
Joseph Chamberlain's death in 1914 were never
completed.
Letters to Neville Chamberlain are also included
from 1st Baron Wargrave, with copies of letters to
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Wargrave; Donald Fergusson [Private Secretary to
Chancellor of Exchequer, Neville Chamberlain];
and Rupert B. Howorth [Deputy Secretary to the
Cabinet].
The file includes letters relating to correspondence
between Joseph Chamberlain and John Thackray
Bunce; dates for the publication of the book; errors
in the book; and publication of extracts from secret
government documents in the book.
19 items
Access: Open
NC1/7/2

List of correspondence between Joseph
Chamberlain and John Thackray Bunce

[1928]

A list in Neville Chamberlain's hand of
correspondence from Joseph Chamberlain to John
Thackray Bunce [editor of the Birmingham Daily
Post] between 1870 and 1899, including date,
address sent from, and a summary of the content
of each letter.
This list is referred to in the letters NC1/7/1/1-2.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/8

Correspondence relating to 'The Life and Letters of
the Rt. Hon. Sir Austen Chamberlain' by Sir
Charles Petrie

1938-1939

Letters from Charles Petrie [Petrie, Sir Charles
Alexander (1895-1977) 3rd Baronet Historian] to
Neville Chamberlain; and copies of letters from
Chamberlain to Petrie regarding Petrie's book on
Austen Chamberlain. The book was published in
two volumes in 1939 and 1940.
Matters the letters relate to include: Petrie's
questions about Austen Chamberlain; Petrie
borrowing documents about Austen Chamberlain;
and regarding publishing extracts of documents.
Transcripts of a letter from Neville to Austen
Chamberlain and transcript of a memorandum from
Austen Chamberlain dated 1916 are also included.
23 items
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Access: Open
NC1/9

Neville Chamberlain's birth certificate

1869-1911

Birth certificate of Neville Chamberlain (four
versions, one produced in 1869, one in 1883, and
two in 1911).
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/10

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Clara Ryland

[1870s1880s]

Letters written by Neville Chamberlain as a young
boy to his aunt, Clara [Ryland]. The letters relate to
matters such as his childhood activities and
experiences, his school work, and his family.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/11

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Caroline
James

1889-1890

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his aunt,
Caroline James [known as 'Lina'], from Venice and
from Cairo, giving a detailed account of his holiday
in Italy and Egypt from November 1889 to January
1890.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/12

George Kenrick correspondence

1915-1937

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his uncle,
George Kenrick and letter from George Kenrick to
Neville Chamberlain. A note by Anne Chamberlain
states that the letters from Neville Chamberlain
were returned to him in April 1940 by Wilfred
Martineau following George Kenrick's death.
The file contains the following letters:
/1: Chamberlain to Kenrick, 23 September 1915.
Relates to a 'legacy' to be granted to Chamberlain
by Kenrick which he intended to use partially to
support himself while he was Lord Mayor of
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Birmingham.
/2-3: Chamberlain to Kenrick, 14 February 1937,
with copy of letter) Letter in appreciation of
Kenrick's gift of shares to Chamberlain.
/4: Kenrick to Chamberlain, 7 May 1937. Letter of
congratulations on Chamberlain becoming Prime
Minister.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/13

Beatrice Chamberlain correspondence

[1870s]1918

Correspondence relating to Beatrice Chamberlain
including letters from Beatrice to Neville and Hilda.
A letter from Joseph Chamberlain to Hilda
Chamberlain and Hilda Mary Richards is also
included in this sub-series. Two other items are
also included: a service sheet for her funeral, and
offprint of letter in the Times in appreciation of her.
Administrative history: Beatrice Mary
Chamberlain was born on 25 May 1862 at 24
Harborne Road, Edgbaston. She was the eldest
child of Joseph Chamberlain and his first wife,
Harriet (nee Kenrick), and was the elder sister of
Austen Chamberlain. She was also the eldest halfsister of Neville, Ida, Hilda, and Ethel Chamberlain,
Joseph's children by his second marriage to
Florence Kenrick, Harriet's first cousin.
Beatrice's mother, Harriet, died giving birth to her
brother, Austen, and Joseph Chamberlain left his
children in the care of Harriet's father, Archibald
Kenrick, and her older sister, Caroline, known to
the children as 'Auntie', who took over control of
Joseph Chamberlain's household until his marriage
to his second wife, Florence. Beatrice attended the
High School for Girls at Edgbaston, and was then
sent to Les Ruches at Fontainbleau, to finish her
education. She was taught there by Marie
Souvestre who became a lifelong friend. Beatrice
returned to Joseph Chamberlain's new home,
Highbury, to organise his local political and social
engagements there, as well as at his London
residence, Princes Gardens. She continued in this
role until Joseph Chamberlain's third marriage, to
Mary Endicott, in 1888. Through these
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responsiblities, Beatrice developed an interest in
local politics, and assisted her brother Austen in his
duties as MP for East Worcestershire, when he
was elected in 1892. She also helped to establish
the Women's Liberal Unionist Association in the
constituency and addressed meetings. She
continued her involvement with Unionist
Associations in Birmingham and East
Worcestershire after her move to London in 1915,
following Joseph Chamberlain's death.
Beatrice was also interested in social welfare work,
particularly with women and children. She was a
School Manager in London from the 1890s until her
death, and was also active in the Children's
Country Holidays Fund for Fulham and Kensington,
and Hammersmith during the same period, serving
on a number of committees. During the First World
War she worked for the British Red Cross, and on
Food Economy and War Savings committees. She
died on 19 November 1918, one of the victims of
the influenza epidemic of that year.
260 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/1

Letters from Beatrice and Joseph Chamberlain to
Hilda Chamberlain and Hilda Mary Richards

1903-1911

Letters from Beatrice and Joseph Chamberlain to
Hilda Chamberlain and Hilda Mary Richards
[daughter of Whitmore Lionel Richards and Ethel
Chamberlain].
See also BC/A/3/2 for other letters from Beatrice to
Hilda.
This file comprises the following letters:
/1: Beatrice to Hilda, 26 November 1903. An
account of Beatrice's visit to America.
/2: Beatrice to Hilda, 4 January 1911. An account
of Beatrice's visit to America.
/3: Joseph Chamberlain to Hilda and Hilda Mary,
18 September 1905. In the part of the letter to Hilda
Mary [his granddaughter], he offers her orchids and
writes a verse to her; and in the part to Hilda [his
daughter] he briefly refers to his stay in Geneva
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and other matters.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain

1893-1918

These letters comprise some of the
correspondence written by Beatrice Chamberlain to
her half-brother, Neville. Beatrice wrote regularly to
all members of her family until her death in 1918,
and other letters to Neville, written between 1891
and 1893 are held in the Beatrice, Ida and Hilda
Chamberlain papers at BC/A/2/1/1-94. The majority
of the correspondence in this section dates from
the mid 1890s, when Neville was living in the
Bahamas, supervising the cultivation of sisal on
Andros, on a plantation established by the
Chamberlain family. Beatrice was living at the
family homes at Highbury, Birmingham, and 40
Princes Gardens, Kensington, London, during this
period. Later correspondence dating from 1905 to
1914 is largely written from Cannes, France, when
Beatrice was visiting her father, Joseph
Chamberlain, her stepmother, Mary Endicott
Chamberlain, and her half-sisters, Hilda and Ida,
who spent several months during each winter and
spring following Joseph Chamberlain's stroke in
1906 as part of a programme to improve his health
in a warm climate. There is also some
correspondence dating from 1915 to 1918 is written
from Egerton Crescent, the London home Beatrice
established following the death of Joseph
Chamberlain in 1914.
The correspondence as a whole is a valuable
source for the study of Beatrice's involvement in
voluntary welfare work, primarily in London, as a
School Manager helping to supervise the running
of day and evening classes, and assisting with the
London Pupil Teachers Association, and as a
member of the Children's Country Holidays Fund
committee, but also in Birmingham, also with the
Children's Country Holidays Fund committee and
with children from Gem Street school. Letters
dating from 1915 onwards also contain details
about her work on Women's Unionist Association
committees in East Worcestershire and London,
and for organisations set up during the First World
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War to manage War Savings schemes and to
provide support for troops.
The letters also contain a wealth of information
about Beatrice's social activities with members of
the extended Chamberlain and Kenrick families,
and with a wide circle of friends, including Marie
Souvestre, her former teacher, and other school
friends, and other people interested in social
welfare work, including Beatrice Webb. Beatrice
travelled to Paris and Edinburgh in 1894, Berlin in
1895 and Dublin in 1896. She also took an
extended holiday in America in 1910-1911, and the
letters refer to her sightseeing and social activities
in all these locations. Beatrice's interest in French
and German literature, and her reading over a
broad range of subjects is also evident. Her
closeness to her father, Joseph Chamberlain, and
to her brother, Austen, is apparent in the
correspondence, which discusses political
developments, particularly as they affected Joseph
Chamberlain's role as Secretary of State for the
Colonies in the 1890s, and Austen's role as MP for
East Worcestershire and later as the Admiralty,
and her knowledge and understanding of the way
that government worked is obvious. Letters from
1915 onwards discuss Neville's role in Birmingham
politics, and also display a long standing
knowledge of the structures of political power in the
city.
Taken together, the correspondence conveys
Beatrice's affection and support for her family, and
provides evidence of her commitment to social
welfare work.
166 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: NC1/13/2/89A and /101A were
formerly unnumbered.
NC1/13/2/1-11

1893 letters

1893

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1893, while he
was working in the Bahamas, at Andros. The
letters largely discuss family and social news and
engagements during the period from October to
December, but also give details about Beatrice's
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work as a Schools manager and member of the
Children's Country Holiday Fund committee; and
her interest in French and German literature.
Domestic politics are discussed briefly, primarily in
relation to the parliamentary responsibilities of her
father, Joseph Chamberlain, and her brother,
Austen Chamberlain.
/1: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Thanks
Neville for sending a telegram announcing his
arrival, as they had been worried about the cyclone
announced from the Bahamas; hopes that he was
feeling like being 'feted' when he arrived in Nassau,
as the papers reported; thanks him for his letter to
her from New York and is glad that he had a trip to
Washington and saw William and Louise; mentions
his reading of German literature and that Aunt Alice
and Ruth Field have both decided to join the
German Book Club which is to start in November;
they have been to tea and supper at Moor Green
and played 'paper games'; Mr Albright, Meggie
Wiggin and Millicent have been for lunch, and she
and Hilda have taken their guests to the opera;
they have heard from Rosa that Sophie is in Venice
and means to keep Gerard there as long as
possible; she accompanied Marian Long to the
station after her stay, and has been to see Ruth
Field, Aunt Alice and other members of the family;
Hilda has been for tea with Edith and has heard
that Ned is to take a long sea voyage to Australia
and New Zealand; she has been to see Mabel
Martin to talk about Dr Crosskey; she and Ida have
been to Packington Hall, which she describes, for
lunch with Lady Aylesford. 23 October
/2: written from Highbury, Birmingham: They are
waiting to read news of Joseph Chamberlain's
return to Nassau in the newspapers; mentions that
Councillor Shannon has been elected Alderman 'to
the exclusion of Councillor Frank Martineau' and
that Mr Collings has given a speech at Bordesley;
she and Hilda have taken Dorothy Keyes to
Kenilworth and Warwick and had lunch at the
'Woolpack' in Warwick, giving details of the food
they had; she has been to dine with Ruth and to
meet Mrs Grove and attend her lectures on English
historical dances; she has been to see Wileman,
who has broken his ankle while 'helping a heavy
man out of a pony-trap, when the latter fell on him
& threw him to the ground with his leg under him';
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she has been to the opening of the B.K.S Hall in
Sheep Street at which Harry Field spoke. 27
October
/3: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Thanks
Neville for his letter written during the recent
hurricane and praises him for writing under such
uncomfortable circumstances; hopes to hear news
of Neville from Joseph Chamberlain and Austen
when they reach New York; mentions her work
planting ferns and describes how Hilda's garden
has been laid out; Miss Drew has left after her visit,
and she has been socialising with various family
members and friends, including 'Aunty' and 'Nurse';
reports that Mrs Hankin's son has got an
appointment as leader-writer and sub-editor on a
new government paper in India; she and Ida have
attended Professor Sonnenschein's lecture on 'the
Republic of Plato' and he has lent her his
manuscript of his first lecture of the series; she and
Hilda have been to visit Mrs Parrott and Mrs
Cooper, and have heard about the poor trade in
Mrs Cooper's shop due to Ernest's illness with
scarlet fever, and his failure to pass his teaching
examination; Marie Souvestre is coming to stay at
the weekend; they are reading 'Confessions of an
Opium Eater' aloud, and she has been reading for
her French literature classes. 3 November
/4: written from Allenswood, London: She is in
London for her school managers committee work;
gives an account of Marie Souvestre's visit to
Birmingham which included a trip to Harborne to
see Aunt Mary, where they discussed municipal
politics with Uncle William and the effects on the
city council of the split in the [Liberal] party, and
looked at his Cornish paintings; she has been to
see the family at Moor Green and has had a visit
from Ethel Hunt and Mabel Martin and her children;
she has been to a reading at Mrs Stacheys and to
see Cecily and her wedding presents; she and
Beatrice Horne have been to a prize distribution for
the Sherbrooke Road Evening Classes (boys)
which she hopes will attract more pupils; she and
Beatrice Horne have made an inspection of all the
departments at Ackmar Road school; she has had
lunch with the Pauls and seen some of their
photographs of Normandy, and has attended a
Children's Country Holiday Fund committee
meeting at which they decided to ask the 'Central'
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to form a new committee for Hammersmith. 9
November
/5: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Comments
on Joseph Chamberlain's approval of Neville's
organisation of the Andros Fibre Company which
she thinks must encourage him to 'go on with fresh
heart, seeing that his experienced eye finds cause
to approve all that has been accomplished hitherto',
and on Austen's impression of the size of the
plantation which has increased since his last visit;
the Baskervilles are recovering from influenza at
The Grove, and Aunt Lina and Uncle Fred are still
unwell; describes the presents that Mary has
brought her from America, including a silver letter
weigher, a silver box, silver pincushion, silver
candlestick, silver tea caddy and a bottle of glass
and Russian enamel for smelling salts; Hilda has
gone to Eastbourne, and she and Ida have dined at
Hallfield; they are all packing to go to London and
is concerned that Parliament will return in January
to 'finish the Parish Councils Bill' and continue until
February without an interval; reports on the end to
the miners' strike following government intervention
and mentions her fear that a lasting settlement has
not been reached. 18 November
/6: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Austen has seen Vyker and is to telegraph with the
news that Vyker will not agree to send out a
machine on Neville's terms; they have left Kate and
Charlotte at Highbury, suffering from influenza, and
have been shopping for winter clothing in London
with Mary; she and Mary have been to the House
of Commons to hear Joseph Chamberlain's speech
on the third reading of the Employers Liability Bill;
Mr Collings has been to dinner and has been
interested in discussing the Parish Councils Bill;
there are rumours that the government will drop the
Poor Law section and the section on District
Councils in order to get the Bill passed; Uncle Fred
and Aunt Lina are making a slow recovery from
influenza, but Aunt Clara has had a relapse; she is
hoping to spend some time with them when the
house has been disinfected; she has been to see
Cecily and Ernest and heard about the
engagement of Mr Canes to Miss Mary O'Brien,
describing her appearance and character; she has
been to see Aunt Emma and Uncle Howard; she
took a 'woolly lamb' with her to Harwood Road
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school, and is involved in efforts to get an
extension of the building 'it is an old fashioned one
& has no hall,which is a terrible drawback. The
neighbourhood still grows so fast that we have
some hope of getting it, & it would be immensely
better for all the generations of children who are to
be taught there'; Ida and Ethel are going to the
National Gallery, and they are all taking walking
exercises to make up for the absence of horses. 25
November
/7: written from Baskerville, Birmingham: Aunt Mary
has gone to London, and she has taken her place
looking after Aunt Clara, sleeping at The Grove and
spending the day talking and reading to Uncle
Fred; gives an account of the state of health of
Uncle Fred and Aunt Lina; describes her activities
in London after receiving Aunt Mary's letter, which
included shopping for clothes with Mary and visiting
the theatre to see 'Utopia Ltd' at the Savoy with
Joseph Chamberlain, Mary and Mr Cochrane after
dining at the Bachelor's Club; gives an account of
her dinner at the Stracheys and gives details of the
conversation of the guests about their experiences
in India. 29 November
/8: written from The Grove, Harborne, Birmingham:
Reports on the arrival of Cecily's baby girl, named
Marjorie Cecily; Aunt Lina has moved to The Grove
from Baskerville and is already looking better; Lilian
and Vivien have had a slight attack of influenza but
are already recovering; she hopes to take Aunt
Clara to Moor Green or Highbury to recover, and
return to London herself; mentions recent debates
on government policy, and Joseph Chamberlain's
statements that 'the unemployed had the present
government & the London County Council to thank
for their troubles & also that an Imperial policy is
the only one to make trade'. 6 December
/9: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Sends Neville her best wishes for Christmas and
the New Year and lets him know they will be
thinking of him at the family dinner party; describes
some of the Christmas cards and presents she has
been buying; Ida has gone to Highbury to help look
after Aunt Clara and Uncle Fred, and Uncle Arthur
has now taken them to Moor Green; Uncle Howard
and Aunt Emma have decided to take a sea
voyage to New Zealand for his health, and Amy will
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stay at Cheyne Court until the summer; she,
Austen and Ida have given Amy a German work on
sculpture for her birthday; she has seen Marie
Souvestre at Allenswood and hopes to be able to
go to Paris again next year; Joseph Chamberlain
has had a successful meeting at Braintree;
Parliament is to sit again on 27 December and she
hopes that the government will soon fall 'I wish it
would come quick, for this is really intolerable. the
poor officials of the House! I believe they are in
despair'; they are trying to get a pig Christmas card
to send to Austen 'who is infatuated about his pigs'.
16 December
/10: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Austen
has gone for a ride in the field, and then he and
Ethel are going over Linden's field which the family
is about to purchase and lay out as a garden; she
sat between Mr Sidney Colvin and Captain Sugard
at a recent dinner party, and Lord de Vesci has
been to call; she has been to visit Cecily and her
baby and has called on Sophie; she and Beatrice
Horne have been to the evening classes at Ackmar
Road school and was asked to distribute the prizes
in January; mentions her recent tooth extraction
with gas; Mary has been to the House of Commons
to hear the debate on the Navy during which Sir
Charles Dilke, Joseph Chamberlain, and Sir
William Harcourt spoke, commenting that the
Cabinet is divided on the issue; she has called on
Beatrice Webb and Mary has been to see Aunt
Emma; she and Austen have dined at Willis'
Rooms and sent to 'Captain Swift' presented by
Beerbohm Tree; she and Mrs Babington have had
a meeting with Mrs Jackson about dividing the
Children's Country Holiday Fund committee into
two sections; mentions the failure of the Liberal
Unionists to win the Accrington election; gives
news about the health of various relatives who are
recovering from influenza, and about Gerald, Byng
and Arch[ibald] Kenrick. 23 December
/11: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Gives
news of Hugh's illness and death and expresses
her concern for Mrs Nettlefold; Amy has informed
them that Uncle Howard's illness has grown much
worse and that the voyage to New Zealand has
been given up and a nurse has been engaged for
him; Aunt Clara and Uncle Fred are going to
Llandudno before Uncle Fred begins his voyage to
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Australia and New Zealand and Aunt Clara intends
to spend some time on the French Riviera, possibly
with Miss Ryland; she has been riding on Rollo,
with Ruth on Newnham, and now has a stiff neck;
Ruth and Lottie are going to St Andrews after the
holidays; describes how tall Gerald Kenrick has
grown, and mentions that Ida and Ethel and the
Moor Green cousins have been to The Grove to
play [hockey]; describes some of her Christmas
presents; Joseph Chamberlain has gone to London
to make two speeches in the House on the Parish
Councils Bill; discusses plans to lay out the piece
of land the family are buying adjacent to Highbury;
asks Neville how his German is progressing, and
discusses her reading of Goethe and Schiller's
correspondence, and of Dumas. 29 December
11 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/11-48

1894 letters

1894

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1894, while he
was working in the Bahamas, at Andros. The
letters largely discuss family and social news and
engagements but also give details about Beatrice's
work as a Schools Manager in London for day and
evening classes; her committee work for the
Children's Country Holiday Fund in Fulham and
Kensington, and Hammersmith; and her voluntary
work associated with Gem Street school in
Birmingham. Her interest in literature, art, and
politics is also illustrated, and the letters contain
much information about parliamentary politics,
including the resignation of Gladstone, and the
difficulties faced by the government led by Lord
Rosebery in getting its legislation passed. There
are also letters written from her holidays in Paris
and Edinburgh in May and November which
contain details about her activities there.
/11: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Informs
Neville of the death of Uncle Howard Hutton, and
mentions his wife and daughter's relief that he did
not have to suffer prolonged pain; Ernest
Debenham has made the funeral arrangements,
but she is concerned about how Aunt Emma will
manage; Connie Colfax has taken Mrs Nettlefold to
Bridport for a rest, and the Beales have returned
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from Bryntirion; there has not been enough snow
for tobogganing and not enough ice for skating,
despite them sending their skates to be ground, but
it is impossible to heat some of the rooms at the
east end of the house, but the hall is very warm; it
is possible that they will have wild duck from the
new property, and one of their servants has shot
some; Lilian is not able to attend the family dinner,
as she has been having problems with her eyes;
Joseph Chamberlain has had a meeting with Mr
[Richard] Cadbury about the laying out of the
boundary, the lay out of the garden [at Uffculme]
and whether the Linden's house it to be pulled
down; Austen is still worried about how to provide
water for cattle in the upper fields and whether to
get a 'man with a divining rod to find him a spring';
an agreement has been reached between the
Government and the Opposition after the
Government conceded some amendments and the
Opposition promised to pass the Parish Councils
Bill; Austen is going to meetings in his constituency
[of East Worcestershire] and is to chair an address
by Oscar Browning at the local Institute; discusses
her reading of Captain Lugard's book on Uganda,
and reports on news received at the recent family
dinner party. 4 January
/12: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Urges Neville to read Captain Lugard's book on
Uganda when he returns to Britain; Ethel is
unhappy that Neville has not written to her recently;
she has come to London to attend a [school]
managers meeting; asks about Neville's reading of
German novels and his broken specimen glasses;
thanks him for sending a Christmas telegram and
for writing 'such splendid letters' to his family;
discusses her involvement in reporting on an
'incompetent pupil teacher' who seems to be both a
poor teacher and learner, having only just passed
her examinations, and mentions a headmaster who
has had a bad report and a law grant, and might be
dismissed by the Board; a new Children's Country
Holiday centre is to be formed, in which she is to
be chairman, in addition to her present centre, and
she is hoping that a good secretary or treasurer
can be found; she and Rose are going to the
Burlington House winter exhibition, and she is
going to see Amy and Aunt Emma the following
day; Mrs Nettlefold's youngest brother has recently
died; Ida has had a visit from Ethel Croall and is to
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accompany Aunt Clara to the French Riviera with
Miss Ryland; Parliament has adjourned, and
Joseph Chamberlain and Mary have been to
Chatsworth where electric lighting has recently
been installed. 13 January
/13: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Joseph
Chamberlain has been suffering from neuralgia
after being out in the wind with Mr Milner
discussing the planning of new paths and planting
in the gardens; describes the plans for the lay out
of the new fields; Austen has had to make a
speech at Stirchley Street and will make further
speeches in his constituency; Joseph Chamberlain
thinks that Major Darwin has made Lichfield a safe
seat and that there are no Gladstonian candidates
in any of the Liberal Unionist constituencies at
present; Grace Nettlefold has had a baby daughter,
and Mrs Nettlefold is shortly going to Grasse for a
holiday; she has seen Aunt Emma and Amy Hutton
who spoke of Ernest Debenham's kindness
[following the death of Uncle Howard]; Aunt Lina is
staying with them, and Mr Spring Rice is coming to
visit before he goes abroad; Lilian is much better
since she has been at Leamington and is shortly to
go to Bournmouth with Vivien; Ruth and Lottie have
arrived in St Andrews; she has begun
correspondence with the new secretary [of the new
Children's Country Holiday centre]; Austen is now
reading Captain Lugard's book on Uganda and she
is reading Pater's 'Plato and Platonists' and an
account of 'the Northern Mythology'; Ida has
arrived safely at Hyeres but their luggage was left
behind at Marseilles. 19 January
/14: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Informs
Neville that Osler's have sent his specimen glasses
and he should receive them in three weeks; she
and Austen have been out riding though the roads
were muddy, and she has just been playing a
minuet for Hilda and Mary to dance to, which Hilda
has been learning with Mrs Wilson, and Mary has
also begun to learn; she has been out to visit
'Auntie' and to call on Aunt Clara and Mabel; she is
going to send Neville a report of Joseph
Chamberlain's speeches, including the one to the
Jewellers Dinner, from the Birmingham Gazette;
Joseph Chamberlain has commented on the
working of the West Birmingham Relief Fund which
has 'relieved an immense deal of temporary
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distress of the kind most difficult to get at & without
pauperising at all...in one case mending the broken
wheel of a cripple's cart at a cost of three shillings
made all the difference to the man between
starvation & independence'; Aunt Lina has gone to
Harborne Hall, and Basil has just gone to school
with Bertie for the first time; she and Austen are
going to dine at The Grove with Cecily and Ernest.
26 January
/15: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Austen is
sending Neville a report of his speech at Catshill,
and of Joseph Chamberlain's speech at
Stourbridge which was interrupted when 'lots of
Gladstonians got in & we knew that the plan was
arranged beforehand' which he had to deal with;
mentions Joseph Chamberlain's other recent
speeches and his forthcoming meeting at the
Midland Union of Liberal Unionists Associations,
which she plans to attend; Lord Dudley has spent
the night at Highbury after his late arrival at the
Conservative banquet following the arrival of 'a son
& heir'; Austen has accepted a second directorate
in the Marine Insurance Company, and he is to
attend a meeting of the Directors [in London] and
stay there for the Bank of Africa meeting the day
after; some of the family are going to London, but
some of her sisters will stay for the Century Club
event; she has seen Cecily and Margaret and their
babies, and Margaret has begun work for the
Children's Country Holidays Fund in Birmingham;
John has accepted the post of treasurer of Graham
Street [Protestant Dissenting Charity School for
Girls] for which he is trying to raise money from
churchgoers, and is also on the committee of the
Fazeley Street Mission; Margaret thinks that Mr
Jacks from Liverpool will become preacher at the
Church of the Messiah; she has been to dinner with
the Keens, and Mrs Stuckey of Hartland Abbey is
coming to dinner while staying at Moor Green. 3
February
/16: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London: She
is looking forward to reading details about the
'engine machine' and sympathises with Neville
about his broken tea kettle and Mrs Knowles'
illness; she has been unpacking and attending
committee meetings for the new Children's Country
Holiday centre, and is to meet Dorothy Strachey at
the New Gallery to see collections of Italian art and
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then to dine with Aunt Emma and Amy; gives an
account of Aunt Emily's health and Ernest and
Cecily's plans to move to Augustus Road [in
Edgbaston]; gives a description of the new fields at
Highbury which she and Hilda have walked around;
she attended a meeting of the delegates of the
Midlands Liberal Unionist Association with Austen,
Joseph Chamberlain and Mary which was held in 'a
building called the New Gallery in Barwick St,
Livery St' at which Joseph Chamberlain's speech
was well received; gives details of the business
discussed at the meeting and the apparent
popularity of the association; they are sending
Neville copies of 'Punch' and 'The Spectator which
contains an article by St Loe Strachey defending
Joseph Chamberlain against accusations of his
ingratitude to Gladstone; she has been to tea with
the Sonnenscheins to discuss Plato's Republic and
intends to read some of the other Dialogues when
she has time. 9 February
/17: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Mentions some of the callers they have had that
afternoon and that her sisters have decided to stay
in Birmingham until Monday; she has spent four
hours at the New Gallery looking at Italian
paintings, which she describes; gives news of Aunt
Emma's plans following the death of Uncle Howard;
she has met her 'Scottish friend' Lizzie Williamson
for lunch at the Grand Hotel and hopes to be able
to visit her in Edinburgh; discusses her committee
work for the Children's Country Holiday Fund for
Fulham and Kensington and for Hammersmith and
the forthcoming quarterly meeting of the Council of
the Children's Country Holiday Fund, and hopes
that subscriptions will increase; she has been for
lunch at Allenswood and is to go with Beatrice
Horne to evening classes at Ackmar Road to
deliver the attendance prizes; she has been
studying the Treasurer's books for Fulham and
Kensington Children's Country Holiday Fund and
has been out riding; discusses her reading and
gives details about the recent meeting of the
[Liberal Unionists?] party at Devonshire House at
which Mr Collings and other members of the House
of Commons spoke against risking the loss of the
Parish Councils Bill; Austen has spoken in favour
of the appeal on compulsory taking of land lying
from the Parish Councils to the County Council,
'instead of as under the terms of the Bill to the
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District Council'. 15 February
/18: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Expresses her concern for Neville's dental health
and hopes he will go to Nassau for advice; she has
been to William Street school to try to get the
master to allow them to establish the Children's
Country Holiday Fund there, who eventually
consented to send the visitors some possible
names [of candidates] after commenting on
instances of mismangement and mistakes in the
past; she and Ethel have visited the Grafton
Gallery to see works by Albert Moore and paintings
by members of the Glasgow School, which she
describes; she has been with Ida and Ethel to the
New Gallery at the same time as the Prince and
Princess of Wales with two of their daughters;
gives details of her recent social engagements and
her visit to the Old Kent Road to a Board School to
see the children at their different lessons; she is
going to the House of Commons with Gwendoline
Gore when the 'Lords amendments to the
Commons amendments to the Lords amendements
to the Parish Councils Bill will be considered'; gives
news of Amy Hutton who has got some work at the
British Museum copying and deciphering
inscriptions on the handles of Rhodian wine jars
which will then be sent to Berlin for publication;
Ned is to return home from his voyage between
Jamaica and New Zealand because his knee has
become inflamed; discusses recent political
developments including the Government's
withdrawal of the Employers Liability Bill and the
possibility that Gladstone will retire. 23 February
/19: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London: She
has been to the New Gallery with Marie Siemens,
the sister of Ethel's friend Lily, who is in her last
term at Allenswood; Hilda has been to see 'The
Headless Man' with Joseph Chamberlain and Mary,
and she, Ida and Ethel have been playing
American Whist; gives an account of their visit to
the British Musem and describes Charles Euan
Smith's conversation about his experiences with
Spiritualism when he visited; recounts details of Mr
Harcourt's conversation about the Royal Arms
Factory at Sparkbrook and the farm at Highbury;
gives an acount of the debate in the House of
Commons on the amendment to the Parish
Councils Bill and mentions Gladstone's likely
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retirement; reports on the health of various family
members; returns to the letter to inform Neville of
Gladstone's resignation and his succession by Lord
Rosebery, and gives her opinion about this. 2
March
/20: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Reports that Gladstone has resigned and that Lord
Rosebery has taken over as Prime Minister, giving
details about other Cabinet members; she is
dubious about whether the Liberal Unionists will
now attract some of his former supporters and
wonders whether Rosebery will hold different views
about Home Rule for Ireland; Monsieur Pernolet
has visited for lunch and she has taken him to call
on the Stracheys and to dine at Allenswood; gives
details of her other social engagements. 6 March
/21: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Hopes that Neville has seen a dentist in Nassau
and that his abcess has been treated, and
discusses the problems he has been having with
his tea kettle; gives an account of her visit to
Burlington House with Aunt Clara and Aunt Mary;
mentions that she has attended Aunt Agnes'
'peacock tea' and that she and Ethel have been to
a musical evening at the Blumenthals; gives details
of her social engagements, Children's Country
Holiday Fund committee work and School
Managers meeting to discuss the extension of
Harwood Road school and the unsatisfactory
examination results in the boys school with the
chairman; she has been for dinner with Beatrice
Webb and her guests who were 'most socialistic in
tendency - Miss Alys Pearsall Smith, Mr Graham
Wallas, Mr Haldane, Mr Llewellyn Smith, (the head
of the new Labour department)'; she has had a
letter from Aunt Alice reporting that Ned will have to
lie down for the whole of his return voyage; gives
an account of the pantomime she attended at the
Lyceum and mentions that she has been riding with
Austen; Joseph Chamberlain and Mary have been
to Windsor to see the Queen and inspect the royal
collection of miniatures and have an invitation to
dine with the Duke and Duchess of York, and
Joseph Chamberlain has been to Birmingham to
start a Central Birmingham Relief Fund; mentions
the difficulties faced by Lord Rosebery's
government. 12 March
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/22: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Austen
has been speaking in the 'Border Burghs' and has
a half-yearly Bank meeting in London, and Joseph
Chamberlain has promised to speak in Edinburgh;
discusses the probability that there will be a
general election in the summer and comments on
Lord Rosebery's difficulties in getting a marjority for
Home Rule; she has been to look over the new
grounds with Joseph Chamberlain and Mary and
describes the landscaping work taking place there;
gives a brief account of the dinner party to the
French Ambassador, Monsiuer Decrais, which was
also attended by the Randolph Churchills and Mr
Cavendish Bentinck, who told her that he had been
given a tour of Birmingham, and on being driven
past Highbury was told '''oh you want to see our
uncrowned king'' I wasn't aware that it had got to
that point with the cabbies'; Susan Martineau has
been unwell, but Aunt Emily is planning to go to
Bryntirion, to be joined by Aunt Emma after Easter,
when Amy goes to Paris to work on Greek vases in
the Louvre. 21 March
/23: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Discusses
which German books to send Neville and
recommends Wieland's 'Aberon' amongst others;
Joseph Chamberlain's speech at Edinburgh was a
success, and counteracted the 'cynicism' of Lord
Rosebery's speech which she thinks was 'only
matched by the dishonesty of his political conduct
since the Home Rule controversy in its present
form began'; Joseph Chamberlain and Mary stayed
with Mr Finlay, the proprietor of the 'Scotchman'
and visited the museum and the Forth bridge and
went for a drive through Dalmeny Park; informs
Neville that Mrs Nettlefold's third daughter, Lucy
Walker, has died and that Susan Martineau has
also recently died following a heart attack; the
weather has been unseasonably warm, and they
'might have had tea at the dairy' for the last few
days; describes the state of the garden and the
progress of flowers and plants in the glasshouses,
including the orchids, which Ida has been painting;
Austen is going to Bromsgrove to open an Institute
which he was disappointed to find was actually a
club rather than a teaching institute; she is going to
visit Ruth Fields, and Uncle William and Aunt Mary
are coming to lunch to walk over the new fields with
Joseph Chamberlain. 25 March
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/24: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Announces that [their servant] Kate is getting
married 'we are very glad on Kate's account, it is a
rather dreary prospect to go on in service to the
end of your days'; describes the character of Kate's
fiance, Val Bird, who works for Purdies, a firm of
gun makers in Audley Street, and gives details
about the presents they plan to give her when she
leaves; gives an account of her visit to Ruth Field in
Carpenter Road [Edgbaston] which reminded her
of her childhood at Southbourne; Arthur has injured
his thigh and has been sent home from school;
gives news of Captain Lugard's recent activities in
Africa and gives her opinion about the other guests
at a recent dinner party; hopes that Neville might
be able to stay in Birmingham for the Music
Festival in the autumn and is pleased that he is
coming home soon; discusses the likely general
election and mentions that Arthur Balfour had
recently made a good reply to a speech from Sir G.
Trevelyan 'on referring the Scotch Parish Councils
Bill to a Scotch grand committee'; describes the
state of the gardens and the landscaping of the
new land at Highbury, and mentions that Austen's
sheep have given birth to a number of lambs and
he is hoping to be able 'to improve his stock and
develop his farming operations', having recently
bought two cows at the sale. 3 April
/25: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Suggests ways for Neville to maintain social
contact with people on Andros and still spend time
on his reading and other hobbies following a
discussion she has had with Joseph Chamberlain
on this subject while sitting with him in Kensington
Gardens; recounts Joseph Chamberlain's view
about the current political situation and his
expectation of the Unionists gaining a small
majority at the general election; they have rearranged their social engagements to be able to go
riding twice a week; Joseph Chamberlain and Mary
are going to lunch at Kew with the Dyers next
week, and some of the sisters might go with them;
comments on a German book that she has sent to
Neville and mentions her reading of Kidd on Social
Evolution; she, Hilda and Mary have been to buy
material to repair a dress and expresses her
enthusiasm for the new spring materials in the
shops; she has been to lunch at Miss Roosevelt's
to meet Marie Souvestre and stayed at Allenswood
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afterwards. 10 April
/26: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London: The
rain is preventing anyone going out riding, so she
has been helping Hilda arrange flowers; Austen
has been at Highbury and has been fishing and
reported that there is a rooks nest in an ash tree in
one of the fields; Ethel has broken her front tooth in
her sleep and has had to get a replacement; they
might be getting a Swiss maid to replace their
servant, Kate, and they have bought a tea seat for
her present and gives Neville details of the money
he now owes her for his share of the gift, as well as
other items she has bought for him; Ned is due to
arrive home from his sea voyage, and will be met
by Uncle Charlie, and 'Auntie' is to go to Ramsgate
for a holiday; she and Beatrice Horne have been to
the new Pupil Teachers centre at William Street to
see the work done there, and has attended Mrs
Strachey's lecture with Marie Souvestre; she has
attended her first Executive Committee meeting of
the Children's Country Holiday Fund, and has been
to Miss Pollock's wedding with Mary; gives details
of her other social engagements and mentions the
names of some of the guests; she and Ethel have
been to hear the Budget speech, and she has
heard Hilda and Ida's news about their project to
assist Miss Bonham Carter in regenerating the
London branch of the Pupil Teachers Association;
discusses her reading of Social Evolution and
mentions that she and Ida have been to the
Guildhall to see the loan exhibition, giving details of
some of the paintings there. 17 April
/27: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Comments on Neville's news about the Chikki
Charmis and mentions that Ethel is proposing to
bring in an 'Evicted Chikki Charmis bill as soon as
the Evicted Tenants have got through!'; she and
Beatrice Horne have been at Ackmar Road school
trying to interest the teachers in getting the children
to sit better 'partly to avoid copying a great many of
them let the children put their heads right down
upon their arms, which must be ruinous to backs &
lungs & eyesight'; she has been riding while Austen
attended a caucus of the committee of the
Devonshire Club which might be dissolved due to
lack of members; Amy [Hutton] has been giving Ida
a Greek lesson after her return from Paris where
she met several archaeologists and studied in
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several departments of the Louvre; she, Ida and
Ethel have been playing American Whist after
dinner; Aunt line, Aunt Clara and the children are at
Sidmouth and Uncle Fred is enjoying his visit to
Tasmania; continues the letter from Highbury to
give an account of her visit to 'Auntie' and to Maple
Bank to see Ned and Aunt Alice, and to see 'little
Arthur'; gives a detailed description of the gardens
at Highbury which she has been walking round. 20
April
/28: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Discusses plans for Neville to return home and
Joseph Chamberlain's influence on this decision;
mentions that their servant, Kate, has got married,
and that Pauline has come in to do her hair this
morning 'she doesn't know a thing about waiting on
one, & though she is intelligent & willing, life will be
a purgatory for some time'; she is going to Paris
with Joseph Chamberlain, Mary and Austen while
the others go to Birmingham; Uncle Fred is due
home shortly, and is sending her some New
Zealand ferns; reports that Miss Violet Masse is
engaged to Lord Edward Cecil, Mr Rennell Rodd
and Miss Guthrie are engaged, as are Mr Asquith
and Margot Tennant, mentioning that Asquith's
children are apparently to be sent away from home
'If that is true, I will believe all that I have hitherto
declined to believe of her want of heart & think very
badly of him. If you marry a widower, you must
marry the children too'; she and Amy have been to
the House of Commons for a tour and to hear the
debate on Welsh Disestablishment and speeches
by Mr Balfour and Professor Jebb 'intersperse with
irritating ones in favour of the Bill from Welsh
members'. 2 May
/29: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London: She
and Hilda have ordered a 'white tile' for Neville's
kettle to stand on, and Mary has bought him some
new tablecloths to replace the burnt ones; gives
details of her recent social engagements and
committee work, including a visit with Beatrice
Horne to Ackmar Road evening classes where
there is a new mistress and which she is supplying
with an old tennis net and poles given to her by
Uncle Herbert; Joseph Chamberlain and Mary have
gone to Birmingham for the Grand Committee and
Joseph Chamberlain has made a brief return to
London to speak on the Registration Bill; she and
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Hilda have been to a party at the Jack Mellors
where there were musical performances, and she
has been to Langford Road school with Beatrice
Horne and Mrs Dyson Williams who would like to
become a School Manager; Mrs Hankin has been
for lunch, and they drove her back to Bedford Park;
Dorothy and Pippa have been to dinner after
seeing Ibsen's 'Wild Duck' and they had a
discussion about how far wealth contributes to
happiness; she has been writing appeals on behalf
of the Children's Country Holidays Fund, and
mentions that the school children from seven
schools are coming to Highbury this summer;
reports that Austen has injured his leg by being
gored by one of his bulls and that the newspapers
have been reporting the incident; she has been
with Hilda and Ida at the Pupil Teachers Centre to
meet the headmaster and headmistress to discuss
their plans for a social club for the girls; gives
details of her other social engements and provides
a full account of Austen's accident, as recounted to
her by Joseph Chamberlain. 7 May
/30: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Austen's wound is healing quickly and he is able to
walk; they are going to Paris the following day;
Joseph Chamberlain and Mary have attended
Asquith's wedding to Margot Tennant, and she and
Hilda have been to see Dora, Emmie and Gertie on
their return from the Drawing Room at which Gertie
was presented [at Court]; she and Beatrice Horne
have been 'testing resigters & entries upon
schedules for purposes of government grant at two
schools for two sets of evening classes';
Government majorities on recent Divisions have
been very small. 11 May
/31: written from Hotel des Deux Mondes, Paris:
She and Austen have been driving in the Bois de
Boulogne and have been to a number of art
galleries and eaten meals outside; she and Mary
have been out shopping and she has been calling
on friends; describes the plants and flowers in the
Bois de Boulogne, the garden at Versailles, and the
Frianon garden; comments on the fashion for
'bicycling for ladies in Turkish trousers to the knee
& stockings' in the Bois de Boulogne; she and
Austen are going to see Sarah Bernhardt in
'Cabotins' and gives details this performance, and
of a recent performance of 'Madame Sans
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Gene'.19 May
/32: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Gives an account of her activities at the end of her
stay in Paris, including their trip to the Odeon to
see 'Les Deux Noblesses' which she thought was
dull and their visit to the Cafe de Paris at which
Austen was served with a 'sherry gobblerrr'; gives
details of a recent Executive Committee and
Council meeting of the Children's Country Holidays
Fund which she thinks is 'too exclusively composed
of clergymen & gets a sectarian aspect'; she and
Beatrice Horne have been to an evening classes
committee to select a new teacher, at which the
girls gave her a copy of Bunyan's 'Pilgrim's
Progress' for her birthday; she and Austen have
attended Mrs Winkworth's garden party though
Austen still finds walking difficult; Austen and Ida
have driven over to Hampstead in the open
carriage; she has had lunch with Maggie Morison
at the Albermarle Club and has spent time with
Marie Souvestre at Allenswood; gives details of her
other social enagements, and mentions that she
has seen Hilda and Ida rehearse their play for the
first Pupil Teachers entertainment; discusses the
current political situation which is dominated by the
Budget and mentions that Lord Rosebery has
made an 'abusive' speech about Joseph
Chamberlain in Birmingham and that his current
health problems have given his voice a 'thick
utterance & makes people think he is drunk';
Joseph Chamberlain has made a speech at the
Press Club dinner and has published an article on
municipal politics in the 'New Review'; she has
been to a lecture on Old Paris by Frederic
Harrison; expresses her concern for Neville's safety
after his recent rough crossing, and hopes he will
be home soon. 28 May
/33: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London: she
has been to see an exhibition of 'Fair Women' at
the Grafton Gallery with Maggie Morison and gives
details of some of the painting; she has been to call
on Aunt Emma who has hurt her foot climbing on a
stool, and reports that she and Amy are to go to
New Zealand by the Canadian Pacific route for six
months; mentions the attendance of Mr Whitney
and Mr Sargent at a recent dinner party, and gives
details of Sargent's commissions; gives an account
of her recent visit to the [Royal] Academy and her
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ride to Battersea Park; mentions her recent
committee meetings and her visit with Ethel and
Lily and Marie Siemens to see 'The New Boy';
Austen has been with Ida and Hilda to the Bath and
West of England Agricultural Show at Guildford; the
University Club has revived again and Austen has
been to its dinner; gives details of Joseph
Chamberlain's recent speech in Bradford and his
speech on Uganda in the House of Commons;
discusses the Government's agreement with 'the
Congo state' which leases part of the 'Equatorial
province' and the lease of territory by the 'Congo
state' which allows the British to pass from the
Cape to Uganda and ultimately to Egypt, which
France is not happy about. 3 June
/34: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Asks Neville to send a telegram from New York to
give details about his likely arrival; Austen is getting
better and is now able to ride again, but is
becoming tired of recounting the details of his
accident; mentions how much they are looking
forward to showing Neville the changes that have
taken place at Highbury since he went away; gives
details of her social engagements in London and
gives details of her committee work including her
attendance at the Ackmar Road examinations;
discusses a recent party at Highbury attended by
Lord and Lady Morley, Lord and Lady Cobham,
Lord Ampthill, the Bayards and Miss Bayard,
Monsieur Artmans and Mr Bernard Holland;
mentions reading in the newspapers a report of the
death of Marian Whitney's father; she has dined
with Austen at the House of Commons together
with Miss Gore and her sister, Mr Anstruther, and
Mr Guillmand; advises Neville to come to London
unless he gets a telegram with different
instructions. 11 June
/35: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Gives
details of Lord Rayleigh's experiments with a 'new
gas', possibly to be called 'Aeron', which he has
spoken to her about, and mentions that Mr Sargent
thinks that Millais' portrait of Mary might need
varnishing; Ethel has gone to Wales and might go
to Berlin with Lili Siemens in December if Joseph
Chamberlain will give permission; discusses her
reading and asks Neville for news about Mary's
family; she has been to see 'Auntie' and dined with
the Fields and their guests the Wilson Kinds and
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Mr Macaulay who is 'a nephew of the historian &
brother to Mrs Charles Booth'. 3 October
/36: written from Highbury, Birmingham: The last of
their guests attending the Birmingham Music
Festival are leaving that morning; she has attended
the first of the lectures on German literature which
she thinks will be too easy 'thus it is with all these
schools which give themselves the airs of colleges
but really meet a more modest want'; she has been
to a committee of the Socratic Society which is to
present lectures by Mr Bosanquet on Social
Evolution and Professor Muirhead on Ethics;
discusses Katie's decision to qualify as a physician
which has been a shock to all the family, giving her
own opinion that 'she will make a good lady doctor,
stong & sensible, & certainly with a prospect of six
girls at home, it is a very good thing that one of
them should feel drawn to make a career for
herself'; gives details of Katie's medical training,
beginning with a year at Mason College followed by
medical studies in London, and her intention to
work in a hospital or 'physician's practice' rather
than becoming a 'family practitioner'; Joseph
Chamberlain is to announce a social programme in
a forthcoming speech; she has become interested
in 'Modern Painters' by Ruskin; gives news of
family travels. 8 October
/37: written from Allenswood: Remarks how much
the family enjoyed mr [John Singer] Sargent's
company for the Birmingham Music Festival and
comments on Joseph Chamberlain's favourable
opinion of Rose Paul and Mr Pollock; gives an
account of the atmosphere at Joseph
Chamberlain's recent speech in Birmingham on
social legislation, which was attended by several
family members; she has attended meetings of the
Day School Managers committee and the
Managers of Evening Classes committee, and is
hoping that Hilda will be made a Day School
Manager on her group; she has been spending
time with Marie Souvestre and putting in her
bookplates; Mrs Duckworth has sent plants for her
fernery, and Hilda is transplanting them; discusses
her reading of Ruskin's 'Modern Painters' and her
visit to the exhibition of photographs from nature at
the Dudley Gallery; she is going to pay a final visit
to Harwood Road School, the responsibility for
which has been taken from their group; she has
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managed to get Ida a place on her Children's
Country Holidays Fund committee. 14 October
/38: written from Highbury, Birmingham: She and
Hilda have been transplanting ferns and have
ordered more supplies; asks Neville if he would like
any more family photographs; Uncle Herbert and
Lilian are visiting before leaving Birmingham to
take a house in Warwickshire for the winter; thanks
Neville for his telegram informing them of his safe
arrival, despite the rough crossing; Katie has begun
her medical studies and hopes to pass her
matriculation, and Ida is to go to stay with Aunt
Clara; Joseph Chamberlain has had a visit from Mr
Dibble, 'an owner of small-house property in
Birmingham' who had been thought to be opposed
to Chamberlain's 'scheme for wokrmen owning
their houses'; gives details of the size and value of
Mr Dibble's business and mentions Joseph
Chamberlain's interest in the houses built at £20
per annum which 'were now built with bathroom &
lavatory...we are improving certainly'; Joseph
Chamberlain has been invited to Mr Cadbury's
Bible meeting to meet Lord Radstock 'who is an
evangelical preacher' and refused to go, but Lord
Radstock called on the family later; Austen has
given a speech at a meeting of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children after a number of
other speakers. 23 October
/39: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Mr and
Mrs Jacks have dined at Highbury and are unlikely
to be able to get into their house in Wheeley's
Road before Christmas; she, Ethel and Ida
attended the meeting at the church to welcome
them; gives her impression of Mr Jacks, who
Joseph Chamberlain was disappointed to learn
was a Gladstonian 'it is natural for a Unitarian
minister to be Liberal...I should not wonder if
Birmingham altered his views by degrees', and
gives details of his plans for the church and
congregation [of the Church of the Messiah];
reports that Miss Cooper has resigned as
headmistress of the Edgbaston High School and
comments on recent tension between her and the
council and Miss Cooper's future plans; gives an
account of Mr Collings' recent accident in a pony
trap, and mentions the forthcoming departure of
one of the family's gardeners and his possible
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replacement. 31 October
/40: written from Highbury, Birmingham: She has
finished planting in the fernery, giving details of this
work and describing the ongoing work in the
gardens at Highbury; Austen has been discussing
alterations to the new cow house and the animals
have been transferred there; gives news of Aunt
Lizzy Williams, Uncle Harry, and Jessie, who is
studying in Brussels; she will have to go out riding
by herself, as everyone else is busy; comments on
the Liberal Unionist victory in St Thomas's Ward in
the Municipal Elections; Ernest and Margaret
Martineau have visited and discussed the School
Board elections and the varous candidates; she
and Mary have been to the Church of the Messiah
to hear Mr Jacks preach, while Ethel took Hilda's
Sunday School class, and they thought the sermon
very good. 6 November
/41: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Gives
details of the decorating work taking place at
Highbury for Mr and Mrs Endicott's arrival; she has
not been able to go out riding or to see 'Auntie'
because of the rain but managed to see the portrait
of Uncle William by [Hubert von] Herkomer at the
Society of Artists exhibition, which she describes;
discusses her reading of 'Modern Painters in detail
and mentions that she has finished a scrapbook
and card covered with pictures for the hospital; Mr
Strachey's volume 'Poets upon Poets' has been
published, and Mary has given her a copy; Sir
Henry James has visited to discuss political
business with Joseph Chamberlain and Uncle
Arthur 'who is taking up very actively all his duties
as Deputy Chairman of the Birmingham
Magistrates tried to innoculate him with his views
as to the iniquity of an appeal on licensing question
from the B'ham magistrates to the Quarter
Sessions'. 14 November
/42: written from 44 Palmerston Place, Edinburgh:
Gives Neville the full results of the Forfarshire
elections and compares them with the results in
1892, commenting that they make a general
election more likely; gives an account of a recent
party at Highbury attended by the Alfred Oslers, the
Harrises and the Lawson Taits and discusses the
effects of the cumulative vote in the School Board
election, listing the fortunes of the different
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candidates; gives details of her activities in London,
including attending a meeting of the Children's
Country Holidays Fund Executive Committee and
seing Cecily and Ernest; gives details of her
journey to Edinburgh and describes Lizzy
Williamson's house; she has been to hear her host
preach at church and describes the church
building; shehas been for a drive with Lizzie's
sisters and attended a dinner party; comments on
the floods in the south of England. 20 November
/43: written from 44 Palmerston Place, Edinburgh:
Discusses the result of the London School Board
election in which the 'Progressives' have gained
seats and hopes that the new Board will not be
'occupied by violent contests between the clerical &
anti-clerical party' and that there will be a more
liberal spirit evident; lists the Chelsea members
and their achievements and mentions that they
have had a 'lady doctor' to lunch with her hosts;
describes the views from Arthur's Seat and
mentions that they are going for a walk with a sister
of Ethel Croall; gives details of her other social
engagements and mentions that Mr and Mrs
Endicott and Mrs Endicott Peabody have arrived at
Highbury. 27 November
/44: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Discusses
Neville's reading of German novels; gives details of
the family's activities during her absence in
Edinburgh including the recent dance at the
Century Club; gives news of the health of Mr and
Mrs Endicott and mentions that she has been out
riding with Katie despite the fog; she is going to
dinner with Dr and Mrs Carter and has been to visit
relatives including 'Auntie' and the Fields; mentions
that Mr and Mrs Endicott have sold the Salem
House and William and Louise helped them clear
the house. 5 December
/45: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Sends
Neville best wishes for Christmas and the New
Year and hopes that he is not working too hard and
has been able to unload the rails at Nassau;
recounts some stories she has heard in Scotland
which Mr Williamson has used at a meeting of the
Church Defence League, and Austen intends to
use as a meeting; Austen is going to the Sparkhill
Institute with Mr Willis Bund, and then to London
and Liverpool; Joseph Chamberlain may accept an
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invitation to speak for the 'London Municipal
people' and will probably not be able to take a
holiday; she has walked to lunch with Aunt Clara
and gives an account of Mabel's health and that of
the children; they have received several letters
from Amy [Hutton] who was planning to visit the hot
springs with Alice Debenham; Lili Siemens has
arrived and does not seem as shy as she had
feared; continues the letter with the news from
Berrow Court that 'Auntie' has died suddenly,
giving an account of her last hours 'oh dear boy, I
do miss her dreadfully. I can't write more today. Ida
& Hilda have been very good'. 10 December
/46: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Expresses
her sorrow at the news of Mrs Knowles' death, for
her family, and for the additional strain now placed
on Neville; gives an account of 'Auntie's funeral
conducted by Mr Jacks at Richmond Hill and
mentions that 'Auntie' had left instructions for her
and Austen in a book and has left something to all
her nephews and nieces; she has had a number of
kind letters and is somewhat comforted that 'Auntie'
did not suffer by living on in pain; she is glad that
Neville saw 'Auntie' in the summer 'your visits &
your steadiness in coming were a great pleasure to
her' and mentions that when she heard of the Gem
Street children coming to Highbury she wanted to
give them a treat, so she is planning to organise a
Christmas tree for them. 14 December
/47: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Wishes
Neville health and happiness for the New Year: she
has been unwell with a cold but has been twice to
Richmond Hill and has been carrying out her duties
as 'Auntie's executor, together with Austen and
distributing her gifts to 'Auntie''s nephews and
nieces; she and Austen have decided to give
'Auntie''s grand piano to one of the schoold,
probably to Cooper Street; Mabel and Freda are to
learn 'Snow White & Rose Red' to perform with the
Sonnenschein boys on Christmas Day; Cecily and
Ernest and Sophie and Gerard are coming to
Birmingham for Christmas, and Aunt Lizzie is
staying at Burcot Grange. 22 December
/48: written from Highbury, Birmingham: She is
relieved that Neville is not overwhelmed by the
strain he has been under and that Greenwood has
arrived; wonders whether Mr Knowles and the boys
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will eventually return, and thinks that the girls and
the baby will have to stay in Nassau; admits that
she is dreading the forthcoming family party 'I do
not feel like dining with 29 people, even of my own
family, just now, but Papa wants me to be there & I
myself feel that it is right to do it; wonders whether
'Brown' is getting used to Andros and whether
Neville is getting any help from 'Keith'; comments
on the death of the Tsar [Alexander III] and the
reaction to his son's accession in the newspapers
and by cartoonists; discusses the war between
China and Japan and the successes of 'the
Japanese who seem at all events to have
assimilated the military side of European civilisation
with the utmost thoroughness'; Ethel seems to
have enjoyed Christmas at Ahlsdorf [in Germany];
she and Hilda have been shopping for the Gem
Street school Christmas tree; describes some of
the Christmas presents she received. 28 December
38 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/49-83

1895 letters

1895

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1895, while he
was working in the Bahamas, at Andros. The
letters largely discuss family and social news and
engagements but also give details about Beatrice's
work as a Schools Manager in London for day and
evening classes; her committee work for the
Children's Country Holiday Fund in Fulham and
Kensington, and Hammersmith; and her voluntary
work associated with Gem Street school in
Birmingham. The letters contain much information
about Beatrice's interests in literature, particularly
French and German works, and in art, and discuss
parliamentary politics, particularly relating to local
election campaign work by her brother, Austen,
and father, Joseph Chamberlain, and the fortunes
of the Liberal Unionists nationally. Joseph
Chamberlain's post as Colonial Secretary in Lord
Salisbury's government is also a topic of
discussion, particularly the events and immediate
aftermath of the Jameson Raid in South Africa.
Beatrice visited Berlin with Amy Hutton, and her
letters from there provide detailed descriptions of
her sightseeing activities.
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/49: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Hopes to
hear more from Neville about his working
arrangements and that he is working less hard;
describes the current cold weather which has
frozen the pool at Moor Green so that Hilda and Ida
could go skating; the cold weather has encouraged
Mr and Mrs Endicott to set off for the French
Riviera with Joseph Chamberlain and Mary, which
she thinks will be good for her father, as he has
been complaining of having nothing to do; Joseph
Chamberlain and Mary are going to Chatsworth
and Hatfield before they leave for France; Austen
has been to give a speech at Pershore and will be
busy campaigning for the South Worcestershire
election; she hopes that Impey will be beated by
Colonel Long; gives an account of the family party
and gives news about some of their cousins; she,
Hilda and Ida have been preparing gifts for the
Gem Street school Christmas tree and she is
worried about how many oranges to provide; the
others are going skating and she supposes she
must join them, though she dislikes the cold
weather. 5 January
/50: written from Highbury, Birmingham:
Sympathises with Neville in his difficulties landing
the rails due to bad weather; Mrs Endicott has
been ill in bed so they have not gone to London,
but they still plan to leave for Cannes the following
week; they are continuing to skate although the ice
is less good; Austen has returned unexpectedly
from London as Victor Cavendish has released him
for a promise to speak at Dlaton in North Lonsdale
for Dick Cavendish and has sent him to work in the
Evesham division, and there has been subsequent
confusion about his engagements; recounts some
anecdotes that Austen has heard; gives an account
of Joseph Chamberlain and Mary's visit to
Chatsworth where 'all the ladies were riding
bicycles...& Lady De Grey declared that butlers
now put it amongst their recommendations that
they understood shooting & bicycles...they had
special skirts, not the French costume'; She has
been to Gem Street school and made
arrangements for the Christmas tree with Miss
Fountain. 10 January
/51: written from Highbury, Birmingham: She has
been researching the history of the Paget family
after being given documents by Uncle Arthur
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Kenrick; Hilda and Ida are going to Miss Cooper's
'At Home' and are giving her a lift to Aunt Alice's;
Mademoiselle Zweifel and 'Moor Green Mary' are
going to Bryntirion together, and Clara Martineau
has gone to her first dance despite the thick fog;
Austen has been to a University [Club] dinner in
London and has been speaking in South
Worcestershire 'in the enemy strongholds' to
hostile audiences; gives an account of the
Christmas tree event she organised at Gem Street
school at which each child was given a gift and an
item of clothing; gives details of her social
engagements visiting family members; the snow is
thawing and it has been raining for most of the
week. 18 January
/52: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Gives
Neville the results of the South Worcestershire
election, which was won by the Unionist candidate,
Colonel Long, and discusses her hopes that voting
patterns will be the same in the general election;
she has been for a ride with Katie despite the cold
wind and some of the dogs came with them; Aunt
Emily has visited for lunch as Austen was at
Highbury, and Mrs Nettlefold has called with a
good account of her family; gives news of Joseph
Chamberlain's return to England from Cannes, and
mentions that Mary will stay on with her parents;
discusses French politics, particularly the decision
of Monsiuer Casimir Perier to resign the
presidency, and comments on her reading of
'Macbeth' and her research compiling her family
tree; she and Austen have been to dine with Aunt
Clara, and Uncle Fred has found someone to fill
the post of technical instructor at the West
Bromwich Institute; gives news about Dr Martin and
Mr Slatler, Liberal Unionists from Evesham, who
have visited Austen; Austen is teaching them poker
'Hilda is a shocking gambler & usually ends in the
workhouse'. 28 January
/53: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Thanks
Neville for his sympathetic note to her following the
death of 'Auntie' and expresses her feelings of
grief, and her appreciation of his love and concern;
continues the letter from Princes Gardens and
encloses a memoir of 'Auntie' reprinted from
'Edgbastonia'; describes the changes that have
taken place in London since the redecorating work
has been carried out and mentions that Ethel is
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expected home from Berlin shortly; Amy has
reached Marseilles and is planning to stay at
Princes Gardens when she returns to England;
mentions that she needs to resume her Children's
Country Holidays Fund work as 'there are several
difficult problems to be grappled with; describes
how cold the weather is, and how the rooms are
still not warm even when they have 'blazing fires' in
every room; discusses the reaction in newspapers
and periodicals to the results of the South
Worcestershire by-election. 1 February
/54: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Gives details of the continuing cold weather which
is the worst for fifty years 'it is encouraging to know
that there does not seem to be very widespread
distress'; Ethel has returned from Berlin and Amy is
also staying with them, although she has visited
Cheyne Court to investigate the work being done
there; Joseph Chamberlain has returned from
Cannes where the weather has also been cold, and
Amy has reported that there was snow in Egypt;
Joseph Chamberlain has given a speech at
Stepney to the Unionists in London on municipal
matters, at the Dr Barnado's Mission Hall which
was very well received 'you will see that his original
wish for smaller municipalities & local life is coming
to the front as a question of practical politics & as it
would seem with a very good chance of becoming
fact...it would be a grand victory to carry the
London County Council & a beautiful prelude in
London to the general election'; Hilda and Ida have
been making plans for Pupil Teachers activities
and Ida is planning to take a literary class; she has
taken Hilda to her first School Managers meeting
and she now means to visit schools; describes a
recent cartoon in 'Punch' of Lord Rosebery. 9
February
/55: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Gives an account of the effects of the continued
cold weather, which shows no sign of improving;
Mary reports that the weather is now warmer in
Cannes and that her mother is making good
progress; discusses Neville's troubles on Andros
and comments on the progress of the railway there;
she has been to the House of Commons in the
hope of hearing Joseph Chamberlain speak, but
the Irish debate went on too long; Captain Naylor
Leyland has resigned his seat at Colchester on the
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grounds of 'sudden disagreement with Unionist
policy' and she thinks the party might lose the seat;
she has been to Cheyne Court with Amy to
observe the decoration work; Ethel has given up
skating because of the fresh snow, but has been
skating a lot on Wimbledon pool; Ethel and Daisy
Sichel have begun cooking lessons and is
beginning German lessons, and seems to have
more energy than last year; Ida and Hilda are to
dine with Mrs Courtney and go to Mrs
Meinertzhagen's dance, for which Hilda is getting a
new dress; discusses her reading of 'Madame
Mere' by Larry and Brunetiere's 'Evolution de la
poesie lyrique au XIX siecle'; comments on the
fashion for wearing muffs suspended by a gold
chain 'I have come out as a howling swell, for I find
that one of the long old-fashioned watch chains just
does to make a bran-new muff chain in the latest
fashion'; Amy and Ida are working on
'Agamemnon'; Joseph Chamberlain and Mr
Collings are 'a little depressed at the apparent
impossibility of turning out this government for the
present' and comments on the by-election
campaign in Colchester; Hilda has had a letter from
Aunt Clara who is concerned about the question of
a new headmistress for the [Edgbaston] High
School, as Uncle Fred is a member of the council
of the school. 15 February
/56: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Gives news of the arrival of a baby girl to Aunt
Clara Ryland 'I feel personally injured at the kind of
fictitious value that is set upon boys in our family
circle, owing to their scarcity, as if a girl was not
also a highly desirable & amiable object!'; Ida and
Hilda are taking a course of nursing lessons,
supplementary to their First Aid course and they
have been practising bandaging people; the
weather is thawing, but there have been signs of
distress 'there were processions of unemployed &
an increase of undeserving beggars trading on the
compassion aroused by so much real hardship in
the background'; hopes that the milder weather will
persuade Mary and her parents to travel from
Cannes to Paris and then to London before the
Endicotts return to America; she has been for a
visit to the new school at Hugon Road with Beatrice
Horne, which she hopes will soon be filled with
children currently not at school; Hilda has
accompanied her to Langdon Road on her first
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official visit, where they found that 'a halfpenny
dinner (soup & brown bread) was being supplied to
100 boys & that nearly as many infants were
expecting another ''carrier'' of soup, which hadn't
turned up', resulting in the teachers buying bread
and cheese for the children and she and Hilda
buying some milk at a dairy; she and Amy have
been to lunch with Mrs Debenham and to see
cousin Edith; everyone is talking about frozen
mains and burst pipes; the House of Commons
have debated the question of the sale of brushes
made in German prisons in Britain, 'underselling
honest labour', during which Joseph Chamberlain
spoke, and the Government have got a majority on
the debate on cotton duties in India. 22 February
/57: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Discusses the influenza outbreak that is currently
affecting London, and mentions that family
members have been ill, including Amy Hutton;
describes a tea caddy which has been purchased
for Neville and which will be sent to him; Joseph
Chamberlain has been working on the report of the
'Commission on the Aged Poor' and has drawn up
a minority report; discusses the negotiations which
have been made on this issue; she has been reelected on the Executive of the Children's Country
Holidays Fund which she is relieved about; she and
Hilda have been to the Burlington exhibition with
Joseph Chamberlain where they met Uncle
William; Millicent has jurt her knee skating and
Mabel Kenrick's health is improving; the main is still
frozen at Highbury and the boilers for the
greenhouses have to be kept full by 'means of
buckets & carts'. 2 March
/58: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Comments on the cold weather in the Bahamas
and his interest in algebra; Ida has had a letter
from Aunt Clara, who is progressing well, as is the
baby, Hester; Maggie has also had a baby girl;
gives news of the health of other family members;
the waterworks company have established a water
cart service at Highbury to supply the greenhouse
boilers, as the mains are still frozen, and in London
people are still skating on the Serpentine; gives
details of the results of the London County Council
elections in which the 'Progressives' majority has
been reduced and the implications for the general
election; Hilda and Ida have been to the Adelphi to
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see 'The Fatal Card' and Ethel has dined at the
Sichels; mentions that Miss Lighter is engaged to
George Curzon, who she thinks is very superior
and that the gossip from Washington is that she
met him at a fancy dress ball where he was
dressed as a monk, and her father has given her a
large fortune; Miss Japp has been chosen as the
new mistress for Edgbaston High School; the
Speaker is to resign due to ill health. 7 March
/59: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Mary is still not home, but hopes to travel with her
parents to Paris shortly; the mains at Highbury are
still frozen and the boilers for the house cannot be
filled; gives news about friends and family
members who have called recently; Hilda and Ida
are taking their nursing examination; she and Ida
have been to the Fine Art Society in New Bond
Street to look at paintings, which she describes;
she has been to hear Mrs Strachey read, and she
and Beatrice Horne have been to both evening
classes and tested registers [as part of their School
Managers work]; she has been riding with Austen
in her new habit; discusses the possibility that
[Henry] Campbell Bannerman will be chosen as the
new Speaker and whether Sir Matthew Ridley
might be chosen to oppose him; Joseph
Chamberlain has made a speech to the London
Municipal Society; Monsieur Artmann is proposing
to found an international review to appear
simultaneously in Paris, London and Berlin to
contain articles on English, French and German on
politics and literature 'from an international stand
point' which she thinks sounds interesting. Reports
that Dr Dale has died. 14 March
/60: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Mary has returned and Mr and Mrs Endicott are
settled at the Albermarle Hotel; Joseph
Chamberlain has taken Mary out to lunch and she
has celebrated her birthday a week late, giving
details of the presents the family gave her; she is
sending Neville a copy of Cornish's 'Studies at the
Zoo' and will give Ida 'Poetes et Artistes de L'Italie'
for her birthday as a gift from Neville; discusses her
reading of German literature and mentions that
Margaret has been suffering badly from influenza
but is now recovering; Ida and Hilda are learning
the steps of the Quadrille to teach the Pupil
Teachers, and she is going to the Pauls to 'see a
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second Roman Catholic father on the question of
sending his school children for country holidays';
describes the condition of the plants and flowers at
Highbury and mentions that a number of lambs and
calves have been born; she is hoping to go to
Berlin with Amy in April; the influenza epidemic is
lessening but mentions the deaths of several
people. 23 March
/61: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Gives news of the health of family members,
including Margaret, Millicent and Aunt Lina; gives
details of her arrangements to go to Berlin and her
travel plans while there; describes the paintings
she has seen at the New Gallery and mentions
Ida's recent purchase of an East painting; Hilda is
hoping for the scores of 'Parsifal' and 'Tristan and
Isolde' so that she will not forget what she has
learnt at Dr Armbruster's lectures and wonders
whether Neville might get her one for her birthday;
some of the pipes have burst at Highbury and there
is likely to have been damage done by the recent
storm; comments on the nine Masques by Ben
Jonson that Mrs Strachey read; gives details of
discussions at a recent meeting of the Liberal
Unionists to consider the Speakership and the
decision to support the Conservative candidate Sir
Matthew White Ridley; Sir Edward Grey has
declared that any expedition by France to any part
of the Nile Valley would be regarded as an
unfriendly act, and Joseph Chamberlain has made
a speech in reply. 30 March
/62: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Gives a detailed report on the health of family
members including Margaret and Millicent; she has
attended committee meetings of the Children's
Country Holidays Fund and the Evening Classes,
which appointed an assistant for Ackmar Road
school; the Hammersmith Children's Country
Holidays Fund treasurer has resigned as he is
going to Uganda; she has written a pamphlet on
the work of the Fund using her own notes and
those of others to stimulate interest amongst
country correspondents 'as many of them haven't
an idea of all that is done here before the children
go off'; describes the new dress and hat she has
bought; Mrs Endicott has been unwell again and
has not been able to go sightseeing in London;
gives news about other friends, and mentions that
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she has called on the Baden-Powells; Joseph
Chamberlain has dined with Alderman Faudel
Phillips who was entertaining the committee of the
City Corporation that 'watches against County
Council unification' at the Savoy, where he had to
make an impromptu speech and heard that he
might be offered the Freedom of the City 'it would
have pleased Grandpapa very much'; includes a
press cutting of an advertisement for Dr Robert
Browns 'Completion of the Story of Africa and its
Explorers' which she thinks Neville might like. 7
April
/63: written from Berlin: Describes her current
accommodation and her immediate surroundings;
gives details of the food they have been eating and
the kindness of their landlady; describes some of
the other boarders who include a man 'preparing
for the diplomatic examination' and mentions the
custom of shaking hands after dinner; gives details
of their rough Channel crossing and their journey
through Holland and Germany; they have been for
a tour around the city and notes that 'the style of
buildings is much more like Paris than London;
gives an account of their visit to the Zoological
Gardens and the animals they saw there; Amy has
gone to a performance of Bach's 'Passion Music' at
the Singakademie with Miss Sheriff, and they plane
to go to the museum the following day; they have
found Baedeker's programme useful in planning
their itinerary. Undated [April 1895]
/64: written from Berlin: Recounts her difficulties in
using her German to buy postcards, and remarks
that the 'natives of Berlin are extremely polite,
particularly to strangers' and that 'this is certainly
one of the best governed cities in the world' citing
the number of signposts provided for people, the
practice of muzzling dogs and regulations for
boarding trams; they have undertaken a survey of
the museum, and have walked to the Under den
Linden to see an exhibition of pictures; they have
visited the Zoological Gardens again to sit and
watch people and listen to the band, and have
observed the exchange of Easter eggs; Amy is to
begin studying the terracotta vases in the Museum,
and they have been to the Lessing theatre to see
Freidrich Haase act in a play. 14 April
/65: written from Berlin: Amy has been working at
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the museum, and she has been sightseeing and to
visit the Siemens; describes some of the sculptures
she has seen in the museum and gives an account
of their visit to the Botanical Gardens; gives details
of the works in the National Gallery, some of the
plays they have seen at the theatre and their visit
to the opera to hear 'Der Freischutz'; describes the
exhibits in the Arsenal military museum and the
sight of people in the Zoological Gardens listening
to the 'Grand Military Concert by the Royal Railway
Brigade...promenading up & down, or drinking
coffee or beer at the little tables, the men smoking,
the women often knitting stockings'; they have
enjoyed their dinner with the Siemens and are
planning to visit Dresden for two days before
returning home. 19 April
/66: written from Berlin: Gives an account of her
visit to the Palace and to the Old Museum;
describes their drive to Charlottenburg and the park
there, and through the Grunewald to the park and
Town Palace at Potsdam. 20 April
/67: written from Berlin: Continues her account of
her visit to Potsdam and mentions her visit to the
Hohenzollern Museum while Amy studied at the
National Museum; gives an account of their visit to
Dresden where they visited the Albertinum, the
Zwinger Palace and the Bruhlsche Terrace, the
Grunes Gewolbe, the Picture gallery, the Grosser
Garten and looked around the town, giving her
impression of the place and comparing it with
Berlin; remarks how much she has enjoyed her
stay in Berlin, and mentions that Lili Siemens to to
take them to the Reichstag the following day;
describes a performance of 'Hansel and Gretel' that
they have watched. 26 April
/68: written from Berlin: Gives details of their final
sightseeing activities in Berlin including their visit to
the Reichstag and to the theatre, to the Arsenal
and to the Schliemann collection of 'objects from
Troy in the Ethnographical museum'; continues her
letter from London to give an account of their
journey home and her recent work for the
Children's County Holidays Fund including her
efforts to get a new treasurer' Ida has begun to
send out appeals for subscriptions in Fulham, and
she is going to interview 'some more Catholics...in
Hammersmith...so perhaps I shall get those
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schools to work with us at last'; she hopes to go to
one of Hilda's flower sales, though Hilda did not
attend the last one as she is currently unwell; Ethel
has stayed in Birmingham for Uncle George's
dance and Joseph Chamberlain has been unwell
with a 'chill of bilious attack'; expresses her
concern for Neville's health, and lets him know that
she is keeping a photograph of 'Auntie' for him;
discusses her reading of German literature. 27
April
/69: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Discusses her reading, including the 'Verney
Memoirs' describing life during the Commonwealth
and Restoration; she is resuming her German
lessons and is going riding on the 'Row'; Austen
and Ida are hoping to ride from London to
Birmingham at Whitsun; informs Neville of the
death of Lord Pembroke, Lady Kimberley, Mrs
Leslie Stephen and Lord Selborne; Lord Dufferin
has visited for lunch and spoke about French
politics; Mary has heard from her parents who have
now returned home, and Mr and Miss Sears have
sailed and will be at Highbury at Whitsun;
describes a cartoon of Joseph Chamberlain that
has appeared in 'Punch' and mentions that he has
opened the new agricultural school of the Dauntsey
Charity at West Lavington; Aunt Clara and Uncle
Fred have gone to Italy for a month, and she and
Austen dined with them at the Willis Rooms before
their departure; she has been interviewing a
committee at Whitechapel with Mr Jackson and Mr
Goodhart on behalf of the Central Children's
Country Holidays Fund but has still not found a
treasurer for Hammersmith; she has spoken to the
authorities of one of the Catholic schools in
Hammersmith, and she and Ida have been working
on forms giving 'particulars about parents' earnings
& circumstances...& came to the conclusion that a
great many lies were being told in Fulham &
Kensington'; she and Hilda are going to a School
Managers' meeting, and Austen has made a
speech in the House of Commons on the Welsh
Disestablishment Bill; Uncle Walter and Aunt
Agnes and Uncle Herbert and Aunt Lilian are taking
houses in Ennismore Gardens; Joseph
Chamberlain and Arthur Balfour have spoken at a
meeting of the London Municipal Reform
Association. 9 May
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/70: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London: She
has bought a copy of 'Parsifal' for Hilda from
Chappell's for her birthday; informs Neville that Mrs
Mason has died and that Mary has had to tell Mrs
Sears and Clara when they arrived in Liverpool;
she is going to meet a possible new treasurer for
the Hammersmith Children's Country Holidays
Fund, and has been to to Grafton Gallery with
Maggie, to a Fulham Children's Country Holiday
Fund committee meeting, to Ackmar Road school
evening classes, and to an entertainment to raise
funds for the Women's Liberal Unionist Association;
she has also been having German lessons and has
visited Hugon Road school with Beatrice Horne,
and has been out riding; describes the new
treasurer for the Hammersmith Children's Country
Holidays Fund committee, and mentions that she is
going to meet the secretary of the 'Invalid
Children's Aid Association' about 'a protegee of
Hilda's at Hugon Road, who has trouble with her
eyes; mentions the results of the Walworth and
West Dorset by-elections and that some of their
Kenrick cousins are going to Switzerland in June.
17 May
/71: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London: She
has presented 'Poetes et Artistes de L'Italie' to Ida
for her birthday, and thanks Neville for his present
to her for her own birthday, which she will use to
buy 'Deutscher Novellen Schatz'; she has been to
Toynbee Hall where 'Captain Eyton from Liverpool
read a paper on the Machinery of Compulsion'
[relating to compulsory education]; she has been to
hear Mrs Strachey read 'The Faithful Shepherd' by
Fletcher, and has been to the dentist; Austen has
taken her and Clara [Sears] to the joint meeting of
the Women's Liberal Unionist Association and the
Metropolitan Liberal Unionist Association, with the
Duke of Devonshire in the chair and Joseph
Chamberlain as the principal speaker; she and
Beatrice Horne have been to Longford Road
school, and she has been to purchase a cushion
for Ellen, a housemaid at Highbury who is leaving
to get married; Ida has written to the Birmingham
teachers about the children coming to Highbury [for
a day out] and she and Beatrice Horne have been
testing evening class schedules at Ackmar Road
school; she is going to see the Pupil Teachers at
William Street and then to Marie Souvestre's to
meet the Director of the Ecole Normale and two
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edicotrs of the Debats; gives details of Aunt Clara's
holiday in Italy; Joseph Chamberlain and Austen
are pleased with the results of the Warwick and
Leamington Spa by-election, and Mrs Sears and
Clara have gone to Paris for a week; recounts an
anecdote she has heard from the Sears' about the
'licentiousness' of the Prince of Wales and his
group of friends. 24 May
/72: written from Allenswood: She has resumed her
Children's Country Holiday Fund and School
Managers responsibilities; she and Marie
Souvestre have been to Charlswood, Sir Alexander
Kendel's country house 'everyone was learning to
bicycle, but I hadn't a short skirt so I escaped once
more the prevailing contagion'; she has been to
visit the Pauls, and found that Mr Paul had suffered
a slight stroke and is suffering from diabetes; Aunt
Alice and Edith are sleeping at Allenswood as well
as herself and Amy; Katie has dined with them and
gives details of her pattern of lectures and the
subjects she is studying before she begins her
medical studies the following autumn; a group of
girls are going to the theatre to see 'The Rise of
Dick Hallward' and she might go with them as
chaperone; discusses the Venezuelan affair and
news that 'the Belgian government has decided to
agree to all the demands of the Stokes family'; she
has not heard any more about the 'Ashantee
Ultimatum'. 22 October
/73: written from Highbury, Birmingham: She and
Amy have been shopping for a piece of lace for
Gertie [for a wedding present]; her cow, Frolic, has
milk fever and will probably have to be killed; gives
details of her plans for her fernery and mentions
that she has been suffering from a cold; gives news
of various family members, and discusses news
that 'China has opened Port Arthur by secret treaty
to the Russian fleet'; passes on news from Joseph
Chamberlain, Mary, Austen and Hilda who are
currently in Spain; discusses French politics and
recent massacres in Armenia; Ida has given her a
drawing, which she is having framed; Aunt Lizzie is
to give a dance in the new rooms of the Grand
Hotel. 28 October
/74: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Joseph
Chamberlain, Mary, Austen and Hilda have
returned from Spain, and Joseph Chamberlain and
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Mary have been invited to Sandringham; describes
a new drawing that Ida has done, and mentions
that the drawing she received as a gift has now
been framed; discusses her gardening work and
mentions that Ethel is going to design a tablecloth
for her to work; she has been for lunch at Ruth
Field's and for dinner at Whetstone where she
spoke to Alexander Chance about the 'religious
education question' and comments on the teaching
of religion at Edgbaston High School. 4 November
/75: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London: She
has sent Neville some reading material in German;
Joseph Chamberlain has been engaged in
negotiations with the 'Bechuana chiefs' and the
Chartered Company and thinks that he has
satisfied both parties; the 'Bechuana chiefs' are
coming to a men's dinner at Princes Gardens, after
which there will be a reception and conjuror 'their
missionary says that they have not yet seen a
conjuror in England & will be delighted. They eat
anything but fish & pork but they don't mind seeing
these on the table'; comments on the Republican
victories in America and the Tammany victories in
New York 'they say it is the Germans, angry at their
beer being interfered with, who have gone over in a
body to Tammany. What a clog it is to have a
tremendous alien population'; she is hoping to go
shopping with Mary to order dresses for her visit to
the Wimbornes; Ethel is taking a Sunday School
class until Christmas but is not happy about it;
Ethel has also got some library books to read in
connection with Dr Fiedler's lectures on German
history but is more interested in hockey; discusses
her reading and her work on her photograph
album; she has had lunch at Miss Hollidays and
attended the Socratic Society where Professor
Sonnenschein read a paper on True and False
Definitions of Freedom'. 9 November
/76: written from 18 Cheyne Court, London:
Mentions the success of Joseph Chamberlain's
speech at the Natal banquet; describes some of
the new clothes she has ordered; Beatrice Horne
and her mother and brother are going abroad for
five months, and she is pleased that Hilda will be
able to help with her School Manager
responsibilities and that Miss Haking will be
Manager of the Evening Classes; contineus the
letter from Princes Gardens to give an account of
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Joseph Chamberlain and Mary's visit to
Sandringham where they celebrated the Prince of
Wales's birthday and met the fiance of Princess
Maud; Uncle Arthur has been thrown out of his trap
but is improving; she has been visiting schools and
will attend a prize distribution; she has also been
attending committee meetings; lists the guests at a
recent dinner party including Gerald Balfour, and
mentions their plans to see 'Trilby' at the theatre
which fell through; Lord Onslow has tried to
persuade Lord Ampthill to stand for the London
County Council in addition to his responsibilites at
the Colonial Office but he has refused; Austen has
received a delegation from the Trades Union
leaders on 'various dockyard & labour questions'
who have already been to the Home Office and the
Board of Trade; her skin animals have arrived and
were 'a great success at the school'. 10 November
/77: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Gives an
account of Uncle Arthur's state of health following
his accident and gives news of Uncle Fred's health;
gives news that Louise [Endicott] is suffering from
typhoid fever and is likely to have a long
convalescence; Miss Cooper has visited for lunch,
and has been involved in a number of committees
since her High School work stopped; she has been
riding but the conditions were very muddy;
describes her new green satin dress; gives news
that Marie Souvestre's niece Bertha is to be
married and that Mr Fordham is engaged 'single
men are said to be very scarce but all the same
there were plenty at the Smiths' dance last night &
Hilda enjoyed herself'; discusses Colonial Office
negotiations over the Ashanti; gives news of family
arrangements for Christmas and of her forthcoming
social engagements; Ida's dress has arrived in
time, and she and Ethel are going to Aunt Lizzie's
ball. 20 November
/78: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Mentions that Austen is to send Neville a copy of
the 'Westminster Gazette' which features a picture
of Joseph Chamberlain as 'a South African
parading in his kaross' which was presented to him
by the 'chiefs...he has to pay for them however, or
give equivalent value in presents, as an official is
not allowed to accept gifts'; encloses a cutting from
the 'Times' giving an account of a favourable article
in 'Le Temps' about British policy, but mentions that
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there is currently tension over a British company
acquiring phosphates in Algeria'; comments on
Austen's efforts to sell his 'fat pig', bullocks and
heifers and mentions that he is now busier at the
Admiralty; Joseph Chamberlain and Mary are going
with her to Wimborne, and she is going to
Bryntirion in December; she has begun making a
dolls house; gives an account of their visit to 'Trilby'
and gives brief details of their visit to Canford
Manor, Wimborne. 26 November
/79: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Gives a
description of the dolls houses she has made
which she will present to the Convalescent Home
along with some toys; one of their storks has
injured itself, and cousin Fanny is ill with
pneumonia; Louise Endicott is improving, and
Uncle Arthur is recovering from his accident; gives
details of her social engagements and news of
family members; Major Martineau has planned and
executed a night march of the men under his
command with four other attachments which
converged on Harborne Church; Ida arranged a
lunch party for Amy Beale and Grace Nettlefold
which Mabel Martin and Millicent also attended;
Hilda has been making a list of [Beatrice's] French
books for her club to choose from; she has dined at
Harborne Hall to meet Gertie and [her fiance] Mr
Bowen, giving her impression of him, their
relationship as a couple, and his family; Mr Free
came to see Joseph Chamberlain about his
political play and has praised the dialogue, and she
discusses some of the aspects of the plot; Austen's
work [at the Admiralty] has become more
interesting, and he has made a minute for Mr
Goschen on the Hong Kong papers; Joseph
Chamberlain has written 'a series of essays on
various points to be sent round the Department in
order that they may all understand his policy & act
as one man'; lists the subjects of these essays
which included suffrage in the Colonies, municipal
institutions, the development of trade, and railways;
sends Neville Christmas greetings and mentions
that they will be at Baskerville watching a 'fairy play
in which Sybil will perform. 4 December
/80: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Gives news of cousin Fanny's improving health and
Amy and Aunt Emma's activities in Cannes; gives
an account of her stay at Bryntirion and the walks
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she went on; discusses Birmingham politics
following her conversation on the subject with
Uncle Charles; she and Hilda have attended a
selection sub-committee and have summoned four
male and three female teachers to meet the School
Managers the following week; congratulates Neville
on having got his engine together, and looks
forward to receiving the grapefruit; she has been
discussing next year's Children's Country Holidays
Fund work with Miss Coltman and has bought a
map showing Fulham and Hammersmith so that
she can see where her schools are; she has been
to see Rose who is working on a foundation called
Dr Williams Library; she has presented her 'skin
elephants' to Ackmar Road school 'infants
museum; she and Hilda have been shopping for
dresses and have been to see Katie in her rooms
at Gordon Square which she describes; she has
visited Ackmar Road school evening classes and
Langford Road school, which she has presented
with a 'skin lion. Their elephant has already been
all through the Infant school & even paid a visit to
the younger classes of the Girls'. 12 December
/81: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Sends
Neville New Year greetings and hopes to hear
about the new machine and the first sales [of sisal];
gives an account of cousin Fanny's condition, and
discusses the 'Lichfield Petition trial', Fulford's
dismissal for 'illegal practices, not for corrupt
practices' and the possibility that Major Darwin will
stand, and that the 'miners' agent will be the
Gladstonian candidate' in the forthcoming election;
describes the wedding of Marie Souvestre's niece
at the French Protestant church in Soho; Austen
has taken her to dine at Willis's Rooms with Mr
Guillmard, who has recently lost his sister; she has
been talking to Austen about responsible teachers
for evening classes, and Austen has been telling
her about his work at the Admiralty and has been
given a special diet to follow by his physician, to
improve his health, and has been advised not to
smoke except after meals; she has been invited to
distribute attendance and other prizes at Ackmar
Road school and was delayed on her return to
Birmingham; the household have been making
preparations for the 'At Home' for the officers of the
Birmingham Unionist Association which was
attended by 600 people 'there must have been lots
of working men & their wicves & they were very
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nice, enjoyibng themselves frankly & making Mary
very heartfelt little speeches about their pleasures
& her goodness in inviting them'; Daisy Sichel and
Dorothy Keyes are staying at Highbury and are
enjoying playing a parlour game which Austen has
set up in the hall; discusses President Cleveland's
message concerning Venezuela and her view that
American policy has been affected by the
forthcoming presidental campaign there. 20
December
/82: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Thanks
Neville for his Christmas telegram and for the
grapefruits he has sent; discusses some of the
articles in 'Deutsche Rundschau' which Austen is
subscribing to and then sending to Neville to read;
she has been suffering from a headache and has
been reading 'Trilby' which Mrs Coates has asked
her to provide for the servants' library; describes
her Christmas presents; discusses the forms of
address used for parents, and remarks that Aunt
Rebecca would have been shocked to hear the
terms by which they address their father, Joseph
Chamberlain; gives brief details about the Ryland's
Christmas play and the acting talent of the Ryland
children; discusses the attitude of President
Cleveland towards the Venezuela dispute, and the
threatened 'insurrection' of English settlers in the
Transvaal 'against the Boer resolution to keep them
out of the franchise & otherwise deny them fair
treatment'. 27 December
/83: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Asks
Neville to tell the family more about the new engine
and is proud 'of the firm getting it to work without
outside assistance'; she and Austen have dined
with the Wilson Kings to meet the Scott Moncrieffs,
along with Miss Wilson and Mr Lester Harrison at
which the party played historical games and
discussed Unitarianism; gives news of family
members and mentions tha Joseph Chamberlain
has had to go to London to deal with the Transvaal
crisis 'the uitlander revolution having fizzled, it is
reported that Dr Jameson is off to stir it up with 700
men. A revolution is one thing, but an invasion of
the Transvaal by the Chartered Company is
another & P[apa], who feared this & telegraphed
before, hopes his measures may yet prove to have
been timely enough to stop it. The telegraph office
at Kings Heath has had a hot time of it'; comments
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on Jameson's apparent dismissal of Joseph
Chamberlain's messages, the defeat of the English
force by the Boers, and the likely repercussions of
the incident; goes on to discuss the current
situation in Armenia and Sir Francis Scott's
negotiations with the Ashanti; Uncle Arthur is
proposing to take a sea voyage to the Caribbean
with Uncle Fred which means that Aunt Clara and
Uncle Fred will not be going to Egypt, but might
mean that they see Neville when they stop at
Nassau; Katie has visited for dinner and is
'enjoying her students life'. 31 December
36 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/84-112

1896 letters

1896

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1896, while he
was working in the Bahamas, at Andros. The
letters largely discuss family and social news and
engagements but also give details about Beatrice's
work as a Schools Manager in London for day and
evening classes; and her committee work for the
Children's Country Holiday Fund in Fulham and
Kensington, and Hammersmith. Local and national
politics are also discussed in her descriptions of the
work of her elder brother, Austen, at the Admiralty
and of both Austen and her father, Joseph
Chamberlain, with the local Liberal Unionist
Association in Birmingham. There is also
information about Joseph Chamberlain's role as
Secretary of State for the Colonies, particularly his
involvement in the Transvaal crisis and the
repercussions of the Jameson Raid, and in other
'colonial' disturbances, including the 'Matebele
uprising'. The letters also contain details about
Beatrice's bicycling lessons, and her visit to Dublin
in November where she stayed at the Chief
Secretary's Lodge.
/84: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Uncle
Arthur and Uncle Fred are not scheduled to stop at
the Bahamas on their sea voyage but will go to
Cuba instead, accompanied by Mary Chamberlain
and Edith Wynn; gives family news, and mentions
that Uncle Herbert acted as host at a recent dinner
party at Highbury because Joseph Chamberlain
was still in London, which was attended by the
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C.G.Beales, the Kenricks, the Wiggins, the
Sonnenscheins, the Hume Pynsents, the Geldards,
the Ballances, Miss Ryland, Mr Jacks Mr Wilson
and the George Albrights; discusses the public
reaction to Joseph Chamberlain's handling of the
Transvaal disturbances and his discussions with
directors of the Chartered Company about the lack
of news; reports that Joseph Chamberlain was
summoned to Osborne House by the queen 'as
soon as the crisis was over with the message that
Kruger would surrender the prisoners to us'; the
Admiralty has been organising a flying squadron
which has relieved people 'for we all have bad
feelings towards the German Emperor & want him
just to know that we can go anywhere faster than
he can get there & with a considerably larger force
too'; discusses the reporting of recent events in
South Africa in the British and American
newspapers and mentions that Dora's brother Evill
[Swinburne] is among the prisoners following the
raid; she is sending Neville a volume by Michelet
and is seeing some school friends Nora Marris,
Katie Albright and Ethel Chance; Joseph
Chamberlain is going to Osborne and Mary is in
town shopping for the ball at which 450 people are
expected. 10 January
/85: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Encloses a
copy of Deutsches Rundschau and comments on
some of the articles; one of the family's dogs has
bitten Harry Wileman [son of one of the gardeners
at Highbury]; Joseph Chamberlain and Mary have
arrived in Birmingham and were met by Mr
Matthews and Sir J. B. Stone at the station with
speeches and escorted to Highbury by the Kings
Heath fire engine up Russell Road; expresses her
concern about the danger of fire breaking out in
Neville's home; comments on Joseph
Chamberlain's stay at Osborne House where he
had a meeting alone with the queen, and the
responsibilities he has had to face so early in his
post as Secretary of State for the Colonies;
remarks on the newspaper coverage of the
Jameson Raid and mentions Gertie's wedding. 14
January
/86: written from Highbury, Birmingham:
Sympathises with Neville over the loss of his baling
shed [which caught fire] and hopes his box of
books has arrived; discusses some of the articles
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in the latest edition of Deutsches Rundschau and
the German literature she has been reading
recently; Joseph Chamberlain is to speak at the
Jewellers Dinner in Birmingham but the
Constitutional Conservative Club dinner has been
postponed because the body of Prince Henry of
Battenburg is expected to reach England on 7
February; comments on the recent visit of the
Prince of Wales to the Colonial Office during the
Transvaal crisis to express his support for the
government's policy; gives an account of a recent
dance at Highbury and mentions that Mr Pollen
amused the party with his drawings, reproducing
one of them; gives news about the health of family
members. 25 January
/87: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Expresses
her concern for Neville's health, and for the
progress of his business; discusses his reading;
gives details of the family's plans to go to London,
and mentions that Austen has been to Torquay and
has inspected the 'Britannia training ship & the new
harbour works at Plymouth'; Joseph Chamberlain
has made a speech at the Jewellers Dinner 'on the
amity between the Colonies & the Mother Country
& on their drawing together under the recent strain'
which also mentioned British relations with the
United States of America; comments on British
relations with other countries over control of foreign
territories and discusses imminent by-elections;
gives news of the health of various family
members, and mentions that she and Hilda are
going to lunch at the Fields where the children will
perform a play written by Jessie. 31 January
/88: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Expresses
her relief about Knowles' recovery and reassures
Neville about events in the Transvaal; comments
on public opinion in France towards Joseph
Chamberlain and the policy of Lord Salisbury's
government, as told to Austen by Marie Souvestre;
Joseph Chamberlain is meeting [Cecil] Rhodes;
she has mentioned to Austen that the Navy League
would like to establish a branch in Birmingham, and
he has been telling her about the number of men
who have applied to join the navy as stokers; she
has been packing her possessions and has spent
time with Aunt Clara to meet Mademoiselle
Nepreu, the new French mistress at [Edgbaston]
High School; Uncle Arthur and Uncle Fred are
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enjoying their sea voyage, and cousin Fanny is
improving; she has been to hear a sermon given by
Mr Jacks, and has spoken to Jessie about Aunt
Lizzie's health; gives news about other family
members, and mentions that the George Albrights
have lost their small daughter, Ursula, who had
been suffering from meningitis; gives details of
Austen's work at the Admiralty with Mr Macartney
and his use of 'knowledge obtained from Kynoch's
to criticise the buildings for storing powder'. 6
February
/89: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Discusses the debate at the opening of Parliament,
including speeches on Joseph Chamberlain's
involvement in the Transvaal crisis, and
negotiations between Britain and the United States
of America over the Venezuela boundary dispute; a
letter from Joseph Chamberlain to Sir H. Robinson
has been published in the 'Times' which explains
that neither the British government nor the
government at the Cape had prior knowledge of the
[Jameson] Raid, that 'foreign policy of the
Transvaal is subordinate to England, & that
England has a right to offer friendly advice on
internal matters, seeing that most of the immigrants
are British subjects, sets forth the grievances of the
Uitlanders & proposes remedies'; mentions the
possibility that President Kruger might come to
Britain to discuss the situation, comments on Cecil
Rhodes' visit, and speculates about whether an
enquiry will be held into the Chartered Company's
affairs; Joseph Chamberlain was expected to
speak on the Transvaal, but the Irish debate has
been adjourned; she and Ida have been at the
House of Commons to listen to the Home Rule
debate but 'only Irishmen & Mr Gerald Balfour
spoke'; she has been to inspect Ackmar Road
school evening classes which seem to be running
smoothly under Mr Wilkins 'the first male
responsible teacher of Girls Evening classes the
Board has appointed'; she has taken the 'skin lion'
to Langford Road school, and has had a meeting
with Ida and another worker on the Children's
Country Holidays Fund committee to discuss the
policy for the coming season; she has been
shopping and to see cousin Fanny; discusses the
content of the latest edition of Deutsches
Rundschau and mentions the outbreak of war
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between China and Japan. 13 February
/89A: written from Dr Williams' Library, Gordon
Square, London: Gives details about Dr Williams'
library where Rose Paul is doing cataloguing work;
gives details of a recent dinner party attended by
Lord Selborne, Mr [John Singer] Sargent, the
Gerald Balfours, Sir K. Mead and his daughter,
Captain Lugard, and Lord and Lady Cooper;
discusses Captain Lugard's forthcoming expedition
to East Africa; Dorothy Strachey's brother Dick has
become engaged to Miss Norman; she has been to
a Chidlren's Country Holidays Fund committee
meeting at Hammersmith but they are still without
visitors for five schools; she has been shopping
with Mary and to call on the Duchess of Buccleugh
to discuss dress to be worn at court; describes the
redecoration Mary is having carried out in her
'boudoir' at Highbury; she has been to Ackmar
Road to see one of the mistresses about taking
evening school teaching, and has been to see
Beatrice Webb 'who was very full of the regulations
of women's hours of labour & was interesting on
the subject'; she has been to see Lady Rendel and
Edith, and they showed her a puzzle, which she
draws for Neville; she has met Katie at the New
Gallery; there is an outbreak of measles in
Birmingham, and Aunt Clara is concerned about
the health of her children; she and Austen are
having lunch at Wimborne House and going to see
the 'Spanish pictures' afterwards. 21 February
/90: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Sends Neville birthday greetings and comments on
his birthday present; discusses her reading of 'The
Amazing Marriage' [by George Meredith] and
Matthew Arnold's Letters; Dr Jameson is said to
have arrived in England in secret 'whereby an
organised demonstration was avoided', and the
queen has sent a message of sympathy to [Paul]
Kruger following an explosion in a suburb of
Johannesburg; she was offered a place in the
Sergeant at Arms gallery by Gwendoline Macmillan
and gives details of some of the speeches she
heard; recounts a story about mosquitoes told to
her by Captain the Honorable Hedworth Lambton
at a recent dinner party; she has been with Hilda to
visit some parents of children in the Children's
Country Holidays Fund; Joseph Chamberlain is to
dine with the Prince of Wales, and she has been to
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dine with the Blumenthals where she sat between
Mr Macmillan and Sir Francis Grenfell; describes
the pictures she has seen at the Spanish Gallery
and at the Grafton Gallery with Mary; mentions her
visit to Cheyne Court; she is hoping to persuade
Connie Brinton to give some 'Health lectures'. 27
February
/91: written from Allenswood: Discusses Neville's
criticism of the 'Pride' [ship] and the vegetables he
is growing; gives news of Millicent's engagement to
Mr Napier Clavering and discusses her fiance's
character; Connie Brinton has agreed to have the
Les Ruches [dining club] dinner this year, and to
give some health lectures in Fulham; she has
visited the Pupil Teachers centre to check the
pupils' progress; she has been to Hugon Road
school and to call on the Pollocks, she and Ida
have been to Cheyne Court, and she has been
calling on other friends and relations; she and Mary
have been with Mr Silsby 'an old American
gentleman' to see some French pictures at some
Bond Street galleries; she has been with her sisters
to see 'The Prisoner of Zenda' which she gives
details of; she and Hilda have been in Fulham
visiting parents of 'Country Holiday chidlren', and
has had a meeting with Miss Coltman on
Hammersmith Children's Country Holidays Fund
business; mentions the death of Mr Lansdowne
Beale; Mr Grantham has offered them passes for
Sandown Military Races but they were not able to
attend; discusses the terms of surrender granted to
the 'Jameson people & the alleged bad faith of
Kruger in concealing their terms', and Joseph
Chamberlain's answer in the House on the issue;
describes some of the 'spoils from Ashanti' which
are now at the Colonial Office 'the best will go to
some public collection, perhaps the Colonial
Institute, & the rest will be sold'; comments on the
Italian defeat in Abyssinia and the political
problems in that country. 6 March
/92: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Discusses the situation in Armenia, and the reports
of massacres there, after speaking to Mr Thesiger
whose brother had gone with the British Council to
Van; she has been to Ealing to call on Mrs Peyton
Carter and her sister; Joseph Chamberlain and
Austen have dined with Sir Henry Meysey
Thompson at a Liberal Unionist banquet; she has
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been to Cheyne Court to call on Aunt Emma and
Amy; gives details of some of their callers including
the Italian and Danish ambassadors; she has been
to Langford Road school and to visit 'both sets of
Evening classes'; she and Ida have been to the
Burlington Gallery to see the winter exhibition; she
is going to attend a meeting of a 'new discussion
society, called the Sesame Club' which discussed
'whether adversity or prosperity tend most to
develop genius', giving her view about this
question; discusses the books and articles that
Austen is sending Neville; Mary has attended court
dressed in black; she and Hilda are going to the
new Gilbert and Sullivan and will go to Kew with
Katie, while the rest of the family at at Highbury. 10
March
/93: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Hilda has been teaching dancing to the Pupil
Teachers; gives an account of their visit to the
Savoy to see 'The Grand Duke' and comments on
some of the cast; gives details of their visit to Kew
with Katie and her dinner at Cecily's to meet Mr
Napier Clavering [Millicent's fiance], giving her
opinion of him and mentioning the topics discussed
at the dinner party; she has been to Ravenscourt
Park to discuss Children's Country Holidays Fund
business with a woman she hopes will be able to
'take a school' for the organisation, and then had a
meeting with the head teacher at Brackenbury; she
has discussed Children's Country Holidays Fund
business with Mrs Canes who does not think she
will be able to help; she and Hilda have been to
Ackmar Road and then to call on cousin Edith and
cousin Fanny in Hampstead; cousin Russell has
left the British Museum and will accompany Fanny
on her convalescent voyage; she and Ethel have
been to a party at Lady Arthur Russells' and have
been entertaining callers; discusses the Naval
Works Bill which Austen has been involved in;
comments on the 'advance towards Dongola' which
Joseph Chamberlain is to speak on 'everyone is
glad that Egyptian army is to advance towards the
Soudan & we all believe our military men, who say
that if we don't attack the dervishes they will come
down on us, especially since the Italian defeat', but
acknowledges the need not to antagonise France;
Austen is due to go with Mr Macartney to Gibraltar
and Malta, returning via Naples. 20 March
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/94: written from 40 Princes Gardens: Comments
on Austen's success in getting the Naval Works Bill
through committee, and her gladness that he will
be able to get some fresh air in Gibraltar and Malta;
she has been recruiting new volunteers to help with
the Children's Country Holidays Fund, and has
been for a bicycling lesson in Kensington 'I have
rather hankered after it for some time as a means
of getting easily to various aunts & then Mary
discovered a good teacher & convenient place to
learn & Hilda likewise began'; she has been to
Hugon Road school and to the meetings of both
the Fulham and Hammersmith Children's Country
Holidays Fund committees; she has been riding
and written to Mrs Endicott, then had lunch at an
ABC cafe and looked at the Spanish paintings in
the National Gallery; she has been to Whitechapel
to call on Mrs Barnett, wife of Canon Barnett, the
warden of Toynbee Hall, who is active in the Pupil
Teachers Association; she and Hilda have been to
the Old Kent Road to visit two schools, leaving skin
animals there; gives details of the work of Miss
Riley, an infant teacher who uses sandpits and
water, and cardboard toys to encourage 'backward
& truant children' to come to school; describes the
'private theatricals' she has seen at Mrs Horners;
Hilda and Ethel are going to the boat race with Mr
Jack Mellor; Aunt Lina, Aunt Clara, Uncle Fred and
Aunt Clara have all begun bicycle riding; discusses
the advance towards Dongola and the apparent
massacre of white settlers in 'Matabele land...I
suppose Jameson's Raid & defeat has unsettled all
that country & done much to destroy English
prestige'. 27 March
/95: written from Highbury, Birmingham: She has
been to see Mrs Waring who has given her a
cheque for the District Nurses and who also
subscribes to the Children's Country Holidays
Fund; describes the state of the gardens at
Highbury and expresses her concern for the
difficulties Neville is facing in his business,
encouraging him to begin a plan of study to take
his mind off his troubles; Hilda has gone to Devon
with Mr and Mrs Collings; she has dined at
Baskerville, and gives news about family members;
Joseph Chamberlain may have to return to London
to deal with the 'rising of Matabeles' and English
troops are still advancing towards Wadi Halfa
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despite the disapproval of France. 2 April
/96: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Discusses
the latest news about the 'Matabele rising' and the
lessening of tensions there; the weather has been
sunny and they have been able to have tea at the
dairy; mentions the family's plans to return to
London; they have had a visit from Lady Sophia
Palmer who is to publish an autobiography written
by her father, Lord Selborne, discussing his
character, and details of his early parliamentary
career; Mary has arranged for [John Singer]
Sargent to paint a portrait of Joseph Chamberlain,
which she describes; her sisters have been out
bicycling, and Ida has been drawing flowers and
plants. 9 April
/97: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Gives an account of a dinner party she has
attended at the Gerald Balfours and recounts some
of the stories she heard there; she has been on
Children's Country Holidays Fund business and
has been shopping for new clothes; she and Amy
are going to a lecture by Madame Lippmann's
husband on 'his discovery of photography of
colours' at the Royal Institution; she and Miss
Haking have been to the Ackmar Road evening
classes, and she has been having bicycling
lessons and German lessons; she and Ida have
been walking in Kensington Gardens and she has
visited the South Kensington Museum which is now
open on Sunday afternoons 'to my delight there
were quantities of people there - papas with
children, working men, young men in threes &
fours, women but not quite so numerous as the
men - most of them looking at the things attentively
& all of them of course perfectly orderly'; she and
Ida have been to 'Shamus O'Brien' a new opera by
Villiers Stanford; mentions Sir M. Hicke Beach's
Budget and Gerald Balfour's speech on the Land
Bill; Joseph Chamberlain is annoyed with the
newspapers for spreading rumours about trouble in
'Matabeleland. He says he believes there are
forces enough out there & that we can't keep up an
Empire like ours if an English army is to be sent
everywhere the moment there is the least danger'.
15 April
/98: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Joseph Chamberlain has given his speech to the
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Constitutional Club which she hopes 'will help the
public to keep calm about the Matabele & give the
papers the right cue for the Transvaal affair';
describes the cycling skills she is learning and
gives a detailed account of Professor Lippmann's
lecture on colour photography; gives details of her
visit to Farnborough to see Gwendoline Macmillan;
she has been with the Lippmanns to the Royal
Institution to see Professor Dewar carry out
experiments with 'liquified air'; reports that Aunt
Mary's 'Nurse' has died after a long illness; gives
news about family members, and mentions that
Austen and Ida have had dinner at the House of
Commons with Mr Butcher. 23 April
/99: written from Tugwood, Cookham Dean:
Describes the scenery at Maggie Morison's house
at Cookham Dean; discusses the reaction to the
sentence of death pronounced against the
Johannesburg leaders following the Transvaal
uprising and Kruger's refusal to come to England;
she has ordered a cycling costume and has been
to North End road evening classes; she has been
with Rose Paul to Kew where they had tea and
returned by bus; she has been to Munster Road
school for Ida and seen a parent [for the Children's
Country Holidays Fund] for Hilda, and visited Rev
Hugh Hanning on the subject of Cecily's health
lectures; she has had dinner with the Webbs '&
heard much from them about cooperative
successs. Of course you know they are
Collectivists as they call it. They have faith in their
cause for they are not afraid of light upon it, & have
given much money & more time to the founding of
a school of Political Science as well as of a library,
where all documents, especially manuscript
material, reports, pamphlets & so forth, relating to
politics & economics, may be made accessible to
the student'; reports that Freda has scarlet fever,
and hopes that the other children at Baskerville will
not contract it; discusses the probability that the
Opposition will fight the Education Bill, but does not
think the Bill will harm the School Boards; mentions
the Opposition's view of the Agricultural Rating Bill,
which they think is a 'gift to the landlords';
discusses her reading, and the books that she is
sending to Neville 29 April
/100: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Describes Ida's new dress which she is to wear
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when she accompanies Mary to official
presentations at court; describes the precautions
that Aunt Clara and the household are taking to
avoid being infected with scarlet fever, including
washing in carbonic acid solution; gives news of
family members and mentions that Cecil Crosskey
is engaged to Dora Howard Smith; her bicycle has
arrived, and she hopes that her cycling costume
will soon be ready, ad her walking skirt is not
suitable; Joseph Chamberlain is preoccupied by
the Transvaal debate, and Mary is to attend the
House of Commons in the Speakers Gallery; Mr
Powell Williams is 'making himself much
appreciated by the army authorities' as the
ordnance factories under his control ate delivering
guns on time; she and Ethel have attended an 'At
Home' at the Admiralty, and Mary and Ida have
been to the Cochranes and to a dance; Hilda has
gone to stay with the Bonham Carters in the
dountry; describes the paintings that she and Ethel
have seen at the [Royal] Academy, to hear what
the public thought about the portrait of Joseph
Chamberlain, and recounts some of the remarks
they overheard; she has been to Hugon Road and
took a 'skin tiger' and cardboard doll to the Infants
school and has lent a 'collection of wild animals' to
the Girls School 'to illustrate the Geography course
they are having'; she has had lunch with Marie
Souvestre who has expressed her surprise at the
nightly performance by Guards at 'One of the Best'
at the Adelphi. 8 May
/101: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Ethel has
had to go to London again to have dental
treatment; she and Miss Drew have met Evelyn
and Nina with some of the aunts; she and Hilda
have cycled to Weatheroak and back; gives details
of some of their social calls, and mentions that the
Ryland children are coming to Highbury that
afternoon; mentions that the press correspondents
are apparently leaving Egypt and comments on the
situation there since the death of the Mahdi;
continues the letter from Allenswood to give details
of Aunt Mary's dinner party and the games she
played with the Ryland children, including 'Railroad
Adventures'; her watch has stopped and she needs
to get it repaired; she and Beatrice Horne are going
to Ackmar Road evening classes and to Langford
Road school tomorrow. 29 September
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/101A: written from Allenswood, Wimbledon Park,
London: Sympathises with Neville's disappointment
at not being able to talk to Joseph Chamberlain
about Uncle Arthur's proposals; she has received
an invitation from Dublin but has not yet decided on
the date of her visit; she is going to collect some
outstanding Children's Country Holidays Fund
money from Miss Coltman and has been visiting
schools and evening classes, and attending
committee meetings; discusses her work planting
ferns; Beatrice Horne is going to Florence with her
mother, but Miss Haking will take over inspecting
evening classes; mentions that the new evening
classes at St Dunstans Road are successful so far;
comments on Lord Rosebery's resignation of the
leadership [of the Liberal party]. 7 October
/102: written from Highbury, Birmingham: The
weather has been rainy, preventing them from
taking Mr Mason for bicycle rides; Joseph
Chamberlain has the Premier of Natal and his wife,
Mr Conyngham Green and his wife [the agent for
the Transvaal] and Sir Robert Meade and his
daughter coming to dine; the Goschens are also
coming to stay so that Mr Goschen can deliver his
address as President of the Midland Institute;
comments on the arrest in France of [P.J.] Tynan',
[suspected of involvement in the Phoenix Park
murders and of plotting to harm Queen Victoria];
discusses the reasons for Lord Rosebery's
resignation and mentions the recent death of the
Archbishop of Canterbury. 15 October
/103: written from Highbury, Birmingham:
Describes her visit to the art gallery with Mrs
Goschen to see the Muller exhibition and to take
'the usual look at free library & law courts'; gives an
account of Mr Goschen's address on 'international
prejudice' at the Midland Institute during which he
recounted anecdotes about Gladstone and his wife;
she has been with the Masons to Coventry,
Kenilworth and Leamington and has been to see
Aunt Alice; Edith is going to study at the Slade
School of Art with Maggie Beale until Christmas;
gives details about other recent guests at Highbury
including the Conyngham Greenes; mentions the
American offer to buy Cuba from Spain. 23 October
/104: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Gives an
account of Austen's visit to the Canary islands with
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Mr Pollock, and their trip to Madeira on their return;
she and Hilda have been working in the fernery
and has been buying clothes for her trip to Ireland;
Joseph Chamberlain has invited officers of the
Edgbaston and Birmingham Debating Society,
including Thomas Ryland, and the President of the
Oxford and Cambridge Union to lunch; Ethel is
hoping to go riding with Austen; gives details of the
books for her German book club which have just
arrived; discusses the recent banquet of the
Debating Society at the Grand Hotel. 29 October
/105: written from Highbury, Birmingham:
Comments on the defeat of the Ratepayers
Association in the recent municipal elections and
mentions that Alfred Osler has been replaced by a
Liberal Unionist in St Thomas's Ward; Joseph
Chamberlain and Mary have been to stay with Mr
Astor, and Ethel has gone to London to buy
clothes; Ida and Hilda have beth been suffering
from colds, as have several other relatives; Uncle
Arthur Kenrick has visited to discuss possible
business opportunities for Neville; she and Ida
have been walking one of the dogs, and Ida has
fed cabbages to the calves; mentions the
appointment of Dr Temple as Archbishop of
Canterbury, and the appointment of Dr Creighton,
Bishop of Peterborough, as Bishop of London;
discusses their reading of 'Jack Hinton' by Charles
Lever; describes a recent dinner party in honour of
Kitty Holt at which she spoke to Mr Hodgkin and Mr
Lewis Matthews. 4 November
/106: written from Chief Secretary's Lodge, Phoenix
Park, Dublin: Gives brief details of her journey, lists
the party of guests she is with, including Mr Balfour
and Lady Betty, Lady Constance Lytton, Lord
Balcarres and Mr Bernard Holland; she has been
for a bicycle ride around Phoenix Park from where
they could see the Wicklow Mountains; she is
hoping to visit Professor Dowden and his wife at
their home outside Dublin; describes her first trip in
a 'jaunting car' with Lady Betty from which she saw
a crowd gathered for a wrestling match in Phoenix
Park; she has been having billiards lessons and
has been organising paper folding games with the
children; she has been to the National Gallery and
the Museum to see the 'celtic antiquities' which she
describes; she is going to see an exhibition of the
'Rontgen Rays' by Dr Molloy, and has been to
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Dalkey to see an embroidery and needlework
cooperative established by Father Finlay who is 'a
great metaphysician & distinguished professor of
that subject at the Catholic University' who
supports Horace Plunkett's cooperative schemes;
discusses her reading of Rudyard Kipling's new
volume of ballads 'The Seven Seas'; Lord Salisbury
has made a speech at the Lord Mayor's banquet,
and there is to be an arbitration between Britain
and America over the Venezuelan border dispute;
she has had lunch with the head of Trinity College
and has seen the Book of Kells. 8 November
/107: written from Chief Secretary's Lodge, Phoenix
Park, Dublin: She has been for a walk with Lady
Constance, and has been taken in to dinner by Mr
Green, a member of the Congested Districts Board,
who 'devotes his life to the work of developing the
poorer parts of Ireland'; she has visited the lions in
Dublin Zoo and gives a description of the lioness
and her cubs and the young pumas; discusses her
reading of 'Peter Ibbetson' [by George Du Maurier];
she has bicycled into Dublin to hear a lecture by
Professor Richmond on the Sistine Chapel and
gives details of the problems she has been having
with her bicycle; they cycled along the banks of the
Liffey and had a cup of tea 'in a very typical Irish
inn'; the Lord Lieutenant has visited for dinner, and
she has had a long conversation with Lord
Balcarres 'he has worked in the East End & has
considerable lights on C[hildren's] C[ountry]
H[olidays] F[und]...he works on the Victoria District
Nurses central body & knows the conditions in
Birmingham & Fulham likewise better than I do';
gives details of her visit to Castletown to have
lunch with Lady O'Brien, the Chief Justice's wife,
cycling over poor roads in bad weather; Phil Burne
Jones has sent Lady Betty some anecdotes about
children. 18 November
/108: written from Highbury, Birmingham: They
have had a visit from a former kitchen maid from
Beatrice's 'housekeeping days'; gives details of her
journey from Ireland; Joseph Chamberlain and
Austen are suffering from colds and Ethel has
received a hockey injury; she and Hilda have been
for a bicycle ride, but the roads were too muddy;
Millicent has brought Miss Joachim for tea, and is
looking better; Edith Beale's work at the Slade
School of Art is going well, and she might be sent
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to Paris; discusses their continued reading of 'Jack
Hinton' by Charles Lever and comments on his
view of Irish society; gives details of her future
activities and mentiona that there is to be a dance
for the Women's Hospital on 8 January organised
by John Nettlefold and to be attended by Lady
Newport, Mary, and the Lady Mayoress; Amy and
Aunt Emma are enjoying Athens, and Aunt Emily
has been to the Benedicks Ball; she is going to a
meeting of the Socratic Society to her a paper on
'Ancient Relations of Greece & Egypt'. 26
November
/109: written from Highbury, Birmingham:
Comments on international relations, particularly
the lack of further signs of American intervention in
Cuba, and the settlement of the Venezuelan border
dispute; wishes Neville a Happy Christmas and
hopes that he will be home soon; asks him to bring
their letters to him home so that they can decide
whether to keep them 'I think I shall keep mine, as
in after years it will be probably interesting to get a
glimpse into a period of one's earlier life, especially
with so many intimate details as at one time &
another I have written to you'; discusses the
breaking off of Emmie's engagement to Mr White
and thinks that she will not want to attend the
family dinner; she has dined at the Cartlands where
she met Lord Hawke the cricketer and played
'billiard fives'; she has been to lunch with Aunt
Mary and has seen the pictures Uncle William had
painted in France; she has been to a soiree at the
Jacks in honor of Mrs Jacks' father the Ref
Stoppord Brooke; Uncle George is to sail to
Calcutta with Alfred Osler who has been discussing
the recent 'Gladstonian' defeats at the municipal
elections; Aunt Clara is to read a paper to the
Debating Society; discusses the Chamberlain
family treee which includes 'five generations of
cordwainers' beginning with 'Daniel Chamberlain,
maltster, at Laycock in Wiltshire' and listing other
ancestors; Aunt Emily and Aunt Alice are
distressed by the recent death of Bertie Paget in
Australia, who had been working for Nettlefolds. 3
December
/110: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Sends
Neville best wishes for the New Year, and hopes
that he will soon be home; gives an account of their
recent party where the cotillon was danced; she
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has been to the picture gallery with the Rendels, Mr
Oliver, Mr Horne, Mr Dickinson and Mr Duckworth
to see the Muller exhibition and the permanent
collection; they also visited the [Birmingham]
Society of Artists to see Joseph Chamberlain's
portrait; gives details of some of the other guests
who came for the dance, and remarks that Mr
Oliver is 'much improved since his marriage'; she
has visited Halford Road evening classes while in
London and has also visited Ackmar Road and had
lunch with Marie Souvestre and visited the evening
classes at St Dunstan's Road; describes her visit to
the Johnstons and gives her opinion of them; Mary
has been to the theatre to see 'The White
Elephant;she and Austen are to dine at the Savoy
and go to a 'night out' at the Vaudeville'; she has
been for lunch with the Pauls and heard that Rose
is to take her 'Higher Women's Examination' which
she thinks will 'be useful to her...if she comes to
want to support herself by teaching as a
profession'. 8 December
/111: written from Highbury, Birmingham:
Describes a minor earthquake that the family
recently experienced and comments on the
prolonged period of rainy weather and the recent
fall of snow; gives news of the activities of Aunt
Alice's children and mentions that the Fields are
moving into a house in Westbourne Road; Miss
Wiggin is engaged to be married to Colonel
Mitchell who has a position at one of the hill
stations in India; she is going to have lunch with
Mrs McEvan to meet an old school friend, Mary
Floyd; Austen is going to Rugby for a 'house
dinner' and Austen and Ida are due to go to
Bryntirion after Christmas; gives details of other
forthcoming social engagements and her recent
activities in London; describes a chair that Mary
has bought for her sitting room; Ida and Ethel have
gone into town to buy toys for the gardeners'
children. 17 December
/112: written from Highbury, Birmingham:
Describes her Christmas presents and the sunset
she is watching from her window; they have been
to Baskerville to see the children's play 'The Frog
Prince' which she thinks is the best of Aunt Clara's
plays; describes the performances of the children
and gives an account of the party there; Joseph
Chamberlain has been appointing a Commission to
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'investigate the condition of the sugar industry in
British Guiana', listing the members, who have
been invited to Highbury; hopes that Neville will
soon be on his way home from Andros. 25
December
31 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/113-119

1897 letters

1897

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1897, while he
was preparing to leave the sisal plantation at
Andros, on the Bahamas, for the final time. As well
as discussing family and social news and
engagements and giving brief details about
Beatrice's work as a Schools Manager in London
for day and evening classes; and her committee
work for the Children's Country Holiday Fund in
Fulham and Kensington, and Hammersmith, the
letters contain information about international
affairs including the conflict between Greece and
Turkey and the blockade of Crete, and the
progress of the South African Inquiry, following the
disturbances in the Transvaal of 1895 and 1896.
Some letters also mention national politics and
some of the legislation of Lord Salisbury's
government.
/113: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Sends
Neville New Year's greetings and hopes that he will
soon return home and find rewarding and
successful work; reassures him about the quality of
sisal produced on Andros and sympathises with his
feelings of failure; discusses Neville's return
journey and imagines he will stay with William and
Louise in Washington for a few days and will be
able to see a dentist; hopes that Neville will take
the opportunity to have a holiday in America, as he
will not be able to return to England until the family
are in London, and negotiations are still taking
place as to his future career; gives family news and
mentions Emmie's apparent unhappiness following
the breaking off of her engagement; gives her
impression of Mr Lionel Phillips 'of Johannesburg
fame' who has had lunch at Highbury; she and
Hilda have been working in the fernery; discusses
her reading of Cavendish's 'Life of Wolsey' which
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she received as a gift from Aunt Lina. 1 January
/114: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Mentions
Neville's work taking up rails on Andros and his
eventual departure; gives details of preparations for
the Women's Hospital ball, for which '800 guinea
tickets have...been sold' and mentions that she is
the only member of the family not attending;
Joseph Chamberlain has been presented with
paddles and brass salvers from West Africa by the
Vice Consul at 'Old Calabar' and they have been
mounted 'as a trophy' on the wall of the staircase at
Highbury; gives a description of these items and
mentions her work 'preparing a rough
catalogue...for preservation with the household
archives' since 'there are now so many interesting
historical objects about the house'; gives an
account of the effects of Uncle Harry's accident,
particularly the amputation of his finger, and
mentions that the Fields have all been suffering
from influenza; she has been for a ride with
Millicent but has not been able to go for a bicycle
ride; comments on the company of members of
[Joseph Chamberlain's] Commission [to investigate
the condition of the sugar industry in British
Guiana] including Dr Morris of Kew and Sir Edward
Grey. 8 January
/115: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Hopes
that Neville will be able to leave Nassau at the start
of February; mentions the arrival of a new mare,
which Ida and Ethel are excited about and are
looking forward to riding; she is going to have lunch
with Kate Rathbone nee Dixon at Sutton Coldfield;
Austen has been to Birmingham to dine at Mr
Chavasse's and meet some of his constituents;
there is still no definite news about Neville's new
career; gives details of the recent performance of
'Pride and Prejudice' at Moor Green, in which their
cousins acted. 15 January
/116: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
She is sending letters to Neville to Boston as she
assumes he will arrive there from Nassau; Harry
White is taking with his some warm clothes for
Neville, including a fur coat, and she advises
Neville to get some ready-made winter trousers
while he is there; Austen has been thrown by the
new mare, and has his arm in a sling; Joseph
Chamberlain is confident about the government's
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intended legislation on Education and Employers
Liability and is not too concerned about the
imminent 'South African Inquiry'; Joseph
Chamberlain is preparing his speech for the
Jewellers' Dinner; she has been visiting schools
and attending Children's Country Holidays Fund
committee meetings; she has been to the National
Portrait Gallery with Mary, the Leighton gallery with
Ida, and the Watts Gallery with Dorothy Strachey;
Hilda has gone to Ackmar Road school to pick up
her work there; gives news of Cecily, Byng Kenrick,
and Amy Hutton who is enjoying her time in Athens
and 'has now found some interesting
archaeological work to do'; mentions her reading of
works by Maspero, and hopes to be able to receive
more frequent letters from Neville once he is in
America. 27 January
/117: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Sends Neville birthday greetings and looks forward
to seeing him in England; Joseph Chamberlain is
recovering from gout and has returned to his official
and parliamentary duties; they have not been able
to attend Archibald Kenrick's wedding, and Ida and
Hilda have been in Bournmouth to recover from
illness; discusses the dispute between Greece and
the Ottoman Empire, the fate of Crete, and the
messages of support that some British MPs have
sent to the King of Greece; comments on the South
African Inquiry, and on Cecil Rhodes' crossexamination, that of 'two Dutch members of the
Cape parliament' and the evidence of Sir Graham
Bower about his knowledge of the Jameson Raid;
remarks on the reception of the Naval Estimates
and mentions Byng Kenrick's forthcoming sea
voyage to Australia and New Zealand. 12 March
/118: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
The weather has been poor since the previous
September, and she is concerned about the
Queen's Diamond Jubilee celebrations; she has
had to postpone a trip with Mr Duckworth to see St
Bartholomew the Greater because of the rain and
mud, and it is very difficult to get 'air & exercise'
because of the weather; mentions the poor health
of some of their horses; comments on the
continued public attention on Crete, the
Opposition's attack on the Education Bill, and the
progress of the South African Inquiry, discussing
the evidence of Mr Schreiner which is damaging to
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Cecil Rhodes; Joseph Chamberlain is wondering
how to deal with the visit of the 'Colonial Premiers'
and whether to hire a house for one night and
arrange a dinner and reception for them; goes on
to discuss the proposed blockade of Crete by the
Admiralty and whether Greece will declare war on
Turkey; Aunt Emma and Amy are still in Athens
and although the British Minister there has advised
them that they are not in danger, they have given
up a proposed excursion to the interior of the
Peloponnese; describes her visit with Ethel and Mr
Duckworth to St Bartholomew the Greater; the
Education Bill has passed through committees and
the Third Reading will take place next week; Mr
Balfour has pressed Sir W. Harcourt for a vote of
confidence on Crete; discusses the likely failure of
efforts by the German Emperor to get an increase
in the navy due to the reduction of the estimate by
the Committee; windows on the route of the
Queen's Jubilee procession are selling 'for anything
up to £350 apiece'; discusses her reading of the
memoirs of Lord Selborne and the letters of Maria
Josepha Holroyd. 18 March
/119: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Comments on Neville's feelings on his departure
from Andros and discusses her plans to go to Paris
at Easter with Marie Souvestre; Joseph
Chamberlain is considering a short holiday in Paris
to get away from his concerns about Crete and the
South African Inquiry and in the hope that his gout
will improve; Austen is also in need of a holiday
following his riding accident; gives an account of
the Les Ruches dinner at which Elinor Rendel
proposed a change to the Rules, allowing the club
to elect some old Allenswood girls; she has been to
two galleries with Elaine Guest, and to Ealing to
see Miss Peyton and her sister; she has bicycled
over to the Pauls, and Nacy took her out to Barnes
Common; she has also been to Ackmar Road
school and to her Children's Country Holidays Fund
committee in Hammersmith by bicycle, and she
and her sisters are planning 'great things in bicycle
rides against your return'; Austen has been
bicycling in Richmond Park and has now gone to
Highbury for a meeting; mentions the blockade of
Crete and hopes that 'the Greeks in Crete see the
necessity of surrendering'; Joseph Chamberlain
has begun his examination of Mr Schreiner and
considers that some of his replies were intended
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'as playing entirely for the support of the
Afrikanders & the sympathy of the Boers';
describes some of the conversation between
Joseph Chamberlain and Mr Schreiner that formed
part of the evidence; gives family news, including
details about Edith Beale's art studies in Paris;
reports that Mrs Dale has died after her bedclothes
caught fire; Mr Schreiner has indicated that 'not
only...Boer & Afrikander, but...British opinion in
Cape Colony' is 'pro-Kruger'. 25 March
7 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/120

1905 letter

1905

/120: Expresses her sympathy for Neville in being
away from the rest of the family in the immediate
shock of Ethel's death, and expresses her own
feelings about it; comments on the dread they have
felt about her illness, and her courage in her
illness; Joseph Chamberlain has been able to read
the [burial] service and has spoken about Ethel 'he
has fought the reserve that makes it so difficult for
him to speak of those who are gone; reflects on the
loss of other loved ones 'we have all felt what it
was to lose the beloved names from amongst us &
Austen & I through Auntie have known on the other
hand what it was to love & know a mother we
cannot in hard truth remember'; hopes that Hilda
Mary will remember her mother if they speak and
think about Ethel 'brightly & naturally, not as
someone far away & solemn. I know it can be
done, I think of my mother so'; she is glad that
Neville received their telegram with the news of
Ethel's death before he could hear about it in the
newspapers and hopes that he will not cut short his
trip to India; Mary has been very supportive, and
has 'saved Papa from a physical breakdown;
mentions how supportive family members have
been, and reflects on Ethel's life and character, and
her happiness with Lio[nel Richards] and her
daughter. 19 January
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/121-123

1907 letters
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Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1907. The
majority of these letters were written while Beatrice
was staying on the French Riviera in the spring of
1907 with members of her family, as part of Joseph
Chamberlain's health regime after suffering a
severe stroke the previous year. There is also a
letter written from Le Puy in September 1907 when
Beatrice appears to have been staying with other
family members, as well as with Joseph
Chamberlain and Mary, who were probably taking
another holiday for Joseph Chamberlain's health.
Letters give details of Beatrice's social and
sightseeing activities and provide information about
the state of Joseph Chamberlain's health.
/121: written from Suveret, Valescure St Raphael,
France: Gives an account of her journey from
London to Calais, and then through Paris to
Marseilles; hopes that Neville is enjoying good
weather in Ross and mentions her dislike of the
wind in France; gives details of Joseph
Chamberlain's condition and describes his ability to
walk and to read French novels; she is reading
'Vivien Grey' by Disraeli, to him; discusses her
reading of 'La Retraite Sentimentale' which she
thnks 'isn't fit to throw upon a decent dunghill'; she
has been suffering from a headache, but has been
for a short walk with Ida in the Maquis; she has
been asked to speak at a meeting of women at
Bromsgrove in April, which she is unlikely to be
able to attend. 1 April
/122: written from Suveret, France: Describes the
recent improvements in Joseph Chamberlain's
condition and his ability to take short walks; she
has been for a drive with him which he enjoyed 'as
much as he ever enjoys driving, looking out for
flowers at the side of the road'; gives an account of
her discovery of a bee orchid while on a walk with
Ida; she has been discussing the 'Turtle River' with
Sir Lawrence and Lady Jones and has found out
about a neighbour, Mr De Winton, who has recently
bought a nearby property and is said to be a
naturalist. 22 April
/123: written from Grand Hotel, Le Puy, Haute
Loire, France: She has not been able to get to the
top of the Puy de Dome to resolve her confusion
about the craters and lava currents in the local
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landscape due to the bad weather; describes her
journey through Royat and Font de L'Arbre during a
thunderstorm and the failure of their driver to
ascend to the summit because of a mudslide;
describes their hotel and some of the staff there,
and gives details about the local scenery;
describes the hotel in Le Puy and remarks on the
number of dogs in the Auvergne; urges Neville not
to try too hard to come out with Mrs Endicott and
mentions that Joseph Chamberlain and Mary are
getting on well. 2 September
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/124-127

1908 letters

1908

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1908. These
letters were written while Beatrice was staying at
Cannes with her family, for part of the time that
Joseph Chamberlain, Mary, Hilda, and Ida were
holidaying there as part of Joseph Chamberlain's
health regime following his severe stroke in 1906.
Her letters give details of her sightseeing, walking
and cycling activities in Cannes; her social
engagements in Paris and Cannes; and political
developments in England including discussion of
the legislation of the Liberal government.
/124: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses her self-medication for a cold and
mentions her reading of [Sir Walter] Scott;
discusses the recent death of Henry Campbell
Bannerman and the death of one of the family
dogs, Kelvin, after being run over by a motor car;
Lio[nel Richards] has written to Hilda about Hilda
Mary's recovery and departure for Chandler's Ford,
and hopes that Ivy and her son Joe will not become
ill; gives an account of Joseph Chamberlain's state
of health and gives details of her journey to Cannes
via Paris where she saw Marie Souvestre and
attended the inauguration of the 'Maison Marie
Souvestre which was attended by several former
pupils 'we visited the flats, 14 of which are already
let, & were allowed to see the people at work in the
light, airy little workshops...the people were
evidently of the Bournville class, superior artisans';
Joseph Chamberlain and Mary have been for a
drive, while she, Austen and Hilda have been to tea
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with Lord and Lady Rendel; she has also been with
Hilda and Austen for a wak by the Croix des
Gardes and back along the valley; she is planning
to go to Bielle by train with Hilda and Ida. 18 April
/125: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
The weather has been very good, and Joseph
Chamberlain has been able to go for drives; he has
remarked to Lord Cecil Manners that he likes
Cannes better than Valescure, and has had a reply
from [Leo] Amery thanking him for his letter, which
has been published; she and Ida have taken the
tram to Saint Cassier and walked down to the
shore to gather some plants; she had lunch with
Lady Colvile at Menton while staying with the
Bussys where she noticed some unusual beetles,
which she describes; mentions Sir John Brunner's
recent speech and his praise for Joseph
Chamberlain; describes her train journey to the
Bussys and the view from their villa towards Monte
Carlo and Menton. 2 May
/126: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
She is glad that Neville has had 'little Joe' [Austen's
son] staying with him at Highbury; the weather has
been bad recently, with a strong wind; describes
her trip to Biot with Ida; she has been for a drive
with Mrs Endicott by Mandelieu and Pegomas; she
and Hilda have walked along the canal to visit the
Pagets for tea, and back by the Croix des Gardes;
discusses the result of the Dundee by-election and
Joseph Chamberlain's concerns about elections in
Shropshire and Wolverhampton; expresses her
concern that Asquith is making changes to some of
Joseph Chamberlain's reforms, including the
Employers Liability Bill and the Workmen's
Compensation Act 'this time I fear Mr Asquith will
succeed in starting non-contributory Old Age
Pensions & then all hope of a thrift-encouraging
scheme it gone for evermore'; she is going with
Mary and Mrs Endicott to look at Lord Brougham's
garden, and gives details about her return journey
to England. 12 May
/127: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Congratulates Neville on the reception of his
speech and hopes that he will be in London when
she arrives there; William and Louise are due to
arrive from Genoa after their tour of Italy; Joseph
Chamberlain has been insisting on walking in the
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sun at midday which has been too hot for him and
those who have to walk with him; she has been for
a drive with Mrs Endicott to the Observatory and
back along the sea front and Joseph Chamberlain
and Mary have driven to Vallauris; she and Ida
have been on another bicycling excursion, taking
the train to Agay and cycling to Antheor where Ida
sketched, and returning along the coast road
gathering plants; they have been reading 'The
Desert & The Sown' [by Gertrude Bell]. 19 May
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/128-133

1909 letters

1909

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1909. Letters
written in April from Cannes give details about the
family's social and sightseeing activities there, and
about the health of Joseph Chamberlain. Letters
written in October from Birmingham and London
were sent to Neville while he was on holiday in Italy
with Hilda and Ida. This correspondence comments
on local and national politics, particularly the
Liberal government's attempts to get its legislation
through parliament, and discusses family news.
/128: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
Hopes that Neville will be able to go to Paris, or at
least take a short holiday somewhere, and gives
him advice about ensuring that the household
servants are available if he is intending to stay at
Highbury, and about inviting a combination of
guests, including 'a married cousin' to 'take the
head of your table & look after the ladies for you in
the drawing room'; Mary and Hilda are having lunch
with Mrs Wemyss, and she has been for some
walks; Hilda and Ida have fully recovered from
influenza but Mary is still not well; Joseph
Chamberlain is talkative, although his speech is
only slightly improved; she has been concerned
about Mr Collings, and was glad to get Austen's
telegram about his health. 6 April
/129: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
Discusses the possibility of Neville entertaining at
Highbury and thinks he should make arrangements
before the family return to London and need to
have staff there; discusses Birmingham politics and
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recent difficulties with the local branch of the Navy
League; mentions the probability that they will have
to dismiss Joseph Chamberlain's nurse and
engage another one; Hilda has been taking Joseph
Chamberlain walking around the rooms, and they
have had several social callers, including Lord
Cadogan. 18 April
/130: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
The French President is at Nice for the naval
review at Villefranche, and the military review at
Nice 'all the market women have gone over too to
bring their goods to a better market & provisions in
Cannes have been at famine prices'; discusses
arrangements for the household servants to be in
London for the family's return and for Neville to
entertain guests at Highbury, giving details of how
he might arrange the rooms that are uncovered;
describes her plans for the summer and her hopes
to see Austen, Ivy and Joe at Whitsun; Joseph
Chamberlain has been walking in the garden with
Hilda and Ida who have been trying to get him to
walk for short distances on his own; gives details of
Joseph Chamberlain's electric therapy treatment
and the effects it has on him; she has been to
lunch at Garibondy where she spoke to the Miss
Amhersts about Mrs Evelyn Cecil; they have been
shopping for clothes and have been reading 'From
Dan to Beersheba' and a short life of [Robert E.]
Lee by Thomas Nelson Page. 27 April
/131: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Austen
had intended to attend an adjourned mee4ting in
East Marylebone, but the Council of the
Association has met without him and accepted the
agreement; Austen and Ivy and their son, Joe,
have come to Highbury; describes some of the
birthday presents they have bought for Joe; Austen
is suffering from lumbago and Mary has been
suffering from a cough; gives details about the
state of the plants in the flowering houses at
Highbury; she has cycled over to see Maggie
despite the wind and the rain, and has been
working in the rose garden; comments on the
Liberal government's attempts to get its Finance
Bill through the committee and report stages and
speculates on the timing of the next election; gives
news about some of the guests who have been
visiting for the [Birmingham Music] Festival; she
has cycled to Edgbaston to call on Madame
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Chapelain and then to the Martineaus to call on
Clara. 10 October
/132: written from Highbury, Birmingham: Gives
news about the growth of the different types of
orchid at Highbury, and about the other plants;
Austen reports that the outcome of the [deabte
on?] Tariff Reform is a disappointment; Norman
[Chamberlain] is to stand as councillor for St
Thomas's [Ward] 'Lilian is to help him through the
contest, as she thinks work is the best thing for him
& for herself too, though naturally both of them find
it very hard to go on just now'. 19 October
/133: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
She has just finished her East Worcestershire
correspondence, and has thanked Mrs Hallwright
for agreeing to be nominated as chairwoman for
East Sparkhill; she has had a letter from Ida from
Urbino and is glad they are having such good
weather; Ivy has been suffering from shingles and
[her son] Joe has been in bed with a cold and is
still teething; she has been to see Edith who has
given her news about Cecily's recovery from her
recent birth; Austen and Ivy might go for a motoring
holiday in Italy with Mr Leverton Harris while the
Finance Bill goes to the House of Lords; comments
on the hopes that the Opposition will 'kill the old
age pension lie before it gets ahead like the
Chinese labour one' and mentions the imminent
Bermondsey by-election. 28 October
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/134-138

1910 letters

1910

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1910. Letters
written in April from Cannes give details about
Beatrice's sightseeing and social activities, but also
discuss the political situation in England,
specifically the constitutional crisis due to the
Liberal government's difficulties in passing its 1909
budget and its introduction of the Parliament Bill. A
letter written in May from London discusses
reactions to the death of Edward VII. With the
exception of a letter written in July from London
largely discussing family and social activities, the
remainder of the correspondence in this file was
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written while Beatrice was taking a tour of America
and staying with friends and relations of Mary
Endicott in New England. These letters describe
her activities and give details of the people she met
there, but the last letter also discusses Neville's
engagement to Anne Cole and his forthcoming
wedding.
/134: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Austen has sent a telegram to announce that the
government have 'given way on the guarantees,
the Budget will not go straight through & we shall
come out on the 28th'; comments on the
implications of this for the success of the Liberals in
the event of another general election and on the
King's involvement in the proposals to make
reforms to the House of Lords; expresses her
frustration about the difficulty in getting people to
support Tariff Reform; Joseph Chamberlain has
been able to walk on the sea front, and his
movement and speech have improved since she
arrived in Cannes; Mrs Endicott has been suffering
from a cold; thanks Neville for sending postcards of
Cheddar, as she enjoys seeing places she has
been to before and reading other people's
impressions of them; informs Neville that he can
forward her letters to other family members unless
they are intended for the recipient only; discusses
her reading of 'Maurin des Maures' which she
thinks he would like. 15 April. A press cutting from
the 'Birmingham Daily Post' dated 11 December
1917 reporting that Norman Chamberlain is
missing in action, has been incorrectly placed after
this letter.
/135: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France;
Austen and Ivy are to arrive in Cannes shortly; Mrs
Endicott's toothache is better but she has not been
outdoors yet; Joseph Chamberlain has had a slight
attack of gout but has been able to walk; he and
Mary have been to see the Broughams garden
while she has treated Hilda and Ida to a drive to
Auribeau where they gathered flowers; Austen and
Ivy have arrived and their son, Joe, has been taken
to Folkestone; discusses the uncertainty about
whether there will be a general election and asks
about Neville's plans for Whitsun, mentioning that
the horse show will be held at Highbury; describes
the bee orchids they have seen in the meadows by
the stream; she and Hilda have taken the tram and
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train to Mougins and walked down the valley
through the woods to look for orchids. 29 April
/136: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
Apologises for not writing to Neville before, but she
has been acquiring black clothes [in mourning for
Edward VII] and has been advised by her doctor
not to do too much work following an operation;
George Dexter has arrived in London and is having
lunch with her; she is going to stay with Betty
Balfour at Woking for Whitsun and will return to
London for a [School] Managers meeting; Cecily's
small son has been very upset about the death of
Edward VII 'I have felt like you - a great deal more
than I ever expected to...as a King he did his whole
duty & I rather think it killed him'; she has had
dinner with Ivy and Dem, and taken Austen to see
Lady Alma Tadema's pictures; Austen had written
to the Queen Mother [Queen Alexandra] and has
been invited to the palace to see her; Austen and
Ivy are going to the Burlington at Folkestone, and
Austen is better than he has been, but has been
feeling depressed and needs a holiday; she has
had dinner with Mr Vaughan Williams at Kettner's,
and he took her and the other guests, Mr and Mrs
Otto Baring, Miss Phillimore, and Mr Rhys
Williams, to see the 'Russian dancers' [Ballets
Russes?]; mentions Arthur Balfour's speech in the
House of Commons about the king. 12 May
/137: written from 40 Princes Gardens, London:
She is pleased that Neville's gout is improving, and
reports that Joseph Chamberlain is also recovering
from an attack of gout; Lord Kitchener has visited,
and Lord Crewe is coming to tell Joseph
Chamberlain about the Colonial Office; she is going
to have her photograph taken; she has met Mrs
Douglas Timins at the 'Women's Unionist and Tariff
Reform'; she has been reading the 'Times' to
Joseph Chamberlain; Ivy has volunteered to
entertain '80 Canadian teachers'; she has had
lunch with Lady St Helier to meet the Price Colliers
and mentions that Lady St Helier would like to meet
Neville again when he is in London 'I think she is
worth cultivating & I strongly advise you to profit by
her kind intentions. She always knows everybody &
at her house you meet sooner or later everything
worth knowing'; discusses reading for Hilda's
French book club. 25 July
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/137a: written from Old Place, Stockbridge,
Massachusetts: Gives an account of her journey to
Stockbridge from Boston and gives a description of
the town and the changes that have taken place
since her last visit; describes the beauty of the
Berkshire Hills and the view from her room; she
has been enjoying Miss Tuckerman's hospitality,
and has met Mr and Mrs Crafts and other friends
and relatives of hers including the Sedgwicks, one
of whom is standing for the Massachusetts State
Legislature as an Independent Republican, another
of whom is editor of the 'Atlantic Monthly'; she has
been discussing subjects including Women's
Suffrage and American politics; she has been to
call on Mrs Choate and has been to church to hear
Mr Theodore S[edgwick] preach; lists some of the
other people she has met, including Mr and Mrs
Dixey, who had met Joseph Chamberlain and Mary
in Egypt when they were there excavating tombs;
mentions that Mr Dixey had been to the north with
[Frederick] Cook and comments on Ronald Peary's
claim to have reached the North Pole. 30 October
/138: written from Farmer's Row, Groton,
Connecticut: Congratulates Neville on his
engagement [to Anne Cole] and reflects on his first
meeting with his future wife; asks whether Neville
will send a photograph of Anne, and one of himself;
she will not be able to return for his wedding but
looks forward to letters from home with news about
how Anne 'is making her way into all our hearts,
beginning with Papr's (I am so glad he likes her &
that she can see what he is even through the veil of
illness. The only thing I could wish otherwise is that
she might have known him 6 years ago'; comments
on Neville's anxiety while waiting for Anne to give
her final answer and expresses her happiness that
he has 'found the Right Woman'. 26 November
7 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/139-141

1911 letters

1911

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1911. One
letter is written from Boston, towards the end of
Beatrice's stay with Mary Endicott Chamberlain's
friends and relations in America. The other letters
are written from Cannes, while Beatrice was
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staying with her family, for part of the time that
Joseph Chamberlain, Mary, Hilda, and Ida were
holidaying there as part of Joseph Chamberlain's
health regime following his severe stroke in 1906.
The major theme of these letters is Neville's
marriage and the news of the pregnancy of his
wife, Anne, but Beatrice's social engagements and
activities are also discussed.
/139: written from 163 Marlborough St, Boston,
Massachusetts: Hilda and Ida have sent her an
account of Neville's honeymoon trip; she is looking
forward to seeing Neville and Anne, and gives
details of her passage home and responsibilities in
London before she can visit Birmingham; suggests
that Neville might bring Anne to America for a 'new
kind of holiday', as she has found 'an abounding
hospitality, especially...towards the visitor from
England'; she feels ready to return, but is
concerned about the political situation. 14 February
/140: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Hilda and Ida are planning to take a long excursion
to Grasse to look for wild flowers; Mrs Endicott is
due to arrive in England on 10 May and she needs
to have everything ready for her at Princes
Gardens; Austen is suffering from a cold and has
been seen by Dr Douty; Mr Harris's visit has been a
success, despite them having to entertain him
while Austen was ill upstairs and Joseph
Chamberlain not quite recovered from gout, as he
has taken Mary and Ivy to Monte Carlo, and Hilda,
Ida and herself for a motor drive and to St Paul du
Var; the Cadogans have visited, and Mary is going
to the bank while she sits on the verandah with
Joseph Chamberlain; gives a brief account of
Joseph Chamberlain's state of health and his drive
with Mary to the Observatory; she has been with
Hilda and Ida to Mougins to look for flowers; the
villa has not been sold and they hope to be able to
stay there next year; gives an account of Hilda
Mary's illness with measles and the threat to the
rest of the family; congratulates Neville on his
success in getting Mr Amery selected for South
Birmingham and discusses the redecoration work
being carried out at Westbourne for Neville and
Anne; Ida and Hilda have decided not to host a visit
for school children at Highbury this year. 24 April
/141: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
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Congratulates Neville and Anne on Anne's
pregnancy and looks forward to the arrival of a new
baby in the family; Joseph Chamberlain has been
ill but is now recovering from a chill. 7 May
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/142-145

1912 letters

1912

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1912. Letters
written in April from the South of France give
details about Beatrice's social activities and
engagements; a letter written from Highbury in
August provides information about Beatrice's work
for the Children's Country Holidays Fund, and the
final letter in this file gives news about the death of
Charles Beale, Beatrice's uncle.
/142: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Thanks Neville for sending her a photograph of
Dorothy; she has been busy writing to decline
invitations on Joseph Chamberlain's behalf to
'tribunes d'honneur...& inagurations of monuments'
and she can hear gun salutes of the allied fleets;
encourages Neville to read Mrs Wemyss'
'published volumes on her father's life' which
contain information about the 'welt politik of 1860 to
1870 - just the most difficult time for people of our
age to arrive at any clear view of''; she has to go
and read to Joseph Chamberlain, and then has an
appointment with 'a lady who makes - not to put too
fine a point upon it - underclothing!'; Ida and Hilda
have gone to Menton for a few days, and are
enjoying themselves there; she has been to dine
with Lady Waterloo and Lord and Lady Cadogan
are coming to lunch. 11 April
/143: written from La Souco, Cable Roquebrune,
France: Gives details of her plans to return to
Cannes and then to travel back to England; she
has been reading to the Bussys' daughter [Jane
Simone Bussy, daughter of Dorothy Strachey and
Albert Simon Aime Bussy] and is preparing to read
fairy stories to Dorothy and Diane 'I wonder if they
will be as hungry for tales as Hilda Mary'; the
weather has been wet since she arrived, but she is
hoping to go to Menton to have lunch with Lady
Colvile; comments on the 'blue frogs' made in
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Vallauris ware. 28 April
/144: written from Highbury, Birmingham: She has
finished her Children's Country Holidays Fund work
for the season, and has handed the last group of
children back to their mothers at Walham Green
'considering that it rained pretty continuously during
the second fortnight, just as it did during the first, I
am at a loss to understand how they continued to
look as much the better for the change as they
certainly did. It comforts me that the country air
should benefit them in spite of everything'; she and
Hilda had a fine day for their inspection and
enjoyed their drive to the hamlet where three girls
had been placed and thinks their visit has
smoothed the working of the scheme; wonders
whether Neville and Anne might let her use their
car to go and inspect Ullenhall, near Stratford next
summer; Ida has heard from Routledge about the
possible publication of their book [Common Objects
of the Riviera] depending on the illustrations, and
Ida is going to send all her drawings to look at;
Hilda and Ida are going to stay with Cecily and are
then going to northern France for a holiday;
describes the effects of recent heavy rainfall and
mentions that Joseph Chamberlain is still suffering
from gout and is having difficulties with his
eyesight; she has enjoyed spending time with Hilda
Mary who has been playing games and reading
'Little Men'. 28 August
/145: written from Highbury, Birmingham:
Discusses Austen's itinerary in France and Italy;
informs Neville that Uncle Charlie has died and
comments on the nursing he has had which made
things as easy as they could be; Mary is going to
tell Joseph Chamberlain ans hopes he will not be
too upset by the news; Aunt Mary and Uncle
William have visited and told them about their
golden wedding celebrations; Ida and Hilda are still
intending to go to France, but will return earlier
than planned. 1 September
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/146

1913 letter

1913

/146: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
She has been reading to Joseph Chamberlain, and
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Austen and Ivy had taken Ida for a motor drive to
collect wild flowers near Castellane; gives details
about Mary's health [following an operation for
appendicitis and peritonitis]; Austen, Ivy and Ida
have been up the Croix des Gardes; describes a
piece of embroidery Austen has bought for Mrs
Endicott's birthday, and informs Neville that she will
send a letter to him for his signature, so that they
can present it to her on her birthday. 14 May
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/147

1914 letter

1914

/147: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
The weather has become rainy after a long period
of sunny days; Joseph Chamberlain has still been
able to go out for his walk on most days which has
kept him well, despite Mary's absence; she is now
recovered from influenza and returned to family
activities; Hilda's massage treatment is proving
successful; they have had a visit from Fanny
Mason, and expecting more callers, though
Cannes is very quiet at present despite a recent
aeroplane display by Monsieur Hanouille; asks
about Neville's children and their activities, and
comments on his work for Birmingham City Council
on salaries; they have been pleased about the line
taken by the Unionist leaders at the opening of
Parliament, and she is impatient that Austen should
be recognised as a spokesman for Birmingham;
she has been for a walk along the sea front but has
been splashed by passing motors and taxis. 11
February
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/148-149

1915 letters

1915

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1915. These
letters were written from Beatrice's house in
London, bought after the death of her father,
Joseph Chamberlain. They largely discuss Neville's
political career in Birmingham, specifically his
appointment as Lord Mayor, and contain
references to the effects of the First World War on
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the family, and on Beatrice and Ida's voluntary
work.
/148: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Congratulates Neville on his recent speech [on his
acceptance of the office of Lord Mayor of
Birmingham] and on his manner of speaking and
management of his voice 'it was a keen pleasure to
me to feel the atmosphere of confidence & loyalty
that already surrounds you in the Council & the
town'; reflects on the extent to which Joseph
Chamberlain's children imitate him 'I do not think
any of us deliberately copy Papa's way - it comes
to us in a greater or less degree as our natural
manner of expression; she has held a dinner party
for the Mellors, the Leverton Harrises, Sir J
Mouson, Mr Boyd and Ida at which the progress of
the war and the situation in Mesopotamia was
discussed; gives details about the service of Lady
Mellor's son in Mesopotamia and his narrow
escape from serious injury; Ida has had a long day
at the Belgravia Workrooms; she is going to speak
for a 'Penny Fund' in Islington so is relieved not to
be able to attend 'a suffragist gathering, to hear a
woman doctor on recent experiences in Serbia &
Russia because I thought it would help for
Workrooms'. 16 November
/149: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Gives an account of the life and character of a
former servant of Beatrice and Austen's childhood,
Blackwell, who is now in her eighties and in need of
a pension; thanks Neville for his letter which will
enable her to send Blackwell a Christmas box, and
give her time to consider what she might be able to
do for her financially; gives details of the presents
she has bought for Dorothy and Frank for
Christmas, which she is sending by post. 15
December
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/150-153

1916 letters

1916

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1916. Letters
are written from Beatrice's London home at
Egerton Crescent, and provide information about
her voluntary war work with the Belgravia
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Workroom and 'Penny Fund', amongst other
organisations, and her involvement with the
Women's Unionist and Tariff Reform Association.
The progress of the war, and its effects on people
living in Britain is also discussed. The letters also
contain details about family life and Beatrice's
social activities.
/150: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Understands that Neville and Anne must be very
busy with their mayoral responsibilities, and
mentions that she receives news of them from Ida
who is in London every week; discusses Ida's hard
work at the Belgravia Workrooms and her
organisation of the system of correspondence with
all the London departments to deal with requests
from the country 'she seems to me to observe
everything, to be full of ideas & good counsel & to
get many opportunities for tactful & valuable
suggestions'; Margaret Sichel is now Ida's
assistant, but is going away in May; she has
decided to get her hall and staircase papered and
painted at Easter, so will have to stay in Odiham
with Ida for most of that time; she has finished
spending Aunt Clara's legacy on a 'nest of tables',
an eighteenth century fire screen, a framed
photograph of Aunt Clara, and a 'Miss Austen in
five volumes'; discusses her continued acquisition
of 'classical fiction' and mentions losing a brooch
and claiming on the insurance; she has not been
appointed vice-chair of the 'Women's Unionist &
Tariff Reform Association' but has been made chair
of the General Purposes Committee; discusses the
progress of the war and expresses her concern
about the French defence of Verdun; she has had
a conversation with Sir Horace Plunkett about
American opinion towards entering the First World
War and the perceived threat to the country from
Germany; comments on Neville's achievements in
Birmingham and his efforts to organise an efficient
response to air raids. 27 February
/151: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Sends Neville birthday greetings and comment on
his Municipal Savings scheme; she and Ida have
been discussing the future of the Unionist party and
Unionist principles 'I shouldn't wonder if a
reorganised Labour party were the agent to bring
the new era. Who cares if it be but a patriotic one?
I don't!'; remarks that her views have not prevented
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her addressing the London branch secretaries of
the Women's Unionist and Tariff Reform
Association and going to talk to the East
Worcestershire branch 'I'll stick to the ship & go
down with her, but it shall be with colours flying &
no attempt to look like a Liberal tramp or a neutral
Coalition steamer, laden up with German goods &
friends of Germany'; hopes that Anne is not
working too hard; mentions that she is to have a
short holiday entertaining Aunt Lina and has been
giving small dinner and lunch parties; she has
dined with Mr Pollock, Canon Carnegie and Lady
St Helier recently and it has made a difference to
get 'a little human intercourse', commenting on her
preference for male company and conversation as
well as female 'I say it isn't good for any of us to
live in a nunnery'. 17 March
/152: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
The Penny Fund committee has accepted Neville's
offer of a collection in Birmingham at the end of
September and will allow the representatives to
gather the late collections, Stuart Wortley, Lady
Kinlock and Lady Byles; asks whether he wants
shields or pins which they are using instead of
flags, and how much 'literature' he requires; gives
him the contact details of their secretary and
comments on the problems Neville has had in
getting support for his Municipal Savings scheme;
she is to invite Mr Gibson, Sir J. Dunlop Smith and
Cecily and Ernest for dinner on Anne's birthday and
will drink her health then. 24 March
/153: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Thanks Neville for sending her quarterly cheque;
she is glad that he has been able to talk to Mary
and feels the same as he does about her
announcement [of her forthcoming marriage to
Canon William Carnegie] 'I am very glad that she
should begin again that life a deux for which she is
admirably fitted & in which she is happy. I believe I
have more to say to C[anon] C[arnegie] & get more
out of him than some; I think we shall be great
friends, which is well'; she has had dinner with
Austen and been able to speak to him, and has
been to New Lodge to see the children; discusses
the British offensive on the Somme 'all Saturday &
Sunday you could hear - as soon as you were quiet
& listened - the booming of the guns in France. It
seems incredible, but it is true'; agrees with Neville
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that they should not expect too much from the
offensive but that it must affect Germany; mentions
the progress made by Russian and Italian forces,
and the conflict in East Africa 'in fact, Ireland it the
only intolerable part of the world'; expresses her
concern for Anne's arm injury and is glad Dorothy
liked the painting things she sent; she has been
writing to Mrs Dixon for the 'free buffet for soldiers
travelling through on leave' and finds that there is
money available as the result of a 'Birmingham
Daily Post' article but thinks there will have to be
another appeal in September; she is trying to
motivate herself to go to the Belgravia Workrooms
to talk to Mrs West's shopgirls; the Joint Advisory
Committee is trying to get her to act as chairman,
and 'Gold Ornaments seems also to be coming up
again & may give me some work - letters &
interviews - in the next week or two'. 5 July
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/154

1917 letter

1917

/154: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Thanks Neville and Anne for their gift of money
which she accepts 'not as representing the material
damage, but as a contribution to war-time
housekeeping from people to whom it is a pleasure
to be indebted'; expresses her pleasure at having
Neville and his family to stay and the happiness
that their visit has brought her. 5 March
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/2/155-160

1918 letters

1918

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to her halfbrother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1918. Letters
are written from Beatrice's London home at
Egerton Crescent, and largely discuss her work for
the Women's Unionist Association and her
involvement in changes to this organisation. She
also discusses the progress of the First World War,
and the effects of wartime restrictions on domestic
life.
/155: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
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Hopes that Frank received his birthday present;
discusses her commitments and activities including
a War Savings speech at Battersea, a meeting with
Sir George Younger, and coordinating
correspondence to be sent out 'from representative
women to women in general urging economy'
which has been difficult to organise with the
Women's Unionist AssociationLady Maxse has
resigned as chairman and the only person who
could take her place is Mrs William Bridgeman who
will probably not be elected, as some members are
working for Lady Edmund Talbot because she is
the wife of the Chief Whip; discusses her feelings
about this election and the organisation of
Conservative Central Office; asks Neville's opinion
about Charles Repington's decision to leave the
'Times' and rejoin the 'Morning Post' following a
dispute with Lord Northcliffe; gives details of recent
social engagements with The Pilliards and Sir
Herbert Stephen, and with the Fieldens and
mentions her visit to the Grosvenor Gallery to see a
loan exhibit; discusses her reading of 'Aeropagitica'
[by Milton]; she has been visited by a former
Allenswood pupil about a 'kind of war-aims &
empire lecture to a school for mothers' and hopes
that Mrs Glanville, the Kensington [Women's
Unionist Association] honorary secretary, will give a
lecture on 'The Road to India' for her, with lantern
slides. 27 January
/156: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
She is to give a speech to Unionist Women at
Southport, which she is nervous about; recounts a
riddle that she has recently heard; continues to
discuss her reading of Milton; discusses
Birmingham politics, Neville's statement on District
Councils, and the probability that he will work for
selection for Birmingham Ladywood at the next
election; comments on the organisation of Unionist
Associations across the country, including the
Women's Unionist Association, and her belief in the
need for Central Office to work with the this group
'of they go to the Women's Party or the Labour or
Liberal parties which are giving them place as
organised bodies - or to bodies like the National
Union of Women Workers, which is developing a
strong tendency to become a sort of Women's
Social Reform party, ostensibly outside politics, but
in reality under Radical direction'; advises that
before Neville calls meetings for the first elections
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to Ward committees he consults the women who
will give him a list of women to be nominated to the
first mixed Ward committees 'it will not do to have
the women selected by the men'; hopes that Neville
will send her new photographs of his children;
describes the wildlife and spring flowers she saw
on her morning walk, and gives an account of the
recent War Savings meeting that she addressed;
Mrs Bridgeman has been elected chair of the
Women's Unionist Association. 10 February
/157: Expresses her sympathy for Neville [who is
suffering from chicken pox and in isolation] and
hopes she will be able to briefly visit Anne; she is to
give a speech on War Savings in Battersea; Austen
has brought her some wild flowers from East
Grinstead; she is sure Neville and Hilda will laugh
to hear that she is the only woman member of the
Egerton Crescent garden committee, but has been
put on a sub-committee with one man to decide on
the flowers permissible for the summer. 14 March
/158: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Sends Neville birthday greetings and hopes that
future birthdays will be happier; mentions the
forthcoming wedding of Anne's brother; gives an
account of her speech on War Savings and
mentions her forthcoming Children's Country
Holidays Fund committee meeting; her oysters
have not arrived and the painters have raised their
prices for the work she is having done; her kitchen
range is burning too much coal. 15 March
/159: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Discusses the German offensive on the Western
Front, and her concern about 'the fight our men are
putting up...I trust our army with all my heart, but I
know that we have come near to asking of it, not
only the utmost, but the impossible'; expresses her
concern that Neville is unable to make his influence
felt in Birmingham politics 'Papa had Schnadhorst,
but I don't believe that in the beginning he ever left
Schnadhorst without his orders'; reports that the
local Coal Controller has granted her an increased
summer supply, and she has bought a Norwegian
cooker and iron plate to stand over her gas ring to
save fuel; she will have to return from Odiham to
attend an emergency meeting of the Women's
Unionist Association to discuss negotiations with
Central Office, and will try to work on the accounts
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for the Egerton War Savings Association; Ivy is
taking her son Joe to East Grinstead with her and
Austen has been ill with lumbago; describes the
state of the Egerton Crescent gardens; she has
been to see the Nevinson paintings and mentions
that '''Survivors at Arras'' - just houses on an empty
street - is impressive & moving in its sobriety'; she
has also seen the 'coloured photographs' at the
Grafton Gallery. 24 March
/160: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
She has received a summons to a meeting at
Moseley, which Mr Leverton Harris will attend but
she is not sure whether she should go; she will see
Austen at Dean's Yard so will be able to ask him
what Mr Harris is planning to say to the committee;
if she does attend she will plead with Harris to 'fight
the seat for us & with the committee that they
should urge him to do so' but she is not sure
whether the is authorised to do this; asks Neville
for his opinion about her course of action. 16
September
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/3

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Beatrice
Chamberlain

1890-1918

Letters from Neville Chamberlain, and one from
Anne Chamberlain, to his half sister Beatrice
Chamberlain. A service sheet for her funeral and
offprint of a letter from the Times in tribute to
Beatrice after her death are also included.
This includes many letters from Neville while he
was in the Bahamas managing a sisal plantation.
Examples of topics discussed in these letters from
the Bahamas include his work on the sisal
plantation; his life in the Bahamas; and the people
he worked with and met. Some other later letters
are also included relating to various matters such
as his work as Lord Mayor of Birmingham.
See also NC1/19 for transcriptions of most of the
letters sent by Neville from the Bahamas. The
transcripts also include some letters from Neville to
Beatrice for which there no original letter was found
in this sub-sub-series, these are letters dated: 3
May 1891 [NC1/19/19], 15 May 1891 [NC1/19/21],
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2-4 November 1891 [see NC1/19/45] and 20 June
1892 [see NC1/19/71].
For other letters from Neville to Beatrice, dated
1891-1918, see BC/A/2/2
45 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/1

1890 letter

1890

Letter from Neville to Beatrice Chamberlain (from
Government House, Nassau) dated 22 December
1890.
Topics in the letter include: Neville and Austen's
trip to Mayaguana, Long Island and Rum bay; the
complete isolation of the outlying islands; the
wildlife and plants on the islands; Neville and
Austen getting bored by the Sheas. See NC1/19/10
for a transcript of this letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/2-7

1891 letters

1891

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister
Beatrice Chamberlain dated 1891.
Neville's letters to Beatrice of 3 May, 15 May and 24 November 1891 were not found in this file. See
NC1/19/19, 21 and 45 for transcripts of these
letters.
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics of the letters:
/2: (from Government House, Nassau): Sir
Ambrose and Lady Shea going to London and
about their kindness; levée held on 29 May [in
honour of the Queen's birthday]; account of
expedition over several days to survey Neville's
land on Andros Island with Knowles [Neville's
manager of the sisal business], Forsyth [a
surveyor], and some local people including about
the hardships suffered, difficulties in finding water,
mosquitoes, the local people employed by Neville
who accompanied them on the survey, plants etc
seen; voyage from Andros to Nassau; Neville
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having concluded talks with Shea for the purchase
of land; Neville planning to return to Andros to hire
a local person's house until he can get his own
house built; his plans for building a new house half
way between Pye Point and Mastic Point; plans to
create a garden; Captain and Mrs Jackson moving
into Government House in Nassau while Shea is
away but that 'Mr Chamberlain's room' at the house
will be kept available for whenever he wants it. See
NC1/19/26 for a transcript of this letter. A printed
transcript of Sir Ambrose Shea's speech on 5 June
1891 is also included. 1-8 June.
/3: (from Mastic Point): Strike among Neville's
workers for higher wages which Neville has
refused; Neville's thoughts about the workers
saying they are ignorant, undisciplined, not used to
steady work and 'have been under the impression
that I was coming merely with the view of scattering
money broadcast' and are disappointed to find that
Neville does not intend to give higher wages than
others; construction of wooden house to
accommodate imported labour from Nassau; visit
of Mr Keith [Neville's neighbour, who lives three
miles away]; sharks; the hot weather; Neville
having got tired of canned meats; the difficulty in
sleeping. See NC1/19/31 for a transcript of this
letter. 1 July.
/4: (from Mastic Point): Neville finding the local
workers to be 'the most exasperating people you
can imagine' with him considering them to be
'always in want of money but never willing to work
for it'; clearance of site for Neville's house; food ate
by Neville on Andros; Neville having met Mr
Cairncross (the only white inhabitant of Andros that
he had not yet previously) who he feels is a 'stupid
ass'; Neville feeling that Keith is 'an old owl and it is
impossible to find any pleasure in his company';
Neville having got a small open sailing boat which
he has named after Beatrice and hopes to use for
fishing; the heat; Neville having been injured by a
poisonwood tree; him reading Wallace's
'Darwinism'; him having 'grown very outlandish'
with dirty clothes, uncut hair, whiskers and smokes
huge cigars; the licence for a proposed 'grog shop'
having been declined after Neville had organized a
petition against it. See NC1/19/33 for a transcript of
this letter. 30 July.
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/5: (from Mastic Point): Neville having been unwell
with Neville thinking that he is not very strong;
Neville being considered 'a sort of walking prodigy'
among the Andros people; 80 acres having been
now cleared; seeds sent to Neville; progress with
the building of Neville's house; death of one of
Neville's labourers; food eaten by Neville; him
dreaming of being home but is 'not homesick; there
is too much to interest and occupy me; only I look
forward with intense eagerness to mail time'; him
having finished Wallace's book 'Tropical Nature';
letter from Mrs Jackson inviting him to stay anytime
when in Nassau; construction of a hand barrow for
moving stones - 'the only wheeled vehicle in
Andros'; photography; the heat. See NC1/19/39 for
a transcript of this letter. 1 September.
/6: (address not given): Forwarding a postcard. 24
September [1891] (year annotated in pencil by
unknown person).
/7: (from Mastic Point): Books and other items sent
from home; Neville's furniture soon to arrive from
Nassau; plants; the cold weather. See NC1/19/52
for a transcript of this letter. 18 December.
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/8-15

1892 letters

1892

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister
Beatrice Chamberlain dated 1892.
Neville's letter to Beatrice of 20 June 1892 has not
been found in this file. See NC1/19/71 for a
transcript of the letter.
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics of the letters:
/8: (from Andros): Neville's box having arrived
damaged; presents received from America from the
Endicotts and other friends; Neville's stay in
Nassau; the Shea's having got a new A. P. S.
[Assistant Private Secretary?] called Lockhart and
about Miss Neilson; Lady Shea and Mrs Jackson's
dispute; Mrs Knowles; Neville's dog. See
NC1/19/55 for a transcript of this letter. 15 January
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1892.
/9: (from Andros): Aunt Louie's [Louisa
Chamberlain née Kenrick, wife of Neville's uncle
Arthur Chamberlain] death and Neville's memories
of her. See NC1/19/60 for a transcript of this letter.
4-5 February.
/10: (from Andros): Arrival of sisal plants; visit of
Hay's 'man' investigating a reported blight on sisal
plants but who found nothing; visit of Abbott and
two friends; Neville's sitting room having been
finished; Knowles' house; items sent from home.
See NC1/19/64 for a transcript of this letter. 14-18
March [1892] (year annotated in pencil by unknown
person).
/11: Birthday presents for Hilda and Ida; Aunt
Louie's death. 8 April.
/12: (from Andros): Letters and parcels received;
problems with the proposed wharf caused by the
Surveyor General; plants having not arrived as they
have not grown due to the drought; trial of man
who failed to plant sisal plants; the old barracks
having been converted into the company shop; the
mule and cart; insects; Juan's [Neville's dog]
damage to the house; shells sent to Hilda; Neville's
photography; death of Juan which Neville feels
much afflicted by. See NC1/19/70 for a transcript of
this letter. 12-20 May.
/13: (from New York). Neville and Austen's stay in
the USA including about dinner with the Masons at
Beverley (and Mr and Miss Gardner) and visit to
play 'Masked Ball'. See NC1/19/75 for a transcript
of this letter. 6 October 1892.
/14: (from Government House, Nassau): Voyage
from New York to Nassau with the Governor of the
Bahamas [Sir Ambrose Shea]; the drought having
caused crops to fail on the islands. See NC1/19/76
for a transcript of this letter. 13 October 1892.
/15: (from Andros): Austen having left but Neville is
not feeling lowspirited or homesick as may be
expected and is contented with having much to do;
work on keeping the accounts; plan to start a bank
for people to deposit their savings; book Carlyle on
Heroes being read; pump having arrived; Knowles
having not returned; Neville having not 'seen a
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white man for 10 days or a white women for 8
weeks'; progress with clearance and planting. See
NC1/19/87 for a transcript of this letter. 27-29
November 1892.
8 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/16-22

1893 letters

1893

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister
Beatrice Chamberlain dated 1893.
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics of the letters:
/16: (from Andros): Neville's kitchen garden; sale of
pearls; conflict between the Church of England and
Roman Catholics in Nassau; Ted Nettlefold and
Hugh considering a visit to see Neville; the
Knowles family having 'settled in again and we are
resuming all our old ways'. See NC1/19/95 for a
transcript of this letter. 29 January-3 February
1893.
/17: (from Government House): Appreciation of
Joseph's speech on the Home Rule Bill by Neville
and the enthusiasm of the Sheas about the
speech; about Lady Shea commenting on 'the
selfishness, petty spite and malice of her character'
and her niece; a tennis party in Nassau; about
various people in Nassau including the Miss
Camerons and Pyfrom. See NC1/19/101 for a
transcript of this letter. 10 March.
/18: (from Andros): Items from home; books being
read including Robertson's History of Charles V;
Neville's loss of gold pencilcase. See NC1/19/105
for a transcript of this letter. 9 April.
/19: (from Andros): Birthday greetings for Beatrice;
his correspondence; the Governor of the Bahamas
[Sir Ambrose Shea] having been refused his
application for an extension of his term of office
and it seeming that Greenwood 'who is my solitary
friend in Nassau' will probably leave when the
Governor leaves; Neville having bought a pearl; a
'disagreeable week' with things having not arrived,
the uncertain weather and 'superabundance' of
mosquitoes. See NC1/19/109 for a transcript of this
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letter. 8-12 May.
/20: (from New York): Neville and Austen's stay in
the USA including about visit to Washington DC;
the Governor to arrange a dinner party on Neville
and Austen's arrival in Nassau; Captain Jackson
being appointed Colonial Secretary at Gibraltar
which is a 'great blow' to Neville as 'he was the only
man worth talking to in Nassau, excepting
Greenwood'. See NC1/19/114 for a transcript of
this letter. 10 October 1893.
/21: (from Andros): Voyage to Andros with Austen
and Joseph; welcome of the people at Mastic Point
on Joseph, Austen and Neville's arrival; Joseph
having been ill with headaches and other ailments;
Joseph's 'general notion...to push the tramways
and machinery at once'. See NC1/19/116 for a
transcript of this letter. 28 October 1893.
/22: (from Andros): Today being 'a sort of holiday'
with the Free Town Sharing Union Society
distributing its funds for the year with the members
among the local people on Andros receiving their
interest payments; a gale causing there to be a
lack of flower, grits and sugar in the shop; Neville
treating illnesses of the local people; Mr Cash's
illness with fever; carriage sent by Mason and
Peabody having arrived; Christmas to be spent in
Andros. See NC1/19/120 for a transcript of this
letter. 12-17 December 1893.
7 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/23-27

1894 letters

1894

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister
Beatrice Chamberlain dated 1894.
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics of the letters:
/23: (from Andros): Visit to the South end of Andros
Island stopping at Staniard Creek, Fresh Creek
where they stayed with Webb and purchased some
sisal plants, Green's plantation, Golding Cay where
Bode sold various items and had attempted various
enterprises including growing sisal, Long Bay Cays
where he made contracts for large quantities of
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wood, and to Mangrove Cay (where they stayed
with Matthews and visited Forsyth); about
Matthews' house and new church at Mangrove
Cay; Cash to go to Cat Island instead of Neville;
Neville's hair being nearly white due to his kettle
which has caused fires; Neville looking at levelling
roads which will be expensive but necessary for
building a railway; visits, to Neville's annoyance, of
two Roman Catholic priests and 'that intolerable
bore' Lester of the Wesleyan mission; the nest of
the mythical creature 'Chikki Charmi' having been
found which Neville supposes is really a large hawk
or owl. See NC1/19/127 for a transcript of this
letter. 6 February 1894.
/24: (from Andros): Visit of Forsyth and Rae [the
magistrate]; the 'unwilling' Knowles and Forsyth
having been 'dragged' out for a walk on Sunday
'otherwise we have to sit in the piazzas and snooze
all day and I 'kyarn idle so' '; visit of Mr and Mrs
Abbott [Mrs Knowles' sister] and about the 'deadly
feud' between Mr Knowles and Mr Abbott; Kate's
marriage; Mrs Knowles' brother and his friends
having arrived to stay with Knowles; a school being
planned to be built at Mastic Point; Neville feeling
sorry for Mr Abbott; Neville's plan to go to Nassau;
the frame of the engine house having been built;
the cutting having been completed for the railway;
the old white horse being wounded and so can't be
used; the hot weather and mosquitoes; Neville's
garden; a whirlwind; the boiler being set up. See
NC1/19/134 for a transcript of this letter. 17-20
April.
/25: (from Andros): Arrangements made about
freight in Nassau; voyage from Nassau to Andros;
the story of the voyage to Nassau and the accident
being reported at Mastic Point having been much
exagerrated; him having made his rooms in his
house 'mosquito proof'; books being read; story for
'Austen to add to his electioneering stock'; a 'gala
day' in honour of the marriage of Captain Edden's
[captain of Neville's boat, the Pride of Andros]
daughter; the rails and wagons having been
ordered. See NC1/19/136 for a transcript of this
letter. 6 May.
/26: (from RMS Etruria, off Queenstown [Cobh]):
Neville's voyage on RMS Etruria including about
conversation with Lieutenant-Colonel Dickson
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[commander of the Royal Berkshire in Bermuda]
and about two people going to Nassau. See
NC1/19/143 for a transcript of this letter. 6 October.
1894
/27: (from Andros, then Nassau): Mrs Knowles'
death which has been a great blow; Neville's
concerns about Mr Knowles and fears that 'he
might destroy himself'; 'what little social life I had is
gone absolutely and I see myself condemned for
an indefinite period to a life of total solitude
mentally if not physically' following the death of Mrs
Knowles; visit of Forsyth and Greenwood; the ship
which Neville was worrying about has been
reported safe and later arrived back at Mastic
Point; the municipal elections in Birmingham; the
sponge merchants who hate Neville having
delayed Neville's ship coming back to Andros
requiring Neville to go to Nassau; Knowles being
mentally 'all to pieces' after the death of Mrs
Knowles; Neville having persuaded Knowles to go
on holiday for a month; boat pilots having been
reported as drunk. See NC1/19/149 for a transcript
of this letter. 26 November-5 December 1894.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/28-31

1895 letters

1895

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister
Beatrice Chamberlain dated 1895.
Neville's letter to Beatrice on 12 October 1895 is
not included in this file - see NC1/19/166 for a
transcript.
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics of the letters:
/28: (from Andros): Work on the railway having
stopped due to lack of a tool; another mule tried
with the trucks; Brown having gone to Nassau; a
'sort of picnic excursion' to the southern part of
Neville's land (where he had only been once
before, due to the shallowness of the water making
access by boat difficult); visit of Mr Bode; Neville's
birthday; the Pride [of Andros] having been painted;
work on laying of the railway; Knowles and Neville
to raise poultry and about Neville having taken to
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Bovril for lunch; mail from home; Ida having met
Leslie Scott who Neville went to school with;
articles advocating abandonment of Britain's
position in the Mediterranean; book read; Neville
finding 'standing still in the sun [superintending
railway curves] is very trying to the face' with eye
problems when not wearing dark glasses, and
sunburn; Brown's difficulties on his voyage to
Nassau; experiment in manuring land with guano.
See NC1/19/159 for a transcript of this letter. 17-26
March 1895.
/29: (from Andros): Thanks for books; birthday
presents for Ida, Hilda and Beatrice. See
NC1/19/162 for a transcript of this letter. 24 April
1895.
/30: (from Andros): The hot weather; illness with
neuralgia; food eaten; book 'Frau Sorge' received;
Brown having left and about a farewell 'jumpin'
down' [dance] by the locals; Greenwood to marry
an American girl; Knowles' mother and three
youngest children coming to stay at Mastic Point
with Knowles while Neville is away; fighting at
Guantanemo in Cuba with Neville being
sympathetic towards the rebels; the Chitral
proceedings [the Chitral Expedition] having invoked
patriotism in Neville saying he is becoming 'a most
inveterate Jingo'; a wild dog having broken into
Neville's pantry; work being slack giving Neville
time for pigeon shooting; flags being flown at half
mast after death of the 'Duke of State' [Duke being
a local synonym for Secretary]; Keith thinking he
will stop in Andros for the summer; reduction of
wages for the planters; the garden. See
NC1/19/165 for a transcript of this letter. 28 May-2
June 1895.
/31: (from Andros): Neville's garden; the mosquito
problem being still bad but having diminished and
the temperature has gone down considerably; book
'Es War' by Sudermann being read; shooting of
snipe; fishing; visit to see Keith; the machine
having arrived; Knowles and Neville to ship 50,000
oranges. See NC1/19/171 for a transcript of this
letter. 16 November 1895.
4 items
Access: Open
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NC1/13/3/32-35

1896 letters

1896

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister
Beatrice Chamberlain dated 1896.
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics of the letters:
/32: (from Andros): Knowles having 'temporarily I
hope, gone off his head' after being unable to sleep
and so had been sent away and so must take a
long holiday; Garland and Neville being able to
'easily manage the work without any strain' despite
Knowles absence; the carpenters failing to work;
Neville's annoyance with Aaron [fireman of the
engine] who fails to get the engine up to steam by
the required time; Neville having little time for
reading; his magisterial work; visit from Mr Neild
[Courage's new manager]; letters and other items
sent from home. See NC1/19/176 for a transcript of
this letter. 3-14 January 1896.
/33: (from Andros): Visit of [Reverend] Matthews
and his sons which Neville enjoyed thoroughly as 'it
seemed such ages since I had seen a human
being from the outside world'; a spectacular
thunderstorm; planned trip to the west side of
Andros with Matthews; Neville having lost various
plants in his garden after an old woman he
employed to weed the garden failed to identify the
correct plants to weed; breakdown of the machine
which will cause all the leaf to be spoiled; visit to
see the Keith family and about his difficulty getting
their by boat and him being unable to get back by
boat so walked back, and had now decided to
never attempt to go there by boat again; visit of a
Methodist parson; the Pride [of Andros] [the Andros
Fibre Company's ship] having returned with new
masts which were expensive; new parts for the
machine; the garden; the member for Andros of the
Bahamas parliament having 'got himself into
trouble in the House...by repeatedly affirming that
he was proud to number among his constituents
the son [ie Neville] of the Colonial Secretary and
refusing to speak to the question'. See NC1/19/182
for a transcript of this letter. 1-13 March 1896.
/34: (from Andros): Neville's expedition around
Andros with Matthews and Forsyth calling at
Mangrove Cay, Forsyth's place, Mastic Cay and
Loggerhead Creek, including about the wildlife, the
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scenery, the voyage and Mrs Matthews' illness
which meant they had to return and abandon the
trip; about Harry Frith who wanted to settle at Big
Wood Cay but abandoned this due to the
Government not treating him courteously and not
answering his letters; Neville's work as a Justice of
the Peace; visit of Forsyth and Harry Frith to Mastic
Point. See NC1/19/186 for a transcript of this letter.
8-24 April 1896.
/35: (from Government House, Nassau): Neville's
trip to Abaco including about the landscape, visit to
Green Turtle Cay where they met Gurdon and
visited his sisal plantation, visit to Little Abaco and
plantation managed by Neild, visit to Joe Creek
and Mostyn's plantation, and about Mostyn;
problem that the steamer may be quaratined due to
smallpox in Cuba. See NC1/19/188 for a transcript
of this letter. 23 May 1896.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/36

1910 letter

1910

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Beatrice
Chamberlain, sent from West Woodhay House,
Newbury, Berkshire and dated 15 May 1910.
The letter relates to Neville's visit to West Woodhay
House.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/37

1915 letter (and transcript)

1915

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Beatrice
Chamberlain, sent from Westbourne, Edgbaston,
Birmingham and dated 20 November 1915.
The letter relates to: Neville's 'first performance as
Lord Mayor' [of Birmingham] and about people
(including Beatrice) feeling that he resembled his
father Joseph when speaking; his visit to Salisbury
to see the City battalions before they depart for the
front; reception for a captured German gun with
Neville giving an address to the crowd and
presenting a medal; Anne's work as Lady
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Mayoress.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/38

Transcript of letters 20 November 1915-10
September 1916

1915-1916

Transcript of Neville Chamberlain's letters to his
half-sister Beatrice between 20 November 1915
and 10 September 1916.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/39-40

1916 letters

1916

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his half sister
Beatrice Chamberlain dated 1916.
/39: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston, Birmingham):
Neville having been busy with five speeches in four
days; Neville ceasing to think of himself as a
[Unionist] 'Party man but that doesn't mean that I
have ceased to care about the casues which were
associated with it'; Anne 'resolves every night to be
sensible and not overdo it and every day she does
overdo it and I can't stop her' and about her
success with the public; Hughes having been not
asked to come to Birmingham; visit to concert in
the [Birmingham] Town Hall at which Neville gave
an address on the future of orchestral music in
Birmingham; Neville having been 'pushing a
Serbian Relief Fund here hard'; him feeling that the
war is going better. 24 March.
/40: (from Westbourne): Neville's speech to the
TUC [Trade Union Congress]; reception given to
the TUC delegates. 10 September.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/41

Letter from Anne to Beatrice Chamberlain

[1917]

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to her sister-in-law
Beatrice dated 20 August (year not given).
The letter gives a detailed account of a dinner
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given to Neville Chamberlain following his
resignation as Director General of National Service
and gives details of the tributes paid to him by
former colleagues.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/42

Service sheet for funeral of Beatrice Chamberlain

1918

Service sheet for the funeral of Beatrice
Chamberlain at Brompton Parish Church, London
on 22 November 1918.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/43

'Beatrice Mary Chamberlain, An Appreciation'

1918

Letter reprinted from 'The Times' on 22 November
1918 in appreciation of Beatrice Chamberlain
following her death.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/44

1894 letter

1894

Letter from Neville to Beatrice Chamberlain,
following the death of their Aunt. 12 January 1894.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/13/3/45

Undated letter

[1890s1910s]

Undated letter from Neville to Beatrice
Chamberlain, regarding presents for Ethel and Ida.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was formerly
unnumbered.
NC1/13/4

Letters from Neville to Beatrice Chamberlain, sent
during his childhood
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Letters from Neville to Beatrice Chamberlain
written while he was a young boy.
This includes letters saying that he is getting on
well at kindergarten, wishing her happy birthday,
about a cricket he found and a letter with a drawing
on it.
4 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Mr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1987.
NC1/13/5

Letters from Beatrice Chamberlain to Anne and
Dorothy Chamberlain

1911-1918

Letters from Beatrice to Anne Chamberlain. A letter
from Beatrice to Dorothy Chamberlain; and a letter
from Jessie D. Cole to Anne Chamberlain is also
included.
A summary of some of the main topics of the letters
is given below:
/1: Beatrice returning soon from Cannes to London;
Anne and Neville moving into their new house
'Westbourne'; the weather; orchids; the family's
activities at Cannes; lunch with Mrs Donty and Miss
Royde Smith (editor of Saturday Westminster); the
James Lawrences having interrupted their tour of
Italy to see Mary; Joseph's health; Austen's visit to
Rouen. 30 April 1911.
/2: Response to Anne's enquiry regarding a
bootmaker; purchase of hat; Dorothy [Neville and
Anne's daughter]; urges Anne to be patient to allow
herself to get strong again; tea with Miss Edith Cole
and Miss Jessie Cole [Anne's aunts] and Mr Cowie;
Mr Cowie's illness after inhaling petrol fumes;
picture bought by Edith Cole for Mr McClintock;
events in South Manchester [referring to a
byelection?]; the suffragettes having broken more
windows and about places such as the British
Museum being closed as 'priceless treasures
cannot be risked with madwomen'; lock put on coal
cellar; appreciation of visit to stay with Neville and
Anne; Austen going to Russia having disrupted
plans for a short holiday between him and Neville.
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6 March 1912
/3: Dorothy; visit to Crowborough; Anne having
been unable to go to tea with Beatrice's friend Ruth
Rendel; Mrs Endicott having developed a 'chill';
Joseph 'walking extremely well'; lunch with Lady
Jersey; lunch with Mr and Mrs Reay; various
people leaving Cannes; Beatrice returning to
London soon; suggests they meet if Anne is in
London; rumours of a long Whitsuntide recess of
Parliament; the Titanic disaster. 24 April 1912.
/4: Dorothy's stay at Highbury with the family and
about her cutting her teeth; the weather; Dr Strauss
and about Neville's treatment; Beatrice's planned
visit in Anne and Neville's car to see her CCHF
[Children's Country Holiday Fund] children; tea with
Ruth Kenrick; an engraved cup; Ida and Hilda's
planned tour of France; Joseph's health being 'a
little better every day I think, but improvement is
very slow'. 15 August 1912.
/5: Birthday greetings for Anne; the family's
activities at Cannes; Beatrice to return to London
soon; Ida and Hilda wishing to see Anne and
Dorothy; sympathy for Anne with her 'present
deprivations' but Beatrice is glad that the doctor
has been strict; Mrs Endicott having been pleased
with their 'round robin'. 4 June 1913.
/6: Regrets that Anne and Dorothy have not been
able to stay with them; Hilda having returned; a
nurse having been appointed to look after Mary. 15
November 1913.
/7: Congratulations on the birth of Anne and
Neville's son Frank and hopes that 'he won't store
up grudges against her [Dorothy] all through their
youth and bring them out 40 years or so
afterwards, like somebody else I could name'
[Beatrice then refers to Austen]; lunch with Mr and
Mrs Almeric Paget; the weather. 25 January 1914.
/8: Beatrice having been busy; urges Anne not to
'overdo it'; Joseph having commented that
Bordesley was not the 'right place [ie Parliamentary
constituency] for Jephcott' as 'the largest and most
expensive of the Birmingham constituencies';
Neville's meeting of Midlands local authorities;
Mary's cold; Ida's visit to Rome; Hilda's visit to see
performance of M. Hareville looping the loop;
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Hilda's visit to opera with Mrs Sanders and Mr and
Mrs Almeric Paget; tea with Lady Stuckley. 4
February 1914.
/9: Mary's illness and treatment; lunch with Fanny
Mason; Hilda's health; Hilda's visit to Monte Carlo
with Mrs Almeric Paget; Beatrice's visit with Aunt
Alice and Mrs Lansdowne Beale to St Raphael;
Joseph keeping well; Dr Graf Wiser's illness;
Austen's speech in the House of Commons. 16
February 1914.
/10: Frank's christening and about Beatrice being
his godmother; visit of Admiral Wemyss to see
Joseph; visit to see the Burrys at which she met the
Williamsons; gun running in Ulster and her
thoughts on Ireland; Joseph saying 'that ministers
should have acted long ago...but they preferred to
shut eyes and ears and maintain that nothing was
happening in Ulster'; new hats bought. 29 April
1914.
/11: About Neville's future and the possibility of him
standing for election to Parliament; Beatrice and
the other sisters finding 'ourselves much nearer to
your attitude than to Austen's' regarding Neville's
future and feels that Austen's attitude is partly due
to 'a sympathy that doesn't want to cheer up to
soon' and partly because 'he has not inherited
Papa's wonderful elasticity'; Beatrice's support for
Neville standing; activities on family holiday at
Newquay. 25 August 1917.
/12: China, linen and clothes for Anne and Neville
and about them finding a house in London and the
expense of keeping two houses; the weather; Anne
and Neville going to Scotland on holiday; Austen
and family having gone to Newquay on holiday and
about him 'responding so rapidly to rest'; tea with
the Sclater Booths; discussion of Fulham schools,
creches and children's institutes with Miss M.
Frere; Mary and Willie [William] Carnegie having
'looked as if they needed more rest'; the garden at
The Bury House; book 'Russian Gentleman' being
read. 2 September 1917.
/13: Air raids; the war; Beatrice's address to a
meeting of 50 women and a few men at Dunstable
on behalf of a new branch of the Belgravia Hospital
Supply Depot; the Mayor of Dunstable; National
War Savings conferences attended at Shrewsbury
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and Worcester; lunch with Mabel and Sybil Ryland;
Hester being ill; Evie [Nettlefold's] engagement;
Dorothy's cough; the 'pronouncements' by or on
behalf of Sir Auckland Geddes regarding National
Service 'drive me beyond my patience'; items
purchased. 9 October 1917.
/14: Beatrice's work preparing for a War Savings
speech to give at Ludlow and about her other work
she will be doing that week, her speech at a
Women's Unionist and T[ariff] R[eform]
A[ssociatio]n meeting at Holland House which she
felt went badly; her thoughts on her own speech
making abilities; her speech at North Kensington; a
misunderstanding with Neville caused by 'that
unfortunate newspaper paragraph'; it being 'very
vexing...that Neville can't go with Austen'; events in
the war; her attempt at securing a 'paying guest'
[presumably referring to getting a lodger] having
failed and may now abandon the idea; tea with
Evie Nettlefold and John Crosskey; book read. 11
November 1917.
/15: Calls Anne a 'wretch' for having not sent her
regular mid-week letter; Anne's clothes having
been sent to her; Beatrice having finished
collecting the committee for the Egerton War
Savings Association; her having been busy with
work including talk in East Worcestershire
constituency, unveiling of memorial photograph of
a school headmaster, speech at Ludlow on war
savings; lunch with Mr and Mrs Evelyn Cecil and
Mr and Mrs George Slade; visit of Mr Arthur Studd;
Dorothy's poem; Lord Morley having sent his book.
18 November 1917.
/16: Uncle George going to visit Ida and Hilda on
Boxing Day; Beatrice considering going to stay with
Ida and Hilda at Odiham for Christmas; suggests
coming to stay with Neville and Anne in January;
her Christmas presents for Dorothy and Frank. 30
November 1917.
/16A: Call from Miss Souter regarding war savings
and dances for 'Overseas Tommies [soldiers] with
respectable girls' under the aegis of Brompton
Parish Church; the Egerton War Savings
Committee; Beatrice's speeches; Christmas plans;
Anne's ill health; her parlourmaid Salmon getting
married; dinners with Amy Hutton, Captain Leslie
H, Ernest and Cecily [Debenham]; Austen's illness
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with influenza; her thoughts about Lord Lansdowne
and the 'insidious pacifists in the Liberal camp'. 2
December 1917.
/17: Norman Chamberlain being missing in action;
Guy Field escaping to Switzerland; her concern
about German treatment of prisoners; Beatrice's
work including speech on war savings; Sybil
coming to stay; Nellie being in quarantine for
suspected scarlet fever. 9 December 1917.
/18: Christmas greetings; Beatrice coming to
Birmingham and regarding her bringing her own
food; Ida's illness. 24 December 1917.
/19: Invites Anne and Neville to stay at 35 Egerton
Crescent but says she expects it will be soon
necessary for them to bring their own food and
about problems with obtaining food and expects
that more food items will need to be rationed; Mrs
Mayer S. Bernheimer; air raids; Neville finding a
seat to stand for Parliament and about a letter from
Ruth Field regarding Mr [Jesse] Collings; problems
caused by fog; Beatrice's war savings appeals
including about campaign in Kensington, London
and meeting of Egerton War Savings Association;
the Women Unionists; 'some danger of the Lords'
amendment on proportional representation being
restored in regard to large boroughs' and about her
opposition to proportional representation; visits of
Aunt Lina [Caroline James, née Chamberlain],
Mabel and Nellie Ryland; Mrs George Lloyd
helping for work on Joint Parliamentary Advisory
Committee. 3 February 1918.
/20: Letter from J. D. C. [Jessie D. Cole, Anne's
aunt] to Anne regarding Jim's [Anne's brother]
engagement. 3 March 1918.
/20A: Funeral/memorial service for Norman
Chamberlain; Norman's letter to members of his
boys club; Beatrice having seen Mr de Caix and Mr
Gower; Beatrice's speech for the Women's Unionist
League in Southport; her speech to the
Endowment of the Daughter at the Women's
Institute; meeting of women of East Worcestershire
regarding the new Moseley Parliamentary
constituency. 3 March 1918.
/21: Beatrice visiting Birmingham for East
Worcestershire women's meeting; her wish to talk
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to Neville about Birmingham Unionist affairs;
engagement of Anne's brother Jim; dinner with Sir
Daniel Hall, the Buintons and Professor and
Madame Martoux; women's meeting with MPs at
the House of Commons; election of Lady Edmund
Talbot as Chairman of Women's Unionist Executive
and Beatrice remaining as Chairman of the
General Purposes [Committee]; refurbishment of
basement of Beatrice's house; her going on subcommittee of the Egerton Crescent Garden
Committee and her wish to reduce expenditure;
book being read 'Sir Crieff'. 10 March 1918.
/22: The women's central office trying to get a
satisfactory position for women [in the
Conservative and Unionist Party] after
amalgamation; Kenneth Hutton's engagement to
Joan Debenham; discussion of the war; her niece
[Dorothy, Neville and Anne's daughter]; Anne and
Neville going to Llanfairfechan; hopes Neville
succeeds in getting Hewins to 'keep B[irming]ham
Unionism moving'; book being read; her having to
cut gas and electricity usage. 31 March 1918.
/23: The war; Beatrice's illness with rheumatism
and plan to go to Llandrindod Wells for treatment;
difficulty in getting a steam cooker; Women's
Auxiliary War Savings Committee meeting; her
refurbished basement. 15 April 1918.
/24: The weather; the war; her sending Anne a
political pamphlet 'as you are a woman voter now';
lunch with Grace Nettlefold; work of the Belgravia
W[ar] Hosp[ital] Supply Depot; Beatrice's illness
with rheumatism; Austen having no time until the
Government goes out. 21 April 1918.
/24A: Visit from Hester Baskerville; Beatrice's
health including ear problems and her planning to
go for spa bath treatment; visit to Albemarle Club
with Edith Cole [Anne's aunt] and about her
planning to join the WRNs [Women's Royal Naval
Service]; Roma Bowen [Gertie's eldest daughter]
staying with her aunts; Beatrice's speech at
Chester; her unhappiness that the NUA central
office 'are practically going to scrap the women's
organisation' and about it being hard for her to
maintain her enthusiasm; article in Spectator
condemning attacks on Austen; her steam cooker.
28 April 1918.
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/25: Neville's illness; the weather; gas and
electricity rationing; Beatrice being on subcommittee appointed by the Select Committee on
the Luxury Tax; her war savings speech; her
feeling a bit more hopeful about the NUA. 5 May
1918.
/26: Sybil having gone to Clandon; Anne and
Neville's holiday; Beatrice's health; meeting of subcommittee on the luxury tax [the sub-committee
specifically dealt with jewellery, works of art, fancy
objects and miscellaneous] and about newspaper
request for her to give her opinion on what is a
luxury; her being sorry about [Major-General Sir
Frederick] Maurice's letter [which claimed the
Government had not supplied enough troops to the
Western Front] feeling 'it's an awful result of the
Repington bad example, and...of the ways of the
P.M.' but was a good deal consoled following a 'rap
over the knuckles' for Asquith; dinner with Sir Hugh
Bell to meet Sir Percy Cox; the current
attractiveness of 35 Egerton Crescent. 12 May
1918.
/27: Forthcoming meeting of Moseley constituency
to adopt Commander Leverton Harris as Unionist
candidate and about Beatrice's plan to speak at the
meeting; Paxton's father dying; the weather;
Austen's illness with sciatica; Beatrice having
recovered from her ailments except the deafness;
luxury tax sub-committee meeting; Women's
Unionist meeting including about Austen's speech
and proposal for amalgamation with the men's
central office being carried and about her concern
that the men in the Unionist Party 'are determined
to keep the women in a subjection to their
bureaucracy which constitutes an awful handicap
and may end in the Unionist Party losing most of its
women to the National and Women's parties and
the rest to apathy and a refusal to vote'; her
wanting to 'keep the life in the Women's Branch or
Women's side of all the constituency and other
local organisations'. 19 May 1918.
/28: Beatrice's birthday; her plan to go to
Birmingham; illness of Paxton's father; agrees that
Neville should not contribute to memorial to Miss A.
J. Cooper; Beatrice's ear problems; possibility of
bath treatment; Beatrice's holiday; luxury tax subcommittee work and about Miss Markham's
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suggestion that women on the committee should
try to meet and Beatrice's thought that women were
appointed to the committee 'to meet a popular
clamour' and that the committee was arranged so
as 'to give the women no power at all and very little
influence'; Women's Land Army rally at Odiham
where Beatrice was staying, with Hilda and Ida. 26
May 1918.
/29: Neville's help for Miss Blackwell; influenza;
Beatrice receiving massage to help cure problems;
the Moseley constituency and about accusations
against businessmen in politics; book of Madame
de Sévigné's letters; lunches with family members;
most of her activities drawing to a close for the
summer; Birmingham having been put back into
the Western Midlands in the Unionist Party
rearrangement of areas; the JPAC having 'got off
some awful rocks' and that Beatrice has had to
temporarily take the Executive Chair. 14 July 1918.
/30: Call from M. Andre Gide and about his
comments that the war had encouraged the French
nation and about his nephew and godson who
were fighting in the war; Malcolm Peabody
preaching at St Margaret's and about him
becoming a chaplain in the American Army;
Beatrice's servants; books being read on the
history of thought. 21 July 1918.
/31: Beatrice's distress 'at having hurt you in this
way' [following her having invited her friend and
'essentially my goddaughter' Jessie Field to a
family holiday at Llanfairfechan] and says that she
did not realize that Neville and Anne had such
strong feelings against the Field family; and says
that she will tell Jessie that they could not find
rooms at Llanfairfechan if they still feel so strongly.
Not dated (with envelope postmarked 23 July
1918).
/32: Says she does not regret having been unable
to go to Llanfairfechan as she wouldn't have been
able to walk far and so would have held everyone
else up; asks to stay with Anne and Neville in
Birmingham for a few days to help Mr Davison
regarding Moseley constituency; about Mr
McKenna [the ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer]
including about him being 'under suspicion of being
one of those who 'thought the war had lasted long
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enough' '. 9 September 1918.
/33: Beatrice's forthcoming speech to the Wallasey
W[omen]'s Unionist Association; the German
acceptance of President Wilson's terms and
Beatrice's opinion of Wilson; it growing more
unlikely that there will be a General Election in
November and about Beatrice having heard from a
personal friend of Lloyd George that he would not
dissolve Parliament if peace negotiations were
coming on; invites Neville and Anne to stay while
she is away; the selection of the Unionist candidate
for Moseley; Beatrice's work on modifying a
pamphlet on 'Organisation of women in
constituencies'; her gladness that Anne had 'got
out of that wretched concert' and advices her to
never believe that there will be no work or
practically no work in any job she undertakes to do;
dinner with Cecily, Marjorie and Hester. 13 October
1918.
/34: Sir H[allewell] Rogers having had the most
votes at committee for selection of Unionist
candidate for Moseley; meetings at Corwen and
Bala at which Beatrice spoke; stay with Mrs Rice of
Rhiwlas when visiting Bala; items purchased;
Beatrice's forthcoming engagements; crowds at
park suggesting that people's spirits are improving;
investments; lunch with Cousin Edith; call from Sir
Valentine Chirol and her agreement with his terms
of peace; war savings matinee. 27 October 1918.
/35: Aunt Mary's illness; Beatrice going to speak at
South Kensington and says she is to come to
Birmingham soon; her planning to buy leasehold of
her house at Egerton Crescent; her joining a new
committee - the Women's Advisory Committee at
the Ministry of Reconstruction; delay to acceptance
of peace terms; her having had 'a terrific cold in my
head this week not flu'; her speech to women
voters at a house in Bedford Park; Mr Gough
having 'preached so that there wasn't a dry eye in
the congregation' on the sacrifices made during the
war. 10 November 1918.
/36: Note in Beatrice Chamberlain's hand,
regarding actions to take to recover from illness.
Not dated.
/37: Letter from Beatrice Chamberlain to Dorothy
Chamberlain [Neville and Anne Chamberlain's
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daughter] sent on Dorothy's birthday. June 1918.
40 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /16A was formerly
unnumbered; /20A was formerly numbered /20
(there were two items with the same number); /24A
was formerly numbered /24 (there were two items
with the same number).
These items were deposited by Mr and Mrs
Stephen Lloyd in February 1987.
NC1/13/6/1

Letter of condolence to Neville Chamberlain for the
death of Beatrice Chamberlain

1918

Letter from Birmingham Unionist Association to
Neville Chamberlain regarding resolution of the
Association's committee to 'record their deep sense
of the loss which the Unionist Cause has sustained'
following the death of Beatrice Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Mr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1987.
NC1/14

Ethel Chamberlain correspondence

1891-1897

Letters from Neville to Ethel Chamberlain and
some letters from Ethel to Neville Chamberlain.
Three letters from Ethel to Austen Chamberlain are
also included.
Administrative history: Ethel Chamberlain was
born in 1893 in Birmingham. She was the youngest
of Neville Chamberlain's sisters, and was the
daughter of Joseph Chamberlain and his second
wife, Florence. Like her sisters, Ida and Hilda, she
attended Allenswood School in Wimbledon, and
also took German classes at Mason Science
College. She married Whitmore Lionel Richards
[1868-1956], a barrister and former school friend of
Neville, on 22 August 1900. Their daughter, Hilda
Mary, was born on 15 June 1901. Ethel had
suffered from poor health for much of her adult life,
and was increasingly unwell after Hilda Mary's
birth. She was found to be suffering from
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tuberculosis, and travelled to Switzerland during
the winter of 1904 to recuperate. She died at
Adelboden on 15 January 1905.
156 items
Access: Open
NC1/14/1-26

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Ethel
Chamberlain

1891-1897

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister Ethel
Chamberlain.
These letters were mainly sent by Neville while he
was in the Bahamas managing a sisal plantation at
Mastic Point on the island of Andros. Examples of
topics discussed in these letters from the Bahamas
include his work managing the sisal plantation; his
life in the Bahamas; and the people he worked with
and met. Other letters included in this file are one
sent during a trip to Egypt
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/1: (from 'Mohammed Ali', Nile [Egypt]): describing
some of the sights and experiences of his trip. 11
December 1884.
/2: (from Government House, Nassau, Bahamas):
Neville and Austen Chamberlain's visit to
investigate the growing of sisal regarding local
society appearing 'much in awe' of Neville and
Austen; animals and plants in the local area; the
local people's fear of an 'evil spirit' named 'Obi'.
See NC1/19/6 for a transcript of this letter. 27
November 1890.
/3: (from 365 Essex Street, Salem, Massachusetts,
USA): late arrival of boat; rough voyage from
Nassau in the Bahamas to New York; lunch with
the Masons in Boston; with note by Austen
Chamberlain. See NC1/19/17 for a transcript of this
letter. 27 January 1891.
/4: (from Brevoort House, New York, USA):
Neville's stay in the USA including about visiting
and dining with various people; Joseph's and Mr
Collings' illness with influenza. See NC1/19/23 for a
transcript of this letter. 21 May 1891.
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/5: (from Mastic Point): Neville's house at Mastic
Point; insects, birds and other animals on Andros
including mosquitoes, snakes and pigeons; a
thunderstorm. See NC1/19/30 for transcript of this
letter. 25 June-1 July 1891.
/6: (from Mastic Point): Neville wishing to talk with
Ethel about Darwin on his next visit; a 'rough sort of
road' having been constructed; Neville's house to
be soon built after which he says 'I shall feel much
better, for my present life is really too rough to be
endured much longer'; his work in the company
store; the weather. See NC1/19/36 for transcript of
this letter. 16 August 1891.
/7: (from Andros): Nature including about
butterflies; a priest writing a book and article on
Andros; the weather having got much cooler. A
sketch map showing the route of an expedition is
also included. See NC1/19/46 for transcript of this
letter. 4 November 1891.
/8: (from Andros): Neville having made marmalade;
Mrs Pinder to be tried as cook for Neville and Mr
Knowles; about Mr Keith. See NC1/19/59 for
transcript of this letter. 29 January 1892.
/9: (from Andros): Rooms in his house having been
poorly painted while he has been away; illness of
Juan [Neville's dog]; Neville having got a cat; about
Grand Bahama where he had recently visited. See
NC1/19/66 for transcript of this letter. 8 April 1892.
/10: to Ethel (from Andros): Knowles having
returned after being away for more than six weeks
and as the father of another son; photography;
Christmas goods having arrived which have
caused excitement for the people of Mastic Point;
the Resident Justice, Forsyth also having a boat
named 'Pride of Andros' to Neville's indignation; an
American journalist's letter to the Nassau Guardian
regarding the Andros Fibre Company and their new
boat. See NC1/19/90 for transcript of this letter. 1720 December 1892.
/11: (from Andros): The Pride of Andros having
brought back poor plants at a higher price than was
commissioned; fishing; the mail; the political news
from home; visit of Christie [a neighbouring sponge
merchant], De Wolf [a Canadian], and Burke
[believed to be a Nassau shopkeeper] to see
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Neville's plantation; letter received later from De
Wolf who wanted a job at the plantation; another
white man having visited on the chance of getting a
job at the plantation; various goods having arrived
for the shop; planned visit to Nassau after being
invited to meet the Admiral and fleet and may have
to go to settle one of his legal disputes; race in
Neville's sailing boat 'Beatrice' against Mr Keit;
Neville's garden; visit of Green [a sisal planter], the
Roman Catholic Priest of Nassau and friend, and
Dr Robinson [of Chicopee, Massachusetts]; visit of
Agassiz; Mrs Knowles' illness. See NC1/19/99 for
transcript of this letter. 20-28 February 1893.
/12: (from Andros): Accident of a tree having fallen
on one of Neville's workers; visit of Reverend J. H.
Northcroft [Knowles' pastor] who wishes to
establish a Wesleyan church; fishing trip; Neville's
eye problems; a small riot in Nassau due to ill
feeling between a force of constabulary from
Barbados and the people of Grantstown who
regarded them as foreign intruders; a
thunderstorm; Forsyth having come to stay; the
cook Olivia having been dismissed after dispute
with Mrs Knowles; twenty people having arrived
from Cat Island seeking work. See NC1/19/106 for
transcript of this letter. 19 April 1893.
/13: (from Andros): Mosquitoes; a saw-fish having
been caught; 'what a bully time' in the House of
Commons; visit to Keith's house and plantation with
Mrs Knowles; work on the accounts; telegram from
Austen saying that Neville must leave on the 27th,
and about Joseph coming to visit; arrival of the
Pride of Andros with 6687 dozen plants - the
largest cargo which had ever been landed at
Mastic Point; Neville going to visit Abaco calling
briefly in Nassau. See NC1/19/112 for transcript of
this letter. 29 May-4 June 1893.
/14: (from Andros): Mrs Knowles' illness; painting of
bookshelves; thanks for items from home; riding;
work on the accounts; satisfactory profit of £780
being made in the shop over the year; Mr Knowles
and Keith's return to Andros although Knowles had
to go back immediately to Nassau to take his wife
to see the doctor; Cash being lonely at Mastic Point
and is now visiting Neville in the evening; a fire
having destroyed a tablecloth and burnt the table in
Neville's house; Stuart, Mr Courage's manager and
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Captain Kirk's visit to Mastic Point. See
NC1/19/124 for transcript of this letter. 14-20
January 1894.
/15: (from Andros): Visit of the Governor,
Greenwood, Melville (new Colonial Secretary) and
the Master of Elibank to Mastic Point; the welcome
given by the local people at Mastic Point to the
Governor and their celebrations including
performance of the band and dancing; the grading
of the road being nearly finished; building of the
new shop; the 'Chikki Charmi' [mythical creature].
See NC1/19/131 for transcript of this letter. A
pressed flower is also included with the letter. 19
March 1894.
/16: (from Andros): Keith's visit and about Neville
having begun to get over 'the irritation I used to feel
at his oddities and even have a gentle liking for
him'; Romanes' book on Mental Evolution in
Animals being read; a well having been dug;
Neville feeling he 'could dance for joy' after it had
rained and he 'really believe[s] the plants look
better already'; mail and newspapers sent from
home; Neville's mule; sailing trip with Keith, who fell
overboard; a press having been bought by Neville;
his garden. See NC1/19/138 for transcript of this
letter. 15 May 1894.
/17: (from Andros): Neville having to walk out for
six miles to work while the animals are all out at
grass with sore backs; the stormy weather; the
sisal cleaning machine being operated; an
'enormous' number of people working due to the
work being hurried; the mail and three cases of
'personal effects' having arrived; presents given to
Knowles' children; John Edden [captain of the
Andros Fibre Company's ship 'Pride of Andros'];
arrival of Brown; Keith; Neville to go to Nassau to
register the [Andros Fibre] Company; plan to buy a
horse in Nassau. See NC1/19/147 for transcript of
this letter. 24 October-8 November 1894.
/18: (from Andros): Damage to the Pride of Andros
[the Andros Fibre Company's boat]; Neville having
'wallowed in fresh meat' that week; him having
been very busy with work since November; books
being read; Knowles having returned and is better
than expected; visit of [Reverend] Matthews; the
railway having been laid for about half a mile. See
NC1/19/152 for a transcript of this letter. 6-12
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January 1895.
/19: (from Andros): The mule having bolted when
Neville was in a truck it was pulling, nearly causing
a catastrophic; the Pride of Andros having been
repaired; the Court of Enquiry on the Cienfuegos
disaster which Neville feels 'there is something very
mysterious about'; the siding having been put down
in the engine house and about Reid who was
laying the railways; Neville and Knowles now going
out to the plantation on the train now in a truck
pushed by one of the workers; books being read;
injury to worker; visit of Knowles' father; total
eclipse of the moon which Neville heard many
people 'were terribly frightened by...thinking the
end of the world had come'; Neville's garden. A
poem regarding the death of Neville's praying
mantis is also included. See NC1/19/158 for a
transcript of this letter. 3-12 March 1895.
/20: (from Andros): Neville's illness with neuralgia;
Brown deciding to leave Mastic Point permanently;
the weather; book read; Neville's garden including
about fruit grown; response to mail from home; the
vast numbers of sisal plants arriving at Mastic Point
with 185,000 plants having arrived on two days the
previous week; Captain and Lady Cecilia Rose's
visit. See NC1/19/164 for a transcript of this letter.
14-22 May 1895.
/21: (from Andros): Prevalence of malarial fever at
Mastic Point - 'nearly every one has it, or has had
it, including Knowles'; Neville's iguanas giving him
some amusement; his garden including about figs,
oranges and vegetables grown; the cold weather;
the fireman of the engine house; Garland having
arrived at Mastic Point; Neville and Knowles' plan
of making money with oranges having failed after
the 50,000 oranges they bought rotted on the
journey. See NC1/19/173 for a transcript of this
letter. 9 December 1895.
/22: (from Andros): Sammy having ceased being
Neville's cook to return to being his gardener;
Neville's new cook Macdonald; visit to the Keiths
and about the difficult boat trip; accident of a girl
who lost the end of her finger in the machine,
Neville's annoyance the accident could have been
prevented and about how this has happened to
other users of Todd's machine; the pulley allowing
the machine to run faster; the weather being
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unsuitable for bleaching of the fibre; dogs having
eaten Neville's fowls leaving just one left despite
him having killed a number of dogs and about him
leaving a trap for the dogs; Neville having had a
lack of news and when he did 'my buzzum [sic.]
swelled with filial and patriotic pride'; the Pride of
Andros [the Andros Fibre Company's ship] having
broke both her masts, and Neville feels that 'if it
wasn't for the good news from home I should feel
desperately low after this fresh blow'; Neville
feeling that 'she [the Pride of Andros] is the
beastliest, slowest, stiffest, most expensive and
generally unsatisfactory vessel that is possible' with
the ship having had so many repairs; Neville
'getting quite expert' at dressing wounds. See
NC1/19/180 for a transcript of this letter. 2-14
February 1896.
/23: (from Andros): Forsyth and Neville's discussion
about legal matters and Neville's work as Justice of
the Peace; visit to see Keith; things being 'kind er
dull' after Forsyth departed with Knowles having
not returned and Garland being ill; bird collecting;
Mrs Matthews being still ill so Neville and Matthews
will not be resuming their trip to the west of the
island; Knowles having returned with his mother
and three boys. See NC1/19/187 for a transcript of
this letter. 27 April-6 May 1896.
/24: (from Andros): Neville's trunk with all his
clothes having been sent to Cuba; him being glad
that the Private Secretary was away 'as he is an
odious little creature'; arrival back at Mastic Point
which 'looks desolate enough'; his garden being
'choked with weeds'; people at Mastic Point being
grieved at Neville leaving; it being unlikely he will
get home for Christmas; Keith's visit and about him
planning to go home in the Spring; Garland's illness
with ulcers. 19 October 1896.
/25: (from Andros): Voyage on ship [Pride of
Andros?] including game of whist with the Captain
[John Edden]; alteration made to machine to allow
it to produce more; Garland taking down the
machine and Neville is getting out rails; Cash
having left and about it having been 'a great blow
to find he had been drinking' and he has now got a
black man in for two hours a day [to work in the
shop]; visit of Reverend Mann Tiss; Knowles
having 'gone all to pot' having been drinking very
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heavily and overdosed on sulphanol tabliods and
so Neville thinks he shall send him to Nassau 'at
once for he evidently wants a keeper'. 12
December 1896.
/26: (from Andros): Problem about the family
sending letters as he may be gone before the
letters arrive; Neville's knowledge of Jane Austen's
books; it seeming that Neville is stuck in Andros for
another month; Neville being busy dismantling the
railway; Neville being now alone with Garland
having gone for a two week visit to see a friend;
Neville [as Justice of the Peace] having another
case to try; books read; visit of a Methodist parson.
29 January-4 February 1897.
26 items
Access: Open
NC1/14/27-154

Letters from Ethel Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain

1891-1897

Letters from Ethel Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain 10 May 1891 to 27 January 1897.
Includes letters relating to Ethel Chamberlain's
schooldays at Marie Souvestre's boarding school
'Allenswood' in Wimbledon, London.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/27: Visit to zoo; dental appointment; visit to Naval
Exhibition; anniversary of Mr Fox's election. 10-17
May 1891.
/28: Book read; visit of French company; Beatrice's
visit to see Miss [Marie] Souvestre at Allenswood
school; Ethel going horse riding; building work at
the school. 7 June 1891.
/29: Visit to Richmond in carriage with Joseph,
Mary and Ida; visit to Maggie Beale's house; book
being read. 21 June 1891.
/30: Miss Souvestre having given an 'at home'
[party]; visits to see French plays. 5 July 1891.
/31: Horses at Highbury; a thrush; pigs at the farm;
the garden at Highbury. 1 August 1891.
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/32: Account of family holiday in Switzerland
including stays at Brisgue and Eggishorn. 24-25
August 1891.
/33: Her having finished [book by/about] Darwin
and her wishing to talk over it with Neville and try
experiments in cross fertilization of plants and
pigeons; return to school at Allenswood; her
sharing a bedroom at the school with two German
girls; visit to buy chairs for morning room in
London; Beatrice having visited. 27 September
1891.
/34: School play (a French play) in which Ethel was
to perform; the thrush at Highbury; her wishing to
try crossing different kinds of birds when Neville
comes home for the summer; plants. 9 October
1891.
/35: Her enjoying reading naturalist books; her
looking forward to going to the zoo and Natural
History Museum with Neville; her soon going home
to Highbury with Miss Souvestre, Mrs [Caine?] and
Mrs Debenham for 'exeat' [temporary leave from
school]; Beatrice's visit and about her sometimes
going to the school to say goodnight to Ethel. 24
October 1891.
/36: Visit home to Highbury with Miss Souvestre
including about dinner conversation and horse ride
to the Lickey Hills and Alvechurch. 15 November
1891.
/37: Visit to lectures on French art in the Middle
Ages by M. Michel; the school play (a French play);
her having enjoyed school much more than before.
29 November 1891.
/38: Christmas; visit to London with Amy; her
meeting at dinner [M. Boewans?] a Frenchman
who knew Austen in Paris. 6 December 1891.
/39: Her winter stay at Highbury including about
birds and other animals at Highbury and
tobogganing. 15 January 1892.
/40: Her return to school at Allenswood; her now
having a room to herself; French and Italian
classes; Miss Souvestre's 'mania' of playing whist;
visit of rest of family to London. 31 January 1892.
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/41: Visit to exhibition of old masters at Burlington
House in London; whist parties; Beatrice's and
Cecily's visits to the school. 14 February 1892.
/41A: Birthday greetings for Neville; her feeling
older and will be soon leaving school; fancy dress
ball at the school; visit to London for the 'exeat'
from school; visit to London to see Daisy Sichel
and exhibition of French paintings; Miss Boyce to
explain Kepler's theories to Beatrice. 28 February
1892.
/42: Her finishing at school in one month; her
having made clothes; 'exeat' with Beatrice, Ida and
Austen to go to play 'King Henry the Eighth' at the
Lyceum [Theatre]. 13 March 1892.
/43: Her leaving school soon for the last time; visit
to London; Ida's visit to the school; her wishing to
see Juan [Neville's dog on Andros]; visit to
entertainment to celebrate the tenth anniversary of
the local Unitarian church. 27 March 1892
/44: Juan [Neville's dog]; horses and other animals
at Highbury. 27 April 1892.
/45: Neville and Austen's problems on Andros
Island; account of family holiday at Chesthill, by
Aberfeldy in Scotland. 30 September 1892.
/46: The weather; Daisy Sichel staying at Highbury;
visit to [George] Du Maurier's lecture about John
Leech, Charles Keen[e] and himself at Midland
Institute with Beatrice; the Wileman family having
fallen in a hole in a path; horses at Highbury. 19
November 1892.
/47: John Leech picture books being sent to
Neville; visit to Penryn dance with Millicent; Mr
Miller; horse riding; her teaching at a Sunday
school. 29 November [1892].
/48: Emmie staying with her at Highbury; the
grounds at Highbury; Hilda dressing dolls for tree
for board schools in Islington; Miss Cooper's Italian
class attended by Ethel and Ida; Ethel and Ida
going to dance at the Barhams; Mrs Hankin staying
at Highbury; animals at Highbury. 7 December
1892.
/49: Horses; animals at the farm at Highbury;
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dance at the Barhams; Uncle Walter. 14 December
1892.
/50: Engagement of Dorothy Kenrick to Mr Jolly;
illnesses of Edith, Millie and Cecily; Austen having
returned home. 24 December [1892].
/51: Christmas activities; dance at the Blakemore's;
ice skating; Joseph and Mary having returned at
New Year from Milan; presents received by Ethel. 4
January 1893.
/52: Marriage of Miss Florence Eddie to Mr Charles
Cookson and about dance afterwards. 14 January
1893.
/53: Ice skating; horses at Highbury; animals at the
farm; the dog 'Crambo'. 18 January 1893.
/54: Her illness with cough; the house at 40
Prince's Gardens; animals at Highbury; her
forthcoming attendance at a royal court; her having
fencing lessons. 22 February 1893.
/55: Photographs sent by Neville; Ida's riding
lessons; visit to see Burne Jones' paintings with
Aunt Lina [Caroline James, née Chamberlain];
forthcoming visit of Aunt Clara [Ryland, née
Chamberlain] and Uncle Fred [Frederick Ryland];
Dorothy and Mr Jolly having found a house;
Margaret and John having decided to buy a house;
Nellie coming to visit; Ethel soon travelling abroad
to the Lake of Garda with the Siemens family [who
were bankers in Berlin, and whose daughter Lili
was at school with Ethel]. 7 March 1893.
/56: Account of her attendance at royal court; her
having gone on her first riding lesson; visit to
Natural History Museum with Joseph and Mary; her
fencing lesson; Mary, Ida and Hilda having gone to
examination on the ambulance lectures.14-15
March 1893.
/57: Animals at Andros; her activities that day; her
forthcoming holiday with the Siemens; riding
lessons. 22 March 1893.
/58: Anecdote by Sir C. Evan Smith about Sir R.
Knightly [Conservative MP]; account of journey to
Italy stopping in Switzerland; account of holiday in
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Italy with the Siemens family. 7 April 1893.
/59: Account of holiday in Italy with the Siemens
family including about visit to Milan. 12 May [1893].
/60: Account of holiday in Italy including about visit
to Venice. 26 April 1893.
/61: Visit to see Wileman who had been injured; the
effect of the frost on the garden; horses and riding;
plants for show; the farm at Highbury. 1 November
1893.
/62: The weather; the farm; Miss Drew's visit. 3-4
November 1893.
/63: A letter received from Mary who was in
America; horses and other news from Highbury
and its farm and gardens; Hilda dressing dolls
again [to be sent to schools for Christmas];
tablecloth being made by Ethel; her translating [Sir
Ruperde Averley?] into German; visit to the 'Moor
Greens' and about them going to a banquet given
to the mayor to which the Bishop of Worcester
came without being invited; plans for the 'Moor
Greens' and the Nettlefolds to host dances. 9-11
November [1893].
/64: Visit to flower show at which the Chamberlain
family won a number of prizes; return of Joseph
and Mary to Highbury from America; Aunt Lina and
'the Baskervillites'; horses; the farm and gardens at
Highbury; presents given to Ethel. 15-18 November
1893.
/65: Joseph's speech on the employer's liability and
about the Daily News and Daily Chronicle being
angry with him; article by Wallace 'On the Ice Age
and Its Work'; visit to the National Gallery with Ida;
the farm at Highbury. 24 November 1893.
/66: The family's activities in London; lunch with Mr
Rulf, Mr and Mrs Bayard, Mr Gerald Balfour,
Admiral Maxy and Mr Collings; unveiling of Lowell
memorial window in Westminster Abbey; visit to
shops; visit to 'At Home' party at the Stracheys;
horses; news heard from the farm at Highbury; visit
to Sophie's house. 30 November-2 December
1893.
/67: Visit to Imperial Institute with Aunt Emma and
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Amy for lecture by Dr Sharp on 'the Lost Continent
and its birds'; visit to conversazione at the
watercolours exhibition; photographs having been
taken of Ethel and Ida; planned family party and
dance at Highbury on 5 January; grape fruit,
guavas and oranges having been received from the
Andros Fibre Company. 8-9 December 1893.
/68: Dances at Moor Green and Halefield; game of
hockey; toys bought for the gardener's children for
Christmas; visit to entertainment given by Mr
Grossmith at the Century Club; steam roller
carrying out work on Russell Road; the dog
['Scuter'?] having been 'rather a nuisance' recently;
the Highbury farm. 22-23 December 1893.
/69: Christmas presents received; hockey game at
The Grove [home of Neville's uncle and aunt,
William and Mary Kenrick, and their family]; horses;
the farm; Hilda's pet bullfinch; dogs. 29-30
December 1893.
/70: (from Highbury): The family dog having
misbehaved; visit of Ruth and Lottie; visit to the
Grove; Austen having tried telephoning Highbury
from the House of Commons but Ethel is
concerned about the nuisance that the telephone
could become if other people begin to call; a family
party; toboganning with Austen and Ida; news from
the farm. 2-5 January 1894.
/71: (from Thiergartenstrasse 37, Berlin): Ethel's
stay in Berlin; dance at the Steinthals; visit to the
Deutsche Theater [sic.] to see Hamlet; going to the
riding school; sleighing party. 8 January [1895] (this
is dated 1894 by Ethel, but this is clearly an error).
/72: (from Highbury): Party at Highbury;
toboganning; hockey parties; horse riding; farm
news; success in the Horncastle election; visit to
see Aunt Clara. 12-13 January 1894.
/73: (from Highbury): Visit of Aunt Lina; Emmie
returning soon; horse 'Vanda' being lame; plans for
the new land at Highbury; etchings framed for the
smokeroom; farm news; Austen's meeting at
Stirchley Street which he had forgotten the date of
until the day of the meeting. 18-20 January 1894.
/74: (from Highbury): Horse 'Vanda' seeming to be
usable again; visit of Lord Dudley after
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Conservative Club dinner; Joseph's speech to a
meeting at Stourbridge; Austen's speech at
Catshill; farm news; hockey played at Moor Green;
riding with Austen; dental appointment; dinner at
Moor Green; Ida returning soon. 31 January-3
February 1894.
/75: (from Highbury): Bacon sent to Neville; new
disc churner for making butter; farm news; dental
appointment; Hilda's thumb injury; riding with
Austen; Ethel having been doing Ida's work while
she has been away; Ida returning soon; games of
draughts with Joseph. 9-10 February 1894.
/76: (from Highbury): A 'tremendous' gale and
about damage to the garden; visit to the 'Century
entertainment'; farm news; her teeth being
repaired; visit to the [Birmingham] Art Gallery; visit
to see Aunt Alice; Crambo (dog) having caused a
nuisance; flowers. 15-17 February 1894.
/77: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): 'At home' party at
the Sichel's; visit to exhibition of old Italian
paintings at the New Gallery; illness of horse
'Vanda'; the farm at Highbury; 'At Home' party at
the Strachey's; visit to the Grafton Gallery; fencing
lesson. 22-23 February 1894.
/78: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Visit to the British
Museum; visit of Sir Charles Euan Smith who 'told
the usual numbers of startling tales chiefly
spiritualist'; visit of Mr Harcourt and others to dinner
and about Harcourt's tale about Lord Winchelsea
having bought a lion; riding; visit to 'At Home' party
at the Sichels; visit to House of Commons 'on the
chance of Mr Gladstone's resigning'; rumours (as
of 2 March) of Gladstone resigning on the last day
of the session; announcement that Gladstone is to
resign, and about Lord Rosebery being expected to
be new Prime Minister; a reading at Mrs Strachey's
house; Ethel and Ida's visit to theatre to see
'Twelfth Night' with Cecily and Ernest [Debenham].
28 February-3 March 1894.
/79: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Lunch at
Hampstead with Fanny (cousin); Ida's cold; walk
with Mrs Paul on Barnes Common; horse riding
with Austen during which they saw Lord Roseberry
and Mr Asquith who 'looked like two absurd
schoolboys with round red faces'; visit with Austen
to see Old Masters at Burlington House; tea party
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with Aunt Agnes [Chamberlain, wife of Herbert
Chamberlain]; visit to the Blumenthals; Joseph and
Mary having gone to Highbury; visit with Beatrice to
'At Home' party; visit to pantomine at the Lyceum;
Mary and Joseph having been invited to dine with
the Yorks [at St James's Palace]; farm news from
Highbury. 10 March 1894.
/80: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Fencing lessons;
horseriding; visit to afternoon party; a dinner held at
40 Prince's Gardens but with the host and hostess
being absent as they were at St James's Palace for
dinner with the Duke and Duchess of York; farm
news. 15-21 March [1894].
/81: (from Highbury): Joseph and Mary having
gone to Edinburgh for Joseph's speech there;
Austen's meeting at Galashiels; farm news; the
garden at Highbury; Ethel and Ida's dinner at the
Grove; horse riding; Hilda having gone with 'the
Moor Greens' [Arthur Chamberlain and his family]
for a holiday in Wales. 24 March 1894.
/82: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): House party at
Highbury attended by Lord and Lady Farrar, Mr
and Mrs Booth, Mr and Mrs [H..selton Keyes?], Mr
Sidney Cohn, Major Lugard and Mr and Miss Gore;
Ethel having gone fishing in the lake; her and
Austen having gone horseriding; farm news; a baby
of an Irish Unionist having been named Mary
Endicott Josephina Chamberlain Nolan; Hilda and
Ida's visit to see debate in the House of Commons
during which 'the Government fell into the little plot
laid for them by J. C. to secure a division as our
side were in force'; Joseph's comments that 'the
Government was an expiring frong on a log and
that they would have to come to a dissolution
presently'; visit of Lady Dorothy Neville; visit of Mr
[Labouchen?]; flowers. 6 April 1894.
/83: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Ethel having
broken one of her front teeth and until it is put right
she feels she 'can go nowhere and see nobody';
story from Lady Farrar regarding visit to concert;
horse 'Vanda'; Captain Lugard coming to discuss
Uganda with Joseph; the farm including about
Austen having abandoned his scheme for new
cowhouses etc. 13-15 April 1894.
/84: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Dental
appointments with Dr Field and about Ethel having
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a new tooth; walk with Hilda in Kensington
Gardens; visit to the House of Commons to hear
debate in which Joseph spoke; horseriding with
Austen; Hilda having gone to stay with Mary Grey 'she is always away visiting nowadays'; visit of
Lady and Miss Barnsley, the wife and daughter of a
musician; birds; Pippa Strachey coming to dinner;
fencing lesson; Ethel to require a regular sitting
with her dentist Dr Field. 18-21 April 1894.
/85: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Her and Ida
having gone to tea with Aunt Emma and Amy;
horseriding with Austen during which the horse
misbehaved; visit to see Wyndham in play. 25 April
1894.
/86: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Visit with Austen
to private view at the New Gallery; walk home
through Hyde Park; visit of Daisy Sichel and Mary
Grey; dinner with Cecily and Ernest [Debenham]
and three of Austen's friends; farm matters at
Highbury including about proposed new buildings.
1 May 1894.
/87: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Visit to New
Gallery and her opinions on some of the paintings
there; horseriding with Austen; account of
procession for the opening of the College of Music
by the Prince of Wales; visit to 'At Home' party by
the Marchioness of Salisbury; Mary, Joseph and
Austen having gone to Highbury. 3-5 May 1894.
/88: (from Highbury): Beatrice and Austen having
gone to Paris; Ethel's return to Highbury; the
garden; the farm; Crambo the dog; horses. 16 May
1894.
/89: (from Highbury): Visit to see Aunt Clara
[Ryland, née Chamberlain] and Uncle Fred
[Frederick Ryland]; visit of Miss Drew; family dinner
at Baskerville; visit to Oxford to see the first day of
the 'Eights' [boat race] where they also met [her
cousin] Byng [Kenrick] and the Collinges and
visited Christ Church College. 19 May 1894.
/90: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Crambo the dog
having gone missing; horseriding; Austen being
unable to walk very far and cannot ride at present;
Crambo having been found; visit to 'At Home' party
at the Beales. 24-26 May 1894.
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/91: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Austen and Ida's
visit to Hampstead to see the relations; Austen
being 'rather dumpy' at present due to inability to
walk much; the farm including about plans for new
buildings having arrived; visit to Mrs Marigol's
dance and musical party at Lady Brassey's house;
horseriding; lunch with Daisy Sichel; dental
appointment; visit to see Cecily [Debenham] and
Lady Wimborne; lunch at Allenswood; visit to
Kate's house; visit with the Siemens girls to play
'The New Boy'. 31 May-1 June 1894.
/92: (from Bellan Hotel, Llanerfyl): Account of family
holiday in Wales including horseriding and walks. 5
October 1894.
/93: (from Highbury): Ethel and the family's return
to Highbury; visit to see Joseph's speech at a
meeting; the recent holiday in Wales including
about horseriding, shooting; farm news; Mary and
Joseph having gone to Durham; visit to see Clara.
17 October 1894.
/94: (from Highbury): Lunch with Aunt Clara
[Ryland, née Chamberlain]; Milly and Miss
Broadbent having come to tea; horseriding with
Austen; Lili Siemens comiing to stay and Ethel may
go back with her to visit Germany; scrapbook being
made. 20 October 1894.
/95: (from Highbury): The unpleasant weather; visit
to meeting at Church of the Messiah to welcome
Mr and Mrs Jacks; fencing lessons; scrapbooks
being made; dinner for Aunt Lilian and Uncle
Herbert; a party in Birmingham at which Joseph
was 'much oppressed by the youthfulness of the
party' and he 'was still more overcome' after failing
to recognize Mr Wilson the Liberal Unionist
candidate for North Worcestershire; Ethel trying to
make a pincushion for Beatrice without success;
farm news. 25-27 October 1894.
/96: (from Highbury): Joseph, Mary and Ethel going
to London the next day; Mr Jacks' sermon; lunch
with Uncle Herbert and Aunt Lilian; fencing lesson;
horse riding; Mr (Mounspare?)'s visit for lunch;
dinner with Mr and Mrs Jacks. 31 October 1894.
/97: (from Highbury): Her and the family's stay in
London; visit to theatre; redecoration being carried
out at Joseph and Mary's house in London; lunch
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with Cecily [Debenham] and about her 'ugly' baby;
shopping; visit to another play; visit to art gallery;
the farm at Highbury. 6 November 1894.
/98: (from Highbury): The weather; the dog
'Crambo' being lost again; farm matters; visit to
dance at Maple Bank with Bertha; lunch with Mr
[Eglun?] and Aunt Alice; visit of Sir Henry James;
Mary's grandmother coming to visit from America.
14 November 1894.
/99: (from Highbury): A reception held at Highbury
attended by 'all the world and his wife'; the A.
Kenrick's dance. 17 November 1894.
/100: (from Highbury): Mr and Mrs Endicott arriving
soon from America; hockey games; farm news; the
dog 'Crambo' having returned; fencing lessons;
lunch at the Grove; horse riding; decoration having
been carried out at house. 23-24 November 1894.
/101: (from Highbury): Mr and Mrs Endicott's stay
at Highbury; horse riding; injury of dog; Lord
Radstock having come for lunch; German lessons;
clothes for a party/event. 28 November 1894.
/102: (from Highbury): Subscription dance attended
by Ethel and Hilda at the Assembly Rooms; visit to
German lecture; dance at Mrs W. Williams; the
injured dog; Ethel and Austen having gone to
dinner with Mr Collings, Professor and Mrs Long;
Lili having arrived; dance to be held at Highbury;
dolls having been sent by Aunt [Dora?] to be
dressed [to go to schools]; 'great state of glee'
following the Brigg by-election; old age meeting;
book by Anthony Hope being read; dinner with 'the
Moorgreens'. 6 December 1894.
/103: (from Highbury): Lili's stay at Highbury; the
horse having 'reared straight up on his tail' while Lili
was riding; Lady Ailsford and Miss Lenton having
come to lunch; dressing of dolls; the Kyrle Society's
outing; lunch at Baskerville; pigs at farm. 12-15
December 1894.
/104: (from Ahlsdorf, Bei Schönewalde): Journey to
Germany; stay with Mr and Mrs Siemens at
Ahlsdorf and about their house; Christmas with the
Siemens family; visit to opera and ballet in Berlin.
30 December 1894.
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/105: (from Thiergartenstrasse 37, Berlin): Ethel
enjoying her time in Berlin with it being 'just the gay
season here and we are going out every evening or
nearly and generally'; dinners, parties, and plays
etc attended by Ethel; visit to new Reichstag;
sleighing; visit to the Thiergarten. The letter is
annotated by Neville commenting that the 'letter
went down in the 'Elbe' and was afterwards
recovered and sent on'. 26-27 January 1895.
/106: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Ethel's return
from Berlin with Mr Siemens; visit to see Kate;
Ethel having joined a cookery class; poem by Amy;
Mr Vesey and Mr Russell having spoken on the
same platform at which there 'appears to have
been a little disturbance but that on the whole they
got a fairly quiet hearing'; visit to exhibition of old
masters at the Burlington; Joseph's speech on the
dissolution amendment; German letters read and
about Ethel's improved German language skills. 16
February [1895].
/107: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): The week having
'been chiefly devoted by all the family to having
colds, coughs and chills'; visit with Hilda to look at
the Venetians at New Gallery; cooking lesson;
German lesson; walk with Austen in Hyde Park;
visit of Mrs Jarvis (formerly Griffiths); book being
read; visit to comedy play 'The Importance of Being
Earnest'; horseriding; Ethel, Joseph and Ida going
to see play 'An Ideal Husband' at the Haymarket; a
new evening dress being made for Ethel. 27
February-2 March 1895.
/108: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Joseph, Hilda
and Ida going to play 'The Fatal Card'; dinner at
Daisy Sichel's house; horseriding; visit to see
Dorothy Keyes; Hilda and Joseph going to Battle
Abbey; visit to Dunshorne's gallery with Austen;
Mary to soon return from Cannes. 6-9 March 1895.
/109: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Dinners; new
giraffe at zoo; Mrs Harben and Amy having come
to lunch; horseriding with Austen; visit to see
Emmie; cooking lesson; visit of Sophie, Mrs and
Miss Mellor and Lady Camperdown; German
lessons; the Speaker [of the House of Commons] is
to resign due to ill health and Campbell-Bannerman
is expected to succeed him; dinner with Mr
Guillemard who commented about a very poor
speech by Austen yet Austen denied that he had
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spoke at all in the last ten days. 12-16 March 1895.
/110: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Visit to see
giraffe at zoo; Joseph, Mary and Ethel going to
Highbury; the farm at Highbury; Aunt Lina's visit for
lunch; new furniture at 40 Prince's Gardens; trees;
the garden; animals at Highbury. 28-30 March
1895.
/111: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Appreciation of
Neville's poem; recent visit to Highbury; the farm at
Highbury; fencing lesson; German lesson; visit to
see Kate [Bird]; cookery lesson; new riding boots
ordered and about her dream about the boots; 'At
Home' party at the Stracheys; Dr Wheeler of
Chicago 'believes that he has discovered The
Microbe of Death and also the means to destroy so
that henceforth no one can die by natural causes...I
believe the discovery came out first on the 1st of
April'; party at the St Loe Strachey's house. 5-6
April 1895.
/112: (from Highbury): A problematic journey to
Birmingham; fishing with Austen; the lameness of
the dog; the farm; the garden at Highbury; visit of
Mr Elwes 'an orchid man'. 11-12 April 1895.
/113: (from Highbury): The weather; the farm; visit
of Aunt Emily and Clara [Ryland, née
Chamberlain]; the garden. 17 April 1895.
/114: (from Highbury): Beatrice's letter about her
visit to Berlin; the garden; Uncle George to give a
dance on 3 May; Ethel to stay in Birmingham for a
short time after the others have returned to
London, though she finds it 'usually pretty dull
staying at Baskerville as of course I have no
occupations of my own there'; birds; visit of Mr G.
Peel to see Joseph; the Liberal Unionist's success
in the Mid Norfolk election; politics seeming
'generally to be coming out of the Slough of
Despond which they were in before Easter';
painting of card for Hilda's flower shows; the farm;
birds nests; visit to see Parrott who is much better.
24-26 April 1895.
/115: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Her stay at
Baskerville [house of relatives in Birmingham]; visit
with Aunt Clara to see acting at the Old Girls
Association at the High School; horseriding; Uncle
Fred's [Frederick Ryland] new pony on trial for the
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children; visit to see acting at the Alfred Oslers at
which Katie, Byng [Kenrick] and Bertha performed;
Aunt Clara's dinner to Mr and Mrs Jacks; Uncle
George's dance; Austen having returned to
Highbury; story about a man coming to break into
the house. 8-11 May 1895.
/116: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Visit to 'At Home'
party at Devonshire House; Gertie being 'a bit of a
disappointment'; Uncle Walter and Aunt Agnes and
Uncle Herbert and Aunt Lillian having taken a
house in Ennismore Gardens for two months;
Joseph, Austen and Mary having gone to Highbury;
farm news; Joseph and Ethel having gone to see
play 'The Home Secretary'. 17-18 May 1895.
/117: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Captain Lugard
having returned from Africa and told Ethel some of
his tales about the French in Africa; Joseph, Mary
and Ethel to return to Highbury; the farm at
Highbury; Mr and Mrs Rogers visit for lunch; riding
trip having been cancelled as a horse is lame and
Austen wishes to see the Sears family when they
visit Highbury. 23-25 May 1895.
/118: (from Highbury): A 'very dull week'; book 'Life
of Nelson' being read; hockey game; church
service; dinner at Baskerville with relatives; storks
by the pool; Shakespeare lectures attended; the
farm; German history lecture attended. 24-25
October 1895.
/119: (from Highbury): Church service on 'Hospital
Sunday'; horseriding; a cow on the farm having
been killed due to milk fever. 29 October 1895.
/120: (from Highbury): The farm; dinners with
relatives; plan for a cousin's party having fallen
through; Joseph, Mary and Austen having returned
to Highbury but went back soon after; Rosa having
asked Ethel to teach a Sunday school class until
Christmas which she has reluctantly accepted - 'I
foresee that shall be in a bad temper every Sunday
morning from now till Christmas'. 5-6 November
1895.
/121: (from Highbury): Uncle Arthur's horseriding
accident; new dress; a pet 'Tibbs' having got
trapped in the cavities of the house and had to be
rescued which was 'a good two hours job' requiring
the aid of carpenters; dance held by Aunt Alice at
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Maple Bank; Joseph having returned. 16
November 1895.
/122: (from Highbury): Aunt Lizzie's dance at the
Grand Hotel; her Sunday school classes; German
history lesson attended; lunch at The Grove
[William and Mary Kenrick's family home];
Blakemore's dance attended with Hilda; table cloth
made by Ethel; the forthcoming Century Ball;
hockey party to attend at The Grove; horseriding
with Millie; Uncle Arthur's recovery after his
accident but he is to have a slight operation; 27-29
November 1895.
/123: (from Highbury): Her feelings being 'much
injured' by Neville having missed her in his letter
writing; visit to the Century Ball with Hilda; hockey
party at The Grove; subscription dance attended
with Ida; dance given by the Nettlefolds; Gertie and
Mr Bowen's visit; the dog show; farm news
including about the six Highland cattle being sold;
accident to stork. 5 December 1895.
/124: (from Highbury): A party given by or to a
Duke; Captain Lugard soon going to South Africa
again; visit of Lady Ampthill; a mat having caught
fire at Highbury; Joseph having been made very
uncomfortable by the Duke's speech; Captain
Lugard's funny story; dance at the Edmunds; Ethel
having been mistaken for Hilda for about the third
time that year; preparations for a dance to be held
at Highbury; Liberal Unionist party at Highbury;
Dorothy Keyes and Daisy Sichel having come to
visit Highbury; a stork having died; the farm; them
having finished dressing thirty dolls [to go to
schools]. 18-20 December 1895.
/125: (from Highbury): Visit to the Century Club
entertainment at which tableaux, mainly from
pictures, were performed; dinner at Highbury with
Ernest and Cecily [Debenham], Tom and Truda, Mr
Crawfield, Mr Bruce, Mr Martineau and Mr
(Forden?); dinner with Mr and Mrs Wilson King, Mr
Collings and Mr Bunce; the karosses [animal skins]
having arrived and about decoration of the house;
decoration being carried out by Ida and Ethel in the
church; Christmas activities at Highbury; Christmas
presents; visit to see play at Baskerville written by
Aunt Clara [Ryland, née Chamberlain] and
performed by the four Ryland children, the two
Sonneschein boys and Dorothy Chamberlain
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[daughter of Herbert and Lillian Chamberlain?];
about the Ryland children; hockey party with 'The
Groves' [family of Neville's uncle and aunt William
and Mary Kenrick]. 27 December 1895.
/126: (from Highbury): The news about the
Transvaal; the 'Spectator' and about it's reporting of
Joseph's work; dance and house party to be held
at Highbury; her reading Werner V. Siemens'
autobiography; horseriding; the farm; Clara having
got chicken pox; Gertie's wedding. 16 January
1896.
/127: (from Highbury): 'A week full of excitement
and generally unsatisfactory what with Venezuela
and Transvaal'; church service attended; dance at
the Holders; horseriding with Austen; dance at the
Hardings; family dinner at Highbury. 3 January
1896.
/128: (from Highbury): Detailed account of dance
and house party (for a few days) at Highbury with
members of the family plus Miss Johnston, Miss
Bonham Carter, Miss Hawkshaw, Miss Hawkshaw,
Miss Hilda Kitson, Mr Wilson, Mr Richards, Mr
Guillemard, Mr Greg, Mr Grantham, Mr Pollen and
Mr Simey including about the dance, walk, visit to
travelling show, visit to The Grove, dinners; hockey
match against Handsworth Ladies Club; dance at
the Assembly Rooms; the farm. 23 January 1896.
/129: (from Highbury): Neville's problems with
Knowles [manager at the sisal plantation in the
Bahamas]; dance at the Assembly Rooms where
she met Mr Flower from Stourbridge; dental
appointment; the farm. 31 January 1896.
/130: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Her return to
London; it being 'nice to hear a little from Papa and
Austen of what they are doing though I fear what
with the House and the Office we shall not see very
much of them'; supper at Cecily [Debenham's];
horseriding with Austen; visit with Mary to House of
Commons and about speeches by Sir W. Harcourt,
Mr Balfour and Mr Goschen; visit to play 'Squire of
Danes'; visit to the St Loe Strachey's 'At Home'
party; visit to see Old Masters at Burlington House;
Joseph reported to have made a 'splendid speech';
her having been to her 'odious [Working Guild?]'
which she finds a 'bore'. 13-15 February 1896.
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/131: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Them feeling for
Neville 'in hearing bits of the [news about the]
Transvaal etc without getting the whole thing'; 'now
we have all settled down again and things seem
quite dull'; visit with Ida to see Spanish pictures at
the New Gallery; visit of Sir C. Euan Smith; dinner
with Cecily and Ernest [Debenham] and Mr and
Miss Duckworth; Ethel's work at the [Working
Guild?] three times a week which she dislikes at
the moment but hopes she will begin to take an
interest; visit with Mary to see Mrs Sully; fencing
lesson; horseriding during which she saw Mr
Guillemard; tea party in Mr Grantham's rooms; visit
to see Cousin Fanny in Hampstead but she was
away; Ethel's chickens. 20-21 February 1896.
/132: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Her chickens;
Millicent's engagement to Mr Napier Clavering; visit
to see the 'Prisoner of Zenda'; 'At Home' party at
Lady Tweedmouth's house at which she met Sir
Nicholas O'Connor; her work at the Guild mostly
sending off parcels; the horse 'Vanda' being lame;
Lady Euan Smith's party at which there was
skating. 6-7 March 1896.
/133: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Dinner with the
Sichels; visit to see Aunt Emma and Amy on their
return from Italy; work at the W. Guild; fencing
lesson; skating with Ida; 'At Home' party at the
Wemborne's house; a tale about a lady who was
run over and had her head cut off having been
found to be untrue; Cecily and Millicent's visit for
lunch and about the latter's engagement; visit to
see King Prempeh's treasures and about Joseph
and Mary planning to buy 'a few specimens...as a
souvenir if they are not too expensive'; tea in the
Colonial Office room where they saw other items;
Austen and Joseph having been to an all night
sitting at the House of Commons; items being sent
to Neville. 13 March 1896.
/134: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Visit to Highbury;
the farm; the dogs; the garden; visit to the Argyll
Street skating place with the two Miss Russells and
Lady Mary Morrison; dinner given by Mary with
guests including Mr Kemp, Mr Beaumont, Lady
Grantham, Mr Bayard, Mr Duncan Gillis [Agent
General for the Cape]; horseriding; skating; visit
with Mary to hear Joseph speak in the House of
Commons and about speeches by Joseph, Mr
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Labouchere and others. 21 March 1896.
/135: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): The dog Crambo
having been causing a nuisance and Ethel 'shall
have to have an interview with him and speak to
him very seriously about the matter'; Work at the
Guild where they were making the trousseau for
Miss Smith; fencing lesson; the horse 'Vanda'; visit
with Mary and Austen to see 'The Grand Duke'
performed at the Savoy; visit to Lady [Lucy Hicks
Beach's?] party; Joseph's satisfaction with the
reception given to his speech at Canada dinner
and 'he expects there to be an awful howl from the
Gladstonian papers but the articles in the Times,
Standard and Daily Telegraph this morning were all
rather favourable'; horseriding; Austen going to
Gibraltar; her plans for going to Birmingham; family
news; plan to go to boat race with Hilda. 26 March
1896.
/136: (from Highbury): Visit to the Oxford and
Cambridge boat race; Crambo (dog) being very ill;
Kate Bird staying at Highbury for a few days; the
garden; the farm; Aunt Clara [Ryland, née
Chamberlain], Uncle Fred [Frederick Ryland] and
Aunt Lina [Caroline James, née Chamberlain]
having come for lunch; Aunt Clara and Aunt Lina
being in favour of banning the bicycle but were
disappointed at hearing that Mary has learned to
cycle and Ida and Ethel were planning to learn
(they already knew Hilda was learning). 3-4 April
1896.
/137: (from Highbury): Bicycle purchased and Ethel
and Ida have been learning to ride it; dance at The
Grove; portrait of Joseph seen; chickens; the
Crambo dog and other animals. 10-11 April 1896.
/138: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Neville having
started collecting birds; the dance at Moor Green;
the garden at Highbury; Crambo seeming to have
recovered; the farm; dinner party at 40 Prince's
Gardens; Austen's return from his trip to Gibraltar;
horseriding. 17-18 April 1896.
/139: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Neville's
photographs; horses; visit to Mrs Goselin's 'At
Home' party; a display of flags; Ida and Ethel
buying new habits for horseriding; visit of the
Spanish Ambassador; her having met Mr
Guillemand; visit to private viewing at the Academy
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to see portrait of Joseph; Joseph and Mary having
gone to Highbury for Joseph's speech. 1 May 1896.
/140: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Mary having
gone to hear colonial debate at the House of
Commons; Ethel's poultry at Highbury; visit of the
two Mr Pollens and about Neville's 'one' having told
of his bicycling experiences; other visitors;
horseriding; a party at 40 Prince's Gardens; visit
with Beatrice to the Academy to see paintings;
dance at Lady Houldsworth's house; Hilda having
gone to stay with Miss Bonham Carter. 5 May
1896.
/141: (from Highbury): The weather having resulted
in Joseph and Mary having been delayed on
voyage back to Britain; Ethel's dental problems;
horses; the farm; letter from Austen; hockey game;
Joseph and Mary having had 'an awful voyage' due
to stormy weather. 9 October 1896.
/142: (from Highbury): Lunch with the Masons; the
garden; her interest in natural history; farm news;
house party to be held at Highbury with the new
agent at Pretoria and wife, Sir Robert Meade and
his daughter, and Mr Wilson. 16 October 1896.
/143: (from Highbury): A big dinner to be held to
meet Mr Goschen; party with the Pretoria agent [Mr
Conyngham Greene] etc; Mr and Mrs Goschen
having coming to stay at Highbury; Mr Goschen's
tale about some comments by Gladstone; visit to
the [Birmingham] Town Hall to hear Mr Goschen's
address to the Midland Institute on 'International
Prejudice'; Goschen having suggested that Joseph
should be a President of the Midland Institute and
should speak on 'Pessiminism' [sic.] but Joseph
didn't seem so keen on the idea; Mr Childers' tale
that 'in all the Cabinets he belonged to had one
ambition which was never gratified' - 'it was to be
allowed to express his views and he was never
able to'; letter from Austen. 23 October 1896.
/144: (from Highbury): Visit with Joseph and Mary
to Cliveden; visit to play 'Under The Red Rock' at
the Haymarket; fire irons being found for Mary's
room; journey from London to Highbury; the farm;
the dogs; Hilda's cold. 6 November 1896.
/145: (from Highbury): Visit to chrysanthenum show
at the [Birmingham] Town Hall; visit to see the
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Müller pictures at the [Birmingham] Art Gallery; the
dogs; visit to the 'Baskervillites'. 12-13 November
1896.
/146: (from Highbury): Hockey practice; preparation
for a dance to be held at Highbury; the Benedicts'
ball; horseriding; dolls being dressed [to be sent to
schools]; Emmie's marriage; the Scoter dog;
Thanksgiving Day celebrations. oil machine at the
farm. 26-27 November 1896.
/147: (from Highbury): Neville's remarks on
Beatrice's and Hilda's letter having 'produced much
feeling at the breakfast table'; visit to church to hear
Mr Stafford Brook preach; Emmie's engagement to
Mr White having broken off; visit with Hilda to
subscription dance at the Assembly Rooms;
Austen's meetings in his constituency and about
the one at Stirchley Street which Ethel attended;
preparation for house party and dance. 3-4
December 1896.
/148: (from Highbury): The house party at Highbury
with Clara Martineau, Mr and Mrs Oliver, Mr and
Mrs Rendel, Mr Pollock, Mr Richards, Mr
Duckworth, Mr Home and Mr Dickenson; dinner
with Edith Winn, Miss Wilson, Miss Holden and
Norah Beale; visit to zoo; calls to the hostesses of
the Benedicts Ball; horse riding with Millicent. 9-11
December 1896.
/149: (from Highbury): An earthquake which was
felt in Birmingham and much of England and
Wales; the weather; Hilda having gone to Berrow
Court [home of Neville's uncle Arthur Kenrick]. 18
December 1896.
/150: (from Highbury): The judges and their
marshals having come to Highbury - Sir John Day,
Mr Darling, Mr Sully [son of the Speaker of the
House of Commons] and Mr Cornwall; Aunt Alice,
Uncle Charlie, Aunt Lina, the Sonnenscheins and
Mr Mathews visit for dinner; Christmas shopping for
toys for the gardeners' children; family party at The
Grove [home of Neville's uncle and aunt William
and Mary Kenrick]; Christmas presents. 25
December 1896.
/151: (from Highbury): The family party; horseriding
with Austen; her 'spirits are depressed by having
just written to Mr Mountford [dentist?] for an
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appointment'; Ethel's poultry and about her turkey
provided for the family party; the West Indies
Commission coming to see Joseph at Highbury. 1
January 1897.
/152: (from Highbury): Neville's 'Rev Mann Tess'
[his praying mantis]; the visit of the Sugar
Commission; the Moseley bell-ringers having
played at Highbury; the cousins' party; the Charity
Ball to be held at the Grand Hotel; a horse being
lame; Sir Hugh S. Reid having come to lunch. 8
January 1897.
/153: (from Highbury): Horses including about a
horse having arrived and is on trial for a week;
horseriding with Austen; dinner at Harborne Hall
with Emmie and the two boys. 15 January 1897.
/154: (from 40 Prince's Gardens): Them being glad
that Neville is to spend some time in America;
Austen's accident; visits from members of the
family to see Austen; visit to see the Watts pictures
at the New Gallery; the dogs. 27 January 1897.
Arrangement: The letters are arranged by date.
127 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears (from deposit
correspondence dated 24 February 1972) that
these letters were deposited by Colonel A. T.
Maxwell in February 1972.
NC1/14/155-157

Letters from Ethel Chamberlain to Austen
Chamberlain

1892

Letters from Ethel Chamberlain to her half-brother
Austen Chamberlain.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/155: (from Highbury): News from Highbury
including about the farm and the farm accounts,
new cow 'Strawberry', damage caused by horse
'Jim'; Ethel's Italian classes; visit to see Aunt Clara
[Ryland, née Chamberlain]; Freda's ill health. 9-12
October 1892.
/156: (from Highbury): News from the farm at
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Highbury; a dance; insects. 18 October 1892.
/157: (from Highbury): Account of Cecily [Kenrick]
and Ernest [Debenham's] wedding; news from the
farm at Highbury; visit of Miss Souvestre [Ethel's
teacher]; other family news; visit to Maple Bank. 712 November 1892.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/15

Hilda Chamberlain correspondence and other
items
Correspondence to and from Hilda Chamberlain,
articles about Neville and Joseph Chamberlain,
and her birth certificate.
Administrative history: Caroline Hilda
Chamberlain was born in Birmingham in 1872. She
was the second daughter of Joseph Chamberlain
and his second wife, Florence Kenrick, and the
younger sister of Neville Chamberlain and Ida
Chamberlain. After attending school at Allenswood,
Wimbledon, and taking German classes at Mason
Science College, Hilda assisted Beatrice
Chamberlain in her work for the Children's Country
Holidays Fund in London in the 1890s. She also
worked with Ida to arrange events for members of
the London Pupil Teachers Association and was a
School Board Manager.
When she and Ida moved to Odiham, Hampshire,
in 1915, after the death of their father, Joseph
Chamberlain, Hilda became involved in wartime
agricultural schemes to increase food production
and organised the provision of school meals for
local children. She established the Odiham branch
of the Women's Institute in 1919, and was its first
President. She was elected to the Hampshire
County Executive of the Women's Institutes in
1921, and served on the Executive and
Consultative Council of the County Federation from
1924. She challenged the National Federation of
Women's Institutes over the reform of their
constitution from 1926 to 1928, eventually being
co-opted to that body. In 1935 she was appointed
assistant treasurer to the National Federation of
Women's Institutes and became treasurer in 1936.
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She was a member of the County Nursing
Association committee from 1922, and was
involved in the reform of services for the provision
of nurses for midwifery, district nursing and health
visitor duties, as well as the revision of Hospital
Contributory insurance schemes for district nursing
services. She was elected President of the County
Nursing Association in 1937.
As well as becoming more heavily involved in the
work of the Women's Institute to increase food
production and preservation during the Second
World War, she was also appointed chairman of
the Nursing Emergency committee to recruit
volunteers to be part-time nurses in civilian
hospitals in 1939. She died on 28 December 1967.
290 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/1/1

Hilda Chamberlain's birth certificate

1872

Birth certificate for Caroline Hilda Chamberlain
issued by the registrar of Edgbaston district.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/15/2

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Hilda
Chamberlain

1891-1914

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister Hilda
Chamberlain. This file contains only the earlier
letters dated 1891 to 1914, see NC18/1 for the
majority of letters from Neville to Hilda, between
1906 and 1940. There is some overlap between
the date ranges of the two files.
A letter from Neville to Hilda dated 4 January 1891
is not included in this series. See NC1/19/13 for a
transcript.
These include many letters sent while Neville was
managing a sisal plantation on Andros, in the
Bahamas.
The following is a summary of the letters, with
details of some of the principal topics:
/1: (from 365 Essex Street, Salem, Massachusetts
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then Brevoort House): Arrival in New York; Neville's
stay in Salem in Massachusetts where Neville saw
members of the Peabody, Endicott, Mason and
Loring families; the steamer service which Neville
planned to catch having been cancelled so Neville
must remain in the USA for another fortnight. See
NC1/19/20 for a transcript of this letter. 6-7 May
1891.
/2: (from Mastic Point): A temporary strike of
Neville's workers; account of Neville's work on
Andros Island; comments of Neville's workers;
sharks. See NC1/19/29 for a transcript of this letter.
20 June 1891.
/3: (from Mastic Point): Orchids; the heat; Neville
finding the local dialect difficult to understand; visit
from Mr Cairncross; clearance of ground; Neville's
new sailing boat named after Beatrice; Knowles
going to Nassau so will be left to manage the sisal
plantation and his fifty workers on his own. See
NC1/19/34 for a transcript of this letter. 31 July
1891.
/4: (from Mastic Point): Neville's visit to see Mr
Keith, travelling there on his sailing boat 'Beatrice',
and about him 'vowing never to go near the place
again' after Keith did not give Neville any lunch;
building of Neville's house; the heat; voyage and
cart-ride to Nassau; stay at Government House;
return voyage to Andros. See NC1/19/37 for a
transcript of this letter. 19-28 August 1891.
/5: (from Mastic House): Shells to be sent to Hilda
for her collection; orchids; Neville's vegetable
garden; his house; the place being 'infested with
small curs which come about for food and make
the night hideous with shrill barks' and about
Neville's dog protecting his house; Neville having
got twelve sheep; the first big [water] tank having
been finished. See NC1/19/49 for a transcript of
this letter. 18 November 1891.
/6: (from Andros, then Government House): Gifts
sent from various people; Neville's Christmas
activities; Christmas celebrations of the people at
Mastic Point including procession with 'the
celebrated Mastic Point band' and about their
cheers for Neville and Joseph; Knowles having
returned to Andros with Mrs Knowles and their
children; Neville's voyage to Nassau; illness of Sir
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Ambrose and Lady Shea; flowers. See NC1/19/53
for a transcript of this letter. 27 December 1891-5
January 1892.
/7: (from Andros): Neville's finger injury; thanks for
items from home; Neville's meals; books being
read; planting of sisal crops; the Knowles and
Abbott family including about Mrs Knowles' illness;
a gale; the Prince's death having led to festivities in
Nassau which Neville has been invited to being
postponed until 20 February; Neville's house
including about his library having arrived and his
new flags. Some pieces of fabric are included with
the letter. See NC1/19/58 for a transcript of this
letter. 27 January 1892.
/8: (from Andros): Mr Shawe's stay at Mastic Point
for information on sisal; visit to Keith's plantation
with Shawe; visit of two Baptist ministers; thanks
for drawings of orchids; fishing trip; Neville's
garden; Mrs Knowles' cooking and mending of
Neville's clothes. See NC1/19/63 for a transcript of
this letter. 5-6 March 1892.
/9: (from Andros): Delays to mail happening
regularly; survey of the plantation; the summer
having set in; food; Juan's ill health; Neville's new
cat; decoration of Neville's house now being
finished; Neville going to see a man who will come
to Mastic Point during Neville's absence; exchange
of land with an old man. See NC1/19/68 for a
transcript of this letter. 16-20 April 1892.
/10: (from Andros): Travelling dress of his friend
'Alick Keit'; Neville's furniture and bath having
arrived; photography; Austen and Neville's garden
improvements; the place 'being overrun with fever
again'; his cook and about her belief in spirits;
arrival of 'the Pride'; Mr [James] Sands [Neville's
Nassau agent] having arrived to look at the sisal
plantation; Austen having left Andros to return
home; dogs getting into Neville's sheep-pen. See
NC1/19/85 for a transcript of this letter. 15-24
November 1892.
/11: (from Andros): Mail from home; photographs
by Neville; a new pony; Neville being thought of as
someone who can cure all ills by the local people;
local stories including of the mythical creature
'Chikki-Charmi'; planting on rough ground; story of
mistake over a chocolate cake. See NC1/19/97 for
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a transcript of this letter. 13-15 February 1893.
/12: (from Andros Island): Problem with horses;
Neville's expedition to 'Johnson Coppit'; his
attempts at shark fishing; photography; visit of
Forsyth and his friend Wright who is thinking of
starting an orange grove; the workers 'cutting for all
they are worth' in advance of Joseph's visit being
concerned that he may stop production like Keith's
father did when he came to Keith's plantation and
about the local people's stories about Joseph and
Austen. See NC1/19/103 for a transcript of this
letter. 20-30 March 1893.
/13: (from Andros): Birthday greetings for Hilda;
Neville's garden; his 'medical reputation' having
grown after treating a case of quinsy; Mrs Knowles
having found a new cook; Nassau still appearing
'topsy-turvy' after the riot. 28 April 1893.
/14: (from SS Niagara, then Nassau): Account of
voyage on SS Niagara including about their
encounter with a sinking ship; arrival at Nassau
which was decorated with flags in Joseph's honour
and about the welcome of the people of Nassau for
Joseph with 'the whole city [having] had been in a
ferment of excitement...and all work was
suspended'. See NC1/19/115 for a transcript of this
letter. 16-17 October 1893.
/15: (from Andros): The weather; the garden; Mrs
Knowles worrying about being left in Andros when
her husband goes away; fever being prevalent; Mr
Allie Cash having arrived at Mastic Point to
become the new company storekeeper;
mosquitoes; Keith's illness after getting a sapodilla
seed stuck in his throat; Mr Powell Mason and Mr
Peabody to give Neville a cart; the two mules and
three horses on the plantation; Neville's new book
cases; Knowles having left; Russell [the former
shopkeeper] to be discharged at the end of the
year. See NC1/19/119 for a transcript of this letter.
29 November-8 December 1893.
/16: (from Andros): Neville's illness with neuralgia
and later an absess in his jaw; visit of Matthews
and Webb; about Matthews and him being 'a
doctor, surgeon, dentist, stone mason, carpenter,
photographer, house painter, a bold and
experienced seaman, a boat builder, a gardener, a
magistrate and a missionary all rolled into one';
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Neville's garden; Neville's dog which had been
given away having returned and started howling so
Neville had him drowned; Neville's oil lamp having
caught fire; the Knowles family having returned;
Neville's boxes having arrived. See NC1/19/125 for
a transcript of this letter. 23-29 January 1894.
/17: (from Andros): The new shop having been built
and work is to start on painting it; the kettle; the
stablemen; 'ocean hole' from which water is to be
drawn; building of engine house; the weather;
books being read. See NC1/19/133 for a transcript
of this letter. 3-11 April 1894.
/18: (from Andros): Celebrations following the
wedding of Captain [Edden's] daughter; not much
work going on at present; Neville's garden and
about his 'miraculous gardener'; visit of Mr Green,
an Andros planter. See NC1/19/137 for a transcript
of this letter. 9 May 1894.
/19: (from Andros): [Sir Ambrose] Shea returning to
the Bahamas as Governor which has 'filled
[Greenwood, the Colonial Secretary] with despair'
which Neville is unsurprised about 'for the
Restoration is unpopular in the colony and there is
sure to be awful trouble in the household'; stay in
Nassau including about visit of Matthews to
Government House who had never been before as
Lady Shea offended them; voyage to Andros;
arrival back at Mastic Point and about the state of
things there on his arrival; Neville's house being 'in
some disorder'; his garden. See NC1/19/146 for a
transcript of this letter. 21 October 1894.
/20: (from Andros): Neville's voyage and about a
disagreement with the captain of a ship; visit of
Keith and his sisters on Christmas Day; the
Christmas Day celebrations of the people on
Andros; Christmas goods sold at the shop having
'gone like wildfire'; Neville's curtains; mail from
home; him having broken his glasses; the very cold
weather; difficulties in getting ballast for the brig;
visit to a chapel on Andros and about the 'rushing'
he received; deputatation of local people to
congratulate Neville; Neville disliking canned meats
and about how 'attempts at cooking beyond the
barest elements have disappeared but I can't be
fussed to 'worry wid it' '. See NC1/19/151 for a
transcript of this letter. 25 December [1894]-2
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January 1895.
/21: (from Andros): The very cold weather which
has led to work being abandoned; walk to see
Keith with Brown, who was not as good a walker as
Neville; newspapers having not arrived; Neville
learning higher algebra; his garden; his praying
mantis; book on Mendelssohn being read. See
NC1/19/156 for a transcript of this letter. 10
February 1895.
/22: (from Andros): Webb's visit; about Brown
having been led to believe that he was to be a
companion to Neville and manager at the
plantation; frustration with Sands who had not sent
Neville anything; delay to repairs to the Pride [of
Andros] [the Andros Fibre Company ship]; damage
to book sent by Mary; Levy's book 'Napoleon
Intime' being read; subscription to the Shea
Memorial Fund; Dixey having sent Neville some
new glasses; food eaten and about his cook;
Brown's difficulties, though Neville feels 'he is
improving very much and may turn out a useful
man in time'; the Keith family requesting Neville's
quinine; Neville having stopped collisions on the
railway with a fine of one shilling for every collision;
the railway having been completed to the engine
house; Neville's surprise that Hoyt was captain of
the Cienfuegos when it sunk; article by Kidd;
Neville's garden; Greenwood remaining in Nassau
as Colonial Secretary until the new Governor
[Haynes Smith] arrives; Neville's praying mantis;
Brown having been underfeeding himself to save
money in order to marry a barmaid; plan to give
Brown and Cash a house; Knowles having
'recovered wonderfully since he has been back;
indeed you would never suppose that he had
recently suffered so great a loss'; a wild agave
plant having grown. See NC1/19/157 for a
transcript of this letter. 19-21 February 1895.
/23: (from Andros): Growing of fruit in his garden;
illness of cook; visit to see the Keith family; a house
being built for Neville's iguanas; Brown having
difficulties with the sisal cleaning machinery;
practical joke of one of the workers; books being
read; expects that Knowles 'will have a beastly
time' when Neville returns home to Britain for the
summer; Neville and Knowles keeping poultry;
shoeing of Neville's horses etc; the mate and
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captain of the Pride [of Andros] having gone home
contrary to Neville's orders; house for the iguanas;
expectation he will shortly be 'inundated with
visitors' - Forsyth, Webb, Mr and Mrs Kirk, Sands,
and Menendez [a Nassau planter]; visit of
Cairncross who has been 'disowned by his
syndicate' leaving him 'without a cent' so cannot
get away from Andros and 'had not seen a white
man or a paper since August and is only kept alive
by the good nature of a black man who feeds him';
Neville's garden. See NC1/19/161 for a transcript of
this letter. 14 April 1895.
/24: (from Government House, Nassau, Bahamas):
Neville's voyage to Nassau; John Edden greeting
Neville [Captain of the Pride of Andros, the Andros
Fibre Company's ship]; Neville meeting the new
Governor of the Bahamas [Sir W. Haynes Smith];
visit to see Walpole and dinner with the Captain of
the Partridge. See NC1/19/169 for a transcript of
this letter. 28 October 1895.
/25: (from Andros): The sisal cleaning machine of
which 'really we speak and think of nothing else
here' and about it being operated; mail from home;
an 'immense communication from Sir Ambrose'
[Shea]; Garland to arrive soon to work at the sisal
plantation; Neville having received forms of
warrants etc so he can begin his work as
magistrate; Eustace [Neville's servant] having given
his notice to cease working for Neville; book by
Keith's father 'Plea for a Simpler Life' which
'inveighs against all drugs and doctors stuff, and
recommends a less elaborate diet' to which Neville
and Knowles are 'entirely converted' having given
up on butcher's meat and alcohol; people being
careless with the machine leaving Neville to
anticipate a bad accident. See NC1/19/172 for a
transcript of this letter. 25 November-2 December
1895.
/26: (from Andros): The weather being good for the
fibre; news about Venezuela and the Transvaal
and about the problems in receiving the news;
Uncle Arthur and Uncle Fred [Frederick Ryland]
planning to come to Nassau; good reports of
Knowles' health [he had recently suffered from a
psychological breakdown]. See NC1/19/178 for a
transcript of this letter. 20-23 January 1896.
/27: (from Andros): The grapefruit which Neville
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sent home having rotted before it arrived; Neville
finding the news about the Transvall 'frightfully
exasperating'; Neville's annoyance with Lescher
who had not even acknowledged the account
books sent to him; work of the baling press; work
on drying the fibre; books and articles; Neville's
legal work including case of a woman who put
broken glass in a man's breakfast out of jealousy;
Neville's correspondence with Dr Charles S. Dolley
[American botanist] who wished to know the
scientific names of plants for which he had a list of
local names; Neville's foreman Abraham Rolle
being off work with an ulcer on his foot; McKenzie,
the second overseer failing to do Rolle's work
competently; Garland 'manages very well' and is
'socially...one better than Cash and Knowles but no
great shakes to talk with' but 'a good fellow and I
like him'. See NC1/19/179 for a transcript of this
letter. 29-31 January 1896.
/28: (from Andros): Neville feeling very pleased that
Britain is to reoccupy Dongola; photographs taken
by Neville; his bird collecting; mosquitoes; book
being read; the mail having not arrived from home;
Government grant received for building a road
through the settlements on Andros after Neville had
drew up a petition for it. See NC1/19/185 for a
transcript of this letter. 2-3 April 1896.
/28a (from Government House, Nassau): Neville's
recent voyage from New York to Nassau which he
considered 'the worst voyage I have ever made'
due to heavy storms which caused many parts of
the ship to be flooded; much cleaning of sisal to be
done; [Reverend] Matthews to visit Mastic Point;
the Andros Fibre Company's ship the Pride [of
Andros] having been damaged in a gale. 13
October 1896.
/28b: (from Andros): Voyage on the Pride of
Andros; visit of [Reverend] Matthews and the
Bishop to Mastic Point; Neville's 'little tiff with the
Ward Co.'; stories told by Neville and the crew of
the Pride of Andros; Knowles request for the
balance of his money; Reverend Tiss having died;
Neville's iguanas; engagement of Villiers; birds;
anecdote of the comments of Neville's stableman.
23-26 January 1897.
/29: (from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
Hilda's visit to Egypt; Neville going the next day to
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Llandrillo with Lio [Lionel Richards, husband of
Neville's sister Ethel]; his stay with Uncle George
near Shrewsbury; the forthcoming election which
Austen is not expected to take part in due to his
illness; Joseph having upset a secret arrangement
made with Vince; Joseph's ill health; Joseph having
suggested to Mary going away for a period after
the election; Miss Allen and her companion having
returned; visit to Baskerville to see relatives; 'poor
little Hilda' [Hilda Mary Richards, daughter of
Ethel]'s cold; Uncle Arthur's 'disapproval of some of
John's violent methods' and about visit of Arthur to
dinner; 'business looks a little better for the New
Year' [at Hoskins and Sons Ltd] and about Neville's
new amalgamation scheme; 'at Elliotts [Metal
Company] things are rather bad' and 'Bonham
Carter will have to go'. 26 December 1905.
/30: (from Highbury): Neville's appreciation of
Hilda's letters; him feeling 'rather lonely and bored'
and wishes Hilda was there; Joseph's 'sanguine'
letters and about him writing 'as though in a month
or two he might be taking an active part in politics'
while Neville supposes that 'none of us expect that
he will ever do any public work again'; Highbury
being 'in a most hideous condition of spring
cleaning'; visit of two men from New Zealand;
supper with Milly and Claude; Joe's [Austen and
Ivy's son] ailments; the garden; Neville's
forthcoming speech at the Grand Committee
meeting. 27 April 1908.
/31: (from Highbury): Neville's appreciation of
Hilda's letter and commenting on previous letters
says 'it does seem too stupid that you and I should
go on writing to each other about things that are
only on the surface and say so little of the things
that really matter'; Hilda's concern for Hilda Mary
Richards; feels that Hilda should now have a home
of her own; Neville's thoughts about marriage for
himself and for Hilda; suggestion that Hilda comes
home for a few weeks; the weather; meeting to be
held of delegates to discuss a scheme regarding
hospitals; Neville having 'settled the milk
controversy by stopping the gift of milk altogether'.
4 May 1908.
/32: (from Highbury): Aunt Clara [Ryland, née
Chamberlain] having come home following the
death of Tom; Byng, Neville and Truda being
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executors of Tom's will; holiday with relatives at
Bryn; walk with Aunt Alice; visit to see Mrs Kay; his
return home to Birmingham; visit to the
[Birmingham] Botanical Gardens; visit to see see
Aston about the Dispensary scheme; 'trade
remains abominably bad and we are in a sorry
plight at Hoskins'; 'Elliotts is pretty satisfactory on
the other hand'. 13 June (year not given).
/33: (from West Woodhay House, Newbury,
Berkshire): Hilda being 'the principal source of my
enjoyment of life'; his stay at West Woodhay House
(with Lillian [Cole], Aunt Mary [Kenrick, née
Chamberlain], [Leopold] Amery, Alfred Cole, Mrs
Porter, Miss Cole, Mrs Murray, Norman
[Chamberlain]). 15 May 1910.
/34: (on board S. S. Carthage, then from Tunisia
Palace, Tunis): Account of Neville and Anne's
honeymoon including about their visit to Paris,
voyage to La Goulette [Tunisia], arrival in Tunisia
and stay in Tunis; them feeling as 'if we were quite
an old married couple and we enjoy every minute
of our lives'. 9-10 January 1911.
/35: Postcard (postmarked from Tunis, Tunisia)
with photograph of Kairouan and description of a
building on the photograph by Neville. 16 January
1911.
/36: (from Hammam Muskoutine, Algeria): Money
to be given to Mrs Wilson King for house for Neville
and Anne to stay in on their return to Birmingham;
Carter to be appointed as temporary cook; Hilda's
activities/news; politics being 'in a poisonous
condition and I hate to think of them'; book
'Principles of Heredity' by Dr Archdell Reid; Neville
and Anne's honeymoon in North Africa including
about visit to carpet shops, train journey, their stay
in Hammam Maskoutine staying with Monsieur
Paul, visit to the ruins of the old Roman city of
Announa, walks. 20 January 1911.
/37: (from Bougie): Hilda's news from home
including about alterations to winter plans; the
marriage feeling like a dream; Neville and Anne's
honeymoon in North Africa including about visit to
El Kantara, the people, visit to Tilaton, the
landscape, partridge shooting, walks up mountains,
visit to Biskra. 1 February 1911.
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/38: (from Hotel St George, Mustapma-Supérieur,
Algiers): Sympathises with Hilda's 'constant change
of plans and inability to decide on anything without
having it instantly upset'; their plans for going to
Paris; arrangements for a house when they return
to Birmingham; Neville and Anne's honeymoon in
North Africa including about their stay in Algiers. 5
February 1911.
/39: (from 19 Highfield Road, Edgbaston): Neville
to ask Uncle Walter about Knipe; their stay at 19
Highfield Road [house temporarily rented by Neville
and Anne from Mr and Mrs Wilson King]; plans for
Neville and Anne's new house [Westbourne]; Mr
Catt being considered for job of gardener; visit to
John and Hilda's house; presents still being
received; news about Hoskins and Son Ltd. 19
February 1911.
/40: (from 19 Highfield Road): Anne having now got
a housemaid and a kitchen maid but are still trying
to find a parlour maid and cook; Neville and Anne
trying to find furniture etc for their new house
Westbourne; the garden at Westbourne and about
Catt having started as gardener; dinner with Lillian
[Cole]; luncheon party to be held with Johhnie and
his wife, Arthur and Helen [Chamberlain; Neville's
cousin and the wife of his cousin], and Frank Muir;
dinner at Highbury. 12 March 1911.
/41: (from 19 Highfield Road): Joseph's gout;
Neville's work that week; the decision having been
made to close Pembrey [the Elliott's Metal
Company works in South Wales] and about the
closure being expected to take a year until current
contracts are finished; dinner at Clovelly with
Gerald and Ruth; dinner given by Neville and Anne
with Aunt Alice, Uncle Charlie and Norman;
carpets, furniture etc for Westbourne; the garden at
Westbourne; Anne having been looking tired and
tries to do too much and Dr Clayton has 'put a
stopper on her activity'. 9 April 1911.
/42: (unaddressed): Anne's appreciation of Hilda's
letters; them being 'both very happy' and 'life is
once more worth living'; Anne having had many
visitors; the interest paid by people in Neville and
Anne's wedding. 20 March 1911.
/43: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda (from
19 Highfield Road): Anne and Neville's visit to Aunt
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Alice where 'she felt tired most of the time'; the
decoration in progress at Westbourne; Neville
having 'refused to stand' [as Parliamentary
candidate for South Birmingham] - 'they wanted
him very much to do so and I for one have quite
decided that he shall do so tho[ugh] not this time'
and says 'he's wasting himself at present, however
much he may be doing here'. The letter was not
finished by Anne and was continued by Neville
saying that 'Annie wished to throw away this scrap,
but I insisted on sending it' and adds 'a line of
explanation' regarding Dr Clayton having confirmed
that Anne is pregnant which Neville had been
'pretty certain' about 'for some little time' and is
feeling 'very elated, but at the same time rather
anxious for the next three weeks' with him being
concerned about Anne, and hopes 'for a boy to
begin with! and then I needn't envy any of my
cousins any longer'. 21 April [1911].
/44: (from Westbourne): Weekend with Charles
Rothschild to collect a very rare moth and about
Rothschild's garden; expedition of aldermen and
councillors to visit the water works in Wales [of
Birmingham City Council]; visits to concerts which
'have undoubtedly achieved their object in raising
the popular taste in orchestral music...'; Ernest's
term of office as Lord Mayor of Birmingham coming
to an end and about Harrison Barrow who is to
become the next Lord Mayor; organization meeting
[of the local Unionist Party] attended and about
'distinctly encouraging' canvas returns for the Party
in Rotton Park; Dorothy's birthday party; [Hoskins
and Sons] works trip to New Brighton and about
Neville's speech in which he announced a bonus to
be given to workers based on profit levels which
Neville hopes may save the company from strike or
its workers joining a trade union; him hoping to
introduce a similar scheme at Elliotts now that he is
Chairman of the company; his housing enquiry; the
'Covenant demonstration' having been decided to
be held elsewhere rather than Highbury but Neville
would prefer Amery to cancel it. 28 June 1914.
46 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain
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These letters largely comprise correspondence
dating from before Hilda moved to Odiham with her
sister, Ida, after the death of Joseph Chamberlain
in 1914, but there are a number of letters dating
from 1915, and a small number of letters dating
from the late 1930s, and from 1940. The majority of
the correspondence between Neville Chamberlain
and his sisters, Hilda and Ida, is described at
NC18/1 and NC18/2.
The letters in this series can be divided into four
distinct phases; the first, between 1893 and 1896,
covers the period when Neville Chamberlain was in
the Bahamas, supervising the cultivation of sisal on
Andros, on a plantation established by the
Chamberlain family. Hilda was living at the family
homes at Highbury, Birmingham, and 40 Princes
Gardens, Kensington, London, during this period,
and the letters she wrote to her brother contain a
wealth of information about her social activities,
particularly with members of the extended
Chamberlain and Kenrick families, and are a
valuable source for the study of Hilda's family and
social life, providing evidence of the closeness of
the Chamberlain siblings during this period and
their interaction with their father, Joseph
Chamberlain, and stepmother, Mary Endicott
Chamberlain. The letters also give a view of Hilda's
welfare work in London during the 1890s,
particularly with the London Pupil Teachers
Association, and with the Children's Country
Holidays Fund, together with her half sister,
Beatrice.
There are no letters between 1897 and 1903, and
the second phase covers the period from 1904 to
1906 and consists of only three letters, written to
Neville from London while he was working in
Birmingham in 1904 and 1906, and from
Switzerland in 1905, where Hilda had spent time
with their sister, Ethel, while she was dying of
tuberculosis. The 1904 and 1906 letters relate to
political issues of concern to Joseph Chamberlain.
The third phase covers the period from 1907 to
1914 and comprises letters written to Neville from
the French Riviera, predominantly from Cannes,
where Hilda was accustomed to spend several
months during the winter and spring of each year
following Joseph Chamberlain's stroke in July 1906
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in an attempt to accelerate his rehabilitation in a
warmer climate, together with her sister, Ida, and
their stepmother, Mary. These letters provide an
insight into Hilda's life after this traumatic event and
convey her fears about her future life, her distress
about her father's condition and about the death of
her sister, Ethel, and her now limited access to her
niece, Hilda Mary Richards. They also contain
information about her social life in Cannes, and are
more focused on political developments during this
period, seen in the context of the political careers
of her father, and her half brother, Austen
Chamberlain.
The final phase covers the period from 1915 to
1940, although the majority of letters in this section
date from 1915. These letters relate to Hilda's life in
the Hampshire village of Odiham after the death of
Joseph Chamberlain, where she and her sister,
Ida, bought a house. Letters from 1915 discuss the
progress of the First World War, and contain some
information about the war work the sisters were
involved with in London. The remaining letters,
dating from the late 1930s, and from 1940, are
largely concerned with Neville's ministerial career
and with his foreign policy as Prime Minister,
particularly relating to his efforts to prevent the
outbreak of war between Britain and Germany in
1938. Letters dating from 1940 focus on his state of
health following surgery for colon cancer, but also
contain references to the effects of the Blitz on
London and other regions of the country in
September that year.
165 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/1-3

1893 letters

1893

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1893, while he was
working in the Bahamas, at Andros. The letters are
concerned with family and social events during the
Christmas period, mostly at the family home at
Highbury.
/1: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Gives details of her drive in
an open carriage in Regent's Park with her father,
Joseph Chamberlain, who is suffering from
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neuralgia; mentions that he has recently made a
speech at Braintree at the invitation of Lord
Raleigh; social engagements with Ida including
visiting Mrs Paul and Cecily and her new baby
[Marjorie Cecily, born 3 December]; she and Ethel
have been to hear Mrs Strachey read from 'The
Elder Brother' by Fletcher and 'Arcadia', and to call
on Sophy; she has bought a vase for Ida and been
for a walk in Kensington Gardens. 14 December.
/2: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Gives brief details of a recent dinner
attended by the Duchess of Manchester; she has
been to be photographed 'which meant posing for
about an hour & a half' and has arranged flowers
for the table; discusses the progress of various
flowers at Highbury and describes the current state
of the gardens; Austen plans to cut down hedges
on the 'Park'; the weather has been rainy but they
have visited the Century Club with entertainment
by Grossmith; Maggie has told her that Aunt Dora
is very impressed with Neville's character 'so you
see your call was not thrown away'; she saw
UncleArthur Kenrick there who still seemed 'sore
about not having taken the prize for cyclamens';
describes making and wrapping presents for
Christmas. 22 December.
/3: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She is sorry to hear that the weather
[on Andros] has been stormy and that there are so
many mosquitos; she has received a bullfinch for
Christmas from Mary and gives details of the books
she has received from other members of the family,
for which she will have to have another bookshelf
made; Austen has bought an expensive illustrated
edition of 'Les Trois Mousquetaires'; they have
been to see Aunt Clara and Uncle Fred who will
have to go to Australia; gives news of Aunt Emily's
health; she has accepted an invitation from Hilda
Kitson to go to Leeds for two dances. 29
December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/4-35

1894 letters

1894

Letters written from Hilda Chamberlain to her
brother, Neville Chamberlain dated 1894, while he
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was working in the Bahamas, at Andros. There are
no letters for the period between June and
October, as Neville was in Britain during that time.
The letters largely discuss family and social news
and engagements, but also give details about
Hilda's German and dancing classes; her Sunday
School teaching; and her occasional work at
Sparkhill hospital; as well as her work with the
London Pupil Teachers Association to provide
entertainment for pupil teachers. Political matters
are mentioned briefly, in relation to the
parliamentary responsibilities of her father, Joseph
Chamberlain, and her brother, Austen
Chamberlain.
/4: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Sends New Year greetings; she has
had her first dancing lesson and describes her
efforts to learn the steps; gives details of plans for
the new ground at Highbury and her work with her
father, Joseph Chamberlain to mark out on the
ground where the path would go and how the
ponds would fit; she has been to the Grove [at
Harborne] to play hockey, where she met some of
her male cousins; the weather has been cold and
snowy and the house is cold; Mary is worried about
the pipes freezing; they have had a family dinner to
which Aunt Agnes arrived late; Ida is going to the
Riviera with Aunt Clara. 5 January.
/5: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Ida has been making preparations to
go to Italy and has been distracted; they have had
news that she, Aunt Clara and Miss Ryland arrived
safely in Hyeres though their luggage had been left
at Marseilles; she has been to her dancing class
and has been dancing at the Assembly Rooms;
she has visited Jessie Peacock and Auntie and
saw Uncle Arthur there; Ruth and Lottie have left
for their new school at St Andrews; gives a detailed
description of plans to expand the pool at Highbury
which will include cutting down trees, and provides
a sketch. 20 January.
/6: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Hopes to receive a letter from Neville
soon and supposes the mail from the Bahamas has
missed the boat at New York; gives her impression
of Mr Jacks, the Unitarian Minister at Liverpool who
has been to preach at Birmingham and is staying
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with Arthur Kenrick ; Mr Spring Rice has been to
stay, and has been telling them about his time in
Japan; she has been to her dancing lesson and for
lunch at Aunt Emily's where she played duets with
Clara; she has walked over the new ground with
Mary 'I imagine Mr Cadbury has begun putting up
his bank along his boundary. It is to be 3ft high & is
about 3ft in width' which she thinks will affect his
view from his drawing room; comments on Neville's
account of his Christmas festivities and his diet;
she is going to visit the Women's Hospital at
Sparkhill with Aunt Lina and then to Harborne Hall
to spend Sunday with Aunt Agnes; she has agreed
to give a Sunday School class for Rosa while she
is in the Riviera; Cecily has visited with the baby;
mentions the recent disturbances in Egypt and
notes that the Khedive has dismissed his Secretary
of War. 24 January.
/7: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Recent storms have brought down
trees at Moor Green and on Mr Cadbury's estate,
and there has been more damage in Birmingham;
Austen has had to go to Redditch for a meeting;
describes the ongoing changes to the grounds at
Highbury which 'have quite altered the character of
the place'; she and Ethel have been to the Century
Club for musical entertainment and dancing with a
performance by the Marine Artillery Band, but she
did not enjoy the evening 'I rather dislike the
polyglot entertainment'; she has walked to lunch
with Aunt Clara in the rain, and comments that
Aunt Clara has a much better opinion of Ida's
practical skills since their holiday in the Riviera. 14
February.
/8: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Hopes that Neville's abcess
will not return, and hopes that his neuralgia will
improve; she has attended a musical party at
Madame Blumenthal's with Mary, which included a
cello solo and songs; she and Ida have been to
Burlington house to see the pictures and has been
shopping with Mary on Regents Street; she and
Ethel have been to an 'At Home' at the Sichels'
house 'they were rather an amusing set of people,
not exactly like what we generally meet being
mostly literary or artistic', where she spoke to the
son of a poor fisherman in Scotland who has been
educated and come to live in London; describes
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her visit with Mary to a mandolin and viol club
conducted by a Spanish man and with Austen to
the Grafton gallery; she and Ida are going to a
Pupil Teachers class 'to see what we can do'. 24
February.
/9: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Describes the rain and thick
fog which has reduced them to using gaslight
during the day; she has been with Joseph
Chamberlain and Mary to see 'The Headless Man'
and to the British Museum where [Sir Edward]
Maunde Thompson showed them some medieval
and early modern documents including papers from
the reign of Henry VI, and letters from Charles II
which she describes; they have held a dinner party
attended by Colonel Wodehouse, Mr Harcourt, Mr
Bernard Holland and Mr Milner; she has been
taking a walk in Kensington Gardens each morning
and has been with Austen and Mr Collings to see
'Utopia Limited' by Gilbert and Sullivan; comments
on rumours about Gladstone's resignation and
deteriorating eyesight, and on the news of his
retirement; she has heard his last speech as Prime
Minister from the Ladies Gallery and reports that
Lord Rosebery is likely to become Prime Minister;
she and Ida are to take twelve pupil teachers to the
Tower of London and then to tea; she has
accepted an invitation to Bellam Hall for Easter and
she has been to a reception at the Sichels;
mentions that she is going to a charity musical and
dramatic entertainment with Cecily. 28 February.
/10: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Describes the trip she and Ida
organised to take the pupil teachers to the Tower of
London; she and Ethel have been to see cousin
Fanny, and cousin Edith and Uncle Stanton; Mary
has been to the 'drawing room' to be presented to
the Queen; she and Ida have had a pupil teachers'
tea and showed them Mary's dress [which she
wore to meet the Queen]; mentions that she and
Ida have been to tea with Aunt Emma and Amy
who is giving a lecture near Rugby on Rameses II
and Egypt; describes her dinner with Mrs Courtney
and the dance which she attended afterwards; she
has been to Burlington House to see the Old
Masters exhibition again, and to the pantomime at
Drury Lane with Mary; the Duke and Duchess of
York have asked Joseph Chamberlain and Mary to
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dinner, and she has received an invitation from D.
Keyes to go to Sandgate for a fancy dress ball after
Easter which she is allowed to go to. 10 March.
/11: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: They have had a large
number of visitors; she and Beatrice have been to
the Blumenthals where they saw one of the
Countesses Gleicher who sang, and Count
D'Aremberg who played the violin; she is still going
for walks in Kensington Gardens every morning
and has got to know some of the young children
who play there; describes the fancy dress costume
she has been preparing for a dance she is going to
at Sandgate; she and Ida have had the pupil
teachers to tea again and the event was more
successful than the last 'they were not nearly so
shy & did not therefore confine their conversation
to simple yea & nay'; mentions that they have
decided to take them to the National Gallery since
they seemed interested in pictures and etchings;
describes how her bullfinch, Tibbs, is frightened of
Ida; she and Ethel have been arranging flowers for
a dinner party attended by Gerard Bevan, Cecily
and Ernest, Mr [Lionel] Richards, Captain Sugard,
and Mr St Loe Strachey; she is going to Wales the
following week; mentions that 'the Rosebery
ministry has been made to feel uncomfortable'. 17
March
/12: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Explains the details of a sketch plan
of the proposed layout of newly acquired land at
Highbury, which is enclosed; describes the garden
and grounds at Highbury where some of the the
spring flowers are now in bloom; continues the
letter from Bellan Hall to give details of her journey
to Wales and her country walks. 20-22 March
/13: written from Bellan Hall, Llanerfyl, Wales: The
weather has been warm and she has a sunburnt
face; describes how Davis has enhanced the
reputation of a pony he was selling by arranging for
it to beat the train at the local railway station; she
has been going for regular walks; Nellie has her
friend Miss Sellers staying; she is pleased to hear
that Neville's tooth is no longer painful; Maggie has
written to tell her that Uncle Herbert intends to
leave Birmingham and has put his house up for
auction; continues the letter from Sandgate to
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describe the difficult journey from Wales; Austen
has been to Lord Rothschild's stock sale at Tring
where he bought two beasts; gives details of the
fancy dress dance she has attended. 27 March
/14: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Gives details of her visit to the
Keyes at Sandgate where she spent a lot of time
watching the sea; one of the men who had
promised her two dances at the fancy dress dance
arrived late and it appears that this is his habit 'he
being most frightfully erratic & absent minded'; she
was too tired to entertain the pupil teachers when
she returned, so Ida had to do this on her own; she
will have to arrange roses for a forthcoming
gentlemen's dinner party; thanks Neville for his
letter and hopes that Webb will not cause him too
many difficulties; she and Ida had places in the
Sergeant at Arms gallery to hear Joseph
Chamberlain speak on the 'Scotch Grand
Committee bill' but actually heard him contribute to
the debate on the East London Water bill; gives
details of government defeats in subsequent
divisions. 6 April
/15: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has been for a drive to
Kew and gives details of some of the plants and
flowers she saw there; they have been entertaining
callers at home including Mr Holland; continues the
letter from Coles, Buntingford to write that Lord and
Lady Wolmer have visited for a dinner party ; she
has been to Daniels to get a tea set for Kate who is
leaving; she and Ida had hoped to visit Mrs Hankin
but she was away; she has been entertaining the
pupil teachers again, and she and Ida are
frustrated at the way the London Pupil Teachers
Association is being run and have an idea to get a
room near their college for them to be able to meet
once a week and have monthly entertainments
arranged for them; describes Coles and provides a
brief character portrait of Mr Grey; hopes Neville
has received the cushions they have sent him. 18
April.
/16: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has been to her schools
to mark their plants, some of which have been
killed by too much water; describes the series of
minor disasters they experienced when they tried
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to visit Mrs Hankin; she and Mary have been to
Madame Blumenthal's where they heard some
Wagner; she, Mary and Beatrice have been to a
matinee performance of 'Twelfth Night' which was
shortened because it was a charity performance;
the household is now receiving a large number of
callers every Thursday; she has been for tea at the
Sichels, and Austen has been to the Blumenthals'
for a yearly entertainment in honour of Madame
Blumenthal's birthday featuring a concert 'along the
lines of a Sat[urday] Popular Concert; Kate [their
maid] is to be married, and Pauline is arriving
tomorrow 'a horrible maid who does not understand
a word of English; thanks Neville for his letter and
hopes that his kettle has not damaged all of his
tablecloths; Joseph Chamberlain, Mary and
Beatrice are going to Paris for Whitsun; she has
had an invitation from Byng to go to see the rowing.
29 April
/17: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Comments on Neville's
decision to remain on Andros 'it must be very hard
after doing it all yourself for so long to have to hand
it over to someone else to finish it'; she and Ethel
have been to sit in Kensington Gardens instead of
attending a church parade, but Ethel suffered from
a chill afterwards; Ernest and Cecily Debenham, Mr
Wilson, Mr Pollock and Mr Guillemand have visited
for a dinner party; she and Mary have visited the
Guildhall exhibition of pictures, which she
describes; she has held her first sale of plants [for
schools] and she and Ida are still 'wrestling' with
the pupil teachers scheme which he hopes will be
taken up by the President; she and Mary have
been to Mrs Fielden's evening party, and Ida and
Ethel are to go with Mary to Lady Salisbury's party;
Miss Bonham Carter has allowed them to pursue
their pupil teachers scheme for weekly meetings
and monthly entertainments, so they will need to be
in London until the end of July; mentions rumours
that there might be a general election; she and
Beatrice have been to the 'Jack Mellors' where one
of the guests was an Austrian count who played a
Hungarian stringed instrument, which she provides
a sketch of and describes the sound it made. 2
May
/18: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Mr Caillard and Mr
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Richardson have visited for lunch, and Mr Caillard
spoke about his experiences in Constantinople and
with the Sultan, and asked for Joseph
Chamberlain's advice about Armenia; mentions
that Mr Richardson is a young American, and that
she is 'beginning to intensely dislike the young
Americans. the more I see of them...the more their
accent & manners grates on me'; she has had
another flower show and has been calling on
friends with Mary despite the crowds 'to see the
drawing room'; Ethel and Mary are to go to a
reception with the Duchess of Devonshire and Ida
is to dine with Austen and then go to the theatre
with him, Aunt Clara and Uncle Fred; Aunt Lilian
and Aunt Agnes have taken a house at Ennismore
Gardens until the middle of July; comments on
Lord Selborne's death; Lord Dufferin has visited for
lunch and discussed his diplomatic post in France;
Mary is pleased because the Sears are coming
over [from America] but she and Ida are afraid that
Clara Sears will be formidable. 8 May
/19: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Mademoiselle Souvestre has
visited for lunch, and the Stracheys for dinner;
Byng has invited them to Oxford to see the boat
races and she hopes they can get chaperones;
comments on her distress at reading a newspaper
report about Austen's accident [he was gored by a
bull at Highbury] before she knew about it
personally; he is coming down from Birmingham
and will go to Paris the following day; they have
had a large number of telegrams asking about
Austen's health, and he is expecting to be teased
when he returns to the House of Commons; she
and Ida have been running their club for the
London Pupil Teachers Association and are
preparing a dialogue for the first entertainment
performance; she has had a music lesson and is
trying to improve her sight reading; she has been to
be photographed again and is returning to
Highbury the following week. 11 May
/20: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She and Ida have been for
lunch at Ennismore Gardens with Aunt Lilian, Aunt
Agnes and Uncle Herbert; gives news about the
visit of the Sears, and mentions Miss Sears' talent
as a storyteller; she has persuaded Beatrice's
friend Beatrice Horne to allow her to accompany
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her violin playing [on the piano] but still has
difficulties sight reading music; she and Hilda
Kitson have been to see the New Gallery and gives
details of the paintings she saw there; she and
Ethel have been to tea with Miss Morris, daughter
of Lord and Lady Morris, which they enjoyed, even
though she 'had already candidly explained that
she always liked people so much for a year or so &
after that they entirely ceased to interest her;
mentions the current interest in bicycling 'Battersea
Park is a perfect sigh in the mornings as all the
ladies & gents drive down there & then begin their
exercise on a bicycle & all the rest of their friends
go to watch them fall off'; she and Ethel have also
visited Emily who is looking better after her trip
abroad; she has been to a second Wagner concert
which she did not enjoy as much as the first; she
and Austen have been to dinner at the Hobhouses;
Ida has had to give up her ride [horse]. 15 May
/21: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Describes the changes that have
taken place in the grounds of Highbury since
Neville's departure for Andros; they have been to
Moor Green and gives news about little Arthur who
is now able to get around on crutches, and that the
others are to go on a trip to the Pyrenees; gives
details of the work she has been doing in her
garden; they have been to visit Uncle Fred and
Aunt Clara who are much happier, and desscribes
the shells and ferns from New Zealand that he has
brought back with him; she and Ida have been
working on a dialogue to perform to the pupil
teachers, with costumes; she has been picking
bluebells for the hospital in Moor Green wood and
Mr Collings has visited for tea; they have been to a
family dinner at Baskerville where Uncle George
spoke about his plans to travel to Java or Malay
and to take Neville with him from the Bahamas to
the Caribbean and Mexico; describes their visit to
Oxford to watch the rowing and to see some of the
colleges' Aunt Clara and Emily have visited for
lunch. 19 May
/22: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: The weather has been very
cold recently; describes the paintings which she
and Ida have recently seen at the Academy;
Beatrice and Joseph Chamberlain have both
returned from Paris with headaches, and Austen
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has not fully recovered from his accident and
cannot walk far or ride; Joseph Chamberlain has
had members of his Commission on Coal Dust to
dinner; she and Ida have been making final
preparations for their evening meeting of the pupil
teachers; Mary has taken her to a dance at Lady
Houldsworth's where they knew very few people,
and is going to take her to the opera to see
'Cavalleria Rusticana'. 26 May
/23: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Describes her visit to the
opera with Mary [to see 'Cavalleria Rusticana'];
mentions that several recent callers, including MPs,
have been mentioning Austen's accident 'thank
goodness he has now got rid of the bandage & can
consequently walk without a limp so I think we
must be nearly at an end of all the remarks on the
subject'; she has had lunch with Aunt Emma who
has sprained her foot, mentioning that she and
Amy are planning to travel to New Zealand via
Canada in August; she, Ethel and Mary have been
to the Marigolds dance which they did not enjoy;
she and Ida have had the first meeting of the pupil
teachers for their social club which included tea
and entertainment for twenty seven girls and was
successful; they have decorated the table for a
dinner party with orchids; she has been to the
Natural History Museum to identify the shells she
has received from New Zealand. 3 June
/24: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Thanks Neville for his
birthday letter to her; hopes that he will have a
better sea crossing when he goes to Nassau; she
has been to the Agricultural show at Guildford with
Austen and Ida; Joseph Chamberlain and Mary
have returned from Bradford, where Joseph made
a speech 'which must have turned Lord Rosebery
green & yellow' but had to travel with Lord and
Lady Randolph Churchill 'who are not altogether
desirable railway companions', commenting that
Randolph Churchill is not popular in Bradford and
that he may have to retire from politics on health
grounds; she has been to call on friends with Mary;
she has had a headache, which meant that Ida has
had to take the second pupil teachers meeting on
her own; Lord Rosebery's horse has won the Derby
and she mentions her dislike of him; continues the
letter from Highbury to describe the grounds and
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gardens. 8 June
/25: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has just returned from a
performance of 'Elijah' [at the Birmingham Music
Festival] where Edward Lloyd and Andrew Black
were singing; thanks Neville for his letter from
'Queenstown' [Cobh, Ireland] and is glad he has a
cabin to himself; Ethel has gone to Wales and their
guests arrived the previous night, including Mr
Deremburg who has performed on the violin; Mr
Sargent is keen to play duets with Miss Maxse but
she 'is not dying to play duets with him'; Mr Amory
Lawrence has visited and 'proved himself a most
consummate & fullblown bore'; she has been to the
dentist and has had a tooth extracted. 2 October
/26: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Gives an account of the performances
she has heard as part of the Birmingham Music
Festival and mentions that Mr Deremburg did not
seem to have enjoyed any of the concerts; Lady
Windsor brought a party to dine before going to
one of the concerts, and they were able to bypass
the queue up Broad Street and gain immediate
admission; gives news that Katie intends to study
medicine after becoming interested in the subject
when in Dresden, and losing enthusiasm for her
work at Fazeley Street Mission, and is to start work
for her Matriculation exam and then go to London
to study; gives her opinion of this decision, and
asks Neville not to criticise it to her 'she feels rather
nervous about it...& rather expects a shower of
abuse to fall on her from the family'; she is going to
Eastbourne with Aunt Emily and Clara though she
is not looking forward to it; she has had her first
German lesson and they have all attended a recent
[political] meeting at which Joseph Chamberlain
spoke, except for Austen who had to make an
address at the Moseley Institute; she has been to
lunch with Mrs Allwright which was also attended
by the Pubbles. 9 October
/27: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Thanks Neville for his telegram
reporting his safe arrival in the Bahamas; she has
taken a Sunday school class and been to hear Mr
Jacks give a sermon for the first time; gives her
impression of Mr Jacks and his popularity among
the congregation; she has been to see Clara who
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has had an attack of bronchitis and asthma, and to
Baskerville to see Aunt Clara who is leaving for
Torway with the children shortly; describes the
characters of the children and comments on their
behaviour; she has been to her second German
class and to see the loan collection in the Art
Gallery; describes the ongoing landscape
gardening work at Highbury; Joseph Chamberlain
and Mary have returned from Durham and from
their stay at Lord Londonderry's home at Wynyard,
which was also attended by the Prince of Wales;
mentions that her father and Mary are due to visit
Sandringham in December but that this might not
take place due to the illness of the Tsar [Alexander
III]. 17 October
/28: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Aunt Clara and Uncle Fred have left
for Torquay and she expects they will shortly have
reports about the bad weather there; Ida is going to
spend a fortnight there, and will have to return for a
reception on 15th November; she has attended a
Sunday School conference with Bertha at which Mr
Jacks made an address, and she and Ida have
been teaching Sunday School classes, one of
which was largely attended by girls whose parents
were not Unitarian but Church of England; she has
walked to Sparkhill hospital and back to help there;
describes the ongoing landscape gardening work
at Highbury and the sale of seedling orchids and
other plants; she has been to lunch with Norah and
Clara and has made efforts to prevent May and
Dolly from joining her dancing class; Austen has
been worried about a speech he had to make at
Selly Oak for Joseph Chamberlain's candidate Mr
Wilson; the first trees have arrived for planting, and
it looks likely that one of their gardeners will leave
to look after his nursey business in Hereford; gives
details of Joseph Chamberlain's arrangements to
replace him with other staff; Uncle Herbert and
Aunt Lilian are leaving for their new house at
Stratford and they have held a farewell dinner
attended by G. Cartland, J. Nettlefold, C. Crosskey,
J. Rylands, Colin Kenrick and J. Wilson. 24
October
/29: written from 10 Mostyn Terrace, Eastbourne:
She has been to dine at Berrow Court to see Mabel
to discuss the Century Club ball at which she will
have to lead one side of a cotillion, and at which
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she will wear the costume she prepared for the
fancy dress dance at Sandgate; expresses her
annoyance that Austen will not be able to attend
and that she will have to look after Ethel's German
friend as well as her own friend; she has been to
her German class which was 'worse than ever';
gives details of a recent dinner party at which she
sat with Mr Priestley Smith and Uncle Charlie and
to which Mr Collings arrived late because his pony
has fallen down and was injured; Mr and Mrs Jacks
have visited for dinner and 'we received a great
shock on learning that he is a Gladstonian; Uncle
Herbert and Aunt Lilian have moved to their new
home in Stratford and have been distressed to
learn that there have been cases of scarlet fever
and diphtheria in a nearby village; Lord Salisbury
has spoken on Joseph Chamberlain's programme
and the Lords are to introduce his social legislation
on 'the housing of the poor' and 'old age pensions'
at the next session; Joseph Chamberlain, Mary and
Ethel have all been to London with her, before she
travelled to Eastbourne. 2 November
/30: written from 10 Mostyn Terrace, Eastbourne:
Gives details of her daily routine in Eastbourne
including walks on the sea wall and on the downs,
playing duets, and reading; Mrs Bracy has joined
the party and is keen to read gossip in the
newspapers and visit public places in Eastbourne
to discover any local news; she has been for a walk
over Beachy Head and attended a torchlit 'Guy
Fawkes procession'; the Pagets have arrived, and
Great Uncle Alfred has walked up to Beachy Head;
Aunt Emily has met cousin Fanny and cousin
Russell on the parade, and they have visited for
tea; she has attended a procession for Lord
Mayor's day, and Beatrice has written to tell her
that the Endicotts are to sail for Britain later in the
month. 7 November
/31: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Mr and Mrs Endicott and Mrs Endicott
Peabody have arrived and are staying in the newly
decorated South room; Mrs Endicott Peabody has
left for London where she is meeting the rest of her
family; she and Ida have been to the Sunday
evening service at the Church of the Messiah at
which Mr Jacks was preaching on a Unitarian's
Confession of Faith to a large congregation; Austen
is leaving for Bristol where he is to speak; Joseph
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Chamberlain has appointed a replacement
gardener and she describes the planting work that
is going on in the gardens at Highbury; gives an
account of the fancy dress ball [at the Century
Club] and describes Mary's costume and those of
Ida and Arch[ibald] and her other cousins, and
some of the other guests; Joseph Chamberlain and
Mrs Endicott also attended the ball, Joseph
Chamberlain in court dress. 28 November
/32: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has been to the 'subscription
dance' and to a dance at the Wilfred Williams
where there were a number of people she did not
know; her recent Sunday School class was a
sucess, and several girls asked questions; Beatrice
has arrived home from Edinburgh and looks much
better; Joseph Chamberlain has continued his
planting work and she describes his work in the
rose garden; Lilli Siemens, Ethel's German friend,
has arrived and is becoming less shy; they have
arranged a dance for her but many people are not
able to attend; wishes Neville a Happy Christmas
and hopes that he will not become ill; the 'Brigg'
election votes are to be counted and she thinks
they have had 5,000 promises out of a
constituency of 9,000; Lord Roberts is to come to
Birmingham to review the volunteers at the end of
the week. 7 December
/33: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Informs Neville of 'Auntie''s death and
their sorrow about this, especially Beatrice;
sympathises with Neville about Mr Knowles' death
and expresses her concern that he is overworked,
hoping that 'Brown' will be able to assist him in his
work; comments on Lord Rosebery's speech at
Devonport and Joseph Chamberlain's response;
Parliament is to meet at the beginning of February
and she hopes that Joseph Chamberlain and Mary
will be able to have a holiday after he has spoken
to the Birmingham Trades Council at the beginning
of January; Ethel is preparing to go to Berlin with
Lilli Siemens for a month who is 'very bright &
charming: very much nicer than I expected'; she
and Ida have been to hear Mr Jacks again on
Sunday, and she needs to prepare her Sunday
School class for the following week; mentions the
ongoing work in the Highbury gardens. 14
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December
/34: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has been making and preparing
Christmas presents for family and friends; she will
have to go shopping for toys for the gardeners'
children; the final German class has been
cancelled; the new gardener has arrived, and
Joseph Chamberlain is pleased with his
appearance; Ida seems to be in better health; Ethel
and Lilli Siemens are preparing to go to Germany,
and Lilli Siemens has been out riding on Rollo; she
will have to help decorate the church, which she
dislikes; she and Ida have been to lunch with
Margaret, and Cecily is coming to Birmingham for
Christmas; she has been looking at 'Auntie''s old
photographs of Austen and Beatrice as babies,
which included some photographs of Cecily and
Byng; Beatrice is still upset about 'Auntie''s death,
especially as she has to go to her house frequently
to help Austen in his role as executor; Beatrice is
making preparations for Christmas celebrations at
Gem Street school 'which is an extremely poor one
for which Auntie had said to Bee that she should
like to do something'. 20 December
/35: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She and Ida finished making their
Christmas presents including a lampshade for
Austen; gives details of some of her Christmas
presents; she and Beatrice have been into town to
begin getting presents for her Christmas tree [for
Gem Street school] which will be given to the
children, along with a toy and a garment; Austen's
livestock have refused to eat the silage; they have
heard from Ethel in Germany; Mr and Mrs Collings
have been to dinner, and are now going to
Exmouth; they are to hold a family dinner, and she
hopes that Uncle Walter will be able to come but he
has recently had a carriage accident; she has been
digging up her garden; Austen and Ida have been
to a cousins party given by Maggie; Cecily and
Ernest are in Birmingham. 27 December
32 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/36-64

1895 letters

1894-1895

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
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Neville Chamberlain, dated 1895, with the
exception of NC1/15/3/38 which is dated 11
January 1894 and has been filed erroneously.
There are no letters for the period between mid
May and mid October, as Neville was in Britain
during that time. The letters largely discuss family
and social news and engagements but also give
details of Hilda's responsibilities with the London
Pupil Teachers Association and as manager for
Board Schools in London; her nursing classes and
music lessons; and her visit to Spain with her
father, Joseph Chamberlain, Mary Chamberlain,
and her half brother, Austen, in October.
/36: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has been dressing dolls and has
completed 274, with only 15 left, besides the two
dozen penny dolls to be put on the tree, along with
300 boxes of sweets [for the Gem Street school
children]; gives an account of the recent family
dinner attended by members of the Kenrick and
Chamberlain families; Joseph Chamberlain and
Mary are going to Cannes with Mr and Mrs
Endicott after a stay at Chatsworth; she has been
skating but fell over, and also slipped on ice on
Aunt Emily's drive; she is going into town to do the
family shopping; Austen has addressed a meeting
at Pershore and has more speaking engagements
in the next few weeks. 2 January
/37: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has been skating on the pond at
Highbury, and have been joined by Millie, Byng and
Gerald, as their pool had not been flooded; she is
disappointed that she is not able to skate a figure
of eight; she brought Bert back from church on
Sunday 'he is most keen on skating & has
contrived to shove off his office work some way or
another'; Ned's knee is improving, and Aunt Alice is
relieved; she hopes to see Aunt Alice after Edith
has left to go abroad with Uncle Harry and Aunt
Lizzie; she has been practising her dancing, as the
'Moor Greens' are having a baby party ans she is
going to play [the piano] for them; she has been to
see Clara who is worried about attending her first
dance; they have gained consent from Dr Simon to
attend the Bachelors Ball on 11 February;
expresses her sympathy for Neville's difficulties in
Andros during recent bad weather; describes a
recent 'yellow fog' in Birmingham which 'ran the
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London ones very close'; comments on rumours of
splits in the Cabinet on the issue of naval defence;
describes the children's party she played for, which
included a magic lantern show. 9 January
/38: written from Gledhow Hall, Leeds: Discusses
her table flower arrangements for the family dinner;
she has been tobogganing with their guests, who
included Mr and Mrs Maxse, Mr Rendel, Miss
Duckworth and Mr Guillemand, but several people
fell off; Mr Butcher enjoyed the Scottish and Irish
songs that Mrs Maxse played on the violin;
describes the dining room with its Christmas
decorations; she has not been able to skate or go
toboganning at Gledhow because of a thaw in the
weather conditions; she enjoyed the dance, at
which she had lots of partners, and she has also
played games in the billiard room; the flounce of
her dress has been torn in a subsequent dance,
but no one noticed. 11 January 1894
/39: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Gives an account of the successful
event held for children at Gem Street school
organised by Beatrice at which a decorated
Christmas tree was displayed and gifts distributed,
describing the children's reactions and the
evidence of the poverty of many of the children;
there has been a heavy fall of snow which has
prevented her going to Sunday School; the
Endicotts have left for London and Cannes; the
recent fog has damaged many of the flowers and
plants in the Highbury gardens; they have had a
letter from Mary with details abot her journey to
Cannes with Joseph Chamberlain and Mr and Mrs
Endicott; Austen is due to return from his week of
canvassing and they expect him to be tired, as he
has been speaking every day and the floods have
cut some districts off; Ethel is due to return from
Berlin. 16 January
/40: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Ethel's departure from Berlin has
been delayed; she is impatient to be in London
'everything has come to an end here & I have
nothing to do'; gives details of her anticipated
activities in London including work with Board
Schools, the Pupil Teachers Association, nursing
classes, music lessons and flower arranging; gives
news that the swan has died, possibly from the
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effects of paraffin leaking into the lake; she and Ida
have been to call on Aunt Agnes and Aunt Dora;
Uncle Walter has been out for his first hunt since
his accident; announces that the Liberal Unionists
have won South Worcestershire with a good
majority 'Austen will feel repaid for an unpleasant
week spent there'; gives an account of a dance at
Maple Bank to celebrate Norah's twenty first
birthday at which many of the girls wore 'dowdy &
horrible' dresses; Ida is making an index of her
paintings and they have been reading novels. 23
January
/41: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: They are busy packing their
belongings to travel to London; she has said
farewell to her class and allowed them to write to
her if they would like to; she has been to dinner at
Berrow Court where they acted out 'titles of books';
she has had a letter from one of her Sunday
School pupils asking whether she could let her
have any unwanted clothing 'she obviously felt very
bad about asking but they were 10 children of
whom only 3 could work, the father was out of work
& she herself had to go to her work in her sister's
jacket & her mother's boots'; explains that the girl
had been too shy to ask her at class and so had to
write 'this hard weather is very bad for these people
as so much work is stopped & anyone not in
regular enmployment finds it harder than ever to
earn something'; Mr G. Albright has fallen and
broken his collarbone while playing hockey on the
ice; she and Ida have been to lunch with Aunt
Agnes and Aunt Dora has been asking about
Neville's eyesight and his need to wear smoked
glasses while 'in the tropics'; they have been on a
sleigh ride with Uncle Walter; continues the letter
from 40 Princes Gardens where the atmospheric
conditions are very bad; describes the redecoration
work that has gone on in the house since they have
been away. 30 January
/42: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Joseph Chamberlain has
returned from Cannes with a cold and has reported
that the Endicotts are unwell; Ethel has arrived
home from Berlin with presents for everyone; Amy
has come to stay; Miss Bonham Carter is coming
to talk about the Pupil Teachers Association, her
nursing class begins on Friday, and the [school]
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managers meetings begin after that; she has
started reading Fyffe's 'Modern Europe' and has
had three letters from her Sunday School pupils
which she will have to answer; describes the
effects of the very cold weather and the current
'yellow fog' which is hurting her eyes and throat;
she has to go to Hammersmith to teach a dancing
class; Joseph Chamberlain has had a meeting on
municipal reform at Stepney which was a success,
and Ida has sent Neville a report on the subject;
she has been to dinner at the Duckworths, where
Bernard Holland was also a guest with his new
wife, and where there was a pet meerkat; she and
Ida have attended their first nursing class and have
tried to apply bandages; she has also attended her
first managers meeting and will shortly begin visits
to schools; she is going to a series of concert
lectures on Wagner. 6 February
/43: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Describes teaching dancing
to a group of pupil teachers and mentions that Ida
is to start a literary club for those who are not in the
dance class, to be followed by tea and games; she
has made some calls with Ethel and been with
Joseph Chamberlain to lunch at Lady James'; she
has been skating at Wimbledon which was made
more difficult by the wind 'really for a lady with
skirts that acted like sails it was a tremendous
exertion'; she has been with Cecily to the first of a
series of recitals on Wagner's Parsifal, which she
gives a detailed account of; she has been reading
German novels and short stories borrowed from
Ethel; describes the flower arrangements she has
prepared for the first of Joseph Chamberlain's
gentlemen's dinners; Mary has sent news from
Cannes that the Endicotts are recovering; Ida has
gone to the House of Commons to hear Joseph
Chamberlain speak on his Amendment, and she
has been to see Cecily and her baby; she is having
a new ball dress made for a dance at Mrs
Meinertzhagen's. 15 February
/44: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: There have been a number of
'yellow fogs' and the weather is still very cold; the
news from Highbury is that the ground is too frozen
for planting, and that the land above the railway
has been sold to a building society; she and Ida are
going to a dance at Mrs Courtney's sister's house,
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and she has been organising dance classes for her
pupil teachers; Ida's literary class did not turn up;
Austen and Ida are both suffering from heavy
colds; she and Beatrice have been visiting schools
and have helped to organise some of the school
dinners 'unfortunately in one department the
dinners did not come & there were 100 miserable
babies without anything'; explains that the teachers
bought bread and cheese for the children, but that
Beatrice was upset about this, and went to a dairy
and had some milk sent in for them; she has been
to see 'The Importance of Being Earnest' 'I had
never seen any of his pieces before & was
therefore very much amused & delighted. The
comedy is said to be O.Wilde laughing at himself &
as such is very good'; they are taking Joseph
Chamberlain to see 'An Ideal Husband' on
Saturday; comments on the influenza epidemic,
and the death of Lord Aberdare; the Commission
has finished its work, and Joseph Chamberlain
believes he will get a majority to sign his
[alternative] report; mentions that Aunt Clara and
Uncle Fred have had another baby girl; she and
Beatrices have been to see an exhibition of 'Old
Masters' [paintings] and Miss Peel's engagement to
Mr Maguire has been announced. 19 February
/45: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Thanks Neville for his letter
and discusses the times taken for mail to cross the
Atlantic, and his reading matter; the cold weather
has damaged plants and flowers in many parts of
the country; Joseph Chamberlain, Ida and Ethel
have been to see 'An Ideal Husband', while she
and Austen attended a reception at the New
Gallery where Dolmetsch music was played; the
recital lectures on Wagner are coming to an end;
she has been with Joseph Chamberlain and Ida to
the Adelphi to see 'The Fatal Card', as he was
keen to see a melodrama, despite their worries
about the effect it might have on him; she is going
to go to Battle Abbey with Joseph Chamberlain in
Mary's place and has been getting her smartest
clothes ready; she has been visiting schools and
attending her nursing classes and managers
meetings, and is shortly to go to teach dancing to
her pupil teachers group; she has been to a dinner
at the House [of Commons] with Austen, Sophy
and Gerard, Miss Keyes and Mr Pease. 7 March
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/46: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Gives an account of her visit
to Battle Abbey with Joseph Chamberlain at which
Lord and Lady Morris, Lord and Lady Ampthill, Lord
and Lady Cantelupe, Lord Camperdown, Mr Webb,
Mr Bromley, Mr Davenport, and Mr Peel were also
present; describes her room and gives her
impression of the Duchess; describes the ruins of
Battle Abbey and gives brief details of her activities
there; she has attended the final Wagner recital
lecture and has been with Ida to visit cousin Fanny;
she has been with the Sichels and D. Keyes to see
the opera 'Hansel and Gretel' and has been to an
exhibition of pictures with Ethel, both of which she
gives an account of; she has taken her examination
for the nursing course and has hosted a dinner for
guests including Mr and Mrs Mellor, Mr and Mrs
Lane, Maggie Beale, D.Keyes, Mr Butcher, Mr
Guillemand and Captain Maxse, describing how Mr
Guillemand retrieved his stolen bag from the thief.
13 March
/47: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Thanks Neville for his letter
and discusses his garden; comments on Joseph
Chamberlain's gardening activities; she has been
to a lecture on [Wagner's] 'Tristan and Isolde' and
to hear Mr Strachey give a reading of Sterne's
'Sentimental Journey'; Mary and the Endicotts have
arrived home, and the Endicotts are staying at the
Abermarle; she hopes to teach the pupil teachers
some singing quadrilles and has been practising
playing quadrilles. 24 March
/48: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has been to another
lecture on Wagner's 'Tristan and Isolde' and has
been reading an English translation of the work;
mentions that Beatrice is to go to Germany and
thinks that the change will be good for her; a gale
at Highbury has brought down a large elm tree by
the lodge and two beeches, including one which
had a rustic seat below it and formed a feature
from the dairy; she has been with Joseph
Chamberlain to the Drill Hall Royal Horticultural
Society fortnightly show; she has been spending
time with Cecily's baby Margery, and mentions that
Aunt Lina is having a portrait of Sybil painted by Mr
Gere, a Birmingham School of Art artist, for Aunt
Clara and Uncle Fred; describes the changes Mary
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has been making to the arrangement of furniture in
the drawing room; she has been visiting schools
with Beatrice to discuss flower sales and heard that
one class had learnt the song 'De Ole Folks at
Home' which she does not think appropriate for a
board school; Ida is going to the boat race with
Cecily, and she supposes Cambridge will be
beaten 'as usual!'. 27 March
/49: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has finished her dance
teaching for the year, and the pupil teachers are to
perform a gavotte at a forthcoming party; she and
Amy have been to the Albert Hall to hear an organ
recital, which she describes; she has been to
another Wagner lecture and studied the score in
the interval; she and Ida have been to a party at
the Craig Sellars which included recitations; she
has been collecting money for a schools fund; she
has accompanied Mary to a musical evening at the
Blumenthals and to the House of Commons to hear
Joseph Chamberlain speak on the Land Bill where
they also had to listen to Mr Dillon; she has been to
the Stracheys to hear Mrs Strachey finish Sterne's
'Sentimental Journey' Mr and Mrs Endicott have
visited for lunch, and are to go with the family to
Highbury. 3 April
/50: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She was unable to go to the pupil
teachers party due to a headache but Ida returned
with a basket of flowers that the girls had presented
to her; she has been with Amy to hear the Bach
choir concert at the new Queen's Hall and has got
seats for the Wagner concerts which begin at the
end of April and last until July; she has been
visiting the schools to arrange dates for the flower
sales and has taken another of the managers to
see how the business is managed; describes the
progress of the plants and flowers in the grounds at
Highbury and the damage caused by fallen trees;
she is upset about the start of building work on the
field on the other side of the railway line where they
are digging out the roads; she has been to see
Maggie who is convalescing. 12 April
/51: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Remarks on how fine the weather has
been, but mentions that Mr and Mrs Endicott feel
the cold and so they cannot have tea outdoors in
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the dairy; discusses work in the gardens to care for
the shrubs; Aunt Emily and Clara have been to
visit, and are going to Buscot and then to Clifton;
Aunt Lizzie has returned from the continent but is
now suffering from nettle rash; Katie and Bertha
are working for their exam and she has been for a
drive with them in Uncle Arthur's trap to 'Violet
Lane'; Edgbaston Park has suffered badly in the
recent gales and many trees have come down;
Joseph Chamberlain has read them the first two
acts of his play which she thinks 'tremendously
actual & real'. 15 April
/52: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Gives news about the
planting indoors and outdoors at Highbury; she and
Ethel visited Aunt Clara for lunch and looked round
Uncle Fred's garden; she has been disappointed to
leave Highbury, but has attended an 'excellent'
concert of music by Wagner and Beethoven; she is
to have dinner with Cecily and will hear about her
trip to Holland; she has been visiting schools and
has had a meeting with the teacher of the Girls
school to discuss the possibility of her taking some
of the children to the Natural History Museum; Mr
Balfour has addressed the Primrose League and
has 'spoken so strongly of Papa as to leave no
doubt of his sentiments'; Beatrice and Amy are to
return from Germany shortly. 26 April
/53: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has been arranging
flowers for a dinner party, and has attended a
private view at the New Gallery with Austen; Mr
Cavendish Bentinck and Sir Henry James have
been to dinner, as well as Mr Balfour; she has been
with Joseph Chamberlain and Mr Dyer to Kew and
describes the plants they saw; she has been
visiting schools to arrange the final details of her
flower lists, and the sales will begin the following
day; Mr Collings has been to dinner and seems
better for his visit to Buxton; Austen is making a
speech in Worcestershire and will then spend the
weekend at his farm at Highbury. 2 May
/54: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Thanks Neville for his
birthday letter and for the score of 'Parsifal'; they
have held a dinner party for Uncle Herbert and
Aunt Lilian at which she spoke to Sir Herbert
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Maxwell who has worked on Joseph Chamberlain's
side on the 'Old Age Pensions committee; recounts
anecdotes about the behaviour of Mr and Mrs
Stanley, who were also guests; Mary has received
a telegram informing her of Mr Mason's death and
has had to tell Mrs Sears and Miss Sears the news
on their arrival in Britain; they have had a 'girls
dinner party' and she has been to an evening party
with Austen, given by the Duchess of Cleveland at
the Grafton Gallery 'Austen under the influence
became very lively; Ethel has been to see 'The
Home Secretary' at the theatre and Joseph
Chamberlain is hoping to get time to finish the third
and fourth acts of his play; she is looking forward to
Neville's return home for a holiday; she and Ethel
have been upset by Miss Morris's comment that
she thought Ethel was the oldest and Ida the
youngest 'it is quite impertinent of Ida to look so
young & so pretty as she does nowadays'. 19 May
/55: written from Madrid and Seville, Spain:
Describes her visit to Madrid including her trip to
the Escorial, the art gallery [the Prado?], and the
Royal Armoury; gives an account of her day trip to
Toledo and the difficult journey home by train;
mentions that Joseph Chamberlain engaged a
courier as soon as they arrived in Spain as 'it was
quite impossible to manoeuvre so large a party
when no one could understand a word of the
language'; mentions that they have seen the Royal
Palace and the Royal Chapel and have purchased
some antique silks and brocades, as well as an old
fan and some lace; they have reluctantly socialised
with the American minister and she recounts
anecdotes about his behaviour; describes a game
of Pelota which they have been to see and gives
brief details of their journey to Cordoba, describing
the mosque, the Roman bridge, and the landscape
of the south of Spain; they expect to stay in Seville
for one night and then travel on to Granada. 13
October
/56: written from Alhambra, Granada, Spain:
Remarks on her disappointment with Seville,
describing the renovation work being undertaken at
the cathedral, the Alcazar and its gardens, and the
heat; describes the Alhambra and discusses her
feelings about it; the British Vice Consul has been
to call, which has been annoying, but 'the
advantages...of being a Col[onial] Sec[retary] have
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never been more apparent than here' as the party
have been given permission to visit the Alhambra
whenever they like; praises the abilities of their
Spanish courier and gives details of their plans to
travel to Gibraltar and break the journey at Ronda.
21 October
/57: written from The Convent, Gibraltar: Gives
details of their final sightseeing activities in
Granada, including visiting Ferdinand and
Isabella's tombs, and their journey to Gibraltar;
through stormy weather to Algeciras where they
crossed the bay by 'torpedo boat', providing a
sketch plan of the pennisula; describes the location
of Gibraltar and gives details about the British
garrison and water supply; mentions the tension
between Spain and Britain over the possession of
Gibraltar; they have been to see the galleries for
troops set into the rock and have driven around it
as far as possible; remarks that the trip seems to
have benefitted the physical health of Joseph
Chamberlain and Austen. 26 October
/58: written from 10 Mostyn Terrace, Eastbourne:
Gives an account of the remainder of their stay in
Gibraltar including their lunch with the Senior Naval
Officer, Captain Bruce and their meeting with
Captain and Mrs Jackson who have invited Neville
to see them in Gibraltar; remarks on the limited
amusements available to the inhabitants there, and
gives details of their trip to the top of the rock by
donkey, their exploration of St Michael's cave and
their disappointment at not seeing the monkeys;
gives details of their journey home by steamer to
Plymouth and her journey from London to
Eastbourne; they are drinking bottled water
because salt has got into the water supply which
makes it difficult to wash. 7 November
/59: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has bought a new ball dress in
London and then returned to Highbury; Austen is
not finding the Admiralty very interesting, perhaps
because he does not get on well with his 'Chief';
Joseph Chamberlain is 'never out of the papers,
what with Bechuanaland chiefs, Ashanti
expeditions, Venezuela revolutions & Federation
one finds him everywhere'; thanks Neville for his
gift of a box, which is now on her table; she has
been to a party given for Cecily where they played
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'Little Fishes in the Pond' and a rhyming game; she
and Ethel have been to a dance at the Beales;
gives news about the progress of the orchids,
chrysanthemums and roses at Highbury and
mentions the new [hot] houses and plans to extend
the kitchen garden; Mary has been upset by news
of Louise's illness and the ill health of Mrs Endicott;
Fanny Mason is to stay in Pau for the winter due to
illness; describes the changes that are being made
to Austen's room; Khama [king of the Bamangwato
people of Bechuanaland] has asked for a
photograph of Joseph Chamberlain and has given
him a name meaning 'he who sets things right'; Ida
and Ethel are going to a dance given by Aunt Lizzie
at some new rooms at the Grand Hotel. 20
November
/60: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: The Goschens and Austen have been
to Highbury, and Austen has had a meeting with
Whileman; Uncle Arthur has had an operation and
is feeling low and does not want to see visitors;
Uncle Fred and Aunt Clara seem better, and are to
go to the Riviera and possibly Algiers or Egypt after
Christmas; she has been to lunch at the Grove to
see Cecily and the dhilren and she and Ethel have
been to a dance at the Blakemores; Austen has
told them about an article in a French newspaper
about Joseph Chamberlain which praises his work
[as Colonial Secretary]; describes the changes that
have taken place in the grounds at Highbury
including the construction of new carnation and
peach houses, and the extension of the kitchen
garden in the ploughed field. 26 November
/61: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Gives an account of the Century
[Club] dance and mentions that the next dance will
include tableaux but that 'Papa would not approve'
of them joining a tableaux at the Century Club;
there has been a hockey match at the Grove for
the Nettlefold guests which Ethel played in and she
watched with Edith Beale and Cecily; she and Ida
have been to hear Mr Jacks preach at Fazeley
Street Mission which was very well attended, but
she will have to teach Millie's Sunday School class
the following week; Ethel has finished the green
tablecloth she has been working on for their room
and they have given a lunch party for Amy Beale;
describes Mr Bowen who Millie has been 'funny'
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over; Aunt Lina is upset because Gertie has not
chosen any cousins to be her bridesmaids [for her
wedding to Mr Bowen]; they are busy making dolls
[for the children at Gem Street school] and helping
with Gertie's trousseau; Beatrice has gone to
Bryntirion for a few days. 3 December
/62: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has been to dinner at Berrow
Court where she spoke to Arch[ibald] about his
experiences in Spain; Ida and Ethel have been
playing hockey despite the cold weather while she
and Austen have been arranging his furniture,
china, pictures and books in his room; she and
Ethel have been to Sunday School where she took
a class for Millie and gave an illustrated talk about
Spain; they returned to find that Austen had injured
himself falling down some steps and was not able
to help arrange his room; he seems more
interested in his Admiralty work and is going toMr
Astor's at Clifden; she and Beatrice are going to
London to attend committee meetings and go
shopping; continues the letter from London where
they have called on Katie who is in a house 'with a
lot of other girl science & art students' and has
been acting in a play; cousin Fanny is seriously ill
and they are very worried about her. 8 December
/63: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has taken a Sunday School class
and read them 'Rikki Tikki Tavi'; Miss Keyes has
been to visit and they have been to call on Aunt
Emily and Clara; Uncle Arthur is still feeling 'low &
very wretched' and cousin Fanny is still seriously ill;
describes their preparations for the 'political party'
which included erecting a platform by the fireplace
in the hall and gives details about the character
and dress of the guests 'some of them were truly
awful...it was fearfully hard work doing
conversation as of course we knew hardly anybody
but they were so immensely pleased when one
spoke to them'; gives her opinion of Mr Mercer
Adams' entertainment; Austen's new game of
drawing room cricket has arrived and she
describes how it is played; they are going to the
Century Club to watch the tableaux that evening.
20 December
/64: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: They have had a dinner party for Miss
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Sichel and Miss Keyes and Mr and Mrs Dwight
have arrived on their honeymoon trip; describes the
personality and looks of Mr Dwight; describes the
tableaux at the Century Club, some of which were
acted by members of her extended family; Uncle
Arthur is now making a good recovery and able to
walk around downstairs; she and Ida have been
buying toys for the gardeners' children; gives
details of the Christmas presents she received;
they have been to Aunt Clara's to see the play
which she had written for her children to perform
and there has been a hockey match at the Grove;
Uncle Walter has tried to engage Mary in a debate
about the 'Venezuelan question' which she 'feels
too badly & too deeply about' to discuss [the
Venezuelan boundary dispute between that country
and Britain, which the USA became involved in];
cousin Fanny's health is improving. 26 December
29 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/65-82

1896 letters

1896

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1896. There are no
letters for the period between mid May and mid
October, as Neville was in Britain during that time.
The letters largely discuss family and social news
and engagements but also give details of Hilda's
responsibilities with the London Pupil Teachers
Association, as manager for Board Schools in
London, and organising the collection of
subscriptions for the Children's Country Holiday
Fund. The letters also discuss international events
in relation to Joseph Chamberlain's post as
Colonial Secretary in Lord Salisbury's government,
particularly the tensions between Britain and
Germany over the Jameson Raid in South Africa.
/65: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Wishes Neville a Happy New Year;
she and Ethel have been to a dance at the Holders'
at Pitmaston; describes the current state of the
gardens at Highbury and gives details of the
behaviour of the stork living there; she has been to
see Aunt Emily who was pleased to receive a letter
from Neville at Christmas; Joseph Chamberlain has
had to go to London to discuss issues relating to
the Transvaal [and the Jameson Raid], which she
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knows Austen will have written to Neville about;
gives an account of cousin Fanny's improving
health; Uncle Arthur has plans to go on a sea
voyage with Uncle Fred, possibly to the Caribbean,
which would mean that Aunt Clara would not get a
holiday; Joseph Chamberlain has been delayed in
London due to events in the Transvaal and was
unable to attend their family party; mentions that
Jameson has been defeated and remarks 'it is very
tantalizing getting news so slowly - what must it be
for you'. 1 January
/66: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has been in Leeds for the last
week and so has no reports or anecdotes about
events in South Africa; she has been to the
pantomime in Leeds which she thinks was 'on a
much higher level than the usual provincial things',
and has also watched a golf match; she went with
Hilda Kitson to her family party which she thought
was too quiet in comparison with their own
gatherings; describes the orchids that Mr
Hawthorne Kitson cultivates, and gives details of
his Alpine garden; she found it hard to avoid talking
about events in the Transvaal at a dance she
attended and mentions how 'impressed everyone
is with Papa's action'; Joseph Chamberlain has
now gone to Osborne House [to see Queen
Victoria] and will not return to Birmingham until the
end of the following week; comments on the recent
behaviour of the German Emperor [in sending a
telegram of support to the President of the South
African Republic] which was 'roused a most
tremendous storm of bitterness over here';
mentions news of the formation of the Royal Navy
Flying Squadron [in preparation for a possible war
with the German Empire] and the 'strong national
feeling' that has arisen in response to recent
events; Uncle Arthur and Uncle Fred are taking
Mary and Edith Winn with them on their cruise. 11
January
/67: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Comments on the atmosphere in the
country in the aftermath of the Jameson Raid and
the feeling that events have proved Joseph
Chamberlain's policy correct 'that the only way to
get what we wanted on the continent was to bluff
them & declare firmly that we were both willing &
able to go to war sooner than to give up our
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claims'; mentions that now the South African crisis
appears to be over, the boundary dispute with
Venezuela seems to be more pressing, remarking
that recent events in South Africa might make the
Americans more likely to support British interests
than German ones; Austen has been busy at the
Admiralty, and will have to stay in London to attend
Gertie's wedding; Uncle Arthur, Uncle Fred, Mary
and Miss Winn are to sail for their convalescent
cruise the following day, and there are worries
about their decision to take Miss Winn, who is not
strong; she and Beatrice have been to dinner at
The Grove and to an At Home at Aunt Clara's
where Mr Leonard Borwick and Mr David Bispham
played and sang; Joseph Chamberlain has
returned to Birmingham and was greeted on the
platform by C. E. Matthews with an address to
congratulate him on his work; the local fire engines
waited for him at the bottom of Russell Road and
accompanied him to the lodge gates, which worried
him until he realised it was a demonstration, as he
thought Highbury was on fire. 13 January
/68: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Describes a recent party at Highbury
where Mr Grantham performed a trick of taking off
his shirt without taking off his coat and waistcoat;
Mr Richards, another member of the party, went to
lunch at Maple Bank to see Bert, but became lost
after being given directions by Austen; she has
danced a cotillion led by Austen and Aunt Agnes ,
and mentions that the reputation of the family may
have been damaged in Kings Heath by the
behaviour of some of the party guests at the local
fair there; Joseph Chamberlain has been given an
ovation at Lord Lamington's dinner; mentions the
death of Prince Henry of Battenberg; the George
Albrights' young daughter has died. 21 January
/69: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Sympathises with Neville about the
fire [at the bailing shed at Andros]; hopes that
Joseph Chamberlain will be able to spend some
time at Highbury before Parliament begins again;
Ida is sending Neville a paper with a report of
Joseph Chamberlain's speech to the Jewellers and
the newspapers in general are full of praise for his
actions; Mr Collings and Mr Powell Williams have
visited for lunch to discuss the War Office, the
Home Office, the Volunteers and the Employers
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Liability Bill; she and Ethel have paid some dance
calls and she and Ida have been to lunch with
Margaret and Millie; Clara has recovered from
chickenpox but Aunt Emily is very tired from
nursing her; discusses Liberal Unionist victories in
two recent by-elections and her plans to return to
her pupil teachers work, board schools
responsibilities and 'collecting the greasy pennies
of dirty little children' for the Children's Country
Holidays Fund'; she has been to Maple Bank to
practise her dances with Norah, and is going to
Beatrice to the Fields to see the children perform a
play written by Jessie Field; hopes that Knowles'
health will recover. 27 January
/70: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Aunt Mary and Uncle William have
visited for dinner and Austen has visited from
London 'very full of his work at the Admiralty';
Austen has had to give a speech at a dinner in
Kings Heath; Aunt Emily has visited for lunch to
see Joseph Chamberlain, though she is still tired
from looking after Clara; Aunt Alice is to look after
Clara at Maple Bank to give Aunt Emily a rest;
Joseph Chamberlain has returned to London to
attend the funeral of Prince Henry of Battenberg;
gives details of the current state of the gardens and
hothouses at Highbury; continues the letter from
London where she has been visiting schools; a
new biography of Joseph Chamberlain has been
published, and he has been correcting the
'absolute mistakes'. 5 February
/71: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Katie has visited for lunch and
to spend the day with them on Sunday; Katie has
taken up bicycling and has been for a ride with
Miss Sellers from Willesden to Harrow; she and Ida
have had a meeting with the new secretary of the
Pupil Teachers Association who seems very
energetic and has arranged a number of classes 'I
was very glad of this, as I am not very keen on it
beyond my dancing class'; she, Beatrice and Mary
have been to a reception at Devonshire House
where they were joined by Joseph Chamberlain
and Austen after their dinner with Mr Balfour; she
has seen Miss Morris again and has made an
appointment to have lunch with her; Mr Pollock has
visited for dinner and he went with Ida, Ethel and
Austen to the theatre afterwards while Beatrice
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went to her 'horrid old evening schools', and she
went with Mary to an At Home at the St Loe
Stracheys where she became more and more
annoyed by her hosts; she has met Mr Lio[nel]
Maxse who is concerned about 'the fearful
corruption of English social & political life';
describes Cecily's new house which she has
visited; Beatrice, Ida and Ethel have all tried to
hear Joseph Chamberlain's speech on the
Transvaal in the House of Commons but it was
delayed; describes the atmosphere in the House
when they arrived to hear it, and gives details of
the reactions of individual MPs. 12 February
/72: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Her class for the pupil
teachers was successful and they were anxious to
learn; some of the pupil teachers want to do some
acting, and she is going to use some dialogues
from Jane Austen's novels for them to learn; Sir
Charles Euan Smith has invited Mary and two of
the girls to go to a tea party at a new skating place
in Argyle Street, which they are reluctant to attend
because 'he is a fearful person & is very anxious to
get something from the Colonial Office'; she has
been with Mary and Ethel to a tea party at Mr
Grantham's rooms at the Temple where they were
left in the company of his friends while he left to
catch a train; comments on the difficulties in inviting
people to dinner 'both for social & colonial reasons';
she has been on Children's Country Holidays Fund
business and has taken a number of children from
Ackman Road school who can afford to pay which
'brings up the average all round & there are some
very poor schools in the neighbourhood'; she has
been to a lecture on French literature with Miss
Bonham Carter which she describes, commenting
that the lecturer was not very good; she and Ethel
have walked across the park to call on Lady
Ampthill ; they have had a dinner party for Cecily
and Ernest, Mr and Miss Duckworth, Mr Pollock, Mr
Pollen, Mr Grey and Mr Rendel where Ethel was
accused of using her pink feather fan to 'make eyes
over' and she spoke to Mr Pollock about
Stevenson. 21 February
/73: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has been arranging
flowers for dinner parties and has attended one to
make up the number when Lady Farquhar was not
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able to come, at which she had to talk to Sir
Horace Farquhar about whether Joseph
Chamberlain kept a man or woman cook; Lady
Dorothy Nevill has asked them to a matinee of 'The
Prisoner of Zenda' which they are not able to
attend; Emmie is planning to take a house on the
Thames for the summer, so Neville might get an
invitation; Aunt Dora has been asking about
Neville, and Emmie has taken up bicycling as well
as riding and fencing; she and Mary have been to
the Blumenthals where they heard Mr Roberts sing,
and Senor Arbos play the cello; Lady Ampthill has
visited for lunch and has invited her to go to the
Baths Club as her guest; she and Ida have been to
call on the Beales, travelling by underground, and
managed to persuade Maggie to organise a
dancing class; she is finding it hard to get regular
exercise now that she no longer takes her daily
walk in the park due to her responsibilities with the
Children's Country Holiday Fund; she and Ida are
intending to visit parents together to raise funds;
she has been to Sir Charles Euan Smith's tea party
at the skating place at Hengler's Circus, and she
and Ethel skated to music, which she really
enjoyed. February
/74: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Some of her pupil teachers
group are to learn dialogues from Jane Austen to
perform; Katie has been to visit but she, Ida and
Ethel were not well; she has been to skate at the
Argyle Street skating place where she had planned
to meet Miss Morris, but she did not arrive; informs
Neville of Mr Landsdowne Beale's death; Margaret
and John are planning a train and bicycle tour
through France at Easter using a tandem bicycle;
gives news of Millicent's engagement to Claude
Napier-Clavering, who she does not feel very
enthusiastic about; she and Ida have been to the
House of Commons to hear Mr Goschen's
statement of policy from the Ladies gallery, which
they found difficult to hear, and she describes the
reaction to the speech in the House; she has been
to her music lesson, and her teacher is going to
give her a letter for the head of the Royal College
of Music so that one of her pupil teachers can have
her voice tested; Cecily has been to visit, and has
discussed her feelings about her future brother-inlaw [Claude Napier-Clavering]; she and Beatrice
have been in Fulham paying visits to the parents of
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some of the Children's Country Holiday Fund
children 'at first one does feel rather a brute when
asking people with 5 or 6 children & paying a rent
of 7/6 to contribute 6/- for each child out of a
weekly wage of about 25/-'; she is to dine at the St
Loe Stracheys, and has been to see 'The Prisoner
of Zenda' which she recommends, if it is still on
when Neville returns. 4 March
/75: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has been busy collecting
subscriptions from children and their parents for the
Children's Country Holiday Fund as well as
attending [school board] managers meetings and
taking her fortnightly pupil teachers classes; Miss
Cooper has visited to show her the lace at the
South Kensington Museum [Victoria & Albert
Museum] which she thought was very badly
arranged; an order has been passed to open
museums on Sunday afternoons and will come into
force immediately at South Kensington and Bethnal
Green and at the British Museum and National
Gallery after meetings of the trustees; she and Ida
have been to call on Cecily and have seen Millicent
to talk about her engagement; she has been with
Amy to a comedy performance for Lady James'
Children's Country Holiday Fund which they found
dull; she has been skating with Maggie Beale,
Cecily and Millicent at Henglers and plans to go
with Cecily to learn bicycling at the Queen's Club 'I
mean to learn now that everyone does it, as I shall
feel quite too much out of it, when other people are
all enjoying themselves & making excursions'; she
has had to go to a managers meeting which meant
she could not see King Prempeh's jewels at the
Crown Office, but is going with Beatrice to the
Savoy Theatre to see the new Gilbert and Sullivan
and to Kew with Katie; she and Mary have been to
a dull party at the Dundonalds', and to a party at
the Wimbornes; discusses the current situation in
Egypt and Sudan and the British military expedition
to Dongola [Dunqulah]. 14 March
/76: written from Endsleigh, Exmouth: She has had
her second dancing lesson and has been collecting
subscriptions with Beatrice for the Children's
Country Holiday Fund at Ackmar Road school;
describes the spring flowers and the growth of
plants at the gardens at Highbury and mentions
that Austen's winter crops have not been a
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success; gives details of her journey to Exmouth
with Mr and Mrs Collings including their stop at
Exeter where they saw the cathedral and the old
Guild house; describes the surroundings of
Exmouth and gives brief details about the history of
the place; they have been for a walk by the cliffs to
Budleigh Salterton and drove home over the
moors. 3 April
/77: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Gives an account of her stay in
Exmouth including their drive to Littleham church,
their visits to acquaintances of Mr Collings, their
trip down the river to Dawlish, their journey by train
to Lustleigh where they saw a mass of primroses,
and their drive across the moor to Ashburton; gives
details of their journey from Ashburton to Totnes
and on a steamer down the Dart to Dartmouth,
describing the town; they were able to inspect the
Britannia and the proposed new site for the Naval
College; she has been with Ida and Ethel to a
dance at The Grove; Ethel and Ida are not pleased
with [John Singer] Sargent's portrait of Joseph
Chamberlain which has now gone to the Academy
before she could see it herself. 11 April
/78: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She and Ethel returned to
London after the Moor Green [cousins] dance and
had to attend a dinner party in the evening as
Beatrice had gone out; she had to talk to Baron
Deichmann and his wife was rude to her and
Austen, leaving her to listen to another guest who
bored her with his ideas for a book; she has been
to another Dolmetsch concert which she describes;
Austen has returned from a trip to visit Admiralty
staff at Malta and has gained weight from his
voyage; she has been making arrangements for
her flower sales and has been shopping for cycling
skirts; [final page likely to have been erroneously
filed and dates from later in April: discusses her
plans to go to Highbury with Austen for the
weekend despite arrangements for the East
Worcestershire Unionist Association to look round
the grounds; she has been to an exhibition of
Burne Jones drawings; Joseph Chamberlain has
been to the Constitutional Club dinner; she has
finally chosen a cycling skirt]. 23 April
/79: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
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Kensington, London: Gives details of her train
journey to Birmingham with Austen, meeting Aunt
Lizzie and Uncle Harry at Rugby; informs Neville
that Cecil Crosskey is engaged to Dora Howard
Smith, remarking that they are well suited as they
are both dull; they were not able to dine at
Baskerville because Freda had developed scarlet
fever, but Austen's constituents did not arrive until
4pm and were not numerous, so they had the
grounds at Highbury largely to themselves;
describes the state of the grounds, gardens and
hothouses; they have returned to London to find
Joseph Chamberlain concerned about
developments in the Transvaal and his forthcoming
speech in Birmingham on the Education Bill which
is likely to be opposed by Mr Dixon; she has been
taking 'turns' in Trafalgar Square on her bicycle,
wearing her new cycling dress but has not yet been
out in the road or up or down a hill. 30 April
/80: written from Great House Farm, Witley, Surrey:
She has held another flower sale at a school where
the teachers enjoy growing plants and where the
head is keen to construct a conservatory in the
playground at his own cost 'but I hardly think this
will be permitted by the board'; Joseph
Chamberlain's speech in Birmingham on the
Education bill was a success and Mr Dixon
behaved well; Austen has been in Deptford
inspecting marine barracks and is to go on an
official inspection to Dartmouth, Devonport and
Plymouth; Katie has been to visit and went with
Hilda and Austen for a walk in the park and to call
on Cecily and Ernest, who are going to France with
Uncle William and Aunt Mary; she has taken
several 'small & odious board school children' to
the Natural History Museum; she has held a flower
sale at Ackman Road school and was able to send
an 'invalid small child away to a convalescent
home'; she was supposed to return to the school to
attend a sub-committee meeting for selecting
candidates to fill a teaching post, but was too tired;
she has been to a number of dances and describes
the dancing styles of some of her partners;
describes her surroundings at the Bonham Carters
and gives details of the local countryside with views
over the Weald. 8 May
/81: written from 10 Mostyn Terrace, Eastbourne:
Gives details of her train journey to Eastbourne;
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she has been for a walk with Ernest Debenham
and Clara up Beachy Head where he discussed his
feelings about Claude [Napier-Clavering]; she has
seen Cecily and has been for a cycle ride, like
many other people in Eastbourne; the weather has
been bad and she has played several duets with
Clara; Joseph Chamberlain has lent her the
'Exploits of Brigadier Gerard' by Conan Doyle,
which she has been reading; criticises 'Sir George
Tressady' by May Humphrey Ward, which she
thinks is unrealistic in its treatment of 'the working
man'; she has cycled to Pevensey Castle but was
not impressed by the ruins. 15 October
/82: written from 10 Mostyn Terrace, Eastbourne:
She and Clara have been for a long walk on the
Downs and she has been for two cycle rides, but
cannot yet ride with her hands off the handlebars;
discusses her reading, including works on botany
and on China; she has made a child's dress and
dressed some dolls with Clara; describes a lecture
by Sir Robert Ball on 'Great Showers of Shooting
Stars' which she attended with Clara, which
included dislpays of photographic plates. 22
October
18 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/83

[1904] letter

1904

/83: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Sympathises with Neville
about his feelings of depression, described as 'the
dismals'; agrees that hard work is the cure, but 'I do
wish they would let you alone a little more when
you do get a day or two off at Highbury'; she has
been to the House of Commons to hear Joseph
Chamberlain make a speech 'Mr Winston Churchill
cut a miserable figure in his answer. He certainly
does not seem to be a ready debater yet'; mentions
that Joseph Chamberlain delivered another 'first
class speech' in the evening 'without a trace of
fatigue'[to defend Lord Milner]. [1904]
1 item
Access: Open
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NC1/15/3/84

1905 letter

1905

/84: written from Hotel Rondinella, Adelboden,
Switzerland: Sympathises with Neville over the
shock he must have felt on hearing of Ethel's
death; gives an account of Ethel's condition when
she arrived in Switzerland and mentions that they
spoke about 'the baby' [her daughter, Hilda Mary];
reassures him that she suffered very little 'the end
was so peaceful I hardly knew when it came';
Lio[nel Richards] has arrived and is coping well;
Ethel's body is lying in the small church and will be
buried in a 'peaceful spot under the shadow of the
great snow mountains'; she has been with Bertha
and Donald who have been very supportive. 17
January
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/85

1906 letter

1906

/85: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Gives an account of Joseph
Chamberlain's poor health, despite which he
managed to deliver 'an excellent speech...with
great effect'; she thinks he is reconciled to going
abroad, which she is glad about, as 'politics will be
worrying to him until the question of the
reorganisation of the party is taken in hand';
discusses the 'unfortunate' end of the fiscal debate;
Austen is going to Highbury before leaving for Paris
and has been walking without pain; she is going to
an orchestral concert at the Queen's Hall; they
have secured a 'lady nurse' for Hilda Mary; Ida is
going riding with Lio[nel Richards] to Richmond and
the Ampthills are coming to lunch. 17 March
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/86-88

1907 letters

1907

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated March to May 1907.
These letters were written while the majority of the
immediate Chamberlain family were holidaying on
the French Riviera, as part of Joseph
Chamberlain's health regime after suffering a
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severe stroke in 1906. The letters contain
information about Hilda's daily activities, and
discuss the health of family members.
/86: written from Valescure St Raphael, France:
Sends Neville birthday greetings and hopes that
the coming year will be as happy for him as the
previous one has been for Austen [who married Ivy
Dundas in 1906]; gives an account of Joseph
Chamberlain's health and his attempts to walk; she
and Ida have cycled to San Raphael to get some
carnations for Joseph Chamberlain to give to Mary,
and some candied fruits from them, and went
round by the bay to see whether the road might be
suitable to take a carriage ride; Joseph
Chamberlain and Mary have gone for a drive by the
sea but the wind is strong and might affect them;
they have not been able to prevent Mary from
doing everything that Joseph Chamberlain does,
but she is better for the change of air; she has
walked into San Raphael with Mary to change
money. 15 March
/87: written from Valescure St Raphael, France:
She and Ida have walked up the Mont Vinaigre
road to the woods; they opened Neville's letter to
Beatrice while she was at the Bussys near Monte
Carlo, and enjoyed reading about his bank holiday
experiences; Austen and Ivy are staying, and the
weather has been mixed; gives a detailed
description the appearance and behaviour of an
unusual insect they have observed, which she calls
a sphex; describes some of the wild flowers they
have seen; she and Ida have walked down to the
cemetery and up the valley to the hill and along the
hillside looking over the sea; Beatrice is recovering
from her sciatica and Austen is well; Mary is resting
as much as possible and Joseph Chamberlain is
'following the usual course', walking alone on some
days, but has also been suffering from gout; she
and Ida are shortly to return home, and she hopes
to see Neville at Highbury. 6 April
/88: written from Grand Hotel, Valescure, France:
She has returned to Valescure feeling much better,
after suffering from influenza; comments on the
changes that have taken place since she left for
Birmingham three weeks before and describes the
profusion of wild flowers and plants that have
flowered; Beatrice has been feeling unwell, and Ida
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and Mary are worried about her emotional health;
Mary is recovering slowly and Joseph Chamberlain
is not walking so well this week, but otherwise
seems less stiff in his movements; his speech is
not good, though he speaks more quickly he has
more difficulty in pronouncing his words. 7 May
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/89-98

1908 letters

1908

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1908. The majority of
these letters were written while Hilda and other
members of the Chamberlain family were taking an
extended holiday on the French Riviera, as part of
Joseph Chamberlain's health regime after suffering
a severe stroke in 1906, although there is one letter
written from 40 Princes Gardens, London which
has been dated using internal evidence to February
1908. The letters contain information about Hilda's
daily activities, and discuss the health of family
members, particularly the fluctuating improvements
in Joseph Chamberlain's condition. Some letters
also give an insight into Hilda's own state of mind,
and express her feelings about her father's ill
health, her deep affection for her niece, Hilda Mary
Richards, and her uncertainty about her own future.
Other letters contain brief references to Neville's
business and welfare work in Birmingham, and to
national politics.
/89: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
The nurse's health has improved and Joseph
Chamberlain's arm is better; he has walked a little
way along the sea front and has been sitting on the
verandah in his chair with a sun umbrella over his
head; she and Mary have been to call on people
'but fortunately most people were not at home.
Certainly they are a very dull set at Cannes at
present'; Lord Cadogan has been to visit and is
coming to lunch, and the Blythwoods are also
visiting for lunch; Joseph Chamberlain is annoyed
by people visiting 'but he knows it is the best thing.
He does wake up & talk to these people when they
come & one sees the result in the fact that he
certainly talks more all the day when he has met
anyone'; gives an account of her cycling trip with
Ida to Mandelieu, Pegomas and Auribeau which
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was affected by a sudden rain shower; Mrs
Endicott and William and Louise are coming to the
Riviera, and Austen and Ivy and Beatrice will also
be coming to stay; Joseph Chamberlain and Mary
have had a call from Dr Waldstein: Ida has been
sketching. 13 March
/90: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Thanks Neville for his letter and comments on his
business and social arrangements; discusses the
result of the by-election at Peckham which she
thinks will be a 'blow for the govt'; Millicent and
Claude have visited from Grasse and are now at
Valescure; Joseph Chamberlain has been walking
on the sea front or going there in his chair when it
is not too windy; she and Mary have been to call on
the Duchess of Devonshire and were shocked to
learn that the Duke had died that morning; Mr
Paulton has visited Joseph Chamberlain which has
encouraged him to speak more; she and Ida have
cycled out to between Theoule and La Napoule
and have seen some unusual flowers in a field;
they have heard from Austen that little Joe has
been cutting his teeth; asks Neville to ask Beatrice
to bring out bathing dresses for her and Ida in case
the weather gets warmer. 25 March
/91: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Thanks Neville for his letter which Joseph
Chamberlain has been laughing about, particularly
his 'bicycle behaviour'; hopes that Austen and Ivy
will see an improvement in Joseph Chamberlain's
health when they arrive, as his walking is better
and Dr Doughty is 'very energetic & full of
enthusiasm'; he has also been talking more to
visitors and his speech has improved; Mr Amery is
to come to lunch that day, and Mr Almeric Paget
the following day 'of course the difficulty is to find
men, but we have done very well so far'; Lord
Amherst and Miss Margaret Amhurst have visited,
and told them about a wild bird they have seen;
asks Neville to organise a present for Rosa when
he is in London with Beatrice; mentions the
success of the Dispensary Hospital scheme which
Neville is involved with; adds a postscript to
recount Mr Amery's anecdotes about Winston
Churchill's activities and behaviour in East Africa,
particularly Uganda, with Mr Hesketh Bell, and the
reaction of the local people towards him. 6 April
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/92: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
The weather has been mixed for Austen and Ivy's
visit but has been much better since they left;
discusses the medical treatment of 'little Joe'
[Austen and Ivy's son] ; Mrs Endicott has arrived
and seems well; Beatrice and Ida have taken the
train to Grasse and then cycled to Cagnes, and she
and Ida are thinking of going to Mandelieu and
walking up Le Grand Duc; gives an account of
Joseph Chamberlain's progress in walking and the
regression of his speech, possibly because he
prefers to listen while Austen is visiting; Mary thinks
that his exercises are making a difference, but she
cannot see 'any real increase of power'; comments
on the death of Sir Henry Campbell Bannerman
and the enthusiasm for [Henry Herbert] Asquith, his
replacement as Prime Minister; discusses the
forthcoming by election in North West Manchester
and [William] Joynson-Hicks' chances of being
elected; she and Ida waited for a tram to return
from their walk for twenty five minutes, and were
spotted by Lord and Lady Mount Edgcumbe and
given a lift home. 23 April
/93: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Hopes that her last letter did not give the wrong
impression of her feelings of depression but
comments 'after all, neither of us can imagine that
the other is always gay, under the circumstances of
our present life'; speculates about her future, for
which she 'cannot see anything cheerful', and
explains that 'Hilda Mary has of late been growing
more & more to seem like my own child &
consequently it gets worse every day as she grows
older to bear the long separations...I can't bear the
thought of her being in anyone else's hands...I try
not to dwell upon it but it is a great trouble to me & I
see no solution for I can't take the only one offered
to me & that complicates matters still further';
remarks that Hilda Mary and 'little Joe' are the
'bright spots' in the siblings' future; hopes that she
might have the opportunity to talk to Neville soon
and worries about him being lonely at Highbury;
asks about his work with the Grand Committee and
the Hospital scheme; gives an account of Joseph
Chamberlain's emotional health 'he sometimes
almost persuades himself that he is going to get
well! I don't believe he can think he will ever go
back to the House but I think he tries not to think
about it'; he is making progress, but they have
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lower expectations than the previous year, and so
have not been disappointed; she has been able to
enjoy the wildlife around Cannes; Beatrice has
been staying with the Bussys but is about to return;
Mary is not planning to leave until the end of May
but is beginning to become anxious about it;
William and Louise are to come to stay in the
middle of the month, and she thinks they will have
to make 'hot & harassing expeditions to Nice &
Monte Carlo & Beaulieu...Americans don't know
how to be happy & enjoy the country!'; discusses
Neville's reform schemes in Birmingham and the
likely result of the Wolverhampton by-election. 1
May
/94: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Thanks Neville for his letter, which she thinks
shows how much he and she think alike 'even if I
never do find the happiness you speak of, I am not
much to be pitied when I have such a brother';
expresses her unhappiness at the thought of being
close to Hilda Mary and not able to see her, hopes
she will have a long visit to Highbury during the
summer 'but I don't know what I shall do after that if
Lio[nel Richards] feelings do not change'; she
would have liked to spend time with Neville and
little Joe in the gardens during the spring rather
than spending so long on the Riviera, and wonders
whether she should have spoken to Ivy about the
situation, but thinks it was better not to; discusses
their travel arrangements to go to Aix by train; Ida
and Beatrice have had to postpone their cycle trip
to Le Trayas because Beatrice's tyre was flat, but
Ida caught the train to Briot to see some wild
flowers; Mary has gone to lunch with the Pagets in
Nice; comments on the results of the
Wolverhampton by-election and the forthcoming
election at Dundee. 8 May
/95: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Expresses her confidence in Neville for his
forthcoming speech; she and Beatrice have been
to the golf links to gather a kind of wild flower,
which she describes; expresses her concern about
Uncle Arthur's ill health; Joseph Chamberlain has
been feeling 'low' and is suffering from gout which
she thinks is affecting his speech; gives her opinion
that his walking and speech is better in France than
in England during the winter, but 'over the invisible
line we never seem to advance', despite the
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doctors' exercises; she does not expect much
progress in Aix, but thinks that 'we should lose
ground very much in the autumn without it'; they
are collecting amusing anecdotes about Beatrices'
conversation and observations for Joseph
Chamberlain, which have cheered him. 14 May
/96: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses Neville's plans to come to France and
congratulates him on the good reports she has
read of his speech; expresses her concern about
Uncle Arthur's health and is pleased that Neville's
Dispensary scheme is going well; William and
Louise have arrived and they have enjoyed their
trip to Italy; their visit has made Joseph
Chamberlain more animated an he has been going
out in his chair and been walking in the garden; she
and Ida have been for some beautiful walks and
hope to take Neville with them when he arrives; Ida
has finished her first sketch book and has started a
second one; Aunt Clara is coming to Aix and she
hopes to see Mabel there as well. 22 May
/97: written from Hotel Bernascon, Aix-les-Bains,
France: The weather is likely to stop Joseph
Chamberlain's drive with Mrs Endicott, which is
'vexing' as she has not been well; she has been to
Pagny by train with Lady Legge to see some wild
flowers and they had tea at Les Corbieres; she and
Joseph Chamberlain have dined alone, as the
others went to the Cercle to celebrate the American
Indpendence Day; she has been painting flowers to
show to Ida and has written to tell her that they are
to travel to Ouchy before returning home. 5 July
/97a: written from Grant Hotel Bernascon, Aix-lesBains, France: She has enjoyed spending time in
the countryside around Aix, and has been spending
time with friends including Daisy Sichel, Mrs
Molyneux, Colonel Lawley and the Dartmouths,
with whom she went by train to Mont Kevard where
they witnessed a beautiful sunset; she has been
painting wild flowers to show Ida; gives details of
Joseph Chamberlain's spa treatment and their
travel arrangements for their journey to Ouchy in
Switzerland. 11 July
/98: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Discusses their plans to stay
in Cannes this year rather than San Remo, and to
accept the Murrays offer of their villa which has a
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garden and terrace; asks whether they should get
tickets for 'The Thief' or George Bernard Shaw's
'Arms and the Man' and whether Neville would like
to go to the Russe Quartet on Saturday; encloses
the Sunday afternoon programme for the Queen's
Hall; gives an account of the recent ill health of
Austen's baby son, Joe who has not been putting
on enough weight; mentions the results of the
recent election in Hereford, and expresses her
shock at the recent assassination of King Carlos I
of Portugal and his son. [February]
11 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/99-107

1909 letters

1909

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1909. The majority of
the letters were written while Hilda and other
members of the Chamberlain family were spending
several months during the winter and spring on the
French Riviera, at Cannes, as part of Joseph
Chamberlain's health regime after suffering a
severe stroke in 1906, but there are also letters
written from England later in the year, including one
that is undated, and has been assigned to 1909 by
a previous cataloguer. Letters written from Cannes
discuss Hilda's daily activities, but also concern her
feelings about her life, and about Neville's feelings
about his future and achievements in Birmingham
politics. There is also information about Joseph
Chamberlain's state of health, and his ability to
walk and speak following his stroke.
/99: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
The weather has been cold and they have had
snow; Mary has been unwell with influenza and
they have been distressed by Austen's letter
informing them of Ivy and Joe's ill health; Lady
Blythswood has visited for lunch which has
encouraged Joseph Chamberlain to speak;
General Russell has paid a short visit and 'it is
really a great point to have made that Papa now
feels equal to seeing these men alone...we are
delighted to have established this much more
natural arrangement'; Margaret Duckworth has
heard from Ivy that the household has been unwell
and has sent some books 'suitable for people
recovering from [influenza]'; hopes that Austen will
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encourage Ivy to take a holiday to fully recover her
health. 28 February
/100: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
Ida is annoyed with Neville because he has not told
them the sex of the new calf that has been born, or
given them a proper account of Ida's dog; the
weather in Cannes has been improving, and they
have been for a walk; Mary is still not well, and has
been suffering from neuritis and fever, but is to get
up for dinner that night; she has been to see Aunt
Lilian and has invited her to lunch; Joseph
Chamberlain has enjoyed the gossip they had
afterwards about 'how fearfully fat Aunt Lilian had
got' and about her husband's character; the
Portlands are coming to lunch, and they are hoping
to entertain other guests if Mary has recovered
sufficiently; congratulates Neville on the advocation
of his Dispensary scheme in the Poor Law
Commission Report and on his nomination as a
magistrate; mentions his prospective election as a
City Councillor in Birmingham, and his speeches to
Liberal Unionist meetings; she is hoping to take
Italian lessons. 10 March
/101: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
Reflects on Neville's achievements and feelings on
his fortieth birthday 'you have got a fine ''position''
in the town by the work...which you have put into
it...you impress everyone with your promise as well
as your performance'; expresses her confidence
that he will go on growing and developing every
year, and assures him that he is the 'life & spirit' of
the family; asks for a paper with an account of the
Meysey Thompson lecture; she is pleased that he
is going to Paris at Easter with Arch[ibald Kenrick];
Beatrice's friends, the Schlumbergers, have
suggested that she meet them in Paris for a few
days and so perhaps she and Neville will be able to
see each other there; the mistral winds are still
blowing but the sunshine is helping Joseph
Chamberlain, who has say outside every day that
week; Mary has still not fully recovered from her
illness; she and Ida have been for a walk by the
canal and found some wild anemones, some of
which they are sending to Hilda Mary. 16 March
/102: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
Hopes that Neville's speech has satisfied the
Liberal Unionists committee; expresses her
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concern for Mr Collings who has recently suffered
an accident; the Paris strike does not seem to have
affected the post, but it has delayed telegrams; the
weather has been rainy and windy for the last few
days and she and Ida have not been able to go out
walking very much; Joseph Chamberlain has had a
raised temperature and they have been worried
that he might have influenza; Mary has been much
better; she has read Joseph Chamberlain the
recent naval debate, and discusses Mr Maxse's
views about the acceleration of the German ship
building programme and her own concerns; she
and Ida have had their first Italian lesson which
they found difficult 'it is so fatally easy to read &
understand & so difficult therefore to impress on
one's mind'. 20 March
/103: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
Reflects on Neville's achievements and the difficult
times he has had in his life, agreeing with him that
'perhaps, as you say, ''the best is still to come''';
she has had a nice letter from Emelyn about Hilda
Mary 'to you I will admit that I have moments of
fiercest jealousy, but it is really only moments',
explaining that she does not doubt Hilda Mary's
love for her, but that she wishes she had the daily
contact with her and could be the one to care for
her, which is harder because she had a kind of
chance to look after her, which was then
withdrawn; expresses her interest in Neville's
speech, and his activities with the Hospital, and the
'Indian lecture'; they have received Austen's
telegram about Mr Collings and she expresses her
concern about him. 24 March
/104: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
The weather has been 'perfect' since Beatrice
arrived; discusses Neville's activities in Paris and is
pleased that he has been to 'Le Scandale';
comments on the ill health of Mr Collings and
remarks that Joseph Chamberlain is very
concerned about him; she and Ida have walked up
the valley to St Paul [de Vence] where they saw the
church and its interior; Joseph Chamberlain has
been better and has been able to go for several
drives, although they have come to the conclusion
that they must replace his nurse 'she insults
everybody all round & appears mortally offended
continually for absolutely no reason'. 15 April
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/105: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
She has received a letter from Aunt Alice asking
her to Bryntirion for Whitsun and thinks she cannot
refuse her again; wonders whether Neville might
accompany her there; gives an account of Joseph
Chamberlain's 'electrical treatment' and remarks
that there has been 'a very decided improvement in
speech & condition since last year & yet it is so
intangible that it is sometimes difficult to realise it';
there has been less progress with his walking but
she thinks this is because he relies on others for
his balance and mentions that they are trying to
make him walk alone again; President Fallieres has
attended a Gambetta celebration and a naval and
military review, and is today visiting Grasse and
Cannes; Joseph Chamberlain's nurse has been
more friendlty over the last few days but she still
thinks they must dismiss her as 'a new person with
fresh energy would be stimulating & good for him';
hopes that Neville will be able to get back from
France for the Elliott's [Metal Company] meeting
and mentions that she and Ida will return after him,
via Paris. 28 April
/106: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She is disappointed that
Neville will not be able to go to East Africa this year
for a long holiday, as she was hoping he would be
able to get 'a really good holiday & a fresh start in
life' before he began his work as a City Councillor;
wishes he could get away and leave behind the
'depression & sadness which these last few years
have been so calculated to produce', commenting
that Italy has really helped her and Ida; gives
details about their plans to come to Highbury,
mentioing that Ida might come early to see her
farm and attend the Benedicts ball and
entertainment; Mary has tickets for the House of
Lords so Ida would need to return for that; she has
taken her prints to the Hyde Park Gallery to be
valued; Lio[nel Richards] and Emelyn have been to
dinner, with Amy; mentions how much she likes
Emelyn, and that Hilda Mary has been having
treatment for headaches; Mary has had letters from
Austen and Ivy, who seem to be enjoying their
holiday; Joseph Chamberlain has been out walking
and has generally talked 'a great deal' to the
visitors they have had. 16 November
/107: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
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Birmingham: [first pages of letter missing] mentions
reading an article on Darwin in 'The Times';
comments on Neville's 'lonely' lifestyle which she
thinks must be hard for him, having no one to talk
to in the evenings. undated
9 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/108-117

1910 letters

1910

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1910. The majority of
these letters are written from Cannes, where Hilda
and other members of the Chamberlain family were
accustomed to spend several months during the
winter and spring as part of Joseph Chamberlain's
health regime after suffering a severe stroke in
1906. There are also two letters written from
London; one, which has been dated using internal
evidence to February 1910 before the party left for
Cannes, and the other dated June 1910, after their
return. Letters discuss Hilda's daily social activities
and excursions as well as details of caring for her
father and his state of health. The constitutional
crisis in England during the early months of 1910,
due to the Liberal government's difficulties in
passing its 1909 budget and its introduction of the
Parliament Bill, is also discussed, as are reactions
to the death of Edward VII.
/108: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Speculates about the possible dissolution of
Parliament and whether there will be a referendum
[following the refusal of the Conservative
opposition to pass the Liberal government's 1909
budget and tensions over the Parliament Bill];
discusses her doubts about Irish politicians; hopes
that Neville had a successful time in Paris and
Rouen; wonders how Leo Maxse is feeling about
the advances of Germany or 'the wretchedly
inefficient Unionists who will probably be in the next
Govt'; Joseph Chamberlain has been better, and
has enjoyed having visitors, including Mr Austin
and Mr Duthic; she and Ida have been to Grasse
by train and cycled home; General Paget is coming
after lunch, and they are having more guests the
following day; she has been reading 'The
Awakening of Turkey' [by Edward Frederick Knight]
and 'Garibaldi's Thousand''; they are sending a box
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of violets to Hilda Mary, and are hoping to start
Italian lessons again. 1 March
/109: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Wishes Neville a happy birthday and believes that
his life will change for the better during the coming
year; the weather has been very poor recently;
Ruth is staying with them, and she and Ida have
gone to Le Cannet to walk along the observatory
hill; they are going to have tea on Mr Sellar's yacht,
while Mr Balfour visits Joseph Chamberlain to talk
about the current political situation; Joseph
Chamberlain has been agitated by the result of the
general election but has been improving; she is
pleased that Neville has settled Hall's departure
and passes on advice from Lord Brougham to the
gardeners at Highbury about the care of
bougainvillea; speculates about the possibility of
there being another general election in June which
at least means they could be at Highbury then and
enjoy the garden; expresses her concern about
Beatrice's health; she has been talking to Norman
and hopes Neville might ask him to dinner
sometime. 16 March
/110: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Reflects on Ruth's visit, which was unfortunate in
taking place at a time when national politics are so
uncertain; they have had excursions to Auribeau,
St Paul du Vas, Mougins, the Notre Dame de Vie,
Le Trayas, and Napoule, while Ruth and Ida went
to Grasse and drove up to Gourdon; expresses her
distress that Miss Cole's brothers, the two
Stephens, were responsible for a hoax 'it really
made me quite unhappy that the relatives of our
friends should do such an extraordinarily damning
thing'; mentions that Aunt Lilian and Norman are
visiting, and that she will have to take Norman for a
walk, as he is bored with golf 'they are obviously
not enjoying themselves - but still oh dear! they are
not the most congenial of relatives'; Mr Balfour is
coming to lunch and she and Ida are going to see
Fanny to go for a drive in her motor; she has seen
a swallow, and Mary has heard nightingales; the
Cannes aviation week begins on Sunday and they
might get tickets to attend, although they should be
able to see some of the races from the villa;
Joseph Chamberlain is well, but his walking and
speech is not good, perhaps due to fatigue from
the general election; she and Ida have been
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working on translating English into Italian. 25
March
/111: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
The weather has been better recently; Sir Frederick
Milner and his daughter have been for lunch, and
Joseph Chamberlain has made a 'great effort' to
talk to him; Mary and Ida have been out to pay
calls and order summer dresses which are to be
gifts from Joseph Chamberlain; discusses her
frustration with the regulations of the French post
office for sending parcels 'how I pray that these
odious Radicals will not get their way & turn out
free & happy country into a bureaucracy-ridden
place such as this is'; they are waiting for Mrs
Endicott to arrive at Genoa and think her ship must
have been delayed by the bad weather; Beatrice is
getting better and has been for a long walk by
herself; Joseph Chamberlain's speech is better '&
can be quite good when he takes the trouble',
remarking that he does not make the effort for
family members and is also depressed about the
political situation and does not want to talk about it;
Ida has been sketching wild flowers. 8 April
/112: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
The weather has been wet, but they have managed
to take Joseph Chamberlain for a short walk by the
sea; she has heard a nightingale, and asks Neville
whether he has observed many birds in
Birmingham; Mr Reggie Lucas has visited for lunch
and he hopes to get a London constituency in
which to stand for parliament; comments on how
well Austen is doing in the House of Commons and
discusses her opinion of the government's actions
in making 'concessions to the Irish' and failing 'to
come to an agreement on the Budget'. 17 April
/113: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Describes the effects of the spring weather and the
mistral wind on the flowers and fruit trees in the
villa garden; wonders whether it would be possible
to cope with a smaller garden staff at Highbury,
now that Neville is supervising work there; she is
glad that Neville is getting work again at Hoskins
and comments on the 'aunts' plans to buy a house
on Loch Goil; she and Ida have been to lunch at
Lady Waterlow's and have been round the garden
there; they are looking forward to Austen and Ivy's
visit; Beatrice is better, but Mrs Endicott has a tooth
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abcess and Joseph Chamberlain is suffering from
gout. 26 April
/114: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses the death of King Edward VII and his
ability to deal with the current constitutional crisis,
commenting on the views of people like Clara
Martineau who thinks that he was the only person
who could have guided 'the nation through this
crisis'; the weather has been cold and rainy, and
Mary has had to make several visits to the dentist
and dressmaker; Joseph Chamberlain has been
feeling low, and has not been walking well. 11 May
/115: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
She has been feeling unhappy and has found it
difficult not to 'rage & stamp & storm & fling things
about!'; gives an account of her visit to Gourdon
with Ida to gather species of wild flower, where
they also observed a dung beetle; Mary and Ida
have been to a memorial service [for Edward VII?]
while she stayed with Joseph Chamberlain, who
has been coping well with the news of the king's
death, but wishes the coverage was less
sentimental, accusing Mary and Austen of being
'gushers'; gives her opinion about the king's death,
and thinks she agrees with her father, remarking
that Kipling's poem ['The Dead King']was fine 'even
if it was a little, a trifle overdone for the subject';
discusses plans for Neville to come to France and
advises him to eat at Marseilles before getting the
train; mentions their plans to go to Highbury and
whether Mary intends to stay in London. 21 May
/116: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Gives a detailed account of
her visit to an exhibition at the New English art
Club at Suffolk Street, Pall Mall; Mary is having to
make changes to the domestic staff at Princes
Gardens and has called the doctor to examine
Joseph Chamberlain who has been diagnosed with
an arterial aneurism in his leg; gives details about
his condition and the doctor's opinion about
whether to operate or not; she and Ida have been
to a musical evening party at Mr Eustace Hill's at
which Gervase Elwes sang; she and Ida are going
with Mrs Endicott to a matinee performance at the
'Palace' to see the 'Russian dancers'; Austen and
Ivy have visited for dinner and have had a
discussion about politics with Joseph Chamberlain,
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during which Austen showed some papers to his
father, which he had permission to disclose; Lord
Grey has visited for lunch but she and Ida were
with Ivy and her son Joe; asks Neville if he will
send the ticket for the horticultural shows and
passes on instructions about the gardens at
Highbury. 25 June
/117: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has been to see Dorothy
Gough and gives news about Colonel Gough's ill
health, remarking that he is perhaps suffering from
a recurrence of malaria; she has been discussing
politics with Colonel Gough who was 'in his
cheerful way...as depressing as ever' about
German military expansion and their construction
of airships; mentions that Colonel Gough is happy
to give Neville any information he might need about
his possible visit to central Africa; Ida has been ill
with suspected influenza but is now better 'it would
be too provoking to repeat our last year's
experience'; asks Neville to inspect the 'monstrosity
at the farm' at Highbury which has been described
as a 'blue pig'; she has had dinner with Ida and
Molly Bonham Carter, followed by a visit to see
'Don' at the Kingsway Theatre which she thought
was 'extremely modern but...extraordinarily well
acted'; gives details of her planned social activities
before the family travel to Cannes, and mentions
that Hilda Mary has visited for tea, and that she
and Ida have been spending time with Austen's
son Joe. undated [February 1910?]
10 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/118-123

1911 letters

1911

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1911. Letters are
largely written from Cannes, where Hilda and other
members of the Chamberlain family were
accustomed to spend several months during the
winter and spring as part of Joseph Chamberlain's
health regime after suffering a severe stroke in
1906, but the file includes one letter written from
Highbury, just after Neville's wedding to Anne Cole.
Neville's recent marriage, his honeymoon, his new
home at Westbourne, and Anne's pregnancy are all
major themes of these letters, but there is also
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discussion of Hilda's daily activities and the health
of her father, Joseph Chamberlain.
/118: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Congratulates Neville on his
successful wedding, remarking that 'Annie was the
very prettiest bride I have ever seen' and that both
her dress and those of the bridesmaids were
beautiful; hopes he and Anne have managed to
cross the channel before the rain arrived and that
they are enjoying Paris; expresses her happiness
at the thought that he is on his honeymoon and
hopes that this will 'prove the beginning of a new
epoch' on his life; Joseph Chamberlain seemed
well and cheerful when they returned [from the
wedding] and was pleased to hear about it; looks
forward to visiting Neville's new home at
Westbourne when they return from honeymoon. 7
January
/119: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Sends Neville birthday greetings, wishes him
happiness with his new wife, and praises her for
charming everyone in Birmingham. 16 March
/120: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses the reception that Neville and Anne had
[at Bingley Hall?] and wishes that Anne could have
had a memory of Joseph Chamberlain making a
speech; comments on Austen's recent speech
which she thinks read well; Aunt Alice has left after
her stay at Cannes, and the weather has been very
windy and dull; she and Ida have been into town to
do some errands, but otherwise have not been
outside; some groups of people have been to
inspect the villa, and they are expecting more; she
and Ida have been invited to lunch with Mrs Douty
to see the 'battle of flowers' where they spent time
with the 'Douty baby'; she and Mary have been to
tea at Lady Waterlow's to hear Mr Schilling, a
German American pianist, play. 29 March
/121: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses the ongoing decoration work in Neville's
new house; Beatrice will be arriving shortly and she
is looking forward to hearing about her American
visit; hopes that Anne is not becoming too tired;
their employee has apparently been warned about
taking two jugs of salt water from the sea by a
French official; Joseph Chamberlain has been
suffering from gout but is now improving; hopes
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that Neville will not have too many public speaking
engagements to honour, and is pleased he is
getting an orchid house. 6 April
/122: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Expresses her delight at hearing the news of
Anne's pregnancy and hopes that she will take care
not to exert herself but also that Neville will not
keep her 'too much chained up...a perfectly natural
life is much the best thing, always taking special
care about one or two simple things'; she hopes for
a son, along with Neville, but 'will thankfully take
another niece'; she is pleased that Major and Mrs
Stuff were able to visit Neville and Anne at
Westbourne, and comments on the continuing
decoration work there. 26 April
/123: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Hopes that Neville is recovering from his attack of
gout and discusses possible dates for them to meet
in Birmingham or London; mentions Anne's
invitation to Court, which she thinks she must
attend if she can; Joseph Chamberlain has not
been well and they would like to get home as soon
as they can, but there have been difficulties in
getting places on trains and boats, and they do not
want to be left in Cannes without their doctor;
Admiral and Mrs Wemyss are coming to lunch; she
has been bathing; they are considering where to
stay if they return to Cannes the following year. 13
May
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/124-128

1912 letters

1912

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1912. Letters are
written from Cannes, where Hilda and other
members of the Chamberlain family were
accustomed to spend several months during the
winter and spring as part of Joseph Chamberlain's
health regime after suffering a severe stroke in
1906. As well as details about Hilda's daily
activities, the letters focus on the health and
development of Neville and Anne's baby daughter,
Dorothy; Neville's work on various Birmingham City
Council committees and his involvement with the
Birmingham Liberal Unionists Association; and the
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repercussions of the miners' strike. The letter dated
18 April also discusses the recent loss of the
Titanic.
/124: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
The weather has been good, and they have heard
a number of songbirds; she is excited to hear that
Neville has 'revolutionised' his 'Harborne scheme'
and has been obliged to 'put it off from March to
May', and comments on his work for the
[Birmingham City Council] Health committee;
discusses the work of the gardeners at Highbury
and is glad that Neville has visited and given
Garrett encouragement; they have not been
making progress on their 'nature notes' recently, as
they have been outside enjoying nature; Mr Rhys
Williams has left his card, and she hopes that he
will visit; Gerard Craig Sellar has visited and is
going to sail in the local regattas in his small sailing
yacht; Lady Waterlow has taken Mary for a motor
drive to Grasse for tea, and she is going to lunch
with the Broughams, which makes her worry what
Joseph Chamberlain will say about her absences;
they have recruited a new housemaid; part of the
ceiling has fallen down in Ida's bedroom after an
'accumulation of gas...had blown out what I
suppose was a sort of safety valve in the flue'; she
is delighted to hear Neville's news about Dorothy
and hopes she continues to put on weight 'not quite
as fast as Diane'; they have received Hilda Mary's
reports from school which are better, so she hopes
that her visit to them 'was really of use to the child'.
23 February
/125: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
She is sorry that Neville and Anne are unable to
come to Cannes, as she feels that it would be good
for Anne to get away from 'home & responsibilities
to which she has not been accustomed'; comments
on Neville's inability to get away from Birmingham
due to the city council meetings he needs to attend;
she is glad that they are going to join Austen and
Ivy at Crowborough; discusses Neville's scheme to
cut a new street to alter Broad Street and the
ending of the Provident Dispensary due to the
Insurance Bill; comments that Neville has gained
much information from the scheme which will be
useful in any similar project organised by the
government; mentions the recent Conservative
victory in the South Manchester by-election which
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Joseph Chamberlain is pleased about 'it is the very
irony of fate that the only honest thing the Govt
have done, contributory insurance, is the one thing
which has really turned the people against them';
comments on the unpopularity of Lloyd George
concerning this issue, and refers to his support for
universal suffrage which she thinks 'will do him no
good with the working man. I think even the
suffragettes will begin to see that they have
overdone it this time'; goes on to discuss the
miners' strike and Neville's negotiations at Hoskins;
she and Ida are going to do some sketching of wild
flowers; she has not written anything for Nature
Notes and has not been able to read very much,
though she is trying to read 'Varieties of Religious
Experience' by Professor W. James, and another
book dealing with the constitutional problems of
different German and Austrian states; it is possible
that Austen will be sent to Russia at Easter. 8
March
/126: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Hopes that Dorothy will put on weight and sleep
better and asks Neville to let her know how she is;
discusses a recent Liberal Unionists meeting that
Neville and Anne attended, at which Mr Collings,
Mr Amery, and Neville, spoke; expresses her
sympathy about the failure of plans to alter the
Paradise Street end of Broad Street and refers to
Neville's recent meeting with [Sir George] Archdall
[O'Brien] Reid; mentions Neville's recent difficulties
with a university educated employee who has an
'Oxford manner' and 'antagonizes the whole office';
Ida has found rooms for Aunt Lina at Grasse, and
Lilian is coming for lunch; Uncle Walter is expected
in the next few days, and Beatrice is also coming to
stay. 21 March
/127: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Ida is still in seclusion with suspected influenza;
she has avoided being ill by taking large doses of
quinine; Uncle Walter has taken Mary to Monte
Carlo and plans to take the rest of the family to St
Tropez; asks for a photograph of Dorothy; she and
Beatrice have been for a walk; discusses the
miners' return to work despite the 'adverse vote on
ballot' and wonders how long Neville will have to
keep his works closed 'I imagine the Corporation
will be able to give gas again fairly soon as
Warwickshire is back & Staffordshire going back,
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but even then if you are stuck for materials I should
think it must be some time'; comments on the
effects on people of the high price of coal and is
glad that the Chamberlain family are distributing
some of their coal stores to their gardeners;
wodners whether Neville has carried his motion at
[Birmingham City] Council about motorbuses and
congratulates him on getting his Harborne scheme
through. 14 April
/128: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Reports on Joseph Chamberlain's recent illness
and her own 'doleful' mood; discusses the 'awful
catastrophe' of the sinking of the Titanic, her relief
that neither Mrs Endicott or Mary seem to have
known anyone on board, and her amazement at
the use of wireless telegraphy in the disaster 'what
an experience for the ships rushing to the resuce &
hearing the depairing messages ''hurry, hurry'' yet
knowing that they were so far away it was
impossible to arrive in time. At least they have
saved those who could be got into the boats which
would have been very unlikely wihtout the
messages...from those saved it looks as if
everyone must have behaved splendidly & that
there was no panic'; thanks Neville and Anne for
the photographs of Dorothy and discusses whether
she looks like other members of the family; she and
Ida have been working on their Nature Notes but
she has found writing difficult; wonders whether
they will be able to find a publisher for the work,
and comments that 'anyway it has kept us busy &
happy for quite a long time'; the Cadogans are
coming to lunch so she and Ida are thinking of
going to Grasse to look for an iris; they have not
been bathing yet, but she thinks the sea looks very
attractive now. 18 April
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/129-136

1913 letters

1913

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1913. Letters are
written from Cannes, where Hilda and other
members of the Chamberlain family were
accustomed to spend several months during the
winter and spring as part of Joseph Chamberlain's
health regime after suffering a severe stroke in
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1906. The letters discuss Joseph Chamberlain's
state of health and in particular the difficulties he
was having with his eyesight; Hilda's daily activities
and the success of the book that she and Ida had
published on the botany of the French Riviera;
national politics and Austen's responsibilities as an
MP; and the crisis over Mary Chamberlain's
operation for appendicitis and peritonitis in May.
/129: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Describes the appearance and character of two
brothers who had travelled with Ida who she
compares with the Cheeryble brothers in Charles
Dickens' Nicholas Nickleby; the mistral has been
blowing, but Joseph Chamberlain has been sitting
outside in his tent; she and Ida have walked round
the Croix des Gardes but the mimosas have given
Ida hay fever; Joseph Chamberlain is disappointed
that his eyesight is not better now that he is in
Cannes; she has been to the Cannes bookshops
but none of them stock Hilda and Ida's book
[Common Objects of the Riviera] or have even
heard of it 'so I can't say much for Routledge's
representatives'; she is pleased that Anne has
been to see Mrs Douty and the children; she has
been reading Madame de Sevignes letters; asks
Neville for more information about the Beale
memorial and comments on the results of the Flint
election. 23 January
/130: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Comments on Neville's purchase of a bookshelf
and his visit to see 'Twelfth Night'; mentions that
Joseph Chamberlain is to contribute two hundred
guineas towards the Beale memorial and suggests
other possible contributors; Sir John Hanbury
Williams has visited with his wife, and Beatrix
Oliver has been to lunch; she has been to the
casino 'for the first time in my life' with Mr Craig
Sellar, his friend, the Hanbury Williams' and their
daughter; she has been for a walk with Joseph
Chamberlain and used her field glasses to study
the sailing yachts in the baby; she and Ida have
been for a drive; the oculist has visited and given
Joseph Chamberlain some glasses to improve his
sight, but she is worried that 'the sight is still fairly
good but that the effort of concentration is so great
that his brain does not work with his eyes';
comments on the possibility of a European war,
and mentions remarks by Austen's friends in Paris
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that war must come, expressed as 'Germany
seems to be hesitating & we have had enough of
her hectoring ways so let us go in for it now whilst
the temper of the people is with us'.6 March
/131: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Sends Neville birthday greetings and mentions that
Anne has arrived in Cannes with Beatrice, and they
have taken her round the garden; Joseph
Chamberlain is still having difficulty with his
eyesight and in using his new glasses but his sight
does seem improved 'it is a real relief & will do
more for Mary I think than massage or resting or
anything else'; Joseph Chamberlain has decided
not to stand again for Parliament and that Austen
could succeed him if he were interested 'I am glad
to feel that the whole thing has been settled with as
little pain as was possible'; mentions Austen's
recent speech at Holborn and the likelihood that
the Tariff Reform League will 'take him for their
leader'. 16 March
/132: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Gives details of the warm and sunny weather they
have had since Neville's departure; Joseph
Chamberlain has been suffering from depression
and is still finding it difficult to use his new glasses
for reading; gives her opinion of the Burghclere,
who are coming for lunch, and describes as recent
American visitor, Mr Dreser; she is going to see
Lady Brougham, who has been suffering from
phlebitis; one of the local shops has sold a number
of copies of Hilda and Ida's book [Common Objects
of the Riviera]; Beatrice has gone to see the
Bussys at Roquebrune, and Aunt Alice is due to
arrive the following day; discusses Lloyd George's
performance under questioning over the purchase
of Marconi shares; hopes that Austen will recover
from his illness in time for his speech at
Birmingham; thanks Anne for her letter and
expresses her happiness at Neville's marriage to
her 'far from breaking any old ties we have only
secured in your marriage another sister & a
delightfully young & fresh one'. 3 April
/133: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
She has been suffering from german measles and
is in seclusion with Ida; describes her symptoms
and mentions that Mary's maid has now developed
the disease; discusses the possibility of Neville
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recruiting a boy to work in his garden; Mary had
planned to go with her brother, William, on a drive
up to Gourdon but instead has been on a 'motor
drive' with Joseph Chamberlain, which seems to
tire him less than other forms of transport; she
hopes to be well enough to read to her father by
the weekend as Ida is doing most of this at the
moment; Mary has been feeling ill and the doctor
has been called; the surgeon has recommended an
[appendix] operation, Joseph Chamberlain has now
been informed, and she hopes William and Louise
will return from Marseilles. 1 May
/134: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Expresses her gratitude that the family is still in
Cannes and that Mary is recovering well from her
[appendix] operation; describes the current weather
and mentions that Ida, Austen and Ivy have gone
out for the day to Castellane in the hills behind
Grasse and expresses how 'splendid' Ida has been
through the crisis with Mary 'of course as she was
the only absolutely valid one, the brunt of
everything fell on her'; Austen, Ivy and William and
Louise are planning to 'motor' to La Mortola to see
the Hanbury gardens and mentions how enjoyable
it is to have Austen and Ivy staying, as they
arrange outings and provide conversation in the
evenings; she and Ida have been for walks with
Austen to look at wild flowers; they are planning to
stay in Cannes until the end of the month but they
are worried about how Joseph Chamberlain will
cope in the heat; wonders whether Neville will
come out to France to help them get their father
home; gives an account of Mary's state of health
and the number of visitors she has had. 12 May
/135: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France: Dr
Sandars and the surgeon, Dr Schmidt have
decided to operate on Mary and have got
authorisation from Joseph Chamberlain; describes
how calmly their father reacted 'though he felt
much his helplessness & obviously was distressed
at not being able to take things into his own hands';
describes how Mary's appendix had already
ruptured and that peritonitis was present 'so that
the case is a most anxious one'; discusses her
fears about the operation but comments that Mary
has been well recently and she hopes she will
'make a good fight'; their usual doctor is on his way
to Cannes, and Austen is also about to arrive;
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William and Louise have arrived from Marseilles
and Mrs Endicott has been 'wonderfully strong &
brave though she knows everything. She is
splendid in an emergency'; gives an account of
Mary's state of health and thanks Neville for his
telegram offering to come to Cannes but thinks that
his place is at home. undated [between 1 May and
11 May 1913]
/136: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Reports on Mary's progress and discusses her
state of health; Austen has arrived and 'is a great
comfort'; he has gone to meet Ivy and Beatrice who
are arriving from Paris; Joseph Chamberlain is
relieved after hearing the latest report from the
surgeon and is much less anxious. undated
[between 1 May and 11 May 1913]
8 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/137-141

1914 letters

1914

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1914. Letters are
written from Cannes, where Hilda and other
members of the Chamberlain family were
accustomed to spend several months during the
winter and spring as part of Joseph Chamberlain's
health regime after suffering a severe stroke in
1906. Letters discuss the birth and development of
Neville and Anne's son, Frank, who was born in
January 1914, as well as the state of health of
Joseph Chamberlain and other members of the
family. Hilda's daily activities are discussed, as are
national politics and in particular Austen's political
career.
/137: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Comments on Anne's state of health after the birth
of Neville and Anne's son, Frank; there have been
several frosts and the flowers are not making
progress; Mary has been suffering from influenza
and is still not strong after her operation for
appendicitis the previous year; Joseph
Chamberlain is becoming agitated that he is not
able to see Mary while she is ill but is enjoying
sitting outside and taking his morning walk along
the sea front; gives a detailed description of the
performance of Hanouille the aviator, who has
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been flying in the area around the promenade and
'did a wonderful performance of looping the loop';
she has been with Mrs Sanders to hear Madame
Litwine sing the second act of Parsifal and some
Russian and German songs, at which the party
included Princess Charlottee, the Emperor of
Germany's sister; asks Neville about the
'Waterways meeting' and hopes that he was able to
mention this to Austen who has been having a
difficult time with his East Worcestershire
constituency meetings; asks about the possible
candidates for Bordesley and East Worcestershire
at the forthcoming by-elections. 6 February
/138: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Mary is making slow progress in her recovery from
influenza but has now begun massage treatment;
she is also having massage treatment for her
shoulders; she is glad that Anne is recovering from
Frank's birth and urges her not to do too much;
expresses her gladness that Frank is putting on
weight and is thriving on being bottle fed 'I wonder
how Dorothy will feel when Frank comes into the
nursery & is taken in charge by Warren [the
children's nurse] - it will be exciting at first I expect,
but probably rather boring after a bit'; comments on
Neville's speech at Gloucester and expresses her
disappointment at the likely choice of candidate to
replace Austen in the East Worcestershire
constituency and reflects on the character of Frank
Leverton Harris [the eventual successful
candidate]; comments on Lord Murray's apology in
the House of Commons and the restult of the
London elections, criticising [Charles] Masterman
and remarking on the loss of his seat at South
West Bethnal Green; they have not heard from Ida
who should now have 'crossed to the other side of
Sicily'. 19 February
/139: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Comments on Anne's decision to stop
breastfeeding Frank and to go away for a holiday,
and discusses the family's plans to go to Scotland
at Easter; discusses Dorothy's singing ability and
wonders how she will cope with Frank in the
nursery as well; Ida, Lottie and Sybil have arrived
from their holiday in Italy which included a visit to
Pompeii; she has taken Lottie and Sybil for a drive
to the foot of Auribeau to gather wild flowers; gives
an account of her visit with Mr Landsdowne Beale,
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Aunt Alice and Lottie, Sybil to the Gorge du Loup;
speculates about a possible general election and
notes that Austen is becoming more interested in
his prospective constituency of West Birmingham;
mentions Neville's forthcoming speech to the
'Socialists on Town Planning'. 6 March
/140: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Sends Neville birthday greetings and hopes that he
has left Anne at West Woodhay for another week
to help her make a good recovery; reassures him
about the health and development of his baby son,
Frank; she and Ida have played their first set of
tennis and she has been for a long walk with Aunt
Alice; Dr Wiser has visited, and Joseph
Chamberlain's eyesight has not worsened and his
general health seems improved; she has been for
dinner with the Hanbury Williams at the casino and
has been complimented on her book [Common
Objects of the Riviera] by a woman who has reread it several times; comments on Austen's recent
speeches on Tariff Reform and on the future of
'Ulster'. 15 March
/141: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Mentions reports in the newspapers about Mr
Collings plans to retire; congratulates Neville and
Anne on the arrival of their son, Frank and
expresses her disappointment that she will not be
able to see him for some time; asks Neville to
describe his features and appearance and hopes
that Anne is making a good recovery; Lottie and
Sybil have arrived; Joseph Chamberlain has been
sitting outside on the verandah in the afternoons
even though the weather has been colder than
usual; Lottie and Sybil are leaving for Rome the
following day; she is very pleased that Nevill and
Anne have had a boy 'I don't know why it shoudl
mean so much more than a girl but it certainly
does. Of course it is partly that one clings to the
name, & then there are greater possibilities for
boys than girls anyway'. undated [late January
1914]
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/142-157

1915 letters

1915

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
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Neville Chamberlain, dated 1915. Letters are
largely written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire, which Hilda and Ida began renting
following the death of their father, Joseph
Chamberlain, in 1914, and the breakup of the
family homes at Highbury in Birmingham, and in
London. Some letters are written from the London
home of their half sister, Beatrice Chamberlain, as
both sisters still spent time in London. The
progress of the First World War is a major theme of
these letters, and there is also discussion of Austen
Chamberlain's political career at the India Office.
Other letters concern Neville Chamberlain's civic
work in Birmingham and his policies as Lord Mayor
of Birmingham; Hilda's social activities in Odiham
and London and her work organising the collection
of parcels for prisoners of war; Ida and Beatrice
Chamberlain's war work in London and the effects
of zeppelin raids on the capital; and the sisters'
work to make changes to their garden in Odiham.
/142: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: They are pleased to be in their own
home again; the plants from Highbury arrived as
they were leaving for London but they have now
been able to unpack them and get them planted;
Austen and Ivy have arrived and have looked over
the house; she is pleased that all the family seem
to approve of their choice of accommodation;
describes a table that they have bought for the
morning room and mentions their recent walk on
Odiham common; she has seen Dorothy Gough in
London who has been upset by the recent losses
on the Western Front; comments on German
attempts to secure Warsaw and rumours of a
German offensive on the Western Front; mentions
Austen's recent discussions with Lloyd George and
her disapproval of the actions of the Liberal
government. 6 February
/143: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Mary has been staying with them and
they have had visits from neighbours including Mrs
Sclater and her son and Mrs Acland Hood; they
have been to tea at South Warnborugh and are to
have the Sclater-Booths to lunch; Canon Carnegie
has visited earlier in the work, and Bishopp has
been working to dig borders, create a rockery, and
make other changes to the garden; Dorothy Gough
is recovering from her recent illness; mentions the
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recent news about the offensive in the Dardanelles
and comments on reports in the newspapers which
emphasises military success rather than focusing
on losses and retreats 'how can the working man
realise the gravity of the position when they are all
the time trying to lull him with a conviction that we
never have anything but successes with very small
losses'; mentions the relative failure of the German
blockade so far, and looks forward to receiving a
copy of a photograph of Anne with the children. 6
March
/144: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Gives a detailed account of Lord
Selborne's visit to [Sir John] French at
headquarters in France which she heard when he
dined with her and Mary, including details of the
First Battle of Ypres the previous autumn;
discusses Lord Selborne and Sir John French's
opinion of the qualities of the French and German
troops and the chances that British and French
forces will be able to drive the Germans out of
France as part of simultaneous attacks on the
Western Front, the Dardanelles and on the Russian
front; comments on the news that Austen has been
asked to allow Highbury to be used as a war
hospital and offers to contribute funds towards
equipment; discusses Neville's 'profit sharing
scheme' and his approval of Lloyd George's bill
which is apparently intended to control the
manufacturers rather than to deal with industrial
unrest; wishes that Lloyd George would speak to
the workers on the Clyde as Lord Grey has done to
the miners in Northumberland; 12 March
/145: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Hopes that the weather will be good for
Neville's visit to Odiham; describes the state of the
sisters' garden and their work to clear borders; she
has enjoyed her weekend at the Duckworths and
gives details of their garden and of some of the
other guests, including an officer from the camp at
Forest Row, Lord Alexander Thyme, who
discussed a scheme for re-absorbing soldiers into
the civilian population after the war through gradual
discharge of men who had a job to go to; discusses
the progress of the war including Russian
advances against Austria Hungary and the
situation in the Dardanelles; Aunt Lina is visiting;
expresses her excitement at hearing Neville's
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account of the aeroplanes and tractor engines
being produced by the Daimler company and
hopes that Neville's plans will be accepted by the
government. 27 March
/146: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Describes the state of the garden
following the sisters' return from London and gives
details of the vegetables and flowers they are
growing; she has had a letter from Dorothy Gough
and is relieved to hear that she will have enough
money to live on [following the death of John
Gough] and is looking for a country house; she and
Ida have sent cheques to the Officers Families
Fund but would also like to donate money to
Birmingham, possibly to a Lord Mayor's 'soldiers
club'; discusses her reading of the last despatch
from Sir John French on the battle of Neuve
Chapelle; the Maxes, and Lottie have been for
dinner with them in London; Hector, the dog, is still
unwell; she is pleased that Austen has been able to
sell the orchids. 17 April
/147: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Thanks Neville for the White Paper
which he has sent 'we shall not enjoy reading it but
I feel with you one ought to know what sufferings
out men undergo & to realise what brute beasts
Germans can turn themselves into'; comments on
the news that Lonsdale is 'once more condemned
to be shot' and mentions that they have heard from
Beatrice about the severity of John's wound;
discusses the likelihood of British forces making
more gains in Ypres and whether there might be
another offensive along the French lines in the
Vosges or Champagne region; wonders when
Kitchener's army will leave for the Front; Mary has
been visiting, and they have taken a wagonette
with the small Sclater children to the canal and for
a walk to some cowslip fields; they have taken
Mary in the 'motor' to the Loddon river and have
been planting flowers in their garden. 30 April
/148: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: The Rylands have been to visit and
they have had a picnic by the canal; Mrs Endicott
has sent them a glass screen to use outdoors
'fortunately for us it did not come in the Lusitania';
discusses the recent loss of the Lusitania, whether
the responsibility for the sinking might be due to a
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mistake by the Admiralty, and the impossibility of
giving convoys to individual merchant ships;
comments on the German offensive on the
Western Front, and the possibility that the French
forces will be able to secure Lens; expresses her
frustration with the British government 'only now
are they really calling the people together to start
new factories for shells', and mentions Lord
Haldane's statement in the House of Lords on the
introduction of National Service; they have had two
officers, a Colonel and his Adjutant, and fifty four
men from 'Kitchener's Army 10th Division 5th
Dublin Fusiliers' billeted with them for the night, the
men sleeping in the stable room and coach house,
and the officers dining with the sisters; the Rylands
have brought their car with them, and they are
going on an excursion to Old Basing; some of their
guests are going to play tennis with Mrs Sclater;
they have heard from Austen that Joe and Diane
are still unwell and that he is hoping to take Ivy and
the children to the Leverton Harris's at Whitsun;
expresses her anxiety about zeppelin raids on the
east and south coasts, and gives news of Beatrice
who is working hard but is cheerful. 14 May
/149: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Praises Neville for his decision to
accept his election to the position of Lord Mayor of
Birmingham 'Papa would not have refused work of
the sort when offered to him...I do also feel in all
the increasing gravity of these times...it is
impossible to exaggerate the importance of having
strong men - by that I mean men able to take a big
decision & adhere to it'; discusses the important
role of Lord Mayor in a city as large as
Birmingham, and the national significance Neville's
policies might have; mentions the 'depressing'
news from the Front, and wishes that Britain would
follow Germany's example and introduce National
Service; they have had a number of visitors
including Francie Carnegie, and Hilda has
promised to go and work at Aldwych in August
[working with Belgian soldiers], and Miss Stokes,
Mary's companion, will take her place in packing
parcels for prisoners [of war]; they have held a
party for older women, with eggs from Ida's hens
and gramophone records lent by Aunt Lina, and
have been given plants and vegetables from their
allotment gardens; the Guillemands are coming to
stay, and Cecily and Millicent have visited on their
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way to Moreton, despite Millicent being confined to
a wheelchair; gives news that Austen's son Joe has
had his operation. 31 July
/150: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Remarks on the lack of
correspondence from either Neville or Anne while
they are on holiday in Scotland, assuming that
grouse shooting is not conducive to letter writing;
wonders whether Anne's relative, Jim, will be able
to join them at Bath, and expresses her concern
about his arm injury; she has enjoyed her work with
the Belgian soldiers some of whom have tried to
give her gifts, including a 'German officer's cigar
case' or pictures of themselves in uniform, noting
that several of them remembered her father,
Joseph Chamberlain; Ida has finished her work at
the centre for French wounded soliders and is to go
to Scotland to spend time with Lio[nel Richards]
and Emelyn and will then bring Hilda Mary to
Odiham; discusses Ida's work for the organisation
which is 'now being practically merged in the
French Red Cross' and gives her opinion that Ida
will have to find alternative work in the autumn;
Mary has visited for dinner after her return from
Ireland and is to go to stay with the Carnegies;
Maggie Beale is coming to spend the weekend in
Odiham and has been working at East Grinstead
hospital; Amy Hutton has given the sisters some
French bulbs; mentions the limited success so far
of German submarine warfare and thinks that 'they
really are suffering from the loss of a great navy'.
27 August
/151: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Hopes that Neville is enjoying his spa
treatment in Bath and that his gout will improve;
Hilda Mary is staying in Odiham, and has been
spending time with George Sclater-Booth who is
around the same age; they have taken the children
for a picnic up the canal and have been blackberry
picking; Mary has arrived from London 'in time to
avoid the zeppelin raid' and it is likely that Beatrice
will have experienced it; discusses her thoughts
about her future plans in life, explaining her feeling
before the war that she would settle down to a
'country life...to take up those many odd jobs which
are always waiting for single women', involving
helping neighbours, having people to stay, and
being prepared to go away with people who wanted
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a companion, and her assumption that Ida would
take up work in London during the week and return
to Odiham at weekends; goes on to discuss the
ways in which her thinking has changed since the
war began, her belief that the only useful war work
available to her is in London and that this would
mean shutting up their house and transferring their
servants to a furnished flat in London, which would
prevent Mary and Beatrice, and other people in
need of a break in the country from being able to
stay with them, remarking on her attempts to find
work at a canteen in Woolwich, and her decision to
remain in Odiham and see whether any work
presents itself for her in the local area; comments
on the Tsar's dismissal of Grand Duke Nicholas
and her fear that this is a political rather than a
military decision 10 September
/152: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Expresses her relief that Neville and
Anne are in agreement with her decision not to
take up any war work in London during the autumn
and to wait to see whether there is any work she
can become involved in locally; thanks Neville for
the partridges he has sent and encloses proxies
from her and Ida for the Elliotts meeting. 14
September
/153: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Beatrice and her friends have resigned from the
'French Wounded Committee' in protest at its
organisation; Beatrice has gone to Sidmouth, and
Ida is now left without work and hoping to get a
position in the 'Soliders & Sailors Disabled Help
Association or whatever it is called, which has the
administration of the Lord Roberts fund'; she has
found the parcel scheme for prisoners of war in
confusion when she arrived and has been working
long days to complete the work; they have worked
out a scheme to divide the work so that it can be
done by four instead of two, and if the Sichels
agree they should be able to reorganise the
workload; mentions the latest Allied advance, and
comments on the mood of people in London about
the progress of the war; 2 October
/154: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: She and Ida have escaped the
zeppelin raids in London but reports that the
Sichels had been affected by the noise in Princes
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Gardens, and that bombs had been dropped in
Chelsea and by the Strand, where it had broken a
gas main; wonders whether Austen's son Joe saw
the zeppelins or whether he slept through the
commotion; she has managed to get the parcel
scheme for prisoners of war organised, although
the correspondence part of the operation is still in
chaos, as Lady Bective has placed advertisements
in the newspapers asking people to 'adopt' soldiers
and send them parcels, and has been
overwhelmed by the response; they have had an
evening with the Lugards, George Duckworth and
Sir James Dunlop Smith, giving her impression of
the guests and remarking on Sir James Dunlop
Smith's praise of Austen's work at the India Office;
Mr Amery has been to dinner with them and
discussed his hopes for National Service and the
Bulgarian invasion of Macedonia; gives details of
the ongoing work in their garden, and mentions
how much they are looking forward to seeing
Neville, Anne and the children; she and Ida have
walked along the canal and through Dogmersfield.
15 October
/155: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Mentions how well Anne was looking when she
saw her in London, despite her responsibilities as
wife of the Lord Mayor of Birmingham; discusses
Neville's responsibilities and the probability that any
development schemes he might have will be
postponed due to the war; they have enjoyed Aunt
Mary's visit and noticed her likeness to their father,
Joseph Chamberlain occasionally; she is going to
stay with the Bonham Carters, and is frustrated
with Beatrice, who is feeling tired and depressed 'I
am afraid living alone is bad for Bee in those ways.
She relapses too easily & lets herself go too
completely...she has been having a beast of a time
with F.N.E.F [unidentified]'; discusses the progress
of the war and particularly the conflict in the
Balkans ; hopes that Neville will enjoy his time in
Church Stretton with the children, and thanks him
for sending them some pheasants. 29 October
/156: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: She has been having dental treatment
in London and has had dinner with Austen and Ivy
where she was dejected by Austen's response to
Neville's proposed municipal savings scheme;
discusses the scheme and hopes that he will be
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able to get the support of working men in
Birmingham, giving her view that 'any real saving
must be made by taxing the money at the source &
then the men will not feel it'; wonders whether
Neveille will be able to establish his scheme before
the government start theirs so that 'they might be
willing to learn something'; comments on the
depressing news about the progress of the war, the
lack of British success in Mesopotamia and the
sudden surge in people volunteering for war
service; the A.S.C brigade is being moved away
from the area, but she has been to dinner with
Muriel Sclater to meet the Commanding Officer
Major Cross and Lieutenant Hannan, who was
previously an actor; she is glad that the concerts
that Anne organised were a success, and that she
finds public speaking comparatively easy; asks
about Neville's discussions with the Committee for
Electric Supply and mentions his Council address
and presentation to the V.Cs; Ida is going with
Beatrice to see Mrs Fielden near Shrewsbury and
they are going to London for Christmas where they
will have lunch with Ivy and Austen and have
dinner with Mary. 10 December
/157: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Sends Neville and his family Christmas
greetings and hopes that Dorothy is old enough to
enjoy the festivities this year; she has been
shopping in London and has been to Beatrice's
'apple spearing party'; they had hoped to have
Austen's son, Joe, to stay with them while Hilda
Mary is there, but Ivy is taking the children to New
House; Austen attended the children's party and
discussed the withdrawal from Suvla Bay; mentions
the recent changes in the General Staff and hopes
that this is a good sign; asks for further details of
Neville's municipal savings scheme and discusses
his attempts to persuade the working men's
representatives to support the scheme. 23
December
16 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/158

1936 letter

1936

/158: written from Lovat Arms Hotel, Fort Augustus,
Scotland: Thanks Neville for his postcard and
hopes he has been able to enjoy his time in
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Harrogate; Elliott, their chauffeur, has been unwell,
and they have encouraged him to rest; gives an
account of their stay in Tongue where Ida has been
able to do some sketching; mentions that the
proprietor of the local Inn has expressed his
feelings of respect for Neville and his hope that he
will soon take over as Prime Minister; they have
decided to abandon the idea of going to Durness,
as the roads are reported to be difficult, and have
been to Laing and Ullapool; describes their
moorland walk and the landscape around Ullapool
and mentions their plans to drive to Inverness and
down Loch Ness; gives details of the weather they
have experienced, and comments on the civil war
in Spain, and the trial of Zinoviev and Kamanev. 22
August
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/159-160

1938 letters

1938

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1938. Both letters were
written following the Munich agreement and focus
on Neville's achievements and express her firm
support for his policy of appeasement.
/159: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Remarks that she is amazed that
Neville and Anne have been able to 'get back to
normal life without a breakdown' [following the
Munich crisis] and expresses her concern that the
reaction after such tension can take time;
comments on the 'natural rebound' from the first
feelings of relief that the crisis has been averted,
and her awareness that there is now some criticism
of Neville's policy; mentions a recent conversation
she has had with Lady Denman, who has always
been a Liberal supporter but who is now
determined to support Neville against her own
party; recounts an anecdote that Ivy has told her
about the positive view that people in Fez have of
Chamberlain and remarks that the views of
Winston Churchil and his followers are not
representative; Ida has decided not to take action
concerning Lord Wolmer's criticism of the
government; Ida has returned from her visit to
Birmingham to see Dorothy and found her well and
the new baby happy, suggesting that Dorothy might
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benefit from a course of massage treatments with
Miss Hultman [a physiotherapist used by various
members of the Chamberlain family]; Ida has been
to see Kate, who was grateful for a letter that
Neville had sent her; comments on the death of Em
'I can't think what that poor old Harry Elin will do
without her'; hopes that Neville will be able to go
abroad over Christmas to rest. 13 October
/160: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Expresses how grateful she and Ida,
and 'millions' of people are to him [following the
signing of the Munich agreement], 'you have
accomplished the impossible, you have indeed
snatched victory from the jaws of death'. undated
[October 1938]
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/161

1939 letter

1939

Letter from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1939
/161: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Thanks Neville for his letter which has
given her hope that war is not inevitable; praises
him for his self control and firmness and hopes that
he will be rewarded for 'all that you have borne and
suffered by drawing Europe out of the maelstrom of
war & armaments to a new vision of a United
States of Europe'; comments on her despair at
hearing and reading about preparations for war and
hopes that the gravity of the situation will 'bridle the
tongues' of Neville's critics in Parliament; reassures
him that if war is averted 'even at this last moment'
it will be all due to Neville for making contact with
Hitler the previous year and 'never shutting the
door to hope'. 29 August
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/15/3/162-164

1940 letters

1940

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her brother,
Neville Chamberlain, dated 1940. These letters
were written following Neville's surgical treatment
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for colon cancer during the summer of 1940, and
focus on his convalescence, expressing concern
for his state of health and his recovery. The letter
dated 18 September contains much information
about the effects of the Blitz on London and the
surrounding area.
/162: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Discusses the strain Neville must have
been under during his week in London which
coincided with the start of the Blitz 'I can't see how
you can go on , getting no sleep of any length &
constantly under the strain of the noise of the
shelling & bomb dropping day & night'; remarks
that it was fortunate the Blitz did not begin during
Neville's operation and comments on the courage
of the 'ordinary public - rich & poor', noting that
there does not seem to be widespread panic;
mentions that some of the staff of the Women's
Institute National Federation have had no sleep for
nights and are having to live through daily alarms
but are still coping, and gives details of the
experiences of some members who have had their
homes destroyed or who have been 'machine
gunned on the parade at Leamington'; thinks that
'whilst this spirit continues one can't see how Hitler
is going to reach his aim for this indiscriminate
bombing of the civil population does not allow him
to do damage to military objectives at all
comparable to what we are doing'; reports that they
have been sleeping in their beds recently, despite
the sirens, and only 'take refuge in the cellar if a
real attack develops overhead'; she has been
interested in the account of French ships going to
Dakkar, wonders whether they left at the command
of the Vichy government, and hopes that De
Gaulle's position is growing stronger; expresses
her concern for Neville's health and hopes that he
will be able to rest for several months rather than
returning immediately to cabinet meetings. 18
September
/163: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: She is pleased that Neville has been
able to get to Highfield and comments on his state
of health following his operation; hopes that he will
take time to reagin his strength; mentions that there
have been air raid warnings again the previous
night and that a local farmer has seen a plane go
down in flames; comments on the success of
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British anti-aircraft operations, and gives brief
details of her activities in the garden. undated
[August 1940]
/164: written from 11 Downing Street, London:
Expresses her relief at hearing a good account of
Neville's recovery from his operation and
sympathises with him over the discomfort and pain
he is experiencing; she is in London for a
committee meeting in a few days, and hopes to be
able to see him then. undated [August 1940]
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/4

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain

1911-1954

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to her sister-in-law,
Anne Chamberlain. Letters are written from The
Bury House, Odiham, Hampshire unless otherwise
stated. It is likely that survival of letters from Hilda
to Anne is patchy, as the letters in this file are
spread over a long period, with some years
represented only by a single letter, and a complete
lack of correspondence for other years. There are
small clusters of correspondence for the years
1911, 1914, 1918, and 1939, and there are
comparatively more letters for the period from 1942
to 1943. The chronology of the letters as listed in
this file is confused; the system of arrangement is
that of a previous cataloguer.
Despite the dispersed chronology of these letters,
some major themes can be identified. Several
letters were written for Anne's birthday, for
example. Letters written during the early years of
Anne's marriage to Neville focus on the positive
difference her presence has made to Neville's life,
and concern arrangements for setting up their
home at Westbourne, Edgbaston together, and her
pregnancy with Dorothy. Another major topic for
discussion is the health and development of
Dorothy and Frank as children, and their lives as
adults. There is a group of letters dating from April
1918 when Hilda was in Wales with Neville and the
children; these letters primarily take the form of
progress reports about the health and activities of
the children, and Hilda's attempts to procure food
for them after the imposition of rationing. Letters
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dating from the 1920s and 1930s comment on
various phases of Neville's political career, while
those in the years immediately after Neville's death
contain details about the effects of restrictions
imposed during the Second World War on travel
and the supply of food and consumer goods, and
also refer to bombing raids. These letters, together
with those dating from the later 1940s and 1950s,
also discuss Neville's legacy and concern the
commissioning of Keith Feiling to write his
biography and the progress of his research, and
comment on the publication of memoirs and
histories by other contemporary politicians which
address Neville's policy towards Hitler's Germany.
/1: Sends Anne birthday greetings and hopes she
will have a happier birthday the following year;
expresses her thanks for the happiness that Anne
has brought to Neville's life 'you have enabled him
to develop as he could not have developed alone,
for he needed the sunshine of his own home to
bring out all his sides'; hopes that she and Neville
will be able to support each other through the hard
times ahead and that happier times will come in the
future; hopes to hear from Neville how Jim [Anne's
relative] is. 31 May 1915
/1a: Discusses the news of Neville's appointment
as Director of National Service and congratulates
Anne on the fulfilment of her wishes for him; thanks
her for supporting Neville during his work in
Birmingham, and sympathises with her on having
to bring this work to an end and having to spend
more time in London; expresses her frustration that
she and Ida have had to give up their visit to
Birmingham for Christmas [due to government
imposed travel restrictions during the First World
War] and hopes to see her soon in London; sends
her love to Neville and the children and to Beatrice,
who is staying with them for Christmas. 21
December 1916
/2: Congratulates Anne and Neville on the birth of
Dorothy's first child [James Lloyd] and hopes that
both mother and baby are well; explains that she is
unable to visit Anne the following weekend as she
is giving a garden party, but she is looking forward
to seeing Dorothy and the baby and will write to
Aunt Alice to see whether she can stay with her. 20
June 1936
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/3: Sends Anne birthday greetings and her good
wishes for the years ahead, expressing her deep
affection for her; mentions her attendance at the
conference of the Association of Country Women
of the World and the gratitude of a Norwegian
delegate to Neville's actions in working towards the
Munich agreement. 1 June 1939.
/4: [addressed to both Anne and Neville] Explains
that she and Ida have just listened to Neville's radio
broadcast [announcing that Britain was now at war
with Germany] and expresses her feelings of love
and loyalty towards them both; reassures them that
she understands that Neville has been striving for
'the cause of peace' since he took office, and that
his quest has 'succeeded in winning the support
not only of all our people but of the Empire & of all
the neutral countries'; accepts that the events of
the last few days show that war was inevitable, and
comments that the country will recognise that
Neville's actions the previous year gave time for
'world opinion to be formed & for defence
preparations to be made' which has put Britain in a
stronger position. 3 September 1939
/5: Expresses her gratitude to Anne for her support
towards Neville, feeling sure that he would have
had a breakdown under the strain of the last few
weeks if it were not for her; hopes that now the
worst of the tension is over, and that people will
realise Neville's achievements; believes that the
war cannot last long because 'of the intense desire
for peace'; expresses her anger with Neville's
colleagues who have criticised his actions in
Parliament which must increase his burden; she is
glad that arrangements have been made for the
Cabinet to take turns in staying in London over the
weekends and hopes that Neville will be able to
spend more time at Chequers 'when one gets into
the country in spite of ARP posts, sandbagged
hospitals, telephone exchanges etc one does feel a
marvellous peace at times'. 12 September 1939
/6: Gives an account of Dorothy's state of health
during her recovery from a recent operation;
expresses her sympathy for Neville and Anne
following his resignation as Prime Minister in
having to 'see all his team who were pulling
together in such wonderful harmony, thanks to him,
broken up, the very best turned out, whilst in their
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place, are taken by people in whom one can feel
no confidence, who have been personally disloyal,
who for the past three years have done their best
to make his position impossible'; reassures them
that he has done all he could for the country, and
feels sure that 'history will give him his due & say
that what he did accomplish in that short time to
retrieve the almost desperate situation in which he
took over, was almost superhuman'; expresses
how much his broadcast on his resignation has
moved people all over the country. 19 May 1940
/7: Sends Anne her love as she and Neville move
back to their old home at 11 Downing Street and
expresses her support for her over the 'curtailment
of...your own personal work as the Prime Minister's
wife'; she feels sure that the work that Anne and
Neville have done over the last three years will be
remembered. undated [the date 14 June 1940 has
been added to the letter, in what appears to be
Anne Chamberlain's hand]
/8: written from Talbot Hotel, Stow on the Wold:
She has not heard from Dorothy, but she did not
expect a letter while 'Nannie' was on holiday, as
Dorothy would be busy with the children;
comments on the increasing shortage of domestic
servants and gardeners which means that people
have to do more physical labour and childcare;
discusses arrangements to meet Keith Feiling
concerning the possibility of commissioning him to
write an official biography of Neville Chamberlain
and the safekeeping of Neville's papers and
'cuttings books', and assures Anne about the
biographer's methods; she agrees that personal
letters should not be used in the biography without
permission, as Charles Petrie did with Austen
Chamberlain's biography; advises Anne to allow
publication of a letter from Neville, possibly
concerning Goebbels 'the more it can be shown
that N[eville] was not taken in by the Germans the
better'; urges Anne to rest, and not to go through
Neville's papers for some time; gives details of their
holiday activities, including a bus trip to Evesham
and their plans to visit a garden belonging to an MP
Mark Fenwick. 23 August 1941
/9: Sends Anne some notes which she has
improved by incorporating her suggestions;
recommends that Anne keep Neville's incomplete
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notes on foreign policy, and mentions that she is
sending copiees to Dorothy and Frank. 27 March
1947
/10: Discusses changes in public opinion,
remarking that 'no sane person can study
Roosevelt's & Churchill's performances at Yalta &
continue to cry them up as the strong men who will
not yield to a dictator & Neville as the weak man
who had no policy but propitiation'; discusses her
reading of the passages of Keith Feiling's
biography of Neville that discuss the 1939
negotiations with Russia and Poland. 25 February
1951
/11: Discusses her reading of Winston Churchill's
'History of the Second World War' and comments
on his coverage of Anthony Eden's resignation in
1938; goes on to discuss her reading of Churchill
and Eden's speeches in America, which she thinks
are 'the perfect justification of Neville, remarking on
the similarity of Neville's statements with those of
Eden, and the different reaction that people had
towards the two men. 12 January 1952
/12: Professor Norman Gill is working on papers
relating to Neville Chamberlain at Odiham and will
need to return to finish his research; mentions his
appointment as Professor of Military History at All
Souls College and describes the nature of his work
there; discusses arrangements for him to visit Anne
to carry out research on events in Spain and
Abyssinia during the mid 1930s, for which there are
gaps in the correspondence held by Hilda; she is
going to see Hilda Mary the following week. 30
September 1953
/13: Thanks Anne for her sympathetic letter and
gives an account of the health of Brooks following
his operation; discusses her reading of
Templewood's book [Samuel Hoare's memoir] and
his analysis of the economic and defence spending
policies of Neville Chamberlain and Winston
Churchill; hopes to see her and Dorothy in London,
and perhaps Lawrence and Anne as well. 17
November 1954
/14: written from Maple Bank, Church Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham: Expresses how much she
has enjoyed seeing Dorothy and her new baby
[James Lloyd, born 18 June 1936], giving an
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account of Dorothy's health and describing James's
behaviour and physical appearance. undated [June
1936]
/15: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses the renovation and redecoration work
taking place at Westbourne; she has been for a
drive to Auribeau with Aunt Alice, and walked up to
the town, gathering wild flowers; hopes that Anne
will be able to get some furniture when she next
goes to London, and that she will choose nice
wallpaper for the room that she thinks she and Ida
will be staying in; gives details of the recent
weather and local scenery, and mentions that Sir
Hesketh Bell has visited for dinner. 24 March 1911
[with envelope]
/16: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses Austen and Ivy's changing travel plans
to visit Cannes and the health problems of Joseph
Chamberlain and Austen; Mr Leverton Harris is
also visiting, and there are plans to go in his
motorcar to St Paul du Vas; hopes that Anne will
have good weather at Bryntirion and is pleased to
think that she and Neville will soon be able to move
into Westbourne; comments on the behaviour of
Uncle Charlie and Aunt Alice when they visited
Westbourne and their remarks about the decor;
gives news about Hilda Mary, who has not
contracted measles, and about Austen's son Joe,
who is enjoying his time at Folkestone. 14 April
1911 [with envelope]
/17: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Congratulates Anne on her pregnancy,
commenting that Neville has a strong paternal
instinct but that she sympathises with Anne that
she should be expecting a baby so soon in her
marriage'; hopes that Anne will not mind her
speaking about this issue 'you must remember that
though I may not be married, I am very
experienced in these matters, because I was so
much with Ethel when she was expecting Hilda
Mary...so I hope it won't make you uncomfortable
to tell me things'; goes on to discuss the possibililty
of Neville taking a seat in Parliament and advises
her that now is not the right time for him to enter
national politics, as she thinks the Unionist party
are not ready for 'a Radical (such as Neville really
is)'; thinks that Neville will do better to build up his
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reputation by carrying out 'important work...for
B'ham & Greater B'ham'. 27 April 1911 [with
envelope]
/18: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Expresses her concern and sympathy for Anne's
current state of health, following the birth of her first
baby, Dorothy, and hopes that she is now able to
walk around the garden; discusses Dorothy's
health, and her hopes that she has gained weight;
wonders whether Anne has appointed a cook and
comments on the problems she has been having
with the domestic servants in Cannes; she has
been for a walk on the promenade with her father,
Joseph Chamberlain, while Ida and Mary had lunch
with Lady Waterlow and her sister; she has been
able to spend time outside, but the weather has
been bad recently; Mr Balfour has visited for lunch
and has asked whether Neville was planning to
enter politics, as he had heard that he was a good
speaker. 19 February 1912 [with envelope]
/19: written from Hotel Waldhus, Sils Maria,
Switzerland: Sympathises with Anne about the
interruption to her holiday with Neville and the
sisters due to Neville's recall to London [ministers
had been recalled on 19 August to consider the
Abyssinian crisis; hopes there might be an
opportunity for them to have a joint holiday in
Switzerland in the future; they have been for a
walk, taking a picnic with them, and Ida has been
sketching; she is still feeling the effects of her
recent head injury. 24 August 1935 [with envelope]
/20: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
She is looking forward to Anne and Neville's visit to
Cannes; describes her recent walks with Ida to look
at wild flowers and her tennis games; Mr Bonar
Law has visited and has discussed the chances of
the Unionists defeating the Liberal government 'I do
hate to be led by a pessimist who can't make up his
mind & has no belief in himself'; mentions that Mr
Balfour and Lord Talbot have also been to visit;
Mary has gone to lunch with Mrs Wemyss and to
meet the 'Charles Beresfords'; the Hanbury
Williams are coming to lunch, and she is going to
dinner with Mrs Craig Sellar; she has seen a review
of her book [Common Objects of the Riviera] in the
'Westminster Gazette'; mentions the proceedings
against Cecil Chesterton [taken to court by Godfrey
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Isaacs over his coverage of the Marconi shares
scandal]. 3 March 1913 [with envelope]
/21: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Gives an account of Mary's health, after her
operation for appendicitis; hopes that William
[Mary's brother] might be able to send a telegram
to America that she is now out of danger;
comments on the emotional effects of the last few
days and on the inaccurate rumours about Mary's
condition that have been reported in the
newspapers; Austen and Ivy are planning to stay
on in Cannes and she is grateful for their presence;
Austen, Ivy, William and Louise have all gone to
Monte Carlo where Ivy hopes to see Dr Wiser
about her eyesight. 9 May 1913 [with envelope]
/22: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Reflects on their stay in Cannes, which she thinks
has been one of the best for the health of her
father, Joseph Chamberlain although 'of course
political events have stirred him a good deal & the
net result is decidedly depressing' so it will be good
for him to return to London and see people; she
and Ida have been to Grasse by train where they
took a carriage into the hills and walked up the
valley after their lunch; thanks Anne and Neville for
sending photographs of Frank who she thinks looks
a little like Ethel and Neville; mentions Joseph
Chamberlain's pleased reaction to Lord
Landsdowne's speech to the Primrose League and
wishes that the Unionists were not so keen to
compromise with the Liberal government [over the
Home Rule Bill]; hopes that Dorothy and Diane will
be able to see each other at Whitsun; they have
been going round the villa making notes about
repairs to be made before they return the following
year. 5 May 1914 [with envelope]
/23: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
She is pleased that Frank is putting on weight, and
hopes that Anne might be able to take a holiday
before Easter, perhaps to West Woodhay to see
her aunts; discusses Anne's recent problems with
Warren [the children's nurse] who is 'inclined to
presume on the fact that you had not much
experience of babies before Dorothy came';
comments on the many cases of influenza in family
members in Birmingham, including Neville, and
Austen's daughter Diane; she has had a difficult trip
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by train to Antibes to see Aunt Alice and Mrs Beale
for lunch; discusses the results of recent byelections and mentions Austen's interest in 'federal
councils' and the difficulty the Liberal government is
having in passing the Plural Voting Bill, Welsh
Disestablishment Bill, and the Home Rule Bill. 22
February 1914 [with envelope]
/24: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Gives an account of Mary's health and her slow
recovery from influenza; discusses Frank's
development and feeding and hopes that Anne is
making a good recovery from the birth; she has
been reading about the debate on salaries in the
'Birmingham Daily Post' and thinks that Neville's
speech was excellent; discusses the Unionist
party's refusal to consider concessions offered by
the government [concerning its efforts to get its
legislation through Parliament]; mentions Neville's
recent discussions with Oliver Lodge concerning
the University of Birmingham 'though he may not
be ideal as Principal still he is a really great man &
it would be a blow to have him leave us & have to
put up with some inferior person'. 10 February
1914 [with envelope]
/25: written from Victoria Hotel, Newquay,
Cornwall: Briefly describes the weather and
comments on how crowded Newquay is; discusses
Neville's resignation as Director General of
National Service and expresses her frustration
about how he has been treated; hopes that Neville
will now make efforts to enter Parliament as soon
as possible 'I know he does not like political life &
feels no desire to be ''in the House''...but after all
his future is in public life - we are all agreed that he
cannot go back to B'ham as an alderman or even
as Lord Mayor & after what has been I think he
must go to P'mt'. 18 August 1917 [with envelope]
/26: Comments on Anne's health following her
miscarriage, and approves of her plans to go to
Llanfairfechan rather than Brighton, as she thinks
that the effects of compulsory rationing will be felt
less in Wales than on the South Coast where
'visitors continually exceed the supplies'; discusses
her plans to spend time with Anne over Easter after
Evie Nettlefold's visit; expresses her concern for
Frank's health and hopes that 'the open-air
treatment & sun and air baths' will help, despite the
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opposition of the children's nurse, Warren to this
treatment; mentions the current German offensive
on the Western Front and details of the
'Lichnowsky memoir' [Karl Max, Prince Lichnowsky,
German Ambassador to Britain before the First
World War] in the 'Times' 'what an indictment of the
Germans from their own ambassador'. 28 March
1918 [with envelope]
/27: written from Queen's Hotel, Llanfairfechan,
Wales: They are planning to visit Carnarvon Castle;
the weather has been bad, and Neville's sciatica
has been worse; Frank and Dorothy have
recovered from their colds, and his temperature
has dropped; expresses how much she enjoys
spending time with Neville and the children and is
happy to feel that she is of use to them; hopes that
Neville will be able to do some fishing this week. 22
April 1918 [with envelope]
/28: written from Queen's Hotel, Llanfairfechan,
Wales: They have enough bacon for the rest of the
week, and asks Anne not to send any more cream
and cheese; encloses two letters from Dorothy and
Frank to their mother, with drawings. Dorothy's
letter describes her visit to the sea to find shells
while Frank's letter consists of scribbles. 17 April
1918 [with envelope; year derived from postmark]
/29: written from Queen's Hotel, Llanfairfechan,
Wales: She has been for a walk on the hills above
the golflinks, but the weather has been bad, and
there is no chance of the children being able to
play by the sea; they have made arrangements to
get salt water supplies so that Frank can have hot
baths but it has not been possible to get 'special
nursery milk'; she is hoping that the cooking will be
better when the new cook arrives; Neville has
made arrangements for Warren [the children's
nurse] and has taken another sitting room for her
'though he likes having the children with him I think
it is rather much for him to have them so much of
the day when they have to be amused'; they have
taken the children to the beach, but it has been too
cold; they have enough butter, and Anne's supplies
of cheese have helped; they are planning to go to
the waterfall when the weather improves; she can
still get biscuits and chocolates for the children 'so
some things still exist'. 12 April 1918 [with
envelope; year derived from postmark]
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/30: written from Queen's Hotel, Llanfairfechan,
Wales: Corrects the impression she may have
given about the shortage of food; explains that
there is plenty of food but the cooking is bad;
Neville has been drinking hot milk and has had
bacon and eggs; they have had a chicken using
their coupons and the bacon will last for some time;
they still have cheese, and she will get the new
cook to use it with fish; Warren has arrived and has
taken the children out; she hopes to be able to go
for a walk with Neville the following day, which will
stop her worrying about the situation in France
'Haig's message to the troops sounds very grave'.
13 April 1918 [with envelope; year derived from
postmark]
/31: written from Queen's Hotel, Llanfairfechan,
Wales: The new cook is tolerable and Neville will
eat better as his appetite returns; she hopes he will
stay in Wales for another week but he is worrying
about the work to be done at home; the cream has
arrived, and she has received a packet of suet from
Ida so the children can have suet pudding; they
have enough fruit and meat; Frank's temperature
has fallen and the children have been out on the
beach; they enjoyed their trip to Conwy Castle. 15
April 1918 [with envelope; year derived from
postmark]
/32: written from Queen's Hotel, Llanfairfechan,
Wales: The weather is still cold and there have
been snow showers; Frank's appetite is improving,
but he is upset at having to stay inside; she is
enjoying being able to spend time with the children
and getting to know them better; Neville is still
suffering from sciatica but has been able to walk,
and hopes to go fishing in a nearby trout stream;
wonders whether it might be possible to get a
house in Aber for the summer; comments on
cuttings from the 'Daily Mail' that Anne has sent
which she thinks are an exaggerated view of
Austen and 'quite overshoot the mark & everyone
will see that it is merely a burst of personal spite'
because Austen criticised Lord Northcliffe. 19 April
1918 [with envelope]
/33: Sends Anne birthday greetings and comments
on the latest British offensive on the Western Front,
mentioning Neville's comparison of the situation
with the Napoleonic Wars; hopes that Anne is able
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to go for walks and sympathises with her in having
to part with her nurse; wishes her better health for
the coming year. 31 May 1918 [with envelope]
/34: Mentions how much she and Ida enjoyed their
Christmas visit to stay with Anne and Neville
'because of the real interest you take in all our
things...you are now the only people to whom we
feel we can talk of all those little details of our life';
describes the Christmas roses and sweet violets
and freesias that their gardener, Langhorn, has
grown; they have attended a rehearsal of the local
children's play but some of the performers were
away and 'neither of the boys had begun to learn
their parts!!'; she is making a pig's head out of stiff
muslin and green sateen; Ida is at a District Council
meeting and she is hoping to begin Infant Welfare
meetings in the 'new room' the following week. 31
December 1920 [with envelope]
/35: Discusses Neville's appointment to the cabinet
as Minister of Health and feels sure he will be
successful there; wonders whether Anne might
take this opportunity to live in London and to have
Dorothy there with her after Frank goes to school,
which she thinks would be less tiring than returning
to Birmingham every weekend; suggests that it
would be an advantage for Dorothy to attend a
'good day school' in London and make friends who
could form 'a certain circle' for her when she is
older; remarks that it is inevitable that Anne will
have to give up some of her activities in
Birmingham due to Neville's new post and that
Neville will miss his garden at Westbourne, but that
he would benefit from being able to enjoy quiet
weekends. 5 March 1923
/36: written from Hotel Moderne, St Gervais-lesBains, France: Sends Anne birthday greetings and
hopes that she is having a quiet weekend at
Westbourne, and that Dorothy has recovered from
influenza; gives details of their drive to Chamonix
and along the valley; Aunt Alice is enjoying the
holiday too. 29 May 1926 [with envelope]
/36a: Sends Anne a cheque to be used to pay for a
portrait to be made of Neville [by William Orpen];
makes brief reference to Neville's interest in slum
improvements, and the problems facing the
government. 25 February 1929
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/37: written from Lansdowne Hotel, Eastbourne:
Sends Anne birthday greetings and comments on
the 'triumph' of Neville's first speech as Prime
Minister; expresses her confidence in Anne's ability
to fulfil her public role as wife of the Prime Minister,
and praises her skill in providing Neville with a
happy home life and for the 'devotion you have
given to him & his work'. 2 June 1937
/38: Sympathises with Anne in being cut off from
events in Britain during the General Strike [Anne
was staying in Biarritz], and in her desire to return
home but urges her not to worry Neville by
attempting it; comments on the origins of the strike
and hopes that the government will be able to
'stand firm' against the strikers; mentions that many
volunteers have been carrying out the work of the
strikers 'obviously the TUC never expected that the
spirit of the people would rise as it has done to face
the crisis'; Elliott has taken Amy in the car back to
London and remarked on the spirit of the volunteer
bus drivers, and plain clothed and 'special' police;
the army has not been used so far, but soldiers are
being distributed across the country; assumes that
the strikers are on strike pay but thinks that this
cannot be much, and that there may be defections
by the end of the week; gas and electricity supplies
have not failed, even though electricians at
Basingstoke came out on strike but the men at
Thorneycroft sent electricians to help; she and Ida
have given up their trip because of the strike. 8
May 1926 [with envelope]
/39: Sympathises with Anne over the defeat of the
Conservative government at the General Election
but urges her and Neville not to be too dejected,
remarking that the current political situation is
unstable and that perhaps the 'partial defeat of the
Conservative party is the best thing and that it
might be returned to office in another year or so;
assures her that Neville has many years of active
politics before him, and that it is always possible to
shape public opinion even if not in office. 5 June
1929
/40: written from Cataract Hotel, Assouan, Egypt:
Gives an account of her state of health and
describes their current location; they feel too old to
go camel riding in the desert, and have not yet
been sailing, but are enjoying sitting in the garden;
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gives details of the weather they have experienced
and discusses their travel plans for their return trip;
comments on the high costs at the hotel,
mentioning that she paid 2/6 for a pot of tea and 9/to have her hair washed and waved. 1 February
1938 [with envelope]
/41: Hopes that Anne will enjoy her stay in
Yorkshire, and expresses how much she and Ida
enjoyed being able to spend Christmas with Neville
and Anne and the children; mentions how nice it is
to see Dorothy with her two children 'she does
make a very perfect mother'; gives details of their
difficulty getting home when their car almost got
stuck on a hill. 30 December 1938 [with envelope]
/42: Assures Anne that she is in her thoughts at
Christmas, and knows that she must be
remembering previous happy with Neville; reminds
her that it helps 'to see the younger generation
springing into life & beginning to accumulate
memories which will mean so much to them later',
and Dorothy and Valerie 'taking on their
responsibilities' and building up a 'true home
atmosphere'; she is pleased that Anne has had a
Christmas message from Frank; describes their
Christmas dinner; discusses the end of Valerie's
relationship with an apparently unsuitable young
man, and Anne's involvement in preventing her
marriage to him; she is pleased that Anne will be
staying at Goring Hotel in London which she thinks
will be easier than a flat now that 'cabs &
telephones & porters all are difficult to get'; thanks
Anne for sending them calendars, and comments
on the shortages of goods in the shops 'one
wonders if it will not become quite impossible
before long to buy anything which is not horrible!
Cotton handkerchiefs of a utility standard strike me
as revolting!'; she is sending photographs [of her
and Ida] to Anne and Dorothy and wonders
whether to send copies to Frank; comments on the
assassination of Admiral Darlan which she thinks
might intensify the tensions between De Gaulle's
supporters and those of the Vichy regime;
mentions Russian advances against Germany and
the taking of German prisoners. 25 December 1942
/43: She and Ida are pleased that Anne is planning
to present the [Sir Oswald] Birley portrait of Neville
to Birmingham; suggests that Anne get an 'expert
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copyist' to make a copy of the portrait for the family
to keep; expresses her interest in Anne's work in
Birmingham but hopes she will not do too much in
the current heat; she is glad that Dorothy and her
new baby, Ruth, are doing well; comments on the
conflict in Libya 'one feels uneasy in spite of
Churchill's confidence after all that has happened'.
29 June 1942 [with envelope]
/44: Expresses her anxiety about Anne, as she has
heard about the latest air raids in Birmingham and
the Midlands and that the Queen Elizabeth Hospital
was a 'near hit'; their cook has been away as her
husband has been given embarkation leave and
their gardener is also away, so she has 'learnt to
heat the copper & feed the pigs & hens & look after
the tomatoes'; Elliott has been helping her with the
vegetables and other work in the garden and
describes how lovely the garden is looking;
discuses her reading of E.H.Carr's 'Conditions of
Peace' and 'Black Lamb and Grey Falcon' by
Rebecca West on the Balkans. 2 August 1942 [with
envelope]
/45: Expresses her relief that no bombs fell near
Anne's home during a recent air raid 'it is horrid
lying awake & listening to them falling & wondering
how it goes with our friends'; mentions that at least
Frank will not be worried every time he sees a raid
on Birmingham [now that Anne had moved out of
the city]; admires Anne and Dorothy for opening
their home to so many guests; looks forward to
seeing Anne in Malvern and discusses her reading
of Neville's letters which are 'so vivid & one hears
his voice & keeps expecting to have more letters or
see him again...they are a wonderful record & a
wonderful revelation of the character of a man who
never wore his heart on his sleeve, but who was
the most interesting writer & talker to his intimates'.
4 August 1942 [with envelope]
/46: Congratulates Anne on retaining her secretary
and maid, explaining that she had been worried
that 'a Labour young woman' would have turned
down Anne's request to keep her but that the
people in Worcester obviously understood the
importance of Anne's work; discusses Keith
Feiling's research for his biography of Neville, and
his work on Neville's letters, remarking that his
problem will be to 'cut down his immense mass of
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material because the fact it Neville wrote such
extraordinarily full letters...it must be extremely
difficult to keep the quotations within bound as he
seems already to have found'; hopes that Anne has
got enough wood for fires; Denise Fry is coming to
stay; hopes that Anne has had a good weekend
with Valerie; discusses rumours she has head
about the censoring of letters; comments on the
progress of the war and wonders whether the
Russians can hold onto Stalingrad during the
winter and whether Britain will 'make a big attack
again in Egypt & try to secure a victory there'; they
have been trying to get books to send to Frank but
are having difficulty because 'all the old stocks
were bombed & there have been no reprints'. 3
October 1942
/47: Advises Anne to do nothing about a 'malicious
rumour' [presumably concerning Neville's political
career]; she is glad that Anne has sent B. Baxter's
article to Keith Feiling 'as I think the very fact that it
is written to defend the Munich policy does show
the kind of legend the Labour and pacifist parties
are trying to build up about him'; comments on
Feiling's ongoing research and acknowledges that
the 'complete historical view cannot be given so
early' but feels that a 'short true life should be
written before people get their ideas fixed by the
opinions put forth by irresponsible people'; urges
Anne not to worry if she cannot remember details
of some of Neville's opinions, giving her view that
Neville's guiding principle was his 'refusal to
believe that war was ''inevitable''' concerning both
the First World War and the current conflict; she is
recovering from influenza, but some of her servants
are still unwell; she has to go to London and
Winchetsesr for [Women's Institute?] conferences;
mentions the good news from Russia and the
Eighth Army's entrance to Tripoli. 24 January 1943
/48: Describes the beautiful summer weather which
she and Diane are enjoying; they have been for a
walk by the canal and Diane is now resting in the
garden; discusses her plans to visit Droitwich and
mentions how much she is looking forward to
seeing [Dorothy's son] Jamesto see how he is
growing up; discusses Frank's work and wonders
whether he will be involved in an offensive in Italy;
she is glad Anne was able to go to the Municipal
Bank 'what a marvellous result to have 50 million £
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deposited in these years & what a tribute to
Neville's wisdom & foresight!', remarking that
voluntary savings schemes help to increase
people's self respect compared with compulsory
savings imposed by the state; wonders whether
Anne has thought about taking a house in London
and expresses her concern that prices will rise
once people start returning to the city, especially if
there is no severe bombing over the summer; she
is to address the Annual General Meeting of the
Women's Institute at the Albert Hall to present the
statement of accounts and move a resolution
proposing the raise of subscriptions, which she is
feeling nervous about. 29 May 1943
/49: Discusses an unidentified article which Anne
had sent her which she thinks will be useful in
reminding people about 'all the difficulties of those
times & the hopeless attitude of the
intelligensia...the masses were sick of war &
unemployment & no lead was given to them by
Baldiwn who just let things slide & blocked the
efforts of those who could have done something';
expresses her concern for Anne's health. 9 October
1943
/50: Sympathises with Anne in having to give up
her visit to her sister because of her cold, but thinks
that is the best decision because of the problems
with travelling under wartime restrictions; advises
her to book her rooms at the Goring Hotel as soon
as possible; Miss Fowler has been unwell and has
been taken to hospital; Denise Fry has been to visit
again and is hoping to be moved to a port in the
Middle East somewhere nearer to Joe 'poor girl, it
is hard to have been engaged nearly two years &
never to have seen him since!'; she has been in
London and Winchester for committe meetings and
has also had massage treatment for her neck and
shoulder; discusses her difficulties in recruiting a
gardener and goes on to comment on the progress
of the war, particularly the bombing raids on
Germany, Russian advances and Allied progress in
Italy; she is touched to hear that Anne has been
getting letters about Neville's contribution to the
Battle of Britain 'thanks to him we were not
overwhelmed & Hitler having failed to break us in
the Autumn obviously funked going for us again
with the possibility of an attack from Russia whilst
he was engaged with us & so he attacked Russia &
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that was the beginning of the end'. 6 November
1943 [with envelope]
/51: Advises Anne that it would be a mistake to
invite Winston Churchill to lunch with Keith Feiling,
suggesting that they can arrange to meet
independently, as they already know one another,
if Churchill agrees; expresses her concern for
Anne's health and is sorry that her spa treatment at
Droitwich has not helped her condition,
commenting on the strain she has been under
during the last few years, with the work she was
doing before the war, Neville's illness and death,
and 'the bombing & the years without any holiday',
and suggests that she take a three month cure, if
possible; goes on to discuss different doctors and
treatments that Anne might have for her heart and
urges Anne not to be discouraged 'it is a really a
very common thing in these days when people are
all overworking themselves, even before the war'. 7
December 1943
/52: Thanks Anne for recommending a
photographer who they plan to use and comments
on the skill of photographers in taking pictures of
older people 'it is a great bore & I do hate being
photographed but I think one ought to leave
something for succeeding generations of the
person as they remember them & not as they were
30 years ago!'; she has had a letter from Frank who
has been unwell in Malta; she has been unwell
herself and has had to miss committee meetings in
Winchester, but was able to take the chair at the
County Nursing Association autumn council
meeting at which the members voted for an
increased subscription; comments on Keith
Feiling's research into the period before Stanley
Baldwin's resignation as Prime Minister, and
discusses the progress of the war in Egypt and her
fear that Henry Richards is in the fighting as well as
Anne's nephew; Ida has spoken to Mary about
Anne's possible visit. 29 October 1942 [with
envelope]
Arrangement: Letters are listed in the order they
were placed in by a previous cataloguer; this
arrangement is not chronological
55 items
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Access: Open
NC1/15/5

Letters to Hilda Chamberlain relating to Neville
Chamberlain

1944-1961

Letters from various people to Hilda Chamberlain
relating to Neville Chamberlain, and copies of
letters from Hilda Chamberlain.
The correspondence mainly relates to publications
and a broadcast relating to Neville Chamberlain,
including Hilda's comments on some publications
and a broadcast, and also relate to accessing
letters and other papers from and about Neville
Chamberlain. It includes items relating to a book by
N. H. Gibbs; an official history of the war by James
Butler; a BBC broadcast 'Tragedy of Munich';
'Munich Before and After' by W. W. Hadley; and a
book by C. B. Pyper on Neville Chamberlain.
The following correspondents are included:
/1: Edward Bridges [Bridges, Edward Ettingdene
(1892-1969) 1st Baron Bridges, civil servant] (copy
of letter to Anne Chamberlain).
/2: J.R.M. Butler [Butler, Sir James Ramsay
Montagu (1889-1975), Knight, historian], Cabinet
Office.
/3-5: Anne Chamberlain; with reply; and copy of
letter from Jim Butler [Butler, Sir James Ramsay
Montagu (1889-1975), Knight, historian] to Anne
Chamberlain, and draft of part of Butler's book.
/6-8: William D. Clark, Encyclopaedia Britannica;
copy of letter from Hilda Chamberlain to Clarke;
and draft letter from Hilda Chamberlain to the
British Broadcasting Corporation.
/9: Peter Goldman [Goldman, Peter (1925-1987)],
Conservative Political Centre.
/10-11: W.W. Hadley [Hadley, William Waite (d
1960) Journalist], Sunday Times.
/12: Agnes Headlam-Morley [Morley, Agnes
Headlam- (1902-1986) historian], 29 St Mary's
Road, Wimbledon, London (copy of letter to Anne
Chamberlain).
/13-14: C. B. Pyper [Pyper, Charles Bothwell
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(1885-1975)], 37 Elm Avenue, Rosedale, Toronto,
Canada; and [draft?] reply to Pyper.
/15-16: Robert Sencourt [Hadley, William Waite (d
1960) Journalist], St Deiniol's Library, Hawarden,
Chester and 10 Finkenhubelweg, Berne.
/17-19: Templewood [Hoare, Samuel John Gurney
(1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], 12a Eaton Mansions, London.
19 items
Access: Open
NC1/15/6

Articles about Neville and Joseph Chamberlain by
Hilda Chamberlain

[19461953]

Typescript articles by Hilda Chamberlain in which
she recalls her memories of her brother and father.
The articles discuss much about their personal
lives, their personalities, and their political views,
including Neville Chamberlain's foreign policy
views.
/1: Article about Neville Chamberlain's personal life,
1946.
/2: Article about Neville Chamberlain's opinions on
foreign policy, 1947.
/3: Article about Neville Chamberlain, in response
to Feiling's biography of him, not dated.
/4: Broadcast on Joseph Chamberlain, 1953.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/16

Ida Chamberlain correspondence

1890-1943

Correspondence between Ida Chamberlain and
Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain. A
letter from Neville to Beatrice Chamberlain and a
letter from Ida to Beatrice Chamberlain is also
included.
Administrative history: Florence Ida Chamberlain
was born in Birmingham in 1870. She was the
eldest daughter of Joseph Chamberlain and his
second wife, Florence Kenrick, and was the
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younger sister of Neville Chamberlain. Ida attended
boarding school at Allenswood, Wimbledon, along
with her sisters Hilda, and Ethel. She and Hilda
both undertook voluntary work organising activities
for members of the London Pupil Teachers
Association in the 1890s. She assisted Neville, who
was chairman of the House committee at
Birmingham General Hospital in 1911, in
establishing an Almoner service there, and became
chairman of the Almoners committee. After the
death of their father, Joseph Chamberlain, in 1914,
Ida and Hilda moved to Odiham, Hampshire, and
both sisters became involved in wartime welfare
work. Ida assisted Beatrice in her work for the
French Wounded Emergency Fund in London, and
also worked during 1916 at the Belgravia War
Hospital Supply Depot at Grosvenor Crescent. She
decided to leave this work at the end of 1916 and
take up a position organising the Odiham branch of
the Growers Co-operative Union.
Ida was elected Councillor for the Harley Wintney
Rural District Council in February 1918, and was
chairman of the Housing committee for a number of
years. She was also a member of the Guardians
committee, and was involved in efforts to improve
conditions for children living in 'Poor Law'
institutions. She was elected County Councillor for
Hampshire in 1922, and served on a number of
committees that reflected her interest in housing
and public health. She was the first woman to be
appointed Alderman for Hampshire County Council
in 1931, and returned from retirement to serve as
acting chairman of the Health committee during the
Second World War, when she also helped to start a
British Restaurant in Odiham. She died on 1 April
1943.
135 items
Access: Open
NC1/16/1

Letters from Ida Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain

1901-1940

Letters from Ida Chamberlain to her brother, Neville
Chamberlain, largely comprise correspondence
dating from before Ida moved to Odiham with her
sister, Hilda, after the death of their father, Joseph
Chamberlain, in 1914, but there are a number of
letters dating from 1915, 1916 and 1918, and one
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letter each dating from 1923, 1938 and 1940.
Of the letters dating from 1914 and before, most
are written to Neville from the French Riviera,
predominantly from Cannes, where Ida spent
several months during the winter and spring of
each year following Joseph Chamberlain's stroke in
July 1906, caring for her father with her sisters and
stepmother as part of his treatment programme
intended to accelerate his rehabilitation in a
warmer climate. These letters mostly discuss Ida's
daily activities including walks and drives into the
countryside to gather and observe wild flowers, and
contain information about her social life and about
Neville's life in Birmingham, particularly after his
marriage to Anne Cole in 1911, the birth of their
children, Dorothy and Frank, and his involvement in
local government as a Birmingham City Councillor
and later Lord Mayor of Birmingham. They also
discuss national politics during this period before
the First World War, observed from conversations
with family members and politicians, and her
reading of newspapers and books. There are very
few letters dating from before 1906, and the
majority of these were written during and
immediately after their sister Ethel's last illness and
death in Switzerland in January 1905, while Neville
was in India.
Letters dating from after 1914 were written from
The Bury House, Odiham, Hampshire, and relate to
Ida and Hilda's domestic life setting up their house
together, and to Ida's war work in London during
the First World War. They also discuss the
progress of the war on the Western Front and in
other theatres of conflict. Letters written after 1918
discuss Ida's involvement in local government work
to provide housing in rural areas in 1923; Neville's
success in reaching an agreement with Hitler at
Munich in 1938; and his treatment for colon cancer
in 1940.
The majority of the correspondence between
Neville Chamberlain and his sisters, Hilda and Ida,
is described at NC18/1 and NC18/2. See NC18/2
for full histories of Hilda and Ida Chamberlain.
/1: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Comments on news that her
dog has run away but later returned and suggests
that he is provided with a new collar; describes
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attending the state opening of Parliament with
Mary, and provides a diagram of the the position of
the throne and the positions of those attending;
mentions that Ethel, Austen and Lio[nel Richards]
had a seat in the Royal Gallery for the event. A
diagram of what appears to be an experiment is
also included. 16 February 1901
/2: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Thanks Neville for his letter to Hilda
from Raipur and hopes that there will be letters for
him at Agra; Joseph Chamberlain has been making
his Preston speech and Austen has visited
Highbury to discuss plans for the farm with the new
employee there; one of the bullocks has walked
through the fence and eaten crops in the top
plantation; Austen is negotiating the sale of his
unfinished portrait which neither he or the family
likes; the news from Adelboden is that Ethel is
improving but that she is unable to join the skating
and tobogganing, so Hilda is going out to provide
company for her, together with Bertha and Donald;
Hilda Mary is staying with them, and has now learnt
the alphabet; discusses her riding with Maggie, and
mentions that Uncle Arthur has been experiencing
cold weather and ill health in Egypt; she and Hilda
have been to call on the Godfrey Nettlefolds who
were holding an 'At Home' to celebrate moving into
their new house South Bank; describes the current
state of the garden; Joseph Chamberlain's Preston
speech went well and he and Mary are staying with
the Derbys; Mr and Mrs Griffith Boscawen are
coming to dinner to discuss fiscal reform with
Joseph Chamberlain, prior to [Arthur] Griffith
Boscawen's visit to Canada. 12 January 1905
/3: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: They have all missed Neville in their
sorrow [on Ethel's death]; assures him that Ethel
was not distressed or in pain and explains that they
have been in touch with Hilda and Lio[nel Richards]
by telegram, 'so that we have not felt so very far
away'; comments that at least Ethel has been
spared further pain and illness, and now rests in
peace; hopes that if they speak to Hilda Mary about
her mother she will not forget her 'we mean that
Ethel shall be not only a name, but a living
personality to her'; describes Ethel's illness and
their decision that Hilda should go to Switzerland to
be a companion for her while she was
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convalescing; Mary has been helping Joseph
Chamberlain in his distress 'he is not shutting
himself up in his grief as he used to go'; they have
had letters of sympathy from many people, and the
cousins have been supportive, and sympathetic
about Neville's absence in India; Austen has gone
to London to meet Hilda on her return. 19 January
1905
/4: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Hilda has arrived safely and has given
them an account of Ethel's funeral and grave;
Lio[nel Richards] is determined to talk to Hilda
Mary about her mother, as the Chamberlains will
do; sends Austens apologies for not writing to
Neville. 20 January 1905
/5: written from Valescure, France: Describes a
walk that she and Hilda have taken along the valley
and gives details of the spring flowers they have
seen; gives an account of the improvements in
Joseph Chamberlain's condition and mentions her
determination that he will be able to walk alone
while they are in France; they are planning to stay
in France until the end of May, which means they
will miss Austen and Ivy, but should be able to get
Lio[nel Richards] to let them have Hilda Mary later
on in the summer; she feels sure that the climate is
helping Joseph Chamberlain 'even if Papa does
not get on very quickly I am sure it makes life more
bearable for him'. 21 March 1907
/6: written from Suveret, Valescure St Raphael,
France: Beatrice has gone to visit Dorothy Bussy
[nee Dorothy Strachey] so they have opened
Neville's letter to her; the weather has become
worse since Austen and Ivy have arrived; gives
details of Beatrice's improved health and Joseph
Chamberlain's gout, which has been made worse
by the damp weather; gives an account of the
improvements he has made in walking unaided and
hopes that when the dry weather returns his limbs
will be less stiff; she is disappointed that Hilda is
not with her to take walks in the countryside
'Beatrice will...do her best no doubt but she hasn't it
in her to take the same keen delight in outdoor
things'; describes some of the wild flowers they
have seen recently and the walks they have taken
'I don't believe Beatrice will appreciate taking three
strolls in one day & I strongly suspect she will
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always have ''letters to write'''; Austen and Ivy have
been to Monte Carlo but Austen lost the money he
arrived with. 11 April 1907
/7: written from Suveret, Valescure, France: Gives
an account of Mary's improving health; Hilda is
coming to France with Mrs Endicott after her
recovery from illness, and Beatrice is staying
another ten days; describes the flowers that have
appeared in the last few weeks; the postman's son
has recently died, so letters have been delayed. 2
May 1907
/8: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses her sadness about the death of her dog,
Kelvin, after being run over by a motor car; Austen
and Ivy are leaving the following day, and she
hopes the weather will improve; Joseph
Chamberlain has not been talking so well since
Austen and Ivy arrived, but she hopes that his
condition will improve when the mistral stops;
Austen and Ivy have taken Joseph Chamberlain
and Mary out to lunch, and she has been with Hilda
and Beatrice to Biot by train; describes the town
and the flowers they saw on their walk there;
discusses the results of the recent by-elections and
the attitude of [William] Joynson Hicks 'of course he
doesn't conciliate the Free Traders & he throws
away all chance of enthusiasm amongst Tariff
Reformers'; 20 April 1908
/9: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France: She
is glad that Neville has come to an arrangement
with Mr Muir and hopes that he will be able to help
him; she and Hilda have been to Cannes to take
back their new 'shade hats' and Hilda has visited
the dentist; she has walked up the Croix des
Gardes and describes the views from there which
she is sure Joseph Chamberlain would like to see;
Mary has taken him for a drive, though he has
found the recent wet weather difficult; she and
Hilda have been taken out to the golf club to tea
and to stroll on the course, and she thinks she will
be able to take the train there to do some
sketching; describes the wild flowers and the sunny
weather, and their visit to Lord Brougham's garden;
Beatrice has gone to visit the Bussys, and they are
intending to take the train to Agay and cycle back
when she returns. 30 April 1908
/10: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
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Describes the effects of the mistral wind on the
weather and the health of Joseph Chamberlain,
who has found talking and walking more difficult;
reports on the results of his exercises and his state
of mind; expresses her disappointment at the result
of the Wolverhampton by-election and the failure of
[Leopold] Amery to gain the seat; Cannes is
becoming quiet as the Mount Edgcumbes, the
Broughams and the Pagets are all about to leave,
or have already left; gives details of their travel
plans to return to England and her hopes to see
Hilda Mary when she returns; thanks Neville for
settling 'the milk controversy' and mentions that it
can be used on the farm for feeding the young
livestock there. 7 May 1908
/11: [the first pages of the letter are missing]
discusses the decapitation of chickens at Highbury,
possibly by magpies; gives details of some of the
wild flowers she and Hilda have seen recently;
Beatrice is planning for them to cycle from Trayas
and she is worried about the heat; William and
Louise are to arrive in Cannes after their holiday in
Italy. [May 1908]
/12: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
she and Hilda have not been able to go for a walk
since their last with Aunt Clara and Freda; she has
been for a short bicycle ride to pick anemones but
most of the family have been ill, apart from Joseph
Chamberlain; the weather has been cold and rainy
recently and has affected Mary's recovery; she and
Hilda have both been feeling unhappy recently
'indeed we can't think why we haven't quarrelled
with each other & can only suppose it is because
we have had so little time alone together'; Sir John
Bunner has visited, and Joseph Chamberlain has
seen him alone, to her surprise 'I take it as a sig of
his increasing confidence in his own powers'; Mr
Tonks has visited to receive a message from
Joseph Chamberlain for the West Birmingham
Conservative Association, and Lady Blythswood is
coming to lunch; thanks Neville for 'looking into the
question of the farm window'. 25 February 1909
/13: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
Thanks Neville for all he is doing for the family
'Papa wishes me to say from him that they wouldn't
ask you if they did not have a good reason for
thinking you would do them well & that now he is
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unable to do things himself he looks at what his
sons are doing & they are doing it very well'; Dr
Douty is pleased with Mary's progress and gives an
account of Joseph Chamberlain's current state of
health and the progress he has been making with
his exercises and walking; she and Hilda have
been for some short walks but have had to return in
time to read to Joseph Chamberlain; Lord and Lady
Napier of Ettrick have written to ask whether they
can come to see Joseph Chamberlain, and Aunt
Lilian and Mr Cole are also staying near Cannes;
gives an account of Aunt Lilian's health and
discusses the result of the recent by-election at
Glasgow; mentions the recent difficulties at
Hoskins and hopes that the firm will be able to pay
a dividend this year; describes a recent
thunderstorm and mentions her reading of Joseph
Chamberlain's 'general policy of the West Indies'. 5
March 1909
/14: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
Congratulates Neville and Austen on their recent
successful speeches, and mentions the current
pressure on the government to provide more
[Dreadnought] ships for the Navy; expresses her
feeling of pride that Neville was principal speaker at
[Birmingham] Town Hall 'I guess there aren't many
families who could produce three members
capable of doing that!'; Joseph Chamberlain has
been unwell, and may be suffering from influenza;
the Burghcleres have visited for lunch and Joseph
Chamberlain spoke to them 'there is no doubt that
his average speech is enormously better than it
was'; describes some of the walks she has taken
with Hilda to examine wild flowers; she has been
reading about Joseph Chamberlain's policy
towards West Africa in order to talk to him about it;
thanks Neville for sending her photographs of her
dog. 24 March 1909
/15: written from Villa Beatrice, Cannes, France:
Hilda and Mary have been for lunch with Mrs
Wemyss, and she has been with Hilda and Mary to
Nive to order new stressed; they have been on an
expedition to Grasse, and Aunt Lilian has taken
Beatrice and Hilda in her motor car on an excursion
to the Gorge du Loup; she and Hilda have bee for
lunch with the Pagets and have driven to Le
Cannet to see a trout farm that has been started
there; she and Beatrice are thinking of taking the
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train to Grasse and cycling back by Auribeau; she
is sorry to hear poor reports of Mr Collings' health.
10 April [1909]
/16: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Thanks Neville for his note
informing her that her dog, Hector, is suffering from
distemper; Lord Burnham and Lord Desborough
have visited to see Joseph Chamberlain, as well as
Lord Halsbury; the Duckworths have visited for tea,
together with Mrs Vaughan Williams; discusses
efforts by the Liberal government to get their
budget passed by compromising with Irish MPs
[over the issue of Home Rule]; Austen has been
speaking to an agent about canvassing in
Birmingham and the unlikelihood of the Liberals
gaining seats there, and reflects on the failure of
the Unionists to gain North Worcestershire;
mentions Herbert Asquith's ill health, and wonders
what Austen discussed with Lord Lansdowne;
gives details of their plans to travel to France. 7
February 1910
/17: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses the current political situation which she
thinks has 'worked out in the worst possible way for
us', and the inevitability of another general election
over the issue of the House of Lords, on which
Joseph Chamberlain thinks the Unionists will be
beaten; gives her view that the 'moderate' Liberals
have been beaten and that the party will now be a
'radical Labour Socialist party' and will be 'more
dangerous than ever', suspecting that the Lords will
'produce a reform scheme to set against the Veto
bill' and remarking 'I confess I should like to know
what the working classes think of it all'; discusses
Austen's view of Arthur Balfour's policy in relation
to the likely election; Ruth is coming to stay, and Mr
Mason, MP for Coventry, has visited, as well as
Lady Crossley and the Duchess of Albany; she has
been reading Joseph Chamberlain's policy on
South Africa. 3 March 1910
/18: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
The weather has been bad during Ruth's visit, and
they have not been able to take many excursions;
discusses the behaviour of the government and
Austen's view that 'the only thing for us to do is to
go straight ahead & take office whenever they
resign no matter what the state of finances may
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be'; Arthur Balfour has visited for lunch but the
Northcotes and Lord Savile were also present so
he was not able to speak to Joseph Chamberlain;
mentions Neville's work on the Provident
Dispensary and hopes it will be successful; Mrs
Endicott is expected at Genoa in early April, and
she hopes that Austen and Ivy will also be able to
visit; describes Joseph Chamberlain's current state
of health, and his speech and walking abilities;
comments on the news that her cow Forget Me Not
made the highest price at the Bingley Hall show
and that one of her heifers has calved early. 13
March 1910
/19: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
The family have been to see aeroplanes competing
for the Grand Prix de Cannes 'for the machine
which is longest in the air for the whole meeting'
and describes some of the planes they saw;
discusses her fear of having to fly in an aeroplane
which has been alleviated somewhat by watching
the show; Joseph Chamberlain enjoyed watching
the planes but is refusing to admit it 'for fear it
should be taken as an excuse for taking him out in
a motor'; discusses the current political situation
and the timing of a forthcoming general election;
mentions that she has been reading about the
Jameson Raid. 30 March 1910
/20: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Describes how Hilda's ring from Aunt Alice fell into
the fire just as Mrs Endicott arrived, and the
ensuing search for it in the fire and in the bucket of
ashes, and its eventual recovery; Mary has had a
letter from Lord Lugard which discusses Lloyd
George's statement at an aviation meeting that 'we
have the Lords now. We shall pass the budget &
with these death duties wha shall have destroyed
every great family in the country in three
generations'; speculates as to whether there will be
a general election and concludes that it might be
an advantage if the Liberals stay in government to
experience the effects of their economic policy. 11
April 1910
/21: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Austen and Ivy have arrived but have done little but
sleep; discusses her new flowers; she has been to
the golf links with Beatrice and Hilda and she has
been making sketches of wild flowers; includes a
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sketch of the view from the hillside on one of their
recent walks; Mrs Endicott has just heard of the
sudden death of Frank Peabody. 2 May 1910.
/22: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses the possible effects of Edward VII's
death on the political situation, and mentions that
Austen has had to abandon his holiday and return
home for the funeral; Joseph Chamberlain has
begun feeling depressed, as he usually does
towards the end of their stay in Cannes and the
only conversation that visitors have concerns the
king's death; discusses how the new king, George
V, will behave towards government ministers and
wonders whether Dr Sandars is correct in thinking
that 'the present govt will be held by the public to
be largely responsible for King Edward's death
thanks to the anxiety & worry they have caused
him', giving her own opinion that an immediate
general election is unlikely; describes the posting of
propaganda for the second ballot for the French
election and gives details of some of the campaign
slogans; goes on to discuss domestic politics and
the recent petitions brought by Unionists against
Liberals; informs Neville that he might have to
come to France to help accompany the party home
due to Mrs Endicott's ill health; expresses her
annoyance at having to wear black [in mourning for
the king] on their return, as she has recently bought
some coloured dresses. 8 May 1910
/23: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses travel arrangements for the family to
return to England; gives her view about the political
situation despite being told by Joseph Chamberlain
recently at dinner that 'nobody wants to hear your
opinion!', commenting that the veto resolution
cannot be brought before the autumn and that the
election must be postponed until the following year;
discusses the likely influence of George V in
Europe, which she thinks will be less than that of
his father 'he is in no sense cosmopolitan, but
shares I should think the contempt & dislike which
many Englishmen feel for ''black men''. On the
other hand I believe he is very imperially minded &
realised the importance of the Colonies earlier & far
more than the late king'; asks whether Austen has
gone to Folkestone for Whitsun and whether he
and Ivy will be able to go touring in France;
comments on Austen's invitation from Queen
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Alexandra to see Edward VII lying in state and
thinks that Austen must have 'felt gratified that she
shoudl have cared to see him'; she and Hilda have
been for a walk after taking the train to Ranguin
and calling on Miss Paget; gives an account of Mrs
Endicott's state of health and of Joseph
Chamberlain's speaking and walking abilities; Hilda
has had a birthday letter from Aunt Clara who is on
a trip down the Loire. 16 May 1910
/24: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Informs Neville that his sisters
would like to give him and Anne a cabinet for their
drawing room as a wedding present and describes
two possible cabinets that she and Hilda have
seen; asks whether Neville has written to Lio[nel
Richards] about Hilda Mary being bridesmaid. 24
November 1910
/25: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Discusses the arrival of wedding
presents for Neville and Anne, and comments that
they have had no news yet from them; Hilda has
packed up Neville's clothes and they have taken 48
drawers to his bedroom to await his return; there
are two vans outside taking his possessions to
Chamberlain, King & Jones; Hilda has broken a
tooth and has gone to visit the dentist and will then
go to London to attend a play with Ivy; she is going
to attend an Almoner's committee meeting and
gives details about the committee's decision to
make representations to the hospitals about the
method of selecting patients and their resolution to
appoint an almoner with previous training or
experience at a London hospital; Joseph
Chamberlain's gout is better, and Austen, Ivy and
Joe are returning to Birmingham on Thursday. 9
January 1911
/26: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Thanks Neville for his letter to Mary
and informs him that letters and bills are continuing
to arrive for him: Mary has been to London to make
arrangements for the family's stay in Cannes;
describes the recent cold and foggy weather and
envies Neville and Anne in their honeymoon in
Tunis; Hilda returned from London and Bristol
suffering from a cold, so has not been able to take
her turn in reading to Joseph Chamberlain; she has
been attending Almoners committee meetings and
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comments on discussions with representatives of
the Queen's Hospital and General Hospital about a
new scheme; expresses her frustration that she is
shortly to travel to Cannes and will not be able to
remain involved in the development of the scheme;
she has had an analysis made of the soil at
Highbury and has bought some artificial manure to
replenish lime and alkalites; more calves have
been born to her cows; she has been to lunch with
Aunt Mary and Hilda has been to dinner with
Millicent who is going to Switzerland with Cecily;
Aunt Alice is going to stay at Menton and will visit
Cannes for a few days; describes some silver plate
that has arrived for Neville and Anne which had
belonged to 'Great Uncle Richard'. 21 January
1911
/27: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: Joseph Chamberlain has
been able to go to take the oath at the House of
Commons; gives an account of his state of health
and the treatments he is having; she has been
talking to Mr and Mrs Amery about their stay on St
Vincent and the system of smallholdings
inaugurated by Joseph Chamberlain; mentions that
Mr Amery has had a libel action brought against
him by an ex yeomanry sergeant over statements
made in the 'Times History of War'; discusses
problems with the family's stable employees, one of
whom is ill with lumbago, and another who has
been dismissed by Mary for 'insubordination & bad
language'; she has had lunch with Austen and Ivy
and met the Duckworths, and Lady St Helier has
visited for tea and expressed her frustration with
the lack of organisation of the Conservatives in
London; looks forward to seeing Neville and Anne
at the end of the week; Austen has been suffering
from gout. 3 February 1911
/28: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Sends Neville birthday greetings; she and Hilda
have been to the Croix des Gardes to gather wild
white violets for Joseph Chamberlain to give to
Mary on her birthday; describes some of the other
walks she has taken with Hilda and mentions that
both Uncle Walter and Aunt Alice are to visit shortly
and that they will have to organise separate
excursions for them; Mary has accepted an
invitation for some of the family to have tea at the
Wemyss' that afternoon and to meet the widow of
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the last king of Naples. 16 March 1911
/29: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses in detail the contents of her
memorandum on the Almoners Committee scheme
on the selection of cases for treatment by the
Almoner and the reconstruction of the Almoners
Committee, and remarks that 'if you want the
scheme to be really successful (& I believe the
opportunities for good in an Almoner's work are
endless) you must get someone as Almoner who
has had a proper training, but in general social
work & as an almoner in a hospital...if you get
someone who has been trained & is the right class
you would have to give her not less than £100 a
year'. 25 March 1911
/30: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Beatrice has arrived in excellent health despite the
difficult time she has recently been having in
London; Joseph Chamberlain has been suffering
from gout but is now improving, and Austen and Ivy
are due to arrive shortly, despite Ivy's recent ill
health; she has been for a walk with Beatrice and
for a drive with Mary, and she and Hilda have been
for a walk to make sketches of flowers while
Beatrice read to Joseph Chamberlain; urges Anne
to write more letters, as they have enjoyed reading
them; more people have been viewing the villa, and
they are worried that it will be sold 'it seems absurd
but I really don't believe there is another villa in
Cannes that would suit us & certainly it is a great
thing for Papa to come back to this one where he
does enjoy the garden & which we all begin to look
upon rather as a house of our own'. 11 April 1911
/31: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Austen, Ivy and Mr Harris have just left, after
Austen spent most of the stay ill in bed; describes
how Mr Leverton Harris spent time talking to
Joseph Chamberlain, which he enjoyed, and was
good company; Joseph Chamberlain has been for
a walk on the sea front and his gout has been
improving; she has been for a drive in the motor to
Grasse, and Ivy, Beatrice and Hilda went with Mr
Harris to St Paul de Var to see the Byzantine
artefacts; Mary, Ivy and Mr Harris have been to
Monte Carlo where Ivy won £5 but the others lost;
they have heard that Hilda Mary is suffering from a
mild attack of measles; discusses the whereabouts
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of Neville's shooting clothes and entomological
specimens and hopes he and Anne will soon be
able to move into Westbourne; mentions her visit to
another villa which they might have to rent if the
Villa Victoria is sold. 20 April 1911
/32: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Congratulates Neville on the news of Anne's
pregnancy and looks forward to having another
niece or nephew; she and Hilda have been to
Grasse by train and up the mountain in a horse
carriage to look at wild flowers, despite the hot
weather; describes how they lost their satchel
containing sketching materials somewhere on the
road and gives details of the flowers and plants
they saw; they have had good reports of Austen
and Ivy since they left Cannes; she is pleased that
Mr Amery has been chosen to represent South
Birmingham at the next election. 27 April 1911
/33: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses the health of Anne and her new baby,
Dorothy, and comments that Austen's baby
daughter Diane is putting on weight; the weather in
Cannes has been generally good and Joseph
Chamberlain has been for a drive with Mary 'which
I am sure must have been lovely though I suppose
he would not admit it'; gives an account of her
discovery of some spring crocuses with Hilda and
gives details of the other flowers they have seen;
she has been reading Joseph Chamberlain's
papers on South Africa, and has also been working
on 'Nature Notes on the Riviera' [for a book
'Common Objects of the Riviera' which she and
Hilda published in 1913]. 16 February 1912
/33a: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: She has interviewed Miss Matheson
and Miss Humpidge, and gives details of both
women's suitability for the post [of Almoner]; Miss
Matheson is to make enquiries about whether Miss
Potts might get the post of dispenser at the
Maternity Hospital. 17 June 1911
/33b: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has seen Mr Kemp, the
secretary of the Almoner's Council, who she hopes
will be able to make arrangements for training for
Miss Humpidge, the new almoner; discusses
arrangements for Neville's committee to see Miss
Humpidge after her holiday in Spain with a friend
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and wonders whether she might be able to stay at
the Settlement during July, as there would be a
greater choice of hospitals for her to go to in
September; they have had a better account of
Joseph Chamberlain's health from Mary. 21 June
1911
/33c: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has written to Miss
Matheson about the post of dispenser at the
Maternity Hospital, who has written to the matron
about the possible vacancy there which might be
given to Miss Potts; she has come to London to go
to the garden party at Buckingham Palace, for
which she has a new dress, parasol, shoes and
hat. 27 June 1911
/33d: written from 40 Princes Gardens, South
Kensington, London: She has telephoned Mr Kemp
to discuss the possibility of Miss Humpidge training
at a hospital in Leeds, and his desire for her to
have six months training; he does not think she
would spend an undue amount of time learning
about the London Relief Societies, and thinks, as
does Ida, that she should have as wide and varied
an experience as possible; discusses the possibility
of her undertaking training at St Thomas's in
London; Mary is talking about going to Cannes
earlier in the winter, probably in January, and she
hopes that by that time Miss Humpidge will have
had enough training. 18 July 1911
/34: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses issues probably relating to Neville's
domestic servants; expresses her interest in his
work for Birmingham City Council on town planning
and 'motor buses'; asks about public opinion in
Britain towards the miners strike, as they have only
read the newspapers' view; wonders whether trade
would be stopped within a week or two if the strike
continues, and does not 'trust either the masters or
the government to stand firm'; discusses the
problems facing the government and the irony that
the only element of their policy which the
Conservative opposition approves of, the
contributory principle in the Insurance Bill, is losing
them support; Mary has had a cable giving the date
of Mrs Endicott's arrival in Genoa, and Aline Line
and Nellie are coming to stay in Cannes on their
way home; they are hoping to invite Uncle Walter
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to stay, but he has been ill recently; discusses her
recent reading and comments on the government's
plan to introduce a minimum wage; gives an
account of Joseph Chamberlain's health. 1 March
1912
/35: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Expresses her concern for Dorothy's health and
discusses the current miners strike and the
likelihood that the miners will claim victory now that
the government have 'declared for a minimum
wage...we shall never be any better off till we get
rid of this Govt & replace it by one that will take up
a firm attitude at the beginning of these troubles
instead of leaving everyone to suppose that if only
enough pressure is put upon them they will give
way'; Aunt Lina and Nellie have put off their visit
because Cousin Fanny has been very ill; she and
Mary have met Lord and Lady Dunsany and
comment on Lord Dunsany's moustache and the
way he monopolised the conversation; describes
the work she and Hilda have been doing on their
book [Common Objects of the Riviera] and
mentions her reading of Joseph Chamberlain's
South Africa papers; she and Hilda are hoping to
go to Menton for a few days when Beatrice arrives
to get some new flowers. 15 March 1912
/36: written from Hotel Bristol, Menton, France:
Thanks Neville for sending photographs of Dorothy;
they have been to see the Hanbury garden;
describes the coast around Menton and their tour
to the town of St Agnes and Garbic; mentions their
plans to drive along the Upper Corniche to Nice
and then take the train to Cannes; compares
Menton and Cannes and considers that there is
more to see and do in Cannes ; describes the
plants and flowers they have seen at Menton. 11
April 1912
/37: written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Discusses the recent wet weather;
they hope to go for a drive in the 'motor' if the
weather improves; Mary and Mrs Endicott have
taken Hilda Mary to a performance of Henry V at
Stratford; Joseph Chamberlain has been having
trouble with his eyesight. [end of the letter is
missing] 19 August 1912
/38: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
She is pleased to hear that Anne is coming to
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Canne with Beatrice; asks when the West
Bromwich meeting will be held, and wonders
whether either Mr F. Smith or Sir Edward Carson
will be able to attend; Joseph Chamberlain is to
donate £200 towards the Beale memorial; gives an
account of Joseph Chamberlain's health including
his gout and poor eyesight, for which he is to have
treatment from a 'Viennese oculist' based in Monte
Carlo; she hopes that treatment will enable her
father to read again which would give him hope of
further improvement; she and Hilda have been
playing tennis, after which she felt ill; she and Hilda
have been for a walk on the hill to look for wild
flowers; Mr Balfour is coming to lunch, and she
reports that Lloyd George and Sir Rufus Isaacs left
their calling cards earlier in the week; asks Neville
to acquire a copy of 'The Sentence of the Judge' by
Miss Barlow, if he is still a member of the 'Times
Book Club'; Lady Winchelsea has been to call and
she and several others have been trying to get a
copy of this book; mentions the sales of the book
that she and Hilda have published [Common
Objects of the Riviera] and hopes that not all the
copies have been bought by family members; gives
an account of Hilda Mary's behaviour and
achievements 'she is doing fairly well at school but
we shall never make a really good school girl of
her'. 27 February 1913
/39: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
They have had very good weather and have been
for walks on the sea front; the journey went well
and Joseph Chamberlain has been able to go out
on the sea front in his chair; she is recovering from
her cold but is unable to read; the road along the
sea front to La Napoule is almost finished and they
are going to walk along to see whether it gives
access to the golf links; describes the wild flowers
they have seen, and mentions that the Villa
Primavera is to let; notes that Hilda has been sent
a photograph of Anne and asks if she might have
one too; they have had a letter from William to say
that Beatrice has sailed, and will stay with Cecily
after arriving in London. 3 March 1911
/40: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
They are hoping that Joseph Chamberlain's new
glasses will imrpove his eyesight and that he might
be able to see as well as he did before his last
attack 'if he can read to himself it will make a very
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tangible difference to him & I hope also he may in
time be able to see the children again rather more
clearly than he has done of late'; comments on the
expense of the oculist's treatment but 'Hoskins is
doing so well that we hope we may still avoid the
workhouse'; discusses her reading of 'Germany
and the Next War' by Friedrich von Bernhardi which
has been lent by Lord Charles Beresford, and
wonders 'how large an opinion it represents in
Germany', commenting that the author is convinced
that war is inevitable and that Germany first intends
to 'crush France' and to challenge England for her
colonies; Mr Balfour has visited for lunch, and she
and Hilda have been for a walk to look at wild
flowers; Aunt Alice is coming to stay after Neville
and Anne leave and before Mrs Endicott arrives. 13
March 1913
/41: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Thanks Neville for sending photographs of Dorothy
and is looking forward to seeing the progress she
has made; the weather has been bad recently but
Mary has taken Mrs Endicott and Louise to Nice to
shop; William and Louise are going to Marseilles
and then to Paris with Mrs Endicott; she thinks that
she and Hilda are going to be allowed to come
home together with Joseph Chamberlain and Mary
instead of one of them staying behind; she and
Hilda have been to visit the Cazalets at Nice and
she describes their garden and the villa; she and
Hilda have been playing tennis and have also
walked round the Croix des Gardes; discusses the
progress of the First Balkan War, including the fall
of Scutari and the capture of its fortress by
Montenegro 'goodness knows what Austria will do
now'; comments on domestic politics including
Lloyd George's announcement that he will not
impose any new taxation and them continuing work
of the Marconi Committee; she is concerned that
other members of the family will contract German
Measles, as the incubation period is a long one. 24
March 1913
/42: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Reports that Mary is out of danger [after having an
operation for appendicitis and peritonitis] and
passes on a message from her to Neville and his
family; she has not seen Mary yet as Joseph
Chamberlain and Mrs Endicott have been visiting
twice a day; the oculist has visited to test Joseph
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Chamberlain's eyes and has announced that his
eyesight has improved; gives an account of her
own health and mentions that they have all been
out in the motor car recently. 8 May 1913
/43: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
She has seen Mary, and gives details of her state
of health; asks Neville to thank Anne for her letter,
and for keeping relatives informed about Mary's
condition during her illness; Ivy has visited Dr Weir
about her eyesight and she describes her
treatment; William and Louise have taken Austen,
Ivy and Hilda to Menton in the motor car to see the
Hanbury garden, and she has been on a drive with
Austen and Ivy to Castellane from where they had
views over the mountains; she has been painting
some of the wild flowers they have brought home;
gives details of some of the flowers she has seen
when out walking; they are likely to return home in
early June, depending on Mary's health. 16 May
1913
/44: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
They have arrived safely in Cannes but the
weather was very cold and icy in Calais and Paris;
the weather is wet and cold, and there are no
flowers to be seen; they have had sunshine during
the morning, but the weather was dull by the time
Joseph Chamberlain got up, so he did not go out;
Beatrice and Hilda have been for a walk, and Mary
has been to see Fanny Mason; she and Beatrice
have been for a walk and met Admiral Wemyss;
mentions that she has seen reports about Mr
Collings' forthcoming retirement, and hopes to hear
from Neville before she leaves for Rome [about the
birth of Neville and Anne's new baby]. 20 January
1914
/45: written from Grand Hotel de Russie, Rome:
Thanks Neville for sending her a note telling her
how Anne and the new baby, Frank, were;
discusses Frank's appearance and wonders how
Dorothy will react to him; she has been suffering
from a cold, but is enjoying her stay in Rome; she
has been to the Forum and for a drive along the
Via Appia to see the tomb of Cecilia Metella and
the catacomb of St Callixtus; gives an account of
their attempt to visit the Sistine Chapel and to the
Capitoline sculptures and Villa Borghese; they
have been to San Paolo Fuori le Mura, the
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Pantheon, and San Clemente, the last of which she
describes in detail; gives brief details of their future
sightseeing activities. 30 January 1914
/46: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Remarks on Dorothy's behaviour towards Frank,
and hopes to be able to come to stay with Neville
and his family to get to know the children better;
hopes that Anne will feel better after her short
holiday; discusses negotiations over the Third
Home Rule Bill, the attitude of Sir Edward Carson
about the exlusion of Ulster, and the position of the
Conservative opposition to the bill; Mr Balfour has
visited 'anxious to be told what to think!'; hopes that
Austen's address to a meeting in the constituency
of West Birmingham will be successful [he was
standing in Joseph Chamberlain's seat on his
retirement from the House of Commons]; she and
Hilda have taken Aunt Alice for walks to gather wild
flowers, and Hilda has been for lunch with the
Burghcleres where she met the Sidney Buxtons,
and to dinner at the casino with the Hanbury
Williams where she was complimented on the book
that the sisters wrote ['Common Objects of the
Riviera'], which is selling well. 12 March 1914
/47: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Discusses the recent 'Curragh Incident' in Ireland
[in which British army officers said they would
refuse to obey orders to enforce government plans
to realise Irish Home Rule] and the leadership of
General Gough 'if there had been a weaker man,
perhaps even if there had been an Englishman
instead of an Irishman in his place we might now
have been in the midst of Civil War'; comments on
news that Winston Churchill had ordered a naval
squadron to Ireland which must have been
intended to 'crush Ulster rapidly'; mentions
Austen's concerns about the effect this incident has
had on the army '& the difficulties in which the loss
of discipline will involve us when we next have to
combat a strike' and gives her own opinion that the
situation could have been worse, and that at least
civil war has been averted; speculates on the
possibility of a general election 'it seems impossible
that the Govt should really carry on much longer
with these radicals & labour men seething in revolt,
the older Liberals aghast at the turn affaris have
taken, Col Seely resigning & frequent revelations of
how some members of the Cabinet have been
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acting without the knowledge of their colleagues';
asks Neville to write and tell them what the
prevailing feeling is in Britain towards the
government; sympathises with him in his difficulties
over Bordesley 'B'ham Tories appear to belong to
the very lowest type of the animal & now your own
people are giving trouble too'; she has been
spending her time reading newspapers but has
also accepted an invitation from Mrs Forbes to go
to the Hotel California with Hilda where
'professionals from Nice' were dancing the Tango
and 'some of the other new dances'; gives her
opinion about the Tango and the Two Step and
remarks that she does not want to see any more;
discusses Dorothy's behaviour and conversation,
and whether Frank is to be named Frank or
Francis. 26 March 1914
/48: written from Villa Victoria, Cannes, France:
Thanks Neville for sending photographs of Frank,
which they have all enjoyed looking at; discusses
their plans to return home and her plans to visit
Highbury and her farm and garden before seeing
Neville and his family before they leave for
Scotland; she and Hilda have been to Valescure to
have lunch with Captain and Mrs Hughes at the
golf club; describes this building and their drive into
the mountains to gather wild flowers; comments on
the continued debate over the Home Rule Bill and
Joseph Chamberlain's offer of £25 towards
Neville's fund raising for Mr Titterton. 30 April 1914
/49: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: They have been for walks with Austen
and Ivy during their visit, and gives an account of
Austen's health and current responsibilities,
including his discussions with Mr Carter about tariff
reform and imperial preferences; Austen has
received an invitation from Lord Revelstoke to meet
the Russian Minister of Finance and is likely to
begin meeting more foreign statesmen; discusses
the failure of the German offensive on Warsaw and
the restrictions placed on the country by the
activities of the British fleet; Freda and Nellie have
arrived and they have taken them for a walk round
by Odiham Firs; they have hung the pictures that
Aunt Clara has left them; discusses their attempts
to purchase a piece of land next to their house and
gives details of the work in their garden; she is
pleased that Neville is taking on Powell 'he has
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been with us so long that one hates the idea of his
going elsewhere & his age & the fact that he
cannot read or writer would I think make it
extremely difficult for him to keep a place though
he might perhaps be able to get a temporary one
just now when labour is so scarce'; mentions
difficulties with their own domestic and garden staff
and that their hens have been laying several eggs
a day. 12 February 1915
/50: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Discusses the recent death of General
Gough while visiting troops in the trenches and
Dorothy Gough's distress; comments on German
advances in Flanders and apparent British
progress in the Dardanelles; expresses her
concern for Jim Cole and sympathises with Anne;
describes the work taking place in their garden and
mentions that they are renting their stable for 1/per day; Hector, her dog, has stolen tongue from
the kitchen table, and has also eaten some cakes.
27 February 1915
/51: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Expresses her distress on reading
about the recent Russian defeat, accounts of the
effects of poison gas in the trenches, and the
torpedoeing of the Lusitania 'war is a terrible
business at best but it does make it worse when
you feel that the enemy you are fighting with cares
absolutely nothing for any laws either of God or
man'; thinks that the loss of the Lusitania will
prevent either Mrs Endicott or Mary crossing the
Atlantic for the duration of the war, and wonders
how the Americans will react and whether other
neutral countries will enter the war; goes on to
express her sense of outrage at the use of poison
gas by Germany and their apparent poisoning of
wells in Africa and the progress of British forces in
Gallipoli and the Russian defeat in the Carpathians;
she and Hilda have seen Austen and his family in
London, who were ill with 'septic throats'; Austen is
pleased that Neville has Joseph Chamberlain's
armchair and the photographs of Gambetta and
Clemenceau; comments on the distribution of
furniture and possessions from Highbury; they are
expecting Dorothy Gough for a visit; describes the
growth of flowers in their garden and the arrival of
birds in their bird boxes and mentions the large
number of eggs their hens are still laying. 8 May
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1915
/52: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: She has had a difficult week, as the
French Wounded Emergency Fund had been
affected by a tightening of customs regulations
which meant that the British Red Cross refused
permits to get the goods sent into France without
charge; they have made a temporary arrangement
with the Croix Rouge but their work has become
discorganised and is has been difficult for their new
secretary; she has arranged to stay on at the Fund
until the following Saturday when she is going to
Scotland to see Lio[nel Richards] and Emelyn,
returning with Hilda Mary who has recently been
unwell; hopes that Jim Cole has been able to get
down to West Woodhay with Anne and that she
and Neville will be able to go to Bath; comments on
Neville's signing of a declaration on National
Service and her belief that the government will not
introduce this unless it is drive to 'Russia's reverse
makes it more & more evident that the brunt of the
fighting will eventually have to fall upon us & we
can't keep our armies up to strength for ever by
voluntary service, let alone the question of labour &
strikes'; expresses her anxiety about the conflict in
the Baltic and fears that Russia will be beaten;
mentions reading that Italy has declared war on
Turkey and hopes the country will now help in the
Dardanelles; they have been for a carriage drive to
Hook Common to look for wild flowers; describes
their recent work in the garden. 22 August 1915
/53: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: She is pleased that Neville has
enjoyed his holiday in Scotland and hopes that he
and Anne will enjoy their time in Bath; asks about
the proceedings of the Central Control Board and
expresses her belief that 'the country is quite ready
to accept anything that it is ordered to ao
authoritatively, it is only when the govt makes a
habit of putting one foot forward & then hastily
drawing it back again, that the working man ''tries it
on''...there would be no trouble about compulsory
service if the Govt would say it was necessary'; she
returned from Scotland with Hilda Mary and they
have spent the night with Beatrice in London before
coming to Odiham; describes the autumn
countryside and gives details of their visit to Hook
Common to gather plants; Beatrice is coming to
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stay for three weeks; she plans to wait to see what
happens at the French Wounded Emergency Fund
before returning to her work there, and sets out her
feelings about the poor organisation of the Fund;
Hilda is no longer needed at Aldwych, and she is
planning to spend more time in Odiham; they have
heard from Amy that one of the twins, Kenneth, has
been wounded and has been transferred from
Cairo to King George's Hospital in London. 5
September 1915
/54: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Hilda has decided not to take up any
London work at present. and she is still waiting to
see whether the French Wounded Emergency
Fund can get the authorisation they need from the
French government; mentions the conflict between
the Secretary of the organisation and Beatrice and
her friends, who are threatening to resign, and
discusses how this would affect her role in the
Fund; Hilda Mary has returned home after her stay,
and she wishes she and Hilda could have her to
live with them all the time 'in her own family she
was perfectly horrid, making a fuss over everything
she was told to do...of course Lio is perfectly
hopeless in his treatment of her...& poor Emelyn
tries so hard & never does things the right way';
she and Hilda have both had a serious talk with
Hilda Mary about her behaviour; they have been
blackberry picking; it is possible that Kenneth
Hutton might come to Odiham to convalesce
following his leg injury; they have read Neville's
letter in 'The Spectator' on the introduction of
National Service; wonders whether a better system
will be developed for dealing with zeppelin raids;
Mrs Cochrane's son has had his submarine sunk,
but they have had no news of him. 17 September
1915
/55: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: She has heard nothing from Lady
Selborne about possible war work and is
considering offering her services to the secretary of
the Soliders and Sailors Help Society; discusses
casualty numbers in the recent offensive [possibly
the Battle of Loos], her concern about the situation
in the Balkans, including the possible withdrawal of
troops from Suvla Bay and German action in the
Baltic; discusses the terms of Lord Derby's scheme
which she thinks 'is getting more & more like
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compulsory National Service every day'; Aunt Mary
is staying in Odiham and is concerned that she and
Hilda do not seem to be making any 'war
economies'; they have been for a motor drive with
Aunt Mary to 'The Golden Pot' and then to
Basingstoke, and she and Hilda have walked to
Poland farm and Hook Common to collect
blackberries; gives an account of their work in the
gardenand hopes that Dorothy and Frank will not
be at Church Stretton when the sisters visit Neville
in Birmingham. 22 October 1915
/56: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Hilda is having to take Madge Kay
back to London; describes her office work at the
Belgravia Workrooms, which she is finding tedious;
she has been to see Major Tudor Craig to see
whether she might be able to work for the Soldiers
and Sailors Help Society but none of the office
work there is voluntary; Beatrice has had a dinner
party attended by the Mellors, the Leverton
Harris's, Sir Theodore Morrison and Mr Boyd; they
have dined with Austen and Ivy, and with Miss
Feilden, the late chairman of the French Wounded
Emergency Fund, and they have also entertained
guests; Austen is on the Finance Committee of the
Cabinet, and Mr Leverton Harris has discussed the
state of feeling in Germany about the progress of
the war, and has told them that of all the European
capitals he has visited recently, London is the most
despondent; hopes that Neville's duties as Lord
Mayor of Birmingham are proving interesting;
discusses Winston Churchill's offer of assistance to
the War Office. 19 November 1915
/57: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Discusses plans to visit Birmingham
over the Christmas holidays after spending
Christmas Day with Austen and Ivy, and Mary;
comments on Neville's scheme for 'workmen's
savings' and her disgust at the plans of MPs to
continue to take their full salaries during the war;
discusses the progress of the war, including the
troops' return to Salonika and the appointment of
Sir Douglas Haig as Commander in Chief; wonders
whether the Germans intend to send an expedition
to Egypt and comments on Asquith's intention to
avoid introducing compulsory military service. 18
December 1915
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/58: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Gives an account of the sisters' visit to
Brancaster and comments on the lack of zeppelin
raids; comments on Norman's attendance at the
debate in the House of Commons on the bill for the
Municipal Savings Bank scheme and reports his
news on the progress of the British army on the
Western Front, 'he is still on light duty in London &
very bored & rather depressed'; mentions that they
met Mr and Mrs Godfrey, a retired district
commissioner in India and his wife, 'Freddy' and Sir
Edward Henry, a commissioner of police. during
their stay in Brancaster; Austen and Ivy have asked
her to go to see them at New Lodge, and she feels
she must accept, as she sees them less than
Neville and Anne; hopese that she will see Neville
more often after the war is over; describes the
recent work taking place in their garden, and
mentions that they have had a letter from Mrs
Endicott who appreciates the family's attitude
towards Mary's marriage [to Cannon William
Carnegie]. 25-26 August 1916
/59: written from 35 Egerton Crescent, London:
Describes her difficulties trying to organise work at
the French Wounded Emergency Fund, which has
been made more difficult by the change in
representatives in France, many of whom have no
fixed address; hopes that Beatrice will take over
this work while she looks after Hilda Mary; Hilda
has been involved in Belgian relief work; hopes that
Neville will stay longer than a fortnight in Scotland,
and reassures him that Austen does not
disapprove of his selection [to campaign for
election as a Member of Parliament] but that he
'feels that the taking up of so much extra work is
never a subject for congratulation!'; she has seen
Austen, Ivy and Joe for lunch; discusses the
progress of the war including German advances at
Warsaw, the failure of Britain to advance in the
Dardanelles, and British advances on the Western
Front; Hilda has dined at the Sichels and heard
from Daisy about a russian woman who has been
housing twenty five Russians who had escaped
from prisons in East Prussia and travelled across
Germany to France before being sent to England. 6
August 1918
/60: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Hopes that Neville is enjoying his
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holiday in Scotland and that the weather there is
better than it was in Wales; they have had the
'Country Holiday' children and others to tea and
games including a treasure hunt; the tenders have
been received for the cottages the sisters are
having built; discusses the high cost of building in
Odiham; the scheme for forming a Public Utility
scheme under the auspices of the Women's
Institute and building four cottages has been
established; Millicent has arrived to stay in Odiham.
17 August 1923
/61: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: Congratulates Neville on achieving an
agreement [at Munich], emphasising that the hopes
and prayers of the country were with him;
comments on his radio broadcast and his speech in
the House of Commons giving an account of his
negotiations, which 'has won the admiration of
everyone'; expresses her pride in him, and remarks
'I think of Papa & Beatrice & Austen & what their
feelings too would have been'. [October 1938]
/62: written from The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire: She is sorry not to have been able to
see Neville that day, and hopees that he will soon
be in Heckfield where they will be able to see him
more frequently, and they will not 'be liable to the
constant interruptions of London'; she is pleased
that he is making progress and is hopeful about his
recovery; her pigs have been sold at market, and
Edith Slade and Patty are visiting for lunch. 6
August 1940
66 items
Access: Open
NC1/16/2

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Ida
Chamberlain

1890-1911

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister Ida
Chamberlain, mostly sent while Neville was in the
Bahamas, and some sent during his honeymoon in
North Africa.
See also NC18/1 for many other letters from
Neville to Ida Chamberlain; see NC1/19/167 for a
transcript of a letter from Neville to Ida of 17
October [1895] which is not included in this file; and
see NC1/19/171 for a note regarding a lost letter
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from Neville to Ida in 1895.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/1: (from Government House, Nassau): Account of
Neville and Austen's activities in the Bahamas
including about their very rough voyage to Abaco
on the ship 'Bonny Jean'; their visit to Green Turtle
Cay (Abaco island, Bahamas); their arrival in
Nassau; next week being 'one round of gaieties'
including a dance and game of polo. See NC1/19/4
for a transcript. 23 November 1890.
/1a: (from Nassau): Neville and Austen's plans for
returning home via New York; account of
Christmas celebrations of the people in Nassau. 26
December 1890.
/1b: Sketch of man with overgrowing hair and
beard [Neville at Mastic Point?] with comment
'From a photograph'.
/2: (from Government House, Nassau): Lady Shea
[wife of the Governor of the Bahamas] organizing a
ball for Austen and Neville's thoughts about dances
in the Bahamas; a dinner party given by the Chief
Justice; Austen and Neville collecting seeds of
various flowers; about their plan to visit the island
of Andros which was the least known of the islands
in the Bahamas and thought to be a 'trackless
jungle'; butterflies. 6 January 1891.
/3: (from Steamship 'Servia'): Neville's voyage on
the 'Servia'; arrival in Queenstown. 26 April 1891.
/4: (from Government House, Nassau): Neville's
visit to Nassau; invitation for Neville to stay at
Government House in Nassau whenever he is
there; plants and animals. See NC1/19/27 for a
transcript of this letter. 11 June 1891.
/5: (from Mastic Point, Andros Island): Account of
Neville's activities at Mastic Point; Neville's food;
stories about Neville and Joseph amongst the local
people in Andros; newly imported labourers; site of
Neville's house cleared; orchids; Neville's work in
the company's shop and in managing the sisal
business; the weather; . 10-15 July 1891 (the
second part of the letter was dated 15 June by
Neville, but an annotation in pencil states the date
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was July).
/6: (from Mastic Point): Neville having 'absolutely
nothing to do' at Mastic Point; account of Neville's
work and other activities at Mastic Point; Neville
shooting birds; songs sung by workers. 11-16
August 1891.
/7: (from Mastic Point): Account of Neville's work
and other activities at Mastic Point; Neville's new
cook; dismissal of a servant 'fat Mrs B'; building of
Neville's house and dismissal of Pickstock (the
mason building the house); visit of Mr Cairncross
from Nassau; the Governor of the Bahamas
planning to send visitors to Neville next winter. 2024 September 1891.
/8: (from Mastic Point): Account of Neville's visit to
Nassau including about people he met; visit of
Father Matthews [vicar of the local parish on
Andros Island]; plants and animals; Neville getting
a dog. 22-23 October 1891.
/9: (from Mastic House, Mastic Point): Completion
of Neville's house 'Mastic House' at Mastic Point
which Neville feels luxurious after having 'lived in a
pigstye for nearly 5 months'; Neville having had to
work hard while Knowles has been away including
about work in the company shop; photographs
taken by Neville; serious illness of one of his
workers; letters and books sent to Neville; Neville's
new dog - a large bloodhound which he named
'Don Juan'; the weather; cutting of sisal having
resumed; linen having been sent from home. See
NC1/19/48 for a transcript of this letter. 8-19
November [1891]
/10: (from Andros): Neville's work on the plantation;
Neville having got rid of most of the carpenters and
about the farewell; presents sent from home; visit
of Mr Lester [from the Wesleyan Mission]; visit of
'Father' Matthews; dislike of one of the carpenters
who has been discharged; Juan [the dog] keeping
the 'place scrupulously clear of tramps and curs';
purchase of pink pearl. See NC1/19/51 for a
transcript of this letter. 6-10 December 1891.
/11: (from Andros): Mr Cairncross's visit; Neville
considering getting a mule and cart but is having
difficulty in finding someone who would shoe it;
Neville 'getting civilied' 'by slow degrees' with new
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household items etc; Neville's new servant boy.
See NC1/19/56 for a transcript of this letter. 15
January 1892.
/12: (from Andros): Mail from home including about
the possibility of Austen standing for election to
East Worcestershire constituency; Miller's
{Surveyor General] stay with Neville [Miller came to
survey the site of the proposed new wharf at Mastic
Point]; Neville's house being complete; wall being
built around his house; Juan [Neville's dog]
continuing to be 'the terror of the neighbourhood'; it
beginning to be the end of the long standstill in
work; Neville saying he will be glad to visit home
but is not 'homesick or miserable at being away - I
am very contented'; Neville's garden; his walk up a
hill for a view over his land; painting of inside of
Neville's house; books being read. See NC1/19/62
for a transcript of this letter. 22-26 February 1892.
/13: (from Andros): Visit to Nassau including about
entertainment given at house of Taylor [former
Colonial Secretary], talk with 'his Majesty' [Sir
Ambrose Shea, the Governor of the Bahamas] and
dinner with Jackson; a man having been engaged
to go to Mastic Point in Neville's absence; meeting
with the Surveyor General and Governor regarding
the proposed wharf; a mule having been brought to
Andros to drag a cart; the Governor to go on a tour
of the out islands; Neville returning home soon; trial
of a worker who failed to plant sisal plants in the
field. See NC1/19/69 for a transcript of this letter. 56 May 1892.
/14: (from Steamship 'Umbria'): Neville's
disgruntlement with the ship and the people on
board. See NC1/19/73 for a transcript of this letter.
25 September 1892.
/15: (from Steamship 'Umbria'). Account of Neville
and Austen's voyage on board 'Umbria'. See
NC1/19/74 for a transcript of this letter. 30
September 1892.
/16: (from Andros): Neville and Austen's voyage to
Andros; the pier having been now built at Mastic
Point; the cotton having grown very well during
Neville's absence; very good progress with
clearance of land for planting; Knowles' horse; it
being 'perfectly delightful here'. See NC1/19/78 for
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a transcript of this letter. 16 October 1892.
/17: (from Andros): The mail; arrival of 18000
plants on vessel and about the transporting of them
to the fields; the reaction of the local people to
Austen who is 'becoming altogether too popular';
arrival of Neville's new schooner 'The Pride' and
description of the ship; Knowles and family having
gone off for a holiday; the horse. See NC1/19/82
for a transcript of this letter. 27 October-11
November 1892.
/18: (from Government House, Nassau): Stay in
Nassau at Government House; Lady Shea's
behaviour; visit to fibre plantation with Sands;
registration of Neville's schooner; Neville's
Christmas activities in Nassau; thanks for
Christmas presents from home; Neville's new cook.
See NC1/19/91 for a transcript of this letter. 23-26
December 1892.
/19: (from Andros): Neville learning to steer his
sailing boat 'Beatrice'; Knowles having gone to
bring back his family leaving Neville alone; the
mail; Neville's cat; his kitchen garden; Professor
Agassiz planning to pay Neville a visit; the Pride of
Andros [Neville's schooner] having arrived back
damaged; book 'Father Ohrwalder' having been
read; Keith; Neville's breakfast; photography; visit
of two Englishmen at the suggestion of the
Governor but who decided not to go in for
production of fibre following Neville's advice. See
NC1/19/93 for a transcript of this letter. 13-20
January 1893.
/20: (from Andros): Fire during a vive-voce
examination with the Sheas at Nassau; social
engagements in Nassau; Neville having taken the
helm of the Pride of Andros on the return voyage;
Neville having got a new dog 'Chip'; plants given by
Saunders for Neville's garden; work on the sisal
plantation; new stable being built. See NC1/19/102
for a transcript of this letter. 15-17 March 1893.
/21: (from Andros): Birthday greetings for Ida; a
gatling gun having been landed as a warning and
about the constabulary still not daring to go into
Grantstown 'which is handed over to the mob and
the local police' and Neville's thoughts about the
matter; mosquitoes; the mail; Asquith's speech
reported in the newspapers; Mr Gurdon sending
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'his man' and is asking Neville to go to Abaco; the
wharf being completed making 'a comfortable place
to sit on in the evening when the mosquitoes
become unbearable at the house'; coconuts and
oranges grown. See NC1/19/108 for a transcript of
this letter. 2-7 May 1893.
/22: Account of 'a most disagreeable' voyage with
Austen due to bad weather, including about playing
poker with Horace Plunkett MP. 4 October 1893.
/23: Detailed account of visit to Cuba accompanied
by Paul Brooks [a sugar plantation owner] and Miss
Mayhew including about the voyage to Cuba
landing at Caimanero, train journeys, stay in
Guantanamo at Brooks' house, visit to the village of
Jamaica in Cuba, visit to Brooks' Los Canos sugar
estate, visit to Madame Pons' factory, visit to the
Soledad and the Romelie sugar estates, visit to
Santiago. The account includes information about
people met, places visited and passed, plants and
landscape. 13 November 1893.
/24: Account of Neville's life on Andros including
visit of local citizens to play music with a
procession on Christmas Day and about Neville's
speech to the gathering [see also NC3/5/10 for the
letter from the President of the Friendly Society
referred to]; delay to mail and Neville's complaint to
the Postmaster General; Neville's new horse;
plants; Neville's sailing boat 'The Beatrice'. 25-31
December 1893 (year annotated in pencil).
/25: Gurdon's [private secretary to the Governor of
the Bahamas] visit to see Neville at Andros; Webb,
whom Neville was annoyed with, leaving; Neville
learning German; Neville's Andros house; invitation
from Bahamas Horticultural Society to join their
committee. 12-15 March 1894.
/26: (from Andros): Work in the pay office where
Neville has had to deal with a 'constant stream of
people' wanting various things; voyage to Nassau
in very rough weather during which his ship was
damaged and Neville felt it likely that the ship
would be wrecked; visit to Nassau where he 'found
the Imperial Family [the Governor of the Bahamas
and his wife, Sir Ambrose and Lady Shea] much as
usual, i. e. in a state of frightful irritation and
suppressed hysterics'; Daisy's husband having
gone bankrupt; him meeting the new Bahamas
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officials at dinner - Melville [the new Colonial
Secretary], [Charles Walpole] the new C. J. [Chief
Justice], and Johnstone [the new circuit
magistrate]; thanks for items from home; praise for
Neville in the Governor's despatch on the out
islands. See NC1/19/135 for a transcript of this
letter. 6 May 1894.
/27: (from Andros): The heavy rain; temporary roof
put up in the engine house and about part being
broken; mosquitoes; Neville's garden; Keith being
still at Mastic Point being trapped by the rain. See
NC1/19/141 for a transcript of this letter. 6 June
1894.
/28: (from RMS Etruria, off Queenstown [Cobh,
Ireland]): Neville's stop in Liverpool while waiting
for the ship and about the city being 'full of
attractions' such as a Punch and Judy show and
waxworks; Neville's voyage on board RMS Etruria.
See NC1/19/142 for a transcript of this letter. 29-30
September 1894.
/29: (from Andros): Neville having been out to look
for his boat pilots who had been reported to be
drunk; the brigantine [a sailing ship] having been
delayed in Nassau; Forsyth being 'an awful
companion'; further serious difficulties with ships
including about the stormy weather; the delay to
the ships having left Neville with only three days to
get out his rails for the railway; his life on the
brigantine; the Newfoundland banks having
'smashed' which is a 'terrible blow to Sir A.' [Sir
Ambrose Shea, the Governor of the Bahamas];
Knowles being reported as much better; cigars to
be sent home; the rough weather preventing the
landing of plants and provisions and so Neville will
not be able to get his cargo out in time. See
NC1/19/150 for a transcript of this letter. 7-17
December 1894.
/30: (from Andros): Gurdon having left 'and we
have once more relapsed into monotony'; Sir W.
Haynes Smith having been appointed as new
Governor of the Bahamas; people being 'incredibly
silly' on the railway and so Neville anticipates
another accident; overheard conversation of two
local people about Joseph Chamberlain; the ship
'Cienfuegos' having been wrecked and about how
Ward's have lost a 'number of well-insured vessels
lately in mysterious ways'; no newspapers having
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been received recently with Neville feeling that 'one
feels one's isolation a good deal without papers
and it is hard to preserve one's patience'. See
NC1/19/155 for a transcript of this letter. 4
February 1895.
/31: (from Andros): Iguanas sent to Neville;
Neville's recent visit to Nassau; his illness with
neuralgia; thanks for waistcoat and privet hawk;
Ethel's letter of 26 January appearing to have gone
down with the 'Elbe' and had been later recovered;
fighting among two drunken local men who were
prosecuted; Mr Brown having nearly blew up the
boiler; Neville having measured 265 acres that day;
books being read. See NC1/19/160 for a transcript
of this letter. 5 April 1895.
/32: (from Andros): The baling press being nearly
finished which will greatly reduce the space taken
up by the fibre; his old white horse having been
sold; visit of Gurdon and his Irish friend to Mastic
Point; news about the Transvaal; Theodore Brooks
comments about part of their estate having been
burnt by insurgents and that 'they are having a
lively time, their factories guarded by Spanish
troops and themselves not knowing when they may
be blown up with dynamite'; fruit and vegetables
grown in Neville's garden; mosquitoes; visit of
Webb; illness of [Reverend] Matthews' wife. See
NC1/19/177 for a transcript of this letter. 16-17
January 1896.
/33: (from Andros): The schoolmaster having
arrived and about invitation to preside at meeting to
elect members of the Local Committee; his work
trying cases; books being read; the Spectator
[journal] 'climbing down over the Armenian
question'; the correspondence about Nelson;
Millie's engagement; the Pride [of Andros] having
already broken the step of one of her new masts.
See NC1/19/183 for a transcript of this letter. 15-18
March 1896.
/33a: (from RMS Campania): His voyage on RMS
Campania with 'that awful Irish doctor' who is 'here
as usual'; Wray having failed to return Neville's ring
which was sent to be mended. 26 September 1896.
/33b: (from Andros): Voyage to Mastic Point; a man
having been tried after stealing money; cold
weather; amusing cases tried with McGregor;
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Matthews' forthcoming visit. The end of the letter
appears to be missing. 7-10 January 1897.
/33c: (from Andros): Neville packing up his
belongings to send home; final arrangements to be
made in Nassau regarding the company and its
liquidation; about the Bahamas House [of
Parliament?]; about the Governor of the Bahamas
and his scheme for building roads on out-islands.
21 February 1897.
/33d: (from 163 Marlboro Street, Boston [USA]):
Neville's plans for returning home; his stay in the
USA; visit to musical afternoon at Mrs Jack
Gardner's house; lunch with Mrs Dorr. The letter
ends with a short verse regarding him 'goin' 'ome!',
and 'I ain't goin' back any more'. 2 April 1897.
/34: (from Hotel de France and Choisent, Paris,
France): Neville having enjoyed his wedding;
Neville and Anne's journey for their honeymoon;
their stay in Paris. 8 January 1911.
/35-36: Postcards of mosques in Kairouan
[Tunisia]. 16 January 1911
/37: (from Hamman Meskoutine [Algeria]): Account
of Neville and Anne's honeymoon in North Africa
including about the various places visited and
about the landscape; expedition to a spectacular
cavern accompanied by M. Paul (Swiss engineer).
23 January 1911.
/38: (from El Kantara [Algeria]): Account of
honeymoon including about shooting and visit to
Guelma with M. Paul, stay in Batna, visit to Roman
ruins at Timgad, and stay in El Kantara. 28 January
1911.
/39: (from Hotel St-George, Mustapha-Algiers
[Algeria]): The family being 'champion letter writers'
causing Anne to despair about her letters being
relatively short; says that the damage to the gas
engine dynamo should be attended to at once;
thanks to Hilda for looking at house and to Ida for
writing to Carter and paying Hilda John; motor drive
from Bongie to Tizi-Ouzou [in Algeria] 'right through
the Kabyle country'; about the Kabyle people. 3
February 1911.
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45 items
Access: Open
NC1/16/3

Letter from Neville to Beatrice Chamberlain and
letter from Ida to Beatrice Chamberlain

1891-1909

Letter from Neville to Beatrice Chamberlain and
letter from Ida to Beatrice Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from Neville to Beatrice relating to his
personal life and work on Andros Island including
about the illness of Knowles, his house on the
island and photography. 1 September 1891.
/2: Letter from Ida to Beatrice relating to various
matters including an accident; Joseph
Chamberlain's health; about the West Indies; first
language lesson given by Signorina [Galriaric?];
flowers; 'Patience' [a cow] having been killed due to
illness; the navy debate; her work in copying
Joseph's letters. 19 March 1909.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/16/4

Correspondence between Ida and Anne
Chamberlain

1912-1943

Letters from Ida Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain, Neville's wife. One letter from Anne
to Ida Chamberlain is also included
The letters relate to a variety of matters including
Anne and Neville's children Dorothy and Frank;
political events; events in the Second World War;
Keith Feiling's biography of Neville Chamberlain;
Ida and Hilda's activities and their household.
Following Neville's death, these letters are
generally longer and discuss a greater variety of
topics similar to Ida's letters to Neville. There is
some suggestion that there may have been regular
correspondence between Ida and Anne between
1941 and 1943, with a comment in NC1/16/4/20
that there was 'no letter from you this morning' and
other content suggesting the regular exchange of
news in a similar way to the correspondence
between Ida and Neville. The letters for the period
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after Neville's death all contain some significant
reference to Neville or Keith Feiling's biography of
him. This could perhaps be because any letters
which did not contain such references were
destroyed or not deposited with the collection.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/1: Dorothy; 'Neville's false modesty and pretended
indifference' over Dorothy. 11 November 1917.
/2: Congratulations on Anne's speech at the Book
Exhibition; Anne having 'exploded the legend' that
she is 'only interested in domestic occupations';
Neville and Anne's forthcoming Paris visit. 5
November 1938.
/3: Funeral of King George V. 28 January 1936.
/4: Letter from Anne to Ida, sent 'as Neville has not
had a moment to write his usual letter to you':
Neville's 'courage' and 'calmness' following
Anthony Eden's resignation; Neville's response to
Lloyd George's attacks in the House of Commons;
some 'wonderful' letters and some 'abusive' letters
received; Anne's forthcoming visit to Belfast. 23-25
February [1938] (the year is annotated in pencil as
'1939' in what appears to be in Anne's hand, but
the content indicates the letter dates to 1938).
/5: Sympathy for Anne following Neville's
resignation on the evening of 10 May; expressing
their appreciation of Neville; Dorothy being ill. 10
May (annotated '1940?' in pencil).
/6: Anne and Dorothy's meeting with Keith Feiling
regarding him writing a biography of Neville;
suggestions of people who Feiling should meet and
sources to consult; an account of Ida and Hilda's
holiday staying in Winchcombe, and their visit to
Tewkesbury; pig clubs. 16 August 1941.
/7: Dorothy's stay at Highbury with Ida, Joseph and
Mary; Joseph's health; Ida's work as a hospital
visitor; the weather. 4 August 1912.
/8: Congratulations on Anne's pregnancy; Joseph's
health; activities at Joseph's villa at Cannes; the
garden at Cannes. 28 May 1913.
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/9: Congratulations on the birth of Frank. 23
January 1914.
/10: Frank and preference for the name 'Frank'
rather than 'Francis'; the garden at Cannes; the
lack of a contest against Herbert Asquith in the
East Fife by-election and general discussion of the
political situation; Anne having to give up her visit
to her mother; visit to see 'Le Pere Lebonnard' at
the theatre; Jack Peabody's [one of Mary's cousins]
visit. 6 April 1914.
/11: Frank and Dorothy; account of holiday in Italy
including visit to Tivoli and the Sistine Chapel. 5
February 1914.
/12: Neville having been 'able to create such a
feeling of both admiration and affection in so short
a time' and Ida suggests he has many of the same
qualities that Joseph had; Ida's 'conviction that
N[eville] ought to go into Parliament without delay';
her feelings that Neville would receive support from
'all the labour men [ie trade unionists] with whom
he has come into contact'. 24 October 1917.
/13: The weather; Ida beginning her work as a
District Councillor; Ida's views on housing
problems; her visit to London; Ida's new chickens,
her hens and plan to get a pig; the garden; dinners.
14 April 1918
/14: Thanks for photographs and oil lamp; garden
work including new fowl house; Ida's chickens and
pig; discussion of events in the war; Hilda having to
stay at the Grove [the Kenrick family house at
Harborne, Birmingham?] while Ruth and Gerald
[Kenrick?] were away. 4 August 1918.
/15: The general strike and Ida's disagreement with
it; Neville going to dinner with Mary. 10 May 1926.
/16: Anne having her portrait painted and
suggesting that Neville has his portrait painted
which Ida would pay for; Ida and Hilda's Women's
Institute party. 15 June 1926.
/17: Neville going to Munich to meet Hitler and
Mussolini, and the new hopes that it has brought
that war may be avoided. The envelope with the
letter is annotated in pencil 'Sept 1939' (in Anne
Chamberlain's hand), but the content of the letter
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appears to indicate it dates to 28 September 1938.
/18: Ida feeling that it is 'extremely doubtful' that
Keith Feiling will be able to gain access to Cabinet
Papers for his biography of Neville but suggesting
'it can do no harm to try'; suggests that Feiling
meets [James] Maxton, [Joseph] Ball but not
[Clement] Attlee, the Heads of the Air Staff (while
they hold their official positions), 'definitely' not
Lloyd George and should not 'press' [Oswald]
Birley due to time constraints and the large number
of people to see; Ida and Hilda's problems with
servants leaving for war work; discussion of events
in the war including in Malta. 7 January 1942.
/19: Illness of children after eating strawberries;
Lord Winterton's remarks regarding preparation of
the airforce before the start of the war; treatment of
tubercular hip; copying of a portrait [of Neville?];
hopes that Frank will not require an operation;
discussion of the war including the defeat of Britain
in Libya; Ida's chickens; treatment of Ida's back;
Ida's work; Hilda doing all the housework. 4 July
1942.
/20: Anne's visit to London; Valerie [Cole] and her
'escapade' with a 'young man'; Frank; Keith
Feiling's biography of Neville; the reasons for
Neville's name; Dorothy making jam; the cut in the
rations for pigs and fowls being a 'tragedy'; Ida's
doctor advising her not to worry or work too hard;
discussion of the war. 18 July 1942.
/21: Feiling being disappointed 'to find how little
there was' in Neville's letters to Ida and Hilda
during the period he was Director of National
Service; Anne's enquiry about date of her second
miscarriage, and about finding dates of other
events for Feiling; response to enquiry about Mrs
Duncan 'housekeeper companion to Grandpapa
Kenrick'; discussion of the war including about
successful action in North Africa and Italy; Frank's
letter; Anne 'beginning to do things again in
B[irming]ham and elsewhere' but Ida expresses
concern that Anne showed signs of fatigue; heating
at Ida and Hilda's house; Ida's county and district
council work; the garden; chickens. 14 November
1942.
/22: Photographs; letter from Frank; about rooms at
Highbury; Keith Feiling's biography of Neville and
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about her and Hilda's thoughts on whether a
detailed biography or a more concise biography
should be written, and their concerns about the
book; danger caused by fragments of shell from
practices at a nearby army camp falling on Ida and
Hilda's poultry pens; Ida and Hilda having killed
their pig; Ida and Hilda's chickens; discussion of
the war including Russian successes; meeting of
the British Restaurant. 9 January 1943.
22 items
Access: Open
NC1/17

Ivy Chamberlain correspondence

[19181940]

Letters from Ivy Chamberlain to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from Neville to
Ivy. A letter from Anne Chamberlain to Ida and
Hilda Chamberlain is also included in this subseries. This appears to have been placed in this
sub-series by error.
Ivy was the wife of Austen Chamberlain (Neville's
half-brother). She died on 13 February 1941.

The letters include some relating to Ivy's visits to
Italy in 1937 to 1938 during which she spoke to the
Italian dictator, Benito Mussolini and the Italian
foreign minister, Count Ciano.
27 items
Access: Open
NC1/17/1-16

Correspondence between Ivy and Neville
Chamberlain

1937-1940

Letters from Ivy Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from Neville
Chamberlain to Ivy Chamberlain. A letter from Cyril
Rocke to Ivy Chamberlain, and internal
correspondence in the Civil Service regarding Ivy
Chamberlain's mail to Italian friends being
intercepted by the Palazzo Chigi [palace of
Mussolini and the Italian foreign ministry].
These include letters relating to Ivy's visit to Italy
between December 1937 to March 1938 during
which she talked with Benito Mussolini, Giuseppe
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Bastianini, Count Ciano and others.
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics in the letters. Unless specified otherwise,
these letters are from Ivy to Neville:
/1: Disappointment at Professor Trevelyan
declining to write biography of Austen; Ivy and
Lawrence's [Ivy and Austen's son] holiday at Deal
and plan to go to Paris. 10 June 1937.
/2: Ivy being 'not quite happy' at suggestion of Mr
Firth writing a biography of Austen as 'Austen did
not have a very high opinion of his judgement';
request for Neville to write foreword by W. Pick's
translation into German of Austen's book 'Politics
From Inside'. The end of the letter is missing. 3
September 1937.
/3: Thanks for agreeing to write foreword of
translation of 'Politics From Inside'; suggestion of
Arthur Bryant or Lord Zetland as possible authors
for a biography of Austen. 24 September 1937.
/4: Copy of letter from Neville to Ivy regarding
suggestions of a possible author for a biography of
Austen. 27 September 1937.
/5: Details of Ivy's conversation with [Giuseppe]
Bastianini [Italian Under Secretary of Foreign
Affairs] at dinner including Bastianini's concerns
that conversations between Britain and Italy had
not yet commenced and his feelings this was due
to opposition from Anthony Eden, Leslie Hore
Belisha and the Labour Party, his suggestion that
'for the safety of Europe, England and Italy must
remain friends' and his concerns about the British
press; Count Ciano [Italian Minister of Foreign
Affairs] restricting access to Mussolini causing
difficulty for ambassadors; William Phillips'
[American Ambassador] comments on the positive
effects of Ivy's visit; a negative feeling against
Anthony Eden expressed by people she met; the
Berlin-Rome Axis being unpopular with the Italian
people and their distrust of Germany; details of
Ivy's meeting with Mussolini including his wish to
'go back to Locarno', his feelings that Anthony
Eden is not friendly towards Italy and his comments
that he wanted friendship with Britain and did not
want war; Ivy's comments on Lord Perth [British
Ambassador to Italy] suggesting he is not the right
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person for the job saying he and his wife 'never go
anywhere or ask anyone to the Embassy' and 'he
never gets near anyone' and suspecting he is 'a
League man'; an official lunch to be given by Count
Ciano to Ivy. 16 December 1937.
/6: Ivy's 'difficult' conversation with Count Ciano at
a lunch given to Ivy including his suggestion that
British objections to Italian propaganda were 'only
an excuse not to begin conversations'; Ivy's
feelings that Ciano is 'much harder and more
aggressive' than Mussolini and that he is proGerman and anti-British; a further meeting with
Ciano and about her showing Ciano a letter from
Neville which insisted that propaganda was not an
excuse; Ivy's opinion that Britain and Italy 'should
come to some agreement' before Hitler comes to
Rome in May as she feared '2 dictators together
must do or say something dramatic!'. 2 January
1938.
/7: Another meeting between Ivy and Mussolini and
regarding Mussolini's desire to reach an agreement
with Britain; Lord Perth's telegram to the Foreign
Office 'saying that unless something was done
before May (Hitler) he could not say what would
happen'; family news. 2 February 1938.
/8: Ivy's sympathy for Neville after Anthony Eden's
resignation; Ciano saying 'it is wonderful' that Eden
had resigned and said 'now we can have peace
with England'; other people being relieved or
pleased with Eden's resignation including Mr
Philips [American Ambassador] and the British
Embassy in Italy; praise in the Italian newspapers
at Neville's speech; a letter from Mussolini to
Franco saying he is 'not prepared to help [Franco in
the Spanish Civil War] any more'; Italian troops
being withdrawn from Spain; a 'friend very close to
Mussolini' asking Ivy to say to Neville 'that it would
be much wiser not to talk of Austria at the moment'
and Mussolini 'is very touchy on the subject and
furious with Hitler'; and suggests if the British press
'could give a little credit to Mussolini for trying to
reach an agreement, it would please him
immensely'. 22 February ('1938' annotated in
pencil).
/9: Manuscript copy of letter from Neville to Ivy
Chamberlain regarding: Anthony Eden's
resignation and the subsequent debate in the
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House of Commons; asks Ivy to see him after her
return; thanking Ivy for having 'certainly contributed
materially to create the atmosphere in Rome
necessary for the opening of conversations'; the
Foreign Office having showed 'such evident signs
of annoyance over your proceedings' and Eden
having asked Neville to beg Ivy to 'desist from
further interviews'; Neville being 'now convinced
that Anthony [Eden] was always against
negotiations with dictators'; rejections and
approvals of Neville's foreign policy; Lord Perth
being 'very apprehensive' about Ivy's presence in
Italy during the Anglo-Italian conversations with
Neville leaving the matter of whether she stays
there or returns to Ivy's own discretion. 3 March
1938.
/10: Ivy's feeling that her talks it Italy were 'carrying
out Austen's wishes' for diplomacy with Italy;
Austen's comments shortly before his death saying
Britain is doing 'nothing but pin pricks to Italy, if we
are not careful we will pack her into the arms of
Germany'; Ivy suggesting Austen would be proud
that Neville 'should be the person to carry on his
[Austen's] policy of 'peace in our time' '; Anthony
Eden having telegraphed Ivy to thank her (despite
at the same time asking Neville to persuade him to
stop her talks with Mussolini and others); says that
she would not talk to anyone behind Lord Perth's
back during the Anglo-Italian conversations and
expects to leave Italy soon. 11 March 1938.
/11-12: Letter forwarding a letter from Cyril Rocke
[Rocke, Cyril Edmund Alan (1876-1968)] to Ivy
(Rocke's letter is included) regarding Rocke's
conversations with Mussolini and Count Ciano and
his message 'of vital importance' from Mussolini to
Neville which Rocke wished to deliver personally. A
note annotated to Rocke's letter by Anne
Chamberlain states that Neville 'refused to see him
[Rocke]'. 18 August 1938.
/13: [James] Garvin still having all of Joseph
Chamberlain's letters and suggesting that Neville's
secretary writes and asks for the earlier letters to
be returned. 31 August 1939.
/14-15: Letter from Ralph Skrine Stevenson
[Stevenson, Sir Ralph Clarmont Skrine (18951977) Knight Diplomat] to A. N. Rucker; copy of
reply from Rucker; and note from Rucker to
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Chamberlain regarding letters from Ivy
Chamberlain to friends in Italy being opened and
made use of by the Italian Government. 15-16 May
1940.
/16: Letter from Ivy denying writing to anyone in
Italy since she left in April 1939 and saying
someone must be forging her hand; her sympathy
for Neville's 'terrible burden of responsibility' and
pride in him. 16 May 1940.
16 items
Access: Open
NC1/17/26

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Ida and Hilda
Chamberlain

[1939]

Letter relating to letters of support received since
the start of the war and regarding air raid
protection.
It appears this letter has been placed in this subseries in error, as the letter appears to have no
connection with Ivy Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/18

Norman Chamberlain correspondence and other
items

[19091953]

Items relating to Norman Gwynne Chamberlain
who was a cousin and close friend of Neville
Chamberlain. He was the son of Herbert [brother of
Joseph Chamberlain] and Lillian Chamberlain [later
Cole] and was born on 19 August 1884.
He became a Unionist councillor in Birmingham,
and was also well known for his social work in
Birmingham including setting up a boys club.
In 1914, he enlisted in the army to fight in the First
World War and became a Captain of the Grenadier
Guards, but was killed in attack on 1 December
1917. Following his death, Neville Chamberlain
wrote a 184-page biography about his cousin who
he missed greatly entitled 'Norman Chamberlain: A
Memoir' which was printed and privately circulated
in 1923. This was the only book ever written by
Neville, although he had written various articles,
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reports and brief contributions to books.
The documents in this sub-series include letters
from and relating to Norman, principally letters sent
by Norman while serving in the army during the
First World War and letters relating to Norman from
various people after his death. There are also a few
other items relating to Norman in this sub-series
including some press cuttings, including obituaries,
and photographs of Norman.
See also 'Norman Chamberlain: A Memoir' by
Neville Chamberlain, held in Special Collections,
classmark r CT 788.C5.
299 items
Access: Open
NC1/18/1

Corrrespondence and drafts relating to 'Norman
Chamberlain: A Memoir' by Neville Chamberlain

[19171938]

Correspondence, drafts, notes and other items
relating to Norman Chamberlain and Neville
Chamberlain's biography 'Norman Chamberlain: A
Memoir' which printed for private circulation in
1923.
This includes letters from people including friends
and colleagues providing further information about
Norman; letters from his mother Lillian Cole relating
to the memoir and other matters relating to
Norman; photographs of Norman; an article and
annual report relating to Norman; and press
cuttings.
/1-2: Press cuttings relating to Norman
Chamberlain having been reported missing and his
death, including 'The Times' obituary.
/3: Press cutting relating to 'Norman Chamberlain,
A Memoir'
/4: Notebook containing Neville Chamberlain's
notes about Norman Chamberlain for his book.
/5: Manuscript and typescript drafts of 'Norman
Chamberlain, A Memoir'
/6: Manuscript draft by Neville Chamberlain of
notice for 'The Times' of Norman Chamberlain's
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death.
/7: Four photographs of Norman Chamberlain
taken on his last leave from the Army.
/8: Page of manuscript notes on 'Memoir of Charles
Sydney Buxton' about the structure of the book.
/9: 'Birmingham Street Children's Union Magazine'
March 1918, includes an article about Norman
Chamberlain by Herbert S. Pelham.
/10: 'Seventh annual report of the [Birmingham]
Central Care Committee' [1918], which refers to the
death of Norman Chamberlain.
/11-13: Letters from Violet E. W. Birchall,
Saintbridge House, Gloucester to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Birchall regarding Norman's letters. 25
September 1919-13 January 1920.
/14: Letter from John Arthur Palmer, City of
Birmingham, Education Offices to Neville
Chamberlain regarding resolution of condolence of
the Central Care Committee for the death of
Norman. 15 March 1918.
/15-17: Letters from H. Norwood, City of
Birmingham Education Office to Neville
Chamberlain; with typescript notes by Norwood on
Norman's work and views relating to educational,
social and industrial matters. 15 June-5 September
1918.
/18: Letter from Violet E. W. Birchall, Caetellar,
Church Road, South Farnborough to Neville
Chamberlain regarding her being unable to access
letters from Norman at the moment and about her
late brother having been a great friend of Norman.
5 June 1918.
/19: Letter from H. T. Carnegie, The Harrow
Mission, Latimer Road, London offering to help with
biography of Norman. 22 May 1918.
/20-33: Letters from Lillian Cole to Neville
Chamberlain relating to Norman; his death; letters
received about Norman; Norman's will and estate;
and Neville's memoir about Norman. Some of the
letters also relate to other matters including Lillian's
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illness; the West Woodhay House Hospital; and
visitors received by Lillian. [2 March 1918 -27 July
1922] (one letter has been annotated as dating to
1916, but this is clearly an error as it refers to
Norman being dead).
/34: Letter from F. Hampton [Hampton, Frederick
(1889-1958) civil servant], 94 Corporation Street,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain offering to read
proofs of Norman's biography. 24 April 1922.
/35-38: Letters from T. Edmund Harvey [Harvey,
Thomas Edmund (1875-1955) Quaker MP],
Welders Wood, near Chalfont St Peter and other
addresses to Neville Chamberlain regarding
biography of Norman. One letter also relates to
Neville Chamberlain's decision to stand for election
to Parliament. 16 May-15 September 1918.
/39: Letter from Carey Knyvett, BEF, France to Mrs
Cole regarding the finding of Norman's body. 17
March [1918].
/40-41: Letter from Henry Lygon [Lygon, Henry
(1884-1936) Major], 41 Eaton Square, London to
Neville Chamberlain relating to Norman; and
Lygon's account of Norman's political activities at
Oxford. 2 March 1919.
/42: Letter from Ernest Martineau [Martineau,
Ernest (1861-1951) army officer and Birmingham
city councillor], Ellerslie, 43 Augustus Road,
Edgbaston, [Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain
regarding Norman, books and cancellation of visit
to Loubcroy. 25 May 1918.
/43-48: Letters from H. S. Pelham [Pelham, Herbert
S. (1881-1944) clergyman], The Vicarage, Barking,
Essex to Neville Chamberlain relating to Norman
and people to contact about Norman's work. [5
March-31 May 1918] (not all items are dated).
/49-50: Letters from Lawrence A. M. Riley, Manoir
de la Trinité, Jersey and Victoria Club, Jersey to
Neville Chamberlain regarding him wishing to help
with Neville's memoir of Norman. 7-19 March 1921.
/51: Letter from Herbert Warren, Magdalen
College, Oxford to Neville Chamberlain regarding
his memoirs of Norman. 8 May 1918.
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/52: Extract from a letter from Miss Matheson about
Norman.
54 items
Access: Open
Physical description: /4 has been burnt in one
corner, and is very fragile. Parts of /5 are damaged.
NC1/18/2

Letters from Norman to Neville and Hilda
Chamberlain

1916-1917

Letters written by Norman Chamberlain to his
cousins Neville and Hilda Chamberlain, written
while Norman was serving in the army during the
First World War. A letter from Neville to Norman
Chamberlain is also included.
They include accounts of his service in the war;
comments regarding the military leadership and
lack of ability to make criticisms or suggestions;
comments regarding Neville's work and politics.
The following is a summary of the main topics of
the letters. Unless specified otherwise, the letters
are from Norman to Neville:
/1: Orders to 'proceed to France' having cut back
his leave to three days; expectation he will go the
base at Havre then the entrenching battalion and
than 'into one or other of the four Batt[alio]ns
proper'; requests an occasional letter from Neville
while he is serving in the army; says that 'when I
come back I hope you'll be running England and
not only dear old Brum [Birmingham]'. 12 March
1916.
/2: Thanking Neville for his letter and says he has
'been a real brother to me' and says he will 'after
mother and Enid, I shall miss you more than
anyone'; says 'it damnable to think how much there
will be for one to do after all this - building up and
re-forming things - and how little one knows if one
will be able to take a hand' - 'but I enjoy the army
and I've been very happy in it'. 13 March 1916.
/3: Neville's letter having cheered him up; him
being 'awfully proud' of Neville 'and the way you get
things done'; his annoyance with the military
system of discipline which 'stifles effective criticism'
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and says that his 'argumentativeness is being
bottled up and not killed off'; a soldier who had
received a Victoria Cross but unfit for active service
being employed as a sanitary man; about a local
Belgian official having written to request the local
civilian population was evacuated on expectation of
imminent bombardment but that nothing was done
until after the bombardment and four hundred had
been killed; decision to use code for certain
purposes; him having 'a lot more interesting things'
he would like to say but if he did 'the censor would
probably tear the whole letter up and I'd get court
martialled and cashiered'; 'a peaceful time'
currently but expectation of shelling soon as
'tradition says the Boche shells the town first and
third Tuesdays - regularly just before sunset'; him
staying in a headmaster's house attached to a
school in the town where he is fighting; about his
company commander [Henry] Lascelles [Lord
Harewood's eldest son] having just inherited a
fortune from his uncle Clanricarde; a game of
football; Neville's savings scheme; Neville getting
things done as Lord Mayor of Birmingham he
would not have put through as an MP and it being
this 'sort of feeling' which kept Norman 'off politics
and on the Council'; Anne's public speaking
abilities. 24 April 1916.
/4: Neville's [municipal savings bank] scheme;
Norman being in hospital and slowly recovering;
says he will try to get home on sick leave when he
is well enough; new job with the Light Trench
Mortar Battery under the Brigade which will give
him more responsibility and freedom than in the
battalion; him being sorry that Harrison Barrow had
not been selected for the Pensions Committee;
Neville's comments on Hughes; Anne's needlework
scheme; Shann having been called up and about
that 'oily little brute Lovatt'; about the Brigade
Machine Gun Officer [Lt. Bury?] having previously
applied for job of candidate for Bordesley and
having had an interview with Neville. 9 June 1916.
/5: Congratulations on Neville's appointment as
Director General of National Service; it making
Norman feel 'one is really being backed up at
home'; him having arrived at the base and being
uncertain about how long he will remain there; him
feeling 'very much at home and happy' and hoping
'things go more smoothly this time'. 21 December
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1916.
/6: Expects Neville 'must be having the devil of a
time now' [in his job as Director General of National
Service]; him being glad at the appointments of
Ernest Hiley, Collins, Violet Markham and Mr
Tennant; discusses Neville's family news; the cold
weather being an improvement as though it makes
it impossible to dig trenches and allows German
aeroplanes to observe the Allied lines more clearly,
it gets rid of the mud and the damp and allows the
British to see the German lines more clearly and 'is
very healthy weather', despite colds suffered from;
says he 'enjoys life much more than last time' with
'a very harmonious and sociable mess' and has
much more work to occupy him; says he is getting
resigned to not becoming a captain or in command
of a company; him being in the line for the first
time. 4 February 1917.
/7: Neville's work as Director General of National
Service; the death of John; Norman 'having a very
enjoyable time on the whole here [at the 6th Army
Infantry School], though I would rather not lose all
this time when I might be learning to know my
NCOs and men'; about the course at the school;
Norman feeling the 'mutual ignorance that
separates the staff and the people in the trenches
is very unnecessary if people would only recognise
it and deal with it' and 'is absolutely disgusted at
some of its results but of course juniors may not
criticise or make suggestions and are quite
prepared to take the resulting friction and
unfairness lying down, so nothing is done'. 2 June
1917.
/8: Neville's resignation as Director General of
National Service with Norman hoping that Neville is
'going to be free to put the main facts, at any rate,
before people'; Norman having seen Mary and
Michael [Palairet] [Anne's half-sister and her
husband] in Paris; things 'going very well, like
clockwork except on the extreme right where they
seem to up against it' and that the Germans 'seem
forced to tell absolute and direct lies'; the weather
improving; Norman being temporarily in command
of his company; toothache; the effects of a gas
attack having passed off. 19 August 1917.
/9: Norman hoping to go home soon to have 'the
joy of a good solid talk' with Neville; Norman
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reading book ['Dilke'?] and about it making him
'long for the end of all this and the beginning of
constructive work again'; says that he is inclined
when the war ends to 'stick to Birmingham and
concentrate on education and kindred subjects'
and would like to chair the Education Committee
eventually; him looking upon his 'dégommément
[dismissal] in a cooler light' though 'still hate to feel
failed in something I know I can do at any rate
amazedly well at'; Neville hoping to go into the
House of Commons soon; and asks Neville to have
a talk with his mother about him as he thinks 'she
has a slightly false idea of my trouble with the C.O.:
she thinks...that I've been trying to do things in my
own way and not in that laid down by authority which isn't so' - 'it's more a matter of psychology'.
15 October 1917.
/10: Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Norman
Chamberlain. 7 January 1917. The letter relates to
Neville's appointment as Director General of
National Service; the development of a National
Service scheme; him not expecting that he will do
any more municipal work after he finishes as
Director General of National Service; regarding
letters of support received from various people;
Neville believing this will be the last winter in the
war 'and that the Germans will not be able to stand
the next big offensive for long'. A note from Anne
Chamberlain states that the letter was found with
his things in France after he was killed and given to
her by Lillian Cole.
/11: Letter from Norman to Hilda regarding him
being very glad to hear of the happenings at home;
examples of some incompetencies in the army;
regarding him feeling muzzled by military discipline
and being unable to argue against a silly order or
take steps to abolish ineptitudes and regarding the
'impenetrable veil [which] hangs between The
Front, with all it knows and things, and everything
else behind, from Brigade staff and higher to
newspaper correspondents and the general public';
regarding unsatisfactory sanitary conditions;
Neville's savings scheme. 1 May 1916.
/12: Letter from Norman to Hilda regarding Neville
going into the House of Commons and his time in
the National Service Department; night bombing
raids; recent casualties; says that 'I 'lose my name'
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pretty regularly to the Commanding Officer who
has only one method of getting the most out of me
- a policy of frightfulness...but either leaves my
quite unconcerned or flusters me out of my wits';
him being annoyed by 'the amount of 'camouflage'
or 'eyewash' there is in this walk of life'; says he
enjoys 'the feeling of responsibility once again'; the
current conditions being good; his interest in Hilda's
education plans in Odiham. 12 September 1917.
12 items
Access: Open
NC1/18/3

Correspondence and other items relating to
Norman Chamberlain

[19091953]

Various items relating to Norman Chamberlain
including correspondence, press cuttings,
ephemera and photographs.
It includes many letters of condolence, mainly to
his mother, Lillian Cole, other letters relating to
Norman Chamberlain's death, obituaries, and
various other items relating to Norman
Chamberlain. The correspondence is mainly
addressed to Norman's mother Lillian Cole or his
sister Enid Chamberlain [later Schonegevel].
Some items not relating to Norman are also
included in the file.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Norman Chamberlain's bookplate.
/2: Press cutting relating to Neville Chamberlain's
meeting at Munich with Hitler in September 1938
(this is not related to Norman Chamberlain, and
appears to have been placed in this file by error).
/3-8: Photographs of Norman Chamberlain, with
others, possibly his mother Lillian Cole, sister Enid
Chamberlain, and his step-father Alfred Cole, on
his last leave at West Woodhay House in October
to November 1917.
/9: Certificate from the Army Council of thanks from
the West Woodhay Auxiliary Hospital signed by
Winston S. Churchill (appears to be a printed
signature). August 1920.
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/10: Telegram from War Office informing Mrs Cole
that Norman was missing. 7 December 1917.
/11-12: Letter from [Raymond Lawford?], 1st
Battalion Grenadier Guards to Mrs Cole regarding
the attack in which Norman was killed and in
appreciation of Norman; and transcript of part of
the letter. 6 December [1917]. See also NC1/24/10,
regarding this letter.
/13-14: Letter from Henry Streatfeild [Streatfeild, Sir
Henry (1857-1938) Knight Colonel and Equerry],
First or Grenadier Guards to Mrs Cole regarding
his enquiries about wounded men, and difficulties
in finding whether an officer reported missing is a
prisoner of war for a long time. Enclosed is a list of
men (with their regimental number, name and
present location) of 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards
who were admitted to home hospitals since 1st
January 1918. 12 December 1917.
/15-16: Letter from G. M. Spence, The Corner
House, Great Bookham, Surrey to Mrs Cole with
enclosed letter from C. Cruttendon, 3rd Southern
Somerville Hospital, Oxford regarding
circumstances in which Norman went missing. 18
January 1918.
/17: Letter from Lawford, 1st Battalion Grenadier
Guards to Mrs Cole regarding the circumstances in
which Norman went missing. 18 December [1917].
/19: Letter from Lieutenant-Sergeant. E. A. Cole
(1st Grenadier Guards), R. V. Hospital, Netley,
Hampshire to Mrs Cole regarding the last time he
saw Norman in the attack in which he went
missing. 14 December [1917].
/20: Note listing reports in the Times on 14
December of those reported missing or captured as
prisoner of war.
/21: Letter from Comité International de la CroixRouge [The Red Cross] Agence Internationale des
Prisonniers de Guerre [International Prisoners of
War Agency] to Lillian Cole regarding them having
been unable to find any information to suggest that
Norman had been captured as prisoner of war. 21
December 1917.
/22: Letter from Lieutenant Colonel Mark E.
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Crichton Maitland [Maitland, Mark Edward Makgill
Crichton (1882-1972) army officer] to Mrs Cole
regarding circumstances in which Norman went
missing. 17 January 1918.
/23-25: Letter from Major General J. HanburyWilliams, British Prisoners of War Department,
[Williams, Sir John Hanbury- (1859-1946) Knight
Major General] to Mrs Cole regarding him having
been unable to find information suggesting Norman
had been taken as prisoner of war; with telegram
from Hanbury Williams to [Mrs] Hanbury Williams
and copy of letter from Major General Onnen. 26
January 1918.
/26: Letter from Sergeant D. A. Clayton, Lyngfeld
V. A. D. Hospital, Kingsland, Shrewsbury to A. C.
Cole regarding him having been unable to give any
information about what happened to Norman. 25
January 1918.
/27: Letter from D. A. Clayton to Mrs Cole
suggesting a soldier to contact about Norman; and
regarding Clayton's recovery and his injuries. 28
January 1918.
/28: Letter from G. M. Spence to Mrs Cole
regarding battle in which Norman went missing. 30
December [1917].
/29-30: Letter from G. E. Shelley, Regimental
Headquarters, First or Grenadier Guards to Mrs
Cole with enclosed details about Private T. Appleby
who had been captured as prisoner of war in
Germany. 2 February 1918.
/31: Letter from G. Appleby, 20 Plessey Road,
Blyth to Mrs Cole regarding him writing to his son
to see if he knows anything of Norman and
regarding Appleby's son being captured as prisoner
of war. 7 February 1918.
/32: Letter from R. S. McLintock, Hd Guard Division
to Aunt Lilian regarding the battle in which Norman
went missing. 31 January 1918.
/33: Letter from Lawford, Hotel du Palais, Biarritz to
Mrs Cole regarding Norman's servant and runner;
and other soldiers involved in the attack in which
Norman was killed. 5 February 1918.
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/34: Letter from Mark E. Crichton Maitland to Mrs
Cole regarding Norman's body having been found.
5 February [1918].
/35: Photograph of grounds of West Woodhay on 5
February [1918] (date when telegram arrived).
/36: Letter from Colonel William Capper (War
Office) [Capper, William (1856-1934) army officer]
to Mrs Alfred Cole reporting that Norman was killed
on 1 December 1918. 12 February 1918.
/37: Letter from Henry Streatfeild, Regimental
Headquarters, First or Grenadier Guards regarding
Norman's body having been found and of
appreciation for Norman. 8 February 1918.
/38-40: Press cuttings including offprint of obituary
from The Times
/41-42: [Lieutenant-Colonel J ...kal ?, 1st South
African Infantry] with copy of letter from [Major J.
Ormeston?, 1st South African Infantry] regarding
Norman's body
/43-46: Photographs of First World War battlefields
/47: Telegram of condolence from Keeper of the
Privy Purse, on behalf of the King and Queen.
/48: Offprint of notice of memorial service for
Norman from the Newbury Weekly News.
/49: Printed booklet regarding memorial service to
be given for those killed in the war.
/50: Printed booklet 'Mors Janua Vitae' given by
Florence Darnley.
/51-53: Letters from R. L. McLintock, H.d. Guard
Division to Uncle A regarding Norman's body
having been found. 14 February-3 March 1918.
/54-55: Letters from Carey Knyvett to Mrs Cole
regarding the finding of Norman's body and about
how he died. 9 and 17 March [1918].
/56-57: Press cuttings of Norman's death.
/58-61: Letters relating to Norman's belongings
from R. C. Reynolds [War Office] and Cox's
Shipping Agency Ltd to Mrs Cole; and inventory of
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belongings. 22 and 23 February 1918.
/62: Letter from [Stonford?], Director of Graves
Registration and Enquiries, War Office regarding
location of Norman's grave. 14 March 1918.
/63-64: Photographs of Norman's grave.
/65-84: Press cuttings regarding the fighting on the
Western Front at around the time of Norman's
death.
/85-113: Press cuttings regarding the death of
Norman, tributes paid to him and about his
memorial service including obituaries in The Times
Educational Supplement and [Birmingham Daily
Post?]
/114: Typescript article or speech about Norman
Chamberlain following his death, mainly relating to
his social work.
/115: Letter from Norman Chamberlain to the boys
of his boys club in Birmingham regarding: the death
of Mr Bisseker from the club; news about the boys
from the club who were serving in the army. 29
October 1917.
/116: Letter from Norman Chamberlain to say
goodbye to the boys of his boys club which was to
be sent if he was killed.
/117-119: Letter and transcript of letter from
Norman Chamberlain to Enid regarding his
thoughts on education and material prosperity. The
letter which was unsigned, and so perhaps was
unfinished, was found with Norman Chamberlain's
body after he had been killed. 29 November 1917.
/120: Letter from Enid Chamberlain to the boys of
Norman's boys club regarding Norman's death and
passing on a copy of the letter that Norman wrote
to the boys. February 1918.
/121: Letter from Rawlinson [Rawlinson, Henry
Seymour (1864-1925) Baron Rawlinson of Trent,
General], Army Head Quarters, IV Army, B. E. F. to
Cole, saying that Norman is missing but they do
not know if he is a prisoner of war or not. 13
December 1917.
/122: Letter from Rawlinson to Cole saying he 'will
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see what can be done about Norman Chamberlain
but the Guards have lost a good many officers in
this recent fighting and they may not be able to
spare his services' but hopes 'to circumvent these
difficulties when a vacancy on my army staff
occurs'. 3 December 1917.
/122A-123: Resolution of Birmingham City Council
regretting Norman's death; and letter from A. D.
Brooks [Lord Mayor of Birmingham] to Lillian Cole
forwarding the resolution and expressing his
personal condolences and appreciation of Norman.
5 and 7 March 1918.
/124: Telegram of condolence from Charles
Hanson Lord to Mrs Cole. 16 February 1918.
/125: Letter from John Arthur Palmer, City of
Birmingham, Education Office to Mrs Cole
regarding Birmingham Education Committee's
resolution regretting the death of Norman. 25
February 1918.
/126: Letter from H. Norwood, City of Birmingham,
Education Office regarding Birmingham Central
Care Committee's resolution regretting the death of
Norman. 15 March 1918.
/127: Letter from H. Norwood to Lillian Cole of
personal condolence for the death of Norman and
in appreciation of his work. 15 March 1918.
/128: Letter of condolence from Beatrice
[Chamberlain], 37 Ovington Square, London. 12
February 1918.
/129: Letter of condolence from Cuthbert Headlam.
14 February 1918.
/130: Letter of condolence from [Clive Cookson?], 7
Gray's Inn Square, London to Carnegie. 15
February 1918.
/131: Letter of condolence from F. Hampton
[Hampton, Frederick (1889-1958) civil servant],
Juvenile Employment Exchange, Corporation
Street, Birmingham. 14 February 1918
/132: Letter of condolence from Millicent NapierClavering [née Kenrick, wife of Claude Gerald
Napier-Clavering and Neville's cousin], Tennal
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Grange, Harborne, [Birmingham]. 15 February
[1918].
/133: Letter of condolence from Mary Kenrick
[Neville's aunt/sister of Joseph Chamberlain], The
Grove, Harborne, [Birmingham]. 14 February
[1918]
/134: Letter of condolence from Mary E. Carnegie
[Joseph Chamberlain's third wife], 17 Dean's Yard,
Westminster, London. 11 February 1918.
/135: Letter from Whitworth Wallis [Wallis,
Whitworth (1855-1927) museum curator], City of
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery regarding
bronzes, weapons etc bequeathed to the gallery by
Norman. 19 July 1918.
/136: Letter of condolence from G. Johnson (on
behalf of Birmingham City Council Parks
Committee). 14 March 1918.
/137: Press cutting relating to the march of the
Guards through London.
/138: Ticket for memorial service for the Brigade of
Guards on 5 February 1919.
/139: Press cutting relating to memorial unveiled at
the Council House, Birmingham in memory of the
three Birmingham City Council members (including
Norman) who died in the war. 3 December 1919.
/140: Letter from W. A. Cadbury [Lord Mayor of
Birmingham] [Cadbury, William Adlington (18671957), businessman and philanthropist] inviting Mrs
Cole to ceremony for the unveiling of memorial to
the three councillors of Birmingham City Council
including Norman who died in the war. 21
November 1919.
/141: Letter from Major [Alec ...nolds?], for the
Director-General of Graves Registration and
Enquiries, War Office to Mrs L. Cole regarding
visiting Norman's grave. 11 September 1919.
/142-144: Ephemera relating to visiting graves
including items from Imperial Travel Bureau.
/145: Scroll with royal coat of arms commemorating
Norman.
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/146: Printed letter from King George sending a
memorial.
/147: Drawing of brass plaque put up in memory of
Norman at West Woodhay Church.
/148: Press cutting of unveiling of Guards Division
memorial on Horse Guards Parade, London. 18
October 1926.
/149: German army poster in French aimed at
people in occupied territories warning them of the
penalty of death or imprisonment if they disobey
any of the rules listed on the poster. 1 April 1915.
/150: Election poster for Norman Chamberlain in
the 1909 Birmingham municipal election.
/150A: Offprint of obituary of Norman Chamberlain
from The Times.
/151: Offprint of article in Newbury Weekly News
regarding memorial service for Norman.
/152: Postcard from [E. ?] de Watteville, 11
Marienstrasse, Berne, Switzerland to Mrs Cole
regarding him making enquiries about Norman. 27
December 1917.
/153: Press cutting from The Times regarding the
death of Norman and two other officers.
/154: Copy of letter from Carey Knyvett to Mrs Cole
regarding the recovery of Norman's body. 17 March
[1918]. See NC1/18/1/39 for the original letter.
/155: Press cutting regarding the ceremonial
unveiling of a photograph of Norman at the boy's
department of the Kent Street Baths, Birmingham
by Neville Chamberlain, and tributes paid to
Norman at the ceremony.
/156: Letter from Francis H. Pepper, 34 Waterloo
Street, Birmingham to Mrs Cole regarding
resolution of sympathy by the Liberal Unionist
members of Birmingham City Council after Norman
had been missing. 8 January 1918.
/157: Letter from Austen Chamberlain, House of
Commons Library to Lillian regarding delay to
hearing whether Norman is a prisoner of war. 10
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December 1917.
/158: Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Enid,
provisionally accepting Enid's invitation if he does
not need to attend an evening committee meeting
on that evening [during the Imperial Economic
Conference in Ottawa, Canada]. This does not
appear to relate to Norman, and appears to be
accidentally included in this file. 25 July 1932.
/159: Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Lillian
regarding him being confident that Norman is alive
as a prisoner of war. 12 December 1917.
/160: Letter from Beatrice Chamberlain to Enid
regarding a photograph of Norman; regarding
Lillian and Enid's visit to Sidmouth; and Beatrice's
hospital work. 3 April 1918.
/161: Letter from Beatrice Chamberlain to Enid
thanking her for sending a copy of Norman's letter;
regarding her regret at the death of Norman; and
regarding Enid becoming a nurse. 2 May 1918.
/162: Photograph of Norman having a haircut in a
trench.
/163: Letter of condolence from Whitworth Wallis,
City of Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery. 20
February [1918].
/164: Letter of condolence from J. Courtenay Lord
on behalf of the Justices at the Children's Courts,
Birmingham. 26 February 1918.
/165: Press cutting of obituary from The Times. 16
February 1918.
/166: Letter from Francis H. Pepper [Pepper,
Francis Henry (d 1936) solicitor and businessman],
34 Waterloo Street, Birmingham regarding
resolution of the Liberal Unionist members of
Birmingham City Council in sympathy for the death
of Norman. 6 March 1918.
/167: Letter from J. Hallen regarding resolution of
condolence and sympathy from Yardley Division
Liberals. 28 February 1918.
/168: Letter of condolence from William Hale on
behalf of Birmingham Association of the National
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Union of Teachers. 4 June 1918.
/169: Letter of condolence from S. Partridge on
behalf of Small Heath Ward Liberal Unionist
Association. 20 February 1918.
/170: Letter of condolence from Fred Hughes,
National Union of Clerks. 7 March 1918.
/171: Letter of condolence from H. Barnacle on
behalf of Small Heath Allotments Association. 22
February 1918.
/172: Letter of condolence from D. L. Ayers on
behalf of Small Heath Harriers' Swimming Club. 22
February 1918.
/173: Letter of condolence from Wemyss Grant
Wilson [Wilson, Sir Wemyss Grant- (1870-1953)]
on behalf of the Borstal Association. 15 June 1918.
/174-182: Cuttings relating to Norman Chamberlain
following his death: article from the Birmingham
Street Children's Union Magazine by Herbert S.
Pelham; the Seventh Annual Report of the
[Birmingham] Central Care Committee; and
another cutting reporting Norman's death.
/183: Letter from H. Norwood, City of Birmingham
Education Office regarding annual report of the
Central Care Committee which paid tribute to
Norman's work. 25 September 1918.
/184: Letter of condolence from C. Oxon [Gore,
Charles (1853-1932) Bishop of Oxford]. 16
February 1918.
/185: Letter from Henry Streatfeild, Regimental
Headquarters, First or Grenadier Guards regarding
his appreciation of Norman and his recollection of
comments made by Norman. 3 April 1918.
/186: Letter of condolence from Herbert Warren
[Warren, Sir Thomas Herbert (1853-1930) Knight
President of Magdalen College Oxford], Magdalen
College, Oxford. 24 February 1918.
/187: Letter of condolence from E. M. Rudland,
Harkstead, St Agnes' Road, Moseley, Birmingham.
10 February 1918.
/188: Letter of condolence from E. Impey, The
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Manor House, Steeple Ashton, Trowbridge. 16
February 1918.
/189: Letter of condolence from Cyril Jackson
[Jackson, Sir Cyril (1863-1924) Knight
Educationist], Ballards Shay, Limpsfield. 16
February [1918].
/190: Letter of condolence from Gilbert Parker, 20
Carlton House Terrace, London. 16 February 1918.
/191: Letter of condolence from W. H. Carnegie
[Canon William Hartley Carnegie, husband of Mary
E. Carnegie (Joseph Chamberlain's third wife)], 17
Dean's Yard, Westminster, London. 13 February
1918.
/192: Letter of condolence from (Lionel de V.
Harrand?), 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards. 10
December 1917.
/193: Letter of condolence from (Roger Wright?),
57 Cleveland Square, London.
/194: Letter of condolence from Michael Palairet
[Palairet, Sir Charles Michael (1852-1956)
diplomatist] [husband of Anne's half-sister], British
Legation, Athens. 3 March 1918.
/195: Letter of condolence from [Laurence A. M.
Riley?], Trinity Manor, Jersey, Channel Islands. 24
February 1918.
/196: Letter from Beatrice Chamberlain to Lillian
passing on the tribute made to Norman by Mrs
Humphrey [Stuckley?]. 17 February 1918.
/197: Letter of condolence from H. S. Pelham, The
Vicarage, Barking, Essex. The letter also asks
whether Mrs Cole approves of his article on
Norman for the Street Children's Union Magazine.
/198: Letter from H. S. Pelham regarding Norman
being missing.
/199: Letter of condolence from W. A. Cadbury,
Wast Hills, King's Norton, [Birmingham]. 15
February 1918.
/200: Programme for the unveiling of the Guards
Division Memorial in Horse Guards Parade,
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London. 16 October 1926.
/201-202: Letters from E. S. White, General
Manager, City of Birmingham Parks Department, to
Mrs E. Schonegevel regarding a pencil sketch of
Norman to be hung at the offices of the Parks
Department. 5 and 14 February 1947.
/203-204: Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Enid
regarding him going to speak in Edinburgh, Anne
going away to Switzerland and regarding a scene
in the House of Commons. A related press cutting
is included involving John Beckett seizing the
Mace. 19 July 1930.
/205: Letter from J. Gibson Whitfield, 128 Westfield
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham to Mrs Schonegeval
thanking her for sending copy of book on Norman.
24 May 1952.
/206: Letter from Kathleen Roberson, Westella,
Ashdon Road, Saffron Walden, Essex to Mrs
Schonegevel regarding her memories of Norman.
13 May 1952.
/208-218: Press cuttings relating to Norman and
Neville Chamberlain's biography of Norman. Some
cuttings unrelated to Norman are also included.
/219: Letter from Mary Stewart, 38 Foxes Dale,
Blackheath, London to the Secretary of the
Federation of Boys' Clubs, Birmingham regarding
Norman and a barge named in honour of him. 22
September 1953.
/220-222: Press cuttings relating to Norman and
cutting relating to Neville Chamberlain's speech on
11 May 1939.
/223: Letter from P. Winterforde-Young, General
Secretary, Birmingham Federation of Boys Clubs,
regarding Mrs Mary Stewart's letter. See
NC1/18/3/219. 7 October 1953.
/224: Letter from E. S. White, General Manager,
City of Birmingham Parks Department, to Mrs E.
Schonegevel regarding inscription for photograph
of Norman which hangs in his office. 2 July 1947.
/225: Letter from E. S. White, General Manager,
City of Birmingham Parks and Cemeteries
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Department, to Mrs Schonegevel regarding a
proposed memorial to Norman for one of the
Birmingham parks. 31 March 1939.
/226-227: Press cuttings of poem in memory of
those who died in the First World War and of a map
of Eastern Europe.
/228: Photograph of Norman in army uniform
outside a church.
/229: Printed election letter from Norman for the St
Thomas's Ward Municipal Election in Birmingham
on 1 November 1909 in which he was standing as
Liberal Unionist and Conservative candidate.
Arrangement: There does not appear to be any
consistent system of arrangement in this file, with
items appearing to be fairly randomly sorted
although some similar items are grouped together.
No item numbered /18 or /207 was found. /122A
was formerly numbered /122 (there were two items
with the same number), /150A was formerly
numbered /150 (there were two items with the
same number)
222 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Mrs P. Booth (Norman Chamberlain's niece) in
1985.
NC1/18/4

Letters from Norman Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain

[19161917]

Letters from Norman Chamberlain [Neville's cousin]
to Anne Chamberlain [Neville's wife] during the
period of Norman's service as a junior officer in the
First World War.
The letters include various details about his service
in the war, his experiences and thoughts.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/1: Norman's service in the 7th Entrenching
Battalion; little happening on that part of the line
with some occasional shelling. 22 March (year not
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given).
/2: Transcript of letter from Norman to his sister
Enid, which she transcribed and forwarded at
Norman's request regarding: his train journey to the
front; first day in a dug-out; about the conditions
where he is currently - some distance from the front
line; the very good meals which Norman and his
fellow officers were being treated to; the shelling
and artillery fire; there being nothing for him and his
fellow officers to do yet and so spend their time on
leisure activities. 4 April 1916.
/3: Norman having found his first week in the
trenches 'most interesting and at times very
terrifying to a novice'; it being 'uncomfortable' that
the Germans can see into the trenches making 'it
practically impossible to work during the day, as if
he [the Germans] sees, even a few, moving about,
he lets you have it with his artillery' so they have to
do nothing; comfort of having officers and men he
can rely on; the idea of 'our brave heroes straining
in the leash' and 'anxious to have a dash at the
Hun' being a myth - 'I haven't met anyone out here
yet who wants to 'pop the parapet', they know too
much about it!'; him hoping that he will get used to
it or resigned to it; a bad afternoon of shelling
which badly frightened Norman and gave a feeling
of impotence; Anne's new scheme. 9 April 1916.
/4: Transcript of letter from Norman to his sister
Enid forwarded by her regarding: a whole evening
of shelling from dark until 2am targetted at the
roads and crossing places and about the danger in
moving about during shelling; account of his
journey with his men under heavy shell fire from
the trenches back to his dugout; about the naming
of trenches and other places. 8 May 1916.
/5: Thanks for parcel; Norman currently being in
charge of a special fatigue and living with the R. E.
[Royal Engineers]; about the food he is eating; it
being comparatively safe in the dug outs he is now
in; German snipers; death of Brigadier Heyworth;
Norman's admiration of the Royal Engineer
tunnellers work; him having rejoined his battalion;
letters received by Norman and about the family
news in the letters; Norman's sprained ankle; him
having forgotten about a meeting with the C. O.
[commanding officer] and so has been confined to
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billets until Monday. 10-12 May 1916.
/6: Norman's illness with bronchitis causing him to
be admitted to hospital [No. 14 General Hospital,
Wimereux]; him being glad to be in hospital; him
being now attached to the Brigade Trench Mortar
Batteries which is probably a permanent job and
which he enjoys much more 'than being a subaltern
in the Batt[alio]n with no responsibilities and no
likelihood of any'; Norman's annoyance about the
'd-d bankers' obstruction to Neville's savings
scheme. 3 June 1916.
/7: Jimmy Whitfield having not come; him having
enjoyed his visit to see Anne and Neville and
thanks for their kindness [letter sent from home at
West Woodhay House during Norman's leave]. 11
July 1916.
/8: Norman being 'very well and as cheery as is
possible after losing some of one's friends whom
one has lived with for very many months' though
feels that as he 'was one of those left out of the
show makes it worse somehow'; the weather
having been favourable to the Germans; Norman
being in command of his company at present but
does not know whether it is to be permanent. 3
August 1917.
/9: Thanks for her enquiry about two prisoners; him
going back to France soon after having been back
in Britain for six months after he had applied to go
out soon; 7 December 1916.
/10: John's death in the war being a 'terrible blow'.
27 May 1917.
/11: Norman having been 'passing through
troublesome times lately as well as busy ones; his
gladness that Neville had 'got out of it at last' [post
of Director General of National Service] and is
going into the House of Commons; Norman's
failure as company commander in the commanding
officer's opinion; him reading Gibbon's
autobiography; it being very uncomfortable in the
new camp but is 'just beginning to settle down
despite the wet and the cold'; his annoyance at
having heard nothing about 'the latest push' other
than through the newspapers; him being 'not to
cast down at being degommed [demoted] - though
it's very humiliating and completely damns me in
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the Reg[imen]t' but 'it's a great relief to be away
from a certain individual'. 12 October 1917.
11 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Mr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1987.
NC1/19

Transcripts of letters from Neville and Austen
Chamberlain to their family

1890-1896

Transcripts of letters mainly from Neville
Chamberlain, with some from Austen Chamberlain,
to Hilda, Beatrice, Ida, Ethel, Austen and Mary
Chamberlain.
These letters were all sent during the time when
Neville was running the Andros Fibre Company Ltd
which had a sisal plantation in the area around
Mastic Point on Andros Island in the Bahamas, or
during the time of Neville and Austen's preliminary
investigations to find a site to grow sisal in 18901891.
The originals of most of these letters from Neville
can be found elsewhere in the Neville Chamberlain
Collection, see: NC1/13/3 to Beatrice; NC1/14 to
Ethel; NC1/15/2 to Hilda; NC1/16/2 to Ida; and
NC1/20/1 to Mary.
See also NC1/6/10 for letters from Neville and
Austen to their father Joseph Chamberlain during
this period, mainly relating to the sisal company.
10 items
Access: Open
NC1/19/1-17

Transcript of letters from Austen and Neville
Chamberlain, November 1890 to January 1891

1890-1891

Transcript of Austen and Neville Chamberlain's
letters written between 9 November 1890 and 27
January 1891 to Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his
sisters, and to Mary, his father's third wife.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/1: Neville to Hilda (on board S. S. Cienfuegos,
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then from Government House, Nassau: Voyage to
New York; stay in Salem with Mr and Mrs Endicott,
the rest of Mary's family, Joseph, Austen and
Beatrice; Joseph, Austen and Neville's visit to the
Thomson Houston electrical works; visit to see the
Peabodys; voyage to the Bahamas with Joseph
and Austen; the wildlife seen; arrival at Nassau
[Bahamas] and stay with Sir A[mbrose] and Lady
Shea [Governor of the Bahamas and his wife] at
Government House. 9-10 November 1890.
/2: Austen to Mary (on board S. S. Cienfuegos,
then from Government House, Nassau): Voyage to
Nassau and about the people on the boat; arrival at
Nassau and stay with the Governor and Lady
Shea. 9-10 November 1890.
/3: Austen to Beatrice (from Government House,
Nassau): About Nassau and the surrounding area;
about Sir Ambrose and Lady Shea; the 'society of
the place' being limited to just a few people 'so you
may imagine it is not very lively or interesting' 'there was a ball here the other day and hardly one
of my partners had been outside Nassau!'; 'all the
dignitaries of the place have been calling on us';
Austen taking photographs. See NC1/28/1 for
original letter. 15 November 1890.
/4: Neville to Ida (from Government House,
Nassau): very rough voyage to Abaco on the ship
'Bonny Jean'; their visit to Green Turtle Cay [Abaco
island, Bahamas]; their arrival in Nassau; next
week being 'one round of gaieties' including a
dance and game of polo. See NC1/16/2/1 for
original letter. 23 November 1890.
/5: Austen to Ida (from Nassau): animals in the
Bahamas; Austen and Neville's planned visit to the
southernmost islands of the Bahamas; account of
Austen's activities while in the Bahamas;
comments on the people in the Bahamas; and
social life in Nassau. See NC1/28/14 for original
letter. 26-27 November 1890.
/6: Neville to Ethel (from Nassau): local society
appearing 'much in awe' of Neville and Austen;
animals and plants in the local area; the local
people's fear of an 'evil spirit' named 'Obi'. See
NC1/14/2 for original letter. 27 November 1890.
/7: Neville to Mary (from Mathew Town, Inagua):
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lack of punctuality on Bahamas and problems with
lack of ballast for boat; new boat 'Sarah Douglass'
being used; account of voyage; visit to Mr
Sargent's farmhouse; the landscape, plants and
animals; visit to Lantern Head Harbour. See
NC1/20/4 for original letter. 8 December 1890.
/8: Austen to Ethel (from Schooner Sarah
Douglass, off Mathewtown): account of Austen and
Neville's voyage on board a chartered boat, the
Schooner Sarah Douglass and the plants and
wildlife in the area. See NC1/28/6 for original letter.
9-15 December [1890].
/9: Austen to Mary (from Nassau): voyage to
Nassau on which they were joined by Pollen [the
Governor's Assistant Private Secretary]; plants;
Austen feeling that he and Neville will soon 'have
exhausted all there is to see and do and learn in
the Bahamas'; the camera having caused 'great
amusement' among the people on the outlying
islands who had never seen one before; Austen
being anxious to learn about political affairs in
Britain. 21-22 December 1890.
/10: Neville to Beatrice (from Government House,
Nassau): Neville and Austen's trip to Mayaguana,
Long Island and Rum bay; the complete isolation of
the outlying islands; the wildlife and plants on the
islands; Neville and Austen getting bored by the
Sheas. 22 December 1890.
/11: Austen to Beatrice (from Government House,
Bahamas): politics in Britain including about the
Parnellite Conference; him finding it sad to have
been missing the political events though has found
the trip to the Bahamas 'very interesting' and a
'useful experience' but he and Neville are now
'getting anxious to return'; the local people's
Christmas celebrations in Nassau with 'a constant
beating of drums and pots and kettles, a blowing of
horns and whistles and a general babel of sounds';
him and Neville sometimes getting tired of the
conversation with Sir Ambrose and Lady Shea;
says they have been thinking of Beatrice 'on board
our little boats' but 'at present it is not the place for
you' with unsteady and dirty boats, 'but we are
going to change all that' - 'there is to be a
steamer...with proper saloon accommodation, and
then will be your time to see tropical flowers' but
'will any of them come up to your expectations?' - 'I
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guess not'. 26 December 1890.
/12: Neville to Ida (from Nassau): Neville and
Austen's plans for returning home via New York;
account of Christmas celebrations of the people in
Nassau. See NC1/16/2/1a for original letter. 26
December 1890.
/13: Neville to Hilda (from Government House,
Nassau): the local Christmas celebrations; his daily
life with the Sheas which Neville finds boring,
particularly conversation with the Sheas; wildlife;
Neville's 'bad habit of whistling in all times and in all
places'. 4 January 1891.
/14: Austen to Beatrice (from Nassau): the 'female
society' of Nassau including Lady Shea being 'as
dull as ditch water' as they 'have not travelled, they
do not read, they are not interested in botany or
anything else' and have little knowledge or interest
in the rest of the world and so now they 'long again
for the society of an out island, where we two might
be the only whites'. 6 January 1891.
/15: Neville to Ida (from Government House,
Nassau): Lady Shea [the wife of the Governor of
the Bahamas' wife] organizing a ball for Austen and
Neville's thoughts about dances in the Bahamas; a
dinner party given by the Chief Justice; Austen and
Neville collecting seeds of various flowers; about
their plan to visit the island of Andros which was
the least known of the islands in the Bahamas and
thought to be a 'trackless jungle'; butterflies. See
NC1/16/2/2 for original letter. 6 January 1891.
/16: Austen to Beatrice (from Nassau): his and
Neville's trip to Andros to survey the land; about
meeting Forsythe (a surveyor) on Andros; their
return to Nassau; a ball held in Nassau in honour of
Austen and Neville; and his voyage to New York.
See NC1/28/2 for original letter. 14-23 January
1891.
/17: Neville to Ethel (from 365 Essex Street, Salem,
Massachusetts): late arrival of boat; rough voyage
to New York; lunch with the Masons in Boston. See
NC1/14/3 for original letter. 27 January 1891.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
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individually numbered.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/19/18-36

Transcript of letters from Neville Chamberlain, April
to August 1891

1891

Transcript of Neville Chamberlain's letters written
between 25 April 1891 and 16 August 1891 to
Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his sisters, to
Austen, his brother, and to Mary, his father's third
wife.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/18: to Ida (from S. S. Servia): Neville's voyage on
the 'Servia'; arrival in Queenstown. See NC1/16/2/3
for original letter. 25 April.
/19: to Beatrice (from S. S. Servia). Neville's
voyage on the 'Servia' including about some of the
people on the ship including the Honourable
Bourke Cochran [a lawyer in New York] and the
Captain. 3 May.
/20: to Hilda (from 365 Essex Street, Salem,
Massachusetts then Brevoort House): Arrival in
New York; Neville's stay in Massachusetts where
Neville saw members of the Peabody, Endicott,
Mason and Loring families; the steamer service
which Neville planned to catch having been
cancelled so Neville must remain in the USA for
another fortnight. 6-7 May.
/21: to Beatrice (from Salem, Massachusetts):
Neville's stay in Massachusetts including about visit
to a large cotton mill, visit to the Salem Museum
with Mr Robinson [the curator]; William, Louise
[Endicott] and Neville's dinner with the Frank
Peabodys where they also met Mrs Endicott,
Peabody, Jake Peabody and his wife; visit to Mr A.
Loring's hemp mill at Plymouth. 15 May.
/22: to Austen. Neville's business work while in the
USA - Neville's enquiries at the cotton mill about
cotton growing and enquiries at Loring's hemp mill.
[15 May] (this letter was sent with /21).
/23: to Ethel (from Brevoort House, New York):
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Neville's stay in the USA including about visiting
and dining with various people; Joseph's and Mr
Collings' illness with influenza. See NC1/14/4 for
original letter. 21 May.
/24: to Mary (from Government House, Nassau):
letters received from Beatrice, Austen, Ida and
Hilda; visit to stay with Mr and Mrs Endicott;
account of a voyage in Bahamas; plan to get a
Cuban Bloodhound dog for hunting; trees on
Bahamas. See NC1/20/5 for original letter. 25 May.
/25: to Austen (from Government House, Nassau):
Neville's stay with Sir Ambrose and Lady Shea
[Governor of the Bahamas and his wife]; the new
secretary [to the Governor], Greenwood and about
Pollen [Assistant Private Secretary to the Governor
of the Bahamas] returning to England; deaths of
McKinney and Dunlop; planned visit to Mayguana;
Forsyth's enquiries about Grand Bahama; Miss
Neilson. 25 May.
/26: to Beatrice (from Government House,
Nassau): Sir Ambrose and Lady Shea going to
London and about their kindness; levée held on 29
May [in honour of the Queen's birthday]; account of
expedition over several days to survey Neville's
land on Andros Island with Knowles [Neville's
manager of the sisal business], Forsyth [a
surveyor] and some local people including about
the hardships suffered, difficulties in finding water,
mosquitoes, the local people employed by Neville
who accompanied them on the survey, plants etc
seen; voyage from Andros to Nassau; Neville
having concluded talks with Shea for the purchase
of land; Neville planning to return to Andros to hire
a local person's house until he can get his own
house built; his plans for building a new house half
way between Pye Point and Mastic Point; plans to
create a garden; Captain and Mrs Jackson moving
into Government House in Nassau while Shea is
away but that 'Mr Chamberlain's room' at the house
will be kept available for whenever he wants it. 1-8
June.
/27: to Ida (from Government House, Nassau):
Neville's visit to Nassau; invitation for Neville to
stay at Government House in Nassau whenever he
is there; plants and animals. See NC1/16/2/4 for
original letter. 11 June.
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/28: to Austen (from Government House, Nassau):
Shea having left and the Jacksons having moved
into Government House; the very hot weather; visit
to Roman Catholic chapel; account of voyage on a
sponging vessel to Nassau; a dog named 'Dollar'
having taken affection to Neville; work on getting
Neville's house on Andros finished. 17 June.
/29: to Hilda (from Mastic Point): A temporary strike
of Neville's workers; account of Neville's work on
Andros Island; comments of Neville's workers;
sharks. 20 June.
/30: to Ethel (from Mastic Point): Neville's house at
Mastic Point; insects, birds and other animals on
Andros including mosquitoes, snakes and pigeons;
a thunderstorm. 25 June-1 July.
/31: to Beatrice (from Mastic Point): Strike among
Neville's workers for higher wages which Neville
has refused; Neville's thoughts about the workers
saying they are ignorant, undisciplined, not used to
steady work and 'have been under the impression
that I was coming merely with the view of scattering
money broadcast' and are disappointed to find that
Neville does not intend to give higher wages than
others; construction of wooden house to
accommodate imported labour from Nassau; visit
of Mr Keith [Neville's nearest neighbour, who lives
three miles away]; sharks; the hot weather; Neville
having got tired of canned meats; the difficulty in
sleeping. 1 July.
/32: to Ida (from Mastic Point): Account of Neville's
activities at Mastic Point; Neville's food; stories
about Neville and Joseph amongst the local people
in Andros; newly imported labourers; site of
Neville's house cleared; orchids; Neville's work in
the company's shop and in managing the sisal
business; the weather; . See NC1/16/2/5 for
original letter. 10-15 July 1891.
/33: to Beatrice (from Mastic Point): Neville finding
the local workers to be 'the most exasperating
people you can imagine' with him considering them
to be 'always in want of money but never willing to
work for it'; clearance of site for Neville's house;
food ate by Neville on Andros; Neville having met
Mr Cairncross, the only white inhabitant of Andros
that he had not yet previously, who he feels is a
'stupid ass'; Neville feeling that Keith is 'an old owl
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and it is impossible to find any pleasure in his
company'; Neville having got a small open sailing
boat which he has named after Beatrice and hopes
to use for fishing; the heat; Neville having been
injured by a poisonwood tree; him reading
Wallace's 'Darwinism'; him having 'grown very
outlandish' with dirty clothes, uncut hair, whiskers
and smokes huge cigars; the licence for a
proposed 'grog shop' having been declined after
Neville had organized a petition against it. 30 July.
/34: to Hilda (from Mastic Point): Orchids; the heat;
Neville finding the local dialect difficult to
understand; visit from Mr Cairncross; clearance of
ground; Neville's new sailing boat named after
Beatrice; Knowles going to Nassau so will be left to
manage the sisal plantation and his fifty workers on
his own. 31 July.
/35: to Ida (from Mastic Point): Neville having
'absolutely nothing to do' at Mastic Point; account
of Neville's work and other activities at Mastic
Point; Neville shooting birds; songs sung by
workers. See NC1/16/2/6 for original letter. 11-16
August 1891.
/36: to Ethel (from Mastic Point): Neville wishing to
talk with Ethel about Darwin on his next visit; a
'rough sort of road' having been constructed;
Neville's house to be soon built after which he says
'I shall feel much better, for my present life is really
too rough to be endured much longer'; his work in
the company store; the weather. 16 August.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
individually numbered.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/19/37-53

Transcript of letters from Neville Chamberlain,
August 1891 to January 1892

1891

Transcript of Neville Chamberlain's letters written
between 19 August 1891 and 5 January 1892 to
Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his sisters, to
Austen, his brother, and to Mary, his father's third
wife.
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There is no transcript included of Neville's letters to
Mary on 26 November-3 December and 17
December 1891 (NC1/20/1/7-8).
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/37: to Hilda (from Mastic Point): Neville's visit to
see Mr Keith, travelling there on his sailing boat
'Beatrice', and about him 'vowing never to go near
the place again' after Keith did not give Neville any
lunch; building of Neville's house; the heat; voyage
and cart-ride to Nassau; stay at Government
House; return voyage to Andros. 19-28 August.
/38: to Austen (from Mastic Point): Neville's
appreciation of presents from home; all the
Government land having been taken up; visit to
Nassau and stay with Captain and Mrs Jackson. 21
August.
/39: to Beatrice (from Mastic Point): Neville having
been unwell with Neville thinking that he is not very
strong; Neville being considered 'a sort of walking
prodigy' among the Andros people; 80 acres
having been now cleared; seeds sent to Neville;
progress with the building of Neville's house; death
of one of Neville's labourers; food eaten by Neville;
him dreaming of being home but is 'not homesick;
there is too much to interest and occupy me; only I
look forward with intense eagerness to mail time';
him having finished Wallace's book 'Tropical
Nature'; letter from Mrs Jackson inviting him to stay
anytime when in Nassau; construction of a hand
barrow for moving stones - 'the only wheeled
vehicle in Andros'; photography; the heat. 1
September.
/40: to Ida (from Mastic Point): Account of Neville's
work and other activities at Mastic Point; Neville's
new cook; dismissal of a servant 'fat Mrs B';
building of Neville's house and dismissal of
Pickstock [the mason building the house]; visit of
Mr Cairncross from Nassau; the Governor of the
Bahamas planning to send visitors to Neville next
winter. See NC1/16/2/7 for original letter. 20-24
September.
/41: to Beatrice: Forwarding a postcard. 24
September.
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/42: to Mary (from Mastic Point): Letters received
from Mrs Endicott; building of Neville's house at
Andros Island; planting of trees, radishes and a
creeper in his garden at Andros Island; request for
'Dictionary of Botany' as present to Forsyth; visit to
Nassau including about seeing the Governor of the
Bahamas. See NC1/20/1/6 for original letter. 5-12
October.
/43: to Austen (from Government House, Nassau):
Thanks for pipe and cigarette holder; letters
received from Aunt Louie [Louisa Chamberlain née
Kenrick, wife of Neville's uncle Arthur
Chamberlain], Katie and Millie; goods sold at the
company store; Hay and Thornton planning to get
land in the Bahamas; trees and orchids grown;
politics in Britain and about Smith and Parnell. 12
October.
/44: to Ida (from Mastic Point): Account of Neville's
visit to Nassau including about people he met; visit
of Father Matthews [vicar of the local parish on
Andros Island]; plants and animals; Neville getting
a dog. See NC1/16/2/8 for original letter. 22-23
October.
/45: to Beatrice (from Andros Island): The Governor
having said that Joseph Chamberlain will not let
him stay out in Andros next summer; cutting of
sisal having been halted temporarily to clear up
and plant a large area; Neville's new house. 2-4
November.
/46: to Ethel (from Andros): Nature including about
butterflies; a priest writing a book and article on
Andros; the weather having got much cooler. 4
November.
/47: to Austen (from Mastic Point): Neville's work in
his kitchen garden; Guy Fawkes birthday
celebrations on Andros. 4 November.
/48: to Ida (from Mastic House): Completion of
Neville's house 'Mastic House' at Mastic Point
which Neville feels luxurious after having 'lived in a
pigstye for nearly 5 months'; Neville having had to
work hard while Knowles has been away including
about work in the company shop; photographs
taken by Neville; serious illness of one of his
workers; letters and books sent to Neville; Neville's
new dog - a large bloodhound which he named
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'Don Juan'; the weather; cutting of sisal having
resumed; linen having been sent from home. See
NC1/16/2/9 for original letter. 8-19 November.
/49: to Hilda (from Mastic House): Shells to be sent
to Hilda for her collection; orchids; Neville's
vegetable garden; his house; the place being
'infested with small curs which come about for food
and make the night hideous with shrill barks' and
about Neville's dog protecting his house; Neville
having got twelve sheep; the first big [water] tank
having been finished. 18 November.
/50: to Austen (from Andros Island):
Congratulations on the municipal elections;
Neville's views of Jackson as a potential successor
to Shea as Governor of the Bahamas; Austen and
Joseph's plan to visit the plantation at Andros;
Neville's second cargo of plants having been
landed and about the growth of the plants; request
for gun cartridges; discontent of monthly labourers.
29 November-2 December.
/51: to Ida (from Andros): Neville's work on the
plantation; Neville having got rid of most of the
carpenters and about the farewell; presents sent
from home; visit of Mr Lester [from the Wesleyan
Mission]; visit of 'Father' Matthews; dislike of one of
the carpenters who has been discharged; Juan [the
dog] keeping the 'place scrupulously clear of
tramps and curs'; purchase of pink pearl. 6-10
December.
/52: to Beatrice (from Mastic Point): Books and
other items sent from home; Neville's furniture soon
to arrive from Nassau; plants; the cold weather. 18
December.
/53: to Hilda (from Andros, then Government
House): Gifts sent from various people; Neville's
Christmas activities; Christmas celebrations of the
people at Mastic Point including procession with
'the celebrated Mastic Point band' and about their
cheers for Neville and Joseph; Knowles having
returned to Andros with Mrs Knowles and their
children; Neville's voyage to Nassau; illness of Sir
Ambrose and Lady Shea; flowers. 27 December-5
January.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
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individually numbered.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/19/54-71

Transcript of letters from Neville Chamberlain,
January to June 1892

1892

Transcript of Neville Chamberlain's letters written
between 8 January 1892 and 20 June 1892 to
Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his sisters, to
Austen, his brother, and to Mary, his father's third
wife.
There is no transcript included of Neville's letter to:
Mary on 4 January 1892 [see NC1/20/1/11]; Austen
on 17 March 1892 [see NC1/6/10/40]; Beatrice on
8 April 1892 [see NC1/13/3/11].
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/54: to Austen (from Government House, Nassau):
Problems with the arrival of Neville's [Christmas]
box; him getting homesick; his long talks with the
Governor; Neville becoming more appreciative of
Jackson; Shea's reluctance to spend money on a
wharf; the Governor being 'very sore' about Hay
and Thornton who were 'trying to back out of their
conditions' for taking land on the Bahamas; visit
with 'young Malcolm' to Monro's plantation at S. W.
Bay which Neville feels is 'pitiful'; agreement with
'old Lightbourn' for plants; Forsyth to replace Ceruti
as Resident Justice of Andros; about political
events in Britain including about Hastings having
'been caught' and Austen's speech; prospects
regarding castor oil in the USA; enquiries to made
as to the purchase of a schooner 'William Elder';
Johnson 'going to work up a lot of leaves at
Harbour Island' to sell in London. 8 January.
/55: to Beatrice (from Andros): Neville's box having
arrived damaged; presents received from America
from the Endicotts and other friends; Neville's stay
in Nassau; the Shea's having got a new A. P. S.
[Assistant Private Secretary?] called Lockhart and
about Miss Neilson; Lady Shea and Mrs Jackson's
dispute; Mrs Knowles; Neville's dog. 15 January.
/56: to Ida (from Andros): Mr Cairncross's visit;
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Neville considering getting a mule and cart but is
having difficulty in finding someone who would
shoe it; Neville 'getting civilied' 'by slow degrees'
with new household items etc; Neville's new
servant boy. 15 January.
/57: to Mary (from Andros): thanks for gift of cigar
case and about him having 'taken to' smoking
cigars in the Bahamas; Mr [George] Peabody's
death [grandfather of Mary E. Chamberlain]; letter
from Joseph 'which relieved me as I was feeling
rather uncomfortable about the accounts'; Knowles
going away to get plants; Mrs Knowles' illness, her
having several fainting spells and Neville having to
look after her during Mr Knowles absence;
'oppresively hot' weather; new bed allowing him to
sleep comfortably; proposed new road on Andros;
visit of Mrs Knowles sister, brother and brother-inlaw [Abbott] and Neville showing Abbott around the
Mastic Point area. See NC1/20/1/9 for original
letter. 23 January.
/58: to Hilda (from Andros): Neville's finger injury;
thanks for items from home; Neville's meals; books
being read; planting of sisal crops; the Knowles
and Abbott family including about Mrs Knowles'
illness; a gale; the Prince's death having led to
festivities in Nassau which Neville has been invited
to, being postponed until 20 February; Neville's
house including about his library having arrived and
his new flags. 27 January.
/59: to Ethel (from Andros): Neville having made
marmalade; Mrs Pinder to be tried as cook for
Neville and Mr Knowles; about Mr Keith. 29
January.
/60: to Beatrice (from Andros): Aunt Louie's [Louisa
Chamberlain née Kenrick, wife of Neville's uncle
Arthur Chamberlain] death and Neville's memories
of her. 4-5 February.
/61: to Austen (from Andros): Aunt Louie's death;
about castor oil and cotton as potential business
opportunities; the work being at a stand still due to
the difficulty in obtaining sisal plants; books read
including Wingate's book on the Sudan; the flag
sent to Neville; completion of the outside of
Neville's house, giving description of its
appearance. 12 February.
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/62: to Ida (from Andros): Mail from home including
about the possibility of Austen standing for election
to East Worcestershire constituency; Miller's
[Surveyor General] stay with Neville [ to survey the
site of the proposed new wharf at Mastic Point];
Neville's house being complete; wall being built
around his house; Juan [Neville's dog] continuing
to be 'the terror of the neighbourhood'; it beginning
to be the end of the long standstill in work; Neville
saying he will be glad to visit home but is not
'homesick or miserable at being away - I am very
contented'; Neville's garden; his walk up a hill for a
view over his land; painting of inside of Neville's
house; books being read. 22-26 February.
/63: to Hilda (from Andros): Mr Shawe's stay at
Mastic Point for information on sisal; visit to Keith's
plantation with Shawe; visit of two Baptist
ministers; thanks for drawings of orchids; fishing
trip; Neville's garden; Mrs Knowles' cooking and
mending of Neville's clothes. 5-6 March.
/64: to Beatrice (from Andros): Arrival of sisal
plants; visit of Hay's 'man' investigating a reported
blight on sisal plants but who found nothing; visit of
Abbott and two friends; Neville's sitting room
having been finished; Knowles' house; The
'Puzzler' ship 'the filthiest, smelliest, leakiest old
rattle trap' having arrived late for Neville's voyage
to Grand Bahama; items sent from home. 14-18
March.
/65: to Mary (from Andros): A difficult voyage on
the 'Puzzler' to Grand Bahama during which they
had various difficulties; Neville's purchase of plants
at Grand Bahama; voyage on the 'Oregon'. 8 April.
/66: to Ethel (from Andros): Rooms in his house
having been poorly painted while he has been
away; illness of Juan [Neville's dog]; Neville having
got a cat; about Grand Bahama where he had
recently visited. 8 April.
/67: to Austen (from Andros): Congratulations on
Austen's election to Parliament; plan to visit
Nassau for Lady Shea's dance; the Chief Justice of
the Bahamas; alterations completed in the
company shop; Russell [the foreman and
shopkeeper] being ill and about Neville planning to
make him captain of his new vessel; Forsyth;
dismissal of Neville's and Knowles' cook; stay in
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Nassau with the Governor; Lightbourn a possible
candidate to do some of Neville's work when he
returns to Britain; Neville's hope that Jackson can
be appointed as Governor; Neville feeling that
Sinclair Hill would not be the right person to take
over Neville's work while he is away. 15-25 April.
/68: to Hilda (from Andros): Delays to mail
happening regularly; survey of the plantation; the
summer having set in; food; Juan's ill health;
Neville's new cat; decoration of Neville's house
now being finished; Neville going to see a man who
will come to Mastic Point during Neville's absence;
exchange of land with an old man. 16-20 April.
/69: to Ida (from Andros): Visit to Nassau including
about entertainment given at house of Taylor
(former Colonial Secretary), talk with 'his Majesty'
[Sir Ambrose Shea, the Governor of the Bahamas]
and dinner with Jackson; a man having been
engaged to go to Mastic Point in Neville's absence;
meeting with the Surveyor General and Governor
regarding the proposed wharf; a mule having been
brought to Andros to drag a cart; the Governor to
go on a tour of the out islands; Neville returning
home soon; trial of a worker who failed to plant
sisal plants in the field and instead buried them in a
hole. 5-6 May.
/70: to Beatrice (from Andros): Letters and parcels
received; problems with the proposed wharf
caused by the Surveyor General; plants having not
arrived as they have not grown due to the drought;
trial of man who failed to plant sisal plants; the old
barracks having been converted into the company
shop; the mule and cart; insects; Juan's [Neville's
dog] damage to the house; shells sent to Hilda;
Neville's photography; death of Juan which Neville
feels much afflicted by. 12-20 May.
/71: to Beatrice (from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham): Neville's safe arrival at Highbury. 20
June.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
individually numbered.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC1/19/72-95

Transcript of letters from Neville Chamberlain and
Austen Chamberlain, September 1892 to February
1893

1892-1893

Transcript of Neville and Austen Chamberlain's
letters written between 25 September 1892 and 3
February 1893 to Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his
sisters, to Austen, his brother, and to Mary, his
father's third wife.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/72: Austen to Ida (from Steamship 'Umbria' off
Queenstown): Austen and Neville's voyage on
board 'Umbria' and Austen's criticisms of the ship.
See NC1/28/15 for original letter. 25 September
1892.
/73: Neville to Ida (from Steamship 'Umbria'):
Neville's disgruntlement with the ship and the
people on board. 25 September 1892.
/74: Neville to Ida (from Steamship 'Umbria').
Account of Neville and Austen's voyage on board
'Umbria'. 30 September 1892.
/75: Neville to Beatrice (from New York). Neville
and Austen's stay in the USA including about
dinner with the Masons at Beverley [and Mr and
Miss Gardner] and visit to play 'Masked Ball'. 6
October 1892.
/76: Neville to Beatrice (from Government House,
Nassau): Voyage from New York to Nassau with
the Governor of the Bahamas [Sir Ambrose Shea];
the drought having caused crops to fail on the
islands. 13 October 1892.
/77: Austen to Ethel (from Government House,
Nassau): Mail being delayed due to the Cuban
authorities quarantine due to worries about cholera;
voyage to Andros on board S.S. Santiago;
greetings of people on Andros. See NC1/28/7 for
original letter. 13 October 1892.
/78: Neville to Ida (from Andros): Neville and
Austen's voyage to Andros; the pier having been
now built at Mastic Point; the cotton having grown
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very well during Neville's absence; very good
progress with clearance of land for planting;
Knowles' horse; it being 'perfectly delightful here'.
16 October 1892.
/79: Austen to Beatrice (from Mastic Point): Austen
and Neville's voyage from Nassau to Mastic Point
on Andros Island; Neville's house and garden on
Andros; greeting of Neville by his employees;
growth of sisal plants; and his request for Beatrice
to send some items to Andros. See NC1/28/3 for
original letter. 16 October 1892.
/80: Neville to Mary (from Andros): Neville's house;
him having appointed Russell [who was store
keeper] as captain of his schooner; the plantation
having grown with about 1600 acres planted and
so Neville will be glad to get a horse as it takes an
hour of fast walking to get to the land currently
being worked on; Austen working in the garden but
Neville is unsure how long he will be able to remain
without becoming bored; pink pearls being found in
great abundance. 19-22 October 1892.
/81: Austen to Hilda: Austen's impressions of
Neville's house; says that 'to Neville's surprise and
I almost think indignation, I am not bored to death'
and has 'a greater enjoyment of doing nothing than
any other member of the family'; his reading; his
work in improving Neville's garden; progress with
the growing of sisal plants; the food eaten; him
serving in the company store; about Neville's
workers. 22 October [1892].
/82: Neville to Ida (from Andros): The mail; arrival
of 18,000 plants on vessel and about the
transporting of them to the fields; the reaction of
the local people to Austen who is 'becoming
altogether too popular'; arrival of Neville's new
schooner 'The Pride' and description of the ship;
Knowles and family having gone off for a holiday;
the horse. 27 October-11 November 1892.
/83: Austen to Beatrice (from Mastic Point):
Austen's return home; work at the sisal plantation;
Austen acting as a shopkeeper in the shop at
Mastic Point; Neville's household servants at
Mastic Point; and the garden at Neville's house.
See NC1/28/5 for original letter. 9 November 1892.
/84: Austen to Ethel (from Mastic Point): the farm
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[at Highbury]; and the road at Mastic Point. See
NC1/28/9 for original letter. 10 November 1892.
/85: Neville to Hilda (from Andros): Travelling dress
of his friend 'Alick Keit'; Neville's furniture and bath
having arrived; photography; Austen and Neville's
garden improvements; the place 'being overrun
with fever again'; his cook and about her belief in
spirits; arrival of 'the Pride'; Mr [James] Sands
[Neville's Nassau agent] having arrived to look at
the sisal plantation; Austen having left Andros to
return home; dogs getting into Neville's sheep-pen.
15-24 November 1892.
/86: Austen to Ida (from Mastic Point): Austen
nearing the end of his visit and going to stay with
the Sheas in Nassau for three days; him being
sorry to be leaving Andros having found plenty to
keep him interested including cooking and
shopkeeping; about Neville's cook; his amusement
about the local people in the shop; story about a
washerwoman; him having left Andros and arrived
at Nassau 19-24 November 1892.
/87: Neville to Beatrice (from Andros): Austen
having left but Neville is not feeling lowspirited or
homesick as may be expected and is contented
with having much to do; work on keeping the
accounts; plan to start a bank for people to deposit
their savings; book Carlyle on Heroes being read;
pump having arrived; Knowles having not returned;
Neville having not 'seen a white man for 10 days or
a white women for 8 weeks'; progress with
clearance and planting. 27-29 November 1892.
/88: Neville to Mary (from Andros): Knowles having
not returned yet or sent a letter; the horse; work on
the accounts; 'a very theological discussion' with
his cook Olivia 'on the propriety of weeding my
garden on Sunday' and about her belief in spirits;
Neville's garden; Keith having 'inflicted' a visit to
Neville; Neville not feeling lonely on his own and is
not keen on the prospect of spending Christmas in
Nassau; Neville's cure of a man's toothacre having
'put the corner stone to my reputation as a
physician'. 4-9 December 1892.
/89: Neville to Austen (from Andros): Thanks for
seeds and cuttings; Neville's garden; food and
about Neville's cook Olivia; the schooner; pearls
bought; progress with planting. 7-9 December
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1892.
/90: Neville to Ethel (from Andros): Knowles having
returned after being away for more than six weeks
and as the father of another son; photography;
Christmas goods having arrived which have
caused excitement for the people of Mastic Point;
the Resident Justice, Forsyth also having a boat
named 'Pride of Andros' to Neville's indignation; an
American journalist's letter to the Nassau Guardian
regarding the Andros Fibre Company and their new
boat. 17-20 December 1892.
/91: Neville to Ida (from Government House,
Nassau): Stay in Nassau at Government House;
Lady Shea's behaviour; visit to fibre plantation with
Sands; registration of Neville's schooner; Neville's
Christmas activities in Nassau; thanks for
Christmas presents from home; Neville's new cook.
23-26 December 1892.
/92: Neville to Hilda (from Andros): Stay in Nassau;
return to Andros; the schooner; Knowles having
found it lonely while Neville was away; Knowles
having asked Neville to name his (Knowles) new
son; arrival of jewellery; Father Mathews' visit and
about the new church and a dance given to
celebrate it being opened. 5 January [1893]
(incorrectly dated as 1892 by Neville).
/93: Neville to Ida (from Andros): Neville learning to
steer his sailing boat 'Beatrice'; Knowles having
gone to bring back his family leaving Neville alone;
the mail; Neville's cat; his kitchen garden;
Professor Agassiz planning to pay Neville a visit;
the Pride of Andros [Neville's schooner] having
arrived back damaged; book 'Father Ohrwalder'
having been read; Keith; Neville's breakfast;
photography; visit of two Englishmen [Walker and
Ford] at the suggestion of the Governor but who
decided not to go in for production of fibre following
Neville's advice. 13-20 January 1893.
/94: Neville to Mary (from Andros): Walker and
Ford's visit to Mastic Point; visit to Keith's
plantation; photography; the climate; Neville's
bathroom being finished; Keith's visit; the Pride of
Andros having been repaired and improved;
Knowles' baby son Arthur Neville named after
Neville; Mr Drinkwater's brief visit and about him
planning to enter the sisal business; Ida's sketches
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and a piece of furniture having arrived making the
office look businesslike. 22-31 January 1893.
/95: Neville to Beatrice (from Andros): Neville's
kitchen garden; sale of pearls; conflict between the
Church of England and Roman Catholics in
Nassau; Ted Nettlefold and Hugh considering a
visit to see Neville; the Knowles family having
'settled in again and we are resuming all our old
ways'. 29 January-3 February 1893.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
individually numbered.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/19/96-112

Transcript of letters from Neville Chamberlain,
January to June 1893

1893

Transcript of Neville Chamberlain's letters written
between 30 January 1893 and 4 June 1893 to
Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his sisters, to
Austen, his brother, and to Mary, his father's third
wife.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/96: to Austen (from Andros): Joseph planning to
come to Andros and expectation that Austen will
come too; Expensive repair to the Pride of Andros
[the Andros Fibre Company's schooner]; dispute
with Culmer regarding purchase of plants and
about the possibility of him taking legal action;
dishonest/dishonourable conduct of one of the out
island agents commissioned to buy plants; problem
with his 'wretched' agreement with Menendez. 30
January.
/97: to Hilda (from Andros): Mail from home;
photographs by Neville; a new pony; Neville being
thought of as someone who can cure all ills by the
local people; local stories including of the mythical
creature 'Chikki-Charmi'; planting on rough ground;
story of mistake over a chocolate cake. 13-15
February.
/98: to Austen (from Andros): Neville's advice of
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confining their plantation to 3000 acres at present
saying that otherwise they would have to double
the staff and have steam traffic on the tramways;
about the poling of the sisal plants; 'her Ladyship'
[Lady Shea] having been ill and about 'the old man'
[Sir Ambrose Shea, Governor of the Bahamas]
'taking the opportunity when the cat was away' to
go to a musical evening and having 'sneaked off' to
the hotel for tea; news of tourist trips being
organized from Tampa to Nassau; Miss Neilson's
engagement having ended; conduct of man who
was commissioned to buy plants; the weather. 13
February.
/99: to Ethel (from Andros): The Pride of Andros
having brought back poor plants at a higher price
than was commissioned; fishing; the mail; the
political news from home; visit of Christie [a
neighbouring sponge merchant], De Wolf [a
Canadian shrimp], and Burke [believed to be a
Nassau shopkeeper] to see Neville's plantation;
letter received later from De Wolf who wanted a job
at the plantation; another white man having visited
on the chance of getting a job at the plantation;
various goods having arrived for the shop; planned
visit to Nassau after being invited to meet the
Admiral and fleet and may have to go to settle one
of his legal disputes; race in Neville's sailing boat
'Beatrice' against Mr Keit; Neville's garden; visit of
Green [a sisal planter], the Roman Catholic Priest
of Nassau and friend, and Dr Robinson [of
Chicopee, Massachusetts]; visit of Agassiz; Mrs
Knowles' illness. 20-28 February.
/100: to Mary (from Government House, Nassau):
Neville's stay in Nassau including about seeing Mr
Whitney and Professor Agassiz and Malcolm
[Attorney General] and his daughters. 6 March.
/101: to Beatrice (from Government House):
Appreciation of Joseph's speech on the Home Rule
Bill by Neville and the enthusiasm of the Sheas
about the speech; about Lady Shea commenting
on 'the selfishness, petty spite and malice of her
character' and her niece; a tennis party in Nassau;
about various people in Nassau including the Miss
Camerons and Pyfrom. 10 March.
/102: to Ida (from Andros): Fire during a vive-voce
examination with the Sheas at Nassau; social
engagements in Nassau; Neville having taken the
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helm of the Pride of Andros on the return voyage;
Neville having got a new dog 'Chip'; plants given by
Saunders for Neville's garden; work on the sisal
plantation; new stable being built. 15-17 March.
/103: to Hilda (from Andros Island): Problem with
horses; Neville's expedition to 'Johnson Coppit'; his
attempts at shark fishing; photography; visit of
Forsyth and his friend Wright who is thinking of
starting an orange grove; the workers 'cutting for all
they are worth' in advance of Joseph's visit being
concerned that he may stop production like Keith's
father did when he came to Keith's plantation and
about the local people's stories about Joseph and
Austen. 20-29 March.
/104: to Austen (from Andros): Neville to sign
agreement with the Governor of the Bahamas
again after he suggested he had no power to sign
as Governor outside the colony; Austen being
unable to come to Andros with Joseph due to the
Autumn session of the House of Commons; the
garden; the hot weather; arrival of rugs and other
items for Neville's house; Neville having succeeded
at putting a temporary stopper on the Forest Fires
bill; Neville having heard of new sisal plantations to
start soon; increased sales; the wharf; Neville's dog
Chip; Keith's scheme for cleaning up the leaves of
those who could not afford to buy machinery not
being a success. 4-9 April.
/105: to Beatrice (from Andros): Items from home;
books being read including Robertson's History of
Charles V; Neville's loss of gold pencilcase. 9 April.
/106: to Ethel (from Andros): Accident of a tree
having fallen on one of Neville's workers; visit of
Reverend J. H. Northcroft [Knowles' pastor] who
wishes to establish a Wesleyan church; fishing trip;
Neville's eye problems; a small riot in Nassau due
to ill feeling between a force of constabulary from
Barbados and the people of Grantstown who
regarded them as foreign intruders; a
thunderstorm; Forsyth having come to stay; the
cook Olivia having been dismissed after dispute
with Mrs Knowles; twenty people having arrived
from Cat Island seeking work. 19 April.
/107: to Hilda (from Andros): Birthday greetings for
Hilda; Neville's garden; his 'medical reputation'
having grown after treating a case of quinsy; Mrs
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Knowles having found a new cook; Nassau still
appearing 'topsy-turvy' after the riot. 28 April.
/108: to Ida (from Andros): Birthday greetings for
Ida; a gatling gun having been landed as a warning
and about the constabulary still not daring to go
into Grantstown 'which is handed over to the mob
and the local police' and Neville's thoughts about
the matter; mosquitoes; the mail; Asquith's speech
reported in the newspapers; Mr Gurdon sending
'his man' and is asking Neville to go to Abaco; the
wharf being completed making 'a comfortable place
to sit on in the evening when the mosquitoes
become unbearable at the house'; coconuts and
oranges grown. 2-7 May.
/109: to Beatrice (from Andros): Birthday greetings
for Beatrice; his correspondence; the Governor of
the Bahamas [Sir Ambrose Shea] having been
refused his application for an extension of his term
of office and it seeming that Greenwood 'who is my
solitary friend in Nassau' will probably leave when
the Governor leaves; Neville having bought a pearl;
a 'disagreeable week' with things having not
arrived, the uncertain weather and
'superabundance' of mosquitoes. 8-12 May.
/110: to Mary (from Andros): The garden; the
mosquitoes; fishing trip; expects that the Governor
is in a 'terrible state of mind'; forthcoming visit to
Abaco; recent accidents to workers due to falling
trees. 10 May.
/111: to Austen (from Andros): Austen's success in
the House of Commons; the 'most trying' weather;
mosquitoes; the schooner being repainted; a large
shark having been caught; the wharf being nearly
finished; the trial of the rioters in Nassau; the
Govenor and Lady Shea; Neville's garden;
photographs. 21-24 May.
/112: to Ethel (from Andros): Mosquitoes; a sawfish having been caught; 'what a bully time' in the
House of Commons; visit to Keith's house and
plantation with Mrs Knowles; work on the accounts;
telegram from Austen saying that Neville must
leave on the 27th, and about Joseph coming to
visit; arrival of the Pride of Andros with 6687 dozen
plants - the largest cargo which had ever been
landed at Mastic Point; Neville going to visit Abaco
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calling briefly in Nassau. 29 May-4 June.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
individually numbered.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/19/113-127

Transcript of letters from Neville Chamberlain,
October 1893 to February 1894

1893-1894

Transcript of Neville Chamberlain's letters written
between 4 October 1893 and 6 February 1894 to
Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his sisters, to
Austen, his brother, and to Mary, his father's third
wife.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/113: to Ida (from RMS Majestic): account of 'a
most disagreeable' voyage with Austen, due to bad
weather, including about playing poker with Horace
Plunkett MP. See NC1/16/2/22 for original letter. 4
October 1893.
/114: to Beatrice (from New York): Neville and
Austen's stay in the USA including about visit to
Washington DC; the Governor to arrange a dinner
party on Neville and Austen's arrival in Nassau;
Captain Jackson being appointed Colonial
Secretary at Gibraltar which is a 'great blow' to
Neville as 'he was the only man worth talking to in
Nassau, excepting Greenwood'. 10 October 1893.
/115: to Hilda (from SS Niagara, then Nassau):
Account of voyage on SS Niagara including about
their encounter with a sinking ship; arrival at
Nassau which was decorated with flags in Joseph's
honour and about the welcome of the people of
Nassau for Joseph with 'the whole city [having] had
been in a ferment of excitement...and all work was
suspended'. 16-17 October 1893.
/116: to Beatrice (from Andros): Voyage to Andros
with Austen and Joseph; welcome of the people at
Mastic Point on Joseph, Austen and Neville's
arrival; Joseph having been ill with headaches and
other ailments; Joseph's 'general notion...to push
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the tramways and machinery at once'. 28 October
1893.
/117: to Ida (from SS Cienfuegos): detailed account
of visit to Cuba accompanied by Paul Brooks [a
sugar plantation owner] and Miss Mayhew
including about the voyage to Cuba landing at
Caimanero, train journeys, stay in Guantanamo at
Brooks' house, visit to the village of Jamaica in
Cuba, visit to Brooks' Los Canos sugar estate, visit
to Madame Pons' factory, visit to the Soledad and
the Romelie sugar estates, visit to Santiago. The
account includes information about people met,
places visited and passed, plants and landscape.
See NC1/16/2/23 for original letter. 13 November
1893.
/118: to Mary (from Andros): Neville's stop in
Nassau where he got dull and bored; voyage back
to Andros; Eustace [Neville's servant] having had
money stolen and then being found guilty of
witchcraft after a ceremony was performed which
aimed to find the guilty party; Mrs Knowles staying
in Andros despite her husband going away; the
mosquitoes having got much worse. 21-24
November 1893.
/119: to Hilda (from Andros): The weather; the
garden; Mrs Knowles worrying about being left in
Andros when her husband goes away; fever being
prevalent; Mr Allie Cash having arrived at Mastic
Point to become the new company storekeeper;
mosquitoes; Keith's illness after getting a sapodilla
seed stuck in his throat; Mr Powell Mason and Mr
Peabody to give Neville a cart; the two mules and
three horses on the plantation; Neville's new book
cases; Knowles having left; Russell [former
shopkeeper] to be discharged at the end of the
year. 29 November-8 December 1893.
/120: to Beatrice (from Andros): Today being 'a sort
of holiday' with the Free Town Sharing Union
Society distributing its funds for the year with the
members among the local people on Andros
receiving their interest payments; a gale causing
there to be a lack of flower, grits and sugar in the
shop; Neville treating illnesses of the local people;
Mr Cash's illness with fever; carriage sent by
Mason and Peabody having arrived; Christmas to
be spent in Andros. 12-17 December 1893.
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/121: to Austen (from Andros): Mrs Knowles
'bearing up pluckily' and about them playing
bézique; cigars to be distributed to locals for
Christmas; his horse having arrived; his hair being
about a foot long and that with 'the voluminous
beard, whiskers, and moustaches...I am altogether
a very hirstute object, - according to Mrs K[nowles]
a perfect fright'; his garden; him having given away
his dog Chip. 18-20 December 1893.
/122: to Ida (from Andros): account of Neville's life
on Andros including visit of local citizens to play
music with a procession on Christmas Day and
about Neville's speech to the gathering [see also
NC3/5/10 for the letter from the President of the
Friendly Society referred to]; delay to mail and
Neville's complaint to the Postmaster General;
Neville's new horse; plants; Neville's sailing boat
'The Beatrice'. See NC1/16/2/24 for original letter.
25-31 December.
/123: to Mary (from Andros): Thanks for presents;
illness of Knowles' son; a religious ceremony in the
river by the locals; the shop; his horse and
carriage; problems in getting window replaced. 4
January 1894.
/124: to Ethel (from Andros): Mrs Knowles' illness;
painting of bookshelves; thanks for items from
home; riding; work on the accounts; satisfactory
profit of £780 being made in the shop over the
year; Mr Knowles and Keith's return to Andros
although Knowles had to go back immediately to
Nassau to take his wife to see the doctor; Cash
being lonely at Mastic Point and is now visiting
Neville in the evening; a fire having destroyed a
tablecloth and burnt the table in Neville's house;
Stuart, Mr Courage's manager and Captain Kirk's
visit to Mastic Point. 14-20 January 1894.
/125: to Hilda (from Andros): Neville's illness with
neuralgia and later an absess in his jaw; visit of
Matthews and Webb; about Matthews and him
being 'a doctor, surgeon, dentist, stone mason,
carpenter, photographer, house painter, a bold and
experienced seaman, a boat builder, a gardener, a
magistrate and a missionary all rolled into one';
Neville's garden; Neville's dog which had been
given away having returned and started howling so
Neville had him drowned; Neville's oil lamp having
caught fire; the Knowles family having returned;
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Neville's boxes having arrived. 23-29 January
1894.
/126: to Austen (from Andros): Humorous stories
from Andros which Austen could use in his
speeches; plan to go to the South end of the island
for wood; pearls; extension to built on shop; Keith
having 'retired to Conch Sound where he is
supposed to be working out some valuable and
very secret invention of his own with regard to
cleaning machines'. 23-29 January 1894.
/127: to Beatrice (from Andros): Visit to the South
end of Andros Island stopping at Staniard Creek,
Fresh Creek where they stayed with Webb and
purchased some sisal plants, Green's plantation,
Golding Cay (where Bode sold various items and
had attempted various enterprises including
growing sisal), Long Bay Cays where he made
contracts for large quantities of wood, and to
Mangrove Cay where they stayed with Matthews
and visited Forsyth; about Matthews' house and
new church at Mangrove Cay; Cash to go to Cat
Island instead of Neville; Neville's hair being nearly
white due to his kettle which has caused fires;
Neville looking at levelling roads which will be
expensive but necessary for building a railway;
visits, to Neville's annoyance, of two Roman
Catholic priests and 'that intolerable bore' Lester of
the Wesleyan mission; the nest of the mythical
creature 'Chikki Charmi' having been found which
Neville supposes is really a large hawk or owl. 6
February 1894.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
individually numbered.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/19/128-141

Transcript of letters from Neville Chamberlain,
February to June 1894

1894

Transcript of Neville Chamberlain's letters written
between 21 February 1894 and 6 June 1894 to
Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his sisters, to
Austen, his brother, and to Mary, his father's third
wife.
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The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/128: to Mary (from Andros): Visit of Webb, who
Neville finds very boring, and about him having
accidentally interfered in business matters; the
mystery of the nest of the 'Chikki Charmi' [local
mythical creature] have been solved as being
where an owl had nested; noise made by Knowles'
baby son Neville; Webb proposing to curtail his
visits as he says there is nothing to do; his teapot
and other English goods having arrived late; books
being read; Knowles' hand injury. 21 February-1
March.
/129: to Austen (from Andros): Neville proceeding
on the assumption that the 'retarded poling' theory
is true despite it not being believed by the Kew
people; the engine house; Neville having got nearly
blown up after inspecting a charge which failed to
go off; him having shaved off his beard and
whiskers; Knowles illness; Webb being still there at
Mastic Point; Gladstone's resignation; work on the
road and bridge; visit from Gurdon and about their
discussion on sisal growing and his low opinion of
Stuart [another sisal planter]; 2-12 March.
/130: to Ida (from Andros): Gurdon's (private
secretary to the Governor of the Bahamas) visit to
see Neville at Andros; Webb (whom Neville was
annoyed with) leaving; Neville learning German;
Neville's Andros house; invitation from Bahamas
Horticultural Society to join their committee. See
NC1/16/2/25 for original letter. 12-15 March.
/131: to Ethel (from Andros): Visit of the Governor,
Greenwood, Melville [new Colonial Secretary] and
the Master of Elibank to Mastic Point; the welcome
given by the local people at Mastic Point to the
Governor and their celebrations including
performance of the band and dancing; the grading
of the road being nearly finished; building of the
new shop; the 'Chikki Charmi' [mythical creature].
19-29 March.
/132: to Austen (from Andros): Neville expecting
that he will not be able to get away for a holiday
this summer other than possibly a week or so
towards the end as he does not wish to leave while
the railway is being built and is concerned about
Knowles [the plantation manager]; concerns that
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Knowles seems apathetic since his return to
Andros and that his manners are getting atrocious
but that so far he has been 'extremely patient,
making every allowance for his not having been
well, but if he doesn't change soon there will be a
row'; thanks for loaning book by Mahan; the engine
and boiler having arrived though he has not yet got
a machine or an engine house. 25 March.
/133: to Hilda (from Andros): The new shop having
been built and work is to start on painting it; the
kettle; the stablemen; 'ocean hole' from which
water is to be drawn; building of engine house; the
weather; books being read. 3-11 April.
/134: to Beatrice (from Andros): Visit of Forsyth and
Rae (the 'circus' [circuit] magistrate); the 'unwilling'
Knowles and Forsyth having been 'dragged' out for
a walk on Sunday 'otherwise we have to sit in the
piazzas and snooze all day and I 'kyarn idle so' ';
visit of Mr and Mrs Abbott [Mrs Abbott was Mrs
Knowles sister] and about the 'deadly feud'
between Mr Knowles and Mr Abbott; Kate's
marriage; Mrs Knowles' brother and his friends
having arrived to stay with Knowles; a school being
planned to be built at Mastic Point; Neville feeling
sorry for Mr Abbott; Neville's plan to go to Nassau;
the frame of the engine house having been built;
the cutting having been completed for the railway;
the old white horse being wounded and so can't be
used; the hot weather and mosquitoes; Neville's
garden; a whirlwind; the boiler being set up. 17-20
April.
/135: to Ida (from Andros): Work in the pay office
where Neville has had to deal with a 'constant
stream of people' wanting various things; voyage to
Nassau in very rough weather during which his
ship was damaged and Neville felt it likely that the
ship would be wrecked; visit to Nassau where he
'found the Imperial Family [the Governor of the
Bahamas and his wife, Sir Ambrose and Lady
Shea] much as usual, i. e. in a state of frightful
irritation and suppressed hysterics'; Daisy's
husband having gone bankrupt; him meeting the
new Bahamas officials at dinner - Melville [the new
Colonial Secretary], [Charles Walpole] the new C.
J. [Chief Justice], and Johnstone [the new circuit
magistrate]; thanks for items from home; praise for
Neville in the Governor's despatch on the out
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islands. 6 May.
/136: to Beatrice (from Andros): Arrangements
made about freight in Nassau; voyage from Nassau
to Andros; the story of the voyage to Nassau and
the accident being reported at Mastic Point having
been much exagerrated; him having made his
rooms in his house 'mosquito proof'; books being
read; story for 'Austen to add to his electioneering
stock'; a 'gala day' in honour of the marriage of
Captain Edden's [captain of Neville's boat, the
Pride of Andros] daughter; the rails and wagons
having been ordered. 6 May.
/137: to Hilda (from Andros): Celebrations following
the wedding of Captain [Edden's] daughter; not
much work going on at present; Neville's garden
and about his 'miraculous gardener'; visit of Mr
Green, an Andros planter. 9 May.
/138: to Ethel (from Andros): Keith's visit and about
Neville having begun to get over 'the irritation I
used to feel at his oddities and even have a gentle
liking for him'; Romanes' book on Mental Evolution
in Animals being read; a well having been dug;
Neville feeling he 'could dance for joy' after it had
rained and he 'really believe[s] the plants look
better already'; mail and newspapers sent from
home; Neville's mule; sailing trip with Keith, who fell
overboard; a press having been bought by Neville;
his garden. 15 May.
/139: to Austen (from Andros): Knowles illness with
dyspepsia and the only reason why Neville hasn't
had a 'jolly good row' with him before being that
Neville suspected it must be due to illness;
suggests they must use all the sisal plants that
come in if they are to cut another 5000 acres;
exploration of an area to the south west which
gives Neville 'no doubt that we have some
thousands of acres of first class land right ahead';
Austen's accident. 24 May.
/140: to Mary (from Andros): Severe hail, rain and
thunder storms (which Neville says are worse than
any he had experienced before while in the
Bahamas); work on foundations for engine; a
gigantic centipede; Keith's visit; Neville's white
horse; books being read; his garden; work on
setting up the engine, which had to be started
again and taken to pieces after heavy rain. 26 May© Cadbury Research Library: Special Collections, University of Birmingham
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2 June.
/141: to Ida (from Andros): The heavy rain;
temporary roof put up in the engine house and
about part being broken; mosquitoes; Neville's
garden; Keith being still at Mastic Point being
trapped by the rain. 6 June.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
individually numbered.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/19/142-165

Transcripts of letters from Neville Chamberlain,
from Andros Island, September 1894 to June 1895

1894-1895

Transcript of Neville Chamberlain's letters written
between 29 September 1894 and 2 June 1895 to
Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his sisters, to
Austen, his brother, and to Mary, his father's third
wife.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/142: to Ida (from RMS Etruria, off Queenstown
[Cobh, Ireland]): Neville's stop in Liverpool while
waiting for the ship and about the city being 'full of
attractions' such as a Punch and Judy show and
waxworks; Neville's voyage on board RMS Etruria.
29-30 September 1894.
/143: to Beatrice (from RMS Etruria, off
Queenstown [now called Cobh, Ireland]): Neville's
voyage on RMS Etruria including about
conversation with Lieutenant-Colonel Dickson
[commander of the Royal Berkshire in Bermuda]
and about two people going to Nassau. 6 October
1894.
/144: to Mary (from Fifth Avenue Hotel): Neville's
stay in the USA including about seeing Mary's
family; Mr Endicott's farm. 10 October 1894.
/145: to Austen (from Fifth Avenue Hotel): Neville's
meeting with Holmes of the Plymouth Cordage
Company regarding selling sisal fibre to that
company; letter from Knowles saying that they
have been cleaning sisal slowly due to difficulties
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with the machine. 10 October 1894.
/146: to Hilda (from Andros): [Sir Ambrose] Shea
returning to the Bahamas as Governor which has
'filled [Greenwood, the Colonial Secretary] with
despair' which Neville is unsurprised about 'for the
Restoration is unpopular in the colony and there is
sure to be awful trouble in the household'; stay in
Nassau including about visit of Matthews to
Government House who had never been before as
Lady Shea offended them; voyage to Andros;
arrival back at Mastic Point and about the state of
things there on his arrival; Neville's house being 'in
some disorder'; his garden. 21 October 1894.
/147: to Ethel (from Andros): Neville having to walk
out for six miles to work while the animals are all
out at grass with sore backs; the stormy weather;
the sisal cleaning machine being operated; an
'enormous' number of people working due to the
work being hurried; the mail and three cases of
'personal effects' having arrived; presents given to
Knowles' children; John Edden [captain of the
Andros Fibre Company's ship 'Pride of Andros'];
arrival of Brown; Keith; Neville to go to Nassau to
register the [Andros Fibre] Company; plan to buy a
horse in Nassau. 24 October-8 November 1894.
/148: to Austen (from Andros): Keith's illness with
fever; Mr Knowles being ill and Mrs Knowles being
very ill; Cash [the shopkeeper] feeling feverish;
concern about a boat which was missing; visit of
Forsyth and Green; Neville's garden; portraits for
Neville's house; a new mule having been bought; a
mad woman outside Neville's house; Earp leaving,
a 'great blow' for Neville; a very busy day during
which three schooners arrived with provisions and
plants; Neville feeling overburdened with Mr
Knowles being away and there being about 800
people working at the plantation. 11 November
1894.
/149: to Beatrice (from Andros, then Nassau): Mrs
Knowles' death which has been a great blow;
Neville's concerns about Mr Knowles and fears that
'he might destroy himself'; 'what little social life I
had is gone absolutely and I see myself
condemned for an indefinite period to a life of total
solitude mentally if not physically' following the
death of Mrs Knowles; visit of Forsyth and
Greenwood; the ship which Neville was worrying
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about has been reported safe and later arrived
back at Mastic Point; the municipal elections in
Birmingham; the sponge merchants who hate
Neville having delayed Neville's ship coming back
to Andros requiring Neville to go to Nassau;
Knowles being mentally 'all to pieces' after the
death of Mrs Knowles; Neville having persuaded
Knowles to go on holiday for a month; boat pilots
having been reported as drunk. 26 November-5
December 1894.
/150: to Ida (from Andros): Neville having been out
to look for his boat pilots who had been reported to
be drunk; the brigantine [a sailing ship] having
been delayed in Nassau; Forsyth being 'an awful
companion'; further serious difficulties with ships
including about the stormy weather; the delay to
the ships having left Neville with only three days to
get out his rails for the railway; his life on the
brigantine; the Newfoundland banks having
'smashed' which is a 'terrible blow to Sir A.' [Sir
Ambrose Shea, the Governor of the Bahamas];
Knowles being reported as much better; cigars to
be sent home; the rough weather preventing the
landing of plants and provisions and so Neville will
not be able to get his cargo out in time. 7-17
December 1894.
/151: to Hilda (from Andros): Neville's voyage and
about a disagreement with the captain of a ship;
visit of Keith and his sisters on Christmas Day; the
Christmas Day celebrations of the people on
Andros; Christmas goods sold at the shop having
'gone like wildfire'; Neville's curtains; mail from
home; him having broken his glasses; the very cold
weather; difficulties in getting ballast for the brig;
visit to a chapel on Andros and about the 'rushing'
he received; deputatation of local people to
congratulate Neville; Neville disliking canned meats
and about how 'attempts at cooking beyond the
barest elements have disappeared but I can't be
fussed to 'worry wid it' '. 25 December [1894]-2
January 1895.
/152: to Ethel (from Andros): Damage to the Pride
of Andros [the Andros Fibre Company's boat];
Neville having 'wallowed in fresh meat' that week;
him having been very busy with work since
November; books being read; Knowles having
returned and is better than expected; visit of
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[Reverend] Matthews; the railway having been laid
for about half a mile. 6-12 January 1895.
/153: to Mary (from Andros): Neville's workload
being lightened after finishing the annual accounts;
Knowles having returned to Andros to an empty
house and so is presently living with Neville; visit to
the extreme end of the plantation; birds, plants and
insects, including about him getting a praying
mantis; a Mexican saddle having been bought;
Neville's garden; the railway and about problem of
keeping the men from riding the trucks down the
hill; report from Nassau 'that the merchants are
highly indignant about my conduct over the brig'. 17
January 1895.
/154: to Austen (from Andros): The work involved in
the construction of the railway; dismissal of his
cook; his praying mantis; visit of Gurdon, whom
Neville enjoys talking to; Neville's garden;
congratulations on the Evesham election; accident
on the plantation railway after someone jumped off
the front of an empty car running downhill and
about Neville's treatment of this and another injury.
23-30 January 1895.
/155: to Ida (from Andros): Gurdon having left 'and
we have once more relapsed into monotony'; Sir
W. Haynes Smith having been appointed as new
Governor of the Bahamas; people being 'incredibly
silly' on the railway and so Neville anticipates
another accident; overheard conversation of two
local people about Joseph Chamberlain; the ship
'Cienfuegos' having been wrecked and about how
Ward's have lost a 'number of well-insured vessels
lately in mysterious ways'; no newspapers having
been received recently with Neville feeling that 'one
feels one's isolation a good deal without papers
and it is hard to preserve one's patience'. 4
February 1895.
/156: to Hilda (from Andros): The very cold weather
which has led to work being abandoned; walk to
see Keith with Brown, who was not as good a
walker as Neville; newspapers having not arrived;
Neville learning higher algebra; his garden; his
praying mantis; book on Mendelssohn being read.
10 February 1895.
/157: to Hilda (from Andros): Webb's visit; about
Brown having been led to believe that he was to be
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a companion to Neville and manager at the
plantation; frustration with Sands who had not sent
Neville anything; delay to repairs to the Pride [of
Andros] [the Andros Fibre Company ship]; damage
to book sent by Mary; Levy's book 'Napoleon
Intime' being read; subscription to the Shea
Memorial Fund; Dixey having sent Neville some
new glasses; food eaten and about his cook;
Brown's difficulties, though Neville feels 'he is
improving very much and may turn out a useful
man in time'; the Keith family requesting Neville's
quinine; Neville having stopped collisions on the
railway with a fine of one shilling for every collision;
the railway having been completed to the engine
house; Neville's surprise that Hoyt was captain of
the Cienfuegos when it sunk; article by Kidd;
Neville's garden; Greenwood remaining in Nassau
as Colonial Secretary until the new Governor
[Haynes Smith] arrives; Neville's praying mantis;
Brown having been underfeeding himself to save
money in order to marry a barmaid; plan to give
Brown and Cash a house; Knowles having
'recovered wonderfully since he has been back;
indeed you would never suppose that he had
recently suffered so great a loss'; a wild agave
plant having grown. 19-21 February 1895.
/158: to Ethel (from Andros): The mule having
bolted when Neville was in a truck it was pulling,
nearly causing a catastrophic accident; the Pride of
Andros having been repaired; the Court of Enquiry
on the Cienfuegos disaster which Neville feels
'there is something very mysterious about'; the
siding having been put down in the engine house
and about Reid who was laying the railways;
Neville and Knowles now going out to the
plantation on the train now in a truck pushed by
one of the workers; books being read; injury to
worker; visit of Knowles' father; total eclipse of the
moon which Neville heard many people 'were
terribly frightened by...thinking the end of the world
had come'; Neville's garden. A poem regarding the
death of Neville's praying mantis is also included.
3-12 March 1895.
/159: to Beatrice (from Andros): Work on the
railway having stopped due to lack of a tool;
another mule tried with the trucks; Brown having
gone to Nassau; a 'sort of picnic excursion' to the
southern part of Neville's land, where he had only
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been once before, due to the shallowness of the
water making access by boat difficult; visit of Mr
Bode; Neville's birthday; the Pride [of Andros]
having been painted; work on laying of the railway;
Knowles and Neville to raise poultry and about
Neville having taken to Bovril for lunch; mail from
home; Ida having met Leslie Scott who Neville
went to school with; articles advocating
abandonment of Britain's position in the
Mediterranean; book read; Neville finding 'standing
still in the sun superintending railway curves is very
trying to the face' with eye problems when not
wearing dark glasses, and sunburn; Brown's
difficulties on his voyage to Nassau; experiment in
manuring land with guano. 17-26 March 1895.
/160: to Ida (from Andros): Iguanas sent to Neville;
Neville's recent visit to Nassau; his illness with
neuralgia; thanks for waistcoat and privet hawk;
Ethel's letter of 26 January appearing to have gone
down with the 'Elbe' and had been later recovered;
fighting among two drunken local men who were
prosecuted; Mr Brown having nearly blew up the
boiler; Neville having measured 265 acres that day;
books being read. 5 April 1895.
/161: to Hilda (from Andros): Growing of fruit in his
garden; illness of cook; visit to see the Keith family;
a house being built for Neville's iguanas; Brown
having difficulties with the sisal cleaning machinery;
practical joke of one of the workers; books being
read; expects that Knowles 'will have a beastly
time' when Neville returns home to Britain for the
summer; Neville and Knowles keeping poultry;
shoeing of Neville's horses etc; the mate and
captain of the Pride [of Andros] having gone home
contrary to Neville's orders; house for the iguanas;
expectation he will shortly be 'inundated with
visitors' - Forsyth, Webb, Mr and Mrs Kirk, Sands,
and Menendez [a Nassau planter]; visit of
Cairncross who has been 'disowned by his
syndicate' leaving him 'without a cent' so cannot
get away from Andros and 'had not seen a white
man or a paper since August and is only kept alive
by the good nature of a black man who feeds him';
Neville's garden. 14 April 1895.
/162: to Beatrice (from Andros): Thanks for books;
birthday presents for Ida, Hilda and Beatrice. 24
April 1895.
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/163: to Mary (from Andros): Visit of Forsyth and
Webb; Forsyth's injured finger and about him
having not been able to afford medical treatment
for it; games of chess with Webb who 'is more
boyish than ever'; plans for Neville's return home;
his illness with neuralgia. 30 April-8 May 1895.
/164: to Ethel (from Andros): Neville's illness with
neuralgia; Brown deciding to leave Mastic Point
permanently; the weather; book read; Neville's
garden including about fruit grown; response to
mail from home; the vast numbers of sisal plants
arriving at Mastic Point with 185,000 plants having
arrived on two days the previous week; Captain
and Lady Cecilia Rose's visit. 14-22 May 1895.
/165: to Beatrice (from Andros): The hot weather;
illness with neuralgia; food eaten; book 'Frau
Sorge' received; Brown having left and about a
farewell 'jumpin' down' [dance] by the locals;
Greenwood to marry an American girl; Knowles'
mother and three youngest children coming to stay
at Mastic Point with Knowles while Neville is away;
fighting at Guantanemo in Cuba with Neville being
sympathetic towards the rebels; the Chitral
proceedings [the Chitral Expedition] having invoked
patriotism in Neville saying he is becoming 'a most
inveterate Jingo'; a wild dog having broken into
Neville's pantry; work being slack giving Neville
time for pigeon shooting; flags being flown at half
mast after death of the 'Duke of State' [Duke being
a local synonym for Secretary]; Keith thinking he
will stop in Andros for the summer; reduction of
wages for the planters; the garden. 28 May-2 June
1895.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
individually numbered.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/19/166-189

Transcript of letters from Neville Chamberlain, from
Andros Island, October 1895 to May 1896

1895-1896

Transcript of Neville Chamberlain's letters written
between 12 October 1895 and 30 May 1896 to
Hilda, Beatrice, Ida and Ethel, his sisters, to
Austen, his brother, and to Mary, his father's third
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wife.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the main topics:
/166: to Beatrice (from RMS Campania): Neville's
visit to Liverpool Art Gallery while waiting for ship;
his voyage to New York; his illness with a cold. 12
October 1895.
/167: to Ida (from RMS Campania): Neville's
voyage to New York. 17 October [1895].
/168: to Mary (from Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York):
Neville's stay with Mr and Mrs Endicott and about
meeting Morton, Mrs Prince, Mrs Jake Rogers, Mr
A. Peabody and Mrs Sears during his stay; about
the Endicott family and their health; him meeting
with Theo. Brooks; visit to Paterson, New York to
see a fibre machine; heating stove given by Mrs
Endicott. 23 October 1895.
/169: to Hilda (from Government House, Nassau,
Bahamas): Neville's voyage to Nassau; John
Edden greeting Neville [Captain of the Pride of
Andros, the Andros Fibre Company's ship]; Neville
meeting the new Governor of the Bahamas [Sir W.
Haynes Smith]; visit to see Walpole and dinner with
the Captain of the Partridge. 28 October 1895.
/170: to Austen (from Andros): The mosquitoes
being a big problem at the moment with dinner
being 'a martyrdom' and 'sleep almost an
impossibility'; Neville's garden having as usual 'run
wild' while he has been away; waiting for a
machine; the weather being what would be
expected in July rather than that of November; only
20 of Neville and Knowles' hens being left with wild
dogs taking them; Christmas present of 100
grapefruits to be sent to the family; John [Edden's]
comments on Joseph's appointment; Knowles and
Neville now eating separately 'for he can't stand my
hours and I can't abide him'; Neville being unable
to perform his duties as a Magistrate as he has
been unable to obtain copies of the laws from the
Colonial Secretary's Office which he feels
'strange...but so characteristic of Nassau'. 5
November 1895.
/171: to Beatrice (from Andros): Neville's garden;
the mosquito problem being still bad but having
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diminished and the temperature has gone down
considerably; book 'Es War' by Sudermann being
read; shooting of snipe; fishing; visit to see Keith;
the machine having arrived; Knowles and Neville to
ship 50,000 oranges. A note regarding a lost letter
to Ida is also included with this transcript regarding
setting of the machine and an attempt to get some
butcher's meat. 16 November 1895.
/172: to Hilda (from Andros): The sisal cleaning
machine of which 'really we speak and think of
nothing else here' and about it being operated; mail
from home; an 'immense communication from Sir
Ambrose' [Shea]; Garland to arrive soon to work at
the sisal plantation; Neville having received forms
of warrants etc so he can begin his work as
magistrate; Eustace [Neville's servant] having given
his notice to cease working for Neville; book by
Keith's father 'Plea for a Simpler Life' which
'inveighs against all drugs and doctors stuff, and
recommends a less elaborate diet' to which Neville
and Knowles are 'entirely converted' having given
up on butcher's meat and alcohol; people being
careless with the machine leaving Neville to
anticipate a bad accident. 25 November-2
December 1895.
/173: to Ethel (from Andros): Prevalence of malarial
fever at Mastic Point - 'nearly every one has it, or
has had it, including Knowles'; Neville's iguanas
giving him some amusement; his garden including
about figs, oranges and vegetables grown; the cold
weather; the fireman of the engine house; Garland
having arrived at Mastic Point; Neville and
Knowles' plan of making money with 50,000
oranges having failed after the oranges rotted on
the journey. 9 December 1895.
/174: to Austen (from Andros): Knowles having left
for his holiday; a furious gale having been raging
making work difficult; Garland having started work
at the sisal plantation with Neville putting him in
charge of the engine and machinery; a schooner
'Island Queen' of Boston, Massachusetts having
been wrecked near Neville's house which has
caused much excitement among the people;
Neville [as Justice of the Peace] having to hold a
formal enquiry into the wreck of the 'Island Queen'
to his annoyance, as he is busy with Knowles and
Cash being away. 17 December 1895.
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/175: to Mary (from Andros): Louise's illness;
Knowles being 'in a terrible state of destitution' after
having been stuck on a ship in heavy seas for a
week with nothing to do, little to eat and no
tobacco; the wreck [of the 'Island Queen'] 'rapidly
going to pieces' with people salvaging items; Court
of Enquiry held by Neville into the loss of the 'Island
Queen'; the engine house having caught fire and
destroyed it leaving Neville feeling 'desperately
low'; 'rushing' meeting of the local people on
Christmas Eve; Neville [as a Justice of the Peace]
being looked on 'as a sort of family solicitor' so is
called on to give his opinion on 'all kinds of obscure
cases'; the Governor of the Bahamas with his
Private Secretary and Morris of Kew [The Royal
Botanic Gardens]; Neville finding that he will not
have to stop work due to the engine house fire but
'things will for a long time be very inconvenient' and
it willl be two months before the engine house can
be rebuilt; strict rules banning smoking in the
engine house; Neville's Christmas dinner; request
for book, Meredith's 'The Amazing Marriage' and
for pipes; Eustace's brother Otis having replaced
Eustace as Neville's servant; Neville having broken
his watch; mosquitoes. 23 December 1895[January 1896].
/176: to Beatrice (from Andros): Knowles having
'temporarily I hope, gone off his head' after being
unable to sleep and so had been sent away and so
must take a long holiday; Garland and Neville
being able to 'easily manage the work without any
strain' despite Knowles absence; the carpenters
failing to work; Neville's annoyance with Aaron
[fireman of the engine] who fails to get the engine
up to steam by the required time; Neville having
little time for reading; his magisterial work; visit
from Mr Neild [Courage's new manager]; letters
and other items sent from home. 3-14 January
1896.
/177: to Ida (from Andros): The baling press being
nearly finished which will greatly reduce the space
taken up by the fibre; his old white horse having
been sold; visit of Gurdon and his Irish friend to
Mastic Point; news about the Transvaal; Theodore
Brooks comments about part of their estate having
been burnt by insurgents and that 'they are having
a lively time, their factories guarded by Spanish
troops and themselves not knowing when they may
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be blown up with dynamite'; fruit and vegetables
grown in Neville's garden; mosquitoes; visit of
Webb; illness of [Reverend] Matthews' wife. 16-17
January 1896.
/178: to Hilda (from Andros): The weather being
good for the fibre; news about Venezuela and the
Transvaal and about the problems in receiving the
news; Uncle Arthur and Uncle Fred [Frederick
Ryland] planning to come to Nassau; good reports
of Knowles' health. 20-23 January 1896.
/179: to Hilda (from Andros): The grapefruit which
Neville sent home having rotted before it arrived;
Neville finding the news about the Transvall
'frightfully exasperating'; Neville's annoyance with
Lescher who had not even acknowledged the
account books sent to him; work of the baling
press; work on drying the fibre; books and articles;
Neville's legal work including case of a woman who
put broken glass in a man's breakfast out of
jealousy; Neville's correspondence with Dr Charles
S. Dolley [American botanist] who wished to know
the scientific names of plants for which he had a list
of local names; Neville's foreman Abraham Rolle
being off work with an ulcer on his foot; McKenzie,
the second overseer failing to do Rolle's work
competently; Garland 'manages very well' and is
'socially...one better than Cash and Knowles but no
great shakes to talk with' but 'a good fellow and I
like him'. 29-31 January 1896.
/180: to Ethel (from Andros): Sammy having
ceased being Neville's cook to return to being his
gardener; Neville's new cook Macdonald; visit to
the Keiths and about the difficult boat trip; accident
of a girl who lost the end of her finger in the
machine, Neville's annoyance the accident could
have been prevented and about how this has
happened to other users of Todd's machine; the
pulley allowing the machine to run faster; the
weather being unsuitable for bleaching of the fibre;
dogs having eaten Neville's fowls leaving just one
left despite him having killed a number of dogs and
about him leaving a trap for the dogs; Neville
having had a lack of news and when he did 'my
buzzum [sic.] swelled with filial and patriotic pride';
the Pride of Andros [the Andros Fibre Company's
ship] having broke both her masts, and Neville
feels that 'if it wasn't for the good news from home I
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should feel desperately low after this fresh blow';
Neville feeling that 'she [the Pride of Andros] is the
beastliest, slowest, stiffest, most expensive and
generally unsatisfactory vessel that is possible' with
the ship having had so many repairs; Neville
'getting quite expert' at dressing wounds. 2-14
February 1896.
/181: to Austen (from Andros): Repair of the Pride
of Andros; Webb's visit; the fibre and about his
anxiety about its reception by the PCC [Plymouth
Cordage Company]; the workers doing 'their best to
impose on Garland as a new hand'; visit of the Miss
Keiths; recovery of girl who lost the end of her
finger in a machine; news received from home; the
Siam settlement; Neville's wine cellar; it having
been a bad week for work due to the weather and
problem with the machine; new power pump;
Neville having fenced in the engine but has had
difficulty keeping people outside the fence; a 'spell
of really cold weather'; fines given to those who are
late; him having now cleaned about a million leaves
since 1 January. 17-26 February 1896.
/182: to Beatrice (from Andros): Visit of [Reverend]
Matthews and his sons which Neville enjoyed
thoroughly as 'it seemed such ages since I had
seen a human being from the outside world'; a
spectacular thunderstorm; planned trip to the west
side of Andros with Matthews; Neville having lost
various plants in his garden after an old woman he
employed to weed the garden failed to identify the
correct plants to weed; breakdown of the machine
which will cause all the leaf to be spoiled; visit to
see the Keith family and about his difficulty getting
their by boat and him being unable to get back by
boat so walked back, and had now decided to
never attempt to go there by boat again; visit of a
Methodist parson; the Pride [of Andros] [the Andros
Fibre Company's ship] having returned with new
masts, which were expensive; new parts for the
machine; the garden; the member for Andros of the
Bahamas parliament having 'got himself into
trouble in the House...by repeatedly affirming that
he was proud to number among his constituents
the son of the Colonial Secretary and refusing to
speak to the question'. 1-13 March 1896.
/183: to Ida (from Andros): The schoolmaster
having arrived and about invitation to preside at
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meeting to elect members of the Local Committee;
his work trying cases; books being read; the
Spectator [journal] 'climbing down over the
Armenian question'; the correspondence about
Nelson; Millie's engagement; the Pride [of Andros]
having already broken the step of one of her new
masts. 15-18 March 1896.
/184: to Mary (from Andros): Neville's bird
collecting and taxidermy; photography; the garden.
27 March 1896.
/185: to Hilda (from Andros): Neville feeling very
pleased that Britain is to reoccupy Dongola;
photographs taken by Neville; his bird collecting;
mosquitoes; book being read; the mail having not
arrived from home; Government grant received for
building a road through the settlements on Andros
after Neville had drew up a petition for it. 2-3 April
1896.
/186: to Beatrice (from Andros): Neville's expedition
around Andros with Matthews and Forsyth calling
at Mangrove Cay, Forsyth's place, Mastic Cay and
Loggerhead Creek, including about the wildlife, the
scenery, the voyage and Mrs Matthews' illness
which meant they had to return and abandon the
trip; about Harry Frith who wanted to settle at Big
Wood Cay but abandoned this due to the
Government not treating him courteously and not
answering his letters; Neville's work as a Justice of
the Peace; visit of Forsyth and Harry Frith to Mastic
Point. 8-24 April 1896.
/187: to Ethel (from Andros): Forsyth and Neville's
discussion about legal matters and Neville's work
as Justice of the Peace; visit to see Keith; things
being 'kind er dull' after Forsyth departed with
Knowles having not returned and Garland being ill;
bird collecting; Mrs Matthews being still ill so
Neville and Matthews will not be resuming their trip
to the west of the island; Knowles having returned
with his mother and three boys. 27 April-6 May
1896.
/188: to Beatrice (from Government House,
Nassau): Neville's trip to Abaco including about the
landscape, visit to Green Turtle Cay where they
met Gurdon and visited his sisal plantation, visit to
Little Abaco and plantation managed by Neild, visit
to Joe Creek and Mostyn's plantation, and about
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Mostyn; problem that the steamer may be
quaratined due to smallpox in Cuba. 23 May 1896.
/189: to Austen (from Andros): Neville's visit to
Abaco being delayed due to the weather; long walk
with Garland and Cash; Neville's garden; news
about South Africa; the Bahamas General Election
with Knowles standing for Andros; photographs; his
ponciana [flower]. 10-30 May 1896.
Arrangement: The transcript is a single document,
but each letter within the transcript has been
individually numbered.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/20

Mary Endicott Chamberlain correspondence

[18891950s]

Correspondence between Mary Endicott
Chamberlain and Neville Chamberlain, Dorothy
Lloyd [Neville and Anne's daughter] and Anne
Chamberlain. Some miscellaneous letters to Mary
and some postcards from Ellen Endicott to Dorothy
Chamberlain are also included.
The correspondence relates to a wide variety of
topics including political, personal, family and
business matters.
Administrative history: Mary Crowninshield
Endicott was born in Salem, Massachusetts in
1864. She was the daughter of William
Crowninshield, a lawyer and politician who was
Secretary of War in President Cleveland's
administration, 1885-89, and his wife, Ellen
Peabody. Mary met Joseph Chamberlain when he
was in Washington in 1887 as leader of a
diplomatic mission arranged by Lord Salisbury to
manage a fisheries dispute between Canada and
the United States of America. They became
engaged in March 1888, and married in
Washington in November 1888. After Joseph
Chamberlain's death in 1914, she married Canon
William Hartley Carnegie, Sub-Dean of
Westminster Abbey. He died in 1936. Mary died in
1957, aged 93.
318 items
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Access: Open
NC1/20/1

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary Endicott
Chamberlain, later Carnegie

1889-1940

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary Endicott
Chamberlain (Carnegie from August 1916).
The letters are principally of a personal nature
though several of the letters discuss Neville's
political and business work. Some of the specific
topics covered in the letters include: Neville's life in
the Bahamas while running his sisal plantation
there from, 1890-6; his relationship with Rosalind
Craig Sellar, 1903-4; his trip to India, 1904-5; his
appointment and resignation as Director General of
National Service, 1916-7; his appointment as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1923; the 1929
General Election in which the Conservatives lost
their majority; the Imperial Economic Conference at
Ottawa, 1932; foreign affairs in the period leading
up to the Second World War; the Munich Crisis,
1938; the Norway Debate and his resignation as
Prime Minister, 1940; his resignation as Lord
President of the Council, 1940.
The letters appear to have been written irregularly,
tend to be fairly short and written for specific
purposes, unlike the letters to his sisters Hilda and
Ida. Some of the earlier letters, mainly dating from
the 1890s and 1900s, are longer however, report in
more detail on Neville's activities and often appear
to have been written as family letters to be passed
round the family when they were separated, for
example when Neville was away in the Bahamas,
or when the family was in Cannes leaving Neville at
home in Birmingham.
207 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/1

1889 letters

1889

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Mary
Chamberlain dated 20 August, sent from Gairloch
[Scotland]. The letter relates to Neville's holiday in
Gairloch including about the weather, fishing, the
hotel and that 'people are very particular about
keeping Sunday here'.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/2-4

1890 letters

1890

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1890.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/2: (from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
Birthday greetings to Mary; thanks for books sent
by Mary and Joseph; photograph of 'the Wolsely
group'. 16 March.
/3: (from Highbury): Activity at Highbury while Mary
was away including Neville's work on farm; the
plantation and fowls; orchids; various animals. 12
August.
/4: (from Mathew Town, Inagua [Bahamas]): Neville
and Austen's activities on Bahamas for sisal
growing scheme including: lack of punctuality on
Bahamas and problems with lack of ballast for
boat; new boat 'Sarah Douglass' being used;
account of voyage; visit to Mr Sargent's farmhouse;
the landscape, plants and animals; visit to Lantern
Head Harbour. 8 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/5-8

1891 letters

1891

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1891.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/5: (from Government House, Nassau): Letters
received from Beatrice, Austen, Ida and Hilda; visit
to stay with Mr and Mrs Endicott; account of a
voyage in Bahamas; plan to get a Cuban
Bloodhound dog for hunting; trees on Bahamas. 25
May.
/6: (from Mastic Point, Andros Island): Letters
received from Mrs Endicott; building of Neville's
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house at Andros Island; planting of trees, radishes
and a creeper in his garden at Andros Island;
request for 'Dictionary of Botany' as present to
Forsyth; visit to Nassau including about seeing the
Governor of the Bahamas. 5-12 October.
/7: (from Andros): Arrival of ship and various items
sent by family; Neville feeling 'low spirited and
depressed, the result, I suppose, of not having
enough to do'; incorrect items delivered to Andros;
land being ready for planting but plants not arrived
yet; uncomfortable conditions and him having 'been
through enough roughing to last a lifetime and I am
heartily sick of it and long for civilization and
comfort'; his dog 'Juan' who was 'the terror of the
place'; Neville's house on Andros; orchids; arrival
of sisal plants; 'a particularly nasty letter [sent by
Neville] to [James] Sands delicately insinuating that
he is not solvent'; family photographs. 26
November-3 December.
/8: (from Andros): Neville's work in measuring plots
of land; building of stone kitchen; work on Neville's
house; his dog 'Juan'; survey of area completed. 17
December.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/9-13

1892 letters

1892

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1892.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/9: (from Andros): Thanks for gift of cigar case and
about him having 'taken to' smoking cigars in the
Bahamas; Mr [George] Peabody's death [Mary's
grandfather]; letter from Joseph 'which relieved me
as I was feeling rather uncomfortable about the
accounts'; Knowles going away to get plants; Mrs
Knowles' illness, her having several fainting spells
and Neville having to look after her during Mr
Knowles absence; 'oppresively hot' weather; new
bed allowing him to sleep comfortably; proposed
new road on Andros; visit of Mrs Knowles sister,
brother and brother-in-law [Abbott] and Neville
showing Abbott around the Mastic Point area. 23
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January.
/10: (from Andros): A difficult voyage on the
'Puzzler' to Grand Bahama during which they had
various difficulties; Neville's purchase of plants at
Grand Bahama; voyage on the 'Oregon'. See
NC1/19/65 for a transcript. 8 April.
/11: (from Government House, Nassau): A large
number of Christmas presents received from Mrs
Endicott, William and Louise and Mrs Dexter. 4
January.
/12: (from Andros): Neville's house; him having
appointed Russell [who was store keeper] as
captain of his schooner; the plantation having
grown with about 1600 acres planted and so
Neville will be glad to get a horse as it takes an
hour of fast walking to get to the land currently
being worked on; Austen working in the garden but
Neville is unsure how long he will be able to remain
without becoming bored; pink pearls being found in
great abundance. See NC1/19/80 for a transcript of
this letter. 19-22 October 1892.
/13: (from Andros): Knowles having not returned
yet or sent a letter; the horse; work on the
accounts; 'a very theological discussion' with his
cook Olivia 'on the propriety of weeding my garden
on Sunday' and about her belief in spirits; Neville's
garden; Keith having 'inflicted' a visit to Neville;
Neville not feeling lonely on his own and is not
keen on the prospect of spending Christmas in
Nassau; Neville's cure of a man's toothacre having
'put the corner stone to my reputation as a
physician'. See NC1/19/88 for a transcript of this
letter. 4-9 December 1892.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/14-18

1893 letters

1893

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1893.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/14: (from Andros): Walker and Ford's visit to
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Mastic Point; visit to Keith's plantation;
photography; the climate; Neville's bathroom being
finished; Keith's visit; the Pride of Andros having
been repaired and improved; Knowles' baby son
Arthur Neville named after Neville; Mr Drinkwater's
brief visit and about him planning to enter the sisal
business; Ida's sketches and a piece of furniture
having arrived making the office look businesslike.
See NC1/19/94 for a transcript of this letter. 22-31
January.
/15: (from Government House, Nassau): Neville's
stay in Nassau including about seeing Mr Whitney
and Professor Agassiz and Malcolm [Attorney
General] and his daughters. See NC1/19/100 for a
transcript of this letter. 6 March.
/16: (from Andros): The garden; the mosquitoes;
fishing trip; expects that the Governor is in a
'terrible state of mind'; forthcoming visit to Abaco;
recent accidents to workers due to falling trees.
See NC1/19/110 for a transcript of this letter. 10
May.
/17: (from Suisgill Lodge, Kildonan, Sutherland):
Travel arrangements; account of Neville's shooting
and fishing holiday in Scotland with Uncle George;
the weather; 'the Government appears to be
amusing itself with the courage of despair' and will
'surely come to grief over their latest closure
scheme'. 21 August.
/18: (from Andros): Neville's stop in Nassau where
he got dull and bored; voyage back to Andros;
Eustace [Neville's servant] having had money
stolen and then being found guilty of witchcraft
after a ceremony was performed which aimed to
find the guilty party; Mrs Knowles staying in Andros
despite her husband going away; the mosquitoes
having got much worse. See NC1/19/118 for a
transcript of this letter. 21-24 November.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/19-23

1894 letters

1894

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1894.
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A letter from William W. W. Bowles to Neville
requesting a job is also included.
/19: (from Andros): Thanks for presents; illness of
Knowles' son; a religious ceremony in the river by
the locals; the shop; his horse and carriage;
problems in getting window replaced. See
NC1/19/123 for a transcript of this letter. 4 January
1894.
/20: Letter from William W. W. Bowles of Nassau to
Neville Chamberlain requesting a job as a junior
clerk. 28 February 1894.
/21: (from Andros): Visit of Webb, who Neville finds
very boring, and about him having accidentally
interfered in business matters; the mystery of the
nest of the 'Chikki Charmi' [local mythical creature]
have been solved as being where an owl had
nested; noise made by Knowles' baby son Neville;
Webb proposing to curtail his visits as he says
there is nothing to do; his teapot and other English
goods having arrived late; books being read;
Knowles' hand injury. See NC1/19/128 for a
transcript of this letter. 21 February-1 March.
/22: (from Andros): Severe hail, rain and thunder
storms (which Neville says are worse than any he
had experienced before while in the Bahamas);
work on foundations for engine; a gigantic
centipede; Keith's visit; Neville's white horse; books
being read; his garden; work on setting up the
engine, which had to be started again and taken to
pieces after heavy rain. See NC1/19/140 for a
transcript of this letter. A press cutting is also
included. 26 May-2 June.
/23: (from Fifth Avenue Hotel, Madison Square,
New York): Neville's stay in the USA including
about seeing Mary's family; Mr Endicott's farm. See
NC1/19/144 for a transcript of this letter. 10
October.
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/24-27

1895 letters

1895-1896

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1895 (one letter started in 1895
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was finished in 1896).
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/24: (from Andros): Neville's workload being
lightened after finishing the annual accounts;
Knowles having returned to Andros to an empty
house and so is presently living with Neville; visit to
the extreme end of the plantation; birds, plants and
insects, including about him getting a praying
mantis; a Mexican saddle having been bought;
Neville's garden; the railway and about problem of
keeping the men from riding the trucks down the
hill; report from Nassau 'that the merchants are
highly indignant about my conduct over the brig
[ship]'. See NC1/19/153 for a transcript of this
letter. 17 January 1895.
/25: (from Andros): Visit of Forsyth and Webb;
Forsyth's injured finger and about him having not
been able to afford medical treatment for it; games
of chess with Webb who 'is more boyish than ever';
plans for Neville's return home; his illness with
neuralgia. See NC1/19/163 for a transcript of this
letter. 30 April-8 May 1895.
/26: (from Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York): Neville's
stay with Mr and Mrs Endicott and about meeting
Morton, Mrs Prince, Mrs Jake Rogers, Mr A.
Peabody and Mrs Sears during his stay; about the
Endicott family and their health; him meeting with
Theo. Brooks; visit to Paterson, New York to see a
fibre machine; heating stove given by Mrs Endicott.
See NC1/19/168 for a transcript of this letter. 23
October 1895.
/27: (from Andros): Louise's illness; Knowles being
'in a terrible state of destitution' after having been
stuck on a ship in heavy seas for a week with
nothing to do, little to eat and no tobacco; the
wreck [of the 'Island Queen'] 'rapidly going to
pieces' with people salvaging items; Court of
Enquiry held by Neville into the loss of the 'Island
Queen'; the engine house having caught fire and
destroyed it leaving Neville feeling 'desperately
low'; 'rushing' meeting of the local people on
Christmas Eve; Neville [as a Justice of the Peace]
being looked on 'as a sort of family solicitor' so is
called on to give his opinion on 'all kinds of obscure
cases'; the Governor of the Bahamas with his
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Private Secretary and Morris of Kew [The Royal
Botanic Gardens]; Neville finding that he will not
have to stop work due to the engine house fire but
'things will for a long time be very inconvenient' and
it willl be two months before the engine house can
be rebuilt; strict rules banning smoking in the
engine house; Neville's Christmas dinner; request
for book, Meredith's 'The Amazing Marriage' and
for pipes; Eustace's brother Otis having replaced
Eustace as Neville's servant; Neville having broken
his watch; mosquitoes. See NC1/19/175 for a
transcript of this letter. 23 December 1895-[January
1896].
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/28-30

1896 letters

1896-1897

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1896 (one letter started in
December 1896 continues through to January
1897).
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/28: (from Andros): Neville's bird collecting and
taxidermy; photography; the garden. See
NC1/19/184 for a transcript of this letter. 27 March.
/29: (from Albermarle Hotel, Madison Square,
West, New York): Disappointment that Neville will
miss Mary and Joseph when they come to the USA
as he is to leave before they arrive; lunch with Mrs
Dexter, Morton and Mrs Prince, Mr Augustus
Peabody, Miss Gardine and John; visit to Boston
where he met Professor Morse who had
considered visiting Andros; stay in New York; his
illness with neuralgia and toothache. 8 October.
/30: (from Andros, then Government House,
Nassau): Christmas celebrations at Mastic Point
with 'rushing' and singing; theft of some of Neville's
silver coins with Otis being suspected of the theft;
Neville's return home being delayed; rails from the
plantation all being shipped to Nassau; plan to stay
in Boston [USA] for a while before returning home.
27 December-2 January.
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3 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/31

1897 letter

1897

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain, sent from 1319 18 NW, Washington
[USA] dated 23 March.
The letter wishes Mary 'happy returns' on her
birthday; and relates to his stay in the United
States including visit to Palm Beach where he met
Charles B. Cory, author of 'The Birds of the
Bahamas', visit to St Augustine, journey with Jim
Lawrence and Dr Webb, visit to Washington DC.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/32

1898 letter

1898

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 14 March 1898, sent from
Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham.
The letter wishes Mary 'happy returns' for her
birthday.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/33-34

1900 letters

1900

Letter and telegram from Neville Chamberlain to
Mary E. Chamberlain dated 1900.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/33: Telegram wishing Mary 'happy returns' for her
birthday. 15 March.
/34: (from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
Birthday greetings for Mary. 15 March.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC1/20/1/35

1901 letter

1901

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Mary
Chamberlain dated 14 May, sent from Highbury.
The letter wishes Mary 'happy returns' for her
birthday and also relates to Neville spending a
whole day with his solicitors; and to plants.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/36-39

1903 letters

1903

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1903.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/36: (from Highbury): End of Joseph and Mary's
tour and admiration and respect for it in
Birmingham; Ethel progressing; Neville being left
alone at Highbury, the other family members
having 'resumed their London life'; Neville shortly
departing for trip to Glasgow; 'fairly satisfactory'
accounts for company; plants. 24 February.
/37: (from Hotel Grande Bretagne, Milan): Neville's
talk with his sisters [about him having fallen in love
with Miss Rosalind Craig Sellar] which they knew
about but 'had to admit they did not know things
had gone so far'; his thoughts on the last week
[with Miss Sellar] as seeming 'like the best time I
ever had in my life' and says 'I wish I could live
peacefully on the recollection!' - 'I am afraid this
holiday is going to be much like a penance for me'
as 'one thought is never out of my mind and to
think so long and so intensely about one subject
becomes almost painful'; account of Neville's
holiday with his sisters in Italy including about the
journey, places visited in Milan and art; Joseph
Chamberlain's speech at Newcastle. 20-21
October.
/38: (from Hotel Laurati, Rome): Mrs Craig Sellar's
[appears to be referring to Rosalind's mother] letter
in which she commented 'I do not know when she
has been so happy' makes Neville 'full of hope';
Mary's talk to Austen about the matter; Neville
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feeling he has [during his holiday] done his 'best to
be cheerful and interested when I have been very
sick and weary' sometimes feeling he 'couldn't
survive so many weeks and I count every day but I
think really my mental condition is better'; places
visited on holiday in Italy including the Sistine
Chapel; loss of umbrellas; Neville keeps 'revolving
my chances [with Miss Sellar] all the time,
generally with with the unsatisfactory conclusion
that by rights they should be very bad'. 28 October.
/39: (from Grand Hotel Brufani, Perugia): Joseph's
favourable impressions [of Miss Sellar]; Neville's
anxiety feeling the end of the holiday will 'be that
much nearer to the day which will decide whether I
am to be very happy or very miserable'; Neville's
long talk with Hilda which 'seemed to put things in a
different light and since then I have been in very
good spirits, though not less impatient'; his
assurances that he is eating well. 15 November.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/40-46

1904 letters

1904

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1904.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/40: (from Highbury): Neville's progress in his 'affair'
[with Miss Rosalind Craig Sellar] meeting her at
lunch with Mrs Maxse and at Cromwell Road 'and
altogether I enjoyed my week end so much that life
now wears quite an absurdly different aspect to
what it did a little while ago'; clearing of the cattlega
house; visit to the Belfast to see the Carlisles
where he also met Mr Gallagher and visited the mill
of a man who Gallagher accused 'of having a
patent for palming off dog biscuit on the populace
as bread'; visit to concert; visit to [the Elliott's Metal
Company] works at Pembrey; visit to see paintings
at Burlington House; lunch with Austen, Miss Hicks
Beach, Lady Ian Hamilton and Mrs Alfred Lyttalton;
Neville's speech for the Clerks Provident
Association [of which Neville then was President];
him being busy with work; forthcoming speech in
support of [Viscount] Morpeth [standing for election
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as MP for South Birmingham]; Parrott being very ill;
lack of news about Mary and Joseph in the
newspapers. 22 February.
/41: (from Highbury): Newspaper reports that
Austen received a cheerful letter from Joseph
stating his (Joseph's) health was much improved
'but I believe this a joint concoction by Parker Smith
and the Press'; last week having been very busy;
dinner with the Morpeths and speech at a meeting
in which Neville felt he 'did better than on any
previous occasion'; Neville feeling greatly satisfied
at Morpeth's success in the election; Unionists
being proud of Birmingham; visit to see Ethel; visit
to the Maxses and about Leo Maxse being 'white
hot with indignation against the 'traitors in the
camp' who include I fancy nearly all the
Gov[ernmen]t except Austen'; Neville having seen
[Miss Sellar] and was 'only now slowly descending
to earth again' after having 'her to myself for a good
half hour'; Neville's concern that [Miss Sellar] was
going away and hopes to 'devise some way of
meeting before May'. 3 March.
/42: (from Highbury, then 40 Prince's Gardens):
Neville's distress that 'my lady' [Miss Sellar] was ill
after singing at Bethnal Green and has been
ordered abroad by her doctor; him having been to
see Miss Sellar at home; him feeling 'very low' at
the thought of not seeing Miss Sellar for a long
time; visit to Glasgow on business; visit to hear
Borwick in a Brahms concerto; the first Huxley
lecture given by Sir Michael Foster at the University
[of Birmingham] which Neville felt was poor; dinner
at Maple Bank with Aunt Mary [Kenrick, née
Chamberlain, sister of Neville's father Joseph
Chamberlain], Uncle William [Kenrick] and Aunt
Alice; Aunt Alice and Uncle Charlie's tour of Egypt;
alterations, decorating etc being carried out at
Highbury; Parrott's recovery; 'the wily one' having
been dismissed due to drinking; orchids at
Highbury; Arch to come with Neville to Paris; the
Craig Sellars having given up idea of house in
Gloucestershire and have taken on Little Green for
another year; him having been to see Miss Sellar
again. 17-20 March.
/43: (from Highbury): Appreciates Mary's sympathy
in his 'bitter trial' and feels that he 'must and do
look upon her [Miss Sellar] as dead...for I do not
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expect ever to see her again' after he failed to gain
her love; feels he had 'been taken up to the top of
the mountain and had my glimpse of the Promised
Land, and now I must descend again into the
wilderness' but 'it is of no use to kick against the
pricks'; urges Mary to help by not speaking of this
matter again. 1 May.
/44: (from Alladale Lodge, Ardgay, Rossshire):
Neville's holiday in Scotland with Uncle George,
Osmond Airy, and Byng [Kenrick], including about
fishing and shooting, the landscape. 21 August.
/45: (from RMS Omrah): Account of voyage [with
Byng)[to Marseilles, on the way to India. 29
October.
/46: (from Belvedere, Calcutta): Account of trip to
India including: stay at Government House in
Calcutta with Lord and Lady Ampthill [Lord Ampthill
was Viceroy of India during part of 1904, while
Curzon was away in Britain]; the return of Lord
Curzon as Viceroy and the ceremony to welcome
him; reception for Curzon at which he met the
Maharaja of Burdwan, Sir E. Law [who recently
resigned as Financial Member of Council]; stay
with the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal [Sir Andrew
Fraser] at Belvedere. 14 December.
7 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/47-52

1905 letters

1905

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1905.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/47: (from Agra [India]): Mary's holiday in Milan;
account of Neville's trip to India including about visit
to Benares, visit to Lucknow, visit to the Taj Mahal,
meeting Baker, who was travelling around the
world, Neville's new servant Abdul, collection of
jewellery seen, photographs taken. 4-5 January.
/48: (from The Agency, Sangrur, Jhind State):
Dunlop Smith having invited Neville to stay till the
end of the month to go to Jhind to complete his
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inspection of the Phulkian States which he has
accepted; visit to Sangrur; him meeting the Raja of
Jhind; Neville having been much exalted in Jhind
with appreciation of the Foreign Minister and
having received a visit from the Council of Regency
of Patiala; shooting with the (Kaur?) Sahib in
Patiala; shooting with the Raja of Jhind; visit to the
Moti Bagh (Pearl Garden); the hospitality given by
his host and hostess and Neville is keen to
maintain their friendship. 29-31 January.
/49: (from SS Macedonia, off Corsica): Neville
expecting that he will not be able to go 'to get a
look at the Rock' [Gibraltar] due to smallpox on the
ship; his voyage on SS Macedonia including about
people met on board including Lord Newton and
Miss Douglas-Pennant. 17 March.
/50: (from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
Dunlop Smith coming to visit; acceptance of Lord
Avebury's invitation to go to High Elm; 'Little Dick'
having drowned; good weather; Hall being away in
Germany leaving Neville single handed at the
business; Neville's photographs. 21 May.
/51: (from Highbury): Dunlop Smith's visit to Britain;
the garden; 'Mr 'all' [Hall] being 'alive and kicking!'
with Neville being unable to find 'any justification for
his lamentations but work in a good part of the
factory is very scanty'. 7 October.
/52: (from Highbury): Neville's visit to Aix; Dunlop
Smith being invited to stay with the Chamberlains;
Austen having had 'much pain and discomfort';
Neville's cold; serious illness of Mr C. E. Mathews.
11 October.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/53-56

1906 letters

[1906]

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1906.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/53: (from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
Neville's distress about Austen who he feels is
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'becoming a chronic invalid'; Joseph's manifesto for
which he feels 'all the old fogies and rusty old
Conservatives were beginning to put their heads
out and it just blew them away'; the party leader
being 'enough to drive one frantic' - 'what a
misfortune to have that sort of man in that
particular place where even his good qualities do
harm because they prevent some people from
realising the mischief he works by perpetually
putting on the drag'; his lack of keenness for Mr
Long who seems to Neville 'wholly wrapped up in
Ireland'; about Sir Hyde Parker; Neville's 'humorous
oration' to 'propose 'the City' '; the garden; the poor
weather; repairs of carriages. 10 February (year
annotated in pencil).
/54: (from Highbury): Birthday greetings for Mary;
influenza 'still rather weighs upon the household';
the weather. 14 March.
/55: (from Highbury): Austen's engagement to Ivy
Dundas with Neville feeling 'as if a great load had
been lifted off my mind and I had grown years
younger' and is glad at 'the prospect of seeing him
how he used to be' and that 'I, for one, have said
goodbye to 'the glooms'!'. 9 May.
/56: (from Highbury): Progress with Joseph's
health; detailed report on the garden and orchid
houses; letter from Austen. 7 August.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/57-61

1907 letters

[1907]

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1907.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/57: (from 9 Egerton Place, London): Birthday
greetings for Mary; Neville's visit to Avignon. 14
March.
/58: (from Highbury): New plants and other garden
news; Austen and Ivy's dinner party; Neville having
been invited to join the House Committee of the
[Birmingham] General Hospital; his photographs; W
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and L [William and Louise Endicott] coming to visit;
the orchid sale; Elliott's [Metal Company, Selly
Oak, of which Neville was director] and about the
collapse in the copper price following the stock
exchange slump; Neville's resistance of the Elliott's
Chairman's proposal to close the company works
at Pembrey; new kitchen maid at Highbury; new
furniture for the yellow room; about Neville's
company [Hoskins and Sons, cabin berth
manufacturers] including visit of a Japanese man to
see samples and designs, the vast number of
orders currently in the company's books, the new
workshop being nearly finished and him having
'bullied the railway companies' into a reduction of
the freight rates paid; Neville's room 'gradually
getting into shape'. The letter states that it
continues the discussion in Neville's letter to Ida on
the same date. 22 March (year annotated in
pencil).
/59: (from Highbury): Garden/orchid news; the
copper price slump having not badly affected
Elliott's Metal Company as they did not take their
brokers advice to buy just before the slump; large
order for lavatories at Hoskins and Sons; the new
carpenters workshop at Hoskins being nearly
finished; a relatively poor output at Hoskins over
the last month despite them being overwhelmed
with work and are having to take on new staff; farm
news from Highbury; request for loan of caskets for
the Crafts Club exhibition; visit to London on
business for Elliotts and for Hoskins; bridge party to
be held by Neville. 7-9 April.
/60: (from Highbury): Lack of any marked
improvement in Joseph's health while in the
[French] Riviera; Neville planning to come to stay
with Mary and Joseph for up to a fortnight but
cannot be away for longer 'with so many things
here which require my presence'; caskets for the
Crafts Club exhibition; orchids; Neville going to
Pembrey [to Elliott's Metal Company works]; large
growth in orders for steerage berths at Hoskins due
to the 'emigrant season' having 'set in' with current
orders for 12,000 berths; birds. 21 April.
/61: (from Highbury): Neville considering whether
treatment should be given at an English bath rather
than Aix; the house being 'not fit for anything but
light work yet as his treatment has been very
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lowering and P. says he is 'as week as a robin' '. 15
July.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/62-64

1908 letters

1908

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1908.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/62: (from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
Birthday greetings for Mary; Joseph's injured arm
and illness with gout; the cold weather; Neville
having met Howard Cartland and about the
'Municipal Casino' in Cannes which Cartland is a
director of; there still being no hot water at
Highbury; installation of electric lights at Highbury;
Neville's address on India being postponed due to
influenza; Forbes Roberton coming to act in play
'Othello'; Neville having 'written as instructed by
Hilda to Rhys Williams but with many misgivings';
Hall [Hoskins and Son manager] being injured and
unable to work at present and is expected to retire
from the company soon; new orders received at
Hoskins [ship berth manufacturer, which Neville
was Managing Director of]. A press cutting is also
included. 11 March.
/63: (from Highbury): Mary's stay at Villa Victoria;
plans for going to Aix for treatment; 'Little Joe'
[Austen and Ivy's son] being 'much better again';
Miss O'Brien's comments on Bertha's baby; Uncle
Arthur C[hamberlain] being still ill; Katie and
Tangye going on honeymoon and to return to
Berrow Court while their house is being altered;
everything having been going wrong lately at the
works; the garden. 9 May.
/64: (from Highbury): Neville having been away so
much from business that he feels he cannot come
to Ouchy unless his assistance was necessary;
letter from Father Matthews [who was the priest on
Andros] who is now at Oxford; the poor weather
and garden; baby Joe [Austen and Ivy's son]. A
press cutting of an advertisement with an image of
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Joseph on it is also included. 8 July.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/65-70

1909 letters

1909

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1909.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/65: (from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
The weather; visit to see the Elgar new symphony
orchestra's performance at the [Birmingham] Town
Hall; visit to concert by Siloti. 16 February.
/66: (from Highbury): Mary's attack of influenza and
neurites; birthday greetings for Mary; the garden;
the Poor Law Commission having not known about
Neville's scheme as far as he is aware 'but there is
nothing strange in their adopting it because many
people have had the idea' and Neville is to make
three speeches about it; meeting at the
[Birmingham] Town Hall at which Meysey
Thompson spoke unsuccessfully and at which
Neville showed some lantern slides; Neville's
forthcoming 'horrible' Grand Committee speech. 13
March.
/67: (from Highbury): Neville feeling he would like
to accompany Mary home but cannot spare time
for a protracted stay; doctor being consulted; Mrs
Endicott soon coming to visit; parties/dinners to be
held at Highbury; dinner at Berrow Court; comical
letter from Hilda Mary [Richards]. 22 April.
/68: (from Highbury): Mary and the rest of the
family having arrived back from Cannes; the
garden; visit to the University [of Birmingham]
where he saw the progress with the building work;
preliminary arrangements being made with Lord
Knollys [for opening of the new University buildings
by the King]; University Council meeting to be held
to decide who is to be given an honorary degrees
and about Neville's annoyance that George
Cadbury's name has been submitted and that he
plans to oppose this if no one else does; the
Pembrey works [of Elliott's Metal Company] having
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made a profit of £5000. 20 May.
/69: (from Hotel Regina, Venice): Account of
Neville's holiday with Ida and Hilda in Italy including
about luggage problems, visit to Milan, visit to the
Brera art gallery, stay in Venice. 3 October.
/70: (from Albergo Vittoria, Arezzo [Italy]: Account
of holiday in Italy including about visit to S.
Apollinare in Claase, visit to Rimini, visit to
Florence, the countryside. 22 October.
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/71-75

1910 letters

1910

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1910.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/71: (from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
Birthday greetings for Mary; Mrs Endicott having
decided to sail to Genoa on the 24th; the weather;
Bird [secretary] having finished Joseph's accounts;
repairs to carriages; letter from Jimmie Dixon
requesting money for rifle association; Austen and
Ivy buying more china; orchids; Neville being upset
that he has to go to dinner with Mr Hall [manager at
Hoskins and Son] with whom he feels he 'can have
no rational conversation'. 13 March.
/72: (from Highbury): Joseph's accounts being
finished; proposed changes to Joseph's
investments; the weather; Neville's 'strenuous
week'; visit to Newcastle where he obtained orders
for Hoskins and Son; Hoskins currently having
several good orders; visit to the British Museum to
see the Elgin Marbles; Neville feeling 'Asquith's
'surrender' will do harm to the Government in the
country'; his feeling that Rosebery's letter though
'utterly unpractical' will also be 'useful'; Neville's
dinner party with Mr and Mrs McIlveen and seven
others; flowers; letter from Charles Rothschild who
is 'catching moths with an enormous lamp all night
and finding caterpillars all day!'. A press cutting of a
cartoon is also included. 17 April.
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/73: (from Highbury): Joseph's investments and
Neville's concern on 'how long we can go on our
present scale' though doesn't feel 'any very heroic
measures are necessary yet'. 23 April.
/74: (from Highbury): Wreath and flowers for
funeral; hopes to see everyone soon; Mrs
Endicott's illness. 12 May.
/75: (from Highbury): The garden; Mr Hall [manager
at Hoskins and Son] being still ill and has further
lost the use of his legs; asks her to bring Joseph's
will for safekeeping. 30 May.
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/76-80

1911 letters

1911

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1911.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/76: (from Tunis): Neville's feelings of 'absolute
contentment' after being marrying Anne Cole;
account of their honeymoon in North Africa
including about stay in Kairoum, mosques and
other sights visited, the people, visit to see an Arab
wedding. 14 January.
/77: (from Hotel de France and Choiseul, Paris):
Their 'appalling crossing' and details of estimated
time of arrival. 10 February.
/78: (from 19 Highfield Road, Edgbaston
[Birmingham]): A 'strenuous week...with very little
to show for it'; meeting, which Neville was unable to
attend, to form 'a society for getting good
companies down to play serious pieces' [of music] an idea which emanated from the University [of
Birmingham]; Grand Committee meeting and about
Austen's 'most excellent speech' and the
compliments made to Anne; Neville's address to
conference of shorthand writers; Anne have said
that Neville is to 'give up the Territorials as soon as
I can, being annoyed at seeing a letter from them
every morning, but that I may do as much as I like
in Birmingham and in politics in general'; Anne
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'thinks politics great fun and can't have too much of
them'; Anne liking the people in Birmingham very
much and 'fully shares my desire to be hospitable
and is continually having people to tea'; Neville and
Anne getting servants for their new house;
progress being made in decoration etc of their new
house Westbourne; it being 'very busy at the
works...but I am still of mighty little use' with him
being busy with other things; Hall [manager at
Hoskins and Son] now to conduct the
correspondence of Hoskins himself and 'I will only
act as consultant for the present and he has got
such a grip of the business that I can safely leave
things in his hands'. 26 March.
/79: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston, Birmingham):
Work in moving into Westbourne. 3 May.
/80: (from Westbourne): Anne's pregnancy and
about Neville looking forward to the birth of their
child; Neville and Anne settling into their new
home; furnishing etc of their home; Neville feeling
'this is going to be a nice house', enjoys the view
and feels the garden 'full of all sorts of possibilities';
greenhouse being built. 7 May.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/80A-81

1912 letters

1912

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1912.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/80A: (from Westbourne): Dorothy [Neville and
Anne's baby daughter] and Anne; lunch with Aunt
Mary and Uncle William [Kenrick]; visit to see
Garrett and the garden at Highbury; electric light
plant [at Highbury?] having been sold; Neville
fearing that he will be unable to get Woolcott [as
coachman?] as Bert did not want to lose him;
Neville 'getting very much interested in my Town
Planning work' including about his Harborne
scheme; visit to see Lord Shuttleworth to try to get
assistance for the Waterways Association; Neville
getting many more requests to preside at 'odd
meetings of charities, concerts and so forth' now he
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is on the Council; farewell dinner to Jenkins of the
Edmund Street staff; Neville having not heard
anything about accounts yet from Bird [secretary];
attempt to come to some arrangement with
Hoskins and Sons competitors; dinner with Aunt
Clara [Ryland, née Chamberlain] and about her trip
to Egypt. 18 February.
/81: (from Villa Victoria [Cannes, France]): The wet
weather; Dorothy and Neville and Anne's gladness
that Joseph has been able to see so much of her;
Anne's very bad cold; account of holiday including
visit to concert, walks; 'things seem too be going on
quite satisfactorily' at 'the Works' in Neville's
absence. 16 August.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/82-85A

1913 letters

1913

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1913.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/82: (from Westbourne): Birthday greetings;
satisfactory report from Joseph's oculist and about
Mrs Evelyn Cecil's eye problems; Joseph's
decision not to stand in the next General Election
which Neville feels 'is right and best for him in the
long run'. 13 March.
/83: (from Westbourne): Mary's convalescence and
about them looking forward to seeing her; Dorothy
learning to count. 18 May.
/84: (from Westbourne): Mary's letter to the
University Council regarding their appreciation of a
gift of a picture; asks whether she is prepared to
take part in a 'little ceremony' on Degree Day in
handing over the picture. 2 July.
/85: (from Westbourne): Sir F. Lowe's proposed
supper party following Bonar Law's meeting having
been abandoned; 'the Bird's' letter to Vince about
Mr Carson. 29 October.
/85A: (from Westbourne): Suggestions of people to
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invite for Mary's party. 3 November.
5 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /85A was formerly
unnumbered.
NC1/20/1/86-92

1914 letters

1914

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1914.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/86: (from Westbourne): Birth of Neville and Anne's
son Frank and about their delight; Dorothy's
excitement about her new brother. 22 January.
/87: (from Westbourne): Thanks for birthday letters
and about how he 'still regard[s] my birthdays with
grave dissatisfaction but that is because I am at
perhaps the happiest time of my life and it all
seems sometimes too good to last'; Frank getting
better; Dorothy; Joseph's investments; American
Income Tax. 22 March.
/88: (from Westbourne): Financial matters including
about investments; Frank to be christened
tomorrow; Dorothy; Mary's eyes; arrangements for
Mary's return. 20 April.
/89: (from Westbourne): Neville being unable to
meet Mary on her return. 4 May.
/90: (from Craigellachie Hotel, Craigellachie,
Banffshire): A demonstration to be held; holiday in
Scotland including about fishing. 28 May.
/91: (from Westbourne): Forwards cheque for £400.
29 November.
/92: (from Westbourne): Thanks for gift;
postponement of visits to see sisters and Mary; the
children's activities. 28 December.
7 items
Access: Open
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NC1/20/1/93-99

1915 letters

1915

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain dated 1915. A letter from Neville to
Mrs Endicott [Mary's mother] is also included.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/93: (from Westbourne): Anne having a 'trying time'
visiting war widows; Jim [Anne's brother] expected
back in the trenches soon; Mrs Gough's improved
health; Neville being 'very busy for the
Gov[ernmen]t are making very big demands on all
my businesses' but finds 'it is difficult to see where
recruits are to from here for every able bodied man
in wanted in the Works'. 18 March.
/94: (from Westbourne): Anne being at Winchester;
the children including about Dorothy's 'wild
excitement over a new doll'. 31 March.
/95: (from Westbourne): Garden pots; Jim being
wounded in the arm during action in the war; says 'I
don't see how the USA are to keep out of the war
after the last horrible outrage' but he 'still hope[s]
that some way may be found for it seems to be that
their entrance on the scene could not possibly help
and would probably harm us by checking the
supply of munitions'. 9 May.
/96: (from Westbourne): Accepts offer for Neville
and Anne to keep some garden pots; some items
formerly belonging to Joseph taken by Neville;
Jim's severe injury to his arm in action although
Anne is relieved that he is out of danger for a long
time [by being in hospital]; Anne having been
helping and comforting war widows including some
of her own friends; Anne's anxiety about Jim;
Anne's sister to be married; fears that Mrs Studd
[Anne Chamberlain's mother] will find preparing for
the wedding too tiring; thoughts about possibility of
America entering the war; visit to opening of the
Beale memorial collection of birds; Mrs Endicott's
illness and about Mary being unable to visit her
during the war; Neville's disgust at German
outrages. 13 May.
/97: (from Westbourne): Thanks for present of
Joseph's former despatch box which he says he
and Anne will 'prize it among our most precious
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possessions'; thanks Mary for her letter and
appreciation and says 'at the moment of putting on
my armour I feel how far I am short of what
Father's son should be, but it is a great
encouragement to know that I shall have your
goodwill and good wishes' [following Neville's
appointment to become Lord Mayor of Birmingham;
the ceremony in which he took the office was to
take place the next day]. 8 November.
/98: Letter from Neville to Mrs Endicott (from
Westbourne): Thanks for her telegram on Neville's
appointment as Lord Mayor of Birmingham; Neville
having 'some misgivings as to how I shall get
through all the problems before me but I don't
worry much about them and indeed I expect to get
a lot of pleasure out of my term of office'; Anne
'throwing herself heart and soul into her new
duties'; the children. 13 November.
/99: (from Westbourne): Thanks for note and
sleeve links; Christmas presents received by the
children; Anne and Neville having been round the
hospitals to give Christmas greetings to the
patients. 26 December.
7 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/100-109

1916 letters

1916

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Chamberlain (Carnegie, after August when she
married Canon William Carnegie) dated 1916. A
letter from Anne Chamberlain, written by Neville on
her behalf, as Anne's arm was in a splint, is also
included.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/100: (from Westbourne): Death of Mrs Dexter;
Anne being worried after a bad accident to Jim who
had fallen over and broken his wounded arm and it
seems that the limb will no longer by useful; the
children. 9 January.
/101: (from Westbourne): Neville's concern about
Anne's health; Neville feeling that a weekend away
would not be a good idea; Frank's [Neville and
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Anne's son] birthday; hopes Beatrice will feel better
after going to Brighton. 23 January.
/102: (from Westbourne): The children; Anne's
speech to a meeting 'that fairly melted her
audience'; visit of Major and Mrs Crookshank for
lunch. 19 March.
/103: (from Westbourne): A bust being nearly
finished and about ceremony to be performed;
Mary to sail to the USA; Giare waistcoat to be
given to Mary to keep her safe on voyage. 26
March.
/104: (from Westbourne): Mary's forthcoming
voyage to the USA and urges her to wear the
waistcoat constantly. 2 May.
/105: Letter from Anne Chamberlain, written by
Neville on her behalf, to Mary (from Westbourne):
Change in Mary's plans and about Aunt Alice;
Anne's arm being in a splint so Neville has written
the letter for her. 11 July.
/106: (from Westbourne): Income from trust; flu;
Frank and Dorothy; visiting Mary's home at Deans
Yard. 18 October.
/107: (from Westbourne): Neville's appointment as
Director of National Service and resignation as
Lord Mayor of Birmingham; Neville's
disappointment at leaving the post of Lord Mayor of
Birmingham; Neville's worries about his new job
saying 'I know nothing [about the job] except it
entails a horrible responsibility and is full of pitfalls'.
19 December.
/108: (from Westbourne): Neville and Anne
planning to find a temporary flat in London 'while
we crystallise our plans for something more
permanent' and Neville considering Mary's offer
regarding accomodation in London. 20 December.
/108A: Letter (enclosed with /108) (from
Westbourne) to William Carnegie regarding
Neville's appointment as Director of National
Service. 20 December.
/109: (from Westbourne): Neville 'running about
Whitehall all day' regarding National Service and
his interviews with the Prime Minister; 'demand for
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a [National Service] scheme to be produced
instantaneously'; Montagu's National Service
scheme; Mary's Christmas present to Neville;
children opening presents. 25 December.
10 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /108A was formerly
unnumbered.
NC1/20/1/110-112

1917 letters

1917

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1917.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/110: (from National Service Department): Neville's
'relief to get away from London'; regret that Mary
and William could not go to Rowfant. 31 May.
/111: (from Rowfant): Neville's resignation as
Director of National Service; Neville feeling he is
unable to return to municipal politics; Neville having
broke his principle 'that no man could be a minister
without first securing an apprenticeship in the
House [of Commons]' in becoming Director of
National Service and that 'nothing would induce me
now to accept another post in the Gov[ernmen]t
(not that it is likely to be offered me) without being
in the House'; Neville's 'thorough sickening of
politics and politicians'; Neville's uncertainty about
what he is to do next. 14 August.
/112: (from Westbourne): Mary's Christmas
presents to Neville and his family; Dorothy and
Frank; lack of news about Norman Chamberlain
who was missing; Anne's health; Neville getting
nearer to an opportunity for a House of Commons
seat; Neville not 'going back' on his decision to
enter the House of Commons but expressing his
reluctance and saying 'I do not look forward to life
in the House nor do I expect to make a success
there, at my age and under the stigma of failure';
Code's conversation with Neville regarding the S.
C. U. [Street Children's Union?]. 25 December.
3 items
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Access: Open
NC1/20/1/113-115

1918 letters

1918

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1918.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/113: (from Westbourne): Response to enquiry
about Alfred Cole; various people with flu; Neville
and Anne's visit to Norfolk for a shooting party with
Donald and Bertha Hope; progress in the war;
Neville and Anne's children's nurse having left. 7
October.
/114: (from Westbourne): Neville's evidence to a
Committee; Neville's visit to stay with Mary and
William; Hilda's engagement. 31 October.
/115: (from Westbourne): Mary's Christmas
present; it being 'rather a sad Christmas tide'
following death of Beatrice and Norman; death of
James Hargreave; Christmas activities and the
children; Anne's work in the election campaign;
Neville having 'no doubts' about his success in the
election; Neville's present to Anne; Neville and
Anne taking on Beatrice's house. 25 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/116

1919 letter

1919

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Mary Carnegie
dated 27 December 1919 sent from Westbourne
regarding: Mary's gift of book 'The Compleat
Angler'; Christmas activities; Frank and Dorothy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/117-118

1921 letters

1921

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1921.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
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letters is given below:
/117: (from Hotel Villa Polita, Siracusa): An account
of Neville and Anne's holiday in Italy including
about difficulties, visit to Roman ruins, visit to Tivoli,
visit to Palermo, and the countryside. 16 October.
/118: (from Westbourne): Thanks for present of a
book; activities of children at Christmas; Ida and
Hilda's visit. [26?]December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/119-121

1922 letters

1922

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1922.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/119: (from Westbourne): Miss Paget's letter;
Sydney's wife; Joe's [son of Austen and Ivy
Chamberlain] injury to his ear was healing. 4
January.
/120: (from Westbourne): Neville's back injury and
cancellation of engagement in London as a result;
Anne going to Wales to find holiday house; Frank ill
with whooping cough; cold weather. 21 March.
/121: (from Westbourne): Thanks for Christmas
present of a book; children enjoying Christmas; Ida
and Hilda's visit. 27 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/122-126

1923 letters

1923

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1923.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/122: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Neville becoming
Minister of Health; Neville thinking he can do better
than the predecessor Minister; welcome by public
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and press into his new job; appreciation of Bonar
Law as Prime Minister and that it 'would have been
unthinkable to have taken such an office under Ll.
G. [Lloyd George]'; Hilda's letter to Anne regarding
London becoming Neville and Anne's main home
and difficulty of leaving Dorothy alone in
Birmingham when Frank goes to school. 10 March.
/123: (from House of Commons): Acceptance of
Mary's invitation. 28 May.
/124: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Arthur Andrews
and about Dreyer's vaccine not being supplied to
private medical practitioners at present; the new
American President. 3 August.
/125: (from Harrogate): Letters of congratulation
following Neville's appointment as Chancellor of the
Exchequer; 'the whole story' about Neville
becoming Chancellor of the Exchequer including
about his initial rejection of the offer of the post and
his meeting with Stanley Baldwin (Prime Minister);
Neville's holiday; Neville and Anne moving to 11
Downing Street; difficulty in Austen's position
following Neville becoming Chancellor of the
Exchequer and about one of his previous reasons
for not entering Parliament being a fear that 'it
might bring me into a difference with Austen' and
Austen's feeling that he cannot express himself
freely; Neville and Anne's visit to Harrogate. 8
September.
/126: (from Westbourne): Thanks for present of a
book; account of Christmas activities; Dorothy and
Frank; visit of Parrott and Bird; visit of Aunt Alice
and the Slade family. 26 December.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/127-132

1924 letters

1924

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1924.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/127: (from 11 Downing Street): Investments.
Marked 10 January 1924 in pencil.
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/128: (from Regina Hotel, Wengen, Switzerland):
Account of Neville, Anne and Dorothy's holiday in
Switzerland. 28 January.
/129: (from 37 Eaton Square): Birthday greetings
for Mary; Neville 'wrestling with the old enemy who
has me by the toe and has played the d_l with all
my engagements''; illness of children. 15 March.
/130: (from 37 Eaton Square): Proposed portrait of
Joseph Chamberlain for the Birmingham Unionist
Association; Neville going to mass meeting at
Shrewsbury; Neville's illness with gout and him
'having lost all faith in baths for my complaint'. 2
May.
/131: (from Westbourne): Welcoming Mary home;
Anne being 'rather washed out' and ill with a cold;
the General Election campaign including about
strain of campaign being reduced from last year,
Labour Party 'boasting very freely that they would
win Ladywood', comments on Neville's opponent
'Tom' [Oswald] Mosley, described as a 'dirty-dog',
and about speeches made during campaign; the
'Zinoviev letter'. 26 October.
/132: (from Westbourne): Mary's present of a
'delightfully humorous bird'; account of Christmas
activities; forthcoming trip to Algercias. 27
December.
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/133-134

1925 letters

1925

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1925.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/133: (from Kindnochit, Calvine, Perthshire): Neville
having written to Baldwin after receiving a telegram
from Mary about Barnes and about 'Willie's'
[William Carnegie, Mary's husband] chances of
being appointed; Neville's holiday in Scotland with
Anne, Dorothy, Frank, Ida and Hilda, including
about the house stayed in, Anne's interest in
prehistory, the children and their interests on
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holiday; Neville to go to all parts of the country to
inspect various local authorities as Minister of
Health. 6 September.
/134: (from Westbourne): Thanks for book; the
snow. 26 December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/135-139

1926 letters

1926

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1926.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/135: (from 37 Eaton Square): Enquiry into buying
port for Mary. 29 January.
/136: (from 37 Eaton Square): The 'very complete
victory for law and order [collapse of the General
Strike] but 'now...our troubles have begun!';
birthday congratulations to pass on to Mrs Endicott.
13 May.
/137: (from 37 Eaton Square): Neville's expectation
that Austen is 'worn out with anxieties and
disappointments' though Neville does not 'take a
gloomy view' - 'the stakes are too big to be
abandoned and the League [of Nations] has had a
shock which will probably render it more amenable
next time' [after Austen had gone to Geneva to
support Germany's admission to the League of
Nations Council] and about the reaction to the
matter. 18 March.
/138: (from Westbourne): Mary having returned ill
with influenza; Dorothy having recovered from
illness; it being a 'comfort to be rid of Ladywood or
at any rate of anxiety about it' [Neville moved from
the marginal constituency of Ladywood to the much
safer seat of Edgbaston] and about his successor
in Ladywood - Geoffrey Lloyd. 31 October.
/139: (from Westbourne): Thanks for book by John
Agate; says they 'have had a very green but a very
happy Christmas'. 28 December.
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5 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/140-142

1927 letters

1927

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1927.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/140: (from 37 Eaton Square): Anne's ill health; her
comment that 'she could not get away from politics'
- 'the first time I have ever heard her suggest that
she could have too much of them'; her plan to go to
the seaside. 23 March.
/141: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Letter of
condolence on the death of Mary's mother Mrs
Endicott. 21 August.
/142: (from Westbourne): Thanks for present; the
weather; the children enjoying their presents. 25
December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/143-145

1928 letters

1928

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1928.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/143: (from 37 Eaton Square): Thanks for birthday
greetings; Neville not feeling melancholy on getting
older but feels 'life was never more interesting, and
if one's enjoyment is a little less keen than in the
days of one's youth, the anxieties too are less
acute and misfortunes are taken more
philosophically'; Uncle George having been been
struck by a lorry while cycling but appears to have
not been too seriously injured. 19 March.
/144: (from Craigengillan, Dalmellington, Ayrshire):
Account of Neville, Anne and the children's holiday
in Scotland at Mrs McAdam's [friend of Anne]
house [other guests are Mr and Mrs Winn, Lady
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Blanche Coningham and an unnamed man]
including about the house they are staying at, the
other guests, fishing, shooting and walking; short
holiday with Ida and Hilda in Northumberland. 16
September.
/145: (from Westbourne): Thanks for present of
book; the children enjoying their presents; Mary
going to Malaga. 25 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/146-147

1929 letters

1929

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1929.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/146: (from 37 Eaton Square): Letter of condolence
on the death of Mary's uncle Augustus; Neville's
memories of Augustus; thanks for Mary's good
wishes and congratulations; Neville feeling 'it is an
awful thought that everything may be completely
changed in a few weeks' [with the impending
General Election, on 30 May] and feels that 'in any
case I suppose I shall no longer be Minister of
Health but I am sanguine of victory with a working
majority and that case I expect S. B. [Stanley
Baldwin] will have something for me to do'. 6 May.
/147: (from Westbourne): The General Election
results in which the Conservative and Unionist
Party failed to retain their majority - 'things turned
out much worse than we expected and we must
write down 1929 as one of the Black Years
politically speaking'; Austen thinking of only
continuing as MP for this Parliament and did not
seem badly troubled at the prospect of being in
Opposition for his last term in Parliament; Neville's
thoughts about the political future fearing 'first, a
short period of manoeuvering for position, then a
General Election and then a longer period of
Socialist Government' - 'that may...be a good
thing...for the country may learn what Socialism
means' - 'but by that time I may very likely have
ceased to take interest in public affairs'; the 'shock
to have one's whole outlook on life completely
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changed in 24 hours'. 1 June.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/148

1930 letter

1930

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Mary Carnegie
dated 18 July 1930 (sent from 37 Eaton Square Neville and Anne's house in London).
The letter regrets that he cannot dine with Mary on
the 23rd; and regards the Conservative and
Unionist Party's 'very good day on Wednesday' in
which they 'fully succeeded in our object of tieing
the Government down in the matter of protection
and food taxes'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/149-153

1931 letters

1931

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1931.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/149: (from 37 Eaton Square): Mrs Alington and
about the shortage of money at Conservative and
Unionist Central Office; Neville 'having a rather
hectic time of it, and I expect it will be worse before
I am done with it'; 'prospects ought to be brilliant,
but, unhappily, that is the last description that I can
apply to them whilst the internal condition of our
Party is so distressingly unsatisfactory'. 26
February.
/150: (from 37 Eaton Square): Mary's and Anne's
health; the Conservative Party 'having a parrot of a
time with our leader while you have been away'. 18
March.
/151: (from 37 Eaton Square): Forwards cheque for
his share of a silver wedding anniversary gift. 30
July.
/152: (from 37 Eaton Square): Thanks for gift of
Sevres dish; paragraph in 'The Times' about
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Highbury [Joseph Chamberlain's former house in
Birmingham] which is incorrect; Neville's
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer; the
Cabinet being 'not constituted quite as I should
have liked it but it is not too bad and I hope we
shall manage to work harmoniously together'. 5
November.
/153: (from 37 Eaton Square): Thanks for cheque
which is 'most welcome' as he says 'my financial
affairs have been giving me a good deal of anxiety'.
16 December.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/154-161

1932 letters

1932

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1932.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/154: (from Westbourne): Thanks for Christmas
present of a book; wishes Mary a 'Happy New
Year' although 'it sounds almost sardonic in
present circumstances'; Neville being 'very
distressed to hear...that...you were not enamoured
of the scheme to revive the Highbury rooms' as
Neville feels 'it will mean much to many visitors to
stand in the room where Father spent so much of
his life...'. 3 January.
/155: (from 37 Eaton Square): Neville's forthcoming
statement on the Import Duties Bill; Garvin having
'failed us again' with delays to the biography of
Joseph Chamberlain and he has been sent an
'ultimatum'; thanks for Mary's comments and says 'I
don't want to cow publicly but I am very pleased
with what I have got'. 27 January.
/156: (from 37 Eaton Square): Neville being 'so
surrounded with congratulations (from the King to
my tailor!)' [about the Import Duties Bill] and about
himself being very pleased; Samuel [in opposing
the Import Duties Bill] having made Neville's
position 'very difficult' but 'has helped to pull our
people together'. 6 February.
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/157: (from Westbourne): Thanks for birthday
greetings - says 'everything has gone so well this
year that I feel as if some catastrophe must be
impending to make up for it - or I should do, if I
were superstitious'; feels 'extraordinarily fortunate';
says his 'relations with the P. M...grow more
confidential every day!'; expectation to go to
Ottawa for the forthcoming Imperial Eonomic
Conference. 19 March.
/158: (from 7 Valley Drive, Harrogate): Neville's
holiday being 'bust up again' [due to his illness with
gout]; him being absent in the midst of the Finance
Bill [with Neville being Chancellor of the
Exchequer] being 'really more opportune than it
seemed' as 'all the major issues had been already
decided and it only remained to stone wall a series
of rather futile amendments'; Neville's stay in
Harrogate for treatment at the baths. 29 May.
/159: (on board RMS Empress of Britain, off
Cherbourg): Neville's departure [for the Imperial
Economic Conference at Ottawa]; him being 'very
happy in being able to leave behind...two such
successes as the Conversion [of the war loan to
the USA] and Lausanne [conference on First World
War reparations]'; the Lausanne conference having
been 'a source of anxiety up to the very last
moment' and about it having taught him much
about Europe; Neville having had 'the infinite
gratification of confounding Ll[oyd] G[eorge]' [in the
debate on the Lausanne Conference]; his anxiety
about the Imperial Economic Conference fearing
that 'so much has been said and written about what
it may or should accomplish that I fear
disappointment is inevitable' and that 'the
Dominions are likely to be very exacting' but hopes
they may be able to 'lay down some general lines
of cooperation, set up some permanent machinery
to keep it going, and bring back a limited number of
positive advantages for our traders'; him being 'not
quite happy about the gout' [having recently
suffered from serious attacks of gout]; feels it was
'hard parting with my family...but apart from the
expense I doubt if Annie could have stood the heat
and strain of Ottawa...'. 13 July.
/160: (from Brocket Hall, Lemsford, Welwyn
Garden City, Hertfordshire): Recent international
talks with it having 'been an anxious business
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during these last few weeks' with Neville feeling
Britain has done nothing to regret 'and though it is
difficult to see how we are to arrive at a satisfactory
conclusion with such incongruous terms I don't
despair of getting home with patience and good
temper'; him being pleased with volume one [of
Garvin's biography of Joseph Chamberlain]. 17
December.
/161: (from Westbourne): Thanks for books; Anne
being ill with influenza and is away from home;
worry about Frank who has an injured knee and
may need an operation. 26 December.
8 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/162

1933 letter

1933

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Mary Carnegie
dated 26 December 1933.
The letter thanks Mary for her Christmas present of
a book; regards their 'very nice Christmas' with the
family; regards the Highbury library [library at
Joseph Chamberlain's former house in
Birmingham, which was to be opened as a
memorial room to Joseph Chamberlain. See
NC5/5] with a list of items already obtained for the
room and items to be given by Austen, Ida and
Hilda, and Neville.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/163-165

1934 letters

1934

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1934.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/163: (from Treasury Chambers, Whitehall,
London): Birthday greetings for Mary; hopes she is
spared from worries about 'Willie's' [William
Carnegie, her husband] health, her own eyesight,
or 'the vararies of American dollars'. 14 March.
/164: (from 37 Eaton Square): Neville having been
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awarded an honorary degree at Cambridge; about
Garvin and his biography of Joseph Chamberlain;
the reception in the American press of the latest
note being largely 'much better than...anticipated'.
11 June.
/165: (from Westbourne): Thanks for Christmas
present; their 'very happy Christmas Day'. 26
December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/166-169

1935 letters

1935

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1935.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/166: (from 37 Eaton Square): Accepts some books
offered by Mary; says that 'it will be difficult to meet,
for this is going to be a very hard-worked Session
[of the House of Commons]'. 11 February.
/167: (from 37 Eaton Square): Thanks for birthday
greetings; agrees 'these are difficult days and one
cannot see far ahead' - 'but what a commentary on
the recent vote of censure'. 18 March.
/168: (from Westbourne): Public meetings held as
part of Neville's election campaign having been
successful. 14 November.
/169: (from Westbourne): Thanks for present of
book; regrets that Mary is ill; visit of the Parrots on
Christmas Eve. 26 December.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/170-173

1936 letters

1936

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1936.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
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/170: (from Westbourne): Thanks for present [for
Neville and Anne's 25th wedding anniversary] of a
beaker and for her share in a family present; ode
given by the children. 5 January.
/171: (from 11 Downing Street): Neville's speech
[opposing the continuation of sanctions against
Italy] having 'fluttered the dovecots'; says the 'Mail'
is 'quite wrong in supposing that Anthony Eden and
I are at cross purposes in this matter' and that he
does not know of any member of the Cabinet who
disagrees with him; Garvin having said that he can
now work on the last volume of his biography of
Joseph Chamberlain [which had been long
delayed]; Anne reporting 'everything O.K. and the
event might, I suppose, now happen any time'
[presumably refers to Dorothy's pregnancy]. 15
June.
/172: (from 11 Downing Street): Serious problems
at Hoskins and Son which has been making
'considerable losses' and has not paid a dividend to
the ordinary shareholders for five years; the
problems at Hoskins having thrown Neville and
Austen's own finances 'into considerable disorder';
an investigation having been carried out by the
accountants at Neville's request which found that
'the management under Mr Hall had been allowed
to get into a very lax condition'; problem in finding a
new manager with Neville and Austen not having
the time to find someone; warns Mary that her
dividends are not to be relied upon in the future. 10
July.
/173: (from 11 Downing Street): Responds to
Mary's enquiry about King Edward VIII coins;
abandonment of weekend shooting trip with Ernest
[Debenham] [husband of Neville's cousin, Cecily]
due to 'a difference of opinion with my dentist'. 17
December.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/174-181

1937 letters

1937

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1937.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
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letters is given below:
/174: (from 11 Downing Street): Frock coat found;
feels that 'on the whole and considering the
difficulties I think Birley has done very well'
[regarding portrait of Joseph Chamberlain by
Oswald Birley?]. 29 January.
/175: (from 11 Downing Street): Thanks for
portraits; Neville feeling 'just a little solemn on this
last day of my Chancellorship, and somewhat
conscious of the many troubles which...are in
waiting for me' though feels in 'good health and
good spirits, and not without confidence in my
ability to discharge my task' [refers to his
appointment as Prime Minister, to take place the
next day]. 27 May.
/176: (from 11 Downing Street): Neville having had
'a great success yesterday over a rather thorny
obstacle' - 'it has improved my position instead of
injuring it and my mind is at ease'. 2 June.
/177: (from 11 Downing Street): Welcomes Mary
back to Britain after her trip to the USA to see her
family; Neville having heard of change of American
public opinion towards Britain. 8-19 September.
/178: (from 11 Downing Street): Says that he will
pass on Mary's comments on Mr De Burgh to his
secretary who deals with ecclesiastical matters. 29
September.
/179: (from 11 Downing Street): Forwards copy of
Neville's foreword to the German edition of
Austen's books 'Down The Years' and 'Politics
From The Inside' and requests her comments on
these. 4 October.
/180: (from 11 Downing Street): Inability to come
for lunch with Mary; his recent meeting with Sir C.
Petrie and about Petrie's book about the '3
Chamberlains' and biography of Walter Long; the
Anglo American announcement being 'good and
particularly opportune'; 'times are indeed difficult
and puzzling' - 'but the horizon looks a little better
than it did'. 21 November.
/181: (from Chequers): Thanks for presents; a
'delightful' Christmas; visit to Whipsnade. 27
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December.
8 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/182-187

1938 letters

1938

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1938.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/182-183: (from Westbourne): Dinner with Dorothy
and Stephen; Mary's stay in Rome; Neville's time
being mostly taken up with foreign affairs; news of
Hitler's 'fresh purge and I don't know yet what that
may portend' - 'but up to then the prospects of
German conversations did not look too bad and I
hope therefore that the trouble is really internal,
though from our point of view I don't think the
exchange of Mr Neurath for Ribbentrop [as
German Ambassador to Britain] is an
improvement'; difficulties to get over for
conversations with Germany 'but I believe we have
now surmounted them and I am very hopeful that
we may be able to enter upon the preliminaries
next week in what looks like a favourable
atmosphere'; Chequers; works carried out at
Downing Street; Anne's constituency party;
luncheon given to Neville by the Midland Union [of
Conservative and Unionist Associations]. A
transcript of parts of the letter is also included. 6
February.
/184: (from 11 Downing Street): Forwards Mary a
photograph (not included). 1 April.
/185: (from 10 Downing Street): Enquiries made
about Major and Mrs Jackson; pleasure at seeing
Olga. 1 June.
/186: (from Chequers): Appreciation of Mary's
telegrams, postcards and letters sent recently;
hopes he will 'never again have to go through such
an agonising experience' as the Munich Crisis 'and
I refused to give up hope until the first shot had
been fired it did look as though hour by hour certain
and inevitable war was closing in upon us';
reflection 'that if Anthony Eden had had his way I
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could never have made my appeal to Mussolini, he
would never have intervened to persuade Hitler to
accept negotiation and many a man who is happily
living with his family today would be dead or
mutilated'; the tributes being received 'such as no
man and woman can ever have received before';
feels 'we have avoided the catastrophe which so
nearly overwhelmed us and when I think cooly I
find it difficult to believe that another crisis could
arise so acute and dangerous within at any rate a
considerable period' but feels 'that of course is not
enough' - 'what I want is a restoration of confidence
that would allow us all to stop arming and get back
to the work of making our world a better place to
live in'; the opposition to Neville's foreign policy
including New Statesman article and Lloyd
George's broadcast to USA; Dorothy being better
after strained muscle. 5 November.
/187: (from 10 Downing Street): Acknowledge
receipt of the Kaross. 19 December.
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/188-196

1939 letters

1939

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1939.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/188: (from 10 Downing Street): Press cuttings from
Mary bearing out her 'statement that the
information about Europe given to the American
public is far fuller than it used to be'; memorandum
sent by Mary; Neville going off tomorrow [for his
visit to see Mussolini in Rome] 'with a good deal of
trepidation and doubt as to the possibility of
bringing off any tangible result' but feels he is right
to go. 9 January.
/189: (from 10 Downing Street): Thanks for
photograph (not included). 23 March.
/190: (from 10 Downing Street): Neville to say
some words about 'Willie' [William Carnegie, Mary's
late husband] at a ceremony; return from holiday. 5
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June.
/191: (from 10 Downing Street): Concern about
lack of progress by Garvin in his writing of a
biography of Joseph Chamberlain. 14 June.
/192: (from 10 Downing Street): Him being glad
that Mary has written to Garvin about biography of
Joseph; George Gardner having died; 'what an
intolerable world we live in where there is no peace
of mind for more than a week at a time'. 18 June.
/193: (from 10 Downing Street): Mary having not
heard anything from Garvin which Neville says is
because 'he seems to be spending so much time in
telling the Prime Minister how to construct his
Cabinet that I suspect he has little leisure for
writing Lives'; Neville being unable to confirm
summer plans 'as it looks as if Danzig might boil up
again in August'. 11 July.
/194: (from 10 Downing Street): Garvin making no
progress with biography of Joseph 'since Garvin is
of the opinion that the world cannot spare his
services till it has been decided whether there shall
be war or peace' and so Neville feels they must
'grin and bear it' but as he does 'not believe that the
question of war or peace will be settled in October,
I think we shall probably all be mouldering in our
graves before the Life [biography of Joseph] is
finished'; Neville being unable to dine out with
Mary. 25 July.
/195: (from 10 Downing Street): Thanks for present
[a piece of Chinese porcelain]. 18 November.
/196: (from Chequers): Thanks for book 'Laughing
Diplomat' and Christmas wishes; looks forward to
seeing Mary. 26 December.
9 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/1/197-202

1940 letters

1940

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Mary E.
Carnegie dated 1940.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
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/197: (from 10 Downing Street): Thanks for birthday
wishes and book; House of Commons debate last
night - 'it was a severe test to have both to open
and wind up the debate...but at any rate they can't
say I have begun to dodder yet'. 20 March.
/198: (from 10 Downing Street): [the Norway
Debate which led to Neville's resignation as Prime
Minister] having been 'a mortal blow, for I could not
have carried on a war in face of such opposition at
home'; says he 'would much rather have gone out
altogether [rather than staying in the Government
as Lord President of the Council], but I felt that it
was my duty to set an example of unity'; his
unhappiness that 'the Labour Party are still
wrangling over personalities...and I have 'no
confidence that the new administration will be more
effective than the last' - 'indeed I know they can't
be, so my heart is very heavy'. 11 May.
/199: (from 11 Downing Street): Gift of two
American ambulances from Mary's family; believes
'that the sympathy and confidence in our ultimate
victory has been growing in America'; says 'do not
trouble about such creatures as Aneurin Bevan' 'he is not a man who carries any weight in the
House of Commons'. 26 July.
/200: (from Highfield Park): Neville's surgeon
saying he 'is more than satisfied' and that Neville is
'500% ahead of the average patient'; Neville still
suffering 'a lot of minor miseries and discomforts'
but tries 'to keep an open mind about the future'; air
raid warnings; says 'the 'deal' with U.S.A. is first
rate and Winston has handled it admirably'; Duff
Cooper's letter saying 'you were never more
needed in the Cabinet than you are today'; book
being read. 23 August.
/201: (from Highfield Park): Churchill having urged
Neville to not return until fit; it being very peaceful
at Highfield Park compared with London;
excursions to Silchester, Emersley and Selborne. 4
September.
/202: (from Highfield Park): Neville's offer of
resignation which was initially rejected by Churchill;
Kingsley Wood's visit to inform Neville about
Churchill's proposed Cabinet changes in order to
distract attention from the 'Dakar fiasco' and about
the acceptance soon after of Neville's resignation
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as part of these Cabinet changes; the decision of
Churchill to accept Neville's resignation being 'a
relief as my troubles have multiplied upon me with
teeth, cold, sickness and other minor miseries';
doubts that he will ever be 'fit again to do the work
of a Cabinet Minister' though feels it 'conceivable
that after a lengthy period of complete rest and
freedom from worry...I could return to regular work';
plans to get rid of Westbourne and find a new
permanent house in the country; feels 'I have a
good deal to bear, but my cross is not as heavy as
Father's and I hope I may not have to wait so long
as he to be relieved of it'. 1 October.
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/2

Letters from Mary Carnegie to Neville Chamberlain

1906-1940

Letters from Mary E. Chamberlain (later Carnegie
from 1916, following her marriage to Canon William
Carnegie) to Neville Chamberlain.
The letters relate to a wide variety of topics
including family and personal news; Neville,
Joseph and Austen's political careers; foreign
affairs, including during the period leading up to the
Second World War; various other political matters;
and Neville's resignation as Prime Minister and
declining health in 1940.
The much greater number of letters in the
collection from Neville to Mary, many of which refer
to letters not in this collection which were received
from Mary, appears to suggest that this only a
small selection of the letters which Mary wrote to
Neville, and the others were not kept.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/1: Hilda Chamberlain; Mary, Joseph and Austen's
visit to Torquay; Austen's health; various people
wishing to see Joseph; [Arthur] Balfour's
conversation with Joseph Chamberlain and about
Mary and Joseph differing with Balfour on the
'lesson of the Election' [following the defeat of the
Unionist Party in the January 1906 General
Election]; Balfour not changing his position
regarding tariff reform and Mary and Joseph's
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disappointment at this; Mary's suggestion that 'the
best solution' is for [Walter] Long to become
Unionist Party leader; Joseph Chamberlain. 4
February 1906.
/2: Neville's holiday; the weather; the garden; a
'succession of visitors at Highbury'; Mary and
Joseph's party; music; Granville Bantock becoming
Professor of Music; an honorary degree ceremony
at University of Birmingham and about Sir Oliver
Lodge's speeches; visit of Lord Rayleigh, [Arthur]
Balfour and Mr Carnegie; Lord Strathcona and his
daughter's visit; visit of Fanny and Morton Prince to
Highbury; visit for lunch by Walter Long and Mr
[Cochrane?] and their praise of Austen; the
Unionist Party's success in the election at
Bermondsey; Ivy's illness with shingles; Austen and
Ivy's planned holiday to Italy. 29 October 1909.
/3: Investments; Joseph continuing in politics and
worries about Joseph and Mary's finances and
economies required; Uncle George Dexter going
abroad; Mr Higginson's Mining Lands Trust being
considered 'a treasure trove'. 20 April 1910.
/4: Present for Anne [following her engagement to
marry Neville]; Austen and Ivy returning to
Highbury; Neville and Anne going to meeting in
Coventry and about a chaperon for Anne; Mary's
visit to see Mrs Studd [mother of Anne] and her
family and about Mrs Studd's estrangement from
her eldest son. 25 November 1910.
/5: Neville and Anne's wedding; Joseph's attacks of
gout. 9 January 1911.
/6: Birthday greetings for Neville; appreciation of
Neville's marriage to Anne; Joseph's health; Mary
and Joseph's holiday in their villa at Cannes,
France including about visits of Aunt Alice, Uncle
Walter and Mrs Barton. 15 March 1911.
/7: Mary and Joseph's finances and disappointment
at making only limited economies, garden costs,
and depreciation of Joseph's investments;
congratulations on success of Hoskins; Uncle
Walter's visit to stay with Mary and Joseph at
Cannes; Dorothy (Neville and Anne's daughter). 29
March 1912.
/8: Joseph deciding to not stand at the next
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General Election; Joseph wishing to keep his
decision private for the moment; Joseph wishing
Austen to take over his seat in the House of
Commons. 5 March 1913.
/9: Congratulations on the birth of Frank (Neville
and Anne's son); Joseph recovering from fatigue of
journey; Fanny Mason; visit of Lottie and Sybil. 24
January 1914.

/10: Neville and Anne taking pots; Anne's brother
being safe and hoping that his arms will be saved;
Mary Studd's [half sister of Anne Chamberlain]
engagement [to Michael Palairet]. The end of the
letter is missing. 11 May 1915.
/11: Unveiling of bust of Joseph in [Westminster?]
Abbey; invitation for Neville and Anne to visit;
Mary's planned voyage to America despite dangers
of travelling during the war; Neville and Anne's
children being kept indoors due to the weather;
Neville having 'won [his] way over [his] various
schemes'. 24 March 1916.
/12: Neville's appointment as Director of National
Service; removal of most furniture from house at
Prince's Gardens and Mary offering to lend the
house to Neville and Anne. 19 December 1916.
/13: Neville's resignation as Director of National
Service and about him having been placed in a
'intolerable' position; Mary's suggestion that Neville
should enter of the House of Commons soon and
that he should take Jesse Collings seat; her
suggestion that Neville cannot return to municipal
politics; her suggestion that Neville needs a
holiday; Mary and William's holiday in Newquay,
Cornwall. 10 August 1917.
/14: Lack of news about Neville following Ida and
Hilda having moved permanently to Odiham; Anne
undergoing treatment; Frank and Dorothy; Neville's
speech in Birmingham; Neville attempting to
become a candidate for a seat in the House of
Commons; Neville declining a knighthood; Austen
visiting Mary and William; Austen attempting to
take a house at East Grinstead; Mary's mother in
America; visit of South African officers to lunch and
young Americans from the Embassy to dinner with
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Mary and William; Neville seeing Mr Code. 30
December [1917] (the year has been annotated to
the letter in pencil).
/15: Mary presenting the Chancellor's robes to the
University of Birmingham; Malcolm Peabody's visit
and his family's war work; Neville being taken for
military service; Neville and Anne's holiday. 26 July
1918.
/16: Neville becoming Chancellor of the Exchequer
and Mary's pleasure at Neville's rapid career
advancement; Neville's work as Minister of Health;
her relief at McKenna not becoming Chancellor of
the Exchequer suggesting he would have
'jeopardized our relations with the Dominions';
Neville and Anne's house at 37 Eaton Square;
Mary and William's visit to America to see Mary's
family. 12 September 1923.
/17: Neville leaving the Ministry of Health and him
becoming Chancellor of the Exchequer; her lack of
surprise that Neville had been given the post; her
feeling that Joseph Chamberlain would have been
very pleased with Neville's achievements and
position in Parliament; the difficulty about the
position with Austen and feels that in the past 'the
fear of your running up against one another if you
entered Parliament helped to hold you back' - 'too
much so in a way'; her feeling that the differences
and difficulties between Austen and Neville are
exaggerated by both of them and urges Neville 'to
talk to him as freely and openly and as often as you
can'; foreign affairs; her being 'eager to know what
is on foot' regarding tariff reform; her visit to the
USA which she was returning from, and about her
family in America; the new American President;
Lloyd George having 'a tremendous reception' in
New York and elsewhere in the USA and Canada;
Bonar Law's death; return voyage to Britain. 31
October-2 November 1923.
/18-19: A proposed portrait of Joseph to be hung at
Birmingham Unionist Association and about her
reluctance for Joseph's portrait at the Carlton Club
to be copied; Neville's attack of gout. A copy of
Neville Chamberlain's letter dated 30 April 1924
regarding the proposed portrait of Joseph at the
Birmingham Unionist Association is also included.
1 May 1924.
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/20: Mary to be returning to England that morning;
her stay in the USA to see her mother and other
relatives having been 'an untold joy'; her mother's
sprained ankle having recovered; her uncle
Augustus having recovered; Dorothy's illness with
scarlet fever. 19 October 1926.
/21: Birthday greetings for Neville; appreciation of
tulips; forthcoming dinner with Neville, and possibly
Hilda. 17 March 1928.
/22: Birthday greetings; her feeling that 'it has been
a wonderful year...so far as your work is concerned
and for that to come'; her pride in Neville's
achievements. 17 March 1929.
/23: Forwarding some old letters to Neville which
were then to be sent to Mr Garvin [for his biography
of Joseph Chamberlain]; about how it has been
'most trying and aggravating' regarding the
biography 'but after all what matters is that the Life
should contain the real history of his part in public
affairs'. 26 June 1929.
/24: Birthday greetings for Neville; financial matters
including about super-tax and a trust. 18 March
1930.
/25: William having been 'much perturbed and
'miserable' over our difficulties here and is
correspondingly relieved' [regarding election?];
Mary's visit to the House of Commons 'full of
sympathy and the supplication that wise counsels
would prevail and your difficult task by made as
easy as circumstances would allow'; pony carriage.
10 November 1931.
/26: Says that she 'simply must [underlined] be
there' when Neville introduces his Tariff Bill [Import
Duties Bill] and asks when it is to be introduced as
she may have to cancel a tea party; says she 'need
not tell you how much I feel about your part in a
policy which was so near to your Father's heart'. 27
January 1932.
/27: Expresses her pride [after Neville had
introduced the Import Duties Bill] and feels that 'it
was a wonderful day' and that 'at last to have the
policy for which he [Joseph Chamberlain]
practically laid down his life brought forward...was a
hope to which I have clung through long years of
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expectation and disappointment'; and about Sir
Herbert Samuel's speech. 5 February 1932.
/28: Birthday greetings; thanks for flowers; her
gladness that Neville is to go to Ottawa. 18 March
1932.
/29: Disappointment at having not seen Neville; the
Lausanne Conference [on reparations] and about
the relations Neville had established with Herriot
and experience gained of Europe which she feels
will lay foundations for future dealings; the Ottawa
Conference; it seeming 'evident that real progress
has been made' in agreements between Britain
and Canada; invites Neville to dinner on his return
before she departs for America; her and Willie
looking forward to their visit to America; letters
received from the family. 12 August 1932.
/30: Thanks for flower and birthday greeting;
birthday greetings for Neville; Mary's stay in Paris.
17 March 1933.
/31: Thanks for flower and birthday greeting; fears
that Neville's birthday will be 'a somewhat impious
day with all the new alarums and excursions which
Germany is indulging in as a preliminary to
peaceful conversations' [following Germany's
violation of the Treaty of Versailles by the
introduction of conscription, shortly before Simon
and Eden were due to meet with Hitler]. 17 March
1935.
/32: Present sent to Neville and Anne for their silver
wedding anniversary - a German beaker which
belonged to Joseph; her appreciation of Neville and
Anne's marriage of 25 years. 3 January 1936.
/33: The Birmingham Celebrations; Albert Hall
meeting. 12 July 1936.
/34: Appreciation of a press cutting of Mr and Mrs
Roosevelt; Mary feeling she is unlikely to be able to
come to Birmingham tomorrow; says 'what a
spectacle the Opposition made of itself in the
House of Commons!' - 'really they are pretty
intolerable'. 24 July 1936.
/35: A letter received from Fanny Mason; prints to
be sent to Neville; the 'infinite satisfaction' she feels
in Neville having become Prime Minister. 25 May
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1937.
/36: Account of Mary's stay in Beverly,
Massachusetts with Fanny Mason; the interest paid
in Neville as Prime Minister in the USA and feels
that various American newspapers have taken
'more notice of English affairs and in a more
sympathetic vein that I have ever known and on all
sides both in the press and outside there is great
recognition of England's steadiness and grit and
admiration for the way in which the country has met
its difficulties and overcome them'; Neville's speech
at the Albert Hall; feels that Neville's letter to
Mussolini was 'a masterstroke'; her pleasure at the
'success Mr Eden made in the House when he
faced the Socialist ranks'; her feeling that 'if the
situation [in Spain] can be saved I have every belief
that it will be done'; her visit to 'her beloved farm'
having brought back memories; Louise being
'wonderful in her acceptance of her loneliness' and
is kept busy by her many responsibilities; Fanny
Prince being better but still very frail and about her
happiness at Neville being Prime Minister; Neville
having had to abandon his plan to go abroad. 4
August 1937.
/37: Memorandum by Mary Carnegie regarding her
meeting and dinner with Samuel Reber [2nd
Secretary at the American Embassy in Rome] in
which Reber commented that 'the atmosphere in
Rome has changed very much for the worse',
about the dislike and fear of Germany in Italy, his
belief that 'Mussolini wants to be friends and
follows Hitler reluctantly, but cannot avoid doing
so'; and also about talk with Count Moro at a tea
with the Queen of Spain who commented on the
Nationalists loss of support for Britain since foreign
troops were withdrawn, his fear of Spain being
'driven into the arms of Italy and Germany', and
about him having 'spoke of the tragedy, in his view,
of the combination of Lord Baldwin's inaction and
his Foreign Secretary's attitude' and felt that 'if only
Mr Chamberlain had been Prime Minister three
years sooner we should have been saved much
that has happened in Europe'. 4 January 1938.
/38: Her and Ivy's stay in Rome; lunch at the Golf
Club; the 'dovecots are all of a flutter this morning
over the new of the changes in the German
Foreign Office' and people are concerned about
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the German Ambassador to Italy who is to be
replaced; book 'I Know These Dictators' by G.
Ward Price; Lawrence; Cothi Peabody having had
a major operation. A photograph of Ivy
Chamberlain meeting Mussolini in January 1938 is
also included, with note by Mary on reverse. 5
February 1938.
/39: Thanks for birthday present; wishes Neville a
happy birthday; feels that Neville on Monday in the
House of Commons 'dealt with the situation with
great discretion...'; wishes to see Neville; is glad
that the 'Austrian affair [Germany's annexation of
Austria] has not interrupted the conversations
between Ciano and Lord Perth'; telegram from
Cothy and Fannie Peabody who have gone to
Bermuda; letter from Fanny Prince expressing
gratitude for Neville's letter and about her being 'a
good English propogandist [sic.] for she sends
accurate accounts of what goes on here...'; death
of Louise's brother. 17 March 1938.
/40: Her delight at the talks with Italy; the French
visit having been 'even more of a success than one
expected'. 1 May 1938.
/41: Her sympathy and admiration for Neville's
'untiring effort to preserve Peace'; the hurricane in
the USA; her having 'made no plans - still hoping
that madman may be placated - but if the worst
comes I shall cut short my visit' [Mary was visiting
her relatives in the USA]. 27 September 1938.
/42: Congratulations on the Munich Agreement;
church service attended by Mary in the USA on the
day that the agreement had been announced; the
response of the American press and public towards
the agreement; her satisfaction about Neville's
reference to President Roosevelt in his speech;
feels it was an 'inspiration' to involve Mussolini in
the agreement; her having decided to continue her
stay to be with Louise; her appreciation of Anne
during the crisis; about the relatives seen on her
visit to the USA; hopes that Anne's granddaughter,
named after Anne, flourishes; the West Indian
hurricane which 'swept through' New England. 10
October 1938.
/43: Thanks for birthday greetings; her birthday
greetings to Neville; regrets that 'a new decade
begins for you with a new load of anxiety on your
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shoulders' and says 'what a mad world it is with
such a lunatic loose in it!' [referring to Hitler]; her
thoughts being with Neville for his [Birmingham]
Town Hall meeting. 17 March 1939.
/44: Portrait of Sir George Downing given to Neville
by Mary as birthday present; Professor Merriman
planning to come to England to lecture;
congratulates Neville on his speech. A letter from
Roger B. Merriman to Mary is also included
regarding him sending a photograph of the portrait
of Sir George Downing to go to Neville. 18 March
1939.
/45: Garvin being 'the limit' [over his delays to
completion of his biography of Joseph
Chamberlain' and about Mary's attempts to
encourage him to complete it; appreciation of
Neville's 'happy references to Willie's [William
Carnegie, Mary's late husband] work and character
at the unveiling of the Tablet'; her cousin George
Gardner having died; 'it is too much to have the
Japanese playing the Axis and dangerous in the
extreme'. 6 June 1939.
/46: Dinner with Garvin and about discussion with
him about completion of the biography of Joseph
Chamberlain, with Garvin explaining that he has
not had time to finish it due to him being busy with
his work as editor of 'The Observer', and release of
papers which are no longer needed. 4 July 1939.
/47: Her talk with Garvin about completion of
biography of Joseph Chamberlain; her stay with Ida
and Hilda at Odiham; feels that Neville is 'steadily
gaining ground in the country and that the effects of
your policy abroad are being tacitly if not openly
acknowledged'; hopes that Neville will be able to go
to Scotland; her wishing to go to the USA but does
not want to be away if another serious crisis
occurred and so is waiting to see what happens;
her plans to visit family members in Britain; hopes
for a chance to dine with Neville. 24 July 1939.
/48: Support for Neville in 'this anxious and tense
week'; her having finished her visits to family
members in Britain; says she 'still hopes a rift will
open in the clouds...but whatever comes you will
know...that by your action you have given the
necessary time and we can look forward with
confidence in our strength'; praise by General
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Franklin at Catterick. 25 August 1939.
/49: Delight about Neville keeping the Cistern; the
reliance placed upon Neville 'as people realize
more and more that the stupendous effort you
made for Peace has been transferred to the
resolution to break down the system which has
enslaved so much of Europe...'; visit from Colonel
Miles [American Military Attaché] who commented
on 'the growing feeling in favour of the Allies in
America' and gave his thoughts about the
President; is glad that Neville's gout is better;
comments on 'what gangsters these Germans are'.
21 November 1939.
/50: Congratulations on Neville's speech at the
Mansion House; feels that Neville carries within
him 'the qualities which will lead us to victory'. 9
January 1940.
/51: Her pride in Neville following broadcast in
which he announced his resignation as Prime
Minister; Hitler's last aggression being 'a menace
which seems to sum up all the others'. 10 May
1940.
/52: Thanks for tulips sent for her birthday; birthday
greetings for Neville and her hopes that Neville's
next birthday will be 'under happier circumstances'.
17 March 1940.
/53: The two ambulances to be given by Mary's
family in America to Britain; Dorothy Thompson's
broadcast; her lunch with Anne; her visit to
Odiham; her trusting 'that miserable campaign
[against Neville] in the gutter press is subsiding'. A
transcript of telegrams and letters relating to the
ambulances is also included. 23 July 1940.
/54: Sympathy for Neville's illness; her delight that
Neville is pleased with the idea of going to Highfield
[Park]; hopes to see James [Dorothy and Stephen
Lloyd's son] and Anne before they get much
bigger; her American family hoping to send a third
ambulance to England. 4 August 1940.
/55: Neville's recovery; air raids; speech by
Winston [Churchill] in the House of Commons and
about her being pleased with arrangements with
the USA on defence of the Panama Canal
mentioned in the speech; suggests Neville makes
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an arrangement to keep Highfield as somewhere
he can go back to at the weekend. 7 September
1940.
/56: Sympathy for Neville on his resignation as
Prime Minister; expresses her pride in Neville's
achievements; suggests that he 'must not close
doors and windows' and should retain his seat in
Parliament; says he must give himself 'up to taking
everything as easily' as he can; is glad that Neville
is trying to arrange to stay on at Highfield;
Commander Stamford's positive comments about
Neville; her plans to visit May Slade and (Francis?);
her being sad that 'the family mansion' 11 Downing
Street will no longer be available; sympathy of
Katharine Loring. 3 October 1940.
/57: Her delight at good accounts of Neville's
convalescence from his operation; her stay with
Anne at 11 Downing Street. Not dated [1940].
/58: Her being glad at reports of Neville's recovery;
hopes that he will keep away until he has had at
least three weeks in the country; feels that the RAF
[Royal Air Force] 'have done wonders'; the fight in
Ivy's neighbourhood; the weather; Winston
Churchill's speech in the House of Commons and
about her being pleased at the Joint Defence
Board with Canada. 20 August 1940.
/59: Hopes that Neville is picking up strength; the
'wonderful' weather; her gladness about Neville
being in the country and says he must have time to
recuperate; the air raids and about her and her
family keeping amused with limericks; her having
been to see film 'Convoy'; letter from Fanny Mason
who is in Walpole and reports of people adopting
English children during the war. 29 August 1940.
62 items
Access: Open
Notes: The second page of NC1/20/2/23 has been
placed after NC1/20/2/24 in the fascicule.
NC1/20/2a

Letters from Mary Carnegie to Dorothy Lloyd

1944-1955

Letters from Mary Endicott Carnegie to Dorothy
Lloyd.
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A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/1: Thanks for letter and gift; Stephen Lloyd
seeming better; Dorothy's confidential news;
hoping that Hilda Chamberlain will be able to have
her family visit her; stringing of pearls; Joe's work;
Frank going to Palestine. 16 March 1944.
/2: Dorothy buying a car. 3 May 1948.
/3: Transfer of shares to Dorothy from an annuity
which Joseph Chamberlain gave to Mary. 28 May
1948.
/4: Arrangements for dinner; Mary's visit to America
and about seeing her family there; death of Mary's
head housemaid and new housemaid; her pleasure
about University Library plans [about deposit of
Chamberlain Papers at University of Birmingham
Library]. 4 November 1955.
4 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: NC1/20/2a/1-3 appear to have
been deposited by Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in
September 1987.
NC1/20/3

Letters from Mary Carnegie to Anne Chamberlain

1911-1940

Letters from Mary Endicott Carnegie to Anne
Chamberlain.
A summary of the principal topics of each of the
letters is given below:
/1: Congratulations on Neville's speech introduing
the Import Duties Bill. 5 February 1932.
/2: Neville having 'won' in agreement with Canada;
hopes to have dinner with Neville and Anne on
Neville's return from Canada before Mary leaves
for the USA. 22 August 1932.
/3: Thanks for Treasury seats; Mary [referring to
the funeral of the King] being 'still under the spell of
the majesty of it all and the human touch of the
reverent homage of a nation'. 28 January 1936.
/4: Her support for Anne and Neville during the
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Munich Crisis; congratulations on the birth of
Dorothy's daughter; Mary's stay in the USA with
her relations. 18 September 1938.
/5: Her support for Anne and Neville following
Neville's broadcast announcing the start of the war.
3 September 1939.
/6: Thanks for duck; hopes 'that Neville got a let up
after what must have been a trying week!'; tributes
to Neville by Mr Johnson of the American
Embassy; Mary feeling there 'is a growing
appreciation of his [Neville's] personal qualities as
well as his statesmanship'. 8 January 1940.
/7-8: Gives details of the various guests who visited
Highbury [Joseph and Mary Chamberlain's former
house in Birmingham] in response to Anne's
enquiry; Mary's feelings about her times at
Highbury with Joseph Chamberlain. A transcript of
part of this letter is also included. 13 February
1940.
/9: Expresses sympathy to Anne on Neville's
resignation as Prime Minister and expresses her
pride in him; admiration for Neville's broadcast. 10
May 1940.
/10: 'A wonderful and charming letter' received by
Neville [from the King and Queen?]; feels that the
years of Neville's premiership 'will stand out in
golden letters when the history of them comes to
be written'. A copy of a telegram of support from
Fanny P. Mason is also included. 20 May 1940.
/11: The recent service in Westminster Abbey;
Casper's return home [in the Dunkirk evacuation];
Mick being 'a tonic'; Frank having been moved and
now commands Birmingham men; Dorothy's stay in
Odiham. 29 May 1940.
/12: Neville and Anne's plan having gone
successfully [about them going to Highfield Park?];
hopes that Neville and Anne are resting. 14 August
1940.
/13: A letter of support for Anne and Neville; urges
her to ensure that Neville stays away from London
next week; her having been 'very quiet so far as
seeing people is concerned'. 22 August 1940.
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/14: Neville's health; Mary having urged Neville to
take another week to recover; the air raids in
London. 31 August 1940.
/15: Mary being ill with 'a slight chill'; St Margaret's
Church having been damaged in the air raids; Ivy
having decided to give up 24 Egerton Terrace and
have already moved - which was fortunate as the
house had been struck by an incendiary bomb and
Ivy and Joe [Ivy's son] could have been killed;
Mary's sympathy for Neville; hopes that better night
arrangements are made for Neville and Anne while
in London; a bomb having struck between the
House of Lords and Westminster Abbey and about
the damage done to St Margaret's. 27 September
1940.
/16: Response to Anne's enquiry about something
to give Frank while he is serving in the army; Mary
being busy with work; wartime telephone problems;
hopes that Neville is beginning to feel less tired and
is getting sleep; it being 'a real blessing' that Neville
had missed 'the terrific onslaught during the past
ten days, for Whitehall...came in for some of the
work of it'. 19 October 1940.
/17: Frank's service in the army; the attack in
Odiham where people had been machine-gunned
in the street; Pen having been transferred to the
RNVR with rank of Commander. 23 October 1940.
/18: Condolence for the death of Neville. 15
November 1940.
/19: Birmingham Town Hall meeting;
announcement of Royal courts on 24 and 25 May;
Mary, Joseph, Ida and Hilda's Easter family party at
Joseph and Mary's villa at Cannes, France; hoping
that Anne and Neville could come to visit them at
Cannes; the garden at Cannes; Austen's holiday. 2
April 1911.
/20: Congratulations on Anne's pregnancy;
Neville's illness with gout and suggestion that
'baths are the only thing for this'; Neville and Anne
setting up their new house 'Westbourne'; Royal
court on 25 May to be attended by Anne and Mary
(and Joseph and Neville?); invitation for Neville to
meet Mary and Joseph at Calais. 13 May 1911.
/21: Dorothy (Neville and Anne's baby daughter);
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Mary and Joseph's holiday at their villa in Cannes;
visit of Bonar Law and Balfour to Cannes; Balfour's
conversation asking when Neville was coming into
national politics; Neville's speech; invitation to use
a horse at Highbury; Diane [Austen and Ivy's
daughter]. 13 February 1912.
/22: Thanks for birthday greetings; Dorothy
including about her weight being thought to be too
low. 15 March 1912.
/23: Account of Dorothy's stay at Highbury and how
the family enjoyed her stay; Joseph's health. 5
August 1912.
/24: Anne and Neville coming to stay with Mary and
Joseph for Easter; Mary, Joseph, Ida and Hilda's
activities at the villa in Cannes. 27 January 1913.
/25: Plants; Joseph and Mary's pleasure at Anne
and Neville's visit. 28 March 1913.
/26: Frank [Neville and Anne's baby son]; Anne's
convalescence; the weather; Mary and Joseph's
life at their Cannes villa; Mary's cold; decorating of
villa; visit of Mary's cousin Miss Mason. 1 February
1914.
/27: Congratulations on Anne's pregnancy; Mary
enjoying the summer at Cannes; Mary's health
improving. 26 May 1913.
/28: Frank; Anne's health improving; present of
pillow and a jacket which Mary knitted for Frank;
invitation for Anne and Neville to visit at Easter;
Mary and Joseph's lack of visitors coming this
Spring. 22 February 1914.
/29: Thanks for gift; Anne's grandmother's death;
'the chaos which reigns at Prince's Gardens'
following move to the house; visit of Lillian and
Enid. 8 December 1914.
/30: Mary seeing Anne and Neville on Tuesday;
Neville becoming Lord Mayor of Birmingham. 7
November 1915.
/31: Mary's forthcoming visit to see Anne and
Neville at Birmingham; her appreciation of Anne's
work as Lady Mayoress of Birmingham and her
public speaking abilities; Mary's feeling 'that
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Birmingham has come into its own again' following
Neville becoming Lord Mayor of Birmingham. 7
February 1916.
/32: Neville becoming Lord Mayor of Birmingham;
visit of Bishop of Oxford and Canon Carnegie;
about churches and clergymen in Birmingham; Mr
and Mrs Stephen Graham coming to dinner;
Diane's [daughter of Austen and Ivy] operation. 16
February 1916.
/33: Hastening of formal announcement of Mary's
engagement to Canon William Carnegie; Mary and
Canon Carnegie's forthcoming visit to see Anne
and Neville. 9 July 1916.
/34: Congratulations on Neville becoming Director
General of National Service; Christmas. 19
December 1916.
/35: Zeppelin raids in London; Mary and William's
visit to see the Bishop of Oxford; Anne's visit to
Scotland; illness of Frank with whooping cough and
having to separate the children as a result; hope
that the Birmingham Bordesley seat in the House
of Commons is vacated for Neville; the war. 1
October 1917.
/36: Invitation to come to dinner to meet her cousin
Olga; Louise's [one of Mary's relatives?] visit to
New York; photograph from Madeira; Conservative
and Unionist Party loss of Fulham West byelection. 7 April 1938.
/37: Thanks for grouse; hoping for 'some little let
up' for Neville; Neville's voice in his broadcast;
Mary's support of Neville following the declaration
of war with Germany; telegrams and letters of
support for Neville from family members. 8
September 1939.
37 items
Access: Open
NC1/20/4

Miscellaneous letters to Mary Chamberlain
Letters to Mary Endicott Carnegie from Anne
Chamberlain and others.

[early-mid
20th
century]

The file contains the following items:
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/1: Letter from F. Morton Prince's writing paper to
'Dearest Little Woman' forwarding a letter (appears
to be /2); regarding Morton being in touch with
prominent men in Harvard Business School; and
regarding article in the 'Sat[urday] Evening Post'.
The letter has very shaky handwriting. Not dated
[1900s-1950s].
/2: Letter written on Morton P. Prince's writing
paper to mother regarding a talk with Herbert
Ellerston who said that Mr Chamberlain was looked
at in England the same way that Americans speak
of Teddy Roosevelt and 'was always considered
the friend of the English working man'; and a
suggestion that the Saturday Evening Post is the
best place for Neville to put his views in favour of
an Anglo-American understanding and that
Ellerston could act as an intermediary. A typescript
note of unknown authorship in French is also
included which is inserted within quotation marks
and this states that opposition and hostility to
Chamberlain's policy is unimportant from the point
of view of public opinion and that he will go down in
history as 'le great old man' whose courageous and
brave initiatives have made possible the very
clever initiatives of George Bonnet and Mussolini..
Not dated [1930s-1940].
/3: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Mary
regarding words of Mr [Joseph] Chamberlain not
being forgotten. 9 February (year not given).
/4: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Mary thanking
her for an Easter greeting; regarding Neville having
gone fishing with the Forbes and Anne going to
Stowell Hill at Templecombe, Somerset to see her
old friend (Minnie?) McCreery. 24 April 1938 (year
annotated in pencil).
/5: Note from Anne Chamberlain to Mary, thanking
Mary for going to Westminster Abbey on Anne's
behalf. 5 September 1939 (date annotated in
pencil).
/6: Letter from Lillian Cole to Mary regarding Neville
and Anne's engagement. 10 November [1910].
6 items
Access: Open
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Language: EnglishFrench
NC1/20/5

Postcards for Dorothy Chamberlain from Ellen
Endicott

[early 20th
century]

Postcards from 'Great Grandma' [Ellen Endicott] to
Dorothy Chamberlain.
Ellen Endicott was the mother of Mary E. Carnegie.
The file contains the following items:
/1-1A: Postcard thanking Dorothy for sending a
card. The envelope is postmarked 17 January
1918.
/2: Postcard of flag of the USA and regarding the
ties between them. Not dated.
2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Mr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1987.
NC1/21

Letters and other items relating to Neville
Chamberlain and Anne Cole engagement and
wedding

1910-1911

Letters received by Neville Chamberlain and Anne
Cole following the announcement of their
engagement to marry on 8 November 1910, and
their wedding on 5 January 1911 at St Paul's
Church, Knightsbridge, London. Some other items
relating to the wedding are also included: press
cuttings, marriage certificate, wedding invitation
and a pressed flower.
The letters are mainly letters of congratulation on
the engagement from family and friends. Some
letters relating to wedding presents are also
included.
Some other letters relating to the engagement and
wedding are included in NC7/11/4.
The file contains letters from the following
correspondents:
/1: Lina [Caroline] James [Neville's aunt],
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Baskerville House, Court Oak Road, Harborne.
/2: Clara Ryland [Neville's aunt], Baskerville House,
Harborne.
/3: Lina James.
/4: William Scott [a note states he was coachman
at Princes Gardens], 15 Princes Gate Mews.
/5: Ann Green [a note states she was a housemaid
for many years], 6 Kelly Road, Canning Town,
London.
/6: Alice Beale [née Kenrick, Neville's aunt], Maple
Bank, Church Road, Edgbaston.
/7: W. Byng Kenrick [Neville's cousin], Metchley
House, Somerset Road, Edgbaston.
/8: Beatrice Chamberlain [Neville's sister], New
Haven.
/9: Mary Kenrick [Neville's aunt], The Grove,
Harborne.
/10: Arthur Chamberlain [Neville's uncle], Moor
Green Hall, Birmingham.
/11: Kate Bird [former nursemaid to Neville], 47
Laburnum Road, Bournville, near Birmingham.
/12: Mary E. Chamberlain [wife of Joseph
Chamberlain], Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham,
invitation for Anne to visit Highbury, dated 4
November - shortly before the engagement.
/13: Telegram from Neville Chamberlain to Miss
Cole, dated 5 November, agreeing to her proposal
and hoping that she is coming on that day.
/14: Visiting card with note in Mary E.
Chamberlain's hand 'with Mr Chamberlain's love
and welcome to Birmingham'.
/15: J. Chamberlain (dictated, in Ida's hand),
Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham.
/16: Mary E. Chamberlain.
/17: Hilda Chamberlain, Highbury, Moor Green,
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Birmingham.
/18: Ida Chamberlain, Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham.
/19: Mary E. Chamberlain, regarding her hoping to
see Anne's mother.
/20: Louise Endicott [wife of William C. Endicott
junior, Mary E. Chamberlain's brother], 163
Marlborough Street, Boston, Massachusetts, USA.
/21: Hilda Chamberlain.
/22: Beatrice Chamberlain, New Haven,
Connecticut, USA.
/23: Ivy Chamberlain, 9 Egerton Place, London.
/24: Alice Beale [née Kenrick, Neville's aunt],
Bryntirion, Dolgelly.
/25: J. R. Dunlop Smith [Smith, James Robert
Dunlop (1858-1921) Lieutenant Colonel, friend of
Neville], 25 Ovington Square, London.
/26: Agnes M. Chamberlain [Neville's aunt],
Pendock Grove, Cobham, Surrey.
/27: A. C. M [Anne Celestine Maxwell, formerly
Cole, née Burke, Anne's grandmother], 11 R.
Terrace.
/28: Wedding invitation, printed.
/29: Marriage certificate.
/30: Pressed myrtle flower from Anne
Chamberlain's wedding bouquet.
/31: Mary E. Chamberlain, regarding gift of ring
from Mary's uncle Mr Peabody.
/32: L. S. C. [Lillian Cole, formerly Chamberlain],
West Woodhay House, Newbury, Berkshire.
/33: 'your own loving mother' [Mary Studd, formerly
Cole, née de Vere, Anne's mother], 86 Sloane
Street, London.
/34: A. C. Maxwell, 11 Rontrevor Terrace,
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/35: Anne Ritchie [Ritchie, Anne Isabella (18371919), novelist and biographer], 109 St George's
Square, London.
/36: Jim [Anne's brother], The Citadel, Cairo.
/37: Enid [Chamberlain, daughter of Herbert
Chamberlain and Lillian Chamberlain], West
Woodhay House, Newbury, Berkshire.
/38: Jessie D. Cole [Anne's aunt], Dawn House,
Winchester.
/39: R. Jermyn Cooper [friend of Anne?)]
Fylingdales V.
/40: Howard [a young relative of Anne], War Office,
Whitehall, London.
/41: Caroline Dobson, West Woodhay, near
Newbury, Berkshire
/42: H. L. Mackworth, The Priory, Caerleon,
Monmouthshire.
/43: M. Brown, The Green, West Woodhay.
/44: Front page of 'The Daily Graphic' with
photograph of the wedding.
/44A: Press cutting of article regarding the
wedding.
45 items
Access: Open
NC1/22

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his family
during his trip to India

1904-1905

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Ida, Hilda,
Beatrice, Joseph and Austen Chamberlain during
his trip to India.
The letters give a detailed account of his trip
including about the places he visited, the people he
met, including various Indian princes, colonial
officials, and army officers, and his experiences
and activities on the trip. He was accompanied on
part of the trip by his cousin Byng Kenrick.
See also NC1/20/1/47-49 for letters to Mary from
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India and his return voyage dated 4 and 29
January and 17 March 1905; NC2/6-7 for Neville
Chamberlain's journals of the trip; NC17/2/2 for
photographs; and C9/52 for slides relating to his
trip.
The following is a summary of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/1: to Ida (from RMS Umrah): Voyage through the
Red Sea; visit to Naples including about attempt to
find Rolfe and visit to museum; arrival at Port Said
where Neville had a severe attack of gout; journey
through the Suez Canal and down the Gulf of
Suez; Neville having remained incognito on the
ship for a while but has now been identified; the
passengers met on the ship including Sir R. and
Lady Tangye and Mrs Holden (of Tasmania);
arrival at Colombo; the intense heat; photographs
taken; the trees and flowers; food eaten; Neville
having 'bought a slave' Thomas Appu. 5-15
November 1904.
/2: to Hilda (from Queens Hotel, Kandy, Ceylon
[now Sri Lanka]): Neville's daily activities; visit to
Newera Ellija; the scenery; train journey; Neville's
stay at the Hill Club and about the Secretary there;
visit to Botanical Gardens, tea factory and walk up
Mount Pidurutalagala; wildlife. The end of the letter
is missing. 19 November 1904.
/3: to Beatrice (from SS Palitana in the Rangoon
River en route for Calcutta): Voyage from Ceylon
[now Sri Lanka] to Rangoon; him meeting up with
Byng [Kenrick]; journey in Burma and return to
Rangoon; Byng having been to visit Mr Lacey in
Rangoon; visit to the Shwé Dagon Pagoda in
Rangoon; about the people of Burma; activities in
Rangoon; elephants used for work in the teak
yards; lunch with the Lieutenant Governor in
Rangoon; train journey to Mandalay; the
landscape; birds and other wildlife; stay in
Mandalay including about the Fort and palace of
the late King Theebaw; train journey and boat
journey up the Irrawaddy; visit to Bhamon; funeral
rituals observed; some people in Burma feeling it
suffers from her connection with India and 'talk
rather absurdly about Burma as being India's 'milch
cow' and want 'Burma for the Burmese' ' - 'but
these are chiefly officials who want money for their
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particular district and the press'. 8 December 1904.
/4: to Hilda (from Raipur): Snipe shooting
expedition with Stephenson the P. S. [Private
Secretary] and Rennie the A. D. C. [Aide-deCamp]; a large crowd having come to greet Neville,
Stephenson and Rennie at Oolobaria; a
paperchase seen in Calcutta; train journey to
Darjeeling accompanied by Byng; the landscape;
stay in Darjeeling; stay in Raipur where he went
snipe shooting and butterfly hunting; Dunlop
Smith's request for Neville to 'spare him a 'good
long time' '; Thomas having been dismissed as
servant and has now employed someone named
Abdul. 20 December 1904.
/5: to Hilda (from Raipur): Visit to Dumtury; stay at
the D.C.'s [District Commissioner] Christmas camp
including about Lowrie the Forest Officer and a
shooting trip; a 'sort of durbar' held by Alan at
which he spoke on the merits of quinine and
vaccination; visit to Budbagohn; Alan having shown
Neville his work as District Commissioner in India;
shooting; journey to Palwari; visit to Sunjherri. 29
December 1904.
/6: to Ida (from Katui Junction, then Agra): Stay at
the Christmas camp at Guttersilly with Alan, Byng,
Lowrie, Davison and others including about
shooting trip, ; talk with Alan about his work;
journey returning to Raipur; Alan's popularity as D.
C.; stay in Benares including about visit to the
Maharajah's palace. 30 December 1904-3 January
[1905].
/7: to Beatrice (from Delhi): Visit to Taj Mahal; visit
to palaces in Delhi; Neville meeting man named
Wilton attached to the Tibet mission [Wilton, Sir
Ernest Colville Collins (1870-1952) diplomat]; visit
to tomb of Akbar; Dunlop Smith [Smith, James
Robert Dunlop (1858-1921) Lieutenant Colonel]
trying to persuade Neville to stay three weeks in
Patiala; visit to Pearl Mosque, audience hall, the
Zenana, and other buildings in the area; visit to Old
Delhi; the fall of Port Arthur; decision to send home
anything he buys after he had a sapphire stolen. 910 January 1905.
/8: to Joseph (from Patiala): About Neville being in
an island of British territory and about the Sikh
Government of the state of Patiala and its history;
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the extravagant former Maharaja of Patiala; Dunlop
Smith having been appointed as agent for the
Phulkian states with headquarters in Patiala;
reforms in Patiala; a parade having been organized
for Neville by Dunlop Smith and about the troops
he saw; about the Rajah of Fesidkot who was a
'completely reformed character'; story about the
former Nawab of Bahawalpur and the mistreatment
of the present Nawab by the former Nawab's
queen; Neville coming to the opinion that Curzon
[Curzon, George Nathaniel (1859-1925) 1st
Marquess Curzon, statesman] 'is a great Viceroy'
even though 'the majority of people perhaps dislike
him intensely almost always giving as their reason
some childish gossip about his bad manners but
the best men I have met have been without
exception his devoted admirers'; fiscal reform
having 'not come home to people as practical
politics'. 15 January 1905.
/9: to Austen (from Nabha, then Patiala): Death of
Ethel; Dunlop Smith's kindness to Neville on the
visit; visit to Baháwalpur with Dunlop Smith and his
assistant Coldstream [Coldstream, Sir John (18771954) administrator in India]; a scheme for the
damming of the Sutlej river and for building a canal;
stay at the Nur Mahal palace; meeting with the
Nawab of Bahawalpur; a shooting trip near
Khanpur with three Deputy Commissioners,
General Walter Kitchener and his ADC [aide-decamp]; Walter Kitchener's comments on time
wasted on manoeuvres, about Ian Hamilton and
how he feels the army should be commanded; stay
at the palace at Nabha; Neville's meeting with the
Rajah of Nabha, Sir Hira Singh; another shooting
trip at Nabha with Coldstream, the Commander in
Chief and Prime Minister of Nabha; return to
Patiala; Lord Selbourne's 'great scheme'; the War
Office's army reforms. 23-24 January 1905.
/10: to Ida (from Rawalpindi): Visit to Amritsar
including about visit to Golden Temple, the streets
and shops; stay with Mr Mitchell of Spedding and
Co. building contractors; visit to tombs of Ranjeet
Singh and Emperor Jahangir; visit to Lahore
including a mosque; stay in Rawalpindi with Roos
Keppel [Keppel, Sir George Olof Roos- (1866–
1921), army officer and administrator in India]; the
death of Ethel. See NC/1/22/15 for the end of this
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letter. 4-8 February 1905.
/11: to Hilda (from Agra, then Jaipur): Visit to the
Khyber with Roos Keppel, who was agent for the
independent territory in that area, and the
Commandant, Bickford; visit to fort at Landi Kotal
where Neville met Muspratt, who commanded the
fort; trips into the countryside including plain of
Jellalabad; visit to Peshawar; hunting trip with Roos
Keppel; story about a Russian officer at the frontier;
visit to Agra staying at guest house of the
Maharajah; about the Maharajah's schemes for
improving his state; visit to fortress of Gwalior; stay
in Jaipur with Colonel Pearse [spelled 'Pears' in the
next letter]. 12-16 February 1905.
/12: to Beatrice (from Mount Abu, then Udaipur):
Joseph Chamberlain's speech; people's admiration
for Younghusband regarding Tibet; visit to Amber
with Colonel Paterson; Neville meeting the
Maharaja of Jaipur; stay in Ajmere including visit to
tomb of a Muslim saint, the Jain temple and Mayo
College; dinners with Waddington [Principal of
Mayo College]; trip to Abu and the Dilwara temples;
stay in Udaipur. 20-22 February 1905.
/13: to Ida (on board S. S. Macedonia on return
voyage to Britain): Visit to Udaipur; wildlife; visit to
Chitorgarh; visit to Ellora; visit to Bombay; Hall's
letter 'a wail of anguish and despair' with
'everything...going wrong'; the voyage home. 5-11
March 1905.
/14: part of letter [from Ceylon (now Sri Lanka)]:
plants, wildlife and scenery; visit to Kandy; visit to
Botanical Gardens at Peradiniya; return to
Colombo; Neville supposing that it was not worth
risking war to demand more from Russia but feels
the result of the negotiations were not altogether
satisfactory to Britain; photographs taken by
Neville; the people in the area. ?-21 November
/15: part of letter (this is the end of NC1/22/10): the
death of Ethel and difficulty of being away from
home at this time. [8 February 1905].
14 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
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Stephen Lloyd in July 1970.
NC1/23

Correspondence with and relating to Dorothy
Chamberlain (later Lloyd) and Frank Chamberlain

1915-1955

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his children
Dorothy and Frank; letters from Dorothy and Frank
to Neville and Anne Chamberlain; and letters from
Neville, Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to Miss E. M.
Leamon [nurse to Dorothy and Frank].
The letters are primarily of a personal and family
nature, but some also include references to
Neville's political work including foreign affairs in
the 1930s and the Second World War.
95 items
Access: Open
NC1/23/1-12

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Frank
Chamberlain

1918-1939

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Frank
Chamberlain. A letter and a photocopy of a letter to
both Frank and Dorothy are also included. See also
NC1/23/33A, 35, 40-43 for other letters to both
Frank and Dorothy, and see also NC1/23B,
NC1/26/271 for other letters from Neville to Frank
Chamberlain.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the principal topics:
/1: Letter to Dorothy and Frank regarding a robins
nest. 13 May 1918.
/2: Photocopy of letter to Frank and Dorothy
containing a poem illustrated with sketch drawings
which Neville had written to his children. 6 August
1918.
/3: Photocopy of letter to Frank illustrated with
sketches relating to Neville's holiday in Scotland.
13 August 1918.
/4: Letter regarding Frank leaving school. 4 April
1927.
/5: Letter regarding Frank's forthcoming trip to
Scotland, and Neville's forthcoming trip to Africa.
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10 December 1929.
/6: Letter regarding Frank's 32 mile walking tour;
Frank's visit to Germany and about his progress in
learning German; Neville wishing to 'know what the
ordinary middle class German...thinks about the
future of his country' - 'does he place any trust in a
mountebank like Hitler?', 'or does he pin his faith to
Brüning'; the lack of difference in practice between
Hitler and Brüning over reparations 'but of course if
a man [referring to Hitler] says he won't (not can't)
carry out his side of a treaty, he destroys all
confidence in any promises or agreements he
makes', 'we have got just the same trouble with De
Valera'; Neville wanting to know of the average
German's thoughts on their current condition and
how things can be improved; him reading Plunket
Greene's book regarding fishing; his fishing holiday
on the Frome. 19-20 May 1932.
/7: The garden; Weber having commented on
Frank's progress in learning German; Neville feelng
he has 'got rid of the gout at last'; Mr Wood's illness
with gouty eczema which has almost prevented
him from going fishing; Neville going soon to the
International Conference at Lausanne regarding
reparations/war debts and has become 'quite
hopeful' and about the problems caused by the
USA Congress not wishing to cancel the debts;
Von Papen not being liked as Chancellor of
Germany but that 'we have considerable
confidence in the new foreign minister, Baron von
Neurath'; Neville having asked for issues of 'Game
and Gun' to be sent to Frank. 12 June 1932.
/8: Neville hoping that Frank has found a pleasant
family for the end of his stay in Germany; Neville's
visit to the Imperial Economic Conference at
Ottawa, Canada for which he feels 'hopeful
that...we shall have fixed up agreements which will
ultimately mean a great increase of trade for the U.
K.'; a fishing expedition while in Canada; dinner
parties and concert attended in Canada. 1 August
1932.
/9: Frank's anxiety about his forthcoming
examination; Frank's knee injury; Neville's concern
about the glass windscreen of Frank's car and
offers to help pay for cost of triplex glass; Mr
Wood's letter about Robin's health improving;
Neville's fishing trip on the Test; Dorothy being
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hostess for luncheon part to Mr and Mrs Guthrie
[Canadian Minister of Justice]. 10 May 1933.
/10: Austen's death giving details of the
circumstances; tributes to Austen in the House of
Commons. 17 March 1937.
/11: Frank having missed the Dartmouths; Neville
and Anne's holiday at Lochmore, Lairg, Scotland
including about fishing; 17 August 1937.
/12: Frank's talk with Dr Thomas and Neville's
suggestion he should talk with Frank about the
matter. 16 March 1939.
12 items
Access: Open
NC1/23/13-17

Letters from Frank to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain

1939-1940

Letters from Frank Chamberlain to Neville and
Anne Chamberlain, or just addressed to Neville.
The letters were all written during Frank's service in
the 191 Anti-Aircraft Battery of the Royal Artillery
during the Second World War, and include some
information on this service in the army.
See also NC1/26/215 for a childhood letter from
Frank to Anne.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the principal topics:
/13: Frank having moved into his section and about
the current place where he is stationed [Hill Top
Farm, Uplands, Handsworth, an anti-aircraft gun
site] and about his experiences serving in the army.
17 October 1939.
/14: About Frank's service in the 191 A. A. [Anti
Aircraft] Battery R. A [Royal Artillery]. at Langley
Road, Merry Hill, Wolverhampton; gardening;
Dorothy's operation. 5 April 1940.
/15: Neville going into hospital for an operation; his
service in the Anti Aircraft Battery; . 27 July 1940.
/16: Neville's resignation from the Government and
about his illness; things being in 'turmoil' in the anti
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aircraft battery 'with orders issued and cancelled at
regular intervals' and about them leaving their
current site [at Oaklands Recreation Ground,
Yardley] to go to Devon. 5 October 1940.
/17: Frank's recent visit to see Neville; the antiaircraft battery moving to a new site; Neville's
illness. See NC1/23/32 for a transcript of this letter.
21 October 1940.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/23/18-22

Letters from Dorothy to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain

[19381940]

Letters from Dorothy Lloyd to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain. The letters mainly relate to personal
and family matters.
See also: NC1/15/4/28 and NC1/26/215 for other
childhoods letter from Dorothy to Anne.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the principal topics:
/18: Letter to Neville and Anne Chamberlain
thanking them for presents; thanking them for a
cheque but suggesting they might be too generous;
and regarding Dorothy and her family's Christmas.
26 December 1939.
/18 (also numbered): Letter to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain regarding the war; books read by
Dorothy; Dorothy and Stephen Lloyd's river walk;
Dorothy's stay in hospital; and other matters. 20
May 1940.
/19: Letter to Neville Chamberlain expressing her
pride in him during the Munich Crisis. 28
September 1938.
/20: Letter to Neville Chamberlain hoping he is
better; expressing her gladness at 'the cheering
bulletin on the wireless; and other matters. 4
August (annotated '1940' in pencil).
/21: Letter to Neville Chamberlain appearing to
relate to his recovery after an operation; and
regarding Dorothy's family. [1940]
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/22: Letter to Neville Chamberlain following his
resignation as Lord President of the Council
relating to his health and recovery. 2 October
[1940].
6 items
Access: Open
NC1/23/23-27

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Miss Leamon

1928-1936

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Miss E. M.
Leamon, who was nurse to Neville and Anne's
children for a number of years.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the principal topics:
/23: Neville's appreciation of Miss Leamon for her
care of the children. 13 August 1928.
/24: Thanks for Miss Leamon's letter of
congratulations on the 'wonderful [General
Election] victory'; and regarding roses to be sent for
Miss Leamon's garden. 31 October 1931.
/25: Disappointment at the election results [the
Labour Party had won the General Election] though
feels 'in the long run it may prove to be the best
thing for the country' as he feels a period of Labour
Government would 'combat these delusions' that all
the people's 'troubles come from a Capitalist
Government' though says it is another matter of
whether he retains his 'interest in politics or health
and strength for office'. 18 June 1929.
/26: Thanks for birthday greetings and flowers. 18
March 1934.
/27: Thanks for Miss Leamon's note and regarding
James [Dorothy's son]. 21 June 1936.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/23/28-30

Letters from Ida Chamberlain to Miss Leamon

1938-1940

Letters from Ida Chamberlain to Miss E. M.
Leamon, who was nurse to Neville and Anne's
children for a number of years.
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The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the principal topics:
/28: Pride in Neville following his visit to meet
Hitler; Dorothy and Frank. 20 September 1938.
/29: Pride in Neville after the Munich Agreement. 4
October 1938.
/30: Death of Neville; Miss Leamon coming to
Highfield. 16 November 1940.
3 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Mr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in January 1984.
NC1/23/31

Letters from Hilda Chamberlain to Miss Leamon

1955

Letter from Hilda Chamberlain to Miss E. M.
Leamon, who was nurse to Neville and Anne's
children for a number of years. Christmas 1955.
The letter relates to Hilda putting Neville's letters in
order, her appreciation of Miss Leamon's work in
caring for the children and suggests the way they
have developed is due to Miss Leamon.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Mr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in January 1984.
NC1/23/32

Letter from Frank to Neville Chamberlain

[1940]

Transcript of letter from Frank Chamberlain to
Neville Chamberlain. 21 October.
A letter sent while Frank was serving in the army in
appreciation of his father, and regarding Frank
being about to 'set sail' to be deployed elsewhere
in the army. See NC1/23/17 for the original letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/23/33-81A

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Dorothy
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Chamberlain
Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his daughter,
Dorothy Chamberlain [later Lloyd], and some
letters addressed to both Dorothy and her brother
Frank.
Many of the letters principally relate to personal
and family matters including about Neville's
holidays and his hobbies. There are also however
some letters which refer to his political work
including about foreign affairs, the Second World
War and his resignation as Prime Minister.
Some letters are included written to Dorothy and
Frank as young children, several of which contain
little cartoons or drawings by Neville to illustrate his
letters and humour his children. One letter gives an
illustrated humorous poem written by Neville to
entertain the children.
See also NC1/23/1 for another letter to both
Dorothy and Frank.
The following is a list of the letters with a summary
of some of the principal topics:
/33: Letter to Dorothy as a young child regarding:
Dorothy learning to cook; Neville's shooting trip and
about a fox. 24 October 1915.
/33A: Letter (illustrated) to Frank and Dorothy
which gives a comic poem by Neville to his young
children. 6 August 1918.
/34: Letter (illustrated) to Dorothy as a young child
regarding: fairies; Dorothy's walk to a waterfall; a
cow. 18 August 1918.
/35: Letter (illustrated) to Dorothy and Frank 'my
two Scaramouches' giving an account of Neville
and Anne's holiday in France. 4 April 1920.
/36: Letter (illustrated) to Dorothy as a young child
referring to Neville's fishing trip to Scotland and
about dogs. 30 March 1921.
/37: Letter (illustrated) to Dorothy as a young child
regarding Neville's fishing and shooting holiday in
Scotland. The letter has been illustrated by Neville.
2 September 1921.
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/38: Letter (illustrated) to Dorothy giving an account
of Neville and Anne's holiday in Italy. 21 October
1921.
/39: Letter to Dorothy regarding: Neville and Anne's
dog having run off; Frank's box of butterflies; birds.
26 April 1922.
/40: Letter (illustrated) to Dorothy and Frank
regarding Dorothy and Frank's drive by the
Hundred House and Neville's recollections of
horses which used to drive him there; Neville and
Anne's visit to the zoo and Kew Gardens. 2 June
1922.
/41: Letter to Dorothy and Frank regarding: Neville
and Anne's voyage on the way to Canada and
about the ship; Frank learning to swim. [September
1922]
/42: Letter (illustrated) to Dorothy and Frank giving
an account of Neville and Anne's visit to Canada
mainly describing the places visited. 23 September
1922.
/43: Letter (illustrated) to Dorothy and Frank giving
an account of Neville and Anne's visit to Canada.
26 September 1922.
/44: Letter to Dorothy regarding: the garden; Neville
and Anne's dog 'Connell'; Anne going to the King's
party. 22 April 1923.
/45: Letter to Dorothy regarding: Dorothy and
others dressing up in costumes; caterpillar sent to
Frank; Neville's fishing trip in Scotland. 23 August
1923.
/46: Letter to Dorothy (in French): Dorothy is
learning the language so Neville has written in
French to give her the pleasure of correcting his
mistakes; gives account of Neville and Anne's
day's holiday to Kinver Edge, near Stourbridge,
where they discovered a grotto and saw a white
owl. 7 October 1928.
/47: Letter to Dorothy: Dorothy's holiday in Scotland
including about her hunt for the cupstone at Foss;
Mr Maxwell's articles; agreement with Dorothy's
'indignation with the Socialists who have got us all
(and me in particular) in this mess, but I doubt if
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this Gov[ernmen]t will last long and I expect an
election this year'. 2 September 1931.
/47A-48: Letter to Dorothy (with press cutting):
Neville's work at the Imperial Economic Conference
in Ottawa; Neville, Lord and Lady Hailsham and Mr
Gwynne's stay in 'the wilds of Quebec' with a
Senator; the countryside in Quebec; Enid;
preparations for a grand dinner party to the
Canadian representatives. 9 August 1932.
/49: Letter to Dorothy: Neville's holiday at Balmoral
Castle with the King and Queen, and Glassel,
Aberdeenshire including about shooting, dinner
with the Wigrams, the Queen and Duchess of York
having gone to see Mr [Arthur] Wood at Glassel,
and visit to flower show at Torphins; Dorothy's
forthcoming visit to Scotland. 3 September 1933.
/50: Letter to Dorothy: Dorothy's visit to Scotland;
Stephen [Lloyd]'s [Dorothy's husband] interest in
wild flowers; books; the garden at Westbourne
[Neville's house in Birmingham]; Neville 'growning
in spirit' over his forthcoming journey 'for I do
dislike Continental travelling'; new Okapi at the
Zoo. 3 August 1935.
/51: Letter to Dorothy. Dorothy's garden; Neville's
thoughts on Bach and Elgar, with Dorothy to attend
the 3 Choirs Festival at Worcester; Frank's letter;
acceptance of Madame Buscarlet's offer; Neville
and Anne's stay at Lympne with Mrs Gubbay
[Philip's cousin], Mrs Belloc Lowades and the
Edens; journey to France; holiday in France at
Chateau du Mortier with 'Madame' [wife of a
general, who lived at the chateau], Baron and
Baroness Moncheur, Miss Dawson-Damer, Mr
Farrer [secretary to the Salisburys], Mr Bowring
[friend of the de la Panonses] and Abhé Cornillon
[Professor of history and archaeology in a seminary
at Le Puy]; about 'Madame' running a home for
orphans and neglected children in her park. 1
September 1935.
/52: Letter to Dorothy: Neville's illness; surtax to be
paid to Inland Revenue; classical music including
Neville being 'distressed to hear that the
Birmingham orchestra was so bad'; Neville and
Anne's visit to Rackenford; Neville to let his house
at 37 Eaton Square to Colonel and Lady Mayra
Loyd; Dorothy's problem with draughts; Anne's
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lunch with the Kennets where she met Bernard
Shaw. 7 December 1935.
/53: Letter to Dorothy: Thanks for birthday prsent of
razor case; Neville's 'grim week' [following
Germany's remilitarization of the Rhineland,
breaking her treaty obligations] and about this
causing him to work long hours though thinks 'I am
released for a bit now and for the present the
Foreign Secretary [Anthony Eden] can manage
alone'; a strange animal seen by Dorothy; Stephen
having had no return of pain. 20 March 1936.
/54: Letter to Dorothy: Acceptance of Dorothy's
offer to stay with her and about his plans for his
visit to Birmingham and arrangements for his stay;
Anne's successful parties. 14 May 1936.
/55: Letter to Dorothy: Books being read; stay with
the Bingleys at Bramham Park; visit to Swinton for
lunch; visit to Plompton Rocks; D. Macarthy's
article in the Sunday Times. 17 August 1936.
/56: Letter to Dorothy: Hamish having been found;
Neville and Anne's holiday in Scotland including
visit to prehistoric burial mound near Pitlochry, the
'middling weather', shooting, fishing; James'
[Dorothy and Stephen's son] continued progress.
15 September 1936.
/57: Letter to Dorothy: Neville 'being rather bullied
at present, but I still hope that things will mend
soon'; forthcoming plans; his new doctor insisting
that Neville gives up his 'drinking orgies' and about
his attacks of gout; the garden at Westbourne
including about him giving up his orchids which
have been presented to [The Royal Botanic
Gardens] at Kew; R. A. P. continuing to do his work
despite beng about 80. 16 November 1936.
/58-58A: Letter to Dorothy (with press cutting):
Valerie; the weather; Neville and Anne's holiday at
Menton [southern France] including about plants,
car journeys with Willie Brass, the landscape,
excursion along the coast, lunch at La Calangne
D'Or (restaurant), exploration of Menton old town. 8
January 1937.
/59: Letter to Dorothy: Dorothy's forthcoming
holiday; Neville's illness with nearly a week in bed;
fishing; letter from Buckston Browne; birds. 28
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March 1937.
/60: Letter to Dorothy: Neville's holiday in Scotland
at Tillypronie and Balmoral Castle including about
the King and Queen having 'been quite delightful
as host and hostess and such stiffness and
formality as remained under the old regime has
been dropped under the new conditions', the
princesses, fishing, visit to garden at Abergeldy. 29
August 1937.
/61: Letter to Dorothy (with press cutting): Forwards
a press cutting regarding portrait of Weber. 7
February 1938.
/62: Letter to Dorothy: Forwarding a cheque;
Neville having 'had a strenuous time' since he
returned but is 'glad to say that I have successfully
surmounted all the fences then in sight' but 'no
doubt there are more to come'. 25 January 1938.
/63: Letter to Dorothy: Thanks for birthday letter
and present; the large number of presents, flowers,
telegrams and letters received on his birthday; his
'pretty grim week and the Opposition behaved as
badly as they could' [following the recent German
annexation of Austria, and in the subsequent
debate in the House of Commons] including about
Press reports suggesting that the Cabinet was split
and Neville was to resign as Prime Minister; birds;
flowers; photograph of Neville by Fayer of Vienna;
Anne's visit to Belfast which was 'a roaring
success'. 19 March 1938.
/64-64A: Letter to Dorothy (with transcript of letter):
Dorothy's holiday in Scotland; Neville having had
'rather a grim time...beginning with gout, going on
to painful alterations in the Cabinet and culminating
in a really alarming crisis in Central Europe'
[following reports of German troop concentrations
on the Czech frontier]; the Germans being 'greatly
annoyed...by the general opinion in Europe that
they were stopped from a repetition of the Austrian
coup by the realisation that we might be drawn in if
they attempted it [an invasion of Czechoslovakia]';
Neville feels that 'we are by no means out of the
wood but I seem to see the light through the trees
and (always barring accidents) I cherish the idea
that we shall gradually eliminate one danger spot
after another until...the nations will cease to
suspect one another and we can all put aside this
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lunacy of armaments and settle down...'; attacks of
gout; Neville's fishing trip with Joseph Ball;
concerts listened to on radio; visit to Palser gallery
where he purchased a work by Cattermole. 29 May
1938.
/65: Letter to Dorothy: The 'political weather' having
'been a bit stormy lately' though 'for the moment
there is a bit of a lull, but there is plenty of tinder
lying about and I daresay I shall have some more
fire extinguishing to do before the House of
Commons goes into recess'; Anne's parties having
been 'a great success'; visit to Wilton and
Boughton houses; address given at Leeds; party to
be given at Chequers; the garden at 10 Downing
Street; Neville feeling being painted by Mr Gunn is
'a weary business and interferes a good deal with
my morning walks'. 5 July 1938.
/66-66B: Letter (with two press cuttings) regarding
his illness with sinusitis and interruption of his
holiday; a fishing trip at Loch Stack; Hilda
Chamberlain's comments about Dorothy; and
Frank Chamberlain's visit to Scandanavia. 10
August 1938.
/67: Letter regarding: Neville's holiday at The
Hirsel, Coldstream [Lord Dunglass' Alec DouglasHome country house]; Dunglass' family; presents
received following the Munich Agreement; Neville's
expectation of difficulties with the opposition when
the House of Commons meets and with dealing
with advice from friends; and seats given to him by
the BBC at their symphony concerts. 16 October
1938.
/68: Note 'For Dorothy and her family, Wishing her
a Merry Christmas'. Christmas 1938.
/69: Letter regarding: shooting party at Hever
Castle and Neville meeting Jelly D'Aranyi [a
violinist] at Hever; and a proposed demonstratation
by Communists outside 10 Downing Street. 9
January 1939. A visiting card of Joseph Joachim
signed on the back by Jelly D'Aranyi is also
included.
/70: Letter regarding: Neville Chamberlain's
weekend at Chequers; hopes in getting a 'better
deal with the Forestry Commission' relating to the
Chequers Estate; Anne Chamberlain's broadcast;
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negative comments by Simmons about Anne's
broadcast which put 'her in the depths of
depression'; and positive comments in the Mail
about the broadcast. 6 March 1939.
/71: Letter regarding Neville sending a cheque to
Dorothy. 6 September 1939.
/72: Letter inviting Dorothy and Stephen Lloyd to
Chequers; and asking Dorothy to send papers of a
security from his safe at Westbourne. 7 September
1939
/73: Letter regarding Dorothy and Stephen's visit to
Chequers and asking they bring some music. 14
September 1939.
/74-74A: Letter (with transcript) regarding Neville's
illness; the Queen's broadcast; Winston Churchill's
broadcast; books Neville has read; and a lack of
activity in the war. Neville says 'Hitler doesn't seem
to know what to do next and I guess there is a
good deal of argy bargy going on in Berlin'. 15
November 1939.
/75-75A: Letter to Dorothy (with transcript of the
letter) regarding Christmas; Neville's visit to France
to visit the troops, the Maginot Line and attend a
meeting of the Supreme War Council; the 'Graf
Spee affair'. 23 December 1939.
/76: Letter to Dorothy regarding: her cheque for
Christmas; Neville possibly being unable to go to
Chequers that week due to 'a slight return of the
enemy'. 27 December 1939.
/77: Letter to Dorothy regarding: Neville having
been unable to go to Chequers at the weekend;
illness of family members with colds etc; Anne's
broadcast to women in France; the weather. 31
December 1939.
/78: Letter to Dorothy regarding: thanks for birthday
letter and sending 'some of my favourite' guava
jelly; 'a grinding week'; book read about
Michaelangelo; music listened to by Neville on the
radio; Neville's visit to Chequers including about
destruction of rabbits and about plants; forthcoming
visit to Lord Portal's house Lavenstoke; visit of
Valerie; death of Aunt Alice. 22 March 1940.
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/79: Letter to Dorothy (with transcript of the letter)
regarding: Dorothy's operation; cancellation of visit
to Chequers 'with things in such a jumpy condition';
the naval battle at Narvik and comments that the
Germans are in a poor position there and saying 'it
does not seem clear to me what advantage Hitler
has yet gained or is likely to gain from his
Scandanavian adventure'; visit to Kew Gardens;
Valerie's visit. 14 April 1940.
/80-80B: Letter to Dorothy (with transcript of letter
from Queen Elizabeth to Neville Chamberlain dated
17 May 1940, and a transcript of the letter to
Dorothy) regarding: Neville being unable to go to
Oxford to see Dorothy; Neville's resignation as
Prime Minister including comments saying 'the
end...came very suddenly didn't it', that 'the House
of Commons did not behave well in showing so
much personal animus' but 'that the
demonstrations were largely an expression of rage
and disappointment over Norway coming after such
a long period of apparent inactivity'; very large
numbers of letters of support following Neville's
resignation including a letter from the Queen (a
transcript of which was enclosed); Neville being
'satisfied that the change was in the National
interest' and that he feels that he 'could not have
made any radical reconstruction of my Government
because there was not sufficient new material in
my party' and that 'in the more active phase of the
war I feel that Winston [Churchill] is the right man
for the head in view of his experience and study of
war'; that 'he [Churchill] and I are working together
admirably'. 18 May 1940.
/81-81A: Letter to Dorothy (with transcript of letter
from Queen Elizabeth to Neville Chamberlain dated
17 May 1940) regarding: Dorothy and Stephen's
'beastly time' in Birmingham with air raid warning
and Stephen being unable to move; air raids in the
neighbourhood; it seeming to Neville 'that the
opportunity for a full dress invasion [of Britain by
Germany] is getting very restricted now as reliable
weather can't be counted on much longer'; visit
from Frank; visit of Hilda; visit of Horder; Neville
thinking of returning to London next week and that
he is 'getting stronger every day'; listening to music
on the radio; books for Stephen. 26 August 1940.
62 items
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Access: Open
Custodial history: NC1/23/33A was deposited by
Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC1/23A

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Stephen Lloyd

1936-1940

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Stephen Lloyd
(husband of Dorothy, Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's daughter).
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter including a lengthy discussion about
Shakespeare's play 'Hamlet', and also regarding
letters he had received about a blackbird. 18
August 1936.
/2: Letter regarding the Barber Institute in
Birmingham and Neville's 'good day in the House
[of Commons] on the Vote of Censure'. 28 July
1939.
/3: Letter regarding Stephen becoming a member
of 'the Council'. 25 October 1939.
/4: Letter thanking Stephen and Dorothy for a map,
and regarding Neville's health and cancellation of a
family party. 3 January 1940.
/5: Letter wishing Stephen 'happy returns' on his
birthday; regarding books, German planes flying
nearby Highfield Park, Neville becoming stronger
and going on excursions from the house; and
suggesting a joint arrangement between Neville
and Anne and Stephen and Dorothy for the
tenancy of Westbourne. 3 September 1940.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/23B

Letters from Neville to Frank Chamberlain

1920-1922

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Frank
Chamberlain. See also NC1/23/1-12 and
NC1/26/272 for other letters from Neville to Frank.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter giving an account of Neville and Anne's
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holiday in France. 17 April 1920.
/2-3: Letters giving an account of Neville and
Anne's holiday in Italy. 9 and 16 October 1921.
/4: Letter giving an account of Neville's voyage to
Canada. 11 September 1922.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/24

Letters from members of the family to Neville and
Anne Chamberlain

[19041940]

Letters from various relatives including cousins,
aunts, uncles to Neville and Anne Chamberlain.
The letters relate to various matters including
personal and family matters, and also include
letters of congratulations.
46 items
Access: Open
NC1/24/1-4

Letters from June Abbati to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain

1938-1940

Letter from June Abbati [daughter of Neville
Chamberlain's friend from the Bahamas, Alfred
Greenwood; and Neville Chamberlain's
goddaughter]. See also NC7/11/33/1-2 and
NC11/15/13-23 for other letters from Abbati.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter of congratulations on the birth of Dorothy
Lloyd's daughter, and also regarding Abbati's
family. 16 September 1938.
/2-4: Letters regarding her father [Alfred
Greenwood, Neville's friend formerly in the
Bahamas] being trapped in Portugal. 21
September, 2 and 30 October 1940.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/24/5-6

Letters from Alice Beale to Neville Chamberlain
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Letters from Alice Beale [née Kenrick, Neville
Chamberlain's aunt. See also NC11/1/68-69 and
NC13/1/4 for other letters from Alice Beale.
The file contains the following items:
/5: Letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer. 29
August 1923.
/6: Letter regarding a family gathering at Chequers.
23 December 1937.
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/24/7

Letter from C. Mabel Catterson-Smith to Neville
Chamberlain

1938

Letter from C. Mabel Catterson-Smith [cousin] to
Neville Chamberlain. 28 September.
A letter congratulating Neville Chamberlain
following the signing of the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/24/8

Letter from Arthur Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain

1939

Letter from Arthur Chamberlain [Neville's cousin] to
Neville Chamberlain dated 24 October discussing
the war and the policy of appeasement, and
suggests that Chamberlain ought to take care of
himself and take occasional weekend breaks.
See NC7/6 for other correspondence between
Neville and Arthur Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/24/9

Letters from Joseph Chamberlain (1907-1979) to
Neville Chamberlain

[1928]

Letter from Joseph Chamberlain [1907-1979,
eldest son of Austen and Ivy Chamberlain] to
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Neville Chamberlain.
The letter relates to him having been attached to
the Coldstream Guards during his university
vacation, his parents visit to America, and other
family matters.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/24/10-21

Letters from Lillian Cole to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain

[19171940]

Letters from Lillian Cole, widow of Herbert
Chamberlain [Joseph Chamberlain's brother who
died in 1904] and mother of Norman Chamberlain.
A transcript of letter from Lieutenant Colonel Mark
E. Crichton Maitland to Cole regarding Norman
Chamberlain's death; and notes of Chamberlain's
letter to Cole are also included.
The file contains the following items:
/10: Letter from Lillian to Neville regarding: Norman
Chamberlain being missing and Lawford's letter
(see NC1/18/3/11-12). 13 December [1917].
/11: Transcript of letter from Mark E. Crichton
Maitland to Mrs Cole regarding Norman having
gone missing. 23 December 1917.
/12: Letter from Lillian to Neville regarding
Norman's death. 20 February 1918.
/13: Letter from Lillian to Neville congratulating him
on the election results and regarding the hospital at
West Woodhay House having closed. 29
December [1919] (year annotated to letter).
/14: Letter from Lillian to Neville regarding:
Neville's resignation as Lord President of the
Council; Neville's illness and stay at Highfield Park
[Lillian's house, though she was living in Canada at
the time at Heckfield in Hampshire, where Neville
stayed after his operation]. 3 October [1940] (year
annotated to letter).
/15: Note in Neville Chamberlain's hand regarding
his letter to Lillian about arrangements for living at
Highfield Park. 30 September [1940] (year
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annotated to letter).
/16: Letter from Lillian to Neville regarding
arrangements for Neville continuing to live at
Highfield Park. 18 October [1940]. /17: Letter from
Lillian to Anne thanking Anne for inviting her and
Patricia to a procession. 29 January [early-mid 20th
century].
/18: Letter from Lillian to Anne regarding: Neville's
reference to Anne at 'the big Women's Meeting the
other day'; hopes that Neville and Anne are well
and not feeling the strain too much; Lillian's
enjoyment of Valerie's stay; plan to set up a Junior
Red Cross in the local area. The end of the letter
appears to be missing. 14 May [c. 1939].
/19: Letter from Lillian to Anne of support for Anne
and Neville at this 'epoch making time'. 21
September [1938].
/20: Letter from Lillian to Anne of congratulations
following the Munich Agreement. 30 September
[1938] (date, not including the year annotated to
letter).
/21: Postcard of West Woodhay House from Lillian
with message 'The 'Sandy' is for Dorothy'. Not
dated.
12 items
Access: Open
NC1/24/22-23

Letters from Caroline James to Neville
Chamberlain

1917[1931]

Letters from Caroline James to Neville
Chamberlain. Caroline, who was known as 'Lina' in
the family, was Neville Chamberlain's aunt, who
had looked after Neville and his sisters during their
childhood after their mother's death.
The file contains the following items:
/22: Letter regarding Neville's resignation as
Director General of National Service. 9 August
1917.
/23: Letter of congratulations on Neville's
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer. 8
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November (marked 1931 in pencil)
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/24/24-27

Letters from J. Arthur Kenrick to Neville
Chamberlain

1904-1923

Letters from J. Arthur Kenrick [Neville's uncle] to
Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/24: Letter regarding Neville having declined a
place on the board of Lloyds Bank. 15 May 1904.
/25: Letter regarding the death of Arthur's wife. 3
April 1907.
/26: Letter of congratulations on the reception given
to Neville's Housing Bill; saying he is glad Neville
'gave a 'dig' at that arch-humbug L. G. [Lloyd
George]' and suggesting that all of Lloyd George's
'social reforms have been failures'; a comment on
Sir T. W. Lewis 'who at one time worked as a miner
in the coal pits but by his thorough Welshness has
managed to make himself fairly comfortable and to
become a Knight!'. 28 April 1923.
/27: Letter about Lord Curzon's letter; him having
enjoying Neville's visit; him taking great interest in
Neville's career and saying that Neville reminds
him of Joseph Chamberlain. 25 September 1923.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/24/28

Letter from Mary Kenrick to Neville Chamberlain

[1912]

Letter from Mary Kenrick [Neville Chamberlain's
aunt] to Neville Chamberlain. 3 September (year
not given).
A letter relating to Mary and William's golden (50th)
wedding anniversary.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC1/24/29

Letter from W. Byng Kenrick to Neville
Chamberlain

1906

Letter from W. Byng Kenrick [Neville's cousin] to
Neville Chamberlain. 25 April.
A letter in appreciation of their friendship and
Neville's letter, and suggesting that Neville and Sir
Oliver Lodge 'are the two most occupied men in
Birmingham'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/24/30-33

Letters from Stephen Lloyd to Neville Chamberlain

1934-1940

Letters from Stephen Lloyd, husband of Dorothy,
Neville and Anne's daughter, to Neville
Chamberlain.
/30: Letter regarding Stephen's visit to
Northumberland. 2 September 1934.
/31: Letter of appreciation following the signing of
the Munich Agreement. 30 September 1938.
/32: Letter regarding: books read by Stephen;
Stephen's and Neville's health; Neville's suggestion
for a joint tenancy arrangement for Westbourne;
and Stephen wishing to end his lease of his house
(57 Calthorpe Road) in Birmingham. 8 September
1940.
/33: Letter regretting that Neville had to resign as
Lord President of the Council. 3 October 1940.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/24/34

Letter from A. C. Maxwell to Neville Chamberlain

1914

Letter from A. C. Maxwell [Anne Chamberlain's
grandmother] to Neville Chamberlain. 28 January.
A letter of congratulations on the birth of Neville
and Anne's son.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC1/24/35

Letter from Ethel Richards to Neville Chamberlain

1904

Letter from Ethel Richards, Neville Chamberlain's
sister. 18 and 19 December.
The letter mainly relates to Ethel's visit to
Switzerland. A note by Neville Chamberlain states
that the letter was received a few days after Ethel's
death on 15 January 1905.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/24/36

Letter from C. Mabel Ryland to Neville
Chamberlain

1915

Letter from C. Mabel Ryland [Neville's cousin] to
Neville Chamberlain. 26 January.
The letter relates to Ryland's mother [Neville's
aunt, Clara Ryland, née Chamberlain] leaving
money to Neville and his sisters, and a Japanese
sword to Neville.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/24/37

Letter from Valerie to Neville Chamberlain

[1940]

Letter from Valerie [Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's niece] to Neville Chamberlain. 29
July (marked '1940' in pencil).
A letter of sympathy for Neville's forthcoming
operation and also giving Valerie's news including
about her work in the Cuckfield Emergency
Hospital.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/24/38

Letter from Alice Beale to Anne Chamberlain

[1938]

Letter from Alice Beale [née Kenrick, Neville
Chamberlain's aunt] to Anne Chamberlain. 30
September.
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A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain
following the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Mr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1987.
NC1/24/39-46

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Valerie Cole

1938-1940

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Valerie Cole
[Neville's niece].
The file contains the following items:
/39: Letter regarding Valerie visiting Neville at
Chequers. 5 July 1938.
/40: Letter wishing Valerie 'happy returns' on her
birthday, regarding books, Neville hoping to be able
to have a break at Chequers and Scotland, and
regarding visit of Malcolm Macdonald. 11 August
1938.
/41: Letter regarding Neville's visit to Chequers,
and his planned visit to stay with the Tryons. 21
August 1938.
/42: Letter regarding young people in France,
Neville's visit to Balmoral, and his trip to Germany
to meet Hitler, including comments on his flight,
comments about Hitler as 'very polite' and 'oddly
dressed', and about Hitler's house in the
mountains. 21 September 1938.
/43: Letter regarding: Neville and Valerie having
been unable to attend a shooting party with the
Cayzers; difficulties managing the large number of
letters being received by Anne Chamberlain
following the signing of the Munich Agreement;
about the large number of gifts being received
following Munich; and work to be done in the
grounds at Chequers. 5 November 1938.
/44: Letter hoping that Valerie will be able to come
to Chequers, and regarding Neville's 'interesting
but very strenuous' visit to France. 23 December
1939.
/45: Letter congratulating Valerie on her 21st
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birthday and regarding him leaving Nuffield House
to go to Highfield Park. 10 August 1940.
/46: Letter regarding: Neville's health and the
limited amount of time in the day available to him;
the 'enormous spate' of letters received since his
resignation; Loch Moraig, recalling his past visits
there; Neville and Anne having evacuated Downing
Street and being 'semi-permanently established' at
Highfield Park; and Frank Chamberlain being
posted overseas. 28 October 1940.
8 items
Access: Open
NC1/25

Letters from Anne to Neville Chamberlain

1911-1938

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to her husband
Neville detail Anne's life when she and Neville
found themselves apart. They refer to Anne's
interest in gardening and holidaying and many
letters discuss her health and wellbeing. There is
some mention of Neville's political career and
international events.
Family matters are extensively discussed,
especially life with their two children, Dorothy and
Frank. Anne regularly refers to Neville's numerous
fishing and shooting holidays in Scotland.
Letters from Neville to Anne are described at
NC1/26.
363 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/1-2

1911 letters

[1911]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1911.
/1: (from Issercleran): Anne's stay at Issercleran [in
Ireland] with her grandmother; her grandmother's
illness with [gout?]. 12 August (year annotated to
letter).
/2: (from Issercleran): Concern for Neville's
'perished hand'; Anne's stay in Issercleran
including about the countryside and a book she
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was reading. 18 August (date annotated to letter).
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/3-4

1912 or 1913 letters

[19121913]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1912 or 1913
/3: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston, Birmingham):
Neville going to Paris; Anne's activities at home at
Westbourne including Edith Carleton's visit for
lunch; correspondence received for Neville. 2 June
(annotated '1912 or 1913' in Anne Chamberlain's
hand).
/4: (from Westbourne): Her missing Neville;
Neville's visit to see his family; urges Neville not to
delay coming back. Part of letter only. 6 June 1912
or 1913 (date annotated in pencil in Anne
Chamberlain's hand).
2 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/5-13

1913 letters

[1913]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1913.
/5: (from Westbourne): Neville's visit to see his
family in Cannes; Lillian's visit; Dorothy; Aunt
Alice's visit for tea. 7 June (annotated 'from packet
of letters 1913 (also one of 1912 Jan May)' in Anne
Chamberlain's hand).
/6: (from Lletty, Borth but on headed notepaper of
Westbourne): Very pleased with holiday
accommodation and provides detailed description
of surroundings and of Borth; description of their
rooms in the lodging house, of the landlady, Mrs
Roberts, and of her family and servant; lists all the
items she needs - string bag, pram canopy, boot
polish and pillow - and gives Neville instructions
about what to bring and to have his hair and
moustache cut. 29 July. (annotated 'Lletty Borth')
/7: (from Lletty): Refers to Neville's letter and the
descriptions of his shooting holiday; provides
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details of her activities with Edith and Dorothy; poor
weather. 15 August
/8: (from Lletty): Description of a walk with Edith;
mystery of a letter from Neville going astray.
Incomplete letter of a single sheet, one side
numbered 3 and the other numbered 6, the text of
one side does not appear to follow on from the
other. 17 August (date annotated at a later date by
Anne Chamberlain with note 'part of a letter of mine
from Lletty Borth').
/9: (from Lletty): Concerned that she had worried
Neville as nothing had been seriously wrong
although 'Things looked black as ink to me looking
back'; put her mood down to Dorothy being unwell,
the weather and to her pregnancy - 'Frank made
himself known decidedly that day; tries to allay his
concerns by describing their 'lovely days'. 18
August. (Letter annotated by Anne: '''Frank'' was
born the following January - 1914'
/10: (from Lletty): Is pleased that Neville is to arrive
on Saturday. Incomplete letter - top third of first
page only. 21 August.
/11: (from West Woodhay House, Newbury,
Berkshire): Refers to objections to a scheme,
possibly relating to the Irish question, and approves
of his plan to talk to 'Johnnie...who will listen to
reason, or Bonar Law; asks for Bonar Law's report
which had not been enclosed in his previous letter
as promised. Incomplete letter - first page only. 26
September (letter annotated by Anne: 'Part of a
letter of mine')
/12: (from West Woodhay House): staying with
Lilian and Uncle A. went off to shoot in Norfolk;
arrangements for their visit to Aunt Jess; glad to
her Neville is going to Westbury and a letter from
Hilda reported on the family's health; asks about
the garden and the rockery path; social
arrangements including invitation for the Leiths,
Greenwoods and Mr Milward to dine with them;
Dorothy is adored by Enid and Lilian and has been
for a drive with Enid. 27 September.
/13: (from Westbourne): Pleased to hear of his safe
arrival and Dorothy enjoyed his postcard and
laughed at his rhyme: Anne hopes she 'will turn out
as amusing as Joe'; refers to herself as a grass
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widow and appeals to Neville to come home soon.
Undated but letter annotated '1913 From packet of
letters' in pencil in Anne Chamberlain's hand.
9 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/14

1914 letter

[1914]

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 3 September 1914 (sent from
West Woodhay House).
The letter relates to casualties in the war; her
forthcoming visit to Tidworth Camp; Dr Wilson
returning from Norway; Dorothy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/25/15-21

1915 letters

[1915]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1915.
/15: Notes written by Anne, possibly on behalf of
her children for Neville: consist of comments and
messages, often within speech marks, and two
small sketches. (Annotated '1915?').
/16: (from Seymour House, Chipping Campden)
Instruction at beginning that letter not to be read
aloud. Anne read his long letter on the way to
church; Anne agrees with Professor Ashley's letter;
description of visit to Campden Wood where she
collected a basket of bluebells to keep for Diane
and Dorothy; Anne has heard from Mr Williams [?]
regarding the death of Captain Shenston on May
9th. Letter incomplete. 28 May.
/17: (from Seymour House, Chipping Campden)
Anne had tea with Dorothy and James after a long
drive to Shepston on Slain [?]; gives details of a
conversation with Dorothy and passes on
messages from Dorothy to Neville; Anne hoped to
hear from Dorothy Studd to find out how Jim was;
references to Russia - 'looks rather worse today/not
at all good'; reference to articles in the Times; Anne
talks about the garden and Neville's preoccupation
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with it. 29 May.
/18: (from Seymour House, Chipping Campden)
Description of drive to Broadway Tower with
Dorothy, detailed description of 'bewtiching' views
of the countryside to the Malvern Hills. Letter
incomplete. It may be part of 16/. 28 May.
/19: (from Seymour House, Chipping Campden)
Anne misses home and discussions with Neville in
the evenings; Anne has not heard from Vera [?] yet
but wired Edith that day to see if she could come
until Vera arrived although she adds she wouldn't
mind being on her own; Anne heard from Dorothy
[Studd] that Jim was getting better and had
undergone a small operation; explains she
understands Neville may not have time to send
long letters and that she knows any spare time
must be spent in the garden but she likes to hear
about the Board; Dorothy made a basket out of
dock leaves which Neville had taught her to do. 31
May.
/20: (from Seymour House, Chipping Campden)
Anne is interested to hear of Neville's talk with N.
Booth who she expects has a 'poor time of it';she is
very glad that she saw them all but sorry they went
for the voluntary option; Anne thinks his speech
was very good and universal service would make
them all feel they were working together and no
stone would be left unturned; references to
America coming in and Balfour announcing the
capture of a submarine; Dorothy has received her
letter from Neville and has taken it around with her
all day; Aunt Tess came to visit on Saturday. 10
June.
/21: (from Lletty Barth [?] ) Anne explains they are
going home early [on Monday] but that nothing is
wrong; the weather is awful and Dorothy is ill with a
chill; Edith and Maggie also part of the reason to
leave as Anne 'can't bear it'. 15 August.
7 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/22-25

1916 letters

[1916]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
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Chamberlain dated 1916.
/22: (from Glanaber, Abersock [Abersoch],
Carnarvonshire): The Savings Bank Bill and
suggestion that Uncle A[rthur?] 'might be worth
getting at' to influence the Governor of the Bank [of
England?]; Anne trying to play with and amuse the
children; Anne and the children's activities on
holiday in Abersoch, Caernarvonshire; water at
holiday house at Abersoch having to be collected
from a distant well. 11 August.
/23: (from Glanaber): Anne and the children's
goliday at Abersoch; suggestion that Neville is
similar to Charles Darwin (Anne had been recently
reading a book about him) in various ways listed by
Anne. 17 August.
/24: (from Glanaber): Difficulties in sending items
left at home to Neville; article in the Birmingham
Daily Post; death of T. H. Lloyd's son; Anne and
the children's activities on holiday at Abersoch;
book on Darwin being read by Anne; visit to church
at (Llaneugen?). 14 August.
/25: (from Glanaber): Holiday at Abersoch. Pages 3
and 4 of the letter are missing. 15 August.
4 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/26-36

1918 letters

[1918]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1918.
/26: (from Queens Hotel, Llanfairfechan): Anne and
the children on holiday; news of their activities and
descriptions of other guests; Anne has received an
invitation to take tea with the Rector; references to
the war, to the recruitment of a new nurse and the
acquisition of a piano: 'Dorothy must start music
this year'; Anne has received news of the date of
opening of the Infant Welfare Centre on 30 May;
the children are enjoying chocolate: 'must try &
procure another box in that shop'. 8 May
/27: (from Queens Hotel): Anne and the children
are still on holiday; description of a long walk up
the valley 'with marmalade sandwiches'; Anne
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describes her investigations into finding suitable
accommodation for letting out for widows with
children and for girls. 12 May
/28: (from Gerlan House, Llanfairfechan): Thanks
Neville for his letter, the news of his forthcoming
visit to Scotland and of the improvement to his
sciatica; gives news of the children and appends
two poems written by Dorothy; refers to invitation to
Nina Dunn to come and stay. 9 August
/29: (from Gerlan House): Detailed description of
walk with the children to see two waterfalls at Foel
Fras, with description of picnic lunch and sketches
of the route; another day, they visited the shore
and the children bathed. End of the letter is
missing. 14 August
/30: (from Gerlan House): Anne and children still on
holiday; pleased that Neville is enjoying his grouse
shooting and in good spirits; they plan to walk to
Aber Lake; Anne is enjoying the companionship of
Coralie who likes the walks they do and compares
her unfavourably to Edith; the children have been
given a boat and kite. 15 August
/31: (from Gerlan House): Description of visit to
Aber Lake and in the evening Anne went to a
concert; Dorothy was still awake on her return and
Anne expresses doubt about the nanny and her
ability to show affection to Dorothy; reference to
another guest, Mr Watkins Davies who is trying to
persuade her to learn how to play Pelmanism but
she is keen not to encourage him. 16 August
/32: (from Gerlan House): Thanks Neville for his
letter written from his shooting holiday; Anne in
return gives information about their daily activities a visit to the shore where two men were singing
and laying on a banjo, the purchase of two
peaches at the exorbitant price of 1/- each at
Penrhyn Castle, and blackberry and apple tart for
lunch. 17 August
/33: (from Gerlan House): Anne is having a lazy
morning after the arrival of Hilda and Ida the
previous evening - 'they both talked very hard'; the
children climbed to the top of Carrig [Garreg] Fawr
the previous day and describes their personalities
in some detail; writes of the forthcoming plans for
Neville to join them and the difficulties with the train
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service. 20 August
/34: (from Gerlan House): Thanks Neville for his
letters to them and noted hers 'was not cheerful in
parts'; she expresses sympathy for his pessimism
and his reluctance 'to go into the House' especially
as he is 'doing so much in B'ham', especially as he
is not 'a young innocent man who thinks public
parliamentary life & Government work a pleasant
occupation' and emphasises her considerable faith
in Neville; comments on salmon fishing. 22 August
/35: (from Gerlan House): Description of outing in
which they got caught up in a 'soft soaking mist' on
the mountains. Miss B has been splendid with the
children; she is looking forward to seeing Neville
and hopes he will be impressed with her
'rejuvenated appearance' and that he will bring
grouse with him. 23 August
/36: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Annotated by
Anne: 'When Neville was laid up with chicken pox
in one room & I was ill in another: sends a long
letter from Ida and tells Neville that Austen has
sent some turtle soup and calves foot jelly from
Fortnum and Mason; picked some flowers crocuses and daffodils - from the garden. Undated,
but probably March
11 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/37-52

1919 letters

[1919]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1919.
/37: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston, Birmingham):
Refers to work in the constituency, Miss Hyde
having made useful visits and Anne will meet
several women on Thursday and is hoping to
complete the accounts by the ens of the week; the
children are flourishing though they miss their
father; complains that the B.D.S. [Birmingham Daily
Post] does not adequately provide a 'proper
account of the House' and asks Neville to bring the
'Times' 'if there is anything interesting' reported;
Anne has ordered a thermometer for him and
recommends the doctor of Lord and Lady
Lamington as being the best doctor she has hear
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of. 11 March
/38: (from Westbourne): Congratulates him on his
maiden speech [on the Restriction of Rents Bill]
and refers to the press coverage of it; she is
pleased that he is to meet with [Frank] Impey and
describes him as being 'gay' with dinner invitations
and she hopes to be able to accept Lady Rhonda's;
reports on housekeeping matters including the
need for two more telephones and putting off the
carpet cleaning so he can move the 'precious'
china. 12 March
/39: (from Westbourne): Comments further on his
maiden speech and press coverage; reports on the
weather, a lunch appointment and meetings with
widows; recounts at length conversations with
Frank. 13 March
/39a: [from Llanfairfechan]: Incomplete letter, page
3 only: Has received a letter from him written from
Egerton Crescent; has forgotten his fishing rod but
has reminded Lucy to bring that and the luncheon
basket; encloses letters from the children who are
'blooming' and Frank has been bathing. Undated
[April-May]
/40: (from Westbourne): lengthy letter about the
profound impression of Neville's Sunday 9.30 am
address on a number of local people she had
called; Anne gives details of the impact of the
speech on and enthusiastic reception by a number
of named individuals: he was a man 'who had the
power to get things done', that he 'nearly brought
the house down' when he talked about housing
repairs; visit from Mrs Rowe (Great Tindal St)
visited with her husband and kissed he on the
cheek on parting. 6 May
/41: (from Westbourne): comments on content of
Neville's letters, a meeting clash with the Federal
Devolution Committee and an account of Calderon;
arrangements for the weekend including a request
for the Redmaynes to meet him and a visit from
Uncle Arthur; went to the Girl Guides at the Town
Hall with the Lord Mayor. 7 May
/42: (from Westbourne): Comments on the 'farce &
tragedy' of putting 'Sir F. L. [?Sir Francis Lowe] on
two committees he knows nothing about and
Neville being taken off his 'own subject'; a useful
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meeting at St John's sale of work and gave an
address which was a success; arranged for
schoolmistresses to have tea in the gardens. 7
June
/43: (from 35 Egerton Crescent, SW3): Written to
Neville as he travels by train to Scotland where she
hopes he will get decent fishing; has seen that
Bishop Hamilton Boyce's father and grandfather
were Baptists ministers and that he had written an
article on 'Reunion' in the 'Hibbert Journal'. 6 June
/44 (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Sends
correspondence received and the day's copy of the
'Times' and expresses annoyance at the article on
'America & S.A. trade & her use of the German
ships'; reports on weather and notes showers
predicted for Scotland. 7 June
/45: (from Westbourne): Arrived home and the
children are well; describes the garden; looks
forward to meeting him when they arrive on
Saturday. 7 June
/46: (from Westbourne): Writes of her efforts to
make hotel bookings and will try other hotels in the
Lake District as recommended by [Professor] and
Mrs de Selincourt: 'Keswick is noisy & full and
horrid compared with other places'; de Selincourt
wants to ask Neville about the new [University]
Chancellor and had purposely not been on the
Committee to select him; arrangements for
Dorothy's birthday tea party; flowers in the garden.
7 June
/47: (from Westbourne): Found children on their
knees in the glass room in the garden 'playing at
Church'; long description of garden borders; boys
have been stealing gooseberries; described lunch
she and the children with Aunt Lina [Caroline
James, née Chamberlain] who reported on the use
of a gun which goes off when you tread on it as a
deterrent against the thieving boys and mention
made of other family and friends - Freda, Pearl
and Basil, Cousin Edith; encloses a letter from Les;
continues the letter next day with thanks for
Neville's letter and sends lists of possible hotels in
the Lake District. 9 June
/48: (from Westbourne): Confirms she has got
accommodation at the Dun Bull Hotel at Mardale
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by Shap highly recommended by Mr de Selincourt;
discusses travel arrangements and promises to
take his trout rod; children have gone to see the
'Peace Pageant' with Helen's nurse. 10 June
/49: (from Westbourne): short note in answer to
Neville's letter before setting off for London; Miss
Parkes has gone to the 'sub C. & R. Committee'.
10 June
/50: (from Bryn Y Maen, Llanfairfechan): Delighted
with postcards from Rheims but 'can't remember
the story of the Jackdaw!!'; children are shrimping
and Dorothy is learning to swim; unable to get
whisky and suggests that Neville fills a half wine
bottle and brings it with him. 19 August (date
annotated in another hand)
/51: (from Bryn Y Maen): Refrains from making
comments on Prime Minister speech; the house
where Anne and the children are staying is very
satisfactory with lovely garden; have met the
Tangyes and are enjoying outings with the family;
had a picnic with the Carnegie girls and writes in
details of Frank's affection for Francie [Carnegie]
and Miss Leamon; Anne is impressed with Miss
Leamon who is full of ideas to interest the children;
Hilda May is due to join them shortly. 19 August
/52: (from Bryn Y Maen): note to acknowlege
receipt of wire 'so delighted ...to know that all has
been so successful' and looks forward to seeing
him. 21 August.
17 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/53-62

1920 letters

[1920]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1920.
/53: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): sends best
wishes for their 10th wedding anniversary; had a
successful afternoon at Rotton Park, where Anne
gave a speech and the children performed in a
play; Miss Leamon's aunt is 'sinking fast' but she is
not going unless asked for; many messages of
thanks for their Christmas card; Ivy and Austen
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have gone to Spain. 5 January
/54: (from Westbourne): telephone message that
Lord Londonderry was not coming so unknown
event has been cancelled and Neville saved from
delivering a speech; nursery shopping; lunch with
the Lady Mayoress and Miss Yeats; took the
children to dancing class; detailed description of
children acting 'pantomime'; has been sent a
prospectus of hotel at Beauvallon and will write to
the manager. 2 March
/55: (from Westbourne): children have been
rehearsing a surprise for Neville on Sunday; Uncle
Arthur has invited them to lunch; visited schools
and saw the gym at the High School and the Boys
and Girls Departments at St John's School;
gardened with the children and describes their
aptitude; reports on the orchids. 3 March
/56: (from Westbourne): Neville's engagement for
dinner and a public meeting; interested in his
admiration of John; arranged a luncheon party
where offers of help for the Women's Club were
received; glad Neville has declined an invitation in
connection with the League of Nations at Liverpool;
has bought a writing desk for Dorothy for £10 for
her birthday; Lee Longlands has sent a sofa on
approval. 4 March
/57: (from Westbourne): birthday wishes from the
family and Anne has bought Neville a book;
Neville's plans for dinner at Sloane Court; looks
forward to their visit to France in two weeks;
pleased to hear 'Rotton Park is going strong' and
reports that Mr Walker says you 'can't do wrong
there'. 17 March
/58 (from Westbourne): Neville would have been
proud of his children at the opening of the Rotton
Park Institute at which over 100 joined and Anne
made a speech; Mr Denton also made a speech
and wants Neville to attend a 'tripe dinner where
they will get quite 150 - good strong workers
collected' and Mr Walker will be writing about
making the arrangements for after their return from
holiday; asks if Neville has had extracts of his
memoirs typed and confirms that she does want
him to remain in the House. 20 March
/59: (from 37 Valley Drive, Harrogate):
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congratulates Neville on speaking in the House
again 'with so much point'; proposes to come to
Harrogate each session as he has spoken to the
House three times in her absence. 1 July
/60: (from 33 Valley Drive, Harrogate): sympathy
for Neville's toothache; comments that his
committee on on the New Health Scheme as
applied to County Boroughs had finished its work at
one sitting; 'Balfour seemed very good' and
promises to read the whole speech properly;
encloses an invitation from Lady Dorothy Fraser;
describes her treatment, and is enjoying reading 'Mr Humphry Ward's novels - rather than
socialising. [July]
/61: (from 33 Valley Drive, Harrogate): thanks
Neville for his interesting letter, approves of his
speech and considers the idea 'of allocating part of
the money to the local authorities who shd then
submit schemes' a brilliant one; refers to his visit to
South Wales where he gained an insight into
mining conditions and to his plans for BSA; Anne
now wants to read the whole debate and makes
reference to the Slum Committee, Geddes speech
and Younger's talk; comments on 'vile press'
reports about Austen; page three is a numbered list
of points about the arrangements for a tea party for
constituents and who should be invited and the
'different standing' of those on the list, the types of
tables to be used and the drinks to be offered;
writes of others she has heard from and of her own
progress and is taking a walk to 'The Moor'. 2 July
/62: (from Westbourne): has been conducting
luncheon guests around the garden and in the
greenhouses and will be doing the same after tea;
comments favourably on their valet; encloses
Hilda's letter and tells Neville of an invitation from
Helen and Arthur [Chamberlain; Neville's cousin] to
'motor there' on 23 13 October
10 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/63-97

1921 letters

[1921]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1921.
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/63: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): has arranged
for May to come the next day in time to replace the
cook who has had to attend her sick mother;
reference to finding a replacement for [Sir Robert]
Horne; expresses sympathy for the work of Major
Ward Jackson's Committee; arrangements for the
mass meeting and for Neville's attendance. 8
March
/64: (from Westbourne): Sir W. Mitchell-Thompson
sounds a suitable choice to speak before Neville;
Lady Sanders will reply soon; refers to subjects in
Neville's letter of 8 March including [Edward]
Wood's speech and particularly the Ladywood
[recreation] ground - 'what a reward for your great
decision & energy about it'; Mrs P. and Anne have
been finishing off the Conference arrangements
and wrote 10 letters inviting people to lunch at her
table. 9 March
/65: (from Egerton Crescent): sends birthday
greetings; successful shopping trip - bought a coat,
two hats, Easter eggs for the children and the
enclosed birthday gift 'for your table' to accompany
her other present to him of 'the Conrad book'; will
see Neville tomorrow and suggests having 'some
burgundy to drink your health in'. 17 March
/66: (The Bury House, Odiham, Hants): arrived
yesterday after fruitless search of curiosity shops;
have been picking wild flowers in the wood primroses, bluebells, anenomes; Ida is full of her
forthcoming District Council election; makes
enquiries about Neville's fishing holiday in
Scotland; the 'girls' are looking forward to his visit
next weekend. 24 March
/67: (from The Bury House): encloses letter from
Dorothy; describes the country 'round over the
cornfields' as ugly and refused to go out in the
motor to look for daffodils and went to sleep
instead. 26 March
/68: (from The Bury House): Neville's fishing
holiday in Scotland; their stay with Hilda and Ida
and their pleasure from the Easter gifts. 27 March
/69: (from The Bury House): their stay with Hilda
and Ida; lunch with Aunt Jess; the children's
activities including acting in the Women's Institute
Christmas play clothes; unattractive country. 29
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March
/70: (from The Bury House): commiserates about
the poor fishing; saddened to hear about the health
of Sir J. D. Smith; asks about the garden and his
'beloved orchids'; travel arrangements for his visit;
Ida and Hilda have been busy with committees and
giving prizes at the school. 31 March
/71: (from The Bury House): laughed over his letter
and the account of his continuing holiday; asked if
he had seen Sir J. Dunlop Smith; motored to
Winchester with Ida and the children to visit Aunt
Jess; complaints about his sisters' house; encloses
a letter from Mr Melvin which includes a social
invitation. 31 March
/72: (from The Bury House): short letter as they will
be seeing him tomorrow; have been out on the
canal with Mrs Slater and her children; reported on
an escapade of Frank and Claude [Slater] when
they climbed on to the stable roof the previous day.
1 April
/73: (from The Bury House): has sent a wire to say
that they can easily accommodate the Lord
Chancellor; read the resume of Neville's speech in
the Times and comments that some treatment of
pensioners is 'iniquitous'; reported on the result of
the District Council election, won by Major Gale
and Ida disappointingly in second place but she
had hardly canvassed at all; enjoyed the salmon
Neville had sent; Ida and Hilda at Winchester at the
Women's Institute Federation; travel arrangements
for her return home. 5 April
/74: (from The Bury House): misunderstanding
about the date of the Lord Chancellor's visit who
will be coming on 18 April; arrangements for his
visit and that of Austen and Ivy; will be returning to
Birmingham tomorrow with the children; interested
to hear of Bob Cecil's invitation and agrees with
what Neville said about it; Ida and Hilda and the
children are out in the motor looking for plovers
eggs at Salten with the Slater children; comments
on Frank's behaviour; refers to the paragraph in the
Times about Lord Astor resigning due to ill health
and thinks Neville may be pressed to take on his
ministry. 6 April
/75: (from Westbourne): have all arrived home
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safely and children are rushing round the garden
with Connal; beautiful orchids are out; will see
Neville tomorrow. 7 April
/76: (from Westbourne): Has had a very busy day
'an endless stream of women from the constituency
& people to lunch' and took Dorothy clothes
shopping; Miss Duff has fixed a date for them to
have lunch with the Ashbys; opened new club at
Tennant Street last night with over 100 present and
where Mrs Thornton expressed her dissatisfaction
in confidence with [Henry] Wilson Fox [her MP]
'who never goes near them'; asks Neville about his
'new Committee and his amendments for the Police
Pension Bill; not much good [miners]strike news;
hopes fine weather will last for Neville's time at
home. 10 May
/77: (from Westbourne): Has been assured by 'our
splendid Mrs Peck' that Mrs Riley who has just
started the new club 'was a Labour woman till she
won her over last November'; is pleased that
Neville got the Police Pensions amendment
carried; telephone is out of order so it has been
difficult to make plans about trains for Neville for
the dinner tomorrow but she will wire him; reminds
him to bring his dress coat and white waistcoat;
garden again lovely. 11 May
/78: (from Georgeham Rectory, Braunton, North
Devon): The family have had a lovely day at
Croyde where the children rode a white pony; she
and Miss Leamon have found bicycles invaluable
(and she has her B.S.A.) while the others travel in
the pony cart; had letter from Austen reporting that
Asquith had told him that Neville had recently made
a very good speech which reminded him of Joseph
Chamberlain; comments very favourably on
Neville's improving speeches and his ability to use
his 'sarcasm spontaneously'; comments on a
request made of Neville by [Alfred] Mond [the new
Minister of Health] which she advises him to think it
over and while 'it will give 'fine scope for your
constructive powers…I don't want you to be kept
out of the House all the time!'; church clock keeping
her awake at night. 12 August
/79: (from Georgeham Rectory, Braunton, North
Devon): Hopes Neville got yesterday's letter before
going to Odiham; the children's riding is tiring them
out and she thinks she will be driven to riding
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herself; has asked Helen to come to join them with
her two children on Saturday; this is the best place
they have stayed in and being away from the sea
forces them to take exercise; Hoppy is anxious to
see Lynton and it only costs 1/- a mile to motor
there so they may go; refers to the domestic
arrangements [at Westbourne] for Neville's return;
Frank continues to be excited by butterflies; Aunt
Jess will be coming to stay on Wednesday; has
been reading more of debate on key industries and
thinks Neville's contribution 'most to the point'. 13
August
/80: (from Braunton): Thanks Neville for his long
letter and hopes he can come on Friday; thinks he
will love Devon as she does and describes views
and family walks and other activities; they can
discuss Walker's letter when he arrives; she
discourages him from accepting the invitation of
joining the Trade Boards Committee at length; and
gives him detailed travel arrangements for journey
to Braunton and advises him to 'engage' a seat and
comments that 3rd class 'is quite comfy on this
journey if you wish to economise - & have not had
a late sitting!'14 August
/81: (from Braunton): In reply to Neville's 'splendid'
letter from Odiham she wishes she could write as
well to tell him of their life here where it is now
pouring with rain and she has lit the fire; describes
their adventurous day motoring to Lynton where
the car broke down and they had to return by train,
getting back at 9 pm; still thinks the county is 'too'
perfect and that it must have been a north
Devonshire lane that Rupert Brooke wrote of; she
is distressed to hear of Neville's eye trouble and
advises him to see an oculist before going to
Scotland; comments on Neville having received
'nice resolution' from the women's club; advises
him that there is no need for him to be pictured
'telling stories to slum children' or smiling over new
born babies like the pictures she sees in the Daily
Mirror; she still hopes that Neville can get down;
Lady Hood has sent books on Greece and Sicily;
they ran out of money yesterday and she had to
borrow 7/4d from station master at Lynton. 16
August
/82: (from Braunton): Hopes he can come on an
earlier train; describes Banbury [Frederick George
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Banbury, MP] as maddening and 'an impossible old
fad' and is sure that Neville will succeed in getting
the Bill [Children of Unmarried Parents] through;
Aunt Jess is coming this afternoon; Hoppy is here
till Saturday and Helen and the children come on
Sunday. 17 August
/83: (Braunton): Sends 'a thousand congratulations'
on getting Bill through: 'if all the illegitimate people
who will now be legitimised knew the whole course
of events, they would indeed be even more grateful
than they have been showing themselves'; is also
glad he has made a 'satisfactory finish up' to the
Reconstruction Committee; reports on more of their
holiday activities and praises Hoppy, their groom,
who has given them all confidence in riding again.
18 August
/84: (from Braunton): Hopes Neville will be settled
in Scotland for grouse shooting; they have all
enjoyed Aunt Jess's visit who has now left, her last
evening spent playing charades; they then spent
the day on the beach with Edith Carleton; Rosie
Jebb (nee Chichester), an old school friend came
for lunch and having lately separated from her
husband and lost a daughter appears 'really
unhinged in her nerves' and they are planning a
picnic for the afternoon; enjoys Edith Carleton's
company and 'she sits on the sands hatless &
stockingless'; Miss Leamon is much better and they
had a good talk; comments on the Irish situation
and applauds Applin's defeat and refers to both
The Times and the Daily Mirror reports; Dorothy's
chill is better. 27 August
/85: (from Braunton): This letter, although dated as
/84 above, was written and presumably posted
earlier in the day. Was pleased to get his letter
with news of garden; was glad to hear Neville has
spoken to Dr Hackney about Miss Leamon who
has been unwell and describes the difficulties she
has been having and how she has been trying to
make her see how unbalanced she was; Miss
Leamon needs a holiday and has written to an old
governess in Eastbourne who has rooms there but
there are concerns about the expense; Aunt Jess is
supportive and they will miss her when she goes
on Monday. 27 August
/86: (from Braunton): Is sorry to hear of the
uncomfortable bed but glad he is having good
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fishing; would like to be there but they agree that
holidays apart are also a good plan and she should
be very fit for the Sicilian holiday; suggests a hotel
as recommended by 'an old friend of Aunt Jess's
who archaeologies in Rome', and sends some
headed notepaper from Westbourne so Neville can
reserve rooms; Aunt Annie arrives on Friday with
Tony and Evelyn Forster tomorrow and will be glad
of Evelyn's help with the children after Miss
Leamon goes on Friday; outlines Miss Leamon's
holiday plans and will offer £10 towards her costs;
describes the children's activities, particularly
Dorothy's passion for riding and Frank's success at
catching winkles and shrimps; thinks she will book
a house at Croyde for next year. 1 September
/87: (from Braunton): Congratulates Neville on his
good shooting and expresses wonder at his ability
to walk all day without having exercised for months;
will read part of his letter to Dorothy who shed tears
on Miss Leamon's departure but it will be good for
the children to be without her and hopes she will
return well on 19th; is reading Marion Crawford's
book on the history of Sicily Southern Italy;
enquires about the name of hotel in London for
20th so that she can book rooms; Aunt Annie and
Tony Jackson will be arriving by motor in evening;
she and the children will return to Westbourne
about 5 o'clock on 12th. 3 September
/88: (from Braunton): Dorothy was pleased with the
letter from her father which she also read to Frank;
expresses pleasure that Neville is having good
sport; describes more holiday activities including a
visit to the sands at Putsborough, a trip to West
Down and a forthcoming lunch with the Bolithos
and tea with the Jebbs on Exmoor; Edith and Aunt
Annie are going to Clovelly and Bideford tomorrow
but Anne will remain on the beach; the children are
enjoying Tony's company and Frank is still
collecting insects in hedges; have received 'quite a
cheerful letter from Miss Leamon from London. 5
September
/89: (from Braunton): Commiserates on Neville's
bad luck with the salmon fishing; has been having
disturbed nights with rats or mice in the wainscoat
and Dorothy grinding her teeth; Frank was sick in
the night after having caught a chill after bathing;
Evelyn Forster and Aunt Annie will leave on
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Sunday but Edith will stay until Monday; she is
planning to look at houses in Saunton and Croyde,
nearer the sea, for next year's visit; will be home
before Neville arrives on Monday. 7 September
/90: (from Westbourne): Expresses concern for
Neville's health and as he was out when she
telephoned she hopes he is on the mend; reports
on her meeting in Birmingham when she spoke to
about 100 people, fewer than expected but all were
delightful afterwards; is now going to Frank's
dancing class and then Miss Hyde is coming for
tea. 8 November
/91: (from Westbourne): Encloses a key for Neville;
glad he is better though suspects it will be a while
before the gout is out of his system and hopes he
will be able to shoot on Saturday; refers to the
Daily Mail headlines about Bonar Law; Mr Riley
and Mrs Slater have visited and reported on local
politics and are hoping that Mr Parkes will stand
again for election and that he will start a club for
young men in Ladywood and which the girls could
join; Mr Herne is delighted to hear Neville may
come to the school service for America Day on
Friday; Anne thinks she will not go to London next
week but will wait until the week of 6 December;
Bass has been unwell and needs a holiday; other
matters referred to include Christmas cards for the
constituency, Miss Woodall to dinner, lunch
engagement with Mrs Wyllie in Coventry, the
opening of a bazaar and attendance at a
committee meeting. 9 November
/92: (from Westbourne): Has almost recovered but
still suffering from a little indigestion; refers to a
report of Neville's speech in the Birmingham Post
and to the leading article; hopes Neville had a good
commission today; had club meeting at Rann
Street but no speech and is going to have an early
night; Miss Leamon has shopped with her to get
decoration for guest room and hopes Hoppy is
coming on Monday to help start with them. 13
December
/93: (from Westbourne): Has just heard news of
Neville from Mary who has been to tea and glad
that the Commission [on Ireland] was adjourned so
that he had a chance to see the [Royal]
procession; Mary thinks Neville can do more than
anyone with regard to Ida and Hilda's growing 'old
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maidy' habits and he must try at Christmas; her
luncheon party for the ladies of Management
Committee went off very well and tonight will be
dining at the Tennant Street Club where Mrs
Cambridge is speaking; will send card and short
line to Mrs Endicott; children flourishing and send 'a
dozen kisses'; it has turned very cold. 14
December
/94: (from Westbourne): On returning last night
found yesterday's letter had not been posted but
was delighted to get Neville's this morning; will read
out the bit about the Royal Procession to the
children; comments on his uncertain plans but
hopes he will get his shooting on Saturday;
comments on Ulster; has opened Neville's post and
encloses the only urgent letters and paper
enclosed by Colonel Edwards; she and Dorothy are
performing opening ceremonies and distributing
presents at the Town Hall this afternoon. 15
December
/95: (from Westbourne): Encloses only letters of
note and a copy of notes of the 'private canal
meeting' for him to look at before circulation and
will get Miss Holt to acknowledge others pending
his return; thanks Neville for his letter and hope he
gets off all right to Moreton [House]; glad that
Bonar [Law] has 'played the game right this time'. 1
December
/96: (from Westbourne): A letter to greet Neville at
Moreton [House] and wish him a good day's
shooting; glad he has got a present for Hilda May
and the water colour sounds interesting; made
three calls on her bicycle in Ladywood and had a
'mixed' but very successful lunch party and reports
on Mrs Perry Lea being an excellent chairwoman;
is going with Dorothy to hear her play in her
concert; a woman at her 'lunch' had reported that
although her neighbours were all 'Labour' they
would vote for Neville as his speech at the Club
had been 'so beautiful'. 16 December
/97: (from Westbourne): Dorothy is so anxious to
send Neville 'this' so is sending it to Sloane Court
West where his evening clothes went on Saturday
following the wire from Lord Birkenhead inviting
him to dine tonight to meet the Prime Minister; the
letter from Pritchard about the deputation missed
Neville and has been returned ; informs him of a
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BSA Executive meeting on 22nd; gives information
about her commitments including a school carol
service, her Club and the children's French play. 19
December
35 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/98-121

1922 letters

[1922]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1922.
/98: (from 35 Egerton Crescent, London SW3): is
leaving to stay with Aunt Jess at 3.30 and expects
to hear from Neville at Dawn House the next day
and where she will stay until Monday; discusses
the silver she wants brought up [to London] and
makes reference to a cigar box, inkstand and fruit
dish; requests Neville to bring flowers including
cowslips and 'yellow jissamine' and she will bring
up rosemary and violets from Aunt Jess; reports
that Eva Goodman (red hair) is going to Sicily and
that she and Dame Alice want to see them; reports
at length on a call from Mrs Bridgman about a
forthcoming meeting of the Midland Union [of
Conservative Associations], her 'predicament' and
anxiety concerning her nomination by the
constituency for election to serve on the Executive
Committee and asks Neville to intervene;
discusses concerns about a carpet which needs
cleaning; Mrs Wilson came for tea yesterday and
explained grievances of working people over lack
of pay on holidays like Kings Proclamation,
Christmas and others; asks Neville if he is
attending the Mount Everest lecture. 2 February
/99: (from Dawn House, Winchester, Hampshire):
is enjoying a relaxing stay with Aunt Jess and will
be ready to return by Monday; has got a good cook
for London which is a relief; makes reference to the
silver and the children; reminds Neville about
'Fenwick and the ''little house in the yard''' and his
proposal to discuss the Pratt message [a reference
to Harry Pratt, Honorary Organising Secretary] at
the Midland Union [of Conservative Associations]
office; hopes he appreciates her forethought in
providing a sausage to take her place at breakfast.
3 February
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/100: (from Dawn House but written on Egerton
Crescent notepaper): hopes he enjoyed Everest
lecture; answers various points arising from
Neville's letter to her including thanking him for
Marsh's letter, agreeing to put Frank's name down
[for Marlborough], her attendance at a meeting and
dinner, as President and about their use of the
tennis club; Lilian wants to know if he has received
the scrapbook received; is feeling more relaxed
and refers to her reading material including a book
on 'Prehistoric Art'; in a postscript, added after
receiving Neville's latest letter, agrees about vinery
which although expensive will save them buying
fruit; asks about his 'Municipal Bank suggestion'
and was 'glad about the Deputation to Lord Mayor'
and that he enjoyed the Everest lecture; delighted
that Dorothy's arm is now out of plaster. 4 February
/101: (from The Beeches, Lyndhurst): describes the
delightful cottage in which they are staying; Mrs
Plimmer, the landlady, learned to cook at the Ritz;
the children happy and visited Lottie and May
yesterday and saw goat kids being bottle fed;
bemoans the fact that Neville is unable to visit for a
weekend; the baker brings the papers and she has
ordered the Times ordered; Frank is writing his
diary and Dorothy is writing him a letter. 7 April
/102: (from The Beeches, Lydnhurst): ): is
interested to hear of Steel-Maitland's last speech
and of Neville's tactical move and the Morning
Post. which came instead of the Times reported
Neville's speech; thinks it a disgrace that 'that little
mongrel of a journalist cad, Sutherland, should
have a post of authority'; considers it hard to find
anything in the 'Morning Post' but is glad Sir
George Younger is better; comments on the
aeroplane accident [in France, the first mid-air
collision of airliners] involving a Daimler used for
newspaper carrying and the launch of the Australia
emigrant grant; describes the bitterly cold
yesterday, visits to Lottie's house which she much
prefers to Hilda and Ida's; the children picked
primroses and daffodils in the fields and are now
playing games with Lucy; will be returning to
London on Tuesday and will see Neville at the
Committee meeting at 2.30 and will go back to
Lyndhurst the following afternoon. 8 April
/103: (from The Beeches Bank but on Egerton
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Crescent notepaper): wishes Neville a good fishing
holiday and warm weather; Frank is full of mischief
; travelled down the previous day on the train with a
man 'in the House' by the name of Round in the
Ministry of Pensions who had been excited by
Macpherson's speech the previous day; describes
the man and his wife in some detail and critical of
their conduct and the way in which they discussed
matters in a 'most open manner'. 13 April
/104: (from The Beeches Bank but on Egerton
Crescent notepaper): refers to Neville's letter, his
fishing holiday and the weather and is glad the new
field glasses are a success; the children have been
demanding that she should pray for a baby but
Frank ideally wants a 10 year old baby boy to play
with as Dorothy will not play his games; writes of
Birmingham local council matters, invitations to an
official dinner and approves of Parkes as an
election agent; they took wagonette to Stony Cross
yesterday and saw the Rufus Stone and hope to go
to Burley today; Lottie is going to drive them down
to Southampton 'whichever day we can go over a
liner'; Gerald Beazley is coming for Easter and they
plan to go to Odiham on Thursday lunching with
Aunt Jess en route; discusses travel arrangements
for Neville joining them at Odiham. 15 April
/105: (from The Beeches Bank): reports that it is a
bitterly cold day but they are going for a picnic after
a stag hound meet at Stony Cross; comments on
local trips and people and their plans for the next
few days; the children liked their Easter presents
and she is very pleased with theirs to her - a
magazine of stories and a poem written by
Thistledown (Dorothy) and Dandelion (Frank)
which is very good; Lottie has had to dash off to
Wales with Gerald to look after the children as
Nellie has pneumonia; Mary will drive them instead
to Southampton to see the 'Aquitania' and they will
look for 'Hoskins berths', a reference to the
Birmingham bed manufacturers; continues to wish
that 'the girls' [Hilda and Ida]lived in the New Forest
in Lottie's house and discusses travel
arrangements for their journey to Odiham on
Thursday.17 April
/106: (from The Beeches, Lyndhurst):
commiserates over the river conditions and poor
fishing; advises Neville of arrangements for his
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return to Westbourne; reports of the death of Nellie
Beazley, the arrangements for looking after the
children and plans for the funeral. 19 April
/107: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): is pleased
that the meeting at BSA went off well and that his
throat is better; has visited two schools paid two
constituency calls, and had so may other visits Mrs Burges to lunch, Rev W. Morley and Miss
Mannox to tea and Miss Osborne, the Girls Guides
Assistant County Commissioner afterwards so her
Worcester speech is not finished. 27 April
/108: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): reports on
the weather including snow on the ground last
night; has been reading report of the BSA meeting
and refers to Neville's speech and the favourable
impression it gives of the business; reported on a
visit to the Steane families yesterday and today
took a basket of food for children 'with much tact
and diffidence'. 27 April
/109: (from 35 Egerton Crescent, London SW3):
sends greeting to Neville on his fishing holiday;
reports on various social activities and comments
on the people she met: Lady Mitchell whom she
met at a lunch at Lady Bennett's and the Dannings,
an American couple with whom she dined and
refers to Mrs Danning's 'hidden thirst for work politics or slums' whom she feels would be an
enthusiastic worker for them, if only they lived in
Birmingham. 18 May
/110: (from 35 Egerton Crescent, London SW3): ):
is forwarding only one letter to Neville; notes that
Lord Charnwood has seen the T[own]C[lerk] of
Wolverhampton and 'agrees it is a strong case';
comments on what she has been reading 'The
Times'. 19 May
/111: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): thanks him
for 'the beautiful fish' and wonders if he caught it;
refers to his arrival and the piles of letters awaiting
him; gives various miscellaneous snippets of news:
Lady Mitchell will not be visiting, the beautiful
spotted fig has arrived, one of their hens is worth 3
guineas according to Captain Webber; also reports
on the garden and the state of the lawn and a visit
to the Stearnes and warns him about Miss
Leamon's orange-yellow jumper - 'don't gasp when
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you see her'. 20 May
/112: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): describes the
flowers in the garden; reports on her activities
including the cinema show of the Prince of Wales
Tour where she introduced herself to the Lady
Mayoress, a Guide ceremony in Victoria Square for
and a forthcoming visit to the Tennant Street Club;
also comments on the newspaper reports about the
signing of [Irish] Treaty. 26 May
/113: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): is forwarding
an important letter which Neville may want to deal
with see before returning home and was delighted
to have his letter and to hear of his purchase of
orchids; reports on her own activities: Mrs Albright
(Chairman of Kidderminster Women's Association
is coming to lunch; the 'Rotten Park women' who
are 'working Steward Street' will be coming to tea
and Miss Pratt is coming to dinner; expresses
annoyance with and criticism of Ivy who has written
to say she cannot do any more with regard to
constituency work; has received a report from Mrs
Baddeley that the women were disappointed with
Austen's speech at the 'big Conference' - there was
'nothing to take away' and they were not 'inspired'
and he had seemed very tired; in Anne's opinion
he had not prepared his speech and it was too
short. 27 May
/114: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, near Barmouth,
North Wales): is delighted with the place which is
quiet and has wonderful views despite the weather;
the children, Hoppy and Edna Carter have been for
a walk in the pouring rain; comments that Tony is a
great addition to their party and is hoping Patty
Slade will also join them; refers to a forthcoming
visit to Canada, with Edith advising them to visit
Lake Louisa and Banff; comments on their recent
stay in Harrogate where they enjoyed such a dull
time in each other's undiluted company. 12
August
/115: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, near Barmouth,
North Wales): glad to get Neville's letter and
commiserates about his bad journey to Scotland
resulting in him missing the first day's shooting;
Dorothy was delighted with his messages as she is
proud of her swimming and comments that Edith
Carleton earns her keep playing duets with Dorothy
and bathing with children; Miss Leoman and guests
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have gone for a long motor drive; yesterday they
went up the mountain at back of house and she
and Edith ran back down grassy paths; has learnt
that Mr Norman only allows boys [at Frank's
school] two baths a week; the papers have brought
tragic news of the death of [Arthur] Griffith which
she views as a catastrophe for the political situation
in Ireland - her faith in [Michael] Collins without 'his
better half is much diminished' but hopes her view
is too pessimistic; hopes the grouse shooting will
be good. 14 August
/116: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, near Barmouth,
North Wales): describes walk with Edith back along
the shore, barefoot and with hair loose but she
covered her face with a scarf when passing the few
people they saw for fear of recognition; Dorothy
sleeping in her room as Patty is here till Friday;
weather wet and stormy so plans to go to Shell
Island are off; Ida (who came with Edith to deliver
Patty the previous day) seemed to think Scotland
was a rather strenuous 'after-cure' for Neville but
gave her assurances that he was well. 15 August
/117: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, near Barmouth,
North Wales): brief note before setting off on an
expedition to Shell Island; also reports on Frank's
moth collecting. 17 August
/118: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, near Barmouth,
North Wales): Glad Neville is well and doing so
much walking and eating; they had one of the
loveliest walks after failing to get a boat to Shell
Island 'up into wild mountain country with stone
walls and distant views of sea and mountains;
wants to take Neville on the same walk next
Tuesday after he arrives; has booked the house
provisionally for next year; discusses Neville's
travel arrangements and comments on forthcoming
Canadian trip. 19 August
/119: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, near Barmouth,
North Wales): Has written to Bass about her
passport; Frank and Dorothy had a fight over a
letter from Neville and she regretted no pepper at
hand to separate them'; went over to Bryn to collect
Ida who is now here and took her for a long
expedition on Saturday by train and wagonette;
other social arrangements mentioned include tea
with the Richards and the Walkers, and planned
trips to Abersoch and by charabanc to Snowdon
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and Carnarvon; peaches sent by Neville are
delicious. 21 August
/120: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, near Barmouth,
North Wales): Has sent off Neville's wire to
Toronto; comments on Neville's improving gout;
reports on the children, Dorothy being delighted
with his letter last night and Frank's restless night;
Anne feels 'rotten' today after a bad night and long
day at Snowdon and Caernarvon the previous by
charabanc - she does not care for long motor
drives; reports on the recent arrival of Molly and
Allan Napier-Clavering, Aunt Jess due to arrive at
tea time and Hoppy's departure; Uncle Arthur has
sent eight peaches 'so we are luxurious in our
dessert' . 22 August
/121: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, near Barmouth,
North Wales): she and Ida were distressed to hear
of return of Neville's gout; expresses interest in
visiting Scotland with Neville; problems with Bass's
passport and has wired instructions; encloses list of
trains and asks Neville to bring her small box to
London to take clothes for two nights to London;
arranges to meet him at the station for his visit. 24
August
24 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/122-148

1923 letters

[1923]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1923.
/122: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): writes that
Neville is 'there to keep Cabinet right on housing!'
and that he is a recognised 'authority' on slum
conditions; pleased that Hesketh Bell is to dine with
him on Wednesday; reports on the success of their
new year's day party and described the
arrangement of half crowns in a shape on the table
to make '1923; she is meeting with Mr Williams of
Freeth Street tomorrow, a man whom Mrs
Marsdale of the Citizens Committee described as 'a
fraud' and told her that he had turned his wife out
of the house on to the street; Edith will be
accompanying her to Dudley Road Social but not
on to the Tennant Street one; Aunt Jess has invited
them to Winchester for Easter and thinks she will
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accept. 2 January
/123: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): brief note to
explain that she will be out when Neville arrives
because of taking the children to a League of Pity
dance and an engagement to address the Mothers
meeting; but will be ready to accompany him to
Captain B's at 7.15 at 7.30. 3 January
/124: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): gives Neville
details of the arrangements for [the wedding of
Geoffrey Thompson to Sybil] at St James Church
Paddington; encloses unopened letter he had
dropped from a Mr E. Edwards who 'is on our list of
workers' with an invitation to dine at the social club
attached to his church; Anne's cold is easier; Catt
has cut holly out of hedge; hopes his 'deputation
was satisfactory'. 8 January
/125: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): has read
account of Neville's `deputation; two pheasants
have arrived from Mr Hickman; reports on the
sudden death of Mrs Lloyd of neuritis of the spine
and describes the 'curious' and 'nonconformist'
funeral service; is off the St Margaret's Social. 9
January
/126: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): has received
two letters from Neville together and comments on
postal service; refers to the deputation, the housing
question and his meeting with the Prime Minister;
comments on the fact that he had his hair (and
moustache) cut; was glad to have attended Mrs
Lloyd's memorial service instead of [Sybil's]
wedding, which was mainly attended by Quakers
but Aunt Alice and the Hortons were there; reports
on her past and forthcoming engagements
including attendance at the Ladywood Social, an
address to Clara Martineau's Club, an address to
the Halesowen and Stourbridge Division, and a
review of and address to the Girl Guides in the
constituency; Miss Leamon is thrilled and grateful
about the holiday abroad; describes in detail the
supper Dorothy ate at a party the previous night;
the servants dance will be in the Great Room on
Friday; will visit London next week for a few days;
glad Herbert is dining with Neville tomorrow. 10
January
/127: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Frank
delighted with his ten shilling note; comments on
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political funding and expresses her thoughts: 'the
new arrangements for finance and organisation will
put Sir H. in a hopeless position'; Anne spending
morning in bed despite it being a lovely 'spring
morning' and writes briefly about her reading,
touching on France, the price of coal, the Ruhr, and
[Sir Frederick] Banbury. 22 January
/128: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Has
addressed a meeting at St Margaret's and had Mrs
Riley to tea; wishes Neville a good meeting in
Cambridge the next day; Miss Leamon has had a
bad fall from getting caught in the tram lines on her
bicycle and could not get to her wedding at
Cheltenham and Miss Duff has taken her to visit
Uncle Arthur; declined invitation to dine at Arthur
Michaels. 23 January
/129 (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Delighted at
the success of Neville's efforts on housing and only
wishes he was able put his 'word in to the Cabinet',
comments on his hard work and his use of the
'Baxendale plan' and expresses her opinion that
but for him 'the slums would have been entirely left;
refers to a clash of engagements on 2 February: Mr
Neil's dinner and a 'huge Bazaar' and the arrival of
'nice lot of Canadian letters'. 24 January
/130: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Brief note to
inform Neville of safe arrival; Frank is 'top in Latin';
comments on vile-looking strike and expects
Neville will be conferring with Barbour. [?January]
/131: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Comments
on Bonar's pessimism; wants to hear about the
wireless plan; Miss Leamon is a fraud saying she
has so much to do when the children are at school
all day; the Birmingham Post gives account of
Neville's remarks on European affairs though
omitted to mention 'the Dominion part'. 26 January
/132: (from 35 Egerton Crescent, London SW3):
The house is in turmoil because of workmen;
requests the name of the Winchester housemaster
recommended by Norman; hopes Neville will have
a good fishing holiday; wants today's 'Times' for the
piece about him. 29 March
/133: (from Dawn House, Winchester, Hampshire
but on headed notepaper of 35 Egerton Crescent,
London SW3): Has arrived and found children
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happy; very crowded on the train and nearly to sit
in rows with others along the corridor on boxes';
references to a visit to Combe to see Jim, Alixe
being ill in bed, the garden and Aunt Jess's
pleasure with the orchids, and Vera also staying
'which is a bore'. 30 March
/134: from Dawn House, Winchester, Hampshire):
Michael Hope has come for lunch and comments
that Mr Durrell's and Mr David's houses 'are
supposed to be the best' but that Mr Quark's has 'a
name for poor feeding'; saw Mr Daniells today on
way back from Cathedral and after attending a
service; have paid a visit to Combe to see June
and Arthur and family who are happy and 'living
most inextravagantly'; the children send thanks for
Easter eggs and enjoyed April fooling; hopes
fishing is going well. 1 April
/135: (from Dawn House, Winchester, Hampshire
but written on headed notepaper of 35 Egerton
Crescent): Will be seeing Mr Durrell tomorrow;
went for a long walk over the Downs with children
where Dorothy had a riding lesson the previous
day; Alixe has mild flu so cannot see them; will be
coming to London on Thursday to inspect the
decorating and will stay the night so may see
Neville. 2 April
/136: (from Dawn House, Winchester, Hampshire):
Aunt Jess delighted with salmon and sends thanks;
Dorothy also pleased with her letter; welcomes
Neville back from his holiday and will arrive in
London tomorrow and has house to look at in
Eaton Square and other jobs after lunch. 4 April
/137: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, nr Barmouth, North
Wales): Neville's boots have been posted to him;
comments on current affairs: gathers 'we and
Belgium are agreed at last' and 'F. E. has article in
the Daily Mail, a vicious attack on Baldwin re
France', a reflection on F.E.'s character; holiday
outings including an excursion by train to Tal-yBont; postscript about domestic affairs: she 'has
not abused Miss Leamon any more' and Thornton
Smith has sent letter of lame reasons relating to
house decorations. 11 August
/138: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, nr Barmouth, North
Wales but on headed notepaper of 35 Egerton
Crescent, London SW3): Glad to hear of his arrival
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at Westbourne; encloses Thornton Smith's letter
and her reply with a request for Neville's
comments; lengthy description of dispute about a
bill for building work and the costs and type of
glass used; refers to the arrival of the Willes and on
Miss Leaman's more positive attitude. 12 August
/139: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, nr Barmouth, North
Wales but on headed notepaper of 35 Egerton
Crescent, London SW3): had lovely walk up
mountains yesterday but hampered by the mist;
arrival of Patty and a fancy dress dinner planned;
reference to the Ruhr and is interested in Neville's
opinion of Cabinet's statement about 'legality';
discussion about the house, and the furniture and
fittings to be left; is feeling very rested and hopes
Neville is and that he will not be recalled to Cabinet
meeting. 14 August
/140: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, nr Barmouth, North
Wales): Has written to Mr Ellis and asks for
Neville's advice about a reply to Thornton-Smith;
comments on the good weather he is having in
Scotland , the fact that his knees are not stiff and
puts her levels of fitness down to the fact that she
is not eating 'sweet courses as a rule'; comments
obliquely on political issues including a citing the
Daily Mail which 'runs you for the Exchequer'; 'had
14 in one wagonette with 1 horse yesterday' and
wonders if 'cruelty to animals should be considered
a subject for your department'; describes outing to
Cymbachen Lake, refers to arrival of Jane, Arthur
and John and imminent arrival of Coralie de Burgh.
16 August
/141: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, nr Barmouth, North
Wales): Glad Neville is enjoying his holiday and is
so fit but warns him to be careful wading in the
river; asks where to find lease for Egerton Crescent
(for people taking over house on 29th); encloses
letter and asks for instructions etc. She is going to
35 on Thursday; children's activities including
Frank's caterpillars; Coralie's brother, Eric (Col de
Burgh) is coming on Monday so house will be a
party; hopes Neville won't have to come back more
than a couple of days before Harrogate; Dr Morris
has given them both 6 o'clock but expects Neville
to telephone. 18 August
/142: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, nr Barmouth, North
Wales): Response to Neville's letter about the fact
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that he has been offered the Exchequer; she is
pleased but wishes it had not come as it puts him
in an awkward position; feels as Chancellor he will
also have to deal with international matters such as
wartime loans and reparations, the issue of the
Ruhr and to act as leader in the Commons
whenever the Prime Minister was absent; would
have preferred him to remain at Ministry of Health
where she believes he still has much to offer but
will support him in whatever he decides and feels
he can hardly refuse if pressed; Ida and Hilda long
to see him carry things through at the Ministry of
Health and know that Austen had 'a horrid time at
the Exchequer but then you are not Austen and do
things differently.' Would not wish to give up Eaton
Square and suggests they could let it unfurnished if
they go to Downing St. 20 August
/143: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, nr Barmouth, North
Wales): Later the same day, thanks Neville for his
further two letters which arrived together and she is
looking forward to the salmon! Col de Burgh has
arrived and never stops talking; wishes Neville
didn't have to leave the Ministry of Health and
hopes Stanley (Baldwin) will accept his refusal;
comments on adverse press reports on Austen for
his criticism of the government's policy on the Ruhr;
returns to the subject of the offer to Neville of the
position of Chancellor of the Exchequer and
advises him to play for time and not to accept
before they have a chance to meet and discuss it.
20 August
/144: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, nr Barmouth, North
Wales): The 'Times' has not yet come but the 'Daily
Mail' is amusing in trying to climb down from its
Ruhr abuse of the government; Coralie and Eric's
visit has been very successful - they have been
walking in the hills with Jim; have found out about
some archaeological sites in the area, tombs,
various circles and a Roman Camp and has met a
local man who helped in the excavations; still feels
the same about Prime Minister's offer and looks
forward to seeing Neville to discuss it. Jim and
Aileen are staying another ten days so she is
happy to leave the children; salmon has arrived
and they will eat for supper. 22 August
/145: (from Tynddol, Llanaber, nr Barmouth, North
Wales): Just to welcome Neville here tomorrow and
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makes arrangements for meeting him etc.; sorry his
shooting holiday has ended with him being laid up
with gout and hopes his journey will not be too
uncomfortable; Ida leaves tomorrow; encloses
train times from Birmingham to Barmouth. 27
August
/146: (from 35 Egerton Crescent, London SW3):
Has bought a delightful hat with a red and green
feather and a rose-coloured dress for tea at
Downing St. and has not even been to Eaton
Square; progress with disposal of Egerton
Crescent and problems with staff; will try to get
tickets to see Pavlova on Friday; worried about
Frank; hopes to be at Charing Cross to see him off
too; comments on report in the 'Times' of Neville's
speech at the University and the Birmingham Daily
Post reporting of his 'gas speech of yesterday'. 19
September
/147: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Wishes they
were together so that she could feed and warm him
starting on a new office!; women gave her splendid
reception at Villiers St. and were delighted with
Neville's appointment; refers to her constituency
work and the unveiling of a war memorial; has a
message from Mr Walker to give Neville on Friday.
24 September
/148: (from 11 Downing Street, Whitehall, London
SW1): Hopes Neville is having a good time in the
country; sent on Austen's letter yesterday but any
other letters can wait; Ida continues to make good
progress (after appendectomy); Hilda is lunching
today; says she should have recovered by the time
Neville returns; 'Philip' stayed on talking away until
3, chiefly about Molly; reports on things he had
apparently said to Winston advising him not to fight
the election and afterwards just join the winning
side; she told him that if he had done that people
would distrust him (Winston) even more than they
do now. Sends love to Cecily. 14 December
17 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/149-174

1924 letters

[1924]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
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Chamberlain dated 1924.
/149: (from 11 Downing Street, Whitehall, London
SW1): Offers Neville advice on dealing with ladies
from the Birmingham Clubs who will think he knows
all about them and suggests changes to way
constituency office is run; has just been to sleep
and wishes Mary was not coming; asks Neville to
get Wilfred Wright's address from Mr Walker. 6
January
/150: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Arrived to
find the drawing room sweet with hyacinths and the
greenhouse delicious; refers to a Private Members
Bill Longs to hear what happens; it is nice to have
Florence Amery staying. 21 February
/151: (from Dawn House, Winchester, Hampshire):
Writes to say how happy they are there and hopes
it is warmer in Scotland; comments on how one's
surroundings change one's thoughts and hopes
Neville is feeling the same. 20 April
/152: (from Dawn House, Winchester, Hampshire):
Blazing hot sun and children going barefoot in the
garden; yesterday went to the cathedral and saw
Lord Peel, but fortunately did not catch Anne's
eye!; hoping Neville is enjoying the brilliant
weather too; Frank seems very fit. 'We shall be 16
for lunch today - Jim , Aileen and John, Dorothy
and John Powell and Tony Jackson and his father,
mother and brother.'; Aunt Jess is well and happy;
going to Lilian's tomorrow for one night. 21 April
/153: (from Dawn House, Winchester, Hampshire):
All continues well; lovely at Combe yesterday and
today at Romsey Abbey; hopes weather is warm in
Scotland and fishing is good. 23 April
/154: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick): The
house is clean and comfortable and the coastal
scenery is beautiful leading to high hills but is
disappointed that inland the country is too
'cultivated'; the air is good and so far the weather
is perfect; glad they brought Connel for Frank;
going to tea with the Inskips a mile away this
afternoon; Dorothy still has sore throat and is
missing her father greatly; wishes Neville good luck
with fishing. 8 August
/155: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick): Glad
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to get unexpected letter; absurd for S.B. to call a
meeting so suddenly when he should have had one
before! Food here is good and the place grows on
one; the Inskips have marvellous view from their
house; the place has been let for years and only
lived in by them in order to have their sons coming
of age festivities; Dorothy's throat better; she and
Frank declare they don't want any more children
there. 9 August
/156: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick):
Thanks Neville for his letter from Loubcroy and is
concerned for his health but hopes he finds good
grouse today; admired his tactful reply to Sir
Charles Bright's letter and is glad he is to address
Lady Selborne's society as 'it includes the more
advanced women'; Dorothy's throat better and she
is going to bathe today as Frank has been doing;
they don't seem to miss other children and Anne is
enjoying having them (and herself ) to herself; has
refused an invitation for Frank to visit Maudslay;
encloses letter from Hilda; thinks N's headaches
may be caused by lack of fresh air in bedroom. 12
August
/157: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick):
Letter to Dorothy, with pictures, arrived; Frank and
Anne in bed with chills but he is looking well and
will get up in the afternoon; describes her own
symptoms and the opinion of the doctor; she is
feeling better but as it is raining will stay in bed;
asks Neville if he knows about 'the Wolverhampton
[children's] Home' as she has received a letter from
the Secretary of the Winson Green branch of the
British Legion asking for her assistance in getting
the child of one their members, who is a widower
and living in lodgings, into a home; hopes Neville
is getting better sport. 13 August
/158: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick):
Delighted to hear Neville is feeling fit; Frank seems
very fit again; Anne also better but not eating;
Dorothy wants to tell her friends about Neville's
wonderful bag. 15 August
/159: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick): Has
recovered after taking things easier and can now
face food once more; delighted Neville is eating
well but sorry about the horrid weather; encloses
letter from Ida saying they can't come (to Scotland);
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it has the right attitude despite not giving proper
arguements'; disappointed about Carmarthen but
thinks 'Mond [Sir Alfred Mond] would be more
valuable against the Socialists than any other
Liberal'; can meet Neville at Stranraer by hotel car
if necessary; enjoying peaches - 3 doz so far. 18
August
/160: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick):
Thanks for Neville's letter and enclosures; she
doesn't feel the need of anyone else with her and is
enjoying her time with the children, being alone and
conserving her energy; Miss Thompson goes on
holiday in September so advises Neville that if he
wishes to write for any papers it might be best to do
so [before she goes]; problems with staff, 'cook is
leaving and taking with her the kitchen maid!' but is
not going to worry about it now; cannot see the
sense of Baldwin going over to Ulster; chairwoman
for Forest of Dean says no-one understands the
Irish question and have lost interest in it; writes
about the children and their activities; Frank has
found 'a fellow mind' in Daisy and they ' find a
common interest in mechanical things'; looking
forward to seeing Neville and having him with them
and hopes he will be able to get some fishing in. 19
August
/161: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick):
Delighted that Neville is proposing to stop with
Uncle George till Thursday and will join them on
Friday; sorry to hear about Archie and Grace
(Kenrick); just off to Stranraer to watch boats come
in; looking forward to his arrival on Friday;
forwards some letters. 23 August
/162: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick): Will
meet Neville at station just two minutes away;
Frank is delighted with his letter and sends a reply;
hopes the journey will not be too tiring. 26 August
/163: (from Roslin, Heugh Road, Portpatrick):
Congratulates Neville on catching on two fish;
going to tea at Inskips - her sister, Lady Trenchard,
has arrived with three children the same ages as
theirs which she feels Dorothy will enjoy it but
would have preferred a quiet afternoon; reports on
discussion between Dorothy and Daisy about
politics which ended with Dorothy telling Daisy not
to vote for Labour or the Liberals and saying, 'the
Conservatives are the only people you can trust'
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21 August
/164: (from 37 Eaton Square, London SW1):
Unfinished letter; sure Neville is right to hold a
limited number of meetings and suggests a
women's meeting in each ward addressed by Mrs
Boyce; is sure Neville will have had a fruitful
Management Committee meeting and offers to do
introductions herself if necessary. 10 October
/165: (from 37 Eaton Square, London SW1): Has
just received enclosed by hand; reminds Neville of
George Pilcher who they met at the Baldwins
overseas party and who appears to looking for a
constituency to contest for the Conservatives in the
election; picked him out as a 'stalwart
commonsense Englishman'; he had told her that
Neville was the only person so far who understood
the dangerous situation in India; refers to Oswald
Mosley and Dr Dunstan, Neville's opponents in the
Ladywood constituency in the forthcoming general
election; is feeling better despite throat-tickling and
will be down [to Birmingham] on Monday; wonders
what Neville and Byng [Kenrick] will decide;
'Winston calls Mosley a gilded butterfly' Later:
Have just spoken on phone to [Mr Pilcher] who said
he had seen Mr Blain this morning [about finding a
vacant seat]; he was willing to spend up to £700
but not if there was an election every year. He
thought about a Lancashire constituency because
of his connections with the Indian cotton trade but
Anne pointed out the decision lay with the
Divisional Executive who usually preferred a local
man with funds; told him she was sure Neville
would write on his behalf. 11 October
/166: (from 37 Eaton Square, London SW1): Anne
is really better; hopes Neville is having a fine and
enjoyable weekend; has got in various newspapers
and encloses two cuttings relating to the Ladywood
result from the Birmingham Post and the
Birmingham Mail; speculation in the Evening
Standard regarding cabinet appointments with
Neville tipped for the Ministry of Health; telegrams
have come from Birmingham; Dorothy is better and
Frank is quite recovered. 1 November
/167: (from Dawn House, Winchester): Lovely
weather - has been out in sun; Sir Douglas Hogg
has reported in the 'Times' and 'Daily Mail' Neville's
refusal of the Exchequer; letter from Lady Helen
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Griffiths about their invitation to dinner which Anne
presumes Neville has accepted provisionally;
hopes Neville has a pleasant party; sends love to
Stanhope; Aunt Jess is very well; tells Neville that
should he get a wire from Charles Walpole
(accepting invitation) not to be alarmed it's not 'Sir
Charles and his bepainted wife but merely our old
Downing St footman.' 8 November
/168: (from Bournmouth): Anne writes that she is
most comfy; warm and snug, excellent cooking and
beautiful air; went in a bath chair with a man and
his donkey for 1½ hours along the cliffs; thinking of
returning to Birmingham for two nights to see
Neville and the girls; glad about Neville's
appointment to Ministry of Health for the country's
sake and his scope. 12 November
/169: (from Swanmore, Gervis Road East,
Bournmouth): Comments on the hotel which is
nicely situated among pinetrees and villas and
close to the sea; both living room and bedroom
have red carpet which suits her taste; hopes
Neville will get in the garden or go for a walk at the
weekend; thought the leading article in the 'Times'
very well judged both as to housing and to Neville.
13 November
/170: (from Swanmore, Gervis Road East,
Bournmouth): Sunday: Describes the hotel and the
the kind attention she has received from the
proprietor, Mr Raggetti; has been sitting out by the
sea and went for a ride in a donkey bath chair;
cough still troublesome;comments on reports in the
press about the Ministry of Health and Neville's
recent speech. Monday: ) Comments on the
specialists report on Frank's adenoid condition and
the possibility of an operation if necessary. 16/17
November
/171: (from Swanmore, Gervis Road East,
Bournmouth): Will write to Lady March and tell her
Neville can't attend owing to the Opening of
Parliament but that he will be glad to send a
message; glad she came up as it has satisfied her
about things (regarding Frank's operation) and has
confidence in the man Dick recommended; feels
she wants to be there as she can give Frank
confidence; encloses 'Mother's letter' which she
instructs Neville to read and destroy - and also
cuttings from newspapers including a letter from
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Lady Selborne; news of Aunt Edith's 'flebitis'. 19
November
/172: (from Swanmore, Gervis Road East,
Bournmouth): Is wondering what Neville and
Jenkins will have decided this evening; will stay
here till Monday unless Frank should get more
earache; pros and cons of operation at home or in
nursing home but is sure Jenkins will have opinion
as to what is best; hopes Neville will have a good
shoot. 20 November
/173: (from Swanmore, Gervis Road East,
Bournmouth): No wire yet from Miss Leamon;
wonders what slight deafness in left ear can mean
if it's not adenoids and makes her hope there are
adenoids; agrees that they should take him to the
nursing home and will meet Neville at
Bournemouth Central at 2:30 on Monday if he goes
there; Auckland Geddes mentioned as probable
chairman of Food Control; Neville must be less
than 20 miles away from here. 21 November
/174: (from Swanmore, Gervis Road East,
Bournmouth): Telephoned Miss Leamon last night
who said that Mary told her that both Joe & Diane
(Austen's children) had had their tonsils removed
and she thought Hackney had exaggerated the
dangers; she is happy that Jenkins is the man and
that Neville has arranged everything excellently;
has had so many letters to deal with has had to get
a typist in; cough is really better for first time today.
22 November

26 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/175-188

1925 letters

[1925]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1925.
/175: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Writes that
they are happily settled but Frank wandering
saying he has 'nothing to do'; he is recovering but
not quite himself again yet; Dorothy is absolutely
happy playing La Crosse and eating well; lovely
weather; 'conservatory is delicious with flowers and
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peach house smells of peaches, the coral pink little
orchid is out'; reports on the plants and trees in the
gardens; rejoicing at being there again; expects
Neville is enjoying his fishing holiday; suggests
Neville asks casually about houses anywhere perhaps further up the Dee - 'in case the Duke fails
us.' 10 April
/176: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Reports on
Neville's rock garden and the green house; Ernest
leaves today and Cath (?) has asked permission to
take on, temporarily, a young man who used to
work for them, at about £2 a week; he is a
chauffeur and used to be a footman for the Curzon
family; hopes Neville approves; Hazel has spent
day there; comments on the fall of the French
government and Balfour ' is having time the devil of
a time.'; has had a letter from Dame Alice, writing
from Portugal, asking them for Whitsuntide to tell
them about Uganda and Portugal; thinks they
should refuse -as 'it sounds rather more than we
could bear'!; suggests they might go to the Loire or
to Brussels instead. 11 April
/177: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Glad to hear
you got a fish the first morning and hopes that his
headache has gone; Frank now fit and enjoying
himself; Dorothy rides my bike with him sitting
behind; going to Sherfield on Wednesay; visited
Uncle Arthur who sends his congratulations to
Neville. 13 April
/178: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Glad to hear
of two more fish, Frank wants to know exact
weight; Michael Lloyd here today; club meeting this
afternoon but am feeling better for enforced
idleness here and have enjoyed the children; three
dozen chickens arriving today. 14 April
/179: (from Sherfield Hall, Basingstoke,
Hampshire): Children delighted with your letter;
going to Odiham tomorrow; has indigestion caused
by 'going on a motor drive with [Aunt] Lilian
[Cole]and her nerves reacting on me... but am glad
to see her properly.' 'Hope headache went and
more fish came!' 15 April
/180: (from Kindrochet, Calvine, Perthshire):
Feeling quite recovered; Coralie and children have
gone out; glad Neville had a glimpse of the place
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and hopes he has good sport. 10 August
/181: (from Kindrochet, Calvine, Perthshire): Sorry
to hear of Neville's uncomfortable journey and his
headache; Frank and Coralie saw about 10 salmon
trying to get up the Garry Falls; Coralie has done
lots of walking with Frank; still unable to eat but Dr
Aylott is a nice doctor and is sure rest and
remedies will soon work; encloses Cooks letter
which she can't understand regarding payment for
rail tickets!; all sleeping well in the good air;
Dorothy taking lots of exercise now Philippa is here
and Frank is out with Walpole. 12 August
/182: (from Kindrochet, Calvine, Perthshire): Neville
appears to be having better grouse shooting than
around Kindrochet; comments on newspaper
cuttings and speculates on authorship; all family
are well; going out in the motor for a picnic; the
Duchess has asked them to tea on Sunday;
encloses Higginbottom ? letter opened by mistake,
'he is absolutely beyond all hope'; Coralie sends
love. 14 August
/183: (from Kindrochet, Calvine, Perthshire): Had
glorious day yesterday motoring up along the line
to Dalwhinny and had lunch by Loch Ericht; spoke
to Lord Sligo on the way home; tomorrow tea with
the Duchess at Dunkeld seeing Killicrankie on the
way. 15 August
/184: (from Kindrochet, Calvine, Perthshire):
Congratulates Neville on his splendid shooting;
hopes Frank won't marry at twenty-one before he's
seen anybody; took the children to Dunkeld
yesterday to tea with Atholls, where Sligos and
others were, and they were very bored; Dorothy
has produced life-like caricatures of the Duke and
Duchess; looked in at Atholl house on way back;
17 August
/185: (from Kindrochet, Calvine, Perthshire):
Arrangements for fishing when Neville joins them;
went up Glen Tilt yesterday; walked six miles
yesterday down the valley; has invited Aunt Jess to
stay for a couple of days; taking Frank fishing this
afternoon and have had lovely cycle rides together;
the Duchess' agent has asked if Neville would mind
sending a message to a meeting at which Walter
Eliot and the Duchess are speaking next week. 19
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August
/186: (from Kindrochet, Calvine, Perthshire):
Delighted to hear Neville come on Saturday and
arrangements for meeting; Coralie sends her love.
20 August
/187: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Delighted at
the news regarding the West Ham Poor Law
Guardians; congratulates Neville on his insight into
the psychology of the people there; has had three
days of constituency work and has been enjoying
the garden; has picked 'sweet leaves etc. to take to
sick friends at the Club tonight.'; has arranged with
Mr Baldwin to arrive at Wendover on Saturday;
everyone is delighted at Pensions Bill and think it
'most fair and comforting' More comment on
'Guardians'. 1 October
/188: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Her cold is
no worse; is putting off visiting school but otherwise
carrying on; wishes they could have dined with
Austen last night; Daily Mail reports of Pensions
Bill; 'Winston [Churchill] and Philip [Philip
Snowden]both optimistic about trade'. 21 October
/189: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): General
enthusiasm for the Pensions Bill; Sir Frank Nelson
has referred to Neville as 'the greatest social
reformer since Dizzy' 22 October
14 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/189-226

1926 letters

[1926]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1926.
/190: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Enclosing
cutting in yesterday's 'Times' which may have
escaped Neville's notice and is so satisfactory!
Wed 27 (Feb?)
/191: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Sends
birthday wishes for the following day. 17 March
/192: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston):
Congratulations on yesterday ' Sir Douglas [Hogg]
told me and all of us you wound up so splendidly';
many happy returns for today; refers to 'Sir
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Douglas' speaking on the Locarno Treaty and the
coal crisis. 18 March
/193: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Describes
the location of the hotel and view from her window;
remembers the area from previous visits; had not
expected to start treatment until next week but
decides to see another doctor so that treatment
may start at once; 'I know this is the place and I am
sure a few weeks here will set me up...It was
hateful leaving but I know its best and it will be
lovely to get back fresh and enjoy everything with
heaps of energy'; supposes Neville has a Cabinet
meeting before the Economy Bill later in the
afternoon and evening; 31 March
/194: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): 'I am sure
I have been very cross to everyone lately but I
won't be when I get back...the space and the
freedom and nothing to do are just what I wanted
and no-one to speak to me.'; has seen Dr Plantain
but cannot start treatment yet, 'in the meatime just
do what I like'
/195: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Is feeling
better but 'I still feel I can't bear the thought of
meeting people.'; has heard the Prince of Wales is
arriving on Friday; wishes Neville luck with the
fishing and hopes he has recovered from 'that
dreadful night.' [all night sitting of the House of
Commons] 5 April
/196: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Encloses
letter from Eddie Cadogan [containing invitation] to
which she has replied with a refusal 'as I have
refused all other things since I have been here and
I mean to stick to it this summer...Still work, or
household or people send me all of a flutter.'; is to
start thyroid gland doses on the orders of Dr
Williams;
/197: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Has
started treatments of 'an electric bath' and sun
baths in her room; will find out next week how long
she should be there; refers to an enclosure
regarding miners houses which 'seem pretty ideal'
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and imagines the 'National Federation is fussing
prematurely'. 9 April
/198: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Expects
Neville is now 'immersed once more in work'; Frank
Hodges speech and sentiments give hope for a
solution before May; Neville's forthcoming
speeches at Stockton and Leeds; went for a drive
to take flowers to the daughter of the valet who
has died of consumption; feeling better but tires
easily. 12 April
/199: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Has seen
the doctor today and her blood pressure is nearly
normal but has been advised not to commit to any
engagements before June. 13 April
/200: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Is feeling
very relaxed at the thought of no obligations for
weeks ahead; the place is beautiful and very
healthy as she is getting lots of sun and air and
doing more walking and reading; lists books she
has with her; will need to postpone a number of
engagements until she feels stronger; she feels
better able to deal with household problems now.
14 April
/201: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz):
Comments on miners and trade unions and threat
of 'upheaval'; read an account of Neville's interview
in the papers and will be thinking of him at
Stockton; Katherine Law's engagement; encloses
letter from Lady Stanhope and has accepted
provisionally and Miss Thompson will confirm after
speaking to Neville; also letter regarding Mr Lewis's
son who is sick and may have to stay in hospital for
some time posing an awkward problem if they
commit to supporting the family for a protracted
time; asks if Neville can get Miss Thompson to ask
the doctor how long away the child will need;Prince
of Wales arrives tonight for a 'rest cure'; the doctor
thinks she may need treatment for a form of colitis;
feels the Stockton speech followed by one in
Birmingham must have been a strain for Neville
and hopes he manages to get some sleep on
Sunday; notes Neville had a dig at L.G. [Lloyd
George] and pleased his labour men got into
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trouble for obstruction. 16-17 April
/202: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Read
about Neville's speech in the 'Times'; refers to
attendance at Court and if Neville, as a member of
government, is allowed to accompany her; has
been on a long drive in the countryside and noted
wild flowers; asks Neville not to refuse invitations
for her to accompany him but could not do public
speeches. 18 April
/203: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Concerns
for Neville's well being and loss of sleep due to all
night sitting and his work in the passage of the
Economy Bill; details of her treatment regime; feels
she is improving but has asked to have a series of
xrays which will finish tomorrow and 'all extremely
good so far'; is starting to eat a little but slowly. 21
April
/204: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Worried
about Neville not sleeping well and will be glad
when he is back at Westbourne; opinion on betting
tax; proposal for disenfranchisement of the Poor
Law votes; Sir Francis Lowe [sitting MP in
Edgbaston constituency] is to move and wonders
how soon the Committee will meet but urges
Neville to proceed slowly; glad Mr Boult [Adrian
Boult] has publicly recognised that they owe the
municipal orchestra to Neville; pleased he has had
time to look at some pictures and the one of the
Boboli Gardens sounds lovely but not sure where it
would fit at present; should decide where they will
be for Whitsun holiday and which invitations to
accept; has looked into the possibilities for fishing
in the local area if Neville is able to get out there.
23 April
/205: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Death of
Uncle Arthur [Arthur Chamberlain]; has been
thinking back over her health problems and now
believes she was 'on the edge of a nervous
breakdown' and that when she first arrived in
Biarritz and heard voices it was subconscious
reminders of being near Biarritz as a child; glad the
Economy Bill is over; Sir B Chadwick's report is to
the point; comments on how differently Churchill
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would do things; observations on problems
concerning Conservative Party Agents; again
suggests Neville join her in France for a restful
holiday. 28 April
/206: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz):
Comments on reports of the Budget; [Sir Francis]
Lowe's letter regarding the Edgbaston
constituency; waiting for the evening papers for
news of the miners situation which looks critical;
hopes Uncle Arthur provided for Miss Duff; the
defeat of George Jarrett in the East Ham North byelection; has visited the house which was occupied
by an ancestor of Lord Linlithgo during Wellington's
Peninsula Campaign; asks Neville about Miss
Lindon and changes to Neville's menus; the
treatments she is receiving are not as expensive as
at her doctor's in London. 30 April-1 May
/207: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Reports in
the 'Daily Mail' [on the industrial situation] appear
alarming but thinks there is still hope; notes that
Neville must be awaiting the results of the Trade
Unions and miners meeting; the Prince of Wales
may get some news but he may be leaving soon;
despises Ramsay MacDonald; is glad Neville is at
hand to assist Baldwin with calm and clear
judgement; definitely wants to return if the strike
goes ahead. 3 May
/208: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Received
Neville's wire requesting her not to try and return to
England just yet to which she is forced to agree as
there are no boats sailing; she would prefer to be in
Paris so as to be able to return home at the first
opportunity but she knows he is right and will do
nothing until she hears from him, 'I will endeavour
to keep calm and go on getting better.'; Dr Plantain
has fixed up a wireless in her room so she hopes to
be able to hear news from England; if the situation
worsens she could always go to Paris and contact
him through the Foreign Office; in case her letters
don't get through she is ending a line via the British
Embassy 'c/o Austen to be forwarded'; urges
Neville to assert his views with Baldwin, 'I know no
judgement or wisdom to equal yours so do barge in
- please.' 4-5 May
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/209: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Heard
reports on the wireless about the government's
preparations for the General Strike; Baldwin's
speech suggests the Trades Unions Executive
have put themselves in the wrong by issuing strike
orders while still carrying on negotiations and by
not consulting local committees before calling for
strike action; felt desperate yesterday at the
thought of being cut off if the situation worsened or
if the strikers were assisted by international trades
unions but wireless reports suggest the
government has the situation well under control
and the rioting in London has not been allowed to
get out of hand, 'It was comforting to here Jix's
[William Joynson Hicks, Home Secretary] voice;
still longs to be back; believes the crisis has
reflected badly on the late Socialist government
and cannot understand why Lady Astor and others
cheered Thomas [James Henry Thomas]; heard
the engineers in Birmingham have not come out on
strike so hopes trade has not suffered irreparably;
hopes that none of their men servants have
volunteered as special constables as no doubt
Neville has police protection now and they need all
the men at home; results of medical tests on her
guts are good but will need to keep taking the
medicine for some time and the neuralgia pains
have stopped; wants Neville to wire her
immediately if the crisis worsens. 6 May
/210: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Apologies
for appearing troublesome in her last letter but was
alarmed by newspaper reports and feared not
being able to return to England; encloses cutting
from the 'Daily Mail' 5 May as an example;
comments on possible repercussions of the strike
such as future demand for a secret (strike) ballot
and call for non compulsory payments to trade
union funds and hopes this will be achieved in due
course; thinks the experience will have
demonstrated to the public the advantages of
constitutional government and that in the eyes of
the masses the Socialists have tied themselves to
the Communists; plans to see more of the area
which she finds fascinating. 7 May
/211: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Feeling fit
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and well rested; comments on radio reports of the
crisis and 'Mr Baldwin's call to stand by the
government ' and Sir John Simon's speech on the
legality of the strike helps create the right public
opinion; hopes Neville will be included in any
ministerial group formed to take control of the
situation; asked Miss Leamon to write everyday
and to send the British Gazette. 8 May
/212: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Feels the
government is organising everything very well and
that the strikers must feel the weight of public
opinion is against them; circulation of the British
Gazette is good and heard other papers have been
able to publish again; Sir John Simon's speech
must have had an effect; asks Neville to send her
compliments to Baldwin on his radio speech last
night, 'I thought his appeal to trust him was the right
note because the people have a faith in his
singleness of purpose.'; the weather has been
good and she has had another long walk in the
country; reassures Neville that she is feeling much
better; in postscript refers to a 'new force to assist
the police' and Havelock Wilson and strike ballot of
seamen. 9 May
/213: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Relieved
at reports of men returning to work; feels the
government has handled the situation marvellously
'but what a smash to the tyranny of the Trades
Unions and what must Thomas and Co. of the
Trades Union Executive and also the Labour
Party...feel like. I believe we should sweep the
country if an election came on now.'; sends Neville
Kathleen's letter and asks him to get Miss Leamon
to reply to her leaving the invitation open
depending on the outcome of the strike; discusses
alternatives for holiday at Whitsuntide should the
industrial situation allow. 10 May
/214: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Will be
leaving on Thursday and spending the night in
Paris from where it will be a simple journey to
home as the railways appear to be running again;
refers to Neville's 'secret proposal'' of a pension
scheme for Trades Unions returning to work which
seems to be having an effect; sure the country is
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with the government in standing firm; longing to be
back home, ' you will find me quite a different
person. The cure is really finished.' 11 May
/215: (from Helianthe, Regimes Et Agents
Physiques, Cote Des Basques, Biarritz): Believes
she has just heard on the wireless that the General
Strike is over but must wait to have it verified;
comments on Sir John Simon and others'
proposals for the settlement negotiations;
comments on the 'impertinance' of Sir Howard
d'Egville and on Churchill's reported suggestion
that indirect taxation would be imposed as a
punishment on the strikers, 'he is so totally out of
touch.'; looks forward to seeing Neville again and
the possibility of a holiday at Whitsuntide. 12 May
/216: (from Little Scatwell, Muir of Ord, Rosshire):
Gives an account of arriving at Muir of Ord and the
difficulties in transporting all their luggage up to the
house; 'This is no castellated mansion but...a white
painted wooden house rambling along one floor
right in the heart of the hills.'; there are other guests
staying but feels Neville would ' ...find the
conversation rather limited and the musical
evening...last night, rather trying but you would love
the place.' 9 August
/217: (from Little Scatwell, Muir of Ord, Rosshire):
Encloses letter from Lady Newton and a Ladywood
one with invitation she feels they should accept if
Neville feels inclined for a break and shooting; is
bored with the small party at Scatwell and will be
happy to move on to their own place on Saturday;
wishes Neville a good day tomorrow (12 August)
and hopes he is enjoying the fishing. 11 August
/218: (from Little Scatwell, Muir of Ord, Rosshire):
Delighted to hear Neville has enjoyed the first part
of his holiday; has sent for her golf clubs for Frank
to use and hopes Dorothy might take up the game
and riding; 'New Statesman' and 'The Spectator''
say you look 'brighter' since your severance with
Mosely'; has had a letter from Professor
Abercrombie [Patrick Abercrombie] who says he is
writing to the 'Times' in support of the Rural
Housing Bill and 'pointing out the artistic
responsibility of the County Councils.' and refers to
his pamphlet 'The Preservation of Rural England'.
12 August
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/219: (from Bunrannoch Hotel, Kinloch Rannoch,
Perthshire): Happily settled in very comfortable
hotel where the food is very good; there is good
fishing and Neville has been invited to shoot by Joe
Henderson, son of Lord Faringdon; Hilda and Ida
are expected later in the month so Neville could
possibly come up for a few days too; Norma and
Philippa have arrived. 15 August
/220: (from Bunrannoch Hotel, Kinloch Rannoch,
Perthshire): Invitation from Captain Wentworth,
whose place is about five miles down the loch, to
Neville to shoot; went for a lovely walk with Frank
yesterday morning and in the afternoon took a boat
down the river intending to fish but the wind was
too high; going to Inverhaddon to tea;; complains
about the children never wanting to wash. 20
August
/221: (from Bunrannoch Hotel, Kinloch Rannoch,
Perthshire): Went on a lovely motor trip yesterday;
loves the scenery in the area; only drawback of the
hotel is having meals in public area where all
conversations can be overheard and the food is
rather monotonous; met Sir William Joynson Hicks
(Jix) who is staying with Esmond Harmsworth
three miles away; arrangements to pick Neville up
from the station. 23 August
/222: (from Bunrannoch Hotel, Kinloch Rannoch,
Perthshire): Confirms arrangements to meet Neville
on Saturday; bicycling and outings in the car; 'the
aunts 'arrive today about tea time. 25 August
/223: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Ladywood
constituency Selection Committee election of Mr
Lloyd [Geoffrey Lloyd] 'who made a splendid
impression and much bucked up all who were
there.'; Sir Oswald and Lady Cynthia Mosley have
gone to great lengths to cultivate support in the
Ladywood constituency and attack Neville for
neglecting his constituents; tells of an example of
Mosley 'bribing' for votes in promising to look after
the sick wife of one of their keen workers in the
constituency in return for his support; 'Lady Cynthia
never speaks without abusing me as he does you.';
has spent a long time on constituency work 'and
have made everyone feel they are not losing us
just yet.'; comments on Neville's idea of an elected
chairman of the [Unionist] Executive; Stresemann
[Foreign Minister of Germany]; Dorothy is making
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progress but is concerned that should she need a
doctor Neville should contact Maxwell Simpson. 5
October
/224: (from 37 Eaton Square, London): Hopes
Neville's tour is going well but feels it needs more
publicity so that County Councils all over the
country know what he is doing; urges Neville to be
less diffident and a 'little more Jix-ian...for this
occasion.'; accepting invitation for government
reception to meet Imperial Conference delegates;
feeling better about returning to London than she
did at the same time last year; is broadcasting in
the afternoon and has been 'listening in to [Daisy's]
wireless to see how and how not to broadcast'. 13
October
/225: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Neville in
Norfolk; sending any letters that need reply to
London. 25 October
/226: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Incomplete
letter: Accepting dinner invitations, one to meet the
Prime Minister of Canada and one with the
Churchills but will discuss at the weekend. 26
October
38 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/227-233

1927 letters

[1927]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1927.
/227: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): (annotated
'1927 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Garden is
looking lovely; children getting interested in
reading; leaving for Lilian's early tomorrow and will
get to Odiham on Saturday in time to greet Neville.
18 April
/228: (from Mullion Cove Hotel, Mullion, Cornwall):
(annotated '1927 packet' by Anne Chamberlain):
The spot is not what she expected, 'It is harsh and
ugly with no real sands and no view except from
the top of the cliffs which are at present impossible
on account of a bitter east wind which blows all day
and all night'; when she took Frank back to school
she was sorry to learn the headmaster was to
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leave the school at the end of term; there is no sign
of Spring where she is and she hates the place but
'Dorothy will enjoy the sea which she adores'; Lois
Nettlefold and her husband on a motoring
honeymoon left today, 'he has an awful accent and
is an accountant but they seem extremely happy.';
refers to a portrait of herself. 2 May
/229: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): (annotated
'1927 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Read the
article on the Hospital for Tropical Diseases and
was not surprised to see Neville's letter in the
'Times'; had a vist from Ruth Carew (nee
Chamberlain) and her new husband; 'It is vile
notbeing up and not getting to the Conference.' 4
October
/230: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): (annotated
'1927 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Sir John
Seely's suggestion regarding savings banks; refers
to [William] Orpen and advises Neville to get in
touch with him (possibly to discuss sittings for his
portrait); 'this ...forced lie up (due to a strained
tendon ) will be my saving - not only this autumn
but afterwards-for I did not feel rested these
holidays mentally'. 5 October
/231: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): (annotated
'1927 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): [Douglas]
Hacking has visit ed her and was 'astonished to
see how different I looked after this enforced rest';
feels Neville's talk to the Council on Friday should
include something about the Blackpool Conference
decisions and the need to prepare for the next
election the likely date of which is said to be April
1929; if Neville has a programme for his visits north
she would like to see what he is doing each day. 11
October
/232: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): (annotated
'1927 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Neville's visit
to an asylum; advises Neville to take lots of warm
clothes on his trip to the north. 12 October
/233: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): (annotated
'probably Oct' and '1927 packet' by Anne
Chamberlain): Looking forward to Neville's
homecoming;thinks there should be more in the
press about his work for various parts of the
country. 26 [October]
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7 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/234-253

1928 letters

[1928]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1928.
/234: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Refers to
letter from Sir W Orpen [William Orpen] and asks
Neville to reconsider and make arrangements with
him, presumably for sittings for his portrait;
comments on their 'splendid holiday together in
Spain'. 24 January
/235: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Distressed to
hear that Neville is depressed which she suggests
is because his doctors have given conflicting
advice but she believes his complaint is not arthritis
and is unsure about the light treatment
recommended; also comments on alleged cures for
excema; sympathises with him over the doctors'
differing opinions and thinks he is marvellously
strong. 25 January
/236: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Sorry to hear
about Ivy; dinner invitations; (constituency?)
meetings all gone off well and several women have
asked her to thank Neville for their pensions. 26
January
/237: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Report on
success of Conference; speeches from 'Willy B'
and Archie Boyd Carpenter; hopes Orpen
'materialises tomorrow'. 22 March
/238: (from The Bury House, Odiham, Hants:
annotated '1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain):
Anne and the children in Hampshire while Neville is
on a fishing holiday in Scotland where she hopes
he is getting some rest; enclosing poems by the
children (see following /237); is pleased all the
Cabinet affairs were settled satisfactorially before
his holiday. 7 April
/239: (from The Bury House, Odiham, Hants:
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annotated '1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain):
Sorry to hear 'Robin' [Miss Robinson] is not well;
dislikes the house which is very noisy but is
thankful for the car and has been on lovely drives;
the aunts are very well and looking forward to
seeing Neville; May and Willie came to lunch and
Willie talked ceaselessly all afternoon; Joe
Carnegie is engaged to be married but it is a
secret; children enjoyed the races yesterday;
Dorothy is not at all shy in company but Frank is a
little quiet; looking forward to seeing Neville at
home on Saturday. 10 April
/240: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Going to
Worcester and Malvern for the day; has been busy
making arrangements for people to stay for the
Festival; hopes all goes well with Cabinet and the
House. 18 April
/241: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Replacement
of Douglas Veale in Neville's Private Office by
Arthur Rucker who Anne hopes, but doubts, shares
the same sense of humour. 19 April
/242: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): 'I see you got
your bill through all right and now comes the
Budget.'; is motoring up to London on Thursday
and will go the House to hear the debate. 24 April
/243: (from Sherfield Hall, Basingstoke: annotated
'April' and '1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): No
date but headed Friday so possibly written 13 April:
is pleased Neville is coming to Birmingham
tomorrow and not Odiham as it will prolong his
holiday a little longer; hopes to hear better news of
Robin. No date but headed Friday so possibly
written 13 April
/244: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928'): Has seen one [orchid] out; arrangements
for her train journey via Carlisle. 1 August
/245: (from Bamburgh Castle): Asks for titles of
butterfly books for Frank; going out for the day in
the Cheviot hills; is pleased Neville is going to
Loubcroy. 18 September (amended to 18 August
1928, possibly in Neville's hand).
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/246: (from Bamburgh Castle: annotated 'August
1928'): Comments on Mary's health and how the
strain of the wedding must have been the 'last
straw'; has written to Ida and Hilda who were to
stay with Mary telling them to let her know if they
should return. 22 August
/247: (from Bamburgh Castle: annotated 'August
1928'): [Hilda ] phoned last night with better news
of Mary's condition; Michael Lloyd is 'in great form'
playing on the sands with Frank; Aunt Jess is very
well. 22 August
/248: Note concerning Mary's health which
although improving is still in danger of sudden
collapse; again asked Ida if they should return but
ida says not; has sent Mary some roses.24 August.
/249: (from Bamburgh Castle: annotated '1928'):
Has had more news of Mary's health after speaking
to Hilda and hopes that her improvement
continues; the children are enjoying their time there
and with the others there make a 'perfect mixture of
a party.' 25 August
/250: (from Bamburgh Castle: annotated '1928'):
Her foot is much better but feels it best not to move
so will stay in Bamburgh; Ida is arriving on
Wednesday but Hilda cannot leave Mary;
arrangements to meet Neville on Sunday. 31
August
/251: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Has put off
opening the Dudley Bazaar as she has a bad cold
but hopes to be better for tomorrow night. 10
October
/252: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Hopes the
Conference went as well as possible and that the
other will too; attended Lord Mayor's party last
night and was given the place of honour by them at
a concert and met people she had not seen for
years; spending tomorrow and Thursday night
away but back for Ladywood Officers lunch on
Friday. 24 October
/253: (from Coed Coch, Abergele, North Wales:
annotated '1928 packet' by Anne Chamberlain):
Mrs Broderick is cold and hard and doesn't care
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about politics but was persuaded to stand; Mrs
Lloyd Edwards a great worker in Llangollen is here
and some other females; is going to see Hunter an
old Highbury orchard house gardener who is here
now; feels confidents about speech but loathes
bazaars. 31 October
20 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/254-274

1929 letters

[1929]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1929.
/254: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Had a
successful meeting with Caro(?) Bridgeman
[Caroline Bridgeman, wife of Sir William
Bridgeman] and Sir Thomas (?) who gave an
excellent speech; 'I was alright and had a
wonderful reception but as usual forgot to put a
vote of thanks to the meeting. Mrs Baldwin was
very good.' 13 March
/255: (from Dawn House, Winchester: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Staying with
Aunt Jess; has had a delightful letter from Orpen
[Sir William Orpen] thanking her for the orchids;
comments on his portrait of Neville; Dorothy is well
and 'looking most fascinating in her new clothes.' 2
April
/256: (from Dawn House, Winchester: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Neville's
health; saw Frank yesterday and he is looking well
but taking no real exercise. 3 April
/257: (from Sherfield Hall, Basingstoke: annotated
'1929'): Staying here till tomorrow and having a
quiet day in bed with books; enjoyed a drive over
the Lambourne Downs. 21 June
/258: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Has been
talking to Miss Pratt about party literature for the
autumn; had a peaceful day in the garden
yesterday but 'today must embark on speeches
and it's too hot to think.' 16 July
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/259: (from Bamburgh Castle: annotated '1929
packet' by Anne Chamberlain): All settling down
happily; delighted to have Edith with them; glad
Neville and Frank have got this time together, ' it is
I think what he really needs, the sport and you
instead of his mother!' 17 August
/260: (from Bamburgh Castle): Glad to hear Frank
is enjoying the fishing; has heard from friends in
Kenya and would like to go to East Africa. 'The
highlands and lakes of Tanganyika look very
attractive.'; thinks Lilian is enjoying herself and can
gossip to Edith about mutual friends; rheumatism is
decidedly better. 21 August
/261: (from Bamburgh Castle: annotated '1929
packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Delighted to hear
that Frank has settled in and is enjoying the
shooting and fishing, 'I feel it is just what he most
needs at the moment'; rheumatism comes and
goes; might go to Harrogate for a cure as she does
not want to be ill while in Kenya. 24 August
/262: (from Charlotte Square, Edinburgh: Staying
the night there with Enid having seen the doctor
about her ear and her rheumatism; the doctor has
advised her to go to Harrogate; longing to see
Neville and Frank and hear all about their holiday;
has got a book about travels in Kenya and the
orchids and butterflies sound wonderful; comments
on advice from different doctors. 28 August
/263: (from Swinton, Masham, Yorkshire:
annotated '1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain):
Having a nice quiet time with Philip and Mollie [
Cunliffe-Lister] before East Africa; packed Dorothy
and Frank off yesterday; has heard from Max
asking if he should attend the operation
(tonsillectomy?) and has written to Jenkins for
information about the procedure and whether he
will be attending her while she is in the nursing
home; hates the house but has a different room
with a view of the river; Molly has a new and very
unattractive pekinese. 21 September
/264: (from Nursing Home 17 Park Lane: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Writes
following tonsillectomy; thinks Neville's article is
excellent but concerned about possible misleading
headlines in the press; has had earache again but
is taking aspirin, otherwise is getting on splendidly.
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30 September
/265: (from Nursing Home 17 Park Lane: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Feeling better
as the earache has gone; Ida coming to see her
tomorrow; Jenkins (her doctor) is pleased with her
but thinks she should stay there twelve to fourteen
days in all. 2 October
/266: (from Sherfield Hall, Basingstoke: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Staying with
Lilian while recuperating and is feeling better each
day; [the driver] will meet Neville at Winchester
Station on Wednesday; asks how Neville liked the
'Melchetts [Alfred Mond, Baron Melchett]at close
quarters and what it was he wanted to talk about.'
13 October
/267: (from 37 Eaton Square, SW1: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Has been out
in the car today; heard that Sir Geoffrey Archer, the
late governor of Somaliland, is going on a big game
expedition to Tanganyika next week. 17 October
/268: (from Dawn House, Winchester: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Comments
on an interview given by Neville; has failed to find a
Lord Cornwallis in 1927 'Who's Who' but Miss T
may be able to make enquiries; Hilda and Ida came
over for tea yesterday 'in the wildest and most
trying spirits' Hilda was in 'wild excitement' about
Austen and Neville 'A thought it was time you
came out with an authorised programme - S.B.
being so hopeless.'; has afterwards thought that
Churchill may try and come out with an Empire
policy; has the impression Hilda thinks she is being
'mollie coddled' and that she should be able to do
more after three weeks convalescence but insists
she has not fully recovered and is still very tired. 19
October
/269: (from Dawn House, Winchester: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Concern for
Neville's ear condition which is no better; she feels
better but 'politics are impossible at present and I
am glad we are going away.'; comments on an
article in the 'Times' on the issue of slum
clearance; urges Neville to follow doctor's advice
and not to take any chances with his health. 21
October
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/270: (from Dawn House, Winchester): Looking
forward to Neville's arrival tomorrow; dinner is at
7.30 and afterwards they can sit by her fire and
gossip; was bored with S.B.'s speech on geology
and feeling sick of Worcestershire; had neuritis
yesterday but is feeling better today and thinks
Neville will see a 'marvellous change' in her. 23
October
/271: (from Dawn House, Winchester): Pleased
Neville was able to get down to see her last night:
sympathises with Neville's feelings about politics at
the moment, 'I do feel just as you do - one would
like to chuck them and let the people go to the
dogs if they will be so stupid.'; 'Rothermere and
Beaverbrook will turn if they see their pockets
going to be affected''; assures Neville that his
personal achievements will be remembered by
most people and at some point he will get another
chance to go on and do more...I feel it is much
harder for you than most of the others as you do
care and had done so much and had so much
more in view to do.'; complaints heard about
Baldwin's leadership. 25 October
/272: (from Dawn House, Winchester: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Recommends
Mrs Williams, wife of M.P. for Torquay, for V.C. of
Advisory Committee; no longer needs the car or
driver so he is returning to London; will be thinking
of Neville when he delivers his speech on Monday.
26 October
/273: (from 37 Eaton Square, SW1: annotated
'1929 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Pleased to
have his letter about Hatfield Museum and about
seeing MacMillan and George Lloyd; hurtful
remarks about Neville in the press. 29 October
/274: (from Bamburgh Castle: not dated): Arranging
convenient dates for function; explored the Roman
road for four mile this side of Rothbury; itinerary [for
the their trip to East Africa]
21 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/275-284

1930 letters

[1930]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
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Chamberlain dated 1930.
/275: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston: annotated
'1930 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Healyth
concerns; privately thinks that the East Africa visit
delayed her recovery after her operation on her
tonsils but thinks she will be alright by the autumn;
was very well received at a large gathering of
women party members in Birmingham yesterday,
'the galleries as well as the floor was packed and
everyone waved frantically whenever I looked
anywhere near them.' 2 April
/276: (from Hotel Rosat, Chateau d'Oex: annotated
'1930 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Delightful
place; food excellent; rooms comfortable, paid
extra for her own bathroom, '...very excessive but it
does make it perfect. I am lucky having a husband
who lets me have it all so delightful.'; hopes the
Woolwich meeting went well; possibility of
upcoming by-elections ' but I'm sure I am really no
help in my undecided state of mind.' 20 July
/277: (from Hotel Rosat, Chateau d'Oex): Enjoying
the scenery ' It is all so lovely and yet not so
overwhelming as the Norwegian mountains.';
cannot sit out in the wind as it starts the pains in
her ears again as in East Africa and onboard ship;
the doctor has advised not to sit outside or walk far
during the first week; comments on the birds and
flowers she has seen; feels Neville was right to
accept the post of party chairman, 'the post that
seemed impossible', as it meant he has been able
to take the lead away from Baldwin. 22 July
/278: (from Hotel Rosat, Chateau d'Oex):
Comments on the difficulty faced by Neville of
dealing with 'people like R [Lord Rothermere] who
have no thought of what is good for the country,
merely their own paper and pockets'; wonders what
will happen next, what Max [Lord Beaverbrook] will
say and what will happen about the by-election at
Bromley. 29 July
/279: (from Hotel Rosat, Chateau d'Oex: annotated
'1930 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Dismayed to
hear from Neville that negotiations have failed; sure
Neville has done nothing to regret. It would not
have been possible to support E [Lord
Rothermere's son, Esmond]
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under the circumstances. R [Lord Rothermere] just
hates S.B. and that is the root of it all.'; on seeing
the papers the following day Anne comments on
Neville's move to 'change the situation ' by
endorsing Edward Campbell as the Conservative
candidate for the Bromley by-election. 1-2 August
/280: (from Hotel Rosat, Chateau d'Oex: annotated
'1930 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): No date but
the content suggests this letter precedes /279:
Comments on the report of Beaverbrook's Finsbury
speech and fears that Neville has not been able to
secure the support of Rothermere on condition that
he did not abuse Baldwin [in the press]; hopes
Neville will be able to achieve some measure of
agreement if not all and 'that the door is not shut
should changes occur.'; election of R. B. Bennett
as Canadian Prime Minister who 'will be all English
and non American' and 'will want talks with you in
the autumn.'; notes that Neville has got Henry
Betterton on the Insurance Committee; gives an
account of how she spends her days, usually
reading, walking or lying on the balcony if hot,
sleeping in the afternoon, more reding , dinner
about 7.15 and early bed; lists some of the books
she has with her; Austen cannot get [Lord] Simon
on his Commission but thinks it would be best just
to get him in as a witness.' 1 August
/281: (from Hotel Rosat, Chateau d'Oex):
Congratulates Neville on his victory [over
Beaverbrook] and agrees that he certainly should
not be trusted in the future; feels they both need a
break from politics; pleased to hear Neville and the
children will be staying a week in Brussels; pains in
her ears have eased; sleeping better; still cannot
concentrate for long but is more relaxed, 'East
Africa is also receding into the background with all
its vile sensations.'; asks for letters from the
children. 6 August
/282: (from Hotel Rosat, Chateau d'Oex): Glad to
hear Neville and the children are enjoying their stay
in Belgium; felt quite different when she woke up
this morning and hopes it continues; went to
Gstaad but found it very different, to where she is
staying 'German in every way'. 12-13 August
/283: (from Hotel Rosat, Chateau d'Oex: annotated
'1930' by Anne Chamberlain): The places Neville
describes sound lovely but wonders if it is the same
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in Germany as where she is , that there is no
colour (to the scenery) unless the sun is shining
unlike in England and Scotland; has been on a
drive to Rossiniere where she discovered the site
of an old castle and saw a type of gentian flower
which grew at an altitude of over five thousand feet.
22 August
/284: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1 annotated
'1930 packet' by Anne Chamberlain):
Congratulates Neville on his 'brilliant bit of work' in
taking the opportunity as party chairman of
persuading Baldwin to make a prompt declaration
on Empire Free Trade; feels that Baldwin's faults
as a leader are due to having the qualities more of
'a mystic and poet' and this temperament makes it
more difficult for him to cope with the stresses of
political life and to make decisions; enclosure of
cutting from the Birmingham Daily Post 10 October
1930. 10 October
11 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/285-290

1931 letters

[1931]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1931.
/285: (from Maple Bank, Edgbaston: annotated
'1931 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Feeling proud
and happy that Neville has finally got his [Import
Duties] Bill through; thinks he has shown wonderful
patience and foresight 'when Stanley was so
exasperating...The Bill is yours and if you never did
anything else...all the difficulties and sacrifices of
political life would have been worth while.' 11
February
/286: (from Highfield: annotated '1931 packet' by
Anne Chamberlain): Lady Ivegh has asked her to
stand as vice-chairman on the Advisory Committee
but she has refused; has been missing Frank and
asks if Neville can fin a film to take him to on
Saturday; Lilian has been very understanding
about her need for peace and quiet; she has not
left her room but just eating, reading, sleeping and
seeing no-one. 4 March
/287: (from St Clements, Mudeford, Christchurch,
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Dorset: annotated '1931 packet' by Anne
Chamberlain): Glad Neville has made alterations
(to his Bill?) as the original proposals would have
caused hardship in many cases; the house where
she is staying has no view but is comfortable and
peaceful; Miss Leamon is rejoicing in having a
home of her own and 'has made it charming'. 25
March
/288: (from St Clements, Mudeford, Christchurch,
Dorset: annotated '1931 packet' by Anne
Chamberlain): Hopes Neville is having a successful
fishing trip and that he will be able to get to Odiham
at the weekend if only for one night; Frank has
done well in his school exams; has been into
Christchurch and saw the Abbey. 29 March
/289: (from Chevithorne Barton, Tiverton:
annotated '1931 packet' and 'N replied to this on
April 7' by Anne Chamberlain): They will be very
happy (staying at the home of the Heathcote
Amorys); the '3 boys are delightful, so amusing and
charming'; Neville deserves a good holiday after all
his work at Central Office, 'you have held the party
together, given S.B. a policy, provided him with any
decent speech he has made and kept him in the
saddle.'; hopes Neville is not thinking of politics at
all now. 4 April
/290: (from Dalchosnie, Kinloch Rannoch,
Perthshire: annotated '1931 packet' by Anne
Chamberlain): Comments on appointments to the
National Government and Neville's return to the
Ministry of Health; feels it is best for her to stay in
Scotland at the moment but if Neville is going to
Westbourne next weekend feels she would like to
be there. 28 August
7 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/291-311

1932 letters

[1932]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1932.
Letters /291-/301 are to Neville at the Lausanne
Conference:
/291: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1: annotated
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'[1932]'): 'I can imagine the view over the lake...and
all the sunshine will be splendid for you'; sends
cuttings from the 'Times' on House of Commons
resolution on the economy and also a letter from
Frank; went to Admiralty House last night; Herbert
Cayzer has asked them to shoot in Ayrshire in
September; death of Sir Harold McLean; picture of
the 'magnificent Conference Hall in the Daily
Telegraph. 15-16 June
/292: (from Maple |Bank, Church Road, Edgbaston:
annotated '[1932]'): Reports in the Birmingham
Daily Post say that ' the impression in all quarters is
that Britain has definitely taken the lead at the
Conference and has achieved a notable success in
the bold declaration made by Mr Chamberlain'; has
been back to Westbourne after attending a meeting
where West Midlands matters were discussed and '
did long to stay in the garden' but has planned to
drive to the Malverns that afternoon; Aunt Alice has
shown her a book of paintings by an artist called
Walton showing rooms in Westbourne as they were
in 1848; misses being with Neville but feels it is
best if he is 'wifeless on these occasions'; next
weekend she is going to Lilian's in Basingstoke. 18
June
/293: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1 annotated
'1932 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Favorable
press reports of Neville's speech; is worried to hear
of his suffering with gout and suggests he gets his
prescriptions made up there; wishes she could be
with him and would love to be there. 20 June
/294: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.) A cutting from
the 'Evening Standard' included reporting on the
favorable impression made by Neville at the
Conference; attended a dinner last night and sat
next to the French Ambassador, 'he was most
delightful (no politics discussed!)...I am going to
send him 'The Essential Shakespeare'...he was at
the opening of the New Theatre at Stratford.';
concerns for Neville's gout. 21 June
/295: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1)A press
cutting is also included. 22 June (year not given):
Worried about how Neville is coping with the attack
of gout and hopes it will subside and that the
climate at Lausanne will help; wishes she could be
with him and feels jealous of Mrs Runciman and his
secretary for being there and claims the only thing
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stopping her joining him is 'hard cash'; if necessary
she could fund the trip herself; had a good letter
from Frank [in Germany] answering all Neville's
questions and will send it on tomorrow; asked
Austen about 'trouble in Germany' who suggested
she speak to Selby at the Foreign Office; he did not
anticipate any serious difficulties but will inform her
of any developments; going to Lilian's at the
weekend. 22 June
/296: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1): Typed letter
enclosing socks from Dr Morris to ease Neville's
gout. 23 June.
/297: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1): Hopes
Neville is feeling better and asks him to wire her
with news of his condition. 24 June
/298: (from Highfield Park): Two press cuttings are
also included: Reports on her meeting with
[Professor Frederick] Dykes at [Trinity College]
Cambridge presumably regarding Frank going up
to University, 'We parted firm friends and I think
Frank will like him...altogether a delightful person.';
while there she went to look at various lodgings for
Frank in Cambridge , 'there is now nothing I don't
kow about landladies and their opinions about
students who drink...'; refers to the enclosed news
cuttings regarding Neville's incapacity and also the
political and diplomatic problems he is facing but is
worried that his timetable is tight to get everything
sorted out; at home she has been holding lunches
for groups of ladies which have been successful.
25 June
/299: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1): Sympathises
with Neville at 'being laid up', the weather, not
getting Frank's letter; Dorothy has been out so
much she has not had time to write but listens
intently when Neville's letters are read out; he must
feel frustrated at having to leave before getting
matters settled knowing he may well have to return
soon; decides not to come to the station to meet
Neville on his return but will see him at home;
comments on the wild flowers Neville has seen
while in Lausanne and those she found on a walk
while staying with Lilian, hopes he takes care with
his foot on the journey back. 27 June
/300: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1 annotated
'1932 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Refers to
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favorable press articles on Neville's success
(probably on his announcement of the 'Conversion
Scheme'); has had messages of congratulations
and feels very proud of him; trusts all is still going
well in Lausanne; thinks people may be led by the
press to expect too much trade recovery too soon
but what Neville has achieved is a start. 2 July
/301: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1 annotated
'1932 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Encloses
news cutting from the 'Sunday Times' (not present)
and has had congratulatory messages for Neville
from several people; fears Neville will not get back
by Wednesday but hopes it will not be much later;
hopes his foot continues to improve; Enid ? told her
'all the story' about the breakdown of her marriage
? 4 July
/302: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1 annotated
'1932 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Trusts Neville
will leave Lausanne tomorrow with 'a happy heart'
but with a 'weary mind and body'; the Evening
Standard reported that he was up till the early
hours of the morning last night; the 'war loan'
[Conversion scheme]seems to be going well but it
is 'bad luck he is not here to follow it all'; feels
Neville is going to have a very busy time if he has
to be in the House as soon as he arrives back and
will not get chance to have a quiet weekend before
he leaves for Ottawa; 8 July
Letters /303 - /311 are to Neville in Ottowa for the
Imperial Economic Conference:
/303: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1 annotated
'1932 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): [David]
Margesson had spoken of his enthusiam for Neville
and his delight at his triumph; Anne had also
spoken to [Frederick] Leith Ross about Lausanne;
she rejoices in the role Neville is to play in the
negotiations in Ottowa and urges him to write and
tell his feelings on the matter and about the
conference in general. 13 July
/304: (from 37 Eaton Square, S.W.1 annotated
'1932 packet' by Anne Chamberlain): Has heard of
Neville's safe arrival in Canada although notes that
he has had to cope with bad weather, a fire and a
collision during the journey; plans for the holidays
when he returns; she will be going to Lilian's with
Dorothy and then they are going to Dorset and she
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sends Neville her address there19 July
/305: (from Eaton Square): Has speeches to write
before catching the train to Birmingham; Mrs
(Collie) Peabody lunched, sent her congratulations
and regrets at not seeing you. 9 August
/306: (from Highfield Park) [first page missing]:
Saw Aunts yesterday and thinks Ida needs a
holiday; reports on repairs to electric cable and
aunts have agreed so she has taken steps to get it
done which will cost about £250 - 'an awful
expense but better than a fire'. 21 July
/307: (from Westbourne): Discusses 'the glories of
our garden'. 23 August
/308: (from Highfield Park) Envies Neville eating
lunch on banks of Gatineau River; comments on all
that she has read about the conference and
gathers the Dominions begin to realise our
difficulties which should help Mr Bennett with his
manufacturers. 1 August
/309: (from Wadmoor Cottage, Studland): Dorothy
& Anne holidaying in a three-roomed cottage;
describes walks she had with Dorothy yesterday
and reminisces about previous visit here with
Neville in the past; comments on photographs in
the 'Telegraph' and wishes Neville well in the last
week of negotiations. 3 August
/310: (from Studland): Finds it difficult to talk of
political matters when he 'won't get this for a week';
still enjoying Dorset and weather is marvellous; had
unexpected visit from Colonel Mackworth who was
rather a friend of Anne's in Norway. 6-8 August
/311: (from Studland): Thinks Dorset is a sleepy
place and both Anne and Dorothy are sleeping
well; describes the countryside; accepts an
invitation from Eileen Stanhope to a shooting party
in December. 9-11 August
25 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/312-327

1933 letters

[1933]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
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Chamberlain dated 1933.
/312: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Refers to
Neville's will and asks if he has 'met the
contingency of our both dying simultaneously'.
States that if she dies after him not having made a
will then the estate should be divided equally
between Dorothy and Frank. States that she has
done little whilst Neville appears to have been very
busy. She has spent some time with the gardener,
Catt, and the pair discussed various improvements
to the garden. She has spent time reading and is
expecting a visit from Miss Pratt and 'possibly a
bearded clergyman' to tea. States that accounts
from Ireland look more hopeful. 17 January
/313: (from Mudeford, Christchurch): Anne appears
to be enjoying time on the south coast and writes
that the weather is marvellous. She took a car to
Barton, continuing to Milford: 'I basked on the cliff
with no hat or coat'. She notes that she can walk
much further than she could last year, reaching the
point where the river enters the sea. By Tuesday
she hopes to 'have recovered a few brains and
some memory'. States that the flowers Neville had
sent, lilies of the valley and violets, were lovely. 12
March
/314: (from Mudeford): Anne notes that she was
delighted to learn that the weather in Scotland was
mild. She hopes that Neville and Frank have
enjoyed fishing. Writes that she is going to meet
Dorothy at the Hammonds later in the day. Spent
yesterday morning at the sea and then went to part
of a 'very dreary 3 hours service'. Hopes that
Neville will not have to work much on his speech.
Asks him to give her love to Robin [Wood] and Mr
Wood. Is concerned to learn about Robin's
headaches. 15 April
/315 (from Mudeford): Offers Neville
congratulations on his 'great start fishing'. Anne
writes that she was delighted to learn that 'Frank
got his 20lb & is in the book at last'. Dorothy has
been given a flageolet [a woodwind musical
instrument] and spends the day playing a plaintive
old French air. Anne records that she has a pain in
her jaw. Dorothy sends her love. 18 April
/316: (from Eaton Square, London): Anne writes
that she has just seen Frank, after coming back to
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see dentist. She has consequently heard all about
their lasting fishing exploits. She was delighted to
receive Neville's letter before leaving Mudeford.
Comments that she has a germ caused through
catarrh which has attacked her salivary gland
making eating painful. She has been given
antiseptics and hopes to be better within ten days.
She writes she is leaving for Odiham tomorrow
where D [Dorothy] will join her. She notes that
Frank looked beaming if rather weary. April
/317: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Short note in
which she thanks Neville for his recent letter.
Comments on the weather and the fact that Mr
Brundell's recent letter was very nice. 2 May
/318: (from Highfield Park): Notes that she read her
birthday letter from Neville whilst having a late
breakfast in bed. Is pleased Neville is benefitting
from a 'partial rest'. Notes that she returns to
London at 10.37 tomorrow and intends to meet him
for lunch. 1 June
/319: (from Dalchosnie, Kinloch Rannoch): Notes
that Aunt Jess arrived yesterday. Writes of two
festivities: plays on Wednesday and games at
Aberfeldy yesterday. The plays were a great
success and included the Kenrick party. She writes
MacDonald informed her that Frank would be a '1st
class shot' and suggested clay-pigeons as a
practice for grouse. Notes that Frank and Peter
only caught eight small fish on Loch Laiden. States
that Mary Chance was there and adores the place.
Records that everyone had a nice time here before
Neville left and if he returns Anne expects to be
much fresher. With the smaller party they should
be able to do more things together. Hopes Neville
had a good day yesterday and had excellent
scores in the smoking room. 25 August
/320: (from Kinloch Rannoch): Is pleased to learn
of Neville's record day [at the shoot]. On Saturday
Ruth, Gerald, Frank and Roger went to Ptarmigan
Tops shooting two and a half brace of ptarmigan,
two brace of grouse and one snipe. Writes that the
weather was brilliant and describes everyone's
activities. She notes she has been following
Neville's recent instructions and resting. She notes
that by next Thursday the country will be in a '1st
class crisis' because the King will have heard of
'the state of the Chancellor of the Exchequer's
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pants!' [referring to the American debt]. Writes that
it is tiresome about the possible Cabinet meeting
on the 4th. 28 August
/321: (from Kinloch Rannoch): Delighted to receive
a long letter from Neville and learn that he is
keeping up his reputation 'as a shot'. Writes that
Lord Knutsford sounds wonderful for his age and
that Lady M [McMahon, wife of Henry McMahon]
sounds rather trying. Plans to take tea on Rannoch
Moor whilst the others are shooting. Encloses a
letter from 'Mr La Terriere' and states it is an
impertinence referring to Neville as 'Chamberlain'.
Notes Frank and Peter caught 13 fish yesterday.
29 August
/322: (from Kinloch Rannoch): Notes that Aunt Jess
leaves today and fears she overtired herself
yesterday on Rannoch Moor. They shot 12 brace of
grouse yesterday, Unwin shot one bird and missed
many more. Further reports on the shoot. Notes
that she is pleased Neville has returned to London
because of political reasons. Notes that if Neville
has to stay overnight he should go to his Club.
Frank is keeping up with the keepers and Aunt
Jess sends her love. 30 August
/323: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Lists two
enclosures; is due to inspect Miss Parkes Hostel;
comments briefly on political matters. Notes that
Aunt Alice, who drove Anne to see Mrs Sparkes at
the Hospital yesterday, has invited them for
Christmas. Anne replied saying they would love to
depending on Neville's movements. 10 October
/324: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Thanks
Neville for recent letters. Has had three luncheons
of ten or twelve people. She has been invited to lay
the foundation stone of a new church at Weoley
and jokes 'I suppose you [Neville] are not good
enough'. She is leaving to go to the Gillot Road
Whist Drive. 11 October
/325: (from Eaton Square, London): Informs Neville
that Miss Thompson has booked him a
compartment on the 10.55 from Stamford to
Birmingham on Saturday. 19 October
/326: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Writes of a
hectic time of meetings, two a day interspersed
with interviews. She writes that yesterday her
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spectacles fell into a soft poached egg which
exploded. Gledhill has asked her to stay at Halifax
and is writing to Neville. Anne writes 'of course I'm
not going'. Undated
/327 (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Has read
Neville's speech on the train and thought it very
good. Talks of Neville's fishing holidays and
suggests he gives up Ashridge. She suggests
others who could go: 'you must be right for the
fishing'. Undated [possibly Spring 1933]
16 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/328-335

1934 letters

[1934]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1934.
/328: (from Highfield Park, Heckfield, Basingstoke):
Was pleased to receive recent letter from Neville;
has invited Lilian to dine with them the following
evening providing Austen and Ivy [Chamberlain]
can attend; intends to return home tomorrow. 23
January
/329: (from Dawn House, Winchester): Delighted to
see photographs of Neville 'in the papers' before he
caught his latest fish; asks Neville to thank Robin
for her note about Frank catching a fish; hopes
Neville has forgotten about the Budget; she and
Dorothy having a lovely time and visited Barton-onSea in the motor; hopes Neville puts thoughts of
work out of his mind 'including the tiresome C. of
Staff. You do not give a good account of Mr Wood'.
3 April
/330: (from Wesbourne, Edgbaston): discusses
attending an unidentified event the previous day
and describes the ceremony as perfect and 'they
were [...] delighted with your speech and
apparently with mine too'; states that Mr Eales
thought Neville looked 'fighting fit' after his recent
holiday; Ruth Carew says Arthur was unaware that
young Arthur was buying houses 'till the deed was
done' and she is aggrieved. Tuesday [undated but
after Easter Holiday]
/331: (from Wraxall Court, near Bristol): Writes that
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she is 'glad he [probably Arthur Wood] had the
happiness of seeing you' recently; mentions Sir
Herbert Bryan; notes Mr Day took Dorothy to
Porlock Weir, some 140 miles in all, in his car
yesterday. [May or June]
/332: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Encloses
invitation for a function from the Lord Mayor but
assumes Neville will not attend; has decided to go
to Manchester with Neville and will make
arrangements; hopes that Neville's shooting and
dinner have gone well; thinks that Page Croft
[Henry Page Croft, 1st Baron Croft (1881-1947)]
deserved his recent humiliation; has received a
miserable letter from Lilian and notes that Enid
appears determined to marry a South African
divorcee. 18 September
/333: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): refers to the
recent assassination of King Alexander I of
Yugoslavia and questions who will replace such
men; mentions John Simon and the [Japanese]
ambassador, noting that it was Neville's success
but supposes Simon will take the credit. 10 October
/334: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston): Dorothy will
be arriving soon; was glad to learn about the dinner
with McKenna and amused to hear of Iliffe's talk
with Roosevelt; notes that Stephen [Lloyd] will
spend the day here tomorrow; garden is flourishing.
20 October
/335: (from Eaton Square, London): Lord and Lady
[?Forbes] wish her and Neville to fish with them at
Easter which Anne has accepted; will send Neville
some medication; is looking forward to her
forthcoming rest and asks Neville not to write.
Undated
8 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/336-343

1935 letters

[1935]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1935.
/336: (from Bull Hotel, Cambridge): Discusses
Frank's health, the wound is healing well and
doctor says he can motor himself to London next
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Sunday; Anne will stay until Wednesday and then
go home 'for our nice concert'. Hope debates are
going well. March
/337: (from Odiham): Writes that Frank left this
morning, tired after walking some 6 miles
yesterday; the aunts have been very nice and
discussed weddings, they look forward to a visit
from Neville but expect he does not have time;
hopes he enjoys most of his holiday 'as once you
return to London it will all be forgotten and you'll be
back on the Budget and local politics immediately'.
23 April
/338: (from Swinton, Masham, Ripon, Yorks):
Hopes he is fishing and not thinking about politics;
yesterday enjoyed a country drive with Mr Menzies
and the Coats'; is planning to visit Rivaulx Abbey. 9
June
/339: (from Westbourne): Has received many offers
of lunch and tea; Stephen is interested in politics
and Dorothy feels that if he has enough money in
time it will be her fate to be a politician's wife; Catt
has been away two weeks and the garden is
suffering; mentions Dorothy's house. 1 Sept
/340: (from Lamington, Scotland): Sends
enclosures including one from Frank who has flown
to Nurenburg and a letter from Dorothy; sends love
to Lady Templeman; planning to visit Edinburgh to
see the War Memorial and to see Mary Queen of
Scots last letter again. 11 September
/341: (from Westbourne): Thanks Neville for the
information [about Italy's strength]; the situation in
Europe is worrying; Hilda visiting later in the week
and attending a conference at Stratford. 17
September
/342: (from Westbourne): Encloses a letter from
Frank about Hitler; asks if he has seen 'The Times'
and thought Grant Robinson's letter was good. 17
September
/343: (from Westbourne): Discusses furniture sales;
encloses an invitation from Lady Salisbury but
suspects Neville's speech in Glasgow may make it
impossible. Sept (Monday)
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8 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/344-354

1936 letters

[1936]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1936.
/344: (from Highfield Park): Simmonds brought a
'Sunday Sketch' which included a picture of Neville
eating an Easter Egg - 'a relief from the usual fish';
planning to go on archaeological exploration near
Swindon by Icknield Way and possibly back via
Avebury tomorrow; can't bear to hear the name 'Mr
Eden'. Easter Monday
/345: (from Westbourne): Comments on invitations;
Dorothy is very well; hopes Neville has found time
for tomorrow's speech. 10 June
/346: (from Westbourne): Dorothy is still well - but
still waiting; suspects Neville must be overworked
'and Germany looks so disagreeable and probably
getting together with Italy too'; has telephoned
Lady Lee to say he would go alone to dinner on
Thursday; wishes she were in London. 15 June
/347: (from Westbourne): Thinks Neville's speech
seems to have helped matters; looking forward to
him coming on Friday; hopes to get up for the
Trooping of the Colour on Monday evening;
Dorothy still well and went for a walk in the Clent
Hills yesterday - 'with no result!' 17 June
/348: (from Westbourne): Longs to be with Neville
but knows they would not have much time [to talk]
because of the Finance Bill; is glad to be with
Dorothy and can give her confidence about the
baby; further arrangements about the Trooping of
the Colour. 11 June [letter written before /347]
/349: (from Westbourne): Dorothy and her son,
James, are very well; Stephen looks tired and all
three supremely happy; Frank visiting tonight. 26
June
/350: (from Ardblair Castle, Blairgowrie): Visiting a
'delightful red house' belonging to the Oliphants
which part dates to the fourteenth century; Lilian
sends love. 10 September
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/351: (from 11 Downing St) Visited Winchester and
mentions Aunt Jess' recent death; saw Davidson &
Sir Robert Horne who had just heard Neville's
speech and were enthusiastic 'that you had burst
Winston's bubble'. Late August or early September
[letter probably written before /350]
/352: (from Beresford Hotel, Birchington-on-Sea,
Kent): Commiserates with N over his latest attack
of gout but thinks it is better now than after the
House meets; describes hotel and surroundings
and how she walked to Margate and back which
was too energetic; hopes Neville is better and not
fretting about what he cannot do, tells him to keep
foot up and warm and not to wear ordinary shoes.
18 October
/353: (from Birchington): Has decided to return
tomorrow afternoon and try to see Mary (Carnegie)
that evening as Neville cannot see her and 'I was
fond of Willie, unlike Ida'; notes that his death must
have been a terrible shock to her but not a surprise
as he was so frail; has told Mary that Neville is
suffering with gout so she will realise he cannot
attend the funeral. 19 October
/354: (from Beresford Hotel, Birchington-on-Sea,
Kent): Writes that Mr Anstey has painted her
bathroom and the bedroom pink and 'a few days
here will do marvels'; hopes Neville will throw off
his gout. Circa 15 October [letter written before
/352]
11 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/355-357

1937 letters

[1937]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1937.
/355: (from Craigengillan, Dalmellington, Ayrshire):
Delighted to have received Neville's letter and to
learn that internationally 'things are not as bad as
they seemed'; is visiting Lottie who suffers awful
attacks of pain but still intends to go to Monte Carlo
next month. 9 September
/356: (from Holker Hall, Cork in Cartmel): Hopes
Neville is having a successful time at Balmoral;
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describes the drive from Craigengillan and her
discovery of a battlefield with two 13th or 14th
century graves in the churchyard; found some
interesting stones at Penrith and intends to write to
Mr Kendrick at the British Museum; will return to
Birmingham on Friday to prepare for Neville's visit
on Saturday; Lord Mayor wants to give them
various things for Chequers; hope Neville is
enjoying his 'shoots'. 13 September
/357: (from Downing Street, 11.30 pm): Finds the
House is still sitting - 'poor you!'; writes how
wonderful his speech [on Stanley Baldwin's
retirement] was; Mary Carnegie felt the same and
'she felt it must reveal the 'other side' of you to the
House for which a chance does not often occur';
ends with 'Goodnight P.M.' [27/28 May - letter
written before /355]
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/25/358-363a

1938 letters

[1938]

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1938.
/358: (from Chequers): Encloses Lady Desbigh's
letters; Anne has received a small cigarette case
from Duke of Westminster. 8 January
/359: (from Downing Street): Is thankful Neville is
'in charge now'; she will try not to disgrace him.
March [written before going to Belfast to launch a
ship [Ballertrop?] and open a new aerodrome]
/360: (from Chequers): Has been having a quiet
time but finds it hard to write proper letters; the
place is full of birds. 8 June
/361: (from Chequers): Discusses the garden and
describes churches she has 'discovered'; encloses
letters from Frank and Dorothy. 9 June
/362: (unidentified location): Part of a letter dated 1
September
/363: Cutting from the 'Daily Express' dated 12
October
/363a: (from Westbourne): refers to Hilda's letter
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about Uncle George; writes that one sees the
trueness of Neville's new policy; remembers being
in the garden at Downing Street the day before
Neville had written 'to Musso [Mussolini] and it all
seemed hopeless - more in same vein and on
letters received about his peace efforts' [after
Munich crisis]. 17 October
7 items
Access: Open
NC1/26

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain

1910-1945

Letters from Neville to his wife Anne Chamberlain
detail Neville's life when he and Anne found
themselves apart. They make extensive reference
to Neville's political career; his time as Lord Mayor
of Birmingham; Director General of National
Service; Neville's election campaigns and his
interest in the University of Birmingham; Neville's
career as an MP; his narrow victory over Oswald
Mosley in the Birmingham Ladywood constituency;
Neville's appointment to the Cabinet as Minister of
Health, and as Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Many letters discuss international relations such as
the build up and impact of the First and Second
World Wars, and Neville's involvement in complex
diplomacy particularly surrounding the Second
World War.
Family matters are extensively discussed,
especially with regard to their two children, Dorothy
and Frank, his brother Austen and his sisters Ida
and Hilda. Neville details his numerous fishing and
shooting holidays in Scotland, and other family
holidays with his children. Letters from Anne to
Neville are described at NC1/25.
554 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/1-3

1910 letters

1910

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Anne Cole (the
future Anne Chamberlain) dated 1910.
These letters all date to the period shortly after
their engagement on 8 November 1910 but before
their marriage. They discuss the offer by Charlie
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Dixon of lease of 'Westbourne', which would
become their home in Birmingham; and general
family matters.
/1: (from Elliott's Metal Company Ltd, Pembrey
Copper Works, Burry Port): Neville missing Anne;
offer by Charlie Dixon of lease of 'Westbourne'
[house in Birmingham] for seven years at £200 a
year; alterations and repairs needed for
Westbourne; Uncle Arthur Chamberlain to present
Neville with an encyclopaedia; letter received from
George Duckworth regarding a book; telegram to
Jim [Anne's brother?]; linen. Annotated (by Anne
Chamberlain?) as dating to December 1910.
/2: (from Highbury, Moor Green, Birmingham):
Neville missing Anne; offer by 'Uncle Arthur
K[enrick]' of a present for Anne; opposition meeting
in Coventry; possibility that someone else is trying
to take Westbourne; letter of compliments from Leo
Maxse. 5 December.
/3: (from Highbury): Neville's love for Anne; about
meeting Horace [Anne's brother]; Dixon having
agreed to Neville's requests [regarding
Westbourne]. 14 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/4-15

1911 letters

1911

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1911.
Letter refer to Neville's activities in politics;
extensive wedding presents received following the
marriage of Neville to Anne; Neville's work as
Chairman of the Military Education Committee of
the University [of Birmingham]; the health of
Joseph Chamberlain; Neville's time with Anne and
her family in Ireland; and Neville's holidays in
Scotland.
/4: (from Highbury): Wedding presents 'keep
coming in till I wish never to see another!!';
brooches sent to Enid and Norma; arrangements
for tomorrow. 3 January.
/5: (from 19 Highfield Road, Edgbaston,
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Birmingham): Neville missing Anne; Neville as
Chairman of the Military Education Committee of
the University [of Birmingham] being plagued 'over
the private quarrels of the officers'; Sir Oliver
Lodge's request for Neville to speak at meeting for
the encouragement of serious drama; Neville's
other work that day; recommendation of Dr Clayton
as a physician; Neville being busy; visit to see
Anne's mother and Herbert in Windsor. 20 March.
/6: (from Central Station Hotel, Glasgow): Visit to
Glasgow regarding business matters; Lafayette
[pseudonym of James Lauder, a photographer]
having asked Neville to give him a sitting for his
series of 'well-known men'. 27 April.
/7: (from Westbourne, Edgbaston, Birmingham):
Concern about Joseph [Neville's father] but that he
'cannot really wish that Father's life should be
prolonged for his own sake; he has so little to live
for' but is concerned for Mary [Joseph's wife] and
his sisters; the garden; Neville feeling 'much better'.
15 May.
/8: (from Westbourne): A difficult train journey;
Joseph being unwell and that he 'picks up
everything that is going about now [infections]';
Ida's illness; the garden. 6 June.
/9: (from Westbourne): Arrival of furniture at
Westbourne; the garden; William and Louise
wanting to see Anne; request for Neville to
entertain Sir Francis Lovell at meeting of the British
Medical Association in July; Neville being unsure
about when or whether he will need to go to
Germany regarding an order. 7 June.
/10: (from Westbourne): Neville having judged at
the flower show; him having presided at meeting of
the Warwickshire Committee for the International
Show in London next year; lunch with Mary,
William and Louise; visit to Ernest Martineau's
house at which Neville selected various plants;
present of pictures from Aunt Mary and Uncle
William [Kenrick]; business trip to Germany being
cancelled; plan to play tennis at The Grove [the
Kenrick family home in Birmingham]; carpets being
fitted. 8 June.
/11: (from Grand Central Hotel, Belfast): Neville's
journey from Dublin to Belfast; the 'Gov[ernmen]t
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have got their bill' and expectation there 'will be
some very bitter feeling in the party'; Neville feeling
unhappy at leaving Anne alone for so long; Anne's
grandmother having had a better night; Neville
having enjoyed his time with Anne and her family in
Ireland. 11 August.
/12: (from Glencassley, Rosehall, Envershin):
Neville's holiday in Scotland with 'G. H. K.'
[Neville's uncle, George Kenrick], Arthur and Byng
[Kenrick] including about shooting, fishing and
Neville's illness with gout. 22 August.
/13: (from Glencassley): Neville's holiday in
Scotland. 23 August.
/14: (from Glencassley, according to note by Anne
Chamberlain): Anne's stay with her grandmother;
the garden; Uncle Charlie having been appointed
to Royal Commission on the railway dispute;
Neville's holiday in Scotland including about a
shooting trip; 'Old Airy' having joined Neville and
the others in Scotland. 24 August.
/15: (from Shropshire shoot according to note by
Anne Chamberlain): Neville's holiday in Scotland
including about shooting. 1 September.
12 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/16

1917 letter

1917

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain dated 13 to 14 September 1917 (sent
from Cessnock Castle, Galston).
The letter relates to Neville's holiday at Cessnock
Castle in Scotland including about the castle and
shooting trips.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/26/17-27

1912 letters

1912

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1912.
Letters refer to Neville's political work; speech as
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Honorary Treasurer at the annual meeting of the
Midlands Liberal Unionist Association; the
Insurance Act and response by Midland hospitals
to it; the Home Rule Bill; issues surrounding Irish
MPs; and the Titanic disaster. General family
matters are also discussed referring to his Neville's
wife, daughter Dorothy, and other family members.
/17: (from Westbourne): Neville feeling lonely at
home without Anne and Dorothy [Neville and
Anne's daughter]; the garden; problem with kitchen
boiler. 10 April.
/18: (from Westbourne): The garden; Dorothy; a
family wedding; Uncle Arthur [Kenrick] having
much pain and that it seems that he cannot live for
much longer; the Home Rule Bill and that Neville's
preliminary opinion is that it 'won't be any more
successful that its predecessors and in trying to
satisfy everybody I think the Gov[ernmen]t will
prove to have pleased nobody'; requests from the
[Birmingham] Post and from the Gazette for Neville
to give his views about the Home Rule Bill which
he refused; the Government's payment of salaries
of the Irish MPs who continue to attend at
Westminster despite Ireland making no contribution
to imperial expenditure; Neville's work that day
including meeting of Fentham's Charity [of which
he was a trustee]; visit to dentist; the garden;
planned walk over Harborne and Quinton Town
Planning area; lack of bath and hot water in the
lodge. 12 April.
/19: (from Westbourne): Clayton's charge; Anne
having been to meet Ivy [Austen's wife]; application
of Wilfred Boyles to be chauffeur; Neville having
written to Bell; concern for Olive planning to travel
while pregnant; Anne's planned visit to London;
Neville's activities that day including visit to see
Johnnie and walk around Harborne and Quinton.
13 April.
/20: (from Westbourne): The garden; Bell and
Walpole's forthcoming visit; Neville to make speech
as Honorary Treasurer at the annual meeting of the
Midlands Liberal Unionist Association; planned
dinner with Johnnie and Hilda. 14 April.
/21: (from Westbourne): Basket of flowers [sent by
Anne?]; Dorothy; Walpole and Bell's planned visit;
invitation from the Commissioners under the
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Insurance Act for Neville to become member of an
advisory committee for England which he thinks he
will decline; Neville having 'done nothing of any
interest today' and having been able to 'think of
nothing except this horrible disaster to the Titanic'
and says he knew a man named Hipkins who was
on board; arrangements for visit to Groombridge
with Austen and Ivy; Neville soon going to attend
Town Planning Conference in London. 16 April.
/22: (from Westbourne): Pansies and seeds sent by
Anne; Neville having declined the advisory
committee post; forthcoming dinner with [Colonel
Ludlow's] 8th Battalion at Aston for opening of new
headquarters; Gerald's wedding; meeting of
owners and occupiers interested in the Harborne
and Quinton area which Neville addressed; Hipkins
[managing director of Avery's, weighing machine
company] having died in the sinking of the Titanic;
Bruce Ismay [managing director of White Star Line,
who owned the ship] having survived the Titanic
disaster which Neville feels 'if he had had anything
great about him he would have gone down with his
ship'. 18 April.
/23: (from Westbourne): Neville having missed a
meeting on his resolution; arrangements for visit to
wedding and meeting with Austen in West
Bromwich; the garden. 23 April.
/24: (from Westbourne): Planned dinner with
Beatrice; Dorothy; the garden; meeting chaired by
Neville with about sixty representatives of Midland
hospitals to discuss action to be taken when the
Insurance Act comes into operation;
congratulations received on Neville's speech the
previous day; Austen's 'great' speech. 8 May.
/25: (from Westbourne): Arrangements for
tomorrow evening; Dorothy's illness. 10 May.
/26: (from Westbourne): Anne's visit to West
Woodhay House; Jim's engagement and quarrel
with Horace; Neville's speech at gardeners
meeting; visit to meeting regarding adoption of
Councillor Brown as candidate for All Saints Ward;
Neville's talk on trams; him 'getting more
applications to speak at the elections, but I tell
everyone that if I come I shall speak about trams';
picture in china from Holzner; visit to Coventry;
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Dorothy. 18 October.
/27: (from 9 Egerton Place, London): Neville having
'accomplished the first part of...[his] mission
successfully' regarding the matter of Horace [Cole,
Anne's brother] considering that Herbert [Studd?,
second husband of Anne and Horace's mother]
had insulted the Contessa; talk with G. Colthurst
and about Neville having got Horace Cole to agree
to sign a letter to settle the dispute with Herbert;
invitation for Horace to come to stay with Neville
and Anne in Birmingham; Horace's dislike of
Herbert; visit to 'the [Unionist Party?] Conference';
the House of Commons having adjourned following
an ultimatum from the Speaker. 14 November.
11 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/28-52

1913 letters

1913

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1913.
Letters refer to Neville's work with the Motor Car
Sub Committee and the Birmingham Small Arms
Company; political discussions on Ireland; news of
Scott's tragic Antarctic expedition; Neville's stay
with his family in Cannes, and holidays in Wales;
and general family matters referring to his Neville's
wife and daughter Dorothy.
/28: (from Westbourne): Neville's sadness
regarding the tragedy of [Robert] Scott's Antarctic
expedition; visit to shops 'Hamptons' and 'Jules'. 13
February (but the following letter, states that the
date was an error and that it was written on 11
February instead).
/29: (from Westbourne): The frost; Dorothy;
meeting including address from Cary Gilson;
Scott's Antarctic expedition; meeting of Motor Car
Sub Committee which approved Neville's draft
report. 13 February.
/30: (from Westbourne): Anne's visit to Villa Victoria
[Joseph and Mary E. Chamberlain's villa in
Cannes, France]; Ida's new glasses; Dorothy;
Neville taking photographs of holly border and
Dorothy; dinner with Rogers to discuss 'the whole
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B.S.A. [Birmingham Small Arms Company] and
Daimler situation' and about BSA being likely to get
the rights to make an automatic gun for shooting at
aeroplanes; walk with Garrett around garden at
Highbury; Neville having to go to 'that beastly'
concert and make a speech. 16 March.
/31: (from Westbourne): Neville's birthday; Neville
feeling lonely without Anne; Dorothy becoming
more talkative; the 'horridest' weather; Neville's
speech at concert; Neville's motor car report having
passed through the GPC [General Purposes
Committee] despite opposition from Sir James
Smith and others though suspects it will not be
passed by the [Birmingham City] Council without
amendments; lunch at wagon works with Chandler,
his Board, and Sir Percy Girouard. 18 March.
/32: (from Villa Victoria, Cannes): Neville's stay with
his family in Cannes and about the journey there;
Mary's recovery from a serious operation; the
family's fondness of Anne. 3 June.
/33: (from Villa Victoria): Neville's concern that
Anne has 'rushed into inviting visitors wholesale
just during the time when you have been warned to
do nothing' and urges her to postpone the Bolithos
visit until she has 'got over the critical period';
Neville's stay at Villa Victoria; his finger injury;
Joseph [Neville's father] having got to know Anne
properly for the first time during her recent visit;
Joseph being 'very quaint and pathetic in his ways
of expressing himself in his illness'; the countryside
and gardens around Cannes. 4 June.
/34: (from Villa Victoria): Letters; Joseph's
appreciation of Anne; Anne's pregnancy; walks with
Ida and Beatrice; Beatrice finding it difficult to deal
with Joseph; Neville's injured finger. 5 June.
/35: (from Villa Victoria): Anne's letters; the great
'Dell mystery' having been solved; excursion into
the countryside including walk up the Mont
Vinaigne; Joseph having said he had gout in his
toe though the nurse could not see anything wrong;
Joseph having instructed that Neville's expenses
for his visit should be paid but that Neville does not
intend to allow him after Joseph had spent much in
connection with Mary's illness; Neville reading book
'John Bright'. 7 June.
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/36: (from Westbourne): Anne and Dorothy's
holiday in Borth; Harry Field's youth not coming;
Neville's visit to Hay Hall 'a most eerie old house';
Neville's suggestion of tablet for the site of the old
Manor House being accepted at council meeting;
him having been made Chairman of the Special
Committee on Housing; dinner at Highbury with his
family; Joseph's illness with gout. 30 July.
/37: (from Westbourne): Mrs Roberts poor cooking
abilities; items to bring on holiday; Warren
[children's nurse] having taken advantage of Neville
and Anne's ignorance about accommodation; the
garden; the holiday in Borth with Neville wishing
that Frank was old enough to give him the excuse
'to make the [sand] castles and reservoirs and
canals that used to delight' him; Mr Bond [manager
of the motor bus company] wishing to see Neville.
31 July
/38: (from The Shanty): Neville's holiday in Wales
near Penmaenpool. 11 August.
/39: (from The Shanty): Neville's holiday in Wales
with Ned, and Aunt Alice, Bert and some of Edith
Carleton's children to join them later, including
about fishing, shooting and the countryside; death
of Uncle Harry Osler. 12 August (year annotated in
pencil).
/40: (from The Shanty): Neville's holiday in Wales
including about shooting and walks; Meredith's
'Rhoda Fleming' being read by Neville; Bert having
brought a young woman who is a companion for
Mabel. 13 August.
/41: (from The Shanty): Neville's holiday in Wales
including about fishing and shooting; Anne's
decision to go home early from her holiday;
Neville's concern about Dorothy's health. 15
August.
/42: (from The Shanty): Neville's holiday in Wales
including about shooting. 16 August.
/43: (from The Shanty): Anne's change of holiday
plans and about her visitor; Neville's holiday in
Wales with him enjoying the shooting and walking
but has been bored with the lack of conversation
with the others and has found conversation 'much
more difficult among one's own relations and Bert
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and Ned are a wet blanket to me'; the 'Beale
language' in which they 'have always christened
things by names which appeal to their peculiar
sense of humour'; Neville's hands being 'in a
disgraceful condition'. 17 August.
/44: (from The Shanty): Neville feeling 'quite thrilled
by what you say about 'Frank' ' - 'it seems to make
him more of a reality than he has been' - 'he simply
must not disappoint us by turning out a girl!' [refers
to Anne's pregnancy]; plans for Anne and Neville's
return to Birmingham; Neville's holiday in Wales
including about illness of dog, shooting; him
sending Anne a plant. 19 August.
/45: (from Bryntirion, Dolgelly [the official address
for 'The Shanty']): One of Neville's letters having
gone missing; Anne and Dorothy's holiday;
Neville's holiday in Wales with them seeming 'to
have settled down better here now'; plans for
returning home. 20 August.
/46: (from Bryntirion): Arrangements for return
home; birds; holiday in Wales; Dorothy; Tom
Russell, who was on the Board of the [Birmingham]
General Hospital, having died. 21 August.
/47-48: (from Bryntirion): Neville's plans for when
he returns home; Anne finding new holiday
lodgings; holiday finances; suggests Mrs Paterson
has 'been drawing on her imagination to some
extent' about Joseph; Neville's holiday in Wales
including about walk, shooting, Neville having
'succeeded in falling in with the life here' and has
'really enjoyed' his visit 'especially the latter part'.
21-22 August.
/49: (from Westbourne): Council meeting at which
Neville's proposals were agreed to; Neville's canal
trip between Lapworth and Hatton in Warwickshire
and a talk about canals and Neville's resolution; a
[railway?] strike; letter from B. L. [Bonar Law?] and
him having 'taken my remarks in good part';
Neville's cold resulting in him not going to
Highbury. 20 September.
/50: (from Westbourne): Book by Lucas; Neville's
cold; Neville's activities at home at Westbourne; the
garden; Aunt Clara [Ryland, née Chamberlain]
seeing Neville about her car; Neville's work. 21
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September.
/51: (from Westbourne): The garden; the King
being anxious that a conference [of all party talks
on the constitution, including about Ireland]
suggested by Lord Loreburn [in a letter to the
Times] takes place despite opposition to such talks
by Lord Lansdowne and Bonar Law; Joseph's
earlier idea of 'provincial councils' under which
parts of Ireland had a sort of larger county council
rather than parliaments; Neville's speeches;
tenders at Hoskins; forthcoming at Birmingham
Small Arms Company [BSA] and about the
company moving out of its troubles; dinner with
Aunt Clara and Aunt Lina [Caroline James, née
Chamberlain]; alteration to path in garden. 26
September.
/52: (from Westbourne): It seeming 'almost
impossible to find any solution of the Irish difficulty
which both we and the Nationalists could accept';
Neville being sceptical about Loreburn's proposed
conference; illness of Anne's aunt; William Cadbury
'jibbing in the most stupid way at my waterways
resolution'; opposition to proposed new tram routes
in Birmingham. 29 September.
24 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/53-62

1914 letters

1914

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1914.
These letters discuss the First World War, and
recruitment of soldiers for the army; Neville's
committee work; political candidates in
Birmingham; Neville becoming Vice President of
the Non-Conformist Unionists; and general family
matters referring to his Neville's wife and children.
/53: (from Westbourne): Success of Neville's
lecture; Anne's visit to see her aunt. 8 March.
/54: (from Westbourne): Activities of children; plans
for new extension at Westbourne; Neville's
committee work; Neville buying new coal scuttle;
the garden. 27 April.
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/55: (from Westbourne): Discussion of the war
including about British troops retreating; success in
recruitment of soldiers in Birmingham; Albert being
rejected from entering the army; successful
meeting at Elliott's Metal Works; meeting with
Walter Runciman [President of the Board of Trade];
Neville being asked to go on the Citizens
Committee; Neville agreeing to act as Vice
Chairman of the Dependents Sub Committee;
meeting with Francis; a 'perfectly awful' bust having
arrived. 2 September.
/56: (from Westbourne): Casualties in the war;
Norman Chamberlain [Neville's cousin] expected
that he will not be able to avoid enlisting in the
army when he becomes the right age despite
feeling more useful where he is; recruitment for the
army 'going on at such a pace'; J. W. Kneeshaw
[Labour councillor in Birmingham] having opposed
Arthur Steel-Maitland's [Conservative MP for
Birmingham East] suggestion that Neville should
join the Executive [of Birmingham City Council?];
ambulance beds being ordered. 3 September.
/57: (from Westbourne): Norman having decided to
enlist in the army; discussion of the war. 4
September.
/58: (from Westbourne): Visit of Anne's mother; the
children; Birmingham council committee meeting to
discuss vacancy for an alderman with Shann being
recommended; visit to the works [Hoskins?] which
was 'busier than ever'. 23 November.
/59: (from Westbourne): Discussion of the war
including the 'British airman exploit'; visits to
Elliotts, BSA and Hoskins. 24 November.
/60: (from Westbourne): The children; Henry Page
Croft taking George Tryon's place at a meeting
while Tryon was ill; Locker Lampson offering to
visit; Neville being resolved 'to force Jephcott
through' [possibly as candidate to become a
Birmingham MP?]; a meeting of the Party
Committee of the Waterways Association being
postponed as it was suggested members would not
come if Neville was not there; Neville being asked
to become Vice President of the Non-Conformist
Unionists which he accepted; the garden. 7 March.
/61: (from Westbourne): Frank's illness; a
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discussion with L. S. Amery 'who says it would
awkward to have a row but he feels that J's
rejection would be such a blow that it is better to
take it'. 10 March.
/62: (from Westbourne): Anne feeling rested; Ivy
[Austen's wife] being ill; the children; Neville not
liking Page Croft; a 'miserable' meeting; Hubbard's
opposition to Jephcott. 11 March.
10 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/63

1913 letter

1913

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain dated 15 March 1913 (sent from
Westbourne - Neville and Anne's house in
Edgbaston, Birmingham).
The letter relates to: Neville's travel arrangements;
Birmingham City Council committee meetings
attending by Neville; report for motor-car [subcommittee?]; Neville's article on town planning;
[Hoskins?] being 'so full of work' and buying new
machinery; Dorothy; the garden; Mr Dyson Perrins
having expressed interest in the University of
Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC1/26/64-79

1915 letters

1915

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1915. A letter from W. J. Ashley is also included.
Major topics discussed in these letters include the
progress of the First World War, with particular
reference to the situation in Russia; discussion re
schemes for National Service and the impact of the
war on people's lives. Neville's political career, and
his appointment to the Central Liquor Traffic
Control Board.
/64: (from 40 Prince's Gardens; London): Sub
committee work going on behind the scenes;
chairman a bit cautious; comments on members;
Scott; Admiralty Transport Dept.; John Dsany; Sir
George Newman; W. Towle; Sir W. Lever; Astor
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very quick and intelligent, perhaps he will invite us
to cliniclen P. Snowden; Interview with Glasgow
armaments committee; Lunch with chairman;
walked to W.O.; agreed satisfactory terms;
criticised bust of father at sculptor's studios. 28
May.
/65: (from Westbourne): Detailed description of
orchid fertilization; Interviewed in street by Times
correspondent on views on National Service, hopes
it may be coming; Board striking a canteen at
Newhaven shortening hours of opening for public
houses; better news from Russia, might extricate
herself from the mess; zeppelin raids many people
killed; Smith unfit for service due to rupture; the
garden. 1 June.
/66: (from Westbourne): Viva coming; decorating
house; enclosed letter from Times, feels National
Service only solution; comments on Russian line;
citizens committee revision cases; Womens
Volunteer Reserve drilling in garden; resigning from
local munitions committee; Lord George appointed
a doctor to be assistant Minister of Munitions; two
press cuttings are also included. 3 June.
/67: Letter from W. J. Ashley; 3 Yateley Road;
Edgbaston; Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain of
congratulation on Neville's appointment to the
Central Liquor Traffic Control Board. 27 May.
/68: (from Westbourne): Garden walk; went to the
works; snowed under by orders and enquiries; Joe
set against George Hall; went to Russia committee;
J.A. Smith, would be chauffeur, enlistment rejected;
proposes to engage him if he can drive the car;
garden colours described; decorator White not
finished the nursery; British airman caught Zeppelin
in Belgium; Gravesend badly damaged; Hull 'raised
to the ground', not on good authority, disbelieved it.
7 June.
/69: (from Westbourne): Went to Control Board, no
important business; several members away; Sub
committee to go to Newcastle, meeting with Central
Munitions Committee; ordered dress suit in Bond
Street; watched pelicans being fed in St James
Park, sweltering hot, 80 degrees in shade, 120
degrees in sun; met George Duckworth; accounts
in National Factories; talked with Booth on his
difficulties with relations with his chief; gave his
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views on general situation; Booth outlined scheme
of Dockers Battalions; go where told; work at what
they were directed; drop all trade union restrictions;
gave him his London address told him to come to
see him; talked with Grimond and Elphinston, sick
over Birmingham Munitions committee; told Booth
Control Board might never have been appointed,
he agreed 'that's the way the government do
things'; met Donald, John going strong. 8 June.
/70: (from Westbourne): Glad Aunt June likes
house; thinks voluntary system capable of being
the best; dockers battalions been successful;
expects big works [like B.V.A.; Vickers; Armstrong]
manned entirely by industrial army but in small
works like Hoskins the men might not come in at
first; expects to go to Newcastle again; describes
Smith; reports on Boyles in billets at Chatham;
instructions given to White the decorator; Belgian
Mattys arrived and employed at Hoskins. 14 June.
/71: (from Central Station Hotel; Newcastle-onTyne): Board's proposed travel to Barrow; Liverpool
and Birkenhead, 'doesn't look good for Mary's
wedding'; reports seeing latest things in cruisers;
battleships and submarines and inspecting damage
done by the Zep; at Elswick saw big guns in
manufacture, 'a wonderful sight'. 21 June.
/72: (from St Enoch Station Hotel; Glasgow): Odd
boots and shoes packed; dinner between G.
Duckworth and Lord Morley, didn't enjoy;
conference with Trade Unions; lunch with Lord
Provost; to dine with C. R. Denny, down river in his
yacht. 9 July.
/73: (from Westbourne): Parcel with odd boots and
shoes arrived; down river on Denny's yacht looking
at yards; discussion of liquor; War news better.
South Africa settled, free troops, Russian rally will
perhaps keep Bulgarians quiet. 10 July.
/74: (from Board Room; North British Railway
Company; Edinburgh): Board fixed for Wednesday,
need to cancel appointments in Birmingham that
day; travelled from Glasgow to Stirling then to
Rosyth; great new naval dockyard - huge basins
being excavated; docks built; went over a
'celebrated ship'. 11 July.
/75: (from North British Station Hotel; Edinburgh):
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Proposed visit to homes of soldiers wives, amount
of drinking due to large amount of money they are
getting, self control breaking down; Dreamt Frank
was dead. 12 July.
/76: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Details of where
air rifle; pellets and cardboard targets kept; canteen
committee tomorrow; D'Abernon would deprecate
him having the Board but sees nothing
incompatible in holding the two positions; 'B' is
strongly in favour of him accepting and thinks it
would greatly improve his chances of becoming
Prime Minister. 19 July.
/77: (from Loubcroy Lodge; Oykell; by Lairg):
Writes of 'Winston did not take credit' for what was
recently done by Prince Louis, when Prince Louis
resigned wrote him a letter alluded to his having
'taken the final step' in the decision which kept the
fleet mobilised; heard accounts of Sam Hughes,
believes him corrupt and drinks; recounts story of
the King and the Mayor of Southwark; Voluntary
League, Queen and other patrons gave their name;
'no question of compulsion', secretary writing in a
campaign against conscription, 'shows that the Nat.
Service campaign is regarded seriously'. Naval
success in Baltic, Germans, severe reverse,
Petrograd safe for present, Germans lost heavily in
land fighting; shot alone 16 brace of grouse; 1
brace black game; described moors and keeper.
27 August.
/78: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Jim to come; Herbert's
trip delay, Dorothy indisposed; letter from Ida;
comments on Amery's article in the Times in
support of National Service; rain; poor shooting for
most of day. 28 August.
/79: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Arrangements for car
and trip to Bath; Amery's article in the Times on
National Service; Voluntarists say 'K. says he has
all the men he wants... always come to compulsion
later'; went shooting; hard walk up and down; sore
heels, returned early. 29 August.
18 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/80-94

1916 letters
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Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1916.
Major topics discussed in these letters include the
progress of the First World War, discussion re
schemes for National Service and the impact on
people's lives. Neville's political career, largely
relating to his work as Lord Mayor of Birmingham
and his efforts to establish a Municipal Savings
Bank, but also to his appointment as Director
General of National Service. References are also
made to Neville's fishing and shooting holiday in
Scotland.
/80: (from Westbourne): The weather; Neville's
meeting of the tribunal in Birmingham for applicants
to be exempted from military service; a creche
being discussed at the Sub-Committee on Infant
Welfare; Hilda reporting on Mary meeting an
American from Poland who was on familiar terms
with German officers and had dined with the
Kaiser. A press cutting is also included. 3 March.
/81: (from Lord Mayor's Parlour, The Council
House, Birmingham): A committee being 'most
docile' and doing everything that Neville suggested;
the scheme for the municipal savings bank
including about the clearing banks having
appointed someone to see the Chancellor of the
Exchequer to say they did not like the scheme. 10
August.
/82: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykel, by Lairg):
Moving of Neville's cabinet; the garden; Neville's
holiday in Scotland; request for Anne to have sent
to Scotland things he left at home. 12 August.
/83: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Neville's fishing and
shooting holiday in Scotland with George Kenrick
and Arthur; the Governor [of the Bank of England?]
sending a letter 'evidently intended to prepare me
for the dropping of the [Savings Bank] Bill this
session'; water problems for Anne at Abersoch;
Charles Darwin (Anne was reading a book about
him); Neville wondering whether Norman
Chamberlain is to be sent to the front. 13-14
August.
/84: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Writing to Mr and Mrs
T. H. Lloyd after death of their son; 'Hilda John's'
[née Poynting, wife of John Chamberlain] brother;
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Darwin; Anne and the children's holiday at
Abersoch; Neville's shooting and fishing holiday in
Scotland. 17 August.
/85: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Mary; letter from Mrs
Endicott; a 'great budget' for Birmingham; Neville's
holiday in Scotland. 19 August.
/86: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Neville's holiday in
Scotland; the Savings Bank Bill having passed
through committee and its third reading; Neville
hearing that many shepherds in the local area are
being exempted from military service; opposition to
the Savings Bank Bill expected from Lords
Middleton and Peel. 20-22 August.
/87: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Neville's holiday in
Scotland; the Savings Bank Bill being passed. 23
August.
/88: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Neville's holiday in
Scotland. 26 August.
/89: (from Westbourne): Neville's arrival back in
Birmingham; Anne's injury to her arm; Anne's
holiday at Abersoch; the garden; increased profits
at Elliott's Metal Works. 27 August.
/90: (from Westbourne): Carrie Shaw moving
house; Romania having joined the war as a British
ally; the garden. 28 August.
/91: (from Westbourne): Anne's arm; Neville's
books being 'in the most frightful confusion'; letter
received from a madman; Neville's work; visit to
see Uncle William [Kenrick], Aunt Mary [Kenrick]
and Cousin Edith at 'The Grove'. 29 August.
/92: (from 9 Egerton Place): Letters received by
Neville [after his appointment as Director of
National Service] having to wait until he gets a
private secretary to deal with them; 'an
extraordinarily worrying day' over National Service
with the Prime Minister [Lloyd George] demanding
'a complete National Service by 'Tuesday or
Wednesday' and I haven't even got a staff yet!';
[Arthur?] Collins being rejected as Civil Director for
the National Service Department; James
Stevenson not wishing to leave the Ministry of
Munition to become Civil Director - however the
Prime Minister had told Neville that he intends to
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tell Christopher Addison [Minister of Munitions] he
must give up Stevenson; Neville possibly having to
stay in London throughout Christmas; Neville's
rejection of Edwin Montagu's scheme for National
Service; Neville feeling depressed and low. 22
December.
/93: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Fog in London 'so
thick that literally one could not see one inch in
front' causing great difficulty in Neville finding his
way after finishing work; Addison having told the
Prime Minister that he could not Stevenson leave
the Ministry of Munitions to become Civil Director of
the National Service Department; Neville having
decided to appoint a board instead of a Civil
Director; Arthur Collins setting up of the offices and
administration of the National Service Department;
Neville going to visit various Government
departments to find out points of view on National
Service; letter from William Carnegie saying the
Archbishop of Canterbury wishes to see Neville
and regarding Neville and Anne being able to stay
with William and Mary [Carnegie] until a flat had
been found for Neville and Anne; letter from 'that
awful' Lady Tyrrell. 28 December.
/94: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): A 'harassing day';
meeting with Sir A. Stanley; meeting with the Prime
Minister in which he agreed that Walker was
unsuitable to be civil director of the National
Service Department and that Stevenson needed to
be appointed instead; lunch with William and Mary
Carnegie; a later meeting with the Prime Minister
and Addison in which it was agreed that Stevenson
would be temporarily lent to the National Service
Department; Stevenson having decided to accept
this despite his strong reluctance at leaving the
Ministry of Munitions; Neville feeling 'rather more
cheerful as there really seems to be 'something
doing' at last'; 'the General'. 28 December.
16 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/95-110

1917 letters

1917

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1917.
The letters reflect the difficulties faced by Neville in
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his post as Director General of National Service
and the progress and issues connected to the war.
Neville's tribute to Norman Chamberlain who was
reported missing in action and later assumed killed.
Anne and Frank's health; and Neville's holiday in
Scotland.
/95: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): James Stevenson
[who was temporarily working at the National
Service Department until a civil director had been
appointed] rejecting the plan of paying everyone in
the army and National Service work the same rate
saying trade unions would not stand it;
disadvantages of the alternative of paying different
rates; a meeting with agriculture experts; meeting
with Lord Derby [Secretary for War] and about him
saying he was anxious to help Neville and his
department; meeting with Christopher Addison
[Minister of Munitions]; Stevenson pressing that
Arthur Collins [Secretary of the National Service
Department] is made Civil Director. 1 January 1916
(but the content of the letter indicates it actually
dates to 1917).
/96: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Neville having had
dreams at night of being back as Lord Mayor of
Birmingham; 'a better day than yesterday' with
Neville being 'comparatively cheerful'; Neville
wishing to appoint Harling Turner to head the
National Service Department Agricultural Section;
Stevenson having changed his mind regarding
equal pay rates and saying it would be a good idea
to put the plan forward to the trade unions; Neville
not feeling sure that Stevenson would have been
the right man to be Civil Director of the National
Service Department; Auckland Geddes [Director of
Recruiting, War Office] saying that Neville's ideas
for National Service were the same as those
developed at the War Office; Neville considering
'vast and revolutionary notions of turning the whole
war industry...into a state based concern in which
every one should be an officer or a private and all
the surplus should go to the State!!!'. 2 January.
/97: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Lunch with F. S.
Oliver; Neville being dissatisfied with James
Stevenson; Neville's respect for Auckland Geddes
increasing; Neville agreeing to preside at meeting
of 'Capital and Labour' in Birmingham. 3 January.
/98: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Difficulties in
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finding a London flat for Neville and Anne; 'things
seem to point to the demand for labour not being
as urgent as has been made out' and possibility
that it may not be necessary to introduce
compulsory service for some time; meeting with Sir
John Hewett; resignation from BSA and Elliotts but
Neville deciding to retain directorship of Hoskins. 4
January 1916 (but the content of the letter indicates
it actually dates to 1917).
/99: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Meetings with
various people; Stevenson reporting that civil
servants in other Government departments
perceived that Neville had no powers and
whenever Neville wanted something done he would
have to ask the other departments; Stevenson
saying that Neville would have to put up a
memorandum to the War Cabinet asking to be
made a minister which would involve Neville
entering Parliament (Neville was 'taken very much
aback' by this and believed Stevenson was wrong
as 'Austen said that the War Cabinet would give
me any powers I wanted as soon as I was in a
position to define them'; 46 Egerton Crescent being
suggested as a London flat for Neville and Anne. 8
January.
/100: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Lunch with
Austen at which Austen reassured Neville of his
powers; something 'not very satisfactory' [which
Neville believed he could not put on paper] 'which
points to certain rather drastic action which I may
have to take in order to meet urgent needs and so
far as this cuts across my more elaborate plans it is
unfortunate'; a women's section being set up at the
National Service Department. 9 January.
/101: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Collins and
Austen being unimpressed from Davidson
Houston; Neville being unable to write about
certain things affecting the National Service
Department in a letter; Stevenson's lunch with the
Prime Minister (Lloyd George); Neville needing to
report to a War Committee. 10 January.
/102: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Neville's report
to a War Committee and his expectation that he will
not need to give them a complete scheme of
National Service but an indication; Neville going to
speak at Manchester on 27 January. 11 January.
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/103: (from 5 Egerton Place): Graves being ill;
Ernest Hiley having wrote to the Prime Minister
about his resignation as Deputy Director-General of
National Service after an article suggesting Hiley
was resigning as he saw the NSD as a failure; the
Board of Agriculture not intending to keep its
agreement with Neville as it had not been
sanctioned by a member of the Cabinet; Mrs
Tenant. 30 May.
/104: (from 5 Egerton Place): 'B. B.' having 'begun
well'; Mary and William Carnegie; Neville having
been unable to obtain entomological apparatus due
to stocks being exhausted; Bellhouse doing well in
the substitution office at the NSD; Stephen Walsh
being invited to succeed Hiley as Chairman of
Neville's Central Committee of Employers and
Workmen; birthday greetings for Anne. 31 May.
/105: (from Cessnock Castle, Galston, Scotland):
Frank's illness with whooping cough; Neville being
bothered about some matter told to him by Anne
and thinks he will get her to write to Phillips; W. J.
Davis having wrote hoping that Neville will contest
East Birmingham as Parliamentary candidate;
[Joseph Harling] Turner wanting Neville to stay to
shoot partridges. 16 September.
/106: (from Cessnock Castle): Neville's stay in
Scotland with Turner including about lunch with Sir
Matthew and Lady Arthur; visit to Findlay
Hamilton's house Carnell and shooting. 17
September.
/107: (from Cessnock Castle): Concern for Frank
and Anne's health; the weather. Annotated
'postmark Sept 17 1917' by Anne Chamberlain.
/108: (from Cessnock Castle): Anne's health having
improved; a photograph which 'sounds very
disappointing'; Turner having to go to Ayr so Neville
is leaving soon; the weather. 18 September.
/109: (from Auchendrane, Ayr): Anne staying very
nearby; his holiday in Scotland (currently staying
with Mr 'Gus' Cayzer) including about fishing with
Cayzer and Turner. Annotated 'September 1917'
by Anne Chamberlain.
/110: (from Westbourne): Neville's speech on open
spaces for playing fields in a Birmingham City
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Council meeting and in tribute to Norman
Chamberlain; Austen taking action to see Younger.
A press cutting is also included regarding the South
Birmingham Town Planning Scheme. 4 December.
17 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/111-161

1918 letters

1918

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1918. A letter from Dorothy and Frank Chamberlain
[Neville and Anne's children] to Anne and a letter
from Hilda Chamberlain [Neville's sister] to Anne
are also included.
The cumulative effects of the First World War are
illustrated in the topics discussed in these letters,
reports of air raids, the situation in France and
events concerning the fighting, and the effects of
food shortages and rationing. The issue of
conscription in Ireland and Home Rule; and the
Man Power Bill are discussed. Austen's political
career is referred to as is Neville's election
campaign and his interest in the University of
Birmingham. Neville, Anne, Frank and Beatrice's
health are referred to. Neville, his children, and
Hilda's time in Wales, and Neville's fishing holidays
in Scotland are discussed.
/111: (from Westbourne): Telegram from Jim;
permission for Anne to read all Neville's letters; not
able to meet due to Neville's infection. Annotated
'March 1918' (the letter was dictated by Neville to
Bass).
/112: (from Westbourne): Neville's doctor believes
he will be free the beginning the 25th; B.D.P.
account of Austin's speech; postponed visiting
Dudley Road; a note for Mary Carnegie's birthday;
children are still free from infection. Annotated
'March 1918' (the letter was dictated by Neville to
Bass).
/113: (from Westbourne): Neville keeping Beatrice
busy; Anne's improving health. 13 March
(annotated '1918', the letter was dictated by Neville
to Bass).
/114: (from Westbourne): Dealing with the bank;
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Mary's letter suggesting postponing their visit;
Neville's headache; note to Jim; Anne enjoying
being outdoors. 14 March (annotated '1918', the
letter was dictated by Neville to Bass).
/115: (from Westbourne): Turtle soup; flowers in
bloom near the conservatory; Mabel's visit to see
Anne; Neville's gout; Neville reading material. 16
March (annotated '1918', the letter was dictated by
Neville to Bass).
/116: (from Queens Hotel, Llanfairfechan): Neville
and Hilda writing letters but being distracted by
Dorothy and Frank; wire to Anne from Crewe; had
to wait at New Street; Dorothy showing her
intelligence by asking questions and Frank never
stopped his drumfire of interrogation; meal of
chicken, bread and butter, and apple and custard
eaten at Crewe; luggage arrived separately on the
6.43 from Llandudno; children asleep; bad weather;
talk with Mrs Mann about rations; Neville ordered
the Times and Morning Post but as they won't
arrive for a few days a request to Anne to post the
Times and the B.D.P. to Neville; abbreviated report
of Ll[oyd] G[eorge]'s speech, and the issue of
conscription in Ireland; Neville's headache;
Dorothy's picture of a mermaid. 10 April.
/117: Letter from Dorothy and Frank to Anne with a
picture Dorothy drew.
/118: Letter from Hilda Chamberlain (from Queens
Hotel) to Anne: Details of the train journey with
Neville and the children and the wait at Crewe;
mealtimes and the shortage of bacon; Frank's
temperature of 99 then 95 degrees; bad weather.
Not dated.
/119: (from Queens Hotel): Neville delighted to
hear the Doctor was pleased with Anne; the Trade
Council; Frank's temperature; Neville purchased
puzzles and a book for the children as the weather
was bad; Neville and Hilda's walk; trees out in
bloom; news that Capt. Percy Clive had been
killed; rations of meat. 10 April.
/120: (from Queens Hotel): Discussion about
Ll[oyd] G[eorge]'s speech and the cabinets
decision regarding Irish conscription and Home
Rule; Ll[oyd] G[eorge]'s assessment that at the
beginning of the offensive, our numbers were
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greater than those of the enemy; men over 50 and
whether they would be fit enough to fight; fears that
the enemy may get through to Calais; Frank's
temperature is normal so a nurse is not needed. 11
April.
/121-122: (from Llanfairfechan): Hilda not able to
walk; discussions about getting a new nurse, and
about nurse Warren; Beatrice took the children out
for the morning; saw the Aber waterfall on the walk;
Dorothy made friends with 'the flappers'; sounds of
firing at sea between 8.30 and 9.30 but didn't
sound like big guns; Asquith's speech against Irish
conscription, and Neville's opinion that the country
will be against him; new cook and Mrs Mann; letter
from Mary regarding Willie's and her visit on June
23rd; disclaiming authorship of the idea of Gore as
Chancellor; Neville feels bound to offer Barling his
appointment; Neville sorry to hear about Helen and
wished to pass on his sympathy to Arthur; Warren's
behaviour; issue of needing a new nurse, but that
Beatrice could manage quite well for a time; Mrs
Mann's experiences of curing afflictions with warm
sea water. 11-12 April.
/123: (from Llanfairfechan): Warren arrived safely
and she put the children to bed; Anne's health;
rations and complaints about the cook; Neville's
walk in the valley and the mountains; a trip to the
sands with the children; Gov[ernmen]t making
progress with the Man Power Bill 'The account of
the great battle keep one in breathless suspense'.
A press cutting is also included regarding annual
meeting of Birmingham General Hospital at which
Neville was elected President of the Hospital. 12
April.
/124: (from Llanfairfechan): Neville's visit to the
station where the station master informed him there
had been a big air raid over Birmingham and
Coventry, and had caused a lot of damage, also of
a report that an airship had reached the Midlands;
the morning news from the front was not
encouraging but the evening report sounded better;
Neville describes how he would not mind if he were
called up; Hilda and Neville planning an excursion
to the waterfall and Conway; received a letter from
Austen which mentions cabinet changes; discusses
the possibility and advantages of separate
parliaments for England, Scotland, Wales and
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Ireland; report of bombs being dropped at Hall
Green and guns fired on the Coventry Road; cream
cheese sent by Anne; Neville discusses his health,
headaches, sciatica; Hilda is amused by Dorothy's
psychology; talk of breakfast and cakes; packet of
letters from Austen passing between him, Bonar,
the PM, Bob and Hugh Cecil regarding Home Rule;
the Committee approved of 3 names, Bob Cecil,
Austen, Asquith. 13 April.
/125: (from Llanfairfechan): Letter from Lilian;
Warren had the children out of doors; letter from
Hargreave; the Canal Report and the B.
Commonwealth Union; the situation in France and
Haig's appeal to the troops and Neville's view that
this should serve to drive the manpower Bill
through. 13 April
/126: (from Llanfairfechan): Weather better and
views of Puffin Island and the Anglesey Coast were
able to be seen from the sitting room; Hilda and
Neville walked to the village where they read the
telegram about the fighting; had a hearty Sunday
dinner of many courses; Hilda had a list of hotels at
Llandudno and Colwyn Bay; news that the line has
still held but of further attacks being made; of the
Germans, Neville writes ''We shall beat them. But
there will be a terrible number who will no longer be
there and see the final triumph and those who do
see it will very likely regard it as by no means a
triumph''; Neville reading European History 17151789; thinking of writing to Austen to see whether
he has received the assurances needed to join the
Board; Frank is getting better under Hilda and
Warren's care; wishing Anne's letter has arrived. 15
April (but annotation by Anne Chamberlain states
that it was postmarked on the 14th).
/127: (from Llanfairfechan): Visit to Conway by train
and a trip to the castle and an old Elizabethan
manor house; Neville now able to get the Times
and Morning Post; talk about moving home;
discussion about the new cook; request for Lucy to
send two suits; A[usten] asked B.C. [? Bob Cecil]
whether he should join the Board and B.C. said
'certainly'; discussion about Irish conscription; Hilda
and Neville 'horrified' at the amount of food
supplies Anne is sending; Neville thinks four weeks
is long enough to stay and must get back to his
work. 15 April.
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/128-129: (from Llanfairfechan): Frank now goes
out on his chair; took Hilda to a furnished house
where the owner is willing to let it now for a month;
Neville thinks the West Coast would be better as
less crowded by tourists; walk with H[ilda]; letter
from the 9 Unionist MPs in the Times advocating
federalism and Neville's view of it; Bee's [Beatrice]
letter; rented house; Anne feeling better; Neville
thinking of an expedition to Bangor; Jim's letter and
possible visit. 16-17 April.
/130: (from Llanfairfechan): Trains for Jim's visit;
Neville's intention to have the 'fatal interview with
Warren'; lovely weather; Hilda and Neville's walk in
search of a Druid Circle; news from France is very
bad; A[usten] accepts a seat in the Cabinet; Mrs
Mann is frightened by the appointment of a new
inspector who has successfully prosecuted a hotel
manager for contravening food regulations; Frank
is very well and happy. 17-18 April.
/131: (from Llanfairfechan): Neville reported on 'a
most glorious walk I've had for years' and has
discovered a trout stream; asks Anne to send his
fishing bag as Hilda is leaving soon; Neville misses
Anne and wants to see her but warns against
taking any risks by travelling too soon. 18 April.
/132: (from Llanfairfechan): Weather is bitterly cold
and had a flurry of snow; Anne's night nurse; will
write to Miss Jackson only when her bill arrives;
Neville not letting the home this month; plans to
interview the Town Improvement Committee and
'ascertain whether there is anything better to be
had in the neighbourhood'; alleged behaviour of the
women at the Food Control Office; will write to
Austen to congratulate him; Neville increased his
subscription to the General Hosp[ital]; expedition to
Aber and Neville heard the streams were good for
fishing; description of the waterfall, the long walk
and the day in general; advice on how to bring the
saxifrage sent to Anne out in flower. 19 April.
/133: (from Llanfairfechan): Weather very cold and
have seen snow and rain; brought Frank a box of
soldiers and Dorothy a 'British School of Art'
drawing set; train times for Anne's visit; went house
hunting and got the names of several more; Times
article about Austen suggesting 'he is only taken in
for his following and not for his brains'; cream and
cream cheese arrived; fishing bag arrived; Anne
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still sending lots of food; hopes that Anne will soon
be able to walk once she arrives; Austen sends a
cutting 'which points out the connection between
A's speech and the Press attacks'; Austen's letter
from Geo[rge] Prothero; letter from Jim about
Ireland and Irish politics. 19-20 April.
/134: (from Llanfairfechan): Neville's [fishing] rod
arrived; Hilda made the children Jacob's ladders;
plans for the next few days along with Hilda leaving
on Sunday; Mrs Godfrey and Grace; cuttings show
Austen has been getting bad press; enough coal
has been sent to last for some time; discussion
about pigs and Ida's thoughts it is better to start
them in June when there is plenty of food; letter
from Lilian; news from Barling that Bob Cecil has
accepted the suggestion that he should be
nominated as Chancellor; Neville's sciatica is
getting worse. 20-21 April.
/135: (from Llanfairfechan): Letter from nurse; trip
to Carnarvon; worked the possible list of houses
down to two and plans to visit them when Anne
arrives. 22 April.
/136: (from Llanfairfechan): Hilda's last day; visit to
Bangor and Carnarvon; possibility that Ida and
Hilda might visit in the summer; Hilda left and
Neville feels melancholy at parting from her. 22-23
April.
/137: (from Llanfairfechan): Neville agrees with
Frank about not going to a spa for treatment, but
will try electricity; Neville had the interview with
Warren where she asked what was the matter with
her work when asked to leave; visit to Aber and
found the children already there having walked
over pushing Franks' chair; fishing trip and a walk
up a summit called 'Drim'; sciatica not interfere with
Neville's walking; Bee's [Beatrice] letter; G.
Hammilton's letter in the Times; letter stating he
wants 'to disclose to the world that I gave the Govt
the counsel last year to do what they are doing now
but they wouldn't have it'. 23-24 April.
/138: (from Westbourne): Weather not as warm as
it had been in Llanfairfechan; list of the flowers and
trees that are or are not out in bud or bloom yet;
dining room carpet looks much better having been
cleaned; note from Bonham Carter; Sir Maurice's
letter in the Times being 'rather a nasty one for the
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P.M.'. 7 May.
/139: (from Westbourne): Neville delighted to hear
Anne had achieved her walk; Dorothy did not like
Europa and the Bull; Jim's letter and discussion
about his remarks regarding giving Ireland
Dominican status on the chance that Irishmen
would volunteer; Neville commented 'it is quite
possible that the Sinn Feiners would sell the port to
Germany if they got the chance'; lunched with
Lodge who was thinking of resigning the
Principalship; Neville thoughts were that it would be
in the best interest of the University if he did retire
so that the functions of the Principal and Vice
Principal could be rearranged and make a new
start after the war; attended meeting at the
University where Bob Cecil was recommended as
the new Chancellor; discussed matters with Barling
and later with Uncle George; visit to the club and
met Stubbs; plans to go to the Works tomorrow;
visited the Lloyd Mayor; discussion about Ll[oyd]
G[eorge]'s position; nothing for the pigs to eat; 39
chickens with 12 more to come; robins nest in the
wall of the great room. 8 May.
/140: (from Westbourne): Lilian arriving in the
evening; put on 5lb's whilst away. 9 May.
/141: (from Westbourne): Lilian arrived but as she
didn't get the letter she missed two of the things
which she might have got through; paragraph in the
World saying nothing had been done about finding
Neville a seat and that he was 'so unwell'; Hilda's
amusing letter from Austen; Anne's walking regime;
Maurice affair collapsed. 9-10 May.
/142: (from Westbourne): Lilian and Enid gone to
bed early; ? met Ellary Warden at Cannon Hill to
inspect the new pavilion and took them first to
Russell Road, went to B.S.A. and will visit again to
discuss a proposition about limiting profit payouts;
talk that a new VAD hospital is wanted and Neville
asked to be Hon. Treasurer with clerical work being
done at the University; Col. Barling asked Neville to
second Bob Cecil's nomination; Lilian given piles of
things from Russell Road including engravings of
Old Birmingham, books and an old family tea set
belonging to Neville's grandmother marked J.C.C.
being Joseph and Caroline Chamberlain; unhappy
about Anne's lack of exercise; Claude arranged
payment for the boy and money for Mrs Boyles for
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cooking; visited the Lodge to see about furniture.
10-11 May.
/143: (from Westbourne): Not satisfied with the
amount Anne has walked; treatment with electricity;
Mrs Boyles possibly frightened away the boy; visit
to the Parratt's house; visited B.S.A.; hanging
pictures of Birmingham up the stairs; Miss Clarke's
particulars which suggest she is more of a baby's
nurse; planning a visit to London on Elliotts
business. 12 May.
/144: (from Westbourne): Neville pleased with
Anne for her good walk; the widows house; visit to
Aunt Alice found her weak and unwell; Mrs Ewen
taken ill; Hume Pi ? lost their son in a flying
accident; visit to Hoskins; seeing to political
matters, Civic Recreation League and Council
work; taking the chair at a lecture for the Anglo
French Society. 13 May.
/145: (from Westbourne): Miss Bennett is to visit on
Thursday; an outbreak of measles among the
infants at the High School and Helen believes little
Arthur has caught it; letter from Anne's Uncle A
about Norman's will. 14 May.
/146: (from 9 Egerton Place, London): Discussion
regarding the Provincial Division and how it might
be 'a valuable instrument to the party and save the
central endless friction'; visit to the milk controller
and had a good talk; went to ? mutiny with the
members of candidates, Austen led off with a
promise of £500 donation and Norris Foster said to
Neville 'You have managed this business
exceedingly well'; talk with Austen and others and
gathered it was doubtful whether the Gov[ernmen]t
would face an election. 31 July.
/147: (from 9 Egerton Place): Opportunity for
Neville and Anne as a few houses are up for sale
and also ones to let near Lambeth Palace; dinner
last night where the Americans were 'the roughest
lot'; extracted a lot of information from Austen over
a drink; saw many people at the diner including
Arthur Balfour, Bob Cecil, Alfred Mond, Sir G.
Cave, Barnes, and Carson; met with ? Wedgwore
who so distinguished himself in the Dardanelles;
long talk with Bee; visited the club and the Welfare
Section of the Ministry. 2 August.
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/148: (from West Woodhay House, Newbury): Enid
has a party of girl guides to tea; read letters relating
to Norman's early school life and during his time in
Germany; 'exhilarating news from France', which
the French in Soissons again; asked permission to
use the old library, now called 'The Saloon'; Alfred
upset over suggestion he was rude to someone on
the Downs; the William's off to London; Enid not
coming to Llanfn [?Llanfairfechan]. 3 August.
/149: (from West Woodhay House): Walk with Enid
where they talked quite a lot about Norman; not
wanted to go out with Alfred as he is intolerable
and always breaking in with something irrelevant
even when we're talking about Norman, although
he does have his good points. 5 August.
/150: (from Westbourne): Anne's shortage of milk;
talk of the responsibilities to people when you are a
'public character'; plans for next year and deciding
where to stay; Mr George's daughter whilst on
holiday in Llandudno saw from the pier a German
submarine being chased by destroyers and a
seaplane; Harry picking cherries and talked of
Diggory; had tea with Arthur; told Lilian to get a
secretary as everyone who had any public duties
found them indispensable; Lilian is on the District
Council which Norman wanted her to do; a ''painful
pleasure'' to read Norman's letters; visit from Miss
Hyde. 6 August.
/151: (from Westbourne): Made a start on his
writing and wrote a few pages about Uncle Herbert
and Lilian's father; lost ration book and visited the
Food Control Office; land for the soldiers football in
Winson Green. 7 August.
/152: (from Westbourne): Talk of food provisions
and rations, especially butter and milk; sciatica is
better, Wallis would say this is due to his crystals;
piece of information from Austen that has now
come out is the attempt to take Archangel, and
Haig attacked this morning; Neville has confidence
in Foch; Anne pleased with Miss Bodington; visit to
Hoskins and talked to Mr George; worked on the
memoir but fears 'things I should like to put in may
not be agreeable to various relatives and friends'. 8
August.
/153: (from Westbourne): Thanking Anne for such a
'capital letter'; suggested to Anne she should walk
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to Tal-y-fan; believes the pressure on manpower
will become less acute now that the Americans are
coming in such numbers and that things are going
so well; we have 14000 prisoners out of the last
push but also heavy fighting on the British section
about Morlancourt and Chipilly; meeting where
Councillor Yoxall representing Duddeston was 'very
silly' afterwards declaring that we were 'bartering
away the seat'; invited Mr Coudurier de
Chassaigne to stay when he delivers an address to
the Anglo French Society; wrote more of the
memoirs and describes Norman's account of the
Queen's funeral. 9 August.
/154: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykell, by Lairg): Post
only comes and goes every other day; good,
comfortable train journey and had a compartment
to himself until Crewe; had breakfast at Perth with
the Lord Chancellor [Lord Finlay] who has also
'escaped from London'; needed a permit from the
military commandant at Inverness; prospects of
sport are poor as there are no grouse and the river
is low, but there are five good locks which can be
fished in all weathers; Arthur is now a keen
fisherman and has rushed off to the river; difficulty
in getting any meat and the absence of grouse isn't
helping; slept well despite the hardness of the
beds; discussion of 'ration pools'; searching for
grouse; still taking the crystals; Dorothy's poem;
managed to pick up 10 brace of grouse with 2
brace of black game and the fishermen got about
20 trout. 10 August.
/155: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Took ?Airg out
fishing; saw a great golden eagle; pleased Anne
has seen the Aber waterfall; agreeing that is better
not to tell the children they won't see Norman
again. 14 August.
/156: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Pleased to hear of
Anne's long walk; discussion about Miss B and how
the children like her; fished all day but didn't get a
trout but then later went again and got 25 fish. 17
August.
/157: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Wrote letters to the
children and copies pictures from 'Punch'; a view
that salmon fishing is the dullest of sports;
discussion about going into the House, 'I don't
waver in my intention to go to the polls but I am in
no hurry to do so and more and more iIthink that
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my career in the House, if I ever do get there, will
be a short and inglorious one'; circular from the
Unionist Central Office saying they do not expect to
be able to give much help to Unionist candidates in
the event of an election coming soon; hopes that
the election will be postponed for as long as
possible; 'For a time after my resignation I did
genuinely desire to enter the House at once';
pleased Anne has been walking long distances;
talk of Dorothy, Frank and Miss B; well off for
provisions as 2 stag and a roe deer were shot, and
there is always lots of fish, grouse, rabbits etc. 18
August.
/158: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Good to hear Frank
has said his poetry; Coralie is a good companion
for the children; letter from Hilda but asked Anne to
let her know she may not get a reply as had so
many other letters to write. 21 August.
/159: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Plan to meet Anne in
a week; very wet weather; to try again at salmon
fishing as the only one in the party not to have got
one. 24 August.
/160: (from Westbourne): Attended a piano recital
of Chopin by Benno Moiseiwitsch, 'I haven't
enjoyed a concert so much for a long time'; long
talk with Sanders the Welfare Officer; the newly
formed football team has won all the matches it has
played; spent the afternoon with the
representatives of War Pensions Committees
picking Hodge's bill to pieces, and came to a
unanimous conclusion; hopes to get half a dozen
signatures from MP's; discussed Frank with nurse;
letter from Austen saying he had joined forces with
Curzon to remonstrate with LL[oyd] G[eorge] for
not consulting the cabinet often enough. 22
October.
/161: (from Westbourne): Meeting at the Co. Ho. [?
Council House]; examination of Frank revealed his
foot and knee are healing well; able to touch the
ground freely with left hand which was the first time
since March; went to Hoskins; had a tooth filled
and discussion about the children's teeth; Hodge
got his second reading, the Bill had a thoroughly
bad reception; signature required for Norman's
money; Austen asked if he and Ivy could stay for
the installation of the Chancellor on the 12th when
'Austen is to receive an honorary degree'. 23
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October.
48 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/162-188

1919 letters

1919

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1919.
These letters discuss the start of Neville's career as
an MP including his contributions to the Housing
Bill and his involvement in many other schemes
and Bills; the Docks and Harbours, work on the
canals; debate on the Board of Trade; Wages Bill;
Nurses Registration Bill; Transport Bill;
Reconstruction Committee; the Anti Dumping Bill;
the Profiteering Bill and the Unhealthy Areas
Committee. References to Lloyd George and the
coalition are also made. Neville's holidays in
Scotland and France are mentioned, along with
other general and personal family matters.
/162: (from Westbourne): Telegram from Miss
Leamon; late back from B.S.U. 20 January.
/163: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Had an
interesting debate on the B[oar]d of Trade and got
a 'fairly satisfactory declaration of policy from the
Govt on their economic policy', Auckland Geddes
spoke; Locker Lampson asked Neville to add his
name to an amendment to the restriction of rents
bill; had lunch with two Tariff Reformers; Neville's
view of his position 'I have an uncomfortable feeling
that it will take one a long time before I get any
position in the House. I haven't the facility of fluent
expression which is such a help in debate'; balloted
for Monday next; reminder to Anne that the
Rhodian plates are irreplaceable; plans to have
lunch with Impey to discuss the Bill as it affects
canals; Lady Isabel M [possibly Margesson] asked
Neville to support the amendment of the Health Bill
setting up Consultative Womens Councils;
invitation to lunch with Lady Isabel M and Lady
Rhondda who was Women Commissioner for
Wales. 11 March.
/164: (from House of Commons): Made a maiden
speech, which was quite a success, received many
congratulations and praise from Sanders; Neville
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reflects 'So I have taken the plunge a[nd] feel much
better!'. 11 March.
/165: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Seeing Mrs
Baillie; letter from Ashley putting forward his
claims; the thermometer arrived; report in the
Times of Neville's speech; told that his voice is like
his father's; Gibb asked Neville if wanted to join the
Nat[iona]l Expenditure Committee but the answer
was no as 'I feel my forte is more in constructive
then in critical work'; went to Parry where the best
chandeliers are glass in Adam style £120 each;
invite from Uncle George to go to Ireland fishing at
Easter. 12 March.
/166: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Feel headachy
and low; may get a horse and ride occasionally;
met Mrs Baillie and had a long talk; nominee was
unexpected; will name Eva and Arthur; went to
Dickinsons and made a thorough examination of
his collection of oriental; saw a beautiful Rhodian
plate costing £45; went back to the House and
continued getting congratulations all day; saw
Edward Wood to who 'I have taken a strong liking';
listened to Wallis Long 'who was platitudinous on
the Navy'; went to the Committees, Business and
Canals; urged Eric Geddes to nationalise the
canals, 1st reading of the Housing Bill next week;
Anne invited to the evening meeting. 13 March.
/167: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Addison has
postponed his housing Bill; the Transport Bill
Committee is sitting Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays; spoke yesterday in com[mitt]ee and
'was received with approval'; met Brace who said
he ''recognised a touch of fathers genius in getting
at once right on to the point!'; 2 April.
/168: (from House of Commons): On Docks and
Harbours Bill; spoke on the money resolution of the
Housing Bill which was well received; asked to
serve on the advisory council on housing by
Addison. 13 April.
/169: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Not bothering
with the Docks Committee today as out of touch
with it so can not add anything; discussion about
the press cutting stating that the government must
go, and the Paris proceedings. Press cutting
included from The Times, 14 April. 15 April.
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/170: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Met with
Minshull; met with the Savings B[an]k Com[mitt]ee;
joined Roger and motored to Coventry; Roger has
resigned from the Council and is unhappy; travelled
up with Jack Wilson; had a gargantuan dinner from
Paxton; enclosed obituary of [George] Calderon, an
old school friend of Neville's; will receive a
deputation on wages Bill; ought to stay for the
Nurses Registration Bill; will dine with Mary tonight.
A press cutting is included. 5 May.
/171: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): a very strenuous
day; attended Transport Com[mitt]ee but left to
attend the Docks and Harbours, 'which thank
goodness is now finished'; got hair cut at the
House; studied the Nurses Registration Bill on
which 'the Hospital Assoc[iatio]n wants me to move
some amendments'; met Winterton as he is on the
Council too; returned to the Transport Bill; met
Wardle; went to Dean's Yard; very gratifying to
hear address produced such a good impression;
met Frank Lowe who is in the Transport Bill
Com[mitt]ee and Housing; breakfast not very nice;
new umbrella arrived; Nurses Registration Bill
scheduled for Friday; got the bill of £32 for the new
bed, sleeping well. 6 May.
/172: Invitation from the Lord Mayor and Lady
Mayoress of Birmingham for luncheon at the
Queen's Hotel, to meet General Sir Charles
Townshend and Lady Townshend, who will
afterwards open a mammoth Mart in aid of the
Y.W.C.A. The invitation was declined. 5 May.
/173: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Note of birthday
greetings for Anne from Neville. 1 June.
/174: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Fury at there
being no restaurant car on the train; arrived at 11
and found Phil waiting; plan to fish in the morning
and again in the evening; wonderful riverbanks with
'many unusual flowers'; went for a walk and saw
herd of stags. 7 June.
/175: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Letters from
Anne; Phil caught an 8lb fish; Phil a great bee
keeper, has 28 hives and is keen on discovering
the cause of the Isle of Wight disease and has
been getting the Aberdeen university to work at it;
going up the valley to the 'Linn of Dee', where the
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views should be fine. 9 June.
/176: (from Potarch Hotel): Letter from Arthur;
thinks De Selincourt is anti Ashley; returning and
declining the electrical engineers invitation; letter
from Hilda; drove up the valley and passed
Balmoral where only the towers showed above the
woods; went fishing until nearly 12 o'clock but
didn't see anything; found 3 sandpipers crouching
in the ground. 10 June.
/177: (from Potarch Hotel): Had a lovely walk up
the mountains and glorious views of the sunny
Grampians 4 miles away; saw flowers not seen
before. 11 June.
/178: (from Potarch Hotel): Discussed travel and
train arrangements; can't buy lupin or columbine
seed as they in flower and not in seed; fishing last
night drew a blank except for one small brown
trout; discussion about Ashley, de Selincourt and
Barling. 12 June.
/179: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Dorothy had a
fall; Morris was 'as dull as he could be yesterday';
annoyed that was not present in the House when
Ll[oyd] G[eorge] returned, 'Old members said they
never had seen anything like it. Incidentally it was
a complete answer to the suggestion of the
Northcliffe Press that the party was breaking up
and that Ll. G. had lost his popularity'; the Times
tries to keep up the impression that 'we are on the
verge of a General election and a redivision of
parties'; Canal meeting; Barling and the University
Suggestion Committee; will return to Birm[ingham]
on Saturday or Friday night. 1 July. Also includes
an extract from a report regarding Neville's
questions to the Secretary of State for War on 1
July 1919.
/180: (from House of Commons): Article in the
Times about Eric Geddes and about Ll[oyd]
G[eorge] and the Coalition; 'Just going to hear Ll.
G. Great buzz of excitement - every seat taken'. 3
July.
/181: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Visit to Locker
Lampson's 'Company' at St James' Court; A.
Geddes, McCurdy and the Profiteering Bill - 'the
Times is right in declaring that members did not like
the Bill but yet didn't like to vote against it in view of
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the feeling in the country'. 12 August.
/182: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): The House will
reassemble Oct 22, so will have a clear month after
Llanf.; Matthews (Rev) visit to the House; Leo
wanted Neville to see 'Abraham Lincoln' but he
refused; Harris not as successful in his dealings for
the Government as lead to believe; Tryon writing
an article on this Parliament for the papers; Evelyn
settled with guides and with accommodation in Red
Cross Huts; love to the children; promised not to
touch and live bombs or shells. 15 August.
/183: Postcard (from Reims) of Reims Cathedral.
Postmarked 18 August.
/184: Postcard (from Amiens) of the garden at the
Hotel du Rhin and regarding the places visited by
Neville, including the Somme battlefields, 'rather
horrible but desperately interesting'. 20 August.
/185: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Letter from Anne
and the children; apologises for not writing letters,
but has been 'really working very hard and very
late'; hopes to catch the train from Birmingham to
Llanfa; accepted Simmons tender; Evelyn and
Robert were excellent companions; wished Anne
could have been there too; disappointed not to find
Norman's grave at the cemetery at Fins. 1 August.
/186: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Scotch Land Bill
on in the House; R. Cecil wouldn't see Astor about
the Housing Regulations; Gwynne was very
pleased with my conduct; wrote to Collins to let him
know the result of the interview; prepared remarks
for the reconstruction committee on the Anti
Dumping Bill; met Mr Newman, Mrs Calthorpe's
solicitor and talked with him about his housing
scheme and the recreation ground; saw the
secretary of the Temperance Legislation League
who wants to get up a meeting to hear Sir Sanders,
of the Liquor Control Board, on the Carlisle
Experiment; went to the Reconstruction
Com[mitt]ee and spoke about the Bill and read a
passage from the 'Daily Chronicle', stated that a
member of the Gov[ernmen]t had already
described it as a measure of Tariff Reform, the
feeling against the Bill is very strong. 2 December.
/187: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Anne has
earache; had lunch with G. L. L.; will speak at the
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Com[mitt]ee or rather put the case against the Bill,
'What we do as a party is rather a matter of tactics
than principle for I think we are all agreed that it is
a bad bill [and?] can be made a good one; only
heard half of Austen's speech but 'it was generally
said to have knocked the bottom out of Premium
bonds and the result was a ''washout'''. 2
December.
/188: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Attended
Unhealthy Areas Com[mitt]ee; had lunch with
Barber who had made his money by financing the
building of small houses; listened to the debate on
India; Jack Hills and Lady Astor sat at my table, ''I
still don't like her'', she asked ''if I also was 'anti
women' and didn't want them in the House. I said I
was not 'anti women' but I did not want them in the
House'', Neville comments 'I was surprised to see
how worn and almost haggard she looks when you
are close to her'; saw an architect named Manson
who would like a job in London; had dinner with
Grattan Doyle who is Hon. Sec. of the Sub
Committee on the Anti Dumping Bill, and discussed
the Bill; the Times had ''a very panicky article on
the coalition'', and states Ll[oyd] G[eorge] has a
last chance of rallying them at Manchester
tomorrow. 3-4 December.
30 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/189-244

1920 letters

1920

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1920. Letters from Frank and Dorothy Chamberlain
[Neville and Anne's children], from Lettice Fisher,
and from George A. Gibbs are also included.
These letters frequently refer to Neville's political
affairs; concerns about the coalition with the
Liberals under Lloyd George and the future of the
Conservative and Unionist Party; work done as part
of the Reconstruction Committee; Unhealthy Areas
Committee; Anti Dumping Bill Committee; the
Imports and Exports Regulation Bill; the Slum
Committee; discussions on Russian; the coal
debate and the Mines Regulation Bill; the Bastardy
Bill; Unhealthy Areas Bill; the Irish Bill; the
Dyestuffs Bill; the League of Nations; the new Rent
Restrictions Bill; War Pensions; Civic Recreation
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League; the Children of Unmarried Parents Bill;
Neville's housing scheme and his work on canals;
debate on the Agriculture Bill; unemployment
debate; Hoskins and Son Ltd; Elliott's Metal
Company; and reference to the Lord Mayor of Cork
Terence McSwiney, and hunger strikers. Also
discussed are personal and family matters such as
Anne's health and work commitments; and Neville's
shooting, fishing and walking holidays in Scotland.
/189: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Neville feeling
'political affairs were just now sufficiently on the boil
to make a talk with Austen possibly interesting' so
is going to dine with him; letter from the National
Unionist Office 'condoling with me on my
dangerous illness and regretting my inability to
speak in the Wrekin Division'; visit to Leicester
Galleries including about Neville having made an
offer for a painting by W. T. Wood; Neville's
meeting; him feeling 'much depends on Paisley'
predicting that 'if Asquith gets in Ll[oyd] G[eorge]
will be out to please the C.L.'s [Coalition Liberals]
and won't listen to us' but 'if A[squith] is defeated
the C. L.'s will have to take whatever Ll. G. gives
them and will want to please us'; visit to Turners
regarding cutlery and plates; A print from a
woodcut called 'Blast Furnaces' by Edward
Wadsworth is also included. 27 January
/190: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Went to Mill St to
see the John portraits, [artist John Augustus], 'The
masterpiece is the Marchesa Casati'; attended
Reconstruction Committee, Salisbury has resigned
the chairmanship; went to the 1900 club where
Austen was addressing the members on financial
policy; invitation from the League of Nations to go
to L'pool [Liverpool], accepted saying would do one
speech for them; arranged Harold Cox to replace
Londonderry on Friday; will decline Liverpool as it
would interfere with Unhealthy Areas Committee;
the Times is 'sniffy about John'. 2 February
/191: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Sidney Peel
gave an excellent speech, with Adamson following
and then Maclean; Ll[oyd] G[eorge] gave a rallying
attack on the opposition; 'He scoffed at the Labour
men saying they had had it all their own way
because the Govt had been too busy to go into the
country but he said ''our turn is coming and I am
longing for it'''; Lloyd George intimated that he
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didn't mean to have a General Election till he had
completed his programme and then he was going
to justify himself by his achievements; discussion
on Russia where Ll[oyd] G[eorge] 'was as skilful as
ever' he demonstrated the impossibility of invading
Russia, but believed Russia could be saved by
trade 'She wanted our goods we wanted her grain';
Hugh Cecil spoke, followed by Arthur Michael. A
cutting from report of Neville's question to the
Minister of Transport to be made in the House of
Commons on 16 February is also included. 10-11
February
/192: (from House of Commons): Coal debate is
'rather dull'; the picture arrived; attended Anti
Dumping Bill Committee, where all Neville's
suggestions were adopted; a recommendation had
gone to the Minister of Canals to appoint a
committee, and Neville expected to be asked to be
the chairman; Brace's Nationalisation Amendment;
Ll[oyd] G[eorge] on very good form, 'I hadn't heard
such cheering since I have been in the House';
states Anne has a 'gift of inspiring people with
enthusiasm' and as Mrs Lane says 'makes you an
ideal members wife!'; met Rhys Williams and had a
long talk; cheques and letters from Miss Parkes are
splendid; met with Roger Hallewell; asks Anne to
ask Miss Parkes to send to George Terrell MP an
account of the interview between the PM, Bonar
Law and the deputation of which Neville was
spokesman on the Imports and Exports Regulation
Bill. 11 February
/193: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Dined with the
B.C.U. ?; discussion on what to see at the theatre
or a concert at the weekend. 24 February
/194: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Pleased with
Anne's letter and with Frank; had a busy day
yesterday, attended my committee and heard
Geo[rge] Duckworth's interesting ideas on slums;
lunch with Frank Newman where business about
the site was discussed; John's pictures; members
of the Selection Committee asked Neville to be put
forward for the chairmanship, but Frank Lowe did
not agree, a decision that Neville should be vice
chair was made instead. 4 March
/195: (from House of Commons): Austen spoke in
the House; attended the Reconstruction
Com[mittee]; got half an hour on the Bastardy Bill;
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Austen advised Neville to 'work for cabinet position
and not for under secretaryships'. 16 March
/196: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Delighted to hear
of Anne's successful meeting with over 100 people
joining; lithograph arrived and it has been hung in
the dinning room; attended Unhealthy Areas Bill;
saw Austen about the Recon[structio]n
Com[mitt]ee; dined with Mary; discussed the
Bastardy Bill with Fisher; pleased to receive a
loving letter from Anne, Neville writes 'I drew a
lucky number when I got you'. 17-18 March
/197: (from House of Commons): Saw C.
Chambers who thought things were going well;
dinner last night was a big affair, where Harmood
Banner, President, proposed a toast to the Queen,
followed by the Lord Mayor of London and Sir
R[obert] Baden Powell, 'I came next and had quite
a success'; was invited to be chairman of a
committee to get facilities for training disabled me,
but the offer was turned down due to other work
commitments. 11 May
/198: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Visit to Harley
St; congratulated Anne for coming into her 'little
fortune'; spoke yesterday on the Irish Bill, 'I was
very nervous (comparatively speaking) but was
extremely glad afterwards that I had forced myself
to get up'; spoke about the railways; had all 4 teeth
out; disheartened at being parted from Anne for so
long. 15 June
/199: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Looked in at the
R.H.S. [Royal Horticultural Society]; several people
spoke to Neville about his speech, but 'not exactly
in praise...but it seemed to interest them'; had a
long talk with Younger; extracted £500 from Alfred
Bird; asked by Addison to be the chairman of
enquiring into the conditions of life on canal boats;
pleased to know Anne is safely fixed up in Valley
Drive and in a convenient mooring; vexed at having
to go to Birmingham on the day Frank comes up;
the Marieschi drawing arrived and has been hung
in the dining room; mouth is stiff and sore and
describes the experience of being under the gas;
plans to lunch with the League of Nations Union.
15-16 June
/200: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Please to
receive Anne's letter from Harragate; Smith brought
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the box for Nellie which is very nice; attended
Unhealthy Area's Com[mitt]ee; had lunch given to
the Council of the League of Nations, but there
were no speeches, only a 'few words so that I
thought I had rather wasted my time', sat next to
Dame Rachel Crowdy; talks to a deputation of Cooperators who want to be excused from income
tax''; had tea with Miss Campbell; attended
committee on the application of the new Health
Scheme to County Boroughs; listened to the
debate on the League of Nations, ''which was very
interesting''; had trouble with mouth and booked
another appointment to have an examination of his
teeth; glad to hear Anne is having her treatment;
Sir Butcher's invitation to Neville and Anne. 17
June
/201: (from Westbourne): Returned home from
B.S.A.; told Addison 'I will do his committee if he
can let it wait till the Autumn'; Bonar consulted
Neville about the new Rent Restrictions Bill, which
prevents landlords turning tenants out as well as
keeping down rents, thinks there is a strong feeling
in the country in favour of the amendment; Dorothy
wished to collect birds eggs; 'too lazy' to go to the
trainees affair at the Cadbury's; Miss Parkes is
looking after Dorothy; Frank was 'measured for
spectacles', and had gone to tea with granny and
aunt Mary; club meeting at Westbourne, agrees
with their coming one afternoon each. 18 June
/202: (from Westbourne): Hilda's letter; fierce letter
from the P.O. requiring payment for the telephone;
Ackland [?] said in his recent speech he thought
the basic cause of the war was food shortage
which practically forced Germany to fight; glad to
hear Anne is better; mouth has been very
troublesome and will have to go back and see
Badcock; the children have forgotten to feed the
chickens; Platten visited and is full of new
schemes. 20 June
/203: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Believes the
Rent Restriction Bill may be an 'all nighter'; have an
appointment with Badcock tomorrow; heard that
Frank's eyesight is excellent, but when one eye
was corrected the other went a little out of place,
however, Frank doesn't need to wear glasses most
of the time; low attendance at the House, but the
Town Hall was full; note from Ivy; will try and see
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the house in Smith Square; discussion about
money. 21 June
/204: (from House of Commons): Sam Hoare
asked Neville to speak on behalf of an amendment,
but he decided to speak against it and it was
defeated by a large majority, it was to exclude Irish
MP's from the British H[ouse] of C[ommons] after
the Union of Ireland and give the United Country
Dominican status; 'Paddy' Hannon made a speech
saying he had got us together to hear from L.
O'Connor; saw Badcock about decayed tooth; letter
from Mrs Cobb. 22 June
/205: (from House of Commons): Feel satisfied with
Frank; invitation from Mrs and Col. Bowles M.P.;
had a good meeting and decided to start on
Birm[ingham] to Bristol and Birm[ingham] to Hull.
23 June.
/206: (from House of Commons): Will be re-elected
President at the annual meeting of the War
Pensions Com[mittee]; Austen very tired; went to
Trollopes by appointment to view a house; sent
Anne an extract of his interim report published in
'Housing'; discusses Ll[oyd G[eorge]'s debate;
debate on the 'Scarlet uniforms', prepared to
support the Government as perhaps the best way
of securing a voluntary army; received the
Woodhay letter; wrote a letter to Dorothy for her
birthday and suggested she buy a book; Younger
asked to give a grant of £500 to the M.U.A. 24
June
/207: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Anne's health;
discussion about teeth, dentures and War Pension,
how hospital practice hardly ever fitted dentures for
3 months due to the soreness of gums; Eric
Geddes 'made an awful mess of things', so the
vote was postponed, 'I really think Geddes is in
serious danger of being kicked out unless he can
recover his position; chaired the Pensions [?]
annual meeting; had lunch with the L[ord] Mayor
'who is more like a Berkshire sow than any human
being I have yet come across'. 25 June
/208: (from Twitt's Ghyll, Five Ashes, Sussex):
Anne's health and work commitments; nearly
missed the train for Mayfield; Austen also staying,
with Mrs Jones being the only other guest; house
on a ridge with a tremendous view to the Downs;
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Ivy sold wedding presents to pay for the rock
garden. 26 June
/209: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Discussion about
Miss Leamon; glad to hear of the better account
from Anne's doctor; had a very pleasant weekend,
with Diane being the only child; went to the
Hanbury's to acquire plants for Austen's new rock
garden, had very little conversation with A[usten], 'I
suppose we are not interested in the same things';
Austen states he is fighting his colleagues all the
time in cabinet on expenditure; letter from Kyle
saying he had felt it necessary to advice Byng to
close down CRL [Civic Recreation League] for
want of funds, and a letter from Mrs Jasper on the
same subject; 'I don't feel inclined to do anything
more for the League. Kyle has failed to enthuse or
inspire anyone...If the League goes under we shall
get rid of him and then perhaps we might be able to
start again'; received nice letters from the children.
28 June
/210: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Very useful
meeting of the Slum Committee where we had a
very profitable discussion on some new ideas, 'I
hope presently to arrive at a practical conclusion as
to new methods of carrying out my favourite idea of
slum renovation by local authorities'; met with Bob
Cecil; listened to the second reading of the Mines
Regulation Bill and wrote notes for a speech about
it, ''I was very nervous but I feel my only chance to
get over that and do myself justice is to speak more
often so I forces myself into it [and] I think did pretty
well''; spoke with Younger who said Jenkins was
breaking down, and believes Geddes' position is
very precarious and 'was doing the Govt no good'.
30 June
/211: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): The Tyrrells
[neighbours of Neville and Anne] causing
disturbances at night; Miss L[eamon] [nurse to
Neville and Anne's children] 'coming back for good'
on Saturday; Miss Parkes wishing to resign from
the CRL [Civic Recreation League] and about her
having been careless as a secretary recently; a
'terribly dull day' in the House of Commons
yesterday; meeting of Reconstruction Committee;
visit to ceramic galleries at South Kensington. A
sketch of a plate is also included. 30 June
/212: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Miss L[eamon]
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having arrived but is going away again; Major
Prescott and others having commented favourably
on Neville's speech; 'Squiff' [Herbert Asquith]
having been 'at the top of his form' in his Commons
speech on the previous day in which he 'fairly
skinned E[ric] Geddes alive'. 2 July
/213: (from Westbourne): The children writing
letters to Anne; Diane [Austen and Ivy's daughter]
striking Neville 'as a pathetic child'; the garden; talk
with Byng [Kenrick] [Neville's cousin] on the CRL
[Civic Recreation League]; walk with [Frank]
Platten [manager? of Elliott's Metal Company]
during which Neville asked if he could advise of
anyone to manage Hoskins; talk with Hall [manager
of Hoskins and Son Ltd] on telephone leaving
Neville worried about Hoskins and Son Ltd. 3 July
/214: Letter from Frank to Anne thanking her for a
book. 3 July
/215: Letter from Dorothy to Anne thanking her for
birthday present of a book and regarding her
having gone to tea with Betty Billington and won a
prize. 3 July
/216: (from Westbourne): Miss L[eamon] having
undertaken to go back to look after her ill Aunt for a
month and about Miss Sanders who is to become
temporary nurse to the children; Neville having met
Colonel Parkes on the train; the wet weather; lunch
[with the Lord Mayor of Birmingham to meet the
Duke of York] during which he met Commander
Greig and discussed Neville's housing scheme;
housing including about Neville's speech,
discussions with Horne and W. Bridgeman;
planned tea to be hosted by Neville and Anne; the
garden. 3 July
/217: Letter from Lettice Fisher [Fisher, Lettice
(1875-1956) née Ilbert, social worker], Thursley,
Godalming, Surrey regarding the [Children of
Unmarried Parents Bill]. (10 May?).
/218: (from House of Commons): The Civic
Recreation League and about the possibility of the
League being closed down; Neville being asked for
donations by various people/organizations and is
overdrawn by more than £1000; telephone
conversation with Hall [manager of Hoskins and
Son Ltd] about the thefts which have been going on
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at Hoskins; [Frank] Platten [manager at Elliott's
Metal Company] is to try and think of someone to
take over as works manager at Hoskins; the tea
duty being debated in Committee at the House of
Commons; Austen having offered Neville some of
their father's books; enquiries being made about
investments for Anne's Equitable (Reversionary?)
money; Astor coming to deliver a presidential
address to the Royal Sanitary Institute in
Birmingham. 5 July.
/219: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Items forwarded
to Anne; Anne's health; dental appointment; Neville
having selected some books offered by Austen. 6
July.
/220: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Neville's financial
worries; him feeling some responsibility to the Civic
Recreation League and that he should support
Byng [who was a guarantor for the League]; him
having wanted to speak on the Unemployment
Insurance Bill but cannot; worries about finding a
school for Frank; work on a new method of
valuation for compulsory purchase of slums. 7 July.
/221: (from House of Commons): The war between
Poland and Russia; forthcoming visit of Gurdon to
Birmingham; Neville being glad at Anne's
'determination to keep a quiet time in the day'; the
previous day being 'deadly dull'' in the Commons;
dinner with W. Bridgeman and others; Neville's
work on canals; dinner to be held with Mary
Carnegie to meet an American bishop; Neville
finding 'it is very difficult if not impossible to justify'
General Dyer's action [in the Amritsar Massacre]
but 'all the same remembering the danger to the
European population I do not like the public
censure and disgrace'. 8 July.
/222: (from Westbourne): The House of Commons
having been 'thoroughly excited and dangerous' on
the previous day [in the debate on General Dyer
and the Amritsar Massacre]; dinner party at Deans
Yard [Mary and William Carnegie's house]
including about conversation with Countess
Bathurst on education; hostility towards Montagu in
the House of Commons. The end of the letter is
missing. 9 July.
/223: (from Westbourne): The garden; hatred of
Montagu and Mond among many MPs because
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they are Jewish; new servant Smith and a new
cook; the garden; Uncle George wanting Neville to
go to Scotland with him; Hilda and Ida coming to
Birmingham soon for two days; Neville's financial
worries finding he has overspent his income during
the half-year by £1100 and says 'for the first time in
my life I feel seriously concerned about finance'
and that if things don't improve by Christmas he will
'have to reconsider our way of living and perhaps
exchange 35 [Egerton Crescent] for a service flat';
lack of certainty of whether he is to continue his
directorships of BSA and Daimler; possibility of
amalgamation between Elliott's [Metal Company]
and Muntz's [Metal Company]; Neville being happy
with Miss Saunders [as temporary nurse to the
children]. 10 July.
/224: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Attempts to find
a new Unionist candidate for Moseley; Miss
Leamon; Neville's address to the Sanitary Institute;
forwards Ida's letter (not included) 'which is deadly
dull''. 12 July.
/225: (from House of Commons): Forthcoming
dinner with Nancy and Waldorf Astor; Neville being
'tongue tied on the Finance Bill' with Austen being
Chancellor of the Exchequer; conversation with
Johnnie Baird about him having moved from a
house into a service flat. 13 July.
/226: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Anne's health;
letter from Mary Carnegie about dinner and 'revival
of the 'Cothic' Peabody family' who wish to see
Neville; dinner with the Astors (other guests
included Mrs A. Lyttelton, a Professor of English at
Columbia University, Mrs Fawcett, Towyn Jones
and various other MPs); reception to the American
delegates to the International Federation of
University Women Teachers. 14 July.
/227: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): R. Horne having
accepted Neville's amendments; dinner with Hilda
and Ida and visit with them to a play. 15 July.
/228: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykell, by Lairg):
Neville's holiday in Scotland with G. H. K. [Neville's
uncle, George Kenrick], Ernest Martineau and
[Osmund] Airy including about talk about Uncle
Walter [who had recently died], journey to Scotland
during which he met Mrs Clinton Chance, Edward
Hickman and Douglas Vickers, shooting, fishing,
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walks; Airy's son having been killed in Ireland. 29
August.
/229: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Neville's holiday in
Scotland including about shooting and fishing. 31
August.
/230: (from Loubcroy Lodge): The death of Uncle
Walter; arrangement about Gladys; Sophy's rude
behaviour; fishing on holiday in Scotland. 1
September.
/231: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Answer to Anne's
query about chapter houses; a bathing accident;
story about 'Lady E.'; Hamar [Greenwood's]
'inflexible determination' not to release the L[or]d
Mayor of Cork [Terence McSwiney, who had been
imprisoned and went on hunger strike]; Mary and
Michael P[alairet] [Anne's sister and brother-in-law]
having found the body of a policeman who had
been shot in Ireland and saw another policeman
'riding his bicycle for his life with the blood pouring
out of a hole in his neck''; death of Uncle Walter
and about his financial situation; Neville's holiday in
Scotland including about fishing, Neville's uncle
Arthur [Kenrick] having 'lost all his keenness about
shooting'. 4 September.
/232: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Holiday in Scotland
including about walks and fishing. 7 September.
/233: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Enid [Cole] having
not made a good impression on Arthur and Helen
[Chamberlain] [Neville's cousin and wife of his
cousin]; the first issue of 'Straight Forward'' in
which Neville's article is included; Neville feeling it
would be 'a deplorable weakness to give way' over
the Lord Mayor of Cork Terence McSwiney, and
about hunger strikers; holiday in Scotland including
about Neville not enjoying shooting with Arthur. 8
September.
/234: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Neville looking
forward to seeing Anne at home; holiday in
Scotland including about walking and shooting. 9
September.
/235: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): 'A very
unsatisfactory day' including about a deputation to
the Home Office which failed to achieve anything
and a meeting of the Development Committee
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which was sent the wrong papers. Two press
cuttings are also included. 13 October.
/236: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Visit to the Home
Office to discuss a report; Edmund Talbot having
told Neville that there is no time available in the
House of Commons to discuss Neville's Bastardy
Bill and so Neville will have to start all over again
on the Bill; letter handed to Shortt asking for the
Recordership of Nottingham to be given to Marshall
Freeman; talk with Horne who was concerned that
people had thought the Government had conceded
too much to the coal miners; Grattan Doyle having
asked Neville [and other Cabinet ministers] to put
their name on an article on the industrial situation;
death of Stubbs. 1 November.
/237: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): The recent
election including about E[velyn] Cecil being 'very
disturbed and shaken' [at the Conservative and
Unionist Party's loss of seats at Aston]; Anne
having attended to Stubbs' mother; letter from
Platten 'showing the success of my suggestion
about welfare in connection with strike pay,
allotments and baths' and about the election of
works' representatives; a hectic day including work
for the Living In [on Canal Boats] Committee; visit
to RHS [Royal Horticultural Society] at Vincent
Square; debate on the Agriculture Bill; talk with P.
Lloyd Graeme about the Anti Dumping Bill;
Birmingham Club dinner chaired by Austen at
which reprisals in Ireland was discussed but
Austen failed to express an opinion to Neville's
annoyance. 3 November.
/238: Letter from George A. Gibbs (enclosed with
/239) to Neville Chamberlain asking whether
Neville would be willing to become member of the
Select Committee on the Salaries of Ministers. 3
November.
/239: (from House of Commons): Anne's meeting at
Sparkbrook; feels that 'it w[oul]d be a disaster if
Brooks left the [Birmingham City] Council'; Neville
having attended dinner to Wise (new MP for Ilford)
at which he took the chair; Neville's memorandum
on housing rent in rural areas; meeting of Canal
Committee; talk with Ernest Pretyman on canals;
dental appointment; meeting with Johnnie Baird
and Sir E. Blackwell on Neville's Bastardy Bill;
Neville having joined the Select Committee on
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Salaries of Ministers; reaction to Mrs Asquith's
book; J. Baird having agreed with Neville in favour
of official reprisals in Ireland. 4 November.
/240: (from Moreton House, Moreton, Dorset):
Neville's stay at Moreton House with Ernest and
Cecily [Debenham] [other guests were Agnes Grey,
Colonel Malcolm, Mr Grosvenor] including about
shooting; the 3rd reading of the Irish Bill having
been carried. 12 November.
/241: (from Moreton House): 'Lady A's request or
invitation being refused; Mrs Asquith's book;
Neville's stay at Moreton House including about the
other guests and shooting. 13 November.
/242: (from House of Commons, while in committee
on the Dyestuffs Bill): 'The Opposition are indulging
in pure obstruction' on the Dyestuffs Bill; the cold
weather. 13 December.
/243-244: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Professor
Hewins having been approached by Burman;
unemployment debate in the Commons. A note
wishing Anne a happy Christmas and in assurance
of his love for her is also included. 22 December.
61 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/245-281

1921 letters

1921

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1921. A letter from Neville to Frank Chamberlain
[Neville and Anne's son] is also included.
These letters make reference to Neville's work in
the House of Commons; plans suggested to the
Housing Committee; speeches made; the Housing
Bill; Canals Committee meeting; amendment to the
Police Bill; the Safeguarding of Industries Bill
report; the Children of Unmarried Parents Bill;
negotiations with Ireland; the pensions issue;
unemployment relief schemes, House of Commons
debate on Ireland; Neville's speech against the
proposed 75% payment of wages to those
employed by local authorities as part of
unemployment relief schemes; debate on the coal
situation; and the Municipal Elections in
Birmingham. The letters also include discussions
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about Neville's fishing holiday in Scotland; Neville
and Anne's children, Dorothy and Frank; Neville's
stay at The Bury House with his sisters Ida and
Hilda; visit to see the pavilion erected in memory of
Beatrice by Ida and Hilda; and Neville's plans for
his and Anne's holiday to Italy.
/245: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): The railway
estimates having not been debated on the previous
day [which Neville had planned to speak on] and
about Banbury planning to 'make a great attack on
E[ric] Geddes; M. T.'s intention not to seek reelection. 24 February.
/246: (from House of Commons): Major WardJackson seen in the House of Commons Library
and about his appearance; visit to Constitutional
Club where Neville spoke to R. Horne; gathering of
Conservative MPs at the Constitutional Club at
which Carson, Wilson Fox, Butcher, Bonar Law
spoke regarding the Government etc; Neville
meeting Leo Amery who was going to the Admiralty
[to become Parliamentary and Financial Secretary];
Amery's denial that Kingsley Wood was to succeed
him [as Under-Secretary of Colonies]. 7 March.
/247-248: (from House of Commons): Speakers
being found [for conference and mass meeting
organized by Anne]; visit to see the Speaker's
Chair which is to be presented to the Canadian
House of Commons; debate on Ireland including
about Edward Wood's speech; dinner at the
Unionist Club/St Stephen's Club at which Neville
proposed a vote of thanks to [Edward] Carson;
meeting with F. Newman about decision having
been made for Calthorpe to give land at Ladywood
[for a recreation ground]; land for the University [of
Birmingham]; visit to art gallery; Addison and
Austen having 'settled upon the very plan which I
had independently suggested to the Housing
Com[mitt]ee...that each town should have a certain
number of houses allotted to it for subsidy and then
be allowed a reasonable time to complete them'. A
pamphlet regarding the presentation of a replica of
the Speaker's Chair to the Canadian House of
Commons by the Empire Parliamentary
Association is also included. 8 March.
/249: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Declined an
invitation to a dinner party with Ivy; Peter Sanders
to take [Anne's conference and mass meeting] 'as
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he can't get any one else'; Grace wanting Neville to
speak at a function on behalf of Albert but Neville is
to decline. 9 March.
/250: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Neville's holiday in
Scotland [with Arthur Wood] including about
fishing. 25 March.
/251: (from Cairnton): Holiday in Scotland; back
ache. 26 March.
/252: (from Cairnton): Holiday in Scotland. 30
March.
/253: (from Westbourne): The children including
about their school reports; Neville having learned
much from [Arthur] Wood about fishing while in
Scotland; the garden. 1 April.
/254: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Austen and Ivy
coming to Birmingham [with Austen to open a war
memorial]; Neville's work in the House of
Commons including talk with the Lord Chancellor's
secretary about the 'Beesly controversy'. 4 April.
/255: (from House of Commons Library): Bob Cecil
having asked Neville to be Chairman of the
Parliamentary Committee of the League of Nations
Union which he declined partly because he 'wanted
more and not less freedom from matters not
directly connected with the House' and felt that the
League 'is becoming rather the prey of cranks and
anti-Government men'; talk with [Ernest] Hiley; visit
to flower show; debate on the coal situation [about
industrial action/strikes by coal miners]. 5 April.
/256: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Neville being
unsurprised at the result of the poll but was sorry
Mr Thomas lost 'as he is the one farmer who
seems to be of any use'; Miss Ffrench. 6 April.
/257: (from House of Commons Library): Visit to
James on Neville's behalf; Asquith's 'very good
Parliamentary speech' and about P. Lloyd
Greame's reply; Fremantle having put forward an
amendment of the Housing Bill on Neville's behalf
which has been carried; Acworth having been 'as
obstructive and tiresome as ever'; conversations
with Grattan Doyle and Jephcott; the Prime
Minister having 'stopped to say a word with a very
forthcoming smile' - 'it was evidently intended as an
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advance, but 'I don't like that fellow' '; Neville to
meet ex-service men with Hannon. 11 May.
/258: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Neville's
'harassing' journey; Miss Campbell's face being
swollen and covered with scabs; visit to see oil
working at Elliott's [Metal Company]. 24 May.
/259: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Anne's journey;
Canals Committee meeting at which Neville's draft
was 'warmly approved'; meeting with a Home
Office official about an amendment to the Police
Bill; visit to flower show. 25 May.
/260: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Neville having
'felt very melancholy' after Anne had left and
reflected that he might not see her or the children
for a month; the Safeguarding of Industries Bill
report; speech in which Neville 'attacked that beast
Lyle-Samuel' and which received congratulations
from various people; Neville having asked Mond to
consider Reiss to be a member of the Royal
Commission on London and about Neville having
been invited himself to serve on the Commission.
11 August.
/261: (from The Bury House, Odiham, Hampshire):
A letter received from Miss Crompton about the
playground; visit to revue at The Gaiety theatre; his
stay at The Bury House with his sisters Ida and
Hilda; visit to see playground at Odiham and the
pavilion erected in memory of Beatrice by Ida and
Hilda; visit to King John's Castle; visit to see the
Calthorpes at Elvetham; Mollie's engagement to
Carver having broken off; Neville wondering what
effect de Valera's [Prime Minister of Ireland] letter
may have on Neville's movements; Neville's plans
for places to go on his and Anne's forthcoming
holiday to Italy. 13 August.
/262: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): The Children of
Unmarried Parents Bill to be discussed that
evening after 'a succession of excursions and
alarums' on the previous day; Neville to lunch with
Sir Robert Newman to meet Prichard; 'Old Yate'
having been 'bleating away' to Neville about the
Irish negotiations suggesting public opinion would
be against the Government whereas Neville thinks
otherwise; the London Commission not expected to
do any 'serious work' before January. 16 August.
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/263: (from House of Commons Library): A 'very
dull debate' on the Consolidated Fund Bill; lunch
with Newman, Miss Cooper and Prichard; Neville
having 'squared' Banbury [for the Children of
Unmarried Parents Bill] but Rawlinson is reported
to have not changed his opinion; Swan (Labour MP
for Barnard Castle) having congratulated Neville on
his speech; Lloyd George's speech on the
Supreme Council; Reconstruction Committee
meeting; congratulations by 'old Yate'; it being
'difficult to see how any progress is to be made with
negotiations' [with Ireland] after De Valera's 'fiery
speech' and referring to Sinn Fein says 'it is difficult
to discuss negotiations cooly with such a cowardly
pack of murderers'; Anne's 'adventures'; Neville's
visit to see the Calthorpes; attempts to see
Brewerton; furniture etc; 'the great news' that 'the
[Children of Unmarried Parents] Bill is through!' and
about deal made with Rawlinson [who was
opposed to the Bill] which resulted in the maximum
contribution by the father being reduced and about
a problem caused by Johnnie Baird. 16 August.
/264: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Continued
problems with the Children of Unmarried Parents
Bill which may have to be dropped if serious
opposition develops; Neville having not yet got
invitation to the London Commission; him having
declined Macnamara's invitation [to be on the
Trade Boards Committee]; Sir R. Newman having
asked Neville to deliver an address in Exeter on
housing. 18 August.
/265: (from Westbourne): Neville having lost his
umbrella; talk with Hackney on telephone about
Miss L[eamon] and who suggested sending the
children to stay with Neville and Anne's friends
while they were away; the garden; a woman having
requested use of field at Westbourne; Walter
having 'let another football team have a pitch
which...comes right up against our kitchen garden';
Neville having enjoyed his few days with Anne and
the children. 25 August.
/266: (from Westbourne): Neville having packed for
holiday but is missing some things; two women
having been to see Neville about pensions and he
feels 'it is evident that distress is getting acute in
Birmingham'; a request received for assistance in
finding a job 'but one can't make work and every
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firm is dismissing it hands not taking on new ones';
Macnamara having asked Neville to reconsider his
decision about the Trade Boards Committee. 26
August.
/267: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykel, by Lairg): Anne
having seen Cave; Maggie having lectured Helen
[wife of Neville's cousin Arthur Chamberlain] 'on
her selfishness and self indulgence'; Neville having
seen various people he knew on journey to
Scotland - Ruth, 'Worthy' Evans [Laming
Worthington-Evans], Winston [Churchill] and Bell
[General Manager of Lloyds Bank]; Neville's
holiday in Scotland with Arch, [Osmund] Airy, G. H.
K. [Neville's uncle George Kenrick] and Ernest
[Debenham] [husband of Neville's cousin Cecily]
including about fishing; Dorothy's illness. 28
August.
/268: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Miss L[eamon] and
about Neville's impatience with her as they will
need to pay for a substitute nurse for the children;
the children; correspondence received including
from Whitaker suggesting that Neville and Anne
ought to put off their holiday in Sicily; the holiday in
Scotland including about grouse shooting. 31
August.
/269: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Anne's aunt Jess
enjoying herself; the improvement in Miss Leamon;
holiday in Scotland including about the landscape
and fishing. 1 September./270: (from Loubcroy
Lodge): Anne looking for a holiday house for next
year; holiday in Scotland; Neville's ailments. 8
September.
/271: Letter from Neville to Frank (from Loubcroy
Lodge) regarding: Frank's caterpillar; fox seen by
Neville; Frank having had to have castor oil. 8
September.
/272: (from House of Commons): Neville's return to
London; Miss Campbell having got a permanent
post and Mrs Pinney has replaced her [as
secretary?]; Lloyd George's 'very clever speech' in
the House of Commons; Austen having said that
'they were more hopeful of success' at the
conference; visit to the National Gallery with Ida;
the Reconstruction Committee having missed
Neville; Hewins [secretary of Birmingham Unionist
Association] having said 'the difficulty was money'
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[with the Birmingham Unionist Association?]. 1
November.
/273: (from House of Commons Library): Anne
having many requests to open bazaars etc; Ida and
Hilda having left after their stay with Neville in
London; him being 'very disturbed about the
Munic[ipal] Elections' after Labour had won six
seats in Birmingham. 2 November.
/274: (from House of Commons Library): The
municipal election results in Birmingham being 'a
very nasty knock' for the Unionists; Neville's
concerns about Parkes and [Samuel] Talbot who
had lost their seats on Birmingham City Council;
talks with Godfrey L. Lampson about going to
Sicily; the resemblance of Bob Cecil to Julius
Caesar and Savanarola; talk with Martin Rogers
and Manville about BSA [Birmingham Small Arms
Company] where 'things are not very happy';
Neville to go to dinner with Grattan Doyle and
about 100 MPs to meet a Cuban commercial
mission; motion to be held on dismissal of Sir Basil
Thompson 'on account of his dealings with
communists'; Shortt being 'very unpopular' in the
House of Commons; rumours 'that some
Communist got into Chequers and wrote up
insulting remarks on the doors'; meeting of
Reconstruction Committee; debate to be held on
the Washington Conference. 3 November.
/274A: (from House of Commons Library): Austen's
note that 'he had raised the 75% in the Cabinet'
[about proposed payment of 75% of the local
authorities' rate for unskilled labour to those
employed on unemployment relief schemes, which
Neville opposed having said that these workers
should receive the full rate] but the Cabinet 'felt
they must stick to it even if they suffered a defeat';
Grattan Doyle having invited Neville to be one of
six MPs to go to Italy as guests of the Italian
Government but Neville has declined. 7 November.
/275: (from House of Commons): Neville's ailments
and about him 'still dieting very severely'; Bassett
being 'desperately anxious to 'do something' for
me' in looking after Neville; hopes that Anne is not
disappointed by the attendance at her meeting; the
weather; Neville's speech [against the proposed
75% payment of wages to those employed by local
authorities as part of unemployment relief
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schemes, rather than the full wage rate] and about
him having known that 'the Gov[ernmen]t could not
give way'; [Alfred] Mond's [Minister of Health]
'unnecessarily offensive speech' accusing local
authorities like Birmingham 'of cowardice in
protesting against the 75%'; lunch with the
Samuels at which Neville showed him his
photographs. 9 November.
/276: (from House of Commons Library): Neville's
forthcoming return to Birmingham; dinner with
Paddy Hannon and R. Horne and from what Neville
'heard about Ireland and the general situation was
so grave that I decided that I had better have a talk
with Austen before separating for the recess';
debate in [Birmingham City] Council on the 75%
[wage rate for those in unemployment relief
schemes]. 10 November.
/277: (from 11 Downing Street, London): First
meeting of the [Royal] Commission; talk with
Austen who said 'the Ulstermen will divide' with
Neville fearing that he will have to stay longer in
London as a result; talk with Mary [Carnegie]
mostly about America and about her worry that
Hilda and Ida are getting so 'old maidy' and agreed
with Neville that they needed some separation from
one another. 12 December.
/278: (from House of Commons Library): Neville's
plans for the Christmas recess; a letter received
from Lady Mond which suggested Neville 'did the
right thing'; a 'violent argument with J. G. Butcher'
about Ireland with Butcher taking the 'Die-hard'
view; Lloyd George's speech about Ireland which
was 'not one of his successes'; visit to see
procession [opening of Parliament by the King and
Queen] with Mary [Carnegie] from the porch of St
Margaret's; Neville's work on the Royal
Commission. 14 December.
/279: (from House of Commons Library): Dinner
with 'Paddy' [Patrick Hannon], P. Lloyd-Graeme,
Hugo Hirst [of the General Electric], P. Dawson,
Manville's partner [an electrical engineer] and Allan
Smith to discuss the proceedings of the Electrical
Commissioners (about power stations); meeting
with M. Barlow. at which Neville agreed to be one
of the two British state assessors of the
International Court of Jurisdiction of the Hague; talk
with Neal about waterways; Neville to go to see Sir
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E. Jardine [chairman of the Trent Navigation];
House of Commons debate on Ireland including
about speeches by Asquith, W. Churchill, R.
McNeill and Bonar [Law]; Neville's planned
Christmas itinerary. 15 December.
/280: (from 11 Downing Street): The continued
debate in the House of Commons leaving Neville
uncertain as to whether he can go to Moreton
House as planned - 'it's a dog's life to be an M. P.!'
he says. 16 December.
/281: (from Moreton House, Moreton, Dorset):
Neville's stay at Moreton House with Cecily
[Neville's cousin] and Ernest Debenham [Cecily's
husband] [other guests were Colonel Malcolm,
Arthur Pollen, a director of BSA, and Cave]
including about shooting; Cecily having become a
grandmother; Cecily and Ernest's plans to give up
Moreton House in March and are converting a
cottage to use instead; Mrs P, Lea to become
Chairman of the Women's Committee. 18
December.
38 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /274A was formerly
unnumbered.
NC1/26/282-307

1922 letters

1922

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1922.
Some of these letters refer to the coalition and
situation between the Conservative and Unionist
Party led by Austen Chamberlain and the Coalition
Liberals led by David Lloyd George, and the
collapse of this coalition and resignation of Lloyd
George as Prime Minister in October 1922. The
Unemployment Insurance Bill; the Local
Government and other Officers' Superannuation
Bill; the Empire Settlement Bill and the issue of
German reparations are referred to. The activities
by Anne, Dorothy and Frank are mentioned, and
Neville's love of the garden and plants. Neville's
work on the memoir; his fishing and shooting trips
in Scotland; and his preparations for the trip to
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Canada are discussed.
/282: (from Euston Hotel, London): Had a 'dull day'
on the Commission; met Malcolm Fraser who
begged me to 'keep Austen firm', and stated 'you
know what it is when such a crisis comes and we
don't want him to be resigning', it was evident that
'from a Unionist Party point of view he thought that
this might give us the opportunity to run on our own
and he was anxious it should not be thrown away';
talked with Hubbard, Lloyd Greame, J. Gilmore and
Leslie Wilson about the Gen[eral] Election';
discussion about Ll[oyd] G[eorge] and how he is
'concerning himself with international politics', and
how 'it may be that he will come back with an
arrangement under which we shall remove
France's fears by guaranteeing to come to her
assistance if she is attacked by Germany', in return
France may agree with us over German
reparations, and/or a scheme for assisting trade
with Europe including Germany and Russia;
discusses Lloyd George's reasons for having an
election, and believes 'the Coalition Liberals would
be likely to become weaker in proportion to
Unionists rather than stronger if the election were
postponed'; Austen seemed to be 'a good deal
worried', he has to make a speech the day before
Ll[oyd] G[eorge] and 'in the latter's absence he
evidently does not see his way clear'; Austen on
the whole is against the Reconstruction Committee;
looked at the unknown warriors grave; noticed
father's [Joseph Chamberlain] bust was getting
very shabby and dirty.10 January.
/283: (from Westbourne): Dorothy's very bruised
arm; Fuchs composed a waltz for Dorothy; orchids
arrived from Charlesworth; letter for Anne from the
Dumb Friends League [animal charity] wanting her
to 'say a few words at a meeting'. 1 February.
/284: (from Westbourne): Out this evening with Mr
Everest; tells Anne he does not understand Mrs B's
predicament from her letter, nor Mrs Wilson's
trouble; Midlands Sailing Club, where Neville is
President, want Neville and Anne to attend their
annual meeting; the tennis club would like the
same terms as last year for the tennis court;
students at the University have offered tickets for
the play; Barker has quoted for the vinery; visited
B.S.A. where business is 'pretty dead but I was
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encouraged to find that they are really making
some big cuts in expenditure'. 2 February.
/285: (from Westbourne): Had a busy day and no
time for the garden; went to a Bank meeting on
salaries and 'was glad as I was able to suggest a
new method of grading according to the importance
of the branch which was accepted with
enthusiasm'; talked with Loracy about the
recreation ground; Advisory Act Committee and
effective support from Talbot; Barling wanted
advice about various matters connected to the
University; went to the Midland Union and had a
talk with Barker; doesn't think Mrs Bridgeman can
be elected in a 'democratic way'; discussion about
what to do with the lead pipes, cracked stone
basins, the location of the water supply and how
this would affect the plants and layout of the
garden; 'Scottie' is delighted with Dorothy's
progress and has taken off the top splint; Frank is
in great spirits; wanting to hear how Anne got on at
dawn house; love to aunt Jess. 3 February.
/286: (from Westbourne): Will enquire about
Fenwick as have heard nothing so far; told Barber
to bring down his price 'I hope to get £1 or so off'';
Younger has written about Mrs Bridgewater asking
'if I can't hasten the Council Meeting but I have
explained that the rules don't allow this'; sat up until
12.30 this morning 'grinding out my last chapter',
asks Anne for her most careful criticism. 4
February.
/287: (from Westbourne): Feels much more
comfortable physically at home than at the House
of Commons but has a guilty feeling if 'I stay away
from work'; reminds Anne that he does not consider
money 'where your comfort is concerned'; will write
to Austen about the cost of his book; written to Peel
to congratulate him on his appointment. 20 March.
/288: (from Westbourne): Weather is 'vile'; having a
clear up of old papers and boxes with Miss Holt's
assistance; been to the B.S.A. just to keep in
touch, 'I find things very bad there indeed. In fact I
think trade is worse than it has ever been'; Dorothy
went to a party. 21 March.
/289: (from House of Commons): Delighted to have
Hackney's report as it 'sets my mind at rest'; turned
down an invitation to a Gilbert and Sullivan opener
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on Anne's behalf; have been on Royal Commission
all day except for an hour 'at the Horticultural',
purchased lots of plants. 28 March.
/290: (from House of Commons Library):
Congratulates Anne on the excellent meeting and
her reception, '...their real love for you is one of the
most satisfactory things in my political life'; very
pleasant dinner with Sir Robert and Lady
Kindersley and others; spoke on the
Unemp[loymen]t Insurance Bill and remarks were
well received. 29 March.
/291: (from Westbourne): Hopes Anne arrived
safely and misses her; dined with Woolcock, a
Coalition Lib[eral] and chair of the Dyes Licensing
Committee, who had a good number of other MP's
there; was asked to second the Local
Gov[ernmen]t [and other] Officers' Superannuation
Bill; read Steel Maitland's speech in the Post and
thought I would raise the questions at the
Management Com[mitt]ee, but he did not turn up;
thought S[teel] M[aitland] should not remain joint
chairman. 7 April.
/292: (from Westbourne): Received message to
say Mrs Arthur Chamberlain was at Kingsthorpe
nursing home and would like Anne to visit; sending
a copy of Punch, which 'sent me into fits of
laughter'; went to the B.S.A. and spent time getting
the reports to the shareholders drafted; comments
that the aeroplane smash is 'an awful tragedy'; 24
out of their 30 chickens have died; reports that the
Labour party held a meeting in the club room but
very few attended, and a labour canvasser had
very little success in Bishopsgate St as it was a
Unionist stronghold; suggests cutting down the
doors by 18'' in the glassroom. 8 April.
/293: (from Westbourne): Spent the day in the
garden and the house, working on the memoir;
delighted with new field glasses; describes the
improvements around the house; discussed a good
many things with Hewins, including S.M. [?Steel
Maitland]; have written to Dennis to see Bishop;
informed that Locker Lampson is not working
properly at Handsworth; the 'banquet' to Austen is
on the 11th May; considering Parkes as election
agent. 13 April.
/294: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Has been a bad
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fishing day; got hold of Lord Shaw's book; the St
John's arrived in the afternoon; Lord Shaw arrived.
17 April.
/295: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Meeting passed
off quietly, several people got up to speak after the
conclusion of the chairman's speech, Steel
Maitland has a letter in the Times on R. Cecil's
manifesto; discussion as to whether a promise was
made to Lucy coming as a housemaid. 25 April.
/296: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Useful and
interesting meeting of the R. Com; went to the
R.H.S. and purchased some plants; Amery made
an eloquent speech on the Empire Settlement Bill;
dined with Mary; W.'O. dislike of Lloyd George has
increased 'and he said (I of course agreed as I
have been saying the same) that if Lloyd George
went all the troubles and difficulties of the Coalition
would go too. Nobody trusts him'; very fortunate in
getting 2 tickets for the Ladies Gallery and one for
the Members Gallery for Monday next when Horne
introduces the Budget. 27 April.
/297: (from House of Commons Library):
Purchased a soft hat then attended the Chelsea
show; asked Grant Robertson to talk about the
Trade Union Classes. 24 May.
/298: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykel, by Lairg):
Arrived safely after an uneventful journey;
describes the beautiful flowers that are in bloom;
received cheque from Russell Shepard. 11 August.
/299: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Received papers
about the Canadian business; went shooting and
got '11 kills out of 13 shots'; river rose a little due to
the heavy rain so went fishing; the water bailiff took
Albright's name for fishing on a Sunday which he
said contravened 2 Acts of Parl[iamen]t. 14 August.
/300: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Glad to hear Anne
and the children are enjoying their holiday; Neville
writes to Anne 'I shouldn't like to be away from you
for long now anywhere'; read in the newspaper
about Griffith's death [Arthur Griffith]; Austen is very
gloomy 'I suppose because of the difficulties with
the French but partly because he is losing his
holiday'; letters from the White Star who will offer
accommodation at the minimum rate. 15 August.
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/301: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Letter from D'Egville
asking Neville to send his passports as he can get
them visas without charge; went fishing but came
home empty handed; Heard Northcliffe has died
[Alfred Harmsworth, Lord Northcliffe] 'He had some
good qualities but I fear he was a mischief making
and vulgarising agent'. 17 August.
/302: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Terrific downpour last
night and the river has been in flood; went fishing
with G. H. K. and Albright; barring the gout 'I am
feeling extraordinarily fit and strong'. 18 August.
/303: (from Loubcroy): Received an invitation to
speak from the Honorary Secretary of the Toronto
Canadian Club, invitation is accepted. 20 August.
/304: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Delighted to hear
Llanaber has turned out so well; Frank's
caterpillars; drove to Unapool; went to Loch Ailsh
and had a wonderful day there fishing. 23 August.
/305: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Letter from William
Endicott; Ernest sat and read all day; couldn't go
fishing due to a bad night's sleep and a swollen
toe; wrote 3 articles for the Post upon
unemployment. 24 August.
/306: (from Westbourne): Mr Appleby came up
about the Bank; tells Anne to let Ida know he hope
to be able to give her the information she wants
about H. M. 27 August.
/307: Envelope with note written on the front 'For
my dearest Annie to remind her of Christmas 1922
and of The General Election which preceded it'.
26 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/308-330

1923 letters

1923

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1923. A letter from Douglas Veale to Neville
Chamberlain is also included.
Many of the letters discuss Neville's political career,
and his two promotions in the year; the
appointment to the Cabinet as Minister of Health in
March, and his subsequent appointment as
Chancellor of the Exchequer in August. Issues
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such as the slums; the provision of housing and the
Housing Bill; and Rents Restriction Bill are referred
to. Foreign politics are also mentioned; the Paris
conference; American terms and the possible
increase in taxation; discussion re the French
occupation of the Ruhr; the continued civil unrest in
Ireland; and the situation in Italy with Mussolini's
position strengthened. Neville's fishing trips in
Scotland are also discussed.
/308: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Dullish morning
at the office mostly signing letters; had 3 hours on
the Housing Committee; discussed new houses
and 'everything was settled in accordance with my
ideas'; discussion of slums saw Ministry officials
take 'refuge in the alleged L.C.C. scheme', after
further discussion it was agreed Ministry officials
should discuss it with L.C.C. [probably London
County Council]. A card is included with picture
'The Adoration of the Shepherds'. 1 January.
/309: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Donald's speech
showed 'unmistakeably that Barnham had been
sitting on his head'; the deputation went away very
pleased; went at Bosky's request to have a meeting
with him and Hills; heard in the morning's Post of
Mrs Lloyds death. 8 January.
/310: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Attended the
wedding of Geoffrey Thompson to Sybil at St Johns
and St James Church; arranged to see Warren
Fisher; received a note that the PM wants a
meeting 'I rather expect its about housing as I know
there is a cabinet on Thursday'; got tickets for the
Blue Bird. 9 January.
/311: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Siybil was
delighted with her beautiful brooch; thinks Anne is
taking on too much, especially with the Girl Guides;
long talk with B about housing and foreign polities;
discussion of the Paris conference; saw Warren
Fisher at the Treasury and had a very satisfactory
interview about Hoskins; 1st meeting of the P.O.
Advisory Council; went with Hilda Mary to see 'Blue
Bird'; note from Jack Hills requesting a meeting. 11
January.
/312: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Wrote to Hewins;
finished work on the Housing Committee and
discusses finalized proposals; have adopted the
Baxendale plan for slums 'which if the cabinet
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accept it will I think create a great deal of interest';
heard proposals re Rent Restriction and they seem
to me 'very satisfactory'. 23 January.
/313: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Arranged to stop
over in Birm[ingham] as have to attend a luncheon
to the M.P. by the Ch[amber] of Commerce and
dinner given by Paddy H. to Barlow; attended
Committee on Trade Boards; saw Marcus Hill on
way to visit the P.M., Marcus wants to be made
Governor of the Isle of Man; purpose of visit to see
B. L. [Andrew Bonar Law] was to get the
directorship of Hoskins settled; [Bonar Law] very
worried over the American Mission which 'has been
a complete failure', discusses the suggested
American terms which would increase taxation,
discussion re the French and their action in the
British occupied zone, and the Irish question of the
boundaries with Ulster; [Bonar Law] is keeping up
his pessimism, but Chamberlain stated 'things
would have been much worse under LL[oyd]
G[eorge]'; [Bonar Law] stated to Neville 'I would like
to have you in the cabinet'; went to the Admiralty;
Austen is to be asked if he wishes to take a
chairmanship with the Indian Civil Service. 23
January.
/314: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Cambridge
dinner was a great success 'everyone was fearfully
pleased and excited about my coming', about 150
were present including 'a mayor or two', the
Newtons have a lovely place with a magnificent
park and a house full of beautiful furniture; Murray
is very sick about the wireless decision. 25
January.
/315: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): The girls have
taken Wednesday to dine; Austen has refused the
Commission; B. L. [Bonar Law] has 'put the
Paymaster Generalship on me'; people seem
flabbergasted over Baldwins interview. 29 January.
/316: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Delighted to hear
of Frank's success with Latin; at the Ministry till
eight o'clock; aim to spend time working 'at my Bill';
2nd reading of a short but possibly contentious Bill
which 'will bring in the Poplar Guardians!'; worked
on the main outlines of Rent Restriction, not
encouraged as B. L. [Bonar Law] said he didn't
much like it; answered a question stating private
enterprise was to be encouraged, and the House
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was much pleased. 22 March.
/317: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Rent/ Real? Com
had a bad reception, but perhaps when people
have thought it over they will see better 'what the
difficulty is of finding any alternative'; unsuccessful
fishing day. 30 March.
/318: (from Cairnton): Weather is most unkind;
went fishing and caught a fish weighing 9 and a
half pounds; Docker and his wife came for lunch;
this air and exercise are doing me a lot of good;
wrote to Robinson giving him an outline of
procedure. 3 April.
/319: (from Westbourne): Arrived safely; garden is
lovely. 9 August.
/320: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykel, by Lairg): Saw
Peter Sauders with a party including 2 M.P.s, one
named Horne; also saw 2 other M.P.s, Jowett and
?Penny; went fishing when arrived; keepers give a
gloomy account of the grouse season. 12 August.
/321: Letter from Douglas Veale [Private Secretary,
Ministry of Health], to Neville Chamberlain: Sent
papers regarding the Reparation question;
despatch from Rome says Mussolini's position is so
strong that he can now follow his own line of policy;
discussion re transferring to the Exchequer. 9
August.
/322: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Suggests accepting
the offer for 35; telegram from Hannon stating that
subject 'to my approval he will get resolutions
passed by Birmingham affirming confidence in the
P.M.'; perfect shooting day. 13 August.
/323: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Discussion re money
to be paid for the new lease, fixtures and fittings;
had a capital day's shooting with G. H. K. and
Ernest; Poplar Guardians and relief to the strikers.
14 August.
/324: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Discussion re which
electric light fittings are wanted, and the location of
the leases; went fishing but was a very wet day; the
French 'are in a regular temper about our note'. 15
August.
/325: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Offer of the
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Exchequer has come 'I am pleased to have had the
offer, for these two promotions in less than a year
don't come to every one. But of course we had
already considered what should be the answer and
i have written as nicely as possible to decline'; had
a great day on the river fishing. 16 August.
/326: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Gives costs for the
mirror and outlines work to be completed; says Jim
should not talk of broken promises as the
Gov[ernmen]t merely stated intentions; considers
letter from the P.M. discussing again the offer of
the position [at the Exchequer] and who else the
position could be offered to. 18 August.
/327: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Frank's caterpillars;
long walk with G. H. K.; went shooting. 20 August.
/328: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Nothing yet from the
P.M. [regarding the position at the Exchequer] 'I
must now wait for the next move'; thinks Anne may
be right in seeing a connection with the Ruhr and
Inter Allied debts and that this consideration 'makes
it urgent to get a decision quickly'; Austen's
remarks about the Ruhr are perhaps meant for
Curzon and thinks it will help with with the extreme
right; comments about the occupation by the
French; went fishing despite the bad weather. 21
August.
/329: (from Westbourne): Miss Leamon has taken
shots of the children but none sharp enough to
reproduce well in 'Home Politics'; Visit from Hull
and discussed the request for a secretary; Hoskins
has made a loss this year but can still pay out
some dividends, will receive £2400 less than last
year; happy day out with the children and worked
the steam engine. 19 September.
/330: (from 35 Egerton Crescent): Cabinet meeting
on Wednesday so can't see the pictures; seen the
P.M. who is pleased with his Paris interview and
feels he has got back the personal touch, and told
the French President some home truths 'But this
doesn't mean...that a new or an old policy is now
agreed upon'; no decision about the financial
secretary. 24 September.
24 items
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Access: Open
NC1/26/331-347

1924 letters

1924

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1924
Letters discuss campaigns and candidates for the
General Election; Neville's narrow victory over
Oswald Mosley in his Birmingham Ladywood
constituency; Neville's statement of Unionist 'Aims
and Objections'; discussion regarding the Russian
Treaty, and a fishing trip to Cairnton.
/331: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Wrote a draft
statement of Unionist aims and objectives;
encountered fellow guest Caldicott at the station
and talked with Gerald Buxton who was one of the
'crankiest of a cranky family'; went fishing. 20 April.
/332: (from Cairnton): Fishing has not gone well;
tried Wood's new fishing rod; wrote a new version
of Unionist 'Aims and Objections' and have
arranged the work under 12 headings. 23 April.
/333: (from Westbourne): Pratt showed reports of
the Liberal campaign in the Midlands; saw Austen
who believes the Labour party are 'very cocky'
about winning the seat but he is confident he is
going to win the two municipal seats; lots of
vegetables in the garden so a hamper could be
sent. 7 August.
/334: (from Westbourne): Letter from Sir Charles
Bright; invitation from Lady Selborne to attend
annual luncheon of the Womens Conservative
Reform Association; views on the ? Bolshie Treaty
stating P.M. ? 'has rushed into this to pacify his
extremists but I think he has done more harm than
good'; piece in the Town Crier about Ladywood
from which 'it is evident that there is a good deal of
grumbling there among the Labour ''Stalwarts'''. 8
August.
/335: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykel, by Lairg): Train
journey to Scotland; went fishing in the locks; heard
from Mackinder about the Agricultural Scheme. 10
August.
/336: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Letter from Cook
which requires a reply from Anne; thinks Ida will not
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be able to make it to Scotland; went shooting. 17
August.
/337: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Temp[erature] still
persists but the D[oct]ors can't find out what is the
matter, although they have rules out Typhoid and
infantile paralysis; went with G. H. K. to Lock Ailsh;
went shooting with Ernest. 24 August.
/338: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Invite from the Ulster
Reform Club to lunch with them at Belfast; Grace
still seriously ill; Arthur's son has Typhoid, enjoying
holiday but also wants to spend time with Anne and
the children. 25 August.
/339: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Bad weather
continues; went fishing and shooting. 27 August.
/340: (from 37 Eaton Square): Had lunch at the
Carlton and met George Bowyer who claims his
wife thought there was no speaker like Anne in the
world; Austen made an excellent speech in the
House of Commons and Thomas made a lively
reply; Carson has agreed to serve as the Ulster ?;
great coming and going today over the Communist
persecution business, the Liberal say they have
decided to vote with us on the vote of censure. 1
October.
/341: (from 37 Eaton Square): Dorothy to stay with
Edith Slade for the weekend; the Libs have come
to the conclusion that it would be a mistake to let
P.M. disclose on the minor issue of Wednesday
and discussion regarding the Russian Treaty, the
'Poplar business', and whether the P.M. would
resign, 'In any case I foresee nothing but trouble for
our party...Politics are really hateful in these days'.
2 October.
/342: (from Westbourne): The Socialists have been
'bragging of their coming victory in Ladywood';
Byng stated Austen 'hasn't got the local hold that
you have', Neville writes 'In other words they
regard him as a back member'; telegram from
Shipley; 'I am not worrying about the election but
rejoicing in the few peaceful hours still left'. 12
October.
/343: Typed page leaflet headed 'Why you should
vote against the Russian Treaty'; 'Vote for
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Chamberlain and British Money for British People'.
/344: (from Lytchett Heath, Poole): Lord Churchill is
'I think, an extraordinarily stupid person', he is here
as chairman of the G.W.R.; Margaret is looking
prettier than ever, also attending are Miss Hanbury
Williams 'clever but a bit hard', and 'Eddie'
Cadagan; discussion regarding the election, heard
yesterday that [Oswald] Mosley 'had demanded
another recount on the ground that so much noise
was going on that the count could not be relied
upon. This is not unexpected and I regard it as
playing to the gallery'. 2 November.
/345: (from Westbourne): The cutting from the Mail
was very useful, had not seen the Lord Mayor's
speech but had talked to him about it; meeting of
the B.K.A. and took steps towards appointing Davis
to the V.Ch [probably vice chair] in place of Brooks;
Pepper to be appointed as joint Hon. Sec. and
made Paddy chairman of a sub to go into the whole
question of election results and formulate schemes
for improvement; went to the 'Cripples Union' in the
Imperial Hotel and spoke to an audience of about
200; the Ch[ie]f Constable arrived to tell me all
about a plot in which Bolshies and Communists
have been engaged for years; Arthur came and
made arrangements for the party and discussed
many other matters including Mosley; have been
'turning a sod' of the new village at Kings Heath for
which I got a silver trowel'; saw Hackney who
advocates the operation on tonsils taking place in
London. 15 November.
/346: (from Westbourne): Met Aunt Alice; had to
get the steps in the garden rebuilt; have laid out the
principal planting of flowers. 16 November.
/347: (from Westbourne): Discusses operation on
either the adenoids or tonsils. 21 November.
17 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/348-358

1925 letters

1925

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1925.
These letters reflect work of Neville as Minister of
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Health, with reference to the Poor Law and a
successful visit to Cardiff. Neville's fishing trips in
Scotland with his son with Frank are described.
/348: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Walked through
Green Park to Bond Street to see Agneus
Spiring's? exhibition; met Caldicott and went
fishing; saw Miss Robinson and her brother; had a
headache for a few days. 11 April.
/349: (from Cairnton): Suggestions of various
games and activities to relieve Frank's boredom;
went fishing and caught a 16 3/4 lbs fish.12 April.
/350: (from Cairnton): Pleased Anne visited Uncle
Arthur; went fishing; invitation by Bladisloe to speak
at a big afternoon meeting in the Forest of Dean.
15 April
/351: (from Cairnton): Feeling the benefit of his
holiday and feel very fit and strong; exciting day
fishing. 16 April.
/352: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykell, by Lairg):
Walked 3 miles to a loch and fished with Ernest;
went shooting with G. H. K.; enclosed press cutting
caused a few hours of worry as it made the same
criticism as Philip and Harold Begbie. A press
cutting is also included, Aberdeen Press and
Journal, Monday August 10 1925. 'Behind the
Scenes. The New Political Battlefield: Some of the
warriors, and Why the Premier Dominates'. 13
August.
/353: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Anne's health
problems; comments on the article in the Times on
Mr Baldwin, his cabinet and his influence on
Churchill; article by Arthur Collins in the Sunday
papers wrote 'your services have received due
recognition by all observers'; grouse reports;
Malcolm Beale has arrived and is a very nice bright
youth of 21. 15 August.
/354: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Pleased there is no
sign of gout; G. H. K. is seriously annoying his
guests; walked 17 or 18 miles with Malcolm. 18
August.
/355: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Invitation to Aunt
Jess; fishing on the Garry, went shooting. 21
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August.
/356: (from 37 Eaton Square): The Guardians have
'caved in and agreed to recommend their Board to
accept my conditions'; saw Tudor Walters who
described Ll[oyd] G[eorge]'s land scheme as 'sheer
insanity'. 29 September.
/357: (from 37 Eaton Square): Anne's health;
Austen visiting without Ivy; had '2 very heavy but
very successful days in Cardiff'' and made 5
speeches. A press cutting from Wales Echo, 20
Oct 1925 is also included 'Health Minister at
Cardiff. Lord Mayor's welcome to Mr Neville
Chamberlain'. 22 October.
/358: (from 37 Eaton Square): Saw Lewis who
looked better than expected, but Mrs Lewis does
not think he will get better; the Express had an
article 'running me for PM' and giving Hogg as the
only other alternative; went to the Palace and had
about 40 minutes with the king; will work on
Dundee speech. 12 October.
13 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/359-374

1926 letters

1926

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1926.
These letters contain detailed information about the
Trade Unions, the General Strike in support of the
miner's dispute, and effects of the strike especially
in terms of shortages of food. Discussion about
Neville's work as Minister of Health, particularly that
relating to Poor Law reform and policies for house
building and improvements. Neville's fishing and
shooting holidays in Scotland with his children.
/359: (from 37 Eaton Square): Successful day
yesterday and was 'overwhelmed with
compliments'. 18 March.
/360: (from 37 Eaton Square): Hopes Anne had a
comfortable journey to Paris; Frank's letter arrived;
had a 'dull dinner' sat between Lady Cavan and
Lady Pulteney. 30 March.
/361: (from 37 Eaton Square): Feel depressed as 'I
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had clung to the hope that we should get through
until the last', the papers haven't yet found out but
thinks they will soon; PM asked me to stop and join
him; the Trade Union Council were very anxious to
avoid the stoppage but to maintain a semblance of
reasonableness they had to pretend the miners
had gone further than they actually had; the miners
refused to give any assurance that they would
accept any reduction of wages or lengthening of
hours; distressed by the PM's condition, 'his mind
seemed paralysed'; T.U.C. declared strike and
talks were held with the PM; discussion of the
outcome of the talks, 'The threat of a general strike
has made it much more difficult for us to take a
conciliatory attitude'; the T.U. came back and said
'they w[oul]d urge the miners to enter on a
discussion on the basis of the report knowing that
might mean some reduction of wages'. 1 May.
/362: (from 37 Eaton Square): Communications
and discussions with the T.U.'s [Trade Union's],
and comments about their actions and the strike;
attended Emergency Committee; discussion with
Salisbury re the situation [with the T.U.'s] and idea
that Chamberlain would be the best person to
advise the PM; Ramsay made 'a wretched speech'
and Lloyd George was 'ineffective'; Wednesday 5th
was the first day of the strike and 'proved to be
wonderfully peaceful'; Labour party were quiet and
depressed, they decided to vote against but not to
debate the budget resolutions; urges Anne to stay
in Paris due to the strike. Includes a newcutting
from The Times, 'The Industrial Crisis'. 3-5 May.
/363: (from 37 Eaton Square): Wants Anne to stay
in France; thoughts about this strike and how the T.
U. [Trade Union] are handling the it; Robinson's
health. 5 May.
/364: (from 37 Eaton Square): Grateful Anne will
remain in France until after the strike; reports on
the strike; Austen is still away and Neville feels 'at
such a time he ought to have been in London'; the
Cabinet has been complete but for Austen and has
been meeting every day and all engagements of a
social kind are being abandoned; appointment of
Edwards; food supply is causing anxiety and troops
with armoured cars and tin hats were sent to the
docks to offer an armed guard to the convoy of
food trucks; the Underground are running an 8
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minute service with volunteers, but all the taxis are
off the streets. 7 May.
/365: (from 37 Eaton Square): A. G. is a tower of
strength; another 150 lorries with 150 volunteers
for unloading purposes have gone to the docks;
strikers 'thought to cripple us by refusing to supply
power to the docks from the Stepney Station', but a
big submarine is supplying the power; Soviet
Gov[ernmen]t had offered £26000 to the T.U.C. but
the T.U.C. declined the money as they thought they
would be 'wilfully misrepresented!'; Sir H. Samuel,
returned from Italy, and Lord Reaking have offered
their services to help end the strike; Howard
d'Egville stated how in his capacity as a neutral he
could 'make things easy for us to arrange terms of
settlement'; discussion about Winston Churchill,
who to keep him quiet has been given the British
Gazette to look after; Jix has 'come out
unexpectedly well', refusing to be rushed into
foolish deeds by Winston; Barlow of the Labour
Ministry gives word that the strikers are holding
firm. 9 May.
/366: (from 37 Eaton Square): Welcomes Anne
home. 14 May.
/367: (from Station Hotel, Inverness): Very
successful beginning of the holiday; Weir showed
me some of his houses; picked up Lady Weir and
went to open a hospital and was presented with a
gold cigarette case; gave a speech along with Weir
after lunch; went fishing in the loch and the Doon;
aeroplane landed with the master of Simpill and his
wife; drove to Dunderave Castle on Loch Fyne;
article about angry reaction to circular sent to
doctors telling them to be careful about giving
certificates. 9 August.
/368: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykel, by Lairg): Met
Archbishop of Canterbury at Inverness who stated
he was a strong supporter of the Government;
heard from Neal. 12 August.
/369: (from Loubcroy Lodge): The children had
enjoyed themselves at Little Seatwell; thought
Abercrombie's letter in the Times was useful as it
may cause people to take an interest in a Bill which
otherwise would perhaps be thought to be outside
their scope; have approved Robinson's first draft of
the Poor Law Bill; Robinson heard from Woodgate,
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who is in charge of West Ham, news about
finances, paying off all loans (over 2 million) and
reducing the rates. 16 August.
/370: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Delighted Anne also
loved the country, flowers and the river; rain spoilt
the day shooting; Anne arranged wreath for Hall
Edwards. 22 August.
/371: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Shooting was
cancelled due to the weather but went fishing
instead; the long range artillery dual between
Winston and LL[oyd] G[eorge] is particularly
edifying; thinks Ll[oyd] G[eorge] is using coal as a
pawn in the game he is playing to serve at the next
Election. 26 August.
/372: (from 37 Eaton Square): Went for a walk with
Bobbie and Willie and was glad to have an
opportunity of finding out how the land lay before
the formal confab and found that one great point
was to bring the C.O. more into touch with the
Whips; suggested the Chairman should be elected
rather than appointed by the P.M. but have since
dropped the idea for the moment; Trade Union
Legislation; went to the Ministry to say goodbye to
Turner, head of the audit dept, who is leaving;
remarks about imperial trade were quoted in the
National Review; 'I see I am described as ''the one
really efficient local administrator we have got'!''';
opinion seems divided as to whether the miners will
accept or reject the proposals; going to Welwyn to
open the new station. 4 October.
/373: (from Westbourne): Ordered a new suit and
hope to wear it in Lincoln and Norfolk; Geoffrey
Lloyd 'had been adopted and I suppose he will
presently communicate with me about money',
delighted to hear he made such a good start 'I
thought he would and that Ladywood would soon
get its tail up again. Their depression is only
natural but isn't it a comfort to think that we need
not go round trying to counter Mosley's dirty lies?';
does not subscribe to the theory that Lady Cynthia
[Mosley] is really a nice woman only misled by her
husband; 'Arthur Waker is a poor creature'; Welwyn
station and the 100 empty better class houses;
discussed coal and trade unions with Stanley;
Unions asked to answer yes or no to the
government's terms; full day in Birmingham and
asked to see the 'Monyhull Colony for Mental
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Deficients' and will open the blind workshops; 'I
have never seen Monyhull and it has the reputation
of being the best of its kind in the country'. 6
October.
/374: (from Crown Point, Norwich): Details of
different people's homes and confirms that reform
is necessary and the Housing Bill is going to be
very useful; been at Kings Lynn where they have a
cup given them by King John and his sword. 27
October.
16 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/375-383

1927 letters

1927-1945

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1927. A note, dated 1945, by Anne Chamberlain is
also included regarding a letter from Neville which
she tore up is also included.
A large number of these letters focus on Neville's
work as Minister of Health; his visits to 'mental
hospitals' and tuberculosis hospitals; and dealing
with the slum problem. The Trade Union Bill and
the pension's legislation are discussed.
/375: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Glad Anne and
the children have had a good time at Westbourne;
discussion about whether to employ Wood's former
housemaid; enjoying the fishing more than ever. 26
April.
/376: (from 37 Eaton Square): Frank's letter reveals
his first night was rather miserable; viewed the
pictures and liked the one of Anne; agreed to
speak on the T.U. Bill at Swansea 'I expect it will be
a rowdy affair in that neighbourhood'; discusses
options for a new car. 3 May.
/377: Note (dated March 1945) by Anne
Chamberlain regarding a letter from Neville of 5
May 1927 which she states 'was so personal and
dear a letter that I tore it up in Sept 1943 and now
wish I had not done so'.
/378: (from Westbourne): Promised to attend and
speak at a function at the H. of C. 'building
Societies'; took lots of photo's of the Japanese
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cherry in the garden; description of other flowers in
the garden, 'it is another sacrifice to politics that
one has to give up so much pleasure in the
flowers'; Hugh Raikes thought the picture of Anne
one of the best in the exhibition; went to the R.W.C.
and thought it a very good show; Henry Bentick
alone voted against the Bill. 7 May.
/379: (from 37 Eaton Square): Frank is happier this
term, Brodrick is coaching him in rowing; Dorothy
won first prize for her needlework; comments about
Seeley and how people say 'you can never depend
upon him in politics'; saw Kingsley who suggested
as a 'social reform' the extension of contributory
pensions to unmarried persons. 4 October.
/380: (from 37 Eaton Square): Christina and Anne
came to tea; provisionally accepted an initiation to
the Birmingham Architects; interviewed a
gentleman from Barbados who wanted to put up a
statue to ''father'' [Joseph Chamberlain], a picture
was suggested instead; talked with the PM over
lunch, who looked extremely well. 5 October.
/381: (from 37 Eaton Square): Visited the City of
London Mental Hospital, Dartford, 'I loathe these
madhouses: they give me the creeps and I am told
the rate of recovery is just the same today as it was
10 years ago in spite of all the money we spend
and the progress of medical science'; writing a
speech for the Brit. Medical dinner. 11 October.
/382: (from 37 Eaton Square): Made quite a good
speech at the B.M.A. dinner; lunching with Darling;
hopes to convince 'their majesties that the Minister
of Health does not need to have his attention called
to the fact that there is a slum problem'; met Dr
Lagan 'the lady who recently swam the channel'
[the claim by Dorothy Cochrane Logan was a few
days later found to be a hoax]. 13 October.
/383: (from Riverdale, Ranmoor, Sheffield): Visited
the Tuberculosis Hospital, Crimicar Lane, Sheffield.
25 October.
9 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/384-396

1928 letters
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Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1928.
The major theme of the letters is Neville's work as
Minister of Health and the legislation he worked on
in this role. Discusses improvements in housing,
and planned improvements of the midwife service,
and speech on maternal mortality. Fishing trips in
Scotland are referenced.
/384: (from 37 Eaton Square): David wanted to
discuss certain rearrangements at the C.O.
including the departure of Maclachlan Cambray
and others; W. had much improved his plan and 'I
think I could support it now subject to minor
alterations'; agrees with Anne that the holiday was
one of the best they had ever had. 25 January.
/385: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Met Sir T Rayden
on the train at Aberdeen; went fishing; plan to lunch
with Barclay Harvey. 7 April.
/386: (from 37 Eaton Square): was up till after one
this morning writing my secret diary; off to the
Cabinet to decide the form of the plan, confident
that 'I know the worst and can face it with
equanimity. I have the entire confidence and
affection of the P.M....Its a chancey business trying
to keep ones head steady...But I believe my record
will stand any examination'; carried the disputed
clause off the Rating and Valuation Bill in the Lords
and knocked out the Edinburgh Bill on the H[ouse]
of L[ords]. 20 April.
/387: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykell, by Lairg,
Sutherland): Ida's telegram concerning Mary's
health is a relief; invitations from Blundell and
Ernest to shoot; went shooting with Byng; went
fishing in Loch Ailsh. 22 August.
/388: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Telegrams from Ida
reported second lung attacked, and condition very
critical; invitation to dine from Harry Preston; went
fishing and shooting; hopes Anne is able to get
'mental rest', in spite of the constant anxiety. 25
August.
/389: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Found a new loch
with Gerald and went fishing. 28 August.
/390: (from 37 Eaton Square): Dinner with Sam and
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Lady Maud; Winston and Worthy are very hot on
an October election on the ground that 'the Labour
Party are better than we at open air meetings. I
doubt that'; Somerville visited and praised Neville
for his success at Yarmouth; Queensborough has
also been complimentary about Neville's
conference speech; F.E.'s letter in the Times about
the Home Secretary and his expressions of
contempt for Jix 'go far beyond what is decent in
speaking of another member of the Cabinet'; made
some distinct improvements with the Bill and
expect to get most of it up to the Home Affairs
Committee by the 24th; ordered a lot of clothes. 9
October.
/391: (from 37 Eaton Square): Hopes Anne is
getting through all her meetings without too much
fatigue; arrangements with Mackenzie King; good
meeting with L. C. C. and got on well with the Bill;
looked at the Spanish pictures at the Nat[ional]
Gallery and visited the zoo. 16 October.
/392: (from 37 Eaton Square): Thinks Anne should
speak on maternal mortality at a mixed meeting;
informs Anne enquiries are being made through a
Committee into the training and conditions of
employment of midwives in the hope that the
midwife service may be improved and reduce
maternal mortality and morbidity; since the
government came into office about 760,000 houses
have been built some with state assistance, others
where building has been made possible by the
encouragement given to the building industry; good
meeting with the Urban District Council, but the
Assoc[iation] of [Municipal Corpor[atio]ns who are
coming tomorrow 'are the formidable body'. 24
October.
/393: (from 37 Eaton Square): Meeting with A.M.C.
[Association of Municipal Corporations] went off
splendidly; lunched with Walter Guinness; went to
the Home Affairs Committee and began work on
the Bill. 25 October.
/394: Postcard from Dorothy to Neville sent from
France (mentioned in /395). Postmarked 27
October.
/395: (from 37 Eaton Square): Will attend the
Armistice ceremony and asks Anne to write to Lady
Newton; Winston and Worthy formed 'an alliance
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against me' in the H. of C. and we wasted an hour
and a half in a weary wrangle as to whether certain
parts of the Bill should go to the House of Lords or
be dropped altogether; Ashton 'has gone to
Labour', and show shows the hollowness of the talk
about a Liberal revival; spoke on maternal
mortality. 30 October.
/396: (from 37 Eaton Square): Letter in the Times
and judging by the headlines 'they thought it a
good answer'; met a deputation of South Wales
miners; finished off Jack Gilmore's Bill; visited the
orchid show; have written a memorandum for
Cabinet meeting about the clauses which Winston
Churchill wants cut out. 1 November.
13 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/397-420

1929 letters

1929

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1929.
These letters make reference to the Pensions Bill,
the Empire Policy, Empire Free Trade, food taxes,
and the General Election in which the
Conservatives were defeated. Criticisms of
Stanley Baldwin as leader of the Conservative
Party; Anne's health; Neville's fishing and shooting
holidays in Ireland and Scotland with his son Frank,
and plans for the trip to East Africa.
/397: (from Careysville, Fermoy, Ireland): Staying
at Careysville 'a rambling, ramshackle old place';
fishing is hard as the river is so low. 4 February.
/398: (from 37 Eaton Square): Report in the Times
suggested Mr B. and Tom Inskip had both done
well, thinks Tom is 'an extremely good and weighty
platform speaker'; little family dinner at the
Salisbury's; pleased with 'my speech and gave
Ll[oyd] G[eorge] some more knocks'. Two press
cuttings are enclosed, one is titled 'C 3 Ministers.
Mr LL. George's Suggestion. Put them on the dole';
the other concerning the changes in personnel
which took place during the recess. 14 March.
/399: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Account of
Neville's holiday in Scotland including about Arthur
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and Robin [Wood] [who he was staying with], Jack
Hills [who joined them on holiday] and fishing;
Stanley Baldwin's comments about the programme
which seemed 'pretty good'; Baldwin's comments
suggesting there will be no reconstruction [of the
Cabinet] before the next election. 30 March.
/400: (from Cairnton): Felt less fatigued at the end
of the day than have done for years, so cure has
been real and complete; went fishing although the
day was very cold; due to attend the Primrose
League banquet; Robin seems herself again, but
Arthur is not at all well. 4 April.
/401: (from 37 Eaton Square): Delighted to hear
Dorothy play all her pieces; made his first speech
in the new Parliament; weak point of the
Governments case was they had not ventured to
go back to the 1924 subsidy, and if they believed in
Neville's policy they should have allowed the
reduction to go through but if they believed in their
own they ought to have put the subsidy back to
where it was originally; Mr Kedward was called at
question time to ask if the government would see
that the proper instruments were provided in
convenient places 'for weighing fat pigs'. 15 July.
/402: (from Loubcroy Lodge, Oykell, by Lairg,
Sutherland): Travelled with Frank, Ruth and
Gerald, and later G. H. K., with Bob Walker arriving
late; took Frank fishing; long walk with Ruth and
Gerald, sent an article from an Australian papers
about a speech made to the Empire Industries
Assoc[iatio]n. 18 August.
/403: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Frank is well and has
taken to the sport and enjoying every moment of
his time shooting and fishing. 22 August.
/404: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Informing Anne Lady
Scott has returned, letter from Miss di
Castelvecchio, lunch invitation from L[or]d Grey, Sir
Wilson's itinerary; Frank did well when out
shooting. 23 August.
/405: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Vexed about the
return of the rheumatism and catarrh and suggests
Anne should get some advice before going to
Africa; Frank's fishing is highly successful. 27
August.
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/406: (from Loubcroy Lodge): Travel arrangements,
had a grand fishing day with Frank on Loch Ailsh.
29 August.
/407: (from Tillypronie, Tarland, Aberdeenshire):
Received a letter from Altham about Frank;
pleased to hear Anne's time in Edinburgh was
better than anticipated; Lady Rayden is one of only
three women in the group; describes the
accommodation and the lovely view from the
window, comments there is plenty to eat, and
describes the shooting; Humphreys has asked for
his advice as is being offered Iraq; discusses
Anne's health, tonsils and the operation. 30
September.
/408: (from Westbourne): Pleased 'old Riddell' sent
Anne the flowers and the horse shoe; telegram
from John Bull, and comments 'It is tempting to
earn a few guineas, especially when I look at the
size of my overdraft, but I could not bring myself to
contribute to that rag so I replied sorry cannot
manage article at present'; Radford gave a
satisfactory account of the constituency; spent an
hour on Hoskins business; saw Edwards;
difficulties as to accommodation have arisen in
connection with the proposed National Conference
in Birmingham; P. Harmon[?] addressed a Council
meeting and made very severe criticism on the
apathy of the leaders and their failure to attack the
Socialists, he also spoke at a public meeting at Hall
Green and spoke of 'criminal folly' of the late
Government in regard to safeguarding. 1 October.
/409: (from Westbourne): Sorry to hear Anne is still
is a lot of pain; forwarding letters from Willie Brass
and Arthur Wood. 2 October.
/410: (from Swinton, Masham, Yorkshire): Hopes
Anne's journey to Sheffield has been managed
without undue fatigue, and that Aylott is looking
after her well; large gathering; played billiards with
General Newcome; went shooting and got 15 and a
half brace and over 100 pheasants and a lot of
hares; sent letter of acceptance to Tom White; P.
spoke rather bitterly about Winston Churchill saying
'he had never known him not to jump a friend's
claim when he saw an opportunity'. 10 October.
/411: (from Swinton): Heard Molly thought she had
frightened Anne with her account of the serious
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nature of the operation; remembered about Lady
M. and infant welfare; will talk with M. Philip about
the Empire; letter from the Duke of
Northumberland, chairman of the Board of the
Morning Post, asking for a private interview on
Empire Policy, 'I suspect they are after that Peace
River Settlement Scheme as it appears that
Gwynne is in Canada now to sound Mackenzie
King and others there'; very much likes Miss
Brodie-Wood from Perthshire. 11 October.
/412: (from Westbourne): Anne's trip to Winchester;
Lilian wished to look after Anne longer; plans to
lunch with Hilton Young, and dine with Austen;
talked with Malchett and discovered his ideas of
Empire Policy were 'exactly on the same lines as
my own', he agrees Beaverbrook has done a lot of
mischief by talking about wheat and meat taxes;
Dorothy and Miss Leamon look well. 14 October.
/413: (from 37 Eaton Square): discusses Pensions
Bill, 'It is real bad stuff; there is not the slightest
justifa[cation] for handing out this great dole to a lot
of women selected practically by accident'; meeting
of the British Australian and New Zealand
Investment Trent Co; Robinson came to lunch and
is in despair over the Bill. 17 October.
/414: (from The Hall, Six Mile Bottom): Anne's
earache; the party include Col. Jenkins, L[or]d
Howard; visit by the Flowers and their daughter;
Mrs F's involvement with the Shakespeare
Memorial Company in America and Canada; had a
cinema exhibition watching Charlie Chaplin but 'I
was bored to tears''; the Times has his interview on
a back page and the Daily Mail hardly mentioned
the new Pensions Bill; Sir Aucher hoped to meet up
in East Africa. 18 October.
/415: (from 37 Eaton Square): Pleased Anne is in
better health; report of Neville's ear; purchased two
chinese bottles to go in the dining room; Dorothy
arrived with a bad cold. 21 October.
/416: (from 37 Eaton Square): Saw Pollock of the
Morning Post for almost an hour and talked to him
about his views on Imperial Policy, Pollock thought
the dominating idea in Beaverbrook's mind was
hatred of S.B. [Stanley Baldwin]; ran into Willie
Peal who heard the Government had instructed
Edward Irwin to make a pronouncement on his
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return to India to the effect that Dominion status
was regarded as the goal to which India would
advance. 22 October.
/417: (from 37 Eaton Square): Had a very
confidential talk with Hubbard who wanted to know
how matters were going inside the party; went to
the C.O. where met David and S. B., and later
Bacher? and Sir Reginold Hoskins who is the
principal at Ashbridge, they have an endowment
fund of £200000 and are planning some very useful
educational schemes, 'Hailsham and I are Life
Governors and I am to be on the Exec. Com'';
talked with S.B. about his leadership and of the
''criticisms of himself that were being so widely
propagated and he said he was aware of it'';
thoughts after reading Beaverbrook's paper; went
with Miss Leamon and Dorothy to hear Ciampi who
is 'certainly a marvellous performer so far as
technique goes'; cold still not any better so he is
treating himself with cinnamon. 25 October.
/418: (from Hatfield House, Hatfield, Hertfordshire):
Hurt by a statement from 'The Womens Leader'
which said 'Mr Chamberlain's courage had quite
failed him when it came to the slums, that he had
been cowed by the vested interests and that
consequently the great opportunity which the
Conservatives have been given, had now passed
to the Labour Party'; diner with Lady Fitzalan and
Lady Lloyd; describes the house, in particular
recounts the two pictures of Queen Elizabeth in the
dining room, the suits of armour in the long hall, the
room where Dizzy used to occupy during the
election of 87, portraits of Henry VIII and his six
wives; portraits of Henry VI, Charles II and others;
had a long talk with Macmillan and discussed
Empire Free Trade and food taxes; talked to Lady
Stanhope and Lady Salisbury; discussed the
Simon Commission with Jim (Sal.). 26 October.
/419: (from 37 Eaton Square): Went for a very
interesting walk with Lady Salisbury, visiting the old
palace where Elizabeth was imprisoned as a girl,
went into the house and saw the famous Queen
Elizabeth by Zucchero called the 'Rainbow Queen',
and a portraits of Mary Queen of Scots. 28
October.
/420: (from 37 Eaton Square): Cold is better;
satisfied with last night's speech. Two press
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cuttings are enclosed regarding Neville's speech in
Liverpool. Article headed 'Socialist menace to
municipalities. Nationalisation by the back door.
Mr. Neville Chamberlain and warning of West
Ham', 'Politics National and Local'. 29 October.
24 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/421-442

1930 letters

1930

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1930.
These letters reflect the dissatisfaction at Stanley
Baldwin's leadership of the Conservative party.
The Bromley by-election is discussed at length with
the Conservative candidate Campbell standing
against Redwood, the United Empire Party which
had the backing of Rothermere and Beaverbrook.
Neville's account of his fishing holiday in Cairnton
with his son Frank, and his holiday in Belgium and
Germany with both his children, Dorothy and
Frank, Anne's trip to Uganda and holiday on the
Lake of Geneva.
/421: (from 37 Eaton Square): Congratulates Anne
on receiving such a wonderful reception, 'there are
not many M.P.'s whose wives could inspire such a
demonstration'; attended meeting of the
Birmingham Club; discusses which family members
have had chickenpox; had a long talk with Ellis; will
ask David to lunch and suggest that ''he had better
go'', Austen and Philip agree enthusiastically. 2
April.
/422: (from 37 Eaton Square): David has gone, the
interview passed off on friendly terms but he left in
low spirits. 3 April.
/423: (from Cairnton, Banchory): Account of holiday
in Scotland with Frank, Arthur [Wood] and Jack
Hills including about the poor weather and fishing;
attack of gout; letter of protest written to Max
[Baron Beaverbrook]; 'very good preliminary report'
from Wolmer which will afford material for S[tanley]
B[aldwin]'s agricultural speech. 19 April.
/424: (from Cairnton): Sure Anne had a miserable
time in Uganda; visiting Arthur; will go to Odiham
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for one night and have given Odiham and Eaton
Square the necessary warnings; Frank's success at
fishing. 22 April.
/425: (from Cairnton): Hopes Frank arrived home
safely; forwards letter from Max who raises the
idea of representing David; General Sladen has
died of pneumonia. 24 April.
/426: (from Cairnton): Discussed invitations from
Lady Radnor and Morrison; plans to attend the
East African Dependencies dinner; has no
objection to seeing Thomas and is happy for Anne
to tell him about the medicine; doubts the baths
would make any difference but states Anne may
well find a choice spot to stay on the Lake of
Geneva and agrees a few weeks alone there may
be a good thing; reflects on spending money 'Since
I passed my sixtieth year and feel that my stay on
this earth is limited and that its of no use to leave
money behind for the Treasury to gnash'; bad
weather has impacted on the fishing. 25 April.
/427: (from 37 Eaton Square): Attending hospital
dinner at Ealing; had a lovely day at Odiham; had
to refuse to see S. B. [Stanley Baldwin] as
comprising speech; Philip reported Mollie had a
rough passage to Naples. 28 April.
/428: (from Charminster House, Dorchester):
Describes the butterfly cases; had lunch with
Mollie; have been asked to speak at Pinkie near
Edinburgh. 12 June.
/429: (from Charminster House): Wrote to Molly to
say the visit by Anne had done her good,
mentioned the work Philip had done in the House,
and thanked Molly and Philip for being such good
friends; Barlow arrived alone as he has been
unable to get another fisherman; broke a rod whilst
fishing; hopes the visit by the Powell's did not upset
Anne. 13 June.
/430: (from 37 Eaton Square): Delighted to get
Anne's telegram and to she managed everything
on her long journey without misadventure;
describes the dinner which was a friendly gathering
with Sam and Philip helping in the long
conversation and didn't break ground until the
servants were out of the room, seemed impressed
by Neville's suggestion that if the Labour
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Government succeeded in making a deal with the
Dominions and then went to the country on it,
Empire Free Trade, food taxes and Referendum
would all fall into the background because nothing
more could be done on those lines until the
Dominions were ready to come over here again.
'The more I think over the situation the more I come
to the conclusion that if the deal comes off we shall
be in clover'; believes the Government should beat
the Socialists at the election on their record and
government policy of safeguarding and agricultural
guaranties; wonders if he might be more useful at
the Exchequer than at the Colonies; India looks
better as the Gov[ernmen]t has decided on the all
party conference; had a great meeting in West
Woollwick which took place in a large park with
over 20000 there; Jim thought the selection for the
next P.M. would be '1. Myself 2. Lord Derby 3. Lord
Lloyd. Politics are not his strong point!'; went to the
zoo with Dorothy. 20 July.
/431: (from 37 Eaton Square): Glad to hear of
Anne's stay and about her destination; Philip
reports Mollie got through her operation all right;
dined at the Palace on Tuesday; took Lady Evelyn
in and had Lady Cynthia Colville on the other side,
the King asked 'Well how are getting on with your
new job?' and discussed other matters including
personalities of some ministers and the Dominions
and stated that he was going to try and save his
Empire; spoke with the Queen; addressed a large
audience which included many 'die hard M.P.'s' at
the 1900 Club at the Junior Carlton, but will refuse
to talk there again; death of Cuthbert James and
the announcement in Bromley of an Empire
Candidate to stand against would be candidate
Max; Max Pemberton asked whether Neville and
Sam[uel Hoare] would have lunch with him and
meet Lord Rothermere; Max asked if Edward could
stand at Bromley and issues surrounding that were
discussed. 24 July.
/432: (from Westbourne): Touch of gout in the toe;
discusses arrangements for flowers in the garden;
D [Dorothy?] seems fairly happy thought 'I expect
she find me a bit absorbed in my thoughts
sometimes when my responsibilities weigh upon
me'; the lunch yesterday was a failure and Neville
was unable to negotiate with Rothermere 'He is the
most repulsive brute I have come across for a long
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time, both physically and mentally', Rothermere
had given Max authority to negotiate, and he meant
to negotiate on the basis that Stanley Baldwin
should go and Neville should succeed him. 27 July.
/433: (from 37 Eaton Square): Discusses travel
plans for France; saw Max who said R. was 'very
pleased' with Neville; Max talked of how my terms
may work in practice, of the Bromley election, and
the desire that the candidate should be an Empire
Free Trader; comments on Rothermere; working on
speech for Edinburgh. 30 July.
/434: (from Westbourne): Discusses events with
Max and reflects how he was taken in by him 'It
was a terrible blow and I felt it bitterly...I shan't trust
Max again'; comments on the situation with the
Bromley election and whether candidates were
Empire Free Traders; Campbell chosen in the initial
selection for the candidate to stand in the Bromley
election; his speech in Edinburgh where rain
caused everyone to put up their umbrellas which
was rather distracting; describes Pinkie House;
glad Anne is feeling better but wants to know in
more detail how she is feeling. Two press cuttings
are also included: 'The Session Ends', and an
article in The Times stating 'Mr. Neville
Chamberlain has easily preserved his reputation as
a statesman of the first rank''. 4 August.
/435: (from 37 Eaton Square): Gout is better; glad
to hear Anne's heart and pains are better; Hilda
and Ida have been found to have high blood
pressure; Had lunch with Camrose who said that
dissatisfaction with S. B. [Stanley Baldwin] was so
widespread that he did not think he could last and
'that I should have to take the leadership, but of
course he is no politician and doesn't realise how
difficult it is for a leader to withdraw'; wishes S. R.
hadn't made the speech at Bewdley as it erected
the Referendum into a policy again, seeing that the
C.O. doesn't follow S.B. this time. A page from a
pamphlet about Neville Chamberlain is also
included. 6 August.
/436: (from 37 Eaton Square): Sent Anne the
Brussels address and arranged for the tickets to be
sent out to her; no sign of battle in Bromley. 8
August.
/437: (from Hotel Astoria, Brussels): Comfortably
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established in the hotel in Brussels; glad to hear
Anne's pains are better; saw Philip and Leo before
leaving, the latter being very furious with S. B.
[Stanley Baldwin] for his speech which tied himself
up to the Referendum; had several letters about
speech at Musselburgh; met Sir Charles Oman
onboard, who is on his way to Brussels to read an
historical paper at an international congress;
describes visit to Bruges and the places and
buildings visited. 10 August.
/438: (from Hotel Astoria): Dorothy and Frank are
enjoying their holiday; had an interesting visit to the
Waterloo battlefield; recalled the Ypres Salient, the
town itself is rebuilt and it was difficult to recognise
it or the surrounding country which was a 'hideous
desert of shell holes' when he visited before; visited
one of the War Graves Commission's cemeteries,
and found the Menin Gate a fine monument; visited
Ghent; will take [Dorothy and Frank] to the opera to
see Madame Butterfly. 12 August.
/439: (from Hotel Astoria and Claridge, Brussels):
Discusses various sites and works of art in
Belgium; Dorothy liked the visit to the Congo
Museum; visited Antwerp and went to the zoo. 15
August.
/440: (from Schwarzwaldhotel, Waldlust): Had a
comfortable journey in a Pullman which took us as
far as Strasbourg, then we had three further
changes to make; stayed in Baden Baden and
describes various sites; comments on the looks of
Americans and Germans; he does not like the hotel
and part from Lord Allenby there is nobody to talk
to; the Telegraph reports Max has put up the
candidate Redwood for Bromley, 'I should not
worry myself if we lost the election provided the
Empire Crusader party does not win'. 20 August
/441: (from Schwarzwald-Hotel, Titisee): Describes
Titisee and comments how much it would suit
Anne; visited the Black Forest; visited the 'L'
shaped Protestant Church whilst staying at
Freudenstadt and saw a wooden figure of Christ on
the cross painted in colours; wrote a 'pretty hot
letter to Gower' after reading article in The Times
about the C.O. and the Referendum, but the real
trouble is that Gower is only following S. B. 'I have
accepted the Referendum though unwillingly but I
cannot and will not accept a second election and I
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shall have to say so publicly'; situation in Bromley
is obscure, Max seems to be keeping out of it and
funds for Redwood are to be provided by a special
appeal to the public on the part of the local
representatives of the party, 'though a good many
people believe in the Empire Crusade I fancy very
few take the United Empire party seriously and I
don't regard the candidature as dangerous'. 21
August
/442: (from Carlton Hotel, Lucerne): Doesn't think
holiday will have to be curtailed for Bromley, sent
letter to Campbell as requested by the C.O., was
specially asked to appeal to Conservatives not to
support Redwood; distressed about Douglas King
and comments 'he was one of those plucky
intensely loyal fellows who could always be relied
on in a tight place'; explored Freiburg [Germany] in
the morning. 24 August
22 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/443-454

1931 letters

1931

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1931.
These letters provide evidence of the political
instability that affected the country during 1931,
particularly regarding the international economic
crisis leading to the formation of a National
Government under Ramsay MacDonald.
References are made discussing the need for
retrenchment, the Unemployment Insurance Bill,
and the Economy Bill.
/443: (from Cairnton, Banchory, N.B.): Sent Anne's
hostess a salmon; visited Glassel but there was
very little to look at in the rock garden; due to talk
to Jonnie Stonehaven 'I shall be glad to have a
further talk to consolidate my influence'; thanks
Anne for her praise, help, sympathy and
understanding 'I want the end I am working for so
much that I am ready to be patient a[nd]
persevering to get it'. 7 April.
/444: (from 37 Eaton Square): Hopes Anne is able
to enjoying the garden and sunshine; good day in
the House and 'we were on top of the
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Gov[ernmen]t all through the debate', made an
almost impromptu speech but some referred to it
as the speech of his life; will have a special
meeting of the business comm[itt]ee; Max is out to
make trouble again in S[outh] Paddington. 8 April.
/445: (from 37 Eaton Square): Scottish Estimates
fixed for next Thursday so will be able to take the
Birmingham meeting; 2nd reading for the
Unemp[loymen]t Insurance Bill; S. B. [Stanley
Baldwin] away at question time but this allowed
Neville and Austen to 'put up a fight on business'.
19 June.
/446: (from Conservative Research Department, 24
Old Queen Street, Westminster): Dined at Philip's
club; extraordinary situation as saw the P.M.
[Stanley Baldwin], Snowden, Samuel and Maclean
in company 'I believe the two Ministers do realise
the enormous gravity of the situation, which has
grown much worse since I was here last'; did not
discuss details of taxation but only proposals for
retrenchment; saw the bankers who were very
pleased with the stand we had taken; had a private
talk with the P.M. [Stanley Baldwin] but we never
touched on anything that called be called intimate
'It is very puzzling, but I can only suppose that he
intended to speak about the possibility of some sort
of coalition and then...changed his mind'; have had
good press this morning, all stressing the need for
retrenchment a[nd] for speedy decision''; the T.U.C.
attitude is very stiff; discusses possible outcomes;
S. B. has moved to Paris and is strongly criticised
for not being on the spot 'but I am told people are
well satisfied that I am in charge'; had a long
interview with the acting editor of Sunday Times.
21 August.
/447: (from 37 Eaton Square): Will accept Lady
Newton's invitation; as a result of the prolonged
cabinet meeting a great part of the savings
proposed had come down to under £60m,
discussions as to the impact, National or all Party
Gov[ernmen]t was not mentioned but 'Ii think it was
obvious to every one that it was not excluded'
Ramsay MacDonald said he would not resign, but
had neither persuaded his cabinet nor committed
himself to any final course, instead he went to each
party in turn and then to the bankers, but could not
get a firm figure from any of them, and concerns
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were raised over the amount of deficit to be filled
by taxation; MacDonald's proposition was to reduce
the unemp[loymen]t benefit but this would split the
Labour Party; questions raised over what the
situation would be if the parties could not agree or
the bankers were unable to obtain the necessary
accommodation, the Prime Minister's answer was
that ''he would resign''; Stanley Baldwin gave the
press a short statement [written by Neville] and
was received by the crowd 'with shouts of ''He's the
man to save the country''', discussions about
reductions in tax benefits and main party leaders
summoned to talk with the King; six ministers are
due to resign; as Ramsay MacDonald has left for
Buckingham Palace is it assumed he has
resigned. 23 August.
/448: (from 37 Eaton Square): Summoned to
accompany Stanley Baldwin to Downing Street and
found Samuel already with Ramsey MacDonald
and Snowden, the Prime Minister
gave an account of the negotiations and said
whilst the majority of the cabinet were prepared to
support him eight ministers refused, so he said he
would not carry on but intended to support the nine
carrying the proposals through; following day
Ramsay MacDonald decided to form a National
Government himself, it is understood it will be a
temporary cooperation to carry through the
necessary measures and will be followed by a
dissolution; will be a cabinet member and thinks
the situation will now improve. 24 August.
/449: (from 37 Eaton Square): 'The crisis is over
now' and the next fortnight will just be a dull grind,
so encourages Anne not to visit; can not begin
work until the Cabinet is formed; lists the new
Cabinet members; Chamberlain once again
Minister of Health; discusses about how others
have viewed the outcome of the crisis and the
National Government; Stanley Baldwin is in very
good spirits; Snowden refused to have Hilton
Young in the Government and he is hurt at being
left out, but Baldwin states he would be in the next
Conservative Government; Austen has had some
difficult moments but 'he has come in very sweetly
at the finish'. 25 August.
/450: (from 37 Eaton Square): Dined with Austen
and also met Ernest; accepted Mary's invitation to
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dine with her; will have to work very hard if they are
to be ready for Parliament on Sep 8; went into the
Ministry of Health and seemed as if he had never
been away; Leo believed all cooperation should
have been refused. 26 August.
/451: (from 37 Eaton Square): Very sore about
Austen, he is very unhappy and humiliated as he
had hoped to get the Foreign Office. 27 August.
/452: (from 37 Eaton Square): Attended the Party
meeting; corrected Stanley Baldwin's speech for
the Press; things went awfully well at the party
meeting; Austen feels humiliated and as if he has
been treated as a back number. 29 August.
/453: (from 37 Eaton Square): Sure to be much
excitement on the opening day of the House;
Economy Bill is due out. 30 August.
/454: (from 37 Eaton Square): Sir John has
behaved like a real gentleman; must go to
Dumfries as it is important to get into the country
and 'spread the gospel when we can'; the Cabinet
accepted proposals about benefit; Kingsley is to be
Party Secretary for Education, and 'I am to have a
Liberal'; will dine with Wallie Weir and Johnnie
Stonehaven. 1 September.
12 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/455-480

1932 letters

1932

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1932.
International economic affairs dominate many of
these letters, with particular reference to the
conference at Lausanne to discuss the suspension
of reparation payments by Germany and other
defeated countries; Neville's involvement with the
Imperial Economic Conference at Ottawa is also
described in details and his journey there on the
R.M.S. Empress of Britain. Domestic politics are
also discussed, particularly the debt and the
Budget. Neville's fishing and shooting holidays in
Aberdeenshire are referenced.
/455: (from 37 Eaton Square): Gave a statement
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about the debt; meeting requested by the monarch;
saw Darling with his terrific scar where he was hit
by the lorry; letter from Ida. 4 March
/456: (from 37 Eaton Square): Papers predict a
continuance of sunshine so hopes Anne is enjoying
the seaside; had a long talk with the Prime Minister
who was 'very forthcoming and agreeable', he felt
there was no reason for the Gov[ernmen]t not to
last a long time if they can get over the Budget
safely; the Prime Minister pointed out the criticism
that would be made on his proposals especially
with Snowden and MacLean but he did not raise
any personal objections. 24 March.
/457: (from Cairnton, Glassel, Aberdeenshire): Saw
the Press for a last bit of guidance before the
recess; the fishing has been very tiring; a
photographer appeared when they found out he
was there, and later another man came out from
the rival paper; Robin has gone with Monty to
church for the second time today. 27 March.
/458: (from 37 Eaton Square): Presiding at The
Club dinner tonight; lunching with Reading and will
meet Flandin; had a good day with the Frenchmen;
seeing Snowden this evening; the Budget is
considerably modified since Anne last heard it for
the economic situation looks worse. 5 April.
/459: (from 37 Eaton Square; handwritten at the top
'Dorchester post mark'): The gout has returned and
it hurts a good deal; Monty Barlow has gone to
church; arrangements for where to meet up if the
gout gets worse. 15 May.
/460: (from Lausanne Conference, 1932, British
Delegation, Hotel Beau - Rivage Palace,
Lausanne): Due to speak at the conference
tomorrow; have been engaged almost continuously
in conferences and invitations to conversations, 'If
this is a sample of what is before us I can only say
that it is desperately hard work and exhausting to
patience and temper'; the French have been
disappointing and difficult; [Edouard] Herriot
[French Prime Minister] himself is a delightful
person, most agreeable and entertaining but when
it comes to business only he knows what his
people will stand and that they will never agree to
total cancellation [of the payment of reparations by
Germany to the former Allied of WW1]; Germain
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Martin stated to let Germany off would be both
'immoral and dangerous since in a few years she
might dominate us all in commercial corruption'; Sir
John Simon has been a tower of strength. 17 June.
/461: (from Lausanne Conference, 1932, British
Delegation, Hotel Beau - Rivage Palace,
Lausanne): Things are going very badly, Ramsay
MacDonald and Runciman had another long talk
with the French this morning but they didn't get any
further; doesn't think the Germans or the
Americans will accept the French proposals and
difficult to see how progress is to be made; the
atmosphere is ''distinctly gloomy''; Simon
suggested Walter Elliot ought to be Minister of
Education and Hore Beliha [Hore Belisha] financial
secretary. 21 June.
/462: (from Lausanne Conference, 1932, British
Delegation, Hotel Beau - Rivage Palace,
Lausanne): Foot is still very tender; Ramsay
MacDonald vexed with Simon for recalling Samuel
without consulting him and how Samuel had
bragged about how he and Simon were settling
things at Geneva while we only talked at Lausanne;
Grandi also unhappy he had not been consulted;
had lunch with Sir Walter Layton; feels there is a
growing feeling that this week will see an advance
towards harmony; Germain Martin told Runciman
he was confident they would come to an
agreement with the Germans by Thursday, and we
continue to get other information to the effect that
the French realise the impossibility of getting any
more Reparations. 26 June.
/463: (from Lausanne Conference, 1932, British
Delegation, Hotel Beau - Rivage Palace,
Lausanne): Due to meet Leith-Ross; the Dominican
delegates are being entertained by the British
Government this evening; drove up to Mont Pelerin
on the slopes above Verey and had lunch. 27 June.
/464: (from Lausanne Conference, 1932, British
Delegation, Hotel Beau - Rivage Palace,
Lausanne): Glad to have returned to Lausanne so
soon for things 'had got in a sad tangle'; made two
'talkies' on the way [speeches to the 'cinema
machine'], one at Folkestone and the other at
Boulogne; saw the Ramsay MacDonald and we
joined in conversation with the French, then had a
meeting of the Committee; discussed important
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matters concerning disarmament with the P.M.,
Runciman, Simon, Samuel and Londonderry; feels
he has done very good work since he got back;
Leith-Ross was in despair over the woolliness of
the talks; difficult to bridge the division between the
French and the Germans; seems hard when the
Conversion scheme has gone so magnificently that
'we should have to be talking again of a possible
break down here''' 3 July.
/465: (from Lausanne Conference, 1932, British
Delegation, Hotel Beau - Rivage Palace,
Lausanne): A complete breakdown [at the
conference] has at times looked impossible to
avoid; comments on the weakness of modern
democracy; Herriot [French Prime Minister] and
Von Papen [German Chancellor] daily risk the
destruction of Europe as they are each thinking of
what their democracies will say to them; comments
that Arthur Lee (Lord Lee) and his wife have lost all
their money; spent all day in conversations with the
French and Germans alternatively, the P.M.
receives them as President of the Conference but
'he always has me there and I join freely in the
discussions'; discussed the removal of the war
Guilt clause from the Versailles Treaty; discussion
with the Italians and Americans. 6 July
/466: (from Lausanne Conference, 1932, British
Delegation, Hotel Beau - Rivage Palace,
Lausanne): Have reached a deadlock; the German
Chancellor made 'a stupid a speech as could be
imagined and produced a very unfavourable effect
on all of us'; Papen [Von Papen, German
Chancellor] stated he would examine proposals
and if able to sign any of them he would meet the
Reichskanzler. 7 July.
/467: (from R.M.S. Empress of Britain): About 800
passengers on board; talked with Beatty, [Sir
Edward Wentworth Beatty], President of the C.P.R.
[Canadian Pacific Railway]; have met the Indian
delegation and the S[outhern] Rhodesian
members; the South Africans look like holding out
for a hard bargain; had to re-write Stanley
Baldwin's speech as his would have 'killed the
conference almost before it had begun' [the
Imperial Economic Conference, Ottawa]; discusses
different views for the tariff and quote system;
reports of icebergs; met Leo and Stanley Baldwin,
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Leo's idea's on monetary reform are impractical
and dangerous. 15 July.
/468: (from Imperial Economic Conference,
Chateau Laurier, Ottawa): Account of the Imperial
Economic Conference at Ottawa including about
the hotel, people met during the Conference,
journey to the Conference, about the local area,
Neville 'doing so much of the work [for the British
delegation at the Conference] and taking so little of
the credit', Baldwin's speech of the previous day
being written by Neville, difficulty with Bennett over
resolutions, the Irish delegation, a 'bad attack of
inferiority complex' at a banquet, and other
proceedings of the Conference. A press cutting
relating to Neville and the Conference is also
included. 22 July.
/469: (from Imperial Economic Conference): The
industrial advisers nearly packed up and went
home when they were told they could not be
allowed to attend com[mitt]ee meetings, they are
here representing industry in general but the
Australians and New Zealanders have brought
representations who are themselves engaged in
the meat and butter trade etc, so obviously we
couldn't let them take part in the discussions so all
had to be excluded; so far as Canada is concerned
everything depends on Bennett [Prime Minister of
Canada]; saw Bennett and agreed to meet later to
discuss business. 24 July.
/470: (from Imperial Economic Conference): Was
informed that among the passengers on the
Empress [R.M.S. Empress of Britain] was Senator
Sureaton[?], proprietor of the Montreal Gazette,
and he has expressed his annoyance that the
British delegates did not take any notice of him 'Of
course that was because we didn't know anything
about him', this personal grievance may account for
the 'disagreeable innuendo' being made by the
paper; being rather heavily entertained with a huge
dinner, reception or a gala concert every other
night; had a great success with a speech on the
monetary committee and the S[outh] Africans were
particularly pleased and very complimentary; feels
beginning to make progress, even with the
Canadians; was given credit for achievements at
Lausanne but some were furious with the Prime
Minister for not giving any credit to Neville and
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Runciman; Lady Bessborough said Mackenzie
King reported after his last visit to England that the
only person to suit him as a wife was Anne
Chamberlain. 29 July.
/471: (from Imperial Economic Conference): Found
Anne's description of Bennett's speech amusing,
the speech having been broadcast; have booked a
cabin on the Empress of Br[itan] for the journey
home; enclose photo and caricature from Frank;
present at the official photo. 2 August.
/472: (from Imperial Economic Conference): Liked
Anne's original programme and discusses dates for
fishing; discusses arrangements to see the
Treasury and the P.M.; had a very satisfactory talk
with Bruce and discussed the scheme of voluntary
regulation of supplies of mutton and lamb; speech
at the monetary conference seems to have
produced a great effect; Bennett is behaving very
badly and has made a very inadequate offer which
doesn't attempt to carry out his own principles; an
agreement has been reached with India, South
Africa has produced an inadequate offer but this
may be improve presently; had a good talk with
Herridge who said in Washington they ascribed the
Lausanne success to Neville. 5 August.
/473: (from Imperial Economic Conference):
Beginning to long for the end of this conference;
the Canadian Minister and Press are very
exasperating as they pick up every bit of title-tattle
and swallow every scrap of malicious invention
instead of getting on with the job; Bennett's offer is
worse than anticipated, for example the
concessions on iron and steel which Bennett said
were worth 'forty million dollars to us' proved
actually to mean a loss of existing trade to the
extent of two hundred thousand dollars; after a
personal meeting with Bennett he agreed to take a
better line of approach; made great progress with
Bruce and apart from some verbal alterations the
agreements from our point of view are exceedingly
satisfactory as they embody the principle of the
progressive reduction of duties; discusses
delegates personalities and the various
agreements that may be reached. 10 August.
/474: (from Imperial Economic Conference):
Everything has gone wrong, 'Bennett has behaved
like a pig', we may be able to make an agreement
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with him but 'whether he will carry it out honourably
I am not sure'; we are at a deadlock with Bruce and
the conference will be a failure if we don't settle
with Bruce as we refund a duty on meat; dined with
Mackenzie King who was extremely pleasant and
agreeable. 16 August.
/475: (from Moor Lane House, Briantspuddle,
Dorset): Neville and Frank Chamberlain's stay at
Moor Lane House with Ernest and Cecily
Debenham [Cecily was Neville's cousin]; fishing;
Ernest Debenham being 'a little bit off his head' and
'not fit to take care of himself'. 25 September.
/476: (from 37 Eaton Square): Neville's current
plans and arrangements; 'the political news' and it
having 'all gone according to plan'. 28 September.
/477: (from Westbourne): The garden at
Westbourne; Miss Leamon; chat with Aunt Alice on
reminiscences. 23 December.
/478: (from Westbourne): Neville's household
activities at Westbourne on that day; article in
News Chronicle saying that Neville 'has quietly
dominated the House of Commons. 24 December.
/479: (from Westbourne): Neville missing Anne at
Christmas; his and their children's Christmas
presents and activities; arrangements and plans for
the next few days. 25 December.
/480: Note with Christmas present of a book; writes
to Anne 'it is horrid to have you away...but it is best
for you' (Anne was in London suffering with flu at
the time). 22 December.
27 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/481-494

1933 letters

1933

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1933.
These letters make reference to international
affairs, including the British payment of war debts;
and the situation with Germany and Austria.
Domestic politics are also discussed, including
unemployment, taxation, oil duty and the Budget.
Anne's health is discussed, along with Neville's
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fishing and shooting holidays in Aberdeenshire.
/481: (from 37 Eaton Square): Electrical work in the
drawing room; 'a sort of rambling conversation
about unemployment' in the Carlton Club with
Stanley Baldwin, Philip Cunliffe-Lister and Henry
Betterton; Gideon Elibank insisting that Neville
dines with him. 16 January.
/482: (from 37 Eaton Square): A will being drafted;
Birley's painting; visit to opera; 'Times' article on
need for economies to reduce taxation. 18 January.
/483: (from 37 Eaton Square): Birley's painting;
'terribly boring dinner with Gideon' Elibank. 19
January
/484: (from 37 Eaton Square): Neville's walk in the
South Downs and other weekend activities. 12
March.
/485: (from Cairnton, Glassel, Aberdeenshire):
Neville's fishing holiday with Arthur Wood at
Cairnton. 15 April.
/486: (from Cairnton): Fishing holiday at Cairnton
and the poor weather; Neville's forthcoming Budget
speech. 19 April.
/487: (from 37 Eaton Square): Anne's health; letter
from Francis Blundell strongly approving the
Budget. 1 May.
/488: (from 37 Eaton Square): Anne's health;
Neville's 'experience that I work out of my fits of
depression in time though they are bad while they
last'; the Governor's [of Bank of England?]
appreciation of the Budget. 2 May.
/489: (from 37 Eaton Square): Gout; Austen urging
Neville to reduce his workload; Neville being asked
to lay foundation stone of the Post Graduate
School [British Postgraduate Medical School?];
forthcoming visit to Ashridge. 19 May.
/490: (from 37 Eaton Square): Travel arrangements
for the next day; 'a good day in the House [of
Commons] yesterday' including the debate on oil
duty. 25 May.
/491: (from 37 Eaton Square): Having 'got through
yesterday sooner that I expected but left a terrible
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lot to be done today'; 'so many new clauses' having
been cut out; speech on war debts next day. A
press cutting relating to taxation of co-operative
societies is also included. 1 June.
/492: (from Tillypronie, Tarland, Aberdeenshire):
Conversation with Prime Minister; summons to
return to a Cabinet meeting and Neville 'see[ing] no
reason for a meeting'; visit to Tillypronie, Tarland,
Aberdeenshire (home of Lord and Lady Royden)
including about Lady Royden, Lady MacMahon
[wife of Henry McMahon], Lord Knutsford and
shooting. 27 August.
/493: (from Balmoral Castle): Visit to Tillypronie;
visit to Balmoral Castle including about the garden,
conversation with the King, dinner, 'Sister Agnes'
and Prince George. 30 August.
/494: (from Balmoral Castle): Neville having to
return to London as the Foreign Office 'have got
the wind up properly' over the situation between
Germany and Austria; visit to Balmoral Castle
including about a room in the Castle, a shooting trip
and fishing. A card recording a shooting trip is also
included. 1 September.
16 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/495-505

1934 letters

1934

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1934.
The letters make reference to the Budget;
extensive talks with Japan and the Japanese
Ambassador; the health of King [George V] and the
engagement of Prince George and Princess
Marina; reference to the assassination of King
Alexander of Yugoslavia and French Foreign
Minister Louis Barthou; discussion on the war debt
and Roosevelt; Neville's plans for the Depressed
Areas; and fishing and shooting holidays.
/495: (from 37 Eaton Square): Anne being unable
to sleep; busy at work at the Treasury; tickets for
concerts; enjoyed stay at Highfield with Lilian. 22
January.
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/496: (from 37 Eaton Square): Arrangements for
the next day; having lunch with P. Sassoon; have
accepted Austin's and Ivy's invitation to dine with
them; tickets for the Beethoven symphony concert.
23 January.
/497: (from Cairnton, Glassel, Aberdeenshire): Had
a bad send off as the Chief of Staff 'shot my plan all
to pieces', they see no hope in any international
force, if so 'I see no hope for the future'; Arthur's
poor health, Arthur was telephoned by the Daily
Mail about the content of the Budget; Frank is
having a good time fishing. 1 April.
/498: (from Cairnton): Fishing holiday at Cairnton;
the press have been enquiring about the Budget. 4
April.
/499: (from Balmoral Castle): Went shooting with
Tom and accumulated 18 brace of partridge; visited
the King [King George V] who doesn't seem as well
as on the last visit; engagement between Prince
George and Princess Marina was not altogether a
surprise to his parents. 12 September.
/500: (from 37 Eaton Square): Agreed to
recommend the Cabinet to 'allow our man in Tokyo'
to make certain enquiries at once and that Simon
and Neville should draw up a joint memo on the
subject. 24 September.
/501: (from 37 Eaton Square): Frank has gone off
with J. Aggs, he is enthusiastic about his travels;
saw the Ramsay MacDonald and 'partook of his
horrible lunch with him' and Ishbel; Baldwin
although in the chair at Old Queen Street took no
interest in the proceedings; John Simon has seen
'a certain Ambassador with results beyond my
anticipation' [the Foreign Secretary, Sir John Simon
saw the Japanese Ambassador]. 9 October.
/502: (from 37 Eaton Square): Comments on the
'dreadful news' [the assassination of King
Alexander of Yugoslavia and French Foreign
Minister Louis Barthou during the King's state visit
in Marseilles]; had an very interesting talk with
Bennett who is keen to wipe out the unpleasant
memories of Ottawa, he has given assurances of
his whole hearted support in 2 matters, one of
these is the Japanese question, Simon produced
his draft joint memo but it was 'one of the most
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miserable documents I have ever seen'. 11
October.
/503: (from 37 Eaton Square): Had a very pleasant
weekend with the same party in the house,
including G. Tryon and David Burghley; enjoyed
shooting, walking, and the having a tour of the
house to see the pictures again of Henry VIII and
Mary and Elizabeth; attended a com[mitt]ee on
Japan. 15 October.
/504: (from 37 Eaton Square): Glad Anne is
sleeping better and the depression is passing off;
discussion about Mrs Lambert being a good
servant but makes things too difficult with the
household; had lunch with aunt Lina; dinner last
night was a great success and was believed to be
the most unanimous meeting they had ever had,
Mckenna said he had 'the most complete
confidence in my ability and character'; Iliffe
discussed a conversation he had had with
Roosevelt who had 'complained of my unfriendly
and difficult attitude', Illiffe defended Neville and
Rosevelt ended by wishing Neville could make a
fishing trip to Canada so that they might meet,
believes if a meeting could be arranged the war
debt could be settled satisfactory in no time; had a
good meeting of my committee on Depressed
Areas. 18 October.
/505: (from Elveden Hall, Suffolk): Distressed to
hear about Enid and assumes unless Alan is
prepared to release her she is not in a position to
marry anyone else; reduction in the beer tax and
income tax have made a wonderful difference; not
a word is heard of whole villages about to lose their
employment; describes guests in the house party,
and the house itself; will try and contact Geoffrey
Dawson and explain ''my ideas about Japan'',
Japanese papers are talking as though a pact was
already agreed upon; spoke to Ramsay MacDonald
and Stanley Baldwin about ideas on the depressed
areas, which have been accepted by the
Committee; comments that the Prime Minister does
not inspire personal devotion; due to visit the
prehistoric flint factories at Grimes Graves. 21
October.
11 items
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Access: Open
NC1/26/506-515

1935 letters

1935

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1935.
Many letters discuss international relations, making
particular reference to the Italian invasion of
Abyssinia [Ethiopia]; discussion of Italy's financial
position, views on Mussolini, and comments about
Hitler and France; domestic politics are also
discussed including unemployment and distressed
areas; the General Election in November returned
Stanley Baldwin as Prime Minister. Neville's fishing
trips in Aberdeenshire are also reported.
/506: (from 37 Eaton Square): Pleased to receive
Anne's letter and the wonderfully good account of
Frank; thought Stanley Baldwin's speech was
'badly composed and badly delivered' but it
contained some useful figures supplied by Hankey;
Austen's was 'the' speech and made all the
required points effectively; the Ramsay MacDonald
telephoned Neville the previous day and 'made
himself sound like a dying man'. 12 March.
/507: (from 37 Eaton Square): Went to a flowwer
show; comments to Anne that 'You will have seen
that I turned out dead right about Hitler a[nd] that
we got our affirmation answer to my question in ten
minutes'; there was a slip about communication
with France and Italy and they are both angry;
Simon wanted to go to Parish for a meeting, but he
has protested against it on the ground that the
Germans would say they were being faced with 'a
diktat' and the last chance of a Berlin success
would be gone; suggested Eden should go to Paris
instead and Runciman agreed. 19 March.
/508: (from 37 Eaton Square): Hilton Young is very
ill in Winchester; had a complete victory in the
Cabinet, with Simon accepting Neville's views on
the visit to Paris and the note he had written as to
the way to talk to Hitler; had a difficult meeting with
50 M.Ps over distressed areas; have been
appointed to see the Press weekly on behalf of the
Government at the request of the Lobby
correspondents. 21 March.
/509: (from Castle Forbes, Whitehouse,
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Aberdeenshire): Discusses the host and hostess;
had an invitation from the new Aberdeen to go and
fish; Sir Thomas Dunhill the Australian surgeon
came to lunch with his wife; lists other guests;
invited to fish by Mrs Vaughan-Lee; heard Fred
Thomson died. 23 April.
/510: (from 37 Eaton Square): Wrote to Lady
Carson and Hilton Young; had an interview with
Jack Gilmour; Jack did not confirm Stanley
Baldwin's statement that he intended to stand
again; had a talk with Ernie Brown before the
Minister's meeting and about the Unemployment
Assistance Board and the dangers of leaving things
unsettled at the Election and the loss of prestige to
the Government if the Board were scrapped; the
new Government has a good press except for the
three posts J. H. T. [James Henry Thomas],
Edward, and Malcolm M [Malcolm MacDonald], 'to
which I took exception'. 8 June.
/511: (from Tillypronie, Tarland, Aberdeenshire):
Amused at Anne's account of her party; Frank's
flight in a private plane; speculation of a general
election; had lunch at Castle Forbes; went fishing
with Humphreys. 12 September.
/512: (from Balmoral Castle): Thanks Anne for her
work in the constituency; discusses Italy's difficult
financial position, and comments on the country's
debt and how Italy would cope in the event of a
long war, and states 'in the meantime the Duce
[Mussolini] makes them [Italian people] drunk with
visions of glory and power'; feels Mussolini must be
getting anxious about the future as he sees the
whole world against him and believes an attack on
Abyssinia is likely but believes Mussolini may now
be more ready than he was to call a halt and open
discussions if he can achieve something which
could be described as a victory; went with the King
and Queen, and King George of Greece to tea at
Mar Lodge. 15 September.
/513: (from Tillypronie): Went to Lower Deskey[?]
and due to go to Upper Desky; hopes to be allowed
to fish in the [river] Don; Templemore welcomed
with enthusiasm Neville's election plan; whole party
had lunch at Castle Forbes. 8 September.
/514: (from 37 Eaton Square): States to Anne there
isn't anything to say about the situation more than
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you can get from the papers, but wants the Prime
Minister to add an agenda item to the Cabinet to
report 'what we are doing in the matter of defence'
[Italy invaded Abyssinia (now Ethiopia) on 2
October]; discusses timing of the election. 7
October.
/515: (House of Commons headed paper): Note
regarding Simon wanting to dine at the House of
Commons in order to discuss 'the line he should
take in winding up' and asks Anne to send the
car.(Undated but marked in pencil '1935?')
10 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/516-525

1936 letters

1925-1940

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1936, and labels for presents to Anne 1925-1940.
The letters record the anticipated arrival of Neville
and Anne's grandson [Stephen James Lloyd];
Neville's participation in government involvement;
British relations with Italy and Mussolini and the
debate about whether to abandon sanctions
against Itlay following its invasion of Abyssinia;
relations with Anthony Eden; reference to Nahas
[Nahas Pasha and the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty] and
Mr Yoshida [Yoshida Shigeru, Japanese
Ambassador to London]; the Erdington by-election;
and the civil war in Spain.
/516: (from 11 Downing Street): Comments how his
'indiscreet speech has made a mild sensation' and
heard that Anthony was feeling rather sore about it,
but Stanley Baldwin liked the speech and thought it
was useful and have received other supportive
comments and letters of approval; the debate went
off well, and Stanley Baldwin was first rate; rescued
a small boy from a lake; due to go to Hungerford.
11 June.
/517: (from 11 Downing Street): Writes how he may
be a proud grand papa soon and pleased Dorothy
is 'blooming'; states Mussolini is going to make the
declaration Neville wanted to the League of
Nations, and hopes the cabinet will approve the
removal of sanctions; sorry to see his speech
should be used by some newspapers to pretend
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the cabinet is divided and that he and Anthony
Eden are at odds and that he will have to resign,
but there is no truth in this; the Finance Bill is going
through quickly and without opposition. 15 June.
/518: (from 11 Downing Street): Will arrive at Snow
Hill [Birmingham] early in the morning and asks
Anne to order a police car; have asked Hall to
come up for his 'painful interview'; all is going well
on sanctions and the Cabinet agreed unanimously,
Musso [Mussolini] will 'play up and write a nice
letter to the League. I don't believe it w[oul]d have
happened if I hadn't made that speech'. A press
cutting is also included reporting the effective
speech by Miss Florence Horsbrugh, M.P. who
wanted the abolition of sanctions. Praise was
given for Neville's 'midsummer of madness'
speech. 18 June.
/519: (from 11 Downing Street): Had to stay for the
dinner as Anthony attached a good deal of
importance to my seeing Nahas [Nahas Pasha] in
view of the absence of the Prime Minister; visited
the Mayor; Arthur discussed his financial shortfalls
and Hoskins businesses worries; Edward and
Anthony came to lunch; visited the National Gallery
to see the Gulbenkian loan collection. 25 August.
/520: (from Tillypronie, Tarland, Aberdeenshire):
Discusses Lilian's health; lists the guests in the
party; fishing. 12 September.
/521: (from Drumnadrochit Hotel, Lochness,
Inverness-shire): Caught a 10lb salmon and sent it
to Lady Lamington; enjoyed the Tillypronie party.
18 September.
/522: (from 11 Downing Street): Mrs Austen aims to
please and has painted to rooms in colours Anne
likes; Thomas advised it was risky to return to
Birmingham; Mr Yoshida [Yoshida Shigeru,
Japanese Ambassador to London] visited for quite
a long time, 'I shall now have to see Anthony
[Eden] to prepare the way, as Yoshida puts it';
Kingsley striving to get himself into the foreground
on physical training. 16 October.
/523: (from 11 Downing Street): Pleased Anne is
staying on at Birchington; discusses health
concerns but hopes to be well enough to attend the
Cabinet and not have the absence recorded in the
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press; visit from Cadman about oil reserves; visit
from Ball about Physical Training; discussion about
how Stanley Baldwin will be told that ''a certain lady
friend'' is going to start proceedings against her
husband for divorce. 18 October.
/524: (from 11 Downing Street): Discusses Willie's
death and the impact on Mary; glad Anne is feeling
better and hopes that things remain 'calm and
easy' in her mind so 'molehills don't grow into
mountains'; Edwards hopes for a majority of 30005000 in Erdington by-election; Lloyd George's
'disgraceful letter' to the 'Council of Peace and
Reconstruction' supporting Simmonds, and his
desire to wound the Government; Attlee has written
to the P.M. demanding the immediate summoning
of Parliament regarding the situation in Spain. A
press cutting is also included which features the
winner and runner up in the Daily Mail
photographic contest. 19 October.
/525: Labels and notes which came with Neville's
Christmas presents to Anne and a note on their
25th wedding anniversary, 1925-1940.
16 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/526-528

1937 letters

1937

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1937.
The letters makes reference to Chamberlain's
involvement in complex diplomacy, particularly with
Italy, and discuss fishing and shooting trips in
Inverness and Forfarshire.
/526: (from 11 Downing Street): Slept very well and
have had a very busy day; Anthony and Malcolm
came to lunch, being the only ministers in town;
comments things internationally are not as bad as
they seem, and was glad to come back and able to
guide Anthony [probably Eden] in his talks; hope to
get the Italians to the conference but if they don't
come aims to keep them in touch. 7 September.
/527: (from Drumnadrochit Hotel, Inverness): Lunch
with Lord Belper; sent a salmon to Nina Hills and
hope it will arrive in time for Anne to share it;
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fishing and shooting trips; had a difficult time in
London. 12 September.
/528: (from Millden Lodge, Edzell, Forfarshire):
Describes the journey to Belpers lodge; managed
97 brace between us; comments the best guest is
General Brooke commanding the London district.
14 September.
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/529-531

1938 letters

[1938]

Letters from Neville to Anne Chamberlain dated
1938.
European affairs, especially the Czechoslovakia
crisis are discussed in these letters.
/529: (from 11 Downing Street): Dinner with the
Queen; him feeling 'rather overwhelmed with so
many heavy responsibilities all at once'; and other
matters. 16 March.
/530: (from Balmoral Castle): Visit to Balmoral to
stay with the King and Queen; and the crisis over
Czechoslovakia; writes that his 'latest information
gives a rather more hopeful impression but...[it]
hangs over me like a nightmare all the time and I
often wish I was in Downing Street'. 2 September.
/531: (from 10 Downing Street): Note regarding
demand for adjournment in the House of Commons
by the Opposition for a debate on events in
Czechoslovakia and him therefore being unable to
attend Hacking's party. Annotated '[1938]' in pencil
by unknown person (however it is possible that this
letter may refer to the 1939 invasion of the
remaining independent part of Czechoslovakia
rather than the 1938 crisis).
3 items
Access: Open
NC1/26/532

Undated labels from gifts

[1910s1940s]

A note and an envelope with a note on it for gifts
given by Neville to Anne Chamberlain.
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2 items
Access: Open
NC1/27

Letters from Austen to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain

1842-1937

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain; and some letters from Austen to
Anne Chamberlain.
The letters relate mainly to various political matters.
A small number of letters relate to other topics
including personal and family matters such as
Garvin's biography of Joseph Chamberlain.
See also the Austen Chamberlain collection
(reference AC5/3/1-140) for letters from Austen to
Neville dated between 1890 and 1897. For letters
from Neville to Austen, see the Austen
Chamberlain collection (AC). These are split across
numerous files in the collection.
Administrative history: Joseph Austen
Chamberlain was born in Birmingham in 1863. He
was the eldest son of Joseph Chamberlain and
Harriet Kenrick. He attended school at Rugby and
read history at Trinity College, Cambridge, 188285. He also studied in Paris and Berlin after
graduation. Austen was elected Liberal Unionist
MP for East Worcestershire in 1892, and
transferred to the West Birmingham constituency
after the retirement of his father in 1914. He served
as Junior Whip, 1893; Civil Lord of the Admiralty,
1895-1900; Financial Secretary to the Treasury,
1900-1902; Postmaster General, 1902-1903;
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1903-1905 and 19191921; Secretary of State for India, 1915-1917;
Leader of the House and Lord Privy Seal, 19211922; Foreign Secretary, 1924-1929; and First Lord
of the Admiralty, 1931. He was briefly Leader of the
Conservative Party, 1921-1922, in Lloyd George's
Coalition Government. As Foreign Secretary,
Austen played a key role in securing the Locarno
treaties in 1925 which formed a security pact
between France and Germany, and were intended
to ensure the demilitarization of the Rhineland.
Austen Chamberlain was awarded Knighthood of
the Garter in 1925 and the Nobel Peace Prize in
1926. Austen married Ivy Muriel Dundas in 1906,
and they had three children; Joseph Austen;
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Beatrice Diane; and Lawrence Endicott. He died on
16 March 1937.
164 items
Access: Open
NC1/27/1-131

Letters from Austen to Neville Chamberlain

1906-1937

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain. The letters relate to a wide variety of
political, personal and family matters. In the letters,
Austen often gives accounts of political events,
discusses his opinions on political matters, consults
with his brother on political matters, and replies to
Neville's consultations on politics with him.
The file contains the following letters:
/1: Letter regarding Austen Chamberlain's romance
with Ivy Dundas, shortly after the couple had
engaged to marry. 15 May 1906.
/2: Letter relating to Austen and Ivy Chamberlain's
wedding present for Neville and Anne
Chamberlain. 19 November 1910.
/3: Letter regarding Neville Chamberlain becoming
Lord Mayor of Birmingham. 7 November 1915.
/4: Letter regarding: an allowance made to Lionel
Richards [widower of Ethel Chamberlain, Austen
and Neville's sister] and support for Richards'
daughter Hilda Mary; a Cabinet reshuffle; and a
quotation from Dilkes' diary. 5 July 1916.
/5: Letter relating to: a dispute between the War
Office, the Ministry of Munitions and trade unions;
Austen feeling a strike connected with this dispute
would not have occurred if the earlier report of the
Manpower Board [which Austen chaired] had been
adopted; and regarding the heavy workload and
stress caused to Austen through being in the
Government. 17 November 1916.
/6: Letter regarding: Lloyd George's 'ultimatum' to
Asquith; Austen's meeting with Lord Curzon; and
Austen's views regarding the War Committee and
the Cabinet. 11 December 1916.
/7: Letter regarding Austen and his family's
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Christmas. 25 December 1916.
/8: Letter suggesting that Neville stands for election
to Parliament; and regretting the little Cabinet
support that Neville received as Director General of
National Service. 26 August 1917.
/9: Letter regarding: Neville's decision to stand for
election to Parliament; and Austen's
disappointment following his resignation as
Secretary of State for India. 30 August 1917.
/10: Letter regarding: Austen's holiday in Newquay;
various personal and family matters; advises
Neville not to 'touch' the new National Party [a
short-lived political party consisting of a few former
Conservative MPs and peers] and relates to finding
a candidature for Neville for the General Election;
regarding reconstruction; and Austen's illness. 12
September 1917.
/11: Letter regarding: gratuities to servants; family
illnesses; Austen going fishing with William
Carnegie [second husband of Mary
EndicottChamberlain]; and regarding Neville finding
a constituency in which to stand for election. 21
September 1917.
/12: Letter regarding: air-raids; family illnesses and
other personal matters; Austen's meeting with
Robert Cecil regarding the post-war political
situation for 'Unionist and conservative (small c)
forces' and concern from Cecil that he will not wish
to work with Lloyd George permanently. 24
September 1917.
/13: Letter relating to: financial matters; a proposed
meeting between Neville Chamberlain and FieldMarshal Sir Douglas Haig to discuss Austen's
initiative; and a committee proposed by Christopher
Addison on inland waterways and Addison's
suggestion that Neville should chair the committee.
9 November 1917.
/14: Letter regarding: Haig asking Neville to go to
France to meet him; and Austen's advice to Lloyd
George and colleagues that if Lloyd George
'repeats his Paris speech tomorrow the fat will be in
the fire'. 18 November 1917.
/15: Letter giving an account of Austen's tour of the
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battlefields in France; regarding Neville's
forthcoming battlefield tour; and regarding Austen
having let Lloyd George know that he would vote
against Lloyd George if he gave a speech
appearing to attack Field-Marshals Robertson and
Haig. 19 November 1917.
/16: Letter regarding Norman Chamberlain being
'missing'. 7 December 1917.
/17: Letter regarding: Davis being offered the
candidature of Devizes constituency which may
release a candidature for Neville; there being 'no
chance' of a baronetcy for Perks; and proposals of
baronetcies for Lowe and Middlemore. 19
December 1917.
/18: Letter regarding: reprinting of Austen and
Neville's speeches; and regarding a candidature for
Neville in the next General Election. 23 December
1917.
/19: Letter regarding: Neville being offered a
knighthood; and reprinting of speeches. 28
December 1917.
/20: Letter regarding: amalgamation or sale of
Elliott's Metal Works; regarding a tribute given by
[Auckland] Geddes to Neville; and a humorous
anecdote regarding Lord Curzon. 20 January 1918.
/21: Letter regarding 'The Life of Joseph
Chamberlain' including discussion of potential
authors; and regarding retirement of Ebenezer
Parkes from the House of Commons. 21 January
1918.
/22: Letter regarding 'The Life of Joseph
Chamberlain' and discussing potential authors
(including Charles Vince). 23 January 1918.
/23: Letter regarding to the proposals for
introducing proportional representation and
suggesting that Neville asks Vince to prepare a
strong case against the introduction of proportional
representation in Birmingham; and regarding the
'Life of Joseph Chamberlain'. 11 February 1918.
/24: Letter relating to: Austen being undertake an
engagement in South Wales; the confirmation of
Norman Chamberlain's death; and regarding
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Austen having heard reports from 'Willie' and
George Lloyd that Lloyd George 'completely lost
control of himself' in a speech in the House of
Commons. 13 February 1918.
/25: Letter regarding: Neville visiting Austen;
Austen pursuing the idea of Sir George Prothero
writing the biography of Joseph Chamberlain; the
Trustee Banks Bill; and regarding Austen's criticism
of newspaper proprietors holding Government
posts [Austen says that he had not having received
help from the War Cabinet and did not wish to
upset the Government so was able 'to achieve
nothing beyond having made the P.M.
uncomfortable for a week or ten days!']. 6 March
1918.
/26: Letter agreeing with Neville's proposal
regarding Hoskins; and regarding Austen's speech
regarding his criticism of newspaper proprietors
being in the Government. 14 March 1918.
/27: Letter discussing candidates to become
Chancellor of the University of Birmingham; and
regarding rumours about additions to the War
Cabinet including a suggestion that Austen may be
made a minister without portfolio in charge of
reconstruction. 22 March 1918.
/28: Letter: of sympathy following Neville's 'great
disappointment' [Anne Chamberlain's miscarriage];
regarding Ivy and Joe's visit to [Mrs Whidbomes?];
regarding Lloyd George 'thinking too much of his
future 'party' and too little of the war'; regarding
Milner and other Cabinet members; and regarding
Robert Cecil and Bishop Gore as potential
candidates to be Chancellor of the University of
Birmingham. 5 April 1918.
/29-34: Letter regarding: the success of the
Germans against the Fifth Army being greater than
anticipated; Austen suggesting that 'the situation is
so grave' that he has to support the Government
and refrain from criticism and that he may be
joining the War Cabinet without portfolio; Austen's
letter to and a meeting with Bonar Law; and
Austen's meeting with and letter to Lloyd George
regarding Austen joining the Cabinet, Home Rule
for Ireland and the introduction of a federal system
for the UK; A letter from J. Wilson (on behalf of
Austen) to Neville Chamberlain is also included
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forwarding copies of letters 'in amplification' of
Austen's letter. The copies of letters forwarded are
from Austen to Bonar Law (5 April), Austen to Lord
Hugh Cecil (10 April), Austen to the Prime Minister
(10 April) and Lord Robert Cecil to Austen (10
April). 12 [Austen's letter] and 13 [Wilson's letter]
April 1918.
/35-36: Letter regarding: Austen's acceptance of an
invitation to join the War Cabinet; regarding Irish
Home Rule; and Neville and Austen's illnesses. A
copy of the letter Austen sent to Lloyd George
dated 14 April accepting the Cabinet position is
also included. 15 April 1918.
/37: Letter regarding potential authors for the 'Life
of Joseph Chamberlain'. 18 April 1918.
/38: Letter from J. Wilson [on behalf of Austen] to
Neville forwarding an extract [included with letter]
from Morley's 'Life of Gladstone'. 23 April 1916.
/39-41: Letters regarding Austen's suggestion that
a 'general federal system' is introduced to be
applied to the whole of the UK and Ireland
including devolved parliaments for Ireland, Wales,
Scotland, and England. A transcript of Austen's
speech made at Newport, Monmouthshire on 5
November 1913 in which he outlined his proposal
is also included. 25 and 26 April 1918.
/42: Letter regarding: sale of shares; Austen's
break at Thornhill; and re-establishing the authority
of Government in Ireland. 22 May 1918.
/43: Letter regarding: Amery suggesting Jim Mason
as candidate for Moseley constituency; Robert
Cecil's proposal [as Chancellor of the University of
Birmingham] that Austen should receive an
honorary degree; Austen's health; Austen and Lord
Curzon's protests that the Prime Minister [Lloyd
George] consulted his Cabinet too little; and
regarding the war. 20 October 1918.
/44: Letter regarding: a 'mischief' which Austen
attributes to the Daily Mail; and regarding a
photograph of Clemenceau. 4 December 1918.
/44A: Note requesting Neville Chamberlain's
autograph to put on a photograph. Not dated
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[1910s-1930s].
/45: Letter relating to: Austen Chamberlain's
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer, his
'ugly row' with Bonar Law regarding the
appointment, and Austen being very unkeen to
take the position. 11 January 1919.
/46: Letter relating to Austen's appointment as
Chancellor of the Exchequer giving a detailed
account of his meeting with the Prime Minister
[Lloyd George] and Bonar Law before the
appointment regarding the matter, including details
of the concerns that Austen expressed, and
discussions on Austen's condition that he must be
a member of the Cabinet if he were to accept the
post. 13 January 1919.
/47: Letter regarding producing replicas of a bust of
Joseph Chamberlain. 24 January 1919.
/48: Letter regarding Austen's tiredness, and
regarding the apology of the Daily News, Nation
and Herald for their 'libels' against Austen. 5
August 1919.
/49: Letter regarding Austen purchasing his new
house 'Twitt's Ghyll' in the country, his proposal to
sell furniture from Joseph Chamberlain's library,
and Bradbury leaving the Treasury. 22 August
1919.
/50: Letter expressing upset at having to abandon
his holiday for an urgent Cabinet meeting,
regarding Joseph Chamberlain's library furniture
and Austen's objections to Neville's proposal to
recreate Joseph's library, and about the Prime
Minister's 'stunt' of economy and demands for rapid
progress. 1 September 1919.
/51: Letter regarding 'the Marcus Stone'
[presumably a painting by Marcus Stone] and
about Gorrell's work; and urging caution in the early
stages of the Birmingham Municipal Bank. 23
September 1919.
/52-53: Letters regarding a fire at Westbourne
(Neville's house in Birmingham). 8 and 9 October
1919.
/54: Letter regarding dinner events, and Ivy
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Chamberlain's [Austen's wife] forthcoming
appendix operation. 14 January 1920.
/55: Letter regarding Austen's application to be put
on the country list of the Union Club [in
Birmingham]. 19 January 1920.
/56: Letter regarding Austen's break at Twitt's
Ghyll. 31 August 1921.
/57: Letter asking Neville Chamberlain to ensure
that 'good men' are sent to represent Birmingham
at the annual conference of the National Union held
in Liverpool to help defeat a proposed motion at the
meeting relating to Ireland by Orange Unionists.
The letter is referred to in Neville's letter to Hilda on
19 November 1921 (see NC18/1/327). 13
November 1921.
/58: Letter regarding a proposal for either John
Dennis [MP for Birmingham Deritend] or Charles
Hyde [proprietor of Birmingham Post] to receive a
Baronetcy; asking whether R. S. Williamson should
be considered for an honour; and regarding the
National Union conference at Liverpool. 22
November 1921.
/59: Letter regarding Austen's meeting with L. S.
Amery in which Amery asked for a Privy
Counsellorship; a meeting on 6 December chaired
by Austen; regarding an article by Robbins
including a quotation of a speech by Joseph
Chamberlain on the Home Rule Bill of 1886 and
suggesting that Austen is nearly 'repeating [his]
Father's effort'; and comments 'I had a very
satisfactory talk with Bonar yesterday' (referred to
in NC18/1/328). 24 November 1921.
/60: Letter regarding secrets being leaked
[presumably refers to the leak of information to the
press regarding a private enquiry by Austen to find
out the opinions of some senior Unionist Party
members regarding holding an early General
Election]; and Joe's [Austen's son] illness. 2
January 1922.
/61: Letter regarding Hubbard writing against an
early election; and asking Neville to make Austen's
views known. 7 January 1922.
/62: Letter regarding the idea of an early election
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being dropped; the current position of the
Conservative and Unionist Party; and Austen
forgetting to put in writing his recommendation for
an honour to be awarded to Mills. 25 January 1922.
/63: Letter regarding printing work; and Austen
asking whether he needs to attend the Birmingham
Unionist Association Annual General Meeting. 21
March 1922.
/64: Letter offering belated birthday greetings. 22
March 1922.
/65-66: Letter regarding Austen's meeting with
Samuel Hoare; and Austen's opposition 'to
Baldwin's 'submitting' himself to the Party meeting'
[for re-election as Conservative and Unionist Party
leader]; with enclosed copy of letter from Austen
Chamberlain to Hoare regarding the party's policies
and identity. 30 January 1924.
/67: Letter regarding quotations, and Joseph
Chamberlain's speeches. 3 March 1924.
/68: Letter advising Neville to take care of himself
and have a longer holiday; regarding expenses of
an Australian visit; and a dinner. 3 May 1924.
/69: Letter regarding Bonar Law's belief that Austen
had 'joined an intrigue against him and his
Government', which Austen denies stating that
Lord Beaverbrook was responsible for a story that
Bonar Law was to resign; and regarding proposals
that Austen should take over the Party leadership
and Austen's rejection of those proposals. 22 April
1923.
/70: Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to
Austen Chamberlain regarding the 'intrigue' against
Bonar Law and suggestions that Austen
Chamberlain was responsible; and regarding . 23
April 1923.
/71: Letter congratulating Neville on his speech,
and regarding Bonar Law and the 'intrigue' against
him; and Bonar Law's meeting with Austen. 25 April
1923.
/72: Letter expressing Austen's anger 'at the
determination to ignore' him [Austen had not been
offered a positon or been consulted in the
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formation of the Government]; his resentment at
being offered the post of Ambassador to the USA;
and that he would only enter Government with 'the
greatest reluctance'. 1 June 1923.
/73: Letter of congratulations on Neville's
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer. This
letter is referred to in Neville's letter to Ida of 2
September 1923 (see NC18/1/407). 28 August
1923.
/74: Letter regarding stocks in companies; Neville's
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer;
Austen's regret that he and Neville 'no longer see
eye to eye'; and that Austen's position is very
difficult and that he was considering not standing
again for election. This letter is referred to in
Neville's letter to Hilda of 9 September (see
NC18/1/408). 30 August 1923.
/75: Letter regarding a suggestion that Austen
should succeed Lord Inchcape as Government
Director of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company. 11
September 1923.
/76: Letter regarding Austen being unable to attend
a banquet; the suggestion that Austen should
become Director of the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company; Austen's financial situation; and
regarding Stanley Baldwin's 'Paris communique'.
27 September 1923.
/77: Letter regarding Lionel Richards and his
daughter Hilda Mary; Austen's objections to the
proposed sale by the Government of the AngloPersian Oil Company; and Austen's suggestion of
becoming Director of Anglo-Persian. 28 September
1923.
/78: Letter relating to the Conservative and Unionist
Party policy on tariffs and imperial preference. 15
October 1923.
/79: Letter relating to the Prime Minister being
expected to go 'the whole hog' on tariffs and
imperial preference in his forthcoming speech at
the Conservative and Unionist Party Conference at
Plymouth, and that Austen will announce in
Birmingham that he thinks that he and other party
members should withdraw their criticisms on other
policies and give their 'whole-hearted support' to
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the Prime Minister if the Prime Minister's speech is
as he expected. This letter is referred to in Neville's
letter to Ida of 26 October (see NC18/1/414). 22
October 1923.
/80: Letter relating to the Prime Minister's speech at
the Party Conference regarding tariffs and imperial
preference; and Austen expressing disappointment
that tariffs on food were renounced in the speech.
This letter is referred to in Neville's letter to Ida of
26 October (see NC18/1/414). 24 October 1923.
/81: Letter regarding the Prime Minister's speech
during the Party Conference regarding tariffs and
imperial preference, and regarding publishing
material relating to the party's policy. 29 October
1923.
/82: Letter regarding Austen's deep resentment of
Stanley Baldwin following the withdrawal of the
offer of a place in the Cabinet to him and Lord
Birkenhead; regarding his loyalty to Lord
Birkenhead; and the split between Austen and the
Conservative and Unionist Party. Austen urged
Neville to burn the letter and not to speak of the
matter again. The letter also offers help in
attending meetings and giving speeches. 18
November 1923.
/83: Letter relating to rumours that Baldwin intends
to resign and intends to recommend to the King
that Ramsay MacDonald should become Prime
Minister; and Austen suggests that instead the King
should invite both Ramsay MacDonald and Asquith
to ask whether either can form a Government with
a parliamentary majority and if not the King should
be recommended to approach the Unionist Party. 8
December 1923.
/84: Letter regarding the prospect of a Labour
Government; Austen declining nomination to the
Reparation Committee; saving the policy of
imperial preference; and his suggestion that the
King should send for Ramsay MacDonald and
Asquith together. 14 December 1923.
/85: Letter from J. Wilson to [Austen] Chamberlain
regarding Wilson's visit to Mr and Mrs Scott at
Chiswick, and Austen's gift of money. 28 December
1923.
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/86: Letter regarding 'the lady hackwriter's article'
and his annoyance that [L. S.] Amery had sent the
article to him only after it had been published; and
regarding sending money to Mr Scott. 29
December 1923.
/87: Letter regarding Austen's knighthood and that
he had been 'sounded' regarding a peerage but
would not accept this. 26 November 1925.
/88: Letter regarding various illnesses in Austen's
family; Austen's visit to Italy; Austen's dinner with
Mussolini; and suggests that Birmingham City
Council should have granted Neville the Freedom
of the City long ago. 10 January 1926.
/89-91: Letter suggesting that a letter written by
Balfour to the late Lord Salisbury giving an account
of a conversation by Joseph Chamberlain (18361914) should be given to J. L. Garvin. A transcript
of the letter from Balfour and a copy of Neville's
reply to Austen are also included. 22 November
1926, 22 March 1886 (transcript of Balfour's letter)
and 4 December 1926.
/92: Letter of sympathy following a personal attack
on Neville in the House of Commons. 13 July 1926.
/93-94: Note passed in Cabinet meeting from
Austen to Neville saying that Neville's draft
dispatch to the USSR is 'admirable' and that he
proposes to adopt it; with the draft dispatch. 18
February 1927.
/95: Letter regarding the Prime Minister's reply to
Lord Robert Cecil's letter of resignation; Robbins'
book 'Life of Parnell' and regarding Joseph
Chamberlain's involvement with Mr and Mrs
O'Shea and Parnell. 29 August 1927.
/96: Letter forwarding a cheque from a man named
Hyde (not included with letter), and regarding
Hyde's appreciation of Neville's broadcasts. 22
April 1929.
/97: Letter regarding Austen's meeting with Garvin
regarding Garvin's book 'Life of Joseph
Chamberlain'. 8 June 1929.
/98: Letter regarding Austen's holidays in Norway
and various other places; the dismissal of Lord
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Lloyd as High Commissioner of Egypt; and about a
treaty regarding Egypt including about removal of
troops, and repayment of Sudan's debt to Egypt.
This letter is discussed in Neville's letter to Ida on
11 August 1929 (see NC18/1/665). 9 August 1929.
/99: Letter congratulating Neville on his
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer. 5
November 1931.
/100: Letter regarding Austen having left the
Government [Austen compares it to a necessary
extraction of a tooth]. 5 November 1931.
/101: Letter regarding a scheme to make part of
Highbury to be a memorial to their father, which
Austen is not happy with. 21 December 1931.
/102: Letter regarding Austen being 'not quite
happy' about Neville's agreement with Walter
Runciman relating to tariffs. 21 December 1931.
/103: Letter regarding Austen withdrawing his
opposition to Neville's scheme to make part of
Highbury to be a memorial to Joseph Chamberlain;
and regarding Austen's difficulty in adapting to
being an 'onlooker' in politics following his
departure from the Government. This letter is
referred to in a letter from Neville to his sister Hilda
(see NC18/1/766). 27 December 1931.
/104: Letter relating to Austen's dissatisfaction with
a lack of progress by Garvin in writing his
biography of Joseph Chamberlain. 22 January
1932.
/105: Letter regarding Austen's anger at a lack of
progress by Garvin; Austen's blessing for the
Government's solution to a 'crisis'; and Austen's
forthcoming visits to Birmingham. 24 January 1932.
/106: Letter regarding a portrait of Joseph
Chamberlain by Charlotte [Austen's cousin] and a
picture of three choir boys. 25 November 1932.
/107: Letter regarding Garvin's 'Life of Joseph
Chamberlain'; and payment of war debts to the
USA. 29 November 1932.
/108: Letter regarding Austen's illness; and
Garvin's 'Life of Joseph Chamberlain'. 8 December
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1932.
/109: Letter regarding a letter received by Austen
from Garvin. 9 December 1932.
/110: Letter regarding Joseph Chamberlain and
Garvin's book; Austen's discussion with Truslow
Adams regarding payment of war debts to the
USA. 10 December 1932.
/111: Letter regarding Hilton Young's 'appeal' to
Austen [regarding postgraduate school referred to
in 23 December letter?]; and regarding Austen's
idea for councils to purchase 'improvement areas'
of housing and giving these to a non-profit
association to recondition and manage the houses.
19 December 1932.
/112: Letter regarding idea for reconditioning and
management of housing, and regarding a
postgraduate school. 23 December 1932.
/113: Note regarding letter of thanks in connection
with a portrait of Neville; and Lawrence's [Austen's
son] further operation. 23 March 1933.
/114: Letter regarding Austen's 'gaffe' in a speech
in the House of Commons; and regarding whether
he is to stand for Parliament again in the next
election. 3 April 1933.
/115: Letter thanking Neville for salmon; offers best
wishes for Neville's Budget Day; and regarding
Austen's speech. 24 April 1933.
/116: Letter regarding Austen declining a job, and
also suggests that [Jack Modestone?] is not
suitable for the job either. 27 October 1933.
/117: Letter relating to Garvin's 'Life of Joseph
Chamberlain'; and Austen's concern over growth of
subsidies to agriculture. 29 August 1934.
/118: Letter relating to getting permission for use of
quotations from Cabinet papers for use in the third
volume of Garvin's 'Life of Joseph Chamberlain'. 5
September 1934.
/119: Letter regarding Austen's conversation with
J.C. Smuts relating to co-operation between Britain
and the Dominions regarding foreign policy and
Smuts' suggestion that Austen should have
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remained as Foreign Secretary; Austen's
dissatisfaction with John Simon as Foreign
Secretary; and Austen being 'indignant about the
actions and methods of the Declaration
Committee'. 11 November 1934.
/120: Letter regarding Austen's severe financial
problems; and a birthday present being given to
him by some friends. 15 January 1935.
/121: Letter regarding the death of Sir Arthur
Maxwell, shortly before the marriage of Terence
Maxwell [Arthur Maxwell's son] and Diane
Chamberlain [Austen's daughter]. 20 January 1935.
/122-123: Letter relating to the death of Michael
Lloyd (brother of Stephen Lloyd) shortly after the
marriage of Stephen Lloyd and Dorothy
Chamberlain; with a note explaining the letter. 28
June 1935.
/124: Letter relating to conversation between
Austen Chamberlain and Stanley Baldwin in which
Samuel Hoare's successor as Foreign Secretary
was discussed with Baldwin saying Austen was too
old for the job and regarding Baldwin's concerns
that Anthony Eden's health may be too poor to do
the job. 20 December 1935.
/125: Letter recommending that Chamberlain
should not take up the post of Minister of Defence
[if this post were to be created] but should remain
as Chancellor of the Exchequer. 18 February 1936.
/126: Letter relating to Neville's speech regarding
sanctions on Italy; and Austen suggests that he
may have to leave Parliament to reduce his
expenditure. 13 June 1936.
/127: Letter regarding the grant to the Duke of
Windsor [formerly King Edward VIII until his
abdication on 10 December 1936, following his
proposal to marry Wallis Simpson]. 19 December
1936.
/128-129: Letters regarding a proposal for Neville
Chamberlain to receive the Freedom of the
Cordwainers' Company. 12 February and 7 March
1937.
/130: Note offering 'happy returns' on Neville
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Chamberlain's first parliamentary birthday [one
year after maiden speech?] and asks whether
Neville wishes to drive home with Austen. 18
March [1920]
/131: Letter suggesting that Sankey should become
Secretary of State for India and that Lord Hailsham
could become Lord Chancellor. 24 August [1930s].
133 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /44A was formerly unnumbered
NC1/27/132-155

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain

1911-1936

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain, and some letters from Ivy
Chamberlain relating to various personal and
political topics.
The following list is of the main topics in the letters.
Letters are from Austen Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain unless specified otherwise:
/132: Offer of job of Director-General of National
Service to Neville Chamberlain. 19 December
1916.
/133: Neville's appointment as Director-General of
National Service. 23 December 1916.
/134-135: Asquith's appreciation of Neville's
speech. 10 August 1921.
/136: Death of Anne Chamberlain's brother. 29
February 1936.
/137: Postponement of Anne and Neville's visit,
their gladness that Anne is there to make sure
Neville takes care of himself, and suggesting taking
Neville to Aix-les-Bains. 8 May 1911.
/137A: Letter from Ivy to Anne Chamberlain,
congratulating Anne on her pregnancy. 9 May
1911.
/138: Diane (Austen and Ivy's daughter). 23
February 1912.
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/138A: Austen going to St Petersburg, and
invitation to Crowborough. 5 March 1912.
/139: Inviting Neville and Anne to Crowborough for
Easter; events of last summer; Victor Cavendish
talking with Haldane and the settlement of a strike
by Lloyd George. 3 March 1912.
/140: Easter holiday at Crowborough. 10 March
1912.
/141: Letter sent for Anne's birthday. 1 June 1913.
/142: Death of Joseph Chamberlain. 2 July 1914.
/143: Birthday letter. 31 May 1916.
/143A: Humorous quotation in newspaper; Joe
[Austen's son] going to school. 1 October 1916.
/144: Letter forwarding note passed in Cabinet from
Henderson to Austen Chamberlain; with the
enclosed note which refers Neville Chamberlain on
his speech at the Trades Union Congress. 20
September 1916.
/145: Regarding Frank's illness with whooping
cough; and giving a bonus to servants. 16
September 1916.
/146: Letter forwarding a letter from Stephen Walsh
to Austen Chamberlain and regarding Bonar Law
and Auckland Geddes' being 'frightened' by the
Prime Minister's speech; with the enclosed letter
from Walsh in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
20 December 1917.
/147: Regarding Austen's illness; rumour of
reconstruction of the Cabinet and suggestion that
Austen may become Chancellor of the Exchequer;
the Government 'expecting trouble' over the ship
building debate that evening; Austen's criticism of
Lloyd George and objections to suggestions for the
Unionist Party merging with the Liberals under the
leadership of Lloyd George; and Austen and Ivy's
new house in the country. 20 March 1918.
/148: Account of Austen's visit to Paris for a
meeting with the French Government; regarding
Thornhill; the Fifth Army; and the purchase of
paintings by the National Gallery at a sale in Paris
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during Austen's visit. 1 April 1918.
/149: Regarding various problems in the
Government; and the knighthood given to the Lord
Mayor of Birmingham following Austen's
recommendation; 2 June 1918.
/150: Regarding ceremonies in the House of
Commons. 6 February 1919.
/151: Letter suggesting J. M. Cohen as an artist to
paint a portrait of Neville. 1 January 1927.
/152: Relates to Austen's strain with foreign affairs
difficulties, and his break at Twitts Ghyll. 22 April
1927.
/153: Expresses concern that Neville has started a
tour of hospitals etc while he was ill'; and regarding
Austen's work. 29 October 1927.
/154: Letter thanking Anne for a present and
regarding Austen's family. 21 July 1931.
/155: Transcript of letter from Charlotte Bailey
[Austen's Great Aunt] to Emily Young (Bailey's
sister), with letter from Austen to Anne dated 26
January 1934 forwarding the transcript and a copy
of a letter from F. H. Mitchell to Austen
Chamberlain dated 20 January 1934 regarding
Bailey's letter. Bailey's letter dated 9 February 1842
gives her account of the Prince of Wales and
Queen Victoria being vaccinated from Bailey's son,
and of meeting Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
31 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /137A, 138A and 143A were
formerly unnumbered. /155 was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC1/28

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Beatrice, Ethel
and Ida Chamberlain

1890-1893

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Beatrice, Ethel
and Ida Chamberlain between 1890 and 1893.

The letters were all sent during periods he was
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away for visits to the Bahamas and the USA. Most
of these visits were with Neville Chamberlain
including earlier visits to the Bahamas to assess
the prospects for growing sisal and later visits once
the plantation at Mastic Point was established.
The letters are primarily concerned with giving an
account about the places he visited and about his
personal and social activities while away from
home. A limited amount of discussion is also
included in some of the letters about the sisal
business and about matters at home.
Some of these letters have been transcribed - see
NC1/19.
15 items
Access: Open
NC1/28/1-5

Letters from Austen to Beatrice Chamberlain

1890-1892

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Beatrice
Chamberlain between 15 November 1890 and 9
November 1892, relating to his visits to the
Bahamas in connection with the sisal growing
scheme.
Topics the letters relate to include:
/1: About Nassau and the surrounding area; about
Sir Ambrose and Lady Shea; the 'society of the
place' being limited to just a few people 'so you
may imagine it is not very lively or interesting' 'there was a ball here the other day and hardly one
of my partners had been outside Nassau!'; 'all the
dignitaries of the place have been calling on us';
Austen taking photographs. 15 November 1890.
/2: His and Neville's trip to Andros to survey the
land; about meeting Forsythe [a surveyor] on
Andros; their return to Nassau; a ball held in
Nassau in honour of Austen and Neville; and his
voyage to New York. 14-23 January 1891.
/3: Austen and Neville's voyage from Nassau to
Mastic Point on Andros Island; Neville's house and
garden on Andros; greeting of Neville by his
employees; growth of sisal plants; and his request
for Beatrice to send some items to Andros. 16
October 1892.
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/4: Problems with mail delivery due to a quarantine.
25 October 1892.
/5: Austen's return home; work at the sisal
plantation; Austen acting as a shopkeeper in the
shop at Mastic Point; Neville's household servants
at Mastic Point; and the garden at Neville's house.
9 November 1892.
5 items
Access: Open
NC1/28/6-12

Letters from Austen to Ethel Chamberlain

1890-1893

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Ethel
Chamberlain from 9 December 1890 to 30 October
1893.
Topics the letters relate to include:
/6: An account of Austen and Neville's voyage on
board a chartered boat, the Schooner Sarah
Douglass and the plants and wildlife in the area. 9
and 15 December 1890.
/7: Mail being delayed due to the Cuban authorities
quarantine due to worries about cholera; voyage to
Andros on board S.S. Santiago; greetings of
people on Andros. 13 October 1892.
/8: Request for supplies; work in Neville's garden.
23 October 1892.
/9: The farm [at Highbury]; and the road at Mastic
Point. 10 November 1892.
/10: Austen's voyage from Nassau to New York;
and his forthcoming return to Britain. 4 December
1892.
/11: Austen, Neville, Joseph and Mary's voyage to
New York; their visit to see the America Cup yacht
race; and the Endicott family. 6 October 1893.
/12: Joseph and Austen's visit to Andros; Neville's
visit to Cuba for an investigation into the machinery
and trams[?] used on the sugar plantations; and
the farm at home. 30 October 1893.
7 items
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Access: Open
NC1/28/13-15

Letters from Austen to Ida Chamberlain

1890-1892

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Ida
Chamberlain 3 November 1890 to 25 September
1892.
Topics the letters relate to include:
/13: Austen's stay in the USA; and Neville's arrival
at New York; 3 November 1890.
/14: Animals in the Bahamas; Austen and Neville's
planned visit to the southernmost islands of the
Bahamas; account of Austen's activities while in
the Bahamas; comments on the people in the
Bahamas; and social life in Nassau. 26-27
November 1890.
/15: Austen and Neville's voyage on board 'Umbria'
and Austen's criticisms of the ship. 25 September
1892.
3 items
Access: Open
NC2

Diaries, journals and financial records

1889-1940

Diaries, journals and personal financial records
kept by Neville Chamberlain. Some miscellaneous
notebooks and a commonplace book are also
included.
See also NC3/2/1 for Chamberlain's journal of his
travels in the Bahamas and Cuba; see NC18/1 for
Neville Chamberlain's diary letters to his sisters
Hilda and Ida; and see NC11/2 for the diaries of
Chamberlain's wife
69 volumes, 7 items
Access: Open
NC2/1

Journal of Egyptian tour 1889-90

1889-1890

Daily journal describing Neville Chamberlain's tour
of Egypt between 15 November 1889 and 3
February 1890 in the company of his father,
Joseph Chamberlain; his step-mother, Mary
Chamberlain; his half-sister Beatrice Chamberlain,
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his sister, Ida Chamberlain; his father's friend
Jesse Collings; William and Mary Kenrick, and their
daughters Cecily and Millicent. Letters from Ida to
Hilda and Ethel (described at BC/B/4) provide her
account of the same tour
The journal describes the party's journey from
London to Paris, and from there to Milan and
Venice where they stayed from 17 November to 22
November, and contains detailed descriptions of
the architecture and art they saw on their
sightseeing excursions by gondola to the Piazza
San Marco; the Doge's Palace; San Rocco; San
Giorgio Maggiore; San Zaccaria; San Giorgio dei
Schiavoni; Sancti Giovanni e Paolo; the Arsenale;
the Lido and public gardens; the church of Il
Redentore; the church of Santa Maria della Salute
where they witnessed a procession on 21
November to mark the end of the plague in the
seventeenth century; and the Accademia gallery.
The journal continues with a description of the sea
voyage from Venice to Alexandria, via Brindisi, on
which Neville shared a cabin with Jesse Collings,
including details about the ship's engineering, the
weather, and their brief stop at Brindisi. This is
followed by a description of their arrival at
Alexandria on 28 November. Daily entries give
details of Neville's sightseeing activities, and
several pages also contain sketches he made of
monuments, people, and animals he saw. The
entries often contain very detailed descriptions of
Egyptian temples, churches, and mosques, as well
as of the urban and rural landscape they passed
through during their tour.
On arriving at Alexandria Joseph Chamberlain
suffered an attack of gout, so stayed at the hotel
while the rest of the group drove round Alexandria.
Neville includes details about the style of dress of
the local inhabitants and the structure of the
houses, their view of 'Pompey's Column', the
Khedive's palace, and 'some beautiful gardens
belonging to a Greek who throws them open when
he goes up to town'. The group travelled to Cairo
by train that evening.
The party stayed in Cairo from 29 November to 6
December, and spent their time sightseeing and
shopping. Neville bought a pair of 'blue spectacles'
and a 'sort of light helmet' for their voyage up the
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Nile, commenting on the high prices. He visited
visited French and Greek shops in the 'European'
part of the town, as well as 'native' shops selling
Egyptian jewellery made by using finds from
archaeological excavations, and other goods
including embroidery, and also went to the various
bazaars in the city, describing old Cairo where
'Arab shop keepers sit cross legged, smoking their
chibogues...the Rue de Cairo in the Paris
Exhibition gave but a poor idea of the real thing'.
He is disturbed by the obvious poverty and the
number of people begging, and contrasts the poor
living conditions of the majority with the 'higher
class people' who go around in carriages with
runners clearing the way ahead. He visited the
carpet bazaar and the brass work bazaar, and
describes the craftsmen at work. He also went to a
shop owned by a Jewish man which sold Persian,
Albanian, Genoese and Bulgarian shawls and
scarves. Sightseeing trips included a visit to the
mosque of Mahomed Ali; the tombs of the Kaliph,
and the mosque of El Kait Bey. On 4 December
most of the group, with the exception of Cecily and
Ida, who were unwell, and Aunt Mary, who stayed
to look after them, went to see the pyramids.
Neville describes his first impression of the Great
Pyramid and the Sphinx, walking over 'sandy
mounds which I believe contain old tombs', and
mentions that he saw convicts at work on a road on
the way back to Cairo. The following day Neville
went with his father, Joseph Chamberlain, and
Uncle William and Mr Collings to see the Khedive,
where they were served with cigarettes and coffee,
and then to call on Riaz Pacha, the prime minister.
In the evening they went to see a 'Muslim festival'
at full moor, where they saw whirling dervishes and
a candlelit procession to the mosque as part of a
wedding ceremony.
Cecily was diagnosed as suffering from diphtheria
so remained in Cairo with her parents while the rest
of the group set off on a steamer for their Nile
voyage. Neville includes a sketch of the Nile near
Bibeh. The tour up and down the Nile lasted from 6
December until 10 January 1890, with several
stops on both legs of the journey. The first stop
was Minieh where Neville saw a 'tooth smith'
operating on people, and the 'Mudir' or Governor
introduced himself, having been asked by the
Khedive and Riaz to 'pay every attention to Mr
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Chamberlain'. From Minieh the steamer continued
to Beui Hassan, and Neville went with Beatrice,
Mary and Millicent to the tombs by donkey. The
steamer reached Assiout on 10 December, where
the Kenricks joined them by train. Joseph
Chamberlain received visits from Mr MacDowell
Callar, the President of the Tribunal and the
President of the Parquet, Lieutenant Colonel
Harrington, and the Chief Inspector of Police. On
12 December they arrived at Bellianeh and
travelled by donkey to the temples of Abydos,
through fields of barley and broad beans. Two days
later they went to Dendera and after a boisterous
return ride by donkey they started for Luxor which
they reached after dark. the British Agent Sir
Evelyn Baring came to visit them, and Joseph
Chamberlain, Mary, Uncle William, Aunt Mary, Mr
Collings and Neville all went to see some
dignitaries at his house. They were served with
sherbet and a sweet drink, and were invited to
dinner the following evening. Neville describes this
meal in some detail, following a description of their
expedition to Karnak. The meal was attended by
the Consul, the Johnstones and the English doctor,
and although Neville enjoyed it at the time
'afterwards it was very disgusting to look back
on...there were 15 dishes all eaten with the fingers.
Among them was a roast turkey & this was the
worst of all. Our host plunged his fingers in &
tearing off great pieces of flesh handed them round
to his guests who each found that they had already
got enough'.
Neville visited the statue and temple of Rameses II,
the temple of Medineh Abou and the temple of Deir
el Medineh, as well as making another expedition
to Karnak so that the women in the party could do
some sketching. In the afternoon of 17 December
they were invited to the Consul's house to see a
mummy unwrapped, which had 'nails tinged with
henna...the remaining hair had a reddish tint',
before being given sherbet and coffee while the
women were 'presented with Egyptian relics'. The
following day the group went to see the tombs of
the kings, including Rameses II and Belzoni, and
also walked to see a view of the Theban plain and
of the temples of Luxor and Karnak. The steamer
then called at Esuch, Edfou, and Silsila, allowing
the group to visit the grotto and quarries there
including 'unfinished Sphinxes lying in the sand',
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before stopping at 'Koum Ambo' and Assouan.
From Assouan the group took a donkey trip to
Philoe, before leaving by steamer. Neville
describes the landscape of 'Nubia' and sketches
the position of Korosko, with the desert, barracks,
parade ground and road to Khartoum all marked.
Here they were met by Colonel Hunter, who had
just come from Wadi Halfa by the postal steamer.
They continued to travel up the Nile on Christmas
Day, seeing the temple at Amada and arriving at
Abou Simbel in the evening. Neville provides a
sketch of Horus and of the sculpture of Rameses II
from a colossus at Abou Simbel.
When the group arrived at Wadi Halfa they were
invited to the Officers Mess and to visit Mr
Wodehouse. Neville went with Cecily, Millicent and
Ida to the Officers Mess, and returned to find
Wodehouse with Colonel Lloyd, and with Mr Mitford
and Major Daguilar who were to accompany the
group to Abouseer. Neville gives an account of this
journey by horse and cataract boat 'we were the
first tourists who had visited the place since [18]86'.
They saw the Blue Mountains of Dougola in the
distance, and an 'abandoned camp of dervishes'.
Part of the journey was undertaken by camel, and
Neville describes the sensation of riding it and his
difficulty in directing it. The group enjoyed the
hospitality of the officers during their stay, visiting a
military review, and going horse riding on the
parade ground.
The steamer travelled on to Kalabsheh on 29
December, and the group visited Beit el Walleh
where they examined a 'Nubian house', which
Neville provides a sketch of. From here they went
to Philoe to see some pictures done by a Mr
Newman, one of which he bought. Joseph
Chamberlain, Mary and Ida went to Assouan by
train on 31 December, while the others rowed
around the island of Bigeh and then to collect the
others from Philoe, where Joseph Chamberlain had
bought a sword and shield from the bazaar. Neville
went to Elephantine to see a 'native dance', and
then to a dinner party with officers, including a
sketch of Assouan from the river. Other sightseeing
activities on the trip back down the Nile included a
visit to 'General Grenfell's tombs; visits to the
temples at Luxor and Karnak, and to Medinet
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Abou, crossing the river by felucca and then
travelling with some difficulty by donkey, where
they saw another party of tourists including Mr
Hamilton Lang. The voyage continued to Abydos
and Assiout, where they stoppped at the bazaars to
buy 'small clay vases and candlesticks' and Joseph
Chamberlain and Mr Collings visited the Tribunal
and saw a trial for 'false witness' and the beginning
of another for murder. Neville visited the tombs of
Hadji Kandeel, and took a donkey trip through the
village of Bedreshayn to Mitrahenny to see the
tombs and temples there. When he was not
sightseeing he spent his time on board reading,
and playing chess.
The group returned to Cairo on 11 January, and
Neville describes the change in the landscape that
had taken place since they left, with obvious green
vegetation and clover, wheat and barley crops.
From Cairo the group made another visit to the
pyramids to make an ascent, during which Neville
was questioned by his guide as to why he was not
married at the age of twenty, and why his older
brother [Austen] was not married. He also visited
the museum at Ghizah, the Sultan Hussein
Mosque, the Ibrahim Aga mosque, Mehemet Ali's
mosque, and the old mosque of Saladin. The group
also attended a number of social functions in Cairo,
and Joseph Chamberlain was visited frequently by
Sir Evelyn Baring for discussions about the impact
of British rule in Egypt, including the functioning of
the 'native' law courts, and the apparent popularity
of 'English rule' among the 'lower classes'. This
view was also apparently expressed by the editor
of an Arab newspaper who came to call and spoke
about the Egyptian preference for a Protectorate,
the feeling that French rule impeded reform, and
the benefits of the English influenced irrigation
system. Neville describes a carnival that he
witnessed on 15 January, with 'men dressed as
women riding through the streets' and people
wearing 'fool's caps' of coloured paper. The group
were made welcome by Sir Colin Moncrieff, who
invited them to dances, and accompanied them on
sightseeing excursions. Most members of the
group spent some of their time in Cairo shopping
for gifts and souvenirs. Neville went to the brass
bazaar with Beatrice, Ida and Mr Collings to get
presents for Hilda, and went with Mr Collings to the
Turkish bazaar to buy a buckle on 24 January, and
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to the shoe bazaar to buy some yellow slippers the
following day. He also watched performances by
'howling dervishes' in a mosque near old Cairo on
17 January, along with a number of other tourists,
mostly Americans and Germans, visited Coptic
churches, the mosque of the Two Hasans,
Kalaoou, the 'Choubrah' [Shubra] Palace, and the
mosque of Sultan Ghoree. The whole party were
taken by Sir Colin Moncrieff to see the Nile Barrage
on 21 January, for which they were joined by Miss
Moncrieff, Sir E Baring and his party, Mr and Mrs
Wilcox, Garston, Weston and Foster[?]. Neville
includes a sketch of the branches of the Nile and
describes the water flow through the Barrage.
The group were also shown hospitality by the
Khedive, attending his Ball on 21 January, at which
Joseph Chamberlain and Mary had to dance in the
Quadrille d'Honneur, and the women of the party
were taken by Lady Baring to be presented to the
Khediviah. On 18 January Neville went with Uncle
William Kenrick and Mr Collings to Abbasiyeh
where they spoke to some refugees from Sudan at
the barracks, and on 20 January the group
attended a party for [Henry Morton] Stanley at the
New Hotel, at which speeches were made by Riaz
Pacha; the president of the local Geographical
Society; and a Swedish professor, followed by
Stanley, who spoke about his expedition
[ostensibly for the relief of the Governor of
Equatoria, Emin Pacha who was supposed to have
been threatened by supporters of the Mahdi].
The Kenricks left Cairo for Brindisi on 27 January.
Neville spent the day playing chess with Ida and
then leaving cards on 'various acquaintances' and
walking through the bazaars with Mr Collings. The
following day the Chamberlains caught the morning
train from Cairo, finding that the Khedive had
arranged for them to travel in a special saloon
carriage. They were seen off by Colonel Kitchener
and Shakoor Bey. The train stopped at Zagazig
and Ismailia, where they waited at the New Hotel
with the English head of the Coastguard before
going in a small steamer to meet their ship. On 29
January the ship steamed up the canal by electric
light to Port Said, and then via the coast of Italy to
Marseilles. The sea was rough, and Neville
describes feeling seasick. Landmarks including
Mount Etna and Stromboli were visible from the
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ship, and they also passed the islands of Elba and
Corsica. On arrival at Marseilles on 3 February
Joseph Chamberlain was unwell, so Neville stayed
behind with him and Mary, while the others caught
the train to Paris. Neville searched for an English
doctor, who diagnosed Joseph Chamberlain with
bronchitis, and advised him to stay in Marseilles for
at least two days. The journal ends at this point.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/1-18

Journals of holidays and international conferences

1889-1939

Journals kept by Neville Chamberlain of his
holidays in Britain, Europe and Egypt and India, his
tour of British East Africa to visit businesses and
institutions in 1929-1930, his visits to international
conferences, particuarly the Lausanne and Ottawa
conferences in 1932, and his visit to inspect British
defences and troops stationed in France in
December 1939.
Journals of holidays taken before Neville's
marriage in 1911 contain detailed descriptions of
the topography of the areas he visited, as well as
his impressions of the art and architecture he saw
and of local people and culture. There are several
accounts of visits to Italy and also to France,
particularly Paris, as well as shorter holidays in
Britain. His journal of his extensive tour of India in
1904-1905 provides an interesting source of
information about the British Raj at the time, and
his journal of his visit to Egypt in 1889-1890
provides an insight into British colonial influence
there. Most of these tours were taken in the
company of members of his family, especially his
sisters Hilda and Ida, his father and stepmother,
occasionally his brother Austen, and sometimes
members of the extended Kenrick or Chamberlain
families. Journals of trips taken after Neville's
marriage to Anne de Vere Cole in 1911 were
largely taken with his wife, and were usually
undertaken as vacations. However, Anne
accompanied him on his tour of Canada in 1922
and their daughter, Dorothy, also went on his tour
of British East Africa in 1929-1930. These journals
contain significant detail about systems of
government, the role of local officials, and the
social and political contacts made by the
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Chamberlains during their visits in addition to
Neville's usual descriptions of local scenery,
culture, and activities undertaken. The journals
kept during the international conferences at
Lausanne and Ottawa in 1932 focus heavily on
negotiations and diplomatic initiatives with which
Neville was involved, and are incredibly rich in
detail. They complement the political diaries
described at NC2/20-24.
The journal kept by Neville during his short visit to
inspect British defences and troops in 1939
provides relatively little detail in comparison,
though notes made in this journal were written up
into a detailed account in the political diary
described at NC2/24
17 volumes, 1 item
Access: Open
NC2/2

Journal of visits to Paris 1889, Pyrenees 1895,
Wiltshire Downs 1901, Paris 1904 and Beauvallon
1920

1889-1920

This volume contains accounts of of visits made by
Neville Chamberlain over period of several years,
most of which took place before his marriage,
except the visit to Beauvallon and Hyères, France
in 1920.
The first pages of the journal contain daily entries
for Neville's visit to Paris between 6 June and 17
June 1889, with his father, Joseph Chamberlain,
his Uncle Arthur Chamberlain and his wife Louisa
Kenrick, their children Margaret and 'Nellie', and his
siblings, Beatrice, Austen and Ida. William and
Mary Kenrick's daughters, Cecily and Millicent, also
seem to have joined the group in Paris. The
Chamberlains travelled by train to Dover through
the Kent countryside and onto the pier to allow
them to catch the boat. Neville describes Dover as
a 'small, rather dirty place' and comments on
hearing 'foreign languages spoken' as soon as he
boarded the boat. On arriving in France they
travelled by train to Paris via Boulogne and
Amiens, which took five hours. Neville describes
their hotel in Paris, and the adjoining restaurant
and his walk with Austen around the
neighbourhood, visiting the church of the
Madeleine, and walking to the Place Vendome, the
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Louvre, and the Place de L'Opera. He had lunch
with Ida, who told him what to order, as he 'was not
yet up to French talking'. They went to visit the
Aumaitres and Neville describes the layout of their
house. After this he went to the Louvre and looked
at the pictures there 'it is a wonderful place but one
ought not to look at everything the result of which is
that one remembers nothing'. In the evening he
went to the Theatre Francais in the evening to
watch Monuet Sully as Hamlet. The following day,
9 June, the whole party went to St Germains by
train from Gare St Lazaire. They walked past the
chateau up to the Henri Quatre pavilion and went
out onto terrace to see the view across to the Seine
and Paris, which included the Eiffel Tower. They
had to stay inside during a heavy thunderstorm,
and Beatrice and Austen returned to Paris, but the
rest of the group took carriages through the forest,
where they saw small shrines to saints in the forest
clearings.
The main purpose of the visit to Paris seems to
have been to attend the Exposition, for which the
Eiffel Tower had been constructed. Joseph
Chamberlain and Mary went to the Exposition des
Beaux Arts on 10 June, while Neville went with Ida,
Arthur, Louisa and their children, and Millicent to
Fontainbleau, taking a guide to show them the
chateau, and then driving into the forest in
carriages to look at the 'rocking stone'. Neville
visited the Exposition the following day, with Ida,
Austen and Beatrice, describing his route through
the exhibition and providing a general sketch plan.
He went to see the pictures in the Exposition des
Beaux Arts in the afternoon and the journal
describes some of the works there. After this, he
looked at some of the exhibits from the French
colonies including 'native' villages, and viewed the
performances at the Theatre Annamite. He visited
the theatre in the evening. On 12 June Neville went
sightseeing with Ida, Beatrice and Austen to Sainte
Chapelle; the Palais de Justice; Notre Dame; the
Quartier Latin; the Pantheon; and the Luxembourg
gardens and museum which included works by
modern French sculptors and some paintings
which will later be transferred to the Louvre. Their
visit to the museum was disrupted by a large group
of Cooks tourists, which Neville was annoyed by.
He bought some books at the Odeon, and heard a
cafe concert while eating dinner. Neville paid
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another visit to the Exposition on 13 June, with
Joseph Chamberlain and Mary, and spent some
time looking at the Arts Liberaux area. He went to
the Galerie des Madeleines with his uncle, aunt
and cousins in the afternoon, before attending the
Theatre Francais again in the evening, which he
apparently did not enjoy, commenting 'I was much
bored'. Ida had been feeling unwell, so visited the
Exposition with Neville in a bath chair on 14 June.
They saw the Rue du Cairo, 'a narrow street with
donkey boys & shops as in Cairo', then paid
another visit to the Arts Liberaux area and the
Horticulture area before going to the Chambre des
Deputes where Clemenceau had given them a card
to get seats. They did not stay here long, as the
places were not very good, and went to a
reconstruction of the Siege of Paris, before walking
with 'Maggie' and 'Nellie' [Chamberlain] up the
Champs Elysees to the Rue Poussin and then
taking a horse tram to the Bois de Boulogne.
Neville went to the Opera Comique in the evening
with Beatrice to see 'Mignon'.
Ida and Neville went to lunch at the Aumaitres with
Beatrice and Austen on 15 June. Neville records
that he felt embarrassed that he did not know
enough French to be able to converse with them
though he generally understood what they said. He
went to the Louvre with Ida in the afternoon and
bought a kilogramme of chocolate for Hilda and
Ethel. In the evening he went to the opera with
Aunt Louisa, Maggie, Nellie and Ida to see 'Faust'.
The group were joined later by Joseph
Chamberlain and Mary. He describes the
performance and the opera house. On the last day
of the holiday Neville went to Versailles with most
of the rest of the group, though Beatrice and
Joseph Chamberlain stayed behind as they were
feeling unwell. Neville went to the chateau with
Austen and Ida while the others went to the
gardens. Neville went with Austen to the Theatre
des Nouveautes in the evening. The party returned
to England on 17 June, travelling by train to
Boulogne via Rheims, and crossing to Folkestone.
Neville and some of the others caught a train from
Euston to Birmingham, arriving at midnight 'thus
finishing a most enjoyable trip'.
Neville's visit to the Pyrenees from 12 September
to 8 October 1895 was made in the company of
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Austen, Ida, Hilda, Beatrice, Joseph Chamberlain
and Mary. They travelled to Paris and then took the
train to Luchon. Neville took walks up the Garonne
valley with Austen and Ida, and through the Vallee
de Larboust. He lists the wild flowers, plants, and
woods he saw on his walks. Ida spent some time
sketching, while Neville and Austen smoked pipes.
On 14 September the party made an excursion to
the Pont de Venasque, leaving at 6.30am. Several
pages describe the valley and mountains, the view
of the Pic de la Pique and other precipices and
gorges, the Pic de Sauvegarde, and the Maladetta
range. On 16 September Neville visited Lac D'Oo,
and he describes its location and surroundings.
The following day he was suffering from blistered
feet, so he stayed in while Austen and Ida went up
the Superbaquiere, later going with Hilda to the
Parc des Quinconces to listen to the band, and
then to buy some photographs of Luchon and the
neighbourhood. In the afternoon, Beatrice, Hilda
and Neville went across the Pique to the cascade
de Montauban, a series of waterfalls aided by the
cure of the village who has built up walls to make
the falls higher. On 18 September he drove up the
Vallee du Lys, saw the Gouffre D'Enfer, and saw
sheep feeding, attended by a shepherd and
Pyreneean shepherd dog. In the afternoon he went
with Joseph Chamberlain, Austen and Hilda to see
the Cascade du Coeur. The following day Hilda
and Austen walked to the Portillon pass, while
Neville and Beatrice went to see the cathedral of St
Bertrand de Comminges. Neville describes the
stonework in the cathedral, and and cloisters, their
attempt to visit the Carolingian church built from
Roman remains, which was closed, and mentions
witnessing a procession in the evening 'Grande
Fantasia des Guides'. The group's departure for
Bigorre was postponed from 20 September to the
following day, because Joseph Chamberlain was
unwell, so Neville spent the day reading in the Parc
des Quinconces and listening to the band, driving
into the mountains in the afternoon with Austen, Ida
and Hilda. On 21 September Joseph Chamberlain
and Mary travelled to Bigorre by train while the
others travelled in an open landau. Neville
describes the scenery on their ascent and descent
to Bigorre, stopping at Arreau for lunch. The next
day they went into the mountains, retracing part of
their journey from the previous day, accompanied
by Joseph Chamberlain and Mary. Neville collected
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wild flowers with Ida and Hilda, some of which Ida
painted. They then descended to Bariges, which he
did not like. They spent the next day driving up the
valley over the Pont Napoleon, walking to the
Cirque de Gavarnie.
On 24 September they drove to Pierrafitte to spend
the night there. Neville describes the road outside
as being 'always occupied by numbers of peasants
with donkeys & horses to take visitors to the
Cirque' de Gavarnie. He went collecting flowers
with Ida and looked at an 'old church built by the
Templars' with Romanesque features at St
Sauveur. The group spent the following morning
walking across the valley to the Chateau de
Beaucens, most people made sketches, Joseph
Chamberlain returned to the hotel and got lunch
sent out to them. The others drove to Cauteret
while Neville and Hilda walked up the gorge later in
the day. During the next few days Neville walked
with Beatrice to the Grange de la Reine, later
joined by Joseph Chamberlain and Mary; took an
excursion to the Lac de Gaube on horseback,
describing his journey past waterfalls and his view
of the Vignemale; went to Eaux Bonnes via
Pierrefitte and Argele and the Col D'Aubisque; and
walked to Eaux Chaudes through the woods, and
took a carriage back because it was raining. On 30
September the group travelled by train to Pau and
then to Puyoo, where Joseph Chamberlain, Mary,
Austen and Hilda went on to Biarritz, while the
others, Neville, Beatrice and Ida, travelled on to
Poitiers via Bordeaux. The next day was spent
sightseeing in Poitiers. Neville describes the Palais
de Justice, Notre Dame le Grande with its
Romanesque sculptures, the Church of St Hilaire,
and several old houses on the way to the
cathedral. They took the afternoon train to Tours
where they saw the cathedral and noted how well
ancient monuments seem to be cared for in
France. Neville provides a detailed description of
the cathedral and the view from the tower, and the
ruins of the abbey church of St Martin of Tours. On
2 October they took a carriage to the Fountain de
Beaune and an old house supposedly lived in by
Tristan L'Hermite. They also saw the church of St
Julian and took an afternoon train to Azay le
Rideau where they saw the chateau which Neville
gives a detailed description of. The next day they
travelled by train to Loches where they saw the
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castle and 'several old Renaissance houses'. They
also saw the chapel of Anne of Brittany and the
Tour Martelet, including it dungeons, which Neville
was struck by. He describes the long carriage drive
to Chenonceaux where they saw the chateau, and
their trip to Amboise where they saw the exterior of
the castle but could not look at the interior because
it closed for the winter on 1 October. They
managed to see the chapel of St Hubert in the
garden, and walked to the church of St Denis,
before taking the train to Blois in the afternoon
where they tried to see the castle of Chaumont, but
it was closed so they were only able to see the
outside. Neville gives some details of its history. He
and Ida visited the church of St Nicholas when they
arrived in Blois, and also the Place Louis XII where
there was a twelfth century fountain, and the Place
Victor Hugo. On 5 October they took a carriage to
see the Chateaux of Cambord, Cheverny and
Beauregard, seeing peasants 'gathering in their
grapes and picking them up in great casks'. Neville
describes all the chateaux in great detail. The
following day he and Ida went out to see some of
the old buildings in Blois, including the Hotel
D'Alluye, and Beatrice joined them to visit the
castle. They took a train to Orleans in the afternoon
where they collected their letters, before travelling
on to Chartres. On 7 October they visited the
cathedral at Chartres and looked at the Vierge
Noire statue in one of the chapels there before
taking the train to Rouen. On their last day in
France they visited the Palais de Justice in Rouen,
and the cathedral,both of which Neville provides a
very detailed account of. They also saw the church
of St Maclou, the Tour de L'Horloge and some of
the other old houses in Rouen. They took the
evening train to Le Havre on 8 October, and the
overnight steamer to Southampton.
Neville took a short riding tour of the Wiltshire
Downs in May 1901, with his sister Ida'. They took
the train to Salisbury on 25 May where their horses
had been sent the day before. They had lunch at
the Angel Hotel and then visited the cathedral, for
which Neville gives a detailed description. They
rode out of the city via the city cross, and along the
high road by the railway, turning up onto the
Downs. They rode to Stonehenge and looked at
the stones 'two large stones fell at the end of last
year but we were able to make out the general plan
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very well'. From here they rode to Avebury, and
lodged at the George Hotel. The following day they
rode past Bulford Camp along a Roman road to
Everleigh, then to Pewsey where they had lunch.
They then rode along the Marlborough road, then
up onto the Downs and through Savernake Forest.
They continued their journey through the forest
towards Marlborough and Avebury on 27 May, then
towards Martinsell Hill and back to Savernake. On
28 May they rode through Savernake park and
over the downs to Faccombe, through Highclere
Park and then to Newbury. On the final day of their
tour they rode to Icknield and galloped on for a
mile, then rode to Didcot junction, had lunch, and
caught train to Oxford where they saw Magdalen
and Christchurch, before taking the train home.
Neville calculated that they had ridden a distance
of around 27 or 28 miles each day, which he
thought was 'too much really for horses which
wanted a rest'.
Neville also uses this volume to give an account of
his short visit to Paris in April 1904, in the company
of his cousin, Archibald Kenrick. They travelled
from Birmingham to Paris on 2 April, meeting a
'rowdy American' in the dining car, who gave them
his opinion of various French, English, and
American politicians including Joseph Chamberlain
'father was in good company for he abused
[Theodore] Roosevelt up & down & we found Mark
Hanna [US Senator who had recently died] was his
ideal'. The following day they walked through the
Tuileries garden to the Louvre and visited the
sculpture galleries. Neville discusses his opinions
of the Venus de Milo, and some of the works of
Michelangelo and Raphael on display. They drove
out to the Bois [de Boulogne?] in the afternoon
which Neville compares favourably to Richmond
Park in London, and spent the evening at the
Opera Comique to see Manon Lescaut. On 4 April
they visited the Madeleine while a service was
being held, and then walked down the Place de la
Concorde through the Tuileries Garden and along
the Quai du Louvre. They looked at the architecture
collections in the Louvre before crossing the Pont
Neuf along by the Palais de Justice to Notre Dame.
They had lunch near the Luxembourg gardens and
then walked through the gardens to the Pantheon
which was closed for Easter Monday, and then to
the church of St Etienne sur Mont, describing the
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interior in some detail. From here they walked to
the Place de la Bastille and took a tram part of the
way back to the hotel. They attended the Folie
Bergeres in the evneing, which Neville thought was
'fairly amusing for one night but we decided that it
was not so good as the London music halls being
much less varied'. On 5 April they took the train to
Fontainebleau and an electric tram to the palace
where they were shown round by one of the
custodians. Neville provides a detailed description
of the interior and some of the artefacts in the
castle. In the afternoon they took a drive through
the forest. They went to the Renaissance theatre in
the evening to the Mannequin d'Osier. On their final
day in Paris they visited the Louvre again to look at
the French paintings and spent the afternoon
shopping for china. They attended the Gaite
theatre to see La Montansier which they
considered was 'not equal to its reputation'. They
travelled home via Calais on 7 April.
The final tour described in the volume took place in
April 1920, when Neville visited the South of
France with his wife, Anne. There are no entries for
some days of their holiday. They left London on 1
April, after a House of Commons division on the
Home Rule Bill the day before. After spending the
night in Paris, having lunch with Jim and Ailleen
and visiting the Louvre, they took the evening train
to St Raphael, changing trains to arrive at
Beauvallon on the morning of 3 April. Entries cease
for a few days, and resume on 7 April when Neville
makes general remarks about the weather and the
prices and food at the hotel. He also gives details
of some of their holiday activities, including
mountain walks and drives. Neville's entry for 9
April records his motor drive to Valescure the
previous day, over poorly maintained roads. He
then gives details of their trip to Plan de la Tour,
their walks to gather wild flowers, and their train
journey to St Tropez. On 16 April they left for
Hyeres, and Neville notes that none of the other
places they have visited seem as suitable as
Beauvallon for their holiday requirements. Neville
describes his meeting with an elderly woman who
had become interested in archaeological
excavation and showed him 'the remains of an
ancient church with various prehistoric, saracenic,
Roman and other remains' while an excavation was
taking place. On 18 April Neville records his drive
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with Anne along the Toulon road, through La Cran,
and up the Gapeau valley, giving details of the wild
flowers and the olive trees they saw on their walk
after lunch. On 19 April, their last day, they ordered
some plants from a local florist, and took walks in
the fields and by the sea. They drove to the station
at Toulon in the evening to change their tickets.
They arrived in Paris on 20 April and spent the
night in a hotel there, before taking the train and
boat home. Anne was unwell on the boat, as there
was a heavy swell in the English Channel.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/3

Journal of visit to Italy 1899 and Normandy 1902

1899-1902

Journal containing a detailed account of Neville's
tour of Italy in September and October 1899 with
his sisters, Ida and Hilda, together with substantial
notes on Italian history, and entries recording
Neville's short visit to Normandy in March and April
1902.
Neville's Italian journal begins on 21 September
when he dined at the Grosvenor Hotel with his
father, Joseph Chamberlain, and his third wife,
Mary '& had the latest news about the Transvaal'.
From London he went with Ida and Hilda to Dover
to take the overnight boat to Calais. The group
travelled by train through France and Switzerland
on 22 September, and Neville writes in detail about
the scenery he saw from the train. They arrived at
Como that evening. The next morning Neville
walked to the cathedral and the church of San
Fedele, and walked up the hill to get a view of the
town and part of Lake Como. He notes the number
of silk factories by that part of the lake. The group
took a steamer from Como to Bellagio, hearing the
ringing of bells from the campaniles of the
churches in the different villages they passed, to
commemorate the visit of 'some church dignitary'.
On 24 September Neville and Ida walked into the
hills and Ida sketched the views towards Colico.
The following day they took the morning steamer to
Lecco and travelled by train from there to Bergamo.
They took an electric tram and funicular to the
upper town, which Neville describes, giving details
about the buildings surrounding the Piazza
Garibaldi. He also provides a full description of the
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interiors of the church of Santa Maria Maggiore, the
Cappella Colleoni, and the Duomo. Neville also
visited the Accademia Carrara and walked along
the city walls, describing the views over the
Lombard plains and the mountains round the gulf
of Genoa. They took the evening train to Brescia.
Neville spent 26 September exploring Brescia,
visiting the Piazza Vechia where he saw the town
hall, the Monte di Pieta and the Duomo Nuovo.
After lunch he took a carriage to the church of San
Giovanni Evangelita to look at the paintings there,
and to the church of Santa Maria delle Grazie,
walking up to the Campo Santo to get views of the
Alps and the plains of Lombardy. They visited the
church of Santi Nazzaro and Celso to see paintings
by Titian there, the church of Madonna dei Miracoli,
and the church of Santa Apra. Neville also spent
some time shopping. He gives his view of Brescia,
commenting that it 'is certainly well worth visiting &
spending 2 days. It is exceedingly picturesque with
its narrow winding streets & the colouring of the
houses & the frequent bits of old balcony or
terracotta arcade give it a great deal of character'.
The group then travelled on to Verona, where
Neville was 'rather bothered with mosquitoes
during night'. He explored Verona on 27
September, walking to the Piazza Elbe and
describing the buildings there, and spending the
afternoon at the church of Santa Anastasia and
walking to see the Roman amphitheatre with Hilda
while Ida sketched. He also visited the church of
San Fermo Maggiore which he describes. The
following day he walked to the Duomo, and then to
San Giovanni in Fonte, Santa Eufemia, and San
Georgio in Braida, providing detailed descriptions
of the interiors of all these churches. In the
afternoon he visited the Palazzo Pompei and the
Giardino Giusti which he found disappointing
'containing nothing of interest except some ancient
& very lofty cypresses'. On 29 September Neville
took a carriage to the Piazzetta del Castel Vecchio,
which allowed him to view the Ponte del Castel. He
includes a sketch of this bridge. From here he
visited the church of San Zeno Maggiore,
describing the reliefs and the interior in general in
great detail, and the church of San Bernardino,
before visiting the amphitheatre of Diocletian,
which he also describes. Later in the afternoon he
and Ida took a walk around the fortifications near
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the Porta San Giorgio. After some critical
comments about the Hotel de Londres, their
accommodation in Verona, Neville gives an
account of the train journey to Vicenza on 30
September where he visited the Duomo, the
Bishops Palace, and the Piazza dei Signori where
he saw Palladio's arcade. Neville does not appear
to be very impressed with Vicenza, commenting 'an
hour would be ample time to see everything worth
seeing'. The group took an evening train to Venice,
and were transported to the Hotel Metropole by
gondola. On the morning of 1 October he walked to
the Piazzetta to look at the Doge's Palace, and
then through the Merceria to the Rialto bridge 'the
morning was very grey and overcast so that the
buildings were by no means looking their best, but
it is very delightful to renew my recollection of 10
years ago'. In the afternoon he took a gondola up
the Grand Canal, and then visited the Frari to look
at the paintings there. The following day Neville
visited the Doge's Palace in the morning and Santa
Maria del Orto. Santa Caterina, and Santi Giovanni
e Paolo in the afternoon. On 3 October he visited
Burano by gondola, arriving during the Festa del
Rosario 'the peasants seemed better looking & to
have more colour in their costume than we have
generally seen but this may have been an
accident'. The gondola continued to Torcello after
lunch, where he looked round the cathedral. Neville
gives a detailed description of this building, and the
campanile from there he 'obtained a most beautiful
view of the lagoon & Venice'. Ida made a sketch
while Neville and Hilda read their guide books
before rowing back to Venice. Neville had a
disturbed night due to bed bugs and expresses his
dislike for the hotel 'the food is very bad, the
attendance also, the beds are dirty & very
uncomfortable, the public rooms stuffy &
disagreeable & the other visitors for the most part
very common'. He spent the morning at the
Accademia and records his opinion of some of the
paintings he saw there. In the afternoon he took a
gondola to the island of San Giorgio Maggiore to
look at the church and ascend the campanile from
where he could see views of Venice, Torcello and
Burano, and the Alps in the distance. After this they
visited Il Redentore and San Sebastiano. They
visited the Piazza San Marco in the evening to hear
the military band. On 5 October Neville visited the
basilica of San Marco to look at the restored
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mosaics and then visited Salvinti's glass works
where he and his sisters made some purchases. In
the afternoon they visited San Zaccaria and then
took a gondola to Santa Maria Formosa and San
Giorgio dei Schiavoni to look at the works of art
there. They also visited the Giardini Publici. He
returned to the Accademia the following day, to see
the paintings he had missed last time, recording his
impressions of several of the works of art over
several pages of the journal. 7 October was the
siblings' final day in Venice. Despite the rain, they
visited San Rocco by gondola, visited the Frari
again, and went shopping.
On 8 October they took the train to Padua where
they visited the church of Eremitani and the church
of Madonna dell'Arena to see the frescoes by
Giotto. In the afternoon they saw some scultpures
by Donatello and then visited San Giorgio before
taking the train to Bologna. From Bologna they took
a two day trip to Ravenna, beginning on 9 October.
Neville describes the mosaics in the Baptistry, and
in the church of San Vitale. He also went to the
Mausoleum of Galla Placidia and the Mausoleum
of Theodoric, and the church of San Apollinare
Nuovo. On 10 October Hilda was unwell, but
Neville and Ida went by carriage to the church of
San Apollinare in Classe, and then to Santa Maria
in Porto Fuori and Santa Maria in Cosmedin. In the
afternoon they went to San Vitale and Galla
Placida for the second time, before the group
returned by train to Bologna, where they spent two
days sightseeing. Neville describes the Palazzo
Communale, the Palazzo del Podesta, the church
of San Petronio, the church of San Domenico, the
Palazzo Bevilacqua Vicenti, their drive to the
cemetery, the church of San Michele in Bosco, and
the Giardino Margherita. Neville and Ida also
walked to the churches of San Giacomo Maggiore,
San Stefano and Santa Maria dei Servi. They also
visited the Accademia and did some shopping
before taking the train to Florence on the afternoon
of 12 October. They walked to the cathedral after
dinner and Neville was 'astonished to find it all in
coloured marble'. On 13 October Neville and Hilda
made a first visit to the Uffizi, despite the heavy
rain. Neville gives details of some of the paintings
and of the Palazzo Vecchio. In the afternoon he
visited the church of Orsan Michele and the Duomo
and Baptistery. The following day Neville and Hilda
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walked over the Ponte Vecchio, looking at the
jewellers shops, and visited the picture gallery in
the Pitti Palace, before taking a carriage to the
church of San Miniato al Monte. On 15 October
they visited the Baptistery again, but were unable
to see the mosaics due to repair work on the roof.
They also visited the Accademia to see
Michelangelo's sculpture of David 'it is gigantic,
wonderful, magnificent, but - one can't get over the
idea that the head is too big for the body'. Neville
also gives details of the paintings they saw there,
and at the Uffizi, which they visited again in the
afternoon. On 16 October they drove to San
Lorenzo and went round the Piazza Madonna,
visiting the Museo di San Maraco in the afternoon.
On subsequent days Neville visited and described
the church of Santa Maria Novella, Fiesole, the
church of Santa Croce, the Palazzo Vecchio, the
Loggia dei Lanzi, the Riccardi Palace, the Bargello,
the Duomo and its campanile, the Badia, the
church of Santa Maria del Carmine, and Piazzale
Michelangelo. They also visited Santa Maria
Maddalena dei Pazzi and walked to Santissima
Annunziata .
Neville and his sisters left Florence for Siena via
Empoli on 21 October. They spent some time in La
Lizza and walked to San Domenico that afternoon
to see the paintings there, before visiting the
Baptistery and the Duomo where they also viewed
the artworks in the Opera del Duomo and walked
through the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele. Other
sightseeing excursions took them to the Palazzo
Pubblico, the Piazza del Mercato where they saw
the fruit and vegetable market and a man selling
table cloths. Neville also describes his visit to San
Bernardino where he saw a number of frescoes,
the University, the church of San Martino and the
Loggia di Paolo. They made a second visit to La
Lizza where they listened to a band performance,
before travelling to Pisa by the evening train on 22
October. Neville gives his view of Siena as a tourist
destination, commenting on the situation of the
town and its architecture, and notes that the
pictures they saw 'are not very exciting after seeing
the Florentine masterpieces but they are
representative of a distinct school & I think would
prove very interesting if one could have time to do
them slowly'. In Pisa Neville visited the buildings in
the Piazza del Duomo and the Campo Santo
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Monumentale. He describe some of the Roman
remains and frescoes he saw there, and mentions
his visit to the Baptistery and ascent of the Leaning
Tower. He and his sisters then took the train to
Genoa commenting 'Pisa can be easily seen in one
morning as we did & I think more than a day would
be difficult to fill'. On his final day in Italy, Neville
went to the Piazza Fossatello to try to find the
travel agent while his sisters visited some of the
city's churches. He visited the courtof the University
and Piazza Lecca, had lunch at the Hotel Righi,
and bought some candied fruit for friends at home.
Neville left Genoa on 25 October, travelling by train
to Turin, and from there by overnight train to Paris,
arriving in London on 26 October. He ends his
travel journal with some general comments on his
experiences of travelling in Italy, including notes on
costs, buying tickets, and arranging for luggage to
be dealt with.
Several pages of Neville's notes on the history of
Italy follow the travel journal. Neville notes that
these are taken from his reading of Sismondi's
History of the Italian Republic
Neville's visit to Normandy began on 27 March. He
and Ida travelled to Southampton and then took a
boat to Le Havre. From here they took a boat to
Trouville. Heavy rain forced them to abandon their
plans to cycle from Trouville to Lisieux and they
travelled there by train. They saw the cathedral and
then took a train to Caen. They had to share a
horse omnibus to the hotel with '7 persons inside &
about 14 large boxes 4 bicycles 2 sacks and a
plaster image outside'. In the evening he and Ida
went to look at the church of St Pierre and the
Abbaye aux Hommes. They returned to the Abbaye
on 28 March and were shown around by the
sacristan who escorted them up the central tower
where they had a view of the city. In the afternoon
they visited the Abbaye aux Dames. Neville noted
that the 'streets all in the filthiest condition &
smelling like all the cesspools on earth', and to
avoid the rain they hired a carried to take them to
L'Abbeye d'Ardenne and the church of Saint
Contest. Neville describes the special dinner
provided by the hotel since it was Good Friday. On
29 March Neville and Ida took the train to Falaise
where they visited the church of Saint Gervais, the
statue of William the Conqueror, and the castle.
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The following day they took the train to Bayeux
where they visited the cathedral and the public
library where the Bayeux tapestry was kept, and
afterwards took a train to Coutances. They spent
the morning of 31 March sightseeing in Coutances
where they saw the cathedral and walked around
the town. In the afternoon they travelled to Mont St
Michel and visited the Abbey, returning for a
second visit on 1 April. They travelled to Rouen
from Pontorson on 2 April and visited the church of
Saint Ouen, the cathedral, and the Palais de
Justice. On 3 April Neville and Ida cycled to the
church of Saint Georges de Boscherville and the
Abbey of Jumieges, and Neville gives a description
of the countryside and wildlife they saw on their
journey. When they returned to Rouen, after the 40
mile return journey, they caught the evening boat
train to Le Havre.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/4

Journal of Neville Chamberlain's visit to Italy in
October and November 1903, with his sisters, Ida
and Hilda.

1903

Journal of Neville Chamberlain's visit to Italy in
October and November 1903, with his sisters, Ida
and Hilda. Parts of some pages and the whole of
others have been removed from the volume. It is
likely that the missing text contains references to
Neville's feelings about his brief relationship with
Rosalind Craig Sellar. Neville's correspondence
with his stepmother, Mary Chamberlain, during
1903, gives some insight into his feelings for Craig
Sellar (see NC1/20/1/36-39).
Neville travelled to London from Birmingham by
train with Ida and Hilda on 17 October. They were
accompanied by George Duckworth as far as
London, and then found that the train they had
planned to take from Calais was no longer running,
which meant they had to change their travel
arrangements. They travelled through France and
Switzerland to Milan on 18 and 19 October, and
Neville describes the views from the train. In Milan,
Neville visited the cathedral, remembering that he
had last been there in 1889 when he was with
Uncle William [Kenrick] and others. The following
day he walked to Santa Maria della Grazie to see
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Leondardo's 'Cenacolo' [Last Supper] 'of course it
is ruined as a picture but one can still see the
grouping & composition, the animation & variety of
expression & gesture which made it such a wonder
at the time'. They travelled by tram via the Visconti
Palace to the station where they caught the train to
the Certosa monastery. Neville gives a detailed
description of the monastery buildings. On 21
October Neville explored the Brera gallery and
went to San Maurizio to see the frescoes there. He
also looked at the tower of San Gottardo and took
a carriage to the Castello. The following day they
travelled by train to Florence and stayed overnight
at a hotel near the station, allowing them to catch a
morning train to Poggi Bonsi and travel by carriage
from there to San Gimigniano. Neville describes
the Tuscan countryside and the trees, plants and
flowers he saw from the carriage. They hired a
guide to take them round the town, and looked at
the medieval towers from the outside, before going
into the Collegiata, and to San Agostino. Neville
travelled on to Siena on 24 October, and he and
his sisters walked to the Palazzo Pubblico from the
hotel, after lunch and a look at a recent English
newspaper, which carried a report of their father's
speech in Newcastle. They also visited Santa
Maria di Servi and visited the cathedral again,
walking to the Lizzo to see the sunset. On 25
October Neville and Hilda spent time in the Lizzo in
the morning. The next few pages are incomplete
and possibly contained details about Neville's state
of mind. The journal resumes to give an account of
Neville's sightseeing activities later that morning,
including a visit to San Domenico, and a carriage
trip in the afternoon to Belcaro. He and his sisters
caught the evening train to Orvieto. On 26 October
they visited the cathedral and the Fortezza, driving
to Viterbo in the afternoon. They spent the
following morning looking around Viterbo, but
Neville felt that the visit was 'not worth the trouble it
entailed', and they caught a midday train to Rome.
They walked to look at Trajan's column and
collected their letters from the Post Office. Neville
was disappointed not to find a letter from his
stepmother, Mary. On 28 October Neville and Hilda
visited the Vatican and the Sistine Chapel 'I was
not disappointed though this was the one thing I
had looked forward to more than anything else...I
can fully understand M.Angelo's reputation as a
painter'. They then visited the Colosseum and the
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Forum, before driving to the Pincio where they had
tea before enquiring at the police station about their
umbrellas, which had gone missing in the carriage
from the station. The following day Neville and
Hilda intended to visit the Vatican again, but found
'everything closed for the day as the Pope was
holding an audience' so they visited St Peter's
instead and took a carriage to the Porta Pia to
Sant'Agnese and Santa Castagna, and returned for
a walk through the Via del Baubino to look at the
statue there. On 30 October Neville visited the
picture gallery and the Colosseum and the church
of San Clemente in the afternoon. Neville seems to
have been sleeping badly during this tour and was
not enjoying himself. He writes on 31 October that
he can 'only sleep when I am tired out. A fortnight
today since we left and seems like a year. I don't
know how I am to get through another 3 weeks'. He
and Ida went to visit the Sistine Chapel and the
journal discusses the philosophy behind the
frescoes, and the bible stories they illustrate. In the
afternoon Neville went shopping and then visited
the Pincio and the Piazza Spagna. On 1 November
Neville and Ida visited [Hadrian's villa at] Tivoli, as
everything in Rome was closed [for All Saints Day],
and walked into the surrounding countryside in the
afternoon. The following day was warm, so Neville
and his sisters spent the morning looking round the
Forum and then went to the Piazza del
Campidoglio to see the bronze statue of Marcus
Aurelius. On 3 November they took a drive along
the Via Appia to look at Caracella's baths and other
Roman remains. In the afternoon they visited the
Villa Borghese and looked at the paintings there.
They visited the Colosseum by moonlight in the
evening 'to please Ida who was anxious to do it'.
Neville writes that he was 'not in the mood to enjoy
it & have felt very impatient all day. Time moves so
slowly'. The group's final two days in Rome were
largely spent looking at sculptures and other works
of art in the Vatican, and the Sistine Chapel, but
Neville also saw the temple near Santa Maria in
Cosmedin, and went to the Capitoline museum,
taking an evening train to Naples on 5 November.
On 6 November Neville made enquiries about tours
to Pompeii and to ascend Vesuvius. He visited the
museum to look at the finds from Pompeii and
Herculaneum, and in the afternoon took a carriage
to Posilippo and back by the Strada Nuova. The
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group visited Pompeii on 7 November and Neville
provides a detailed account of his impressions of
the site. They spent the night at Cava de'Tirenni
and travelled by train to Paestum the next morning.
Neville also gives a detailed description of this
temple site. They drove to Amalfi via Ravello the
following day, and he enjoyed the views from the
carriage over the Bay of Salerno. They had lunch in
Ravello and looked at the Palazzo Rufolo and the
cathedral. On 10 November the group visited
Amalfi and Positano before arriving in Sorrento,
though parts of the journal are missing at this point.
They returned to Naples on 11 November and
made an ascent of Vesuvius the following day,
taking the electric railway to the restaurant, and
then ascending the cone of the volcano. Neville
gives a description of the atmospheric conditions at
the edge of the crater 'the smoke blew straight
down over us. It was charged with sulpher &
showers of dust blew into our eyes, ears, noses &
down our necks' and complains that the excursion
was wasted, as the wind was too strong for them to
be able to see anything, and he felt humiliated and
uncomfortable about the experience, as he lost his
hat. The group went shopping Naples on 13
November, and Neville bought some silver vases.
They also visited the aquarium before taking the
train to Rome. They spent the morning of 14
November visiting Roman ruins on the Palatine Hill,
and then took the train to Assisi. They visited the
church of San Francesco the following day to look
at the frescoes there, which Neville provides details
of, before travelling by train to Perugia where they
visited the Duomo and the Palazzo Pubblico, which
Neville did not find attractive. They also visited the
Collegio del Cambio to see frescoes by Pietro
Perugino, and the Pinacoteca to see the pictures
there. They then travelled to Florence, where they
visited the Uffizi on 17 November, and then went to
the Bargello to look at some inlaid furniture there.
The following day they visited the Pitti Palace,
buying some Venetian glass and other souvenirs
on the way. They visited the Duomo and the
Riccardi Palace in the afternoon. Neville also went
shopping for opal rings for his sisters 'I want to give
them something as a memento as we shall never
travel together again under quite the same
circumstances & they have both been very good &
sympathetic'. The group's last day in Florence was
spent shopping, and Neville describes some of his
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purchases, including the opal rings. They also paid
another visit to the Pitti Palace, the Brancacci
chapel, and the Piazza Michelangelo, and were
given tickets to the opera to see Verdi's Rigoletto.
On 20 November they travelled to Prato where they
visited the Duomo and some of the other churches,
and drove out into the hills to look at the views.
They were followed by a small boy who threw a
stone after them which struck Ida on the head,
spoiling their excursion, although she was not
badly hurt. They returned to Florence and spent the
rest of 20 November sightseeing. Pages are
missing from the journal here. On 21 November
they carried out final shopping tasks, including
buying photographs from Alinari, and returned to
some of the churches and galleries they had visited
previously. They took an afternoon train to Milan,
and then travelled on to Basle and from there to
Calais. Ida got a piece of coal stuck in her eye, and
they had to visit an oculist in Folkestone for
treatment, as it was causing her some pain. When
they reached London Neville visited Grafton
galleries in an attempt to reserve a concert ticket,
before visiting his sister Ethel for tea.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/5

Journal containing accounts of several journeys
undertaken by Neville Chamberlain in the period
between 1904 and 1909.

1904-1909

Journal containing accounts of several journeys
undertaken by Neville Chamberlain in the period
between 1904 and 1909. Netherlands in 1904, to
Aix-les-Bains, France, in 1905, to Paris in 1909 and
to Italy in 1909.
The first pages of the journal contain details of a
brief visit to Holland in May 1904 in the company of
his brother, Austen. Neville notes that George
Duckworth had also intended to accompany them,
but was prevented from doing so, as his sister was
ill. Neville and Austen sailed from Harwich on 21
May, arriving in Rotterdam the following morning.
They took a train to the Hague and travelled by
carriage to the palace [where the first peace
conference was held in 1899]. They then visited the
Mauritshuis gallery to see the paintings there,
some of which Neville describes. After this, they
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took a carriage to Scheveningen where they took a
table at a cafe and watched the passersby. Neville
describes the clothing and appearance of the
fishermen, and the women. The following day
Neville had to send for a doctor, as he was
suffering from a painful attack of gout. He was
unable to keep a lunch invitation, and stayed at the
hotel until late afternoon when he took a carriage
drive arond the Hague, commenting that there
seemed to be no buildings of any interest there. On
24 May Neville's gout was worse, and he and
Austen decided that he would probably have to
return home. He took a carriage to Delft in the
afternoon but was not able to get out and explore.
They spent the morning of 25 May in the garden,
and took a carriage to Klingendaal in the afternoon,
and visited the zoological gardens, before taking a
train to the Hook of Holland, and a night boat back
to England.
The next section of the journal contains an account
of Neville's holiday in France from August to
October 1905, in the company of his father, Joseph
Chamberlain, stepmother, Mary, and Mary's
mother, Mrs Endicott. They travelled from London
to Paris on 19 August, and took an evening train
from the Gare de Lyon to Aix les Bains. Neville
comments on the spa treatment programme that he
and his father, Joseph Chamberlain were
undertaking 'a sulpher douche accompanied by
massage. A tiresome and humiliating process!'.
The first week of the holiday is largely taken up
with spa treatments, but Neville also mentions
some of his social engagements during this time
with other English guests at the spa complex, and
that he went for walks and drives in the
surrounding countryside. He had wanted to go out
on a 'big excursion' on 30 August, but waited to see
whether his stepmother, Mary, had plans. As she
did not appear until midday, it was too late to go
out. Neville expresses his frustration about this,
and mentions that he wrote to his sister, Hilda,
about it, commenting 'I am sick of this life already &
don't know how I shall survive to the end'. Neville
also wrote to Hall, his employee at Hoskins, and
was disturbed by his reply on 1 September 'another
characteristic letter fro Hall, full of ''worry'' and
querulousness. He has no idea of keeping trouble
to himself if these is any chance of sharing it with
me'. He attended a play with Mary on 3 September,
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which he did not enjoy, and visited Hautecombe as
part of a longer excursion into the area around Aix
les Bains. On 6 September he had lunch with Lady
Doneraile and went for a walk by Drumattez and
Clarafond, and the following day went on an
expedition up to Mont Revard with [Henry] Chaplin
and Miss Edwards. Other excursions while at Aix
les Bains included a trip to Chambery on 8
September, a steamer trip to Haute Combe abbey
on 9 September, a visit to Chambotte on 10
September, and a trip by train to Annecy on 11
September, for which Neville provides details of the
scenery. He went up Mont Revard by train on 12
September, and had lunch with Lord Charles
Montagne the next day, followed by a tea party for
Lady Radnor. Neville had hoped to go to Chamonix
by motor car on 14 September, but the trip had to
be abandoned due to bad weather, and he and
Miss Edwards walked into the town to look at her
photographs. Neville had dinner with Henry Chaplin
who spoke about about his memories of Disraeli,
some of which Neville recounts. Neville's group left
Aix les Bains for Geneva on 15 September, and he
writes that he had enjoyed his last week there. The
weather was bad on their first day in Geneva, and
they were only able to walk around with umbrellas.
They attended a music hall performance in the
evening 'it was eminently respectable but very dull'.
On 17 September Neville and Joseph Chamberlain
inspected the water works plant while Mary
Chamberlain and her mother attended church.
Neville includes a sketch of the machinery. In the
afternoon he walked along the road to Veyrier and
ascended the Petit Saleve. The following day the
group had lunch with Mrs Barton and met Monsieur
de Naville who had written a number of speeches
attempting to 'modify continental bitterness against
England at the time of the Boer war'. Neville gives
a detailed description of Mrs Barton's house and
furniture. The wet weather continued, preventing
Neville from fulfilling some of his plans, but he and
Joseph Chamberlain visited Voltaire's house at
Ferney on 20 September, which he describes in
detail. On 21 September the group left Geneva for
Lyon. Neville describes the setting of the city, and
gives details of the group's sightseeing activities on
22 September, which included a visit to the Musee
des Tissus, the picture gallery, and the cathedral of
Saint Pierre. They took the train to Le Puy en Velay
on 23 September, describing the wild landscape
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they saw on their journey. Neville gives a detailed
description of the cathedral at Le Puy, which they
visited on 24 September, and the Chateau de
Polignac, which they drove to in the afternoon.
When they returned to Le Puy, Neville ascended
the Aiguille to see the church of St Michel . The
following day he returned to the cathedral, and also
climbed up to the top of the Rocher Corneille,
where he viewed the metal statue of the Virgin and
Child. The group travelled by train to Clermont
Ferrand on 26 September, after visiting the church
of St Laurent. On 27 September Neville walked up
the valley to get a view of the Puy de Dome in the
morning, and spent the afternoon walking in the
hills overlooking Royat. Alice Rothschild visited for
tea. It was raining the following morning, so Neville
spent time reading articles in the 'Times' about the
'Anglo-Japanese treaty', and read some of the
books he had brought with him. He walked to the
cathedral in the afternoon, which he describes in
detail. On 29 September the group ascended the
Puy de Dome. Neville walked up, while the others
took a carriage. He gives a description of the
volcanic landscape. The following day Neville
drove to Volvic and the surrounding countryside, to
see a romanesque church, and a chateau
destroyed by Richelieu. The group travelled by
train to Issoire on 2 October to look at the church
there, and left for Paris on 3 October where they
were joined by Ida and Austen who had been on
holiday in Spain. Activities in Paris included a visit
to the Louvre, and St Chapelle, as well as
shopping, and social engagements with Miss
Edwards. Neville also went to the theatre to see
Monsieur Piegois by Aldred Capus at the
Renaissance theatre. The group returned to
London on 6 October.
Neville visited Paris again in April 1909, and he
uses the next few pages of the journal to give an
account of this trip with members of the Kenrick
and Chamberlain families. They sailed from Dover
on 8 April, and took the train from Calais to Paris.
That evening they visited the theatre to see Rejane
in 'L'Imperatrice'. They visited the palace of
Versailles the following day and spent some time in
the shade in the gardens. Neville and Archibald
Kenrick went to the Vaudeville in the evening, but
found it was closed. They visited the Louvre on 10
April, and Neville gives a detailed description of
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some of the paintings they saw. After lunch they
walked to Notre Dame and climbed the tower to
look out over the buildings of the city. They also
visited St Chapelle and travelled back to the hotel
by the metro. Later they visited the Bois de
Boulogne, and saw 'Le Roi' at the Variete. On 11
April they went to the Cluny museum before taking
the metro to the Elysee palace where they caught
sight of the President. They went to see 'Carmen'
at the Opera Comique in the evening. Neville had
wanted to visit Chartres on 12 April, but decided
that the journey was too long. He was disappointed
to find that most of the shops were closed, but was
able to visit St Denis instead, which he describes in
some detail. They went to the Jardin
d'Acclimatation in the afternoon, which was
'crowded with lower middle class people out for a
holiday. They were rather amusing, but as a
zoological garden the place is beneath contempt'.
They went to the Renaissance theatre in the
evening to see Guitry in 'Le Scandale' by Henry
Bataille. Their final day in Paris was spent
shopping and looking at paintings by French artists
in the Luxembourg gardens, returning to England
on 14 April.
The second half of the journal is taken up by
Neville's account of his tour of Italy and the
Dalmatian coast in October and early November
1900, with his sisters, Ida and Hilda. They travelled
to Milan via Boulogne, Laon, Basle and Lucerne on
30 September, and spent the first couple of days of
the tour sightseeing there, visiting the Duomo, the
Ospedale, and the Pinacoteca di Brera to look at
the frescoes there. They travelled to Venice on 2
October. Neville and Ida walked around the Piazza
San Marco on the morning of the following day,
inspecting the Campanile [newly rebuilt after it
collapsed in 1902] 'of course it looks very heavy
and solid at present', and going into the church of
San Marco. They then took a gondola to the
Accademia gallery, and in the afternoon Neville
and both sisters went down the Grand Canal to the
church of Madonna del Orto to see the Tintoretto
painting there, and to the church of Santa Caterina.
In the evening, Neville and Ida went to the island of
San Giorgio Maggiore, and ascended the
campanile there. The following day they took a
gondola to the Frari and visited the Scuola San
Rocco, looking at pictures at San Toma on the way
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back. In the afternoon they went to Murano by
gondola, and Neville describes the effect of the
sunlight shining on the water. On 5 October they
walked to the church of Santa Maria Formosa, and
then to SS Giovanni e Paolo. After lunch they went
to the church of San Zaccharia to look at the Bellini
painting there, and then to San Giovanni in Bragora
only to find it closed. They also visited the Giardini
Pubblici, which Neville describes, before returning
to their hotel to pack in order to take a boat to
'Fiume' [Rijeka] in Croatia where they stopped
briefly to look around the town before taking
another steamer to 'Zara' [Zadar]. Neville describes
the topography of the coast which he found 'neither
grand not beautiful nor varied'. On arriving at their
hotel they found that they only had one room for
the three of them, so they asked for a screen to be
provided 'one wishes the screen were more
substantial. The girls were very good & submit to
the discomfort without a murmur'. On 7 October
they walked round the Piazza del Erbe and then
looked round the town 'the streets are very narrow
indeed and crowded with peasants, mostly in
costume with red caps gaudy waistcoats with silver
buttons, pleated skirts & brilliant head handks'.
Neville also enjoyed visiting the church of St
Simeone and the Duomo, both of which he
describes. The following day there was a festival,
and Neville provides a detailed description of the
processions, and the costumes people were
wearing. They spent time in the public gardens in
the afternoon, and then took a boat to Spalato
[Split]. They spent the morning of 9 October
exploring, and Neville comments that 'there is
nothing like the amount of costume here that we
saw at Zara and moreover the peasants strike us
as being of a lower type and much dirtier, but that
may be because they are not out for a festa'. He
describes some of the buildings they saw, including
some Roman remains, and gives details of their
visit to the Duomo. They spent some time in the
museum where they viewed Roman and GraecoRoman finds from the site of Salona, and walked
up Mount Marjan. They took an evening steamer
down the coast to Bocche di Cattaro. Neville
describes the coast and the settlements they
passed, including Castel Nuovo. They arrived at
Ragusa [Dubrovnik] on the evening of 10 October.
The following day they explored the city, including
the Rector's Palace, the Duomo, and the
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Dominican and Franscican convents. They drove to
the Val di Breno in the afternoon. On 12 October
they went to the Piazza del Erbe in the morning to
see local people in their traditional dress 'in
particular there were two Herzegovinian women
selling eggs and fowls, they were very plain but
their costume was delightful & they wore great
silver buckles on their waistbelts'. Neville and Ida
walked up the peninsula in the afternoon so that
Ida could do some drawing, and Neville saw
several different types of butterflies. In the
afternoon they returned to look at some of the
buildings they had visited the previous day, and
also did some shopping. Neville bought 'a dagger,
a pistol and a silver powder box'. The Arch
Duchess Maria Josepha was staying at their hotel
which meant that the staff were not as attentive to
the other guests. They left for Trieste on the
evening of 13 October, and arrived the following
afternoon. They noticed that the windows of the
hotels were barricaded as a mark of sympathy for
Francisco Ferrer, [a Spanish anarchist] who had
been executed 'presently bands of Socialists
paraded the streets with black & red flags & the
Spanish consulate was guarded by a large force of
gendarmes but we saw no attempt at violence'.
They took a steamer to Venice that evening,
arriving on the morning of 15 October. Neville
visited the Accademia while his sisters rested, and
then took a gondola to the church of San Stephano
and San Toma. The following day they took a
gondola to Torcello after visiting the church of San
Giovanni in Bragora. On 17 October they visited
the church of San Fantin and San Vitale before
visiting the Accademia again. In the afternoon they
went to Il Redentore. On their last day in Venice
they visited the Doges Palace and the churches of
San Salvatore and Santa Maria dei Miracoli. They
travelled by train to Ferrara on 19 October where
they visited the Duomo and the Castello. Neville
gives a detailed description of the architecture and
interiors of these buildings. The left for Ravenna
that evening, and the following day they went to the
church of San Vitale, the Archiepiscopal palace,
and the Baptistery. They also visited the
Accademia and the churches of San Appollinare
Nuovo and Sant Appollinare in Classe. Neville
summarises his opinion of Ravenna 'on the whole I
find myself of the same opinion as before after
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seeing Ravenna. I don't care much for mosaics,
and as decoration think them inferior in beauty to
good pictures' despite the skill of the artists and
craftsmen. They travelled to Rimini in the evening.
On 21 October they visited the Duomo, the Arch of
Augustus, and the Castello, and tried to make
arrangements to be driven by car to Urbino. When
these plans fell through, they travelled by train to
Florence, continuing to Arezzo on 22 October
where they visited the church of Santa Maria della
Pieve, the Duomo, the church of San Domenico,
and the Paseggio public gardens. They were driven
to Cortona the following morning where they visited
the museum, the Baptistery, and the Duomo. They
then visited the church of San Domenico near the
Piazza Garibaldi, and the church of San Niccolo.
From here they walked up to the church of Santa
Margherita where they had a good view of the
surrounding countryside including Lake Trasimene.
In the evening they went to the Porta Colonia to
see the Etruscan walls before setting out for
Perugia. The following day, 24 October, they drove
to Urbino. Neville describes the landscape they
passed through, and mentions that they stopped at
Citta di Castello before driving higher up in the
Appenines. Neville gives a description of the
mountain peaks they saw, and the way the
landscape changed as they drove through the pass
and descended to Urbino. They spent the
afternoon looking round the town, and visited the
church of San Domenico, the oratory of San
Giovanni, and the church of San Giuseppe. They
saw the Ducal palace the next morning before their
departure, and Neville provides a detailed
description of the art work he saw there. They
drove to Gubbio, arriving just as a thunderstorm
began. In Gubbio, they visited the Palazzo dei
Consoli, walked up the hill to the cathedral, and
then visited the church of Santa Maria Nuova. They
drove on to Perugia later in the afternoon, through
rain and hailstorms. They met Sir George
Trevelyan at their hotel, and Neville spoke to him
about his memories of meeting Garibaldi,
commenting 'Sir G. though not looking much older
than when I saw him last has become garrulous
and rather a bore'.
On 26 October they visited the church of San
Domenico, the cathedral, San Pietro, and the
Giardino Fronton. On returning to the town they
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visited the Pinacoteca Vanucci where they were
assisted by a guide who had shown them round on
a previous visit some years before. After lunch they
walked to the oratories of San Bernardino, the Arch
of Augustus, and the church of San Angelo. The
following day they drove to Assisi, visiting the
Etruscan tombs of the Volumni on the way there. In
Assisi they went to the church of Santa Maria degli
Angeli where they were given a guided tour by a
monk who had been helped by Joseph
Chamberlain when he visited. In the afternoon they
visited the church of San Francisco, walking up to
the portico of the old temple of Minerva, and then
to the cathedral. They visited San Francisco again
on 28 October, and Neville describes the frescoes
they saw there. They drove to Spello after lunch
and walked up to the cathedral before taking a train
to Perugia. The following day they engaged a
driver to take them to Spoleto via Foligno where
they visited the cathedral and the church of San
Niccolo. When they arrived in Spoleto they
explored the town, walking to the Porta Rocca and
looking at the Ponte di Torre viaduct. They walked
across the bridge and went up Monte Luco where
they had a good view up the valley towards Assisi.
They returned to Perugia in the afternoon, and took
the train from Perugia to Florence on 30 October,
travelling '2nd cl for economy & bitterly repented it
as the train was crowded & we had a singularly
dirty & objectionable child in our compartment
which after making an infernal noise licking its own
boots & spitting on the window, was finally sick all
over the floor'. They visited the Uffizi on 31 October
but found it closed for cleaning, so went to the Pitti
Palace instead. Neville and Ida walked to San
Lorenzo and spent some time in Michelangelo's
sacristy. After lunch they drove to Fiesole. The
following day, 1 November, was a public holiday so
all the galleries were closed, but they went
shopping for souvenirs and presents, and took a
carriage to San Miniato in the afternoon. On 2
November they took a train to Bologna and than
another to Milan where they spent the night. They
spent some time the following morning in the
Piazza dei Mercanti, the church of San Maurizio,
and the Castello, before taking the train to Paris,
via Basel, crossing from Boulogne to Folkestone on
4 November, and travelling on to London the same
day.
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/6

Journal of visit to India 1904-05, volume 1

1904-1905

Journal comprising the first volume of Neville
Chamberlain's account of his tour of India and
Burma from November 1904 to March 1905. The
second volume is described at NC2/7. Letters from
Neville Chamberlain to members of his family while
in India and Burma are described at NC1/22, and
photographs relating to the trip are listed at
NC17/22.
Neville and his cousin [Wilfrid] Byng Kenrick left
London on 27 October and took a night train to
Marseilles where they boarded their ship, reaching
Naples on 30 October where they visited the
museum and drove to Posilippo. When they
reached Port Said Neville was unable to go ashore
as he was suffering from an attack of gout, but he
took photographs of the Suez canal and looked
through binoculars at the flamingoes, pelicans and
other birds. He also saw Mount Sinai from the boat.
They sailed through the Red Sea and reached
Columbo on 14 November. The temperature was
very hot and Neville noted that 'there is so much
that is novel that one cannot take it in at first. The
people seem to be of various races & their
costumes are of great variety. Neville and Wilfrid
spent time shopping on 15 November, and then
drove to the museum and the Cinnamon gardens.
The following day they took the train to Nuwara
Eliya. Neville describes the countryside between
Colombo and Kandy including hills and paddy
fields, and gives details of the tropical vegetation
they saw from the train. After Kandy the train
travelled through tea plantations and the air
became fresher. They changed to a narrow guage
railway which took them up to Nawara Eliya, and
dined at the Hill Club on their arrival. On 17
November they visited Hakgala botanical gardens,
and Neville gives details of some of the trees and
plants there. They ascended Mount Pidurutalagala
the following day with a 'coolie guide', and Neville
describes the view from the summit. They took
photographs of tea pickers on their descent, and
took a train to Kandy [Maha Nuvara] in the
afternoon. On 19 November they walked all round
Lady Horton's walk from where there were views
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over the valley, and Neville caught some butterflies
and saw land leeches. In the afternoon they went
to see the Buddhist Temple of the Tooth, before
travelling by rickshaw to see elephants bathing.
Neville writes 'I could only see one dead & partly
decomposed elephant lying in the river but a nearly
naked old Hindu ran down to the waters edge &
began to shout when to my astonishment the
corpse slowly stretched itself, rolled over & stood
up'. It was raining the following day, and they drove
to the Botanical Gardens at Peradeniya before
taking a train back to Columbo. On 21 November
they took a rickshaw to the 'native quarter' of
Columbo where they saw 'Tamils in
turbans...Buddhist priests...Afghans...Moormen...all
these walking talking & gesticulating, squatting in
their shops, sometimes quarrelling over the price of
the vegetables or fruits make a most brilliant &
animated scene, always changing & always
interesting'.
Neville boarded the ship to Burma alone on 23
November, and spent the voyage talking to fellow
passengers and getting advice about his itinerary
from a Colonel MacNabb who also told him about
agriculture in Burma. Neville arrived in Rangoon on
29 November and rejoined Byng there. A contact at
the Bombay & Burma Trading Company, Mr Lacy,
arranged for them to be given a tour of the city, and
they saw a temple and the silk bazaar. They visited
the park in the afternoon, and went to the
Gymkhana and the Pegu Club in the evening. They
also had a tour of the Shive Dagon Pagoda which
Neville describes in detail, including the crowds
outside. They were introduced to some of the
members of the trust that administered the affairs
of the Pagoda and were shown a relic presented by
the King of Siam. On 30 November they were
invited to lunch at Government House. They visited
McGregor's teak yard to see 'elephants at work' on
2 December, and Neville describes the kind of work
the animals were doing, and how they used their
trunks, commenting that 'the work in the mill at any
rate could be more expeditiously performed by
cranes & probably more cheaply too as some of
the larger firms have given up elephants already but they work with an intelligence which is quite
human'. They travelled by train to Mandalay, and
Neville gives details of the scenery they saw from
the train, as well as the birds they spotted. While in
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Mandalay they visited the fort and the 'Arakan
pagoda, both of which are described in detail,
before taking the train to Katha. They reached the
Irrawaddy at Amarapura and were ferried across
the river to Sagaing, taking a boat on 3 December
for Katha. Neville was overwhelmed by the
'glorious scenery' of the Irrawaddy, which he
describes in detail. They went ashore at Bhamo on
4 December and were met by a guide sent by the
Police Commissioner. Neville describes seeing two
caravans of goods from China waiting at the
terminus, and tasted some of the fruits that they
had brought. He discusses the appearance of the
local people and gives details of the funeral
procession of a Buddhist monk that they witnessed.
They reached Katha the following morning, and
then returned to Mandalay where they saw the '450
pagodas' and the Queen's Golden Monastery
before taking the train back to Rangoon. On arrival,
Neville went on board the steamer that would take
him to Calcutta [Kolkata].
The ship arrived at the mouth of the Hooghly river
on 10 December. Neville breaks off from describing
the voyage to discuss his impressions of Burma,
addressing the climate, landscape, principal
exports, the effect on the country of the discovery
of oil and the establishment of the Burma Oil
Company, the state of the railways, and the
country's connections with India. Neville arrived in
Calcutta [Kolkata] on 11 December, and was taken
to stay at Government House as the guest of Lord
Ampthill [deputy Vicroy of India]. He explored the
area around Government House on 12 December,
and walked through the Eden Gardens before
returning to await the arrival of Lord Curzon
[Viceroy of India]. He describes the reception
given to Lord Curzon, including a guard of honour
from HMS Hyacinth and the Calcutta Volunteer
Rifles. Neville spent time talking to Lady Ampthill in
the afternoon, who told him stories about the
Ampthills' time in Madras. Neville witnessed Lord
Ampthill's investment with the order of the Star of
India on 13 December before the Ampthills left for
Madras. Neville spent the rest of the week with the
Frasers who took him to see the schooling of
horses. He also visited the Botanical Gardens with
'Stephenson', watched polo, and went on a
shooting expedition to Oolobaria where he drank
coconut water. He went with Stephenson to see a
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paper chase which 'take the place of hunting at
home and are really a sort of short steeple chase'.
Neville met up with Byng again at the station to
take the train to Darjeeling. He arranged for a new
servant to meet them there, who had been
recruited by Cooks travel agency. Neville describes
the train journey into the hills, and gives details
about the construction of the hill railway. In
Darjeeling Neville and Byng visited the Botanical
gardens and walked into the hills, where they had a
good view of the mountain range and down into the
plains. On another day they walked to Observatory
Hill from where they saw the summit of
Kinchinjunga before returning to the gardens of the
Lt Governor's house, and walking through the
bazaar. Neville describes the appearance and
dress of the men, women and children in Darjeeling
in uncomplimentary terms . He and Byng took a
train from Darjeeling back to Calcutta [Kolkata] and
then travelled on to Raipur by another train. They
were met by Alan Napier who took them to his
bungalow. They accompanied him on his monthly
inspection of the local treasury, and helped him to
count the cash before being given a tour of the
local courts and jail. They were also taken on a
drive through the bazaar, and introduced to a
sessions judge and an engineer at the Club, where
they played bridge. Around 21 December Neville
and Byng travelled by train to Dhamtain where they
were to join a camp. Neville describes the crops
being cultivated in the areas they passed through,
and describes their tented accommodation at the
camp. Neville went looking for butterflies to catch.
The next day Neville accompanied Alan Napier in
his inspection of villages en route to the next camp
at 'Budbagon'. Neville describes the process of the
inspection which included investigation of fields
and of statistics and maps giving details about
levels of cultivation, and the hearing of any local
disputes. When they reached the next camp,
Neville and Byng went looking for butterflies and
green pigeons. They travelled by elephant and
pony to Palwari where they went shooting snipe.
Neville also attempted to shoot two peacocks he
spotted. He describes waiting in the jungle for
bears or panthers, and the hopes his companions
had of getting a tiger. On Christmas Day they
camped at Gatasilli, and welcomed guests
including a man called Peel who was in charge of
Raipur gaol and the Assistant Commissioner. They
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ate turkey and plum pudding and went hunting
again, using elephants. On 26 December Neville
and Byng went hunting for peacocks and then
heard news that a tiger had been spotted nearby,
so joined a large hunting party. When they reached
the place where the animal had been seen, it
turned out to be a panther. Neville describes how
Byng caught sight of the panther and the confusion
that followed after shots were fired. Two of the
group followed the wounded animal and found it
dead. On Neville's last day in the camp he went on
a bear hunt which he describes in detail, including
another incident in which panthers were shot.
Neville travelled back to Raipur on 28 December,
first on horseback, and then by bullock tonga and
train. The folllowing day he took a train to Bilaspur
and changed trains to travel to Kuthri, Allahabad,
and Benares, arriving there on 31 December.
Here he was the guest o the Maharajah who
provided him with a private residence. Neville was
given a guided tour of the outside of the Golden
Temple 'the place is filled with sacred cows & bulls,
fat and sleepy', and then saw the monkey temple
where there were 'crowds of monkeys on the walls
and about the entrance', before driving to the river
bank and crossing the Ganges and visiting the
Maharajah's palace and the Government College.
On 1 January 1905 Neville took a launch and was
rowed down the river past the ghats, describing the
buildings he saw on the bank, and the people he
saw washing and praying by the river 'some looked
very fanatical, others thoughtful & earnest, many as
if they were just enjoying a morning bath & gossip'.
On his return he stopped in the silk and brass
bazaars to make purchases, and then took the train
to Lucknow. Here he visited the Kaisar Bagh and
the museum before going to the Residency where
he saw the graves of many of the garrison who
died during the siege [during the Indian Rebellion
of 1857]. He also drove to Sikander Bagh before
taking an afternoon train to Agra. He spent 3
January looking round the fort, and the mosques
and palaces in Agra. He gives a description of the
Pearl mosque and mentions visiting the Gem
mosque, and the Jasmine tower. The following day
he and some of his fellow hotel guests went to the
Taj Mahal, commenting 'I thought the Taj the most
beautiful building I had ever seen', and giving a
detailed description of its architecture and
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decoration. He visited the Taj Mahal and the fort
again on 5 January and took a number of
photographs. On 6 January he drove to see the
Mausoleum of Akbar the Great in Sikandra, which
he describes in detail. He then visited the tomb of
Itmadu ad-Daula, High Treasurer to Jahangir,
which he also gives a description of. On his final
day in Agra Neville visited the fort again, and then
went to the Taj Mahal for the last time where he
stayed for some time 'trying to fix it in my mind...the
more I see of it the more convinced I am that there
is nothing in the world to equal it'. He then took the
evening train to Delhi. On 8 January he took a
carriage to explore some of the city, and saw the
sites where there had been fighting during the
Indian Rebellion. He then visited Diwan I Khas and
the Pearl Mosque. He provides a description of this
complex, including the baths and the zenana. He
was taken up to the Victoria Gate tower by a young
subaltern, and then drove past the Jama Masjid.
The next day he explored Old Delhi, stopping at
Safdar Jang's tomb, noting 'I am getting rather tired
of tombs & unless they present some special
feature I no longer care to stop long over them'. In
Old Delhi he visited the Qutb Minar tower, the Alai
gateway and the remains of the mosque. He also
looked at the tombs of Sikander Lodi, and Nizan du
din Auliya, and of the Emperor Humayun. He also
visited the mosque built by Sher Shah. On his final
day in Delhi, Neville visited the spot where [John]
Nicholson was killed [East India Company officer
who led the storming of Delhi during the Indian
Rebellion], and also went to the museum and
bought some ivory carvings in the bazaar. He then
visited Jama Masjid and returned to Diwan I Khas
and the Pearl mosque. On 11 January he took a
train to Patiala where he was greeted by [Sir
James] Dunlop Smith [Private Secretary to the
Viceroy of India], with whom he was staying. His
hosts took him for a drive into the countryside and
to a garden party. They also discussed the recent
Tibet Expedition. On 13 January he rode out to see
a parade of the Imperial Service and local troops.
Neville recounts some of the things Dunlop Smith
told him about his experiences during recent
disturbances in Hyderabad, and about his
negotiations with Lord Curzon over government
affairs. On 22 January Neville records that he
received a telegram from his father, Joseph
Chamberlain, on the morning of 15 January
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informing him that his sister Ethel had died 'unable
to think of anything else all day...telegraphed home
& got reply not to alter plans'. Neville left for
Bahawalpur with Dunlop Smith, where they were
received at the station by a guard of honour and
salute of artillery. He was visited by the Nawab and
they walked up to the Durbar hall where they
received officers. He also went on a shooting
expedition, riding on elephants. The Nawab fell ill,
and was unable to accompany the group to
Khanpur, where they had a duck shoot with other
guests, including General Walter Kitchener, but
Neville and some of his hosts were able to look
round the new palace that the Nawab was building
for his mother and wives. Neville had a
conversation with General Walter Kitchener about
the Russo-Japanese war, comparing tactics with
manoeuvres in South Africa [during the Boer War]
and discussing the abilities of Ian Hamilton and
other personnel at the War Office. Neville
describes the duck shoot which took place over two
days. They group then took a train to Nabha where
they were met by officers of state sent by the
Rajah, who took them to the palace. They received
a state visit from the Rajah in the Durbar hall, and
Neville records his impression of the palace and of
the Rajah himself , and gives details about the
ceremonies that were part of the visit. When Neville
returned to Patiala he went shooting in the
surrounding jungle where he shot a boar, and
played billiards. He also visited the fort and the
Durbar hall at Patiala where he saw the crown
jewels, the state carriages and howdahs, and other
items. He also received a visit from the Council of
Regency, and gives details of some of the
members. He visited Sangrur where they were
received by the Commander in Chief and were
received by the Rajah there. Neville returned to
Raipur at the end of January.
A list of Chamberlain's purchases in India is
included at the back of the journal.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/7

Journal of visit to India 1904-05, volume 2

1905

Journal comprising the second volume of Neville
Chamberlain's account of his tour of India from
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November 1904 to March 1905, continued from
NC2/6. Letters from Neville Chamberlain to
members of his family while in India and Burma are
described at NC1/22, and photographs relating to
the trip are listed at NC17/22.
Neville arrived in Amritsar from Raipur on 1
February 1905 and immediately noticed how cold
the weather was. He walked to the Golden Temple,
accompanied by his servant, Abdul. He describes
the exterior and the courtyard, and was given a
glimpse into the interior of the temple. After this he
bought some Bokhara and Punjabi embroidery,
and took a carriage to the gardens in Ram Bagh
before catching the train to Lahore. He was met at
the station by J. Mitchell, with whom he stayed that
night. The following day he drove with the Mitchells
to the fort 'through very narrow & picturesque
native city', and then visited the Sheesh Mahal
which he describes in detail. He also visited the
Wazir Khan mosque, and in the afternoon drove to
the Shadra garden to see the tomb of Jehangir. He
dined with the Reids in the evening. On 3 February,
Mitchell arranged for Neville to go through the city
on an elephant, particularly through the streets that
were too narrow for a carriage to pass. Neville
comments on the number of 'quaint old houses' in
Lahore. In the afternoon they drove to the museum
where they saw a collection of Buddhist carvings,
and later called on the Maharaja of Patiala. He took
the evening train to Rawalpindi, arriving on the
morning of 4 February. The weather was still very
cold, and the hills were covered with snow. He
went for a walk in the afternoon and saw some
officers playing polo. He describes the officers'
accommodation and that of the 'native regiments'
who are quartered separately from the British
troops. he left Rawalpindi that evening, and arrived
in Peshawar on the morning of 5 February. He
drove to Major Roos Keppel'shouse, who Neville
describes as 'political agent for the Khyber', where
he was to stay. He and Neville discussed British
and Indian politics in the morning, and then went
out for a ride. The following day he took a drive
through the city 'Peshawar is perhaps the least
Europeanised of all Indian cities and the
inhabitants, all or nearly all frontiersmen, are quite
wild looking people'. Neville comments on the
copper work produced by the local people, and
mentions that he went shopping for carpets. He
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was invited to Fort Jamrud by Captain Bickford
where he was shown the caravans waiting to set
off for Kabul, having passed a train of camels on
his way to the fort. In the evening he went to the
Club wher he saw an amateur dramatic
performance of a musical version of Bluebeard. On
7 February Neville accompanied Roos Keppel to
Landi Kotal, describing the architecture of the
fortified villages he passed, and the independent
territory beyond Landi Kotal which is not
administered by British India and where they saw a
party of Germans 'one really cannot see anything
worth seeing (from a military point of view)...but
apparently a lot of tourists especially French &
Germans come to see it'. Neville gives a
description of the fort at Landi Kotal, where he
climbed to the blockhouse from where he had a
good view of the Jalalabad plain. The night was
bitterly cold, and the water was frozen. Neville and
Captain Bickford went by horseback to ascend
Torsappar, and he gives a detailed description of
the journey. From the summit they could see the
Jalalabad plain, the valley of the Kabul river and
the river itself running towards Dhaka, the
Peshawar plain and the mountains of the Hindu
Kush. They returned to Peshawar on the evening
of 8 February. The next morning Neville went
hunting on horseback with Roos Keppel and
Captain Bickford before catching a train to Agra.
He arrived there on the morning of 11 February
and spent the morning arranging his itinerary for
the remainder of his trip. In the afternoon he
returned to the Taj Mahal and spent some time in
the gardens. He went to Fatephur Sikri the
following day. He provides a detailed description of
the palace complex and of the other buildings in
the city.
On 13 February he travelled to Gwalior and was
met at the statio by Colonel Phillips who took him
to where he was staying. He drove through the city
to the 'mausoleum of the late Maharaja and a
college built by the present chief...they have 6
professors, all natives & around 80 students'. He
then visited the palace where he had a meeting
with Maharaja Scindia at which they discussed
education, and the Maharaja's wish to open a
technical insitute. The following day Neville visited
the fort of the Rock, and the Man Mandir palace,
which he provides a detailed description of. On 15
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February Neville travelled to Jaipur and drove to
the Residency where he stayed with Colonel
Pears. He visited the museum and the zoological
gardens the following day and then drove to the
city and palace 'the city is different from any place I
have seen with streets 100ft broad and all the
houses painted a peculiar shade of purplish pink'.
In the afternoon he drove out to the Temple of the
Sun where he saw a number of monkeys. On 17
February Neville and Colonel Patterson took a
carriage to Amber where they mounted an elephant
to be taken up to the fort. He also saw the lake
'celebrated of Rudyard Kipling' and the surrounding
gardens. In the afternoon he played croquet and
then visited the School of Art. The following
morning he and his hosts visited the Ghat pass
'where there are a few houses congregated
together with picturesque archways over the road
and pleasant gardens'. In the afternoon he
attended a tennis party which was also attended by
'many of the Rajput nobles of the district'. He was
visited by the Majaraja, and left after dinner for
Ajmer, arriving by train on the morning of 19
February. Here he was taken to visit the Dargah
shrine and gives details of the exterior and
courtyard of the complex. He also visited a Jain
temple which had been converted to a mosque,
and walked along the Bund embankment before
meeting the Principal of Mayo College where he
was given a tour of the school where he saw
cricket and football matches being played and was
introduced to the Raja of Diras, one of the pupils.
He left for Mount Abu that evening, and arrived on
20 February. He visited the Dilwara temple which
he gives a detailed description of, and the following
morning walked round the lake and visited a private
garden before returning to Ajmer where he spent
the night at Mayo College, before taking the train to
Chittorgarh and changing there for Udaipur. When
he arrived at Udaipur on 22 February he was taken
to the Residency where was met by Major and Mrs
Pinkey. He played croquet before being driven
through the city to the lake, where he took a boat
and rowed to some of the islands. Neville
comments on the scenery here which 'is very
beautiful with the grreat white pile of buildings that
constitute the palace coming right down to the
water's edge, the islands with their palaces their
arcades and cupolas and the surrounding
mountains'. He also saw wild boars being fed. The
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following day he went for a walk round the lake,
and then sat in the garden before going with Mrs
Pinkey and another guest to the Jagdish temple
and the palace. On 24 February he visited the
public gardens where he saw some black panthers,
and also went with the Pinkeys to one of the
'principal nobles' Rao Singh. The following day he
drove to the Pinchola Lake where he took a boat
and rowed out to photograph the island palace of
Jag Mandir. He also saw a number of birds and
some wild boars. Later in the day he played
croquet and went to the public gardens to play
tennis. His host was taken ill that night, but made a
recovery. Neville left for Chitorgarh on 26 February
and was taken by elephant up to the fort before
returning to the dak bungalow. The following day
he travelled to Ellora where he took a tonga to the
caves . He describes the landscape and wildlife of
the local area, and the Hindu and Buddhist
carvings in the temples at the caves.
He then took a train to Bombay [Mumbai], arriving
on 1 March. He took his belongings to the Taj
Mahal hotel, and drove to visit the Victoria gardens
and then past the Parsi Towers of Silence to
Government House on Malabar Hill where he left
his name for Lord and Lady Lamington. The
following day he transferred his things to
Government House and spent the afternoon in the
hanging gardens near the Towers of Silence. he
dined with Lord Lamington at Government House
in the evening and 'formed a poor opinion of him as
he had a very superficial & inaccurate knowledge
of subjects such as the University question on
which he ought to be quite at home'. On 3 March
Neville saw Lord and Lady Curzon off to Calcutta
[Kolkata], commenting 'I had never seen her before
& must own to being disappointed in her look. She
has lost her complexion'. The following day was
Neville's last in India. He drove to the pier amidst a
large Hindu festival which was taking place. He
said goodbye to his servant, Abdul, and gave him
his wages and a gift of a suit of clothes. Neville
makes no further entries until 19 March, when he
gives brief details of the voyage to Aden and then
to Suez, where they saw the lights of the 3rd
squadron of the Russian Baltic fleet. He gives the
names of some of his fellow passengers, several of
whom he had met in India. When the ship arrived
at Marseilles he went ashore to have lunch with
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friends. The ship arrived at Gibraltar on 21 March
where he saw 'the greater portion of the Atlantic
fleet, including 13 ships, among them the new
battleship King Edward VII'. He had lunch here with
the Greenwoods,before continuing his voyage,
arriving at Plymouth on 24 March, and taking the
train from here to London.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/8

Journal of visits to Algeria and Tunisia 1911 and
North Wales 1912

1911-1912

Journal of Neville Chamberlain's honeymoon in
Algeria and Tunisia, with his wife, Anne, in 1911,
and of a holiday in North Wales in 1912. A number
of pages have been removed from the journal
concerning the honeymoon and parts of some
pages have been crossed out. These actions were
probably carried out by Anne Chamberlain.
Typescript and handwritten notes describing the
Algerian and Tunisian tour, including details of
sightseeing activities in Paris during early January,
in Anne Chamberlain's handwriting, are included in
the file labelled NC2/11, which also contains notes
about Neville and Anne's tour of Canada in 1922
Neville Chamberlain married Anne de Vere Cole on
5 January 1911 at St Paul's, Knightsbridge, and the
reception was held at 2 Hyde Park Gardens. The
couple then left for their honeymoon. The next
twenty one pages have been removed, and the first
surviving page contains an entry for 21 January.
Neville records that he and Anne, together with
other guests from their hotel, went on an excursion
to Hammam Meskoutine. They travelled into the
mountains and saw snow on the higher slopes,
some of which were being tilled by 'nomad Arabs'.
They also saw shepherds tending their herds 'one
of whom was playing a pipe quite in the pastoral
tradition'. They saw the abandoned huts of
engineers who had supervised the working of zinc
and mercury mines. They went into the grotto
accompanied by a local guide with a paraffin lamp
with a green glass globe for the oil 'then we entered
the most extraordinary place I have ever seen in
my life...a vast cave hung with stalactites the floor
of which, always descending, was a confused
mass of huge blocks apparently falled form the roof
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among which we had very carefully to pick our
way'. Neville goes on to give more details about the
interior of the cave and explains that they were
forced to return after one of the lamps failed, as it
was too risky to continue. The following day Neville
and Anne went out for a picnic, and on 23 January
they rode to Guelma via Medjez Amar with
Monsieur Paul. They arrived too late to see the
market but were taken by a guide into a garden
where there were a number of ancient statues, and
to a Roman theatre which had been reconstructed
by the French colonists, and to the ruins of some
Romans baths. It rained the following day, and
Neville abandoned his plans to go on a partridge
shoot, walking with Anne to collect samples of local
plants, and visiting the orangery with Monsieur
Paul. On 25 January they travelled to Constantine
where they had lunch before hiring a guide to take
them along the Chemin des Touristes and the
Rhumel gorges, which he describes in detail. After
lunch at the hotel they travelled into the mountains
by car through a 'glistening snowfield' and arrived
at Batna in the evening. They were unable to travel
further that night due to the poor condition of the
roads which were very muddy since the snow had
melted. The following day they travelled on to
Timgad, passing local people herding sheep and
goats and arriving while the weekly market was
taking place. They walked around the city to view
the Roman ruins which Neville describes in some
detail. They visited the museum to view the
mosaics there, and then returned to Batna,
intending to take an evening train to El Kantara but
finding that it had left early. They took a morning
train to El Kantara on 27 January and watched the
scenery change as the temperature rose. After
arriving at the hotel they walked down through the
gorge and explored a local village. The following
day they went on an excursion by mule to the
gorges and village of Tilatou. Neville describes the
topography of the local area, and the appearance
and clothing of the local people at Tilatou,
commenting 'as usual in an Arab village the men
seemed to have nothing to do but to sleep in the
sun either on their own roof or in the street'. On 29
January Neville went out with a gun and cartridges,
hoping to shoot partridges but returned without
any. After this, he and Anne went to look round the
local village 'we went & looked into 2 house in the
first of which was a child with some disease that
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looked like scarlet fever! The houses all built of
mud are of course horribly dirty, but if that be
passed over they are warm & probably
comfortable. The best feature is the flat roof on
which the inhabitants spend so much of their time'.
They then walked through the oasis where they
saw several date, apricot and fig trees. The next
day they went on an expedition to the summit of
the highest mountain in the local area, Djebel
Metlili. Neville describes the ascent, and mentions
seeing a small house at the summit, which he
thinks was probably used as a meteorological
station. He gives details of the vegetation they saw
on their descent. In the evening they took a train to
Biskra. The following day, 31 January, they hired
camels, as Anne had never ridden one before, and
went to explore old Biskra 'the animals had no
bridle and there was no means of controlling them
so that our course was extremely erratic and
moreover they had the irritating habit of walking
one behind the other so that it was impossible to
carry on a conversation with any comfort'. In the
afternoon they drove to the edge of the desert and
looked out over the sand hills before taking an
afternoon train to El Guerra. On 1 February they
took a train to Setif and then travelled by car to the
Gorges du Chabet, which he describes in detail.
They saw some of the monkeys that live by the
gorges, and stopped to pick stylosa on their
journey onwards to the coast. The following day
they travelled by car to Tizi Ouzou, from where
they took a train to Algiers. Neville describes the
Kabyle villages they saw on the journey and the
views of the Djurdjura mountain range. They
arrived in Algiers in the evening of 2 February, and
spent the next day exploring the city. They walked
through some pinewoods where they had a view of
the bay. Rain prevented them doing any
sightseeing on 4 February, but they looked in the
'curiosity shops' and booked their passage to
Marseilles. On 6 February they took an excursion
to the gorges of Chiffa, gathering flowers along the
way. Neville describes the gorge and waterfalls,
which he thinks do not compare with the Chabet
gorge. They boarded their ship to Marseilles on 7
February, and suffered seasickness during windy
weather the following day. They took a train to
Paris on 9 February and spent the following day
sightseeing, visiting the Louvre where they saw the
Chauchard collection, shopping, and dining at the
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Cafe de Paris before attending the Francais theatre
to see Les Marionettes. Neville also took Anne to
see the statues of Georges Sand and Voltaire.
They returned to London on 11 February 'so
concluded our honeymoon to our great regret'.
Neville and Anne travelled to North Wales for a
short holiday in May 1912, leaving their home,
Westbourne, in Birmingham in their new Daimler
on 24 May and staying the night at Brignorth. They
looked round the castle and the old town hall the
following day, before travelling on to Shrewsbury ,
Oswestry and Llangollen, Bettws-y-Coed and
Capel Curig. They arrived at their hotel at the
summit of the Llanberis Pass, and walked in the
hills after tea, where they could see across to
Snowdown. The hotel was 'full of members of
Wayfarers Club - horrid people'. On 26 May they
walked up the slopes of Glyder Fach and round a
lake to where they could look down Llanberis Pass.
They visited Caernarfon castle and walked down
the estuary and then continued to Beddgelert and
Aberglaslyn, stopping at Tan-y-Bwlch for tea. They
stayed at Tyn y Groes that night and drove to
Dolgelly the following day, where they bought
petrol for the car, and then travelled to Dinas
Mawddach and to the top of the pass. They drove
through Welshpool and had tea at Bishop's Castle
before arriving at Ludlow where they spent the
night. They visited the church, the Reader's House,
and the castle in Ludlow on 28 May, all of which
Neville provides a description of. They returned to
Birmingham via Tenbury, Cleobury Mortimer,
Bewdley, Kidderminster and Hagley, calling at
Highbury before returning to their home at
Westbourne.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/9

Journal of visit to Canada 1922

1922-1928

Journal comprising the first volume of of Neville
Chamberlain's account of his tour of Canada in
September and October 1922. The second volume
is described at NC2/10.
Neville and Anne left their children with Miss
Leamon, their nurse and governess in Wales, and
spent a few days at their home, Westbourne, in
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Birmingham before travelling to their London home
at Egerton Crescent. They left London on 7
September and travelled to Southampton where
they boarded the Empress of Scotland. Neville
mentions the names of some of his fellow
passengers, and comments on the poor bathing
and sanitary facilities on board the ship. After
leaving Southampton the ship called at Cherbourg.
Neville comments on some of the passengers they
spoke to, including Mr and Mrs Crowe of Toronto,
Mrs McGibbon of Montreal, and Mr Hobson of
Hamilton about the political and economic situation
in Canada, and Canadian attitudes to Britain 'the
judge admitted that there was a considerable
amount of disillusion among those who went
overseas during the war'. Neville also spoke to
Judge Duff of the Canadian Supreme Court, the
Honorable John Cameron of Winnipeg, and Mr
Gordon Maclaren, a mining engineer. The weather
during the voyage was largely calm, and they
spotted icebergs on 12 September, shortly before
sighting the coast of Newfoundland. They arrived at
Quebec City on 14 September and attended a
meeting of the Women's Canadian Club at their
hotel. After this, Neville and Anne walked up to the
citadel and the parliament buildings 'the streets are
very poorly paved & dirty but there are some quaint
old houses built of wood'. In the evening they dined
at Spencerwood with the Lieutenant Governor, Sir
Charles Fitzpatrick. Neville gives brief details of the
house and its gardens, and mentions some of the
other guests, including 'Sastri' who spoke to Neville
about 'the Dominion franchise for Indians'. On 15
September Neville and Anne were taken on a tour
of Quebec City by the Governor after a visit by
W.G.Raymond, MP for Brantford, Ontario. They
went to the French cathedral and adjoining
seminary, and visited the house where Montcalm
died. They also went to the church attached to the
hospital where Montcalm was buried. In the
afternoon they drove to the site of the battlefield of
1859 which is now a public park, and saw the site
of the battle in 1760 between English and French
forces, for which a monument had been erected.
Afterwards they drove through some of the
countryside surrounding the city, and Neville
comments on the houses and farms they saw.
They drove to the bridge over the St Lawrence
river, and back to Quebec city along the Montreal
road. They had tea at Spencerwood and returned
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to their hotel for dinner. The following day they
visited the church of Notre Dame des Victoires and
walked into the upper town to buy some
photographs. Neville visited the Garrison Club with
Mr Reid, one of the passengers from the ship, and
then he and Anne took the train for Montreal,
passing the area where the St Maurice joins the St
Lawrence. They were met from the train by a
representative from the Bank of Montreal with a
car, and were taken to the residence of Sir
Frederick Taylor, head of the Montreal Bank, where
they had dinner. 'Sastri' was also at this dinner
party and 'discoursed with his usual shyness &
irony on Ghandi and Indian aspirations'
commenting 'the more I see & hear him the more I
distrust him. He always suggests though he never
distinctly states a case, that the Brit.Govt is
breaking pledges and repressing legitimate Indian
aspirations'. On 17 September Neville and Anne
walked up Mount Royal and Neville describes the
park in which it is located. They had lunch with
Senator Casgrain and others including an MP in
the Dominion Legislature. Neville mentions that the
Senator was 'upset by the news that Canada was
to be called upon to send military assistance to the
Dardanelles. Why should we interfere with the
Turks and take Constantinople away from them
antagonising our Mohammedan subjects', and
notes that the danger of another European crisis
leading to war is strongly felt in Canada. After lunch
Mrs McGibbon drove them to the Forest and
Stream Club by Lake St Louis, and then to the
Mount Royal Golf Club where they had tea. They
dined with the Wilsons in the evening. The
following day they spent time making changes to
their itinerary and postponed their visit to Toronto.
In the afternoon they were visited by Senator
Horne Webster who took them for a drive to
Westmount, Lachine, and the MacDonald College,
all of which Neville gives details of. They stopped
for tea at an old Hudson Bay [Company] fort now
connected to a tearoom on the bank of the Ottawa
river, and looked at the Lake of the Two Mountains
before returning to Montreal for dinner with the
McGibbons. On 19 September Anne went with a
group, including Sastri, to se a monastery, while
Neville had a meeting with Elliot's agent and had
lunch with Sir Frederick Taylor at the Bank of
Montreal, together with other bank officials
including Huntley Drummond who was at Rugby
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with Austen Chamberlain. He had tea with Mrs
Beardmore where the group discussed the news of
'Kemal Pasha's defeat of the Greeks, and the
alleged summons by Gt Britain to the Dominions to
send contingents'. Neville and Anne dined with
General Webster in the evening. The next morning
Neville had a meeting with a BSA agent while Anne
took a tour of Montreal's churches with Mrs
McGibbon. They both went to the Mount Royal
Club for lunch and walked up Mount Royal. They
left for Winnipeg in the evening by train, which
passed Ottawa and extensive wooded areas
displaying colourful autumn leaves which Neville
describes. The train then passed through mining
areas, and Neville and Anne spent some time
looking at the landscape from the observation car.
On 22 September the train passed along the
shores of Lake Superior before reaching Port
Arthur. It then passed further woodland areas and
a number of lakes, culminating in the Lake of the
Woods. They arrived in Winnipeg in the evening.
The next day they were taken by Mr Rogers, a
former MP and minister in Meighan's government,
who took them on to the 'wheat pit' which Neville
describes in detail. He then met a representative
on BSA business, and went to lunch with Mr
Rogers where he met Mr Nichols, Editor of the
Winnipeg Evening Tribune, Sir David Macmillan, a
former Lieutenant Governor, the Hon J.Cameron,
Mr Dodge of the Bank of Montreal, Hamilton of the
Union Bank of Canada, and Mr Tupper. After lunch
the party went to the Country Club where they
joined the 'ladies party' which included Anne
Chamberlain. Neville comments on the pro-British
attitudes of this group, and their disappointment at
often having to buy American goods. Neville and
Anne had tea at Government House with Sir James
Aikens and looked at the new Parliament buildings
which Neville gives details of. They dined at the
Sutherlands' house where one of the older guests
spoke about his memories of Winnipeg when he
was a pioneer, and the group spoke about current
prospects for Canadian farmers and Neville goes
on to discuss the infrastructure of Winnipeg in his
journal. Neville and Anne took an evening train
which travelled through Manitoba and into
Saskatchewan on 24 September. Neville mentions
the changing landscape the train passed through,
including plains and wheat fields that had been
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harvested. The train stopped at Regina where
there was a delay, so Neville and Anne took a taxi
and drove out into the countryside where they saw
some of the local farmhouses which Neville
describes and includes a sketch of. They spoke to
a local farmer who told them that the winter months
were difficult 'he said there was nothing to do but
sit by the fire or go into the town...the driver said
the farmers would spend freely especially on
whisky'. They arrived at Banff on the morning of 25
September and Neville went for a walk to Bow Falls
and looked over to Mount Rundle. After lunch they
drove down the Bow valley and saw a herd of
buffalo on their way to the sulpher water cave and
basin. The next day they left by the early train for
Lake Louise, passing 'magnificent mountain
scenery'. They took a charabanc to Moraine Lake
and viewed the peaks behind it, including the
Tower of Babel. When they returned they walked
along the lake to within a mile of the Victoria
Glacier. On 27 September Neville and Anne met
the Barrow Cadburys who had come to Lake
Louise for a rest after attending conferences in the
USA. They left Banff and travelled through the
Rocky mountains using tunnels, down Kicking
Horse pass and Golden, through the Connaught
tunnerl to Glacier where they had views of Mount
Sir Donald. They descended the Thompson river
and arrived at Ducks [Monte Creek] where they
were met by Senator Bostock.
On 28 September they looked round the farm
buildings of their host, and then drove to a lake up
the river, where Senator Bostock had some
meadowland. Neville comments on the irrigation
system of culivation in the area and mentions some
of the local crops grown. In the afternoon they
walked through Senator Bostock's orchard and up
over the terraces, spotting a coyote and seeing
preparations being made for a new railway line.
They also went to look at land being cultivated by a
syndicate of Chinese migrants who were digging a
potato crop. Neville comments on the size of the
Douglas firs in the area and mentions that the local
sawmill is currently out of use. He also writes about
some of the other local inhabitants, including two
young men who were of dual heritage, their
grandfathers having married Native Canadian
women. Neville spent the evening talking with
Senator Bostock and gives some details of the
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domestic lives of his family, mentioning that one of
his daughters is to go and join a Zenana medicla
mission at Patna, India. They woke to heavy rain
on 29 September so decided to leave for
Vancouver early, taking the train along the South
Thompson river to Kamploops and then past a
series of Thompson canyons, noticing that a
number of apple trees had been planted along the
way. On 30 September, their first day in
Vancouver, they went down to the shore to see the
shipping there and spent the rest of the morning
shopping before going for a drive through Stanley
Park, crossing the bridge over the Industrial island
to the Shaughnessy heights 'where a new
residential suburb has been developed by the
Canadian Pacific Railway. They met the Maclarens
at the Country Club and Neville comments on the
tall trees they saw in Stanley Park. Neville spent
the morning of 1 October trying to prepare material
for speeches, but was interrupted by a visit from
Major Brock. They had lunch with Sir Charles
Tupper and other guests, where the conversation
included discussion of Canadian relations with the
USA. They were driven to New Westminster by Mr
Tisdall, the mayor, and to Green Timber. They
drove back along the Marine drive, and past the
General Hospital. They had dinner with Major and
Mrs Brock who spoke about climbing in the Rocky
mountains and encountering grizzly bears. They
boarded their ship in the evening for an overnight
crossing to Victoria, arriving on the morning of 2
October where they were met by Mr Hamervelt
who showed Neville a series of charts prepared
'with a view to persuading the Dominion Govt to
settle ex soldiers on the land'. Neville and
Hamervelt had lunch at the Union Club where the
party included representatives from the Bank of
Commerce. In the afternoon Neville had a meeting
with a salmon canner about the current state of the
industry in a time of reduced catches, and sets out
some of the reasons that the fishermen gave for
this. On 3 October Neville received a telegram from
his brother Austen, informing him that parliament
had been dissolved, followed by another letting him
know that the situation had changed, and they
need not return home immediately. Neville
arranged a meeting with the Honourable John
Oliver to discuss emigration and attended a tea
party given by the wife of the Chief Justice Mrs
Macdonald, where he spoke to editors of local
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newspapers, again about emigration from Britain to
Canada. The following day Mr Butchart took them
to his house which featured a room with a large
plate glass window looking over the lawn to the
inlet with mountains in the background. Neville
describes the rest of the house and garden in some
detail. They had lunch with other acquaintances
they had made in Victoria before taking the boat
back to Vancouver where they attended an evening
reception at the Vancouver Club where they met
the Chancellor of the University, the President of
the Board of Trade, the Chairman of the Harbour
Board, the City Chaplain and other local officials.
Neville addressed the group on Britain's current
difficulties and the question of migration to Canada.
Members of the group spoke to Neville about trade
in wheat and the effect on Canada of the opening
of the Panama canal which had made imports from
England cheaper.
On 5 October Mr Tisdall took Neville to Stanley
Park to see the large trees there before Neville and
Anne took the train to Calgary, travelling along the
course of the Fraser and Thompson rivers where
Neville saw a number of salmon in the tributary and
spotted a number of dip nets used by Native
Canadians to scoop out the fish. He includes a
sketch of this implement. They reached Field on 6
October, and travelled on past the Great Divide,
looking at the landscape from the observation car.
Neville used part of the journey to prepare a
speech he was to make to the Canadian Club.
They reached Calgary in the afternoon, and were
met by R. Bennett, who drove them to ranch, and
to look round a fur packing factory. Neville
describes the prairie they drove through and the
location of the ranch. In the evening they attended
a dinner party held by the Bennetts in their honour,
and Neville spoke to some of the men there about
cattle ranching. On 7 October they were visited by
several local residents, including Mr Stanley,
President of the Canadian Club, who took them
around the residential quarter of the city and
showed them the new Dominion Technical School
and Training College. Neville discussed the
concept of '''open'' hospitals' with Mr Stanley. He
gave his speech to the Canadian Club at
lunchtime, which seemed to be well received,
including his comments about Canadian assistance
to Britain in the Dardanelles. They left Calgary that
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afternoon, arriving in Regina on 8 October, and
travelling through Saskatchewan and Manitoba,
Winnipeg and the Great Lakes, noticing evidence
of gold mining at Jackson and the similarity of the
countryside around Fort William to that of Scotland.
On 10 October the train passed the shores of
Georgian Bay and continued to Toronto. Neville
gave interviews to reporters from the Daily Star and
the Evening Telegram and spent some of the
evening working on his address to the Canadian
Club despite interruptions, commenting 'this form of
holiday I find extremely trying to the nerve and I
fear I get very difficult myself sometimes'. He
includes an account of the luncheon at which he
spoke on the subject of immigration and 'the way in
which Canada could help us by buying more
goods'. He was given a tour of the university
buildings of Toronto by Brigadier General Mitchell
who explained how the 'open hospital' system
worked, and Neville provides a detailed description
of the university and its organisation and facilities.
He had tea at the York Club and spent the evening
working on his speech for the Empire Club. On 12
October Neville visited the Canadian Bank of
Commerce to see Sir Edmund Walker and then
went to the Empire Club where he gave a speech
on Imperialism. He spent the afternoon discussing
business with General Victor Williams and a
representative from the Jessop Steel Company,
Washington Pennsylvania.
Neville and Anne took a boat to Niagara on 13
October where they took a tramcar to ascend the
gorge, seeing the rapids on their right. Neville
describes the falls in detail, and gives an account
of his meeting with the President of the Electric
Power company and their tour of the plant. They
spent the rest of the day viewing the American and
Canadian falls from different vantage points. On 14
October Neville received a telegram from his
brother Austen informing him that a General
Election was about to be held in Britain and began
to investigate the possibility of leaving Canada
earlier than planned. He met the Canadian
assistant Minister of Health and discussed
Canadian policy on Public Health and Housing 'and
found that Toronto was pretty up to date but not
superior to Birm. except in the matter of milk. All
milk is pasteurised in ''dairies'' within the city &
under inspection of munic[ipal] auth[ority] before it
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can be used'. He also made enquiries about Infant
Welfare provision. Neville and Anne went for a
drive with the Nesbitts, before Neville's meeting
with Sir Joseph Harvelle who spoke to him about
the future unity of Canada and the 'necessity of
British immigrants'. He had a further meeting with
representatives from the Jessop Steel Company,
and attended a reception at which the situation in
the Near East was discussed. Neville spent the
morning of 15 October preparing his address to the
Daughters of the Empire and he and Anne went for
a walk near Government House in the afternoon.
The following day Neville gave his address to the
Daughters of the Empire, and spoke to Colonel
Fraser, the Provincial Archivist, about the Canadian
Constitution and relations between the Dominion
and the Provinces. They left by evening train for
Ottawa, arriving on the morning of 17 October,
when they were taken to Government House.
The journal includes a provisional itinerary and a
list of photographs taken.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/10

Journal of visit to Canada 1922, Gibraltar 1925,
Caux 1926, Gibraltar 1928

1922-1928

Journal comprising the second volume of Neville
Chamberlain's account of his tour of Canada in
September and October 1922, continued from
NC2/9. The journal also contains accounts of his
visits to Gibraltar and Spain in January 1925; Caux,
Switzerland in January 1926, and Gibraltar and
Spain in January 1928.
Neville resumes his account of his first day in
Ottawa on 17 October, recording that he and Anne
were shown the Parliament buildings by Captain
Balfour, describing the interior of the Commons
Chamber. He spent time preparing his speech in
the afternoon and evening. On 18 October he had
a meeting with the Deputy Minister for the Interior
and Immigration on the issue of British settlers in
the different Provinces and the availability of
government owned and private land for migrants.
He then gave his speech to the Canadian Club at
the Chateau Laurier, which was received with 'the
greatest enthusiasm'. He was congratulated by
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Mackenzie King [Canadian Prime Minister]. He and
Anne were then taken on a tour of pulp and saw
mills, and Neville describes the work of the mills in
some detail. Afterwards they drove to the National
Gallery, and Neville had a meeting with Mackenzie
King who gave him an account of recent incidents
in connection with demands for Canadian troops to
assist Britain in the Dardanelles and Canada's
relationship with Britain. In the evening Neville and
Anne went with Oswald Balfour to dine with the
Duffs who were giving a dinner for them at the
Country Club. They travelled to Montreal by train
on 19 October where they received the news that
Neville's brother Austen had been defeated [in his
attempt to become Conservative Party leader and
supporter of the Coalition government] at the
Carlton Club meeting and that Lloyd George had
resigned [as Prime Minister], with Bonar Law
undertaking to form a new government. Neville had
a meeting with the President of the Canadian
Pacific Railway which covered the issue of
migration. Neville and Anne caught an evening
train to Boston, arriving on the morning of 20
October. They went to the Library to look at the
paintings there of William Endicott [brother of his
stepmother, Mary] and Mrs Endicott [Mary's
mother], and then drove to Cambridge where they
saw the buildings of Harvard, travelling on to Salem
where they saw a number of old houses, including
the one the Endicotts had lived in. They arrived at
the farm where they were met by Mary and Willie
[Carnegie] and by Louisa and Mrs Endicott where
they had lunch, received visitors and looked around
the gardens. They returned to Boston that evening
and took the train to New York. They deposited
their luggage onboard their ship, and took a taxi
down Broadway and returned along Fifth Avenue
which allowed them to see some of the new
skyscrapers. Neville comments on his feelings
about the forthcoming election 'I cannot imagine
myself leaving the Unionist party for Ll[oyd]
G[eorge] when there is no fundamental difference
of policy. My only difficulty is Austen, and I have
wondered whether I should go out of politics
altogether. But that does not seem fair to the
constituency or the party in Birmingham which
ought to be kept united. The voyage home was
uneventful. Neville comments on the
announcement of the new Cabinet on 27 October,
and speculates about Austen's future in politics.
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They reached London on 29 October, and Neville
immediately left for Birmingham after receiving a
telegram from Leo Amery. Anne followed him by a
later train after being informed that Leo Amery had
been commissioned by Bonar Law to offer Neville
the post of Postmaster General.
The second part of the journal contains Neville's
account of his visit to Gibraltar and Spain. He and
Anne returned to Birmingham from Yorkshire on 2
January, where they had been staying with the
Cunliffe Listers. They left their children at
Westbourne, and travelled to London, taking the
train to Dover. The weather conditions were bad,
so they did not leave Dover until the next morning.
Part of the voyage was rough, and Neville and
Anne both had to take medication for seasickness.
They arrived at Gibraltar on 7 January and walked
to the waterfront, meeting a Master of Fox Hounds
taking the hounds out to the meet. They drove back
to the Alameda gardens where they saw a number
of subtropical trees and shrubs. They crossed from
Gibraltar to Algeciras and walked in the gardens
near their hotel, continuing into the town 'under an
acqueduct apparently Moorish. Everything very
dirty & squalid but very picturesque'. Neville
describes the hats worn by the local men, and
provides a sketch. They took a train for Ronda on 8
January, and walked to the Puente Nuevo, the
bridge over the gorge. They also looked at some of
the Moorish houses and saw the Arab bridge and
the cathedral. The following day they went for a
walk in the surrounding countryside, visiting an old
monastery 'now inhabited by a peasant'. They saw
olives, cacti and vegetables growing on the slopes,
and returned to Ronda for lunch. They returned to
Algeciras in the afternoon 'very delighted with
Ronda & anxious to return on some future
occasion'. On 10 January they returned to
Gibraltar, and were met at the pier by Major Laurie,
the military secretary, and driven to Government
House where they found Sir Charles and Lady
Monro. The Governor showed them the galleries in
the Rock and they also visited the 'Moorish castle'.
Neville comments on the size of the guns. They
were introduced to the Chief Justice Sir Daniel
Tudor, and to the wife of the Admiral of the Port.
Neville mentions that Sir Daniel Tudor had
previously been Chief Justice of the Bahamas, and
assured him that he was remembered there 'with
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pride and affection'. On 11 January Neville and
Anne attended the service in the Kings Chapel and
then went into the gardens of Government house,
giving descriptions of both. After lunch they visited
the Chief Engineer Colonel Hawksley to see a
large scale model of the Rock. They also saw the
'Governor's Cottage', which was being used as a
'rest home' for the wives of Garrison officers. They
drove round the rest of the settlement, including the
area occupied by descendants of Genoese settlers
invited to Gibraltar after Britain's capture of the
Rock. Neville also describes a water catchment
system they saw. They boarded their ship on 12
January, and before it left saw cruisers from the
Mediterranean fleet arrive in the harbour. Neville
records his discussion with the Governor and
Colonel Hawksley about the value to Britain of
Gibraltar, and 'as to desirability of placating
Spanish sentiment by exchanging it say for Ceuta'.
The return crossing was rough, but they reached
Plymouth on 15 January. After this they ran into
thick fog which delayed the remainder of their
journey back to London.
Neville and Anne travelled to Caux, Switzerland,
with their children, Dorothy and Frank in January
1926, leaving London on 3 January and crossing
the channel to Calais. They took a train to Paris
where they took an onward train to Switzerland.
Neville shared a room with his son, Frank. They
changed trains at Montreux and continued to Caux
where it was snowing. They took a sleigh to the
hotel and went on some of the slopes above the
hotel in the afternoon. On 5 January they visited
the local shops to see whether they could hire skis
and boots, without success. They went out on their
luges instead, and in the afternoon Neville and
Anne went for a walk towards Les Avants. Neville
comments 'I must admit that the views were fine
but at present I am thoroughly bored here'. The
thaw continued the next day, but the family were
determined to acquire skis. They had to use the
boots they already had 'but were certainly at a
disadvantage by reason of our skis not being firmly
attached'. Neville notes that he was disappointed in
the abilities of their ski instructor but they 'got on
fairly well & the 2 children were most plucky in spite
of many falls'. They woke on 7 January to find that
the thaw had continued, and that 'much of the
snow outside the hotel had disappeared. It was
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soon evident that skiing was out of the question', so
they decided to go into Montreux. They visited the
castle at Territet for which Neville provides a
detailed description, and then took a tram into
Montreux after having hot chocolate in a tea shop,
which Dorothy and Frank enjoyed. The following
day there was fresh snow, so the family spent the
whole day on skis, and received good guidance
from a different instructor. On 9 January they
watched some of the skaters in the morning, and
then took the train to the Col de Jaman where they
watched some of the experienced skiiers, and also
used their luges on the lower slopes back to the
hotel. The following day they walked to Les Avants
where they had lunch, and then continued to
Montreux, and on 11 January Neville and Frank
went out on their skis, while Anne and Dorothy
remained at the hotel. They left Caux by train on 12
January, but were unable to get refreshments until
Dijon when they could only book a table in the
restaurant car for the fourth service, by which time
most of the food had been eaten. They arrived in
Paris at midnight, and spent the night there before
crossing the channel to England on 13 January.
The final part of the journal contains an account of
Neville and Anne's visit to Spain and Gibraltar in
January 1928. They joined their ship at the Royal
Albert dock, leaving Britain during an extended
period of particularly cold weather with snow and
high winds. They boarded their ship on 30
December, but did not sail from Southampton until
31 December, where they saw some of the large
Atlantic liners in dock. Part of the voyage was
rough, and Anne was not able to eat much. The
weather became warmer on 2 January, and Neville
was able to sit on deck where he had a
conversation with the founder of the British Empire
Service League about the emigration of ex
servicemen to Australia and New Zealand and the
difficulties in finding them employment. They
arrived at Gibraltar on 3 January and were met at
the wharf by a driver who took them to their hotel.
They walked to the Alamada gardens in the
evening, and dined with the Greenwoods. The
following day a car was arranged to take them to
Malaga and they drove along the coast, catching
sight of the 'snowy tops of the Sierra Nevada' in the
distance. They also saw vineyards and eucalyptus
trees, with mountains behind. They reached
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Malaga in the late afternoon. On 5 January they
walked through the Paseo del Alfonso XIII and
along the Calle del Marquis. In the afternoon they
walked up the Curro Colorado, descending to the
Camino Nuevo and then going to look at the
cathedral. The following day they walked through
the gardens by the Paseo del Alfonso XIII to the
Paseo de la Alamada and then to the Calle de los
Larios, and back by the port. In the afternoon they
hired a car to go to El Retiro where they were
shown round the gardens. Neville gives details of
some of the flowers and plants they saw. When
they returned to their hotel they went down to the
shore to see the fishermen land their nets. On 7
January they spent the morning ordering dried fruit,
especially 'Malaga raisins' to be sent to friends.
They then visited the garden of La Concepcion,
which Neville describes. Anne was suffering from a
cold, so the next day Neville went out for a walk
along the coast road alone, and then turned inland.
He photographed a 'small cottage with a family of
at least 5 children, a large quantity of goats & a lot
of fowls all of which contentedly lay in the dirt &
played with one another'. He comments on the
'nasty' habits of some of the local people he
passed. On 9 January, after some disagreement
about the size of the car they had hired, they left for
Granada. Neville gives details of the journey into
the Sierra Nevada mountains. They walked up to
the Alhambra when they arrived, and spent some
time walking around, looking at the views. The
following morning a fog obscured their view of the
mountains and of the town below. They were
shown around the Alhabmbra by an administrator
who had been recommended to them by their
friends, the Davidsons. Neville describes their visit
in detail over several pages. On 11 January they
took a car to the Capilla Real where they saw the
tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella. Afterwards they
drove to La Torre. Neville comments on their
experiences in Granada, mentioning the warm
weather and the facilities and costs at their hotel.
They travelled by train to Ronda in 12 January, and
then continued to Algreciras. They spent 13
January walking around Algeciras, and crossed to
Gibraltar by boat in the afternoon. They had tea at
Government House with Sir Charles and Lady
Monro and attended a ball there in the evening.
The following day they went to Tarifa with the
Greenwoods which they found 'very interesting and
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full of Moorish remains'. They visited the citadel
and the cathedral. They dined again at
Government House, with the Colonial Secretary
Major Hubert Young and his wife. Neville recounts
part of the conversation he had with Major Young
about British rule in India and the extent to which
they believed self-government was advisable. They
left Gibraltar on 15 January and were given a tour
of their ship by the captain. They reached Plymouth
on 17 January, and took a train to London.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/11

Notes relating to Canada

[1922]

Handwritten notes by Neville Chamberlain relating
to Canada, which appear to have been made
during his tour of Canada in September and
October 1922. Topics of the notes include: French
Canadians, Canadian loyalty to Britain, his meeting
with Openshaw and Bennet in Montreal regarding
Elliott's Metal Company; his meeting with Fraser
regarding the Birmingham Small Arms Company;
his meeting with Mr Hozel in Winnipeg; his meeting
with Grayson at Toronto; business conditions in
Canada; Ontario; liquor control in British Columbia;
prairie lands; Canadian conditions; Canadian
nationalism; the Privy Council; immigration; the
West Indies; Vancouver.
Included in this file are a set of handwritten and
typescript notes giving details about the
Chamberlains' sightseeing activities in Paris,
Algeria and Tunisia, during his honeymoon with his
wife, Anne Chamberlain, in January and February
1911. The majority of the manuscript notes are in
Anne Chamberlain's handwriting. A journal of this
tour is described at NC2/8
1 file
Access: Open
NC2/12

Journal of visit to Italy 1921

1921

Journal of Neville Chamberlain's visit to Italy and
Sicily in September and October 1921, with his
wife, Anne.
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Neville and Anne travelled from Birmingham to
London on 20 September, leaving their children,
Dorothy and Frank, with their nurse, Miss Leamon.
Neville comments that 'Dorothy [was] rather
tearful'. They travelled to Paris by train and boat
the following day and went for a drive along the
Champs Elysees, returning by the Quai d'Orsay
and past Notre Dame. They travelled the south of
France that evening, and then to Turin, arriving in
Rome on 23 September where they found that their
luggage had not arrived. On 25 September they
hired a Fiat car and drove along the old Appian
way, stopping at the tomb of Cecilia Metella, and
continuing along the new Appian way to Albano
where they looked at the lake there. Neville
describes the setting and and the lunch they ate at
a nearby trattoria, remarking on the amount of
spaghetti consumed by neighbouring diners. The
following day they visited the Forum with a guide,
and Neville gives details of the remains they looked
at. In the afternoon they drove to the churches of
Santa Maria in Trastevere and St Cecilia, and then
to the monument to Garibaldi from which point they
had a good view of the city. On 27 September they
visited the Vatican museum and spent some time
looking at the sculptures. Neville gives his views
about some of the works of art there. In the
afternoon they visited the English cemetery, and
saw the graves of Keats, Severn and Shelley. They
also went to the Basilica of San Paolo Fuori le
Mura. Their luggage had still not arrived on 28
September, and they were both becoming
frustrated. They went to the Museo delle Terme,
and Neville gives a description of some of the
artefacts they saw there. After lunch they walked
through the Borghese gardens to the casino to see
the pictures, which he also comments on. The
following day they walked to the Capitol hill and
looked at the statue of Marcus Aurelius before
walking down to the Forum and spending more
time with a guide, looking at discoveries made
since Neville's last visit, and since the publication of
his Baedeker guide in 1909. Neville comments on
the temple of Castor, the house of the Vestals, and
recent excavations at the Basilica of Constantine.
They also looked at the Arch of Titus. In the
afternoon, Neville went alone to Santa Maria
Maggiore and San Pietro in Vincula. On 30
September Anne rested and Neville walked to the
Vatican and went to the Sistine Chapel. He spent
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over an hour studying the ceiling with the help of a
guide book 'I only say that I found M[ichel]angelo
as great as I did last time I was here'. After lunch
he went to the Palatine hill and explored the ruins
of the palaces of Tiberius and Augustus, and the
house of Livia. Neville spent some time during the
morning of 1 October making arrangements for
their forthcoming tour of Sicily. He then went to the
Basilica of Santa Pudenziana to see the mosaics,
to see the statue of the horse tamers, and to the
Pantheon. After lunch he drove to the Colosseum
and went round with a guide, remarking 'it is worth
the 15 lire he charges for though much of his
information is not correct he shows you many
things that otherwise you would miss', giving details
of some of the structural aspects, and mentioning
that they ascended to the top so that they 'might
see the arena as the plebs saw it'. After this he
drove to the church of San Clemente and
descended into the lower church to the remains of
the pagan temple devoted to Mithras. On 2 October
they hired a car and went to Tivoli which they
enjoyed, despite the poor condition of the roads,
and the fact that the car was not well sprung. They
ate at a restaurant with the ruins of a temple of the
Sybil in its garden. In the afternoon they drove
along the Subiaco road and Neville and Anne
walked up the hillside and Neville comments on the
wild flowers they saw. The next day they had
intended to visit the Capitoline museum but Neville
found that his 1909 Baedeker was incorrect, and it
was now closed on Mondays and Tuesdays. Anne
drove back to the hotel, and Neville did some
shopping and visited the church of Santa Maria
sopra Minverva, giving a description of some of the
artworks he saw there. He took Anne for tea in the
Piazza di Spagna and they then went in the lift up
to the terrace below SS Trinita dei Monti to watch
the sunset. The following day they visited the
church of San Giovanni in Latrano, looking at the
baptistery and adjoining chapels and examining the
mosaics before looking round the museum. They
caught an afternoon train to Naples and transferred
to their boat to sail to Palermo.
They arrived in Palermo on the morning of 5
October and Neville went for a walk around the
city, mentioning the 'quaint narrow side streets with
balconies & many old wells gates & arches'. After
lunch they took a carriage to the church of Santa
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Maria di Gesu and were shown around by a monk
who presented Anne with flowers from the
cemetery. After this they went to see the Grotta dei
Giganti 'in which many bones of prehistoric animals
are found' and then drove to the Piazza Marina to
the English tea rooms 'streets filthy but very
picturesque with children, fowls, pigs, goats often
all mixed up together'. The following day they drove
to Palazzo Reale and the Capella Palatina which
Neville describes in detail. In the afternoon they
drove out throught the Royal Park of La Favorita
where they had good views of the limestone cliffs
and the local vegetation. Neville remarks 'I am
stuch by the fact that nearly all the flora here is
strange to me. It is very different from that even of
Rome'. They continued through Pallavicino to
Mondello where they saw bathing huts on the
beach, villas lining the coast, and fishing boats.
Neville comments on the number of small carts
drawn by donkeys in Palermo, and mentions that
the pony pulling their own carriage fell down and
broke his knees. On 7 October they took a tram to
Monreale. Neville gives details about the mosaics
they saw. In the afternoon they walked around
Palermo. The following day they went to the Museo
Nazionale to see finds from the temples at
Selinunte and to look round the picture gallery. In
the afternoon they took a carriage to visit Villa
Giulia where they walked through the public garden
and along the seafront. They then visited the
Gancia Convent and the Oratory of San Lorenzo.
They also visited the Oratory of San Domenico to
see the works of art there, some of which Neville
describes in detail. They had intended to drive to
Segesta on 9 October, but Anne was unwell, so
Neville went out to photograph some of the smaller
streets and markets in Palermo, describing the
vegetables and various cuts of meat that were on
sale 'kidneys liver heart intestines were freely
exposed on boards to sun & flies in a way that
made me positively sick'. He also observed a group
of men eating shellfish taken from a bowl of water,
between two pieces of bread, and clothes hung out
to dry across the narrow streets. He gives his view
on the dirty conditions of the streets and of the
local people. He then walked to the Bocca di Fulco
and up the hill to Baida where he visited the church
before taking a tram back to Palermo. On 10
October they left Palermo by train for Girgenti
[Agrigento]. Neville describes the landscape they
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saw during the journey, and mentions seeing
'peasants...working the land...sometimes ploughing
with a wooden plough drawn by 2 or 3 mules
sometimes hand ploughing with an implement like
a huge hoe - a laborious business'. As the journey
continued, Neville began to suffer from an attack of
gout. When they arrived in Girgenti [Argigento] they
decided against staying at the hotel they had
booked, as it seemed dirty, and transferred to
another which was better 'although sanitary
arr[an]g[men]ts here also appeared far from
satisfactory'. Anne was upset about the 'roughness'
of the accommodation, but they ate dinner in the
proprietor's dining room, and Neville recounts his
conversations with the hotel owners. During the
night Neville's gout became worse, and their driver,
Bass was 'devoured alive by bugs and when he got
up & ate some grapes to pass the time a large rat
entered the room & attacked the skins'. Neville
expresses his concern about Anne who is unable
to eat or drink at the hotel 'of course I though it
w[oul]d be punitive but if I had known how rough it
was I would not have come here as A's pleasure is
completely destroyed'. Despite their discomforts
they went in a carriage to see the temples at
Agrigento. Neville gives details about the different
ruins they saw. In the evening Neville purchased a
number of Greek vases taken from tombs, which
the hotel proprietor showed him. They left for
Siracusa [Syracuse] on 12 October. Neville's gout
was worse, and he was not able to wear his shoe.
He had to wrap a handkerchief round it and tie a
shoe on with string 'so as to give me a sole to walk
on'. The weather was unusually hot, and they had
to change trains more than once. Due to a
misunderstanding, their luggage travelled on to
Catania without them, and they had no clean
clothes with them in Siracusa [Syracuse]. Neville
remarks on his relief at reaching somewhere that
was 'a civilised place where a Dr could be got' to
treat his gout. He also discusses the benefits of
visiting Sicily in the spring rather than the autumn
when 'the whole interior...seems to be burnt up'. He
describes seeing stacks of 'sulpher' rocks at the
station, and sulpher mines from the train, and
mentions his first view of Mount Etna, seeing steam
rising from the crater at the summit. Neville had to
call a doctor during the night to treat his gout, after
taking medication that had little effect. Anne went
for a drive on 13 October, and enjoyed looking at
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the flowers, the landscape, the people, and the
'general atmosphere'. Neville's gout was still
causing him pain on 14 October, but he drove out
with Anne in the afternoon to see the amphitheatre
and Greek theatre. They drove back into town past
the Agora and other Greek ruins, and also saw the
Palazzo Mergulese-Montalto and the exterior of the
cathedral. Both Neville and Anne were struck by
the 'friendliness of hte peple and the good looks of
the women. The following day, 15 October, a
general strike was called in protest against the
government's decision to allow the steamer service
to Tripoli to run from Naples instead of Siracusa
[Syracuse], meaning that Neville and Anne were
without transport, and were confined to the hotel as
Neville's foot was still too painful to walk on. On 16
October Anne visited the museum, and she and
Neville went on an excursion up the Ciani river in
the afternoon where they saw a number of birds.
They spent the evening on the balcony of their
hotel room, and Neville comments on the number
of mosquitoes in Siracusa [Syracuse]. They visited
the cathedral and the musuem on 17 October, and
Neville bought a Phoenician glass bottle handle
and some Greek terracotta from the custodian. In
the afternoon they drove out to the Castle of
Euryalos which Neville provides a detailed
description of. They left for Taormina on 18
October, arriving in the afternoon. Neville was able
to walk to the tourist agency, and they looked at
some of the shops. He notes that the main
attraction of the town, besides the Greek theatre, 'is
the magnificent view over the sea'. The next
morning they walked to the Greek theatre which
Neville describes in detail, and were shown round
the museum by the guide who sold them some
antiquities. In the afternoon they drove down to the
coast, and looked at the sea and at the wild
flowers. On 20 October they walked into the hills
near Castelmola and sat reading before walking up
to look at the castello. After lunch they visited the
church of San Domenico and then walked to where
they had a good view of the summit of Mount Etna.
They spent part of 21 October shopping for
souvenirs and in the afternoon walked into the hills.
The following day they walked down the hill to a
stream where they saw women washing clothes
and into a valley where they intended to sit in the
shade, but the weather was too hot for this to be
comfortable. Neville then gives an overview of his
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experiences in Sicily, comparing the weather,
number of tourists, and prices in the spring with
their experiences in the autumn, and commenting
on the length of time he believes visitors need to
spend in each location, expressing his slight
disappointment about Taormina which he thinks is
'just a very beautiful place with wonderful views
and for anyone who is not content to sit in a garden
day after day I should say that a 2 days stay would
be quite sufficient'. They left Sicily on 23 October,
travelling by boat to Naples. They passed Agropoli,
and could see the ruins of Paestum from the boat,
as well as Pompeii, Torre Annunziata, and Torre
del Greco as they approached Naples. After
arriving they drove out to Pozzuoli to see the
Solfatara. Neville describes the experience of
standing at the bottom of the crater and seeing the
steam, boiling mud and lava, being surrounded by
sulpherous vapour. They returned to their hotel to
find that once again their luggage had not arrived.
They visited the Museo Nazionale the following
day, but Neville is more concerned with their
missing luggage, and with the bed bugs at their
hotel. They travelled by train to Rome on 25
October and met Leo Amery there who was on his
way to Malta via Syracuse to attend the opening of
the Maltese Parliament by the Prince of Wales.
They travelled to Pisa that evening and spent the
morning of 26 October in the Piazza del Duomo
looking at the buildings there before taking the
afternoon train to Genoa. They left Genoa on 27
October, travelling in a train with no electric light
and depending on candles all the way to Modane.
They were woken in the night when the train
passed into France, and had to transfer to another
train where Neville spoke to a man from
Manchester who spoke about his experiences
buying Italian gloves to sell. They reached Paris
later on 28 October and travelled back to London
by train and boat. Neville ends the journal with a
series of 'general observations' concerning
travelling by train with luggage in Italy, guidance
about tipping servants, and advice to take Keatings
[flea powder] when travelling in Southern Italy.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/13

Journal of visit to Wengen, Switzerland 1924
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Journal of Neville Chamberlain's visit to Wengen,
Switzerland in January 1924 with his wife, Anne,
and daughter, Dorothy.
The family travelled by train and boat to Calais on
24 January, Dorothy 'much excited over her first
journey abroad but of course it was dark & she
could not see much'. They took an overnight train
to Switzerland, changing at Interlaken for a train to
Wengen. Neville expresses his concern at the
thought of staying for a week, as Anne appeared
unhappy with the hotel and the people staying
there. The following day the situation improved,
and she changed her opinion about the resort.
Neville took Dorothy to the village and they hired
luges and practised on a meadow. In the afternoon
they took the train to the Wengen Alp where they
had beautiful views over the snowfields to the
Jungfrau and other mountains. They luged by the
side of the track until they reached the top of the
run. Neville 'wouldn't let Dorothy go down' but went
down himself and was glad that she had not come
as 'it is really rather terrifying the first time to an
unpractised person. The slope is very steep with
sharp turns well banked up and I came down very
cautiously with my feel well down. But the racers
do the whole thing in 4 minutes I was told'. They
attended a fancy dress ball at the hotel in the
evening. On 27 January Neville and Dorothy went
out to watch the skaters on the rink, and in the
afternoon went out on luges for a while. They had
hoped to ascend the Jungfrau on 28 January but is
was snowing. They went out in the afternoon and
Neville hired skates to go out on the ice,
commenting 'I felt rather shy but soon found myself
& was able to enjoy the skating for a couple of
hours'. The snow continued overnight, and
conditions were favourable for skiing again on 29
January. Neville writes that 'we were all rather
reluctant to start a new occupation' but they went to
the sports shop and hired boots, socks, skis and
ski sticks. Neville and Dorothy found that they were
able to use the nursery slopes without the guide,
but Anne was not confident enough to go down the
slopes alone. Dorothy was 'so enchanted with the
sport' that she went out again in the afternoon with
the Chamberlains' servant on luges, but Neville and
Anne went to watch a race at the Schmittelrun
where Neville was 'fully confirmed in my impression
that luge racing is decidedly a young people's
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amusement!'. Neville skated again later, but was
troubled by pain in his gouty toe joints. On 30
January they spent the morning skiing on the
nursery slopes and Neville tried to learn how to
stop by turning round in his tracks. After lunch they
went by train to see an exhibition of ski jumping
which he describes in some detail and provides a
diagram of the jump. The following day they were
able to go on their excursion to the Jungfrau,
travelling by train to the top of the pass that leads
down to Grindelwald where it had to stop because
of the amount of snow in the tunnel. They walked
along the track and joined the train to travel to
Eigerwand station, continuing to the Eismeer
station. Neville describes the sight of the glacier
and the ascent to a plateua where they had a good
view of the surrounding mountain peaks. Neville
and Dorothy spent 1 February skiing on the nursery
slopes, and again on 2 February before returning
the equipment. Neville skated in the afternoon
before the family left by train to return home via
Interlaken, Laon and Boulogne, where they took a
boat to Dover and arrived at their London home in
the evening of 3 February. Neville assesses the
cost of the holiday at the end of the journal, and
states that the money had been provided by his
sisters, Ida and Hilda.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/14

Journal of visit to East Africa 1929-1930

1929-1930

Journal comprising the first volume of Neville
Chamberlain's account of his visit to East Africa
with his wife, Anne, and daughter, Dorothy,
between 11 December 1929 and 8 March 1930.
This volume covers 11 December 1929 to 3
February 1930; the second volume is described at
NC2/15. Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his
sisters, Hilda and Ida contain further details of this
tour, and are described at NC18/1/679-685.
The family left London on 11 December, only a few
weeks after Dorothy's operation for appendicitis in
November, and not long after Anne's operation for
tonsilitis in September. Besides their servants and
Miss Thompson, they were accompanied to the
station by Sir M.Barlow and two press
photographers. They travelled by train and boat to
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Boulogne and continued to Marseilles by train.
They were met by their Cooks travel representative
on 12 December who arranged for their luggage to
be taken on board their ship. After this the family
went for a drive along the Corniche and then by
funicular railway to the plateau below Notre Dame
de la Garde from where they had a good view over
the town. Their ship arrived at Genoa on the
morning of 13 December, and they arranged an
excursion to Rapallo, Santa Margherita and
Portofino. The following day Neville visited the
church of the Annunziata in Genoa and in the
afternoon the family took another Cooks excursion
to the Campo Santo cemetery and then to a
restaurant in the mountains. The ship left Genoa on
15 December and they saw some of the
Mediterranean islands from the deck. They were
also taken on the bridge by the Captain. They
passed the island of Stromboli on 16 December
and Neville describes the atmospheric conditions
and the experience of passing through the straits of
Messina at night. He also gives the names of some
of the other passengers. The boat reached Port
Said on 19 December and Neville saw a group of
flamingoes flying over the sea. They walked into
the town where they had lunch at a hotel, and then
drove to a large 'emporium' where they bought
fancy dress costumes for Christmas. The ship
entered the Suez canal at sunset, and Dorothy was
'thrilled at the colours...and the palm trees
silhouetted against the sky or the water'. They
arrived at Suez on 20 December where they looked
at the Australian war memorial, and continued their
passage down the Red Sea on 21 December,
arriving at Port Sudan the following day. They were
met by the Commissioner Major Douglas Thomson
who invited them to lunch. He took them in a
launch across the harbour and showed them the
Government offices containing maps and a town
plan. Neville gives details about the European
residential area seen from the plan. They were
then taken in cars to look at the town including the
golf course and hospital, where Neville looked
around, describing the beds 'divided into 1st class
(Europeans), 2nd cl the Effendi or clerk type and
3rd class for the poorer natives'. Neville spoke to
the medical officer about dental treatment and was
told that there was a great need for a travelling
dentist, as there was a severe shortage of qualified
dentists in the region. Neville comments that he will
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speak to the Foreign Office about this. In the
afternoon they drove into the desert towards
Suakin where they saw a number of birds and
Neville mentions that cotton is being grown by
'natives' in Tokar which is bought by Egyptian
firms. Neville and Anne went to buy Christmas
presents for Dorothy after tea, and attended a
dinner party in the evening, given by the agent for
the Union Castle Company. Here Neville spoke to
the Captain of a ship engaged in a campaign
against juvenile slavery, and recounts part of a
conversation he had about British trade in the area.
They reached Aden on 25 December and went
ashore for the morning. Neville gives a detailed
description of the topography and includes a sketch
of the surrounding mountains. They took a car to
the Tawila tanks, past the Anglo-Persian oil
company tanks, local villages, Jewish, Muslim and
Christian cemeteries and the town. Neville had
hoped to call on Sit George Lymes but he was
away. Neville and Anne gave Dorothy a bracelet of
camel's hair and gold wire for Christmas and an
amber necklace for her birthday. They attended the
distribution of children's presents by the Captain in
the third class area of the ship, and Anne
distributed presents to children in first class. There
was a dance in the evening. On Boxing Day there
was a fancy dress ball which the family attended.
As the ship sailed into the Indian Ocean the
weather became very hot. They attended a concert
in third class on 29 December where Anne
distributed prizes. Some of the passengers asked
Neville to speak on the subject of 'Empire today,
which he did that evening. He was also given the
opportunity to inspect the engine room.
The ship arrived at Mombasa on 30 December.
Neville was met by a number of officials and
representatives of companies, and the family were
taken around the island by Waddington, Chair of
the Municipal Board, visiting the new town, the 'old
native town', the Portuguese fort now used as a
prison, and the new road and rail bridge to the
mainland. They arrived at Jenkins' house, and
Jenkins [a port official] took Neville on a tour to visit
a number of warehouses and to see where a new
pier for oil depots was being constructed. The
family then visited Montgomery's official residence
before going to the station to catch a train to
Nairobi. On 31 December they saw several animals
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from the train, including giraffes, waterbucks,
wildebeest, zebra, antelopes, and gazelles. They
arrived at Nairobi and were met by an assistant to
the Governor who drove them to Government
House. After lunch they had a siesta and were then
taken for a drive to the plain, where they saw game
feeding. On 1 January 1930 Neville went out with
Edward Grigg to inspect 'his schools' which
included mixed boys and girls school, a school for
Indian children, and a school for 'European infants,
and then joined Anne and Lady Grigg on a tour of
the 'Indian Maternity Hospital and training school'
and the 'native hospital and training centre' and the
Macmillan Institute for nurses. In the afternoon they
went to the races, and then to the 'Buthega' Club.
Neville spent the morning of 2 January discussing
'colonial problems' with Dutton. He then went with
the Director of Agriculture to the 'Native Industrial
Training Depot' where local people, largely former
pupils of the missionary schools, were engaged in
vocational training in smithing, carpentry, masonry,
bricklaying, and concrete block making, supervised
by white instructors. Neville also visited the
Veterinary laboratory which had a large area of
grazing land for cattle and horses 'which are the
subject of experiment' mainly relating to the
development of vaccines against disease, which
Neville gives a brief explanation of. He then visited
Scott Agricultural Laboratories and saw some of
the work being carried out there to prevent fungi
and insects attacking coffee and tea roots, and
sugar cane. In the evening they attended a
performance of Pirates of Penzance at the new
Nairobi Theatre. On 3 January Neville went with
Walker, Secretary of the Governor's Conference, to
the new Railway offices where he met General
Rhodes, the head of the Railways. He was shown
round by the works manager, and Neville gives
details about the number of 'natives' and 'Indians'
employed there. In the afternoon he went with the
game warden and fish warden into the plains
where they saw a number of animals and birds,
including a rhinoceros. Their car got stuck on their
return to Government House, and they were there
for some hours, listening to the sound of animals in
the distance. They returned to Government House
at 1.30am, during a dance that the Griggs had
arranged for them. The following day Neville met
Sir William Gower and had a short preliminary
discussion with him. In the afternoon they went to
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the races again and then drove to Lady Muriel Jex
Blake's house and looked around her garden. In
the evening there was an official dinner, and
Neville provides the names of those who attended.
On 5 January the family accompanied the Griggs to
service in the cathedral, and then attended the
'native service' at the large Church Missionary
Society church and heard Canon Burns preach a
sermon in Swahili. On returning to Government
House Neville had a meeting with Mr Browning of
the Railway department about arrangements for
the rest of the family's tour in Kenya and Uganda.
They left for Konza after lunch, accompanied by
Major Eric Dutton. When they reached Konza they
took cars to Kiima Kiu. Neville gives details about
the reserve and the difficulties that the local people
have had with their cattle herds there. On 6
January they were driven through the reserve by
F.Joyce, past wheat fields where workers were
removing caterpillars, and maize and cowpea
fields. Later they joined the Wilsons for a picnic
from where they had a view of the flat top of
Kilimanjaro. The following day F.Joyce showed
Neville his dairy, and Neville describes the process
by which milk is distributed. They then drove to
Robert Shaw's house where they had lunch. Neville
gives a description of the house, and comments
that most of those he has seen look 'very rough
with no comforts or luxuries'. They also visited
Harold Hill's farm and looked at his plantations of
coffee and citrus fruit, and finally called on the
Campbells who are shortly to retire. On 8 January
Neville and Dorothy rode over the the Wilsons as
part of a group, and went to see some of the
farming. They visited a 'bathing tank' which held
water supplies for cattle, and Neville remarks on
the condition of the cattle there. They then visited
the farm of a settler called Everitt who had come to
Kenya after his fried fish shop was bought by
Macfisheries. In the afternoon they drove into the
Masai reserve. They spotted giraffe, and impala,
and once again had a good view of the top of
Kilimanjaro. The following day they returned to
Nairobi by car and train. Neville visited a
representative from the National Bank of India
about the economic progress of British East Africa.
In the afternoon Grigg took them into the Ngong
hills on the edge of the Masai reserve from where
there were good views over to the Rift valley, as
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well as extinct volcanoes. Neville comments that
'Lady Grigg describes the view as terrifying;
certainly there can be few outlooks to rival it in its
strange & vast depths & spaces'. Neville gives the
names of the several guests who came to dinner at
Government House that evening. The family left
that evening by 'special train' for Nyari, arriving on
10 January. Neville could see the peaks of Mount
Kenya from the train. Eric Walker met them, and
drove Neville and Dorothy to look round the local
area. Neville describes the scenery and mentions
banana plantations and sugar cane, maize, millet
and sweet potato crops being grown in the reserve,
settlers farms producing coffee around Nyari, and
wheat fields on flatter land along the railway line.
They drove into Nyari, past the golf course and
cricket ground, and then up to an Italian Roman
Catholic mission where they looked into the church
and visited a nearby village inhabited by Kikuyu
people attached to the mission 'but retaining their
own customs & methods of living'. Neville
describes the construction of the village houses,
and provides a sketch drawing. He also describes
the clothing and ornaments worn by the women,
including large numbers of neck rings, and ear
jewellery. Neville was then taken to do some
fishing at the nearby river. Anne was unwell the
following day, and stayed at the hotel, but Neville
and Dorothy went to meet some of the local chiefs
who had come to the village. They were also
presented to the local forestry officers and the
officers of police in the district who spoke about
their work. Neville describes the clothing and
ornaments worn by the chiefs and provides a
sketch of one of the weapons they carried. He went
fishing again in the afternoon, and includes a
detailed description of the reserve, its crops and
topography, the value of its exports, and the
conditions of the labourers. He also discusses the
incidence of female circumcision in the area,
various aspects of Kikuyu society and culture, and
the kinds of education provision made for them by
the colonial administration. They visited a village
inhabited solely by a leader and his wives and
children which Neville describes in some detail, as
well as a local market. The family attended a dinner
party given by the Walkers in the evening, at which
most of the other guests were coffee planters. They
returned to Nairobi on 12 January. Neville had a
tour of the mechanical unit of the KAR, and had a
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meeting with a representative from Barclays Bank.
He also attended a Health Exhibition opened by
Edward Grigg before driving into the Rift valley to
Nairarha and Soy Sambu.
On 14 January they went to the nearby lake, where
they saw large numbers of flamingoes by the
shore, and also visited farms. The following day
they drove to Nakuru where they visited a 'school
for white children' and were shown round by the
schoolmaster. Neville also had a conversation with
an official about the High Commissioner who was
apparently difficult to work with. They travelled to
Deloraine after lunch and Neville was taken on a
tour of local farms. A number of settlers came to
tea at the Scotts. On 16 January the family
travelled by train to Eldoret, through forests. They
were met by O'Shea who sits for Eldoret in the
Legislative Council, and he drove them round the
town by the race course and the 'European and
native hospitals'. Neville spoke to O'Shea about his
views on the squatters system 'like everyone here
he was most emphatic on the determination of the
white man not to be ruled by the black, saying that
if there was any danger of such a thing the colony
would switch on to S.Africa at once'. Neville and his
family then drove to Mervyn Ridley's house in the
Cherangani Hills. Neville comments on the number
of Dutch farms in the area. They spent the morning
of 17 January resting and writing letters, and then
went to inspect the livestock including ponies,
cattle and sheep. After lunch they went on a drive
through the forest to a government station built on
a narrow ridge. They were met by the District
Commissioner, Ross, and his mother 'a very old
lady who climbs mountains & goes up in
aeroplanes in spite of her age...he was a prim
looking young man with a pink & white complexion
& seemed more like a curate than an
administrator'. The following day they caught a train
at Eldoret and travelled through varying
landscapes, past the Kipkarren river, and the
Broderick falls to the Uganda border where the
type of vegetation changed. When they reached
Tororo they were met by the District Commissioner
Mr Kennedy, who drove them to his house where
they met his wife and young daughters. Neville
comments 'there is a good deal of fever &
blackwater in this place and only about 6
Europeans so we felt some sympathy with the
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Kennedys'. They travelled on to Jinja that evening,
arriving on the morning of 19 January and were
met by the Provincial Commissioner, Mr
Weatherhead who took them to a ginning factory.
They were not able to see any work there as the
crop was late due to recent torrential rains. Neville
comments that he was 'not impressed with the
factory which was not well laid out or equipped'.
They then looked round the British American
Tobacco company factory which dealt with the
entire produce of the colony and was trying to 'build
up a market in the country for cigarettes made with
about 25% native & 75% American tobacco', as an
alternative Ugandan crop to cotton. They drove
past banana plantations to the Owen falls which
Neville describes. They inspected the works on the
new railway and road bridge over the Nile where
Mr Rice the resident engineer met them and
showed them around. Neville provides a rough
sketch of the bridge and describes the Ripon falls,
which they drove to after their tour, giving details
about the water birds he saw there and a flowering
tree near the local forestry offices which had been
imported from India. After a stop at the
Weatherheads' house they drove through Kampala
to Entebbe through forests, banana plantations and
papyrus swamps. They attended a dinner party at
Government House in the evening which was
attended by the medical officer Major Keane and
his wife, Mr Cox, Resident Commissioner in
Kampala, and his wife, Sir Charles Griffin Chief
Justice, a town planning expert and Mr Rankin,
recently appointed Resident in Zanzibar. The host
was Sir William Gowers who Neville did 'not take
to...on further acquaintance - a bad manner'.
Neville and Anne left Dorothy at Entebbe on 20
January for several engagements in Kampala. He
examined urban development plans for Kampala
and visited the European hospital and the
Agricultural laboratory with the Director of
Agriculture Dr Tothill where he saw chemists,
botanists and entomologists working on different
problems relating to soil erosion. He then visited
Mulago hospital where he spoke to the matron
about training female nurses who apparently
'continually get in the family way & have to be
dismissed just as they are getting useful'. In the
afternoon Neville visited the training college at
Makerere where students were being trained in
medicine, agriculture, and engineering for various
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government departments. Finally he visited
Rubago the Roman Catholic mission, and the
hospital and training centre at Namirembe where
he saw young women being trained as midwives,
and the Protestant cathedral before returning to
Entebbe. On 21 January they left Entebbe by car
for Masindi, travelling through Kampala, and the
following day travelled to Butiaba. Neville mentions
the wild flowers he saw on the journey and
describes the location of the baby of Butiaba. They
took a steamer from Butiaba up the lake and
watched the birds on the shore. As they got closer
to their destination they also saw hippopotami and
crocodiles, and a herd of elephants. They arrived at
the Murchison falls after dark. They walked to the
falls the following day, 23 January, and Neville
gives a description of them. He also describes
seeing a number of elephants, a hippopotamus,
and baboons and crocodile eggs, and comments
on recent attempts by an American film company to
make a film using crocodiles. He discusses the
prevalence of sleeeping sickness in the area and
mentions that Anne was nervous about him going
ashore 'but she felt that the other men were both
disappointed & surprised at my refusal to come &
so she withdrew her embargo'. Neville records that
there were a large number of flies during their walk
but that none of his group were bitten. They
returned by steamer to Butiaba that evening, and
stayed with Commander Buckler.
The following day, 24 January, Neville went fishing
on the Lake Albert in the morning, and then went to
Hoima where they had lunch with District
Commissioner Simpson who took them to see the
'native hospital'. Neville mentions that Hoima is the
'seat of the native government of the Bungoro
district of the northern province' and that the
paramount chief has his residence there. He
describes the location of Hoima, and gives details
about the hospital he visited. They drove from
Hoima to Masindi. Before leaving the following day
they had a tour of the hospital at Masindi, and
Neville records his opinion of Ashton Warner, who
was their host and records details about the
organisation of provinces in Uganda. They saw
snakes on their return to Entebbe, including what
might have been a black mamba, or a black cobra.
When they arrived in Entebbe they attended a
dinner party at Government House. On 26 January
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Neville went with Dorothy and some of the other
guests to a spot along the Kanmpala road to see
'Latembe', a 'celebrated tame crocodile said to be
110 years old'. The family went to Kamapala on 27
January, despite Neville's concerns about Anne
who was 'feeling the strain of constant packing &
travelling'. They went to the Lukiko and were
received by the Prime Minister, the Treasurer and
the Chief Justice. They entered the assembly hall
and found 'about 200 natives assembled. They saw
on bences facing one another leaving a wide alley
in the centre up which we walked to chairs placed
near the dias which was covered with lion &
leopard skins & occupied only by an empty chair
with the Union Jack over it for the Kabaka'. The
Treasurer explained the constitution of the Lukiko
and made a speech, and Neville made a speech in
response, which was translated by the Treasurer.
They then drove on to Mutesa's tomb, which
Neville describes in detail. On their return they
called at the Mill Hill Roman Catholic mission. On
28 January Neville records details of the changes
in their itinerary, due to heavy floods which have
damaged the railway into Tanganika. He visited the
research laboratories of Dr Duke beyond the
aerodrome where vaccines for plague and
smallpox were being developed for the Uganda
government, and research work into
Trypanosomiasis, which is only funded on a
temporary basis. Neville spoke to Dr Duke about
his hopes for the continuation of the research and
his suspicion that the Colonial Office prefer to
concentrate on specific cures for malaria or
hookworm rather than spend money on
fundamental biological research in contrast to
French, Belgian, German, and 'even American'
administrators who 'take the longer view'. Neville
then explains in detail the forms of human
Trypanosomiasis and its prevalence in different
areas of Africa. Neville mentions that he intends to
'take up this question & try to get the Institute
placed on a proper basis' when he returns to
England. The family dined with the manager of the
National Bank of India and Mr Nicholson, a forestry
officer, and his wife. They were taken to the
Botanical gardens and walked to the edge of the
lake to watch the swallows.
On 29 January they left Entebbe and drove through
Kampala to Jinja where they boarded a boat for
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Kisuma, arriving there the following morning. They
had a brief look round the town, and were met at
the train station by the governor's coach, which
took them through sugarcane fields and the plains,
and then began to climb into the hills. They also
saw wheat, barley and oat fields, and arrived at
Nakuru junction in the eveing. The train arrived in
Nairobi on 31 January and drove to Voi. They saw
several wildebeest, zebra, impala and waterbuck,
as well as rhinocerous and giraffe. They had to
leave the governor's coach at Voi, and change into
the manager's coach to continue to Taveta and
Moshi on 1 February. Here Neville visited the
European hospital and then to the District Officer's
office and the 'native hospital' where there was a
sanatorium for tuberculosis patients. After lunch he
ascended the mountain and visited the huts of the
local tribe in the area, which he describes in some
detail. He was then taken to the local hotel to meet
some of the settlers, and finally to see the Karanga
river, and to look at a 'native beer shop'. On 2
February they travelled by train to Arusha. Here
they visited the 'native market' where Neville was
disgusted at the sight of decapitated oxen and
goats lying on the ground, and a bowl of the local
beer being passed around. They returned to the
Residency and spent the afternoon talking to
guests invited to meet them, including Sir Geoffrey
Archer. On 3 February they drove out to Mr
Bloom's coffee estate and Neville had a discussion
with him about the lack of assistance that planters
receive from the Department of Agriculture. Neville
mentions that Bloom is doing well in coffee after
'losing a good deal of money in sisal'. In the
afternoon they drove out to see a 'Wa-Rusha'
dance of which Neville provides a description.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/15

Journal of visit to East Africa 1930 and Switzerland
1935

1930-1935

Journal comprising the second volume of Neville
Chamberlain's account of his tour of East Africa in
1930 by Neville Chamberlain of his visit to East
Africa between 11 December 1929 and 8 March
1930, continued from NC2/14 in 1930. This volume
covers the period from 3 February to 8 March
1930. It also contains an account of his visit to
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Switzerland in August 1935.
Neville resumes his description of a 'Wa Rusha'
dance at Arusha in Kenya on 3 February, giving
details about the costumes and jewellery worn by
both men and women, and expressing colonial
prejudices about the local tribe. They drove
towards the mountains, passing coffee plantations
owned by Greek settlers, to see Lake Duluti, and
ascended into the mountains where they had a
view of the peak of Mura and the hills around which
were cultivated with bananas and maize, with the
flatter areas providing grazing for goats and sheep.
They visited Mrs Rydon, an Australian woman who
was managing her husband's coffee plantation in
his absence, and also met Dr Underberg, a
German doctor of political economy. On 4 February
Neville went out with Webster to see the local
hospital and was shown plans for a government
funded extension. He then visited a European
maternity hospital which had been funded in part
by the Rothschild bequest through the influence of
Sir Milsom Rees. Here Neville was introduced to a
German doctor Dr Kleine, who was carrying out
research into human Typanosomiasis. After this
Neville joined Anne and Dorothy to travel into the
mountains to see another 'Wa Rusha' dance. They
had lunch with the Websters, and Neville spoke to
other guests there including the honorary chief
veterinary officer who complained of 'want of
cooperation by the Kenya govt', and an education
officer. After lunch they rejoined the train who
returend to Moshi, and then continued to Muhesa,
arriving on the morning of 5 February. They were
taken to the Amani Institute by car, and Neville
describes the landscape they drove through,
including the plantations established by German
settlers and the difficulties in cultivating different
crops. He also recounts details of his discussions
about agricultural research at the institute. Neville
was given a tour of the laboratories where research
was being undertaken into the propagation of
fungus in coffee. He also went to look at the nearby
coffee plantations and the surrounding rain forest.
Neville gives brief details of the conversation he
had at dinner with researchers working on soil
chemistry. They returned to Muhesa on 6 February
and continued to Tanga where they took a steamer
to Zanzibar, arriving after dark where they were
met by Mr Battiscombe and driven to the
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Residency.
On 7 February Neville drove with Mr Crofton to the
port to see the clove warehouses and the methods
of inspection of exported goods. He also visited the
market and the power house where he saw sets of
diesel engine plants, and looked at the town
planning scheme. Neville was then taken to call on
the Sultan, and records a description of Said
Khalifa. In the afternoon he was driven along the
North Road past the village of Bububu, through
coconut groves and clove plantations to the
Government factory where cloves and coconuts
were prepared. Neville describes the process of
preparing and drying copra. He and his family
attended a dinner party in the evening. The
following day they discovered that floods had made
it impossible to visit Dadoma, so they decided to
amend their plans and spend an additional day at
Mombasa. Neville was given a tour of the museum
in the morning, and had a meeting at the
Residency with Indian and Arab officials. In the
afternoon he drove with Crofton and Battiscombe
to the other side of the island to Chwaka, stopping
at an experimental agricultural station at Danga.
Neville noticed a number of weaver birds nests
suspended from telegraph wires, which he provides
a rough sketch of, and discusses details of a flower
resembling an orchid which Crofton picked. The
family attended an official dinner party at the
Residency in the evening, followed by a reception
and dance. They sailed for Dar Es Salaam on 10
February and were received by Sir Donald and
Lady Cameron. At dinner Neville discussed the
prevalence of syphilis with the Director of Medical
Services, as well as research into Typanosomiasis
and better maternity services, and the treatment of
tuberculosis, sleeping sickness, yaws and tropical
ulcers. He then discussed British politics with the
Governor after the other guests had left. On 10
February he attended a meeting of the Legislative
Council and drove out with Lady Cameron along
the coast to the north in the afternoon. In the
evening he spoke to guests including Mr Lacey,
Director of Educational Services in Nyasaland, and
the Chief Justice, Mr Sheridan, and his wife. Neville
records details of his further discussions with Sir
Donald Cameron about the government of British
East Africa, and the role of the Governors,
commenting that Cameron 'based his views on his
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interpretation...that we must so carry on our
administration as to allow of the ultimate attainment
of complete civil status by the natives'. On 11
February Neville was taken to the European
hospital, the Health offices, and the town planning
office. He also visited the 'dispensers school' where
'natives' were being trained to be employed in
government dispensaries 'up country'. On their
return they visited a 'native' hut for which Neville
provides a sketch floor plan. The hut included an
altar to the spirits of the inhabitant's ancestors
which were given food offerings, which Neville also
sketched. After lunch he worked on an address he
was to give the following evening, and went on an
excursion up the creek, past the wrecks of two
German passenger steamers. In the evening he
spoke to Sir Donald Cameron about 'native
administration' and local feeling about the taxation
system, and pressed him to give a deeper
explanation of his views on self-government and
his response to the fears of European settlers that
they would be 'governed by another race'. They
also discussed friction on the Masai border
between the territories about veterinary services
affecting Masai cattle and the fears of competition
that the European settlers in Kenya have. On 12
February Neville and Anne drove to the Telegraph
Repair Training School where they saw repairs
being carried out, and then visited the telephone
office and sorting room of the Post Office and had
a look at the 'native market'. He walked to the
German cemetery and the ware graves in the
afternoon before giving a talk to officials and
members of the Legislative Council on the
economic state of the country, on experimental
farming, the problems of British colonial
administration, and the understanding that
Europeans in Africa would not be ruled by Africans.
In the evening there was a dance held for Dorothy,
and Neville spoke to Mitchell, the 'Native
Commissioner' about the practice of female
circumcision and whether it was possible to
legislate against it, recounting case studies that
Mitchell had been involved in. The family sailed to
Mombasa on 13 February and were met by the
Governor's controller on 14 February. They drove
round the island with the Griggs in the afternoon,
and had dinner with Lady Ridley and Baron and
Baroness Adestrom in the evening.
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On 15 February Neville paid the local servants they
had recruited, and gave them gifts. They sailed
from Mombasa on 15 February, and Neville
provides a summary of his impressions of Kenya,
informed by his discussions with Edward Grigg.
Neville also gives details of some of the
passengers on their voyage home, and mentions
some of the books he is reading. They reached
Aden on 22 February, and Dorothy went with some
acquaintances on an excursion to the water tanks
while Neville and Anne were taken by launch to the
house of Captain Messenger, the local
representative of P&O. On 23 February Neville
mentions that he had begun to write an article on
East Africa. They reached Port Sudan on 25
February, and Suez on 28 February. The weather
was getting colder, and Neville started to pack his
summer clothes. They travelled to Cairo the same
day, and visited the museum, which had not been
built when Neville last visited. He describes some
of the exhibits and remarks on the amount of new
building work in the city 'Egypt is a far wealthier
country than when I last visited it'. They took
camels to ride to the Sphinx, and returned to Cairo
to take the train to Port Said and stayed at the
Casino hotel before boarding their ship on 1 March.
They had views of the coast of Sicily and Italy on 4
and 5 March. Neville comments that he has 'given
up the idea of writing articles. I can't do it till I know
who I am writing for'. He was able to listen to the
wireless and heard a report of Stanley Baldwin's
speech, noting that he appears to have 'practically
adopted the policy of the United Empire Party', and
commenting on Beaverbrook's likely plans. The
ship reached Marseilles on 7 March, and they
travelled by train to Paris, continuing to London on
8 March.
The remainder of the journal is taken up with
Neville's account of his visit to Switzerland with
Anne in August 1935. They were to have been
accompanied by Neville's sisters, Ida and Hilda, but
Hilda had an accident a few days before the
departure date, falling and striking her head against
the garden wall. Neville and Anne travelled to Laon
on 5 August, travelling by train and boat from
London. They arrived in Flims on 6 Agusut and had
lunch at the restaurant of the Park Waldhaus hotel
which had a good view of the mountains. In the
afternoon they went for a walk, and Neville
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continued through a wood following the 'Runca
Brucke' into the mountains. The following day they
walked down to the Lag la Cauma which was a
deep blue colour. They noticed that large numbers
of people were bathing, but they walked around the
lake and looked at the orchids growing there. In the
afternoon they went out walking, and Neville
descended into the valley of the Segnes and
towards the Segnes pass. On 8 August they
walked to the Praupulte See through the woods,
and left by another path which took them to the
Flims-Stanz road and back to the village of
Waldhaus where they bought sweets, and
continued to Caumasee. They received a letter
from Ida to say that they would be travelling to
Switzerland the following week. In the evening
Neville walked towards Laax. The following day
they planned to walk to the Runca Hohe, but it
began to rain, and they turned back. Later they
went out with their raincoats through Flims and
along the Fidaz road to St Plazi. Neville went out
walking alone in the evening towards Salums,
looking at the wild flowers and butterflies. On 10
August they were driven to Fidaz where they
walked to the ruins of Belmont castle and saw
excavations taking place. Neville describes the
ruins. After lunch he walked down the valley to see
the remains of the beech forest near the Waldhaus.
They took a train to St Moritz on 11 August, which
took them over several viaducts. When they arrived
at St Moritz a car from the hotel Waldhaus Sils
Maria was waiting for them. They walked along the
paths through the Chaste peninsula towards Lake
Sils. On the morning of 12 August they walked to
the Fenthal. Neville gives details of the wild flowers
they saw on their walk. Later Neville walked along
the lakeside to Isola. Neville mentions that they
received a letter from Dorothy which discussed [her
husband] Stephen's ill health. It rained for most of
the day on 13 August, and they did not go out until
the afternoon, when they walked into the village to
meet [their son] Frank from the train. They all
walked along the far side of the lake in the
afternoon. The following day they walked to
Silvaplana, and later into the Fedoz valley. On 15
August they walked along the north bank of the
Silvaplana lake to the village, and then returned. In
the afternoon Neville and Frank walked into the
mountains. The following day the family took a car
to St Moritz to collect Ida and Hilda from their train
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from Flims. After tea Neville took them round the
Chaste peninsula. On 17 August they went on an
excursion to Maloja by motor boat, where they
looked at the castle. Neville, Anne and Frank
walked to the Cavaloccio lake after lunch. On 18
August Neville walked with Anne and Frank to Lake
Tscheppa. During this walk they were confronted
by a walker wearing only shorts. Neville describes
the terrain, and mentions that Anne had to be
helped along at times. Ida and Hilda were still
unable to walk very far, and Anne wanted a rest, so
the following day Neville and Frank walked to
Fuorcla Surlej, and continued to Pontresina. Neville
gives details of the alpine plants they saw during
this walk. They caught a train back to St Moritz
from Pontresina. When they returned to the hotel,
Neville found that a personal call had come from
London which informed him that a Cabinet meeting
had been fixed, and he must return to London. He
and Anne took an evening train from St Moritz and
met Ernle Chatfield and Stanley Baldwin on the
boat from France to England. They arrived in
London on 20 August and Neville attended a
meeting of ministers to discuss Italian incursions in
Abyssinia.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/16

Journal of visit to Belgium, Germany and
Switzerland 1930, and Lausanne 1932,

1930-1932

Journal containing an account of Neville
Chamberlain's visit to Belgium, Germany and
Switzerland in August 1930, and of his attendance
at the Lausanne Conference in June and July
1932, at which representatives from Britain, France
and Germany reached an agreement to suspend
reparations payments from countries defeated in
the First World War. Neville Chamberlain's identity
card for the Lausanne Conference is also included.
Neville left London with his children, Frank and
Dorothy, on 8 August. They travelled by train and
boat to Bruges, and Neville remarks on the flat
countryside and the prevalence of oat crops in the
fields. They walked to the cathedral. The following
day they walked to the Grand Place and the church
of Notre Dame. Neville describes some of the
works of art they saw there. They also visited the
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Hospital of St John where there was a museum
containing works by Hans Memling. They also
visited the museum where they saw more
paintings. In the afternoon they hired a horse
carriage and went to the Place du Bourg where
they visited the Hotel de Ville, the chapel of Saint
Sang and the church of Ste Elizabeth. They also
visited the Lac D'Amour and drove round the
outside of the old town. They looked at portraits in
a house next to the Guild of the Archers, and drove
by the Church of Jerusalem, the Memling Pltaz,
and the Jan Van Eyck square. They left Bruges by
train on 10 August and arrived in Brussels where
they were met by an interpreter who took them to
their hotel. They walked up the Rue Royale into the
parc and had a look at the Royal Palace before
returning to the hotel for lunch. In the afternoon
they had intended to visit the Botanical gardens,
but found their way blocked by a 'historical
procession' composed of people wearing fifteenth
century costumes carrying symbols relating to St
Michael. They managed to get a taxi to avoid the
procession and walk on the terrace of the Palais de
Justice which gave them a good view of the city.
The following day they hired a private motor car
from Cooks and went to the Grand Palace, the
Hotel de Ville and the 'various seventeenth century
guild houses'. They drove up the hill to the Palais
de Justice and walked through the rooms before
visiting the fine arts museum and the church of St
Gudule. In the afternoon they drove to the Arc de
Triomphe at the entrance of the Parc
Cinquantenaire and to the village of Waterloo,
where they went into the house where Wellington
slept before the battle and saw the church
containing tablets commemorating officers and
soldiers killed in the battle. After this they drove to
Hougoumont where they saw the ruins of the
chateau. They looked at the site of the battle, and
examined a monument erected by France. On 12
August they took a Cook excursion to the Ypres
Salient, stopping at Ghent so that they could view
the Van Eyck painting in the cathedral, whcih
Neville describes. He also gives details of some of
the other buildings in Ghent. They visited the
Hooge Crater cemetery and a preserved corner of
Sanctuary wood, and saw the remains of dug outs
and military equipment. They looked at the
Canadian memorial and walked back to the Menin
Road, passing Hellfire corner and looking at the
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wreaths on the Menin Gate. They then went into
Ypres past the ruined cloth hall, and to the
Wytschaete Messines ridge. The following day they
drove to Louvain and looked at the 'few public
buildings not damaged by the Germans' and the
church of St Pierre. From there they drove to
Malines where they visited the cathedral and the
Palais de Justice before continuing to Antwerp
where they visited the old castle and the cathedral,
the interior of which Neville describes in some
detail. They also visited the Plantin museum, which
is also described fully.
They spent 14 August exploring Brussels, visited
the Beaux Arts gallery and some of the places they
had visited on previous days. On 15 August they
took a train to Antwerp and visited the zoo. Neville
lists some of the animals kept there, and describes
the Okapi. In the afternoon they visited the church
of St Jacques and got caught up in a historical
procession to mark the centenary of Belgian
independence on their way back to the station to
catch the train to Brussels. They left Brussels for
Baden Baden on 16 August and the following day
they walked around the town, past the schwimm
bad where they saw 'fat Germans extended on
camp beds at full length on their backs clothed only
in rather scanty bathing costumes'. They then
drove up to the Alter Schloss. Neville mentions that
he read an article in the newspaper about the
United Empire Party's intentions to run their
organiser, Redwood, as a candidate at the Bromley
by-election. in the afternoon they took a tram to the
Merkurwald and then the funicular up to the
Grosser Stauffenberg where they had a good view
of the Rhine. On 18 August they drove to
Freudenstadt. Neville gives a detailed account of
the journey and comments on his dislike of the
hotel. They had intended to go for a motor drive on
19 August but the weather was too wet. Instead
they went to look round the town which they found
'absolutely devoid of interest or beauty'. In the
afternoon Neville went for a walk in the rain by
himself. He comments further on his dislike of the
hotel and particularly the food served there and the
uncomfortable bed, which he provides a sketch of.
On 20 August Neville and Frank went into the town
to take photographs, and looked at some of the old
buildings there. Neville sketches a plan of the
church, and provides a detailed description of it.
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The family then drove to Mummelsee and then to
the Hornisgrinde where they ascended the look out
tower. They continued to Sasbach Walden where
they had lunch, and finally arrived at Titisee in the
evening, after stopping at waterfalls near Triberg.
They spent the morning of 21 August reading and
writing and looking at the view of the lake. After
lunch they went for a drive long the south shore of
the lake and then to St Blasien where they looked
at the works in progress for the construction of an
artificial lake, the Schuchsee. They drove into the
hills, and stopped to look at the wild flowers and at
some lizards and crickets. They had tea at a hotel
which was busy with walkers 'owing to the general
craze here for walking tours. One meets
innumerable walking parties, always hatless, the
men generally in shorts & open shirts, the women
in all sorts of weird & without exception
unbecoming costumes'. Neville and Frank went for
a walk in the evening, and returned to the hotel to
news from the Colonial Officer that Douglas King
had been drowned in a yachting accident. They
hired a boat on 22 August and Frank rowed them
round the lake. They left for Freiburg in the late
afternoon. They went out to explore the town the
following day, and walked past the university
buildings to the cathedral. they also visited the
market and the Bishop's Palace before walking up
to the Schlossburg from where they had a good
view of the town. They returned to the hotel by tram
and then walked to the station to take the train into
Switzerland, arriving at Lucerne in the afternoon
and exploring the old town. On 24 August they took
an excursion up the Rigi. They took a steamer from
Lucerne and travelled up the lake to Vitznau where
they took the mountain railway to Rigi. They also
walked to Kaltbad. The following day they took a
train to Interlaken, going over the Brunig pass and
catching sight of the Matterhorn. After lunch they
took a horse carriage and drove along the north
shore of the Thunsee. They also went into the St
Beatus caves, despite Neville's misgivings, as he
did not want to disappoint Dorothy and Frank.
They took a train to Chateau D'Oex on 26 August
where they were met by Anne, Neville's wife, who
had been taking spa treatments at the resort.
Neville comments that she was 'looking much
better though still complaining of pains'. The
weather was too hot to do much walking, but
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Neville walked a short way up the hillside in the late
afternoon. The following day Neville, Frank and
Dorothy hired a car and took Hesketh Bell [former
Governor of Mauritius, staying at the same hotel] to
Gruyeres where they looked at the old chateau
there. Anne was not well enough to go out, so on
28 August Neville, Frank and Dorothy went for a
walk in the hills behind the hotel, and in the
afternoon took a horse carriage up a gorge to the
village of Etivaz. When they returned Neville
decided to send for a specialist from Lausanne to
see Anne, who arrived the following morning. It
was agreed that Anne could not travel until her
health had improved, so Neville decied to change
his plans and return to London with Frank and
Dorothy the following week. On 30 August Neville,
Frank and Dorothy took a hired car to drive to
Etivaz and then over the Col des Mosses through
the village until they reached a gorge. They then
continued until they were opposite the Oldenhorn
and walked to a nearby lake. They returned via
Gsteig and Gstaad. Leaving Anne at Chateau
D'Oex, Neville, Frank and Dorothy returned to Paris
on 31 August, and reached London on 1
September. He ends the account by remarking on
his first experience of having 'a whole journey
planned & paid for before starting, so that hotel
bills, meals in train cars &c were all settled by
coupon from Cook'.
The remainder of the journal contains an account
of Neville's attendance at the Lausanne
Conference. Neville and his colleagues Walter
Runciman [President of the Board of Trade] and
Herbert Samuel [Home Secretary] drove to the
Beau Rivage Hotel, and then met Ramsay
MacDonald [Prime Minister] and Sir John Simon
[Foreign Secretary] who had driven over from
Geneva. They attended the first meeting of the
heads of delegations to settle procedures, and
Neville and Sir John Simon dined with Edouard
Herriot [French Prime Minister] to discuss a formula
on the suspension of payments, before Herriot
spoke to the French Finance Minister, Louis
Germain Martin. On 16 June Herriot and Germain
Martin met Neville to raise 'various points of
difficulty' with the formula, and with Sir John Simon
'for some time we made good progress'. After
Simon left, Neville records that the conversation
became more difficult, with Germain Martin raising
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objections and stating that France would never
agree to the cancellation of reparations. Neville
recounts the main points of his discussion with
Herriot over this issue. Neville and Sir John Simon
had lunch with Herriot, Germain Martin and Julien
Durand, the French Minister of Commerce where
discussion focused on 'the menace of putting
Germany in a position to dominate the commerce
of all of us'. After the committee on procedure
Neville and Sir John Simon met Dino Grandi [Italian
Minister of Foreign Affairs] who 'received the
document favourably' and Constantin Von Neurath
[German Minister of Foreign Affairs] who also
approved. After dinner Neville began work on his
speech but was interrupted to join a discussion with
the Belgian delegation who raised objections to the
formula relating to an agreement made with
germany for marks payments. Neville was able to
finish his speech later that night. On 17 June the
conference opened with a speech by Franz Von
Papen [Chancellor of Germany] which set out
German conditions 'taking care to emphasise that
he did not dispute the validity of the obligation of
the Hague agreement'. Herriot spoke next, and
Neville followed with a speech in favour of
cancellation which was well received 'certainly my
own people & the Dominion reps were delighted
with it'. On 18 June Neville went to Montreux to
have lunch with the Greenwoods and on his return
went walking and visited the cathedral. He dined
with Germain Martin along in the evening and they
discussed the development of Germain Martin's
idea to get Germany to agree to the payment for a
limited time of an amount comprising railway and
industrial bonds free of interest for the first two or
three years which would be passed to the public.
He was hoping to get Herriot to agree to this.
Neville comments that America would resent total
cancellation but might accept compromises if
European powers were making sacrifices 'two
thirds of what France received wd go to USA a
large part of the remainder wd go to Yugoslavia
what was left for France wd be trifling' and remarks
that he thought the plan seemed too complicated,
that Germany was unlikely to agree, and that the
French assessment of America's attitude was
incorrect.
Neville woke on 19 June with an acute attack of
gout and was unable to take part in conference
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proceedings. Ramsay MacDonald visited him
together with Lord Hankey and Frederick Leith
Ross [Chief Economic Advisor] and they discussed
the situation concluding that 'our best line was to
try & make cancellation part of a larger agreement
which should embrace disarmament & various
political matters'. The following day Neville was
unable to get up. Ramsay MacDonald had talks
with the American representatives Norman Davies
and Gibson in Geneva but made no progress, and
he and Runciman then had meetings with the
French delegation who proposed the railway bond
scheme which 'they do not seem to have worked
out'. Neville records that Ramsay MacDonald and
Walter Runciman had a further meeting with the
French representatives on 21 June and that Gibson
and Davies had had dinner with Herriot and were
seen by the British delegation's publicity man,
prompting Gibson to inform the press that he had
told the French delegation that 'unless they agreed
to American proposals for disarmament, they wd
get no remission of their debt to USA'. He goes on
to record a summary of discussions between
Gibson and Davies and Stanley Baldwin
concerning alleged British efforts to get France to
join them in 'putting pressure on the Americans to
agree to cancellation' and mentions that Ramsay
MacDonald is concerned about France's 'duplicity'.
Neville saw a doctor about his foot on 22 June and
the British delegation's application of the principles
to the French proposal was prepared and
presented to the French representatives, but the
meeting to discuss it was postponed because it
had not been translated. Ramsay MacDonald and
Walter Runciman saw a member of the Italian
delegation who assured them of his government's
agreement with the British policy of debt
cancellation. Neville recounts that he expressed his
view to Ramsay MacDonald that France had
committed itself 'too far in the direction of
opposition to cancellation in public to go back even
if they wanted to & that we should have to think of
something else', raising the possibility of complete
suspension for ten years, and notes MacDonald's
view that Germany might consider a final
settlement in the form of a lump sum. On 23 June
Neville read the French memorandum that
abandoned the idea of annuities based on property
in favour of payment in a lump sum. Germain
Martin spoke to Neville to ask for his assurance
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that Britain would join on equal terms with France
in any financial assistance given to other European
countries, which Neville rejected. Neville then
started work on a new formula placing the British
position in a more favourable form to France, and
had a meeting with the Austrian Chancellor
Engelbert Dollfuss and a representative from the
International Bank to discuss an Austrian loan. He
provides a summary of the morning's meeting with
the French delegation on the subject of annual
repayments or a lump sum repayment by
Germany.
On 24 June Ramsay MacDonald informed Neville
that he had taken a 'rigid line' with the French
delegation and stated that he would break up the
conference if France insisted on annuities, and that
he had challenged Dino Grandi to deny that he was
making arrangements with the German delegation
and had discovered that there was an ItalianGerman agreement which appeared to be 'primarily
economic though the agreement would doubtless
extend to political action vis a vis France'. Neville
and the Runcimans went for a motor drive in the
afternoon to Estavayer-le-lac, Payerne, Fribourg
and Bulle. On 25 June Ramsay MacDonald spoke
to Neville about his meeting with the German
delegation, his frustration with the behaviour of Sir
John Simon and Herbert Samuel who had
apparently caused offence to the Italian delegation
and made them believe that they were being
excluded from negotiations. In the afternoon Neville
took Fergusson and Leith Ross to Les Avants, and
then to walk in the countryside. In the evening he
spoke to Herbert Samuel about his progress at
Geneva. Ramsay MacDonald played golf with
members of the American delegation on 26 June
and Neville spoke to Walter Runciman about the
allegedly harsh treatment Herbert Samuel had
received from Ramsay MacDonald over his
diplomatic efforts. The following day Neville and
Runciman met Lord Hankey to discuss their
proposed statement on President Hoover's plan for
disarmament and sent a telegram to the Cabinet
advising against any statement until Ministers had
been able to discuss the situation, as they were
keen to maintain 'American goodwill for the
purpose of settling war debts amicably'. Since they
were not able to learn anything about the progress
of the French and German talks, they went to a
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hotel over Vevey and went for a drive. In the
evening the British government gave a dinner to
the Dominion representatives and Mrs Wigram told
Neville that Pierre Etienne Flandin admired
Neville's abilities. Ramsay MacDonald informed
him that he had seen Herriot who was disappointed
that the Germans had not offered any
compensation although an offer had been made to
drop reparations if guarantees could be given.
Neville and the other Ministers met on the morning
of 28 June to discuss a resolution to be passed by
the Conference which presented a solution to the
issue of reparations, and Neville suggested that the
German and French delegation should meet them.
He then had a discussion with Von Neurath about
Germany's position concerning the payment of
reparations which regard to France's concerns.
After speeches by each delegation, Ramsay
MacDonald summed up by saying that Germany
'must consider whether & under what conditions
they could accept a forfait' and that France must
consider how German policial and economic
proposals could be improved. When the
delegations met again the German representatives
stated that they would accept a forfait on condition
that reparations were cancelled, national
currencies were stablilised, and disarmament
proceeded on the basis of equal rights. Neville
records a summary of subsequent discussions
between the French and German delegates on
reparations and disarmament. No agreement had
been reached between France and Germany on 29
June so Ramsay MacDonald asked for
representatives from each delegation to form a
bureau to discuss the situation and make
recommendations, consisting of George Bonnet for
France, Count Schwerin von Krosigk for Germany,
Pirelli for Italy and Francqui for Belgium while
Neville represented Britain. Discussion
commenced and the principle of a forfait was
accepted. Neville had to leave the talks to catch a
train for London in the evening, arriving on 30 June
and announcing the conversion scheme [of war
loans]. He received a message from Ramsay
MacDonald asking him to return to Lausanne
immediately and left on 1 July, giving two 'talkies'
or broadcasts on the conversion scheme on the
way.
He had a meeting with the French delegation on 2
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July, shortly after his arrival, and then met Pirelli to
discuss the amended terms. He then had dinner
with Ramsay MacDonald and other Ministers to
discuss the government's statement in response to
President Hoover's proposals, noting that the
reception of his announcement of the conversion
scheme in London had been favourable. On 3 July
the German delegation heard the result of the
previous day's discussions with France and Italy,
and stated that they could not 'face their people
with more than 2 milliards...the man in the street
would merely look at the figure of 4 milliards; he
would not understand the mitigating conditions'.
Neville proposed a compromise which was later
rejected but the German delegation suggested
alternatives involving the payment of annuities,
which Neville considered to be more of a risk. The
bureau was summoned to a meeting, but Italy was
the only country in favour and Bonnet refused to
consider the offer until the French delegation had
discussed it. There were further discussions on 4
July between the British delegation and German
representatives concerning the maximum amount
in reparations they could present to the German
electorate , and with Italian representatives
concerning the country's debts to Britain which they
wanted to cancel, meaning that Britain would have
to 'make payments to America greater than our
receipts from reparations'. Neville rejected this
proposal and met the Italian delegation later in the
day after a conversation with Francqui of Belgium
who proposed that all European powers should
make a general declaration concerning the
cancellation of debts and the establishment of a
common fund to which each country would
contribute. The hope of getting the USA to agree to
the cancellation of debts after the forthcoming
presidential election was also raised. The German
delegation presented new proposals relating to
reparations and disarmament on 5 July which were
initially rejected by France. The British delegation
also handed France a draft resolution defining
future relations between the two countries. Neville
gives details of the French response to this and to
the German proposals, and mentions the possibility
that he and the Belgian representatives discussed
of getting the political conditions of the German
proposals dropped which might get France to
accept the economic conditions. Neville comments
at the end of his entry for the day that 'tonight
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prospects look orse than at any time hitherto'. On 6
July Neville spoke to members of the Italian,
German and French delegations and gives a
summary of the negotiations. The following day, 7
July, Neville met Von Papen and Von Neurath with
Ramsay MacDonald to discuss their failure to
reach agreement with France, and records that the
German delegation stated that Herriot had 'refused
to have any political agreement or allusion either to
war guilt or disarmament'. Ramsay MacDonald
tried to persuade the Germans to accept
repayment of 3 'milliards', arguing that they would
forfeit the sympathy of the other delegations if they
refused. Neville had to continue the negotiations
after MacDonald fell ill, and met Runciman and
Lord Hankey to discuss the situation. Hankey
suggested meeting Germain Martin for dinner, with
Herriot and Neville explained the current state of
negotiations to them in French. Neville records
details of the agreement that Herriot wrote out in
pencil [concerning reparations, war guilt and
disarmament] which was then typed and presented
to the German delegation, and sets out the
German response. He and Sir John Simon then
met Herriot again to discuss changing some of the
wording of the agreement and Neville comments
on the expression of trust that Herriot made
towards him. On 8 July an agreement was reached
whereby Germany committed to repay '3 milliards',
and Neville provides a summary of the final
negotiations. He received 'warm congratulations
from Runciman, Simon & our own boys (but none
from the PM!'. He and Runciman then left for
London by train.
1 volume and 1 item
Access: Open
NC2/17

Journal of the Ottawa Conference 1932

1932

Journal containing an account of Neville
Chamberlain's attendance at the Ottawa
Conference of British colonies and dominions to
discuss the economic crisis, in July and August
1932.
Neville left London on 13 July and his wife, Anne,
and daughter, Dorothy, came to see him off. He
sailed from Southampton on the Empress of Britain
and held an informal conference in Stanley
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Baldwin's room to discuss proceedings at the
conference. Subsequent days of the voyage were
taken up with further meetings to set up
committees and preparing draft resolutions for
discussion which appeared to be well received.
Neville records conversations with Stanley Baldwin
concerning the content of Baldwin's opening
speech, and mentions likely opposition from the
South African delegation over food exports. He
also records working on amendments to Baldwin's
speech. On 16 July Neville gives details of
discussions on proposals for meat quotas,
particularly relating to produce from Australia and
New Zealand. Neville mentions seeing icebergs on
17 July, and that the ship had to continue more
slowly due to fog. He and his colleagues continued
to discuss meat and wheat policy. On 18 July he
comments on changes that had been made to
Stanley Baldwin's opening speech and mentions
that some changes he had made to the draft had
been taken out. The ship reached Quebec city that
evening and they were met by Canadian ministers
before taking the overnight train to Ottawa. They
were met by Richard Bedford Bennett [Canadian
Prime Minister], Stevens, and other ministers who
escorted them to their hotel. They then drove to
Rideau Hall to call on the Governor General and
then visited the Parliament buildings to look at their
rooms. Neville mentions that Walter Runciman
reported that the steel industry had come to an
agreement with the Canadians, and that the Indian
delegation were keen to work together with Britain.
On 20 July Neville arranged for Bennett to meet
Stanley Baldwin prior to the first meeting of
delegates and records that he seemed unhappy
with the resolutions. At the Parliament buildings
Neville met Sean Thomas O'Kelly [Vice President
of the Executive Council and Minister for Local
Government and Public Health for Eire] who 'was
very affable & raised no objection to the wording of
the loyal message to the king'. He and Stanley
Baldwin met Bennett again later in the day to clear
up misunderstandings over some of the
resolutions. On 21 July Neville attended a wreath
laying ceremony in the memorial chapel, and then
went to the House of Commons where the
Governor General read the King's message and
opened the conference. Bennett then spoke, and
moved the loyal message to the King, which was
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seconded by [Atul Chandra] Chatterjee and carried
by delegates. Bennett and Stanley Baldwin then
read their speeches, followed by the other
delegates. Discussion in the afternoon centred on
the establishment of principles relating to trade
within the British Empire, and a meeting of the
British delegation was held to settle representation
on the committees. In the evening Bennett gave a
banquet and speeches were made by the heads of
delegations and by James Henry Thomas [Colonial
and Dominions Secretary]. Neville gave Bennett
and Charles Cahan [Canadian Secretary of State]
copies of amended resolutions on 22 July and
suggested Lord Hailsham as chairman of the
Tariffs committee. He then arranged a meeting of
the British delegation to discuss procedure,
suggesting that they should 'divide the products
into 2 categories one those in which two or more
Dom. were interseted & those peculiar to one
Dom[inion]' and that Britain should enter into
separate negotiations with each Dominion. Neville
had dinner with Fergusson and Ball and they
discussed a recent conversation with MacDougall
on the voluntary reduction in mutton and lamb. He
then went to talk to Lord Weir and the other
industrial advisers to discuss conference policy,
and also the desire of Bennett to prohibit Russian
trade. On 23 July the British delegation discussed
with the Trade Commissioners the situation with
each of the Dominions and the possibility of getting
a progressive decrease of duties over a period of
time, gradually breaking down the excessive
protection of the home production. Neville
discussed the idea of a progressive decrease with
Cahan and then went for a drive along the Rideau
canal before working on a new draft of the
resolutions. He attended a dinner party at Rideau
in the evening, and gives the names of some of the
guests he spoke to, including the Canadian
Minister of Agriculture who spoke about the
country's previous reliance on wheat, and
increasing attempts to diversify into mixed farming
and cattle raising. The following day Neville met
Hailsham, Runciman and Philip Cunliffe Lister to
inform them of his conversation with Cahan. He
then attended the service at St Matthew's church
where the sermon focussed on the 'South African
war as an example of imperial unity forgetting that
his congregatiopn included the South Africans'.
Neville informed Horace Wilson of his talk with
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Cahan and then sent for Ball to let him know so
that he would 'know the line to take in
conversations with MacDougall & others'. He
attended a reception with Canadian officials, and
then had dinner with Hailsham. Atul Chatterjee
came to see Neville to discuss India's attitude
towards Russia and asked for his advice as to what
line the Indian delegation should take. Neville
records a summary of this conversation, and
advised Chatterjee about Bennett's views.
Neville and Stanley Baldwin discussed the issue of
Russian trade with Bennett on the morning of 25
July and the principle of preference with regard to
'natural products'. In the afternoon Neville made a
speech on behalf of Britain and stated that 'we
must prevent Russia from spoiling our plan of
preference or stopping a rise in prices by breaking
markets but netered a caveat against doing more
than was necessary pointing out that if we ruined
Russia's exp[or]t trade she might default on her
debts to Germany as well as ourselves & so throw
all Europe into chaos again'. The speech prompted
suggestions for a committee to be set up to
consider a practical scheme. Neville then met
delegates from New Zealand, Australia and South
Africa to discuss butter. The Monetary committee
met on 26 July and afterwards Neville had a
confidential discussion with Bennett to remove 'any
remaining suspicion of our intentions from his mind.
They also discussed progressive decrease in
duties, the idea of voluntary reduction or regulation
of supplies and the application of the principle to
wheat, as well as duties on Canadian cotton and
the need to free Canada from financial dependence
on the USA and to stabilise Empire exchange. In
the afternoon Neville attended a committe on
Empire Conrol and then had a discussion of a plan
calling for united Empire action to deal with
Russian trade. The whole of the British delegation
met Bennett and Canadian ministers in the evening
to discuss their requirements. On 27 July Neville
gives details of a report in the Montreal Gazette
about disagreements between different factions of
the British delegation which he suspects was
influenced by Lord Beaverbrook. The morning was
spent discussing wheat and especially meat
quotas, and Neville had lunch with the Governor
General at Rideau House. In the afternoon he had
a meeting with Bennett about Russia, where they
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discussed legislation giving the King or Governor
General power to 'embargo goods from any country
breaking price levels'. Neville attended a dinner at
the hotel, and then a reception at the National
Gallery. He spent 28 July redrafting Fountain's
'attempt at a Russian clause; and considering a
speech for the Monetary committee, which he
continued preparing on the morning of 29 July,
delivering it that afternoon. He attended a gala
concert by Canadian artists in the evening. The
question of publishing the speech was discussed
on 30 July, but the delegation decided against it
'lest publication should be taken as evidence that
the speech represented the views of the
Conference'. Neville and Runciman drove to
Gracefield where they went to the Gatineau
Hunting and Fishing Club. He spent 31 July fising
with the President Mr Sherwood and then went to
Windfall lake with Ball, and continued the fishing
trip on 1 August, returning to Ottawa in the
evening.
The official conference photograph was taken on
the steps of the Parliament buildings on 2 August,
after which Neville spoke to Stanley Bruce who
expressed his preference for separate discussions
with each of the Dominions. Neville reported the
result of this conversation to his colleagues and
agreed with them to prepare a paper setting out
'what we were prepared to give & what we should
ask'. He met Chatterjee at the Parliament buildings
about Empire policy on Russian trade, and
discussed with Philip Cunliffe Lister a formula for
the Monetary committee on expansionism. He
gives details of the formula devised for the
reduction of tariffs on articles bought from foreign
countries and on the gradual reduction of
protection duties to bring them to a level which
would put Britain in the position of a domestic
competitor, and sets out the concessions Britain
would make using the Import Duties Act. 3 August
was Stanley Baldwin's 65th birthday, and Bennett
made a complimentary speech. The British
delegation discussed recent negotiations with
Australian officials before meeting Stanley Bruce
and Henry Gullett who accepted British proposals
relating to Australian protection duties and the idea
of restriction of production of mutton and lamb.
Neville met the Indian delegation to discuss the
agreement reached with them, and attended a
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reception at the Archives where he met Mackenzie
King. Discussions with Bennett and the Canadian
delegation became more difficult on 4 August, with
Bennett apparently adopting 'a very aggressive
tone'. Neville provides a detailed description of the
discussions and goes on to record details of
negotiations with Stanley Bruce and the Australian
delegation concerning preferences and the British
restriction scheme. He and Philip Cunliffe Lister
had dinner with Nicholas Havenga [South African
Minister of Finance] to discuss extension of
preferences, and negotiations with the South
African delegation continued on 5 August. Neville
and Walter Runciman discussed the British
delegation's continuing difficulties with Bennett
before Neville and Lord Hailsham drove to Senator
Smeaton White's house where they went fishing,
returning to Ottawa on 7 August where he heard
from Horace Wilson that Bennett was upset 'at
hearing that his proposals would mean less & not
more trade in iron & steel'.
Lord Hailsham drafted a memorandum for Bennett
on 8 August and Neville attended a meeting of the
sub-committee on monetary policy. He and other
members of the British delegation continued
negotiations with the Australian delegation relating
to the restriction plan for mutton and lamb, and
discussed how to respond to Bennett's concerns.
On 9 August Philip Cunliffe Lister informed Neville
about his conversation with William Duncan
Herridge [Canadian Minister to the USA] the
previous evening, who set up a meeting between
Neville and Bennett at which they spoke about
'alleged anti-Canadian propaganda carried on by
Malcolm MacDonald' and Neville attempted to
address Bennett's concerns. Neville records a
detailed account of this conversation. He and
Hailsham then worked on a draft of an agreement
between Britain and the Austalian delegation,
which they presented to Bruce and Gullett.
Discussions with Bennett and Herridge continued
on 10 August, and Neville attended the opening of
the research laboratories by the Governor General.
Neville spoke to Lord Weir during the morning of 11
August about the current state of negotiations with
Stanley Bruce and Richard Bedford Bennett, and
mentioned potential difficulties with Walter
Runciman over the meat quota. He records
Runciman's specific concerns and that he later
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spoke to the chairman of the committee of offcials
working out the meat scheme. He then had another
meeting with Bennett and Herridge which he
describes in substantial detail, before discussing
progress with the Australians with other members
of the British delegation. Neville finished work on
the Conference declaration and had dinner with the
Herridges and other Canadian ministers,
commenting that dinner was 'spoiled by J[ames]
H[enry] T[homas] who insisted on monopolising the
conversation telling innumberable chestnuts and
allowing no one else to speak without interruption'.
Neville reports reading President Hoover's
declaration against cancellation of war debts on 12
August before discussing Bennett's demands for
duties on wheat and softwood. He then had a
meeting with Bennett and Herridge to negotiate on
duties on tobacco, fruit and dairy products, metals
and minerals, timber, wheat and bacon, providing a
detailed account of the discussion. He then gives a
summary of his conversation with Hailsham about
the reasons for Bennett's resistance to British
proposals. In the evening Neville attended a gala
film performance. Discussions with the Canadian
delegation continued on 13 August, with Neville
and Hailsham attempting to reach an agreement.
Neville provides a descriptive summary of these
negotiations. He then met the Australian delegation
to discuss the redraft of the agreement between
Britain and Australia. In the evening Neville and
Douglas drove to Portland, Ontario on Rideau
Lake, where they spent the following day fishing
with Admiral Sir Charles Kingsmill, returning to
Ottawa in the evening.
Neville and Hailsham presented a draft of the
Russian clause to Bennett and Herridge on 15
August and Neville expresses his frustration that
Hailsham presented the document as though it was
solely his work, even though this had been agreed
in advance. They then met Bruce and Gullett to
announce that they were prepared to give them 'a
temporary compulsory restriction of foreign imports
of mutton & lamb with a conference to try for a
more permament scheme' which was not well
received. Neville had dinner with Mackenzie King
at his house. When he returned he and the other
members of the British delegation discussed their
position concerning beef and mutton and lamb
duties, and James Henry Thomas spoke about his
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resentment at being subjected to blackmail by the
Dominions and Neville records his feelings of
despair at the thought that the Conference would
be a failure if they failed to make a settlement with
the Australian delegation 'I did not say I wd resign
but after the others had gone to bed I stopped at
S[tanley] B[aldwin]'s request and told him that if the
Conference broke down because of our refusal to
put a duty on meat I should have to fade out, & I
thought that if J[ames] H[enry] T[homas] was going
to telephone the P[rime] M[inister] the latter ought
to know that'. Negotiations with Bennett and the
Canadian delegation resumed on 16 August,
particularly discussion of the 'Russian formula'.
Neville gives a detailed account of the discussions,
and mentions that alterations had been made
including 'the reopening of the steel schedules'
which was to Britain's disadvantage. He also
records his efforts to make Bennett realise that
failure of the Conference 'meant the end of the
Empire' and summarises discussions about the role
of the press in disrupting negotiations and causing
bad feeling amongst the delegations. 17 August
was spent in further discussions with the Canadian
delegation in an attempt to reach an agreement,
and with the Australian delegation over the terms of
proposals for restrictions on meat quotas. Neville
also records details of his conversation with
colleagues over allegations that the Canadian
delegation had tapped telephone conversations
between James Henry Thomas and Malcolm
MacDonald, and that Lord Rothermere and Lord
Beaverbrook had been involved in negative press
coverage of the Conference. He comments 'I have
no doubt now that Bennett is a sharper & a crook. I
believe he has deliberately kept open the Russian
question to the end because he believed that we
dare not break with him on it...he is therefore under
cover of this threat able to bluster defiance at every
plea we put up and withdraw concessions already
granted us'.
Neville reached broad agreement with Bruce and
Gullett on the meat restriction scheme on 18
August. He then spoke to Bennett about a new
draft of the Russian formula and steel duties, which
he describes in detail. In the evening the British
delegation gave a dinner to the Canadian
government, 'all of us feeling pretty sore & sick at
the proceedings' and about Bennett's behaviour.
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Bennett produced new draft clauses for the
agreement on 19 August, but they were not
acceptable. Neville then made final efforts to reach
an agreement with the Australian delegation and
gives a detailed account of negotiations. He then
convened a meeting of the drafting committee to
discuss the resolution to be submitted to the
Conference, and received objections from the
Indian delegation and from Ireland and Canada. He
records developments during the day following
meetings with representatives from delegates from
different countries, and recounts details of
Bennett's new objections to the resolution which
were eventually settled. 20 August was the final
day of the Conference, and the treaties were
signed in the House of Commons before speeches
of thanks and the concluding address. Neville had
lunch with the Hailshams and then boarded the
train that took the British delegates to Quebec. He
gives a detailed summary of his view of the
Conference proceedings and negotiations,
focussing on the difficulties the British delegation
encountered with Richard Bedford Bennett. The
British party sailed on 21 August, and Neville
suffered an attack of gout. He received a telegram
of congratulations from Mary Carnegie [his
stepmother] on 22 August. Neville recounts details
of a conversation he had with James Henry
Thomas on 23 August about Bennett's future
career plans, and with other colleagues about
Ramsay MacDonald's apparent feelings about
being 'the ''Prisoner of the Tories''' as government
colleagues had not supported National Labour
Party candidates for forthcoming by elections.
Arrangements were made to hold a Cabinet
meeting once the delegation had returned to
London, and they arrived in Southampton on 26
August. Neville was met by Anne, Dorothy, and
several Cabinet colleagues and MPs. He ends the
journal with a note on the resolutions adopted by
the Conference.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/18

Diary of visit to France, 15-19 December 1939

1939

Journal containing an account of Neville
Chamberlain's tour of inspection of British troops in
France in 1939. The journal is written in note form,
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and a number of abbreviations are used.
Neville flew from Heston Airport on 15 December to
Amiens and was taken to the chateau housing
General Head Quarters. He describes the facilities
there. He had a conversation with the Commander
in Chief, Lord Gort concerning his recent dispute
with Leslie Hore Belisha. On 16 December he was
given a tour of the front line and saw pill boxes,
trenches and barbed wire. He had lunch at the
chateau with officers and General Brooke. He also
met airmen including pilots and mechanics. He left
on 17 December after an air raid warning, and
comments on how cold the weather was. He
travelled to the headquarters of the air striking
force and inspected the positions of airmen and
gunners including a camouflaged operations room,
returning to Rheims in the evening to go through
Cabinet papers. On 18 December he spent the day
inspecting positions along the Maginot Line
including hospital and kitchen facilities, billets and
tanks. He inspected troops there, travelling to Paris
in the afternoon where he met French politicians
and attended a formal dinner at the Quai D'Orsay.
He stayed at the British Embassy. He attended a
meeting at the War Ministry on the morning of 19
December and returned to Le Bourget after lunch
to fly back to London. The plane was delayed by an
air raid warning after an unidentified plane was
spotted over Rouen.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/19

Commonplace book

[c. 1929]

A commonplace book, of collected passages for
reference, kept by Neville Chamberlain.
The book includes literary quotations, notes of
humourous events, humourous quotes from
newspapers, poems and verses. Some loose press
cuttings and notes are also included.
The book was started in January 1929 (though
some of the enclosed cuttings are dated earlier),
after he had been given it as a Christmas present
by his wife, Anne.
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/20

Diary for 1913-22

1913-1922

Neville Chamberlains' political and personal diary
with entries covering the period from 24 February
1913 to 19 November 1922. The first eight pages
have been cut out. The war years between 1914
and 1918 are given most attention, with fewer
entries for the period 1919 to 1922 when Neville
was first a Member of Parliament.
Entries for 1913 consist of an account of Neville's
visit to London with his wife, Anne, in February,
giving details of his shopping trips, visits to art
galleries, and to the Russian ballet, and the
Holborn Empire cinema. He also mentions visiting
St Paul's cathedral and other London churches.
Entries for 1914 include details of Neville's visit to
Winchester, Pinewood and Cobham in April during
which he discusses tensions over recent actions of
the Ulster Volunteers [in importing weapons from
Germany] and the threat of military conflict in
Ireland. On 23 April Neville records details of an
event to mark the 'fusion of the L[iberal] U[nionists]
& Cons[ervatives] in the Midlands accomplished
most successfully' at which Anne gave a lunch and
the Duke of Norfolk chaired the joint meeting.
Entries towards the end of April include details of
family life, including a brief account of Neville and
Anne's visit to Hockley cemetery to see family
graves, particularly that of his mother, Florence
Kenrick, and Austen and Beatrice's mother, Harriet
Kenrick. He also gives an account of the
christening of his son, Frank, and records some of
the amusing things his young daughter, Dorothy,
said. He mentions a fishing trip to Scotland in May,
and a garden party at Highbury on 6 June for
Joseph Chamberlain's West Birmingham Unionists
and Austen Chamberlain's East Worcestershire
Unionists 'Father came out in his chair to the
intense gratification of those who were lucky
enough to see him. Accounts of social
engagements and details about Neville's political
and business career are also featured, including a
Hoskins works trip to New Brighton on 27 June at
which Neville 'watched the working man enjoying
himself on the scenic railway & then to lunch'. The
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entry for 2 July contains a detailed account of his
father Joseph Chamberlain's illness and death,
from the time when he was informed by telephone
by his sister, Ida, of their father's serious condition
after suffering heart failure, to his vigil with his halfbrother, Austen, and stepmother, Mary, taking
turns to sleep in the sitting room and sit with his
father who was being administered oxygen. All the
family were present at his death. Neville also
describes the family's arrival in Birmingham on 5
July, commenting 'streets lined with reverent
crowds, their sad faces most touching...Mary still
the most composed & natural of the family, we all
talked freely of Father with laughter at the
recollection of his humour'. The coffin lay in the
library at Highbury overnight where 'we had a little
service or rather read one or two hymns after
dinner', before the funeral at the Church of the
Messiah on 6 July and internment at Hockley
cemetery. On 19 July Neville recounts family
stories about his grandparents told him by Uncle
William and Aunt Mary Kenrick, including deails
about the Chamberlain family's relationship with the
Nettlefolds, and Aunt Mary's first visit to
Birmingham to see her brother, Joseph
Chamberlain.
Entries at the beginning of August describe the
atmosphere in the country immediately before the
outbreak of the First World War while Neville and
Anne were in Harrogate. Neville mentions
cancelling their planned holiday to Carlsbad, the
closure of the stock exchange, dropping
contentious business in the House of Commons,
Germany's declaration of war on Russia, seeing
posters with 'Sir Edward Grey's statement', the
hotel in Harrogate feeling the effects of the
outbreak of war 'nearly all the waiters having left to
go back to service in Austria, Germany and
Switzerland', news from Austen about how the
Cabinet reacted to the ultimatums, and information
about the gathering of the British Expeditionary
Force. He writes about the fall of Namur on 24
August and mentions that British troops were
engaged in battle 'I fear this means a ghastly list of
casualties & who knows what next', These
reflections are interspersed with details of
sightseeing in Yorkshire and Derbyshire. On 25
October Neville writes 'we have a Belgian family a
man wife & baby installed over the coach house,'.
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He records the serious illness of his Aunt Clara on
3 November and mentions the increasing war
casualties and the injury of Herbert Studd in action.
He gives a brief account of his activities on
Christmas Day 1914 and Dorothy's third birthday
and continues with a summary of other events in
December, including the departure of Jim, Anne's
brother, for the Front.
Entries for 1915 begin with a statement about the
death of Neville's Aunt Clara on 7 January. On 6
February he records details of visit to see his
stepmother, Mary, in her new home in London, his
sisters, Ida and Hilda, in their new home in
Odiham, Hampshire, and his half sister, Beatrice, in
her home in London. He comments on the
progress of the war on 13 February, remarking that
it is likely to be long lasting, and referring to
casualty figures and the effect on public morale
'though many of all classes are in mourning, the
great majority of people have suffered little if at all
so far'. He also mentions other effects of the war
including rising food prices, factories working on
war materials, high wages and overtime, public
confidence in victory, fund raising for 'comforts for
the troops', and the apparent cessation of 'class
antagonism'. He also notes that Birmingham is
hosting many Belgian refugees and 'they are to be
found in all the larger Edgbaston homes'. He states
his belief that when Kitchener's Army goes out to
the Front in the spring Britain will take the
offensive, and also mentions German bruality. His
entry for 22 March comments on battle of Neuve
Chapelle, the progress of the British attack on the
Dardanelles, and expresses his disapproval of
industrial disputes in Britain 'they show how utterly
some of our working classes have failed to
understand the situation, but their ignorance &
indifference is paralleled by that of many members
of the middle class who should have enlisted & yet
won't do so til they are forced', going on to list
family members and friends who are serving in the
armed forces including John Chamberlain, Ernest
and Wilfred Martineau, and Anne Chamberlain's
brother, Jim. On 11 April he comments on French
advances in Vosges and Russian advances in
Carpathians, and on 16 June he lists injuries and
illnesses of serving officers he knows including
John, Jim, Basil, and Ernest Martineau. He also
records that 'Cowie' has died of wounds and
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Herbert Studd is home and dealing with his injuries.
He mentions the Russian retreat in the
Carpathians, Italian advances against Austria and
British forces making little progress in the
Dardanelles 'it gets harder & harder to believe that
that expedition was worth its cost in men & shells'.
He discusses the formation of a coalition
government with Austen at the India Office and
Balfour succeeding Churchill at the Admiralty 'to
everyone's relief. Churchill has limitless pluck but
he is a bad man to work with & insists on being his
own strategist'. He remarks on the likely
introduction of compulsory military service and
limitations of employers' profits. He Records that he
has been appointed a member of the Central
Control Board to control liquor in munitions and
transport areas and hopes that more controls on
labour force spending will encourage war savings,
remarking that 'the frantic competition among
employers for labour has led to extravagant wages,
relaxation of discipline & bad time keeping. The
men know that they can always get a good job &
never having been accustomed to save they blue
their earnings at the public house when they have
got more than sufficient for their needs'. On 24 July
he gives details of an attack of gout that affected
his engagements, but notes that he was able to
deliver address to the mens class at the Church of
the Messiah and attend the unveling of a bust to
Joseph Chamberlain in the Guildhall. He also
mentions having dinner at the Mansion House with
Austen to meet Arthur Balfour, Morley, Chaplin and
Sir G. Murray, his visit to Glasgow to meet the
other members of the Control Board and to tour the
docks and naval yard at Rosyth, where he saw
ships that had been in action. He also records that
he has consented to be nominated as Lord Mayor.
His entry for 9 August records details of a social
visit to the Colefaxes, where he had a discussion
with other guests including Leo Amery about the
impetus for Dardanelles expedition. On 9
September he gives details of his spa treatment in
Bath and provides a brief account of the progress
of the war, particularly the success of the German
campaign against Russian forces in Poland, British
losses and progress in Dardanelles and the
German torpedoing of merchant ships and air
raids. He gives his view that the country is
becoming more conscious of the war as casualties
grow and more men are sent to the front and
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remarks 'what we want is Nat. Service but the
Labour people have declared against
''conscription''...my feeling is that it is wanted for
organising our powers & getting the best of out
everyone'. On 13 September he recounts
investigations into his family history in Bath,
particularly the life of Daniel Chamberlain, an
ancestor. On 9 November Neville records being
elected Lord Mayor and his stepmother, Mary, and
sisters attending the ceremony, as well as Uncle
William and Aunt Mary Kenrick and Aunt Alice and
Aunt Lina and mentions 'in the afternoon presided
for first time at Council meeting'. On 20 November
he gives an account of his visit to Salisbury to see
City Battalions and the 16th Warwicks, and also
mentions presiding at a lecture at the University in
place of Austen, and addressing troops in Victoria
Square. His entry for 25 December gives details of
his family Christmas and Dorothy's birthday, then
continues to describe visiting hospitals with Anne
including the Queen's Hospital, General Hospital,
Western Road House, Dudley Road Infirmary and
the hospital at the University. He gives a detailed
summary of his achievements since being elected
Mayor
Entries for 1916 begin with details about Frank's
birthday and a visit to the Grove to see Kenrick
relatives on 23 January. Neville discusses Uncle
William's ill health after his fall and his sadness
about Aunt Mary's wellbeing after William's likely
death, broadening into a reflection about the
passing of this generation of aunts and uncles. On
1 February he recounts details of a meeting at the
Guildhall on trade and employment after the war
and his arrival back in Birmingham to find an air
raid in progress. He writes that he heard from the
Chief Constable that '3 or 4 zeppelins had been
over the disctrict & had dropped many bombs in
the outlying areas Walsall Tipton Oldbury
Wednesbury & Burton all of which were brightly
lighted but had apparently missed Birmingham in
the darkness'. On 19 February he mentions that he
called a meeting of Midlands mayors after the raid
to consider steps to ensure adequate warning
which he thinks has restored confidence. He gives
details about a further air raid on 5 March,
describing the sounding of hooters to announce
zeppelins and receiving a call from the police to
inform him of their advice for Birmingham lights to
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be put out, as had been done in Coventry,
Leicester and Nottingham. On 28 April he records
difficulties in getting his war savings scheme
adopted after the banks decided to adopt the
Enabling Bill. He discusses the progress of the war
on 4 June, mentioning the fall of Kut, the halt of
Russian, the Austrian attack on Italians through
Trentino, the continuing German siege of Verdun,
loss of life in recent naval action off Skagerrak, low
morale in Germany and his belief that if Allies could
obtain great military success German resistance
would collapse. He also refers to the forthcoming
British offensive on the Somme 'I have it on
unimpeachable authority that we are going to make
a big push in the next few weeks. This will probably
win us some ground & ease the Verdun situation
but I fear our casualties will be very heavy indeed'.
He goes on to discuss continuing problems in
getting his war savings scheme established,
commenting that 'the bill giving the necessary
powers to all Co.Boroughs was dropped by that
wretched McKenna'. He mentions that William
Hughes, the Prime Minister of Australia has visited
Birmingham to receive an honorary degree and the
Freedom of the City and stayed with Neville and his
family. On 11 June he gives details about the Battle
of Jutland, mentioning a visit by Dr Macnamara on
behalf of the Ministry of Munitions in May to ask
workers to postpone their Whitsun holiday, and his
experience of being handed an Admiralty
communique announcing British losses while
presiding over a meeting in the Council Chamber.
He mentions press coverage of the battle and
criticism of the government, and refers to the loss
of the Hampshire with Lord Kitchener on board and
feeling as though he had 'suffered some personal
loss...yet for his own fame his death now at the
height of his power when his work was really done
is a piece of good fortune'. On 1 July he mentions
that Lady Paget had visited and lectured on her
experiences of being captured with her hospital unit
and kept with Austrians and Bulgars for four
months before being taken to Sofia and released,
records meeting Reginald McKenna to discuss
draft of new Savings Bank bill and describes
Austen's reaction to Lloyd George's suggestion that
he become Minister of Munitions, touching on
previous tensions between members of the Liberal
Party and Austen and Joseph Chamberlain on the
subject of armaments. He mentions that his
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stepmother, Mary, has announced her engagement
[to Canon William Carnegie] commenting 'I do not
like the man but believe he will suit her and am
sincerely glad that she should be happy'. On 29
August he gives a brief account of his family
holiday in Wales and his fishing and shooting
holiday in Scotland, and mentions the impact of the
British offensive on the Somme and apparent
evidence of British superiority in munitions and air
service. His entry for 17 September mentions the
success of his address of welcome to the Trades
Union Congress, remarking 'I hope it will bear fruit
in improved relations between employers &
employed'. On 3 December he records his feelings
about Anne's recent miscarriage 'up to last
Tuesday I had hoped we might have had another
child next June. That hope has gone'. He gives
thanks that Anne is well after her operation but
expresses his disappointment. He also comments
on progress of the war including the overrun of
Romania and likely fall of Bucharest, and the
continued destruction of merchant shipping by
German submarines. He is hopeful that Asquith will
resign as he is unfit for the job. On 13 December
he records the resignation of Asquith and the
appointment of Lloyd George as Prikme Minister
Entries for 1917 largely relate to Neville's post as
Director General of National Service. The first entry
is for 16 January in which Neville gives an account
of being invited by Lloyd George to become
Director General of National Service on 19
December 1916. He records that he accepted at
once and since then has 'had an awful time...with
recurring periods of the most harrowing anxiety &
goodness knows who I shall come out. But I have
not sought the post & have indeed only take it
because I felt it my duty to do so'. On 21 January
he mentions speaking at his first meeting since his
appointment was announced, at the Capital and
Labour meeting in Central Hall, Corporation Street,
Birmingham. There are no further entries until 9
August when he writes that the Prime Minister has
accepted his resignation at a meeting at Downing
Street. On 17 October he mentions that his
experience in the National Service Department has
been written up in his memorandum on the subject
and writes that he has now decided to enter
Parliament as soon as possible 'I loathe the idea
but my work in Birm. has been broken & spoiled
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and I cannot be entirely happy in devoting myself to
business much as for many reasons I shuld like to
do so'. He gives details about his attempts to find a
seat in Birmingham to contest, mentions Austen's
resignation of the India office over Mesopotamia,
and gives brief details of summer excursions. On
17 December he reports that he is still waiting for a
seat to contest and is preparing to make his
'apology' for National Service to the Birmingham
Liberal and Unionist Association> he mentions the
recent revolution in Russia revolution and Russia's
exit from the war, the 'Italian disaster' and the
reverse at Cambrai. He records that his cousin
Norman Chamberlain has been reported missing in
action and that he is 'suffering from intense
depression' as a result of the news and his feelings
of failure in his National Service post 'the review I
have been obliged to make of Nat.Serv.shows
clearly how hopeless were the conditions from the
start...but I shall always bear the blame for the
failure. My career is broken. How can a man of
nearly 50 entering the House with this stigma upon
him hope to achieve anything'. He reflects on the
likely failure of his political career, the demands of
wartime and his desire to do something useful and
not be selfish in devoting himself to business for
the rest of his life. On 27 December he records that
he has declined the offer of a title
Entries for 1918 are largely concerned with death
of his cousin, Norman Chamberlain, in action, and
with the development of his political career and
entry to Parliament. On 20 January he mentions his
discussion with Sir E. Parkes about his decision to
retire as member of parliament for Ladywood and
the announcement at Ladywood Divisional Council
about Neville standing for election in his place. He
writes 'still no news of Norman & we are all getting
rather hopeless about him. It's a dreadful thing to
have him vanish like that into the unknown & to
think that we may perhaps never hear anything
more of what happened to him'. On 10 February he
records news from Alfred Cole that Norman's body
had been found 'I have been feeling intensely
depressed all day by the news though I thought I
had already given up hope. Somehow I had always
associated Norman with anything I might do in the
future. He was like a younger brother to me'. On 27
February records attending memorial service for
Norman at West Woodhay. His entry for 5 April
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describes suffering an attack of chickenpox and
gout in March and mentions the German offensive
which has set back Allied forces. He also
comments on Anne's recent miscarriage, his
longing for more children and his gratitude that
Anne seems well. On 7 May he gives an account of
his holiday in Wales with his children and his sister,
Hilda, who accompanied them as Anne was still
recovering from her miscarriage. On 7 August he
describes receiving electrical and massage
treatment for sciatica and briefly mentions his
summer holidays before commenting on the rebuff
of the German offensive and the brilliance of Foch's
strategy. On 15 September he discusses the latest
good news from the front and mentions the
contribution of American forces. He also comments
on a likely railway strike 'unfortunately the moment
the pressure is taken off labour ''unrest'' with
extravagant demands & equally extravagant
threats springs up'. On 12 November he records
the surrender of the Central Powers and the
Armistice with Germany on 11 November. He
reflects on Norman and all the others lost in the
war 'who are not here to share in the triumph', and
expresses doubts about the future, particularly with
the political instability in Germany. His entry for 22
November records the illness and death of his half
sister, Beatrice, from influenza. He describes her
character, what her loss will mean for the family,
and recounts her last words '''Glad armistice
signed'' I am thankful she lived to see the victory
for which she worked herself to death'. On 15
December he gives details about the General
Election, mentioning his candidature as Coalition
candidate for Ladywood against Kneeshaw for the
Independent Labour Party and Labour and Mrs
Corbett Ashby 'Liberal & Women's candidate'. On
25 December he records the death of Hargreave,
his election agent, after being run over by a motor
van. He also gives brief details about his family
Christmas. His entry for 28 December gives details
of the election results
The first entry for 1919 is on 21 August when
Neville gives a brief overview of his first session in
the House of Commons and a more detailed
account of his visit to France with Evelyn Cecil and
his son Robert, driving through Poperinghe to
Ypres. He describes the destruction and deolation
of the landscape including 'bodies unburied' and
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'tanks lying about' before continuing to Lille where
they spoke to the hotel staff about the Kaiser's
demands on their staff. They also drove past Loos
and over Vimy Ridge to Arras where they saw the
ruined cathedral, and through Bapaume to the
cemetery at Fins where he searched in vain for
Norman's grave before arriving in Rheims where
they looked at the damage to the cathedral and
other buildings and saw German prisoners of war
clearing rubbish. They visited Soupir to look for W.
Cecil's grave and had to wait while shells were
exploded before they could rejoin their car. Other
places they visited included Soissons and
Compiegne and the settlements around the
Somme to Albert before reaching Amiens and
Bethune. His entry for 16 November gives an
account of a family holiday in Wales, and his
constituency business in Birmingham and personal
calls to supporters. He also describes a fire in his
library at Westbourne. On 25 December he
mentions that Ida and Hilda are visiting for
Christmas, gives overview of session in Parliament
including work on Electricity Bill and 'Unhealthy
areas committee', his involvement with colleagues
and speculates on the likelihood of the break up of
the Coalition government
Entries for 1920 begin on 2 February with details
about Neville's illnesses and an account of his
holiday in Ventnor on the Isle of Wight to
recuperate. On 26 March he records his decision to
refuse an offer of an unidentified undersecretaryship as he was reluctant to serve under
Lloyd George. On 8 May he mentions having
conversations with Irish Nationalist MPs amid
suggestions that he might be appointed Secretary
of State for Ireland, and Lloyd George's apparent
rejection of this proposal. On 26 September he
gives brief details of summer activities including a
family holiday. He mentions the death of Uncle
Walter and lists the parliamentary committees in
which he was involved. On 27 December he
provides overview of the previous session in the
House, his work on committees, and involvement in
re-grading of ministers salaries. He also comments
on colleagues including Robert Cecil and discusses
perceived decline of his influence in Birmingham,
giving the results of recent municipal elections
Entries for 1921 begin on 10 February when he
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gives an account of his holiday with Anne to
Wiltshire and Devon. On 2 April he mentions his
fishing holiday in Scotland, and on 22 May
mentions the ongoing miners strike and the
abandonment of coal for oil at Elliotts. On 13
November he gives details of his summer holidays
and his autumn visit to Italy and Sicily with Anne.
On 31 December he offers a reflection of the year
as a whole, mentioning trade depression, rising
costs and taxation, his speeches in the House, and
his feelings about political office, remarking that he
is feeling less inclined to take office and does not
want to actively pursue it 'sometimes I wish I were
out of the House altogether but I am not sure that I
should be any happier if I were. But it is a great
handicap to be the son of my father and the brother
of my brother for every success is discounted and
every failure is counted double'. He also makes
brief comments on state of the businesses in which
he has a stake, Elliotts, Hoskins and BSA, his
continuing influence in Birmingham and gives
details of a recent meeting in the Town Hall on 6
December, his involvement in the Lord Mayor's
boot and clothing fund, his personal interests
including orchid cultivation, and his work on a
memoir of Norman Chamberlain
There are few entries for 1922. On 15 January he
notes that Dorothy has broken her arm for the
second time, falling from a pony. On 26 March he
gives details of bird watching in the garden, and on
24 April mentions activities during the Easter
holidays. On 2 July he mentions summer holidays
including fishing in Scotland, and also comments
on the murder of Sir Henry Wilson and the ensuing
unrest in Ireland. On 4 September he mentions
having spa treatment in Harrogate and other
holidays. On 19 November he mentions his visit to
Canada with Anne. He also gives the results of the
General Election and writes that he has been
offered the postition of Postmaster General.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/20-24

Neville Chamberlain's diaries

1913-1940

Diaries kept by Neville Chamberlain between 1913
and 1940. These diaries contain entries which
principally relate to Chamberlain's political work
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and career but also include some entries referring
to personal and family matters. Entries are
sporadic, and some appear to have been made
retrospectively. Neville seems to have intended
these diaries to be consulted only by himself, and
refers to the second volume as a 'secret diary' at
the start of the third volume. All subsequent diaries
are marked 'secret'. The nature of the entries
changes over time. The first diary is very personal
and is oriented towards Neville's personal and
family life, though it also contains commentary on
his career as a Birmingham businessman and
politician and entries concerning his first few years
as an MP. Subsequent diaries are much more
focused on his political and parliamentary career.
They complement his letters to his sisters, Ida and
Hilda, and contain more detailed records of his
conversations and negotiations with colleagues.
They contain substantial detail about his day to day
activities and committee work while at the Ministry
of Health and at the Treasury while Chancellor of
the Exchequer, and also relate to his work with the
Conservative Research Department. Entries in
these diaries are a rich source for the study of
Neville's relationship with Stanley Baldwin and of
his importance in the National Government. The
final volume focuses on Neville's role in specific
events consisting of the Abdication crisis, his
appointment as Prime Minister, the resignation of
Anthony Eden as Foreign Secretary, and his visit to
France in December 1939 to inspect British troops
and lines of defence. The diary is kept regularly
from May 1940, but only after his resignation.
5 volumes
Access: Open
NC2/21

Diary for 1922-26

1922-1926

Neville Chamberlain's political diary with entries
covering the period from October 1922 to May
1926.
The diary begins with a detailed account of arriving
back in Britain from Canada and being asked to
join Andrew Bonar Law's government as
Postmaster General. He describes addressing a
meeting of Unionists in the Free Trade Hall in
Manchester as part of the election campaign and
his first cabinet meeting which discussed the
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'P[rime] M[inister]'s attitude to the so-called hunger
marchers - a body of unemployed led by
Communists who have ''marched'' (mostly in motor
lorries) to London to see the Prime Minister'.
Neville gives a detailed account of discussion at
this meeting and his two speeches in the House
during the parliamentary session, on the
Safeguarding of Industries Bill and on the
agreement with the West India and Panama
Company. He also gives details about his work as
a member of a cabinet committee on Housing at
which he spoke out about housing subsidy and the
'Baxendale scheme' on slum clearance.
Entries for 1923 begin on 10 January with an
account of Neville's meeting with Bonar Law to
discuss housing and foreign affairs, particularly
French demands following the Treaty of Versailles
and Bonar Law's concerns about the results of
negotiations with Turkey at the Conference of
Lausanne. On 26 January Neville attended cabinet
to discuss the report of the Housing Committee of
which he gives a detailed account. He also notes
that he has accepted the position of Paymaster
General. He attended cabinet in connection with
International Chamber of Commerce proposals on
the Imperial Wireless Chain and writes about the
background to the proposals, and ensuing
discussion. On 8 March he records the
circumstances connected with his appointment as
Minister for Health following Arthur Griffith
Boscawen's defeat at the Mitcham by-election. His
entry for 24 March records details of his discussion
with Leo Amery on the French occupation of the
Ruhr region, the possibility of Britain making a
separate deal with Germany over reparations, the
report of the Iraq committee on the timing of
Britain's withdrawal, and the development of
Empire Trade, mentioning that he spoke to Stanley
Baldwin about Amery's scheme on 26 March. His
entry for 28 March contains a detailed account of
cabinet discussion of the report of the Iraq
committee and British relations with Turkey. On 13
April he mentions the discusses events
surrounding the defeat of the government on 'the
motion to get the Speaker out of the chair' On 26
April he discusses speculation about the imminent
resignation of Bonar Law, Stanley Baldwin's
succession and suggestions that he might be
succeeded by one of the ex Unionist ministers. He
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also discusses a letter he received from Austen
which alleged that Bonar Law believed that he
[Austen] had been 'intriguing' against him, and
records details of his own conversation with Bonar
Law on this subject. On 6 May he mentions that he
has been working on the report of the 'Money
Resolution' of his Housing bill and has received a
note of congratulations from Stanley Baldwin. He
also notes the favourable reception of the
government's decision to retire from Iraq within four
years of signing peace with Turkey. on 13 May he
gives details of the conversation at a lunch hosted
by Eric Geddes on relations with Germany
following the Treaty of Versailles. He then records
opinions of Geddes that he heard at a dinner of the
'A.M.C'. His entry for 22 May gives details about his
Whitsun holiday and his return to London as soon
as he heard the news that Bonar Law had
resigned. He gives details of his discussion with
Leo Amery about the circumstances of Bonar Law's
resignation, the extent of his illness, and thoughts
about his successor. He reports on 23 May that
Stanley Baldwin had become Prime Minister and
telephoned Neville while he was visiting a
'tuberculosis village settlement' at Papworth, asking
him to attend a meeting. He then gives a detailed
account of their conversation which focused on
Austen Chamberlain's current position and
Baldwin's hope to heal the breach in the Unionist
party by inviting him to join the government. His
entry for 1 June contains a full account of the
circumstances surrounding the decision not to offer
Austen a place in the cabinet, Neville's discussion
with Austen on this subject which includes some
detail about Austen's feelings about the situation,
Neville's conversation with Bonar Law about
tensions within the party, and his conversation with
George V when he accompanied him to lay the
foundation stones of the Rockefeller extension of
University College Hospital. Neville reports that he
informed Stanley Baldwin how he had 'hurt
Austen's feelings' in his entry for 8 June and on 24
June records details of his recent conversation with
Austen about his disagreement with Leo Amery. He
also gives details of a conversation with Gwynne of
the 'Morning Post' about foreign policy, which
criticised Lord Curzon as Foreign Secretary. On 6
July he gives details about his conversation with
Colonel House [American diplomat and former
foreign policy advisor to President Woodrow
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Wilson] about the likelihood of America cancelling
British war debts if Britain cancelled her debts from
her allies. He also reports on Lord Curzon's review
of current negotiations at the Lausanne
Conference. His entry for 7 July contains a detailed
account of discussions with Sir Francis Hopwood,
who had been on the Admiralty Board during the
First World War, about the character and policies of
Winston Churchill during this period. On 15 July he
records decisions made at recent cabinet meetings
to discuss a the draft of a statement on the French
occupation of the Ruhr region, and continues his
account of this aspect of foreign policy in his entry
for 20 July. On 4 August he provides a summary of
recent cabinet business concerning the Ruhr
occupation, the future of the Navy and Air Force,
and the British policy in Palestine. His entry for 17
September gives brief details of his summer
holiday activites and give an account of his
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer by
Stanley Baldwin in August. On 24 September he
records details of his conversation with Stanley
Baldwin about relations between Britain and
France concerning attitudes towards Germany and
the French military occupation of the Ruhr region
and the German fulfilment of obligations agreed at
the Treaty of Versailles. On 6 October he gives an
account of discussions held during his weekend at
Chequers which covered British Empire trade in
Africa and German reparations. He records details
of his meeting with Stanley Jackson [Conservative
MP] on 10 October which covered government
economic policy and with Bruce Lloyd Greame and
Amery on tariffs and Empire trade, and the
outcome of the Economic Conference. He also
mentions speaking to Mackenzie King. On 9
November he gives details of his election campaign
work and on 12 November he gives an account of
his discussion with Austen to discuss the possibility
of him returning to the cabinet following Austen's
meeting with Stanley Baldwin. His entry for 18
November continues the account of negotiations
over the potential return to cabinet of Austen and
Lord Birkenhead. He discusses the implications of
the result of the General Election on 9 December
and comments 'the new electorate contains an
immense number of very ignorant voters of both
sexes whose intelligence is low and who have no
power of weighing evidence'. He sets out different
options for the future, and puts forward various
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possibilities for coalitions and minority
governments. His entry for 18 December reports on
cabinet intrigue concerning tariffs reform and the
predominant feeling in the party about Austen
Chamberlain.
The first entry for 1924, on 5 January, reflects on
the likely dissolution of Parliament and the
formation of a Labour minority government led by
Ramsay MacDonald. Neville writes 'he will be
desperately cautious, merely bring in such
proposals as reduced taxation on tea & sugar,
removal of old age pensions income limit, widows
pensions & soemthing for unemp[loymen]t which
latter will be his worst snag'. He comments on 13
January that cabinet intrigues are continuing and
recounts details of his conversation with Warren
Fisher and others on the necessity of attaining
party unity while in opposition and defining policy.
On 18 January he remarks on Stanley Baldwin's
apparent tendency for indecision and his own
efforts to retain the principle of Protection in party
policy. His entry for 21 January gives details of the
last day of debate before the dissolution of
Parliament and his discussion with Austen about
whether he intended to sit on the front bench. He
gives an account of his audience with George V on
23 January when he went to give up his seat, and
his discussion about the future for the party with
Samuel Hoare and others. On 24 January he gives
details of his conversation with Lord Salisbury
about the return of Austen Chamberlain and Lord
Birkenhead to the party, and on 4 February and 6-7
February records his conversation with Stanley
Baldwin about further negotiations to reunite the
party, its future leadership and the development of
its policies. On 17 March Neville writes about the
efforts of Winston Churchill to rejoin the
Conservative party and his decision to contest the
Westminster Abbey by-election as an independent
candidate. He records Churchill's defeat on 21
March and gives an account of his conversation
with Edward Wood [First Earl of Halifax] who had
spoken to Hilton Young about the three party
system and alternative arrangements. Neville
comments that he said that he himself 'felt much
more sympathy with Labour than with Libs' and
discusses Conservative policy on Protection. He
mentions on 7 April that the oppposition defeated
the government on their Rent Bill and that he
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discussed the bill in some detail with Ramsay
MacDonald afterwards. The next entry is for 5
November. It gives details about Neville's
discussion with Stanley Baldwin about his
appointment to a cabinet post, his preference for
the position of Minister of Health, and potential
candidates for the position of Chancellor of the
Exchequer, including Robert Horne and Winston
Churchill. On 6 November he reports on his
discussion with Austen about his involvement in
Baldwin's decision to offer the post to Horne and
the likely tension that the appointment of Churchill
will cause within the party. He reflects on the
situation 'for myself I feel thoroughly depressed. By
his incredibly bungling S[tanley] B[aldwin] has
already thrown away much of what we had gained
by the election. Why on earth he should be in such
a desperate hurry to publish his Cabinet at once I
can't think. Why he should act on his own initiative
in such delicate affairs without a word to people like
Austen is a mystery. He is unfit to be leader, that is
the long & short of it'. By 20 November Neville
notes that the party seems to have accepted
Churchill's appointment and gives a detailed
account of a conversation with Lord Haldane about
his relations with the Kaiser when he served as
Secretary for War in 1906. On 26 November he
discussed widows pensions and old age pensions
with Winston Churchill, as well as Neville's own
schemes for the provision of new housing. He
reflects on this meeting in his entry for 1 December
and recounts details of his discussion with Stanley
Baldwin about Churchill's intentions and his belief
that Baldwin had intended to offer the post of
Chancellor of the Exchequer to Neville and the
position of Minister of Health to Churchill.
Entries for 1925 begin on 20 February with Neville
recording details of a conversation with J[ames]
H[enry] Thomas about the verbal support of John
Wheatley [Minister of Health in the 1924 Labour
government] for steel houses when he was
Minister, the general support in the country for the
construction of steel houses, and Ramsay
MacDonald's apparent opposition to the measure.
On 26 March he mentions that he and Anne
attended the memorial service for Lord Curzon and
gives his opinion of his strengths and shortcomings
as a politician. He also mentions that he has been
working on a pensions scheme with Winston
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Churchill and remarks on the success of the
government so far. On 1 May he comments
'Winston's exposition of the Budget was a masterly
performance and though my office & some of my
colleagues are indignant at his taking to himself the
credit for a scheme which belongs to the Ministry of
Health I did not myself think that I had any reason
to compalin of what he said'. He then records
details of a conversation with Stanley Baldwin
about the heavy drinking of Lord Birkenhead, who
Ramsay MacDonald had to remove from his seat
next to the Duchess of York at a recent football
match. Neville himself spoke to Lord Birkenhead on
28 May at a luncheon given to the American
Ambassador by the English Speaking Union about
government policy in India and the need for the
preservation and development of the Indian Civil
Service. The next entry is for 9 August. Neville
gives an overview of the Parliamentary session,
mentioning the reception of the Budget, the
Pensions Bill, the Unemployment Insurance Bill
and the Ratings Bill which has provoked opposition
in rural areas. He remarks on the need for him to
counter opposition if he is to continue his
programme of poor law and local administration
reform. He goes on to comment on press
coverage, which he thinks has been generally
opposed to the government, particularly the Daily
Mail and the Daily Express 'I believe their attacks
are founded entirely on the personal dislike of their
noble owners Rothermere & Beaverbrook to
Baldwin but this does not make them less
dangerous'. He then discusses tensions in the
mining industry between mine owners and miners,
the likelihood of a strike, measures to be taken to
mitigate the effects of industrial disputes, and
Baldwin's refusal to offer the miners a subsidy. He
ends his reflection with comments on Winston
Churchill 'I suppose Winston's personality is the
most interesting in our Cabinet. He has very
brilliant gifts but I haven't yet got over my strong
sense that his world & mine are totally diferent and
that he is incapable even of understanding the way
my mind moves'. On 5 October he gives an
account of his weekend at Chequers where guests
included Douglas Hogg and Lady Curzon. He
writes 'I was surprised to find Lady C much more
simple & natural than I had supposed...she dislikes
the Mosleys intensely & says her son is being
pushed to socialism by O[swald] M[osley]'. He
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gives details of his conversation with Douglas Hogg
about the unpopularity of the government and the
forthcoming party conferences, and of his
conversation with Stanley Baldwin about the
formation of the Cabinet and his attempts to
discover Baldwin's views on future government
policy. His entry for 22 October contains a detailed
account of his discussion with Austen following his
return from the Locarno conference including
Austen's views about the European statesmen he
negotiated with. On 1 November he mentions his
appearance before the Economy Committee of the
Cabinet at which he was informed by Warren
Fisher that there was likely to be a deficit for
1926/7 that was 'entirely due to Winston [Churchill]'
who ought to be in the dock himself instead of
putting other ministers there'. He gives a detailed
account of his discussion with Fisher on the subject
of Churchill's alleged mismanagement of the
economy. on 4 December gives details of his
attendance at the Foreign Office to see the
Locarno Treaty signed, and in the evening went to
Lancaster House where Austen was entertaining
the delegates. He also mentions that he has
received compliments on his Ratings and
Valuations Bill.
The first entry for 1926, on 22 January, records the
reaction of colleagues to the bills Neville has
included in the King's Speech and mentions an
interview that he gave to a reporter from the 'Times'
on his housing proposals. On 28 March he gives a
detailed account of the difficulties he had in getting
the Chancellor of the Exchequer [Winston
Churchill] to accept his views on the Economy Bill
to ensure continued spending on health services
and housing. He mentions the publication of the
report of the Coal Commissioners which he thinks
will involve a lot of legislation if it is accepted, and
wonders whether he will get his housing legislation
passed. He also comments that 'epeople have got
cold feet about disfranchisement of persons in
receipt of poor law relief'. On 3 May he reports that
negotiations with the miners have broken down and
that the General Strike is about to begin. He goes
on to give a very detailed account of his
involvement in the course of events leading up to
the industrial dispute which is continued in the next
volume of his diary, described at NC2/22
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/22

Diary for 1926-33

1926-1933

Neville Chamberlain's political diary with entries
covering the period from May 1926 to July 1933.
The diary starts with a continuation of Neville's
entry for 3 May containing his account of the
events leading up to the start of the General Strike.
On 6 May he discusses the ongoing strike, giving
details about the government committees that are
responsible for 'carrying on the struggle' and
receiving reports from the Chief Civil
Commissioners, expressing his distaste at the
'attitude of the Labour Borough Councils with
Electric Power Stations' which are refusing to
supply power for industrial purposes and in some
cases have allegedly refused public and private
lighting. The following day he comments on 'the
gravity of the situation...we have entered on civil
war' and discusses his efforts to 'protect trade
unionists who remain at work from deprivation by
their unions of superannuation benefits'. He
mentions that he has heard that [Ernest] Bevin [of
the Transport and General Workers Union] has
apparently given orders to stop all transport
including food supplies, and that the government
will occupy the docks with troops and send out food
in convoys under armed guard, and that the Poplar
Council have 'resigned their function to a local
Soviet or Strike committee who ordered all lighting
& power services to be stopped'. By 8 May he
notes that services are improving, the transport of
flour from the docks has worked according to plan,
and Cabinet has approved the Illegal Strikes Bill.
He also mentioned that the government had
intercepted a telegram from the Soviet government
sending £26,000 to the strike committee, but that
the Trades Union Congress had already rejected
the offer 'they were too smart to fall into that
trap...no doubt they haven't forgotten Zinoviev's
''red letter'''. On 10 and 11 May he reports that
there is little sign of people returning to work and
records conversations he has had about the
possibility of drafting legislation to end the strike,
and on 12 May gives details about the negotiations
that resulted in the end of the dispute. On 13 May
Neville spoke in the House of Commons on
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unemployment relief before a debate on the recent
crisis and government proposals to end the dispute
between miners and mine owners. He notes that
his wife, Anne, returned from France on 14 May
and that the railway companies have made a
settlement with their employees and the buses,
trams and London underground will be running
again the next day. His entry for 26 May gives a
summary of the work of the 'negotiating committee'
to achieve a settlement with the miners and mine
owners. He provides a summary of the
conversations he had with guests at the Stanhopes
during the weekend of 12-14 June, including Sir
William Tyrrell and Rudyard Kipling, with Tyrrell
discussing his dislike of Lloyd George and Ramsay
MacDonald and Rudyard Kipling suggesting that
Woodrow Wilson had suffered from syphilis. The
next entry is for 20 December when Neville records
details of his weekend with the Godfrey Locker
Lampsons at Rowfant where he again had
substantial discussions with Sir William Tyrrell on
his experience of meeting Mussolini, his opinion of
Lord Birkenhead, relations between Lloyd George,
Clemenceau and Woodrow Wilson, and
reminiscences of Gladstone and his character.
Entries for 1927 begin on 12 February with details
about negotiations with China, Austen
Chamberlain's proposal to Chen, Minister for
Foreign Affairs and the possible landing of British
troops in Hong Kong. He also discusses the
progress of his poor law reforms. On 18 February
he records discussions over whether to engage
British troops to defend Shanghai against any
Chinese attack. He also mentions that he gave
Austen a draft conclusion to a despatch to be sent
to the Russian government [warning Russia to
cease hostile action]. On 21 February he had
dinner at the Carlton Club annexe and spoke to
Lord Lawrence of Kingsgate about profits Lloyd
George had made from the sale of the 'Daily
Chronicle'. On 4 March the government received
an answer from the Soviet government which
'through offensively worded' confirms Neville's view
that Russia does not want conflict, despite the
regime's production of anti-British propaganda. He
discusses his poor law reforms in some detail, and
also focuses on opposition to the reforms, which he
is trying to counter. On 10 March he discusses his
complaint to Stanley Baldwin at the delay in taking
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up the Trade Union bill and mentions that he
addressed the Agricultural Committee [on poor law
reform]. Entries for 16 March and 25 March contain
detailed accounts of Cabinet meetings on the
Trade Union Bill, including proposals drawn up by
Neville, and on 12 April he discusses ongoing
amendments to his poor law reform legislation, the
Cabinet's 'reluctant' decision to 'go the whole hog &
give the franchise at 21 to women', and the recent
ill health of Stanley Baldwin who had apparently
fainted at a dinner. The next entry is for 16 June
and Neville reports that Stanley Baldwin had
continued to suffer from ill health but recently has
seemed better and is planning to set up
committees to tackle unemployment in the mining
industry and to establish an election and preelection programme. He also gives details about
the progress of the Trade Union Bill through
Parliament, his successful negotiations with the
Agricultural Committee who have accepted new
proposals for his poor law reform legislation, and
his difficulties with Winston Churchill over the
reforms. On 1 July he gives a detailed account of
his recent meeting alone with Stanley Baldwin at St
Stephen's Club which covered House of Lords
reform, election policy and possible Cabinet
reshuffles and the future leadership of the party.
On 15 July he gives an account of his discussion
with George Lloyd about the situation in Egypt, the
difficulties faced by British officials there, the
apparent neglect of infrastructure, the ambiguities
of British rule following the delcaration of 1922, and
the future for the country. On 21 July he reports
that George Lloyd's proposals are 'aleady out of
date' as [Abdel Khaliq] Sarwat [Prime Minister of
Egypt] has submitted draft proposals to Austen
Chamberlain for a treaty of alliance which would
address points relating to Sudan, Imperial
communications including the Suez canal, the
protection of minorities and the protection of rights
of foreigners. He thinks that Austen is likely to have
trouble getting George Lloyd to agree to proposals,
and goes on to discuss recent discussions in
Cabinet over Winston Churchill's proposal to ask
the Dominions to surrender their claim to £600,000
alloted to the Empire Marketing Board but not yet
spent by them, and the views of Leo Amery on the
issue. On 30 July he mentions that the Cabinet
have been discussing the situation in Egypt and the
Naval Disarmament conference at Geneva. The
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next entry is for 7 October and Neville gives details
of his discussion with Stanley Baldwin following
Baldwin's return from Canada. Subjects discussed
include British relations with America, Austen
Chamberlain's political future, and Lloyd George's
views on tariffs. On 4 December Neville gives
details of a recent discussion with Stanley Baldwin
about attacks on Lloyd George for his involvement
in selling honours, and goes on to record Austen
Chamberlain's proposals to Cabinet that they
should approve the draft of a treaty with [Abdel
Khaliq] Sarwat, which was opposed by Winston
Churchil, Joynson-Hicks and Worthington-Evans.
He also mentions that he has been on a committee
to determine the naval programme and gives
details of negotiations. He reports details of
schemes devised to relieve unemployment in the
mining industry and sets out his plan to set up
commissions to transfer surplus labour to areas
where work might be found. On 9 December he
reprots that his plan was accepted by the
committee and submitted to Cabinet, but that
Winston Churchill expressed his opposition to this
and to Neville's wider poor law legislation. He gives
a detailed account of his discussion with Stanley
Baldwin about the dispute between himself and
Churchill and his determination to get poor law
reform included in the election programme if the
legislation did not go through in the current
Parliament. On 17 December he reports that
Stanley Baldwin has asked Warren Fisher to be
chairman of the Industrial Transference Board and
gives details of his conversation with Fisher on
current financial difficulties. On 22 December he
mentions his recent contact with Churchill and
Churchill's feelings about the criticism his scheme
has received.
The first entry for 1928 is on 21 March and Neville
reports that the profits tax has been replaced by a
National rate which will be retained by the local
authorities despite Churchill's objections. On 28
March he discusses the resignation of the Lord
Chancellor and his conversation with Douglas
Hogg about Hogg's reluctance to take the position
and his fear of Winston Churchill becoming Prime
Minister one day. Neville records part of his
conversation with Hogg about Stanley Baldwin's
successor, whether Austen Chamberlain might
become Prime Minister, and his own threat to
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resign over continued opposition to elements of his
Rating and Valuation Bill. On 30 March he
discusses Douglas Hogg's continued
disappointment over his appointment as Lord
Chancellor and his exclusion from the party
leadership. On 4 April he gives a detailed account
of Cabinet discussions on the Rating and Valuation
Bill and the second reading of his Health Insurance
Bill. He gives a detailed account of further
discussions with Winston Churchill and other
Cabinet members on ratings in his entry for 18
April, continuing the account with details of his
discussions with Stanley Baldwin and Arthur
Robinson on 19 April and a meeting of the Cabinet
on 20 April to discuss tensions over proposals for
the derating of railways and the workings of the
scheme, recording the names of Cabinet members
who supported and opposed poor law legislation.
On 30 July he records that the third reading of the
Rating and Valuation Bill (Apportionment) was
carried, commenting on the 'incredible feebleness
laziness & incompetence of both oppositions'. He
reports that he has spoken to Philip Cunliffe Lister
about Winston Churchill's new proposals on
subsidies for railway freight and stopping boys from
entering coal mining, both of which they disliked.
There are no further entries until 1 November when
he records details of his conversation with Stanley
Baldwin about which colleagues to offer peerages
to, and candidates for the post of Foreign Secretary
if Austen Chamberlain's health should make it
impossible for him to continue, mentioning that
Winston Churchill had proposed Neville's name in a
previous discussion with Baldwin. He also gives an
account of the party conference at Yarmouth in
September. On 1 December he gives an account of
giving a two hour speech at the second reading of
the Local Government Bill and its favourable
reception, remarking that the older gallery reporters
had compared it with speeches by his father,
Joseph Chamberlain, in the 1880s.
Entries for 1929 begin on 24 February with a report
of the third reading of the Local Government Bill
and a review of the proceedings of its passage
through Parliament. He also mentions that Leo
Amery and Winston Churchill have been
reprimanded over their handling of the Irish
Loyalists case in the House. On 11 March he gives
an account of the conversation at his recent dinner
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with Stanley Baldwin on the reconstruction of the
Cabinet before the election which included
discussion of the possibility of Neville becoming
Colonial Secretary and the future for other
colleagues. He mentions attending Sammy
Samuels Budget dinner on 15 April where he spoke
to Frank Tiarks of Schroeders Bank about the
possibility of his son, Frank, taking placements
abroad in foreign languages and business after his
university degree. On 8 June he records that 'the
election has come and gone in disaster. We are out
and R[amsay] MacDonald has formed his second
Cabinet'. He records his private views of Stanley
Baldwin that he 'has no power of rapid decision
and consequently no initiative', and mentions that
Lloyd George's attempt to revive the Liberal party
has failed. He gives his opinion about the election
results, remarking 'the explanation...is to be found
in the ceaseless propaganda that had been going
on for years among the working classes to the
effect that things would never be right for them till a
''Labour'' Govt came in. Every grievance has been
exploitede to point this moral...there is no
conversion to Socialism. It is merely the present
discontents showing themselves in a desire for
change'. He thinks that if Ramsay MacDonald
succeeds then the Conservatives will be out of
power for several years, but concedes that the
government 'may make such blunders that before
two years are up the country will be glad to be rid
of them'. On 26 July he gives a brief assessment of
the performance of the opposition during the recent
Parliamentary session and gives details of his
conversation with Edward Wood on Indian affairs
and the possibility of abolishing the India Office and
placing the governance of India under the
Dominion Office. He mentions recent 'agitation'
over a speech he has made at the Empire
Industries Association on a new Imperial industrial
policy and Beaverbrook's support for free trade
within the British Empire. His entry for 4 November
gives an overview of recent criticism of Stanley
Baldwin's leadership within the party, the success
of Lord Beaverbrook's Empire Free Trade
campaign, and the effects this will have on the
Conservative party's own Empire Trade policy. He
gives an account of his recent meeting with Samuel
Hoare and Lord Beaverbrook at which food taxes
and Beaverbrook's intention to run a 'Crusade'
candidate at every by-election. The following day
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he reports that he has heard from Samuel Hoare
who told him that Beaverbrook had 'never met me
before but had been much impressed', and they
agreed to discuss the situation further when Neville
returned from his tour of East Africa. On 12
November he records that Lord Beaverbrook has
written articles for Rothermere's Sunday papers
appealing to Stanley Baldwin to 'take over the
Empire Free Trade policy and offering to stand
aside if he would', and that he has met Baldwin to
discuss this proposal. His entry for 8 December
mentions his forthcoming departure for East Africa
and gives an overview of the 'present position of
politics' including progress on the development of
Conservative party policy on imperial preference,
his dissatisfaction Stanley Baldwin's capabilities as
leader, and the views of other members of the
party on the issue of food taxes.
Entries for 1930 do not begin until 12 March, as
Neville was in East Africa for the first two months of
the year. He remarks that he has returned to find
the 'political situation transformed by the
reconciliation between Beaverbrook & Baldwin &
the adoption by the latter of a Referendum on food
taxes if these should be proposed as part of an
Empire trade agreement'. He reports that Winston
Churchill has accepted the new proposals but that
Lord Beaverbrook is still not staisfied. He gives
details of his discussion with Beaverbrook on this
issue and on Beaverbrook's recent departure from
the United Empire Party which he had recently
founded. There are no further entries until 22 June
when he describes continued tensions with Lord
Beaverbrook over Empire policy, growing
dissatisfaction with Stanley Baldwin's leadership
and widespread criticism of Davidson's
administration of Conservative Central Office which
has led to his resignation and Neville's
appointment. His entry for 19 July discusses his
work as party chairman including his involvement in
the recent by-election campaign in North Norfolk
and his meetings with Lord Beaverbrook to ask
whether he could stop attacking Stanley Baldwin
and the Conservative party, stop printing 'offensive
cartoons & paragraphs in the Evening Standard'
and stop asking supporters to divert subscriptions
to him that were being used to run candidates
against official Conservatives. He continues to
discuss negotiations in his entry for 25 July, which
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have been complicated by the death of Curthbert
James which has forced a by-election in Bromley,
and on 28 July when Neville records details of
discussions with Lord Rothermere and his son
Esmond, and others. On 29 July he gives an
account of his meeting with Beaverbook who
pressed him to accept Esmond Harmsworth
[Rothermere's son] as a candidate and confirms on
30 July that Esmond Harmsworth will run as a
candidate for the United Empire Party at the
Bromley by-election, noting that this is regarded as
a 'renewal of hostilities' and that Beaverbrook 'must
have been playing a double game with me all
through'. There are no further entries until 11
October when he records that the United Empire
Party was defeated at Bromley and that
Beaverbrook had boycotted the election. He also
mentions continuing criticism of Stanley Baldwin's
leadership over the summer and his suggestion
that Baldwin make a statment of policy at the end
of September. He also mentions speeches of
Dominion ministers at the Imperial Conference
which supported the extension of tariff preferences
and the Conservative Party statement issued to the
press declaring that the party accepted the
principle of Imperial preference and would be
formulating proposals. On 19 October he discusses
negotiations at the Business committee relating to
Empire trade, mentions Churchill's opposition, and
notes that there has been less overt criticism of
Conservative policy in the press but that Garvin in
the 'Observer' 'gets more & more hostile to us and
more & more friendly to Labour and Lloyd George'.
On 6 November he gives details about the results
of the South Paddington by-election which ended in
victory for the Empire party, and about Stanley
Baldwin's letter to Lord Beaverbrook and his
challenge to MPs who were questioning his
leadership, culminating in a resolution of
confidence. He also gives an account of his
meeting with Beaverbrook, arranged by Sir Abe
Bailey, at which Beaverbrook proposed favourable
coverage of Stanley Baldwin's tariffs policy in the
'Daily Mail' and 'Daily Express' in return for a safe
seat for Esmond Harmsworth. Neville sets out the
reasons for his unease at this proposal and records
that he refused to make a pledge to further
Esmond's career in the House. He mentions further
conversation between himself and Beaverbrook
and notes that the 'Daily Express' carried a leader
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article on 8 November congratulating Stanley
Baldwin and the Central office on the result of the
Shipley by-election. On 21 November he gives
details of a recent conversation between Edward
Grigg and Lloyd George in which Lloyd George
apparently expressed his desire to work with the
Conservatives again. He also gives an account of
his discussion with Beaverbrook about Neville's
relationship with Bonar Law, Bonar Law's
difficulties with Lord Curzon, and the circumstances
surrounding Stanley Baldwin's selection as Prime
Minister following Bonar Law's resignation. Neville
goes on to describe details of the ensuing
negotiations with Beaverbrook to bring about a
reconciliation between him and Lord Rothermere
and the Conservatives. On 5 December he records
details of his meetings with Sir John Simon and the
Marquess of Reading about a possible
Conservative-Liberal alliance, setting out areas of
policy on which there was agreement between the
two parties. He also discusses continuing
negotiations with Lord Beaverbrook who advised
him that the party should 'accentuate our attack on
the Govt's record & go slow on tariffs as a matter of
tactics'. On 6 December he reflects on Lloyd
George's recent speech to his party, overtures
between Liberal MPs and members of the Labour
government including Arthur Henderson, and
discussions between these groups on electoral
reform, particularly proportional representation
which Lloyd George supports. Neville gives his own
opinion on these issues, and contemplates the
future for British farming with additional protection
duties.
The first entry for 1931, on 1 February, records that
any possibility of a close alliance with Lord
Beaverbrook has now disappeared due to his
alleged instability. Neville discusses his attempts to
reach a reconciliation and his belief that
Beaverbrook now has a 'sense of grievance'
against him. He mentions that Beaverbrook has
published 'Manifestoes to farmers' announcing the
policy of protection for home farming, and has
encouarged the Norfolk branch of the National
Farmers Union to form an agricultural party to run
candidates against Conservative candidates in
Norfolk, and is also supporting a candidate in a byelection in Islington. Neville mentions that he
intends to discuss the situation with Rothermere
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'who if a bigger scoundrel is at least less
unreliable'. On 23 February he reports that Stanley
Baldwin's leadership is again in question after two
bad speeches in the House, on the Trades
Disputes Bill and on India after Churchill had
declared his disagreement with Conservative
policy. He mentions that he has received letters
from Conservative supporters across the country
who have lost trust in Baldwin's ability. He states
his ambivalence about attempts to remove Baldwin
'I am the one person who might bring about
S[tanley] B[aldwin]'s retirement but I cannot act
when my action might put me in his place'. On 1
March he describes the sequence of events that
led to Baldwin's decision to resign, which he later
retracted. He records receiving a memorandum
from Sir Robert Topping [General Director of the
Conservative Party] expressing the strong feeling
in the party that Stanley Baldwin would not achieve
victory in the next election and that he should
reconsider his position, and gives details of his
conversations with colleagues including Samuel
Hoare, Philip Cunliffe Lister, Austen Chamberlain,
Robert Monsell and Douglas Hailsham, all of whom
advised him to pass the memorandum to Baldwin.
He gives an account of his conversation with
Stanley Baldwin and his wife about Baldwin's
decision to resign. The next entry, on 3 March,
describes how Willie Bridgeman had persuaded
Baldwin not to resign and had almost persuaded
him to stand for election at the St George's byelection to stop Sir Ernest Petter, who was
campaigning on an anti-Baldwin platform. Neville
gives details of the process by which Baldwin was
persuaded not to stand. On 8 March he gives
details of his discussion with the Hailshams about
recent events and their concern that Churchill
might stand for the leadership. Entries for 11 March
and 14 March contain further discussion about
about Baldwin's anger towards colleagues opposed
to him and his disappointment with Neville for 'not
having supported him more strongly'. He records
that Austen Chamberlain asked Baldwin to release
Neville from his position as Party Chairman, and
that he drafted a resignation letter. He goes on to
give an account of his subsequent meeting with
Baldwin at which they discussed potential
candidates for the position of Party Chairman,
Baldwin's lack of any emotion at Neville's decision
to resign or a 'single word of appreciation of my
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work...surely no ''leader ever accepted more from
or gave less to his followers than S[tanley]
B[aldwin]'. He wonders what effect the
dissatisfaction will have on Conservative fortunes
at the General Election and expresses his feelings
about leaving Conservative Central Office. On 21
March he gives details of a later meeting with
Stanley Baldwin at which he received praise for his
work at the Central Office and discussed possible
successors. On 25 March he met Baldwin again
and discussed his feelings about the perceived
disloyalty of colleagues, Neville's feelings about
Baldwin's reception of the news of his intention to
resign from the position of Party Chairman, and the
need for Baldwin to make a statement to
colleagues about his position and the situation
facing the party with its policy on protection
threatened by Beaverbrook and Rothermere.
Neville saw Beaverbrook on 28 March and
presented him with a draft document towards a
reconciliation on agrigultural policy. He also had a
meeting with Viscount Stonehaven, his possible
successor as Party Chairman. On 31 March he
records that a statement on agricultural policy has
been accepted by the Farmers Union and by
Beaverbrook, and has now been passed to the
press 'so ends this chapter'. There are no further
entries until 6 July when he gives details of a
conversation with Kingsley Wood about Lloyd
George's campaign for electoral reform and his
apparent determination to unseat the Labour
government. He also reports that he has heard
from Viscount Stonehaven that Ramsay
MacDonald is very concerned about the state of
the country which he thought 'could not be dealt
with by one party. He himself has no love for the
Premiership. He thought a National Govt shd be
formed in which he was quite ready to serve as
Foreign Sec under S[tanley] B[aldwin] as P[rime]
M[inister]'. He lists the names of other Labour
ministers who would apparently join a National
Government. On 24 July he gives details of further
discussions about the possible formation of a
National Government, the critical financial position
of the country, and the current economic crisis in
Germany. He speculates about the combination of
circumstances that would lead to the formation of a
National Government. The next entry is for 22
August and gives a very detailed account of the
collapse of the Labour government prompted by
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the financial crisis and the need to balance the
budget, Neville's role in negotiations to form a
National Government and his proposals to cut
national expenditure by reducing unemployment
insurance benefit, disagreements between
members of the government over proposals to deal
with the effects of the financial crash, the illness of
Lloyd George which prevented him taking an active
role in negotiations. He comments on proposals to
raise loans in New York and Paris remarking that,
in his view, France would be anxious to get an
advantage over Britain while America would be
anxious to prevent Britain collapsing, as this would
also mean the collapse of the British Empire. On 23
August he mentions the resignation of Labour
ministers and Stanley Baldwin's meeting with
George V, and gives details of his meeting at
Downing Street with Stanley Baldwin and Ramsay
MacDonald about MacDonald's intentions and the
concessions that might be granted to the Liberals,
including electoral reform. On 24 August he gives
an account of the formation of the National
Government and on 25 August gives details of
some of the ministerial appointments. He notes that
the first Cabinet meeting was held on 26 August
and mentions that Austen Chamberlain is
distressed that he has not been offered the post of
Foreign Secretary. On 27 August he discusses
amendments to the Budget and on 3 September
gives an account of his conversation with Lord
Beaverbrook about the position of Ramsay
MacDonald and Philip Snowden on tariffs. The next
entry is for 19 September and contains an overview
of the events of the previous weeks including
concern about the continuing drain on sterling,
whether to extend credits in New York and Paris,
how to address the trade balance, and the financial
crisis in India. His entry for 22 September
discusses Britain's abandonment of the gold
standard and the possible mutiny in the Atlantic
fleet. On 24 September he gives details about a
meeting of the Business committee at which
Stanley Baldwin spoke about his belief that an
election should be held as soon as possible and
that the appeal should be on a national programme
which would include tariffs on a wide scale. He
records details of further discussions about
whether to hold a General Election in his entry for
24 September, particularly with Liberals including
Herbert Samuel and the Marquess of Reading who
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reported on 1 October that Lloyd George was
opposed to an election. On 2 October he gives a
detailed account of events leading to the apparent
resolution of disagreements between members of
the different parties who were prepared to work
together in government, and on 5 October
mentions hearing a draft of a new manifesto
prepared by Ramsay MacDonald, and records
details of discussions about whether to hold a
General Election.
The only entries for 1932 are for 21 January and 22
January. They give details of a Cabinet meeting to
consider the report of the Committee on the
Balance of Trade, chaired by Neville Chamberlain,
and the threatened resignation of Philip Snowden,
Herbert Samuel, and others because of their
opposition to tariffs. Neville's accounts of events at
the Lausanne conference in June and July 1932
and the Ottawa conference in July and August
1932 are described at NC2/16 and NC2/17
Entries for 1933 begin on 8 May. Neville writes
'after more than a year so crowded that I have felt
no inclination to add to my troubles by writing a
diary I resume'. He gives an overview of his
achievements as Chancellor of the Exchequer
including the success of his second Budget, and
the progress of plans for dealing with
unemployment through a statutory commission. He
records on 1 June that the unemployment scheme
has been delayed by Henry Betterson's opposition
and that the newspapers have been reporting
disputes within Cabinet including allegations that
Neville had wished to avoid paying Britain's debt
instalment to America. On 14 June he writes that
the issue of payment of war debts to America for
that month has now been settled and gives details
about Cabinet discussion of this issue. He also
mentions negotiations over the Unemployment
Insurance Bill and his speech at the World
Economic Conference. On 29 June, and 4 and 5
July he gives an account of the progress of the
World Economic Conference, particularly his
attempts to reach an agreement with President
Roosevelt on international currency. The account
continues in the next volume, described at NC2/23
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC2/23

Diary for 1933-36

1933-1936

Neville Chamberlain's political diary with entries
covering the period from July 1933 to November
1936.
The diary is marked 'secret' on the flyleaf. It starts
with a continuation of Neville's entry for 5 July 1933
containing an account of negotiations at the World
Economic Conference to try to reach an agreement
with President Roosevelt on international currency.
This account continues into the entry for 6 July. On
13 July he gives details of discussions at the
Bureau sub-committee which included agreement
of a formula relating to the establishment of central
banks, more general conditions necessary to the
establishment of the gold standard, and
indebtedness. He records that they received a
message from Senator Pittman that the Federal
Reserve Board were not prepared to discuss
cooperation and that an intercept reported that
President Roosevelt had no intention of returning to
the gold standard 'the conference drags on but to
all intents & purposes it is dead'. He also discusses
methods of repaying the next instalment of British
war debts to the USA. On 24 July he gives an
account of Cabinet discussion of his proposal for
payment of war debts and negotiations with the
Dominions on monetary policy. On 27 July he gives
details of discussions with members of the
Dominions committee in an attempt to reach
agreement. He had lunch with the Italian delegation
and spoke to Georges Etienne Bonnet about the
the possibility of reducing payments of war debts to
America and whether France could come to a
similar arrangement, explaining to him that British
'public opinion would not stand...that the French
shoudl treat their American creditors better than
their English creditors' and discussing the question
of whether Germany would agree to substitute
smaller but definite payment for the conditional
payment demanded by the Lausanne conference.
On 29 July he writes that he has suggested to
Ramsay MacDonald that Leith Ross should begin
discussions relating to matters discussed by Neville
and Bonnet.
In an entry dated 'Jan 1934' Neville provides a
detailed summary of the events of the second half
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of 1933, covering his summer holiday in Scotland
in August, and in Dorset with his son, Frank; the
Conservative party conference in Birmingham in
October at which the 'Indian White Paper' was
discussed; continued lack of progress in reaching a
permanent settlement regarding the payment of
British war debts to America; his efforts to get the
Unemployment Assistance Bill approved; his efforts
to get Cabinet to agree to finance the completion of
a Cunard ship [the Queen Mary] and assist the
merger of Cunard and the White Staf line 'thus
establishing a strong British firm in the N.Atlantic
trade'; Cabinet discussions on Disarmament arising
from the departure of Germany from the
conference and notice of Germany's intention to
leave the League of Nations and his assessment of
Sir John Simon's weaknesses, commenting 'his
manner inspires no confidence and...he seems
temperamentally unable to make up his mind to
action when a difficult situation arises'; proposals
for dealing with beef and milk imports; and
negotiations between India and Japan regarding
Japan's boycott of Indian cotton. He ends the
summary with comments about Edward Hilton
Young's shortcomings as Minister of Health in
dealing with slum clearances and 'unhealthy areas',
and with the management of housing schemes.
Entries for 1934 begin on 22 January with details of
Neville's conversation with Hailsham about army
estimates and House of Lords reform. He also
writes about the behaviour of the German
government over long term debts and his
negotiations to try to reach an agreement. On 24
January he mentions that a meeting has been fixed
to discuss House of Lords reform. His entry for 27
January mentions his meeting with 'Hadley' of the
'Sunday Times' about the possibility of the
newspaper writing something positive on House of
Lords reform and Neville's hopes that legislation
would go through Parliament in the forthcoming
year, partly to detract from 'excessive concentration
on India'. On 29 January he discusses the powers
and composition of the House of Lords committee
which met that afternoon and on 3 February gives
an account of the end to the 'German long term
credit affair' after Germany agreed to abandon
discimination and to consult creditors before taking
action. He also discusses the reception of the
government's new statement on Disarmament in
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Britain, Germany and Italy, but not in France where
Daladier had recently formed a new government.
His entry for 6 February gives details about his
meeting with Stanley Baldwin to determine the
Conservative Party's election programme which
might include 'Empire migration, maintenance &
development of the Ottawa agreements, relations
between industry & the state, improvement of the
national physique by physical training and sharing
out of work'. On 17 February he expresses his
frustration that no meeting of Conservative
members of the Cabinet has yet been called to
discuss the election programme and writes about
his concern for the 'future of international trade'
which has shrunk to one third of what it had been in
1929 and which he believes requires careful
development of policy in agriculture, Empire
relations and international affairs. He comments on
attempts to increase production of bacon, eggs,
poultry, hops and cheese and that wheat and sugar
[beet] production is limited. He mentions ongoing
negotiations with Japan over 'sharing the cotton
market' and that Hilton Young apears to have
adopted Neville's ideas on housing and has
brought proposals to a committee of which Neville
is chairman. He writes that negotiations on finance
will begin with the local authorities if Cabinet
approves. He also describes the content of a letter
he has received from Lord Beaverbrook following
Beaverbrook's conversation with James Henry
Thomas, discussing the question of establishing a
'customs union with the colonies'. On 19 February
he mentions taking part in a meeting with Ramsay
MacDonald, James Henry thomas, John Simon,
Walter Runciman and Stanley Baldwin to discuss
'alleged dissatisfaction' with the government, and
particularly with the Ministry of Health, and the
possibility of establishing a Housing department at
the Ministry of Health. His entry for 24 February
records that he has suggested Geoffrey Lloyd's
name to the Prime Minister as a candidate for the
new Minister of Housing, and that Philip Snowden
is to publish his memoirs which he thinks are likely
to be very bitter. On 28 February he mentions that
a date has been set for the Conservative Party
programme meeting and lists what the discussion
will cover. He also records that accounts of the
government's proposal for a Housing department
with a new Minister have appeared in the
newspapers which he has traced to James Henry
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Thomas who he thinks leaked the news to a 'Daily
Mail' reporter, and that he has discussed the
possibility of Kingsley Wood taking over as Minister
of Health and Wyndham Portal as chairman of the
Unemployment Assistance Board. On 1 March he
gives an account of his conversation with Ramsay
MacDonald and Stanley Baldwin about attacks on
Sir John Simon in the press, pressure placed on
John Sankey [Lord Chancellor] to retire, and his
questioning of James Henry Thomas about leaking
information to the press. On 3 March he gives an
account of discussion at the meeting to discuss the
Conservative Party programme for the next
election to be developed by the Research
Department, commenting that his colleagues were
'delighted' to find that he had prepared a scheme
for consideration. His entry for 10 March gives
details about his attack of lumbago and sciatica, his
attendance at a meeting of the Cabinet
Conservative Committee and his attendance at the
annual dinner given by the Conservative Club in
Edgbaston, Birmingham at which he gave a
speech. He also mentions that Ramsay MacDonald
had threatened Lord Rothermere with his
resignation and that of James Henry Thomas which
would 'leave the country to the Socialists' which
must have frightened him into a reconciliation, and
that most of his colleagues are agreed in
opposition to Sir John Simon's suggestion of
holding a general election in 1934. His entry for 16
March records details of his conversation with Sir
John Simon on this issue, selecting personnel to
serve on the Unemployment Assistance Board,
Hilton Young's presentation of proposals on
reconditioning and overcrowding, and the progress
of the Cabinet Conservative Committee in
discussing physical training initiatives. On 25
March he gives an account of a Cabinet discussion
on Defence, particularly the pact with Japan and
describes in detail his idea for a limited liability plan
which would 'provide against the wrongdoing of any
of 7 states' [Germany, France, Belgium, Italy,
Britain, Poland, and Czechoslovakia]. Entries for
the remainder of March, and for the rest of the
Parliamentary session until the end of July contain
further details on the progress of Neville's limited
liability scheme, the reconstruction of the
Unemployment Assistance Board, efforts to secure
a non-aggression pact with Japan, the need for
increased defence spending including expansion of
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the air force. He writes on 31 July that he
succeeded in getting his Defence proposals
carried, including expansion of air force squadrons
but that the remainder of the programme is
dependent to some extent on developments at the
Naval conference. He also notes 'there are some
ominous signs - the murder of Dolfuss, the
imminent death of Hindenburg, the slowing down of
trade recovery & the internal conditions in the USA,
France & Germany'. There are no further entries
until 9 October when he discusses the impact of his
memorandum for the Cabinet on British relations
with Japan and the Naval Conference, and his
belief that 'a hostile Japan even though not at war
would greatly add to our difficulties with Germany,
if they should materialise'. He also gives details of
his discussions with Sir John Simon, the Foreign
Secretary about the implications of the admission
of the Soviet Union to the League of Nations. His
entry for 17 October comments on the
memorandum presented by Neville and Sir John
Simon on Japan, and his forthcoming work as
chairman of Depressed Areas committee to
discuss the reports of investigators. On 25 October
he mentions that negotiations with Japan on the
'naval proposals' have begun and that Warren
Fisher has had lunch with Matsudaira [Japanese
Ambassador to London] and raised the subject of a
tripartite pact with Britain and the USA. On 30
October he gives an account of Sir John Simon's
talk with Matsudaira and mentions having lunch
with the Empire Party Association where he spoke
to [Jan] Smuts about the Imperial Statistical
Bureau. On 2 November he gives details of his
conversation with Lord Hailsham on the subject of
House of Lords reform. The next entry is for 3
December when he gives an account of
[Government Chief Whip] David Margesson's
conversation with Ramsay MacDonald and James
Henry Thomas about the fall in the government's
popularity which includes Margesson's suggestions
for a re-structured Cabinet including Neville
Chamberlain as Foreign Secretary. The following
day he gives details of his conversation with
Ramsay MacDonald about the 'state of feeling in
the country' and his belief that foreign policy was
unpopular because the government was 'credited
with a desire for war' and discussions in the
evening with Ramsay MacDonald, Stanley Baldwin,
John Simon and James Henry Thomas which
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included suggestions that Neville should replace
Sir John Simon as Foreign Secretary. Neville gives
his reasons for being reluctanct to accept the
position. He gives an account of his discussion with
James Henry Thomas the following day about
whether he would take the position of Foreign
Secretary and mentions the names of other
candidates for the job. On 9 December he reports
that Sir John Simon suggested that Britain should
join Italy and send a force to the Saar region, which
Neville opposed in favour of an international force
authorised by the League of Nations 'a good deal
of anxiety was felt by some eg O.Stanley as to the
effect on public opinion of such a move & it was
suggested that we should let someone else take
the initiative'. He mentions that he and his
colleagues discussed the attitude of Germany and
their doubts about whether its assent would be
attained, and that, subject to this assent, Anthony
Eden would make the proposal. On 11 December
he discussed future government policy with
Ramsay MacDonald including the possibility of
forming an inner Cabinet of selected members,
sending a New Year message to supporters of the
National Government, and the desire for a change
in personnel at the Foreign Office. Neville
expresses his wish not to be involved in efforts to
replace Sir John Simon with himself 'it would
expose me to intolerable suspicions of intrigue',
and mentions that he suggested Antony Eden as a
replacement. On 13 December he reports that he
told Stanley Baldwin that he did not wish to transfer
to the Foreign Office during the current Parliament
and that he would not serve in any government of
which Lloyd George was a member. He mentions
speaking to Samuel Hoare about the the potential
Cabinet reshuffle and that Hoare seemed upset,
possibly because he wanted the position of Foreign
Secretary himself. On 17 December he gives
details about his meeting with Ramsay MacDonald
to discuss proposals for the reconstruction of
Cabinet.
Entries for 1935 begin on 24 January with details
about Lloyd George's proposals for tackling
unemployment and Ramsay MacDonald's
suggestion that a committee be formed to discuss
policy. Neville sets out his reasons for opposing
this suggestion and mentions that an 'awkward
situation' has been created by Randolph Churchill's
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decision to contest the Waverhill election against
the official candidate due to his opposition to
government policy towards India. On 28 January
he gives details of his meeting with Runciman in
which he stated that he would not sit in a Cabinet
with Lloyd George, and of his meeting with
Kingsley Wood about Stanley Baldwin's attitude
toward Lloyd George. He also recounts details of a
conversation that Austen Chamberlain had with
Lloyd George after the recent Jewellers dinner in
Birmingham which includes details of his poor
opinion of members of the Cabinet and Austen's
attempts to defend Neville against criticism of his
actions as Chancellor and as Director General of
National Service during the First World War. The
next entry, also dated 28 January, contains details
of his meeting with Stanley Baldwin to discuss
representation on Ramsay MacDonald's proposed
General Policy committee, and the wisdom of
inviting Lloyd George to join the National
Government. He also mentions meeting Warren
Fisher and repeating his feelings about Lloyd
George 'I said I could not sit with him without
selling my principles & becoming a party to the
destruction of all I had worked for as Chancellor'.
On 30 January he gives details of the Cabinet
reaction to Ramsay MacDonald's proposal for the
creation of a General Policy committee. His entry
for 3 February contains an account of Neville's
latest thoughts about the possibility of Lloyd
George joining the Cabinet and his meetings with
[Pierre Etienne] Flandin [French Prime Minister]
and [Pierre] Laval [French Minister for Foreign
Affairs] to discuss the stabilisation of international
currency, the 'armament question' and the
possibility of introducing a 'limited liability scheme
of an international police force'. On 5 February he
reports that Stanley Baldwin had concluded that he
could not serve with Lloyd George because it
would split the party, commenting to Neville that
'whatever advantage L[loyd] G[eorge] might bring
electorally he would disrupt any Cabinet of which
he was a member', and on 7 February gives an
account of a meeting with selected Cabinet
colleagues to discuss the government's position
concerning Lloyd George in which Ramsay
MacDonald, Stanley Baldwin, Walter Runciman, Sir
John Simon and Neville all agreed they would not
serve with him. On 11 February he gives a detailed
account of his conversation with Stanley Baldwin
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about Baldwin's feelings about serving in the
National Government and leader of the
Conservative party, and his concerns about his
future after the India Bill which was dividing the
party. He reports that Baldwin suggested that
Neville should become leader after his retirement.
On 13 February he records details of his
conversation with Oliver Stanley [Minister of
Labour] about his possible resignation. His entry for
6 March contains details about the sudden illness
of his son, Frank, and his appendix operation. On 8
March he provides a summary of some of the
'incidents' of the previous month, including Lloyd
George's attacks on Neville and on the National
Government and the Cabinet's reaction; Sir John
Simon's visit to Berlin at the invitation of Hitler's
regime while Anthony Eden visited Moscow and
Warsaw; Neville's meeting with members of the
Unemployment Assistance Board at which the
remit of the Board and its relationship with the
Ministry of Labour was discussed; the Norwood byelection and Beaverbrook's offer to support the
National Government candidate if the government
made a declaration about the 'Customs Union with
the Colonies'; and the possibility of Neville
resuming talks to the press which he held when he
was Party Chairman. He concludes that 'I am more
& more carrying this Govt on my back...it is
certainly time there was a change but I realise that
there are many uncertain factors in the situation
and it remains to be seen what will happen'. His
entry for 11 March contains details of his recent
discussion with James Henry Thomas about Sir
John Simon's apparent objection to the content of
the White Paper on Defence [which focused on the
threat of German rearmament] after failing to make
suggestions for alterations to the draft Paper during
Cabinet meetings. His entry for 18 March records
Cabinet discussions about whether the changes to
the White Paper would make it difficult for Sir John
Simon to visit Germany as planned, and his
meeting with Philip Cunliffe Lister about proposals
for Trade Commissioners for the Colonies. He
gives details of the French and Italian reaction to
Britain's note to Germany and Hitler's reply, and his
discussion with Sir John Simon about the options
for 'security & peace' which consisted of regional
pacts in preference to 'alliances & a balance of
power'. On 25 March he records details of his
conversation with David Margesson [Government
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Chief Whip] about Stanley Baldwin's intentions
following the retirement of Ramsay MacDonald,
and whether Neville would be able to gain the
support of the Liberals in the Cabinet if he were to
succeed. On 2 April he comments on the result of
the recent talks between Britain and Germany in
Berlin, expresses his disappointment that the
government still has no 'clear idea of what the
Germans were after', and comments on his
proposal for an 'Eastern Pact' and speculation
about which Ministers were to attend the
conference at Stresa. On 4 April Neville mentions
attending the funeral service for Sir Arthur Steel
Maitland and then speaking to Sir John Simon
about his ideas [for a pact for Russia and Germany
to mutually guarantee western and eastern
frontiers of Poland, Czechoslovakia and the Baltic
states]. The following day he gives an account of
discussions at a meeting of Ministers to review
proceedings at Stresa and to decide procedure in
negotiating with Lloyd George over his
Memorandum [setting out his policy for social
reform]. His entry for 8 April records details of
discussion leading to the decision that Ramsay
MacDonald would accompany Sir John Simon to
Stresa, partly because Anthony Eden was
recovering from a difficult air journey back from
Prague 'it is a bad situation. Simon is completely at
odds with Vansittart, Eden says he & S[imon] are
on the verge of breaking point, the P[rime]
M[inister] is tired out & incapable of decision or
clear thought, S[tanley] B[aldwin] takes no part in
discusion & does not seem to be setting his mind to
our problems'. He also comments on Ramsay
MacDonald's health and Stanley Baldwin's position.
On 14 April he refers to the detente reached at
Stresa and his recent meeting with journalists to
discuss government policy at which his statements
were apparently misinterpreted and reported to the
conference in Stresa. He also mentions the
reaction of Cabinet colleagues to his Budget and
preparing a questionnaire for Lloyd George who is
to attend the General Policy committee meeting.
He records Kingsley Wood's impression of Lloyd
George's nervous behaviour when he met him in
the House of Commons recently and his apparent
intention to angle for Liberal votes that had not
gone to the National Government or to the Labour
party, and mentions that he is to give radio and film
broadcasts relating to the Budget. On 18 April he
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mentions the reception of his Budget speech and
gives an account of the first meeting between the
government and Lloyd George at which his plans to
tacklet unemployment were discussed. The next
entry is for 29 April and Neville gives details of his
discussion with Stanley Baldwin about the future of
the Unemployment Assistance Board and the
possible reconstruction of government posts. His
entry for 3 May records that he also spoke to
Ramsay MacDonald about government
reconstruction, MacDonald's intention to resign
after the India Bill had passed through Parliament,
and potential candidates for a reshuffle. He also
comments on his discussion with MacDonald about
his continued determination not to serve in a
Cabinet with Lloyd George, and his reluctance to
become Minister without Portfolio. On 17 May he
gives further details about negotiations for
reconstruction within the government, particularly
relating to the Air Ministry and the possibility of Sir
John Simon being made deputy leader in the
House and replaced as Foreign Secretary by
Samuel Hoare. He also comments on other
possible appointments and Ramsay MacDonald's
retirement. The next entry is for 3 June and
mentions that Sir John Simon is to become Home
Secretary and deputy leader in the House. He also
comments 'from my point of view the important one
is that O[liver] Stanley & R[obert] Hudson will leave
the M[inistry] of Labour'. On 7 June he records that
the Cabinet met Stanley Baldwin, the new Prime
Minister, to offer their resignations. The next entry
is for 5 July and discusses plans for a Colonial
Marketing Board, the crisis between Italy and
Abyssinia and Britain's position in relation to this.
On 12 July he mentions that he and Austen
Chamberlain are in agreement about the 'right
course' for Britain to pursue in relation to Italian
agression in Abyssinia, and comments on Lloyd
George's criticism of government policy, continuing
discussion of these topics on 18 July. The entry for
22 July contains an account of a dinner in honour
of Ramsay MacDonald including Neville's
impression of MacDonald's character. On 2 August
he provides a summary of current issues facing the
government, including concern about the best date
to hold the general election, taking into account
public opinion, the 'alarming' situation in Europe,
particularly German industrial and military
expansion prompting the need for Britain to
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increase rearmament, and tensions between
factions within the National Government. He also
comments on his scheme for Charing Cross bridge
which the Ministry of Transport is working on, and
the possibility of 'hydrogenation' plants being
constructed in Wales and Scotland, and a new
steelworks in Jarrow to create jobs. Entries resume
on 6 October with a detailed account of
developments in the 'Italo-Abyssinian' dispute over
the summer recess. On 19 October he gives details
about the decision to hold the general election on
14 November and discussions about whether to
make Defence a prime issue in the campaign. He
comments on the popularity of the National
Government and the tensions within both the
Labour and Liberal parties. He goes on to discuss
the future of the Unemployment Assistance Board
and a scheme for trade commissioners for the
Colonies. The entry for 21 October records details
of Neville's conversation with Lord Halifax who told
him he would be prepared to serve in the new
government. On 20 November he reflects on the
election results, his involvement in drafting the
election programme which included policies
relating to housing, education reform including
raising the school age, a voluntary pensions
schemes, and physical training programmes for
young people. He mentions the places he spoke in
during the campaign and comments on the Labour
Party's programme which he thinks was 'absolutely
suicidal...unless the Labour Party change their
programme they will never get office with a
majority'. He also mentions the failure of Lloyd
George's 'Council of Action for Peace &
Reconstruction' and of Winston Churchill in his
attempts to 'dominate the election'. He gives an
account of Stanley Baldwin's negotiations with
colleagues to form a new Cabinet and his intention
to find seats for both Malcolm MacDonald and his
father, Ramsay MacDonald. Details of these
negotiations continue in the entry for 21 November
and 23 November. On 29 November he describes
the international reaction to the 'Italo-Abyssinian
affair' including the use of economic sanctions and
the question of whether to include oil. On 8
December he reports that the Cabinet agreed that
if the League of Nations decided to impose oil
sanctions on Italy then Britain would join but would
try to postpone the operation of sanctions if talks
between Britain and France offered any hope of an
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early settlement to the dispute. He also mentions
that Samuel Hoare is currently in Paris discussing
the situation with [Pierre] Laval [Minister for Foreign
Affairs]. The next entries, for 15 December, 16
December and 18 December, provide a detailed
account of the events culminating in Samuel
Hoare's resignation following his attempts to secure
a settlement of the Abyssinian crisis, after he had
made an agreement with Pierre Laval [to partition
Abyssinia, making it in effect an Italian colony]. He
also comments on his efforts to organise Defence
strategy. The entry for 21 December contains an
account of the debate in the House of Commons
on the Abyssinian crisis and the government's
policy in which Samuel Hoare, Stanley Baldwin,
Austen Chamberlain and Neville Chamberlain all
spoke.
Entries for 1936 begin on 19 January with a
detailed account of Cabinet discussions on
Defence policy including possible reductions in the
army and increased spending on the air force and
navy. Entries for the rest of January focus on the
illness and death of George V and include a
description of the ceremony to mark the accession
of Edward VIII and of George V's funeral. Neville
also comments on government anxieties about
Edward VIII's attributes as king. On 8 February he
records details of his conversation with Stanley
Baldwin about his poor health and his intention to
delay his retirement until there had been 'some
agreement with Germany' and until Edward VIII
had settled into his role as king. He also reflects on
what this would mean for his own political career.
On 10 February he mentions his conversation with
David Margesson [Government Chief Whip] about
Samuel Hoare's return to Cabinet and the
possibility of Austen Chamberlain chairing the
Enquiry Committee [to examine methods of coordinating Defence], giving details of his recent
discussion with Samuel Hoare about his future
plans. The entry for 11 February contains further
information about plans for Samuel Hoare to
conduct the Defence enquiry and his possible
return to the Cabinet. On 16 February he
comments on the House of Commons Debate on
Defence [focusing on proposals to create a Minister
of Defence to coordinate the armed services] in
which Austen Chamberlain spoke in favour of the
proposals, and gives details of his discussion with
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Stanley Baldwin about how to fill the post,
mentioning that both he and his brother, Austen
Chamberlain were potential candidates. On 19
February he records that he told Stanley Baldwin
that he would prefer not to serve as Minister of
Defence and gives details of his conversation with
Austen Chamberlain about the issue, remarking
that Austen was unsure about Samuel Hoare
taking the position, and did not want it for himself,
and that Austen continued to find it difficult to
realise that Neville was 'no longer his little brother'.
He also notes that Austen suggested that Winston
Churchill should be made Minister of Defence, but
that this was rejected by Kingsley Wood, David
Margesson and Walter Runciman. He goes on to
discuss his conversation with Stanley Baldwin
during which they came to the conclusion that
Samuel Hoare was the best candidate, but on 21
February gives details of feelings of resentment in
the House of Commons against Hoare being asked
to return to the Cabinet so quickly and discussions
with Stanley Baldwin about the possibility of Lord
Halifax or Lord Swinton being appointed. The entry
for 1 March records that the matter was still
undecided, and Neville comments that he is being
careful not to involve himself too closely or 'do
anything which would enable enemies to say that I
had deliberately induced S[tanley] B[aldwin] to
appoint the man whose incompetence or
unpopularity was bound to wreck his own
leadership'. On 8 March he notes that he spoke to
David Margesson about the failure to appoint a
new Minister and the possibility of appointing
[Walter] Elliot, his meeting with Samuel Hoare to
discuss his political future, Anthony Eden's
misgivings about Hoare, and Winston Churchill's
attempts to find out from Neville whether there was
any chance of him being appointed Minister of
Defence. He then gives a detailed account of the
effects on the Cabinet of the German reoccupation
of the Rhineland, breaking the terms of the Locarno
treaty. Entries for the rest of March focus on
negotiations to appoint a Minister of Defence and
the British diplomatic reaction to German
occupation of the demilitarised zone. Neville notes
that he was involved in discussions with Anthony
Eden and Edward Halifax relating to talks with
Pierre Etienne Flandin [French Prime Minister] and
Paul Van Zeeland [Belgian Prime Minister] on the
response of the Locarno Powers, and was also part
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of the group who negotiated with Flandin, Van
Zeeland and Dino Grandi [Italian Ambassador to
Britain]. On 20 March he gives details of continuing
negotiations following Joachim Von Ribbentrop's
[German Ambassador to Britain] speech at St
James' Palace and mentions Anthony Eden's
statement in the House of Commons on the
agreement reached between Britain, France and
Belgium. On 24 March he records that Ribbentrop
has returned and that the government are waiting
for Hitler's response. He also mentions speculation
about the timing of Stanley Baldwin 's retirement.
On 24 April he writes 'the German problem has for
the moment receded into the background' due to
recent events in Abyssinia where Italian forces are
approaching Addis Ababa putting the future of the
League of Nations in doubt. He mentions delivering
his Budget and on 27 April records that his cinema
broadcasts have been well received. He gives
details of his discussion with Anthony Eden about
the future of the League of Nations, the
maintenance of sanctions against Italy after the
end of the conflict in Abyssinia and the failure of
collective security demonstrated by the war. He
sets out his proposals for maintaining peace in
Europe. On 19 June he comments that the
'complete disappearance of the Abyssinian Govt &
the unopposed assumption of power by the Italians
in Abyssinia have justified the views expressed...at
a recent Cabinet' and the proposal that sanctions
be removed. He gives an account of Anthony
Eden's recent discussions with Dino Grandi [Italian
Ambassador to Britain] and his own speech to the
1900 Club on reform to the League of Nations, the
abandonment of sanctions against Italy, and the
development of a system of regional pacts, over
which he did not consult Anthony Eden or Stanley
Baldwin. He also comments on criticism he has
received in the press. On 22 June he gives details
of his conversation with Stanley Baldwin about his
poor health which might force him to retire, and on
28 June he gives details of Cabinet discussions on
Unemployment Assistance Board regulations and
controversy over Duff Cooper's recent speech in
Paris which seemed to advocate an Anglo-French
alliance. The entry for 5 July contains further
discussion of these issues, and records details of a
conversation Neville had with Austen Chamberlain
concerning proposals for 'a secret session on
defence' which would involve ex-Cabinet Ministers
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from the Labour and Liberal parties, which he later
discussed with David Margesson. On 11 July he
records that he informed Austen that 'neither a
secret session nor a conference among leaders on
armaments had any prospect of producing
agreement' but that it might be possible to organise
a conference on [defence] policy. On 26 July he
gives further details about Stanley Baldwin's poor
health and his holiday plans, and on 2 August he
mentions his own recent health problems and gives
a brief summary of the situation as it stood at the
end of the last Parliamentary session. There are no
further entries until 25 September when he
discusses the British reaction to the outbreak of
civil war in Spain in July, the likelihood that Italy will
not take part in a conference of the Locarno
powers after its conquest of Abyssinia, the
finalisation of the Egyptian treaty, and his reaction
to the French decision to devalue the franc. On 7
October he mentions the agreement of currency
declarations by France, Britain and the USA,
Stanley Baldwin's statement to Neville that he
would retire after the coronation, and Neville's
deputisation for Baldwin at the party conference at
Margate during which he spoke about his ideas for
improving 'national physique'. On 10 October he
gives a detailed account of his meeting with
Douglas Hailsham about his political future
following his stroke, and on 25 October he
mentions the death and funeral of his stepmother's
second husband, William Carnegie. He also
comments on his meeting with the Japanese
Ambassador [Shigeru] Yoshida and gives a
detailed account of his conversation with Thomas
Inskip [Minister of Defence] about the future
function of the Regular and Territorial armies. He
mentions that Warren Fisher informed him that 'Mrs
Simpson was instituting proceedings against her
husband for a divorce…this was so serious that
Horace Wilson was to go to Chequers to see the
P[rime] M[inister] & arrange with him to see the
King on Sunday & tell him the proceedings must be
stopped'. He mentions that Stanley Baldwin has
been receiving letters expressing concern about
Edward VIII's relationship with Wallis Simpson and
that the King had not been keen to become
involved in the divorce proceedings. Entries for the
remainder of the diary primarily focus on Edward
VIII's relationship with Wallis Simpson and
government concern about her impending divorce
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and the King's intentions towards her. Neville also
writes about Cabinet appointments and the
importance of including Liberal MPs. The diary
ends on 4 November and continues in the next
volume, described at NC2/24
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/24

Diary for 1936-40

1936-1940

Neville Chamberlain's political diary with entries
covering the period from 13 November 1936 to 14
October 1940. The diary is marked 'secret' on the
inside cover.
Entries for the last two months of 1936 are
overwhelmingly concerned with developments
leading to the abdication of Edward VIII. The diary
begins with an entry describing a meeting of
Ministers called at Neville's request to 'discuss
what shd be done about the King & Mrs Simpson'
at which two documents drafted by Neville were
examined, consisting of formal advice from the
Prime Minister to 'put an end to the association'
and an informal letter implying that if the formal
advice was not taken 'it wd mean the resignation of
the cabinet...also that marriage wd not provide a
solution of the difficulties'. He writes that the king's
secretary had informed him about the 'growing
resentment & apprehension in the country' and that
Stanley Baldwin saw Edward VIII on 16 November
who told him that he had 'made up his mind to
marry Mrs S. & retire from the throne'. Neville
comments on Baldwin's surprise at this decision
and mentions the king's decision not to inform
cabinet but to tell his personal friends Samuel
Hoare and [Alfred] Duff Cooper. He then records
details of Samuel Hoare's conversation with
Edward VIII during which he said that 'he thought
Mrs S. the most wonderful woman in the world &
he could not live without her. He had made up his
mind to marry her two years ago. He thought the
country would have accepted her as Queen but he
did not dissent when S[amuel] H[oare] said the
Empire would not stand for it'. He notes that Hoare
thought there was no chance the king would
change his mind and that the government must
accept the position and 'make arrangements to
carry through the changes as soon as possible'.
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The next entry is for 25 November and provides
details of developments over the previous week,
including the king's discussion with his brother and
mother about his decision and advice received by
Stanley Baldwin about the legal aspects of the
situation. Neville records that he was concerned
about the amount of time the process was taking,
the importance of conveying the attitude of the
Dominions, and the shock he felt at hearing from
Warren Fisher [Head of the Home Civil Service]
that the king had changed his position and would
'contract a morganatic marriage' following advice
from Esmond Harmsworth and Winston Churchill.
On 26 November he gives an account of Stanley
Baldwin's latest meeting with the king about the
new proposals which he suggested should be put
in writing, and Baldwin's suggestion that Wallis
Simpson should leave the country before any
announcement was made because public feeling
was strongly against her. He also gives details of
his discussion with his brother, Austen
Chamberlain, and with Clement Attlee [leader of
the Labour opposition] and remarks on efforts to
involve Cabinet in current developments,
particularly considering the need to settle
'procedure, legislation, timetable &c as I am
apprehensive that the K[ing] would not stay put
even if we got him back to abdication & we ought to
be ready to act swiftly'. His entry for 27 November
gives an account of the Cabinet meeting and
discusses the views of its members and the
telegrams sent to the prime ministers of Dominion
countries. He also gives details about the
involvement of Lord Beaverbrook in the crisis and
his view that a morganatic marriage might be
accepted in the country. Neville notes the
importance of getting 'the views of the Labour Party
and the Dominions on Mrs S as Queen as well as
Mrs Windsor the Duchess of Cornwall'. The entry
for 30 November contains more details about
subsequent conversations between Samuel Hoare
and Lord Beaverbrook suggesting that the king was
no longer interested in the morganatic marriage
proposal and planned to marry Wallis Simpson
shortly before the Coronation, believing that if the
government resigned in protest public opinion
would be against them and the king would attempt
to get [Robert] Horne, Winston Churchill and Llord
George to form a government. On 2 December he
records that Stanley Baldwin discussed with him
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replies received from Canada, South Africa and
Australia objecting to the king's marriage and in the
case of Australia suggesting that abdication was
now the only possibility. He also gives an account
of the Cabinet meeting at which Duff Cooper
suggested that Wallis Simpson should leave the
country for 12 months so that the issue could be
reviewed, which was rejected by Baldwin. He goes
on to mention that leading articles have now
appeared in local and regional newspapers
commenting on an address by the Bishop of
Bradford and suggesting that 'there could be no
separation between the k[ing]'s private & public
life'. He writes a longer entry after seeing Stanley
Baldwin in the evening, consisting of an account of
Baldwin's recent meeting with the king, who
suspected the government of inspiring the
newspaper articles, and had been shocked at the
views expressed in telegrams from the Dominions.
He also told Baldwin that 'he wanted to broadcast
to his people throughout the Empire to tell them
that he intended to marry Mrs S. but without
announcing his abdication' and Neville records
Baldwin's response that people in Britain 'who had
not seen the American papers' would not know who
Wallis Simpson was 'and then the papers wd
enlighten them. This might be disastrous'. He then
gives an account of the visit by [Walter Turner]
Monckton to Stanley Baldwin to discuss planned
articles in the 'Times' to be printed the following
day, arrangements for Wallis Simpson to go to
Cannes, the king's lack of friends who would be
honest with him, and whether Wallis Simpson
would marry him if he abdicated. On 3 December
he notes that the newspapers are carrying articles
about the Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson and
gives details of his work on a Cabinet Committee
set up to deal with procedure on abdication which
has sent telegrams to the Dominions asking for
their assent to plans. He also comments on
Edward VIII's plans to broadcast to the people
which the government felt would 'amount to an
appeal over our heads'. He expresses his
frustration at the number of times the king has
changed his mind and that 'our whole thought
should have to be given to this domestic matter
when Europe is in such a dangerous condition'. On
4 December he discusses the king's draft
broadcast which the Cabinet were determined not
to allow, as it appeared to be an appeal to let him
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make a morganatic marriage, and plans for Stanley
Baldwin to make a statement to the House of
Commons, that the government were not prepared
to consider a morganatic marriage and that two
options remained, for Edward VIII to end his
relationship with Wallis Simpson or to abdicate. He
returns to the entry later to give an account of
Stanley Baldwin's most recent visit to Fort
Belvedere to see the king which sets out his
current thoughts about the situation, and
discussions between Cabinet ministers concluding
that Baldwin could not make a statement in the
House prior to the king's decision. On 5 December
he gives a detailed account of subsequent Cabinet
discussions during which there was some dissent
from younger members, and of the content of a
letter from Winston Churchill describing his recent
meeting with the king, and the emotional strain the
situation was causing in him. He also comments on
the king's decision to abdicate and his desire for
Wallis Simpson's decree absolute to be granted
quickly which Cabinet members thought was not
appropriate and might be considered a 'bargain to
get the king to abdicate'. The entry for 6 December
contains a detailed description of discussions
leading to amendments to a draft statement to
parliament on the crisis and the rejection of
Baldwin's proposals for a divorce bill related to
Wallis Simpson's divorce. It also comments on the
need for the king's decision to be made public to
put an end to uncertainty, and mentions Neville's
statement to the press correcting
'misrepresentations' by Winston Churchill. On 7
December he expresses his own feelings about the
situation, realising from reading the newspapers
that 'renunciation was what everybody was wanting
and though I have felt all through that we should
never be safe with this k[ing] I did not feel that we
ought to discourage any chance of this solution'.
He records that the king was disappointed that the
proposed divorce bill was not acceptable but was
still intending to abdicate, and mentions that he
was concerned about financial provision for him.
He goes on to discuss allegations about other
relationships that Wallis Simpson may have been
involved in, plans for a representative to go to
Cannes to speak to her there, and the possible
effect on the king of renouncing her, commenting
that Stanley Baldwin and Neville both felt this was
'less than allowing the k[ing] to marry a woman who
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could only make him miserable'. He also gives his
view that she 'is an entirely unscrupulous woman
who is not in love with the k[ing] but is exploiting
him for her own purposes'. The following day, 8
December, he gives further details about Wallis
Simpson's intentions and the possible collapse of
her divorce proceedings and mentions that the
government were considering whether to warn the
king and Wallis Simpson that if they proposed to
live together in this event they 'must not count on
any money from the Civil List'. On 9 December he
gives a brief account of Stanley Baldwin's most
recent meeting with Edward VIII, noting that
Baldwin said the king was 'quite mad, insisting that
Mrs S. was the most wonderful woman in the world
& declaring that nothing would make him change
his decision. All dinner he appeared in high spirits
laughing & talking as if there was no crisis at all'.
The government discussed procedures to be put in
place following Edward VIII's abdication and Neville
mentions meeting representatives from the press to
warn them that 'the position was still undecided &
they wd do well to prepare the public for either
renunciation or abdication'. On 10 December he
records that the royal message was read in the
House of Commons and Stanley Baldwin gave an
account of his conversations with the king. He then
mentions that he, Sir John Simon, Lord Halifax and
David Margesson drafted the new king's message
to Parliament and the address in reply. On 11
December he records that the House of Commons
and the House of Lords passed the Abdication Bill
and that Stanley Baldwin's speech has been well
received. He also notes that the 'ex-king
broadcasted at 10pm'. The next entry is for 24
December and mentions his attendance at the
Accession Council and swearing in at the House of
Commons and gives a detailed account of recent
dental treatment. He also mentions his plans for a
holiday in Bandol with his sisters, Hilda and Ida,
and returns to discussion of Cabinet matters
including his success in getting Cabinet to agree to
an enquiry into the role of the Army and the
Territorial Army in the event of war.
Entries for 1937 begin on 14 January with details of
Neville's attack of gout just before and during his
Christmas holiday in Bandol, and an account of his
holiday activities. He also notes that Stanley
Baldwin has suggested that he will retire after the
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coronation [of George VI]. On 17 January he gives
an account of his conversation with Stanley
Baldwin about practical arrangements for the hand
over of the premiership to Neville and mentions the
need to decide on his successor as Chancellor of
the Exchequer. On 19 January he gives details of
Stanley Baldwin's efforts to get Neville to agree to
giving a peerage to J.C.Davidson and making him
Privy Seal, and on 20 January he discusses his
meeting with John Gretton[?] about the difficulties
members of the Labour Party were having in
supporting the government's Defence programme,
even those in favour of it, expressed in similar
terms to Gretton's own anxieties, noting their
apparent mistrust of Stanley Baldwin 'whom they
regarded as at heart a Pacifist too much influenced
by a desire to please Socialists', and their hopes to
have a meeting with Neville as the likely successor.
On 24 January he discusses his plans to revive
Excess Profits Duty and his ideas for 'coal
royalties'. His entry for 7 February contains an
account of Cabinet discussion about the report of
the Chiefs of Staff on the role of the army, including
'the possibility of sending an army to the Continent
on the scale of 1914' and the ability of the
Territorial Army to reinforce the regular army. He
also mentions the rejection of his proposals for
'coal royalties' and the publication of government
proposals for physical training which have been
well received. On 11 February he gives a detailed
account of discussions with David Margesson
about Sir John Simon's future plans and about
Neville's thoughts about candidates to succeed him
as prime minister when he wished to retire. Entries
for 18 February and 13 March contain further
details about changes to Cabinet posts after
Neville's appointment as Prime Minister, and the
next entry, for 16 March, gives an account of the
death of Neville's brother, Austen Chamberlain
following two heart attacks over the previous few
days, and notes 'it was a merciful end far
preferable to father's 8 years of martyrdom. But it is
a great shock & I feel stunned'. On 18 March he
gives details of arrangements for Austen
Chamberlain's funeral service and mentions that
many telegrams of sympathy have been received
from abroad 'particularly from France'. He also
returns to the subject of Cabinet changes following
his appointment as Prime Minister and a possible
post for Samuel Hoare. He mentions that several
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people have paid tribute to Austen Chamberlain
'everyone was as kind as could be many giving me
a pat or a squeeze of the arm...the House of
Commons is a wonderful place'. His entry for 12
April mentions his meeting with George VI to
discuss 'the agreement he had signed with his
brother' and the need to replace it with something
'more specific and carefully prepared', particularly
as Winston Churchill and Lloyd George appeared
to be positioning themselves as 'champions of the
ex king'. On 21 April he gives details of the
contents of his last Budget as Chancellor, and on
23 April discusses the reception of proposals for
National Defence Contributions in the House of
Commons. On 24 April he mentions his visit to
Windsor Castle with his wife, Anne. His entry for 25
April contains an account of his conversation with
Samuel Hoare about his future in politics and his
reluctance to continue as First Lord of the
Admiralty. On 29 April he continues to discuss his
difficulties in getting people to accept his National
Defence Contribution tax, and comments on
financial instability in France and the USA and on 3
May he mentions his attendance at the Bankers
Association dinner and comments on anxiety in the
City about the implications of the new Defence
Contributions tax. On 5 May he records that he has
offered the post of Home Secretary to Samuel
Hoare and he has accepted, and that he has
offered the position of Privy Seal to Walter
Runciman. His entry for 11 May contains a detailed
account of Walter Runciman's apparent grievances
against Neville Chamberlain concerning his
possible future appointments. On 13 May he
provides a brief account of his attendance at the
coronation of George VI, noting that 'the king's
broadcast in the evening was quite admirable', and
goes on to give details of his meeting with the
Prime Minister of Czechoslovakia, the Prime
Minister of Egypt, the Papal Envoy, and Prince
Paul of Yugoslavia to discuss the international
situation. He comments that [Milan] Hodza, the
Czech Prime Minister, believed that European
peace might be possible if there was economic
cooperation between Czechoslovakia and the
'Danubian countries' with encouragement from the
'Western powers', an improvement in Anglo-Italian
relations, and no provocation to Germany 'which
might give her the pretext for an adventure'. On 14
May he gives details of his meeting with the
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Turkish Prime Minister and mentions new Cabinet
appointments. His entry for 23 May summarises his
recent activities including work on the Finance Bill
and deciding on appointments to the Service
departments, and on 27 May he gives an account
of the last Cabinet meeting under Stanley Baldwin
at which Neville paid tribute to Baldwin, and to
Ramsay MacDonald and Walter Runciman. His
entry for 30 May gives an account of his meeting
with George VI in connection with his appointment
as Prime Minister, and his first duties in that office.
There are no further entries for 1937, and in the
first entry for 1938 Neville notes that 'pressure of
work since I became P[rime] M[inister] has
prevented me from writing anything in this diary,
but my letters to I[da] & H[ilda] contain a good deal
of information & commentary on what has
happened'.
The only entry for 1938 is for 19 February. Neville
records that his sisters, Ida and Hilda, have been
on holiday in Egypt for the last three weeks and so
he has not been able to write to them in detail. He
also mentions that he is 'faced with an acute
internal crisis in the Cabinet' and must write down
his observations on the situation. He then gives a
detailed account, covering 22 pages, of the events
leading to the resignation of Anthony Eden as
Foreign Secretary, mentioning meetings between
British ministers and representatives of the Italian
and German governments, his decision to hand
over 'Tanganyika' to Germany in an effort to
promote peace in Europe, and the deterioration of
Anglo-Italian relations. He also mentions the AntiComintern Pact between Germany and Japan
which was joined by Italy. He discusses his
response to President Roosevelt's proposals for a
world conference to pursue arms limitation, and
Anthony Eden's reply to Roosevelt which
contradicted Neville's 'he did not like my reply and
without consulting me sent a fresh wire to R[onald]
Lindsay [British Ambassador in Washington] saying
I had not exactly meant what I said'. He also
reports that Eden was keen not to continue
conversations with Italy to avoid offending the USA,
and assesses the reasons for the changes in
Eden's attitude towards Mussolini's regime during
this period, informed by his sister-in-law, Ivy
Chamberlain, who was in Rome at the time and
spoke of the dislike and distrust which Mussolini,
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[Galeazzo] Ciano [Italian Minister of Foreign
Affairs] and other Italian diplomats had for Eden.
He writes that he was determined not to 'face the
responsibility' for failing to continue diplomatic
relations with Italy, which he thought would force
Germany and Italy closer together, and eventually
lead to conflict, and that he was 'determined to
stand firm even though it meant losing my Foreign
Secretary'. He mentions Eden's suspicions that a
German Italian agreement existed and gives details
of discussions at a Cabinet meeting to decide on a
formula for reaching an agreement with Italy
[recognising its conquest of Abyssinia] at which
Eden urged his colleagues to demand that Italy
withdrew its 'volunteers' from Spain. He reflects on
Eden's decision to resign, and gives the views of
some of his Cabinet colleagues on the crisis.
The first entry for 1939 is for 15 May. Neville
recounts details of his recent conversation with
Lord Kemsley who had been contacted by the
German Embassy with apparently spurious items
of news about the British Navy being invited to
attend the Kiel Regatta with the expectation that
trade talks and the Anglo-German Naval Treaty
would be renewed, and the establishment of a fund
for the benefit of refugees by the German
government. Neville comments on the motives for
these stories being spread, and thinks that it is
likely that Germany intends them to be picked up
by English newspapers and that news of apparent
Anglo-German friendship would cause anxiety in
France, Poland, Russia and other countries in
Europe. Entries for 1939 do not resume until 24
December. Neville writes that he has 'found it
impossible to keep a diary during the war which
began on Sept. 3. Days have been long and
anxieties acute & frequent, especially as the
beginning'. He states that his letters to his sisters,
Ida and Hilda, 'though they are only summaries and
omit many secrets go a good way towards filling
the gap'. He mentions that the House of Commons
has now risen for a month after sitting for three
days a week, commenting that it has been a strain
to prepare answers to questions and weekly
statements or debating speeches. He goes on to
give a detailed account of his visit to France
between 15 and 19 December to inspect British
troops there. This account is likely to have been
compiled from the brief notes he made in a
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separate diary volume, described at NC2/18. He
gives the need to 'smooth out the friction...between
the C[ommander] in C[hief] Lord Gort and the
S[ecretary] of S[tate for War] L[eslie] Hore
Belisha...in connection with criticisms of Gort's
defences' as the primary reason for his visit, and
provides details of some of these criticisms and the
plans for strengthening defences, as well
describing the arguments between Gort and Hore
Belisha. His account of his visit contains
information about his air journey from Heston to
Amiens and from there to Arras. He describes the
disused chateau housing 'General Headquarters 2',
his tour of billets and entertainment facilities in the
local village, and some of the defences he was
taken to, providing a sketch of one of the 'anti tank'
trenches. He also mentions inspecting an
aerodrome, a repair shop in Arras housed in a
French factory, his visit to Rheims where he toured
the headqaurters of the Air Striking Force, and his
inspection of a Dornier aircraft that had been
brought down. He visited one of the forts on the
Maginot Line on 18 December and describes how
an electric train was being used to transport men
and equipment. He also mentions inspecting British
and French troops and tanks. He spent his final
day in France in Paris at a meeting of the Supreme
War Council and comments on his attempts to
resolve tensions between Gort and Hore Belisha.
He mentions that he has informed Hore Belisha of
the situation but is unsure whether he will act on
Neville's advice, suspecting that 'he did not & could
not see where he had gone wrong & only thought
he had been treated with great injustice &
prejudice'.
Entries for 1940 do not begin until 15 May, after
Neville's resignation. Daily entries from this point
until the end of July record details of the German
advance into Belgium, Holland and France, the
collapse of the French government, the British
retreat to Dunkirk and subsequent evacuation, and
the atmosphere in Britain during this period, when
invasion seemed imminent. He mentions his
meeting with Joseph Kennedy [American
Ambassador to Britain] on 16 May who told him
that he thought 'French moral was broken & that
they had no fight in them. He didn't see how we
could fight on without them. I told him I did not see
how we could either. It seemed to me that if the
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French collapsed our only change of escaping
destruction would be if Roosevelt made an appeal
for an armistice, though it did not seem likely that
the Germans would respond'. His pessimistic
outlook is informed by further news from the front
on 19 May and he writes 'it looks as if we should
soon be in presence of an ultimatum & though the
terms will probably be such as to force us to fight
on, we should be fighting only for better terms, not
for victory'. By the following day he reports that the
Germans were pushing towards the Channel and
threatening communications of the British
Expeditionary Force, and on 21 May that the
situation at Boulogne was 'desparate'. On 22 May
he provides a summary of the situation at the front
which he heard from Winston Churchill who was
going to fly to Cherbourg. He mentions the fall of
Boulogne on 24 May and the likely loss of Calais
and the troops there. On 26 May he reports that
there is no possibility of a French offensive from
the south, and that he was not able to concentrate
on the service in Westminster Abbey during the
National Day of Prayer. He also gives an account
of the current thinking of the French government as
explained by Paul Reynaud and Cabinet discussion
about the possibility of making terms with
Mussolini. He comments of Reynaud that 'it was
plain from his attitude that he had given up all idea
of serious fighting & if we are to go on we shall be
alone'. On 27 May he mentions the evacuation of
large numbers of troops from Dunkirk and the
collapse of Belgium 'this sudden collapse opens
our flank ad makes it unlikely that any substantial
number of the B.E.F. will get away'. He expresses
his distress at hearing of ships containing troops
being torpedoed or bombed on 28 May, and goes
on to discuss continued French proposals for an
agreement with Mussolini, his conversation with De
Valera about the defence of Ireland and his views
on the possibility of bringing Lloyd George into the
government, raised by Winston Churchill. Entries
for the remainder of May focus on the evacuation
of British and French troops from Dunkirk, giving
numbers being withdrawn.
On 1 June he gives a brief account of Lord Gort's
briefing of the Cabinet following his return from
France, and the following day he remarks 'we have
now got out all but about 5000 of the B.E.F, a result
that no one could have anticipated a week ago'
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though it had been at the cost of naval and air force
losses. He also comments on French demands for
British assistance to repel the expected German
attack across the Somme. On 4 June he discusses
German air raids on Paris and his involvement in
discussions on how to respond to a possible
invasion of Eire, and the following day mentions
newspaper reports which imply that he is
responsible for 'alleged shortcomings in the
equipment of the B.E.F' and personal attacks on
him from within the coalition government. He gives
an account of his conversation with Winston
Churchill on this subject, Churchill's support for
him, and his efforts to persuade him to put aside
personal feeling and allow Lloyd George to join the
government, commenting 'the pill would be a bitter
one for me to swallow but if Ll[oyd] G[eorge] gave
me an assurance that he would drop his feud I
don't see that I could hold out in the national
danger'. Entries from 6 to 8 June continue to
discuss Neville's efforts to reconcile himself to
working with Lloyd George, his actions to stop
press attacks on his political record, and Churchill's
discussions with Lloyd George about his possible
role. On 10 June he records that Rouen has fallen
to the Germans and that efforts to evacuate British
troops are underway. He also notes that Italy is to
enter the war at midnight. He discusses continued
uncertainty as to whether Lloyd George will enter
the cabinet and gives brief details of his move to 11
Downing Street with his wife, Anne. The following
day he mentions that Lloyd George has decided
that he cannot serve in a Cabinet containing Neville
and Lord Halifax and on 12 June expresses his
concern about the imminent French defeat 'before
the week is out we shall very likely be alone in the
fight agst Italy & Germany & possibly Spain. USA
can give no substantial help for many months & all
depends on our ability to repel invasion'. On 13
June he provides a detailed account of Churchill's
discussions with Paul Reynaud about the position
of the French govenrment and mentions his
meeting with Joseph Kennedy [American
Ambassador to Britain] about the level of American
support for the conflict and the possibility of the
country joining the allies. On 14 June he notes that
he has been having trouble sleeping, that the
French government has moved to Bordeaux and
the Germans have entered Paris and Hitler is to
make a speech 'when I anticipate he will make a
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peace offer, certanly to France, possibly, not
probably, to us indicating that it is the last chance'.
He notes his rejection of a suggestion brought to
him by David Margesson for bringing French troops
to Britain to help to defend the country, remarking
'if French troops could no longer fight in France
they ought to go to N.Africa'.
Entries for the remainder of June and the start of
July provide information about Neville's
involvement in efforts to get De Valera to cooperate
with British attempts for defence of Eire's Atlantic
ports, the collapse of France and the decision of
the French government to ask for a separate
armistice, discussions between the Cabinet and
Charles de Gaulle, described by Neville as 'a tall
upstanding youngish man', and the British sinking
of the French fleet at Oran to prevent it being used
by the Germans. On 18 June he also discusses
intrigue within the Coalition, particularly rumours
that Leo Amery, Geroge Lloyd, Harold Macmillan
and Robert Boothby were planning to suspend the
Cabinet by a Committee of safety of three and had
asked Ernest Bevin and Clement Attlee for their
views. He gives an accout of his conversation with
Churchill on this issue, and about Lloyd George's
future plans, suggesting that 'he may be waiting to
be the Marshal Petain of Britain. On 20 June he
gives an account of Cabinet discussions as to the
effectiveness of British Expeditionary Force
defences on the Franco-Belgian frontier and
mentions German air raids on industrial sites in
Britain. On 25 June he writes briefly about his
experience of an air raid on London and the
following day mentions that there had been
extensive air raids on other locations including
Odiham, where his sisters Ida and Hilda lived.
Entries for July are preoccupied with the threat of
invasion. Neville expresses his concerns about the
training troops have received and recounts remarks
by Joseph Kennedy [American Ambassador to
Britain] that 'everyone in the USA thinks we shall
be beaten before the end of the month. not one of
the American journalists who have been in the Low
Countries or France believes we can stand up to
the bombing we shall get from the air. But it seems
to me that they don't take account of what our air
force may do to the bombers'. On 8 July he writes
about the contrast between the summer weather
and the sense of fear that people are living under,
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and later in the month he comments on the passing
of possible dates for invasion acquired through
intelligence. On 22 July he speculates that Hitler
made no specific offer of peace in his speech to the
Reichstag on 19 July because has has no
alternative but invasion, 'for which he is not ready'.
He wonders whether there are plans to invade from
Norway and attack the Shetland islands or
Caithness. On 23 July he gives an account of his
visit to Norfolk and Suffolk by plane to inspect
defences.
On 24, 25 and 26 July he makes the first detailed
entries about his state of health, having previously
mentioned experiencing abdominal pain on 16
June. He records being examined by x ray on 24
July which revealed 'partial stricture of lower bowel'
and comments on his need for one or more
operations 'the blow is not unexpected but it
shakes me up pretty well all the same'. He recounts
details of his conversation with Winston Churchill
about his health problems which would mean him
leaving the Cabinet. There are no entries after 29
July until 9 September when he writes about his
return to London from Highfield Park and the effect
his surgery has had on his health and his future
plans 'I have still to adjust myself to the new life of
a partially crippled man...any ideas which may
have been in my mind about possibilities of further
political activity and even a possibility of another
premiership after the war have gone...at the
present I have come into the very centre of the
battle for Britain and the next few weeks may well
see the turn of the tide one way or the other'. He
discusses Churchill's concern for his health and his
need for Neville's continued counsel. Entries for the
next week provide details about his experience of
living in London through the first days of the Blitz,
trying to sleep during night air raids and seeing and
hearing gun fire and bombing. He also comments
on attempts by British and French forces to seize
Dakar. On 24 September he writes that he has had
to leave London due to his poor state of health and
tiredness due to the almost constant air raids,
despite being offered a place in a shelter under the
Dominions office. He comments 'it is not possible to
set down here the details of my troubles but they
were very trying and on consideration I concluded I
could not do any useful work in London under
present conditions. He is also frank about his
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condition and states that he imagines it is incurable
and is likely to kill him, though he has now received
medicine that has helped to relieve his symptoms.
He mentions suffering from toothache, nausea and
a strained ligament in his foot which makes walking
difficult. On 30 September he gives a detailed
account of his conversation with Kingsley Wood
about his planned resignation, the criticism the
government has faced following the failure of
attacks on Dakar, Churchill's plans for a possible
Cabinet reshuffle, and conditions in London as a
result of the Blitz. Entries at the beginning of
October give an account of negotiations for
Neville's resignation and the wording of his letter
for publication. He also provides a detailed
description of the effects of bombing of land near
Highfield Park. On 4 October he notes that the
news of his resignation has resulted in critical and
unsympathetic newspaper articles focusing on 'my
part in the international politics of the last few
years. Not one shows the slightest sign of
sympathy for the man or even any comprehension
that there may be a human tragedy somewhere in
the background'. On 6 October he writes that his
doctor has given him an indication of his life
expectancy which he finds helpful 'it would be a
terrible prospect if I had to wait indefinitely for the
end, while going through such daily miseries as I
am enduring now. As it is, I know what to do & shall
no longer be harrassed by doubts and questions'.
He notes that he has decided not to write further
entries in his diary unless 'there is something
important to record'. His final entry, on 14 October,
mentions that his son, Frank, has visited while on
embarkation leave, and that Neville suspects he is
being sent to Egypt. He also writes that he has had
a visit from George VI and Queen Elizabeth 'it was
a characteristic bit of human kindness & sympathy'.
The diary ends at this point. Neville Chamberlain
died on 9 November 1940.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/25

Notebook entitled 'A few political notes'

[1930s]

A notebook containing some brief notes relating to
foreign affairs. The notes appear to be largely of
background information about foreign affairs such
as previous international agreements and treaties
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for Chamberlain's own reference purposes.
The notes are organized into the following topics in
alphabetical order: 'Air force'; 'Belligerent Rights';
'Colonial Ambitions' (regarding Mussolini's colonial
ambitions); 'Cyprus'; 'Clearing Agreement and
Commercial Ag[reemen]t, Mar 18 1938'; 'Europe
Central & S. E.' (regarding report of agreement
between Germany and Italy on their spheres of
economic influence in Central and South East
Europe); 'Four Power Pact' (regarding pact
between Britain, Italy, France and Germany signed
in 1933); 'Jibouti' (regarding Djibouti in East Africa);
'Laval Mussolini Agr[eement]. Jan 7 1935'; 'Malta';
'Non Intervention Committee's (British proposal)
plan'; 'Spain'; 'Suez Canal'; and 'Vatican'.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/26

Diary 1938-1940

1938-1940

Neville Chamberlain's diary, mainly brief entries of
his weekend activities, including visits to Chequers.
Diary incomplete. The same diary has been used
to record activities July 1938-1940.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/27

'Trade N[otes] 1931' and 'Notes on ''Europe in 16th
century'' by Johnson' notebook

[19311935]

Notebook containing manuscript notes by Neville
Chamberlain regarding economic matters; and
notes summarizing the book 'Europe in the 16th
Century' by A. H. Johnson.
The notes on economic matters include notes
regarding: trade; industry; agriculture;
unemployment and unemployment insurance; cost
of social services; wheat and bread prices;
municipal expenditure; real wages; mechanization
of wheat cultivation; effects of mass production;
comparison between the trade balance of Britain
and Germany; tariffs in the USA; and British
shipping.
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC2/28

Journal of visits as Minister of Health, of
attendance at political meetings and other visits

1925-1939

Journal of Neville Chamberlain's visits as Minister
of Health to various places throughout Britain; of
his attendance at political meetings; and of some of
his visits to Harrogate where he received treatment
at the baths; and of other visits to places within
Britain.
The descriptions of his visits as Minister of Health
include details and comments regarding visits to
hospitals and other health facilities, visits to new
housing schemes and 'slum' housing, and other
matters relating to the visit. For his visits for
political meetings, only brief details are usually
given such as topic of speech, numbers of people
attending the meeting, name of venue, and where
he stayed if he stopped overnight.
The journal includes details of his visits as Minister
of Health, 1925-1928 as follows: Bath and Bristol,
30 September-1 October 1925; Liverpool, 7-9
October 1925; Dundee, 15 October 1925;
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 16 October 1925; Cardiff,
20-21 October 1925; Halifax, 26 October 1925;,
Bradford, 27 October 1925, wrongly dated 1926 in
the journal; Birmingham, 7 October 1926; Wiltshire,
11-12 October 1926; Devon, 13-16 October 1926;
Coventry, 18 October 1926; Lincolnshire, 23-26
October 1926; Norfolk, 27-29 October 1926;
Manchester, 17-19 October 1927; Blackburn, 20
October 1927; Ormskirk, 21 October 1927;
Sheffield, 24-26 October 1927; Rotherham, 26
October 1927; Kingston-upon-Hull, 27 October
1927; and Liverpool, 29 June 1928.
The journal also includes details of his visits for
political meetings, 1928-1939as follows:
Cheltenham, 17 June 1928; Swansea, 13 May
1927; Plymouth and visit to Sidmouth, 23 and 24
May 1927; Liverpool, 28 January 1929; Swindon,
22 February 1929; Musselburgh, 2 August 1930;
Blackburn, 1 May 1931; Newcastle, 13 June 1931;
Northampton, 31 July 1931; Dumfries, 21
September 1931; Wakefield, 16 October 1931;
Bolton, 20 October 1931; Kingston-upon-Hull, 21
October 1931; Dudley, 26 October 1931; Derby, 1
March 1933; Nottingham, 16 October 1933;
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Halifax, 15 December 1933; Plymouth, 23 February
1934; Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 22 March 1934;
Brockworth Aerodrome near Gloucester, 30 June
1934; York , 26 October 1934; Manchester, 21
November 1934; Bradford, 22 February 1935;
Hinton Admiral, 29 June 1935; Glasgow, 14
October 1935; Manchester, 27 June 1935;
Ugbrooke Park in Totnes Division, 23 July 1936;
Leeds, 19 May 1936; Edinburgh, 5 March 1937;
Middlesbrough, 17 July 1937; Edinburgh, 12
November 1937; Blackburn, 22 February 1939; and
Cardiff, 24 June 1939.
Notes of his visits to the Conservative and Unionist
Party Annual Conference are also included as
follows: at Blackpool, 6-7 October 1932;
Bournemouth, 2-4 October 1935; and Margate, 1-2
October 1936.
Details of various other visits are also included as
follows:visit to Cambridge for the Corpus Christi
Name Day Feast, 16-17 June 1927; visit to Bristol
for the award of an honorary degree, 27 June
1931; visit to Newport for Chambers of Commerce
banquet, 4 December 1931; visit to Harrogate, 24
May-6 June 1932; visit to Leeds Chamber of
Commerce Dinner, 24 January 1933; visit to
commemorative celebrations at Trinity College,
Cambridge, 1934; visit to Northern Ireland, 16-20
January 1935; and his visit to Harrogate, 4-24
August 1936.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29

Pocket diaries

1904-1940

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diaries, containing
brief details of the dates and times of appointments
and events. No detailed diary entries are included
in these diaries.
The diaries include a few other miscellaneous brief
notes. Some of the notes include lists of regular
engagements, details of the height of his children,
notes relating to Elliott's Metal Company, notes on
gout attacks, details of Chamberlain's weight, lists
of books read, lists of addresses, lists of Kings and
Queens, financial and share holding tables,
inventory of cigars, train times between London
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and Birmingham, and election results. Many of
these different categories of notes appear in the
diaries for several different years.
The 1940 diary also contains other items such as
membership cards and passes enclosed in the
pockets of the diary.
37 volumes
Access: Open
NC2/29/1

1904 pocket diary

1904

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1904.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/2

1905 pocket diary

1905

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1905.
The pages between 1 January and 23 March have
been removed from the diary, and there are no
entries in the diary until 3 April.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/3

1906 pocket diary

1906

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1906.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/4

1907 pocket diary

1907

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1907.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/5

1908 pocket diary

1908

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1908.
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/6

1909 pocket diary

1909

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1909.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/7

1910 pocket diary

1910

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1910.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/8

1911 pocket diary

1911

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1911.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/9

1912 pocket diary

1912

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1912.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/10

1913 pocket diary

1913

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1913.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/11

1914 pocket diary

1914

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1914.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/12

1915 pocket diary
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Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1915.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/13

1916 pocket diary

1916

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1916.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/14

1917 pocket diary

1917

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1917.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/15

1918 pocket diary

1918

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1918.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/16

1919 pocket diary

1919

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1919.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/17

1920 pocket diary

1920

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1920.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/18

1921 pocket diary

1921

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1921.
1 volume
Access: Open
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NC2/29/19

1922 pocket diary

1922

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1922.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/20

1923 pocket diary

1923

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1923.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/21

1924 pocket diary

1924

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1924.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/22

1925 pocket diary

1925

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1925.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/23

1926 pocket diary

1926

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1926.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/24

1927 pocket diary

1927

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1927.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/25

1928 pocket diary

1928

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1928.
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC2/29/26

1929 pocket diary

1929

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1929.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/27

1930 pocket diary

1930

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1930.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/28

1931 pocket diary

1931

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1931.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/29

1932 pocket diary

1932

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1932.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/30

1933 pocket diary

1933

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1933.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/31

1934 pocket diary

1934

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1934.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/32

1935 pocket diary

1935

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1935.
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/33

1936 pocket diary

1936

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1936.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/34

1937 pocket diary

1937

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1937.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/35

1938 pocket diary

1938

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1938.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/36

1939 pocket diary

1939

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1939.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/29/37

1940 pocket diary

1940

Neville Chamberlain's pocket diary for 1940. Some
miscellaneous items such as membership cards
and passes carried around by Chamberlain are
enclosed in the pockets at the front and back of the
diary.
Items enclosed in the front pocket of the diary
comprise a list of ministerial offices with names,
which appears to be a draft list of Cabinet
members and which includes a list of 'possible
places for Labour'; Palace of Westminster pass;
pass for 10, 11 and 12 Downing Street; a press
cutting; game licence; some membership cards
and season tickets; stamps; a note regarding costs
of staff for a fishing expedition at Loubcroy; and a
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list of Kings and Queens. Items enclosed in the
back pocket of the diary comprise Neville
Chamberlain's visiting cards; press cuttings; a note
regarding clothes etc; and four one pound notes.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/30

Account book of income

1909-1935

Account book of Neville Chamberlain's income
from dividends, directors fees and rents.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/30-35

Financial records

1905-1940

Personal financial records of Neville Chamberlain
including records of his income, his investments
and tax paid.
See also NC5/8/3 for another account book of
Chamberlain; and see NC3/2 for financial records
relating to the sisal growing venture in the
Bahamas.
5 volumes, 6 items
Access: Open
NC2/31

Tax returns account book

1921-1939

Account book of Neville Chamberlain's tax returns.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/32

Schedule of investments

1928-1939

Schedule of investments held by Neville
Chamberlain with details of the numbers of shares
held and their value at the beginning of each year.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/33

Account book of income
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Account book detailing the income received by
Neville Chamberlain from various sources. Some
invoices are enclosed and for description see
NC2/34.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC2/34

Personal invoices

1905-1912

Various invoices received by Neville Chamberlain.
The invoices are enclosed in NC2/33.
Invoices from the following companies are
included:
/1: Rowland Ward Ltd. 1905.
/2: Amor 1907.
/3: Ernest Brown and Phillips. 1909.
/4: Birmingham Daily Post. 1912.
/5: Carrington and Co. 1911.
/6: City of Birmingham Gas Department. 1912.
6 items
Access: Open
NC2/35

Account book relating to 37 Eaton Square

[1920s1930s]

Notebook containing various details relating to 37
Eaton Square, which was Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's house in London.
The notebook includes details of rent and rates
payable on the house, details of expenditure on
decoration and furnishings, an inventory for
insurance purposes)of items in each room of the
house and insurance policy details.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC3

Sisal growing scheme personal and company
papers

[1880s]1922

Correspondence, reports, financial records and
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other items relating to the Chamberlain scheme for
growing sisal in the Bahamas and the Andros Fibre
Company Ltd. Some letters from C. E. Turner not
relating to this scheme are also included in this
series.
This scheme developed by Joseph Chamberlain
and in which he was the main investor was to
invest in developing a plantation to grow sisal in the
Bahamas which had been thought to be lucrative.
After initial investigations by Neville and Austen
Chamberlain, a site for a plantation was found at
Mastic Point on Andros Island and a company was
set up, the Andros Fibre Company Ltd.
The plantation was established with Neville
Chamberlain moving to Mastic Point to manage the
company with the assistance of James Rattray
Knowles. Major investments were made in clearing
land for the plants, construction of roads and other
facilities, purchasing plants and a number of people
were employed from the local region.
It was however a failure with poor sales due to the
growth of the plants being poor and in 1896 it was
decided to abandon the plantation and Neville
Chamberlain returned to Britain. A resolution to
wind up The Andros Fibre Company Ltd was
passed on 3 September 1896, and Neville
Chamberlain was appointed as liquidator. After the
failure of the business, Neville Chamberlain
maintained ownership of the land at Mastic Point
for a number of years and from 1900 this was
managed by E. Y. Villier Sutton's 'Sisal Cleaning
Company' under agreement from Chamberlain
under which Chamberlain received some of the
profits from sales of sisal (see NC3/8). However it
seems this business was never a success and by
1909 was 'doing practically nothing'.
The documents contained in this series relate to
various matters regarding the scheme and the
company including about the production of sisal,
financial matters, legal matters and Neville
Chamberlain's life while in the Bahamas including a
journal of his travels in the Bahamas and Cuba.
Additional sources not contained in this series
relating to the sisal growing scheme include the
letters which Neville sent to his family which report
in detail about the business and his life in the
Bahamas (see NC1/6/10, NC1/13/3/1-35,
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NC1/14/5-26, NC1/15/2/1-28B, NC1/16/2/1-33D,
NC1/19, NC1/20/4-30).
334 items, 11 volumes
Access: Open
NC3/1

Reports, legal and miscellaneous documents

[1880s1890s]

Various items relating to the sisal growing business
including legal documents for the Andros Fibre
Company Ltd; financial reports; general reports and
articles collected by Neville Chamberlain
connected with the growing of sisal; and maps.
6 volumes, 46 items
Access: Open
NC3/1/1

Trust deed and guarantee for the Andros Fibre
Company

1894

Trust deed and guarantee dated 9 June 1894 for
securing debentures made between the Andros
Fibre Company Ltd and Jesse Collings and Walter
Randolph Farquhar. A copy of a notice dated 23
August 1894 by the Andros Fibre Company to the
Secretary of State for the Colonies and the
Governor of the Bahama Islands relating to land at
Mastic Point is also included.
3 items
Access: Open
NC3/1/2

Memorandum, articles of association and other
legal documents

1894

Volume including printed copies of: certificate of
incorporation; memorandum and articles of
association; agreement for sale dated 9 June 1894
passing the land at Mastic Point from the Andros
Fibre Company to the Andros Fibre Company Ltd;
trust deed and guarantee for the securing of
debentures dated 9 June 1894; prospectus for the
issue of debentures; and copies of related
company laws.
(See also NC3/1/26-28 and NC3/1/1)
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC3/1/3

Table of estimates of costs and income

[c 1891]

Manuscript table detailing the estimated
expenditure for the sisal growing business, the
estimated production levels for each year and
estimated value of the sisal.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/4

Notes on expenditure

[c 1889]

Manuscript notes on the estimated expenditure of
the company, with calculations.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/5

Table of estimates for the production of sisal fibre

[1890s]

Manuscript table of estimates 'based on practical
experience and reports of Stoddard and Preston'
on the cost of growing plants per acre, annual yield
per acre, cost of extracting fibre per ton and cost of
fibre baled and ready for shipment.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/6

Letter from James M. Rae to Sir Ambrose Shea

1890

Letter from James M. Rae [S. V. C. Magistrate] to
Sir Ambrose Shea [Governor of the Bahamas]
regarding Rae's inspections of sisal growing at
Abaco.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/7-19

Tables, reports and notes relating to estimates of
costs and returns

[1890s]

Manuscript tables, reports and notes relating to the
production of sisal, including estimates of costs and
returns. This includes a report by Sargeant, and a
report by George B. Hulmes relating to the
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Bahamas Fibre Company with notes on Hulmes'
report by Austen Chamberlain.
16 items
Access: Open
NC3/1/20

Extract from letter from Sir Dillon Bell to Sir
Ambrose Shea

[1890s]

Manuscript extract of letter relating to the price of
sisal.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/21

Annual report of the Bahamas Hemp Company Ltd
1889-1890

1890

Printed annual report including financial table.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/22

'Phormium Tenax or New Zealand Hemp'

1890

Printed report by Idea and Christie relating to the
production of hemp.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/23

'Walter H. Hindley and Company's Fortnightly
Market Report'

1890

Report dated 27 November 1890 relating to the
market for manila, hemp, yarn, coir goods, sisal,
jute and tar.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/24

List of books taken to the Bahamas by Neville
Chamberlain

[1890s]

Manuscript list of books.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC3/1/25

Summary of capital and shares

1895

Printed form with manuscript entries containing a
summary of the capital and shares of the Andros
Fibre Company Ltd including list of shareholders.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/26

'Certificate of Incorporation of The Andros Fibre
Company Limited'

1894

Printed certificate of incorporation including
memorandum of association and articles of
association.
See also NC3/1/2
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/27-28

Prospectuses for the issue mortgage debentures

[1890s]

Two printed prospectuses for the issue of mortgage
debentures for the Andros Fibre Company Ltd, with
manuscript annotations.
2 items
Access: Open
NC3/1/29

List relating to the Andros Fibre Company

[1890s]

Manuscript list of various people, possibly
debenture holders, relating to the Andros Fibre
Company.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/30-33

Maps of Mastic Point, Andros Island and the
Bahamas

[1890s]

Maps of the Andros Fibre Company's land at
Mastic Point on Andros Island in the Bahamas, and
maps of the whole of Andros Island and the
Bahamas. Comprises of map of the proposed land
to grant to the company, a map sent by Neville
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Chamberlain to Joseph Chamberlain to accompany
his letter of 28 April 1896 showing the land owned
by the company, map of the whole of Andros Island
showing the location of the Mastic Point land and
map of the Bahamas by Edward Stanford.
4 items
Access: Open
NC3/1/34

'Sisal Hemp, Its Adaptation to Jamaica' by Daniel J. 1888
Stoddart
Printed report
1 volume
Access: Open

NC3/1/35

'Report of George Preston, Esquire, Commissioner, 1889
on the Fibre Industry of the Bahamas'
Printed report.
1 volume
Access: Open

NC3/1/36

'Dinner to His Excellency Sir Ambrose Shea,
K.C.M.G., at the Royal Victoria Hotel'

1890

Printed pamphlet containing speeches made at
dinner on 10 April 1890. Includes speeches
referring to the growing of sisal on the Bahamas
1 volume
Access: Open
NC3/1/37

'Addresses To His Excellency Sir Ambrose Shea,
1890
K. C. M. G., from the people of the different places
he visited during his late tour among the out islands
of the colony'
Printed pamphlet including addresses referring to
the growing of sisal on various islands of the
Bahamas.
1 volume
Access: Open

NC3/1/38

'Report on the fibre industry in the Bahamas' by
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James M. Rae
Printed report written at the request of Sir Ambrose
Shea [Governor of the Bahamas] relating to the
prospects for growing sisal in the Bahamas.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/39

'Bahamas Fibre' by Sir William Robinson

1891

Printed report relating to growing fibre plants on the
Bahamas, including sisal.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC3/1/40-49

Bahamas annual reports for 1890 to 1899

1891-1900

Command papers reference C. 6269-10, C. 656328, C. 6857-26, C. 7319-8, C. 7847, C. 8279-1, C.
8279-17, C. 9046-6, Cd. 3 and Cd. 354-4 each
containing an annual report on the government,
economy and various other matters relating to the
Bahamas. Includes sections on fibre cultivation or
agriculture, which refer to growing sisal.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/50

Jamaica (Turks and Caicos Islands) annual report
for 1891

1892

Command paper reference C. 6563-27 containing
an annual report on the government, economy and
various other matters relating to the Turks and
Caicos Islands. Includes section on agriculture
which refers to growing sisal
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/51

'Report on the henequen hemp industry in Yucatan' 1892
Command paper reference C. 6561-27 (number
236 of 'Reports on subjects of general and
commercial interest' from the Foreign Office
'Miscellaneous Series'), relating to the henequen
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hemp industry in Yucatan in Mexico.
1 item
Access: Open
NC3/1/52

Royal Gardens Kew 'Bulletin of Miscellaneous
Information' (journal) numbers 62, 65-66, 71, 78
and 82-83.

1892-1893

Various issues of this journal including the following
articles relating to the sisal industry: 'Sisal Hemp';
'Sisal Hemp in the Bahamas'; 'Sisal Hemp Industry
in Yucatan'; 'The Weicher Fibre Extracting
Machine'; 'Poling in Agave Plants'. Includes
transcripts of memoranda from Neville
Chamberlain to the Royal Gardens Kew, letter from
Royal Garden Kew to Austen Chamberlain
5 items
Access: Open
NC3/2

Travel journal and financial records

1890-1898

Neville Chamberlain's journal of his travels in the
Bahamas and Cuba; and cash books and
passbooks of the Andros Fibre Company Ltd and
Neville Chamberlain, comprising details of his
personal finances while in the Bahamas.
5 volumes
Access: Open
NC3/2/1

Neville Chamberlain's journal of travels in the
Bahamas and Cuba

1890-1896

Neville Chamberlain's journal of some of his travels
in the Bahamas, also including a visit to Cuba. The
journal includes his initial visits to the Bahamas to
investigate the possibility of growing sisal and visits
to places away from his house at Mastic Point on
Andros Island.
The journal covers trips between 25 October 1890
and 23 January 1891 [visit to the Bahamas[, 25
May 1891 and 21 July 1891 [second visit to the
Bahamas]; 18 to 27 March 1892 [trip to Grand
Bahama for plants]; 7 to 17 June 1893 [trip to
Abaco]; 31 October to 11 November 1893 [trip to
Cuba]; 5 to 17 April 1896 [trip to west side of
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Andros]; and 11 to 25 May 1896 [trip to Abaco]. It
appears that an entry was made in the journal on
all or most days during those periods. Some notes
of experiments on hypnotism carried out on 2
March 1897 by Reverend F. B. Matthews at
Chamberlain's house at Andros are also included.
The journal includes notes on Chamberlain's work
and personal activities, notes referring to
conversations and meetings with various people,
and notes regarding the local area and his
experiences.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC3/2/2

Cash book

1891-1892

Cash book listing the money spent and deposited
by Neville Chamberlain in account with Joseph
Chamberlain from 24 April 1891 to 4 February
1892.
It includes details of individual items of expenditure
such as wages paid, food and other supplies
bought, both for personal and business use,
transport costs, sisal plants purchased, and
expenditure on construction of roads and Neville's
house. Income is also detailed such as 'cash sales'
of sisal fibre, sales of food and other items from the
shop for the workers.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC3/2/3

Passbook for debentures account

1894-1897

Volume containing details of the deposits and
withdrawals for the Andros Fibre Company
debentures account with Herries, Farquhar and
Company.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC3/2/4

Passbook for account at Lloyds Bank

1894-1896

Passbook for the Andros Fibre Company Ltd
account at Lloyds Bank, Colmore Row,
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Birmingham from 13 March 1894 to 3 October
1896. It briefly lists the deposits, such as
debentures, and withdrawals from the account.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC3/2/5

Passbook for account at Lloyds Bank

1896-1898

Passbook for the Andros Fibre Company Ltd
account at Lloyds Bank, Colmore Row,
Birmingham from 31 August 1896 to 28 October
1898. It briefly lists the deposits, such as
debentures, and withdrawals from the account.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC3/3

Press cuttings

1822-1902

Press cuttings relating to the sisal growing
business, including articles about the failure of the
Andros Fibre Company Ltd, including the article in
'The Morning Leader' over which Chamberlain
sued for libel, and official notices regarding the
company. An article relating to Hoskins is also
included.
8 items
Access: Open
NC3/4

Legal and other documents relating to High Court
action

1901

Legal documents, notes by Neville Chamberlain
relating to a libel action by Neville Chamberlain
against the Star Newspaper Company Ltd in the
High Court of Justice. A letter from Joseph
Chamberlain to Herman Lescher dated 12 March
1894 relating to shares in the Andros Fibre
Company Ltd is also included.
In the case, Chamberlain sued the Star Newspaper
Company Ltd for its article 'Not Being A Man Of
The World. The Story Of A Chamberlain Company
Which Held No Government Contracts' in 'The
Morning Leader' on 13 October 1900 which alleged
that Chamberlain had misled investors in the
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Andros Fibre Company Ltd.
Arrangement: Not all items in the file are
individually numbered.
26 items
Access: Open
NC3/5

Letters from employees

[18871897]

Letters from employees and others mainly at
Mastic Point, Andros, Bahamas. Most of the letters
are addressed to Chamberlain, but a small number
are addressed to others.
The letters include ones requesting items such as
medicine; letters applying for work; letters of
apology; and letters in appreciation of Chamberlain
on his departure from Andros.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from William Neeily and his family to
James [Levins?], saying that they will 'have nothing
to do with the place any more'. 1887.
/2: Letter from R. A. J. Pickstock and others to
Neville Chamberlain welcoming him to Mastic
Point. 25 December 1891.
/3: Letter from Adam Deane to Chamberlain
regarding working for Chamberlain. 13 April 1892.
/4: Letter from George A. Davis to Mr Physight
[Justice of the Peace in Nicholls Town] requesting
a job as a policeman. 19 May 1892.
/5: Letter from Thomas B. McDonald to
Chamberlain requesting medicine. 10 April 1893.
/6: Letter from George A. Watkins to J. R. Knowles
regarding cashing of a cheque. 12 June 1893.
/7: Letter from the citizens of Mastic Point
requesting the establisment of a school. 23
October 1893.
/8: Letter from [Siscler Stacdiel and Thorplus
Francis?] to Mr Rentes [Justice of the Peace of the
Bahamas]. 5 December 1893.
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/9: Letter from Hermon Gaitor thanking
Chamberlain for sending '$2 in articles from his
cutting'. 13 December 1893.
/10: Letter from Henry Colebrook [President of
Grand Stone Friendly Society] to Chamberlain
requesting to visit Chamberlain on Christmas Day.
See also NC1/16/2/24 for a letter from Chamberlain
to his sister, referring to Colebrook's letter. 23
December 1893.
/11: Letter from Henry Martin to Chamberlain.
January 1894.
/12: Letter from [Mrs S. Brown?] regarding money.
20 January 1894.
/13: Letter from John Edden inviting Chamberlain
to his daughter's wedding. 7 May 1894.
/14: Letter from Henry Colbrook regarding cutting
of wood. 21 June 1894.
/15: Letter from [Elijah Finleer?] to Chamberlain
regarding land. 22 October 1894.
/16: Letter from [Theoplas Francis?] to [Austen?]
Chamberlain regarding his illness. 11 February
1895.
/17: Letter from Sarah Mcmins to Chamberlain
regarding money. 2 March 1895.
/18: Unsigned letter to Chamberlain regarding
unsatisfactory work by one of Chamberlain's
employees. 30 March 1895.
/19: Letter from Thomas B. McDonald to
Chamberlain regarding working as a cook for
Chamberlain. 19 November 1896.
/20: Letter from the members of All Saints Church
Club thanking Chamberlain for his gift to the club
and in appreciation of Chamberlain. 21 December
1896.
/21: Letter from F. B. Matthews [rector on Andros
Island] to Chamberlain in appreciation of
Chamberlain for his support to the All Saints
Church Club, and giving comments on the people
of the Bahamas. 24 December 1896.
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/22: Letter from Isaac Taylor to Chamberlain
requesting help. 23 January 1897.
/23: Letter from Thomas A. Bain in appreciation of
Chamberlain on his departure from Andros Island.
1 March 1897.
/24: Letter from [P. G. Mashur?] in appreciation of
Chamberlain on his departure from Mastic Point. 3
March 1897.
/25: Letter from Titus Ferguson wishing
Chamberlain well on his departure from Mastic
Point. 4 March 1897.
/26: Unsigned note regarding his or her grievance
against someone who set their house on fire. Not
dated.
/27-28: Letters from William Holbert to Chamberlain
requesting medicine and food. Not dated.
/29: Letter from Danuel Woodside to Chamberlain
regarding money in the bank. Not dated.
/30: Letter from Joseph Russell to Chamberlain
requesting medicine. Not dated.
/31: Letter from Robert Fowler to Chamberlain
regarding pine. Not dated.
/32: Letter from William Henry Holbert to
Chamberlain regarding feet problems requiring him
to return home [?]. Not dated.
/33: Letter from Henry Colebrook [President of the
Grand Stone Society] to Chamberlain regarding
him being unable to visit on Christmas Day and him
wishing to visit Chamberlain on New Years Day.
Not dated.
/34: Letter from Henry Fargarson to 'Boss'
regarding a debt owed. Not dated.
/35: Letter from George Miller to Chamberlain
regarding a debt. Not dated.
/36: Letter from the citizens of Mastic Point
regarding a count of the number of children. Not
dated.
/37: Letter from Edward Ambruster to Chamberlain
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regarding sickness and Titus Ferguson. Not dated.
/38: Letter from Abram Roal. Not dated.
/39: Letter from Mary Jane Rollo to Chamberlain
regarding death of Willington. Not dated.
/40: Letter from Edward Ambruster to Chamberlain.
Not dated.
/41: Letter from Ross McKenzie to Chamberlain
regarding him being unable to work due to
toothache. Not dated.
/42: Letter from Amas Smith urging Chamberlain to
give nothing to Addam Gatur. Not dated.
/43: Letter from Leviticus Furgushon to
Chamberlain requesting something at Christmas[?].
Not dated.
/44: Letter from Daniel Woodside to Chamberlain.
Not dated.
/45: Letter from Robert Fowler to Chamberlain. Not
dated.
/46: Letter from William Russell to Chamberlain.
Not dated.
/47: Letter from Henry Martin to 'Mrs Nouls' [Mrs
Knowles] offering her a pair of boots. Not dated.
/48: Letter from Captain John Edden asking
Chamberlain what time he will be ready for him to
go to Nassau. Not dated.
/49: Letter from James Martin to Chamberlain
requesting medicine. Not dated.
/50: Letter from George Davis giving a reference
for Amilder Burnside. Not dated.
/51: Letter from George A. Davis applying for the
position of light keeper at Nicholls Town. Not dated.
/52: Letter from W. A. McKenzie to Chamberlain
requesting a holiday following the death of
Willington Rolle. Not dated.
/53: Unsigned letter requesting Chamberlain to
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forgive him for smoking. Not dated.
/54: Letter from Isaac Taylor to Chamberlain
offering to sell some plants to Chamberlain. Not
dated.
/55: Letter from R. A. J. Pickstock and various
other members of the church at Mastic Point in
appreciation of Chamberlain on his departure from
Andros Island. Not dated.
55 items
Access: Open
NC3/6

Other correspondence

1890-1902

Various letters received by Neville, Joseph and
Austen Chamberlain relating to the sisal business.
The file contains the following items:
/1-15: Correspondence relating to the winding-up of
the Andros Fibre Company Ltd. Letters from
Pinsent and Co. [solicitors]; J. W. Knowles;
Herman Lescher, Stephens and Co.; and Whitmore
L. Richards to Neville Chamberlain; and letter from
W. Rees Davies to J. P. Sands regarding the
winding-up/liquidation of the Andros Fibre
Company Ltd. A copy of a letter from Neville
Chamberlain to the Registrar of Joint Stock
Companies informing him of the final winding-up
meeting of the company and a form acknowledging
receipt of this letter for registration is also included.
The letters relate to the legal proceedings involved
in the winding-up of the business. 1901-1902.
/16-20: Letters from Walter H. Hindley and Co., 62
and 63 Queen Street, London, Ide and Christie
[fibre, esparto and general produce brokers] and
W. Sharman, 15 Billiter Street, London to Joseph
Chamberlain regarding the market for and price of
sisal. 11, 13 and 17 December 1890.
/21-22: Letters from Augustus P. Loring, 22
Congress Street, Boston, Massachusetts, USA to
Austen Chamberlain regarding sisal which was
made into twine at Loring's works at Plymouth
[USA] and possible future orders of sisal. 21 April
and 19 May 1891.
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23 items
Access: Open
NC3/7

Correspondence with J. R. Knowles, H. Frith,
Charles Albury and Reverend F. B. Matthews

1892-1901

Letters from J. R. Knowles [James Rattray
Knowles, manager of the Andros Fibre Company],
H. Frith, Charles Albury and Reverend Matthews
[Rector of Andros].

The file contains the following items:
/1-19: Letters from Knowles to Chamberlain. The
letters mainly relate to the Andros Fibre Company
plantation at Mastic Point, but some other topics
are also included, such as planting and growing of
sisal plants and their current state; sales of sisal
fibre; the weather and its effects on work and the
plants; building of a wharf; employees at Mastic
Point; visitors to Mastic Point; arrivals and
departures of ships; clearance and weeding of
land; his thoughts about the business; the finances
of the business; correspondence received by
Knowles; politics and other news from Britain;
cleaning of sisal and about machinery used;
surveying of land; poultry kept; Knowles' family;
building of John Edden's house. 1892-1895.
/20: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to
Knowles giving an account of his voyage from
Andros to Britain. 18 June 1896
/21: Photographs of Nina Gertrude Albury Knowles
[wife of J. R. Knowles] and Arthur Neville Knowles
[son of J. R. Knowles and Nina Knowles].
/22: Manuscript copy of letter from Chamberlain to
H. Frith, Nassau, Bahamas regarding the sale of
his land at Mastic Point [includes description of the
property]. 26 March 1897.
/23: Letter from Charles [E. ?] Albury, Nassau,
Bahamas to Chamberlain regarding the death of
'Jimmie' Knowles leaving his children orphaned [his
wife had died earlier] and requesting help for their
support. 8 February 1901.
/24: Letter from Reverend Matthews, All Saints
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Rectory, Andros, Bahamas to Archdeacon
Wakefield regarding: a new church having opened;
Webb; Mastic Point having 'opened its door to us at
last' which he feels is due to Neville Chamberlain;
Matthews' wishing to build 'a kind of Ch[urch] Hall'
at Mastic Point; the development taking place at
Mastic Point; discussion of other places on Andros
Island and Matthews' church work; talk with Bishop
about compulsory confession. The end of the letter
is missing. A note by Anne Chamberlain relating to
the letter is also included. 28 February 1894.
25 items
Access: Open
NC3/8

Correspondence with Sir James P. Sands and Co

1899-1922

Letters from James Sands [Sands, Sir James
Patrick (1859-1925) merchant and politician in the
Bahamas]. Letters from G. W. D. Adderley,
Nassau; F. B. Matthews; and Harcourt Malcolm,
Chambers, Nassau to Neville Chamberlain; and
from Addlerley and E. Y. Villiers Sutton to Sands;
and copy of agreement between Sands and Sutton
are also included.
Sands was given power of attorney over
Chamberlain's land at Mastic Point following the
cessation of the Andros Fibre Company and
Chamberlain's return to Britain. The letters include
letters regarding the agreement for Edward Yorick
Villiers Sutton who traded as the 'Sisal Cleaning
Company' based at Mastic Point for the cleaning
and sale of fibre at Chamberlain's land at Mastic
Point under an agreement under which
Chamberlain received a portion of the revenue
from fibre sold.
The following is a summary of the main topics in
the letters. The items are letters from Sands to
Chamberlain unless otherwise stated:
/1: Copy of agreement between James Patrick
Sands, acting for Neville Chamberlain, and Edward
Yorick Villiers Sutton dated 18 March 1901.
/2: Letter from Adderley to Chamberlain regarding:
Sutton seeking rights to clean and sell sisal fibre at
Chamberlain's land at Mastic Point. 2 May 1899.
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/3: Letter from Adderley to Sands regarding:
Roberts and Sutton's offer for cleaning and selling
fibre at Mastic Point. 12 April 1900.
/4: Roberts and Sutton's offer for cleaning of fibre.
16 April 1900.
/5: Seeking confirmation for agreement with Sutton
for cleaning of fibre; details of estimated costs. 8
January 1901.
/6: Manuscript copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Sands regarding financial support for the late
James R. Knowles' [former manager of the Andros
Fibre Company sisal plantation] children. 14
February 1901.
/7: Financial support for the late James R. Knowles'
children; visitors to the Bahamas. 19 March 1901.
/8: Sands' news about his business. 23 July 1901.
/9: Sutton's work at Mastic Point and statement of
fibre cleaned. 13 January 1902.
/10: Legal matters regarding deeds; Sutton's work
at Mastic Point; estate of James R. Knowles being
wound up. 1 April 1902.
/11: Deed and power of attorney; financial support
for Knowles' children; problems with Sutton's
machinery. 30 May 1902.
/12-14: Power of attorney; Sutton's statement of
fibre cleaned at Mastic Point; celebrations for
Coronation of King Edward VII. Account statements
are also included. 18 August 1902.
/15: Joseph Chamberlain and the 'South African
trouble'; Sutton 'going on very nicely at present at
Mastic Point'; hopes that Chamberlain will visit. 29
September 1902.
/16: Sutton's statement of sisal cleaned at Mastic
Point; Sutton's suggestion for weeding and
investment at Mastic Point; the forthcoming expiry
of Chamberlain's agreement with Sutton; Sands'
business including in cigars. 21 November 1902.
/17-18: Regarding statement of sisal fibre cleaned
at Mastic Point. The statement is also included. 3
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December 1902.
/19-21: Sutton's statement and him having 'not
made a good showing for the five months'; Sands'
suggestion of altering the agreement with Sutton;
Joseph Chamberlain in South Africa. 23 February
1903. Enclosed with Sands' letter is a letter from F.
B. Matthews to Sands dated 7 January 1903
asking Sands to thank his 'unknown benefactor'
[Chamberlain] for a gift of £65, which Matthews
used to reduce his account with Sands; and
Sutton's statement.
/22: Letter from Harcourt Malcolm to Sands saying
that Sands' power of attorney granted by the
Andros Fibre Company Ltd and Chamberlain does
not allow Sands to enter into an agreement with
Sutton regarding the sisal on Chamberlain's land.
17 March 1903.
/23: The proposed new agreement with Sutton;
Sands' power of attorney not giving him the
required authority. 17 March 1903.
/24: Draft memorandum of agreement between
Chamberlain and Sutton. 12 August 1903.
/25: Sutton's statement; new agreement with
Sutton; William Brown claiming to have been given
permission to work 20 acres of Chamberlain's land;
squatters on Chamberlain's land; Sands going on
an election tour to Cat Island. 21 May 1903.
/26-31: Agreement with Sutton; Sands' cigar
business; Sands' trip to Cat Island and his success
in the elections. Various statements of sisal
cleaned by Sutton are enclosed. 21 July 1903.
/32: Squatters at Mastic Point; Sutton's statement;
a hurricane and the wharf at Mastic Point having
'gone down'; death of Sands' brother Frank;
marriage of the Governor of the Bahamas. 28
September 1903.
/33: Sutton's business at Mastic Point; Sands
wishing to send his son Stafford to school in
England; business in the Bahamas. 11 January
1904.
/34: Education for Sands' son Stafford; the present
low price of sisal abroad meaning that Sutton is
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unable to make any money. 18 April 1904.
/35: Sutton's sisal business and concession made
due to low price of sisal; school for Stafford. 9
August 1904.
/36-37: A problem over land reported by Sutton;
Sands' intention to visit England. 4 October 1904. A
letter is enclosed from Sutton to Sands dated 7
September 1904 regarding a difficulty over land.
/38: Sutton's sisal business; Chamberlain's
contribution to Knowles' children; unveiling of
statue of Queen Victoria. 9 May 1905.
/39: Reverend Matthews moving to Nassau;
Knowles' children; education of Stafford [Sands'
son]; statue of Queen Victoria in Nassau; loss of
ship 'Melrose'. 21 June 1905.
/40: Sutton's request for weeding and making roads
at Mastic Point; a claim that Chamberlain planted
sisal on Elijah Tinke's land and that Sutton had cut
the sisal from it. 27 September 1905.
/41: Sutton's sisal business and his request for
investment in weeding. 6 December 1905.
/42-44: Titus Ferguson's request for titles to portion
of Chamberlain's land at Mastic Point; Sutton
wishing to plant cassava and rubber at Mastic
Point; Joseph Chamberlain's birthday celebrations;
cultivation of sisal by people on outlying islands. 11
September 1906. A letter from Sutton to Sands
dated 3 July 1906 is enclosed regarding
Ferguson's request and Sutton's desire to plant
cassava. A statement is also enclosed.
/45-46: Bahamas Timber Co. Ltd wishing to buy
pine trees at Mastic Point; Sutton's business doing
poorly and him being 'about at the end of the sisal'.
A statement is enclosed. 23 October 1907.
/47-48: Expiry of Sutton's lease and Sutton's wish
to renew it and his wish to cultivate rubber, cotton
and fruit, and make lumber and shingles; business
in the Bahamas. 21 April 1908. A letter from Sutton
to Sands dated 23 March 1908 is enclosed
regarding his proposals for use of the land at
Mastic Point.
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/48A: Sutton remaining at Mastic Point 'where he is
doing practically nothing' and his wish to remain
there; loss of Suttons' boats in hurricane; Sands'
business. 14 January 1909.
/49: Copy of reply from Chamberlain to Sands
regarding: Sutton's proposals for the land at Mastic
Point; the economy; Reverend Matthews returning
to England and his son (Cyril) now working at
Chamberlain's factory. 29 January 1909.
/50: Letter from Sutton to Sands regarding Sutton's
proposals for a new agreement with Chamberlain
regarding Chamberlain's land at Mastic Point. 25
June 1908.
/51: Sands' sons; cancellation of Sutton's
agreement with Chamberlain for the land at Mastic
Point; sale of Sutton's house at Mastic Point to
Alfred Colebrook; Sands having been unable to
collect more than six pounds from Sutton who 'has
nothing'. 3 August 1920.
/52-53: Arthur and Neville Sands [James Sands'
sons] purchasing Chamberlain's land at Mastic
Point for £200; titles and plans for the land; Sands
having received a knighthood in 1916; Sands'
family. 26 May 1921.
/54: Copy of reply from Chamberlain to Sands
regarding purchase of the Mastic Point land and
about the deeds and land granted to the Church of
England; Sands' knighthood. 18 June 1921.
/55: Copy of letter from Chamberlain regarding
deeds for the Mastic Point land. 25 June 1921.
/56: Regarding deeds for the Mastic Point land. 17
August 1921.
/57: Copy of letter from Chamberlain regarding
deeds for Mastic Point land. 17 September 1921.
/58: Note regarding renunciation of dower.
/59: Deeds; renunciation of dower. 12 November
1921.
/60: Forwarding cheque for land; destruction by fire
of Hotel Colonial. 8 May 1922.
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86 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /48A was formerly
unnumbered.
NC3/9

Copies of letters to the Reverend F. B. Matthews

1896-1904

Transcripts of letters from Neville Chamberlain to
Reverend F. B. Matthews [Rector of Andros
Island]. Some of the transcripts are marked with
ellipses suggesting that parts of the letters are
omitted.
The original letters were lent to Anne Chamberlain
by Cyril Matthews [son of Rev. F. B. Matthews],
and these were transcribed by or for her.
An unnumbered note is also included at the start of
the file which includes a list of the letters.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Extract of letter from Reverend F. B. Matthews
to Archdeacon Wakefield. See NC3/7/24 for the
original letter.
/2: Illness of Mrs Matthews. 17 January 1896.
/3: Decision to abandon the plantation at Mastic
Point following failure of the sisal business. 31 July
1896.
/4: Chamberlain's visit to Mastic Point; a present to
Matthews' club; robbery of Chamberlain's shop;
Knowles being severely drunk and being 'a
degraded spectacle...half out of his mind'. 12
December 1896.
/5: People being upset on Chamberlain leaving
Mastic Point for the last time. 16 March 1897.
/6: Felix McNeill; Chamberlain's work as Director of
Elliot's Metal Works; celebrations for the Queen's
Jubilee; Joseph Chamberlain's reception for
colonial premiers. 19 July 1897.
/7: Houses at Mastic Point; loan to Matthews; urges
Matthews' to not move to the Gold Coast as he
proposed. The transcript is labelled 'No date,
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probably about 1897?'.
/8: 'How far away the Bahamas seem already!';
people in the Bahamas. 9 December 1897.
/9: Financial matters; Matthews not wishing to give
up his work in the Bahamas. 25 November 1898.
/10: Joseph and Neville Chamberlain's donations to
fund for replacements to churches in the Bahamas
destroyed following a hurricane. 17 September
1899.
/11: Transcript of part of letter regarding
Chamberlain's holiday in Italy; and says he does
not 'intend to make a profession' out of politics
despite requests received that he should stand for
Parliament. A note by Anne Chamberlain states
that the letter must be dated to 1900.
/12: Invitation for Matthews to visit Highbury. 4
June 1900.
/13: Document regarding site of church at Mastic
Point. 14 June 1900.
/14: Chamberlain hoping that Matthews leaves the
Bahamas; Chamberlain's current work and that he
has not 'quite found [his] 'mission' yet'; 'bout'
between von Bulow and Joseph Chamberlain; the
war. 25 January 1902.
/15: Matthews' financial difficulties. 6 August 1902.
/16: Matthews' financial difficulties. 19 October
1902.
/17: Chamberlain's disappointment at Matthews'
request for financial assistance; hope that
Matthews' leaves Andros to go to Nassau. 31
December 1902.
/18: Chamberlain's illness with gout; plan to visit
Italy; Joseph Chamberlain 'starting this great
controversy [his tariff reform campaign] which he
believes is vital to our future as an Empire'; doubts
over whether the Unionist Party will win the
General Election. 31 August 1903.
/19: Matthews' request for old magazines;
Matthews' discovery in a cave; Chamberlain's
holiday in Italy; Joseph Chamberlain's tariff reform
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campaign. 11 February 1904.
/20: Old magazines sent to Matthews; James
Sands. 17 June 1904.
/21: Chamberlain's illness with gout; his holiday in
Scotland; his forthcoming holiday in India. 3
October 1904.
22 items
Access: Open
NC3/10

Letters from C. E. Turner

1889-1890

Letters from C. E. Turner, Birmingham, Huerfano
County, Colorado, USA to Neville Chamberlain.
Turner was one of Chamberlain's school friends at
Rugby. He later moved to a remote rural area in
Colorado, USA where he kept chickens, but soon
found this boring and lonely and found it difficult to
earn sufficient money to make a living out of
farming. His letters mainly relate to his life there.
These letters do not relate to the sisal growing
scheme except for very brief references, in
response to Chamberlain's letters referring to it,
and so appear to be placed in this series in error.
See also NC7/11/29/55 and NC7/11/30/132 for
later letters from Turner.
The following is a summary of the main topics in
each of the letters:
/1: An account of Turner's life alone in a remote
rural area in America. 5 February 1889.
/2: Turner housing the local post office for the area
at his house, though 'only about 3 people post
letters here'; account of Turner's life; his 'need to
look after every penny now'; his belief in
spiritualism; his house. 6 April 1889.
/3: Turner having nothing to do but read and him
wishing to return to England but that he does not
'see a chance' of that happening and that 'things
look awfully black for me here'; death of Turner's
brother and his belief that his brother's wife caused
his death; Turner's work in keeping chickens; 'the
frightful monotony and loneliness' of his life. 28
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October 1889.
/4: Turner wishing to return to England but thinking
it 'would be very foolish to do so unless I had a
sure thing'; work in keeping chickens; request for
news about old school friends. 4 January 1890.
/5: Mud houses; Turner's chickens doing badly and
his feeling he will have to give them up and go to
work for someone else; his bleak outlook at his
future in the local area; his dislike of his school
days. 18 May 1890.
/6: Books; the lack of letters received by Turner;
Turner having previously worked at the same
accountants firm where Chamberlain was then
working and about Turner having been dismissed;
Turner doing various odd-jobs for people; him
being unable to make a living on his ranch; him
becoming 'most fearfully sick of this lonely life';
hopes that Chamberlain will visit him if he visits the
USA; his dislike of various pupils at Rugby School;
him being glad at the death of his late brother's wife
[Turner felt that she murdered his brother]; fears of
negative comments from Turner's ex-colleagues at
the accountants firm and that Chamberlain would
stop writing. 17 September 1890.
/7: Books and other reading material; Turner selling
all his chickens; Christmas; smoking; visit to
mountains. 21 December 1890.
/8: Turner being bored and being unable to make a
living; Chamberlain going to emigrate to the
Bahamas to manage the sisal growing business;
Turner's recollections of Rugby School and his
dislike of Hanbury at the school; his work at his
ranch. 17 March 1891.
/9: Turner's concern at lack of letter from
Chamberlain; his work and life on his ranch; his
brother's financial difficulties. 25 September 1891.
/10: Turner's difficulty in returning to England
without knowing a profession or trade; his wish to
seek a farm 'in a more lively part'; his work and life
at his ranch and difficulty in making a living; his
family. 18 January 1892.
/11: Poor growing conditions at Turner's ranch; his
life at the ranch; his brother in Birmingham seeking
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employment; books; lack of optimism about the
future. 11 June 1892.
/12: Books; work on Turner's ranch; Turner having
got part-time work as a postman; request to borrow
money or arrange a loan so that he can buy his
own horses; Rugby School; his brother moving to
the USA; his family having changed from being
formerly wealthy, his father having been 'one of the
best off men in Birmingham at one time' to being
poor. 16 October 1892.
/13: Thanks for Chamberlain's offer of a loan but
that he does not expect he will need it now due to
promise of loan from his aunt. 19 November 1892.
/14: Request for loan due to Turner's brother
moving and them wanting to buy a new bigger
ranch together; his other brother Hebus Turner who
is a loan agent. 15 February 1893.
/15: Change of plans to stay at his existing ranch
on his own due to him not getting along well with
his brother and so has decided to return his cheque
from Chamberlain; his work on his ranch. 25 March
1893.
/16: A 'terrible year' on his ranch with poor growth
of crops; poor state of the local economy. 22
October 1893.
16 items
Access: Open
NC3/11

Copies of letters from William C. Endicott

1891-1892

Copybook with blank index pages of letters from
William C. Endicott to Joseph Chamberlain, Sir
Ambrose Shea [Governor of the Bahamas], William
F. Wharton [US Assistant Secretary of State], F. L.
Ames [a wealthy American businessman], James
M. Waterbury [of the National Cordage Company],
Henry S. Chapman, Augustus P. Loring, Benjamin
H. Dorr and L. L. Leiter. A copy of letter received by
Endicott from J. M. Waterbury and from Ambrose
Shea are also included. The copies of the letters
have been removed from the copybook and placed
in a fascicule. The letters are dated between 23
October 1891 and 13 June 1892.
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A note by Anne Chamberlain dated 19 June 1940
states the copies of the letters were sent to her by
Mr Endicott's widow Louise (Mary Carnegie's
sister-in-law) after Mr Endicott's death. Endicott
from the state of Massachusetts in the USA was
the father of Mary Endicott Chamberlain, and a
former United States Secretary of War.
The letters relate to a proposed scheme suggested
by Joseph Chamberlain in Autumn 1891 for further
sisal plantations in the Bahamas funded by
American investment to use land which Joseph
Chamberlain had an option to purchase. Endicott
was involved in finding potential investors and
negotiation for land with the Governor of the
Bahamas, Sir Ambrose Shea during his stay in
New York. He met or wrote to various contacts
including potential investors, potential customers to
buy the sisal, or sources of information in the
United States regarding the scheme such as Loring
of the Plymouth Cordage Company and Waterbury
of the National Cordage Company. Endicott
received help in this work from his friend Henry G.
Chapman who seems to have acted as agent for
the scheme in New York when Endicott was at
home in Boston. The letters also include some
details of Endicott's thoughts about the scheme
and Neville Chamberlain and the sisal growing
business he managed is mentioned in some of the
letters. However, there was a lack of interest from
potential investors in the scheme and it seems to
have been abandoned by June 1892.
27 items
Access: Open
Physical description: Many of the pages of the
letters are damaged, which appears to be caused
by iron gall ink corrosion.
NC4

Speech drafts, notes and other papers
Drafts, notes and other papers relating to Neville
Chamberlain's speeches and broadcasts.

[early-mid
20th
century]

See also NC7/11/28/44 for script of broadcast on
15 April 1935.
Other sources regarding Chamberlain's speeches
include press cuttings (see NC15) some of which
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include reports, transcripts or excerpts of
speeches; issues of the 'Parliamentary Debates'
known as 'Hansard' which are the official reports of
the speeches made in House of Commons and
House of Lords debates (see NC9/4 and NC14 for
some issues which include speeches by
Chamberlain); and printed copies of speeches by
Chamberlain (see NC9/1).
70 files, 42 items
Access: Open
NC4/1

List of Neville Chamberlain's speeches
Two versions of list of speeches by Neville
Chamberlain between 1895 and 1918 taken from
press cuttings books, with details of the date, the
newspaper in which the speech was reported, and
the place where or the occasion on which the
speech was given. The topic of the speech is also
usually noted.

[early-mid
20th
century]

2 items
Access: Open
NC4/2

Correspondence relating to recordings of Neville
Chamberlain

1938-1941

Correspondence relating to recordings of speeches
by Neville Chamberlain comprising of
correspondence between F. W. Ogilvie of the
British Broadcasting Corporation and Neville
Chamberlain with lists of recordings by Neville
Chamberlain; and letter from A. Moran of AudioScriptions Inc. of New York, USA to Anne
Chamberlain listing the copies of broadcasts by or
relating to Neville Chamberlain which they hold.
4 items
Access: Open
NC4/3

Drafts and notes for speeches
Drafts and notes for various speeches by Neville
Chamberlain. Some correspondence between
Anne Chamberlain and A. Nevil Rucker regarding
the speech notes; and some notes and press
cuttings relating to unemployment are also
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included.
The majority of these drafts and notes relate to the
speeches before and after Chamberlain's
premiership (NC4/3/19-20 are the exceptions).
30 items
Access: Open
NC4/3/1-2

Correspondence between Anne Chamberlain and
A. Nevil Rucker relating to Neville Chamberlain's
speech notes

1940

Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to A. Nevil
Rucker and letter from Rucker to Anne
Chamberlain relating to speech notes by Neville
Chamberlain which had been sent to the 10
Downing Street 'confidential dump' but which were
recovered and were to be forwarded to Anne
Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC4/3/3

Draft and notes for speech on League of Nations

[19191920]

Manuscript draft and notes by Neville Chamberlain
for a speech relating to the League of Nations
[possibly the speech to a meeting on 8 February
1920 referred to in Neville Chamberlain's letter to
Hilda Chamberlain on 15 February 1920, see
NC18/1/244].
Command paper reference Cmd. 151 'The
covenant of the League of Nations with a
commentary thereon'; and a typescript copy of
resolution of a public meeting on the League of
Nations is also included.
5 items
Access: Open
NC4/3/4

Notes on unemployment insurance, and press
cuttings relating to unemployment

[19211922]

Manuscript notes (possibly for a speech?) relating
to unemployment insurance and press cuttings
relating to unemployment.
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6 items
Access: Open
NC4/3/5

Draft of 'Blackbird in Downing Street'

1936

Manuscript draft of article (or speech?) about birds
in the garden of 11 Downing Street and in St
James' Park, London.
1 item
Access: Open
NC4/3/6

Notes for Budget speech in 1937

1937

Manuscript notes by Neville Chamberlain as
Chancellor of the Exchequer for his Budget speech
in 1937.
1 item
Access: Open
NC4/3/7

Drafts of broadcast on 12 October 1940

1940

Manuscript and typescript drafts of Neville
Chamberlain's broadcast on 12 October 1940 to
thank those who had written to him since his
resignation from the War Cabinet.
2 items
Access: Open
NC4/3/8

Draft of address to Moseley Institute

[early 20th
century]

Typescript draft of Neville Chamberlain's address
to Moseley Institute relating to the government of
India and British rule.
1 item
Access: Open
NC4/3/9

Notes for a speech relating to tariffs

[1920s1930s]

Manuscript notes by Neville Chamberlain for a
speech relating to tariffs and trade.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC4/3/10

Draft of speech relating to housing and pensions

[1920s1930s]

Manuscript draft by Neville Chamberlain of speech
to Conservative and Unionist Party members or
supporters relating to the achievements of the party
in the areas of housing and pensions.
1 item
Access: Open
NC4/3/11

Draft of speech relating to agriculture

[c 1929]

Typescript draft (with manuscript annotations) of
speech (by Neville Chamberlain?) relating to
agriculture, including co-operative buying and
selling,, over-production, marketing, foreign
competition and tariffs.
1 item
Access: Open
NC4/3/12-13

Notes for speech relating to trade and tariffs

[c 1931]

Typescript notes for a speech relating to trade and
tariffs.
1 item
Access: Open
NC4/3/14

Draft of speech relating to the Budget

[c 1934]

Draft of speech by Neville Chamberlain as
Chancellor of the Exchequer to a government or
parliamentary committee relating to the Budget.
1 item
Access: Open
NC4/3/15

Notes for broadcast relating to the economy

[c 1935]

Manuscript notes for a broadcast relating to the
economy; with note from Neville Chamberlain to Mr
Ferguson.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC4/3/16-18

Drafts and notes for speeches relating to the Local
Government Bill

1928

Manuscript drafts and notes of speeches by Neville
Chamberlain relating to the Local Government Bill,
which received assent as the Local Government
Act in 1929, including draft speech for the second
reading of the Bill on 26 November 1928.
3 items
Access: Open
NC4/3/19

Drafts of broadcast relating to the Second World
War

[19391940]

Manuscript and typescript drafts of broadcast by
Neville Chamberlain relating to: the progress of the
war which he calls a 'waiting phase of the war'; the
reasons why Britain was fighting the war; and the
terms under which a peace could be declared.
This speech may not have been broadcast as a
note by Chamberlain on the typescript draft states
'on looking through this I don't like it and I am
coming round to the idea that I had better not
broadcast on Saturday, anyway I will see how
things develop tomorrow'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC4/3/20

Draft of speech at the Hôtel de Ville, Paris

[19371939]

Typescript draft of Neville Chamberlain's speech to
be read at the Hôtel de Ville in Paris.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC4/4

Drafts and notes for speeches

1939-1940

Drafts and notes for three speeches by Neville
Chamberlain.
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6 items
Access: Open
NC4/4/1

Report of speech by Neville Chamberlain at
meeting of National Union Executive Committee on
27 June 1940

1940

Typescript report of speech made by Neville
Chamberlain at Central Hall, Westminster on 27
June 1940. The speech related to the Conservative
Party, the war and lead-up to it.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: A note by Anne Chamberlain
says that the report was sent to her by Miss Maxse
in 1948 'as the only existing report'.
NC4/4/2

Drafts and notes for speech at Conservative mass
meeting at Cardiff on 24 June 1939

1939

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech at the Conservative
mass meeting at Cardiff on 24 June 1939.
4 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC4/4/3

Draft of speech at Birmingham on 24 February
1940

1940

Typescript draft of Neville Chamberlain's speech at
Birmingham on 24 February 1940. The speech was
the 'last of a series of addresses by the Members
of the War Cabinet delivered over the last two
months with the purpose of informing the country of
the progress of the war'.
See also NC4/5/64.
1 item
Access: Open
NC4/5

Drafts and notes for speeches during
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Chamberlain's premiership
Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speeches between 30
September 1937 and 10 May 1940.
Most of the speeches primarily relate to foreign
affairs and defence during Neville Chamberlain's
term as Prime Minister. Topics include the policy of
appeasement, the Munich Agreement,
rearmament, the progress of the war and events
during the war.

This includes Neville Chamberlain's speeches
during House of Commons debates, broadcasts by
Chamberlain and speeches at dinners, political
meetings and other events.
Not all the speech drafts and notes by Chamberlain
during this period are included in this series, for
other speech drafts and notes during
Chamberlain's premiership see NC4/3/19 for a
broadcast during the Second World War; NC4/3/20
for a speech at the Hôtel de Ville, Paris; NC4/3/2
for a speech at Cardiff 24 June 1939; and NC4/3/3
for a speech at Birmingham 24 February 1940.
Arrangement: The files are arranged in date order.
70 files
Access: Open
Notes: The extent of the files in this sub-series has
been measured by the number of files due to the
difficulty in many of the files of this sub-series in
identifying the individual items in a file.
NC4/5/1

Drafts of speech on 30 September 1937 at launch
of public health campaign

1937

Manuscript and typescript drafts of speech to
meeting of the Central Council on Health and
Education at the London School of Hygiene for the
launch of a public health campaign by the
government and Central Council for Health
Education with local authorities.
1 file
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Access: Open
NC4/5/1A

Notes for speech on 14 October 1937 at the
Autumnal Conference of British Chambers of
Commerce

1937

Manuscript notes for Neville Chamberlain's speech
at the Autumnal Conference of British Chambers of
Commerce held in Manchester.
1 file
Access: Open
Custodial history: Previously part of NC4/5/1.
NC4/5/2

Draft and notes for speech on 8 October 1937 at
the Conservative Party Conference

1937

Manuscript draft and typescript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech at the Conservative Party
Conference held in Scarborough. The speech
related to a variety of matters including foreign
affairs, armaments, defence, industry, agriculture
and pensions.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/3

Drafts and notes for speech on 9 November 1937
at the Lord Mayor's Banquet

1937

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech at the Lord Mayor of
the City of London's Banquet, relating mainly to
foreign affairs.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/4

Drafts and notes for speech on 9 December 1937
for the Empire Unity Campaign

1937

Typescript drafts and notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech given at Caxton Hall,
Westminster, London for the Empire Unity
Campaign, part of the Joseph Chamberlain
Centenary celebrations.
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1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/5

Drafts and notes for speech on 21 December 1937
at the House of Commons

1937

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech during the foreign
affairs debate.
1 file
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC4/5/5,
5A, 5B and 5C.
NC4/5/6

Drafts and notes for speech on 21 February 1938
at British Industries Fair Banquet

1938

Typescript and manuscript drafts and notes for
speech at the British Industries Fair Banquet. A
note states that 'the situation arising out of Mr
Eden's resignation prevented [Neville Chamberlain]
from attending the Banquet' and that Lord Derby
delivered the speech instead.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/7

Drafts of speech on 21 February 1938 in the House
of Commons

1938

Typescript and manuscript drafts of speech by
Neville Chamberlain in response to a speech by
Anthony Eden after Eden's resignation as Foreign
Secretary.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/8

Drafts of speech on 22 February 1938 in the House
of Commons

1938

Manuscript and typescript drafts of speech by
Neville Chamberlain relating to the Opposition's
vote of censure following the resignation of
Anthony Eden as Foreign Secretary.
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1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/9

Drafts and notes for speech on 7 March 1938 in the 1938
House of Commons
Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
defence in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open

NC4/5/10

Drafts of speech on 14 March 1938 in the House of
Commons

1938

Manuscript and typescript drafts of Neville
Chamberlain's speech in the House of Commons
following the seizure of Austria by Germany.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/11

Notes for speech on 16 March 1938 in the House
of Commons

1938

Typescript notes for Neville Chamberlain's speech
in the House of Commons during the debate on
civil aviation following the publication of the
'Cadman Report' on civil aviation.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/12

Drafts and notes for speech on 24 March 1938 in
the House of Commons

1938

Typescript and manuscript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech on 24 March 1938 at
the House of Commons relating to foreign policy.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/13

Drafts and notes for speech on 4 April 1938 in the
House of Commons

1938

Typescript and manuscript drafts and notes for
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Neville Chamberlain's speech on 4 April 1938 at
the House of Commons relating to foreign policy.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/14

Notes for speech on 8 April 1938 at Birmingham
Unionist Association meeting

1938

Typescript and manuscript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech on 8 April 1938 at the
Birmingham Unionist Association General Meeting.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/15

Notes for speech on 2 May 1938 in the House of
Commons

1938

Typescript and manuscript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech on 2 May 1938 at the House
of Commons relating to the Anglo-Italian
Agreement.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/16

Notes for speech on 5 May 1938 in the House of
Commons

1938

Typescript and manuscript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech on 5 May 1938 at the House
of Commons relating to the agreement with the
Republic of Ireland.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/17

Draft and notes for speech on 12 May 1938 at the
Annual Conference of Women's Conservative
Associations

1938

Manuscript draft and typescript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech on 12 May 1938 at the
Annual Conference of Women's Conservative
Associations at the Albert Hall, London.
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1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/18

Draft and notes for speech on 25 May 1938 in the
House of Commons

1938

Manuscript and typescript draft and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech on 25 May 1938
during the air defence debate.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/19

Draft and notes for speech on 21 June 1938 in the
House of Commons

1938

Manuscript and typescript draft and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech on 21 June 1938, for
the 'bombing debate'.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/20

Notes for speech on 2 July 1938 at the National
Government rally at Boughton House

1938

Manuscript and typescript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech on 2 July 1938 at the
National Government rally at Boughton House in
Kettering, Northamptonshire.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/21

Draft of speech on 4 July 1938 at Leeds University

1938

Manuscript draft of Neville Chamberlain's speech
on 4 July 1938 at the conferment of an honorary
degree to Chamberlain at Leeds University.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/22

Notes for speech on 14 July 1938 at the
Birmingham Centenary Banquet

1938

Typescript and manuscript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech on 14 July 1938 at the
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Birmingham Centenary Banquet.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/23

Draft and notes for speech on 26 July 1938 in the
House of Commons

1938

Manuscript and typescript draft and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech on 26 July 1938 at
the House of Commons relating to foreign affairs.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/24

Drafts of broadcast on 27 September 1938

1938

Manuscript and typescript drafts of Neville
Chamberlain's broadcast on 27 September 1938,
during the Munich Crisis.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/25

Drafts of speech on 28 September 1938 in the
House of Commons

1938

Manuscript (except one typescript page) draft of
Neville Chamberlain's speech on 28 September
1938 in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/26

Notes for speech on 3 October 1938 in the House
of Commons

1938

Manuscript notes for Neville Chamberlain's speech
on 3 October 1938 at House of Commons,
following the Munich Agreement.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/27

Notes of speech on 2 November 1938 in the House 1938
of Commons
Typescript and manuscript notes for Neville
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Chamberlain's speech in the House of Commons
on 2 November 1938 relating to the Anglo-Italian
Agreement.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/28

Notes for speech on 1 November 1938

1938

Manuscript notes for Neville Chamberlain's speech
on 1 November 1938 relating to the international
situation.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/29

Notes for speech on 6 October 1938 in House of
Commons

1938

Typescript notes for Neville Chamberlain's speech
in the House of Commons on 6 October 1938
regarding the Munich Agreement. The speech was
Neville Chamberlain's reply at the end of the postMunich Agreement debate.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/30

Drafts and notes for speech on 9 November 1938
at Lord Mayor's Banquet

1938

Typescript and manuscript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech on 9 November 1938
at the Lord Mayor's Banquet at the Guildhall,
London, relating to the Munich Agreement.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/31

Drafts and notes for speech on 17 November 1938

1938

Typescript and manuscript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech regarding the
Ministry of Supply.
1 file
Access: Open
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NC4/5/32

Drafts for speech on 13 December 1938 at the
Foreign Press Association Jubilee Dinner

1938

Manuscript and typescript drafts of Neville
Chamberlain's speech (which was broadcast)
relating to foreign affairs, the policy of
appeasement and the armament programme.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/33

Draft and notes for speech on 19 December 1938
in the House of Commons

1938

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
foreign policy in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/34

Notes for speech on 31 January 1939 in the House
of Commons

1939

Typescript notes for Neville Chamberlain's speech
during the debate on foreign affairs (mainly relating
to Spain) in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/35

Drafts and notes for speech on 28 January 1939 at
the Birmingham Jewellers' Dinner

1939

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech relating mainly to
foreign affairs and defence.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/36

Notes for speech on 21 February 1939 in the
House of Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
defence in the House of Commons.
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1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/37

Draft and notes for speech on 22 February 1939 at
a Blackburn Conservative meeting

1939

Manuscript and typescript draft and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech relating mainly to
defence, employment, industry, and foreign affairs.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/38

Drafts and notes for speech on 28 February 1939
in the House of Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
Spain, regarding recognition of Franco's
government, in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/39

Drafts of speech on 15 March 1939 in the House of
Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript drafts of Neville
Chamberlain's speech regarding Czechoslovakia.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/40

Drafts and notes for speech on 17 March 1939 at
the Birmingham Unionist Association Annual
Meeting

1939

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech mainly relating to
Czechoslovakia, the Munich Agreement and the
policy of appeasement.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/41

Notes for speech on 28 March 1939 at the 1922
Club dinner
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Manuscript and typescript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech relating to foreign affairs and
defence.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/42

Notes for speech on 3 April 1939 in the House of
Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
the European situation in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/43

Draft for speech on 13 April 1939 in the House of
Commons

1939

Manuscript draft of Neville Chamberlain's speech
relating to the invasion of Albania by Italy.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/44

Drafts and notes for speech on 27 April 1939 in the
House of Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
compulsory national service in the House of
Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/45

Draft and notes for speech on 4 May 1939 in the
House of Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript draft and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
the Military Training Bill, relating to conscription, in
the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
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NC4/5/46

Notes for speech on 10 May 1939 in the House of
Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech relating to the 'guillotine
motion' for the Military Training, Reserve, Auxilliary
Forces Bill.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/47

Draft and notes for speech on 11 May 1939 at a
Conservative womens' mass meeting

1939

Manuscript and typescript draft and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech at a meeting at the
Albert Hall, London relating to foreign affairs and
defence.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/48

Notes for speech on 19 May 1939 in the House of
Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
international affairs in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/49

Notes for speech on 19 July 1939 in House of
Commons

1939

Typescript notes for Neville Chamberlain's speech
in support of a 'business motion' regarding supply
and other matters.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/50

Notes for speech on 27 July 1939 in the House of
Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
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pensions in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/51

Draft and notes for speech on 31 July 1939 in the
House of Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript draft and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
foreign affairs in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/52

Draft for speech, September 1939

[1939]

Manuscript draft for Neville Chamberlain's speech
relating to Britain's relations with other countries
following the start of the war.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/53

Draft and notes for speech on 20 September 1939
in the House of Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript draft and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's 'weekly war summary'
speech.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/54

Drafts for speech on 12 October 1939 in the House
of Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript drafts for Neville
Chamberlain's 'weekly war summary' speech.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/55

Drafts for speech on 18 October 1939 in the House
of Commons

1939

Manuscript and typescript drafts for Neville
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Chamberlain's 'weekly war summary' speech.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/56

Draft and notes for speech on 9 November 1939 at
Mansion House, London

1939

Manuscript draft and notes for Neville
Chamberlain's speech relating to the war including
regarding the lack of major battles, and restrictions
imposed during the war such as export controls.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/57-58

Drafts for broadcast 'The War and Ourselves' on 26 1939
November 1939
Manuscript and typescript drafts for Neville
Chamberlain's radio broadcast regarding the war.
1 file
Access: Open

NC4/5/59

Notes for speech on 28 November 1939 in the
House of Commons

1939

Typescript notes for Neville Chamberlain's speech
during the 'debate on the address' in response to
the King's Speech, relating to the war.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/60

Drafts and notes for spech on 9 January 1940 at
Mansion House, London

1940

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech relating to the war.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/61

Draft and notes for speech on 16 January 1940 in
the House of Commons

1940

Manuscript draft and notes for Neville
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Chamberlain's speech following the resignation of
Leslie Hore-Belisha [Belisha, Isaac Leslie Hore(1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha, statesman] as
Secretary of State for War.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/62

Draft and notes for speech on 1 February 1940 in
the House of Commons

1940

Typescript and manuscript draft and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech during the debate on
economic co-ordination in the House of Commons.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/63

Drafts and notes for speech on 31 January 1940 at
National Defence Public Interest Committee
luncheon

1940

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech at a luncheon at the
Dorchester Hotel relating to the war including the
armed forces, supplies for the armed forces, civil
defence, food and agriculture, neutrals, the USA,
and Japan.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/64

Drafts and notes for speech on 24 February 1940
in Birmingham

1940

Manuscript and typescript drafts and notes for
Neville Chamberlain's speech at Birmingham which
was broadcast and was 'the last of a series of
addresses by the Members of the War
Cabinet...with the purpose of informing the country
of the progress of the war'.
See also NC4/4/3.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/65

Notes for speech on 19 March 1940 in the House
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of Commons
Manuscript and typescript notes for Neville
Chamberlain's statement in the House of
Commons regarding the war, mainly relating to
Finland and the signing of a peace treaty ending
the war between Finland and Russia.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/66

Notes for speech on 4 April 1940 at Central Council 1940
of the National Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations
Typescript notes for Neville Chamberlain's speech
delivered at Central Hall, Westminster, London,
mainly relating to the war.
1 file
Access: Open

NC4/5/67

Drafts for speech on 24 April 1940 in the House of
Commons

1940

Manuscript and typescript drafts for Neville
Chamberlain's speech relating to the war and the
Anglo-French Declaration of 28 March 1940 (in
which Britain and France undertook to not
negotiate a peace or armistice except by mutual
agreement and to maintain a 'community of action'
after peace had been achieved). A letter is also
included from [A. W. H. or G. W. H.] to Rucker [A.
Nevil Rucker, Private Secretary to Neville
Chamberlain] requesting the addition of a
paragraph to the speech as a 'sop' following the
Polish Ambassador having 'expressed
considerable pain that Poland had not figured in
the Anglo-French Declaration'.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/68

Drafts and notes for speech on 7 May 1940 in the
House of Commons

1940

Manuscript and typescript notes and drafts of
Neville Chamberlain's speech relating to the
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Norwegian Campaign.
1 file
Access: Open
NC4/5/68A

Draft forewords for speeches between 24 August
1939 and 9 April 1940

1940

Note from J. R. C. to Mr Rucker [A. Nevil Rucker,
Private Secretary to Neville Chamberlain] with
enclosed typescript draft forewords by J. R. C. for
Neville Chamberlain's speeches between 24
August 1939 and 9 April 1940.
1 file
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly part of NC4/5/68.
NC4/5/69

Drafts for resignation speech on 10 May 1940

1940

Manuscript and typescript drafts of Neville
Chamberlain's speech following his resignation as
Prime Minister.
1 file
Access: Open
NC5

Birmingham political, constituency and other
papers

1868-[mid
20th
century]

Correspondence, notes, printed and miscellaneous
items relating to Neville Chamberlain's work and
other activities in Birmingham.
14 volumes, 1267 items
Access: Open
NC5/1

Birmingham and District Provident Dispensary, and
Birmingham General Hospital papers

1868-1941

Reports, correspondence, press cuttings and
miscellaneous printed items mainly relating to the
Birmingham and District Provident Dispensary.
Some items relating to the Birmingham General
Hospital are also included. Most items date from
approximately 1908 to 1911.
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The Birmingham and District Provident Dispensary
aimed 'to provide medical attendance for those
members of the community who are not in a
position to pay ordinary medical fees' (NC5/1/20). A
key reason for this was to relieve the out-patients
departments of hospitals which became clogged up
with cases more suitable for treatment by a local
doctor, which Neville Chamberlain identified as a
major problem at the Birmingham General Hospital.
To use the service, people needed to pay a
monthly or annual subscription to become
members. It was govened by a committee of
patients, medical staff, representatives of the
British Medical Association's local branch, and
representatives from the local hospitals,
Birmingham General Dispensary, City of
Birmingham Aid Society and Birmingham Hospital
Saturday Fund. Chamberlain played a very major
part in the setting up of the Provident Dispensary in
1908 and became its first President. It appears to
have been a distinct organization from the
Birmingham General Dispensary set up earlier
which provided medical treatment for the poor on a
charitable basis though could only serve a limited
number of patients. The Provident Dispensary
however used some of its services.
Neville Chamberlain was also an 'Official Visitor' of
the Birmingham General Hospital and was later
elected on the Board. He took a keen interest in the
running of the Hospital and it was there that he saw
the problem of out-patients departments which led
to his work in establishing the Provident
Dispensary.
See also NC5/7/5, a notebook which includes
notes on the General Hospital and relating to the
scheme which established the Birmingham and
District Provident Dispensary.
The file contains the following items:
/1: 'Special Report of the General Committee of the
Birmingham Dispensary to the Subscribers and
Governors' 1868. Regarding letter of resignation by
honorary medical staff. This item relates to the
Birmingham General Dispensary.
/2: Report of the objects, benefits to members,
constitution, staff, expenses of management and
membership of the Birmingham Provident
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Dispensary (typed with annotations).
/3: Report from Birmingham General Dispensary
dated 13 January 1908 entitled 'Report of
Deputation appointed by the Committee of this
Institution to meet the Deputation appointed at a
Meeting of gentlemen held to consider the question
of outpatients at the City Hospitals' (carbon copy of
typescript). Neville Chamberlain chaired the
meeting.
/4: Draft memorandum and outline of 'Proposed
Scheme for Reform of Out-Patient Departments'
(printed). 1908.
/5-15: Press cuttings and journal article relating to
the Provident Dispensary.
/16: 'Rules of the Birmingham and District
Provident Dispensary' (printed with manuscript
annotations) 1908.
/17: Letter from Henry Childs [Collector of the
Birmingham and District Provident Dispensary].
Regarding new members, subscription payments
and medical examinations for new members.
/18: Letter from Ernest W. Forrest [Secretary of
Birmingham and District Provident Dispensary].
Request to attend meeting.
/19: Letter from Mary F. [Keep?], 35 and 36 Great
Charles Street, Birmingham. Relating to hospitals
and Neville Chamberlain's suggestions.
/20: 'Rules of the Birmingham and District
Provident Dispensary' 1910 (printed).
/21: Blank 'Application, medical report and election
form' for the Provident Dispensary.
/22-25: Letters from Ernest W. Forrest [Secretary of
Birmingham and District Provident Dispensary]
reporting on various matters relating to the
Dispensary.
/26-27: Leaflets for the Provident Dispensary
(printed, one is annotated).
/28: Provident Dispensary annual report 1909-1910
(printed).
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/29: Provident Dispensary list of medical staff
(printed).
/30-32: Press cuttings relating to the Provident
Dispensary.
/33: Letter from John Henry Lloyd, Edgbaston
Grove, Birmingham to Mrs Chamberlain. Regarding
Neville Chamberlain's work for the General
Hospital, and his work for the Birmingham City
Council.
/34: Notes by Harold Shrimpton [former Assistant
to the House Governor at Birmingham General
Hospital] regarding Chamberlain's work for the
Birmingham General Hospital including his idea for
sorting of patients into categories depending on the
seriousness of the case.
34 items
Access: Open
NC5/2

Birmingham Municipal Bank correspondence and
other papers

1916-1944

Correspondence, reports, and other printed items
relating to the Birmingham Municipal Bank. The
correspondence includes many letters from the
Bank's Manager, J.P. Hilton [John P. Hilton] to
Neville Chamberlain relating to various aspects of
the Bank.
The Birmingham Corporation Savings Bank was
formed in 1916 as a bank owned by Birmingham
City Council which encouraged workers to put their
money into the bank to save for the war effort. This
was only created after much lobbying by Neville
Chamberlain against strong opposition. The
legislation under which the bank was established
only allowed it to operate as a war savings bank for
the duration of the war, but in 1919 a new bill
supported by Birmingham City Council and
Chamberlain was given assent which allowed a
new bank to be formed by Birmingham City Council
to replace the savings bank. This new bank was
the Birmingham Municipal Bank which rapidly grew
to have branches across the city and its suburbs,
and it also became a major mortgage lender in the
city. It was owned and run by Birmingham City
Council until the 1970s when it became a trustees
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savings bank, and was later privatized as a part of
the TSB Bank.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Souvenir book of the opening ceremony for the
new head offices of the Birmingham Municipal
Bank on 27 November 1933. The book includes
details about the bank and its history; and
photographs of the head office, some of the
branches and officers/committee members of the
bank. A photograph of Neville Chamberlain has
also been attached in the volume [this photograph
has been identified as being of Neville
Chamberlain's speech at the Mansion House,
London on 9 January 1940].
/2: Press cutting.
/3-4: Letter from A.D. Brooks [Lord Mayor of
Birmingham] regarding resolution to thank
Chamberlain; and copy of reply from Chamberlain.
/5-6: Letter from Sir Edward H. Holden, The
London City and Midland Bank Ltd congratulating
Chamberlain regarding the Bank; and copy of reply
from Chamberlain.
/7-12: Letters from J.P. Hilton including enclosed
copy of letter from Eldred Hallas and specimen
vouchers, regarding voucher scheme.
/13-14: Copy of letters from J.P. Hilton to unknown
person and Mr Collins regarding making the Bank
to be also a 'Municipal Loan Bank' for 'assisting
working-men to buy their own houses'.
/15: Rules of the Bank (printed)
/16: Birmingham Corporations Act 1919 permitting
the formation of the Bank
/17: Monthly statement of business, September
1919 (printed)
/18: 'Savings and Housing Bank Regulations'
booklet (printed)
/19: Copy of letter from Frank Wilde to J.P. Hilton
regarding premises on High Street, Birmingham.
/20-23: Correspondence with J.P. Hilton regarding
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letter to the Joint Stock Banks, premises rented
from Water Department, premises at High Street
(see also /19)
/24: Resolution presented to Chamberlain by
Municipal Bank Committee thanking him for his
work.
/25-26: Letter from Leonard Hartley, 123 Witton
Road, Aston, [Birmingham]; and copy of reply from
Chamberlain regarding prize he won in the Bank's
draw of a £100 War Bond which was donated by
Neville Chamberlain, (see also /29).
/27: Letter from J.P. Hilton reporting on the Bank's
progress.
/28: Printed leaflet for Bank
/29: Notice regarding Bank prizes (printed proof?)
/30: Article 'Municipal Banks' by J.P. Hilton in 'The
Municipal Journal'
/31: Press cutting
/32-47: Correspondence between J.P. Hilton and
Chamberlain regarding various matters including
branch premises, Hilton's salary, investment in
Treasury Bills, raising rate of interest, financing of
house purchases/mortgages including copy of
letter to Wing Commander Greig, with examples of
figures relating to house purchases
/48: Copy of letter from James T. Miles [bank
customer], 89 Waverley Road, Small Heath to J.P.
Hilton. Complaint from customer.
/49: 'Memorandum for use at the proposed
interview with the Financial Secretary to H.M.
Treasury' (typescript)
/50-53: Copies of letter from B.P. Blackett for the
Lords Commissioners of HM Treasury to J.P.
Hilton; and copy of reply from Hilton, with enclosed
statement. Relates to the Bank's deputation to the
Treasury regarding investments, interest rates,
income tax and other matters.
/54-55: Letter from J.P. Hilton enclosing copy of
scheme for financing the building of houses.
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/56: Letter from J.P. Hilton regarding interest rates,
with copy of report.
/57-58: Resolutions presented to Chamberlain by
Birmingham City Council and the Committee of
Management of the Bank regretting his resignation
from the Committee.
/59-62: Letter from J.P. Hilton, and copies of
correspondence between Hilton and Kenneth
Stirling [Edinburgh Savings Bank], relating to tax.
/63: Letter from F.H.C. Wiltshire [Town Clerk of
Birmingham] regarding Municipal Bank Regulations
and dispute with HM Treasury.
/64: Typescript report 'Summary of the main
alterations included in the new draft Regulations'
/65: Copy of letter from HM Treasury to Town Clerk
of Birmingham.
/66-67: Letter from J.P. Hilton, with a long letter
replying to an article about municipal banks in the
'Morning Post' .
/68: Typescript report 'Points for Mr. Chamberlain'
on interest rates and reserve fund.
/69: Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain's
Secretary to J.P. Hilton regarding opposition of
Treasury to extension of municipal savings banks,
and a committee to look into the matter.
/70: Table of 'Amounts standing to credit of
depositors' at each branch of the bank.
/71: Table of statistics relating to the Bank.
/72: Bank annual report 1943
/73: Press cutting
73 items
Access: Open
NC5/3

Items relating to Neville Chamberlain's election as
Lord Mayor of Birmingham

1916-1917

Items relating to Neville Chamberlain's election as
Lord Mayor of Birmingham including sheets of
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signatures supporting his nomination, two letters
supporting his nomination and miscellaneous
items. A letter from a soldier relating to his
experiences during the First World War is also
included.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Illuminated copy of Resolution of Birmingham
City Council regarding Neville Chamberlain's
election as Mayor
/2: Illuminated copy of Resolution of Birmingham
City Council regarding Neville Chamberlain's
resignation as Mayor
/3: City of Birmingham 'Description of the Arms &
Supporters' (printed)
/4-18: Sheets of signatures from Council Members
requesting Chamberlain to stand for the position as
Lord Mayor of Birmingham in 1916.
/19: Resolution of Birmingham and Midland
Institute congratulating Chamberlain.
/20: Letter from W.L. Barber, Sardon House, Bristol
Road, Edgbaston, [Birmingham] to E.V. Hiley
[Hiley, Sir Ernest Varvill (1868-1949) town clerk].
Requests his name to be added to list asking
Chamberlain to continue as Lord Mayor for another
year.
/21: Letter from Thomas Quinney, Frankley Lodge,
Northfield, Birmingham to E.V. Hiley. Requests his
name to be added to list asking Chamberlain to
continue as Lord Mayor for another year.
/22: A. Chadwick, B Company 14 Worcester,
R.N.D. Division, British Expeditionary Forces,
France. Letter from soldier relating to his
experiences in the war.
22 items
Access: Open
NC5/4

Birmingham Centenary Celebrations ephemera
and letter

1938

Printed ephemera and invitation letter relating to
the Birmingham Centenary Celebrations on 14 July
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1938, which included the visit of King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth and a Centenary Dinner.
Neville Chamberlain was the 'Minister-inAttendance' for the Royal visit.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Centenary Dinner table plan
/2: Details of arrangements
/3: Invitation letter
/4: Plan of table for luncheon, and invitation
/5: Programme (2 copies)
7 items
Access: Open
NC5/5

Joseph Chamberlain Memorial Room
correspondence

1933-1934

Correspondence relating to items to be donated for
the Joseph Chamberlain Memorial Room at
Highbury, and list of items for the room and table
plan. See also NC1/20/1/162 regarding the room.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from James Curtis, 102 Edmund Street,
Birmingham. Relates to Memorial Room, and also
to Highbury Hospital Trust monies.
/2: Letter from Austen Chamberlain, 58 Rutland
Gate, London.
/3: Letter from Mary E. Carnegie
/4: Letter from James Curtis, 102 Edmund Street,
Birmingham.
/5: Letter from Austen Chamberlain, 58 Rutland
Gate, London
/6: List of items for the Memorial Room consisting
of portraits, cartoons, photographs, personal
possessions
/7: Table plan for luncheon before opening
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7 items
Access: Open
NC5/6

Lease and letters relating to the sale of
Westbourne

1940

Correspondence relating to the sale of
Westbourne, Westbourne Road, Edgbaston,
Neville Chamberlain's house in Birmingham, and
the lease for the property. The letters relate mainly
to the disposal of items in the property, some which
were intended to be donated to the city of
Birmingham. The letter to Catt also explains his
reasons for selling the house.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Note by Anne Chamberlain regarding letters
and letter from Chamberlain to P.G. Catt [gardener
at Westbourne] (carbon copy).
/2: Chamberlain to Lt.-Colonel Wilfred Martineau
[Lord Mayor of Birmingham] (carbon copy).
/3-5: Sir Frank Wiltshire [Town Clerk and Clerk of
the Peace for Birmingham] to Chamberlain; and
carbon copy of letter from Chamberlain to Wiltshire.
/6: Lease between Dame Rachel AnstrutherGough-Calthorpe and Neville Chamberlain for
Westbourne including plan and appended deed of
surrender.
7 items
Access: Open
NC5/7

Birmingham notebooks and 'City of Birmingham
Municipal Diary'

1902-1917

Notebooks relating to some of Neville
Chamberlain's interests in Birmingham and also
issues of the 'City of Birmingham Municipal Diary'.
The notebooks relate to the Elliott's Metal
Company [in which Chamberlain was a Director],
the Birmingham General Hospital and Birmingham
Provident Dispensary.
12 volumes
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Access: Open
NC5/7/1

Notebook relating to Elliott's Metal Company

1902-1903

Notebook relating to the Elliott's Metal Company,
which had works at Selly Oak, Birmingham and
Pembrey, South Wales. The notebook contains
detailed information about the finances of the
company, machinery, production and various other
matters. It includes notes of the company's board
meetings.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/2

Notebook relating to Elliott's Metal Company

1903-1904

Notebook relating to the Elliott's Metal Company,
which had works at Selly Oak, Birmingham and
Pembrey, South Wales. The notebook contains
detailed information about the finances of the
company, machinery, production and various other
matters. It includes notes of the company's board
meetings.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/3

Notebook relating to Elliott's Metal Company

1904-1910

Notebook labelled 'Pembrey' relating to the Elliott's
Metal Company's copper works at Pembrey, South
Wales. The notebook contains detailed information
about financial matters, machinery, production and
various other matters. It includes notes of Neville
Chamberlain's visits to Pembrey and notes of
board meetings.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/4

Notebook relating to Elliott's Metal Company

1905-1909

Notebook labelled 'Selly Oak' relating to the Elliott's
Metal Company. The notebook contains detailed
information about the finances of the company,
machinery, production and various other matters. It
includes notes of the company's board meetings.
Although the notebook is labelled 'Selly Oak' it
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contains some notes relating to the company's
works at Pembrey in South Wales in addition to
notes relating to the works in Selly Oak,
Birmingham.
Neville Chamberlain was a Director of the
Company.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/5

Notebook relating to the Birmingham General
Hospital and Birmingham and District Provident
Dispensary

1906-1909

Notebook relating to Birmingham General Hospital,
and also relating to the formation of the
Birmingham and District Provident Dispensary.
The notebook primarily relates to Neville
Chamberlain's involvement in schemes for the
reform of the outpatients department and the
creation of the new dispensary, including notes on
the operation of the Out-Patient Department, notes
regarding meetings attended; notes of various
observations made at the Hospital; and notes
relating to the formation of the Dispensary.
See also NC5/1 for other items relating to the
General Hospital and Provident Dispensary.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/6

'City of Birmingham Municipal Diary, 1910-1911'

1910

Book containing lists of names and addresses of
Council Members; details of committee members
and functions; details of Standing Orders of the
Council; list of Justices of the Peace; diary of
council meetings; and other information relating to
local government in Birmingham.
No entries in the diary pages of the book have
been noted other than the printed entries of council
meetings.
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC5/7/7

'City of Birmingham Municipal Diary, 1911-1912'

1911

Book containing lists of names and addresses of
Council Members; details of committee members
and functions; details of Standing Orders of the
Council; list of Justices of the Peace; diary of
council meetings; and other information relating to
local government in Birmingham.
Only one minor manuscript entry has been noted in
the diary pages of the book, and there are a small
number of minor annotations on some other pages
of the book, mainly corrections.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/8

'City of Birmingham Municipal Diary, 1912-1913'

1912

Book containing lists of names and addresses of
Council Members; details of committee members
and functions; details of Standing Orders of the
Council; list of Justices of the Peace; diary of
council meetings; and other information relating to
local government in Birmingham.
No entries in the diary pages, excluding the
memoranda section, of the book have been noted
other than the printed entries of council meetings,
although there are some minor manuscript
annotations on some other pages and an entry in
the memoranda section of the book.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/9

'City of Birmingham Municipal Diary, 1913-1914'

1913

Book containing lists of names and addresses of
Council Members; details of committee members
and functions; details of Standing Orders of the
Council; list of Justices of the Peace; diary of
council meetings; and other information relating to
local government in Birmingham.
No entries in the diary pages of the book have
been noted other than the printed entries of council
meetings, although there are some minor
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manuscript annotations on some other pages and a
enclosed note containing a list of names.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/10

'City of Birmingham Municipal Diary, 1915-1916'

1915

Book containing lists of names and addresses of
Council Members; details of committee members
and functions; details of Standing Orders of the
Council; list of Justices of the Peace; diary of
council meetings; and other information relating to
local government in Birmingham.
There are no entries in the diary pages of the book
other than the printed entries of council meetings.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/11

'City of Birmingham Municipal Diary, 1916-1917'

1916

Book containing lists of names and addresses of
Council Members; details of committee members
and functions; details of Standing Orders of the
Council; list of Justices of the Peace; diary of
council meetings; and other information relating to
local government in Birmingham.
There are no entries in the diary pages of the book
other than the printed entries of council meetings.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/7/12

'City of Birmingham Municipal Diary, 1917-1918'

1917

Book containing lists of names and addresses of
Council Members; details of committee members
and functions; details of Standing Orders of the
Council; list of Justices of the Peace; diary of
council meetings; and other information relating to
local government in Birmingham.
There are no entries in the diary pages of the book
other than the printed entries of council meetings.
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/8

University of Birmingham correspondence and
other items

[c. 1905]1939

Correspondence, reports and other items relating
to the University of Birmingham.
Neville Chamberlain developed an interest in the
University partially due to his father's involvement
in founding the University and as the first
Chancellor of the University. In addition, Neville
himself was a student at Mason College [the
predecessor of the University]. He was a member
of the University Council and was involved in
various matters at the University such as
development plans at the University; a scheme for
education of students nominated by trade unions;
and the appointment of the new Principal to replace
Sir Oliver Lodge.
124 items
Access: Open
NC5/8/1

Correspondence, reports and miscellaneous items

1913-1939

Correspondence, reports and miscellaneous items
relating the University of Birmingham, and also
some items relating to hospitals in Birmingham.
The correspondence includes letters with various
members of staff at the University relating to
various matters including a scheme for education
of students nominated by trade unions; provision of
a new British-built engine for demonstration
purposes at the University following objections at
the use of a German-built engine; and development
plans at the University. Letters are also included
relating to development plans and appeals at the
General Hospital and Queens Hospital and the
replacement of these hospitals by a new hospital
near the University.
The reports and miscellaneous items, including
printed notices, pamphlets and press cuttings,
mainly relate to the topics discussed in the
correspondence.
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The file contains the following items:
/1-9: Letters from William Ashley [Ashley, Sir
William James (1860-1927) Knight, economic
historian] [Professor of Commerce], from T. S.
Ashton [Ashton, Thomas Southcliffe (1889-1968),
economic historian] to Chamberlain; and copy of
letter from Chamberlain to Ashton. The letters
relate to a scheme to give education at the
University for students nominated by trade unions.
The 8 and 11 June letters also relate to a proposed
Professorship of Industrial Law and course on
industrial law, a proposed prize 'for the best essay
by a man working at his trade on some subject of
industrial law', and a proposed new Social Study
Department at the University. Some manuscript
and typescript notes, including notes regarding
suggestions on education for 'intelligent men of the
industrial classes', and a list of acceptances for a
conference with trade unions are also included. 8
and 11 June, 26 September 1918; 8 September
1919; 8 March, 23 and 25 May 1920.
/10: Note from George H. Morley [Secretary] to
Chamberlain acknowledging receipt of a donation
to the University Appeal Fund. 6 December 1920.
/11-12: Letter from Gilbert Barling [Barling, Harry
Gilbert (1855-1940), Knight surgeon and academic
administrator] to Chamberlain; and copy of letter
from Chamberlain to Barling relating to
Chamberlain considering resigning from the
University Council. 9 and 10 May 1923.
/13-14: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Gilbert
Barling of resignation from the University Council
following his appointment as Chancellor of the
Exchequer; and letter from Barling to Chamberlain
regretting the resignation. 12 and 14 September
1923.
/15-21 and 27: Letters from W. A. Cadbury
[Cadbury, William Adlington (1867-1957),
businessman and philanthropist], from C. F.
Crowder [Smythe, Etches and Co. solicitors], from
Theodore D. Neal to Chamberlain; and copy of
letter from Chamberlain to Cadbury. The letters
relate to proposed developments and appeals by
the General Hospital and Queens Hospital in
Birmingham and the idea of developing a new
hospital on an alternative site; and a request for
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Chamberlain to become President of the Queens
Hospital Appeals Committee, which he declined.
Some press cuttings and a typescript draft of notes
to be submitted to the Hospital Council of the
General Hospital in Birmingham are also included.
10, 11, 12 and 15 December 1924; 31 March 1925.
/22-26 and 28-38: Letters from Bearstead [Samuel,
Marcus (1853-1927) 1st Viscount Bearsted,
industrialist], from C. Grant Robertson, Principal
[Robertson, Sir Charles Grant (1869-1948) Knight
Historian] and from F. W. Burstall, Dean of the
Faculty of Science [Burstall, Frederick William
(1865-1934) professor of mechanical engineering]
to Chamberlain; with copies of letters from
Chamberlain to Bearsted and to Robertson; and
press cuttings. The letters relate to Bearsted's
objections to the University having a German-built
rather than a British engine for demonstration
purposes at the University; regarding possibility of
honorary degree for Bearsted; and relate to
procurement of a new British-built engine for the
University. 17, 19, 28 and 30 March, 1, 2, 3, 6, 8,
20, 23, 24 April, 1 May 1925.
/39-61: Letters from Frank Newman [a land agent
and surveyor of 34 Savile Row, London], from
Gilbert Barling, Vice-Chancellor, to Chamberlain;
with copies of letters from Chamberlain to Barling
and to Newman; copies of letters from Herbert
Humphries to Newman, from Newman to Barling
and from Barling to Newman; and related plan. The
letters relate to the University acquiring land on the
north side of University Road, proposals for the
diversion of Pritchatts Road near the University and
proposed acquisition of land for a large new
hospital near the University. One letter also relates
to a matter unrelated to the University: the lease of
a sports ground used by the Civil Service Sports
Council. 10 July 1925; 22 and 25 January, 2, 3, 6,
15 February, 12, 13, 15, 16 and 25 March, 25 and
30 April, 1 and 7 May 1926; 25 January and 9
February 1927.
/62: Letter from Gilbert Barling regarding donation
by Lady Barber (see NC5/8/1/80 for a note
regarding the donation, possibly the note which
was enclosed with this letter). 7 December 1932.
/63-65: Letter from K. Neville Moss, Dean of the
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1942)] to Chamberlain; with note by Chamberlain
and copy of reply on behalf of Chamberlain relating
to Moss' request for advice and possibly help in
securing funds for the University's Faculty of
Science. 27 and 29 April 1938.
/66: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Lord
Nuffield appealing for funds for the University of
Birmingham. 29 May 1938.
/67: Letter from K. Neville Moss to Chamberlain
regarding Lord Nuffield's gift to the University and
thanking Chamberlain saying 'this gift is entirely
due to you' after his letter to Nuffield. 23 June
1938.
/68: Letter from Walter Barrow, Pro-Chancellor,
[Barrow, Walter (1867-1954)] regarding Sir Charles
Hyde's donation and Barrow's own donation to the
University as a thanksgiving following the signing of
the Munich Agreement; and requesting they meet
to discuss how Hyde's donation is spent and the
financial position of the University. 5 October 1938.
/69: Letter from E. P. Beale, Pro-Chancellor, asking
to talk with Chamberlain regarding proposal for an
appeal for money to enable the transfer of the
University to Edgbaston to be completed without
waiting for the sale of the Edmund Street site to be
completed. 21 July 1939.
/70: Copy of page from University minutes
regarding Barrow, Beale and R. E. Priestley's
meeting with Chamberlain regarding Sir Charles
Hyde's donation, noting it was agreed that the
money was to be put into a 'Neville Chamberlain
Physical Fitness Fund' to be spent on promoting
physical fitness among the University's students.
/71: Command paper Cd. 6617. 'Second report of
the Advisory Committee on the Distribution of
Exchequer Grants to Universities and University
Colleges in England'. 1913.
/72: Command paper Cd. 6869. 'Third report of the
Advisory Committee on the Distribution of
Exchequer Grants to Universities and University
Colleges in England'. 1913.
/73: Printed notice 'Organised Labour and the
University of Birmingham' regarding a proposed
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partnership between trade unions and the
University in providing a course for students
nominated by trade unions.
/74: Printed notice advertising for a post
'Organising Tutorship in Economics and Political
Science' at the University. 1919.
/75-76: Press cuttings relating to a proposed
partnership between the University and trade
unions to provide courses to students nominated
by trade unions; and relating to the future of the
University. 1920.
/77: Command paper Cmd. 1163. 'Report of the
University Grants Committee, 3rd February 1921'
/78: Pamphlet 'Organised Labour and the
University' regarding a scheme for a partnership
between trade unions and the University.
/79: Typescript annual report of the Joint
Committee of the University of Birmingham and the
Workers Educational Association for the year
ending September 1922.
/79A: Cover of pamphlet 'The Dawn of A New Era:
The Birmingham Hospitals Centre'.
/80: Typescript note of a donation by Lady Barber
in response to the wishes of her late husband Sir
Henry Barber to a trust for provision of the Barber
Institute of Fine Arts at the University, to the study
of fine arts, to the advancement of music and
music education and further developments in the
Faculty of Law. This may be the note which was
enclosed with NC5/8/1/62.
89 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /79A was formerly
unnumbered.
NC5/8/2

Correspondence relating to appointment of
Principal

1919

Letters to Neville Chamberlain and copies of letters
from Chamberlain relating to the appointment of a
new Principal at the University of Birmingham, after
the retirement of Oliver Lodge. The letters largely
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discuss the potential candidates for the post, some
of whom did not apply themselves for the post, but
were suggested as potential candidates by others:
William Ashley, James Baillie, Walter W. Seton, T.
Morison, Sir Frank Heath, Charles Grant
Robertson, who was the successful candidate) and
Lord Gorrell. Biographic notes about William
Ashley are also included. Chamberlain was a
member of the Committee of Selection to
recommend the candidate for the post.
Some of the letters also relate to other matters
including a letter from Oliver Lodge which also
relates to his plans following his retirement as
Principal. One entirely unrelated letter is also
included from Samuel T. Talbot is also included,
wishing Chamberlain luck in his parliamentary
career and hoping that he retains some of his
interest in local politics in Birmingham as well.
Correspondents are: Samuel T. Talbot [Talbot, Sir
Samuel Thomas (d 1931)]; Oliver Lodge [Lodge,
Sir Oliver Joseph (1851-1940), Knight, physicist];
William Ashley [Ashley, Sir William James (18601927) Knight, economic historian]; Askwith
[Askwith, George Ranken (1861-1942) Baron
Askwith, civil servant]; Hugh Bell [Bell, Sir Thomas
Hugh (1844-1931) 2nd Baronet Yorkshire
industrialist and politician]; T. Morison [Morison, Sir
Theodore (1863-1936) Knight Educationalist and
Writer]; J. L. Garvin [Garvin, James Louis (18681947) Newspaper Editor]; E. de Selincourt
[Selincourt, Ernest De (1870-1943) Literary Scholar
and Critic]; Gilbert Barling [Barling, Harry Gilbert
(1855-1940), Knight surgeon and academic
administrator]; J. B. Baillie [Baillie, Sir James Black
(1872-1940) Knight Philosopher Public Servant]; J.
R. Dunlop Smith [Smith, James Robert Dunlop
(1858-1921) Lieutenant Colonel]; Austen
Chamberlain; J. A. R. Marriott [Marriott, Sir John
Arthur Ransome (1859-1945), Knight, historian,
educationist and politician]; Milner [Milner, Alfred
(1854-1925) Viscount Milner, statesman].
34 items
Access: Open
NC5/8/3/1

Account book

[c. 1905]

Account book of Neville Chamberlain containing
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details of two accounts and list of those whom
money was promised to. The book is largely
unrelated to the University, and appears to have
been placed in this position in the catalogue
structure in error.
The accounts listed in the book are: trust account
for the University at Lloyds Bank which contains
only two entries for 1905, before the account was
transferred to the University's own account;
'Special Fund' or 'Special Account' of the Imperial
Tariff Committee including entries for 1905; and an
undated list titled 'Promised' of
people/organizations and sums of money,
presumably a list of people/organization to whom
Neville Chamberlain owed debts or promised to
give money
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/9

Miscellaneous letters and other papers

1911-1941

Miscellaneous documents including letters, articles,
and press cuttings.
Many of the documents relate to Chamberlain's
work and activities in the Birmingham area
including items relating to: Chamberlain's
appointment as Lord Mayor of Birmingham; the
New Philharmonic Society in Birmingham;
Chamberlain's work for the Warwickshire Territorial
Force Association; the Civic Recreation League. A
number of items which do not specifically relate to
Chamberlain's work in Birmingham are also
included such as items relating to Chamberlain's
appointment as Director General of National
Service, and his appointment as Prime Minister.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Resolution of Birmingham City Council Town
Planning Committee presented to Chamberlain in
appreciation of his work on the Committee. 9
October 1914.
/2-9: Correspondence from Gerald Forty, 83 New
Street, Birmingham; Sir Thomas Beecham, 3E The
Albany, Piccadilly, London; James W. Russell, The
Limes, Chad Road, Edgbaston [to Ellery Warden];
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and Chamberlain relating to invitation for Sir
Thomas Beecham to become Musical Adviser to
the Midland Concert Promoters Association.
February-March 1917.
/10-11: Letter from H.M. Stevenson [Honorary
Conductor, New Philharmonic Society], 66 Church
Street, Birmingham regarding poor financial year of
the Society and suggestion from some members
questioning whether the Society should continue;
and copy of reply from Chamberlain. 17 and 20
December 1917.
/12: Letter from W. Ellary Warden, 214 Hagley
Road, Edgbaston, [Birmingham] regarding a
photograph which he enclosed (not included) and
the formation of the [New Philharmonic] Orchestra.
24 December.
/13: Typescript copy of articles dated 1915 to 1919
regarding Neville Chamberlain's work in
Birmingham sent by Mr Edwards in 1941.
/14-32: Press cuttings relating to Neville
Chamberlain's appointment and work as Lord
Mayor. 1915-1916.
/33: Press cutting regarding Chamberlain's
appointment as Director-General of National
Service. 20 December 1916.
/34: Letter from W.A. Cadbury [Cadbury, William
Adlington (1867-1957), businessman and
philanthropist], Wast Hills, Kings Norton,
[Birmingham] regarding Chamberlain's decision to
enter Parliament.
/35-36: Letter from Sir Thomas Barclay, The
Uplands, Blackwell, Bromsgrove congratulating
Chamberlain on standing for Lord Mayor; and copy
of reply from Chamberlain after he had accepted
position as Director-General of National Service. 10
November and 21 December 1916.
/37: Address by Neville Chamberlain entitled
'Human Development under Natural Selection,
being a valedictory address' delivered at the
Annual Meeting of the Birmingham and Edgbaston
Debating Society on 28 September 1910.
/38-41: Letter from Ernest Martineau, Ellerslie, 43
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Augustus Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham to Mrs
Chamberlain regarding Chamberlain's work for the
Territorial Army Association in Warwickshire; with
forwarded letters from A. Erskine Murray
[Secretary, Territorial Army and Air Force
Association, County of Warwick] and from H. R.
Fairfax-Lucy, Charlecote Park, Warwick with
minutes of Headquarters and Ranges Committee
of Warwickshire Territorial Force Association
including a resolution regretting Neville
Chamberlain's resignation as Chairman of the
Committee. 1912-1941.
/42: Letter from F. W. Acland, War Office regarding
proposal of the [Warwickshire Territorial Force]
Association to purchase the Aston Lower Grounds
property from Ansells. 16 July 1908.
/43-51: Press cuttings relating to Trade Union
Congress held in Birmingham at which Neville
Chamberlain had given an address. 1916.
/52: Carbon copy of typescript letter from Neville
Chamberlain to Councillor George Cadbury,
Birmingham regarding resolution of Town Planning
Committee in appreciation of Chamberlain's work.
18 January 1917.
/53: Letter from Ethel M. Barrow [Honorary
Secretary, Birmingham Civic Recreation League]
congratulating Neville Chamberlain on his
appointment as Director of National Service, and
asking him to remain as President of the League. 2
January 1917.
/54: Letter from John T. Osler, 4 Akenside Road,
Hampstead, London regarding the [Birmingham]
Civic Recreation League. 16 November 1916.
/55: List of visitors to Highbury
/56: Article 'Mr. Neville Chamberlain. An
Appreciation' from 'The Municipal Review' January
1941.
/57: Letter from Editor, Birmingham Evening
Despatch, presenting compliments to Chamberlain,
and requesting his opinion on 'The Birmingham
Elections and Party Politics' article, with reply from
Chamberlain written on the back. 13 October 1911.
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/58: Telegram from Prime Minister [David Lloyd
George] stating 'Can you call here on Friday
afternoon' [presumably to ask him to become
Director-General of National Service], with reply on
back. 20 December 1916.
/59: Telegram from [Austen] Chamberlain, India
Office, with reply on back. Invites Neville
Chamberlain to stay with him when he goes to
London to see Prime Minister, and also to meet
Lord Montagu. 20 December 1916.
/60: Telegram from Neville Chamberlain to Mrs
Chamberlain stating 'Have accepted please send
car 6.45 New Street', presumably referring to
acceptance of position of Director-General of
National Service. 19 December 1916.
/61: Article in 'Rotaria' regarding Neville
Chamberlain becoming first Honorary Member of
Rotary Club in Birmingham. [1915-1916]
/62: Letter from Canon G.B. Code, The Abbey,
Carlisle to Mrs Chamberlain. Letter of sympathy
following Neville Chamberlain's death also
regarding Neville's support of Birmingham Street
Childrens Union, and book 'War and the Citizen'.
12 November 1940.
/63: Introduction by Neville Chamberlain to book
'War and the Citizen' edited by Rev G. B. Code,
sent by Canon Code, see /62).
/64: List of family members, including Chamberlain,
Martineau, Kenrick and Beale family members,
who served on Birmingham City Council.
/65: Printed reports of committees for Birmingham
City Council meeting on 2 February 1932, with
details of the agenda. The report of the General
Purpose Committee includes resolution admitting
Neville Chamberlain as Honorary Freeman of the
city.
/66-67: Telegram from Hancock, Chairman of
Midland Salmon and Trout Club, sending
Chamberlain best wishes from the Club and 'hearty
hopes that Hitler's pike may soon be gaffed', with
copy of reply from Chamberlain.
/68: Printed notice of special meeting on 8 July
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1936 held to commemorate Joseph Chamberlain,
with details of order of ceremony and report of
committee.
/69-72: Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Byng
[Councillor W.B. Kenrick, Neville's cousin and
friend], The Grove, Harborne, Birmingham. Relates
to: interviews regarding education with Trevelyan
[Sir Charles Philips Trevelyan, president of the
Board of Education] who is described by
Chamberlain as 'one of the feeblest, weakest and
washiest creatures'; subscription requests from
clubs; and letter thanking for greeting following
becoming Prime Minister and commenting on his
job that 'it won't be all beer and skittles...and I am
glad the opportunity has come to a Chamberlain
before it is too late'. 1924-1937.
72 items
Access: Open
NC5/10

Birmingham politics correspondence and other
papers
Correspondence and other papers connected with
politics in Birmingham, principally items relating to
the Birmingham Unionist Association and other
local and regional Conservative and Unionist Party
organizations.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

125 items
Access: Open
NC5/10/1

Report of meeting regarding fusion of Conservative
and Unionist Party in Birmingham

1914

Typescript copy of report of meetings on 8 and 21
January 1914 between representatives of the
Birmingham Conservative Association and
representatives of the Birmingham Liberal Unionist
Association , including Neville Chamberlain, on the
possibility of a fusion between the two wings of the
Conservative and Unionist Party in Birmingham.
See also NC5/10/5-7.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/10/2-4

Correspondence relating to Neville Chamberlain's
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future career
Letters concerning Neville Chamberlain's future
career and him planning to stand for election to
Parliament.
The file contains the following items:
/2: Letter from Chamberlain to C.A. Vince
[Secretary of Birmingham Liberal Unionist
Association] regarding Chamberlain's future career.
He considers that he cannot return to Birmingham
City Council and considers entering Parliament,
requesting Vince to make enquiries regarding the
possibility of standing for election in Birmingham.
22 August 1917.
/3: Letter from A.H. Stephenson, Pool House,
Upton-on-Severn regarding Chamberlain's enquiry
to Vince regarding becoming a Member of
Parliament, mentioning difficulty of [John] Dennis
also wanting to become an MP. 6 September 1917.
/4: Letter from C. A. Vince [Secretary of
Birmingham Liberal Unionist Association] relating
to Chamberlain standing for election and regarding
[John] Dennis, with enclosed press cutting
rumouring that Chamberlain may stand for election
to the House of Commons. 7 September 1917.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/10/5-12

Correspondence and reports relating to the
1917-1918
organization of the Conservative and Unionist Party
in Birmingham
Letters and reports relating to the proposed fusion
of the two wings of the Conservative and Unionist
Party in Birmingham.
The file contains the following items:
/5-7: Correspondence with Francis Lowe, House of
Commons Library regarding fusion between the
two wings of the Unionist Party in Birmingham. See
also /1 for report of the conferences referred to in
the letters. December 1917.
/8: Typescript report of meeting of sub-committee
appointed by Birmingham Liberal Unionist
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Association and women's Unionist associations in
Birmingham on 1 January 1918 which made
recommendations into the organization of the
Liberal Unionist party locally in the Birmingham
area. Neville Chamberlain was a member of the
sub-committee.
/9: Part of letter (first page only) from unidentified
person from Birmingham Liberal Unionist
Association regarding the rules and organization of
the Association. 7 January 1918.
/10: Letter from Cornelius Chambers, The Croft,
Moseley, Birmingham, regarding joint committee on
fusion of the Liberal Unionist Party in Birmingham.
9 January 1918.
/11: Typescript copy of supplementary report of
meeting between representatives of the
Birmingham Conservative Association and
representatives of the Birmingham Liberal Unionist
Association, including Neville Chamberlain, on the
possibility of a fusion between the two wings of the
Conservative and Unionist Party in Birmingham.
February 1918.
/12: Typescript draft estimate of cost of running a
centralized party organization in Birmingham.
8 items
Access: Open
NC5/10/13-14

1923 correspondence

1923

Letter and report dated 1923 relating to cases of
housing problems and the purchase of the Medical
Institute.
The file contains the following items:
/13: Manuscript report on cases of housing
problems heard on March 24-25; with typescript
report on general election results for Ladywood.
1923.
/14: Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Sir S.J.
Talbot. Regarding purchase of Medical Institute. 20
December 1923.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC5/10/15-30

1924 correspondence and other papers

[1924]

Letters, reports and other papers dated 1924
relating to the Birmingham Unionist Association
and politics in Birmingham.
The file contains the following items:
/15: Typescript report from [Councillor] Bernard
Alderson on interview meeting at Ladywood on 3
March regarding five cases of housing problems.
[1924]
/16: Carbon copy of typescript letter to A. F. Lovatt,
95 Colmore Row, Birmingham regarding interviews
with tenants in Ladywood Division, and use of
incidents relating to rents to help the Socialist
Party.
/17-18: Typescript report of interview/enquiry
meetings on 10 March 1924 and 17 March 1924
examining cases of housing problems in
Ladywood.
/19: Typescript report by Frank J. Wolfe of meeting
at Clark Street Schools [Birmingham], by Dr R.
Dunstan for the Communist Party of Great Britain
on 27 July 1924; and printed flyer for meeting.
/20: Letter from R. G. Hewins [Secretary of
Birmingham Unionist Association] regarding:
irregularities at the counting of votes on 29
October; a mass meeting to be attended by the
Prime Minister; the Vice-Chairman of the
Association; and Sir Herbert Austin. 8 November
1924.
/21-22: Carbon copy of typescript letter to Francis
H. Pepper, 34 Waterloo Street, Birmingham,
regarding the positions of Vice-Chairman and
Honorary Secretary of the Birmingham Unionist
Association; and reply from Pepper. 15 and 18
November 1924.
/23-25: Letters from P.J. Hannon [Patrick Joseph
Henry Hannon, Member of Parliament], 24
Abingdon Street, London on the organization of the
Unionist Party in Birmingham; with memorandum
containing proposals by Hannon on the
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organization of the Party. 1 and 10 December
1924.
/26: Typescript copy of leaflet 'Houses by the
million' by the Labour Party regarding their
proposals to build new houses.
/27-28: Press cuttings regarding Rent Act and Dr
Robert Dunstan.
/29: 'The Town Crier' newspaper 25 July 1924
(issue number 252), in support of the Labour Party
including articles regarding Oswald Mosley
standing as Labour candidate in Ladywood against
Neville Chamberlain.
/30: Typescript resolution of Birmingham Unionist
Association relating to the housing problem.
16 items
Access: Open
NC5/10/31-37

1925 correspondence

1925

Letters dated 1925 relating to the Birmingham
Unionist Association. A printed election letter from
Oswald Mosley, the Labour Party candidate for
Ladywood at the 1924 General Election, is also
included.

The file contains the following items:
/31: Carbon copy of typescript letter from Neville
Chamberlain to members of the Ladywood Unionist
Association informing them of the work being
carried out by the Government and himself. April
1925.
/32-35: Correspondence between Arthur SteelMaitland, Ministry of Labour; R. G. Hewins
[Secretary of Birmingham Unionist Association];
and Chamberlain; regarding Steel-Maitland's
election agent. June 1925.
/36: Letter from R. G. Hewins [Secretary of
Birmingham Unionist Association] regarding
meeting on 2 October and enclosing cuttings; with
press cuttings about Oswald Mosley. 12 August
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1925.
/37: Printed election letter from Oswald Mosley with
form for joining or assisting the Labour Party. 1925.
7 items
Access: Open
NC5/10/38

List of speeches and questions by Neville
Chamberlain in the House of Commons

[c. 1921]

List of speeches and questions (includes details of
Hansard column number, date and subject)
between 20 February 1919 and 6 May 1921.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/10/39

'Mr. Neville Chamberlain's work in Parliament'

[1920s]

Typescript report.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/10/40-76

1926 correspondence

[19251926]

Letters dated 1926 relating to the Birmingham
Unionist Association and about Chamberlain
standing as parliamentary candidate for Edgbaston
constituency.
The file contains the following items:
/40-41: Letters from Herbert E. Blain [Principal
Agent, Conservative and Unionist Central Office]
regarding the appointment of Chief Agent in
Birmingham. 24 February and 18 March 1926.
/42: Letter from David Davis, 15 Augustus Road,
Edgbaston, [Birmingham] regarding interview. 2
April 1925.
/43: Letter from R. G. Hewins [Secretary of
Birmingham Unionist Association] regarding
interview with Davis, with notes on back by
Chamberlain. 2 April 1925.
/44-47: Letter from R. G. Hewins [Secretary of
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Birmingham Unionist Association] asking to retire
as Secretary though to continue working for the
Association in a less onerous position; and replies
from Chamberlain. 30 April 1926 and 3 May 1926.
/48: Letter from P. J. Hannon [Patrick Joseph
Henry Hannon, Member of Parliament], 26
Abingdon Street, London regarding resignation of
Hewins and appointment of a new Chief Agent for
Birmingham. 5 May 1926.
/49: Letter from R. G. Hewins [Secretary of
Birmingham Unionist Association] regarding his
resignation and regarding his new salary. 6 May
1926.
/50: Press notice of R. G. Hewins' resignation and
appointment of R. H. Edwards to the post. [1926]
/51: Carbon copy of typescript letter from
Chamberlain to Sir Herbert Blain, Unionist Central
Office regarding proposed changes to the Party in
Birmingham and appointment of Edwards. 27 May
1926.
/52: Printed election letter from Oswald Mosley for
Ladywood Ward Municipal Election 5 June 1926,
with annotated note [by Neville Chamberlain?]
stating 'Is there no one in the Tory Party who can
either oppress or suppress this reptile...he writes
like a snail'
/53: Letter from Sir Herbert E. Blain [Principal
Agent, Conservative and Unionist Central Office]
regarding appointment of Edwards. 4 June 1926.
/54: Letter from W. B. Kenrick [W. Byng Kenrick,
Neville Chamberlain's cousin and friend], The
Grove, Harborne, Birmingham. Regarding Sir
Francis Lowe not standing in next election and
asking whether Chamberlain would consider
standing. 18 June 1926.
/55: Letter from Councillor W. Byng Kenrick
[Chairman] and Frank Impey [Honorary Secretary]
of Edgbaston Division Unionist Association
requesting that Chamberlain stands in the next
election for the Edgbaston Division. 26 June 1926.
/56-57: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Sir
Herbert Blain regarding appointment of Edwards as
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Chief Agent in Birmingham; and reply from Blain. 3
and 5 July 1926.
/58: Carbon copy of letter to W. Byng Kenrick
[Chairman, Edgbaston Unionist Association]
regarding invitation to stand in next election in
Edgbaston. 5 July 1926
/59: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Theodore
D. Neal [Birmingham Unionist Association]
regarding Chamberlain becoming candidate for
Edgbaston. 5 July 1926.
/60: Letter from R.H. Edwards [Chief Agent and
Secretary, Bristol Unionist Association] regarding
his appointment as Chief Agent in Birmingham. 6
July 1926.
/61: Letter from Sir Herbert E. Blain [Principal
Agent, Conservative and Unionist Central Office]
regarding appointment of Edwards. 7 July 1926.
/62: Letter from Theodore D. Neal [Chairman,
Birmingham Unionist Association Ladywood
Division], 110 Edmund Street, Birmingham
regarding letter of 5 July 1926. 9 July 1926.
/63: Letter from Arthur Walker [Agent, Birmingham
Unionist Association Ladywood Division] regarding
Chamberlain becoming candidate for Edgbaston
instead of Ladywood. 16 July 1926.
/64: Letter from Theodore D. Neal [Chairman,
Birmingham Unionist Association Ladywood
Division], 110 Edmund Street, Birmingham
regarding Chamberlain becoming candidate for
Edgbaston. 20 July 1926.
/65: Carbon copy of typescript letter from
Chamberlain to Arthur Walker [Agent, Birmingham
Unionist Association Ladywood Division] regarding
Chamberlain becoming candidate for Edgbaston.
22 July 1926.
/66: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Theodore
D. Neal regarding Chamberlain becoming
candidate for Edgbaston. 22 July 1926.
/67: Carbon copy of typescript letter to Councillor
W. Byng Kenrick regarding Chamberlain becoming
candidate for Edgbaston. 22 July 1926.
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/68: Carbon copy of typescript letter to Sir Herbert
Blain [Unionist Central Office] requesting
assistance in finding a new candidate for
Ladywood. 24 July 1926.
/69: Carbon copy of typescript letter to Councillor
W. Byng Kenrick regarding problem that 'Lowe
[Francis Lowe, current Member of Parliament for
Edgbaston] might depart in a fiery chariot to
another sphere before the arrival of the Election'.
24 July 1926.
/70: Letter from S. Turley, 267 Monument Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham congratulating
Chamberlain on decision to stand as candidate for
Edgbaston. 27 July 1926.
/71-72: Letter from Theodore D. Neal, 110 Edmund
Street, Birmingham regarding a new candidate for
Ladywood; and reply from Chamberlain. 29 and 30
July 1926.
/73: Letter from R. G. Hewins [Secretary of
Birmingham Unionist Association] informing
Chamberlain of resolution to invite Chamberlain to
become candidate for Edgbaston. 30 July 1926.
/74: Letter from W. Byng Kenrick, The Grove,
Harborne, Birmingham regarding Chamberlain
becoming candidate for Edgbaston, and replying to
/69 regarding Lowe. 1 August 1926.
/75-76: Letter from Theodore D. Neal, 110 Edmund
Street, Birmingham, with enclosed letter from Neal
to E. J. Denton [Honorary Secretary of Ladywood
Unionist Association] resigning as Chairman of the
Association. 26 November 1926.
37 items
Access: Open
Notes: /44 and /45 are incorrectly numbered as
separate items (they are two pages of one letter).
NC5/10/77-81

Election leaflets

[1920s]

Printed election leaflets by Neville Chamberlain's
opponents and election letter by Neville
Chamberlain. See also NC5/12 for further election
publicity material.
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The file contains the following items:
/77: Printed leaflet by Bernard Alderson entitled
'The Real Truth about Neville Chamberlain's Rents
Restriction Act. A Reply to Dr. Dunstan'
/78: Printed leaflet by Dr Robert Dunstan [Labour
candidate for Ladywood] entitled 'The Truth About
Neville Chamberlain's Rents Restriction Act. The
Landlords' Charter'.
/79: Printed election letter by Neville Chamberlain
to electors of Ladywood Division.
/80: Printed election leaflet by Labour Party entitled
'Unemployment was to be remedied under Tory
rule!'
/81: Printed election leaflet by Labour Party entitled
'Tories attack the workers' children'
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/10/82-92

Papers relating to the constitution and rules of the
Association
The constitution and rules of the Birmingham
Unionist Association, Midland Unionist Association,
Midland Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations and National Union of Conservative
and Unionist Associations; and other papers
connected with the constitution and rules.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

The file contains the following items:
/82: Liberal Unionist Association Constitution and
Laws
/83: National Unionist Association constitution and
rules for provincial divisions.
/84: 'Draft rules of Midland Unionist Association of
Conservative and Liberal Unionist Organisations',
with annotations and notes
/85: 'The Constitution & Rules of the National
Unionist Association of Conservative and Liberal
Unionist Organizations'
/86: 'Draft Amended Rules of the Midland Unionist
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Association' (galley proof).
/87: 'Draft Rules of the Midland Unionist
Association'
/88: Typescript 'Notes explaining wherein the
suggested new rules differ from the existing rules'.
/89: 'The Constitution & Rules of the National
Unionist Association'.
/90: 'Birmingham Unionist Association. Rules,
1924'
/91: 'The Constitution & Rules of the National Union
of Conservative and Unionist Associations'. 1924.
/92: 'Midland Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations Rules'. 1925.
11 items
Access: Open
NC5/10/93-97

Miscellaneous items

[19211930]

Miscellaneous items relating to the Birmingham
Unionist Association.
The file contains the following items:
/93: Draft statement of accounts for the
Birmingham Unionist Association in 1923 including
report by Treasurer.
/94: Press cutting regarding Wilfred Whiteley
[Labour candidate for Ladywood]. 1927.
/95: Press cutting relating to wheat quota system,
the Conservative and Unionist Party and other
political matters. 1930.
/96: Programme card for Ladywood Division Junior
Unionists [Neville and Anne Chamberlain were
Presidents of this club]. 1921.
/97: Map of Ladywood Ward.
5 items
Access: Open
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NC5/10/98-99

Annual Meeting 1934 correspondence

1934

Letter from T. Avery Radford [Secretary and Agent,
Edgbaston Division Unionist Association]
requesting message by Chamberlain for the
Association's annual meeting; and reply from
Chamberlain. 15-16 March.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/10/100-125

Annual Meeting 1939 and Neville Chamberlain's
70th Birthday

1939

Correspondence and other items relating to the
Birmingham Unionist Association's Annual Meeting
in 1939 which was attended by Neville
Chamberlain, and Neville Chamberlain's 70th
birthday on the following day at which the
Association presented him with a clock. The
correspondence also relates to photographs to be
taken of Neville Chamberlain and his family.
The file contains the following items:
/100-101: Letter on behalf of Chamberlain to R. H.
Edwards [Chief Agent, Birmingham Unionist
Association] accepting invitation to dine before
meeting; with reply from Edwards. 16 and 20
January.
/102-103: Letter from R. G. Hewins [Secretary,
Birmingham Unionist Association] inviting Neville
Chamberlain to preside at the meeting; and copy of
reply. 13 and 14 February.
/104: Letter from R. H. Edwards [Chief Agent,
Birmingham Unionist Association] to Mrs
Chamberlain regarding birthday. 20 February.
/105: Letter on behalf of Chamberlain to R. G.
Hewins [Secretary, Birmingham Unionist
Association] regarding meeting. 22 February.
/106: Letter from Mrs Chamberlain to R. H.
Edwards, reply to /104. 21 February.
/107: Letter from Sir C. Herbert Smith [Honorary
Secretary, Birmingham Unionist Association]
regarding dinner before meeting. 21 February.
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/108: Printed letter of invitation to meeting. 22
February.
/109-110: Letter from R. H. Edwards [Chief Agent,
Birmingham Unionist Association] to Mrs
Chamberlain regarding birthday; with copy of reply.
24 February and 1 March.
/111-113: Correspondence between R. G. Hewins
[Secretary, Birmingham Unionist Association] and
Miss Campbell regarding meeting. 6 March.
/114-115: Letter from H. J. Whitlock and Sons Ltd
regarding photographing Neville Chamberlain; and
copy of reply. 9 and 13 March.
/116: Letter enclosing tickets for meeting. 10
March.
/117: Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain's
Private Secretary to H. J. Whitlock and Sons Ltd
regarding photographs. 15 March.
/118: Letter from Asprey and Company Ltd
regarding clock. 13 March.
/119: Letter from R. H. Edwards to Miss Leaf
regarding clock. 13 March.
/120: Letter from Asprey and Company Ltd
regarding clock; and note. 14 March.
/121: Letter from R. H. Edwards [Chief Agent,
Birmingham Unionist Association] to Miss
Campbell regarding meeting. 14 March.
/122-123: Copy of letter from Miss Campbell to Mr
Hubbard [Asprey and Co.] relating to clock; and
reply. 15 and 16 March.
/124: Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to
Alderman Sir John Burman expressing his thanks
for the clock. 3 April.
/125: Drawing of clock.
26 items
Access: Open
NC5/11

Volumes of visits to constituents by Anne
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Chamberlain
Volumes regarding visits by Anne Chamberlain to
constituents in Birmingham. The books include
details of name and address and various notes
about many of the people such as their occupation,
the family, problems experienced by the family
including medical, housing and financial difficulties,
and requests for assistance. An index of names is
included at the front of each volume.
2 volumes
Access: Open
NC5/11/1

Volume of visits to constituents by Anne
Chamberlain

1919-1920

Volume of visits October 1919 to September 1920
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/11/2

Volume of visits to constituents by Anne
Chamberlain

1920-1922

Volume of visits October 1920 to December 1922.
Some letters from constituents to Mr and Mrs
Chamberlain are also enclosed: from Mrs M.A.
Kitching, 17 Cope Street, Hockley, Birmingham,
regarding her sons application for boots and
clothing; from Nurse May Smith, 71 Marroway
Street, Edgbaston, Birmingham congratulating
Neville Chamberlain; and from May Nickolds, The
Farm, Rotton Park Road, Birmingham regarding
order. A list of names and addresses , possibly
relating to constituents to be sent flowers, is also
included.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC5/12

Election publicity material

1911-[c
1936]

Election letters, leaflets and other publicity material
relating to the 1911 Municipal Election and the
1918, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1929, 1931 and 1935
General Elections. A small amount of
correspondence relating to the Conservative fund
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for working candidates and the 'Capital Levy'
proposal by the Labour Party; and a report and
table relating to the Labour Party and defence are
also included.
The publicity material includes items promoting
Neville Chamberlain, items promoting his
opponents (not for all elections) and national
publicity material for the 'National Government'
[coalition of the Conservative and Unionist Party,
and Liberal Party] for 1931. The items demonstrate
some of the main messages Neville Chamberlain,
the other candidates, and the parties used to
promote themselves to the public. It includes
election letters by Anne Chamberlain aimed at
women who had recently received the right to vote,
following the grant of the vote to women over 30 in
1918, and to women over 21 in 1928.
See also NC5/10, which includes some additional
election publicity material, correspondence and
other items relating to the elections.
51 items
Access: Open
NC5/12/1-6

1911 Municipal Election publicity

1911

Election letters and leaflets relating to the 1911
Municipal Election in Birmingham. In the election
Neville Chamberlain stood as one of three Unionist
candidates [with William Brown and L. J. Murray] in
the All Saint's Ward.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Copy of letter to T. E. Hill, 116 Colmore Row,
Birmingham regarding entry of Council into
competition with private traders. 26 October 1911.
/2: Printed letter requesting vehicles for use in the
election campaign in the All Saint's Ward Municipal
Election in Birmingham. 1911.
/3: Election letter for All Saint's Ward Municipal
Election. [1911].
/4: Election leaflet for J. W. Kneeshaw, Labour
candidate in the Rotton Park Ward Municipal
Election 1911.
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/5: 'Birmingham Labour Party. Municipal
Programme' leaflet.
/6: Unionist Party election leaflet for L. J. Murray,
William Brown and Neville Chamberlain in the All
Saints' Ward Municipal Election 1911.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/12/7-13

1918 General Election publicity

1918

Election letters, messages, leaflets and press
cuttings relating to the 1918 General Election.
During this election, Neville Chamberlain stood as
Unionist candidate for the Ladywood Division in
Birmingham against J.W. Kneeshaw [Labour] and
Mrs Corbett Ashby [Liberal].
The file contains the following items:
/7: Letter from David Lloyd George and Andrew
Bonar Law (standard template letter) recognising
Chamberlain as candidate for Ladywood. Marked
'Not used'. 20 November 1918.
/8: Typescript election letter by Neville Chamberlain
entitled 'A Word to the Ladies!' [1918]
/9: Printed election letter by Neville Chamberlain to
electors of Ladywood Division of Birmingham.
[1918]
/10: Printed election letter by J. W. Kneeshaw,
Labour candidate for Ladywood Division. 1918.
/11: Press cutting relating to election. 1918.
/12: Typescript copy of election message. 1918.
/13: Typescript copy of election message 'Mr.
Neville Chamberlain and National Service'. 1918.
7 items
Access: Open
NC5/12/14-20

1922 General Election publicity

1922

Election letters, leaflets and other publicity material
relating to the 1922 General Election. In this
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election, Neville Chamberlain stood as the Unionist
candidate in the Ladywood Division in Birmingham.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/12/21-23

Correspondence regarding fund for working
candidates; and Capital Levy

1923

Correspondence relating to article in 'Conservative
Clubs Gazette' on messages from party leaders,
including Neville Chamberlain, regarding the
Association of Conservative Clubs Fund to support
working candidates for election to Parliament (with
copy of article); and correspondence with J. E.
Dodsworth of 36 Bedford Street, Strand, London
regarding the 'Capital Levy' proposal by the Labour
Party.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/12/24-26

1923 General Election publicity

1923

Election letters, leaflets and newsletter in support
of Neville Chamberlain in the 1923 General
Election. In this election, Neville Chamberlain stood
as Unionist candidate in the Ladywood Division in
Birmingham.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/12/27-32

1924 General Election publicity

1924

Election letters, leaflets and other publicity for the
1924 General Election, including publicity for
Neville Chamberlain and for his opponents A.W.
Bowkett [Liberal] and Oswald Mosley [Labour]. In
this election Neville Chamberlain stood as Unionist
candidate for Ladywood Division in Birmingham.
See also NC18/1/457a and NC18/1/461d-e for
additional 1924 election letters for Chamberlain.
6 items
Access: Open
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NC5/12/33-39

1929 General Election publicity

1929

Election letters, leaflets and other election publicity,
includes election publicity for Neville Chamberlain
and his opponents Major W. H. D. Caple [Labour]
and Reginald Young [Liberal]. In this election
Neville Chamberlain stood for the Edgbaston
Division in Birmingham.
7 items
Access: Open
NC5/12/40-46

1931 General Election publicity

1931

Election letters, leaflets and other election publicity,
includes national election publicity from the Liberal
and Conservative/Unionist parties which were in
coalition as the 'National Government', local
election publicity for Neville Chamberlain and
election publicity for his opponent W. W. Blaycock
[Labour Party].
Neville Chamberlain stood in the election as the
National Government and Unionist candidate for
Edgbaston Division in Birmingham.
7 items
Access: Open
NC5/12/47-48

Report and table regarding the Labour Party and
defence

[c 1936]

Table of 'Socialist votes on services' estimates,
1936-37' regarding votes by Labour Party Members
of Parliament relating to the estimates for defence
spending for 1936 to 1937, and report 'The
Socialist Party and National Defence' on the
declarations of 'Socialist' [Labour Party] leaders
during and after the General Election.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/12/49-51

1935 General Election publicity

1935

Election letters and leaflets, for Neville
Chamberlain and his opponent Jerrold Adshead
[Labour] in the 1935 General Election.
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In this election, Neville Chamberlain stood as the
National Government [coalition of Conservative
and Unionist Party, and Liberal Party] and Unionist
candidate for Edgbaston Division in Birmingham.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13

Correspondence with constituents

[1910s1920s]

Correspondence between Neville Chamberlain and
his constituents and other people and
organizations connected with Birmingham and
related correspondence. The majority of letters
date to the 1920s.
Mainly the letters relate to requests for assistance
from constituents. The most common requests
were for help in applying for war pensions, in
applying for municipal housing, or in finding
employment. These letters can be revealing of
some of the difficulties which various people were
facing at the time, and may be of use to family
historians and others researching the individuals
and families discussed in the letters. In addition to
letters from the constituents themselves and copies
of replies to constituents, the series includes letters
from and organizations such as the Ministry of
Pensions and other Government departments,
Birmingham City Council and various employers in
connection with the constituents' cases.
Other letters include letters from companies,
organizations and individuals to lobby Chamberlain
on various matters, letters from organizations
asking for Chamberlain's patronage, and various
letters on other matters.
Arrangement: The letters are arranged in
alphabetical order, usually in order of the surname
of the main person or organization to which a letter
or group of letters relates.
No item numbered NC5/13/296 was found during
re-cataloguing.
745 items
Access: Open
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NC5/13/1

Correspondence with J. Ashforth

[1910s1920s]

Letter from J. Ashforth, 140 Spring Hill,
Birmingham 'to draw your attention to the
Deplorabal [sic.] condition as the state of the Canal
Side on the Stratford Canal'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/2-3

Correspondence with H. Ball

1926

Letter from H. Ball, 186 Lee Bank Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham asking for help in finding
employment for his daughter; and copy of reply.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/4-18

Correspondence relating to George Barrett

1924-1925

Letters from and relating to George Barrett, 3/28
Nelson Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding
his war pension and disablement.
15 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/19

Correspondence with Mrs H. Bassett

1925

Letter from Mrs H. Bassett, 1081 Tenacre Street,
Stirchley, Birmingham thanking Chamberlain for
the help in allowing her to visit her son's grave in
France.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/20-21

Correspondence with William Arthur Beacham

1923

Letters from William Arthur Beacham, 3 Trafalgar
Place, Saint Mark's Street, Ladywood, Birmingham
thanking Neville and Anne Chamberlain for help in
allowing him to go to a convalescent home and
informing Chamberlain that he has managed to
obtain employment.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC5/13/22-36

Correspondence relating to Mr G. W. Beck

1924-1925

Letters from and relating to Mr G. W. Beck, 78
Spring Hill, Birmingham and 352 Dudley Road,
Birmingham relating to his request for help in
applying for a municipal house.
15 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/37-43

Correspondence relating to L. R. Bedders

1923

Letters from and relating to L. R. Bedders, 134 St
Mark Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding him
seeking employment.
7 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/44-52

Correspondence relating to Mr F. C. Biggs

1921

Letters relating to Mr F. C. Biggs, 4/126 Dudley
Road, Birmingham regarding his application for a
pension and his illness.
9 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/53-54

Correspondence with Birmingham Canal
Navigations

1923

Letter on behalf of Neville Chamberlain to the
Birmingham Canal Navigations asking for a lock on
a gate leading to a canal towpath to be fixed after a
child had drowned in the canal; and copy of reply.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/55-

Correspondence with Birmingham City Police 'C'
Division Athletic Club

1923

Letters from A. W. Pewriel, 'C' Division Athletic
Club, Birmingham City Police regarding police
officers guarding Neville and Anne Chamberlain's
meetings and regarding Neville Chamberlain's
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donation to the 'C' Division Athletic Club used to
purchase 'The Neville Chamberlain Air Gun
Challenge Cup'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/57-59

Correspondence with Birmingham Industrial Cooperative Society Ltd and the National Traders
Defence League

1921

Letters from the Birmingham Industrial Cooperative Society Ltd objecting to the proposed
taxation of co-operative societies and copy of reply,
and a letter from the National Traders Defence
League in support of taxation of co-operative
societies.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/60-61

Correspondence with Birmingham Crescent
Wheelers C. and A. S.

1920

Letters from Birmingham Crescent Wheelers C.
and A. S. regarding Neville Chamberlain becoming
a patron of their club.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/62

Correspondence with Birmingham Panel
Committee

1923

Letter from Birmingham Panel Committee
congratulating Neville Chamberlain on becoming
Minister of Health
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/63-67

Correspondence with City of Birmingham Parks
and Cemeteries Department

1922

Letters from and copies of letters to City of
Birmingham Parks and Cemeteries Department
regarding a new park planned to be built on land at
Athol House, 153 Ladywood Road, Ladywood,
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Birmingham. A plan of the park and estimates of
the costs are also included.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/65

Correspondence with Horace Dawes

1924

Letter from Horace Dawes, 311a Monument Road,
Ladywood, Birmingham regarding an address to be
delivered by Dawes about Joseph Chamberlain at
St Cuthberts Mens Guild.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/68

Correspondence with Birmingham Union

1923

Letter from James Curtis, Birmingham Union
regarding the 'heavy strain on the finances of the
Union caused by the entire cessation of payment to
unemployed insured persons of Unemployment
Insurance Benefit for temporary periods, which at
the present time occur twice in each year' and
suggesting these 'gap periods' are abolished.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/69-74

Correspondence regarding J. Blacktin

1924

Letters from and relating to J. Blacktin, 3/73
Parade, Birmingham regarding his application for a
war pension.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/75

Correspondence with V. Bowden

[1910s1920s]

Letter from V. Bowden, 25 Beaufort Road,
Ladywood Road, Birmingham regarding him
seeking a better house.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC5/13/76-78

Correspondence relating to J. A. Bramma

1922-1923

Letters from and relating to J. A. Bramma, 58
Cavendish Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham
regarding his son Albert's estate.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/79-83

Correspondence relating to C. Breadon

1922-1923

Letters from and relating to C. Breadon, Quay, New
Ross, County Wexford, Ireland regarding him
seeking assistance in finding a job in England.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/84-87

Correspondence with British Legion West
Birmingham Branch

1924

Letter from F. E. Bailey, British Legion West
Birmingham Branch asking support in their
campaign for the setting up of a National
Employment Committee; with copy of printed
circular regarding the campaign.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/88-89

Correspondence relating to Joseph Brooks

1925

Letters from and relating to Joseph Brooks, Back
83 Cambridge Street, Birmingham regarding his
request for assistance in getting labour exchange
benefit and regarding him seeking employment.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/90-92

Correspondence relating to George H. Browne

1923

Letters from and relating to George H. Browne, 90
Dugdale Street, Winson Green, Birmingham
regarding his request for assistance in obtaining a
municipal house.
3 items
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Access: Open
NC5/13/93-102

Correspondence relating to W. G. Budd

1923-1925

Letters from and relating to W. G. Budd, 4 St
Margarets Place, Alston Street, Ladywood,
Birmingham regarding his request for assistance in
finding employment.
10 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/103-104

Correspondence relating to Mrs Burness

1927

Letters from and relating to Mrs Burness, 57
Anderton Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding
her request for assistance in obtaining a municipal
house.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/105

Correspondence with W. A. Cadbury

1925

Letter from W. A. Cadbury [Cadbury, William
Adlington (1867-1957), businessman and
philanthropist], Birmingham regarding Chamberlain
advocating a hospital policy for Birmingham and
regarding Cadbury's statement to the Hospitals
Council regarding a hospital policy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/106-107

Correspondence with Canning and Wildblood Ltd

1923

Letter from and copy of reply to Canning and
Wildblood Ltd, fruit preservers, Freeth Street,
Birmingham 'to call your special attention to the
urgent necessity for a reduction in the Import Duty
on Sugar'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/108-111

Correspondence regarding H. Caney and Mrs
Carden
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Letters from and relating to H. Caney, 91 Wellesley
Street, Hockley, Birmingham and Mrs Carden, 5
Wood Green Road, Winson Green, Birmingham.
The letters relate to two separate matters: Caney's
application for the post of Agent to the Discharged
Prisoners Aid Society; and Mrs Carden's
application for a pension following the death of her
son.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/112

Correspondence with Chad Valley Garden Tenants
Association

1923

Letter from Joseph Miller, Honorary Secretary,
Chad Valley Garden Tenants Association,
Birmingham, regarding the Association's request
for Chamberlain to become Patron of the
Association.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/113-117

Correspondence relating to Harry Chadwick

1923-1925

Letters from and relating to Harry Chadwick, 38
Beach Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding
his congratulations on Chamberlain's election
success and regarding him seeking employment.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/118

Correspondence regarding Mrs E. J. Charlton

1925

Letter from Mrs E. J. Charlton, 24 Basford Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham seeking assistance in
obtaining a council house.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/119-124

Correspondence relating to Reverend John T.
Childs

1923

Letters from and relating to Reverend John T.
Childs, Curate of St Marks Church, Ladywood,
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Birmingham, 256 Monument Road, Birmingham
regarding him seeking support for his application
for the living of Claybrooke, Leicestershire.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/125

Correspondence with J. Clark

1922

Letter from J. Clark, 104 St Marks Street,
Ladywood, Birmingham urging 'that you ginger up
the Government with regard to the Housing Policy'
and suggesting landlords should be forced to pay
rates on empty houses and urging for more houses
to be built.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/126-128

Correspondence relating to Francis Clissold

1923

Letters from and copies of letters to Albert A. Platt
of East Birmingham Tenants Association relating to
the case of Francis Clissold, 14 George Arthur
Road, Saltley, Birmingham who was being evicted
so that his landlord's son could live in the the
house, a case which is suggested by the
Association to be a typical case of hardship caused
by decisions of the County Court regarding
housing.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/129-135

Correspondence with Cooke and Murray

1925

Letters from and relating to Cooke and Murray,
surgical appliance specialists, 294 Broad Street,
Birmingham regarding the placement of the
Ministry of Pensions contract for metal artificial
limbs and the company's complaint that they had
not being given an opportunity to tender for the
contract. A related typescript and printed report is
also included.
7 items
Access: Open
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NC5/13/136-138

Correspondence with Alfred H. Creed

1924

Letters from and copy of reply to Alfred H. Creed,
23 Southfield Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham
regarding his enquiry about the Rent Act.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/139-142

Correspondence relating to Harry Crisp

1923

Letters from and relating to Harry Crisp, 151
Aberdeen Street, Winson Green, Birmingham
regarding his pension.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/143-148

Correspondence relating to Mr G. F. Dallaway

1925

Letters from and relating to Mr G. F. Dallaway, 7
Ladywood Place, Osler Street, Ladywood,
Birmingham regarding him seeking employment.
One letter from Arthur Walker [Agent, Birmingham
Unionist Association Ladywood Division] also
relates to the cases of Mr Dudley and Mr
Datheridge and relates to public opinion on the
scheme to introduce widow's pensions.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/149-150

Correspondence relating to Joseph Davies

1923

Letter from and copy of reply to Joseph Davies, 39
Regent Road, Harborne, Birmingham regarding
him being evicted from his house by his landlord as
it had been sold and requesting help in getting an
extension in the time granted by the court before
he needed to leave the house.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/151-155

Correspondence relating to Mr W. G. Davies

1923

Letters from and relating to Mr W. G. Davies, 221
King Edwards Road, Ladywood, Birmingham
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relating to his request for help in his application for
a municipal house.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/156

Correspondence with Mrs C. Davis

1925

Letter from Mrs C. Davis, 46 Blythe Street,
Ladywood, Birmingham requesting assistance in
her application for a municipal house.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/157-160

Correspondence relating to C. A. Davis

1922

Letters from and relating to C. A. Davis, 137 Great
Tindal Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding his
request for a pension.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/161-164

Correspondence relating to W. J. Davis

1924

Letters from and relating to W. J. Davis [Davis,
William John (1848–1934), trade unionist], 98
Avenue De La Gare, Rueil regarding Davis' [former
General Secretary of the Brassworkers Society and
Wireworkers Society trade unions] request for
assistance due to his financial difficulties and about
him planning to earn money by writing novels. It
includes a letter from William A. Dalley advising
Chamberlain not to give Davis any money as
Dalley considers that Davis drinks too much and
'has a mania for spending'; and a typescript precis
of writ between the Trustees of the Brassworkers
Society and W. J. Davis.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/166-171

Correspondence relating to Beatrice Deacon

1921

Correspondence relating to the refusal of
Birmingham and Midland Eye Hospital to accept
note for glasses for Mrs Deacon of 15 Colenso
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Road, Rotten Park, Birmingham.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/172

Correspondence with E. J. Denton

1924

Letter from Councillor E. J. Denton [Secretary of
Birmingham Unionist Association, Ladywood
Division], 6 Southfield Avenue, Rotton Park,
[Birmingham] thanking Chamberlain for umbrella
and regarding open air meeting.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/173-175

Correspondence with Deritend War Pensioners
Guild

1924

Correspondence with George A. Sutton, Honorary
Secretary of Deritend War Pensioners Guild
regarding a house agent who appeared to be
taking advantage of the owner of a shop [Mr G.
Macdonald, 678 Coventry Road, Small Heath,
Birmingham] under the Rent Act.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/176-183

Correspondence relating to Mrs E. DeVere

1923

Correspondence relating to request for help by Mrs
E. De Vere of 63 Shakespeare Road, Ladywood,
[Birmingham] who asks that her son (Private T.
Baker) can come home from the Army so that he
can work to support the family.
8 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/184-185

Correspondence with Dudley Road Co-operative
Men's Guild

1923

Correspondence with John B. Guy [Secretary,
Dudley Road Co-operative Men's Guild], 51
Brixham Road, Rotton Park, Birmingham regarding
resolution of the Guild which considered that there
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was a lack of government action on unemployment.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/186-188

Correspondence relating to A. Dudley

1925

Correspondence regarding the housing conditions
of A. Dudley, 306 Dudley Road, Birmingham, with
report on enquiry into his conditions. See also
NC5/13/352 and 354, for other letters relating to Mr
Dudley's case.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/189-191

Correspondence relating to Reverend W. E.
Dugmore

1920

Letters from and relating to Reverend W. E.
Dugmore, St Barnabas, 30 Beaufort Road,
Edgbaston, [Birmingham] regarding his request for
his name to be put forward for the rectory of All
Souls, Langham Place, London.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/192-196

Correspondence relating to J. H. Dwane

1922

Letters from and relating to J. H. Dwane, 4
Comberton Terrace, Barford Road, Ladywood,
Birmingham regarding his claim for a war pension.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/197-198

Correspondence with William Dyson

1920

Letters from William Dyson, 3 Back 77 Steward
Street, Springhill, [Birmingham] thanking Neville
and Anne Chamberlain for gifts of food and clothes,
and relating to his family and their support of the
Unionist Party.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC5/13/199-200

Correspondence with the Early Closing Association

1924

Letter from the Early Closing Association and copy
of reply inviting Neville Chamberlain to speak at the
Association's annual meeting.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/201-202

Correspondence relating to Edward Endicott

1926

Letters from Mrs Smith, 3 back 5 Sheepcote Street,
Ladywood, Birmingham requesting help in getting
her son, Edward Endicott back home from Canada.
See also NC5/13/206-207.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/203-205

Correspondence relating to Joseph Edwards

1922

Letters from and relating to Joseph Edwards, 107
Icknield Port Road, Birmingham regarding him
seeking work in forestry.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/206-207

Correspondence relating to Edward Endicott

1926

Letters regarding Mrs Smith's request for help in
getting her son, Edward Endicott back home from
Canada. See also NC5/13/201-202.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/208-209

Correspondence with Reverend Louis A. Ewart
[Grand Secretary, Loyal Orange Institution of
England]

1922

Letter from Louis A. Ewart, Cromwell, 13 Twyning
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham and copy of reply
regarding Ewart's request for Neville Chamberlain
to recommend Ewart for the benefice of St
Cuthbert's in Bedford.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC5/13/210

Correspondence with H. Fabery

1925

Letter from H. Fabery, 307 Monument Road,
Birmingham requesting a ticket for [Stanley]
Baldwin's meeting on 5 March.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/211-213

Correspondence with William Farley

1924

Letters from William Farley, 63 Rann Street,
Ladywood, [Birmingham] and copy of reply
regarding Farley seeking employment.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/214-227

Correspondence relating to John Fennell and
George Langstone

1922

Letters and note relating to John Fennell, 157
Icknield Port Road, Birmingham and George
Langstone, 109 Coplow Street, Birmingham
regarding medical treatment.and pensions.
14 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/228

Correspondence with Mrs Ferris

1922

Letter from Mrs Ferris, 59 Majuba Road, Rotton
Park, [Birmingham] requesting a dispensary note
for her mother.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/229-230

Correspondence with Five Ways Working Men's
Club

1920

Letter from S. Baker, Secretary of Five Ways
Working Men's Club, 67 Broad Street, Birmingham
protesting against the prohibition of the sale of
alcohol after 9.00pm on Sundays, and copy of
reply.
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2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/231-239

Correspondence relating to Mrs M. Fleming

1921-1922

Letters with and relating to Mrs M. Fleming [widow
of Howard Fleming], 12 Ryland Place, Broad
Street, Birmingham regarding her pension and
regarding her sons being nominated for places in
the Wolverhampton Royal Orphanage.
9 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/240

Correspondence relating to Mrs E. Fletcher

1922

Letter relating to Mrs E. Fletcher [widow of W. H.
Fletcher], 9 Peel Buildings, Peel Street,
Birmingham regarding her claim for a pension.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/241-242

Correspondence relating to Samuel Floyd

1927

Letters from and relating to Samuel Floyd, 243
Heath Street, Winson Green, Birmingham
regarding his wife's health and his request for help
in taking over the tenancy of a house.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/243-246

Correspondence relating to Mrs. A. Fox

1924

Letters from and relating to Mrs A. Fox, 62
Essington Street, Ladywood, [Birmingham]
regarding her claim for a pension.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/247-248

Correspondence with Arthur Fox

1922

Letter from Arthur Fox, 21 Perroff Street, Winson
Green, Birmingham and copy of reply, relating to
Fox's request for Chamberlain to speak at a
meeting of the Friends' Hall Farm Street Mutual
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Improvement Society.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/249-251

Correspondence relating to Mr H. Frazier

1925

Letters from and relating to Mr H. Frazier, 2 Albert
Street, Clark Street, Ladywood, Birmingham
regarding Frazier's pension.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/252-271

Correspondence relating to George Furey

1922-1923

Correspondence with and relating to George Furey,
4/28 Edward Street, Ladywood, Birmingham,
regarding a war pension for his mother.
20 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/272-273

Correspondence with N. L. Fysh

1923

Letter from N. L. Fysh of the Retired Civil Servants'
Federation Customs and Excise Branch, 18
Wimborne Road, Rotton Park, Birmingham and
copy of reply regarding civil service pensions and a
proposed bill.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/274

Correspondence with Len J. Gardner

1923

Letter from Len J. Gardner, 53 Greenfield Road,
Smethwick inviting Chamberlain to commission him
and his vaudeville company 'The Trés Bon
Entertainers' to provide entertainment at a garden
party for constituents.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/275-276

Correspondence relating to S. F. Gee

1922

Letter from and relating to S. F. Gee, 72 Chiswell
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Road, Dudley Road, Birmingham regarding her
pension.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/277-279

Correspondence relating to Walter R. Gee

1923

Correspondence with and relating to Walter R.
Gee, 46 Carlisle Street, Winson Green,
Birmingham regarding his application for a
municipal house.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/280-282

Correspondence with Florence J. Gilbert

1921-1922

Letters from Florence J. Gilbert, 42 Alston Street,
Ladywood, Birmingham regarding her application
for a pension.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/283-284

Correspondence with R. A. Gilmore

1923

Letter from R. A. Gilmore, 1 Ct 4 Houses, Ryland
Street, Birmingham requesting help in finding
employment, and copy of reply.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/285-286

Correspondence with Mrs George Godfrey

1927

Letter from Mrs George Godfrey, 68 Attwood
Street, Halesowen requesting help in applying for a
new government house in Halesowen for her son
and his family; and copy of reply.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/287-294

Correspondence relating to Francis Green

1925

Letters from and relating to Francis Green, 96 King
Edward's Road, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding
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his application for a war pension.
9 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/295

Correspondence with Mary Griffiths

1923

Letter from Mary Griffiths, 13 Morville Street,
Ladywood, Birmingham asking Neville
Chamberlain to visit her.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/297-304

Correspondence relating to Thomas Halford

1925

Letters from and relating to Thomas Halford, 104
Three Shires Oak Road, Bearwood, Smethwick,
Birmingham regarding his landlord wishing to take
possession of the front room of his house for
conversion to a shop.
8 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/305

Correspondence with Kate Hall

1923

Letter from Kate Hall, 56 Beaufort Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham objecting to the proposed
building of a playground on Beaufort Road.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/306-317

Correspondence relating to Mr A. Hancox

1923

Letters relating to Mr A. Hancox, 63 Tudor Street,
Winson Green, Birmingham regarding debts owed
to him by two soldiers.
12 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/318-323

Correspondence relating to Charles Henry Hands

1922

Letters from and relating to Charles Henry Hands,
320 Dudley Road, Rotton Park, Birmingham
regarding his request for help in finding
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employment and application for a war pension.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/324-326

Correspondence relating to Mr W. Hardiman

1924

Letters relating to Mr W. Hardiman, 110 Ruston
Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding his
request for help in applying for a municipal house.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/327-331

Correspondence relating to Ronald Harrison

1922

Letters from and relating to Ronald Harrison, 19
Cambridge Crescent, Edgbaston, Birmingham
regarding his request for help in finding
employment.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/332

Correspondence relating to Mr and Mrs Haycock

1921

Letter from Alice White, 2 Beaufort Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham relating to Mr and Mrs
Haycock's application for a pension.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/333-334

Correspondence relating to Mr G. Haywood

[19221923]

Letter from Mr G. Haywood, 108 Swindon Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham regarding his landlord
wishing him to leave his house and asking for help
in getting a council house; and copy of reply. It
appears that one of the items is incorrectly dated
as Haywood's letter is dated 1922 but the reply to
that letter is dated 1923.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/335-338

Correspondence relating to David Charles Healing
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Letters from and relating to David Charles Healing,
12 Bewdley Villas, Cape Street, Winson Green,
Birmingham relating to his appeal for a disability
pension.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/339-345

Correspondence relating to Samuel Hemming and
Mrs D. W. Hunt

1925

Letters relating to Samuel Hemming's and Mrs D.
W. Hunt's [10 The Poplar, Coplow Street,
Ladywood, Birmingham] applications for municipal
houses.
8 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/346

Correspondence relating to Edward Hickman

1925

Letter from Edward Hickman, Danes Court, near
Wolverhampton asking Neville Chamberlain to
insert a clause giving local residents power to block
the extension of county boroughs if a majority
objected to the extension into a bill that
Chamberlain was preparing to regulate the
extension of county borough boundaries.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/348-361

Correspondence relating to Frank Higginbotham

1924-1925

Correspondence with and relating to Frank
Higginbotham, 5 back of 28 Spring Hill,
Birmingham and 30 Holbrook Road, Billesey, both
in a personal capacity and as Honorary Secretary
of St Mark's Early Morning School for Men in
Birmingham.
The correspondence relates to: a request for
assistance with purchasing a piano for the school;
inviting Chamberlain to visit the school; a request
for Chamberlain to deliver an address to the
school; Higginbotham's own application for a
council house; and an invitation to farewell party for
the Vicar at St Mark's. Two letters also relate to Mr
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A. Dudley's housing case (see NC5/13/186-188).
14 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/362-365

Correspondence relating to A. Higgins

1923

Correspondence with and relating to A. Higgins, 2
back of 58 Grosvenor Street West, Ladywood,
[Birmingham], who was unable to work due to
disability and asked Chamberlain for assistance in
requesting a war pension.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/366

Correspondence with H. Higgs

1925

Letter from H. Higgs, 28 Merrivale Road,
Smethwick relating to his mother of 121 St Mark's
Street, Ladywood who was unable to find work.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/367-378

Correspondence relating to George Hill

1923

Correspondence with and relating to George Hill of
4 Warstone Parade East, Hockley, Birmingham, an
ex-soldier who was suffering from tuberculosis and
asked Chamberlain for assistance in getting a rehearing with the pensions committee.
12 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/379

Correspondence with E. Wilson Hird

1923

Letter from E. Wilson Hird, of 106 Hagley Road,
Birmingham, a panel doctor writing about the
criticism of the panel system [a system introduced
in the 1911 National Health Insurance Act for the
treatment of poorer patients, who could not afford
private medical fees] and panel doctors and asking
to discuss some of the issues.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC5/13/380-383

Correspondence relating to H. Jakeman

1924

Correspondence with and relating to Mr H.
Jakeman, of 71 Shenstone Road, Rotton Park,
Birmingham, asking whether the rent increase his
landlord had asked for was legal under the Rent
Act.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/384

Correspondence with Philip Jarvis

1921

Letter from Philip Jarvis, 2 Mary Road,
Handsworth, Birmingham regarding his search for
employment.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/385-397

Correspondence relating to Frederick William
James Johnson

1920-1921

Correspondence with and relating to Frederick
William James Johnson, 7 The Avenue, Shenstone
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, a disabled exsoldier, regarding his war pension.
14 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/398

Correspondence relating to Ben W. Jones [for 1st
West Birmingham Boy Scouts]

1922

Letter from Ben W. Jones, Scoutmaster, 1st West
Birmingham Boy Scouts, who requested unwanted
clothing for their jumble sale to pay for a trip to
Heswell in Cheshire; with related letter from Gerald
Phillips [District Commissioner, Birmingham and
District Association of Boy Scouts, Edgbaston
Division].
2 items
Access: Open
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NC5/13/400-409

Correspondence relating to Victoria Jukes

1920-1921

Correspondence with and relating to Victoria
Jukes, 29 Cromer Road, Balsall Heath,
Birmingham, regarding her request for
compensation from the Government following the
sinking of a liner resulting in the loss of her
property.
10 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/410-411

Correspondence relating to Charles Keen

1926

Carbon copy of letter sent by Neville Chamberlain's
Private Secretary to Albert J. Wilson [Secretary,
Birmingham and District Property Owners
Association], referring to the case of Charles Keen
who had not received key money back from the
landlord; with reply from Wilson.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/412-415

Correspondence relating to George Henry Kemp

1926

Correspondence with and relating to George Henry
Kemp, 31 Oliver Road, Ladywood, [Birmingham],
regarding his application for a council house.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/416-417

Correspondence with E. Kindon

1924

Letter from E. Kindon, 112 Rann Street, Ladywood,
Birmingham, regarding her husband's [T. H.
Kindon] pension.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/418

Correspondence relating to P. Kylleen

1923

Letter from William A. Dalley [Ministry of Labour,
Greater Birmingham Employment Committee] to
Miss M. E. Holt, for Neville Chamberlain, relating to
case of P. Kylleen, 51 Freeth Street, Ladywood,
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[Birmingham], regarding unemployment benefit.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/419-420

Correspondence with Ladywood Athletic Club

1922

Letters from John W. Sanderson, Secretary of
Ladywood Athletic Club, regarding the club and its
appeal for funds.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/421-424

Correspondence with Ladywood United Methodist
Sports Club

1919-1920

Letters from Leslie T. Howes and Walter G.
Drettell, Honorary Secretaries of the Ladywood
United Methodist Sports Club relating to the Club.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/425

Correspondence relating to St Margaret's Church,
Ladywood

1923

Letter from A. S. Trow [Honorary Treasurer of St
Margaret's Church Ladywood], asking Chamberlain
whether he knows of any ground which can be
used by the youths of the church as a cricket pitch.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/426

Correspondence relating to Ladywood United
Methodist Social Club

1923

Letter from E. S. Jackson, Honorary Secretary of
Ladywood United Methodist Social Club regarding
Club's Annual General Meeting, the Club's outing
and asking whether Chamberlain wishes to stand
for re-election as Vice-President.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC5/13/427-429

Correspondence relating to Benjamin Lambert

1924

Correspondence with and relating to Benjamin
Lambert, 1 Olive Place, Peel Street, Winson
Green, Birmingham regarding his pension.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/430-431

Correspondence relating to George Langston

1921

Correspondence relating to George Langston, who
was suffering from tuberculosis.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/432-437

Correspondence relating to C. J. Large

1925

Correspondence with and relating to C. J. Large,
155 Erdington Hall Road, Erdington, Birmingham
regarding his complaint against the Post Office.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/438-439

Correspondence with League of Nations Union,
Ladywood Branch

1921

Correspondence with Anne E. Smith, Honorary
Secretary of Ladywood Branch of the League of
Nations Union relating to their resolution in concern
of the rejection of George Barnes' motion that the
conventions adopted at the International Labour
Conference should be submitted to Parliament.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/454-459

Correspondence relating to Lawrence J. Lipgott

1924

Correspondence with and relating to Lawrence J.
Lipgott, 403 Gillott Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham
The letters relate to the poor condition of the house
he was renting.
6 items
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Access: Open
NC5/13/460-461

Correspondence with Liverpool Trades Council

1917

Letter from the Liverpool Trades Council requesting
opinions on the proposal of a six hour working day;
and copy of reply.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/462-463

Correspondence with W. Long

1924

Letter from W. Long, 203 St Vincent Street,
Ladywood, Birmingham; and copy of reply.
A letter relating to a property dispute.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/464

Correspondence with Loyal Caledonian Corks
Sports Club

1922

Letter from Loyal Caledonian Corks Sports Club,
Ladywood, Birmingham regarding the club's
financial problems.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/465-466

Correspondence relating to Charles Keens

1926

Letters from Lozells Tenants Association regarding
the payment of key money by Charles Keens, 43
Guest Street, Hockley, Birmingham.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/467

Correspondence with Fred Mason

1924

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to Fred
Mason asking him to inform the members of his
organization of emigration opportunities to New
Zealand. A note on the letter appears to indicate
that a similar letter was sent to representatives of
other organizations.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/468-470

Correspondence relating to George Mason

1924

Letters relating to the case of George Mason, 24 St
Vincent Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding
his request for assistance.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/471

Correspondence with D. Meaking

1922

Letter from D. Meaking, 49 Bristol Street, Horse
Fair, Birmingham requesting an appointment
regarding assistance.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/472-473

Correspondence with H. C. Mees

1923

Letter from H. C. Mees, 59 Ledsam Street,
Ladywood, Birmingham regarding the condition of
his or her house.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/474-475

Correspondence with the Midland Land Values
League

1922

Letter requesting Chamberlain to attend a meeting
to give his views on the 'Land Question' and copy
of reply declining the invitation.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/476-480

Correspondence with Birmingham Branch of the
National Association of Schoolmasters

1924

Letters from W. W. Millard [Secretary, Birmingham
Branch of the National Association of
Schoolmasters]; with printed pamphlet detailing
related correspondence between the Association
and the Board of Education; and typescript note
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from the Birmingham Branch regarding the
Burnham Committee.
The letters relate to the Association not being
represented on the Burnham Committee.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/481-484

Correspondence relating to W. Mills

1925

Letters from and relating to W. Mills, 4/22 Beach
Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding his
request for help in finding employment.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/485-491

Correspondence relating to Arthur Mobley

1923

Letters from and relating to Arthur Mobley, 1 Oak
Terrace, Icknield Port Road, Birmingham regarding
his pension.
7 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/492-494

Correspondence relating to Mrs Morris

1922

Letters relating to Mrs Morris, 33 Spring Hill
Passage, Birmingham regarding her sickness
insurance.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/495-508

Correspondence relating to William Morris

1922-1923

Letters from and relating to William Morris, 5/139
Sherbourne Street, Ladywood, Birmingham
regarding his claim for a war pension and regarding
employment.
13 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/509-512

Correspondence relating to Sergeant A. C. Murray
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Correspondence regarding the returning of the
personal belongings of A. C. Murray, who was
killed while serving in the Royal Air Force, to his
family.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/513-518

Correspondence relating to Edgar T. Nash

1921

Letters from and relating to Edgar T. Nash, 2 Vyse
Place, Friston Street, Ladywood, Birmingham
regarding his request for help in finding
employment.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/519-523

Correspondence with National Federation of Retail
Newsagents, Booksellers and Stationers,
Edgbaston and Ladywood Branch

1925-1926

Letters from Edgbaston and Ladywood Branch of
the National Federation of Retail Newsagents,
Booksellers and Stationers regarding the Town
Tenants Bill for security of tenure of business
premises.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/524

Correspondence with Charles Ekin

1922

Letter from Charles Ekin, 36 Waterloo Street,
Birmingham asking Neville Chamberlain whether
he would consider becoming President of the
Birmingham Branch of the National Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC).
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/550-554

Correspondence relating to Norman George
Parsons

1924

Letters from and relating to Norman George
Parsons, 79 Rann Street, Ladywood, Birmingham
regarding him wishing to be established as a civil
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servant at the Post Office Telephone Department in
Birmingham.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/555-559

Correspondence relating to John Pendered

1925

Correspondence relating to John Pendered, 135
William Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding
his pay following his discharge from the army in
1918.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/560

Correspondence with Minnie Perks

1922

Letter from Minnie Perks to Neville Chamberlain,
asking for help in getting a pension.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/561

Correspondence with H. B. Podmore, on behalf of
St Cuthbert's Sunday Schools, Winson Green,
Birmingham

1923

Letter from H. B. Podsmore [Honorary Treasurer,
St Cuthbert's Sunday Schools], 116 Highfield
Road, Hall Green, Birmingham to make an appeal
for the Sunday School outing to Manor Farm,
Northfield.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/562-563

Correspondence with Robert J. Podmore

1924

Letter from Robert J. Podmore, 128 City Road,
Rotton Park, [Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain
requesting a job at the Ministry of Health; with copy
of reply.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC5/13/564-568

Correspondence relating to Thomas Percy Price

1920

Correspondence relating to the war pension of
Thomas Percy Price, 4 Clarence Place, Icknield
Port Road, Ladywood, Birmingham.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/569-570

Correspondence relating to E. Purday

1922

Correspondence relating to the war pension of E.
Purday, 2/200 Heath Street, Ladywood.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/571-572

Correspondence with W. S. Rance

1924

Letter from W. S. Rance, 35 York Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham regarding problems with a
house he or she has let to a tenant.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/573-578

Correspondence relating to Frank L. Riley

1924

Letters from and relating to Frank L. Riley,
Claremont, 28 Reservoir Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham regarding his request for municipal
housing.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/579

Correspondence relating to Henry Rock

1924

Letter from H. Darby, 11 Palace Road, Bordesley
Green, Birmingham on behalf of Henry Rock, 20
Oozells Street North to Neville Chamberlain
regarding tracing an advertisement for a legacy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/580-581

Correspondence with Miss G. E. Robertson
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Letters from Miss G. E. Robertson, 161 Broad
Street, Birmingham regarding the Reverend Ewart
([icar of St Cuthbert's, Winson Green, Birmingham]
and a testimonial to be presented to him; and
regarding fund-raising.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/582-584

Correspondence relating to Henry Thomas Ross

1924

Letters from and relating to Henry Thomas Ross,
78 Freeth Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding
his search for employment. See NC5/13/786 for
what appears to be the enclosure with NC5/13/583.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/585-588

Correspondence with Rotton Park District Allotment 1924
Holders Association Ltd
Letters relating to the protest of the Rotton Park
District Allotment Holders Association Ltd,
Birmingham, against the purchase of land by
Birmingham City Council for school playing fields at
what they considered to be an excessive price.
4 items
Access: Open

NC5/13/589-590

Correspondence relating to F. T. Salmon

1926

Letters from and relating to F. T. Salmon, 35
Mornington Road, Smethwick, Birmingham
regarding his application for a council house.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/591-596

Correspondence relating to Thomas Sault

1922

Letters from and relating to Thomas Sault, 15
Villiers Street, Winson Green, Birmingham
regarding him wishing to emigrate to Australia with
an assisted passage.
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6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/597

Correspondence with F. E. Shearman

1924

Copy of letter to F. E. Shearman, 63 Summerfield
Crescent, Birmingham relating to Mrs Shearman's
reinstatement on a committee and a 'controversy'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/598-599

Correspondence with Gladys Shepherd

1927

Letter from Miss Gladys H. Shepherd, 57 Reginald
Road, Bearwood, [Birmingham] requesting the
grant of a pension to her mother.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/600-604

Correspondence relating to Herbert Sidwick

1922

Letters from and relating to Herbert J. B. Sidwick,
51 Algernon Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham
regarding his search for employment.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/605-607

Correspondence relating to E. G. Sephton

1921

Letters from E. G. Sephton, 4 Richmond Place,
Barford Road, Birmingham relating to pensions;
and related note.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/608

Correspondence with A. E. Shipley

1921

Letter from A. E. Shipley, 37 Marroway Street,
Rotton Park, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain,
in search of employment.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC5/13/609

Correspondence with Thomas Sleigh

1922

Letter from Thomas Sleigh, 40 Cuthbert Road,
Winson Green, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain
regarding Chamberlain visiting Sleigh.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/610-617

Correspondence relating to Mr J. S. Smith

1925

Letters from and relating to Mr J. S. Smith, 4 Violet
Place, Rawlins Street, Ladywood, Birmingham
regarding his unemployment benefit claim.
8 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/618

Correspondence with Matilda Smith

1924

Letter from Matilda F. Smith, 10 Shenstone Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham regarding finding a house
for her daughter who was ill.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/619-623

Correspondence relating to C. Southam

1923

Letters from and relating to C. Southam, 204
Icknield Port Road, Ladywood, [Birmingham]
regarding his pension.
5 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/624-625

Correspondence relating to Ralph Spencer

1922

Letter from M. H. Spencer, 56 Heath Green Road,
Winson Green, [Birmingham] relating to
employment for her son, Ralph; with related letter
from City Engineer and Surveyor's Office,
Birmingham.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC5/13/626-627

Correspondence with R. H. Steane

1922-1923

Letters from R. H. Steane, 60 Marroway Street,
Rotton Park, [Birmingham] regarding Unionist Party
policy on the industrial situation; and requesting
help in finding a job.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/628-629

Correspondence relating to Stokes

1923

Letters relating to Stokes becoming unemployed.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/630-631

Correspondence relating to Mrs Stone

1922

Letters from and relating to Mrs Stone regarding
admittance to maternity hospital and applying for
baby's underlinen.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/632-633

Correspondence relating to Mr A. W. Taylor

1923

Letters from and relating to A. W. Taylor, 125 Osler
Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding his
housing conditions and his application for a
municipal house.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/634-641

Correspondence relating to Annie Taylor

1925

Letters from and relating to Annie Taylor, 63
Clement Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding
her pension.
7 items
Access: Open
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NC5/13/642-663

Correspondence relating to Howard Taylor

1921-1923

Letters relating to Howard William Taylor, 11
Bellefield Road, Rotton Park, [Birmingham]
regarding his pension and his health.
22 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/664-673

Correspondence relating to Henry Taylor

1924

Letters from and relating to Henry W. Taylor,
Memli-Ket, Stonehouse Road, Sutton Coldfield,
Birmingham regarding his application for housing
subsidy.
10 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/674-676

Correspondence relating to Leonard and D. M.
Terry

1925

Letters from D. M. Terry, 2 Myrtle Grove, Summer
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, and Frank T. Cox
[General Manager, City of Birmingham Estates
Department] regarding Leonard and D. M. Terry's
request for a council house.
3 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/677

Correspondence relating to Mr J. J. Terry

1920

Letter from William A. Dalley, Manager of
Employment Exchange, 205 Corporation Street,
Birmingham relating to an interview with Mr J. J.
Terry on training as a barber; and unemployment
figures.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/678-679

Correspondence relating to P. G. Thompson

1920

Letter from C. A. Wright, 39 Pembury Road,
Clapton asking for help in finding her uncle, P. G.
Thompson, some work and help in returning home
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to his family in Antigua.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/680

Correspondence with Mrs A. Thompson

1924

Letter from Mrs A. Thompson, 1 Cornwall Place,
Shakespeare Road, Ladywood, Birmingham
requesting help in getting a house.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/681

Correspondence with William Thurstone

1920

Letter from William Thurstone, 1 Albert Place,
Stoke Street, Five Ways, Birmingham thanking for
a Christmas card and regarding their loss of money
from Farrows Bank.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/682-693

Correspondence relating to Mr W. H. Tonks

1924

Letters from and relating to Mr W. H. Tonks of 3/37
Cumberland Street, Broad Street, Birmingham
relating to Tonks' war pension.
12 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/694

Correspondence on behalf of Mount Pleasant
Working Men's Club

1925

Letter from H. H. Mansfield on behalf of the Mount
Pleasant Working Men's Club to Neville
Chamberlain thanking him for the address he gave
to the Club, and requesting a ticket to a meeting
held by Mr Baldwin.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/695-700

Correspondence relating to Lance-Corporal Frank
Turrill
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Letters from and relating to Lance-Corporal Frank
Turrill, A Company 2nd Battalion, P. W. Notts,
Wellesley Barracks, Mhow, India, relating to
Turrill's request to leave the army.
6 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/701-702

Correspondence relating to Herbert Turton

1925

Letters from and relating to Herbert Turton, 3
Winsor Place, St Mark's Street, Ladywood,
Birmingham relating to his war pension.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/703

Correspondence relating to Rifleman Vicarage

1922

Copy of letter [from Neville Chamberlain?] to A. M.
Swinstead regarding a photograph of the grave of
Rifleman Vicarage.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/704-705

Correspondence with Walter Wakelam

1920

Letter from Walter Wakelam, William Street,
Birmingham suggesting the reduction of commodity
prices; and copy of reply.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/706-712

Correspondence relating to Mrs Ada Walton

1922

Letters from and relating to Mrs Ada Walton, 34
Cope Street, Monument Road, Birmingham relating
to her request for assistance in emigrating to
Australia.
7 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/713-714

Correspondence with Haydn Ward

1925

Letter from Haydn Ward, 32 Birchfield Road, Six
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Ways, Birmingham relating to his proposed
scheme for road safety; with notes on his scheme.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/715-716

Correspondence with Charles Watney,
Government Staff News Association

1922

Letter from Charles Watney of Government Staff
News Association to Neville Chamberlain asking
whether he can support the movement to
reestablish the Civil Service's Arbitration Board;
with copy of reply.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/717-727

Correspondence relating to Richard Wayne

1923

Correspondence relating to Richard Wayne, 90
Rotton Park Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham
regarding his search for employment.
11 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/728-729

Correspondence with Frank Wheeler

1927

Letter from Frank Wheeler, 29 Carlyle Road,
Edgbaston, [Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain,
requesting temporary financial help and relating to
the publication of a book; with copy of reply.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/730-735

Correspondence relating to Alfred Ernest White

1922

Letters from and relating to A. E. White, 245 Alum
Rock Road, Saltley, Birmingham regarding White
wishing to return to work at the Birmingham Small
Arms Company Ltd.
6 items
Access: Open
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NC5/13/736-739

Correspondence relating to William Edward Wilden

1924

Letters from and relating to William Edward Wilden,
11 Providence House, Friston Street, Ladywood,
Birmingham regarding his search for employment.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/740-743

Correspondence relating to Mrs E. C. Williams

1923

Letters relating to the war pension of Mrs E. C.
Williams, widow of Private Arthur Thomas Williams,
150 Icknield Port Road, Birmingham.
4 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/744

Correspondence with J. T. Williams

1923

Letter from J. T. Williams, 2/24 Wellington Street,
Winson Green, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain
regarding Chamberlain's acceptance of the
Presidency of a branch [Winson Green Central No.
1] of unidentified organization.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/745-755

Correspondence relating to John Williams

1923-1924

Correspondence relating to John Williams, 80
Freeth Street, Ladywood, Birmingham regarding
his request for an advance of his war pension, his
financial difficulties, and regarding the withdrawal
of his pension.
11 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/756-768

Correspondence relating to Reverend T. J.
Williams-Fisher

1922-1923

Correspondence with and relating to Reverend T.
J. Williams-Fisher [Vicar of Winson Green], St
Cuthbert's House, 74 City Road, Birmingham
regarding his applications for other church
positions and regarding his suggestion that the
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British mission to the Vatican should be withdrawn.
13 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/769

Correspondence with Amy Wilson

1920

Letter from Amy Wilson, 276 St Vincent Street,
Ladywood Road, Birmingham protesting against a
proposed increase in railway fares.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/770-778

Correspondence relating to Gertrude Wood

1922

Correspondence with Dame Ethel Shakespear of
the Association of Local War Pensions Committees
and Major D. Clifton Brown relating to the pension
of Gertrude Georgina Wood of 3 Cotlands Road,
Bournemouth.
9 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/779-780

Correspondence with P. A. Gilbert Wood

1925

Letter from P. A. Gilbert Wood, Chairman of 'The
Architect' journal, sending a book on the housing
problem to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of reply
from Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/781-782

Correspondence relating to G. Worrall

1924

Letter from Mr G. Worrall, 123 Icknield Square,
Ladywood, Birmingham and from William A. Dalley
[Manager of Employment Exchange, Lench Street,
Birmingham] relating to Worrall's enquiry relating to
unemployment pay.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/783-784

Correspondence with C. Barnard Wright
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Letter from C. Barnard Wright, Lockermarsh,
Thorne, near Doncaster relating to the Doncaster
Slum Clearance Scheme; and copy of letter from
Neville Chamberlain's Private Secretary.
2 items
Access: Open
NC5/13/785

Correspondence with Birmingham Young Men's
Christian Association

1923

Letter from Frank W. Coffey [General Secretary,
Birmingham YMCA] to Neville Chamberlain relating
to developing Red Triangle Clubs throughout
Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC5/13/786

Introduction card from Employment Exchange

[1910s1920s]

Card given by Employment Exchanges to job
applicants to introduce them to employers. It
appears that this item was enclosed with
NC5/13/583.
1 item
Access: Open
NC6

Personal interests and domestic matters papers
Correspondence, notebooks and miscellaneous
items relating to Neville Chamberlain's hobbies,
interests and other personal and domestic matters.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

This includes items relating to: fishing; birds;
shooting; plants and gardening; Chamberlain's
wine cellar; furnishings for Westbourne; and trees
at Chequers. A letter sent on his silver wedding
anniversary from his family, notes on wedding
presents, his coat of arms, his bookplate and some
quotations, humorous letters and poems are also
included.
137 items, 9 volumes, 2 files
Access: Open
NC6/1

Letters and other items relating to hobbies and
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interests
Letters and other items relating to Neville
Chamberlain's hobbies and interests, principally
relating to fishing. The letters are addressed to
Neville Chamberlain unless otherwise stated.
The file contains the following items:
/1-3: Ephemera relating to Beethoven.
/4-5: Letter from Lord Glanusk inviting Neville
Chamberlain to become an honorary member of
the Usk Valley Casting Club; and copy of reply. 21
and 24 January 1939.
/6-7: Letters found by Anne Chamberlain in Neville
Chamberlain's entymological diaries from George
Henderson, 57 Arnold Road, Old Basford,
Nottingham, relating to entymology; with note from
Anne Chamberlain on an envelope. 3 and 8
December 1900.
/8-10: Letter from [J. Isobel Morton?], The Clock
House, Bromsgrove forwarding a transcript of
letters from Coventry Patmore dated 1890 to his
wife and 1866 to his daughter relating to fishing
and squirrels (included with the letter); and a
related letter from Joseph Ball, House of Commons
Library regarding Patmore's letters. 30 June and 1
July 1936.
/11: Letter from [Charles Partridge?], The New
House, Upton on Severn relating to entymology. 25
May 1908.
/12: Letter from J. Holland Rose, 4 Millington Road,
Cambridge regarding books by Rose. 15
November 1938.
/13: (?), Honorary Secretary of The Piscatorial
Society inviting Chamberlain to use the Society's
fishing rights on the Gade. 3 August 1939.
/14: Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to Sir
Walter Halsey regarding fishing on the Gade. 10
May 1938.
/15-18: Letters from C. Herbert Smith [Smith,
Charles Herbert (1871-1941)], Eden Place
Chambers, 71 Edmund Street, Birmingham relating
to fishing. 27 July and 31 December 1934, 11 April
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and 16 May 1935.
/19: Prime Minister's Library bookplate.
/20: Photograph of fish at Cairnton. 28 March 1922.
/21: Table of number of fish (presumably at
Cairnton?) caught by various people, including
Neville Chamberlain, in 1921.
/22-25: Table of number of fish at Cairnton caught
in Spring by various people, including Neville
Chamberlain, in 1928, 1929, 1931, and 1933.
/26-27: Trout fishing licences of Neville
Chamberlain for the Wye Fishery District. 1936,
1939.
/28: Two printed cards with form on reverse for
recording details of fish caught, one of which is
filled in. [early-mid 20th century]
/29: Photocopy of a lengthy letter from Arthur
Williams, 11 Oakwood Street, Treforest,
Pontypridd. The letter from 'an old gillie' gives an
account of his various experiences as a 'gillie'. 9
October 1940.
/30-34: Transcripts of letters from Neville
Chamberlain to Robert Pashley dated between
1936 and 1937 relating to fishing, with one letter
also relating to the Coronation; with letter from
Robert Pashley forwarding the transcripts to Anne
Chamberlain. One letter from Neville Chamberlain
to Pashley.
/35-55: Letters from Edminson Brothers [fishing
tackle manufacturers of Alnwick]; and copies of
replies regarding a fishing rod given to Neville
Chamberlain and a rod purchased by Chamberlain.
A copy of the company's catalogue is also
included. 6 September 1938-13 May 1940.
/56-80: Letters from J. Bain, 10 Kingsbury Square,
Aylesbury relating to photography of trees at
Chequers; and copies of replies, mainly from
Chamberlain's Private Secretary. 18 March 193917 January 1941.
81 items
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Access: Open
Custodial history: NC6/1/35-80 were deposited
by Dorothy Lloyd in June 1983.
NC6/2

Letters and other items relating to birds
Letters and other items relating to Neville
Chamberlain's interest in birds.

[1890-mid
20th
century]

The file contains the following items:
/1-14: Transcripts of letters dated 29 September
1937 to 19 July 1940 sent by O. S. Cleverly
[Cleverly, Sir Osmund Somers (1891-1966) civil
servant] and C. M. Campbell (secretary) to Gilbert
W. Collett regarding birds in St James' Park,
London. A letter from Collett to Miss Campbell
dated 19 February 1941 relating to birds and
forwarding the transcripts is also included.
/15: A flyer for 'Selborne Nesting Boxes' by the Bird
Sanctuary Committee promoting the sale of nesting
boxes. 1936.
/16: 'The Brent Valley Bird Sanctuary' article (by
Bird Sanctuary Committee?) [early-mid 20th
century]
/17: 'List of Birds noticed at Highbury', a manuscript
list, partially or fully in Neville Chamberlain's hand,
of birds noticed at Highbury. [1890-1909].
/18: Printed letter with manuscript additions from
British Museum thanking Neville Chamberlain for a
gift of 45 birds from Andros Island, Bahamas. 1896.
18 items
Access: Open
NC6/3

Notebooks and miscellaneous items

[18891940]

Notebooks and miscellaneous items relating to
Neville Chamberlain's hobbies, interests and
domestic matters.
9 volumes, 2 files, 1 item
Access: Open
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NC6/3/1

Game book

1933-1934

Notebook containing a table of the numbers of
game shot and trout caught by Neville
Chamberlain; date; location; names of companions;
and brief notes regarding the shooting or fishing
trip.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC6/3/2

Sporting diary

1921-1934

Diary by Neville Chamberlain of his fishing and
shooting trips.
The diary includes details of: the location; the
numbers, size and types of fish or game caught;
weather conditions; names of companions on the
trips; river conditions for fishing trips; and other
details about the trips.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC6/3/3

Sporting diary

1935-1940

Diary by Neville Chamberlain of his fishing and
shooting trips.
The diary includes details of: the location; the
numbers, size and types of fish or game caught;
weather conditions; names of companions on the
trips; river conditions for fishing trips; and other
details about the trips.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC6/3/4

Photograph of Arthur Wood
Photograph of Arthur Wood, a friend of Neville
Chamberlain with whom he went fishing on several
occasions.

[early-mid
20th
century]

1 item
Access: Open
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NC6/3/5

Garden diary

1911-1939

Diary by Neville Chamberlain relating to the garden
at Westbourne, including details of the plants
purchased, and a list of orchids at the back of the
volume.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC6/3/6

List of Neville Chamberlain's books

[19201940]

List of Neville Chamberlain's books in his library at
Westbourne. A list by Anne Chamberlain produced
for Keith Feiling of books read by Neville
Chamberlain is also enclosed.
1 file
Access: Open
NC6/3/7

Cellar books

1911-1939

Notebooks detailing Neville Chamberlain's stocks
of wines, spirits and other alcoholic drinks.
2 volumes
Access: Open
NC6/3/8

List of wedding presents

1910-1936

Notebook containing an inventory of the presents
received by Neville and Anne Chamberlain on their
wedding and on their silver wedding anniversary in
1936, with the names and addresses of the giver.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC6/3/9

Notes about furnishing Westbourne

1911-1930

Notebook containing manuscript notes by Neville
Chamberlain regarding furnishing his house,
Westbourne in Birmingham. The notebook
includes: notes on costs; sizes of items; sketch
plans of rooms; notes on lighting; and notes on
decoration work in April 1930.
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC6/3/10

Entomological notebook

1889

Notebook by Neville Chamberlain containing a few
notes and drawings relating to insects.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Mr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in January 1984.
NC6/3/11

Orchids book

[1910s1930s]

File containing manuscript lists by Neville
Chamberlain regarding the different types of
orchids planted at Westbourne. Some loose notes
and sketches of orchids are enclosed.
1 file
Access: Open
NC6/4/1

Silver wedding anniversary letter

1936

Note of congratulations to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain on their 25th wedding anniversary
signed by Mary E. Carnegie, Austen Chamberlain,
Ivy Chamberlain, Ida Chamberlain and Hilda
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC6/5

Letters and other documents relating to Chequers

[1920s1940s]

Letters and miscellaneous items relating to
Chequers, the Prime Minister's country house in
Buckinghamshire.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from G. Lamont, 87 Beaumont Mansions
to Anne Chamberlain relating to Chequers
including about Lamont's return to Chequers and
about flowers. Not dated [1930s-1940s].
/2: Letter from G. Lamont, Chequers to Anne
Chamberlain relating to Chequers including about
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information forwarded on dates of visits to
Chequers; and about the staff at Chequers. 7
February 1941.
/3: Letter from Ruth Lee, Old Quarries, Avening,
Gloucestershire to Anne Chamberlain relating to
the finder of a Roman coin, and regarding extracts
of papers about Hawtry Hampden[?]. [c. 24
November 1937].
/4-6: Letter from Lee [Lee, Arthur Hamilton (18681947) Viscount Lee of Fareham, statesman], White
Lodge, Richmond Park, London relating to an
inkstand at Chequers. A transcript of the inscription
on the inkstand; a copy of a letter dated 8
November 1931 from E. Cooper Perry to Deller;
and a press cutting relating to the inkstand and
photographs of the inkstand are also included. 25
October 1937. (6 items)
/7: Chequers headed paper signed by various
guests at Chequers on 20 to 22 October 1923.
/8: Unsigned Lease between the Commissioners of
His Majesty's Works and Public Buildings and the
Forestry Commissioners for land on the Chequers
Estate. 7 February 1940.
/9: Plan of motor route from London to Chequers.
Not dated [1930s-1940s].
/10-14: Plans of trees and shrubs planted at
Chequers by Neville Chamberlain, with note stating
they were probably drawn by Jones, the gardener
at Chequers.
20 items
Access: Open
NC6/6

Quotations, humorous letters and poems
Quotations, humorous letters, and poems given to
Neville Chamberlain.

[early-mid
20th
century]

The file contains the following items:
/1: Latin quotation in Neville Chamberlain's hand
given to Neville Chamberlain by Sir Ernest Bennett,
with note.
/2: Quotation from page 303 of 'Middlemarch' by
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George Eliot read out to Neville Chamberlain at
Highfield in October 1940.
/3: Copy of humorous letter from a Japanese
manufacturer forwarded to Chamberlain.
/4: Copy of humorous letter passed on to
Chamberlain by S. B. [Stanley Baldwin].
/5: Poem 'Rat Week' by Osbert Sitwell regarding
'friends' of King Edward VIII deserting him as a
result of his affair with Wallis Simpson.
/6: Copy of humorous letter in response to a tax
demand.
/7: 'Election Ballad' by Silas Wegg junior; a
humorous verse regarding Stanley Baldwin, Lloyd
George, Herbert Asquith and Ramsay MacDonald
as potential Prime Ministers.
/8: 'The First Book of Munitions called Genesis'
humorous text relating to the Ministry of Munitions
(2 copies).
/9: Note of humorous extracts from letters received
by the Ministry of Pensions.
11 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: NC6/6/9 was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC6/7

Neville Chamberlain's Coat of Arms and related
letter from John B. Burman

1932

Illustration of Neville Chamberlain's Coat of Arms
and a letter from John B. Burman [Lord Mayor of
Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain relating to the
Coat of Arms.
2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC6/8

Neville Chamberlain's engraved bookplate
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Engraved metal bookplate and two printed
bookplate labels.

mid 20th
century]

3 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC7

Other correspondence
Letters written to Neville Chamberlain from various
people on a variety of topics; and copies of some
letters written by Chamberlain.

[late 19th
century]1985

This series consists of the non-family
correspondence to Neville Chamberlain which had
not been sorted into specific subject files. Some
letters from non-immediate family members, for
example cousins, are included however Other nonfamily letters which are elsewhere in the collection
include: letters concerning the sisal growing
scheme and Chamberlain's life in the Bahamas
(see NC3); letters concerning certain specific
matters in Birmingham and letters from
constituents (see NC5); letters concerning personal
interests (see NC6); letters concerning certain
specific national political matters (see NC8); and
letters of congratulation and support between 1937
and 1940 (see NC13). However as the letters had
not been thoroughly sorted, letters concerning
some of the topics of specific subject files may also
be found in this series.
The majority of correspondence in this series is
with other Members of Parliament and peers. Other
people in the series include: foreign statesmen and
ambassadors; journalists and editors; civil
servants, royalty and various other notable
persons. Examples of just a few of the notable
correspondents include: the Duke of Windsor
[formerly Edward VIII]; Princess Elizabeth [later
Queen Elizabeth II]; copies of letters from King
George VI; Winston Churchill; Benito Mussolini;
Franklin D. Roosevelt; Andrew Bonar Law; Ramsay
MacDonald; Stanley Baldwin; Clement Attlee;
Anthony Eden; G. Clemenceau, E. Herriot, P. E.
Flandin and P. Reynaud [French Prime Ministers];
and Lord Halifax. A few letters from friends,
relatives, other acquaintances and members of the
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public are also included.
The letters relate to a wide variety of topics with the
majority relating to political matters and events
including foreign affairs. These include letters
concerning Chamberlain's work as Minister of
Health; his work as Chancellor of the Exchequer;
letters regarding the Conservative Party; letters
regarding foreign affairs and the aggressive actions
by Hitler and Mussolini in the period leading up to
the Second World War; letters regarding
rearmament and other preparations for war; and
letters relating to the Second World War. Other
topics include arranging meetings etc; personal
and family matters such as deaths of relatives and
friends; and letters of congratulations.
2139 items
Access: Open
NC7/1

Letters of condolence on the death of Austen
Chamberlain

1937

Letters of condolence from various people to
Neville Chamberlain, following the death of his
brother, Austen Chamberlain, on 16 March 1937.
Many of the correspondents also share their
memories of Austen in the letters. The order of
service for Austen Chamberlain's funeral is also
included.
The file contains letters from the following people:
/1: C. R. Attlee [Attlee, Clement Richard (18831967) 1st Earl Attlee, statesman], House of
Commons.
/2: H. Douglas Bruce, St Margaret's Brae, King's
Crescent, Aberdeen.
/3: Winston S. Churchill [Churchill, Sir Winston
Leonard Spencer (1874-1965) Knight, politician
and historian], 11 Morpeth Mansions, London.
/4: Henry Page Croft [Croft, Henry Page (18811947) 1st Baron Croft, politician], House of
Commons.
/5: Ethel Desborough [Grenfell, Ethel Anne Priscilla
(1867-1952) nee Fane, wife of 1st Baron
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Desborough], Panshanger, Hertford.
/6: Walter Elliot [Elliot, Walter Elliot (1888-1958),
politician], Harwood, Bonchester Bridge, Hawick,
Roxburghshire.
/7: King George VI [George, VI (1895-1952) King of
Great Britain and Ireland], Buckingham Palace,
London (telegram).
/8: Derrick Gunston [Gunston, Sir Derrick Wellesley
(b 1891) Knight Soldier and Politician], House of
Commons.
/9: W. W. Hadley [Hadley, William Waite (d 1960)
Journalist], 135 Fleet Street, London.
/10: Édouard Herriot [Herriot, Édouard (1872-1957)
statesman], Paris, France (telegram).
/11: (Alex Keith?), 1 Ball Road, Haslemere, Surrey.
/12: F. G. Kenyon [Kenyon, Sir Frederic George
(1863-1952) Knight Director and Principal Librarian
British Museum Papyrologist], Kirkstead,
Godstone, Surrey
/13: Londonderry [Stewart, Charles Stewart Henry
Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th Marquess of
Londonderry, politician], Uppat House, Brora,
Sutherland.
/14: Malcolm Macdonald [MacDonald, Malcolm
John (1901-1981), Politician and Diplomat]
(Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs),
Dominions Office.
/15: I. Maisky [Maisky, Ivan Mikhailovich (18841975), USSR Ambassador to Britain].
/16: M. Marnet, (French Ambassador to the USA).
/17-19: Georges Prade, Conseil Municipal de Paris
(the Paris municipal council), France; with printed
proposal for the naming of a street in Paris after
Austen Chamberlain; and copy of letter from
Neville Chamberlain to Prade.
/20: Walter Runciman [Runciman, Walter (18701949) 1st Viscount Runciman, statesman]
(President of the Board of Trade), House of
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Commons.
/21: Alice Salisbury [Cecil, Cecily Alice Gore
Gascoyne- (1867-1955) wife of 4th Marquess of
Salisbury], 21 Arlington Street, London.
/22: Selborne [Palmer, William Waldegrave (18591942) 2nd Earl of Selborne, statesman], 14
Buckingham Palace Gardens, London
/23: Snowden [Snowden, Philip (1864-1937)
Viscount Snowden, statesman], Eden Lodge,
Tilford, near Farnham.
/24: J. B. Trumbler, 703 Fleming Street, Key West,
Florida, USA.
/25: 'Van' [Vansittart, Robert Gilbert (1881-1957)
Baron Vansittart, diplomat], Golf Hotel, Hyéres,
France.
/26: J. S. Wedderburn [Wedderburn, Henry James
Scrymgeour- (1902-1983) 11th Earl of Dundee],
Scottish Office, Whitehall, London.
/27: Anthony [Eden, Robert Anthony (1897-1977)
1st Earl of Avon, statesman] (Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs), Foreign Office.
/28: Stanley [Stanley, Edward Montagu Cavendish
(1894–1938), politician], House of Commons.
/29: (Eddy?), Dominions Office.
/30: Order of service for Austen Chamberlain's
funeral on 19 March at St Margaret's, Westminster.
30 items
Access: Open
NC7/2

Transcripts of correspondence with L. S. Amery

1911-1954

Transcripts of correspondence between Neville
Chamberlain and Leopold Amery [Amery, Leopold
Charles Maurice Stennett (1873-1955), politician
and journalist]. Some original correspondence
between Anne Chamberlain and Amery and other
items relating to the transcripts are also included.
The transcripts were sent by Amery to Anne
Chamberlain and include transcripts of both letters
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from Chamberlain to Amery and letters from Amery
to Chamberlain. Some errors in the transcripts of
letters from Amery to Chamberlain have been
noted by Anne Chamberlain, see NC7/2/12.
Amery was a Liberal Unionist and then a
Conservative and Unionist politician following the
merger of the parties, and in 1911 became Member
of Parliament for Birmingham South, and later
became MP for Birmingham Sparkbrook from 1918
to 1940.
His major official positions held were:
Parliamentary Under-Secretary for the Colonies
from 1919 to 1921; Parliamentary and Financial
Secretary to the Admiralty from 1921 to 1922; First
Lord of the Admiralty from October 1922 to
February 1924; Secretary of State for the Colonies
from November 1924 to June 1929; Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs from July 1925 to June
1929; Secretary of State for India and for Burma
from 1940 to 1945.
He was also a writer, and had been a journalist in
his earlier years.
The correspondence between Amery and
Chamberlain discusses various political matters
including much about tariffs and imperial
preference; foreign affairs, over which Amery and
Chamberlain often disagreed in the late 1930s;
Irish home rule; rearmament and other
preparations for war in the late 1930s; and National
Service while Chamberlain was Director General of
National Service.
103 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/1-12

Correspondence and other items relating to
correspondence between Amery and Chamberlain

1953-1954

Correspondence between Anne Chamberlain and
L. S. Amery, lists and press cutting relating to
transcripts of correspondence between Amery and
Neville Chamberlain.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
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/1: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Amery,
thanking him for sending copies of
correspondence. 30 April 1953.
/2-7: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
Amery regarding a telegram from Smuts to Anne
Chamberlain and forwarding transcripts of some
letters to Amery. Transcripts of the following letters
are included: Sidney F. Waterson to Anne
Chamberlain forwarding a message of condolence
from General Smuts (12 November 1940); W. L.
Mackenzie King to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on the Munich Agreement (30
September 1938); J. A. Lyons to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating him on the Munich
Agreement (30 September 1938); Dame Enid
Lyons to Neville Chamberlain regarding the death
of Lyons' husband (1 June 1939); J. B. M. Hertzog
to Neville Chamberlain congratulating him on the
Munich Agreement (30 September 1938). 4 June
1954.
/8: Letter from Amery to Anne Chamberlain
regarding the transcripts sent by Anne
Chamberlain. 6 June 1954.
/9: Cutting from 'Illustrated London News' of book
review of 'My Political Life Volume Two' by Amery.
9 January 1954.
/10: List of letters (in Anne Chamberlain's hand)
between Neville Chamberlain and L. S. Amery.
/11: List of letters (in Anne Chamberlain's hand)
from Amery to Neville Chamberlain which were not
included with the transcripts he sent.
/12: List of differences between the transcripts of
letters sent by Amery to Anne Chamberlain and the
original letters in Anne Chamberlain's possession.
12 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/10

Transcripts of 1917 correspondence

1917

Transcripts of correspondence between Neville
Chamberlain and L. S. Amery dated 1917. The
letters relate to National Service, during
Chamberlain's period as Director General of
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National Service and also include a letter after his
resignation.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/26: Amery to Chamberlain, 22 February. Relates
to criticism of the lack of coordination between the
new Government departments, and he suggests
that the roles of those departments relating to
manpower are coordinated under Chamberlain's
control.
/27: Chamberlain to Amery, 23 February. Reply to
/26 suggesting that the departments are beginning
to see Chamberlain as an arbitrator regarding
manpower.
/28: Amery to Chamberlain, 8 March. Relates to
National Service, regarding a critical Daily Mail
article and suggesting that the age of service is
increased (see NC8/5/2/3 for original letter).
/29: Chamberlain to Amery, 13 March. Reply to /29,
saying he is considering compulsory service, but
says the raising of the age of service has been
already rejected by the Cabinet (see NC8/5/2/4 for
Chamberlain's carbon copy of this letter).
/30: Chamberlain to Amery, 12 August. Reply to
Amery's letter of 10 August (see NC8/5/2/5).
Comments on the reasons for failure of National
Service, heavily criticizing the Prime Minister, Lloyd
George; and suggests that Lloyd George's
Government will fail.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/13

Transcripts of 1911 correspondence

1911

Transcript of letter from Neville Chamberlain to L.
S. Amery dated 10 September. The letter relates to
Amery making a speech at the Debating Society,
and Amery writing a chapter for the 'Life of Joseph
Chamberlain'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/2/14

Transcripts of 1913 correspondence

1913

Transcript of letter from Neville Chamberlain to L.
S. Amery dated 12 January. The letter relates to
food taxes, the Imperial Tariff Committee, the
'fusion' scheme for uniting the local party
organizations of the Conservative and Unionist
Party and Chamberlain standing as a candidate.
Chamberlain says he does not currently 'feel the
call' to Parliament.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/2/15-17

Transcripts of 1914 correspondence

1914

Transcripts of correspondence between L. S.
Amery and Neville Chamberlain dated 1914,
including two letters with lengthy discussions on
home rule in Ireland and the issue of whether
Ulster should remain part of Britain.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/15: Amery to Chamberlain, 16 January 1914. The
letter discusses Irish home rule and Bonar Law's
pledge that their party will 'use any means...to
prevent the coercion of Ulster', to ensure that Ulster
is not made independent of Britain.
/16: Chamberlain to Amery, 31 January 1914.
Relates to a vacancy and expresses doubts over
[Alfred] Jephcott [probably refers to a vacancy for a
Conservative and Unionist candidate in the
General Election for Yardsley, a seat which
Jephcott won in 1918].
/17: Amery to Chamberlain, 25 July 1914. The
letter relates to Irish home rule and the issue of
Ulster.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/18-22

Transcripts of 1915 correspondence

1915

Transcripts of letters from Neville Chamberlain to
L.S. Amery dated 1915, including three letters
discussing National Service at length, including the
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matter of whether National Service should apply for
non-military work.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/18: Chamberlain to Amery, 6 August. Relates to
National Service.
/19: Chamberlain to Amery, 12 August. Relates to
National Service.
/20: Chamberlain to Amery, 29 August. The letter
congratulates Amery on his article and relates to
National Service.
/21: Chamberlain to Amery, 6 December. Relates
to the Territorial Force, suggesting that he does not
understand why a distinction is made between the
Territorials and the regular army.
/22: Chamberlain to Amery, 23 December. Relates
to an article in the [Birmingham] Post and the editor
[George] Hubbard who is criticized and described
as a 'hermit of mugwumpish temperament';
Tipper's criticism of Amery's speeches; and
suggests a private meeting with Amery's
supporters.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/23-25

Transcripts of 1916 correspondence

1916

Transcripts of letters from Neville Chamberlain to L.
S. Amery dated 1916.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/23: Chamberlain to Amery, 20 May. Chamberlain
argues that Amery was 'right to go' and says that
he would rather stay in his current job as Lord
Mayor of Birmingham rather than become a
Member of Parliament.
/24: Chamberlain to Amery, 21 December. Relates
to Amery's rescue from a ship which was sunk by a
German submarine, see NC8/5/2/1) and him being
kept away 'at the critical moment' when the new
government was formed; and relates to
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Chamberlain becoming Director General of
National Service, which he says is an 'appalling
responsibility'.
/25: Chamberlain to Amery, 24 December. Reply to
Amery's letter of 21 December (see NC8/5/2/2).
Expresses pleasure that Amery was appointed to
Imperial Defence Committee.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/31

Transcript of 1922 correspondence

1922

Transcript of letter from Neville Chamberlain to L.
S. Amery dated 4 June 1922 congratulating Amery
on becoming a Privy Counsellor, and says that
Amery is becoming better recognized.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/2/32-33

Transcripts of 1924 correspondence

1924

Transcripts of letters from L. S. Amery to Neville
Chamberlain dated 1924.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/32: Amery to Chamberlain, 12 January. Relates to
Baldwin's scheme to build cruiser ships and
requests details on the scheme before a House of
Commons debate.
/33: Amery to Chamberlain, 20 July. Transcript of
NC7/11/20/3. The letter just says 'Thank you'. A
note by Chamberlain annotated to the original letter
states that it thanks Chamberlain's for his
mediation between Amery and the Chancellor of
the Exchequer in their dispute regarding Empire
Marketing Board money, over which Amery
threatened resignation.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/34-40

Transcripts of 1928 correspondence
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Transcripts of correspondence between L. S.
Amery and Neville Chamberlain dated 1928.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/34: Amery to Chamberlain, 10 July. Suggests
recommending Carey Gilson [headmaster of King
Edward's School] for a knighthood.
/35: Chamberlain to Amery, 12 July. Reply to /34,
agrees to help with recommendation.
/36: Amery to Chamberlain, 5 August. Transcript of
NC7/11/21/1, relates to Amery's anger at a letter
from Stanley Baldwin to the Chief Whip regarding
tariffs. This letter is referred to in Neville's letter to
his sister Ida on 13 August (see NC18/1/623).
/37-39: Amery to Chamberlain, 25 September (with
copy of letter from Amery to Stanley Baldwin and
copy of enclosure). Transcript of NC7/11/21/2-3
enclosing a copy of Amery's letter to Baldwin with
Amery's suggestion for the fiscal part of Baldwin's
speech at the Conservative Party Conference,
relating to the policy of 'Imperial Preference'
[preferential tariffs and policies for trade within the
British Empire].
/40: Chamberlain to Amery, 15 October. Thanks
Amery for copy of speeches, and expresses
appreciation of speeches.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/41

Transcripts of 1929 correspondence

1929

Transcript of L. S. Amery's letter to Neville
Chamberlain dated 4 May (transcript of
NC7/11/22/1). The letter relates to the Colonial
Development Fund, and also argues that Stanley
Baldwin should 'get rid of the blight of Winston'
[Churchill] as Chancellor of the Exchequer and
says that if Chamberlain became Chancellor
instead it would improve the Conservative Party's
election prospects.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/2/42-50

Transcripts of 1930 correspondence

1930

Transcripts of correspondence between L. S.
Amery and Neville Chamberlain dated 1930, mainly
relating to the major debate in the Conservative
and Unionist Party regarding tariffs and imperial
preference/protection, and the split from the party
by Lords Beaverbrook and Rothermere over the
matter.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/42: Amery to Chamberlain, 21 February. Suggests
that 'the tide of public opinion' is 'swinging...towards
Protection and Empire Trade'; refers to criticism of
Stanley Baldwin; his work to try to ensure that Lord
Beaverbrook did not say anything against Baldwin's
speech; a speech by Amery referring to tariffs
which had been perceived as a split from the party
line; Beaverbrook and Rothermere splitting from
the Conservative and Unionist Party to form a new
party.
/43: Amery to Chamberlain, 28 February. Relates
to speech by Horne and Beaverbrook;
Beaverbrook's planned new political party;
Baldwin's committment for a guaranteed price of
wheat.
/44: Amery to Chamberlain, 5 August. Transcript of
NC7/11/23/1, relates to the policy of a 'free hand'
on tariffs.
/45: Chamberlain to Amery, 6 August. Reply to /44
relating to the 'free hand' policy and quotas on
wheat.
/46: Chamberlain to Amery, 30 September. Relates
to tariffs and a quota system for food.
/47: Amery to Chamberlain, 2 October. Reply to
/46, gives objections to quota system being used
for meat and relates to emergency tariffs.
/48: Chamberlain to Amery, 3 October. Reply to
/47.
/49: Amery to Chamberlain, 15 October. Relates to
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food quotas.
/50: Amery to Chamberlain, 29 November. Relates
to meeting of the Federation of British Industries,
the Empire Economic Union and Morris' industrial
group regarding economy and tariffs; and a dispute
with coal miners.
9 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/51-53

Transcripts of 1931 correspondence

1931

Transcripts of correspondence between L. S.
Amery and Neville Chamberlain dated 1931,
relating mainly to the tariffs/protection issue.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/51: Chamberlain to Amery, 21 January. Relates to
[James] Brownlie, a trade unionist standing for
election in favour of imperial preference/protection;
and regarding Sir John Thornycroft's suggestion
that the National Council of Industry should support
the Brownlie movement instead of the
Conservative Party.
/52: Amery to Chamberlain, 16 April. Relates to
Wright's [J. F. Wright, leader of the Norfolk Farmers
Party] dispute with the Conservative Party on
tariffs/protection; the Party's 'four point' policy
leaflet; and unemployment insurance.
/53: Chamberlain to Amery, 17 April. Reply to /52,
expresses anger at [J. F.] Wright's breech of
confidence; and relates to the 'four point' leaflet.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/54-59

Transcripts of 1932 correspondence

1932

Transcripts of correspondence between L. S.
Amery and Neville Chamberlain dated 1931,
relating mainly to the tariffs/protection issue
including the Ottawa Conference.
The following list gives details of some of the main
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topics in the letters:
/54: Amery to Chamberlain, 6 January. Suggestion
that Chamberlain receives a deputation from the
Sugar Federation of the British Empire regarding
sugar duties.
/55: Amery to Chamberlain, 18 February. Suggests
amendments to the Import Duties Bill.
/56: Amery to Chamberlain, 17 August. Transcript
of NC7/11/25/1, relates to Ottawa Conference.
/57: Chamberlain to Amery, 6 December. Thanks
Amery for a presentation made to Chamberlain at a
dinner of Birmingham's Conservative Members of
Parliament.
/58: Amery to Chamberlain, 7 December.
Transcript of NC7/11/25/2, relates to Ottawa
Conference.
/59: Chamberlain to Amery, 9 December. Reply to
/58 relates to Ottawa Conference and tariffs on
meat.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/60-62

Transcripts of 1933 correspondence

1933

Transcripts of correspondence from Neville
Chamberlain to L. S. Amery dated 1933.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/60: Chamberlain to Amery, 10 March. The letter
rejects Amery's 'Imperial Sterling Area' proposal for
harmonization of currency throughout the British
Empire, and relates to the gold standard.
/61: Chamberlain to Amery, 21 March. Thanks
Amery in regard to the presentation of a portrait.
/62: Chamberlain to Amery, 16 June. Relates to
Chamberlain's efforts in settling the issue about
American war debts.
3 items
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Access: Open
NC7/2/63

Transcripts of 1934 correspondence

1934

Transcript of letter from Neville Chamberlain to
Florence Amery [L. S. Amery's wife] thanking her
and L. S. Amery for remembering his birthday.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/2/64

Transcripts of 1935 correspondence

1935

Transcript of letter dated 15 April, saying that the
newspapers were 'too dense to see [Amery's] joke'
relating to the Budget surplus and so Chamberlain
is to write a letter to the Telegraph.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/2/65

Transcripts of 1936 correspondence

1936

Transcript of letter from Neville Chamberlain to L.
S. Amery thanking Amery for a copy of 'The
Forward View'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/2/66-74

Transcripts of 1937 correspondence

1937

Transcripts of correspondence between L. S.
Amery and Neville Chamberlain dated 1937,
relating to various matters including foreign policy;
Austen Chamberlain; and imperial preference.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/66: Chamberlain to Amery, 30 May. Thanks Amery
for an article he wrote on Chamberlain for the
Birmingham Post, and fears that Amery will be
disappointed that he was not asked to join
Chamberlain's new Government.
/67: Amery to Chamberlain, 4 June. Relates to
Amery's deep disappointment following
Chamberlain's appointment of his Cabinet, saying
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that this was not because he thought he deserved
a Cabinet place, but that he hoped for 'a new and
live policy in national and Imperial affairs in which
the help which I would...have given you would have
made a real difference'. (See NC7/11/30/5 for
original letter.)
/68: Chamberlain to Amery, 23 March. Relates to
Austen Chamberlain, following his death.
/69: Chamberlain to Amery, 7 June. Objects to /67
(Amery's letter of 4 June), saying that he never
considered Amery to be selfish.
/70: Amery to Chamberlain, 16 July. Relates to the
report of a Committee discussing the difficulties in
recruiting soldiers for the army, suggesting an
'Army League' to encourage recruitment.
/71: Amery to Chamberlain, 10 November. The
letter makes various suggestions relating to
diplomatic strategy with Italy, Japan and Germany,
including his idea that Britain should concentrate its
diplomacy on the weaker opponents of Italy and
Japan first and deal with Germany later, suggesting
that Germany will be in a weaker position, after
disputes with Italy and Japan are settled, says that
the League of Nations failure to recognize
Munchuquo and the conquest of Abyssinia [now
Ethiopia] is hampering diplomacy with Japan and
Italy, and suggests his tactics would end a period
of 'humbug and make-believe' foreign policy for
Britain. See NC7/11/30/6 for original letter.
/72: Chamberlain to Amery, 15 November. Reply to
/71, saying that actual conditions do not permit the
use of Amery's strategy, that diplomacy with
Germany cannot be delayed and relates to reform
of the League of Nations. See NC7/11/30/7 for
Chamberlain's carbon copy of the letter.
/73: Amery to Chamberlain, 16 November. Reply to
/72. See NC7/11/30/8 for original letter.
/74: Chamberlain to Amery, 19 November. Relates
to imperial preference and trade with the USA.
8 items
Access: Open
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NC7/2/75-88

Transcripts of 1938 correspondence

1938

Transcripts of correspondence between L. S.
Amery and Neville Chamberlain dated 1938,
primarily relating to the international situation
including the Munich Crisis, over which
Chamberlain and Amery disagreed, the latter while
hoping to avoid war, argued that the Sudetenland
of Czechoslovakia should not be handed over to
Germany and thought that concessions to
Germany will increase the chance of war.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/75: Amery to Chamberlain, 22 February. The letter
just states 'May I say Bravo!' following
Chamberlain's speech in the House of Commons.
/76: Amery to Chamberlain, 14 March. Relates to
rearmament, and suggests that Britain encourages
Canada to start large scale production of
munitions.
/77: Chamberlain to Amery, 25 July. Relates to the
Empire Parliamentary Association, and says he will
join a presentation to the Corporation of
Birmingham on their centenary.
/78: Amery to Chamberlain, 17 September. Relates
to Chamberlain's peace efforts saying that
Chamberlain had 'done a great thing', suggests
that Czechoslovakia should declare herself neutral
and receive external guarantees, that a plebiscite
would not work as being unacceptable to the
Czechs, rejects the idea of 'trimming off' areas
where there is a German majority except possibly
the North Western corner of Bohemia; and says
that the Czechs will not agree to concessions.
/79: Chamberlain to Amery, 17 September. Reply
to /78, saying that he takes account of Amery's
points but Britain will need to adapt to whatever the
realities of the situation may be, but that he cannot
predict this at the moment.
/80: Amery to Chamberlain, 19 September. Argues
against Germany being given every district of
Czechoslovakia with a Sudeten German majority,
and criticizes German support for Sudeten
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volunteers attacking Czech frontier posts.
/81: Amery to Chamberlain, 25 September. Says
that German demands for immediate handover of
the Sudetenland in Czechoslovakia are
unacceptable and that Chamberlain must not
accept this demand.
/82: Amery to Chamberlain, 6 October. Says that
Chamberlain's speech moved him deeply and was
nearly persuaded to vote in favour.
/83: Chamberlain to Amery, 6 October. Reply to
/82, thanking Amery for his letter, and that he
respects Amery's sincerity over his views.
/84: Amery to Chamberlain, 12 October. Suggests
that Chamberlain has an inquiry on Government
policy on preparedness for war with people from
different political parties and differing previous
opinions, instead of just an inquiry into facts.
/85: Amery to Chamberlain, 21 November. Relates
to a speech by Goebbels which repeated the
impression he had forty years ago that Germany
was bitter against Britain getting an empire while
Germany was busy with civil war and internal
disputes, and suggests that it is an indication that
Germany seeks 'world dominion' at Britain's
expense, and that any cession of colonial territory
will increase chances of war as making Germany
more ambitious.
/86: Chamberlain to Amery, 2 December. Reply to
/86, says will not be any discussion on cession of
colonial territory in present circumstances though
they should not announce this will never be
considered in case future circumstances are
different.
/87: Amery to Chamberlain, 3 December. Reply to
/87, arguing that there must be an announcement
there will be no cessation of territory, and also
discusses the issue of Jewish immigration to
Palestine and the risk of a general war developing
in the Middle East.
/88: Chamberlain to Amery, 24 December. Thanks
Amery for his letter, and suggests that the peace
efforts are like climbing a mountain with 'a
succession of arêtes, each more steep and
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treacherous than the last'.
14 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/89-99

Transcripts of 1939 correspondence

1939

Transcripts of correspondence between L. S.
Amery and Neville Chamberlain dated 1939,
including various letters relating to the preparation
for war.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/89: Amery to Chamberlain, 24 March. Offers
suggestion so that Chamberlain could introduce a
conscription bill without violating his election
pledge, and relates to the matter of whether the
Opposition should be brought into Government in
preparation for war.
/90: Amery to Chamberlain, 22 April (part of letter).
Suggests there is a threat to British commerce if a
German squadron is based at the Spanish ports,
and that HMS Repulse should be kept in Europe
rather than be sent to Canada, to protect against
such a German squadron.
/91: Chamberlain to Amery, 27 April. Thanks
Amery for offer of assistance.
/92: Amery to Chamberlain, 16 May. Relates to
Palestine, arguing against a proposed policy to be
announced the next day.
/93: Amery to Chamberlain, 29 June. Suggests that
the Government asks Lincoln Cathedral to give
away their copy of the Magna Carta to be
presented to the USA to improve relations, in
exchange for the Government funding the
restoration of the Cathedral.
/94: Amery to Chamberlain, 1 July. Relates to the
problem of food and raw material storage,
suggesting that Britain's supplies are under threat
of blockade from Germany, and that in preparation
for war every ship should now be filled to capacity
with essential supplies.
/95: Chamberlain to Amery, 4 July. Reply to /94,
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says he will be bringing Amery's letter to the notice
of the Food [Defence Plans] Department and the
Ministry of Supply.
/96: Chamberlain to Amery, 27 July. Reply to /93,
declining Amery's suggestion.
/97: Amery to Chamberlain, August. Offers to carry
out emergency work for the Government.
/98: Chamberlain to Amery, 22 August. Reply to
/97, in appreciation of offer.
/99: Chamberlain to Amery, 30 November. Relates
to offer of chairmanship of a Select Committee to
Amery, and thanks Amery for sending a book.
11 items
Access: Open
NC7/2/100-104

Transcripts of 1940 correspondence

1940

Transcripts of correspondence between L. S.
Amery and Neville Chamberlain dated 1940.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/100: Amery to Chamberlain, 18 January. Relates
to rising prices and cases of hardship, suggesting
that flat rate increases in wages are causing
inflation, and that instead allowances should be
given to larger families as they are more likely to
suffer from hardship.
/101: Amery to Chamberlain, 27 February.
Disagrees with proposals to restrict Jewish land
settlement in Palestine.
/102: Chamberlain to Amery, 18 March. Thanks
Amery for telegram on his birthday.
/103: Amery to Chamberlain, 6 October. Regrets
that Chamberlain is retiring as Lord President of
the Council, and is in appreciation of Chamberlain
despite their differences.
/104: Chamberlain to Amery, 14 October. Thanks
Amery for letter, saying he 'will not deny...[being]
deeply hurt' by Amery, and is 'out of politics now for
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good'.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/3

Correspondence with King George VI (copies)

1932-1985

Copies and transcripts of correspondence between
King George VI and Neville Chamberlain, and
correspondence relating to the copies and
transcripts.
The letters relate to various matters including
several letters regarding foreign affairs. It includes
a letter giving details of Chamberlain's visit to
Rome in January 1939, a letter detailing
Chamberlain's meetings with Leslie Hore-Belisha
after he was dismissed as War Secretary and a
letter regarding Chamberlain's resignation as Lord
President of the Council. Most of the other letters
however are fairly short and do not discuss matters
in detail. A photocopy of a transcript of Neville
Chamberlain's speech given on 4 February 1932 in
the House of Commons introducing the Import
Duties Bill is also included.
The copies and transcripts were made from original
letters held in the Royal Archives at the request of
Anne Chamberlain.
The following items are included in this file:
/1-18: Letters from Sir Alan Lascelles [Private
Secretary of the Queen and Keeper of the Queen's
Archives] and from Robert Mackworth-Young
[Librarian at Windsor Castle] to Anne Chamberlain;
and copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain to
Lascelles and Mackworth-Young. The letters relate
to producing copies of the letters from Neville
Chamberlain to the King. 1953-1960.
/19: Photocopy of a manuscript transcript by Neville
Chamberlain of his speech introducing the Import
Duties Bill on 4 February 1932 in the House of
Commons.
/20: Transcript of letter from Sir Alexander
Hardinge to Neville Chamberlain, regarding his
Budget proposals. 19 April 1937.
/21: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
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King, regarding Chamberlain not attending a
meeting of ministers and problems in the Far East
and Western Mediterranean; and thanking the King
and Queen for Chamberlain's visit to Balmoral. 2
September 1937.
/22: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King, thanking the King for Chamberlain's visit to
Windsor. 11 April 1938.
/23: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding Swinton leaving as
Secretary of State for Air and the King's approval of
new Cabinet appointments. 16 May 1938.
/24: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King, regarding new Cabinet appointments; and
Swinton leaving as Air Minister. 17 May 1938.
/25: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King regarding Chamberlain's health; visiting
Scotland; and about the 'Czecho Slovakian
situation'. 13 August 1938.
/26: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding Chamberlain and the King's
health and the 'Czecho Slovakian situation'. 14
August 1938.
/27: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King giving Chamberlain's thoughts about the
international situation regarding Germany and
Czechoslovakia saying that he has 'a 'hunch'...that
we shall get through this time without the use of
force'; regarding Chamberlain's stay at Balmoral;
his shooting trip in Scotland. 6 September 1938.
/28: Transcript of letter from Alexander Hardinge on
behalf of the King to Chamberlain regarding
postponement of the first visit to Britain by the
Duke of Windsor after his abdication as King; and
regarding a visit of the Duke and Duchess of
Gloucester. 12 September 1938.
/29: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding Chamberlain meeting
Hitler. 16 September 1938.
/30: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain congratulating him after the signing of
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the Munich Agreement. 30 September 1938.
/30a-c: Label, note and copy of letter regarding
gifts of venison from the King in September and
October 1938.
/31: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King regarding Chamberlain and Halifax's visit to
Rome and their meeting with Mussolini. The letter
includes comments on Mussolini and comparisons
between him and Hitler and the letter also relates
to Countess Ciano, the welcome given to
Chamberlain by the Italian people, his meeting with
the Pope, issues with Spain and the risk of an open
quarrel with France regarding Spain, Chamberlain's
feeling 'that the personal contacts we have
established will tend to keep Mussolini on the rails',
and Chamberlain's visit to see the King of Italy. 17
January 1939.
/32: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding Chamberlain's visit to
Rome and regarding Spain. 19 January 1939.
/33: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding Chamberlain's suggestion
for Alexander Hardinge to become Governor of
Madras. The King objected to the suggestion
saying that Hardinge was needed as the King's
Private Secretary and that if Hardinge left it could
suggest 'that he [Hardinge] and I [the King] did not
get on, and that he did not agree with the policy of
my Gov[ernmen]t'. 3 February 1939.
/34: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King regarding the Governorship of Madras. 7
February 1939.
/35: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding the invasion of the
remaining part of Czechoslovakia by Germany. 18
March 1939.
/36: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding the possibility of using
Philip of Hesse as a messenger 'to convey to Hitler
that we really are in earnest'. 3 July 1939.
/37: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King regarding: the King's suggestion about Philip
of Hesse; reports that Hitler 'does understand that
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we mean business this time'; Chamberlain's talk
with Lord Camrose; and rumours in the House of
Commons lobby that his audience with the King
'was for the purpose of submitting the names of
Winston [Churchill] and Anthony [Eden] for
positions in the Cabinet'. 3 July 1939.
/38: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King regarding a proposed pact between Russia
and Germany and Chamberlain's letter to Hitler;
and regarding the Emergency Powers (Defence)
Bill. 23 August 1939.
/39: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding the Duke of Windsor, a
proposal that the Duke will join the British Military
Mission in France and suggesting the Duke should
be advised not to visit Wales as the Duke had
proposed. 14 September 1939.
/40: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King of condolence following the death of Princess
Louise and regarding Chamberlain meeting the
Chief of the Imperial General Staff [Sir Edmund
Ironside] giving 'a very reassuring account of the
line which he believes is impregnable' but that 'the
ground is in a terrible condition'. 4 December 1939.
/41: Transcript of telegram from the King to
Chamberlain thanking Chamberlain for his
message. 14 December 1939.
/42: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King regarding changes in the Cabinet principally
about Leslie Hore-Belisha [Secretary of State for
War] and Lord Macmillan [Minister of Information]
leaving the Government. It includes a detailed
account of Chamberlain's meetings with HoreBelisha. 8 January 1940.
/43: Telegram from the King to Chamberlain
offering 'best wishes' and 'happy returns' on
Chamberlain's birthday. 18 March 1940.
/44: Transcript of telegram from Chamberlain to the
King, thanking the King for his birthday greeting. 18
March 1940.
/45: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding the proposal for the
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formation of a War Cabinet. 25 March 1940.
/46: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King regarding Chamberlain's operation. 2 August
[1940].
/46A: Photocopy of text on reverse of postcards
sent by Chamberlain to the King. [2 August 1940].
/47: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regarding Chamberlain's operation
and suggests that ' 'that man' will receive a hot
reception if he does try and come here' [appears to
refer to the prospect of Hitler attempting to invade
Britain]. 5 August 1940.
/48: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King following Chamberlain's offer of resignation as
Lord President of the Council and also referring to:
his appreciation of the King; the failure of
Chamberlain's efforts to preserve peace; and his
poor state of health. 30 September 1940.
/49: Photocopy of letter from Chamberlain to the
King thanking the King for his letter, and regarding
Chamberlain's inability to attend a farewell
audience with the King. 5 October 1940.
/50: Transcript of letter from the King to
Chamberlain regretting Chamberlain's poor health
and in appreciation of Chamberlain and his efforts
to preserve peace. 5 October 1940.
/51-66: Correspondence relating to the
correspondence between Neville Chamberlain and
the King. The letters relate to access conditions for
the transcripts and copies of letters.
Correspondents included are: Alan Lascelles
[Private Secretary to the Queen and Keeper of the
Queen's Archives, 1952-53)] Anne Chamberlain,
Sir Michael Adeane [Private Secretary to the
Queen and Keeper of the Queen's Archives, 195372], Robin Mackworth-Young [Librarian, Windsor
Castle], Christine Penney [Assistant Librarian,
University of Birmingham], Anthony Nicholls
[Librarian, University of Birmingham], Sir Robert
Armstrong [Secretary of the Cabinet], and Oliver
Everett [Librarian, Windsor Castle]. 1960-1985.
72 items
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Access: Open
Custodial history: /46A was formerly
unnumbered. /30a-c were deposited by Mr and Mrs
Stephen Lloyd in September 1984.
NC7/4

Correspondence with royalty

1934-1956

Letters from members of the British Royal Family,
and some Royal Household staff, to Neville and
Anne Chamberlain.
The letters are from Edward [Edward, VIII (18941972) King of Great Britain and Ireland, afterwards
Duke of Windsor]; Elizabeth R. [Elizabeth, (19002002) Queen Consort of George VI]; Mary R. [Mary
(1867-1953) Queen Consort of George V]; Albert
[Duke of York, later became King George VI
[George, VI (1895-1952) King of Great Britain and
Ireland]]; George [Kent, George Edward Alexander
Edmund (1902-1942) Duke of Kent]; Mary [Mary
Victoria Alexandra Alice (1897-1965) Princess
Royal Countess of Harewood]; Alice Mary [Alice,
Mary Victoria Augusta Pauline (1883-1981)
Princess, Countess of Athlone]; Elizabeth;
Margaret [Egerton]; Cynthia Colville [Colville, Helen
Cynthia (1884-1968)].
Letters are addressed to Neville Chamberlain
unless otherwise specified.
/1-2: Letter from Duke of Windsor in support of
Chamberlain's foreign policy; and copy of reply. 24
February and 1 March 1938.
/3: Letter from Duke of Windsor regarding his wish
to return to England; expresses admiration for
Chamberlain and his decision to fly to Germany to
meet Hitler; and expresses hopes for peace. 18
September 1938.
/4-6: Telegram from Duke of Windsor of
congratulation following the signing of the Munich
Agreement; and copy and draft of reply. 30
September 1938.
/7: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Queen
Elizabeth [wife of King George VI] in sympathy for
the death of her mother; regarding the deaths of his
own mother and father; and postponement of Paris
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visit. 23 June 1938.
/8: Letter from Queen Elizabeth thanking
Chamberlain for his letter of condolence; in
appreciation of her late mother; and regarding
postponement of Paris visit. 2 July 1938.
/9: Telegram from Queen Elizabeth thanking
Neville and Anne Chamberlain for their birthday
greetings. 6 August 1938.
/10: Letter from Queen Elizabeth regretting Neville
Chamberlain ceasing to be Prime Minister; in
appreciation of Chamberlain and his resignation
broadcast and regarding her eldest daughter
[Princess Elizabeth, later Queen Elizabeth II]
having said 'I cried, mummy' on listening to the
broadcast. 17 May 1940.
/11: Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to
Queen Mary in sympathy for the death of King
George.
/12: Telegram from Queen Mary thanking Neville
Chamberlain for his letter of sympathy. 24 January
1936.
/13-14: Letter from Queen Mary forwarding notes
on the 'Timur Ruby' and regarding her having
enjoyed Neville and Anne Chamberlain's visit; with
copy of notes on the Timur Ruby (the original notes
enclosed with the letter were to be returned at
Queen Mary's request); and a note by Anne
Chamberlain relating to the ruby. 4 March 1938.
/15: Letter from Queen Mary regarding her concern
for Lord Plymouth's health and suggesting 'he
should not undertake more work than is absolutely
necessary'. 9 April 1938.
/16: Letter from Queen Mary in sympathy following
Neville Chamberlain's resignation as Lord
President of the Council due to ill health; and
regarding her gratitude for Chamberlain's efforts for
peace in September 1938. 21 October 1940.
/17: Transcript of letter from Duke of York [later
George VI] thanking Neville Chamberlain for him
sending a copy of his speech. 22 June 1936.
/18: Letter from Duke of Kent thanking
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Chamberlain for the wedding present bought by the
Cabinet. 27 November 1934.
/19: Letter from Duke of Kent of congratulations
following the signing of the Munich Agreement. 2
October 1938.
/20: Letter from Princess Royal to Anne
Chamberlain forwarding an amusing press cutting;
with enclosed press cutting. 21 January 1940.
/21: Letter from Princess Alice regarding the
Duchess of Coburg's [Princess Alice's sister-in-law]
appreciation of Neville Chamberlain. 22 December
1938.
/22: Letter from Elizabeth to Anne Chamberlain
thanking Anne and Neville Chamberlain for a
birthday present. 23 April 1940.
/23: Letter from Princess Alice to Anne
Chamberlain declining invitation to cocktail party;
and inviting her to tea. 23 May 1956.
/24: Letter from Margaret [annotated as being from
Lady Margaret Egerton, who was Lady-in-Waiting
to Princess Elizabeth] to Anne Chamberlain
thanking Anne Chamberlain for a present for
Princess Elizabeth; and regarding her wishing to
have supper with Anne Chamberlain. 8 October
1947.
/25: Letter from Cynthia Colville [Woman of the
Bedchamber to Queen Mary] to Anne Chamberlain
thanking her for a letter of condolence to Queen
Mary on the death of the King. 7 March 1952.
/26: Letter from the Queen and Queen Mother
thanking the givers of flowers for the funeral of King
George VI. February 1952.
27 items
Access: Open
NC7/5

Correspondence with Alfred Greenwood

[1890s]1945

Letters from Neville Chamberlain, Austen
Chamberlain, Anne Chamberlain and Ivy
Chamberlain to Alfred Greenwood. A letter from
Greenwood to Neville Chamberlain; Anne
Chamberlain to June Abbati; Austen Chamberlain
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to Mrs Greenwood; and some invitation cards are
also included.
According to a note by Anne Chamberlain,
Greenwood was the Aide-de-Camp and Private
Secretary to Sir Ambrose Shea [Governor of the
Bahamas]; and later the Colonial Secretary and
Captain of the Port in Gibraltar from about 1893 to
about 1923. Greenwood had also helped Neville
Chamberlain at his sisal plantation for a period
during Knowles' [plantation manager] holiday after
Mrs Knowles death.
101 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: NC7/5/34-36, 39-69, 80-82
were deposited by Midland Bank Executor and
Trustee Company Ltd on behalf of the A. C.
Greenwood trustees. NC7/5/37-38, 70-79, 83-101
were deposited by Mrs J. Abbati (in 1972?)
NC7/5/1-33

Transcripts of letters from Neville Chamberlain to
Alfred Greenwood

1893-1937

Transcripts of letters from Neville Chamberlain to
Alfred Greenwood; and note by Anne Chamberlain
with list of letters. The transcripts are not complete,
with parts of some letters being omitted.
The original letters from which these transcripts
were made are available as referred to below,
except for /33.
/1: See NC7/5/34 for original letter. 7 September
1893.
/2: See NC7/5/35 for original letter. 27 June 1896.
/3: See NC7/5/36 for original letter. 11 July 1896
/4: : See NC7/5/39 for original letter. 3 August
1897.
/5: See NC7/5/40 for original letter. 30 October
1897.
/6: See NC7/5/42 for original letter. 28 August
1898.
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/7: See NC7/5/43 for original letter. 8 April 1899.
/8: See NC7/5/45 for original letter. 7 October
1900.
/9: See NC7/5/46 for original letter. 23 December
1900.
/10: See NC7/5/48 for original letter. 26 December
1901.
/11: See NC7/5/49 for original letter. 8 June 1902.
/12: See NC7/5/51 for original letter. 19 April 1903.
/13: See NC7/5/52 for original letter. 11 February
1906.
/14: See NC7/5/54 for original letter. 26 June 1907.
/15: See NC7/5/55 for original letter. 13 June 1908.
/16: See NC7/5/56 for original letter. 25 December
1908.
/17: See NC7/5/57 for original letter. 25 April 1909.
/18: See NC7/5/58 for original letter. 5 June 1910.
/19: See NC7/5/59 for original letter. 27 December
1910.
/20: See NC7/5/61 for original letter. 26 December
1911.
/21: See NC7/5/62 for original letter. 11 July 1914.
/22: See NC7/5/63 for original letter. 29 December
1915.
/23: See NC7/5/64 for original letter. 16 January
1919.
/24: See NC7/5/65 for original letter. 19 December
1920.
/25: See NC7/5/66 for original letter. 9 August
1928.
/26: See NC7/5/67 for original letter. 24 November
1929.
/27: See NC7/5/69 for original letter. 24 November
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1931.
/28: See NC7/5/71 for original letter. 24 June 1932.
/29: See NC7/5/72 for original letter. 9 September
1933.
/30: See NC7/5/75 for original letter. 29 August
1934.
/31: See NC7/5/81 for original letter. 3 January
1937.
/32: See NC7/5/82 for original letter. 24 March
1937.
/33: Copy of letter regarding Chamberlain starting
work as Prime Minister and about him having 'for a
long time done so much of the work that generally
falls to a P. M. that I have slid into my new position
without any sense of strangeness and indeed with
some relief at being able to carry out my own ideas
without having to convert someone else first'. 30
July 1937.
33 items
Access: Open
NC7/5/34-82

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Alfred
Greenwood

1893-1937

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Alfred
Greenwood.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/34: Visit to Scotland; dinner with Pollen [Assistant
Private Secretary to the Governor of the Bahamas]
and about him having 'talked more nonsense about
the Bahamas and the inhabitants'; Yelverton
[Roger Yelverton, Chief Justice of the Bahamas]
and about Joseph Chamberlain having 'simply
skinned Yelverton alive'; Buxton [Sydney Buxton,
Under Secretary of State for Colonies] being
impressed by Greenwood. 7 September 1893.
/35: The Chamberlain's sisal plantation at Mastic
Point, Andros Island, Bahamas 'going to grief' and
'it looks as though we should lose all we have put
into it'; Greenwood's forthcoming trip through Tyrol.
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27 June 1896.
/36: 'No hope of saving anything from the wreck at
Andros, as we cannot even pay expenses'; Neville
having asked Joseph Chamberlain to allow him 'to
begin again with better land' but him having
refused; Neville considering his own future; plans
to visit the Bahamas in October to dispose of
property. 11 July 1896.
/37: Greenwood refusing temporary appointment in
West Africa; Neville having heard that an offer of a
new job is to be made soon to Greenwood. 11
June 1897.
/38: Regrets that Greenwood did not get a place in
Gibraltar; arranging dinner with Greenwood. 21
June 1897.
/39: Greenwood having got a house at Gibraltar;
Neville's plans for holidays; Neville having 'plenty to
do and find it very interesting if not very paying'. 3
August 1897.
/40: Greenwood's new life in Gibraltar; Lady
Haynes-Smith's gossip about Spencer being
engaged to Miss Fraser of Halifax; Neville
becoming director of Elliott's Metal Company and
owner of Hoskins [cabin berth manufacturer]; a
letter from Gurdon [private secretary to the
Governor of the Bahamas?]; Neville being glad the
French have Joseph Chamberlain 'to deal with in
W. Africa, or we might lose some valuable
property'. 30 October 1897.
/41: Congratulations on the birth of Greenwood's
daughter; Neville possibly becoming godfather to
Greenwood's daughter; Austen having told Neville
of Greenwood's success in Gibraltar. 12 June
1898.
/42: Neville sending a present for his god-daughter;
Spain and that 'they do not seem to mind about
their degradation' [relating to Spain's defeat in the
Spanish-American War?]; the Jacksons. 28 August
1898.
/43: Greenwood's daughter; Neville not 'having
rolled up a fortune yet or even see any prospect of
it' in his businesses but that he gets 'lots of interest
and enjoyment out of the struggle for filthy lucre';
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Neville's stay with Walpole; Gurdon having been
anxious to enter the Colonial Service but Neville
having 'succeeded in choking him off and
persuaded him to try his hand at literary work'. 8
April 1899.
/44: Mrs Greenwood's poems and about possible
publication of them. 16 April 1900.
/45: Incorrect press rumours of Neville planning to
stand for election to Parliament having arisen since
Neville gave a speech at Darlaston; Neville giving
political speeches 'as often as my nervousness and
laziness permit me (which is not much) but I
haven't begun to think of politics as a career';
reconstruction of Cabinet and possibility of Austen
getting 'the step up he...deserves' but unlikeliness
he will get the post of First Lord of the Admiralty;
Joseph Chamberlain 'will certainly never go to the
War Office' and expectation he will remain in his
current position; the General Election having so far
'gone extraordinarily well'. 7 October 1900.
/46: Article in the Leader and other newspapers
about Joseph and Austen Chamberlain's
investments; Neville taking action against libel
regarding Andros Fibre Company. 23 December
1900.
/47: Congratulations on birth of Greenwood's son;
the Duke and Duchess' trip abroad; Sir J.
Anderson's appreciation of Alfred and Mrs
Greenwood; Neville's life currently revolving around
his libel case against the Star Newspaper
Company. 17 March 1901.
/48: Greenwood's children; 'a comparatively
uneventful year' for Neville; his businesses;
Neville's political and municipal work; his interest in
the University of Birmingham and him being
'conscious of the defects of my own education';
decision to not enter Parliament but that he wants
'some day to something for my town'; invitations for
Neville to join the Birmingham City Council but him
deciding 'not to attempt it till I can afford to work at
it to some purpose'; Neville 'growing into the
regular old bachelor - faddy and fussy'; holidays. 26
December 1901.
/49: Joseph Chamberlain's negotiations in the
settlement of the Boer War and about the peace
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terms; Greenwood's illness; Jackson [Sir Henry
Jackson, who was Colonial Secretary in the
Bahamas from 1890 to 1893] and about his
promotion; Bell in Dominica; school for
Greenwood's son. 8 June 1902.
/50: Joseph's serious accident; autumn session at
the House of Commons meaning Joseph had to
cancel holiday plans and decline invitations to
attend events in British colonies. 6 August 1902.
/51: Congratulations on Greenwood's new
responsibilities; the King's visit to Gibraltar;
Joseph's health and about him having managed
the strain of a long journey; dissatisfaction with the
Government. 19 April 1903.
/52: The Unionist Party having lost the election but
having been successful in Birmingham; Balfour
being in a position balanced between the Tariff
Reform supporters and the 'Free Fooders'; Neville
having done more speeches than usual; Hesketh
Bell's visit. 11 February 1906.
/53: Austen's marriage; Ivy (Austen's wife) being
godmother to one of Greenwood's children;
Greenwood worrying about his future; Neville's
business going well; Neville's thoughts about
marriage. 23 September 1906.
/54: Neville's visit to St Raphael to bring back
Joseph; the Government 'rapidly going downhill';
Deakin's impressive speech; Arthur Chamberlain
having been 'denouncing the present Gov[ernmen]t
for its financial and commercial sins and declaring
that Protection would be better than the driving of
capital abroad'; Neville's work; article in the
'National Review' and Neville 'not going in for a
political career'. 26 June 1907.
/55: Greenwood's family moving to Tunbridge
Wells; Jackson's terminal illness [?]; Joseph's
health; Neville feeling 'rather despondent about
politics'; Neville's thoughts that the Old Age
Pension Bill 'is simply a scandalous attempt to
catch votes without any sense of responsibility or
any thought of the difficulties and dangers to be
avoided' suggesting it discourages thrift; Neville's
concerns about possible defence cuts; the
understandings with France and Germany relieving
fears of attack from them but that Neville fears 'the
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real enemy is Germany' and that they may bring
Britain into war; trade being bad; visit of Father
Matthews [rector on Andros Island]; forthcoming
shooting trips. 13 June 1908.
/56: The 'stirring times' and about Neville fancying
that 'Europe will pull through without a war but I
hope that in any case we shall keep out of what
really doesn't concern us'; the Government's
failures over the Licensing and Education Bills;
Jackson's death; the winter being a 'time of much
distress and unemployment'; a 'disastrous' year for
Neville's business; an appeal for £250,000 for the
University of Birmingham; death of Ivy's [Austen's
wife] father; Joe [Austen and Ivy's son]; Neville's
holiday plans. 25 December 1908.
/57: School for Greenwood's son; Joseph's health;
Neville's business doing badly; Neville being drawn
more into public life partly because of the 'tradition
of the family and partly my own incapacity to look
on and see other people mismanage things';
Neville's Territorial Army work; Neville being
concerned at the state of the Navy; Neville's
holiday in Paris and visit to a horse race; Neville's
holiday plans. 25 April 1909.
/58: Neville's election work; death of the King and
about it having been 'overdone' in the press; King
George V and about him being 'a friend of the
Tories' and that 'if he will he do a good deal
towards Federation' [of the British Empire]; the
domestic political situation; Joseph's health with
Neville feeling 'he will never take an active part in
politics again'; Neville expecting to join Birmingham
City Council in the Autumn and about proposed
boundary extension to make Birmingham 'the
second city in the Empire'. 5 June 1910.
/59: Thanks for present from Greenwood; Neville
wishing Greenwood was there 'to shake hands
over the happiest time of my life' [following his
engagement to Anne Cole]. 27 December 1910.
/60: to Mrs Greenwood: Neville's engagement to
Anne Cole; sympathy for Mrs Greenwood's illness;
plan to go to Algiers for honeymoon. 24 November
1910.
/61: Greenwood's investments; birth of Neville and
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Anne's daughter Dorothy. 26 December 1911.
/62: Death of Joseph; expectation that Highbury will
have to be demolished and the land redeveloped
as Austen could not afford to live there. 11 July
1914.
/63: Greenwood's illness; Neville's illness with gout;
Neville having become Lord Mayor of Birmingham
and about his work as Lord Mayor; Neville's
dissatisfaction with the Prime Minister [Asquith]
who is described as 'that amorphous pillow'; the
United States having not entered the war. 29
December 1915.
/64: Neville becoming a Member of Parliament but
that he was 'not exactly looking forward to a
Parliamentary life; somehow I seem to have got too
old for much in the way of personal ambition';
Austen remaining as Chancellor of the Exchequer
despite him not wanting the post; death of Neville's
sister, Beatrice, and about Neville temporarily
moving into her house in London. 16 January 1919.
/65: Neville being very busy with no leisure time;
people saying that the Americans seem 'a
disillusioned baffled, irritated and restless people
suspicious of Europe, but still more so of their own
politicians'; the economic crisis with poor trade and
increased unemployment but that Neville believes
that speculation had 'been stopped before disaster
occurred' and that Neville feels there will be a
revival of the economy; Ireland; Austen being
'slanged horribly but is keeping his end up jolly well'
and about him having stuck with the Excess Profits
Duty; Neville having 'been appointed to so many
departmental Committees that I have had really no
time to devote to the House itself'. 19 December
1920.
/66: June's [Greenwood's daughter] engagement to
Mr Abbati and about Greenwood's concerns about
Abbati; Neville's 'very strenuous' session in the
House of Commons; Neville's speech in
Wigtownshire; Neville's holiday. 9 August 1928.
/67: Greenwood's shoulder problems; Sir Ambrose
Shea; Neville's forthcoming trip to East Africa;
Anne's operation; Dorothy's illness; politics having
been 'very unattractive since the election'; Neville
seeking a position in a company to 'fill the gaps' in
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his income; Frank (Neville and Anne's son) going to
Scotland for fishing trip. 24 November 1929.
/68: Neville's holidays; Anne's stay in Switzerland
for a 'rest cure'. 4 September 1930.
/69: Austen having 'very nobly renounced all claims
to office' in the new Government; Neville becoming
Chancellor of the Exchequer and about the
difficulties affecting the job; the Government having
'begun well with a unanimity which is the despair of
our opponents, and if we can carry this advance
into the sphere of Imperial trading relations, I shall
have achieved a long cherished desire to put the
coping-stone on my father's work'; Father
Matthews [former rector of Andros Island]. 24
November 1931.
/70: Neville's gout and visit to Harrogate for
treatment; Frank's stay at Bonn to learn German;
the forthcoming Lausanne Conference. 29 May
1932.
/71: Gout; things not going well at the Lausanne
Conference. 24 June 1932.
/72: Neville's visit to Baden Baden and about him
having expected to 'not see much of the more
unpleasant side of the German character in that
neighbourhood but that it exists and is very active
in other parts I fear there is no doubt'; Neville's
holiday in Perthshire. 9 September 1933.
/73: Asking where Greenwood is and what he is
doing, after mislaying Greenwood's letter. 11
October 1933.
/74: Asking to meet Greenwood for lunch. 18
October 1933.
/75: Greenwood's illness and about Greenwood's
visit for treatment at Aix-les-Bains; Neville's
holiday; Neville's health; Anne's health; Dorothy
and Frank; expectation of 'some big changes in
politics though it would be very difficult to prophecy
what form they will take' including about India and
about the Conservative and Unionist Party having
to 'decide how, on what, with whom and above all
under whom we go'. 29 August 1934.
/76: Neville being busy preparing for new House of
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Commons session; and regarding him hoping to
meet Greenwood while Greenwood was in London.
19 October 1934.
/77: Welcoming Greenwood back to Britain;
meeting with Greenwood; Dorothy moving into her
new home. 26 September 1935.
/78: Asking to arrange lunch with Greenwood. 18
October 1935.
/79: Hoping that Greenwood gets well soon. 17
July 1936.
/80: Greenwood's 73rd birthday; his work; birth of
Dorothy's son. 25 August 1936.
/81: Neville, Anne, Hilda and Ida's stay at Bandol-sMer in France; Neville's illness with gout;
Greenwood's visit to Gibraltar; the Spanish Civil
War; an 'anxious time over E's [Duke of Windsor,
former King Edward VIII] escapades, but in the end
it has all turned out for the best'. 3 January 1937.
/82: Death of Austen. 24 March 1937.
48 items
Access: Open
NC7/5/83-85

Invitation cards to Alfred Greenwood

[19111940]

Invitation cards addressed to Alfred Greenwood.
The file contains the following items:
/83: Card inviting Greenwood to Anne
Chamberlain's 'At Home' party. 28-30 June [19371940].
/84: Card inviting Greenwood to Dorothy
Chamberlain and Stephen Lloyd's wedding. 24 July
[1935].
/85: Card inviting Greenwood to Anne Cole and
Neville Chamberlain's wedding. 5 January [1911].
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/5/86

Letters from Alfred Greenwood to Neville
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Chamberlain
Letter from Alfred Greenwood to Neville
Chamberlain dated 17 October 1940. See also
NC7/11/4/3, NC7/11/32/89, and NC7/11/33/67-69
for other letters from Greenwood to Chamberlain.
The letter gives an account of Greenwood's escape
from German occupied France; and also relates to
his current situation being trapped in Spain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/5/87

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to June Abbati

1945

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to June Abbati
[Alfred Greenwood's daughter and Neville
Chamberlain's goddaughter] dated 17 February
1945.
A letter forwarding Greenwood's letter and
regarding Anne's recollections of Neville
Chamberlain rejoicing on hearing the news that
Greenwood had been allowed to leave France.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/5/88-89

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Alfred
Greenwood

1934-1937

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Alfred
Greenwood.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/88: Thanks for sending June's [Greenwood's
daughter] address; her wishing to see Greenwood
on his next visit. 9 November 1934.
/89: Wishing to know how long Greenwood is in
London; and regarding meeting with Greenwood.
Postmarked 7 October 1937.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC7/5/90-98

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Alfred
Greenwood

1893-1906

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Alfred
Greenwood
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/90: Says he is a 'bad correspondent and notorious
among my friends for never writing today a letter
which can be put off till tomorrow'; changes made
by the 'C. J.' [Chief Justice of the Bahamas, Roger
Yelverton?] and about referring accusations to Sir
Ambrose Shea [Governor of the Bahamas]; visit to
play at the St James' Theatre; and asking to see
Greenwood on his return to Britain. 6 January
1893.
/91: A poor voyage home from the Bahamas;
Joseph Chamberlain's interview with Buxton
[Sydney Buxton, Under-Secretary of State for
Colonies]; law on the exportation of plants from the
Bahamas; the Parish Councils Bill 'drags on wearily
here'; Jackson [Henry Jackson, former Colonial
Secretary of the Bahamas] going to Gibraltar [to
become Colonial Secretary there]; Neville's visit to
Cuba. 12 December 1893.
/92: Austen having written to Buxton on
Greenwood's behalf and having 'begged him to see
that your claims are properly considered'; 'an
unseemly controversy' having 'arose out of the little
story of 'a Colonial Romance'...contributed to a Pall
Mall reporter'; the 'ex C.J.' [Chief Justice of the
Bahamas?] remaining 'active and malevolent'. 30
November 1894.
/93: Asks to meet Greenwood to discuss 'how
Gibraltar stands' [regarding a post for Greenwood
in Gibraltar?]. 6 November 1895.
/94: Says he is sorry to hear of decision about
Gibraltar and that he expects the decision is the
work of local authorities rather than the Colonial
Office. 2 March 1897.
/95: Expresses appreciation of visit to stay with Mr
and Mrs Greenwood in Gibraltar; 'an anxious time'.
16 February 1900.
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/96: Asks Greenwood to let Austen know of his
next visit to Britain. 28 August 1902.
/97: Thanks for Greenwood's letter of
congratulations on Austen's appointment as
Chancellor of the Exchequer. 13 October 1903.
/98: Thanks for letter of congratulations on Austen's
engagement to Ivy Dundas. 28 May 1906.
9 items
Access: Open
NC7/5/99-100

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Mrs
Greenwood

[1890s1930s]

Letters from Austen Chamberlain to Mrs
Greenwood.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/99: Invites Mr and Mrs Greenwood to dinner. 21
March 1897.
/100: Accepts invitation to stay with Mr and Mrs
Greenwood. Not dated [1890s-1930s].
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/5/101

Letter from Ivy Chamberlain to Alfred Greenwood

1928

Letter from Ivy Chamberlain to Alfred Greenwood
dated 23 August 1928.
The letter relates to [Austen's?] illness; June's
[Greenwood's daughter] engagement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/6

Correspondence with Arthur Chamberlain

1914-1973

Correspondence between Neville Chamberlain and
his cousin Arthur Chamberlain, son of Neville's
uncle and aunt Arthur and Louisa Chamberlain.
Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Helen
Chamberlain [Arthur's wife]; Mary E. Chamberlain
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to Arthur Chamberlain; Anne Chamberlain to Arthur
Chamberlain; and Arthur Chamberlain, son of
Arthur and Helen, to Kenneth Humphreys of
University of Birmingham Library are also included.
The correspondence mainly discusses political
matters. Arthur would often make suggestions on
ways of solving political problems especially in
foreign affairs and trade. Arthur was particularly
interested in Russia and was involved in trading in
Russia. He was keen for Britain to be more friendly
with Russia and to develop trade with her. Some
other matters are also discussed in the letters.
In Neville's letters, he would often comment on his
work in the Government and give his thoughts on
current political topics including foreign affairs. In
one letter of October 1939, Neville looks back over
his public life now that it was at an end.
The letter from Arthur Chamberlain claims that
Neville wrote to his father Arthur shortly after the
signing of the Munich Agreement saying he did not
trust Hitler and hoped the Agreement had bought
time to re-arm. However, Arthur was unable to find
such a letter saying he expects it was destroyed
due to the secret nature of the letter.
For other letters from Arthur Chamberlain see:
NC1/24/8; NC7/11/26/8-9; and NC13/1/11.
43 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: NC7/6/14-43 were deposited
by Arthur Chamberlain in December 1972.
NC7/6/1-13

Transcripts of letters from Neville to Arthur
Chamberlain

1930-1940

Transcripts of letters from Neville Chamberlain to
Arthur Chamberlain, transcribed by Anne
Chamberlain.
/1: See NC7/6/18 for original letter. 4 July 1930.
/2: See NC7/6/19 for original letter. 11 February
1932.
/3: See NC7/6/20 for original letter. 21 March 1932.
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/4: See NC7/6/34 for original letter. 24 October
1932.
/5: See NC7/6/21 for original letter. 20 February
1933.
/6: See NC7/6/23 for original letter. 20 June 1933.
/7: See NC7/6/25 for original letter. 15 January
1934.
/8: See NC7/6/26 for original letter. 12 April 1935.
/9: See NC7/6/31 for original letter. 24 March 1939.
/10: See NC7/6/28 for original letter. 1 April 1939.
/11: See NC7/6/29 for original letter. 25 October
1939.
/12: See NC7/6/30 for original letter. 2 November
1939.
/13: See NC7/6/33 for original letter. 12 October
1940.
13 items
Access: Open
NC7/6/14-34

Letters from Neville to Arthur Chamberlain

1922-1940

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Arthur
Chamberlain. A letter to Helen Chamberlain,
Arthur's wife, is also included.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/14: Thanking Arthur for his congratulations on
Neville's appointment as Postmaster General; says
it 'looks to me as if' the Liberal Party 'were going to
be saddled with Ll[oyd] G[eorge] now and you will
have Winston [Churchill] and Mond too!'. 2
November 1922.
/15: Neville's biography of Norman Chamberlain;
Neville's views of the First World War being not that
'the war would make an end of wars' but was
'fought to defeat the aggressive military spirit of
Germany...and it succeeded'; his 'hopes that the
League of Nations may develop into something
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practical yet'; letters of Joseph Chamberlain;
George Kenrick [Neville's uncle]. 12 May 1923.
/16: Letter to Helen Chamberlain: thanking for her
congratulations on Neville's appointment as
Chancellor of the Exchequer and about him having
'infinitely preferred to stop where I was' [as Minister
of Health]; holiday at Loubcroy. 30 August 1923.
/17: The 'disagreeable' election for Neville 'as my
opponent is a liar and a cad'; Neville's annoyance
at an statement in a Birmingham newspaper that
Arthur had written a pamphlet against protection
[protectionist trade tariffs]; Neville expecting his
party will be out-of-office; the Government's foreign
policy having 'not been over successful but that is
apt to be the case when the other fellow has the
big stick and both of you know it'. 18 January 1924.
/18: Neville becoming Conservative Party
Chairman and about him feeling 'very
uncomfortable to be indispensable, and I am not
looking forward to the job I have undertaken; but...it
was time something was done, if the Party was to
be saved from destruction'; the 'Bankers'
Resolution'; Neville's businesses doing poorly. 4
July 1930.
/19: Neville not moving to 11 Downing Street;
Neville not finding a problem with having a coalition
'National Government' rather than Conservative
Government 'since I have got just as much out of
the present composite team as I wanted; and, if I
had owed my support to our extreme right wing, I
might have found them much more difficult to
control; the 'new arrangement' in the Government
and about Herbert Samuel and other Liberals in the
Government; the balance of trade and suggests
'you will not see a return to free imports in your
lifetime'; trade with Russia; Lloyd George being
'finished as a force in the country, though no doubt
he can still do a certain amount of mischief'; world
conditions and the effect of internal legislation; life
being 'hard and often anxious in this Government'
but it being 'much the most interesting Government
of which I have been a member'. 11 February
1932.
/20: Aston's proposal; the world financial situation
with Neville commenting 'even tariffs...can hardly
do much for us until the world situation improves'.
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21 March 1932.
/21: Neville's remarks rejecting demands for public
works and predicting continued high levels of
unemployment having not been made accidentally
but deliberately as people need 'a sharp jab'; hopes
for successful conversations with President
Roosevelt for co-operation on economic policy with
the United States; Neville's disagreement with
Arthur's idea of reducing tariffs. 20 February 1933.
/22: Arthur 'talking the same old stuff that you used
to do years ago' in a speech in Aston but Neville
says Arthur's audience 'know better and will not
have been corrupted by your plausible but
unpractical idealism'; the forthcoming World
Economic Conference and suggesting the only
chance for success if if 'it will get into such a mess
that someone will have to do something'. 30 May
1933.
/23: Problems caused by the United States for the
World Economic Conference; Russia being
'completely in the wrong' after Russia had
imprisoned two men for military espionage and
plant wrecking; Neville feeling Russia is nearly
bankrupt and that Britain should no longer trade
with them on credit. 20 June 1933.
/24: Disagrees with Arthur regarding the Russian
prisoners after Arthur thought Britain had behaved
improperly to Russia over the affair, suggesting his
judgment has been distorted by his trading
relations with the Russians; regarding the embargo
placed on Russian imports; and the credit of
Russia. 27 June 1933.
/25: Russia and about trade negotiations with
Russia; Neville passing on Arthur's statement
regarding Fraser not being appointed to a post at
the British Embassy in Moscow to the Foreign
Office. This is a reply to NC7/6/36. 15 January
1934.
/26: Neville being 'not at all disposed to mend my
ways' in response to critics; Lloyd George's
document not being 'a plan at all; it it simply an
election manifesto' and about Chamberlain plan 'to
be very cautious in dealing with him'; good trade
figures; stabilization of the economy, and about
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difficulties caused by the USA. 12 April 1935.
/27: Declining Arthur's offer of financial support
saying he does not need it; and regarding Neville's
financial situation. 20 October 1937.
/28: Davies' attacks on Neville; and says that
'getting 'Powers' to act together is like sheep dog
trials' - 'you have no idea of the jealousies and
antipathies till you get close to them and Russia
seems the greatest bug bear'. 1 April 1939.
/29: Hitler's psychology being 'enough to baffle
anybody' which Neville feels is because 'there is no
continuity about him'; Neville feeling it is 'very
possible' that Hitler thought at Munich in
September 1938 that Britain was not concerned
with the East 'hence his fury and bewilderment on
finding that this was not the case'; Hitler's 'blunders'
in allowing France to mobilise and the British
Expeditionary Force to go to France, and
agreement with Russia; Neville not being able to go
for a shooting trip and instead must spend his
weekend holidays at Chequers due to its proximity
to London. 25 October 1939.
/30: Russia and about their agreement with
Germany having alienated Italian Fascists;
preparations for air raids having 'proved to be overcumbersome and too complicated for the actual
conditions' and about action to reduce the severity
of the controls introduced. 2 November 1939.
/31: Difficulties of Arthur's proposition regarding
countries near Germany as Neville says they are
'extremely shy of openly committing themselves to
any kind of agreement which Germany could
represent as being directed against her'. 24 March
1939.
/32: Neville not expecting his 'critics will do me
justice or even recognise realities' and says 'the
impartial historian will see that I took the only
course open to me in September and that, by
avoiding war then, I made it unlikely that war would
come at all'; rejecting Arthur's suggestion of
transferring shares in Hoskins to Lloyds nominees;
and regarding accusations that Neville had
conducted his foreign policy in a way to increase
his dividends from the German holdings of ICI. 24
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May 1939.
/33: The 'human tragedy' of Neville's fall from office
and collapse in health not being realised by
journalists; his health; his look back at his life
including the policy of appeasement; accepting
Arthur's offer 'en principe'; possible future work; his
financial situation. 12 October 1940.
/34: Arthur's ill health; the Ottawa Conference and
Neville feeling 'a good deal more' was achieved
than was expected; extended length of credit to
Russia and about Neville feeling Russia is 'a
suspicious character'. 24 October 1932.
21 items
Access: Open
NC7/6/35-40

Letters from Arthur (cousin) to Neville Chamberlain

1933-1939

Letters, and copies of letters, from Arthur
Chamberlain to Neville Chamberlain.
The following list gives details of some of the main
topics in the letters:
/35: His protest against the Government acting 'as
though Russia was a West African native tribe'
after Russia had imprisoned two men for military
espionage and plant wrecking; suggests that
Britain should help Russia. 25 June 1933.
/36: Copy of letter regarding: Russia and his
feelings they will 'pull through financially' and
become a big export market for Britain; his upset at
Fraser not being accepted for a post at the British
Embassy in Moscow. See NC7/6/25 for reply. 11
January 1934.
/37-38: Copy of letter regarding: congratulations
following the signing of the Munich Agreement; and
forwards his memorandum in which he makes
suggestions for an agreement between the nations
of Europe which he feels would lead to a lasting
peace, and which he feels Neville should announce
now as his policy. The memorandum suggests
every European country should be 'invited to sign
an agreement binding themselves to accept
arbitration in the event of any dispute...which they
have failed to settle by negotiation, and binding
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themselves to come to the immediate
assistance...of anyone who is attacked by any
other member'; that the member countries would
agree to reduce armaments; that a truce would be
settled in Spain and an election held to decide the
Government; that a fund is set up to relieve
unemployment resulting from disarmament; and
that eventually a 'United States of Europe' could
possibly be formed. 4 October 1938.
/39: Suggests 'Russia is the greatest unknown
danger' and that Russia will want to lengthen the
war so that she can take control of Germany;
suggests that Neville to check Russia should settle
Italy's claims, 'make Romania (...?) enough to be
fair to Bulgaria and Hungary', announce a Balkan,
Turkish, Italian, Spanish, French and English antiComintern and anti-Hitlerism pact; suggests that
war-time controls for people in Britain should be
relaxed; and suggests Docker as someone who
could 'axe' these restrictions. 31 October 1939.
/40: Copy of letter regarding: anxiety about Poland
appearing to be hesitating to join the Security Pact;
says that the certainty of opposition is needed to
stop Hitler and says that the League of Nations
failed due to the uncertainty of security. A copy of
Arthur's letter to The Times, which was
unpublished, is also included suggesting an
'unequivocal security pact made by all those
nations in Europe who value liberty, justice and
peace'. 23 March 1939.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/6/42

Letter from Mary to Arthur Chamberlain

1914

Letter from Mary E. Chamberlain to Arthur
Chamberlain dated 11 July 1914.
The letter thanks Arthur for his letter of condolence
following the death of Joseph Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/6/43

Letter from Anne to Arthur Chamberlain

[1940]

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Arthur
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Chamberlain dated 8 November (year not given).
The letter thanks Arthur for his letter; and also
relates to Neville's illness; and Neville's
appreciation of Arthur.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/6/44

Letter from Arthur Chamberlain (the third) to
Kenneth Humphreys, University of Birmingham
Library

1973

Letter from Arthur Chamberlain, son of Arthur and
Helen Chamberlain, to Kenneth Humphreys,
University of Birmingham Library dated 2 January
1973.
The letter alludes to a letter from Neville
Chamberlain to his father, Arthur Chamberlain,
which he claims to have read. He says the letter
was written shortly after the signing of the Munich
Agreement and that 'Neville wrote that he found
Hitler unstable, if not mad - that he didn't believe a
word he said and that he hoped he had won a year
to rearm before Hitler's lust for conquest overtook
him'.
However he has been unable to find this letter
saying he expects that it was destroyed as it was
confidential and as Neville Chamberlain 'thought it
dangerous for these beliefs to be public knowledge,
for that might tempt Hitler to move before we could
do anything to protect ourselves'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/7

Correspondence with 11th Marquess of Lothian

1936-1959

Copies of correspondence between Neville
Chamberlain and Lord Lothian [Kerr, Philip Henry
(1882-1940) 11th Marquess of Lothian, statesman]
relating to foreign affairs, and original
correspondence relating to the copies.
The file contains the following items:
/1-2: Correspondence between Cuthbertson and
Watson for XIth Marquess of Lothian's Trust, 7
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Rothesay Terrace, Edinburgh and Mrs
Chamberlain regarding copies of letters and a
memorandum.
/3: Copy of letter from Lothian to Chamberlain.
Relating to Chamberlain's speech about Germany,
and Lothian's letter to Anthony Eden.
/4: Copy of report 'Crisis in British Policy'.
/5: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Lothian.
Regarding Germany, sanctions and regional pacts
/6: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Lothian.
Regarding note of conversation with Hitler, Goering
and Schacht, and memorandum by Lothian.
/7: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Lothian.
Regarding memorandum of impressions on India.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/8

Correspondence with Arthur Wood

1933-1934

Letters from Arthur Wood to Neville Chamberlain,
and other letters relating to Wood. Wood who lived
at Glassel in Aberdeenshire was one of
Chamberlain's friends with whom he often went
fishing.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from Wood to Chamberlain regarding
Wood's health, and various other matters. 10
December 1933.
/2: Letter from Wood to Chamberlain regarding
fishing, pictures of the Loch Ness Monster, book
'Bird of Dawning' and other matters. 24 February
1934.
/3: Letter from Wood to Chamberlain regarding
Chamberlain's health, fishing conditions. 10 March
1934.
/4: Letter from Wood to Chamberlain regarding
fishing, weather. 9 April 1934.
/5: Letter from Wood to Chamberlain regarding
Budget, press photographs, Sir Thomas Dunhill,
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Lord Horder, fishing, a blizzard. 18 April 1934.
/6: Letter from Wood to Chamberlain regarding
photographs, Wood's health, and Chamberlain
getting the credit for the Budget. 24 April 1934.
/7: Letter from E. Cicely Strainer, Pentreheylin,
Dudleston Heath, Ellesmere, Shropshire to
Chamberlain, regarding Wood and Chamberlain's
appreciation of him in 'The Times' after his death.
26 May 1934.
/8: Letter from Jack Wood [Arthur Wood's son], of
Cairnton, Banchory offering to send Chamberlain a
fishing rod or other item which belonged to his
father. 28 May 1934.
8 items
Access: Open
NC7/9

Correspondence with Winston Churchill

1929[1960s]

Letters from Winston Churchill [Churchill, Sir
Winston Leonard Spencer (1874-1965) Knight,
statesman and historian] to Neville Chamberlain;
copies of letters from Chamberlain to Churchill; and
correspondence between Winston Churchill and
Anne Chamberlain. Some other items related to the
correspondence with Churchill, including
correspondence with civil servants regarding
Churchill's letters; some reports and other papers
connected with the correspondence, are also
included.
The letters relate to various political and
governmental matters and matters connected with
the Second World War. The letters during the
Second World War include Churchill's letters
regarding his ideas for fighting the war; discussion
of events in the war at sea; letters concerning
Chamberlain's inclusion in Churchill's new
government; and letters regarding Chamberlain's
resignation as Lord President of the Council. Other
topics include: Churchill's scheme for the reduction
of rates in various industries and Chamberlain's
poor law and local government reforms, 19271928; tariffs, 1929; Chamberlain becoming
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1931; the National
Defence Contribution, 1937; a dispute between
Churchill and Chamberlain regarding their
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speeches in the House of Commons, 1938;
preparation for war, 1939; the Italian invasion of
Albania, 1939; and Churchill's suggestion of a
coalition government with the Labour and Liberal
parties, 1939.
Original signed letters from Chamberlain to
Churchill and copies or drafts of many letters from
Churchill to Chamberlain are held at the Churchill
Archives Centre at Churchill College in Cambridge
111 items
Access: Open
NC7/9/1-6

Lists of correspondence between Winston Churchill
and Neville Chamberlain

[1950s1960s]

Manuscript and typescript lists of correspondence
and copies of correspondence. The lists appear to
have been created by or for Anne Chamberlain.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/9/7-10

Correspondence between Winston Churchill and
Anne Chamberlain regarding obtaining copies of
letters

1956

Letter from Winston Churchill to Anne Chamberlain
and copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain to
Winston Churchill, relating to Anne Chamberlain's
request for copies of Neville Chamberlain's letters
to Churchill.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/9/11

Undated correspondence

[1938]

Note from Winston Churchill to Neville Chamberlain
sent in the House of Commons. This appears to be
a reply to NC7/9/41 regarding the position of the
Speaker of the House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/9/12-19

1927 correspondence

1927

Correspondence between Winston Churchill and
Neville Chamberlain dated 1927. Throughout 1927,
Churchill was Chancellor of the Exchequer and
Chamberlain was Minister of Health. A letter from
Philip Cunliffe-Lister [Cunliffe-Lister, Philip (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician] to
Chamberlain; and reports and memoranda
regarding Churchill's rating relief scheme and
Chamberlain's Poor Law reform scheme are also
included.
The letters relate to Churchill's scheme for the
reduction of rates for agriculture, manufacturing,
transport and public utilities and Chamberlain's
scheme for reform of the Poor Law and local
government.
The file contains the following items:
/12: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 18
October. Relates to the rate relief scheme being
'the main objective of the Finance of next year'
though he is unsure whether it can be achieved;
says that 'joint action' on a scheme 'is
indispensable'; and says that Chamberlain 'must
not expect me to produce 3 or 4 millions a year for
a partial scheme of modest dimensions [ie
Chamberlain's scheme for Poor Law reform]'
/13: A typescript report from the Treasury on
Churchill's rate relief scheme. Chamberlain has
annotated some comments to the report.
/14-15: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain (with
enclosed printed memorandum by Churchill), 17
December. Relates to Churchill's enclosed
memorandum on his rate relief scheme combined
with Chamberlain's Poor Law scheme; and urges
Chamberlain to not reject the scheme saying that if
Chamberlain does reject the scheme that he 'shall
have to recast my finance on purely negative but
highly orthodox lines'.
/16-17: Manuscript draft memoranda by
Chamberlain objecting to Churchill's rate relief
scheme and regarding Chamberlain's Poor Law
reform scheme.
/18: Letter from Chamberlain to Churchill, 20
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December (manuscript copy). Response to
Churchill's letter and accompanying memorandum
saying he does 'not wish to commit myself to a final
judgement' on Churchill's scheme but 'that in its
present form I see grave difficulties' and that he
cannot see how Churchill's scheme can be linked
up with Poor Law reform.
/19: Letter from P. Cunliffe-Lister to Chamberlain,
28 December. Relating to Churchill's memorandum
and other matters.
8 items
Access: Open
NC7/9/20-29

1928 correspondence

[1928]

Correspondence between Winston Churchill and
Neville Chamberlain dated 1928. Letters from
Phillip Cunliffe-Lister [Lister, Philip Cunliffe- (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician], Douglas
Veale [Veale, Sir Douglas (1891-1973), Knight,
registrar of Oxford University] and W. A. Robinson
[Robinson, Sir William Arthur (1874-1950) Civil
Servant] are also included.
The letters all relate to Churchill's scheme for
reducing rates to industry and continues on from
the correspondence in 1927 relating to the scheme
(see NC7/9/20-29).
The file contains the following items:
/20: Note from Cunliffe-Lister to Chamberlain, 3
January. Note returning Chamberlain's 'penetrating
criticism' of Churchill's rating scheme.
/21: Two notes (written in pencil on 10 Downing
Street headed paper, possibly sent in Cabinet
meeting?) with a press cutting (the press cutting is
dated 31 January 1928, the notes are not dated).
One of the notes appears to be written by
Chamberlain to William Bridgeman asking about
reasons for the resignation of Lord Robert Cecil
reported in a letter from Herbert Samuel published
in the Times. The other note appears to be the
reply, saying Cecil told him that he 'resigned really
because he thought that Winston [Churchill],
Balfour and Birkenhead were determined to
prevent agreement & because Austen
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[Chamberlain] made no protest against Winston's
remarks in the Cabinet'.
/22: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 13
March. Says that he is 'not only concerned but
startled by the air of wh[ich] you seemed to me to
show yesterday morning' [following a committee
meeting at which Chamberlain defended his
scheme for poor law reform]; says that if
Chamberlain imposed a veto Churchill would have
to withdraw his scheme, expresses disappointment
at Chamberlain's lack of support for Churchill's
scheme; says he must review the finances of his
scheme; and suggests they meet to discuss the
matter. See also NC18/1/605 (a letter from Neville
to his sister Hilda) which refers to this letter.
/23: Letter from Chamberlain to Churchill, 14 March
(unsigned letter, possibly a copy or draft letter?).
Discusses the committee meeting on 12 March
saying 'the 'air of antagonism'...was forced upon
me by your own proceedings' following Churchill's
memorandum; says that Churchill had paid little
attention to Chamberlain's views if they differed
from Churchill's views. See also NC18/1/605 (a
letter from Neville to his sister Hilda) which refers to
this letter.
/24: Table of 'Estimates of the fluctuation of the
total Income Tax Profits of the Heavy and Basic
Industries' by Inland Revenue. 22 March.
/25: Letter from Douglas Veale to Chamberlain, 23
March. Regarding Churchill's comments in the
House of Commons on subsidy for industry.
/26: Memorandum (printed) by Winston Churchill
on rating reform (Cabinet paper reference C.P. 66
(28)). The memorandum comments on a chapter
on rating reform in a Liberal Party paper 'Britain's
Industrial Future'. March.
/27: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 24
March. Regarding Churchill's scheme of rate relief
for industry and the exclusion of railways and
public utilities from the scheme.
/28: Letter from W. A. R. [W. A. Robinson] to
Chamberlain, 25 April. Regarding Churchill 'quite
seriously proposing to start making payments as
soon as possible this year' to the railways to reduce
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rates on selected traffics out of the proceeds of a
tax on imported fuel; says Churchill is prepared to
give complete exemption on rates for agriculture,
land and buildings; says that Grigg is 'seriously
alarmed' by this; and hopes that Chamberlain will
be able to give 'strenuous resistance' to Churchill's
plans.
/29: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 26 April
[1928]. Wishing Chamberlain success for his
speech that afternoon.
12 items
Access: Open
NC7/9/30

1929 correspondence

1929

Letter from Winston S. Churchill to Neville
Chamberlain dated 5 July 1929.
The letter relates to Churchill's concern at saying
the Conservative Party was free from its election
pledges regarding tariffs and that a policy of
'general protection' [increased tariffs on imported
food and other goods, in an attempt to protect
British agriculture and industry] would cause a
major split in the Conservative Party and would
receive much opposition.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/9/31

1930 correspondence

1930

Letter from Winston S. Churchill to Neville
Chamberlain dated 23 October 1930.
The letter relates to Churchill's forthcoming series
of meetings in his constituency 'which will expose
me to every sort of interrogation' and an article in
the Daily Herald which seemed 'most formidable;
but whatever happens I shall continue to fire at the
common foe i.e. the Socialists with such artillery as
I can muster'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/9/32

1931 correspondence

1931

Letter from Winston Churchill to Neville
Chamberlain dated 5 November 1931
congratulating Chamberlain on his appointment as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and hoping that
Chamberlain will be able to reduce taxes and
expenditure while being careful 'to keep the fighting
services very strong and have a thoroughly
imaginative outlook upon the social sphere'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/9/33

1936 correspondence

1936

Letter from Winston Churchill to Neville
Chamberlain dated 24 August regretting
Chamberlain was unable to attend the deputation
to the Prime Minister about defence and saying
that Chamberlain will find reading the transcript of
the proceedings worthwhile..
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/9/34-37

1937 correspondence

1937

Correspondence between Winston Churchill and
Neville Chamberlain dated 1937.
The file contains the following items:
/34: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Churchill,
18 March. Regarding death of Austen
Chamberlain.
/35: Copy of letter from Churchill to Chamberlain,
30 March. Makes a suggestion relating to the
National Defence Contribution [Chamberlain's
proposed tax on growth of business profits in
connection with rearmament].
/36: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Churchill, 6
May. Rejecting Churchill's suggestion on the
National Defence Contribution.
/37: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain (with
enclosed press cutting), 21 January. Forwarding a
press cutting of photograph of Neville and Anne
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Chamberlain with caption 'An informal photograph
of Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill and Mrs. Churchill...'.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/9/38-41

1938 correspondence

1938

Correspondence between Winston Churchill and
Neville Chamberlain dated 1938.
The file contains the following items:
/38: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 5
October. Feels that Chamberlain's remarks to him
in response to Churchill's speech in the Commons
were offensive and that they were 'breaking so
markedly that relationship of courtesy which has
been maintained between us for so many years'.
Chamberlain described this letter in his letter to his
sister, Ida on 9 October as 'a ridiculously pompous
note of protest' (see NC18/1/1071).
/39-40: Letter from Chamberlain to Churchill, 6
October (manuscript and typescript copies).
Regrets that Churchill feels his remarks were
offensive, but says that Churchill was 'sensitive for
a man who so constantly attacks others', that
Churchill's remarks to him were 'highly offensive to
me and to those with whom I have been working',
and that 'you cannot expect me to allow you to do
all the hitting & never hit back'.
/41: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Churchill, 5
December. Note sent in House of Commons asking
for opinions on altering the position of the Speaker
of the House of Commons. See also NC7/9/11
(which appears to be a reply to Chamberlain's
note).
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/9/42-71

1939 correspondence

1939

Correspondence between Winston Churchill and
Neville Chamberlain dated 1939.
After the invasion of Poland on 1 September 1939
and declaration of war on 3 September, and
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Churchill's appointment to the Cabinet as First Lord
of the Admiralty announced on 3 September,
Churchill regularly wrote to Chamberlain giving
various suggestions relating to the war.
Chamberlain considered, as he reported in his
letter to Hilda on 17 September, see NC18/1/1121,
that these letters were unnecessary as they met
every day in the War Cabinet so he did not reply
and questioned Churchill's motives for sending
them suggesting they were 'for the purpose of
quotation in the Book that he will write hereafter'.
The file contains the following items:
/42: Copy of letter from Churchill to Chamberlain,
21 March. Letter following the invasion of the
remaining independent part of Czechoslovakia
suggesting that anti-aircraft defences should be
placed in full preparedness, and that the temptation
of Hitler to make a surprise attack on London or on
the aircraft factories 'would be removed if it was
known that all was ready'.
/43: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Churchill,
21 March. Reply to Churchill's suggestion saying 'it
is not so simple as it seems'.
/44: Copy of letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 9
April. Letter following the invasion of Albania by
Italy hoping that Parliament is recalled by Tuesday
and that Chamberlain's statements 'will enable the
same united front to be presented as in the Polish
agreement'; suggests that Britain has a naval
occupation of Corfu to prevent Italy taking it; and
that 'what is now at stake is nothing less than the
whole of the Balkan Peninsula'.
/45: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 2
September. Comments on the average age of the
Cabinet; suggestion that if the Labour Party does
not join to form a Coalition Government that the
Government 'shall certainly have to face a constant
stream of criticism' and so he thinks it is 'all the
more important to have the Liberal opposition firmly
incorporated in our ranks'; suggests Anthony Eden
should be in the Cabinet; and says that the Bremen
[a German liner] will soon be out of the interception
zone.
/46: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 2
September. Expresses concern that it has not been
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announced that he is to become a Cabinet
member; suggests that if the Labour Party and
Liberal Party 'are estranged, it will be difficult to
form an effective War Government'; says there was
'a feeling to-night in the House that injury had been
done to the spirit of national unity by the apparent
weakening of our resolve' and that Britain should
now 'take our decision [to declare war]
independently'.
/47: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 10
September. Gives various suggestions and
thoughts relating to the War including 'that we
should not take the initiative in bombing';
deficiencies of the British Expeditionary Force;
proposal to suspend work on battleships and
instead 'make a great effort to bring forward the
smaller anti-U-boat fleet'.
/48: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 11
September. Suggests there should be a Ministry of
Shipping.
/49: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 15
September. Gives 'his present thought on the main
situation' suggesting it 'unlikely that the Germans
will attempt an offensive at this late season' and
would instead attack to the east but urges that 'we
should make every preparation to defend ourselves
in the west'. Chamberlain commented (in his letter
to his sister, Hilda, on 17 September, see
NC18/1/1121) that this letter from Churchill 'was so
obviously recording his foresight and embodied
warnings so plainly for purposes of future allusion'.
/50: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Churchill,
16 September. Says that he has not previously
replied to Churchill's letters 'because I am seeing
you every day' and because 'your views and mine
have very closely coincided'; replies to the points in
Churchill's letter of 15 September saying he agrees
Germany is likely to attack in the east 'to serve up
another success to his people'; says that 'if there is
any difference between us, of which I am not sure,
I should imagine it to be in the emphasis we should
respectively be inclined to ascribe to our different
arms' with Chamberlain strongly emphasizing the
air force. Chamberlain also suggests that Britain is
in danger of getting into the same position as
Poland without command of the air and this risk is
increased as there is danger of the 'so weak'
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French air force being destroyed 'in a
comparatively short time'. Chamberlain said to
Hilda (see NC18/1/1121) that he wrote this letter to
Churchill despite his feelings about Churchill's
letters being written for quotation purposes, as he
thought he 'must get something on the record too
which would have to be quoted in the Book'.
/51: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 18
September. Agrees that 'Air Power stands foremost
in our requirements' but he believes the estimates
on resources required for the air force are
overestimated; argues for a greater size of the
army suggesting the production demands for the
army do not compete with those of the air force
except in the provision of mechanical vehicles.
/52: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 21
September. Suggests occasional informal meetings
of the War Cabinet without secretaries or military
experts.
/53: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 22
September. Says that 'in twenty years of Cabinets I
have never heard a more commanding summing
up upon a great question'.
/54: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 24
September. Suggests that he [Churchill] should
make a statement to the House of Commons on
anti-submarine warfare and general Naval position.
/55-57: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain (with
enclosed copy of letter from Leslie Burgin to
Churchill and tables of available artillery batteries
and ammunition), 24 September. Suggests the use
of artillery and says there are 'tremendous heavy
batteries available...and...large stocks of
ammunition'. See also NC7/11/32/212-223 for
related letters.
/58: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Churchill,
28 September. Regarding representatives of
Government departments in the Oil Board or
Petroleum Department, and suggests that the
Chairman of the Ministerial Priorities Committee
should take responsibility for deciding priorities for
supplies of oil.
/59: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 29
September. Regarding Churchill's unhappiness
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with the Fleet Air Arm and suggestion of
appointment of new minister titled 'Additional Civil
Lord' with suggestion that Lord Lloyd is appointed;
and suggests Duff Cooper could replaced Lord
Lloyd as Chairman of the British Council.
/60: Note [from a civil servant to Chamberlain]
saying that Churchill's suggestion of a new
Admiralty minister is not possible and legislation
would be required.
/61: Copy of letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 1
October. Suggests Britain needs to show France
that 'we are making as great a war effort...as in
1918' with professional troops from India being
brought to Europe and that Territorial troops should
be sent to India to maintain internal security and
complete their training; expresses concern at the
number of squadrons in the air force able to go into
action; suggests that air raid precautions [ARP]
'defences and expense are founded upon a wholly
fallacious view of the degree of danger to each part
of the country which they cover' and makes various
suggestions regarding lighting and other air raid
precautions.
/62: Note by Anne Chamberlain and transcript of
the note regarding Churchill's letter of 1 October
1939 not being in her possession.
/63: Memorandum by Horace Wilson regarding
Churchill's letter to Chamberlain of 1 October and
regarding Chamberlain and Churchill's meeting on
2 October in which Churchill's regular letter writing
to Chamberlain, which Chamberlain thought not the
appropriate manner for his ministers to discuss
matters, was discussed.
/64: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 4
October. Letter forwarding an item (this is not
included) regarding an offer for a liaison.
/65: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 12
November. Expresses thanks 'that you are getting
on so well'.
/66: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 14
November. Suggests that 'Max' [Beaverbrook] is
brought into the Government.
/67: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 24
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November. Regarding events in the war at sea
including 'silence...upon the northern seas', loss of
the 'Rawalpindi' and traffic moving well in the
Thames.
/68: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 17
December. Regarding the war at sea including:
planned action if the German ship 'Graf Spee'
attempted to break out of Montevideo where the
ship was harboured for repairs; arrival of
Canadians in Scotland to then go to Aldershot; air
attacks on ships along the East Coast.
/69-71: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 25
December. Regarding success in defeating
German magnetic mines; Churchill's worries about
the attitude of the American Government regarding
the Panama Congress Zone; Churchill being
disturbed by a proposed telegram to Lord Lothian
about Zionists; suggestion that the Germans are
becoming increasingly interested in Scandanavia
and that a Cabinet discussion is needed. An
enclosed transcript of a telegram sent by Churchill
to President Roosevelt regarding British
submarines being within the Panama Congress
Zone; and a paper to be circulated to the War
Cabinet regarding Palestine Policy and American
Zionists are also included.
30 items
Access: Open
NC7/9/72-109

1940 correspondence

1940

Correspondence between Winston Churchill and
Neville Chamberlain dated 1940.
The letters include ones relating to: various matters
in the war; Chamberlain's resignation as Prime
Minister; Chamberlain's declining health and his
resignation as Lord President of the Council.
The file contains the following items:
/72: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 22
January (date annotated in pencil). Note regarding
request for Churchill to see 'Bendor' [the Duke of
Westminster].
/73: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Churchill,
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23 January. Regarding Churchill's proposal and
accepts invitation to dine with Churchill to discuss
the matter further.
/74: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 30
January. Makes suggestions regarding
Chamberlain's Cabinet and junior ministers.
/75: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 14
February. Regarding 'George' who is 'said to be
against the recently decided plans'.
/76: Letter from A. N. R. [Rucker] to E. A. Seal, 15
February. Returning Churchill's letter.
/77: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 1 April.
Suggests the creation of an Economic Minister;
regret regarding Henry P. Croft; regarding Samuel
Hoare; and suggests that 'if the French do not give
way' that 'the sooner ['Wilfrid']...goes off the better'.
/78: Copy of letter from Churchill to Chamberlain,
24 April. Says that he unwilling to receive
responsibility for the Military Coordination
Committee without necessary powers as 'no-one is
now responsible for the creation and direction of
military policy' except Chamberlain.
/79: Note from Churchill to Chamberlain, 28 April
(note passed in Cabinet?). Relating to proposal to
move two battleships from Gibraltar to Alexandria
accompanied by three French battleships.
/80: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 10 May.
Expresses appreciation of Chamberlain for
promising to 'stand by' Churchill after his
appointment as Prime Minister following
Chamberlain's resignation.
/81: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 11 May.
Discussion of proposed War Cabinet members and
requests that Chamberlain leads the House of
Commons as Lord President of the Council;
requests meeting with Chamberlain and Halifax to
discuss war plans; and regards current events in
the war.
/82-83: Letter from Chamberlain to Churchill, 11
May (and transcript of the letter). Accepts offer to
lead the House of Commons; gives advice
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regarding Cabinet posts.
/84: Transcript of letter from Churchill to
Chamberlain, 16 May. Requests that Chamberlain
remains as Leader of the Conservative Party, as
Churchill feels as Prime Minister of a National
Government it to be better that he should not be
the leader of any one political party.
/85: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Churchill,
18 May. Accepts that he should retain the
Conservative Party leadership.
/86: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 6 June.
Urges Chamberlain to drop his objection to Lloyd
George being made a member of the Cabinet.
/87: Letter from Chamberlain to Churchill, 6 June.
Withdraws his objection to Lloyd George being
made a Cabinet member on condition that Lloyd
George drops his 'personal feud and prejudice and
that 'the campaign now being carried on against
me and some of my Conservative colleagues by
the Daily Herald, the News Chronicle and some
members of Parliament shall be stopped'.
/88: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 6 June.
Says he will ensure Chamberlain's conditions on
Lloyd George being made a Cabinet member are
met.
/89: Letter from Churchll to Chamberlain, 1 July.
Congratulates Chamberlain on his broadcast.
/90: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Churchill, 29
July ('1940' annotated in pencil). Says that Neville
Chamberlain's operation has been a success.
/91: Letter from Churchill to Anne Chamberlain, 30
July. Expresses relief at success of Neville
Chamberlain's operation.
/92: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 3 August.
Expresses gladness at Chamberlain's recovery;
regards 'Max' [Beaverbrook] becoming a War
Cabinet member; air raid at Great Missenden.
/93: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 21
August. Urges Chamberlain not to return to London
until he is fit; regards Beaverbrook being unable to
take on Churchill's work regarding military supply
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until Beaverbrook is replaced as Minister of Aircraft
Production and Churchill not wishing to move
Beaverbrook from this post 'until the air battle
shows very clear signs of being decided'.
/94: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 31
August. Informs Chamberlain of news from Cabinet
during Chamberlain's absence, advises him not to
come back until well, and relates to air defence,
and a gathering of German ships at Kiel and
Emden.
/95: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 9
September. Reports news of successful defence by
Number 11 Group, Fighter Command against a
German attack involving 400 aircraft.
/96: Letter from Churchill to Anne Chamberlain, 20
September. Relates to bombardment in London
and his worry over the effect on Neville
Chamberlain's recovery, his fears that there will not
be 'much left of Downing Street after a few weeks',
following the bombing, and the evacuation of his
personal property and Government pictures from
Downing Street.
/97: Manuscript copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Churchill, 22 September. Letter of resignation from
the post of Lord President of the Council, due to
the constant attacks on London and 'the
development of certain features of my infirmity'.
/98: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 24
September. Urges Chamberlain to remain as Lord
President of the Council but to give himself time to
regain his strength after his operation, and saying
he does not expect the attacks on London to
continue at the present height for many weeks.
/99: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 29
September. Accepts Chamberlain's resignation as
Lord President of the Council after hearing from
Lord Halifax of how much of a struggle
Chamberlain found his work under the current
conditions; expresses admiration for and
appreciation of Chamberlain.
/100: Manuscript copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Churchill, 30 September. Thanks Churchill for his
letter; regards announcement of Chamberlain's
resignation being delayed until announcement of
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Cabinet changes; and suggests that he writes
again a letter of resignation for publication
purposes.
/101: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 30
September. Regarding letter of resignation and
reply for publication purposes; expresses wish to
submit Chamberlain's name for a knighthood.
/102: Manuscript copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Churchill, 1 October. Encloses resignation letter for
publication purposes and requests that his name is
not put forward for a knighthood as he prefers to be
'plain 'Mr Chamberlain' like my father before me'.
/103: Letter from Chamberlain to Churchill, 1
October. Resignation letter.
/104: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 2
October. Reply to resignation letter for publication
purposes.
/105: Letter from Churchill to Chamberlain, 20
October. Regarding air raid at Downing Street and
the difficulty in carrying on Government work; says
'the Germans have made a tremendous mistake in
concentrating on London to the relief of our
factories, and in trying to intimidate a people whom
they have only infuriated'; that he is 'very hopeful
about the future, and that we shall wear them down
and break them up'; offers to send Chamberlain
occasional papers or telegrams 'on some points of
special interest'.
/106: Letter from Chamberlain to Churchill, 31
October. Regretting Chamberlain's decision to
resign as Chairman of the Conservative Research
Department, and accepting Chamberlain's
suggestion that Kingsley Wood should become the
new Chairman.
/107-108: Letter from Churchill to Anne
Chamberlain, 11 November (and transcript of the
letter). Letter of sympathy on the death of Neville
Chamberlain.
/109: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Churchill.
Letter thanking Churchill for his letter of sympathy.
37 items
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Access: Open
NC7/10

Notes mainly from Cabinet meetings, and letters to
Miss C. N. Campbell

[19241940]

27 items
Access: Open
NC7/10/1-20

Notes, mainly from Cabinet meetings

[19241940]

Notes from various people to Chamberlain, with
some notes from Chamberlain to other people.
Most of the notes are notes passed in Cabinet
meetings.
/1: Note of telephone message from J. H. Thomas
[possibly Thomas, James Henry (1874-1949)
Trade Union Leader and Statesman],
congratulating Chamberlain on his National Service
broadcast. 23 January [1938-1940].
/2: Note of congratulations from John Wheatley
[Wheatley, John (1869-1930) Politician] on speech
made on 4 June 1924.
/3: Note from W. S. C. [Churchill, Sir Winston
Leonard Spencer (1874-1965) Knight, statesman
and historian], passed in Cabinet meeting on 11
February 1925, relating to old age and widows
pensions.
/4: Poem by Neville Chamberlain referring to South
West Arabia passed in Cabinet on 1 December
1926.
/5: Note from Admiral Beatty [Beatty, David (18711936) 1st Earl Beatty, Admiral of the Fleet] dated
29 July 1927, possibly relating to Geneva
Conference.
/6: Note (from Sir Douglas Hogg?) [Hogg, Douglas
Mcgarel (1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor] dated 29 July 1927, possibly relating to
Geneva Conference
/7: Note from Austen Chamberlain to Neville
Chamberlain passed in Cabinet meeting on 4
August 1927 commenting on Winston Churchill.
/8: Note from W. S. C. [Churchill, Sir Winston
Leonard Spencer (1874-1965) Knight, statesman
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and historian] to Neville Chamberlain passed in
Cabinet meeting on 21 December 1927, relating to
Churchill's rating scheme which had been
criticized.
/9: Note from Neville Chamberlain, regarding
preparation of his criticisms (possibly a reply to /8).
/10: Note from Winston Churchill to Chamberlain in
Cabinet meeting on 1 February 1928 stating his
agreement that 'we are drifting steadily nearer to
Niagara Falls!'
/11: Note from W. S. C. [Churchill, Sir Winston
Leonard Spencer (1874-1965) Knight, statesman
and historian] passed in Cabinet meeting on 20
February 1929 relating to House of Commons
debate on compensation to Irish Loyalists.
/12: Note from Sankey [Sankey, John (1866-1948)
Viscount Sankey, Lord Chancellor] dated 22 April
1932, congratulating Chamberlain on his speech.
/13: Note from Stanley Baldwin to Chamberlain
passed in Cabinet meeting on 12 April 1933,
relating to Chamberlain's unemployment insurance
scheme.
/14: Note from Lord Hailsham [Hogg, Douglas
Mcgarel (1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor] to Chamberlain passed in Cabinet
meeting on 24 July 1934 saying 'I liked your final
Answer to L. G. [Lloyd George]'.
/15: Note in Winston Churchill's hand to
Chamberlain, saying 'In view of your spikey remark
permit me to point out that on this subject at any
rate I have remained silent' (not dated).
/16: Note from Neville Chamberlain to Stanley
Baldwin passed in Cabinet meeting on 6 February
1935 congratulating Baldwin on his broadcast on
India.
/17: Note from Edward [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman]
passed to Chamberlain at Foreign Press Dinner on
13 December 1938, congratulating Chamberlain.
/18: Note from (unknown) saying 'May I say how
delighful you were?', not dated.
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/19: Note from S. B. [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947)
1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman], which
says 'You're a BRICK' ['brick' is a slang word for a
'good fellow'].
/20: Note from (unknown) relating to meeting
together.
20 items
Access: Open
NC7/10/21-26

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to Miss C.N.
Campbell

[1940]

Letters written by Neville Chamberlain to Miss
Campbell, his personal secretary.
/21: Undated. Asks her to order cartridges.
/22: 1 September 1940. Asks her to forward two
books to Stephen Lloyd [husband of Chamberlain's
daughter, Dorothy].
/23: 23 September 1940. Asks her to evacuate
some of his items from Downing Street to protect
them from bombing.
/24: 30 September 1940. Relates to Chamberlain's
resignation as Lord President of the Council, and
the arrangements for removing Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's belongings from 11 Downing Street.
/25: 3 October 1940. Appreciates her work, relates
to finding a new house, and advises her on replies
to send to some letters received.
/26: 4 October 1940. Relates to the police
protection at 11 Downing Street, asking her to write
to the Chief Commissioner to suggest police
protection is no longer needed and to express his
appreciation for the two policemen.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/10/27

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Miss C.N.
Campbell

1940

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Miss Campbell
dated 6 October relating to arrangements for
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moving their belongings, and other matters.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11

Correspondence with others
Correspondence with various people not
represented in the other files or sub-series of
correspondence in this series) relating to various
topics.

[late 19th
century]1968

This includes various politicians, foreign statesmen
and ambassadors, other notable people, friends
and relatives. Examples of the types of letters and
topics are given in the series level description.
1610 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/1

Undated letters

[1900s1930s]

Correspondence received by Neville Chamberlain,
where no year date is recorded on the letter.
The letters relate to a wide variety of personal and
political topics.
8 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/1/1

Correspondence with Sir Warren Fisher,
Permanent Secretary of HM Treasury and Head of
the Civil Service

[1920s1930s]

Letter from Warren [Fisher, Sir Norman Fenwick
Warren (1879-1948) Knight Civil Servant], Treasury
Chambers, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 26 November (year not given).
A letter regretting his inability to cancel a luncheon
engagement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/1/2

Correspondence with Gwendolen Iveagh

[1939]

Letter from Gwendolen Iveagh, Casa dell Arco,
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Asolo, Veneto, [Italy] to Neville Chamberlain. 16
January (year not given).
A letter regarding Chamberlain's visit to Cliveden,
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax's visit to Italy,
distribution of pheasants.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/1/3

Correspondence with Katherine Maxse

[1900s1920s]

Letter from Katherine Maxse [née Lushington, wife
of Leopold Maxse], 25 Montpelier Square, London
to Neville Chamberlain.
A letter, regarding speech at Birmingham, and
other matters.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/1/4

Correspondence with Lady Dorothy Nevill

[1911]

Letter from D. Nevill [Lady Dorothy Nevill, (18261913), hostess, horticulturist and memoir writer], 45
Charles Street, London to Neville Chamberlain.
Letter saying she would be delighted to welcome
his bride, regarding visit of Mr Moneypenny and
other matters.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/1/5-6

Correspondence with Viscount Swinton

[1910s1930s]

Letters from Philip [Philip Cunliffe-Lister (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician], of 7 Lygon
Place, London; and Air Ministry to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following letters:
/5: Letter in appreciation of speech by
Chamberlain. Not dated [1910s-1930s].
/6: Letter offering condolences following a death.
29 February (year not given) [1936-1938].
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2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/1/7

Correspondence with H. G. Vincent, Private
Secretary to the Prime Minister

[1920s1930s]

Letter from H. G. Vincent [Vincent, Sir Harold
Graham (1891-1981) Knight Civil Servant] on
behalf of the Prime Minister, to Donald. 31 March
(year not given).
The letter forwards congratulations from the Prime
Minister to the Chancellor of the Exchequer for his
Exchequer figures.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/1/8

Correspondence with Hilton Young

[1910s1930s]

Letter from E. Hilton Young [Young, Edward Hilton
(1879-1960) 1st Baron Kennet, politician] to Neville
Chamberlain.
The letter regrets 'this hindrance of slander in your
hard work'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/2

1900 letter

1900

Letter from G. v Siemens, Deutsche Bank, Berlin.
10 May.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: German
NC7/11/3

1906 letters

1906

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1906.
The two letters both relate to Joseph Chamberlain.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC7/11/3/1

Correspondence with 2nd Baron Ampthill

1906

Letter from Ampthill [Russell, Arthur Oliver Villiers
(1869-1935) 2nd Baron Ampthill, Governor of
Madras], 41 Lennox Gardens, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 11 July.
The letter relates to a 'great ovation' by Joseph
Chamberlain, and being made to feel in the
Chamberlain family circle.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/3/2

Correspondence with Sir Joseph Lawrence

1906

Letter from Joseph Lawrence [Lawrence, Sir
Joseph (1848-1919) Knight Businessman MP], 11
Old Court Mansions, Kensington, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 23 November.
The letter relates to Joseph Chamberlain's health.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/4

1910 letters

1910

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1910.
The letters include some relating to Neville
Chamberlain's engagement and wedding to Anne
Cole consiting of letters of congratulation, and
letters regarding presents; and some letters
relating to other matters.
8 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/4/1

Correspondence with Osmund Airy

1910

Letter from Osmund Airy [Airy, Osmund (18451928)], Kentmere, Weybridge, [Surrey] to Neville
Chamberlain. 29 October.
The letter follows a the letter sent by Chamberlain
to Airy on his birthday, and relates to holidays with
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Chamberlain, Airy's health, and Joseph
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/4/2

Correspondence with Charles Gore (Bishop of
Birmingham)

1910

Letter from C. Birmingham (Bishop of Birmingham)
[Gore, Charles (1853-1932) Bishop], Bishop's
Croft, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 17
November.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
engagement to Anne Cole.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/4/3

Correspondence with Alfred Greenwood

1910

Letter from Alfred Greenwood, The Haven,
Gibraltar to Neville Chamberlain. 19 December.
The letter forwarded a card (not included) to go
with a parcel containing an old Spanish silver
inkstand, presumably an engagement or wedding
present.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/4/4

Correspondence with J. F. Lister

1910

Letter from J. F. Lister [Lister, Colonel James
Fraser (d 1944) army officer], 59 Calthorpe Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 23
December.
The letter forwarded a wedding present to Neville
and Anne Chamberlain from the commanding
officers of units under the administration of the
Warwickshire TF [Territorial Force] Association.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/4/5

Correspondence with Leo Maxse, Editor of the
National Review

1910

Letter from Leo Maxse [Maxse, Leopold James
(1864-1932), journalist and author], Midland Hotel,
Manchester to Neville Chamberlain. 5 December.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain following his
engagement to Anne Cole.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/4/6

Correspondence with Frederick Scott Oliver

1910

Letter from F. S. O. [Oliver, Frederick Scott (18641934) Businessman and Publicist], Checkendon
Court, Checkendon, Reading to Neville
Chamberlain. 25 December.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
engagement, and gives his thoughts on marriage.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/4/7

Correspondence with C. A. Vince, Secretary of
Imperial Tariff Committee; Birmingham, Aston and
Handsworth Liberal Unionist Association; and
Midlands Liberal Unionist Association

1910

Letter from C.A. Vince [Vince, Charles Anthony
(1855-1929)], 39 Edmund Street, Birmingham to
Neville Chamberlain. 15 December.
The letter relates to an appointment with Mr
Hargreave, and recalls an anecdote referring to
Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/4/8

Correspondence with Charles Walpole

1910

Letter from Charles Walpole, Broadford, Chobham,
Woking, [Surrey] to Neville Chamberlain. 13
November.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
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engagement to Anne Cole, and also relates to a
meeting of tariff reform supporters in Manchester,
and the forthcoming election.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/5

1912 letters

1912-1968

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to F. H. Viney, with
letter from Viney, Compton, 42 Widney Road,
Knowle, Warwickshire, forwarding the letter to Mrs
Lloyd [Dorothy Lloyd née Chamberlain, daughter of
Neville and Anne Chamberlain]. 21 June 1912 and
15 February 1968.
The letter from Chamberlain to Viney relates to the
proposal by Viney for developing his property on
'garden city lines'.
2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Stephen Lloyd in July 1970.
NC7/11/6

1913 letters

1913

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1913.
The letters relate to various matters: organizing a
meeting; a speech; the National Service League.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/6/1

Correspondence with Edward Carson, Leader of
the Ulster Unionist Party

1913

Letter from Edward Carson [Carson, Edward Henry
(1854-1935) Baron Carson, politician], Craigavon,
County Down to Neville Chamberlain. 30
September.
The letter regards setting a date for a meeting in
Birmingham.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/6/2-3

Correspondence with Andrew Bonar Law, Leader
of the Conservative Party

1913

Letters from A. Bonar Law [Law, Andrew Bonar
(1858-1923) Statesman], Pembroke Lodge,
Edwardes Square, Kensington, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 17 and 26 November.
The letters relate to Chamberlain's suggestions for
alterations to Bonar Law's speech and meeting
Joseph Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/6/4-5

Correspondence with Earl Roberts

1913

Letters from Roberts [Roberts, Frederick Sleigh
(1832-1914) 1st Earl Roberts of Kandahar, Field
Marshal], Englemere, Ascot, Berkshire and
Almond's Hotel, Clifford Street, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 23 October and 1 December.
The letters relate to Neville Chamberlain's
attendance at the National Service League meeting
in Birmingham on 26 November; and
Chamberlain's donation to the League. Roberts
was President of the National Service League, an
organization which campaigned for compulsory
military training, at this time.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/7

1914 letters

1914

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1914.
The letters relate to various matters including
Chamberlain becoming an alderman; thanks to
Chamberlain; thanks for donation for Antarctic
expedition; the start of the war and family matters.
4 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/7/1

Correspondence with Charles H. Bryant

1914

Letter from Charles H. Bryant, Charles Bryant and
Sons Ltd, Bryant Street, Winson Green,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 10 November.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on becoming
Alderman of Birmingham, regrets that Chamberlain
is leaving All Saints ward as Councillor, and
requests a signed photograph of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/7/2

Correspondence with Hall

1914

Telegram from Hall, sent from New Brighton
telegraph office, to Neville and Anne Chamberlain.
27 (June?).
The telegram thanks Neville and Anne
Chamberlain for their kindness and acclamation.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/7/3

Correspondence with E. H. Shackleton

1914

Letter from E. H. Shackleton [Shackleton, Sir
Ernest Henry (1874-1922) Knight Explorer], The
Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition, 4 New
Burlington Street, Regent Street, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 16 May.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for a donation
towards Shackleton's expedition to the Antarctic,
and invites Chamberlain to visit the ship
'Endurance'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/7/4

Correspondence with H. W. Studd

1914

Letter from H. W. Studd [Studd, Brigadier-General
Herbert William (1870-1947) army officer], 2 Lower
Sloane Street, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The letter suggests war was inevitable; suggests
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that to win the war Britain needs to learn 'how to
suffer without loss of determination and without
undue complaint and also how to hate' the enemy;
Studd's new will, asking Chamberlain to be a
trustee; and the illness of his wife's mother, asking
Chamberlain to help his wife if her mother dies
during Studd's absence.
Studd was the second husband of Mary, the
mother of Anne Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/8

1915 letters

1915

Letters to Neville Chamberlain and copy of letter
from Chamberlain dated 1915.
The letters relate to a variety of matters including
Chamberlain's nomination and appointment as
Lord Mayor of Birmingham; matters relating to the
war; and a letter of condolence.
8 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/8/1

Correspondence with A. D. Brooks

1915

Letter from A. D. Brooks [Brooks, Arthur David
(1864-1930) councillor], Woodcote, Harborne Park
Road, Harborne, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain. 28 July.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
nomination as Lord Mayor of Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/8/2

Correspondence with George Cadbury junior

1915

Letter from George Cadbury junior, Primrose Hill,
Selly Oak, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 4
August.
The letter relates to their visit to the LGB [Local
Government Board], and congratulates
Chamberlain on his nomination as Lord Mayor of
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Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/8/3

Correspondence with Jesse Collings

1915

Letter from Jesse Collings [Collings, Jesse (18311920) Politician], Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain. 9 November.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on a speech
he made following his appointment as Lord Mayor
of Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/8/4

Correspondence with Oliver Lodge, Principal of the
University of Birmingham

1915

Letter from Oliver Lodge [Lodge, Sir Oliver Joseph
(1851-1940), Knight, physicist], Mariemont,
Edgbaston, [Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain.
20 September.
The letter relates to the death of a man near Ypres
or Horge during the war.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/8/4a

Correspondence with Mr Moffat

1915

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to Mr
Moffat. 9 February.
The letter is a letter of condolence following the
death of Moffat's brother.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/8/5

Correspondence with A. I. Simey

1915

Letter from A. I. Simey, Neville Chamberlain's
former 'fag' at Rugby School, Sanatorium, Rugby
School to Neville Chamberlain. 9 November.
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The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
appointment as Lord Mayor of Birmingham, and
reminisces about their school days.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/8/6-7

Correspondence with H. W. Studd

1915

Letters from H. W. Studd [Studd, Brigadier-General
Herbert William (1870-1947) army officer],
Ambulance Croix rouge japonaise, Hotel Astoria,
Champs Elysees, Paris, [France] and Royal Station
Hotel, York to Neville Chamberlain. 27 March.
The letter relates to: Studd's injury and his
recovery; his suggestion that munitions production
is inadequate; his worries about the Dardanelles
campaign and suggests that Winston Churchill is to
blame; strikes and 'labour troubles', his suggestion
that the government failed to prepare for war
despite warnings; his disappointment that General
H. H. Wilson did not receive an honour; peace
terms; and German atrocities in France.
Studd was the second husband of Mary, the
mother of Anne Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/9

1916 letters

1916

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1916.
The letters relate to various matters including
Chamberlain's resignation from the Central Control
Board (Liquor Traffic); the Municipal Savings Bank
Bill; the war; Chamberlain's speeches; and news
from the Bahamas from the captain of
Chamberlain's former boat on Andros Island.
13 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/9/1

Correspondence with E. Richard Cross

1916

Letter from E. Richard Cross, Central Control
Board (Liquor Traffic), Canada House, Kingsway,
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London to Neville Chamberlain.
A letter regretting Chamberlain's resignation from
the Central Control Board (Liquor Traffic) and
regarding work on the Board.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/9/2

Correspondence with L. Curtis

1916

Letter from L. Curtis, 15 Bent Street, Sydney,
[Australia] to Neville Chamberlain.
A letter regarding Chamberlain's speech to the
Dominion delegates and thanking Chamberlain for
what he said about Arthur Balfour's speech,
commenting on a convention proposed for after the
war.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/9/3-4

Correspondence with John Edden

1916

Letter from John Edden, Mastic Point, Andros,
[Bahamas] to Neville Chamberlain. 5 February and
27 May.
These personal letters from the former captain of
Chamberlain's ship when he was on Andros Island,
relate to matters including: the death of Edden's
wife and daughter; Edden's request for news about
the war; and about the site of Chamberlain's sisal
farm becoming coppice woodland.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/9/5-8

Correspondence with John Hilton, on behalf of Sir
Richard Garton

1916

Letters from John Hilton on behalf of Sir Richard
Garton, The Garton Foundation, Church Choir
House, 3b Dean's Yard, Westminster, London; and
copies of letters to Hilton. 25 August, 13, 20 and 23
September.
The letters relate to a Memorandum on the
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Industrial Situation after the War (see NC9/3/14 for
a copy of the Memorandum) compiled 'under the
auspices' of the Garton Foundation, and discuss
Chamberlain's various comments on the report,
relating to inland waterways, tariffs, minimum
wages, and the relationship between employers,
employees and trade unions.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/9/9

Correspondence with Rudyard Kipling

1916

Letter from Rudyard Kipling [Kipling, Rudyard
(1865-1936), author], Bateman's, Burwash, Sussex
to Neville Chamberlain. 29 July.
Kipling says in the letter that he is unable to take
part in the [Birmingham] Library Celebrations this
autumn.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/9/10

Correspondence with Lloyd George, Minister of
Munitions

1916

Letter from D. Lloyd George [George, David Lloyd
(1863-1945) 1st Earl Lloyd George of Dwyfor,
statesman], Ministry of Munitions of War to Neville
Chamberlain. 8 February.
Lloyd George in the letter regrets Neville
Chamberlain's resignation from the Central Control
Board and thanks him for his services to the Board.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/9/11

Correspondence with Viscount Milner

1916

Letter from Milner [Milner, Alfred (1854-1925)
Viscount Milner, statesman], 17 Great College
Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 2
September.
The letter relates to the Municipal Savings Bank Bill
and says that he was glad he was 'able to be some
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use' in getting the bill passed.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/9/12

Correspondence with H. W. Studd

1916

Letter from H. W. Studd [Studd, Brigadier-General
Herbert William (1870-1947) army officer], Sutton
(Veny?), Wiltshire to Neville Chamberlain.
The letter contains several pages relating to his
brigade, the shortage of men for the armed forces,
his unhappiness about the progress of the war and
its political leadership, reparations by Germany
after the war, the health of his daughter Dorothy,
the poor conditions of his house and other matters.
Studd was the second husband of Mary, the
mother of Anne Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/9/13

Correspondence with J. F. Walker

1916

Letter from J. F. Walker, 126 Hagley Road,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 11 September.
The letter advises Chamberlain that he does not
need to return a report and expresses the pride of
his BSA [Birmingham Small Arms Company]
colleagues following Chamberlain's speech to the
Trades Union Congress.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/10

1917 letters

1917

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1917.
The letters relate to matters including
Chamberlain's work as Director General of National
Service and his resignation from the post.
See also NC8/5 for other letters dated 1917
relating to the National Service Department and
Chamberlain's role as Director General of National
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Service.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/10/1

Correspondence with F. S. Oliver

1917

Letter from F. S. Oliver [Oliver, Frederick Scott
(1864-1934) Businessman and Publicist], 8
Hereford Gardens, Marble Arch, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 21 January.
The letter probably relates to Chamberlain's
speech in Birmingham on 20 January, regarding
his idea for an 'Industrial Army'; questions sent by
the National Service Department about 'credit'; and
other matters.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/10/2

Correspondence with Stephen Walsh
(Parliamentary Secretary to the Local Government
Board)

1917

Letter from Stephen Walsh [Walsh, Stephen (18591929) Trade Unionist MP], Local Government
Board to Neville Chamberlain. 10 August.
Walsh regrets Chamberlain's resignation as
Director of National Service, and pays tribute to
Chamberlain saying that he had 'done everything
an honourable man could'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/11

1918 letters

1918

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1918.
The letters relate to Chamberlain entering
Parliament; and thanks for a article/book. A note
from Georges Clemenceau [Prime Minister of
France] is also included.
3 items
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Access: Open
NC7/11/11/1

Correspondence with John Burns

1918

Letter from John Burns [Burns, John Elliot (18581943) Politician and Trade Unionist], House of
Commons. 15 July.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for sending a copy
of 'The Development of Birmingham'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/11/2

Correspondence with Georges Clemenceau, Prime
Minister of France

1918

Note from G. Clemenceau [Clemenceau, Georges
(1841-1929) French Statesman], 10 Downing
Street, Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain. 9
December.
The note reads 'En Memoire de Joseph
Chamberlain'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/11/3

Correspondence with Oliver Lodge, Principal of
University of Birmingham

1918

Letter from Oliver Lodge [Lodge, Sir Oliver Joseph
(1851-1940), Knight, physicist], Mariemont,
[Edgbaston, Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain.
28 December.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on entering
Parliament.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/12

1919 letters

1919

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1919.
The letters relate to invitations; and the readjournment of Parliament. A printed copy of the
minutes of the proceedings of the House of
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Commons on 4 February are also included.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/12/1

Correspondence with Arthur Balfour, Lord
President of the Council

1919

Letter from Arthur James Balfour [Balfour, Arthur
James (1848-1930) 1st Earl of Balfour, statesman],
4 Carlton Gardens, Pall Mall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 5 December.
Letter declining Lady Brook's invitation.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/12/2

Correspondence with Robert Horne, Minister of
Labour

1919

Letter from R. S. Horne [Horne, Robert Stevenson
(1871-1940) Viscount Horne of Slamannan], House
of Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 7 March.
Letter accepting invitation to dinner and thanking
Chamberlain for his support in the debate on the
previous day.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/12/3

Correspondence with Andrew Bonar Law, Leader
of the House of Commons, Lord Privy Seal, and
Leader of the Conservative and Unionist Party

1919

Printed letter from A. Bonar Law [Law, Andrew
Bonar (1858-1923) Statesman], 11 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain. 3
February.

This printed letter presumably sent to all MPs,
provides notification of the new session at the
House of Commons.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/12/4

'Votes and proceedings of the House of Commons'
4 February 1919

1919

Printed minutes of the proceedings at the House of
Commons on the 4 February 1919 when the House
of Commons re-adjourned.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/13

1920 letters

1920-[c
1940]

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1920.
The letters relate to matters including:
Chamberlain's rejection of a junior ministerial post;
the award of the Croix d'Oficier de l'Ordre de
Léopold to Chamberlain; housing; Garvin's
biography of Joseph Chamberlain
One letter (NC7/11/13/10) is labelled '12/10/20' but
the content of the letter suggests that it actually
dates to about 1940.
10 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/13/1

Correspondence with Duke of Argyll, Lord of Lorne

1920

Copy of letter from Duke of Argyll [Campbell, Niall
Diarmid (1872-1949) 10th Duke of Argyll],
Inveraray Castle, Argyll to Sir Alfred Mond [Mond,
Alfred Moritz (1868-1930) 1st Baron Melchett,
industrialist and politician]. 22 August.
The letter written in a highly eccentric manner
complains about a letter from the Office of Works
regarding Dunstaffnage Castle, which according to
the Duke warned the Captain of Dunstaffnage
against making repairs to the castle, and complains
about Mond [Commissioner of Works)] The letter is
highly offensive with anti-semitic comments.
This letter appears to be mentioned in
Chamberlain's letter to his sister Hilda on 20
November 1920 (NC18/1/279) in which he says he
received 'the Argyll Mond letter' from Austen 'for my
collection of historical M.S.S [manuscripts]'. The
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letter, and the Duke of Argyll, also appears to be
briefly referred to in NC18/1/478 and 479.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/13/2

Correspondence with Sir Gilbert Barling, ViceChancellor of the University of Birmingham

1920

Letter from Gilbert Barling [Barling, Harry Gilbert
(1855-1940), Knight surgeon and academic
administrator], Blythe Court, Norfolk Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 31
January.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his support of
Barling.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/13/3

Correspondence with Ministere de la Défense
Nationale, Belgium

1920

Letter from Ministere De La Defense Nationale,
Bruxelles [Brussels], [Belgium] to Neville
Chamberlain. 15 December.
The letter relates to the award of the Croix d'Oficier
de l'Ordre de Léopold to Chamberlain. See also
NC7/11/13/8.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC7/11/13/4

Correspondence with Sir G. H. Duckworth

1920

Letter from G. H. Duckworth [Duckworth, Sir
George Herbert (1868-1934) civil servant,
antiquary], Dalingridge Place, Tye's Cross, East
Grinstead to Neville Chamberlain. 14 November.
The letter is in support of Neville Chamberlain's
scheme regarding new 'parlour' houses. See also
NC18/1/279 regarding this letter.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/13/5-6

Correspondence with J. L. Garvin, Editor of 'The
Observer'

1920

Letter from J. L. Garvin [Garvin, James Louis
(1868-1947) Newspaper Editor], The Observer, 22
Tudor Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 11
March.
The letters relate to Garvin's biography of Joseph
Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/13/7

Correspondence with Andrew Bonar Law, Leader
of the House of Commons, Lord Privy Seal, and
Leader of the Conservative and Unionist Party

1920

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to A. Bonar
Law [Law, Andrew Bonar (1858-1923) Statesman].
13 March.
In the letter Chamberlain declines the offer to
become a junior minister due to 'insuperable'
personal difficulties.
See also NC18/1/248 regarding Chamberlain
declining this offer.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/13/8

Correspondence with Colonel Loiselet

1920

Letter from Colonel G. Loiselet, 3 Rue des
Remparts, Liege, [Belgium] to Neville Chamberlain.
22 November.
The letter relates to the Cross of officer of the order
of Leopold [Croix d'Oficier de l'Ordre de Léopold] to
be offered to Chamberlain 'in rememberance of
[his] friendship for Belgians' and the 'amability... [to
Loiselet] in the direction of the Belgian Government
arms factories in Birmingham'.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/13/9

Correspondence between E. J. Strohmenger,
Accountant General, Ministry of Health, and O. E.
Niemeyer, Assistant Secretary, HM Treasury

1920

Copy of letter from E. S. Strohmenger
[Strohmenger, Ernest John (1873-1967) civil
servant], Ministry of Health to O. E. Niemeyer
[Niemeyer, Otto Ernst (1883-1971) civil servant],
HM Treasury; with enclosed note on rents. 26
November.
The letter (which was forwarded by Austen
Chamberlain to Neville Chamberlain, according to
NC18/1/281) relates to Neville Chamberlain's
suggestions regarding rents for houses. This letter
is referred to in Neville Chamberlain's letter to his
sister, Ida on 4 December 1920 (NC18/1/281).
1 item
Access: Open
Notes: The copy of the letter gives the name of the
sender as E. S. Strohmenger, but it appears this
must be a transcription or typing error for E. J.
Strohmenger.
NC7/11/13/10

Correspondence with Kathleen Thomas

[c 1940]

Letter from Kathleen Thomas, Myra, The Grove,
Ventnor, Isle of Wight to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain. The letter is marked '12/10/20' but
the content of the letter suggests that it dates
during the Second World War. The letter mentions
Mrs Thomas' house having being bombed, the
WVS [probably referring to the Women's Voluntary
Service] and Chamberlain having previously gone
'to bring us back peace'.
The letter thanks Neville and Anne Chamberlain for
thanking all the people who wrote to them and
expresses her admiration explaining how she
treasures photographs she has of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/14

1921 letters

1921

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1921.
The letters relate to various topics such as the
donation of land by the Calthorpe family for use as
a public park; suggestion of honour for Martin
Melvin; and an invitation to meet the Prime
Minister.
15 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/14/1-4

Correspondence with W. A. Cadbury, Lord Mayor
of Birmingham

1921

Letters from W. A. Cadbury [Cadbury, William
Adlington (1867-1957), businessman and
philanthropist], Lord Mayor's Parlour, Council
House, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain; with
copies of letters from Chamberlain to Cadbury. 6,
7, 23 and 25 July.
The letters relate to the gift by the Calthorpe family
of a piece of land in the Ladywood area of
Birmingham for use as an open space at the corner
of Ladywood and Monument Roads [this site
appears to be now called Chamberlain Gardens].
See also NC7/11/14/11-15.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/14/5

Correspondence with 17th Earl of Derby

1921

Letter from Derby [Stanley, Edward George Villiers
(1865-1948) 17th Earl of Derby, statesman], Derby
House, Stratford Place, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 26 May.
The letter invites Chamberlain to breakfast to meet
the Prime Minister [David Lloyd George].
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/14/6

Correspondence with Edward Herne

1921

Letter from Edward J. Herne, St John's Ladywood
School, Boys Department to Neville Chamberlain.
11 July.
The letter relates to the gift of a site [presumably
refers to the gift by the Calthorpe family of land for
use as an open space, see NC7/11/14/1-4].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/14/7

Correspondence with R. S. Horne, President of the
Board of Trade

1921

Letter from R. S. Horne [Horne, Robert Stevenson
(1871-1940) Viscount Horne of Slamannan], 59
Pall Mall, London to Neville Chamberlain. 15
February.
Horne regrets in the letter that he was unable to
come to Birmingham due to his illness.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/14/8-9

Correspondence with J. McIntyre, Archbishop of
Birmingham

1921

Letter from J. McIntyre [McIntyre, Most Reverend
John (1855-1934), Archbishop of Birmingham],
Archbishop's House, 6 Norfolk Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain; with copy of
letter from Chamberlain to McIntyre.
The letter relates to Martin Melvin [Melvin, Sir
Martin John (1879-1952) 1st Baronet Chairman of
Associated Catholic Newspapers], asking whether
Chamberlain could suggest to the Prime Minister a
suitable recognition for Melvin's services to the
country. The letter discusses in detail some of
Melvin's achievements locally in Birmingham,
nationally and his work during the war.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/14/10

Correspondence with Viscount Milner

1921

Letter from Milner [Milner, Alfred (1854-1925)
Viscount Milner, statesman], 14 Manchester
Square, London to Neville Chamberlain. 13
November.
Milner regrets in the letter that he is unable to
accept an invitation from the Birmingham University
and the Chamber of Commerce, and explains his
current activities following his retirement from
'active politics'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/14/11-15

Correspondence with Frank Newman

1921

Letters from Frank Newman, land agent and
surveyor, 34 Savile Row, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from
Chamberlain to Newman. 2, 13, 19, 20 and 21 July.
The letters relates to a gift of land being offered to
the Birmingham Corporation for use as a public
park. See also NC7/11/14/1-4.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/15

1922 letters

1922

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1922.
The letters relate to various topics such as:
Chamberlain having joined the Government as
Postmaster General; and an official 'History of the
Ministry of Munitions'.
11 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/15/1

Correspondence with 1st Earl of Balfour, Lord
President of the Council

1922

Letter from Balfour [Balfour, Arthur James (18481930) 1st Earl of Balfour, statesman], 4 Carlton
Gardens, Pall Mall, London to Neville Chamberlain.
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26 May.
Balfour in the letter declines the invitation to speak
at the Birmingham Branch of the League of Nations
Union on 22 June, and says that he will come to
Chamberlain's garden party if he is able to come.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/15/2

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Byng of Vimy,
Governor-General of Canada

1922

Letter from Byng of Vimy [Byng, Julian Hedworth
George (1862-1935) 1st Viscount Byng of Vimy,
Field Marshal], Governor-General's Train (currently
at Saskatoon, Canada) to Neville Chamberlain. 29
September.
The letter relates to meeting with Chamberlain, and
Byng's trip to Winnipeg.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/15/3-4

Correspondence with 6th Earl of Dartmouth

[1917]1922

Letter from Dartmouth [Legge, William Heneage
(1851-1936) 6th Earl of Dartmouth], Patshull,
Wolverhampton to Neville Chamberlain; with copy
of letter from Dartmouth in the Office of the Director
General of National Service to unnamed woman.
31 December.
The letter relates to the enclosed letter, which he
discovered in a drawer and forwarded to
Chamberlain in case it was of interest, which
Dartmouth sent [presumably in 1917] to one of his
sisters-in-law relating to her concern that she would
not be able to retain her servants under
Chamberlain's National Service proposals.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/15/5

Correspondence with G. E. Dowler

1922

Letter from G. E. Dowler, 18 Dartmouth Road,
Bournbrook, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain.
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16 November.
The letter, from a worker at Elliott's Metal Works in
Selly Oak, congratulates Chamberlain on being
returned again in the General Election.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/15/6-9

Correspondence with Sir W. Graham Greene

1922

Letters from W. Graham Greene [Greene, Sir
William Graham (1857-1950), Knight civil servant],
Disposal and Liquidation Committee to Neville
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from
Chamberlain to Greene. 9 and 14 January, 1 and
3 February.
The letters relate to an official History of the
Ministry of Munitions, on which Chamberlain was
consulted regarding part which refers to the period
when Chamberlain was Director-General of
National Service.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/15/10-11

Correspondence with Andrew Bonar Law, Prime
Minister

1922

Letter and telegram from Andrew Bonar Law [Law,
Andrew Bonar (1858-1923) Statesman], 10
Downing Street, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 1 and 11 November.
The letter relates to Chamberlain having joined the
Government as Postmaster General. Law says in
the letter that 'It is a real pleasure to me to have
you in the Government and in saying this I am not
thinking of the political advantage of your having
joined us' and says that 'in spite of the soreness
which must inevitably exist...it will not be long
before we are all in the same boat again'. The
telegram congratulates Chamberlain on a speech
he gave.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/16

1923 letters

1923[1924]

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1923. One
letter is dated '1923', but the content of the letter
suggests that it actually dates to 1924.
The letters relate to various topics including:
Chamberlain's appointment as Minister of Health;
Baldwin's offer of the post of Chancellor of the
Exchequer; Chamberlain's biography of his cousin
Norman Chamberlain; Sir Francis Lowe's wish to
retire as a Member of Parliament.
23 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/1

Correspondence with Bernard Alderson

1923

Letter from Bernard Alderson, West Mount,
Dorridge, near Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain.
26 December.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his present of a
cigarette box; regrets that Chamberlain may not
have a chance to bring in his Budget; and offers his
help in any election which takes place in the next
year.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/2-5B

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1923

Letters and telegram from Stanley Baldwin
[Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of
Bewdley, statesman], Treasury Chambers,
Whitehall, London and 10 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain; letters
from Chamberlain to Baldwin; and a political
cartoon.
The file contains the following letters:
/2: Baldwin to Chamberlain: Congratulations on
Chamberlain's 'performance throughout the week'.
4 May
/3: Baldwin to Chamberlain: Offers Chamberlain
the post of Chancellor of the Exchequer. 14
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August.
/4: Chamberlain to Baldwin: Requests that Baldwin
reconsiders his offer as he feels that he would not
be able to do well in that post and that he would be
better remaining as Minister of Health. 16 August.
/5: Baldwin to Chamberlain: Requests again that
Chamberlain should become Chancellor saying
that the reasons for giving Chamberlain the post
are 'overwhelming'. 22 August.
/5A: Baldwin to Chamberlain: Forwards a cartoon
(included) referring to Lloyd George and Asquith's
visit to Paisley. 26 November
/5B: Chamberlain to Baldwin (copy): Invites
Baldwin to dinner, and mentions his agent's
concern about the opposition in Chamberlain's
seat. 3 December.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/6

Correspondence with Arthur Collins

[1924]

Letter from Arthur Collins [probably Collins, Arthur
(1880-1952)], 4 Whitehall Court, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 7 November (dated 1923, but this
appears to be an error).
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on becoming
Minster of Health, the appreciation that he had
heard from local government members and officers
on Chamberlain returning to that post; and
discusses housing at length suggesting
experimental schemes to build houses with
unemployed labour.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/7

Correspondence with David Davis, Lord Mayor of
Birmingham

1923

Letter from David Davis [Davis, Sir David (18591938) councillor], City of Birmingham, Lord Mayor's
Parlour, The Council House, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain. 19 June.
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The letter thanks Chamberlain for suggesting that
Davis receives a knighthood.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/8

Correspondence with Cecily Debenham

1923

Letter from Cecily Debenham [née Kenrick, wife of
Sir Ernest Ridley Debenham and Neville's cousin],
8 Addison Road, Kensington, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 25 October.
The letter relates to Chamberlain's book 'The Life
of Norman Chamberlain'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/9

Correspondence with John Edden

1923

Letter from John Edden, Mastic Point, Andros
Island, Bahamas to Neville Chamberlain. 7 March.
The letter, from the former captain of
Chamberlain's ship when he was on Andros Island,
thanks Chamberlain for his letter, talks about how
well Chamberlain used to treat him and talks about
a visit by Neville Sands.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/10

Correspondence with Sir Howard Frank

1923

Letter from Howard Frank [Frank, Sir Howard
(1871-1932)], 5 Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 26 April.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
success in the House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/11

Correspondence with Joseph Gregory

1923

Letter from Joseph Gregory, 89 Couchman Road,
Saltley, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 8
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March.
This letter from a member of an opposition party,
congratulates Chamberlain on becoming Minister
of Health and expresses his admiration for
Chamberlain's work. This letter is referred to in
NC18/1/387.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/12

Correspondence with Hilda Gurney-Dixon

1923

Letter from Hilda Gurney-Dixon [née Poynting, wife
of Sir Samuel Gurney-Dixon and widow of John
Chamberlain], Brockenhurst, Hampshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 13 May.
The letter relates to Chamberlain's book 'The Life
of Norman Chamberlain'; talks about the influence
on Norman Chamberlain's life that Neville and
Anne Chamberlain had; and briefly discusses the
Housing Bill.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/13

Correspondence with T. Edmund Harvey

1923

Letter from T. Edmund Harvey [Harvey, Thomas
Edmund (1875-1955) Quaker MP], Rydal House,
Grosvenor Road, Leeds to Neville Chamberlain. 24
April.
The letter relates to Chamberlain's book 'The Life
of Norman Chamberlain'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/14

Correspondence with W. Byng Kenrick

1923

Letter from W. Byng Kenrick, Metchley House,
Somerset Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain. 11 March.
The letter relates to Chamberlain becoming
Minister of Health and discusses the challenges
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that Chamberlain may face.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/15

Correspondence with John Lee, Controller of the
Central Telegraph Office

1923

Letter from John Lee [Lee, John (1867-1928)],
Central Telegraph Office, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 13 April.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for a photograph;
appreciates having worked under Chamberlain as
Postmaster General, a post which he had recently
left; and also discusses how 'the organized
Liberalism of my life-time has been lost in the
movements of today'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/16

Correspondence with Sir Francis Lowe

1923

Letter from Francis Lowe [Lowe, Sir Francis
William (1852-1929) 1st Baronet MP], 34 Draycott
Place, London to Neville Chamberlain. 13
December.
The letter which is described as 'very confidential',
expresses Lowe's desire to become a peer or a
member of the Privy Council and to retire from the
House of Commons. See also NC7/11/16/11 for
another letter in which Lowe expresses his wish to
retire.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/17

Correspondence with J. S. Norman

1923

Letter from J. S. Norman, Berneval, Sevenoaks,
Kent to Neville Chamberlain. 13 May.
The letter relates to Francis Chamberlain having
started at school, saying that he is doing well.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/16/18

Correspondence with Reverend Herbert Pelham,
Vicar of Barking

1923

Letter from Herbert Pelham [Pelham, Rt. Rev.
Herbert S. (1881-1944)], The Vicarage, Barking,
Essex to Neville Chamberlain. 25 April.
The letter relates to Chamberlain's book 'The Life
of Norman Chamberlain'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/19

Correspondence with Ellen F. Pinsent, Senior
Commissioner of Board of Control

1923

Letter from Ellen F. Pinsent [Pinsent, Dame Ellen
Frances (1866-1949)], 8 Chelsea Court, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 9 March.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on becoming
Minister of Health, and hopes that Chamberlain's
appointment will help the Board of Control 'to get
useful reforms'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/16/20

Correspondence with John Robertson, Medical
Officer of Health for Birmingham, and Professor of
Hygiene and Public Health at the University of
Birmingham

1923

Letter from John Robertson [Robertson, Sir John
(1862–1936) public health administrator], The
Hollies, Court Oak Road, Harborne, Birmingham to
Neville Chamberlain. 8 March.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on becoming
Minister of Health though expresses worry that
Chamberlain is being 'plunged into the most difficult
socio-political problem' of housing.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/16/21

Correspondence with Stephen Walsh

1923

Letter from Stephen Walsh [Walsh, Stephen (18591929) Trade Unionist MP], House of Commons to
Neville Chamberlain. 28 February.
In the letter Walsh regrets his inability to attend
Chamberlain's party though says he hopes to 'look
in during the evening' to shake hands with Turner,
and congratulates Chamberlain on becoming
Minister of Health.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17

1924 letters

1924

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1924.
The letters relate to various matters such as: the
General Election; housing; Sir Francis Lowe's
decision to retire and regarding suggestion that
Chamberlain should stand for Lowe's seat; opening
of new offices on Edmund Street, Birmingham [of
the local Conservative and Unionist Party
association?] with a portrait of Joseph
Chamberlain.
28 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/1

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1924

Letter from Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
statesman], Palace Chambers, Bridge Street,
Westminster, London to Neville Chamberlain. 6
November.
The letter commends Chamberlain following his
request to become Minister of Health again instead
of taking Baldwin's offer of the post of Chancellor of
the Exchequer.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/2

Correspondence with H. E. Blain, Principal Agent
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of Conservative and Unionist Party
Letter from H. E. Blain [Blain, Sir Herbert Edwin
(1870-1942)], Unionist Central Office to Neville
Chamberlain. 25 July.
The letter quotes a letter that Blain had received
from the Honorary Treasurer of Bosworth Division
who was very pleased with Chamberlain's speech
in Leicester on housing and the Government.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/3

Correspondence with Arthur Collins

1924

Letter from Arthur Collins [Collins, Arthur (18801952)], 4 Whitehall Court, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 2 November.
The letter strongly condemns Chamberlain's
opponent [Oswald Mosley] in the General Election
for not fighting fairly; refers to his anxiety listening
to the election results; suggests no one except
Chamberlain in his party could have kept
Ladywood Division as it was 'a district designed to
breed Communism'; suggests that Chamberlain
would be better not as Chancellor of the Exchequer
but should be Minister of Health or Minister of
Labour; refers to their common interest in social
reform; discusses the work of the Committee on
Municipal Reform; and offers his assistance.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/4

Correspondence with 1st Marquess Curzon

1924

Telegram from Curzon [Curzon, George Nathaniel
(1859-1925) 1st Marquess Curzon, statesman] to
Neville Chamberlain. 30 October.
The telegram just states 'Delighted at your victory'
[in the General Election].
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/17/5

Correspondence with 17th Earl of Derby

1924

Letter from Derby [Stanley, Edward George Villiers
(1865-1948) 17th Earl of Derby, statesman], Derby
House, Stratford Place, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 17 December.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
speech the previous night relating to housing;
discusses in detail a major housing scheme he had
seen in Warrington financed by Sir Peter Peacock;
discusses Peacock's and Alderman Pemberton's
ambitious scheme to create a very large brick
works and to import timber for use in similar
housing schemes; and suggests that Chamberlain
meets Peacock and Pemberton.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/6

Correspondence with G. E. Dowler

1924

Letter from G. E. Dowler, 18 Dartmouth Road,
Bournbrook, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain.
23 December.
This letter, from a worker at Elliott's Metal Works in
Selly Oak, who wrote to Chamberlain on other
occasions, wishes Chamberlain a 'Happy
Christmas'; and wishing Chamberlain well in his
post as Minister of Health.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/7

Correspondence with Sir N. F. Warren Fisher,
Permanent Secretary of HM Treasury and Head of
the Civil Service

1924

Letter from N. F. Warren Fisher [Fisher, Sir
Norman Fenwick Warren (1879-1948) Knight Civil
Servant], Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 4 June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter; and
also refers to Fisher taking a few days holiday.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/17/8

Correspondence with Sir Howard Frank

1924

Letter from Howard Frank [Frank, Sir Howard
(1871-1932)], 5 Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 6 April.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his response to a
toast.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/9

Correspondence with W. Byng Kenrick

1924

Letter from W. Byng Kenrick [Kenrick, Wilfrid Byng
(b 1872) Councillor], The Grove, Harborne,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 10 October.
The letter relates to a proposal that Neville
Chamberlain should become a candidate at
Edgbaston instead of Ladywood at the next
election following Francis Lowe's decision to resign
(see NC7/11/17/11), suggests that for Austen
Chamberlain to change divisions 'would have
required much diplomacy', and says that they need
to come to a decision immediately over the matter
due to the sudden announcement of an election.
This letter is referred to in Neville's letter to his
sister Ida on 11 October 1924 (NC18/1/455).
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/10

Correspondence with Sir Oliver Lodge

1924

Note from Oliver J. Lodge [Lodge, Sir Oliver
Joseph (1851-1940), Knight, physicist] to Neville
Chamberlain. 22 June.
The note, sent from Westbourne, says that he
called at his house in case Chamberlain was there
for the weekend, and that he is going to Lozells for
a League of Nations Union meeting.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/17/11

Correspondence with Sir Francis Lowe

1924

Letter from Francis Lowe [Lowe, Sir Francis
William (1852-1929) 1st Baronet MP], 34 Draycott
Place, London to Neville Chamberlain. 4 October.
The letter states that he does not intend to seek reelection at the next General Election, as he wishes
to retire and feels that a 'younger and more active
man' would be more suitable as an MP. See also
NC7/11/16/16, for another letter in which Lowe
expresses his desire to retire; and see also
Neville's letter to Ida on 11 October 1924
(NC18/1/455) which refers to this letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/12

Correspondence with Ronald McNeill,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs

1924

Letter from Ronald McNeill [McNeill, Ronald John
(1861-1934) Baron Cushendun, politician], 18
Cadogan Place, London to Neville Chamberlain. 2
January.
The letter relates to McNeill being granted an
honour. It possibly refers to him becoming a
member of the Privy Council.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/17/13

Correspondence with Sir Richard Redmayne

1924

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to Sir
Richard Redmayne [Redmayne, Sir Richard
Augustine Studdert (1865–1955), mining engineer].
27 September.
The letter is of condolence for the death of
Redmayne's son.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/17/14-28

Correspondence with Councillor Samuel Talbot

1924

Letters from Samuel Talbot, 115 Colmore Row,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain; and copies of
letters from Chamberlain to Talbot. 1 March, 3, 5,
7, 25 and 29 April, 2, 5, 26, 28 and 30 May, 15, 19,
20 and 26 November.
The letters relate to a copy of a portrait to be
painted of Joseph Chamberlain for the new offices,
possibly of the Birmingham Unionist Association or
Midland Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations [?] on Edmund Street, Birmingham;
the naming of the new offices; Talbot becoming an
Alderman; the formal opening of the building; and
completion of the building.
15 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/18

1925 letters

1925

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1925.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics such as: industrial disputes; pensions and
the Widows and Old Age Pensions Bill; local
government expenditure; and government policy on
Iraq.
18 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/1

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1925

Letter from Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
statesman], 10 Downing Street, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 18 September.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter in
appreciation of Baldwin; suggests meeting at
Chequers; refers to Baldwin's holiday; and
expresses fears relating to industrial disputes and
the coal miners leaders.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/18/2-4

Correspondence with Thomas Broad

1925

Letter from T. T. Broad [Broad, Thomas Tucker
(1863-1935)], 64 West Cromwell Road, London to
Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter from
Chamberlain to Broad. 12, 16 and 18 February.
The letters relate to Broad's proposed scheme
regarding pensions which was more
comprehensive than Chamberlain's pension
scheme. Chamberlain rejected these proposals,
saying that it would be too expensive and that
Broad's calculations were unsound. The letters also
mention Broad's admiration of Joseph and Neville
Chamberlain.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/5-6

Correspondence with Elizabeth Cobb

1925

Letter from Elizabeth Cobb, Twr-y-Felin, St David's,
Pembrokeshire to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
letter from Chamberlain to Cobb. 20 September.
This letter is from a woman who says she is the
great-granddaughter of Timothy Kenrick [Kenrick,
Timothy (1759-1804) Unitarian Commentator], who
was the brother of Neville Chamberlain's greatgrandfather, Archibald. In the letter she comments
on Joseph Chamberlain, suggesting that he served
the public well in his early years but later deserted
his principles; gives suggestions about housing for
the poor; condemns politicians for causing war and
spending money on armaments; comments on
Timothy and Archibald Kenrick; and comments on
the work done by Reginald Bridgeman [Bridgeman,
Reginald Francis Orlando (1884-1968) Anti
Imperialist] in Pinner. Chamberlain in his reply says
that in the letter she had 'contrived to say
something offensive about my great-uncle, my
father, my brother, my wife and myself' and that
they should not meet.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/7-9

Correspondence with 17th Earl of Derby

1925

Letters from Derby [Stanley, Edward George
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Villiers (1865-1948) 17th Earl of Derby, statesman],
Derby House, Stratford Place, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of Chamberlain's letter to
Derby. 6, 7 and 8 October.
The letters relate to Chamberlain going to
Liverpool; Derby's speech referring to Iraq, which
Derby thinks that Leopold Amery will not like; and
the change of government policy on Iraq.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/10

Correspondence with G.E. Dowler

1925

Letter from G. E. Dowler, 18 Dartmouth Road,
Bournbrook, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain.
23 December.
The letter, from a worker at Elliott's Metal Works in
Selly Oak, offers Chamberlain 'best wishes' at
Christmas.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/11

Correspondence with Walter Guinness, Minister of
Agriculture and Fisheries

1925

Letter from Walter Guinness [Guinness, Walter
Edward (1880-1944) 1st Baron Moyne, politician],
10 Grosvenor Place, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 5 November.
The letter relates to Guinness' new post as Minister
of Agriculture and Fisheries, and comments on the
high regard of his predecessor.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/12

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare, Secretary
of State for Air

1925

Letter from Sir Samuel Hoare (later Lord
Templewood) [Hoare, Samuel John Gurney (18801959) 1st Viscount Templewood, statesman], Air
Ministry to Neville Chamberlain. 23 July (marked as
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'among 1925 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on the
Pensions Bill.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/13

Correspondence with Harold Macmillan

1925

Letter from Harold Macmillan [Macmillan, Maurice
Harold (1894-1986) 1st Earl of Stockton, Prime
Minister], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain. 23 July.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on the
Pensions Bill, and Macmillan also says that he was
embarrased that he may have interfered over one
clause.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/14

Correspondence with Basil Peto

1925

Letter from Basil Peto [Peto, Sir Basil (1862-1945)
1st Baronet Businessman] to Neville Chamberlain.
1 December.
The letter relates to an enclosed document
[regarding rating?], and congratulates
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/15

Correspondence with 4th Marquess of Salisbury,
Lord Privy Seal and Leader of the House of Lords

1925

Letter from Salisbury [Cecil, James Edward Hubert
Gascoyne- (1861-1947) 4th Marquess of
Salisbury], Hatfield House, Hatfield, Hertfordshire
to Neville Chamberlain. 24 October.
The letter relates to the expenditure of local
authorities, suggesting that local government
officers are conspiring with some central
government officials to increase expenditure.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/16-17

Correspondence with 1st Baron Stamfordham,
Private Secretary to King George V

1925

Copy of letter from Stamfordham [Bigge, Arthur
John (1849-1931) 1st Baron Stamfordham, private
secretary to George V] on behalf of the King,
Buckingham Palace, London to the Prime Minister
[Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of
Bewdley, statesman]; with letter from Ronald
Waterhouse to Douglas Veale forwarding the copy
of the letter. 16 July.
The letter from Stamfordham says that the King
congratulates Neville Chamberlain on the Widows
and Old Age Pensions Bill.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/18/18

Correspondence with Sir Aubrey Symons,
Permanent Secretary of the Board of Education

1925

Letter from Aubrey Symonds [Symonds, Sir Aubrey
Vere (1874-1931) civil servant], Oxford and
Cambridge Club, Pall Mall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 18 November.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his wedding gift,
and relates to having worked with Chamberlain.
Symonds was formerly the Second Secretary at the
Ministry of Health.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/19

1926 letters

1926

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1926.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics such as: politics in India, including a long
letter from Lord Irwin [later Lord Halifax], the
Viceroy of India; the General Strike; Chamberlain's
decision to stand for Edgbaston division; and
speeches by Chamberlain.
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22 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/1-2

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1926

Letters from S. B. [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947)
1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman], 10
Downing Street, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 29 September and 1 October.
The letters relate to a meeting at Chequers which
Chamberlain is requested to attend to discuss 'the
question of the [Conservative] Central Office'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/3-4

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Bearsted

1926

Letters from Bearsted [Samuel, Marcus (18531927) 1st Viscount Bearsted, industrialist], 3
Hamilton Place, London to Neville Chamberlain. 26
February and 2 March.
The letters relate to the Honorary Freedom of the
Vintners Company being offered to Chamberlain;
and also relate to Bearsted's current illness.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/5-8

Correspondence with and relating to Percival
Bower

1926

Letter from Austen Chamberlain, 2 Morpeth
Mansions, London to Neville Chamberlain; letter
from Percival Bower [Bower, Sir Percival (18801948)], 'Avondale', 93 Washwood Heath Road,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
letter from Neville Chamberlain to Stanley Baldwin.
4, 10, 11 and 18 November.
The letters relate to a proposal that Percival Bower,
former Lord Mayor of Birmingham, should be
recommended for a knighthood, and also relates to
Bower's financial position and links with trade
unions. See also NC7/11/20/11, for letter of thanks
following Bower being awarded a knighthood.
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4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/9

Correspondence with William Bridgeman, First
Lord of the Admiralty

1926

Letter from W. C. Bridgeman [Bridgeman, William
Clive (1864-1935) 1st Viscount Bridgeman,
statesman], Leigh Manor, Minsterley, Shropshire to
Neville Chamberlain. 16 January.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
speech; and also relates to the Colwyn Report
[report of the Committee on National Debt and
Taxation] and his and the Admiralty's objections to
it.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/10

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Dawson

1926

Letter from Dawson [Dawson, Bertrand Edward
(1864-1945) 1st Viscount Dawson, physician], 32
Wimpole Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 4
July.
The letter is in appreciation of Chamberlain's visit
to the London Hospital and the speech he made
there.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/11

Correspondence with G.E. Dowler

1926

Letter from G. E. Dowler, 18 Dartmouth Road,
Bournbrook, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain.
20 December.
The letter, from a worker at Elliott's Metal Works in
Selly Oak, wishes Chamberlain 'a Happy
Christmas' and hopes that Chamberlain will be able
to 'go on with the good work [he was] doing'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/19/12

Correspondence with F. E. Smith, Secretary of
State for India

1926

Note passed in Cabinet meeting from F. E. [Smith,
Frederick Edwin (1872-1930) 1st Earl of
Birkenhead, Lord Chancellor] to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 November.
The note relates to Chamberlain's memorandum on
trade union legislation, and suggests that
Chamberlain waits until he sees a draft bill that is
being circulated by the Lord Chancellor.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/13

Correspondence with Mr Endicott

1926

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to Mr
Endicott, presumably a relative of Mary Endicott
Chamberlain, later Mary Carnegie. 17 May.
This long letter gives a detailed account of the
General Strike of 1926 and also gives
Chamberlain's opinions on the strike.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/14

Correspondence with Dorothea Gough

1926

Letter from Dorothea Gough [née Keyes, widow of
Brigadier-General John Edmond Gough], Regent's
Park, London to Neville Chamberlain. 14 October.
The letter relates to the death of her brother,
Commander Adrian St Vincent Keyes.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/15-16

Correspondence with Baron Irwin, Viceroy of India

1926

Letters from Edward [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Viceregal Lodge, Simla, [India] to Neville
Chamberlain. 15 September.
The 15 September letter is a long letter relating
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mainly to politics in Britain and India. Topics
include: George Lane-Fox [Secretary for Mines];
the Cabinet being filmed; Stanley Baldwin's
personality; the dispute with coal miners;
Chamberlain's rural housing proposals; Earl
Winterton [Under-Secretary for India] coming to
India; Irwin's work as Viceroy; politics in India and
the Swaraj Party; the Bengal Government's
'incredible stupidity over the Malaviya business';
and reforms of government in India.
The 14 December letter relates to the Imperial
Conference; the recent elections in India; and
wishes good luck for Chamberlain's Poor Law
proposals.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/17

Correspondence with H. A. Lawrence

1926

Letter from H. A. Lawrence [Lawrence, Sir Herbert
Alexander (1861-1943) Knight Soldier and Banker
General], 67 Lombard Street, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 5 July.
The letter relates to the Birmingham Municipal
Bank, and urges caution against municipal banks
being established by other municipal authorities.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/18

Correspondence with Alfred Mond

1926

Letter from Alfred Mond [Mond, Alfred Moritz
(1868-1930) 1st Baron Melchett, industrialist and
politician], 37 Lowndes Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 29 January.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter, and is
in admiration of Chamberlain's running of the
Ministry of Health.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/19-20

Correspondence with 4th Marquess of Salisbury,
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Lord Privy Seal and Leader of the House of Lords
Letter from Salisbury, Manor House, Cranborne,
Salisbury and 21 Arlington Street, London to
Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following letters:
/19: Letter which expresses diagreement with
Chamberlain's proposals, disagreeing in particular
with Chamberlain outlining his proposals to 'The
Times' newspaper, which he argues means that the
Cabinet cannot turn down the proposals without
being the subject of criticism. 24 January.
/20: Letter which thanks Chamberlain for his letter
and says that it has given him 'such a feeling of
high regard' for Chamberlain. 26 January.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/21

Correspondence with T. G... Walker [?]

1926

Letter from T. G... Walker [?], Chad House,
Edgbaston, [Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain.
28 July.
The letter relates to Chamberlain's decision to
stand for Edgbaston in the next General Election
instead of Ladywood.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/19/22

Correspondence with 1st Baron Weir

1926

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to Weir
[probably refers to Weir, William Douglas (18771959) 1st Viscount Weir, industrialist] . 21
September.
The letter relates to a book by Neil Munro lent by
Weir, Chamberlain's holiday involving fishing and
shooting in Rosshire, and refers to the coal miners
dispute suggesting that 'it is evident that Cook
[Arthur James Cook, a trade union leader] realises
he is beaten'.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20

1927 letters
Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1927. A poem
by 'Ouida', dating from the late 19th century or
early 20th century and referring to Joseph
Chamberlain is also included.

[late 19th
century]1927

The letters relate to various political, personal and
other matters such as: politics in Britain and India,
including long letters from Lord Irwin, Viceroy of
India; politics in Britain and Australia, including a
long letter from Lord Stonehaven; the municipal
bank; Chamberlain's illness with gout; R. B.
Bennett's election as Conservative leader in
Canada; the Trade Union Bill.
27 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/1

Correspondence with Osmund Airy

1927

Letter from Osmund Airy [Airy, Osmund (18451928)], Crowthorne, Berkshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 24 August.
The letter relates to various personal matters
including: Airy having stayed with Arthur
Chamberlain [Neville's cousin] at Rackenford
Manor; Airy's family; Airy's health; and books read
by Airy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/2

Correspondence with John H. Allen

1927

Letter from John H. Allen, Fitzroy House, 16 Fitzroy
Square, London to Neville Chamberlain. 6
December.
The letter relates to Allen having an operation.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/20/3

Correspondence with Leopold Amery, Secretary of
State for the Colonies and Secretary of State for
the Dominions

1927

Letter from L. S. A. [Amery, Leopold Charles
Maurice Stennett (1873-1955), politician and
journalist], 112 Eaton Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 20 July.
The letter just says 'Thank you'. A note by
Chamberlain annotated to the letter states that it
thanks Chamberlain's for his mediation between
Amery and the Chancellor of the Exchequer in their
dispute regarding Empire Marketing Board money,
over which Amery threatened resignation.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/4

Correspondence with G. Anderson

1927

Letter from G. Anderson, Guthrie Lodge,
Newburgh, Fife to Neville Chamberlain. 19 August.
The letter relates to an article which refers to
Joseph Chamberlain and relates to the affair
between Katharine O'Shea and Charles Stewart
Parnell, over which there was a major political
scandal, and Joseph Chamberlain's alleged
involvement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/5-6

Correspondence with Wilfrid Ashley, Minister of
Transport

[late 19th
century]1927

Letter from Wilfrid Ashley [Ashley, Wilfred William
(1867-1939) Baron Mount Temple, politician],
Ministry of Transport to Neville Chamberlain; with
manuscript poem by 'Ouida' [Ramee, Marie Louise
De La (1839-1908), novelist called Ouida]. 8
February 1927 (letter), [late 19th century-early 20th
century] (poem).
The letter forwarded a manuscript poem in the
author's own hand entitled 'The Metal Orchid'. The
title refers to the metal badges worn by some of
Joseph Chamberlain's supporters. It was written by
'Ouida', a famous novelist, in opposition to Joseph
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Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/7-9

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1927

Letters from Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
statesman], Douglas Castle, Lanarkshire and 10
Downing Street, London to Neville Chamberlain;
and manuscript copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Baldwin.
The file contains the following letters:
/7: Letter from Chamberlain to Baldwin relating to
the Trade Union Bill and Chamberlain's proposals
for the bill. Annotated to the letter are some notes
by Chamberlain dated 10 and 11 March regarding
Baldwin's response to the letter. 8 March.
/8: Letter from Baldwin to Chamberlain: thanks
Chamberlain for his letter of welcome, expresses
sorrow for attacks by 'old enemies' on
Chamberlain, suggests Chamberlain should go on
holiday, and regarding Baldwin's forthcoming
holiday. 27 August.
/9: Letter from Baldwin to Chamberlain responding
that he is not downhearted and is 'beginning to see
the way ahead', and also says that he thinks he will
'tackle Winston [Churchill] soon... as to postponing
his scheme' [regarding rating and local government
finance]. 27 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/10

Correspondence with R. B. Bennett, Leader of the
Conservative Party in Canada

1927

Letter from R. B. Bennett [Bennett, Richard
Bedford (1870-1947) Viscount Bennett, Prime
Minister of Canada], Calgary, Canada to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 November.
The letter relates to Bennett being elected as
Leader of the Conservative Party in Canada, and
hopes that he will be able to see Chamberlain
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soon.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/11

Correspondence with Sir Percival Bower

1927

Letter from Percival Bower [Bower, Sir Percival
(1880-1948)], 93 Washwood Heath Road,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 22 January.
The letter relates to Bower being recently awarded
a knighthood and thanks Chamberlain for
proposing the knighthood. See also NC7/11/19/5-8.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/12-14

Correspondence with 1st Baron Bradbury

1927

Letter from Bradbury [Bradbury, John Swanwick
(1872-1950) 1st Baron Bradbury, civil servant],
Millbrook House, Shepperton-on-Thames,
[Middlesex] to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
letter from Bradbury to Chamberlain. 21, 23 and 25
July.
The letters relate to the Treasury Committee on
Municipal Savings Banks draft report which is
'definitely adverse to the existence of such banks',
and the question of whether Chamberlain's name
should be left out of the report where his views
have been criticized to avoid political
embarrassment or if he should be quoted and
criticized by name freely. It was decided to take the
former option.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/15

Correspondence with Victor Cazalet

1927

Letter from Victor [Cazalet, Victor Alexander (18961943) MP], 66 Grosvenor Street, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 18 August.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his help following
his speech against the exclusion of Christian
Science Homes from the Nursing Homes Bill,
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which Cazalet said was 'especially good of you
considering you disapprove of the whole idea of C.
S. [Christian Science]'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/16-17

Correspondence with John Davidson

1927

Letter from David [Davidson, John Colin Campbell
(1889-1970) 1st Viscount Davidson, politician],
Conservative and Unionist Central Office to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Davidson. 15 March.
The letters relate to an article in the 'Evening
Standard', and the accidental issuing of a
document to the press by the Conservative Central
Office which was damaging to Chamberlain's
efforts to reform the Poor Law.
The letters are referred to in Chamberlain's letter to
his sister, Hilda, on 19 March 1927.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/18

Correspondence with G. E. Dowler

1927

Letter from G. E. Dowler, 18 Dartmouth Road,
Bournbrook, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain.
14 February.
The letter, from a worker at Elliott's Metal Works in
Selly Oak, who wrote to Chamberlain on other
occasions, thanks Chamberlain for his letter and for
some pipes.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/19-20

Correspondence with Baron Irwin, Viceroy of India

1927

Letter from Edward [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Viceregal Lodge, Simla, [India] to Neville
Chamberlain. 16 August and 4 October.
These two fairly lengthy letters relate mainly to
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politics in India and Britain. Topics in the 16 August
letter include: the Geneva naval disarmament
conference; visit to India of the Secretary of the
State for War; reform of the House of Lords;
dispute between the Government and the Farmers
Union; the 'Hindu-Moslem situation' in India'; book
'Mother India' by Miss Mayo; and his opinions on
politics in India and self-government in India.
Topics in the 4 October letter include: Irwin's
experiences in fishing at Kashmir; congratulations
on Chamberlain's efforts regarding housing; Poor
Law reform; Chamberlain's position in the
Conservative Party and House of Commons;
changes to the House of Lords; resignation of
Robert Cecil; Stanley Baldwin; Stanley Jackson
[Governor of Bengal] and comparing him with the
2nd Earl of Lytton [former Governor of Bengal];
pheasant shooting trip with Stanley Jackson; John
Simon [who chaired a commission on Indian
constitutional development]; government in India;
'F. E.' [the Earl of Birkenhead, Secretary of State
for India]; postponement of 'Worthy's' [Sir Laming
Worthington-Evans] visit to India; and Austen
Chamberlain's speech at Geneva.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/21

Correspondence with Ronald McNeill, Chancellor
of the Duchy of Lancaster

1927

Letter from Ronald McNeill [McNeill, Ronald John
(1861-1934) Baron Cushendun, politician], 18
Cadogan Place, London to Neville Chamberlain. 29
October.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter praising
McNeill; and relates to McNeill becoming a peer
and leaving the House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/22

Correspondence with 1st Baron Stonehaven,
Governor-General and Commander-in-Chief of
Australia

1927
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1941) 1st Viscount Stonehaven, statesman],
Government House, Canberra, Australia to Neville
Chamberlain. 12 October.
This long letter relates mainly to politics in Australia
and Britain. Topics include: the burden on industry
caused by a child endowment measure in
Australia; tariffs, the economy, wages and taxes in
Australia; a demand for a bounty on gold in
Australia; iron and steel industry in Australia; the
Labour Party in Australia; the General Election in
Australia; the government of Stanley Bruce;
Chamberlain's slum clearance scheme; Douglas
Hogg; William Bridgeman at the Geneva naval
disarmament conference; Jack Gilmour; Robert
Cecil; reform of the House of Lords; attempts to
abolish the Upper House of the New South Wales
Parliament; and the Labour Party policy and public
opinion relating to migration and tariffs.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/23

Correspondence with Samuel T. Talbot

1927

Letter from Samuel T. Talbot [Talbot, Sir Samuel
Thomas (d 1931) solicitor and councillor], Park
Grange, Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain. 8 November.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his support, and
relates to an honour that Talbot is expected to
receive, possibly his knighthood.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/24

Correspondence with Sir Tudor Walters

1927

Letter from J. Tudor Walters [Walters, Sir John
Tudor (1868-1933) politician], 26 Princes Gate,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 1 December
The letter relates to Chamberlain's slum clearance
scheme, and is referred to in Chamberlain's letter
to his sister, Ida, on 4 December 1927.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/20/25-26

Correspondence with Leonard Williams

1927

Letters from Leonard Williams [Williams, Leonard
Llewelyn Bulkeley (1861-1939) doctor], 77 Harley
House, London to Neville Chamberlain. 23
February and 7 March.
The letters provide medical advice relating to
Chamberlain's illness with gout.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/20/27

Correspondence with R. Roy Wilson

1927

Letter from R. Roy Wilson [Wilson, Sir Roderick
Roy (1876-1942) politician and businessman],
Maple Hayes, Lichfield to Neville Chamberlain. 19
November.
The letter relates to Chamberlain's speech at
Rugeley.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21

1928 letters

[1928]

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1928.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics such as: tariffs; politics in Britain and India,
including a long letter from Lord Irwin, Viceroy of
India; and Australia, including a long letter from
Lord Stonehaven, Governor-General of Australia.
There are also letters from Rev. F. B. Matthews
[former rector of Andros when Chamberlain was in
the Bahamas].
23 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/1-3

Correspondence with L. S. Amery, Secretary of
State for the Colonies and Secretary of State for
Dominion Affairs

1928

Letters from L. S. A. [Amery, Leopold Charles
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Maurice Stennett (1873-1955), politician and
journalist], Colonial Office to Neville Chamberlain;
and copy of letter from Amery to Stanley Baldwin. 5
August and 25 September.
See NC7/2/36-38 for transcripts of these items.
The file contains the following letters:
/1: Letter relating to Amery's anger at a letter from
Stanley Baldwin to the Chief Whip regarding tariffs.
This letter is referred to in Chamberlain's letter to
his sister, Ida on 13 August 1928 (see
NC18/1/623). 5 August.
/2-3: Letter with enclosed copy of Amery's letter to
Baldwin (dated 24 September) with Amery's
suggestion for the fiscal part of Baldwin's speech at
the Conservative Party Conference, relating to the
policy of 'Imperial Preference' [preferential tariffs
and policies for trade within the British Empire]. 25
September.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/4

Correspondence with Sir Gilbert Barling, ProChancellor of the University of Birmingham

1928

Letter from Gilbert Barling [Barling, Harry Gilbert
(1855-1940), Knight surgeon and academic
administrator], 6 Manor Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 8 February.
The letter reports on the gift by Mr Newman of 40
acres of land to the University of Birmingham, and
thanks Chamberlain for his help in securing the gift.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/5

Correspondence with Sir Hesketh Bell

1928

Letter from Hesketh Bell [Bell, Sir Henry Hesketh
Joudou (1864-1952) Knight Colonial Governor],
Villa De Kashmir, Avenue Renoir, Cannes, France
to Neville Chamberlain. 2 December.
The letter relates to Bell's book 'Foreign Colonial
Administration in the Far East'; the building of his
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house 'Villa De Kashmir'; his admiration for
Chamberlain's work; and suggests that
Chamberlain will be Prime Minister one day.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/6

Correspondence with Mr and Mrs G. E. Dowler

1928

Letter from Mr and Mrs G. E. Dowler, 18 Dartmouth
Road, Bournbrook, Birmingham to Neville and
Anne Chamberlain. 19 December.
The letter, from a worker at Elliott's Metal Works in
Selly Oak, enclosed a Christmas present; recalled
visits of Chamberlain to the copper mill where
Dowler worked; and expressed appreciation of
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/7

Correspondence with Baron Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor

[1928]

Letter from Douglas [Hogg, Douglas Mcgarel
(1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor], House of Lords to Neville
Chamberlain. 21 December (annotated '1928?' in
pencil by unknown person).
The letter thanks Chamberlain for a gift.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/8

Correspondence with Baron Irwin, Viceroy of India

1928

Letter from Edward [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Viceroy's Camp, India to Neville Chamberlain. 21
April.
This long letter mainly relates to politics in Britain
and India. Topics include: schemes affecting
central and local taxation in Britain; Chamberlain's
administration of his Department; the death of
Viscount Cave [former Lord Chancellor]; Douglas
Hogg's succession as Lord Chancellor; the
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Zinoviev letter debate in the House of Commons;
Philip Snowden; the commission led to John Simon
relating to the government of India; the 'All-Parties
Conference' in India; an enquiry by Sidney Peel,
William Holdsworth and Sir Harcourt Butler into the
problems of Indian states; Irwin's visit to Dehra
Dun; and controversy regarding the Church of
England's Prayer Book.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/9

Correspondence with William Joynson-Hicks,
Home Secretary

1928

Note passed in Cabinet meeting from 'Jix' [Hicks,
William Joynson- (1865-1932) Viscount Brentford,
statesman] to Neville Chamberlain. June.
The note states 'How seldom we get the plain blunt
truth in the Cabinet'. An annotation to the note by
Chamberlain states that it was given after some
remarks by Chamberlain on migration to the
dominions.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/10

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare, Secretary
of State for Air

1928

Letter from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], Air Ministry to Neville Chamberlain. 1
October.
The letter relates to Hoare's speech regarding the
rural aspects of the rating proposals in
Chamberlain's proposed Local Government Bill.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/11

Correspondence with T. W. H. Inskip, AttorneyGeneral

1928

Letter from T. W. H. Inskip [Inskip, Thomas Walker
Hobart (1876-1947) 1st Viscount Caldecote, Lord
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Chancellor] to Neville Chamberlain. 2 April.
The letter relates to Douglas Hogg's departure from
the House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/12

Correspondence with Godfrey Locker Lampson,
Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

1928

Letter from Godfrey Locker Lampson [Lampson,
Godfrey Lampson T Locker- (1875-1946) Writer
and Politician], House of Commons Library to
Neville Chamberlain. 5 June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter of
congratulation.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/13

Correspondence with 7th Marquess of
Londonderry, First Commissioner of Works

1927

Letter from Londonderry [Stewart, Charles Stewart
Henry Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th Marquess
of Londonderry, politician], Londonderry House,
Park Lane, London to Neville Chamberlain. 24
October.
The letter relates to Londonderry entering the
Cabinet.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/14

Correspondence with Harold Macmillan

[1928]

Letter from Harold Macmillan [Macmillan, Maurice
Harold (1894-1986) 1st Earl of Stockton, Prime
Minister], Macmillan and Co. Ltd, St Martin's Street,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 30 April. No year
date is given, but it is annotated by Anne
Chamberlain as being 'among [the] 1928 letters'.
The letter apologises 'for a behaviour the other day
which you must have thought very impertinent'
[possibly referring to something he said during a
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House of Commons debate]; and also expresses
how 'the lot of the back bencher is not always a
very happy one'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/15-16

Correspondence with Basil W. B. Matthews

1928

Letter from Basil W. B. Matthews, Holy Trinity
Vicarage, Lambeth, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 6 and 15 February.
The letters relates to Matthews' father Reverend F.
B. Matthews [rector at Andros on the Bahamas
while Neville Chamberlain lived there]. The 6
February letter relates to F. B. Matthews' health
and financial situation. The 15 February letter
thanks Chamberlain for sending some money to
support F. B. Matthews.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/17

Correspondence with Elisabeth Russell

1928

Letter from Elisabeth Russell, White Gates,
Wentworth, Virginia Water, [Surrey] to Neville
Chamberlain. 16 June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for paying a 'debt of
honour', and thanks Chamberlain for a book on
Beethoven
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/18

Correspondence with 4th Marquess of Salisbury,
Lord Privy Seal and Leader of the House of Lords

1928

Letter from Salisbury [Cecil, James Edward Hubert
Gascoyne- (1861-1947) 4th Marquess of
Salisbury], 21 Arlington Street, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 29 February.
The letter relates to a debate in the House of Lords
on ethyl petrol and a proposed interdepartmental
committee to carry out an investigation into ethyl
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petrol.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/19

Correspondence with 1st Baron Stonehaven,
Governor General of Australia

1928

Letter from John [Baird, John Lawrence (18741941) 1st Viscount Stonehaven, statesman],
Government House, Melbourne, [Australia] to
Neville Chamberlain. 25 November. A press cutting
is also included.
This fairly lengthy letter relates to various matters,
mainly regarding Australia. The main topics are:
the Empire Marketing Board; tariffs [preferential
tariffs for trade within the British Empire];
immigration to Australia from Britain; the recent
General Election in Australia and regarding Stanley
Bruce's [Prime Minister of Australia] efforts in the
election; industry and unemployment in Australia;
Chamberlain's idea of developing areas of Australia
through a chartered company; visit of Duckham,
Hirst, Clarke and Malcolm on an investigation; the
standard of living in Australia; savings banks in
Australia; development of wheat land in West
Australia; visit of the Secretary of State for the
Dominions [Leopold Amery]; Stonehaven's
suggestion that the Secretary of State for the
Dominions and the Secretary of State for the
Colonies should be separate people; reform of the
House of Lords; Douglas Hogg leaving the House
of Commons; and Chamberlain's achievements in
housing.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/20

Correspondence with Samuel T. Talbot

1928

Letter from Samuel T. Talbot [Talbot, Sir Samuel
Thomas (d 1931)], Park Grange, Edgbaston,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 4 June.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for recommending
that he should receive a knighthood, which he is to
receive that day.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/21

Correspondence with Hilda Trevelyan Thomson

1928

Letter from Hilda Trevelyan Thomson [née Tolley,
wife of Trevelyan Thomson], 75 Queen's Gate,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 11 February.
The letter relates to the death of her husband.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/21/22-23

Correspondence with Douglas Veale

[1928]

Letters from Douglas Veale [Veale, Sir Douglas
(1891-1973), Knight, registrar of Oxford University],
Ministry of Health and Danbury, Duck's Hill,
Northwood, Middlesex to Neville Chamberlain. 21
and 24 May.
The letters relate to having worked under
Chamberlain [Veale was Private Secretary to
Chamberlain during his office as Minister of
Health], and relate to books by G. M. Trevelyan.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/22

1929 letters

[1929]

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1929.
The letters relate to various political matters such
as: the defeat of various Members of Parliament in
the General Election; the position of the
Conservative Party following their defeat in the
General Election; politics in India and Britain,
including a fairly long letter from Lord Irwin, Viceroy
of India; the Local Government Bill; and speeches
by Chamberlain.
34 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/1

Correspondence with L. S. Amery, Secretary of
State for the Colonies and Secretary of State for
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Dominion Affairs
Letter from L. S. A. [Amery, Leopold Charles
Maurice Stennett (1873-1955), politician and
journalist], Dominions Office to Neville
Chamberlain. 4 May.
The letter relates to the Colonial Development
Fund, and also argues that Stanley Baldwin should
'get rid of the blight of Winston' [Churchill] as
Chancellor of the Exchequer and says that if
Chamberlain became Chancellor instead it would
improve the Conservative Party's election
prospects.
See NC7/2/41 for a transcript.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/2

Correspondence with Margaret Beavan

[1929]

Letter from Margaret Beavan [Beavan, Margaret
(1875-1931) Lord Mayor of Liverpool], 2 St
Margaret Road, Hoylake, Wirral to Neville
Chamberlain. 1 June.
The letter relates to her defeat in the General
Election, hopes that Stanley Baldwin 'may by some
compromise carry on', and thanks Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/3

Correspondence with Henry Betterton

1929

Letter from Henry Betterton [Betterton, Henry
Bucknall (1872–1949) Baron Rushcliffe, politician],
Fedsden, Roydon, Ware to Neville Chamberlain.
30 June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for a letter, and
relates to the help and encouragement he had
received while he had been Parliamentary
Secretary at the Ministry of Labour from
Chamberlain and others.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/22/4

Correspondence with Francis Blundell

1929

Letter from F. Blundell [Blundell, Francis Nicholas
(1880-1936) MP], Crosby Hall, Blundellsands,
Liverpool to Neville Chamberlain. 6 June.
The letter relates to Blundell's defeat in the General
Election.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/5

Correspondence with George Bowyer

1929

Letter from George Bowyer [Bowyer, George
Edward Wentworth (1886–1948) 1st Baron
Denham, politician], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain. 3 July.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/6

Correspondence with J. Smedley Crooke

1929

Letter from J. Smedley Crooke [Crooke, Sir John
Smedley (d 1951), Member of Parliament], The
Croft, Hopwood, Alvechurch, Worcestershire to
Neville Chamberlain. 1 June.
The letter relates to Crooke's defeat in the General
Election. See NCLAdd/20, for Chamberlain's
preceding letter to Crooke.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/7

Correspondence with Geoffrey Ellis

1929

Letter from Geoffrey Ellis [Ellis, Sir Robert Geoffrey
(1874-1956) Member of Parliament], 10 King's
Bench Walk, Temple, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 June.
The letter relates to Ellis' defeat in the General
Election, and relates to his displeasure about the
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current general position of the Conservative Party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/8

Correspondence with John Graves

1929

Letter from J. G. Graves [Graves, John George
(1865-1945), businessman and local politician],
Riverdale, Ranmoor, Sheffield to Neville
Chamberlain. 7 March.
The letter relates to the death of Graves' wife.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/9

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare

1929

Letter from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], 18 Cadogan Gardens, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 24 December.
The letter relates to various recent political events
and also offers best wishes for Christmas and the
New Year hoping that there is a General Election
which the Conservative Party wins and that
Chamberlain is returned to a 'post of high
responsibility', and says that he does not want to
become Minister of Health. He also discusses: the
difficulties faced by the government over the Coal
Bill and the expectation of a General Election; a
debate about unemployment in the House of
Commons; the government's weakness; the Five
Power Conference; difficulties in the Conservative
Party including unpopularity of Davidson; an
invitation for Hoare to become Treasurer of the
Conservative Party; the Electoral Reform
Committee; and a debate on India. The letter also
expresses opinions on various politicians and their
speeches during recent debates in the House of
Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/10

Correspondence with 5th Earl Howe
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Letter from Francis [Curzon, Francis Richard Henry
Penn (1884-1964) 5th Earl Howe, Member of
Parliament and motor racing driver], 35 Curzon
Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. February.
The letter relates to Curzon having to resign as
Member of Parliament on his succession to the
peerage.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/11

Correspondence with Sir George Hume

1929

Letter from George H. Hume [Hume, Sir George
Hopwood (1866–1946), politician], 83 Lee Road,
Blackheath, London to Neville Chamberlain. 7
June.
The letter relates to Hume's defeat in the General
Election.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/12

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
Francis Humphrys, High Commissioner and
Commander-in-Chief of Iraq

1929

Letter from Francis Humphrys [Humphrys, Sir
Francis Henry (1879–1971), colonial administrator
and diplomatist], 96 Queen's Gate, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 8 October.
The letter relates to Humphrys' appointment as
High Commissioner and Commander-in-Chief in
Iraq.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/13

Correspondence with A. W. Hurst

1929

Letter from A. W. Hurst, Treasury Chambers,
Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain. 7 March.
The letter relates to Hurst receiving an honour and
congratulates Chamberlain on the Local
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Government Bill.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/14

Correspondence with Baron Irwin, Viceroy of India

1929

Letter from I. [Wood, Edward Frederick Lindley
(1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Viceroy's Camp, India to Neville Chamberlain. 15
April.
This fairly lengthy letter relates mainly to politics in
India and in Britain. Topics include: congratulations
regarding Chamberlain's work, presumably for the
passing of the Local Government Act; the
forthcoming General Election in Britain; Lloyd
George's statement on unemployment; Winston
Churchill; the Simon Commission; Patel [Patel,
Vithalbhai Jhaverbhai (1873–1933), Indian
nationalist and politician], the President of the
Legislative Assembly in India; a bomb in Legislative
Assembly; and a 'round-up' of communists in India.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/15

Correspondence with Gerald W. Kenrick

1929

Letter from Gerald W. Kenrick [cousin of
Chamberlain], Hammer Hill, Romsley, Bridgnorth,
Shropshire to Neville Chamberlain. 1 June.
The letter expresses admiration for the
government, and invites Chamberlain to a family
gathering.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/16

Correspondence with Fred M. Lea

1929

Letter from Fred M. Lea, 151-153 Edmund Street,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 18 April.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
speech on the radio.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/17

Correspondence with Marchioness of Londonderry

[1929]

Letter from E. Londonderry [Stewart, Edith Helen
Vane-Tempest- (1879-1959), wife of 7th Marquess
of Londonderry, political hostess and writer],
Londonderry House, Park Lane, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 28 June. The letter is annotated
'1929?'.
The letter requests assistance in finding political
work for her son, Viscount Castlereagh.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/18

Correspondence with Lady Isabel Margesson

1929

Letter from Isabel Margesson, 147 Victoria Street,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 29 November.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
speech relating to housing, at Chelsea Town Hall
on the previous day.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/19

Correspondence with Wilfrid Martineau

1929

Letter from W. Martineau [Martineau, Sir Wilfrid
(1889-1964)], 30 Rotton Park Road, Edgbaston,
[Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain. 6 March.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/20

Correspondence with Mabel Mellor

1929

Letter from Mabel R. Mellor [née Pearce-Serocold,
wife of Sir John Paget Mellor], 1 Embankment
Gardens, London to Neville Chamberlain. 24
February.
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The letter relates to the death of her husband.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/21

Correspondence with Sir Horace Monro

1929

Letter from Horace C. Monro [Monro, Sir Horace
Cecil (1861-1949) Knight Secretary of the Local
Government Board], Woodlands, Binfield,
Bracknell, Berkshire to Neville Chamberlain. 11
April.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on the
passing of the Local Government Act.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/22

Correspondence with 5th Earl of Onslow

1929

Letter from Onslow [Onslow, Richard William Alan
(1876-1945) 5th Earl of Onslow], Carlton Club, Pall
Mall, London to Neville Chamberlain. 18 February.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on the
passage of the Local Government Bill through the
House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/23

Correspondence with Sir F. George Penny,
Conservative Whip

1929

Letter from F. George Penny [Penny, Frederick
George (1876-1955) 1st Viscount Marchwood], 12
Buckingham Gate, London to Neville Chamberlain.
29 June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter of
congratulation.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/24

Correspondence with Eugene Ramsden

1929

Letter from Eugene Ramsden [Ramsden, Eugene
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Joseph Squire Hargreaves (1883-1955) 1st Baron
Ramsden, politician], The Wheatleys, Gomersal,
near Leeds to Neville Chamberlain. 5 June.
The letter relates to his defeat in the General
Election and factors that he considered to
contribute to the defeat, and Chamberlain's speech
at Bradford.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/25-26

Correspondence with Sir Arthur Robinson,
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Health

[1929]

Letters from Arthur Robinson [Robinson, Sir
William Arthur (1874-1950) Civil Servant], 48
Queen's Gate, London to Neville Chamberlain. 28
June (annotated '1929?' in pencil) and undated
(annotated 'among 1929 letters' in pencil).
One letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter and a
box; and also relates to the death of his sister and
having worked with Chamberlain. The other letter
relates to Robinson's illness from influenza, and
Chamberlain's speech.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/27

Correspondence with 1st Baron Stamfordham,
Private Secretary to King George V

1929

Letter from Stamfordham [Bigge, Arthur John
(1849-1931) 1st Baron Stamfordham, private
secretary to George V] on behalf of King George V,
Windsor Castle to Neville Chamberlain. 10 June.
The letter regrets Chamberlain's departure from the
Ministry of Health and is in appreciation of the work
he had done as Minister of Health.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/28-30

Correspondence with Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister

1929

Letters from P. C. L. [Lister, Philip Cunliffe- (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician], Board of
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Trade to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter
from Cunliffe-Lister to Stanley Baldwin. 5 June, 13
December (copy of letter to Baldwin) and 24
December.
In the 5 June letter Cunliffe-Lister says that he has
taken Chamberlain's advice and is to 'stay on',
though he is 'not in love with [his] decision'. The 24
December letter with which a copy of CunliffeLister's letter to Baldwin was forwarded, relates to
the Coal Bill.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/31-32

Correspondence with Douglas Veale

[1929]

Letters from Douglas Veale [Veale, Sir Douglas
(1891-1973), Knight, registrar of Oxford University],
Ministry of Health to Neville Chamberlain. 18
February (annotated '1929?' in pencil) and 7 June.
The 18 February letter relates to the
recommendation of the award of a CBE
[Commander of the British Empire] to Veale; and
relates to the Local Government Bill. The 7 June
letter regards Veale's appreciation of having
worked as Private Secretary to Neville
Chamberlain, and suggests that Chamberlain
seems likely to become the future leader of the
Conservative Party.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/22/33

Correspondence with Sidney Webb

1929

Letter from Sidney Webb [Webb, Sidney James
(1859-1947) Baron Passfield, statesman], 41
Grosvenor Road, Westminster Embankment,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 1 April.
The letter relates to a book 'English Poor Law
History' by Webb and his wife [Webb, Martha
Beatrice (1858-1943) née Potter, Social Reformer],
and thanks Chamberlain for his co-operation in
obtaining information.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/22/34

Correspondence with Sir Kingsley Wood

1929

Letter from Kingsley Wood [Wood, Sir Howard
Kingsley (1881-1943) Knight MP], Broomhill Bank,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent to Neville Chamberlain. 27
June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter and gift;
and is in appreciation of having worked under
Chamberlain [Wood was Parliamentary Secretary
at the Ministry of Health during Chamberlain's term
as Minister].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/23

1930 letters

1930-1939

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1930 (and
one letter dated 1939) relating to various matters.
Topics include Chamberlain's acceptance of the
post of Chairman of the Conservative and Unionist
Party; the illness or death of friends or colleagues;
and other personal and political matters.
10 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/23/1

Correspondence with L. S. Amery

1930

Letter from L. S. A. [Amery, Leopold Charles
Maurice Stennett (1873-1955), politician and
journalist], 112 Eaton Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 5 August.
The letter relates to the policy of a 'free hand' on
tariffs. See NC7/2/44-45 for a transcript of this
letter and Chamberlain's reply.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/23/2

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1930

Letter from Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
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statesman], House of Commons, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 23 June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for accepting the
post of Chairman of the Conservative and Unionist
Party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/23/3

Correspondence with William Beebee

1930

Letter from William Beebee, Broad Street,
Wolverhampton to Neville Chamberlain. 17
February.
Letter forwarding an item, described as an
'interesting relic', to Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/23/4

Correspondence with A. Maude Davies

1930

Letter from A. Maude Davies, The Dell, Woking to
Neville Chamberlain. 7 December.
The letter relates to her husband's illness.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/23/5

Correspondence with Sir N. F. Warren Fisher,
Permanent Secretary of HM Treasury and Head of
the Civil Service

1930

Letter from N.F. Warren Fisher [Fisher, Sir Norman
Fenwick Warren (1879-1948) Knight Civil Servant],
6 Treborough House, Great Woodstock Street,
Marylebone, London to Neville Chamberlain. 24
June.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on becoming
Chairman of the Conservative and Unionist Party.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/23/6-7

Correspondence with James Hope

1930

Letters from James F. Hope [Hope, James Fitzalan
(1870-1949) 1st Baron Rankeillour], Heron's Ghyll,
Uckfield, Sussex to Neville Chamberlain. 3 and 5
July.
The letters relate to the 'present position of the
[Conservative and Unionist] party' and includes
criticisms of Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
statesman] and suggestions relating to the
responsibilities of the Deputy Leader.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/23/8

Correspondence with 7th Marquess of Londonderry 1939
Letter from Londonderry [Stewart, Charles Stewart
Henry Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th Marquess
of Londonderry, politician], Mount Stewart,
Newtownards, County Down to Neville
Chamberlain. 20 August.
The letter invites Chamberlain to stay with him at
his house Wynyard Park during Chamberlain's
planned attendance at the National Union
Conference at Newcastle.
1 item
Access: Open

NC7/11/23/9

Correspondence with Emma MacRobert

1930

Letter from Emma G. MacRobert [née Gentles, wife
of Alexander Munro Macrobert (Member of
Parliament)], 28 Abercromby Place, Edinburgh to
Neville Chamberlain. 23 November.
The letter relates to her husband's death.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/23/10

Correspondence with Countess of Radnor

1930

Letter from Julian Radnor [née Balfour, wife of
Jacob Pleydell-Bouverie (6th Earl of Radnor)],
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Longford Castle, Salisbury, Wiltshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 4 July.
The letter relates to the death of her husband.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/24

1931 letters

[1931]1948

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1931. A letter
from Sir Waldron Smithers to Anne Chamberlain
dated 1948 and a copy of a letter from
Chamberlain dated 1932 are also included.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics including: the dispute between the
Conservative Party and Lord Beaverbrook; foreign
affairs and disarmament; Chamberlain leaving the
post of Chairman of the Conservative Party; Lt-Col.
Sir Francis Humphrys' work in Iraq; issue of cabinet
ministers holding directorships; the economy; and
Snowden's complaint about the Prime Minister,
Ramsay MacDonald, interfering in 'Treasury
matters'.
32 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/1

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1931

Letter from Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
statesman], Hotel d'Anjou, Angers, [France] to
Neville Chamberlain. 15 August.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for work he
undertook to do in the following week and relates to
the weakness of the Labour Government during the
financial crisis.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/2

Correspondence with Joseph Ball

1931

Letter from Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir George Joseph
(1885-1961) Knight Property and Mine Owner], St
Stephen's Club, Westminster, London to Neville
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Chamberlain. 19 May.
Ball, who was Director of the Conservative
Research Department [Chamberlain was Chairman
of the Department], thanks Chamberlain in regard
to the treatment of his salary, appreciates working
under Chamberlain, and is concerned that
Chamberlain may give up his Chairmanship of the
Department when their Party returns to office.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/3

Correspondence with George Bowyer

1931

Letter from George Bowyer [Bowyer, George
Edward Wentworth (1886–1948), 1st Baron
Denham, politician], Carlton Club, Pall Mall,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 16 April.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
speech [his winding-up speech] in the House of
Commons on that evening. This is referred to in
Neville's letter to his sister Ida on 18 April (see
NC18/1/734).
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/4-6

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Bridgeman

1931

Letters from Bridgeman (alternatively signed W. C.
B.) [Bridgeman, William Clive (1864-1935) 1st
Viscount Bridgeman, statesman], 28 Eaton Square,
London and Leigh Manor, Minsterley, Shropshire to
Neville Chamberlain.
The main topics of the letters include:
/4: Congratulations to Chamberlain for his work for
the Conservative Party [appears to refer to
Chamberlain's efforts to settle the dispute with
Baron Beaverbrook]. 30 March.
/5: Struggle which Bridgeman expects Chamberlain
will have against 'Ramsay's [MacDonald] inertion';
Bob Cecil's broadcast on the BBC; the 'prospect for
the Disarmament Conference are not very bright'
and hopes that his proposal for reduction of size
and guns of capital ships shall be greatly reduced;
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and regarding the recent London Conference. 22
December.
and regarding foreign affairs, including
disarmament and reparations.
/6: Ramsay MacDonald being 'now less suspicious
of us'; 'India looks very bad'; problems with the
USA over reparations; suggests that Britain 'ought
to show our will for reduction and economy by
advancing once more the proposal for reduction of
size and guns of capital ships'; death of
Bridgeman's cousin. 29 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/7

Correspondence with John Davidson

1931

Letter from David [Davidson, John Colin Campbell
(1889-1970) 1st Viscount Davidson, politician]), 16
Great College Street, Westminster, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 30 March.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his work
in settling the dispute in the Conservative Party
with 'Max' [Aitken, William Maxwell (1879-1964) 1st
Baron Beaverbrook, newspaper proprietor].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/8

Correspondence with Margaret Falmouth

1931

Letter from Margaret Falmouth, 8 Lennox Gardens,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 16 April (incorrectly
dated as 16 November).
The letter is in appreciation of having worked at the
Conservative Central Office under Neville
Chamberlain [while Chamberlain was Chairman of
the Conservative Party], and the work that
Chamberlain had done for the Office. This letter is
referred to in Neville's letter to his sister Ida on 18
April (see NC18/1/734).
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/24/9-10

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Hailsham

[1931]

Letter from Douglas [Hogg, Douglas Mcgarel
(1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor], Carters Corner Place to Neville
Chamberlain; and note from Chamberlain to Hogg
passed in Cabinet.
The file contains the following items:
/9: Note from Chamberlain stating that he is 'deeply
distressed' and regarding him wishing to talk to the
Prime Minister to try and persuade him to alter his
decision. 28 March (marked '1931?)'.
/10: A letter from Hailsham offering to help, inviting
Chamberlain to visit him and his wife and regarding
Geoffrey Lloyd's letter. 15 August.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/11

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax

1931

Letter from Edward [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Hickleton, Doncaster to Neville Chamberlain. 5
May.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his note, and
regarding arranging a time to meet.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/12-13

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare

[1931]

Letter from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], 18 Cadogan Gardens, London to
Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following letters:
/12: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter
praising Hoare. 19 January (year not given, marked
'among 1931 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
/13: Letter in appreciation of having worked with
Chamberlain during the previous week; and says
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that if it were not for Chamberlain that 'the country
might have been plunged into an irrevocable
catastrophe'. Not dated (marked 'among 1931
letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/14-15

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
Francis Humphrys, High Commissioner and
Commander-in-Chief in Iraq

1931-1932

Letter from Francis Humphrys [Humphrys, Sir
Francis Henry (1879–1971), colonial administrator
and diplomatist], The Residency, Baghdad, [Iraq] to
Neville Chamberlain; and copy of reply from
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following letters:
/14: Letter from Humphrys to Chamberlain relating
to Humphrys negotiation of a settlement of the
Syria-Transjordan frontier; the General Election
and Chamberlain becoming Chancellor of the
Exchequer; Humphry's hope that the League of
Nations Mandate of Iraq will be terminated; and the
co-operation of King Faisal and his government in
Iraq with Humphrys. 20 December 1931.
/15: Copy of letter from Chamberlain relating to his
new position as Chancellor of the Exchequer;
expresses thoughts on the previous year, which he
says was a 'year of unhappiness', and the
prospects for 1932, which he says will be 'the year
of opportunity'; and congratulates Humphrys
regarding his success in Iraq. NC7/11/25/17 is
another copy of Chamberlain's letter. 8 January
1932.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/16-20

Correspondence with J. Ramsay MacDonald

1931

Letters from J. Ramsay MacDonald [MacDonald,
James Ramsay (1866-1937), statesman], 10
Downing Street, Whitehall, London and from C. P.
Duff [Duff, Sir Charles Patrick (1889-1972) Knight
Public Servant] (Private Secretary to Ramsay
MacDonald) to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
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letter from Chamberlain to MacDonald.
The file contains the following items:
/16: Letter from MacDonald relating to the economy
and inviting Chamberlain to become a member of a
committee to examine the financial position during
the economic crisis. 10 September.
/17: Letter from Duff, on behalf of the Prime
Minister, MacDonald, relating to the holding of
directorships by members of a Ministry. 16
November.
/18: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to MacDonald
regarding Chamberlain's chairmanship of a
company [referring to Hoskins and Son Ltd], and
asking whether he may resume acceptance of his
fee as director/chairman. 25 November.
/19: Letter from MacDonald relating to a note from
Snowden to MacDonald suggesting that
Conservative Party members were playing 'a dirty
game' regarding Snowden's proposed saving on
expenditure on valuation. 4 December.
/20: Letter from MacDonald saying that he does not
object to Chamberlain's directorship and receipt of
a fee provided Chamberlain is satisfied that it will
cause no embarrassment as Chancellor of the
Exchequer. 10 December.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/21-22

Correspondence with Marjorie Maxse, Chief
Organisation Officer, Conservative and Unionist
Central Office

1931

Letter from Marjorie Maxse [Maxse, Marjorie (18911975) Administrator at Conservative Central
Office], 31 Sumner Place, Onslow Square, London
and Conservative and Unionist Central Office to
Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/21: Letter relating to Chamberlain resigning as
Conservative Party Chairman. 29 March.
/22: Letter congratulating Chamberlain on his
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success in the General Election and in appreciation
of his work for the Conservative Party. 28 October.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/23

Correspondence with Baroness Melchett

1931

Letter from Violet Melchett [Mond, Violet (d 1945)
Baroness Melchett], 35 Lowndes Square, London
to Neville Chamberlain. 6 January.
The letter relates to the death of her husband
[Mond, Alfred Moritz (1868-1930) 1st Baron
Melchett, industrialist and politician].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/24

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
Thomas Moore

1931

Letter from Lieutenant-Colonel T. C. R. Moore
[Moore, Thomas Cecil Russell (1886-1971) Army
Officer and Member of Parliament], 61A Pall Mall,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 31 March.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
'handling of a very difficult situation' [presumably
relating to Chamberlain's efforts to settle the
dispute in the Conservative Party with Baron
Beaverbrook].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/25-29

Correspondence with Sir Waldron Smithers

1931-1948

Letter from Waldron Smithers [Smithers, Sir
Waldron (1880-1954) Knight Conservative MP],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain; copies
of letters from Neville Chamberlain to Smithers;
and letter from Smithers to Anne Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/25: Letter from Smithers to Anne Chamberlain
forwarding copies of Neville Chamberlain's letters.
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5 October 1948.
/26: Copy of letter from Chamberlain congratulating
Smithers on his work for the Finance Committee in
connection with the Finance Bill. 5 July 1931.
/27: Letter from Smithers relating to various political
matters including: thanks to Chamberlain for his
support then and in the past; expresses his support
for Stanley Baldwin; a story relating to Austen
Chamberlain; regarding Mike Thomson; the funeral
of William Dyke; and a letter from P. J. Grigg to
Smithers. 6 July 1931.
/28: Copy of letter from Chamberlain thanking
Smithers for his help. 25 August 1931.
/29: Copy of letter from Chamberlain thanking
Smithers and regarding his worries over the
formation of a new Government and formulation of
policy. 12 October 1931.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/30

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Snowden

1931

Letter from Snowden [Snowden, Philip (1864-1937)
Viscount Snowden, statesman], Eden Lodge,
Tilford, Farnham to Neville Chamberlain. 28
December.
Snowden, who was Chamberlain's predecessor as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, complains about the
Prime Minister [Ramsay MacDonald] interfering
with what he considered to be 'Treasury matters'
both at the present time, regarding a letter to the
French Prime Minister, Laval, on the planned
Lausanne Conference on reparations, and
previously when he was Chancellor. This letter is
mentioned in Neville Chamberlain's letter to Hilda
Chamberlain on 3 January 1932.
This letter is referred to in Neville's letter to his
sister Hilda on 3 January (see NC18/1/766).
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/24/31

Correspondence with Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister

[1931]

Letter from P. C. L. [Lister, Philip Cunliffe- (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician], Swinton,
Masham, Ripon, Yorkshire to Neville Chamberlain.
17 August (year is annotated to letter in pencil by
unknown person).
The letter asks Chamberlain to send for him if he is
needed; relates to Chamberlain's press statement;
taxation and economic proposals.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/24/32

Correspondence with H. Robert Topping, General
Director of the Conservative and Unionist Central
Office and Principal Agent of the Conservative and
Unionist Party

1931

Letter from H. Robert Topping [Topping, Hugh
Robert (1877-1952), Principal Agent of the
Conservative Party], Conservative and Unionist
Central Office to Neville Chamberlain. 15 April.
The letter is in appreciation of having worked under
Chamberlain and regrets that Chamberlain is
leaving his post as Chairman of the Conservative
Party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25

1932 letters

1880-1932

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1932.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics including: the Ottawa Conference; speeches
by Chamberlain; the Lausanne Conference; the
Import Duties Bill; the war debt with the USA; and
meetings with the French finance minister and
Prime Minister.
57 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/1-2

Correspondence with Leopold Amery
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Letters from Leo Amery [Amery, Leopold Charles
Maurice Stennett (1873-1955), politician and
journalist], Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada and 112 Eaton Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 17 August and 7 December.
The letters relate to the Ottawa Conference [the
Imperial Economic Conference held in Ottawa,
Canada, which discussed trade in the British
Empire and Dominions, and which resulted in
preferential trading arrangements for trade within
the British Empire, and tariffs for imports from
outside the Empire]. See NC7/2/56-59 for
transcripts of these letters and related letters from
Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/3

Correspondence with Sir Abe Bailey

1932

Letter from Abe Bailey [Bailey, Sir Abe (1864-1940)
Knight South African Financier and Statesman],
RMS Windsor Castle to Neville Chamberlain. 18
December.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
speech on USA debts and reparations, says he
was wrong in thinking it unwise to pay war debts to
the United States of America, and says that
Chamberlain is the most likely Member of
Parliament to become the next Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/4

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1932

Letter from Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
statesman], 11 Downing Street, Whitehall, London
to Neville Chamberlain. 25 September.
A letter advising Chamberlain that he does not
need to return back to London until their talk later in
the week and thanking him for his letter.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/25/5

Correspondence with Sir Montague Barlow

1932

Letter from Montague Barlow [Barlow, Sir Clement
Anderson Montague- (1868-1951) 1st Baronet MP],
71 Princes Gate, London to Neville Chamberlain.
27 December.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
speech at the end of the session in the House of
Commons and regarding meeting with
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/6

Correspondence with Henry Betterton, Minister of
Labour

[1932]

Note from H. B. [Betterton, Henry Bucknall (1872–
1949) Baron Rushcliffe, politician] to Neville
Chamberlain. Marked by Anne Chamberlain as
'among 1932 letters'.
The short note, presumably passed in a Cabinet
meeting, congratulates Chamberlain on his note
which Betterton expects will reassure those who
'were very nervous about the position into which we
might have drifted'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/7

Correspondence with Walter Elliot, Financial
Secretary to the Treasury

1932

Letter from Walter Elliot [Elliot, Walter Elliot (18881958), politician], House of Commons, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 10 June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his speech in
support of Elliot and relates to Chamberlain going
to the Lausanne Conference.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/8

Correspondence with Donald Fergusson, Private
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Secretary to the Chancellor of the Exchequer
Letter from Donald Fergusson [Fergusson, Sir John
Donald Balfour (1891-1963) civil servant], Treasury
Chambers, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain; with press cuttings. 23 December.
A letter forwarding a press cutting suggesting that
Chamberlain dominates the House of Commons,
and wishing Chamberlain 'a happy and restful
Christmas'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/9-10

Correspondence with Sir Warren Fisher,
Permanent Secretary of HM Treasury and Head of
the Civil Service

1932

Letters from W. [Fisher, Sir Norman Fenwick
Warren (1879-1948) Knight Civil Servant], Treasury
Chambers, Whitehall, London and 6 Treborough
House, Great Woodstock Street, Marylebone,
London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/9: Letter suggesting that Chamberlain is the only
one in the Government 'with a spine of his own
excepting Philip [Cunliffe-Lister] who however is
rather gallionic [indifferent]'. 27 May.
/10: Letter suggesting Chamberlain 'had a
sympathetic House' that evening because of his
courage. 30 June.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/11

Correspondence with General Sir Ian Hamilton,
Lord Rector of Edinburgh University

1932

Letter from Ian Hamilton [Hamilton, Sir Ian
Standish Monteith (1853-1947) Knight General],
The Central Hotel, Glasgow to Neville
Chamberlain. 5 November.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his support for
Hamilton to become the Lord Rector of Edinburgh
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University.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/12

Correspondence with Colonel Colin Harding

1932

Letter from Colin Harding [Harding, Colin (18631939), administrator and army officer], Gaye
House, Highmoor Road, Caversham, Reading to
Neville Chamberlain. 8 December.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for writing a
foreword to Harding's book.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/13-15

Correspondence with Edouard Herriot, Prime
Minister of France

1932

Letters in French from Edouard Herriot [Herriot,
Edouard (1872-1957) statesman], Présidence du
Conseil, Paris, France to Neville Chamberlain; and
draft of declaration by Herriot made on 7 July at the
Lausanne Conference.
The file contains the following items:
/13: Letter in which he refers to Chamberlain's
resolution of difficulties with Ottawa [the Imperial
Economic Conference], expresses fear and worry
about a demand for rearmament from Germany,
and mentions dining with Sir Austen at Cherbourg,
7 September
/14: Draft 'declaration of the new rules written in the
room at the Hotel Beau-Rivage after dinner on
Thursday July 7 1932': manuscript written by
Herriot after a dinner with Chamberlain relating to a
final settlement between the European powers
/15: Letter in reply to Chamberlain's letter on the
fall of his government. 18 December.
3 items
Access: Open
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Language: French
NC7/11/25/16

Correspondence with Leslie Hore-Belisha

1932

Letter from Leslie Hore-Belisha [Belisha, Isaac
Leslie Hore- (1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha,
statesman], House of Commons Library to Neville
Chamberlain. 4 February.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/17-18

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
Francis Humphrys, High Commissioner and
Commander-in-Chief in Iraq

1932

Letter and copy of a letter from Neville
Chamberlain to Sir Francis Humphrys [Humphrys,
Sir Francis Henry (1879–1971), colonial
administrator and diplomatist].
The file contains the following items:
/17: Letter relating to Chamberlain's new position
as Chancellor of the Exchequer; expresses
thoughts on the previous year, which he says was
a 'year of unhappiness', and the prospects for
1932, which he says will be 'the year of
opportunity'; and congratulates Humphrys
regarding his success in Iraq. See also
NC7/11/24/14-15 for Humphry's letter to
Chamberlain and another copy of this letter from
Chamberlain. 8 January.
/18: Letter thanking Humphrys for photographs of a
party at Tillypronie, and hoping that Humphrys'
operation was successful. 11 October. Includes six
photographs of Neville Chamberlain and others on
a fishing holiday at Tillypronie and Castle Forbes.
8 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/19

Correspondence with Rudyard Kipling

1880-1932

Letter from Rudyard Kipling [Kipling, Rudyard
(1865-1936), author], Bateman's, Burwash, Sussex
to Neville Chamberlain; with enclosed cartoon. 1
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December.
A letter forwarding a cartoon 'The Good Boy'
depicting Joseph Chamberlain, from 'The Dart' 24
January 1880.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/20-24

Correspondence with J. Ramsay MacDonald

1932

Letters from J. Ramsay MacDonald [MacDonald,
James Ramsay (1866-1937), statesman],
Headlands Hotel, Newquay, Cornwall; 10 Downing
Street, London and The Hillocks, Lossiemouth to
Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/20: Letter relating to MacDonald's health and says
that he does 'not like this upward financial boom' [c.
9 March].
/21: Letter expressing concern relating to foreign
affairs following the Danubian conference of 6-8
April, and relating to the forthcoming Ottawa
Conference [Imperial Economic Conference]. 9
April.
/22: Letter relating to the Ottawa Conference and
tariffs, and criticizing Lord Beaverbrook. 10 August.
/23: Letter relating to police cuts and expected
difficulties with the Ottawa Bill [Bill to put in place
the measures agreed at the Ottawa Conference for
tariffs on imports from outside the British Empire]
saying it is likely there will 'be differences of opinion
so serious that there will be resignations'. 8
September.
/24: Letter relating to agreements made at the
Ottawa Conference and the Ottawa Bill suggesting
constitutional difficulties with a clause in the
agreement. 22 September.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/25

Correspondence with Malcolm MacDonald,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary for the Dominions
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Office
Letter from Malcolm MacDonald [MacDonald,
Malcolm John (1901-1981), Politician and
Diplomat], 10 Downing Street, Whitehall, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 4 February.
The letter passes on Ramsay MacDonald's
congratulations on Chamberlain's speech in the
House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/26

Correspondence with Sir Donald Maclean,
President of the Board of Education

1932

Note passed in Cabinet meeting from D. M.
[Maclean, Sir Donald (1864-1932) Knight Politician]
to Neville Chamberlain. 29 January.
The brief note 'from an unrepentant Free Trader'
written following a discussion of the Import Duties
Bill says that Chamberlain's father would have
been proud of his work on the Bill that day.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/27

Correspondence with George Moore

1932

Letter from George Moore [Moore, George
Augustus (1852-1933) Author], 121 Ebury Street,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 21 June.
A letter asking whether Chamberlain would like
Moore to visit him.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/28

Correspondence with H. Pratt

1932

Letter from H. Pratt, National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations, 20
Cannon Street, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain. 8 March.
A letter relating to Pratt's retirement, thanking
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Chamberlain for his support and congratulating
Chamberlain on his progress in politics.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/29-30

Correspondence with 1st Marquess of Reading

1932

Letters from Reading [Isaacs, Rufus Daniel (18601935) 1st Marquess of Reading, Viceroy of India],
32 Curzon Street, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/29: Letter of sympathy for Chamberlain's illness
with gout. 29 May.
/30: Letter of congratulations regarding
Chamberlain's note to the USA calling for the
suspension of war loan payments, and regarding a
related newspaper article by Walter Lippman which
was 'scathing' about Congress. 2 December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/31

Correspondence with Mrs Leonard Rees

1932

Letter from M. E. M. Rees [Rees, Mary Emily
MacLeod (d 1960) writer], 31 Bullingham
Mansions, Kensington, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 27 January.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter of
condolence on the death of Rees' husband [Rees,
Leonard (1856-1932) newspaper editor].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/32

Correspondence with Gervais Rentoul

1932

Letter from Gervais Rentoul [Rentoul, Sir Gervais
Squire Chittick (1884–1946) politician], 2 Harcourt
Buildings, Temple, London to Neville Chamberlain.
18 December.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter of
support regarding a post which Rentoul was
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seeking.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/33-35

Correspondence with Walter Runciman, President
of the Board of Trade

1932

Letter from Walter Runciman [Runciman, Walter
(1870-1949) 1st Viscount Runciman, statesman], 8
Barton Street, Westminster, London and Doxford,
Chathill, Northumberland to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/33: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter of
support following the Lausanne Conference. 10
July.
/34: Letter sending papers, and expresses relief at
being home after the Ottawa Conference [the
Imperial Economic Conference]. 7 September.
/35: Letter regarding Lord Samuel and his
supporters who were threatening to resign from the
Government in a disagreement over the Ottawa
Conference [at which agreement was made with
the dominions for increased tariffs on imports from
outside the British Empire]. 21 September.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/36

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Sankey, Lord
Chancellor

1932

Note from Sankey [Sankey, John (1866-1948)
Viscount Sankey, Lord Chancellor] to Neville
Chamberlain. 7 December.
A note of congratulations, possibly passed in a
Cabinet meeting, on Chamberlain's efforts
regarding the American war debt.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/37-39

Correspondence with Sir John Simon, Secretary of
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State for Foreign Affairs
Letter and note passed in the House of Commons
from John Simon [Simon, John Allsebrook (18731954) 1st Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor],
Foreign Office, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Simon.

The file contains the following items:
/37: Letter relating to the Lausanne Conference,
suggesting that Chamberlain should be deputy
leader of the delegation to the Conference. 7
January.
/38: Note of congratulations from Simon passed
along the bench in the House of Commons to
Chamberlain, presumably following Chamberlain's
speech on the Import Duties Bill. 4 February.
/39: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Simon in
which Chamberlain proposes a staged scheme of
disarmament in Europe. 28 October.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/40

Correspondence with Waldron Smithers

1932

Letter from Waldron [Smithers, Sir Waldron (18801954) Knight Conservative MP], 2 Shorters Court,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 11 April.
A letter reporting on a meeting between one of
Smithers' friends and Flandin [French finance
minister] in which Flandin expressed that 'he didn't
very much care for the [Prime Minister]' but that he
was impressed by Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/41-42

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Snowden, Lord
Privy Seal

1932

Letter from Snowden [Snowden, Philip (1864-1937)
Viscount Snowden, statesman], Eden Lodge,
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Tilford, near Farnham to Neville Chamberlain; and
copy of letter from Chamberlain to Snowden. 15
and 16 January.
The letters relate to the Committee on Balance of
Trade, Snowden's support of free trade in
opposition to Government policy and the
anticipated conclusion of the Committee on
Balance of Trade, and Chamberlain's hopes that he
will still be able to work with Snowden.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/43-48

Correspondence with 1st Baron Tyrrell, British
Ambassador to France

1932

Letters from Tyrrell [Tyrrell, William George (18661947) 1st Baron Tyrrell, diplomat], British Embassy,
Paris, France to Austen and Neville Chamberlain;
letter from Austen to Neville Chamberlain
forwarding Tyrrell's letter; copies of letters from
Neville Chamberlain to Tyrrell; and notes of
conversations between Neville Chamberlain and
Flandin. 31 March, 4 and 11 April, 11 October and
17 November.
The letters relate to Pierre Flandin (French finance
minister) and meetings with him, and visits of
Édonard Herriot [French Prime Minister] and
Flandin to Britain. It includes detailed notes on
Chamberlain's conversation with Flandin in
November 1932 on war debts, disarmament,
Germany and France, and the World Economic
Conference.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/49

Correspondence with Sir Clive Wigram, Private
Secretary and Extra Equerry to the King

1932

Letter from Clive Wigram on behalf of the King
[Wigram, Clive (1873-1960) 1st Baron Wigram,
private secretary to George V], Windsor Castle to
Neville Chamberlain. 16 April.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for telling the King
about his Budget proposals and in appreciation of
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Chamberlain as Chancellor of the Exchequer.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/25/50

Correspondence with A. T. P. Williams,
Headmaster of Winchester College

1932

Letter from A. T. P. Williams [Williams, Alwyn
Terrell Petre (1888-1968) Bishop of Winchester],
Headmasters House, The College, Winchester to
Neville Chamberlain. 14 April.
The letter relates to Frank Chamberlain leaving
Winchester College.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26

1933 letters

1928-1937

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1933. Some
copies of some letters dated 1928 relating to a
proposed statue of Joseph Chamberlain are also
included.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics including: the economy and the Budget; the
World Economic Conference; speeches by
Chamberlain; war debts with America; and a
proposed statue of Joseph Chamberlain.
48 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/1

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin, Lord
President of the Council, Lord Privy Seal and
Leader of the Conservative Party

1933

Letter from S. B. [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st
Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman], 11 Downing
Street, Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain.
19 March.
A letter wishing Chamberlain 'happy returns' on his
birthday and regarding Chamberlain's party on the
previous day.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/2-3

Correspondence with Sir Montague Barlow

1933

Letter from Sir Montague Barlow [Barlow, Sir
Clement Anderson Montague- (1868-1951) 1st
Baronet MP], 71 Princes Gate, London to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/2: A letter of congratulations regarding his
settlement of the payment of war debts to the USA
and for his speech to the World Economic
Conference. The letter also regrets that
Chamberlain did not receive sufficient credit in the
newspapers and from the Conservative and
Unionist Party. 15 June.
/3: Letter relating to Chamberlain's work as
Chancellor of the Exchequer and his declaration
that deflation must cease and prices should be
raised. 30 June.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/4

Correspondence with Duchess of Bedford

1933

Letter from M. Bedford [Russell, Mary Du Caurroy
(1865-1937) née Tribe, aviator, wife of 11th Duke
of Bedford], Woburn Abbey, Woburn, Bletchley to
Neville Chamberlain. 27 January.
A letter relating to birds.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/5

Correspondence with Georges Bonnet

1933

Letter from Georges Bonnet [Bonnet, Georges
(1889-1973) politician], French delegation to the
Economic Conference in London to Neville
Chamberlain. 28 June.
A letter relating to the London Economic
Conference regarding economic stability and the
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USA's rejection of the agreement made at the
Conference.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC7/11/26/6-7

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Buckmaster

1933

Letters from Buckmaster [Buckmaster, Stanley
Owen (1861-1934) 1st Viscount Buckmaster, Lord
Chancellor], 1 Porchester Terrace, Hyde Park,
London to Neville Chamberlain.
/6: Letter relating to birds. 23 January.
/7: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his interest in
Buckmaster's bill regarding a 'brutal trade'. 24
June.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/8-9

Correspondence with Arthur Chamberlain

1933

Letter from Arthur Chamberlain, The Manor,
Rackenford, North Devon to Neville Chamberlain;
and copy of reply from Neville to Arthur
Chamberlain. 19 and 20 February.
The letters relate to Chamberlain's statement in the
House of Commons which rejected demands for
public works and predicted high levels of
unemployment may continue for ten years; the
economic situation; and tariffs and international
trade.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/10

Correspondence with Colum Crichton-Stewart

1933

Letter from Colum Crichton-Stewart [Stuart, Colum
Edmund Crichton- (1886-1957) politician and
diplomat], Vale Bank, Chester Road, Northwich to
Neville Chamberlain. 2 July.
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A letter thanking Chamberlain for his speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/11-12

Correspondence with Captain P. J. Faulkner

1933

Letter from Captain P. J. Faulkner, 45 Wiltshire
Road, Brixton, London to Neville Chamberlain; with
copy of article about Mrs Baldwin; and notes about
Anne Chamberlain by Neville Chamberlain. 22
December.
The letter relates to an article which Faulkner
planned to write for the 'Daily Mail' about Anne
Chamberlain as part of a series of articles on
'Famous Wives'.
Some notes by Neville Chamberlain about Anne
Chamberlain are included, of a comical nature
describing her, for example, as a famous Rugby
football player in a team which kicked the shins of
its opponents till they gave in, presumably in
response to the article referring to Mrs Baldwin
being a cricketer. According to Stephen Lloyd (in a
letter dated 25 January 1971, in the deposit
correspondence) these notes were composed for
Anne Chamberlain's amusement and were not
sent.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/13

Correspondence with Sir N.F. Warren Fisher,
Permanent Secretary of HM Treasury and Head of
the Civil Service

1933

Note from W. [Fisher, Sir Norman Fenwick Warren
(1879-1948) Knight Civil Servant], 6 Treborough
House, Great Woodstock Street, Marylebone,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 25 April.
The note states 'Just to send my fondest wishes for
to-day'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/26/14

Correspondence with Henry Haslam

1933

Letter from Henry Haslam [Haslam, Henry Cobden
(1870-1948) politician and medical scientist],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 20
February.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
speech in the House of Commons on
unemployment, and agrees with Chamberlain's
stand on war debts.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/15

Correspondence with Hugo Hirst, Chairman and
Managing Director of the General Electric
Company

1933

Letter from Hugo Hirst [Hirst, Hugo (1863-1943)
Baron Hirst, businessman], Fox Hill, Earley, near
Reading to Neville Chamberlain. 31 December.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his 'firm
and successful grip' on Britain's finances.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/16

Correspondence with 1st Baron Irwin, President of
the Board of Education

1933

Note passed in Cabinet meeting from Edward Irwin
[Wood, Edward Frederick Lindley (1881-1959) 1st
Earl of Halifax, statesman] to Neville Chamberlain.
The note relates to American war debts saying that
he and one or two others will trust Chamberlain's
judgement on the matter of the debts.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/17

Correspondence with Cosmo Lang, Archbishop of
Canterbury

1937

Letter from 'Cosmo Cantuar' (Archbishop of
Canterbury) [Lang, William Cosmo Gordon (18641945) Baron Lang, Archbishop of Canterbury],
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Lambeth Palace, London to Ramsay MacDonald.
11 August.
The letter relates to the Codex Sinaiticus, and was
forwarded by MacDonald to Chamberlain with his
letter to Chamberlain on 16 August
(NC7/11/26/28).
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/18-24

Correspondence with 1st Baron Lugard

1928-1933

Letters from Lugard [Lugard, Frederick John
Dealtry (1858-1945) Baron Lugard, colonial
administrator, soldier and author], Little Parkhurst,
Abinger Common, near Dorking, Surrey to Neville
Chamberlain; copy of letter from Neville
Chamberlain to Lugard; letter from Austen
Chamberlain to Neville Chamberlain; copies of
letters from Lugard to Lord Balfour and Lord
Selborne; and copies of letters from Balfour and
Selborne to Lugard. 31 March, 3, 4 and 7 April
1933, 29 July, 1, 5 and 7 August 1928.
The letters principally relate to a proposed statue of
Joseph Chamberlain (1836-1914) to be placed in
London, though this proposal was objected to by
Neville and Austen Chamberlain. The letters also
relate to other memorials to Joseph Chamberlain
and regarding the preservation of Joseph
Chamberlain's library at Highbury.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/25-29

Correspondence with J. Ramsay MacDonald

1933

Letters from J. Ramsay MacDonald [MacDonald,
James Ramsay (1866-1937), statesman], The
Hillocks, Lossiemouth, and other addresses, to
Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/25: Letter relating to an emissary [William Bullitt]
being sent by Roosevelt [President Elect of the
USA] to discuss war debts. The letter is mentioned
in Chamberlain's letter to his sister, Hilda on 8
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January. 5 January.
/26: Letter expressing delight at Chamberlain's
letter to 'The Times' regarding the sighting of a bird.
24 January.
/27: Note from Chamberlain to Ramsay MacDonald
and reply from MacDonald passed at the World
Economic Conference. The note asks MacDonald
some questions relating to the conference, and
includes MacDonald's responses.
/28: Letter regarding acquiring the Codex
Sinaiticus. See also NC7/11/26/17 for the letter
from the Archbishop of Canterbury which was
forwarded to Chamberlain with this letter. 16
August.
/29: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his birthday
greetings, and expressing gratitude for his
colleagues in the Government. 14 October.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/30

Correspondence with Harcourt Malcolm

1933

Letter from Harcourt Malcolm [Malcolm, Harcourt
Gladstone (1875-1936) politician in the Bahamas],
Royal Thames Yacht Club, London to Neville
Chamberlain; with enclosed press cutting. 30 July.
A letter forwarding a press cutting relating to
slippers and a letter sent by Neville Chamberlain to
Captain John Edden [boatman on Andros Island].
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/31

Correspondence with F. B. Merriman, President of
the Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Division of the
Royal Courts of Justice

1933

Letter from F. B. Merriman [Merriman, Frank Boyd
(1880-1962) Baron Merriman, Solicitor General],
President's Room, Royal Courts of Justice, London
to Neville Chamberlain. 2 October.
The letter relates to Merriman's new position in the
Royal Courts of Justice and him having left the
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House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/32

Correspondence with F. H. Pepper

1933

Letter from F. H. Pepper [Pepper, Francis Henry (d
1936) solicitor and businessman], 34 Waterloo
Street, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain, with
enclosed press cutting. 5 August.
The letter relates to a reference to Joseph
Chamberlain in the 'Bradford Daily Telegraph'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/33

Correspondence with E. W. Record, Editor of the
Birmingham Post

1933

Letter from E. W. Record [Record, Edgar W. (18731943) journalist and newspaper editor],
Birmingham Post (London Office) to Neville
Chamberlain. 25 April.
The letter is in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain
following Record's new appointment as Editor of
the Birmingham Post.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/34

Correspondence with Albin Russman

1933

Letter from Albin Russman, 695 Eagle Avenue,
Bronx, New York, USA to Neville Chamberlain, with
enclosed press cuttings. 2 August.
The letter relates to the enclosed newspaper
articles about Neville Chamberlain, and in
appreciation of Chamberlain.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/35

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Sankey, Lord
Chancellor
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Letter from Sankey [Sankey, John (1866-1948)
Viscount Sankey, Lord Chancellor], 13 Albert
Place, Kensington, London to Neville Chamberlain.
10 November.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for lunch.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/36-37

Correspondence with Sir John Simon, Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs

1933

Letters from John Simon [Simon, John Allsebrook
(1873-1954) 1st Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor],
71 Addison Road, London to Neville Chamberlain.
15 and 16 June.
The letters congratulate Chamberlain on his
speech and relates to Simon's illness.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/38

Correspondence with J. H. Thomas, Secretary of
State for the Dominions

1933

Letter from J. H. Thomas [Thomas, James Henry
(1874-1949) Trade Union Leader and Statesman],
Dominions Office to Neville Chamberlain. 10 May.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/39

Correspondence with Douglas Veale, Registrar,
University of Oxford

1933

Letter from Douglas Veale [Veale, Sir Douglas
(1891-1973), Knight, registrar of Oxford University],
22 Winchester Road, Oxford to Neville
Chamberlain. 27 June.
The letter relates to Chamberlain's visit to the
University of Oxford to receive an honorary degree.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/26/40

Correspondence with Sir Thomas White,
Chairman, Liverpool Constitutional Association

1933

Letter from Thomas White [White, Sir Thomas (d
1938)], Liverpool Constitutional Association to
Neville Chamberlain. 27 February.
A letter of sympathy for 'the difficulties that you are
experiencing in carrying out your responsible duties
to the State' and expressing support for
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/41

Correspondence with Sir Clive Wigram, Private
Secretary and Extra Equerry to the King

1933

Letter from Clive Wigram [Wigram, Clive (18731960) 1st Baron Wigram, private secretary to
George V], Windsor Castle, Berkshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 22 April.
Letter on behalf of the King regarding
Chamberlain's Budget proposals.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/26/42-43

Correspondence with Sir E. Hilton Young, Minister
of Health

1933

Letter from E. Hilton Young [Young, Edward Hilton
(1879-1960) 1st Baron Kennet, politician], Leinster
Corner, Lancaster Gate, London to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/42: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's Budget
speech. 26 April.
/43: Letter regretting Geoffrey Shakespeare's
[Parliamentary Secretary at the Ministry of Health]
speech in the House of Commons. 7 July.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC7/11/27

1934 letters

[19331935]

Letters to Neville Chamberlain dated 1934.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics including: Beaverbrook's proposal for a
customs union between Britain and British
colonies; the Budget; and John Simon's suggestion
of an early General Election.
42 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/1

Correspondence with Donald Banks

1934

Letter from Donald Banks [Banks, Sir Donald
(1891-1975) Knight Civil Servant], Savings Bank
Department to Neville Chamberlain. 22 January.
The letter relates to Banks' new appointment as
Director-General of the Post Office [?].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/2-6

Correspondence with 1st Baron Beaverbrook

1934

Letters from Max [Aitken, William Maxwell (18791964) 1st Baron Beaverbrook, newspaper
proprietor], Stornoway House, Cleveland Row, St
James's, London and Cherkley, Leatherhead,
Surrey to Neville Chamberlain. See also
NC8/11/88-95 for other letters from Beaverbrook
dated 1934 relating to his customs union proposal.
The file contains the following items:
/2: Letter regarding Beaverbrook having proposed
to 'support the Government until the day after the
next Election, if the administration intended to
embark on a policy of Customs Union with such
Crown Colonies as are not controlled by Treaty,
and also Protection for Meat'. 15 February.
/3: Copy of letter from Chamberlain in reply to /3
regarding Chamberlain talking with Jimmy Thomas;
and asks to talk with Beaverbrook on his proposal.
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16 February.
/4-5: Letter with enclosed memorandum 'Customs
Union with the Crown Colonies' regarding the
suggested customs union and proposed
development of trade with the British colonies.
Annotated is a note regarding Chamberlain's reply.
2 June.
/6: Letter regarding trade with the British colonies in
connection with Beaverbrook's customs union
proposal. Annotated is a note regarding
Chamberlain's reply saying he will look at
Beaverbrook's proposals but at the moment is
'rather overwhelmed' by other matters.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/7

Correspondence with Robert W. Bingham,
American Ambassador to Britain

1934

Letter from Robert W. Bingham [Bingham, Robert
Worth (1871-1937) ambassador], Embassy of the
United States of America to Neville Chamberlain;
with enclosed press cutting.
The letter relates to the enclosed press cutting from
the Courier-Journal of Louisville regarding the
Treasury surplus.
2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: Item was formerly numbered
NC7/11/27/6 (it appears this was accidentally
done).
NC7/11/27/8

Correspondence with Sir Henry Birchenough

1934

Letter from Henry Birchenough [Birchenough, Sir
Henry (1853-1937) 1st Baronet Businessman], 23
Chester Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 18
April.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's Budget
speech.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/27/9

Correspondence with Sir Evelyn Cecil

1934

Letter from Evelyn Cecil [Cecil, Evelyn (1865-1941)
1st Baron Rockley, politician], 2 Cadogan Square,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 3 January.
The letter relates to Cecil being awarded a peerage
and thanks Chamberlain for his letter of
congratulations.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/10

Correspondence with James M. Cox

1934

Letter from James M. Cox, The News League,
Dayton, Ohio, USA to Neville Chamberlain. 1 May.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's Budget
speech and on balancing the Budget.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/11-12

Correspondence with 1st Baron Craigmyle

1934

Letter from Craigmyle [Shaw, Thomas (1850-1937)
1st Baron Craigmyle, Lord Advocate of Scotland],
Craigmyle, Torphins, Aberdeenshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 19 September.
The file contains the following items:
/11: Letter regarding historical matters/stories at
the Craigmyle estate including about 'the famous
old ash tree' and a battle. 19 September.
/12: Letter congratulating Chamberlain on a 'difficult
task' on 4 October; and regarding a historical story
and Chamberlain's scepticism about it. 5 October.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/13

Correspondence with Florence Dickens

[1934]

Letter from Florence Dickens, 10 Byfeld Gardens,
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Barnes, London to Neville Chamberlain.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's Budget
speech, and saying the references to 'Bleak House'
and 'Great Expectations' would have amused her
uncle, Charles Dickens.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/14

Correspondence with Sir N. F. Warren Fisher
(Permanent Secretary of HM Treasury and Head of
the Civil Service)

[1934]

Letter from W. [Fisher, Sir Norman Fenwick Warren
(1879-1948) Knight Civil Servant], Treasury
Chambers, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 12 December (marked '1934?' by
unknown person).
A letter saying that 'if after a successful 'grand
assize' the chief post of all were vacant, there is
only one man for it and the others would have to be
filled as best they might' [appears to be suggesting
that Chamberlain should be Prime Minister if the
position was vacant].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/15

Correspondence with Viscountess Hailsham

[1934]

Letter from Mildred Hailsham [wife of Douglas
McGarel Hogg (Viscount Hailsham)], 17 Bryanston
Square, London to Neville Chamberlain. Marked
'1934?' by unknown person.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's support for
Viscount Hailsham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/16

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax,
President of the Board of Education

1934

Letter from H. [Wood, Edward Frederick Lindley
(1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman], 88
Eaton Square, London to Neville Chamberlain. 15
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March.
The letter declines the suggestion to become
Chairman of the new Unemployment Assistance
Board.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/17

Correspondence with Sir M. P. A. Hankey, Cabinet
Secretary

1934

Letter from M. P. A. Hankey [Hankey, Maurice
Pascal Alers (1877-1963) 1st Baron Hankey, civil
servant], Offices of the Cabinet, 2 Whitehall
Gardens, London SW1 to Neville Chamberlain. 3
January.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter of
congratulations.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/18-19

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare, Secretary
of State for India

1934

Letters from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], India Office to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/18: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter of
congratulation. 3 January.
/19: Letter regarding Max's [Baron Beaverbrook]
memorandum on the colonial market and about
bringing Philip [Philip Cunliffe-Lister, Colonial
Secretary] into the discussions. 5 June.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/20

Correspondence with Leslie Hore-Belisha,
Financial Secretary to the Treasury

1934

Letter from Leslie Hore-Belisha [Belisha, Isaac
Leslie Hore- (1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha,
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statesman], Treasury Chambers, Whitehall,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 9 March.
The letter reports on events in the House of
Commons while Chamberlain was away due to
illness, including the Atlantic Shipping Bill, Winston
Churchill having been 'knocked out of the ring' by
Samuel Hoare, Stanley Baldwin's speech on air
estimates and Clement Attlee's speech; urges
Chamberlain not to return until he is well; regards
Sir William Ray's comments in a telephone call to
Belisha on the Government's 'ineffectiveness in
getting over our case and our failure to give the
appearance of showing drive'; and says that
Chamberlain's work as Chancellor of the
Exchequer has ensured the Treasury is not a target
for criticism unlike some other Government
departments.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/21-23

Correspondence with J. Ramsay Macdonald

1933-1934

Letters from J. Ramsay MacDonald [MacDonald,
James Ramsay (1866-1937), statesman], The
Hillocks, Lossiemouth and HMS Scarborough to
Neville Chamberlain; with enclosed letter from
Sophie J. Colenso to MacDonald.
The file contains the following items:
/21: Letter forwarding the letter from Colenso. 4
January 1934
/22: Letter from Colenso to MacDonald regarding
her brother Percy's admiration of Chamberlain
suggesting he 'pulled the country out of the state of
imminent bankruptcy with which we were
threatened in 1931'. 27 December 1933.
/23: Letter regarding MacDonald's visit to Canada;
asks to have a meeting with Chamberlain before
the House of Commons reconvenes 'as, after that
one's mind gets so possesed with the black flies of
politics that longer surveys and politicies have to be
neglected'; and regarding 'Newfoundland affairs'
being 'in a pretty bad mess so far as I can gather'.
22 August.
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3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/24

Correspondence with Marjorie Maxse, Chief
Organisation Officer, Conservative and Unionist
Central Office

1934

Letter from Marjorie Maxse [Maxse, Marjorie (18911975) Administrator at Conservative Central
Office], Conservative and Unionist Central Office to
Miss Thompson. 18 July.
A letter reporting on success of Chamberlain's
speech at a meeting in Brockworth on 30 June.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/25

Correspondence with Francis H. Pepper

1934

Letter from Francis H. Pepper [Pepper, Francis
Henry (d 1936) solicitor and businessman], 34
Waterloo Street, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 June.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter in tribute
to Pepper.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/26

Correspondence with 4th Earl of Powis

1934

Letter from Powis [Herbert, George Charles (18621952) 4th Earl of Powis], Powis Castle, Welshpool
to Neville Chamberlain. 9 November.
A letter regarding Powis' knee injury and regarding
arranging a shooting trip.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/27

Correspondence with S. Rawlinson

1934

Letter from S. Rawlinson, 26 Kendale Road,
Bridgwater, Somerset to Neville Chamberlain. 4
January.
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A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter and his
compliment to Rawlinson.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/28

Correspondence with Sir Arthur Robinson,
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Health

[1934]

Letter from W. A. Robinson [Robinson, Sir William
Arthur (1874-1950) Civil Servant], Ministry of
Health to Neville Chamberlain. 12 March (marked
'1934?').
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his comments on
the Ministry of Health; regarding housing; and says
'nothing is more helpful and inspiring to me than a
talk with you'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/29

Correspondence with Sir John Simon, Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs

1934

Letter from John Simon [Simon, John Allsebrook
(1873-1954) 1st Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor],
Foreign Office to Neville Chamberlain. 6 March.
A nine page letter giving Chamberlain 'some
reflections which have been passing through my
mind on the subject of the best date for the next
General Election' giving his reasons why he feels
there should be an election this year rather than at
the normal end of term. The reasons for this
include: that it would be better for a new Parliament
to start the plans for building of new housing due to
the long time it would take; that the 'India Bill will
not be an election winner' and so would be better
dealt with after an election; and that a new
Parliament would have a mandate to make
changes to the House of Lords.
Chamberlain has annotated to the letter that he
wrote back saying he came to a contrary view to
Simon.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/27/30

Correspondence with Cicely Smith

1934

Letter from Cicely Smith, Loughbrow, Hexham,
Northumberland to Neville Chamberlain. 19 April.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's Budget
speech and proposals and regarding the question
on shipping in the House of Lords.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/31

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Snowden

1934

Letter from Snowden [Snowden, Philip (1864-1937)
Viscount Snowden, statesman], Eden Lodge,
Tilford, near Farnham to Neville Chamberlain. 8
November.
The letter relates to Snowden's faintness in a
meeting and saying 'perhaps the cause of my slight
faintness was that I had been for an hour piling up
the terrible indictment against the National
Government and when I saw it at the end in its
horror I nearly fainted'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/32

Correspondence with E. L. Spears

1934

Letter from E. L. Spears [Spears, Sir Edward Louis
(1886-1974) Knight Major General Politician and
Author], 5 John Street, Berkeley Square, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 19 April.
A letter of congratulations on the Budget.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/33

Correspondence with 7th Earl Stanhope, UnderSecretary of State for War

1934

Letter from 'Jem' [Stanhope, James Richard (18801967) 7th Earl Stanhope], Chevening, Sevenoaks,
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Kent to Neville Chamberlain. 4 January.
The letter relates to Stanhope being awarded the
Knight of the Garter, and regarding the possibility
of him becoming Parliamentary Under Secretary at
the Foreign Office.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/34

Correspondence with Countess Stanhope

1934

Letter from Eileen Stanhope [Lady Eileen
Stanhope, née Browne, wife of James Richard
Stanhope (Earl Stanhope)], 111 Eaton Square,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 17 April.
A letter of congratulations following the Budget.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/35

Correspondence with Lord Stanley, Parliamentary
and Financial Secretary to the Admiralty

1934

Letter from Stanley [Stanley, Edward Montagu
Cavendish (1894–1938), politician], Holwood,
Keston, Kent to Neville Chamberlain. 4 January.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter of
congratulations.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/36

Correspondence with Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister,
Secretary of State for the Colonies

[1934]

Letter from P. C. L. [Lister, Philip Cunliffe- (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician], 7 Lygon
Place, London to Neville Chamberlain. 3 January
(marked 'among 1934 letters' by Anne
Chamberlain).
A letter thanking Chamberlain for a letter sent to
him
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/27/37-39

Correspondence with 1st Baron Weir

1935

Letter from Weir [Weir, William Douglas (18771959) 1st Viscount Weir, industrialist], 3 Adelphi
Terrace, London to Neville Chamberlain; and
transcripts of letters from Chamberlain to Weir.
The file contains the following items:
/37: Letter from Weir to Chamberlain, 4 January. A
letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter
congratulating Weir on receiving the GCB.
/38: Letter from Chamberlain to Weir, 11 May
(transcript). A letter regarding Weir's approval of an
idea; and Chamberlain considering Weir's
thoughts.
/39: Letter from Chamberlain to Weir, 8 November
(transcript). A letter regarding Government help for
industry; and suggesting that instead of a general
enabling bill that 'legislation should be ad hoc and
designed to deal only with particular circumstances
in a particular industry'.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/40

Correspondence with Sir Clive Wigram, Private
Secretary and Extra Equerry to the King

1934

Letter from Clive Wigram [Wigram, Clive (18731960) 1st Baron Wigram, private secretary to
George V], Windsor Castle, Berkshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 15 April.
A letter on behalf of the King regarding the King's
congratulations and support for Chamberlain's
Budget proposals.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/27/41

Correspondence with undentified individual

1934

Letter from unknown person (signature not
identified), Claridge's, Brook Street, London to
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Neville Chamberlain. 20 April.
A letter regarding the writer recalling a comment by
someone from Birmingham visiting the House of
Commons, saying after Austen Chamberlain's
maiden speech [in 1893] that 'We've another one at
home called Neville - he's got the brain of the
family - pity he does not care a damn about politics
- but if he ever does you watch him he'll go far'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28

1935 letters

[1935]

Letters to Neville Chamberlain and copies of letters
from Chamberlain dated 1935. A script of Neville
Chamberlain's broadcast on a 'talkie' film on
Budget Day 1935 (15 April) is also included.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics including: the Budget; Beaverbrook's
proposal for other sources of revenue for colonies;
Italy's threatened invasion of Abyssinia, and the
Hoare-Laval Pact; Lady Londonderry's feeling that
there was a plot against her husband as Secretary
of State for Air; Lady Londonderry's talks with Herr
[Melchior?]; Lord Londonderry's concern about
Austen Chamberlain's speech suggesting that the
Air Ministry was unaware of the strength of the
German air force; amd Lady Oxford and Asquith
comments about Germany and about Lloyd
George.
48 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/1

Correspondence with M. Attewell

1935

Letter from M. Attewell, 24 The Crescent,
Shrewsbury, Shropshire to Neville Chamberlain. 22
April.
A letter of congratulations on the Budget.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/28/2-4

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1935

Letters from Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
statesman], 10 Downing Street, Whitehall, London
and other addresses to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/2: Letter thanking Chamberlain for a fish; and
regarding his plans for the next few days. 15 June.
/3: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter and
saying 'you and I are complementary: each puts
into the pool his own contribution and we make a
jolly effective unit!'. 5 November.
/4: Letter regarding Baldwin's 'difficult two or three
days'; and urging Chamberlain to 'get what rest you
may: we shall have a stiff stretch till August'. 30
November.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/5-7

Correspondence with 1st Baron Beaverbrook

1935

Letters from Max [Aitken, William Maxwell (18791964) 1st Baron Beaverbrook, newspaper
proprietor], Stornoway House, Cleveland Row, St
James's, London to Neville Chamberlain; with copy
of letter from Chamberlain to Beaverbrook. 5 and 6
March.
The letters relate to Beaverbrook's proposal for
finding other sources of revenue for British colonies
which would lose income from tariffs on British
goods if a customs union was established.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/8

Correspondence with A. Buscarlet B. de Berlincourt [1935]
Letter from A. Buscarlet B. de Berlincourt,
'Cabrière', 78 Avenue d'Eybens, Grenoble to
Neville Chamberlain. 7 November (marked
'1935?').
Letter concerning Frank's visit to stay with the
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family in Grenoble which they have enjoyed and
which have allowed him to develop his knowledge
of French and his ability to speak it; the writer
expresses concern that the family's life style and
comforts are very different from what Frank may be
used to.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC7/11/28/9

Correspondence with Edith Bird

1935

Letter from Edith Bird [wife of Robert Bland Bird],
90 Eaton Square, London to Neville Chamberlain.
20 November.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
broadcast.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/10

Correspondence with Viscountess Bridgeman

1935

Letter from Caroline B. Bridgeman [Bridgeman,
Dame Caroline Beatrix (1872-1961) nee Parker,
Conservative politician and Governor of BBC, wife
of Viscount Bridgeman] to Neville Chamberlain. 6
October.
The letter relates to the death of her husband
[Bridgeman, William Clive (1864-1935) 1st
Viscount Bridgeman, statesman].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/11

Correspondence with Baroness Carson

[1935]

Letter from Ruby Carson [née Frewen, wife of
Edward Henry Carson (Baron Carson)], Cleve
Court, Minster, near Ramsgate to Neville
Chamberlain. Marked '1935?'.
The letter is in appreciation of Chamberlain and
relates to her husband's poor health.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/12

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Commander Sir
Warden Chilcott

1935

Letter from Warden Chilcott [Chilcott, LieutenantCommander Sir Warden Stanley (1871-1942)
Member of Parliament], 36 St James' Street,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 17 April.
A letter of congratulations on the Budget.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/13

Correspondence with Duff Cooper, Secretary of
State for War

1935

Letter from Duff Cooper [Cooper, Alfred Duff (18901954) 1st Viscount Norwich], Wilton House,
Salisbury, Wiltshire to Neville Chamberlain. 24
November.
A letter in appreciation of having worked under
Chamberlain as Financial Secretary to the
Treasury. See also NCLAdd/88 for a photocopy of
Chamberlain's letter to Duff Cooper dated 23
November.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/14-16

Correspondence with P. E. Flandin, Prime Minister
of France

1935

Letters from P. E. Flandin [Flandin, Pierre Étienne
(1889-1958) French politician], Présidence du
Conseil and Le Ministre d'État to Neville
Chamberlain.
See also NCLAdd/128 for Chamberlain's letter to
Flandin dated 25 April.
The file contains the following items:
/14: Letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
Budget; saying 'our cooperation has worked so well
in Stresa and in Geneva' and that 'it is the best
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contribution to peace'; and regarding some
information from the USA 'by which the American
Government seemed anxious to negotiate our
monetary and economical questions'. 19 April.
/15: Letter of congratulations on the wedding of
Chamberlain's daughter [Dorothy]. 21 July.
/16: Letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's reelection. 18 November.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/17

Correspondence with Geoffrey Gathorne-Hardy

1935

Letter from Geoffrey Gathorne-Hardy, Stansted
House, South Godstone to Neville Chamberlain. 30
October.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his support for
Gathorne-Hardy to be selected [possibly as an
election candidate]. He says that although he failed
to be selected, which he thinks is due to his age,
he will see how he 'can help the fight in other ways'
and plans to deliver speeches and carry out other
work.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/18-19

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax,
Secretary of State for War

1935

Letter and note from Edward [Wood, Edward
Frederick Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax,
statesman], Hickleton, Doncaster to Neville
Chamberlain
The file contains the following items:
/18: Note, which appears to have been passed in a
Cabinet meeting, saying 'the 'Cabinet mind' agreed
entirely with your admirable reflections' regarding
Italy and Abyssinia [now Ethiopia]. 3 July (marked
'among 1935 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
/19: Letter regarding Halifax wishing to talk with
Chamberlain; invites Chamberlain to stay at
Garrowby; says 'the whole affair was a thoroughly
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bad business' and suggests the 'initial mistake was
Sam's [Samuel Hoare] in publishing his...assent in
his Paris Communiqué [relates to Hoare's meeting
with Laval in Paris on 7 to 8 December at which
they secretly agreed that Abyssinia should cede
two-thirds of the country to Italy in order to end the
war between the two countries. The agreement
was known as the 'Hoare-Laval Pact', and after this
was prematurely revealed Hoare was forced to
resign]; regarding Stanley Baldwin having not done
well and suggesting 'this episode might have
shaken him'; says Chamberlain's speech in
Birmingham 'was just what seem to me to be
required'; and says that Hoare did the right thing in
resigning. 26 December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/20

Correspondence with John W. Hills

1935

Letter from John W. Hills [Hills, John Waller (18671938) MP], 24 Chester Terrace, Eaton Square,
[London] to Neville Chamberlain. 26 August.
The letter regarding: his disappointment at being
unable to get Chamberlain to do something and
saying he 'will try the C. O. again'; the sale of the
Glassel estate [former estate of Arthur Wood, with
whom Hills and Chamberlain went fishing at
Glassel] seeming 'to end an epoch in my life';
Rudd's book [regarding Arthur Wood]; Arthur
Wood's appreciation of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/21-23

Correspondence with Lady Maud Hoare

1935

Letters from Maud Hoare [Hoare, Lady Maud
(1882-1962) Viscountess Templewood], 18
Cadogan Gardens, London and Hotel Concordia,
Zuoz, Engadin, [Switzerland] to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/21: Letter asking 'what is Sam [her husband,
Samuel Hoare] going to do when his India Bill is
through'; regarding the strains on her husband over
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the last few years; regarding the possibility of her
husband being made Viceroy of India and her
belief that this would be a mistake; regarding her
husband considering retiring into private life though
she says 'on careful thought I don't believe he will
stick to that idea but he might!' and says that 'if as I
hope and believe you are relying on Sam to work
under you in active politics in the next Parliament,
you will have to tell him so plainly in the next few
months'. 6 February.
/22: Letter regarding her husband's meeting in
Paris [at which secret talks were held with Laval at
which they agreed that Abyssinia [Ethiopia] should
cede two thirds of its territory to Italy to stop their
war, known as the 'Hoare-Laval Pact'] saying 'he
was immensely relieved at the way things had
gone'; regards the strain on her husband; and
regarding their stay in Switzerland. 10 December.
/23: Letter regretting that Chamberlain was the one
to tell Hoare [of Cabinet demands for Hoare to
resign] but that 'Sam could take it from you much
better than anyone else'; and says that 'physically I
am sure the rest and break off will be the best thing
possible for him even though one wishes it had
happened otherwise'. 18 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/24-25

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare, Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs

1935

Letters from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], Foreign Office to Neville Chamberlain.
See also NC7/11/29/32 for another letter from
Hoare which dates to 1935.
These letters relate to the crisis over Mussolini's
threat to invade Abyssinia [Ethiopia; these letters
date to the period before the invasion began in
October 1935].
The file contains the following items:
/24: Letter regarding 'the Abyssinian controversy'
[Italy's threatened invasion of Abyssinia]; Hoare's
expectation that 'the Italians will be entirely
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unreasonable and as a result there will be a firstclass crisis in the League [of Nations] at the
beginning of September'; says it is 'urgent for the
Cabinet to consider what preparations should be
made to meet a possible mad dog act by the
Italians'; says he had little or no help from Stanley
Baldwin, who had an 'attitude of indifference', or
Ramsay MacDonald, who had an attitude of an
'alarmist and pusillanimous surrender to the
Italians', over the matter; says that 'public opinion
has been greatly hardening against Italy' and as a
result he can 'see the making of a first-class crisis
in which the Government will lose heavily if we
appear to be repudiating the [League of Nations]
Covenant'. 18 August.
/25: Letter regarding a committee meeting having
gone well coming to the conclusion 'that now that
an isolated act [by Italy] against us seems almost
inconceivable the more strength that we show in
the Mediterranean the better'; regarding Britain's
reply to the French and says 'as long as there is
now answer, L[loyd] G[eorge] will stir up trouble by
spreading rumours that we are doing a military deal
with the French, and the Italians will make
propaganda on the line that I was only talking
platitudes last week'. 17 September.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/26-27

Correspondence with Leslie Hore-Belisha, Minister
of Transport

1935

Letter from Leslie [Belisha, Isaac Leslie Hore(1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha, statesman],
Grand Hotel, Plymouth to Neville Chamberlain; and
transcript of the letter. 11 November.
A letter regarding the Everton Tunnel in Liverpool;
congratulates Chamberlain on his radio broadcast;
and regarding the Conservative Party's election
prospects.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/28

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
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Francis Humphrys
Letter from Francis Humphrys [Humphrys, Sir
Francis Henry (1879–1971), colonial administrator
and diplomatist], 108 Whitehall Court, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 28 December.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his advice; and
regarding him having 'regretfully decided that it was
best for my family for me to remain where I am'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/29

Correspondence with Sir R. W. Livingstone,
President, Corpus Christi College

1935

Letter from R. W. Livingstone [Livingstone, Sir
Richard Winn (1880-1960) Knight Educationist],
Corpus Christi College, Oxford to Neville
Chamberlain. 7 December.
A letter inviting Chamberlain to become a member
of the Common Room at Corpus Christi College.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/30-33

Correspondence with Marchioness of Londonderry

[1935]

Letters from 'Circe' [Stewart, Edith Helen VaneTempest- (1879-1959), wife of 7th Marquess of
Londonderry, political hostess and writer],
Londonderry House, Park Lane, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Lady Londonderry.
The letters mainly relate to her husband 'Charley'
[Lord Londonderry, Secretary of State for Air] and
her feelings there was a plot to get rid of
Londonderry from his post [Londonderry did not
remain in his post for much longer, being moved
from the post when Stanley Baldwin became Prime
Minister in June 1935].
The file contains the following items:
/30: Letter regarding: her cancelling meeting with
Chamberlain; her worries about her husband and
asks Chamberlain to support him in his 'most uphill
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job' suggesting lack of finance for the Air Ministry
and support from Cabinet colleagues; says her
husband has succeeded in making the Air Ministry
'really efficient'; and regarding other people wishing
to take her husband's post 'and reap the...harvest
that Charley has sown'. 2 May (marked 'among
1935 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
/31: Letter regarding 'intrigues' against her
husband; her 'scouts' saying that Chamberlain
wanted her husband to leave his post as they say
he thought the post should be occupied by a
member of the House of Commons; says she has
been told that Lord Trenchard's name has been
mentioned as a possible replacement for her
husband 'just to fill the public eye' and she says
that he would not be suitable for the job; says that
despite obstacles (lack of money, refusal to let
Londonderry deal in the House of Lords with
matters concerning his department) her husband
'has the complete confidence of all his people, and
the entire Aeroplane Industry'; says 'none of you
[the Cabinet] supported Charley'; says she is 'not
going to stand by and see C[harley] pushed out of
his post, as if he had been a failure'; and says 'to
carry on intrigues behind his back by our so called
friends - in which your name is involved is most
unsavoury'. The letter also relates to her talk with
Herr [Melchior] 'the great tenor singer' [possibly
Lauritz Melchior] and him having told her 'what
Hitler said of Simon - what they are doing etc, and
that 'revenge' is their only thought'; and says that
'the [Melchiors] themselves - are watched even
here - by spies'. 18 May.
/32: Copy of letter from Chamberlain (in reply to
/33) saying he is glad to know that her previous
letter (/31) 'was not intended to bear the
construction which I put upon it' [ie Chamberlain
being involved in the 'intrigue']; and says that
'Charley is, I know, satisfied that I have not acted
otherwise than as a friend'. 21 May.
/33: Letter apologising for appearing to accuse
Chamberlain of intriguing against her husband
saying she only meant to say what had been
reported to her; says she is 'incensed at the
attitude of our people and very fearful of the
results'; regards Winston Churchill's attack at the
Court Ball and says that 'someone evidently has
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talked far too much, and although W[inston
Churchill] is devoted to Charley as a cousin his
love of mischief will outweigh affection!!'. 21 May.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/34-35

Correspondence with 7th Marquess of
Londonderry, Secretary of State for Air

1935

Letters from 'L' [Stewart, Charles Stewart Henry
Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th Marquess of
Londonderry, politician], Londonderry House, Park
Lane, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/34: Letter regarding: Austen Chamberlain's speech
saying that the Government had been misinformed
about the strength of the German air force which
Londonderry says is not true and they are well
informed; Londonderry trying to dispel
Rothermere's 'fantastic suggestions' that the
Germans had 10,000 aircraft; says that 'the muddle
in the Debate...has done irreparable harm'; says
the Germans are 'faced with the same difficulties
with which we are confronted'; says that a definite
arrangement needs to be made with Germany on
limitation of aircraft; and regarding his feelings on
the Government's foreign policy saying 'we do
nothing but oscillate between two policies' - 'one is
closing up our ranks with Frances and Italy for fear
of antagonising them and at the same time
alienating the Germans and the other is adopting
the fair-minded view towards the Germans and
causing mistrust and anxiety to the French and
Italians'. 4 May.
/35: Letter saying he did not disagree with most of
a letter; and says he is 'sick of the intriguing'
[regarding a plot to remove Londonderry from his
post as Secretary of State for Air]. 20 May.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/36

Correspondence with J. Ramsay MacDonald, Lord
President of the Council

1935

Letter from J. Ramsay MacDonald [MacDonald,
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James Ramsay (1866-1937), statesman], Privy
Council Office to Neville Chamberlain. 18
November.
A letter regarding MacDonald losing his seat in the
General Election and saying 'from the very early
days...I saw that my venture...was impossible'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/37

Correspondence with Robert G. Menzies, AttorneyGeneral of Australia

1935

Letter from Robert G. Menzies [Menzies, Sir Robert
Gordon (1894–1978), prime minister of Australia],
Commonwealth of Australia to Neville
Chamberlain. 25 July.
A letter of admiration and gratitude following
Menzies meeting with Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/38

Correspondence with Countess of Oxford and
Asquith

1935

Letter from Margot Oxford [Asquith, Emma Alice
Margaret (1864-1945), wife of 1st Earl of Oxford
and Asquith], 44 Bedford Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 29 March.
A letter regarding her having been fond of Joseph
Chamberlain and saying although they differed on
tariffs they 'agreed on every other matter'; says the
Government should not give way to 'Press panic'
and should 'call Germany's bluff in a civil way'; says
she told the King that he was wrong to send a
birthday message to Hitler; regarding the King; and
regarding Lloyd George who she says 'is a born
crook, and has not a friend in the world [e]xcept
L[or]d Lothian, Sir Robert Horne, and the L[or]ds
Beaverbrook and Rothermere'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/28/39-40

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Snowden

1935

Letter from Snowden [Snowden, Philip (1864-1937)
Viscount Snowden, statesman], Eden Lodge,
Tilford, near Farnham to Neville Chamberlain; and
copy of letter from Chamberlain to Snowden. 1 and
4 February.
Snowden's letter regrets that he had gave
Chamberlain 'just cause to complain that I had
misrepresented you' in Snowden's statements
suggesting the Government had no unemployment
policy and regarding unemployment figures.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/41-42

Correspondence with 7th Earl Stanhope,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs

1935

Letters from 'Jem' [Stanhope, James Richard
(1880-1967) 7th Earl Stanhope], Chevening,
Sevenoaks, Kent to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/41: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his help in
'fighting my battles'; and regarding his
disappointment at Stanley Baldwin having not
appointed Stanhope to a Cabinet post. 25
November.
/42: Letter regarding Stanhope's meeting with
Baldwin at which Baldwin urged Stanhope 'to have
confidence in him a little longer'. 26 November.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/43

Correspondence with 1st Baron Stonehaven,
Chairman, Conservative Party

1935

Letter from John S. [Baird, John Lawrence (18741941) 1st Viscount Stonehaven, statesman],
Palace Chambers, Bridge Street, Westminster,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 19 November.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's letter in
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tribute to staff at Conservative Central Office.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/44

Script for Neville Chamberlain's film broadcast on
15 April 1935

1935

Script for Neville Chamberlain's broadcast for a film
on Budget Day [15 April] 1935.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/45

Correspondence with Douglas Veale, Registrar,
University of Oxford

1935

Letter from Douglas Veale [Veale, Sir Douglas
(1891-1973), Knight, registrar of Oxford University],
Corpus Christi College, Oxford to Neville
Chamberlain. 28 November.
A letter inviting Chamberlain to become a member
of the Corpus Christi College Senior Common
Room.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/46-47

Correspondence with 1st Baron Weir

1935

Letter from Weir [Weir, William Douglas (18771959) 1st Viscount Weir, industrialist], Holm
Foundry, Cathcart, Glasgow to Neville
Chamberlain; with notes on Weir's thoughts on
foreign policy and copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Weir.
The file contains the following items:
/46: Chamberlain to Weir, 5 March. Relates to
Weir's speech and says that 'we have called Lloyd
George's bluff'.
/47: Weir to Chamberlain, 20 August. Invites
Chamberlain to stay at Eastwood and forwards
notes on Weir's suggestions on foreign policy
matters including about Italy, Germany, the League
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of Nations and collective security.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/48

Correspondence with Sir Clive Wigram, Private
Secretary to King George V

1935

Letter from Clive Wigram [Wigram, Clive (18731960) 1st Baron Wigram, private secretary to
George V], Windsor Castle to Neville Chamberlain.
12 April.
The letter on behalf of the King relates to
Chamberlain's Budget proposals.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/28/49

Correspondence with Sir E. Hilton Young

1935

Letter from Sir E. Hilton Young [Young, Edward
Hilton (1879-1960) 1st Baron Kennet, politician],
Leinster Corner, Lancaster Gate, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 25 June.
The letter relates to Hilton Young's wish to remain
as Minister of Health until the next election being
declined by Baldwin, and regarding his work as
Minister of Health and his appreciation of
Chamberlain's support.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29

1936 letters

[19351936]

Letters to Neville Chamberlain and copies of letters
from Chamberlain dated 1936.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics including foreign affairs matters such as:
Chamberlain's speech suggesting that sanctions
against Italy [introduced due to their aggression
against Abyssinia] are dropped; Lady
Londonderry's comments suggesting that Germany
wants Britain's friendship; Germany and their
demands for colonies; Lord Stonehaven's
misgivings about the League of Nations. Other
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political topics include: Eden's proposal for
Vansittart to be made Ambassador to France,
removing him from the post of Permanent UnderSecretary of State for Foreign Affairs; Samuel
Hoare's return to the Government; Lord
Londonderry's feelings about his 'difficult and
humiliating position' after being removed from the
post of Air Secretary; J. H. Thomas' resignation as
Dominion Secretary.
64 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/1-5

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1936

Letters from S. B. [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947)
1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman], 10
Downing Street, Whitehall, London and other
addresses to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter regarding Baldwin's talk with Anthony
Eden and Eden's concern that an appointment
'would make his work much more difficult during
the next few months'. 6 March.
/2: Letter regarding Baldwin's health and him being
advised to take rest and not attend meetings for the
next three months; and asking Chamberlain to
meet Baldwin at Chequers. 19 August.
/3: Letter asking Chamberlain to speak at a
Margate meeting in Baldwin's absence as offered
by Chamberlain; and regarding having a meeting of
ministers. 24 August.
/4: Letter advising of times when Baldwin can meet
Chamberlain. 30 September.
/5: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain. 21
December.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/6

Correspondence with A. Beverley Baxter

1936

Letter from A. Beverley Baxter [Baxter, Sir Arthur
Beverley (1891-1964) Knight MP], 22 Abbey
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Lodge, Park Road, Regent's Park, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 13 May.
A letter of admiration for Chamberlain's speech on
the Distressed Areas Bill; and regarding them not
having met since Chamberlain gave advice during
the '1931 crisis' on 'the proper course for the Daily
Express to pursue in the national interests'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/7

Correspondence with Theresa Blundell

1936

Letter from Theresa Blundell, Blundellsands,
Liverpool to Neville Chamberlain. 11 November.
A letter relating to the death of Blundell's husband,
Francis Blundell [Blundell, Francis Nicholas (18801936) MP].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/8

Correspondence with 10th Earl of Cavan

1936

Letter from Cavan [Lambart, Frederic Rudolph
(1865-1946) 10th Earl of Cavan, Field Marshal],
Princes Gardens, London to Neville Chamberlain.
14 June.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his speech at the
1900 Club [suggesting that sanctions against Italy
are abandoned], hoping that 'all you said' will
become Government policy and expressing fears
that the public will reject this idea and will
underestimate Italy's military power.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/9-10

Correspondence with Walter Chance, Chairman,
Chance Brothers Ltd

1936

Letter from Walter L. Chance [Chance, Walter
Lucas (1880-1963)], Westfield Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain; with enclosed
note on Chance's achievements and copy of reply
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from Chamberlain. 6 and 10 November.
A letter recommending himself [Chance] to receive
some official recognition, such as a baronetcy.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/11

Correspondence with Sir Arthur Colefax

1936

Letter from Arthur Colefax [Colefax, Sir Arthur (d
1936) Knight MP], Argyll House, 211 King's Road,
Chelsea, London to Neville Chamberlain. 10
February.
A letter asking for his name to be considered for
Government positions, and referring to his previous
achievements.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/12

Correspondence with Lady Sibyl Colefax

[1936]

Letter from Sibyl Colefax [Colefax, Sibyl (18721950) Lady Colefax, Society Hostess], Argyll
House, 211 King's Road, Chelsea, London to
Neville Chamberlain.
A letter relating to the death of her husband, Sir
Arthur Colefax.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/13

Correspondence with G. P. Collins, Secretary of
State for Scotland

1936

Letter from G. P. Collins [Collins, Godfrey Pattison
(1875-1936) Liberal Politician], 4 Smith Square,
Westminster, London to Neville Chamberlain. 30
July.
A letter of sympathy for Chamberlain's illness with
gout.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/29/14

Correspondence with Viscount Cranborne,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs

1936

Letter from 'Bobbety' [Cecil, Robert Arthur James
Gascoyne- (1893-1972) 5th Marquess of Salisbury]
to Neville Chamberlain. 8 September.
The letter relates to Anthony Eden; and the
meeting of the non-intervention committee and the
absence of Portugal at the committee.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/15

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Dawson

1936

Letter from Dawson [Dawson, Bertrand Edward
(1864-1945) 1st Viscount Dawson, physician to
George V], 32 Wimpole Street, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 1 February.
The letter relates to the health of the late King
George V
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/16-17

Correspondence with Anthony Eden, Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs

1936

Letter from Anthony Eden (later Earl of Avon)
[Eden, Robert Anthony (1897-1977) 1st Earl of
Avon, statesman], Foreign Office to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/16: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his help;
suggests that 'the effect of the whole debate
[appears to refer to House of Commons debate on
foreign affairs] in Europe seems to have been
healthy so far...'; and regarding Chamberlain's
speech. 9 November.
/17: Letter regarding his (Eden's) talk with Edward
[Lord Halifax?] and says that 'we are now likely to
be met with delaying tactics'; and suggests that a
Cabinet meeting should be held to reinforce a
decision [possibly refers to the matter of King
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Edward VIII and Mrs Simpson]. 5 December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/18

Correspondence with Guy Eden and Gerald Herlihy 1936
Letter from Guy Eden and Gerald Herlihy (on
behalf of the Parliamentary Lobby Journalists) to
Neville Chamberlain. 30 July.
A letter of sympathy for Chamberlain's illness and
to thank Chamberlain for his help.
1 item
Access: Open

NC7/11/29/19-20

Correspondence with Sir N. F. Warren Fisher,
Permanent Secretary of HM Treasury and Head of
the Civil Service

[1936]

Letters from Warren [Fisher, Sir Norman Fenwick
Warren (1879-1948) Knight Civil Servant], Treasury
Chambers, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/19: Letter regarding Anthony Eden's [Foreign
Secretary] proposal for Vansittart [Permanent
Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs] to
become Ambassador to France [which Vansittart
refused]; suggests the removal of Vansittart from
the Foreign Office needs to be postponed following
Vansittart's visit to Germany having established
'agreeable personal relations with Hitler and Co'
(though he says his views on the 'need' for the
'reform of the F[oreign] O[ffice]' [presumably
meaning the replacement of Vansittart] remained
unchanged); suggests Alexander Cadogan [Deputy
Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs] is
behind Eden's proposal as Cadogan wanted
Vansittart's job; says that it 'is out of the question'
that Cadogan should get Vansittart's job and that
Fisher would take the job if nothing else would
prevent Cadogan getting it. 15 September.
/20: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his note; and
regarding 'a truly dreadful paper about Bullock...but
there's no escape from the consequence'
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[presumably relates to Christopher Bullock,
Permanent Secretary of the Air Ministry, who was
alleged to have misused his position]. 18 June
(marked '1936' by unknown person).
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/21

Correspondence with J. L. Garvin, Editor of 'The
Observer'

1936

Letter from J. L. Garvin [Garvin, James Louis
(1868-1947) Newspaper Editor], Gregories,
Beaconsfield to Neville Chamberlain. 11 June.
The letter says 'it has been hateful to me to have to
fight against the Government' but that
Chamberlain's 'splendid speech last night
[regarding cancelling of sanctions against Italy]
cuts the Gordian Knot' and that it helps Garvin
finish his biography of Joseph Chamberlain
because 'as long as there was risk of war I could
not get back to it'; says it is Chamberlain's
'uncompromising duty' to become Prime Minister 'in
a year hence or so'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/22

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor

[1936]

Letter from Douglas [Hogg, Douglas Mcgarel
(1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor], Hailsham, Sussex to Neville
Chamberlain. Marked '1936?' in pencil by unknown
person.
A letter regarding: Hailsham's illness and absence
from the House of Lords; the King's speech and the
constitutional difficulty about who should hand over
the speech to the King; and in appreciation of a
communiqué in the press.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/23

Correspondence with Viscountess Hailsham
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Letter from Mildred Hailsham [wife of Douglas
McGarel Hogg (Viscount Hailsham)], Carters
Corner Place, Hailsham, Sussex to Neville
Chamberlain. 27 August.
A letter regarding Lord Hailsham's health.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/24-25

Correspondence with Viscountess Hailsham

[1936]

Letters from Mildred Hailsham [wife of Douglas
McGarel Hogg (Viscount Hailsham)], Carters
Corner Place, Hailsham, Sussex and 57 Portland
Place, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/24: Letter regarding her husband's illness. 28
November (annotated '1936?' by unknown person).
/25: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain visiting to
talk to Jack; and regarding him finding it 'terribly
hard in his district to keep the flag flying, with every
day more Germans pouring in and its very grim,
when Government officials out there do their best
to thwart you in order that they may gain credit at
home'. Not dated (annotated '1936?' by unknown
person).
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/26

Correspondence with Edouard Herriot

1936

Telegram from Edouard Herriot [Herriot, Edouard
(1872-1957) statesman], Paris, France to Neville
Chamberlain. 28 July.
A telegram expressing empathy and assurance of
support [following a meeting regarding financial
difficulties affecting Britain and France].
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
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NC7/11/29/27-32

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare

[19351936]

Letters from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], Zuoz, Engadin and 18 Cadogan
Gardens, London to Neville Chamberlain
The file contains the following items:
/27: Letter regarding Hoare's rest; his wish to write
a book but problem of knowing whether or when he
will return to politics being a problem; various MPs
and groups having requested him to take up
positions but that he will not answer any requests
until his return to the House of Commons; and says
that if he is wanted back in the Government he
would return but that if not he will look for a 'new
line or life either in politics, literature or business'.
18 January (annotated 'with 1935 and 1936 letters'
by Anne Chamberlain; the content of the letter
suggests it dates to 1936 - shortly after Hoare's
resignation as Foreign Secretary).
/28: Letter expressing annoyance at the publication
in the press of a letter that Hoare wrote to
members of his Conservative Association shortly
after his resignation as Foreign Secretary; and
regarding Hoare's intention to write a letter to The
Times. 8 February (annotated 'with 1935 and 1936
letters' by Anne Chamberlain; the content of the
letter indicates it dates to 1936).
/29: Letter regarding: Hoare's meeting with Stanley
Baldwin and him having offered him the posts of
either Minister of Defence [a proposed new post] or
First Lord of the Admiralty; Baldwin stating that 'on
no account would he contemplate the possibility of
Winston [Churchill] in the Cabinet...chiefly for the
risk that would be involved by having him in the
Cabinet when question of his [Baldwin's] successor
became imminent'; Hoare's letter from Austen
Chamberlain; and Hoare's dinner with Lord Swinton
at which Swinton said he wished Hoare to go to the
Admiralty and for Runciman to go to Defence. 23
February (annotated 'with 1935 and 1936 letters' by
Anne Chamberlain; the content of the letter
indicates it dates to 1936).
/30: Letter regarding Hoare accepting Baldwin's
offer that Hoare should become First Lord of the
Admiralty. 13 March (annotated '1936-1937 letters'
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by Anne Chamberlain; the content of the letter
indicates it dates to 1936).
/31: Letter requesting meeting with Chamberlain;
regarding Austen Chamberlain's and Sueter's
letters supporting Hoare's return to the
Government. 19 March (annotated 'with 1936 and
1937 letters' by Anne Chamberlain; the content of
the letter indicates it dates to 1936).
/32: Letter saying 'that nothing that has happened
in the last fortnight will make the least difference
either to my friendships... or to my general attitudes
towards politics' [after Hoare being forced to resign
after the Hoare-Laval Pact had been made public];
says there would have been no crisis if he had
explained the situation on his return from Paris but
that due to his illness he was unable to return; and
regarding his recovery after breaking bones in his
nose. 27 December (the content of the letter
indicates it dates to 1935).
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/33

Correspondence with H. Donald Hope

1936

Letter from H. Donald Hope, Halford Works,
Smethwick, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 8
July.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/34

Correspondence with Florence Horsbrugh

1936

Letter from Florence Horsbrugh [Horsbrugh,
Florence Gertrude (1889-1969) Baroness
Horsbrugh, 1st Woman Conservative Cabinet
Minister], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain. 4 November.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his note of
congratulations.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/29/35

Correspondence with G. H. Kenrick

1936

Letter from G. H. Kenrick [Kenrick, George
Hamilton (1850-1939)], Whetstone, Somerset
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain. 13 January.
The letter thanks Neville and Anne for their gift.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/36

Correspondence with Marchioness of Londonderry

1936

Letter from 'Circe' [Stewart, Edith Helen VaneTempest- (1879-1959), wife of 7th Marquess of
Londonderry, political hostess and writer], County
Down to Neville Chamberlain. 14 June.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's speech at
the 1900 Club; regarding a letter written to her by
Hermann Goering; says that Germany wants
Britain's friendship and that they are open to
reason and discussion; says that she would rather
deal with Germany than France and that 'Hitler
knows his own mind, respects us, and can make a
decision'.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/37-38

Correspondence between 7th Marquess of
Londonderry and Stanley Baldwin (transcripts)

1936

Transcripts of letter from Lord Londonderry
[Stewart, Charles Stewart Henry Vane-Tempest(1878-1949) 7th Marquess of Londonderry,
politician] to Stanley Baldwin; and from Baldwin to
Londonderry. 18 and 21 May.
Londonderry's letter relates mainly to his
unhappiness at 'the difficult and humiliating
position' in which he feels Baldwin placed him, after
Baldwin removed Londonderry from the post of
Secretary of State for Air in June 1935, and from
the post of Lord Privy Seal and Leader of the
House of Lords in November 1935 without giving
any explanation to the public. This was written after
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Londonderry had received a letter from Douglas
Hacking refusing to give an honour to Mr Dillon on
Londonderry's recommendation, which
Londonderry felt was of a negative tone due to his
'difficult and humiliating position'. Londonderry also
objects to Baldwin's statement that had been
misled about the figures about the German air
force.
Baldwin's letter states he needs more time to reply
to Londonderry's letter due to him being busy.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/39

Correspondence with James Ramsay MacDonald

1936

Letter from James Ramsay MacDonald
[MacDonald, James Ramsay (1866-1937),
statesman], Privy Council Office to Neville
Chamberlain. 13 October.
A letter of thanks for Chamberlain's birthday
greeting to MacDonald.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/40

Correspondence with Henry David Margesson,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury, and
Government Chief Whip

[1936]

Letter from David Margesson [Margesson, Henry
David Reginald (1890-1965) 1st Viscount
Margesson], Carlton Club, Pall Mall, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 1 August (marked 'among
1926 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
A letter of sympathy for Chamberlain's illness with
gout; also suggesting that the recently ended
session in the House of Commons was 'beastly'
and hoping for a victory for the rebels in Spain and
a successful meeting of the Locarno powers.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/41

Correspondence with Viscountess Milner
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Letter from Violet Milner [Milner, Violet Georgina
(1872-1958) wife of 1st Viscount Milner, Editor], 14
Manchester Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain; with article extracted from 'The
National Review'. 28 November.
A letter forwarding a copy of an article in 'The
National Review' December 1936 suggesting that
Chamberlain should be successor to Baldwin as
Prime Minister. The letter also urges Neville
Chamberlain to not repeat the mistake of his father
in not becoming Prime Minister.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/42

Correspondence with Robert Pashley

1936

Letter from Robert Pashley, The Kerne Lodge,
Ross, Herefordshire to Neville Chamberlain. 13
June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for a book, and
relates to fishing and photographs of Chamberlain
on a fishing trip with Pashley.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/43

Correspondence with Francis H. Pepper, Honorary
Secretary, Birmingham Unionist Association

1936

Letter from Francis H. Pepper [Pepper, Francis
Henry (d 1936) solicitor and businessman],
Birmingham Unionist Association to Neville
Chamberlain. 25 March.
The letter informs Chamberlain of the passing of a
resolution at the Association's Annual Meeting in
support of Chamberlain, and his work in the
negotiations for the Locarno Treaty.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/44

Correspondence with Marchioness of Reading

1936

Letter from Stella Reading [Isaacs, Stella (18941971) Marchioness of Reading Baroness
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Swanborough], 32 Curzon Street, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 10 January.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter of
condolence following her husband's [Isaacs, Rufus
Daniel (1860-1935) 1st Marquess of Reading,
Viceroy of India] death.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/45-46

Correspondence with Sir John Simon, Secretary of
State for Home Affairs

1936

Letters from John Simon [Simon, John Allsebrook
(1873-1954) 1st Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor],
Grand Hotel, St Andrews and Dowding, Walton-onthe-Hill, Surrey to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/45: Letter hoping that in his forthcoming speech,
Chamberlain will speak in favour of 'the importance
of preserving the broad basis of the Government as
embracing Liberals as well as Conservatives' to
allay anxiety amongst some Liberals who fear the
National Government coalition [of Conservatives,
and those of the Liberal National and National
Labour parties may be replaced by a Conservative
only government. 15 September.
/46: Letter regarding telegrams about German
colonies and Anthony Eden's proposed reply which
Simon agrees though feels 'we must bring home to
the Germans very definitely our view that they keep
asking for concessions from us and give nothing in
return'; and says 'the Germans must make an
effective agreement for peace in Western Europe'
before they are given colonies. 23 September.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/47

Correspondence with C. Herbert Smith

1936

Letter from C. Herbert Smith [Smith, Charles
Herbert (1871-1941)], The Bracken, Barnt Green,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 27 April.
A letter inviting Chamberlain to use the fishing
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rights of Sidney Harrison at Bullingham Hill near
Holme Lacy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/48-49

Correspondence with Countess Stanhope

1936

Letter from Eileen Stanhope [Eileen Stanhope, née
Browne, wife of James Richard Stanhope (Earl
Stanhope)], Chevening, Sevenoaks, Kent to Neville
Chamberlain.
/48: Letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
speech at Margate. 3 October.
/49: Letter regarding Chamberlain's suggestion of
dropping the formality between them and using
Christian names, and regarding physical training. 6
October.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/50

Correspondence with Oliver Stanley, President of
the Board of Education

[1936]

Letter from Oliver Stanley [Stanley, Oliver
Frederick George (1896–1950), politician], Board of
Education to Neville Chamberlain. Annotated
'1936?'.
The letter relates to Stanley being 'disturbed' that
there was to be no Cabinet meeting until the next
Monday saying the Cabinet needs 'to be kept in
constant touch with day to day...developments'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/51

Correspondence with Sybil G. Stern

1936

Letter from Sybil G. Stern, 4 Carlton House
Terrace, London to Neville Chamberlain. 12
February.
A letter asking Neville Chamberlain whether he
would like an etching of Joseph Chamberlain.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/52

Correspondence with 1st Baron Stonehaven

1936

Letter from John S. [Baird, John Lawrence (18741941) 1st Viscount Stonehaven, statesman], 37
Bryanston Square, London to Neville Chamberlain.
6 February.
The letter suggests the setting up of a committee to
enquiry into 'the problem of putting our Party
finances on a sound and stable footing'; the
chairmanship of the Conservative Party being
'practically settled - not at all in accordance with my
views!'; and regrets that his comments on the
League of Nations were 'open to
misunderstanding'.
He also discusses his misgivings about the League
of Nations saying that: the League has an 'AngloSaxon' point of view 'foreign to Latin or Slav
mentality, or even distasteful'; the world and
League have developed in different ways that that
envisaged by the League when formed; and that
the League cannot perform its 'major functions' [ie
keeping world peace] without 'undue burdens...and
risks' for Britain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/53

Correspondence with Arthur Taylor

1936

Letter from Arthur Taylor, 72 Milwain Road,
Levenshulme, Manchester to Neville Chamberlain.
14 June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his speech
regarding sanctions.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/54

Correspondence with J. H. Thomas

1936

Letter from J. H. Thomas [Thomas, James Henry
(1874-1949) Trade Union Leader and Statesman],
Millbury House, Ferring on Sea, Sussex to Neville
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Chamberlain. 31 July.
The letter relates to Thomas' resignation as
Dominion Secretary [after Thomas was found by an
inquiry to have disclosed information on tax
increases to two friends, though Thomas denied
that he intentionally leaked this information].
Thomas says that he does not feel he deserves his
treatment; and talks of being 'hounded' by the
press and feeling humiliated.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/55

Correspondence with C. E. Turner

1936

Letter from C. E. Turner, La Veta, Colorado, USA
to Neville Chamberlain. 20 November.
Turner was an old school friend of Chamberlain's
when he was at Rugby School. In the letter, Turner
updates Chamberlain on his life since writing many
years ago (see NC3/10) including about him setting
up a newspaper business, his marriage, his family;
and relates to his school days.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/56

Correspondence with 1st Baron Tyrrell

1936

Letter from Tyrrell [Tyrrell, William George (18661947) 1st Baron Tyrrell, diplomat], Chesham
House, Chesham Place, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 12 June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for providing 'food
on which to form a judgement based on facts and
not on theories' [after Chamberlain's speech
suggesting the abandonment of sanctions against
Italy]; and suggests theories 'are Bob Cecil's stock
in trade' and 'he [Cecil] and Noel Baker should be
certified!'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/57-59

Correspondence with J. Dover Wilson
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Letters from J. Dover Wilson [Wilson, John Dover
(1881–1969), literary scholar and educationist], 1
Briar Hill, Purley, Surrey and other addresses to
Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/57: Letter regarding Shakespeare's play Hamlet. 8
January.
/58: Letter responding to Chamberlain's enquiries
about literary matters including Hamlet. 12
January.
/59: Letter regarding him sending some notes
about Hamlet. 20 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/60-61

Correspondence with Shigeru Yoshida

1936

Letter from Shigeru Yoshida, Japanese Embassy,
London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter
from Chamberlain to Yoshida. 24 October and 2
November.
The letter relates to Yoshida's meeting with
Chamberlain on the previous Thursday and
Chamberlain's suggestion that he should discuss
the matter discussed in that meeting with the
Foreign Secretary, Anthony Eden.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/29/62

Correspondence with 2nd Marquess of Zetland
(Secretary of State for India)

1936

Letter from Zetland [Dundas, Lawrence John
Lumley (1876-1961) 2nd Marquess of Zetland,
politician and Orientalist], India Office to Neville
Chamberlain. 6 October.
A letter of thanks for Chamberlain's message to
Grigg.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/30

1937 letters

[19371938]

Letters to Neville Chamberlain and copies of letters
from Chamberlain dated 1937 from various
politicians, peers, friends, foreign statesmen,
including Mussolini, and others.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics including various letters referring to foreign
affairs such as: the Aga Khan's talks with Hitler,
Goebbels and Goering; Leopold Amery's foreign
policy suggestions; Lord Bledisloe's economic
survey in South Africa; recognition of Italy's control
of Abyssinia; the Danzig High Commissioner's
meeting with Hitler; and Malcolm MacDonald's
conversations with De Valera [Irish Prime Minister].
Other topics include: Chamberlain's appointment
as Prime Minister; a portrait of Joseph
Chamberlain; indiscretions reported in Duff
Cooper's speech; Robert Vansittart's removal from
his post as Permanent Under-Secretary of Foreign
Affairs; Hore-Belisha's Army Council reforms; the
death of Austen Chamberlain; Londonderry
concern about the lack of a record kept of his
advice on the rearmament of Germany; Ramsay
MacDonald's life after his retirement; Runciman's
refusal of post of Lord Privy Seal; naval aviation
and the transfer of the Fleet Air Arm from the Air
Ministry to the Admiralty; Lord Weir's threatened
resignation; .
147 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/1-4

Correspondence with the Aga Khan

1937

Letter from the Aga Khan [Shah, Sir Mohamed
(1877-1957) Knight Aga Khan (iii)], Ritz Hotel,
Piccadilly, London to Neville Chamberlain; copy of
letter from Chamberlain to the Aga Khan; two
reports; note from H. J. W. [Horace Wilson] to Lord
Halifax; and note from G. F. D. to Lord Dunglass.
26 October.
The Aga Khan's letter forwards a brief report about
international relations during his office as President
of the League of Nations Assembly; and a detailed
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report of his talks with Hitler, Goebbels and
Goering. Hitler appears to have been trying to
persuade the Aga Khan [in the talks reported in the
latter report] that his demands for colonies were
reasonable; that he did not wish to annex Austria
but wanted a 'economic, cultural, commercial and
possibly monetary and currency union'; that the
Sudetenland should become autonomous from
Czechoslovakia and then Germany would
guarantee Czechoslovakian independence; that if a
settlement were reached over Hitler's demands that
Germany would 'enter into any international system
brought about for peace including the League [of
Nations]'; and that Germany would then enter any
'fair arrangement for military disarmament'.
Chamberlain annotated to the letter that the
documents were 'the most valuable I have seen
yet'.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/5-8

Correspondence with Leopold Amery

1937

Letters from Leo Amery [Amery, Leopold Charles
Maurice Stennett (1873-1955), politician and
journalist], 112 Eaton Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of a letter from
Chamberlain to Amery.
The file contains the following items:
/5: Letter relating to Amery's disappointment
following Chamberlain's appointment of his
Cabinet, saying that this was not because he
thought he deserved a Cabinet place, but that he
hoped for 'a new and live policy in national and
Imperial affairs in which the help which I
would...have given you would have made a real
difference'. See NC7/2/67 for a transcript. 4 June.
/6: Letter making various suggestions relating to
diplomatic strategy with Italy, Japan and Germany,
including his idea that Britain should concentrate its
diplomacy on the weaker opponents of Italy and
Japan first and deal with Germany later
(suggesting that Germany will be in a weaker
position, after disputes with Italy and Japan are
settled), says that the League of Nations failure to
recognize Manchuquo [which was a puppet state of
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Japan in China] and the conquest of Abyssinia
[now Ethiopia] is hampering diplomacy with Japan
and Italy, and suggests his tactics would end a
period of 'humbug and make-believe' foreign policy
for Britain. See NC7/2/71 for a transcript of this
letter. 10 November.
/7: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Amery (reply
to /6), saying that actual conditions do not permit
the use of Amery's strategy, that diplomacy with
Germany cannot be delayed and relates to reform
of the League of Nations. See NC7/2/72 for a
transcript. 15 November.
/8: Letter replying to Chamberlain's letter of 15
November. See NC7/2/73 for a transcript. 16
November.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/9-18

Correspondence relating to meeting with M. Avenol

1937-1938

Letters from Charles Morgan, 16 Campden Hill
Square, London, Geoffrey Dawson. 'The Times',
and J. J. Astor, 18 Carlton House Terrace, London,
to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letters from
Chamberlain and O. S. Cleverly to Dawson and to
Astor. 10, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22 and 24 December
1937 and 5 and 6 January 1938.
The letters relate to a proposed visit of Joseph
Avenol, Secretary-General of the League of
Nations, to meet Chamberlain, which Avenol
wished to keep secret to avoid 'dangerous
comment'.
10 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/19

Correspondence with Ayala

[1937]

Letter from Ayala [Ayala, Ramon Pérez de (18801962)], 14 Carlisle Mansions, Carlisle Place,
London to Neville Chamberlain.
A letter congratulating Chamberlain on his maiden
speech as Prime Minister.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/20

Correspondence with 1st Baron Baden-Powell

1937

Letter from Baden-Powell [Powell, Robert
Stephenson Smyth Baden- (1857-1941) 1st Baron
Baden Powell, General Chief Scout], The Court
House, Chipping Warden, Banbury to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 July.
The letter relates to a rally of Boy Scouts held on
the previous Saturday in Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/21-22

Correspondence with Sir Abe Bailey

1937

Letters from Abe B. [Bailey, Sir Abe (1864-1940)
Knight South African Financier and Statesman], 38
Bryanston Square, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/21: Letter hoping that Chamberlain has a pleasant
holiday, and in support of Chamberlain. 29 July.
/22: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his visit, and
regarding Bailey's new artificial leg. 15 December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/23

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1937

Letter from S. B. [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st
Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman], Astley Hall,
Stourport to Neville Chamberlain. 23 July.
A letter regarding: Baldwin's health saying 'I'm not
up to much at present but expect to be quite fit
again later in the year'; and Baldwin's appreciation
of Chamberlain's work after becoming Prime
Minister saying 'I rejoice in the start you have
made' and that 'our position in the House is as
good as it can be'.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/24

Correspondence with Sir Joseph Ball

1937

Letter from Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir George Joseph
(1885-1961) Knight Property and Mine Owner],
Kimbridge House, near Romsey, Hampshire to
Neville Chamberlain. 23 December.
A letter sending Chamberlain a book and
congratulating Chamberlain on his speech in the
House of Commons on the previous Tuesday.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/25

Correspondence with 1st Baron Mancroft

1937

Letter from Arthur Michael S. [Samuel, Arthur
Michael (1872-1942) 1st Baron Mancroft,
politician], Carlton Club, Pall Mall, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 6 February.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter of
congratulations [after Samuel had received a
peerage to become Baron Mancroft]; and in
appreciation of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/26

Correspondence with W. J. Benson

1937

Letter from W. J. Benson [Benson, William John (d
1941)], Carlton Club, Pall Mall, London to
Rushcliffe [possibly Betterton, Henry Bucknall
(1872–1949) Baron Rushcliffe, politician?]. 16
October.
The letter relates to Chamberlain becoming Prime
Minister saying the change from Baldwin to
Chamberlain is popular; says 'confidence is
inspired' by Chamberlain exercising more personal
interest and control over foreign policy than
Baldwin; suggests Britain's 'disposition to lecture
and hector other nations with no 'collective' support'
had led to lowering of Britain's prestige and the
'Axis' between Germany and Italy; and says his
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opinions reflect those of people he comes into
contact in his work for Conservative Central Office
in the London area.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/27

Correspondence with Kate Bird

1937

Letter from Kate Bird, 47 Laburnum Road,
Bournville, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 4
July.
A letter of good wishes following Chamberlain
becoming Prime Minister.
An annotated note by Anne Chamberlain states
that Bird was Neville Chamberlain's friend and his
nurserymaid at Highbury.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/28-29

Correspondence with Oswald Birley

1937

Letter from Oswald Birley [Birley, Sir Oswald
Hornby Joseph (1880–1952), painter], The Corner
House, 62 Wellington Road, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 4 February and 11 March.
The letters relate to a portrait of Joseph
Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/30-31

Correspondence with Viscount Bledisloe

1937

Letter from Bledisloe [Bathurst, Charles (18671958) 1st Viscount Bledisloe], RMMV Stirling
Castle and Lydney Park, Gloucestershire to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/30: Letter regarding Bledisloe's economic survey
in South Africa having left him 'with a far from
favourable regarding the future of the Union'. He
says as he feels the gold industry is so prosperous
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it is subsidising all the other industries of the
country including subsidy to the politically powerful
farmers so 'the greater the revenue from the gold
industry he greater their subsidisation and their
consequent idleness and 'medicancy' [begging]'.
He suggests the political stability of the country will
be negatively affected by its reliance on gold.
Bledisloe also discusses his talks with Hutzog,
Smuts and Ruitz saying although they are 'afraid of
offending the strong...anti British Africaan element',
they (Hutzog, Smuts and Ruitz) 'are now staunch
for national unity and Empire solidarity'. 9 February.
/31: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's
decision last week [to borrow more money for an
increased rearmament programme?]. 27 February.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/32-33

Correspondence with John Moore-Brabazon

1937

Letters from 'Brab' [Brabazon, John Theodore
Cuthbert Moore- (1884-1964) 1st Baron Brabazon
of Tara, politician], White's, St James's Street,
London and 70 Pall Mall, London to Neville
Chamberlain
The file contains the following items:
/32: Note of congratulations on 'your winding up
tonight'. 17 February.
/33: Letter apologising for worrying Chamberlain
about some matter (not mentioned in the letter),
urging Chamberlain not to do too much and saying
that having Chamberlain as leader 'puts a new into
politics for me'. 23 July.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/34

Correspondence with Stanley M. Bruce, High
Commissioner for Australia in London

1937

Letter from Stanley M. Bruce [Bruce, Stanley
Melbourne (1883-1967) Viscount Bruce, Prime
Minister of Australia], Australia House, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 28 May.
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A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain
becoming Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/35

Correspondence with Duchess of Buccleuch

[1937]

Letter from Mary Buccleuch [Scott, Vreda Esther
Mary Montagu-Douglas- (1900-1993) Duchess of
Buccleuch, nee Lascelles], Eildon, St. Boswells to
Neville Chamberlain. Marked 'with 1937 letters' by
Anne Chamberlain.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for sending a book;
and in appreciation of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/36

Correspondence with A. C. Clauson

1937

Letter from A. C. Clauson [Clauson, Albert Charles
(1870-1946) judge], Royal Courts of Justice to
Neville Chamberlain. 4 May
A letter relating to a proposal to make Chamberlain
an Honorary Bencher of Lincoln's Inn.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/37

Correspondence with Pauline Spender Clay

1937

Letter from Pauline Spender Clay [née Astor, wife
of Herbert Henry Spender-Clay], Ford Manor,
Lingfield, Surrey to Neville Chamberlain. 18
February.
A letter relating to the death of her husband [Clay,
Herbert Henry Spender- (1875-1937) politician].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/38

Correspondence with Sir T. Comyn-Platt

1937

Letter from T. Comyn-Platt [Platt, Thomas Comyn(1875-1961) politician], Carlton Club, Pall Mall,
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London to Neville Chamberlain. The letter is
marked 'among 1937 letters' by Anne Chamberlain.
A letter of congratulations for Chamberlain's
speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/39-40

Correspondence with Duff Cooper, First Lord of the
Admiralty

1937

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to A. Duff
Cooper [Cooper, Alfred Duff (1890-1954) 1st
Viscount Norwich]; and reply from Duff Cooper,
Admiralty to Chamberlain. 17 and 19 December.
The letters relate to indiscretions reported to have
been made in Duff Cooper's speech at Pimlico on
16 December.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/41-45

Correspondence with 2nd Baron Craigmyle

1937

Letter from Craigmyle [Shaw, Alexander (18831944) 2nd Baron Craigmyle], Fairnilee House, by
Galashiels to Neville Chamberlain; with copy of
letter from Chamberlain to Craigmyle; draft chapter
of book; and draft foreword for book by
Chamberlain. 8, 13, 14, 21, 23 September.
The letters relate to Craigmyle's book about his
father, the 1st Baron Craigmyle, and Chamberlain
writing a foreword for the book.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/46

Correspondence with Anthony Eden, Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs

1937

Letter from Anthony [Eden, Robert Anthony (18971977) 1st Earl of Avon, statesman], Dytchley,
Enstone, Oxfordshire to Neville Chamberlain. 12
December.
A letter regarding Eden's talk with Robert Vansittart
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[who was being removed from the position of
Permanent Under-Secretary of Foreign Affairs] at
which they discussed: how Vansittart being
removed from the post should be presented,
Vansittart's strong desire to retain control of the
Secret Service, and the timing of the
announcement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/47

Correspondence with Mysie Fielden

1937

Letter from Mysie Fielden [née Theed, wife of
Edward Brocklehurst Fielden], 19 Great College
Street, Westminster, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 29 May.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain
becoming Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/48-49

Correspondence with Sir N. F. Warren Fisher,
Permanent Secretary of HM Treasury and Head of
the Civil Service

1937

Letter from N. F. Warren Fisher [Fisher, Sir
Norman Fenwick Warren (1879-1948) Knight Civil
Servant], Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, London to
Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/48: Letter expressing relief after Stanley Baldwin
had informed Chamberlain of his intention to resign
as Prime Minister 'at last'. 18 January.
/49: Letter regarding Fisher's talk with Robert
Vansittart's wife [who was to be removed from the
post Permanent Under-Secretary of Foreign Affairs
to the post of Chief Diplomatic Adviser] and
suggesting the giving of the G.C.B. [knighthood] to
Vansittart [Mrs Vansittart objected to giving a
peerage]. 15 December.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC7/11/30/50-52

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Commander R.
Fletcher

1937

Letter from R. Fletcher [possibly Fletcher, Reginald
Thomas Herbert (1885-1961) Baron Winster] to
Neville Chamberlain; and draft and copy of reply
from Chamberlain to Fletcher. 7 December.
The letters relate to Fletcher's query about a
remark made by Chamberlain in a House of
Commons debate.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/53

Correspondence with Lady Mabel Forbes

1937

Letter from Mabel Forbes [wife of 22nd Lord
Forbes], Castle Forbes, Whitehouse,
Aberdeenshire to Neville Chamberlain. 27 April.
The letter relates to her reading Samuel Pepys'
diary; is in appreciation of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's visit; regards her mother's illness;
and regards her appreciation of the Budget.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/54

Correspondence with Sir Auckland Geddes

1937

Letter from Geddes [Geddes, Auckland Campbell
(1879-1954) 1st Baron Geddes, statesman],
Frensham, The Layne, Rolvenden, Kent to Neville
Chamberlain. 2 July.
The letter relates to the death of Sir Eric Geddes,
Auckland Geddes' brother.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/55

Correspondence with General Sir Hubert Gough

1937

Letter from Hubert Gough [Gough, Sir Hubert De
La Poer (1870-1963) Knight General], 71 Elm Park
Gardens, London to Neville Chamberlain. 14
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November.
A letter of congratulations for Chamberlain's
statements on foreign policy and in support of
Chamberlain's foreign policy; says he thinks that
'for 20 years our policy has been unduly pro-French
and for most of those years, we have refused to
believe in any German statement or offer of
friendliness or peace'; and regarding his suggestion
of establishing friendly relations with Germany
having been denounced by a Cabinet minister,
whom Gough does not name, over two years ago.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/56

Correspondence with Charles Grey

1937

Letter from Charles Grey, Hocker Edge, Cranbrook
to Neville Chamberlain. 1 May.
The letter relates to him taking part in the
Stalybridge election suggesting that Chamberlain's
Budget 'held that seat'; and hoping that 'Sir Robert
Horne is known for what he is and that your budget
will emerge unscathed'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/57-59

Correspondence with Sir Edward Grigg

1937

Letters from Edward Grigg [Grigg, Edward William
Macleay (1879-1955) 1st Baron Altrincham,
politician], Tormarton Court, Badminton,
Gloucestershire to Neville Chamberlain; and copy
of reply from Chamberlain. 27, 28 and 29
September.
The letters relate to Grigg's request for a meeting
with Chamberlain regarding reply to a suggested
Anglo-American trade agreement and regarding
Thomas Cook and Son and the Wagon-Lit of which
through Chamberlain and Dudley Docker he
became a Director.
3 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/30/60

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor

1937

Letter from Douglas [Hogg, Douglas Mcgarel
(1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor], House of Lords to Neville
Chamberlain. 23 December.
A letter thanking Neville and Anne Chamberlain for
their card.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/61-69

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax, Lord
Privy Seal

[1937]

Letters from Edward [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, London and
Foreign Office to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/61: Letter saying that 'rather to my surprise the
F[oreign] O[ffice] pundits made no difficulty about
selling the French for the Blum memorandum:
indeed, were quite anxious to do it'. 10 February
(marked 'with 1937 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
/62: Letter regarding Douglas [Lord Hailsham?] and
his speech; the possibility of Labour agreeing to
proposal for life peerages; and asking to comment
on Chamberlain's planned appointments to junior
offices in the House of Lords before they are
settled. 29 April (marked 'among letters of 1937' by
Anne Chamberlain).
/63: Letter regarding Italy saying he thinks 'it's all
right' and that 'they seem quite reconciled to the
idea [regarding proposed meeting with Mussolini
about de jure recognition of Mussolini's control of
Abyssinia (now Ethiopia) as part of a scheme of
reconciliation] here!' [at the Foreign Office]; and
says 'we must keep in v. close touch with the
French'. Halifax was acting as Foreign Secretary at
this time while Anthony Eden was on holiday (this
is referred to in Neville's letter to his sister Ida on 8
August, see NC18/1/1015). 4 August (marked 'with
1937 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
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/64: Letter regarding: preparation of memorandum
[at Foreign Office?]; Anthony Eden being 'rather
unhappy about the policy discussed in that office
discussion note'; de jure recognition of Italy's
control of Abyssinia; Halifax thinking Eden is
'sceptical about getting anything out of the Italians';
meeting regarding Shanghai [where fighting
between the Japanese and Chinese, threatened
British citizens in the area] and about evacuation;
and attacks on shipping in Spain by submarines.
15 August (marked 'with 1937 letters' by Anne
Chamberlain).
/65-66: Letter regarding: the Danzig High
Commissioner's conversation with Hitler which
doesn't 'either surprise or shock me very much' and
does not feel 'it's necessarily incompatible with the
desire to be friends with us' and suggests to Halifax
'the desirability of our recognising and perhaps
bringing greater sympathy to, their point of view'
and 'how vital it is to go as far as we possibly can
to meet it'; Halifax also comments 'Nationalism and
Racialism is a powerful explosive: but I can't feel
that it's either unnatural or immoral!'. 6 November
(marked 'with 1937 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
/67: Letter regarding Henderson's [Nevile
Henderson, British Ambassador to Germany]
telegram of 9 November and suggests
Chamberlain is involved in the reply; Halifax being
disturbed at [Robert] Vansittart's comment that if
Hitler did not arrange for an early visit to Berlin that
Britain ought to consider abandoning the idea [of
negotiations with Germany to settle its grievances];
and his concern that Vansittart may issue 'some
rather grudging telegram' during Eden's absence. 9
November (marked 'with 1937 letters' by Anne
Chamberlain).
/68: Letter regarding Halifax's meeting with
'Douglas H.' [Lord Hailsham] on his dislike of the
Coal Bill, his objections to the 'Global sum plan',
that he 'could not stand for' the proposal of
compulsory loans and about his thoughts of
resigning, which Halifax urged him not to do. 11
November (marked 'with 1937 letters' by Anne
Chamberlain).
/69: Letter regarding Halifax's suggestion that
Stanley Baldwin should call a Cabinet meeting the
next morning though Baldwin did not appear to see
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the necessity of a meeting; hoping that Baldwin
would 'have something definite to tell the Cabinet
by then'; and leaving to Chamberlain's discretion
'as to the degree, if at all, to which you w[oul]d
press S. B[aldwin]'. Not dated (marked 'with 1937
letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
9 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/70

Correspondence with George S. Hall

1937

Letter from Geo. S. Hall, Olton, Warwickshire to
Neville Chamberlain. 19 April.
A letter regarding his wife's fall and serious injury
as a result; in sympathy for the death of Austen
Chamberlain; of support for Neville Chamberlain;
and thanking Neville and Anne Chamberlain for
their letter of sympathy. The letter is annotated
indicating that Hall was from Hoskins [cabin berth
manufacturer, which Chamberlain had owned].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/71

Correspondence with Sir Alexander Hardinge,
Private Secretary to King George VI

1937

Letter from Alexander Hardinge [Hardinge,
Alexander Henry Louis (1894-1960) 2nd Baron
Hardinge of Penshurst], Windsor Castle to Neville
Chamberlain. 19 April.
A letter on behalf of the King, relating to
Chamberlain's Budget proposals.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/72

Correspondence with A. P. Herbert

[1937]

Letter from A. P. Herbert [Herbert, Sir Alan Patrick
(1890-1971) Knight MP Lawyer Novelist and
Playwright], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain. Not dated (marked 'with 1937 letters'
by Anne Chamberlain).
A letter thanking Chamberlain for the pensions; and
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apologising for his 'brusquerie last year'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/73-74

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare, First Lord
of the Admiralty

1937

Letters from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], Admiralty to Neville Chamberlain. 9
March.
The file contains the following items:
/73: Letter regarding Hoare's illness and his wish to
go away for a holiday to recover but concern that
with Lord Swinton being away that it will appear
that both service ministers will appear to be
invalids. 9 March (annotated 1937 in pencil).
/74: Letter in condolence for the death of Austen
Chamberlain; suggesting that Neville Chamberlain
should make his new Government one in contrast
to 'Baldwin's slipshod, happy go lucky quietism' and
suggests a small inner cabinet as a sign of
efficiency; suggests he keeps the 'National'
character of the Government though remembers
that he depends on the Conservatives; suggests he
makes his changes all at once to avoid seeming
that he is 'merely continuing the Baldwin regime';
suggests he does not 'let anything irrevocable or
badly compromising in foreign politics until you are
in control'; expresses concern that the Foreign
Office is against Germany, Italy and Japan and that
this will make 'impossible any European
reconciliation'; and urges Chamberlain to ensure no
such harm is done by the Foreign Office in the talks
with Belgium and in the new Locarno discussions.
17 March (annotated 1937 in pencil).
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/75

Correspondence with 1st Baron Horder

1937

Letter from Horder [Horder, Thomas Jeeves (18711955) 1st Baron Horder, physician], 141 Harley
Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 9 July.
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A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain
becoming Prime Minister and his reference to J. R.
M. [Ramsay MacDonald] in his speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/76-82

Correspondence with Leslie Hore-Belisha,
Secretary of State for War

1937

Letters from Leslie [Belisha, Isaac Leslie Hore(1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha, statesman], War
Office to Neville Chamberlain; with typescript notes
and a transcript of the notes; transcript of HoreBelisha's letters; and copy of letter from Alexander
Hardinge to Hore-Belisha dated 2 December 1932.
The file contains the following items:
/76-79: Letter regarding Hore-Belisha being
impressed by the theories in 'The Role of the
British Army' in L. H.'s book; and his planned
reforms of the army. A memorandum giving some
notes on reforms suggested is also included and
transcript of Hore-Belisha's letter. 1 November.
/80-82: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his support
and succour [for Hore-Belisha's planned reforms in
the Army Council]; regarding his meetings with
senior army officers; and regarding it being 'another
piece of bad luck for the W[ar] O[ffice] that the
review of expenditure should be taking place at a
time when it has been impossible to lay our plans
properly'. A transcript of Hore-Belisha's letter and
of a letter from Alexander Hardinge to Hore-Belisha
regarding the King's congratulations for HoreBelisha's reforms is also included. 3 December.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/83

Correspondence with T. W. H. Inskip, Minister for
the Co-ordination of Defence

1937

Letter from T. W. H. Inskip [Inskip, Thomas Walker
Hobart (1876-1947) 1st Viscount Caldecote, Lord
Chancellor], 10 Eaton Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 12 January.
A letter of thanks for Chamberlain regarding 'the
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100 guns' and his encouragement of Inskip; and
regarding him planning to have preliminary talks on
'the big question'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/84-89

Correspondence with W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime
Minister of Canada

1937

Letter and telegrams from W. L. Mackenzie King
[King, William Lyon Mackenzie (1874-1950), prime
minister of Canada], Ritz Hotel, London to Neville
Chamberlain; with memorandum for D. B. Pitblado
to C. G. L. Syers; draft reply by Chamberlain; copy
of telegram from Chamberlain to King.
The file contains the following items:
/84: Letter of congratulations on Chamberlain
becoming Prime Minister. 28 May.
/85-89: Telegram of sympathy for Chamberlain's
illness, with memorandum forwarding the telegram
and draft of reply. 1 November.
/88-89: Telegram of Christmas greetings; and copy
of reply. 25 December.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/90-91

Correspondence with Cosmo Gordon Lang,
Archbishop of Canterbury

1937

Transcripts of letters from Neville Chamberlain to
an Archbishop. The letters are annotated 'Lang' by
an unknown person, which if this annotation is
correct indicates the letters were written to Cosmo
Gordon Lang, Archbishop of Canterbury [Lang,
William Cosmo Gordon (1864-1945) Baron Lang,
Archbishop of Canterbury].
The file contains the following items:
/90: Transcript of letter regarding the death of
Austen Chamberlain. 27 March.
/91: Transcript of letter regarding Chamberlain
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becoming Prime Minister. 29 May.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/92-93

Correspondence with Evelyn M. Leamon

1937

Letter from Evelyn M. Leamon, St Clement,
Mudeford, Christchurch, Hampshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 11 and 13 February. Leamon was
the nanny to Neville and Anne Chamberlain's
children.
The letters relate to Leamon going to Madeira, and
thanks Chamberlain for a cheque.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/94

Correspondence with Viscount Lee of Fareham

1937

Letter from Lee [Lee, Arthur Hamilton (1868-1947)
Viscount Lee of Fareham, statesman], Richmond
Park, Surrey to Neville Chamberlain. 28 June.
The letter relates to Chequers [house and estate
which Lee gave to the nation as a country house
for the Prime Minister in 1921]; hopes that
Chequers will 'play some part in relieving the
tension with Germany'; and of support for
Chamberlain's foreign policy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/95-97

Correspondence with 7th Marquess of Londonderry 1937
Letter from Londonderry [Stewart, Charles Stewart
Henry Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th Marquess
of Londonderry, politician], Londonderry House,
Park Lane, London to Neville Chamberlain; with
enclosed copies of letters from Londonderry to
Viscount Hailsham dated 22 and 23 November
1934. 14 December.
A letter regarding Londonderry's concern there is
no record of the 'very special advice' which
Londonderry gave to a Cabinet committee in
November 1934 regarding rearmament of
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Germany; and saying that 'now that the situation
has altered so much for the worse, I think you will
understand my wish that my own position should
be clearly placed on record'. The copies of the
letters to Lord Hailsham regarding his views on
rearmament of Germany, his suggestion to invite
Germany back to the League of Nations and sign a
convention for the limitation and reduction of
armaments, and his suggestion that Germany will
soon be in a position to threaten Britain with
ultimatums are also included.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/98-99

Correspondence with Marchioness of Londonderry

1937

Letters from 'Circe'/Edith [Stewart, Edith Helen
Vane-Tempest- (1879-1959), wife of 7th Marquess
of Londonderry, political hostess and writer],
Londonderry House, Park Lane, London to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/98: Letter regarding: an attack on Lord Swinton;
Lord Londonderry's dismissal as Secretary of State
for Air in 1935 including about Baldwin's
correspondence with Lord Londonderry. 7
December (marked 'with 1937 letters' by Anne
Chamberlain).
/99: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter; and
hoping that Anne is better. 8 December (marked
'with 1937 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/100

Correspondence with Baron Lugard

1937

Letter from Lugard [Lugard, Frederick John Dealtry
(1858-1945) Baron Lugard, colonial administrator,
soldier and author], Little Parkhurst, Abinger
Common, near Dorking, Surrey to Neville
Chamberlain. 7 June.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain
becoming Prime Minister.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/101

Correspondence with J. Ramsay MacDonald

1937

Letter from J. Ramsay MacDonald [MacDonald,
James Ramsay (1866-1937), statesman],
Lossiemouth to Neville Chamberlain. 15 July.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for the 'nice things'
he said about MacDonald in a speech at the Albert
Hall, and regarding MacDonald's life following his
retirement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/102103

Correspondence with Malcolm MacDonald,
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs

1937

Letter from Malcolm MacDonald [MacDonald,
Malcolm John (1901-1981), Politician and
Diplomat], Dominions Office and United Kingdom
Delegation to the League of Nations to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/102: Letter of congratulations on Chamberlain
becoming Prime Minister, in appreciation of
Chamberlain and of thanks for being invited to
remain in the Cabinet. 31 May.
/103: Letter regarding MacDonald's conversations
with De Valera [Prime Minister of Ireland] saying he
thinks it may be 'possible that we could discover a
basis of agreement on the financial dispute...and
the defence problem'; regarding new South African
delegate [to League of Nations?] in Mr Water's
place after Water's 'indiscretion in Montreal about
the German colonies'; and regarding Mr Jordan
having 'made an ass of himself on the [League of
Nations] Council about the Spanish Appeal.' 18
September.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/104-

Correspondence with F. W. Mander, Clerk,
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105

Cordwainers Company
Letter from F. W. Mander, Cordwainers Hall, 7
Cannon Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 4
and 10 March.
The letters relate to Chamberlain being invited to
become an Honorary Freeman of the Cordwainers
Company.
2 items
Access: Open

NC7/11/30/106107

Correspondence with Lady Milner

1937

Letters from Violet Milner [Milner, Violet Georgina
(1872-1958) wife of 1st Viscount Milner, Editor], 14
Manchester Square, London to Mr Balfour and to
Neville Chamberlain. 25 February and 4 March.
The letters relate to the National Review luncheon,
and of congratulations for Chamberlain's speech
made at the luncheon.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/108

Correspondence with Benito Mussolini

1937

Letter from Mussolini [Mussolini, Benito (18831945) dictator], Il Capo del Governo, Rome, Italy to
Neville Chamberlain. 31 May.
A letter in which he accepts Chamberlain's
suggestion of a dialogue between the the two
countries, conveyed by Ambasador Grandi, in
order to re-establish strengthen relations; he
makes reference to the fact that the interest of Italy
and Britain do not conflict in the Mediterranean or
elsewhere; and refers to good relations and fond
memories of the work of Sir 'Austin' in restoring
European peace
1 item
Access: Open
Language: Italian
NC7/11/30/109

Correspondence with W. Nash, Minister of
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Finance, Customs and Marketing of New Zealand
Letter from W. Nash [Nash, Sir Walter (1882-1968)
Knight Prime Minister of New Zealand], 415 Strand,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 2 July.
A letter asking Chamberlain whether he will accept
a gift of a walking stick as a memento of Nash's
visit to Britain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/110

Correspondence with Nanette Oppenheimer

[1937]

Letter from Nanette Oppenheimer, Raymead,
Raymill Road, Maidenhead to Neville Chamberlain.
7 May (annotated '1937' in pencil).
A letter from a schoolgirl thanking Chamberlain for
a letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/111

Correspondence with Leslie Rowan, Assistant
Private Secretary to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer

1937

Letter from Leslie Rowan [Rowan, Sir Thomas
Leslie (1908-1972), Knight, civil servant and
industrialist], 10 South Street, Thurloe Square,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 22 April.
A letter regarding his disappointment; expressing
his appreciation of having worked for Chamberlain;
and congratulating Chamberlain on his broadcast.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/112113

Correspondence with Walter Runciman, President
of the Board of Trade

1937

Letter from Walter Runciman [Runciman, Walter
(1870-1949) 1st Viscount Runciman, statesman], 8
Barton Street, Westminster, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of reply from Chamberlain
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to Runciman. 7 and 10 May.
The letters relate to Runciman and Chamberlain's
meeting and Runciman refusing the post of Lord
Privy Seal. Runciman in his letter expresses
displeasure at being only offered the post of Lord
Privy Seal which he considered 'the poorest in the
Cabinet', and he also thought that Chamberlain
attached 'little value...to my [Runciman's] services'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/114

Correspondence with W. Scarisbrick

1937

Letter from W. Scarisbrick, The Woodlands, Sutton
Road, Erdington, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain. 4 May.
A letter in support of Chamberlain's proposal for a
new tax, the National Defence Contribution.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/115116

Correspondence with Sir John Simon, Secretary of
State for Home Affairs

1937

Letters from John Simon [Simon, John Allsebrook
(1873-1954) 1st Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/115: Letter opposing the National Defence
Contribution, a proposed new business tax. 5 April.
/116: Letter regarding Walpole's speech of 1741
repudiating the title of Prime Minister. 4 May.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/116A

Correspondence with Sir Waldron Smithers

1937

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to Sir
Waldron Smithers [Smithers, Sir Waldron (18801954) Knight Conservative MP]. 19 October.
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The letter relates to Smithers' letter to The Times,
says that Stanley Baldwin was 'looking ever so
much better' and is in appreciation of Smithers'
help and support.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/117

Correspondence with Viscountess Snowden

1937

Letter from Ethel Snowden [Snowden, Ethel (18811951) nee Annakin, Suffragist and Socialist, wife of
1st Viscount Snowden], Eden Lodge, Tilford, near
Farnham to Neville Chamberlain; and related press
cutting. 20 May.
The letter relates to the death of Viscount Snowden
and thanks Chamberlain for his tribute.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/118

Correspondence with Countess Stanhope

[1937]

Letter from Eileen Stanhope [Lady Eileen
Stanhope, née Browne, wife of James Richard
Stanhope (Earl Stanhope)], 111 Eaton Square,
London to Neville Chamberlain.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's Budget
speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/119120

Correspondence with Lord Stanley, Parliamentary
and Financial Secretary to the Admiralty

1937

Letter from Lord Stanley [Stanley, Edward Montagu
Cavendish (1894–1938), politician], Admiralty to
Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter from
Chamberlain to Stanley. 11 and 14 May.
The letters relate to Stanley's wish to join the
Cabinet, which Chamberlain declined.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC7/11/30/121

Correspondence with 1st Baron Stonehaven

1937

Letter from John S. [Baird, John Lawrence (18741941) 1st Viscount Stonehaven, statesman], 37
Bryanston Square, London to Neville Chamberlain;
with enclosed copy of a poem 'José in Egitto'. 15
July.
The letter relates to the enclosed copy of a poem
found in Lord Cromer's commonplace book
regarding Joseph Chamberlain's visit to Egypt in
1902.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/122125

Correspondence with Viscount Swinton, Secretary
of State for Air

[1937]

Letters from Philip [Lister, Philip Cunliffe- (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician], Swinton,
Masham, Ripon, Yorkshire and other addresses to
Neville Chamberlain
The file contains the following items:
/122: Letter regarding the Weir concordat [appears
to refer to settlement of incident in which Weir
threatened to resign following announcement of an
enquiry into naval air (see also NC7/11/30/135138)]. 12 March (marked 'among 1937 letters' by
Anne Chamberlain).
/123. Letter regarding Swinton's speech. 19 July
(marked 'with 1937 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
/124: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his tribute
paid to the Air Ministry; assuring Chamberlain of
the 'loyalty and determination' of the Air Council to
carry out a plan [to settle the matter of the control
of naval aviation including the Fleet Air Arm]. 21
August.
/125: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his speech,
and expressing his pleasure at working with
Chamberlain. 7 December.
4 items
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Access: Open
NC7/11/30/126128

Correspondence with Ben Tillett

1937

Letter from Ben Tillett [Tillett, Ben (1860-1943)
Labour Leader MP], 6 Porteus House, Porteus
Road, London to Neville Chamberlain; copy of
reply from Chamberlain to Tillett; and
memorandum. 19 and 20 December.
A letter of support for Chamberlain's efforts for
peace.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/129

Correspondence with Sir Robert Topping, General
Director of the Conservative and Unionist Central
Office and Principal Agent of the Conservative and
Unionist Party

1937

Letter from Robert Topping [Topping, Hugh Robert
(1877-1952), Principal Agent of the Conservative
Party], Palace Chambers, Bridge Street,
Westminster, London to Neville Chamberlain. 16
December.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for attending a
function of the Staff Dining Club, presumably at
Conservative and Unionist Central Office.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/130131

Correspondence with G. M. Trevelyan

1937

Letters from G. M. Trevelyan [Trevelyan, George
Macaulay (1876-1962), historian], Garden Corner,
West Road, Cambridge to Neville Chamberlain.
/130: Letter of support for Chamberlain. 30 May.
/131: Letter declining Neville and Ivy Chamberlain's
request for Trevelyan to write a biography of
Austen Chamberlain. 5 June.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/30/132

Correspondence with C. E. Turner

1937

Letter from C. E. Turner, Park Lane Apartments,
309 West Colorado Boulevard, Glendale,
California, USA to Neville Chamberlain. 15
February.
Turner was one of Chamberlain's former school
friends at Rugby. The letter relates to Turner
having moved to California, his school days, and
his disappointment at rearmament and the
prospect of war. See also NC3/10 and
NC7/11/29/55 for other letters from Turner.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/133134

Correspondence with 1st Baron Tweedsmuir,
Governor-General of Canada

1937

Letter from Tweedsmuir [Buchan, John (18751940) 1st Baron Tweedsmuir, novelist, historian,
MP, governor-general of Canada], 2 Upper
Grosvenor Street, London to Neville Chamberlain;
and extract of reply from Chamberlain to
Tweedsmuir. 29 September.
A letter of admiration for Chamberlain and
regarding Tweedsmuir's improved health following
a break at Ruthin Castle.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/135143

Correspondence with 1st Baron Weir

1937

Letters from Weir [Weir, William Douglas (18771959) 1st Viscount Weir, industrialist], Holm
Foundry, Cathcart, Glasgow and Flat 93, 3
Whitehall Court, London to Neville Chamberlain;
with copy of letter from Weir to Stanley Baldwin;
copies of letters from Chamberlain to Weir; and
copy of letter from Weir to Hore-Belisha.
The file contains the following items:
/135-136: Letter regarding Ministerial Naval Air
Inquiry, with enclosed copy of letter from Weir to
Baldwin regarding the inquiry and the 'Naval Air
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Controversy' and his decision to resign. 2 March.
/137-138: Letter saying that 'considerable good has
been done by the method in which you handed the
'incident' '; with enclosed copy of letter from Weir to
Baldwin regarding him withdrawing his resignation
as 'the situation has been adequately dealt with'.
12 March.
/139: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Weir
regarding the Cabinet's decision to transfer the
Fleet Air Arm from the Air Ministry to Admiralty. 1
August.
/140: Letter regarding transfer of Fleet Air Arm to
the Admiralty; his talk with Hore Belisha 'a man
who has the makings of an exceptionally good
emergency service Minister'; his congratulations on
Chamberlain's letter to Mussolini; and regarding
comments on Italy and their conquest of Abyssinia
[now Ethiopia] by one of Weir's engineers who had
stayed in Eritrea [Italian colony adjacent to
Abyssinia]. 10 August.
/141: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Weir
regarding: an angry letter from Roger Keyes; HoreBelisha; Mussolini responding as Chamberlain
hoped to his letter; and his fishing holiday at
Lochmore. 15 August.
/142-143: Letter regarding: Inskip's memorandum;
questionnair on gun producing capacity; Weir's
letter to Hore-Belisha regarding Weir being unable
to Army Council meetings; and suggests massages
as a form of 'insurance against rheumatic ills'. A
copy of Weir's letter to Hore-Belisha is also
included. 4 November.
8 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/144

Correspondence with Ava Wigram

1937

Letter from Ava Wigram [née Bodley, wife of Ralph
Follett Wigram], 4 North Street, Westminster,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 21 February.
The letter relates to the death of her husband
[Wigram, Ralph Follett (1890-1936) Diplomat].
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/145

Correspondence with T. Stacey Wilson

1937

Letter from T. Stacey Wilson [Wilson, Theodore
Stacey (1861-1949) physician], 76 Farquhar Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 25
April.
A letter regarding: Wilson and Chamberlain's
friendship; Wilson's work; Wilson following
Chamberlain's success in politics; condolence for
the death of Austen Chamberlain; and offers best
wishes to Chamberlain for his soon to start job as
Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/146

Correspondence with Henry J. Wood

1937

Letter from Henry J. Wood [Wood, Sir Henry
Joseph (1869-1944) Knight Musical Conductor], 4
Elsworthy Road, London to Neville Chamberlain. 7
March.
A letter expressing appreciation of seeing
Chamberlain among his audience at Queen's Hall.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/30/147

Correspondence with 2nd Marquess of Zetland,
Secretary of State for India

1937

Letter from Zetland [Dundas, Lawrence John
Lumley (1876-1961) 2nd Marquess of Zetland,
politician and Orientalist], Snelsmore House, near
Newbury to Neville Chamberlain. 23 May.
A letter in appreciation of being asked to remain as
Secretary of State for India; regarding possibility of
making [Lord] Stanley the Under Secretary for India
but that Stanley appeared 'inclined to withdraw
from Parliamentary life' which Zetland feels may be
due to the 'feeling of soreness' of Lord Stanley 'for
the preference shown' to his younger brother
[Oliver Stanley], which their father, Lord Derby, had
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reported to Zetland.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31

1938 letters

1938-1948

Letters to Neville Chamberlain and copies of letters
from Chamberlain dated 1938 from various
politicians, peers, friends, foreign statesmen and
others. One letter dated 1948 to Anne
Chamberlain, has also been incorrectly placed in
this sub-sub-series.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics. This includes various letters relating to
foreign affairs including: the Munich Agreement;
troop movements in Europe; rearmament; relations
between Britain and Ireland; S. M. Bruce's
suggestion of a new system of colonial
administration; Eric Patterson's visit to Germany
and Czechoslovakia; the Anglo-Italian Agreement;
recognition of Italian control of Abyssinia; and
Chamberlain's visit to France. Other topics include:
speeches by Chamberlain; Anthony Eden's
resignation as Foreign Secretary; and Lord
Swinton's resignation as Air Secretary.
360 items
Access: Open
Physical description: No item numbered
NC7/11/31/242 was found during the 2008/2009
recataloguing project (a note in the fascicule states
'Missing?').
NC7/11/31/1-2

Correspondence with Leopold Amery

1938

Letter and note from Leo Amery [Amery, Leopold
Charles Maurice Stennett (1873-1955), politician
and journalist] to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Note passed in House of Commons stating 'May
I say Bravo!' following Chamberlain's speech on 22
February.
/2: Letter saying that 'Your speech [following the
Munich Agreement] moved me deeply, and very
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nearly persuaded both myself and Anthony Eden to
vote', hoping 'that the misgivings which even you
could not dispel today, will be disproved by the
events of the near future' and that he 'hated
differing' from Chamberlain. 6 October.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/3-4

Correspondence with 1st Baron Arnold of Hale

1938

Letter from Arnold [Arnold, Sydney (1878-1945) 1st
Baron Arnold of Hale, politician], House of Lords
Library and Marley Corner, near Haslemere, Surrey
to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/3: A letter approving of 'all that you have done and
are doing at the present time' [regarding
Chamberlain's foreign policy and negotiations with
Italy] and suggesting there are a large number of
others in the Opposition parties 'who similarly
approve' of Chamberlain's policy [Arnold was a
Labour peer, until his resignation from the party in
the following month, disagreeing with Attlee's
attacks on the Anglo-Italian Agreement]. 22
February.
/4: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain and his
efforts for peace and suggesting 'Please be firm
with France!'. 12 November.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/5-6

Correspondence with Sir Abe Bailey

1938

Letters from Abe B. [Bailey, Sir Abe (1864-1940)
Knight South African Financier and Statesman], 38
Bryanston Square, London and RMMV Carnarvon
Castle to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/5: Letter regarding him sending a cheque of £2000
'to do whatever you wish with it, to further the policy
which you represent'; congratulating Chamberlain
on his work; suggesting 'the German policy is the
same today as it was fifty years ago' but 'it almost
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looks as if she has overplayed her hand and
frightened Italy and others'; and saying 'I am back
again - a helpless bundle of pain' [Bailey had
recently had a second leg amputated, after a first
leg was amputated in the previous year]. 23 May.
/6: Letter congratulating Chamberlain on his
speeches; regarding attacks on Jewish people in
Germany and his fears that Germany may attack
next year; regarding his voyage; and saying that he
expects he will not be able to visit England again
after next year due to his illness and pain after the
amputation of his legs. 13 November.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/7-8

Correspondence with 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley

1938

Letters from Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
statesman], 69 Eaton Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/7: Letter recommending that Chamberlain appoints
'Johnny' to his Cabinet. 4 April.
/8: Letter accepting invitation to lunch. 10 May.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/9-10

Correspondence with Sir Joseph Ball, Director of
Conservative Research Department

1938

Letters from Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir George Joseph
(1885-1961) Knight Property and Mine Owner],
Conservative Research Department to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/9: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain and
saying 'on all sides...I find universal confidence in
and warm approval of your work'; regarding the
placing of 'a suitable inscription in that small book
of Allan's' and hoping he 'found some relaxation in
his speculations and criticisms'; saying work at the
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Conservative Research Department 'is progressing
quite smoothly: but there is one matter concerning
Italy which I should like to have an opportunity of
mentioning to you personally'. At the end of the
letter is some text very faintly written in pencil. 6
January.
/10: Letter congratulating Chamberlain on his
speech in a House of Commons debate and saying
that 'I have taken certain steps privately, with a
view to getting this point of view over to the whole
country'; and regarding his suggestion of a person
(not named in this letter) for a 'particular
appointment' [presumably refers to a Cabinet post]
whom he feels would 'not only be very well
received...but would be invaluable from certain
other points of view at which I hinted'. 21 February.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/11

Correspondence with Sir Montague Barlow

1938

Letter from Montague Barlow [Barlow, Sir Clement
Anderson Montague- (1868-1951) 1st Baronet MP],
The Manor, Fifield, Wychwood, Oxfordshire to
Neville Chamberlain. 8 March.
A letter of congratulation on Chamberlain's speech
and in appreciation of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/12

Correspondence with 'Ben'

1938

Letter attributed to 'Ben', a dog at Glyn Pedr,
Llanbedr, Crickhowell, Breconshire, to Neville
Chamberlain. 22 December.
The letter forwarded photographs of Ben during the
Czechoslovakia crisis and after the Munich
Agreement (the photographs are not included); and
wishes Chamberlain a happy Christmas.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/13

Correspondence with R. B. Bennett, Leader of the
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Conservative Party in Canada
Letter from R. B. Bennett [Bennett, Richard
Bedford (1870-1947) Viscount Bennett, Prime
Minister of Canada], House of Commons, Canada
to Neville Chamberlain. 28 March.
A letter regarding: Beaverbrook's comments that
'Chamberlain is the best P.M. we've had in half a
century, excluding A.B.L. [Andrew Bonar Law] who
never got a chance' and that 'he is dominating
Parliament but the country has not yet taken to
him, and if he gets Baldwin's popularity he will be
Prime Minister for the rest of his life'; Bennett's
comment that 'public opinion in Canada is
hardening in your favour'; delay to Bennett's
retirement due to a provincial election in Ontario;
unemployment in the USA and Canada; the US
Congress having passed a tax on imported pork
products.
Beaverbrook's comments quoted in the letter are
referred to in Chamberlain's letter to his sister Hilda
on 9 April (NC18/1/1046).
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/14-16

Correspondence with Robert Bernays,
Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Health

1938

Letter from Robert Bernays [Bernays, Robert
Hamilton (1902-1945) MP], House of Commons to
Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter from
Chamberlain to Bernays. 23 and 24 February.
The letters relate to Bernay's concerns regarding
Chamberlain's references to the League of Nations
in his speech on 22 February which he felt may
contradict the policy set out in a speech by Anthony
Eden while he was Foreign Secretary, at
Leamington. Bernays commented in his letter that 'I
cannot believe...that it is the intention of the
Government to announce that sanctions will never
be invoked. But I do feel that your speech might be
interpreted as saying that'.
3 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/31/17-23

Correspondence with 1st Baron Birdwood

1938

Letters from Birdwood [Birdwood, William Riddell
(1865-1951) 1st Baron Birdwood, Field Marshal],
Peterhouse, Cambridge to Neville Chamberlain
and O. S. Cleverly; and copies of letters from O. S.
Cleverly and Chamberlain to Birdwood.
The file contains the following items:
/17-18: Letter congratulating Chamberlain on his
speech; saying he is confident 'that he can rely on
the Army being behind him'; and suggesting FieldMarshal Sir Cyril Deverell as candidate for 'any
new responsibilities which may have to be
undertaken in the defence line'. A copy of a reply
from O. S. C. [O. S. Cleverly] on behalf of
Chamberlain is also included. 15 and 18 March.
/19-20: Letter asking for his name to be considered
to be a director of the Suez Canal; and of
admiration for Chamberlain; and copy of reply from
Chamberlain regretting inability to put Birdwood's
name forward as he was already committed to
recommend someone else. 3 and 4 May.
/21-22: Letter asking for his name to be put forward
for another appointment such as a railway
directorship; and copy of reply from O. S. C. 6 and
10 May.
/23: Letter to Cleverly regarding his reasons for
writing to Chamberlain that he is 'anxious not to
become old as so often seems to be the case with
men who have worked hard all their lives and
suddenly find themselves with nothing to do'. 12
May.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/24-25

Correspondence with Oswald Birley

1938

Letter from Oswald Birley [Birley, Sir Oswald
Hornby Joseph (1880–1952), painter], Wellington
Road, London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
letter from Chamberlain to Birley. 2 and 5
December.
The letters relates to Birley's offer to paint of
portrait of Anne Chamberlain to give to Neville in
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appreciation of Chamberlain's efforts for peace.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/26-28

Correspondence with Léon Blum, Prime Minister
and Finance Minister of France

1938

Letter from Leon Blum [Blum, Leon (1872-1950)
French Statesman and Author], Presidence du
Conseil, Paris, France to Neville Chamberlain; with
copy and draft letter from Chamberlain to Blum. 26,
28 & 29 March
These letters concern the statements made by
Chamberlain in the House of Commons on 24
March about the bonds which unite the two
countries and Blum's expression, on behalf of
himself and colleagues, of their appreciation of this
expression
5 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC7/11/31/29

Correspondence with Professor Thomas Bodkin

1938

Letter from Thomas Bodkin [Bodkin, Thomas
Patrick (1887-1961) Director of National Gallery of
Ireland and Barber Institute], The Barber Institute,
The University of Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain. 6 May.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's work in
'establishing good relations' between Britain and
Ireland; regarding his father and father-in-law who
were members of the Irish Party in the 1890s;
regarding De Valera [Irish Prime Minister] and
William Cosgrave [Opposition leader in Ireland].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/30-32

Correspondence with Robert Boothby

1938

Letters from Robert Boothby [Boothby, Robert John
Graham (1900-1986) Baron Boothby, politician],
House of Commons and 17 Pall Mall, London to
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Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter from
Chamberlain to Boothby.
The file contains the following items:
/30: Letter suggesting: the announcement of
acceleration of aircraft production; that
'negotiations with Italy should not be long drawn
out'; that 'the French General staff cannot be
expected to tolerate the existence of a Fascistcontrolled Government in 'Spain'; that 'Mussolini
cannot be happy with a German army corps on the
Brenner'; to tell Mussolini 'that if he wants our
support - moral and financial...he must clear out of
Spain and the Balearics...failing which, we shall
take no steps to prevent the French from supplying
any quantity of munitions to the Spanish
Government'. 12 March.
/31-32: Letter suggesting 'the main objective of
German policy at the present time is to secure
complete control first of the Danubian States, and
subsequently of Poland, Roumania and the Balkan
States, by means of economic penetration' and that
if these countries become economically dependent
on Germany that 'puppet Nazi Governments' may
be established in those countries and could
become allies of Germany in war; and suggests
various steps the British Government should take
to prevent this and strengthen Britain's trade with
the aforementioned countries. A copy of a reply
from Chamberlain and related note from H. A.
Caccia to C. G. L. Syers are also included. 17 and
19 May.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/33

Correspondence with Henrietta Bower

1938

Letter from Henrietta Bower [wife of Robert Bower],
3 Oakhill Road, Putney, London to Neville
Chamberlain.
The letter relates to her husband's [Bower, Robert
Tatton (1894-1974) politician and naval officer]
injury to his ear [which happened after he was hit
by another MP, Emanuel Shinwell during a House
of Commons debate].
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/34

Correspondence with John Moore-Brabazon

1938

Letter from 'Brab' [Brabazon, John Theodore
Cuthbert Moore- (1884-1964) 1st Baron Brabazon
of Tara, politician], 70 Pall Mall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 16 May.
In the letter, Brabazon declines a Government
office due to financial worries and suggests that
'Kingsley [Wood] is a good choice' [who became
Secretary of State for Air].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/35

Correspondence with 2nd Baron Brocket [?]

1938

Letter from 'Ronnie', 5 Wilton Crescent, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 21 February.
A letter: of congratulation on Chamberlain's speech
after the resignation of Anthony Eden as Foreign
Secretary, and Lord Cranborne, Eden's UnderSecretary; in support of Chamberlain's foreign
policy and of the appointment of Halifax as Foreign
Secretary; and offering to help.
An annotation by Anne Chamberlain gives the
name 'Brocket' - this suggests the writer may
possibly be (Arthur) Ronald Nall-Cain, 2nd Baron
Brocket.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/36-37

Correspondence with Ernest Brown, Minister of
Labour

1938

Letter from Ernest Brown [Brown, Ernest (18821962) Statesman], Ministry of Labour to Neville
Chamberlain; with quotation from a book and copy
of letter from Chamberlain to Brown. 29 March.
Brown's letter relates to the enclosed quotation of a
passage from a book 'English Political Thought in
the 17th Century' which Brown considered might
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'be applied to Winston [Churchill] after one of his
specially ornate condemnations!'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/38-39

Correspondence with Sir Buckston Browne

1938

Letter from Buckston Browne [Browne, Sir George
Buckston (1850-1945) Knight Surgeon], 80
Wimpole Street, London to Neville Chamberlain;
and copy of letter on behalf of Chamberlain to
Browne. 31 October.
Browne's letter asks for permission to say in an
address that Chamberlain had twice visited Down
House; and says that 'I believe that Darwinism is
not a call to War, but a call to co-operation
amongst all the races of mankind...'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/40-46

Correspondence with S. M. Bruce, High
Commissioner for Australia in London

1938

Letter from S. M. Bruce [Bruce, Stanley Melbourne
(1883-1967) Viscount Bruce, Prime Minister of
Australia], Australia House, London to Neville
Chamberlain; with note from O. S. C. [O. S.
Cleverly] to O. C. Harvey (Foreign Office); a
memorandum on Foreign Office paper regarding
Bruce's suggestions; note from Oliver Harvey
(Foreign Office) to O. S. Cleverly; memorandum by
J. H. W. [or possibly H. J. W.: Sir Horace Wilson?]
to Chamberlain regarding Bruce's letter; and
memorandum of J. H. W's [or J. H. W.] talk with
Bruce. 25 February, 1, 9, 12, 18 March, .
This ten-page letter from Bruce discusses Anthony
Eden's resignation as Foreign Secretary and a
false impression being 'created in many quarters
that the Government has yielded to a pressure
from the Dictators which Eden would not tolerate'
and a 'broad and imaginative policy which would
appeal to many Governments' and would receive
public support is needed.
Bruce goes on to describe a 'new system of
Colonial administration' which he feels would have
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such an appeal. This system involves the
'internationalisation' of Africa where current colonial
powers 'might declare that in substitution of their
existing sovereign or mandatory rights, they would
be prepared to exercise a control over such
territories subject to certain obligations and duties',
that international loans should be resumed and that
Italy and Germany could have control of territories
in Africa under the same conditions. In colonies
outside of Africa, he suggests it should be decided
'whether any Colony was ripe for fiscal autonomy'
and if not 'the Colonial Powers should undertake to
maintain a regime, based on the widest
interpretation of the 'Open Door'...' [ie for a country
or colony to trade with other nations on equal
terms]. This scheme is described as 'economic
appeasement' in the Foreign Office memorandum.
Bruce also suggests that the impression is growing
that Britain is hostile to the League of Nations and
that Chamberlain 'will be accused of joining forces
with those who desire to destroy the League'.
The memoranda from the Foreign Office and J. H.
W. [or H. J. W. ?] also included in this file, further
discuss the points mentioned in the letter.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/47-51

Correspondence with Arthur Bryant and Eric J.
Patterson

1938

Letters from Arthur Bryant [Bryant, Sir Arthur
Wynne Morgan (1899-1985), Knight, historian], 37
Ennismore Gardens, London and The White
House, East Claydon, near Bletchley,
Buckinghamshire to Neville Chamberlain; copies of
letters from Chamberlain to Bryant; letter from Eric
J. Patterson [Patterson, Eric James (1891-1972)],
Ashridge, The Bonar Law College, Berkhamsted,
Hertfordshire to O. S. Cleverly.
The file contains the following items:
/47-49: Letters from Bryant and copy of reply from
Chamberlain relating to: Eric Patterson, Principal of
Bonar Law College, Ashridge, going to visit
Czechoslovakia and Germany, and him being
expected to see Benes, Hodza, Ribbentrop,
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Goering and Goebbels; Bryant's appreciation of
Chamberlain and his foreign policy; and Bryant
considering writing a book for the 'Penguin 6d
Library' to express 'another point of view than that
of the left-wing intellectuals'. 16, 17 and 19 June.
/50: Letter from Patterson regarding meeting
Chamberlain on his return from Czechoslovakia
and Germany. 23 June.
/51: Letter from Bryant regarding his books on
Pepy's life and a book specially bound for
presentation to fifty Hitler Youth leaders who visited
Britain in September. 9 November.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/52

Correspondence with 1st Baron Cadman

1938

Letter from Cadman [Cadman, John (1877-1941)
1st Baron Cadman, civil servant], 46 Orchard
Court, Portman Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 2 May.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
speech to the Royal Academy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/53-54

Correspondence with Major Sir Herbert Cayzer

1938

Part of a letter from Major Sir Herbert Cayzer
[Cayzer, Herbert Robin (1881-1958) shipowner and
politician], Tylney Hall, Rotherwick, near
Basingstoke, Hampshire to Neville Chamberlain;
and copy of reply from Chamberlain to Cayzer. The
end of the letter is missing. 7 November.
The letters relate to Chamberlain cancelling his
visit to stay with the Cayzers and arrangements for
a future visit.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/55

Correspondence with 1st Baron Chatfield, First Sea 1938
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Lord and Chief of Naval Staff
Letter from Chatfield [Chatfield, Alfred Ernle
Montacute (1873-1967) 1st Baron Chatfield,
Admiral of the Fleet], Admiralty to Neville
Chamberlain. 23 February.
A letter of congratulation 'on the result of your
gallant fight' in the House of Commons on 22
February following Anthony Eden's resignation as
Foreign Secretary.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/56

Correspondence with Charles H. Cherry

1938

Letter from Charles H. Cherry, 19 Montgomery
Avenue, Kenwood, Sheffield to Neville
Chamberlain. 1 September.
A letter in appreciation of 'the sane manner in
which you are meeting the present grave
problems'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/57-61

Correspondence relating to Winston S. Churchill

1938

Letter from T. A. G. Charlton to C. G. L. Syers
forwarding a copy of letter from Winston S.
Churchill [Churchill, Sir Winston Leonard Spencer
(1874-1965) Knight, statesman and historian],
Chartwell, Westerham, Kent to Leslie Hore-Belisha
[Belisha, Isaac Leslie Hore- (1893-1957) Baron
Hore Belisha, statesman] and copy of letter from
Hore-Belisha to Churchill; with copy of letter from
Syers to Charlton. 11, 12, 19, 23, 28 April.
The letters relate to a document Churchill had
obtained regarding guns in Gibraltar.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/62-63

Correspondence with 5th Earl of Clanwilliam

1938

Letter from Clanwilliam [Meade, Arthur Vesey
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(1873-1953) 5th Earl of Clanwilliam], Carlton Club,
London to Neville Chamberlain; and note regarding
message from Clanwilliam.
The file contains the following items:
/62: Letter asking Chamberlain to see him on a
matter relating to the Carlton Club. 10 January.
/63: Note of message from Clanwilliam relating to a
proposal for Chamberlain's portrait to be painted for
the Carlton Club. 7 February.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/64-65

Correspondence with Sir Kenneth Clark, Director of
the National Gallery

1938

Letter from Kenneth Clark [Clark, Kenneth
Mackenzie (1903-1983) Baron Clark, art historian],
National Gallery, Trafalgar Square, London to
Neville Chamberlain; with enclosed extract of letter
from C. K. Adams to Clark. 28 May.
The letter relates to obtaining portraits of past
Prime Ministers for the dining room at 10 Downing
Street.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/66

Correspondence with Sir George R. Clerk

1938

Letter from George R. Clerk [Clerk, Sir George
Russell (1874-1951) Knight Diplomat], South
Audley Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 22
February.
A letter regarding Anthony Eden's resignation as
Foreign Secretary suggesting there was not 'any
difference of principle at issue' but just 'a question
of approach', says the crisis has made him very
unhappy and it seemed unnecessary and
'perilously mischievous' at the present time, and
that he is of sympathy for Chamberlain and
believes in 'the essential rightness' of
Chamberlain's foreign policy.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/67

Correspondence with W. P. Colfox, Edward Cobb,
J. A. Christie and E. Ramsden

1938

Letter from W. P. Colfox [Colfox, Sir William Philip
(1888-1966) 1st Baronet MP], Edward Cobb [Cobb,
Edward Charles (1891-1957) politician and army
officer], J. A. Christie [Christie, James Archibald
(1873-1958) politician] and E. Ramsden [Ramsden,
Eugene Joseph Squire Hargreaves (1883-1955)
1st Baron Ramsden, politician], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 24 March.
A letter of support for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/68

Correspondence with Lady Sibyl Colefax

[1938]

Letter from Sibyl Colefax [Colefax, Sibyl (18721950) Lady Colefax, Society Hostess], 19 Lord
North Street, Westminster, London to Neville
Chamberlain. Marked 'with 1938 letters' by Anne
Chamberlain.
The letter relates to an item which was enclosed
(not included) intended to be 'a ridiculous if very
affectionate little Birthday Greeting' but which was
delayed, congratulates Chamberlain on his
speeches and is of support for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/69-75

Correspondence with Dr H. Colijn, Prime Minister
of the Netherlands

1938

Letter from H. Colijn [Colijn, Hendrikus (1869-1944)
Netherlands politician], The Hague, Holland to
Neville Chamberlain; with drafts and copy of letter
from Chamberlain to Colijn and related copy of
letter from Jasper Rootham to H. A. Caccia and
letter from Caccia to Rootham. 30 September, 1, 4,
5 October.
A letter from Colijn of congratulations following the
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Munich Agreement and reply thanking Colijn for his
letter.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/76

Correspondence with Duff Cooper

1938

Letter from Duff Cooper [Cooper, Alfred Duff (18901954) 1st Viscount Norwich], White's to Neville
Chamberlain. 23 December.
A letter wishing Neville and Anne Chamberlain 'a
happy Christmas', also saying that since he left
office that he has tried 'to say and write nothing that
would make your heavy task more difficult and
would be in any way offensive to you' and that he
remains 'an affectionate admirer'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/77

Correspondence with Charles Corbin, Ambassador
of France to Britain

1938

Letter from Corbin [Corbin, André Charles (18811970) diplomat], Albert Gate House, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 25 March.
A letter of thanks for Chamberlain's
announcements [in the House of Commons] the
previous day and the support for France
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC7/11/31/78

Correspondence with 2nd Baron Craigmyle

1938

Letter from Craigmyle [Shaw, Alexander (18831944) 2nd Baron Craigmyle], Fairnilee, by
Galashiels to Neville Chamberlain. 4 April.
The letter relates to Craigmyle's resignation as
Chairman of P&O on his doctor's advice and is in
appreciation of Chamberlain.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/79-91

Copies of telegrams of congratulations from British
colonies

1938

Letter from G. G. Creasy, Colonial Office to J. St. J.
Rootham forwarding copies of telegrams of
congratulations for Neville Chamberlain following
the Munich Agreement; and copy of reply from
Rootham. 3 and 4 October.
With the letter are transcripts of telegrams from
Hong Kong, St Helena, the Gambia, Sierra Leone,
Seychelles, Zanzibar, Trinidad and Tobago, Mayor
and Corporation of St George [Bermuda],
Nyasaland, Jamaica and Falkland Islands.
13 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/92-93

Correspondence with Henry Crookshank,
Secretary of Mines

1938

Letter from Harry Crookshank [Crookshank, Henry
Frederick Comfort (1893-1961) 1st Viscount
Crookshank, statesman], Mines Department to
Neville Chamberlain; and copy of reply from
Chamberlain to Crookshank. 23 and 24 February.
Crookshank's letter relates to his concern that the
Government's foreign policy has changed and is no
longer based upon membership of the League of
Nations following the resignation of Anthony Eden
as Foreign Secretary and Chamberlain's speech
responding to the resignation.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/94

Correspondence with G. F. Davies

1948

Letter from G. F. Davies, 10 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London to Anne Chamberlain. 27
February.
A letter regarding some correspondence which
Davies forwarded to Anne Chamberlain.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/95-96

Correspondence with 17th Earl of Derby

1938

Letters from Derby [Stanley, Edward George
Villiers (1865-1948) 17th Earl of Derby, statesman],
Knowsley, Prescot, Lancashire and Derby House,
Stratford Place, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/95: Letter relating to the death of Derby's son,
Edward [Lord Stanley] and thanking Chamberlain
for his letter. 19 October.
/96: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his tribute to
Lord Stanley. 2 November.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/97

Correspondence with Baroness Desborough

1938

Letter from Ethel Desborough [Grenfell, Ethel Anne
Priscilla (1867-1952) nee Fane, wife of 1st Baron
Desborough], Panshanger, Hertford to Neville
Chamberlain. 15 January.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his visit and is in
admiration of Chamberlain saying 'I am certain that
you besieged by endless worries, and you never
gave a damn' and suggests he 'must possess a
very strong and serene philosophy'; and also
regards her house being quiet following a busy
period with visitors.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/98-99

Correspondence with 10th Duke of Devonshire,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
Dominion Affairs

1938

Letters from Eddy [Cavendish, Edward William
Spencer (1895-1950) 10th Duke of Devonshire],
Chatsworth, Bakewell and Dominions Office to
Neville Chamberlain
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The file contains the following items:
/98: Letter regarding the death of Devonshire's
father, the 9th Duke. 6 May.
/99: Letter offering resignation 'if it would help you'
but saying that he is happy in his work at the
Dominions Office, and also regarding his father's
death. 11 May.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/100102

Correspondence with Anthony Eden, Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs

1938

Letter from Anthony Eden [Eden, Robert Anthony
(1897-1977) 1st Earl of Avon, statesman], Parc
Palace Hotel, Grasse, France and 17 Fitzhardinge
Street, London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
letter from Chamberlain to Eden.
The file contains the following items:
/100: Letter from Eden thanking Chamberlain for
his encouraging letter; urges Neville to never feel
that his interest in foreign affairs 'could ever be
resented by me'; agrees with Neville that 'we
[Britain, in foreign affairs matters] have come pretty
well through the last few months'; says Britain's
policy on Spain was correct; suggests it 'is going to
be a very difficult year' and discusses his views on
the outlook of foreign affairs including about
possibility of USA being brought 'closer to us' and
the 'anti-white crusade' in Japan being likely to
alienate them from Germany; and about Eden's
holiday. 9 January.
/101: Copy (in Chamberlain's hand) of letter from
Chamberlain to Eden regarding Eden's speech to
his constituents following his resignation as Foreign
Secretary, with Chamberlain suggesting that he
understood why Eden needed to make the speech
and that the speech had 'dignity and restraint', and
saying his 'personal feelings towards you are
unchanged'. 26 February.
/102: Letter from Eden thanking Chamberlain for
his letter and saying that his personal feeling
towards Chamberlain 'are in no way affected'. 6
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March.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/103104

Correspondence with Sylvia Gleichen

1938

Letters from Sylvia Gleichen [née Edwardes, wife
of Major-General Lord Gleichen], 25 Burnsall
Street, Chelsea, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/103: Letter relating to a doll given to her by Joseph
Chamberlain and a 'scrap of paper' at Yale
University Library; and her visit to stay with the
President of the United States. 30 November.
/104: Letter relating to: the doll (mentioned in
previous letter) and a note which may have been
enclosed; about her governess as a child; and
comments about Americans. 9 December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/105

Correspondence with Count Dino Grandi, Italian
Ambassador to Britain

1938

Letter from Dino Grandi [Grandi, Dino (1895-1988)
Count di Mordano, politician], Italian Embassy,
London to Neville Chamberlain.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his kind words
about Grandi, Mussolini and Italy in the House of
Commons following the Anglo-Italian Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/106

Correspondence with Robert Grant-Ferris

1938

Letter from R. Grant-Ferris [Ferris, Robert Grant
Grant- (1907-1997) Baron Harvington, politician],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain. [circa
31 March].
The letter informs Chamberlain of the passing of a
resolution by the North St Pancras Conservative
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and Unionist Association in support of
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/107109

Correspondence with John Gretton

1938

Letters from John Gretton [Gretton, John (18671947) 1st Baron Gretton], 35 Belgrave Square,
London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter
from Chamberlain to Gretton.
The file contains the following items:
/107-108: Letter suggesting immediate legislation
to enforce National Service and suggesting
cancellation of the Royal visit to America saying
'we are living under conditions of emergency in
which it is highly imprudent to send the King...on a
long journey...' and that war may start while the
King is away; and copy of reply from Chamberlain
to Gretton. 28 and 29 March.
/109: Letter asking Chamberlain to make an
appointment to see Gretton. 29 April.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/110113

Correspondence with Sir Edward Grigg

1938

Letter from Edward Grigg [Grigg, Edward William
Macleay (1879-1955) 1st Baron Altrincham,
politician], 39 Eaton Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain; letter from F. W. Hipkiss to Grigg;
and copy of letter from Chamberlain to Grigg.
The file contains the following items:
/110-111: Letter forwarding a letter from Hipkiss to
Grigg in which Hipkiss expresses concern at 'the
present tendency of faith in the L[eague] of
N[ations] as constituted' and suggests Britain
should recognize Italy's sovereignty over Abyssinia
[now Ethiopia] as this he considered no different
from Britain's sovereignty over South Africa
following wars there. Grigg considers in his letter
that similar opinions are 'very strong amongst our
stalwarts in the constituencies' and asks for a
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meeting with Chamberlain. 9 and 14 January.
/112: Copy of Chamberlain's reply to /111.
/113: Letter regarding 'the silly Stanhope business'
and him being glad 'to be quit of it'; suggests
Chamberlain is on 'the same crusade for a stable
understanding with Germany' and that he has to
stop Germany believing 'she was the better man';
suggests that Chamberlain needs to beat
opposition to his foreign policy with 'a higher and
better moral opinion' rather than basing the
argument on 'expediency and common sense' and
suggesting that otherwise Chamberlain is likely to
be defeated in a similar way to Disraeli in the 1880
general election after Gladstone's 'Midlothian
Campaign' (in which Gladstone successfully
criticized Disraeli's foreign policy). 25 February.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/114

Correspondence with James Gunn

1938

Letter from James Gunn [Gunn, Sir James (18931964), Knight portrait painter], 3 Pembroke Walk,
Kensington, London to Neville Chamberlain. 20
October.
The letter forwarded as an expression of
admiration and gratitude, a drawing of Neville
Chamberlain (the drawing is not included with the
letter).
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/115

Correspondence with Derrick Gunston

1938

Letter from Derrick Gunston [Gunston, Sir Derrick
Wellesley (b 1891) Knight Soldier and Politician],
South End, Wickwar, Gloucestershire to Neville
Chamberlain. 5 January.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for recommending
him in the New Years Honours; and expresses his
admiration of Chamberlain's work during his term
as Chancellor of the Exchequer and the role he
played in the economic recovery (Gunston was
Chamberlain's Parliamentary Private Secretary
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between 1931 and 1936) and his present work in
foreign affairs as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/116117

Correspondence with H. A. Gwynne

[1938]

Letters from H.A. Gwynne [Gwynne, Howell Arthur
(1865-1950), journalist], 9 Collingham Gardens,
London and Mawlyns, Little Easton, Dunmow,
Essex to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/116: A letter congratulating Chamberlain on his
handling of 'the present crisis' [the resignation of
Anthony Eden as Foreign Secretary] and
suggesting that Chamberlain personally takes on
Eden's role for six months 'and when you have put
our foreign policy on [the] right lines, hand it over to
somebody else who will loyally carry it out'. 21
February.
/117: A letter congratulating Chamberlain on 'the
cool courage and skill with which you have met the
present crisis' and regretting 'the badgerings and
bitter attacks of the Opposition'. 17 March
(incorrectly dated 1933, annotated '1938' in pencil).
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/118

Correspondence with W. W. Hadley, Editor
'Sunday Times'

1938

Letter from W. W. Hadley [Hadley, William Waite (d
1960) Journalist], Sunday Times, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 24 December.
The letter relates to Hadley's conversation with
Lord Camrose in which Camrose said that though
he disagreed with Chamberlain on some matters
that 'Chamberlain is our only man now' and that the
Government's weakness was 'in the task of 'putting
it across' to the country'.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/31/119

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
President of the Council

1938

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to Douglas
[Hogg, Douglas Mcgarel (1872-1950) 1st Viscount
Hailsham, Lord Chancellor]. 21 October.
The letter relates to Chamberlain's changes in the
Cabinet and asks Hailsham to resign due to illness
and to make way for Walter Runciman.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/120125

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax, Lord
President of the Council

[1938]

Letters from Edward/'E' [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Garrowby, York and Foreign Office to Neville
Chamberlain.
These include various important letters relating to
foreign policy, including the crisis over
Czechoslovakia, and other political matters.
The file contains the following items:
/120: Letter relating to telegrams to and from Eric
Drummond [British Ambassador to Italy] regarding
Anglo-Italian conversations and recommending that
we have these conversations and that Britain gives
de facto recognition of Italy's rule over Abyssinia
[now Ethiopia]. 2 January.
/121: Letter regarding Halifax's conversation with
'P' [Viscount Swinton] following his dismissal as Air
Minister and about Swinton saying 'he had a very
definite feeling against taking another office now'.
16 May (marked 'with 1938 letters' by Anne
Chamberlain).
/122: Letter regarding his daughter Anne having
dinner with Anthony [Eden] during which Eden said
that Chamberlain had been 'very nice' in his
meeting with him. 25 May (marked 'among 1938
letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
/123: Letter suggesting they need a conversation to
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discuss the crisis and suggesting that 'this German
stuff may not be fully true' and that 'our action
should therefore be patient of the most innocent
interpretations, to keep H. [Hitler] guessing: and
strengthen the hand of his generals' [information
was received that most of Germany's generals
were opposed to a war at that time] and that he his
is 'disposed therefore to favour your Henderson
idea: to examine again the possibilities of doing the
same sort of thing...' [Neville Henderson in May
that year suggested rumours of a German invasion
of Czechoslovakia were false but that
Czechoslovakia should be pressured to give up the
Sudetenland to prevent war]. 21 August (marked
'among 1938 letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
/124: Letter regarding his talk, described as 'the
first ray of hope we have had lately', with Frank
Ashton-Gwatkin [who was on the Runciman
mission to Czechoslovakia]; a telegram to Walter
Runciman; and regarding arrangements for
meetings with Henderson. 26 August (marked
'among letters of 1938' by Anne Chamberlain).
/124A: Letter regarding: Italy not seeming 'to have
taken our intimation that we could not decide the
question [regarding completion of the Anglo-Italian
Agreement] too badly' and regarding the possibility
of getting 'something more out of them'; Hitler's
speech which he thinks 'annoyed people to an
extent I think rather disproportionate to its real
demerit'; Halifax's meeting with Anthony Eden and
about Eden's suggestion that Chamberlain should
include Labour Party members in his Government
which he believed was necessary to introduce
special wartime powers for increasing of industrial
production; Halifax's agreement with Eden's idea of
offering the Labour Party places in the
Government; Eden's comment 'that he did not think
Mussolini now mattered'; Eden's comment that he
'agreed with 90%' of Chamberlain's position
following Chamberlain's last speech but that after
Halifax said Chamberlain was not 'greatly attracted
personally by Hitler' that he now felt 'nearly 100%
in agreement' with Chamberlain. See also
Chamberlain's letter to his sister Hilda on 15
October (NC18/1/1072), which relates to various
matters discussed in the letter. 11 October.
/125: Letter regarding the Marquess of Dufferin and
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Ava being 'a good deal disturbed on what he
gathered Rob Hudson had been saying to you on
D's behalf' and that he never wanted to 'point a
pistol at your head' and threaten to resign but that
he and Lord Strathcona did want Chamberlain to
'get rid of L. H. B. [Leslie Hore Belisha, War
Minister] and ginger up production [of armaments]';
also regarding him liking his own idea 'of giving
your business panel a job of enquiry!' and [Herbert
von] Dirksen [German Ambassador to Britain]
being 'apologetic about last night'. 14 December
(marked 'among 1938 letters' by Anne
Chamberlain).
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/126

Correspondence with Sir Maurice Hankey

1938

Letter from M. P. A. Hankey [Hankey, Maurice
Pascal Alers (1877-1963) 1st Baron Hankey, civil
servant], Highstead, Pain's Hill, Limpsfield to
Neville Chamberlain. 26 February.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for a signed
photograph.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/127130

Correspondence with 4th Baron Harlech

1938

Letter from Harlech [Gore, William George Arthur
Ormsby- (1885-1964) 4th Baron Harlech, politician]
to Neville Chamberlain; and manuscript draft and
typescript copy of a letter from Chamberlain to
Harlech. 18 May.
The letters relate to Neville's letter of appreciation
to Harlech on his resignation from the post of
Colonial Secretary following his succession to the
peerage and Harlech's desire that the letter should
not be published.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/131132

Correspondence with Cardinal Arthur Hinsley,
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Archbishop of Westminster
Letter and telegram from A. Cardinal Hinsley
[Hinsley, Arthur (1865-1943) Cardinal Archbishop
of Westminster], Archbishop's House, Westminster,
London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/131: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's efforts
for peace but suggesting that 'a peace which may
follow on the solution of the German problem will
not be lasting', that 'the Hungarians, the Poles, the
Tyrolese have grievances...[which] arise from [the]
same causes as those of the Germans under the
Czechs' and that a conference of the 'four great
powers' is needed to 'settle these questions'. 27
September.
/132: Telegram on behalf of the Catholic
Archbishops and Bishops of England and Wales
expressing their gratitude for Chamberlain's efforts
for peace. 25 October.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/133134

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare, Secretary
of State for Home Affairs

1938

Letters from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman] to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/133: Letter suggesting an immediate General
Election so that Chamberlain can 'get a fair run for
a policy of peace'; suggesting the reconstruction of
the Government to include Anthony Eden 'if and
when you can' and that 'the country demands new
blood' with new Cabinet members including Walter
Runciman as Lord President, John Anderson as
Minister of Supply or First Lord, Chatfield as
Minister for Coordination of Defence if Thomas
Inskip was ready to become Lord Chancellor; and
suggests that 'if there are changes involving the
younger men' that 'Geoffrey Lloyd seems to me to
be both the most industrious and the most efficient'.
5 October (marked 'among letters 1938' by Anne
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Chamberlain).
/134: Letter saying 'the more people I [see?]...and
the more I think of the position, the more I am sure
that you must make big changes' [in his
government) and that in particular [John] Anderson
should become minister responsible for home
defence and possibly for supply questions; and
suggests that 'you would be wise to form a minister
of supply'. Not dated (marked 'among letter of
1938' by Anne Chamberlain).
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/135

Correspondence with Arthur Hope

1938

Letter from Arthur Hope [Hope, Arthur Oswald
James (1897-1958) 2nd Baron Rankeillour,
politician], Merevale Hall, Atherstone, Warwickshire
to Neville Chamberlain. 30 April.
The letter relates to a death in the family [his
mother?] and thanks Chamberlain for his letter of
sympathy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/136

Correspondence with H. Donald Hope

1938

Letter from H. Donald Hope, 76 Jermyn Street,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 25 November.
A letter expressing 'pride and gratitude' for
Chamberlain following the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/137138

Correspondence with Leslie Hore-Belisha,
Secretary of State for War

1938

Letters from Leslie H-B [Belisha, Isaac Leslie Hore(1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha, statesman], War
Office to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
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/137: A letter of birthday greetings and hoping that
his present gives 'some human relief' in
Chamberlain's 'harassed days' and says that 'noone could resent more than your colleagues the
movement which is suggesting that there are
divisions among us'. 18 March.
/138: A letter regarding recent attacks on the
Government's air policy saying 'it is most
disconcerting to read that your physical enemy has
attacked you'; suggesting public criticism on air
matters is not helping the Labour Party to gain any
electoral benefit; and saying 'everyone realizes that
you are the one man who could have got us as far
as we have got'. 16 May.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/139

Correspondence with Sir Francis Humphrys

1938

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to 'Francis'.
The letter is annotated 'Humphreys' in the top right
hand corner (similar annotations appear on other
letters to indicate the surname of the
correspondent, but it is not clear who was
responsible for the annotation). 28 December.
A letter thanking Francis for his 'good wishes' and
print, saying he was been 'snowed under' with
letters and Christmas cards and that he hopes to
'spend at least part of Easter on the Don [river in
Scotland where Chamberlain went fishing on
several occasions]'. The last comment suggests
the letter may have been written to Sir Francis
Humphrys [Humphrys, Sir Francis Henry (1879–
1971), colonial administrator and diplomatist], with
whom Chamberlain had previously gone fishing on
the Don.
1 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/140

Letter from unidentified person to C. S. Johnstone

1938

Letter from unidentified person to C. S. Johnstone.
'lv 2 1938'
The letter relates to the writer's health, fishing and
says of Neville Chamberlain that 'he has the rare
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gift of being able to acquire the confidence of all
those with whom he comes in contact and given
this the rest is easy he will make no mistakes and I
think will leave a solid record behind him'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/141156

Correspondence with J. B. Jones and Richard H.
Jefferies

1938-1942

Letters from J. B. Jones, 18 St Margaret's Road,
Swindon to Neville Chamberlain and to Anne
Chamberlain; with note from C. G. L. S. to
Chamberlain; copies of letters from C. G. L. S. and
from Anne Chamberlain to Jones; printed notice
regarding proposed Jefferies-Williams Memorial;
letter from Richard H. Jefferies, 444 Notre Dame,
Lachine, Quebec, Canada; photographs of
memorial; note from A. B. to Neville Chamberlain;
copy of letter to Jefferies. 8, 9 and 10 March, 9, 13
May 1938; 18 February, 5, 11, 24, 25 March 1940;
21 March, 1 May, 9 June 1942.
The letters relate to the memorials which were built
to the writers Richard Jefferies and Alfred Williams
on Liddington Hill and Burderop Down in Wiltshire
and relate to Chamberlain's support for the
memorial.
19 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/157159

Correspondence with 1st Baron Kemsley,
Chairman, Kemsley Newspapers Ltd; Editor-inChief, 'Sunday Times

1938

Letter from Gomer [Berry, James Gomer (19071968) 1st Viscount Kemsley], 200 Gray's Inn Road,
London to Neville Chamberlain; with enclosed letter
from 'Louis' to Kemsley; note regarding luncheon to
Lloyd George; and copy of reply from Chamberlain
to Kemsley. 21 March.
Kemsley's letter forwarded a note regarding a
speech made by David Lloyd George at a luncheon
given by M. Emile Bure [editor of l'Ordre] on 19
March.
In the speech, Lloyd George 'insisted...France was
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now menaced on all of her frontiers and...her
communications...were threatened, chiefly because
General Franco was linked up with Hitler and
Mussolini'; 'declared that England would look
sympathetically on French intervention in Spain on
behalf of the Republicans'; said it 'is untrue that
France has to chose between an agreement with
London and an agreement with Moscow'; and
suggested that French Communists should be
included in the French Government. After the
luncheon the note comments that in private
conversation Lloyd George 'announced that there
would shortly be important changes in British
policy; that Mr Chamberlain would have to abandon
office; that no doubt he would be succeeded by a
Government of National Union and that that
Government would certainly adopt a fighting policy
towards Germany and Italy and...against Franco'.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/160162

Correspondence with Fritz Kreisler

1938

Letter from Fritz Kreisler [Kreisler, Fritz (18751962) violinist], The Piccadilly Hotel, London to
Neville Chamberlain; with notes from C. G. L. S. [C.
G. L. Syers]. 28 March.
The letter and notes relate to Kreisler's request for
assistance from Chamberlain, as an old personal
friend, in obtaining a new German passport.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/163164

Correspondence with Cosmo Gordon Lang,
Archbishop of Canterbury

1938

Transcript of letters from Neville Chamberlain to
'Archbishop'. The letters are annotated 'Lang' in
pencil, which suggests they were written to the
Archbishop of Canterbury, Cosmo Gordon Lang
[Lang, William Cosmo Gordon (1864-1945) Baron
Lang, Archbishop of Canterbury].
The file contains the following items:
/163: Letter in response to a letter from the
Archbishop regarding the Munich Agreement; and
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suggesting 'I am sure that some day the Czechs
will see that what we did was to save them for a
happier future'; 'and I sincerely believe that we
have at last opened the way to that general
appeasement which alone can save the world from
chaos'. 2 October.
/164: Letter apologising 'for the liberty I took in
quoting some passages from Professor Schramm's
letter in the House of Commons'; and saying 'from
various communications of an unofficial kind I am
encouraged to hope that the Germans mean to
play up now in support of peace'. 7 October.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/165

Correspondence with George Lansbury

1938

Letter from George Lansbury, 39 Bow Road,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 22 March.
The letter is in support of Chamberlain's policy of
appeasement; relates to a pamphlet by Mr Joyce;
and Lansbury's concerns about foreign affairs.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/166167

Correspondence with Sir Walter R. Lawrence

1938

Letter from Walter R. Lawrence [Lawrence, Sir
Walter Roper (1857-1940) Knight Indian Civil
Servant], 94 Eaton Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of reply from C. G. L. S.
[Cecil Syers, Private Secretary to Chamberlain] to
Lawrence. Easter Day [17 April] and 20 April.
The letter relates to Lawrence's visit to Australia
and New Zealand and the approval of
Chamberlain's efforts for peace given by people he
met on the voyage; and wishes Chamberlain
'health and continued power to carry on the highest
endeavour known in our history'.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/31/168

Correspondence 1st Viscount Lee of Fareham

1938

Letter from Lee [Lee, Arthur Hamilton (1868-1947)
Viscount Lee of Fareham, statesman], Old
Quarries, Avening, Gloucestershire to Neville
Chamberlain. 12 November.
The letter relates to Lee's gift to Chequers [Lee
was the original donor of Chequers, for use as the
Prime Minister's country house] of a service of
plates, in appreciation of Chamberlain and his
efforts for peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/169

Correspondence with H. B. Lees-Smith

1939

Letter from H. B. Lees-Smith [Smith, Hastings
Bertrand Lees- (1878-1941) Politician], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 6 February.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's support for
the proposal of giving pensions to Members of
Parliament.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/170181

Correspondence relating to Alan Lennox-Boyd's
speech at Biggleswade

1938

Letters relating to Lennox-Boyd's speech at
Biggleswade including: message from Victor Mallet
[Mallet, Sir Victor Alexander Louis (1893-1969)
Knight Diplomat], notes from E. M. W. [Watson,
Edith Margaret (d 1953) civil servant], letter from
Edward [Wood, Edward Frederick Lindley (18811959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman], letters from
Alan Lennox Boyd [Boyd, Alan Tindal Lennox(1904-1983) 1st Viscount Boyd, politician], letter
from P. V. Emrys-Evans [Evans, Paul Vychan
Emrys- (1894-1967) Politician], letter from R. C.
Morrison [Morrison, Robert Craigmyle (1881-1953)
1st Baron Morrison of Tottenham] and press
cuttings. 19, 20, 21, 23 and 24 March.
The letters relate to Lennox-Boyd's speech at
Biggleswade in which he was reported as
commenting 'I do not think that Mr Chamberlain
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would make a movement to guarantee the frontiers
of Czechoslovakia' and that he could 'contemplate
nothing more ridiculous' than such a guarantee.
This was commented on by Lord Halifax as 'a most
unhelpful speech...at this juncture'. However,
Lennox-Boyd stated that he had been misquoted in
the newspaper report and that he instead
suggested that Chamberlain would not be 'rushed
into making hasty declarations' to guarantee the
position of Czechoslovakia and it would be
ridiculous to guarantee existing frontiers forever
when the people themselves may want them
changed.
17 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/182

Correspondence with 2nd Marquess of Linlithgow,
Viceroy and Governor-General of India

1938

Letter from Linlithgow [Hope, Victor Alexander
John (1887-1952) 2nd Marquess of Linlithgow,
Viceroy of India], 11 Mount Street, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 11 October.
The letter suggests 'I am not a bit disturbed by
signs of 'cold feet' about Federation in unexpected
quarters' and 'we cannot manage India if we
surrender the initiative' [relates to the creation of a
federal system for the government of India
following the Government of India Act 1935, which
required the support of the Indian princely states
before it could go ahead; that 'I will be busy to put
India into best fighting shape in case of war'; and
congratulates Chamberlain on the Munich
Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/183184

Correspondence with 7th Marquess of Londonderry 1938
Transcript of letter from Londonderry [Stewart,
Charles Stewart Henry Vane-Tempest- (18781949) 7th Marquess of Londonderry, politician],
Londonderry House, Park Lane, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and transcript of letter from
Chamberlain to Londonderry. 19 and 24 February.
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The letter relates to Londonderry's book containing
his 'views and actions in relation to Germany over
the period of 4 or 5 years' and suggests that was 'a
very disastrous period' but that 'under your
leadership we have the best and only chance of
regaining our proper national position'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/185

Correspondence with Alexander Macintosh

1938

Letter from Alexander Macintosh [Mackintosh,
Alexander (1858-1948) journalist], 57 Union Road,
Clapham, London to Neville Chamberlain. 12
March.
In the letter, Mackintosh says 'how impressed I was
by your resemblance to [Joseph Chamberlain] in
your speech on defence last Monday'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/186

Correspondence with 7th Earl of Mansfield

1938

Letter from Mansfield [Murray, Mungo David
Malcolm (1900-1971) 7th Earl of Mansfield], British
Embassy, Rio de Janeiro to Neville Chamberlain.
26 February.
A letter of support for Chamberlain's foreign policy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/187191

Correspondence with David Margesson,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury, and
Government Chief Whip

1938

Letter from David Margesson [Margesson, Henry
David Reginald (1890-1965) 1st Viscount
Margesson], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain; with memorandum by Margesson;
transcripts of letters from 'Bob' [possibly Boothby,
Robert John Graham (1900-1986) Baron Boothby,
politician?] to Margesson.
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The file contains the following items:
/187: Letter of birthday greetings and appreciation
for Chamberlain. 17 March (year annotated in
pencil).
/188: Memorandum regarding Margesson's
conversation with Winston Churchill in which
Churchill denied being involved in a 'supposed
intrigue against the Government' and commented
on the action he would take 'in the event of the
statement throwing over the League and not being
otherwise satisfactory to himself'. 17 March.
/189-191: Transcript of letters from 'Bob' to
Margesson saying 'there is no intrigue' against the
Government and regarding press articles about an
'intrigue'. 17, 18, 21 March.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/192198

Correspondence with Germain Martin

1938

Letter from Germain Martin [French Minister of
Finance and a French delegate to the Lausanne
Reparations Conference, 1932] Rue De Bac to
Neville Chamberlain; with copy of letter from C. G.
L. Syers to H. A. Caccia (Foreign Office); letter
from H. A. Caccia to C. G. L. Syers; note from C.
G. L. Syers to Chamberlain; and copies of letters
from Chamberlain to Martin. 20, 21, 23 and 24
May, 21 and 22 July.
The file contains the following items:
/192: Letter of birthday greetings and appreciation
for Chamberlain. 20 March
/193: Copy letter from C. S. [C. G. L. Syers] to H.
A. Caccia requesting information about the letter
from Martin, /193, in order to draft a letter of
thanks, 21 March
/194: Copy letter from H. A. Caccia to C. G. L.
Syers providing information about Germain Martin
and his political influence, advising a 'fairly warm
letters of thanks'. 23 March
/195: Copy letter of thanks from Chamberlain for
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letter of greetings and appreciation. 24 March
/196: Letter enclosing a tribute to Chamberlain he
has written 21 July
/197: Copy letter of thanks from Chamberlain for
sending article about him published in 'Le Capital'.
22 July
/198: Various notes relating to a request by Mrs
Chamberlain to keep the article. 25 July
10 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC7/11/31/199202

Correspondence with Sir Martin Melvin

1938

Letters from Martin Melvin [Melvin, Sir Martin John
(1879-1952) 1st Baronet Chairman of Associated
Catholic Newspapers], Billesley Manor, Alcester,
Warwickshire to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
letter from Chamberlain to Melvin.
The file contains the following items:
/199-200: Letter thanking Chamberlain for
presenting Melvin at a 'Levee' [an assembly held
by the sovereign or his representative]; and
regarding a proposed visit of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain; and copy of reply from Chamberlain.
4 and 5 March.
/201: Letter regarding a letter that Melvin received
'from a man who is going to be probably the most
dominating influence on Franco when the [Spanish
Civil] War is over' which said he regarded
Chamberlain 'as the greatest man of Europe today'. 28 April.
/202: Letter regarding someone (not named) who
asked Melvin to approach Chamberlain 'with a view
to your finding him a position in one of H. M.
Government Offices' whom Melvin considers 'most
unsuitable'. Chamberlain has annotated the letter 'I
have no clue to this mystery'. 8 June.
4 items
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Access: Open
NC7/11/31/203206

Correspondence with Lady Violet Milner

1938

Letters from Violet Milner [Milner, Violet Georgina
(1872-1958) wife of 1st Viscount Milner, Editor], 14
Manchester Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain; with copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Milner and letter from 'E.' [Wood, Edward
Frederick Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax,
statesman], Foreign Office to Chamberlain. 18, 20,
21 and 22 June.
The letters relate to Lady Milner's suggestion that
Chamberlain should meet Professor Foerster; and
also relates to her being 'appalled by the
atmosphere' at Chatham House [the Royal Institute
of International Affairs, a 'think tank' on
international affairs] which she felt 'seem to exist
only for destroying you personally'. Halifax was
shown the letter and commented regarding
Chatham House in his letter that 'she evidently
struck a bad crowd' and 'I did not form quite so low
an opinion of them'.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/207208

Correspondence with Sir Thomas Moore

1938

Letter from Thomas Moore [Moore, Thomas Cecil
Russell (1886-1971) politician and army officer],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain; with
enclosed message of support signed by 'various
supporters of the National Government'; and a list
of the signatories to the message. 17 March.
The letter forwarded a message from 'various
supporters of the National Government' in the
House of Commons to congratulate Chamberlain
on his birthday and 'assure him of our
wholehearted respect, admiration and confidence'.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/209

Correspondence with Rev. R. Paterson Morgan

1938

Letter from R. Paterson Morgan [Morgan, Richard
James Basil Paterson- (1879-1966) clergyman and
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local politician], Sandiway Lodge, Northwich to
Neville Chamberlain. 23 March.
A letter of support for Chamberlain and his foreign
policy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/210214

Correspondence with 1st Baron Mottistone

1938-1939

Letters from Jack [Seely, John Edward Bernard
(1868-1947) 1st Baron Mottistone], Mottistone
Manor, Isle of Wight to Neville Chamberlain; with
copy of letters from Chamberlain to Mottistone;
copy of letter from Mottistone to Count Grandi.
The file contains the following items:
/210-211: Copy of letter from Chamberlain and
reply from Mottistone regarding Mottistone meeting
Malcolm MacDonald to discuss 'the matter we
discussed yesterday'; and Mottistone believing 'that
I may be of some use'. 27 and 29 July 1938.
/212-214: Letter relating to a letter received by
Mottistone from Grandi on his departure from the
post of Italian Ambassador to Britain in which 'it
was apparent to me that wished to revive and
emphasise the close friendship we formed at the
time of Sanctions'; with enclosed copy of letter from
Mottistone to Grandi; and copy of reply from
Chamberlain. 21 and 22 August 1939.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/214A

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Nuffield,
Chairman, Morris Motors Ltd

1939

Telegram from Nuffield [Morris, William Richard
(1877-1964) Viscount Nuffield, industrialist],
Ulysses (ship) to Neville Chamberlain. 29 January
(date stamped on telegram).
A telegram of congratulations on Chamberlain's
'inspiring and impartial speech'.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/31/215

Correspondence with 5th Earl of Onslow

1938

Letter from Onslow [Onslow, Richard William Alan
(1876-1945) 5th Earl of Onslow], Clandon Park,
Guildford, Surrey to Neville Chamberlain. 28
February.
A letter of 'hearty congratulations on your great
victory'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/216

Correspondence with William R. Payne

1938

Letter from William R. Payne, Clerk of Works, to
Marjorie Leaf. 26 January.
The letter relates to baths at 10 Downing Street.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/217

Correspondence with 15th Earl of Pembroke

[1938]

Letter from R. Pembroke [Herbert, Reginald (18801960) 15th Earl of Pembroke], Wilton House,
Salisbury, Wiltshire to Neville Chamberlain. 28
October (year not given).
A letter thanking Chamberlain for a photograph and
in appreciation of Chamberlain following the
Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/218

Correspondence with Sir Eric Phipps, British
Ambassador to France

1938

Letter from Eric Phipps [Phipps, Sir Eric Clare
Edmund (1875-1945) Knight Diplomat], British
Embassy, Paris, France to Neville Chamberlain. 1
December.
A letter regarding Chamberlain's recent visit to
France; the general strike in France; and
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understanding by the French of Chamberlain's
forthcoming visit to Italy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/219220

Correspondence with 6th Duke of Portland

1938-1939

Letter from Portland [Bentinck, William John Arthur
Charles Cavendish- (1857-1943) 6th Duke of
Portland], Welbeck Abbey, Worksop,
Nottinghamshire to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/219: Letter regarding books. 14 January 1938.
/220: Letter regarding their disagreement over
unification of mineral royalties; and regarding
agricultural policy. 30 July 1939.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/221

Correspondence with Sir Eugene Ramsden

1938

Letter from Eugene Ramsden [Ramsden, Eugene
Joseph Squire Hargreaves (1883-1955) 1st Baron
Ramsden, politician], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain. 21 February.
A note of congratulations saying that Chamberlain
was 'magnificent to-day'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/222

Correspondence with E. W. Record, Editor of
'Birmingham Post'

1938

Letter from E. W. Record [Record, Edgar W. (18731943) journalist and newspaper editor],
Birmingham Post, 38 New Street, Birmingham to
Neville Chamberlain. 21 June.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his message for
the Birmingham Post which he will 'print...with great
pride' and regarding the toast at the U[nion] Club
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for 'the 'roasting' you gave 'the infant' '.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/223225

Correspondence relating to memorandum by Sir G.
W. Rendel, HM Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary to Bulgaria

1938

Letter from J. W. Nichols to O. S. Cleverly
[Cleverly, Sir Osmund Somers (1891-1966) civil
servant]; copy of letter from Cleverly to Nichols;
and memorandum by G. W. Rendel [Rendel, Sir
George William (1889-1979) Knight Diplomat]. 29
April and 2 May.
The letters and memorandum relate to Rendel's
audience with the Pope for personal reasons
[although the Pope also gave comments on other
issues]. In the memorandum, Rendel makes a
detailed report on the audience including the
Pope's comments on: peace; relations between
Italy and England; his fears about Communism; his
upset at there being 'no more true scholarship in
Germany'; his admiration of Chamberlain; and his
appreciation of England. The memorandum also
makes comments on the Pope and his personality.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/226

Correspondence with G. W. Rickards

1938

Letter from G. W. Rickards [Rickards, George
William (1877-1943) politician], House of Commons
to Neville Chamberlain. 30 March.
The letter relates to a meeting in his constituency
at which a resolution was passed supporting the
Government and a less formal message was given
'to let you know that everyone present promised to
work and fight for you'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/227229

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Rothermere

1938

Letter and telegram from Rothermere [Harmsworth,
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Harold Sidney (1868-1940) 1st Viscount
Rothermere, newspaper proprietor], Villa Roc
Fleuri, 1 Rue du Tenao, Monte Carlo to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of letter on behalf of
Chamberlain to Rothermere.
The file contains the following items:
/227: A letter regarding Germany and Italy and a
letter that Rothermere had received from Ward
Price [a journalist whom Rothermere said knew 'the
Dictators much better than any living Englishman
except possibly myself']. Ward Price commented
that: 'we are only passing through an interlude of
relaxed tension'; 'the grim drama is still unfolding
towards its tragic end' and that he had 'never heard
Goering so aggresive...while Ciano...said Italy has
no hope of saving Austria'. Rothermere also
comments that he heard from Hitler's private envoy
that Hitler was 'always saying the British Empire is
breaking up'. 7 March.
/228-229: Telegram stating 'You are wonderful'
[following the Munich Agreement]; and copy of
letter of thanks on behalf of Chamberlain. 1 and 10
October.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/230

Correspondence with Thomas Royden

1938

Letter from Tom [Royden, Thomas (1871–1950)
1st Baron Royden, shipowner], Tillypronie, Tarland,
Aberdeenshire to Neville Chamberlain. 18 August.
A letter regretting that Chamberlain was unable to
come to Tillypronie.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/231

Correspondence with E. M. Rudland

1938

Letter from E. M. Rudland, Harkstead, 134
Anderton Park Road, Moseley, Birmingham to
Neville Chamberlain. 15 July.
A letter just stating 'Sitting near to Mrs
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Chamberlain, these were my observations'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/232

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Runciman

1938

Letter from Walter Runciman of D. [Runciman,
Walter (1870-1949) 1st Viscount Runciman,
statesman], 8 Barton Street, Westminster, London
to Neville Chamberlain. 1 August.
The letter relates to Robert Boothby's letter which
'is composed of observations that are quite
shrewd'; thanks Neville for his praise; and relates to
his forthcoming mission to Czechoslovakia in an
attempt to help settle the problem regarding
Sudeten Germans in Czechoslovakia suggesting
that if he 'can make a good beginning with both
sides I hope to induce them to talk freely' and
suggesting the region has historically been one
with much conflict: 'what a cockpit Bohemia has
always been!'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/233234

Correspondence with 1st Baron Rushcliffe,
Chairman, Unemployment Assistance Board

1938

Letter from Harry [Betterton, Henry Bucknall
(1872–1949) 1st Baron Rushcliffe, politician],
Unemployment Assistance Board to Neville
Chamberlain; and note from J. H. W.
The file contains the following items:
/233: Letter from Rushcliffe 'profoundly' agreeing
with Chamberlain's 'action during the last few days'.
22 February.
/234: Note from J. H. W. regarding Rushcliffe who
was 'perturbed at views that have been expressed
to him about re-armament, National Service etc' but
these views were held by a very vocal minority and
that 'it would be a great mistake to pay too much
attention to these views'. 18 October.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC7/11/31/235236

Correspondence with 4th Marquess of Salisbury

1938

Letters from Salisbury [Cecil, James Edward
Hubert Gascoyne- (1861-1947) 4th Marquess of
Salisbury], Hatfield House, Hatfield, Hertfordshire
to Neville Chamberlain. 17 and 19 May.
The letters relate to Salisbury's suggestion that
Chamberlain writes a letter of appreciation to the
4th Baron Harlech [Gore, William George Arthur
Ormsby- (1885-1964) 4th Baron Harlech, politician]
following Harlech's resignation as Colonial
Secretary on his succession to the peerage.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/237238

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Samuel

1938

Letter from Samuel [Samuel, Herbert Louis (18701963) 1st Viscount Samuel, statesman], 32
Porchester Terrace, London to Neville
Chamberlain; with a transcript of the letter; and a
transcript of reply from Chamberlain to Samuel. 30
September and 5 October.
A letter of congratulation following the Munich
Agreement; and transcript of Chamberlain's reply.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/239

Correspondence with Sir Philip Sassoon, First
Commissioner of Works

1938

Letter from Philip [Sassoon, Sir Philip Albert
Gustave David (1888-1939) 3rd Baronet Politician]
to Neville Chamberlain. Marked 'among letters of
1938' by Anne Chamberlain.
A letter of admiration 'for your magnificent work for
peace during these last fateful weeks'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/31/240241

Note on Sir G. Schuster's call

1938

A manuscript and typescript note by Neville
Chamberlain on Sir G. Schuster's call on 27 June
following his tour around parts of the USA and
Canada.
Chamberlain says in the note that Schuster
suggested that there was an 'increased interest in
European affairs'; that opinion was 'steadily drifting
towards better understanding and greater
appreciation of Government policy' after the 'shock'
of Anthony Eden's resignation; suggested settling
the debt to the USA; and suggested that 'if some of
those who frequently visited U. S. A. were called
together he thought they might suggest a number
of ways in which we could improve our position
over there'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/243

Correspondence with 2nd Earl of Selborne

1938

Letter from Selborne [Palmer, William Waldegrave
(1859-1942) 2nd Earl of Selborne, statesman],
Blackmoor, Liss, Hampshire to Neville
Chamberlain. Lady Day [25 March].
A letter in support of Chamberlain following his
foreign policy statement on 24 March and suggests
'the opposition are a menace to the peace of the
world; and you ought to get [Geoffrey] Mander
'certified' '.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/244

Correspondence with Sir John Simon, Chancellor
of the Exchequer

1938

Letter from John Simon [Simon, John Allsebrook
(1873-1954) 1st Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 17
March.
A letter of birthday greetings.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/31/245

Correspondence with C. D. Smith

1938

Letter from C. D. Smith, Loughbrow, Hexham,
Northumberland to Neville Chamberlain. 16
February.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/246

Correspondence with C. Herbert Smith

1938

Letter from C. Herbert Smith [Smith, Charles
Herbert (1871-1941)], The Bracken, Barnt Green,
near Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 2
October.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain and his
efforts for peace following the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/247

Correspondence with Lionel Smith, Rector of
Edinburgh Academy

1938

Letter from Lionel Smith [Smith, Arthur Lionel
Forster (1880-1972) Educationist], The Edinburgh
Academy. 25 September.
The letter gives a quotation from Oliver Cromwell in
1656, which Smith thought Chamberlain may like,
presumably seen as relevant to the current crisis
over Czechoslovakia
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/248

Correspondence with Countess Stanhope

1938

Letter from Eileen Stanhope [Lady Eileen
Stanhope, née Browne, wife of James Richard
Stanhope (Earl Stanhope)], Chevening, Sevenoaks
to Neville Chamberlain. 8 December.
The letter relates to a tree and other plants.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/249254

Correspondence with Oliver Stanley, President of
the Board of Trade

[1938]

Letter from Oliver Stanley [Stanley, Oliver
Frederick George (1896–1950), politician], 58
Romney Street, Westminster, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and manuscript draft and transcript
copy of a letter from Chamberlain to Stanley.
The file contains the following items:
/249-253: Letters relating to Stanley's illness and
him being advised by a doctor to take a break from
work. 9, 11 April, [c. 27 April] and undated [1938].
/254: Letter regarding Stanley's brother (Lord
Stanley) dying and thanking Chamberlain for his
thoughts. 14 October [1938].
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/255

Correspondence with Lady Stanley

[1938]

Letter from Portia [Stanley, Sibyl Louise Beatrix
(known as Portia) (1893-1969) Lady Stanley née
Cadogan], 43 Belgrave Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain. Not dated.
The letter relates to the death of her husband
Edward Montagu Cavendish Stanley, Lord Stanley.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/256257

Correspondence with Henry Strauss

1938

Letter from Henry Strauss [Strauss, Henry George
(1892-1974) 1st Baron Conesford] to Neville
Chamberlain; with typescript copy of an extract of
House of Commons speech by Mr Canning on 20
March 1821. 29 July.
The letter forwarded the enclosed extract from a
speech objecting to Britain going to war in Naples,
Italy. Strauss considered the speech to 'be full of
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interesting parallels'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/258

Correspondence with Rear-Admiral Sir Murray
Sueter

1938

Letter from Murray Sueter [Sueter, Sir Murray
(1872-1960) Knight Rear Admiral], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 31 March.
The letter relates to the annual meeting of the
Conservative Party at Broxbourne during which
Chamberlain's foreign policy 'was very loudly
applauded and cheered'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/259

Correspondence with Viscountess Swinton

1938

Letter from Molie S. [Mary Constance CunliffeLister née Boynton, wife of Philip Cunliffe-Lister
(Viscount Swinton)], Swinton, Masham, Ripon,
Yorkshire to Neville Chamberlain. 20 May.
The letter explains that she is not bitter following
her husband being dismissed by Chamberlain from
the post of Air Minister, and that his friendship to
Chamberlain is unaffected.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/260263

Correspondence with Viscount Swinton, Secretary
of State for Air

[1938]

Letters from Philip [Lister, Philip Cunliffe- (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician], 7 Lygon
Place, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/260: Letter from Swinton regarding: Frank in
Ireland; Swinton's meeting with Bücher and his
advice about broadcasting; [Joseph] Goebbels
[German propaganda minister] having 'lost face
completely' following scandals of adultery and
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suggesting that Goebbels 'is probably the most
unpopular man in Germany' while Chamberlain he
said was probably the most popular; Bücher's
approval of Chamberlain's speech to the foreign
press; Swinton's talk with Gibson [former American
ambassador] and his comment on 'the freedom
with which people were criticising the Nazi regime'
and Gibson's criticism of Benes [President of
Czechoslovakia]. 19 January (marked 'among
letters of 1938' by Anne Chamberlain).
/261: Letter from Swinton thanking Chamberlain for
his praise and in support of Chamberlain's foreign
policy with Italy. 16 March (marked '1938' in pencil)
/262: Letter from Swinton regarding him cancelling
a speech he was due to make as Air Minister, after
he had been dismissed from the post. Marked
'among letters of May 1938' by Anne Chamberlain.
/263: Letter from Swinton following his dismissal as
Air Minister by Chamberlain saying that this should
not 'come between us' and that he hopes 'it may
not be my fate to have to come back into political
life' although offers to help Chamberlain. 20 May.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/264269

Correspondence with Harold Temperley and 'The
Times'

1938

Letter from Harold Temperley [Temperley, Harold
William Vazeille (1879-1939), historian], 34
Lensfield Road, Cambridge and Peterhouse,
Cambridge to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
letter from Chamberlain to Temperley and from
Chamberlain to the Editor of 'The Times'.
The file contains the following items:
/264-265: Typescript copy and manuscript draft of
Chamberlain's letter to 'The Times' regarding the
parallel between a speech by Chamberlain and
speeches by [George] Canning [politician during
the late 18th and early 19th centuries who had
been Foreign Secretary and for a brief period,
Prime Minister] which Temperley drew attention to.
A cutting of Temperley's letter to 'The Times' is also
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included. 28 July.
/266: Letter from Temperley in response to
Chamberlain's letter to 'The Times' and regarding
him sending a book relating to Canning. 29 July.
/267: Copy of reply from Chamberlain thanking
Temperley for his book on Canning's foreign policy.
3 August.
/268: Letter from Temperley regarding Canning and
regarding Chamberlain going to meet Hitler and
suggests Chamberlain's position is another parallel
with Canning. 10 September.
/269: Letter from Temperley regarding him sending
a copy of his book 'Foundations of British Foreign
Policy' to Chamberlain. 10 November.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/270278

Correspondence with Ben Tillett

1938

Letters from Ben Tillett [Tillett, Ben (1860-1943)
Labour Leader MP], Transport and General
Workers Union and 3 Porteus House, Porteus
Road, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/270: Letter of support for Chamberlain. 16 May.
/271: Letter of support for Chamberlain and his
efforts for peace. 10 July.
/272: Copy of reply to /271 from Chamberlain. 12
July.
/273: Letter of support for Chamberlain and
requesting an interview with Sir Horace Wilson. 28
August. A related note from C. G. L. S. [C. G. L.
Syers] is also included.
/274: Copy of reply to /274 on behalf of
Chamberlain. 29 August.
/275: Note from G. F. D. relating to the visit of Tillett
to see Horace Wilson regarding Tillett's
forthcoming speech and Tillett's recommendation
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of Harry Hague for an honour. 2 September.
/275A: Letter of support for Chamberlain following
his visit to meet Hitler. 26 September.
/276: Copy of reply to /275 on behalf of
Chamberlain. 27 September.
/277: Letter of support for Chamberlain regarding
his forthcoming visit to Paris. 5 November.
/278: Copy of reply to /275 on behalf of
Chamberlain. 7 November.
11 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /275A was formerly numbered
/275 (there were two different items with this
number).
NC7/11/31/279280

Correspondence with Hilda Trevelyan-Thomson

1938-1941

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Hilda TrevelyanThomson [née Tolley, wife of Trevelyan Thomson]
and letter from Thomson to Anne Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/279: Letter from Neville Chamberlain thanking
Trevelyan Thomson for her letter and verses. 14
October 1938.
/280: Letter from Trevelyan-Thomson forwarding
Neville Chamberlain's letter to Anne and in tribute
to Neville Chamberlain. 28 November 1941.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/281

Correspondence with 1st Baron Tweedsmuir,
Governor-General of Canada

1938

Letter from Tweedsmuir [Buchan, John (18751940) 1st Baron Tweedsmuir, novelist, historian,
MP, governor-general of Canada], Government
House, Ottawa, Canada to Neville Chamberlain. 26
March.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain following his
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foreign policy statement; says he was 'completely
puzzled by Anthony Eden's resignation'; says
Chamberlain has the support of people in Canada;
and suggests 'it looks as if there were a general
break-down of nerve [in the USA] in all classes'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/282

Correspondence with Sir Robert Vansittart, Chief
Diplomatic Adviser

1938

Letter from 'Van' [Vansittart, Robert Gilbert (18811957) Baron Vansittart, diplomat], Foreign Office to
Neville Chamberlain. 27 January.
The letter relates to Vansittart's concern that Paul
Reynaud has given the impression that
Chamberlain agreed with Reynaud's idea of
Reynaud joining a government in France which
included 'one or two Communists'. Vansittart also
suggests 'any overthrow of the Chautemps
Government a month or two hence if followed by
temporary confusion would greatly diminish our
chances of negotiation with Germany and Italy'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/283290

Correspondence with 1st Baron Weir, 1st Viscount
Weir

1938

Letter and transcripts of letters from Weir [Weir,
William Douglas (1877-1959) 1st Viscount Weir,
industrialist] to Neville Chamberlain; and copies of
letters from Chamberlain to Weir.
The file contains the following items:
/283: Transcript of letter from Chamberlain to Weir
advising Weir to take a longer holiday following the
death of his grandchild and problems at ICI.
Chamberlain also says 'I remain optimistic about
the result of my efforts to overcome our difficulties
with both Germany and Italy' and that 'I wish the
French Government did not collapse every time we
get to a critical point when we want their...support'.
15 January.
/284: Letter from Weir to Chamberlain in reply to
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/283 thanking Chamberlain for his letter and
regarding a book. 19 January.
/285: Memorandum from Weir opposing the
formation of a ministry of supply or munitions. 26
October.
/286: Memorandum from Weir entitled 'Some
reflections on the crisis and its consequences'. 26
October.
/287: Transcript of letter from Weir to Chamberlain
congratulating Chamberlain on his broadcast. 28
September.
/288: Transcript of letter from Weir to Chamberlain
in appreciation of Chamberlain following the
signing of the Munich Agreement. 30 September.
/289-290: Transcript of letter from Weir to
Chamberlain regarding Weir's memorandum
opposing the creation of a ministry of supply; with
copy of the memorandum. 26 October.
8 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/291

Correspondence with Prince William of Prussia

1938

Transcript of letter from Neville Chamberlain to
Prince William of Prussia. 10 November.
The letter responds to Prince William's message
following the Munich Agreement and says that the
acheivement of the Agreement was the result of
'the determination of the peoples of all countries to
avoid the folly and tragedy of another war' and that
'for those of us whose friends and relatives fell in
the last war, there could be no doubt as to the
choice'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/292293

Correspondence with 6th Earl Winterton, Deputy to
the Secretary of State for Air

1938

Letter from Eddie [Turnour, Edward (1883-1962)
6th Earl Winterton], Air Ministry to Neville
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Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/292: Letter from Winterton saying he 'made a
mistake in attempting so vigorous and lengthy
defence' of the Air Ministry in his speech on 12 May
and 'shall be wiser and adopt a different attitude
next time'; and in appreciation of Neville's help with
Winterton's second speech. 13 May.
/293: Letter of resignation from the post of Deputy
to the Secretary of State for Air, following Swinton's
[Secretary of State for Air] resignation, saying that
'my failure to convince the House last Thursday
has greatly added to the difficulties of the situation'
but offering to remain a member of the Air Council
and Chairman of the Supplies Committee. 15 May.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/31/294297

Correspondence with Sir Kingsley Wood, Secretary 1938
of State for Air
Letter from Kingsley Wood [Wood, Sir Howard
Kingsley (1881-1943) Knight MP], Broomhill Bank,
Tunbridge Wells to Horace Wilson [Chamberlain's
Private Secretary]; with note, copy of telegram from
Chamberlain to Wood, and copy of letter from [G.
H. D.?] to S. W. Warran.
The file contains the following items:
/294-295: Note from C. G. L. S. [C. G. L. Syers]
and copy of telegram relating to an accident in
which Wood and Sir Edward Campbell were
involved. 30 July
/296: Letter from Wood to Wilson regarding a letter
that Wood received from Reverend S. W. Hughes
in appreciation of Chamberlain and his colleagues.
11 October.
/297: Copy of reply by [G. H. D.] to /296. 11
October.
4 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/32

1939 letters

[1937]1959

Letters to Neville Chamberlain and copies of letters
from Chamberlain dated 1939. A copy of a letter
dated 1940 from Paul Einzig (and a letter dated
1959 forwarding that copy of a letter) is also
included.
The letters relate to various political and other
topics. This includes various letters relating to
foreign affairs including: the general situation in the
period leading up to the Second World War;
Chamberlain's visit to Italy; the invasion of the
remaining part of Czechoslovakia by Germany and
breaking of the Munich Agreement; guarantees
given to Poland; the invasion of Poland and the
start of the Second World War. Other topics
include: speeches by Chamberlain; the deaths of
friends and colleagues; and holidays.
See also NC7/11/23/8 for another letter dated 1939
from Lord Londonderry.
324 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/1-2

Correspondence with 2nd Viscount Astor

1939

Letter from W. Astor [Astor, Waldorf (1879-1952)
2nd Viscount Astor] to Neville Chamberlain; with
enclosed extract of letter from Mr Mathews [Editor
of the Arizona Times]; and copy of reply from
Chamberlain. 16 May.
Astor's letter forwarded the extracts of Mathews'
letter containing details of 'his views about
American Jewry and the Palestine compromise,
Mexico and the relations between our two peoples
[American and British]'.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/3

Correspondence with Clement R. Attlee, Leader of
the Labour Party

1939

Letter from Clement R. Attlee [Attlee, Clement
Richard (1883-1967) 1st Earl Attlee, statesman],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 5
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June.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his good wishes
on Attlee's operation and expresses sympathy for
Chamberlain's attacks of gout.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/4

Correspondence with Sir Abe Bailey

1939

Letter from Abe [Bailey, Sir Abe (1864-1940)
Knight South African Financier and Statesman],
Rust-en-Vrede, Muizenberg, Cape Town, South
Africa to Neville Chamberlain. 16 February.
The letter relates to: an anti-English feeling in
South Africa; 'the Germans and
Italians...undermining the English in S[outh] Africa';
his expectation that war will start next June; says
that Chamberlain 'has done wonders in getting
England prepared for war'; the Germans in South
Africa appearing to be very pro-Hitler; Bailey's poor
health and the pain he was suffering from.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/5

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Frederick
Bailey

1939

Letter from Fred Bailey [Bailey, Frederick George
Glyn (1880-1951) army officer], Lake House,
Salisbury, Wiltshire to Neville Chamberlain. 22
December.
The letter expresses best wishes for Christmas and
the New Year, and regards him having enclosed an
'earnest of happier times to come' (a note states
this was a fishing pass, this is not included with the
letter).
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/5A

Correspondence with Josiah W. Bailey, United
States Senator for North Carolina

1939

Letter from Josiah W. Bailey, United States Senate,
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Washington DC, USA to Neville Chamberlain. 5
August.
A letter expressing admiration for Chamberlain and
his efforts to preserve peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/6

Correspondence with 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley

1939

Letter from S. B. [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st
Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman], Astley Hall,
Stourport-on-Severn to Neville Chamberlain. 15
October.
The letter relates to: his wish to see Chamberlain;
his visit to the Houses of Parliament; part of his
house being shut up; visit of eight children and a
couple of teachers; death of Tom Lloyd.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/7-8

Correspondence with Sir Joseph Ball

1939

Letter from Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir George Joseph
(1885-1961) Knight Property and Mine Owner], 24
Old Queen Street, Westminster, London and
Ministry of Information to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/7: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his gift, and
expressing appreciation of Chamberlain's stay with
him. 24 May.
/8: Letter regarding him sending a Christmas
present of a book on dry fly fishing; expresses
hope that he will see Chamberlain after the holiday
so he could give his ideas 'about the future of this
place [Ministry of Information] and of our political
work'; regards him taking a short rest on doctors
orders; and expresses his admiration for
Chamberlain. 22 December.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/32/9-10

Correspondence with Malcolm Barclay-Harvey,
Governor of South Australia

1939

Letter from Malcolm Barclay-Harvey [Harvey,
Charles Malcolm Barclay- (1890-1969) politician], P
& O Strathnaver to Neville Chamberlain; with
transcript of Barclay-Harvey's letter and copy of
Chamberlain's reply. 19 and 25 July.
The letters relate to Barclay-Harvey going away to
start his new job as Governor-General of South
Australia.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/11

Correspondence with 2nd Duke of Westminster

1939

Letter from 'Bendor' [Grosvenor, Hugh Richard
Arthur (1879-1953) 2nd Duke of Westminster],
Eaton, Chester to Neville Chamberlain. 23 July.
The letter relates to Neville and Anne Chamberlain
going to stay for a holiday at Westminster's estate
at Lochmore.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/12

Correspondence with Wedgwood Benn

1939

Letter from Wedgwood Benn [Benn, William
Wedgwood (1877-1960) 1st Viscount Stansgate,
statesman], 40 Millbank, Westminster, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 22 November.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his kind letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/13

Correspondence with W. Blackwood

[1939]

Letter from W. Blackwood [Blackwood, William
(1878-1958) journalist and publicist], Lindores, 11
Lyon Road, Harrow, Middlesex to Neville
Chamberlain. The letter is annotated 'R. 3.8.39',
suggesting it was (received or read?) on 3 August
1939 and is also annotated 'with letters of 1939' by
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Anne Chamberlain.
The letter comments on appreciation for
Chamberlain in Aberavon, congratulates
Chamberlain on his speech in the House of
Commons and expresses his support for
Chamberlain.
Blackwood was the adopted National Government
candidate for Aberavon and was on the Executive
Committee of the National Labour group [the group
originally led by Ramsay MacDonald which broke
away from the main Labour Party to form a
coalition 'National Government' with the
Conservative Party].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/14-17

Correspondence with Robert Boothby

1939

Letters from Robert Boothby [Boothby, Robert John
Graham (1900-1986) Baron Boothby, politician], 17
Pall Mall, London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy
of letter from O. S. C[leverly] on behalf of
Chamberlain to Boothby.
The file contains the following items:
/14-15: Letter relating to reports from Boothby's
friends in Germany saying: 'it seems that
Ribbentrop is still in control, with a foreign policy
based on the conviction that we cannot and will not
fight this year'; that Hitler is inclined to attack in the
west with mobilization ordered for the end of
February; and that they are 'convinced that war is
inevitable unless we depart from our traditional
foreign policy'. Boothby also suggests we must
state that the invasion of France, the Netherlands
or Switzerland would compel us to go to war; and
that the current international tension is causing
major problems to the economy and business and
this will not end until 'we make it plain' that 'a policy
of continuous blackmail is useless'. A copy of a
letter on behalf of Chamberlain to acknowledge
Boothby's letter is also included. 26, 27 January.
/16: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's speech
referring to the sinking of the 'Rawalpindi' which
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Boothby's cousin commanded. 27 November.
/17: Letter regarding the death of his cousin on the
'Rawalpindi'. 29 November.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/18

Correspondence with Sofia Bossi-Pucci

1939

Letter from Sofia Bossi-Pucci, La Dama Di Corte Di
S. A. R. La Principessa Di Piemonte to Neville
Chamberlain. 14 January.
The letter expresses her pleasure at meeting
Chamberlain during his visit to Italy and hopes that
Chamberlain will visit Italy for a holiday.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/19

Correspondence with Baroness Brabourne

[1939]

Letter from Doreen Brabourne [née Browne, wife of
Michael Herbert Rudolf Knatchbull (5th Baron
Brabourne)], 7 Upper Belgrave Street, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 23 March (annotated '1939' in
pencil).
A letter regarding the death of her husband 'Micky'
[Knatchbull, Michael Herbert Rudolf (1895-1939)
5th Baron Brabourne] and thanking Chamberlain
for his letter of sympathy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/20

Correspondence with Sir William Brass

1939

Letter from Willie Brass [Brass, William (18861945) 1st Baron Chattisham, politician], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 17 March.
A letter of good wishes on Chamberlain's birthday;
in admiration of Chamberlain; and regarding a
present of a picture of Chamberlain.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/32/21

Correspondence with Ernest Brown, Minister of
Labour

1939

Letter from Ernest Brown [Brown, Ernest (18821962) Statesman], Ministry of Labour to Neville
Chamberlain; with enclosed quotation. 30 January.
The letter relates to the enclosed quotation of a
speech by Canning on 30 April 1823 which Brown
thinks seems apt.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/22

Correspondence with William Brown

1939

Letter from William Brown [Brown, William (18811952) psychologist and psychiatrist], 88 Harley
Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 18 July.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain and his
foreign policy; and suggests that having re-read
Hitler's 'Mein Kampf' he thinks 'Hitler will never
make [terms?] with Soviet Marxism'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/23-33

Correspondence with Arthur Bryant

1939

Letters from Arthur Bryant [Bryant, Sir Arthur
Wynne Morgan (1899-1985), Knight, historian], 37
Ennismore Gardens, London to Neville
Chamberlain, and to J. S. Rootham, Private
Secretary; and copies from and on behalf of
Chamberlain to Bryant. 16 June.
The file contains the following items:
/23. Copy of letter from Chamberlain sending
Bryant a share of the royalties received by
Chamberlain following the publication of a book of
his speeches; with notes. 8 June.
/24: Extract of letter from Bryant regarding him
wishing to keep half of his royalty cheque and give
the other half to Bonar Law College at Ashridge for
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use as a book prize. 11 June.
/25: Transcript of letter from Chamberlain regarding
use of royalties from the book of speeches; says
that he does not wish to see Dr Blohm [whom
Bryant had been talking to] as he does not feel he
can give any new information; and says he still
hopes that the reaction of the German press to his
and Halifax's speeches do not represent universal
views in Germany. 14 June.
/26: Letter from Bryant regarding use of the book
royalties at Bonar Law College; and regarding a
letter that Bryant had sent to Stanley Baldwin in
1936 which Bryant feels may be of interest to
Chamberlain in view of later events. 16 June.
/27: Copy of letter on behalf of Chamberlain
regarding use of book royalties and sending a
further cheque. 3 July.
/28: Letter from Bryant regarding use of book
royalties. 8 July.
/29-30. Letter from Bryant suggesting an appeal
from the King to Hitler 'for a pause for reason' to try
and avert war and perhaps an invitation for Hitler to
come to Britain for a talk between the King and
Hitler 'on the fate of humanity'; and copy of letter of
acknowledgement. Chamberlain annotated to the
letter 'Not a practical suggestion. Sir Horace might
see'. 22-23 August.
/31-32: Letter from Bryant advising of current
contact details; and copy of reply. 30-31 August.
/33: Letter from Bryant advising of current contact
details. 1 September.
13 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/34

Correspondence with Leslie Burgin, Minister of
Transport

1939

Letter from Leslie Burgin [Burgin, Edward Leslie
(1887-1945) Politician], Ministry of Transport to
Neville Chamberlain. 16 January.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his visit to
Italy to meet Mussolini; regards the air raid
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precautions negotiations with the mainline railways
and London Passenger Transport Board having
been 'satisfactorily concluded'; and regards
progress 'in reducing some of the Railway's more
extravagant pretentions'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/35

Correspondence with Sir Alexander Cadogan,
Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs

1939

Letter from Alec Cadogan [Cadogan, Sir Alexander
George Montague (1885-1968) Knight Diplomat],
18 Sloane Gardens, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 31 December.
A letter of New Year greetings, regretting that
Chamberlain's holiday was spoilt by his illness; and
expressing admiration for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/36-37

Correspondence with Prebendary Wilson Carlile,
Founder and Honorary Chief Secretary, The
Church Army

1939

Letter from Wilson Carlile [Carlile, Wilson (1847–
1942), founder of the Church Army], The Church
Army, London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
reply. 7-8 February.
A letter regarding the Church Army's thankfulness
at Chamberlain's visits to Germany and Rome;
regarding the Church Army encouraging its
members to register for some form of National
Service; and regarding the Church Army offering its
help to the Government in the event of war.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/38-39

Correspondence with R. H. Edwards, Chief Agent,
Birmingham Unionist Association

1939

Letter from R. H. Edwards, Birmingham Unionist
Association to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
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letter from T. B. Pritchett [Chairman of Kings
Norton Unionist Association] to Ronald Cartland. 4
August.
Edwards' letter relates to Ronald Cartland's
[Conservative Member of Parliament for Kings
Norton] speech which 'has aroused great
resentment in Birmingham' and regarding Edwards'
and Pritchett's view that another candidate for the
seat should be sought for the seat. See also
NC18/1/1111 for Chamberlain's comments on this
speech in his letter to his sister Ida.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/40

Correspondence with Marchioness of
Cholmondeley

1939

Letter from Sybil Cholmondeley [Cholmondeley,
Sybil Rachel Betty Cecile (1894-1989) nee
Sassoon, wife of 5th Marquess of Cholmondeley],
12 Kensington Palace Gardens, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 20 June.
The letter relates to the death of her brother Sir
Philip Sassoon and is in appreciation of
Chamberlain's letter of sympathy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/41

Correspondence with 6th Earl of Clarendon, Lord
Chamberlain of the Household to King George VI

1939

Letter from Clarendon [Villiers, George Herbert
Hyde (1877-1955) 6th Earl of Clarendon], 19 Hyde
Park Gardens, London to Cleverly [Cleverly, Sir
Osmund Somers (1891-1966) civil servant]
[Principal Private Secretary to Neville
Chamberlain]. 8 February.
The letter requests a private meeting with
Chamberlain 'on an important matter'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/32/42

Correspondence with E. Kitson Clark

1939

Letter from E. Kitson Clark [Clark, Edwin Kitson
(1866-1943) Lieutenant Colonel Engineer and
Antiquary], Meanwoodside, Leeds to Neville
Chamberlain. 17 October.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his reply to
Clark's letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/43

Correspondence with Sir Kenneth Clarke, Director
of the National Gallery

1939

Letter from Kenneth Clark [Clark, Kenneth
Mackenzie (1903-1983) Baron Clark, art historian],
30 Portland Place, London to Neville Chamberlain.
17 March.
A letter congratulating Chamberlain on his speech
at Birmingham 'one of the great speeches in
English history'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/44

Correspondence with O. S. Cleverly, Deputy
Secretary, Ministry of Supply

1939

Letter from Oscar Cleverly [Cleverly, Sir Osmund
Somers (1891-1966) civil servant], 5 Millbank,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 5 May.
A letter expressing his appreciation of Chamberlain
and of having worked for Chamberlain as Principal
Private Secretary, following his transfer to a new
post.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/45-46

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel John
Cobbold [?]

[1938]1939

Letter from 'Cobbold' [possibly Cobbold, John
Murray (1897-1944)], Glemham Hall, Woodbridge,
Suffolk to Neville Chamberlain. 12 March 1939 and
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'Sunday' (the annotation at the top of the letter
indicating that Chamberlain could visit Millden in
the week of 4 September after going to Balmoral
suggests the date is 1938, as this corresponds with
Chamberlain's actual movements in September
1938 recorded in his letters to his sisters).
The letters relate to Chamberlain and Cobbold
going to Millden [in Edzell, Forfarshire] for a
shooting trip.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/47-51

Correspondence with Gertrude G. Edgar and F.
Seymour Cocks

1939

Letters from Gertrude C. Edgar, Forest Creek
Cottage, St Hilary, Marazion, Cornwall to Neville
Chamberlain; from F. Seymour Cocks, House of
Commons, London SW1 to O.S. Cleverly [Cleverly,
Sir Osmund Somers (1891-1966) civil servant]; and
copies of letters from Cleverly to Edgar and Cocks.
The letters relate to Chamberlain's comments in a
House of Commons debate in response to
Seymour Cocks and its reference to a
Shakespearean character which Edgar objected to.
Edgar wrote a further letter in which she revealed
as Cleverly put it 'quite a remarkable number and
variety of bees in her bonnet!' including her feelings
about the Government's foreign policy and her
belief in some sort of conspiracy involving Lord
Halifax, the Church Union and the Government 'to
re-instate the Pope in this country'.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/52-57

Correspondence with Hendrikus Colijn

1939

Letter from H. Colijn [Colijn, Hendrikus (1869-1944)
Dutch politician], Stadhouderslaan 151, 'SGravenhage, Netherlands to Neville Chamberlain;
with draft and copy of reply from Chamberlain; and
related internal Civil Service correspondence and
notes. 7 September.
Colijn [former Prime Minister of the Netherlands]
expresses his sympathy for Chamberlain at the
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start of war; relates to his own resignation as Prime
Minister, says he is glad he left the Netherlands
army 'in a much better state of preparedness', and
offers his services as a neutral.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/58

Correspondence with 2nd Baron Craigmyle

[1939]

Letter from Craigmyle [Shaw, Alexander (18831944) 2nd Baron Craigmyle], Fairnilee House, by
Galashiels to Neville Chamberlain. An annotation
by Anne Chamberlain states the postmark on the
envelope containing the letter was dated 23 July
1939.
A letter offering £1000 to the Government for any
purpose that Chamberlain chooses. The money
was from a legacy given to Craigmyle on the death
of his brother-in-law, Inchcape.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/59

Correspondence with Anthony Crossley

[1939]

Letter from Anthony Crossley [Crossley, Anthony
Crommelin (1903-1939) politician], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain. Not dated.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his note
regarding a book, and saying 'it seemed only fair
comment on Archie Sinclair's speech'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/60

Correspondence with Clare Crossley

1939

Letter from Clare Crossley [née Thomson, wife of
Anthony Crommelin Crossley], 26 Mallord Street,
Chelsea, London to Neville Chamberlain. 29
August.
The letter relates to the death of her husband
[Crossley, Anthony Crommelin (1903-1939)
politician] and thanks Chamberlain for his letter of
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sympathy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/61

Correspondence with Viscountess Davidson

1939

Letter from Joan Davidson [Davidson, Frances
Joan (1894–1985), Viscountess Davidson and
Baroness Northchurch, politician], 16 Great College
Street, Westminster, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 5 July.
The letter expresses concern at 'the outrageous
propaganda in practically all the newspapers on
behalf of Mr Churchill'; and urges Chamberlain not
to invite him into the Cabinet 'not only because he
has no balance or judgment, but because he
cannot refrain from intriguing, and from taking
actions that will enhance his position and give him
excitement'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/62-66

Correspondence with Clement Davies

1939

Letter from Clement Davies [Davies, Edward
Clement (1884-1962) Politician], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain; with related
memoranda and a press cutting. 14 December.
The letter states that Davies is withdrawing his
support from the Government as he considers it
has failed 'to take the measures necessary for the
vigourous prosecution of the war' and 'has not the
resolution, policy, or energy demanded'. This letter
was published in 'The Times' on 16 December.
Memoranda from A. N. R. [Arthur Nevill Rucker]
and J. R. C. regarding the letter and Davies'
telephone call to Rucker are also included.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/67

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Dawson

[1939]

Letter from Dawson [Dawson, Bertrand Edward
(1864-1945) 1st Viscount Dawson, physician], 32
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Wimpole Street, [London] to Neville Chamberlain.
30 April.
The letter relates to a survey by a doctor of his
patients who found that the majority were in
support of conscription.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/68-73

Correspondence with Sir Howard D'Egville

1939

Letters from Howard D'Egville [D'Egville, Howard (d
1965)], Westminster Hall, Houses of Parliament to
Neville Chamberlain and J. St. J. Rootham [Jasper
St John Rootham, Private Secretary to
Chamberlain]; copy of letter on behalf of
Chamberlain to d'Egville; and related notes. 26, 27,
29, 30 August.
The letters relate to d'Egville's suggestion for him
to meet, write or telephone Walther Hewel [who
d'Egville says had influence with Hitler and was
also d'Egville's friend] in an attempt to avoid war.
However this suggestion was rejected by
Chamberlain.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/73A73B

Correspondence with 17th Earl of Derby, on behalf
of the Chamber of Commerce of Liverpool

1939

Telegram from Derby [Stanley, Edward George
Villiers (1865-1948) 17th Earl of Derby, statesman],
Liverpool to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of reply
from Chamberlain. 1 May (date of postmark), 2
May.
The telegram regards the Chamber of Commerce
of Liverpool at their annual meeting wishing to
express their gratitude for Chamberlain's efforts for
peace and expressing their confidence in
Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/32/74

Correspondence with 1st Baron Desborough

1939

Letter from Desborough [Grenfell, William Henry
(1855-1945) 1st Baron Desborough, politician and
civil servant], Taplow Court, Taplow,
Buckinghamshire to Neville Chamberlain. 2 August.
The letter relates to Chamberlain hoping to visit
Whiteslea on 22 September and hopes 'that
nothing terrible will happen in the meantime'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/75

Correspondence with Lord Dunglass,
Parliamentary Private Secretary to the Prime
Minister

[1939]

Letter from Alec [Home, Alexander Frederick
Douglas- (1903-1995) Baron Home of the Hirsel,
statesman], Springhill, Coldstream to Neville
Chamberlain. 3 December ('1939' annotated in
pencil).
The letter relates to: the birth of his child; it
seeming 'difficult to believe that a war is going on'
in his local area near Coldstream; discontent
amongst farmers; and condemnation of the
Russian invasion of Finland.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/76

Correspondence with Baroness Duveen

1939

Letter from Elsie Duveen [née Salamon, wife of 1st
Baron Duveen], Claridges, [London] to Neville
Chamberlain. 6 June.
The letter relates to the death of her husband
[Duveen, Joseph (1869-1939) 1st Baron Duveen]
and thanks Chamberlain for his letter of sympathy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/77-78

Correspondence with Anthony Eden

1939

Letters from Anthony Eden [Eden, Robert Anthony
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(1897-1977) 1st Earl of Avon, statesman],
Fitzhardinge Street, London and House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/77: Letter expressing 'how completely' he agreed
with Chamberlain's statement in the House of
Commons; and regarding 'a very big meeting' at
Newcastle having endorsed what Chamberlain
said. 1 April.
/78: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter; and
saying 'I only hope that I helped a little'; it seemed
to me that we were all getting unnecessarily at
cross-purposes' [this follows a speech by Eden in
support of Chamberlain, this is commented on in
Chamberlain's letter to his sister Hilda, see
NC18/1/1094]. 13 April.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/79-80

Correspondence with Paul Einzig

1940-1959

Copy of letter from Paul Einzig [Einzig, Paul (18971973), economist and political journalist], The
White Cottage, South Bolton Gardens, London to
Neville Chamberlain; and letter from Einzig to Anne
Chamberlain forwarding the copy. 29 June 1940
and 31 July 1959.
The letter relates to an impression received by
Einzig and other foreign journalists that the majority
of Conservative 'rank and file', whom Einzig
suggests follows Chamberlain's lead. had a
'conspicuously passive attitude' towards the Prime
Minister [Winston Churchill] and regarding rumours
of peace negotiations, referred to in Chamberlain's
speech to the American press, developing from this
impression.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/81

Correspondence with Lady MeadeFeatherstonhaugh

1939

Letter from Meg [Margaret MeadeFetherstonhaugh, née Glyn, wife of Sir Herbert
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Meade-Fetherstonhaugh], Up Park, Petersfield to
Neville Chamberlain. 20 February.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain and his
efforts for peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/82

Correspondence with Sir Francis Fremantle

1939

Letter from Sir Francis Fremantle [Fremantle, Sir
Francis Edward (1872-1943) Knight MP Physician],
Carlton Club, Pall Mall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 13 December.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain's speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/83

Correspondence with 6th Viscount Gort,
Commander-in-Chief of the Field Force

1939

Letter from Gort [Vereker, John Standish Surtees
Prendergast (1886-1946) 6th Viscount Gort, Field
Marshal], General Headquarters, British
Expeditionary Force to Neville Chamberlain. 27
December.
The letter relates to the Secretary of State for War
[Leslie Hore-Belisha] and criticism of him in the
army; says that in the British Expeditionary Force
'any feeling they had previously of possibly
misplaced criticism has wholly disappeared';
relates to Chamberlain's visit to the Maginot Line;
and says that 'politically the French place great
store on our troops being on the Eastern frontier [of
France]' and that he hopes to send another
brigade. This letter is referred to in Neville's letter to
his sister Hilda on 30 December (see
NC18/1/1136).
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/84-87

Correspondence with Count Dino Grandi, Italian
Minister of Justice and Keeper of the Seal
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Letters from Count Dino Grandi [Grandi, Dino
(1895-1988) Count di Mordano, politician] to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Grandi.
The file contains the following items:
/84: Letter expressing his happiness that Italy had
decided not to enter the war; in appreciation of
Chamberlain for his help and friendship while
Grandi was the Italian Ambassador to Britain;
regrets that his 'mission [as Ambassador]...has
been put to an end, against my will'; proposes to
visit London in the near future; and expresses his
dislike of the thought of war. 1 September.
/85: Copy of letter from Chamberlain saying how
'grievous' it was to take the decision of going to
war; expresses appreciation for Grandi for his
efforts to avoid war between Britain and Italy;
expresses hope that Britain and Italy will not be
drawn into conflict at a later date; and suggests
that it may no longer be possible for Grandi to
come to London but that he would be welcomed
when he can visit and hopes they may be able to
'work together in the restoration of peace'. 13
September.
/86: Letter thanking Chamberlain for sending a
photograph; and regarding his hope to return to
Britain in the future. 10 October.
/87: Copy of letter from Chamberlain thanking
Grandi for his letter and a photograph 'to remind
me of our friendship and of the friendship of our
countries which you have done so much to foster'.
24 October.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/88

Correspondence with Edgar Granville

1939

Letter from Edgar Granville [Granville, Edgar Louis
(1898-1998) Baron Granville of Eye, politician],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 3
April.
A letter in support of Chamberlain and his efforts
for peace.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/89

Correspondence with Arthur Greenwood, Deputy
Leader of the Labour Party

1939

Letter from Arthur Greenwood [Greenwood, Arthur
(1880-1954), statesman] to Neville Chamberlain.
20 November.
A letter replying to Chamberlain's letter saying
'there is nothing really wrong with me, -except an
extra strain which is not surprising in the
circumstance of recent months!'; and hoping that
Chamberlain is 'getting fit'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/90-91

Correspondence with John Gretton

1939

Letter from John Gretton [Gretton, John (18671947) 1st Baron Gretton], 35 Belgrave Square,
London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter
from Chamberlain to Gretton. 9 June.
The letters relate to Gretton's request for a meeting
with Chamberlain
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/92-97

Correspondence with Sir Edward Grigg

1939

Letters from Edward Grigg [Grigg, Edward William
Macleay (1879-1955) 1st Baron Altrincham,
politician], 30 Westminster Gardens, London to
Neville Chamberlain; and copies of letters from
Chamberlain to Grigg.
The file contains the following items:
/92: Letter from Grigg regretting not attending the
1922 Dinner; regarding public meeting in Sale at
which Grigg gave a speech to put the case for
enlarging the Territorial Army and at which the
meeting supported the principle of compulsory
service; regarding him wishing to continue to
'forward the appear for volunteers' and hopes it will
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not be regarded as disloyal to Chamberlain; and
wishing 'that resolutions tabled by a small minority
did not inspire other backbenchers to think it
desirable to secure declarations of loyalty as a
counterstroke' which Grigg feels insulted by. 30
March.
/93-94: Copy of letter from Chamberlain in reply to
/92 regarding the public meeting at Sale and says
that 'neither conscription nor the expansion of the
Territorial Army can add to our offensive strength
on land for many months as training and equipment
have to be provided' but encourages Grigg to
continue his appeal and says he cannot object to
Grigg saying that conscription would have been
better or may have to brought in if their are
insufficient volunteers; and regarding declarations
of loyalty. Some notes giving an outline for the draft
of the letter are also included. 31 March.
/95: Letter from Grigg regarding expansion of the
Territorial Army and suggests 'the principle of
universal liability' [to be conscripted] would give the
system a better chance; and regarding declarations
of loyalty. 3 April.
/96: Letter from Grigg of congratulations for
Chamberlain's speech. 3 April.
/97: Letter from Grigg in appreciation of
Chamberlain's speech regarding pensions. 27 July.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/98-99

Correspondence with William G. Howard Gritten

1939

Letter from William G. Howard Gritten [Gritten,
William George Howard (d 1943) politician],
Staincliffe Hotel, Seaton Carew, West Hartlepool to
Neville Chamberlain; with copy of letter from
Chamberlain to Gritten; and two press cuttings. 8
December
The letters relate to a message from Chamberlain
regarding the war read out by Gritten to a public
meeting in Hartlepool; and Gritten's letter also
relates to the 'Socialists' [Labour Party] having
been 'very militant' in Hartlepool.
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4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/100

Correspondence with Hannah Gubbay

1939

Letter from Hannah Gubbay, 44 Hertford Street,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 7 June.
A letter regarding the death of her cousin Sir Philip
Sassoon [Sassoon, Sir Philip Albert Gustave David
(1888-1939) 3rd Baronet Politician] and thanks
Chamberlain for his letter of condolence.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/101

Correspondence with Derrick Gunston

1939

Letter from Derrick Gunston [Gunston, Sir Derrick
Wellesley (b 1891) Knight Soldier and Politician],
South End, Wickwar, Gloucestershire to Neville
Chamberlain. 2 April.
A letter expressing his delight at Chamberlain's
'bold declaration' [guarantee of assistance to
Poland, if Poland was attacked]; assures
Chamberlain that a motion 'in favour of national
unity' was not intended to attack Chamberlain;
regarding him having 'not been in tune' with
Chamberlain over foreign policy though he says he
'never made a speech without paying a testimony
to your high courage and nobility of purpose';
regarding Anthony Eden; and offering to serve
Chamberlain possibly in calling for recruits.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/102108

Correspondence with H. A. Gwynne

1939

Letters from H.A. Gwynne [Gwynne, Howell Arthur
(1865-1950), journalist], Mawbyns, Little Easton,
Dunmow to Neville Chamberlain and Horace
Wilson; and copies of letters from and on behalf of
Chamberlain to Gwynne.
The file contains the following items:
/102: Letter from Gwynne to Chamberlain giving his
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thoughts about the problems to be faced by
Chamberlain in 1939 comparing the situation with
events in the past; suggests that Britain should
have negotiated pacts 'with every country in
Europe which was not threatened into submission
by Hitler'; suggests it was a mistake to negotiate
with Mussolini in Italy after his demands for Italian
territory; says he feels 'that you have taken the 'fizz'
out of war by your courageous visits to Hitler' and
'may have saved the world from the greatest horror'
though 'at any time now we may be challenged to
stand fast or to yield to humiliating conditions'. 4
January
/103: Letter from Gwynne to Chamberlain offering
best wishes for 1939 and asking him to pass on
/102 to Chamberlain. 4 January.
/104: Copy of letter from J. Rootham on behalf of
Wilson acknowledging /103. 7 January.
/105: Note from J. R[ootham] to Chamberlain
regarding reply to /103. 7 January.
/106: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Gwynne
saying 'I think you know that I am not a 'peace at
any price' man; but I must in any given situation be
sure...that the cost of war is not greater than the
price of peace'; and says 'nearly everyone of my
critics make the mistake of over-simplifying the
problems I have to face' and assumes Chamberlain
is doing the same 'but I assure you I am not such a
'mug' as is generally supposed!'. 7 January.
/107: Letter from Gwynne to Chamberlain of
congratulation on Chamberlain's birthday; in
support of Chamberlain's foreign policy saying he
was 'bound to give Hitler an opportunity of showing
that he could keep his word'; suggests he has now
'won the whole civilised world to your side' [after
the German invasion of the remaining part of
Czechoslovakia]; and suggests Hitler 'has made
the colossal mistake of forgetting that victory
invariably goes to the country which possesses
supremacy at sea'. 17 March.
/108: Letter from Gwynne to Chamberlain in
admiration of Chamberlain's speech; regrets 'that
the Government are having great trouble with the
Press'; and suggests the 'appointment of some
discreet and dependable journalists who could act
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as a buffer between the Ministry of Information and
the Press'. 12 October.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/109

Correspondence with Sir Douglas Hacking,
Chairman of the Conservative Party

1939

Letter from Douglas Hacking [Hacking, Douglas
Hewitt (1884-1950) 1st Baron Hacking],
Conservative and Unionist Central Office to Neville
Chamberlain. 28 November
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's broadcast;
and in appreciation of Chamberlain's 'intervention
in the N. P. B. [National Publicity Board: an
organization set up to promote the National
Government and its policies] financial assistance
episode' and regarding a letter from K. W. [Sir
Kingsley Wood, Chairman of the NPB] saying he
hoped the troubles between Conservative Central
Office and the NPB will never recur.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/110

Correspondence with W. W. Hadley, Editor of the
'Sunday Times'

1939

Letter from W. W. Hadley [Hadley, William Waite (d
1960) Journalist], 'Sunday Times' to Neville
Chamberlain. 28 March.
A letter giving an extract of a letter Hadley received
from her sister in appreciation of Chamberlain's
speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/111117

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax,
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

1939

Letters from E. [Wood, Edward Frederick Lindley
(1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Foreign Office to Neville Chamberlain.
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The file contains the following items:
/111: Letter regarding Halifax's concerns about
Chamberlain's talk to the lobby correspondents:
that the Foreign Office press department was not
informed about the talk; his objection to the
'publicity given to the hopes of early progress in
disarmament' which he did not regard as probable
and thought 'it will not do good in Germany at this
moment'; and that the French may view it 'as an
advance feeler in the direction of third party
mediation' regarding the 'troop-concentration race
between them and the Italians'. Halifax also asks
that he is consulted in future if Chamberlain wishes
to make 'such a general review about Foreign
Affairs'. 10 March (marked 'among letters of 1938
and 1939' by Anne Chamberlain; the content
indicates it dates to 1939).
/112: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Halifax
apologising regarding his talk to the lobby
correspondents; saying he was 'horrified' that the
talk was transcribed verbatim rather than used as a
general background; promises to consult Halifax in
future; and says he had believed the question on
foreign affairs asked by the lobby journalists had
been passed to the Foreign Office for their brief. 11
March.
/113: Letter regarding concerns about 'The Times'
report on negotiations with Russia suggesting they
may have heard about from a Cabinet minister who
had dinner with Geoffrey Dawson (Editor of The
Times); and regarding how Chamberlain should
reply if he gets a question as anticipated on the
negotiations. 4 May.
/114: Letter regarding appointment of British
Ambassador to the United States discussing the
potential candidates, and expressing a preference
for Lord Lothian. 1 August (marked 'among letters
of 1939 and 1938' by Anne Chamberlain).
/115: Letter regarding Halifax returning after going
away to sort out estate troubles at Garrowby; a
report sent by Vansittart from Christie [Malcolm
Christie, an intelligence officer] on a talk with Max
Hohenlohe which Halifax feels 'interesting as a
potential time-gainer: and perhaps a bit more'. 20
November (marked 'with 1939 letters' by Anne
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Chamberlain).
/116: Letter regarding approach to be made to
Norway and Sweden; and regarding Gilmour's
shipping paper and Halifax being impressed by 'the
case made for restrictions on imports etc'. 23
December (annotated '1939' by Anne
Chamberlain).
/117: Letter making suggestions regarding
Chamberlain's proposed changes to the Cabinet
suggesting that: moving Leslie Hore-Belisha to
become Minister of Information would 'be rather a
pill for that already ailing ministry to digest'
suggesting it would make it seem a 'dumping
ground for someone who had to be moved from
another Dep[artmen]t' and suggesting Walter
Monckton, George Lloyd or 'conceivably' Baron
Beaverbrook as possible alternative ministers; and
suggests that Oliver [Stanley] may not be 'quite
impressive enough for the country' to become
Secretary of State for War. 23 December.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/118

Correspondence with (Tucker?)

1939

Letter from (Tucker?), British School at Rome,
Valle Giulia, Rome, Italy to Neville Chamberlain. 15
March. The letter is marked by an unknown person
as being from someone named Hammond, but this
does not agree with the signature and it is unclear
how this name has been derived.
A letter regarding him or her sending a sketch as a
birthday present for Chamberlain; and in support of
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/119

Correspondence with Agnes Headlam-Morley

1939

Letter from Agnes Headlam-Morley [Morley, Agnes
Headlam- (1902–1986), historian], St Hughes
College, Oxford to Neville Chamberlain. 21 March.
A letter of support for Chamberlain and
congratulations on his speech at Birmingham;
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expressing disappointment at recent events [the
invasion of Czechoslovakia by Germany]; says 'if it
is necessary now to form a strong bloc against
Germany there are many...who will follow
you...because you made every attempt to prevent
it'.
The letter also regards her visit to Germany shortly
before Christmas where she found 'most
unqualified support and admiration for your policy',
depression, disillusionment at the German
Government, people terrified of the secret police,
that the power of 'the extreme sections' was very
great leading to crumbling of opposition, and found
there was 'a very considerable amount of
discontent even amongst lower middle class
people who have hitherto been his [Hitler's]
strongest supporters'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/120121

Correspondence with George Hicks

1939

Letters from George Hicks [Hicks, Ernest George
(1879-1954) trade unionist and politician], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/120: Letter regretting having opposed the
Government in the vote in the House of Commons
on national defence saying that he believes 'the
Voluntary system superior to the Totalilitarian
system'. 1 May.
/121: Letter thanking Chamberlain. 12 October.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/122127

Correspondence with Most Rev. Arthur Hinsley,
Archbishop of Westminster

1939

Letters from A. Cardinal Hinsley [Hinsley, Arthur
(1865-1943) Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster]
Archbishop's House, Westminster, London to
Neville Chamberlain; with letter from E. A.
Hitchman [Ministry of Labour] to A. N. Rucker
[Chamberlain's Private Secretary]; and copies of
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letters from Chamberlain to Hinsley.
The file contains the following items:
/122: Letter assuring Chamberlain 'of the absolute
loyalty of the Catholic subjects of His
Majesty...during this time of trial and danger'
[following the invasion of Poland]; and regarding
conscription of clergy, assuming they will be
treated the same as they were in the First World
War. 2 September.
/123: Letter forwarding copy of translation of the
Pastoral Letter of Pope Pius XII (see /126) who
alluded 'to those rulers who made noble efforts,
before the outbreak of war, to avert its calamities...I
am convinced he alludes specially to you'. 25
November.
/124: Letter from Hitchman to Rucker saying in
response to /124 that clergy are exempt from
conscription. 4 September.
/125: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Hinsley in
reply to /122 thanking Hinsley for his assurances of
loyalty and stating that clergy will be exempt from
conscription as in the last war. 5 September.
/126: Printed pamphlet 'Darkness over the Earth'
containing translation of the Pope's Encyclical
Letter, published by the Catholic Truth Society and
Catholic Social Guild. The item appears to have
been enclosed with /123. November 1939.
/127: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Hinsley
thanking Hinsley for his letter (/123) and copy of
translation; and hoping for a 'just and stable peace',
'when we have put an end to terror and
aggression'. 27 November.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/128132

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare, Secretary
of State for Home Affairs

[19391940]

Letters from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman] to Neville Chamberlain.
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The file contains the following items:
/128: Letter regretting his illness; saying there is
nothing Chamberlain should regret [after the
invasion of the remaining part of Czechoslovakia
by Germany, breaking the Munich Agreement] and
he feels Chamberlain could not have done anything
substantially different; and suggests talks with the
leaders of other political parties although feels it
unlikely that the kind of coalition government
envisaged by Anthony Eden would emerge from
such talks. 17 March (marked 'among letters of
1939' by Anne Chamberlain, the content of the
letter confirms this).
/129: Letter regarding reaction in Germany to
Hitler's recent speech; and suggests Chamberlain
should repudiate a policy of 'encirclement' and
make it clear in his forthcoming speech that Britain
has 'no wish to strangle the German people' with
Hoare fearing that otherwise Germany would be
provoked into war with the support of the German
public. 2 April (marked 'among letters of 1939' by
Anne Chamberlain, the content of the letter
confirms this).
/130: Letter regarding going for a shooting trip with
Chamberlain in September; says that the prospects
seem good if there is an election in November; and
regarding him having been 'clearing out quite a
number of IRA undesirables from Birmingham'. 6
August.
/131: Letter suggesting bringing in Archibald
Sinclair [Liberal Party leader] into Chamberlain's
Government; and suggesting Chamberlain should
have a talk with Max [Lord Beaverbrook] who is 'in
an uncertain mood as to which side he should
come down on'. 10 January 1940.
/132: Letter regarding Maurice Hankey and Hoare
going to France and so expects to miss the Cabinet
meeting tomorrow (and so gives his comments for
the meeting in this letter); suggesting Britain should
help Finland 'as much and as quickly as possible';
suggests Britain should try to get Sweden in the
war on Britain's side though feels the British
minister in Stockholm may be incapable of putting
enough pressure on Sweden to do this; and of
good wishes for the new year. 26 December
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(marked 'must be 1939' by Anne Chamberlain).
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/133

Correspondence with 1st Baron Horder

1939

Letter from Horder [Horder, Thomas Jeeves (18711955) 1st Baron Horder, physician], Ashford
Chace, Petersfield, Hampshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 31 December.
A letter offering good wishes for 1940; and of
support for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/134136

Correspondence with Leslie Hore-Belisha,
Secretary of State for War

1939

Letter from Leslie Hore-Belisha [Belisha, Isaac
Leslie Hore- (1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha,
statesman], War Office to Neville Chamberlain; and
transcript of one of the letters.
The file contains the following items:
/134-135: Letter (with transcript) regarding HoreBelisha's scheme to reform the army and in
appreciation of Chamberlain's help; and says that
Chamberlain's declarations had ensured people
cannot make a similar accusation as had been
made against the Liberal Government in 1914 that the First World War could have been avoided if
Britain's attitude in the event of an attack on France
had been made clear. 10 March
/136: Letter offering his blessings for Chamberlain
at Christmas. 22 December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/137

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
Francis Humphrys

1939

Transcript of letter from Neville Chamberlain to
Francis [Humphrys, Sir Francis Henry (1879–
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1971), colonial administrator and diplomatist]. 17
April.
A letter regarding fishing at Castle Forbes.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/138

Correspondence with Charles Hunter

1939

Letter from Charles Hunter, Bourdon House,
Davies Street, Berkeley Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 19 April.
A letter regarding fishing at Lochmore and
suggesting issuing 'an ultimatum to declare war on
anyone who interferes in future with your fishing
holiday'; and regarding 'Bendor' [Duke of
Westminster] having returned to Britain; and asks
to let him and the Duke 'know if we can contribute
in any way to your leisure or pleasure'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/139

Correspondence with Joseph Kennedy, American
Ambassador to Britain

1939

Telegram from Joe Kennedy [Kennedy, Joseph
Patrick (1888-1969) American Businessman and
Diplomat] to Neville Chamberlain. 9 October.
A telegram of thanks for 'the friendly thought and
best wishes of the Chamberlains of Downing Street
[which] touched and cheered the lonely Kennedy of
Grosvenor Square who better half and eight-ninths
are far overseas'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/140142

Correspondence with 1st Baron Kennet

1939

Letters from 'K' [Young, Edward Hilton (1879-1960)
1st Baron Kennet, politician], Leinster Corner,
Lancaster Gate, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
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/140: Letter sending Chamberlain a copy of his
privately issued pamphlet intended to 'while away a
moment or two for a few old friends'. 31 October.
/141: Kennet's pamphlet (printed) 'A Recantation at
the Eleventh Hour of Errors About Democratic
Government', in which Kennet gives some of his
thoughts about government. September.
/142: Letter expressing appreciation of
Chamberlain's letter. 4 November.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/143

Correspondence with Norah Kenrick

1939

Letter from Norah Kenrick [a cousin], The Grove,
Harborne, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 13
January.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for sending diary of
Emily Harben; regarding the contents of the diary;
and the family history.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/144146

Correspondence with Indian Ex-Service Men's
Association of British East Africa

1939

Letter from unidentified officer at the Colonial Office
to A. N. Rucker [Chamberlain's Private Secretary]
forwarding copy of letter A. H. Jan [General
Secretary, Indian Ex-Service Men's Association of
British East Africa]; and copy of letter from C. C. M.
Kennie [for the Acting Governor of Kenya] to
Malcolm Macdonald (forwarding Jan's letter). 29
October, 7 and 30 November.
The letter from the Association expresses their
regret at the sinking of HMS Royal Oak by
Germany; and expresses their loyalty to Britain.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/147

Correspondence with 12th Baron Kinnaird
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Letter from Kinnaird [Kinnaird, Kenneth Fitzgerald
(1880-1972) 12th Baron Kinnaird], 23 Lennox
Gardens, London to Neville Chamberlain. Not
dated (marked 'among letters of 1939' by Anne
Chamberlain).
A letter saying there is no justification for doubts
expressed by other people regarding the wisdom of
Chamberlain having gone to Munich in September
1938.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/148153

Correspondence with Cosmo Lang, Archbishop of
Canterbury

1939

Letters from Cosmo Cantuar: [Lang, William
Cosmo Gordon (1864-1945) Baron Lang,
Archbishop of Canterbury], Lambeth Palace and
other addresses to Neville Chamberlain; and
copies of letters from Chamberlain to Lang.
The file contains the following items:
/148: Letter of sympathy [following the declaration
of war with Germany earlier that day]; in
appreciation of Chamberlain's broadcast; and
offering his assistance. 3 September.
/149: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Lang
regarding the start of the war, his distress at the
loss of life and praying 'the struggle may be short
but it can't end as long as Hitler remains in power'.
5 September.
/150: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter and
in appreciation of Chamberlain. 6 September.
/151: Letter regarding him being sorry that the idea
of a church service for MPs and peers on 1
October had been given up; says he wish he 'could
do anything to help you in your tremendous Task'.
23 September.
/152: Letter of Christmas wishes; and in
appreciation of Chamberlain. 23 December.
/153: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Lang
expressing his hatred of war; and saying that 'on
the whole and in spite of much criticism I believe
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you are right in saying that the country has
confidence in me'. 27 December.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/154155

Correspondence with Harold J. Laski

1939

Letter from Harold J. Laski [Laski, Harold Joseph
(1893-1950) Political Scientist], Manor Cottage,
Little Bardfield, Braintree, Essex to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Laski. 3 and 4 September.
Laski's letter expresses his appreciation of
Chamberlain's speech [announcing the declaration
of war against Germany]; wishes Chamberlain
'strength and fortitude to bear your heavy
responsibilities in this hour'; and says that the
Labour Party [Laski was a member of the Labour
Party Executive Committee] 'will give all its energy
to help in the defeat of Fascist tyranny'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/155A

Correspondence with Humphrey Leggett

1939

Letter from Humphrey Leggett [Leggett, Sir Edward
Humphrey Manisty (1871-1947) Knight Colonial
Administrator], 11 Elvaston Place, Queen's Gate,
London to Mrs Carnegie [Mary E. Carnegie]. 12
May.
A letter forwarding the enclosed extracts of letters
received by Leggett: letters from F. Burgess
[Leggett's under-chauffeur] and Dr Gordon Jackson
in support of conscription; a letter from W. E. R.
Edwards in Durban, South Africa regarding
admiration for Chamberlain in South Africa; and
extract of letter from Leggett to Edwards in support
of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/156170

Correspondence with 7th Marquess of Londonderry 1939
Letters from L. [Stewart, Charles Stewart Henry
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Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th Marquess of
Londonderry, politician], Londonderry House, Park
Lane, London to Neville Chamberlain; copy and
drafts of letter from Chamberlain to Londonderry;
and related internal Government correspondence.
The file contains the following items:
/156: Letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
speeches; regarding Hitler's speech and hoping
that 'our Press and our anti-Germans will not make
fun of it and emphasize too much the weak points';
and suggesting that it would be worthwhile inviting
Goering to Britain. 1 February.
/157: Letter to Chamberlain's Private Secretary
asking him to forward a letter to Chamberlain at
Chequers. 25 March.
/158: Letter thanking Chamberlain for having
invited Londonderry the previous week; expressing
delight that public opinion had 'come swirling round'
[regarding the Munich Agreement?]; suggests the
BBC should repeat in temperate language that
Hitler went back on his word at Munich; says he
does not wish Hitler to have the opportunity of
saying that Britain's policy is one of 'encirclement'
and so Russian help should not be invited; says the
strong guarantee to Poland is all that is needed
and feels this should be extended; suggests 'it is
later that I think the real war danger arises, I used
to say 1942, but I think with accelerated
[programmes?] that date will have to brought back,
still if you get the support you deserve I have no
fear of war'. 2 April.
/159-161: Letter regarding Londonderry's letter to
the Times in response to an article in the Times;
regarding his regret 'that neither you nor your
predecessor would notice my German activities at
all' and says his contacts in Germany could have
been used with advantage; regrets the way he had
been treated when he was in Government; regards
his disappointment about Northern Ireland which
he feels is due to 'the attitude of indifference' of the
British Government. A note states that
Chamberlain decided that no reply should be sent
to Londonderry. 4 May.
/162: Letter asking for permission to publish two
letters which Londonderry wrote to the Cabinet
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committee to consider German rearmament in
November 1934; says that it seems 'very hard that
went I did give the correct advice as regards
Germany, which was brushed on one side, that I
should be branded as having no other connection
with these matters beyond entertaining Ribbentrop'.
A press cutting is also included regarding
Londonderry having scotched rumours that he had
been interned as a spy. 19 September.
/163-166: Drafts and copy of reply from
Chamberlain to Londonderry declining permission
to publish letters and regretting that Londonderry
was the victim of 'ridiculous stories' including one
that said he had been interned as a spy; and copy
of letter from A. N. Rucker to Sir Edward Bridge
regarding drafting a reply to Londonderry's letter.
21 and 27 September.
/167: Letter regarding the damage to his reputation;
his bitter regret 'that I have been right all through
but could never get your confidence' and saying
that 'although at one time I was the most valuable
link between this country and Germany, I was
completely ignored'; says it is strange that
Londonderry and Chamberlain have only twice had
brief conversations about Germany; says that he
'cannot help you because I was deliberately
destroyed by Baldwin and my influence counts for
nothing' but that he feels the war could have been
averted if he was listened to by Chamberlain. 1
October.
/168: Press cutting regarding the Lord Londonderry
spy internment story (the cutting has been pasted
back to front on a piece of paper).
/169-170: Copy of letter from A. N. Rucker to O. C.
Harvey [Foreign Office] forwarding Londonderry's
letter to Lord Halifax and letter from Harvey to
Rucker returning it. 6 and 7 October.
15 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/170A170B

Correspondence with 11th Marquess of Lothian,
1939
British Ambassador to the United States of America
Copy of letter from Lothian [Kerr, Philip Henry
(1882-1940) 11th Marquess of Lothian, statesman],
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British Embassy, Washington D. C., USA to Neville
Chamberlain; and transcript of letter from Susan
Dixon, Free Public Library, Hasbrouck Heights,
New Jersey, USA to Lothian. 28 November.
Lothian's letter relates to approval of Chamberlain's
speech in the USA and forwards the letter from
Dixon in appreciation of the speech; says that
'Americans have been so miseducated as to the
reason why they went into the last war, and why
they backed out of international cooperation
afterwards, that it is difficult for them to see any
clear purpose in this war'; says that Mr Hull was
delighted with the speech and can be relied on to
educate the American public; and says 'this time
we must avoid the economic nationalism, including
extravagant reparations and war debts, which
really wrecked the peace of 1919'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/171

Correspondence with 1st Baron Lloyd

1939

Letter from George L. [Lloyd, George Ambrose
(1879-1941) 1st Baron Lloyd, politician and colonial
administrator], The British Council to Neville
Chamberlain. 12 October
A letter of congratulations on Neville's statement in
the House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/172174

Correspondence with 11th Marquess of Lothian,
1939
British Ambassador to the United States of America
Letter from Lothian [Kerr, Philip Henry (1882-1940)
11th Marquess of Lothian, statesman], British
Embassy, Washington DC, USA to Neville
Chamberlain; with enclosed letter from Susan
Dixon, Free Public Library, Hasbrouck Heights,
New Jersey to Lothian; and transcription of
Chamberlain's speech on 26 November. 28
November.
Lothian's letter relates to approval in America of
Chamberlain's speech on 26 November.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/175

Correspondence with Dame Enid Lyons

1939

Letter from Enid Lyons [Lyons, Enid Muriel (18971981) Australian politician], Home Hill, Devonport,
Tasmania to Neville Chamberlain. 1 June
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his letter of
sympathy following the death of her husband,
Joseph Lyons [Prime Minister of Australia] and
relates to her husband having appreciated Neville.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/176

Correspondence with Malcolm McCorquodale

1939

Letter from Malcolm McCorquodale
[McCorquodale, Malcolm Stewart (1901-1971) 1st
Baron McCorquodale of Newton, politician], House
of Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 5 April.
The letter relates to a meeting which
McCorquodale held in Edgbaston, Birmingham at
which he expressed his 'absolute faith and
confidence' in Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/177178

Correspondence with Malcolm MacDonald,
Secretary of State for the Colonies

1939

Letters from Malcolm MacDonald [MacDonald,
Malcolm John (1901-1981), Politician and
Diplomat], Upper Frognal Lodge, Hampstead,
London and British Embassy, Paris to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/177: Letter relating to MacDonald feeling better
and regarding the Palestine conferences not
having led to an agreement. 1 April.
/178: Letter regarding him going to meet the
Permanent Mandates Commission in Geneva and
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about the members of the commission being 'very
inquisitive and difficult' regarding the Palestine
mandate; and requesting to be excused from a
Cabinet meeting. 19 June.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/179

Correspondence with J. H. F. McEwen

1939

Letter from J. H. F. McEwen [McEwen, John Helias
Finnie (1894-1962), 1st Baronet MP], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 6 September.
The letter accepts the post of Under Secretary at
the Scottish Office.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/180182

Correspondence with 1st Baron McGowan,
Chairman of Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd

1939

Letters from Harry McGowan [Mcgowan, Harry
Duncan Mcgowan (1874-1961) Baron Mcgowan of
Ardeer, chairman of ICI], Imperial Chemical House,
London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter
from Chamberlain to McGowan.
The file contains the following items:
/180-181: Letter in support of Chamberlain; and
copy of reply from Chamberlain. 4-5 September.
/182: Letter in support of Chamberlain. 25
December.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/183

Correspondence with Major Sir Alan McLean

1939

Letter from Alan McLean [McLean, Alan (18751959) army officer and politician] Littlewood Park,
Alford, Aberdeenshire to Neville Chamberlain. 31
March.
The letter relates to McLean sending a salmon as a
token of admiration for Chamberlain and relates to
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him being pleased at the result of the Kincardine
and West Aberdeenshire election.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/184

Correspondence with the Worshipful Company of
Cordwainers

1939

Printed letter from F. W. Mander, Clerk, Company
of Cordwainers, to Neville Chamberlain. February.
The letter invites Chamberlain to the
commemoration of the 500th Anniversary of the
Company.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/185187

Correspondence with David Margesson,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury and
Government Chief Whip

[1939]

Letters from David Margesson [Margesson, Henry
David Reginald (1890-1965) 1st Viscount
Margesson], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/185: Letter of appreciation for Chamberlain on his
birthday and in sympathy for the 'hellish days' for
Chamberlain. 17 March.
/186: Letter hoping that Chamberlain will be able to
get some holiday and in admiration of
Chamberlain. 4 August.
/187: The Government and Kingsley Wood's
success in a House of Commons debate. Friday
(annotated '1939' in pencil).
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/188

Correspondence with Fanny P. Mason

1939

Letter from Fanny P. Mason, Avenue Gabriel, VIII
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to Neville Chamberlain. 23 May.
A letter in appreciation of her visit to see Neville
and Anne at 10 Downing Street; and regarding a
'fatalistic mood' amongst people in France.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/189

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Maugham, Lord
Chancellor

1939

Letter from Maugham [Maugham, Frederic Herbert
(1866-1958) 1st Viscount Maugham, Lord
Chancellor], House of Lords to Neville
Chamberlain. 22 June
The letter regrets 'misrepresentations' of
Maugham's speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/190

Correspondence with Major John Mills

1939

Letter from John Mills [Mills, John Digby (18791972) politician and army officer], 29 Fountain
Court to Neville Chamberlain. 27 April.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for a present of
Anthony Crossley's book and is in appreciation of
Neville coming to stay with him at his house at
Bitterne, Hampshire.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/191

Correspondence with Walter Monckton

1939

Letter from Walter Monckton [Monckton, Walter
Turner (1891-1965) 1st Viscount Monckton of
Brenchley], 2 Harcourt Buildings, Temple, London
to Neville Chamberlain. 16 March.
A letter of support for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/32/192

Correspondence with 1st Baron Mottistone

1939

Letter from Jack M. [Seely, John Edward Bernard
(1868-1947) 1st Baron Mottistone], Mottistone
Manor, Isle of Wight to Neville Chamberlain. 4
August.
A letter of support for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/193

Correspondence with 5th Earl of Munster, Aide-deCamp and Military Assistant to Viscount Gort

1939

Letter from Munster [Fitzclarence, Geoffrey (19061975) 5th Earl of Munster], General Headquarters,
British Expeditionary Force to Neville Chamberlain.
31 December.
The letter relates to: Viscount Gort [Commander-inChief of the British Expeditionary Force] proposing
to return to England for a rest; and Gort and
William Ironside being granted the Grand Cross of
the Legion of Honour in France.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/193A

Correspondence with J. E. M. Carvell, British
Consul-General in Munich

1939

Transcript of letter from J. E. M. Carvell [Carvell,
John Eric Maclean (1894-1978), diplomat] [ConsulGeneral, Munich], British Consultate-General,
Munich, Germany to Ogilvie-Forbes [Forbes, Sir
George Arthur Ogilvie- (1891-1954) Knight
Diplomat]. 5 January.
The letter relates to a letter for Alexander
Oldenbourg and relates to Mrs Lister's impressions
on her visit to Germany (see C5/2/9) which Carvell
says he can 'generally confirm' regarding credit for
the Munich Agreement being given to Hitler and
Mussolini, and also regarding treatment of Jewish
people in Germany.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/32/194195

Correspondence with Countess of Oxford and
Asquith

1939

Letters from Margot Oxford [Asquith, Emma Alice
Margaret (1864-1945), wife of 1st Earl of Oxford
and Asquith], 44 Bedford Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/194: Letter suggesting that Anthony Eden is made
a member of the Cabinet. 14 March.
/195: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's
speech; recommends that Britain approaches
Russia and Romania; suggests help for 'skippers'
in the mercantile marine; suggests gas masks for
babies 'makes us a laughing stock'; suggests Eden
is made a Cabinet member; says 'we can't allow
Hitler to think he can do just what he likes in
Europe' and suggests Chamberlain must take
action. 18 March.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/196197

Correspondence with M. J. Petty

1939

Letter from M. J. Petty (Senior Surgeon, British
Hospital, Buenos Aires) to Neville Chamberlain;
and copy of reply from Chamberlain to Petty. A
piece of cable from the a switchboard on the Graf
Spee was also enclosed with the letter. 23
December 1939 and 3 January 1940.
The letter relates to Petty sending a piece of cable
from a switchboard on the Graf Spee [German ship
which had been scuttled] as a New Year present
for Chamberlain.
3 items
Access: Open
Physical description: The piece of cable is
missing. A note in a box made to held the cable
contains the note 'Missing 1994 1st March'.
NC7/11/32/198

Correspondence with Wyndham Portal, Chairman,
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Portals Ltd
Letter from Wyndham [Portal, Wyndham Raymond
(1885–1949) 1st Viscount Portal, paper
manufacturer and public servant], Laverstoke
House, Whitchurch, Hampshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 December.
The letter relates to the 'send off' he received in
Cardiff following his resignation as Regional
Commissioner for Civil Defence in Wales; and him
being 'worried at the enormous waste one sees
going on...caused by people not seeming to care
how much they spend of Government money' and
offers to work for the Government.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/199

Correspondence with 4th Earl of Powis

1939

Letter from Powis [Herbert, George Charles (18621952) 4th Earl of Powis], Powis Castle, Welshpool
to Neville Chamberlain. 19 April
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter about
Powis' tree, thanking Chamberlain for a photograph
of a tree and regarding Powis sending photographs
of his trees.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/200

Correspondence with Sir Eugene Ramsden

1939

Letter from Eugene Ramsden [Ramsden, Eugene
Joseph Squire Hargreaves (1883-1955) 1st Baron
Ramsden, politician], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain. 11 May.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/200A

Correspondence with Basil Rathbone

1939

Letter from Basil Rathbone [Rathbone, Philip St
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John Basil (1892–1967), actor], 10728 Bellagio
Road, Bel-Air, Los Angeles, California, USA to
Neville Chamberlain. 11 April.
A letter regarding the 'tremendous response to a
radio program [sic.] I gave about a month ago in
regard to yourself and the great work you have
done for us all' saying 'many hundreds of letters
have pour in...thanking me for giving verbal support
to your efforts'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/201202

Correspondence with Countess Roberts

1939

Letter from Roberts [Roberts, Aileen Mary (18701944) Countess Roberts], Salthrop House,
Wroughton, Wiltshire to Neville Chamberlain; and
manuscript prayer by Lord Roberts [Roberts,
Frederick Sleigh (1832-1914) 1st Earl Roberts of
Kandahar, Field Marshal]. 3 September.
A letter forwarding a prayer written by her late
father Lord Roberts; and in appreciation of
Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/203

Correspondence with Sir Arthur Robinson,
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Supply

[1939]

Letter from Arthur Robinson [Robinson, Sir William
Arthur (1874-1950) Civil Servant], Union Club,
Carlton House Terrace, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 24 April (year not given, but content
of letter indicates it dates to 1939).
The letter says that 'only your wish would have
induced' him to accept the post of Permanent
Secretary at the Ministry of Supply; and regards his
affection for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/204

Correspondence with James Roosevelt
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Letter from James Roosevelt [Roosevelt, James
(1907-1991) American politician and Marine
officer], American Embassy, 14 Prince's Gate,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 29 April.
Roosevelt was the son of the American President,
Franklin Roosevelt.
The letter regrets that he is unable to come to
lunch with Neville and Anne Chamberlain due to a
prior engagement; offers to be of service to
Chamberlain in America; and is in appreciation of
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/205

Correspondence with Jasper Rootham, Private
Secretary to the Prime Minister

1939

Letter from Jasper Rootham [Rootham, Jasper St
John (1910-1990) civil servant], 10 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain. 28
September.
A letter in appreciation of having served
Chamberlain as Private Secretary [he was moving
to a new job in the Treasury]; says he now realises
'the complexity of things as they confront a Prime
Minister'; and is in appreciation of Chamberlain's
work as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/206208

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Rothermere

1939

Telegram from Rothermere [Harmsworth, Harold
Sidney (1868-1940) 1st Viscount Rothermere,
newspaper proprietor], Cape Town, South Africa to
Neville Chamberlain; and copy of telegram for
Chamberlain to Rothermere.
The file contains the following items:
/206: Telegram stating that he is encouraged by
Chamberlain's stand [after the German invasion of
the remaining part of Czechoslovakia]; and says
today's position is very like that in 1860 to 1870
when Bismarck waged war with Denmark, Austria
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and France and suggests the same may happen to
Hitler as in 1870 when 'Bismarck's forward policy
spent itself'. 18 March.
/207: Telegram congratulating Chamberlain on his
speech which he says was generally supported by
the people of Cape Town. 19 March.
/208: Copy of telegram was Chamberlain to
Rothermere thanking him for his telegram. Not
dated.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/209211

Correspondence with Thomas Royden

1939

Letters from Thomas Royden [Royden, Thomas
(1871–1950) 1st Baron Royden, shipowner],
Brockwood Park, Alresford, Hampshire and
Tillypronie, Tarland, Aberdeenshire to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/209: Letter inviting Chamberlain to shoot at
Tillypronie in August. 13 May.
/210: Letter regretting that Chamberlain was unable
to come to Tillypronie for a shooting holiday; and
expressing admiration for Chamberlain.
/211: Letter regarding gun cartridges and hoping
that the day will come when he will be able to go
shooting with Chamberlain again; and in
appreciation of Chamberlain. 14 October.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/212223

Correspondence with G. D. Roseway, Private
Secretary to the Secretary of State for War

1939

Letters from G. D. Roseway [Roseway, George
David (1890-1969) civil servant], War Office to A.
N. Rucker [Principal Private Secretary to the Prime
Minister]; copies of letters from Rucker to
Roseway; and message from Rucker to
Chamberlain. 25 September-11 December.
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The letters relate to the First Lord of the Admiralty's
[Winston Churchill] proposals regarding heavy
guns (see NC7/9/55-57 for letters from Churchill
regarding his proposals). In the letter of 8
December, Roseway responds to the proposals
saying the long-range naval guns offered by the
Admiralty are not suitable for the army; and says
that 'the use of streamline shell for greater ranges
has been developed consistently since the last
war'.
12 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/224225

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Runciman

1939

Letters from Walter Runciman [Runciman, Walter
(1870-1949) 1st Viscount Runciman, statesman],
Government House, Sydney, Australia to Neville
Chamberlain. 31 March (two letters).
In the first letter Runciman says that he feels
nothing can be done now in support of peace
saying 'it seems to be impossible to find any voice
in Germany fit to talk reason or men in authority
honourable to adhere to their obligations'; says that
Billy Hughes has got 70,000 men from his
recruiting campaign.
The second letter later that day after Runciman had
seen 'the Governor General's secret telegrams'
argues that 'if Poland is not going all out in the
defence of her own country I cannot see why we
should take on an unsupported cause' [regarding
the offering of a British guarantee to Poland] as the
telegrams suggested to Runciman that Poland was
refusing the assistance of Russia.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/226

Correspondence with Sir Philip Sassoon, First
Commissioner of Works

[19371939]

Letter from Philip [Sassoon, Sir Philip Albert
Gustave David (1888-1939) 3rd Baronet Politician]
to Neville Chamberlain. Not dated.
A letter regarding overflowing pipe at the Foreign
Office and thanking Chamberlain for calling his
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attention to it.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/227

Correspondence with Raymond Savage

1939

Letter from Raymond Savage [Savage, Raymond
(d 1964) literary agent], The Bath Club, 34 Dover
Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 3
September.
A letter of support for Chamberlain [following the
declaration of war that morning]; regarding his
business being closed and him having gone back
into the Army.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/228229

Correspondence with Sir Ernest Shepperson

1939

Letter from Ernest Shepperson [Shepperson,
Ernest Whittome (1874-1949) politician], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 29 March.
The file contains the following items:
/228: Letter regretting having put his name [which
he later withdrew] on Anthony Eden's motion for
'vigorous prosecution' of the Government's foreign
policy, formation of a coalition government, and
giving full powers to the Government over industry,
wealth and manpower, saying he originally
believed it to be helpful to Chamberlain and was
distressed when he heard otherwise. A note
regarding the motion is also included. 29 March.
/229: Letter expressing appreciation of
Chamberlain's recent speeches. 1 August.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/229240

Correspondence with Jan Smeterlin

1939

Letter from Jan Smeterlin [Smeterlin, Jan (18921967) pianist], Great Swifts, Cranbrook, Kent to
Neville Chamberlain; and copy of reply from
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Chamberlain to Smeterlin. A letter from Victor
Cazalet giving Smeterlin's address to Chamberlain
and note from C. G. L. S. [Cecil Syers] to
Chamberlain is also included. 10 September, 7 and
11 October.
A letter of support for Chamberlain saying it would
be unbearable for him to be leaving Europe for a
tour in the USA 'except for my conviction that the
future of my two countries [Britain and Poland] is
assured under your guidance'.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/230231

Correspondence with Sir John Simon, Chancellor
of the Exchequer

1939

Letters from John [Simon, John Allsebrook (18731954) 1st Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor], 11
Downing Street, Whitehall, London and Treasury
Chambers to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/230: Letter of congratulations on the completion of
Chamberlain's second year as Prime Minister;
saying 'no one ever had a harder time and no one
ever stood it better'; that he still believes war will be
prevented; regarding the 'maresnest' having 'blew
up into quite a row (neither you nor I were very fully
informed by the Treasury)'; and regardiing trouble
over the Industrial Panel being 'violently opposed
to any Armaments Profit Duty'. 3 June.
/231: Letter regarding views of Cabinet members
[following the invasion of Poland by Germany that
morning] that: 'the statement tonight...will throw the
Poles into dejection' and that 'nothing will repair
this injury but an announcement of our fixed
decision [to go to war] as soon as possible'; that
the ultimatum to Germany should expire at
midnight that same night unless it is agreed with
the French that the ultimatum will expire at 12
noon, and that this is announced that evening. 1
September (8.45 pm).
2 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/32/232237

Correspondence with Sir Archibald Sinclair, Leader
of the Liberal Party

1939

Letters from Archibald Sinclair [Sinclair, Archibald
Henry Macdonald (1890-1970) 1st Viscount
Thurso, politician], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain
The file contains the following items:
/232: Letter regarding Chamberlain's challenge in
the House of Commons debate on Tuesday to
Sinclair's statement 'that you had represented your
political opponents at home as war-mongers' giving
a quotation from 21 December 1937 which he feels
suggests this, and says 'since then this theme that
it is the policy of the Opposition Parties to go to war
with any Power with whom we disagree has
inspired many of the speeches and much of the
printed propaganda of members and supporters of
the Government'. 2 February
/233-235: Draft and copy of letter from
Chamberlain to Sinclair in reply to /232; and
message from J. R. [Jasper Rootham, Private
Secretary to Chamberlain] to Chamberlain
regarding reply. Chamberlain says in his reply that
he commented later in the same debate that 'I did
not accuse them [the opposition parties] of wanting
war, but I said that the
policy...advocated...was...likely to lead to war' and
says that his opinion is still the same. 6 February
/236: Letter from Sinclair saying he still believes
that 'to tell a man that his policy is 'to go to war with
any Power with whom we disagreed' is tantamount
to calling him a war-monger'; and says Lloyd
George is represented as a war-monger after
Chamberlain said 'he is ready to plunge the country
into war'. 6 February.
/237: Copy of reply from Chamberlain saying he
'must decline to take anything I said about Mr Lloyd
George as applicable to all my political opponents' 'He is in a class by himself'.
6 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/32/241

Correspondence with A.A. Somerville

1939

Letter from A. A. Somerville [Somerville, Annesley
Ashworth (1858-1942) politician], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 15 May.
A letter in appreciation of being nominated for a
knighthood; in appreciation of Chamberlain; and
regarding a comment from a worker who said
'Some blames Mr Chamberlain and some praises
'im - what I say is 'e's a 'ero'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/241A241D

Correspondence with Town Clerk of Durban and
Mayor of Pietermaritzburg, South Africa

1939

Letter from H. T. Bendiks[?] [Dominions Office] to
C. G. L. Syers forwarding a copy of a letter from W.
G. Parminter, South Africa House, Trafalgar
Square, London to Under Secretary of State of the
Dominions with enclosed copies of letters from E.
B. Scott [Town Clerk of Durban] and A. T. Allison
[Mayor of Pietermaritzburg]. 15 September-17
November
The letters from Durban and Pietermaritzburg
report on the resolutions of their respective city
councils in support of Britain following the start of
the war. The resolution from Pietermartizburg is
also in support of Neville Chamberlain and his
efforts for peace.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/242

Correspondence with Countess Stanhope

1939

Letter from Eileen Stanhope [Lady Eileen
Stanhope, née Browne, wife of James Richard
Stanhope (Earl Stanhope)], Chevening,
Sevenoaks, Kent to Neville Chamberlain. 30
December.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter, for an
anthology and inscription he sent and for 'the nice
things you say about my Jem [her husband Earl
Stanhope]'; regarding Christmas and the weather;
and urges Chamberlain 'to take care of yourself' as
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'the country trust you and needs you and depends
on you'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/243244

Correspondence with Oliver Stanley, President of
the Board of Trade

1939

Letter from Oliver Stanley [Stanley, Oliver
Frederick George (1896–1950), politician], Board of
Trade to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter
from Chamberlain to Stanley. 30 June
A letter regarding Stanley's thoughts 'that the only
chance of averting war this autumn is to bring
home to Hitler the certainty that we shall fulfil our
obligations to Poland and that aggression...must
inevitably mean a general conflagration'; and his
thoughts on the formation 'of the sort of
Government, which inevitably we should form at
the outbreak of war' and says he would 'gladly
serve in any position, however small, either inside
or outside the Government'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/245

Correspondence with James Stuart

1939

Letter from James Stuart [Stuart, James Gray
(1897-1971) 1st Viscount Stuart of Findhorn,
politician], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 June.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain [after being
made a member of the Privy Council?]; and syaing
that 'I may not be much use but I am at least loyal
to you and ready to do anything I can to help
you...to the best of my half-baked ability'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/246

Correspondence with Rev. Egerton Swann

1939

Extract of letter from Rev. Egerton Swann to Sir
John Simon [Simon, John Allsebrook (1873-1954)
1st Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor]. 8
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September.
In the letter, Swann says that he still holds that
Chamberlain was right at Munich and says the
'present situation constitutes a triumphant
vindication of both the Italian pact and the Spanish
non-intervention'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/247

Correspondence with Viscount Swinton

[1939]

Letter from Philip S. [Lister, Philip Cunliffe- (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician], Swinton,
Masham, Ripon, Yorkshire to Neville Chamberlain.
3 September (annotated '1939'; the content of the
letter also suggests this date).
Swinton says in the letter that Chamberlain has
'done all mortal man could do to win peace for the
world' and says he is 'ready to serve anywhere, at
any time, in any capacity'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/248

Correspondence with Monsignor Tardini on behalf
of the Pope

1939

Telegram from Monsignor Tardini, Citta del
Vaticano to Neville Chamberlain. 4 March.
The telegram states that 'his holiness received with
great satisfaction and pleasure' Chamberlain's
message and expresses his sentiments of thanks
and good will.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/249279

Correspondence with Ben Tillett

1939

Letters from Ben Tillett [Tillett, Ben (1860-1943)
Labour Leader MP], 3 Porteus House, Porteus
Road, London and other addresses to Neville
Chamberlain and Horace Wilson; and copies of
letters from or on behalf of Chamberlain.
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The file contains the following items:
/249-250: Letter regarding his anxiety about the
prospect of war and praying that Chamberlain will
be able to save the world from war; and copy of
reply by C. G. L. S. [Cecil Syers] on behalf of
Chamberlain. 5 and 7 January.
/251-252: Letter wishing Chamberlain strength and
wisdom to prevent war; and copy of reply from
Syers. 24 and 25 January.
/253-254: Letter of gratitude for Chamberlain's
speech in the House of Commons; and regarding
his hopes that war will be avoided; and copy of
reply from Syers. 7 and 8 February.
/255-256: Letter saying that 'organised labour will
come forward as courageous and loyal citizens' to
prepare for war to ensure lives are saved; and copy
of reply from Syers. 26 and 27 February.
/257-258: Letter of support for Chamberlain; and
copy of reply from Syers. 9 and 10 May.
/259-260: Letter of support for Chamberlain; and
copy of reply from Syers. 8 and 9 June.
/261: Letter to Horace Wilson asking him to read
out a letter to Chamberlain; of support for
Chamberlain; and saying that a Transport
Conference [Transport and General Workers Union
conference?] has 'no sympathy with the clique, who
are at the moment treacherously, belittling Cabinet
as well as the Premier'. 10 July.
/262-263: Letter of support for Chamberlain; and
copy of reply from Syers. 10 and 12 July.
/264: Letter of support for Chamberlain and
congratulations for his speech. 1 August.
/265-266: Letter to Horace Wilson regarding his
appreciation of Chamberlain's speech; and copy of
reply. 1 and 2 August.
/267-268: Letter of support for Chamberlain, and
hoping that he can prevent war but if not to make it
'a fight for Country and democracy'; and copy of
reply. 27-28 August.
/269-270: Letter of support for Chamberlain
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following the start of war; and copy of reply. 8-9
September.
/271-272: Letter of support for Chamberlain and
regarding Tillett's hatred of war; and copy of reply.
30 September and 4 October.
/273-274: Telegram hoping that Chamberlain gets
well soon; and copy of reply. 9-10 November.
/275-276: Letter in support of Chamberlain;
regarding his work to assist Poles and Czechs at
the National Trade Union Club; and regarding his
wish to 'go to the front and imspirit [sic.] the
fighters, who who [sic.] are now-bored to tears';
with message from C. G. L. S. [Cecil Syers] to Miss
Davies regarding Tillett's letter; and copy of
acknowledgement of letter from Syers to Tillett. 7
and 10 December.
/277-279: Letter of support for Chamberlain and
forwarding copy of letter from Tillett to the Editor of
the Daily Herald (included) regarding Clement
Davies decision to no longer support the National
Government, his hatred of war, and his support for
the delay to war caused by the Munich Agreement.
A copy of a letter of acknowledgement to Tillett is
also included. 18 and 19 December.
31 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/280291

Correspondence with 1st Baron Tweedsmuir,
Governor-General of Canada

1939

Letter from John [Buchan, John (1875-1940) 1st
Baron Tweedsmuir, novelist, historian, MP,
governor-general of Canada], Government House,
Ottawa, Canada and La Citadelle, Quebec,
Canada to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/280: Letter regarding appreciation 'on the whole' in
Canada of British foreign policy despite 'a certain
amount of criticism from university highbrows'; says
the American President feels that a career-diplomat
would not be the 'proper choice' as the new British
Ambassador to the USA (Tweedsmuir suggests
Stanley Bruce as a suitable candidate); and
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regarding preparations for visit of the King and
Queen to Canada. The letter also relates to a
General Election in Canada being likely in Autumn
with Tweedsmuir expecting that 'the [Canadian]
Government will appeal in the cause of national
unity as against provincialism' and expects the
Conservatives will attack the Government 'on the
ground of its supineness [inactivity] - a change not
very easy to rebut'. He feels that the growth of third
parties will 'complicate matters, and it is just
possible that neither of the old parties will have a
clear majority'; and comments on the new
Canadian Conservative leader Dr Manion saying
he 'is amiable, but light-weight'. 23 January.
/281: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Tweedsmuir in reply to /280 regarding public
opinion in the USA and Canada regarding British
foreign policy; says the President's views have
been taken account of in the appointment of a new
Ambassador; says that he feels 'some easing in the
tension' of the world situation; says that he feels
'when the world has passed through a crisis like
that of last September without catastrophe, it is
almost impossible to reproduce the circumstances
until at any rate sufficient time has elapsed for the
memory of it to have become blurred'; says his visit
to Rome was 'highly successful'; that he felt
recently 'the war in Spain was nourishing
the...possibilities of a fresh disturbance in
European politics' but now seems 'active hostilities
could not last much longer' and 'once the Spanish
question is settled a good many other difficulties
will be ripe for solution'. 7 February.

/282: Letter regarding: Chamberlain becoming 'a
focus for the peace-loving majorities' in Germany
and Italy after his visits to those countries; the
complications of the Royal visit to Canada
suggesting no British Cabinet minister is brought
with them, which he feels would rise suspicion in
the USA, and that the King and Queen should
come 'however dark the outlook is in Europe'; the
expected Canadian General Election in Autumn;
says that the present Canadian Government 'has
been pretty supine' and that unemployment has
been very badly handled; suggests 'Canada badly
wants a re-alignment of parties, for there is no
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theoretical distinction...between Liberals and
Conservatives'. 11 March.
/283: Letter regarding success of Royal visit to
Canada and the effect of the visit on Canadians
and in the USA (where Tweedsmuir feels 'it will do
much to kill the cheaper kind of anti-British
propaganda'); says he feels the visit will show the
world 'we were not going to be deflected from our
domestic interests by European troubles,
and...proved...the ultimate solidarity of feeling
among the English-speaking peoples'; and
regarding fishing. 19 June.
/284-286: Letter from Macmillan to Chamberlain
with enclosed extract from letter from Tweedsmuir
to Macmillan dated 11 September regarding his
suggestions about encouraging Americans to
support Britain in the war recommending that there
is 'no propaganda in the ordinary sense' but that
'honest news' should be provided to the Americans
and suggests the formation of an informal and
confidential group of Americans to 'hold a watching
brief for our cause' in America and to advise the
Ministry of Information. Tweedsmuir also suggests
that the firm of J. P. Morgan is not used as the sole
or principal British financial agents in the USA and
that British financial business could be done
through the Securities Exchange Commission. A
copy of a reply from Chamberlain to Macmillan is
included, saying that Tweedsmuir gives 'a very
useful bit of advice and I think we should do well to
bear it in mind'. 20 and 22 September.
/287: Letter suggesting Chamberlain issues 'a most
solemn appeal setting forth again the causes we
are fighting for, and our determination not to yield'
which he feels would help develop support for
Britain in Canada and the USA suggesting that due
to the delay in the war that 'the edge may be taken
off' Canada's keenness in the war and that the
USA may be 'in doubt as to how much in earnest
we are'. Tweedsmuir also feels that the restoration
of Poland and Czechoslovakia should be identified
as primary duties in such an appeal, as he feels
there is a doubt about this in the USA. 19
September.
/288: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Tweedsmuir regarding Tweedsmuir's suggestions
on encouraging Canada and USA to support Britain
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in the war though feels the suggestion of an appeal
is neither 'practical or desirable at the present
moment' and saying 'it would be a mistake to
enumerate specific objects which must be achieved
before the War could be brought to an end; and
regarding restoration of Poland saying this cannot
be a specific object due to the occupation of much
of Poland by Russia; and that he anticipates 'that
persistent efforts will be made by the Germans to
represent that we were concerned solely with the
interests of Poland'. 25 September.
/289: Letter in which Tweedsmuir reconsiders his
thoughts given in the letter of 19 September,
feeling now that 'it would have been most
dangerous to specify any actual war purpose, such
as the reconstitution of Poland'; that he now feels
'things are all right, or any rate much better' and
that the initial keenness of Canada does not seem
to have declined and he hears 'that the United
States is convinced that we really mean business';
suggests that it would be occasionally worth
repeating 'that we seek no dictated peace, ...it must
be done with general consent, and we must bring
[in] the neutrals'; regarding his health; asks
Chamberlain to send a message to Arthur B.
Purvis; says he is 'on the whole...very pleased with
Canada' and that the Canadian 'Prime Minister is a
new man in the stress of war' though 'the Quebec
Premier...has gone wildly off the lines'. 16 October.
/290: Letter regarding Tweedsmuir's visit to the
USA for medical treatment; regarding his plan to
meet with President Roosevelt; says he feels that
about 95% of Americans are in favour of the Allies
and nearly 40% are in favour of America
participating in the war as a combatant; says 'if the
Neutrality Bill passes there will be a great effort to
supply the Allies with everything they need,
though...some....may be disappointed as to
America's capacity to produce rapidly'; says 'a
general statement of purpose would have an
enormous effect' in America; suggests an
international federal system 'to safeguard the future
of civilisation'; says 'things go very well' in Canada
including the air training scheme; says the 'Quebec
election was a wonderful triumph' and 'no there is
no crack in Canada's war facade'; regarding the
Canadian Prime Minister being 'a new man in war';
and regarding the British Missions and his concern
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that the Canadian Prime Minister's comments after
a gift of planes from Britain that 'this is not
Canada's war' may be misinterpreted. 2 November.
/291: Letter regarding Canada's keenness in the
war; urges Chamberlain not to be impatient if
Canadian minister seem a 'little pedantic'; and says
he has been asked to stay as Governor-General of
Canada though has declined this as he wishes to
return to Britain partly due to health problems. 14
December.
12 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/292

Correspondence with Karla von Unruh [?]

1939

Letter from Karla von Unruh [?], Lawrence's Farm,
Betchworth, Surrey to Neville Chamberlain. 26
March.
A letter regarding rumours in the newspapers that
Chamberlain may be resigning over conscription
saying that his resignation 'would be absolutely
fatal not only to the German people [the writer was
German] but to the whole of Europe' and that as
long as Chamberlain remains 'the masses in
Germany cannot be talked into the belief of English
Agression [sic.] or Agression [sic.] of the
Democracies'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/293295

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Weir

1939

Letters from Weir [Weir, William Douglas (18771959) 1st Viscount Weir, industrialist], Holm
Foundry, Cathcart, Glasgow to Neville
Chamberlain. A report by Horace Wilson regarding
his meeting with Weir on 19 April is also included.
The file contains the following items:
/293: Letter written after the invasion of the
remaining part of Czechoslovakia by Germany,
advising Chamberlain 'to let nothing impair your
complete confidence that your course has been not
only right but wise'; says that Hitler has now 'wiped
the justifying influence of the creditable actions [of
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Hitler] from the minds of all decent people', had
united people 'in their detestation of his practices'
and has now made Germany 'a pariah among
nations...a position which the German people will
dislike more and more'; and says that Chamberlain
must take the step 'of asking the country to adjust
itself to work as it would do in war'. 20 March
/294: Letter regarding Mussolini having 'so
promptly declared himself as a gangster'; says it is
imperative that Chamberlain tells the country 'that it
must readjust itself to new conditions'; expresses
concern that there has been 'no genuine
acceleration' of aircraft production and that
production facilities are not used to their maximum
capacity; says that Chamberlain must declare an
'Emergency State' which will in various ways
resemble war conditions; says that agreements
need to made with trade unions to ensure
acceleration of production; says he feels it would
be 'unwise and dangerous' to create a Ministry of
Munitions on the lines suggested by Winston
Churchill as Weir feels it harmful to take the
responsibility of design and supply away from the
ministries responsible for the armed forces though
feels Chatfield [Minister for Co-ordination of
Defence] can deal 'with supply matters which
overlap as between the three Services'; suggests a
visit from Lord Swinton and James Weir [Lord
Weir's brother] to the Moscow Commissars to
improve relations with Russia; regarding his
confidence in Lord Chatfield; his appreciation of the
'growing effectiveness of the aerial defence'; and
regarding his 'great faith in the effectiveness of
blockade'. 11 April.
/295: Brief report by H. J. W. [Horace Wilson] of his
meeting on 19 April with Lord Weir to discuss the
points raised in Weir's letter of 11 April including
Weir's support for limitation of profits for
armaments firms; Weir's doubts about separating
supply from the War Office; and Weir's suggestion
regarding Russia. 20 April.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/296

Envelope formerly containing telegram from Queen
Wilhelmina and King Leopold of the Netherlands
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Envelope which formerly enclosed a telegram from
Queen Wilhelmina and King Leopold of the
Netherland to King George VI regarding their
mediation offer.
The envelope has on it a note by King George VI
stating he has sent a copy of the telegram to
Foreign Office and does not know whether similar
telegrams have been sent to Lebrun or Hitler. A
note by Anne Chamberlain states that it was
handed by the King to Neville Chamberlain on his
arrival for dinner at Buckingham Palace on 7
November 1939. A separate envelope with note by
Anne Chamberlain regarding the King's envelope is
also included.
The telegram which was originally contained in the
envelope was not found in this file.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/297298

Correspondence with Sir Arnold Wilson

1939

Letter from Arnold Wilson [Wilson, Sir Arnold
Talbot (1884-1940) Knight Soldier Explorer
Politician Author], Central Gunnery School, RAF
Warmwell, Dorset to Neville Chamberlain; and
copy of letter from Chamberlain to Wilson. 27
December.
A letter of good wishes for the New Year; and
regarding his service in the Royal Air Force.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/299301

Correspondence with 6th Earl Winterton

1939

Letter from Lord Winterton [Turnour, Edward
(1883-1962) 6th Earl Winterton], Paymaster
General's Office and 61 Eccleston Square, London
to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of letter from
Chamberlain to Winterton.
The file contains the following items:
/299: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Winterton
asking Winterton to see him tomorrow regarding
him wishing Winterton to leave his post as
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Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and to leave
the Cabinet. 25 January.
/300: Letter of admiration for Chamberlain's action
and the Cabinet's decisions over the last few
weeks; regarding him spending much time among
the 'back benchers' in the House of Commons and
feeling that 'no leader under whom I have ever
served in the H of C [note: Winterton was a
Member of Parliament - he was an Irish peer, so
was not banned from serving as an MP unlike
British peers] has commanded such personal
support as you possess'; and contrasts him with
Lloyd George who 'though immensely admired was
also suspect to many of our people on account of
certain uneradicable defects of character'. 27 April.
/301: Letter regarding his work on a Governmental
Committee which was 'very near my heart and I do
feel that we achieving good results'; and suggests
he can be helpful in encouraging 'backbench'
support for the Government. 24 November.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/302303

Correspondence with Baron of Woolton

1939

Letter (with transcription) from Woolton [Marquis,
Frederick James (1883-1964) 1st Earl of Woolton,
politician and businessman], Hillfoot House,
Woolton, Liverpool to Neville Chamberlain; and
copy of letter from Chamberlain to Woolton. 2
September.
A letter of support for Chamberlain; and of gratitude
for letting Woolton 'help in getting the army clothed:
it is ready'. In Chamberlain's reply he thanks
Woolton and says he hopes that 'in the long run
what we are now doing may be a step towards a
lasting peace'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/32/304

Correspondence with 6th Earl of Rosebery

1939

Letter from Rosebery [Primrose, Albert Edward
Harry Meyer Archibald (1882-1974) 6th Earl of
Rosebery], 38 Berkeley Square, London to Neville
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Chamberlain. 13 February.
A letter forwarding Chamberlain a caricature (not
included with letter) of Joseph Chamberlain by F.
C. Gould.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33

1940 letters

[19381940]

Letters to Neville Chamberlain and copies of letters
from Chamberlain dated 1940.
The letters relate to various topics including the
war, political and personal matters. This includes a
number of letters of support for Chamberlain
following his resignation as Prime Minister (see
also NC13/17) and letters regarding Chamberlain's
illness and operation.
207 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/1-2

Correspondence with June Abbati

1940

Letters from June Abbati (daughter of Neville
Chamberlain's friend Alfred Greenwood; and
Neville Chamberlain's goddaughter), 1 Mainhead
View, Exmouth, Devon to Neville Chamberlain. 15
and 22 February.
The letters relate to her father's illness and other
personal and family matters.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/3

Correspondence with John Anderson, Home
Secretary

1940

Letter from John Anderson [Anderson, John (18821958) 1st Viscount Waverley, civil servant] to
Neville Chamberlain. 3 August.
A letter of sympathy for Chamberlain before his
operation.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/4-7

Correspondence with 1st Baron Arnold

1940

Letters from Arnold [Arnold, Sydney (1878-1945)
1st Baron Arnold of Hale, politician], Marley Corner,
near Haslemere, Surrey to Neville Chamberlain;
with letter from members of House of Lords and
carbon copy of reply. 8-12 January.
The letters relate to a letter prepared for joint
signature by members of the House of Lords
supporting negotiation of peace with Germany and
also relate to Arnold's opposition to the war.
In Chamberlain's reply, he states that he is in
agreement with certain points of the memorandum
and does not wish the war to continue longer than
necessary but that he does 'not believe that until
Germany gives proof of a change of heart a
negotiated peace would be a lasting peace...' and
that the chance of peace 'is mostly likely to
come...if our enemies are convinced that there is
no weakening in our resolution to prosecute the
war with vigour'.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/8

Correspondence with Earl of Athlone, GovernorGeneral of Canada

1940

Letter from Earl of Athlone [Cambridge, Alexander
Augustus Frederick William (1874-1957) Earl of
Athlone, Major General], Brantridge Park,
Balcombe, Sussex to Neville Chamberlain.
The letter relates to Athlone's appointment as
Governor-General of Canada.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/9-10

Correspondence with Clement Attlee, Lord Privy
Seal

1940

Letters from C. R. Attlee [Attlee, Clement Richard
(1883-1967) 1st Earl Attlee, statesman], Richmond
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Terrace, Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain.
29 and 31 July.
A letter of sympathy and a letter regarding
Chamberlain's operation.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/11

Correspondence with Reverend M. E. Aubrey,
General Secretary of the Baptist Union

1940

Letter from M. E. Aubrey [Aubrey, Melbourn Evans
(1885–1957), Baptist minister and ecumenist], The
Baptist Church House, 4 Southampton Row,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 11 May.
A letter of sympathy for Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister and the attacks made
on him.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/12-14

Correspondence with Prime Minister of Australia

1940

Telegram from the Prime Minister of Australia
[Menzies, Sir Robert Gordon (1894–1978), prime
minister of Australia] to Neville Chamberlain, with
copy of letter from G. B. to C. G. Costley-White
[Colonial Office] and draft reply by Chamberlain. 11
May.
A telegram regretting Chamberlain's resignation.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/15-16

Correspondence with Sir Abe Bailey

1940

Letters from Abe [Bailey, Sir Abe (1864-1940)
Knight South African Financier and Statesman],
Rust-en-Vrede, Muizenberg, Cape Town, South
Africa to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/15: Letter regarding Bailey's pessimistic view of
the war; him being 'surprised and very full of misery
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at the behaviour of Gen[era]l Hertzog' [who
advocated neutrality in the war]; anti-British,
Republican and pro-Nazi movements in South
Africa. 3 February.
/16: Letter regarding Bailey's happiness at the
success of Smuts', whom Bailey considers 'the
saviour of South Africa', in gaining power in South
Africa; Bailey's conversation with Smuts;
discussion of the war. 10 March.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/17-18

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin

1940

Letters from S. B.[Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st
Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman], Astley Hall,
Stourport-on-Severn, Worcestershire to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/17: Letter of support for Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister. 11 May.
/18: Letter regarding Chamberlain's operation. 2
August.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/19

Correspondence with Joseph Ball

[1940]

Letter from Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir George Joseph
(1885-1961) Knight Property and Mine Owner],
Kinnaird House, 1 Pall Mall East, London to Neville
Chamberlain. Not dated.
Letter regarding Chamberlain's recovery, to thank
him, express his pride in having worked with
Chamberlain and his efforts for peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/20

Correspondence with Lord Balniel

1940

Letter from Balniel [Lindsay, David Robert
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Alexander (1900-1975) 28th Earl of Crawford],
Balcarres, Fife to Neville Chamberlain. 14 March.
The letter regards the death of Balniel's father.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/21

Correspondence with Sir Gilbert Barling

1940

Letter from Gilbert Barling [Barling, Harry Gilbert
(1855-1940), Knight surgeon and academic
administrator], 6 Manor Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for a message and
recalls when he first met Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/22-24

Correspondence with 1st Baron Beaverbrook,
Minister of Aircraft Production

[1940]

Letters from Max [Aitken, William Maxwell (18791964) 1st Baron Beaverbrook, newspaper
proprietor] [Minister of Aircraft Production],
Stornoway House, Cleveland Row, St James's,
London and Ministry of Aircraft Production to
Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/22: Letter recalling political events in 1916 and
1918 analogous to the position of Chamberlain. 8
May.
/23: Letter regarding respect for Chamberlain. 28
August.
/24: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his support.
Not dated (labelled by Mrs Chamberlain as 'among
1940 letters').
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/25

Correspondence with R. B. Bennett
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Letter from R. B. Bennett [Bennett, Richard
Bedford (1870-1947) Viscount Bennett, Prime
Minister of Canada], Juniper Hill, Mickleham,
Surrey to Neville Chamberlain. [c. 16 May].
Letter in support of Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister and his farewell
address.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/26

Correspondence with Ernest Bevin

1940

Letter from Ernest Bevin [Bevin, Ernest (1881–
1951), trade unionist and politician], Manor House
Hospital, North End Road, Hampstead to Neville
Chamberlain. 20 August.
The letter regards the recovery of both Bevin and
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/26A-D

Correspondence with 1st Baron Birdwood

1940

Letters from Birdwood [Birdwood, William Riddell
(1865-1951) 1st Baron Birdwood, Field Marshal],
Batcombe, near Bath, Somerset to Neville
Chamberlain; with carbon copies of replies and
typescript transcript of 21 July letter.
The file contains the following items:
/26A-B: Letter in support of Chamberlain, regarding
his own move to Batcombe and his visits to the
Local Defence Volunteer posts in the area; with
transcript; and copy of reply. 21-22 July.
/26C-D: Letter regarding Chamberlain's recovery
after his operation; and Birdwood's inspection of
the local Territorial Army Anti-Aircraft Regiment;
and copy of reply. 11-14 September.
4 items
Access: Open
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NC7/11/33/27-29

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Bledisloe

1940

Letter from Bledisloe [Bathurst, Charles (18671958) 1st Viscount Bledisloe], Lydney Park,
Gloucestershire to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/27: Letter regarding Bledisloe having been asked
by New Zealand ministers in 1934 to submit a
name or names for recommendation as
candidate[s] for a post; suggesting Josiah Stamp
and Balfour of Burleigh to head Government
departments; regarding the 'vicious spiral' of rising
food prices and rising wages; and regarding him
setting up a shop on the Birmingham to Cardiff
road causing the reduction of local food prices and
his workers to withdraw their request for increased
wages. 11 January.
/28: Letter regarding an article about agriculture
and land policy and suggests the setting up of a
Royal Commission to deal with the matter. 12 July.
/29: Copy of reply from Chamberlain regarding
Bledisloe's article on agriculture, with Chamberlain
saying that Bledisloe's suggestions were already
being done, that he believes agricultural products
need to be subsidised, and that he has 'no
prejudice against land nationalisation' but does not
believe it would be expedient and would 'prefer to
leave it to the individual to use his own initiative
and enterprise in developing his own land'. 17 July.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/30

Correspondence with Ernest Brown

1940

Letter from Ernest Brown [Brown, Ernest (18821962) Statesman], 254 Camden Road, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 14 May.
The letter suggests 'last week's disgraceful events'
[the Norway Debate, resignation of Chamberlain
and formation of a new coalition Government] were
'all to the good i.e. the Socialists now have
responsibility'; and is of appreciation for
Chamberlain.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/31

Correspondence with S. M. Bruce, High
Commissioner for Australia in London

1940

Letter from S. M. Bruce [Bruce, Stanley Melbourne
(1883-1967) Viscount Bruce, Prime Minister of
Australia], 7 Princes Gate, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 11 May.
A letter of support for Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/32-35

Correspondence with R. A. Butler, Under-Secretary 1940
of State for Foreign Affairs
Letters from R. A. Butler [Butler, Richard Austen
(1902-1982) Baron Butler of Saffron Walden,
politician], Foreign Office to 'Arthur' [Arthur Nevil
Rucker?] and to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
reply from A. N. R. [Arthur Nevil Rucker] to Butler.
The file contains the following items:
/32-34: Letter regarding Butler's idea discussed in
his letter to Major Dugdale (a copy of which is
included) suggesting the use of the Ministry of
Information to promote 'patriotism and service' and
suggests the Conservative Party forms a new
organization to 'concentrate on elevating the values
of political life'; and copy of reply from Rucker. 3-4
January.
/35: Letter of support for Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister. 11 May.
4 items
Access: Open

NC7/11/33/36

Correspondence with Major Anthony Buxton

[1940]

Letter from Tony Buxton [Buxton, Anthony (18811970)], Horsey Hall, Great Yarmouth to Neville
Chamberlain. 28 March.
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A letter regarding Buxton sending a copy of his
book to Chamberlain as a present.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/37

Correspondence with Sir Alexander Cadogan,
Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs

1940

Letter from Alex Cadogan [Cadogan, Sir Alexander
George Montague (1885-1968) Knight Diplomat],
Foreign Office to Neville Chamberlain.
A letter of support for Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/37A

Correspondence with C. M. Campbell, secretary to
Neville and Anne Chamberlain

1940

Letter from C. M. Campbell, 11 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain. 3
October.
The letter relates to removal and storage of
Chamberlain's belongings from 11 Downing Street;
cheques to be paid; Terence Maxwell's telephone
call; visit from Mr Holmes [former Agent for
Chamberlain in Edgbaston Constituency]; items to
be forwarded to Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/38

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Camrose

1940

Letter from Camrose [Berry, William Ewart (18791954) 1st Viscount Camrose, newspaper
proprietor], 25 St James's Place, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 5 September.
A letter regarding Chamberlain's recovery from his
operation and asking to meet Chamberlain on his
return.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/39

Correspondence with E. de Cartier, Belgian
Ambassador to Britain

1940

Letter from E. de Cartier, 103 Eaton Square,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 12 May.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain following
his resignation as Prime Minister and his speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/40

Correspondence with 1st Baron Chatfield

1940

Letter from Chatfield [Chatfield, Alfred Ernle
Montacute (1873-1967) 1st Baron Chatfield,
Admiral of the Fleet], 61 Westminster Gardens,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 29 March.
A letter declining Chamberlain's offer for Chatfield
to become the next Governor of New Zealand.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/41

Correspondence with Osmund Cleverly, Deputy
Secretary, Ministry of Supply

1940

Letter from Osmund Cleverly [Cleverly, Sir Osmund
Somers (1891-1966) civil servant], The Adelphi,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 16 March.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain on his
birthday.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/42-43

Correspondence with Gilbert Collett

1940

Letters from Gilbert Collett, 84 Jermyn Street,
London to A. N. Rucker [Private Secretary to
Neville Chamberlain] and Neville Chamberlain. 23
January and 5 February.
The letters relate to observations of birds by
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Chamberlain and Collett.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/43A-G

Correspondence and notes relating to Dr Colijn's
visit

1940

Correspondence and notes relating to the visit of
Dr Colijn [Hendrikus Colijn, former Prime Minister
of the Netherlands] to Britain in March 1940.
This comprises of correspondence, copies of
correspondence or notes from: R. M. Makins
[Foreign Office]; Nevile Bland [British Legation, The
Hague, Netherlands] to Sir Alexander Cadogan
[Foreign Office]; A. N. R. [Arthur Nevill Rucker,
Neville Chamberlain's Private Secretary] to W. I.
Mallet [Foreign Office]; G...Fell[?] [Foreign Office]
to A. N. Rucker; A. N. R. to Neville Chamberlain; A.
N. R. to R. C. S. Stevenson. A press cutting is also
included.
The correspondence and notes relate to the visit
and the plans and arrangements for it; the work of
Colijn's League of Nations committee; Colijn's
admiration for Winston Churchill; Colijn's feelings
about the war and position of the neutrals in
Europe; the Altmark incident; his hatred of the
Soviets in Russia; his belief that Italy would never
come into the war; and his respect for Count Ciano
in Italy.
7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/44

Correspondence with John Colville

1940

Letter from John Colville [Colville, David John
(1894-1954) 1st Baron Clydesmuir, politician],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 22
May.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter, in
appreciation of Chamberlain and regarding Colville
having declined Winston Churchill's offer of the
post of First Commissioner of Works [responsible
for the Office of Works], which was offered if he
agreed to go to House of Lords.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/45

Correspondence with Charles Corbin, French
Ambassador to Britain

1940

Letter from 'Corbin' [Corbin, André Charles (18811970) diplomat], Ambassade de France, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 2 July.
A letter of thanks for a letter from Chamberlain and
in which he expresses his gratitude for his personal
friendship and for the friendship and cooperation
between their two countries
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC7/11/33/46

Correspondence with 2nd Baron Cornwallis

1940

Letter from Cornwallis [Cornwallis, Wykeham
Stanley (1892-1982) 2nd Baron Cornwallis],
Plovers, Horsmonden, Kent to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 May.
A letter of support for Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/47

Correspondence with 2nd Baron Cranworth

1940

Letter from Cranworth [Gurdon, Bertram Francis
(1877-1964) 2nd Baron Cranworth], Grundisburgh
Hall, Suffolk to Neville Chamberlain. 11 May
A letter of support for Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/48

Correspondence with Sir Henry Page Croft

1940

Letter from Henry Page Croft [Croft, Henry Page
(1881-1947) 1st Baron Croft, politician], 69
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Cadogan Gardens, London to Neville Chamberlain.
12 May.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain following
his resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/49

Correspondence with C. T. Culverwell

1940

Letter from C. T. Culverwell [Culverwell, Cyril Tom
(1895-1963) MP], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain. 27 June.
A letter of support for Chamberlain following
criticisms made against him.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/50

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Dawson

1940

Letter from Dawson [Dawson, Bertrand Edward
(1864-1945) 1st Viscount Dawson, physician], 32
Wimpole Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 10
May.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain following
his resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/51-56

Correspondence with 9th Earl De La Warr,
President of the Board of Education, and J. Reade

1940

Letter from 'Buck' [Sackville, Herbrand Edward
Dundonald Brassey (1900–1976) 9th Earl De La
Warr, politician], Board of Education to Neville
Chamberlain and from J. Reade, Board of
Education to A. N. Rucker; and copies of letters
from Rucker to Reade.
The file contains the following items:
/51: Letter thanking Chamberlain for his speech on
the previous night. 29 March.
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/52-54: Letters and note relating to a proposed
scheme 'to keep music and the arts alive through
the war'. 29 March and 2 April.
/55-56: Letters regarding a request for permission
to use Chamberlain's words in support of the music
and arts scheme in a bulletin by the Council for the
Encouragement of Music and the Arts. 29 and 30
April.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/57

Correspondence with Eámon De Valéra, Taoiseach 1940
of Ireland
Letter from Eámon De Valéra [Valera, Eamon De
(1882-1975) Irish Statesman], Department of the
Taoiseach, Dublin, Eire to Neville Chamberlain. 15
May.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain following
his resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open

NC7/11/33/58

Correspondence with John W. Dulanty, High
Commissioner for Ireland

1940

Letter from John W. Dulanty [Dulanty, John Whelan
(d 1955) Irish Ambassador in London], 33-37
Regent Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 21
April.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his sympathy
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/59

Correspondence with Sir Andrew R. Duncan,
President of the Board of Trade

1940

Letter from Andrew R. Duncan [Duncan, Sir
Andrew Rae (1884-1952), Knight, politician], Board
of Trade to Neville Chamberlain. 13 June.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter of
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sympathy, and in support of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/60

Correspondence with Alexander Douglas-Home

1940

Letters from Alec [Home, Alexander Frederick
Douglas- (1903-1995) Baron Home of the Hirsel
statesman], Springhill, Coldstream to Neville
Chamberlain. 28 July.
A letter of support for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/61-62

Correspondence with Anthony Eden, Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs

1940

Letter from Anthony Eden (later Earl of Avon)
[Eden, Robert Anthony (1897-1977) 1st Earl of
Avon, statesman], Dominions Office to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/61: Letter regarding the High Commissioners [for
the Dominions] being pleased on hearing Eden's
account of a meeting of the Supreme War Council.
29 March.
/62: Letter of appreciation for Chamberlain
following his resignation as Prime Minister. 10 May.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/63

Correspondence with Walter Elliot

1940

Letter from Walter Elliot [Elliot, Walter Elliot (18881958), politician], 60 Eaton Square, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 12 May.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain following
his resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/33/64

Correspondence with Lettice Fisher

1940

Letter from Lettice Fisher [Fisher, Lettice née Ilbert
(1875–1956), social worker], The Warden's
Lodgings, New College, Oxford to Neville
Chamberlain. 22 April.
The letter relates to the death of her husband
[Fisher, Herbert Albert Laurens (1865-1940)
Historian and Statesman].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/65

Note from secretary

[1938]1940

A secretary's note to Neville Chamberlain asking
him to go directly to see the King at Buckingham
Palace. A note from Anne Chamberlain explains
the note was for Neville on his return [from
Munich?] and was found by her inside a book in his
pocket.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/66

Correspondence with E. A. FitzRoy, Speaker of the
House of Commons

1940

Letter from E. A. FitzRoy [FitzRoy, Edward
Algernon (1869–1943), speaker of the House of
Commons], Kenricks, Hambleden, Henley-onThames to Neville Chamberlain. 12 May.
A letter regretting the criticism of Chamberlain in
the House of Commons and in appreciation of
Chamberlain's broadcast following his resignation
as Prime Minister.
See also NC11/15/58 which refers to this letter,
asking for it not to be published in Keith Feiling's
biography of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/33/67-69

Correspondence with Alfred Greenwood

1940

Letter from Alfred Greenwood, Hotel Mont-Fleury,
Cannes, France to Neville Chamberlain. 18
January, 28 February, 18 March.
The letters relate mainly to the death of Julia [his
wife?] and Greenwood's state of health
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/70

Correspondence with Arthur Greenwood, Minister
without Portfolio

1940

Letter from A. G. [Greenwood, Arthur (1880-1954),
statesman], Treasury Chambers, Whitehall,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 29 July.
A letter of sympathy for Chamberlain's illness.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/71

Correspondence with Hannah Gubbay

1940

Letter from Hannah Gubbay, Flat F 1, Marine Gate,
Brighton to Neville Chamberlain. 13 May.
A letter of support for Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/72

Correspondence with Derrick Gunston

1940

Letter from Derrick Gunston [Gunston, Sir Derrick
Wellesley (b 1891) Knight Soldier and Politician],
Senior Officers School, Sheerness to Neville
Chamberlain. 8 January.
A letter regarding his relief at the resignation of the
Secretary of State for War, Leslie Hore-Belisha
whom Gunston considered 'had lost the confidence
of the army'.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/33/73

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Hailsham

1940

Letter from Douglas [Hogg, Douglas Mcgarel
(1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor], Carters Corner Place to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 May.
A letter of support for Chamberlain on his
resignation as Prime Minister, and regarding his
son Quintin Hogg having voted against the
Government.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/74-95

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax,
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

[1940]

Letters from E. [Wood, Edward Frederick Lindley
(1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Foreign Office, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from
Chamberlain to Halifax. See NC7/11/33/132 for
another letter from Halifax dated 1940.
The file contains the following items:
/74: Letter regarding a report from D'Arcy Osborne
[British Minister to the Vatican] and about the
possibility of an 'internal disruption of Germany'
and negotiations with Germany over Austria and
the Sudetenland following such a 'disruption', and
regarding the French claim to the Rhine and unity
with France. Halifax comments that 'this may of
course all be worth nothing: but I hanker after a
German revolution!'. 13 February ('40' annotated in
pencil).
/75: Letter regarding the wording of a telegram sent
to Sweden. 7 ('April 1940' annotated in pencil).
/76: Copy of letter from Chamberlain thanking
Halifax for his note. 10 May.
/77-78: Letter from (M... Darling?), Rosebank,
Kelso to Halifax regarding Chamberlain's
resignation and broadcast; with note from Halifax
forwarding the letter. 15-16 May.
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/79: Letter regarding Chamberlain's health and his
return after his operation; and reporting on current
news from Westminster including about people
being pleased at the coup in Chad and the
Cameroons in favour of De Gaulle and
Beaverbrook's reaction to damage to aircraft
production. 28 August.
/80: Letter regarding: Chamberlain's return to work
after his operation; a conflict between Archibald
Sinclair and Lord Beaverbook over Sinclair's air
training scheme and about the compromise
reached. 30 August.
/81: Letter regarding air raids on London; the
weather being unfavourable for a German invasion
of Britain; and 'Menace' having 'gone off'. 18
September.
/82: Copy of letter from Chamberlain regarding his
poor health with a 'terrible catalogue of small
miseries'; his offer of resignation as Lord President
of the Council. 23 September.
/83: Letter regarding Chamberlain's poor health, his
difficulty in sleeping at 11 Downing Street, about
Baron Horder [Chamberlain's doctor] having said
that Chamberlain could return to work if he had
sleep and proper rest and that alternative
accommodation had been examined where it was
thought he may be able to get this; failure of the
British attack at Dakar; air raids in London. 25
September.
/84: Letter regarding Chamberlain's resignation
having been accepted by Winston Churchill and in
appreciation of Chamberlain. 30 September.
/85: Copy of letter from Chamberlain regarding his
resignation being accepted; in appreciation of
Halifax; approving of Churchill's changes to the
Cabinet; and asking Halifax to visit him. 2 October.
/86: Letter regarding Chamberlain's resignation. 5
October.
/87: Copy of letter from Chamberlain regarding him
having put off Halifax's visit due to Chamberlain's
poor health and about arranging it for a later date
as soon as he can manage it. 8 October.
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/88: Letter in sympathy for Chamberlain's poor
health; regarding a Conservative Party meeting at
which a resolution of thanks to Chamberlain was
passed on his resignation as Leader of the
Conservative Party and at which tributes were paid
to Chamberlain. A copy of the agenda for the
meeting is also included. 9 October.
/89: Copy of letter from Chamberlain regarding the
Conservative Party meeting; commenting on
events in the war; and regarding air raid attacks
near where Chamberlain was staying. 11 October.
/90: Letter of sympathy; says he would like to see
Chamberlain whenever Chamberlain is happy for a
visit; and regarding a lull in the air raids on London.
25 October.
/91: Copy of letter from Chamberlain regarding his
health and receiving a visit from Halifax; and
commenting on the Italian aggression on Greece.
28 October.
/92: Letter declining invitation to Chequers; and
regarding Philip Chetwode having said that
Winston Churchill was drinking too much and
suggesting that Chamberlain might talk to him
about this. Not dated, marked 'among letters of
1940' by Anne Chamberlain.
/93: Letter regarding a draft by Winston Churchill of
his speech the next day at Manchester, part of
which Halifax asked Churchill to drop as 'it would
only make the mischief worse' [after Churchill's
unauthorised comments in a broadcast urging the
neutrals to join the Allied side]. Not dated, marked
'among letters of 1940' by Anne Chamberlain. The
content of the letter indicates it dates to 26 January
1940.
/94: Letter regarding: Halifax's meeting with
Clement Attlee and Arthur Greenwood [of the
Labour Party] in which matters regarding the war
and foreign policy were discussed including about
South East Europe, their suspicion of 'Baku
projects', their pleasure at Britain and France's joint
declaration and them altering their position
regarding Norwegian territorial waters; meetings
regarding the Press; and about lack of information
yet received from Sumner Welles [who visited
Berlin, Rome, Paris and London on behalf of the
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American President, in an attempt to seek a basis
for a peace settlement] except a telegram 'that
Brenner had made no change'. Not dated, marked
'among letters of 1940' by Anne Chamberlain. The
content of the letter suggests it is dated to March
1940.
/95: Letter thanking Chamberlain for 'a lesson in
public spirit'. Not dated, marked 'among letters of
1940' by Anne Chamberlain.
23 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/96

Correspondence with 1st Baron Hankey, Minister
without Portfolio

1940

Letter from Maurice H. [Hankey, Maurice Pascal
Alers (1877-1963) 1st Baron Hankey, civil servant],
Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 9 May.

A letter of support for Chamberlain saying he is
'indispensable' as Prime Minister; says he is 'the
only man who can hold Winston [Churchill], who is
amazingly valuable, but whose judgement is not
100% reliable' and urges Chamberlain not to bring
the Labour Party in to form a coalition government.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/97

Correspondence with Arthur Hinsley, Archbishop of
Westminster

1940

Letter from A. Cardinal Hinsley [Hinsley, Arthur
(1865-1943) Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster],
Archbishop's House, Westminster, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 11 May.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain following
his resignation as Prime Minister and regretting the
attacks made on him in the House of Commons
debate.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/33/98-104

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare

1940

Letters from Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], British Embassy, Madrid and other
addresses to Neville Chamberlain.
These letters include some reporting on his work
as Ambassador to Spain, and the difficulties
experienced in this post in attempting to prevent
Spain from joining the war with Germany, and in
maintaining some British influence in Spain.
The file contains the following items:
/98: Letter regarding: Hoare's worries about the war
and regarding him feeling 'cut off from all sources
of information'; his wish to be in the Government,
him feeling his exclusion from the Government is
damaging his reputation; and asking Chamberlain
to press Winston Churchill into giving Hoare the
position of Secretary of State for India. 14 May
(annotated 'among 1940 letters' - this is confirmed
by the content of the letter).
/99: Letter regarding: Hoare's new position as
British Ambassador to Spain and his experiences
of living in Madrid 'like living in a besieged city'; his
predecessor as Ambassador appearing 'to have
got thoroughly across most of the influential
Spaniards' and as a result 'the influence of the
Embassy has therefore faded out to almost
nothing'; the organization of the Embassy being
'about as bad as it can be'; and his lack of faith in
the 'departmental Foreign Office'. 6 June.
/100: Letter regarding: the arrival of the Germans
on the Pyrennees having made Hoare's work 'far
more difficult than ever'; the unpreparedness of the
Spainish defence forces to resist the Germans;
Germany appearing to be 'playing the game of
appearing to be Spain's greatest friend'; the
position of the British Embassy being 'extremely
uncomfortable' with various incidents believed to be
organized by the Germans; Hoare working to
improve personal relations with influential
Spaniards; and Franco [Spanish dictator] being
'anxious to keep out the war'. 1 July.
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/101: Letter regarding: Hoare's position as
Ambassador being 'on a knife's edge' having
'become thinner and sharper than ever' with
various false reports being given in Spain; success
and enjoyment of the personal side of being
Ambassador with Hoare being 'on good terms with
most of the important Ministers'; him retaining his
'very strong view that Franco does not want to get
into the war'; the Embassy trying to help
Chamberlain's friend 'Mr Abbati' [this appears to be
a mistake, it seems to refer to Alfred Greenwood,
friend of Chamberlain's from the Bahamas and
father of June Abbati, Chamberlain's goddaughter]
to escape from France to Portugal; birds in Spain.
26 July.
/102: Letter regarding: Hoare's sympathy for
Chamberlain who was having an operation; the
Spanish-Portuguese Treaty of Friendship; foreign
diplomats in Madrid coming to believe that 'the air
and submarine attacks have brought British life to a
standstill and that war weariness was showing itself
in the country' as a result of the influence of
German propaganda. 30 July.
/103: Letter regarding: Chamberlain's health; Hoare
being 'now in the most difficult chapter that I have
yet struck' at the Embassy having been 'counterattacked at every point by constant German
offensives'; German attempts at preventing any
economic arrangements between Britain and
Spain; problems caused by Hugh Dalton [Minister
of Economic Warfare] whom Hoare feels 'is
determined to let the Franco Government have little
or nothing' (of supplies) which Hoare thinks is
frustrating the policy of keeping Spain out of the
war. 9 September.
/104: Letter regarding Hoare's meeting with
Viscount Trenchard at which Trenchard said he
would not accept a place on the Air Council or any
official post in the Air Ministry, said that he could
not modify his views on air strategy but would not
'press them in any controversial way', and that he
wished that it was not publicly stated that he had
been offered a place in the Air Council and had
refused it. Annotated 'with 1940 letters' by Anne
Chamberlain, the content of the letter suggests it
dates to late March or early April.
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7 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/105107

Correspondence with M. Hodza

1940

Letter from M. Hodza [Hodza, Milan (1878-1944)
Czechoslovakian politician], Carlton Hotel, London
to Neville Chamberlain. 15 August.
Hodza was the former Prime Minister of
Czechoslovakia.
The file contains the following items:
/105-106: Letter congratulating Chamberlain on his
recovery after his operation; and copy of reply. 15
and 19 August.
/107: Letter (in reply to /106) regarding him
recalling what Chamberlain said in May 1937 and
saying he would be glad to see Chamberlain again.
22 August.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/108

Correspondence with Quintin Hogg

1940

Letter from Quintin Hogg [Hogg, Quintin Mcgarel
(1907-2001) Baron Hailsham, Lord Chancellor],
House of Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 9 May.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for seeing Hogg 'a
troubled young man' the previous night; in
appreciation of Chamberlain; and regretting that he
did not vote with Chamberlain in the House of
Commons Norway Debate
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/109

Correspondence with 1st Baron Horder

1940

Letter from Horder [Horder, Thomas Jeeves (18711955) 1st Baron Horder, physician], 141 Harley
Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. Horder was
Chamberlain's doctor.
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A letter of support for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/110111

Correspondence with Leslie Hore-Belisha

1940

Letters from Leslie B. [Belisha, Isaac Leslie Hore(1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha, statesman], 16
Stafford Place, London to Neville Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/110: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain's
broadcast on his resignation as Prime Minister. 10
May.
/111: Letter regretting Chamberlain's operation and
hoping he gets well soon. 31 July.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/112

Correspondence with Reverend S.W. Hughes,
General Secretary, National Free Church Council

1940

Letter from S.W. Hughes [Hughes, Samuel William
(1874-1954)], National Free Church Council, 27
Tavistock Square, London to Neville Chamberlain.
27 July.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/113

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
Francis Humphrys

1940

Transcript of letter from Neville Chamberlain to Sir
Francis Humphrys [Humphrys, Sir Francis Henry
(1879–1971), colonial administrator and
diplomatist]. 21 March.
The letter thanks Humphrys for his birthday wishes;
and saying that he can 'hardly believe that you and
I will ever fish at Castle Forbes again'.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/33/114

Correspondence with 1st Baron Iliffe

1940

Letter from Edward (Iliffe) [Iliffe, Edward Mauger
(1877-1960) 1st Baron Iliffe, politician], Furzey
Island, Sandbanks, near Bournemouth, Hampshire
to Neville Chamberlain. 11 May.
A letter in support of Neville Chamberlain following
his resignation as Prime Minister; and offers his
house at 24 Carlton House Terrace for
Chamberlain to live in when he leaves 10 Downing
Street.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/115

Correspondence with Edmund Ironside

1940

Letter from Edmund Ironside [Ironside, William
Edmund (1880-1959) 1st Baron Ironside, Field
Marshal], Hingham, near Norwich to Neville
Chamberlain. 24 July.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/116

Correspondence with C. Harris [?]

1940

Letter from 'C. Harris', Kingston and St Andrew
Corporation, Town Clerk's Office, Kingston,
Jamaica to Neville Chamberlain. 12 September.
A letter regarding Jamaica being 'referred to in high
official circles as a very troublesome and difficult
colony to govern' which Harris says is true; says
Jamaica 'is passing through the worst stage in any
country's history'; and says the present Governor of
Jamaica, Sir Arthur Richards is a good man for the
job and that opposition to him was from selfish
merchants and wealthy planters who had 'enjoyed
immunity from reasonable taxation for years'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC7/11/33/117

Correspondence with 1st Baron Kemsley,
Chairman, Kemsley Newspapers Ltd; Editor in
Chief, Sunday Times

1940

Letter from Gomer [Berry, James Gomer (19071968) 1st Viscount Kemsley], Kemsley House,
London to Neville Chamberlain. 9 May.
A letter to express Kemsley's 'disgust at the scenes
which disgraced the House last night' [the 'Norway
Debate' following which Chamberlain resigned] and
regarding his support for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/118

Correspondence with Joseph P. Kennedy,
American Ambassador to Britain

1940

Letter from Joseph P. Kennedy [Kennedy, Joseph
Patrick (1888-1969) American Businessman and
Diplomat], Embassy of The United States of
America to Neville Chamberlain. 18 May.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for a picture 'to hang
in my home to constantly remind me of a man who
tried with all his capacity to keep peace in the
world, and with whom I am most happy to have
been associated'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/119

Correspondence with Mackenzie King, Prime
Minister of Canada

1940

Copy of telegram from Mackenzie King [King,
William Lyon Mackenzie (1874-1950), prime
minister of Canada], Canada to Neville
Chamberlain. 9 January.
A telegram in appreciation of Chamberlain's
Mansion House address.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/120

Correspondence with 2nd Baron Lamington
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Letter from Lamington [Baillie, Charles Wallace
Alexander Napier Ross Cochrane- (1860-1940)
2nd Baron Lamington, Governor of Bombay], 3
Wilton Place, London to Neville Chamberlain. 16
March.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for his letter of
sympathy after Lamington had been shot in his
hand.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/121

Correspondence with Miss Lamont

1940

Copy of letter from Neville and Anne Chamberlain
to Miss Lamont. 5 June.
A letter in appreciation of the staff at Chequers
following Chamberlain's resignation as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/122123

Correspondence with Cosmo Gordon Lang,
Archbishop of Canterbury

1940

Letters from Cosmo Cantuar: [Lang, William
Cosmo Gordon (1864-1945) Baron Lang,
Archbishop of Canterbury], Lambeth Palace,
London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of reply
from Chamberlain. 9 and 10 May.
A letter in sympathy for Chamberlain [following the
Norway Debate, shortly after which Chamberlain
resigned as Prime Minister] and expresses his
continued admiration and confidence in
Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/124

Correspondence with Viscount Lee of Fareham

1940

Letter from Arthur Lee [Lee, Arthur Hamilton (18681947) Viscount Lee of Fareham, statesman], Old
Quarries, Avening, Gloucestershire to Neville
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Chamberlain. 24 June.
A letter regretting Chamberlain having left
Chequers following his resignation as Prime
Minister; and expresses appreciation of
Chamberlain's efforts to care for Chequers [Lee
was the former owner of Chequers who gave the
house and estate to the nation for use as the Prime
Minister's country house].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/125

Correspondence with 2nd Marquess of Linlithgow,
Viceroy and Governor-General of India

1940

Letter from Linlithgow [Hope, Victor Alexander
John (1887-1952) 2nd Marquess of Linlithgow,
Viceroy of India], Viceregal Lodge, Simla to Neville
Chamberlain. 14 May.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/126

Correspondence with Marchioness of Londonderry

[1940]

Letter from Circe [Stewart, Edith Helen VaneTempest- (1879-1959), wife of 7th Marquess of
Londonderry, political hostess and writer], Mount
Stewart, Newtownards, County Down to Neville
Chamberlain. 7 January (annotated 'with letters of
1940').
A letter saying that 'Charley' [her husband,
Marquess of Londonderry] had been resentful
because he was ignored as a 'valuable
independent link' between Britain and Germany
[Londonderry who had been friendly with members
of the Nazi regime, was in support of improved
relations between Britain and Germany, and
wished to be involved in diplomatic missions to
Germany in an attempt to achieve this] and
suggests that the Munich Agreement would not
have failed if Londonderry had been sent to
Germany; says that despite this resentment that
their friendship and admiration for Chamberlain
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continues; and regarding clothing for troops.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/127

Correspondence with 7th Marquess of Londonderry 1940
Letter from Londonderry [Stewart, Charles Stewart
Henry Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th Marquess
of Londonderry, politician], Mount Stewart,
Newtonards, County Down. 1 April.
A letter regarding Londonderry's suggestion of
Viscount Trenchard to succeed Kingsley Wood as
Secretary of State for Air if Wood 'fell by the
wayside as the result of what I read in some
newspapers'; and says that he 'might suggest a
change in policy if and when I was convinced I was
right'.
1 item
Access: Open

NC7/11/33/128

Correspondence with Percy Loraine (British
Ambassador to Italy)

1940

Letter from Percy Loraine [Loraine, Sir Percy
Lyham (1880-1961) 12th Baronet Diplomat], British
Embassy, Rome, Italy to Neville Chamberlain. 12
May.
A letter regretting Chamberlain's resignation as
Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/129

Correspondence with 1st Baron Lugard

1940

Transcript of letter from Neville Chamberlain to
Lord Lugard [Lugard, Frederick John Dealtry
(1858-1945) Baron Lugard, colonial administrator,
soldier and author]. 19 October.
A letter thanking Lugard for his letter; and saying 'I
don't suppose you ever realised what a
tremendous hero you were to me in those far off
days when you came to Highbury'.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/130

Correspondence with Rt. Rev. Geoffrey Lunt,
Bishop of Ripon

1940

Letter from Geoffrey Ripon [Lunt, Geoffrey Charles
(d 1948) clergyman], High Berrys, Ripon, Yorkshire
to Neville Chamberlain. 9 May.
A letter regretting the Norway Debate in the House
of Commons, and expressing his support for
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/131

Correspondence with Malcolm Macdonald, Minister
of Health

1940

Letter from Malcolm Macdonald [MacDonald,
Malcolm John (1901-1981), Politician and
Diplomat], Ministry of Health to Neville
Chamberlain. 7 August.
A letter of sympathy for Chamberlain's illness; and
regarding MacDonald sending Chamberlain some
books to read during his convalescence.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/132

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax,
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

1940

Letter from E. [Wood, Edward Frederick Lindley
(1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Foreign Office to Neville Chamberlain; and copy of
reply from A. N. R. [Rucker] to W. I. Mallet (Foreign
Office). 15 and 16 January.
A letter forwarding a letter from Winston Churchill
to Halifax dated 15 January 1940 (Churchill's letter
is not included - Halifax asked for it to be returned)
and suggesting that the letter is 'one more for the
book!' [Chamberlain had thought (as shown in
NC18/1/1121) that some of Winston Churchill's
letters were written for the purpose of quotation in a
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book that he would write after the war].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/132A132B

Correspondence with Prince Mohamed Ali

1940

Letter from Prince Mohamed Ali, Palais Manial ElRodah, Le Caire [Cairo], Egypt to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of reply. 23 December.
A letter of 'best wishes' for the New Year and of
admiration for the action of the Royal Navy at
Montevideo. Ali was the uncle of the King of Egypt
and Heir Presumptive to the throne.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/133

Correspondence with Herbert Morrison, Minister of
Supply

1940

Letter from Herbert Morrison [Morrison, Herbert
Stanley (1888-1965) 1st Baron Morrison of
Lambeth, statesman], Ministry of Supply to Neville
Chamberlain. 31 July.
A letter regretting Chamberlain's operation and
hoping for an early recovery.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/134

Correspondence with Duchess of Northumberland

[1940]

Letter from Helen Northumberland [Percy, Helen
Magdalen (1886-1965) Duchess of
Northumberland], Alnwick Castle to Neville
Chamberlain. 14 June (marked 'among 1940
letters' by Anne Chamberlain).
A letter regarding her son, George being killed in
action.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/135-

Correspondence with Countess Oxford and Asquith 1940
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136

Letter from Margot Oxford [Asquith, Emma Alice
Margaret (1864-1945), wife of 1st Earl of Oxford
and Asquith], 44 Bedford Square, London to Neville
Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/135: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain and
expressing pride at having seen Neville and Anne
Chamberlain (a note by Anne Chamberlain states
that Lady Oxford had called to see Neville and
Anne Chamberlain after dinner on the evening of
Chamberlain's resignation as Prime Minister). 11
May.
/136: Letter expressing concern that her letter of 11
May may have not been received; blaming 'the
parsimony of the Treasury for half our troubles'
saying Germany spends far more than Britain on
their consuls, agents and secret service; and
regarding Sir John Simon saying she does 'not
know a more contemptible, or unimaginative man'.
30 May.
2 items
Access: Open

NC7/11/33/137

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Portal

1940

Letter from Wyndham [Portal, Wyndham Raymond
(1885–1949) 1st Viscount Portal, paper
manufacturer and public servant], Laverstoke
House, Whitchurch, Hampshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 12 May.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/138

Correspondence with Sir Eugene Ramsden

1940

Letter from Eugene Ramsden [Ramsden, Eugene
Joseph Squire Hargreaves (1883-1955) 1st Baron
Ramsden, politician] to Neville Chamberlain. 20
March.
A letter of congratulations on Chamberlain's
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speeches in the House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/139

Correspondence with Marchioness of Reading

1940

Letter from Stella Reading [Isaacs, Stella (18941971) Marchioness of Reading Baroness
Swanborough], 2 Chesterfield Street, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 11 May.
A letter in appreciation of Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/140

Correspondence with Paul Reynaud, Prime
Minister of France

1940

Letter from Paul Reynaud [Reynaud, Paul (18781966) French Statesman], Paris, France to Neville
Chamberlain. 6 April.
A letter in which he expresses gratitutde for the
decision to implement the blockade of Norwegian
waters
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC7/11/33/141142

Correspondence with Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America

1940

Letter from Franklin D. Roosevelt [Roosevelt,
Franklin Delano (1884-1945), President of the
United States of America], The White House,
Washington DC, USA to Neville Chamberlain; and
copy of letter from Chamberlain to Roosevelt. 14
February and 13 March.
The letters relate to the visit of Sumner Welles (US
Under Secretary of State) to meet Chamberlain;
and that Roosevelt 'deeply hope[s] this exchange
of views may be of real value towards a peace
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which is neither 'inconclusive nor precarious''.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/143146

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Rothermere

1940

Telegrams from Rothermere [Harmsworth, Harold
Sidney (1868-1940) 1st Viscount Rothermere,
newspaper proprietor], Beira and Paris to Neville
Chamberlain, and copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Rothermere. 3 January, 7 May, 8 May (telegram,
and copy of Chamberlain's letter).
The 3 January telegram reports on 'unswerving
faith in your leadership and determination to
support you' from British communities along the
East Coast of Africa. The 7 May telegram
disapproves of the Daily Mail's attitude to the
Government and says 'hold on and you will win'.
The 8 May telegram congratulates Chamberlain on
his speech.
4 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/146A

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Samuel

1940

Transcript of letter from Samuel [Samuel, Herbert
Louis (1870-1963) 1st Viscount Samuel,
statesman], 32 Porchester Terrace, London to
Neville Chamberlain. 14 October.
The letter regrets Chamberlain's resignation and
argues in favour of Chamberlain having tried to
stop war.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/147149

Correspondence with Sir Leslie Scott, Lord Justice
of Appeal

1940

Letters from Leslie Scott [Scott, Sir Leslie Frederic
(1869-1950) Knight Judge MP], 20 Egerton
Terrace, London to Neville Chamberlain; and copy
of letter from Chamberlain to Scott. 30 March, 1
April and 12 May.
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The 30 March letter from Scott hopes that
Chamberlain did not disapprove of Scott's letter to
'The Times', relates to the annual report of the
Liverpool Steam Ship Owners' Association and
relates to the joint declaration issued on the
previous Thursday. The 12 May letter is in support
of Chamberlain following his resignation as Prime
Minister.
3 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/150

Correspondence with 2nd Earl of Selborne

1940

Letter from Selborne [Palmer, William Waldegrave
(1859-1942) 2nd Earl of Selborne, statesman],
Blackmoor, Liss, Hampshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 12 May.
The letter is in support of Chamberlain, following
his resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/150A-D Correspondence with Général Sikorski, Prime
Minister of the Polish Government-in-Exile

1939-1940

Note from Général Sikorski [Sikorski, Wladyslaw
(1881-1943) Polish General and Statesman]; with
copy of letter from Chamberlain to Sikorski; and
internal Government correspondence/memoranda.
27 December 1939, 2, 15, and 18 January.
The note from Sikorski offers best wishes for the
New Year; and Chamberlain's letter reciprocates
this. The other items are internal Civil Service
correspondence relating to the correct address for
Sikorski.
5 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/151

Note of quotation by Sir John Simon and Neville
Chamberlain

1940

Transcript of Sir John Simon's answer to a question
in a Cabinet meeting and Neville Chamberlain's
humorous response to it, dictated by Anne
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Chamberlain in May 1940.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/152157

Correspondence with Archibald Sinclair, Leader of
the Liberal Party, and Secretary of State for Air

1940

Letter from Archibald Sinclair [Sinclair, Archibald
Henry Macdonald (1890-1970) 1st Viscount
Thurso, politician], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Chamberlain
to Sinclair.
The file contains the following letters:
/152: Letter from Sinclair saying that Chamberlain
had made an error in appropriating comments
made by the News Chronicle to Sinclair. 1 May.
/153: Copy of letter from A.N.R. [Arthur Nevil
Rucker] to Sinclair's Private Secretary regarding an
appointment with Chamberlain. 1 May.
/154: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Sinclair
regarding the comments in the News Chronicle. 1
May.
/155: Letter from Sinclair thanking Chamberlain for
his letter and for withdrawing the criticism of
Sinclair's speech. 3 May.
/156: Letter from Sinclair regretting Chamberlain's
illness and hoping that his forthcoming operation
will cure this. 28 July.
/157: Letter from Sinclair relating to Chamberlain's
recovery, and commenting on the RAF. 24 August.
6 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/158

Correspondence with Edith M. Slade

1940

Letter from Edith M. Slade [Edith Mary Slade née
Beale, daughter of Charles Gabriel Beale and Alice
Beale], Maple Bank, Church Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain. 24 March.
The letter relates to the death of Slade's mother,
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Alice [Alice Beale née Kenrick, sister of Neville
Chamberlain's mother].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/159

Correspondence with Sir R. H. Dorman-Smith

1940

Letter from R. H. Dorman Smith [Smith, Sir
Reginald Hugh Dorman- (1899-1977) Knight
Politician Soldier and Colonial Governor], House of
Commons to Neville Chamberlain. 23 May.
The letter is in appreciation of having worked under
Chamberlain [Dorman-Smith was Minister of
Agriculture during Chamberlain's government].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/160

Correspondence with J. C. Smuts, Prime Minister
of South Africa

1940

Letter from J. C. Smuts [Smuts, Jan Christian
(1870-1950) Statesman], Prime Minister's Office,
Capetown, South Africa to Neville Chamberlain. 22
February.
The letter relates to South Africa's preparations to
help in the war, and their problem of a lack of
aircraft, guns and other war material.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/161

Correspondence with Canon Charles Smyth

1940

Letter from Charles Smyth [Smyth, Charles Hugh
Egerton (1903-1987) Ecclesiastical Historian],
Corpus Christi College, Cambridge to Neville
Chamberlain. Whit Monday (13 May).
The letter is in support of Chamberlain following his
resignation as Prime Minister, and suggests that
'posterity will recognise in you one of the greatest
and wisest of our statesmen in the whole history of
British foreign policy'.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/162163

Correspondence with Patrick Spens

1940

Letters from W.P. Spens [Spens, (William) Patrick,
first Baron Spens (1885–1973), lawyer and
politician], House of Commons to Neville
Chamberlain. 9 May and 8 August.
The file contains the following letters:
/162: Letter in support of Chamberlain saying that
he has 'the confidence and are the leader of the
great mass of moderate Conservative opinion',
which argues that Chamberlain should not leave
this group of 'moderate Conservative opinion'
leaderless and argues that it would be a 'great
national disaster' if Chamberlain did not remain as
Prime Minister or as a leading member of the
government. 9 May.
/163: Letter on behalf of the 1922 Committee in
sympathy for Chamberlain's illness. 8 August.
2 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/164

Correspondence with 7th Earl Stanhope

1940

Letter from James [Stanhope, James Richard
(1880-1967) 7th Earl Stanhope], Chevening,
Sevenoaks, Kent to Neville Chamberlain. 22 May.
The letter is in support of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/165

Correspondence with Oliver Stanley

1940

Letter from Oliver Stanley [Stanley, Oliver
Frederick George (1896–1950), politician], 58
Romney Street, Westminster, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 23 May.
The letter is in support of Chamberlain, and says
that without a government job he feels that the
House of Commons would be 'intolerable' so is
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trying to get back into the army.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/166

Correspondence with Cecil Syers, Assistant
Secretary, HM Treasury

1940

Letter from Cecil Syers [Syers, Sir Cecil George
Lewis (1903-1981) civil servant], Treasury
Chambers, Whitehall, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 31 January.
The letter, from Chamberlain's former Private
Secretary, expresses appreciation for having
worked for Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/167

Correspondence with William Temple, Archbishop
of York

1940

Letter from William Ebor [Temple, William (18811944) Archbishop of Canterbury], Bishopthorpe,
York to Neville Chamberlain. 12 May.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for his services to
the country and admires 'the prompitude of your
action [Chamberlain's resignation]...and the noble
dignity of your announcement of it'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/168176

Correspondence with Ben Tillett

1940

Letters from Ben Tillett [Tillett, Ben (1860-1943)
Labour Leader MP], 3 Porteus House, Porteus
Road, London to Neville Chamberlain; with carbon
copies of replies.
The file contains the following items:
/168-169: Letter in support of Chamberlain, wishing
him courage and success for Tuesday [day of
Hore-Belisha's resignation statement]; with carbon
copy of reply. 14 January.
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/170-171: Letter offering congratulations [referring
to the rescue of British merchant seamen on 16
February from a German ship, The Altmark]; with
carbon copy of reply. 19 and 20 February.
/172-174: Letter in support of Chamberlain; with
printed address 'Moral Re-armament' by Ben Tillett;
and carbon copy of reply. 14 and 15 April.
/175-176: Letter in support of Chamberlain, relating
to the war. 3 and 4 May.
9 items
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/177

Correspondence with 1st Baron Tweedmuir,
Governor-General of Canada

1940

Letter from Baron Tweedmuir [Buchan, John
(1875-1940) 1st Baron Tweedsmuir, novelist,
historian, MP, governor-general of Canada],
Government House, Ottawa, Canada to Neville
Chamberlain. 10 January.
The letter relates to Chamberlain's broadcast, the
Cabinet shake-up, and his visit to Halifax in
Canada.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/178

Correspondence with E. M. Watson, Private
Secretary to the Prime Minister

1940

Letter from E. M. Watson [Watson, Edith Margaret
(d 1953) civil servant], 10 Downing Street to Neville
Chamberlain. 9 January.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for a photograph,
and is in appreciation of working for him.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/179

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Weir, DirectorGeneral of Explosives, Ministry of Supplies

1940

Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to 'Willie',
the Rt. Hon. The Viscount Weir William Weir [Weir,
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William Douglas (1877-1959) 1st Viscount Weir,
industrialist]. 17 May.
The letter relates to Weir's letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/180

Correspondence with 1st Marquess of Willingdon

1940

Letter from 'Freeman' [Thomas, Freeman
Freeman-, first marquess of Willingdon (1866–
1941), governor-general of Canada and viceroy of
India], 5 Lygon Place, London to Neville
Chamberlain. 3 January.
The letter thanks Chamberlain for the letter he
sent, and is in support of Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/181

Correspondence with Lady Marie Willingdon

1940

Letter from Marie Willingdon [née Brassey, wife of
Marquess of Willingdon], Government House,
Auckland, New Zealand to Neville Chamberlain;
with enclosed postcard of rainbow trout and plan of
Chamberlain Park golf course. 4 February.
The letter relates to her and her husband's stay in
New Zealand [her husband, the Marquess of
Willingdon was in New Zealand as the British
Government's representative at the New Zealand
centennial celebrations].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/182

Correspondence with Rose Wilson

[1940]

Letter from Rose Wilson [Rose Caroline Wilson,
née Henson, wife of Sir Arnold Talbot Wilson],
Wynches, Much Hadham, Hertfordshire to Neville
Chamberlain. 11 June.
The letter relates to her husband who had been
killed while serving in the Royal Air Force
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1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/183

Correspondence with 1st Baron Kennet

1940

Letter from Hilton Young [Young, Edward Hilton
(1879-1960) 1st Baron Kennet, politician], 76 King
William Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 9
May.
The letter is in support of Chamberlain following the
Norway debate in the House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/184

Correspondence with 2nd Marquess of Zetland

1940

Letter from Lawrence [Dundas, Lawrence John
Lumley (1876-1961) 2nd Marquess of Zetland,
politician and Orientalist], 23 Down Street, London
to Neville Chamberlain. 13 May.
The letter is in support of Chamberlain and resents
the attitude of some MPs towards Chamberlain
during the Norway debates, following which
Chamberlain resigned. Zetland also wishes that he
had been able to make 'a greater contribution
towards the solution of the Indian problem' [Zetland
was the former Secretary of State for India].
1 item
Access: Open
NC7/11/33/185

Correspondence with unidentified individual

[1940]

Letter from 'C. Mac', Privy Council Office,
Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain. Not
dated, '1940' annotated in pencil by unknown
person.
The letter congratulates Chamberlain on his
broadcast. The letter is embossed 'Lord President
of the Council' so possibly the letter may be from a
member of Chamberlain's staff when he was Lord
President of the Council.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC7/11/33/186

Correspondence with Viscount Portal

[1940]

Note from Wyndham [Portal, Wyndham Raymond
(1885–1949) 1st Viscount Portal, paper
manufacturer and public servant], Claridge's, Brook
Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 30 April.
The note enclosed a book (not included) on fishing
and birds from Arthur Gilbey's collection.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8

National political papers

[19051987]

Thematically arranged correspondence, reports
and other papers relating to Neville Chamberlain's
work in national politics.
This includes papers created during his
premiership of 1937-1940 including papers relating
to foreign affairs matters, particularly relating to his
visits to Germany during the Munich Crisis; the
formation of his first Cabinet; and the 'Norway
Debate' which led to Chamberlain's resignation.
There are also various papers connected with his
ministerial positions including as Director General
of National Service; Minister of Health; Chancellor
of the Exchequer; and Lord President of the
Council. The papers also relate to a variety of
political issues other than those with which
Chamberlain's current ministry was specifically
concerned including the personal political interests
of canals and physical training.
The series also contains many papers relating to
the Conservative and Unionist Party including
during the period when Chamberlain was Chairman
of the Party; and various letters of congratulations
in connection with political matters.
It should be noted that the papers in this series are
only a selection of some of the papers relating to
political topics in the collection. Other papers
connected with Neville Chamberlain's national
political work includes papers at NC2 (journals and
diaries), NC4 (speeches), NC7 (correspondence),
NC15 (press cuttings) and NC17/1 (photographs of
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public and political events). His correspondence
with his family also often discusses his political
work (see NC1) and his letters to his sisters Ida
and Hilda (see NC18) include much detail about his
political career and give his opinions and ideas on
political matters. Papers connected with
Chamberlain's local political work in the
Birmingham area including his constituency work
are largely included in the Birmingham political,
constituency and other papers series (NC5).
1040 items
Access: Open
NC8/1

Tariff Commission, Tariff Reform League and
Imperial Tariff Committee correspondence

1906-1907

Correspondence received by Neville Chamberlain
relating to the Tariff Commission, Tariff Reform
League and Imperial Tariff Committee, including
letters relating to subscriptions paid by
Chamberlain and letters relating to the accounts of
the Imperial Tariff Committee. A bank statement of
the 'Special Account' of the Imperial Tariff
Committee is also included.
The Tariff Commission was an organization
connected with the Tariff Reform League which
reported on Joseph Chamberlain's suggestions for
tariff reform, the Tariff Reform League was an
organization campaigning for imperial preference,
and the Imperial Tariff Committee was another
organization with this same purpose.
The letters are from the following correspondents:
/1: W. A. S. Hewins, Secretary of the Tariff
Commission [Hewins, William Albert Samuel
(1865-1931), politician, historian and economist].
/2-3: V. Caillard [Caillard, Sir Vincent Henry
Penalver (1856-1930) Knight Administrator],
National Bank of Egypt, 4 and 5 King William
Street, London
/4-6: C. A. Vince, General Secretary, Imperial Tariff
Committee, 39 Edmund Street, Birmingham
(including enclosed bank statement).
6 items
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Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited in
October 1968 by Stephen Lloyd.
NC8/2

Canals and inland waterways papers

1905[1920s]

Correspondence, reports, plans and other items
relating to canals and inland waterways.
Neville Chamberlain was President of the National
Council for Inland Waterways, Chairman of the
Waterways Association and Chairman of the
Committee on Inland Waterways, and this subseries includes various items relating to his work
with these organizations.
This includes items relating to proposed new
developments of canals which Chamberlain
supported, in particular a scheme, which did not
go-ahead, for improving the waterways between
Birmingham and Gloucester to allow larger boats to
connect Birmingham with the sea.
64 items
Access: Open
NC8/2/1-9

Correspondence regarding proposed Birmingham
to Gloucester waterway improvements

1922

Correspondence, report and press cuttings relating
to a proposed scheme by Bristol, Gloucester,
Worcester and Greater Birmingham Local
Employment Committees to develop waterways
between Gloucester and Birmingham, including
widening of canal between Birmingham and
Worcester to enable larger boats to carry freight to
Birmingham.
The correspondence comprises of letters from
William Marshall Freeman, William A. Dalley and
Henry Roberts of Ministry of Labour Greater
Birmingham Employment Committee and copies of
letters from Chamberlain to Freeman. A report of
conference between representatives of Bristol,
Gloucester and Worcester LECs on 9 March 1922
sent by Freeman and various press cuttings sent
by Dalley are also included.
14 items
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Access: Open
NC8/2/10-12

Correspondence with Eric Geddes

1919

Letters from Eric Geddes [Geddes, Sir Eric
Campbell (1875-1937) Knight Industrialist and
Statesman], Ministry of Transport to Neville
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from
Chamberlain to Geddes.
The letters relate to arranging an appointment for
Geddes to meet Chamberlain to discuss canals.
3 items
Access: Open
NC8/2/13-14

Correspondence with H. Howard Humphreys

1923

Letter from H. Howard Humphreys to Neville
Chamberlain and copy of reply from Chamberlain
regarding Humphreys' report on the proposed
improvement of the Birmingham Canal Navigation
(Main Line) between Worcester Bar and
Wolverhapton to connect Birmingham with the sea.
30 November
2 items
Access: Open
NC8/2/15-16

Correspondence with Frank Impey

1919

Copies of letters from Neville Chamberlain to Frank
Impey regarding White's argument; and Impey and
Chamberlain's meeting with Eric Geddes. 10 and
25 October.
2 items
Access: Open
NC8/2/17-18

Correspondence with George Fisher

1922

Table of groups of canals; and letter from George
Fisher, Secretary, National Council for Inland
Waterways, thanking Chamberlain for sending the
table.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC8/2/19

National Council for Inland Waterways Rules and
Regulations

[1920s]

Printed booklet of the Council's rules and
regulations. Neville Chamberlain was President of
this organization.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/2/20

Correspondence with Ernest Jardine

1922

Letter from Ernest Jardine [Jardine, Sir Ernest
(1859-1947)] to Neville Chamberlain regarding
scheme for the improvements to the navigation of
the River Trent and programme for Neville
Chamberlain's official visit to see the
improvements. 7 January.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/2/20-22

Correspondence with F. Rayner

1922

Letter from F. Rayner [Rayner, Frank (1866-1945)
civil engineer], Trent Navigation Company, to
Neville Chamberlain regarding the exclusion of
public authorities, Chambers of Commerce etc
from the General Council of the National Council
for Inland Waterways; and regarding the Second
Interim Report [of the Ministry of Transport
Committee on Inland Waterways]; and copy of
reply from Chamberlain. 15 June.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/2/23-27

Correspondence relating to The Waterways
Association

1922

Letters, report and statement of account mainly
regarding the winding up of The Waterways
Association of which Chamberlain was Chairman,
after it was decided the aim of the Association to
support the recommendation of the Royal
Commission on state ownership of canals was no
longer attainable due to changed circumstances;
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and about the decision to transfer the Association's
funds to the National Council for Inland Waterways.
This comprises of letters from Frank Impey
[Secretary of the Waterways Association] to Neville
Chamberlain and a suggested final statement of
the Association's account.
A report is also included of Chamberlain and
Impey's interview with Sir Eric Geddes discussing
the future regarding canal improvements, including
lack of Government money available at present for
major developments, and also discussed
Chamberlain's suggestion of unification of the
management of canals.
7 items
Access: Open
NC8/2/28-43

Reports, plans and printed items

1905-1926

Various reports, plans and printed items relating to
the development of canals and other inland
waterways, including detailed plans and reports for
the improvement of waterways between
Birmingham and the Severn and for a new canal
from Lifford to Tyseley in Birmingham to connect
the Worcester and Birmingham Canal and the
Warwick and Birmingham Canal.
The file contains the following items:
/28: Second Interim Report of the Ministry of
Transport Committee on Inland Waterways (copy
of typescript), regarding proposal for amalgamation
of the River Trent and some of its connecting
canals into a larger trust. Not dated.
/29: Extract from 'The World's Carriers and
Carrying Trades' Review' 15 June 1920 including
news item referring to the Waterways Committee
which was chaired by Neville Chamberlain
(printed).
/30: Plan of County Borough of Wolverhampton
dated 1911, with canals highlighted (printed, with
manuscript annotations).
/31: Eight plans to accompany a report by the
Director General of Civil Engineering, Ministry of
Transport dated 22 October 1920 by Committee on
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Inland Waterways, regarding proposed
developments of canals and river navigations
between the Severn Estuary and Birmingham; with
list of plans (printed, with typescript copy of list).
/32: Report by the Director General of Civil
Engineering, Ministry of Transport on a proposed
new canal between Lifford and Tyseley in
Birmingham dated 11 January 1921 (copy of
typescript with annotations); with six related plans
(printed) detailing the proposed route and a
proposed dock at Tyseley.
/33: Supplemental report by Director General of
Civil Engineering, Ministry of Transport detailing
estimated costs and revenue for proposed
improvements of canal navigations between the
Severn and Birmingham, dated 4 February 1921
(copy of typescript), with related diagram.
/34: Report on the General Working of the
Proposed Improved Waterway between the Severn
and Birmingham by the Director General of Civil
Engineering dated 15 February 1921 (copy of
typescript); with related diagram.
/35: Supplemental report by the Director General of
Civil Engineering detailing the estimated cost of
improving the Worcester and Birmingham Canal
between Worcester and Hanbury Junction dated 3
March 1921 (copy of typescript).
/36: Booklet 'The River Avon. Why its Navigation
should be Restored and how it may be done'
published by the River Avon Improvement
Association, 1905 (printed).
/37: Booklet 'Digest of the Report and
Recommendations of the Royal Commission on
Canals, With Map' by the Waterways Association,
1913 (printed).
/38: 'Report of Executive Committee to the
Association' by the Waterways Association, May
1913 (printed).
/39: Report of Wolverhampton Borough General
Purposes Committee to the Council relating to
canals, dated 16 February 1914, suggesting the
council encourages the development of canals
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(printed).
/40: 'Objects and Policy' of the Waterways
Association dated 1920 (printed).
/41: 'Report of the Avon Navigation Joint
Committee', dated 14 March 1921 (printed).
/42: 'Inland Water Transport - A Practical Policy'
paper by Neville Chamberlain to be read on 18
May 1922 at the Institute of Transport's London
Congress (printed proof).
/43: Souvenir booklet (printed) containing an article
reprinted from 'The Trader and Citizen' 3 July 1926,
reporting on the visit to Nottingham of Neville
Chamberlain to inspect new locks and weirs on the
River Trent as part of improvements carried out by
the Corporation of Nottingham. The booklet
includes a transcript of a speech made by
Chamberlain. A letter from W. J. Board [Town
Clerk, Nottingham] forwarding the booklet and two
photographs is also enclosed (the photographs are
not included with this item).
31 items
Access: Open
NC8/3

First World War maps

1915-1918

Printed maps relating to the First World War
showing the positions of the forces, mainly
extracted from 'The National Review' journal, and
also including two Ordnance Survey maps.
The file contains the following items:
/1: 'The Allies' Drive on the Ardennes and Meuse',
supplement to 'The National Review' November
1918.
/2: 'The German Menace', supplement to 'The
National Review' March 1918
/3: 'German Towns and Air Reprisals', supplement
to 'The National Review' November 1917.
/4: 'The Battle Front in Palestine' supplement to
'The National Review' February 1918
/5: 'The Russian Front in Europe' supplement to
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'The National Review June 1916.
/6: 'The German Drive on Paris' supplement to 'The
National Review' July 1918.
/7: 'The Menace to the Channel Ports and
Holland's Strategical Position' supplement to 'The
National Review' June 1918.
/8: 'The Single Front in the West' supplement to
'The National Review' December 1917.
/9: 'The Region of the French Advance in
Champagne' supplement to 'The National Review'
November 1915.
/10: 'The Dardanelles and the Troad' supplement to
'The National Review' October 1915.
/11: 'Map of Rumania' supplement to 'The National
Review' December 1916.
/12: 'The Russian Tangle' supplement to 'The
National Review' August 1918.
/13: 'The Struggle for Verdun' supplement to 'The
National Review' April 1916.
/14: Ordnance Survey map (1:40,000 scale) dated
April 1917 of area near Arras, Douai and Lens,
1917, showing positions of British forces, defence
features etc.
/15: Ordnance Survey map (1:40,000 scale) sheet
28 edition 3, showing position of British line on 1
July 1916 and 12 June 1917 in part of Belgium and
France, the area around Ypres and Menin.
15 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears these items were
deposited in October 1968 by Stephen Lloyd.
NC8/4

Carbon copy of telegram ending the First World
War

1918

Carbon copy telegram addressed to Military
Secretary from [Douglas] Haig, according to note
on envelope which contained the telegram,
announcing that 'hostilities will cease at 11.00
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today November 11th...', providing notice to the
British troops to cease fighting at the end of the
First World War.
This item was given to Neville Chamberlain by Mrs
[Esmie?] Heard, whose late husband was on
General Haig's staff. See NC11/1/468 for a letter
from Heard to Anne Chamberlain regarding the
telegram.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/5

National Service Department papers

1917[1930s]

Correspondence, reports, press cuttings and other
items relating to the National Service Department.
Neville Chamberlain was in charge of the
Department as Director General of National
Service between December 1916 and August
1917).
In this role, Chamberlain was responsible for
devising the National Service scheme and this subseries contains a variety of papers relating to his
proposals. He was however unable to get his
proposals approved after numerous drafts were
submitted which led eventually to his resignation in
August 1917 and faced various other difficulties in
the post including poor relations with other
Government departments.
The papers in this sub-series also relate to various
other matters relating to the National Service
Department, such as Chamberlain's resignation as
Director General and the organization and staff of
the Department.
189 items
Access: Open
NC8/5/1

Letters to Neville Chamberlain on his appointment
as Director General of National Service

1916-1917

Letters to Neville Chamberlain mainly
congratulating him on his appointment as Director
General of National Service and regretting his
departure as Lord Mayor of Birmingham.
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See also NC5/9 for some other letters concerning
Chamberlain's appointment as Director General of
National Service.
The letters are from the following correspondents:
/1: Granville Bantock [Bantock, Sir Granville
Ransome (1868-1946) Knight Composer],
University of Birmingham, Edmund Street,
Birmingham.
/2: Thomas Barclay [Barclay, Sir Thomas (18391921) businessman and councillor], The Uplands,
Blackwell, Bromsgrove.
/3: A. Hamilton Baynes [Baynes, Arthur Hamilton
(1854-1942) Provost of Birmingham], Cathedral
Rectory, Birmingham.
/4: E. P. Beale, 14 Woodbourne Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.
/5: John Beard, 92 Tarry Road, Saltley,
Birmingham.
/6: Gerald Beesly [Beesly, Gerald (b 1870)
magistrate], The Pump House, Barnt Green,
Birmingham.
/7-8: A. D. Brooks [Brooks, Sir Arthur David (18641930) councillor] and R. J. Curtis on behalf of
Birmingham Local Tribunal, The Council House,
Birmingham forwarding resolution of Tribunal to
congratulate Chamberlain and thank him for his
work for the Tribunal; and copy of reply from
Chamberlain.
/9-13: Hallewell Rogers [Rogers, Sir Hallewell
(1864-1931) politician] and Kenneth R. Davis,
Birmingham Small Arms Company Ltd [BSA],
Birmingham and copies of letters from
Chamberlain; also relates to Chamberlain's
resignation from the Board of Directors at BSA.
/14: John Bradbury [Bradbury, John Swanwick
(1872-1950) 1st Baron Swanwick, civil servant],
HM Treasury; also relates to the Public Authorities
and Bodies (Loans) Bill).
/15: Sydney Lamb, Assistant Secretary, British and
Foreign Sailors Society.
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/16: George Cadbury junior, Primrose Hill, Selly
Oak, Birmingham.
/17: W. A. Cadbury [Cadbury, William Adlington
(1867-1957), businessman and philanthropist],
Wast Hills, Kings Norton.
/18: H.R. Birmingham [Wakefield, Henry Russell
(1854-1933) Bishop of Birmingham], Bishop's Croft,
Harborne, Birmingham
/19: W. H. Carnegie [Carnegie, Reverend William
Hartley (1860-1936)], 17 Dean's Yard,
Westminster, London.
/20: Evelyn Cecil [Cecil, Evelyn (1865-1941) 1st
Baron Rockley, politician], 2 Cadogan Square,
London.
/21: R. A. Chattock, 22 Carpenter Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.
/22: Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to L.
B. Chatwin, 2 Bennett's Hill, Birmingham.
/23: Copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to
Councillor Chovil, 38 Summer Row, Birmingham.
/24: Lilian Cole [née Williams, widow of Herbert
Chamberlain and aunt of Neville Chamberlain],
West Woodhay House, Newbury, Berkshire.
/25: Jesse Collings, Edgbaston, Birmingham
/26-27: Albert George Cooke, 2 Baxter Avenue,
Kidderminster; with copy of reply from Chamberlain
to Cooke.
/28-29: C. F. Crowder, Crowder and Smallwood
Solicitors, Colmore House, 21 Waterloo Street,
Birmingham; and copy of letter from Chamberlain.
/30: R. J. Curtis, Solicitor and Clerk, Birmingham
Union on behalf of Birmingham Board of
Guardians.
/31: Dartmouth [Legge, William Heneage (18511936) 6th Earl of Dartmouth], Patshull House,
Wolverhampton.
/32: Cecily Debenham [née Kenrick, wife of Sir
Ernest Ridley Debenham and Neville's cousin],
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Moreton House, Moreton, Dorset.
/33: Thomas Dunlop [probably Dunlop, Sir Thomas
(1855-1938)], City Chambers, Glasgow.
/34-35: Charles J. Hart, Col. [Hart, Colonel Charles
Joseph (1851-1925) army officer], Headquarters,
Officer Commanding Troops, Thorp Street,
Birmingham; with copy of reply from Chamberlain.
/36: H. S. Houghton [?], Ellerslie, Portland Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham
/37: A.R. Jephcott [Jephcott, Alfred Roger (18531932) politician], Sandcroft, Mansel Road, Small
Heath, Birmingham.
/38: W. Unite Jones, 9 Midland Chambers,
Corporation Street, Birmingham.
/39: John Henry Lloyd, Union Club, Birmingham.
/40: George Lunn, Lord Mayor of Newcastle upon
Tyne [Lunn, Sir George (1861-1939)].
/41: Milner [Milner, Alfred (1854-1925) Viscount
Milner, statesman], 17 Great College Street,
London.
/42: William Hodson Smith, Principal, National
Children's Home and Orphanage.
/43: Frank Platten General Manager [?] of Elliott's
Metal Works, Northwold, 69 Westfield Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.
/44: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to C. H.
Rafter, Chief Constable of Birmingham [Rafter, Sir
Charles Haughton (d 1935) police officer].
/45: Robert Saundby [Saundby, Robert (18491918) physician and professor of medicine], 68
Hagley Road, Birmingham.
/46: S. M. Slater, Mayor of Walsall.
/47: A. Ashton Smith [?], London City and Midland
Bank Ltd, New Street, Birmingham.
/48: J. R. Dunlop Smith [Smith, James Robert
Dunlop (1858-1921) Lieutenant Colonel], India
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Office.
/49: Henry E. Stilgoe [Stilgoe, Henry Edward (d
1943) engineer], 411 Hagley Road, Edgbaston,
[Birmingham].
/50: Charles Walpole [Walpole, Sir Charles George
(1848-1926) judge], Bradford, Chobham, Woking,
Surrey.
50 items
Access: Open
NC8/5/2

General correspondence

1916-1917

Correspondence mainly relating to the National
Service Department, but also including some
letters relating to other matters. It includes
correspondence with Lloyd George including letters
in which he requests to resign from the National
Service Department and explains the reasons why
he decided to do so.
See also NC8/5/1, 3 and 4; and NC7/11/10 for
other correspondence relating to the National
Service Department.
The file contains letters from the following people:
/1-5: L. S. Amery [Amery, Leopold Charles Maurice
Stennett (1873-1955), politician and journalist], SS
Ivernia; 65 Curzon Street, Mayfair; 4 Whitehall
Gardens, London; Offices of the War Cabinet, 2
Whitehall Gardens, London; with copy of reply from
Chamberlain. The letters relate to various matters
including: the new government, Amery having been
on a ship which was sunk by a German submarine,
Salonika and diplomacy with Greece,
Chamberlain's appointment as Director General of
National Service, Amery being made an assistant
secretary to the War Cabinet, the Daily Mail's
criticism of National Service, increasing the age
limit for National Service, and Chamberlain's
resignation as Director General of National Service.
See NC7/2/24-30 for transcripts of related
correspondence between Chamberlain and Amery.
/6-7: Cecil Beck [Beck, Sir Arthur Cecil Tyrrell
(1878-1932) politician] on behalf of Central
Advisory Committee, National Service Department;
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with copy of reply from Chamberlain. Informs
Chamberlain of the Committee's regret at
Chamberlain's resignation.
/8: J. Coudurier De Chassaigne [Coudurier De
Chassaigne, Joseph (1878-1961) journalist and
author], National Service Department (in French).
Relates to a farewell dinner at the Savoy Hotel on
his resignation from the National Service
Department, thanks Chamberlain for his support at
the Foreigner's Section and expresses the value of
their work.
/9: Arthur Collins [Collins, Arthur (1880-1952)], 16
Reddings Road, Moseley, Birmingham. Relates to
National Service Department reports, and thanks
Chamberlain for his speech in appreciation of
Collins.
/10-15: Sir Ernest Hiley (Town Clerk of
Birmingham) [Hiley, Sir Ernest Varvill (1868-1949)
town clerk], Town Clerk's Office, The Council
House, Birmingham; Beechfield, Edgbaston,
Birmingham; and Brunswick House, Central
Buildings, Westminster, London; with copy of letter
from Chamberlain to Hiley; and press cutting.
Relates to Hiley's resignation as Town Clerk of
Birmingham, and Hiley's resignation from the
National Service Department.
/16: R. S. Horne [Horne, Robert Stevenson (18711940) Viscount Horne of Slamannan], War Office to
Anne Chamberlain. Relates to visits that Horne is
to go on to various countries, and him leaving the
National Service Department.
/17: G. W. Hubbard [Hubbard, George William
(1870-1939) newspaper editor], Birmingham Daily
Post, 38 New Street, Birmingham. Relates to a
leader in the 'Birmingham Daily Post' dated 23
June 1917; with press cutting.
/18: G. J. H. Lloyd, Disposal and Liquidation
Commission. Relates to a book on the history of
the Ministry of Munitions.
/19-34: D. Lloyd George [George, David Lloyd
(1863-1945) 1st Earl Lloyd George of Dwyfor,
statesman], 10 Downing Street, Whitehall, London
(some letters are transcripts/copies); and copies of
replies from Chamberlain to Lloyd George. The
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letters relate to: Lloyd George's disappointment
that only a few meetings had been arranged to
enrol volunteers; appointing Stephen Walsh as
Parliamentary Secretary; Lloyd George appointing
Cecil Beck as Parliamentary Secretary without
consulting Chamberlain; Chamberlain's offer of
resignation and his reasons for wanting to do so;
and a recommendation for a knighthood for
Chamberlain, which he declined.
/35: Milner [Milner, Alfred (1854-1925) Viscount
Milner, statesman], 17 Great College Street,
London. The letter relates to a meeting on National
Service and advises Chamberlain to 'go slow about
food production and the new men set free by the
army'
/36: J. Harling Turner, Director of Agricultural
Section, National Service Department, Cole Green
House, Hertford. In appreciation of Chamberlain,
following leaving the National Service Department.
/37: G. N. [Newman, Sir George (1870-1948)
Knight Health Reformer], Board of Education (see
also NC8/5/3/12). Regarding Chamberlain's
resignation, and the Liquor Board.
/38-41: F. S. O. [Oliver, Frederick Scott (18641934) Businessman and Publicist], 8 Hereford
Gardens, London; with two enclosed typescript
articles. Relates to articles about the government,
the war and Austen Chamberlain's resignation.
/42: Bernard Partridge [Partridge, Sir John Bernard
(1861-1945) Knight Punch Artist and Cartoonist], 2
Orme Square, London. Letter forwarding to
Chamberlain the original drawing of a cartoon
regarding National Service published in 'Punch'
(not included with item), and offering to carry out
part-time war-work.
/43: Tom Shaw, Ministry of National Service,
Labour Advisory Committee. Relates to Shaw
becoming a Director of Recruiting in the West
Midlands region for the National Service
Department.
/44: J. St. Loe Strachey [Strachey, John St Loe
(1860-1927) Editor and Proprietor of the
Spectator], The Spectator, 1 Wellington Street,
Strand, London. The letter congratulates
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Chamberlain on his speech, and is in appreciation
of Chamberlain's support for Strachey's scheme.
44 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC8/5/3

Letters to Neville Chamberlain on his resignation

1917

Letters written to Neville Chamberlain, following his
resignation at Director General of National Service.
These include letters from staff at the National
Service Department, politicians and others. Some
of the letters also relate to other matters. A
transcript of Neville Chamberlain's speech made
following his receipt of a parting gift from the staff
of the department, and also a menu from a dinner
held on his departure is also included.
See also NC8/5/2 and NC7/11/10/2 for other letters
sent to Chamberlain on his resignation.
The letters are from the following correspondents:
/1: James Adam, Kirkhill, Gorebridge, Midlothian;
also regrets attitude of Sir Arthur Lee.
/2: Cecil Beck [Beck, Sir Arthur Cecil Tyrrell (18781932) politician], National Service Department.
/3: W.H. Bowater [Bowater, Sir William Henry
(1855-1932) councillor], Arthur Road, Edgbaston,
[Birmingham]
/4: Burnham [Lawson, Harry Lawson Webster Levy
(1862-1933) Viscount Burnham, newspaper
proprietor], Daily Telegraph, Fleet Street, London
/5: Evelyn Cecil [Cecil, Evelyn (1865-1941) 1st
Baron Rockley, politician], Member of Parliament, 2
Cadogan Square, London
/6: W. J. Davis, General Secretary, National
Brassworkers and Metal Mechanics; also hopes
that Chamberlain will be invited to stand in seat for
East Birmingham in the General Election
/7: E. A. Sandford Fawcett [Fawcett, Edmund
Alderson Sandford (1868-1938) civil servant],
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National Service Department
/8: David Gilmour, House of Commons; also relates
to Gilmour attending conferences with miners in
Scotland regarding 'Stockholm question'
/9: (J. N. Hewett?), 8 Cumberland Mansions,
Bryanston Square, London.
/10: R. S. Horne [Horne, Robert Stevenson (18711940) Viscount Horne of Slamannan], Admiralty.
/11: A. R. Jephcott [Jephcott, Alfred Roger (18531932) politician], Sandcroft, Mansel Road, Small
Heath, Birmingham. A note from Anne
Chamberlain relating to this letter is also included.
/12: George Newman [Newman, Sir George (18701948) Knight Health Reformer], Chief Medical
Officer, Board of Education (see also NC8/5/2/37)
/13: F. S. Oliver [Oliver, Frederick Scott (18641934) Businessman and Publicist], 8 Hereford
Gardens, Marble Arch, London (also relates to the
war).
/14: Portland [Bentinck, William John Arthur
Charles Cavendish- (1857-1943) 6th Duke of
Portland], Langwell, Berriedale, RSO, Caithness;
relates also to Chamberlain's letter to Portland in
appreciation of J. H. Turner, who was Portland's
Estate Agent before becoming Director of the
Agriculture Department at the National Service
Department.
/15: Hilda Taylor, National Service Department;
with enclosed transcript of Chamberlain's speech
on 17 August 1917 on the occasion of his
presentation by the staff of a parting gift.
/17: Joseph B. Williams, National Service
Department, on behalf of the Labour Advisory
Committee at the Department.
/18: Menu for dinner at the Savoy Restaurant,
London on 16 August 1917, signed by members of
staff and others at the dinner.
18 items
Access: Open
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NC8/5/4

Reports and miscellaneous items

1917

Reports, memoranda and other miscellaneous
documents relating to the National Service
Department. It includes: information on the history
of the Department; reports outlining the
Department's proposals for National Service;
memoranda relating to the disputes between the
National Service Department and other
government departments; reports regarding
expenditure and the staff of the Department.
The file contains the following items:
/1: 'History of National Service' (typescript),
detailing the main events in the history of the
department between 5 August 1916 and 30 March
1917.
/2: 'National Service. Report of the DirectorGeneral on his Proposed Organisation' (printed),
13 January 1917.
/3: 'National Service. Second Report of the
Director-General on his Proposed Organisation'
(printed), 3 February 1917.
/4: 'National Service. Third Report of the DirectorGeneral to the War Cabinet' (copy of typescript), 9
February 1917.
/5: 'The Fourth Report of the Director-General of
National Service to the War Cabinet' (printed), 19
February 1917.
/6: 'Fifth Report of the Director-General of National
Service to the War Cabinet' (typescript), 22
February 1917.
/7: 'National Service. Sixth Report of the Director
General to the War Cabinet' (copy of typescript), 24
February 1917.
/8: Memorandum from Director-General of National
Service to the War Cabinet, 26 February 1917.
/9: 'National Service. Eighth Report of the DirectorGeneral to the War Cabinet' (copy of typescript), 6
March 1917.
/10: 'National Service. Ninth Report of the DirectorGeneral to the War Cabinet' (printed), 30 March
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1917.
/11: Memrandum to the Director-General [Neville
Chamberlain], 'to review the policy and operations
of the Department, and to take stock of the
organisation' (copy of typescript, with annotations),
5 April 1917.
/12: 'Tenth Report of the Director-General of
National Service to the War Cabinet' (printed), 22
June 1917.
/13: Copy of letter from Cecil Beck to the Prime
Minister [Lloyd George] regarding the failure of
National Service, with memorandum from the
Labour Advisory Committee to Beck; a
memorandum by the Department for Beck; a
memorandum on National Service by J. H. [John
Hodge, Minister of Labour] dated 12 July 1917
criticizing Beck's letter to the Prime Minister; a
memorandum by R. E. Graves dated 24 August
1917 criticizing Hodge's memorandum of 12 July
1917; a memorandum by Miss Markham criticizing
Hodge's memorandum.
/14: Letter from J. Harling Turner, Director of
Agricultural Section, National Service Department,
to Chamberlain; with enclosed copy of letters from
Turner to Sir Arthur Lee; and copy of agreement
between the Director-General of the National
Service Department [Neville Chamberlain] and the
President of the Board of Agriculture [Rowland E.
Prothero] regarding the responsibilities of each
department.
/15-16: Statement by Arthur Collins, Secretary of
the National Service Department for a meeting on 8
August 1917 (typescript).
/17: Notes by Neville Chamberlain (manuscript)
regarding events of 7 and 8 August 1917.
/18: Memorandum by the National Service
Department Parliamentary Committee on
Expenditure for Sir Frederick Banbury's subcommittee regarding the expenses of the
department, dated 31 August 1917.
/19: Transcript of evidence given at the meeting of
the Select Committee on National Expenditure on
20 September 1917 regarding the National Service
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Department; with various appendices including
memorandum by J. Harling Turner handed in at the
meeting; memorandum by A. Lee on differences
regarding agricultural labour between Scotland and
England and Wales, copy of letter from Frederick
M. Gratton to General C. E. Geddes, copies of
correspondence with Horace J. Freeman, Maldon
Rural District Council, report on school boy labour
by A. P. Charles, and various other appendices.
/20: Various reports and tables (copies of
typescripts) with letter from Arthur Collins
forwarding them to Chamberlain: table relating to
the number of staff and their salaries in the
National Service Department; report by National
Service Meetings Committee regarding
renumeration of agents; estimate of expenditure for
rent, rates etc for St Ermin's Hotel; statement of
numbers of men and women employed in each
section of the Department; minutes of meeting for
National Service Campaign on 5 July 1917; copy of
letter from Arthur Collins to the Secretary, HM
Treasury regarding salaries; summary of
headquarter staff; list of staff appointed to the
Department; statement of expediture for week
ended 1 August 1917; report on substitution
department.
63 items
Access: Open
NC8/5/5

Printed items

1917[1930s]

Printed items relating to the National Service
Department and also the history of the Ministry of
Munitions.
The file comprises the following items:
/1: National Service Department 'Staff Directory',
February 1917, containing list of staff, with details
on the duties of the different sections and
secretariats of the Department.
/2: 'Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons'
[Hansard], Volume 90 Number 13, 27 February
1917, including debate regarding National Service.
/3: Booklet containing transcripts of speeches given
by Austen Chamberlain and Neville Chamberlain
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on 18 October 1917 at a meeting of the
Birmingham Liberal Unionist Association (includes
transcript of Chamberlain's speech mainly about
National Service, the reasons he resigned as
Director General and what the Department
accomplished).
/4: Proof copy of 'History of the Ministry of
Munitions' Volume 2, Part 1, Chapter 3
'Departmental Development under Mr Montagu and
Dr Addison'; also refers to National Service. Not
dated [1917-1930s]
/5: Galley proof of 'History of the Ministry of
Munitions', Volume 6 'Manpower and Dilution', Part
1 'Combing Out 1916-1917'. Not dated [19171930s].
5 items
Access: Open
NC8/5/6

Press cuttings

1916-1917

Press cuttings relating to National Service from
various newspapers. Includes cuttings about
Neville Chamberlain's resignation as Lord Mayor of
Birmingham, about Chamberlain's appointment as
Director General of National Service, about
Chamberlain's proposals, and about Chamberlain's
resignation as Director General.
9 items
Access: Open
NC8/6

Unhealthy Areas Committee and Committee on
Child Adoption reports

1921

Reports relating to the Unhealthy Areas Committee
and Committee on Child Adoption. A letter relating
to Neville Chamberlain's suggestions for the
Unhealthy Areas Committee is also included.
The Unhealthy Areas Committee was appointed by
the Minister of Health to advise on 'unhealthy
areas' of housing. It was chaired by Chamberlain.
The Committee on Child Adoption was appointed
by the Home Secretary to investigate whether legal
provision is necessary for the adoption of children.
Chamberlain was one of the six members of this
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Committee.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from Herbert Jennings, Secretary of
Unhealthy Areas Committee, Ministry of Health
regarding Chamberlain's suggestions for the
Unhealthy Areas Committee and a 'Land' report, 9
February 1921.
/2: 'Second and Final Report' of the Unhealthy
Areas Committee, 1921.
/3: 'Report of the Committee on Child Adoption'
(Command Paper Cmd. 1254), 1921.
3 items
Access: Open
NC8/7

Letters and press cuttings relating to Chamberlain's 1923
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer in
1923
Letters from various people to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as
Chancellor of the Exchequer in August 1923; and
press cuttings relating to his appointment.
The file contains letters from the following people:
/1: J. F. Agard [?], 22 Rue De Sclessin, Liege,
[Belgium].
/2: Osmund Airy [Airy, Osmund (1845-1928)],
Crowthorne, Berkshire.
/3: Leo Amery [Amery, Leopold Charles Maurice
Stennett (1873-1955), politician and journalist]
[First Lord of the Admiralty], Grand Hotel d'Albion,
Aix-Les-Bains, [France].
/4: John Baird [Baird, John Lawrence (1874-1941)
1st Viscount Stonehaven, statesman] [Minister of
Transport and First Commissioner of Works],
Hillhouse, Troon, Ayrshire.
/5: Birmingham Unionist Association, signed by
eight people at the Association, 39 Edmund Street,
Birmingham.
/6: W. C. Bridgeman [Bridgeman, William Clive
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(1864-1935) 1st Viscount Bridgeman, statesman]
[Home Secretary], Leigh Manor, Minsterley,
Shropshire
/7: T. T. Broad [Broad, Thomas Tucker (18631935)], National Liberal Club, Whitehall Place,
London
/8: Percy H. Bulles [?], 9 Norton, Stourbridge,
Worcestershire
/9: John B. Burman [Burman, Sir John Bedford
(1867-1941) Knight MP], Tibbington House, 45
Carpenter Road, Edgbaston, [Birmingham]
/10: W. A. Cadbury [Cadbury, William Adlington
(1867-1957), businessman and philanthropist],
Wast Hills, Kings Norton, Birmingham.
/11: V. Caillard [Caillard, Sir Vincent Henry
Penalver (1856-1930) Knight Administrator],
Vickers House, Broadway, Westminster, London.
/12: C. Combridge, 18 Grafton Street, Dublin,
[Ireland].
/13: Evelyn Cecil [Cecil, Evelyn (1865-1941) 1st
Baron Rockley, politician], The Athenaeum, Pall
Mall, London.
/14: Helen Chamberlain [wife of Neville's cousin
Arthur], Efford Cottage, Bude, Cornwall.
/15: Conservative Club, Temple Row, Birmingham.
/16: J. Smedley Crooke [Crooke, Sir John Smedley
(d 1951), Member of Parliament], Plas Meirion,
Penhelig, Aberdovey.
/17: Curzon [Curzon, George Nathaniel (18591925) 1st Marquess Curzon, statesman] [Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs], 1 Carlton House
Terrace, London.
/18: Dawson [Dawson, Bertrand Edward (18641945) 1st Viscount Dawson, physician], Inverlael,
Loch Broom, Ross-shire.
/19: W. J. Davis [Davis, William John (1848–1934),
trade unionist], Paris, France.
/20: G. E. Dowler, worker at Elliott's Metal
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Company, 18 Dartmouth Road, Bournbrook,
Birmingham.
/21: 'Alfred', The Plough and Harrow Hotel,
Edgbaston, Birmingham; also relates to his son in
Birmingham
/22: E. A. Sandford Fawcett [Fawcett, Edmund
Alderson Sandford (1868-1938) civil servant],
Ministry of Health.
/23: H. C. Field, Territet, [Switzerland].
/24: Norris T. Foster [Foster, Norris Tildasley
(1855-1925)], Southfield, Priory Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.
/25: Howard Frank [Frank, Sir Howard (18711932)], 5 Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, [London].
/26: R. R. Gelling, Brynterion, Mynytho, near
Pwllheli.
/27: Edward Wood [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman]
[President of Board of Education], Garrowby,
Bishop Wilton, York.
/28: Ernest Hiley [Hiley, Sir Ernest Varvill (18681949) town clerk and politician], 74 Onslow
Gardens, London.
/29: Douglas Mcgarel Hogg [Hogg, Douglas
Mcgarel (1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor] [Attorney General], 57 Portland Place,
London
/30: W. J. Howarth [Howarth, William James (d
1928)] [Medical Officer of Health for the City of
London], Corporation of London, Public Health
Department, Guildhall, London.
/31: Thomas Hughes, 1 Stoneleigh Road,
Birchfield, Birmingham.
/32: Philip Lloyd-Greame [Lister, Philip Cunliffe(1884-1972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician]
[President of the Board of Trade], Sewerby House,
Bridlington; also relates to the Economic
Conference.
/33: Maud M. Johnson, Lady Mayoress' Parlour,
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The Council House, Birmingham.
/34: 'Jix' [Hicks, William Joynson- (1865-1932)
Viscount Brentford, statesman] [Financial Secretary
to the Treasury], Treasury Chambers, Whitehall,
London.
/35: W. W. Keen [Keen, William Williams (18371932) surgeon], Hotel Mirabeau, Aix-Les-Bains,
[France].
/36: Wilson King, 19 Highfield Road, Edgbaston,
[Birmingham].
/37: J... Littoner [?], Brookside, Wilpshire,
[Lancashire].
/38: R. J. Lynn [Lynn, Sir Robert John (1873-1945)
Knight Unionist MP] [Editor of 'Northern Whig' and
Member of Parliament], Northern Whig Office,
Belfast.
/39: Philip Magnus [Magnus, Sir Philip (1842-1923)
1st Baronet Educationist and MP], Tangley-Hill,
Chilworth, Surrey.
/40: Arthur W. Kiddy (City Editor of 'Morning Post')
[Kiddy, Arthur William (1868-1950) journalist], The
Morning Post, 168-170 Palmerston House, Old
Broad Street, London.
/41: J. V. Morton, 28 Chalkwell Gardens, Leigh-onSea, Essex.
/42: Herbert E. Parkes, Clenthyrst, Meadow Road,
Edgbaston, [Birmingham]
/43: George L. Pepler [Pepler, Sir George Lionel
(1882-1959) Knight Town Planner], Ministry of
Health.
/44: W. Turner Perkins [Turner, William Turner (d
1927) editor and journalist], Gardener's Old
Government House Hotel Ltd, Guernsey.
/45: Frank Platten [of Elliott's Metal Company],
Northwold, 69 Westfield Road, Edgbaston,
[Birmingham].
/46: Henry Richards, care of 19 Suite Woodland
Apartments, Woodland Drive, Vancouver, [Canada]
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(with enclosed press cutting).
/47: C. Grant Robertson [Robertson, Sir Charles
Grant (1869-1948) Knight Historian]
/48: W. Arthur Robinson [Robinson, Sir William
Arthur (1874-1950) civil servant] [Permanent
Secretary, Ministry of Health], Fern Bank,
Scarscale, Cumberland; also regrets Chamberlain
leaving the Ministry of Health.
/49: Sir Isidore Salmon [Salmon, Sir Isidore (18761941) politician and businessman], 30 Holland
Villas Road, Kensington, London
/50: R. A. Sanders [possibly Sanders, Robert
Arthur (1867-1940) 1st Baron Bayford?],
Philiphaugh, Selkirk
/51: B. Shirley Smith, Shirley Smith and Son
Solicitors, Scottish Provident Buildings, 95 Colmore
Row, Birmingham
/52: Edward A. Sonnenschein [Sonnenschein,
Edward Adolf (1851-1929) Classical Scholar and
Writer On Grammar and Metre], Snowhill Place,
Bath
/53: John Fairfield, General Secretary, Sparkbrook
Men's Meeting, 36 Benton Road, Sparkhill,
Birmingham.
/54: 'J. ...still [?], London School of Economics and
Political Science, Dunford House, Midhurst, Sussex
/55: Aubrey V. Symonds [Symonds, Sir Aubrey
Vere (1874-1931) civil servant] [Second Secretary,
Ministry of Health]; also regrets Chamberlain
leaving the Ministry of Health.
/56: Trevelyan Thomson [Thomson, Trevelyan
(1875-1928) politician], 17 Albert Road,
Middlesbrough; also regrets Chamberlain leaving
the Ministry of Health.
/57: Alan Pitt Robbins [Robbins, Alan Pitt (18881967) journalist], The Times, Printing House
Square, London.
/58: W. Towle [Towle, Sir William (1849-1929)
manager of Midland Railway Hotels], Room 189,
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Midland Hotels, St Pancras, London.
/59: Douglas Veale [Veale, Sir Douglas (18911973), Knight, registrar of Oxford University],
Royston, Gerards Cross, Buckinghamshire
/60: C. C. Wakefield [Wakefield, Charles Cheers
(1859-1941) Viscount Wakefield, businessman],
Hythe, Kent.
/61: T. W. Naylor Barlow, Medical Officer of Health,
County Borough of Wallasey; also regrets
Chamberlain leaving Ministry of Health.
/62: [T. G... Wal...[?], Chad House, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.
/63: John D. Watson [Watson, John Duncan (18601946) engineer], Bella Vista, Northfield,
Birmingham.
/64: Leslie Wilson, Glebelands, Wokingham; also
suggests Harry King to be Financial Secretary at
the Treasury.
/65: Herbert Jennings, Royal Automobile Club,
London.
/66: J. L. Yates, 8 York Place, Scarborough.
/67-78: Press cuttings relating to Chamberlain's
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer.
78 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC8/8

Expenditure on defence table

[c. 1932]

Typescript table detailing expenditure on the army,
navy and air force between 1920 and 1934
(estimated for 1933 and 1934).
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/9

Letters of congratulation on the Local Government
Bill
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Letters of congratulations to Neville Chamberlain
regarding the Local Government Bill which had its
second reading on 26 November 1928 and
received Royal Assent to become the Local
Government Act on 27 March 1929.
Two unrelated letters are also included: a letter
requesting a report of Chamberlain's speech on
rating at Yarmouth; and a letter from Baron
Hailsham regarding his wish to re-marry.
The file contains letters from the following people:
/1: Frederick Acton [Acton, Frederick (1845-1933)],
President of the National Deposit Friendly Society,
The Elms, Nottingham.
/2: (... Balfour?) [possibly Balfour, George (18721941) MP?], House of Commons. The letter is
dated 1918, but this appears to be an error.
/3: Gilbert Barling [Barling, Harry Gilbert (18551940), Knight surgeon and academic
administrator], 6 Manor Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.
/4: Bledisloe [Bathurst, Charles (1867-1958) 1st
Viscount Bledisloe], 4 Chester Street, Belgrave
Square, London.
/5: Lilias G. Rodd [née Guthrie, wife of James Rodd
(later 1st Baron Rennell)], 25 Cavendish Square,
London; letter asking for a report of Chamberlain's
speech at Yarmouth to help Rodd's daughter Mrs
Emmet who was giving a speech on the rating
scheme at a conference.
/6: Carson [Carson, Edward Henry (1854-1935)
Baron Carson, politician], 5 Eaton Place, London
/7: Hilda Chamberlain [Neville Chamberlain's
sister], The Bury House, Odiham, Hampshire.
/8: Mary E. Carnegie [widow of Joseph
Chamberlain], 17 Dean's Yard, Westminster,
London.
/9: Verena Clarendon [Adeline Verena Ishbel
Villiers née Cocks, wife of 6th Earl of Clarendon],
Pitt House, Hampstead, London.
/10: Lilian S. Cole [Chamberlain's aunt], Sherfield
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Hall, Basingstoke, Hampshire.
/11: Francis (Curzon) [Curzon, Francis Richard
Henry Penn (1884-1964) 5th Earl Howe, politician],
Palace Chambers, Bridge Street, Westminster,
London
/12: Dartmouth [Legge, William Heneage (18511936) 6th Earl of Dartmouth], Patshull House,
Wolverhampton.
/13: George Duckworth [Duckworth, Sir George
Herbert (1868-1934) civil servant, antiquary], 29
Abingdon Street, Westminster, London.
/14: Hugh Edwards, House of Commons.
/15: Douglas [Hogg, Douglas Mcgarel (1872-1950)
1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord Chancellor], House of
Lords; letter regarding his intention to marry Mrs
Clive Lawrence.
/16: Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John Gurney
(1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], Air Ministry.
/17: Lina James [Chamberlain's aunt], Cutlers
Close, Bledlow, Princes Risborough.
/18: J. Keyte [?], 34 Woodstock Road, Moseley,
Birmingham
/19: Frank Nelson [Nelson, Frank (1883-1966),
Knight Head of Special Operations Executive],
House of Commons Library
/20: Gilbert Parker [Parker, Sir Horatio Gilbert
George (1862-1932) Knight Author and Politician],
2 Whitehall Court, London
/21: Douglas Veale [Veale, Sir Douglas (18911973), Knight, registrar of Oxford University],
Danbury, Duck's Hill, Northwood, Middlesex.
/22: C. C. Wakefield [Wakefield, Charles Cheers
(1859-1941) Viscount Wakefield, businessman],
Wakefield House, Cheapside, London.
/23: Ernest E. Wild [Wild, Sir Ernest Edward (18691934) judge and politician], Central Criminal Court,
City of London.
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/24: Juliet Williams [Williams, Juliet Evangeline
Rhys (1898-1964) Baroness Rhys Williams, public
servant], 47 Eaton Place, London
/25: A. E. W [?], Westlecott, Swindon, Wiltshire.
/26: Olga Nethersole [Nethersole, Olga (18701951) actress and theatre manager], Heathland
Lodge, Vale of Heath, Hampstead, London
/27: Guests of Douglas Newton including Mervyn
M. Buller, Croxton Park, St Neots.
/28: Gideon Elibank [Murray, Gideon (1877-1951)
2nd Viscount Elibank], House of Lords.
28 items
Access: Open
NC8/10

Correspondence relating to Baldwin's leadership

1930-1931

Letters from various politicians in the Conservative
Party to Neville Chamberlain and copies of letters
from Chamberlain relating to issues over Stanley
Baldwin's leadership between September 1930 and
March 1931.
The letters relate to the concern that various
members of the Conservative Party held about the
leadership of the party given by Stanley Baldwin.
These concerns were largely due to Baldwin's
resistance to demands by many of the Party
members for increased tariffs on goods imported
from outside the British Empire [known as 'tariff
reform', 'protection' or 'imperial preference']. This
led to Lord Beaverbrook splitting away from the
Conservative Party to support the United Empire
Party in support of tariff reform and which opposed
the Conservative Party in the Bromley by-election.
For a short period tensions within the Conservative
Party eased after Baldwin announced support for
tariffs in October 1930, but in March 1931 there
were renewed demands for Baldwin to leave after
Robert Topping's memorandum saying that
Baldwin's support in the Party had declined
dramatically and should leave as party leader.
Further difficulties for Baldwin followed as a
candidate supported by Beaverbrook stood against
the Conservatives in the St George's by-election
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and campaigned against Baldwin's leadership of
the Conservatives. The Conservatives won this byelection and Baldwin continued as party leader.
The letters also relate to Neville Chamberlain's
resignation as Chairman of the Conservative Party
in March 1931; and there is one letter from Winston
Churchill offering his support in campaigning
against the Labour Government's Budget in April
1931.
The file contains letters from the following people:
/1-6: Bridgeman [Bridgeman, William Clive (18641935) 1st Viscount Bridgeman, statesman], Leigh
Manor, Minsterley, Shropshire. Copies of letters
from Beaverbrook to Bridgeman are also included.
The letters relate to Bridgeman's conversations
with Beaverbrook; the disagreement between
Beaverbrook and Baldwin over tariffs; the Bromley
election; meeting between Bridgeman and Baldwin;
Baldwin's appearance of apathy. 2 September
1930-3 October 1930.
/7: Henry P. Croft [Croft, Henry Page (1881-1947)
1st Baron Croft, politician], 15 Southwell Gardens,
Gloucester Road, London. Says that Baldwin has
lost the confidence of the Conservative Party. 4
October 1930.
/8: Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John Gurney
(1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], House of Commons. Suggests danger
'unless something happens quickly' that 'everything
and everybody [ the Conservative Party] will
collapse like a pack of cards'. 8 October [1930].
/9: Bridgeman, Corrour, S.O., Inverness-shire.
Regarding comments on Baldwin; suggests
Baldwin should not retire before making his
statement of policy; and regarding party policy on
tariffs. 8 October 1930.
/10: Austen Chamberlain, 58 Rutland Gate,
London. Expresses unhappiness about the
situation fearing that Baldwin's retirement would be
hailed as a triumph for Rothermere and
Beaverbrook but doubts that Baldwin can recover
his position and says he seems 'to be living in a
fool's paradise'; says new policy [on tariffs] needs
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to be adopted by Baldwin. 9 October 1930.
/11: Derby [Stanley, Edward George Villiers (18651948) 17th Earl of Derby, statesman], Derby
House, Stratford Place, London. Warns that a
special meeting of the Lancashire Branch of the
National Union [of Conservative and Unionist
Associations] is expected to pass a vote of censure
on Baldwin and expresses disapproval of Baldwin's
leadership. 10 October 1930.
/12: Salisbury [Cecil, James Edward Hubert
Gascoyne- (1861-1947) 4th Marquess of
Salisbury], Hatfield House, Hatfield, Hertfordshire.
Says that a uniform ten per cent tariff on imported
goods except food should be promised at once;
and regarding imperial preference [preferential
trading arrangements within the British Empire]. 10
October 1930.
/13a-d: Photocopies of letters from Chamberlain to
Bridgeman; and photocopy of a letter from
Bridgeman to Chamberlain. Regarding
Beaverbrook, his relation with Lord Rothermere
and the Bromley election; tariff policy; loss of
confidence for Baldwin in the Conservative Party;
Baldwin doing better in a meeting that Chamberlain
feared; the Imperial Economic Conference. 11
September-10 October 1930.
/13-16: Bridgeman, Leigh Manor, Minsterley,
Shropshire; and copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Bridgeman. Regarding Bridgeman's feeling that
Baldwin should not retire 'without firing a shot';
says the situation is improved by Baldwin's support
for 'Bennett's general idea' [the Canadian Prime
Minister's idea for preferential trading between the
two countries] and if the policy is endorsed then
Baldwin should lead a vigorous campaign for it;
suggests ignoring Winston Churchill; regards
comments of Lewis Shedden on Baldwin; personal
attacks on Baldwin; the Imperial Conference; 'Jix'
[Joynson-Hicks] having 'not helped much'. In
Chamberlain's letter he says Baldwin's recent
statement had very much changed the whole
situation about Baldwin and that nothing remains to
stop 'the fullest possible policy of protection, but the
taxation of agricultural products'. 13-16 October
1930.
/16a-c: Photocopies of letters from Chamberlain to
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Bridgeman. Regarding improvement of Baldwin's
position; Beaverbrook's embarrassment at
Baldwin's changed policy on tariffs; conduct of
Joynson-Hicks; Churchill's disagreement with tariff
policy; the 'old gang' [of Joynson-Hicks, Churchill
and Austen]; new line taken by Beaverbrook and
Rothermere easing the tension between them and
the Conservative Party; a minority of party
members opposing Baldwin; proposed statement
by old Cabinet members 'disclaiming any right to
be consulted in opposition, or to form part of any
new administration'. 18 October-18 November
1930.
/17: Derby, Derby House, Stratford Place, London.
Forwarding outline of speech (not included). 17
October 1930.
/18-20: Bridgeman, Leigh Manor, Minsterley,
Shropshire. Suggests party meeting to force 'the
malcontents into the open'; the results of the
meeting; regarding suggested denial of right to be
consulted by old Cabinet members; definition of the
'old gang'; believes that Beaverbrook intends to
return to the Conservative Party. 20 October-16
November 1930.
/21-23: Derby, Derby House, Stratford Place,
London; and copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Derby. Regarding negative feeling about Baldwin's
leadership and suggests Baldwin must go; asks
whether it could be possible for a peer to be Prime
Minister and if so suggests Lord Hailsham as Prime
Minister 'with some energetic person like yourself
as leader in the House of Commons' [in a
postscript, Derby says that if this is not possible
then Chamberlain must become Prime Minister]. A
letter from Howard Frank [Frank, Sir Howard
(1871-1932)] is enclosed with Derby's letter saying
the Conservatives would lose the next election if
Baldwin remained as Party Leader. In
Chamberlain's reply he says actiion would have
been probably taken on the feeling against Baldwin
'if if had not been for Petter's (or rather Max's)
senseless action in St George's' [the standing of a
candidate by Beaverbrook's United Empire Party to
fight the St George's by-election on the question of
Baldwin's leadership]. 23 February-4 March 1931.
/24: Draft of letter (first and final draft) from Neville
Chamberlain to Stanley Baldwin regarding
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Topping's memorandum urging Baldwin to resign
due to lack of support for him in the Conservative
Party. 1 March 1931.
/25: Derby, Villa Sansovino, Cannes, France.
Suggests that 'there could not be a more fatal
move' than Baldwin standing himself in the St
George's by-election; expresses agreement with
Baldwin's policy but dissatisfaction with his
leadership; suggests Mrs Baldwin has done her
husband 'incalculable harm' by keeping him
ignorant of criticism; but says that he 'shall support
Baldwin absolutely loyally, as long as he is our
leader'. 9 March 1931.
/26-28: S. B. [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st
Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman]; with letter
and copy of letter from Neville Chamberlain to
Baldwin. Letters regarding Chamberlain's request
to resign as Chairman of the Conservative Party (a
formal letter of resignation, and a personal letter
are included); Baldwin having sounded Johnny
Baird [Baron Stonehaven, to become Party
Chairman]; and Baldwin's hopes that Anne
Chamberlain is not overtiring herself. This is
referred to in Chamberlain's letter to his sister Ida
on 21 March (see NC18/1/731). 13-20 March 1931.
/29: Austen Chamberlain, 58 Rutland Gate,
London. Says that Baldwin's 'ways are almost
incredible, who but he would have allowed your
private letter to pass without saying a word to
challenge your impression or to justify his attitude'
and feels that Baldwin is not capable of regaining
his position. 22 March 1931.
/30-33: Stanley Baldwin, 10 Upper Brook Street,
London and House of Commons; with copies of
letters from Neville Chamberlain to Stanley
Baldwin, including a new formal letter of resignation
as Party Chairman. Regarding Chamberlain's
anger that he had not be informed about a
campaign by Baldwin, and Baldwin's reply which
expresses his distress about this and says he did
not intentionally withhold anything from
Chamberlain; and Baldwin's response to
Chamberlain's resignation. This matter is referred
to in Chamberlain's letter to his sister Hilda on 28
March (see NC18/1/732). 24-31 March 1931.
/34: Winston S. Churchill [Churchill, Sir Winston
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Leonard Spencer (1874-1965) Knight, statesman
and historian], Chartwell, Westerham, Kent. Says
he is ready to help in criticizing the Budget; feels
their differences over India should be no 'bar to
friendly relations or opposition to the common
enemy'; and regarding his current work on a history
book. 9 April 1931.
31 items
Access: Open
NC8/11

Correspondence relating to the election of E. A.
Taylor, and relating to the Customs Union

1930-1931

Letters relating to the dispute with Lord
Beaverbrook about the election of E. A. Taylor; and
papers relating to a customs union proposed by
Beaverbrook.
96 items
Access: Open
NC8/11/1-87

Correspondence relating to Baron Beaverbrook
and the election of E. A. Taylor

1930-1931

Correspondence mainly relating to the dispute in
the constituency of South Paddington about E. A.
Taylor [Taylor, Ernest Augustus (1876-1971)
politician and naval officer], and relating to the
Empire Free Trade Crusade and Lord
Beaverbrook.
Taylor stood as candidate for the Empire Free
Trade Crusade party [party set up by newspaper
proprietor Lord Beaverbrook, in support of free
trade between the different countries of the British
Empire] in the South Paddington by-election on 30
October 1930 and defeated the official
Conservative candidate for the seat. Taylor being
the MP for South Paddington remained a problem
for the Conservative Party after Beaverbrook's
decision to become allied with the Conservatives,
as Taylor wished to be given the Conservative
Party whip for the seat to become officially a
Conservative MP, but the local Conservative
association [South Paddington Conservative and
Unionist Association] had already selected Herbert
G. Williams as their candidate in the next election
and objected to the whip being given to Taylor
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unless he undertook not to stand for South
Paddington in the next election.
The letters also relate to other matters concerning
Lord Beaverbrook including Beaverbrook's
agreement to join with the Conservative Party after
it had been confirmed that the Conservatives would
be prepared to ask for a 'free hand' for the
introduction of tariffs or restrictions on importing
foreign goods. There are also some letters relating
to the Agricultural Party's support for the
Conservative Party's policy on tariffs; and their
objection to a Conservative broadsheet.
Some press cuttings and a copy of 'The Popular
View' election broadsheet for June 1931 are also
included.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from Max [Aitken, William Maxwell (18791964) 1st Baron Beaverbrook, newspaper
proprietor]. Regarding decision to put Esmond
Harmsworth [son of Lord Rothermere] forward to
the Selection Committee [to stand as a United
Empire Party candidate in the Bromley by-election]
and regrets this means re-opening hostilities and
looks 'forward...to the day when the Conservative
Party will embrace the Empire Free Trade policy'.
This letter is referred to in Neville's letter to his
sister Hilda on 4 August (see NC18/1/706). 30 July
1930.
/2: Letter from Max. Regarding a meeting with 'the
son' [Esmond Harmsworth] and 'the father' [Lord
Rothermere]. 6 November 1930.
/3: Letter from Abe Bailey [Bailey, Sir Abe (18641940) Knight South African Financier and
Statesman]. Regarding him leaving tomorrow; says
that 'Max [Lord Beaverbrook] will allow no man to
stand in his way this time'. See also NC18/1/717 for
Neville's letter to his sister Ida which refers to this
letter, and the other letter and telegrams from
Bailey over the next two days. 6 November 1930.
/4: Letter from Abe Bailey. Urges Chamberlain to
offer a seat to Esmond Harmsworth without any
conditions; says that Butt's speech is 'all right'. 7
November 1930.
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/5: Telegram from Abe Bailey. Wishes good luck
and says Butt's speech was excellent. 7 November
1930.
/6: Telegram from Abe Bailey. Congratulations on
Shipley election. 8 November 1930.
/7: Letter from Max. Arrangements for lunch with
Chamberlain. 20 November 1930.
/8: Letter from Max. Says the Conservatives lost
ground in the fiscal debate; feels 'you allow yourself
to be placed on the defensive over the food tax'
and believes 'you must abandon it, or take glory in
it'; and proposes 'to drift for a bit until we see how
things are developing'. 28 November 1930.
/9: Letter from Max. Feels 'the South Paddington
situation will develop very badly' and that E. A.
Taylor and two members of his executive will 'now
taken immediate steps to organise in the
constituency' which he will support. 9 December
1930.
/10: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook. Says that the difficulty in South
Paddington should be kept local. 10 December
1930.
/11: Letter from Templemore [Chichester, Arthur
Claud Spencer (1880-1953) 4th Baron
Templemore]. Regarding decision by the South
Paddington Selection Committee to elect H. G.
Williams as Conservative candidate for South
Paddington for the next election. 9 December
1930.
/12: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Templemore. Says the result of the South
Paddington Selection Committee meeting is 'very
satisfactory'; that Beaverbrook had asked for
postponement of selection but Chamberlain felt it
not possible; says Beaverbrook has said that
Taylor and the Empire Free Trade Crusade 'will at
once make trouble' but Chamberlain feels that
some arrangement will be made to get Taylor to
contest another seat. 10 December 1930.
/13: Letter from Max. Regrets inability to come to
lunch. 24 March 1931.
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/14: Beaverbrook's manuscript 'draft of the peace
protocol settled in consultation with [Chamberlain]
and approved unanimously at the Business
Com[mitt]ee' (Chamberlain's description annotated
to the document). The draft is a statement saying
that Beaverbrook is anxious to support the
Conservative Party, would welcome working in
agreement with the Conservatives and if the
Conservatives are prepared to ask for a 'free hand
to apply all or any of these methods [for 'quotas,
prohibition or duties on foreign foodstuffs']...I am
ready to join with my friends in advocating the
policy'. See also NC18/1/732 and 733 for
Chamberlain's letters to his sisters Hilda and Ida
referring to this matter. 24 March 1931.
/15: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Geoffrey
Dawson. Informs him of agreement with
Beaverbrook 'on terms which are extremely
satisfactory', thinks Rothermere will probably also
come to support the Conservatives, and regarding
Chamberlain leaving as party chairman. 26 March
1931.
/16: Letter from J. F. Wright, Chairman, Agricultural
Party. Approves of acceptance of the free hand on
tariffs policy following release of correspondence
with Beaverbrook. 27 March 1931.
/17: Letter from Max. Letter forwarding an
amended draft of the letters regarding
Beaverbrook's agreement to support the
Conservatives (with annotated comment by
Chamberlain). 27 March 1931.
/18-20: Drafts of Beaverbrook's and Chamberlain's
letter regarding Beaverbrook's agreement to
support the Conservatives.
/21-22: Letter from J. F. Wright and other members
of the Agricultural Party. Regarding their concern
about alteration of draft correspondence between
Beaverbrook and Chamberlain; with note of
support for statement of Conservative policy. 27
March 1931.
/23: Letter from Geoffrey Dawson [Dawson,
George Geoffrey (1874-1944) Editor of The Times].
Regards Beaverbrook's policy not needing to
prevent a reconciliation and says he cannot see
how a compromise over policy is possible with
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Rothermere. 27 March 1931.
/24-25: Letter from Templemore. Letter with
enclosed copy of letter from Templemore to Lidiard
[Lidiard, Sir Herbert (1864-1931) politician]
regarding Beaverbrook's wish that Admiral Taylor
receives the Conservative Party whip to become
the Conservative member for South Paddington;
asks Chamberlain to ask Beaverbrook to moderate
headlines in Daily Express. A note of
Chamberlain's reply is annotated regarding the
Daily Express and Beaverbrook, and Bellairs. 23
April 1931.
/26: Press cutting regarding Taylor having decided
to continue as a candidate in the next General
Election.
/27-28: Letter from Templemore. Letter with
enclosed copy of letter from Lidiard to Templemore
regarding meeting of the South Paddington
Conservative Association about possibility of Taylor
receiving Conservative Party whip. 1 May 1931.
/29: Letter from Max. Expresses concern Taylor
has not received party whip. 2 May 1931.
/30: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook regarding reason for Taylor not
receiving party whip; and Conservative success in
Ashton by-election. 4 May 1931.
/31: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Templemore. Regarding whip for Taylor. 5 May
1931.
/32: Letter from Max. Regarding whip for Taylor;
and the Ashton by-election with which Beaverbrook
was not pleased. 5 May 1931.
/33: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook. Regarding whip for Taylor; suggests
Beaverbrook is too pessimistic about Ashton byelection; regarding Harold Nicolson. 6 May 1931.
/34: Letter from Max. Regarding whip for Taylor. 7
May 1931.
/35-36: Letter from O. S. Chaundler, Secretary,
South Paddington Conservative and Unionist
Association, with enclosed circular letter from E. A.
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Taylor [Taylor, Sir Ernest Augustus (1876-1971)
Knight Vice Admiral MP] to his constituents
regarding his intention to stand in the next General
Election and the formation of the South Paddington
Conservative and Empire Crusade Association to
support him. 8 May 1931.
/37: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook. Regarding South Paddington and
Taylor's appeal for funds; and Scarborough. 8 May
1931.
/38: Letter from Herbert G. Williams [Williams, Sir
Herbert Geraint (1884-1954) 1st Baronet MP].
Regarding Taylor and General Crichley. 10 May
1931.
/39: Letter from Max. Urges Chamberlain 'very
earnestly to clean up the position in relation to
Taylor'. 10 May 1931.
/40: Letter from Herbert G. Williams. Regarding
South Paddington including comments of
canvasser for Taylor; with enclosed press cutting.
11 May 1931.
/41: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook. Wishes to discuss matter of South
Paddington in person. 14 May 1931.
/42: Letter from H. Robert Topping [Topping, Hugh
Robert (1877-1952), Principal Agent of the
Conservative Party]. Regarding South Paddington
including proposal that Taylor becomes candidate
for Balham and Tooting if he gave up South
Paddington; and Dr W. J. Pinard wishing to stand
as Conservative candidate for Finsbury. 20 May
1931.
/43: Letter from Templemore. Regarding Taylor
being given the whip. 22 May 1931.
/44: Copy of letter from H. Robt. Topping to H. G.
Williams regarding Taylor being given the whip. 22
May 1931.
/45: Letter from Max. Regarding press statement
on Taylor being given the whip. 22 May 1931.
/46: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook. Regarding press statement on Taylor
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being given the whip. 23 May 1931.
/47: Draft press statement on Taylor being given
the whip.
/48: Copy of telegram from Williams to Topping
saying 'Strongly object arrangements infringes all
promises...'. 23 May [1931].
/49: Telegram from Williams. Says 'Strongly object
arrangement as stated in Topping letter...'. This
telegram is referred to in Neville's letter to his sister
Hilda on 25 May [see NC18/1/739]. 23 May 1931.
/50: Letter from Herbert G. Williams. Regarding his
objection to announcement that Taylor is to be
given the whip. 24 May 1931.
/51: Copy of letter from Herbert C. Williams to
Topping regarding his objection to Taylor being
given the whip without a simultaneous intimation
that Taylor will not seek re-election. 24 May 1931.
/52: Letter from Templemore. Regarding Taylor
being given the whip. 25 May 1931
/53: Letter from Max. Approves of press statement
on Taylor being given the whip. 27 May 1931.
/54: Letter from J. Robt. Topping. Regarding Taylor
being given the whip and Williams' comments on
this. 27 May 1931.
/55: Letter from Templemore. Regarding Williams
and South Paddington. 30 May 1931.
/56: Telegram from Lidiard to Templemore. Urges
Chamberlain not to accept Taylor being given whip
until after the South Paddington Conservative and
Unionist Association's meeting of officers. 1 June
1931.
/57: Telegram from Templemore. Urges
Chamberlain to delay matter until his letter arrives.
1 June 1931.
/58: Letter from Templemore. Asks Chamberlain to
hold matter of Taylor being given whip until after
the South Paddington Conservative and Unionist
Association's meeting of officers; and regarding
Templemore's decision [as President of the
Association] if the Association do not accept
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arrangement for Taylor being given the whip. 1
June 1931.
/59: Letter from H. Robt. Topping. Asks to meet
Chamberlain regarding Williams' conversation. 1
June 1931.
/60: Letter from Herbert Lidiard. Regarding meeting
of South Paddington Conservative and Unionist
Association officers being prepared to recommend
giving whip to Taylor and proposed resolution
reaffirming Williams as candidate for next election.
3 June 1931.
/61: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Lidiard.
Says the proposals referred in Lidiard's letter are
unlikely to lead to satisfactory solution; and
requests a meeting. 5 June 1931.
/62: Letter from Sylvia Humble, Conservative and
Unionist Central Office. Regarding the enclosed
press cutting that Taylor is to receive the whip. 8
June 1931.
/63: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Templemore. Regarding Williams; and deputation
from South Paddington. 10 June 1931.
/64: Resolution of South Paddington Conservative
and Unionist Association regarding whip to be
given to Taylor.
/65: Letter from H. Robt. Topping. Regarding
information passed to Williams and Lidiard. 11
June 1931.
/66: Letter from Max. Regarding being unable to
meet Chamberlain in Birmingham. 12 June 1931.
/67: Letter from E. A. Taylor. Regarding meeting
with Chamberlain. 14 July 1931.
/68: Letter from Max. Regarding Beaverbrook being
unable to make any headway with Taylor about him
being given the whip; suggests situation should be
'allowed to drift'. 16 June 1931.
/69: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook. Regarding allowing the matter to drift
and problem of Taylor being 'very active in the
constituency'. 17 June 1931.
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/70-71: Letter from Max. Regarding disagreement
of Wright [of the Agricultural Party in Norwich] with
comments on agricultural policy in a broadsheet;
with enclosed copy of the broadsheet 'The Popular
View'. 18 June 1931.
/72: Letter from Patrick Gower [Gower, Sir Robert
Patrick Malcolm (1887-1964) Knight Civil Servant
and Conservative Publicity Officer]. Feels that
Beaverbrook/Wright's complaint about 'The Popular
View' broadsheet is not justified. 19 June 1931.
/74: Letter from J. Robt Topping. Regarding Taylor;
and election propaganda work in South
Paddington. 19 June 1931.
/75: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook. Regarding Wright's complaints about
'The Popular View', with Chamberlain seeing no
reason for complaint. 22 June 1931.
/76: Letter from E. A. Taylor to Beaverbrook.
Regarding his concern he has not received the
whip. 28 June 1931.
/77: Letter from Max. Urges Chamberlain to send
whip to Taylor; and issue of financial support for
the South Paddington candidate. 30 June 1931.
/78: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook. Regarding meeting with
Beaverbrook. 1 July 1931.
/79: Letter from J. Robt. Topping. Regarding
arranging meeting between Lord Howe and
Chamberlain regarding South Paddington. 9 July
1931.
/80: Letter from Max. Urges that whip is given to
Taylor at once. 11 July 1931.
/81: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to
Beaverbrook. Says does 'not see how situation in
the House [ie giving Taylor the whip]
without...settling the matter of what is to be done in
South Paddington' and wishes to have meeting
with Taylor. 13 July 1931.
/82: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Taylor.
Requests meeting. 13 July 1931.
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General Joseph Cameron (1864-1942) army
officer]. Regarding his concern that Taylor had not
received the whip. 31 August 1931.
/84: Copy of letter from Chamberlain to Rimington.
Regarding reason for Taylor not receiving the whip.
1 September 1931.
/85: Letter from Max. Regarding Taylor having
asked Beaverbrook to pay his election expenses,
but is concerned at spending money to oppose a
candidate nominated by the Conservative Party. 22
September 1931.
/86: Letter from Max. Regarding his talks with
Ramsay MacDonald, Lord Hailsham, Winston
Churchill and Lord Rothermere; says he rejoices at
Chamberlain's attitude; and urges Chamberlain to
'declare for unlimited powers [for tariffs] under
emergency conditions'. 26 September 1931.
/87: Letter from Max. Urges Chamberlain to insist
on being Chancellor of the Exchequer. 4 November
1931.
88 items
Access: Open
Physical description: /73 is missing (a note in the
fascicule states that it is a duplicate of /71, so
possibly was disposed of).
NC8/11/88-95

Papers relating to proposed customs union

[1934]

Letters, reports and notes relating to a proposed
customs union between Britain and the Crown
Colonies, suggested by Baron Beaverbrook. See
also NC7/11/27/2-6 for other letters concerning this
topic.
The file contains the following items:
/88: Report 'Jamaica and Empire Free Trade'.
/89: Letter from Max [Aitken, William Maxwell
(1879-1964) 1st Baron Beaverbrook, newspaper
proprietor] forwarding memorandum. 14 June
1934.
/90: Memorandum from Beaverbook 'Customs
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Union with the Crown Colonies'.
/91-92: Chamberlain's notes on the customs union
proposal.
/93: Memorandum by G. L. M. Clanson
commenting on the memorandum about the
Customs Union. 29 June 1934.
/94-95: Letter from Max with enclosed statement
'Constitutional Position of the Crown Colonies in
relation to a Customs Union'. 30 June 1934.
8 items
Access: Open
NC8/12

1931 trade and financial situation papers

1931

Memoranda, notes, drafts and letter regarding the
action to be taken during the economic difficulties
of 1931 including about policy to safeguard the
pound and possible restrictions on imports.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from Douglas Fergusson [Fergusson, Sir
John Donald Balfour (1891-1963) civil servant]
forwarding memoranda from the Treasury which
also says the Chancellor of the Exchequer did not
feel the memoranda suitable for general circulation
to the Cabinet. 5 October 1931.
/2: 'Very secret' memorandum from the Treasury
regarding monetary policy including about recent
reports, meetings etc: Labour Party resolutions on
currency policy at their conference; the report of
the Committee of Economic Information on the
Balance of International Payments of 25
September; an informal conference with the Prime
Minister on 29 September; Mr Keynes' recent letter
to the Times. The memorandum goes on to discuss
the current economic position: 'in spite of
appearances we are not yet out of the wood' - 'on
the contrary we have as yet hardly got into it';
comments on the expected devaluation of the
pound; suggests action to be taken to avoid
inflation; suggests the internal purchasing power of
the pound must be maintained; suggests the
Government should perhaps purchase a 'cushion'
of foreign currencies to support the pound;
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discusses the balance of trade; discusses planned
international conferences and the positions held by
foreign countries on monetary/economic matters. 3
October.
/3: Copy of 'very secret' memorandum from N. F.
W. F. [Fisher, Sir Norman Fenwick Warren (18791948) Knight Civil Servant] to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer summarising the measures for
safeguarding of the pound. 30 September 1931.
/3A: Note by the Bank of England on its work in
connection with foreign exchange. [c. 1931]
/4: Secret memorandum from P. C. L. [Lister, Philip
Cunliffe- (1884-1972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician]
regarding the problems of imposing prohibitive
duties on certain imported goods (a policy he feels
would 'be not only inadequate but dangerous'). 14
September [1931].
/5-6: Drafts by Neville Chamberlain of section for
the National Government manifesto on economic
policy, handed to the Prime Minister on 29
September 1931.
/7: Manuscript rough note by Neville Chamberlain
made in Cabinet meeting on 2 October 1931
relating to imports.
8 items
Access: Open
NC8/13

Letter and reports on tax relief scheme for industry

1931

Letter from P. J. Grigg, Inland Revenue dated 5
September 1931 discussing Chamberlain's scheme
for a six pence relief for productive industry and
comparing it with Sir Herbert Samuel's scheme.
An enclosed report by the Inland Revenue
regarding Samuel's scheme; and a note by Deloitte
and Co. on the suggested income tax allowance on
productive development expenditure are also
included.
3 items
Access: Open
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NC8/14

Land tax note and press cuttings

1931

Press cuttings and note regarding opposition
among members of the Liberal Party to the Labour
Government's policy on land tax.
6 items
Access: Open
NC8/15/1

Memorandum on meeting regarding Ireland

[1930s]

Report by unknown person on his talk with Mr
[Joseph] Walshe [Secretary of the Irish Department
of External Affairs] and Sir H. Batterbee regarding
the memorandum approved at the meeting of the
Irish Situation Committee on 26 October. This
related to the acceptance of the 1921 Treaty;
validity of the financial settlement; the Oath Bill; the
Governor-Generalship of Ireland; and a trade
agreement between Britain and Ireland.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/16

Letters of congratulation on 1932 Budget

1932

Letters of congratulations to Neville Chamberlain
following his Budget speech on 19 April 1932.
A letter from Hilda Chamberlain is included. This is
one of her regular 'diary' letters to Neville
Chamberlain (see NC18/2 for the other letters)
which discusses the Budget and tariffs at length
and also discusses other matters including Neville's
illness with lumbago; Neville's speech being cut off
by 'the 11 o'clock rule' in the House of Commons;
Ramsay MacDonald's eye problems and the
difficulty in maintaining a 'National' Government if
MacDonald were to be replaced by Stanley
Baldwin.
Tyrrell's letter also relates to international
negotiations held in London regarding war
reparations, and the forthcoming Lausanne
Conference.
The file contains letters from the following people:
/1: R. C. [Cecil, Edgar Algernon Robert Gascoyne(1864-1958) Viscount Cecil of Chelwood], 16 South
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Eaton Place, London.
/2: Hilda Chamberlain, The Bury House, Odiham,
Hampshire.
/3: Walter R. Lawrence [Lawrence, Sir Walter
Roper (1857-1940) Knight Indian Civil Servant], 94
Eaton Square, London.
/4: M. Norman [Norman, Montagu Collet (18711950) Baron Norman, banker], Bank of England.
/5: William B.S. Smith, Newsham House,
Broughton, near Preston. A press cutting is also
included.
/6: Tyrrell [Tyrrell, William George (1866-1947) 1st
Baron Tyrrell, diplomat] [British Ambassador to
France], British Embassy, Paris, France.
6 items
Access: Open
NC8/17

Letters of congratulation after Import Duties Bill

1932-1987

Letters of congratulations on the Import Duties Bill
introduced by Neville Chamberlain on 4 February
1932 and passed shortly after.
The act introduced a tariff on imports. When
introducing the Bill, Chamberlain referred to his
father Joseph Chamberlain's campaign for 'tariff
reform'. As commented in his letter to his sister Ida
on 6 February [see NC18/1/769] he felt it was the
'great day of my life' in being able to introduce a Bill
which would achieve the object of his father's
campaign.
An unrelated letter from Birmingham City Council to
Dorothy Lloyd dated 1987 is also included thanking
her for donating a silver salver presented to Neville
Chamberlain to commemorate the Ottawa
agreements of 1932. A letter of congratulations on
Chamberlain's reappointment as Chancellor of the
Exchequer is also included.
The file contains letters from the following people:
/1: Press cutting of article by J. L. Garvin relating to
Chamberlain's speech.
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/2: John H. Allen, Westholme, 54 Westfield Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.
/3: Max [Aitken, William Maxwell (1879-1964) 1st
Baron Beaverbrook, newspaper proprietor],
Cherkley, Leatherhead, Surrey
/4: Bennett [Bennett, Richard Bedford (1870-1947)
Viscount Bennett, Prime Minister of Canada],
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
/5: Henry Birchenough [Birchenough, Sir Henry
(1853-1937) 1st Baronet Businessman], 23
Chester Street, London
/6: W. T. Stanton, Birmingham Ebenezer Provident
Sick Society, 11-13 Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham.
/7: F. Trevor Jones, The Birmingham Mail, 9-15
Corporation Street, Birmingham.
/8: 'Bright', Constitutional Club, Northumberland
Avenue, London; letter of congratulations on
Chamberlain's reappointment as Chancellor of the
Exchequer.
/9: Carson [Carson, Edward Henry (1854-1935)
Baron Carson, politician], 5 Eaton Place, London.
/10: A. E. Collier, 8 Hobart Place, London
/11: Arthur Collins [probably Collins, Arthur (18801952)], Greenways, Keston, Kent.
/12: Craigavon [Craig, James (1871-1940) 1st
Viscount Craigavon, statesman], Stormont, Belfast,
Ulster; letter thanking Chamberlain for agreeing
regarding taxation of maize.
/13: George Duckworth [Duckworth, Sir George
Herbert (1868-1934) civil servant, antiquary], 29
Abingdon Street, Westminster, London
/14: Margaret Duckworth [née Herbert, wife of Sir
George Duckworth], Dalingridge Place, Tye's
Cross, via East Grinstead.
/15: Margaret Falmouth, 8 Lennox Gardens,
London
/16: G. H. Ferguson [Ferguson, George Howard
(1870-1946) Canadian politician], Canada House,
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Trafalgar Square, London
/17: Mysie Fielden [nee Theed, wife of Edward
Brocklehurst Fielden], 19 Great College Street,
Westminster, London
/18: W. [Fisher, Sir Norman Fenwick Warren (18791948) Knight Civil Servant], 6 Treborough House,
Great Woodstock Street, Marylebone, London.
/19: J. Fortescue Flannery [Flannery, Sir James
Fortescue- (1851-1943) Knight Marine Engineer
and MP], Wethersfield Manor, Essex.
/20: H. A. Gwynne [Gwynne, Howell Arthur (18651950), journalist], The Morning Post, 15 Tudor
Street, London.
/21: Norah A. Hanson, The Woodlands, Wordsley,
Stourbridge, Worcestershire
/22: Hill Brothers London Ltd, 25 Bruton Street,
London.
/23: F. H. Humphrys [Humphrys, Sir Francis Henry
(1879–1971), colonial administrator and
diplomatist], Hotel Beau-Rivage, Geneva,
Switzerland.
/24: Lloyd [Lloyd, George Ambrose (1879-1941) 1st
Baron Lloyd, politician and colonial administrator],
30 Portman Square, London
/25: Londonderry [Stewart, Charles Stewart Henry
Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th Marquess of
Londonderry, politician] [Secretary of State for Air],
Londonderry House, Park Lane, London
/26: Marjorie Maxse [Maxse, Marjorie (1891-1975)
Administrator at Conservative Central Office],
Conservative and Unionist Central Office.
/27: Violet Milner [Milner, Violet Georgina (18721958) wife of 1st Viscount Milner, Editor], 14
Manchester Square, London.
/28: Gilbert Parker [Parker, Sir Horatio Gilbert
George (1862-1932) Knight Author and Politician],
2 Whitehall Court, London
/29: Sankey [Sankey, John (1866-1948) Viscount
Sankey, Lord Chancellor] [Lord Chancellor], House
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of Lords
/30: John Bernard Seely [Seely, John Edward
Bernard (1868-1947) 1st Baron Mottistone], SS
Sapphire, Valletta Harbour, Malta
/31: S. M. Slater, High Beeches, Little Aston Park,
Sutton Coldfield.
/32: Jem [Stanhope, James Richard (1880-1967)
7th Earl Stanhope], 111 Eaton Square, London.
/33: John S. [Baird, John Lawrence (1874-1941)
1st Viscount Stonehaven, statesman] [Chairman of
the Conservative Party], Palace Chambers,
Westminster, London
/34: Templemore [Chichester, Arthur Claud
Spencer (1880-1953) 4th Baron Templemore],
Carlton Club, Pall Mall, London
/35: Fabian Ware [Ware, Sir Fabian Arthur
Goulstone (1869-1949) Knight Editor and War
Graves Commissioner], 46 Queen's Gate Terrace,
London /36: Clive Wigram [Wigram, Clive (18731960) 1st Baron Wigram, private secretary to
George V], Buckingham Palace, London on behalf
of the King.
/37: G.A. Triklebank, City of Birmingham Chief
Executive's Department; letter to Dorothy Lloyd
dated 24 March 1987, thanking her for donation of
silver salver.
37 items
Access: Open
NC8/18

Memorandum relating to balance of trade

1932

Typescript memorandum by Neville Chamberlain
dated 30 January 1932 on proceedings in Cabinet
meetings and elsewhere on the formation of
Government policy on the balance of trade.
The memorandum is a detailed reports of the
conversations held in meetings on the balance of
trade.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC8/19

Memorandum regarding the Naval Conference and
Britain's relations with Japan

1934

Typescript memorandum (two copies, with covering
letter) by Neville Chamberlain as Chancellor of the
Exchequer originally intended to be circulated to
the Cabinet relating to a visit of representatives of
the Japanese Admiralty for discussions preparatory
to the Naval Conference.
An annotated note by Chamberlain states that the
memorandum was not circulated, though was
shown to Stanley Baldwin, John Simon, Samuel
Hoare and J. H. Thomas, as Chamberlain agreed
with John Simon to send round a joint
memorandum.
The memorandum includes various thoughts by
Chamberlain on Britain's foreign policy towards
Japan and Britain's relations with the United States.
It recommends conversations with Japan on the
possibility of a pact of non-aggression; an attempt
to reach agreement with Japan to supersede the
Naval Conference; the Americans are persuaded
that the action is not against their interests; the
Cabinet should remember 'that in dealing with
European Powers in naval matters...that Germany
and not France is our source of anxiety in the
future and that we should conduct our negotiations
accordingly'.
4 items
Access: Open
NC8/20

List of subjects for Cabinet Conservative
Committee on 2 March 1934

1934

Typescript memorandum by Neville Chamberlain
comprising of a list of new programme subjects to
be considered at the Cabinet Conservative
Committee on 2 March 1934, including matters
relating to: industry, agriculture, reform of
Parliament, defence, foreign policy, the social
services and education.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC8/21

Papers relating to Conservative Party affairs

1934-1940

Letters, reports, memoranda and press cuttings
regarding the Conservative Party including about
Party propaganda, reorganization of the Party in
London, and the work of the Party during the war.
36 items
Access: Open
NC8/21/1-6

Correspondence regarding party for the opening of
Parliament in 1937

1937

Letters from Londonderry [Stewart, Charles
Stewart Henry Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th
Marquess of Londonderry, politician]; Circe
[Stewart, Edith Helen Vane-Tempest- (1879-1959),
wife of 7th Marquess of Londonderry, political
hostess and writer]; and copy of letters from
Douglas Hacking and Neville Chamberlain. 21-28
July.
The letters relate to Hacking and Chamberlain's
proposal that a party should be held by Lord and
Lady Londonderry to celebrate the opening of the
new session of Parliament.
Londonderry's letter of 24 July also relates to his
surprise at being asked after his offer to host such
a reception had been refused in 1935 by Stanley
Baldwin; his difficult position after being removed
from the Government; his upset at being not
included in the Coronation Committee; and lack of
encouragement in his efforts to improve relations
between Germany and Britain.
6 items
Access: Open
NC8/21/7-9

Letter and memoranda from Sir Joseph Ball about
Conservative Party propaganda

1934-1938

Letter and memoranda from Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir
George Joseph (1885-1961) Knight Property and
Mine Owner] to Neville Chamberlain regarding
propaganda in support of the National Government
and the Conservative and Unionist Party.
The file contains the following items:
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/7: Letter suggesting election propaganda for the
National Government is carried out by an outside
organization working for the three parties but that
the publicity side of Conservative Central Office
should continue. Ball also suggests an
arrangement with Gower communicating with area
and constituency agents should continue. 1 June
1938.
/8: Memorandum by Ball enclosed with /7 regarding
the work of the National Publicity Bureau to
produce propaganda in support of the National
Government; the role of Conservative Central
Office in propaganda; propaganda in support of
opposition parties; biases perceived by Ball in the
press and BBC in favour of the opposition and the
unreliability of newspapers which were 'nominally
supporters of the Government'; the weaknesses
perceived by Ball in the propaganda of the National
Government; Ball's ideas on the actions that should
be taken to rectify these weaknesses; and
suggests that Sir Kingsley Wood should receive an
honour. June 1938.
/9: Memorandum by Ball 'Some notes and
suggestions about propaganda' in which Ball
makes suggestions regarding the methods of
propaganda to be used; makes suggestions
regarding the proposed new propaganda
organization for the National Government; and
suggests the Conservative Central Office continues
its own propaganda activities on a reduced scale
co-ordinated with those of the new National
Government organization. 14 April 1934.
3 items
Access: Open
NC8/21/10-12

Correspondence relating to report of the London
Organisation Committee

1938

Letters to Neville Chamberlain and Kingsley Wood
relating to the report of the London Organisation
Committee of the Conservative Party.
The file contains the following items:
/10: Letter from Dame Regina Evans [Evans,
Regina Margaret (1885-1969)] and Mary KingsmillJones to Sir Kingsley Wood regarding their
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objection to two points in the Committee's report.
15 June.
/11: Letter from Kingsley Wood [Wood, Sir Howard
Kingsley (1881-1943) Knight MP] submitting report.
17 June.
/12: Letter from Douglas Hacking [Hacking,
Douglas Hewitt (1884-1950) 1st Baron Hacking]
regarding his opposition to the Committee's report.
17 June.
3 items
Access: Open
NC8/21/13-15

Letters regarding closure of Conservative
Research Department during the Second World
War

1940

Letters from Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir George Joseph
(1885-1961) Knight Property and Mine Owner] to
Neville Chamberlain and copy of letter from
Chamberlain to Ball regarding the closure of the
Conservative Research Department during the war
so that its staff are freed for war work. 5-8 June
3 items
Access: Open
NC8/21/16

Letter from Douglas Hacking

1940

Letter from Douglas Hacking [Hacking, Douglas
Hewitt (1884-1950) 1st Baron Hacking] to Neville
Chamberlain forwarding a memorandum by
Topping (not included with letter) and thanking
Chamberlain for promising to remain a while to
answer questions after Chamberlain's speech at
the Executive Committee meeting of the National
Union [of Conservative and Unionist Associations].
26 June.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/21/17-18A

London Organisation Committee reports

[1938]

Reports of the London Organisation Committee
which examined the organization of the
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Conservative Party in London.
The file contains the following items:
/17: Report of the London Organisation Committee.
15 June 1938.
/18: Summary of London Organisation Committee
report. [1938]
/18A: Report of the Consultative Sub-Committee of
the London Organisation Committee containing
details of their interviews with various
representatives. [1938]
3 items
Access: Open
NC8/21/19-20

Memorandum on meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Conservative Party

1940

Memorandum by the General Director of
Conservative and Unionist Central Office to the
Chairman dated 26 June regarding the recently
held meeting of the Executive Committee of the
Conservative and Unionist Party. The meeting
discussed the work of the local Conservative
constituency associations, its officers, and the
Party in general during the war; resentment at
criticism of Chamberlain and others who were in
his Government and the 'enforced silence' to such
speeches by political opponents.
Three enclosures are included: a memorandum on
some suggested duties of Conservative Party
agents during wartime; report giving 'extracts from
Labour speeches and publications indicating the
war time political policy and general attitude of that
party'; and report 'Socialists and Armaments' on the
attitude of the Labour Party towards rearmament
before the 1935 election, during the 1935 election
and aftter the 1935 election.
4 items
Access: Open
NC8/21/23-26

Press cuttings

1935-1938

Press cuttings relating to election manifestos in
1935; a speech by Hitler on 6 November 1938; and
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the reorganization of the Conservative Party in
London.
13 items
Access: Open
NC8/22

Abdication of Edward VIII papers

1936

Letters and press cutting relating to the abdication
of King Edward VIII in 1936 and his affair with Mrs
Wallis Simpson which led to the abdication.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from 'J. G. Evans and Mates' in Bristol to
Neville Chamberlain objecting to coronation of
Edward VIII including comment 'if you thing we are
going to pay for the Coronation of a chap who
wastes money on fine trips and necklets for
American trash, you are mistaken...'. 20
September.
/2: Note from H. J. W. [Sir Horace Wilson] to
Chamberlain regarding Sir Edward Peacock having
informed King Edward VIII that it was impossible to
give any assurance regarding financial provision for
him and that if he associated with Mrs Simpson
before the new Civil List Bill was passed he 'could
not get a penny'. 11 December.
/3: Letter from J. Theodore Goddard [solicitor to
Wallis Simpson] regarding Mrs Simpson being
willing to withdraw her petition for divorce and 'to
do anything to prevent the King from abdicating'. 9
December.
/4: Press cutting of advertisement for article about
Mrs Simpson in the New York Woman magazine. A
note is annotated 'Here is cheap vulgarity to the nth
degree!'. 22 September.
4 items
Access: Open
NC8/23

Physical training papers

[c. 19181937]

Correspondence, reports and press cuttings
relating to physical training.
These papers reflect the interest which
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Chamberlain had in improving the national
physique - a policy which he promoted, for example
in his 1936 speech at Margate.
25 items
Access: Open
NC8/23/1-11

Correspondence

1936-1937

Letters relating to physical training.
The letters include letters of support following
Chamberlain's speech at Margate on 2 October
1936 encouraging the development of physical
training; letters giving thoughts on physical training;
letter regarding formation of body to co-ordinate the
Government's work to support physical training;
and letters forwarding reports and giving
information on physical training. Also included are:
a memorandum by Horace Wilson regarding plans
for Government support for physical training; and a
report by Joseph Ball on steps for the Government
to take on implementing the policy to improve the
national physique.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Aberdare [Bruce, Clarence Napier (1885-1957)
3rd Baron Aberdare, athlete].
/2: F. Attfield Fawkes, Siegbert, Rosebery Road,
Felixstowe.
/3: L. P. Jacks [Jacks, Lawrence Pearsall (18601955) Principal of Manchester College]
/4: M. Cahill, 8 Beaufort Gardens, Ilford, Essex.
/5: L. P. Jacks [Jacks, Lawrence Pearsall (18601955) Principal of Manchester College]
/6: George Newman [Newman, Sir George (18701948) Knight Health Reformer]
/7: P. C. Colson [Colson, Phyllis Constance (19041972)] (Secretary of the Central Council of
Recreative Physical Training).
/8: Memorandum from H. J. W. [Wilson, Sir Horace
John (1882–1972), civil servant].
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/9-10: Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir George Joseph (18851961) Knight Property and Mine Owner]. Enclosed
with the letter is a report 'Some steps necessary to
implement the policy for the improvement of the
national physique'.
/11: L. P. Jacks.
11 items
Access: Open
NC8/23/12-15

Reports

[c. 19181937]

Reports relating to physical training.
The file contains the following items:
/12: 'Report on an experiment concerning value of
increased physical training in the curriculum' by
Liverpool Institute (typescript), [c. 1934].
/13: 'National Fitness. The First Steps' by National
Advisory Council for Physical Training and the
Grants Committee (printed pamphlet), 1937.
/14: 'Physical Training and Recreation.
Memorandum explaining the Government's
proposals for the development and extension of the
facilities available', Command Paper Cmd. 5354.
1937.
/15: 'Memorial on Physical Training' by the
Incorporated British College of Physical Education,
the Incorporated Gymnastic Teachers' Institute,
and the National Society of Physical Education
(printed) [c. 1918].
4 items
Access: Open
NC8/23/16-25

Press cuttings

1936-1937

Press cuttings relating to physical training including
cuttings about Chamberlain's speech referring to
physical training on 2 October 1936; the reference
to physical training in the King's Speech; and about
schemes for developing physical training.
10 items
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Access: Open
NC8/24

Letters relating to the reconstruction of the Cabinet
in May 1937

1937

Letters relating to the selection of Chamberlain's
new Cabinet on becoming Prime Minister in May
1937.
The file includes letters from Margesson, Inskip,
Simon, Hoare and Halifax giving suggestions of
people whom Chamberlain should or should not
appoint; letter from Davidson saying he has
decided to leave the House of Commons and is to
become a peer; letter from Eden regarding concern
that Walter Runciman may be leaving the Cabinet;
and letters of acceptance of ministerial posts from
Stanley and Butler.
A note by Neville Chamberlain listing the junior
ministers he was to appoint is also included.
Letters from the following correspondents are
contained in the file:
/1-2: David Margesson [Margesson, Henry David
Reginald (1890-1965) 1st Viscount Margesson];
and copy of reply from Chamberlain.
/3: T. W. H. Inskip [Inskip, Thomas Walker Hobart
(1876-1947) 1st Viscount Caldecote, Lord
Chancellor].
/4: H. A. Gwynne [Gwynne, Howell Arthur (18651950), journalist].
/5: David [Davidson, John Colin Campbell (18891970) 1st Viscount Davidson, politician].
/6: Anthony [Eden, Robert Anthony (1897-1977) 1st
Earl of Avon, statesman].
/7: Stanley [Stanley, Edward Montagu Cavendish
(1894–1938), politician].
/8: R. A. Butler [Butler, Richard Austen (1902-1982)
Baron Butler of Saffron Walden, politician].
/9: E. [Wood, Edward Frederick Lindley (18811959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman].
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1982) Baron Butler of Saffron Walden, politician]
(telegram).
/11: Note by Neville Chamberlain listing the junior
ministers he was to appoint.
/12: P. (on Chancellor of the Exchequer headed
paper).
/13: John [Simon, John Allsebrook (1873-1954) 1st
Viscount Simon, politician].
/14: Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John Gurney
(1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman].
16 items
Access: Open
NC8/25

Tientsin Incident report

1939

Typescript (carbon copy) report of the background
of the Tientsin Incident, with details of telegrams
relating to the Incident.
The Tientsin Incident was an international incident
between the UK and Japan resulting from the
Japanese blockade of the British concession of
Tientsin in China after Britain had refused to
extradite from Tientsin four Chinese people
accused of murdering the manager of a Japanese
bank.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/26

Munich Crisis papers

[1938]

Notes and letters relating to Neville Chamberlain's
meetings with Adolf Hitler during the Munich Crisis
of September 1938.
This includes notes of a conversation between
Hitler and Chamberlain on 30 September; draft
letters to Hitler and Mussolini; notes of Sir Horace
Wilson's visit to Germany on 16 September; and
messages sent during the crisis.
17 items
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Access: Open
NC8/26/1

Note written by Neville Chamberlain at
Berchtesgaden

1938

Manuscript note by Neville Chamberlain written at
Berchtesgaden.
The note states: 'In order that we may pursue our
conversations undisturbed and to avoid further loss
of life or injury to persons we hope that Czechs and
Sudetendeutsche alike will abstain from all
provocative action and remain quiet'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/26/2

Notes on visit to Germany by Sir Horace Wilson
and copy of letter from Chamberlain to Hitler

1938

Typescript report by Sir Horace Wilson [Wilson, Sir
Horace John (1882–1972), civil servant] giving a
detailed account of conversations that Wilson held
with various German officials during Neville
Chamberlain's visit to meet Adolf Hitler in Germany
on 16 September. A transcript of a letter from
Neville Chamberlain to Adolf Hitler dated 16
September 1938 is also included regarding his
consultations with colleagues and his 'appeal to
both sides in Czechoslovakia to refrain from any
action which would likely to lead to further
incidents'.
The conversations included in the report are with
Von Dircksen [German Ambassador to Britain],
Weizsäcker [Germany State Secretary], Hewel
[Von Ribbentrop's personal secretary], and Von
Ribbentrop [German Foreign Minister]. The
conversations relate to: Hitler's impressions of
Chamberlain during the talks; the Sudeten
Germans and Czechs to be both urged to 'take no
action that would lead to incidents pending the
conversations'; how to apply self-determination;
and a story given by the Germans that 300
Germans had been killed at Eger and the story
being considered as false by the Runciman mission
to Czechoslovakia.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC8/26/3

Notes of conversation between Neville
Chamberlain and Hitler on 30 September 1938

1938

Notes (in pencil) by Neville Chamberlain of his
private talk with Adolf Hitler in his flat at Munich on
the morning of 30 September 1938, shortly after
the Munich Agreement had been signed.
The notes give a summary of the main points in the
discussion including about what should happen if
the Czechs refuse to accept the agreement;
discussion about Spain and Hitler's fears of Spain
becoming a communist country; disarmament and
about bombers; South Eastern Europe; and
economic matters.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/26/4-14

Messages and notes written during Munich Crisis

[1938]

Various messages and notes written during Munich
Crisis, including messages to Anne Chamberlain.
/4: Note from E. M. W. [Edith Margaret Watson,
Private Secretary to Neville Chamberlain] to Anne
Chamberlain of Neville Chamberlain's
communication to the Press issued from Germany
appealing for the Sudeten Germans and Czechs to
'refrain from action...that would be likely to lead to
incidents'.
/5: Note by G. P. H. W. dated 22 September, giving
a weather report for Chamberlain's flight.
/6: Note in Neville Chamberlain's hand.
/7: Note from E. M. W. to Anne Chamberlain
informing her that Neville Chamberlain's meeting
with Hitler broke up at 7.10 pm and was to be
resumed the next day at 11 am. 22 September.
/8: Note from E. M. W. to Anne Chamberlain
informing her that her husband was lunching with
the King. 25 September.
/9: Note regarding flying conditions for flight
between Munich and Heston Airport.
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/10: Typescript itinerary for Chamberlain's meeting
with Hitler on 24 September.
/11: Note stating '11.15 Frankfurt. Going well.'
/12: Note stating '10.35. 38 Km past Köln. Going
well. Weather clear.'
/13: Note stating 'Machine passed over Dunkirk
9.20 Probably no further report until Munich'.
/14: Carbon copy of typescript message from Sir
Horace Wilson informing unknown person about
his and Neville Chamberlain's plans for another
meeting with Hitler, and their expected time of
departure from Germany.
11 items
Access: Open
NC8/26/15-16

Draft letters to Hitler and Mussolini, 28 September
1938

1938

Manuscript drafts of Neville Chamberlain's letters to
Mussolini and Hitler on 28 September 1938; and
note by Anne Chamberlain regarding the letters.
The letters were in response to Hitler's demands
(given in the 'Godesberg Memorandum') that
Czechoslovakia must by 2pm on 28 September
accept German occupation of the Sudetenland
from 1 October, and that Germany would invade
Czechoslovakia if those demands were not met.
The letter to Hitler states that he was '...ready to
come to Berlin...to discuss arrangements for
transfer etc with you and representative of Czech
Government...' and that '...I cannot believe that you
[Hitler] will take responsibility of starting a world
war which may end civilisation for the sake of a few
days delay in settling this long standing problem...'.
The letter to Mussolini states that 'I have today
addressed last appeal to Hitler to abstain from
force to settle Sudeten problem...' and asks
Mussolini to 'inform German Chancellor [Hitler] that
you [Mussolini] are willing to be represented and
will him to agree to my proposal which will keep all
our peoples out of war. I have already guaranteed
that Czech promises shall be carried out and feel
confident full agreement could be reached in a
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week'.
Anne Chamberlain's note explains these were
written early in the morning [of 28 September] and
sent to Germany and Italy at 10am; that
Chamberlain 'felt that to ask Mussolini to intervene
with Hitler was the one hope left'; and that 'the
Germans were to march in [to Czechoslovakia] that
same afternoon at 2 o'clock and war for us all
would have started'. The note also states that
'there was practically no alteration' between these
draft letters and the final versions.
3 items
Access: Open
NC8/27

Paris visit (1938) papers

1938-1940

Various items relating to the visit of Neville and Mrs
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax, Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, to Paris on 23-25 November
1938.
The items include notes relating to the visit,
including details of programme, correspondence,
and ephemera.
The visit was intended (according to a letter from
Neville to Hilda Chamberlain, see NC18/1/1075) 'to
give French people an opportunity of pouring out
their pent up feelings of gratitude and affection, to
strengthen Daladier and encourage him to do
something at last to put his country's defences in
order and to pull his people into greater unity, to
show France and Europe too that if we were
anxious to make friends with Germany & Italy we
were not...going to forget our old allies, and...make
it possible for me to go to Rome in January'.
The items contained in the file are:
/1-4: Notes relating to visit and speeches by Neville
and Mrs Chamberlain
/6: Personal notes by unidentified person of visit
/7-8: Lists of flowers and gifts sent to Mrs
Chamberlain
/9: List of members of French government
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/10-13: Details of programme and arrangements,
and biographies of French ministers
/14-16: Invitation cards and responses
/17: Placement list for dinner at Embassy
/18: List of groups of women who sent messages
/19: Postcards of École de Puericulture de la
Faculté de Médecine de Paris and the Fondation
Pascal
/19a-b: Menus
/19c-19e: Printed items relating to École de
Puériculture de la Faculté de Médecine de Paris.
/19f: Menu
/19g: St George's Church, Paris programme of
church services/report
/20-24: Correspondence between Frances Phipps,
British Embassy, Paris, and Mrs Chamberlain
relating to the visit. A list of women at Madame
Bonnet's dinner is also included.
/25-88: Letters, visiting cards, postcards etc to
Neville and Mrs Chamberlain mainly from people
who sent gifts or wished them well during the Paris
trip, and copies of replies from Mrs Chamberlain.
Correspondents are: La Duguesa de Andria
Marquesa de Yarreta y Gamboa Vizcondesa de
Rias; Blanca Duchesse de Ardue, Paris; Jeanne
Bagot, Paris; M. Th Beraudiere, Montecarlo; Yve
Yeardel, Paris; students at Madame Boue's StudyHome and Mme. Jeanne L. Boue, Paris; Mme A.
Brisson; Mme. Emilie Brochet, Paris; Le Provost de
Launay; Victor Bucaille; Le President de La
Chambre de Commerce de Calais; Attilio Callini,
Paris; Louis Cambournac, Paris; Mme. R. Cayrol
and other employees of Secretariat des EOTH,
Paris; Ladies Committee of the Cercle Interallié;
Charles W. Gupson, St Vincent de Paul, Dieppe,
also relating to subscription by Paris-Soir to buy
Chamberlain a house in France, and other matters;
Mme Louis Durey; Marthe de Fels, Paris; Mme L.
Fontaine, Levallois-Perret; Mme P. Gardet, Bar le
Duc, Meuse; Mr D. Garreau, Paris; Mme Jehanne
Gauthier, Paris; Mathe Gazareth; Winifred Gordan;
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Baronne Ernest de la Grange; A. Gilloux, Lorient;
Marie Leonie Klos, Paris; Paul Layet, Martel de
Janville; Mme. E. Le Breton; Madame Le Monnier
F. M. Lenhardt, Paris; Mme Serge Petit Le Roy;
Marseille de Lestable, Boulogne; Mme Marthyl;
Mme Martory; Mme Maurice Richard du Montellier;
Jeanne Hormand; Mlle Paulette, Paris; Elle Pinson,
St Germains en Laye; Mme George Rémon; Mr
and Mme Joseph Couderc de St-Chamant; Fanny
Smith, Seine et Oise; Baron Robert Snoy, Paris;
Henri Soyer, Paris; 'Nentere', Nantes; Mrs James
W. Corrigan; Mr and Mme Pierre Etienne Flandin;
Mme Eugene Mirabaud; Odette, Liliane and JeanPierre, Paris; and a Belgian woman
128 items
Access: Open
Notes: No item numbered NC8/27/5 has been
found.
Language: EnglishFrench
NC8/28

Italy visit, January 1939: papers, and
miscellaneous notes

[19391940]

Speech, programme and message relating to the
visit of Neville Chamberlain to Italy on 11 to 14
January 1939, and miscellaneous notes from
C.M.C. [Secretary] to Neville Chamberlain, which
appear to be all entirely unrelated to the visit.
During the visit, Chamberlain met with Mussolini
and the Pope and visited various places and
events.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Speech from the Pope welcoming Neville
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax (and note by Anne
Chamberlain regarding this copy of the speech)
/2: Provisional programme
/3: Message from Italy regarding Chamberlain's
arrival
/4-14: Notes from C.M.C. [Secretary] to Neville
Chamberlain, which appear to be not related to the
visit to Italy, with draft message regarding Neville
and Mrs Chamberlain's visit to Cardiff and draft
letters regarding gift of watch from the Lip Factory,
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Besancon
14 items
Access: Open
NC8/29

Memoranda relating to 1939 Wehrmacht
declaration

1939

Memoranda relating to a declaration which it says
was 'sent at the request of German
representatives' which suggested dissent in the
Wehrmacht against the Nazi government and
against going to war.
The declaration suggested that the Wehrmacht is
not happy to be part of a war of aggression, feels
strong enough to be part of a new government,
Hitler would remain as constitutional head it
suggests, but the influence of the Wehrmacht
would be decisive, and that the aim of this new
government would be a return to peaceful relations
with the world.
The memoranda note that the declaration was
'purporting to come from highly-placed elements in
the German Army'. It was suggested by Lord
Halifax [Foreign Secretary] that it could be an
'attempt by Hitler...to ascertain our reactions; ...a
clumsy attempt to divide us from the French; ...[or]
something genuine'. It seems that Neville
Chamberlain planned to discuss this declaration
with Daladier [Édouard Daladier, Prime Minister of
France].
4 items
Access: Open
NC8/30

Visit to AASF, December 1939: memorandum

1939

Memorandum relating to the visit of Neville
Chamberlain to the AASF [RAF Advanced Air
Striking Force] on 17 December 1939 with draft
programme. Chamberlain was to visit their bases in
France at Reims, Betheniville, Hauvine, St. Hilaire
and Mormelon.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC8/31

Armaments share rumour correspondence

1938-1940

Correspondence relating to allegations that Neville
Chamberlain was profiteering from rearmament
and the war due to alleged shareholdings in
armaments firms.
An unrelated memorandum relating to an explosion
in Dublin while Frank Chamberlain was in Ireland is
also included.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Letter from Frank Archer, Woodend,
Worplesdon, Guildford
/2-3: Letter from A.N. Campbell, 26 Dalgairn
Crescent, Cupar, Fife; and reply.
/4-8: Letter from Edward Woodward, 51 Castle
Street, High Wycombe; and related memorandums
and reply
/9: Memorandum regarding Frank Chamberlain in
Ireland
/10-12: Memoranda; and correspondence with P.
Cohen of the Conservative and Unionist Central
Office regarding armaments share rumours in
Wiltshire and Deptford
/13-14: Letters from Patrick Gower, Conservative
and Unionist Central Office; and related press
cutting.
/15-16: Letter from Robert A. Stott, 119 Sugden
Road, Clapham Common, London; and reply.
/17-18: Letter from Rucker to C.J. Harris (copy) and
Douglas Hacking to H.D.R. Margesson (copy)
regarding 'Dividends from Defence' pamphlet.
/19-20: Memoranda regarding rumours in Liskeard.
/21-31: Correspondence with John Balfour and W.I.
Mallet of the Foreign Office, related memoranda
and transcript of radio broadcast regarding
allegations in the United States.
31 items
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Access: Open
NC8/32

Notes relating to Hore-Belisha's resignation

1940

Lord Camrose's [William Ewert Berry, Chairman
and Editor-in-Chief of the Daily Telegraph] notes of
an interview between himself and Leslie HoreBelisha [Secretary of State for War] giving HoreBelisha's account of his resignation; and
commentary from Neville Chamberlain on this
account.
This relates to Hore-Belisha's [Belisha, Isaac Leslie
Hore- (1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha, statesman]
resignation from the government in 1940 after his
removal from the post of Secretary of State for War
following which he gave the account included to
Lord Camrose on 5 January 1940. This a note by
Neville Chamberlain says was one of a few
interviews he held with the proprietors or editors of
principal newspapers including Lord Southwood,
Sir W. Layton and Lord Beaverbrook.
Neville Chamberlain in his commentary disagrees
with the notes from the interview which he says
gives a ''entirely false impression''.
2 items
Access: Open
NC8/33

List of the War Cabinet and other ministers

1940

Typescript list of the War Cabinet and ministers not
in the War Cabinet in June 1940, following Neville
Chamberlain's resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC8/34

Correspondence during office as Lord President of
the Council

1940

Correspondence relating to Neville Chamberlain's
office as Lord President of the Council.
As Lord President following his resignation as
Prime Minister, Chamberlain remained a Cabinet
member and as part of his role he became
Chairman of the Lord President's Committee. This
committee newly established on 4 June 1940 had
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responsibility for various home affairs matters
including the economy. Work he carried out as
Lord President included creating the Emergency
Powers (Defence) Act and a mission to persuade
Ireland to abandon neutrality (Macleod 294-295;
Self 438-439).
The letters cover a very wide range of topics and
include correspondence with Hendriks which refer
to his decline in health and his offer of resignation
to Churchill.
One letter (/73) appears to be a stray letter from
the previous Lord President - Earl Stanhope.
The file contains the following items:
/1-10: Correspondence relating to the suggestion of
Major A.N. Braithwaite M.P. for employment of
volunteers in agriculture.
/11: Acknowledgement of book from Sir Alfred
Watson.
/12-14: Correspondence with the Abyssinia
Association and memorandum from the
Association relating to the Italian invasion of
Abyssinia [now Ethiopia], and suggestion that
Abyssinia should be invited to become an ally of
Britain and France.
/15-17: Correspondence with Harry Flory of the
United Press Associations of America , copy of
interview and notes relating to an interview with
Neville Chamberlain relating to the war.
/18-20: Correspondence relating to rumours in the
American press that a group headed by
Chamberlain intended to oust Churchill government
and make peace with Germany.
/21-23: Correspondence relating to letter from H.F.
Harvey of the Birmingham Mail regarding lack of
permission to obtain steel for helmets for the
Birmingham Home Guard.
/24-26: Correspondence relating to Lord Lytton's
letter regarding notes on Ireland.
/27-29: Correspondence with John M. Andrews
M.P, Ministry of Finance, Northern Ireland, and
press cutting regarding the position of Northern
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Ireland in relation to the Republic of Ireland's
neutrality in the war.
/30-32: Correspondence with R.H. Brand regarding
his memorandum 'Exports and financial policy', and
copy of his memorandum.
/33: Memorandum from Neville Chamberlain to
Prime Minister [Winston Churchill] regarding
defensive and offensive underground warfare.
/34-35: Memorandum and programme relating to
Neville Chamberlain's visit to the East Coast
defences on 23 July 1940.
/36-37: Letter from Osbert Peake M.P. apologising
for error in mentioning Chamberlain's name as
chairman of a committee responsible for the
decision to transfer alien internees to the
dominions in the [House of Commons] debate on
10 July 1940; and copy of reply.
/38: Memorandum regarding a relative of
Chamberlain who went to Canada to take a child
there, and became stranded.
/39-41: Letter from Lord Daryngton [Herbert Pike
Pease] suggesting a committee should be
established to receive and examine suggestions
received from members of the public etc; copy of
reply; and letter to Captain Margesson forwarding
the enquiry.
/42: Letter from Dr Bruno Burn, Mount Vernon,
New York, United States wishing Chamberlain an
early recovery from his operation and in support of
his appeasement policy.
/43-44: Letter from M. Elie J. Bois [former chief
editor of Le Petit Parisien] requesting a meeting
with Chamberlain and note regarding his proposal
for broadcasts of news to French newspaper
editors. Bois suggests he could carry out these
broadcasts.
/45: Note regarding Chamberlain entering a nursing
home to undergo an operation, and that he will be
away from his office for about a fortnight.
/46: Letter of sympathy for Chamberlain's illness
from Dora Beveridge, R.R.2, Langley Prairie,
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British Columbia, Canada.
/47-48: Correspondence between Chamberlain and
A. Nevil Rucker [Arthur Nevil Rucker, Neville
Chamberlain's Principal Private Secretary]
regarding Chamberlain's health and various
matters relating to his work.
/49-51: Letter from P.W. Rutherford, District
Commissioners's House, Winneba, Gold Coast
about a letter written by Professor Martin Price to
Joseph Chamberlain regarding Anglo-American
friendship which had been recalled by Edward Cofi
[Rutherford's cook], with enclosed copy of letter as
recalled by Cofie; and reply.
/52: Letter from Ewell R. Rutherford, Dallas, Texas
regarding Chamberlain's radio address, with
printed extract from N.Y. Herald Tribune 'How
Good Is Hitler's Word?'
/53-57: Correspondence with Mrs Rogers of the
Birmingham Council for Refugees regarding the
cases of Lothar Markiewitz and Herbert Leiter, two
Jewish German refugee boys who had been sent
to Canada without notifying their parent, guardian
or refugee committee
/58-59: Letter from Albert D. Bennett, 45 West 144
Street, New York, USA, regarding slogan and
emblem which he says ''will win this war'', and an
enclosed poem dedicated to King George VI and
Queen Elizabeth in honour of their visit to New
York.
/60: Copy of letter to Lieutenant W.D. Whitney, 3
Corps H.Q. regarding his letter to the American
press.
/61: Draft communique for the Sunday press on 1
September regarding Chamberlain's recovery after
his operation.
/62: Letter from George Steward, Privy Council
Office regarding Chamberlain's proposed notice
[presumably this refers to /61] to the press,
enquiries in the House [of Commons] regarding
Chamberlain, and other matters.
/63-66: Letter from J. Beckwith, 51 Stanley Avenue,
Harborne, Birmingham regarding proposed
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increases in rail fares; and related correspondence.
/67: Letter from W.O. Robertson, 3534 Vermont
Avenue, Louisville, Kentucky, USA expressing
support for Chamberlain.
/68-70: Correspondence with Walter S. Liddall M.P.
and James Stuart, regarding 'Guilty Men'
/71: Privy Council Voucher for trousers
/72: Copy of letter to Geoffrey Dawson [Dawson,
George Geoffrey (1874-1944) Editor of The Times]
of 'The Times' expressing sympathy following the
bombing of their premises.
/73: Copy of letter from Stanhope [James Richard
Stanhope, 7th Earl of Stanhope, Lord President] to
Geoffrey Dawson of 'The Times' requesting better
reports of House of Lords debates to encourage
more Lords to attend. It appears that this may be a
stray letter of the previous Lord President, which
accidently found its way into Neville Chamberlain's
papers.
/74-77: Letters from Kenneth Pickthorn M.P.,
Corpus Christi College, Cambridge requesting an
interview with Chamberlain and expressing an
interest in carrying out a duty for the government;
and copies of replies.
/78-85: Correspondence with D.M. Mason [David
Marshall Mason, Chairman of the Executive
Committee of the Sound Currency Association and
former Member of Parliament] and press cutting
relating to financial matters during the war and
American financial backing of Britain. Includes
press cutting, copy of letter from Mason to Winston
Churchill and report of Sound Currency Association
meeting on 22 May 1940.
/86: Instructions to access lease and other
documents from safe on Neville Chamberlain's
death.
/87-96: Correspondence relating to evacuation and
medical arrangements for 11 Downing Street.
Includes list of Mr and Mrs Chamberlain's
household staff
/97-100: Correspondence regarding telephone
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directories at 11 Downing Street.
/101: Letter regarding fireman at 11 Downing
Street.
/102: Letter regarding ventilation at 11 Downing
Street refuge
/103: Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Hendriks
in which he states that in present conditions
[frequent air raids, and his physical condition] it
was of no use for him to return to London and that
he had offered his resignation, though was awaiting
Churchill's reply anticipating that he may decline.
He also comments on Churchill's fears that
Downing Street would be laid in ruins, and asks
Hendriks to make enquries about finding a home
within driving distance of wherever the Cabinet is
located such as on the outskirts of London.
/104-105: Correspondence relating to air raid
shelter at 11 Downing Street
/106: Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Hendriks
in which he writes of persistent nausea and
toothache, and that Churchill has asked him to
continue as Lord President but to get back his
strength first. He also says that he will remain
where he is at present but if he gets better and P.
Duff [Sir Patrick Duff, Office of Works] can find the
right place [suitable accommodation] he will return.
/107-108: Correspondence relating to a potential
house for Neville Chamberlain at Bedwell End,
Essendon, Hertfordshire.
/109: An account by a pilot, Ralph Hope, from
Croydon, of his experiences in battle.
109 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: NC8/34/109 was deposited by
Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC8/35

Norway Debate (May 1940) papers

1940

Drafts of speeches, notes, memoranda and reports
(typescript and manuscript) relating to the debate
on the House of Commons in May 1940 on the
Allied failure in the war at Norway (known as the
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'Norway Debate').
This includes drafts and notes for Neville
Chamberlain's statements to the House of
Commons on 2 and 7 May, and reports regarding
the campaign in Norway. Copies of 'Hansard'
covering the Norway Debate on 2, 7 and 8 April in
the House of Commons are also included.
The debate followed the failure of the British
campaign against Germany in Norway and during it
Chamberlain was strongly criticized for the failure
of the campaign and for his handling of the war as
a whole. At the end of the debate a vote, which
was effectively a vote of confidence, was held in
which a number of his own party members rebelled
and voted against the Government. This led, in
combination with the refusal of the Labour Party
after the debate to join Chamberlain in a new
Government led by him, to Chamberlain's decision
to resign as Prime Minister on 10 May.

The file contains the following items:
/1-4: Drafts of Chamberlain's statement in the
House of Commons on 2 May 1940.
/5: Draft of a speech to the House of Lords
regarding the war in Norway.
/6-11: Notes and draft for Chamberlain's statement
in the House of Commons on 2 May.
/12: Note (on War Office paper) regarding Allied
forces carrying out delaying operations south of
Trondheim.
/13: Note regarding the '... of N.' [the start of the
sentence is not visible due to the mounting of the
note in a fascicule - possibly the King of Norway?]
having not left Norway contrary to German radio
reports.
/14: Note regarding the losses sustained at
Norway.
/15: Draft of Chamberlain's speech on 2 May.
/16: Report by Chiefs of Staff Committee regarding
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instructions to commanders in 1940. 5 April.
/17-18: Letter from J. H. Peck enclosing two naval
telegrams (dated 29 April) regarding Norway. 30
April.
/19: Letter forwarding notes about Norway by the
Lord Privy Seal. 1 May.
/20: Memorandum 'The purpose of our landings in
S. Norway'.
/21: Memorandum 'Notes on air operations since
the invasion of Norway'. 1 May.
/22: Memorandum 'The offers of help made by this
country to Norway'. 2 May.
/23: Report: 'Cabinet War Room Daily Record - No.
242 - Summary of information received during
period 0700 hours 1st May to 0700 hours 2nd May,
1940'. 2 May.
/24-44: Drafts and notes for Chamberlain's
statement on 7 May 1940.
/45: Note regarding the position of troops.
/46: Memorandum from H. J. W. [Horace Wilson] to
Mr Rucker regarding questions asked in the
Cabinet meeting on Chamberlain's forthcoming
speech in the Norway Debate. 4 May.
/47: Memorandum from D. M. [David Margesson,
Government Chief Whip] to Chamberlain regarding
a vote of confidence and the rules of the House of
Commons relating to such a vote. 6 May.
/48-50: Notes for Chamberlain's statement on 7
May.
/51: Report 'Summary of Events in Scandanavia'
containing details of events in the war in
Scandanavia from 22 December 1939 to 27 April
1940.
/52-55: Statement regarding the present shipping
position as affected by the invasion of
Scandanavia, with related memoranda from A. N.
Rucker and the Ministry of Shipping. 6 May.
/56-57: Letter from D. P. Reilly, Ministry of
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Economic Warfare, to A. Bevir, with enclosed copy
of letter from Lord Finlay to the Minister of
Economic Warfare (dated 3 May) regarding the
'great gain in ships which has resulted from the
spread of the war to Norway'. 6 May.
/58-64: Memoranda and notes regarding expected
question in the debate of 7 May on intelligence
about German aggression against Scandanavia
including memoranda from V. Cavendish Bentinck,
Rucker, and (V. Fisher?); a note of dates on which
intelligence reports were submitted; and copy of
telegram from Denmark regarding Hitler's order to
send in ships.
/65-68: Memorandum from Foreign Office
regarding telegrams from the Norwegian
Commander-in-Chief; with copies of telegrams. 6
May.
/69: Report of comments in the Swedish press
regarding the war in Norway and the action of
Britain.
/70: 'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 2 May 1940.
/71: 'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 7 May 1940.
/72: 'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 8 May 1940.
72 items
Access: Open
NC9

Printed items
Printed items and some typescript items relating to
or collected by Neville Chamberlain.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

These include printed speeches and articles by
Neville Chamberlain; articles relating to Neville
Chamberlain by others; articles and other printed
items relating to Neville Chamberlain's political and
personal interests; Command Papers, issues of
'Hansard' including speeches by or referring to
Chamberlain, and other government publications.
This series only contains some of the printed items
in this collection. The main other parts of the
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collection which include printed items are: printed
items about Joseph Chamberlain (see NC6/7);
printed items relating to the Bahamas sisal growing
enterprise (see NC3/1); copies of the City of
Birmingham Municipal Diary (see NC5/7/6-12);
printed items relating to Birmingham Unionist
Association (see NC5/10); election leaflets etc (see
NC5/10/77-81 and NC5/12); printed items about
canals (see NC8/2); volumes of acts and speeches
during Chamberlain's term as Minister of Health
(see NC14); printed items about Anne Chamberlain
(see NC11/16); ephemera (see NC12/13); press
cuttings (mainly in NC15, some included with files
about particular subjects). Some other files in the
collection relating to specific topics contain a small
number of printed items relating to that particular
topic (where this is the case, it will be noted in the
description for that individual file).
99 volumes, 97 items
Access: Open
Notes: Other publications or printed items by
Neville Chamberlain which are not included in this
series include: 'Norman Chamberlain: A Memoir',
held in Special Collections at r CT788.C5; 'Town
Planning in Birmingham' in 'A Handbook for
Birmingham and the Neighbourhood' edited by
George A. Auden; and 'In Search of Peace' a
transcript of some of Chamberlain's speeches
between 1937 and 1939 r DA 585.C50 and r DA
585.C5.
NC9/1

Printed articles and speeches by Neville
Chamberlain

1910-1939

Printed articles and transcripts of speeches by
Neville Chamberlain on various topics.
See also NC4 for manuscript and typescript
transcripts and notes for Neville Chamberlain's
speeches.
14 volumes, 3 items
Access: Open
NC9/1/1

'Human Development under Natural Selection' by
Neville Chamberlain
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Pamphlet containing an address given by Neville
Chamberlain at the annual meeting of the
Birmingham and Edgbaston Debating Society on
28 September 1910.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/1/2

'Nature' 23 September 1920

1920

'Nature' (journal) number 2656, volume 106,
including a letter to the editor from Neville
Chamberlain relating to the British Association
[British Association for the Advancement of
Science].
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/1/3

Address on widows' pensions by Neville
Chamberlain

1924

Typescript address (with annotations) by Neville
Chamberlain given at the Ladies' Carlton Club on 9
April 1924.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/1/4

'Town Planning in East Kent' by Neville
Chamberlain

1926

Printed pamphlet containing a speech by Neville
Chamberlain delivered at Canterbury on 24 July
1926. The pamphlet also contains an article 'The
East Kent Regional Planning Scheme' by Professor
Patrick Abercrombie and John Archibald.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/1/5

'Local Government Reform. Speech by the Rt. Hon. 1929
Neville Chamberlain on the Second Reading of the
Local Government Bill'
Printed pamphlet containing a transcript of Neville
Chamberlain's speech on 26 November 1928
extracted from 'The Parliamentary Debates'
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('Hansard').
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/1/6

'The Local Government Bill. Mr Chamberlain's
Speech on the Second Reading in the House of
Commons, with a leading article'

1928

Printed pamphlet containing a transcript of Neville
Chamberlain's speech on 26 November 1928 and a
leading article, reprinted from 'The Times' on 27
November 1928.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/1/7

'What are they hiding?' (article by Neville
Chamberlain from the 'Daily Mail')

1929

Copy of typescript article from the 'Daily Mail' May
1929 criticizing the 'Socialist Party' [meaning the
Labour Party].
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/1/8

'The National Review' June 1931

1931

Journal including transcript of address 'Lord Milner
and Toynbee Hall' by Neville Chamberlain given on
18 May at the unveiling of two memorials at
Toynbee Hall and Milner Hall in London.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/1/9

Speech by the Rt. Hon. Neville Chamberlain, on
making Budget Day speeches

1932-1937

Printed pamphlets containing transcript of Neville
Chamberlain's Budget Day speeches on 19 April
1932, 25 April 1933, 17 April 1934, 15 April 1935,
21 April 1936 and 20 April 1937 extracted from the
'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard').
6 volumes
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Access: Open
NC9/1/15

'Angling' January-March 1936

1936

Magazine (Volume 1, Number 2) relating to fishing.
This issue of the journal is introduced with a
message to fellow anglers from Neville
Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/1/16

'The Outbreak of War. 22 August-3 September
1939' by Ministry of Information

1939

Printed pamphlet containing transcripts of
broadcasts, speeches and summary of
correspondence between Britain and Germany
relating to the outbreak of the Second World War,
including broadcasts or statements of Neville
Chamberlain on 1 and 3 September 1939.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/1/17

'Points from the Broadcast Speech by the Rt. Hon.
Neville Chamberlain, M.P.'

1939

Printed sheet containing extracts of Neville
Chamberlain's speech broadcast on 26 November
1939 under the title 'The War and Ourselves'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2

Printed and typescript items about Neville
Chamberlain

1889-1973

Printed and typescript articles, memoirs, speeches,
poems and other items about Neville Chamberlain.
A small number of manuscript items are included.
Examples of items include memoirs of Neville
Chamberlain by Hilda and Ida Chamberlain, C. M.
Charlton [secretary] and others; articles about
Neville Chamberlain before and after his death;
articles about Chamberlain's foreign policy and the
Munich Agreement; articles about Chamberlain's
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personal interests.
28 volumes, 64 items
Access: Open
NC9/2/1

'Neville Chamberlain' article from 'Anglo-German
Review'

1938

Biographical article about Neville Chamberlain from
the 'Anglo-German Review' September 1938.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/2

'Chamberlain's Politics in 1938' by Legation
Counsellor V. U. Malthe-Bruun

[1940s1970s]

Typescript translation into English of an article from
a Danish paper, sent to Anne Chamberlain by the
Danish Consul in London.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/3

'Portrait du Right Honorable Neville Chamberlain
Premier Ministre D'Angleterre' by Princesse
Bibesco

[19371940]

Copy of typescript article about Neville
Chamberlain before he became Prime Minister and
regarding some of his interests.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC9/2/4

'Distinguished visitors at Highbury'

1889

Article from 'Birmingham Faces and Places' 1 June
1889 (Volume 2, Number 2) regarding some
'distinguished visitors' depicted on a photograph at
Highbury.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/5

'Report of the Birmingham Civic Society June
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1918-June 1920'
Report of the Society's work and financial report for
the years 1918 to 1920. NC9/3/5 is a duplicate of
this item.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/6

'University of Cambridge Honorary Degrees
Thursday 7 June 1934'

1934

Printed pamphlet detailing the speeches made at
the honorary degree ceremonies on 7 June 1934
including Neville Chamberlain's speech.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: Latin
NC9/2/7

'The Central Literary Magazine' January 1948

1948

'The Central Literary Magazine', journal of the
Birmingham Central Literary Association, volume
36 number 8 including article 'Neville Chamberlain'
by Ernest Sandford.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/8

Note on Chamberlain's love of nature

1937

Typescript note on Neville Chamberlain's interest in
nature which was given by Anne Chamberlain to
William Teeling to use in his broadcast 'Natural
History from Downing Street' in the Empire
Programme on 3 November 1937. The note is 'from
one who knew Mr Chamberlain well, and has
talked with him about his earlier days'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/9

Memoir of Neville Chamberlain by Hilda
Chamberlain

1941

Typescript memoir about Neville Chamberlain
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before his marriage, by Hilda Chamberlain
[Neville's sister], writing about their childhood,
about his interests, about Highbury, about his early
public work and interests in politics, and various
other matters.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/10

Memoir of Neville Chamberlain by Ida Chamberlain

[1941]

Typescript memoir about Neville Chamberlain by
Ida Chamberlain [Neville's sister]. Topics include:
their childhood; Southbourne; walks with Neville;
Neville's education; the death of their mother; Aunt
Clara [Ryland, née Chamberlain]; Arthur
Chamberlain's [uncle] family; Highbury; Ida's
education; their holidays; Neville's interests;
Neville's accountancy apprenticeship; Neville's life
in the Bahamas; Beatrice Chamberlain; and Austen
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/11

'Personal notes about the Prime Minister'

[19391940]

Typescript notes about Neville Chamberlain by
anonymous person. The notes are written on
government paper, so might be by a Private
Secretary or other civil servant.
Topics include: Neville Chamberlain's constitution;
Chequers; his love of nature; his health; his meals;
his interests in reading, music and art; visits to
London Zoo and Kew Gardens; and sense of
humour.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/12-17

Press cuttings and transcripts of newspaper
articles

1926-1940

Press cuttings and typescript transcripts of
newspaper articles.
Comprises of cuttings relating to: Neville
Chamberlain's speech at the opening of the
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Middlesex Hospital; Chamberlain's speech at the
opening of the Marie Celeste London Hospital at
Reigate; Chamberlain's speech at the opening of
an extension 'Tyn-y-Coed' at a convalescent home;
article in tribute to Chamberlain from 'The Church
Times'; Chamberlain's message to the International
Committee for Bird Preservation; and translation of
article in tribute to Chamberlain by Sir Agustin
Edwards from 'El Mercurio' [Chilean newspaper]
with letter from William A. Cloutman forwarding the
translation to Anne Chamberlain.
6 items
Access: Open
NC9/2/18

Notes about Neville Chamberlain from
[Conservative] Central Office

[1938]

Typescript notes about Neville Chamberlain
including biographical notes, notes about his
political career and extracts from recent speeches.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/19

'The case against Stalin for his joint responsibility
with Hitler for the war' article

[mid 20th
century]

Typescript article by unidentified person.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/20

Programme for Mass Meeting of the National Union 1937
of Conservative and Unionist Associations on 8
October 1937
Programme for a mass meeting held at The Grand
Hall, The Spa, Scarborough, which was addressed
by Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open

NC9/2/21

'Neville Chamberlain. A Tribute to a Revered
Leader'

1940

Pamphlet by Conservative and Unionist Central
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Office issued as a tribute following his death.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/22

'The Countrywoman in New South Wales'
magazine 4 November 1938

1938

'The Countrywoman in New South Wales',
magazine of the Country Women's Association of
New South Wales, volume 2 number 2, containing
an editorial and article regarding Neville
Chamberlain and the Munich Agreement.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/23

'Encaenia 1933. Addresses by the Public Orator in
the Sheldonian Theatre on June 21st'

1933

Pamphlet of addresses given at the Sheldonian
Theatre, Oxford at 'Encaenia' [ceremony at the
University of Oxford, at which honorary degrees
are presented]. It includes an address by Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: Latin
NC9/2/24

'Friends' Quarterly Examiner' First Month 1941

1941

'Friends' Quarterly Examiner' number 297,
including article 'A Memory of Neville Chamberlain'
(according to an annotation in pencil the article is
by John Henry Lloyd).
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/25

'A Memory of Neville Chamberlain' article

1941

Two copies of article reprinted as a pamphlet from
the 'Friends' Quarterly Examiner' January 1941.
One copy is marked 'Revised copy'.
2 volumes
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Access: Open
NC9/2/26

'The Genealogists' Magazine' December 1938

1938

'The Genealogists' Magazine', journal of the
Society of Genealogists, volume 8 number 4,
including article 'The Royal Descent of Mr Neville
Chamberlain' by Anthony R. Wagner, detailing the
lineage from King Edward I to Neville Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/27

'Munich: Before and After' by W. W. Hadley

1944

Book relating to the Munich Agreement and the
policy of appeasement between 1937 and 1939.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/28

'Personality and Success' article by Neville
Chamberlain

1924

Extract from Harmsworth's Business Encyclopedia
Part 1 of article by Neville Chamberlain entitled
'Personality and Success'; and typescript copy of
article. The title is given as 'Personality and the
Equipment for Success.
This article is referred to in Neville's letter to Hilda
on 7 September 1924 (see NC18/1/450).
2 items
Access: Open
NC9/2/29

'Home and Politics' magazine October 1923

1923

'Home and Politics' magazine of the Women
Unionists Association number 30 including article
'Mrs Neville Chamberlain and the Workers' relating
to Anne Chamberlain's political and social work. On
the front cover is a photograph of Anne
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC9/2/30

'The World War. Vindication of Lord Baldwin and
Mr. Chamberlain' paper

[1943]

Typescript (with some manuscript pages) of paper
relating to the policy of appeasement, labelled as
sent by Mr Th. Hughes.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/31

'Our Portrait Gallery. Alderman Arthur Neville
Chamberlain, J. P.' article

1915

Article extracted from 'The Institute Magazine',
journal of the Union of Teachers and Students at
the Midland Institute, Birmingham, December 1915
Part 268. The article is a brief biographical article
about Neville Chamberlain, written at the time he
was Lord Mayor of Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/32

Speech on the centenary of Neville Chamberlain's
birth

[1969]

Photocopy of typescript speech by a historian
about Neville Chamberlain to an audience which
included the Lord Mayor of Birmingham on the
occasion of the centenary of his birth. This may be
the speech by Professor Douglas Johnson at the
centenary dinner at the Council House,
Birmingham on 24 March 1969 referred to in
NC9/2/37-38.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this item was
deposited by Stephen Lloyd in July 1969.
NC9/2/33

Poem to Neville Chamberlain by Tristan Klingsor

1938

Poem written to Neville Chamberlain by Tristan
Klingsor, extracted from 'Mercure de France', 1
November 1938.
1 item
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Access: Open
Language: French
NC9/2/34-35

Correspondence between Viscountess Lee of
Fareham and Anne Chamberlain

1941

Letter from Viscountess Ruth Lee, Old Quarries,
Avening, Gloucestershire to Anne Chamberlain,
copy of Anne Chamberlain's letters to Lady Lee,
transcript of one of Lady Lee's letter.
The letters relate to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's enjoyment of the garden at
Chequers.
4 items
Access: Open
NC9/2/35

'The Prime Minister's Hobby'

1937

Press cutting of article from 'The Listener' relating
to Neville Chamberlain's interest in butterflies and
moths.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/36

Speech by Dorothy Lloyd at the Neville
Chamberlain Centenary Lunch

1969

Typescript copy of speech given by Dorothy Lloyd
[née Chamberlain, Neville and Anne Chamberlain's
daughter] at the Neville Chamberlain Centenary
Lunch at the House of Commons on 18 March
1969.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by
Stephen Lloyd in April 1969.
NC9/2/37

Speech by Stephen Lloyd at the Neville
Chamberlain Centenary dinner at the Council
House, Birmingham

1969

Typescript copy of speech given on 24 March 1969
by Stephen Lloyd [husband of Neville and Anne
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Chamberlain's daughter, Dorothy]. See NC9/2/38
for the menu card for the dinner.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/38

Menu for Neville Chamberlain Centenary
Commemorative Dinner

1969

Menu for the commemorative dinner held at the
Council House, Birmingham on 24 March 1969.
See NC9/2/37 for the speech by Stephen Lloyd at
the dinner (NC9/2/32 is possibly the speech by
Professor Johnson at the dinner).
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/39

Extract from a parish magazine referring to the
dedication of a memorial to Chamberlain

1941

Page extracted from the St Michael's parish
magazine from Heckfield, Hampshire referring to
the dedication of a memorial at the church to
Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/40

Poem 'Neville Chamberlain' by John Masefield

1938

Poem (manuscript) dated 15 September 1938
dedicated to Neville Chamberlain mounted on card
with decorative writing.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/41

'The Truth About The Munich Crisis' by Viscount
Maugham

1944

Book which is described by the publisher as 'an
eloquent vindication of the conduct of the British
Government, and in particular of Neville
Chamberlain, during the...Munich crisis'.
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC9/2/42

Extract from 'Musical Opinion and Music Trade
Review'

1916

Part of article 'Passing Notes' from 'Musical
Opinion and Music Trade Review' December 1916
referring to Neville Chamberlain's efforts to
establish a municipal orchestra in Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/43

'The New Review' October 1941

1941

'The New Review', number 82 volume 14, including
article 'Neville Chamberlain as Statesman' by R.
Prabhakar.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/44

'Chamberlain, at 69, sets an astonishing pace'

1938

Article by Clair Price regarding Neville Chamberlain
extracted from the New York Times Magazine 17
April 1938; with letter from the British Library of
Information, New York, USA forwarding the article.
The article includes a drawing of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/45

'The Quarterly Review' April 1954

1954

'The Quarterly Review' number 600, including
article 'The Foreign Policy of Neville Chamberlain'
by Robert Sencourt.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/46

'Un Nouveau Premier Ministre M. Neville
1938
Chamberlain' article by J. Coudurier de Chassaigne
Article about Neville Chamberlain extracted from a
journal.
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1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC9/2/47

'La Revue universelle' 1 November 1938

1938

Journal 'La Revue universelle' volume 75 number
15 including article 'M. Neville Chamberlain' by
Jacques Delebecque.
1 volume
Access: Open
Language: French
NC9/2/48

'The Salmon and Trout Magazine' May 1961

1961-1969

'The Salmon and Trout Magazine', journal of the
Salmon and Trout Association, number 162
including article 'Neville Chamberlain: Salmon
Fisher' which is the first part of extracts from Neville
Chamberlain's sporting diary edited by C. V.
Hancock.
Correspondence between the University of
Birmingham Library, the Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food and the Radcliffe Science
Library relating to obtaining copies of articles from
the magazine, a form and a note are enclosed.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited
by Dorothy Lloyd in October 1968.
NC9/2/49

'The Salmon and Trout Magazine' September 1961

1961

'The Salmon and Trout Magazine', journal of the
Salmon and Trout Association, number 163
including article 'Neville Chamberlain: Salmon
Fisher' which is the second part of a series of
extracts from Neville Chamberlain's sporting diary
edited by C. V. Hancock.
1 volume
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Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited
by Dorothy Lloyd in October 1968.
NC9/2/50

'The Salmon and Trout Magazine' May 1962

1962

'The Salmon and Trout Magazine', journal of the
Salmon and Trout Association, number 165
including article 'Neville Chamberlain, Dry Fly
Fisherman' which is the third part of a series of
extracts from Neville Chamberlain's sporting diary
edited by C. V. Hancock.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited
by Dorothy Lloyd in October 1968.
NC9/2/50A

'Chamberlain on the Chalk Streams' article

1962

Photocopy of article from 'The Salmon and Trout
Magazine', journal of the Salmon and Trout
Association, the fourth part of a series of extracts
from Neville Chamberlain's sporting diary edited by
C. V. Hancock.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item appears to have been
artificially added to the collection by the University
of Birmingham Library (see correspondence
enclosed in NC9/2/48).
NC9/2/51

'The Salmon and Trout Magazine' January 1963

1963

'The Salmon and Trout Magazine', journal of the
Salmon and Trout Association, number 167
including article 'Chamberlain on the Chalk
Streams' the fifth part of a series of extracts from
Neville Chamberlain's sporting diary edited by C. V.
Hancock.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited
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by Dorothy Lloyd in October 1968.
NC9/2/52

'A Premier Naturalist' article

1937

Cutting entitled 'A Premier Naturalist' from 'The
Spectator' 17 September 1937 referring to Neville
Chamberlain's article in 'The Countryman' relating
to his interest in wildlife and plants.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/53

'Strand Magazine' June 1937

1937

'Strand Magazine' including article 'Neville
Chamberlain - the Man and his Methods' by
Herbert Ashley, a biographical article about
Chamberlain with photographs. The front cover of
the magazine is illustrated with a drawing of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/54

'Natural History From Downing Street' broadcast by
William Teeling

1937

Typescript broadcast given by William Teeling in
the Empire Broadcasting Programme on 3
November 1937 relating to Neville Chamberlain's
interest in nature; with letter from Teeling
forwarding a copy of the talk to Anne Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/55

Memoir regarding Neville Chamberlain's interest in
natural history

1937

Typescript memoir about Neville Chamberlain's
interest in natural history 'from one who knew Mr
Chamberlain well, and has talked with him about
his earlier days'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC9/2/56

'The Telegram' article

[1950s1970s]

Copy of typescript article by unidentified person
from Toronto, Canada relating to the policy of
appeasement and Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/57

Programme of visit of Neville Chamberlain to
Birmingham, 7 October 1926

1926

Typescript programme of visit for a visit by Neville
Chamberlain as Minister of Health to view several
new housing estates, the Yardley Road
Sanatorium, and the Birmingham Tame and Rea
District Drainage Board works.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/58

Speech or article about Neville Chamberlain

1940

Typescript speech or article by unknown person
dated 12 May 1940 in support of Neville
Chamberlain following his resignation.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/59

'The Windsor Magazine' number 521, May 1938

1938

Magazine including article 'Neville Chamberlain The Man That I Know' by Sir Charles Petrie.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/60-62

Scripts for 'The Policy of Appeasement' radio
broadcasts in 1956

1956

Typescript scripts for a series of three programmes
entitled 'The Policy of Appeasement' broadcast on
the BBC Home Service on 8, 15 and 22 August
1956; with letter from Alexander Cadogan of the
BBC forwarding the scripts to Anne Chamberlain.
The programme examined the policy of
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appeasement in the 1930s. The participants in the
programme were Allan Bullock, Max Beloff, Gerald
Freund, James Joll, Bruce Miller, Christopher
Seton-Watson, Saul Rose, W. F. Knapp and N. H.
Gibbs.
4 items
Access: Open
NC9/2/63

'La Domenica del Corriere' magazine 9-15 October
1938

1938

'La Domenica del Corriere', illustrated magazine
from Milan, Italy, volume 40 number 42, including
article 'Chamberlain'.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/63a

'The Meteor' newsletter 16 December 1940

1940

'The Meteor', newsletter of Rugby School, number
872. Page 147 which contains an obituary of
Neville Chamberlain has been removed, see
NC9/2/79 for this page.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/64

'Everybody's Weekly' magazine 18 September
1954

1954

'Everybody's Weekly', illustrated magazine
including article 'Stop This Munich Smear' by
Beverley Baxter relating to the Munich Agreement.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited
by Stephen Lloyd in July 1968.
NC9/2/65

'Weekly Illustrated' magazine 8 October 1938

1938

'Weekly Illustrated', illustrated magzine, volume 5
number 15 including articles regarding the Munich
Agreement.
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/66

'The Illustrated London News' magazine 14
December 1946

1946

'The Illustrated London News' volume 209 number
5617, includes article 'The Story of a MuchMaligned Man' by Sir John Squire, consisting of a
review of 'The Life of Neville Chamberlain' by Keith
Feiling.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/67

'L'Illustration' magazine 10 September 1938

1938

'L'Illustration', illustrated magazine, number 4984
1 volume
Access: Open
Language: French
NC9/2/68

'L'Illustration' magazine 24 September 1938

1938

'L'Illustration', illustrated magazine, number 4986
including article 'Apres L'Ultimatum de Nuremberg'
relating to Neville Chamberlain's talks with Hitler at
Berchtesgaden and article 'Chamberlain
L'Européen' regarding Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
Language: French
NC9/2/69

'Life' magazine 10 October 1938

1938

'Life', illustrated magazine from the USA, including
articles regarding the Munich Conference.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/70

Extract from 'Life' magazine 10 October 1938

1938

Extract from 'Life', illustrated magazine, volume 5
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number 15, 10 October 1938, relating to the
Munich Conference. See NC9/2/69 for a copy of
the full magazine.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/71

Extract from 'Picture Post' magazine 8 October
1938

1938

Extract from 'Picture Post', illustrated magazine,
volume 1 number 2, containing an article 'The Life
Story of Neville Chamberlain'. See NC9/2/73 for a
full copy of the magazine.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/72

'Chamberlain's Childhood' article in 'Picture Post'

1939

Article extracted from 'Picture Post' 4 November
1939 showing pictures of Neville Chamberlain as a
boy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/73

'Picture Post' magazine 8 October 1938

1938

'Picture Post', illustrated magazine, volume 1
number 2, with front cover showing Neville
Chamberlain, and article 'The Life Story of Neville
Chamberlain'.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/74

Extract from 'The Queen' magazine 6 October
1938

1938

Extract from 'The Queen' magazine volume 184
number 4789 published on 6 October 1938, with
front cover showing Neville and Anne Chamberlain,
news pages regarding Neville Chamberlain's arrival
back from Munich and article 'The Triumph of
Sisyphus. A Tribute to Neville Chamberlain'.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/75

'The Spectator' 24 May 1957

1957

The 'Spectator' journal number 6726, including
articles under the heading 'The Appeaser' by Lord
Templewood and Sir Robert Boothby reviewing
Lord Halifax's book 'Fulness of Days' relating to
appeasement in the 1930s.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/2/76

Script for 'The Lesson of Munich' broadcast by
Viscount Templewood

1948

Typescript script for a talk by Viscount
Templewood [Hoare, Samuel John Gurney (18801959) 1st Viscount Templewood, statesman]
entitled 'The Lesson of Munich' broadcast on 25
November 1948 on the BBC Third Programme.
The broadcast gave Templewood's views regarding
the Munich Agreement and the policy of
appeasement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/77

'The Opening of the new Chamber of the House of
Commons' souvenir book

1951

Souvenir book produced for the opening of the new
chamber of the House of Commons; with enclosed
letter from Ralph Verney [Speaker's Secretary]
forwarding the book to Anne Chamberlain. This
copy was given by the Speaker to Anne
Chamberlain who was present at the ceremony.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/78

Article 'The Late Neville Chamberlain. A Tragedy of
Errors' by Walter W. Price

1941

Article by Walter W. Price entitled 'The Late Neville
Chamberlain. A Tragedy of Errors', published in
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'The Lawyer' volume 4 number 3 (February 1941).
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/79

Article 'In Memoriam. Neville Chamberlain' by Lord
Justice Scott

1940

Article 'In Memoriam. Neville Chamberlain' by Lord
Justice Scott published in 'The Meteor', newsletter
of Rugby School, 16 December 1940. See
NC9/2/63a for the rest of the newsletter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/2/80

Memoirs of Neville Chamberlain by Mrs C. M.
Charlton, his personal secretary

[1972]1973

Typescript memoirs by Mrs C. M. Charlton recalling
the period when she worked for Neville
Chamberlain. A letter from Charlton to Professor D.
N. Dilks, and a note from Dorothy Lloyd regarding
the memoirs are also included.
In the memoirs she provides a detailed account
including about her work for Neville Chamberlain,
her memories of Chamberlain and the household,
and memories of specific events such as
Chamberlain's return from Munich.
Charlton was appointed in December 1937 to
assist Miss Leaf who was the secretary to Neville
and Anne Chamberlain's household who dealt with
the personal secretarial work [the Civil Service
carried out the secretarial work for Neville
Chamberlain's official government business only].
Charlton's main duties were Neville Chamberlain's
personal typing and other secretarial work, while
Miss Leaf did most of the secretarial work for Anne
Chamberlain. Following Neville Chamberlain's
resignation as Prime Minister she was the only
secretary in the Chamberlain household.
3 items
Access: Open
NC9/2/81

Memoirs of Neville Chamberlain by Thomas
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Turner, Professor of Metallurgy

1976

Memoirs of Neville Chamberlain; with note by
Stephen Lloyd [husband of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's daughter, Dorothy].
2 items
Access: Open
NC9/3

Printed items relating to Neville Chamberlain's
interests and work
Printed items mainly relating to Neville
Chamberlain's political work and interests, and his
personal interests and hobbies. A handmade
booklet by Dorothy Chamberlain [later Lloyd,
Neville and Anne Chamberlain's daughter] of
poems and illustrations sent to her parents for
Christmas 1922 is also included.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

The printed items include various reports, articles,
speeches, pamphlets, leaflets and catalogues.
They relate to a variety of topics including natural
history including birds, fishing, housing, health,
foreign affairs and industry.
33 volumes, 24 items
Access: Open
NC9/3/1

Prospectus for 'The Birds of British Somaliland and
the Gulf of Aden' by Sir Geoffrey Archer and Eva
M. Goodman

1937

Prospectus advertising a book.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/2

'Canals and Traders' by Edwin A. Pratt

1910

Book relating to the December 1909 report of the
Royal Commission on Canals and Waterways. The
book opposes the suggestion of the Commission's
report that the canal network should be improved.
1 volume
Access: Open
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NC9/3/3

'Mr Baldwin on Peace'

1934

Printed pamphlet of speech made by Stanley
Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st Earl
Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman] at Glasgow on 23
November 1934.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/4

Birmingham and Edgbaston Debating Society list of 1931
Presidents and members
Printed list of the Society's former Presidents and
its current members.
1 item
Access: Open

NC9/3/5

'Report of The Birmingham Civic Society. June
1918-June 1920'

1920

Report of the Society's work and financial report for
the years 1918 to 1920. A note by Anne
Chamberlain is on the front cover. NC9/2/5 is a
duplicate of this item.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/6

'The Frost of January-February 1940' by Anthony
Buxton

1940

Article reprinted from the 'Transactions of the
Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society' volume
15 part 1. A letter from Tony Buxton, Horsey Hall,
Great Yarmouth forwarding his article and also
relating to a treecreeper seen by Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/7

Book of illustrations and poems by Dorothy
Chamberlain sent to her parents for Christmas

1922

Book of watercolour illustrations by Dorothy
Chamberlain with handwritten poems sent by
Dorothy Chamberlain to her parents for Christmas
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1922.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/8

'Social Service in Birmingham' by Richard
Clements and Agnes Taunton

1924

Pamphlet published by the Birmingham Citizens'
Society relating to the work of the Society. The
pamphlet includes a quotation from a speech by
Neville Chamberlain at the Annual Meeting of the
Society in 1921.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/9

'Some Observations on Egg Collecting and Bird
Protection' by Edgar P. Chance

1937

Booklet produced by Edgar P. Chance for the
exhibition of his collection on 25-26 June 1937 in
which he defends his collection of eggs. See also
NC9/3/10.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/10

Pamphlets and other printed items by Edgar P.
Chance relating to egg collecting

1938

Pamphlets 'An Egg Collector Replies To His Critics'
and 'The Cuckoo' by Edgar P. Chance relating to
his collection of bird eggs. Some printed letters and
leaflets by Chance and an extract reprinted from
'The Oologists' Record' June 1936 are also
included. See also NC9/3/9.
1 volume, 5 items
Access: Open
NC9/3/11

'The British Way' address by Lord Croft

1942

Address given by Lord Croft at the Constitutional
Club, London on 28 October 1942. The address
was intended to 'make some observations...in
answer to enemy propaganda' relating to the British
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Empire, the war, armed forces and other matters.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/12

'Hammersmith Hospital' by Sir Allen Daley

1951

Article reprinted from 'The Medical Press' 19
September 1951 volume 226 number 12, relating
to the hospital and the British Postgraduate
Medical School at the hospital.
The article includes references to Neville
Chamberlain's efforts to establish the Medical
School, and his laying of the foundation stone of
the School.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/13

'The Control of Industry: Nationalisation and
Kindred Problems' by Federation of British
Industries

1919

Printed report by the Nationalisation Committee of
the Federation of British Industries, opposing
nationalization of industry and also relating to
democratic control of industry.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/14

'Memorandum on The Industrial Situation after the
War'

1916

Privately circulated printed report by an anonymous
group of people which examines 'the factors which
will determine the industrial situation in this country
at the close of the present war'.
This report, which was compiled 'under the
auspices' of the Garton Foundation, was discussed
in correspondence between John Hilton and Neville
Chamberlain (see NC7/11/9/5-8).
1 volume
Access: Open
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Physical description: The volume is in poor
condition.
NC9/3/15

'Lord Halifax On Peace' article by Lord Halifax from
'The Times'

1937

Article reprinted from 'The Times' 12 July 1937,
relating to war and religion.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/16

'The H.M.B. Bird Garden Equipment' catalogue
Catalogue of bird feeders, bird boxes etc from
Grosvenor Workman, 280 Broad Street,
Birmingham.

[early-mid
20th
century]

1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/17

'Octavia Hill's Letters on Housing, 1864 to 1911'
compiled by Elinor Southwood Ouvry

1933

Book of extracts from Octavia Hill's letters relating
to housing, with a foreword by Neville Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/18

'Particulars of Working Class Rents and Housing in
the City of Birmingham'

[c 1906]

Printed pamphlet by City of Birmingham Housing
Committee extracted from a report of an enquiry by
the Board of Trade relating to housing and rents in
Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/19

'Report of the Medical Officer of Health on the
Unhealthy Conditions in the Floodgate Street Area
and the Municipal Wards of St Mary, St Stephen
and St Bartholomew'

1904

Printed report by John Robertson regarding poor
and unhealthy housing conditions in the Floodgate
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Street area, St Mary, St Stephen and St
Bartholomew wards of Birmingham.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/20

'Civic Hygiene especially in relation to the Housing
of the Poor in the Old and Central Parts of the City'
pamphlet

1913

Pamphlet produced for Birmingham Health Week
1913, to bring attention to poor housing conditions
and promoting the building of new houses for the
poor.
See also NC9/3/21 for a related leaflet produced
for Birmingham Health Week.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/21

'Civic & Personal Hygiene' leaflet

1913

Leaflet produced for Birmingham Health Week
1913 to bring attention to poor housing conditions
and promote re-housing of the poor.
The leaflet contains an open letter from Thomas J.
Bass [Vicar of St Lawrence], letters from Edward A.
Wilson and Councillor George Yoxall reprinted from
the Birmingham Daily Mail and an article reprinted
from the Birmingham Gazette by Councillor Eldred
Hallas of his tour of the Dartmouth Street area. See
also NC9/3/20 for a related pamphlet produced for
Birmingham Health Week.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/22

Press cutting of letter to 'The Times' by Neville
Chamberlain on 'rents in rural areas'

1920

Letter recommending that new houses built in rural
areas by local authorities should be let at economic
rents, but with a variable rebate being available on
application to those who can prove they cannot
afford to pay the full economic rate, instead of a
fixed rate of discount for a limited period as
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proposed by the Ministry of Health.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/23

'Interim report of the committee appointed by the
Minister of Health to consider and advise on the
principles to be followed in dealing with unhealthy
areas'

1920

Report of committee chaired by Neville
Chamberlain which examined 'unhealthy areas' of
housing in the London area which were
overcrowded.
The report recommended the development of
garden cities; the granting of powers to a regional
body to produce a plan, control transport and
making adjustments to the amount of money
available to local authorities for housing; that
various planning powers should be granted to local
authorities; and that local authorities should be
urged to purchase houses in 'unhealthy areas' and
improve them as a temporary measure.
NC9/4/3 is a duplicate of this item.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/24

'Empire Restored' by W. A. S. Hewins

1927

Book arguing in favour of preferential tariff rates for
trade within the British Empire.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/25

'Journal of the Fly-Fishers' Club' Autumn 1940

1940

'Journal of the Fly-Fishers' Club' volume 29 number
115
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/26

'Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society' October
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1940
'Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society' volume
65 part 10.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/27

'Journal of the Society for the Preservation of the
Fauna of the Empire' January 1937

1937

'Journal of the Society for the Preservation of the
Fauna of the Empire' new series part 30.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/28

Print of sketches of insects by Louisa Kenrick
A print (two copies) reproduced from original
watercolour sketches of insects, possibly
caterpillars or other similar insects, by Louisa
Kenrick between 1864 and 1868.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

2 items
Access: Open
NC9/3/29

'The Leisure of the People' report of conference on
17 to 20 November 1919

1919

Report of a national conference held at Manchester
relating to the provision of leisure facilities.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/30

'The Itchen Valley' by Sir Francis Lindley

1942

Article reprinted from the 'Transactions of the
Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society' 1941,
relating to the River Itchen and its animal and plant
life.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/31

'The Local Government Chronicle' 23 October 1920 1920
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'The Local Government Chronicle' number 2811,
including article relating to municipal banks.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/32

'London Bird Report for 1936'

1937

Supplement to the London Naturalist, by the
London Natural History Society, on the birds seen
within twenty miles of St Paul's Cathedral.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/33

'The London Naturalist' 1936

1936

Journal of the London Natural History Society.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/34

'London Bird Report for 1938'

1939

Supplement to the London Naturalist, by the
London Natural History Society, on the birds seen
within twenty miles of St Paul's Cathedral; with
enclosed letter from anonymous person forwarding
the report to Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/35

'Uncertain Sounds' lecture by Vincent Massey

1957

Lecture which was 'The Josiah Wood Lecture' at
Mount Allison University, Sackville, New
Brunswick, Canada given on 13 February 1957.
The lecture related to language.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/36

'The New Statesman' 9 September 1916

1916

'The New Statesman', volume 7 number 179,
including comment referring to Neville
Chamberlain's speech at the Trades Union
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Congress.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/37

Charles Playfair and Co. 'Nett Price List of Rods,
Flies' Casts, Tackles & Minnows'

[early-mid
20th
century]

Catalogue of Charles Playfair and Company of 18
Union Terrace, Aberdeen.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/38

'Inheritance and Reproduction' by G. Archdall Reid

1912

Article reprinted from 'Bedrock' July 1912.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/39

'Methods of Research' by G. Archdall Reid

1911

Article relating to evolution and natural selection
reprinted from 'The Eugenics Review' October
1911, published by the Eugenics Education
Society.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/40

'Hitler Step By Step 1933-1939. The Calendar of
Aggression'

1939

Article reprinted from 'The Times' 26 September
1939 containing extracts from Hitler's speeches
and a leading article.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/41

'Rules of the Union Club, Birmingham'

1919

Rule book of the Union Club in Birmingham, a
social club.
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC9/3/42

'United Empire' July-August 1951

1951

'United Empire', journal of the Royal Empire
Society, volume 42 number 4. Part of an article
entitled 'Air Power in Modern War: The Lessons of
Korea' by Air Marshall Sir Robert Saundby is
highlighted, commenting that Hitler would have
invaded Britain in 1940 if he had superiority in the
air over the English Channel.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/43

'United Empire' January-February 1950

1950

'United Empire', journal of the Royal Empire
Society, volume 41 number 1. Part of an article
entitled 'Air Defence' by Lord Tedder [Marshal of
the Royal Air Force] is highlighted, commenting
that the Munich Agreement gave 'warning and
breathing space' for the preparation of the Royal
Air Force for the war. NC9/3/44 is a duplicate of
this item.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/44

'United Empire' January-February 1950

1950

'United Empire', journal of the Royal Empire
Society, volume 41 number 1. Part of an article
entitled 'Air Defence' by Lord Tedder [Marshal of
the Royal Air Force] is highlighted, commenting
that the Munich Agreement gave 'warning and
breathing space' for the preparation of the Royal
Air Force for the war. NC9/3/43 is a duplicate of
this item.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/45

'Quelques Reliques Émouvantes du Passé de
Versailles'

[early-mid
20th
century]

Volume of copies of historical documents relating
to Versailles presented to Neville Chamberlain.
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/46

Westminster Abbey 'Suggestions for Silent
Intercession during these days of crisis'

1938

Printed leaflet by Westminster Abbey.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/47

Westminster Abbey 'Thoughts and Prayers in Time
of War'

[19391945]

Intercession Paper number 7 issued by
Westminster Abbey for prayers for wartime.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/48

'A Form of Prayer to Almighty God at this time of
War'

1939

Form of prayer to be used on 1 October 1939.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/3/49

'The Work of the Central Control Board' by Sir
Thomas P. Whittaker MP

1916

Article reprinted from the 'Contemporary Review'
for March 1916.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/50

'The Study of Shakespeare' by J. Dover Wilson

1936

Article reprinted from the 'University of Edinburgh
Journal' Summer 1936; originally a lecture
delivered on 17 January 1936.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/3/51

'Souvenir of the Trade Union Congress
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Birmingham 1916'
Souvenir book of the Trade Union Congress held in
Birmingham. At the time of the Congress, Neville
Chamberlain was Lord Mayor of Birmingham and
he made a speech at the Congress.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: A note inside the volume states
that the book was given to Chamberlain collection
by Mrs S. Lloyd (Dorothy Lloyd née Chamberlain,
Neville and Anne Chamberlain's daughter) and was
the copy originally given to Neville Chamberlain.
This item was deposited by Stephen Lloyd on
behalf of Dorothy Lloyd in October 1972.
NC9/4

Government publications

1917-1955

Printed official publications by the Government
including Command Papers, issues of 'Hansard',
other reports and a printed circular letter.
The publications relate to some of the issues which
Neville Chamberlain was keenly involved in before
becoming Prime Minister, foreign policy between
1938 and 1939 and the start of the war, and the
'Norway Debate'.
Some volumes of 'Hansard' dating after Neville
Chamberlain's death including tributes paid to him
immediately after his death, and volumes including
speeches which favourably referred to Neville
Chamberlain or his policies are also included.
Arrangement: The items are arranged by date.
24 volumes, 6 items
Access: Open
NC9/4/1

Cd. 8606 'Interim Report on Joint Standing
Industrial Councils'

1917

Command Paper reference Cd. 8606 by the
Reconstruction Committee Sub-Committee on
Relations Between Employers and Employees
[known as the 'Whitley Report']. The sub-committee
suggested in this report, the creation of joint
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councils of employers and employees to settle
disputes and improve relations between employers
and employees. These councils became known as
'Whitley Councils', named after J. H. Whitley, the
Chairman of the sub-committee. The report's
scheme was strongly supported by Neville
Chamberlain [Self 71].
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/4/2

Industrial Reports number 2 'Works Committees.
Report of an Enquiry made by the Ministry of
Labour'

1918

Report relating to enquiry into joint committees of
employers and employees in factories to improve
relations and settle disputes.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/3

'Interim report of the committee appointed by the
Minister of Health to consider and advise on the
principles to be followed in dealing with unhealthy
areas'

1920

Report of committee chaired by Neville
Chamberlain which examined 'unhealthy areas' of
housing in the London area which were
overcrowded.
The report recommended the development of
garden cities; the granting of powers to a regional
body to produce a plan, control transport and
making adjustments to the amount of money
available to local authorities for housing; that
various planning powers should be granted to local
authorities; and that local authorities should be
urged to purchase houses in 'unhealthy areas' and
improve them as a temporary measure.
NC9/3/23 is a duplicate of this item.
1 item
Access: Open
NC9/4/4

'Report of the Committee on Municipal Savings
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Banks'
Report by HM Treasury Committee on Municipal
Savings Banks. Neville Chamberlain, who was
primarily responsible for the foundation of the
Birmingham Municipal Bank, and a key advocate
for legislation to allow the establishment of similar
banks across the country, was one of the
witnesses questioned by the Committee.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/5

Cmd. 4174 'Imperial Economic Conference at
Ottawa 1932'

1932

Command Paper reference Cmd. 4174 containing
a 'summary of proceeding and copies of trade
agreements' at the Imperial Economic Conference
at Ottawa [also known as the Ottawa Conference,
or British Empire Economic Conference].
It was a conference between Canada, the United
Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
Ireland, Newfoundland, India and Southern
Rhodesia, and discussed matters relating to trade
and the economy including discussion of the idea
for the reduction or elimination of tariffs for trade
within the British Empire and the increase of tariffs
for importing goods from outside the Empire.
Neville Chamberlain, who was then Chancellor of
the Exchequer, was one of the seven British
delegates to the conference.
See NC9/4/6 for the appendix to this Command
Paper.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/6

Cmd. 4175 'Imperial Economic Conference at
Ottawa 1932' (appendices)

1932

Command Paper reference Cmd. 4175. This
volume contains the appendices to Cmd. 4174 (see
NC9/4/5).
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC9/4/7-10

Printed letter and leaflets regarding conversion of
the War Loan

1932

Circular printed letter from Neville Chamberlain as
Chancellor of the Exchequer to holders of the War
Loan relating to the conversion of the loan, with
enclosed printed leaflets/notices regarding the
loan.
4 items
Access: Open
NC9/4/11

'Committee on Bird Sanctuaries in Royal Parks
(England) Report for 1936'

1937

Report of the committee detailing the birds seen in
the Royal Parks. It includes references to
observations made by Neville Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/12

'Committee on Bird Sanctuaries in Royal Parks
(England) Report for 1938'

1939

Report of the committee detailing the birds seen in
the Royal Parks. It includes references to
observations made by Neville Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/13

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 21 February 1938

1938

Volume 332 number 58 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Commons on 21 February 1938. The volume
includes the resignation speech of Anthony Eden
as Foreign Secretary and a debate on foreign
policy largely relating to relations with Italy and
Eden's resignation.
1 volume
Access: Open
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NC9/4/14

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 22 February 1938

1938

Volume 332 number 59 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Commons on 22 February 1938. The volume
includes a debate on foreign affairs relating to the
resignation of Anthony Eden as Foreign Secretary
and relations with Italy.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/15

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 23 February 1938

1938

Volume 332 number 60 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Commons on 23 February 1938. The main
topics of debate were: questions to ministers, the
Cinematograph Films Bill, financial provisions for
housing, National Health Insurance and old age
pensions.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/16

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 24 February 1938

1938

Volume 332 number 61 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Commons on 24 February 1938. The main
topics of debate were: questions to ministers,
Cinematograph Films Bill, India and Burma orders,
London and North Eastern Railway Bill, National
Health Insurance (Amendment) Bill, ancient
cottages (Therfield) demolition order, and burning
pit heaps.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/17

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of Lords 1938
4 October 1938
Volume 110 number 99 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Lords on 4 October 1938. The second day of a
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debate on international relations was held on this
day, mainly relating to the Munich Agreement and
Czechoslovakia.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/18

Cmd. 6106 'Documents concerning German-Polish
relations and the outbreak of hostilities between
Great Britain and Germany on September 3, 1939'

1939

Command Paper reference Cmd. 6106
(Miscellaneous No. 9) containing transcripts of
various documents such as correspondence,
speeches and agreements relating to the start of
the Second World War.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/19

Cmd. 6115 'Final Report By The Right Honourable
Sir Neville Henderson G.C.M.G. on the
circumstances leading to the termination of his
mission to Berlin'

1939

Command paper reference Cmd. 6115 (Germany
No. 1).
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/20

Cmd. 6120 'Papers concerning the Treatment of
German Nationals in Germany 1938-1939'

1939

Command Paper reference Cmd. 6120 (Germany
No. 2) containing transcripts mainly of
correspondence relating to the mistreatment of
people in Germany between 1938 and 1939,
including conditions in concentration camps and
persecution and violence against Jewish people.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/21

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 7 May 1940

1940

Volume 360 number 62 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
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containing an account of the debates in the House
of Commons on 7 May 1940. This volume includes
the first day of a debate known as the 'Norway
Debate' relating to the Norwegian Campaign during
which Neville Chamberlain and the Government
were criticized and soon after which Neville
Chamberlain resigned as Prime Minister.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/22

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 8 May 1940

1940

Volume 360 number 63 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Commons on 8 May 1940. This volume includes
the second day of a debate known as the 'Norway
Debate' relating to the Norwegian Campaign during
which Neville Chamberlain and the Government
were criticized and soon after which Neville
Chamberlain resigned as Prime Minister.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/23

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of Lords
12 November 1940

1940

Volume 117 number 98 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Lords on 12 November 1940 (two copies of
volume). The volume includes an account of the
tributes paid to Neville Chamberlain following his
death.
2 volumes
Access: Open
NC9/4/24

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 12 November 1940

1940

Volume 365 number 124 of 'Parliamentary
Debates' containing an account of the debates in
the House of Commons on 12 November 1940.
The volume includes an account of the tributes
paid to Neville Chamberlain following his death.
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1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/25

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 24 February 1942

1942

Volume 378 number 36 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Commons on 24 February 1942. The volume
includes a speech by Winston Churchill (page 39)
regarding his former intention that Neville
Chamberlain would become Leader of the House
of Commons.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/26

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of Lords
21 June 1950

1950

Volume 167 number 33 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Lords on 21 June 1950. The volume includes a
speech during the housing situation debate by the
Lord Archbishop of York who commented on
Neville Chamberlain's 'remarkable mastery over all
matters concerned with housing'.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/27

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
Commons 14 February 1951

1951

Volume 484 number 51 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Commons on 13 and 14 February 1951. The
volume includes a debate on defence which
included a speech by Earl Winterton referring to the
policy of appeasement and Neville Chamberlain,
and a speech by Winston Churchill referring to the
air force being organized before 1940.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/28

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of
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Commons 5 March 1952
Volume 497 number 48 of 'Parliamentary Debates'
containing an account of the debates in the House
of Commons on 5 March 1952. Highlighted in the
volume is a speech by Nigel Birch in which he
stated that if the Second World War had come
earlier that we would not have had adequate fighter
planes ready in time.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC9/4/29

'Parliamentary Debates' ('Hansard') House of Lords
16 March 1955

1955

1 volume
Access: Open
NC10

Publications correspondence

1937-1942

Correspondence relating to: Neville Chamberlain's
article in The Countryman; the book 'Les Trois
Chamberlain' by J. Coudrier de Chassaigne;
Chamberlain's foreword to the German translation
of Austen Chamberlain's 'Politics From The Inside';
and French translations of the books 'The Struggle
For Peace' and 'Notre Payset Les Autres Pays'
which were compilations of Chamberlain's
speeches.
Some other items connected with the publications
are also included such as drafts of Chamberlain's
forewords and agreements regarding publication of
'The Struggle For Peace'.
294 items
Access: Open
NC10/1

Correspondence relating to articles in 'The
Countryman'

1937-1939

Correspondence relating to articles in 'The
Countryman' by Neville Chamberlain.
This includes correspondence with the British
Broadcasting Corporation regarding broadcast of
Chamberlain's 'Bird Life in Downing Street' article;
and correspondence with J. W. Robertson Scott of
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the Countryman requesting a note from
Chamberlain on his recreational activities.
9 items
Access: Open
NC10/2

Correspondence relating to 'Les Trois Chamberlain' 1938-1939
Correspondence relating to his book 'Les Trois
Chamberlain' by J. Coudrier de Chassaigne about
the Chamberlain family. The correspondence is
mainly with de Chassiagne and relates to questions
that de Chassaigne wished to ask Chamberlain
about his family and the gift of a copy of the book
to Chamberlain.
A copy of 'Revue Francaise d'Hérakdique et de
Sigillographie' tome [volume] 2, number 2, which
contains a review of the book is also included.
The book was published in 1939 by Flammarion in
Paris.
13 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
Related material: A copy of the book 'Les Trois
Chamberlain' is held in Special Collections.

NC10/3

Neville Chamberlain's foreword to the German
translation of Austen Chamberlain's 'Politics from
the Inside'

1937-1942

Correspondence relating to Neville Chamberlain's
foreword to the German translation of Austen
Chamberlain's 'Politics from the Inside'; and drafts
of the foreword by Neville Chamberlain. The
correspondence is mainly with Dr F. W. Pick, 21
Esmond Court, Kensington Square, London, the
translator of the German editions of 'Down The
Years' and 'Politics From Inside' by Austen
Chamberlain; and is mainly addressed to or from
Neville Chamberlain. It includes letters to Neville
Chamberlain and his Private Secretary.
Letters from Ida Chamberlain, Ivy Chamberlain and
Mary E. Carnegie relating to the book are also
included. The letter from Ivy Chamberlain also
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relates to Arthur Bryant's illness which is likely to
delay the publication of a book; and the letter from
Mary E. Carnegie also relates to other matters
including films of Neville Chamberlain and Neville
dining with her.
Letters to Anne Chamberlain from Dr F. W. Pick
are also included asking permission for publication
of a letter from Neville Chamberlain for his book
'The Art of Dr Goebbels' are also included.
29 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: The draft foreword was
deposited by Mr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in January
1984.
NC10/4

Correspondence and other papers relating to 'The
Struggle for Peace' and 'Notre Pays et Les Autres
Pays'

1938-1940

Correspondence, agreements, draft foreword,
notes and other items relating to the publication
'The Struggle for Peace', entitled 'In Search Of
Peace' in the USA, a collection of Neville
Chamberlain's speeches compiled by Arthur Bryant
with a foreword by Neville Chamberlain.
The correspondence is mainly between Neville
Chamberlain's Private Secretaries, Raymond
Savage Ltd [literary agents], and Arthur Bryant
[compiler of the book], relating to various matters
regarding the book such as a foreword by Neville
Chamberlain and publication of the British and
foreign editions of the book.
Correspondence relating to another compilation of
Neville Chamberlain's speeches entitled 'Notre
Pays et Les Autres Pays' published by Librairie
Ernest Flammarion is also included.
The file contains the following items:
/1-10: Agreements between Neville Chamberlain
and publishers for the proposed editions in the
British Empire, Netherlands, Italy, Germany, United
States of America, France, Yugoslavia, Poland,
Sweden, Norway.
/11-12: Drafts of foreword for book (manuscript and
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typescript).
/13: Notes of contents of file.
/14-216: Correspondence regarding publication of
'The Struggle for Peace', sorted in date order.
Correspondents include: Arthur Bryant, 37
Ennismore Gardens, London and The White
House, East Claydon, near Bletchley,
Buckinghamshire; Raymond Savage of Raymond
Savage Ltd, Literary, Dramatic and Film Agents; A.
K. van Riemsdijk, 40 Bancroft Avenue, East
Finchley, London (copy of letter); F. W. Pick, 30
Beaufort Gardens, London; Wilhelm Andermann,
owner of 'Zeitgeschichte-Verlag', Berlin; A. V. Kitto,
House of Commons Librarian; Arthur Megaw; and
Hutchinson and Co. publishers. Also includes notes
of meeting with Arthur Bryant; press cutting; royalty
statements; and Annual Report of National Library
for the Blind (1938-39).
/217-243: Correspondence relating to the
publication of 'Notre Pays et les Autres Pays' by
Librairie Ernest Flammarion, and correspondence
relating to requests to translate the Flammarion
collection of speeches into Portuguese and
German. Some letters refer both to 'Notre Pays et
les Autres Pays' and 'The Struggle for Peace'
243 items
Access: Open
Related material: A copy of the book 'In Search of
Peace' (American edition of 'The Struggle for
Peace') is held by Special Collections. The
University of Birmingham Main Library holds a copy
of 'The Struggle for Peace' (the British edition).
NC11

Anne Chamberlain's papers
Correspondence, notebooks, diaries and
miscellaneous papers which belonged or related to
Anne Chamberlain, Neville Chamberlain's wife.

1861-[mid
20th
century]

The series includes a large amount of
correspondence including letters from politicians
and their wives, peers and their wives, and various
other incidivuals. These cover a variety of topics
including political matters; messages of
congratulations and support; historical studies of
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Neville Chamberlain following his death,
particularly Keith Feiling's biography; social
engagements; and personal matters. A small
number of letters addressed to Neville Chamberlain
and others, for example Neville's daughter, Dorothy
Lloyd, have also been placed in this series.
A variety of Anne Chamberlain's own notes such as
her diary of Neville Chamberlain's final days before
his death at Highfield Park and notes of visits to
First World War widows are also contained in the
series.
The series also contains some drafts or transcripts
of speeches by Anne Chamberlain; articles written
by others about Anne Chamberlain; some press
cuttings; and some items she was presented with
by the Italian and Japanese ambassadors.
Administrative history: Anne Vere Cole, who was
known as 'Annie' among her family and friends,
was born in 1882, the daughter of William Utting
and Mary [née de Vere] Cole. She married Neville
Chamberlain in January 1911. She keenly
supported her husband in his political career,
helped with election campaigning, gave speeches,
was involved in the women's groups of the
Conservative and Unionist Party, attended various
public engagements, and hosted various parties
and dinners. Following Neville's death, she was
greatly involved with her husband's historical
legacy. This included her help with the publication
of the official biography of Neville Chamberlain by
Keith Feiling and she contacted various colleagues,
friends and relatives of her husband in order to
obtain copies of correspondence and other
documents for use in the book. She died in 1967.
6 volumes, 1 fascicule, 1641 items
Access: Open
NC11/1

Miscellaneous correspondence
Letters from various people to Anne Chamberlain
and copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain to
various people.

[early-mid
20th
century]

The letters relate to a wide variety of topics such
as: congratulations and support for Anne and
Neville Chamberlain; social engagements; political
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matters; meetings attended by Anne Chamberlain;
books and articles about Neville Chamberlain
following his death; and personal matters.
The correspondents include many politicians and
their wives, peers and their wives, civil servants,
various other individuals including writers, artists,
newspaper editors, family members and friends.
Some examples of important correspondents
include: Princess Alice; Stanley Baldwin; Éamon
De Valéra [Prime Minister of Ireland]; Princess
Elizabeth [later Queen Elizabeth II]; Count Dino
Grandi, [Italian Ambassador to Britain]; Lord
Halifax; W. L. Mackenzie King [Prime Minister of
Canada], and T. S. Eliot.
Some letters to Neville Chamberlain are also
included: /26, /92, /257, /295, /319, /330 (joint letter
to Neville and Anne), /331, /508, /541, /652, /706,
/717, /773, /902, /922. Letters to Dorothy Lloyd
(/939) and Keith Feiling (/984) are also included. A
letter from Gordon Hackney to Mr Forrester (which
was given by Forrester to Dorothy Lloyd) is also
included.
Arrangement: The letters between /1 and /952 are
arranged in alphabetical order of surname; followed
by letters /953 to /976 where the surname was
unidentified at the time of the original sorting and
numbering of the letters, and some miscellaneous
items; then from /977 to /1037 a second sequence
of letters in alphabetical order of surname, which
were a later deposit of letters. Not all letters are in
the correct order within these sequences.
1070 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/1

Correspondence with Aga Khan

1937

Letter from Aga Khan [Shah, Sir Mohamed (18771957) Knight Aga Khan (iii)], Ritz Hotel, Piccadilly,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 7 June.
A letter regarding him sending some mangoes [?]
from his garden.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/2

Correspondence with Helen S. Alex. Dallas

1944

Letter from Helen S. Alex. Dallas, Rocombe, 11a
Woodland Park, Paignton, Devon to Anne
Chamberlain. 23 February.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain's
efforts for peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/3-4

Correspondence with Princess Alice

1937

Letters from Alice [Alice, Mary Victoria Augusta
Pauline (1883-1981) Princess, Countess of
Athlone], Brantridge Park, Balcombe, Sussex to
Anne Chamberlain.
/3: Letter relating to damage to the steps at
Kensington Palace, and accepts an invitation to
lunch. 29 January.
/4: Letter offering some shrubs and thanking Anne
Chamberlain for lunch. 23 February.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/5

Correspondence with Mabel Allenby

[1936]

Letter from Mabel Allenby [Adelaide Mabel Allenby,
née Chapman, wife of Viscount Allenby], 24
Wetherby Gardens, London to Anne Chamberlain.
23 May.
The letter relates to the death of her husband
[Allenby, Edmund Henry Hynman (1861-1936) 1st
Viscount Allenby of Megiddo, Field Marshal].
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/7-8

Correspondence with L. S. Amery

1952

Letter from Leo Amery [Amery, Leopold Charles
Maurice Stennett (1873-1955), politician and
journalist], 112 Eaton Square, London to Anne
Chamberlain; with copy of letter from Anne
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Chamberlain to Amery; and a press cutting relating
to a broadcast by Amery. 17 and 19 September.
The letters relate to obtaining copies of letters from
Neville Chamberlain to Amery.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/9

Correspondence with Ruth Anderson

1940

Letter from Ruth Anderson, Bull Hotel, Cambridge
to Anne Chamberlain; with press cutting. 2
September.
The letter relates to her return home after staying in
Cambridge and forwarded a press cutting referring
to Neville Chamberlain and the postponement of
war.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/10

Correspondence with John M. Andrews, Prime
Minister of Northern Ireland

1940

Letter from John M. Andrews [Andrews, John Miller
(1871-1956) Prime Minister of Northern Ireland],
Stormont Castle, Belfast to Anne Chamberlain. 18
December
The letter is in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain,
following his death.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/11-12

Correspondence with Jelly D'Aranyi
Letter from Jelly D'Aranyi [D'Aranyi, Jelly (18931966) Violinist], 10 Netherton Grove, Fulham Road,
Chelsea, London to Anne Chamberlain. 1 June and
24 September.

[early-mid
20th
century]

The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain's party and
a book.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC11/1/13-15

Correspondence with Earl of Athlone

1938

Letters from Athlone [Cambridge, Alexander
Augustus Frederick William (1874-1957) Earl of
Athlone, Major General], Kensington Palace to
Anne Chamberlain; and (draft?) of letter from Anne
Chamberlain to Athlone. 26, 28 and 29 April.
The letters relate to a request for Anne
Chamberlain to speak at the Annual General
Meeting of the Queen's Institute of District Nursing.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/16-18

Correspondence with Reverend M. E. Aubrey,
General Secretary of the Baptist Union

1938-1951

Letters from M. E. Aubrey [Aubrey, Melbourn
Evans (1885–1957), Baptist minister and
ecumenist], The Baptist Church House, 4
Southampton Row, London and Maryland, 24
Albert Drive, Wimbleton Park, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
/16: Letter relating to a book about Cromwell;
Aubrey and Anne Chamberlain's conversation at
Guildhall; and Reverend P. J. Thomson. 19 May
1938.
/17: Letter offering best wishes; and in appreciation
of Neville Chamberlain's efforts for peace. 12
February 1939
/18: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her 'At
Home' party and suggesting that historical opinion
will become more favourable about Neville
Chamberlain. 29 June 1951.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/19

Correspondence with E. M. Austen

1941

Letter from E. M. Austen, 41 Lennox Gardens,
London to Anne Chamberlain; with press cutting.
11 January.
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The letter relates to a rose named after Neville
Chamberlain, and is of condolence for the death of
Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/20-21

Correspondence with 'Ayaloy'

1937

Letter from 'Ayaloy', 2 Rue Danbigny, Paris, France
and Timbers, Rustington, Sussex to Neville and to
Anne Chamberlain.
/20: Letter congratulating Neville Chamberlain on
his appointment as Prime Minister. 3 June.
/21: Letter relating to 'Ayaloy''s essay on
Chamberlain. 16 July.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/22

Correspondence with Riette Cochrane Baillie

1939

Letter from Riette Cochrane Baillie [née Neilson,
wife of Victor Alexander Brisbane William
Cochrane Baillie (later 3rd Baron Lamington)], The
Lancaster, 7 Rue De Berri, Champs Elysees, Paris,
France to Anne Chamberlain. 18 January.
The letter sent some clips to Anne Chamberlain,
and refers to her being on the same train as Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/23-29

Correspondence with Lucy Baldwin

1923-1936

Letters from Lucy Baldwin [Baldwin, Cissie Lucy
(1869-1945) née Ridsdale, Countess Baldwin of
Bewdley, wife of 1st Earl Baldwin], Chequers,
Princes Risborough, Buckinghamshire; 93 Eaton
Square, London; 10 Downing Street, London to
Anne Chamberlain and Neville Chamberlain.
/23: Letter regarding her husband, Stanley Baldwin
becoming Prime Minister. 26 May 1923.
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/24: Letter regarding: Lucy Baldwin's forthcoming
visit to Birmingham; en election count; Neville
Chamberlain refusing the post of Chancellor of the
Exchequer. 17 November 1924.
/25: Letter inviting Anne Chamberlain to stay at
Chequers. 15 May 1926.
/26: Letter to Neville Chamberlain regarding
Stanley Baldwin's speech during a strike and a
railway agreement being signed. 15 May 1926.
/27: Letter declining invitation to dinner. 29 April
1932.
/28: Letter regarding the engagement of Dorothy
Chamberlain to Stephen Lloyd and about Stephen
Lloyd's father Tom, who was an old friend of the
Baldwins. 25 October 1934.
/29: Letter of sympathy for the death of Anne
Chamberlain's brother. 2 March 1936.
7 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/30-33

Correspondence with Stanley Baldwin (Chancellor
of the Exchequer)

1923-1933

Letters from Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley
(1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley,
statesman], Chequers, Butlers Cross, Aylesbury,
Buckinghamshire to Anne Chamberlain
/30: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for lunch. 5
February 1923.
/31: Letter declining invitation to address rally for
women in Worcestershire. 2 November 1925.
/32: Letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain's
speech. 5 February 1932.
/33: Letter regarding a speech in the Tate Gallery.
26 June 1933.
4 items
Access: Open
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NC11/1/34-37

Correspondence with A. W. Baldwin

1953

Letters from A. W. Baldwin [Baldwin, Arthur
Windham (1904-1976) 3rd Earl Baldwin of
Bewdley], Showborough House, Twyning, near
Tewkesbury to Anne Chamberlain; and copies of
letters from Anne Chamberlain to Baldwin. 6-15
November.
The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain's request
for copies of letters from Neville Chamberlain to A.
W. Baldwin's father, Stanley Baldwin.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/38

Correspondence with Alice Balfour

1926

Letter from Alice Balfour [Balfour, Alice Blanche (d
1936) Author], Whittingehame, Prestonkirk,
Scotland to Anne Chamberlain. 23 July.
The letter relates to portraits by Mr Fiddes Watts
and by Laszlo, and appears to be in response to
Anne Chamberlain wishing to find someone to
paint a portrait of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/39

Correspondence with Countess of Balfour

1938

Letter from Betty Balfour [Balfour, Elizabeth Edith
(1867-1942) nee Lytton, editor, wife of 2nd Earl
Balfour], Fisher's Hill, Woking, Surrey to Anne
Chamberlain. 16 June.
A letter declining invitation to Anne Chamberlain's
party and in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/40-49

Correspondence with Sir Joseph Ball

1954

Letters from Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir George Joseph
(1885-1961) Knight Property and Mine Owner], 1
Cornhill, London and other addresses to Anne
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Chamberlain.
/40-43: Letter with enclosed copies of
correspondence between Lord Norwich and Ball
relating to Ball's denial of allegations that he was a
'secret agent' in negotiations between Count
Grandi [Italian Ambassador to Britain] and Neville
Chamberlain, although he states 'the true story of
my conversations with Grandi (three or four only)
has yet to be written... as its publication would
involve the revelation of certain action taken, at my
suggestion, both by M.I.5 and S.I.S.'; and regarding
a letter that Ball wrote to L. S. Amery on the same
topic. 8 July 1954.
/44: Copy of reply from Anne Chamberlain to /40.
19 July 1954.
/45: Letter regarding Neville Chamberlain's interest
in fishing. 28 October 1954.
/46: Letter regarding Ball's denial in the Evening
Standard of negotiations between Neville
Chamberlain and Count Grandi through an
intermediary. 26 July 1955.
/47: Copy of reply from Anne Chamberlain to /46.
27 July 1955.
/48: Letter regarding rebuttal of story about Grandi
and Ball; with enclosed extract from article. 28 July
1955.
/49: Copy of reply from Anne Chamberlain to /48.
29 July 1955.
11 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/50

Correspondence with F. R. Barry, Canon of
Westminster and Rector of St John’s, Smith
Square, London

1939

Letter from F. R. Barry [Barry, Frank Russell (18901976) clergyman], 6 Little Cloister, Westminster
Abbey, London to Anne Chamberlain. 4 April.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/51-55

Correspondence with Marjorie J. Bates

1940

Letter from Marjorie J. Bates, Janken, 62 Clinton
Crescent, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire to Anne
Chamberlain; with related copy of letter from Miss
Leaf [Secretary to Anne Chamberlain] to John D.
Higham (Admiralty); letter from Higham to Leaf;
and copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Bates.
15 February-9 March.
The letters relate to the death of Bates' husband
serving on HMS Exmouth and her demand for an
enquiry.
5 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/56

Correspondence with C. F. Battiscombe

1939

Letter from C. F. Battiscombe, Hyde Park Hotel,
Knightsbridge, London to Anne Chamberlain. 2
February.
The letter thanks Anne Chamberlain for allowing
him to introduce Kathi Ali bin Hussein al Amri, an
adviser to Prince Seif al Islam Hussein, of Yemen;
and updating Anne Chamberlain on his work and
life since he last met her in Zanzibar.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/57-67

Correspondence with Sir Beverley Baxter; and
articles

1951

Letters from Beverley Baxter [Baxter, Sir Arthur
Beverley (1891-1964) Knight MP], 54 Hamilton
Terrace, London and House of Commons to Anne
Chamberlain; with letter from W. A. Greatwood,
Denmark Garage, Canning Grove, Grove Lane,
London to Baxter; and letter from R. F. Cooke,
Clatterbridge Hospital, Bebington to Baxter.
/57: Letter regarding his appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain. (5 April?) 1951.
/58-59: Letter with enclosed forwarded letter from
W. A. Greatwood to Baxter and page from
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scrapbook regarding Greatwood's respect for
Neville Chamberlain. 11 April 1951.
/60-61: Letter regarding Baxter wishing to write a
biography of Neville Chamberlain in conjunction
with Lord Beaverbrook; with enclosed transcript of
letter from Winston Churchill to Baxter regarding
Cabinet records being unavailable for use by
Baxter and other historians. 14 March 1955.
/62-64: Letter; with enclosed forwarded letter from
Cooke in appreciation of Baxter's article about
Neville Chamberlain and regarding an inscription in
the Town Hall at 's-Hertogenbosch in the
Netherlands commemorating the Munich
Agreement; and postcard. 25 July 1955.
/65: Press cutting of article 'Martyrdom of
Chamberlain' by Baxter in the Evening Standard, 5
January 1943.
/66: Press cutting of article 'Tories Must Heal
Munich Breach' by Baxter in the Evening Standard,
14 September 1943.
/67: Press cutting of article 'Bury It, Mr. Baxter!' by
John Gordon in the Evening Standard, 14
September 1943.
11 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/68-69

Correspondence with Alice Beale

1935

Letters from Alice Beale [née Kenrick, Neville
Chamberlain's aunt], Maple Bank, Church Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain. 1
and 23 July
The letters relate to Dorothy Chamberlain and
Stephen Lloyd's forthcoming wedding.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/70

Correspondence with Duchess of Beaufort

1940

Letter from Mary Beaufort [née Cambridge, wife of
10th Duke of Beaufort], Badminton,
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Gloucestershire to Anne Chamberlain. 17 June.
A letter of thanks.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/71

Correspondence with M. Beckwith

1943

Letter from M. Beckwith, France Cottage, France
Lynch, Stroud, Gloucestershire to Anne
Chamberlain. 4 April.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/72

Correspondence with Florence Bell

1941

Letter from Florence Bell, 116 Beech Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada to Anne Chamberlain;
with press cutting. 29 September.
A letter forwarding her poem in appreciation of
Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/73

Correspondence with Baroness Rennell

[1938]

Letter from Lilias G. Rennell [née Guthrie, wife of
James Rodd 1st Baron Rennell], 39 Bryanston
Square, London to Anne Chamberlain. 19 April.
A letter regarding her relief at the improved
situation regarding Italy following the Anglo-Italian
Agreement; and inviting Anne and Neville
Chamberlain to dinner with Lady Perth [wife of the
British Ambassador to Italy] to celebrate the
agreement.
See also NC11/1/84 for another letter from Rennell.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/74

Correspondence with R. B. Bennett

1939

Letter from R. B. Bennett [Bennett, Richard
Bedford (1870-1947) Viscount Bennett, Prime
Minister of Canada], The May Fair Hotel, Berkeley
Square, London to Anne Chamberlain. 20 June.
A letter with enclosed quotation from Lowell; and
thanking Anne Chamberlain for autographing a
picture.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/75-83

Correspondence with Humphry Berkeley, Political
Education Officer, Conservative Political Centre
London Area

1952

Letters from Humphry Berkeley [Berkeley,
Humphry John (1926-1994) Politician Writer and
Broadcaster], Conservative Political Centre London
Area and 46 Redcliffe Road, Kensington, London
to Anne Chamberlain; copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain and her secretary to Berkeley; and
letter from Beverley Baxter to Anne Chamberlain.
/75-76: Letter from Berkeley and copy of letter from
Anne Chamberlain's secretary regarding request
for copy of Walter Elliot's lecture on Neville
Chamberlain. 26 May and undated.
/77-83: Letters from Berkeley and Baxter and
copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain regarding
Berkeley's proposed short biography of Neville
Chamberlain. 1 September to 29 October.
9 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/84

Correspondence with Baroness Rennell

1939

Letter from Lilias G. Rennell [née Guthrie, wife of
1st Baron Rennell], Palazzo Muccioli, 167 Via
Giulia, Rome, Italy to Anne Chamberlain.
Annotated 'R. 24.1.39' (possibly indicates date of
receipt or reply).
A letter saying that Neville Chamberlain's visit to
Rome was 'an amazing success'.
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See also NC11/1/73 for another letter from Rennell.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/85-86

Correspondence with Princess Marthe Bibesco

1934-1936

Letters from Marthe Bibesco [Bibesco, Marthe
Lucie (1887-1973) Princess, Novelist and
Playwright], 42 Hill Street, Berkeley Square,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/85: Letter in appreciation of her visit to see Anne
Chamberlain. 16 March 1934.
/86: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a gift of
book; and regarding books she planned to send to
Anne Chamberlain. 27 September 1936.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/87

Correspondence with Frank H. Biddle, pharmacist
and photographer

1916

Letter from Frank H. Biddle, Warwick Road, Olton,
[near Solihull] to Anne Chamberlain. 5 July.
A letter regarding him sending some photographers
taken on Anne Chamberlain's visit to the Rookery.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/88

Correspondence with F. S. Birch

1941

Letter from F. S. Birch, St James Park, London. 4
February.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a
photograph and regarding his appreciation of
Neville Chamberlain's interest in the park and
gardens.
The letter is annotated to indicate it is from the
head gardener at Downing Street.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/89-93

Correspondence with 1st Baron Birdwood

[19381939]

Letters from Birdwood [Birdwood, William Riddell
(1865-1951) 1st Baron Birdwood, Field Marshal],
Deal Castle, Kent and Peterhouse, Cambridge to
Anne Chamberlain and Neville Chamberlain.
/89: Letter to Anne Chamberlain of congratulations
on Neville Chamberlain's seventieth birthday; and
of support for Neville Chamberlain. 17 March
[1939].
/90: Letter to Anne Chamberlain regretting attacks
made on Neville Chamberlain by Lloyd George. 24
May [1938].
/91: Letter to Anne Chamberlain in support of
Neville Chamberlain; regretting attacks made on
Chamberlain by Cartland, Sinclair and others; and
regarding Birdwood's personal and family news. 4
August [1939].
/92: Letter to Neville Chamberlain thanking
Chamberlain for granting a peerage to Birdwood;
and regarding Birdwood's work at Peterhouse
College, Cambridge. 1 January (marked 1937 but
the content of the letter indicates it dates to 1938).
/93: Letter to Anne Chamberlain of Christmas
greetings. 23 December 1938.
/93A: Letter in support of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain following the declaration of war. 3
[September 1939] (the letter is dated 3 November,
but is annotated as having been replied to on 4
September 1939).
6 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/94-105

Correspondence with Oswald and Rhoda Birley

[19371940]

Letters from Oswald Birley [Birley, Sir Oswald
Hornby Joseph (1880–1952), painter] and Rhoda
Birley [née Pike, wife of Sir Oswald Hornby Joseph
Birley], The Corner House, 62 Wellington Road,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/94: Letter from Oswald Birley regarding
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cancellation of sitting for portrait due to death of
father-in-law. 30 (January or June) 1933.
/95: Letter from Oswald Birley expressing delight at
a portrait being approved of at Birmingham. 2 April
1933.
/96: Letter from Oswald Birley regarding portrait
being hung in the Royal Academy; and regarding a
photograph of Neville Chamberlain in the Times. 20
April 1933.
/97-98: Letters from Oswald Birley regarding a
portrait of Neville Chamberlain. 9 December 1938
and 28 January 1939.
/99: Letter from Oswald Birley regarding his illness
with bronchitis; the portrait of Neville Chamberlain;
and a portrait of the King at Windsor. 21 April 1939.
/100: Letter from Oswald Birley regretting that Anne
Chamberlain was unable to visit for the opera at
Glyndebourne; suggests that he can vastly improve
a portrait if he can have 'one long serious sitting to
the head'; and inviting Anne Chamberlain to visit for
lunch. 23 May 1939.
/101: Letter from Rhoda Birley thanking Anne
Chamberlain for a dinner party; and regarding a
series of 'mini-statements' about Rhoda Birley and
her work published in the Evening Standard. 31
March 1939.
/102: Letter from Oswald Birley regarding his
recovery from illness; a ladybird at Windsor; and
the portrait of Neville Chamberlain. 9 May 1939.
/103: Letter from Rhoda Birley inviting Anne and
Neville Chamberlain to visit for a Glyndebourne
Opera weekend. 10 May 1939.
/104: Letter from Rhoda Birley of thanks for a party.
[1937-1940].
/105: Letter from Oswald Birley regarding the
portrait of Neville Chamberlain. [1937-1940].
12 items
Access: Open
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NC11/1/106

Correspondence with Birmingham General Hospital 1922
Letter from A. S. R. Cancy[?], House Governor,
The General Hospital, Birmingham to Anne
Chamberlain. 28 November.
A letter relating to a woman who Anne
Chamberlain promised to help to obtain an
abdominal belt.
1 item
Access: Open

NC11/1/107-114

Correspondence with Birmingham Natural History
and Philosophical Society

1941-1948

Letters from John W. Moore and W. Bowater,
Birmingham Natural History and Philosophical
Society, Birmingham to the Executors of Neville
Chamberlain and to Anne Chamberlain; and copy
of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Moore and to
Bowater. 11 January 1941; 27 and 28 November,
12 and 23 December 1947; 10 and 12 March, 19
July 1948
The letters relate to a request for copies of the
Society's publications which had been lost following
the bombing of the Society's rooms, and also
regarding the destruction in the bombing of
volumes on entomology which had been presented
by Neville Chamberlain. Anne Chamberlain
responded to the request sending various books
and journals.
8 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/115

Correspondence with F. Catherine Black

1940

Letter from F. Catherine Black, Windyridge, Long
Edge Lane, Wingerworth, Chesterfield to Anne
Chamberlain. 13 May.
A letter of tribute to Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/116

Correspondence with Sir Reginald Blair

1940

Letter from Reginald Blair [Blair, Sir Reginald
(1881-1962) politician], Park Lane Hotel, Piccadilly,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 17 June.
A letter relating to the death in action of his son.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/117

Correspondence with Robert Blake

1955

Letter from Robert Blake [Blake, Robert Norman
William (1916-2003) Baron Blake, historian and
college head], Thornhill, Harberton Mead, Oxford to
Anne Chamberlain. 12 December.
The letter relates to some of Neville Chamberlain's
papers which Anne Chamberlain showed him; and
refers to Neville Chamberlain's diary and says that
he would like to use it if he writes his proposed
book on British politics from 1923 to 1940.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/118

Correspondence with Comtesse Mathilde Turquet
de la Boisserie

1938

Letter from Mathilde Turquet de la Boisserie to
Anne Chamberlain. 29 September.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain's
efforts for peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/119

Correspondence with Georges Bonnet, French
Minister of Foreign Affairs

1939

Note from Georges Bonnet [Bonnet, Georges
(1889-1973) politician] to Anne Chamberlain, given
at the Lord Mayor of London's banquet. 22 March
1939
The note states 'Plaie d'argent n'est pas mortelle'
which is a French proverb, similar to the English
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saying 'money isn't everything'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/120-120A

Correspondence with Evangeline Booth, General of 1939
the Salvation Army
Letters from Evangeline Booth [Booth, Evangeline
(1865-1950) General of Salvation Army], Salvation
Army International Headquarters, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
/120: A letter of sympathy for Anne and Neville
Chamberlain 'during these days of seething
anxiety'. 18 March.
/120A: A letter of support for Neville Chamberlain
and his 'heroic and holy efforts to bring the present
impending crisis to a peaceful and helpful
conclusion'. 31 August.
2 items
Access: Open

NC11/1/121

Correspondence with Alfred C. Bossom

[1938]

Letter from Alfred C. Bossom [Bossom, Alfred
Charles (1881-1965) Baron Bossom, politician], 5
Carlton Gardens, London to Anne Chamberlain. 30
September.
A letter of admiration for Neville Chamberlain
following the signing of the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/122

Correspondence with Annie Botha

1927

Letter from Annie Botha, 94 Holland Road,
Kensington, London to Anne Chamberlain. 22
February.
A letter accepting an invitation to lunch.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/123

Correspondence with Nadia Boulanger

[c. 1938]

Letter from Nadia Boulanger [Boulanger, Nadia
(1887-1979) conductor and lecturer], Les
Maisonettes, Hanneucourt, Par Gargenville to
Anne Chamberlain.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC11/1/124

Correspondence with Winifred Bowes Lyon

1939

Letter from Winifred Bowes Lyon, 71 Cadogan
Gardens, London to Anne Chamberlain. 15
February.
A letter regarding her daughter [Pamela Douglas
Hamilton] being unable to attend a party tomorrow,
but suggests that Anne Chamberlain invites her for
a party on the 23rd instead.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/125

Correspondence with Sir Edward C. G. Boyle,
Parliamentary Private Secretary to the UnderSecretary for Air

1952

Letter from Edward C. G. Boyle [Boyle, Edward
Charles Gurney (1923-1981) Baron Boyle of
Handsworth], House of Commons to Anne
Chamberlain. 21 October.
A letter regarding Mr Birch's speech in the House
of Commons suggesting that Britain would not
have had adequate fighter aircraft if the Second
World War had started earlier; and accepting an
invitation to dinner.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/126

Correspondence with Viscountess Boyne

[19391945]

Letter from Margaret Boyne [wife of 9th Viscount
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Boyne], Burwarton House, Bridgnorth to Anne
Chamberlain. 10 July (year not given).
A letter relating to the death of her son.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/127

Correspondence with Rupert Brabner

1940

Letter from Rupert Brabner [Brabner, Rupert Arnold
(1911-1945) politician], RNAS, Eastleigh,
Hampshire to Anne Chamberlain. 28 July.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a luncheon
party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/128

Correspondence with Baroness Brabourne

[1939]

Letter from Doreen Brabourne [née Browne, wife of
Michael Herbert Rudolf Knatchbull (5th Baron
Brabourne)], 7 Upper Belgrave Street, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 23 March.
A letter regarding the death of her husband and
thanking Anne Chamberlain for her sympathy and
flowers.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/129

Correspondence with Julia Bramlilla

1938

Letter from Julia Bramlilla, Grand Hotel, Rome,
Italy to Anne Chamberlain. 1 December.
The letter relates to: Count Ciano's speech which
gave 'more enthusiasm for the Prime Minister and
England than for any other country'; 'intense dislike
of France' in Italy; the USA and Republican
elections having 'filled people with hope'; the
'[American] President's attitude towards Germans
and the Jews'; and 'the free press question'.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/130-131

Correspondence with Caroline B. Bridgeman

1935-1939

Letters from Caroline B. Bridgeman [Bridgeman,
Dame Caroline Beatrix (1872-1961) nee Parker,
Conservative politician and Governor of BBC, wife
of Viscount Bridgeman], Leigh Manor, Minsterley,
Shropshire and 8 Knightsbridge Court, Sloane
Street, London to Anne Chamberlain.
/130: Letter relating to the death of her husband
[Bridgeman, William Clive (1864-1935) 1st
Viscount Bridgeman, statesman]. 6 October 1935.
/131: Letter 'to tell you how much you and Neville
are in my thoughts' 'in these anxious days' and
regarding her fishing trip. 22 August 1939.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/132-134

Correspondence with William C. Bridgeman, First
Lord of the Admiralty

1927-1928

Letters from William C. Bridgeman (later 1st
Viscount Bridgeman)[Bridgeman, William Clive
(1864-1935) 1st Viscount Bridgeman, statesman],
Leigh Manor, Minsterley, Shropshire to Anne
Chamberlain.
/132: Letter accepting invitation to address 'the
Midlandesses' on 22 March and regarding his
proposed speech; and regarding Anne
Chamberlain's forthcoming visit to Gibraltar. 29
December 1927.
/133: Letter regarding his forthcoming speech in
Birmingham. 18 March 1928.
/134: Letter in appreciation of Anne Chamberlain's
speech and saying that he was 'much impressed
with the gathering'. 24 March 1928.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/135-145

Correspondence with Sir Edward Bridges,
Permanent Secretary, HM Treasury
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Letters from Edward Bridges [Bridges, Edward
Ettingdene (1892-1969) 1st Baron Bridges, civil
servant], Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, London;
and copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain to
Bridges; and typescript note of a conversation
between Bridges, Anne and Hilda Chamberlain on
14 July 1952. 2, 8, 16, 17, 21 July, 17, 22
September, 25 November 1952; 10 December
1953.
The letters relate to a request for N. H. Gibbs, a
historian, writing a volume on the military
preparation made against Germany between 1931
and 1939, to access Neville Chamberlain's papers.
11 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/146

Article by (Collin Brooks?)

1952

Cutting of a brief article or editorial from 'Truth'
dated 13 June 1952 entitled 'Man of Munich'
regarding Lord Simon's autobiography and Neville
Chamberlain. A note 'Mr. Collin Brooks' is with the
cutting, suggesting the article is by Collin Brooks
who was the editor of 'Truth'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/147

Poem by Alexander Pope

[c. 1938]

A poem which appears to be in support of Neville
Chamberlain following the Munich Agreement. The
poem is written on paper headed 'From The
Honble. Eleanor Brougham'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/148

Correspondence with A. Brown on behalf of A C
1/c Crew

1939

Copy of letter from A. Brown on behalf of A C 1/c
Crew, Balloon Barrage, Horse Guards Parade,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 14 November.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for the games
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she sent to the balloon barrage crew.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/149

Correspondence with D. Clifton Brown, Speaker of
the House of Commons

1944

Letter from D. Clifton Brown [Brown, Douglas
Clifton (1879-1958) politician], Ruffside Hall,
Shotley Bridge, County Durham to Anne
Chamberlain. 1 September.
A letter regarding book 'Munich: Before and After'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/150

Correspondence with Ernest Brown, Minister of
Health

1942

Letter from Ernest Brown [Brown, Ernest (18821962) Statesman], Newhaven, 254 Camden Road,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 7 January.
A letter regarding some books; in appreciation of
Neville Chamberlain; and regarding his work as
Minister of Health.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/151

Correspondence with G. Clifton Brown

[c. 1938]

Letter from Eirene Clifton Brown [Mary Eirene
Clifton Brown née Hodges, wife of Howard Clifton
Brown], Holmbush, Faygate, Sussex to Anne
Chamberlain. 8 November (year not given).
The letter relates to a 'heated argument' she
observed between two women about Neville
Chamberlain's foreign policy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/152

Correspondence with Ernest Brown, Minister of
Labour
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Letter from Ernest Brown [Brown, Ernest (18821962) Statesman], Ministry of Labour to Anne
Chamberlain. 13 July.
The letter appears to relate to Anne Chamberlain
being unable to attend a meeting of 'our women'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/153

Correspondence with Major R. Brown, Secretary,
London Municipal Society

1942

Letter from R. Brown, London Municipal Society to
Anne Chamberlain. 23 November.
A letter giving an extract of a letter from Brown's
brother in Cuba who had changed his opinion over
Neville Chamberlain and the Munich Agreement
saying that 'if Chamberlain had'nt [sic.] played for
all the time he got...a pretty mess would be ours'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/154

Correspondence with H. Douglas Bruce

1940

Letter from H. Douglas Bruce, The Mission House,
Marston Street, Oxford, Oxfordshire to Anne
Chamberlain. 11 November.
A letter of condolence on the death of Neville
Chamberlain and in appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain, from the former priest-in-charge of All
Saints and St Margaret's on Andros Island in the
Bahamas.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/155-161

Correspondence with Sir Charles Bruce-Gardner

1954

Letter from C. Bruce-Gardner [Gardner, Sir Charles
Bruce- (1887-1960) Knight Industrialist], 66
Cannon Street, London to Anne Chamberlain; and
copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain to BruceGardner; with memorandum by Bruce-Gardner
about rearmament before the Second World War.
27 January, 1 and 2 February, 21 and 28
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September, and 14 October 1954.
The letters relate to Bruce-Gardner's memorandum
in which he argues that Neville Chamberlain greatly
accelerated the rearmament programme in
preparation for war; and gave time for rearmament
of the Royal Air Force and for the change to build
aircraft with new designs and methods of
construction. It also argues that Britain would not
have been able to have won the Battle of Britain if
this rearmament had not occurred in the years
before. He supports his arguments with his
personal recollections of rearmament having been
Chairman of the Society of British Aircraft
Constructors and a member of the Air Council
Committee on Supply in the period before the war.
7 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/162

Correspondence with Captain J. C. H. Brunt

1940

Letter from J. C. H. Brunt [Capt.], The Stone
House, St Julian's Friars, Shrewsbury to Anne
Chamberlain. 9 November.
A letter regretting Neville Chamberlain's illness;
and in support of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/163-169

Correspondence with Arthur Bryant

1937-1954

Letters from Arthur Bryant [Bryant, Sir Arthur
Wynne Morgan (1899-1985), Knight, historian], 37c
Ennismore Gardens, London and other addresses
to Anne Chamberlain; with article about Neville
Chamberlain extracted from the 'Illustrated London
News'.
/163: Letter regarding sending some of his books to
Anne Chamberlain; and a response to an enquiry
regarding descendants of Lady Lichfield. 24
October 1937.
/164-166: A letter in appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain; suggesting that the Munich
Agreement gave 'vital breathing space' to prepare
for war; and regarding a bottle of wine he planned
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to send to Anne Chamberlain. A transcript of the
letter and a copy of Anne Chamberlain's reply are
also included. 14 and 17 May 1954.
/167: Letter declining an invitation; and saying 'it is
interest to see how you husband is being slowly
proved...to have been right'. 18 March 1946.
/168: Letter declining an invitation; and saying that
he is 'greatly looking forward to the publication of
Keith Feiling's book ['Life of Neville
Chamberlain']...I believe it will prove a great classic
of a great and classic life'. 27 November 1946.
/169: Press cutting of article by Arthur Bryant
referring to Neville Chamberlain in the 'Our Note
Book' column of the 'Illustrated London News' 13
November 1943.
7 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/170-171

Correspondence with John Buchan

1930

Letter from John Buchan [Buchan, John (18751940) 1st Baron Tweedsmuir, novelist, historian,
MP, governor-general of Canada], Elsfield Manor,
Oxford to Anne Chamberlain; and typescript copy
of 'Mary of Scots' Last Prayer' sent by Buchan. 12
January.
The letter relates to his visits to Birmingham and
the Cotswolds.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/172

Correspondence with Edward Bridges

1956

Letter from Edward Bridges [Bridges, Edward
Ettingdene (1892-1969) 1st Baron Bridges, civil
servant], Goodmans Furze, Headley, Epsom,
Surrey to Anne Chamberlain. 23 December.
A letter relating to his retirement.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/173

Correspondence with Duchess of Buccleuch

1939

Letter from 'Mollie (Buccleuch)' [Scott, Vreda
Esther Mary Montagu-Douglas- (1900-1993)
Duchess of Buccleuch, nee Lascelles], 2
Grosvenor Place, London to Anne Chamberlain. 24
March.
A letter 'to say how much I [Buccleuch] admired
you this week'; regarding the visit of Lebrun
[French President] and Bonnet [French foreign
minister] and their visit to the opera; and regarding
James Stuart, and him being 'furious that there
should be any recalcitrants in the 'party' ' but saying
that they are 'much more united behind the P.M.
now'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/174

Correspondence with R.A. Butler, Under-Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs

1940

Letter from R.A. Butler [Butler, Richard Austen
[Rab], Baron Butler of Saffron Walden (1902–
1982), politician], Foreign Office to Anne
Chamberlain. 5 August.
A letter in which Butler says he is glad that Neville
Chamberlain 'is making such a satisfactory
recovery' and that Neville Chamberlain is being
missed.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/175

Correspondence with Sydney E. Butler

[c. 1939]

Letter from Sydney E. Butler, 3 Smith Square,
Westminster, London to Anne Chamberlain. 12
December (year not given).
The letter declines an invitation to lunch, and
expresses his 'gratitude and confidence in the
Prime Minister'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/176-181

Correspondence with Mosa Anderson

1951-1952

Letters from Mosa Anderson, Charlton Cottage,
Peaslake, Surrey to Anne Chamberlain; copies of
letters from Anne Chamberlain to Anderson; and
some pages of draft for book. 29 January, 8, 9, 12
March 1951; 11 March 1952.
The letters relate to Anderson's book on the life of
Lord Noel-Buxton and her request to publish
extracts of letters from Neville Chamberlain. Some
typescript pages from the draft of Anderson's book
are also included.
6 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/182-184

Correspondence with Harold A. Caccia

1938

Letter from H. A. Caccia [Caccia, Harold Anthony
(1905-1990) Baron Caccia of Abernant, diplomat],
Foreign Office to C. G. L. Syers [Syers, Sir Cecil
George Lewis (1903-1981) civil servant] [Private
Secretary to the Prime Minister]; copy of letters
from Syers to Caccia; and note.
The letters relate to an invitation by M. Edmond
Labbé on behalf of the Comité du Monument élevé
à la Gloire des Mères Françaises' to attend the
inauguration of the monument. The invitation was
declined.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/185

Correspondence with Emmeline Cadbury

1939

Letter from Emmeline Cadbury, Wast Hills, Kings
Norton, Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain. 21
March.
A letter of sympathy for Anne and Neville
Chamberlain 'for this most cruel blow to his
splendid work' [the invasion by Germany of the
remaining part of Czechoslovakia].
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/186-188

Correspondence with C. M. Campbell and E. M.
Watson, Private Secretary to the Prime Minister

1941-1942

Letter from C. M. Campbell to Anne Chamberlain;
letter from E. M. Watson [Watson, Edith Margaret
(d. 1953) civil servant] to C. M. Campbell; and copy
of letter from C. M. Campbell to E. M. Watson.
/186-187: Copy of letter from Campbell to Watson;
and letter from Watson to Campbell regarding a
photograph of Neville Chamberlain to be hung with
the photographs of other Prime Ministers at 10
Downing Street. 18 and 24 February 1941.
/188: Letter from Campbell to Anne Chamberlain
regarding: searching for Anne Chamberlain's
possessions; Anne Chamberlain's request for a
specimen signature of Neville Chamberlain for
reproduction of the signature; Campbell becoming
an 'official' secretary at the Private Office; and
other matters. 11 January 1942.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/189-191

Correspondence with Charles A. Carter

1941

Letter from Charles A. Carter, 10 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London to Anne Chamberlain; and copy
of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Carter. 17, 27
and 29 January.
The letters relate to Carter's request for 'some little
thing' belonging to Neville Chamberlain.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/192-193

Correspondence with Private A. Chadwick

[19141916]

Letter from A. Chadwick, B. Company, 14
Worcesters, British Expeditionary Force, France to
Anne Chamberlain.
/192: A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
parcel, and relating to the war. 14 September 1915.
/193: Postcard with embroidery on front and a
printed card 'Good news from France'. The
postcard with an embroidered message 'Greetings
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from France' states 'Please except [sic.] this little
emblem of respect'. [1914-1916].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/194

Correspondence with Marina Chavchavadze

[1938]

Letter from Marina Chavchavadze, Chapel House,
Mattock Lane, London to Anne Chamberlain. 25
September
A letter in support of Chamberlain's efforts for
peace, and regarding Dorothy Kerin.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/195

Correspondence with 1st Baron Charnwood

1939

Letter from Charnwood [Benson, Godfrey
Rathbone (1864–1945) 1st Baron Charnwood,
politician and writer], 14 Chelsea Court,
Embankment, London to Anne Chamberlain. 4
July.
A letter relating to a story that Lady Oxford had
sent a book to Neville Chamberlain as a present in
ignorance of the criticism of Neville Chamberlain
contained in the book; and confirming that she is a
strong supporter of Neville Chamberlain.
The letter has been labelled in pencil by an
unknown person as being from the 2nd Baron
Charnwood, but this appears to be incorrect as the
2nd Baron did not succeed as Baron Charnwood
until 1945
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/196

Correspondence with Evan Charteris
Letter from Evan Charteris [Charteris, Sir Evan
Edward (1864-1940) Knight Biographer and
Barrister], 118 Eaton Square, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 11 February (year not given).

[early-mid
20th
century]

The letter relates to a book by Mr Spielmann that
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Charteris sent to Anne Chamberlain in which there
is 'an active and interesting support of the bust
[sculpture]'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/197

Correspondence with 1st Baron Chatfield

[1938]

Letter from Chatfield [Chatfield, Alfred Ernle
Montacute (1873-1967) 1st Baron Chatfield,
Admiral of the Fleet], Army and Navy Club, London
to Anne Chamberlain. 29 September (year not
given).
A letter of admiration for Neville Chamberlain and
for him having 'done more than his greatest
admirers thought possible'. This appears to relate
to his efforts for peace during the Munich Crisis.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/198-200

Correspondence with Lillian Chatfield (Baroness
Chatfield from 1937 onwards)

[1930s1940s]

Letters from Lillian Chatfield [wife of 1st Baron
Chatfield], 61 Westminster Gardens, London and
other addresses to Anne Chamberlain.
/198: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
party. 30 March [1930s-1940s].
/199: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a visit
to Chequers; and regarding sending a gift of eye
masks. 11 September [1937-1940].
/200: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a visit
to Chequers. 1 November [1937-1940].
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/201

Correspondence with Quo Tai-Chi

1937

Letter from Quo Tai-Chi, Chinese Embassy,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 16 June.
The letter relates to a book 'Lyrics from the
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Chinese' by Helen Waddell; and says that he will
be sending two books to Anne Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/202-205

Correspondence with Clementine S. Churchill

1940-1965

Letters from Clementine S. Churchill [Churchill,
Clementine Ogilvy Spencer- (1885-1977) Baroness
Spencer-Churchill], 10 Downing Street, Whitehall,
London to Anne Chamberlain. Clementine Churchill
was the wife of Winston Churchill.
/202: Letter of sympathy for Neville Chamberlain's
illness. 30 July 1940.
/203: Letter inviting Neville and Anne Chamberlain
to stay for a week at Chequers during his recovery.
5 August 1940.
/204: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
letter and saying that 'we do pray that he may be
adequate for the task'. This probably relates to
Winston Churchill becoming Prime Minister. 1
November 1951.
/205: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
letter, presumably a letter of condolence for
Winston Churchill's death in the previous month. 23
February 1965
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/205A

Correspondence with Sir Winston S. Churchill

1956

Letter from Winston S. Churchill [Churchill, Sir
Winston Leonard Spencer (1874-1965) Knight,
statesman and historian], Chartwell, Westerham,
Kent to Anne Chamberlain. 10 January.
A letter saying that he will send copies of any
letters he has from Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/206

Correspondence with 5th Earl of Clanwilliam

1938

Letter from Clanwilliam [Meade, Arthur Vesey
(1873-1953) 5th Earl of Clanwilliam], Carlton Club,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 3 June.
A letter regarding a portrait to be painted of Neville
Chamberlain by Sir James Gunn.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/207

Correspondence with 6th Earl of Clarendon

1939

Letter from Clarendon [Villiers, George Herbert
Hyde (1877-1955) 6th Earl of Clarendon], Pitt
House, Hampstead, London to Anne Chamberlain.
7 January.
A letter offering his 'best wishes' to Anne and
Neville Chamberlain for 1939 and wishing 'the best
of luck and success' for his mission to Rome.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/208-213

Correspondence with Cyril Clemens, President,
International Mark Twain Society

1942-1945

Letter from Cyril Clemens, Webster Groves,
Missouri; and copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain to Cyril Clemens; with leaflet
regarding the International Mark Twain Society;
article by W. L. Mackenzie King about Neville
Chamberlain extracted from the Mark Twain
Quarterly; and a photograph of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain extracted from a magazine/journal. 30
April 1942, 20 August 1945 and 16 December
1945.
The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain being
elected to Honorary Membership of the
International Mark Twain Society, and thanks to
Clemens for a page from the Mark Twain Quarterly.
6 items
Access: Open
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NC11/1/214

Correspondence with M. E. Clynes

1924

Letter from M. E. Clynes [Mary Elizabeth Clynes
née Harper, wife of John Robert Clynes], 41 St
John's Road, Putney, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 4 February.
A letter regarding 'number 11', a house which
Clynes is to move into.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/215-216

Correspondence with Nina Cohen

[19371940]

Letter from Nina Cohen, 8 Cadogan Mansions,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/215: A letter of congratulations on Anne
Chamberlain's speech at the Queen's Hall and in
appreciation of Neville and Anne Chamberlain. 10
May [1937-1940].
/216: Letter regarding the appreciation of Anne
Chamberlain's party by a Canadian woman. 7 June
[1939].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/217

Correspondence with Alice Colclough

1941

Letter from Alice Colclough, View Royal,
Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada to
Anne Chamberlain. 5 October.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/218

Correspondence with Lady Constance Stanier

[1943]

Letter from Connie [Sarah Constance Stanier née
Gibbons, wife of Sir Beville Stanier], The Citadel,
Weston, Shrewsbury to Anne Chamberlain; with
enclosed press cutting. 1 November.
A letter forwarding a press cutting 'Germany Is
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Bewildered and Angry with Its Old Idols' which
refers to Neville Chamberlain and hoping that Anne
Chamberlain will see her soon and that they will try
to see Lady Harlech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/219

Correspondence with Eleanor Cole

1939

Letter from Eleanor Cole, 14 Buckingham Palace
Gardens, London to Anne Chamberlain. 6 June.
A letter of thanks for Anne Chamberlain's party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/220

Correspondence with Lady Sibyl Colefax

[c. 1938]

Letter from Sibyl [Colefax, Sibyl (1872-1950) Lady
Colefax, Society Hostess], Sibyl Colefax Ltd, 24
Bruton Street, Mayfair, London to Anne
Chamberlain. Not dated.
The letter is in appreciation of 'those beautiful
rooms', possibly referring to 10 Downing Street,
following its refurbishment, and refers to Neville
Chamberlain having 'overcome the difficulties of
our tragic world by his calm courage and invincible
character'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/221

Correspondence with Jesse Collings

1911

Letter from Jesse Collings [Collings, Jesse (18311920) Politician], Edgbaston, Birmingham to Anne
Chamberlain. 23 October.
A letter of thanks for some pheasants.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/222-223

Correspondence with Godfrey P. Collins

[1910s1930s]

Letter from Godfrey P. Collins [Collins, Godfrey
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Pattison (1875-1936) Liberal Politician], 4 Smith
Square, Westminster, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
/222: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for
attending Collins' daughter's wedding. 13 July
/223: Letter relating to some letters passed
between Lord and Lady Lytton and Anne
Chamberlain. 31 December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/224-226

Correspondence with J. R. Colville, Joint Principal
Private Secretary to the Prime Minister

1954

Letters from Jock Colville [Colville, Sir John Rupert
(1915-1987), Knight, diplomat], 10 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London to Anne Chamberlain; and copy
of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Colville. 16, 19
and 21 March.
The letter relates to an enquiry for a biography
being written about the late King, asking whether
Neville Chamberlain's papers contain any
information on the King's conversation with
President Roosevelt on 10 June 1939. Anne
Chamberlain replied that she was unable to find
any information.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/227

Correspondence with T. Comyn-Platt

1937

Letter from T. Comyn-Platt [Platt, Thomas Comyn(1875-1961) politician], Carlton Club, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 23 March.
A letter of condolence on the death of Austen
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/228-229

Correspondence with Duff Cooper, Financial
Secretary to the Treasury
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Letter from Duff Cooper [Cooper, Alfred Duff (18901954) 1st Viscount Norwich], 90 Gower Street,
London and Admiralty to Anne Chamberlain.
/228: Letter accepting invitation to luncheon. 18
February 1935.
/229: Letter sending a copy of a paper (not
included) he read to the Horatian Society. 24
November 1937.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/230

Correspondence with George Courthope

1942

Letter from George Courthope, Carlton Club,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 21 January.
A letter of comfort for Anne Chamberlain in her
grievance for Neville Chamberlain, and suggesting
that 'the time will come' when people 'will bless the
name of Mr Chamberlain for the extra year he gave
us to prepare for the German onslaught'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/231-232

Correspondence with Lady Craigie

[c. 1938]

Letter from Pleasant Craigie [née Stovall, wife of
Sir Robert Leslie Craigie, British Ambassador to
Japan], British Embassy, Tokyo, Japan to Anne
Chamberlain. The letters include detailed
discussions about the state of relations between
Britain and Japan.
/231: Letter mainly relating to relations between
Britain and Japan including about the Tientsin
Incident, the Japanese Government being
intimidated by extremists influenced by the
Germans, German propaganda in Japan, and
regarding 'the better classes' in Japan remaining as
supporters of England; and in appreciation of
Neville Chamberlain. 21 July 1939.
/232: Letter mainly relating to relations between
Britain and Japan suggesting that there is now 'a
happier situation'. It discusses: the Italians and
Germans 'trying to win the Japanese over';
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ignorance by the Japanese public of crimes by
Japanese soldiers in China; Britain 'regaining our
old influence and place in Japan'; support for
Britain by the Japanese Emperor and 'the three
most important' Cabinet members but a lack of
support from the Japanese Navy; improved
relations with the Japanese press. The letter also
discusses her life in Japan. 24 June [c. 1938].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/233-234

Correspondence with Baroness Cranworth

[1938]

Letter from Vera Cranworth [née Ridley, wife of 2nd
Baron Cranworth], Grundisburgh Hall, Suffolk to
Anne Chamberlain; with note regarding Madame
de Laminne and her daughters. 10 November.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain, and
asking her to ask Neville Chamberlain to 'sign a
word' to Madame Laminne of Liege for her and her
two daughters who had all wrote letters of gratitude
and admiration for Neville Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/235

Correspondence with Nancy Croft

[19371940]

Letter from Nancy Croft [née Borwick, wife of Henry
Page Croft (Baron Croft from May 1940)], 15
Southwell Gardens, Gloucester Road, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 5 April.
A letter regarding 'H.', presumably her husband,
Henry, seeming 'practically well' and in
appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/236-238

Correspondence with 1st Baron Croft

[1938]1940

Letter from Croft [Croft, Henry Page (1881-1947)
1st Baron Croft, politician], 69 Cadogan Gardens,
London to Anne Chamberlain; with printed letter
'National Unity' and printed speech 'The Vindication
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of Great Britain and Strategic Facts'. 5 December
A letter sending Croft's publications (included with
the letter): a printed copy of a letter entitled
'National Unity' to an 'important journal which
declined to publish' dated 20 July 1939 in support
of Neville Chamberlain; and printed copy of a
speech made by Croft during a House of Commons
debate on 5 October [1938] entitled 'The
Vindication of Great Britain and Strategic Facts'.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/239

Correspondence with Countess Cromer

1939

Letter from Ruby Cromer [née Elliot, wife of 2nd
Earl of Cromer], 12 Montagu Square, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 30 June.
A letter regretting being unable to attend Anne
Chamberlain's party; and in support of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/240

Correspondence with 1st Baron Darling

[1910s1930s]

Letter from Darling [Darling, Charles John (18491936) Baron Darling, author], 81 Albert Hall
Mansions, London to Anne Chamberlain. 25
February.
The letter relates to quotations from Byron and a
massacre in Sicily on 30 March 1282.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/241-244

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Davidson

1952

Letter from Davidson [Davidson, John Colin
Campbell (1889-1970) 1st Viscount Davidson,
politician], 20 Coleman Street, London to Anne
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain to Davidson. 16, 23 and 30
September, and 1 October.
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The letters relate to obtaining copies of letters from
Neville Chamberlain to Stanley Baldwin.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/245

Correspondence with Geoffrey Dawson, Editor of
'The Times'

1938

Letter from Geoffrey Dawson [Dawson, George
Geoffrey (1874-1944) Editor of The Times], 23
Sussex Place, Regents Park, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 17 October.
The letter relates mainly to the Munich Agreement
saying that he is convinced that the Munich Crisis
'was the beginning of a rift between the Nazi
system and the German people, and that a world
war would have pulled them together - besides
having many other disastrous consequences'; and
is of admiration for Neville Chamberlain's courage
and patience.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/246

Correspondence with Margot Davson

1939

Letter from Margot Davson [née Glyn, wife of Sir
Edward Davson], 29 Eaton Place, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 17 April.
The letter relates to a tribute to Neville
Chamberlain she heard while in France.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/247

Correspondence with 'Devonshire'

[19371940]

Letter from 'Devonshire', possibly the Duchess of
Devonshire, 2 Carlton Gardens, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
A letter of thanks for a 'delightful evening' at
Downing Street.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/248

Correspondence with W. G. de Glehn

[1935]

Letter from W.G. de Glehn [Glehn, Wilfrid Gabriel
de (1870-1951) artist], 73 Cheyne Walk, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 10 March.
The letter relates to a picture being removed and
another to be hanged in its place.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/249-251

Correspondence with 17th Earl of Derby, Secretary
of State for War, 1922-1924

1923-1938

Letters from Derby [Stanley, Edward George
Villiers (1865-1948) 17th Earl of Derby, statesman],
Derby House, Stratford Place, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
/249: Letter regretting his inability to address a
mass meeting of a women's Unionist association.
17 January 1923.
/250: Letter regretting him having been unable to
attend a reception. 23 May 1936.
/251: Letter explaining that he 'understand[s] the
position' given by Anne Chamberlain in her letter
and is 'full of sympathy for the Prime Minister in the
dreadful time he is going through'. 21 February
1938.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/252-256

Correspondence with Baroness Desborough

[1936]1938

Letters from Ethel Desborough (or 'Ettie
Desborough') [Grenfell, Ethel Anne Priscilla (18671952) nee Fane, wife of 1st Baron Desborough],
Taplow Court, Taplow, Buckinghamshire and other
addresses to Anne Chamberlain.
/252: Letter regarding the death of King George V.
21 January [1936].
/253: Letter regarding mourning dress following the
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death of King George V. 30 March 1936.
/254: A letter of thanks for a luncheon party. 23
July 1938.
/255: Letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain
writing to her, and of admiration for Neville
Chamberlain. 7 October 1938.
/256: Letter forwarding a letter from Neville Lytton
(see NC11/1/580 for Lytton's letter). 10 November
1938.
5 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/257-262

Correspondence with Éamon De Valéra

1938

Letters from Éamon de Valéra [Valera, Eamon De
(1882-1975) Irish Statesman], Department of the
Taoiseach, Dublin to Neville Chamberlain and to
Anne Chamberlain; with related letter from
McGowan [Mcgowan, Harry Duncan Mcgowan
(1874-1961) Baron Mcgowan of Ardeer, chairman
of ICI], Nobel House, 2 Buckingham Gate, London;
note by Anne Chamberlain regarding telephone
message from Mr Dulanty on behalf of de Valéra;
and copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to de
Valéra.
/257: Letter from de Valéra to Neville Chamberlain,
wishing Neville and Anne Chamberlain a 'happy
Christmas' and hoping that 'present anxieties will
disappear' in the New Year. 22 December 1938.
/258: Letter from McGowan saying that de Valéra
had a high opinion of Neville Chamberlain, and
regarding de Valéra intending to get some of
Aubrey de Vere's poems for Anne Chamberlain. 20
July 1942.
/259: Letter from de Valéra to Anne Chamberlain
forwarding a copy of his broadcast in reply to
Winston Churchill. 3 October 1947.
/260: Note by Anne Chamberlain of a telephone
message from Mr Dulanty on behalf of de Valéra
who was sorry he had not seen Anne Chamberlain
during his visit to London and regarding his
broadcast which included references to Neville
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Chamberlain. 1947.
/261: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to de
Valéra thanking him for a copy of his broadcast. 17
October 1947.
/262: Printed copy of the 'Taoiseach's Broadcast to
the Nation' on the conclusion of the War in Europe
delivered on 16 May 1945, which includes a brief
reference to Neville Chamberlain.
6 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/263

Poem 'To Mrs Chamberlain' by William Devereux

1939

Poem by William Devereux given during a visit by
Anne Chamberlain on 2 May 1939, and signed by
various people.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/264

Correspondence with Sir Frank Dicksee

1927

Letter from Frank Dicksee [Dicksee, Sir Francis
Bernard (1853-1928) Knight Painter], Greville
House, 3 Greville Place, Maida Vale, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 6 July.
A letter regretting that he was unable to attend a
party and regarding his Gainsborough address.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/265

Correspondence with Alan C. Don, Dean of
Westminster

1957

Letter from Alan C. Don [Don, Alan Campbell
(1885-1966) Dean of Westminster], The Deanery,
Westminster, London to Anne Chamberlain. 8 May.
The letter informs Anne Chamberlain that he has
just received copies of letters by Neville
Chamberlain to Archbishop Lang.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/266-268

Correspondence with Patrick Donner

[1943]1952

Letter from Patrick Donner [Donner, Sir Patrick
William (1904-1988) Knight Politician], House of
Commons to Anne Chamberlain.

/266: Letter relating to his wife Angela who has a
terminal illness; accepts an invitation; and is in
appreciation of Neville Chamberlain. 18 March
[1943].
/267: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
letter of sympathy; regarding the biography of
Neville Chamberlain; and regarding a conversation
between Donner and Neville Chamberlain in
February 1939 which 'furnishes irrefutable proof
that Mr Chamberlain had no illusions about Hitler'.
1 September 1943.
/268: Letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain,
and that Donner and his wife would like to meet
Anne Chamberlain for lunch. 31 October 1952.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/269

Correspondence with Harriette Douglas

1939

Letter from Harriette Douglas, Croft Nowyth,
Mullion, Cornwall to Anne Chamberlain. 12 May.
A letter in support of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/270

Correspondence with Prunella Douglas-Hamilton

1938

Letter from Prunella Douglas-Hamilton [possibly:
née Stack, wife of Lord David Douglas-Hamilton],
Hotel Jagerhorn, Budapest to Anne Chamberlain.
10 November.
The letter thanks Anne Chamberlain for a wedding
present and is in appreciation of Neville
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Chamberlain's efforts for peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/271-274

Correspondence with Patrick Duff, Secretary,
Ministry of Works and Public Buildings

1938

Letters from Patrick Duff [Duff, Sir Charles Patrick
(1889-1972) Knight Public Servant], HM Office of
Works to Anne Chamberlain. A proposed schedule
of supplementary furniture required on the
completion of rebuilding at 10 Downing Street is
also included. 4, 15 and 22 January.
The letters relate to rebuilding work and the
furnishings at 10 Downing Street.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/275

Correspondence with Lady Duncan

1940

Letter from Nan Duncan [Annie Duncan née
Jordan, wife of Sir Andrew Rae Duncan], Dunure,
34 Foxgrove Road, Beckenham, Kent to Anne
Chamberlain. 16 June.

A letter relating to the death of Duncan's son.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/276

Correspondence with Dorothy Dunmore

[mid 20th
century]

Letter from Dorothy Dunmore, 17 Cleveland
Gardens, London to Anne Chamberlain. 23 June
(year not given).
The letter relates to the death of Dunmore's son.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/277-278

Correspondence with Reverend Sir Herbert
Dunnico
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Letters from Herbert Dunnico [Dunnico, Herbert
(1875-1953) MP], Hendel House, Bathurst Road,
Ilford, Essex and Department of National Service
Entertainment to Anne Chamberlain.
/277: Letter regarding his friendship with Neville
Chamberlain. 9 November 1942.
/278: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for
permission to broadcast part of Neville
Chamberlain's speech, and in appreciation of him.
September [1940s].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/279

Correspondence with Gertrude E. Eardley

1943

Letter from Gertrude E. Eardley, The Elms, Epping
to Anne Chamberlain; with card 'A Message of
Sympathy'. 18 March.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/280-287

Correspondence with Sir Lionel Earle, Permanent
Secretary to HM Office of Works

1923

Letters from Sir Lionel Earle [Earle, Sir Lionel
(1866-1948) Knight Civil Servant], HM Office of
Works to Anne Chamberlain; with copies of letters
from Charles Aitken [National Gallery] and Cecil
Harcourt Smith [Victoria and Albert Museum] to
Earle; and letters from C. I. Holmes [National
Gallery] to Earle. 13, 15, 22, 24, 25, 27 October, 1
November.
The letters relate to the loan of paintings for 11
Downing Street.
8 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/288-289

Correspondence with E. Evelyn Eastlake

1938

Letter from E. Evelyn Eastlake, 606 Keynes House,
Dolphin Square, London to Anne Chamberlain; with
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copy of letter from Alfred A. Sinnott [Roman
Catholic Archbishop of Winnipeg, Canada] to
Eastlake. 11 November.
The letter relates to photographs of Chamberlain;
her prayers in support of Neville Chamberlain's
efforts for peace; and regarding Archbishop
Sinnott's letter in appreciation of Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/290

Correspondence with 2nd Viscount of Elibank

1946

Letter from Gideon Elibank [Murray, Gideon (18771951) 2nd Viscount of Elibank], 37 Sloane
Gardens, London to Anne Chamberlain. 18
October.
The letter relates to Hadley's book 'Munich: Before
and After' and supports the opinion that 'it would
have been folly' for Britain to go to war with
Germany at an earlier date than September 1939
as Britain's armed forces were inadequately
equipped.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/291-294

Correspondence with Queen Elizabeth

1938

Copies or drafts of letters from Anne Chamberlain
to Queen Elizabeth [Elizabeth, (1900-2002) Queen
Consort of George VI]. 26 April 1937, 13 April 1938
and 19 April 1939.
The letters are of thanks for Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's visits to Windsor Castle.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/295-300

Correspondence with Princess Elizabeth

1939-1947

Letter from Princess Elizabeth [Elizabeth, II (b
1926) Queen of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland], Windsor Castle and Buckingham Palace
to Neville and Anne Chamberlain; copy of letter
from Anne Chamberlain to Princess Elizabeth; and
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wedding invitation.
/295-296: A letter of thanks from Princess Elizabeth
to Neville Chamberlain for a birthday present, with
note by Anne Chamberlain regarding the letter. 23
April 1939.
/297: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
Princess Elizabeth sending a birthday present of a
book. 12 May 1947.
/298: A letter of thanks from Princess Elizabeth to
Anne Chamberlain for a birthday present, and
briefly regarding her tour of East Africa. 29 May
1947.
/299: A letter of thanks from Princess Elizabeth to
Anne Chamberlain for a wedding present. 7
November 1947.
/300: Invitation to marriage of Princess Elizabeth
and Philip Mountbatten. 20 November 1947.
6 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/301-302

Correspondence with Percy Elland, Editor, Evening
Standard

1954-1955

Letter from Percy Elland [Elland, Percy (19081960) Newspaper Chairman], Evening Standard,
London to Anne Chamberlain; and copy of letter
from Anne Chamberlain to Elland. 31 December
1954 and 7 January 1955.
A letter enquiring about a story that Neville
Chamberlain negotiated with Count Grandi [Italian
Ambassador to Britain] before the Second World
War through an intermediary and asking whether
any confirmation can be given to support Lord
Beaverbrook's statement that the story was not
true. See NC11/1/309 for Elland's reply to Anne
Chamberlain's letter.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/303

Correspondence with Katharine Elliot

[19371940]

Letter from K. Elliot [Katharine Elliot, wife of Walter
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Elliot Elliot], 60 Eaton Square, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 1 November
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for Elliot's visit
to Chequers.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/304

Correspondence with Reverend W. H. Elliot

1938

Letter from W. H. Elliot, St Michael's, Chester
Square, London to Anne Chamberlain. 27 January.
A letter regarding the League of Prayer and
Service.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/305

Correspondence with Winnie Elwes

[19371940]

Letter from Winnie Elwes, SS Orion to Anne
Chamberlain. 29 April.
The letter relates to her trip abroad and the people
she met and places she visited. Topics include: 'all
the people...bemoaning Lord Donoughmore's
commission' for giving suffrage to the people of
Ceylon; Roger Lumley being 'immensely loved and
trusted' as Governor of Bombay; Elwes' admiration
for Lord Linlithgow as Viceroy of India; her visit to
an institute for malaria in India; her visit to Malta;
her visit to Rome to meet Spanish and Mexican
women at a congress; her conversation with Dr
Axel Munthe regarding the Foreign Office not
understanding the psychology of the dictators;
Count Ciano being considered 'the most terrible
cad' by people in Rome; and about 'Transjordan
Peake'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/306

Correspondence with Louise Endicott

1939

Letter from Louise Endicott [wife of William C.
Endicott junior (Mary E. Carnegie's brother)], Glen
Magna Farms, Danvers, Massachusetts, USA to
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Anne Chamberlain. 6 October.
A letter of congratulations on the signing of the
Munich Agreement and for the birth of Neville and
Anne Chamberlain's granddaughter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/307

Correspondence with Countess Erme

1940

Letter from Davina Erne [Katharine Cynthia Mary
Millicent (Davina) née Lytton, wife of 5th Earl of
Erne], Manor House, Knebworth to Anne
Chamberlain. 20 June.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
message of sympathy on the death of Erne's
husband
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/308

Correspondence with Ernest Esdaile

1940

Letter from Ernest Esdaile, 65 Herne Hill, London
to Anne Chamberlain. 15 November.
The letter relates to Esdaile having been Neville
Chamberlain's companion in India and offering to
write a biography of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/309

Correspondence with Percy Elland, Editor, Evening
Standard

1955

Letter from Percy Elland [Elland, Percy (19081960) Newspaper Chairman], Evening Standard,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 11 January.
The letter thanks Anne Chamberlain for her reply to
Elland's letter (see NC11/1/301-302).
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/310

Correspondence with Marchioness of Exeter

1939

Letter from Myra Exeter [Myra Rowena Sibell Cecil
née Orde-Powlett, wife of 5th Marquess of Exeter],
Burghley House, Stamford to Anne Chamberlain.
19 September.
A letter of apology for something discussed in a
letter from Anne Chamberlain to Lady Exeter; also
relating to Lady Exeter preparing for an emergency
hospital at Burghley; and in appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/311

Correspondence with Margaret Falmouth

1932

Letter from Margaret Falmouth, 8 Lennox Gardens,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 14 July.
A letter inviting Anne Chamberlain to lunch and of
congratulations for Chamberlain's achievements
regarding the War Loan Conversion Scheme and
Lausanne Settlement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/312-313

Correspondence with Margaret MeadeFetherstonhaugh

[19371939]

Letters from 'Meg' [Margaret MeadeFetherstonhaugh, wife of Sir Herbert MeadeFetherstonhaugh], Up Park, Petersfield to Anne
Chamberlain.
/312: A letter of congratulations on Neville
Chamberlain's speech. 23 [February 1938].
/313: A letter of thanks 'for the wonderful time you
gave me at Chequers' and inviting Neville and
Anne Chamberlain to stay with her. 8 April [19371939].
2 items
Access: Open
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NC11/1/314

Correspondence with Mr and Mrs Field

1915

Letter from Mr and Mrs Field, 23 C.3. House,
Watery Lane, Small Heath, Birmingham to Anne
Chamberlain. 6 November.
A letter in appreciation of Anne Chamberlain's
support following a death, and also regarding the
death of Mr and Mrs Field's grandson.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/315

Correspondence with Cecilia Fisher

1939

Letter possibly from Cecilia Fisher née WarreCornish, wife of Admiral Sir William Wordsworth
Fisher, Hampton Court Palace, Middlesex to Anne
Chamberlain. 29 June.
A letter of thanks for Anne Chamberlain's party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/316-318

Correspondence with Geoffrey Fisher, Archbishop
of Canterbury

1957-1961

Letters from 'Geoffrey Cantuar:' [Fisher, Geoffrey
Francis (1887-1972) Baron Fisher of Lambeth,
Archbishop of Canterbury], Lambeth Palace,
London to Anne Chamberlain; and copy of letter
from Anne Chamberlain to Fisher.
/316-317: Copy of letter in support of Fisher
following his resignation as Archbishop of
Canterbury; and reply from Fisher. 23 February
and 2 March 1961.
/318: Letter of condolence from Fisher for the death
of Mrs Carnegie. 26 May 1957.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/319

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Fitzalan

1939

Letter from Fitz Alan [Howard, Edmund Bernard
Fitzalan- (1855-1947) 1st Viscount Fitzalan of
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Derwent, politician], Cumberland Lodge, Windsor
to Neville Chamberlain. 3 February.
A letter of appreciation for Chamberlain's remarks
in the House of Commons on his visit to the Pope.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/320-321

Correspondence with Viscountess Fitzalan

1938

Letters from Mary Fitzalan [wife of 1st Viscount
Fitzalan], Cumberland Lodge, Windsor to Anne
Chamberlain. 8 January and 2 March.
The letters relate to her visit to Bundol.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/322-322D

Correspondence with Charles Corbin, French
Ambassador to Britain

1939

Letter from Charles Corbin [Corbin, André Charles
(1881-1970) diplomat], Ambassade de France,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/322: Letter to Mrs Chamberlain wishing her a
speedy recovery from the illness which prevented
her from attending a reception to meet M. Bourdet
and the Societaires of the Comedie Francaise to
whom Flandin passed on the message from her
and the Prime Minister 1 March 1939.
/322A-D: Letters from Flandin and copy of letter
from Anne Chamberlain to Flandin and to Madame
Lafond relating to a 'livre d'or' containing the
signatures of wives, mothers and sisters of past
and present soldiers of Rouen as a tribute for
Neville Chamberlain's work for peace. 19, 21 and
27 October and 9 November 1938.
5 items
Access: Open
Language: French
NC11/1/323

Correspondence with G. de Fleurian
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Letter from G. de Fleurian, 68 Avenue d'Iéna,
Paris, France to Anne Chamberlain. 14 June.
A letter of congratulations on her husband's
appointment as Prime Minister and offering a
reminiscence about a meeting with Austen
Chamberlain where rumours were expressed about
Baldwin's retirment and Austen's hope to see his
brother as Prime Minister one day.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/324-325

Correspondence with Harry Foster

1938

Letter from Harry Foster [possibly Foster, Sir Harry
Seymour (1855-1938) politician], 176 St James'
Court, Buckingham Gate, London to Anne
Chamberlain; with enclosed transcript of letter from
Neville Chamberlain to Foster. 23 March.
The letter relates to a letter sent by Neville
Chamberlain to Foster dated 23 March 1937
regarding the death of Austen Chamberlain;
expresses delight at Neville Chamberlain becoming
Prime Minister; and regarding his forthcoming
diamond wedding anniversary.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/326

Correspondence with Rosamund Ffrench

1938

Letter from Rosamund Ffrench, Monivea Castle,
Athenry, Ireland to Anne Chamberlain. 5 May.
A letter of congratulations following the signing of
the Anglo-Eire agreements of 25 April.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/327-328

Correspondence with J.W. Frost

1944

Letter from J. W. Frost, 19 Valley Drive, Kirk Ella,
East Yorkshire to Anne Chamberlain; and copy of
reply from Anne Chamberlain. 11 and 22 August.
A letter offering to write a biography of Neville
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Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/329

Correspondence with 12th Earl of Galloway

1937

Letter from Galloway [Stewart, Randolph Algernon
Ronald (1892-1978) 12th Earl of Galloway],
Cumloden, Newton-Stewart, Scotland to Anne
Chamberlain. 10 November.
A letter in response to Anne Chamberlain's query
about the Battle of Swordswell.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/330

Correspondence with Edward Ganderton

1915

Letter from Edward Ganderton, 18 Foxton Road,
Alum Rock, [Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain
and Anne Chamberlain. 10 November.
A letter of appreciation for Neville and Anne
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/331

Message on behalf of King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth

1940

Note of message from Sir Alexander Harding,
passed on as a verbal message by Sir Rupert
Howorth and Sir John Reith, on behalf of the King
and Queen to Neville Chamberlain. 30 July.
The message regrets that Neville Chamberlain
required an operation, and expresses relief at the
outcome of the operation.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/332

Correspondence with Ralph Glyn, Lord President
of the Council

1936

Letter from Ralph Glyn [Glyn, Ralph George
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Campbell (1885-1960) 1st Baron Glyn of
Farnborough], Ardington, Wantage, Berkshire to
Anne Chamberlain. 4 October.
The letter relates to Ramsay MacDonald
suggesting that 'as a true Highlander he often feels
touchy and hurt about nothing - but it is very real to
him', that he 'is very lonely and is apt to imagine all
kinds of things' and suggests that Anne
Chamberlain invites him to a meal 'to enable him to
feel happy'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/333-334

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Kemsley
(Chairman, Kemsley Newspapers Ltd; Editor in
Chief, Sunday Times)

1944

Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Gomer
[Berry, James Gomer (1907-1968) 1st Viscount
Kemsley]; and letter from Gomer, Kemsley House,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 7 and 12 July.
The letters relate to Hadley's book 'Munich: Before
and After'.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/335

Correspondence with Mrs Will Gordon

[19371940]

Card from Mrs Will Gordon, 17 Avenue Kleber to
Anne Chamberlain.
The card forwarded an item (not included) in
appreciation of Neville Chamberlain from HRH The
Duchesse of Vendome, sister of King Albert of
Belgium.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/336

Correspondence with Henriette

1938

Letter from Henriette [Princess Henriette of
Belgium?], Chateau de Tourronde, Lugrin to Anne
Chamberlain. 5 May.
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The letter relates to a conference in Paris.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/337

Correspondence with 6th Viscount Gort, Chief of
Imperial General Staff

1938

Letter from Gort [Vereker, John Standish Surtees
Prendergast (1886-1946) 6th Viscount Gort, Field
Marshal], 17 Stratton Street, Mayfair, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 4 May.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a luncheon
party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/338

Correspondence with General Sir Hubert Gough

1937

Letter from Hubert Gough [Gough, Sir Hubert De
La Poer (1870-1963) Knight General], 71 Elm Park
Gardens to Anne Chamberlain. 31 October.
The letter relates to his visit to the Zambesi and
Palestine.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/339-341

Correspondence with Countess Gowrie

1938-1939

Letters from Zara Gowrie [wife of 1st Earl of
Gowrie], Government House, Canberra, Australia
to Anne Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Anne
Chamberlain to Gowrie.
The file contains the following letters:
/339: Letter of Christmas greetings, in appreciation
of Neville Chamberlain, and regarding her horror at
the persecution of the Jews in Germany. 10
December 1938.
/340: Letter regarding: her visit to see the
Maxwells; the arrival of the Duke and Duchess of
Kent; and the King and Queen and the respect of
the Australian people for the Royal Family. 25 June
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[1939].
/341: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
Lady Gowrie, replying to /340. 4 August 1939.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/342

Correspondence with Antoinette Grandi

1938

Letter from Antoinette Grandi [née Brizzi, wife of
Count Grandi], Italian Embassy, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 2 November.
A letter inviting Anne and Neville Chamberlain to
dinner.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/343-346

Correspondence with Count Dino Grandi, Italian
Ambassador to Britain

1939-1955

Letter from Dino Grandi [Grandi, Dino (1895-1988)
Count di Mordano, politician], Italian Embassy,
London and other addresses to Anne Chamberlain;
and copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain to
Grandi.
/343-344: Letter relating to Neville Chamberlain's
visit to Rome and photographs of the visit; and
copy of Anne Chamberlain's reply. 15 and 17
February 1939.
/344A-344B: A letter from Grandi regretting that he
had been unable to return to London to see Neville
and Anne Chamberlain before leaving the post of
Italian Ambassador; in appreciation of Neville and
Anne Chamberlain; and hoping that it will be
possible to return to London in the near future; with
copy of Anne Chamberlain's reply. 2 (or 12?) and
29 September 1939.
/345-346: A letter of appreciation for Neville
Chamberlain and for Anne and Neville's kindness
during the period when he was the Italian
Ambassador to Britain; and copy of reply from
Anne Chamberlain. 20 June and 1 July 1955.
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6 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/347

Correspondence with A. Gregory

1926

Letter from A. Gregory [Gregory, Lady Isabella
Augusta (1852-1932) nee Persse, Playwright and
Poet], Coole Park, Gort, County Galway to Anne
Chamberlain. 19 November.
The letter relates to a booklet that Gregory sent to
let Anne Chamberlain 'know our case' over which
Gregory thinks Anne Chamberlain will find
sympathy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/348

Correspondence with Dorothy M. Gregory

1938

Letter from Dorothy M. Gregory [Dorothy Mary
Gregory née Page, wife of Sir Richard Arman
Gregory], 5 North Court, Westminster, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 26 October.
A letter regarding: Gregory and Anne Chamberlain
meeting; regarding her husband and him giving up
the editorship of 'Nature'; and expressing gratitude
for Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/349-351

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Grey

1929-1931

Letters from Grey [Grey, Edward (1862-1933)
Viscount Grey of Falloden, statesman], Fallodon,
Christon Bank, Northumberland to Anne
Chamberlain.
/349: Letter asking whether Neville and Anne can
come for lunch. 1 September 1929.
/350: Letter regarding: treatment for Grey's sight;
account of the Dawn Chorus; coming for lunch; and
birds. 27 May 1931.
/351: Letter asking whether Anne and Neville
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Chamberlain are free for lunch. 18 June 1931.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/352-353

Correspondence with Pamela Grey

1926

Letter from Pamela Grey [Grey, Pamela Adelaide
Genevieve (d 1928) nee Wyndham, author, wife of
1st Viscount Grey of Fallodon], Wilsford Manor,
Salisbury, Wiltshire to Anne Chamberlain.
/352: Letter giving recommendations of portrait
painters, in response to an enquiry by Anne
Chamberlain. 26 July 1926.
/353: Letter inviting Anne and Neville Chamberlain
to tea. 6 March (year not given).
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/354-355

Correspondence with Hannah Gubbay

1939

Letter from Hannah Gubbay, 44 Hertford Street,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 3 June and 4 July.
The letters relate to the death of her cousin, Sir
Philip Sassoon [Sassoon, Sir Philip Albert Gustave
David (1888-1939) 3rd Baronet Politician].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/356

Correspondence with James Gunn

1938

Letter from James Gunn [Gunn, Sir James (18931964), Knight portrait painter], 3 Pembroke Walk,
Kensington, London to Anne Chamberlain. 13
June.
A letter saying that he is ready to start work on a
portrait of Neville Chamberlain as soon as it is
convenient.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/357

Correspondence with Matilda N. Guthrie

1940

Letter from Matilda N. Guthrie, 5 Newton Bank,
Brechin Road, Kirriemuir, Angus, Scotland to Anne
Chamberlain. 11 May.
A letter of appreciation for Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/358

Correspondence with H.A. Gwynne

1937

Letter from H. A. Gwynne [Gwynne, Howell Arthur
(1865-1950), journalist], 9 Collingham Gardens,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 31 April.
A letter saying that he did not write a leading article
on Neville Chamberlain but that he 'did inspire it'
and in appreciation of Chamberlain's Budget
speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/359-360

Letter from Gordon Hackney to Mr Forrester

1969

Letter from Gordon Hackney, The Moorings, 8
Westbury Road, Warminster, Wiltshire to Mr
Forrester; with note regarding the letter. 12 May.
A letter mainly about Neville Chamberlain including
about Chamberlain trying to keep Hackney out of
the fighting in the First World War, Chamberlain
giving financial assistance to Hackney, and
suggesting that Chamberlain's policy of
appeasement gave time for Britain to rearm. The
letter also discusses other matters not about
Chamberlain. A note explains that the letter was
given by Mr Forrester to Mrs Lloyd [Dorothy,
daughter of Neville and Anne Chamberlain].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/361

Correspondence with Francis Hadfield

[1938]

Letter from Francis Hadfield, La Sounjarello, St
Jean Cap Ferrat, Alpes Maritimes to Anne
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Chamberlain. 5 March (year not given but
annotated as 'Replied 12. 2. 38', one of these dates
must be incorrect).
A letter declining Lady Simon's invitation to meet
Anne and Neville Chamberlain on the 23rd.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/362-383

Correspondence with W. W. Hadley, Editor,
Sunday Times

1944-1954

Letter from W. W. Hadley [Hadley, William Waite (d
1960) Journalist], Sunday Times, London to Anne
Chamberlain; with press cuttings and other letters
relating to Hadley's book 'Munich: Before and
After'.
/362: Letter regarding Hadley's book 'Munich:
Before and After'. 28 April 1944.
/363-368: Press cuttings of reviews of 'Munich:
Before and After'. 11-19 May 1944.
/369-371: Letters regarding the reception and sales
of Hadley's book. 15 May, 29 June, 9 August 1944.
/372-373: Transcript of letter from A. L. Artus to W.
W. Hadley relating to Neville Chamberlain and the
strong public support for him in France following
the signing of the Munich Agreement; with letter
from Hadley to Anne Chamberlain forwarding the
transcript. 28 and 30 November 1949.
/374: Letter declining invitation to 'At Home' party
and regarding a book Hadley was writing
reminiscent of journalism and politics. 20 June
1954.
/375: Press cutting relating to the death of Arthur
Greenwood. 10 June 1954.
/376-382: Letters regarding Hadley's book of
memoirs which included references to Neville
Chamberlain; with copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain to Hadley regarding the book; and an
extract from the book in Anne Chamberlain's hand.
12, 21, 24, and 31 July, 5 August, 16 September
1954.
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/383: Letter from Ernle Chatfield [Chatfield, Alfred
Ernle Montacute (1873-1967) 1st Baron Chatfield,
Admiral of the Fleet] regarding his review of
'Munich: Before and After', with press cutting of his
review. 1 August [1944].
/384: Letter from Maurice H [Hankey, Maurice
Pascal Alers (1877-1963) 1st Baron Hankey, civil
servant] regarding Hankey's review of 'Munich:
Before and After' and also relating to bombing and
about the work of Hankey's sons; with press cutting
of Hankey's review. 30 July 1944.
25 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/385

Correspondence with Sir Abe Bailey

1936

Letter from Abe Bailey [Bailey, Sir Abe (1864-1940)
Knight South African Financier and Statesman], 38
Bryanston Square, London to Anne Chamberlain.
27 November.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for lunch.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/386-387

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Hailsham

[1930s1940s]

Letters from Hailsham [Hogg, Douglas Mcgarel
(1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor], House of Lords and 57 Portland Place,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/386: Letter regarding Anne Chamberlain coming to
the House of Lords to see Philip in a debate on
defence on the next day. 16 March (year not
given).
/387: Letter inviting Anne and Neville Chamberlain
to the closing night of the tattoo at Aldershot. 31
May [1932-1935].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/388

Correspondence with Edith C. Hiley
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Letter from Edith C. Hiley [Edith Caroline Hiley née
Beckingham, wife of the Town Clerk of Birmingham
Sir Ernest Varvill Hiley], Beechfield, Edgbaston,
Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain. 27 January.
A letter relating to a party held for the wives and
mothers of those killed in the war.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/389-442

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax, 1st Earl
of Halifax

[1937]1956

Letters from Edward [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Foreign Office and Garrowby, York to Anne
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain to Halifax. Letters from Horace Wilson
[Wilson, Sir Horace John (1882–1972), civil
servant]; Chatfield [Chatfield, Alfred Ernle
Montacute (1873-1967) 1st Baron Chatfield,
Admiral of the Fleet]; E. M. Watson [Watson, Edith
Margaret (d. 1953) civil servant]; Alec [Home,
Alexander Frederick Douglas- (1903-1995) Baron
Home of the Hirsel, statesman] are also included.
/389: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for
sending suggestions regarding his son and plans
for tomorrow. 1 April [1938-1940].
/390: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for news
about Neville's health, and asking Anne to inform
him when Neville is well enough for him to visit. 29
July [1938].
/391: Letter regarding seeing Neville tomorrow. 6
August [1938-1939]
/392: Letter regarding books. 22 October [1937]
/393: Letter regarding book and hoping that 1938
will 'not be too beastly!'. 21 December 1937
/394: Letter regarding feeling of 'emptiness' since
the death of Neville Chamberlain. 31 December
1940.
/395: Copy of letter from Cecil Syers to T. L.
Rowan regarding a telegram from President
Roosevelt after, or shortly before, the signing of the
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Munich Agreement. 24 July 1947.
/396-397: Letter with enclosed copy of letter from
Sumner Welles to Halifax (dated 28 June 1947)
regarding Feiling's 'Life of Neville Chamberlain' and
it confirming Welles' views in support of Neville
Chamberlain and his foreign policy and
rearmament before the war. 22 July [1947].
/398-424: Correspondence relating to Franklin D.
Roosevelt's (President of the United States, at that
time) telegram of congratulations/support to Neville
Chamberlain sent after, or shortly before, the
signing of the Munich Agreement. Includes letters
from Halifax, Baron Chatfield, Horace Wilson, E. M.
Watson and copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain, T. L. Rowan, Halifax, O. G. Sargent,
A. Bevir, O. S. Cleverly, Keith Feiling. The original
message from C. G. L. Syers to Neville
Chamberlain informing him of the telegram is also
included. [1938] and 26 July 1947-22 January
[1948].
/425: Letter regarding: a proposal before the war by
the President of the United States for talks between
the United Kingdom, France, Germany and Italy;
and Winston Churchill's recent articles which
Halifax says 'are incorrect, I should guess, in a
good many points'. A press cutting of Churchill's
article 'A Rebuff To Roosevelt: Eden's Resignation'
is also included. 13 May 1948.
/426: Letter regarding meeting with Anne
Chamberlain at some time. 31 May 1948.
/427: Note by Anne Chamberlain regarding
Roosevelt telegram. 22 June 1948.
/428: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for letting
him see some letters; regarding gaining permission
(for publication of Roosevelt telegram?). 13 August
1948.
/429: Letter regarding broadcasts of lectures
referring to Neville Chamberlain. 18 October 1948.
/430: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain
regarding another message from Roosevelt sent on
6 October 1938. 21 February 1951.
/431: Letter regarding Roosevelt's message and
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telegram. 23 February 1951.
/432: Letter regarding earlier papers. 30 March
1951.
/433-434: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain
regarding Roosevelt telegram; with memorandum
relating to Roosevelt telegram. 6 April 1951.
/435: Letter regarding Roosevelt telegram. 7 April
1951.
/436: Letter regarding Halifax sending copies of
letters he received from Neville Chamberlain. 24
December 1955
/437: Letter regarding copies of letters; and his plan
to write about the Foreign Office and his relations
with Neville Chamberlain while he was there. 2
January 1956.
/438: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain
regarding: her being told 'that a clearer
understanding of the Foreign policy of those days
[ie the period before the war] is already on its way';
Halifax's plan to write about his time at the Foreign
Office; Halifax's last visit to see Neville
Chamberlain at Highfield. 6 January 1956.
/439: Relates to article or book which Halifax has
been trying to write referring to Neville
Chamberlain. 7 January 1956.
/440-441: Letter requesting permission to publish a
letter from Neville Chamberlain to Halifax dated 11
March 1939, with enclosed transcript of the 1939
letter. 20 April 1956.
/442: Further letter regarding publication of 11
March 1939 letter.
55 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/443-444

Correspondence with Viscountess Halifax

[19371940]

Letters from Dorothy Halifax, 88 Eaton Square,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 5 April and 18
September (year not given).
The letters thank Anne Chamberlain for their visits
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to Chequers.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/445-449

Correspondence relating to a book by Vladimir
Halpenin

1941

Letters from P. Cohen, Conservative and Unionist
Central Office, and Hilda Chamberlain to Anne
Chamberlain, and enclosed copy of letter from
Edgar R. M. Spielman to Cohen or other person at
Conservative and Unionist Central Office; and copy
of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Cohen. 9 and
10 October.
The letters relate to a book by Vladimir Halpenin on
the history of Joseph, Austen and Neville
Chamberlain, and a request for photographs for the
book. The letter from Hilda Chamberlain also
relates to Stephen Lloyd's health.
5 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/450

Correspondence with Dodo Hanbury

[1938]

Letter from Dodo Hanbury, 41 Smith Square,
Westminster, London to Anne Chamberlain. 22
February.
The letter is of congratulations for Neville
Chamberlain's 'wise and courageous stand' relating
to Italy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/451-453

Correspondence with 1st Baron Hankey

1954

Letters from Hankey [Hankey, Maurice Pascal
Alers (1877-1963) 1st Baron Hankey, civil servant],
Highstead, Limpsfield, Surrey to Anne
Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Anne
Chamberlain to Hankey. 3 December.
The letters relate to a book relating to Neville
Chamberlain.
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3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/454

Correspondence with Henry S. de la Th. Harpur

1942

Letter from Henry S. de la Th. Harpur, 6 Vicars Hill,
Armagh, Northern Ireland to Anne Chamberlain. 14
December.
The letter regards his prayers for Neville
Chamberlain and is in appreciation of his efforts for
peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/455-456

Correspondence with W. S. Harris

1941-1943

Letter from W. S. Harris, 24 Kingsley Road,
Northampton to Anne Chamberlain.
/455: Letter asking to purchase an item belonging
to Neville Chamberlain to keep as a memento of
him. 13 May 1941.
/456: Letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain
12 November 1943.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/457

Correspondence with Lady Mabel Harrowby

1939

Letter from Mabel Harrowby [née Danvers Smith,
wife of 5th Earl of Harrowby], Sandon Hall, Stafford
to Anne Chamberlain. 19 April.
A letter in support of Neville and Anne Chamberlain
during a time of 'stress and anxiety'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/458-460

Correspondence with Rupert Hart-Davis

1952

Letter from Rupert Hart-Davis [Davis, Sir Rupert
Charles Hart- (1907-1999) Knight Author Editor
and Publisher], Rupert Hart-Davies Ltd, 36 Soho
Square, London to Anne Chamberlain; with copy of
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letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hart-Davis; and
extract from letters. 4 and 6 March.
A letter requesting permission to publish extracts
from two of Neville Chamberlain's letters.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/461-464

Correspondence with F. Hay and F. E. Birch

1941

Letters from F. E. Birch, Ivy Lodge, St James Park,
London to Miss Campbell and from F. Hay,
Stoatley Cottage, Bunch Lane, Haslemere to Anne
Chamberlain; with note and copy of letter from
Anne Chamberlain to Hay, 24 and 28 February.
The letters relate to St James's Park in London,
flowers in the park and Chamberlain's interest in
the park.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/465-467

Correspondence with Agnes Headlam-Morley

1956

Letter from Agnes Headlam-Morley [Morley, Agnes
Headlam- (1902–1986), historian], 29 St Mary's
Road, Wimbledon, London to Anne Chamberlain.
14, 25 and 26 September.
The letters relate to Headlam-Morley's paper on
Neville Chamberlain given at a seminar at Oxford,
her proposed essay on Chamberlain's foreign
policy; and relate to a BBC broadcast 'The Policy of
Appeasement, The Historians Perspective'.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/468

Correspondence with Mrs Esmie Heard

1938

Letter from Mrs Esmie Heard, 47 Oakdene Drive,
Tolworth, Surrey to Anne Chamberlain. 24 October.
The letter relates to Heard intending to give to
Neville Chamberlain a carbon copy of the telegram
from Haig which ended the First World War (see
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NC8/4 for the telegram).
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/469

Correspondence with Dorothy Heath

[1938]

Letter from Dorothy Heath, 9 Sloane Avenue,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 26 February.
A letter of support for Neville and Anne
Chamberlain 'at the close of this week of tense
drama'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/470-471

Correspondence with Sir Nevile Henderson

1941

Letter from Nevile Henderson [Henderson, Sir
Nevile Meyrick (1882-1942) Knight Diplomat],
Rauceby Hall, Sleaford, Lincolnshire to Anne
Chamberlain; with notes for Henderson's speech.
20 February.
The letter relates to speeches made by Henderson
at Ipswich and Cheltenham regarding Neville
Chamberlain and the Munich Agreement.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/472-474

Correspondence with Sidney Herbert

1937

Letter from Sidney Herbert [Herbert, Sidney (18901939), Baronet MP], 32 Hill Street, Berkeley
Square, [London] to Anne Chamberlain; and
forwarded letter from Lady Beatrice Pembroke to
Herbert. 17, 20 and 27 November.
The letters relate to a letter at Wilton House
purported to refer to William Shakespeare, and
relate to other matters.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/475-479

Correspondence with Sir Gordon Hewart, Lord
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Chief Justice of England
Letters from Gordon Hewart [Hewart, Gordon
(1870-1943) 1st Viscount Hewart, Lord Chief
Justice], Garden Hill, Totteridge, Hertfordshire and
Royal Courts of Justice to Anne Chamberlain.
/475: Letter relating to a dinner or other event
where he 'lost' his wife and Anne Chamberlain's
niece. 29 March 1935.
/476-477: Letter regarding a speech Hewart made
as Attorney-General in May 1920, with enclosed
transcript of the speech. 28 July 1937.
/478: Letter declining invitation to a party. 25
November 1937.
/479: Letter regarding Hewart having been unable
to attend a party on the previous Thursday. 12
February 1938.
5 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/480

Correspondence with Arthur Hill

1941

Letter from Arthur Hill, Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, Surrey to Anne Chamberlain. 26 May.
A letter relating to Fritillaria plants and the Royal
Botanic Gardens.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/481

Correspondence with Arthur Hinsley, Archbishop of
Westminster

1942

Letter from A. Cardinal Hinsley [Hinsley, Arthur
(1865-1943) Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster],
Hare Street House, Buntingford, Hertfordshire to
Anne Chamberlain. 20 June.
A letter in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/482

Correspondence with Ethel Hoare

1942

Letter from Ethel Hoare, 24 Moorland Court,
Melville Road, Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain.
21 August.
A letter forwarding cuttings (not found with letter)
and regarding her department being very busy in
connection with air raids.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/483-484

Correspondence with Maud Hoare

[1920s1940s]

Letters from Maud Hoare [Hoare, Lady Maud
(1882-1962) Viscountess Templewood], 46
Chester Square, London and 25 Cadogan Square,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/483: Letter of congratulations on the success of
Anne Chamberlain's parties. 25 February 1938.
/484: Letter of thanks for Anne Chamberlain's
party. [1920s-1940s].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/485

Correspondence with Sir Samuel Hoare, Secretary
of State for Air

[1920s]

Letter from Sir Samuel Hoare [Hoare, Samuel John
Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], Air Ministry to Anne Chamberlain. 26
March.
A letter of thanks for his visit to Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/486-487

Correspondence with Henry J.P. Hobbs

1943

Letter from Henry J.P. Hobbs, 138 W. S. Clapham
Common, London to Anne Chamberlain; and copy
of letter on behalf of Anne Chamberlain to Hobbs.
13 January.
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The letter requests Anne Chamberlain to autograph
a postcard, and also sent her a photograph (not
found with letter).
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/488

Correspondence with Sir Douglas Hogg, Attorney
General

1926

Letter from Douglas Mcgarel Hogg [Hogg, Douglas
Mcgarel (1872-1950) 1st Viscount Hailsham, Lord
Chancellor], Royal Courts of Justice to Anne
Chamberlain. 27 January.
The letter relates to Hogg attending an event at
Dudley.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/489

Correspondence with Florence Holley

1918

Letter from Florence Holley, 73 New Street,
Erdington, Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain. 23
December.
A letter wishing Anne Chamberlain a happy
Christmas and New Year.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/489A-490

Correspondence with Lord Dunglass, 14th Earl of
Home, Parliamentary Secretary to the Prime
Minister

1939[1955]

Letters from 'Home' or 'Alec' [Home, Alexander
Frederick Douglas- (1903-1995) Baron Home of
the Hirsel, statesman], The Hirsel, Coldstream and
Commonwealth Relations Office to Anne
Chamberlain.
/489A: Letter in appreciation of Chamberlain and
his efforts for peace. 4 September 1939.
/490: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain on her
'welcome and encouragement' possibly on Home
becoming Secretary of State for Commonwealth
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Relations in 1955, and is in appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain saying that 'Neville taught me any
administration I know'. 20 April [1955].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/491

Correspondence with M. Hopman

1946

Letter from M. Hopman, Arnhem to Anne
Chamberlain. 11 August.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a
photograph, and in appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/492-501

Correspondence with Leslie Hore-Belisha

1934-1954

Letters from Leslie Hore-Belisha [Belisha, Isaac
Leslie Hore- (1893-1957) Baron Hore Belisha,
statesman], War Office and other addresses to
Anne Chamberlain; and copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain.
/492: Letter from Hore-Belisha relating to a scheme
for using women for regular and territorial purposes
in the armed forces. 31 March 1938.
/493: Letter from Hore-Belisha congratulating Anne
and Dorothy Chamberlain, possibly on Dorothy's
engagement to Stephen Lloyd. 31 October 1934.
/494: Letter from Hore-Belisha accepting invitation
to Chequers. 22 November 1938.
/495: Letter from Hore-Belisha thanking Anne
Chamberlain for his visit to Chequers, and
regarding the 'matutinal habit I [Hore-Belisha]
contracted at Chequers' [waking up early in the
morning]. 12 December 1938.
/496: Letter from Hore-Belisha regarding a box
containing plants from Chequers arriving at HoreBelisha's home while away, and the cold weather.
28 December 1938.
/497: List of correspondence with Hore-Belisha, by
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Anne Chamberlain.
/498-501: Letters from Hore-Belisha and copies of
letters from Anne Chamberlain relating to obtaining
copies of correspondence between Hore-Belisha
and Chamberlain. 19, 21, 26 and 29 January 1954.
10 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/502

Correspondence with Frances Horner

[19371939]

Letter from Frances Horner [née Graham, wife of
Sir John Francis Fortescue Horner], The Manor
House, Mells, Frome to Anne Chamberlain. 12
June (year not given).
A letter declining an invitation and in appreciation
of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/503

Correspondence with Florence Horsbrugh,
Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Health

[19401945]

Letter from Florence Horsbrugh [Horsbrugh,
Florence Gertrude (1889-1969) Baroness
Horsbrugh, 1st Woman Conservative Cabinet
Minister], Ministry of Health to Anne Chamberlain.
4 January (year not given).
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
congratulations.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/504-507

Correspondence with Thomas E. Hughes

1942-1944

Letters from Thomas E. Hughes, 49 Tennal Road,
Harborne, Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain. 21
December.
/504: Letter suggesting that 'when the full story is
known, Mr Chamberlain's name will be revered'
and that 'ordinary people' have much affection for
him. 21 December 1942.
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/505: Letter regarding Hughes' paper 'vindicating
Mr Chamberlain and Lord Baldwin', and saying that
'everyone I now speak to is convinced that Mr
Chamberlain saved us from certain defeat'. 30
October 1943.
/506: Letter regarding book 'Munich Before and
After' by Hadley. 19 June 1944.
/507: Letter regarding article by Hughes
considering 'Stalin to be equally responsible with
Hitler for the war'. 26 July 1944.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/508

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
Francis Humphrys, High Commissioner and
Commander-in-Chief in Iraq

1930

Letter from Sir Francis Humphrys [Humphrys, Sir
Francis Henry (1879–1971), colonial administrator
and diplomatist], The Residency, Baghdad, Iraq to
Neville Chamberlain. 12 December.
A letter expressing relief that the Anglo-Iraq Treaty
was passed by a large majority in both Houses of
Parliament and hoping for 'the steady progress of
Iraq as an ally of Great Britain'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/509

Correspondence with B.A. Humphries

1942

Letter from B. A. Humphries, 14 Queen Street,
Southwold, Suffolk to Anne Chamberlain. 16
November.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for signing a
photograph, and in appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/510

Correspondence with Hyde

1937

Letter from 'Hyde', 66 Brook Street, London to Miss
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M. Leaf. 9 October.
The letter relates to the name of the cook during
Anne Chamberlain's visit to Lochmore.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/511

Correspondence with Imperial War Graves
Commission

1920

Letter from A. M. Swinstrad [?], Imperial War
Graves Commission to W. Parkes, Neville and
Anne Chamberlain's private secretary at
Westbourne. 19 June.
The letter informs Parkes that steps are being
taken to find information relating to the grave of
Gunner A. Muddiman to be sent to Mrs Muddiman.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/512

Correspondence with M. Catharine Inge

1939

Letter from M. Catharine Inge [Mary Catharine
Inge, née Spooner, wife of William Ralph Inge], SS
Strathcaird, off Gibraltar to Anne Chamberlain. 27
April.
The letter relates to her cruise in the Mediterranean
and the attitudes of people in Greece towards
Britain, Germany and Italy, and the attitude of
people in Italy towards Britain and Germany;
suggests that 'the Peacemakers of England have
been always hated, distrusted and despised during
their term of power'; and is in support of Neville and
Anne Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/513

Correspondence with W. R. Inge

[c 1949]

Letter from W. R. Inge [Inge, William Ralph (18601954) Dean of St Paul's], Brightwell Manor,
Wallingford, Berkshire to Anne Chamberlain.
The letter thanks Anne for her letter and states that
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he has 'gone downhill rapidly since my dear wife
left me, and very seldom leave home' and that 'I
shall not be sorry when my call comes'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/514-515

Correspondence with Lucy A. Trevenen James,
Private Secretary to HRH The Princess Louise,
Duchess of Argyll

1939

Letters from Lucy A. Trevenen James, Kensington
Palace, London to Anne Chamberlain.
/514: Letter forwarding a prayer on behalf of
Princess Louise. 13 July.
/515: Letter regarding flowers to send to Princess
Louise and about the Princess being bed-ridden.
18 July.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/516

Correspondence with Rose Jebb

[1939]

Letter from Rose Jebb, Hotel Domaine de la
Conque, Vence, France to Anne Chamberlain. 27
April.
The letter relates to: conscription which she says
'has done more good than any-thing'; an anecdote
of a local person's comments on Neville
Chamberlain, Roosevelt and Daladier; anti-British
propaganda; and expresses support for Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/517-518

Correspondence with Countess of Jersey

1938-1939

Letters from M. E. Jersey [Villiers, Hon Margaret
Elizabeth Child- (1849-1945) nee Leigh, wife of 7th
Earl of Jersey], 18 Montagu Square, London to
Anne Chamberlain.
/517: Letter accepting invitation to Anne
Chamberlain's party and regretting she had been
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unable to attend previous parties due to ill health. 5
July 1938.
/518: A letter of congratulations on Neville
Chamberlain's speech and in sympathy for 'the
most upright leader in Europe' having been 'the
prey of an unprecedented liar [ie Hitler, following
the invasion of the remaining independent part of
Czechoslovakia]'. 18 March 1939.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/519

Correspondence with Henriette J. Joffre

1939

Letter from Henriette J. Joffre, Hotel Mont-Fleury,
Cannes, France to Anne Chamberlain. 8
November.
A letter to accompany a packet of photographs
concerning the work of the Pascal Foundation of
which she is the President in Cannes; the
photographs for Mrs Chamberlain are of a group of
girls from Birmingham arriving at the Foundation,
bathing and doing their exercises in the open air
and she offers to send more photographs for the
parents; she also writes of the admiration and
affection of the women of France for Mr
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC11/1/520

Correspondence with Madame H. Joly

[1939]

Transcript of letter from H. Joly, Torigny/Vire,
Manche, France to Anne Chamberlain. 27
September.
A letter of support following the start of the war.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/521

Correspondence with Thomas Jones

1939

Letter from T. J. [Jones, Thomas (1870-1955)
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Economist], 9 Mandeville Place, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 3 August.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her flowers
and kindly thoughts during his illness 'the most
painful physical experience of my life'; and
suggesting that 'the recent display of the Navy and
the Bombers is language understood in Berlin'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/522

Correspondence with W. Joynson-Hicks (Home
Secretary)

1926

Letter from W. Joynson Hicks [Hicks, William
Joynson- (1865-1932) Viscount Brentford,
statesman] to Anne Chamberlain. 13 October.
A letter saying he will be unable to attend the
Patentees Exhibition in the morning and regarding
work at his new house.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/523

Correspondence with Arthur Keith

1936

Letter from Arthur Keith [Keith, Sir Arthur (18661955) Knight Anatomist], Homefield, Downe, Kent
to Anne Chamberlain. 30 April.
A letter regretting that his wife was unable to attend
Anne Chamberlain's party as she had died, and
inviting Anne to visit Downe.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/524

Correspondence with Dr Adolf Keller, Vice
President for the Eastern Section, Reformierter
Weltbund, Alliance of Reformed Churches Holding
The Presbyterian System

1939

Letter from Dr Adolf Keller [Keller, Adolf (18721963)], Geneva, Switzerland to Anne Chamberlain.
10 June.
The letter relates to Keller's visits to Edinburgh; his
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support for Neville Chamberlain; criticism of
German foreign policy within high circles of the
German army; and Anne Chamberlain's invitation
for Keller to visit her in London.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/525-527

Correspondence with Joseph P. Kennedy,
American Ambassador to Britain

1938-1949

Letter from Joseph P. Kennedy [Kennedy, Joseph
Patrick (1888-1969) American Businessman and
Diplomat], London to Anne Chamberlain.
/525: Letter relating to the enclosed press cuttings
regarding Kennedy being dressed in plain evening
clothes rather than knee breeches at a party at
Buckingham Palace. 3 June 1938.
/526: Letter relating to the enclosed press cutting of
Kennedy's letter to the New York Times in which he
criticizes parts of Winston Churchill's memoirs 'The
Gathering Storm' and suggested they were
misleading about the Munich Agreement and other
matters in the lead up to the Second World War.
Two other related press cuttings are also included.
4 November 1948.
/527: Copy of reply from Anne Chamberlain to
Kennedy. 11 January 1949.
8 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/528-530

Correspondence with Rose Kennedy

1938

Letters from Rose Kennedy, American Embassy,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/528: Letter thanking Anne and Neville
Chamberlain for dinner with them. 6 May 1938
/529: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a tour
around 10 Downing Street. Not dated [1937-1940].
/530: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a
weekend at Chequers. Not dated [1937-1940].
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3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/531-533

Correspondence with Norah Kenrick

1938-1939

Letters from Norah Kenrick, The Grove, Harborne,
Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain.
/531: Letter regarding Neville's cold; Norah's
forthcoming holiday; and ancestors 9 August 1938.
/532: Letter regarding old family photographs. 17
November 1939.
/533: Letter regarding copies of a photograph of
Joseph Chamberlain wearing the mayoral chain; a
letter from a friend of admiration for Neville
Chamberlain. 7 December 1939.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/534-535

Correspondence with W. Byng Kenrick

1938

Letters from W. Byng Kenrick, The Grove,
Harborne, Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain.
/534: Letter regarding his son William becoming
engaged to Elizabeth Minshall née Loveday; and
Neville Chamberlain's speech to the House of
Commons on 6 October 'the finest Parliamentary
achievement of his'. 25 October 1938.
/535: Letter regarding his recollections of Jephcott's
election to Parliament in response to Anne's
enquiry, and regarding the Liberal Party in the
1880s having supported some workers entering
Parliament and a similar thing being done thirty
years later by the Liberal Unionist Party. 7
September 1943.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/536-537

Correspondence with 1st Duke of Kent

1937

Letter from George [Kent, George Edward
Alexander Edmund (1902-1942) Duke of Kent], 3
Belgrave Square, London to Anne Chamberlain;
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and copy of reply from Anne Chamberlain. 23 and
25 November.
The letter relates to books discussed by Anne
Chamberlain and the Duke; and inviting Anne and
Neville Chamberlain to lunch.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/538-539

Correspondence with F. G. Kenyon and Kathleen
M. Kenyon

1944

Letters from F. G. Kenyon [Kenyon, Sir Frederic
George (1863-1952) Knight Director and Principal
Librarian British Museum Papyrologist], Kirkstead,
Godstone, Surrey and Kathleen M. Kenyon
[Kenyon, Dame Kathleen Mary (1906-1978)
archaeologist], Council for British Archaeology to
Anne Chamberlain. 29 August and 13 September.
The letters relate to Geoffrey of Monmouth's
account of a fight between Nennius and Julius
Caesar; and excavations of Roman remains in
London.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/540

Correspondence with Lt. Col. Charles Kerr, Chief
Whip, Liberal National Party

1939

Letter from Charles Kerr [Kerr, Charles Iain (1874–
1968), 1st Baron Teviot, politician], Liberal National
Whips' Office, House of Commons to Anne
Chamberlain. 29 June.
The letter regrets missing tea with Anne; and
regarding his delight at Neville Chamberlain looking
so well.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/541

Correspondence with Sir Roger Keyes

1935

Letter from Roger Keyes [Keyes, Roger John
Brownlow (1872-1945) 1st Baron Keyes, Admiral of
the Fleet], Tingewick House, Buckingham to
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Chamberlain [presumably Neville Chamberlain
rather than Anne]. 22 September.
A note of congratulations on a speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/542-547

Correspondence with W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime
Minister of Canada, 1921-30 and 1935-48

1923-1948

Letter from William Lyon Mackenzie King [King,
William Lyon Mackenzie (1874-1950), prime
minister of Canada], Laurier House, Ottawa and
other addresses to Anne Chamberlain.
/542: Letter regarding him sending a souvenir of
the Imperial Conference of 1923 and thanking
Neville and Anne Chamberlain for their kindness.
23 November 1923.
/543: Letter regarding him hoping to see Anne
Chamberlain that week before he leaves Britain;
regarding his visit to Britain; and thanking Neville
and Anne Chamberlain. 18 November 1923.
/544: Letter apologising for a letter that King wrote
regarding him not being able to meet Anne
Chamberlain having not been sent; and regarding
him wishing to see Anne. 15 November 1926.
/545: Letter of new year greetings; and regarding
him being 'happy to feel myself cooperating with
you both in an endeavour to preserve peace'. 31
December 1937.
/546: Letter regretting that he had not been able to
see Anne Chamberlain during his visit to London. 1
December 1947.
/547: Letter regarding: King's illness; Keith Feiling's
biography of Neville Chamberlain; recollections of
times he met Anne Chamberlain; King intending to
ask to retire as Leader of the Liberal Party of
Canada at the Party Convention in August. 21
February 1948.
6 items
Access: Open
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NC11/1/548-549

Correspondence with F. De Lagarenne

[19371940]

Letter from F. De Lagarenne, Vineuil St Firmin,
Oise, France to Anne Chamberlain. Not dated.
/548: Letter regarding admiration for Neville
Chamberlain in France. Not dated [1937-1939].
/549: Letter regarding the King and Queen's visit to
Paris; Spain having taught France a lesson;
appreciation of Neville Chamberlain in France. Not
dated [1937-1940].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/550

Correspondence with George Lambert

1938

Letter from George Lambert [Lambert, George
(1866-1958) 1st Viscount Lambert], 35 Millbank,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 29 July.
A letter urging Anne Chamberlain 'to take great
care' of Neville Chamberlain during the recess and
of appreciation for Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/551-558

Correspondence with Cosmo Gordon Lang,
Archbishop of Canterbury

1933

Letters from Cosmo Cantuar: [Lang, William
Cosmo Gordon (1864-1945) Baron Lang,
Archbishop of Canterbury], Lambeth Palace,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/551: Letter regarding an address by the
Archbishop of York which Anne incorrectly thought
was by the Archbishop of Canterbury. 29
November 1933.
/552: Letter regarding Anne and Neville
Chamberlain coming to stay with the Archbishop at
the Old Palace in Canterbury and about the resting
homes of the Archbishop's predecessors between
Canterbury and London. 19 March 1935.
/553: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a letter
in appreciation of her stay at Canterbury. 27 March
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1935.
/554: Letter declining invitation to Dorothy
Chamberlain's wedding to Stephen Lloyd. 4 July
1935.
/555: Letter regarding Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's forthcoming visit to Canterbury. 11
November 1937.
/556: Letter thanking Anne and Neville
Chamberlain for their visit. 16 December 1937.
/557: Letter thanking Anne and Neville
Chamberlain for a visit to Chequers. 4 April 1938.
/558: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
message and in appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain during the Munich Crisis. 29
September 1938.
8 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/559

Correspondence with 'Sam Largo'

1936

Letter from 'Sam Largo', Villa Les Brises, CapFerrat, France. 28 December.
A letter of new year greetings.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/560

Correspondence with Sir Walter R. Lawrence

1939

Note from Walter R. Lawrence [Lawrence, Sir
Walter Roper (1857-1940) Knight Indian Civil
Servant] to Anne Chamberlain, passed at the Royal
Literary Fund Dinner on 3 May 1939.
The note states 'Charming and perfect and all
around me are delighted'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/561-563

Correspondence with Viscountess Lee of Fareham

[19371940]

Letters from Ruth Lee [née Moore, wife of Viscount
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Lee of Fareham], White Lodge, Richmond Park,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/561: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a
weekend at Chequers and regarding Chequers
[Lord and Lady Lee were the former owners of
Chequers, who gave the house and estate to the
nation for use as a country home for the incumbent
Prime Minister]. Not dated [1937-1940].
/562: Letter declining invitation to luncheon and
regarding Chequers and her feelings about having
given the house away. 9 July [1937-1939].
/563: Letter thanking Anne and Neville
Chamberlain for a visit to Chequers, regarding
Chequers, and in appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain. Spring 1939.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/564

Correspondence with Viscount Lee of Fareham

1939

Letter from Lee [Lee, Arthur Hamilton (1868-1947)
Viscount Lee of Fareham, statesman], Old
Quarries, Avening, Gloucestershire to Anne
Chamberlain. 16 January.
The letter relates to a gilt plate at Chequers and
expresses his support for Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/564A

Correspondence with Edwina Lewin

1940

Letter from Edwina Lewin [Lewin, Edwina (18751955) Countess Roberts], Salthrop House,
Wroughton, Wiltshire to Anne Chamberlain. 1 June.
A letter regarding the death of her son [Lewin,
Frederick Robert Alexander (1915-1940)].
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/565

Correspondence with Lieutenant F. R. A. Lewin
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Letter from Freddy Lewin [Lewin, Frederick Robert
Alexander (1915-1940)], 1st Battalion Irish Guards,
care of Army Post Office to Anne Chamberlain. 10
May.
A letter of support following Neville Chamberlain's
resignation as Prime Minister. The letter is
annotated by Anne Chamberlain that the letter was
received by her a week after the announcement of
Lewin's death in action.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/565A-568

Correspondence with David J. Lewis

1943

Letter from David J. Lewis, 13 Raeburn Avenue,
Tolworth, Surrey and RAF PBX Signals, Bardney,
Lincolnshire to Anne Chamberlain; and copies of
letters on behalf of Anne Chamberlain.
/565A: A letter of admiration for Neville
Chamberlain; requesting a photograph of Neville
Chamberlain; and requesting information on books
about Neville Chamberlain. 19 February 1943.
/566: Copy of letter from Mabel C. Bayliss on
behalf of Anne Chamberlain, requesting details of
Lewis' address. 27 July 1943.
/567: Letter regarding his appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain. 30 July 1943.
/568: Copy of letter from Mabel C. Bayliss on
behalf of Anne Chamberlain, replying to /565A.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/569

Correspondence with Professor R. H. Lightfoot

1946

Letter from R. H. Lightfoot [Lightfoot, Robert Henry
(1883-1953) Theologian], New College, Oxford to
Anne Chamberlain. 6 June.
A letter regarding a reviewer, in a journal which
Lightfoot edited, referring to a speech by Neville
Chamberlain in an article about unconscious or
semi-conscious quotation.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/570

Correspondence with R. Livingstone, President of
Corpus Christi College, Oxford

1936

Letter from R. Livingstone [Livingstone, Sir Richard
Winn (1880-1960) Knight Educationist], Corpus
Christi College, Oxford to Anne Chamberlain. 28
April.
A letter accepting an invitation and inviting Anne
Chamberlain to accompany Neville Chamberlain to
a college event on 25 June.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/571-572

Correspondence with Sir George Lloyd

1925

Letter from George Lloyd [Lloyd, George Ambrose
(1879-1941) 1st Baron Lloyd, politician and colonial
administrator], 24 Charles Street, Berkeley Square,
London and 30 Portman Square, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
/571: Letter offering to go to Shrewsbury and to
help, at an event for women. 2 April 1925.
/572: Letter regarding Lloyd's family history. 22
November 1935.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/573-574

Correspondence with Sir Oliver Lodge, Principal of
the University of Birmingham

1918

Letter from Oliver Lodge [Lodge, Sir Oliver Joseph
(1851-1940), Knight, physicist], Mariemont,
Edgbaston, Birmingham and Normanton House,
Lake, Salisbury to Anne Chamberlain.
/573: A letter asking Anne Chamberlain to return a
book. 30 July 1918.
/574: A letter inviting Anne Chamberlain to dinner.
12 February 1925.
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2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/575

Correspondence with 7th Marquess of Londonderry 1938
Letter from Charley [Stewart, Charles Stewart
Henry Vane-Tempest- (1878-1949) 7th Marquess
of Londonderry, politician], Londonderry House,
Park Lane, London to Anne Chamberlain. 28
September.
A letter suggesting that Londonderry goes to
Germany unofficially to talk with his contacts there;
and in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain's
speech.
1 item
Access: Open

NC11/1/576-577

Correspondence with Marchioness of Londonderry

[1920s1930s]

from 'Circe' [Stewart, Edith Helen Vane-Tempest(1879-1959), wife of 7th Marquess of Londonderry,
political hostess and writer], Londonderry House,
Park Lane, London to Anne Chamberlain.
/576: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a
dinner and inviting Anne Chamberlain's niece
[Valerie Cole] to dinner before a dance. 30 March
[late 1930s].
/577: Letter regarding her appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain and a party the previous night. 26
October [1920s-1930s].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/578-579

Correspondence with Dame Enid Lyons

1937-1945

Letter from Enid Lyons [Lyons, Enid Muriel (18971981) Australian politician], Savoy Hotel, London
and House of Representatives, Canberra, Australia
to Anne Chamberlain.
/578: A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a
coronation spoon, regarding her stay in England
and a gift given by Lyons. 18 June 1937.
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/579: Letter regarding Lyons appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain; her nervous collapse following the
death of her husband; and her lack of optimism
about the future. 17 March 1945.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/580

Correspondence with Neville S. Lytton

1938

Extract of a letter from Neville S. Lytton [Lytton,
Neville Stephen (1879-1951) 3rd Earl of Lytton], 8
Rue du Val de Grace, Paris, France. 31 October.
This extract was forwarded to Anne Chamberlain
by Lady Desborough who had received it from
Betty Balfour [Lytton's sister] (see NC11/1/256 for
the letter forwarding this extract).
It relates to support for Britain and France in Italy
and anti-war feelings; Neville Chamberlain's
speech on 27 September and people fleeing from
Paris; a moment when there was a 'hitch' in the
Munich Conference and evacuation of patients at
the Val de Grace as a result; Czechoslovakia and
Lytton's feelings they were 'to a large extent to
blame for the crisis'; a feeling of friendliness
between France and Germany existing in France;
the effects of the crisis on France; and his that 'the
prestige of Great Britain has never stood so high,
chiefly on account of Chamberlain, who is thought
to be the greatest statesman in Europe'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/581-584

Correspondence with Ishbel MacDonald

1933

Letters from Ishbel MacDonald [daughter of
Ramsay MacDonald], 10 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London to Anne Chamberlain.
/581: Letter regarding visit to Chequers. 30
November 1933.
/582: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
letter of sympathy following the death of her father
Ramsay MacDonald. 17 November 1937.
/583: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for flowers
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and regarding her going to Plymouth after a long
wait, presumably to meet the ship on which
Ramsay MacDonald died. 24 November 1937.
/584: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for
wreaths and flowers for Ramsay MacDonald's
grave and regarding Anne Chamberlain's cold. 3
December 1937.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/585-587

Correspondence with J. Ramsay Macdonald, Lord
President of the Council

1936-1937

Letters from J. Ramsay MacDonald [MacDonald,
James Ramsay (1866-1937), statesman], Upper
Frognal Lodge, Hampstead, London and other
addresses to Anne Chamberlain.
/585: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for
invitation to Anne Chamberlain's 'At Home' party.
11 May 1936.
/586: Letter declining invitation to lunch at 11
Downing Street due to a family anniversary. 7
October 1936.
/587: Letter accepting invitation to dinner. 16
February 1937.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/588-592

Correspondence with Malcolm Macdonald,
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs

1937-1939

Letters from Malcolm Macdonald [MacDonald,
Malcolm John (1901-1981), Politician and
Diplomat], Upper Frognal Lodge, Hampstead,
London and Colonial Office to Anne Chamberlain.
/588: Letter of new year wishes. 3 January 1937.
/589: Letter declining invitation to lunch. 7 July
1937.
/590: Letter declining invitation to party for
overseas visitors. 6 July 1938.
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/591: Letter accepting invitation to stay at
Chequers. 9 June 1939.
/592: Letter regarding him having enjoyed his stay
at Chequers and about the house and gardens. 18
July 1939.
5 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/593-594

Correspondence with Sir Alexander Mackintosh

1946

Letter from Alexander Mackintosh [Mackintosh, Sir
Alexander (1858–1948), political journalist], 57
Union Road, Clapham, London to Anne
Chamberlain; with extract of letter from G. J. H.
Northcroft, 48 Marle Hill Parade, Cheltenham to
Mackintosh. 12 February.
A letter regarding a book of Parliamentary
reminiscences 'Echoes of Big Ben' and a letter he
received from Mr G. J. H. Northcroft a friend of
Neville while he was in the Bahamas.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/595

Correspondence with Helen McIntosh

1941

Letter from Helen McIntosh, Royal Hotel, Somerset
East, South Africa to Anne Chamberlain. 16
November.
The letter relates to: a passage in Robert
Sencourt's book on Winston Churchill 'Dictators
Ride Tigers' which referred to Neville Chamberlain;
her appreciation of Neville Chamberlain; and her
gift to the 'Good Hope Home' near Bristol to be
made in memory of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/596

Correspondence with Pamela McKenna

1938

Letter from Pamela [née Jekyll, wife of Reginald
McKenna], 70 Pall Mall, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 28 June.
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A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her party at
10 Downing Street.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/597

Correspondence with 'Pal'

1938

Letter from 'Pal', 46 Goodwood Court, Devonshire
Street, Portland Place, London. 17 December.
The letter is annotated in pencil as being from
Pamela McKenna. However, the hand used is
completely different from that of the Pamela
McKenna who wrote other letters to Anne
Chamberlain. The letter is also annotated 'The
Marq Bernado Patrizi, 54 Via Margutta [?], Rome'.
The letter relates to him or her giving an English
edition of the life of Leonardo da Vinci as a present
to Anne Chamberlain as a sign of his or her
admiration and gratitude for Neville Chamberlain
and his efforts for the improvement of relations
between 'our two countries' [Britain and Italy]. 17
December 1938.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/598-603

Correspondence with Pamela McKenna, Sir Hugh
Allen and Frances O. Souper

1940

Letters from Hugh P. Allen, New College, Oxford
[Allen, Sir Hugh Percy (1869-1946) Knight
Musician]; Pamela [née Jekyll, wife of Reginald
McKenna], War Organisation of the British Red
Cross Society and Order of St John of Jerusalem
to Anne Chamberlain; letter from Frances O.
Souper, 31 Mercers Road, London to McKenna;
copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to McKenna;
and issue of journal 'Monthly Musical Record'.
/598: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
McKenna relating to a melody which Anne
Chamberlain heard in a Mozart quartet which she
believed to be identical to a melody in an old Irish
song. 22 July.
/599: Letter from Hugh P. Allen regarding Mozart
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Irish melody. 25 July.
/600: Letter from Pamela McKenna regarding
Mozart's Irish melody; first aid points being
established in the London Underground and
regarding people sheltering there during air raids;
longer and noisier nights in London with air raids;
70 gunners being billeted at her country house
Halnaker Park. 6 November.
/601-602: Letter from Frances O. Souper regarding
her article on a Mozart quartet and an article in
progress; with enclosed 'Monthly Musical Record'
November 1940 including Souper's article. 2
November.
/603: Letter from Pamela McKenna regarding
Mozart. 19 August.
6 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/604

Correspondence with C. A. Magrath

1938

Letter from C. A. Magrath [Magrath, Charles
Alexander (1860-1949) Canadian politician], Union
Club, Victoria, British Columbia to Anne
Chamberlain. 7 June.
The letter relates to comments he had heard in
appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/605

Correspondence with 'Vera Mawrli'

1938

Letter from 'Vera Mawrli', R. Legazione D'Italia,
Lisbon, Portugal to Anne Chamberlain. 14 July.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/606

Correspondence with Mrs A. Mannen

1937

Letter from Mrs A. Mannen, 19 Glanville Avenue,
Brantford, Ontario, Canada to Anne Chamberlain. 4
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June.
A letter regarding her kindness 15 years ago to a
family with a sick baby on the train between
Calgary and Toronto; about them following Neville
Chamberlain's career since then; appreciation of
Neville Chamberlain in Canada; suggests he
broadcasts a message to Canada; and
congratulates him on becoming Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/607

Correspondence with J. Beatrice March

[1941]

Letters and poem from J. Beatrice March,
Doonside, Sea Lane, Angmering on Sea, Sussex
to Anne Chamberlain. 8 November [1941], 2
August 1941.
The letters relate to March's appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain and her poem in memory of him; and
an invitation for Anne Chamberlain to stay with
March for a few days.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/608

Correspondence with David Margesson,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury, and
Government Chief Whip

1939

Letter from David Margesson [Margesson, Henry
David Reginald (1890-1965) 1st Viscount
Margesson], 12 Downing Street, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 15 May.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a visit to
Chequers and regarding him visiting the
neighbouring area after leaving Chequers.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/609

Correspondence with A. E. W. Mason

[1938]

Letter from A. E. W. Mason [Mason, Alfred Edward
Woodley (1865-1948) Novelist], 51 South Street,
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London to Anne Chamberlain. 27 March.
A letter inviting Anne Chamberlain to the first night
of Mason's cinema play 'The Drum'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/610

Correspondence with Vincent Massey, High
Commissioner for Canada

1938

Letter from Vincent Massey [Massey, Vincent
(1887-1967) Canadian Statesman], 12 Hyde Park
Gardens, London to Anne Chamberlain. 13
September.
The letter relates to an article which Massey
forwarded (this is not included with the letter)
regarding Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/611

Correspondence with Katharine Matheson

1939

Letter from Katharine Matheson, The NikkoKanaya Hotel, Nikko, Japan to Anne Chamberlain.
22 March.
A letter relating to: her visit to see 'Alick and Pat' in
the China station; her visit to Japan including about
dinner party given by the Military Attaché and about
news in the Japanese newspapers being 'terribly
anxious' and that she is travelling home as quickly
as possible.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/612-620

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Maugham and
Sir Horace Wilson

1943

Letters from Maugham [Maugham, Frederic
Herbert (1866-1958) 1st Viscount Maugham, Lord
Chancellor], 73 Cadogan Square, London and from
Horace Wilson [Wilson, Sir Horace John (1882–
1972), civil servant], 169 Queen's Gate, London to
Anne Chamberlain; and press cuttings.
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/612-613: Letter from Maugham regarding his
article 'Comments on Munich' in the Evening
Standard and the book he was writing on the
Munich Crisis; with press cutting and offprint of the
article. 30 September 1943.
/614: Letter from Maugham regarding his book 'The
Truth About Munich'. 4 December 1943.
/615: Letter from Wilson regarding Maugham's
book being sold out in a few days, partly because
only a limited number of copies were printed due to
the war-time paper shortage, and regarding Wilson
having ordered copies of the book to be distributed.
22 March 1944.
/616: Letter from Wilson regarding Maugham's
book; and about Wilson hearing that Anthony Eden
was about to leave as Foreign Secretary. 5 April
1944.
/617: Letter from Maugham regarding his book. 13
April 1944.
/618-620: Press cuttings of reviews of Maugham's
book.
10 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/621-622

Correspondence with Helen Maugham

[19371940]

Letters from Helen Maugham [née Romer, wife of
Frederic Maugham], 73 Cadogan Square, London
to Anne Chamberlain.
/621: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
party. 31 March [1938-1940].
/622: Letter thanking Anne and Neville
Chamberlain for a stay at Chequers. 13 December
[1937-1939].
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/623

Correspondence with André Maurois

1938

Letter from André Maurois [Maurois, Andre (18851967) Author], 86 Boulevard Maurice Barrès,
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Neuilly-sur-Seine, France to Anne Chamberlain. 14
March.
Letter of thanks for invitation to lunch at 10
Downing Street.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC11/1/624

Correspondence with L. J. Maxse, Editor of 'The
National Review'

[1910s1920s]

Letter from L. J. Maxse [Maxse, Leopold James
(1864-1932), journalist and author], 27 Pembroke
Gardens, Kensington, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 29 June (year not given).
A letter regarding Anne Chamberlain having 'not
forgotten about tomorrow' and about Maxse also
lunching out tomorrow and needs to telephone
Anne Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/625

Correspondence with H. E. Maxwell

[1938]

Letter from H. E. Maxwell, Erstfeld, Cathedral
Green, Wells, Somerset to Anne Chamberlain. 13
September (year not given).
The letter relates to the birth of Anne's
granddaughter, also named Anne, and his stay at
Wells with Gwen Moysee [?].
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/626

Correspondence with Baroness Melchett

1937

Letter from Violet Melchett [Mond, Violet (d 1945)
Baroness Melchett], Cap Martin Hotel, Cap Martin,
France to Anne Chamberlain. 23 March.
A letter of sympathy following the death of Austen
Chamberlain.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/627

Correspondence with Countess of Meath

1938

Letter from Aileen Meath [Aileen Brabazon née
Wyndham-Quin, wife of 13th Earl of Meath],
Killruddery, Bray, County Wicklow to Anne
Chamberlain. 7 May.
A letter regarding her appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain's speech; and Ireland.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/628

Correspondence with Sir John S. P. Mellor

1944

Letter from John S. P. Mellor [Mellor, John
Serocold Paget (1893-1986) politician], House of
Commons to Anne Chamberlain. 5 November.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a copy of
'Munich: Before and After' by Hadley and Mellor's
appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/629-633

Correspondence with Robert G. Menzies, AttorneyGeneral of Australia

1936-1939

Letter from Robert G. Menzies [Menzies, Sir Robert
Gordon (1894–1978), prime minister of Australia],
Australia House, Strand, London to Anne
Chamberlain; letter from P. R. Heydon, Menzies'
Private Secretary, to Marjorie Leaf, Anne
Chamberlain's Private Secretary; and copy of letter
from Anne Chamberlain's Private Secretary to
Robert Menzie's Private Secretary.
/629: Letter from Menzies regarding him looking
forward to next Monday and appreciating Anne
Chamberlain's kindness last year. 25 March 1936.
/630: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain's
Private Secretary relating to Anne Chamberlain's
family history and connection with Robert O'Hara
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Burke. 25 May 1938.
/631: Letter from Heydon replying to /630. 27 May
1938.
/632: Letter (two copies) from Menzies to introduce
Mrs E. F. Harrison of Melbourne who was visiting
London and suggesting that Anne Chamberlain
meets her; and of support for Neville Chamberlain.
21 February 1939.
/633: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain
replying to /632. 4 April 1939.
5 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/634

Correspondence with Viscountess Milner

1947

Letter from Violet Milner [Milner, Violet Georgina
(1872-1958) wife of 1st Viscount Milner, Editor],
Great Wigsell, Hawkhurst, Kent to Anne
Chamberlain. 3 February.
The letter relates to Viscountess Milner coming to
see Anne Chamberlain soon.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/635

Correspondence with Countess Minto
Letter from Mary Minto [Kynynmound, Mary
Caroline Elliot-Murray- (1858-1940) nee Grey,
Extra Lady of the Bedchamber to Queen Mary, wife
of 4th Earl of Minto], Windsor Castle to Anne
Chamberlain. 29 April (year not given).

[early-mid
20th
century]

The letter, on behalf of the Queen, thanks Anne
Chamberlain for a receipt for corn bread and asks
her not to trouble Mrs Carnegie as the baker at
Windsor Castle could make the bread.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/636

Correspondence with Beatrice H. Mitchell

1939

Letter from Beatrice H. Mitchell, Dalreoch,
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Colmonell, Ayrshire to Anne Chamberlain. 19 April.
The letter asks Anne Chamberlain to give Colonel
Dunlop-Smith a message that 'we in South Ayrshire
are working hard to return Dr Catherine Gabin' and
that hopes of her winning in the election 'are very
high as people of all shades of opinion are ready to
support the Prime Minster'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/637

Correspondence with Nora Mitchelhill

[19371940]

Letter from Nora Mitchelhill, 207 Cromwell Road,
Kensington, London to Anne Chamberlain. Not
dated.
A letter of support for Neville Chamberlain following
his broadcast.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/638

Correspondence with Sir Walter Monckton

1938

Letter from Walter Monckton [Monckton, Walter
Turner (1891-1965) 1st Viscount Monckton of
Brenchley], 2 Harcourt Buildings, Temple, London
to Anne Chamberlain. 10 February.
The letter is to remind Anne Chamberlain of a
phrase by a priest 'one must (never) make one's
object in life the making of a private heaven' which
she appreciated at a dinner.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/639-640

Correspondence with 5th Baron Monteagle

[c. 1941]

Letter from Monteagle [Rice, Charles Spring (18871946) 5th Baron Monteagle of Brandon], Glanleam,
Valencia, County Kerry, Ireland to Anne
Chamberlain.
/639: Letter regarding: meeting with Sean
MacEntee of the Irish Government and about his
comments on his and other members of the
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Government's grief at the death of Neville
Chamberlain; Monteagle's criticism of the Irish
Government as too parochial, appearing to refer to
Ireland not entering the war. 27 (April?) [1941].
/640: Letter regarding Eamon De Valera being
deeply moved at Neville Chamberlain's death;
Monteagle's dislike of De Valera's policy;
discussion of recent events. 9 February [c. 1941].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/641

Correspondence with Elizabeth Moore

1939

Letter from Elizabeth Moore, 62 Mostyn Road,
Wimbledon, London to Anne Chamberlain. 1
February.
A letter regretting not meeting Anne Chamberlain
at the Junior Carlton Club ball and hoping Anne
Chamberlain has a speedy recovery.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/642

Correspondence with R. W. Moore, Headmaster of
Bristol Grammar School

1941

Letter from R. W. Moore [Moore, Ralph Westwood
(1906-1953) teacher and author], The Grammar
School, Bristol to Anne Chamberlain. 28 January.
The letter relates to talks by Moore broadcast on
radio and about him considering publishing a book
including his talks of a religious nature; and in
appreciation of Neville Chamberlain following his
death.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/643-644

Correspondence with Charles Morgan
Letters from Charles Morgan [Morgan, Charles
Langbridge (1894-1958) Novelist Critic and
Playwright], 16 Campden Hill Square, London to
Anne Chamberlain.
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/643: Letter regarding gift from two old ladies in St
Léonard in Haute-Vienne, France in gratitude for
Anne and Neville Chamberlain. 26 July 1939.
/644: Letter regretting having been unable to attend
Anne Chamberlain's party. Not dated [early-mid
20th century].
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/645

Correspondence with Katherine E. Morgan

1938

Letter from Katherine E. Morgan, Blacklands
Vicarage, Hastings to Anne Chamberlain. 19
September.
A letter of support for Neville Chamberlain and his
efforts for peace; and regarding her family, whom
Anne Chamberlain knew when Morgan's husband
was Vicar of Summerfield.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/646-648

Correspondence with Herbert Morrison, Leader of
London County Council

1939

Letter from Herbert Morrison [Morrison, Herbert
Stanley (1888-1965) 1st Baron Morrison of
Lambeth, statesman], County Hall, London to Anne
Chamberlain; and copies of letters from and on
behalf of Anne Chamberlain to Morrison. 5, 13 or
14, 18 July.
The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain's enquiry
about the origin of the street name Black Prince
Road, following her and Morrison's conversation.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/649

Correspondence with W. S. Morrison, Financial
Secretary to the Treasury

1936

Letter from W. S. Morrison [Morrison, William
Shepherd (1893-1961) 1st Viscount Dunrossil],
Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, London to Anne
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Chamberlain. 23 June.
A letter accepting invitation to lunch and regarding
him having 'enjoyed most of the Finance Bill'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/650

Correspondence with Ester Müller

[19371940]

Transcript of letter from Ester Müller, Tecsö,
Hungary, Vasut. u. 670 to Anne Chamberlain. 24
July (year not given).
The letter relates to her and her family being
expelled from Italy because they were strangers
from another country, and Jewish; and requesting
support for her family.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/651

Correspondence with Axel Munthe

[19381939]

Postcard from Axel Munthe [possibly Munthe,
Martin Axel Frederik (1857-1949) Swedish
physician and writer], Anacapri, San Michele to
Anne Chamberlain. Not dated.
A postcard of Villa S. Michele on Strada di
Anacapri in Capri, Italy wishing Anne and Neville
Chamberlain 'good wishes' for 1939 and
expressing his hope to see Anne Chamberlain
soon.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/652-662

Correspondence with J. W. Naish

1940

Letters from J. W. Naish, Keepers Cottage, Water
End, Hemel Hempstead to Anne Chamberlain and
to Neville Chamberlain; copy of reply from Neville
Chamberlain to Naish; copies of letter from Anne
Chamberlain to Naish and to Miss Campbell. 7 and
9 March 1940; 5, 15, 22 October, 19 November
1942; 7 August 1943.
The letters relate to Naish's book and articles of his
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memories of his work as a river keeper and fishing
instructor which was to include details of his day
fishing on the River Gade with Neville
Chamberlain.
11 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/663

Correspondence with May Nelson

1939

Transcript of letter from May Nelson, Basement
Flat, 67 Upper Clapton Road, Clapton, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 4 October.
A letter in support of Neville Chamberlain from
'London's only Lady Chimney Sweep'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/664

Correspondence with Adelaide C. Newman

1946

Letter from Adelaide C. Newman [née Thorp, wife
of Sir George Newman], Grims Wood, Harrow
Weald, Middlesex to Anne Chamberlain. 14
January.
A letter regarding her husband's serious illness and
regretting that they cannot visit Anne Chamberlain
as a result.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/665-670

Correspondence with Sir George Newman

1923

Letters from George Newman [Newman, Sir
George (1870-1948) Knight Health Reformer],
Ministry of Health and Westcombe Cottage, Bircher
Common, near Leominster to Anne Chamberlain. A
copy of Newman's article 'A Memory of Neville
Chamberlain' is also included.
/665: Letter of congratulations following Neville
Chamberlain becoming Minister of Health. 8 March
1923
/666: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
Newman regarding her appreciation of Newman's
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article about Neville Chamberlain. 25 January
1941.
/667: Letter regarding revision of article. 19
February 1941.
/668: Letter regarding article. 19 January 1941.
/669: Letter regarding his appreciation and
thoughts about Neville Chamberlain. 31 January
1941.
/670: Offprint of Newman's article 'A Memory of
Neville Chamberlain' from 'Friends Quarterly
Examiner' January 1941.
6 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/671

Correspondence with G. Heaton Nicholls, High
Commissioner for the Union of South Africa in
London

1946

Letter from G. Heaton Nicholls [Nicholls, George
Heaton (1876-1959)], South Africa House,
Trafalgar Square, London to Anne Chamberlain. 14
March.
A letter regretting inability to attend Anne
Chamberlain's 'At Home' party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/672-682

Correspondence with Beverley Nichols

1940

Letter from Beverley Nichols [Nichols, Beverley
(1898-1983) Writer and Composer], 7 Hay's Mews,
Berkeley Square, London to Miss Leaf, Secretary
to Anne Chamberlain; copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain and Leaf to Nichols; notes on Neville
Chamberlain (by Nichols?); draft of Nichols' article
with annotations by Anne Chamberlain; and list of
visitors to Highbury. 30 January, 1, 8, 16, 29
February and 5 March.
The letters relate to Nichols' article 'The Prime
Minister' about Neville Chamberlain. The article
aimed to illustrate Neville Chamberlain as a person
including about: his personality; the contents of his
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office at 10 Downing Street; his interests; his work
before becoming Prime Minister; his health; his
meals. Annotations to the draft which appear to be
by Anne Chamberlain seem to indicate that she
disapproved of certain parts of the draft article.
11 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/683

Correspondence with Ursula Nicholson

1940

Letter from Ursula Nicholson, Woolacombe Bay
Hotel, North Devon to Anne Chamberlain. 2 July.
A letter regarding her having received news from
her husband, Claude confirming that he was alive
and had been well treated.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/684

Correspondence with Sir Harold Nicolson

1938

Letter from Harold Nicolson [Nicolson, Sir Harold
George (1886-1968) Knight, diplomatist and
politician], 4 King's Bench Walk, Temple, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 25 February.
A letter regretting his absence from Anne
Chamberlain's reception due to a 'storm' having
'broke over my guilty and treacherous head in the
Foreign Affairs Committee' which he had to face.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/685

Correspondence with Sir Firoz Khan Noon, High
Commissioner for India

1940

Letter from Firoz Khan Noon [Noon, Firoz Khan
(1893-1970) politician in Pakistan], India House,
Aldwych, London to Anne Chamberlain. 9
February.
A letter regarding Noon sending Anne Chamberlain
a photograph and a note on the words Tigris and
Euphrates.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/686

Correspondence with 16th Duke of Norfolk

[1920s1930s]

Letter from Norfolk [Howard, Bernard Marmaduke
Fitzalan- (1908-1975) 16th Duke of Norfolk],
Arundel Castle, West Sussex to Anne
Chamberlain. Not dated.
A letter thanking Anne and Chamberlain for a gift of
a letter tray.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/687-688

Correspondence with Audrey Nosworthy

1954

Letter from Audrey Nosworthy, Glewstone Court,
Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire to Anne Chamberlain;
and cutting from 'Supplement to the R. E. Journal'.
6 January.
A letter regarding a letter from Neville Chamberlain
referred to in the 'Royal Engineer' journal and
inviting Anne Chamberlain to visit.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/689-692

Correspondence with F. C. T. O'Hara, Aunt Eily
and Emily

[early-mid
20th
century]

Letter from F. C. T. O'Hara, 125 Wurtemburg
Street, Ottawa, Canada; Aunt Eily; and Emily, The
Ladies Park Club, Parkside, 32 Knightsbridge,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 1 July 1939, 12 July
[1939], 19 June [early-mid 20th century], 19 July
[1939].
The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain's family
history including about a supposed connection
between O'Hara's family and Anne Chamberlain's
family and about George Massey Shaw.
4 items
Access: Open
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NC11/1/693-695

Correspondence with Sir William Orpen

1927-1929

Letter from William Orpen [Orpen, Sir William
Newenham Montague (1878-1931) Knight Painter],
8 South Bolton Gardens, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 23 May 1927, [10 or 11 October
1929] (date annotated by Anne Chamberlain), and
29 March 1929.
The letters relate to Orpen painting a portrait of
Neville Chamberlain; and his appreciation of having
spent time painting Neville Chamberlain.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/696-722

Correspondence with Countess of Oxford and
Asquith

[19371940]

Letters from Margot Oxford [Asquith, Emma Alice
Margaret (1864-1945), wife of 1st Earl of Oxford
and Asquith], 44 Bedford Square, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
/696: Letter regarding her: not attending Nancy's
party; and deploring criticism of Neville
Chamberlain. 4 April (1938?).
/697: Letter regarding lunch with Anne and Neville
Chamberlain. 19 June [1937-1939].
/698: Letter regarding: Neville Chamberlain being
no shyer than Herbert Asquith was; her admiration
for Neville Chamberlain. 5 July 1938.
/699: Letter regarding her hearing that Neville
Chamberlain has confidence in Sir John Simon and
her concerns that Simon would deceive Neville
Chamberlain like she says he did to Herbert
Asquith and calls Simon 'a lonely, unloved coward',
says he 'only cares for himself' and cannot be
depended on; and regarding Lord Samuel who she
feels would be good for a Government position
saying 'he is not attractive, but is very courageous
and much cleverer than people think', and that he
'never let any man down'. 6 August 1938.
/700: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
Lady Oxford thanking her for her warnings about
Simon. 13 August [1938].
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/701: Letter in sympathy for Neville Chamberlain's
'nose trouble'; hoping that Neville Chamberlain is
not suffering from poisoned gums like Austen and
Lady Oxford had previously suffered from; and
advices her to see Geoffrey Dawson of The Times.
15 August 1938.
/702: Letter of congratulation following Neville
Chamberlain's speech; and makes a suggestion of
something she feels that Neville Chamberlain could
say on why he had not summoned Parliament
sooner. 28 September 1938.
/703: Letter asking to come to 10 Downing Street
when Neville Chamberlain arrives back from
Germany to see the 'wonderful reception wh[ich] he
will have'. 29 September 1938.
/704: Letter regarding letters received by Geoffrey
Dawson of The Times hoping that Neville
Chamberlain would 'be bold and make drastic
changes in his Cabinet'; and suggesting that Sir
John Anderson and the new Duke of Devonshire
would be suitable for Cabinet posts. 22 October
1938.
/705: Letter of Christmas greetings; asking to come
to visit Neville and Anne Chamberlain at 10
Downing Street with her daughter Princess
Elizabeth Bibesco; and suggests Neville
Chamberlain must see the Pope on his visit to
Rome 'or he will lose the R[oman] Catholic vote
here in any future General Election'. 7 December
1938.
/706: Letter to Neville Chamberlain thanking him for
his comments on Lady Oxford's husband Herbert
Asquith; and suggesting he should include 'Eddy
Hartington' (Duke of Devonshire) in his Cabinet. 17
December 1938.
/707: Letter asking to bring her daughter Princess
Elizabeth Bibesco to lunch with Anne and Neville
Chamberlain; suggests that Britain's foreign policy
should take more notice of Russia and suggests
the Russian Ambassador and staff should be
treated to more social functions by the Foreign
Office; says that Ribbentrop hated Britain 'because
he was not well treated when he was in London'.
15 (January or June?) 1939.
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/708: Letter regarding reports that Neville
Chamberlain had received the Nobel Prize;
suggests that the current air raid precautions are a
'terrible waste' and that instead the unemployed
should build permanent underground air raid
precautions; and asks for her and her daughter to
come to lunch at 10 Downing Street. 29 (January
or June?) 1939.
/709: Letter regarding Clement Attlee's attack on
Neville Chamberlain; and says that her only
criticism of the Government 'is the folly of spending
so much money on gas-masks'. 2 March 1939.
/710: Letter regarding all her interests being in
politics; and saying that 'thro[ugh] my admiration for
your husband, I have quarrelled with most of my
family wh[ich] has been a great grief to me'. 8 April
1939.
/711: Letter regarding the policy of appeasement
and encirclement of Germany. 11 April 1939.
/712: Letter regarding her admiration for Neville
Chamberlain; her detesting the actions of the
Liberal Party 'in consequence of wh[ich] my stepdaughter Violet Bonham Carter and other members
of my family are furious with me'; and regarding her
wish to come for lunch or tea with Anne
Chamberlain. 21 April 1939.
/713: Letter regarding chapter on Neville
Chamberlain in Sir A. Salter's book and regretting
that she sent the book to Neville Chamberlain
saying there was much in the book which was
'neither true, not clever'. 19 May 1939.
/714: Letter asking Anne Chamberlain if she can
come to see the Trooping of the Colour from the 10
Downing Street stand. 19 May 1937.
/715: Letter expressing concern at press reports
that Neville Chamberlain is to put Winterton into
Philip's [Sir Philip Sassoon?] place as she feels
Winterton knows nothing about art or beauty and
suggests Lord Balniel for the post instead; and
about her sorrow at Philip's death. 7 June 1939.
/716: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for inviting
Lady Oxford to the 10 Downing Street stand for the
Trooping of the Colour; and inviting Anne to lunch
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with Lady Oxford and a 'very important' American
banker. 12 June 1937.
/717: Letter to Neville Chamberlain regarding
Government money for music. 21 June 1937.
/718: Letter suggesting: that Neville Chamberlain
has 'new and more vigorous men to strengthen his
Cabinet' such as Edward Grigg, the Duke of
Devonshire and Baron Harlech; honours for
Geoffrey Dawson and John Spender; idea of more
Liberals etc in the Government to form a National
Government should be abandoned; that if John
Simon threatens to resign that Chamberlain should
let him. 22 July 1939.
/719: Letter regarding her enjoyment of lunch with
Anne Chamberlain; says that Anne should use her
influence with the Prime Minister to get rid of
Runciman and Stanhope; recommends (honours or
jobs?) for John Spender, Marquess of Hartington
and Edward Grigg. 24 July 1939.
/720-721: Letter saying that Neville Chamberlain
must see Geoffrey Dawson [Editor of the Times]
before 4 August; Spender; and regarding Charles
not inviting Lady Oxford to his wedding. 28 July
1939.
/722: Letter of condolence on Neville
Chamberlain's illness. 8 November 1940.
26 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/723

Correspondence with I. J. Paderewski

1939

Letter from I. J. Paderewski [Paderewski, Ignacy
Jan (1860-1941) Polish Pianist and Statesman],
Cleveland, Ohio, to Anne Chamberlain. 8 March.
A letter in support of Neville Chamberlain's efforts
for peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/724-725A

Correspondence with Christabel Pankhurst

1939

Letters from Christabel Pankhurst [Pankhurst,
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Dame Christabel (1881-1958) Suffragist], 5 Vincent
Square, Westminster, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
/724: 12 April 1939. Letter in support of Neville
Chamberlain's efforts for peace.
/725: 1 May 1939. Suggests a call to worship and
prayer in support of peace should be held.
/725A: 31 August 1939. Letter in support of Neville
Chamberlain's efforts for peace.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/726-731

Correspondence with Reynell Wreford, Organising
Secretary, Papworth Village Settlement

1943

Letters from Reynell Wreford, Papworth Village
Settlement, 16 Grosvenor Place, London to Anne
Chamberlain; with three press cuttings; two
photographs; and list containing extracts of letters
received relating to the Chamberlain Workshop. 2
and 5 October 1943
The letters, photographs and list relate to the
opening of the Chamberlain Workshop at the
Papworth Village Settlement and tributes paid to
Chamberlain following the opening of the
workshop.
8 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/732

Correspondence with Madge Hemlin-Patterson

1939

Letter from Madge Hemlin-Patterson, 11 Portland
Place, London to Anne Chamberlain. 18 July.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a party, and
in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/733

Correspondence with Osbert Peake, Minister of
National Insurance
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Letter from Osbert Peake [Peake, Osbert (1897–
1966) 1st Viscount Ingleby, politician], Ministry of
National Insurance to Anne Chamberlain. 8
November.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
congratulations on Peake's appointment as
Minister of National Insurance.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/734

Correspondence with L. Pearce
Letter from L. Pearce, 362 Bordesley Green,
[Birmingham] to Anne Chamberlain.

[early-mid
20th
century]

The letter relates to Mrs Bruce who was very ill.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/735

Correspondence with Mabel Perowne

1939

Letter from Mabel Perowne [wife of Right Reverend
Arthur William Thomson (Bishop of Worcester)],
Hartlebury Castle, Kidderminster to Anne
Chamberlain. 21 March.
A letter in support of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/736

Correspondence with Countess Perth

1938

Letter from Angela Perth [née Constable-Maxwell,
wife of Eric Drummond (16th Earl of Perth)], British
Embassy, Rome, [Italy] to Anne Chamberlain. 4
November.
The letter relates to Miss Hammond being asked to
go to the Embassy, and hopes that Neville
Chamberlain is well.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/737-759

Correspondence with Roger Pezzani

1938-1940

Letter from Roger Pezzani, 11 King's Bench Walk,
Temple, London to Anne Chamberlain; with
enclosed copies of letters from L'Assemblee
Francaise de Medecine Generale and from an
unidentified person received by Pezzani; copies of
letters to Pezzani from Anne Chamberlain and her
Private Secretary; press cutting; notes on Neville
Chamberlain; and a list of visitors to Highbury.
The file contains the following items:
/737-743: Letters (with copies of letters received by
Pezzani) relating to a proposed biography of
Neville Chamberlain by Pezzani, which was not
written due to Neville Chamberlain's objections to a
biography being written during his lifetime. 22
October 1938 to 10 January 1939.
/744-758: Letters relating to Pezzani's proposed
account of the members of the War Cabinet
including a brief sketch about Neville Chamberlain,
publishing extracts of Neville Chamberlain's
speeches. Notes on Neville Chamberlain are also
included for use in Pezzani's sketch. 21 November
to 16 May 1940.
/759: List of visitors to Highbury.
22 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC11/1/760

Correspondence with Marion Phillimore

[1930s]

Letter from Marion Phillimore, 17 Piazza Trinita dei
Monti, Rome, [Italy] to Anne Chamberlain. 16
December (year not given).
The letter relates to support for Neville
Chamberlain in Italy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/761-762

Correspondence with M. Moore, on behalf of L. H.
Pike, Agent General for Queensland
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Letter from M. Moore on behalf of L. H Pike [Pike,
Leonard Henry (1885-1961)], Agent General For
Queensland to Anne Chamberlain; with enclosed
printed copy of speech by Pike to the Royal Society
of St George. 23 June.
The letter forwarded a speech by Pike, in which he
paid tribute to Neville Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/763

Correspondence with V. Poliakoff

1947

Letter from V. Poliakoff, Rabs Corner, 39 Sherrard
Park, Welwyn Garden City to Lady Milner [Milner,
Violet Georgina (1872-1958) wife of 1st Viscount
Milner, Editor]. 25 January.
The letter relates to a book 'At Close Quarters' by
Arthur Murray, which refers to Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/764

Correspondence with F. Ponsonby, Keeper of the
Privy Purse

1935

Letter from F. Ponsonby [Ponsonby, Frederick
Edward Grey (1867-1935) 1st Baron Sysonby],
Privy Purse Office, Buckingham Palace, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 7 May.
The letter is a reply to an enquiry about the King's
badge in his cap at Balmoral.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/765

Correspondence with Betty Pound

[1940]

Letter from Betty Pound, 6 Eccleston Square,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
A letter in support of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/766

Correspondence with 4th Earl of Powis

1938

Letter from Powis [Herbert, George Charles (18621952) 4th Earl of Powis], Hyde Park Hotel,
Knightsbridge, London to Anne Chamberlain. 21
July.
The letter thanks Anne Chamberlain for an
invitation to luncheon, and comments on
admiration for Neville Chamberlain in Australia.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/767

Correspondence with Sir Raymond Priestley

1952

Letter from Raymond Priestley [Priestley, Sir
Raymond Edward (1886-1974) Knight Geologist],
Inshallah, Bredon's Norton, Tewkesbury,
Gloucestershire to Anne Chamberlain. 19 October.
The letter relates to his retirement from the position
of Vice Chancellor of the University of Birmingham,
his new home and the Open Air Group at the
University of Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/768

Correspondence with Miss Nancy K. Pushee

1942

Letter from Miss Nancy K. Pushee, 22 Wrights
Lane, Kensington, London to The Vicar, Heckfield
Vicarage, Hampshire-Berkshire border. 24 May.
The letter relates to Pushee wishing to visit
Heckfield Church to see a tablet in memory of
Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/769

Correspondence with Edward Raczynski, Polish
Ambassador to Britain

1938

Letter from Edward Raczynski [Raczynski, Edward
(1891-1993) Count, Polish Diplomat], 47 Portland
Place, London to Anne Chamberlain. 17 July.
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The letter declines an invitation to lunch.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/770

Correspondence with Lady Patricia Ramsay

1938

Letter from Patricia Ramsay [Ramsay, Victoria
Patricia Helena Elizabeth (1886-1974)], Clarence
House, St James's, London to Anne Chamberlain.
29 June.
The letter declines invitation to 'At Home' party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/771

Correspondence with Theresa M. Rannie

[1939]

Letter from Theresa M. Rannie, 56 Christ Church
Road, Winchester to Anne Chamberlain. [c 2
August 1939]
The letter forwarded press cuttings (not included)
and is in appreciation of Chamberlain's efforts for
peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/772

Correspondence with Ralph Rayner

1937

Letter from Ralph Rayner [Rayner, Brigadier Sir
Ralph (d 1977) army officer and politician], 8
Palace Green, London to Anne Chamberlain. 21
July.
The letter relates to his book 'Rude Letters to
Youth'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/773

Correspondence with E. W. Record, Editor of
'Birmingham Post'

1937

Letter from E. W. Record [Record, Edgar W. (18731943) journalist and newspaper editor], Savile
Club, 69 Brook Street, London to Neville
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Chamberlain. 14 July.
The letter expresses distress that Chamberlain
viewed a comment by the 'Birmingham Post' as
'unfriendly'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/774

Correspondence with Sir J. C. W. Reith, Chairman,
Imperial Airways

1939

Letter from J. C. W. Reith [Reith, John Charles
Walsham (1889-1971) 1st Baron Reith], Harrias
House, Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire to Anne
Chamberlain. 29 June.
The letter thanks Anne Chamberlain for inviting the
President of Pan American Airways to her party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/775-776

Correspondence with George Rendel

1951-1952

Letters from George Rendel [Rendel, Sir George
William (1889-1979) Knight Diplomat], 48 Lowndes
Square, London to Anne Chamberlain. 12
December 1951
The letters relate to 'Life of Neville Chamberlain' by
Keith Feiling.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/777

Correspondence with Brenda M. Reynolds

1938

Letter from Brenda M. Reynolds, Low Wood,
Harborne, [Birmingham] to Anne Chamberlain. 19
March.
A letter in support of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/778-779

Correspondence with Alexander J. Riddell
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Letter from Alexander J. Riddell, care of New
Zealand House, 415 Strand, London to Anne
Chamberlain; and copy of reply from Anne
Chamberlain. 17 and 25 March.
The letter asks Anne Chamberlain to obtain the
signatures of the King and Queen, and of Neville
Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/780

Correspondence with Baron Riddell

[1920s1930s]

Letter from Riddell [Riddell, George Allardice
(1865-1934) Baron Riddell, newspaper proprietor],
20 Queen Anne's Gate, London.
A letter of thanks, and congratulations for a
speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/781

Correspondence with Tennant Street Club,
Ladywood

1931

Letter from the committee and old members of
Tennant Street Club, Ladywood, [Birmingham] to
Anne Chamberlain. 20 November.
The letter sent a present to Anne Chamberlain 'in
memory of the time you spent amongst us'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/782

Correspondence with Anne Ritchie

[1918]

Letter from Anne Ritchie [Ritchie, Anne Isabella
(1837-1919), novelist and biographer], The Porch,
Freshwater Bay, Isle of Wight to Anne
Chamberlain. 22 November (year not given).
A letter of condolence on the death of Beatrice
Chamberlain.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/783

Correspondence with Hester Ritchie

[1918]

Letter from Hester Ritchie, Freshwater, [Isle of
Wight] to Anne Chamberlain. 22 November.
A letter of condolence on the death of Beatrice
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/784

Correspondence with Dr John Robertson, Medical
Officer of Health, Birmingham

1919

Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Dr John
Robertson. 3 October.
The letter informs Robertson of the poor condition
of the houses of Mrs Horton and Mrs Tainty on
Icknield Port Road, [Birmingham].
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/785-786

Correspondence with Roy L. Robinson, Chairman,
Forestry Commission

1939

Letters from Roy L. Robinson [Robinson, Roy
Lister (1883-1952) chairman of Forestry
Commission], Forestry Commission to Anne
Chamberlain; with a flint arrow-head and some
coins. 13 March (both letters).
The letters thank Anne Chamberlain for Robinson's
visit to Chequers, and sends her some
archaeological finds from the Icknield Way in the
King's Forest near Bury St Edmunds.
The archaeological finds enclosed, with dates
given by Robinson, are: a prehistoric flint arrowhead; a coin of Constantine the Great [AD 330335]; a half groat coin from the reign of Henry VII; a
15h-16th century reckoning counter; and an Irish
halfpenny dating from 1725.
7 items
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Access: Open
NC11/1/787

Correspondence with 1st Baron Rockley

1939

Letter from Rockley [Cecil, Evelyn (1865-1941) 1st
Baron Rockley, politician], 2 Cadogan Square,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 3 May.
A letter of congratulations on Neville Chamberlain's
speech at the Royal Literary Fund dinner, and also
relating to the Argentian ambassador.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/787A

Correspondence with V. V. Tilea, Romanian
Minister

1939

Letter from V. V. Tilea [Tilea, Viorel Virgil (18961972) politician, diplomat and industrialist], The
Roumanian Minister, London to Anne Chamberlain;
with enclosed press cutting and translation of press
cutting. 14 September.
A letter forwarding a newspaper article by N. Iorga
regarding a speech by Neville Chamberlain.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/788-790

Correspondence with Baroness Quenelda Royden

1938[1939]

Letters from Quenelda [née Clegg, wife of 1st
Baron Royden], Brockwood Park, Alresford,
Hampshire to Anne Chamberlain; and a letter from
Mary (surname not given), 39 Queen's Gate,
London to Royden.
/788: 20 June 1938. Letter in appreciation of visit to
Chequers.
/789: 12 June 1939. Letter forwarding /790.
/790: Letter from Mary to Royden, 10 June [1939].
In appreciation of Anne Chamberlain's visit to a
meeting.
3 items
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Access: Open
NC11/1/791

Correspondence with John Royden

1938

Letter from T. Royden [Royden, Thomas (1871–
1950) 1st Baron Royden, shipowner], Brockwood
Park, Alresford, Hampshire to Anne Chamberlain.
20 June.
A letter in appreciation of his stay at Chequers.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/792-794

Correspondence with 1st Baron Rugby

1950

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Lord Rugby
[Maffey, John Loader (1877-1969) 1st Baron
Rugby]; letter from Rugby to Anne Chamberlain;
transcript of speech; and press cutting about
speech. 2 and 4 August.
A letter thanking Rugby for his speech referring to
Neville Chamberlain; and reply from Rugby.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/795-796

Correspondence with Countess Russell

[19181937]

Letter from Elizabeth Russell [Arnim, Mary Annette
von (1866-1941) novelist, Countess Russell],
Chalet Soleil, Randogne Sur Sierre, Switzerland
and Mas des Roses, Mougins, Alpes Maritimes,
France to Anne Chamberlain.
/795: Letter inviting Anne and Neville Chamberlain
to stay at her mountain in Switzerland. (11 June
1918?).
/796: Letter expressing disappointment at missing
Anne Chamberlain on her visit to France; regarding
her tour of French cathedrals. 16 January (1937?).
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/797-798

Correspondence with Sir Herbert Samuel, Leader
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of the Liberal Party
Letters from Herbert Samuel [Samuel, Herbert
Louis (1870-1963) 1st Viscount Samuel,
statesman], 36 Porchester Terrace, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 27 July 1934 and 7 August
1935.
The letter relate to books which they are lending to
each other.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/799-802

Correspondence with Philip Sassoon

1927[1938]

Letter from Philip Sassoon [Sassoon, Sir Philip
Albert Gustave David (1888-1939) 3rd Baronet
Politician], Air Ministry and First Commissioner of
Works to Anne Chamberlain. 25 April 1927, 20
December 1937, 28 July 1938 and 9 June [1938].
The 1927 letter relates to a portrait of Neville
Chamberlain. The 1937 and the two 1938 letters
relate to improvements to 10 Downing Street.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/803

Correspondence with Marjorie Scaretti

[1938]

Letter from Marjorie Scaretti, 21 Piazza Madama,
Rome, [Italy] to Anne Chamberlain. 8 December.
The letter relates to her concern about the warlike
behaviour of the government and ostracism of the
Jews; and regarding Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's forthcoming visit to Italy.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/804

Correspondence with Peter Scott

1936

Letter from Peter Scott, East Lighthouse, Sutton
Bridge, Wisbech to Anne Chamberlain. 7 May.
The letter declines an invitation.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/805

Correspondence with Sir Owen Seaman, Editor of
'Punch'

1929

Letter from Owen Seaman [Seaman, Sir Owen
(1861-1936) Baronet Editor], 2 Whitehall Court,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 25 February.
The letter declines an invitation to luncheon.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/806-821

Correspondence with Robert Sencourt and related
correspondence with Sir Horace Wilson

1953

Letter from Robert Sencourt [Sencourt, Robert
(1890-1969) critic, biographer and historian],
Pickade House, Great Kimble, Aylesbury,
Buckinghamshire (and various other addresses);
with notes; copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain to Sir Horace Wilson; letter from
Wilson to Anne Chamberlain; copies of letters from
Anne Chamberlain to Sencourt; and copy of letter
from Nora Mellor to D.T. [Daily Telegraph?]. 12
April, 9 May, 22, 26 and 29 June, 21, 22, 25 July,
18, 19, 22 and 23 August, 16 September and 16
November.
The letters mainly relate to a book being written by
Sencourt about the events of 1938 to 1939; and
also relate to other matters. The letter to the 'D.T.'
(which was not printed) is signed 'Nora Mellor' but
is in Anne Chamberlain's hand, and a note states it
is the 'copy of letter I sent', so it appears the letter
is from Anne Chamberlain and the name 'Nora
Mellor' was used for purposes of anonymity.
16 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/822

Correspondence with Mr Seymour

1940

Copy of letter on behalf of Anne Chamberlain to Mr
Seymour. 22 January.
The letter relates to finding an 'article belonging to
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[Neville] Chamberlain for Mr Kennedy [Joseph P.
Kennedy, American Ambassador] to keep as a
remembrance'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/823-824

Correspondence with Sir Geoffrey Shakespeare

1950

Letter from Geoffrey Shakespeare [Shakespeare,
Sir Geoffrey Hithersay (1893-1980) 1st Baronet
Politician], 30 Marsham Court, London to Anne
Chamberlain; and copy of letter from Anne
Chamberlain to Shakespeare. 17 and 25 January.
The letters relate to part of Shakespeare's book
referring to Neville Chamberlain and Munich.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/825-836

Correspondence with Sir John Simon

[19361952]

Letters from John Simon [Simon, John Allsebrook
(1873-1954) 1st Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor],
71 Addison Road, London to Anne Chamberlain;
and copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain to
Simon.
The file contains the following items (letters from
Simon to Anne Chamberlain unless otherwise
stated):
/825: 23 May 1936. Relates to the illness of
Simon's wife.
/826: 29 May 1937. Relates to tickets for Trooping
of the Colour, and expresses his pleasure at
Neville Chamberlain becoming Prime Minister.
/827: 1 November 1937. Thank you letter for visit to
Chequers.
/828: 4 April 1938. Relates to dinner invitation.
/829: 20 July 1938. Invitation to dinner with John
W. Davis, former American Ambassador.
/830: 31 March 1939. Thank you letter for an
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evening event with royalty.
/831: Poem written in Simon's hand (not dated).
/832: 21 June (year not given). Relates to his wife's
inability to attend an event that evening.
/833: 11 June 1952. Accepts invitation to party.
/834: 23 June 1952 (Anne Chamberlain to Simon).
Relates to book by Simon.
/835-836: 4 and 9 July 1952 (Simon to Anne
Chamberlain, and reply from Anne Chamberlain).
Relates to party and Simon's book.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/837-839

Correspondence with Kathleen Simon

1937-1939

Letters from Kathleen Simon [Simon, Kathleen (d
1955) 2nd wife of 1st Viscount Simon], 71 Addison
Road, London and 11 Downing Street, London to
Anne Chamberlain.
/837: 1 November 1937. Thank you letter for visit to
Chequers.
/838: 30 March 1939. Thank you letter for dinner.
/839: 2 August 1939. Congratulations on Neville
Chamberlain's foreign policy speech.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/840

Correspondence with Osbert Sitwell

1939

Letter from Osbert Sitwell [Sitwell, Sir Francis
Osbert Sacheverell (1892-1969) 5th Baronet
Author], Renishaw Hall, Renishaw, near Sheffield
to Anne Chamberlain. [circa 9 September 1939].
A letter of support for Neville Chamberlain's peace
efforts.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/841

Correspondence with S.C. Kaines Smith

1941

Copy of letter from S. C. Kaines Smith [Smith,
Solomon Charles Kaines (d 1958) Art Historian], 14
Henley Street, Stratford-on-Avon to Anne
Chamberlain. 7 October.
Relates to Neville Chamberlain's interests in and
support for the Birmingham Art Gallery. See
NC11/15/113 for original letter.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/842-844

Correspondence with J. C. Smuts, Prime Minister
of South Africa 1919-24 and 1939-48

1923

Letters from J. C. Smuts [Smuts, Jan Christian
(1870-1950) Statesman], Savoy Hotel, London and
Hyde Park Hotel, Knightsbridge, London.
/842: 31 October 1923. Relates to visiting Anne
Chamberlain for tea.
/843: 30 June 1933. Relates to book given to
Smuts and their conversation.
/844: 16 November 1942. Regrets that he is unable
to meet Anne Chamberlain on his visit.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/845-846

Correspondence with Viscountess Snowden

1938

Letters from Ethel Snowden [Snowden, Ethel
(1881-1951) née Annakin, Suffragist and Socialist,
wife of 1st Viscount Snowden], 206 Beatty House,
Dolphin Square, London to Anne Chamberlain.
/845: Letter regarding meetings at which she spoke
in defence of the policy of appeasement. A list of
the dates and places where meetings were held is
also included. 29 April.
/846: Letter of support for Neville Chamberlain
flying to Germany to meet Hitler. 15 September.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC11/1/847-851

Correspondence with Sir Archibald and Phyllis
Southby

1942-1945

Letters from Archibald R. J. Southby [Southby, Sir
Archibald Richard James (1886-1969) 1st Baronet
Politician], House of Commons and letter from
Phyllis Southby [née Garton, wife of Archibald
Southby], Burford Priory, Oxfordshire to Anne
Chamberlain; with enclosed extracts from Hansard
and press cutting.
/847-848: Letter from Archibald Southby regarding:
his speech and his support of Neville Chamberlain;
and about an article in 'Truth' by Sir Rowland
Evans opposing the critics of appeasement. An
extract from 'Hansard' of Southby's speech is also
included. 1 December 1942
/849: Letter from Phyllis Southby thanking Anne
Chamberlain and Dorothy Lloyd for lunch; and
regarding an article in the 'Daily Express' by
William Barkley on 1 April 1942. A press cutting of
Barkley's article is also included. 2 April 1942.
/850:-851 Letter from Archibald Southby regarding
his speech in the House of Commons debate on
the Crimea Conference. An offprint of the speech is
also included. 19 March 1945.
6 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/852

Correspondence with T. A. L. Spaight

1940

Letter from T. A. L. Spaight, Shortfield House,
Frensham, Surrey to Anne Chamberlain. 17 May.
A letter of support following Neville Chamberlain's
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/853

Correspondence with Cynthia Spencer, Lady of the
Bedchamber to Queen Elizabeth

1939

Letter from Cynthia Spencer [Spencer, Cynthia
(1897-1972) Lady of the Bedchamber to Queen
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Elizabeth], Windsor Castle to Anne Chamberlain.
17 April.
A letter regarding suggestions of books as presents
for Princess Elizabeth's [later Queen Elizabeth II]
birthday.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/854-855

Correspondence with Mary Spender

[c 1940-c
1942]

Letter from May Spender [née Rawlinson, wife of
John Alfred Spender, journal editor and writer],
Earl's Court Hotel, Tunbridge Wells and Crest
Hotel, Crowborough, Sussex to Anne Chamberlain.
/854: Letter regarding Keith Feiling writing a
biography of Neville Chamberlain; and her
husband's illness. 5 March [c 1942].
/855: Letter regarding her husband accepting
invitation to lunch but that she declines it due to an
accident; and in appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain 'for giving us the breathing space
after Munich'. 24 July [c 1940].
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/856-857

Correspondence with W. P. Spens

1942

Letter from W. P. Spens [Spens, William Patrick
(1885–1973), 1st Baron Spens, lawyer and
politician], Crooksfoot, Ashford to Anne
Chamberlain; with transcript of letter. 8 February.
A letter regarding the forthcoming biography of
Neville Chamberlain and about him wishing to talk
with the writer [Keith Feiling] about the Norway
Debate and change of government.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/858

Correspondence with Countess Stanhope

[19371940]

Letter from Eileen S. [Lady Eileen Stanhope, née
Browne, wife of James Richard Stanhope (Earl
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Stanhope)], 111 Eaton Square, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
A letter in appreciation of a visit to Chequers.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/859

Correspondence with Lord Stanley, Secretary of
State for the Dominions

1938

Letter from Stanley [Stanley, Edward Montagu
Cavendish, Lord Stanley (1894–1938), politician],
43 Belgrave Square, London to Anne Chamberlain.
12 October.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
kindness and hoping that Neville Chamberlain has
a 'really good rest' as 'he is the one man upon
whom the world depends at the present time'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/860

Correspondence with Anna Stanley
Letter from Anna Stanley [Annie Bickerton Stanley,
née Pooley, wife of Admiral Hon. Sir Victor (Albert)
Stanley], 77 Upper Berkeley Street, Portman
Square, London to Anne Chamberlain. 10
February.

[early-mid
20th
century]

A letter apologising for a mistake on attending a
party on the wrong date.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/861

Correspondence with Lady Mary Stanley

[1940]

Letter from Mary Stanley [Mary Stanley née
Grosvenor, wife of Colonel Hon. Algernon Francis
Stanley, and widow of Viscount Henry William
Crichton], Sopworth, Chippenham, Wiltshire to
Anne Chamberlain. 27 June.
The letter appears to relate to the death of her son,
John Henry George Crichton.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/862-863

Correspondence with Aurel Stein

1936-1938

Letter from Aurel Stein [Stein, Sir Mark Aurel
(1862-1943) Knight Scholar Explorer
Archaeologist], Camp Luristan, care of British
Consulate, Kermanshah, Iran and Camp, P. O.
Srinagar, Kashmir to Anne Chamberlain and to the
Social Secretary at 10 Downing Street.
/862: Letter declining invitation to Anne
Chamberlain's 'At Home' party. 28 May 1936.
/863: Letter declining invitation to Anne
Chamberlain's 'At Home' party; and in appreciation
of Neville Chamberlain. 21 June 1938.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/864

Correspondence with Magdalene Stenhouse

1938

Letter from Magdalene Stenhouse, 11 Downing
Street, Whitehall, London to Anne Chamberlain. 15
June.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for an
invitation to tea.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/865

Correspondence with Gertrude Struthers

1938

Letter from Gertrude Struthers, Villa Faraldo, Quai
Laurenti, Garavan, Menton, France to Anne
Chamberlain. 6 January.
A letter regarding the 'sensation' caused by Neville
Chamberlain's forthcoming visit to Italy; and
regarding Mr Bowring's comments on him being
viewed as a 'demi-god' by people in Italy.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/866

Correspondence with James Stuart

1951

Letter from James Stuart [Stuart, James Gray
(1897-1971) Viscount Stuart of Findhorn,
statesman], House of Commons to Anne
Chamberlain. 12 November.
A letter relating to his appointment as Secretary of
State for Scotland; and regarding his appreciation
of Neville Chamberlain making him a member of
the Privy Council.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/867-873

Correspondence with Viscountess Swinton

[19341939]

Letters from Molie [Mary Constance Cunliffe-Lister
née Boynton, wife of Philip Cunliffe-Lister (Viscount
Swinton)], Swinton, Masham, Ripon, Yorkshire,
Government House, Kenya and 7 Lygon Place,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
/867: Letter regarding her having 'hoped Philip was
very much better but the communiques don't quite
egg me on in that belief'. 25 January 1934.
/868: Letter regarding Philip Cunliffe-Lister's
recovery from his illness. 9 February 1934.
/869: Note in appreciation of Anne Chamberlain.
February 1934.
/870: Note in support of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain, following Neville Chamberlain's
departure for his meeting at Berchtesgaden with
Hitler. 15 September 1938.
/871: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a
dinner party with the King and Queen. 1 April 1938
/872: Note of anecdote of comment by man at
Redmire referring to Anne Chamberlain. [circa
1938].
/873: Note in appreciation of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain. [circa 1938].
7 items
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Access: Open
NC11/1/874-876

Correspondence with Viscount Swinton
Letters from Philip [Lister, Philip Cunliffe- (18841972) 1st Earl of Swinton, politician], 7 Lygon
Place, London and Air Ministry to Anne
Chamberlain.

[early-mid
20th
century]

/874: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
party. 30 March 1939.
/875: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
appreciation of his speech; and in support of
Neville Chamberlain. 18 March [mid 1930s].
/876: Note stating 'And so prayers are answered. It
was good to see you yesterday'. [early-mid 20th
century].
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/877

Correspondence with William Teeling

[c 1939]

Letter from William Teeling [Teeling, Sir Luke
William Burke (1903-1975) Knight MP], K6 Albany,
Piccadilly, London to Anne Chamberlain. 8 May.
A letter regarding Teeling being in charge of
recruiting for National Service in the North of
England; and regarding support for conscription at
meetings he spoke at in the North.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/878-888

Correspondence with Viscount Templewood

1952-1955

Letters from Sam [Hoare, Samuel John Gurney
(1880-1959) 1st Viscount Templewood,
statesman], 12A Eaton Mansions, Sloane Square,
London to Anne Chamberlain; with copies of letters
from Anne Chamberlain to Templewood, copies of
some letters received by Templewood and a
printed list of guests.
The letters mainly relate to Templewood's book
'Nine Troubled Years' regarding the National
Government between 1931 and 1940, in which he
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defended Neville Chamberlain; including copies of
letters received by Templewood forwarded to Anne
Chamberlain which were in support of the book and
his defence of Neville Chamberlain.
/878: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
Templewood, regarding quotation of General
Smuts and speech of Nigel Birch in House of
Commons referring to aircraft production. 29
October 1952
/879-882: Letter from Templewood to Anne
Chamberlain, with enclosed copy of letter received
by Templewood from unknown person, copy of
letter from Lord Halifax to Templewood, and printed
list of guests for luncheon on 15 October 1954 to
mark the publication of Templewood's book. 7
October 1954
/883: Copy of letter from E. C. Sach to
Templewood.
/884: Copy of reply by Anne Chamberlain to /879. 9
October 1954.
/885-886: Letter from Templewood to Anne
Chamberlain, with enclosed copy of letter from
Percival L. Witherby to Templewood. 1 November
1954.
/887-888: Letter from Templewood to Anne
Chamberlain, with enclosed copy of letter from
Llewellyn (Governor-General of Rhodesia) to
Templewood. 19 May 1955.
11 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/889

Correspondence with Joan Thomson

1939

Letter from Joan Thomson, Trinity Lodge,
Cambridge to Anne Chamberlain. 28 January.
A letter regarding tribute paid to Neville
Chamberlain by I. J. Paderewski [pianist and
former President of Poland].
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/890

Correspondence with Florence Thorneycroft

1938

Letter from Florence Thorneycroft, Tettenhall
Towers, Wolverhampton to Anne Chamberlain. 6
March.
A letter in support of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/891

Correspondence with Private John Tipper

[c 1916]

Letter from Private John Tipper, number 12490, C
Company, 6th Battalion Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire Light Infantry, British
Expeditionary Force, France to Anne Chamberlain.
The letter is from a soldier serving in the trenches
during the First World War, who thanks Anne
Chamberlain for the gift of an accordion, and
explains that he had not previously received any
parcels due to the poverty of his mother.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/892

Correspondence with S. D. Tipple

[1940]

Letter from S. D. Tipple, Grantham Road,
Bottesford, Nottingham to Anne Chamberlain.
A letter of support following Neville Chamberlain's
resignation as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/893

Note from Arnold Toynbee given by Mackenzie
King

[early-mid
20th
century]

Note from Arnold Toynbee [Toynbee, Arnold
Joseph (1889-1975), historian] given by Mackenzie
King [King, William Lyon Mackenzie (1874-1950),
prime minister of Canada] at Chequers.
The note expresses some philosophical and
religious thoughts such as that 'God is a person'
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and 'there is limitation to man's knowledge'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/894-895

Correspondence with 2nd Baron Tweedsmuir

1952

Letter from Tweedsmuir [Buchan, John Norman
Stuart (1911-1996) 2nd Baron Tweedsmuir, civil
servant] to Anne Chamberlain; with copy of letter
from Anne Chamberlain to Tweedsmuir. 8 and 14
October.
The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain's request
for copies of letters from Neville Chamberlain to the
first Baron Tweedsmuir.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/896

Correspondence with Maude G. Tyler

1939

Letter from Maude G. Tyler, on board P&O
Strathallan, Indian Ocean to Anne Chamberlain. 11
February.
A letter regarding her return to Australia; and the
'great reception' on the ship to Neville
Chamberlain's speech.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/897

Correspondence with G. F. Van Tets, President of
the Royal Netherlands Horticultural and Botanic
Society

1939

Letter from G. F. Van Tets, 'T Valckenbosch, Zeist,
Netherlands to Anne Chamberlain. 26 May.
A letter regarding present from the Dutch
bulbgrowers; invites Anne and Neville Chamberlain
to be shown around the nursery villages of
Aalsmeer and Boskoop in the Netherlands; and
regarding admiration of the Dutch for Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/898

Correspondence with Hilda von Dirksen

1939

Letter from Hilda Von Dirksen [wife of Herbert von
Dirksen (German Ambassador to Britain)], 9
Carlton House Terrace, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 1 February.
A letter regarding Anne and Neville Chamberlain
coming to dinner on 15 February.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/899

Correspondence with Robert Vansittart

[1920s1950s]

Letter from Robert Vansittart [Vansittart, Robert
Gilbert (1881-1957) Baron Vansittart, diplomat], 44
Park Street, London to Anne Chamberlain. 19
March.
The letter relates to a book sent by Vansittart to
Anne Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/900

Correspondence with Constance Villiers-Stuart

1939

Letter from Constance Villiers-Stuart, Sesame
Imperial Club, 49 Grosvenor Street, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 26 April.
A letter regarding appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain in Portugal.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/900A

Correspondence with E. M. Watson, Private
Secretary to Neville Chamberlain

[1938]

Letter from E. M. W. [Watson, Edith Margaret (d
1953) civil servant], 10 Downing Street, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 29 September.
The letter relates to the Munich Conference with
Hitler in September 1938. It says 'We got through
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to Munich after much trouble. All Sir Horace could
say was that the tone has been friendly throughout
& they meet again at 10pm. No further information
tonight'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/901

Correspondence with Helen Waddell

1939

Letter from Helen Waddell [Waddell, Helen (18891965) Historian and Author], 32 Primrose Hill Road,
London to Anne Chamberlain; with enclosed poem.
17 June.
A letter regarding illness of servants; her going to
meet with Anne Chamberlain; and her taking on 'an
old tumbledown studio' as a writing studio.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/902

Correspondence with H. Russell Wakefield

1926

Letter from H. Russell Wakefield [Wakefield, Henry
Russell (1854-1933) Bishop of Birmingham], 20
Palmeira Court, Hove, Sussex to Neville
Chamberlain. 13 July.
A letter of appreciation for Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/903

Correspondence with G. Walker

1937

Transcript of letter from G. Walker, Forge, Clogher,
Tyrone, Northern Ireland to the Marchioness of
Londonderry. 12 November.
The letter relates to removal of 'the big stone' and
about the spot having 'the reputation of being
haunted'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/904-905

Correspondence with Hugh Walpole
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Letters from Hugh Walpole [Walpole, Sir Hugh
Seymour (1884-1941) Knight Novelist and Man of
Letters], 90 Piccadilly, London to Anne
Chamberlain.
/904: A letter regarding him going to Cumberland
and hoping to see Anne Chamberlain on his return
to London. 18 January 1938
/905: A letter regretting inability to come to a
reception. 9 June 1939.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/906-908

Correspondence with Dorothy Nelson Ward

[c 1937]1938

Letters from Dorothy Nelson Ward [wife of Admiral
Philip Nelson-Ward], Crocker Hill House, near
Chichester, Sussex to Anne Chamberlain; and
letter from Anne Chamberlain to Ward.
/906: Letter of appreciation for Neville
Chamberlain; also regarding the Duke of Windsor's
affair; her brother-in-laws Nelson relics and about
the family connection with Horatio Nelson. 4
December 1938 (the year is annotated in pencil)
/907: Letter from Anne Chamberlain in reply to
/906, thanking Ward for a gift; and regarding her
looking forward to meeting Ward again. 14
December [1938].
/908: Letter regarding: her husband following his
death; an effigy in Westminster Abbey; and Ireland.
undated [circa 1937].
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/909

Correspondence with Euan Wallace, Secretary for
Overseas Trade

1937

Letter from Euan Wallace [Wallace, David Euan
(1892-1941) MP], Department of Overseas Trade
to Anne Chamberlain. 27 January.
A letter accepting an invitation to lunch.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/910-912

Correspondence with A. P. Wavell

1939

Letters from A. P. Wavell [Wavell, Archibald
Percival (1883-1950) 1st Earl Wavell, Field
Marshal], Government House, Salisbury, Wiltshire
to Anne Chamberlain; with enclosed extract from
Frederic Harrison's book on Cromwell.
/910: Letter regarding extract about Oliver
Cromwell; and regarding Lord Allerby, his
connections in his family history with Cromwell and
his relations with Austen Chamberlain. 23 April
/911: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for book
on Cromwell's head; and regarding him trying to
find an answer to Anne Chamberlain's enquiry
about the Lords Lieutenant of Ireland and Viceroys
of India descended from Cromwell. 4 May.
/912: Extract from book about Cromwell.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/913-915

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Weir

1952

Letters from Viscount Weir [Weir, William Douglas
(1877-1959) 1st Viscount Weir, industrialist], Holm
Foundry, Cathcart, Glasgow to Anne Chamberlain;
with copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Weir.
17 September, 14 October and 24 December.
The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain's request
for photocopies of letters from Neville Chamberlain.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/916-917

Correspondence with Dorothy Wells

1939-1940

Letters from Dorothy Wells [née Maltby, wife of Sir
Richard Wells], Felmersham Grange, near Bedford
to Anne Chamberlain.
/916: Letter regarding support for Neville
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Chamberlain. 13 May 1939.
/917: Letter regarding the death of her two sons in
action. 29 June 1940.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/918

Correspondence with Countess of Wemyss

[c 1939]

Letter from Grace Wemyss [née Blackburn, wife of
Francis Wemyss-Charteris-Douglas (8th Earl of
Wemyss)], 26 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square,
London to Anne Chamberlain.
A letter regretting 'Lord Cecil and a few other
'cranks' ungrateful remarks' about Neville
Chamberlain's actions.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/919

Correspondence with Ava Wigram

[1930s1940s]

Letter from Ava Wigram [née Bodley, wife of Ralph
Follett Wigram], Pantile House, Seaford to Anne
Chamberlain. 8 June.
A letter regarding extracts from 'Mein Kampf' and
about a comment in a debate in the House of
Commons that the annihilation of France was
Hitler's ultimate aim. See NC11/1/920 for enclosed
extracts of 'Mein Kampf'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/919A919B

Correspondence with Sir Clive Wigram, Assistant
Private Secretary and Equerry to the King

1920

Letters from Clive Wigram [Wigram, Clive (18731960) 1st Baron Wigram, private secretary to
George V], Buckingham Palace to Anne
Chamberlain. 26 May and 12 June.
The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain's
forthcoming address regarding the Queen.
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2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Mr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in September 1984.
NC11/1/920

Extract from 'Mein Kampf' by Adolf Hitler

[1930s]

Translated extract from the 1925 German edition of
'Mein Kampf' by Adolf Hitler, sent to Anne
Chamberlain by Ava Wigram (see NC11/1/919).
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/921

Correspondence with Ernest Debenham

1939

Letter from Ernest R. Debenham [Debenham, Sir
Ernest Ridley, first baronet (1865–1952),
department store owner] [husband of Neville's
cousin Cecily], Moor Lane House, Briantspuddle,
Dorset to Anne Chamberlain. 6 March.
A letter regarding a visit to Chequers.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/922

Correspondence with Leonard Williams

1924

Letter from Leonard Williams [Williams, Leonard
Llewelyn Bulkeley (1861-1939) physician], 123
Harley Street, London to Neville Chamberlain. 13
November.
A letter regarding Neville's health being 'vetted' and
him being 'prepared to give you a first class
certificate, provided you undertake to continue the
physiologically godly, righteous and sober life to
which you rather reluctantly submitted yourself
after our first interview' and about his expectation
that Chamberlain 'will leave a very definite mark of
constructive statemanship at the Ministry of Health'.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/923

Correspondence with Marchioness of Willingdon

1938

Letter from Marie Willingdon [Marie Adelaide
Freeman-Thomas (Lady Willingdon), née Brassey,
wife of Freeman Freeman-Thomas (Marquess of
Willingdon)], 5 Lygon Place, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 5 May.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for lunch at
Downing Street.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/924-927

Correspondence with Sir Horace Wilson

1948-1958

Letters from Horace Wilson [Wilson, Sir Horace
John (1882–1972), civil servant], 24 Penrith Road,
Boscombe, Bournemouth to Anne Chamberlain;
and copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
Wilson.
/924: Letter regarding Anne Chamberlain's ill
health; the twentieth anniversary of the Munich
Crisis, recollections of the emerging crisis at the
same time in 1938 and about him still feeling there
was not any other way out of the crisis. 5 May
1958.
/925: Letter regretting inability to attend party; and
regarding his feelings about the Munich Crisis and
the criticisms of Neville Chamberlain. 18 July 1948
/926: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
Wilson regarding her wishing to meet Wilson. 16
October 1952
/927: Letter regarding decision by Neville
Chamberlain in December 1937 about aircraft
leading to the appointment of Bruce Gardener as
Chairman of the Aircraft Manufacturers Association
and it being followed by an increase in aircraft
production. 8 November 1952.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/928-929

Correspondence with J. Dover Wilson

1936

Letter from J. Dover Wilson [Wilson, John Dover
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(1881-1969), literary scholar and educationist],
University of Edinburgh and Three Beeches,
Balerno, Midlothian to Anne Chamberlain.

/928: Letter regarding book 'Religious Lyrics of the
Fourteenth Century' edited by Carleton Brown;
answering Neville Chamberlain's enquiry about
Shakespeare's 'Hamlet'; and regarding him hoping
to visit again. 26 February.
/929: Letter suggesting new book on Hamlet as
possible Christmas present for Neville
Chamberlain. 17 November.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/930-938

Correspondence with 6th Earl Winterton,
Paymaster General, 1939-40

1939-1953

Letter from Winterton [Turnour, Edward (18831962) 6th Earl Winterton], Shilinglee Park Stables,
Chiddingfold, Surrey and other addresses to Anne
Chamberlain; with copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain to Winterton; and note by Anne
Chamberlain.
/930: Letter thanking Anne and Neville
Chamberlain for their luncheon party; regarding his
forthcoming visit to America to represent the British
Government at a conference on refugees and him
looking forward to meeting President Roosevelt. 24
July 1939.
/931: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain
regarding her appreciation of Winterton's speech
during the debate on defence in the House of
Commons. 23 February 1951.
/932: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
letter. 27 February 1951
/933-934: Letter regarding Winston Churchill
realising that some of his criticisms of air defence
before the war were unjustified; Winterton's 'bad
speech' in June 1938 when defending Philip
Swinton, the Air Ministry and Neville's
administration in general following which he
resigned; Winterton's continued support of the
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Munich Agreement though he 'did not agree with
everything that Neville said in public about the
reasons for our policy'; Winterton's regret at the
attacks made on Neville Chamberlain; Stanley
Baldwin's 'very bad faults' particularly 'leaving
decisions as long as possible'; Winterton's
resignation from the Shadow Cabinet. A copy of
Anne Chamberlain's reply is also included. 28
February and 9 March 1951.
/935-936: Letter regretting inability to attend Anne
Chamberlain's party; regarding his current work;
and asking to talk with Anne Chamberlain
regarding his book in which he hopes 'to 'smash
into' the opponents of Munich'. A copy of Anne
Chamberlain's reply is also included. 5 and 7 July
1952.
/937-938: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
Winterton regarding Winterton's book and about
some errors in the book; and a related note. 27
October 1953.
9 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/939

Correspondence with Cyril Garbett, Bishop of
Winchester

1941

Letter from Cyril Winton: [Garbett, Cyril Forster
(1875-1955) Archbishop of York], Wolvesey,
Winchester to Dorothy Lloyd [daughter of Neville
and Anne Chamberlain]. 2 September.
A letter regarding date for the dedication of a
memorial to Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/940-941

Correspondence with Sir Leonard Woolley

1939

Letters from Leonard Woolley [Woolley, Sir Charles
Leonard (1880-1960) Knight Archaeologist], 12
Royal Avenue, Chelsea, London and Atchana,
Hatay, Turkey to Anne Chamberlain; with enclosed
photograph of 'our second Hittite lion' from
Atchana.
/940: Letter regarding delay to archaeological work
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in Syria due to illness of Woolley's wife. 9 March
/941: Letter regarding archaeological fieldwork at
Atchana [Turkey] and a Hittite lion which was found
(a photograph is also included). 5 June.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/942

Correspondence with Walter Womersley, Minister
of Pensions

1942

Letter from Walter Womersley [Womersley, Sir
Walter James (1878-1961) 1st Baronet MP],
Ministry of Pensions to Anne Chamberlain. 21
January.
The letter relates to Anne Chamberlain moving
house; Womersley's speech; his appreciation of
Neville Chamberlain; his wife's work in Grimsby;
and his own work.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/943

Correspondence with Violet Stuart Wortley

[1939]

Letter from Violet Stuart Wortley [Wortley, Violet
Stuart (d 1953) author], 39 Bryanston Square,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 27 February (year
not given).
The letter relates to a feeling that war had been
averted amongst her sister and her sister's friends
in Rome, following Neville Chamberlain's visit in
January.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/944

Correspondence with Evelyn Wrench

[1940]

Letter from Evelyn Wrench [Wrench, Sir John
Evelyn Leslie (1882-1966), Knight author and
politician], Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada to Anne Chamberlain. Not dated.
The letter passes on Mr Mackenzie King's regards
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for Anne and Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/945-950

Correspondence with and relating to Shigeru
Yoshida

1947-1951

Letters from Shigeru Yoshida [Yoshida, Shigeru
(1878-1967) diplomat and Japanese politician],
Villa Tekigaiso, Ogikubo, Tokyo, Japan and Oiso,
Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan; from William Teeling
[Teeling Sir Luke William Burke (1903-1975) Knight
MP], House of Commons; from Robert Craigie
[Craigie, Sir Robert Leslie (1883–1959),
diplomatist], Possingworth Manor, near Uckfield,
Sussex to Anne Chamberlain; and letter (copy or
draft?) from Anne Chamberlain to Yoshida.
Yoshida was Japanese Prime Minister 1946-47
and 1948-54, and was Japanese Ambassador to
Britain 1936-38.
/945: Yoshida to Anne Chamberlain. A letter in
appreciation of Anne Chamberlain's kindness
during Yoshida and his wife's visit to London before
the war; regretting the death of Neville
Chamberlain; and regarding him (Yoshida) sending
a gift. 27 November 1947.
/946: Teeling to Anne Chamberlain regarding gift
from Yoshida. 22 December [1947].
/947: Anne Chamberlain to Yoshida (possibly a
draft or copy of letter) thanking Yoshida for his gift
and regretting the death of his wife. 10 March
1948.
/948: Craigie to Anne Chamberlain regarding
Yoshida describing him as 'one of the few
Japanese who had the moral courage to work
openly and unashamedly against the Japanese
militarists' and a strong opponent of war with Britain
and America, but that 'he has not a very impressive
personality' and 'is never likely to make a great
leader'. 30 December 1947.
/949: Yoshida to Anne Chamberlain thanking Anne
Chamberlain for her letter. 11 May 1948
/950: Yoshida to Anne Chamberlain regarding
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books he had read referring to Neville
Chamberlain; and regarding him sending her a
copy of his memoirs. 24 September 1951.
6 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/951

Correspondence with 1st Baron Kennet

1937

Letter from Hilton Young [Young, Edward Hilton
(1879-1960) 1st Baron Kennet, politician], Leinster
Corner, Lancaster Gate, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 10 November.
A letter regarding: his and Neville Chamberlain's
cold; Mr Robertson's book; Kennet being asked to
join a committee on Northamptonshire iron ore and
about him finding it impossible to say 'no' to Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/952

Correspondence with 2nd Marquess of Zetland,
Secretary of State for India; Secretary of State for
Burma

1938

Letter from Zetland [Dundas, Lawrence John
Lumley (1876-1961) 2nd Marquess of Zetland,
politician and Orientalist], 23 Down Street, London
to Anne Chamberlain. 12 December.
A letter thanking Anne and Neville Chamberlain for
a visit to Chequers and describing Neville as a
'magnificent showman' for Chequers with an
'encyclopedic knowledge' of the house.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/953

Correspondence with 2nd Viscount Elibank

1927

Letter from Elibank [Murray, Gideon (1877-1951)
2nd Viscount Elibank], 187 St James' Court,
Buckingham Gate, London to Anne Chamberlain. 4
July.
A letter regarding a book 'Ramuntcho' by Pierre
Loti, which Elibank sent Anne Chamberlain as a
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gift.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/954

Correspondence with 'Aunt Eiley'

[1940]

Letter from 'Aunt Eiley' [Anne Chamberlain's
godmother], Bushy Park, Terenure, Ireland to Anne
Chamberlain. 10 November (year not given).
A letter of condolence for the death of Neville
Chamberlain.
See also NC11/1/972 for another letter from the
same correspondent.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/955

Correspondence with unidentified individual

1930

Letter from 'Stann...', 25 Upper Brook Street,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 28 November.
A letter accepting invitation to lunch.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/956

Correspondence with Guido Jung, Italian Finance
Minister

1933

Letter from Guido Jung, Claridge's, Brook Street,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 29 June.
A letter regarding an Italian poem 'Callata' by
Federico II.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/957

Card from Rosemary

1933

Card from Rosemary to Anne Chamberlain,
including Christmas carol 'Once As I Remember'
with musical score.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/958

Correspondence with Jessie D. Cole

1936

Letter from J. D. C. [Jessie D. Cole, Anne's aunt],
Dawn House, Winchester to Anne Chamberlain. 29
May.
A letter regarding: thanks for cheque for payment
of bills, possibly for Valerie Cole, Neville and Anne
Chamberlain's niece; Valerie Cole; plans for the
summer holidays.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/959

Correspondence with Nancy Astor

1937

Letter from Nancy [Astor, Nancy Witcher (18791964) Viscountess Astor, MP], Sandwich to Anne
Chamberlain. 30 January.
A letter regarding the death of Astor's sister. See
also /967 for another letter from Astor.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/960

Correspondence with unknown person from Paris

1938

Unsigned letter from someone in Paris to Anne
Chamberlain. 16 July.
A letter regarding: 'a man of science' who had 'the
gift of deciphering character from handwriting' and
his thoughts on Hitler's character based on his
handwriting; a story from a former secretary of
Joseph Chamberlain; and his or her support for
Neville Chamberlain.
The letter appears to be in Anne Chamberlain's
hand (possibly it is a copy of a letter she
received?).
1 item
Access: Open
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NC11/1/961

Correspondence with 'Les grands Blessés des
Invalides'

1938

Note from 'Les grands Blessés des Invalides', 6
Boulevard des Invalides, Paris, France to Anne
Chamberlain, sending a souvenir of her visit on 24
November 1938. 8 December.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC11/1/962

Correspondence with unknown person

1939

Letter from unknown person to 'Stella'. 9 March.
The letter relates to him or her being
'delighted...that Mr Chamberlain's work is being
more appreciated in England', about the positive
effect of his visit to Rome, him being 'looked upon
as a Messiah' in Florence, a carnival in a Swiss
village representing Chamberlain, and about
Chamberlain's umbrella being a symbol of peace.
The end of the letter is missing.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/963

Correspondence with Lady Stanley

[1938]

Letter from Portia [Stanley, Sibyl Louise Beatrix
(known as Portia) (1893-1969) Lady Stanley née
Cadogan], 43 Belgrave Square, London to Anne
Chamberlain. Not dated [September or October
1938].
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her flowers
and regarding Lord Stanley's illness after an
accident.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/964-966

Correspondence with Mary Palairet

[19361938]

Letters from Mary [Mary de Vere Palairet née
Studd, half-sister of Anne Chamberlain and wife of
Sir (Charles) Michael Palairet] Stockholm, Sweden,
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and Sharow to Anne Chamberlain. , 3 October
[1938] and 5 May [1936].
/964: Letter relating to poems; Valerie Cole [niece
of Neville and Anne]; her wondering whether any
poems by Horace Cole [Anne's brother, Mary
Palairet's half-brother] or mother will be found in
Horace's boxes; her boat trip; and Stockholm. 7
June [1936].
/965: Letter of congratulations following the Munich
Agreement; and requesting help for [Theodor]
Hornbostel (a former Austrian Foreign Office
official) who had been put in the German
concentration camp at Dachau. 3 October [1938].
/966: Letter regarding mass given for Horace Cole
on his birthday following his death; book 'Gösta
Berling Stories' by Selma Lagerlöf'; her visit to
Norway; Stockholm; decline of invitation to Anne
Chamberlain's 'At Home' party; about a letter from
'Tammie' (Melia Murisier); visit of Marthe to Britain.
5 May [1936].
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/967

Correspondence with Nancy Astor
Letter from Nancy A. [Astor, Nancy Witcher (18791964) Viscountess Astor, MP], 3 Elliot Terrace, The
Hoe, Plymouth, Devon to 'Friend'. Not dated.

[early-mid
20th
century]

A letter relating to a book about Christian Science;
and offers to look after Anne Chamberlain's
children during the bank holiday.
See also /959 for another letter from Astor.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/968

Printed note from Master of the Royal Household
Printed note from the Master of the Royal
Household requesting guests to not offer money to
servants of the Royal Household.

[early-mid
20th
century]

1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/969

List of 'nouns of multitude'

[early-mid
20th
A manuscript list of nouns of multitude for birds and century]
other animals , including a herd of swans, and a
gaggle of geese, by unidentified person [on paper
headed Highfield, Keevil, Trowbridge].
1 item
Access: Open

NC11/1/970

Press cutting of verse about Neville Chamberlain

[1938]

Press cutting of verse about Neville Chamberlain
referring to the crisis regarding Czechoslovakia.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/971

Correspondence with unknown woman
Transcript of letter from unknown women in
Brixton.

[early-mid
20th
century]

The letter asks whether she is eligible for a pension
after her 'husband' had died. She says about her
'husband': 'at least he told me I was his wife...we
went to St John Church... and he told me if we
knelt before the Altar and swore to be faithful to
each other - we should be one'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/972

Correspondence with Aunt Eiley

[1930]

Letter from Aunt Eiley [Anne Chamberlain's
godmother], Bushy Park, Terenure, [Ireland] to
Anne Chamberlain. 21 May.
A letter regarding death of Anne's mother and her
funeral.
See also NC11/1/954 for another letter from the
same correspondent.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/973

Correspondence with A. Brown

1939

Letter from A. Brown on behalf of the balloon
barrage crew on Horse Guards Parade, London. 14
November.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for games she
sent to entertain the crew; and of sympathy for
Neville Chamberlain's illness.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/974

Typed note from Anne Chamberlain to unknown
person

[early-mid
20th
century]

Typed note from Anne Chamberlain to unknown
person asking for the names and addresses of
Neville Chamberlain's constituents who may like
some flowers or plants for their garden.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/975

Correspondence with William C. Endicott

1936

Letter from William C. Endicott [William
Crowninshield Endicott junior (Mary E. Carnegie's
brother)], 163 Marlborough Street, [Boston,
Massachusetts, USA] to Anne Chamberlain. 26
November.
A letter regarding the death of Canon William
Carnegie [Mary E. Carnegie's husband]; and
regarding Neville Chamberlain's accomplishments
with Endicott feeling 'he is sure to be Prime
Minister some day! perhaps not so far away'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/976

Correspondence with Louise Endicott

1937

Letter from Louise Endicott [wife of William C.
Endicott junior (Mary E. Carnegie's brother)], 163
Marlborough Street, Boston, [Massachusetts, USA]
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to Anne Chamberlain. 29 May.
A letter of congratulations on Neville Chamberlain
becoming Prime Minister; regarding various deaths
of family members; and regarding her and William
Endicott's dinner with Anne and Neville
Chamberlain on their last visit to London.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/977-978A

Correspondence with 12th Duke of St Albans

1944

Letters from St Albans [Beauclerk, Osborne de
Vere (1874-1964), 12th Duke of St Albans], 90
Piccadilly, London and Brooks's, St James's Street,
London to Anne Chamberlain; with pages from
book referring to the Earls of Oxford. 11 and 23
October.
The letters relate to the Earls of Oxford and the
pages from a book referring to the Earls of Oxford
which St Albans sent to Anne Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/979-980

Correspondence with Clement Attlee

1945

Letters from C. R. Attlee [Attlee, Clement Richard
(1883-1967) 1st Earl Attlee, statesman], 10
Downing Street, Whitehall, [London] to Anne
Chamberlain.
/979: Letter inviting Anne Chamberlain to ceremony
in the Royal Gallery of the House of Lords. 17
August 1945.
/980: Letter inviting Anne Chamberlain to the
unveiling of the memorial to Mr Roosevelt at
Westminster Abbey. 2 November 1948.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/981

Correspondence with Violet H. Attlee

1946

Letter from Violet H. Attlee [Attlee, Violet Helen
(1896-1964) née Millar, wife of Clement Attlee], 10
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Downing Street, Whitehall, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 3 June.
A letter inviting Anne Chamberlain to drive with
Violet Attlee and Mrs Churchill to the stand on the
saluting base for the Victory Parade on 8 June.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/982

Correspondence with Baroness Avebury

1946

Letter from Alice Avebury [née Fox-Pitt-Rivers, wife
of 1st Baron Avebury] High Elms, Farnborough,
Kent to Anne Chamberlain. 18 February.
A letter regarding: a bust of Pitt being a copy of the
original at Rushmore; her family; her fearing she
was unable to return to London; bombing of Ursult
Grant Duff's house.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/983

Correspondence with 1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley

1947

Letter from S. B. [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st
Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman], Astley Hall,
Stourport-on-Severn, [Worcestershire] to Anne
Chamberlain. 2 December.
A letter regarding him wishing to talk with Anne
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/984-986A

Correspondence with Anthony Bevir, Private
Secretary to the Prime Minister
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Letters from Anthony Bevir [Bevir, Sir Anthony
(1895-1977) Knight Secretary to the Prime
Minister], 10 Downing Street, Whitehall, London to
Keith Feiling and Anne Chamberlain; with
memoranda; and table plan for lunch.
/984: Letter from Bevir to Feiling regarding
telegram from President Roosevelt sent to Neville
Chamberlain at the time of the Munich Crisis
saying 'You're a great man' and about the staff at
10 Downing Street being unable to trace a reply by
Chamberlain. 26 August 1947.
/985-985B: Letter from Bevir to Anne Chamberlain
and memoranda relating to the retirement of
Charles Carter, Office Keeper at 10 Downing
Street. 1 October 1947
/986-986A: Letter from Bevir to Anne Chamberlain
with enclosed table plan for a lunch. 9 June [circa
1938].
6 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/987

Correspondence with Edward Boyle, Parliamentary
Secretary at the Ministry of Supply

1954

Letter from Edward Boyle [Boyle, Edward Charles
Gurney (1923-1981) Baron Boyle of Handsworth],
Ministry of Supply to Anne Chamberlain. 24
September.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for his visit and
for her kindness since he became a Parliamentary
candidate; and regarding his appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/988-988A

Correspondence with Edward Bridges

1957

Letter from Edward Bridges [Bridges, Edward
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Ettingdene (1892-1969) 1st Baron Bridges, civil
servant], Goodman's Furze, Headley, near Epsom,
Surrey to Anne Chamberlain; with enclosed
typescript note. 21 August.
The letter and note relates to the planned deposit
of Neville Chamberlain's papers at the University of
Birmingham and the establishment of a trust
regarding the papers.
2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/989

Correspondence with Henry Brooke, Financial
Secretary to the Treasury

1954

Letter from Henry Brooke [Brooke, Henry (19031984) Baron Brooke of Cumnor, Conservative
politician], Treasury Chambers to Anne
Chamberlain. 20 August.

A letter regarding Brooke's appointment as
Financial Secretary to the Treasury.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/990

Correspondence with R. A. Butler, Chancellor of
the Exchequer

1951

Letter from R.A. Butler [Butler, Richard Austen
(1902-1982) Baron Butler of Saffron Walden,
politician] to Anne Chamberlain. 1 November.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her letter of
congratulations.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
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and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/991

Correspondence with Marchioness Carisbrooke

1952

Letter from Irene Carisbrooke [Lady Irene Frances
Adza Denison, wife of Alexander Albert
Mountbatten (Marquess of Carisbrooke)], Kings
Cottage, Kew, Surrey to Anne Chamberlain. 2 July.
A letter declining invitation to Anne Chamberlain's
cocktail party due to visit of cousin.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/992-993

Correspondence with Clementine Churchill

1955

Letter from Clementine S. Churchill [Churchill,
Clementine Ogilvy Spencer- (1885-1977) Baroness
Spencer-Churchill], 10 Downing Street, Whitehall,
London to Anne Chamberlain; and invitation, note,
menu and table plan.
/992-992C: Invitation, note, menu and table plan for
dinner on 4 April 1955.
/993: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
letter of condolence on the death of Nellie [Mrs
Churchill's sister]. 25 February.
5 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/994-995

Correspondence with Violet C. Clifton Brown

1948-1951

Letters from Violet C. Clifton Brown [née Wollaston,
wife of Douglas Clifton Brown (Speaker of the
House of Commons)], Speaker's House, London to
Anne Chamberlain.
/994: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
party. 7 July 1948
/995: Letter regretting missing Anne Chamberlain's
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party. 28 June 1951.
2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/996

Correspondence with 3rd Baron Denman

[1940s1950s]

Letter from Denman [Denman, Thomas (18741954) 3rd Baron Denman, Governor General of
Australia], Beaconsfield, Furze Hill, Hove, Sussex
to Anne Chamberlain. 19 October (year not given).
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for attending
an unveiling ceremony and Denman's party at the
House of Lords.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/997

Correspondence with Alan C. Don, Dean of
Westminster

1953

Letter from Alan C. Don [Don, Alan Campbell
(1885-1966) Dean of Westminster], The Deanery,
Westminster, London to Anne Chamberlain. 30
December.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
Christmas greeting and regarding 1953 having
been 'an eventful year' for Don with an appeal for
Westminster Abbey.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/998-999

Correspondence with Alec Douglas-Home

[mid 20th
century]

Letters from Alec [Home Alexander Frederick
Douglas- (1903-1995) Baron Home of the Hirsel
statesman], Springhill, Coldstream to Anne
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Chamberlain.
/998: A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
good wishes and encouragement; and regarding
his appreciation of 'having been allowed to watch
Neville at work'. 10 November (year not given).
/999: A letter regarding 'a tight squeeze but not so
tight as that in which the Government sits'.
Douglas-Home says he felt sure that the Labour
Government would 'scrap among themselves and
that then we may have the chance to carry on the
true Conservative policy of which Neville was so
true a champion'. 28 February (year not given).
2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1000

Correspondence with David Eccles, Minister of
Works

1951

Letter from David Eccles [Eccles, David Mcadam
(1904-1999) 1st Viscount Eccles], House of
Commons to Anne Chamberlain. 10 November.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her letter;
and saying his new job as Minister of Works 'is a
great opportunity to do something to help solve the
housing crisis'.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1001

Correspondence with Anthony Eden, Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs and Deputy Prime Minister

1952

Letter from Anthony Eden [Eden, Robert Anthony
(1897-1977) 1st Earl of Avon, statesman], Foreign
Office to Anne Chamberlain. 17 June.
A letter declining invitation to sherry party.
1 item
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Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1002

Correspondence with T. S. Eliot

1949

Letter from T. S. Eliot [Eliot, Thomas Stearns
(1888-1965) poet], 24 Russell Square, London to
Anne Chamberlain. 10 May.
A letter in response to Anne Chamberlain's
invitation to a sherry party saying he will come
'unless I feel too frightened when the time comes'.
He comments 'At a dinner party one at least has
fixed neighbours who are obliged to talk to one; but
at sherry and cocktail parties I always feel a waif
and an outcast'.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1003

Correspondence with Dame Edith Evans

1948

Letter from Edith Evans [Evans, Dame Edith Mary
(1888-1976) afterwards Booth, Actress], L.4
Albany, Piccadilly, London to Anne Chamberlain.
28 June.
A letter declining invitation to sherry party due to
her starting a new film.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1004

Correspondence with Barbara Freyberg

1953

Letter from Barbara Freyberg [wife of Bernard Cyril
Freyberg (Baron Freyberg)], 7 Clarendon Place,
Hyde Park, London to Anne Chamberlain. 5
February.
The letter relates to her husband's appointment as
lieutenant-governor and constable of Windsor
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Castle.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1005

Correspondence with Florence Horsbrugh (Minister
of Education)

[mid 20th
century]

Letter from Florence Horsbrugh [Horsbrugh,
Florence Gertrude (1889-1969) Baroness
Horsbrugh, 1st Woman Conservative Cabinet
Minister], Ministry of Education to Anne
Chamberlain. 12 November.
A letter thanking Chamberlain for her
congratulations, possibly relating to Horsbrugh's
appointment as Minister of Education in 1951.
See also NC11/1/1007 for another letter from
Horsbrugh.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1006

Correspondence with Florence Holland

1953

Letter from Florence Holland [Florence Beatrice
Holland née Drayton, wife of Sir Sidney George
Holland (Prime Minister of New Zealand)], Savoy
Hotel, London to Anne Chamberlain. 18 June.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for lunch.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1007

Correspondence with Florence Horsbrugh

[1954]

Letter from Florence Horsbrugh [Horsbrugh,
Florence Gertrude (1889-1969) Baroness
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Horsbrugh, 1st Woman Conservative Cabinet
Minister], 19 Warwick Square, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 30 October.
The letter relates to the Cabinet shuffle, when
Horsbrugh left office as Minister of Education.
See also NC11/1/1005 for another letter from
Horsbrugh.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1008

Christmas card from Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Francis [1930sHumphrys
1940]
Christmas card from Lieutenant Colonel Sir Francis
Humphrys [Humphrys, Sir Francis Henry (1879–
1971), colonial administrator and diplomatist], 108
Whitehall Court, London to Anne and Neville
Chamberlain.
The card includes a note from Francis Humphrys
regarding the photograph on the card, which is of
an aeroplane which Humphrys, his wife and
daughter flew.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.

NC11/1/1009

Correspondence with L. P. Jacks

1949

Letter from L. P. Jacks [Jacks, Lawrence Pearsall
(1860-1955) Principal of Manchester College], Far
Outlook, Shotover Hill, Oxford to Anne
Chamberlain. 4 May.
A letter regarding Jacks hoping to come to lunch
with Anne Chamberlain; and about how he was
getting on in his old age.
1 item
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Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1010-1012 Correspondence with W. L. Mackenzie King

1948-1950

Letters from W. L. Mackenzie King [King, William
Lyon Mackenzie (1874-1950), prime minister of
Canada], Laurier House, Ottawa, [Canada] to Anne
Chamberlain.
/1010: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
letter and of condolence for the death of Anne's
brother. 11 February 1949.
/1011: Letter regarding King's ill-health; Anne
'having a word with the Salisburys'; King's feelings
on having ceased his official life [he had retired as
Prime Minister of Canada in November 1948]; and
him wishing to visit London and Anne Chamberlain
again. 19 January 1950.
/1012: Letter of New Year greetings. 31 December
1948.
3 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/1/1013

Correspondence with Dame Laura Knight

1948

Letter from Laura [Knight, Dame Laura (18771970) née Johnson, Painter], The Arden Hotel,
Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire to Anne
Chamberlain. 1 July.
A letter declining an invitation; and expressing joy
at having seen Anne Chamberlain previously.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1014

Correspondence with Stephen Lloyd

1946

Letter from Stephen [Stephen Lloyd, husband of
Dorothy Lloyd, Neville and Anne Chamberlain's
daughter], 14 Farquhar Road, Edgbaston,
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Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain. 5 May.
The letter relates to Keith Feiling's biography of
Neville Chamberlain and his decision not to use
knowledge gained from the Nuremberg Trial in
revising the book; says that future historians will
vindicate Neville Chamberlain; and regarding his
son James going back to school.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1015

Correspondence with Enid Lyons

1953

Letter from Enid Lyons [Lyons, Enid Muriel (18971981) Australian politician], Mount Royal Hotel,
Marble Arch, London to Anne Chamberlain. 14
June.
A letter in appreciation of Anne Chamberlain's
party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1016

Correspondence with Dorothy Macmillan

[19571963]

Letter from Dorothy Macmillan, 10 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London to Anne Chamberlain; and a
table plan.
/1016: A letter inviting Anne Chamberlain to a tea
party to meet Conservative Members of Parliament
and their wives. Not dated [1957-1963].
/1016A: Table plan for a dinner at 10 Downing
Street on 2 July 1957. This appears to be a dinner
principally to Prime Ministers and other statesmen
from the Commonwealth.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/1017

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Maugham

[1950]

Letter from Maugham [Maugham, Frederic Herbert
(1866-1958) 1st Viscount Maugham, Lord
Chancellor], 73 Cadogan Square, London to Anne
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Chamberlain. 18 October.
The letter relates to the death of Maugham's wife.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1018-1019 Correspondence with David Maxwell Fyfe, Home
Secretary

1951-1954

Letter from David Maxwell Fyfe [Fyfe, David Patrick
Maxwell- (1900-1967) Earl of Kilmuir, statesman],
Home Office and House of Lords to Anne
Chamberlain.
/1018: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
letter on Fyfe's appointment as Home Secretary;
and accepting copy of 'Geraldus Cambrensis'
offered by Anne Chamberlain. 10 November 1951.
/1019: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
letter. 29 October 1954.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/1020

Correspondence with Pat Menzies

[1951]

Letter from Pat Menzies, possibly the wife of
Robert G. Menzies [Australian Prime Minister from
1939 to 1941 and 1949 to 1966], Savoy Hotel,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 15 January.
A letter declining invitation to lunch due to 'Bob'
being ill with influenza having upset their plans to
visit friends in London.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1021

Correspondence with Charles Morgan

1950

Letter from Charles Morgan [Morgan, Charles
Langbridge (1894-1958) Novelist Critic and
Playwright], Llanrhian, Letherston, Pembrokeshire
to Anne Chamberlain. 5 May.
A letter declining invitation; regarding his stay in
Pembrokeshire; and about politics and the recent
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election suggesting both parties fought in 'without
any attempt to raise a moral issue' and suggests
the Conservative Party should 'make it clear that
the Left of Labour is indistinguishable from
Communism and fight on the great issue of the
Liberties of the Mind'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1022

Correspondence with W. S. Morrison, Speaker of
the House of Commons

1951

Letter from W. S. Morrison [Morrison, William
Shepherd (1893-1961) 1st Viscount Dunrossil],
Speaker's House, London to Anne Chamberlain.
17 November.
A letter regarding: his appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain; and the 'new pomp and seclusion' in
his new job as Speaker of the House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1023

Correspondence with Priscilla Norman

1950

Letter from Priscilla Norman [Norman, Priscilla
Cecilia Maria née Reyntiens (1899–1991), wife of
Montagu Collet Norman], Thorpe Lodge, Campden
Hill, London to Anne Chamberlain. 27 February.
The letter relates to the death of Norman's
husband.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1024

Correspondence with Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, High
Commissioner for India in London

1955

Letter from Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit [Pandit, Vijaya
Lakshmi (1900–1990) née Sarup Kumari Nehru,
diplomatist], India House, Aldwych, London to
Anne Chamberlain. January.
The letter relates to Pandit's appointment as High
Commissioner for India.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1025

Correspondence with Kenneth Pickthorn,
Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Education

1951

Letter from Kenneth Pickthorn [Pickthorn, Sir
Kenneth William Murray (1892-1975) 1st Baronet
MP Historian], House of Commons to Anne
Chamberlain. 13 November.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her good
wishes, possibly on him becoming Parliamentary
Secretary of the Ministry of Education.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1026-1027 Correspondence with Ellen F. Pinsent

[1940s]

Letters from Ellen F. Pinsent [Pinsent [née Parker],
Dame Ellen Frances (1866–1949), promoter of the
mental health services], Rough Lee, Boars Hill,
Oxford to Anne Chamberlain.
/1026: Letter regarding her appreciation of Lord
Templewood's broadcast; and regarding Dr Adams'
[former Warden of All Souls College] appreciation
of the broadcast and wish to meet Anne
Chamberlain. 27 November [1940s].
/1027: Letter regarding opinions of Neville
Chamberlain and 'the past controversy being raked
up again' and her expectation that views of him will
improve over time; invites Anne Chamberlain to
stay with her; and about Pinsent's family. 6
November 1948.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/10281028A

Correspondence with Fanny L. Prince

1940

Letter from Fanny L. Prince, Hotel Puritan, Boston,
Massachusetts, USA to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain; with copy of letter from Anne
Chamberlain to Prince.
/1028: Letter from Prince thanking Neville and
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Anne Chamberlain for their letter; and of New Year
wishes. 4 January.
/1029: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain
intended to give some background to Neville and
Anne Chamberlain's life including: Neville's ability
to 'control his mind and sleep and turn it off even
for ten minutes'; about 10 Downing Street and
some of the rooms in the house; visits to Chequers;
and about the war. 13 February.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/1029

Correspondence with Bernard Rickatson-Hatt

1952

Letter from Bernard Rickatson-Hatt, Bank of
England, London to Anne Chamberlain. 27 June.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her party
and regarding appreciation of Neville Chamberlain
by his former barber.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1030

Correspondence with Steven Runciman

1956

Letter from Steven Runciman, 18 Elm Tree Road,
St John's Wood, London to Anne Chamberlain. 15
November.
A letter regarding the death of his mother.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1031

Correspondence with 7th Earl Stanhope

1948

Letter from Jem [Stanhope, James Richard (18801967) 7th Earl Stanhope], Chevening, Sevenoaks,
Kent to Anne Chamberlain. 20 November 1948.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her
approval of Stanhope's letter in The Times and
regarding a mistake in the letter.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/1/1032-1033 Correspondence with James Thomas/Viscount
Cilcennin

1951-1956

Letters from Jim [Thomas, James Purdon Lewes
(1903-1960) 1st Viscount Cilcennin], Admiralty
House, London to Anne Chamberlain.
/1032: Letter regarding his appointment as First
Lord of the Admiralty. 6 November 1951.
/1033: Letter regarding his resignation as First Lord
of the Admiralty. 13 September 1956.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/1/1034

Correspondence with Peter Thorneycroft,
Chancellor of the Exchequer

[1957]

Letter from Peter Thorneycroft [Thorneycroft,
George Edward Peter (1909-1994) Baron
Thorneycroft of Dunston, politician], Treasury
Chambers, London to Anne Chamberlain.
The letter relates to Thorneycroft becoming
Chancellor of the Exchequer.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1035

Correspondence with Sir Ralph Verney, Secretary
to the Speaker of the House of Commons

1948

Letter from Ralph Verney [Verney, Sir Ralph (18791959) 1st Baronet Secretary to Speaker of the
Commons], House of Commons to Anne
Chamberlain. 30 April.
A letter inviting Anne Chamberlain to the laying of
the foundation stone at the House of Commons.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1036

Correspondence with 1st Earl of Woolton,
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster
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Letter from Woolton [Marquis, Frederick James
(1883-1964) 1st Earl of Woolton, politician and
businessman], Duchy of Lancaster Office, London
to Anne Chamberlain. 8 July.
A letter regretting inability to attend Anne
Chamberlain's party.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/1/1037

Correspondence with Sir Charles Hendriks, Private
Secretary to the Leader of House of Lords

1950

Letter from Charles Hendriks [Hendriks, Sir Charles
A. C. J. (1883-1960) Private Secretary to Leader of
House of Lords], House of Lords to Anne
Chamberlain. 17 June.
A letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for her letter of
congratulations on his knighthood; regarding his
appreciation of having worked for Neville
Chamberlain; and regarding her being welcome to
visit the debates at the House of Lords.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/2

Notebooks and diaries
Some notebooks, journals and a diary kept by
Anne Chamberlain.

[early-mid
20th
century]

6 volumes, 1 fascicule, 1 item
Access: Open
NC11/2/1

Notes of visits to the wives and mothers of men
killed during the First World War

[19141915]

Notebook of visits by Anne Chamberlain to the
wives and mothers of men from Birmingham killed
during the First World War; and pages extracted
from another notebook of visits.
The book includes details about the women she
met and their families, such as: address; name,
number and regiment of the husband or son killed;
number of children; health of the family; their
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financial situation.
A note at the front of the book explains that Anne
Chamberlain had three or four similar books but did
not keep them.
1 volume and 1 fascicule
Access: Open
NC11/2/1A

Journal of events October 1939 to February 1940

1939-1940

Typescript accounts by Anne Chamberlain of
various events from October 1939 to February
1940.
They include accounts of dinners and lunches she
attended, conversations she held with various
people, including Ambassadors and other foreign
dignitaries, politicians, the King and Queen, and
various other activities.
It includes accounts of the following events. Some
other notes of miscellaneous conversations are
also included:
Dinner with Winston and Mrs Churchill at Admiralty
House on 13 October 1939 including about
conversation with Churchill and his comment about
drinking champagne every night, and about a tour
of Admiralty House.
Lunch at Buckingham Palace on 19 October 1939.
Lunch at Buckingham Palace on 15 November
1939 including about conversations with General
Zaleski [Prime Minister of Poland].
Neville Chamberlain's visit to France in December
1939.
Valerie's lunch with Aunt Eiley and about
conversation of German money funding the IRA.
Lunch with the Egyptian Ambassador on 23
January 1940.
Mr J. N. S. Buchan's visit for tea on 24 January
1940.
Lunch with Ivy Chamberlain, Dr Axel Munthe and
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an Egyptian prince on 25 January 1940.
Dinner with Winston and Mrs Churchill on 29
January 1940, also with Sir John Simon, Oliver
Stanley and General Ironside, including about
conversation with Ironside.
Visit of French Deputies on 30 January 1940.
Tea with Madame Thurnheer [the Swiss Minister's
wife] on 30 January 1940.
Lord Craigavon's broadcast on 4 February 1940.
Visit of twenty Newfoundland sailors on 5 February
1940.
Mrs McEwen's visit to tea on 7 February 1940,
including her comments on the Asama Maru
incident.
General Carpenter [Head of the Salvation Army]
and Mrs Carpenter's visit for tea on 8 February
1940.
Lunch with the Roumanian Minister and Madame
Tilea on 9 February 1940, also with the Italian
Ambassador, Madame Bastianini, the Belgian
Ambassador and the French Ambassador.
Lord Tweedsmuir's death on 11 February 1940,
which reminded Anne Chamberlain of his visit to
stay with Neville and Anne at Westbourne.
Visit of Canadian soldiers and Australian airmen.
15 February 1940.
Visit of four Canadian soldiers. 16 February 1940.
Decoration of men of HMS Ajax and HMS Exeter
on 23 February 1940.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in February 1988.
NC11/2/2

1940 diary

1940

Diary of Anne Chamberlain for August to
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December 1940 during the time of their stay at
Highfield Park.
The pages of the diary from 8 to 29 January appear
not to contain diary entries but rough notes about
Neville Chamberlain mainly about his interests. The
diary also contains details of names, addresses
and telephone numbers.
The diary entries include notes of Anne and Neville
Chamberlain's activities, Neville Chamberlain's
health, visitors to the house, Neville Chamberlain's
death on 9 November and the period immediately
following his death.
See also NC11/2/3 which is a manuscript copy of
the diary entries with some additional notes
including details of conversations between Neville
and Anne Chamberlain shortly before his death.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC11/2/3

1940 diary

1940

Diary of Anne Chamberlain from August to
December 1940, copied out from her original diary
NC11/2/3 and a red notebook, with some additional
details added. A small number of very short entries
of appointments on earlier dates in 1940 are also
included
The diary includes notes of Anne and Neville
Chamberlain's activities, Neville Chamberlain's
health, visitors to the house, Neville Chamberlain's
death on 9 November and the period immediately
following his death. It includes details of Neville's
conversations with Anne shortly before his death.
These are not included in the original diary.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC11/2/4

Journal of East African tour

1929-1930

Journal by Anne Chamberlain of the tour of East
Africa by her, Neville and Dorothy Chamberlain
from December 1929 to March 1930.
The tour was intended both as a holiday and a
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preparation for Neville Chamberlain's expected
future term as Colonial Secretary. On the tour they
visited Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika and Zanzibar.
The volume also contains some other notes
including cures for illnesses.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC11/2/5

Notebook relating to memories of Neville
Chamberlain

[early-mid
20th
century]

Notebook containing reminiscences by Anne
Chamberlain about Neville Chamberlain including
notes on his interests in plants, birds, fishing;
comments made by Neville Chamberlain referring
to Hitler; note regarding telephone call of Winston
[Churchill] regarding suggestion of King Leopold [of
Belgium]; lists of books; list of poems which Neville
quoted, read or told her of; Christmas at
Westbourne; and various other notes.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC11/2/6

Notebook including extracts of poems
Notebook containing extracts which were marked
by Neville Chamberlain in a book of poetry prose,
copied out by Anne Chamberlain.

[early-mid
20th
century]

1 volume
Access: Open
NC11/3

Letters to Anne Chamberlain following Neville
Chamberlain's resignation as Lord Mayor

1916-1917

Letters of support to Anne Chamberlain following
Neville Chamberlain's resignation as Lord Mayor of
Birmingham, his appointment as Director-General
of National Service and Anne Chamberlain ceasing
to be Lady Mayoress (except /3 which dates to a
few days before the resignation and relates to
Anne Chamberlain's ill health).
A list of the letters included in this file is given
below:
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/1: Margaret Ashley, 3 Yardley Road, Edgbaston,
[Birmingham].
/2: Marianne Cary Gilson [wife of Robert Cary
Gilson, headmaster of King Edward's School,
Birmingham], Marston Green, near Birmingham.
/3: Geraldine Holder [née Knipe, wife of Sir John
Charles Holder], Pitmaston, Moor Green,
Birmingham.
/4: Mary F. A. Lodge [Mary Fanny Alexandria
Lodge née Marshall, wife of Sir Oliver Lodge],
Mariemont, Edgbaston, [Birmingham].
/5: Kate Lyth Lofthouse [née Foster, wife of
Reverend William Frederick Lofthouse], Endcliffe
Cottage, Handsworth Wood, Staffordshire.
/6: Isabel Hampden Margesson [née HobartHampden, wife of (Henry) David Reginald
Margesson].
/7: (Edith?) Parkes, 18 Augustus Road, Edgbaston,
[Birmingham].
/8: Edith A. Sonnenschein [Edith Annesley
Sonnenschein, née Bolton, wife of Edward Adolf
Sonnenschein], 30 Calthorpe Road, Edgbaston,
[Birmingham].
/9: Julia Varley [Varley, Julia (1871-1952) Suffragist
and Trades Unionist], 32 Hampden Street, Horton
Lane, Bradford.
9 items
Access: Open
NC11/4

Portrait of Neville Chamberlain correspondence

1938-1943

Correspondence relating to a portrait of Neville
Chamberlain for the Birmingham Art Gallery funded
by the Thanksgiving Fund for Peace in
Birmingham, and a portrait of Anne Chamberlain
for Neville and Anne Chamberlain's own home.
Henry Lamb painted the portrait. The
correspondence also relates to producing a copy of
the portrait.
Correspondents include: Ernest R. Canning [Lord
Mayor of Birmingham]; Kenneth Clark [National
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Gallery, London]; Thomas Bodkin [Barber Institute
of Fine Arts, University of Birmingham]; Henry
Lamb; S. C. Kaines Smith [Keeper, Birmingham
City Museum and Art Gallery] [Smith, Solomon
Charles Kaines (d 1958) Art Historian]; Oswald
Birley [Birley, Sir Oswald Hornby Joseph (1880–
1952), painter]; Harold Knight; Miss B. C. Bourn
[Institute of British Photographers]; and Byng
Kenrick.
62 items
Access: Open
NC11/5

Correspondence and other papers relating to
quilting exhibition at 10 Downing Street

1938

Correspondence relating to an exhibition of
traditional quilting from Durham and Wales held at
10 Downing Street. The file also includes: list of
invitees; 'Report on work of the Rural Industries
Bureau 1929-1936' (printed); notes on the quilting
industry in Wales, Durham and Northumberland;
notes of the Queen's visit to the Exhibition; notes
for the press; list of visitors; and press cuttings.
The exhibition was one of a number held to sell
traditional quilting made by women in the mining
areas of Wales, Durham and Northumberland as a
cottage industry, and it aimed to help the poor in
rural areas.
43 items
Access: Open
NC11/6

Items presented to Anne Chamberlain by the
Japanese and Italian ambassadors

1861-1939

Poems given by the Japanese ambassador
Shigeru Yoshida; and a letter by Garibaldi given by
the Italian ambassador Count Grandi to Anne
Chamberlain.
9 items
Access: Open
NC11/6/1-4A

Poems presented by the Japanese Ambassador

[1930s]

Five poems presented by the Japanese
Ambassador, Shigeru Yoshida to Anne
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Chamberlain, two of which were written by the
Ambassador to Anne Chamberlain, and two which
were presented at a lunch to Anne and Neville
Chamberlain at the Japanese Embassy. On the
back of the poems is a transcription of the poems
into Roman script and a translation into English.
5 items
Access: Open
Language: JapaneseEnglish
Custodial history: /4A was formerly unnumbered.
NC11/6/5

Letter by Garibaldi given by Count Grandi, Italian
Ambassador to Britain

1861-1939

A manuscript letter by G. Garibaldi [Garibaldi,
Giuseppe (1807-1882) Italian Patriot] to Maria
Montgomery Stuart in Italian dated 1861; with letter
from Count Grandi [Grandi, Dino (1895-1988)
Count di Mordano, politician] to Anne Chamberlain
offering her the letter; reply from Anne Chamberlain
to Count Grandi; and transcript of Garibaldi's letter
with English translation.
The letter from Garibaldi thanks Lady Stuart for a
gold pen which she sent him, and expresses his
gratitude to England particularly the women of
England. Grandi sent the letter to Anne
Chamberlain asking her 'to keep it as a souvenir
from one who is a sincere friend of England'.
4 items
Access: Open
Language: ItalianEnglish
Custodial history: This item was deposited by Dr
and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in September 1987.
NC11/7

Anne Chamberlain's visit to Aldershot

1939

Papers relating to Anne Chamberlain's visit to the
Aldershot Command on 30 November 1939
including programme, list of officers she was to
meet, copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to
General Broad, and details of pay, allowances and
accommodation for the ATS [Auxiliary Territorial
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Service].
9 items
Access: Open
NC11/8

Correspondence relating to Anne Chamberlain
being Marraine de Guerre to French soldiers

1939-1940

Correspondence relating to Anne Chamberlain
becoming Marraine de Guerre or 'war godmother'
to a group of twelve French soldiers, including
various letters to and from her 'war godchildren',
letters from various other French soldiers and
various other letters relating to her being a
marraine de guerre. Some press cuttings and
photographs are also included.
Marraines de Guerre were women who supported
soldiers in war in France by corresponding with
them and sending them parcels of comforts. The
request was accepted, and Anne Chamberlain
wrote to and received several letters from her 'war
godchildren', and she sent them various gifts.
Following the acceptance of the request, several
other enquiries were received by Anne
Chamberlain including requests from other French
soldiers for Anne Chamberlain to be their marraine
de guerre and requests from French women to
become marraine de guerre to British soldiers.
81 items
Access: Open
Language: FrenchEnglish
NC11/9

Fondation Pascal correspondence, photographs
and other papers

1938-1940

Correspondence, photographs, press cuttings and
other items relating to the Fondation Pascal in
Cannes, France.
The Fondation Pascal was a convalescent home
for girls, and Henriette J. Joffre [widow of FieldMarshal Joffre] offered places at the home for five
girls from Britain. This offer was accepted and five
girls from Birmingham went to the home. With the
start of the war in September 1939 concern grew
regarding the safety of the girls, and much of the
correspondence relates to this concern and the
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efforts to bring them home.
The file contains the following items:
/1-76: Correspondence, with some press cuttings
and a photograph. Correspondents include:
Henriette J. Joffre; Eric Phipps; William Strang
[Foreign Office]; Cecil Maudslay [Board of
Education]; Frances I. Steggall, who accompanied
the girls to Cannes; Dr Alexandre Pascal; Maisry A.
Tendall; P. D. Innes; R. A. Butler [Foreign Office];
Eileen Ensor, Rosemary Phillips, Olwen Michael,
Monica Johnson, Elizabeth Cooper [the five
children]; and Mr and Mrs Phillips, E. J. and E. M.
Cooper and Agnes M. Michael [parents].
/77-96: Photographs and postcards of Fondation
Pascal.
/97: Booklet about the Fondation Pascal.
97 items
Access: Open
Language: FrenchEnglish
NC11/10

Friends of the French Forces Fund appeal letter
and press cutting

[1940]

Appeal letter for the Friends of the French Forces
Fund; and related press cutting. The appeal letter
is not dated. The Fund was set up to provide
comforts and amenities for the French forces.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/11

Items relating to broadcast to the women of
France, 31 December 1939

1939

Items relating to Anne Chamberlain's broadcast to
the women of France on a French radio station on
31 December 1939. Includes typescript transcript
or draft of broadcast in French; transcript or draft of
broadcast in English; correspondence relating to
broadcast.
20 items
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Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Mr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in September 1984.
NC11/12

Memorandum about rearmament by Sir Charles
Bruce Gardner

[1954]

Typescript memorandum about rearmament
between 1935 and 1939 by Sir Charles Bruce
Gardner. The memorandum is endorsed in pencil
'Written for Mrs Chamberlain, perhaps about 1954'.
It provides Gardner's views on the re-armament of
Britain primarily relating to aircraft, arguing that
Neville Chamberlain's efforts bought time for
greater production of aircraft for the RAF and the
change to improved designs of aircraft.
Bruce-Gardner was Chairman of the Society of
British Aircraft Constructors and a member of the
Air Council Committee on Supply.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/13

Items relating to broadcast to India

1939-1940

Items relating to Anne Chamberlain's broadcast to
India on 30 April 1940, including notes,
correspondence, transcripts of broadcasts, press
cuttings and various items relating to the Indian
Comforts Fund.
The broadcast related to her visit to India House,
the headquarters of the Indian Comforts Fund,
which was an organization set up to provide
support for Indian soldiers.
Items include: notes and reports on the Indian
Comforts Fund; transcript of broadcast 'India and
the War' by Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan on 16
November 1939; transcript of broadcast 'India's
War Effort' by Sir Muhammed Zafrulla Khan on 17
November 1939; leaflet promoting the Indian
Comforts Fund; drafts and final version of script for
Anne Chamberlain's broadcast; programme for
Anne Chamberlain's visit to India House; and
correspondence relating the broadcast.
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31 items
Access: Open
NC11/14

Speeches by Anne Chamberlain and articles about
her

[1920s1930s]

Manuscript and typescript notes or transcripts for
speeches and an article by Anne Chamberlain, and
transcript of interview with Anne Chamberlain.
The file contains the following items:
/1: Manuscript notes for speech by Anne
Chamberlain for annual meeting of the local
Unionist Party association in Birmingham, at the
end of 1936/start of 1937.
/2: Typescript appeal by Anne Chamberlain for
collectors for the Hospitals Guild Flag Day on 13
June 1925 in Birmingham.
/3: Typescript copy of speech by Anne
Chamberlain at opening of the third annual ball of
the Birmingham Citizens' Society and the
Children's Country Holiday Fund. 1926.
/4: Typescript copy of article by Anne Chamberlain
for a Unionist Party paper in Birmingham. [circa
1925].
/5-6: Speech for the opening of the Sunday Times
National Book Fair. [circa 1937].
/7: 'Interview with Mrs Neville Chamberlain' by Mrs
Sam Sloan, typescript with annotations. Relates to
her role as hostess for official parties [1920s1930s].
7 items
Access: Open
NC11/15

Correspondence relating to 'Life of Neville
Chamberlain' by Keith Feiling

[1940s1950s]

Letters received by Anne Chamberlain, and some
letters received by Keith Feiling, relating to Feiling's
biography of Neville Chamberlain. Some other
items are included: a list of interviewees for the
book; a note relating to appraisal of Neville
Chamberlain's papers; a list of books read by
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Neville Chamberlain.
The book was written at the request of Anne
Chamberlain who selected Feiling to write an
authorized biography with privileged access to
Neville Chamberlain's private papers, and with
Anne Chamberlain's help was able to interview
several of Neville Chamberlain's family members,
colleagues and friends. He was also given access
to various papers, such as letters from Neville
Chamberlain held by family members, colleagues
and friends. Anne Chamberlain was heavily
involved in finding potential sources for the book
and in requesting interviews. This assistance was
essential in the writing of the book as at the time
Feiling was unable to access Government papers,
and because other than published documents,
most sources, including other politicians' papers
and Chamberlain's own papers, were in private
hands.
The letters include various letters responding to
Anne Chamberlain's enquiries for the book and
include personal recollections of Neville
Chamberlain given by his family members,
colleagues and friends. Letters relating to Anne
Chamberlain's enquiries to find a suitable
biographer; and some letters from Feiling regarding
the book are also included.
The book was published in 1946.
142 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/1

List of interviewees for book; and note relating to
appraisal of Neville Chamberlain's papers

[1940s]

List of the people who Keith Feiling wished to
interview for his biography of Neville Chamberlain;
and note by Anne Chamberlain to Feiling asking
whether it was necessary for her to retain papers
on various topics.
This latter item is annotated with suggestions by
Feiling on whether particular categories of
documents needed to be kept or could be thrown
away. It appears that in general, these suggestions
were followed, as few or no items in the categories
marked 'No' have been kept. See also NC11/15/12
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for the letter by Feiling with which he returned this
note.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/2-12

Letters from Keith Feiling to Anne Chamberlain

[1940s]

Letters from Keith Feiling to Anne Chamberlain. 27
October ('1941' annotated in pencil), 30 September
1944,
The letters discuss various matters relating to his
book 'Life of Neville Chamberlain'.
Topics of discussion include: interviews with people
who knew Neville Chamberlain, Neville's papers
including appraisal of this material, see also
NC11/15/1); progress with the book; alterations to
the book; the 1945 General Election; government
approval for publication; and personal matters.
10 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/13-23

Correspondence with June Abbati

1942

Letters from June Abbati [daughter of Neville
Chamberlain's friend Alfred Greenwood; and
Neville Chamberlain's goddaughter], 'Dothau', Bryn
Road, Lampeter, Cardiganshire to Anne
Chamberlain; with copies of letters from Anne
Chamberlain.
The letters relate to: letters from Neville
Chamberlain to Alfred Greenwood which Feiling
wished to see; Greenwood, his death and his will;
family news. See also NC11/15/59-67 regarding
the letters from Neville Chamberlain to Alfred
Greenwood.
11 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/24

Correspondence with Hugh P. Allen

1941

Letter from Hugh P. Allen [Allen, Sir Hugh Percy
(1869–1946), university professor and conductor],
New College, Oxford to Anne Chamberlain. 20
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February.
The letter relates to Neville Chamberlain's interest
in music.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/25

Correspondence with Granville Bantock

1942

Letter from Granville Bantock [Bantock, Sir
Granville Ransome (1868–1946), composer and
university professor], 33 St George's Court,
Gloucester Road, London to Anne Chamberlain. 18
March.
The letter relates to meetings with Neville
Chamberlain which led to the establishment of a
municipal orchestra in Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/26

Correspondence with A. Clayton Barker; and essay
'Mr Chamberlain and the Midland Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations'

1942

Letter from A. Clayton Barker [former secretary of
Midland Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations], 1 Belle Vue Terrace, Clevedon,
Somerset to Keith Feiling; with essay. 19 June.
The letter relates to Barker meeting with Feiling
regarding his biography of Neville Chamberlain;
and about finding information about the old Liberal
Unionist Party organization.
A 30-page manuscript essay by Barker entitled 'Mr
Chamberlain and the Midland Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations' is also
included with the letter, giving a detailed account of
Neville Chamberlain's involvement in the Midland
Union and the history of the Midland Union.
1 item
Access: Open
Notes: This item has been placed in the fascicule
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NC10/3/10-29 (with NC10/3/26).
NC11/15/27

Correspondence with Anthony Bevir, Private
Secretary to the Prime Minister

1941

Letter from Anthony Bevir [Bevir, Sir Anthony
(1895-1977) Knight Secretary to the Prime
Minister], 10 Downing Street, Whitehall, London. 11
August.
The letter relates to Bevir's work; his appreciation
of having worked for Neville Chamberlain; and
offers to help.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/28-29

Correspondence with Mr Bird

1942

Letter from Mr Bird, 8 Kensington Road, Ipswich,
Suffolk to Anne Chamberlain. 31 August and 11
September.
The letters relate to Bird's injury after being hit by a
motorcycle and loss of memory; him having
destroyed his letters.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/30

Correspondence with Oswald Birley

1941

Letter from Oswald Birley [Birley, Sir Oswald
Hornby Joseph (1880–1952), painter], Charleston
Manor, Westdean, Seaford, Sussex to Anne
Chamberlain. 3 March.
The letter relates to a portrait of Anne Chamberlain;
and suggests his recollections of Neville
Chamberlain from the week Birley spent with
Chamberlain may not be worthy of inclusion in a
biography.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/31

Correspondence with R. Butler, Under-Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs
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Letter from R. Butler [Butler, Richard Austen (19021982) Baron Butler of Saffron Walden, politician],
Foreign Office to Anne Chamberlain.
A letter offering to help with a biography of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/32

Correspondence with Major Anthony Buxton

1941

Letter from Tony Buxton [Buxton, Anthony (18811970)], Horsey Hall, Great Yarmouth to Anne
Chamberlain. A note by Anne Chamberlain states
the letter was postmarked 23 November 1941.
The letter gives Buxton's recollections of a fishing
trip with Neville Chamberlain and his interest in
nature.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/33-37

Correspondence with William A. Cadbury

[1940s]

Letters from William A. Cadbury [Cadbury, William
Adlington (1867-1957), businessman and
philanthropist], Wast Hills, Kings Norton,
Birmingham; with manuscript copy (in Anne
Chamberlain's hand) of letter dated 16 September
1917 from Neville Chamberlain to Cadbury
regarding Chamberlain's future career.
The letters relate to Cadbury's help for Feiling's
biography of Neville Chamberlain; Neville
Chamberlain's work regarding hospitals in
Birmingham.
5 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/38-40

Correspondence with C. M. Campbell

1941

Letters from C. M. Campbell, War Office to Anne
Chamberlain; and list of Private Secretaries at 10
Downing Street.
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The file contains the following items:
/38: Letter regarding cuttings books kept by or for
Neville Chamberlain; correspondence and other
documents relating to Neville Chamberlain; the
secretaries at 10 Downing Street. 6 October 1941.
/40: Letter regarding correspondence still possibly
kept at 10 Downing Street. An enclosed list of
Private Secretaries at 10 Downing Street during
Chamberlain's period of office as Prime Minister is
also included. 15 May 1942.
/41: Letter regarding correspondence possibly kept
at 10 Downing Street; and a box of
correspondence found at the Privy Council Office.
25 June 1942.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/41

Correspondence with O. S. Cleverly,
Commissioner for Crown Lands

1941

Letter from O. S. Cleverly [Cleverly, Sir Osmund
Somers (1891-1966) civil servant], Office of
Commissioners of Crown Lands to Anne
Chamberlain. 14 November.
The letter lists the people who went with Neville
Chamberlain to Germany for his meetings with
Adolf Hitler in September 1938; and offers to help
Feiling with his biography of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/42

Correspondence with P. Cohen, Head of Library
and Information Department, Conservative and
Unionist Central Office

1941

Letter from P. Cohen [Cohen, Percy (1891-1987)],
Conservative and Unionist Central Office to Miss E.
Unwin; with enclosed note. 13 October.
A letter forwarding a note regarding the measures
passed during the period of Neville Chamberlain's
office as Minister of Health and Chancellor of the
Exchequer.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/43

Correspondence with Geoffrey Dawson, Editor of
'The Times'

1941

Letter from Geoffrey Dawson [Dawson, George
Geoffrey (1874-1944) Editor of The Times], The
Times to Anne Chamberlain. 14 January.
The letter suggests Arthur Bryant or G. M. Young
as possible authors for a biography of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/44

Correspondence with Cecily Debenham

[1940s]

Letter from Cecily Debenham [née Kenrick, wife of
Sir Ernest Ridley Debenham and Neville's cousin],
Moor Lane House, Briantspuddle. 11 September
(year not given).
The letter relates to the Chamberlain and Kenrick
family's Unitarian background and the connection
between this and their political views; Neville
Chamberlain's upbringing and about him not going
to university. Anne Chamberlain has added a note
to the letter stating that 'although many persons in
one family married into the same other family there
was no consanguinity of blood in N[eville]'s
generation'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/45

Correspondence with Baroness Desborough

1946

Letter from Ettie Desborough [Grenfell, Ethel Anne
Priscilla (1867-1952) nee Fane, wife of 1st Baron
Desborough]. 31 December.
The letter relates to her appreciation of Feiling's
biography of Neville Chamberlain; and invites Anne
Chamberlain to visit.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/15/46

Correspondence with Alan C. Don, Dean of
Westminster

1946

Letter from Alan C. Don [Don, Alan Campbell
(1885-1966) Dean of Westminster]. 21 December.
The letter relates to his appreciation of Feiling's
biography of Neville Chamberlain; and of Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/47

Correspondence with G. E. Dowler

1943

Unsigned letter to Anne Chamberlain dated 9 July.
The letter is unsigned but can be identified as
being from G. E. Dowler by comparison with other
letters from Dowler. He was a former employee at
Elliott's Metal Works.
The letter records his memories of Chamberlain
and of Elliott's including about Chamberlain's
scheme to give money or alternative employment
to disabled ex-servicemen who were employed at
Elliott's before the First World War; and thanks
Anne Chamberlain for her visit to his house. See
also NC11/15/98.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/48-50

Correspondence with Lord and Lady Dunglass

[1940s]

Letters from Alec [Home, Alexander Frederick
Douglas- (1903-1995) Baron Home of the Hirsel,
statesman] and Elizabeth Dunglass.
Dunglass was Parliamentary Private Secretary to
Neville Chamberlain from 1936 to 1940.
The file contains the following items:
/48: Letter from Alec regarding Feiling being
chosen to write biography of Neville Chamberlain;
and giving suggestions of people to contact in
research for the book. 5 October 1941.
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/49: Letter from Elizabeth Dunglass regarding:
Feiling being chosen to write biography of Neville
Chamberlain; her family. 5 October [1941].
/50: Letter from Alec regarding Feiling's biography.
30 December [c. 1946].
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/51-53

Correspondence with R. H. Edwards, Chief Agent,
Birmingham Unionist Association

1941

Letters from R. H. Edwards, Birmingham Unionist
Association to Anne Chamberlain.
The letters are in response to Anne Chamberlain's
request for sources for use in Feiling's biography.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/54-57

Correspondence with F. Percival Evers

1941-1945

Letters from F. Percival Evers, Thicknall Rise,
Stourbridge to Anne Chamberlain; with transcript of
one letter.
The file contains the following items:
/54-55: Letter (and transcript) giving details of his
recollections of Neville Chamberlain when he was
at Rugby School with him. 6 February 1941.
/56: Letter regarding people to contact for Feiling's
biography of Neville Chamberlain; and Evers'
family news. 13 December 1941.
/57: Letter giving permission for his recollections of
Neville Chamberlain to be used in Feiling's
biography; and regarding his admiration of Neville
Chamberlain. 19 January 1945.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/58

Correspondence with E. A. FitzRoy, Speaker of the
House of Commons
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Letter from E. A. FitzRoy [FitzRoy, Edward
Algernon (1869–1943), speaker of the House of
Commons] to Keith Feiling. 9 December.
The letter asks Feiling not to publish his letter of 12
May 1940 (NC7/11/33/66) in his biography of
Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/59-67

Correspondence with Greenwood and Knocker,
Solicitors

1942

Letters from Greenwood and Knocker, Solicitors,
including T. F. Wills, 1 Mitre Court Buildings,
Temple, London to Anne Chamberlain; and copies
of letters from Anne Chamberlain.
The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain being
loaned some letters written by Neville Chamberlain
to Alfred Greenwood.
See also NC11/15/13-23.
9 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/68

Correspondence with 3rd Viscount Halifax, British
Ambassador to the United States

1941

Letter from Edward [Wood, Edward Frederick
Lindley (1881-1959) 1st Earl of Halifax, statesman],
Privy Council Office.
A letter expressing delight at Keith Feiling being
chosen to write biography of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/69-75

Correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
Francis Humphrys

1952-1955

Letters from Sir Francis Humphrys [Humphrys, Sir
Francis Henry (1879–1971), colonial administrator
and diplomatist], 4 Whitehall Court, London; and
copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain to
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Humphrys.
The file contains the following items:
/69: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain
requesting copies of letters received by Humphrys
from Neville Chamberlain. 17 December 1952.
/70: Letter offering the original letters received from
Neville Chamberlain; and regarding Lord Atholl's
eye. 20 December 1952.
/71: Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain in reply
to /70. 22 December 1952.
/72: Letter regarding him having found the letters
from Neville Chamberlain. 21 December 1953.
/73: Letter regarding Anne Chamberlain's
tiredness; his family news. 22 July 1954.
/74: Letter thanking Anne Chamberlain for a
pleasant evening; and regarding memories of
Neville Chamberlain. 16 October 1954.
/75: Letter regarding Neville Chamberlain's fishing
trips. 15 January 1955.
7 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/75

Correspondence with John Lawford

1941

Letter from John Lawford, Claims Commission,
War Office to Anne Chamberlain.
The letter relates to Miss Lewin's school 'Bingfield'
at Birkdale, Southport which was attended by
Neville Chamberlain and by Lawford (though at a
later date).
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/76

Correspondence with W. Byng Kenrick

1941

Letter from W. B. Kenrick [W. Byng Kenrick, Neville
Chamberlain's cousin and friend] to Anne
Chamberlain. 23 September.
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A letter regarding him forwarding a report and
about Neville Chamberlain's committee work at
Birmingham City Council.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/78

Correspondence with John Henry Lloyd

1941

Copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to John
Henry Lloyd, Edgbaston Grove, Birmingham; with
typescript note on Neville Chamberlain's early
career in Birmingham.
The letter relates to Neville Chamberlain's work in
Birmingham; and asks Lloyd to give his
remembrances of this work.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/79

Correspondence with Desmond MacCarthy

[1940s]

Letter from Desmond MacCarthy [MacCarthy, Sir
Charles Otto Desmond (1877-1952), Knight author
and literary critic], Garrick's Villa, Hampton,
Middlesex to Anne Chamberlain. 3 February (year
not given).
A letter giving suggestions of the qualifications
required by Neville Chamberlain's biographer. He
suggests that G. M. Young or Lord Esher are
potential candidates.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/80

Correspondence with Stanley Marchant, Principal,
Royal Academy of Music

1941

Letter from Stanley Marchant [Marchant, Sir
Stanley (1883-1949), Principal of Royal Academy
of Music] to Anne Chamberlain. 15 January.
The letter relates to Neville Chamberlain's intended
visits to the Worshipful Company of Musicians
which were cancelled and about his choices of
music.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/81

Correspondence with David Mathew

1944

Letter from David Mathew [Mathew, David James
(1902–1975), Roman Catholic bishop], 22 Carlisle
Mansions, London to Keith Feiling. 23 October.
The letter relates to Cardinal Arthur Hinsley's note
to Neville Chamberlain and Hinsley's attitude to
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/82-83

Correspondence with Reverend Basil W. B.
Matthews

1942

Letters from Basil W. B. Matthews, St Laurence's
Vicarage, 2 Bromley Road, Catford, London to
Anne Chamberlain; with copy of letter from Anne
Chamberlain to Matthews.
Matthews was a son of Reverend Frederick
Barrow-Matthews, who was Rector of Andros
Island, Bahamas, where the Chamberlain family's
sisal business was located. See also NC11/15/8488 for correspondence with Basil Matthews'
brother.
The letters relate to: Anne Chamberlain's request
to view letters from Neville Chamberlain to
Frederick Barrow-Matthews; Archdeacon Wakefield
(see also NC11/15/117-118); and Basil W. B.
Matthews recollections of a visit as a young boy to
Neville Chamberlain's sisal plantation at Mastic
Point in the Bahamas.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/84-88

Correspondence with Cyril F. Barrow-Matthews

1942

Letters from Cyril F. Barrow-Matthews, 8 Medlicott
Road, Sparkbrook, Birmingham to Anne
Chamberlain; with copy of letter from Anne
Chamberlain to Matthews.
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Matthews was a son of Reverend Frederick
Barrow-Matthews, who was Rector of Andros
Island, Bahamas, where the Chamberlain family's
sisal business was located. See also NC11/15/8283 for correspondence with Cyril Barrow-Matthews'
brother.
The letters relate to Frederick Barrow-Matthews;
letters received by Frederick Barrow-Matthews
from Neville Chamberlain; and Cyril BarrowMatthews' recollections of his visits as a young boy
to Neville Chamberlain's sisal plantation at Mastic
Point in the Bahamas.
5 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/89

Correspondence with Mabel Mellor

1942

Letters from Mabel Mellor [wife of Sir John Paget
Mellor], Ulcombe Place, Maidstone, [Kent] to Anne
Chamberlain. 20 August and 1 September.
The letters relate to a connection between the
Kenrick and Paget families; and her family news.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/91

Correspondence with Sir Anderson MontagueBarlow

1947

Letter from Anderson Montague-Barlow [Barlow,
Sir Clement Anderson Montague- (1868-1951) 1st
Baronet MP], 59 Kingston House, Princes Gate,
London to Anne Chamberlain. 20 January.
A letter regarding his appreciation of Feiling's 'Life
of Neville Chamberlain'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/92-95

Correspondence with David Neal

1942

Letters from David Neal, of Agar, Bates, Neal and
Co., chartered accountants, 106 Edmund Street,
Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain; with copies of
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letters from Anne Chamberlain to Neal.
The letter relates to correspondence received by
Neal's father from Neville Chamberlain, which Neal
loaned to Anne Chamberlain for use in Feiling's
biography.
4 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/96

Correspondence with Montagu Norman

1941

Letter from M. Norman [Norman, Montagu Collet,
Baron Norman (1871–1950), banker], Thorpe
Lodge, Campden Hill, London to Anne
Chamberlain. 7 December.
A letter regarding: his appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain; and Feiling's biography.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/97

Correspondence with 5th Earl of Onslow

[1940s]

Letter from Onslow [Onslow, Richard William Alan
(1876-1945) 5th Earl of Onslow], House of Lords
Library, Chairman of Committees Room.
A letter regarding Feiling's forthcoming biography
of Neville Chamberlain; and Onslow's support of
the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/98

Correspondence with Frank Platten

1940

Letter from Frank Platten [a manager or former
manager at Elliott's Metal Company], 6 Witherford
Close, Selly Oak, Birmingham, or 69 Westfield
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, to Anne
Chamberlain. 12 December.
The letter relates to Ted Dowler, a former worker at
Elliott's Metal Company.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC11/15/99

Correspondence with Sir Richard Redmayne

1942

Letter from R. A. S. Redmayne [Redmayne, Sir
Richard Augustine Studdert (1865–1955), mining
engineer], 32 Victoria Street to Anne Chamberlain.
25 September.
The letter relates to Redmayne's recollections of
Neville Chamberlain's interest in scientific research;
and letters received by Redmayne from Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/100-105

Correspondence with Sir Arthur Robinson

[1940s]

Letters from Arthur Robinson [Robinson, Sir
(William) Arthur (1874–1950), civil servant], Efford
Cottage, Bude, Cornwall to Anne Chamberlain;
with copies of letters from Robinson; and copy of
letter to Robinson].
Arthur Robinson was Permanent Secretary at the
Ministry of Health from 1920 to 1935, which
includes the three terms when Neville Chamberlain
was Minister of Health.
The letters relate to Robinson helping Feiling with
his biography of Neville Chamberlain; Neville
Chamberlain's work as Minister of Health; and
Robinson's family and personal news.
6 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/106-108

Correspondence with A. Nevil Rucker

1942

Letters from A. Nevil Rucker [Rucker, Sir Arthur
Nevil (1895–1991), public servant]; with copy of
letter from Anne Chamberlain to Rucker.
Rucker was Principal Private Secretary of Neville
Chamberlain during his office as Prime Minister,
and Private Secretary to the Minister of Health
during Neville Chamberlain's terms in that office.
The letters relate to an application for a Royal
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Society biography of Neville Chamberlain and
Rucker's suggestion of Hadley as a possible
author.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/109-111

Correspondence with 1st Viscount Samuel

1954

Letter from Samuel [Samuel, Herbert Louis (18701963) 1st Viscount Samuel, statesman], 32
Portchester Terrace, London to Anne Chamberlain;
and copies of letters from Anne Chamberlain to
Samuel.
The letters relate to Anne Chamberlain's request
for copies of any letters received by Samuel from
Neville Chamberlain.
3 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/112

Correspondence with H. Clifford Smith, Inspector of [1941]
Furniture and Works of Art at Chequers
Letter from H. Clifford Smith [Smith, Harold Clifford
(1876-1960)], Highclere Rectory, near Newbury
[Berkshire] to Anne Chamberlain. 1 January. Smith
has dated the letter 1940, but the content indicates
that it dates to 1941.
A letter in sympathy following Neville
Chamberlain's death and regarding his supplement
to the Chequers' catalogue.
1 item
Access: Open

NC11/15/113

Correspondence with S. C. Kaines Smith

1941

Letter from S. C. Kaines Smith [Smith, Solomon
Charles Kaines (d 1958) Art Historian], 14 Henley
Street, Stratford-upon-Avon. 7 October.
The letter relates to Neville Chamberlain's interest
in the Birmingham Art Gallery. Kaines was Keeper
of the Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/114

Correspondence with Joe Stokes

1942

Letter from Joe Stokes, 85 Larches Street,
Sparkbrook, Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain. 7
September.
The letter relates to Stokes' offer to help Feiling
with his biography of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/115-116

Correspondence with Bertha Bersey

1942

Letters from Bertha [annotated 'Mrs Bersey' by
Anne Chamberlain], 56 Cavendish Road,
Birmingham to Anne Chamberlain. 8 and 24
September.
The letters relate to her and her brother Joe's offer
to help with Feiling's biography of Neville
Chamberlain; and about Joe's illness.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/117-118

Correspondence with C. R. C. Wakefield

1942

Letter from C. R. C. Wakefield, St Edmund's
Vicarage, Hunstanton, [Norfolk] to Anne
Chamberlain; with copy of reply. 10 and 18 August.
The letter relates to his father Archdeacon
Wakefield who was in the Bahamas; and him being
unable to find any records relating to Neville
Chamberlain.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/119-120

Correspondence with A. E. Whitley, Acting Keeper,
Birmingham City Museum and Art Gallery

1942

Letters from A. E. Whitley, The Rock, Leek
Wootton, Warwick to Anne Chamberlain. 14 and 15
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December.
The letters relate to Neville Chamberlain's work for
the Feeney Trust
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/121

Correspondence with 1st Baron Wigram,
Permanent Lord in Waiting and Extra Equerry to
the King

1946

Letter from Wigram [Wigram, Clive (1873-1960) 1st
Baron Wigram, private secretary to George V], 62
Avenue Road, Regent's Park, London.
A letter of appreciation for Neville Chamberlain and
regarding his memories of Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/122-137

Correspondence with Horace Wilson

1940-1943

Letters from Horace Wilson [Wilson, Sir Horace
John (1882–1972), civil servant]; with copy of letter
from Keith Feiling to Wilson; copy of letter from
Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st
Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman] to Wilson;
copy of letter from Anne Chamberlain to Wilson.
The letters relate to various matters relating to the
book including suggestions on the historians who
might write it, and his consultations with Keith
Feiling regarding the book.
Wilson was one of Chamberlain's principal advisers
during his premiership, and was strongly connected
with the policy of appeasement. Anne Chamberlain
consulted with Wilson on deciding who would be a
suitable person to write this book. He contacted
various historians on her behalf suggesting Keith
Feiling, and provided other help with the book.
15 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/138-139

Correspondence with J. Dover Wilson
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Letters from J. Dover Wilson [Wilson, John Dover
(1881–1969), literary scholar and educationist],
Three Beeches, Balerno, Midlothian to Anne
Chamberlain and Keith Feiling.
The file contains the following items:
/138: Letter to Anne Chamberlain regarding:
Wilson's appreciation of a letter in The Times; and
Wilson's life including his Home Guard work. 26
February 1941.
/139: Letter to Feiling regarding: the letters Wilson
received from Neville Chamberlain; a letter
regarding Neville Chamberlain refusing title of
Honorary President of the Deutsche Shakespeare
Gesellschaft due to their expulsion of Jewish
members; recollections of dinner with Neville
Chamberlain; and about his appreciation of Neville
Chamberlain. 6 June 1942.
2 items
Access: Open
NC11/15/140-141

Correspondence with Sir Frank Wiltshire, and
notes of meeting

1941

Letter from Sir Frank Wiltshire [Town Clerk and
Clerk of the Peace of Birmingham]. 25 September.
The letter relates to the Birmingham City Council's
assistance with enquiries for Keith Feiling's
biography of Neville Chamberlain. Enclosed with
the letter are: notes on the committees in which
Neville Chamberlain served and the Councillors
who served with him; and notes of meeting
between the Lord Mayor, Town Clerk and Anne
Chamberlain regarding the assistance that the Lord
Mayor and Town Clerk will provide to help with the
research for the book.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/142

Correspondence with Reginald Wingate

1942

Letter from Reginald Wingate [Wingate, Sir Francis
Reginald, first baronet (1861–1953), army officer
and colonial governor], The Goring Hotel, Ebury
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Street, London to Anne Chamberlain. 5 April.
The letter relates to: his family; the inscription on a
memorial stone for Neville Chamberlain; his
recollections of visit of Mr and Mrs Joseph
Chamberlain and Neville Chamberlain to Egypt in
1889; response to Anne Chamberlain's enquiries
about Lieutenant Willcocks and Clifford Lloyd.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/143

Letter from Anne Chamberlain to unknown person

1942

Carbon copy of letter from [Anne Chamberlain] to
unknown person.
The letter relates to her sympathy for the death of
his or her father in June 1941.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15/144

List of some books read by Neville Chamberlain

[1940s]

Typescript list (with manuscript annotations) written
for Keith Feiling of some of the books read by
Neville Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC11/15a

Press cuttings relating to 'The Life of Neville
Chamberlain' by Feiling

1946-1947

Book reviews and other press cuttings from various
newspapers relating to Keith Feiling's book 'The
Life of Neville Chamberlain'.
35 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were deposited by
Dr and Mrs Stephen Lloyd in September 1987.
NC11/16

Printed and typescript items about Anne
Chamberlain

1938-1984

Printed and typescript items about Anne
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Chamberlain includes magazines, one containing a
biography, pamphlet of poems and a biography.
The file contains the following items:
/1-3: Woman's Magazine. May, June and July
1940. Includes article split into three parts entitled
'Mrs Neville Chamberlain: an authorized biography.
1940.
/4: Pamphlet 'Poems by E. M. Rudland 1938',
includes poem about Anne, Norman and Neville
Chamberlain, printed by students at City of
Birmingham School of Printing.
/5-5c: Typescript biography about Anne
Chamberlain from the Conservative Central Office
Press Department (dated 1940); with typescript
'Summary of the party offices held by Mrs
Chamberlain since 1922'. A related letter from
Stephen [Stephen Lloyd, husband of Neville
Chamberlain's daughter Dorothy] to Tony [Tony
Nicholls, librarian at University of Birmingham]; and
note in Tony Nicholls hand to BSB [Ben Benedicks,
Special Collections librarian] is also included.
8 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /4 was deposited by Mr and
Mrs Stephen Lloyd in January 1984, /5 and /5a
were deposited by Stephen Lloyd in 1984; /5b and
5c are artificial additions to the collection by
University of Birmingham Library.
NC11/17

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Mrs Trevor
Cooke

1959-1962

Letters from Anne Chamberlain to Mrs Trevor
Cooke, Chairman of the Women's Central Council
of the Conservative Party in Birmingham relating to
meetings of the Women's Central Council, politics
and elections in Birmingham, and other matters.
Anne Chamberlain was President of the Women's
Central Council until 1962, and later became
Patron.
14 items
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Access: Open
Custodial history: These items were given by Mrs
Trevor Cooke to Dorothy Lloyd, who deposited
them to be added to the Neville Chamberlain
collection in 1987.
NC12

Ephemera and items relating to parties
Lists of guests, correspondence and other items
relating to parties given by Neville and Anne
Chamberlain; and ephemera and other printed
items mainly comprising items such as
programmes and menus relating to events
attended by Neville and Anne Chamberlain, and
Christmas cards.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

3 volumes, 710 items
Access: Open
NC12/1

Lists of guests

1932-1940

Lists of guests mainly for lunches and dinners with
Neville and Anne Chamberlain.
3 volumes
Access: Open
NC12/1/1

Book containing lists of guests

1932-1939

Book containing a list of guests at lunches, dinners
and other events between 1932 and 1939 and a list
of visitors to Chequers between 1937 and 1938.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC12/1/2

List of MPs and others who lunched with Neville
Chamberlain

1937-1940

Volume listing the Members of Parliament and
others who had lunched with Neville and Anne
Chamberlain from June 1937 onwards with the
date of the visit, arranged in alphabetical order by
the surname of the guest.
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC12/1/3

Lunch book, 10 and 11 Downing Street

1937-1940

Book containing a list of guests and details of the
menu at lunches, teas and dinners at 10 and 11
Downing Street between 12 February 1937 and 12
August 1940.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC12/2

Visiting list

1938-1939

List described as a 'visiting list' of names and
addresses of various people including some peers,
other notabilities, and relatives.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/3

Lists, correspondence and notes relating to
Christmas cards and presents

1937-1940

Lists of the names and addresses of people to
whom Christmas cards and presents were to be
sent; and correspondence and notes relating to
Christmas cards and presents.
The correspondence includes letters from
recipients and from companies supplying the cards
and presents; copies of letters to recipients and
suppliers; and other letters relating to Christmas
cards and presents. A specimen of Neville and
Anne Chamberlain's Christmas card for 1939 and
card sent out to thank people who sent Christmas
cards is also included.
Correspondents are: H. R. Stokes [stationer and
printer]; balloon barrage unit on Horse Guard's
Parade; Herbert E. Barker [British Sailors' Society];
Barr and Sons [seedsmen, bulb growers and
nurserymen]; V. Bird, Bournville, Birmingham; Mrs
Hannay; Miss C. F. Bomford [St Nicholas School,
Hemel Hempstead]; Jarrolds Ltd; J. Buckland at
Chequers; John and Edward Bumpus Ltd
[booksellers]; St Gabriel's Church in Weoley
Castle, Birmingham; Miss Margaret Cator, in
Donnington, Berkshire; M. A. Catt, gardener at
Westbourne; Captain H. E. Cowie [2nd Dorset
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Regiment]; C. C. Barrow and Sons [grocers]; R. H.
Edwards [Chief Agent, Birmingham Unionist
Association]; Thomas A. Embleton [Superintendent
and General Secretary, Seamen's Mission] and Isa
Embleton; Mrs Gilbert; Mrs Hughes, in Hadleigh,
Essex; Mrs McClintock and Mrs Jackson; Mr
Knight, in Woodmansterne, Surrey; Admiral H. L.
P. Heard [Chairman, The Sailors Home; Herbert
Barker [General Secretary, British Sailors Society];
Private George Lowe [23rd Platoon, ITC]; J. S.
Metcalf Ltd; Mrs Parrott, in King's Heath,
Birmingham; Lady Phipps; Mrs Powell; Alice Pratt
[Organiser, Central Advisory Women's Council,
Birmingham Unionist Association]; Mrs Pritchard, in
Ladywood, Birmingham; Blanche de Acton
Redwood, in Donnington, Berkshire; R. Saunders,
in London]; Sawers Ltd; Mrs Scourfield; Mrs
Malcolm Welch in Midhurst, Sussex; and 'Katie', of
Nanty Moel near Bridgend.
93 items
Access: Open
NC12/4

Trooping the Colour parties, 1937 and 1939

1937-1939

Items relating to Anne Chamberlain's parties to
watch the Trooping the Colour ceremony in London
from stands erected in the garden of 10 and 11
Downing Street.
This includes programmes for Trooping the Colour,
invitation card, lists of invitees, correspondence,
notes. The guests invited included premiers and
other ministers from British dominions, and other
dignitaries. The parties were held on 9 June 1937
and 8 June 1939.
17 items
Access: Open
NC12/5

Anne Chamberlain's 'At Home' parties for
Edgbaston Division Unionist Association officers,
1938 and 1939

1938-1939

Lists of guests to be invited and acceptances,
copies of correspondence and invitation card
relating to Anne Chamberlain's 'At Home' parties at
Downing Street for members of Edgbaston Division
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Unionist Association.
The 1938 party was held on 18 July. In 1939, a
separate party for Edgbaston Division Unionists
was not held but instead they were invited to the 'At
Home' parties held for Members of Parliament and
candidates in February and March (see also
NC12/6 for other items relating to the 1939 parties).
12 items
Access: Open
NC12/6

Anne Chamberlain's 'At Home' parties for MPs and
election candidates, 1938 and 1939

1938-1939

Lists, notes, correspondence and other items for
Anne Chamberlain's 'At Home' parties at Downing
Street on 3, 10, 17 and 24 February 1938 and 9, 16
and 23 February and 2 March 1939. These were
large parties with many guests, between about 160
and 600 guests at each party, mainly Members of
Parliament, some of whome brought one to three
constituency workers, and election candidates. At
the 1939 parties, guests from the Edgbaston
Division Unionist Association and some other
Conservative and Unionist Party members in
Birmingham were also invited (some items relating
to the Edgbaston/Birmingham guests are included
with NC12/5).
Items include lists of people to be invited, lists of
those who accepted invitations, notes on the costs
of the parties and an invitation card.
59 items
Access: Open
NC12/7

Sherry parties, 1939

1939

Lists of names and addresses of people to be
invited for a sherry party in 1939.
3 items
Access: Open
NC12/8

Parties for overseas visitors, 5 July 1937, 11 July
1938 and 18 July 1939

1937-1939

Lists, correspondence and other items relating to
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parties held by Anne Chamberlain at 10 Downing
Street for overseas visitors on 5 July 1937, 11 July
1938 and 18 July 1939. The guests included many
visitors from across the British Empire and
Dominions including government officials,
representatives of organizations, businessmen and
women, academics, and other notables from
various countries.
Includes lists of suggested guests, with details
about the guests; lists of acceptances; notes; and
correspondence relating to potential guests and
letter regarding catering arrangements.
Correspondents are: Gertrude Drayton [Secretary,
Victoria League]; Isabel L. Curry [?] [General
Secretary, Associated Country Women of the
World]; A. Kenley [Searcy, Tanley and Company
Ltd]; and Ermine Elibank [Viscountess Elibank].
48 items
Access: Open
NC12/9

Lists of guests at Chequers 1937 to 1940, and
related letter

1941

Lists of guests visiting Chequers [country house of
the Prime Minister] during Neville Chamberlain's
Premiership between 1937 and 1940. Includes
details of dates when Neville and Anne
Chamberlain and their family stayed there, and
dates when other visitors went to the house.
A copy of a letter dated 30 January 1941 from
Anne Chamberlain to Miss Lamont is also included,
requesting the list of visits to Chequers, and also
requesting a list of trees at Chequers planted by
Neville Chamberlain and a sketch of the paths in
the orchard at Chequers.
3 items
Access: Open
NC12/10

Dinner to King and Queen, 29 March 1939

1939

Correspondence, notes and other items
(manuscript, typescript and printed items) relating
to a dinner held at 10 Downing Street with King
George VI and Queen Elizabeth. Includes list of
invitations, notes including details of the
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arrangements, costs, table plan, menu, invitation
card, memoranda, letters received, mainly
responses to invitations, and copies of letter sent.
Correspondents are: A. H. L. Hardinge [Royal
Private Secretary]; Katharine Seymour, on behalf
of the Queen; Major E. N. S. Crankshaw
[Secretary, Government Hospitality Fund];
Margaret Overend; M. L. Alcock at Buckingham
Palace; Captain Oswald Birley [Birley, Sir Oswald
Hornby Joseph (1880–1952), painter]; Caroline B.
Bridgeman [Viscountess Bridgeman] [Bridgeman,
Dame Caroline Beatrix (1872-1961) nee Parker,
Conservative politician and Governor of BBC, wife
of Viscount Bridgeman]; Commander Harold
Campbell at Buckingham Palace; Lillian Chatfield
[Lady Chatfield]; Duchess of Devonshire; Dorothy
Halifax [Viscountess Halifax]; Patricia Hambleden
[Lady Hambleden]; Maud Hoare [wife of Sir Samuel
Hoare]; Marquess and Marchioness of
Londonderry; Marquess of Lothian [Kerr, Philip
Henry (1882-1940) 11th Marquess of Lothian,
statesman]; Captain David Margesson; Helen
Maugham [Lady Maugham]; Kathleen Simon [Lady
Simon]; and Viscount and Viscountess Swinton.
65 items
Access: Open
NC12/11

Summer parties 1938

1938

Items relating to parties held on 28-30 June 1938.
/1: List of people to be invited to June parties.
/2: List of acceptances by peers for June parties.
/3: List of acceptances by Members of Parliament
for June parties. (A-N only)
3 items
Access: Open
NC12/12

Summer parties 1939

1939

Lists, mainly of invitations and acceptances, notes,
correspondence and other items relating to Anne
Chamberlain's 'At Home' parties at Downing Street
on 27, 28 and 29 June 1939.
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These were very large parties with many guests
including Members of Parliament, peers,
ambassadors and other diplomats, officers of the
armed forces, civil servants, friends, family
members and various others.
Correspondents are: J. F. C. Carter [Assistant
Commissioner, Metropolitan Police] [Carter,
Lieutenant-Colonel John Fillis Carré (1882-1944)
police officer]; Marco Refrigerators Ltd; W. T.
Annan [India Office]; [Empire Parliamentary
Association]; 'John ...gham' [Admiralty]; Eileen
[Lady Eileen Stanhope, née Browne, wife of James
Richard Stanhope (Earl Stanhope)]; 'S. W. L.
Ander' [Private Secretary to the Secretary of State
for Air].
71 items
Access: Open
NC12/13

Ephemera and other printed items
Ephemera and other printed items mainly relating
to events attended by Neville and Anne
Chamberlain, but also including some other items
of ephemera.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

Items include menus and table plans for dinners
and luncheons; programmes for various events
such as openings of buildings, official visits, royal
events; invitations and tickets for events; and
orders of service for funerals and other church
services. A few other miscellaneous printed items
are also included.
283 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/1

1883 ephemera

1883

Unidentified list of names, divided into groups,
entitled 'H. Lee Warner's January 1883'.
'Chamberlain, A. N.' is included in the list. See also
NC12/13/2 for another similar list.
It seems likely that this list may relate to Neville
Chamberlain's education at Rugby School [Henry
Lee Warner was a master at Rugby School].
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1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/2

1886 ephemera

1886

Unidentified list of names, divided into groups,
entitled 'Rev. F.D. Morice's May 1886'.
'Chamberlain, A. N.' is included in the list. See also
NC12/13/1 for another similar list.
It seems likely that this list may relate to Neville
Chamberlain's education at Rugby School
[Reverend Francis David Morice was a master at
Rugby School].
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/3

1900 ephemera

1900

Programme of the Birmingham Triennial Musical
Festival on 2-5 October.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/4

1903 ephemera

1903-1937

Booklet by Cape Government Railways detailing
train arrangements for the tour of Joseph
Chamberlain in February 1903. A letter from Alex
Argo at the Capetown Club dated 9 February 1937
forwarding the timetable to Neville Chamberlain is
enclosed.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/5

1905 ephemera

1905

Timetable by Cape Government Railways of
special train for Lord Selborne from Cape Town to
Bloemfontein on 18 May.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC12/13/6

1874 ephemera

1874

Menu printed on silk or other similar fabric for meal
held by Joseph Chamberlain as Mayor of
Birmingham on 3 November.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/7-8

1915 ephemera

1915

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1915.
The file contains the following items:
/7: Card sent by Neville and Anne Chamberlain, as
Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress of Birmingham to
offer sympathy to those who had lost husbands or
sons in the War.
/8: Part of programme for Lady Mayoress's Concert
in aid of the Birmingham Prisoners of War Fund at
Edgbaston Assembly Rooms on 30 November.
2 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/9-16

1916 ephemera

1916

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1916.
The file contains the following items:
/9: Tide table for 1916 by Company of Watermen
and Lightermen of the River Thames.
/10: Programme for concert and 'Pierrot'
performance on 25 January at Birmingham Town
Hall given by Neville and Anne Chamberlain [as
Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress of Birmingham] to
widows and other relatives of men who died in the
War.
/11: Programme for the Lady Mayoress's Concert
at the Church House, Acocks Green on 22
February, in aid of the Lady Mayoress's Depot War
Funds.
/12: Leaflet for Grand Charity Matinee at Alexandra
Theatre, Birmingham on 16 March in aid of the
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Lady Mayoress' General Funds for Comforts and
Amusements of the Soldiers at the Front.
/13: Order of service in commemoration of Earl
Kitchener of Khartoum, at the Cathedral Church of
St Philip, Birmingham on 13 June.
/14: Programme for Lord Mayor's Reception to
Trades Union Congress delegates at Birmingham
Council House and Art Gallery on 5 September
1916.
/15: Order of service, for service at the Parish
Church, Birmingham attended by Neville
Chamberlain on the morning of 'Corporation
Sunday' 12 November.
/16: Ceremony and service for Depositing the
Colours of the 5th, 6th and 8th Battalions of The
Royal Warwickshire Regiment in the Cathedral
Church, Birmingham on 17 December.
8 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/17-24

1917 ephemera

1917

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1917.
The file contains the following items:
/17: Invitation from the King and Queen to stay at
Windsor Castle on 19 April, with press cutting,
envelope and details of dress code.
/18: Table plan for dinner at Lancaster House,
London Museum on 25 April.
/19-23: Ticket and arrangements for the
presentation of an address by the City of London to
A. J. Balfour on 13 July, and invitation and table
plan for luncheon after the presentation.
/24: Menu for dinner given by Neville Chamberlain
to his staff on his resignation as Director General of
National Service.
10 items
Access: Open
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NC12/13/25-26

1918 ephemera

1918

Menu and table plan for dinner at House of
Commons on 1 August.
2 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/27

1919 ephemera

1919

Plan of table for Royal luncheon at Council House,
Birmingham on 21 May.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/28-29

1920 ephemera

1920

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1920.
The file contains the following items:
/28: Ticket for opening of Parliament.
/29: Table plan for banquet at Mansion House,
London on 15 July to meet the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, the Governor and Court of Directors of
the Bank of England, and bankers and merchants
of the City of London.
2 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/30

1921 ephemera

1921

Printed notice of Birmingham Unionist Association
mass meeting at Birmingham Town Hall on 6
December, to be chaired by Austen Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/31-35

1922 ephemera

1922

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1922.
The file contains the following items:
/31: Programme, invitation, and ticket for marriage
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of HRH Princess Mary to Viscount Lascelles at
Westminster Abbey on 22 February.
/32: Programme for the opening ceremony of
County Hall, London on 17 July.
/33: Invitation to party in the garden of Buckingham
Palace on 21 July.
/34: Luncheon menu for the Chateau Frontenac
restaurant in Quebec, Canada dated 15
September.
/35: Menu for luncheon given by the Midland
Conservative Club to Neville Chamberlain on 17
November.
7 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/36-50

1923 ephemera

1923

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1923.
The file contains the following items:
/36: 'Ceremonial of His Majesty's Proceeding To
Parliament' for 13 February.
/37: Invitation to evening party held by The King
and Queen at Buckingham Palace on 23 April.
/38-39: Form of solemnization, invitation and
details of dress code for the marriage of The Duke
of York with Lady Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon in
Westminster Abbey on 26 April.
/40: Programme for mass meeting of the Women's
Unionist Organization at Queen's Hall, London on
11 May. Anne Chamberlain is noted in the
programme as the seconder to a resolution in
appreciation of Stanley Baldwin.
/41: Printed circular letter from David Davis [Lord
Mayor of Birmingham] regarding a civic banquet to
be held by the City of Birmingham at the Grand
Hotel on 13 October in honour of Neville
Chamberlain, on his appointment as Chancellor of
the Exchequer.
/42-43: Menu and table plan for dinner held by the
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Ladywood Division Unionist Association at the
White Horse Hotel in Birmingham on 28 September
in honour of Neville Chamberlain, on his
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer.
/44-45: Table plan and menu for a dinner to the
Representative of the Dominions and India at the
Imperial Conference 1923 held at Lancaster House
[London Museum] on 8 October.
/46: Menu for banquet in honour of Neville
Chamberlain at the Grand Hotel, Birmingham on 13
October.
/47-48: Menu and list of guests for dinner given by
the South African Luncheon Club in London to
General J. C. Smuts [Prime Minister of the Union of
South Africa] on 23 October at the Savoy Hotel,
London.
/49: Invitation to afternoon party given by the King
and Queen at Buckingham Palace on 30 October.
/50: Order of service for the funeral service of
Andrew Bonar Law on 5 November at Westminster
Abbey.
17 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/51-52

1924 ephemera

1924

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1924.
The file contains the following items:
/51: Menu for the Tenth Anniversary Dinner of the
Town Planning Institute, which was held in honour
of Neville Chamberlain at the Savoy Hotel, London
on 7 May.
/52: 'Ceremonial of His Majesty's Proceeding To
Parliament' for 9 December.
2 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/53-64

1925 ephemera
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Ephemera and other printed items dated 1925.
The file contains the following items:
/53: Menu for luncheon given by Birmingham
Unionist Association to Stanley Baldwin at Empire
House, Edmund Street, Birmingham on 5 March.
The chairman of the luncheon was Neville
Chamberlain.
/54: Order of procession and order of service for
the Office for the Royal Maundy on Maundy
Thursday at Westminster Abbey on 9 April.
/55: Menu for the annual dinner of the Junior
Imperial League at the Connaught Rooms [London]
on 2 May. Neville Chamberlain was the guest of
honour at the dinner.
/56: Invitation by the King and Queen to a Court at
Buckingham Palace on 21 May.
/57: Menu for banquet given by the Interstate PostGraduate Assembly of America at the Guildhall
[presumably the City of London Guildhall?] on 5
June. At the banquet Chamberlain was to propose
a toast and was to become an honorary member of
the organization.
/58: Programme of music for the visit of Prince
Arthur of Connaught to open the Hall of Memory in
Birmingham on 4 July.
/59: Menu for dinner given by Trinity House,
London on 10 July.
/60: Order of service for funeral of Queen
Alexandra at Westminster Abbey on 27 November.
/61: Menu for dinner to the members of the
Conference of Locarno on 1 December at
Lancaster House, London.
/62: Invitation from the Prime Minister to a
reception to meet the members of the Conference
of Locarno at St James's Palace on 2 December.
/63: Booklet detailing the proceedings at a special
congregation of the University of Birmingham to
mark the centenary of the Medical School on 8
December. Neville Chamberlain was presented
with an honorary degree and delivered an address
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at the congregation.
/64: Booklet 'City of Birmingham Gas Department
1875-1925' produced for the unveiling ceremony
on 8 December of a bust to Joseph Chamberlain to
commemorate the jubilee of the department. The
unveiling ceremony was carried out by Neville
Chamberlain.
12 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/65-74

1926 ephemera

1926

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1926.
The file contains the following items:
/65: Menu for the Inner Temple 'Grand Day' on 20
January.
/66: 'Ceremonial of His Majesty's Proceeding to
Parliament' on 2 February.
/67: Souvenir booklet for the presentation of the
Freedom of the City of Birmingham to Austen
Chamberlain on 22 February.
/68-69: Menu and table plan for dinner given by the
City of Nottingham at Nottingham Castle on the
occasion of the inspection by Neville Chamberlain
of the River Trent navigation works on 25 June.
/69A: Admission card for the ceremony of the
laying of the foundation stone at London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine on 7 July. Neville
Chamberlain [who was Minister of Health at the
time] carried out the ceremony.
/70-71: Invitation and table plan for a luncheon at
the Foreign Office to meet the King and Queen of
Spain on 9 July 1926.
/72: Pamphlet containing transcripts of speeches
for an appeal for the National Association for the
Prevention of Tuberculosis on 16 July at the
Mansion House [London], including a speech by
Anne Chamberlain.
/73: Souvenir engraving for the banquet at
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Guildhall, City of London on 9 November.
/74: Menu for dinner of the Town Planning Institute
at the Savoy Hotel, [London] on 1 December.
11 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /69A was formerly
unnumbered.
NC12/13/75-80

1927 ephemera

1927

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1927.
The file contains the following items:
/75: Menu for dinner given by the Association of
Midland Local Authorities to Neville Chamberlain at
the Queen's Hotel, Birmingham on 25 February.
/76: Printed notice from the Seamen's Hospital
Society regarding ceremony for the unveiling of a
tablet to the late Sir Patrick Manson by Neville
Chamberlain at Albert Dock Hospital, Connaught
Road, London on 15 March.
/77: Menu and ceremonial for reception given by
the Corporation of the City of London to the King of
Egypt at the Guildhall, City of London on 5 July.
/78: Souvenir programme by Birmingham Hospital
Saturday Fund for the official reopening of Tyn-yCoed Convalescent Home for Men at Llanrhos
near Llandudno by Neville Chamberlain on 1
October.
/79: Programme for reception to Neville
Chamberlain at the Town Hall, Manchester on 18
October.
/80: Illuminated address dated 5 December to
Neville Chamberlain from the Guardians of the
Hendon Union, given to him on the opening of a
new General Hospital.
7 items
Access: Open
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NC12/13/81-85

1928 ephemera

1928

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1928.
The file contains the following items:
/81: Programme and order of service by London
County Council for the laying of the foundation
stone of the Ossulston Street Dwellings, St
Pancras, London by Neville Chamberlain on 1
February.
/82: Order of service for the funeral of FieldMarshal Earl Haig on 3 February at Westminster
Abbey, London.
/83: 'Ceremonial of His Majesty's Proceeding To
Parliament' on 7 February.
/84-85: Ticket and order of service for the memorial
service to Herbert Henry Asquith, Earl of Oxford
and Asquith on 21 February at Westminster Abbey,
London.
6 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/86

1929 ephemera

1929

Menu for Lobby Journalists' Luncheon to Neville
Chamberlain at Hotel Victoria on 21 February. The
menu also includes a political cartoon of
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/87-94

1932 ephemera

1931-1932

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1932
(except /89A which is dated 1931, though which is
likely to have been given to or obtained by
Chamberlain in 1932 during his visit to the Imperial
Economic Conference).
The file contains the following items:
/87-88: Printed circular letter from F. H. C. Wiltshire
[Town Clerk of Birmingham] and programme for the
special meeting of the Council to present the
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Honorary Freedom of the City of Birmingham to
Barrow Cadbury, Neville Chamberlain and John
Henry Lloyd on 2 February.
/89: Menu for dinner given by the Prime Minister of
Canada on 21 July at Chateau Laurier, Ottawa,
Canada to meet the members of the Imperial
Economic Conference.
/89A: 'Resorts in Ontario' booklet by Canadian
Pacific Railway, published in 1931.
/90: Table plan for dinner given by the Prime
Minister of Canada on 21 July at Chateau Laurier,
Ottawa, Canada to meet the members of the
Imperial Economic Conference.
/91: Souvenir programme for gala concert at
Capitol Theatre, Ottawa, Canada given during the
Imperial Economic Conference on 29 July.
/92: Souvenir programme for the official opening of
the National Research Laboratories, Ottawa,
Canada on 10 August by Earl of Bessborough.
/93: Programme for the laying of the foundation
stone of the new head offices of the Birmingham
Municipal Bank on 22 October by Neville
Chamberlain.
/94: 'Ceremonial of His Majesty's Proceeding to
Parliament' on 22 November.
9 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /89A was formerly
unnumbered.
NC12/13/95-108

1933 ephemera

1933-1935

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1933.
The file contains the following items:
/95: Menu for Parliamentary Press Gallery Annual
Dinner on 3 March, with cartoon including Neville
Chamberlain on the cover.
/96: List of guests for dinner given for the Monetary
and Economic Conference at Grosvenor House,
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London on 12 June.
/97-99: Order of proceedings, transcript of 'Oratio
Creweiana' for Encaenia ceremony at the
University of Oxford and table plan for a dinner on
21 June.
/100: Menu for reception and banquet given by the
Corporation of the City of London to the delegates
to the Monetary and Economic Conference, held at
Guildhall, City of London on 26 June.
/101: Menu for dinner to meet the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, the Governor and Directors of the Bank
of England and bankers and merchants of the City
of London held at Mansion House, City of London
on 3 October.
/102: Menu for luncheon at the Council House,
Birmingham on the visit of Neville Chamberlain to
open the 40,000th municipal house on 23 October.
/103-104: Souvenir booklet for opening of the
40,000th municipal house by Neville Chamberlain
on 23 October 1933 (reprinted edition with
additions and new statistics dated 1935 and
original version dated 1933).
/105: Ceremonial, order of service and plan for
armistice day ceremony at the Cenotaph, London
on 11 November.
/106: Ceremonial of His Majesty's Proceeding to
Parliament, 21 November.
/107: Programme for the visit of Prince George to
open the new head offices of the Birmingham
Municipal Bank on 27 November.
/108: Order of service for the laying of the
foundation stone of the new church of St Gabriel at
Weoley Castle, Birmingham on 9 December.
16 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/110-117

1934 ephemera

1934

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1934.
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The file contains the following items:
/109: Menu for luncheon to meet the recipients of
honorary degrees at Gonville and Caius College, 7
June.
/110: Printed transcript of speeches made in Latin
at an honorary degree ceremony at the University
of Cambridge on 7 June, including speech given on
the presentation of an honorary degree to Neville
Chamberlain.
/111-112: Programme for opening ceremony of the
Joseph Chamberlain Memorial Museum at
Highbury, Birmingham, 9 July (two copies).
/113: Order of service, ceremonial and plan for
Armistice Day service at the Cenotaph, London on
11 November.
/114: Ticket for opening of Parliament, 20
November.
/115-116: Invitation and form of solemnization of
matrimony for the marriage of The Duke of Kent
and Princess Marina of Greece on 29 November.
/117: Edgbaston Division Unionist Association
Calendar and Blotter for 1934-5, with photograph of
Neville Chamberlain on the cover. A 'message of
affectionate good will and warm appreciation' is
written on the blotter signed by members of the
Adriatic Conservative Cruise. A letter from J.
Smedley Crooke forwarding the calendar is
enclosed.
11 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/118-140

1935 ephemera

1935

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1935.
The file contains the following items:
/118: Programme for state drive to St Paul's
Cathedral on the Royal Silver Jubilee, 6 May.
/119: Ticket for thanksgiving service on the Royal
Silver Jubilee, 6 May.
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/120: Printed letter forwarding a medal to be worn
in commemoration of the Silver Jubilee, 6 May.
/121: Ticket for ball at Buckingham Palace.
/122: Printed memorandum regarding thanksgiving
service at St Paul's Cathedral on 6 May.
/123: Form of prayer and of thanksgiving for the
Silver Jubilee, 6 May.
/124: Printed memorandum regarding thanksgiving
service on 6 May.
/125: Menu for dinner to the Dominion Prime
Ministers at Claridge's Hotel on 6 May.
/126: Invitation for thanksgiving service at St Paul's
Cathedral on 6 May.
/127: Invitation for dinner to the Dominion Prime
Ministers at Claridge's Hotel on 6 May.
/128: Press cutting relating to Silver Jubilee, 7 May.
/129: Invitation for evening party at St James's
Palace, 7 May.
/130-131: Ticket and ceremonial for presentation of
addresses to the King by the Houses of Parliament
on 9 May.
/132-133: Order of proceedings and programme for
the opening of the British Postgraduate Medical
School by the King on 13 May.
/134: Invitation for ball at Buckingham Palace on 14
May.
/135: Programme for Swan Dinner at Vintners Hall
on 15 May.
/136-137: Invitation and programme of music for
state dinner at Buckingham Palace on 20 May.
/138: Invitation for reception and ball at Guildhall,
City of London on 22 May.
/139: Programme for reception and ball given by
the Corporation of the City of London on 22 May in
the Guildhall, City of London for the 25th
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anniversary of the accession of the King.
/140: Table plan for luncheon on HMS Enchantress
on 16 July.
23 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/141-154

1936 ephemera

1936

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1936.
The file contains the following items:
/141: 'Final report of trustees as to Highbury,
Uffculme, and Sorrento Hospitals and Grants to
Disabled Ex-Service Men's Organisations 1915-36'
by the Highbury Trust. Neville Chamberlain was
one of the four trustees. The trust was formed to
take over the buildings and surrounding land at
Highbury, Birmingham to be used as a hospital for
ex-service men, and also took over the houses of
'Sorrento' and 'Uffculme' in Birmingham which were
being used for the same purpose.
/142: Form of service for service on the death of
King George V at Westminster Hall on 23 January.
/143: Ceremonial for the removal of the remains of
King George V from King's Cross Railway Station
to Westminster Hall on 23 January.
/144: Service sheet for the service at Westminster
Abbey on 26 January.
/145: Order of service for the burial of King George
V at the Chapel of St George, Windsor Castle on
28 January.
/146: Printed letter from Lord Chamberlain's Office,
Buckingham Palace regarding mourning dress for
King George V.
/147-148: Invitation and ceremonial for the funeral
of King George V at the Royal Chapel of St
George, Windsor on 28 January.
/149: Menu for Lobby Journalists' Luncheon on 18
February at the Hotel Victoria, London. On the
cover of the menu is a cartoon featuring Neville
Chamberlain. The menu has been signed by some
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of the attendees at the luncheon.
/150: Order of service for the office for the Royal
Maundy at Westminster Abbey, London on Maundy
Thursday, 9 April.
/151: Passenger list for the inaugural coasting
cruise of RMS Queen Mary on 14 to 15 May.
/152: Notice from Royal Messanger of meeting of
the Coronation Committee on 7 July at St James's
Palace.
/153: Programme for reception and dance at the
Council House and Art Gallery, Birmingham on 8
July, for the Joseph Chamberlain Centenary
Celebration.
/154: Printed notice of thanks dated 13 November
from the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew for the
donation of a large collection of Masdevallia plants.
14 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/155-187

1937 ephemera

1937

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1937.
The file contains the following items:
/155: Order of service for the wedding of Bernard,
Duke of Norfolk and Lavinia Strutt at the Oratory,
on 27 January.
/156: Typescript notes of visitors and household in
waiting at Windsor Castle, Berkshire on 23 April.
/157: Menu for luncheon of the Empire
Parliamentary Association in Westminster Hall,
London on 7 May, 'to enable...the King to welcome
the Prime Ministers and Ministers attending the
Imperial Conference and the delegates attending
the Empire Parliamentary Conference'.
/158-164: Printed letter, invitation, tickets, form and
order of service, official souvenir programme,
ceremonial and list of guests for the Coronation of
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth on 12 May.
/165: Invitation to a ball given by the King and
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Queen at Buckingham Palace, London on 14 May.
/166-167: Invitation and menu for Royal Luncheon
to King George VI and Queen Elizabeth given by
the Corporation of the City of London at Guildhall,
City of London on 19 May in celebration of the
Coronation.
/168-169: Programme and invitation for the Review
of the Fleet by the King at Spithead on 20 May.
/170: Form of prayer to be used on Empire Day at
St Paul's Cathedral, London on 24 May.
/171: Menu and list of guests for the Empire Day
and Coronation Banquet at Grosvenor House,
London on 24 May to the Prime Ministers and
representatives of India and of the colonies
attending the Coronation.
/172: Order of the ceremony for the Most Noble
Order of the Garter service held at the Royal
Chapel of St George at Windsor on 14 June.
/173-174: Invitation and programme for the
presentation of the Freedom of the Worshipful
Company of Cordwainers to Neville Chamberlain
on 28 June at Cordwainers Hall, London.
/175: Menu for banquet at the Council House,
Birmingham on 3 July given to Neville Chamberlain
on his appointment as Prime Minister.
/176: Plan of tables for luncheon to meet Earl
Baldwin of Bewdley [Stanley Baldwin] on 5
November.
/177-178: Invitation to banquet at the Guildhall, City
of London on 9 November.
/179: Invitation for state banquet at Buckingham
Palace, London in honour of the King of the
Belgians on 16 November.
/180-181: Tickets and table plan for the reception
of the King of the Belgians by the Corporation of
the City of London at the Guildhall, City of London
on 17 November.
/183: Menu for dinner given by the King of the
Belgians at the Belgian Embassy, London on 17
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November.
/184: Invitation to a ball given by the King and
Queen at Buckingham Palace, London on 17
November.
/185: Invitation to dinner given by the King of the
Belgians at the Belgian Embassy, London on 17
November.
/186: Menu for reception of the King of the Belgians
by the Corporation of the City of London at the
Guildhall, City of London on 17 November.
/187: Order of service for funeral service to James
Ramsay Macdonald on 26 November.
34 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/188-202

1938 ephemera

1938

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1938.
The file contains the following items:
/188-189: Two copies of menu for the annual
dinner of the Parliamentary Press Gallery on 18
March, at which Neville and Anne Chamberlain
were the guests of honour. The menu is decorated
with cartoons showing Neville Chamberlain. One
copy is signed by the people attending the dinner
and one copy has additional cartoons drawn on it
by 'Strube'.
/190: Programme for Birmingham Unionist
Association annual meeting on 8 April. The
meeting was addressed by Neville Chamberlain.
/191: Menu and list of guests for the annual dinner
of The Newspaper Society on 3 May. Neville
Chamberlain was to propose a toast to the Society
at the dinner.
/192: City of Birmingham Centenary Celebrations
1838-1938. Visit of Their Majesties The King and
Queen'. Programme for Royal Visit on 14 July
1938.
/193: Menu for Centenary Dinner of the
Corporation of Birmingham on 14 July at the Grand
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Hotel, Birmingham. Neville Chamberlain was to
propose a toast to the City of Birmingham at the
dinner.
/194: Order of service for Westminster Abbey on 18
September.
/195: 'Ceremonial of His Majesty's Proceeding to
Parliament' on 8 November.
/196-197: Menu and invitation for banquet at the
Guildhall, City of London on 9 November.
/198: Order of service for the Armistice Day
ceremony at the Cenotaph, London on 11
November.
/199: Invitation by the King and Queen to a state
banquet at Buckingham Palace, London in honour
of the King of Roumania [sic] on 15 November.
/200: Invitation by the King of Roumania to a dinner
at the Roumanian Legation on 16 November.
/201: Invitation by the King and Queen to an
evening reception at Buckingham Palace, London
in honour of the King of Roumania on 16
November.
/202: Menu for the Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner of
the Foreign Press Association in London at
Grosvenor House on 13 December. The guest of
honour was Neville Chamberlain. The menu is
decorated with cartoons, and a hand-drawn
cartoon of Neville Chamberlain has been drawn on
the back of the menu by 'Kem'.
15 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/203-225

1939 ephemera

1939

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1939.
The file contains the following items:
/203: Programme for the visit of Neville
Chamberlain and Viscount Halifax to Italy on 11-14
January.
/204: Invitation by the Earl and Countess of
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Grannard to a dinner at Forbes House, Halkin
Street, [London] to meet Queen Mary on 3 March.
/205-207: Lists of names relating to the visit of the
French President.
/208: Ceremonial for the state visit of the President
of the French Republic in March.
/209: Menu for dinner at Buckingham Palace,
London on 21 March.
/210: Menu for reception and luncheon at the
Guildhall, City of London for the visit of the
President of the French Republic on 22 March.
/211: Programme by London County Council for
the reception at the County Hall, London on 22
March for the visit by the French President.
/212: Menu for dinner at French Embassy, 22
March.
/213: Programme for state performance at the
Royal Opera House by command of the King in
honour of the President of the French Republic and
Madame Lebrun on 22 March.
/214: Programme for visit of the President of the
French Republic and Madame Lebrun to the
Houses of Parliament on 23 March.
/215-216: Table plan and menu for dinner at the
Foreign Office, 23 March.
/217: Programme of entertainment given at the
India Office on the visit of the President of the
French Republic, 23 March.
/218: Invitation to stay with the King and Queen on
16 April at Windsor Castle, and related press
cutting.
/219: Menu for Royal luncheon given by the
Corporation of London at Guildhall, City of London
on the King and Queen's return from Canada and
the USA, 23 June.
/220: Souvenir programme for demonstration in
support of National Government on 24 June at
Sophia Gardens, Cardiff which was addressed by
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Neville Chamberlain.
/221: Invitation for dinner at Buckingham Palace on
17 July.
/222-223: Ticket and invitation for ball at
Buckingham Palace on 19 July.
/224: Programme for the opening of the Barber
Institute of Fine Arts at the University of
Birmingham by Queen Mary on 26 July.
/225: Press cutting of an Armistice Day poem.
24 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/226-236

Undated ephemera
Ephemera and other printed items, which are not
dated.

[early-mid
20th
century]

The file contains the following items:
/226: Printed poem 'A New Year's Wish'. [early-mid
20th century].
/227: Invitation from Queen Mary for dinner at
Marlborough House, 3 March [1938].
/228: Invitation from the Marquess and
Marchioness of Londonderry for a dinner on 18
May [1937] to meet King Farouk of Egypt, The
Queen Mother, Prince and Princess Chichibus,
Princess Juliana and Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands.
/229: Invitation for luncheon given by the Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs and Mrs Eden at the
Savoy Hotel on 21 May [1937] to meet Prince and
Princess Chichibu [of Japan].
/230: Membership cards for the Royal Horticultural
Society. 1940.
/231-232: Printed letter from Anne Chamberlain
with poem 'to comfort you in your great sorrow'.
This appears likely to be a letter sent to war
widows in the First World War. [1910s].
/233: Programme for opening ceremony of the
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National Maritime Museum. [27 April 1937]
/234: Prospectus for 'The New Beacon' school at
Sevenoaks [early-mid 20th century]
/235: Printed invitation card for luncheons at 10
Downing Street given by Neville and Anne
Chamberlain. [1937-1940]
/236: Pamphlet 'The Royal Warwickshire Regiment'
[early 20th century]
12 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/237

1940 ephemera

1940

Palace of Westminster Air Raid Precautions card,
June 1940.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/238

1946 ephemera

[1946]

Souvenir booklet given in acknowledgment of a
donation to the Franklin Roosevelt Memorial Fund
to raise funds for a statue of Roosevelt in
Grosvenor Square, London.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/239-241

1947 ephemera

1947

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1947.
The file contains the following items:
/239: Order of service for unveiling and dedication
of the Battle of Britain Chapel in Westminster
Abbey on 10 July 1947.
/240: Programme for unveiling of Battle of Britain
Memorial at Westminster Abbey on 10 July 1947.
/241: Booklet for ceremony for marriage of
Princess Elizabeth and Lieutenant Philip
Mountbatten in Westminster Abbey on 20
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November 1947.
3 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/242-243

1948 ephemera

1948

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1948.
The file contains the following items:
/242: Order of proceedings for the laying of the
foundation stone of the new chamber of the House
of Commons by the Speaker on 26 May 1948.
/243: Order of service for service of thanksgiving
on the 25th wedding anniversary of King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth at St Paul's Cathedral on 26
April 1948.
2 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/244

1949 ephemera

1949

Programme for the visit of Princess Elizabeth and
the Duke of Edinburgh to Birmingham on 10 May
1949, with seating plan and invitation for luncheon
at the Council House, Birmingham during the visit.
3 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/245-247

1950 ephemera

1950

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1950.
The file contains the following items:
/245: 'Ceremonial to be observed at the opening of
Parliament by His Majesty The King accompanied
by Her Majesty The Queen' on 6 March 1950.
/246: Programme for the presentation of addresses
to King George VI in Westminster Abbey at the
opening of the new House of Commons on 26
October 1950.
/247: 'Ceremonial to be observed at the opening of
Parliament by His Majesty The King' on 31 October
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1950.
3 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/248

1951 ephemera

1951

Booklet for service of commemoration and
dedication on 4 July 1951 in St Paul's Cathedral,
London in honour of American soldiers who died in
the Second World War.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/249-252

1952 ephemera

1952

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1952.
The file contains the following items:
/249: Order of service in commemoration of King
George VI for service in Westminster Abbey,
London on 15 February 1952.
/250: Order of service, invitation and instructions
for service of thanksgiving for King George VI at St
Paul's Cathedral on 17 February 1952.
/251: 'Ceremonial to be Observed at the Opening
of Parliament by Her Majesty the Queen' on 4
November 1952.
/252: Order of service for dedication of the
Parliamentary War Memorial for 1939-1945 in
Westminster Hall on 12 November 1952.
6 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/253-258

1953 ephemera

1953

Ephemera and other printed items dated 1953.
The file contains the following items:
/253: Order of service for the burial of Queen Mary
on 31 March 1953.
/254: Order of service for Coronation Thanksgiving
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by the peoples of the Commonwealth in the
presence of Queen Elizabeth II at St Paul's
Cathedral on 9 June 1953.
/255: Ceremonial for the Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II on 2 June 1953.
/256: Souvenir programme for the Coronation of
Queen Elizabeth II on 2 June 1953.
/257: Form and order of service for the Coronation
of Queen Elizabeth II on 2 June 1953.
/258: Menu for luncheon following the presentation
of the Honorary Freedom of the City of London to
Queen Elizabeth, The Queen Mother on 28
October 1953, with invitations for the presentation
and luncheon, and printed details of the
arrangements for the ceremony at the presentation.
9 items
Access: Open
NC12/13/259

1954 ephemera

1954

Menu for State Banquet at Buckingham Palace on
28 June 1954.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/260

1930 ephemera

1930

Menu for dinner at The Residency, Zanzibar, 8
February 1930.
1 item
Access: Open
NC12/13/261

1956 ephemera

1956

Programme for the unveiling of a memorial statue
to Jan Christian Smuts by Winston Churchill on 7
November. A note states however that Churchill
was unable to attend the ceremony.
1 item
Access: Open
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Custodial history: This item formerly did not have
a subnumber and was labelled 'NC12/13/No No'.
NC12/14

Christmas cards
Christmas and New Year cards including cards
from Neville and Anne Chamberlain, and cards
received by Neville and Anne Chamberlain, mainly
from royalty and foreign dignitaries.

[early-mid
20th
century]

The following is a list of items in this file:
/1-12: Christmas cards from Neville and Anne
Chamberlain [including a joint card with Geoffrey
Lloyd], and a related note. [1935-1938].
/13: Menu card for dinner on 8 December 1939.
/14: Christmas card from King George II of Greece.
[1935-1940].
/15: Christmas card from M. Gamelin [Maurice
Gamelin, general in command of French Army].
[late 1930s-1940]
/16: Card with message for New Year from Ed.
Daladier [Daladier, Édouard (1884-1970) Prime
Minister of France]. 1939.
/17: New Year card from Carol R [King Carol II of
Romania]. 1940.
/18: Christmas card from the Lord Mayor, Lady
Mayoress and Citizens of Birmingham [Neville
Chamberlain was Lord Mayor at this time]. 1915.
/19: Christmas card from Mrs and Albert Lebrun
[Lebrun, Albert (1871-1950) President of France].
1939.
/20-29: Various cards mainly with illustrations of
birds, some are signed by Edith Cole and some are
unsigned. Not all items are dated. [1926-1937].
/30: Christmas card from King George VI and
Queen Elizabeth. 1938.
/31: Christmas card from A. Lebrun [Lebrun, Albert
(1871-1950) President of France]. 1938.
/32: Christmas card from Henry [Henry, Prince
(1900-1974) Duke of Gloucester] and Alice [Alice,
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Princess (1901-2004) Duchess of Gloucester].
1938.
/33: Christmas card from Emily Maxwell. [early-mid
20th century]
/34a-b: Christmas card from Mary [Mary Victoria
Alexandra Alice (1897-1965) Princess Royal
Countess of Harewood], with envelope. 1939.
/35a-b: Christmas card from Marina and George
[Kent, George Edward Alexander Edmund (19021942) Duke of Kent], with envelope. 1940.
/36: Christmas card from M. P. A. Hankey [Hankey,
Maurice Pascal Alers (1877-1963) 1st Baron
Hankey, civil servant]. 1937.
/37: Christmas card from unidentified individual and
Helena Victoria. [early-mid 20th century].
/38: Christmas card from Mary [Mary Victoria
Alexandra Alice (1897-1965) Princess Royal
Countess of Harewood]. 1938.
/39: Christmas card from Mary R [Mary (18671953) Queen Consort of George V]. 1937.
/40: Christmas card from Neville and Anne
Chamberlain. [1935].
/41: Christmas card from Alice Mary [Alice, Mary
Victoria Augusta Pauline (1883-1981) Princess,
Countess of Athlone] and Athlone [Cambridge,
Alexander Augustus Frederick William (1874-1957)
Earl of Athlone, Major General]. [early-mid 20th
century].
/42: Card from Wigram [Wigram, Clive (1873-1960)
1st Baron Wigram, private secretary to George V].
[1930s-1940s].
/43: Christmas card from George R. I. [George, VI
(1895-1952) King of Great Britain and Ireland] and
Elizabeth R. [Elizabeth, (1900-2002) Queen
Consort of George VI]. 1938.
/44-45: New Year card from Carol R. [King Carol II
of Romania], with note from O. S. C. [O. S.
Cleverly, Principal Private Secretary]. 1938.
/46: Christmas card from Henry [Henry, Prince
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(1900-1974) Duke of Gloucester] and Alice [Alice,
Princess (1901-2004) Duchess of Gloucester].
1937.
/47: Christmas card from George [Kent, George
Edward Alexander Edmund (1902-1942) Duke of
Kent] and Marina. 1938.
/48: Christmas card from Mary [Mary Victoria
Alexandra Alice (1897-1965) Princess Royal
Countess of Harewood]. 1937.
/49: Christmas card from George [Kent, George
Edward Alexander Edmund (1902-1942) Duke of
Kent] and Marina. 1939.
/50-51: Christmas cards from Mary R [Mary (18671953) Queen Consort of George V]. 1938-1939.
/52: Christmas card from George R. I. [George, VI
(1895-1952) King of Great Britain and Ireland] and
Elizabeth R. [Elizabeth, (1900-2002) Queen
Consort of George VI]. 1939.
52 items
Access: Open
NC13

Letters of congratulation and support, and items
relating to Chamberlain's death

1903-1944

Letters of congratulation and support written to
Neville and Anne Chamberlain; correspondence
relating to gifts to Neville Chamberlain; and letters
of condolence, legal documents and other items
relating to Neville Chamberlain's death.
The letters of congratulation and support include a
very large number of letters written to Neville and
Anne Chamberlain during and after the crisis of
September 1938 which led to the signing of the
Munich Agreement. These letters came from a
wide variety of people including members of the
public from Britain and abroad, politicians in Britain
and abroad, heads of state, and various
organizations. The correspondence relating to gifts
also primarily relates to gifts received following the
Munich Crisis. Similarly these gifts were from
various people and organizations and varied from
small gifts such as flowers and chocolates, to major
gifts contributed by groups of people, companies
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and organizations and wealthy individuals.
Other letters of congratulation and support include
letters written on Chamberlain's appointment as
Prime Minister, letters written on Chamberlain's
70th birthday; letters on Chamberlain's retirement
as Prime Minister; and on his retirement as Lord
President of the Council.
The items relating to Neville Chamberlain's death
include a large number of letters of condolence
written to Anne Chamberlain. Like the Munich
Crisis letters these came from a wide variety of
people and organizations including members of the
public and politicians. Other documents relating to
his death include: obituaries; orders of service for
his funeral and other memorial services;
correspondence and legal documents connected
with his will (including legal documents relating to
his property and shares); his death certificate; and
correspondence relating to memorials in
Westminster Abbey and Heckfield Church.
There are also a few poems included in this series,
mainly about Neville and Anne Chamberlain,
including some written in support of Chamberlain
following the Munich Agreement.
For other letters of congratulations see: NC8/9 on
the Local Government Bill, NC8/16 on the 1932
Budget; NC8/17 on the Import Duties Bill. Some
letters of congratulations are also included among
other files of correspondence including the family
letters (NC1) and other correspondence (NC7).
Access: Open
NC13/1

Letters of congratulation to Neville Chamberlain on
his appointment as Prime Minister

1937

Letters from various people congratulating Neville
Chamberlain on becoming Prime Minister. Some
letters also relate to other matters.
Some other letters of congratulations on
Chamberlain's appointment as Prime Minister are
included in NC7/11/30.
47 items
Access: Open
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NC13/1/1

Letter from Lucy Baldwin

1937

Letter from Lucy Baldwin [Baldwin, Cissie Lucy
(1869-1945) nee Ridsdale, Countess Baldwin of
Bewdley, wife of 1st Earl Baldwin], 10 Downing
Street, Whitehall, London to Neville Chamberlain
thanking Chamberlain for his speech about Stanley
[her husband, Stanley Baldwin] and congratulating
Chamberlain on his appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/2

Letter from Joseph Ball

1937

Letter from Joseph Ball [Ball, Sir George Joseph
(1885-1961) Knight Property and Mine Owner],
Conservative Research Department, 24 Old Queen
Street, Westminster, London to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
Ball was Director of the Conservative Research
Department at this time.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/3

Letter from E. P. Beale

1937

Letter from E. P. Beale, Fayrestowe, 62 Wellington
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/4

Letter from Alice Beale

1937

Letter from Alice Beale [née Kenrick, Neville
Chamberlain's aunt ], Maple Bank, Church Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC13/1/5

Letter from Sir Hesketh Bell

1937

Letter from Hesketh Bell [Bell, Sir Henry Hesketh
Joudou (1864-1952) Knight Colonial Governor],
Villa De Kashmir, Avenue Renoir, Cannes, France
to Neville Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister, recalling meeting
Chamberlain at Highbury in 1899 and regarding an
entry in Bell's diary predicting that Chamberlain
would become Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/6

Letter from R. B. Bennett, Leader of the
Conservative Party in Canada

1937

Letter from R. B. Bennett [Bennett, Richard
Bedford (1870-1947) Viscount Bennett, Prime
Minister of Canada], Feschke's Grand Hotel, Bad
Nauheim, [Germany] to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
See also NC13/2/8 for a letter from his sister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/7

Letter from Sir Robert Bird

1937

Letter from Sir Robert Bird, 90 Eaton Square,
London to Neville Chamberlain congratulating him
on his appointment as Prime Minister, and thanking
Chamberlain for his support of Bird after the death
of Bird's father and in the following election.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/8

Letter from Sir William Brass

1937

Letter from Willie Brass [Brass, William (18861945) Politician] to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister, and offering his assistance.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/9

Letter from Viscountess Bridgeman

1937

Letter from Caroline B. Bridgeman [Bridgeman,
Dame Caroline Beatrix (1872-1961) nee Parker,
Conservative politician and Governor of BBC, wife
of Viscount Bridgeman] to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/10

Letter from Sir Robert Bruce

1937

Letter from Robert Bruce [Bruce, Sir Robert (18711955) newspaper editor], The Athenaeum, Pall
Mall, London to Neville Chamberlain congratulating
him on his appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/11

Letter from Arthur Chamberlain

1937

Letter from Arthur Chamberlain [cousin of Neville
Chamberlain], Queen Anne's Mansions, St James's
Park, London to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister and also relating to the N.D.C. [National
Defence Contribution, a proposed new business
tax].
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/12

Letter from Mary Carnegie

1937

Letter from Mary E. C. [Mary Endicott Carnegie,
Joseph Chamberlain's third wife], 17 Dean's Yard,
Westminster, London to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister and also regarding his speech about
Stanley Baldwin [Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st
Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, statesman].
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1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/13

Letter from Lieutenant-Commander Sir Warden
Chilcott

1937

Letter from Warden Chilcott [Chilcott, LieutenantCommander Sir Warden Stanley (1871-1942)
Member of Parliament], 36 St James's Street,
London to Neville Chamberlain congratulating him
on his appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/14

Letter from 1st Baron Craigmyle

1937

Letter from Craigmyle [Shaw, Thomas (1850-1937)
1st Baron Craigmyle, Lord Advocate of Scotland], 9
Bolton Gardens, London to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/15

Letter from Sir David Davis

1937

Letter from David Davis [Davis, Sir David (18591938)], 79 Westfield Road, Edgbaston,
[Birmingham] to Neville Chamberlain congratulating
him on his appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/16

Letter from Cecily Debenham

1937

Letter from Cecily Debenham [née Kenrick, wife of
Sir Ernest Ridley Debenham and Neville's cousin],
Moor Lane House, Briantspuddle, Dorset to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC13/1/17

Letter from Ernest Debenham

1937

Letter from Ernest R. Debenham, husband of
Neville's cousin Cecily [Debenham, Sir Ernest
Ridley (1865-1952) department store owner], Moor
Lane House, Briantspuddle, Dorset to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/18

Letter from 9th Duke of Devonshire

1937

Letter from Devonshire [Cavendish, Victor Christian
William (1868-1938) 9th Duke of Devonshire,
Governor General of Canada], Chatsworth,
Bakewell, [Derbyshire] to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister, and offering to serve on a committee or
commission.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/19

Letter from Sir Edward Grigg

1937

Letter from Edward Grigg [Grigg, Edward William
Macleay (1879-1955) 1st Baron Altrincham,
politician], 30 Westminster Gardens, London to
Neville Chamberlain congratulating him on his
decision regarding the National Defence
Contribution [proposed new business tax];
embarrassment caused to Grigg following 'the
recent activities' of his friends; Nancy's [possibly
Nancy Astor?] opinions of Grigg; and his letter to
Baldwin on his 'claims to Cabinet rank'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/20

Letter from Sir Cuthbert Headlam

1937

Letter from Cuthbert Headlam [Headlam, Sir
Cuthbert Morley (1876-1964) Baronet MP Military
Historian], Holywell, Durham to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating Chamberlain on his
appointment as Prime Minister, and also regarding
Headlam's difficulty in finding 'a decent seat' in the
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House of Lords, Headlam's fishing trip and
Chamberlain's speech at Caxton Hall.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/21

Letter from Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Francis
Humphrys

1937

Letter from Francis Humphrys [Humphrys, Francis
(1879-1971) colonial administrator and diplomatist],
4 Whitehall Court, London to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/22

Letter from Ruth and Gerald Kenrick

1937

Letter from Ruth Kenrick and Gerald W. Kenrick,
Hammer Hill, Romsley, Bridgnorth, Shropshire to
Neville Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/23

Letter from Byng Kenrick

1937

Letter from W. Byng Kenrick [Neville Chamberlain's
cousin], The Grove, Harborne, Birmingham to
Neville Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/24

Letter from Baron Lloyd

1937

Letter from George L. [Lloyd, George Ambrose
(1879-1941) 1st Baron Lloyd, politician and colonial
administrator], 30 Portman Square, London to
Neville Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC13/1/25

Letter from Cosmo Lang, Archbishop of Canterbury

1937

Letter from Cosmo Cantuar, Archbishop of
Canterbury [Lang, William Cosmo Gordon (18641945) Baron Lang, Archbishop of Canterbury],
Lambeth Palace, London to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/26

Letter from F. B. Merriman, President of the
Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Division of the
Royal Courts of Justice

1937

Letter from F. B. Merriman [Merriman, Frank Boyd
(1880-1962) Baron Merriman, Solicitor General], 7
Evelyn Gardens, London to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/27

Letter from 1st Baron Mottistone

1937

Letter from Jack Mottistone [Seely, John Edward
Bernard (1868-1947) 1st Baron Mottistone],
Mottistone Manor, Isle of Wight to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/28

Letter from Geoffrey Peto

1937

Letter from Geoffrey Peto, 48 Grosvenor Square,
London to Neville Chamberlain congratulating him
on his appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC13/1/29

Letter from 2nd Baron Phillimore

1937

Letter from Phillimore [Phillimore, Godfrey Walter
(1879-1947) 2nd Baron Phillimore], Coppid Hall,
Henley-on-Thames, Oxon to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/30

Letter from Richard Pinsent

1937

Letter from R. A. Pinsent [Pinsent, Sir Richard
Alfred (1852-1948) Solicitor], Selly Wick, Selly Hill,
Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain congratulating
him on his appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/31

Letter from Frank Platten

1937

Letter from Frank Platten [a manager or former
manager at Elliott's Metal Company], 69 Westfield
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/32

Letter from 1st Baron Rankeillour

1937

Letter from Rankeillour [Hope, James Fitzalan
(1870-1949) 1st Baron Rankeillour], 44 Thurloe
Square, London to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/33

Letter from Sir Landon Ronald

1937

Letter from Landon Ronald [Ronald, Sir Landon
(1873–1938), conductor and composer], 34
Warwick Avenue, Paddington, London to Neville
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Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/34

Letter from T. Royden

1937

Letter from T. Royden [Royden, Thomas (1871–
1950) 1st Baron Royden, shipowner], 169 St
James's Court, Buckingham Gate, London to
Neville Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/35

Letter from 4th Marquess of Salisbury

[1937]

Letter from (James?) Salisbury [Cecil, James
Edward Hubert Gascoyne- (1861-1947) 4th
Marquess of Salisbury], Hatfield House, Hatfield,
Hertfordshire to Neville Chamberlain congratulating
him on his appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/36

Letter from Sir Leslie Scott

1937

Letter from Leslie Scott [Scott, Sir Leslie Frederic
(1869-1950) Knight Judge MP], 20 Egerton
Terrace, London to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister and recalling past events.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/37

Letter from 2nd Earl of Selborne

1937

Letter from Selborne [Palmer, William Waldegrave
(1859-1942) 2nd Earl of Selborne, statesman],
Blackmoor, Liss, Hampshire to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/38

Letter from C. Herbert Smith

1937

Letter from C. Herbert Smith [Smith, Charles
Herbert (1871-1941)], The Bracken, Barnt Green,
near Birmingham to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister, and regarding support for Chamberlain in
Birmingham.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/39

Letter from Bruce Stevenson

1937

Letter from Bruce Stevenson, 176 Sandgate Road,
Folkestone, Kent to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister and recalling an event from their days at
Rugby School.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/40

Letter from Sybil Thompson

[1937]

Letter from Sybil Thompson, Bishopsbarn, York to
Neville Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister, and recalling
meeting Chamberlain when she was a child.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/41

Letter from Ben Tillett

1937

Letter from Ben Tillett [Tillett, Ben (1860-1943)
Labour Leader MP], National Trade Union Club,
24-28 New Oxford Street, London to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC13/1/42

Letter from 1st Baron Tweedsmuir, GovernorGeneral of Canada

1937

Letter from Tweedsmuir [Buchan, John (18751940) 1st Baron Tweedsmuir, novelist, historian,
MP, governor-general of Canada], The Citadel,
Quebec, Canada to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister and also relating to his outlook on the
world, the profits tax, recasting of the Canadian
constitution, relations between the USA and
Canada, Chamberlain's health and fishing.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/43

Letter from 1st Baron Wigram, Permanent Lord in
Waiting and Extra Equerry to the King

1937

Letter from Wigram [Wigram, Clive (1873-1960) 1st
Baron Wigram, private secretary to George V],
Windsor Castle, Berkshire to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister and also writing that he hopes 'that
Winston and L. G. will give no trouble' and relating
to the Duchess of Windsor [Wallis Windsor, the
wife of Edward Windsor (formerly King Edward
VIII)] being denied the title of H. R. H. (Her Royal
Highness).
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/44

Letter from Sir Henry Wood

1937

Letter from Henry J. Wood [Wood, Sir Henry
Joseph (1869-1944) Knight Musical Conductor], 4
Elsworthy Road, London to Neville Chamberlain
congratulating him on his appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/45

Letter from 7th Earl Stanhope, President of the
Board of Education

1937

Letter from 'Jem' [Stanhope, James Richard (18801967) 7th Earl Stanhope], 111 Eaton Square,
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London to Neville Chamberlain congratulating him
on his appointment as Prime Minister and thanking
Chamberlain for Stanhope's promotion.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/46

Letter from Donald Somervell

1937

Letter from Donald Somervell [Somervell, Donald
Bradley (1889-1960) Baron Somervell, judge] to
Neville Chamberlain thanking Chamberlain for
reappointing Somervell as 'A. G.' [AttorneyGeneral] and congratulating Chamberlain on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/1/47

Letter from 1st Baron Kennet

1937

Letter from EHY [Young, Edward Hilton (18791960) 1st Baron Kennet, politician], Leinster
Corner, Lancaster Gate, London to Neville
Chamberlain congratulating him on his
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2

Letters of congratulation to Anne Chamberlain on
Neville Chamberlain's appointment as Prime
Minister

1937

Letters from various people congratulating Anne
Chamberlain on Neville Chamberlain's appointment
as Prime Minister. Some letters also discuss other
topics.
NC13/2/11 does not relate to Chamberlain's
appointment as Prime Minister, but instead relates
to a speech on foreign affairs that Neville
Chamberlain made in the Guildhall on 9 November
1937. It is not clear whether NC13/2/20 and 22
relate to Chamberlain's appointment as Prime
Minister or whether they relate to something else.
22 items
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Access: Open
NC13/2/1

Letter from Emmeline H. Cadbury

1937

Letter from Emmeline H. Cadbury, Royal Hotel,
Inverness to Anne Chamberlain congratulating her
on Neville Chamberlain's appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/2

Letter from Freda Cayzer

[1937]

Letter from Freda Cayzer [née Rathborne, wife of
Colonel Herbert Robin Cayzer, Baron Rotherwick],
Tylney Hall, Rotherwick, near Basingstoke,
Hampshire to Anne Chamberlain congratulating her
on Neville Chamberlain's appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/3

Letter from Victor Cazalet

1937

Letter from Victor [Cazalet, Victor Alexander (18961943) MP], Great Swifts, Cranbrook, Kent to Anne
Chamberlain congratulating her on Neville
Chamberlain's appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/4

Letter from Hilda Chamberlain

1937

Letter from Hilda Chamberlain, The Bury House,
Odiham, Hampshire to Anne Chamberlain
congratulating her on Neville Chamberlain's
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/5

Letter from Roberte Bessborough

[1937]

Letter from Roberte Bessborough [née de Neuflize,
wife of Vere Brabazon Ponsonby, Earl of
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Bessborough], 93 Eaton Square, London to Anne
Chamberlain thanking her for an invitation to
Downing Street for the Trooping of the Colour and
congratulating her on Neville Chamberlain's
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/6

Letter from Katharine Elliot

[1937]

Letter from Katharine Elliot, 60 Eaton Square,
London to Anne Chamberlain congratulating her on
Neville Chamberlain's appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/7

Letter from Aileen Gell

[1937]

Letter from Aileen Gell, Neachley Hall, near
Shifnal, Shropshire to Anne Chamberlain
congratulating her on Neville Chamberlain's
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/8

Letter from Mildred Herridge

1937

Letter from Mildred Herridge [née Bennett, wife of
W. D. Herridge, Feschke's Grand Hotel, Bad
Nauheim, [Germany] to Anne Chamberlain
congratulating her on Neville Chamberlain's
appointment as Prime Minister.
See also NC13/1/6 for a letter from her brother to
Anne Chamberlain congratulating her on Neville
Chamberlain's appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/9

Letter from Edith C. Hiley

1937

Letter from Edith C. Hiley [Edith Caroline Hiley née
Beckingham, wife of Sir Ernest Varvill Hiley],
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Berkeley House, Hay Hill, London to Anne
Chamberlain congratulating her on Neville
Chamberlain's appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/10

Letter from Charlotte Iliffe

1937

Letter from Charlotte Iliffe [née Gilding, wife of
Edward Mauger Iliffe, Baron Iliffe], Furzey Island,
Sandbanks, near Bournemouth, Hampshire to
Anne Chamberlain congratulating her on Neville
Chamberlain's appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/11

Letter from Mildred Isemonger

1937

Letter from Mildred Isemonger, The Old House,
Eyke, Woodbridge, [Suffolk] to Anne Chamberlain
saying how pleased she was to hear Neville
Chamberlain's speech [on foreign affairs] on 9
November at the Guildhall.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/12

Letter from Beatrix Lyall

1937

Letter from Beatrix Lyall [Lyall, Dame Beatrix
Margaret (?-1948)], 19 Queen's Gate Gardens,
London to Anne Chamberlain congratulating her on
Neville Chamberlain's appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/13

Letter from Violet Melchett

1937

Letter from Violet Melchett [Mond, Violet (d 1945)
Baroness Melchett], 35 Lowndes Square, London
to Anne Chamberlain congratulating her on Neville
Chamberlain's appointment as Prime Minister.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/14

Letter from Dorothy Hope Morley

1937

Letter from Dorothy Hope Morley, 42 Grosvenor
Square, London to Anne Chamberlain
congratulating her on Neville Chamberlain's
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/15

Letter from Olga Nethersole

1937

Letter from Olga Nethersole [Nethersole, Olga
(1870-1951) actress and theatre manager],
Heathland Lodge, Vale of Heath, Hampstead,
London to Anne Chamberlain congratulating her on
Neville Chamberlain's appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/16

Letter from Guy Parker

1937

Letter from Guy Parker, 57 Cumberland Mansions,
Bryanston Square, London to Anne Chamberlain
congratulating her on Neville Chamberlain's
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/17

Letter from Baron Queenborough

1937

Letter from Queenborough [Paget, Almeric Hugh
(1861-1949) Baron Queenborough], Camfield
Place, Hatfield, Hertfordshire to Anne Chamberlain
congratulating her on Neville Chamberlain's
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/18

Letter from Marchioness of Reading
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Letter from Stella Reading [Isaacs, Stella (18941971) Marchioness of Reading Baroness
Swanborough], 2 Chesterfield Street, London to
Anne Chamberlain congratulating her on Neville
Chamberlain's appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/19

Letter from George Robertson

[1937]

Letter from George Robertson, 2 Rutland Gate,
London to Anne Chamberlain congratulating her on
Neville Chamberlain's appointment as Prime
Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/20

Letter from Constance Stanier

[19381940]

Letter from S. Constance Stanier [(Sarah)
Constance Stanier née Gibbons, wife of Sir Beville
Stanier], The Citadel, Weston, Shrewsbury to Anne
Chamberlain relating to the views of an old man
regarding 'the political situation' and supporting
Neville Chamberlain 'in his great responsibilities'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/21

Letter from Maud Wellesley, Duchess of Wellington

[1937]

Letter from Maud Wellington [(Lillian) Maud Glen
Coats Wellesley, wife of Arthur Charles Wellesley
(Duke of Wellington)] , Stratfield Saye House,
Mortimer, Berkshire to Anne Chamberlain
congratulating her on Neville Chamberlain's
appointment as Prime Minister.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/2/22

Letter from Marie Freeman-Thomas, Lady
Willingdon

[19371940]

Letter from Marie Willingdon [Marie Adelaide
Freeman-Thomas (Lady Willingdon), née Brassey,
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wife of Freeman Freeman-Thomas (Marquess of
Willingdon)], 5 Lygon Place, London to Anne
Chamberlain regretting that she unable to accept
an invitation on the 9th (June?) and wishing Anne
and Neville Chamberlain the best of luck for the
future.
1 item
Access: Open
NC13/3

Lists of gifts received following Munich Conference
1938

1938

Lists of gifts received by Neville and Anne
Chamberlain following the Munich Agreement ,
including Christmas presents, with details of the gift
given and the sender of the gift, including gifts of
objects, food and drink, flowers, testimonials.
12 items
Access: Open
NC13/4

Correspondence and lists relating to money gifts
received following Munich Conference 1938

1938

Correspondence and lists relating to money gifts
received by Neville and Anne Chamberlain
following the Munich Agreement in September
1938.
The correspondence mainly comprises of letters
from the donors and copies of letters to donors.
Most of the letters from donors are also letters of
congratulations.
The following is a list of items in this file:
/1-3: Lists of gifts received.
/4: Memorandum from E. M. Watson to Neville
Chamberlain.
/5: Draft letter to send to donors of money gifts.
/6: Letter from anonymous 'well wisher'.
/7: Copy of letter to British Legion, relating to the
donations received.
/8-9: Letter from C. G. Brocklebank, Giffords Hall,
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Stoke by Nayland, Suffolk; and copy of reply.
/10: Copy of letter to Children's Country Holiday
Fund relating to the donations received.
/11-12: Letter from Sir Albert Clavering, Downside,
Frinton-on-Sea; and copy of reply.
/13-15: Letters from Wilfred Fattorini, Laurel Bank,
Ilkley, [Yorkshire]; and copy of reply.
/16-17: Letter from John Giltsoff, 12 Crawford
Street, Baker Street, London; and copy of reply.
/18-19: Letter from Mary L. Keith, St Congan's Den,
Turriff, Aberdeenshire; and copy of reply.
/20: Letter from Florence A. Matthews, Malvern
House, 24 Stoneygate Road, Leicester with poem
written by her.
/21-24: Letter from S. Pirson [Madame Albert
Pirson], rue Rioul 20, Huy, Belgium and letter from
Swiss Bank Corporation on her behalf; with copies
of replies.
/25-26: Letter from Lena Perryman, 28 Salford
Road, Streatham Hill, London; and copy of reply.
/27-30: Letters from James Ritch, Birkendale, 28
Southbrae Drive, Jordanhill, Glasgow; and copy of
replies.
/31-32: Letter from Ellen A. Rudkin, 40 Glandovey
Road, Fendalton, Christchurch, New Zealand; and
copy of reply.
/33-34: Letter from Margaret Talbot, Holmewood,
Manor Close, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire; and copy
of reply.
/35-36: Letter from Mrs Thomas, The Woodlands,
Bridgend, Glamorgan on behalf of 'a few...women
working on gas masks...in Bridgend'; and copy of
reply.
/37-38: Letter from Richard W. Wilson, Haydown,
Goring-on-Thames, Oxfordshire; and copy of reply.
38 items
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Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC13/5

Correspondence relating to fund to buy Neville
Chamberlain a house in France

1938-1939

Correspondence relating to the 'Maison de la Paix'
fund set up by the 'Paris-Soir' newspaper to buy
Neville Chamberlain a house in France following
the Munich Agreement.
The fund collected a large amount of money,
approximately 500,000 Francs, from many
subscribers in France, which caused some concern
as Neville Chamberlain felt that he could not accept
such a house for his own use. It was therefore
decided that instead the money should be given to
the Office Nationale des Mutilés anciens
Combattants, Victimes de la Guerre et Pupilles de
la Nation [a charity supporting ex-servicemen]. A
related press cutting is also included.
Includes letters from Eric Phipps [British Embassy,
Paris], Neville Chamberlain, Oliver Harvey [Foreign
Office], Princess Marthe Bibesco, 'W. W. B. Macks'
[British Embassy, Paris].
23 items
Access: Open
NC13/6/1

Livre D'Or from La Baule, France, and related
correspondence

1938

Livre D'Or in appreciation of Neville Chamberlain's
work for peace following the Munich Agreement,
from the mothers, wives and sisters of war
veterans and young soldiers from La Baule,
France. A letter from M. Diguet sending the Livre
D'Or to Chamberlain and a copy of the reply are
also included.
3 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC13/7

Correspondence relating to gifts received after the
Munich Crisis
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Letters received by Neville Chamberlain in support
of his work for peace following the Munich
Agreement which enclosed gifts. Copies of some
letters on behalf or from Neville Chamberlain to the
givers of gifts, and some other letters relating to the
gifts are also included.
These letters and gifts came from a large number
of individual people from Britain, Europe and
various other parts of the world, from groups of
people, from companies and organizations, from
town and cities. The individual people varied,
including ordinary members of the public, and more
famous or notable people, such as Enid Blyton,
reference NC13/7/154. The gifts also varied from
items such as pairs of socks, cards, books, flowers,
chocolates, fishing equipment, presentation
addresses, charitable donations, and poems.
Correspondence references NC13/7/141-153
concern the gift of a piano, which starts discussions
as to whether Chamberlain should be accepting
gifts from German citizens. Correspondence
references NC13/7/1025-1062 discuss the peoples'
wish to erect a small monument to Chamberlain in
Lisbon, Portugal, and name an area of the city after
him.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC/13/7/1-28
Mrs Abbey; Hermann Abels (Koln-Lindenthal,
[Germany]); Samuel Aboncaya; Baroness Michel
Accurti (Paris); Madame R. Adamolle; Stephen
Cozi Agelasto (on behalf of The Greek Oxford
Group, Athens); La Reconnaissance Agricole
(Paris); Herr Karl Albrecht (Essen-Rellinghausen
[Germany]); Mrs Aldis; The Misses Allen-Brown; H.
Windsor Allerton; Mrs Helen Allison (Coatbridge);
Montagu C. Allwood; Wrexham and East
Denbighshire War Memorial Hospital; R. Geoffrey
Williams and Sir Alfred D. McAlpine letters, with a
list of subscribers, concerning the inscription on the
door of the new X-Ray building at Wrexham and
East Denbighshire War Memorial Hospital to serve
''as a lasting reminder of the magnificent efforts
successfully made by…Neville Chamberlain in
preserving the peace…''; Frau Hilde Altmann© Cadbury Research Library: Special Collections, University of Birmingham
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Reich.
NC/13/7/29-77
Norman Ambler and Helen Ambler (Antibes,
France); Comite des Amis de la Place de la
Frontaine; Major George C. Anne (London);
Madame la Marquise d'Anselme (Bouches du
Rhone [France]); Jenny Anderson (Rebais, Seineet-Marne [France]); Lucy Anderson
(Dumbartonshire); Mrs Anderson (Gorleston on
Sea); Anderson (Seine-et-Marne, France); Leonce
Armbruster (on behalf of Renaissance Francaise);
George Arnold (Melbourne, Australia); Madame de
Peyerimhoff de Fontenelle (on behalf of Art et
Tourisme, Paris); Monsieur le duc Astraudo; Mrs
Sannyer Atkin; Mme. Aubert (Cannes, France);
Miss M. Averill; Miss H. Averill; Julie Aves
(Greenford, Middx); Mme. Veuve Baby; Barbara
Back (London); G. Baggerman (Postrekening,
Holland); Miss Bailey; George Baker (Northchapel,
Sussex); Mrs Ball; A. Barber-Fleming
(Stirling);Madame Veuve Joseph Barelli; Monsieur
E. Vinot de Barmont (Paris); Maxwell K. Barnett
(Southampton); Nestore Baronchelli; The manager
of 'Baronie' chocolate factory (Schiedam
[Netherlands]); Francis Barrot; C. Francis Barry.
NC/13/7/78-133
H. Fitzmaurice (Consul-General, Batavia); Mr. A.
Zimmerman (on behalf of the citizens of Batavia);
Mrs Bather; Mme. A. Baudeau; Monsieur G.
Baudoux (Beaune, France); Miss Eleanor S.
Bavidge (Northumberland); Ethel Boulton
(Swansea); Monsieu Raymond Bayard; Dr. E. A. C.
Baylor (Ramsgate); Miss Beattie; Fraulein Doris
Becherer (Zurich); Miss Emma Debford; Mrs Grace
Beech (Denbighshire); the proprietor of Beetle and
Wedge; His Excellency Baron de Cartier de
Marchienne, G.C.V.O., G.B.E. (on behalf of
subscribers to the fund initiated by L'Union AngloBelge, Belgium); Mrs Bell; Monsieur Pierre
Belperron; Monsieur Jean S. Benda; Adriano
Benedetti (a sculptor, Rome); Ernest Benest; Mme.
Bensekom (Holland); Mrs Joseph M. Bercsi (Ben
Avon, [USA]; C. S. Berger, (London); Captain
Charles H. Berger; ? S Berne (Jura [France]); Miss
Mary I Blyth (Bristol); Frank Bernhart (on behalf of
Frank Bernhart Ltd, Manufacturers of Fancy
Knitwear and Hosiery, London); P. Best & Co
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(Hoorn, Holland); the manager, Biard-Allain;
Madam Jean Bing (Paris); Mrs Birch; George Bird
(wholesale flower salesman, Covent Garden
Market); Edgbaston Division of the Birmingham
Boy Scouts Association (Birmingham and District
Association of Boy Scouts).
NC/13/7/134-192
Miss G. Blades; Mrs Blake; Mrs Blakesley; Sir
Nevile Bland, K.C.V.O., C.M.O.; Olive Blissett
(Surrey); Julius Bluthner (Leipzig [German]);
Bluthner & Co Ltd (London); Neville Chamberlain; a
poem titled 'Neville Chamberlain' by Enid Blyton
(headed notepaper: Stephen & Pollock publishers,
Ayr); Mrs Boardman; Miss A. Body; Monsieur L. de
Boisset (Paris); Mrs Jeanne van Bokhoven; Mlle. E.
Bonnefoy (Lyon); The Director, Maison Bonnet
Trestournel (Nice); Mrs Chamberlain to Mrs
Bonsfield; Madam Bordes and J. A. J. De Bordes,
(London); The Headmistress, Bordon Council
School; Mme. A. S. S. ten Bosch; Bossom;
Madame Bottin; Madame Jeanne Boucher;
Georges Boucheron, (Riom-Es-Montagnes,
France); Monsieur H. Bourdarie; Monsieur Pascal
Boureille; Madame Bourgenot; Pierre Bouvelle
(France); Miss Bowden; Edith Boyes (Olney,
Buckinghamshire); Copy of 'Naaman', by Charles
Gerald Box; Miss D. E. Bradford (Cambridge); Mrs
A. Brandenburg (Amstelveen, Holland); Rosalind
Brandreth (London).

NC/13/7/193-260
Franz Brandrup; Miss E.A. Brandit; Mrs Bray; Miss
Majorie M. T. Breeze; Madam le Bret; Mrs J.
Briggs; Mrs Briggs; Albert Brill, Esq.; British Home
Stores cafeteria; Miss H. B. Brooks; Madame
Charlote Brossard (Laval, France); Herrn
Oberinspektor K. Broszeit; W Brounts
(Doornenburg, Netherlands); Dr. W. Brounts; Miss
E. M. Brown and T. Baugust (London); Mrs Janet
Brown (Glasgow); Mrs Paton Brown; Miss E.
Walker Browne; Mrs M. Brunero on behalf of ''a few
mothers'' (London); Percy A. Bull, former senior
clerk in the House of Commons (London); Harold
Burdekin; Mrs Burdon-Muller (Lucerne); Mrs
Burdon-Muller (London); Harry J. Burke (Chester);
Herrn Walter Burki; Mrs Burrell; Mrs Burroughes;
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Mrs Burton; The Mayor of Burton-on-Trent on
behalf of the people of Burton-on-Trent; Miss May
Butterworth (Bath); Arnold M. Byvoet and Leo J. W.
Byvoet on behalf of P. Byvoet & Co. Ltd
(bulbgrowers and exporters, Overveen, Holland);
Elsie Byworth (Devon); Monsieur Michel Cacaud;
Mrs Caffrey; Mrs Hector Caird (The Queen
Newspaper); Madame Calmettes and Monsieur
Gaston Calmettes (Toulouse [France]; Mrs
Camersell (Devon); Beerlandt Camiel (Belgium);
Mrs Campbell; Dr. Alexander Cannon (London);
Mrs Carlier; The manager of the Carlton Hotel;
Madame L. Carlu.
NC/13/7/261-332
T. West Carnie, (London); George Carpenter
(Gloucester); Mrs Shirley Carson; J. Van de
Casteel (Belgium); The Secretary on behalf of the
Casting Club of France; Florine Caulon (Mulhouse,
[France]; Joseph Chahine; Floyd S. Chalmers
(Editor of The Financial Post, Toronto); Mrs
Chamberlain; Mrs Arthur Chambers (Midlothian);
Selwyn Gurney Champion; Mrs C. P. Childe; J. A.
R. Chipperfield, (Surrey); Mlle. Germaine Chiris;
Bertram Christian; Mrs E. J. Clark (Bristol); Mrs
Clough (Huddersfield); Miss Mary Coghlan; M.
Cohen; John B. Colemar Jr. and Frank Shackelford
(New York); Annie Collins (Exeter); Frank Collins
(Evesham, Worcestershire); Herbert H. Collis
(Essex); La Maison Colombette (Marseille); Gladys
Colwill (Berkshire); Miss Mildred E. Combe
(Surrey); The Director, Sundicat d' Initiatives de
Conches-Eure; Mrs Littlejohn Cook; Mrs Cooper;
Hilda Mary Cordeux (London); George Cordier
(Gironde, France); A. C. Collings, (London);
William Courtenay (London); Mrs Coy; Madame
Crambouze (France); N. Cramer; Mrs Crane; Mrs
Cranston; Crease (London); Miss Constance
Crispin; Tom Crowder; S. Cunningham.
NC/13/7/333-412
The Manager of Daily de Zaanlander; Mrs Damant
(Isle of Wight); M. J. Damien; Mrs Darley-Usmar;
Monsieur L. Dauven (Paris); Miss H. C. Davies;
Mrs Davison; Miss Daisy E. H. Dear; Sir Ernest
Debenham [husband of Neville's cousin Cecily];
Monsieur Maurice Decamps; His Excellency Baron
de Cartier de Marchienne, G.C.V.O., G.B.E.
(Ambassadeur de Belgium); Neville Chamberlain;
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Mrs Blanka Deen-Bloch; Mrs Dekkers; Madame
Dellenbach (France); Mme. Demour; Dr Denave;
Sophie Denijs-Doon (Bloemendaal, Netherlands);
Patricia Dennings (Middlesex);Mrs DennSummerhays, A.R.M.S. (Tamworth); Pierre Deuse
(Belgium); Nicole Dhaleine; J. Michael Diack
(Paterson's Publications Ltd., London); Messrs
Dianello & Son; Dibdin & Co., Ltd; Dr. Ing. H.
Diepen (Tilburg, Holland); Mrs A. Passer Van Dijk;
D. C. Dobie (London); Gaudino Domenico Esq.;
Miss Ida M. Donisthorpe (Devon); Mrs Doran; Mrs
Douglas; Margareta Bosch van Drakestein
(Holland); Madame Renee Dulieu (Le Cannet);
Madam Dumont; Ian Duncan (Lenzie); Peggy
Dunne and Philip Dunne (Warwick); Miss M.
Dunning (Hull); The Manager, Dutch Tourists'
Association; Madam Duval; Mrs and Miss van
Duyn (Holland); Mrs E. Evelyn Eastlake (London);
Mrs Ede; Joseph Edouard (Magny-en-Vexin,
[France]); Mrs Edwards; Richard Edwards and E.
W. Edwards of Edwards and Son, The Welsh
Mutton House (Llangollen, Wales); W. E. R.
Edwards (Durban [South Africa]); Mrs Glyn
Edwards on behalf of the Bangor Womens
Conservative and Unionist Association; Mrs
Edwards.
NC/13/7/413-474
Mme Eggermont; J. Eggink; Frau I. Eilmann; Mme
d'Eliane; Mevrouw D. Josseaud Enden; B. Essers,
(Holland); Mr A. E. Nash of British Foreign Maritime
Agencies Ltd. (London); Madame Courtois Eude de
Villedieu; Mrs A. Evans (Yarm-on-Tess); Madame
Pierre Fabre; Mrs Fairweather; O. T. Falk, A. E. B.
Rose, the Director of The House of Farnell, J. K.
Farnell & Co. Ltd (London); Sir Patrick Gower,
Chief Publicity Officer; A. Farnsworth; Mrs
Faulkner; Miss M. A. Fawcett (Hawes,
Yorkshire);William Metcalfe (Hawes, Yorkshire);
Miss Feltham (Salisbury); Mrs S. Ferwerda; E. H.
Hammond, Managing Director, Feuerheerd
Wearne & Co. Ltd (London); C. S. Fenwick
(Oklahoma); Montague Fielder, (Herne Bay); Miss
Belle Findlay and Miss Mary Findlay (Glasgow);
Dorothy Fisher (Knebworth); John Lalor Fitzpatrick,
ex M.P. for Ossory (Ireland); Flaudi (Paris);
Mesdames E. Fleuriot and R. Meroz; Messrs A. W.
Flint and Company; Mme. Florent; Maria Floris of
Floris Bakeries Ltd (London); Lady Foley (London);
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Mrs Radford (Berks); Miss Margery C. Fordham
(Ashwell, Herts); Mrs G. V. D. Form; Arthur
Forrester; Mrs Forster; Miss Barbara Forth
(Salisbury); Henry P. Fox; George T. Franks,
secretary of Queen's Park Branch, Harborne,
Veterans, Sons of Rest (Birmingham); Mrs
Freeman; Mrs Frunt.

NC/13/7/475-576
Mrs Gainsborough-Fabini; The manager, Aux
Galeries Lafayette (Nice); Mrs Galitzine (West
Dulwich); Walter Martin, Gardner's Royal Hotel
(Guernsey); Mme Jehanne Gauthier; Madame
Gein; Staff at Generale Automobile Toulousaine
(Toulouse [France]); G. R. Warner (Berne);
Monsieur Rene Payot on behalf of the inhabitants
of Geneva; Mme Gerard; Mademoiselle Renee
Gerard; The manager Messrs Gerard Ltd.; Miss
Marjorie R. Getley; The manager, Geurts & Van
Schuppen (Wageningen); Miss Nicolar D. Ghila;
Mrs Gilbert; John Giles; A. Gioannini, president of
'Sociefa Anonima', (Turin, Italy); Mrs Glass;
Madame Elaine Goddard; Suzanne Godefroy
(Kleber); Henri Asfalk (Passy [France]); Emil
Goldstein; Madame Maria de Goszthony; Madame
Gottanka; J. N. Gourley; Monsieur Harry P.
Gournay; Mme Atger (Toulouse); Robert Gouyon,
Principal Clerc de Noitaire (Chateau -Theierry,
Aisene); Philip H Govett (Cornwall); Mrs Gowlland;
Emmeline Graham (West Kilbride, Ayrshire); Cecil
Graham; W.J.Grant; B.Green; H.J.Green (Hove,
Sussex);Morris Green; Robert Green;
E.S.Greenhalf; Grieder (Zumikon, Landhaus in
Kapf); Gilbert Grosvenor; C.E.Scott and J.E.Hunter
(London); Frau Else von Guaita; Charles Frodsham
(London); H.G.von Ruann; E.Gubelin; Monsieur
Gabriel Guilbert; Madame Charles Guillasse;
Monsieur Jean Guillon; Monsieur Guinet; Fritz
Gundelfinger (Hotel Hecht, St. Gallen);
O.C.H.Gutekunst (London); Madame la Directrice
de la Masion Guy; The manager, Messageries
Hachette (Ajaccic); Mrs Hadfield; Herren Dr. P.
Haendly, Gynaecologist, Chief of Klinik, St
Elisabeth; R.G.Hailing (Edinburgh); Mrs F Hall;
Captain J.I.Hallett (Easterton, Wiltshire); Madame
Maurice Hammel; Miss Mary C Hammond (Surrey);
Mrs Gertrude Hamer (nee Baroness von Sauden);
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Alfred Hammerbeck; Mrs Hammond; Miss A
Harecourt; Madane Yvonne d'Aumale van
Hardenbrock (Rhenen, Holland); Erwine E.Harder;
L.R.Hardy, Hardy Brothers (Alnwick) Limited;
Maurice S. Hardy; Mrs Harper.
NC/13/7/577-685
John Harris (Woking); Miss J.O.Harris (London);
Miss Freda D.Hartley; Miss May Haslam; Monsieur
Lucien Haudebert; Mrs Hawkey (Cornwall); Mme
Heber; Mrs van Heddeghen; H.van Heek; Mrs
Heinemann (Kensington); W.Helsby Moss
(Liverpool); Enrique L.Heniot (Paris); Lady Henry;
The Manageress, The Herb Farm Shop; Miss
Agnes Herbert (London); Lady Victoria Herbert
(London); Mrs C.W.Kimmins, The Heritage Craft
Schools (Sussex); Mrs Heslop; The Chairman, Het
Puiloog Fishing Club (Waalwijk, Holland);
G.E.Hudson (London); M.W. van Niekerk,
Chairman, Hex River Valley Co-operative Fruit
Growers' Co. Ltd; S.H.Dodderell, Hickes Dart Club
(Willesden Green); Corporal J.D.Higgins; Muriel Hill
(Wombell, Yorkshire); L.Hill; Mrs Hills; The
manager, Hilverda and Co; Mrs Himing; Mrs
Hoadley; Miss Freda Hodgins; Mrs van der Hoek;
Christoph ?Hitener; Johanna Hoette -Borberg; Mrs
G van der Hoeven; Mademoiselle Emma Hof,
directrice d'Ecole; Herr Hugo Holl; Mrs Lancelot
Holland; Reverend W.E.S.Holland, (Birmingham);
Professor J.Holland Rose; Mr and Mrs Stanley
Holliday (North Wales); B.H. Hollinsworth; W.D.
van Hoogenhuyze (Holland); Mrs Essex Hope;
Hugh Hopkins; G.B.Hornswood; Mme S. Horose;
Millicent Howe; Howard Hughes; H.J.Hulbert
(London); Rita Hunter, principal, Queen's Park
Conservatoire of Music (Bournemouth); The Staff
Superintendent, Huntley and Palmers' and McVitie
and Price's French house; Mrs Hutchinson;
G.J.Huybregtse (Vlissingen); Vlayko Ignyachevith
(Beograd); The Editor, L'Illustration; Francis
C.Inglis; Mrs Hamilton Isacke; Dr Helene Ivanova;
Miss H. Ivatt; Mrs Jackson; Mrs Daisy Jacobson;
Frau Else Jäger (Germany); Mrs James; Russell
James; Messrs Jaumard Freres; Miss Hilda Jean;
Jolles; Mrs Jones; R.W.Jones, Allerton Boys' Club
(Liverpool); Miss Maria Jorgensen; Birn Josip, The
First Factory of Umbrellas in Ba?ka; Monsieur
Edouard Joubert.
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NC/13/7/686-779
Miss J.C.Jullien; Mevrouw de Wed.A.Jungerhans
(Rotterdam); Miss Jury (Co. Antrim; The managers,
Firma J. Kaldenbach; Dr. J.A.M. Kamberg; Mrs
Kaplan; C.M.R.Karmse-Philipp; Frau M. Kegel;
J.W.Kellam, Honourable secretary of the Fletton
Branch of the Huntingdonshire Conservative
Association; The manager, The Kensington
Telephone Exchange; Miss Kenyon-Stow, on
behalf of the Brighton and Hove Conservative
Women's Branch; P.Kerdel (Scheveningen); Mrs
Margaret Kerr (Aberdeen); Monsieur Michel
Kervaire; Frau Lisel Kiessling; Mrs King; Mrs King;
Harry Kleine; E.S.De Klerck; D.L.Kohlman;
D.C.Koogman; Miss H.G.Koopman, Staff
Superintendent of the Staff of Women Workers in
the Prison for Women (Rotterdam); Dr Jane de
Longh, on behalf of the Board of the Women's
Voluntary Corps (Amsterdam); Marie Koustcheff
(Paris); Alex O.Kouyoumdjian (Baghdad);
J.C.M.Kruisinga (Holland); Mrs van Laar (France);
J.Laboyrie (Holland); James Lacey (Milan);
Madame Vergez Lacoste; Mrs Lambert; Jan
Lamberts; Sister Red Rose; Frau Tina Lang; Mme
Laurence (France); Macpherson Lawrie; The StaffManageress, La Maison Cermaine Lecomte;
C.H.Leake (London); Monsieur Louis Lecomte; Mrs
George Lee; Henry Th.J.M. de Leeuw; A.Lefeber
(Holland); Mrs Holdich Leicester, Captain of the
Renfrewshire Lone Ranger Company; Madame M.
Lelievre; Mrs E Leonard; Madame Marguerite
Lepine (Toulouse); Fritz Lerche, on behalf of the
Members of the Hans Tausen Troop of Danish Boy
Scouts; Monsieur H Levavasseur; Alfred Levy; Mrs
Lewis; Madame Ady Leyvastre-Serres; Margaret
Lewton (Bristol); Alice Lister; Filhouland, President
of the Federal Union of Ex-Service and Disabled
Men of Limousin, Limoges [France]; Union
Federale des Mutiles et Combattants du Limousin.

NC/13/7/780-870
Louis Michelaud (Porcelaines Michelaud Frerer,
Limoges [France]; Monsieur le President de l'Union
Federale des Mutiles et Comnattants du Limousin
(Limoges); J.B.Lippincott Company (London);
Daniel L Lipson; Kitty Lloyd; Miss Lockwood, on
behalf of the Member of the Hallam Women's
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Conservative Association; Sir Oliver Lodge; Mrs
Lofts; Madame Longet; The manager, London
gardens; Mrs Lord; Miss Lumsden; Madame Jules
Lyon; F.W. Lyonde (Adelaide, Toronto, Canada);
Charles McCoy; Mrs McCurrich; Mrs McGregor;
Ratanlan Maganlal (Bombay); Mrs Magilton; Mrs
Mair (Glasgow); Monsieur le Maire; Monsieur
Bernard Malan; Lady Malcolm; P.D.Malloch; Lady
Mifsud on behalf of the women of Malta; Sister St
Frances (Malta); The Children of the Good
Shepherd Institute (Malta); Mrs Mann (Darlington);
Pierre Manoz (Monte Carlo); Mademoiselle R
Marks; Monsieur Fernand Marlier; Miss B.A.
Marshall; Miss Bessie Marshall; Mrs R Marshall
(Banbury); Cyril D. Marson; F.R.Martin (Swansea);
H.Mathers (Walthamstow); Miss E.L.Mathews; Mrs
Robert Charles Matthews; Mrs Matthiez; Kenneth
Rharf; Annie Meade (County Cork); Madame
Meignan; Miss M Melville (Earls Court); Miss
Mercer; C.V.Merriman (London)
NC/13/7/871-961
Messers Methuen; Herr P. Meyer; J. J. Meyer; A.
C. de Meyere (Rotterdam); R. C. J. Meyer
(Johannesburg); Madame Michel; George Crockell,
The Head Keeper (Millden, Brechin); Fred Miller;
Euphemia C. Milliken; The President, Milwaukee
School of Engineering; L. Mitchell (Cornwall);
Bettye Mom; Madame Le Monnieur; Amelie Monteil
(Limoges, France); Reverend C. G. Moon;
Madame Montpetit; Mademoiselle Juliette Moran
(France); Mrs Morgan (Knightsbridge); Almoro C.
Morosini; Miss Mary Morris; The Reverend Mother
Prioress, St. Mary's Benedictine Priory; Miss Ursel
Muller and Lisa Loewenthal and Alice Levy; J. J.
Mulligan; A. C. de My; Constance Nacran (Bristol);
The Manager, Nederlandsche Koloniale Petroleum
Maatschappij; John Ness; Richard Allen on behalf
of the Right Honourable The Viscount Halifax
(Neuchatel, Switzerland); Admiral of the Fleet Sir
Rodger Keyes (Hampshire); Madeleine Inglice
(Neuchatel, Switzerland); Ulysee Nardin; M. P.
Nicolas; R. H. Nimmo-Smith (Edinburgh); Monsieur
Jules Ninet; The Matron, A. L. Nobunas Hospital
(Stjarnborg); Frau Paula Noke; Miss Stella Maris
Nolan; Mrs Mary Norman-Bail; V. B. Leonard,
Secretary of the Nova Scotia Fruit Growers'
Association (Kentville, Nova Scotia); H. Y. Nutt
(London); W. C. Hankinson; C. Knowles, New
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Zealand Government Office; J. Branthwaite, Town
Clerk (Borough of Oamaru, New Zealand); Mrs H.
B. O'Dogherty; Elizabeth Lister; Mrs Armel
O'Connor; The Editor of l'Oeuvre (Paris).
NC13/7/962-980
Sir Eric Phipps, on behalf of Monsieur Bonnet
(Paris); Alexander Oldenbourg (Munich); Mrs
Lister; Herr Alexander Oldenbourg, chairman of the
publishing firm of R. Oldenbourg, Munich; Miss
Campbell; Betty Olsson; E. C. Ommaney; The
Editor, Onze Eigen Krant; The Headmaster,
Openluchtschool voor het Gezonde Kind
(Amsterdam); Mrs. A. M. Osmond, South Bucks
Women's Conservative and Unionist Association
NC13/7/981-1062
Eric Maclagan, Director of the Victoria and Albert
Museum (London); Mrs. M. D. Parkin; Mrs
Partridge; M. L. Parsons (Westcliff on Sea, Essex);
G. W. Paterson; J. Pawsey; Madame Lucien
Pejoux (Pornichet); Mme. Pellisson; The PeltzerLister Velvet Co., Ltd; Mrs. Pennington-Bickford;
Monsieur Perret (Paris); Miss Evelyn H. Perry
(Shrewsbury); Richard Perry; Madame Peterman
and family (Berne, Switzerland); Miss D. Peters
(Hackney); The Manager, Societe Anon. des
Automobiles Peugeot; P. G. Phillips (Heemstede,
Holland); Mrs. Phillips; Monsieur Edmond Picard;
Mrs. Pike; Mrs Pilkington; Miss Flora Pilkington;
Miss D. M. Pimm and Mrs. E. Wood; Mrs. John
Piper; Revd. C. G. Moon (Pitlochry, Perthshire);
Mademoiselle Plouchart (Oise); Mrs. B. van
Weerden Poelman (Amsterdam); Monsieur James
Pointe; Docteur and Madame F. Pompeani (Paris);
Isabella Pont (Holland); J. Postma and S. PoortMartens (Harlingen, Amsterdam); The Ladies of the
Postcheque-Girondienst (Gravenhage, Holland);
Mr. Harvey; W. Selby; Orey Antunes Lda,
President of the Associacao des Armadores de
Navios e Agentes de Navegacao do Porto de
Lisboa (Lisbon); Dr. Jaime Lopes Dias, Director of
Central Services in the Municipality of Lisbon
(Lisbon)
NC13/7/1063-1168
Ralph Stevenson; Oswald Scott (Lisbon); Mrs
Potter: Mrs Arthur Powell (Moseley, Birmingham);
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H. St John Pratt and G. H. Harrison, Royal Society
of St. George, Stanthorpe Branch (Stanthorpe,
Queensland, Australia); Mrs Pratt; Hugh Price;
Nancy Price; Austin Priestman (Folkestone); H. N.
Pryke; Monsieur Puiforcat (Paris); B. Pullin; Mrs
Quaid; Madame Antiinette de Quillacq; Mrs
Margaret Rae; M. S. Raggett (Kingston-on-Hull,
Yorkshire); Mesdames Railing, Stephens and
Moyse; Fred Raine (Germany); The Manager,
Usine Rambaud; E. Ramding (Lincoln); Susan
Rawnsley (Alford, Lincolnshire); J. Fletcher Ray
(Matlock, Derbyshire); J. R. Rayment; The
Manager, B. Read and Co., LTD; Herr von Reden
(Hannover); Mrs Reece; Mrs Reed; Frederick de
Reichenberg; Miss Anita Craig Reid; Francois
Revel (Lyon); Miss M. Reynolds; W. A. Reynolds;
Professor M. van Rhijn (Utrecht, Holland); E. M.
Rich, Education Officer, London County Council
(London); Mrs Richards; H. Richardson; Robert
Richardson (Galashiels, Scotland); Henry Riding
(Barnsley); Fraulein Verena Barbara Rieter; Miss
Ringham: Mlle. Jeanne Rivoul; Monsieur le Comte
de Robaulx de Beaurieux (North France); David
Roberts; Miss M. E. Roberts; A. Fraser, Managing
Director of Stephen, Fraser LTD, on behalf of
Robertson High School (London); W. Robinson
(lLinthorpe, Middlesbrough); Jules de Roeper
(Malden); Thomas Rohan (Surrey); Mrs Rohrbach;
Mrs Rooke; Comte Francois de Rose, Ambassade
de France a Londres; Mejuffrouw van Rossem
(Baarn); S. A. Rowe (Chiswick); J. L. Rowlands
(Aberdare); L. Ingerslev, Director of the Royal
Danish Overformynderiet; Major-General Sir
Horace Martelli (Jersey); The Manager, Royal ZuidHolland Potteries (Gouda, Holland); F. Martin,
Thomas Meadows and Company Limited (London).
NC13/7/1169-1261
E. M. Rudland (Moseley, Birmingham); Claud
Russell; Rutland; Miss J. Sadler; The Manager,
Safety Ashtrays; The Prioress, St. Dominic's Priory
(Stone); Mrs. St. Ruth; Frau Leonie Salchli (Bern);
Miss Etta Salmon (Cardiff); Betty Glendeming
(Holland); The Directors of the Samenwerkenda
Organisatie voor der Vleeschhandel (Haarlem);
Miss Samuel, Jews' Free School; Mrs Samuelson;
Sir Francis and Lady Sandberg (Baarn, Holland);
D. F. Sanders (St. Albans); Olivia Sands
(Broadstairs); Mrs Sansom (Plumpton); Mrs G. A.
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Sardeman (La Haye); Mevr. De Wed. C. P. H.
Sarlemijn; Professor Charles Sarolea; Reverend A.
E. Saul (Twickenham, Middlesex); Les Employees
du Service ''Sauras'' de la Caisse de
Compensation de la Region Parisienne (Paris);
Madame van den Savel (Brussels); Madame Long
Savigny; Misses Scheppe and Recht; James W.
Schmidt; Mrs C. Schofield (Liverpool); Princess
Mestchersky, Countess Schouvaloff, Marie
Maklakoff (France); Madame Schonsalof; Emanuel
Schwarzkopf; Mrs Scott; The Managing Director,
W. F. Sedgwick Ltd; Herr Adolph Segnitz
(Bremen); Mrs Seruya; Mrs Sarah Shaw; George
S. Shepherd (Edinburgh); Richard Hull, Director,
Shaw and Copestake Ltd (Longton, Stoke-onTrent); A. B. Sibun; Monsieur J. Sieben; Hetty
Bousefield Siggens (Southwell, Nottinghamshire);
Mme. M. Renaud Simonetti; Kathleen Sinclair; Mrs
Skidmore; George Skillan; Mr Rene Sleeswyk; Mrs
M. T. Sluyters-Spitteler; Mrs Smeets-de Castro;
Mrs Smith; L. F. Smits-Salters; Auturo Passenini,
Italian Life Saving Society; Madame la Presidente
de la Societe Cooperative de l'Artisanat Feminin;
Madame G. Soutter (Paris); ? Hortence D.
Spieujelaue; M. Stagnetto (Gibraltar); E. R. Smith;
Edith Smith; Mrs Smith; C. H. Stableford
(Leicester); Mrs Stagnetto; E. M. Stansfeld
NC13/7/1262-1285
Madame Early Stenp-Corney; Madame Francoise
Stern (Paris); The Manager, Moyses Stevens; Mr
and Mrs H. J. Stewart-Munn (South Rhodesia); Mrs
Stewart (Reading); Evelyn Stoess; Herr Johann
Rudolf Stoffel; Mrs Mildred Sheet (Virginia,
America); Mrs Stokoe (Harrogate); Major M.
Stubbe (London); F. A. Mercer, Managing Director,
The Studio LTD (London); Mr and Mrs Orlin Austin
Sundy (Canada); Mademoiselle E. Surdieux; John
H. Surtees; Oliver H. N. Swanston; M. A. Swindley;
Mrs Swinhoe; W. A. T. Synge.
NC13/7/1286-1328
Mrs C. G. Taigel (Buxton); Mrs John Tait; Georg
Tamme Buchhandlung; G. S. Tanner; C. F. Taylor
(York); Dr. V. Tchernavin; M. B. Richter, Telefon
Fabrik Automatic (Copenhagen, Denmark); Mrs
Templeton; Monsieur Felix Terrasse (Arcdeche);
Madame Y. Tharaux; Mrs Thomson; Mrs
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Wentholt (Baarn, Holland); Lockett Thomson;
Eleanor Thorneycroft (Stornoway); President of the
Committee France-Italie of Toulouse; President of
the Committee Union Latine of Toulouse; Mrs
Thwaite; Madame Dutry Tibbaut; Reverend
Clement Tigar; Mesdames Aage and Tilda Tilskrup;
Phoebe D. Tipping (Manchester); Mrs Tobias;
Lilian M. Tole (London); Dr. W. Tombrock
(Holland); Mrs Toone; Mrs G. H. Tormyne-Blom;
Mrs Donald S. Towle (Bridgeport, America); L. A.
Tozer; The Private Secretary to Lord Tredegar;
Paul C. Trelby (New York).
NC13/7/1329-1376
Mrs Trent; Cissie Troy; Miss Ellen Edith Turner, St.
Leonards-on-Sea; Miss Myrtle Turner; Eric
Tussaud; Mrs M Twiss, Utrecht, Holland; Mrs Tyer;
Mrs Tyler, Edinburgh; Johkeer Twiss Quarles van
Ufford, Captain of the Reserve in Her Majesty's 1st
Regiment of Field-Artillery, Groeneken; Madame
Robert de Valbreuze; Mme. Vallet; Rose Valois,
Paris; S. Rue D. Valstan, Bloemendaal; Rogar Van
der Hoeft, Brussels; Mrs M. Buhegiar Vassallo;
Mevrouw W. Sabbe-De Veen, Bruges; Monsieur
and Mme. Magnan, Marseille; Mme. DeceuninckMaes, Linte-Kruis; O. Ruysschaert-Van Damme,
Bruges; Victor Sabbe, Bruges; Franz SAbbe,
Courtrai; E. Veniard; Mademoiselle Madeline
Vernazobres; Agnes Warren Vernon, South Devon;
Monsieur le Docteur Vigouroux, Montpellier;
Madame Villain-Dauckel; Frederick Ville; Jo
Vincent, Holland; Charles de Visscher, Brussels;
Giovanni Vitali, Milan; Paul Van Vliet; Miss Wain.
NC13/7/1377-1428
Eileen Walker, Beryl Scriven, Muriel Wagstaffe,
Jersey; Mrs. Vernon Walker; Mrs. Wallis; Miss
Nicole and Master Jackie Waltz; Messrs. Van Der
Want and Barras, Gouda, Holland; Miss Ward;
Miss Mavis Ward; Mrs. Ward; Mrs. Ward, Southend
on Sea Conservative Association; The Honourable
Mrs. Nelson-Ward, Sussex; Alfred Wareing; Mrs
Watson; John Watts, South Africa; S. Webley; J.
Webster; Monsieur Weingartner, Lucenne; P. J. M.
van der Well, Vucht, Holland; S. P. C van Wely,
Noordwijk aan Zee; Elisabeth Westrik-van Popban
(?); Mrs Wevling, West Lothian; Mrs Grace
Whalley, Miss Wheatley; A. Heathcote White; Mrs.
E. Lawrence White, America; Lucie M. White, North
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Devon; Ella White, Newquay; Miss P. G. Wicke,
London; E. H. Wiegner; Mr. Riddler Pauw van
Wieldrecht; Mevrouw Wieringa, Holland; Sam. B.
Wightman; Wilkinson, St Agnes Vicarage,
Birmingham; Mr. D. R. H. Williams, Huddersfield
NC13/7/1429-1469
Mrs. Agnes Williams, Middlesex; Miss Winsor; Leo
de Winter; Dr. J. W. Tjeenk Willink, Zwolle,
Holland; Frau Anna Wissman, Lubeck; Hilde von
Wolff, Teupelhof; Captain J. W. Wollaston; A. M.
Wood; Dorothy Woolen, Simon Wooles, Hazel
Wolen, H. B. Wooles, D. J. R. Wallen, P. W.
Wooles, Jamaica; Mrs. Woolnough; Mrs. Helen
Worde, Surrey; The Staff, Woman's Journal,
London; Mothers of Herbert Street; Mrs. M. WylieThomas, Edinburgh; S. Wyse, Glasgow; The
Chairman, Xerxes Football Team, Rotterdam; Edith
Yates, Cheshire; Henry W. Yates; A. Kodaki,
Japanese Embassy, London; J. Brownlee Young,
Glasgow; Mrs. E. Young, New York; Mesdames
Young; Mary Ireland, Folkestone; Dr. Hedwig
Zaiser, Stuttgart; O. Reuchlin, First Secretary,
Netherland Legation, London; Dr. Sibold S.
Smeding, Middelburg
NC13/7/1470-1491
Miss Mary Zealand; Mrs. O. Zuckermann;
Mademoiselle M. Zurlinden, Berne; Alice, niece of
Alice; Miss Marie ? Himall; a devoted mother, Isle
of Man; (NC13/7/1478-1491 are anonymous
letters).
Arrangement: The letters are sorted in
alphabetical order by surname.
1491 items
Access: Open
Language: GermanEnglishFrenchPortugese
NC13/8

General letters of congratulation and good wishes,
mainly from abroad

1938-1939

Letters received by Neville Chamberlain after the
Munich Agreement. These letters are in support of
his work and some had gifts enclosed. Replies of
thanks on behalf or from Neville Chamberlain are
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also included, as are letters relating to some of the
gifts.
The letters and gifts come from a large number of
people from Britain, Europe and a variety of
different parts of the world. The letters come from
individual people, groups of people, organizations,
towns and cities. A bound typed letter from the
'loyal subjects of the King residing in Italy' is
included, reference NC13/8/88. The gifts vary and
include things like fruit, chocolate, books, flowers,
fishing equipment, cigars, charitable donations and
umbrellas.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/8/1-24
The Chairman and Board of Directors of the
Comite d'Accueil Franco-Britannique (Paris); Les
Membres du Conseil Municipal (Annet-Sur-Maire);
Le Maire d'Armentieres; The Administrative
Committee of the British Brotherhood ''Britannia''
(Athens); Mr Gutt, former Finance Minister of
Belgium (Jette, Belgium); The managing members
and the advisory members of the Flemish
Committee of Pilgrimage (Gent, Belgium); Comte
Van der Burch, President of the Amicale Officiers
Belges Campagne 1914-1918; Monsieur S. de
Valkeneer, President of the Federation Nationale
des Militaires Mutiles et Invalides de la Guerre;
Colonel E. C. Heath; Monsieur Vignat; F. J. Van
Lanschot, Burgomaster of Bois-le-Duc.
NC13/8/24a-62
Hugh W. Border, on behalf of the British Colony at
Bordeaux; Le Maire de Boulogne, Officer de la
Legion d'Honneur, (Boulogne, France); 'Lionidas
Lauremeiano' (Saint Rock, Brazil); Jean Valadier,
Abassadre de France (Brou); Emmanuel Minette;
Georges Marquet; R. H. Clive (Brussels); M.Thys;
Comte du Meeus, Burgomaster of Kerkhom bij
Stuiden; E. Dethise; Joseph Burhenne; D. J. J. van
der Ghiust, General Director of Institut
D'Economicie Europeenne (Brussels); Edward
Wilshaw, Chairman of Cable and Wireless LTD
(London); Pierre Nouveau, Maire de Cannes
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(Cannes); Conseil Municipal de la Commune de
Chartes; Axel Thomsen (Copenhagen); Hans
Jensen; A. Cottier (Antibes); Raymond Burns,
Central Press (London); The Vice Consul, The
British Consulate (Dunkirk); Dutch women of
Sumatra.
NC13/8/63-96
M. M. Borrero, Interim Constitutional President of
the Republic of Ecuador; W. I. Mallet (Pittsburgh);
Jules Romains (Paris); E.Henttu (Finland); Maurice
Dormann (Paris); H. Mack on behalf of Maurice
Dormann; The French Group of the InterParliamentary Union; Association des Garibaldiens
de L'Argonne (Lyon); Maire-Louise de la Charte
(Geneva); Mrs Anna Halnistriom; Fred Pagnam
(Haarlem, Holland); Cyril D. Holroyd (Sheffield);
Lord Home; Paul Weiss (Tegucigalpa); Comte de
Baillet Latour, Chariman of the I. O. C (Lausanne,
Switzerland); Hugh Gaisford; P. F. Grey (Rome);
Hubert Jejeune, (Paris); Henryk Kiss (Mali Idjos,
Yugoslavia); Egil Lindgren (Sweden); P. Burgeot,
Deputy for Rhone and Municipal Councillor of the
city of Lyons.
NC13/8/88
A bound typed letter to Neville Chamberlain from
'loyal subjects of the King residing in Italy', dated
May 1, 1938 Rome. Title on the front cover '…Set
we forward: Let a Roman and a British ensign
wave Friendly together…', Cymbeline, Act V, Sc. V.
NC13/8/97-141
Monsieur P. Burgeot (Lyon); Professor Archibald
Main; Daniel Consea (Marseilles); Compagnie
Francaise de l'Afrique Occidentale (Marseilles);
Association Nationale des Croix de Guerre; Le
Personnel de la Societe Generale de
Transbordements Maritimes (Marseille); G.Nicolai,
Le President, Officier de la Legion d'Honneur
(Marseilles); H. Vuillet; A. Boude; Jean Imbert;
Women of Marseilles; B. Revey; Olaf Gjerlow and
R. Wener Erichsen (Oslo, Norway); Helmut Pirner;
R. Dyboski, President of the English Club of
Cracow (Poland); Mr Vandermandele (Rotterdam);
A. E. Yapp; Albert Tallone; Ben Tillett (London);
Monsieur Nicolas Titulescu (Paris, France); W. I.
Mallet; G. J. Truscott; Lieutenant-Colonel Vavon
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(Paris); Dr. Nagy Vince (Budapest)
141 items
Access: Open
Language: DutchFlemish
NC13/9

Letters of support to Neville and Anne Chamberlain

1914-1940

Letters of support and good wishes to Neville and
Anne Chamberlain. A large number of these letters
are from organisations, especially from branches of
The National Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations, and Conservative Clubs. Others are
from individuals, whishing to express to express
their thanks, such as a letter from Desmond Taylor,
aged 10, NC13/9/105H, and G. J. Truscott, serving
in the R.A.F., NC13/9/107.
One newscutting dates 1914, the rest of the letters
date 1938-1940.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/9/1-61
Newscuttings, one dated 1914; a blind soldier; a
Fisherman's wife and mother; W. L. Andrews
(Yorkshire Post); Captain Rev. J. Arts (North
Weald, Essex); Alice Becher (St Kilda, Victoria);
Caroline B. Bridgeman (London); Sheriff of
Cardiganshire; E. Kathleen Clifford (Finchley,
London); Clun Women's Unionist Association;
Derby Conservative Association; Wrekin Division of
Shropshire Conservative and Unionist Association;
Aberkenfig Conservative Club; Ayr Burghs Central
Unionist Association; Barnsley Women's
Conservative and Unionist Association;
Birmingham Unionist Association Central Advisory
Women's Council; Caernarvon Boroughs
Conservative and Unionist Association;
Cambridgeshire Conservative and Unionist
Association; West Derbyshire Unionist League;
Deritend Division (Birmingham) Unionist
Association; Edinburgh Conservative Working
Men's Association; Cambridgeshire Conservative
Association (Fulbourn Branch); Scottish Committee
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of the Federation of University Conservative and
Unionist Associations; Guildford Division of Surrey
Conservative and Unionist Association (Shamley
Green Branch); Hammersmith (South)
Conservative and Constitutional Association
Women's Branch; North-West Hants Conservative
and Unionist Association; Jarrow Conservative and
Unionist Association (Jarrow Area Women);
Kettering Conservative and Unionist Association;
National Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations Lancashire, Cheshire and
Westmorland Provincial Area Women's Advisory
Committee; Liverpool Constitutional Association;
London Area Council of the National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations; City of
London Conservative Association; Hulme Division
of Manchester Conservative and Unionist
Association; Merioneth Conservative and Unionist
Association; National Society of Conservative and
Unionist Agents Midland Union; Midland Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations Midland
Union Labour Advisory Committee; Moortown
Branch of the Junior Imperial League and
Conservative Association; National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations; National
Union of Conservative and Unionist Associations
Northumberland County Committee; Federation of
New Zealand Justices' Associations; Association of
Conservative Clubs; Scottish Conservative Club;
Sparkbrook Division Unionist Association;
Somerset and Bristol Women's County
Conference; National Society of Conservative and
Unionist Agents South Eastern Branch; SouthEastern Provincial Area of the National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations.
NC13/9/62-97
Central Southwark National Labour Association;
North Staffordshire Political Union; Wansbeck
Conservative Women; National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations Wessex
Area Labour Advisory Committee; National Union
of Conservative and Unionist Associations Wessex
Area; Wisbech Conservative Association; Ifor
Williams (Bangor); National Union of Conservative
and Unionist Associations Yorkshire Area; National
Union of Conservative and Unionist Associations
Young Britons; C. M. Jones (East Ham, London);
A. Pattenden (Kooyung, Victoria); C. P. Stebbing
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(Smarden, Kent); James Tormont (Holywood,
County Down); Lord Craigavon (Belfast); A.
Downes (Whitby); Grace Earle (Tottenham,
London); Joseph Edvalson (Ogden, Utah); Mildred
Farrington (Keysbrook, Washington, USA); Th.
Fevrell (Pretoria); Elizabeth Fillis (Headington,
Oxford); H. A. L. Fisher (Oxford); Tom Gardner
(London); Mrs J. Gaston (Rochester); Mrs J. Glover
(Eastbourne); V. F. Hanscomb (London); Peggy
Harvey (Morecambe); Catherine M. Hastilow
(Wolverhampton); Ellen L. Hawden (Torquay);
Warren Hills (8/10 Bty., Eushott Camp); Basil
Hodgkinson (Edgbaston, Birmingham); Geoffrey H.
Warde (Grantham); Arthur Hope (Ooctacamund);
Mrs Richard Hudnut (New York); W. Martin Hume
(Barnet); Arthur W. Johnson (Stonebridge,
London); Leonard E. King (Southgate, London);
Taliae M. Lewis, Ruth Windsor Bowen, Emmie
Windsor Bowen, I. Herbert Lewis and Philippa
Windsor-Bowen (Newport, Monmouthshire); Jessie
McCormack (Rossburgh, Natal, South Africa);
Edward S. Machon (S. S. Chelsea).
NC13/9/97a-119
Ellen E. Marsh (Buxton); S. A. Eston Martin
(Johannesburg); Mrs Miller (London); staff of Mill
Hill Nursing Home (Mill Hill, London); Mrs Newkirk's
Black Cat; people of Northchapel, Sussex; Edward
Michael (Savage Club, London) with copy of letter
from Walter W. Price (Rosebank, New York);
(Solveig Roering?) (Pinelands, Capetown); Trisha
Ronald (Oban); James Ryan (Kingaroy,
Queensland); Dorothea L. Starling (Radcliffe,
Lancashire); G. Brelines Scott (London); H. I.
Snope (Horns Cross, Devon); Desmond Taylor
(New Malden, Surrey); H and A. Thorp (Abbey
Wood, London); G. J. Truscott; Jane Tucker
(Wistaston, Crewe); Gladys H. Turner (Chelmorton,
Derbyshire); Richard Eric Waddington (Pretoria);
Helen Walker (Alford); C. G. Wambach
(Malmaison, France); D. W. Wheeler (Berrow,
Seaford); Helen M. Wheton (Highgate, London);
Arthur Whittaker (Preston Junction, Lancashire);
Miss E. Wilkinson (Wokingham); Rev. Th.
Zwartkruis (Heemstede, Netherlands); and six
mothers (Paddington, London).
119 items
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Access: Open
NC13/10

Letters of support from foreign heads of state,
organizations and others

1938-1940

Letters of support to Chamberlain, from foreign
heads of state, ambassadors, official organisations
etc.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/10/1-12
Mrs E. M. Clark, Toronto, Canada; J. A. Walsh,
President of Royal Empire Society, Queensland;
Mrs S. G. Beckett, on behalf of the Canadian
Widows and Mothers of the Great War; Secretary
of Queque Rhodesia Farmers and Small Workers
Association; Jessica Wickham, Dominion
President, Women's Division WW Mulholland
Dominion President N Z Farmers Union, New
Zealand.
NC13/10/13-64
Various bodies and individuals in the
Commonwealth of Australia; Numerous bodies and
individuals in the Union of South Africa; Various
bodies and individuals in New Zealand; Councillors
and Citizens of Queque, and the Secretary of the
Queque Farmers and Small Workers Association;
Adelaide Chamber of Commerce, South Australia;
Ernest David, Mayor of Auckland, New Zealand;
Royal Society of St. George, Vancouver, Canada;
Farmers' Association Aberdeen, South Africa;
Stanley Foster, President of the Royal Empire
Society of Christchurch, New Zealand; Amy Kane,
President of New Zealand Women's Institutes,
Wellington, New Zealand; M. Munir Bey, O.B.E.,
Executive Council and Delegate of Evcaf, Cyprus;
Moslems of Cyprus; W. S. Sonsa, Secretary of the
Ceylon Traders' Union of Matale, Ceylon; His Royal
Highness Sardar Mohammad Hachem, Prime
Minister of Afghanistan; Lord Huntingfield,
Canberra; Miss M. Scholefield, State Secretary of
the Council of the Queensland Country Women's
Association; Enid Lyons, Tasmania
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NC13/10/65-121
Governor of Bermuda; Government of
Newfoundland; City Clerk of Outremont, Quebec,
Canada; Edith Duff, Secretary of the Wolfe and
Montcalm Chapter of the I O D E; J. N. Hoeppner,
Secretary of the Teahcers of Rhineland Stanley
Municipalities; A. J. Lapointe, depute a la Chamre
des Communes, Canada; Mrs R. J. Pegg,
Secretary of the Ontario Provincial Command
Ladies' Auxiliary, Ontario, Canada; R. P. Longley,
Kentville, Nova Scotia, Canada; Mackenzke King,
Prime Minister of Canada; G. H. Creasy, Ceylon;
H. C. Luke, Fiji; Lieutenant Vivian R. Abrahams, Fiji
Defence Force; Lord Rothermere, Paris; Edouard
Herriot, President of the Chamber of Deputies,
Paris; Acting Governor of the Gold Coast, West
Africa; Nawab of Bahawalpur, India; Maharaja
Kapurthala of Bikaner, India; Khan Faqirakhan, of
Dhamtaur, Vice President Hazara member council
All India Muslim League; His Highness Maharaja
Kapurthala; the Maharaja of Kolhapur; Maharaja
Jooda Shumsher, Nepal; His Highness the Nawab
of Palanpur, Taley Muhammad Khan; the Governor
of Bihar; His Highness the Raja of Sangli; Daulat
Sinhji, Thakur Saheb of Limidi; Mirema Bashir-udDin Mahmadahmad, Head of Ahmadiyya
Community; Princess Catherine Duleip Singh;
Venkatrao, President of the Buddha Society,
Bombay; John Elliott & Sons, London, quoting
extracts from a letters from a firm of Hindu
merchants; Maharaja Gaekwar, Baroda; Prince of
Berar, Hyderabad; Maharaja Kashmir, Bombay;
Maharaja Kolhapur, Kolhapur; Sir Shri Rajaram
Chhatrapati; Dowager Maharani and Maharanis of
Kolhapur, India; Naweb Ruler of Bahawalpur; Raja
and Rani Saheba of Sangli, Sangli, India; Maharaja
of Alwer; Sean Marchtee, Dublin; A mother, Italy;
Palmer President, The United Planting Association
of Malaya.

NC13/10/122-176
E. A. Cleugh, Consulate General, Mexico City;
British Vice-Consul, Mazatlan; Mr. Patyn, Minister
for Foreign Affairs; Governor - General of New
Zealand; A. Eaton Hurley, Secretary of the
Municipal Association of New Zealand; Catherine
W. Doctor and L. H. Tapp, Victoria League of
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Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand; The Clerk of
the Presbytery of Wanganui; R. M. Moore, General
Council of Municipal Authorities, County Down,
Northern Ireland; W. D. Battershill; Mohammad
Su'ud Al-'Uri, Alem at the Mosque of Aqsa;
Governor of Northern Rhodesia; Governor of
Southern Rhodesia; Officer Administrating the
Government of Sarawak, Kuching; Robert
Caldermarshall, Chairman of the Joint Committee
of British Chamber of Commerce and China
Association, Shanghai; Town Clerk of Capetown,
South Africa; Mayor of Pretoria, South Africa;
Mayor of Durban, South Africa; City Council of
Johannesburg, South Africa; Mrs J. Smith, Colenso
Women's Institute, Colenso, Natal, South Africa;
Mr. Paske Smith, Bogota; Sir El-Sayid Ali ElMirghany, Khartoum; Theodore Roosevelt and
Eleanor Roosevelt; President of the United States
of America, [Franklin D. Roosevelt]; The King of
the Yemen, Sana'a; Ghulamli Kaderbhoy,
President of the Muslim Association, Zanaibar; J.
Hathorn Hall, on behalf of the Indian National
Association, Zanzibar; Yusufali Karimjee Jivanjee;
Sheikh Hafidh bin Mohamed el Busaidi, President
of the Arab Association, representing the Arabs of
Zanzibar and Pemba; Ghulamali Kaderbhoy,
Zanzibar; His Imperial Majesty Abdul Medjid Khan
II
NC13/10/177-189
Her Highness The Princess Christian of Hesse;
Baroness Helene Hindernburg, Berlin; Dr H. A. van
Karnebeck, ex-Foreign Minister, Holland; Joseph
Kennedy; Herr Fritz Kreisler; His Excellency, Dr
Malbran, Montecatini Terme.
189 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishTurkishFrenchArabic
NC13/11

Munich Crisis letters to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain

1938

Letters of support sent to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain sent during and after the Munich
Crisis. These letters came from a wide variety of
people and organizations including members of the
public from Britain and across the world, heads of
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state
Arrangement: The letters in section NC13/11 are
grouped into two sections: the first contains letters
from various people and organizations; the second
contains letters from heads of state and other
notabilities (although letters from various notable
persons have been included in the first file).
811 items
Access: Open
NC13/11/1-611

Letters from various people and organizations

1938

Letters received by Neville Chamberlain before and
after the Munich Agreement. These letters are in
support of his work and some had gifts enclosed.
Replies of thanks on behalf or from Neville
Chamberlain are also included.
The letters and gifts come from a large number of
people from Britain, Europe and a variety of
different parts of the world. The letters come from
individuals, groups of people, organizations, and on
behalf of towns and cities. A list of signatures from
Stamford Hill Estate, London is included, reference
NC13/11/188. Included is a letter written in Braille,
along with the French translation, reference
NC13/11/125. The gifts vary and include things
such as fruit, chocolate, books, flowers, fishing
equipment and cigars.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/11/1-45
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company, West
Africa; Mrs. E. M. Acred, Isle of Ely; Adam,
Ayrshire; extracts from a personal letter from The
Director of the British Institute of Florence,
Florence; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Adelaide; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Aden, Arabia; Edwin Cripwell,
London; Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Alexandria, Egypt; Claudia Allhusen, Cirencester;
John M. Andrews, County Down; People of
Antigua; John H. Allen, Birmingham; Georges
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Amand, Paris; People of Arundel; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Ascension Island;
Richardson, Secretary of the Women's Branch of
the Ashington Conservative Association,
Northumberland; W. I. Burch, Chairman, The
Association of British Manufacturers of Printers'
Machinery LTD, London; Captain the Right
Honourable Lord Cornwallis, President, The
Association of Men of Kent and Kentish Men,
Maidstone; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Athens; H. W. Attenborough; Reverend
M. E. Aubrey, London; Staff of Auckland, New
Zealand; Ernest Frisk, Chairman of Directors,
Amalgamated Wireless Limited, Sydney; The
Bishop of Grafton, Grafton, New South Wales; L.
B., Paris; Roger Backhouse; People of Bahia,
Brazil; John Baldwin, Chairman and Managing
Director, Maple Mill Limited, Oldham; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Barbados; Barbin,
Souchal and Guillemot families; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Bathurst, Gambia;
Monsieur and Madame P. Baudouin, Malakoff; C.
A. Sloane, Mayor of Beaumaris; Gerard Bellanges;
R. Rogers, on behalf of The Belper Division of
Derbyshire Conservative Association, Derby;
William S. Belt, York; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Bermuda; Madame F. Besse;
People of Bilbao, Spain.
NC13/11/46-83
Kate Bird, Birmingham [former nursemaid to
Neville]; Jane Bisley; Thomas L. Williams,
Archbishop of Birmingham, Birmingham; Colin K.
Langley, Secretary, Birmingham and Midland
Counties Wholesale Brewers' Association,
Birmingham; Hugh C. Aston, Honourable
Secretary, Birmingham and Midlands Hospitals for
Women, Birmingham; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Birmingham; R. A. Clarke,
Head Teacher, Quinton C. E. School; W. H. Griffin,
Honourable Secretary, West Birmingham Unionist
Association, Birmingham; Staff, Bissau, West
Coast of Africa; Edna F. M. Blackmore; Jeanne A.
Bles, Amsterdam; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Bodmin; E. Boeckel, Mittelbergheim;
Mrs. P. Bolsom; Staff, Bombay; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Bona, North Africa; Staff,
Bradford; V. Bragg, Headmaster, Colebrook
School, Bognor Regis; Willy Brandenburg, Tilbrug,
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Holland; Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Brentwood, Essex; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Bridgwater, Somerset; De Herr en Mevr.
Brink-Fiet, Amsterd; Lymington, President, British
Council; E. L. Davies, Honorary Secretary, British
Legion, Bryn Hyfryd, Llanwrtyd Wells; Members of
the British Legion; Nancy Williams, P. Beament,
Broadstone Women's Branch of the East Dorset
Conservative Association, Broadstone, Dorset; B.
C. Brooks, Thatcham; Madame Emile Brouhon;
Robert Bruce, Glasgow; Cath Brunning; P.
Bruziack; Bishop of Buckingham, Slough; E. A.
Thiede, National Union of Conservative and
Unionist Association, Aylesbury; Staff, Buenos
Aries; Le Roi des Bulgaies; La Reine des Bulgaies;
John D. Burger; Charles H. Butler, New Jersey
NC13/11/84-128
E. E. Bridges, Offices of the Cabinet and
Committee of Imperial Defence; Baroness Cache
de la Ferte, Dreux; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Cairo, Egypt; Pierre Calel; MargueriteMarie Cambon; W. Cauboy, France; Sir Robert
Topping, on behalf of the Cannock Conservative
Association; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Capetown, South Africa; A. E. Cardew,
Beckenham; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Carnarvon; Barbara Irene Cartwright,
Rhyl; E. St John Catchpool, Ruth A. Catchpool,
May Catchpool. Frank Catchpool, Joan Catchpool
and Heather Catchpool, Welwyn Garden City; E.
Margaret Cater, Berkshire; M. Cavaroc, President
du Counseil d'Administration, Paris; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Ceara, North Brazil;
Pearl Chamberlain [Neville Chamberlain's cousin,
daughter of Walter and Agnes Chamberlain]; Mr.
and Mme. Albert Chapelle; W. E. Chute Ellis, High
Salvington, Sussex; Marcel Clin, Paris; Mrs H.
Clough; Mrs. Cohen, Hackney; Nina Cohen,
Shoreham, Kent; A. Coley; J. Collins; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Colombo, Ceylon;
Georges Cornet, Tourcoing; Staff, Daressalaam,
Tanganyika Territory; Dorothy Cook, The Women's
Council of the Dartford Division Conservative and
Unionist Association; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Darwin, Northern Australia; J.
D. Davenport, London; Violet Degoldsmid da
Palmeira; Simone de Harven, Brussels; D. Paul
Delamore, Brussels; Patricia M. Delany, Edgware;
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Camara Major Delgado; Anne Hyde, A. Turner,
The Denbigh Parliamentary Division, Women's
Conservative and Unionist Association; Mme.
Desshlas; Mme. Mere Francaise; Riene
Deschamps; Miss M. Maxse, on behalf of the
Devon County Women's Conference
NC13/11/129-175
Eliz. J. Dickenson, Northumberland; Staff,
Dominica, British West Indies; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Dorchester; E. E. F.
Baker, Amersham; J. C. Doures-Baay, Amsterdam,
Holland; Mrs. Driver, Enfield; Madame Raoul
Dubois, President Honoraire de l'Assocation
Nationale des Veuves d'Officiers, Rouen; G. S.
Duncan, Aboyne, Aberdeenshire; Staff, Dundee;
Lord Provost, Dundee; Lord Duveen; East Lothian
Territorial Army Association, Haddington; Staff,
Edinburgh and Leith; Mrs. A. Ellam, Crewe; Mr and
Mrs Elles and Audrey; Helena Mills John,
Secretary, The English-Speaking Union, London;
Frederick Moore, Secretary, Stoke-on-Trent and
District Ex-Naval and Marine Association; R.
Falmouth; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Fanning Island, Central Pacific; Staff,
Fayal, Azores Islands, Atlantic Ocean; Mr. and
Mme. Alexandre Fasciaux, Lille; The President,
Federatoin of British Industries, London; Dr. Daniel
Ferey, Saint-Malo; David Ferreira; Alwyn G.
Sheppard Fiddler, Twickenham; B. and M. Findlay;
L. J. Fister, Sussex; W. Stanley Fitton, London;
Andre Floret, France; B. M. Forrest; J. R. Forrester,
Manchester; Raymond Frampton, Birmingham;
David Freeman; Gladys Mary Freeman, Olive
Elfrida Turner, Sheffield; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Freetown, Sierra Leone;
Frances R. Gates, Somerset; E. Gautier; Robert
Gear, Essex; Nora George, Melbourne, Australia
NC13/11/176-222
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Georgetown, British Guiana; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Gibraltar; Sir Christopher
Herbert Gibson, Buenos Aries; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Glasgow; Mr. R. GrantFerris; Mare Granet, La Rochelle; Gunnar
Gregersen, Director, The Institute of Technology,
Copenhagen; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Grenada, British West Indies; Christelyk
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Lyceum, Haarlem, Holland; H. C. Nazer, North
Hackney Conservative and Unionist Association;
Herr Gottlieb Hammerle, Munich; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Haifa, Palestine; Staff of
the Cable and Wireless Company, Harbour Grace,
Newfoundland; Margaret E. Hardwick, Birmingham;
Joseph Hazel, Le Chesnay; Martin Harvey,
Manchester; Hans W. Hautle, St. Gall, Switzerland;
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company, Havana,
Cuba, West Indies; Hereford, President, Hay
Constitutional Club, Leominster; A. S. Haynes,
Leamington Spa; George Herbert, Salisbury;
Charles T. te Water, High Commissioner of South
Africa; Herr and Frau Dr. Jules Herr; W. Hessop,
Paris; Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Hong Kong and Macao, China; Dr. M. F. Hope,
Andover; Jane Hornby, Rossendale Unionist
Association, Bacup Branch, Rossendale; Low
Horne, London; W. E. Horner, Frome; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Hull; D. van Hulst,
The Hague; D. C. D. Cleaver, Borough of Hythe
Conservative and Unionist Association, Folkestone;
Illingworth, London; Florence Image, Cambridge;
W. S. Spencer, Switzerland; Archbishop Indjeian;
V. Ingham; Captain Robert Ingham, Stirlingshire;
Mme. Issacs
NC13/11/223-273
Frederick Glenny, Chairman, The Isle of Ely
County Council; Shelia F. Jackson, Halifax; Roger
Jean, Paris; Idris Deane Jones, Oxford; Junior
Imperial League, East London Group Council; W.
F. Kalle, Tutzing, Upper Bavaria; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Karachi, India; Uli and
Oscar Kayser, London; Hilda Kent, Sutton; R.
Keppel, Florence; Stella Rutherford, Kidderminster
Division, Conservative and Unionist Association,
Bromsgrove; Mayor of Kimberley; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Kingston, Jamaica;
P. J. Kirkland, Gosport; Mrs. H. W. Knowling;
Knutsford Division, Conservative and Unionist
Association; Mme. Lacrob; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Lagos, Nigeria; Captain
Charles E. Lambe; P. G. Langdon, Sierra Leone;
Madame J. Lapinay, Paris; J. B. Law, Paris; W. W.
Libson, President of the Law Society, London; Staff
of the Cable and Wireless Company, Leeds; John
H. Lewis, Edgbaston Division Unionist Association,
Birmingham; Hutchinson of Montrose, Chairman,
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Liberal National Organisation; Evelyn Lensci,
Geneva; G. W. Gleed, J. Kirkwood, H. C. Harris, on
behalf of the County Council of the Administrative
County of the Parts of Holland, Boston,
Lincolnshire; H. G. and F. E. Lines, London; Herr
Andreas Lippert, Headmaster at Tiefenback,
Passau; Daniel L. Lipson, Cheltenham; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Lisbon; Dr. Fenwick
Lishman, County Durham; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Liverpool; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, London; Alexander Gibb,
President, London Chamber of Commerce;
Finsbury Conservative and Unionist Association;
Gianna Louis and others, Nice; E. Luck, Rochester
NC13/11/274-321
Mrs H. S. Macdowall, Glasgow; of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Maceio, Brazil; Duncan
McEwan, Glenmaggie, Australia; Kenneth
McKenzie; Sir H. Mackinder; Jean McLeod, India;
Staff of McVitie and Price, Birmingham; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Island of Madeira,
Atlantic Ocean; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Madras; postcard postmarked Durham;
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company, Malta;
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Manchester; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Manila, Philippines; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Manzanillo, Cuba; Staff of
the Cable and Wireless Company, Maranhao,
North Brazil; Florent Mzrgarities; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Marseilles; H. A. Martin,
Redcar; Mrs. Laura Martin, Yanston; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Melbourne; Staff of
the Cable and Wireless Company, Mendoza,
Argentina; Frank D. Watbey, Clerk of the Mercers'
Company; Wm. Rinloch Anderson and J. G.
Galloway, The Company of Merchants of
Edinburgh; Evelyn Davies, High Street Baptist
Church, Merthyr Tydfil; Reverend J. E. Eagles, The
Methodist Church, Bolton and Rochdale District,
Rochdale; Bishop, A. Stanley, The Methodist
Church, Oxford; Reverend T. Allison Brown, The
Methodist Church, Swindon; E. H. Earson,
Middlesbrough Disabled Ex-Servicemen's
Protection Association, Middlesbrough; Midland
Union of Conservative and Unionist Associations,
Birmingham; H. T. Milkiken, Manchester; Bernard
Haddeling; Members of the Churches of St. Olaves
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Mitcham and The Ascension, Mitcham, Norbury;
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Mombasa; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Montevideo, Uruguay; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Montreal; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Montserrat, British
West Indies; Brenda Morgan, near Newport; J. P.
Morgan, London; Presidente Camara Antonio
Motta, Portugal; Madame Mourlevat; A. Muirhead,
Ganeshkhind; 'Mynlieff' [Holland].
NC13/11/322-377
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company, Nairobi,
Kenya; Mr. F. W. Nanning, Den Haag [The Hague];
The President of the National Chamber of Trade;
Geo. Gibbaurt, President of the National Farmers'
Union, London; C. E. Asquith, National Labour
Organisation, London; B. Jones, Honorary
Secretary, Chester Branch of the National Union of
Journalists; National Union of Manufacturers,
London; Ernest Payton, Chairman, National Union
of Manufacturers; C. J. Ballimore, Branch
Secretary, Melton Mowbray Branch, The Nation
Union of Railwaymen, Melton Mowbray; Susan
Valentia Netto, Sao Paulo, Brazil; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Newcastle-on-Tyne;
Reverend L. Stanley Jenkins, Honorary Secretary,
Newport Free Church Council; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Nicosia, Cyprus; James B.
Noble, Huyton; E. Noike, Budapest; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Norfolk Island,
South Pacific Ocean; South Northamptonshire,
Daventry Division, Conservative and Constitutional
Association, Northampton; C. Northcote, Devon;
Percy A. Izzet, Nottingham Methodist South Circuit,
Nottingham; T. O'Connor, London; Lt.-Col. W. G.
Officer, Surrey; H. O'Neil; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Ongar; Da Iannuzzi, Provincial
Master, Order of the Sons of Italy, Montreal; M.
Paoli, Grenoble; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, Para, North Brazil; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Paris; Herbert E. Parker,
Hemel Hempstead; Elise Peakau, Kent; The
Peoples Peace Party, Sheffield; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Pernambuco, North Brazil;
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company, Perth,
Western Australia; Frederico Pinto, Basto Obidos,
Portugal; A. Plantin, Rhone; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Ponce Puerto Rico, United
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States of America, West Indies; Lyndham Portal;
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Porthcurno, Cornwall; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Port Louis, Mauritius; Staff of
the Cable and Wireless Company, Port of Spain,
Trinidad, British West Indies; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Port Said, Egypt; F. J.
Sparkes, Town Clerk, Portsmouth; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Port Sudan, Sudan,
Red Sea; R. M. Jones, Secretary, The
Presbyterian Church of Wales, Rhyddue,
Caernarvon; Lord E. G. Ebbisham, Chancellor, The
Primrose League, London; Sir Eugene Ramdsden,
Leeds; J. Ranghi-Urbani, Rome; Staff of the Cable
and Wireless Company, Recorder, Indian Ocean
NC13/11/378-432
W. Richards, Chester; Professor L de C.
Richardson, Harborne, Birmingham; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil; Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil; Maz Rizzi, Munich; J.
Roberts, Cheshire; Robin, Dormans Park, Sussex;
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Rodriguez Island, Indian Ocean; Chairman,
International Service Committee, Rotary Club of
Uxbridge; Bertie ? Cayzer, Tylney Hall, Rotherwick;
Marcel Rouge, Specialite de Fromages et Poudres
de Lait, Nantes; M. Rousseau, Paris; Emma
Roversi, Naples; J. Roy, France; President, Royal
Academy of Arts, London; J. Royden, Kent; W.
Ruann; Marion Rudd, Lincoln; Mrs. Sarah J.
Powell, Florence Feddersen, Sailors and Soldiers'
Mothers' Association; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, St. Croix, Virgin Islands, West
Indies; Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
St. Helena; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, St. Kitts, British West Indies; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, St. Lucia, British
West Indies; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, St. Vincent, British West Indies; Staff of
the Cable and Wireless Company, Saint Vincent,
Cape Verde Islands, Atlantic Ocean; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Salisbury, Southern
Rhodesia; Frank Salisbury, Hampstead; J.
Sanders; Staff of the Cable and Wireless
Company, San Fernando, Trinidad, British West
Indies; Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
San Juan, Puerto Rico, West Indies; Staff of the
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Cable and Wireless Company, San Miguel, Azores,
Atlantic; Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Santacatherina, Brazil; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Santiagodecuba, West Indies;
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company, Santos,
Brazil; Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Sao Paulo, Brazil; Ivy McKenzie; F. CampbellRoss, The Honorary Secretary, Scottish Liberal
National Association Women's Council, Eastern
Branch; Selby Greytiles, Telscombecliffs, Sussex;
Staff of the Cable and Wireless Company,
Seychelles, Indian Ocean; Staff of the Cable and
Wireless Company, Shanghai, China; Staff of the
Cable and Wireless Company, Sharp Peak, China;
B de G. Shaw; Women of Shedfield, Southampton
NC13/11/433-482
Sheffield Branch of Cable and Wireless Ltd; Arthur
H. O. Lloyd, Shropshire Standing Joint Committee;
Singapore and Malay States staff of Cable and
Wireless Ltd; Skegness staff of Cable and Wireless
Ltd; Edith M. Slade, Brenchley, Kent; M. Smith, St
Leonards-on-Sea; Somerton Somerset Beam
Wireless Station staff of Cable and Wireless;
Donald Somervell [Somervell, Donald Bradley
(1889-1960) Baron Somervell, judge];
Southampton branch of Cable and Wireless Ltd;
Southport, Australia, staff of Cable and Wireless
Ltd; Southport Chamber of Trade; SS Lady
Denison Pender, (Cable and Wireless Ltd; 'Spot',
sheepdog at Chequers; Charles Spurrell,
Carmarthen; household staff at 10 Downing Street;
H. H. Stevens (Ottawa); J. Henderson Stewart,
House of Commons; Hugo Stinnes, Mülheim-Ruhr;
Kate Stockbridge, Bere Ferrers, Devon;
Stocksbridge Urban Council; Irene Stride, Reading;
Suez, Egypt, staff of Cable and Wireless Ltd; Suva,
Fiji, staff of Cable and Wireless Ltd; Sydney,
Australia, staff of Cable and Wireless Ltd; Tangier,
Morocco, staff of Cable and Wireless Ltd; E. W.
Tapper, Ryde; Mrs D. C. Taylor, Ealing, London;
Beam Wireless Station, Grimsby of Cable and
Wireless Ltd; Alex Thom, Cardiff; Betty Thorpe,
Kensington, London; Douglas R. Tancock,
Wellington, Somerset branch of Toc H; James
Carstairs Tod, Folkestone; Urban District Council of
Towyn; Fritz Traber, Hamburg, Germany; Mary
Trethowan, Harpenden, Hertfordshire; Hilda M.
Trevelyan-Thomson, Brighton; Madeline P. Tribe,
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Sutton, Surrey; G. C. Tryon, Postmaster General; ?
Paris; Turks Island staff of Cable and Wireless Ltd;
... Tuseguante?, Pistoia, Italy.
NC13/11/483-524
Maggini Gianfranco, Caserana; Henry Twyford,
Lord Mayor of London; Fred Lea, on behalf of
Union Club, Birmingham; Margaret Feeny, Union of
Catholic Mothers; Valparaiso, on behalf of Cable
and Wireless staff in Chile and Peru; J. Valstar,
Haarlem, Holland; K. K. Van Hoffen, Oranjelaan,
Netherlands; Hetty van Leer, Amsterdam;
anonymous; Vigo, on behalf of Cable and Wireless
in Spain; Viscount Wakefield, includes an unrelated
letter dated 27 November 1939 congratulating
Chamberlain on a speech; Leslie Walker, A. E.
Walker Ltd; Hugh Waterfield; J. S. Wedderburn
[Wedderburn, Henry James Scrymgeour- (19021983) 11th Earl of Dundee] [Parliamentary UnderSecretary of State for Scotland]; Irene and Michael
Welch (Midhurst); Ralph Homan, National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations, Wessex
Area; Mr and Mrs West; 'Snow White', Streatham
Hill; Towyn Williams, Llancarfan, Glamorgan; H. M.
Wilson, Nanaimo, Canada; Harold Wilson,
Aldridge; William E. Wilson, Silverdale, Lancashire;
Leo de Winter-Spiegel; Chown, Wolverhampton
Rotary Club; A. Shanks, Women's International
League, Glasgow and West of Scotland Branch; E.
M. A. Wray, Highgate, London; Edmund G. H.
Wright, Dungannon, County Tyrone; Mabel Russell
Wright, Crondall, Hampshire; Albert Ogbourne,
Wrington-Burrington and Farmers' Union Ploughing
Society; May Yale, Chiswick, London; R. Cyril
Yates, Edgbaston Ward Unionist Association;
Yeaman family, Shelton, Stoke-on-Trent; William
Ebor [Temple, William (1881-1944) Archbishop of
Canterbury] [Archbishop of York]; Saville [York
Round Table]; Madeleine Le Yoult, Paris; Zanzibar
staff of Cable and Wireless; Anastasie
Zweguintzow, Paris.
NC13/11/525-593
Anonymous or initials only, except Winifred G.
Toby and mother, Paignton
NC13/11/594-611
Anonymous, initials only, or stated generally from 'a
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Middlebro Mother'; 'an old Jewish woman'; 'a
Scotch mother living in Wembley'; 'from a
Californian Cabin'.
611 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishItalianGermanFrench
NC13/11/612-811

Letters from heads of state and other notablilities

1938

Letters sent to Chamberlain and his wife Anne,
thanking them for their efforts in averting a war,
especially after the Munich Agreement. Letters are
from royalty, heads of state, and other notabilities.
They include letters from the King and Queen of
Great Britain and Ireland, NC13/11/656 and 677;
Nevile Henderson from the British Embassy, Berlin
NC13/11/678; a typescript of the message from
Chamberlain to Hitler asking if he could come to
Germany on September 15th [1938] to meet with
him, NC13/11/683. Also letters from Christabel
Pankhurst, Suffragist, NC13/11/747; Franklin
Roosevelt, President of the United States of
America NC13/11/755-757; and Wilhelm II, ExEmperor of Germany, NC13/11/798-803.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/11/612-655
Alice Mary (possibly Princess Alice Mary); Hachem
Atassi, President of the Syrian Republic; Athlone
[Cambridge, Alexander Augustus Frederick William
(1874-1957) Earl of Athlone, Major General];
Avenol [Avenol, Joseph Louis Anne (1879-1952)]
[Secretary General of the League of Nations]; S. B.
[Baldwin, Stanley (1867-1947) 1st Earl Baldwin of
Bewdley, statesman] (3 letters); Max [Aitken,
William Maxwell (1879-1964) 1st Baron
Beaverbrook, newspaper proprietor]; George
Cicestr: [Bell, George Kennedy Allen (1883-1958)
Bishop of Chichester]; Birdwood [Birdwood, William
Riddell (1865-1951) 1st Baron Birdwood, Field
Marshal]; Bledisloe [Bathurst, Charles (1867-1958)
1st Viscount Bledisloe]; General Evangeline Booth
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[Booth, Evangeline (1865-1950) General of
Salvation Army]; Robert Boothby [Boothby, Robert
John Graham (1900-1986) Baron Boothby,
politician]; Brabourne [Knatchbull, Michael Herbert
Rudolf (1895-1939) 5th Baron Brabourne]
[Governor of Bengal]; Buccleuch [Scott, Walter
John Montagu-Douglas- (1894-1973) 8th Duke of
Buccleuch]; Leslie Burgin [Burgin, Edward Leslie
(1887-1945) Politician] [Minister of Transport]; Noel
Buxton; Byng of Vimy, Thorpe Hall, Essex; Lord
Cadman, London; J. E. M. Carvell [Carvell, John
Eric Maclean (1894-1978), diplomat] [ConsulGeneral, Munich]; Charlotte, Grand Duchess of
Luxembourg; Ambassador of Chile; Viscount
Craigavon; Derby; Ethel Desborough [Grenfell,
Ethel Anne Priscilla (1867-1952) nee Fane, wife of
1st Baron Desborough]; Eamon de Valéra [Valera,
Eamon De (1882-1975) Irish Statesman]; group of
employees of Ministère des Affaires Etrangères;
Lord Ebbisham (and on behalf of Primrose
League); President of Ecuador; Anthony Eden
[Eden, Robert Anthony (1897-1977) 1st Earl of
Avon, prime minister]
NC/13/11/656-699
Elizabeth R, Buckingham Palace; [Elizabeth,
(1900-2002) Queen Consort of George VI]; Anne
[Chamberlain]; George [George, VI (1895-1952)
King of Great Britain and Ireland]; Goschen, Kent;
Granard, London [most likely Forbes, Bernard
Arthur William Patrick Hastings (1874-1948) 8th
Earl of Granard], Grandi, Italian Embassy, London,
[most likely Count Dino Grandi, Italian
ambassador]; Greville, [London]; Margaret Greville,
[London], [most likely Margaret Helen, Hon Mrs
Ronald Greville, DBE, (1863-1942)]; H. A Gwynne,
Dunmow, [Gwynne, Howell Arthur (1865-1950),
journalist]; Haakon, R [King Haakon VII of Norway
(1872-1957)]; W. W. Hadley, Sunday Times,
London; Maurice P. A. Hankey, Limpsfield,
[Hankey, Maurice Pascal Alers (1877-1963) 1st
Baron Hankey, civil servant]; Sir Alexander
Hardinge on behalf of the King and Queen,
[George, VI (1895-1952) King of Great Britain and
Ireland, and Elizabeth, (1900-2002) Queen Consort
of George VI]; Nevile Henderson, British Embassy,
Berlin [Henderson, Sir Nevile Meyrick (1882-1942)
Knight Diplomat]; reply to Henderson from Neville
Chamberlain; General J. B. M. Hertzog, Union of
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South Africa, [Hertzog, James Barry Munnik (18661942) South African General and Statesman];
typescript of the message Chamberlain sent to
Hitler asking if he could come to Germany on
September 15th [1938] to meet with him; Samuel
Hoare, Home Office, Whitehall, [Hoare, Samuel
John Gurney (1880-1959) 1st Viscount
Templewood, statesman]; Hohenlohe, [wife of
Prince Max Egon Hohenlohe-Langenburg];
Florence Horsbrugh, [London], Kennett, [London];
George, Duke of Kent, [Kent, George Edward
Alexander Edmund (1902-1942) Duke of Kent]; W.
L. Mackenzie King, Office of the Prime Ministers,
Canada, [King, William Lyon Mackenzie (18741950), Prime Minister of Canada]; Miles Lampson,
British Embassy, Alexandria, [Lampson, Miles
Wedderburn (1880-1964) 1st Baron Killearn,
diplomat]; Cosmo Cantuar, [Lang, William Cosmo
Gordon (1864-1945) Baron Lang, Archbishop of
Canterbury]; George Lansbury, [Lansbury, George
(1859-1940) Labour Politician]; letter to Lord Lee
from [Anne Chamberlain]; Alan Lennox-Boyd,
Ministry of Labour, London, [Boyd, Alan Tindal
Lennox- (1904-1983) 1st Viscount Boyd, politician].
NC/13/11/700-742
Leopold, King of Belgium, Palais de Bruxelles;
[Leopold, III (1901-1983) King of the Belgians];
Notes of a speech by the Belgian Ambassador at a
dinner of The Knights of the Round Table, Mayfair
Hotel; George Lloyd, [London]; Charles,
Londonderry House, [London], [most likely Stewart,
Charles Stewart Henry Vane-Tempest- (18781949) 7th Marquess of Londonderry, politician];
[Lady Londonderry]; Louise, Kensington Palace
[London], [Louise (1848-1939) Princess, Duchess
of Argyll]; Louise, Crown Princess of Sweden,
Acting High Commissioner of Australia; J. A.
Lyons, Canberra, Commonwealth of Australia,
[Joseph Aloysius (1879-1939), Prime Minister of
Australia]; Jemil Madfai, Prime Minister of Iraq;
Mohamed Mahmoud, Prime Minister of Egypt; Dan
Marriott, Charlton Club; Mary R, Her Majesty
Queen Mary, [Mary (1867-1953) Queen Consort of
George V]; A. Maurois, Neuilly-Sur-Seine [France];
Raie Mellor, [London]; Mersy, [London]; Eric
Phipps, British Embassy, Paris, [Phipps, Sir Eric
Clare Edmund (1875-1945) Knight Diplomat]; M.
Alexandre Millerand; John Mills; Milne, [Field
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Marshall Lord Milne], Army and Navy Club,
[London]; Armindo Monteiro, Portuguese
Ambassador in London.
NC/13/11/743-781
To His Excellency the Portuguese Ambassador,
[Armindo Monteiro] from Neville Chamberlain;
Princess Olga; T Onslow, Chairman of Committee
Room, House of Lords library [most likely Onslow,
Richard William Alan (1876-1945) 5th Earl of
Onslow]; Michael Palairet, British Legation,
Bucharest, [Palairet, Sir Michael]; Dame Christabel
Pankhurst, [London], [Pankhurst, Dame Christabel
(1881-1958) Suffragist]; Peter, Grayshurst, Surrey;
Professor A. C. Pigou, Kings College Cambridge,
[Pigou, Arthur Cecil (1877-1959), economist];
Powis, Powis Castle, Welshpool; Renard; E.
Reventlow, [London], [Reventlow, Count Eduard
(1883-1963)]; President Roosevelt, [Roosevelt,
Franklin Delano (1884-1945), President of the
United States of America]; Written details of a
conversation between President Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Col. Hon. Arthur Murray during Col.
and Mrs Murry's stay at Hyde Park, On the Hudon,
N.Y., Oct 1938; Harry, [Lord Rushcliffe], [most
likely Rushcliffe, 1st Baron (1872-1949)]; Ruspoli,
Rome; Rutland, Belvoir Castle, Grantham, Paul
Sabatier, Membre de L'Institut, Grand Prix Nobel,
Groupement France-Italie; Oliveira Salazar,
President du Conseil of Portugal; Samuel, G.C.B.,
G.B.E., [Samuel, Herbert Louis (1870-1963) 1st
Viscount Samuel, statesman]; Malcolm Sargent,
Government House, Adelaide; Sempill, [London],
[Lord Sempill]; Shuttleworth, Barbon Manor,
Carnforth; 'John Sinior', London; Osbert Sitwell;
Paul Stengel, Munchen; Princess Stephanie
Hohenlohe; F. Cardinal Vidal y Barraquer,
Archbishop of Tarragona; Templemore, Upton
House, Hants.
NC/13/11/782-811
Clare Templemore, Upton House, Hants; Jim
Thomas, Westminster; Charles T. Waters [London],
see also NC13/11/203, a typed copy of this letter
and states Charles is the High Commissioner of
South Africa; [Sir] Harry Verney, Little Durnford
Manor, Salisburg; Freiherr von Papen, Berlin;
Wakefield, London; Wolstan Weld-Forester, Acting
Consul General, British Consulate General,
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Munich, enclosing a typescript list of sixty eight
signatures, plus a further ten, subscribed at the
Consulate General; The Rt. Hon. Lord Weir,
G.C.B., London and Glasgow; Sir W. I. de C.
Wheeler, [London]; Wigram, Norman Tower,
Windsor Castle; His Royal Highness Prince William
of Prussia; Ex-Emperor William of Germany,
[Wilhelm, II (1859-1941) German Emperor]; Alice
Wimborne, [London], [most likely Viscountess
Wimborne (1880-1948)]; Winchelsea, Basingstoke;
Duke of Windsor; Walter Womersley, G. P. O.
Headquarters, London, [Womersley, Sir Walter
James (1878-1961) 1st Baronet MP]; Shigeru
Yoshida, the Japanese Ambassador; Zetland, India
Office, Whitehall, [most likely Zetland, 2nd
Marquess of, (1876-1961)].
199 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC13/12

Crisis letters to Anne Chamberlain

1938

Letters received by Anne Chamberlain before and
just after the Munich Agreement. These letters are
in support of Neville Chamberlain's work and Anne
Chamberlain's support of her husband. Some
letters had gifts enclosed. NC13/12/530 is a letter
different in tone to the rest of the letters. It appears
to be criticising the Chamberlains for accepting
gifts from people who would not stand up to the
Germans.
The letters and gifts come from a large number of
people from Britain and some from Europe. The
majority of these letters are from women. There are
some letters from further abroad such as Australia,
reference NC13/12/420. NC13/12/356 is
accompanied by a newspaper clipping from the
West Mail and South Wales News. NC13/12/370 is
a poem entitled Blessed are the peacemakers.
NC13/12/385 is a list of signatures from Lamington,
Scotland. NC13/12/420 is a letter from Enid Lyons,
wife of the Australian Prime Minister (1932-1939).
NC13/12/502 includes photographs of the author's
children. NC13/12/539 is a list of signatures from
the people of La Prevoyance. NC13/12/646
contains a list of women's signatures from Marcqen-Baroeul, France. NC13/12/675 is a telegram
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from the Duke of Westminster to arrange tweed to
be bought as a present for Neville Chamberlain.
NC13/12/751 is a poem made up for the occasion.
NC13/12/821 contains an envelope addressed to
Hitler so that the letter can be forwarded to him.
NC13/12/833 is a photograph of three French
children and signatures on the back. A few of the
letters are personal letters to Anne Chamberlain.
These have been signed either with the first name,
surname, or no name at all. Attached to some of
the letters are small name cards from people who
have sent flowers to the Chamberlains.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/12/1-17
Abbati, [London]; J. M. Abbott, Northants; Laura F.
Abbott, Witnesham, Nr Ipswich; P. Abbott, Belfast;
Helena Acland-Hood, Kensington; Ida Adams,
Edgbaston [Birmingham]; Addison; Ahlefedt,
Chelsea; Isabel Ailsa, Co. Dublin; Elisabeth Airlie,
Kirriemuir; Albury, [London]; ? Lorraine Aldrew,
Birmingham; Alcan, Trinite; Mabel Allen,
Mobberley; Margaret Sandeman Allen, [London]
NC13/12/163-218
Colonel Crosfield; Edward Cunard; H. D'Abernon,
Surrey; Felisia Dalls, Hove, Sussex; Helen R.
Darby, Bournemouth; Kate Darnell, Yeovil,
Somerset; Florence Darnley, Kent; R. Dartmouth,
Wolverhampton; Mme. Alexandre Dary, Paris; G.
M. Davey, Bristol; B. David, Calais; C. A. F. Rhys
Davids, Surrey; Lottie Davis, Birmingham; Ellie
Dawson; Edith P. Davy, Norwich; Cecil Debenham,
Dorset; Caroline De Burgh, Naas, County Kildare;
Martha de Fels, Paris; S. M. Denison, Morocco;
Sophie Dentereff, Paris; Annie de Puton,
Guernsey; Alice Derby, Prescot; Emile B.
D'Erlanger; Ettie Desborough, Norfolk; James
Despencen-Robertson, Salisbury; Isabel de Vere,
Aclare, County Limerick; Lucien Dewisme; Louisa
de Worms, President, The National Unionist
Association, Egham Town Branch, Surrey; Mme. J.
Diffre, Montpellier; Mr. and Mrs. Dillon, Dorchester;
I. E. Dixon, Birmingham; M. Dolamd; Madame
Georges Dondem, Paris; Dorchester, Basingstoke;
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Audrey Dorman, Nunthorpe, Yorkshire; Ella
Douglas Pennant; I. Dowling; J. M. Downing,
Llandudno; Kathleen Drace; Madame Dubuis de
Sachit, Amboise; Margaret Duckworth, Sussex;
Jessie S. Allew, Chairman, Dudley Road Women's
Club, Edgbaston; G. Maud Duff, Haywards Heath,
Sussex; Nancy Dugdale, Yarm, Yorkshire; Duncen;
R. W. Dunsdale; Madame Paul Duprey, Trocadero;
Eric Dutton; M. Duval, Sussex; Mary Early, Kenya;
Ebisham
NC13/12/219-277
Edith…; Gladys M. Egerton, Harrogate; R. von
Ehrenwiesen, Versailles; Sophie M. Ellis,
Mansfield; M. Elmley, London; Winnie Elwes, Kent;
Evelyn Emmet, Sussex; Regina Evans; Kathleen
Evans; S. Llewellyn-Evans, near Taunton; S.
Exeter, Stamford; Adele C. R. Fairfax-Lucy,
Warwick; Philip Farrer; La Federaction des
Associations Commerciales Industrielles; Ella
Ferguson, Toronto; Mrs. C. Field, Yorkshire, on
behalf of the Mexborough Womens' Branch of the
Don valley Conservative and Unionist Association;
Fielden, [London]; Margaret M. Fielden, Lady
Stanley Fisher, Budleigh Salterton; P. E. T. Fisher,
Tunbridge Wells; Lily Fitzgerald, Faringdon,
Berkshire; H. W. Fitzgerald; Joan Fitzmaurice,
China; Muriel Fitz Roy; Nancy Fitzroy, Edinburgh;
Margaret Floyd, Vera G. Skinner, Handsworth
Division Unionist Association; A. Forbers,
Aberdeenshire; Phyllis Ford, Salisbury; J. J. Forres;
Gladys Fowler; D. French, Rickmansworth; G.
Maude Fyshe, Barnt Green; Juliette Gaillet, Paris;
J. M. Garreau; Reverend Noel Gascoigne,
Brighton; Aileen Gell, A. Hann, M. A. Spencer,
Winson Green Unionist Women's Club; Aileen Gell,
Shropshire; Edith Gell, Wirksworth; Florence B.
Gilbert, Toronto; G. Gilbert; Sylvia Gleichen; J.
Glenarthur; Madame Gobert, S. Gobert; M.
Goodenough; Mrs. Goofliffe, Burnfoot, County
Donegal; Elise M. Goody, Brandwood End; Muriel
Gore Brownie; Elizabeth Gorell, Sussex; Christian
Goschen, Harlow, Essex; A. Gough, Hampton
Court Palace, Middlesex; M. Goulland, Mrs. E.
Goulland, Lt. Colonel Edward Goulland, Richmond
Hill, Surrey; Nellie Gower, Chairman, Blaenavon
Conservative Women; N. S. W. Grafton, Grafton;
M. Graham, High Salvington, Sussex
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NC13/12/278-349
H. Graham; Lady Caroline O. Grant, Hove, Sussex;
Admiral J. W. Grant, London; E. Grant; Ambrose
Grayson, Surrey; Hermione della Grazia, Cola sul
Garda [Italy]; Maud Greenwood, Bath; S.
Greenwood; Dorothy Gregory, London; Arnold. B.
Gridley, Chesham; Joan Grigg, Badminton; G.
Griggs, Leatherhead; Syril Grimston; H. Gubbay;
Laurence M. Guillemard, Surrey; John N. W.
Gwynne; E. W. Gwynne, Dunmow; J. Hacking,
London; J. Hadfield; J. Haguenier, Paris; A.
Haldane; Lady N. Hamilton; Syril Hamilton,
Aberdeenshire; Lady Grizel Hamilton; E. S.
Hammond, Dorset; Edie Hammond-Graden;
Margaret Hampton, Birmingham; Dodo Hannon;
Mary Hancourt; Cecil Harcourt-Smith; E. L. M.
Hardy, Sicilia; Margaret B. Harlech, Salop;
Katherine Harman; Edith M. Harrington, Fullham;
Maud Harrison, Edgbaston; Edith M. Harrison,
Bridstow; M. Harroby, Stafford; Gertrude Hartley; J.
Hawker, Johnstone, Scotland; Beatrice Headlow,
Cannes-La Bocca; Annie Douglas Heath, South
Weymouth; A. Muriel Heath, Chairman, Women's
Unionist Association, Warsop; Mary Heinemann;
Mauriel F. Henderson; Vera Herbert; Gwen Herga,
South Woodford; Jean Hewart, Totteridge; Sarah
B. Hildred; Arthur Hill, Kew, Surrey; Alfred
Becherer, Geneva; Nina Hills, Milnthorpe; L. Hirst,
London; Patrick R. Hodgson; M. Hodkinson,
Chairman, Women's Conservative Association,
Withnell, Chorley Division, Chorley; Bertha Hope,
Birmingham; Dorothy Hope Morley, Dundee; G. J.
Hoppie, Warwick; Isabel, Hosring; Mrs Hotblock,
President, Women's Conservative Association,
Crawley Down, Sussex; Mary Howne; Mrs. F.
Howie, Worthing; S. W. Hughes, London; Rita
Hutchinson; Hutchinson of Montrose, North
Berwick; Mme. Hughes; J. M. Hume; Nancy W.
Hunter, Sussex
NC13/12/350-396
Rosalind Iwining; Mrs. Stanley Jack, Finchley;
Pauline Jacob; R. Jebb; N. Jebb, Shropshire; M. E.
Jersey, Neath; Maud Jessel; A, Johnson; A. S.
Johnston,Weston-Super-Mare; Beatrice Johnson,
Leicester; Mme. de Jonguieres, Paris; Clara
Josephy, Harrow-on-the-Hill; ? Selwyn house,
[London]; Mary Just, [London]; Rosalind Kauffman;
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E. Kenmare, Killarney, Ireland; Agatha Kennard,
Ludlow; Kathleen Kennet; Ruth Kenrick, Salop; E.
J. Kenrick, Godalming, Surrey; F. J. Kenyon,
Godstone, Surrey; Michael Browning, East
Croydon; Alice Keppel, London; Mark Kerr; Edward
Kiffe; Gladys M. Kindersley, Sussex; Jennt B.
Kimber, Honorary Secretary, Breckfield
Conservative Club, Liverpool; Kinghan, Secretary,
Birkenhead Woman's Conservative Association,
Birkenhead; Marion Kingsbury, London; Connor
Kite; Thea Kordt, London; Edith S. C. Lacey;
Lacomble and others, Liege; F. de Lagarenne,
Hove; People of Lamington, Scotland; Ellen L.
Lamphigh, Birmingham; P. A. Lanny, Langeland; H.
de Laszlo, Midlothian; H. Latymer, Ross-shire;
Mary E. Lawrence; Rose Lees, Birmingham;
Katherine A. Le Poer Trench; Edwina Lewin,
Wiltshire; Guy Liddell, Taunton; Theresa Liddell; M.
Limbourg Stirum
NC13/12/397-453
Hall Place, Bexley, Kent; Lady Lindley, Hampshire;
Anne H. Lindsey; Florence Linsteed; Lady Evelyn
Lister; Muriel A. Lite, Folkestone; Ada Lloyd,
Hereford; Pauline Lloyd, Ealing; Agnes S. Lloyd,
Edgbaston; John Henry Lloyd, Birmingham;
Londonderry House, Park Lane; Jean
Longmichaye, Brentwood, Essex; Isabel Lonsdale,
Redcar; Cecily Lort-Phillips, Basingstoke; Frances
E. Lovibond, Salisbury; Alice M. Lowe, Edgbaston;
Cecil Lonther; Alan Lucas, Winchester; Laura Luke;
Katherine Lumley, Ganeshkhind; Joan Langley,
Gerrards Cross; Beatrice Lyall; Enid Lyons,
Canberra; M. Catherine Inge, Wallingford; L.
Jveagh; ? Wilton crescent, [London]; Reverend Dr.
E. L. Macassey, Reading; J. Macassey; Bridget
McEwen, Berwickshire; Rosita J. McGrath,
Berwickshire; Beatrice MacGrath, Guildford; D.
Mackay, Buckinghamshire; B. A. Mackenzie,
Auckland, New Zealand; Emilie C. Mackinder,
Capri, Italy; Norma Mackintosh; Gwen McLean; Ian
F. Macleod, Stirling; Margaret McLintock; Nora
Macsimoney; Elise MacSwinney; C. M. Madden,
Sussex; F. Makins; Maria Lucia de Mallian, Buenos
Aries, Argentina; Ian Malcolm, Ross-shire; V. A.
Malcolmson, Abbey Leix, Ireland; Lady Molesham,
Christchurch, Hampshire; L. Maningham-Buller;
Marchwood, Felpham, Sussex; Mrs MarshallDenby, Ferndown; Mother Mary Louise,
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Edgbaston; V. Vincent-Massey, London; S.
Matthews, Birmingham; Elizabeth Matthews,
Weston-Super-Mare
NC13/12/453a-511
Helen Maunde-Thompson, Torquay; Wanda Max
Molly; Leading Industrialist, Danzig; Letter from
Poland; Wife of a famous Austro-Hungarian
Ambassador; Diane Maywell [niece of Anne
Chamberlain]; Katherine Maxwell; Lily May;
Gwendelen Mayhew, Essex; Evelyn Maynard,
Scarborough; Maypole; R. S. Medlicott, Andover;
Violet Melchett; Mabel Mellor; Violet Melville;
Eugene R. Miklos, Verdun, France; Dorothy M…,
Richmond, Yorkshire; Dorothy Milbank,
Barningham Park, Yorkshire, Carol L. Mills,
Ringwood; Minnie; Daisy de Mobilant, Turin, Italy;
G. M. Molesworth-St.Aubyn, Southampton; Mary
Monro; Mary Monlagh, Ashbourne, Derbyshire;
Lady Jean T. Moore; L. U. Moore; A. J. Moore,
Hampton-in-Arden; Moral; Alice Morison; Mary
Mostym, Flintshire; Jack Mothstowe; Laura MoylanJones, on behalf of the Golders Green
Conservative Association; Harry Mulholland,
Stormont, Belfast; Ethel Muller, West Dulwich;
Mary Murray; Jenny Mattan, France; M. Neal,
Birmingham; Emily C. Needham, Highbury; Lady
W. L. Neane, Anglesey; Dorothy Nelson Ward,
Sussex; Olga Nethersole, North Cornwall; C. G.
Nettleford; Anne E. Baddeley, on behalf of the
Newcastle-under-Lyme Unionist Association; Lilian
E. Newland, Surrey; George Newman, Middlesex;
Flora Newnes; Diana Nicolas; Mary Ogilvie,
London; Muriel Openshaw, on behalf of the
Women's Conservative and Constitutional Club,
Fylde Division, Preston; Ina Oppen Heimer; J.
Ortoli; Helen C. Oxley, Sussex; A. le Palmen;
Sabine de la Panouse, London; R. Paravicini; Guy
Parker; Joan and Usbert Peake, Osmotherley.
Yorkshire; V. Peel, Carmarthenshire; Beatrix
Pembroke, Salisbury; Marjorie Pentland
NC13/12/512-564
G. Percy Smith, Birmingham; Angela Perth, Rome;
Maurice Pethericr, St. Austell; ? Quimper
(Finistere); Pauline Peto, Oxford; R. Pezzani;
Marion Phillimore, Henley on Thames; Elizabeth
Paddington, Hove; Captain J. C. Piggott,
Birmingham; Gladys Pinnington, Highgate; Bertha
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C. Platteu, Birmingham; Tom Ponsonby, Ireland; R.
Portal, Whitchurch; Daisy Powell, Llangollen; M. M.
Powell, Salisbury; Horatio Powys; Alice Preston; La
Prevoyance; Beryl Pritchard, France; E. W.
Pritchard; Captain J. W. Punter, Chairman,
Southend-on-Sea Conservative and Unionist
Association, Southend-on-Sea; G. W. R; R. Rabbe;
J.Ramsay, Angus; Theresa M. Rannie, Winchester;
Rosemary Raphael; Ellie Reed, Women's
Voluntary Services; Kathleen Rees-Mogg; G.
Regnier, France; A. Reith, Scunthorpe; Elinor
Rendel, Tenterden, Kent; L. Rennell; Florence J.
Rennison-Little, Bournemouth; M. ReReford;
Kathleen Rhoades, Watford; S. Richmond,
Aylesbury; Ada Richmond-Browne, Invernessshire; Louise Riret, France; Margaret M.
Robertson; S. Robertson, [London]; Edith
Robinson-White, on behalf of the Women's Branch,
Bristol North Unionist Association, Bristol; M.
Roche; H. Rodillon, Chevalier de la Legion
d'Honneur Presidente generale de l'Association
des Veuves d'Officiers et des Assistantes du
Devoir National, Paris; Sadie Rodney; J. B.
Rodgers, Nottingham; Patricia Ross; Ruby; Marie
Louise Russell; Elizabeth Russell, France; K.
Rutland, Grantham; Agnes Rygg; Freda Ryland .
NC13/12/565-632
The Athenaeum, [London]; The Saffronwalden
Division Womens Conservative Association; E.C.
Sandeman, Bath; Edith Sankey, London; Scallon,
Eastbourne; Scareth, Firenze, [Italy]; Scarsdale,
[London]; Anon, Rotterdam; Helen Scheidius,
Switzerland; Scott, Northwood; Scourfield,
[Glamorgan]; Sebright, [London]; Robert. Sencourt,
Scotland; Robert. Sencourt, Oxford; K. SeymourJones, Birmingham; Shaftsbury, Alloa [Scotland];
Shakespeare, [London]; M.A. Shalwood, Hon.
Secretary of the Women's Conservative
Association, Northampton; Shaw; Mrs Shepherd,
The Women's Branch of the Bedford Conservative
and Unionist Association, Bedford; Mildred Sibley,
Hunts; Audreé Sicard, France; Sicardy, Paris; Doris
Sieger, Amsterdam; Kathleen Simon, London;
Kathleen Simon, Surrey; Simpson, [Scotland];
Margaret Skippon, [London]; Slater, Berkshire; R.
Sleviart, [London]; P. Smallwood, [London]; Sally
A. Smart, Flintshire Women's Conservative and
Unionist Association, Wales; C. Smith,
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Northumberland; Mrs M. Smith, West Lewisham
Conservative and Unionist Association, Lewisham;
Hilda Smith, Birmingham; Smith, Birmingham;
Smith, Birmingham; Smithers, Carlton Club;
Margaret V. Sole, March Women's Conservative
Association, Cambridgeshire; Somerset, [London];
Cornelia Sorabji, describing herself as 'an Indian
woman', London; Captain P.M. Spence, London;
Kathleen Spencer-Nairn, Inverness-shire; Spiers,
North Berwick; Mrs K. Stafford-Smith, [London]; E.
Stamer, Shropshire; Stamper, Shrewsbury; Helen
Stammers, Keswick; Geraldine Stamford, [London];
Stay, Dorset; John Steele, Northumberland;
Stewart, Scotland; Robert Still, Slough; Ellen
Stitson, Bermondey; Catherine Stockins, Cardiff
South Conservative and Unionist Association,
Cardiff; Violette Stone, Middlesex; Stacey Wilson,
Birmingham; H. Stratton, Bedfordshire; Struthers,
[London]; J.E.K. Studd, [London]; Annie Roberta
Stuffin [Anne Chamberlain's Goddaughter],
Birmingham; Katherine Sturt, Worcester; Millicent
Sutherland, France; Gladys Swaythling, [London].
Caspian Swinley, Naval Intelligence Division,
London; R. Swiny, Dumfries; Sibyl, [London]; Sibyl,
[London];
NC13/12/633-709
Sysonby, Somerset; Captain A. de Szunyogh,
[London]; Anna D. Tangye, Birmingham; Lydia
Tankard, [London]; Robert, J. Tasker,
Hertfordshire; Taylor, [London]; V. Teague,
Australia; Templeman, Leicester; Tenithence,
[London]; C.W. Thomas, Kingswinford Division of
the Staffordshire Conservative and Unionist
Association, Staffordshire; Mrs F. Thomas, The
Ebbw Vale Conservative and Unionist Association,
Wales; Private Secretary to Mrs F. Thomas,
[London]; Sybil Thompson, York; F. Tiers, France;
Averil Tryon, Salisbury; Lady Evelyn S. Tubbs, The
National Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations, Women's Advisory Council, West
Midlands; Tudor, Surrey; Tute, London; Tye,
Birmingham; Maude G. Tyler, Paris; Tyler, Paris;
Catherine Verschoyle, Herefordshire; Constance
Vesey, [London]; Maud Villiers-Stuart, Monte Carlo;
Herr Vitalihuighi (?), [Italy]; Clarice Vivian, Sloane;
May G. Vulliemin, France; Mrs Helen Waddy,
Women's Branch Conservative and Unionist
Association, Gloucester; Walrond, Devon; ?
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Chamberlain to Miss Leaf, [London]; Dora Walker,
Birmingham; [? Anne Chamberlain to Ward,
London]; Wardington, [London]; Wandlaw-Mille?,
Surrey; L. Warner, [London]; Charlotte
Waterhouse, Paris; E. Watkins, Belfast; F. J.
Weaver, Weston-Super-Mare; Mrs Mary Webb,
Surrey; Catherine Weekes, Cambridge; Weifale,
Lincolnshire; Anne Werelock, Hertfordshire; [Duke
of Westminster]; Katherine Lewis White, Brighton;
? Eleanor [White], [London]; Whitehead, Chairman
of the Central Womens Advisory Committee,
Abergavenny; Anne Whitson, Newport; Beatrice
Whittaker, [London]; Ava Wigram, Westminster;
Bessie Wild, Kent; Wilkinson, Folkestone; Mrs.
Wilkinson, Leaham Harbour; M. Willes, [London];
D.R.N. Williams, Huddersfield; Willie, Spain; Ada
Wilson, [London]; Mrs. Beryl Wilson, C.B.E. South
Kensington Conservative Association, London;
Wilson, Darlington; Wilson, Somerset; Miss
Margaret Wilson, Harrogate; Winchelsea,
Basingstoke; Gwennie Winder [aged eight years],
Yorkshire; Maude Winnifrith, [London], Mrs Winsor,
Lichfield Division Women's Conservative and
Unionist Association, Birmingham; Woodford,
[London]; Ann Wormald, Mirfield; Worsley,
[London]; Gertrude Lady Worthington-Evans,
Ladies Grand Council, Primrose Leauge, London;
Ann Chamberlain to Gertrude Lady WorthingtonEvans, [London]; Wrenn, Birmingham; Wright,
Lineone; Maud Wright, London; Emily Wyndham Quinn, [London]; Laura L. Yard, Staffordshire;
Young, [London]; Younger, Guildford.
NC13/12/710-815
Nunton Cottage, Salisbury; An old woman in
Surrey, Surrey; Aunt Eily; A member of one of the
Branches, Edgbaston; British Subject, A very old
and grateful old lady, Dorest; A mother of three
sons, Sydenham; a few nurses, Manchester; Anon,
postmark Cheswick; E. W. F. ? ; A Mother; Just
one of them in the street, [London]; Some women
in Devon, Devon; E. L. M., London; Anon,
Hereford; Just a mother, Anon, [London]; Anon,
Middlesex; Anon, Cardiff; An aged Widow,
Maidstone; Kathleen M, Newcastle on Tyne; A
Cheshire family, Cheshire; Willesden Green; An
ordinary English Woman; C.E.F, Tunbridge Wells;
A War Widow with 2 grown sons, Bristol; E. W. B. a
proud Englishwoman, Stroud; An admirer of the
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Prime Minister; A. M. D, Hawick; Anon, A Woman
in the street; The Midlands, A Woman ?, a Father
and Husband, Middlesex; A humbled working
woman; A Liberal Methodist, Torquay; Anon,
Harrow; A mother of 9 children, Grimsby; Anon,
Bath; A Southampton woman aged 76,
Southampton; a working mother, Mansfield; From
one who does not happen to be a Conservative,
Liverpool; Gillberte Amazieux, France; from two
grateful hearts B. M. P., Wirral; A mother from
Chelmsford, Essex; A Well Wisher, Glasgow;
Anon, Newcastle on Tyne; E.A.P., Gadalming;
Anon, Middlesex; An old lady of 80 years, A
grateful mother, Felpham; A very grateful citizen of
Harrow, Harrow; An Englishwoman, Wimbledon; an
Edinburgh Lady; J. S., Belfast; A mother of three
sons, Sydenham; An Italian Woman; L. A. P.; A. M.
B., Shenfield; An English mother, Leicester; Three
clerks in an office, Inverness; An old woman,
Cumberland; The mother of 10 sons; A wife and a
mother, L[iver]pool; a very grateful mother and
citizen, Sydenham; A mother of an only son,
Stockport; A mother and wife, London; An Irish
mother of 4 sons, Sussex; Londoner, London;
Anon, Teddington; John and June ? Sevant,
[Liverpool]; An Ulster mother, Belfast; A mother of
two sons, Cheshire; A Wiltshireman; E.E.H.,
Upperton Road; One of the women of England,
Blackham; English Jewess aged 79, [London];
Anon, Birmingham; Anon, [London]; two old age
pensioners, Hertfordshire; J.P.,[London]; one of the
grateful ones; A mother, [Britain]; A Worker,
Bognor Regis; one of the ordinary citizens, Sussex;
an Ulster woman in England; a very loyal
household who know what war means; an ex
nurse, Sussex; from thankful hearts; Anon,
Edgbaston; Joy and Andy just two most grateful
people, Surrey; An English mother; a Belgian girl;
the wife of a naval officer; a very grateful mother,
Chelsea; just a grateful woman; a Citizen, Stroud;
Anon, [Glasgow].
NC13/12/816-834
A mother of two sons, Cardiff; ?, Anon, [London];
Anon; Anon, Chester; A British mother; One of
them; A grateful mother; Anon, London; A young
mother; J.D., Birmingham; from a Mother,
[London]; J. MacRoburt ?, Renfrewshire; extract
from a letter by a German Professor to Miss
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Campbell; Anon, [France?] Anon; A French Family,
[France]; an Irish Catholic.
834 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC13/13

Letters of support

1938-1939

Letters received by Neville and Anne Chamberlain
from the build up and during the start of the war.
The letters are in support of Neville Chamberlain's
work towards peace, Anne Chamberlain's support
of her husband and the sorrow of war. Some recall
personal experiences in visits to countries such as
Italy, Corsica. Others are from abroad, prominently
America and France. There are letters from women
whose husbands have been called up to fight
which also thank Chamberlain for his efforts
towards peace.
Letters of particular interest include: NC13/13/20 is
an extract from a letter from an American journalist
to an English friend. NC13/13/32 includes an article
from a French-Canadian newspaper. NC13/13/58
is a newscutting of Rudyard Kipling's poem 'Hymn
of Breaking Strain'. NC13/13/62 is from a Buddhist
high priest in Ceylon. NC13/13/75 is from a woman
whose husband has been called up to serve.
NC13/13/79 is from the Midland group of House of
Commons Members informing the Prime Minister
of a Resolution just passed. NC13/13/114 a lady
refers to newspapers calling for Mr Churchill to be
Prime Minister. NC13/13/118 contains a
newspaper cutting from the 'Gloucestershire Echo'
1939. NC13/13/126 is a newspaper cutting
containing a story 'No Charge' re hospital fees in
Germany. NC13/13/155 is a newspaper article from
Canada about Chamberlain. NC13/113/180 is a
statement of wishing to be British Naturalised from
the wife of a German national. NC13/13/286 has a
painting of a French Girl. NC13/13/357 a letter from
a solider blinded in the first war, asking for peace.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
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NC13/13/1-76
J. E. Ritchings and B.S. Daniell, Accrington
Conservative and Unionist Association; Barbra and
Dorothy Adye, Devon; F. Aiddicombe, Devon;
Diaconesse Marie Aigner, Basel; Catherine Aintree
Curtin, Bristol; Margaret Anderson, Dunfermline;
Mary V. Angel, Surrey; W.P. Appleton, New Jersey;
J.R. to W.P Appleton on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Daniel A. Annicell, New York,
J.R. to Daniel Annicell on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Margaret Archer, Canada; F.
Arnold, Rotherham; Florence Ash, Guernsey; M.E.
Aubrey, London; Neville Chamberlain to M.E.
Aubrey, [London]; Betty T. Austen, Oxford; Alice
Avebury, Kent; Alice A Bailey, Kent; Helena Baker
and Gwilliam, [London]; Betty Balfurs, Woking;
Rev. J.H. Rushbrook, Baptist World Alliance,
London; Emma J. Bareiss, New Jersey; F.N
Bannett, Luton; George Owen Barnett, Chicago;
J.R. to G.O. Barnett on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Nita Barton, Lancashire;
Duncan F. Basden, [London]; L.M. Beescroft,
Melton Mowbray; Willie G. Beeson, [London]; V.
Beatrice Belcourt, Canada Broadcasting
Corporation, Canada; Clara E. Bellis, Manchester,
Rev. Frederick L. Benedict, California; J.R. to Rev
F.L. Benedict on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; Mary Bennetts, [London]; J.R. to Mrs.
Bennetts on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Ursula Bentinck, London; Ursula Bentinck, London;
May Beresford, Ashbourne; Emily Best, Sussex;
Mrs F. Bevis, [London]; Edith Boulton Biggs,
[London]; A.J. Booth, Leeds; E.M. Bradley,
Canterbury; M. Breffit and family, Chelsea;
Jacques Brew, France; Denison Brighouse,
Loughborough; Rose Bright, Kent; Dorothy Britton,
London; Ethel Brooks, Massachusetts; E.W. to
Mrs Brooks on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; George Bullock, Hertfordshire; Lily G.
Burrows, U.S.A., B. Burton, Isle of Wight; Mary
Butcher, [London]; Simone Taillefer, France;
Campbell, Argyle; H.L. Carter, Llanidloes; Rudyard
Kipling's poem; Frances Cartwright, Hampshire;
Alice White, Castleford Women's Conservative and
Unionist Association, Yorkshire; Katherine
Cavalier, Tunbridge Wells; High Priest
Lidrilndajchi?, Colombo, Ceylon; C.C, Chamberlin,
Connecticut; W.H. Chantry, Yorkshire; J.R. to
W.H.Chantry on behalf of the Prime Minister,
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[London]; H.W. Childs, Enfield; W, Cillers, South
Africa; Rebecca Clarke, California; Harry Cocks,
London; Nina Cohen, Kent; Janet Collins, Skipton;
Gordon Cooper, London; Dorothy Steele,
Corbridge Branch of Hexham Division Women's
Unionist Association, Corbridge; J. Hewish,
Chairman of Cotton Trade Organisations,
Manchester; Annie Cowley, Staffordshire; Mrs and
Mrs Cramp, N. Wales;
NC13/13/77-160
James H. Crompton, ex Chairman Moseley
Division, Unionist Association; Birmingham; Ruby,
Minster, Nr Ramsgate; Smedley Crooke, Midland
Group of Members of the House of Commons,
[London]; Smedley Crooke, [London]; Smedley
Crooke, [London]; Neville Chamberlain to Sir
Smedley Crooke, [London]; Smedley Crooke,
Midland Group of Members of the House of
Commons, [London]; Smedley Crooke, [London];
Neville Chamberlain to Sir Smedley Crooke,
[London]; Minnie J. Cross, Essex; J.R. to Mrs
Cross on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Margaret Mary Cunningham, Australia; Karel M.
Prchal, Czech-American National Alliance,
Chicago; J.R. C. to Czech-American National
Alliance on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Mrs Bruce W. White, Daughters of the British
Empire, New York; To Daughers of the British
Empire on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Eileen Davey (14yrs old), Yorkshire; A.N.R. to
Roger Derby on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; Sir Arthur Aiton, Derby Conservative
Association, Derby; Roger Derby, Maryland; Olive,
E. Dicken, Andover; A.M. Doy, North Lowestoft;
Harreitte E.M. Drenford, Llandrindod Wells;
R.F.Neave, Dudley Conservative and Unionist
Association, Dudley; Women of the Dunfermline
National Government Association, Fife; Hilda M.
Dunn, European War-Lord Mayor's Fund, Bradford;
Q.W. Eaton, South Africa; Abbie Eichler,
Philadelphia; J.R. to Mrs Eichler on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; A.N.R. to Mrs Eldredge
on behalf of the Prime Minister; Mrs Frederick
Dodson Eldredge, Philadelphia; A.R. Elvidge,
Alberta, Canada; Winifred Field, Abertillery; W. Ray
Finn, Kent; Theodora C. Fisher, Lewes;
Fonblanque family, Edinburgh; Marie V. Fowler,
Bognor Regis; Mrs Francis, Sussex; Beatrice
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Frommert-Howard, Switzerland; S. Gerow,
Canada; L. Glass, Cheltenham; Garratt Family,
Llandudno; F. Gibbs, Winchester; C. Giffard,
Surrey; June, Gordon, Aberdeen; Cecily Graham,
Guildford; John Grayston, County Constitutional
Club, Sunderland; S. Suiillon? [France]; Mrs Hall,
Sussex; newspaper cutting, Kent; G. Hansen,
Denmark; Jessie Harkwell, London; H. Harknett,
Hampshire; Elizabeth Hant, London; Eileen Haufe,
Evesham; G.A Hennessey, Essex; Rev Meyer,
Tasmania; Mrs E. Hiane, Kent; Hicks, Essex; Elsie
L. Higgins, Birmingham; Beatrice Hills, Cambridge;
Blanche Hiseman, Nettleton; Ada E. Hodgeson,
Croydon; E.W. to Mrs Hodgson on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; John Holland, London; J.
Holland, Surrey; Collection of signatures, Galway
[Ireland]; Hoover, Canada; Rev A. Hopkins,
Lincolnshire; Jane Hornby, Rossendale; Mary
Howard (and others), Middlesex; Jennie Hoyle,
Ramsgate; Percy Hughes, London; To Percy
Hughes on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Sir Arthur Atkinson, General Committee of Hull
Conservative and Unionist Associations, Hull; L.S.
Porter, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Hull;
L.S. Porter, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,
Hull; Agnes Husband, Canada; Muriel Irwin, Co.
Galway; Ruth Jackson, [London], Doreen Jacob,
Guildford; Miss James, Surrey; Rev H.L. James,
Buckinghamshire.
NC13/13/161-254
Elmer L. Jenkins, Washington D.C.; GHR to Elmer
L. Jenkins on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; W. John, Bristol; David B. Johnston,
Perthshire; Margaret Johnstone, India; EW to Mrs.
Johnstone on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; Madame H. Joly; Helen Jones, [London];
EW to Idris Deane Jones on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Anglea Karer, Kent; Gladys
Kennedy, Birmingham; Loyal Fellow Citizens (a list
of signatures), Kenya; Donald Kirkpatrick,
Bermuda; Madeline Kirran, [London]; M. Lain,
Cambridgeshire; T.W. Lardner, [London]; J.M.
O'Brien on behalf of the Borough Council of Larne,
Larne; Lt-Col Lascelles on behalf of P.O.W.
Dragoon Guards, London; Lesser, Brading, Isle of
Wight; Lesser, Middlesex; Eve Lewis, Devon; W.
Dale on behalf of Lichfield Division Conservative
and Unionist Association, Perry Bar Ward,
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Birmingham; Jean Lindsay (15 years), Scotland; E.
Lucas; Lipe, Rotterdam; Luton Conservative Club,
Luton; C. Balmer-McAllister, Canada; C. BalmerMcAllister, Canada; to Mrs. C. Balmer-McAllister on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; to Mrs. C.
Balmer-McAllister on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London];
Lt-Col G. Mackie, British Red Cross Society,
Worcestershire, on behalf of his daughter,
Worcester; Joanna Mackie, Great Malvern; J.B.
Marshall, Sussex; J.W. Martin, Australia; Andrew
McCrae, Canada; F. Maggie?, Essex; J.G.
Messmer, Missouri, U.S.A.; to Mr J.G. Messmer on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; P. Metcalfe,
Manchester; Methodist Church Conference,
Liverpool; Isabel Middleton, Essex; Alice Mills,
Bolton; D. Moor, Buckinghamshire; Constance
Morley, Oxford; Ed Morris, New Zealand; Lt-Col.
Arthur Murray, [London]; Neville Chamberlain to LtCol. Arthur Murray, [London]; Lt-Col. Arthur Murray,
[London]; D.L. Murray, Editor of the Times Literary
Supplement, Sussex; L. Murray, Sussex; Big-Gen
A.E.J. Cavendish, The National Citizens Union,
[London]; to the Chairmen of the National Citizens
Union on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
National Free Church Council, [London]; Betty G.
Newton, Canada; Capt. S.A. Pigeon, The Navy
League, Melbourne; To the Australian Navy
League Council on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; W.M. Newkirk, Pennsylvania; Mary
Nickson, Shropshire; Oliver Noak, [London]; Ella S.
Norfolk, Rickmansworth; E. Nott, Dorset; R. G. Ellis
on behalf of the Old Contemptibles' Association,
Dartford Branch, Dartford; to the Old Contemptibles
Association on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; M. Payne, Sussex; Pokiemunski, Poland;
R. Patal, Hampshire; A, Penfold, Surrey; Michael
(husband of Mrs Chamberlains' half-sister), Athens;
Polish-American Historical Society, U.S.A.; Club
and Institute Union, South Wales; to the Club and
Institute Union on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; F.J. Sparks on behalf of the City of
Portsmouth, Portsmouth; Winifred M. Potts; E.
Preest, New Zealand; Katie Priestly, Sydney; Iris
Pritchett, Birmingham; Ramsey, …on sea?; Selina
Redman, Sussex; to Miss S. Redman on behalf of
the Prime Minister, [London]; E.G. Relph, Canada;
to E.G. Relph on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; Reynolds, [London]; W. White on behalf
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of East Rhondda Unionist Association, Glamorgan;
to East Rhondda Unionist Association on behalf of
the Prime Minister, [London]; Rimington, [London];
Leon Roberts, Buckinghamshire; J.A. Robertson,
Birmingham; to J.A. Robertson on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; M. Rollinson, Coventry;
C. Rosson, Norwich; Ethel.H. Rowell, Saint Albans;
Capt. A. Thorburn on behalf of the 8th Royal Scots
Association, Peebles Branch, Edinburgh; to 8th
Royal Scots Association on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London];
NC13/13/ 255-329
Princess Elizabeth and Prince Andrew of Russia;
David W. Ryder, California; R. Sand, Nr. Spalding;
Keturah Sanders, Surrey; 'Sch''; A. O. Schott,
U.S.A.; Scherer, [London]; to Mrs Scherer on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; Phoebe
Scully, Battersea; F. O. Seiuchal France; Shatara,
Arab National League, New York; M. Shelley,
[London]; Shield, [London]; Drusilla Shrive,
Yorkshire; Jacob Siemens, Canada; to Jacob
Siemens on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Kathleen Simon, [London]; Margaret M. Smith,
Lancashire; Mary Smith, Black Country; Violet,
Ada, and Beatrice Smith, Tottenham; Ethel
Snowden; W. Sodin?, Cheltenham; Francis E.
Colenutt on behalf of The Council of the Sons of
England Patriotic and Benevolent Society,
Johannesburg; to the Sons of England Patriotic
and Benevolent Society on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Barbra Spencer, Devonport;
Alice M. Thomas, Hampstead; Sydney G. Thomas,
Italy; J. Thompson, Canada; Thornton?, Margate;
'Marie-Claire Gihon', France; 'Tjeenk', Amsterdam;
Kathleen Tostlock, Kent; Tournay, Belgium; Daisy
Train, London; H.K. Trevaskis, Sussex; C. Troy;
Mary Tucker, Andover; Rosa Twigg, Canada; to
Mrs Twigg on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; Blacklock on behalf of Tyne Improvement
Commission, Newcastle Upon Tyne; Giovanna
Vacchini (9 years), Rome; Julia Varley,
Birmingham; B.M. Vaughan, Grimsby; F.M. Wade,
Norfolk; W. Waldron, Berkshire; Mary Ward,
Detroit; Dorothy Ward, Sussex; G.R. Watts (and
others), Hampshire; K.M. Webb, [London]; C.
West, Edinburgh; to Mrs West on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; Copy for Mr
Chamberlain; D.W. Wheeler, Seaford; D.W.
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Wheeler, Seaford; to D.W. Wheeler on behalf of
the Prime Minister, [London]; Wilkinson; P. Wilshin,
Bedfordshire; J. Wilson, Locherbie; to Mrs H.J.
Wilson on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Elizabeth Windsor, Bridgnorth (Shropshire);
Maxwell Norris on behalf of Conservative Central
Office, Wolverhampton; Jasper Rortham to
Maxwell Norris on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; Alys Wood, Lancashire; Elizabeth Wood,
Leeds; Theodora M Fannington on behalf of the
Wellesbourne Women's Institute, Warwick; G.
Wright, [London]; M. G. Wright, Peterborough;
M.G. Wright, Peterborough; JR to M.G. Wright on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; M.J. Wright,
Andover; P.C. Wright on behalf of Ministers and
Missionaries Benefit Board, New York; James V.
Yarnall of the New Jersey Democratic News, New
Jersey; JR to James V Yarnall on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; B Young, Middlesex; H.
Young, France;
NC13/13/330- 358
A mother; Anon, Suffolk; a French card; Leslie,
London; a woman of 90; newspaper cutting 'The
Old Umbrella'; Anon birthday wishes; Anon
Christmas wishes; A British Mother, Lathom; Anon;
Anon, Whitstable; Bessie - one of your people,
Luton; Margaret; One of the millions of sincere and
grateful hearts; Bretish?, England; Anon,
[Yorkshire]; Anon; G.J.W; A well wisher, Christmas
card from J. R. T. ; A humble friend, Putney; An
English Woman, A loving friend; A blind solider;
Andrew MacLaren, MP, Burslem, [Maclaren,
Andrew (1883-1975) MP], Mrs Aba, [London].
358 items
Access: Open
Language: French
NC13/14

70th birthday letters and good wishes

1939

The majority of letters date March-April 1939 and
the cards and letters are filled with birthday wishes
on the occasion of Neville's 70th birthday, and
letters expressing general thanks to the Prime
Minister. Some are followed with a thank you note
written either by the Prime Minister in cases of
Lords or fellow MPs, but mainly written on his
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behalf by his private secretaries. Presents included
flowers, socks, books, ash trays, sheet music and
cigars. In thank you notes written by Chamberlain,
he occasionally mentions Hitler.
Letters of particular interest include: NC13/14/17
being a leaflet announcing Sir Austen Chamberlain
will address a public meeting, 13 November [1935];
and a painting of Chamberlain, NC13/14/84.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/14/1-62
G.L d'Abo with flowers, [London]; to Mrs G.L.d'Abo
on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; Herbert
Adams with a copy of his book, Bournemouth; to
Herbert Adams on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; to J.H. Allen on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Enid Amyatt -Burney, Sussex;
to Miss Enid Amyatt-Burney on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; to Albert C. Aston on behalf of
the Prime Minister, [London]; Mrs and Miss Maggie
Aughton, Lancashire; to Mrs Aughton on behalf of
the Prime Minister [London]; to Lord Austin K.B.E.
on from the Prime Minister, [London]; to Miss Bell
on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; C.H. Bar,
Ipswich; to C.H. Bar on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Henry Barnes, Birmingham; to
Henry Barnes on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; Pamphlet sent by Barnes; Pamphlet sent
by Barnes; Elizabeth Barnes, Leicester; to Mrs
Barnes on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Olive V. Barnett, Cheltenham; to Mrs Barnett on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; to Mrs
Borrowman on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; to Captain Sir William Brass M.P. on
from the Prime Minister, [London] to the Lord
Brocket from the Prime Minister, [London]; the girls
from the Birmingham Royal Institution for the Blind,
Birmingham; Birthday card from Olga Brown and
Kathleen Molley; to Miss Olga Brown on behalf of
the Prime Minister, [London]; Michal Burke aged
11, St. Albans; to Miss M. Burke on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; to Tony Burnand and
Charles C. Ritz on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; To Mrs Shand Calkin on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; to Mrs Carnegie from the
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Prime Minister, [London]; G.S. Carner, Newport
Pagnell; to Mrs Carner on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; to Sir Cornelius Chambers from
the Prime Minister, [London]; Sylvia Joyce
Cheekley with flowers, Oxfordshire; to Miss S.J.
Cheekley on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
to Sir Kenneth Clark, K.C.B. from the Prime
Minister, [London]; Mary and Doris Clumm with
flowers, Cornwall; to the Misses Mary and Doris
Clumm on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Arthur Collins with flowers, [London]; to Arthur
Collins on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; to
E.C. Coombes on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; Duncan, London; to Mrs Duncan on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; Friedlander
with flowers, [London]; to Miss Friedlander on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; Henry Fuller
with bible, London; to Henry Fuller on behalf of the
Prime Minster, [London]; to Mrs Ganner from the
Prime Minister, [London]; to Louis Gluckstein M.P.
with cigars from the Prime Minister, [London]; Note
from the Prime Minister about Capt. Goodson; to
Captain Alan R. Goodson with fish on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; to H.A. Gwynne from the
Prime Minister, [London]; Edith Hall, Suffolk; to
Miss Hermione Hammond, Rome from the Prime
Minister, [London]; Elaine Hardy, Yorkshire; to Miss
Hardy on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; to
Miss Agnes Headlam-Morley on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; Mr and Mrs Leonard
Hems with ash tray, Birmingham; to Leonard Hems
on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; Kathleen
Heron-Maxwell, [London]; A copy of sheet music by
Kathleen Heron-Maxwell;
NC13/14/63-147
To Miss Kathleen Heron-Maxwell on behalf of the
Prime minister, [London]; to J. Soloman Hill from
the Prime Minister, [London]; to J.P. Hilton on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; H.L.
Hoffmann, Denmark; to H.L. Hoffmann on behalf of
the Prime Minister, [London]; to Victor Horton on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; Thomas
Hughes with ashtray, Birmingham; to Thomas E.
Hughes on behalf of the Prime minister, [London];
to J.A. Innes from the Prime Minister, [London];
A.E. Irons with tobacco, Reading; to Mrs Irons on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; Janet
Jenkins aged 9 with tie, Preston; to Miss Janet
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Jenkins on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
to Miss Rachel Jones on behalf of the Prime
Minster, [London]; to The Lord Kinnaird on behalf
of the Prime Minister, [London]; Doris Laidler,
Morpeth; to Mrs Laidler on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; to Mrs J.C. Lea on behalf of the
the Prime Minister, [London]; John H. Lewis,
Birmingham; to Councillor John H. Lewis on behalf
of the Prime Minister, [London]; W. Livingstone with
painting, Birmingham; to W. Livingstone on behalf
of the Prime Minister, [London]; M Macdonald,
Jersey (Channel Islands); to Miss M. Macdonald on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; to the Lord
Marchwood K.C.V.O. from the Prime Minister,
[London]; Sister Mary Monica on behalf of the
Dominican Priory, Stoke on Trent; to Sister Mary
Monica on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; A
Maudsley with fishing gift, Southampton; to A
Maudsley on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; Ethel M. May, Portsmouth; to Mrs May
on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; to Mrs
Meynell from the Prime Minister, [London]; to Mrs
Maynell on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
H. Scott Morris, Stanley Cottle, Martin Sandall and
J. Hardwidge with umbrella, Cardiff; Note from
secretary to Prime Minister regarding letter; to H.
Scott Morris, Stanley Cottle, Martin Sandall and J.
Hardwidge on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; John Ness with book, Australia;
Compliments slip from Mr J. Ness, Australia; to J.
Ness on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; to
J. Parrott on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
A. R. Pilton with badge, [London]; to A.R. Pilton on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; Harry J.
Pratt with Umbrella Flower Vase, Birmingham; to
Henry J. Pratt on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; to J.B. Prickett on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Louie and Tina Pugh,
Shrewsbury; to Miss Louie Pugh on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; C.D. Rankin, [London]; to
C.D. Rankin on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; John T. Roberts with photographs,
Surrey; to John T. Roberts on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; to the Matron of Roxton Rest
Home on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Margaret Rudd and drawing, Isle of Wight; to Miss
Margaret Rudd on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; H. D. Morris on behalf of Cornwall
Conservative and Unionist Association, St Ives
Division and Jeffery's Flower Farm, Penzance; card
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from the Liberal Nationals Conservatives and
Unionist of the St. Ives Division, Penzance; Card
from J. Jeffery & Sons Flower Growers, Penzance;
to Messrs J. Jeffery & Sons on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; to H. D. Morris on behalf of the
Prime Minister, [London]; Kathleen M. Sadler,
Birmingham; to Miss Kathleen M. Sadler on behalf
of the Prime Minister, [London]; J. O. Sander,
[London]; to J.O. Sander on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Mabel E. Sandy with umbrella
brooches, Hampshire; to Miss Mabel E. Sandy on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; A Smith,
[London]; to Mr A. Smith on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; to Sir Herbert Smith from the
Prime Minister, [London]; H.A Snelling, [London]; to
H.A. Snelling on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; to Bruce Stevenson from the Prime
Minister, [London]; C.C. Swinson, Tottenham; to
C.C. Swinson on behalf of the Prime Minister,
[London]; C.C. Swinson, Tottenham; to Dr. Toher
from the Prime Minister, [London]; to Miss N.
Trimnell on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
Albert Vegee with 'London Trifles' magazine,
London; to Albert Vegee on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; to Brian Vesey-Fitzgerald from
the Prime Minister, [London]; to A Williams of the
Brookfields Men's Branch of West Birmingham
Unionist Association on behalf of the Prime
Minister, [London]; Maureen Willis aged 9 with
cufflinks, Midlothian; to Miss Maureen Willis on
behalf of the Prime Minister, [London]; to Sir Frank
Wiltshire on behalf of the Prime Minister, [London];
a card from the Prime Minister, [London].
147 items
Access: Open
NC13/15

Poems mainly about Neville and Anne
Chamberlain and related correspondence

1903-1940

Poems mainly about or dedicated to Neville and
Anne Chamberlain, written by various people; and
correspondence relating to the poems. The
majority of items date from 1939 and 1940.
The files contains the following items:
NC13/15/1-17
/1-4: Poems 'America, Awake!' and 'The Menace'
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by George Kenyon Ashenden (Boston,
Massachusetts) with letter and copy of reply.
/5-8: Sonnet 'Neville Chamberlain' by Desiree M.
Picton Seymour (Sutton, Surrey) with letter from
Mary P. Attwater (Cheam, Surrey), copy of reply
and poem 'Two Good Fridays'.
/9-11: Poem 'To Neville Chamberlain The Peace
Maker' by Leonora Battersby (Longuevil, Quebec)
with letter from Battersby and copy of reply.
/12-14: Poem 'Looking' by Lillian A. Beale (Enfield,
Middlesex) with letter from Beale and copy of reply.
/15-17: Poem 'Neville Chamberlain' by Pausy
Barnes (Herons Ghyll School, Horsham) with letter
from Julia C. Burlton (South Kensington, London)
and copy of reply.
NC13/15/18-95
/18-19: Poem 'In Dedication to Mr Chamberlain' by
Betty Clark (Stamford Hill, London), with letter from
Clark.
/20-22: Poem 'This England' by P. Raymond
Cooper, with letter from Phyllis M. Cooper
(Worthing) and copy of reply.
/23: Poem 'Home is The Traveller' by Geoffrey
Warburton Cox (Westmount, P. Q.)
/24: Poem 'Neville Chamberlain' by Sir Patrick
Ford.
/25: Poem 'A Small Tribute to a Great Man' by Alice
P. Friedlander (London) with letter from
Friedlander.
/26-28: Poem 'A Monsieur Neville Chamberlain' by
Jean Gall (Paris), with letter from Gall and copy of
reply.
/29: Poem 'The Obstacle' by Mrs Gilman.
/30-33: Booklet 'Peace' of poems and prayers by H.
J. Green (Hove); poem 'We Wonder Why' by
Green; letter from Green and copy of reply.
/34: Untitled poem, with letter from C. Mabel
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Handley (Pembury, Kent).
/35-37: Untitled poem by Alice L. A. Hands
(London), with letter from Hands and copy of reply.
/38: Press cutting relating to poem by Reverend
Joseph T. Hutton.
/39-41: Poems 'A Man' and 'Farewell' by Thomas
James (Farnham, Surrey); with letter from James.
/42-44: Poems 'A Prayer of Empire' and 'Peace' by
Captain Mark Kerr (Chelsea, London); with letter
from Kerr.
/45-46: Poem 'Michaelmas Eve, 1938' by Beatrice
Kerr Clark (London), with letter from Clark.
/47-49: Poem 'Premier Neville Chamberlain' by Dr
George Walton King (New York); with letter from
King and copy of reply.
/50: Poem 'Servant of God, Well Done' by Nicholas
Tindal King.
/51: Poem 'The Peacemaker' by Mina LenoxConyngham.
/52-53: Poem 'Prelude to Parnassus' by N. J. T.,
with letter from Eileen Lloyd-Jones (Hoylake).
/54-56: Poem 'To Neville Chamberlain' by John
Maxefield (Cirencester); with letter from Maxefield
and copy of reply.
/57-59: Poem; with letter from Denys Maude
(Yaxham, Norfolk) and copy of reply.
/60-61: Poem 'Stout Chief Chamberlain' (press
cutting) by P. O. P.; with letter on behalf of Mr
Meares (Dublin) and copy of reply.
/62-64: Poem 'The Leader' by K. Druce; with letter
from M. D. Nunn (Barnet, Hertfordshire).
/65-66: Poem (press cutting); with letter from
Frances Riverdale (Sheffield)
/67: Poem 'Chamberlain!' and letter from W. F.
('Shinner') Saxon (Euroa, Victoria).
/68-70: Poem 'The Leader' by Ernestine Renee
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Sellier (Brighton); with letter from Sellier; and copy
of reply.
/71-73: Poems 'Does Britain realize what the
consequence will be of obeying that scrap of
paper?' and 'Great Britain' by Helen B. Taylor (Port
Moody, British Columbia).
/74-77: Poems 'Fairy-folk' and 'The Pedlar's Song'
by Diana Tollemache (Epsom, Auckland); with
letter from Tollemache and copy of reply.
/78: Poem 'Ave and Salute' by H. TrevelyanThomson.
/79: Poem by member of Wynn Street Branch sent
by Mrs Wilbraham (Edgbaston, Birmingham).
/80: Poem 'Dedication to the Right Hon. Neville
Chamberlain'.
/81: Poem 'Dedicated to the Queen Jitter Bee'
/82-92: Poems 'Just You, & I', 'Jean', 'Mr
Chamberlain's Gamp', 'Combined Virtues', 'The
Common Poppy', 'Holding On', 'As Mrs
Chamberlain sees the wives of Durham and South
Wales', 'My Baby Sister', 'My Son David', and 'Baby
Anne Dorothy' by anonymous person with press
cuttings and a photograph.
/93: Poem by Sir John Reith written at the
Newspaper Society Annual Dinner in 1938.
/94-95: Poem 'The Right-Hon. A. Neville
Chamberlain' by Laura Eveline Dixon (South Curl
Curl, New South Wales); with letter from Dixon.
95 items
Access: Open
NC13/16

Correspondence relating to gifts

1938-1940

Letters relating to gifts given to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain including letters received from givers
of gifts and copies of letters acknowledging gifts.
Many of the letters are also in appreciation of
Neville Chamberlain.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
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where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/16/1/1-100b
Mary G. Abbatt (Colwyn Bay); Ian Anderson
(Banchory); Edith Armstrong (Formby, near
Liverpool); Sir Joseph Ball (Morayshire); Bird;
Jonkheer M. A. Beelaerts van Blokland; Dorothy
Boltero (Hessle, East Yorkshire); N. F. Bostock
(Banchory); Chinese ambassador; J. DeightonPatmore (Deighton-Patmore Society of Colour Ltd);
Emily Elliot (Leominster); Miss M. Elwell (Ellesmere
Port); Edwin Fisher (Kelso); Robert Fletcher; Mr
Frost; Elizabeth Gibson (St Annes-on-the-Sea);
Henry T. Gillett (Oxford); Major General Sir Guise
Guise-Moores (Folkestone); Robert Hammick
(Bolton Abbey near Skipton); Colonel J. C. Harley
(Thursoe, Caithness); Captain J. G. Heyder
(Cornhill-on-Tweed, Northumberland); E. Bowen
Hill (Broadstone); Jessie Hill (Exeter); Essex Hope
(Worthing); Lord Horder; R. Ho Tung (Hongkong);
Beatrice Krokowska; Dr and Mrs H. H. Kung
(Chungking, China); Limerick; C. N. Lonsdale
(Whooff, Carlisle); F. W. Mander (on behalf of F. S.
Francis); Ethel N. May (Portsmouth); Percy Mitchell
(Ealing, London); (Lilian Eveleigh Nash (London);
E. M. Palmer (Coulsdon, Surrey); Pashley (Ross
on Wye); E. Card. Pacelli (Vatican); Valencia Peel
(Llandilo, Carmarthenshire); Mrs Pontin (Highfield,
Oxford); Margaret Quitnam (Sydenham, London);
Silver Rossen Love Roberts (Ystrad Mynach,
Glamorganshire); Madame Dinet Rollince; Mary
Seifert (Pouoka, Alberta); Kathleen Simpson
(Whooff, Carlisle); Shawill Crosse (Banchory); E.
H. Steele Ltd (Bolton); Catherine Stow (Glenelg,
South Australia); Helen Taylor (Blackburn); Lesley
Tyrrell-Moore (Paignton); Lydia Whitfield-Topham
(Kenton, Middlesex); W. R. White (Basford, Stokeon-Trent); Lady Waring (London); Grace Chisholm
Young (La Conversion, Switzerland); J. Brownlee
Young; 'a Scotch lass'; E. V.
111 items
Access: Open
NC13/17

Letters following Neville Chamberlain's retirement
as Prime Minister

1940

These letters are all sent with sympathy and
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respect to Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain after his
announcement to retire in 1940. Most are from the
public and politicians in Britain but there are some
from as far as Australia. A lot of the letters refer to
the Munich Agreement and how he will be
vindicated by history. They also mention and
condemn the 'attack' on Neville Chamberlain in
parliament. Mr. Chamberlain replies to some letters
from politicians and his responses are revealing,
even telling one that if it was the general wish for
him to retain the leadership he would be ready to
do so. There is also the odd letter of paperwork
such as a memorandum on manufacture which
although addressed to Neville Chamberlain is then
re-directed elsewhere. Some letters from the public
express negative feelings towards the new
government.
Letters of particular interest include: NC13/17/10
being a letter from a Lieutenant which mentions an
enclosed a tail fin taken from a German bomb
which landed in Sheffield and apparently had been
addressed to Neville Chamberlain and the solider
thought it would be a good souvenir. NC13/17/12 is
a newspaper cutting from Canada. NC13/17/75 is a
postal order of 1/- from a man and his 4 month year
old son to buy one part of a Bomber wireless.
NC/13/17/218 a woman writes of her 5 sons, all
serving at the same time. NC/13/17/225 from Capt.
Wedderburn, stationed in a small French village
with the B.E.F.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/17/1-92
'Night Wail', parody list of the new Cabinet; list of
letters of appreciation from various M.P.'s; G.
Acland-Troyte, Devon; P. Acred, Isle of Ely; Col.
Sandeman Allen, [London]; to Sandeman Allen
from the Prime Minister, [London]; E. Austen, Kent;
Lady Baldwin, Stourport on Severn; D.M. Barrett,
Hertfordshire; Lt. P. Bass-walker with German
bomb Tail Fin, Pontefract; Duchess of Beaufort,
Gloucestershire; Margaret Bedford, [London];
Beechman; Phillip Bellows with newspaper cutting,
Canada; Lord Birdwood, Deal Castle; Paddy
Hannon MP on behalf of his Birmingham Group,
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Birmingham; to Patrick Hannon from the Prime
Minister, [London]; John Smedley Crooke M.P. on
behalf of Deritend Division, Birmingham;
memorandum of manufacture sent by Crooke to
the Prime Minister, Birmingham; to Mr Richter
(private secretary to Mr Chamberlain from John
Smedley Crooke, Worcestershire; Bossom,
[London]; to A.C.Bossom from the Prime Minister,
[London]; telegram of newspaper headline from
Whittaker, Sheffield; W.W. Boulton, Essex;
Gertrude Boydell, Australia; Rupert Brabner MP,
Netheravon; to R.A. Brabner MP from the Prime
Minister, [London]; William Brass MP; to Captain
Sir William Brass from the Prime Minister,
[London]; Viscountess Caroline Bridgeman,
[London]; George Broadbridge, [London]; to Sir
George Broadbridge from the Prime Minister,
[London]; Edward Campbell on behalf of the
Bromley, Beckenham and Penge Conservative
Association, [London]; to Sir Edward Campbell
from the Prime Minister, [London]; M. Brooke,
Wales; John Bryans, Pendlesbury; Patrick BuchanHepburn, [London]; Capt. J. Burdett, North Western
Expeditionary Force; Raymond Burns, London; to
Raymond Burns from the Prime Minister, [London];
A.L Bussau, Office of the Agent-General for
Australia, London; to A.L. Bussau from the Prime
Minister, [London]; Rev. L.I. Butler,
Nottinghamshire; E.T. Campbell with letter from
daughter, [London]; letter from Elspeth Campbell
about Mr. Chamberlain; to Sir Edward Campbell
from the Prime Minister, [London]; A. Canter, West
Drayton; Cazalet; C. Channon, Essex; C. Cheffins,
London; J.A. Christie MP, Norwich; Lady Jane
Clark, London; Edward Cobb, [London]; to Capt.
E.C. Cobb MP from the Prime Minister, [London];
Lillian, Basingstoke; Cecil Craigavon, Ulster; Ruby
C, Minehead; Sir George Davis, Somersetshire; E.
Davidson, Newcastle upon Tyne; Alfred Denville,
Harrow; James Despencer-Robertson MP,
Okehampton; Eamon de Valera, Dublin; Dillon,
Algiers; Patrick Donner MP; to Patrick Donner from
the Prime Minister, [London]; P.M. Dryden, South
Croydon; Nancy Dugdale, Yorkshire; Rita Dulker,
Weymouth; Patrick Duncan Governor General of
South Africa; to the Rt. Hon. Sir Patrick Duncan
from the Prime Minister, [London]; L.G. Earle,
Yorkshire; To Compton from private secretary
Hendricks, [London]; Earley, [London]; A. Edginton,
N. Wales; C. May Gamondston, [London]; Ashley
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Edwards, [London]; Frank B. Edwards, Tasmania;
to Mr. Edwards from Neville Chamberlain; Paul
Einzig, London; to Dr. Paul Einzig from Neville
Chamberlain; Thomas Levy, [London]; to T. Levy
from Neville Chamberlain; Thomas Levy, [London];
Geoffrey Ellis, Yorkshire; G.E. Ensone and Family,
[London]; D. Evans, [London].
NC13/17/93-196
Fay family, Manchester; Evelyn M. Feuerheerd?,
Portugal; Francis Fremantle, Hertfordshire; John G,
Kent; H. Geary, Buckinghamshire; Sir Auckland
Geddes, Tunbridge Wells; Extract from letter
published in the Times, written by Geddes in 1938;
to Sir Auckland Geddes from Neville Chamberlain;
John S. George aged 17, Newport; Stanley
George, Newport; L.E. Gilbert and friends,
[London]; G Gledhill, [London]; to G. Gledhill from
Neville Chamberlain; Robert Gower MP; Alan
Graham; A Grant-Ferris, Wick, Scotland; Arnold
Gridley; Robert Grimston MP; A. G. Gutsell, Brede;
Sam Hammersley, Sussex; Ian C. Hannah MP,
Sedgley; to Mr Hannah from Neville Chamberlain;
Mary Harcourt, Puttenham Priory, Guildford; J.
Harrison, Portsmouth; Harvie Watt MP, [London];
to Lt-Col. G.S. Harvie Watt from Neville
Chamberlain; Ida Hawker, [London]; E. Hausen,
Surrey; Cuthbert Headlam, Durham; A Hebburn,
[London]; L.T. Hind, Surrey; H. Holdsworth; to H.
Holdsworth MP from Neville Chamberlain; Arthur E.
Jennings, [London]; Jones on behalf of Royal Ascot
ex-service Men's Club, Ascot; Capt. Joynson, Kent;
Adolf Keller, [Geneva]; Lt. Col. Charles Kerr M.P;
Hamilton Kerr M.P; to H.W. Kerr from Neville
Chamberlain, [London]; Admiral Mark Kerr,
London; to Admiral Mark Kerr from Neville
Chamberlain, [London]; J. Wishart Kerr, Glasgow;
Mackenzie King, Canada; to Mackenzie King from
Neville Chamberlain, [London]; Stephen King-Hele,
[London]; Mr. and Mrs. Knight, Leeds; Anne
Landell, London; F.E.S. Langley, [London]; Ruth
Lee, Gloucestershire; Thomas Levy, [London]; W.
Liddell M.P, [London]; George Doland leader of
Conservative and Unionist Association London Balham and Tooting Division, [London]; to Lt-Col.
G.F. Doland from Neville Chamberlain, [London];
Harold Long, Australia; M Lygard, Colchester;
Charles MacAndrew M.P; Pamela [McKenna];
London; Daphne McLaughlin, [London]; Edith H.
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McLean, London; G. Ernest Macleod, Wiltshire; Sir
Adam Maitland M.P, [London]; Jeanne Malcolm,
[London]; Arthur Marsden, Newcastle upon Tyne;
to Commander Marsden from Neville Chamberlain,
[London]; Sir John L. Maffey, Dublin; [Earl of]
Midleton, Peper Harow, Godalming, Ireland; N.E.
Monk and others, Essex; A.F. Moore, Bristol;
Moray and Nairn Division of the Unionist
Association, Forres; John Morgan, Doncaster; D.
Temple Morris; Clive Morrison-Bell, [London]; to
Major Sir C. Morrison-Bell from Neville
Chamberlain, [London]; Patrick Munro M.P; Lady
Olive T. Newall, [London]; Newmarket
Conservative Club, Saxmundham; to Captain
F.F.A. Heilgers M.P. from Neville Chamberlain,
[London]; Bishop George Nickson, Salop; Viscount
Nuffield, Oxford; to Viscount Nuffield from Neville
Chamberlain, [London]; F.H. Bickensleth Ottley,
Canon Minister of Canterbury; George H. Pattison,
[London]; Maurice. Petherick, Paris; to Major
Maurice Petherick M.P. from Neville Chamberlain,
[London]; Bernard Plugge, [London]; G. S.
Pucstead, London; J. F. W. Pudge, Cheltenham;
Lord Mayor of York, York; H. Ramsbotham,
London; Trevor Rose, London; Frank M. Ross,
Canada; Ronald Ross, Sussex; Hilda Runciman,
[London]; Hester R. Ryland, [London]; R.E.S,
[London]; Clarence T. A. Sadd, [London]; Edward
Salt M.P, Stratford-On-Avon; S.W. Sanders,
Devon; Sanderson, London; Lady Rachel Scott,
Melrose.
NC13/17/197-237
Lord J. Simon, London; Bracewell Smith M.P,
[London]; to Bracewell Smith from Neville
Chamberlain, [London]; C. M. Smith, Derbyshire;
H.G. Smith, Essex; Robinson Smith, France;
Waldron Smithers M.P., [London]; Donald
Somervell M.P, [London]; Southby M.P,
Oxfordshire; J.H. Sproston, Hove; M. SteeleMaitland, Switzerland; M. Steinhouse, [London];
May Stevenson, Nottingham; Henry G. Strauss
M.P.; J. Stuart, [London]; Vice-Admiral E.A. Taylor,
[London]; handwritten note addressed to
'President'; Charles Tewater, London; J.H.
Thomas, [Reading]; to the Rt. Hon. J.H. Thomas
from Neville Chamberlain, [London]; N.A.
Townsend, Lancashire; E.R. Vernon, Canada;
C.E.E.W; J.W. an old solider, Surrey; R. Waller,
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Australia; E.M.W. [Mrs Watson], [London]; Cecil
Watts, Oxford; Capt. H.J.S. Wedderburn, France;
to Capt. H.J.S. Wedderburn from the Prime
Minister, [London]; D. Whitney, Sussex; to Wm.
Dwight Whitney from Neville Chamberlain,
[London]; Windlesham, Berkshire; A. Wilson M.P,
Norfolk; A. Westkark, Aberdeen; Winifred White,
Bournemouth; a grateful citizen; a grateful young
British girl; an Oxford working woman, Oxford;
anon; letter addressed to 'Dear Cousin Neville',
from Col. Wilfred Martineau, Birmingham.
237 items
Access: Open
NC13/18

Letters following Neville Chamberlain's retirement
as Lord President

1940

These letters are addressed primarily to Neville
Chamberlain during October 1940, with
expressions of appreciation of his efforts as Prime
Minister, sympathy for his retirement as Lord
President and hopes for a speedy recovery from
illness. Most of the letters are from ordinary British
people although there are also letters from Lord
Mayors and from people as far away as Australia
and Canada. There are almost 100 letters from
various Conservative and Unionist groups and
Constitutional Associations. There is also the
occasional personal letter from Chamberlain's
friends and old acquaintances.
Letters of note, or ones containing additional items
include: NC13/18/13 is a newspaper cutting from
Port Elizabeth, South Africa. NC13/18/43 is a
newspaper cutting from Ontario, Canada. 13/18/51
contains a small card with an extract from the
Bible. NC13/18/108 is a letter from an office helper
at No.10 wishing him a speedy recovery. NC
13/18/141 a weekly Catholic newspaper.
NC13/18/144- 218 is almost entirely letters from
Conservative and Unionist associations.
NC13/18/250 is a newspaper cutting from
Vancouver. NC13/18/251is a booklet entitled 'Nazi
Doom in Prophecy'. NC13/18/275 is a personal
letter to Mr. Chamberlain from an old school friend.
NC13/18/331a contains two religious booklets by
Joy Hailey; NC13/18/385 contains a newspaper
article on Chamberlain's retirement. NC13/18/415 newspaper cutting from Toronto, Canada;
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NC13/18/434 includes a copy of 'The Methodist',
Sydney Newspaper with Chamberlain on the front
page. NC13/18/446 contains photographs from a
children's home in Devon; NC13/18/554 is a page
from the Catholic Times. NC13/18/563/4 are
poems for Mr. Chamberlain. NC13/18/644 is an
annual report of the South West Han Child Welfare
Society. NC13/18/678 'The Lord Reigneth'
incidents in the Great War by Dr. E.E. Helms.
NC13/18/735 contains a religious booklet by
Percival L. Witherby. NC13/18/749 is volume 38 of
The Patriot, October 1940. NC13/18/830 is a
personal letter sent by Geoffrey Dawson of The
Times. NC13/18/886 is a letter from Government
Chief Whip David Margesson detailing damage
done by an air raid.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/18/1-43
A letter of acknowledgement from Mr. and Mrs.
Chamberlain for all the letters of support sent to
them; J.R. Acland, West Byfleet; D.T. Adamson,
Glasgow; M.E. Adamson, [London]; G. Airy,
Berkshire; W.S. Airy, Devon; Bernard Alderson,
Birmingham; Alness, Bournemouth; Alfred P.
Ambrose, Cornwall; Kathleen Ambrose, Cornwall;
A. N. Andrews, [London]; Jack T. Andrews,
Bradford; Albert E. Archer, South Africa; Mary and
Nellie Archibald, Selkirkshire; L. Armstrong,
Harrogate; Caroline Ashford, [London]; Ashfield,
[London]; Lady Violet Ashtown, Co. Galway; Frank
Aspden, Lancashire; E. Aubrey, London; Antony P.
Austin, Colchester; Mr. and Mrs. E. Austin, Surrey;
J.N. Austin, Oxford; Donna Bendetta Back,
Rochester; Jessie G. C. Back, Norfolk; E. Lewis
Bailey, London; Florence Bailey, Staffordshire; J.
Bailey, Warwickshire; K. Baldry, Surrey; Hubert
and Victoria Balfour, Essex; Beatrice Ball,
Birmingham; Jean Barclay, Perth; Kate Barker,
Perth; A.E. Barnes, Lancashire; P.A. Barnes,
Manchester; A. K. Barnes, Cheshire; P.A. Barron,
New York; Eleanor Barton, Devon; Ellen and
Winifred Barton, Yorkshire; W. Bates, Birmingham;
William Bates, Prestatyn; Ellen Ridley Bax, Little
Bampton; J.E. Baxter, Canada.
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NC13/18/44-130
E. Beauchamp, Bedford; G. Beaumont,
Huddersfield; Muriel Beckwith, Stroud; Alice and
Margaret Behn, Isle of Mann; Gladys Bengough,
[London]; Edith Benson, Essex; May Beresford,
Ashbourne; M. Berkaley, Kent; A. M. Berney, Bath;
S. Berry, London; Nancy Best, Ayrshire; Mary W.
Bevan, Reading; A. B. Bibly, Taunton; William
Biddle, South Australia; Biffer, Hounslow; Edith
Bird, Warwickshire; Lord Mayor T.B. Pritchett,
Birmingham; F. Bisset, [Aberdeenshire]; Helen L.
Black, Glasgow; M. Blair, Yorkshire; Gertrude
Blake, Glasgow; W.J. Bland, Preston; H. Blandford,
Birmingham; J.W. Boardman, Essex; Elie J. Bois,
[London]; Julia Bolderston, Somerset; Mr. and Mrs.
Boldstein; Agnes M. Borrowman, Kent; Alfred
Bossom MP, [London]; John W. Boston,
Oklahoma; L.A. Boston, Buckinghamshire;
Reginald Bottomley, Torquay; D. Boundy, Surrey;
F.S. Bourke, London; Margaret F. Boulton,
Staffordshire; Grace W.M. Bowen, Southsea; E.
Bower, North Wales; Bradbridge, Rugby;
Braithwaite, Hampshire; C. Bramley, Leicester; M.
Brauson, Bury St. Edmonds; Ethel E.
Breakewridge, [London]; J.J. Brignall, Canada; J.
Martin Brooks, Portsmouth; Mr. and Mrs. J.V.
Brooks, Somerset; Agnes Brown, Colchester; R.W.
Brown, Bolton; Dora Macdonald Brown, Hants; E.
M. Brown, South Africa; Violet Brown, Kent; Anne
Browne, Manchester; Cecilia Buckler, Surrey; W.
Bull, [London]; Beatrice Burgess, Bristol; Mary
Burkinshaw, Canada; Audrey Burnley, Worthing;
J.M. Burton, Worthing; Irene Burton, Leamington;
Blanche Bushell, [Kent]; E. Cage, Whitstable; Eric
K.J. Callaghan, Colwyn Bay; Ernest R. Canning,
Birmingham; Edith Carr, [London]; Hilda K. Carrick,
Banffshire; Charles A Carter, [London]; Rev. John
Carter, Carlisle; Pearl Cary, Nottinghamshire; Dr.
Severo G. del Castillo, Abogado [?Argentina];
Catto, Aberdeenshire; Susan Camerson, Glasow;
Herbert Churrial?, Yorkshire; A. Chadney,
Cornwall; Thomas K. Chamberlain, North Carolina;
Mary Chamberlain, Birmingham; Vera
Chamberlain, Sussex; J. T. Chappell,
Glamorganshire; Mary Charles, Ipswich; E.R.
Childe, Hong Kong; Herbert T. Church, [London];
A.R. Churchill, Birmingham; C. Claridge, Hove;
Louisa Clark, Doncaster; Rachel M. Cleaves,
Sussex; Beatrice A. Cleland; W.E. Clifton,
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Nottinghamshire; Clive, Lincolnshire; Ian Cockshut,
Middlesex;
NC13/18/131-235
Cocre, Yorkshire; Colonel Codington, [London]; B.
Cohen; Lady Nina Cohen, Kent; Henry Holwell
Cole, London; Holly Coles, Devon; A, Collins, Kent;
Emily Colly, Yorkshire; Mildred Collyer, Colchester;
Maurice Connolly and staff, Birmingham; Helen
Conrad, Liverpool; Isabel Consdale, Redcar; W.W.
Cocker, Vice Chairman of the Accrington
Conservative Party, Accrington; J. Williams,
Womens Unionist Association Aberystwyth Branch,
Aberystwyth. E. Harris, Women's Unionist and
Conservative Association, Aldershot and North
Hants Division, Aldershot; Mabel S. Lomax,
Women's Branch Conservative Association,
Cheshire; Glyn Edwards, Anglesey Constitutional
Association, Women's Branch, Bangor; Mary
Larkman? on behalf of the Beccles Women's
Conservative and Unionist Association, Suffolk;
Walthall, Belper Division of Derbyshire
Conservative Association, Derby; Berwick-uponTweed Division Conservative and Unionist
Association, Northumberland; J. de Jonghe,
Birkenhead Conservative Association, Birkenhead;
R.H. Edwards, Birmingham Unionist Association,
Birmingham; Conservative Club, Birmingham; G.
Dean, Blackburn Conservative and Unionist
Association, Blackburn; S.E. Williams, Breconshire
Women's Conservative and Unionist Association,
Wales; Lord St. Audries, Bridgwater Division
Conservative and Unionist Association, Bridgwater;
Blanche Baily, Bromley Beckenham and Penge
Conservative and Unionist Association, Kent;
Grace Wentworth Stanley, Cambridge Borough
Women's Conservative and Unionist Association,
Cambridge; Cope, Wales and Monmouthshire
Conservative and Unionist Council, Cardiff;
Catherine Somers, Women's Advisory Committee
Wales and Monmouthshire Conservative and
Unionist Council; National Union of Conservative
and Unionist Associations, Central Women's
Advisory Committee, [London]; R Luck, Darlington
Conservative Association, Darlington; Dumfrieshire
Unionist Association, Dumfries; Scottish Unionist
Association, Edinburgh; Scottish Conservative
Club, Edinburgh; Erdington Division Unionist
Association, Birmingham; The National Union of
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Conservative and Unionist Associates Devon
Division, Exeter; H.V. Richards, Conservative and
Unionist Association Farnham Division, Surrey;
Fartown and Birkby Conservative Association and
Club, Huddersfield; Sally Smart, Flintshire
Women's Conservative and Unionist Association,
Rhyl; Gillingham Conservative and Unionist
Association, Rochester; The Conservative Club
Glasgow, Glasgow; Glasgow University Unionist
Club, Glasgow; Hastings and St. Leonards United
Conservative Associations, Hastings; Hendon
Division Conservative Association Women's
Divisional Committee, Hendon; Huddersfield
Conservative and Unionist Association,
Huddersfield; Cowcliffe and Netheroyd Hill
Conservative Club, Huddersfield; Kidderminster
Parliamentary Division Conservative and Unionist
Association, Bromsgrove; Evelyn Pilkington,
Lancashire; The National Union Conservative and
Unionist Associations Lancashire, Cheshire and
Westmorland provincial area, women's advisory
committee, Manchester; The National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations, Yorkshire
Provincial Area, Leeds; Leek Women's Unionist
Association, Staffordshire; Lichfield Division
Conservative and Unionist Association,
Staffordshire; Mitcham Division Women's
Conservative Association, Surrey; Monmouth
Unionist Association, Raglan; Newcastle upon
Tyne Conservative and Unionist Association,
Central Division, Newcastle; New Forest and
Christchurch Conservative and Unionist
Association, Brockenhurst; North Camberwell
Conservative and Unionist Association, London;
The National Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations Northern Counties Provincial Area,
Newcastle upon Tyne; Conservative Working
Men's Club, Northampton; Northampton
Conservative and Unionist Association,
Northampton; North West Hull Conservative and
Unionist Association, Hull; Perth Division
Conservative and Unionist Association, Perth;
Conservative Women in Pontypridd Constituency,
S. Wales; Pudsey Women's National Conservative
and Unionist Association and Primrose League,
Pudsey; Roath Ward Womens Branch, Cardiff; St.
Austell Women's Constitutional Club, St. Austell;
St. George's Conservative Association, [London];
South Aberdeen Unionist Association, Aberdeen;
South Oxfordshire Conservative Association,
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Henley Parliamentary Division, Oxon; South
Leicester Conservative and Unionist Association,
Leicester; Stoke Newington Conservative and
Unionist Association Women's Branch, [London];
Stourbridge Division Conservative and Unionist
Association, Stourbridge; South Dorset
Conservative and Unionist Association Swanage
Women's Branch, Swanage; Swindon Division
Conservative and Unionist Association, Swindon;
The National Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations Cornwall Division, Truro; Catherine
Somers on behalf of the Women's Advisory
Committee Wales and Monmouth, Barmouth;
Unionist and Conservative Association Winsor
Division, Women's Branch, Maidenhead; Bodmin
and District Constitutional Club, Bodmin; Gladys
Ovey, President of the Women's Constitutional
Needham Market, Woodbridge Division, Baylham,
Nr. Ipswich; Mutley Constitutional Club, Plymouth;
West Wilts Constitutional Association, Wiltshire;
Isabella Cook and family, Aberdeenshire; Lilian
Cosby, Co. Galway; Jane Cormack, Cranford; A.E.
Cossins, York; George Courthope, Sussex;
Cranswick, [Birmingham]; A. B. Crickway, Ilminster;
A.E. Cringrove, Cottingham; K.D. Cronje, South
Africa; W.J. Cronin, Essex; S.E. Crossman,
[London]; Y.A. Cumming, Banff; M.C.
Cummingham, Glasgow; James Curtis, Dorridge;
Ralph V. Cusack, [London]; Nellie C. Cutliffe,
Harrogate; M.F. Cully, Norwich;
NC13/18/236-276
Irene Davis, Glamorganshire; T. Davis, Stevenage;
James Davenport; Surrey; Leonard C. Davis,
Birmingham; E.J. Davy, Suffolk; O. Dawson,
Dublin; Frederick Day, Sussex; Lily Day, Dublin;
Cecil Debenham, Dorset; Dean, Southampton; G.
and A. Denyer, Kent; Adrienne C. Dickee, Bristol;
James E. Dixon, Birmingham; Doncaster,
Sunderland; G.H. Dorrell, Vancouver; D.M.
Douglas, Shoreham by Sea; Mabel F. Down,
Sussex; Ida Downing, Llandudno; Doyle, [London];
Ethel Draper, Sussex; James D. Duff, Leeds;
Dugdale, Clitheroe; Lady Mabel Dunn, North
Wales; Sir Herbert Dunnico, [London]; Durand,
Home Forces; Gertrude Durrant, Bournemouth;
Duthie, Hampshire; Catherine E. Dwyer, Aberdeen;
A.J. Edgar, South Africa; F. Edwards, Mavlern;
Edwards, Crewe; Ethel M. Edwards and family,
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Buckinghamshire; R.H. Edwards, Birmingham;
Frank Eggles, Lancashire; J.L. Eldridge, Rugby;
A.R. Emdin, Sussex, [Emdin, Archie Russell;
Engineer Rear-Adm., 1865-1950]; Patricia Enders,
Essex; Dorothy Enge, Georgia; Marie S. Essex,
Devon; John Evershed, Guildford; Edward Exton,
Portsmouth;
NC13/18/277-328
S.G.F; B. Fainsworth, Derbyshire; Dorothy C.
Falkiner, Stirling; Isabel Fargher, Herefordshire; J.
Farmer, Cheddar; M. Faulkner, [London]; Jane H.
Fawcett, Buckinghamshire; Allan Fea, Whitstable;
Kathleen Fees, Middlesex; Arthur Fenner, Brighton;
J.L. Ferguson, Paisley; Peter Ferguson, Glasgow;
Fielding and family, Lancashire; Marie Fletcher,
Wales; Ethel Fisher, London; J. A. B. Fisher, Kent;
M.Flarwill, [London]; Margaret and Harry Ford,
Hampshire; Elizabeth Foster, Birmingham; G.E.H.
Foster, Bedfordshire; Gertrude Fox, Hampshire;
Beatrice Foxall, Gloucester; Franchetti, Florida;
Alice M. Francis on behalf of the Women's
Conservative Club, Devon; Hugh Fraser, Surrey;
Louise Fraser, Hereford; E.F. Frecland,
Birmingham; Mrs. Frost and family, [London]; A.
Maude Frohe?, Worcestershire; Maisie Galloway
(aged 12), Scotland; A. Gask, Sailsbury; F. Gibson,
Middlesex; Mary Gibson, Ireland; Dora Gittings,
Southsea; M. Glegg, Scotland; Richard C. Godden,
Dorset; Dorothy and Camilla Goossens, Bristol;
Edith Gordon, [London]; Dorothy F. Gordon,
Aberdeenshire; Gortside, Mossley; E. Gough and
family, Bradford-on-Avon; A. Gowing,
Buckinghamshire; Ethel R. Grant, Southsea; Gray,
Stockport; J. Green, [London]; Ida Green and Jean
Aitken, Southport; Jessie A Greenhough,
Yorkshire; H. Gregg, Berkshire; Gregory, Edholm?
Isobel Grey, Salop; Margaret Griffin, Preston; Olive
G. Groves, Sussex.
NC13/18/329-369
B.E. Hadfield, Llandudno; Agnes Greenwood and
G. Hagen, Devon; M.S. Hagan, [London]; Joy
Hailey, S. Devon; R.E. Haitersley-Smith,
Cheltenham; Beatrice Hale, Llandudno; H. Hall,
Tipton; John E. Elliot, Gloucester; M. Halladay,
Sheffield; Mary Hallan, Liverpool; Winifred Hamar,
Somerset; E. Hamersley, Cheshire; J.B. Hamman,
Cornwall; Constance R. Hancox, Kingston-on© Cadbury Research Library: Special Collections, University of Birmingham
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Thames; Arthur G. Handlen, Sheffield; Sara
Harbord, Cambridge; Helen Harcourt, Norfolk; P.
Harding, Hertfordshire; E.T. Hardy, Glasgow;
Kathleen Harold, Ireland; A.M. Harris, Weymouth;
M. M. Harris, Torquay; Reginald L. Harrod,
Edgware; E.P. Hart, [London]; Phyllis A. Hartnell,
Sussex; J. Hawkin, Yorkshire; C.B.V. Head,
[London]; Rev J. Le G. du Heaume, Monmouth;
Don F.S. Henderson, Edinburgh; E.W. Hendy,
Somerset; Cecil Hewitt, Oxford; A.F. Hicker and J.
Davis, [London]; A. Hieggen, Canada; Catherine
Hife, Middlesex; Higgs, Warwickshire; Walter
Higgs, Warwickshire; J.S. Highfield, Berkshire;
Evelyn Hill, Coventry; Grace Hill, Edgware; W. Hill,
Warwickshire; G.S.E. Hingston.
NC13/18/370-398
F.W. Hipkiss, Worcester; Christine Hiscol, Kent;
M.E. Hodges; J. Holland, Surrey; Mary Holland,
London; Madeline Holles, [London]; G. Wm.
Holmes, London' I Holmes, Sussex; H.L. Hony,
Cornwall; H. Lyman Hooker; Jasper Horne,
London; Mr. and Mrs. J. Houghton, Liverpool; Ethel
M. House, Edgbaston Division Unionist
Association, Calthorpe Women's Branch,
Birmingham; Mr. and Mrs. Howarth, Rhode Island
(USA); Howley, Pembrokeshire; Maude Huggins;
Rev S.W. Hughes, The Free Church Federal
Council, London; E. Hunt, Birmingham; Beatrice
Hunter; F. Hunter, Derbyshire; Robert Hunter,
Chester; Agnes Husband, Canada; Percy E.S
Hutton, Sevenoaks; J. Roland Huxtable, Sussex;
Innes, Edinburgh; C Innes-Browne, Portchester;
John D. Irvine, St. Rollox Unionist Association,
Glasgow; Muriel Irwin and family (all serving),
Ireland; James A, Iveson, British Legion Northern
Area, Hull.
NC13/18/399-443
Arthur Jackson, [London]; Gwendolen Jackson,
Bournemouth; Walter Jackson, Yorkshire; Charles
R. Jey, Devon; M. Jennings, Brighton; Stella M.
Jennings, Victoria USA; J. Jewitt, Manchester;
Jockel, [London]; C.P. Johnston, Surrey; F.W.
Johnston, London; Edith Joicey, Carlisle; G.L.
Jolliffe, Middlesex; F.L. Jones, Oxfordshire; Rachel
Jones, London; Margaret E. Jones, Canada; Nora
Jones, Essex; Patricia Jones, Essex; W. E. Jones,
Royal Ascot Ex-Service Men's Club, Berkshire;
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Gertrude M. Jordan, Rutland; Stewart F. Joyce,
Cornwall; Clarice Joyce Judge, Kent; Margaret
Keele, Wigtownshire; Keeling, Shoreham-by-sea;
Celia Keentler?, Maidenhead; Wally Keigwin,
London; Mr. and Mrs. Kelly, Birmingham; Edith
Kemp-Welch, Hertfordshire; L. Kershaw,
Edinburgh; Fanny Silk and William M. Kidman,
Sussex; M.F. Kirby, Surrey; M. Knight, Devon;
Robert Walter Edmund Knolly, [London]; Vladimir
de Korostevetz, [London]; Alfred Langon, Cornwall;
W.B. Larke, Australia; M. Laston, Bath; Winifred L.
Laundon, Sussex; L. Laurence, Gloucestershire;
Wynyfrede Layton, Wolverhampton; J. C. Lea,
Birmingham; Isabel Leakin, Bath; A.H. Leaney,
Birmingham; Margaret H. Lechmere-Oertel,
Teddington; Albert Ledger, Surrey;
NC13/18/444- 488
Maurice Lee, Nottinghamshire; Anne Leitch,
Devon; N. Leodsmith, Bristol; D.B. Lenin, [London];
Leslie H. Light, Kent; Lightfoot, [London]; G.H.
Lightfoot, Kettering; Leon Lipson, Canada; Lister,
Grimsby; M. Lisden, Leeds; M. Kathleen Little,
Windermere; Ralph G. Llewellyn, Manchester;
Anne N.M. Llewhelm, Wales; Helen Lloyd, [Dorset];
William Lloyd, Leicester; J. Lomas, Canada; John
G. Ludlow, Wales; Lucy G. Lunn, Stirlingshire;
Peter and Mabel Lunt, Rhyl; Annie Lupton,
Lancashire; Charles McBroom, [Ayrshire]; F.E.
McCoubrie, Dublin; H.M. McDonie?, Northallerton;
Carol F. Macgregor, Middlesex; Helen McIntosh,
South Africa; Grace P. Mackenzie, Ross-shire; L.
Maclachlan, London; Margaret Maclean,
Kirkcudbright; Edith C. Macluison, [London]; Agnes
B. McNeill, Edinburgh; Mary M. MacNeill, London;
Annie Macpherson, Crantown-on-Sea;
Macpherson, London; M. McVey, Ayrshire; Kate A.
Madgwick, Brighton; S.W. Mafler, Hereford; A.M.
Main, [London]; H.V. Malaher, Yorkshire; Jack W.
Mallensin, [London]; Mallinson, Leeds; Mr. and
Mrs. A.C. Marchant, Middlesex; James Marchant,
Dorset; Commander Arthur Marsden, Newcastle
upon Tyne; A.E. Marshall, Yorkshire;
NC13/18/489-537
Mary Marshall-Dorey, Dorset; A.W. Martin,
Hertfordshire; W.A. Gibson Martin, [London]; Percy
H. Martindale, Gloucestershire; L. Mason, Sussex;
Molly C. Maud, Salop; M. Maxse, [London];
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Winifred May, Hereford; Emily Megson, Yorkshire;
Stuart Meikle, Northamptonshire; John Michael, N.
Ireland; A.J. Middleton, Nottingham; Kathleen
Millburn, Derby; Brian Milles, Exeter; A.B. Missin,
Cambridgeshire; George W. Mitchell,
Aberdeenshire; J. Mitchell, [London]; Ellen
Momster, Bristol; Celia Moore, N. Ireland; Margaret
Arnold Morris, Cornwall; Alice H. Mortimer, South
Africa; Laura Moylan-Jones, [London]; E.J. Moyle,
Association of Conservative Clubs, [London]; E.J.
Moyle, [London]; G and H. Mude, Middlesex; J.
Murphy, Dumfries; John L. Musgrave, Cork; J.
Mustard, Lincolnshire; J. M. Naylors, Kent; Louise
Nelson-Richardson, Sherborne; Ellen Newton,
Essex; N.C. Nicholson, Berkshire; Elizabeth Nicol,
Dundee; Isabella Nolan, Birmingham; L. Norris,
Newton Abbot; Cecil L. Norman, Sevenoaks; Lily
Nye, [London]; Helen L. O'Brien, Yorkshire; Alice
Odling, Wales; Winifred Oldnall, Kidderminster;
Violet D. O'Malley, Wokingham; Lerne. Ormsby,
Yorkshire; Gladys Osbourne, Ireland; F. N. Oxton,
Cheshire; Agnes W. Owen, Scotland; J. Page,
Devon; Pakenham, Banbury; J. H. Pardoe,
Barnsley; Kathleen E. Parker, Bath.
NC13/18/538-573
Ann E. Partridge, Yorkshire; Bertha F. Passenger,
[London]; Ellen Passingham, Gloucestershire; L.
Paterson, [London]; W.R. Patiner, the London
Hampshire Society, London; J. Arthur Paul,
Lincolnshire; E.L. Payton, Longbridge Works,
Birmingham; S. Peacock, Sevenoaks; Edward
Peake, Dorset; Sylvie Pearse, South Africa; Robert
Pennington, Lancashire; Miss M Philip, Strathspey;
Edward Phillips, [London]; Lois M. Phillips,
[London]; Lucy E. Phillips, Henley-on-Thames;
Rodney B. Pike, Middlesex; I. Pilcher, Cheshire;
Edith A. Pitt, Selborne; W. Platt, Somerset; I. Platt,
Surrey; C.J.K. Pohard, Wiltshire; J.W. Pollard,
[London]; Ursula Porter, Somerset; Tom Potter,
Lanarkshire; Edith Potterton, Bath; E.L. Prichard,
Sidmouth; Pruse, Reading; Pruse, Reading; A.E.
Quarterman, Canada; Ramsay, St. Leonards-onSea; E. Raper, Bradford; W.F. Rattigan, Luton;
Laura Rayner, Sheffield; Alfred S. Reave,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
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NC13/18/574-621
Reeves, Canada; Elinor Rendel, [Surrey]; John
Rennie, Berkshire; Joseph Richard, Lancashire;
Ethel Richards, Devon; Mr. and Mrs. Richardsen
(plus postcard from Berlin), Rugby; Duke of
Richmond and Gordon, Buckinghamshire; Eunice
Rigg, Hampshire; Phyllis J. Rimmer, Birkenhead;
Ethel Ringland, [London]; M. Riordan, Ireland;
Edith M. Roberts, Lanarkshire; Constance
Robertson, [London]; H. Robertson, Cardiff; Norah
Le. Roberty, Nottingham; D.C. Robinson, Wantage;
H. Robinson, Manchester; Margaret Robinson,
Yorkshire; Paul Martin, New York; Rogers, Bristol;
W. Rogers, Bristol; H.E.G. Rope, Shrewsbury; A.
Marguerite Round, Ormskirk; Anita J. Rowan,
Newbury; Leslie Rowan, [London]; E.M. Rowell, St.
Albans; Rowland, Berkshire; Dorothy Rowland,
Surrey; W.H. Rowland, Southampton; R.O.
Rowley, Sydney; E.M. Rudland, Birmingham;
Margaret Russell, Buckinghamshire; Clarence
Sadd, [London]; Lynn Sanday, [London]; G.
Sanderman, Hampshire; C. Sarlemijn; Frank M.
Scott, Orkney; S. Scott, Northumberland; Sir S.H.
Scott, Windermere; J.H. Seeley, Norfolk; Lucia M.
Shade, [London]; C. Shafe, Sussex; J.B. Shaffer,
USA; Peter Shand, Dunkeld; Shepherd; H.H.
Sherwood, [Staffordshire]; Shorey, London.
NC13/18/622-668
Harold T. Sills, Cape Providence; Gilbert Simons,
Sussex; E.M. Simpson, Reading; Neil Sinclair,
Glasgow; W. Sinclair, London; Jean Slade,
Southampton; S. Smales, Glasgow; Beatrice
Smith, Malvern; Effie Smith, Middlesex; Frank F.
Smith, Oxford; A.M. Smith, Middlesex; L. Arthur
Smith, Birmingham; L.Lauren Smith, Four Oaks;
Margaret E. Smith, Yorkshire; Reggie D. Smith,
Hampshire; Stanley E. Smith, Yorkshire; Walter
Smith, Lincolnshire; Violet Smith-Gavins, Derby;
Donald Somervell, [London]; Lester Francis
Sonntag, U.S.A; Clara R. Southwell, [London];
Evelyn Prime, South West Ham Child Welfare
Centre, [London]; Maud and Jessie SpeedAndrews, London; Elise E. Spence, Derbyshire;
Edith A Spencer, [Worcestershire]; Violet Spencer,
Canada; J.R. Stanbrook, Middlesex; F. Starbuck
and M.C. Roberts, Cheshire; D.G. Starr,
Nottingham; E.W.S. Starwel, Surrey; K. Steeles,
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Sussex; Alison Steward, Norfolk; Helen Stewart,
Hereford; M.F. Stewart, Lancaster; Blance
Stockdale, Edinburgh; Margaret B. Stone, Oxford;
Stonham, Surret; J.T. Storer, [London]; A.
Stoughton-Harris, Surrey; F.M. Wallace Stroud,
Surrey; Nellie Strugnell, Northampton; Doris
Stuttard, Lancashire; J.R. Styles, [London]; B.
Swan, Edinburgh; Jessie G. Syme, Aberdeenshire.
NC13/18/669-723
I.M. Talbot, Kent; Edith Tarbuck, [Devon]; Arthur R.
Taylor, Brighton; Mabel A. Taylor, [London]; H.A.
Tessier, Devon; G.R. Theobald, Winchester;
Godfrey S. Thorne, Newport; Jessica M. Thomas,
Liverpool; Ronald E. Thomas, Hertfordshire;
Florence Thompson, Salford; Charlotte Tibbits,
Sevenoaks; Edna Tidy, Sussex; C.F. Till, [London];
Mary M. Timmons, Nottinghamshire; M. I. S.
Timms, Brackley; Lilian M. Tosnett,
Monmouthshire; Ada L. Trodd, Reading; R.S.
Trulock, USA; I.E. Tuke, Leeds; Ida M. Turner,
Dorset; M. Turpin, Swansea; H.A. Turrill, Brighton;
Peggy Twine, Birmingham; Rosalind Twyning,
[London]; Audrey Tyler, Buckinghamshire; W.H.
Tyrer, Wigan; E.J. Tytler, Kent; Lily Uxley,
[London]; E. Vandervell, Sussex; W.M. Vane,
Camberley; Monica Vavasour, Kent; Emma Ventor,
Hull; Rosetta Ell. Vincent-Dorian?, Co[unty Down],
Northern Ireland; Caroline Walker (?Walter),
Cheshire; Walker, Stoke-on-Trent; May Warner,
[Canada]; Warner, Norfolk; Marjorie J. Warren,
Brentwood; Albert E. Way, Ayrshire; Webb,
Wiltshire; Ethel M. Welding, Birmingham; Ada
West, Canada; E. Westaicott, Middlesex; S.S.
Westcott, Gateshead; W.N. Westland, Berkshire;
C. M. Weston, Sussex; Thomas Whigman,
Wilmslow; A.G. White, Middlesex; Whitford,
[London]; Clara Whitworth, South Africa; M.
Dorothea Wigg, Northampton; Kathleen L.
Wigglesworth, Hereford; A Wilde, Sheffield; N.W.
Wilkes, Plymouth.
NC13/18/724-775
Grace M. Wilkinson, Middlesex; A.E. Williams,
Cardiff; Williams, Monmouthshire; W.R.H. Williams,
Huddersfield; Nance Williams, [London]; Norah E.
Williamson, Cambridge; E.L. Wilson, S. Devon;
Alice E Wilson, Wales; Alfred Winship, Cambridge;
Percival Witherby, Canada; Frank Wittz,
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Monmouthshire; Bertha Catherine Wood, North
Wales; J.H. Woods, Uppingham; Florence W.
Woodroffe, Sussex; Caroline Wright, [London]; H.
Fizherbert Wright, Derby; Mr. and Mrs. R. Wright,
Kent; E.E. Wyndham, [London]; Yelp (77 year old
evacuee); Amy C. Young, Penzance; K. and A. M.
Young, London; Ethel M. Young, Harrow; Garrard
Tyrwhitt Drake, Maidstone, [Drake, Sir (Hugh)
Garrard Tyrwhitt, 1881-1964, Mayor of Maidstone];
De Jenereaur ?, Hampshire; ?, Glasgow; Donald
Johnsworth ? Old Rectory, Ewelme, Oxford; Austin,
Bromsgrove; A.W.S., Lostwithiel; Anon; Anon,
London; One who wrote and thanked you in 1938;
just a few humble folk, Bristol; Anon, Middlesex;
R.A.F.; A domestic worker; I.S., Belfast; A man
from the Potteries; A well wisher; Anon; E.M, East
Yorkshire; Anon; C.M.C., Maidstone; An ordinary
suburban family, Middlesex; Anon, South Africa; An
ex service man; an unshaken supporter; a family in
Gimingham, Norfolk; a Welsh admirer, London.
NC13/18/776-834
Anon, signs letter 'Proud to be British', Middlesex;
Anon; an old woman, Hove; Aberdane, Woking; Sir
John Sandman Allen MP; Leo Amery, [London]; C
.Attlee, [London]; Baldwin, Stourport-on-Severn;
The Countess of Balfour, Woking; Sir George
Balfour, Chrislehurst; Harold Balfour, [London];
Harold Balfour, [London]; Joseph Ball, Hungerford;
Joseph Ball, [London]; T.P.H. Beamish, Haywards
Heath; Beaversbrook, [London]; H. Bell, Bermuda;
Lord Birchwood, [London]; Sir Herbert E. Blain,
Sussex; Bledisloe, Gloucestershire; Rupert
Brabner MP; Braithwaite MP; Brass MP; Havergal
Brian, North Hannover; Professor William Brown,
[London]; Patric Buchan-Hepburn MP, Surrey;
Mervyn ? Buller, Banbury; Sir John Burman,
Birmingham; Sir Alexander Cadogan, [London];
Eddie Cadogan MP, London; C.M. Campbell,
[London]; Ronald Campbell, [London]; Camrose; E.
Cartier, [London]; Cazalet, Kent; Chaplin,
Sutherland; Charnwood, Sussex; Chatfield,
Birmingham; Kenneth Clarke, [London]; Edward
Cobb MP; John Colville, Scotland; Duff Cooper,
[London]; Duff Cooper, [London]; T.M. Cooper,
Edinburgh; Sir William Cope MP, Cardiff; Lord
James Craigavon, Belfast; Lord Cravworth, Suffolk;
W. Craven-Ellis, London; Smedley Crooke MP,
Worcestershire; Lord Daryngton, [London]; G.F.
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Davies, [London]; George F. Davies MP, Somerset;
Geoffrey Dawson (The Times), London; Geoffrey
Dawson (The Times), London; Geoffrey Dawson
(The Times), London; Derby, Lancashire; Lady
Desborough, Hertford; E de Valera, Dublin;
General J.G. Dill, London.
NC13/18/835-887
Patrick Donner MP, Torquay; Lord Ebbisham,
[London]; S. Elibank, Scotland; Lord Exeter,
Stamford; Sir Warren Fisher, [London]; Sir Patrick
Ford (late MP), Edinburgh; Sir Auckland Geddes,
Tunbridge Wells; G. Gledhill MP, Halifax; L.
Gluckstein, [London]; Lady Cecile Goff, Wiltshire;
Arnold Gridley MP, Buckinghamshire; A.C.
Griffiths, Birmingham; Robert Grimston MP,
[London]; D. Gunston MP; Hacking, [London];
W.W. Hadley (Sunday Times), [London]; Maurice
Hankey, Dorset; Ian C. Hannah MP, Staffordshire;
Henderson, Lincolnshire; George Herbert,
Salisbury; Samuel Hoare, British Embassy Madrid;
Geoffrey Hutchinson, Yorkshire; M. Hutchinson,
Brackwell; Hyndley, Hampshire; Iliffe, [London];
Countess of Iveagh, Woking; James MP, British
Embassy Madrid; Sir John Jarvis MP, Godalming;
Sir Maurice Jenks, [London]; M. E. Jersey,
Bicester; Joe Kennedy [Joseph], Embassy of
United States of America; Lord Kenett, London;
W.L. Mackenzie King (Prime Minister of Canada),
Ottowa; Ludwig Koch, London; Cosmo Lang
(Archbishop of Canterbury), Canterbury; Sir
Sydney Law, Stourbridge; Sir Francis Lindley,
Hampshire; Lady Blanche Lloyd, Hertfordshire;
Londonderry, [London]; Lugard, Surrey; Leonard
Lyle MP, Newbury; Malcolm MacDonald, [London];
Harry McGowan, London; Pamela McKenna,
London; Maffey, Dublin; Adam Maitland, Oxford;
Marchwood, Sussex; David Margesson, [London];
David Margesson, London; Sir John Marriott, North
Wales.
NC13/18/888-936
Mills MP, Hampshire; Sir Horace Monrad, Dorset;
John Morgan, Essex; Lord Jack Mottistone,
Winchester; Patrick Munro MP, Breconshire;
Newall, [London]; Lord Newton, [London]; Onslow,
[London]; Oxford, [London]; Bishop of Penrith,
Carlisle; K. Pickthorn MP, Cambridge; Pownall,
[London]; Sir Granville Ram, Birkhamstead;
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Ramsay MP, Leeds; Lord Rankeillon, Uckfield;
Reid (Solicitor General for Scotland), Edinburgh;
Rothermere, Montreal; Lord Rotherwick,
Hampshire; Lord Runciman MP, Selkirkshire; Edith,
Buckinghamshire; Lord Harry Rushcliffe, Ware;
Salisbury, Hertfordshire; Salmon MP, [London];
Edward Salt MP, Stratford-on-Avon; Samuel,
[London]; Samuel, [London]; George Schuster MP,
[London]; Peter S. Shaw, Dorset; M. Shigmiten,
London; Sikorski (Polish Prime Minister), London;
Oliver Simmonds MP; John Simon [London];
Archibald Sinclair, [London]; H.B. L Smith; Harry
Wilson Smith, [London]; Archbishop of Southwark,
[London]; Spens MP, Ashford; Lord Stanhope,
Sevenoaks; Lord Stanhope, Sevenoaks; Lord
Stanhope, Sevenoaks; James Stuart MP, [London];
James Stuart, [London]; Lord Phillip Swinton,
[London]; Lord Templeman, Hampshire; Lord
Teviot, Newbury; J. Thomas (ex-MP), Salisbury;
Tooker (Hammond), Dorset; Lady Tryon, Salisbury;
Professor Grey Turner, Buckinghamshire.
NC13/18/937-950
M. Tute, Washington D.C.; W. W. Wakefield;
Wallace MP, London; J.S. Wedderburn, Shetland;
Marie Willingdon, [Willingdon, Marie, Marchioness
of, 1875-1960], [London]; Wilson, Sussex; Horace
Wilson, [Wilson, Sir Horace John, 1882-1972,
Knight Civil Servant], Whitehall, [London]; Sir R.
Roy Wilson, London; Kingsley Wood, [Wood, Rt
Hon. Sir Kingsley, 1881-1943], Whitehall, [London];
Zetland, Achnasheen; ?, Bearsden; short note
regarding keys; Neville Chamberlain to Sir John
Simon; Arthur Williams, Pontypridd.
950 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC13/19

Letters of condolence to Anne Chamberlain
following Neville Chamberlain's death

1940-1943

Arrangement: The letters are grouped into two
sections. NC13/19/1/1-1195 are letters from
members of the public and organizations.
NC13/19/2/1-600 are letters from friends, Members
of Parliament and other dignitaries.
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1795 items
Access: Open
NC13/19/1

Letters from members of the public and
organizations

1940-1943

These are letters of condolence and sympathy to
Anne Chamberlain, mostly from the first two weeks
after Neville Chamberlain's death on 9 November
1940, although there are a few letters of sympathy
to Neville and Anne Chamberlain regarding Neville
Chamberlain's illness shortly before his death,
some letters also much later in date. There are
many letters from Conservative and Unionist
Associations, especially from Edinburgh where
Mrs. Chamberlain was born, and from Birmingham,
the birthplace of Mr. Chamberlain. There are also
the occasional letters from Lord Provost's to which
Anne Chamberlain replied to. However, the
majority are from ordinary people, both from Britain
and abroad, especially South Africa, America and
Canada, who were impressed by his character, his
faith and his efforts to maintain peace.
Letters of particular interest include:
NC13/19/1/388 containing a poem from a
Canadian newspaper dedicated to Neville
Chamberlain. NC13/19/1/471 includes a
newscutting from an Australian newspaper.
NC13/19/1/492 is a sermon preached by Rev. W.T.
Heath. NC13/19/1/551 contains a newspaper
article from North Wales. NC13/19/1/575 is a poem
by Nicholas King sent by Lady Revendale.
NC13/19/1/660 is a letter from a 12 year old
Australian boy. NC13/19/1/674 a letter from the
hospital staff who treated Mr. Chamberlain in his
last illness. NC13/19/1/732 is a letter from a school
committee member in Uruguay. NC13/19/1/756 a
letter from the NSPCC. NC13/19/1/829 includes a
newspaper cutting and little cards with prayers on.
NC13/19/1/876 is a series of letters from a small
village in Western Australia including some by
young children. NC13/19/1/947 and 1018 are cards
of sympathy from Canada. NC13/19/1/1188 is a
series of religious notes.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
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available:
NC13/19/1/1-39
Aberavon and Port Talbot Ex-Service Men's Club
Ltd; H. B. Adie (Barming, Maidstone); Adelaide City
Council; Edith M. Albon (Weston, Hertfordshire);
Elizabeth Alderdice (Brooklyn, New York); Bernard
Alderton (Dorridge, Birmingham); Mrs G. W. Aldred
(Burn Bridge, Harrogate); Emma A. Aldren
(Edgbaston, Birmingham); H. W. Allerton
(Coaticook, Quebec, Canada); Alloa Women's
Unionist Association; Altrincham Division
Conservative Association; Alice Anderson (Halfway
Tree, Jamaica); Robert Anderson (Cathcart,
Glasgow); Malcolm Arbuthnot (London); Malcolm
Armstrong (Hexham); Muriel C. Armstrong
(Uitenhage, South Africa); Mrs Edith Arnold
(Hoxton, London); K. Arrowsmith, E. Farr and S.
Pratt (Ward End, Birmingham); D. G. Arthur
(Ilminster, Somerset); Mary Ashbrook (Stockport);
Reverend Guy Ashill (Woodchester,
Gloucestershire); Annie O. Aspin (Turnberry,
Ayrshire); Associated Country Women of the
World; Marian Astley (Coventry); E. Atkinson
(Newcastle on Tyne); Dorothy Atkinson
(Northwood, New South Wales); Irene Aubrey
(London); Reverend M. E. Aubrey (Baptist Union);
Gladys J. Axe (Christchurch, Hampshire)
NC13/19/1/40-49
Anne Baddeley (Bournemouth); John Bailey (Four
Oaks, Warwickshire); Arthur H. Baker (London);
Winifred Baker (Orange Grove, Johannesburg);
Miss Beatrice Ball (Hollywood, Birmingham); Lily
Ball (Bellflower, California); E. B. Balston
(Swartkopskloof, South Africa); Borough of
Banbury; John W. Kynoch and Banffshire Unionist
Association;
NC13/19/1/50-97
Barnsley Division Conservative and Unionist
Association; Margaret W. Barrett (South Cerney,
Gloucestershire); M. Cecilia Barter (Edgbaston,
Birmingham); A. Bartley (Bradley, Bilston); S.
Mabel Barton (Orston Hall, Nottinghamshire); Mrs
Barton (Ashford, Kent); Fanny (Barkanay)
(Toronto); Patrick G. F. Barry (12th Searchlight
Battery); Mary W. Bate (Paignton); Dorothy A. Bath
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(Barnet, Hertfordshire); Battersea Methodist
Central Mission; J. A. Beamont (London); Mrs Fred
Beck (Dromore, County Down); Muriel
Beckett)(London); R. M. Beers (Torquay); Brenda
Beet and Mrs R. Beet (Thurgoland, Sheffield);
Clara Bellis (Whitefield, Manchester); Belper
Division of Derbyshire Conservative Association;
Women's Conservative Club, Belper; M. Benedict
(Redval); Mrs D. Benjamin (Hove); E. C. Benson
(Oxford); K. Bergstra (Canada); Madeleine B.
Bernays (Baltimore); Sidney M. Berry
(Congregational Union of England and Wales);
inhabitants of Berwick on Tweed; Berwick-uponTweed Conservative and Unionist Association; V.
C. Best (Canyis, BC); George T. Betts (Edgbaston,
Birmingham); Bewdley Division of Worcestershire
Unionist Association; Urban District Council of
Billinge-and-Winstanley; Bilston Conservative
Association; Bilston Conservative Association
Womens Branch; P. Douglas Bird (San Diego); W.
Bird (Kempston, Bedfordshire); Lord Mayor of
Birmingham; Birmingham Chamber of Commerce;
Birmingham Citizens' Society; Agnes Taunton
(Birmingham Citizens' Society); a member of
Birmingham Festival Choral Society; Birmingham
General Dispensary; Birmingham Children's
Hospital; Birmingham General Hospital;
Birmingham and Midland Hospitals for Women;
NC13/19/1/98-150
Birmingham Municipal Bank; Birmingham City
Council Bank Committee; Birmingham City
Museum and Art Gallery; City of Birmingham
Orchestra; 69th Hy. A. A. Regiment R. A.;
Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural Society;
Birmingham Boys' and Girls' Union; Church of the
Messiah, Birmingham; Birmingham Jewellers' and
Silversmiths' Association; Master Silversmiths
Association; King Edward the Sixth's Schools,
Birmingham; National Council of Women
Birmingham Branch; National Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children Birmingham and
District Branch; Royal Life Saving Society
Birmingham and District Branch; Birmingham and
District Association of Boy Scouts West Central
Division; Birmingham Temperance Society;
Birmingham and District Works Amateur Football
Association; Birmingham Young Men's Christian
Association; Birmingham Young Men's Christian
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Association War Service Department; Birmingham
Youths' and Old Boys' Amateur Football
Association; Conservative Club, Birmingham;
Birmingham Unionist Association; Birmingham
Unionist Association Central Advisory Women's
Council; Birmingham Unionist Association
Sandwell Ward Women's Branch; All Saints Church
(Hockley, Birmingham); Union Club (Birmingham);
Womens Branch of Deritend Unionist Association;
(Olaina P. Bishop?) (Moseley, Birmingham);
Blackburn Conservative and Unionist Association;
Mayor of Blackpool; G. Blackwell (Prestbury,
Cheshire); Robert Blackwood (Dundee); Mrs
Marian Blair (Hutton Rudby, Yorkshire); Vera Blair
(Loughton, Essex); A. H. Blake (London); Florie
Block (Kingsbury, London); Stuart Blofeld
(Edgbaston, Birmingham); M. K. Blunson
(Withington, Manchester); Bonar Law Memorial
Trust; Mayor of Bootle; Bootle Constitutional
Association; Borough of Boston; John E. Bowles
(Caversham, Reading); Yvonne Bowes (Gurnord?,
Isle of Wight); Ethel Lyon Bowley (Chorleywood,
Hertfordshire); Mrs L. Boyle (Mumbles, Swansea);
Gwendoline Boyns (Ealing); Edward Brody (Newry,
County Down); L. Bredin (Fleet, Hampshire);
Geraldine Bremner (London)
NC13/19/1/151-190
Borough of Bridgnorth; Edith Briggs (Ashton-underLyne); Mary F. Briggs; A. Briscoe (Barnstaple); on
behalf of Miss Piercy (Barnstaple); Lord Mayor of
Bristol; Bristol Unionist Association; Bristol North
Unionist Association Eastville Women's Branch;
Association of British Chambers of Commerce;
British Empire Union; Society for the Promotion of
Nature Reserves; British Sailors Society; British
War Graves Association Central Branch; women of
the Conservative Association, Briton Ferry Branch;
Sibyl Broad (Aldershot); women of Brockley
Conservative and Unionist Association; John F.
Brookes (Wingham, Ontario); Councillor W. P. and
Mrs Brookes (Yeovil); Mrs E. M. Brown (Coventry);
Walter Brown (Macclesfield); Henry Browning (High
Lane, Cheshire); Pearl Howell Burgess (Hollywood,
California); Dorothy Burgin (Harpenden); E. V.
Burkholder (Ottawa); Charles Burman (Edgbaston,
Birmingham); K. Joan Burrell (Weymouth); A. E.
Burlow (Paslingford, Suffolk); Burwash Weald
branch of the Conservative Association; Sydney E.
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Butler (Halstead, Essex); S. Butt (Portsmouth);
Hilda Dunbar Butterworth (London); (Ismé C.
Buxton?) (Ware, Hertfordshire); (Stuart Burstead?)
(Cambridge); (R. John Buick?) (Massingham,
Leicestershire); Elsie G. F. Byworth (Broadstone,
Dorset);
NC13/19/1/191-244
Caerphilly Division Conservative and Unionist
Association (Women's Branch); Dorothy Cafferata
(Wells Next The Sea); Caldmore Liberal Club
(Walsall); Eric K. J. Callaghan (Rhos-on-Sea);
Margaret Calliman (Rathgar, Dublin); (Jeanette
Mindeholm?) (Edgbaston, Birmingham); Eastern
Provincial area of the National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Association; Zoa F.
Camp (San Francisco); Colin F. Campbell
(Sevenoaks); T. A. Crerar (Ottawa); Yowrie Zara
Gowrie (Canberra); Birmingham and Midland
Counties Association (Vancouver); Imperial Order
Daughters of the Empire (Toronto); Joshua Loyal
Orange Lodge No. 154 (Toronto); women of
Cannock Division of Staffordshire; Alice M. Cannon
(Birmingham); Lord Mayor of Cardiff; Womens
Section of Cardiff Central Division Conservative
Association; Cardiff Central Division Conservative
and Unionist Association Central Ward Women's
Branch; Cardiff South Conservative and Unionist
Association; A. M. Carey (Twyford); E. J. Carroll;
Zna R. Carson (Reading); E. M. Carter (Bishop's
Stortford); Charles A. Carter (10 Downing Street);
W. Sydney Cartwright (Westlands, Staffordshire);
National Conservative League Castlereagh Lodge;
Agnes Mary Catchpole (Melton, Suffolk); Margaret
Cater (Donnington, Berkshire); P. G. Catt
(Westbourne (Neville and Anne Chamberlain's
former house in Birmingham)); Evelyn CavenaghMa...dasburg (South Africa); Moyra Cavendish
(Cark-in-Cartmel); Ceylon Chamber of Commerce;
Alice Chamberlain (Stoke Bishop, Bristol);
Valentine Chamberlain (Springfield, Missouri); Ada
G. Chambers (Shirley, Warwickshire); A. Chapman
(Ranskill, near Doncaster); Chartered Institute of
Secretaries; Greville A. F. M. Chatwin (Old
Rugbeian Society); Cheam Constitutional
Association Women's Section; North Cheam
Surrey Womens Constitutional Association; Clara
E. Chennells (Luton); National Unionist Association
for the Chertsey Division of Surrey; National
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Unionist Association for the Chertsey Division of
Surrey Women's Advisory Committee; National
Unionist Association for the Chertsey Division of
Surrey Thames Ditton Women's Committee;
Children's Country Holidays Fund; Chorley Division
Conservative and Unionist Association; Church
Army.
NC13/19/1/245-304
Alfred Steire ?, Church Army Centres for H.M.
Forces, Newbury; Frank M. Elgood, London; Arnold
M. Churchill, Birmingham; Winston Churchill,
[London]; Anne Chamberlain to Winston Churchill,
Basingstoke; Leofric W. Temple, Civil Service
Angling Society, Staines; Olive Clarke, Edgbaston;
Peter W.A. Claure, Yorkshire; Jean M. C. Clay,
Stocksfield on Tyne; C.S. Clayton, London; Mary
Clayton, Sussex; W. Ringrose-Wharton,
Cleaveland Women's Unionist Association,
Saltburn-by-the-Sea; Edith C. Clinkscales, South
Africa; Close-Brookes, Surrey; Daphne M. Coast,
Buckinghamshire; William Cody, Ireland; Olive G.
Coggin, Kidderminster; W.A. Colenidfs-Roberts?,
Llandudno; E. Colly, Middleborough; Phillip
Connolly, Cheshire; W.P. Conolly, Australia; L.A.
Coombs, The National Society of Conservative and
Unionist Agents, [London]; Association of
Conservative Clubs, [London]; The National Union
of Conservative and Unionist Associations Central
Women's Advisory Committee, [London]; Essex
and Middlesex Provincial Area National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations, [London];
The national Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations, Lancashire, Cheshire and
Westmorland Provincial Area, Women's Advisory
Committee, Manchester; The City of London
Conservative and Unionist Association, [London];
The National Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations, Northern Counties Provincial Area,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne; Scottish Unionist
Association, Western Divisional Council, Glasgow;
National Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations, Women's Advisory Committee, South
Eastern Area, [London]; The Wales and
Monmouthshire Conservative and Unionist Council,
Cardiff; The Wales and Monmouthshire
Conservative and Unionist Council, Women's
Advisory Committee, Cardiff; The National Union
Conservative and Unionist Associations, Wessex
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Area, Reading; H. Constance, Bournemouth;
Carrie Constantinidi, Harrogate; Chislehurst
Division of Kent Constitutional Association, Kent;
Arthur J. Cook, Gloucestershire; E.R.A. Cooper,
Manchester; L. E. Cooper, Lancashire; Phyllis M.
Cooper, Worthing; Thomas Cooper, Bedford;
Hubert S. A. Copinger, [London]; Council for the
Preservation of Rural England, London; The
Country Women's Association, West Australia; A.
Cousen, Morecambe; City of Coventry Junior
Imperial League, Coventry; Evelyn R, CrawleyBovely, Warwickshire; M. Leonard Crean, Devon;
H.T. Creasy, Middlesex; Marjorie Crosbie; Helen
M. Crossley, Stroud; A.H. Croucher, Reading;
Annie Crowe. Bedfordshire; Crurdall, Dover;
Cubkin, Hertfordshire; Dorothy M. Cunn, Stratfordupon-Avon; May Cunrad?, [London].

NC13/19/305-355
R. B. Dunwoody, [Dunwoody, Robert Browne,
1879-1966, JP Belfast], Surrey; Nancy Dalryuple,
Hassocks; Dartford Division Conservative and
Unionist Association Women's Branch,
Bexleyheath; National Society Daughters of the
British Empire, New York; Davenport, Surrey;
Women's Conservative and Constitutional
Association Northampton-Daventry Division,
Towcaster; Ethel E. Davey, [London]; Eva V. Davis,
[London]; Norman Davis, Hampshire; Dorothy M.
Dawes, Nottingham; A.M. Dawson, Dorset; S.J.
Deacon, Cambridge; Everal de Jersey, [London];
Murial E. de Laris-Traffou, Haslemere; May
Denman, Leeds; M. Dennis, N. Wales; Rupert
Nichols Densem, South Africa; Alfred Denville,
Basingstoke; Gwendolen Devitt, Kent; Katherine C.
Dewar, Birmingham; Norah R. Dickie; Edith F.
Dickinson, Cape Town; Charles M. Discow, Surrey;
Robert Docherty, Scotland; Capt. Ben T. Tinton on
behalf of the Dockland Settlements, London; Elsie
F. Dodge, New York; Daisy Florence Daw on
behalf of South Dorset Conservative and Unionist
Association, Weymouth; Mr. and Mrs. G.E. Dowler,
Birmingham; Mr. and Mrs. Dowles, Birmingham;
Eveleen Downes, Birmingham; Ida M. Downing,
Llandudno; Dowson, Oxford; Kathleen Druce,
London; Dublin Conservative Club, Dublin; T.C.
Dugdale, [London]; Dulwich Conservative
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Association, [London]; Dumbartonshire Unionist
Association, Dumbarton; Dumfriesshire Unionist
Association Women's Branch, Dumfries; Lord
Provost of Dundee, Dundee; Gertrude E. Eardley,
[London]; East Ham North Conservative and
National Unionist Association, [London]; East Ham
North Conservative and National Unionist
Association Women's Branch, [London]; R.L.
Ricketts on behalf of the East Hampshire
Conservative and Unionist Association, Hampshire;
East Lewisham Conservative and Unionist
Association Women's Branch Central, Basingstoke;
Catherine A. Woolsey on behalf of the East Norfolk
Women's Conservative Organisation, Norfolk; Cast
Renfrewshire Unionist Association, Birmingham;
Birmingham Unionist Association Edgbaston
Division, Birmingham; Lord Provost of Edinburgh,
Edinburgh.
NC13/19/356-408
Edinburgh Merchant Company, Edinburgh;
Edinburgh Unionist Association, Edinburgh; East
Edinburgh Unionist Association, Edinburgh; H.E.
Edwards, Stourport-on-Severn; J. Hugh Edwards,
Surrey; Rosemary Edwards, Devon; Birmingham
Unionist Association , Birmingham; R. James,
Birmingham; Gertie Edwards, [London]; Egham
Unionist Association, Surrey; Elland Division
Conservative and Unionist Association, Halifax;
[possibly from Herbert Ellerti]; Council of
Ellesmere Port, Cheshire; May Elliot,
Westmoreland; Annie Ellis, Canada; Eliza Ann
Ellis, Yorkshire; A.H. Elsdon, station master, Great
Western Railway, Birmingham; I. England, New
York; A. S. Tawre?, Essex; The Essex Primrose
League Council, Essex; Arthur Evans,
Basingstoke; F. Howell Everson, Hertfordshire;
John Ewing, [London]; Mary Fairall, Kent; E.G.
Fanning, Bedford; Basil Farncombe?, Birmingham;
National Conservative and Unionist Association
Farnham Division of Surrey, Farnham; M.P.
Farnsworth, Matlock; Charles E. Fay, U.S.A.;
Beatrice M. Fergusen; S. Howard Ferguson,
Canada; Robert J. Jones on behalf of the workmen
of the Middle Quarry section of Oakley Slate
Quarries Blaenau Ffestiniog, Wales; G. Filer,
Buckinghamshire; John Finn, Middlesex;
Constance Fitzmaurice, [London]; M. Fitzroy,
Henley-on-Thames; P.H. Flackiston, Bognor Regis;
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Archibald Fleming, [London]; Walter Flint,
Birmingham; Smart Flintshire Women's
Conservative Association, Basingstoke; Flyfishers
Club, [London]; PTE E. Foster, Plymouth; R.
Fothergill, South Africa; Fouler, [London]; Helen
Frecheville, Surrey; Freemantle Brance Women's
Christian Temperance Union, Freemantle; Francis
Fremantle, Hertfordshire; E. Fricham, [London];
Mrs. Frost and Family, [London]; A. Maude Kyshe,
Worcestershire.
NC13/19/1/409-471
Women's Branch Gainsborough Division of
Conservative and Unionist Association, Lincoln;
Marie Gallway, Ireland; Alicia Galson, Essex; P.
Ganett, Southampton; W.E. Ganney, Reading;
Arthur A.L. Gedge, Stowmarket; F.L.J. George,
Birmingham; Annie N. Gillespie, Renfrewshire;
Lord Provost of Glasgow, Glasgow; The Glasgow
Conservative Club, Glasgow; Glasgow Jewish
Representative Council, Glasgow; Glasgow
University Unionist Club, Glasgow; Mabel Glass,
Surrey; L.B. Glendinning, Bournemouth; a grateful
citizen, Godalming; Rev. E.A. Godson, Dorset; G.
Godwin, Guildford; M. Goldsmith, Suffolk; H.M.
Goldthorp, Sussex; Horace and Elsie Goodby,
Birmingham; George Goode, St. Helens; H. Goode,
Birmingham; Helen F. Gordon, Dumbartonshire;
Catherine B. Graham, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; W.D.
Graham, Hastings; M. Graves, Dorset; Greater
London Fund for the Blind, London; Margaret
Greating, Canada; Green, Tunbridge Wells;
Anthony Greenwood-Freeman, Scotland; L. Gregg,
Chester; A.W. Grice, Stourbridge; Grieves,
Devonshire; R and S Griffiths, Sussex; Peggie
Grubb, South Wales; A. Guerville, France;
Constituency of South Hackney, [London];
Katherine Hall, Queensland; Nina Hall, S. Wales;
Katherine Halley, Brockenhurst; Marie J. Hamber,
Liverpool; Teresa Hanlon, London; Judy Hantsch,
London; Harborne Unionist Association Men's
Branch, Birmingham; Fred A. Hardwicke, Canada;
Ruth Hargreaves, Lancashire; Henry Harper, N.
Ireland; A Harris, Birmingham; Ada D, Harrison,
Berkshire; May Harrison, [London]; Nellie Harrison,
Birmingham; Harrow Division Conservative and
Unionist Association, [London]; Hastings and St.
Leonards United Conservative Associations,
Hastings; Edith Hertland, Canada; Hatch End
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National Unionist Association Women's Branch,
Middlesex; Elizabeth Hawker, Southampton; N.
Hayward, Eastbourne; Herald Green Branch of
Women's Conservative Association, Cheshire;
A.M.G. Heap, N. Wales; Lt. J. Douglas Heath,
Nairobi; Mayor of Hedon Arthur Moody, Hampshire;
Sandie Helmus, South Australia.
NC13/19/1/472-529
Mary M. Heinemann, Surrey; Barbara Heley,
Birmingham; Evelyn E. Helm, South Africa; Hemel
Hempstead Conservative and Unionist Association
Women's Branch, [Hertfordshire]; Hemel
Hempstead Parliamentary Division Conservative
and Unionist Association, [Hertfordshire]; K.E.
Hemmingway, Yorkshire; F.G. Henderson,
Salisbury; Margaret Henderson, Hertfordshire;
Hendon Division Conservative Association
Women's Divisional Committee, [London]; E.L.
Hendriks, Cornwall; Herring, Sydney; Hertford
Division Conservative Association, Hertford;
Women's Unionist Association, Heywood; Borough
of Haywood Conservative and Unionist
Association, Heywood; Mr. and Mrs. H.J. Hickman,
Huddersfield; Hicks, Tonbridge; Cecilia E. Higgs,
Warickshire; Highcliffe and Christchurch Branch of
the New Forest and Christchurch Conservative and
Unionist Association, Highcliffe; Annie Hill,
Huddersfield; A. Hill, New York; J. Soloman Hill,
[London]; J. Hilton, Birmingham; May Hinghliff,
Yorkshire; M. W. Hind, Birmingham; Christine
Hiscoe, Kent; C.E. Hoblyn, nr Falmouth; E. Victor
Horton?, Birmingham; Holland County Council,
Lincolnshire; W. Holland, Bedfordshire; W. S.
Holland, [London]; Dorothy Hollins, Crowborough;
Bertha Hollis, Derbyshire; Honiton Division
Conservative and Unionist Association, Ottery St.
Mary; Elizabeth A. Hopton, Surrey; B. Horner,
Yorkshire; J. Hortrop, Exeter; Noel M. Howard,
Hampshire; N. Howard, Nottinghamshire;
Huddersfield Women's Conservative Association,
Hexfield; Lt. Col. J.T.C. Broadbent on behalf of the
Conservative Association, Huddersfield; Mat V.
Hudson, Hampshire; F. H. Hughes, Birmingham;
Hughes, Horsmonden; Hughes, Horsmonden; Mary
Hughes, New South Wales; P.H. Hughes,
[London]; Robert and Bessie Hughes, Canada;
S.W. Hughes Free Church Federal Council,
London; D. Hughes-Parry, N. Wales; R. Hurd,
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Norwich; Kathleen Hurley, Ireland; Agnes
Husband, Canada; M. Husbands,
Buckinghamshire; Janet Hutchinson, Tenby; L.M.
Hutchinson, Carlisle; Maud E. Hyde, Somerset.
NC13/19/1/530-581
Incorporation of Hammermen of Glasgow,
Glasgow; Leonard Inkster, Exeter; Gertrude E.
Imman, Kent; Ipswich Conservative Women,
Suffolk; Ipswich Central Conservative Club,
Ipswich; M. Irvine, [London]; Miyo Ishiwata,
Vancouver; Percy Loraine, Isle of Man; Isle of
Wight Conservative and Unionist Association, Isle
of Wight; Vivian Jacobs, Worksop; Brother James,
Hampshire; E. James; Edith James, Staffordshire;
Malcolm Jeffery, Shropshire; K.S. John, Edinburgh;
W.T. Johnson, [London]; Rupert C. Johnson,
[London]; H. Johnson-Hall, Johannesburg; C.
Montague Johnstone, Henley-on-Thames; Elwyn
Jones, Hereford; E.A. Jones, N. Wales; Ethel
Jones on behalf of Blakenhall Women's
Conservative Branch, Wolverhampton; J.B. Jones,
Wiltshire; Harborne J.I.L, Coventry; Victoria Jukes,
Birmingham; North Edgbaston Branch of the Junior
Imperial League, Birmingham; Duke Karamaounas
John, Greece; Mayor of Karachi, Pakistan; Alex
Keith, [Surrey]; Adolf Keller, U.S.A.; K. Kemp,
Hampshire; Sylvia Kennedy, Bedfordshire; Mary L.
Kennedy, [Canada]; Rosalind Kennedy, Edinburgh;
J. Kennedy, Berkshire; Hilda M. Kent, Devon;
P.H.B. Kent, China; Kenyon, Surrey; S. Kenyon,
Amersham; A.E. Kent-Phillips, Herefordshire; Mary
Keverne, Doncaster; Dorothy M. Kick, Lincolnshire;
Killinchy Unitarian Women's League, Ireland; Mary
King, S. Rhodesia; Kings Lynn Division of Norfolk
Conservative and Unionist Association, Kings
Lynn; Kingstead Conservative Association
Peterborough Division, Kettering; Parliamentary
Borough of Kingston-upon-Thames Conservative
and Unionist Association, York; Margaret Knight,
Stratford-upon-Avon; Charlotte Clements Knisely,
U.S.A.; Eileen M Knox, Nuneaton.
NC13/19/1/582-636
Cyril Mackenzie on behalf of the Ashbridge Club,
Middlesex; Labour Advisory Committee, National
Union of Conservative and Unionist Associations
Lancashire, Cheshire and Westmorland Provincial
Area, Manchester; Ladies Carlton Club, [London];
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Ladies Grand Council Primrose League, London;
Ladywood Division Unionist Association,
Birmingham; D. Lamb, [London]; Hector Lamont,
Middlesex; Lancashire and Cheshire Federations
of Junior Unionist Organisations, Lancashire; M. T.
E. Landwithe, [London]; Florence Lane, Kent; H.
Lane, Birmingham; Lang, Paul Latham, Wiltshire;
Capt. John Lawford, [London]; L. Lawrence,
Gloucestershire; Lawrence; League of Women
Voters, Australia; Ralph Leaver, Cape Town; Ruth
Lee, Gloucestershire; F. Leeder, [London]; Lord
Mayor of Leeds, Leeds; B. Le Fanu, Liverpool;
Leicester Women's Conservative and Unionist
Central Council, Leicester; East Leicester
Conservative Association, Leicester; South
Leicester Conservative and Unionist Association,
Leicester; West Leicester National Conservative
Association, Leicester; Westcotes Ward Women;s
Branch West Leicester National Conservative
Association, Leicester; Lydia Leigh, [Wigan];
Leighton Buzzard Branch of Women's Unionist
Association, Bedfordshire; Allan B. Lemon,
Salisbury; E. Hilda Lewis, Northampton; East
Lewisham Conservative and Unionist Association
Bellingham Ward Women's Branch, Lewisham;
Lichfield Division Women's Conservative and
Unionist Association Tamworth Branch, Lichfield;
Lidgett, London; Lightfoot, London; S. Liles, Kent;
Lines family, London; Linslade Men's Conservative
and Unionist Association, Linslade; Linslade
Conservative Association Buckingham Division,
Leighton Buzzard; Lipscomb, Yorkshire; E. Lister,
York; Midland Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations, Birmingham; Liverpool Constitutional
Association, Liverpool; Conservative and Unionist
Association Waterloo Division of Lancashire,
Liverpool; Liverpools Workmen's Conservative
Association Edge Hill Division, Liverpool; Llandaff
and Barry Conservative and Unionist Association
Women's Division, Cardiff; Llandudno Urban
District Council, Llandudno; Llandudno Urban
District Council, Llandudno; Llanelly Women's
Conservatie, Llanelly; Henry Lloyd, Birmingham; H.
Lloyd, Christchurch; H.M. Lock, Exeter.
NC13/19/1/637-679
Norah M. Lodge, Birmingham; E. Loines, New
York; Lord Mayor of London, Hampshire; Mayor of
Londonderry, Hampshire; Board of Management of
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the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, London; Lonsdale Unionist Association,
Hampshire; F. Loraine, California; Cecil LortPhillips, South Cornwall; Loughborough
Conservative Association, Derby; Elsie Lovegrove,
Middlesex; Major Lowe, U.S.A.; Winifred Loxley,
Warwickshire; Lesley Lugsdin, South Africa; K.A.
Lumley, [London]; Mayor of Lytham St. Annes,
Lytham St. Annes; Neville Lytton, France; Anne
Lytton-Milbanks, Woking; Beatrice MacCallune,
[Canada]; Emily McCartney, Kidderminster; William
McCormick, U.S.A.; Sister A. McCoffer, Liverpool;
Katherine Macdonald, Essex; Duncan McEwan,
Australia; Kathleen McEwen, Cheshire; E.G.
McGregor, London; MacGregor?, Norfolk; Helen
McIntosh, Somerset; Rose McKay, U.S.A.; W.D.
McKenzie, [London]; Jane G. McLean, Dorset; A.
Maclachlan, Kimbolton; L. and D. Maclachlan, St.
Leonards-on-Sea; L. Adam, and Edith H. McLean?,
London; Margaret Maclean, Aberdeen; Charlotte
Macleod, Bournemouth; Mona McLeod, Toronto;
Emily MacManus, Kent; J. Ella McPherson,
Edinburgh; Macclesfield Division Conservative and
Unionist Association, Macclesfield; Maida Vale
Women's Committee North Paddington
Conservative Association, [London]; Maidstone
Division Conservative and Unionist Association,
Maidstone; Maidstone Division Conservative and
Unionist Association Women's Branch, Maidstone.
NC13/19/1/680-730
W.B. Drayson Maile, Woking; Archibald Main,
Glasgow; Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Mainwaring,
Pontypool; Ellen Maitland-Wilson, Suffolk; A. Major,
Tunbridge Wells; H.T. Malalen?, Senior Chaplin,
Catterick Garrison, Yorkshire; Constance E.
Malabar, Devon; Maladon Division Women's
Conservative and Unionist Association, Essex; H.
Malik, India; Elizabeth Mallett, Dorset; Manchester
Women's Conservative and Unionist Association,
Manchester; Manchester Women's Conservative
and Unionist Association, Manchester; Moss Side
Conservative Club, Manchester; Platting Division
Conservative and Unionist Association,
Manchester; Rosetta Mancini, London; Mansfield
Division Conservative and Unionist Association,
Mansfield; Mansfield Division Women's
Conservative and Unionist Association, Mansfield;
Margate Constitutional Club, Margate; E. Kathleen
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Marriott, Stamford; G.R. Marshall; Ellen E.
Marshall, Cheltenham; D. Martin, Surrey; Kate
Martin, Leicester; Martin, U.S.A.; D. Mason,
Malvern; Cyril and Daisy Barrow Matthews,
Birmingham; Dorothy Matthews, Cromer; Edith
Matthews, Birmingham; Joy Maurice-Adams,
Bristol; M. Mayse, [London]; M. Maxwell, Sussex;
Mr. and Mrs. Mayor, Preston; Mary J. Maywell,
Ireland; Women's Branch Meeton Division
Conservative Association, Leicestershire; Melton
Division Conservative and Unionist Association,
Leicester; Melville, Stratford-upon-Avon; Cefn
Coed Conservatives, Merthyr Tydfil; Merthyr Tydfil
Division Conservative Association, Wales; Merthyr
Tydfil Division Conservative and Unionist
Association, Wales; E.F. Mettrick, Batley; Mayor of
Newtownards, Ireland; Oliver Michael, Birmingham;
Middlesbrough Conservative Association,
Middlesbrough; Midland Band of Hope League,
Birmingham; Midland Sailing Club, Birmingham;
Midland Salmon and Trout Club, Birmingham;
Midland Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations, Birmingham; Miller, New York; M.
Millington, the British Gospel Book Association,
Liverpool; Beatrice Moberley, London; Mrs
Montgomery and family, Birkenhead.
NC13/19/1/731-747
E. Millington-Drake, British Legation, Montevideo;
Br. Valerio Duranona, Vice-President of the Board
of Great Britain School No 53; R. Bonnett,
secretary of The Youth Section of the Young Men's
Christian Association of Colonia Waldense; Mary
Moran, Australia; Edward Morgan, Cardiff; M. H.
Morgan, Worcestershire; Arthur P. Morley,
Carmarthenshire; George R. Morley (blind),
[London]; E.H. Morlidge, Canada; Allison Morrison,
Gloucestershire; Alice H. Mortimer, Somerset;
Morville Street Methodist Church, Birmingham;
Harry Mountfield, Anglesey; Penrhiwceiber
Women's Unionists, Wales; Moylen, [South Africa];
E. Mullett, Staffordshire; Leonard H. Mumford,
London; Jennie Munro, [Wales].
NC13/19/1/748-786
Mills, [London]; J.H. Nankwell, Birmingham;
National Council for the Unmarried Mother and her
Child, [London]; National Council of Women of
Australia, Australia; National Council of Women of
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Great Britain, [London]; National Farmers Union
Isle of Axholme Branch, Doncaster; National
Housing and Town Planning Council, London;
National Society of the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children, London; National Union of Conservative
and Unionist Associations, [London]; The Navy
League, Glasgow; Edith J. Neale, Lincolnshire;
Robert R. Needham, Hampshire; Women's
Conservative Association Needingworth Division,
Hunts; A. Meakin Neill, Llandudno; Nelson and
Colne Conservative and Unionist Association,
Lancashire; Newark Division Women's
Conservative Association, Newark; Mayoress of
Newark-on-Trent; Newcastle-under-Lyme Unionist
Association, Newcastle-under-Lyme; Newcastle
upon Tyne Central Division Conservative and
Unionist Association, Newcastle upon Tyne;
Newcastle upon Tyne Central Division
Conservative and Unionist Association Women's
Branch, Newcastle upon Tyne; Central Division
Newcastle upon Tyne Conservative Association
Westgate Ward, Sunderland; Mary Newman,
Middlesex; J. and V. Newnes, London; Salisbury
Constitutional Club, Monmouthshire; Tregegar
Constitutional Club, Newport; Newton Division of
Lancashire Conservative and Unionist Association,
Lancashire; Provost Magistrates and Councilors of
the Burgh of Newton Stewart Galloway, [Scotland];
Newtownards Chamber of Trade, Newtownards;
The Royal Society of St. George, London; Nora
Nicholas, [Wales]; Mary J. Nickson, Shropshire; A.
G. Nielsen, South Africa; Niewska, Berkshire; East
Norfolk Conservative and Unionist Association,
Norwich; Normanton and Castleford Conservative
and Unionist Association, Normanton; A. G. S.
Norris, Surrey; Mr. and Mrs. Wm. G. Norris,
Canada.
NC13/19/1/787-824
Northampton Conservative and Unionist
Association, Northampton; Conservative Castle
Ward Women's Unionist Association, Northampton;
Spencer Ward Men's Section Conservative and
Unionist Association, Northampton; Northampton
Women's Conservative and Unionist Association,
Northampton; Mayor and Council of North Sydney,
Australia; Maria Northwood, [London]; Notre Dame
High School, Dumbarton; City of Nottingham
Conservative Association, Nottingham; City of
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Nottingham Conservative Association Women's
Division, Nottingham; Rushcliffe Women's
Conservative Association, Nottingham; Nuneaton
Division Conservative and Unionist Association,
Nuneaton; Nuneaton Primrose League, Nuneaton;
Oakham and District Women's Conservative
Association, Rutland; V.A.D. Ladies Club,
[London]; Oldham and District Union of
Conservative Clubs, Oldham; Diana Oldmeadow,
Hertfordshire; Hugh O'Neill, [Ireland]; Orkney
Unionist Assoiciation, Kirkwall; Kirkwall Women's
Unionist Association, Orkney; I. Ormsey, Sheffield;
Ormskirk Division Women's Conservative
Association, Ormskirk; Donal F Owen, Warrington;
J. Owen-Collitt, South Africa; Padmore,
Birmingham; E. Paine, Cambridge; D. Howard
Palmer, London; Central Conservative and Unionist
Club, Oxford; Oxford University Conservative
Association, Oxford; Parker, [London]; George
Parkinson, Lancashire; Mayor of Parramatta,
Australia; Fred K. Parsons, [London]; Jeanie
Patterson, Edinburgh; Captain Mark Patrick MP
and Tavistock Division Conservative Association,
Tavistock; Perth, Basingstoke; H.M. Pattinson,
Birmingham; Ethel Peacock, Birmingham; Mary
Pennefather, Australia.
NC13/19/1/825-862
Agnes Pearce, Oldham; A. Pearson, Yorkshire;
Emily H. Pearson, Buckinghamshire; H.M. Peck,
Kent; H.M. Peck, Kent; Maude D. Pehe, [London];
Frances Percivall, Battle; Mr. and Mrs. Percy-West,
Scotland; Kinross and West Perthshire Unionist
Association, Perth; Cyril Phillips, Surrey; L. Phillips,
Plymouth; Piper, Surrey; Ellen F. Pinsent, Oxford;
Plaistow Conservative Association, [London];
Florence D. Player, Birmingham; Evelyn Plumb,
Somerset; Mutley Constitutional Club, Plymouth; R.
Pomery, South Australia; Pontefract and Goole
Conservative and Unionist Association, Pontefract;
Porthcawl Branch Women's Conservatives,
Porthcawl; Kate Porter, Buckinghamshire; The
Portsmouth and District Group of the National
Movement, Portsmouth; Council of Portsmouth;
Portsmouth South Conservative and Unionist
Association Women's Branch, Southsea; South
Portsmouth Conservative Association, Portsmouth;
Potts, Birmingham; Ronald Potts, Essex; Preston
Branch of the Conservative Working Men's Club,
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Preston; Preston Conservative Club, Preston;
Men's Unionist Association Ashton Ward, Preston;
Zoe R. Pritchard, [London]; Probyn, [London];
Geoffrey Proctor, Eastbourne; H.C. Proft, Devon;
Pwllheli Conservative Club, [Wales]; Irena Pym,
Shropshire; Quarry Bank Conservative and
Unionist Club, Staffordshire; Quinton Holly Bush
Bowling Club, Birmingham.
NC13/19/1/863-909
Ramsey, Leeds; South East Essex Conservative
Association Rayleigh Branch, Rayleigh; George H.
Rayner, Scarborough; Reddie, Hertfordshire; Reed,
[London]; Evelyn Reed, [Canada]; Fred G. Reed,
London; Louis Arnaud Reid, University of Durham;
Reilly, [London]; K. Rene, Johannesburg; Rhyl
Conservative Club, Rhyl; East Rhondda Women's
Unionist Association, [Wales]; Jennie Richardson,
Canada; W. Richardson, Western Australia; Flora,
Western Australia; George, Western Australia;
Brian O'Halloram, Western Australia; Ridley,
Kenya; P.B. Robbins, [London]; Dorothy Roberts,
Wolverhampton; Elsie Roberts, Blackburn; Ethel M.
Roberts, [London]; Andrew Robertson Acting
Provost of Fife; H.W. Robertson, Cardiff; I.A.
Robertson, Birmingham; Mayor R.G. Robertson,
Kent; Robinson, Somerset; Eva H. Robinson,
Sussex; M.E. Robinson on behalf of the South
West Conservative Association of Regina Sask,
Canada; H. L. Robson, Guildford; Rochdale
Women's Conservative and Unionist Association,
Rochdale; May Roche, Rutherglen; D.M. Roche,
Ireland; Bedwellty Conservative and Unionist
Association Rogerstone Women's Branch,
Rogerstone; S. Rolt, [London]; M.G. Rose,
Bournemouth; I.L. Ross, Sussex; London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London; The
Rotary Club of Wolverhampton, Wolverhampton;
E.M. Rowell, St. Albans; Royal Antediluvian Order
of Buffaloes Reading and District Provincial Grand
Lodge, Reading; Lord Ilchester on behalf of the
Royal Literary Fund, Dorchester; Royal Society for
the Protection of Birds, London; Maude Royden.
NC13/19/1/910-955
Royton Division Conservative and Unionist
Association, Rochdale; Royton and District Union
of Conservative Associations, Whitworth; Marjorie
A. Rozzell, London; A. N. Rucker, Berkshire;
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Margaret Rudyard, [London]; Mary Runciman,
Northumberland; The Women of Runcorn,
Cheshire; Rush, Salop; Dorothy Russell, Cornwall;
Elizabeth Russell, U.S.A.; R. Russell,
Buckinghamshire; H. Rutter, [Hampshire]; F/Sgt. G.
A. Rymer, Royal Air Force training headquarters,
Pretoria; St. John, Canterbury; Olive M. Saker,
Slough; North Salford Women's Conservative and
Unionist Association, Manchester; Salford Young
Britons League, Lancashire; South Salford
Women's Conservative and Unionist Association,
Salford; St. Martin's (Salisbury) Branch of the
Women's Conservative Association, Salisbury;
Shrewton Women's Branch of the Salisbury
Division Constitutional Association, Shrewton;
Isidore and Kate Salmon, London; Winifred Salom,
New York; Edward A. Salt, Stratford-upon-Avon;
Women's Unionist Association of Sandbach,
Cheshire; Egbert Sandford, Hampshire; Elaine
Scholes, Devon; Scotland; Constance M.M. Scott,
Kent; Frank N. Scott, Orkney; 'A Scottie', East
Perthshire; Scottish Conservative Club, Edinburgh;
Scottish Unionist Association Central Council,
Glasgow; Scottish Unionist Association, Glasgow;
P. Seal, Fife; Segder, Norfolk; Gertrude Seagrave,
Surrey; L. Seammen, Canada; Seifert, Canada;
H.H. Sergeant, Surrey; Elise Sessel, Torquay; J.
Seymour, Surrey; Alice L. Shadwell, Sussex; Hugh
Shannon Senior, Ireland; J. Shaylor, [London];
John Shelley, Canada; Will and Evelyn Shepheard,
Birmingham.
NC13/19/1/956-1007
Women's Branch Shipley Division Unionist
Association, Shipley; Elizabeth Shipsey, Dublin; G.
Shrimpton, [London]; Marjorie Shuter, Harrow-onthe-Hill; Marjorie Sidgwick, Dorchester; Kathleen
Simon, Surrey; F.L. Singleton, Malvern; K. Skinner,
Aberdeen; W.J.T. Small, Tewkesbury; Smethick
Unionist Association, Birmingham; C. H. Smith,
Birmingham; A. Smith, Lancashire; E. A. Smith,
Maidenhead; F. Smith, Oxford; Hilda M. Smith and
family, Ipswich; H. Smith, Birmingham; Maurice
and Edith Smith, Colchester; N. Smith, Cheshire;
Stanley A. Smith, Canada; Clarie Smithies; Hugh
Smyth, London; J.C. Sneaden, Sussex; Joseph
Snowden, Canada; E.H. Solomon, London; A
South African Mother, South Africa; Mayor of
Kimberley, South Africa; Mayor and Citizens of
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Simonstown, South Africa; Sons of England
Women's Association of Africa, South Africa; Sons
of England Society in Southern Africa, South
Africa; Sons of England Patriots and Benevolent
Society, South Africa; South African Voluntary
Service and London Committee of the South
African Red Cross Society, London; Southend-onSea Conservative and Unionist Association; South
Wales Area Group of Women Citizens
Associations, Newport; Central Southwark
Conservative and Unionist Association, [London];
Spelthorne Division Conservative and Unionist
Association, Middlesex; Elizabeth Spenceley,
Canada; J.A. Spencer, West Bromwich; Margaret
H. Spencer, Birmingham; May Spender, [East
Sussex]; W.P. Spens, [London]; Henry Squire,
Staffordshire; St. Helen's Conservative and
Unionist Association, St. Helens; Staines
Conservative and Unionist Association Women's
Branch, Staines; Conservative and Unionist
Association Women's Branch, Staines; H.D.
Stanford, South Africa; W.E. Stephens, Poole;
Mary Stephens, Petersfield; Katherine Street,
Worcestershire; C.H. Stevenson, Nottingham; Amy
Stevenson, Canada; Stevenson, Norfolk; Edgar
Stewart, Edinburgh.
NC13/19/1/1008-1053
A.E. Sticklaud, Bridlington; Margaret Stone, Oxford;
G. Storm, Scotland; Katherine Storr, Kent;
Gertrude Stott, Cheshire; Stourbridge Division
Conservative and Unionist Association Women's
Branch, Birmingham; Streatham Conservative and
Unionist Association Women's Northern Section,
[London]; Mid-Gloucestershire Conservative and
Unionist Association Stroud Parliamentary Division,
Gloucestershire; Doris Stuttard, Lancashire;
Sunderland Conservative Association, Sunderland;
The Conservative and Unionist Association for the
Eastern Division of Surrey Limpsfield and Titsey
Women's Branch, Limpsfield; Sutton Division
(Plymouth) Conservative and Unionist Association,
Plymouth; M. Swale, [London]; G.V. May Swann,
[Shropshire]; Swanage Conservative Club.
Swanage; E de Swardt, South Africa; Mary Sweet,
Canada; Mr. and Mrs. G. Sweeting, Canada; Betty
Syvertsen, South Africa; Muriel Tallett (with floral
tribute); The Conservative and Unionist Association
of the Tamworth Division of Warwickshire, Sutton
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Coldfield; Women's Unionist Association of the
Tamworth Parliamentary Division of Warwickshire,
Sutton Coldfield; Women's Unionist Association of
the Tamworth Parliamentary Division of
Warwickshire, Sutton Coldfield; Anna B. Tangye,
Stourbridge; Ralph L. Tattersall, Wales; A. Taylor,
Birmingham; Dorothy Taylor, London; Dorothy W.
Taylor, Yorkshire; M. and A. Taylor, New York;
G.E. Taylor, Berkshire; H.F. Taylor, London; H.C.
Taylor, Sunderland; Ronald Taylor, [London]; Greta
M. Teal, Plymouth; Inhabitants of Teignmouth and
Shaldon, Teignmouth; Mayor, Aldermen and
Burgesses of Tenby, Tenby; Tenby Conservative
and Unionist Club, Tenby; E. Terry, Robertsbridge;
Theobald, London; G.R. Theobald, Hampshire;
Katie Thesiger, [London]; Third Carabiniers
(P.O.W. Dragoon Guards) Association, London;
Thirsk and Malton Division Conservative
Association, York.
NC13/19/1/1054-1103
James Thomas, [London]; Madeline Thomas,
[London]; Anne Thomlin-Jones, Porthcawl; Joseph
Thompson, Canada; Evelyn Thompson, Guildford;
E. Thomson, Hertford; Thornton, Yorkshire; J.
Tocher, Aberdeen; Louie H. Torney, Ireland; Mayor
and Citizens of Toronto, Canda; Ferguson,
Toronto; Baron Byng Branch of Canadaian Legion,
Toronto; Georges Torres, London; Towerby
Conservative Association, Yorkshire; A. H.
Townsend, London; Herbert D. Tresidder, Canada;
H. Trevelyan-Thompson, Middlesborough; Hilda
Trevelyan-Thompson Middlesborough; Dorothy
Trinder, Durham; Tring Men's Branch Conservative
and Unionist Association, Tring; Tring Women's
Conservative Association and Fuchsia Club, Tring;
Geraldine Tripp, New Zealand; Ruth Troward,
Croydon; B.A. Turnbull, Edinburgh; Turner MP,
Buckinghamshire; Lille A. Turner, [London];
Twickenham Division Conservative Association,
Twickenham; Twickenham Women's National
Unionist Association, Twickenham; Rosalind
Twining, [London]; The Improvement Commission,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne; Tynemouth Conservative
Association, Tynemouth; J. Tyser, Essex; K.L.
Underwood, Middlesex; Harborne and Quinton
Ward Unionist Association, [Birmingham];
Edgbaston Division Unionist Association Quinton
Branch, [Birmingham]; Ladywood Division Unionist
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Association Women's Branch, Ladywood;
Sparkbrook Division Unionist Association Basall
Heath Women's Branch, Birmingham; K.E. Upton,
Oldbury; Dorothy Valter, Surrey; Council and
Citizens of Vancouver British Columbia,
Vancouver; Lilian Van Leurep, London; Nina
Vernon, Devon; V. E. Vessell, Hampshire; Victoria
College, Belfast; The Honorary Justices'
Association of Victoria, [Australia]; Master and
Wardens of the Vintners Company, London;
Margaret Vores, Norfolk; Ellison Voysey and family,
Belfast.
NC13/19/1/1104-1154
Ida M.I. Wadefield, [London]; Wakefield Women's
Conservative Association, Wakefield; Mable
Walker, [Ireland]; B. Wallace, Sussex; D.H. Wallce,
Australia; G. Wallace, Kingston-on-Thames;
Wallasey Junior Conservative Association,
Wallasey; Caldmore Conservative Club, Walsall;
Walsall and District Incorporated Chamber of
Commerce, Walsall; Walsall Liberal Association,
Walsall; Edith Walsh, [Ireland]; M. Elizabeth
Walton, Godalming; Wansbeck Division
Conservative and Unionist Association, Whitley
Bay; Helen Watson, Hampshire; Watt, Ross-shire;
Mary Webb, Surrey; W. Hastings Webling, Canada;
Wellingborough Divisional Conservative and
Unionist Association, Wellingborough; James F.
Welsh, Hampshire; West Bridgford Conservative
Association Women's Section B. Branch,
Nottinghamshire; West Bromwich and District
Manufacturers Association, West Bromwich; West
Hartlepool St. Luke's Young Men's Club, West
Hartlepool; Women's Unionist Association,
Westhoughton Division, Horwich; West Midland
Federation of Evangelical Free Church Councils,
Birmingham; W.J. Penberthy White, Durham;
Weston, Belfast; Lillie Wetherell, Denby; G.
Wheeler, Buckinghamshire; White, Scotland; Helen
Helen White, S. India; Mr. and Mrs. Robert White,
Sussex; A. White, Banbury; Harriet P. White,
U.S.A.; Whitechapel and St. George's Conservative
Women's Branch, [London]; J. R. Whitehead,
Hertfordshire; Whitehead, Abergavenny; Edith C.
Whiteley, Devon; Emily Whittard, [London]; Mayor
and Inhabitants of Wigan; Women's Conservative
Association Wigan Division, Wigan; C.M. Wigan,
Guildford; Mary Wigk, London; Beatrice A.
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Wilkinson, Lancashire; Williams Nurses Cooperation, [London]; Dorothy Williams, [London];
D.F. Williams, Wales; H. Williams, Australia;
Humphrey J. Williams, British West Africa;
Kathleen Williams, Cardiff; E. Williamson,
Cambridge.
NC13/19/1/1155-1195
F.G. Williamson-Noble, [London]; B. J. Wilson,
Cumberland; Constance Wilson, Hertfordshire; M.
D. Wilson, [Birmingham]; T. Stacy Wilson; West
Wiltshire Constitutional Association, Trowbridge;
West Wiltshire Constitutional Association Women's
Central Council, Trowbridge; Wimbledon Division
of the Junior Imperial League and Conservative
Association and British Red Cross Association,
[London]; Alice Wimborne, Rugby; Women's
Branch of Winchester Division Conservative and
Unionist Association, Winchester; Winchester
Division Conservative and Unionist Association,
Winchester; Windsor Division of Berkshire
Conservative and Unionist Association Women's
Branch, Windsor; Marion F. Wing, Hove; E.G.
Winstanley, Cornwall; Wirral Conservative
Association Women's Branch, Wirral; Wisbech
Working Men's Conservative Club,
Cambridgeshire; Withernsea and District Women's
Unionist Association, Yorkshire; West
Wolverhampton Conservative Association,
Wolverhampton; P. Worrall, Birmingham; V.M.
Woodley, Australia; Hubert Wragg, Burton-onTrent; F. J. Wright, Buckinghamshire; Wilfred
Wright, Ayrshire; Annie and Sylvia Wright,
Birmingham; Guy E. Wright, Wiltshire; Lilian M.
Wyatt (war widow), Torquay;? Wynne, Devon;
Fanny C.B. Wynne, Canada; Jeanie Yates,
Shepperton-on-Thames; Yates, Liverpool; York
Conservative Association, York; Josephine M.
Young, [Tanzania]; 'Someone fighting for his
country'; 'a woman of Britain'; 'Friend', Bath; Anon,
Telford; Anon, Cheshire; 'A Suffolk Widow', Suffolk;
Anon, Maidenhead; M. Card, Norfolk.
1195 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC13/19/2

Letters from friends, Members of Parliament and
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other dignitaries
Letters of condolence to Anne Chamberlain
following Neville Chamberlain's death.
These are condolence letters to Anne
Chamberlain, mostly from around the first two
weeks after Neville Chamberlain's death on 9
November 1940, although some are deliberately
sent a while later. There is the occasional letter that
was written just before Neville Chamberlain's
death, expressing worry that he is so ill. While the
majority of letters are addressed to Anne
Chamberlain, there are also some from the Foreign
Office addressed to Mr. Hendricks, Anne's
secretary, wondering if she would like to view
condolences from abroad. There are also a few
copies of letters sent by Anne Chamberlain to
various friends and dignitaries.
Letters of particular interest include: NC13/19/2/34
is a letter written by Anne Chamberlain which
mentions her husband writing to Hitler and
Mussolini; NC13/19/2/84 is a tribute to
Chamberlain by a close associate. NC13/19/2/87 is
a letter to Alexander Cadogan from the British
Embassy. NC13/19/91 is a message from
Canberra, Australia about a memorial service that
took place for Mr. Chamberlain. NC13/19/2/126 is a
letter from Anne Chamberlain to the Prime Minister
thanking him for his tribute. NC13/19/2/177 is a
draft of a letter from Anne Chamberlain to the
Queen on behalf of her husband a month before
his death, and NC13/19/2/178 is a draft letter to the
Queen from Anne after her husbands death.
NC13/19/2/243 is a copy of a letter from Anne
Chamberlain to 'Edward' 1st Earl of Halifax, and
NC13/19/2/274 is a letter of thanks from Anne
Chamberlain to Lord Horder. NC13/19/2/327 is a
copy of a letter from Anne Chamberlain to the
Archbishop of Canterbury (he had sent two letters
to Anne before Neville's death and more afterwards
concerning blessings at the church for Neville).
NC13/1/9/2/365 is a letter from the Island of
Madeira in Spanish, the accompanying letter (364)
has the inscription. NC13/19/2/479 is a reply to the
Polish ambassador from Anne Chamberlain.
NC13.19/2/494 contains a newspaper cutting of
Neville describing Anne. NC13/19/2/496 is a copy
of a letter from Anne to John Rockefeller, and
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NC13/19/2/519 is letter from Anne to Colonel Blair.
NC13/19/2/529 is a copy of a letter from Anne to
Lord Simon. NC13/19/2/548 contains a book of
Easter prayers 'Two Dreams, A Good Friday
Dream, An Easter Dream' by Rev. C.M. Chavasse.
The following is a list of the names of the
correspondents, along with the name of the place
where the letter was addressed from where
available:
NC13/19/2/1-84
Standard letter templates from Mrs. Chamberlain
thanking people for their letters and gifts of
sympathy; statement Mrs. Chamberlain wished to
appear in newspaper 'The Times'; Anon,
Worcestershire; letters from the Foreign Office re
telegrams received; typescript list of people who
sent telegrams and letters, typescript of the
telegrams received from Mrs. Chamberlain to
royalty, heads of state; Aberdare, Woking;
[Clarence Bruce 3rd Baron Aberdare 1885-1957],
Dorothy Addison, Buckinghamshire [spouse of 1st
Viscount Christopher Addison 1869-1951]; Mabel
Leslie/Airlie Perth; Albon, London; Allen, London
[John Sandeman Allen MP 1892-1949]; Mabel
Allenby, London; Leo Amery, [London] [Amery, Rt
Hon. Leopold Stennett, 1873-1955]; Alan
Anderson, [London] [Sir Alan Garrett Anderson MP
1877-1952]; John Anderson, [London] [Sir John
Anderson, later 1st Viscount Waverley 1882-1958];
John M. Andrews, [N. Ireland] [Second Prime
Minister of Northern Ireland 1871-1956]; Aras
Ambassador of Turkey; Corbin, Argentina [Charles
Corbin, French Diplomat who served as
Ambassador to Britain 1882-1970]; Arthur Duke of
Connaught, Bagshot; [Prince Arthur, son of Queen
Victoria, Governor General of Canada 1850-1942];
Assam Legislative Assembly, [India]; Athlone and
Alice, [Canada] [Alexander Cambridge 1st Earl of
Athone 1874-1957 and his wife Princess Alice of
Albany]; Malcolm Barclay-Harvey, Australia
[Governor of South Australia 1890-1969]; Atholl,
Aberdeenshire; C. Attlee, [London] [Clement Attlee
MP, 1883-1967]; Malcolm Barclayharvey; Lucy
Baldwin of Bewdley, Stourport-on-Severn [Lady
Baldwin]; Baldwin of Bewdley, Stourport-on-Severn
[1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, Stanley Baldwin,
Prime Minister, 1867-1947]; Betty Balfour, Woking
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[Countess of Balfour 1867-1942] ; Joseph Ball,
Berkshire [Sir Joseph Ball]; Herbert Barker, Isle of
Man [Sir H. Atkinson Barker, surgeon 1869-1950];
J. Barling, Salisbury; Lilian Bathurst, Cirencester;
T.P.H. Beamish, [London] [Rear Admiral Beamish
MP 1874-1951]; Beauchamp, Newbury; Mary
Beaufort, Gloucestershire [Mary Somerset,
Duchess of Beaufort 1897- 1987]; Michael
Beaumont, Aylesbury [MP 1903-1958],
Beaverbrook, [London] [Max Aitken 1st Baron
Beaverbrook, Minister for Aircraft Production 18791964]; Cartier Belgian Ambassador [Emile de
Cartier, Belgian Ambassador to America 18711946]; Ferdinand du Chaihi?, Legation de
Belgique; Ambassade de Belgique; Ministere des
Affairs Estrangeres et du Commerce Exterieur de
Belgique; E.N. Bennett, House of Commons;
Marguerite Bennett, [Wales] [spouse of Sir Ernest
Bennett MP 1868-1947]; R.B. Bennett, Surrey [1st
Viscount Bennett, 11th Prime Minister of Canada
1870-1947]; Denis Bernard, Bermuda [Lt. Gen. Sir
Denis Bernard Governor of Bermuda]; Bingley,
Yorkshire [George Lane-Fox 1st Baron Bingley
1870-1947]; Margaret Birkenhead, Banbury;
Oswald Birley, Sussex [Sir Oswald Birley, Royal
portrait painter 1880-1952]; E.W. Birmingham
[Earnest William Barnes, Bishop of Birmingham
1874-1953]; E. P. Beale, Pro-Chancellor, University
of Birmingham; extract from Council minutes, The
University of Birmingham; Paske Smith, British
Minister for Bogota, [Colombia]; John P. Boland,
[London], [MP and Olympic tennis champion 18701958]; Alfred Bossom, [London], [MP 1881-1965];
W. W. Boulton, Essex, [Sir William Whytehead
Boulton MP 1873-1949]; Bernard Bourdillon,
Oxford, [Sir Bernard Henry Bourdillon Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of Nigeria 1883-1948];
Margaret Boyne, Bridgnorth [Spouse of 9th
Viscount Boyne]; Doreen Brabourne, Berkshire
[Doreen Knatchbull, Baroness Brabourne 18961979]; Margaret Bradford, [London]; Braithwaite,
House of Commons; Willie Brass [William Brass
MP later 1st Baron Chattisham 1886-1945]; Regis
Oliveira, Rio De Janeiro; Havergal Brian, Middlesex
[classical composer 1876-1972]; Bridgeman, 145th
Infantry Brigade; Caroline B. Bridgeman, [London]
[Viscountess Bridgeman 1875-1961]; Bishop of
Bristol; George Broadbridge [Sir George
Broadbridge MP, 1st Baron Broadbridge 18691952]; D. Clifton Brown, Co. Durham [Douglas
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Clifton Brown MP 1st Viscount of Ruffside 18701958] Patrick Buchan-Hepburn, Kingston-onThames [MP 1st Baron Hailes 1901-1974];
Momtchiloff Bulgarian Minister; Mary Burghley,
[London] [spouse of David Cecil, 6th Marquess of
Exeter]; R.A. Butler, Essex ['Rab' Butler MP, The
Lord Butler of Saffron Walden 1902-1982].
NC13/19/2/85-192
Cadbury, Birmingham; Alex Cadogan, [London] [Sir
Alexander Cadogan Under Secretary for Foreign
Affairs 1884-1968]; Edward Cadogan, London [Sir
Edward Cadogan MP 1880-1962]; Nigel Campbell,
[London] [Sir Nigel Campbell, died 1948]; Ronald
Campbell, Paris [Sir Ronald Hugh Campbell British
Ambassador to France 1883-1953], Council and
Mayor of Capetown, South Africa; Irene
Carisbrooke, Sussex, [Lady Carisbrooke
Marchioness of Carisbrooke 1890-1956]; Camrose,
Hampshire [William Berry 1st Viscount Camrose,
newspaper publisher 1879-1954]; Minnie L.
Carpenter, London [Author for Salvation Army
1873-1960, spouse of George Carpenter, 5th
General of the Salvation Army]; Aileen, Oakley
Street; Lillian, Toronto; E.P. Beals, Birmingham;
Gerald Beesly, Hampshire [cousin of Neville
Chamberlain]; C. Pearl Chamberlain, Kent; W.
Basil Chamberlain, Wiltshire; Joe, London [Ann
Chamberlain's Nephew]; Helen R. Daily, Henley-inArden; Louise Euriedt, Boston; Hilda Guiny-Discu?,
Winchester; Ethel Kenrick, Surrey [Neville's
youngest sister born 1873]; W.B. Kenwick,
Birmingham; G? Kenwick, Birmingham; Mildred
Lawrence, Andover; Helen, Devon; W. Martineau,
Birmingham [Sir Wilfred Martineau, Ann's Cousin
1889-1964]; Terence Maxwell, Herts; D Powell?; P.
Slade, Belfast; Blanche Lloyd, Dorset [possibly
spouse of George Lloyd 1st Baron Lloyd]; 'Jem',
Sevenoaks [possibly James 7th Earl of Stanhope,
Conservative MP 1880-1967]; Mabel,
Aberdeenshire; Holie, Yorkshire; H.H. Kung, China
[Finance Minister for China 1881-1967]; George
Cholmondeley, Yorkshire [5th Marquess of
Cholmondeley 1883-1968]; Clementine Churchill,
Oxford [Baroness Spencer-Churchill 1885-1977,
Spouse of Winston Churchill]; Clarendon, Windsor
[George Villiers 6th Earl of Clarendon 1877-1955];
E Kitson Clark, Leeds [Edwin Kitson Clark,
Engineer 1866-1943]; Jane Clark, Gloucestershire;
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B. Cleverly, London [Ministry of Supply]; W.
Colfox, Bridport [Sir Colfox MP 1st Baronet 18881966]; J.M. Cooper, Edinburgh [Thomas Cooper
1st Baron Cooper of Culross, Lord Advocate. 18921955]; Craigavon, Ulster [possibly James Craig 1st
Viscount Craigavon 1st Prime Minister of Northern
Ireland 1871- 24th November 1940]; Pleasant and
Robert Craigie, Tokyo [British Ambassador in
Japan 1883-1959]; Crewe, Surrey [Robert CreweMilnes 1st Marquess of Crewe 1858-1945];
Crichton-Stuart, Wiltshire; Croft, [London] [Henry
Page Croft 1st Baron Croft MP 1881-1947];
Smedley Crooke, Birmingham [Sir John Smedley
Crooke MP died 1951]; Ronald Cross, [Sir Ronald
Cross, 1st Baronet, Ministry of Shipping, 18961968]; H Cruikshank, [London]; The Governor of
Cyprus, Cyprus; Village authorities and inhabitants
of Yenagra, Cyprus; Joan Davidson, [London]
[Possibly Viscountess Davidson, MP 1894-1985];
William Davidson; Cooper Dawson, Sussex; Ethel
Dawson, [London]; Mabel De Courey, Dublin;
General De Gaulle, London; Denham,
Buckinghamshire [Sir George Henry Bowyer, 9th
Baron Denham 1870-1950] Daphne Denham,
Buckinghamshire [Lady Denham, spouse of 9th
Baron Denham]; Else Reveutlow?, London; Ettie
Desborough, Hertford [Lady Ethel Desborough,
spouse of 1st Baron Desborough died 1952];
Eamonn De Valera, Dublin [3rd president of
Ireland, 1882-1975]; Eddy [Edward Cavendish,
10th Duke of Devonshire 1895-1950]; Helen de
Zglinitzei, [London]; J.G. Dill, London [Field
Marshall Sir John Dill, Chief of Imperial General
Staff, 1881-1944]; Patrick Donner, [London] [Sir
Patrick Donner MP 1904-1988]; Elena
Donoughmore, Sussex [wife of 6th Earl of
Donoughmore]; Angela Downes, Shipston-onStour; Duff Cooper, [London] [1st Viscount Norwich
1980-1954]; Nancy Dugdale [spouse of Thomas
Dugdale MP, 1st Baron Crathorne, died 1969];
Catherine Duleep-Singh [Princess Catherine
daughter of (Maharaja) Dalip Singh Sukerchakia
(the Black Prince of Perthshire)]; Andrew R.
Duncan, London [Sir Andrew Duncan MP,
Businessman, Minister of Supply and President of
the Board of Trade 1884-1952]; Dunmore, [London]
[possibly Alexander Murray, 8th Earl of Dunmore
1872-1962]; Eric Dutton, Bermuda [Eric Aldhelm T.
Dutton Colonial Secretary Bermuda 1895-1973];
District Local Board of East Khandesh; Margaret
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Ebbishaw, [London]; Anthony Eden, [London]
[Robert Anthony Eden, 1st Viscount Avon MP,
Foreign Secretary and Secretary of State for War
1897-1977]; W. Edgar, [Australia]; E. Edmondson,
Oxfordshire [Lady Edmondson, possibly spouse of
Albert Edmondson, 1st Baron Sandford]; Mohamed
Ali, Cairo; Mohammed Mahmed, Pashia, Cairo;
Nashat Egyptian Ambassador [Hassan Pasha
Nashat]; Hassan Sabry, Cairo [Prime Minister of
Egypt, 1870-1940 (died in Parliament 3 days after
sending the telegram)]; Nahas Pasha, Cairo
[Another Egyptian Prime Minister]; Muriel, St.
Neots [Muriel Eltisley, spouse of George Newton
MP, 1st Baron Eltisley]; Ellington, Surrey [Sir
Edward Ellington, Chief of Air Staff, 1877-1967]; K.
Elliot, [London] [Katherine Elliot Baroness Elliot of
Harwood 1903-1994]; Walter Elliot, [London]
[Scottish Unionist MP 1888-1958]; Mary
Elphinstone, Musselburgh [Lady Elphinstone,
spouse of 16th Lord, 2nd Baron Elphinstone]; Lord
Croft, Empire Industries Association, London; Sir
Drummond Shiels, Empire Parliamentary
Association, [London]; Estonian Legation, London;
Evers, Stourbridge; Myra Exeter, Stamford [spouse
of William Cecil 5th Marquess of Exeter]; Margaret
Falmouth, London [spouse of E.V.J. Boscawen, 8th
Viscount Falmouth];
NC13/19/2/193-296
Royal Highness Amir Feisal, Saudi Arabia;
[possibly Faisal II 1935-1958 or his uncle 'Abd al
Ilah, 1913-1958, who was acting as regent until he
came of age.]; C. Fisher, Middlesex [possibly
Cecilia Fisher 1886-1965, widow of Admiral Sir
William Fisher]; Lettice Fisher. Oxford [historian
1875-1956, widow of Herbert Fisher MP]; FitzAlan,
Windsor [Edmund FitzAlan-Howard, 1st Viscount
FitzAlan of Derwent, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland
1855-1947]; E.A. Fitzroy, [London] [Capt. Edward
A. Fitzroy MP and Speaker of the House of
Commons 1869-1943]; Five Ways Old Edwardians'
Cricket Club, Birmingham; Pietri, Ambassador of
France, Madrid [Francois Pietri, French
Ambassador to Spain 1882-1966]; G.
Franckenstein, [London]; Ian Fraser, [London]
[Baron Fraser of Lonsdale 1897-1974]; Victoria de
Freyne, Ireland [widow of 6th Baron de Freyne];
Stephen Furness, [London] [MP 1902-1974]; David
Maxwell Fyfe, [1st Earl of Kilmuir, 1900-1967]; J.L.
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Garvin, Beconsfield [James Lewis Garvin, journalist
and editor of 'The Observer' also wrote 'The Life of
Joseph Chamberlain'. 1868-1947]; George Marina,
Buckinghamshire; George R.I., Windsor Castle
[King George VI 1895-1952]; Buckingham Palace;
Glendyne, Grinstead [John Nivison 2nd Baron
Glendyne 1878-1967]; Ida Muriel Glossop,
Doncaster [Mother of Clifford Glossop MP]; Clifford
Glossop, Leeds [Conservative MP 1901-1975];
Louis Gluckstein, [London] [Sir Lewis Gluckstein
MP, Kings Counsel, 1897-1979]; Ralph Glynn,
Berkshire [1st Baron Glyn 1884-1960]; Gomer,
Buckinghamshire; Edith Gomer, Buckinghamshire;
Seton Gordon, Isle of Skye [Author and Nature
Photographer 1886-1977]; Elizabeth Gorrell,
Sussex [1886-1954 spouse of Ronald Barnes, 3rd
Baron Gorell]; Gort, London [John Vereker, 6th
Viscount Gort, Commander of British Expeditionary
Force, 1886-1946]; Patrick Gowe, London; Gowrie
Zara Gowrie, Canberra [Countess of Gowrie 18791965, spouse of 1st Earl Gowrie, Governor of
South Australia]; Zara Gowrie, Canberra; Helen
Graham-Little, Marlborough [spouse of Ernest
Graham-Little, Dermatologist and MP]; Hermione
Della Grazia, Welshpool [Hon. Hermione Gwladys
1900-1995, spouse of 11th Duke della Grazia/13th
Prince di Campofranco]; George R, Athens
[George II Greece, 1890-1947]; Greek Minister and
Madame Simopolos, Greece; John Gretton,
[London] [1st Baron Gretton MP 1867-1947];
Arnold A. Gridley, Buckinghamshire [1st Baron
Gridley MP 1878-1965]; Joan Grigg, Wiltshire
[spouse of Edward Grigg, 1st Baron Altrincham
MP]; Gripenberg, London [Georg Achates
Gripenberg, Finish Diplomat 1890-1975]; Peggy de
Gripenberg, Ontario [Spouse of Finnish Diplomat];
D. Gunston, [London] [possibly Sir Derrick
Gunston, 1st Baronet 1881-1985]; Robert Gunster,
[London]; H.A. Gwynne, Dunmow [Editor of the
Morning Post 1865-1950]; Margery Hacking,
Surrey [spouse of Douglas Hewitt Hacking, 1st
Baron MP 1884-1950]; 'Jimmy' Haden, Hampshire;
W.W. Hadley, [London] [Editor of the Sunday
Times died 1960]; Douglas and Mildred [Lord
(Douglas Hogg 1872-1950) and Lady Hailsham];
Dorothy Halifax, [London] [possible spouse of
Edward Wood,1st Earl of Halifax]; Edward,
[London] [Edward F.L. Wood, 1st Earl of Halifax,
The Lord Irwin 1881-1959]; Walter Halsey,
[Hertfordshire] [Sir Walter Halsey 2nd Baronet
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1868-1950]; Hamilton, [Suffolk] [Sir George C.
Hamilton, 1st Baronet MP 1877-1947]; M. Hankey,
[London] [Maurice Hankey, 1st Baron Hankey,
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster 1877-1963];
Hankey, Limpsfield [1st Baron Hankey 1877-1963];
Ian C. Hannah, Staffordshire [Dr. Ian Hannah
academic and MP 1874-1944]; Patrick and Amy
Hannon, Alcester [Sir Patrick J.H. Hannon,
MP1874-1963]; Mary Harcourt, Guildford; Helen
Hardinge, Windsor Castle [spouse of 2nd Baron
Hardinge of Penshurst, private secretary to the
sovereign 1894-1960]; F. Harewood, Bridgnorth;
Beatrice Harlech, Owestry [Beatrice Ormsby-Gore,
Baroness Harlech, Lady of the bedchamber to
Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother 1891-1980];
Harvey, Banbury; Laura Harworth, Shrewsbury;
Headlam, Durham [Lt-Col. Sir Cuthbert Headlam
MP 1876-1964]; Heilgers, Home Forces [Lt-Col
Frank F.A. Heilgers MP, 1892-1944]; Helena
Victoria and Marie Louise [Princess Helena Victoria
of Schleswig-Holstein 1870-1948 and Princess
Marie Louise of Schleswig-Holstein 1872-1956];
Hendricks, [London]; Hendricks, [London]; Alice
and Henry, Oundle [Prince Henry, Duke of
Gloucester 1900-1974 and Princess Alice, 19012004]; George Herbert, Salisbury [Sir George
Sidney Herbert 1886-1942]; Mary G. Herbert,
Watford [spouse of Dennis Herbert, 1st Baron
Hemingford]; Herriot, [France] [Edouard Herriot,
former Prime Minister of France 1872-1957]; HillChild, Windsor Castle [Sir Smith Hill Child MP,
Deputy Master of the Kings Household 1880-1958];
A. G. Hinsley, London [Arthur Hinsley, Archbishop
of Westminster 1865-1943]; Hoare, Madrid
[Samuel Hoare, 1st Viscount Templewood,
Ambassador to Spain 1880-1959]; E. Hamilton
Holmes, Somerset [Earnest Hamilton Holmes
Consol-General in Japan 1876-1957]; Home,
Coldstream [Charles C.A. Douglas-Home, 13th
Earl, 1973-1951]; Alec Home, Coldstream [Baron
Alexander Frederick Douglas-Home MP, 19031995]; R.V.N. Hopkins, London [Sir Richard
Valentine N. Hopkins, Permanent Secretary to
Treasury, 1880-1955]; Hore-Belisha, [London] [1st
Baron Hore-Belisha 1893-1957]; R. Ho Tung,
China [Sir Robert Ho Tung famous businessman
1862-1956]; Charles Howard, [London]; Charles
Howard, [London]; Mary Howe, Buckinghamshire;
A.B. Howitt [possibly Sir Alfred Bakewell Howitt,
Physician and MP 1879-1954]; Cordell Hull,
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Washington D.C. [secretary of the United States,
1871-1955]; George and Dorothy. Hume, [London]
[Sir George Hopwood Hume MP leader of London
City Council 1866-1946]; Mary Humphreys
[Possible spouse of Francis Henry Humphreys,
British Minister]; Francis Humphreys, London [LtCol. British Minister 1879-1971]; Barcza Hungarian
Minister, Hungary; Maurice Hely-Hutchinson,
Ayrshire [MP for Hastings, 1887-1961]; Hyndley,
[London] [John Hindley 1st Viscount Hyndley 18831963]; Iveagh, Woking [possibly Rupert Guinness
2nd Earl of Iveagh. 1874-1967]; Iliffe, Berkshire
[Charlotte Illife, spouse of Edward IIllife, 1st Baron
Illife]; Edward, Berkshire [Edward Illife 1st Baron,
1877-1960]; Maharajah of Bakaner, [India]
[possibly Sadul Singh of Bikaner, 19021950];Roger and Katherine Lumley, Bombay [11th
Earl of Scarborough, Governor of Bombay 18961969]; Mahtab Maharaja of Burdwan, India; Jack
and Mary Herbert, Calcutta; Grizel Arthur Hope,
[India] [spouse of Arthur Hope, 2nd Baron
Rankeillour];
NC13/19/2/297-376
Maharaja Mysore, [India] [possibly Jayachamaraja
Wodeyar Bahadur, 25th Maharaja of Mysore 19191974]; Maharaja Nepal, [India] [possibly King
Tribhuvan Bir Bikram Shah of Nepal 1906-1955];
Linlithgow, India [Victor Hope, 2nd Marquess of
Linlithgow, Viceroy of India]; Raja Sangli, India
[possibly Raja Saheb Sir Chintamanrao II
Dhundirajrao Appasaheb Patwardhan, last ruler of
Sangli who stood down in 1948]; L.P. Jacks,
Oxford [Lawrence Pearsall Jacks, Academic 18601955]; St. Ann Associated Branches of the Jamaica
Agricultural Society, Jamaica; Hanover Branches
Associated of the Jamaica Agricultural Society,
Jamaica; Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation,
Jamaica; Mr. and Mrs. Matsudaira, Japan [part of a
large family of nobility]; M. Shigemitsu, Japan
[Mamoru Shigemitsu, Japanese Minister of Foreign
Affairs, 1881-1957]; Mr. and Mrs. Shigeru Yoshida,
London [Japanese Diplomat in London, later the
Prime Minister of Japan, 1878-1967]; Gwendolyn
Jellicoe, [London] [widow of John Jellicoe, 1st Earl,
Admiral of the Fleet]; H. Johnson, United States of
America; W. J. Jordan, London [Sir William Joseph
Jordan, New Zealand's High Commissioner to
Great Britain. 1879-1959]; John Kennedy, New
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York [John P. Kennedy, father of John F. Kennedy,
United States Ambassador to United Kingdom
1888-1969]; Mackenzie King, Canada [10th Prime
Minister of Canada 1874-1950]; Ludwig Koch,
London [expert on recording animal sounds, 18811974]; Ludwig Koch, London [1881-1974]; Henry
Lamb, Salisbury [World War II official artist 18831960]; Mary Lambington, Edinburgh [possibly
spouse of 2nd Baron Lamington who died 12 days
after his wife sent the condolence letter]; Godfrey
Locker-Lampton, Sussex [MP and member of the
British delegation to the League of Nations 18751946]; Cantuar, London [Archbishop of Canterbury,
William Cosmo Gordon Lang 1864-1945]; Cosmo
Cantuar, [London] [Archbishop of Canterbury,
William Cosmo Gordon Lang 1864-1945]; (four
letters); The Latvian Minister, [London]; G.
Laumont; Victor Lavender, [London]; Le Bretony,
London [Argentinean Ambassador]; A. Lebrun,
[France] [Albert Lebrun, Prime Minister of France
1871-1950]; Pudsey and Otley Division National
Unionist Association, Leeds; Alan Lennox-Boyd
[possibly 1st Viscount of Merton, MP 1904-1983];
Mina Lennox-Conyngham; Thomas Levy, Berkshire
[parliamentarian 1874-1953]; Teviot, Chairman of
Liberal National Organization, London [Chalres
Kerr, 1st Baron Teviot, 1874-1968]; Liberal
National Parliamentary Party, [London]; Roland E.
Lomax Vaughan-Williams, London [MP, recorder of
Cardiff, 1866-1949]; Francis O. Lindley, Hampshire
[Sir Francis Oswald Lindley MP 1872-1950]; B.K.
Balutis, [London] [Lithuanian Minister]; J.J.
Llewellin, [London] [1st Baron Llewellin, Ministry of
Aircraft Production 1893-1957]; Lloyd, Maidstone;
Barbara and Oliver Locker-Lampson [Commander
Oliver Locker-Lampson MP 1880-1954]; J.G.
Lockhart, Surrey [John Gilbert Lockhart, Private
Secretary to Earl of Halifax, 1891-1960]; P.C.
Loftus, Suffolk; Charley P, [London] [possibly
Charles Vane-Tempest-Stewart, 7th Marquess of
Londonderry]; Alice?, Co. Down [possibly Edith
Marchioness Dowager of Londonderry 1879-1959];
Lucas, [MP]; Lymington, [possibly Gerard Wallop,
9th Earl of Portsmouth (Lord Lymington) 18981984]; McAdam, Ayreshire; Chales MacAndrew,
Ayrshire [1st Baron MacAndrew, privy councellor
1888-1979]; Malcolm McCorquodale, Ayrshire [1st
Baron McCorquodale MP 1901-1971]; Minne,
Somerset [possibly spouse of Sir Richard
McCreery, Chief of Staff]; McEwen, [Sir John
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McEwen, 1st Baronet MP 1894-1962]; McGowan,
London [possibly Harry McGowan, 1st Baron
McGowan 1874-1961]; Pamela [spouse of
Reginald McKenna]; R. McKenna, [London]
[Reginald McKenna, Ex Chancellor of the
Exchequer 1863-1943]; Sir Halford Mackinder,
Dorset [Sir H.J. Mackinder, Geographer 18611947]; Constance M. Madden, Ascot [spouse of
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Charles E. Madden];
Stephen Gaselee, [London] [Keeper of the papers
at the Foreign Office died 1943]; J. Maffey, Dublin
[John Maffey, 1st Baron Rugby, Ambassador to
Ireland 1877-1969]; Ian Malcolm, Argyll [Sir Ian
Malcolm MP 1868-1944]; Ugo and Lady Mifsud
[Ugo Pasquale Mifsud, 5th Prime Minister of Malta
1889-1942]; Arthur Michael Samuel Mancroft,
London [1st Baron Mancroft MP 1872-1942]; E and
Anne Marchwood, Sussex [1st Viscount
Marchwood, Treasurer of Conservative Party 18761955]; David Margesson, London [1st Viscount
Margesson, Secretary of State of War 1890-1965];
Marthe [Princess Marthe Bibesco, RomanianFrench Writer, 1886-1973]; Sir John Martin-Harvey,
Northumberland [Romantic Actor, 1863-1944];
Martineau, Birmingham [Wilfrid Martineau, Lord
Mayor of Birmingham 1889-1964]; Mary R,
[London] [possibly Princess Royal and Countess of
Harewood, 1897-1965]
NC13/19/2/377-477
Mary, Leeds [Princess Royal and Countess of
Harewood, 1897-1965]; Masaryk (Foreign Minister
of the Czecho Slovak Provisional Government);
Mary, Princess Royal; Vince Massey; W. R.
Matthews; Ursula E. Melhuish; Mellor; Robert G.
Menzies; Jean Metaxas; Mersey; Methuen; Mills;
John Mills; Flora Mitford; Thomas Moore; Moral; A.
Morrell; Henry Morris-Jones; W. S. Morrison;
Patrick Munro; Munster; Felix (for the Musicians
Company); the Nepalese Minister; Maharajah of
Nepal; Mich Jels Van Verduynen (Netherlands
Minister); Wilhemina; C. Newall; Olive T. Newall; D.
Jeune and H. F. Batterbee (New Zealand); J. G.
Coates; G. Hargest; Frazer; Galway; W. J. Jordan
forwarding message from Hastings Borough
Council of New Zealand; Ursula Nicholson;
Olubadan and Council of Ibadan, Nigeria;
Gwendolen Norfolk; Nuffield; F. W. Ogilvie; Vera
Osborne; Ovey; Mr and Mrs Henry Plant (Buenos
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Aires); Earle Page; J. Paget; Mary [Palairet] [Anne
Chamberlain's half-sister]; Harold MacMichael
(High Commissioner for Palestine); the Central
Agudath Israel; District Commissioner of Gaza
District; T. Dalby Parker; Stanley Robinson (for the
Parliamentary Press Gallery); Jessie A. Parry;
Osbert Peake; Eustace Percy; Angela Perth;
Geoffrey Peto; Eric Phipps; Frances Phipps; Muriel
Pilcher; H. W. Pilkington; Plender; Plugge;
Plymouth; Wladyspaw Racykiewioz; August
Zaleski; Wyndham Portal; Portland; Portuguese
Charge d'affairs; Uliveira Salazar (President of the
Council, Portugal); Frederick Pott; Mabel Power;
Powis [Herbert, George Charles (1862-1952) 4th
Earl of Powis]; Pownall; I. M. Price; John Profumo;
R. Purbrick; C. Fitzpatrick; Robert Peebles and
Alice Fitzpatrick.
NC13/19/2/478-531
Edward Raczynski, London [Edward Bernard
Raczynski, Polish Ambassador to League of
Nations and United Kingdom, 1891-1993];
Katharine Rafter, Gloucestershire [spouse of Sir
Charles Rafter, Chief Constable of Birmingham]; H.
Ramsbottom, London; Rankeillour, Uckfield [James
Fitzalan Hope, 1st Baron Rankeillour 1870-1949];
Ravensdale, London [Irene Curzon, 2nd Baroness
Ravensdale 1896-1966]; Kathleen Rayleigh, Essex
[spouse of Robert John Strutt, 4th Baron Rayleigh];
Reading, [London]; Franklin Sibly, Reading [ViceChancellor of Reading University 1883-1948];
Mayor, Councilors and Citizens of Simonstown,
South Africa; Government and people of Southern
Rhodesia, South Africa; Geoffrey Ripon, Ripon
[Geoffrey Charles Lester Lunt, Bishop of Ripon
1885-1948]; C.J. May Robson, [Essex]; John D.
Rockefeller Jr., New York [Philanthropist 18741960]; Mary E. Carnegie; Freda Rotherwick,
Hampshire [spouse of Herbert Cayzer, 1st Baron
Rotherwick]; Rotherwick, Hampshire [Baron
Rotherwick MP 1881-1958]; Anthony Rouse,
Chichester; Stanley Marchant, London [Principal,
Royal Academy of Music 1883-1949]; Frederick
Sykes, London [Chairman of the Royal Empire
Society, possibly Frederick Sykes MP 1877-1954];
Hugh Lyon, Rugby [Rugby School]; E.A. RugglesBrise [Sir Edward Ruggles-Brise, 1st Baronet MP
1882-1942]; Rushcliffe, Ware [Henry Betterton, 1st
Baron Rushcliffe 1872-1949]; J. Maispy, London
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[Embassy of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics]; Kathleen Rutland, Grantham [widow of
9th Duke of Rutland]; Arthur Ryan, Queens
University Belfast, Belfast; John Ryle,University of
Cambridge, Cambridge; Salazar, Lisbourne;
Salisbury, Hertfordshire [possibly 4th Marquess of
Salisbury 1861-1947]; Edward Salt, Hampshire [Sir
Edward William Salt MP, 1881-1970]; Samuel,
[London] [Herbert Samuel, 1st Viscount Samuel
1870-1963]; F.B. Sanderson, London [MP 18801965]; Leslie Scott, [London] [MP and appeals
court judge, 1869-1950]; Colonel Blair, Scottish
Unionists, Edinburgh; Sevoret [Chilean
Ambassador]; Nelly Seymour, Warwickshire;
Shaftesbury, Dorset [Anthony Ashley-Cooper, 9th
Earl of Shaftesbury 1869-1961]; Constance
Shaftesbury, Dorset [spouse of 9th Earl of
Shaftesbury]; Geoffrey Shakespeare, [London] [Sir
Geoffrey Shakespeare, Parliamentary UnderSecretary of State, Dominions Office, 1893-1980];
Shaw, Killiecrankie [Scottish MP 1870-1965];
Sikorski, Poland [W. Sikorski, Prime Minister of
Polish Government in Exile 1881-1943]; Simon,
[London] [John Simon, 1st Viscount Simon 18731954]; Edith Sitwell, Derbyshire [Dame Edith
Sitwell, Poet 1887-1964]; Osbert Sitwell,
Derbyshire.
NC13/19/2/532-583
Waldron Smithers, Sevenoaks [Sir Waldron
Smithers 1880-1954]; General Smuts, South Africa
[Field Marshal Smuts 1870-1950]; Snadden,
Stirling [Sir William McNair Snadden, joint
parliamentary under state secretary for Scotland
1896-1959]; Ethel Snowdon, Beaconsfield [widow
of Phillip Snowden, 1st Viscount Snowden,
Chancellor of the Exchequer]; County of Somerset
Conservative Associations, Somerset; Donald
Somervell, Oxford [Baron Somervell of Harrow
1889-1960]; Yugoslav minister and Madame
Saubbotitch, Yugoslavia; Archibald R.J. Southby,
Oxfordshire [Sir Archibald Southby, 1st Baronet
1886-1969]; Phyllis Southby, Oxfordshire [spouse
of 1st Baronet Southby]; People of Southern
Rhodesia; Cynthia Spencer, Northampton
[Countess Spencer, 1897-1972]; 'Spot',
Buckinghamshire; Portia, Macclesfield; Olivia
Stanley [spouse of Edward Stanley, 17th Earl of
Derby 1862-1957]; Jem, Sevenoaks [possibly
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James Richard Stanhope, 7th Earl, 1880-1967];
James Stuart, [London]; Thurnheer, [London]
[Swiss minister]; E. A. Taylor, [London]; Teviot,
Newbury [Charles Kerr, 1st Baron Teviot 18741968]; Jim Thomas, [London]; J. Douglas W.
Thomson, [London] [Scottish MP 1905-1972]; Rose
E. Thomson, Cambridge; Eugenie and V. Tilea,
Wheatley; Ivy Titchfield, Nottinghamshire [Ivy
Cavendish-Bentinck, Duchess of Portland, 18871982]; Titulescu, Cannes [Nicolae Titulescu,
Romanian Diplomat 1882-1941]; R. Tobin, Long
Island; George Tryon, Sunningdale [1st Baron
Tryon MP, 1871-1940 (died 12 days after sending
letter)]; Government and People of Uganda;
Ullswater, Woodbridge [James Lowther, 1st
Viscount Ullswater MP and Speaker of the House
of Commons, 1855-1949]; Michiels Van
Verduynen, [London] [Edgar Frederick Baron
Michiels Van Verduyen, Duch ambassador to
Britain 1885-1952]; Douglas Veale, Oxford [Sir
Douglas Veale, registrar of Oxford University 18911973]; The Peruvian Minister and Madame
Vennanides, [London]; Lady Harlech on behalf of
the Victoria League, [London]; Hafiz Wahba,
London [Saudi envoy to Britain]; W.W. Wakefield;
Wakehurst, Marlborough [possibly Dowager Lady
Margaret Wakehurst, Founder of the Northern
Ireland Association for Mental Health 1899-1994];
L. Charles Wallach, Hampshire [Lewis Charles
Wallach 1871-1964]; Irene Ward, [London]
[Baroness Ward of North Tyneside, 1895-1980];
Winifred Ward, Surrey; Kingsley Wood, [London],
[Chancellor of the Exchequer 1881-1943]; Dorothy
? Ward, Bath; Wardington, [London] [John William
Beaumont Pease, 1st Baron Wardington, Chairman
of Lloyds bank, 1869-1950]; Wardlaw-Milne, Surrey
[spouse of Sir John Wardlaw-Milne MP]; Charles
Waterhouse [possibly Captain Charles Waterhouse
MP Assistant Postmaster General 1893-1975];
Alice J. Watson, Hampshire; J.S. Wedderburn,
Shetland [Henry J.S. Wedderburn, 11th Earl of
Dundee, Scottish nobleman and Under Secretary
of State for Scotland, 1902-1983]; Weir, London
[William Weir, 1st Viscount Weir, Director-General
of Explosives at the Ministry of Supply, 1877-1959];
Richard and Dorothy Wells, Felmersham [Sir
Richard Wells, 1st Baronet 1879-1957]; Dorothy
Westhinglen?, South Africa.
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NC13/19/2/584-600
Government and people of Western Australia;
Wigram, Windsor [Clive Wigram, 1st Baron Keeper
of the Archives, 1873-1960]; Ava, [London] [widow
of Ralph Wigram and spouse of John Anderson,
1st Viscount Waverley]; Wilhelmina, [London]
[possibly Queen Regnant of the Netherlands 18801962]; R. Wilkinson, [London]; Charles Williams,
Cornwall [MP 1886-1955]; Victor Williams?,
Toronto; Murrough Wilson, Surrey [Lt-Col. Sir
Murrough Wilson MP 1875-1946]; Reginald
Wingate, London [Sir Reginald Wingate, 1st
Baronet, 1861-1953]; Charles Wingfield, [London]
[Sir Charles Wingfield, Advisor on Foreign Affairs to
Press Censorship at Ministry of Information 18771960]; Winterton, Chiddingfold [6th Earl Winterton,
Paymaster General, 1883-1962]; John Henry
Woods, [London]; The Earl of Bradford on behalf of
the Wrekin Division of Shropshire Conservative
and Unionist Association, Shropshire; August
Zaleski, London [Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs
in Exile 1883-1972]; Zetland, Yorkshire [Lawrence
John Lumley Dundas, 2nd Marquess of Zetland
1876-1961]; Zia Wernher, Market Harborough
[Countess Anastasia de Torby 1892-1977]; Siyl.
600 items
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC13/20

Items relating to Neville Chamberlain's death,
funeral and other memorial services

1940-1941

Correspondence, notes and various other items
relating to Neville Chamberlain's death, funeral and
other memorial services.
The following is a list of the items contained in this
file:
/1: Manuscript notes listing names and addresses.
/2-3: Lists to be given to the press of telegrams to
Anne Chamberlain
/4-24: Correspondence and notes relating to the
funeral, including notes of statements read in the
House of Commons and House of Lords regarding
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the funeral, memorandum detailing the funeral
arrangements and notes of a speech in tribute to
Neville Chamberlain. Correspondents include: Paul
de Labilliere [Labilliere, Paul Fulcrand Delacour De
(1879-1946) Dean of Westminster]; Nicholas
Lawford [Foreign Office]; E. A. Seal; C. M.
Campbell; and T. Hebron.
/25-28: Obituaries and other articles from
newspapers relating to Chamberlain's death.
/29: Plan of seating at Westminster Abbey.
/30: Order of service for the burial of Neville
Chamberlain at Westminster Abbey on 14
November 1940.
/31: Order of service for the memorial service to
Neville Chamberlain at Birmingham Parish Church
on 13 November 1940.
/32: Order of service for the memorial service to
Neville Chamberlain at the Cathedral Church of St
George in Cape Town, South Africa on 18
November 1940.
/33: Order of service of dedication of the memorial
to Neville Chamberlain at St Michael's Church,
Heckfield on 11 October 1941.
/34: Order of service for the memorial service to
Neville Chamberlain at All Saints' Church,
Northampton.
/35: Order of service for the memorial service to
Neville Chamberlain at St Paul's Cathedral,
Melbourne, Australia on 13 November 1940 and
letter from Violet Teague regarding the memorial
service.
/36: 'Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons'
('Hansard') volume 365, number 124 (12 November
1940) including details of tributes paid to
Chamberlain on that day.
/36A: 'Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons'
('Hansard') volume 117 number 18 (12 November
1940) including details of tributes paid to
Chamberlain on that day.
/37: Printed book containing extracts from the
resolutions and speeches relating to the death of
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Neville Chamberlain in the Australian Parliament (2
copies).
/38: Music score (manuscript) 'The Angel's Song'
from 'The Dream of Gerontius' by Elgar, arranged
for the organ by Richard Wassall, a specially made
arrangement for the memorial service to Neville
Chamberlain in the Birmingham Parish Church on
13 November 1940; and letter from Richard
Wassall dated 1 December 1940 regarding the
score. A copy of the order of service for the
memorial service is enclosed in the score.
/39: Note by Anne Chamberlain of news item
referring to Neville Chamberlain's fading health.
/40: Note by Anne Chamberlain of Neville
Chamberlain's death for a BBC announcement and
for the Press Association.
/41: Draft by Anne Chamberlain of notice of Neville
Chamberlain's death for the Times, Telegraph, and
Birmingham Post.
54 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /36A was formerly
unnumbered. One copy of /37 (the unbound copy)
was formerly with NC12/13 (with no subnumber).
NC13/21

Legal documents and correspondence

1919-1944

Various legal documents and legal correspondence
relating to Neville Chamberlain including items
relating to his will, payment of estate duty, his
property and shareholdings.
The following is a list of the items contained in this
file:
/1: Note by Neville Chamberlain summarising the
main clauses in his will.
/2-12: Correspondence relating to Neville
Chamberlain's will. Correspondents are: CarletonHolmes & Co.; Wilfred Martineau; H. K. Neale; and
copies of letters from Neville Chamberlain. 1940.
/13: Death certificate. 1940.
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/14-19: Receipts, letters and envelopes relating to
Neville Chamberlain's stock holdings. 1919-1937.
/20-20A: Note by Neville Chamberlain of
'instructions as to where to find various papers' in
case of his death, with key to a table in his library.
1922.
/21: Estate duty form, including appended list of
Neville Chamberlain's share holdings, debts and
funeral expenses. 1941.
/23: Letter from Estate Duty Office relating to estate
duty. 1944.
/24: Licence to underlease from C. R. Anson and
N. N. Blomefield to Neville Chamberlain for 14 Lyall
Mews, Belgrave Square, London, underlet to
Winnifreda, Countess of Portarlington. 7 March
1938.
/25: Lease from the Chatsworth Estate Company to
Neville Chamberlain for 53 Catherine Place,
London. 20 June 1940.
Arrangement: No item numbered NC13/21/22 was
found.
25 items
Access: Open
NC13/22

Correspondence relating to memorial in
Westminster Abbey and memorial tablet at
Heckfield Church

1941-1943

Letters to Anne Chamberlain relating to a memorial
of Neville Chamberlain at Westminster Abbey and
a memorial tablet at Heckfield Church near
Highfield Park, and drawing of the proposed tablet.
Two unrelated letters are also included. A letter
from Paul de Labilliere relates to some captured
German officers saying that 'Chamberlain beat
Hitler at Munich' as the officers suggested the
policy of appeasement gave Britain time to prepare
for war. The letter from Norah Kenrick relates to a
memorial service, possibly in Birmingham, for
Neville Chamberlain and relates to Hugh and John,
possibly her sons or other close relatives, service
in the army.
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Correspondents are: Paul de Labilliere (Dean of
Westminster) [Labilliere, Paul Fulcrand Delacour
De (1879-1946) Dean of Westminster]; Norah
Kenrick; Laurence A. Turner; and 'Cyril Winton :'
(Bishop of Winchester) [Garbett, Cyril Forster
(1875-1955) Archbishop of York].
7 items
Access: Open
NC14

Volumes of acts and speeches

1929

A set of volumes of the acts by the Ministry of
Health during Neville Chamberlain's office as
Minister of Health, and of the related debates in
Parliament connected with these bills. These
contain printed copies of the acts, bills,
parliamentary debates extracted from 'Hansard'
relating to the reading of the bills, and related
reports to Parliament Command Papers.
The volumes were presented to him by the officers
of the Ministry in June 1929. NC14/1 contains an
enclosed list of the officers who subscribed to
these volumes.
11 volumes
Access: Open
NC14/1

Acts and Speeches 1923

1929

Acts and speeches of Neville Chamberlain as
Minister of Health. This volume includes the Local
Authorities (Emergency Provisions) Act 1923,
Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest
Restrictions (Continuance) Act 1923, Housing etc
Act 1923, Rent and Mortgage Interest Restrictions
Act 1923, Agricultural Rates Act 1923, and extracts
from Hansard of speeches made relating to various
bills.
A letter with a list of subscribers to the presented
volumes is also enclosed.
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: Binding is damaged.
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NC14/2

'Acts and speeches 1924-25'

1929

Acts and speeches of Neville Chamberlain as
Minister of Health. This volume contains the
Agricultural Rates (Additional Grant) Continuance
Act 1925; Housing Act 1925; Town Planning Act
1925; Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restrictions
Continuance) Act 1925; Valuation (Metropolis)
Amendment Act 1925; Therapeutic Substances Act
1925; Widows' Orphans' and Old Age Contributory
Pensions Act 1925; Public Health Act 1925; Rating
and Valuation Act 1925;
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: Binding is damaged
NC14/3

'Acts and speeches 1926'

1929

Acts and speeches of Neville Chamberlain as
Minister of Health. This volume contains the
Economy (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1926;
Local Authorities (Emergency Provisions) Act 1926;
Boards of Guardians (Default) Act 1926; Midwives
and Maternity Homes Act 1926; Local Government
(County Boroughs and Adjustments) Act 1926;
Public Health (Smoke Abatement) Act 1926; Births
and Deaths Registration Act 1926; Housing (Rural
Workers) Act 1926;
1 volume
Access: Open
NC14/4

'Acts and speeches 1927'

1927

Acts and speeches of Neville Chamberlain as
Minister of Health. This volume contains the Sale of
Food and Drugs Act 1927, Poor Law Act 1927,
Audit (Local Authorities) Act 1927, Mental
Deficiency Act 1927, Nursing Homes Registration
Act 1927
1 volume
Access: Open
NC14/5

'Acts and speeches 1928'

1929

Acts and speeches of Neville Chamberlain as
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Minister of Health. This volume contains the Rating
and Valuation Act 1928, the Local Authorities
(Emergency Provisions) Act 1928, National Health
Insurance Act 1928, Food and Drugs (Adulteration)
Act 1928, Rag Flock Act (1911) Amendment Act
1928, Rating and Valuation (Apportionment) Act
1928
1 volume
Access: Open
NC14/6

'Acts and speeches 1928-29'

1929

Acts and speeches of Neville Chamberlain as
Minister of Health. This volume contains the Local
Government Act 1929 and Agricultural Rates Act
1929, and extracts of parliamentary debates from
'Hansard' relating to those acts.
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: Binding is damaged.
NC14/7

'Widows, Orphans and Old Age Contributory
Pensions Bill, 1925'

1929

Volume containing the original and amended bill;
'Memorandum explanatory of the Bill' (Command
Paper Cmd. 2405); report (Command Paper Cmd.
2406); extracts from 'Hansard' of parliamentary
debates relating to the bill; and the Act as passed.
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: Binding is damaged
NC14/8

'Rating and Valuation Bill, 1925'

1929

Volume containing the original and amended bill;
extracts from 'Hansard' of parliamentary debates
relating to the bill; and the Act as passed.
1 volume
Access: Open
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Physical description: Binding is damaged.
NC14/9

Rating and Valuation (Appointment) Bill, 1928

1929

Volume containing the original and amended bill;
extracts from 'Hansard' of parliamentary debates
relating to the bill; and the Act as passed.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC14/10

'Local Government Bill, Vol I, 1928-29'

1929

Volume containing the bill; related Command
Papers (Cmd. 3134, 3227, 3285, 3157, 3215,
3220); and extracts from 'Hansard' of parliamentary
debates relating to the bill.
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: Binding is damaged.
NC14/11

'Local Government Bill, Vol II, 1928-29'

1929

Volume containing amended versions of the bill;
extracts from 'Hansard' of parliamentary debates
relating to the bill; Explanatory Memorandum
(Command Paper Cmd. 3273); and the Act as
passed.
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: Binding is damaged.
NC15

Press cuttings and scrapbooks
Press cuttings and scrapbooks relating to Neville
and Anne Chamberlain. A small number of other
items such as letters and ephemera, are included
with some of the files of press cuttings and
scrapbooks. Details of these other items are given
in the file level descriptions.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

The series includes a very large number of cuttings
dating to the period of Neville Chamberlain's
premiership, in particular there are a very large
number dated 1938, including a number relating to
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the Munich Agreement and the preceding crisis.
The cuttings come from a wide variety of UK
national and local newspapers and periodicals, with
a small number included from other countries.
233 fascicules, 18 volumes, 1 folder
Access: Open
NC15/1

1915-17 press cuttings

1915-1917

Press cuttings dated 1915 to 1917.
Other items included are: pamphlet 'National
Service Scheme Explained' by Neville
Chamberlain; programme of music for National
Service Mass Meeting for Women at the Royal
Albert Hall on 17 March 1917; two leaflets
promoting women to join the National Service
scheme to work in agriculture (numbered W. 10
and W. 11).
Topics include: Civic Sunday in Birmingham;
parade with captured German gun in Birmingham;
visit of Australian Prime Minister to Birmingham;
the Trade Union Congress including Neville
Chamberlain's speech; Neville's appointment as
Director-General of National Service; the National
Service schemes.
7 fascicules and 1 part fascicule
Access: Open
NC15/1-12

General press cuttings
Press cuttings relating to Neville Chamberlain from
various UK and foreign newspapers.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

Arrangement: The cuttings are arranged roughly
in date order.
233 fascicules
Access: Open
Physical description: The cuttings are mounted in
fascicules and are mostly folded. Many of the
cuttings are torn and in poor condition.
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NC15/2

1920 press cuttings

[1920]

Press cuttings 5 October 1920 and unknown date
from the Birmingham Post.
Topics are: an address by Neville Chamberlain to
the Clark Street Adult School on the housing
problem; and Chamberlain's advocacy of a scheme
by Lord Askwith regarding production and
unemployment.
2 items
Access: Open
NC15/3

1922-23 press cuttings

1922-1923

Press cuttings 1922 to 1923, including articles,
photographs and cartoons from various
newspapers and periodicals.
Topics include: Neville Chamberlain's speech to
Unionists in Birmingham, 1922; Chamberlain's
canal development scheme, 1922; Chamberlain's
visit to Canada and speeches made by him there,
1922; a proposed Empire wireless scheme, 1923;
Chamberlain's appointment as Postmaster
General, 1922; Chamberlain's appointment as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1923; Anne
Chamberlain's speech at Harrogate on women
voters, 1923; Neville Chamberlain's speech at
meeting of City of London Conservative and
Unionist Association, 1923; Chamberlain's
appointment as Minister of Health, 1923; Housing
Bill, 1923; Rents Bill, 1923; the housing problem,
1923; and Chamberlain's address of meeting of
women at Drury Lane, 1923.
A copy of 'Supervising' journal for 15 December
1922 [journal of Federation of Post Office
Supervising Officers], including message from
Chamberlain and article about Chamberlain; and a
copy of 'Straight Forward' journal for June 1923 are
also included.
1 fascicule and 1 part fascicule
Access: Open
NC15/4

1925-26 press cuttings

1925-1926

Press cuttings 1925 to 1926, including articles,
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photographs and cartoons from various
newspapers and periodicals.
Topics include: Stanley Baldwin's speech at
Oxford, 1925; the Widows', Orphans and Old Age
Contributory Pensions Bill, 1925; the opening of the
Birmingham Municipal Bank head office by Neville
Chamberlain, 1925; Neville Chamberlain's visits to
Liverpool, Norwich and Glasgow, 1925-1926;
housing; the Smoke Abatement Bill, 1926;
Chamberlain transferring to Edgbaston Division,
1926; Chamberlain's tour of housing in
Birmingham, 1926; voluntary hospitals, 1926;
Chamberlain's provincial tour, 1926; and
Chamberlain's speech at Coventry, 1926.
1 fascicule
Access: Open
NC15/5

1927-28 press cuttings

1927-1928

Press cuttings 1927 to 1928, including articles,
photographs and cartoons.
Topics include: Neville Chamberlain's holiday to
Deeside, 1927; tariffs; and the Local Government
Bill, 1928.
1 part fascicule
Access: Open
NC15/6

1929-33 press cuttings

1929-1933

Press cuttings from 1929 to 1933, including
articles, photographs and cartoons from various
newspapers and periodicals.
Topics include: the Local Government Bill, 1929;
the 1929 General Election; the Budget;
Chamberlain's speech on tariffs; Anglo-French
discussions in London, 1932; and the Imperial
Economic Conference at Ottawa, 1932.
It includes an article by Anne Chamberlain 'Woman
and her Vote' in the Morning Post, and an article by
Neville Chamberlain 'Conservative Reforms' in the
Sunday Times 12 May 1929.
2 part fascicules
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Access: Open
Notes: The items in this file are split across two
part fascicules.
NC15/7

1935-37 press cuttings

1935-1937

Press cuttings from 1935 to 1937, from various
newspapers and periodicals.
A printed election letter from Neville and Anne
Chamberlain for the 1935 General Election is also
included.
Topics include: Morrison's speech on Labour
defence policy, 1935; the Budget, 1936; centenary
of Joseph Chamberlain, 1936; death of Austen
Chamberlain, 1937; the resignation of Stanley
Baldwin, 1937; Neville's appointment as Prime
Minister, 1937; the formation of his Cabinet, 1937.
2 fascicules and 1 part fascicule
Access: Open
NC15/8

1938 press cuttings

1938-1939

Press cuttings relating to Neville Chamberlain
dated 1938, from various newspapers and
periodicals. A few cuttings from July and August
1939 have also been placed in this file (in fascicule
144, 147, 156).
Other items included are: a poem 'Pour Messire
Neville Chamberlain' by Tristan Klingsor,
November 1938; a special issue of the Sunday
Times for the Sunday Times National Book Fair,
November 1938.
The topics include: resignation of Anthony Eden as
Foreign Secretary and the controversy over talks
with Italy (February-March); Anglo-Irish talks and
agreement (February-May); appointment of Edward
Wood as Foreign Secretary (February);
negotiations for a trade agreement with the USA
(March); opposition by the Labour Party to Neville
Chamberlain's foreign policy (March); Cadman
Report on civil aviation (March); talks with
Ribbentrop (German Ambassador) (March); talks
with Italy (March); defence of India (March); the
Spanish Civil War including air raids in Barcelona
(March-June); Chamberlain's meeting with the
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Trades Union Congress (March); a resolution of
support by the Northern Ireland government
(March); a national registration scheme (March);
the German invasion of Austria (March); the
Poland-Lithuania dispute (March); tensions
between Germany and Czechoslovakia (MarchSeptember); the Electricity Bill (March-April);
Chamberlain's declaration on foreign policy
(March); rearmament programme (various months);
the air estimates debate (March); the Anglo-Italian
Agreement (April-July); the Anglo French
conference and agreement (April-May); Labour
Party motion of censure against the Government
(April); the Budget (April); the Duchess of Atholl
resigning the National Government whip (April);
Chamberlain's holiday in Scotland (April); book
'The Chamberlain Tradition' by Petrie (April);
rejection of idea of a ministry of supply by the
Government (April); air defence debate and
resignation of Lord Swinton as Secretary for Air
(May), Lord Winterton and Lord Weir as adviser to
the Air Ministry (May); split between Italy and
France over the Spanish Civil War (May);
Chamberlain's honorary degree at Reading (May);
the Cabinet reshuffle (May); concern about
bombing of civilians in the Spanish Civil War (May);
Chamberlain's illness with gout (May); the Trade
Union Congress meeting with Chamberlain
regarding rearmament (May-June); dispute with
Mexico over oil (May-June); bombing of British
ships in Spanish waters (June-August); air raid
precautions plans (June); debate on conscription
(June); negotiations with Russia (June); the
Tientsin dispute between Britain and Japan (June);
Duncan Sandys (MP) having been threatened with
prosecution under the Official Secrets Act (JuneJuly); bombing in the North West frontier of India
(June); bombing in China (June); Chamberlain's
speech at Kettering relating to agriculture, and the
following debate over the Government's agriculture
policy (July-August); the Royal visit to France
(July); the Birmingham centenary (July); demands
for a Secretary of State for Wales (July); the
Runciman mission to Czechoslovakia (JulySeptember); Neville's holiday in Scotland (JulyAugust); optimism about the lightening of tension in
Europe (July); meeting between Count Ciano and
Lord Perth (July); the emerging crisis over
Czechoslovakia (August); negotiations between the
Government and the Trades Union Congress
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relating to armaments (August); Neville's illness
with catarrh (August); the crisis over
Czechoslovakia, Chamberlain's meetings with
Hitler and the Munich Agreement (SeptemberOctober); Chamberlain's statement to the Trades
Union Congress regarding rearmament of Britain
(September); birth of Dorothy's daughter Anne
(September); the Anglo-French talks over
Czechoslovakia (September); Chamberlain's and
Lord Halifax's visit to Paris with their wives
(November).
General topics discussed in multiple months
include: resolutions of support and congratulations
from local Conservative associations and other
organizations to Chamberlain; opposition and
support to Chamberlain's foreign policy and
appeasement from various people and
organizations; Cabinet meetings; speeches by
Neville Chamberlain; and rearmament.
The following is a list of the fascicules with details
of the months covered (this is approximate as the
cuttings are poorly sorted):
1-11 (and part of 15, 35 and 39): February (no
fascicule 5 found).
10-57 (and part of 67): March
58-82 (and part of 39): April.
83-105: May.
106-125 (and part of 128, 134): June.
126-155: July.
155-164: August.
165-174: September.
174-175: October.
176: November and December.
175 fascicules and 1 part fascicule
Access: Open
NC15/9

1939 press cuttings
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Press cuttings dated 1939 relating to Neville
Chamberlain from various newspapers and
periodicals.
Some cuttings for 1939 have been incorrectly
placed with the cuttings for 1938 - see NC15/8.
A letter from E. Chambré Hardman of Burrell and
Hardman Ltd to Miss M. Leaf, Private Secretary to
Neville, forwarding a press cutting is also included.
Topics include: Neville's visit to meet Mussolini in
Italy (January); Mussolini's aggression in Albania
(April); debate on conscription and the Military
Training Bill (April-May); proposals for and the
creation of Ministry of Supply (April-May);
negotiations with Turkey (May); negotiations
between Russia, and Britain and France (MayJuly); pensions (July); the Tientsin incident
between Japan and Britain (June-August); German
threats against Danzig and the rest of Poland and
the prospect of war (June-August); non-aggression
pact between Russia and Germany (August);
Neville Henderson's visit to see Hitler in Germany
(August); the German invasion of Poland
(September); the declaration of war (September);
Neville's visit to France for the first meeting of the
Supreme War Council (September); the pact
between Russia and Germany (September);
Poland's defeat (September); rejection of Hitler's
peace offers (October); treaty between Britain,
France and Turkey (October); Ribbentrop's speech
(October); Neville's broadcast regarding Britain's
war aims (November); the Queen of Holland and
King of Belgium's appeal for peace (November);
the Russian invasion of Finland (December);
demands for a minister of economic co-ordination
(December); Neville's tour of British positions in
France (December); war precautions etc; and other
events in the war.
29 fascicules and 2 part fascicules
Access: Open
Language: EnglishItalian
NC15/10

1940 (and some undated) press cuttings
Press cuttings dated 1940, from various
newspapers and periodicals. One fascicule
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(number 10) also includes a number of undated
cuttings. Some full issues of 'The Times' and 'Daily
Sketch' are also included.
A number of letters to Anne or Neville Chamberlain
are also included, forwarding articles following
Neville's resignation as Prime Minister, resignation
as Lord President of Council or his death. Some
letters also include messages of support or
condolence. These letters are from Mabel Bennett
of New Zealand; 'a Canadian' of Toronto; 'a grateful
well wisher'; Robert Gage of 876 Main Street East,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada; Lord Iliffe; Jack
McConnell of the Montreal Star; Reginald M. Grylls,
Deputy President of the Spen Valley Liberal
Association; Henry Horton of the New Zealand
Herald and The Weekly News, C.M. Yates of San
Francisco, USA and Theo Feilden, Editor-in-Chief,
of The Imperial Review.
Topics of the 1940 cuttings include: Hore-Belisha's
resignation from the Government and subsequent
Cabinet changes (January); Neville's Mansion
House speech (January); Hitler's speech at Munich
(February); the Altmark incident (February);
Neville's speech at Birmingham Town Hall
(February); the Asama Maru incident and
settlement between Britain and Japan (February);
proposals for a minister to deal with economic
matters (February); Mr Sumner Welles visit from
the USA to Britain (February-March); peace talks
between Russia and Finland (March); the war in
Norway and the 'Norway Debate' in the House of
Commons (May); Neville's resignation as Prime
Minister (May); the new Government of Winston
Churchill (May); Neville's resignation as Lord
President of the Council (October); Neville's death
including obituaries and tributes to him, articles
about the funeral (November-December); articles
referring to Neville's past work including about the
Munich Agreement and policy of appeasement;
various events in the war.
The undated cuttings relate to a variety of topics
including the Munich Agreement; the Second World
War; Neville's visit to Paris; miscellaneous political
issues and events.
10 fascicules and 2 part fascicules
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Access: Open
NC15/11

1941-61 press cuttings

1941-1961

Press cuttings dated 1941 to 1961 relating to
Neville Chamberlain, from various newspapers and
periodicals.
Topics include: tributes following the death of
Neville (1941); the Second World War; biography
of Neville Chamberlain by Keith Feiling (1946); a
series of articles in 'Le Figaro' regarding Neville
Chamberlain and the Munich Crisis (1947); series
of articles by Paul Schmidt on the Munich Crisis
(1950); letters in the Daily Telegraph regarding the
Munich Agreement and the Battle of Britain (1953);
obituaries of Mary Carnegie (1957); various articles
discussing the Munich Agreement.
2 part fascicules
Access: Open
Language: EnglishFrench
NC15/12

Undated press cuttings
Undated press cuttings relating to Neville
Chamberlain from various newspapers.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

Topics include: Neville's speech on municipal
progress (1896); Joseph Chamberlain's visit to
South Africa; the Second World War; elections;
speech by Neville and others at Unionist Party
demonstration in Coventry in support of Kenneth
Foster; Mary Endicott Chamberlain.
1 fascicule and 1 part fascicule
Access: Open
NC15/13

'Canals Cuttings'

1911-1922

Volume of press cuttings relating to canals and
other inland waterways, dated 30 November 1911
to 9 October 1924. The cuttings are from various
newspapers with a large number from the
'Birmingham Daily Post'.
Neville Chamberlain took a great deal of interest in
the canal network, and became chairman of the
Waterways Association, president of the National
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Council for Inland Waterways from 12 May 1922
and chairman of the Departmental Committee on
Inland Waterways. He was an advocate for the
improvement and nationalization of 'The Cross'
network of canals, to enable the canals to be a
more effective means of transporting goods.
Includes cuttings on: speeches by Neville
Chamberlain relating to canals; canals in
Birmingham; proposed canal improvements; and
proposals for nationalization of canals or other
state intervention. The cuttings include articles by
Neville Chamberlain: 'The Need For Water
Transport' in the 'Birmingham Gazette' dated 17
November 1917; 'Why not use our canals?' in the
'Chronicle' dated 2 December 1918; 'Future of
Canals' in the 'Canals and Waterways Journal'
December 1919; 'Inland Waterways' in the
'Organiser' March 1920; and 'Inland Water
Transport' in 'Modern Transport' dated 27 May
1922.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/14

Volume 1: 1895-1916

1895-1916

Volume of press cuttings from 1895 to 24 July 1916
relating mainly to Neville Chamberlain's early
involvements in politics and public life, his work as
a Councillor in Birmingham, and his work as Lord
Mayor of Birmingham. A subject index is included
at the front of the volume.
Topics include: Neville Chamberlain's involvement
in the Unionist Party, including speeches made by
him at various Unionist meetings; Birmingham and
District Provident Dispensary; meetings of various
Birmingham organizations in which Neville
Chamberlain was involved including the
Birmingham and Edgbaston Debating Society;
canals; Birmingham City Council; town planning;
Birmingham tramways and buses; Birmingham City
Council elections; housing and welfare matters;
home rule in Ireland; matters relating to the First
World War; Neville Chamberlain's election as Lord
Mayor of Birmingham; and Birmingham Municipal
Bank. The cuttings include an article by Neville
Chamberlain entitled 'The University and Industry'
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dated 17 July 1909 in the Daily Gazette
Some loose cuttings are also inserted. A letter
dated 20 October 1915 from his colleagues on the
Town Planning Committee asking him to continue
on the committee following his appointment as Lord
Mayor of Birmingham is also enclosed.
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: Binding is in poor condition.
NC15/14-21

Volumes of general press cuttings

1895-1940

Volumes of press cuttings relating to Neville
Chamberlain.
8 volumes
Access: Open
NC15/15

Volume 2: 1916-23

1916-1923

Volume of press cuttings dated 26 July 1916 to 30
November 1923 relating mainly to Neville
Chamberlain's work as Lord Mayor of Birmingham,
his work as Director of National Service, his work
as Member of Parliament and his work as
Postmaster-General. The cuttings are mainly from
'The Times' and 'Birmingham Daily Post'. A subject
index is included at the front.
Topics include: speeches by Neville Chamberlain;
Birmingham Municipal Bank; the Midland Concert
Promoters Association; recreational facilities for
munitions workers in Birmingham; Neville
Chamberlain's re-election as Lord Mayor of
Birmingham; various other topics relating to
Birmingham; Neville Chamberlain's appointment as
Director of National Service; National Service;
Neville Chamberlain's election as Member of
Parliament; industry and economic matters; health
and welfare matters; unemployment; the
Birmingham Unionist Association; the Post Office,
including postal services, telephone services and
broadcasting; tariffs;. The cuttings include an article
by Neville Chamberlain dated 14 November 1920
entitled 'First step back to prosperity'; an article by
him dated February 1922 entitled 'Slum areas and
their treatment'; a series of articles by him dated 6
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to 8 September 1922 entitled 'Unemployment in the
Birmingham Area'.
A typescript transcript of Neville Chamberlain's
speech to staff after being presented with a parting
gift on 17 August 1917 following his resignation as
Director of National Service is also included.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/16

Volume 3: 1923-31

1923-1931

Volume of press cuttings 3 December 1923 to 13
October 1931 relating mainly to Neville
Chamberlain's work as Minister of Health and as a
Member of Parliament. The cuttings are primarily
taken from 'The Times' and 'Birmingham Post'. A
subject index is included at the front.
Topics include: speeches by Neville Chamberlain;
pensions; trade and tariffs; matters relating to
Birmingham; housing; elections; hospitals and
health in general; town planning; the opening of
new hospitals and other health facilities; De-rating
Bill; Local Government Bill; electricity; Neville
Chamberlain's East African tour; and
unemployment insurance. The cuttings include an
article by Neville Chamberlain in the 'Evening
Standard' 3 May 1929 entitled 'Forces of revolution
only waiting for a chance' and article 'The Future of
East Africa' in the Sunday Times 18 May 1930.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/17

Volume 4: 1931-40

1931-1956

Volume of press cuttings 17 October 1931 to 15
November 1940, with a small number of loose
cuttings of later dates, mainly relating to Neville
Chamberlain's work as Chancellor of the
Exchequer and as Prime Minister. A subject index
is included at the front.
Topics include: speeches by Neville Chamberlain;
Ottawa Conference; tariffs and the Import Duties
Act; various other economic and trade matters; the
Birmingham Municipal Bank; taxation; Neville
Chamberlain's fishing trips; Highbury Memorial
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Museum; defence expenditure; the 1935 general
election; foreign affairs; Neville Chamberlain's
resignation; and his death. For some major events
which concerned Chamberlain during this period it
is notable that there are very few cuttings, including
the Munich Conference, the beginning of the
Second World War and Chamberlain's resignation
as Lord President.
An article by Neville Chamberlain in 'Home and
Empire' August 1934 entitled 'Three Years of
National Recovery'; a copy of a letter from Neville
Chamberlain to the Midland Salmon and Trout
Club; a typescript copy of the speech made by
Neville Chamberlain when presented with an
honorary degree at the University of Leeds on 4
July 1938; extracts from Hansard of tributes to
Neville Chamberlain in Parliament following his
death; and an order of service for the dedication of
memorial to Neville Chamberlain at St Michael's
Church, Heckfield are also included. Some loose
cuttings are also inserted.
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: The binding is in very poor
condition.
NC15/18

Volume 5: 1909-23

1909-1923

Volume of press cuttings 12 February 1909 to 12
October 1923. The volume includes a subject index
at the front. The cuttings mainly relate to national
political issues which Neville Chamberlain was
interested in and to political issues in Birmingham.
Only a small number of the cuttings specifically
refer to Neville Chamberlain or his work.
Topics include: tariff reform; home rule in Ireland;
Birmingham City Council, elections and politics in
Birmingham; land reform; munitions and national
service; air raid precautions; municipal savings
banks; drinking by women; events during the First
World War; matters relating to employment,
housing and social welfare; and trade unions.
Some loose cuttings and issue number 4 (29
October 1913) of the 'Selly Oak Forward' an
election newsletter for Councillor George Shann
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[Labour Party candidate] are also enclosed.
1 volume
Access: Open
Physical description: Binding is in very poor
condition. Many of the cuttings are folded
NC15/19

Volume 6

1937-1938

Volume of press cuttings covering 29 May 1937 to
31 August 1938.
Topics include: Neville Chamberlain's appointment
as Prime Minister and Leader of the Conservative
Party; biographical articles about Neville; Neville
Chamberlain's personal life; events etc attended by
Neville and Mrs Chamberlain; opening of
Chamberlain House flats in Wythenshawe; Neville's
letter to Mussolini and relations with Italy; Neville's
holidays; meeting with de Valera and relations with
Ireland; honorary degrees at Reading and Leeds;
Birmingham centenary and royal visit; and foreign
affairs. Many political cartoons are also included.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/20

Volume 7

1938-1940

Volume of press cuttings 10 September 1938 to 25
March 1940
Topics include: Czechoslovakia and the Munich
Crisis; Godesberg meeting with Hitler; tributes to
Neville Chamberlain following Munich Agreement;
visit to meet Mussolini in Italy in January 1939;
Neville Chamberlain's 70th birthday; other articles
relating to foreign affairs and defence; visits of
Neville and Mrs Chamberlain to various places and
events; the beginning of war; events during the
war; Supreme War Council meetings. Various
political cartoons are included.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/21

Volume 8
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Volume of press cuttings 29 March 1940 to 17
August 1940. A photograph showing Neville
Chamberlain staying at Yattendon Court on 21
August 1940 with Lord and Lady Iliffe is also
pasted in the volume. Some loose enclosures
relating to a memorial to Neville Chamberlain at
Heckfield Church, Hampshire are also included:
part of the parish magazine; two press cuttings;
order of service of dedication; and a note.
Topics of press cuttings in the volume include:
meeting of Supreme War Council; Norway; and
Neville Chamberlain leaving Downing Street.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/22

Folder of obituaries of Neville Chamberlain

1940

Cuttings of obituaries of Neville Chamberlain and
articles relating to Chamberlain's funeral from
various newspapers and periodicals.
1 folder
Access: Open
NC15/23

Press cuttings relating to Neville Chamberlain's
speeches

1937-1940

Volume containing press cuttings relating to Neville
Chamberlain's speeches and broadcasts between
31 May 1937and 10 May 1940, during Neville's
premiership.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/24

'Cartoons etc. October 1931 to April 1937'

1931-1937

Volume of political cartoons and other illustrations
of Neville Chamberlain from newspapers between
31 October 1931 and 20 April 1937. Most of the
cartoons and illustrations are taken from the Daily
Express, Punch, Daily Herald and Birmingham
Post.
1 volume
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Access: Open
NC15/24-25

Volumes of cartoons

1931-1940

Volumes of political cartoons and other illustrations
of Neville Chamberlain from various newspapers
and journals.
2 volumes
Access: Open
NC15/25

'Cartoons. April 1937 to Jan 1940'

1937-1940

Volume of political cartoons and some other
illustrations of Neville Chamberlain from
newspapers, between 21 April 1937 and 17
January 1940. The cartoons are mainly from Punch
and the Daily Express, with a small number from
the Daily Telegraph, Berlingske Tidende (1
cartoon) and Daily Herald.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/26

Anne Chamberlain's press cuttings

1921-1937

Volume of press cuttings relating to Mrs
Chamberlain 4 March 1921 to 19 February 1937. A
subject index is included at the front of the volume.
Topics include: speeches by Mrs Chamberlain at
Unionist meetings; events opened by Mrs
Chamberlain; interviews with Mrs Chamberlain;
Mrs Chamberlain's 'At Home' parties; visits to
various places by Mrs Chamberlain. Cuttings
include articles by Mrs Chamberlain entitled 'A
Womans Work' from 'Current Opinion' April 1923;
and 'The Future of the Empire: What it Means to
British Women' in 'Home and Politics' August 1924.
A printed report of the National Association for the
Prevention of Tuberculosis appeal dinner on 16
July 1926 including a speech by Mrs Chamberlain
is also included.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/26-28

Anne Chamberlain's press cuttings
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Press cuttings mainly relating to Anne
Chamberlain. These include cuttings about events
she attended, speeches she made, and articles
about her.
3 volumes
Access: Open
NC15/27

Anne Chamberlain's press cuttings

1937-1948

Press cuttings mainly relating to Anne Chamberlain
from 26 May 1937 to 2 August 1939, including one
loose cutting dated 1948).
Topics include: dinners and receptions given or
attended by Anne including her 'At Home' parties;
articles about Anne Chamberlain; Anne's visit to
Manchester, 1937; her opening Church Army flats
in Kensington, 1937; her opening a Derby
Conservative Association bazaar, 1937; her
opening the Empire Conservative Bazaar in
Chorley, 1938; her visit to Belfast where she
launched HMS Belfast, 1938; her opening the Ideal
Home Show, 1938; the Munich Agreement, 1938;
her opening the Sunday Times Book Fair, 1938;
visit of Neville and Anne to Paris, 1938; visit to
Wales, 1939.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/28

Anne Chamberlain's press cuttings

1939-1961

Volume of press cuttings 14 September 1939 to 24
February 1961, although there are only five
cuttings dating form the period after 1944, relating
mainly to Anne Chamberlain. A subject index is
included at the front. Some loose cuttings are
enclosed. Most of the cuttings primarily relate to
Mrs Chamberlain, though many of the cuttings also
include references to Neville Chamberlain and a
small number of cuttings relate primarily to him.
Topics include: visits of Mrs Chamberlain to various
places including hospitals; articles about Mrs
Chamberlain's life; Mrs Chamberlain's broadcast to
France; speeches by Mrs Chamberlain; the number
10 Downing Street household; wartime recipes; the
Birmingham and Midland Hospitals for Women of
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which Mrs Chamberlain was President; portrait of
Neville and Mrs Chamberlain presented to the City
of Birmingham; and a series of articles containing
extracts from Neville Chamberlain's sporting
diaries, mainly relating to fishing. The cuttings
include 'Mrs Neville Chamberlain: an authorized
biography' published in three parts in 'The
Woman's Magazine'. A postcard from 'M.A. van der
(Ve... van der Rijk', from Delft in the Netherlands
relating to Mrs Chamberlain's cake recipe is also
included.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/29

Anne Chamberlain's scrapbook

[19391940]

Scrapbook containing various press cuttings and
other items. Most of the cuttings are from pictorial
articles and include photographs of various British
and foreign politicians and military leaders, and
photographs of various events.
The cuttings relate mainly to the war including
various events, and the politicians and other people
involved in the war. Only a small number of
cuttings relate to Neville Chamberlain.
The volume also contains: a letter from E. P.
Stebbing [Stebbing, Edward Percy (1870-1960)
professor of forestry] to Anne Chamberlain dated 5
January 1940 in support of Neville Chamberlain;
House of Commons agenda for 29 August 1939;
table plan for luncheon at the Mansion House on 9
January 1940; menu for luncheon at the Council
House, Birmingham on 24 February 1940;
Christmas card from Bernard and Joan Nicholls;
form of prayer for use at time of war; and a printed
transcript of the Queen's speech to the House of
Parliament on 28 November 1939.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/29-31

Anne Chamberlain's scrapbooks

[19281940]

Scrapbooks kept by Anne Chamberlain containing
various press cuttings. Some ephemera and other
items are also included in the volumes.
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3 volumes
Access: Open
NC15/30

Anne Chamberlain's scrapbook

[19281940]

Anne Chamberlain's scrapbook marked 'Odd'
containing press cuttings, many of which are loose,
from various newspapers and periodicals. Most of
the cuttings appear to relate to general interests of
Anne Chamberlain and most date between 1939
and 1940.
Topics of cuttings include: archaeological research;
books; the winter weather; nature; Anne
Chamberlain's broadcast to France; and a wide
variety of other topics. Only a small number of the
loose cuttings relate to Neville Chamberlain,
foreign affairs and politics.
A letter from Moine Al Arab of Royal Egyptian
Embassy to Anne Chamberlain's Private Secretary
with enclosed menu for luncheon at Embassy on
23 January 1940; a letter from H. Nachas of the
Egyptian Embassy to Anne Chamberlain with a
recipe for soup; and the 27 December 1939 issue
of the 'Evening Standard' are also included.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC15/31

Anne Chamberlain's scrapbook

[19371940]

Scrapbook containing mostly loose press cuttings.
The cuttings mainly relate to religion including
opinions of religious leaders; foreign affairs and the
war.
A list of guests for luncheon by National Defence
Public Interest Committee on 31 January 1940; and
a plan for meeting at the Mansion House, City of
London on 9 January 1940 are also enclosed.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC16

Presented items and artefacts
Various items which were presented to Neville
Chamberlain; certificates and other items
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connected with his government offices; and some
artefacts related to Neville Chamberlain or which
were in his possession.
This includes various addresses and other items
which were presented to Neville Chamberlain in
appreciation of his efforts for peace following the
Munich Agreement; certificates and other items
relating to the award of Freedom of the City to
Chamberlain from Birmingham, Glasgow, the City
of London and Dundee; invitations, souvenirs, and
various other items presented to Chamberlain. An
album of photographs presented by Lord and Lady
Kemsley taken during the crisis of September 1938
which led to the Munich Agreement is also
included.
The artefacts are a wide range of items such as
Neville Chamberlain's passport, some coins, a
pipe, and some printed ephemera, including a
programme for a royal visit to Birmingham.
Other items presented to Neville Chamberlain
which are not included in this series include:
NC13/6/1 (a livre d'Or from Le Baule presented to
Neville Chamberlain in 1938); NC14 (set of bound
volumes of acts and speeches presented by
officers of the Ministry of Health).
Arrangement: There appears to be no logical
order of the individual items and files of this series.
Finding number NC16/26 is not used (one file had
erroneously been given two different reference
numbers in the original paper catalogue).
1 box, 13 volumes, 79 items
Access: Open
NC16/1

Presentation volume from young people of
s'Hertogenbosch and Noord-Brabant

[c. 1938]

Album from the children and young people from the
town of Hertogenbosch and province of NoordBrabant in the Netherlands in appreciation of
Chamberlain's efforts for peace.
In the album are pasted a large number of small
cards or pieces of paper with the names of the
contributors, some with their own brief messages of
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thanks.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC16/2

Presentation volume from the women of Rouen

1938

Large volume of signatures from the women of
Rouen in homage to Neville Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC16/3

Presentation volume from France

[c. 1938]

Volume of signatures in leather case from the
workers at the factory of Eternit de Prouvy (Nord),
thanking Neville Chamberlain for his efforts to
preserve peace.
1 volume
Access: Open
Language: French
NC16/4

'Orbis Terrarum: Deutschland: Landscharf und
Baukunft' presented by women from Bremen

1938

Book released by Martin Hürlimann, given to
Neville Chamberlain by the women and mothers of
Bremen, Germany in September 1938. The book
has been signed by the women.
1 volume
Access: Open
Language: German
NC16/5

Presentation volume from Geneva

1938

Volume of signatures dated October 1938 from the
people of Geneva, Switzerland in appreciation of
Neville Chamberlain following the signing of the
Munich Agreement.
1 volume
Access: Open
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Language: EnglishFrench
NC16/6

Livre d'Or from Douai British-Club

1938

A livre d'Or presented to Neville Chamberlain by
the Douai British-Club in France dated 1 November
1938. The volume has a very elaborate binding
including an illustration of the town of Douai and
message 'Pax' on the front and an illustration of
Neville Chamberlain inside.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC16/7

Presentation address from Association Peritalia

1939

Folder of signatures from the members of the
Association Peritalia in Rome, Italy to Neville
Chamberlain dated January 1939 to welcome
Chamberlain and offer their 'undying gratitude for
his selfless and indefatigable work for peace'.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC16/8

Presentation book from Norway

1938

Volume of signatures from many Norwegian
citizens presented to Neville Chamberlain in
appreciation of his 'indefatigable work for world
peace'.
1 volume
Access: Open
Language: English
NC16/9

Privy Councillor, 1922

1922

Certificates regarding Neville Chamberlain being
sworn as the Postmaster-General and as a Privy
Councillor, with printed oath of a Privy Counsellor.
3 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited in
October 1968 by Stephen Lloyd.
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NC16/9-14

Documents given to Neville Chamberlain in respect
of his government offices

1922-1940

Certificates, letters patent etc connected with
Neville Chamberlain's appointment to various
government offices.
18 items
Access: Open
NC16/10

Postmaster General, 1922

1922

Letters patent appointing Neville Chamberlain as
Postmaster General.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited in
October 1968 by Stephen Lloyd.
NC16/11

Minister of Health, 1923 and 1924

1923-1924

Certificates of Neville Chamberlain being sworn as
Minister of Health in 1923 and 1924, with letter
forwarding the 1923 certificate to him.
3 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited in
October 1968 by Stephen Lloyd.
NC16/12

Chancellor, 1923

1923

Letters patent appointing Neville Chamberlain as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, with certificate
regarding Neville Chamberlain being sworn as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and letters with which
the letters patent and certificate were forwarded.
4 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited in
October 1968 by Stephen Lloyd.
NC16/13

Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1931
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Letters patent and certificate for Neville
Chamberlain's appointment as Chancellor of the
Exchequer in 1931, with related memorandum,
letter and notice of Privy Council meeting at which
the appointment was made.
5 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited in
October 1968 by Stephen Lloyd.
NC16/14

Lord President of the Council, 1940

1940

Certificates given to Neville Chamberlain on his
appointment as Lord President of the Council.
2 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears this was deposited in
October 1968 by Stephen Lloyd.
NC16/15

Freedom of Birmingham

1932

Freedom of the City of Birmingham booklet
containing minutes of the special council meeting in
1932 at which the Freedom was presented, with
enclosed photograph of the Freedom of the City of
Birmingham trophy presented to Neville
Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC16/16

King's Silver Jubilee book

1935

Souvenir book for the ceremony at Westminster
Hall on 9 May 1935 for the Silver Jubilee of King
George V
1 volume
Access: Open
NC16/17

Freedom of the City of Glasgow

1936

Freedom of the City of Glasgow certificate awarded
to Neville Chamberlain on 2 November 1936.
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1 item
Access: Open
NC16/18

Freedom of The Company of Cordwainers

1937

Certificate of Neville Chamberlain's admittance into
the Freedom of the Worshipful Company of
Cordwainers, with programme for presentation
ceremony on 28 June 1937.
2 items
Access: Open
NC16/19

Freedom of City of London

1927-1941

Freedom of the City of London certificate awarded
to Neville Chamberlain, which was presented to
Mrs Chamberlain, following her husband's death;
with related correspondence between Mrs
Chamberlain and George Wilkinson [Lord Mayor of
London], invitation card and notes for Mrs
Chamberlain's speech of thanks.
An unrelated personal letter from Averil [Tryon],
Wonastow, Sunningdale, Berkshire, to Anne
Chamberlain regarding Anne leaving Highbury,
talking to each other following their bereavements
and other matters is also included.
8 items
Access: Open
NC16/20

Freeman of the Worshipful Company of Musicians

1939

Certificate admitting Neville Chamberlain as an
Honorary Freeman of the Worshipful Company of
Musicians.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/21

Freedom of Dundee

1937-1941

Illuminated address granting the Freedom of the
City and Royal Burgh of Dundee to Neville
Chamberlain; and other related items.
Other items included are: a typescript copy of
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burgess scroll awarding the Freedom of the City
and Royal Burgh of Dundee to Neville
Chamberlain, with correspondence between the
Lord Provost [Garnet Wilson] and Town Clerk
[David Latto] of Dundee and Mrs Chamberlain
relating to the presentation, two photographs of the
presentation of the Freedom of the City casket to
Mrs Chamberlain, and description of scroll. A letter
from John Phin [former Lord Provost of Dundee]
and letter from Florence Horsburgh, 19 Warwick
Square, London, relating to the award of the
Freedom are also included.
The Freedom of the City was intended to be
presented to Neville Chamberlain in May 1938 but
was postponed and was eventually received by
Mrs Chamberlain for her late husband in 1940 at
Highfield Park, Heckfield, Basingstoke.
18 items
Access: Open
NC16/22

Box of artefacts
Box of various artefacts relating to Neville
Chamberlain.

[18th
centurymid 20th
century]

The following items are included:
Three pieces of wire from the zeppelin brought
down at Cuffley on 3 September 1916, sold to
support the Red Cross
A stick of ivory engraved with Japanese designs
A pipe and pouch for pipe
A cigar case used at Highfield with a cigar in it
Neville Chamberlain's passport
Silver coin found in garden of Chequers, with
related note from the British Museum about the
coin which describes it as probably a shilling of the
early 18th century.
Programme of the Royal visit to Birmingham on 21
May 1919.
Two pen nibs
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A pressed flower
An Austrian coin in commemoration of Dr Dallfuss
given to Neville Chamberlain by the Austrian
Finance Minister [Bruesch?] in November or
December 1934.
Three Joseph Chamberlain Centenary medals.
Three signatures removed from letters
Souvenir booklet for the 'Feast of the Kings' on 15
May 1935 at Vintners' Hall.
Set of writing paper from 10 Downing Street.
Programme for Industrial League Summer
Convention of Employers and Employed on 12 to
14 August 1919 in Birmingham and District
Institute.
Photograph of statue of Augustus in frame
inscribed 'Pacator Orbis', 'Mussolini', 'Augustus'
and 'Chamberlain' on the four sides, suggesting
that it was presented for meeting between Neville
Chamberlain and Mussolini
Two model umbrellas; one is plastic inscribed 'Vive
Chamberlain' with pin attached, and one is lace
Neville Chamberlain's fountain pen
Seven copies of New Testament used for swearing
oaths on entering office
Religious medallion of Mary
Three coins; two French coins, 1 unidentified worn
coin
A small bakelite container with a photograph of
Joseph Chamberlain on it.
1 box
Access: Open
Custodial history: It appears that some or all of
these items were deposited by Stephen Lloyd in
October 1968 including the pipe, passport and stick
of ivory [paper-knife].
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NC16/23

Freedom of the Vintners Company

1927

Illuminated declaration admitting Neville
Chamberlain, Minister of Health, as a freeman of
the mystery of Vintners, issued at Vintners Hall, 15
February 1927
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/24

Testimonial from Fez

1938-1939

An illuminated testimonial from Moorish notables of
Fez to Neville Chamberlain in appreciation of his
efforts for peace following the Munich Agreement.
A letter is also included from W. I. Mallet [Foreign
Office] regarding the testimonial with attached copy
of a despatch from the consul-general at Rabat and
an English translation of the testimonial.
2 items
Access: Open
Language: ArabicEnglish
NC16/25

Honorary citizen of Versailles

1938

Certificate to Neville Chamberlain regarding him
being made an honorary citizen of Versailles in
recognition of his efforts for peace following the
Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC16/27

Souvenir of Royal Luncheon

1937

Souvenir documents given to Neville and Anne
Chamberlain for the Royal Luncheon to King
George VI and Queen Elizabeth given by the
Corporation of London at the Guildhall on 19 May
1937 in celebration of the coronation, with attached
seal.
2 items
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Access: Open
NC16/28

Christmas card from 'Les Grands Invalides
Francais'

1939

Christmas card with handpainted picture sent to
Mrs Chamberlain by 'Les Grands Invalides
Francais' [Disabled War Veterans at Institution
Nationale des Invalides]. The card is signed by
several people.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/29

Print of engraving given at Guildhall reception and
ball 1935

1935

Souvenir print of engraving given to Neville and
Mrs Chamberlain at the reception and ball held at
the Guildhall, London to celebrate the King's 25th
Jubilee in 1935. The print shows the surrendering
of the City Sword to Queen Mary in 1553.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/30

Lobby Journalists Luncheon menu

1938

Menu for Lobby Journalists' Luncheon on 20
December 1938. The cover of the menu has a
cartoon by Wyndham Johnson of Neville
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax going to Rome
under a banner of 'Appeasement'.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/31

Union Generale Belge d'Electricite

1938

Address from the Union Generale Belge
d'Electricite to Neville Chamberlain in recognition of
his work for peace.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
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NC16/32

Address from people employed by English families
in Monte Carlo

[1938]

Illuminated address from people employed by
English families in Monte Carlo to Neville
Chamberlain in recognition of his work for peace,
presumably sent after Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/33

Address from French employees of Huntleys and
Palmers, and McVitie and Price

1938

Address from French employees of Huntleys and
Palmers, and McVitie and Price in recognition of
Neville Chamberlain's efforts for peace following
the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC16/34

Address from Cordwainers Company

1938

Address from the Master Wardens and
Commonalty of the Mistery of Cordwainers of the
City of London in recognition of his work for peace
following the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/35

Address from Royal Medico-Psychological
Association

1925

Address from Royal Medico-Psychological
Association admitting Neville Chamberlain as an
Honorary Member in recognition of work for
psychological medicine.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/36

Invitation to attend banquet at Guildhall, London

1936

Invitation to Mr and Mrs Neville Chamberlain for the
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banquet at Guildhall on 9 November 1936.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/37

Invitation to reception of King and Queen of
Afghanistan

1928

Invitation to (or souvenir of) reception of King and
Queen of Afghanistan by the Corporation of
London at Guildhall on 14 March 1928, given to
Mrs Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/38

Letter of appreciation from Lloyd George to
members and officials of tribunals

1919

Letter of appreciation from Lloyd George [George,
David Lloyd (1863-1945) 1st Earl Lloyd George of
Dwyfor, statesman] to members and officials of
tribunals given to Neville Chamberlain with letter
enclosing the letter of appreciation.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/38A

Sample of souvenir granted to volunteer workers
by Birmingham Prisoners of War Committee

[c 1918]

Sample of souvenir by Birmingham Prisoners of
War Committee granted to volunteer workers in
packing and forwarding of parcels to prisoners of
war. This sample of the souvenir was presented to
Mrs Chamberlain who served as a member of the
Committee.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC16/38
(the same number was used for two different
items).
NC16/39

Address from Société des Amis de la Fontaine

1938

Address from Société des Amis de la Fontaine to
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Neville Chamberlain in recognition of his work for
peace, following the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC16/40

Address from Paroisse de Commugny-Coppet

1938

Address from Paroisse de [parish of] CommugnyCoppet in Switzerland to Neville Chamberlain
following the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC16/41

Address from Boy Scouts of Hans Tausens Trop

1938

Address from the Boy Scouts of Hans Tausens
Trop, Islands Brugge 11, Copenhagen, Denmark to
Neville Chamberlain in recognition of his efforts for
peace following the Munich Agreement, with print
on tracing paper 'The Christmas-eve' on front.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: EnglishDanish
NC16/42

Address from Paris

1938

Address given to Neville Chamberlain from various
people in Paris.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC16/43

Médaille de la Recognnaisance Franco-Italienne
Diplome de Médaille D'Or

1938

Médaille de la Reconnaissance Franco-Italienne,
Diplome de Médaille D'Or [gold medal diploma]
awarded to Neville Chamberlain following the
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Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: French
NC16/44

Address and letter from Fletton Branch of
Huntingdonshire Conservative Association

1938

Address from Fletton Branch of Huntingdonshire
Conservative Association thanking Chamberlain for
'bringing the International Crisis to a successful and
peaceful conclusion', following the Munich
Agreement; with letter enclosing the address.
2 items
Access: Open
NC16/45

Address from the Greek Oxford Group

[1938]

Address in recognition of his work for peace with
olive branch attached. See NC13/7/8 for the letter
forwarding this to Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
Language: Greek
NC16/46

Address from Torigni-sur-Vire

1938

Address from Torigni-sur-Vire to Neville
Chamberlain.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/47

Address from group of women from Lyon

1938

Address to Neville Chamberlain from a group of
women from Lyon for his work in preventing war,
following the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
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Language: French
NC16/48

Letter of appreciation from Bordon Council School

1938

Letter of appreciation signed by all the teachers
and pupils of Bordon Council School, Southampton
to Neville Chamberlain in gratitude for his actions in
'preserving Peace and removing the threat of
imminent War', following the Munich Agreement.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/49

Address from employees of Maison Frank et Cie

[c. 1938]

Address signed by a group of female employees of
Maison Frank et Cie in Paris to Neville
Chamberlain in appreciation of his efforts for
peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/49A

Letter of thanks from Upper Free School for Girls at 1938
Zurich
Letter thanking Neville Chamberlain 'for having
saved the peace' following the Munich Agreement,
signed by the children of the school in Switzerland.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC16/49
(the same number was used for two different
items).

NC16/50

Address from Baarn school

[1938]

Address from the pupils of the public school at
Baarn, Netherlands to Neville Chamberlain in
recognition of his efforts for peace.
1 item
Access: Open
NC16/51

Livre d'Or

[c. 1938]

Livre d'Or presented to Anne Chamberlain
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following the Munich Agreement by the Syndicat d'
Initiatives Conches-Eure in France.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC16/52

Munich Crisis photograph album

1938

Photograph album of the Munich Crisis between
September and October 1938 presented by Lord
and Lady Kemsley.
The album includes photographs of: Chamberlain's
three visits to meet Hitler in Germany;
Chamberlain's departures to Germany and arrivals
from Germany at Heston Airport; and the reception
received by Chamberlain on his return to London
following the signing of the Munich Agreement.
See also for other photographs taken during the
Munich Crisis.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC16/53

Addresses from Birmingham Unionist Association

1938

Volume containing illuminated addresses from the
Birmingham Unionist Association and the various
divisions and branches of the Birmingham Unionist
Association presented to Neville Chamberlain
following his appointment as Prime Minister. The
volume was presented to him at the Town Hall,
Birmingham on 8 April 1938.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC17

Photographs
Photographs relating to or collected by Neville
Chamberlain and his family. An engraving and an
invitation card is also included in this series, and
also some letters relating to some of the
photographs are included.

[mid 18th
centurymid 20th
century]

This includes a large number of photographs of the
political and public events which Chamberlain
attended or was involved in, such as the Munich
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Crisis of 1938; photographs of his holidays and
leisure activities; portrait photographs of
Chamberlain, his family and others; and other
family photographs. Some miscellaneous
photographs are also included.
See also C9/48-53 in the Chamberlain Family
Collection for further photographs relating to Neville
Chamberlain.
Arrangement: This series is divided into five subseries defined by category plus a sub-series of
photograph albums. This structure was created in
2009 during the recataloguing project, replacing the
structure used in the original catalogue.
6 volumes, 1 folder, 978 items
Access: Open
NC17/1

Event photographs

[1910s1940s]

Photographs taken at various political and public
events. The majority of these are press
photographs, but some other photographs are also
included.
This includes photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain: delivering speeches; at ceremonial
events such as opening ceremonies for buildings;
on official visits; at public engagements such as
major dinners and parties; during international
conferences; and during other political events such
as Budget Day. Some of the major events included
are: the September 1938 crisis and Neville
Chamberlain's meetings with Adolf Hitler in
Germany leading to the signing of the Munich
Agreement; Chamberlain's visit to Italy in 1939; the
Lausanne Conference of 1932; and the Ottawa
Conference of 1932.
Family and personal events (such as weddings and
holidays) are not included in this sub-series (see
NC17/2 and NC17/4 for these photographs).
Events connected with members of the family other
than Neville and Anne are also not included (see
NC17/4 for these photographs).
572 items
Access: Open
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Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/6-10
(part of this number only).
NC17/1/1

Undated event photographs

[1910s1940s]

Photographs of undated political and public events.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Neville Chamberlain [?] speaking at the
bandstand at the Botanic Gardens, Edgbaston,
[1910s-1920s]
/2: Postcard of group of people dressed in various
costumes, possibly for a play, with Neville
Chamberlain and others, [1910s-1920s].
/3: Various people including Neville Chamberlain, a
army and a navy officer and large gathering of
people in background at an unidentified outdoor
event, [G. Dawson (Midland Press Agency),
Birmingham], [1910s-1920s]. A note on the back of
one copy of this photograph says it was 'from Mr
Thomas' and was 'taken when N[eville] was Lord
Mayor of Birmingham', the other copy is labelled
1919 however. (2 copies).
/4: Postcard of Anne Chamberlain with others,
mainly women, at an outdoor event, [1910s-1920s].
/5: Neville Chamberlain with various people
gathered around him at an outdoor event [T. Blyth
Clayton, Birmingham], [1910s-1920s].
/6: Anne Chamberlain and many other women in a
large hall, labelled '? Palais de Dance, Monument
Rd, Ladywood' [Midland Press Agency,
Birmingham], [1910s-1920s].
/7: Group of people including Neville Chamberlain
and Anne Chamberlain outside beside two large
marquees, [1910s-1920s].
/8: Large crowd of people inside a large hall
[Midland Press Agency, Birmingham], [1910s1930s].
/9: Neville Chamberlain with parcels for soldiers [T.
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Blyth Clayton, Birmingham], [1914-1918].
/10: Anne Chamberlain holding Union Jack on a
platform in Victoria Square, Birmingham [George
Dawson, Birmingham], [1914-1918].
/11: Neville Chamberlain wearing a medallion over
his neck, with various sailors and other people
outside a building, [1914-1918].
/12: Group of soldiers in a park [T. Blyth Clayton],
[1914-1918].
/13: Anne Chamberlain, wearing Lady Mayoress'
chain, some sailors, women and children in a hall,
[1915-1916].
/14-16: Three photographs of army officers, a
soldier, Neville Chamberlain (in mayoral robes) and
Anne Chamberlain on a platform in Victoria
Square, Birmingham in front of the Council House,
[1915-1916].
/17: Neville Chamberlain in mayoral robes, Anne
Chamberlain and others on a stage. Anne appears
to be announcing the winning tickets for a raffle [T.
Blyth Clayton], [1915-1916].
/18: Various people including Neville Chamberlain
in mayoral robes, Anne Chamberlain, army officers
outside a building, [1915-1916].
/19: Neville Chamberlain in mayoral robes and
Anne Chamberlain visiting a hospital possibly for
wounded soldiers [George Dawson, Birmingham],
[1915-1916].
/20-21: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
wearing mayoral chain addressing a meeting in a
hall with various army officers and soldiers, and
others [George Dawson], [1915-1916].
/22-24: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
opening a branch of Birmingham Municipal Bank
[F. R. Logan, Birmingham], [1920s]
/25: Anne Chamberlain holding a doll with a group
of women with craft items in background, [1920s1930s].
/26: Anne Chamberlain with a group of women
holding bunches of election leaflets outside Neville
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Chamberlain's Committee Room, [1920s-1930s].
/27: Neville Chamberlain and Austen Chamberlain
walking along road, [1920s-1930s].
/28: Neville Chamberlain arriving at the Economic
Conference in the Cabinet Office [Sport and
General], [1920s-1930s].
/29: Neville and Anne Chamberlain and unidentified
man at polling station in Edgbaston Division,
Birmingham [General Picture News, London],
[1920s-1930s].
/30: Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain
going to Armistice Day service at Westminster
Abbey [Sport and General], [1920s-1930s].
/31: Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain on
visit to textiles industry exhibition, [1920s-1930s].
/32: Anne Chamberlain with nurses and others at
opening of hospital, [1920s-1930s].
/33-39: Seven photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
Mrs Marion Cran and others visiting houses at
Roehampton Estate and Cecil Road, North Acton
for Daily Express Gardens Competition [Fox
Photos], [1920s-1930s].
/40-42: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and others visiting The Lord Mayor Treloar Hospital
and College in Hampshire [Alfieri Picture Service,
London; and unspecified], [1920s-1930s].
/43: Group of people including Neville Chamberlain
standing outside prefabricated building, labelled
'Min of Health' [Star Photos, Perth], [1920s-1930s].
/44: Neville Chamberlain and another man standing
at railway station, labelled 'Min of Health' [Star
Photos, Perth], [1920s-1930s].
/45: Group of people including Neville Chamberlain
and man wearing a medallion round his neck at a
doorway outside a building [Central Press,
London], [1920s-1930s].
/46-47: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
shaking hands with man in white outfit and medals
with other people around him on a street of
terraced houses, and of Chamberlain walking
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through gate with a woman [Photopress] [1920s1930s].
/48-49: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
standing beside a new house, with other people [A.
Kellaway, Sidcup; and unspecified], [1920s-1930s].
/50: Neville Chamberlain giving or receiving a piece
of paper to or from a man stood behind a table on a
platform, with various other people standing around
him, [1920s-1930s].
/51: Neville Chamberlain, Anne Chamberlain, a
Mayor and Mayoress on a large set of steps in front
of a building, [1920s-1930s].
/52-53: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
with group of people outside, [1920s-1930s].
/54: Postcard of Neville Chamberlain and others at
a meeting in an office, [1920s-1930s].
/55: Neville Chamberlain speaking on a platform
outside, with three people dressed in mayoral
robes and other people, [1920s-1930s].
/56: Neville Chamberlain walking along road
[London News Agency], [1920s-1930s].
/57: King George V, Queen Mary, Neville
Chamberlain, a clergyman and others outside a
building [possibly the opening of a public building?]
- a note on the back states it was taken when
Chamberlain was Minister of Health [Topical Press
Agency, London], [1920s-1930s]. (2 copies)
/58-62: Five photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and others at opening ceremony of a branch of the
Birmingham Municipal Bank in Birmingham City
Centre, possibly on Edmund Street [F. R. Logan,
Birmingham], [1920s-1930s].
/63-68: Six photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and large gathering of people at opening ceremony
for a branch of the Birmingham Municipal Bank [F.
R. Logan, Birmingham], [1920s-1930s].
/69: Group of men and women at doorway to
country house including Neville and Anne
Chamberlain, and Stanley Baldwin [Daily Sketch],
[1920s-1930s].
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/70: Neville Chamberlain and several other men
outside a building [Central News], [1920s-1930s].
/71: Marquis of Huntly, Sir John Hindlay, Lady
Lucas Tooth, Neville Chamberlain, Admiral Sir
Arthur Farquhar and Miss Wickham at the Aboyne
Games in Scotland, [1920s-1930s].
/72: Neville Chamberlain giving an address to the
Manchester and District Joint Town Planning
Advisory Committee [Allied Newspapers Ltd,
Manchester], 19 October (year not given) [1920s1930s].
/73: Neville Chamberlain, Anne Chamberlain, a
Mayor and Mayoress, and others at doorway in
front of building, [1920s-1930s].
/74: Neville Chamberlain, Ramsay MacDonald and
unidentified man holding conversation in a crowd
[Keystone View Company, London], [1931-1935].
/75: Neville Chamberlain shaking hands with
Ramsay MacDonald [Graphic Photo Union,
London], [1931-1935].
/76: Neville Chamberlain with case in office [at 37
Eaton Square, London], [1930s].
/77: Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain
crossing road, [1930s-1940]
/78: Neville Chamberlain walking, [1930s-1940]
/79: Neville Chamberlain leaving a building [Daily
Herald], [1930s-1940].
/80: Anne and Neville Chamberlain at outdoor
event [Universal Pictorial Press Agency, London],
[1930s-1940].
/81: Neville Chamberlain speaking into a
microphone on steps of a building with various
people gathered around him [Photopress, London],
[1930s-1940].
/82: Neville Chamberlain speaking to Lord
Hailsham inside a building, [1930s-1940]
/83: Neville Chamberlain with others at a doorway
to a building, stamped on back by the Belgian
Consulate and with message on back in French by
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L. Keyes, [1930s-1940].
/84: Neville Chamberlain looking through a
microscope, with unidentified man standing beside
him [London News Agency Photos Ltd], [1930s1940].
/85-88: Four photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
Anne Chamberlain, a Mayor and Mayoress, and
others on railway station platform and outside a
building, [1930s-1940]. (two copies of one of the
photographs)
/89: Neville Chamberlain with another man
amongst tall plants, [1930s-1940].
/90: Neville Chamberlain entering car, with Harry
Card, chauffeur [Keystone View Company], [1930s1940]
/91: Neville Chamberlain in a crowd with another
man [Wide World Photos, London], [1930s-1940].
/92-94: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
with others at a housing estate, and outside a
building, [1930s-1940].
/95-97: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and others at honorary degree ceremony, [1930s1940].
/98: Neville Chamberlain in car [Wide World
Photos], [1930s-1940]
/99: Neville Chamberlain in car [Wide World
Photos], [1930s-1940]
/100: Crowd outside 10 Downing Street with car
arriving, possibly during Munich Crisis [Wide World
Photos], [1930s-1940]
/101: Unidentified man, Neville Chamberlain and
Anne Chamberlain walking along path [Planet
News], [1930s-1940]
/102-103: Two photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain with a crowd of other people,
including Lord Craigavon, at an evening event
[Belfast Telegraph; Belfast News-Letter Ltd],
[1930s-1940].
/104-105: Two photographs of Neville
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Chamberlain, Anne Chamberlain and others with
the workers at a net factory [Belfast Telegraph],
[1930s-1940]. (3 copies of one of the photographs)
/106-107: Two photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain, a Mayor and others in a building
[Belfast Telegraph], [1930s-1940].
/108: Anne Chamberlain presenting a book to a girl
[Belfast Telegraph], [1930s-1940].
/109: Neville Chamberlain, wearing ceremonial
court dress, and Anne Chamberlain outside
building for an evening event [Wide World Photos],
[1930s-1940].
/110: Anne Chamberlain, a woman and a man on
railway station platform [Newcastle Chronicle Ltd],
[1930s-1940s].
/111: Anne Chamberlain presenting something in
an envelope to a girl [The Associated Press of
Great Britain Ltd, London], [1930s-1940s].
/112: Cat outside 10 Downing St, [1930s-1940s].
/113: Anne Chamberlain with some boys doing
digging work, with crowd in background, [1930s1940s].
/114: Anne Chamberlain visiting a child in hospital
[Fox Photos Ltd, London], [1930s-1940s].
/115: Group of people outside a building including
Princess Mary, wearing uniform, and Anne
Chamberlain, [1930s-1940s].
/116: Queen Elizabeth, King George VI, Anne
Chamberlain and others at County Hall reception,
[1930s-1940s]
/117-118: Two photographs of Anne Chamberlain
at a tea with soldiers [Keystone; Sport and
General], [1930s-1940s].
/119: Anne Chamberlain being given flowers, with
others [Planet News Ltd], [1930s-1940s]
/120-123: Four photographs of Anne Chamberlain
at Lord Ebbisham's Comforts Collection Committee
of the Red Cross [Pictorial Press, London], [1930s-
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1940s].
/124: Anne Chamberlain with man dressed as John
Bull, with bulldog and others [Keystone Press
Agency Ltd, London], [1930s-1940s].
/125: Queen Elizabeth with Queen Mary, Anne
Chamberlain in background, at outdoor event,
[1930s-1940s] (2 copies)
/126-127: Two photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain [outside 10 Downing Street] [Wide
World Photos], [1937-1940].
/128: Neville Chamberlain waving with hat in hand
outside 10 Downing Street [Wide World Photos],
[1937-1940].
/129: Neville Chamberlain entering 10 Downing
Street with hat in hand [Wide World Photos], [19371940].
/130: Neville Chamberlain outside 10 Downing
Street with folder in hand, [1937-1940]
/131: Neville Chamberlain outside 10 Downing
Street in evening with cigar [Wide World Photos],
[1937-1940].
/132: Postcard 'A French officer points out
something of interest to Mr. Neville Chamberlain
and General Viscount Gort, British Commander-inChief, during the Premier's visit to the British War
Zone', [1939-1940].
/133: Car travelling along road, with waving crowd
[Keystone], [1939-1940].
137 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/2

1915 event photographs

1915

Photograph of Neville Chamberlain giving a speech
at Codford, Salisbury [photograph by T. Blyth
Clayton, Birmingham], 19 November 1915.
1 item
Access: Open
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NC17/1/3

1917 event photographs

[1917]

Photograph of Neville Chamberlain pinning a
medal onto a soldier [award of Distinguished
Conduct Medal to C. S.-M. McKean, after civic
luncheon in Glasgow, 26 February 1917].
1 item
Access: Open
NC17/1/4

1921 event photographs

1921

Photograph of various people outside the Neptune
Works of Hoskins and Son Ltd on Saturday 5
February 1921 [photograph by Ernest Dyche,
Birmingham].
1 item
Access: Open
NC17/1/5

1923 event photographs

[1923]

/1: Photograph of Neville Chamberlain addressing
a women's political meeting [in November 1923] at
Drury Lane [London]
/2: Photograph of Neville and Anne Chamberlain
arriving at the meeting [photographs by Sport and
General Press Agency Ltd].
2 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/6

1924 event photographs

[1924]

Photograph of Neville Chamberlain [Minister of
Health] and E. F. L. Wood [Minister of Agriculture
and Fisheries] leaving Buckingham Palace after
changes to the Cabinet [photograph by Sport and
General Press Agency Ltd], [October 1924].
1 item
Access: Open
NC17/1/7

1925 event photographs

[1925]

Photographs of political and public events dated
1925.
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The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Armistice day ceremony at Cenotaph, London
on 11 November [Topical Press Agency, London].
Various politicians are on the photograph including
Austen Chamberlain, Neville Chamberlain, Ramsay
MacDonald, Stanley Baldwin. (2 copies)
/2: Briand addressing the signatories of Locarno
Pact in the Foreign Office, with various people
sitting around table, including Austen Chamberlain,
Stanley Baldwin, and statesmen from various
countries [London News Agency Photos[, [1
December]. Neville Chamberlain can be seen in
the background at far-right.
/3-5: Three photographs of the degree
congregation at the University of Birmingham at
which Neville Chamberlain received an honorary
degree [Daily Mirror, London], [8 December].
6 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/8

1926 event photographs

[1926]

Photographs of political and public events dated
1926.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Neville Chamberlain delivering a broadcast to
appeal for the Birmingham Citizens Society, 17
May.
/2-5: Four photographs of Neville Chamberlain
delivering a speech at the opening of Gunnersbury
Park, London [London News Agency Photos Ltd;
Sport and General Press Agency Ltd, London], 21
May.
/6-9: Four photographs of Neville Chamberlain's
visit to inspect waterway improvements on the
River Trent in Nottingham [25 June].
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/10: Neville Chamberlain buying a rose from a
woman on Rose Day with Lord Balfour [London
News Agency Photos], 1 July.
/11: Postcard of Neville and Anne Chamberlain and
others at Stanway. The postcard was sent by
Gladys Jones of Morgan Hall, Fairford to Anne
Chamberlain on 21 July 1926 (the event is not
dated).
/12-15: Four photographs of Neville Chamberlain
opening new railway station at Welwyn Garden City
[Sport and General], [5 October]
/16-17: Two photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain and others at the opening of the
Llandudno War Memorial Child Welfare Centre, 26
November.
17 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/9

1928 event photographs

1928

Photograph of Neville Chamberlain and three other
men outside 10 Downing Street [photograph by
London News Agency Photos Ltd], 24 September
1928.
1 item
Access: Open
NC17/1/10

1929 event photographs

[1929]

Photographs of political and public events dated
1929.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-2: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain and
Stanley Baldwin walking to the House of Commons
for the dissolution of Parliament [The Central News
Ltd, London; Planet News Ltd, London], [10 May].
/3: Neville Chamberlain getting out of taxi before
last Cabinet meeting at Downing Street [London
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News Agency Photos Ltd], 3 June.
/4: Neville Chamberlain with policeman also in
photograph going to Miss Hartly's wedding at St
Margarets [London News Agency Photos], 24 July.
/5: Anne Chamberlain, Sir Montague Barlow,
Neville Chamberlain and Dorothy Chamberlain
[London News Agency Photos], 11 December.
5 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/11

1931 event photographs

1931

Photographs of political and public events dated
1931.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Neville Chamberlain, Lady Milner, Lord
Burnham, Mr Amery at the unveiling of a plaque in
honour of the late Viscount Milner [Central Press,
London], 18 May.
/2: Neville Chamberlain and Samuel Hoare
[London News Agency Photos], 20 August.
/3: Neville Chamberlain and Samuel Hoare
crossing road [London News Agency Photos], 29
October.
/4: Neville Chamberlain walking along a busy road
[London News Agency Photos], 3 November.
/5: The Cabinet, including Neville Chamberlain, at
the Armistice Day ceremony at the Cenotaph,
London [Sport and General Press Agency Ltd,
London], 11 November.
5 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/12

1932 event photographs

[1932]

Photographs of political and public events dated
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1932.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-3: Three photographs of Neville, Anne
Chamberlain and Dorothy Lloyd leaving 37 Eaton
Square for the House of Commons for Neville to
make his tariffs speech [Photopress, London;
Planet News Ltd, London; London News Agency
Photos Ltd]. [4 February 1932].
/4: Neville Chamberlain being filmed at desk in
office [London News Agency Photos], 9 February
1932.
/5: Group of seven men: Walter Runciman
[President of the Board of Trade], Neville
Chamberlain [Chancellor of the Exchequer], M.
Tardieu [French Prime Minister], Ramsay
Macdonald [Prime Minister], M. Flandin [French
Finance Minister], M. de Fleuriau [French
Ambassador] and Sir John Simon [Foreign
Secretary] for Anglo-French meeting on the
Danubian and other questions [The Central News
Ltd, London], [4 April].
/6: Ramsay MacDonald with Neville Chamberlain
arriving at Four Power Conference to discuss
measures for the rehabilitation of the Danube
states [Sport and General Press Agency Ltd,
London], 6 April.
/7-12: Six photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain outside their house at Eaton Square
on Budget Day [London News Agency Photos;
Sport and General], 19 April.
/13-14: Two photographs of John Henry Lloyd,
Austen Chamberlain, Neville Chamberlain, Barrow
Cadbury and others for the presentation of the
Freedom of the City of Birmingham, 6 May.
/15: Neville Chamberlain shaking hands with
unidentified man, [13 June].
/16-19: Four photographs of the Lausanne
Conference including two of conference sessions;
one of meeting of English and French ministers:
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Edouard Herriot, Ramsay MacDonald, Georges
Bonnet, Germain Marlin [French Finance Minister]
and Neville Chamberlain, in MacDonald's hotel
room Dr Erich Salomon, Charlottenburg; and
unspecified. [June-July].
/20-21: Two photographs of Sir Philip CunliffeLister [Secretary for the Colonies], Lord Hailsham
[Secretary for War], Sir Walter Runciman
[President of the Board of Trade], Sir John Gilmore
[Minister of Agriculture], J. H. Thomas [Dominions
Secretary], Stanley Baldwin [Lord President of the
Council], Neville Chamberlain [Chancellor of the
Exchequer] on ship en route to Imperial Economic
Conference in Ottawa, Canada [Associated
Newspapers Ltd, London; London News Agency
Photos], [13 July].
/22: Group portrait of British delegation to the
Ottawa Conference including Neville Chamberlain,
W. Runciman, Mr Sherwood, T. Dugdale, Lord
Weir, Sir P. Cunliffe Lister and Sir J. Gilmour.
/23: Neville Chamberlain walking with Samuel
Hoare and another man [London News Agency
Photos], [28 September].
/24: Neville Chamberlain leaving 37 Eaton Square
[London News Agency Photos], [18 October].
/25-30: Six photographs of the laying of foundation
stone by Neville Chamberlain of new head offices
[of Birmingham Municipal Bank] (Studio Sun Ltd,
London; J. R. Logan, Birmingham), [22 October].
(four copies of one of the photographs)
/31: Cabinet ministers, including Neville
Chamberlain, on Armistice Day at the Cenotaph,
London [Sport and General], 11 November.
/32: Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain
crossing road [London News Agency Photos], [12
December].
34 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/13

1933 event photographs

[1933]

Photographs of political and public events dated
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1933.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-2: Two photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain outside 37 Eaton Square on Budget
Day [Sport and General Press Agency Ltd, London;
London News Agency Photos Ltd], 25 April.
/3: Sir John Simon, Lord Hailsham, Sir John
Gilmour, Neville Chamberlain and Stanley Baldwin
at Armistice Day service at the Cenotaph, 11
November.
/4-6: Three photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain and others at the Birmingham
Municipal Bank head office for the opening
ceremony, [27 November].
6 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/14

1934 event photographs

1934

Photographs of political and public events dated
1934.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain at
Conservative ball and cabaret at the Royal Opera
House, London [Sport and General Press Agency
Ltd, London], 2 February.
/2-6: Five photographs of Neville Chamberlain
holding Budget case with Anne Chamberlain on the
steps of 37 Eaton Square on Budget Day [London
News Agency Photos Ltd; and unspecified], 17
March.
6 items
Access: Open
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NC17/1/15

1935 event photographs

[1935]

Photographs of political and public events dated
1935.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-3: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain at
desk in the Treasury preparing for the Budget [The
Times; Planet News Ltd, London], [April].
/4-12: Nine photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain on the steps of 37 Eaton Square
before leaving to present his Budget to Parliament
[Sport and General Press Agency Ltd, London;
Planet News; London News Agency Photos Ltd,
London; Universal Pictorial Press Agency, London],
15 April.
/13: Neville Chamberlain in car taking him to House
of Commons to deliver Budget Day speech [Sport
and General], 15 April.
/14: Neville Chamberlain making a BBC broadcast,
15 April.
/15: Conference of Empire Parliamentary
Association in Westminster Hall, with Neville
Chamberlain about to open a discussion [Elliott and
Fry, London], 15 July.
/16: Neville Chamberlain paying a taxi driver
[London News Agency Photos], [21 August].
/17-19: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
leaving 11 and then leaving 10 Downing Street
before and following an emergency Cabinet
meeting to consider Britain's policy on the ItaloAbyssinian dispute [London News Agency Photos;
Sport and General], 22 August.
/20: Neville Chamberlain speaking at public
meeting for the General Election campaign [Planet
News], [8 November].
20 items
Access: Open
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NC17/1/16

1936 event photographs

[1936]

Photographs of political and public events dated
1936.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Neville Chamberlain and other men outside a
building [Universe Film Services Ltd, London],
[1936].
/2: Ramsay MacDonald, Anne Chamberlain, Neville
Chamberlain and others in procession for royal
funeral[(F. J. Worger, London], [28 January].
/3: Neville Chamberlain (with Anne) going to 10
Downing Street for meeting at 10 Downing Street
to discuss the situation after the German
reoccupation of the Rhineland [Sport and General
Press Agency Ltd, London], 9 March.
/4: Mr Van Zeeland of Belgium, Neville
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax leaving from meeting
of the Locarno Powers at the Foreign Office to
discuss the remilitarization of the Rhineland [Sport
and General], 13 March.
/5-6: Two photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain outside 11 Downing Street on Budget
Day [Planet News Ltd, London; Sport and General],
21 April.
/7: Neville and Anne Chamberlain buying a rose on
Alexandra Rose Day [Planet News], 24 June.
/8-10: Two photographs of Joseph Chamberlain
Centenary in Birmingham and Christmas card with
photograph of the Joseph Chamberlain Centenary
[Birmingham Gazette Ltd; and unspecified], 8 July.
(two copies of one of the photographs and of the
Christmas card)
/11: Neville and Anne Chamberlain outside 11
Downing Street on day of opening of Parliament, 3
November.
/12: Politicians and others, including Neville
Chamberlain, at the Cenotaph in London for the
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Armistice Day service, 11 November.
/13: Neville Chamberlain leaving for the Accession
Council meeting at St James's Palace for the new
King's Proclamation Day, 12 December.
15 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/17

1937 event photographs

[1937]

Photographs of political and public events dated
1937.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-2: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain with
Budget case and Anne Chamberlain at 11 Downing
St doorway (Daily Sketch; Sport and General Press
Agency Ltd), 20 April.
/3: A woman, Stanley Baldwin looking at book,
Neville and Anne Chamberlain presenting book to
Baldwin on his retirement as Prime Minister,
(Graphic Photo Union, London), [May]
/4-5: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
leaving 11 Downing Street after becoming Prime
Minister (Sport and General Press Agency Ltd), 28
May.
/6-7: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
receiving Freedom of the Worshipful Company of
Cordwainers (with Stanley Baldwin and Mr F. T.
Miller, Master of the Company) (Sport and General
Press Agency Ltd; Keystone View Company), 28
June.
/8: Postcard of Major J. B. Pennyman, Neville
Chamberlain and Commander Bower MP at
Ormesby Hall, Middlesbrough, 17 July.
/9-14: Six photographs of the opening by Anne
Chamberlain of the Chamberlain House flats and
an estate for elderly people in Wythenshawe,
Manchester, [23 July].
/15: Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain
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(with others in background) going to lunch at Italian
Embassy (London News Agency), 24 September.
/16-17: Two photographs of Anne Chamberlain at
the opening of block of flats, Silvester House,
Basing Road, North Kensington, and taking tea at
one of the flats (Planet News Ltd; Sport and
General Press Agency), 28 September.
/18-19: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
speaking at the Conservative and Unionist
Conference, Scarborough (Planet News Ltd), 8
October.
/20-22: Three photographs of Anne Chamberlain
with others at Winifred House, Barnet
[convalescent home for children] (Keystone View
Company), 28 October.
/23-24: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
Captain E. A. Fitzroy, Lord Hailsham and Major C.
R. Attlee and a general view at the Armistice Day
ceremony at the Cenotaph, London (Sport and
General Press Agency), 11 November.
/25: Anne Chamberlain cooking sausages at
Salvation Army hostel in Whitechapel (Keystone
View Company), 15 November.
/26: Anne and Neville Chamberlain at dinner to
King Leopold of Belgium before Court Ball (Planet
News Ltd), 18 November.
/27: Neville Chamberlain and others at the opening
of The Times new printing office, 1 December.
/28: Anne Chamberlain greeting people at
Metropolitan Area Ball (Daily Sketch), 8 December.
28 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/18

1938 event photographs, excluding Munich Crisis
photographs

[1938]

Photographs of political and public events dated
1938, excluding events during the Munich Crisis of
September 1938.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
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company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-2: Two photographs of Anne Chamberlain with
other women at an evening event [possibly the
Chainworkers League dinner on 27 January 1938?]
(London News Agency Photos Ltd), [c. 1938].
/3: Anne Chamberlain with two men at
Chainworkers League dinner (London News
Agency Photos), 27 January.
/4-6: Two photographs and two joined negatives of
Anne Chamberlain, Lord Lymington. Lady
Dunglass and others at the Junior Imperial League
'Imps' Ball (Sport and General Press Agency Ltd,
London), 16-17 February.
/7-27: Twenty photographs of Anne Chamberlain,
Lord Craigavon and others at the launch of HMS
Belfast [at the Queen's Island Shipyard, Belfast]
(Belfast Telegraph; Central Press Photos Ltd,
London; and unspecified), 17 March. (two copies of
one of the photographs)
/28: Anne Chamberlain and Valerie Cole going to
the Private View Day at the Royal Academy, 29
April 1938]
/29-31: Two photographs of Anne Chamberlain and
Lady Eleanor Keane at the 'Highway to Health'
demonstration of physical training methods by
members of the National Council of Girls' Clubs at
the Empire Stadium, Wembley (Sport and General;
Planet News Ltd, London), 28 May. With one
photograph (/30) is a compliments slip (/31) from
G. I. Steward of Planet News Ltd forwarding the
photograph.
/32: Neville Chamberlain with Sir Hugh Allan, to
receive an honorary degree at Reading University
(Daily Herald), [June 1938].
/33-35: Two photographs of Anne Chamberlain and
others at Magna Charta Island [island on River
Thames in Berkshire] where she planted trees in
honour of Neville Chamberlain and herself (one
photograph is by Photopress, London), 22 June. A
letter from F. Hannon to Anne Chamberlain
forwarding the photographs and also congratulating
her on her party for overseas visitors is also
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included.
/36: Neville Chamberlain with John Henry Lloyd,
Wilfrid Martineau and H. B. Yates, [at Assay Office
Luncheon], [16 July]
/37: Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain
outside 10 Downing Street buying a flag from Lady
Malcolm on Trafalgar Day, 21 October.
/38-46: Eight photographs of Anne Chamberlain
and others on her visit to the Ecole Puericulture
[school for rearing of children], a hospital and a
school in Paris (S. A. F. R. A.; and unspecified),
November 1938. A visiting card (/42) (with
message on reverse side) from Baron de Fontenay
is also included.
/47: Anne Chamberlain being given a flower during
her visit to France (Agence Trampus). The
photograph is signed by various people on the
reverse, [November].
/48: Neville and Anne Chamberlain, Lord Halifax,
Edouard Daladier and others on an official visit to
France (S. A. F. R. A.), [November 1938].
/49: Letter dated 25 November from Eric Phipps
forwarding photographs of Anne Chamberlain's
visit to France.
/50: Anne Chamberlain at Home Crafts Exhibition
at New Horticultural Hall, Westminster, 21
November.
/51-55: Five photographs of the Queen [Queen
Elizabeth, consort of King George VI], Anne
Chamberlain, Lord Balniel and two unidentified
women at 10 Downing Street for an exhibition of
hand-quilting at 10 Downing Street (London News
Agency; Sport and General; Photographic News
Agencies Ltd), 6 December.
/56-60: Five photographs of Anne and Neville
Chamberlain and others at the London
Conservatives Christmas Party (Central Press
Photos; Sport and General; Keystone ViewCompany), 7 December.
61 items
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Access: Open
NC17/1/19

Munich Crisis photographs

[1938]

Photographs of events during the Munich Crisis of
September 1938 including of Chamberlain's
meetings with Hitler in Germany.
See also NC16/52 for an album containing further
photographs of the Munich Crisis.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Neville Chamberlain waving with hat (Planet
News Ltd, London), [September].
/2: Postcard of Neville Chamberlain waving hat with
caption 'Thank You Mr Chamberlain', [September].
/3: Neville Chamberlain standing outside 10
Downing Street before leaving for Germany (Wide
World Photos, London), [15 September].
/4-10: Seven photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
Lord Halifax and others at Heston Aerodrome
setting off for talks with Hitler (Sport and General
Press Agency Ltd, London; Wide World Photos;
The Associated Press of Great Britain Ltd,
London), 15 September.
/11: Aeroplane taking Neville Chamberlain to
Germany, with message signed by Nigel Pelly [pilot
who flew Neville Chamberlain on his first trip to
Germany] (The Times).
/12: [Paul Schmidt, Hitler's translator], Neville
Chamberlain, Adolf Hitler and others (Wide World
Photos), [15 September] (incorrectly labelled 22
September).
/13-19: Seven postcards of the Berghof at
Berchtesgaden [the location of Chamberlain's first
meeting with Hitler] (Photo-Hoffman, Munich).
/20-21: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain at
Heston Airport, on arrival back from first meeting
with Hitler at Berchtesgaden (The Times; World
Wide Photos), [16 September].
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/22: Lord Halifax, Neville Chamberlain, Edouard
Daladier [French Prime Minister], Leger [chief
permanent secretary at the French Foreign Office]
arriving at Croydon Airport [for talks in London
about Czechoslovakia] (Wide World Photos), 18
September.
/23-27: Five photographs of Neville Chamberlain at
Heston Airport before departing for second meeting
with Hitler at Godesberg and of the aeroplane
preparing to take off (Sport and General; Wide
World Photos), 22 September.
/28: Printed poster 'The Man of To-day' of
photograph of Neville Chamberlain on steps of
aeroplane [prior to departure for his second
meeting with Hitler], [22 September].
/29-34: Six photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
von Ribbentrop [German Foreign Minister] and
others at Cologne Aerodrome on Chamberlain's
arrival for his second meeting with Hitler (The
Times; Sport and General), 22 September.
/35: View of Godesberg town, [1938].
/36-38: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain at
Oberkassel, Germany on 22 September; with letter
to Anne Chamberlain forwarding the photographs
from Mrs Davison, 11 Beccles Road, Southtown,
Great Yarmouth.
/39-41: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
Adolf Hitler, Paul Schmidt [Hitler's interpreter] and
Joachim Ribbentrop at the Hotel Dreesen,
Godesberg for Chamberlain's second meeting with
Hitler (Wide World Photos), [22-24 September].
/42-48: Seven photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
Sir Neville Henderson [British Ambassador to
Germany] and others at Cologne Aerodrome
before Neville Chamberlain's departure home after
second meeting with Hitler (Sport and General;
unspecified), 24 September (some photographs
are incorrectly labelled 22.9.38).
/49: Neville Chamberlain and crowd gathered at
Heston Airport [on his arrival after his second
meeting with Hitler in Godesberg] (Wide World
Photos).
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/50: Neville Chamberlain leaving 10 Downing
Street for lunch with King during Munich Crisis, 25
September
/51: Neville Chamberlain helping Anne
Chamberlain out of car on his return to Downing
Street (Central Press Photos Ltd). [28 September].
(8 copies)
/52-59: Eight photographs of Neville Chamberlain
with Kingsley Wood, Lord Hailsham, Sir John
Simon, Hore-Belisha, Lord Halifax and others at
Heston Airport before Chamberlain's departure for
his third meeting with Hitler (Sport and General;
Wide World Photos; London News Agency Photos
Ltd), 29 September.
/60-65: Five photographs and postcard of Neville
Chamberlain, Benito Mussolini, Adolf Hitler,
Edouard Daladier [French Prime Minister], Count
Ciano [Italian foreign minister] and others at
Munich Conference (Wide World Photos), 29
September. (2 copies of postcard)
/66-69: Photograph and three postcards of Neville
Chamberlain, Edouard Daladier and Adolf Hitler
signing the Munich Agreement (Wide World
Photos; Photo-Hoffmann, Munich), 30 September.
(2 copies of one of the postcards)
/70: Postcard of Neville Chamberlain visiting the
Sterneckerbrau beer hall in Munich (PhotoHoffmann), 30 September.
/71-75: Five photographs of Neville Chamberlain's
departure from Munich after signing the Munich
Agreement (Mantler, Munich), 30 September.
/76-91: Sixteen photographs of Neville
Chamberlain's arrival back at Heston Airport and
delivering speech (Wide World Photos; Sport and
General), 30 September.
/92: Photograph (with calligraphic caption) of
Chamberlain's speech on his arrival back at Heston
Airport, 30 September.
/93-113: 21 photographs of Anne Chamberlain
being greeted by large crowds on Downing Street
and when she set out for her walk in St James's
Park following the signing of the Munich Agreement
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(London News Agency Photos; Keystone; Wide
World Photos; Central Press Photos; Sport and
General), 30 September.
/114-115: Two photographs of car procession and
cheering crowds in London [possibly after signing
of Munich Agreement?] (World Wide Photos;
Keystone; and unspecified), [30 September].
/116-123: Eight photographs of Neville
Chamberlain arriving back at 10 Downing Street in
the evening after seeing the King at Buckingham
Palace, greeted by large crowds (Wide World
Photos; Sport and General), 30 September.
/124-125: Two photographs and Neville
Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain talking to girl
outside 10 Downing Street before Neville and Anne
left for Chequers (Planet News), 1 October.
133 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/20

1939 event photographs

[1939]

Photographs of political and public events dated
1939.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-4: Four photographs of Neville Chamberlain and
Lord Halifax's visit to Italy including visit to
Mineralogical Exhibition. People featured on
photographs include Neville Chamberlain, Lord
Halifax, Benito Mussolini, St Starace [Secretary of
the Fascist Party in Italy, described by Chamberlain
as 'a nasty piece of goods'] and various others,
(LUCE; S. A. Vigano; and unidentified). January.
/5-15: Eleven photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and Lord Halifax's visit to the Vatican City [during
visit to Italy] with D'Arcy Osborne [British Minister to
the Vatican] and others (G. Felici, Rome). January.
(two copies of one of the photographs)
/16: Anne Chamberlain trying an electric ironing
machine at the British Industries Fair, London
(Sport and General Press Agency Ltd), 24
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February
/17-20: Four photographs of Valerie Cole [niece of
Anne Chamberlain], Anne Chamberlain, Neville
Chamberlain and Miss Diane Chamberlain
[daughter of Basil Chamberlain] at Downing Street
prior to leaving for a court of the King and Queen at
Buckingham Palace, and Neville and Anne
Chamberlain in car (Planet News Ltd, London;
Sport and General; Keystone View-Company), 16
March.
/21: Anne Chamberlain and Valerie Cole leaving
Burlington House after visiting a Private View Day
at the Royal Academy (Sport and General), 28
April.
/22-23: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
outside 10 Downing Street buying rose on Blue
Rose Day in aid of British Empire Cancer
Campaign, with James Lloyd [Neville
Chamberlain's grandson] and collectors (Sport and
General), 6 June.
/24-35: Twelve photographs of Neville
Chamberlain's visit to Cardiff including
Chamberlain delivering a speech [at Conservative
Party mass meeting at Sophia Gardens, Cardiff],
members of the public attending event,
Chamberlain visiting a housing estate/suburb,
Chamberlain outside public house with sign
welcoming him, and a visitor book signed by
Chamberlain. Anne Chamberlain and various
others are also featured on some of the
photographs, 24 June.
/36: Neville Chamberlain shaking hands with King
George VI outside 10 Downing Street (Sport and
General), 1 September.
/37-41: Five photographs of Anne Chamberlain,
with various others, at Hostel for Seamen [visit to
Customs House Hostel of the Missions to Seamen,
at London Docklands] (London News Agency;
Stratford Express), [October].
42 items
Access: Open
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NC17/1/21

1940 event photographs

[1940]

Photographs of political and public events dated
1940.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-10: Ten photographs of various people, including
Neville Chamberlain and Winston Churchill,
crossing the Channel to or from a meeting of the
Supreme War Council in 1940 (photographs taken
by Able Seaman Dark).
/11-18: Four photographs of Neville Chamberlain
speaking at Mansion House, City of London to give
an account of the war to a meeting of 'influential
representatives of the Empire' (Planet News Ltd,
London; Sport and General Press Agency Ltd,
London), 9 January (a number of these are variants
with ms annotations)
/19-20: Two photographs of Anne Chamberlain's
visit to India House with Sir Friozkhan Noon [High
Commissioner of India] and some other women
where she he helped to make comforts for the
Indian troops (Sport and General; Central Press
Photos Ltd, London), 8 February.
/21-23: Three photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax at memorial service
for Lord Tweedsmuir at Westminster Abbey (Planet
News; The Associated Press of Great Britain Ltd,
London), 22 February.
/24-25: Two photographs of the investiture by King
of those involved in the scuttling of Graf Spee
[German warship] on Horse Guards Parade,
London (Sport and General). People in the
photographs include Neville Chamberlain, the King
and Queen, Winston Churchill and the relatives of
the sailors, 23 February.
/26-27: Two photographs of Lord Halifax, Sumner
Welles [US Under Secretary of State], Neville
Chamberlain and J. Kennedy [US Ambassador to
the UK] outside Cabinet Room at 10 Downing
Street (London News Agency Photos Ltd;
Associated Press), 11 March (one photograph is
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incorrectly labelled 13 March).
/28-34: Seven photographs relating to Neville
Chamberlain's 71st birthday: birthday
congratulations arriving at 10 Downing Street,
Chamberlain with Horace Wilson being saluted by
soldiers, Chamberlain waving hat, Chamberlain in
Horse Guards Parade with umbrella (Sport and
General; London News Agency; Planet News;
Associated Press; Keystone View-Company), 18
March. (two copies of one of the photographs)
/35: Neville Chamberlain leaving 10 Downing
Street after Allied Supreme War Council meeting
(Sport and General), 28 March.
/36: Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain
leaving a large building (London News Agency), 3
April.
/37-38: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
with an audience, addressing meeting of the
[Conservative] Central Council at Central Hall,
Westminster (London News Agency; Planet News),
4 April.
/39: Neville Chamberlain and unidentified man
leaving 10 Downing Street on the day of the War
Cabinet changes (Sport and General), 4 April.
/40-42: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
with saluting policeman, leaving 10 Downing Street
and Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain
with cars [in Horse Guards Parade] (Keystone;
Planet News), 7 May [first day of 'Norway Debate'].
/43: Neville Chamberlain getting in car to go to
House of Commons [second day of 'Norway
Debate'], 8 May (the photographers reference
number however suggests the photograph was
taken on 7 May).
/44-45: Two photographs of Anne Chamberlain,
with a mayor, clergyman and others being greeted
by children and others at a building site and laying
a foundation stone (London News Agency), [9
May].
/46: Neville Chamberlain and Anne Chamberlain by
the doorway of 11 Downing Street, on Neville
Chamberlain's return from Guy's Hospital (Planet
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News), 12 August. (two copies).
49 items
Access: Open
NC17/1/22

1946 event photographs

1946

Photograph of Anne Chamberlain with a child at
Battersea Central Nursery, 15 October 1946
(photography by London News Agency Photos
Ltd).
1 item
Access: Open
NC17/2

Leisure activity and holiday photographs

[19041948]

Photographs of Neville and Anne Chamberlain on
holiday and carrying out various leisure activities.
These include photographs of: Neville
Chamberlain's fishing trips; his trip to India and
Burma in 1904 to 1905; his regular walks with his
wife in St James's Park, London; and various other
holidays and leisure activities. Photographs of
public engagements such as public dinners and
balls are not included in this sub-series but are
included with the events - see NC17/1.
226 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/6-10
(part of this number only).
NC17/2/1

Fishing photographs

[1910s1939]

Photographs of Neville Chamberlain on fishing
trips.
Fishing was one of Neville Chamberlain's main
interests on which he spent much of his holiday
time. His main fishing holidays were normally in
Scotland, including fishing holidays with his friend
Arthur Wood at Glassel in Aberdeenshire.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
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where available:
/1: Neville Chamberlain fishing on a river wearing
flat cap, not dated [1910s-1930s].
/2-7: Photographs mounted on card (6 items),
which appear to be largely connected with Arthur
Wood: a country house, Arthur Wood fishing,
Neville Chamberlain in fishing outfit (1927), Arthur
Wood at Upper Hut (1925), landscape at Ferrochs,
Neville Chamberlain when Health Minister; Arthur
Wood and Neville Chamberlain on fishing trips,
[1920s-1930s].
/8: Unidentified man, [Miss Robinson], Arthur Wood
and Neville Chamberlain at Glassel, not dated
[1920s-1930s].
/9: Arthur Wood, Neville Chamberlain, [Miss
Robinson], another man, and dog with fishing
equipment at Glassel (L. Pelman, Aberdeen), not
dated [1920s-1930s]. (2 copies - one mounted on
card).
/10: Neville Chamberlain, Arthur Wood and Miss
Robinson at Glassel, Aberdeenshire (Photopress,
London), not dated [1920s-1930s].
/11: Postcard of [Arthur Wood?] and another man
(labelled '1939' but this would be incorrect if it is
Arthur Wood on the postcard - Wood died in 1934),
[1920s-1930s].
/12-42: 31 photographs of Neville Chamberlain
fishing on the River Wye at Parson Tree Stream,
Maddox, Marl Bed and The Vanstone, not dated
[1920s-1930s].
/43-47: Five photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and three others on a fishing trip (Frank O'Brien,
Fermoy), not dated [1920s-1930s]
/48: Neville and Frank Chamberlain and
unidentified man on fishing trip, [c. 1926].
/49: Neville Chamberlain fishing (L. Pelham,
Aberdeen), [1930s] (one copy is dated 1932 and
one copy is dated 1939, so one or both of these
dates must be incorrect). (2 copies)
/50-51: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
fishing (one photograph is by Pelman), [1930s]
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(one photograph is dated 1935 and one is dated
1939, but they appear to have been taken on the
same occasion, so either or both dates seem to be
incorrect).
/52-53: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain in
fishing outfit at Cairnton, [c. 1932].
/54-56: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
with his fishing catch on the River Wye, 1935. A
letter from L. V. Dodds [editor of 'The Field'] dated
1948 forwarding three copies of one of the
photographs is also included. (5 copies of one of
the photographs).
/57: Article 'Spring Salmon on the Wye' by Robert
Pashley including photographs of Neville
Chamberlain fishing at the Dog Hole in 1935, 1948.
/58: Neville Chamberlain fishing (Planet News Ltd,
London), 1935.
/59: Neville Chamberlain fishing (Planet News Ltd,
London), 1935.
/60: Neville Chamberlain fishing on the Don with
Lord Forbes (Star Photos, Perth), 1935.
/61-63: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
with Sir Montague and Lady Barlow, with fishing
equipment (two of the photographs by W. Dennis
Moss), Whitsun 1935
/64-65: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
fishing on the Don, one with another man standing
beside him, while he was staying with the Roydens
in Tillypronie, Aberdeenshire (photograph by Sir
Francis Humphreys), August-September 1935. (2
copies of one of the photographs, papers with
different ms annotations with each of these)
/66-72: Seven photographs of Neville Chamberlain
with others including Anne Chamberlain and Lady
Forbes, fishing while at Castle Forbes (Star
Photos, Perth), 29 March 1937 (some of the
photographs are labelled '1939' but this appears to
be incorrect as all the photographs appear to have
been taken on the same day).
/73-76: Four photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain and another man, possibly the 2nd
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Duke of Westminster, at Lochmore [estate of the
Duke of Westminster in Scotland] examining fish
after fishing trip and getting into car, marked
'1939?', [c. 1939].
/77-78: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and another man fishing in a river (Leonard
Pelman, Aberdeen), [c. 1939].
/79: Neville Chamberlain fishing, 1939.
/80: Neville Chamberlain fishing standing in river,
wearing flat cap (Pelman, Aberdeen), 1939.
/81: Neville Chamberlain standing by a hut
preparing his fishing rod, 1939.
/82-83: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and ghillie fishing in a river (Leonard Pelman,
Aberdeen), 1939.
/84-89: Six photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and ghillie fishing in a river (Star Photos, Perth),
1939.
/90-92: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
with Lord Forbes and man holding pole examining
their fishing catch, [Easter] 1939.
/93-95: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
fishing, and Chamberlain with Lady Forbes outside
house, [Easter] 1939.
/96-99: Four photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain with Lord and Lady Forbes and others
at Forbes Castle and of Neville fishing near Forbes
Castle (two of the photographs by M. H. Glover,
Aberdeen), Easter 1939.
/100-103: Four photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain with Major and Mrs Mills and Neville
Chamberlain fishing at Bisterne, Ringwood, 22-23
April 1939 (one photograph is not dated, so
possibly may be on a different date).
/104: Neville Chamberlain and Macdonald fishing
at Lochmore (Burrell and Hardman, Liverpool),
labelled 'July (or August) 1939'.
109 items
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Access: Open
NC17/2/2

India and Burma tour photographs

[19041905]

Photographs related to Neville Chamberlain's visit
to India and Burma. The photographs include
photographs of buildings, and people met on the
trip.
See also NC1/22 for letters relating to this trip;
NC2/6-7 for Chamberlain's journals of the trip;
C9/52 for slides relating to the trip.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs:
/1: The Shwe Dagon, Rangoon (photograph by P.
Klier, Rangoon)
/2: A Buddhist monk and a child holding parasol (a
posed studio photograph), Burma
/3: A Burmese man (a posed studio photograph by
P. Klier)
/4: Two Burmese girls (a posed studio photograph
by P. Klier)
/5: Burmese musicians (photograph by P. Klier)
/6: View of city of Benares
/7: Agra Fort
/8: Pearl Mosque, Agra
/9-10: Two photographs of Jasmine Tower, Agra
/11-12: Two photographs of the Taj Mahal
/13: Marble screen tomb of Shah Jehan at Taj
Mahal, Agra
/14: View from court of Jahangir's Palace, Agra
/15: Tomb of Etim ud-ad-Daulah [Prime Minister of
Jahangir]
/16: Outer gate of Akbar Mausoleum,
Sakunderabad
/17: Central pillar of Diwan i Khas, Fatehpur Sikri
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/18: The Elephant Tower, Fatehpur Sikri
/19: Panch Mahal, Fatehpur Sikri
/20: Great outer gate of the mosque, Fatehpur Sikri
/21: Hindu courtyard in one of the palaces,
Fatehpur Sikri
/22: Pearl Mosque, Delhi
/23: Royal Bath, Delhi Fort
/24: Diwan i Kas, Delhi Fort
/25: Zenama, Delhi Fort
/26-27: Two photographs of Kutah Mosque, Old
Delhi
/28: Kutah Minar, Old Delhi
/29: Tomb of Emperor Humayun near Delhi
/30: Tomb of Mirza Jahangir (son of Akbar Shah II)
near Delhi
/31: Tomb of Mohammed Shah near Delhi
/32: Tomb of (Mijam ud Um?) near Delhi
/33: H. H. The Maharaja of Patiala, aged 12
/34: The Moti Bagh, Patiala
/35: An Akali Sikh at Patiala
/36-39: Four photographs of hunting with elephants
and horses in the Patiala Bhir taken by Biddulph
[state accountant]
/40: Dunlop Smith with H. H. The Nawab of
Bahawalpur
/41: J. C. [John Coldstream?], Captain Dankes,
Rehim Buksh, Bahadur Ali, P. Biddulph, H. H. The
Nawab of Bahawalpur, Major Dunlop Smith and
Miss Smith outside house.
/42-43: Two photographs of the Nur Mahal,
Bahawalpur
/44: Well in the garden of the Nur Mahal,
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Bahawalpur
/45-46: Two photographs of 'Gosha' the
Mussulman old soldier at Bhawalpur' who fought
with Herbert Edwards at Multan
/47: Gagari Dhund near Bhanpur, Bahawalpur
/48: His Highness The Nawab of Bahawalpur
/49-50: Two photographs of mule team at Khanpur
pulling a carriage, Bahawalpur
/51: View of city of Udaipur and its lakes
/52: The island palace, Udaipur
/53: Great gate of the palace, Udaipur
/54: The Jagdesh Temple, Udaipur
/55: Wild hogs at Udaipur (taken by Miss Ashton)
/56: Ancient Buddhist tower at Chitorgarh
Arrangement: The photographs are grouped
together by area, approximately in the order in
which Chamberlain visited each area (identified
from his letters of the trip, NC1/22).
56 items
Access: Open
NC17/2/3

Walks in St James's Park photographs

[1920s1940]

Photographs and a postcard of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain on their regular walk through St
James's Park, London. One photograph is dated
21 August 1939, the others are not dated. The
photographs are by Planet News Ltd, Keystone
Press Agency Ltd, Daily Herald, and Sport and
General Press Agency Ltd (the postcard producer
is not identified).
7 items
Access: Open
NC17/2/4

Other holiday and leisure activity photographs

[1920s1941]

Photographs of other holidays and leisure activities
including shooting trips and stays at country
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houses.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Large group including Neville and Anne
Chamberlain outside a country house, mainly
dressed in country clothing, not dated [1920s1930s].
/2: Neville, Anne and Dorothy Chamberlain and
four others outside country house, labelled
'perhaps near Harrogate' (Yorkshire Post), not
dated [1920s-1930s].
/3: Group of fifteen people including Neville and
Anne Chamberlain in grounds of country estate,
not dated [1920s-1930s].
/4-6: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and another man on shooting trip, not dated
[1920s-1930s]
/7: Neville smoking a cigar and Anne Chamberlain
next to a hut on a moor, not dated [1920s-1930s].
/8-10: Three photographs of a group of people
including Sir Thomas and Lady Roden, Neville and
Anne Chamberlain on moors with horses at
Tillypronie, Scotland, not dated [1920s-1930s].
/11: Postcard of Neville Chamberlain outside a
house (A. Gosling, Spalding), not dated [1920s1930s]. (2 copies)
/12: Neville Chamberlain outside a house, not
dated [1930s-1940]
/13-14: Two photographs of Neville and Anne with
the Duke of Westminster [Grosvenor, Hugh
Richard Arthur (1879-1953) 2nd Duke of
Westminster] outside house [Lochmore - the
Duke's estate in Scotland], not dated [1920s1930s].
/15: Postcard of Neville and Anne Chamberlain,
and several others - labelled (Fairlaune Eton Long
Leave?), 13 July 1925.
/16: Neville, Anne, Lord and Lady Iliffe and others
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sitting on or standing beside a wall at Yattendon
Court, Newbury, 17-19 November 1932. (2 copies)
/17-18: Two photographs of Neville on bench
reading
/19: Photograph of Neville and Anne outside house
at Dalchosnie, Kinloch Rannoch (Star Photos),
1933.
/20-22: Three photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and Anne drinking in a café, looking at plants and
walking - labelled '? Bandol Jan 36', [January
1936].
/23: Neville and Anne Chamberlain with a man,
woman, girl and dog outside a country house [at
Leeds?] (Yorkshire Post), 1936.
/24: Neville and Anne Chamberlain with Lord and
Lady Craigavon in the grounds of a country estate
(London News Agency), [c. 1937]. (2 copies)
/25-26: Two photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain at the Riviera Palace, Menton,
January 1937.
/27-28: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
and others on board a boat, labelled 'Karldart',
September 1937
/29-30: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain,
Lord and Lady Iliffe and others at Yattendon Court,
Newbury, 9-11 December 1937. (2 copies of one
photograph, 3 copies of the other)
/31-32: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
planting a tree at Yattendon, 11 December 1937
/33-36: Four photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain and an unidentified man and woman
outside a country house, marked '1938?' (West
Lancashire Evening Gazette), [c. 1938] (2 copies of
/36)
/37: Anne Chamberlain, eight other women and
one man outside house at Cliveden, 25 March
1938.
/38-39: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain
during his holiday at The Hirsel with the Earl and
Countess of Home and their grandson (Star
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Photos, Perth), October 1938.
/40: Neville Chamberlain with 17 others outside a
house for a shoot with Lord and Lady Iveagh,
January 1939.
/41: Neville Chamberlain at Lydney Park, 6-7 May
1939.
/42-46: Two postcards and three photographs of
Neville and Anne Chamberlain, Lord and Lady
Bledisloe and others at Lydney Hall, 1940
/47: Neville Chamberlain with Lord and Lady Iliffe
on the verandah at Yattendon Court in Newbury
where he stayed for weekend, 21 July 1940.
/48-50: Two letters from Charlotte Iliffe to Anne
Chamberlain forwarding photographs and note by
Anne Chamberlain regarding the photographs, 11
November and 21 December 1941.
54 items
Access: Open
NC17/3

Portrait photographs
Portrait photographs of various people including
Neville and Anne Chamberlain, their family and
others. One portrait engraving is also included.

[mid 18th
century1940s]

80 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/6-10
(part of this number only).
NC17/3/1

Portrait photographs of Neville Chamberlain

[18911940]

Portrait photographs of Neville Chamberlain.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Cabinet card portrait by John Collier, 1891.
/2: Copy of cabinet card portrait by John Collier, [c.
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1891] (2 copies)
/3: Portrait by Lafayette, [1920s].
/4: Portrait at Westbourne, [1920s]
/5: Portrait (wearing robes [possibly the Chancellor
of the Exchequer's robes of office?]), 1923. (4
copies)
/6: Portrait by Russell and Sons, 1925. (4 copies)
/7: Portrait by Percy Wynne, Birmingham, [1930s].
(2 copies)
/8: Portrait by Bassano, 1938
/9-12: Four portraits by Fayer, 1938. (4 copies of
photograph /9; 2 copies of photograph /12, 3
copies of photograph /11 (one signed by
Chamberlain), 1 copy of photograph /10)
/13: Postcard with portrait of Chamberlain (by
Fayer) published by National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations, [c. 1938]
/14: Portrait by Vandyk, [c. 1938]. (2 copies)
/15: Card from Lloyd and Evelyn Eastlake, 606
Keyes House, Dolphin Square, London with portrait
of Chamberlain on card, [c. 1938].
/16-17: Two portraits by (Ghitta Carell?), 1939. See
also NC17/6/3 for other portrait photographs of
Neville (and Anne) taken at the same time.
/18: Portrait by Bassano Ltd, [c. 1940].
32 items
Access: Open
NC17/3/2

Portrait photographs of Neville Chamberlain with
others

1869-1939

Portrait photographs of Neville Chamberlain with
others.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
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where available:
/1-3: Three carte-de-visite portraits of Neville
Chamberlain as a baby aged six months with his
mother (by H. J. Whitlock), 1869 (4 copies of /3)
/3-4: Two group portraits 'The Three Generations'
of G. H. Kenrick, Neville Chamberlain and Roger
Harman (son of Katie, Neville Chamberlain's first
cousin), (by Van Dyk), [1930s].
/5: Group photograph of the Cabinet, 1931. (2
copies)
/6: Neville Chamberlain, with Dorothy Lloyd
[Neville's daughter] and James Lloyd [Dorothy's
son] (by H. J. Whitlock), 1938. (3 copies)
/7-8: Group portrait photographs of War Cabinet
and full Cabinet (two photographs), taken in the
State Dining Room at 10 Downing Street (by Van
Dyk), September 1939.
14 items
Access: Open
NC17/3/3

Portrait photographs of Anne Chamberlain

[c. 1915]1929

Portrait photographs of Anne Chamberlain (Neville
Chamberlain's wife).
See also NC17/6/3 for additional portrait
photographs of Anne taken in 1939.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-2: Two portraits by Percy Wynne, [c.1915].
/3: Portrait (photographer not given), [c. 1915]
/4: Portrait by Bassano, 1929
4 items
Access: Open
NC17/3/4

Portrait photographs of family members (groups)
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Portrait photographs of groups of family members.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Family group portrait at Highbury: Mrs
Chamberlain, Ethel, Joseph, Ida, Hilda, Beatrice
and Austen Chamberlain. Labelled 'probably taken
while N.C. was in the Bahamas', [1890s]. (2 copies)
/2: Portrait of Ethel Chamberlain and Hilda Mary
Richards (by Whitlock), [c. 1901].
/3: Portrait of Joseph Chamberlain (1836-1914),
Joe Chamberlain (Austen's son) and Austen
Chamberlain (by Richard W. Spaight), 1913.
4 items
Access: Open
NC17/3/5

Portrait photographs of family members
(individuals)

[mid 18th
century]1930

Portrait photographs of various relatives of Neville
Chamberlain, not including groups, or Neville and
Anne Chamberlain. One engraving is also included.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Austen Chamberlain, large cabinet card (by J.
W. Beaufort), 1892
/2: Beatrice Chamberlain wearing white dress (by
R. W. Thrupp). An envelope is also included with
note by Neville Chamberlain stating that this and
two other photographs of Beatrice and one of his
mother were given to him by his Aunt Alice in July
1918. [1870s].
/3: Beatrice Chamberlain wearing dark dress
(carte-de-visite by R. W. Thrupp), [1870s].
/4: Beatrice Chamberlain (carte-de-visite by
Berthier), [1870s].
/5: Dorothy Chamberlain (later Lloyd) (by
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Bassano), 1930.
/6: Ethel Chamberlain (carte-de-visite by H. J.
Whitlock), [1870s].
/7-8: Two photographs of a baby 'F. I. C.' [Ida], [c.
1871].
/9: Photograph of portrait painting of Joseph
Chamberlain (1796-1894, Neville's grandfather),
[late 19th century]. (2 copies)
/10: Joseph Chamberlain (1836-1914) (copies of
carte-de-visite by R. W. Thrupp), [1850s-1860s]. (3
copies) Original carte-de-visite photograph at
C9/47
/11: Joseph Chamberlain (1836-1914) (carte-devisite by H. J. Whitlock), [1850s-1860s].
/12: Joseph Chamberlain (1836-1914) (photograph
with two press cuttings attached to a piece of card)
[late 19th century].
/13: Joseph Chamberlain at desk (printed page
with photograph by Elliott and Fry), [late 19th
century-early 20th century]. (2 copies)
/14: Mary E. Chamberlain [nee Endicott] (copy of
photograph by Alice Hughes). [1880s].
/15: Norman Chamberlain (at West Woodhay
House?) in army uniform, [c. 1914-1917].
/16: Florence Kenrick (carte-de-visite by Nelson),
1862.
/17: Florence Kenrick (carte-de-visite), [c. 1862].
/18: Maria Kenrick (carte-de-visite by Pickering),
[mid-late 19th century].
/19: Joseph Paget of Ibstock (1700-1789) (coloured
engraving by Thomas Hudson), [mid 18th century]
(date refers to original, not necessarily this print)
22 items
Access: Open
NC17/3/6

Portrait photographs of other people
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Portrait photographs of non-relatives.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Balloon barrage crew on Downing Street (by
Fox Photos), 1939.
/2: Stanley Baldwin (signed by Baldwin on 24
August 1923) (by Harris and Ewing).
/3: Dino Grandi (with Grandi's signature and
message dated 1 October 1939) (by Vandyk).
/4: Alfred Greenwood [Aide-de-Camp and Private
Secretary to the Governor of the Bahamas, and a
friend of Neville Chamberlain while he was in the
Bahamas], [1890s-1940s].
4 items
Access: Open
NC17/4

Other family photographs
Photographs of Neville Chamberlain's immediate
and extended family. This does not include those
photographs placed elsewhere within the
photographs series

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

See also C9 in the Chamberlain Family Collection
for further photographs relating to the Chamberlain
family.
46 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/6-10
(part of this number only).
NC17/4/1

Photographs of Neville and Anne Chamberlain with
their children

[c. 1921-c.
1926]

Photographs of Neville and Anne Chamberlain with
their children Dorothy and Frank including at their
Birmingham home 'Westbourne'.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
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company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Copy of photograph of Neville, Frank, Dorothy
and Anne Chamberlain and dog in garden (K. A.
Whitlock and Sons, Birmingham), [c. 1921].
/2-4: Three photographs of Anne, Frank, Dorothy
and Neville Chamberlain in garden, [c. 1924]. (2
copies of one photograph).
/5-9: Five photographs of Neville, Anne, Dorothy
and Frank Chamberlain in garden, in orchid house
and in drawing room at Westbourne during
Christmas (Photopress, London), [c. 1926]. (three
copies of one photograph)
12 items
Access: Open
NC17/4/2

Photographs of weddings and christenings

1935-1938

Photographs of wedding of Stephen Lloyd and
Dorothy Chamberlain and the christenings of their
children.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1-6: Six photographs of wedding of Stephen Lloyd
and Dorothy Chamberlain (P. F. Jackson, London;
Portman Press Bureau, London; Keystone ViewCompany, London; Mayfair Press Agency;
Knightsbridge Photographic Bureau; Kensington
Press Agency, London), 24 July 1935.
/7: Mr and Mrs T. Z. Lloyd, Anne and Neville
Chamberlain, and Stephen Lloyd (baby) in the
garden at 57 Calthorpe Road, Edgbaston for the
christening of Stephen James Lloyd, 25 July 1936.
/8: Stephen Lloyd, Dorothy Lloyd and Neville
Chamberlain at the christening of Anne Mary Lloyd
[Stephen and Dorothy Lloyd's daughter] at Chelsea
Old Church (Sport and General Press Agency Ltd),
18 November 1938.
8 items
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Access: Open
NC17/4/3

Photographs of Joseph and Mary Chamberlain
Photographs of Joseph [Neville Chamberlain's
father] and Mary Chamberlain, except portraits. An
invitation card for a party is also included.

[late 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Copy of photograph of Joseph Chamberlain [as
Lord Mayor of Birmingham] and others at the laying
of the foundation stone of the Birmingham Council
House (J. Sunderland (original photograph)),
[1874].
/2: Copy of advertising poster for Richmond's Ltd,
includes cartoon of Joseph Chamberlain, [late 19th
century-early 20th century].
/3-7: Five photographs of Joseph Chamberlain and
three other men on a ship, [late 19th century-early
20th century].
/8: Invitation card for Mrs Chamberlain's 'at Home'
party to meet the Chiefs of Bechuanaland on 19
November at 40 Princes Gardens, London, [18951903].
/9-10: Joseph Chamberlain in a car at Highbury
(one copy is a postcard, with letter from (S. B.
Burn?) dated 17 November 1935 forwarding the
photograph to Neville Chamberlain, and recalling
his memories of Joseph Chamberlain's last election
campaign; with the other copy is a letter from Mrs
F. A. Heath dated 14 December 1938 forwarding
the photograph), [early 20th century-1938].
/11: Cutting from the British Empire Review
(January 1903) with photograph of Joseph
Chamberlain (1836-1914) and others at the
Imperial Conference 1902.
/12: Joseph Chamberlain with Senora d'Alcuna
[wife of Civil Governor of Madeira] at Funchal,
Madeira on return voyage from his visit to South
Africa, 1903.
/13: Joseph Chamberlain greeting his constituents
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in West Birmingham on polling day 17 January
1906.
/14: Postcard of the Chamberlain Celebration in
Calthorpe Park (Scott Series, 1066), 11 July 1906
(date of postmark). The postcard has a message
from Charlie to Miss K. Tewin explaining that he
had not visited her, as he went to attend to his
father who had badly injured his thumb.
/15: Photograph of bust of Joseph Chamberlain,
[early-mid 20th century].
17 items
Access: Open
NC17/4/4

Miscellaneous family photographs
Other photographs of family members.

[late 19th
century1932]

The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs and includes details of which
company or person produced the photograph
where available:
/1: Beatrice Chamberlain and another woman
looking at photograph album, [late 19th century]
/2: Negative of various family photographs, [late
19th century-early 20th century] (date refers to the
date of the photographs, not the date of the
negative).
/3: Mrs H. Osler [Aunt Lizzie], Lady Martineau [Aunt
Emily] and Mrs C. G. Beale [Aunt Alice] at Maple
Bank, 1888, sent by Sir G. Kenrick for Christmas
1935.
/4-7: Photograph of Norman Chamberlain's grave
and photograph of battlefield where Norman's body
was found. A letter is also included from Lillian
Cole dated 9 November forwarding the
photographs and regarding typing of some of
Norman's letters, [1910s-1920s].
/8-9: Two photographs of Neville Chamberlain with
Mrs Abbati [Chamberlain's god-daughter] and Mrs
Abbati's child at Vevey or Montreux during the
Lausanne Conference, 1932.
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9 items
Access: Open
NC17/5

Miscellaneous photographs
Photographs which do not fit into any of the other
categories including photographs of artworks and
photographs of places.

[mid 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

54 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/6-10
(part of this number only).
NC17/5/1

Photographs of art
Photographs of works of art, including paintings
and sculptures.

[early-mid
20th
century]

The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs:
/1: Photograph of sculpture of a woman's head, not
dated [early-mid 20th century]
/2-6: Five photographs of various Italian paintings,
not dated [early-mid 20th century].
/7-9: Three photographs of various Italian religious
sculptures and carved chair, not dated [early-mid
20th century].
/10-11: Two photographs of paintings by Augustus
John which were selected by Neville Chamberlain
for the Birmingham Art Gallery, not dated [earlymid 20th century].
/12: Photograph of sculpture of head of Neville
Chamberlain (a note on the back of the photograph
suggests this may be the bust of Chamberlain by
Lady Hilton Young which had been kept at
Blakesley Hall), not dated [early-mid 20th century].
/13: Photograph of pen drawing 'En Expectative' of
two lions presented to the Victoria and Albert
Museum by Mlle. Marcelle Palmer of Lyons in the
name of the Women of France in gratitude to
Neville Chamberlain, 28 September 1938.
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/14: Photograph of sculpture of Emperor Augustus
to replace a photograph of Augustus with a broken
nose which stood on Neville Chamberlain's table,
with attached note forwarding the photograph,
March 1939.
14 items
Access: Open
NC17/5/2

Photographs of places
Photographs of various places including buildings
and landscapes.

[mid 19th
centurymid 20th
century]

The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs:
/1: Carte-de-visite photograph of Shakespeare's
Monument at Holy Trinity Church, Stratford-onAvon, not dated [mid-late 19th century]
/2-9: Eight photographs of Hay Hall, Birmingham
(two copies of two of the photographs, one copy of
each of the other six), not dated [early-mid 20th
century]
/10-15: Six photographs of 'slum' housing in urban
area, not dated [early-mid 20th century].
/16: Photograph of a mountain, labelled '?Canada,
Rockies', [early-mid 20th century]
/17: Photograph of Basilica Metropolitana in Zara
[Zadar, Croatia], not dated [early-mid 20th century].
/18: Photograph of Campo Santo in Pisa, not dated
[early-mid 20th century].
/19-21: Three photographs of archaeological ruins
and a doorway (by a photographer in Sicily), not
dated [early-mid 20th century].
/22-23: Photograph of tablet in the Chamberlain
Memorial Room at Highbury (with letter from
James Curtis dated 30 July 1934 forwarding the
photograph)
/24-26: Three photographs of garden and house at
Westbourne [Neville and Anne Chamberlain's
house in Edgbaston, Birmingham], 1939
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/27-30: Three photographs of trees at Powis Court
(one photograph includes a man standing by the
tree - possibly Lord Powis?). A letter from Lord
Powis forwarding the photographs is also included,
24 April 1939 (date of letter).
/31: Photograph of orchard seat at Chequers,
1943.
33 items
Access: Open
NC17/5/3

Other miscellaneous photographs and images

[18761933]

Other miscellaneous photographs and images
relating to or collected by Neville Chamberlain.
The list below contains a description of each of the
photographs:
/1: Carte-de-visite commemorating 'Balaklava
hero's' [sic.], 1876.
/2: Photograph of Theatre Royal programme for
play 'Perfection' and 'Done On Both Sides' on 31
January 1854 starring Joseph Chamberlain, not
dated [early-mid 20th century] (date refers to this
photograph, not the original document).
/3-5: Three political cartoons on postcards
regarding tariff reform, 1903.
/6: Thank you card for Neville Chamberlain's
supporters in the General Election December 1918.
Card includes photograph of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain.
/7: Photograph of silver and ivory cigar box
presented to NC on 23 October 1933 on the
opening of the 40,000th housing built by the
Birmingham Corporation. [1933].
7 items
Access: Open
NC17/6

Photograph albums

1938-1939

Photograph albums of various foreign visits by
Neville Chamberlain, Anne Chamberlain launching
HMS Belfast, and portraits of Neville and Anne
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taken during their visit to Rome in 1939.
6 volumes, 1 folder
Access: Open
NC17/6/1

Photograph album of launch of HMS Belfast by
Anne Chamberlain

1938

Photograph album by Harland and Wolff Ltd of
launch of H.M.S. Belfast by Anne Chamberlain at
the Queen's Island shipyard in Belfast on 17 March
1938. A letter from F. E. Rebbeck, Queen's Island,
Belfast sending the album to Anne Chamberlain is
also included. The negatives are also included.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/6/1
NC17/6/2

Photograph album of Petersberg during Neville
Chamberlain's visit

1938

Photograph album of the Petersberg, the hotel at
which Neville Chamberlain stayed during his talks
with Hitler in September 1938, on 22 September
1938.
The photographs include: Neville Chamberlain's
arrival, the hotel building, Neville Chamberlain on
the hotel balcony, and views from the hotel.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/2
NC17/6/3

Album of portrait photographs of Neville and Anne
Chamberlain

1939

Album containing portrait photographs of Neville
and Anne Chamberlain by (Ghitta Carell?) taken
during their visit to Rome in 1939.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/3
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NC17/6/4

Photograph album of visit to Italy by Neville
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax

1939

Photograph album by Istituto Nazionale LUCE
(Italian state film production unit) of Neville
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax's visit to Italy to meet
Mussolini in January 1939.
It includes photographs of Neville Chamberlain
arriving by train, parades of troops, a wreath laying
ceremony, a parade by young people, visit to the
opera, a mine, exhibition of machinery and displays
of weapons.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/4.
NC17/6/5

Photograph album of visit to Italy to Neville
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax

1939

Photograph album containing photographs by
LUCE (Italian state film production unit) of Neville
Chamberlain and Lord Halifax's visit to Italy to meet
Mussolini in January 1939.
It includes photographs of Neville Chamberlain
being welcomed by Mussolini and others, the Villa
Madama, visit to Palazzo Venezia, parades of
troops, visit to opera with Mussolini, visit to a mine
and exhibition, a concert, parades through the
streets of Rome, Chamberlain and Halifax's
departure by train.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/5.
NC17/6/6

Photographs of visit to Italy

1939

Envelope of photographs mostly by the Istituto
Nazionale LUCE, Rome (Italian state film
production unit) of the visit of Neville Chamberlain
and Lord Halifax to Italy in January 1939. Some
postcards of the visit, a photograph of Pope Pius XI
and a photograph of Neville Chamberlain with King
George VI are also included.
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Includes photographs of: visit to mine, parade of
young people, parades of troops, arrival of Neville
Chamberlain on the train, Neville Chamberlain with
Mussolini, and displays of weapons. Most of the
photographs are duplicates of the photographs in
NC17/6/4-5.
1 folder
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/4-5
NC17/6/7

Photograph album of visit to St Hilaire le Grand

1939

Photograph album of Neville Chamberlain's visit to
St Hilaire le Grand [in France] on 17 December
1939 to visit military sites. The album is decorated
with an RAF symbol and appears to have been an
item presented to Chamberlain.
1 volume
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC17/6-10
(part of this number only).
NC18

Correspondence with Ida and Hilda Chamberlain

1906-1940

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain, and letters from Hilda
and Ida to Neville. Other correspondence between
Neville and his sisters is included in NC1/15 and
NC1/16.
From late 1915 until July 1940, Neville and his
sisters Hilda and Ida regularly wrote to each other.
The two sisters lived together in Odiham,
Hampshire from December 1914 and would take
turns to write, with Hilda normally writing one week
and Ida the following week. Neville's letters were
similarly alternately addressed to Ida or Hilda. In a
typical week, there would therefore be one letter
from either Hilda or Ida to Neville and one letter
from Neville to either Hilda or Ida, normally
whoever sent the last letter. There were occasional
interruptions to this pattern of writing, for instance
when Neville was staying with Hilda and Ida.
The letters were often fairly long and discussed a
wide variety of matters including political matters
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and other current affairs, their work and activities
during the week, family matters, holidays, and
much more. Neville's letters discuss much of his
work in politics and government, and he gives
various opinions and ideas in his letters. Ida's and
Hilda's letters give much detail about their activities
such as their work in the village of Odiham and
Ida's work as a District and County councillor; and
they comment on political matters and sometimes
make suggestions and give ideas to their brother
on political matters. Further details about the
contents of the letters are given in the appropriate
sub-series, and files for each year.
Due to the regularity in which these letters were
written, their high level of detail, and their candour
they are often considered to be like a diary, and as
such are a key source about Neville Chamberlain
and the governments he served in. Neville's letters
to his sisters, which have been referred to as 'diary
letters', are in fact far more comprehensive than
his diaries [see NC2, in particular NC2/20-24]
which were irregularly written.
2443 items
Access: Open
NC18/1

Letters from Neville to Ida and Hilda Chamberlain

1906-1940

Letters from Neville Chamberlain, to his sisters Ida
and Hilda dated between 1906 and 1940. A few
other items are including with some of the letters
such as letters from Anne to Ida and Hilda; a few
letters received by Neville Chamberlain from
various other people; press cuttings; and election
publicity material.
The letters contain a great deal of evidence about
the political and personal life of Neville
Chamberlain, and are regarded by many historians
as one of the principal sources about Neville, and a
significant source in general about politics during
the period covered by the letters. They have been
referred to as 'diary letters', as like a personal diary
they contain a detailed discussion of the events
during each week.
Regularly discussed subjects in the letters about
his political life include: Chamberlain's opinions on
political events and topics; his thoughts about other
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politicians and others he met; speeches by
Chamberlain and other politicians; House of
Commons debates; letters received and sent by
Chamberlain relating to politics; election
campaigning; and the Conservative and Unionist
Party organization.
Subjects about his personal life which are regularly
discussed include: Chamberlain's family; his
hobbies and interests including fishing and natural
history; parties, dinners and other social events
attended by Chamberlain; holidays including details
of places visited and activities on holiday;
anecdotes about interesting or humorous
experiences; his health; his friends and
acquaintances; and the weather. The letters also
discuss his business interests.
Most of these letters have been transcribed in 'The
Neville Chamberlain Diary Letters' edited by Robert
Self and published in four volumes in 2005. The
volumes also include: additional details and
background information provided by footnotes for
each letter; an introductory chapter on the events
covered in the letters; and an index. However the
volumes do not contain full transcriptions of the
letters and often very large parts of the letters,
indicated by ellipses in the transcriptions, are
omitted. The omitted parts of the transcriptions are
what Self considered as 'mundane material' such
as discussion of travel plans and arrangements;
descriptions of daily activities and places visited on
holidays; and much of the non-political content
such as about Chamberlain's family and personal
interests. Some letters during the period covered
by the volumes are entirely omitted because of
these editing decisions, for example some letters
sent during Chamberlain's holidays. Self considers
however that 'little of any consequence has been
removed from the text'.
See also NC1/16/2 for other letters from Neville to
Ida Chamberlain, dated between 1890 and 1914.
1229 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/1-2A

1906 letters

1906

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
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Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1906.
/1: Neville being busy giving speeches for the
election; Joseph Chamberlain having 'managed
very well and has delivered 5 speeches out of 12
without showing much signs of fatigue'; 'Lio' and
Neville's visit to Llandrillo; Miss Allen [at 'the office']
returning but looking unwell; 'a record year as far
as sales go'; Clark; birds; Neville being 'most
successful at the B. G. with the nurserymen' and
that he would write a pamphlet on the subject 'if
only I were out of politics'; rhododendron garden;
Nicholas being 'installed in place of Whitmore'. 7
January.
/2: Miss Allen having collapsed; the election results
and Unionist Party defeat [but not in Birmingham
where the party retained all its seats]; criticism of
Arthur Balfour [leader of the Unionist Party];
suggestions of Joseph Chamberlain replacing
Balfour as leader of the Unionist Party but saying
that 'Father wont push himself'; and that 'poor
Austen is a wreck'. 1 February.
/2A: Austen's 'relapse' into illness; his hospital
reform not progressing and causing 'much
tribulation'; reconstitution of the Birmingham Small
Arms Company [BSA] works; the weather. Neville
also includes in the letter a poem referring to
Joseph and Mary Chamberlain. 29 March.
3 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/3

1908 letter

1908

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Hilda
Chamberlain dated 18 May 1908 regarding:
Neville's well-received speech at a Unionist
meeting and the 'badness' of the other speeches at
the meeting; a lizard orchid found by Hilda; Uncle
Arthur being ill; Neville's entomology trip to
Cannock with Rothschild; the scheme for the
creation of a provident dispensary in Birmingham
'getting on nicely now'; Neville wishing he 'wasn't
so busy with the Territorial Army'; birds.
1 item
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Access: Open
NC18/1/4

1909 letter

1909

Letter from Neville Chamberlain to Hilda
Chamberlain dated 22 February 1909 relating to:
Neville's speech to the Provident Clerks; dinner
with Wilson King to meet Professor Vinogradoff
and his wife and regarding a conversation about
Lord Curzon; a meeting regarding 'settlement of the
Aston & Kingsbury affairs'; matters regarding a
patent; Neville being glad of 'a little breathing
space before I plunge again into the 'strenuous life'
'; his annual inspection of 'Mason College'
[although it had actually become the University of
Birmingham by that date] including about a dispute
over space vacated by the physics and chemistry
departments and regarding Mrs Wilson King and
Miss Fry being upset on being told by [Oliver]
Lodge about experiments with frogs; Neville's
speech at the debating society and his 'envy [at]
Austen's power of making an impromptu speech';
Neville being congratulating by a journalist on
becoming a Justice of the Peace despite him not
having heard this news himself and hoping he 'can
get out it'; University Buildings Committee meeting
about inscription on the Chamberlain Tower; and a
debate at the University on the following Friday.
2 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/4A

Part of undated letter

[1900s1910s]

Part (first page missing) of undated letter from
Neville Chamberlain, probably written to one of his
sisters.
Topics the letter relates to include: a meeting in
Birmingham at which Neville and various others
spoke and Neville's suggestion that his position as
a speaker had changed from being an 'unknown
quantity' to becoming 'accepted as the ['the' is
underlined] speaker of the evening'; the General
and Queen's Hospital [Birmingham] annual meeting
and about sorting out of trivial cases; his idea that
Hoskins [a manufacturer of cabin berths in
Bordesley, Birmingham, of which Chamberlain was
a director] should take over a firm of upholsterers
and decorators in Liverpool to become a branch of
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Hoskins to decorate and furnish ships; and
regarding 'old Hall' at Hoskins who 'no longer
counts and...is getting more feeble every day'.
1 item
Access: Open
Custodial history: Formerly numbered NC18/1/4.
NC18/1/5-13

1910 letters

1910

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister Ida
Chamberlain dated 1910.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
/5: Neville's business trip to France for Hoskins and
regarding the possibility of the company doing
business in France; a performance called
['Chanticles?']; Anne Cole [who was later to
become Anne Chamberlain, Neville's wife]
agreeing with Neville and being 'not at all inclined
to be proud of her brother's exploit' [Anne's brother,
Horace De Vere Cole, a practical joker who had
recently with a group of others performed the
'Dreadnought Hoax' in which Horace impersonated
an Abyssinian prince]; visit to see Mr Carlisle at
Hyde Park Place; lunch at Egerton Place with Mrs
Dundas; Mrs Wakeman's dinner with Simon and
their conversation regarding navy debate in House
of Commons and regarding subsequent
correspondence between them. 27 February 1910.
/6: Neville, like Ida, being 'very pessimistic' about
the political situation; Uncle William [Kenrick]'s
paintings having been determined by experts to be
not by Turner as had been previously thought; O.
S. C. dinner; farm news from Highbury; the garden
at Highbury; ultimatum to Mr George about his
father who then announced his retirement; financial
results of [Hoskins and Son]; complaints about
consignment of tubes sent by Elliott's [Metal
Company] to Vickers and about the Admiralty
having said that Elliott's 'made the best tube on the
market'; Neville having been asked to speak at a
municipal by-election. 6 March.
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/7: Work on Joseph's accounts; Neville supposing
that the 'communication that B[eatrice] has excited
has led you to write more abundantly than usual'
and about Beatrice having sworn Austen to secrecy
and having then confided 'the whole secret' to the
Secretary of her School Committee; party to be
held; Neville having presided for the first time at a
lecture [on the Alps, by Robinson from the Midland
Institute] for the Sunday Lecture Society; Mr
Perkins [organist] having been to play before the
Kaiser of Germany; dinner at Maple Bank; visit to
see concert by Richter with Sybil; Neville having
presided at the last debate of the Edgbaston
Society; Hoskins annual meeting at which Mr Hall
handed in his resignation and about Mr Muir being
considered for post of Secretary though Neville
feels he cannot raise his salary 'while competition
is so keen and work so scare'; Elliott's also
expected to have a bad year with the S[elly] O[ak]
works expected to produce no more than half what
they did last year and the P[embrey] works
expected to show a loss; Lloyd G[eorge]'s speech
[against tariffs on imported food?] with Neville
commenting 'Poisonous little reptile! Where does
he expect to go to?'; the garden. 24 March.
/8: Neville and the others [Gerald and Byng
Kenrick] having 'had a wonderful Easter' staying at
Salisbury, Wells and Cheddar including about walk
to Stonehenge and Amesbury and visit to cliffs at
Cheddar. Two postcards are included of the
Cheddar Gorge. 30 March.
/9: Neville having had no letters recently from 'you
three great lazy girls' [ie Ida, Hilda and Beatrice];
him to go to London, Newcastle and Glasgow in
the week ahead; him being glad that 'the old
gentleman has now cleared out' [refers to Mr Hall
(senior) having resigned as manager at Hoskins
and Son Ltd]; Neville having had little time to
devote to Elliott's Metal Company but hears their
reputation for tubes has been increasing; visit to
see Uncle Arthur [Kenrick]'s garden at Berrow
Court; lunch with G. H. K. [Neville's uncle George
Kenrick] to see his garden; the garden at Highbury.
11 April.
/10: Neville expecting that somehow Asquith will
put off an election until January, possibly by a
referendum; Jenkins having not given 'any hope of
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our [the Conservative and Unionist Party] gaining
much more that 2 seats in the Midland district at
present' and a Scottish agent having noted that
Scotland 'was still hopeless' [for their party]; lunch
at the [Birmingham] Council House with the Lord
Mayor who was entertaining Sir G. Reid; Neville to
stay with Lillian [Cole] at Whitsuntide; Highbury
being 'a desert'; luncheon party to be given by
Neville with Arch, Grace and Tim; dinner at Berrow
Court; Neville to preside at a joint debate between
the Edgbaston and University societies (both of
which Neville is President of); book by Adam Smith
being read. 26 April.
/11: Plants/flowers seen by Ida; visit to
Shakespeare play 'The Merchant of Venice'; Uncle
George [Kenrick]'s tennis party; Muir wishing to go
to France and call at a shipyard during his holiday,
and about his work at Hoskins; Neville's address to
[Tranter's?] class about orchids. 4 May.
/12: The death of King Edward VII and about the
depth of feeling across the country; Neville's
purchases of china plates and dishes at an auction;
visit to the London Guildhall where he saw Furse's
picture of Joseph; Austen having had to return from
his holiday; the current political situation following
the death of the King; Neville having 'laughed
considduble [sic.] over the Gladstone League';
Ida's dog being 'well and more barkagious than you
would suppose possible'. 10 May.
/13: Neville's stay at West Woodhay House with
Lillian [Cole], Alfred Cole [Lillian's second husband]
and Norman [Chamberlain, Neville's cousin]
including about dinner with the Petos and about
Alfred Cole; [Leopold] Amery's 'scheme for getting
the King to invite a deputation from the new S. A.
[South Africa] Parliament to attend his Coronation'
and his idea for a new Imperial Parliament; the
garden and orchid houses at Highbury; Austen
having been to see the King; a 'life story' written
about Austen. 18 May.
9 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/14-15

1912 letters

1912

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister Hilda
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Chamberlain dated 1912.
/14: Account of Neville and Anne's holiday at
Karlsbad [then in Austria-Hungary, now in the
Czech Republic] including about problems with the
hotel; Anne's treatment; about the journey; visit to
Nuremberg. 1 August.
/15: Joseph's problem with his eyes; good accounts
of Dorothy; account of holiday in Karlsbad including
about a walk, visit to Marienbad; Anne seeming to
be better. 22 August.
2 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/16-18

1914 letters

1914

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sister Hilda
Chamberlain dated 1914. See also NC1/15/2/44 for
a letter from Neville to Hilda dated 28 June 1914.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the dates of the letters from 1914 to
1915 is included.
/16: Mary reported ill with influenza; Anne not
feeling well; the children including about Frank
growing and Dorothy's comments on Frank;
Neville's busy week with four speeches;
[Birmingham City] Council meeting regarding the
Town Clerk's salary; visit to meeting at which
Austen was adopted [as Conservative and Unionist
Party candidate for West Birmingham]; Neville's
visit to make a speech at Bristol; various other
speeches by Neville; the business situation at
Hoskins [and Son Ltd], Elliotts [Metal Company Ltd]
and BSA [Birmingham Small Arms Company];
[Oliver] Lodge being 'very restless' and threatened
to resign as Principal of the University [of
Birmingham] and about the problems with the
University's finances; Neville expecting that
Jephcott will be adopted as candidate for
Bordesley. 8 February.
/17-18: A 'blessed week of peace' for Neville; good
progress of Anne's health but she is unable to
nurse Frank; Frank's growth; Norman [Neville's
cousin] having become a godfather to Frank; the
by-election in Poplar; Neville expecting that Lloyd
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George 'must be feeling a bit depressed' and
comments 'I sincerely hope he is, degraded little
skunk!'; dinner at Baskerville with relatives; Aunt
Clara's new car; the Lord Mayor [of Birmingham]'s
ball; the ill health being suffered in the family; about
Emma the nursemaid and issues with the servants;
Dorothy's activities and comments; L. Harris having
'been down to see the E. W. [East Worcestershire]
people so perhaps he has a chance after all' [of
standing as election candidate]; Neville being
'hopeful about Bordesley'; meeting of management
committee to discuss fusion of the Conservative
and Unionist Party in the local area; Beethoven
mass attended; visit to the orchid houses at
Highbury; Joseph's financial accounts being 'not
very cheerful reading'. 21-22 February.
3 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/19-37

1915 letters

1915

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1915. Some
press cuttings and a letter to the employees of
Hoskins and Son Ltd are also included.
Some of the main topics referred to in the letters
include: events in the war; air raids and air
defence; the Central Control Board and about
restrictions on public houses and alcohol; Neville's
proposed municipal savings scheme in
Birmingham; his business affairs; his work on the
Birmingham City Council and appointment as Lord
Mayor of Birmingham.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
/19-20: French's conversation; Neville's thoughts
on the war; Austen's visit to Birmingham; Voluntary
Aid Detachment Committee taking over Highbury;
the Defence of the Realm (Amendment No. 2) Bill;
armament production at Elliott's Metal Company;
the Birmingham Small Arms Company [BSA] being
asked to double output; bonus paid to Hoskins
employees; garden matters; travel plans. A copy of
the letter from Hoskins and Son Ltd to the
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company's employees regarding the bonus scheme
payments is also included. 14 March.
/21-23: Press cuttings relating to Neville
Chamberlain as Lord Mayor of Birmingham.
/24: Neville becoming Lord Mayor of Birmingham;
Hilda's party; operation on Austen and Ivy's child;
visit to see sculptures; party at Old Buckhurst,
Withyham, Sussex; talks with Leopold Amery
regarding Ian Hamilton and the war. 2 August.
/25: Planned visit to Bath and other future plans;
gout; correspondence with Amery about National
Service; Amery staying with Neville and Anne. The
end of the letter is missing. 14 August.
/26: Shooting trip in Scotland; 'Jim' being wounded
and now being at Woodhay; Hilda work for the
Belgians and Ida's work for the French wounded;
note from Mary and Anne; Dorothy and Frank; visit
to Bath. 4 September.
/27: Beatrice's resignation from the F.W.E.F.; return
to Westbourne; Frank's illness; Central Control
Board meeting and about licensing hours for public
houses, 'hawking' of beer and drinking by soldiers
wives; Neville and Anne's opening of a Salvation
Army 'citadel'; his garden. 3 October.
/28: The F.W.E.F.; a request to produce a large
quantity of 'a certain article' at 'one of the works I
am connected with'; discussion of events in the war
including the Balkan situation; visit of Sir George
Newman and Margaret Tennant to stay with Neville
and Anne; Miss Ashmore's drawings of Frank and
Dorothy; shooting trip with Gilbert Barling. 10
October.
/29: Zeppelin air raids and air defence; discussion
of events in the war including in South East
Europe; Miss Ashmore's portrait of Anne; a
forthcoming speech which Neville was nervous
about; his proposal to reduce his salary as Lord
Mayor of Birmingham; a shooting party. 17
October.
/30: A 'very mixed up...week' with various different
jobs; Central Control Board meeting and about
licensing hours; Council meeting; visit to Daimler
works at Coventry; meeting with G. Hookham 'on
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an unpleasant matter' and about suspicions from
the local people thinking that Hookham was a spy
giving signals due to him having electric lighting in
his driveway; opening of a collection of Boulton and
Watt relics presented to the city of Birmingham;
Leopold Amery's 'usual state of gloom about the
war'; article about a 'Northcliffe plot to oust the
present Government; reduction of Neville's salary
as Lord Mayor of Birmingham. 24 October.
/31: Holiday in Church Stretton, Shropshire and
Neville and Anne's unhappiness with the hotel;
Anne's health; about Aunt Mary [Kenrick née
Chamberlain], Aunt Lina [Caroline James, née
Chamberlain], Aunt Clara [Ryland, née
Chamberlain] and their families; Beatrice
Chamberlain; Mary [Anne's mother] and Herbert
Studd; 'Jim' being unlikely to return to service at the
front; dinner party to chief officials in Birmingham
City Council; Dorothy and Frank. 31 October.
/32: Ida's work; discussion about the war; Winston
Churchill's speech following his removal from the
post of First Lord of the Admiralty; Anne's meetings
and speeches; Neville's speeches; a parade in
Birmingham with a captured German gun; licensing
restrictions for public houses; the use of the title
'Lord Mayor'. 21 November.
/33: The garden; a lecture by Mr [Curle?] on war
time economy; Anne's meetings; Neville's idea of a
municipal savings association for workers in
Birmingham and disagreement with Reginald
McKenna's scheme; criticism from 'the Trade' of
proposed liquor restrictions in London; Neville
considering resignation from the Central Control
Board; Neville becoming Chairman of the local
tribunal in Birmingham to hear appeals for
exemption from military service; visit of Lady
Parrott and Lady Maud Wilbraham to inspect
V.A.D. hospitals and receive an X-ray ambulance;
shooting trip; Frank. 28 November.
/34: A shooting trip; Austen suggesting that Neville
was wasting his time on his savings scheme as he
thought the Government 'must have a compulsory
scheme in view on...similar lines'; Professor Hale
Shaw's story of submarines in the Baltic; concerts
to raise money for prisoners of war; Athletic
Institute display; the Assizes Court; resolution of
congratulations for Victoria Cross medallists and
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ceremony; Neville 'finding plenty to do' in
Birmingham City Council committees; the
Birmingham City Council Electric Supply
Committee having 'got themselves into an awful
mess'; Frank. 5 December.
/35-36: Municipal savings scheme and meeting
with George Shann; Birmingham City Council
committees; fundraising to send a Christmas
pudding to soldiers of the Birmingham battalions
and units; Neville's effort to get rid of the Lord
Mayor of Birmingham's carriage and to replace it
with a car; him selling the first lot at a Red Cross
auction; Victoria Cross ceremony in Birmingham;
items of jewellery given by Uncle George to Anne
on her becoming Lady Mayoress of Birmingham;
the current situation in the war with Neville
suggesting a collapse of the current Government if
predicted disasters occur; invitation for Hilda and
Ida to visit Neville and Anne at Christmas. A press
cutting is also included. 12 December.
/37: Plans/arrangements for Christmas; Dorothy
and Frank's colds; shortage of stocks of items in
shops in Birmingham; savings scheme progress
and meeting with the Public Trustee and trade
unionists; resignation of seat on the Central Control
Board; Douglas Haig taking over command of the
army and Neville's hopes this will 'bring about an
improvement in the war' (Neville says that 'I have
been told that D. Haig has not a great brain but if
he has the right character I think that is even more
important'). 19 December.
19 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/38-40a

1918 election leaflets and copy of letter from Cadet
Field to his mother

[19141918]

Election leaflets supporting Neville Chamberlain in
the 1918 General Election; and a manuscript
transcript of a letter from Cadet Field at Dartmouth
College to his mother in which he expresses grief
at the death of Joseph Chamberlain (1836-1914)
and his admiration of him.
The following is a summary of the items:
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/38: Leaflet headed 'A Word To The Ladies!'.
/39: Leaflet headed 'What Labour Thinks of
Kneeshaw'.
/40: Leaflet headed 'More Council Records of the
Two Candidates for Ladywood'.
/40a: Transcript of letter from Cadet Field.
4 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/41-96

1916 letters

1916

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1916.
Major topics the letters relate to include: events in
the war; the establishment of the Birmingham
Municipal Savings Bank; relatives and friends who
were fighting in the war; Neville's work as Lord
Mayor of Birmingham including work connected
with the war; air raids and air raid precautions;
Neville's work as Chairman in the Birmingham area
tribunal for exemption from military service;
Neville's business interests; the resignation of
Asquith as Prime Minister; and Neville's
appointment as Director General of National
Service.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters/
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/41: Beatrice's health; Jim's [Anne's brother?]
serious accident; Anne's day with her family;
Herbert Studd [second husband of Anne's mother]
returning to the front; war savings; Florence
Chamberlain's locket; Basil's engagement; Neville's
resignation from the Central Control Board being
declined; the Freedom of the City of Birmingham
being granted to William Bowater; Neville's
suggestion that Birmingham does not 'make
enough of our freemen'; Birmingham City Council
Electric Supply Committee; Neville's work as
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Chairman in the local tribunal for exemption from
military service. 9 January (this letter is incorrectly
dated 1915).
/42: Improved accounts of Beatrice's health; Hilda's
evening with the Selbornes, and about the
Hichens; Diane's [Austen and Ivy Chamberlain's
daughter] operation; Jim's recovery in hospital;
local military service exemption tribunal work;
Neville's municipal savings scheme and opposition
from banks; scheme for joint purchase and
transport of coal by the Birmingham Gas and
Electric Supply committees; a shooting trip. 16
January.
/43: Neville and Anne's heavy workload preventing
them visiting Hilda and Ida for a weekend; Aunt
Alice's visit; Neville's disagreement with Sir
Frederick Milner's letter suggesting 'all Lord Mayors
should...personally slobber over the new recruits' to
the armed forces; Jim's recovery; Herbert Studd
being appointed to another brigade; Neville's
inspection of the volunteer regiment guarding
munitions factories and him declining invitation to
be an honorary commandant of the regiment; his
municipal savings scheme; Birmingham
Corporation labour difficulty being settled; local
military service exemption tribunal work and
humorous experiences in the tribunals; the new
Lord Mayor of Birmingham's car; a party being
given to about 1500 women, widows and
dependents of men killed in the war; Uncle
William's poor health; Frank. 23 January.
/44: Visit to Uncle William and Aunt Mary [Kenrick]
at 'The Grove' and about Uncle William's health;
the Lord Mayor of London's visit to Birmingham;
widows party in Birmingham; a war relatives
gathering in All Saints Ward, Birmingham; Edward
Grey; Neville presiding over a Salvation Army
meeting; the garden; war work by Elliotts' Metal
Works and a reduction in price not being accepted
by the Ministry [of Munitions?]; a picture spotted by
Neville in Luton's window which he liked but
thought he could not 'spend money on useless
luxuries while we are busy advocating thrift among
the workers'; Anne's idea of a 'working womens
bazaar'. 29 January.
/45: A large air raid in Walsall which was expected
to have been targeted at Birmingham, the failure of
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air raid precautions during the attack, and critical
injury to Mayoress of Walsall; Neville's proposed
scheme to improve warnings and other air raid
precautions in the Midlands; Neville's speech at the
Guildhall, City of London; General Booth's [of the
Salvation Army] speech at the Grand Theatre;
Anne's invitation concert at Erdington, Birmingham;
Anne's speeches 'on thrift to the girls', on eggs and
poultry and on domestic cookery; the Government
savings 'scheme' (Neville's quotes) and Neville's
own municipal savings scheme; visit of Colonel
Colin Harding to Birmingham; Diane's [Austen and
Ivy's daughter] operation; Neville having 'heard
nothing of Austen's doings for a long time'; the
weather; Anne picking flowers; postal charges. 5
February.
/46-48: The garden; air raids precautions, meeting
of Midland Mayors and Town Clerks regarding air
raids; letter received from Edwin Montagu
[Financial Secretary to the Treasury] rejecting
Neville's savings scheme; concert at Cotteridge
and in the Town Hall, Birmingham; Uncle William
[Kenrick]; Neville's resignation from the Central
Control Board; Mary Chamberlain seeming 'a good
deal 'better in herself' '. 12 February.
/49: Neville's meeting with Lord French on air raid
precautions; meeting of the Birmingham City
Council Watch Committee; 'agreement with the
Munitions people over the Electric Supply
extension'; lack of response from Edwin Montagu;
events in the war; Ida's house; Anne's cook; visit to
full dress dinner at Berrow Court given by Uncle
Arthur [Kenrick]; Anne's concert at Handsworth;
Neville's visit to Coventry for a BSA [Birmingham
Small Arms Company] and Daimler board meeting;
Diane's operation; Dorothy and Frank; Uncle
William's health. 19 February.
/50: Joseph Chamberlain (1836-1914) and Hilda's
notes with recollections of him; heavy snowfall;
comments on the war; 'women on the land'; war
savings scheme; 'jealousy' from people in London
of Neville Chamberlain as Lord Mayor of
Birmingham; current ill health in the family;
fundraising concerts in Birmingham; interview with
Neville regarding General Booth's visit; Neville's
work on air raid precautions; Neville's address at
the Church of Messiah. 26 February.
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/51: The poor weather; a Royal visit with Princess
Mary; Neville's meeting with the Local Government
Board and Hiley's meeting with Mr Holt Schooling
regarding the municipal savings scheme; fears that
Anne may overwork herself; Anne's speech on 'the
Depot'; Hilda's meeting with Mr Thomas regarding
women working on farms; Neville hoping to 'make a
beginning with my farm scheme...but it is difficult to
find time'; slugs in garden. 12 March.
/52: The garden; 'rather a strenuous week' with
addresses given by Neville and Anne; Anne's
speech at All Saints Church; Neville's speech to
audience of about 1200; the savings scheme
including about Neville's meeting with the Central
Advisory Committee and that Ernest Hiley [Town
Clerk of Birmingham] had arranged to get a clause
into a bill to be introduced that week which would
allow municipal savings banks to be established;
assizes judges visit. 19 March.
/53: 'Rather a strenuous time' with five speeches in
four days; Anne's public work and success with her
schemes and 'a troop of admirers'; 'the wretched'
Edwin Montagu having replied on the savings
scheme but showing a lack of interest, and about
further work and meetings on the scheme; air raid
warnings scheme being adopted and 'Women on
the Land' scheme being started; speech by Neville
'on the future of orchestral music' supporting an
endowment fund and contribution from the rates;
Mr Hughes and possibility of giving him an address
from the Birmingham City Council or the Freedom
of the City; fundraising appeal in support of Serbia;
unveiling of a bust; air raid warnings; the 'Squiffery'
of the Government being 'past belief' and their
failure over recruitment for the war; suggests that
Lloyd George 'has no balance' and 'would be a
very dangerous Prime Minister'; Hilda and Ida's
plans to purchase a field; Uncle William [Kenrick]'s
health, Uncle Arthur [Kenrick] and Norman. 25
March.
/54: Lack of warning about expected zeppelin
attack; Neville's visit to the Local Government
Board and Treasury regarding the savings scheme
and about the possibility of municipal savings
banks having to close at the end of the war; the
garden. 2 April.
/55: Anne's cold; problems with legislation for the
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savings scheme and Edwin Montagu being
suggested to be blocking the scheme; Jim's visit
and about his injury to his arm and comments
relating to the war in Kut, Mesopotamia; the
garden. Press cuttings relating to the savings
scheme are also included. 9 April.
/56: Hilda and Ida's purchase of land; him sending
about £1000 each to Hilda and Ida following
distribution of Joseph Chamberlain's estate;
farmers and about women working on farms; talks
with Noel Kershaw (Assistant Secretary, Local
Government Board), and with Edwin Samuel
Montagu and Sir John Bradbury [Joint Permanent
Secretary, Treasury] regarding savings scheme;
that Edwin Montagu was actually in support of the
savings scheme and that Kershaw's 'intense hatred
and suspicion of the Treasury' appeared to lead
Kershaw to wrongly believe Montagu was blocking
the scheme; support for savings scheme by
Birmingham employers; meeting with General
Shaw on air raid warnings; Neville being
unimpressed by Baron Montagu of Beaulieu and
his speech; Neville's conservatory and its plants;
lunch to meet Mr and Mrs Hughes; comments on
the war by John. 15 April.
/57: Lunch at Mansion House for Hughes to receive
Freedom of the City of London; the savings
scheme and Edwin Montagu saying he was
dropping the scheme following opposition from
banks; Cabinet crisis over conscription and Austen
being 'seriously misrepresented in the published
accounts'; the children. 23 April.
/58: British defeat in Kut; Easter Monday rebellion
in Ireland and Neville's dissatisfaction with
Augustine Birrell [Chief Secretary for Ireland];
defeat of the Military Service Bill; Neville's
dissatisfaction with Asquith's Government; Neville's
stay at New Lodge [in Coleman's Hatch, Sussex]
and activities while there; Basil being reported
missing; a letter from Norman Chamberlain; the
savings scheme and a meeting with Richard
Vassar-Smith and about opposition from banks;
Neville declining to speak at Lord Montagu's
meeting regarding proposal for an air ministry to be
established; the garden; sum of about £1300 to be
sent to Hilda and Ida. 29 April.
/59: The savings scheme including about a letter
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from Vassar Smith and objection from banks;
agricultural scheme in Birmingham and
commendation of it by Earl of Selbourne [President
of Board of Agriculture] despite lack of initial
support; Neville's air raid warnings scheme in
Birmingham; meeting with Frederick Lanchester
regarding proposed for an air ministry; a
performance of English medieval music by Arnold
Dolmetsch and matinee of the Taming of the Shrew
attended by Neville and Anne; dinner with Pinsents
and Mr Dickinson and his sister. 6 May.
/60: A meeting of trade union officials which
objected to the savings scheme; Neville's strong
disappointment and feeling that the savings
scheme has failed saying 'I should like to resign
and return to obscurity' and 'I'm beat, and the
Savings Bank is dead!' following having 'been
taken in the rear' by the trade union meeting and
'the selfishness of the Banks and the apathy of the
Treasury' making 'an impenetrable entanglement'
against the savings scheme; a meeting with Vassar
Smith and Sir Edward Holden regarding the
savings scheme; meeting with Lanchester and his
views regarding air defence; the proposed new air
ministry; Anne's committee work; establishment of
surgical branch in Clyne House. The end of the
letter is missing. 14 May.
/61: Neville having 'recovered sufficiently' after
feeling 'crushed' over the savings scheme and that
he, Ernest Hiley and Richard Pinsent were now
seeing if they could 'somehow get round if I
couldn't get through' to save the scheme. 17 May.
/62: Birthday greetings for Ida; agricultural scheme
in Birmingham 'going well'; the garden and closing
down of his greenhouse; the savings scheme and
Neville's meeting with the Registrar of Friendly
Societies; William Hughes [Prime Minister of
Australia] visiting Birmingham to be granted
Freedom of the City and honorary degree; a
Mothercraft Exhibition organized by the Woman's
Suffrage Society; infant welfare centres; creches
for war workers; Neville opening YMCA hut in
Coventry; the children; plan to stay with Helen and
Arthur [Chamberlain] [Neville's cousin] at Abersoch.
21 May.
/63: The garden; women working on farms and
uniforms for them; Neville's distrust of Lloyd
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George and regarding Lloyd George's mission to
effect a settlement in Ireland; Hilda and Ida's plan
to purchase the Bury House; meeting of
Birmingham City Council on whether William
Hughes should receive the Freedom of the City
and that 'Kneeshaw and a satellite made fools of
themselves [at the meeting] by opposing'; Neville's
talk with Councillor Beard regarding the trade union
meeting at which objections were made against the
savings scheme and Beard saying many of those
at the meeting were 'in consternation over
what...happened'; Neville's 'fear that things in
London have gone to sleep again' over the savings
scheme; Austen seeming 'very tired and in need of
a rest'; Neville's visit to Coventry; visit of the
Ironmongers Federation. 28 May.
/64: The Battle of Jutland; discussion of the current
situation in the war; postponement by the
Government of a promised bank holiday at
Whitsuntide; lack of stocks of bandages; William
Hughes visit to Birmingham; legacy of Joseph
Chamberlain and investments; Arch's fete at
Harborne, Birmingham in aid of the Star and
Garter. 4 June.
/65: The death of Lord Kitchener after the HMS
Hampshire was struck by a mine; Holder's son
being injured and cancellation of visit to Kelso;
Neville and Anne's planned holiday at Abersoch;
Neville felling a tree; Arthur Pollen's articles in
'Land and Water' and about the navy; suggestion
that 'Asquith will never have the courage' to give
Alfred Milner the post of Secretary of State for War
and that Lord Derby would be Neville's second
choice; discussion of events in the war including
the Russian advance to Lutsk; Colonel Harding's
[of the 2nd City Battalion] visit and his comments
regarding the war; women in agriculture;
Birmingham City Council Health Committee making
enquiries about creches for war workers and
starting an experimental creche; Anne's work and
her speech to Catholic mothers; Mary
Chamberlain's voyage. 10 June.
/66: Account of Neville and Anne's holiday at
Abersoch; Neville and Anne finding a holiday
house in Abersoch; memorial service for Lord
Kitchener in Birmingham; discussion of events in
the war including Russian advance, Verdun and
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treatment of prisoners of war; Neville going with
Mary to a dinner to meet members of the Duma
[Russian Parliament]; new nurse for the children;
sending of money [from Joseph Chamberlain's
legacy?]; the garden; new sand garden for Dorothy;
Basil [who was missing] being thought to be
unwounded. 18 June.
/67: Discussion of the war including expectation
that the 'push is coming very soon'; Hilda taking up
school work again; the garden; Anne injuring her
arm; visit to the Mansion House, London for
William Hughes' farewell speech and Sir George
Foster's 'intolerably dull' speech; Mary coming to
stay; the savings bank scheme and Neville's
meeting with the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Edwin Montagu and Sir John Bradbury at which a
new draft bill which would enable the scheme to go
ahead was shown to Neville; Neville's speech at a
meeting of local authorities; new nurse [Parkyn] for
the children; Dorothy's birthday; visit to George
Cadbury's house and Neville's dislike of Cadbury,
'that sly old canting hypocrite I simply can't abide'.
25 June.
/68: Discussion of events in the war including a
British advance; Colonel Wake's talk with Ida;
Neville suggesting that Germany will not 'be
starved out so long as her people believe that she
has won or is winning' as they will 'stand the
hardships if they think they aren't going to last';
Morton Prince's visit; Mary's visit and about her
forthcoming marriage to Canon Carnegie; dinner
party with Lady Paget and Sir Oliver Lodge; an
official visit to Birmingham of various people from
Serbia including Lady Paget's lecture regarding
Serbia and the war in South Eastern Europe; an
article in the Times referring to the proposed
savings bank; Austen offering to the Prime Minister
to take a lower position in the Government and
Neville's disapproval of this. 2 July.
/69: Discussion of events in the war, with Neville
suggesting 'things are going well for the Allies' but
that he is upset at heavy casualties amongst
Birmingham battalions and territorial soldiers; the
garden; declining invitation to visit; Anne's arm
injury; Neville's meeting with Sir John Bradbury
regarding the savings bank scheme; forthcoming
visit of representatives of dominion parliaments;
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Neville going on a deputation to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer regarding pensions; Lord Derby
becoming Under Secretary of State for War and
Neville's expectation that 'Derby will do the work'
and Lloyd George [the new Secretary of State for
War] 'will take the credit'; Norman Chamberlain's
visit. 8 July.
/70: Mary and Canon Carnegie's visit and
comments on Canon Carnegie being 'in genera1
conversation a decided b_r_ [bore]'; a wedding
present for Mary and Canon Carnegie; a note in
the Spectator suggesting 'sailors wounds are as
septic as soldiers' and regarding a new treatment;
discussion of the war mainly regarding the Battle of
the Somme; casualties in the war; the German
wounded being treated at a Birmingham hospital
and expected anger from Birmingham public
following their donations of items expected to be
used to British servicemen at the hospital;
luncheon to overseas delegates; Neville's address
to volunteers and distribution of prizes to wounded
soldiers; Neville having presided at meeting for
relief of Belgium and about Will Crooks who spoke
at the meeting; Harry (a servant at Westbourne)
not yet being back at work; the garden; Neville and
Anne's visit to The Grove to see Aunt Mary and
Uncle William [Kenrick]. 16 July.
/71: The garden and Neville mowing the lawn
during illness of servant; Mary Studd's visit; Mary
Chamberlain's forthcoming marriage to Canon
Carnegie; Jim and Dorothy; cancellation of fete
(involving Ida) at White City due to War Office;
proposal to bring German wounded to Birmingham
being cancelled; the Munitions Ministry telephoning
Elliot's Metal Company asking them to double
production immediately; comments on the war
including about heavy casualties; Herbert Studd's
[second husband of Anne's mother Mary] letter
regarding the war; Neville being nominated for a
second term as Lord Mayor of Birmingham; Anne's
popularity as Lady Mayoress of Birmingham; the
'idiotic' Birmingham Post failing to report Neville's
activities outside Birmingham and about 'our
people' failing to realise the 'attention I get outside
Birmingham' as a result; the savings bank scheme
and Neville's deputation regarding the scheme. 22
July.
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/72: Neville's attack of gout; account of his holiday
with his family at Glanaber, Abersoch,
Carnarvonshire; the [Birmingham City] Council
having unanimously asked Neville to stand again
[as Lord Mayor of Birmingham]; visit of French
delegation and about the speeches at a meeting
with them; the first meeting of the Pensions
Committee at which it was decided the committee
'should refuse to act until McKenna produced his
new scale'. 30 July.
/73: The wedding [of Mary Chamberlain and Canon
William Carnegie]; his day at home (Westbourne);
account of the holiday in Abersoch; holiday plans. 6
August.
/74: Hilda's holiday at Brancaster; the [Savings
Bank] Bill [enabling the Birmingham Municipal
Savings Bank to be established] having been
passed through the House of Lords but a difficulty
with the Bill as drafted is that deposits can only be
made through employers; the 'calamity' of Lord
Crewe [as President of the Board of Education];
Neville to receive and give a speech to the Trade
Union Congress at their meeting in Birmingham;
Neville having 'enjoyed every hour' of his holiday
Loubcroy Lodge, Oykel, by Lairg which is coming
to an end, and about his activities on holiday. 23
August.
/75: Ida and Hilda's holiday; Neville's holiday in
Abersoch having ended and he has now gone to
Loubcroy Lodge in Scotland; the [Birmingham]
Town Clerk having 'written to all and sundry to
support the Savings Bank Bill' but Neville does not
'believe it will get through in time'; Johnnie
expected to go into action in the war; account of his
holiday in Scotland with G. H. K. [Neville's uncle
George Kenrick] including about shooting and
fishing. 17 August.
/76: Zeppelin raids; the 'very satisfactory' war
news; Mrs Godfrey; Dorothy; a shooting and fishing
trip in Scotland with George Kenrick (Neville's
uncle); the garden; the Savings Bank Bill receiving
Royal Assent; Neville's order prohibiting the use of
buzzers in case of zeppelin raids being passed;
sorting out matters regarding 'the estate'[(Joseph
Chamberlain's?]; record profits at Elliott's Metal
Works in Selly Oak. 27 August.
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/77: Hilda going to 'The Grove'; Dorothy and Frank;
Anne's injured arm and holiday at Abersoch;
Neville starting work on setting up the municipal
savings bank in Birmingham; high profits at Elliotts
and the Birmingham Small Arms Company [BSA]
but with doubts on how much they can retain;
armoured cars/'Land Ships'; visit to the Hoskins
factory; Neville's forthcoming address to the Trade
Union Congress; Birmingham Post article regarding
the Central Control Board's committee on drinking
among women; Neville becoming President of a
new orchestra being formed in Birmingham
following a speech made by Neville advocating
such an orchestra; the garden; the weather; Uncle
William [Kenrick] and Cousin Edith at 'The Grove'.
2 September.
/78: Hilda Mary Richards; Lionel Richards;
disappointment about New Lodge; the garden;
wedding present for Mary [on her marriage to
William Carnegie]; films of the war in the Somme;
the Trade Union Congress held at Birmingham
including about the reception and entertainment
provided, Neville's speech and his conversation
with Philip Kerr about the war and its effect on
British dominions and colonies. 10 September
/79: British success in the war in the Somme;
dinner with Hilda John ['Hilda John' appears to be
the name used be Neville for Hilda, the wife of
John Chamberlain, to distinguish her from Neville's
sister Hilda]; dinner with Uncle William and Aunt
Mary [Kenrick]; work in setting up the municipal
savings bank and about plans for a lottery for bank
depositors; Neville attending Lord Norton's fête at
Hams Hall (which Neville accurately predicted to be
a 'fiasco'!); Catt's (gardener) forthcoming operation.
16 September.
/80: Anne's arm recovering; Arthur Steel-Maitland's
(Birmingham East MP) visit; G. H. Roberts speech
at the Mansion House, City of London; Arthur
Chamberlain's [Neville's cousin] speech at the
annual meeting of Kynochs and about his
opposition to workers being involved in
management; board meetings at Elliotts and BSA;
tanks built by BSA (the letter includes sketches by
Neville of the tanks); visit to new medical surgery in
Birmingham; Neville's 'attempt to get drinking
among women dealt with' having failed; Neville's
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efforts to encourage development of canals;
municipal bank prizes. 24 September.
/81-82: Discussion of the war; casualties in the war;
lunch with Colonel Shaughnessy and his
comments about the reasons for the poor standard
of construction of British trenches compared with
German trenches; the Birmingham Municipal Bank
having 'made a good start' and about the prize
scheme being 'most attractive'; Neville's musical
luncheon in Birmingham with Sir Thomas
Beecham, Sir Henry Wood and Landon Ronald;
meeting with Sir William Butler [of Mitchells and
Butlers brewery] regarding on restrictions on
alcohol for girls; Neville being asked to be
President of the new Civic Recreation League; a
'terrible lot of people trying to run Capital & Labour'
[ie to develop relations between employers and
employees] including Bishop Baynes [Assistant
Bishop of Birmingham] and Sir Dudley Docker;
Lionel Richards and correspondence with him
about Hilda Mary Richards' travel; success of
Penny Wounded Flag Day (a fundraising event). A
press cutting is also included. 1 October.
/83: Neville declining Hilda's offer regarding the
estate [Joseph Chamberlain's?]; a butterfly (with
illustration); Beatrice's operation; the children; the
Municipal Bank and difficulty with some large works
not being involved; Neville presiding at the
Congregational Union annual assembly in
Birmingham; Neville's civic welcome to the British
Association of Rotary Clubs; the Birmingham City
Council employees demand for a pay rise. 8
October.
/84: Neville's severe cold causing him to 'fly into a
passion the moment I am 'crossed' '; Neville's
'unhappy beruther [sic]' staying with Ida; Neville's
criticism of the Ministry of Munitions; the municipal
bank including about BSA and other companies
getting involved with the bank; the Birmingham City
Council employees' demand for a pay rise being
referred to the Board of Trade for arbitration; visit of
Bishop of London to deliver an address to the
Midland Institute; 'ultimatum' sent to Butler [of
Mitchells and Butlers brewery] regarding drink
restrictions; deputation to be received from the
Trades Council regarding price of milk. 15 October.
/85: Neville's worries that Austen will suffer a
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nervous breakdown; the garden; Anne trying to get
someone to visit Mrs Russell; the Bank continuing
'to go very well' and a campaign with meetings at
workplaces to encourage employees to deposit at
the bank; a Ministry of Munitions circular urging the
forming of war savings associations for their
employees causing problems for the savings bank;
Butler letter objecting to drink restrictions
demanded by Chamberlain but Joe Ansell [solicitor
to the brewing trade and brother of the owner of
Ansells Brewery] agreeing with Chamberlain; Civic
Recreation League scheme seeming 'likely to grow
into a biggish thing'; the great influence of Anne
among the public in Birmingham; Neville refusing
invitation of Swansea Corporation to address a
public meeting in support of turning their technical
school into a college affiliated with the University of
Wales; film 'On The Way To Gorizia' seen by
Neville. 22 October.
/86: Ida coming to stay with Neville and Anne;
Anne still being ill; a large number of speeches
being made by Neville about the municipal bank at
various workplaces; employees at some factories
asking that their municipal bank passbooks are
sent to the employer's addresses rather than to
their homes 'as they don't want the old woman to
know what they are saving'; apology from the
Ministry of Munitions on the war savings
associations circular and about the Ministry offering
their assistance to the municipal savings bank;
dinner for Birmingham City Council officials and
about the Birmingham Town Clerk's speech at the
meeting saying that Anne had been 'a revelation to
the city' and also paid tribute to Neville; the garden.
29 October.
/87: Hilda's 'awful experience' at Hook and the poor
way in which volunteer workers are treated; Ida's
visit to stay with Neville and Anne; Neville and
Anne's visit to see infant welfare work in Bradford;
Neville's disappointment at the Birmingham Town
Clerk [Ernest Hiley] resigning to become a director
of the Metropolitan Carriage, Wagon and Finance
Company whom Neville thought 'the one man with
whom I could always discuss corporation affairs
with advantage'; the successful establishment of
the Civic Recreation League and about Neville's
rejection of Newman's idea of selling beer at some
of the clubs; satisfactory progress of the municipal
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bank; people in Newcastle investigating forming a
municipal bank. 5 November.
/88: Austen 'looking very white and wan and worn';
Neville's re-election as Lord Mayor of Birmingham
and about press coverage of this; Hiley, the
Birmingham Town Clerk's resignation; the
municipal bank; Neville's 'field day' in London
[during which he visited the Board of Agriculture,
Ministry of Munitions and Local Government Board]
during which he managed to get free scholarships
at the Agricultural College and a grant for the
agricultural work in Birmingham, and a grant and
letter of commendation for the Civic Recreation
League, and also put forward Hiley's name for a
knighthood. 12 November.
/89: The weather; stay at Moreton, Dorset with
Ernest and Cecily Debenham [Neville's cousin
Cecily and her husband]; Ernest Debenham's
developments on his land; Arthur Pollen [chairman
of BSA] and his story of Lloyd George's visit to
France to meet General Foch; the municipal bank.
19 November.
/90: Family illnesses and escape of bullocks into
garden; Uncle Walter; the municipal bank including
about a speech at Austin Motor Works, Longbridge;
money raised for the Civic Recreation League;
drinking among women; a conference on imperial
relations with A. L. Smith [Master of Balliol College]
as chief speaker; meeting with Mr Marston [owner
of the Sunbeam company] who suggested that
Neville allowed himself to be nominated for the
Executive of the National Union [of the Unionist
Party] and then took over the leadership of the
Unionist Party and ultimately became Prime
Minister - however 'he went away a sadder and I
hope a wiser man but still hoping that I would 'turn
it over' '; criticism of Austen in the press which
Neville explains is because the 'Coalition
Gov[ernmen]t is not popular and the oratorial tone
is not going to make them so'; the Royal
Commission on Milk being expected to report that
week; visit from French munition workers and
about his speech made to them in French; news
from Jim on Anne's family. 26 November.
/91: Ida's illness with influenza; Anne's miscarriage
and subsequent operation; Frank and Dorothy;
temporary appointments to fill the Birmingham
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Town Clerk's place during the war; pay settlement
for Birmingham City Council employees; Bishop
Baynes being 'very anxious to do something to
assist the relations between capital and labour' and
wishing to hold a meeting of representatives of
employers and employees; request for funds for
the Civic Recreation League from Dudley Docker
[Chairman of the Metropolitan Carriage, Wagon
and Finance Company, a major local employer];
scheme for a loan from American banks for
Birmingham City Council; Herbert Asquith's 'long
palaver with the King' suggesting there will be
some change in the Government; Neville's belief
that a new Prime Minister is needed and that the
Government has failed; a zeppelin being brought
down in Birmingham by Pulling and Egbert
Cadbury; Anne not minding her family 'turning
R[oman] C[atholic] a bit'; visit to opera at
Birmingham Town Hall. 3 December.
/92: Anne's recovery after her miscarriage and
operation; Neville's happiness at Asquith's
resignation as Prime Minister; resignation of
various other ministers; Austen remaining in the
Government; discussion of events in the war
including the fall of Romania; Ida and Hilda
possibly cancelling their visit to see Neville and
Anne due to Government appeals for people to
reduce their travelling; Dorothy; Norman being sent
out to the front in the war. 9 December.
/93: Hilda and Ida having cancelled their visit to see
Neville and Anne; the weather; plan for visit to
Egypt after the war; discussion of the war including
about Neville's growing optimism and German
peace proposals; Austen's 'account of the recent
political convulsion'; Neville not feeling sorry for
Asquith after his resignation saying he was 'the
source of terrible blunders and sacrifices'; the new
Government inspiring Neville with confidence;
Anne's recovery; Uncle Arthur [Kenrick]; Uncle
William [Kenrick]; conference on food production;
Neville and Anne growing food at home; idea of
temporary appointments to take on the Birmingham
Town Clerk's role being accepted despite initial
opposition from the majority of Council members.
17 December.
/94: from Anne: Neville's appointment as Director of
National Service and resignation as Lord Mayor of
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Birmingham; letters of support received; Anne's
recovery. 22 December.
/95: Neville being very busy with letters following
his appointment as Director of National Service;
account of events leading up to Neville's
appointment as Director of National Service;
disappointment of people in Birmingham City
Council at Neville's resignation as Lord Mayor of
Birmingham; meetings with Prime Minister [Lloyd
George] who demanded a National Service
scheme by the next week [which Neville
considered impossible]; appointment of civil
director at the National Service Department; plan to
temporarily live with his sister Beatrice in London;
Neville's worries about the 'appalling responsibility'
of the job; lack of 'even a scrap of paper appointing
me or giving me any idea of where my duties begin
and end'; the family's Christmas activities and
presents. 24-25 December.
/96: Hilda's forthcoming visit to see Anne; the Cooperative Growers Union involving Ida; Hilda no
longer working at Hook Hospital; uncertainty about
future living arrangements; possibility of getting a
house in the country with Austen and Ivy;
unsuitability of Mr Walker [Alexander Walker?] as
candidate to be civil director at the National Service
Department and Neville wanting Ernest Hiley
instead; Neville's last day at Birmingham Council
House; children's Christmas party with Neville
dressed as Father Christmas; Neville's idea of not
having a civil director at the National Service
Department being rejected by Lloyd George;
James Stevenson being temporarily at the National
Service Department; Arthur Collins being 'splendid'
as Secretary of the National Service Department;
Neville and his department having 'already evolved
an Idea'. 31 December.
55 items
Access: Open
Notes: NC18/1/46-48 is a single item.
NC18/1/97-146

1917 letters

1917

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1917. A letter
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from Anne Chamberlain to Ida is also included.
Many of the letters concern Neville's work as
Director General of National Service, the difficulties
he faced in this job, his resignation from the post in
August and his future career plans following his
resignation. Other major topics in these letters
include: events in the war; Neville's decision to
stand for Parliament and his efforts to find a seat in
which to stand; Norman Chamberlain (Neville's
cousin) having been reported missing (it was later
confirmed that he died).
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/97: Neville envying Hilda's 'peaceful security' in
her house and saying that he is getting 'no
pleasure out of my house or my books or my
garden now'; birth of Austen and Ivy's son
Lawrence; him having to be cautious on what he
can divulge in these letters regarding his work as
Director-General of National Service and him
working late into the night. 14 January.
/98: Neville's position as Director General of
National Service and him having been 'convinced
on Monday night that I shouldn't last much longer'
but that 'the danger seems to have passed from the
present & apparently I am now looked on with more
favour in high quarters'; him thinking that 'at
present I am on excellent terms with all the
Departments'; an explosion at a munitions factory;
his speech at a meeting in Birmingham; his
children. 21 January.
/99: Lawrence [Austen and Ivy's recently born son,
who was very weak following his premature birth]
and the strain on his parents; Ernest Hiley
becoming Chief of Staff at the National Service
Department after Neville had rejected Auckland
Geddes and James Stevenson for the post; reports
attacking Neville's National Service scheme in the
Express and Evening Standard; his long working
hours; him having found 'a house which will suit us
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if we can arrange terms' at 5 Egerton Place; him
and Anne currently staying with Beatrice; Leopold
Amery; dinner with Mary; meeting with the
Archbishop of Canterbury. 27 January.
/100: Beatrice's speech in Brighton; Neville's
forthcoming speech on National Service;
suggestion that attacks by Lord Northcliffe's
newspapers on Neville's National Insurance
scheme was due to a quarrel between Northcliffe
and the Prime Minister; dinners; 'many mauvais
quarts d'heure' [a hard time] in his work but that he
was relieved at having Hiley back to work with him;
his suggestion that the German declaration that
they were to wage unrestricted submarine warfare
was a 'sign of desperation'. 3 February.
/101: Neville's speech on National Service at
Central Hall, Westminster and the positive
reception of it by Lloyd George and others;
discussion about his National Insurance scheme;
meeting with Sir William Robertson; speeches on
National Service and that he was not going to
speak at 'all the big towns' as he thinks he should
because 'I am more useful here while so much has
still be created'; thoughts that 'something much
more drastic' will have to be done before long on
reducing food consumption following sinking of
ships; him being convinced that the Americans will
go to war with Germany. 10 February.
/102: Neville's speech on National Service at
Bristol; visit back to Westbourne, his children, the
poor condition of his garden and that the 'house
and garden don't give one much pleasure just now';
dinner with Kenrick family; 5 Egerton Place; attacks
on National Service scheme by the press; his
worries about German submarines being reduced;
the USA 'getting nearer' to entering the war. 18
February.
/103: Neville being 'much better and fresher
than...last week' when he was 'in one of the crises
through which I am constantly passing'; his tooth
problems; his Glasgow and Sheffield visits to make
National Service speeches; that he feels 'rather
low' with 'intrigues going on all the time and one
has no fair chance' and expecting 'in the long run I
shall probably get pulled down'; him and Anne
having moved into 5 Egerton Place. 4 March.
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/104: Neville's thoughts about his position saying 'I
can't imagine going on indefinitely like this and
before another year I shall either have sailed into
smoother water or I shall be out of it altogether'; a
meeting with trade unionists; a meeting with
newspaper editors; Neville's 'very unsatisfactory
interview' with the Cabinet followed by 'a more
soothing talk with Milner'; the Russian Revolution;
flowers and birds; discussion of events in the war.
17 March.
/105: The weather; the garden; Dorothy and Frank;
discussion of events in the war; National Service
including about improved relations with other
departments and curtailing of relations with the
press; enthusiastic letter from John St Loe
Strachey; speeches at Manchester and Liverpool;
Anne's treatment and recovery. 24-25 March.
/106-107: Hilda's success in her speech to a
mothers' meeting; the garden; health of children,
Anne and Neville; success of speeches at
Manchester and Liverpool; National Service
including 'perpetual jealousy of the Labour
Exchanges'; meeting of the Joint Committee of the
Ministry of Labour and National Service
Department and about disputes with the Ministry of
Labour; Neville's dislike of a 'mischievous
chatterbox' at the Minister of Labour [who is not
named in the letter, but it refers to LieutenantColonel Sir Charles Rey according to Robert Self in
'The Neville Chamberlain Diary Letters']; a
deputation from the Printing Union; agriculture and
National Service; dinner with Lady Victoria Herbert
and about [M. Carnbon?] at the dinner; dinner with
Austen to meet Indian delegates; an anecdote
regarding F. E. Smith commenting on Alfred Mond.
31 March.
/108: The weather; Neville and Anne's stay at
Rowfant in Crawley, Sussex including description
of house and surrounding area; Dorothy's illness;
Anne's health; negative articles about National
Service in the Times and Daily Mail and
'underground intrigues'; meeting between Arthur
Henderson, Viscount Milner and the National
Service Department Labour Advisory Committee
and Chamberlain's demand for the 'cut[ting] the
new [National Service] scheme free of the Labour
Exchanges'; events in Russia; the Americans
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joining the war. 8 April.
/109: Illness of the children; Anne's health; visit to
Rowfant with Austen; Sir J. Weston and Mrs
George Lloyd coming to stay at Rowfant; National
Service including about 'The Times' suggestion that
the National Service Department was 'trying to
throw the blame for its own shortcomings on to the
Labour Exchanges'; discussion of the war including
the recent 'push' at Arras and Vimy Ridge; the
Pilgrims dinner; success of Hoskins and good
prospects for after the war. 14 April.
/110: Austen being under strain; the Russian
Revolution; the Russian Revolution causing
Republican thoughts in Britain and encouraging
Indian independence; account of Neville and
Anne's stay at Windsor Castle for a Royal party
and his conversations with the King and Queen;
the National Service Department preparing to take
over 'substitution'; stay at Rowfant with family. 22
April.
/110A: The garden and activities with the children
at Rowfant; Anne's recovery from illness; Lloyd
George's speech on being given Freedom of the
City of London; an anecdote regarding one of
Neville and Anne's servants; lunch with Geoffrey
Robinson [later Dawson, editor of the Times] and
about Neville being 'aggrieved at the Times
attitude' [towards Neville and the National Service
Department]; dinner to the Imperial War Cabinet
and about General Smuts' comments expecting the
end of German resistance in East Africa; Neville's
visit to speak (presumably about National Service)
at a meeting in Falkirk; Neville and Anne's
breakfast and use of their rations; 'things are going
excellently on the Western front'. 29 April.
/111: The countryside around Rowfant; family
activities at Rowfant; report on war from Michael
Welch; Uncle Walter; Dendy [managing director of
Elliott's Metal Company] 'that poisonous little
reptile' having taken 'the first opportunity of
blacking my character' at Elliott's Metal Works;
dispute between the National Service Department
and Board of Agriculture. 6 May.
/112: Personal and family activities at Rowfant;
Alfred Greenwood's visit and about the death of his
son; cuckoos; success of National Service
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Department regarding agricultural labour; meeting
with Sir William Byrne regarding Ireland. 13 May.
/113: John [Neville's cousin] being killed in action;
concern about Hilda (John's widow) who had lost
her father, brother and now her husband; lack of
signs of improvement in the war situation including
about 'the very gloomiest accounts of Russia';
Lloyd George's statement that Britain will be self
supporting next year [Neville was sceptical about
this being achieved]; dinner party with the Evelyn
Cecils; Anne opening needlework fair in
Birmingham; dinners with Herbert Studd [second
husband of Anne's mother], Beatrice Chamberlain
and Alfred Greenwood. 20 May.
/114: The garden at Rowfant; the children; Neville
and Anne seeking a nursemaid for the children; air
raid at Stratford; Neville's comments that Cadorna
[Italian army commander-in-chief] 'displayed more
military talent than any commander in the war'
having annoyed Austen; Neville's thoughts on food
supply and agricultural production; 'a fairly
satisfactory week' at the National Service
Department; Neville having squashed attempts at
removing the National Service Department to new
offices; Hiley's resignation as Deputy DirectorGeneral of National Service; dinners with Arthur
[Neville's cousin?] and the Leo Maxses. 27 May.
/115: Ida's forthcoming visit to Rowfant;
entomology, and about Frank developing an
interest in it; Neville's objection to Christopher
Addison [whom Neville considers 'a second rater']
being a Cabinet member and feeling that Austen
should get Addison's post instead; Neville's support
for suggestion that the Food Controllership is put
into commission; press reports of Hiley's
resignation; the National Service Department's
agreement with the Board of Agriculture. 3 June.
/116: Sunny weather and the garden; family
activities at Rowfant; the Greek coup; discussion of
the war including the battle at Messines Ridge; air
raids in London; Neville as Director-General of
National Service going 'on fighting and scrapping
with the other Departments in the hope of gradually
acquiring the powers that ought to have been
handed over to me at first'; dispute between the
National Service Department and Labour
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Exchanges expected imminently. 17 June.
/117: Hilda's back being better; visit to see Mr
Goadby regarding Neville's illness with gout;
postponement of Neville's attack on the Labour
Exchanges; visit to see a play; dinner with Cecily
and Ernest Debenham [Neville's cousin and her
husband]; dinner with Mrs Studd [Anne's mother],
Dorothy Studd and Jim Cole; the children. 23 June.
/118: Lawrence's [son of Austen and Ivy] operation;
Austen as 'a rule rather keep his views and his
work to himself'; possibility of Austen becoming
Secretary of State for India if he resigned for the
purpose; Austen having been offered the post of
Ambassador to France but him having declined
this; Neville intending to resign as Director General
of National Service if his report to the Cabinet is not
accepted as 'with all the Departments against me
and a chief [Lloyd George] who won't help I see no
chance of success'; Stephen Walsh being replaced
by Cecil Beck as Parliamentary Secretary to the
National Service Department without Neville being
consulted and about Neville considering this a
serious insult; Neville's thoughts about his future
after his resignation; report of success of the
Birmingham Municipal Bank; visit to 'Magic Flute'
opera; the children's enjoyment of Beatrice's visit. 1
July.
/119: The SHGB [Surrey, Hampshire and Berkshire
Growers] organization with which Ida is involved;
the Cabinet having postponed consideration of
Neville's National Service report; apology by Lloyd
George [regarding Walsh being replaced by Beck];
Hodge's 'violent attack' on the National Service
Department; the Prime Minister 'beginning to be
decidedly 'interested' in the [National Service]
Department'; thoughts on whether the NSD is to be
abolished; the NSD Labour Advisory Committee
and about their comment that 'no Gov[ernmen]t
Dep[artmen]t has succeeded in securing and
maintaining the goodwill of organised Labour as
the N[ational S[ervice] D[epartment] has done' and
that the Committee intends to resign if Neville
goes; lunch with Austen at which they discussed
the National Service Department and Austen's
situation; a 'poisonous' article about Austen by E.
B. Osborn; dinner with Peel and Lord Ancaster;
dinner with Mrs George Lloyd, the Leo Maxses and
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General Furse; visit to 'Il Trovatore' opera; air
attacks observed by Neville; visit of Ian Hamilton,
Mary and Canon Carnegie. 9 July.
/120: A 'pretty rotten time' for Neville; Hodge's
document 'violently attacking' the National Service
Department; meeting at the War Office with Lord
Derby, Hodge 'and their respective myrmidons'
regarding the Labour Exchanges carrying out
recruiting for the National Service Department and
about recruitment for the WAAC [Women's Army
Auxiliary Corps] and the Women's Section of the
National Service Department; memorandum signed
by Lord Derby on National Service; Neville having
sent an ultimatum to Lloyd George saying the
situation was intolerable and unless the Cabinet
considered and accepted his views on National
Service on the next day that he would resign but
that this ultimatum was withdrawn after Lloyd
George urged Neville to consider Geddes' report
on National Service; Neville considering Fawcett's
proposal to 'abandon the whole machinery of
Nat[ional] Service leaving the filling of places to the
Lab[our] Exchanges but retaining the functions...of
deciding on claims by Dep[artments] for exemption
of their staff from military service'; a letter to be
published by the National Service Department
Labour Advisory Committee expected to be
'something in the nature of a bombshell'; holiday of
children; story about Austen having given
sixpences to children with Neville jokingly
suggesting he writes a newspaper story about this
story about 'the fallen minister'. 22 July.
/121: Neville being 'very glad to be out at last' after
his resignation as Director General of National
Service; feels that it was hopeless working under
Lloyd George and that Lloyd George 'sooner or
later...will come to grief'; expectation that his
successor as Director General 'will not have a bed
of roses'; says that 'the job has been practically
offered to [Edward] Shortt' but that [Auckland]
Geddes has 'always wanted the position and...has
it more than ever in his power to make it impossible
for anyone else' and Neville feels that Geddes will
get the job; Neville 'not making any plans at
present' with it being difficult to return to
Birmingham City Council; him considering going
back to work more exclusively in business but that
he will accept no position before October; Neville's
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immediate plans; Alfred Cole staying for the
weekend at Rowfant; the children. 12 August.
/122: Shortt having been made a judge to keep him
quiet about the position of Director General of
National Service; Neville having given a dinner at
the Savoy Hotel to his former staff at the National
Service Department and about the present and
speeches given in support of Neville; presentation
given by junior staff at the National Service
Department to Neville; talks with Austen and
Beatrice about Neville's future; Neville feeling that
he could not again accept Government office
'without having first served my apprenticeship in
the House [of Commons]' though says he has not
yet come to a decision on whether he is to stand
for Parliament. 19 August.
/123: Weekend at Dalingridge with [Dannrenthe?],
Frederick Wallop; Frank; letter from Norman; the
war including about Germany 'getting pretty badly
pounded'; Neville having made up his mind to go
into the House of Commons; Neville wondering
about financial situation of going into Parliament
and says he does not wish to give up Westbourne
agreeing with a Times article 'that members don't
see half enough of their constituencies'. 27 August.
/124-125: Injury to Neville's leg; Jim having
received a medal; typhoid outbreaks; Herbert
Studd's [second husband of Anne's mother] visit
and about his pessimism about the war; Neville
going to play 'Mrs Pomeroy's Reputation' in
London; the children being photographed; Neville
and Anne having packed up their things and
practically evacuated their London house and
about difficulty of knowing what to do as he will
require a London residence if elected to Parliament
but that it may take time; thoughts about where in
London they may live if Neville goes into
Parliament; Neville having got 'no further with [C.
A.] Vince' [Secretary of Birmingham Liberal
Unionist Association, who Neville asked to
investigate the possibilities of finding a
Parliamentary seat for Neville]. 2 September.
/126: Hilda and Ida's problems with caterpillars and
[potato] spraying; Neville and Anne leaving
Rowfant 'for good'; doctor being consulted about
problems with Frank's legs; problems with Warren
[the children's nurse]; Hilda Mary Richard's visit
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and about her; Austen's 'explosive letter about the
[Richards] Trust' to Lionel Richards and about his
resignation from the trust leading to them now
having 'a very good chance of remaining friends';
books being read 'Pages from a family journal' by
Desborough and 'The Town Labourer 1760-1832'
by the Hammonds; Neville having read the National
Party manifesto 'with approval until I came to the
names' and says he expects they will ask him to
join but will decline 'any any rate until I have learnt
my way about the House'; Neville's financial status
and about very bad accounts from Hoskins and
Company; Vince saying that Dennis will be the
principal obstacle to Neville standing for
Parliament. 9 September.
/127: Neville's stay at Cessnock Castle at Galston
in Scotland with J. Harling Turner including about
the house, shooting and fishing trips; Frank's
having seen doctor about his feet; talk with [John]
Dennis about Neville looking for a Parliamentary
seat; Neville continuing to be an alderman of
Birmingham City Council; Neville proposing to
accept invitation to rejoin the board of Elliott's Metal
Company; 'revolutionary' talk which Neville feels is
'mostly connected with ideas about profiteering';
Ida and Hilda's problems over the sugar, the store
and the co-operative. 17 September.
/128: Neville's holiday in Scotland at Gatehouse of
Fleet including about shooting trips, visit to [Robert]
Burns' cottage and 'Alloway's auld haunted kirk',
stay with Mr and Mrs McAdam, lunch with Mrs
Murray Baillie and visit to Cally Park; J. Harling
Turner having consulted Neville as to whether he
should accept post of Director of Recruiting for
Scotland for the National Service Department;
Neville having decided that Warren [the children's
nurse] must go; difficulty in getting a seat for
Neville to stand in for Parliament in Birmingham;
Hilda's dinners scheme; Anne being ill. 23-24
September.
/129: Letter from Anne to Ida regarding Ida's visit to
the children; Anne and Neville's holiday in
Scotland; Anne hoping that Neville finds 'a good
working man's constituency, and soon' in
Birmingham. 30 September.
/130: Neville and Anne having returned home from
holiday; caterpillars; the children; decision not to
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take the children to London [when Neville gets a
Commons seat] due to threat of air raids; the
holiday including about Gatehouse of Fleet, fishing
trips and the hotel; Neville's work for the following
week and various jobs 'mostly connected with thing
that I started as L[or]d Mayor but which have gone
astray since'. 30 September.
/131: Discussion of the war including about recent
Allied attacks against Germany in France; Neville's
approval of a proposal of Birmingham City
Council's Public Works Committee that new
buildings on arterial roads must be set back further
to allow for future road widening; the children; the
difficulties of Neville's current position; a negative
article in the Times suggesting Neville had wasted
money at the National Service Department and
Neville's distress at 'the lies, the injustice and the
distorted legend' in the press about the National
Service Department; the Committee of the House
on Expenditure of Departments attacking the
National Service Department; Neville's thoughts
about possible Parliamentary seats he could stand
for in Birmingham; about [J. W.] Kneeshaw and the
expectation 'he would be all the time working
against me' if Neville stood for election in
Ladywood and Rotton Park; Neville 'only gradually
filling up with engagements'; Hoskins sales being
down; book being read 'The Town Labourer 17601832'; Austen having asked Neville 'to suggest
principles for a basis on which to rally Unionists to
reconstruction'; dinners with family members. 7
October.
/132: Family illnesses; the children; discussion of
the war [following the Battle of Passchendaele];
Dennis considering Neville's proposal that Dennis
should stand for a different Parliamentary seat;
Neville going to meet Austen, Steel-Maitland and
Amery regarding 'our future understanding with
labour here'; visit of Collins who had told him about
the 'new regime' at the National Service
Department and the Banbury Committee which
was enquiring into the National Service
Department's expenditure; Neville gradually filling
up his time with business and public work; Anne
declining all engagements at Neville's request; visit
to see Millie who recently had an operation; dinner
with Hilda John; visit to Berrow Court to see Arthur
[Neville's uncle Arthur Kenrick]; the Birmingham
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Municipal Savings Bank manager not getting as
much help from the new Lord Mayor of Birmingham
as he did when Neville was there. 14 October.
/133: Visit to countryside; stay at West Woodhay
House with Lillian Cole [aunt], Alfred Cole [step
uncle], Enid and Norman Chamberlain [cousins];
Lillian Cole and Enid Chamberlain's work at the
wartime hospital which Lillian had established at
the house; Alfred Cole's illness; Norman having
been shelled by Britain's own guns; Neville's efforts
to secure a Parliamentary candidature and about
Dennis, problem with Collings and need to talk with
H. C. Field; Neville sometimes feeling 'down' about
a career in Parliament having 'to fight very hard
against a growing depression and disinclination to
put my head again in the noose' and that 'every
now and then a feeling of almost irresistible nausea
and repulsion comes over me at the thought of all
the drudgery the humiliations the meanness and
pettinesses of that life and of the hopeless
impossibility of getting things done' 'and then I
grind my teeth and think if it hadn't been for my d-d
well meaning brother I might have been Lord
Mayor of Birmingham practically in control of the
town' but he doesn't feel it possible to change his
mind about entering Parliament; Neville's thoughts
on his business work and that he will not be able to
do that work while Parliament is sitting; the
conference with Steel Maitland and Amery having
'made a beginning' and at which they came back to
Neville's idea that Middlemore should 'be got rid of';
dinner at Baskerville with Uncle Walter, about
agreement to purchase land for Elliott's Metal
Company for recreation and housing purposes and
about the surgery and canteen at Elliott's. 21
October.
/134: Recent stay at West Woodhay House
including about shooting trip; Alfred's health; talk
with Norman about his army service including
about him not getting along well with his Colonel;
meeting with H. Field (regarding Collings and
Neville trying to get a Parliamentary candidature);
the Banbury Committee's report on National
Service; Neville having heard from Austen of views
expressed by Bonar Law and the Prime Minister
[Lloyd George] and Neville's agreement with Ida
and Hilda about Bonar Law and Lloyd George's
motives [to keep Austen loyal] and that is
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undesirable for Austen to enter the Government
unless made a member of the War Cabinet; Neville
doing much business work though is now doing
nothing in Birmingham City Council; negotiations
for amalgamation between Hoskins and Son, and
Hoskins and Sewell [two different companies,
despite the similarity of names]; Neville going to
speak at the Mansion House [City of London] at a
conference on the proposed Ministry of Health
though is not 'entirely in sympathy with the new
Ministry' feeling the Local Government Board would
be the right body to deal with the subject. 28
October.
/135-136: Neville having got no further [with getting
Jesse Collings to not stand at the next General
Election] as Harry Field had not spoken to Collings
due to Collings' ill health; Neville feeling displeased
at reports of the 'expensive failure' of National
Service and feels this out of perspective when
compared with wasted expenditure by the Ministry
of Munitions on a cartridge metal factory in
Southampton; Neville's speech for the Conference
of Sanitary Authorities regarding the proposed
Ministry of Health arguing that the Local
Government Board should have responsibility
instead as Neville 'greatly distrust[s] new ministries
which mean as I know an awful waste of public
money and a flood of departmental jealousies';
lunch with the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress [of
London] at the Mansion House; visit to the Daimler
Works in Coventry; meeting at BSA regarding an
expected strike (which would break Neville's record
of having no strikes at any works of which he had
been a director) although it seemed later that it was
due to a misunderstanding and would probably
'blow over'; meeting to 'induce music sellers in
Birmingham to support the Beecham Orchestra by
selling tickets and exhibiting bills'; meeting 'to
frighten the farmers into producing more food'
promoted by Claude [Napier-Clavering; husband of
Neville's cousin Millicent]; Neville hoping to go to
see the front in France with Austen; the children. 3
November.
/137: Neville having been unable to go to France
with Austen; a 'd-d black week' in the war in
particular due to the 'Italian smash' [their defeat at
the Battle of Caporetto]; the coup d'état in Russia;
Beatrice's visit to stay with Neville and Anne and
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about the 'wild suspicions and resentments of Mrs
Field' about Neville and her father Jesse Collings;
visit to see re-election of Lord Mayor of
Birmingham; Neville's work for the Civic Recreation
League; amalgamation proposal for Elliott's Metal
Company and about Arch's chairmanship of the
company; dinner at the Grove with Uncle William
and Aunt Mary [Kenrick]; Addison to ask Neville to
chair a committee on the future of canals which
Neville feels he shall probably accept; Neville not
having a good opinion of Sir A. Yapp and about
rationing and Neville not wishing to reduce the
number of his servants until obliged. 10 November.
/138: Lloyd George's speech including about
proposal to set up a military council which Neville is
concerned about; Neville feeling that Lord
Northcliffe had 'gone too far'; Sir Auckland Geddes
treatment by the press; Neville not having heard
any more about Jesse Collings; work for the Civic
Recreation League; Neville not having heard more
about the committee on canals from Addison; the
new ration allowances; Neville meeting Dendy
[managing director of Elliott's Metal Company] and
about the proposed amalgamation of Elliott's with
another company; talk with Hayes Fisher who was
against a Ministry of Health and about his
complaint 'that he could never get the Cabinet to
take a decision or to say what their intentions
were'; the British Workers League (BWL)
programme and about it being difficult to see how it
is different from 'the more progressive section' of
the Unionist Party; Neville and Austen going to
speak at the annual meeting of the Birmingham
Liberal Unionist Association at which he would like
Austen to 'make some careful allusion to the B. W.
L. expressing sympathy with their ideas' and about
Neville planning to speak on National Service; the
garden. 17 November.
/139: Discussion of the war including 'the great
victory' [the Cambrai offensive]; Ida having
accepted Secretaryship of the Food Economy
Committee and about the grower's co-operative in
Ida and Hilda's local area; visit of [Pinson?] Webber
regarding Anne's hens; talk with Austen; Lord
Rothermere being made Secretary for Air [which
Neville feels is scandalous, following Rothermere's
brother's 'letter lecturing us on our shortcomings
and bragging about the Americans'] rather than
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Austen; Haig having promised to invite Neville to
visit the front; Austen having said that 'the [InterAllied Supreme War] Council will do good but
everyone else I have spoken to says that the thing
won't work'; lack of anything happening regarding
Bordesley and about Neville's concern that Field 'is
not doing all he might' [on getting Jesse Collings to
stand down]; meeting with Uncle Walter about
Elliott's Metal Company and about the Elliott's
board meeting at which Neville's proposals for
purchase of another business, purchase of land for
recreation ground and scheme for soldiers and
dependents were passed; negotiations for
amalgamations of Hoskins and Son with Hoskins
and Sewell; scheme for purchase of recreation
ground at BSA; Neville attending a football match
between BSA and Austin workers which was
appreciated by the BSA workers; visit to play
'Rouget de L'Isle' and about Martin Harvey's
performance; Anne's consultation with a doctor and
about her going to receive electrical treatment;
Neville reading book by Dilke in which Joseph
Chamberlain is referred to. 24 November.
/140: Hilda and Ida being unable to spend
Christmas with Neville and Anne; dinner with Aunt
Alice; Jim's visit [who was serving in the army] and
about his pessimism that the army's 'methods were
antiquated and inefficient and that the Press gave
quite a misleading account of our operations which
were much less successful and more costly than
we were led to suppose'; Lansdowne's letter
[calling for a negotiated peace] and about 'that
blackguard' Henderson's agreement with
Lansdowne; Neville feeling that Bonar Law's
speech at the Unionist Conference 'was ineffective
and very hard to hear' and that the rest of the
conference was 'mere futility'; strike in Coventry
affecting the Daimler works [owned by BSA]; dinner
with the Hileys and Pinsents; Neville having heard
from [Ernest] Hiley, Arthur Collins and another man
that 'things are not moving with A. Geddes' [in the
National Service Department] who 'has struck out
with nothing new...and...the department is at a
standstill'; meeting with Sheldon [chairman of
Hoskins and Sewell] regarding proposed
amalgamation of Hoskins and Son with Hoskins
and Sewell; Neville to preside at meeting
addressed by the principal of Ruskin College on
capital and labour; Neville having heard nothing
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from Addison leaving Neville to think he has given
up the canal committee idea; problems with
Collings and Dennis regarding Neville getting a
seat to stand for election to Parliament. 1
December.
/141: Norman having been reported as missing in
action and about Neville refusing 'altogether to take
a gloomy view at this stage' feeling there is a good
chance he had been taken as prisoner by the
Germans; concern for Lillian Cole [Norman's
mother]; Neville's attempts to get a seat to stand for
Parliament, Collings having got worse and that
Neville had given up hope of Colling's resignation,
and that he had not heard anything from Dennis;
meeting with Sheldon regarding amalgamation of
Hoskins and Son with Hoskins and Sewell;
Neville's schemes at Elliott's Metal Company and
worries about what would happen to the schemes if
he was not there; him taking a more active role in
BSA; acceptance of Neville's scheme for the
formation of a labour committee at BSA; Neville's
support for the Federation of British Industries
programme to provide joint committees of
employers and employees, a scheme of
unemployment benefit and pension scheme; visit to
Birmingham City Council meeting on a town
planning scheme for South Birmingham giving
more space for playing fields; snow; book by Dilke.
8 December.
/142: Neville feeling worried about Norman's last
letter to Hilda in which he seemed distressed;
report from Norman's Company Commander about
his actions on the day he went missing; Ida's illness
with influenza; advises Hilda not to 'overdo it' and
says she is right not to start a Women's Institute;
Hilda and Ida's peas; Asquith's 'quite satisfactory'
speech at the Midland Institute [in Birmingham];
anecdote about visit of an Australian at Castle
Bromwich Aerodrome who outstayed his welcome;
[Francis] Pepper expecting that he can get Parkes
to retire as MP so that Neville can stand for the
seat; Dennis saying that he 'should like to fix this
up for you' [Dennis resigning as MP so that Neville
can stand for the seat] but that Neville does not
want to be under obligation to Dennis [who Neville
feels wants an agricultural constituency in
exchange for resigning from the Bordesley seat].
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15 December.
/143-145: Meeting [of Birmingham Liberal Unionist
Association] at the Town Hall, Birmingham at which
Neville and Austen spoke; Neville being 'glad to
have got that off my chest' [his defence of his work
as Director General of National Service at the
Town Hall meeting] but feels 'no defence...can
remove the stigma of failure and sometimes I
cannot help reflecting bitterly on where I might
have stood today if I had been left alone' although
he is 'committed now to entering the House [of
Commons]...but I cannot regard it as carrying the
promise of a career and I shouldn't be surprised if
after a year or two I were to retire altogether from
public life'; Neville watching 'with a certain cynical
amusement the writhings of the Times over man
power'; Unionist meeting in Birmingham to discuss
the party's women's organizations with Neville and
Austen being in favour of combining the women's
and men's organizations of the party; Dennis
wanting an agricultural constituency in exchange
for resigning from being MP of Bordesley; Neville
having been made chairman of new Labour
Committee of BSA and about the Committee's first
meeting; Norman having been troubled at being
degraded in rank; the new rationing scheme
making it difficult to entertain unless guests bring
their own butter with them; Christmas; Anne's
massage treatment causing 'her acute agony'. A
press cutting is also included. 22-23 December.
/146: Hilda and Ida's illness; Beatrice coming to a
conference between the men's and women's
Liberal Unionist Associations and about her
disagreement that the organizations should
combine; Uncle George's legacies to Hilda and
Neville; Neville having declined a knighthood
offered by Lloyd George and about Lloyd George's
letter and Neville's reply; Neville and his family's
Christmas activities including a 'very quiet
Christmas Day', shooting trip on Boxing Day and
Christmas party for children; visit to see Kate at
Bournville and about Christmas dinners sent to her,
Parrott and Blackwell; visit to Civic Recreation
League club. 29 December.
Arrangement: /124-125, /135-136 and /144-145
are single items, despite having two numbers.
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48 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /110A was formerly numbered
/110 (two separate letters were numbered /110 the 22 April letter and 29 April letter).
NC18/1/147-195a

1918 letters

1918

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1918.
Major topics in the 1918 letters include: Neville's
efforts to become a Parliamentary candidate, his
election campaigning, and success in the General
Election in December; his work in Birmingham as
Deputy Mayor; his business activities; his rejection
of a knighthood; confirmation of Norman
Chamberlain's [cousin] death; events in the war;
the end of the war; and the death of Neville's halfsister Beatrice.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/147: Ida and Hilda recovering from illness; no reply
from Lloyd George to Neville's letter rejecting
knighthood offer; lack of information about
Ebenezer Parkes [Birmingham Central MP] and
about Neville seeking to become a candidate for
the General Election; Neville's 'comparatively idle
life' at the moment and about his current activities;
the Cabinet appearing 'to be pursuing just its old
methods in dealing with man power'; women's
organizations of the Unionist Party; visit to Civic
Recreation League club; fundraising at BSA
[Birmingham Small Arms Company] and Elliotts
during the Birmingham Tank Bank Week;
amalgamation being held up by a Treasury
committee; dinner with Wilfrid Martineau, Mrs
Martineau and Ernest (Debenham?) and about
Wilfrid Martineau not being hopeful at Norman
Chamberlain being alive; Frank. 5 January.
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/148: Hilda's dinners scheme and about communal
feeding; Hilda's forthcoming visit to see Neville and
Anne; Beatrice's visit to see Neville and Anne;
dinner with Uncle George and it seeming 'he is
completely out of sympathy with the war' and about
his personality; visit of Donald and Bertha [Hope?];
the Honours List, Neville feeling glad he 'did not
feature among that rabble' and about former staff at
the National Service Department receiving
honours; Birmingham City Council meetings
attended by Neville including General Purpose
Committee [of which Neville had now become
Chairman] meeting at which Neville's proposal for
the creation of an independent committee to
discuss increases in salary for Council officials was
accepted; efforts to seek a vacancy for Neville to
become an election candidate for the House of
Commons; Neville seeking another amalgamation
for Elliotts Metal Works; lack of progress with
biography of Joseph Chamberlain; hopes
diminishing of Norman Chamberlain being alive. 12
January.
/149: Biography of Joseph Chamberlain; possibility
of Ebenezer Parkes retiring at the next General
Election so that Neville could stand instead;
Auckland Geddes tribute to Neville; Neville
wondering whether he needs to take action on
communal kitchens in Birmingham; heavy snow
storm in Birmingham; amalgamation of Elliotts;
Neville having got a piece of land he wanted for a
recreation ground in Selly Oak and about
negotiations for a ground at BSA; Jim being
wounded and the reports of his gallantry; Neville
having arranged with Parkes his succession as
Unionist candidate for Birmingham Central at the
next General Election. 19 January.
/150: Ida's visit to see Neville and Anne; Neville
succeeding 'in stirring up Austen' about a
biography of Joseph Chamberlain, and about
possible authors; Neville waiting until completion of
Unionist Party reorganization until he can be
officially announced as candidate for Birmingham
Central; public luncheon to Lord Leverhulme [of
Lever Brothers)]and about his idea of a six hour
day; public luncheon to Sir Edward Morris [former
Premier of Newfoundland]; Neville's work for the
Street Childrens Union which Norman Chamberlain
was interested in; negotiations for land for a
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recreation ground and facilities for workers at BSA;
unlikelihood of Norman being alive; Neville being
cross at 'all these shirkers...skulking in munition
works' and at the ASE trade union; Lord
Northcliffe's attack on Field-Marshals Haig and
Robertson seeming 'to have failed for the present
anyway'; Charles Repington's article in the Morning
Post being either ignored or dismissed; the garden;
photographs of the children. 27 January.
/151: Ida's visit to see Neville and Anne; the
children; Neville and Anne's visit to a Civic
Recreation League club in Selly Oak, Birmingham
and about appeals for funds; visit to a boys class in
a gymnasium at BSA; scheme for soldiers and their
dependents at Elliotts Metal Works in Selly Oak;
idea of building houses and facilities for Elliotts
workers; amalgamation of Elliotts; the garden;
announcement in the Birmingham Mail of Neville
succeeding Ebenezer Parkes as Unionist
candidate for the next General Election. 2
February.
/152: Austen's 'heat' about a trial of proportional
representation in 100 constituencies; Ida becoming
a district councillor; Anne's ideas of keeping rabbits
and cows being rejected; meat rationing; flowers;
visit from Edmund Fawcett [Secretary to Ministry of
National Service] and about it having grown in size
but it being 'simply a recruiting department out of
khaki'; Neville's current work; the children; Norman
Chamberlain's body having been found. 9
February.
/153: Anne planning to plough up land at
Westbourne to grow potatoes; expectation that
Charles Repington will be prosecuted by the
Government following his Morning Post article
attacking the General Reserve scheme; Neville's
belief in growing mistrust of Lloyd George [Prime
Minister]; talk with George Cadbury junior who was
sympathetic about National Service and
condemned 'Ll[oyd] Georgian methods';
forthcoming meeting with Christopher Addison
[Minister of Reconstruction] about canals and about
Neville being not keen to leave his 'useful work' in
Birmingham 'to preside over a Committee whose
recommendations will probably be shelved';
Neville's rejection of invitation to join the Board of
the Great Western Railway; agreement made with
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another company for amalgamation with Elliotts;
proposed merger of Hoskins and Co. with Hoskins
and Sewell [a bedstead maker] seeming unlikely;
talk with John Boraston [Joint Principal Agent of the
Unionist Party] and Colonel Robert Sanders
[Deputy Conservative Party Chairman] about the
British Workers League; Neville feeling Norman
Chamberlain's death 'terribly'. 16 February.
/154-155: Future plans; formal notice of Norman's
death; Austen's letters and about people including
George Hookham thinking of Austen as a possible
successor to Lloyd George as Prime Minister;
Dudley Docker's dissatisfaction with Lloyd George
and about Docker's idea for a new 'industrial'
political party; Neville's cold; Herbert Hoover's
[American politician, who later became President]
statement in the Times; John Morley's book;
Anne's suspected miscarriage. 23 February.
/156: 'They can't ask [Austen]...to join the
Gov[ernmen]t now but I very much doubt Ll[oyd]
G[eorge]'s giving way unless he is forced' after
Austen's attack on newspaper proprietors being in
the Government; Neville's visit to Woodhay to see
Lillian Cole [Norman Chamberlain's mother] and
Enid after Norman's death; possibility of operation
after Anne's suspected miscarriage. 28 February.
/157: Financial matters; Anne's health following
suspected miscarriage and decision of doctors not
to operate; workers at Hoskins being provided with
bacon and lard; canals including about meeting
with Sir Maurice Bonham Carter; Sir George
Prothero being considered as author for biography
of Joseph Chamberlain; problems caused by the
Treasury reducing deposits on Birmingham
Municipal Savings Bank deposits; the weather; visit
of Anne's doctor. 2 March.
/158: Anne's health; hope to take Anne away for
holiday in Brighton. 3 March.
/159: Neville's illness with gout, sciatica and an
infection; Anne feeling well again; illness of
children; the garden and birds; planned allotments
near Neville's house; Anne's plans for keeping pigs
and cows; thanks to Hilda for daffodils; letters from
Austen who is very pleased at having got a house
and says that rumours are rife about supposed
retirement of Bonar Law as Chancellor of the
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Exchequer and the filling of the vacancy in the
Cabinet; it seeming that 'Squiff [Herbert Asquith] &
Co have formed a definite plan to try and wear
down the Gov[ernmen]t so as to displace them at
the next Gen[eral] Elect[ion] while Ll[oyd] G[eorge]
is preparing a programme designed to capture the
Unionists and rally them to his side'; bad news of
the war; Austen's visit to Paris possibly having
been stopped; biography of Joseph Chamberlain.
23 March.
/160: Discussion of the war including about the
Allies having 'a new lease of determination' and the
American army not being expected to help much in
the war until Autumn; Lloyd George's 'timely and
well-devised' message to the nation; possibility of
raising the military age to 50; killing of civilians in a
church by German forces; the war in Mesopotamia
and Palestine; Ida's investments; Neville refusing
chair of committee regarding enlisting private
enterprise in house building, and Neville's ideas
about house building and town planning; Neville's
forthcoming holiday in Llanfairfechan and plan to
search area on the North Wales coast for a holiday
house; Neville's health having improved except for
his sciatica. 31 March.
/161: Anne having 'done splendidly' since her
operation and regarding her being looked after by
two nurses; Warren's [nurse to Neville and Anne's
children] illness; new manpower schemes [for
extension of age limit for military service to 51 and
extending conscription to Ireland] being '90%
camouflage and 10% too late' and about the work
that Neville could do when he is called up. 7 April.
/162: Hilda and Ida's visit to see Neville; account of
Neville and his family's holiday in Llanfairfechan;
Warren having listened in to private conversation
and about her leaving the job at the end of May;
difficulty in finding a new nurse for the children;
Roger Keyes' knighthood and about his raid on
Zeebrugge. 26 April.
/163: Bangor Cathedral; account of Neville, Anne
and the children's holiday in North Wales including
walks, fishing; Neville and Anne having asked a
rector in North Wales 'if he could recommend a
villager who would put up some of Annie's widows
[war widows in Birmingham, who Anne visited and
helped] this summer'; Anne and Neville thinking of
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buying a couple of cottages in North Wales as a
holiday house for mothers and children; raid on
Zeebrugge and Neville's concern that objective was
not achieved; Germany doing poorly in the war;
Winston Churchill 'boasting about the increase of
munitions output in spite of the release of men'
being what Neville had said would happen and
about Neville's suggestions having not been
adopted when he was Director General of National
Service; health of children and Neville. 30 April.
/164: Account of holiday in North Wales including
walks; Neville and Anne looking for a holiday house
for use from 29 July to 9 September; birds;
discussion of the war; comparison of the conditions
of the Napoleonic War with those of the present;
Lord Selbourne's letter [to the Times regarding
federalism in Britain] and about Austen having
written 'as though I needed convincing about
Federalism'. 5 May.
/165: Pruning of plant; Neville's return home 'and
already half Birmingham seems to have found out
and wants to see me about something!'; Lloyd
George being 'in the soup again!' [after a letter was
publishing claiming the Government had kept the
army short of troops on the Western Front]; Joseph
Chamberlain having contemplated 'that the
relations between Ireland and G[rea]t Britain should
be those of a Province...i.e. federal' though 'there is
no evidence he actually thought of setting up
similar Federal legislatures for England, Scotland
and Wales'. 8 May.
/166: The weather and the garden; rally of farm
workers which involved Hilda; account of visit to
Aber; Neville's health; Neville being 'not satisfied or
content with life and shall not be unless and until I
get some regular task as my main occupation' and
feels that 'politics disgust and sicken me, municipal
work offers little attraction, business does interest
me but does not absorb me'; Bob Cecil becoming
new Chancellor of the University of Birmingham;
resignation of Vice-Principal of the University;
Oliver Lodge considering retiring as Principal and
about Lodge having lost interest in the University;
plan to change title [to Vice-Chancellor] and role of
the Principal of the University; visit of Lilian and
Enid; Neville having sent in a 'devastating criticism
of Addison's draft report on canals'; problems at
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BSA [Birmingham Small Arms Company] with
'unreasonable conditions of contract' with the
Ministry of Munitions and weakness of the Board;
visit to the Parrotts and about poor health of Mr
Parrott. 11 May.
/167: Birthday greetings for Hilda; the garden;
Austen's speech regarding federalism. 15 May.
/168: Birthday greetings for Ida; discussion of the
war; Ida and Hilda taking the rooms at
Llanfairfechan; dinner with Arthur and Helen
[Chamberlain] [Neville's cousin and wife of his
cousin]; Neville's meeting with Stanley Baldwin
[Joint Financial Secretary to the Treasury]
regarding the reduction of interest to the municipal
savings bank; visit to RSW [Royal Society of
Painters in Water Colours?]; Anne's pigs; Neville
starting electrical treatment for sciatica; 'effort to
dislodge Dendy from his Managing Directorship' [at
Elliott's Metal Works] and about Neville and
Dendy's dislike of each other; the Ministry of
Munitions trying to 'bully' BSA (Birmingham Small
Arms Company) into an agreement regarding
profits; holiday house at Llanfa [Llanfairfechan]; the
garden; visit to Aunt Alice; Neville's dissatisfaction
with nurse [Warren]. 18 May.
/169: The rally which Hilda was involved with; Aunt
Alice and Mrs Mac; illness of Ned; the garden; plan
to get a cow and Anne deciding to breed rabbits;
Neville and Anne interviewing candidates to be
new nurse for the children; Austen and Neville's
illness with sciatica; problems caused by the Inland
Revenue having decided that excess profits cannot
be used for purchase of land or buildings; Bob
Cecil's election as Chancellor of the University of
Birmingham and about Neville's speech on the
occasion; discussion of the war including about
delay to offensive and Austria; Neville studying the
European history of 100 years ago and finding it
encouraging when compared with the current
situation in the war. 26 May.
/170: Jim and Aileen [Anne's brother and his wife]
having been unable to visit and about Jim being
offered a new job at Versailles; discussion of the
war including about German success in France;
success of rally involving Ida and Hilda; housing
and about Neville's plans for building of houses;
scheme at Elliott's Metal Works for disabled men
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and dependents of those killed in the war; illness of
John Middlemore [MP for Birmingham North] and
about Neville feeling he would be asked to stand in
Middlemore's place if Middlemore died; Hallas and
Miss Bartleet having been accepted as candidates
for Parliamentary [Hallas] and Council [Bartleet]
elections but about problems of them being
'extremely uncongenial to many electors'; Neville,
George Kenrick, Granville Bantock and Ernest
Newman forming a committee to set up a
permanent orchestra, school of music, opera house
and concert hall in Birmingham; the Civic
Recreation League and about Neville's wish that
every club and big works should have its own
orchestra and glee society; Anne opening an
extension to an infant welfare centre; Warren [the
children's nurse] having left and regarding
appointment of temporary nurse; Neville reading
book 'The Loom of Youth'. 2 June.
/171: Jim and Aileen possibly coming to visit; the
garden; Miss Ashmole [the temporary nurse for the
children]; the children; Hilda Mary Richards; Anne's
cow; Neville having given up his electrical
treatment for sciatica and about use of massage to
treat Neville's condition [which the masseuse Miss
Carlssen said was not sciatica] instead;
imprisonment of Harrison Barrow [a councillor in
Birmingham] and resignation of his public positions
as a result; Neville having been asked to rejoin the
Town Planning Committee and chair the Citizens
Committee of Birmingham City Council after
Barrow's resignation; Neville having appointed a
supervisor for 'the girls in the [Birmingham] Council
House' and about the inadequacy of provision for
the female workers at Birmingham Corporation;
knighthood for the Lord Mayor of Birmingham;
honour given to Helen [Arthur Chamberlain's wife];
organizing of new works at Elliott's Metal Works
and regarding Dendy being retired from the
management; scheme for paid holidays dependent
on the service length for workers at Hoskins; a
party at Neville and Anne's house; visit of Jim and
Aileen; visit of Beatrice. 8 June.
/172: The garden; massage treatment and illness
with sciatica; Jim and Aileen's visit; discussion of
the war; Neville giving a tea to Street Children's
Union workers with Canon Carnegie; visit to see
Blackwell who was very ill; nurse for children;
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Neville having accepted chairmanship of Citizens
Committee in Birmingham; Neville being glad at the
recovery of John Middlemore [MP for Birmingham
North] as 'I don't want to go into Parl[iamen]t a bit'
(Neville thought he would be asked to stand as
candidate if Middlemore died. see /170); Neville
and Anne having presided at function at a hostel
for Serbian boys; Neville's speech at the formation
of a Civic Society; Neville having gone to a medal
distribution in connection with boys welfare;
requests for Neville to speak about the Civic
Recreation League; Neville and Anne's pigs;
Neville being crippled by sciatica; the children. 15
June.
/173: Neville's public engagements - an
'extraordinary' number 'for a man who holds no
official position'; success of Street Children's Union
party; plants; birds; Hilda and Ida's kitchen garden;
shortage of sugar preventing Anne from making
jam; American forces arriving and about lack of
training and equipment for the Americans while the
'Gov[ernmen]t goes on dragging out men who can
be of no military value but who are of some
business or commercial value'; the Government's
declaration about Ireland (on conscription being
halted until law and order was restored); discussion
of the war including about Austria; Neville's visit to
Coventry [to the Birmingham Small Arms Company
works?] and about the aeroplanes produced there;
proposed new chairs of agriculture and fuel
research at the University of Birmingham; Neville's
idea for providing free teaching at the University of
Birmingham for students nominated by trade
unions (see also NC5/8/1/1-9 regarding this
scheme); Neville rejoining the Town Planning
Committee of Birmingham City Council; Neville's
illness with sciatica; Anne having appointed a
nurse for the children. 23 June.
/174: Discussion of the war including about arrival
of American troops; Auckland Geddes; Sir E.
Carson's speech on Ireland; Neville's opinion that
the 'Irish have dished their chances of Home Rule
by their disloyalty and have damned
themselves...by their refusal to take their share of
the burden of war'; Neville presiding over Unionist
committee meetings; problems over the proposed
alliance between the Unionists and British Workers
League which Neville is sceptical about and feels
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'the B.W.L's tactics are so confoundly aggressive
that they will alienate everyone'; the Birmingham
Town Planning Committee meeting and about the
Committee being asked to give evidence to a
Government committee on the possibility of
assisting private enterprise to build houses;
Neville's criticism of the other Town Planning
Committee members; Neville having been sounded
as to whether he would consider being renominated to be Lord Mayor of Birmingham again
but had rejected this; Anne's war widows work and
depot work and her idea of giving a certificate to
mothers attending infant centres; the idea of
sending war widows for a holiday at the seaside
having 'turned out a ludicrous fiasco' with the
women having 'squabbled among themselves',
having 'had no idea of how to amuse themselves'
and caused problems for the landlady; Neville's
illness with sciatica; Dorothy's birthday party; Anne
and Neville's cow and rabbits; the garden; Tommy
Keen having died. 29 June.
/175: Neville's visit to stay with Austen and Ivy at
Thornhill [house in East Grinstead which Austen
and Ivy intended to lease] and giving his
impressions of the house; the Birmingham Citizens
Committee [of which Chamberlain had been
appointed a member] offering to buy Highbury from
Austen for use as a home for disabled men; the
Government having gone back on their promise to
the Civic Recreation League; Austen becoming
'very long winded over his stories'; Austen
expecting a General Election around Christmas but
Neville doubting this; meetings of the Birmingham
Town Planning Committee regarding assistance to
private enterprise for building houses; a party at
Elliott's Metal Works and about speeches made;
Neville's speech to a meeting of manufacturers in
West Bromwich on the Civic Recreation League;
funeral of Tommy Keen; massage treatment for
Neville; Neville and Anne having got Miss Hyde to
return to work for them as part-time secretary;
illness of children. 7 July.
/176: Neville preferring that Highbury is used as
home for disabled soldiers and him being anxious
that the house is not demolished; the work of the
Birmingham Town Planning Committee, saying that
Ida has got mixed up about its functions, and about
its role in the planning of housing developments;
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Neville having seen an important secret paper at
Thornhill in which there was 'nothing unsatisfactory'
and that 'the general situation [in the war] in the last
few days appears to be...improving...but until we
have had this long delayed offensive out and over
the position must continue uncertain and anxious';
Neville being impressed at works by Orpen he saw
at Agnews [art dealers] in London and about Lillian
[Cole] considering Orpen to paint a posthumous
portrait of Norman Chamberlain [Neville's cousin];
Neville's illness; Neville presiding at garden party to
commemorate storming of the Bastille and about
speech by a French author Benjamin; death of Ms
Blackwell; the garden; Neville's annoyance that his
illness prevented him from hearing Lionel Curtis'
address on India and about Austen appearing to
have lost interest in India; Miss Ashmole having left
as nurse to children; Miss Hyde having started
work as part-time secretary; Anne having helped
the Lady Mayoress of Birmingham to receive gifts
for the collection of gold and silver for the King and
Queen's silver wedding anniversary and about
Neville and Anne having donated a silver rose bowl
which they hated; Anne's work for the depot;
Neville's worry about Anne over-working; Lady
Codrington having stayed with Neville and Anne
who came to speak at a rally to encourage recruits
for the womens services [for the war]; it seeming
unlikely that Neville will be called up for National
Service. 13 July.
/177: Neville and Anne's unhappiness at Beatrice
having invited Jessie Field to a family party without
consultation and despite Field being from 'the
family with whom she [Beatrice] knew we were at
feud'; discussion of the war including success of
counter-attack by the Allies against Germany; letter
from Lionel Curtis saying Britain would provoke
unrest in India by acting slowly on a report (Neville
thought that Curtis hoped Neville would pass the
letter to Austen but doubts the letter 'having any
effect as A. [Austen] does not readily take
suggestions...on gardens or politics'); Neville's
illness with sciatica; Uncle George going to
Scotland and about difficulties in getting a permit to
travel; Neville not having been yet summoned to be
medically examined for National Service; Neville
wishing to see Lillian [Cole] to go through Norman
Chamberlain's letters for his memoir of Norman;
Miss Bodington being appointed as nurse to
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children on a temporary basis; grazing for cow and
haymaking; problems with fuel usage; the garden;
Neville 'getting so busy that I have absolutely no
margin left now to take on anything else'; visit of
man from Ministry of Reconstruction with
representatives of the Board of Trade and Ministry
of Labour to address the brass and copper trades
on Whitley Councils [joint meetings of employers
and employees]; Neville attending a committee to
appoint the next Lord Mayor of Birmingham 'just in
time to stop a catastrophe as I understand they
were going to put up a new man, a Liberal, who
would have been either a Cadbury or a small
market gardener of no character or ability!' and that
instead Neville persuaded the committee to ask
Brooks to continue as Lord Mayor for another year;
the University Council [at the University of
Birmingham] 'floundering about over their
proposals for new developments' and about
Neville's intervention stopping the plan for a chair
of fuel oils replacing it with a chair of fuels in
general; Neville joining a Milk Consultative
Committee to examine suggestion of starting
municipal milk depots in Birmingham; Miss Hyde
having started work as secretary. 20 July.
/178: The weather and deterioration of Neville's
hay; Neville's boy working in the garden having
given notice to leave; the financial losses caused
by the keeping of a cow and pigs; fuel shortage
problems and about Neville being a member of the
Fuel Committee; a strike [of engineers in
Birmingham and Coventry]; discussion of events in
the war; visit of Uncle Walter; Elliott's Metal Works
including about retirement of Uncle Walter as
Director and of Dendy [former Managing Director]
and amalgamation; meeting with Hoskins and
Sewell [a bedstead manufacturer; regarding
possibility of amalgamation with Hoskins and Son
(Neville's company which made cabin berths) note that these were two different companies
despite the similarity in the name and area of
business]; purchase of land for recreation ground
at BSA (Birmingham Small Arms Company); the
Birmingham Town Planning Committee; death of
Colin's wife and about Colin having 'become a
regular fanatic and spends all his time in treating
patients by Christian Science' with 'Rosa...said to
be just as crazy'; Miss Hyde [secretary]. 27 July.
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/179: Neville seeing Beatrice and about her regret
of having invited Jessie Field to a family party (see
/177); lamps sent by Anne to Hilda; Anne and the
children having gone to Llanfa [Llanfairfechan];
Neville's speeches in a Birmingham City Council
meeting; Neville's meeting at Central Unionist
Office regarding dissatisfaction that the Midland
Unionist Association was being ignored; meeting
with Wilfrid Buckley about milk; Neville's meeting of
Birmingham Members of Parliament and
candidates to consider proposals for centralization
of organization in the Unionist Party in Birmingham
which was accepted and as Neville was Chairman
of the local Unionist Party it 'practically places the
direction of Unionist politics in Birm[ingham] in my
[Neville's] hands'; Austen confirming it was doubtful
that a General Election was imminent; dinner with
the Naval Committee of the United States
Congress and about Neville feeling 'these Yank
Congressman are a rough lot' and about Arthur
Balfour and Colonel Wedgwood at the dinner;
Neville's current stay at West Woodhay House
[Lillian and Alfred Cole's house]. 3 August.
/180: Neville's recent stay at West Woodhay House
and about him having examined letters while there
for his biography of Norman Chamberlain; Neville
expecting to get Hallas unopposed in Duddeston;
Sir Francis Lowe becoming jealous of Neville;
Neville's holiday at Loubcroy Lodge in Scotland
with Uncle George, Arthur Chamberlain [Neville's
cousin] and [Osmund?] Airy; the war news
continuing to be 'extraordinarily good'; coal
shortages and the expected effect of this on the
timing of the next General Election. 11 August.
/181: The wet weather; Neville's holiday at
Loubcroy Lodge in Scotland including about fishing
and shooting; Lord Lee (Arthur Lee) and about
Neville's poor opinion of him; The Times predicting
an early General Election and Neville's thoughts
about the fuel restrictions being likely to damage
the Government in an election; the 'excellent' war
news; Neville finding it 'low down of the Times to be
publishing the tittle tattle of the Kaiser's Yankee
dentist'; holiday at Llanfairfechan. 22 August.
/182: The garden; Neville's weight; Anne finding it
difficult to obtain animal food so plans to give up
her fowls and about her pigs; Neville letting the
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grazing of his field to recoup losses made on the
cow; Neville's address to 'that Brotherhood' on
industrial reconstruction, and other public
engagements; pensions becoming a major issue;
difficulties caused by 'the miners, railwaymen and
others who perceive that they can paralyse our war
power and deliberately exploit that fact', the 'bitter
feeling among the discharged soldiers' and
Neville's thoughts on the consequences of this for
government and politics in Britain; conference of
War Pensions Committees; Mr [Charles] Mathews
and Mrs Reg McKenna of the Special Grants
Committee staying with Neville and Anne; [John]
Hodge [Minister of Pensions] not being thought of
well by the Special Grants Committee; Lloyd
George's stomachache and criticism of his speech;
Miss Bodington being appointed as permanent
nurse to children. 15 September.
/183: Anne appearing not to be giving up her fowls;
the fuel shortage; the Government having 'got out
of the railway trouble [a threatened strike by railway
workers] much better than I expected' which Neville
feels is due to Lloyd George being off sick and
Austen 'taking a firm line and saying that we must
not give way if revolution is to be averted'; J. W.
Kneeshaws's speech at the Inter-Allied Labour
Conference having 'fairly cooked his goose';
Leverton Harris's visit to meet his committee and
regarding the question of whether he is to stand in
the next General Election; discussion of the war
including about the Middle East; Neville having
succeeded in arranging a merger between Hoskins
and Sewell, and Hoskins and Son and about the
effects on shareholders including Ida; meeting of
trade unionists at University of Birmingham
enthusiastic for Chamberlain's scheme for free
teaching to students nominated by trade unions; a
'win the war' day with a procession in Birmingham
and about the visiting foreign troops; story of
mistreatment of a prisoner by German soldiers. 22
September.
/184: Collapse of railway strike; Austen anticipating
the Clyde strike will be settled soon; the
Government's strengthened position; success of
the Allies in the war; the potential effect of the
aforementioned events on the timing of the next
General Election; Leverton Harris seeming unlikely
to stand as candidate in the next General Election
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and about Wilfred Hill standing as independent
candidate; a busy week; amalgamation of Hoskins
and Son, and Hoskins and Sewell; Elliott's Metal
Works annual meeting; success of BSA and Neville
having persuaded the Board to let him purchase
land for workers housing; Neville's proposal to use
the Birmingham Municipal Savings Banks to
finance people to buy houses; Anne's party for war
widows; Neville and Anne's visit to a Civic
Recreation League club; visit of Beatrice; the
garden; Miss Bodington having left as nurse to the
children with Neville and Anne feeling angry and
saying she only accepted the job previously to
extract a testimonial; appointment of temporary
nurse. 29 September.
/185: Neville's shooting weekend at Dormy House
Club, Brancaster, Kings Lynn; Ida and Hilda
appointing a new gardener; the German offer [the
'Peace Note' of 4 October from Germany and
Austria asking for an armistice without any
preconditions harmful to themselves] making
people 'terrified lest we should somehow get
cheated out of the peace we ought to have and the
Germans escape the punishment they so richly
deserve'; the surrender of Bulgaria and the fleeing
of the Bulgarian king; Neville feeling 'recent events
make the Election pretty certain'; Neville hoping to
squash the giving of the Freedom of the City of
Birmingham to Lloyd George; forthcoming meeting
regarding Jewish settlement in Palestine. 7
October.
/186: Austen's illness; D. O'Kelly having left job as
gardener to Hilda and Ida, and Neville's
expectation they will find it difficult to find another
discharged soldier as reports suggest the majority
don't want to work; illness of Mary Carnegie [widow
of Joseph Chamberlain] and Lillian Cole [Neville's
aunt]; 'wonderful' war news; many people expected
peace by Christmas but Neville is not so confident;
disagreement with Arthur Chamberlain [Neville's
cousin] over the war; Neville's talk with Hayes
Fisher about housing; the 'usual little argument'
with Sir N. Kershaw [Assistant Secretary of the
Local Government Board] and about his positive
comments on the prospects for Neville's career;
annual meeting of BSA; meeting with lawyers and
accountants about Hoskins amalgamation; a
concert; Neville presiding at speech day for the
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home for 'defective children' at Basford Court;
Neville having lack of free time; Edith Cole's visit.
12 October.
/187: The weather; Ida and Hilda's difficulty in
finding a gardener; visit from L. S. Amery and his
comments about the war and settlement of peace;
meeting of Jews attended by Neville; Uncle
Walter's last Board meeting at Elliott's Metal Works
and Neville being appointed as Vice-Chairman in
his uncle's place; proposed section of the
Birmingham Municipal Savings Bank for financing
housing and about a private bill in Parliament for
this and other purposes; Neville having induced the
G. P. [General Purposes?] Committee of
Birmingham City Council to consult an architect
regarding future extensions for the Council House
as until then 'each Dep[artmen]t has built on a little
patch to suit itself without any regard to any
general plan'; Neville having succeeded in getting
land for the BSA housing scheme; meeting to
approve new scheme of organization [for the
Unionist Party in Birmingham]; Neville 'inclined to
think that a Gen[eral] Election is off again unless
the Germans decide to fight through the winter';
second meeting with trade unions at University of
Birmingham regarding scheme of free education for
trade union appointed students; Lillian Cole's visit.
19 October.
/188: Austen's illness; Neville feeling that Woodrow
Wilson (American President) 'must be an
unpleasant person for the Allies to work with';
peace terms; Hilda and Ida's garden; visit to play at
Repertory Theatre and concert by Moiseiwitsch;
conference to discuss Hodge's bill on pensions;
Sandford Fawcett having resigned from the
National Service Department with ill health being
not the real reason for this; illness of Frank;
another big amalgamation being considered for
BSA and Neville's ideas for better management of
the company; Elliott's Metal Works; Hoskins; the
Birmingham Unionist Association. 26 October.
/189: Weekend with Sydney Walker and family at
their house near Church Stretton; discussion of the
war; meeting with the Parliamentary Pensions
Bureau; Neville's talk with Sandford Fawcett after
his resignation from the National Service
Department with Fawcett being convinced that
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[Auckland] Geddes [Minister of National Service]
'was at the bottom of all the intrigues that went on
against the N. S. D. and...poisoned the P.M.'s mind
at an early date' and about Neville feeling Geddes
may be 'scheming' to become Minister of Health or
may become principal of McGill College; housing
banks committee meeting; stay with Mary
Carnegie; Hilda John's engagement to Dr Dixon;
Neville expecting an election soon and thinking it is
time he was adopted as a candidate; centralization
of the organization of the Birmingham Unionist
Association; annual meeting of the Midlands
Unionist Association and about Neville's protest
against the behaviour of Unionist Central Office;
Neville's address to Guild of Undergraduates with
proposition that the German colonies,
Mesopotamia and Palestine should form part of the
British Empire; Aunt Mary's operation. 3 and 4
November.
/190: Abdication of the Kaiser of Germany and
Neville supposing hostilities will end in a matter of
hours; meeting regarding celebrations to be held in
Birmingham at the end of the war; Aunt Mary's
recovery from operation; Uncle Arthur [Kenrick]'s
cataract operation; Millie [Millicent Napier-Clavering
née Kenrick, Neville's cousin] and Claude [Claude
Gerald Napier-Clavering, husband of Millicent
Napier-Clavering], and about Claude having had to
resign as Chairman of the War Agricultural
Committee; Neville's disgust regarding Geddes and
the Times treatment of him with Neville feeling
Geddes 'exploited the influenza scare'; clause
allowing the Association of War Pension
Committees being inserted in a bill following 'attack'
on Hodge; the Housing Banks Committee; [William]
Hughes' [Prime Minister of Australia] 'mischievous'
speech; council work; committee meeting on
University of Birmingham/trade union scheme;
Neville's memorandum regarding BSA; meeting of
Duddesdon Unionists where it was decided to
support Eldred Hallas - the British Workers League
candidate; rejection of Miss Bodington's request to
return as nurse to children. 9 November.
/191: Beatrice's illness [she died a few days later];
celebrations for peace in Birmingham; account of
ceremony for the installation of Bob Cecil as the
Chancellor of the University of Birmingham on 12
November; Neville's talk with Austen about housing
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and regarding Neville's proposal that 'a very large
sum' should be put aside for state housing carried
out by local authorities and that the tenants should
be encouraged to buy the houses, though Austen
was 'horrified' about the scheme being 'profoundly
alarmed at the prospect of the tenant voter'; visit of
Leo Amery regarding election; Mrs Ashby fighting
in election against Neville. 16 November.
/192: Neville going to move into Beatrice's house in
London [after her death] and invites Ida and Hilda
to stay any time they are in London; Beatrice's
belongings; new book cases bought; the death of
Beatrice and Neville's feelings/thoughts about her
death and her character; Anne's enthusiastic
campaigning for Neville in the election and
recruitment of workers to help the campaign;
Neville's thoughts about his opponents in the
election Mrs Corbett Ashby [Liberal candidate] and
Kneeshaw [Labour candidate]; Neville's election
campaign meetings; Austen's opponent in the
election being very weak; shooting trip and about
Uncle George having decided not to take on
Loubcroy again. 1 December.
/193: Strenuous week of speeches for election
campaign; Neville speaking at meeting of the
Brassworkers Union on his University of
Birmingham/trade union scheme; Neville's election
opponents; Lloyd George seeming to 'get closer
and closer' to Neville's ideas on housing 'every time
he speaks but you never quite know what he has in
his mind'; the reconstruction programme; Austen's
election opponent and about him having 'made a
mess of it' and his opponent's attacks on the Lord
Mayor of Birmingham; walk in the Clent Hills;
domestic arrangements for 35 Egerton Crescent
[Beatrice's former house planned to become
Neville and Anne's house in London]. 7 December.
/194: Neville being glad the election campaign is
over; the campaigns of his election opponents;
predictions of election results; Anne's election
meetings for women; thoughts on housing
problems with Neville thinking that housing
developments should be done by local authorities
with Government money rather than private
landlords and that individuals should be allowed to
buy their own local authority built houses. 14
December.
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/195-195a: Neville's success in the General
Election; Kneeshaw's disappointment with the poll;
the election having 'fairly finished the Liberal Party';
Neville and his family's Christmas activities
including about Christmas presents and Neville
dressing as Father Christmas; visit to see the
Parrott family; visit to see Kate; visit to relatives at
Baskerville and about their decision to leave the
house and it seeming 'melancholy that the whole
Chamberlain clan should be gradually leaving
Birmingham'; hopes Austen will take Ida's advice
regarding becoming Foreign Secretary; Lloyd
George and about him neglecting duty of selecting
bishops; amalgamations proposed for BSA; Neville
having to give up some directorships though
doesn't want to; the garden; books read; book
cases bought. A letter from the Head Mistress and
Staff of the LCC [London County Council] School
for the Deaf, Fulham to the sisters and brothers of
the late Miss Chamberlain is included, of sympathy
for the death of Beatrice Chamberlain. 29
December.
50 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/196-237

1919 letters

1919

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1919.
Some of the major topics in the 1919 letters
include: Neville's early days as a Member of
Parliament after being elected in December 1918;
Austen's appointment as Chancellor of the
Exchequer; housing including about Neville's ideas
for solving housing problems; the dispute between
the coal miners and coal mine owners; the railway
strike; and Neville's committee work.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
/196: Funeral service of Aunt Mary [Neville's aunt
and wife of William Kenrick]; Austen having said he
was 'very tired mentally and physically'; Neville
having expected that he and Austen would differ if
Neville went into the House of Commons and that
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'he [Austen] thinks me [Neville] wild and I think him
unprogressive and prejudiced'; Neville being
concerned about Austen taking another office 'in
his present condition' and it seeming likely he will
become Chancellor of the Exchequer; Neville's
thoughts on other possible Cabinet changes;
Neville feeling sorry at Kershaw's resignation from
the Local Government Board; Neville's housing
scheme and about a forthcoming meeting of Lord
Mayors etc on the matter; Hilda's party and garden;
Neville keeping 'pretty busy' and is beginning to
resign from various posts; Neville helping to form
the new Association of War Pensions Committees;
Neville wanting the [Birmingham] Citizens
Committee to take over the Civic Recreation
League; Neville's schemes for establishing a
permanent orchestra in Birmingham and for
'drastic' alteration of the Council House; meeting of
Ladywood constituency officers; snow; matters
regarding Neville and Anne taking over 35 Egerton
Crescent as their London house. 4 January.
/197: Arrangements for Neville and Anne taking on
35 Egerton Crescent; Austen having accepted post
of Chancellor of the Exchequer and about press
criticism of this and Neville's thoughts on the
matter; Neville's thoughts on other Cabinet
changes; Neville feeling that Austen being
Chancellor will make things more difficult as the
Treasury has opposed Neville's housing ideas and
the Birmingham Municipal Bank; conference on
housing involving representatives from various
local authorities; Neville and Anne's party for
Unionist Party members at the [Birmingham]
Botanic Gardens. 12 January.
/198: Austen's account of how he was offered the
post of Chancellor of the Exchequer 'without the
house' and Neville feeling Lloyd George had
'behaved with his usual complete disregard of
courtesy or consideration' and wishes that Austen
could 'have hurled his [Lloyd George's] offer back
in his face'; Neville suspecting that Austen is right
in thinking Lloyd George would have preferred
someone else as Chancellor. 14 January.
/199: Neville feeling that the Prime Minister [Lloyd
George] will 'do the dirty' on Austen; Neville's
thoughts on Lloyd George's method of proceeding
'by a series of audacious bluffs'; Neville feeling
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Bonar Law has lack of influence with Lloyd George;
Neville not feeling happy about Addison's
appointment as President of the Local Government
Board and feels he has little interest in housing;
[Auckland] Geddes' proposal for limiting the liability
of local authorities regarding housing; a tender for
a building at Elliott's Metal Company being at about
two and a half times the pre-war cost and about the
prospect of building costs going up further;
possibility of visit to Odiham; lack of time for work
on biography of Norman Chamberlain [cousin];
Neville's recent public engagements; his interview
with the Daily News on canals and requests for
addresses on canals across the country; Elliott's
Metal Company, BSA and Hoskins and Son; war
memorial and museum proposal for Birmingham;
Anne's political work and her proposal of a party for
returned prisoners of war; Neville's new trees and
painting; Uncle George's broken arm. 19 January.
/200: The Odiham war memorial and suggests that
an architect should be brought in 'to make a village
plan so as to bring everything into its proper place';
party for Frank [Neville and Anne's son]; visit to see
Uncle Arthur [Kenrick]; lunch with Uncle William
[Kenrick] at The Grove; dinner with the Hopes to
meet Gerald and Ruth [Kenrick]; visit to Festival
Choral concert (society of which Neville was now
President); presentations for long service at BSA; a
bronze bust of Joseph Chamberlain to be
presented to the Birmingham Art Gallery which
Neville feels is unsatisfactory. 25 January.
/201: Ida and Hilda's illnesses; Ida and Hilda's plan
to get a car; talk with Auckland Geddes who said
that his 'rather quick change' of Government posts
'was only a temporary arrangement to fill a gap';
Fawcett however told Neville that 'it was a great
blow' to Geddes at having to leave the position of
President of the Local Government Board, believed
that Geddes 'meant to move Heaven and Earth to
get back again' and said Addison 'had already
upset all G[eddes]'s organisation'; Neville being
sworn in as MP; the children. 8 February.
/202: The increase in correspondence now that
Neville is an MP; Neville beginning to 'feel
something of the fascination of the House of
Commons' and about debate on the rules of
procedure; Neville's first House of Commons
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question on the demobilization of nurses in France
and Egypt; Neville being 'struck by Bonar Law's
adroitness and persuasiveness in leading the
House'; Neville's expectation that Sir Donald
Maclean [Liberal Party acting leader] will dominate
the Opposition bench due to [William] Adamson's
[Labour Party Chairman] weakness; lunches and
dinners with various politicians; Shirley Benn's
comment that Neville 'was the man to reconstruct
the Unionist Party'; Austen appearing more
cheerful than when he accepted office; the labour
situation which appears 'gloomy' and Neville feeling
that a 'great propaganda campaign' is needed; a
new City Hall being proposed for Birmingham as a
war memorial; Ida and Hilda's alterations at home;
Neville's enquiries into a car for Ida and Hilda. 23
February.
/203: Neville being unable to see much of Ida on
her visits to London except when the House of
Commons adjourns earlier in the evening; Hilda
and Ida's wall; Hilda and Ida's proposed purchase
of a car; Neville's meeting with Lord Shuttleworth
about Neville's parliamentary committee on canals;
dinner with Admiral Lines who told a story about
prohibition in America; dinner with Donald
MacMaster, Bowman (of the Saturday Review),
Lord Queenborough, Lord Shaughnessy, Colonel
Gault and Sir Charles Hanson, and Neville's
comments on Bowman; Lloyd George's 'good'
speech in the House of Commons on the Coal
Commission; Addison's speech on the Health Bill;
debate on Committee of Supply; Sir Samuel
Roberts having put Neville on Standing Committee
B; him having been sounded as to whether he
would serve on a departmental Committee on
Industrial Assurance and invited to become
President of the Tariff Reform League though
expects he shall refuse these positions; [Waldorf]
Astor having asked for Neville's views about rents.
2 March.
/204: Advice on purchasing a car; the Housing Bill
expected to be introduced next week which Neville
feels will contain at least some of his ideas;
Neville's maiden speech in committee on the
Restriction of Rents Bill and about acceptance in
the House of an amendment to the Bill; Neville
expecting his next speech will be on the Ways and
Communications Bill; preliminary meeting on
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canals and interview with Eric Geddes; Neville
wanting canals to be nationalized but is concerned
that one man should have power to decide whether
railways are nationalized or not; Neville being
'distinctly more satisfied with the House' and that
he continues to make more acquaintances and has
received many dinner invitations; visit to Agnew's
spring exhibition, Dickinson's oriental collection and
the National Gallery; purchase of painting by
Duncan Muirhead [or David Muirhead - see
NC18/1/205]; planned redecoration of Westbourne.
15 March.
/205: The proposed coalminers strike appearing to
have been averted [after the Cabinet's acceptance
of the Sankey Commission's report] and that the
miners 'have won a fairly complete victory' which
Neville feels 'they have deserved it so far as the
merits of the case go' but is concerned about the
effect on other industries; employment levels at
Elliott's Metal Company, Daimler and BSA; the
grant of Birmingham City Council towards a
permanent orchestra for the city; Neville to address
a meeting of the Citizens Committee and Civic
Recreation League to promote their amalgamation;
Neville and Anne's dinner with Mrs Baillie with H. A.
L. Fisher; dinner with Mary to meet the SetonWatsons at which [Robert] Seton-Watson was
'gloomy about the position of the Jugo Slavs who
he feared would have to choose between the loss
of Fiume or Dalmatia'; dinner with Sanders (Deputy
Chairman of the Unionist Executive); Bonar Law's
statement on what the Government would do if the
coal miners' strike was persisted in; David
Muirhead (a watercolour artist) and about the
painting Neville purchased from him; Anne having
appointed a temporary governess for the children.
22 March.
/206: Cottage visited by Ida on Sir Daniel Hall's
estate; the Housing Bill; the coalminers and mine
owners' dispute with Neville feeling the 'miners
case was admirably got up' and 'the owners came
out pitiably'; Lady Rhondda's comments to Neville
that coalminers in her area objected to the mine
owners owning their houses; biography of Butler
with Neville feeling an epitaph in the book is apt to
Beatrice; a ball for BSA workers attended by
Neville and Anne; news from home including the
new temporary governess and redecoration;
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donations made to the Unionist Party central
organization by local MPs; meeting with Sheldon
about the proposed Hoskins amalgamation. 29
March.
/207: Annoyance that Addison had put off his bill;
Neville having been unable to go to Wales as
planned; him being busy with work including
committee on the Docks and Harbours Bill and
feels that he needs to get a secretary; advice on
Ida and Hilda's car; the Agnew collection; visit to
the Fine Art Gallery exhibition at which Neville met
the artist A. W. Rich; lunch with the Cecils and
Hitchens; a concert and other social activities;
Austen having been in bed with a 'mental strain'
and him having looked bad in the House of
Commons; the University of Birmingham still being
in the possession of the War Office which refuses
to give it up and so Neville has been to see
Winston [Churchill] [Secretary of State for War]
personally about it; the international situation with
'things...very near a breakdown in Paris',
'Bolshevism...spreading and war seems likely again
in Russia and Rumania'; unemployment increasing
and 'everyone in the House seems very dismal and
pessimistic'; the Transport Bill making slow
progress and about the inclusion of electricity in the
Bill which Neville believes there is no case for,
which [Edward] Shortt [Home Secretary] privately
agreed with; Neville having got Winston Churchill to
make a personal enquiry into a scandal of
duplicated work; visit to see Lillian [Cole] [aunt]. 5
April.
/208: Neville's disappointment at not having an
opportunity to speak on the Housing Bill; [John]
Baird, Addison and G. Locker-Lampson agreeing
with Neville's ideas on housing and about him
having been added to Committee A on the Housing
Bill; Neville's thoughts on Ida's committee report on
housing; Neville's thoughts that houses should be
refurbished as the shortage of materials and labour
will limit the building of new houses; Neville's work
on the Transport Bill and for the Docks and
Harbour Committee; Neville's opinions about
Edward Shortt and Eric Geddes; Neville's work for
a sub-committee of the Unionist War Committee
dealing with imperial preference, anti-dumping etc
including about a conference with sugar refiners;
dinner at the Cecil Club with Lord Dufferin, Sir H.
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Rider Haggard, [Robert] Horne [Minister of Labour],
Lord Salisbury and Lord Curzon including about
discussions on unemployment donations, foreign
politics and the Peace Conference, and labour;
lunch with representatives of a musicians' trade
union to discuss representation on the
management committee of the Birmingham
orchestra; annual meeting of the [Birmingham]
General Hospital at which Neville spoke in favour
of amalgamation with the Queen's Hospital; visit to
the University of Birmingham to address trade
union representatives regarding Neville's scheme
for education to students nominated by trade
unions including about an argument with some
'Bolshevists'; annual meeting of [the Unionist
Party's Ladywood] Divisional Association; [J. W.]
Kneeshaw having decided to not stand for reelection to Birmingham City Council and is to go to
London; visit to Hampton Court; Austen appearing
completely worn out with Neville wondering
whether he should urge him to retire. 13 April.
/208a: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda
regarding whether she and Neville can get away at
June; and Neville's speech at the Divisional
Association meeting. 13 April.
/209: Neville and Anne's holiday staying at 'Gadlys'
at Llanfairfechan in Wales including about walks;
Austen looking very ill and seems to be 'drifting
towards a break down which will be crushing and
final' but Neville doubts he will say anything without
being asked as Austen would not be grateful; Lloyd
George's speech 'the most dramatic and thrilling
episode of the last Parl[iamen]t' in which he
strongly attacked Lord Northcliffe; Chambers of
Commerce dinner including about speeches by Sir
H[enry] Rawlinson, Sir D. Sturdee and the
American Ambassador and conversation with
[Philip] Lloyd Greame [later Philip Cunliffe-Lister
and afterwards Lord Swinton] who was uncertain
about accepting an offer of office from Lloyd
George; Neville having spoken on housing; him
having being taken off Committee A on housing;
him joining a Consultative Council on Housing at
Addison's request; answer to Ida's question on why
Baird suggested putting a matter on the Housing
Bill to the House of Lords; housing rents;
destruction of Leverton [Harris'] house 'Camilla
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Lacy' by fire. 20 April.
/210: Holiday in Llanfairfechan including about
walks, visit to Beaumaris; says that he does not
suggest Austen should resign before the Budget
and that 'when it is over he won't want to go but I
rather wish he could have the Paris offer' [ie to take
the post of Ambassador to France]; Neville keeping
an open mind about [Sir Hubert] Gough who had
been recently criticized; plants; redecoration of
Westbourne; says that 'Master Wilson [Woodrow
Wilson, the US President] has made a nice mess of
things' [at the Paris Peace Conference] regarding
Fiume and comments on Wilson having published
'his sermon to the Italian people in the midst of his
negotiations with their Gov[ernmen]t'; the news
from Russia seeming better and was 'thankful to
hear Ll[oyd] G[eorge] so strong against any military
excursion therein'. 26 April.
/211: Neville's various recent public engagements
and meetings with various people in Birmingham;
Neville and Anne having 'fixed up for a house at
Llanfa[irfechan]'; success of Ida's nursing
proposition; Neville's idea for simplifying the
procedure for local authorities to buy houses to
improve them with Government assistance; visit to
the London Docks with members of the Transport
Bill Committee; Austen's Budget speech 'a
remarkable success'; the children; possible
alterations in the garden. 4 May.
/212: A 'rather a dull week'; Transport Committee
work with Neville feeling he has somehow become
'leader of the moderate section of the Com[mitt]ee';
little talk about the peace terms and 'members
seemed rather overwhelmed by their voluminous
nature but on the whole I think they are well
satisfied' except for the 'pro-Germans (and Mr
Garvin) who are of course in tears over their
barbarity'; the 'ruin of German shipping' by the
peace terms which Neville feels is 'tragic but it is a
just penalty for their wickedness' and about a
German liner 'Cap Polonio' which the Germans had
to give up and Neville's fury 'at the Americans
bagging all the German ships in 'their' harbours';
says the 'Germans are realising for the first time
how thoroughly they have been beaten' and that he
doubts their acceptance of the peace terms; about
the appointment of the new Principal at the
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University of Birmingham with Neville currently
inclining towards Dr Baillie [professor at Aberdeen];
meetings regarding Hoskins and BSA; Hilda's
forthcoming visit to 35 Egerton Crescent [Neville
and Anne's house in London]; Anne's speech to
open a sale of work which caused the audience to
be 'reduced to tears'. 10 May.
/213: Anne's local Unionist Party meeting and
about her high popularity among the women of the
local Unionist Party; interview with Pinsent about
Hoskins and Son; dinner with Lio[nel Richards] who
wanted Neville's help to become a County Court
judge; discussion with Lord Askwith regarding
suggestion of appointing Dr Baillie as Principal of
the University of Birmingham and his views of
Lloyd George's methods; dinner with H. Brittain to
meet F. W. Wile [Daily Mail correspondent]; work
on the Transport Bill and about Eric Geddes; the
garden; redecoration work at home; the children.
17 May.
/214: Visit to opera, Maud Hoare's party, art gallery,
concert and play; Elliott's Metal Company board
meeting at which building houses on the company's
land at Selly Oak [Birmingham] was discussed and
the cost was found to be too high; discussion with
Hesketh Bell about Mauritius which had made a
fortune with sugar and so was very pleased about
preferential trading arrangements with Britain;
Neville's presidential address to the first meeting of
the Association of Local War Pensions Committees
which Neville 'took an active part in forming';
account of the Royal visit to Birmingham and about
the luncheon at which Neville sat next to the Queen
and Anne sat next to the King [during which there
was an incident involving strawberries and cream],
and Neville's conversation with Shortt. 25 May.
/215: Problems with porters at Waterloo Station;
Neville having been unable to give his speech on
'Federal Devolution' in the House of Commons
Indian debate; account of his holiday in
Aberdeenshire staying at the Potarch Hotel,
Kincardine O'Neil with Buckland [architect] and Phil
Walker including about fishing. 10 June.
/216: Account of holiday in Aberdeenshire including
visit to see Wood [a director of BSA] and about his
scientific beekeeping, and about fishing; holiday in
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the Lake District staying at Mardale. 16 June.
/217: Return home to Birmingham after holiday; the
children; account of holiday in the Lake District
including about walks, fishing and plants;
engagement of Mabel [cousin] to Catterson Smith;
bees; greenhouses; Neville's new secretary Miss
Parkes. 21 June.
/218: Birds; Austen's speeches at Edinburgh and
Glasgow; comments that Austen would have been
better using his money by investing in industrials
and about a poem in the Westminster [Gazette]
which appears to relate to Protection and Imperial
Preference and sounds personal to Austen [though
Neville assured Austen he believes this to be
untrue]; Neville wondering about whether keeping
35 Egerton Crescent is preventing Ida and Hilda
from getting a large premium and is wondering
whether he should move; distress about Aunt Lina
[Caroline James, née Chamberlain]; Mabel and
Robert's engagement; the W[ays] and
C[ommunications] Bill being put off due to Bonar
Law's absence; Neville's evidence given to the
Local Legislation Committee on the Birmingham
Corporation Bill; Mary Studd's [Anne's mother] visit
and accident; Chamberlain's address to the
Institute of Public Health; and Anne and Neville's
address to a meeting of women. 28 June.
/219: The King's garden party; about Neville and
Anne's house at 35 Egerton Crescent, the sale of it
and their search for a new home; Dorothy's medical
treatment; Lloyd George's speech following the
signing of the Versailles Treaty; Government
attitude towards nationalization; Neville's address
to Town Hall meeting on the War Loan; Neville's
speech at Tamworth; his intended resignation from
Birmingham City Council in November; his
directorship of BSA [Birmingham Small Arms
Company]; Baillie and other candidates to become
Principal of the University of Birmingham. 5 July.
/220: Hilda and Ida's beekeeping efforts; Neville
and Anne's weekend with Hilda and Ida; a picture
in Punch; Horace Cole's [brother of Anne
Chamberlain] wife; visit to ballet; a visit to house of
Sir Keith Fraser to see a procession; dinner with Sir
Charles Hanson; the Electricity Bill. 20 July.
/221: Neville having made up his mind to take over
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the lease of 35 Egerton Crescent; talk with Albert,
former gardener to Neville and Anne; Neville's new
houses; Neville and Anne's garden; a late night
debate in the Commons on the Government's Irish
policy; the Treasury having demanded a clause in
the [Birmingham Corporation Bill] giving them
power to close the municipal bank; a deputation of
manufacturers to see Lloyd George on tariffs. 27
July.
/222: Neville and Anne's stay with Lillian Cole
(Neville's aunt); about the offer to Austen of post of
Ambassador to the USA and a libel action;
committee work on the Electricity Bill; dinner party
with the Astors to meet the American Ambassador;
the Treasury's alterations to the Birmingham Bill. 2
August.
/223: Catt to search for a youth to help with the
work in Neville's garden; activities of the children
and about Miss Leamon [new nanny to Neville and
Anne's children]; plans to go to the First World War
battlefields in France. 10 August.
/224: Dinner with Lady Victoria; Neville's speech in
the House of Commons; his views about his
performance over the session in the Commons;
detailed account of Neville's visit to the First World
War battlefields in France and Belgium. 23 August.
/225: The letters received by Neville 'on every sort
of subject'; his thoughts on his correspondence
with Ida and Hilda; Neville's idea about Joseph
Chamberlain's library at Highbury; Hilda Mary
Richards; visit to Chester Cathedral; a family
wedding [possibly of cousin Mabel to Catterson
Smith?]; Neville meeting Horace Cole's [Anne's
brother] wife Denise; Neville and Anne's holiday at
Llanfairfechan in North West Wales including visit
to Anglesey; the children. 7 September.
/226: Account of the recent family holiday in Wales;
the garden. The first two sheets of the letter are
missing - it appears they may have been
deliberately removed by Anne Chamberlain who
has annotated the address and date to the third
sheet. 14 September.
/227: The railway strike; visits to constituents in
their own homes; matters regarding the businesses
BSA [Birmingham Small Arms Company], Hoskins,
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and Elliotts [including difficulties at BSA and
Hoskins]; talk with Austen about the Birmingham
Municipal Bank; Neville's memoir of Norman
Chamberlain. 28 September.
/228: A fire at Westbourne which caused major
damage and regarding recovery after the fire;
major disruption at Hoskins, Elliotts and BSA
caused by railway strike. 4 October.
/229: The recovery after the fire and about the
damage caused; improvement in the garden; his
last Birmingham City Council meeting; his visits to
constituents; the end of the railway strike. 11
October.
/230: New porcelain and clock purchased; visit to
Royal Horticultural Society; the Prime Minister's
limited recent attendance in the House of
Commons and the defeat of the Government [on
the Aliens Restriction Bill]; committee meetings;
financial support of Hilda Mary Richards. 26
October.
/231: Illness of Uncle Walter; 'the great finance
debate' in the House of Commons; meeting with
the Prime Minister where the concern was
expressed that 'the House [of Commons] thought
things were being done too much behind its back';
Neville's illness with influenza; meetings of the the
Unhealthy Areas Committee; formation of the new
Birmingham Municipal Bank; recovery after the fire;
the children; poor municipal election results for the
Unionists. 1 November.
/232: A banquet in Birmingham to the former Lord
Mayors including Neville; Neville's speech on
industrial courts; Steel-Maitland's attempts to
involve Neville in a 'rebellion'; dinner with Whitley;
Neville's work on Addison's scheme; talk with
Hewins and agents about the elections and the
position of the Unionist Party; recovery after the
fire; visits to constituents. 8 November.
/233: Discussion with Sir Ryland Atkins regarding
powers of local authorities; discussion with Tudor
Walters regarding housing; new orchid house at
Westbourne; Beatrice's grave. 16 November.
/234: About letters from Aunt Mary to Charlotte
Bailey and Ellen Preston (see NC1/3/14-15 for the
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letters referred to); a National Unionist Council
meeting and dissatisfaction with the position of
Unionists in the coalition; the Electricity Bill;
Neville's speech on the Housing Regulations;
Addison's 'shocking bad speech' regarding Baron
Downham; University [of Birmingham] Committee
at which C. Grant Robertson was recommended to
become Principal. 23 November.
/235: Neville's conversation with Austen on the
Anti-Dumping Bill and Premium Bonds; it being the
last day on which Parliament would sit without a
woman MP; talk with Whitley; Neville's address to
the local Trade Union Industrial Council. 29
November.
/236: Disruption at Elliotts caused by an
ironmoulders strike; debate on the Anti-Dumping
Bill; Lloyd George's position and the coalition
between the Unionists and Liberals; Neville's
suggestion that the Unionist Party needs a new
leader; Austen failing to help Neville in political
matters. A note on some humorous comments by
children is also included. 7 December.
/237: Neville's new boiler; the garden; the recent
'dramatic events' in the House of Commons;
Neville feeling the 'Canal situation is very
unsatisfactory'; the Prime Minister's comments in
favour of the 'Manchester Resolutions'; reception at
the [Birmingham] Art Gallery. 13 December.
43 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/238-283

1920 letters

1920

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1920. Two letters
from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda are also included.
Some of the major topics included in these letters
include: housing; Neville's concerns about the
coalition with the Liberals under Lloyd George and
the future of the Conservative and Unionist Party;
'tariff reform' [the controversial policy of placing
tariffs on foreign goods with the aim of protecting
domestic industry]; the Children of Unmarried
Parents Bill, introduced by Neville; the coal miners
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strike and the problems in the coal industry.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/238: Neville's illness; the weather; Hilda's
dressmaking; Neville's article about housing; War
Savings Certificates not doing well unlike the
Birmingham Municipal Bank; installation of boiler at
home; the garden; Neville's suggestion regarding
Hoskins and Son; Neville's idea for improving slum
housing; strike of moulders; the children including
about Frank having inherited 'his father's accursed
shyness'; Anne distributing prizes at Civic
Recreation League club. 3 January.
/239-239a: Ida and Hilda's work in Odiham; Neville
having recovered from illness; forthcoming meeting
of the new Unionist Central Committee and about
dissatisfaction among local party members that
they have no policy; Neville's disappointment at the
Times supplement on housing; lunch with Hubbard
of the Birmingham Post who commented that if the
Prime Minister [after Hubbard's meeting with the
Prime Minister] 'had any idea of joining up with
Labour that had quite disappeared'; Prime
Minister's suggestion of 'some sort of training
school for working man propagandists who might
counter the Bolshevist and I. L. P. [Independent
Labour Party] agents'; [Winston] Churchill's speech
and comment that 'with all his genius Ch[urchill]
has got no judgement and that is why he will never
get first place, unless he mends his ways'; work
being carried out at Westbourne [after fire in
October 1919]. A press cutting of a cartoon is also
included. 11 January.
/240: Neville's holiday in Ventnor; visit to
Baskerville [house in Birmingham, where some
relatives lived] and about meeting Basil and his
fiancée there; BSA [Birmingham Small Arms
Company] meeting; meeting regarding attempt for
the restoration of navigation of the River Avon
between Stratford and Tewkesbury; Neville writing
an article for 'The Organiser'; survey of Elliott's
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Metal Company and about negotiations for further
amalgamation; Hoskins and about shares in the
company; Neville and Anne attending Royal
investiture at the Town Hall [Birmingham]; Neville's
visits to his constituents and about the talks
indicating unpopularity of the Government; meeting
of the Unionist organization in Birmingham and
about Lowe's unsuccessful speech at the meeting;
Steel-Maitland's idea of amendments to King's
Speech on tariff reform and repeal of land taxes
with which Neville agreed; plot by F. E. [Lord
Birkenhead] and Winston [Churchill] against the
Prime Minister - 'alas one cannot trust them either
but perhaps it will be a good thing presently to
break up the Coalition Government...'; sympathy for
Austen and Ivy. 18 January.
/241: Success of Ivy's operation; Neville declining
to speak in the Wrekin division for the C. L.
[Coalition Liberal?] candidate partly because
Neville does not feel 'so enthusiastic about the
Coalition as to be anxious to advertise myself as
supporting a Liberal'; Herbert Asquith standing as
candidate for Paisley by-election and about his
'wait and see' attitude; the Lord Chancellor 'writing
articles...to advocate his personal views which
seem framed to advance the 'coalition' between
him and Winston [Churchill]; holiday at Ventnor
including about meeting Hester Ritchie (friend of
Anne), visit to Lady Tennyson's house at
Farringford and trips to various other places on the
Isle of Wight; works being carried out at
Westbourne [Neville and Anne's house in
Birmingham, following fire there]; the children. 2425 January.
/242: Works at Westbourne including about
Neville's room; Neville's work on the Anti-Dumping
Bill and about proposed tariff for safeguarding key
industries; dinner with Austen; Herbert Asquith
standing in Paisley with Neville supporting Asquith
being elected as Neville feels 'he will frighten the
Gov[ernmen]t who will know that they have a very
experienced Parliamentarian on the watch for
mistakes' but Neville considers him 'done as a
politician'; discusses tariffs; Lady Barling's funeral;
death of Hume Pinsent; success of subscription
dinner; Frank's birthday party; [John Maynard]
Keynes; financial advice for Hilda. 1 February.
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/243: Ida's illness; fundraising luncheon; Neville
becoming Chairman of the Midland Union [of
Conservative and Unionist Associations]; suggests
method of concrete construction of houses; visit to
art exhibition by W. T. Wood at which Neville
bought one of the paintings; concert attended; the
garden; meeting with Sheldon about business
matters at which Sheldon rejected Neville's
proposal leading Neville to consider selling out his
interest in the company; forthcoming Chamber of
Commerce banquet with Sir Auckland Geddes which Neville feels 'a bit awkward' and says
Geddes 'won't get any compliments from me'. 7
February.
/244: Ida's recovery; Hilda Mary Richards; etchings
by [Augustus] John; visit to see sculpture by
[Jacob] Epstein; works being carried out at
Westbourne; address to meeting on the League of
Nations in the Central Hall; Neville's comments on
recent speeches and debates in the House of
Commons by Lloyd George, Balfour, Bonar Law, D.
Maclean, Bob Cecil, Adamson, Brace and [William]
Lunn including the debate on the peace treaty with
Germany and Lloyd George's case against
nationalization; Neville hearing that Lloyd George
'intends to make another push for the creation of a
new party out of the coalition' which Neville is
concerned about and will try to prevent; Neville
considering his own position should Lloyd George's
plan go ahead and about Neville getting 'more and
more fed up with politics' as a result; Eric Geddes
having asked Neville to chair a committee to
consider what canal improvements can be
considered having regard to the country's finances
but that Neville feels that it is necessary to settle
Government policy on canals first; Chamber of
Commerce dinner at which Neville had to sit next to
Auckland Geddes. 15 February.
/245: The weather; Neville's room at Westbourne
and other works following fire; flowers; deputation
to the Ministry of Transport; meeting of Unionist
Council 'which degenerated into a sort of bear fight'
regarding motion for fusion which was adjourned;
announcement that Neville was to be chairman of
the new canals committee without him having
accepted; committee work on new tariff proposals;
a new President of the Board of Trade to be
appointed which Neville feels will be an advantage,
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and about a bill relating to tariffs in the last session
suspected by Neville to be by Auckland Geddes
despite contrary statements; the Wrekin byelection. 22 February.
/246: Weekend at 35 Egerton Crescent, London;
visit to play 'Mr Pim Passes By'; visit to Hampstead
Heath and Hampstead Garden Suburb; visit to
opera 'Parsifal' by Beecham Opera Company; visit
to Lincoln's Inn; meeting of Ladywood Ward
Association; meeting of the Reconstruction
Committee to consider tariff report and about
Carson and his speech; George Terrell being upset
that Neville was asked to act as spokesman for the
committee; debate on Constantinople and about
Neville feeling that the real reason for Government
controlling Turkey at Constantinople rather than
anywhere else is due to the fear of the effect on
Muslim opinion in India and Egypt; Neville feeling
that 'Bob Cecil is not the stuff leaders are made of';
visit to RHS [Royal Horticultural Society]; the
proposed amalgamation of Hoskins with another
company being 'off' and about Neville considering
selling out altogether as an alternative; accepts
Hilda and Ida's offer to give shares to Neville;
Neville buying some bottles of port. 29 February-1
March.
/247: Income and expenditure of the Richards Trust
[which supported Hilda Mary Richards]; Anne
wanting to go to Beauvallon for Easter; Ida's plans
for building pisé cottages [built out of rammed
earth]; Neville attending private view of portraits by
[Augustus] Johns and about possibility of
purchasing painting of Marchesa Casati for the
Birmingham Art Gallery; Unhealthy Areas
Committee meeting and about Neville's suggestion
of new authority for London with powers over town
planning, transport and finance; Neville's proposal
for local authorities to buy up 'unhealthy areas' to
improve the housing rather than demolish it;
negotiations with Frank Norman over land for a
recreation ground in Ladywood; selection of
officers for the Reconstruction Committee and
about objection of Frank Lowe to Neville being
Chairman; contradiction by Mond against Neville in
a House of Commons debate being withdrawn with
which 'the House was pleased for it loathes Mond';
Neville presiding at an anti-nationalization meeting
and about speech of Harold Cox; the conservatory.
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6 March.
/248: Money from the Richards Trust for the
support of Hilda Mary Richards [Ethel and Lionel
Richards' daughter]; paintings of 'Emir Feisal' and
'A Canadian Soldier' being chosen for Birmingham
Art Gallery instead of 'Marchesa Casati'; selection
of Chairman of the Reconstruction Committee;
Bonar Law's meeting with Neville in which he
offered an under-secretaryship to Neville which he
refused due to the treatment of him by Lloyd
George in the past (see also NC7/11/13/7);
Neville's 'very kindly feeling towards Bonar who
has always been very nice to me
particularly...when Ll[oyd] G[eorge] tried to foist
K[ennedy] J[ones] on me [when Lloyd George
wanted to appoint Jones as Chamberlain's deputy
at the National Service Department]'; Bonar Law's
thoughts about Lloyd George, Neville and the
incident over Kennedy Jones; Bonar Law feeling
that it inevitable that the Unionist Party would
change its name with the inclusion of other parties;
news in the Observer about the German revolt;
Neville and Anne's Easter holiday; Neville's work
on his unhealthy areas report; visit to opera; visit to
Hoskins; other meetings attended by Neville. 13
March.
/249: Neville continuing his holiday in France
despite bad reports by Lillian [Cole]; the children;
Neville's orchids having arrived; visit to RHS;
Neville's interim report on unhealthy areas; dinner
to MPs and others at the Constitutional Club to
discuss the Home Rule Bill; the Reconstruction
Committee and about meetings with 'Jerry McV'
[Jeremiah MacVeagh] and 'Tay Pay' [Thomas
Power O'Connor]; request from Sir Edgar Sanders
of the Liquor Control Board for Neville to get the
Government to alter a bill; Neville's Bastardy Bill;
meeting with Eric Geddes on canals and about him
having changed his views towards those of Neville;
financial matters for the support of Hilda Mary
Richards. 27-28 March.
/250: Account of Neville and Anne's holiday at
Beauvallon, France and the journey there;
speeches by Austen, Bonar Law, Carson, Asquith,
and Lloyd George on the Irish Bill. 4 April.
/251: Account of holiday including visits to
Valescure, Grimaud and Plan de la Tour and about
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flowers. 9-11 April.
/252-252a: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda
regarding holiday. A pressed plant is included. 11
April
/253: Account of holiday at Hyeres, France,
including about visits to St Tropez and Draguignan
and about plants; Neville having broke a tooth. 18
April.
/254: Neville's return home after holiday; the
children; flowers; Neville having been selected as
Chairman of a subcommittee of the Reconstruction
Committee to draft amendments to the Home Role
Bill; Neville's speech at dinner to meet junior
members of the Government; [Eric] Geddes having
accepting Neville's terms of reference and
suggestions for the canals committee; the Budget
and about improvement of Austen's position in the
House of Commons; the garden. 24 April.
/255: Neville having been very busy; accident to
Ida and Hilda's dog, Hector; congratulations on
Ida's success regarding the Medical Officer;
congratulations received by Neville on the Bastardy
Bill and about talks with Johnny Baird and Shortt
about the Bill; Addison's proposed subsidy; the
interim report of the Unhealthy Areas Committee
and about the Committee's visit to slums in Leeds
and Liverpool; Neville's speech at the Association
of Municipal Corporations dinner; Neville attending
a supper at a public house in his constituency; the
garden; the children; Anne's visit to Norfolk to find a
school for Frank being a disappointment; Grant
Robertson [new Principal of University of
Birmingham] having come to dinner and about a
fundraising appeal for the University. 15 May.
/256: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda of
birthday greetings. 17 May.
/257: Birthday greetings on Ida's fiftieth birthday;
the garden; visit to the Bath ceremony; Neville
expected to soon have a dog; work on war
memorial having started in Odiham; Neville's dental
operation; visit to Cooksbridge to see Macbean's
orchids; lunch with Lady Monk Bretton; visit to see
play 'Pasteur' by Guitry; Neville agreeing to join
committee on the application to county boroughs of
the proposed new scheme of medical service and
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request to be on committee on the future of British
Industry Fairs; Neville's committee work leaving
little time for work of the House of Commons;
Neville's reluctance to speak in debates of the
House of Commons about which he knows nothing;
Neville's lack of sympathy for Bob Cecil. 22 May.
/258: Planned visits to Royal Horticultural Society
show and play 'Mon Pere Avail Raison' by Guitry
with Ida; Neville's dental problems; Neville's
address to Women's Institute at Rotton Park
[Birmingham]; Uncle George and Aunt Alice's visit;
visit of [Charles] Hyde owner of the Birmingham
Post and Mail to dinner; a Hoskins employee
running a business in competition with Hoskins and
stealing materials and doing work in Hoskins
workshop; large number of orders causing
overwork at Hoskins; the garden; visit to opera
Charpentier's 'Louise'; visit to art exhibition; visit to
concert by Lamond and Huberman; visit to see
Alfred Cole [second husband of Lillian, Neville's
aunt] and about his illness; dinner with the
Harmans. 29 May.
/259: Visit to the Royal Horticultural Society show;
the garden; Neville's dental appointment; the
children; Neville's talk with Hall [manager of
Hoskins] and about the company's large backlog of
orders and overwork; lunch with the Speaker and
about a huge German gun received by his local
park; Neville's concern that his committee work is
stopping him from his House of Commons work;
Alfred Cole's death and his sympathy for Lillian
who had not recovered from shock of Norman
Chamberlain's death; conference at the University
of Birmingham on the scheme for teaching of
students selected by trade unions. 5 June.
/260: Recommendation of a travel agent at Cooks
for Ida; death of Alfred Cole; the Unionist Party
Conference; Anne's work at the conference 'at the
cost of much worry and fatigue', her plans to go to
Harrogate for treatment, and Neville wondering
'why oh why do we make ourselves wretched and
destroy our enjoyment of life for this miserable
public work for which we get only kicks in return';
success of the Conference; Bonar Law's and
Austen's speeches at the Conference; Neville's
motion on key industries at the Conference; Sir R.
Sanders thoughts on Lloyd George; Neville's
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fundraising luncheon for the Midland Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations; visit to
Cardiff, Swansea and the South Wales Valleys to
investigate housing problems; pisé buildings; the
garden; the children. 12 June.
/261: Anne having gone to Harrogate for treatment;
the Odiham War Memorial; Ms Glanville's speech
at the Unionist Conference; Neville's speech on the
Irish Bill in the House of Commons; visit to Royal
Horticultural Society; committee work; Neville's
dental problems; work in Birmingham; Anne being
elected as Chairman of a Midland area women's
committee for the Unionist Party; the garden; Frank
having been to London to see eye specialist;
Neville meeting Wood regarding Hilda's problems
with bees and about Wood's research on bees. 19
June.
/262: Austen's concern about housing finance;
Frank's eye problems; Neville's (further) speech on
the Irish Bill against Samuel Hoare's amendment
'to give them [Ireland] Dominion Home Rule on
Union being achieved'; Canal Committee meeting;
House of Commons debate on army estimates
including about Lloyd George's and Winston
Churchill's speeches; Eric Geddes' unsuccessful
speech in the House of Commons; Neville having
presided at annual meeting of the Association of
War Pension Committees and his lunch with the
new Lord Mayor of London. 26 June.
/263: Neville's stay at Twitt's Ghyll [Austen and
Ivy's house in the country at Five Ashes, Sussex]
and his impressions of the house; the gardens at
Twitt's Ghyll and Westbourne; visit to Royal
Horticultural Society; Neville currently dining at
home every night due to his teeth problems;
Neville's successful speech in the Commons on the
Ministry of Mines Bill; Asquith's speech 'the best
debating speech I have heard yet' in which 'he
skinned E[ric] Geddes alive'; lunch with the Lord
Mayor [of Birmingham] to meet the Duke of York. 3
July.
/264: Neville meeting Lord Wolmer who talked
about 'the Cross' [Odiham War Memorial?], Hilda
and Ida's cottage and their kindness to him;
Finance Bill debate in the Commons and about
worries about the financial situation; public
indignation against 'Government extravagance' but
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Neville feels there is no major problem; debate on
[censure motion against Brigadier-General] Dyer
[following the Amritsar Massacre] and the bitter
feeling against Montagu and hatred against him for
being Jewish; Lloyd George having 'burst out on
the Americans' giving Neville 'a kindlier feeling
towards him'; meeting with Hall and the police on
the thefts at Hoskins; Neville attending degree
congregation at University of Birmingham; the
garden. 11 July
/265: Neville having been very busy with various
meetings and other engagements; the weather;
party for 'crippled' children; frocks [regarding
possibility of Anne selling at her Women's Institute
meetings some unsold clothes from Hilda's
Women's Institute fete]. 21 July.
/266: School found for Frank at Sevenoaks; Anne's
treatment at Harrogate; Austen's Budget Day
speech and about him having 'increased his
reputation for firmness skill and tact during this
session more than any member of the
Government'; lack of improvement in the positions
of other Government ministers; the opposition
having 'made a poor show' during the session;
Neville's speech on the Edinburgh Extension Bill;
Neville having said nothing on the Finance Bill as
he 'felt it impossible to talk on account of Austen'
as 'anything I said in its favour would be discounted
and anything against seized upon as particularly
damaging'; Neville's committee work on canals and
slums; Neville becoming Chairman of a committee
on living conditions on canal boats and member of
committee on adoption of children; work in the
Reconstruction Committee having 'rather petered
out'; visits to BSA and Hoskins, and about the
Hoskins swindle and Neville seeking a works
manager to reduce Hall's workload at Hoskins;
possible amalgamation of Elliott's Metal Company
with Muntz's Metal Company; Miss Leamon
[children's nurse] returning to work [after nursing
her ill aunt]; the garden. 1 August.
/266a: Note from Anne Chamberlain regarding her
having failed to post Neville's letter, and regarding
her appreciation of Neville's speech on the
Edinburgh and Leith Bill. 7 August.
/267: Anne's dental problems; 'a week of many
divisions and rather late sittings'; lively Commons
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debate on the Irish Coercion Bill particularly
between Asquith and Lloyd George; Neville's
concern about offer of Dominion Home Rule for
Ireland being 'convinced that the worst way of
treating the Irish is to be continually stretching your
offers to them'; Neville having succeeded at getting
his Children of Unmarried Parents Bill (formerly
named the Bastardy Bill) being passed through the
committee stage; Ida and Hilda's holiday; the
children. 8-9 August.
/268: Hilda's treatments at Evian Les Bains; Anne's
dental treatment; Neville's dental problems; speech
by Asquith on monument to Joseph Chamberlain;
meeting with BSA directors regarding a bad deal in
which the company was involved; 'startling news
about France and Wrangel'; Neville, Anne and the
children's holiday at Overstrand [Norfolk]; Hoskins
and about Neville being determined to find
someone to take responsibility or to sell the
company; negotiations with Muntz's Metal
Company for an amalgamation with Elliott's Metal
Company; tea with the Rosslyn Bruces, Lady Boot
(of Boots the chemists) and Miss 'Fileman' [writer,
'Punch' contributor and singer Rose Fyleman;
Neville reading a book about Disraeli commenting
on his 'amazing cleverness and the consciousness
of powers' but says 'you cannot like him' - 'he is too
different in the way that Montagu is different'. 15
August.
/269: Holiday at Overstrand including about visit to
Pelham Market [a village where some of Anne's
Cole ancestors were from] and Norwich Cathedral;
the Polish situation seeming to be 'clearing up, the
Bolshies getting more than they had bargained for
but...Mesopotamia looks very ugly'; visit to Samuel
and Lady Hoare's house for tea and about Lady
Hoare's personality; serious illness of Uncle Walter
[he was expected to die in the next few days] and
Neville's thoughts about his uncle; Neville not
having heard about whether Hall had appointed Mr
Wright as works manager at Hoskins; Neville's
proposed profit sharing scheme for Hoskins;
Neville's thoughts about the current business and
future prospects for Hoskins and concern about
EPD [Excess Profits Duty] soon to be introduced;
the current trade slump and Neville's thoughts that
the attitude of labour will make the difference of
whether the slump is temporary or prolonged;
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Neville rejoicing in the success of the Poles against
Russia saying 'I don't trust the Bolshies one bit and
my fear is that they will be so reasonable now they
have been beaten and got frightened that they will
be ready to make really satisfactory terms - which
they will break as soon as an opportunity presents
itself'; the children. 21 August.
/270: Neville's holiday at Loubcroy Lodge at Oykell,
Scotland; Neville not having liked the countryside
of Norfolk during his holiday there and would
always rather go to Wales, although he thought the
bathing was good in Norfolk and felt there were
some interesting places to see; visit to Blickling
Hall, Norwich and other places while in Norfolk. 31
August.
/270A: Uncle Walter [Chamberlain] [who recently
died] having not made up his losses on speculating
leaving not enough in his will to maintain the house
meaning that Basil [Neville's cousin, son of Walter
and Agnes Chamberlain] will have to work for his
living and Aunt Agnes [Walter's widow] will have to
cut down; Lillian [Cole]; the situation regarding
Egypt; Neville generally feeling optimistic about
trade and industry and feeling the situation
unfavourable to strikes; the coal crisis; Neville
fearing a period of 'some unemployment, loss of
profit and reduction of wages before industry is reestablished on a sound basis and if we can get
thro[ugh] that period without serious damage I think
we should have a fairly prolonged period of good
trade'; Elliott's Metal Company having done well;
BSA 'which is not so well managed' may have to
reduce dividend; holiday at Loubcroy Lodge. 5
September.
/271: Neville's 'very good holiday' at Loubcroy
including about fishing and shooting; Neville's foot
problems; Anne and the children having enjoyed
the holiday at Overstand; the children's interests;
the garden. 12 September.
/272: Unionist demonstration in the [Birmingham]
Botanical Gardens; Neville feeling more cheerful
about Birmingham Unionism; the Midland Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations; public
opinion being against the proposed coal strike;
Neville fearing much unemployment this winter;
BSA having halved their present output and few
enquiries received by Elliott's Metal Company;
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Hoskins however doing very well and threatened
by being overwhelmed by work and rejection of Mr
Wright for post of works manager; asks Ida and
Hilda to stay at Westbourne for Christmas; the
Cutlers Close household [Aunt Lina's (Caroline
James, née Chamberlain) family]; the garden; the
Lord Mayor of Cork [Terence MacSwiney] having
'retired into obscurity but still lingers on 'unchanged'
in the most incomprehensible way' and regarding
the 'fix' he is now in [he had been imprisoned, and
went on a hunger strike]; Neville hearing that Milner
is to retire to be succeeded by Amery. 18
September.
/273: Neville going to Brancaster for a shooting trip
with Donald and about his manager wishing to see
pise houses; photograph taken of Neville and his
family; the garden; the proposed strike by coal
miners having collapsed; Neville feeling the
Government deserve credit for their firmness over
the coal miners dispute and over the Lord Mayor of
Cork; Neville giving an address to Anne's
Ladywood women's club; Elliott's Metal Company's
annual meeting; about 'Jerry' Wiggin, Chairman of
Muntz's Metal Company [with which Elliott's
proposed to merge]; £10,000 given by BSA to the
University of Birmingham for its fundraising appeal;
first meeting of the Home Office committee on
adoption of children; Neville's work on his memoir
[of his cousin, Norman]. 26 September.
/274: Neville's stay at Riccall Hall in Yorkshire;
Neville's new dog, a Cairns Terrier named
Connie[?]; the coal miners dispute; holiday at
Hunstanton with Arthur [Chamberlain] [Neville's
cousin], Helen [wife of Arthur Chamberlain], Donald
and Anne including about journey there passing
through Lutterworth, and a shooting expedition. 3
October.
/275: Dinner with 10 people from the constituency
and municipal staff; comment by dinner guest that
Sir F. Lowe assured a friend he was to get a
peerage, and Neville's thoughts about Lowe; stay
with [Sir John] Butcher [later 1st Baron Danesfort]
and their visit to York Minster and the museum;
calls made by Neville on eight constituents and
about their denunciation of the miners and decline
in support for the 'Socialists'; opening ceremony of
campaign to raise £500,000 for the University of
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Birmingham and about Austen and Neville's
speeches; Neville not agreeing with Hilda that
[Robert] Smillie's [President of the Miners
Federation of Great Britain] prestige was badly
injured; Hilda's sad account about the Cobham
household [Aunt Agnes, Basil Chamberlain and
family] being confirmed by what Neville had heard
through Arthur from Basil's side; the garden;
various papers collection for Neville's memoir of
Norman being missing after everything was
displaced following the fire at Westbourne; Elliott's
Metal Company still having plenty of work in most
departments; prosperity of Hoskins; the children. 9
October.
/276: The coal miners strike; practice of
newspapers to seek opinions of MPs; decision of
Housing Committee in Birmingham setting the
levels of rent payable; dinner with constituents, and
municipal representatives and officers;
unsuccessful deputation to the Home Secretary;
Leo [Amery] [Parliamentary Under-Secretary at the
Colonial Office] being pleased about his CanadaWest Indies Conference [regarding preferential
trade and shipping agreements]; Canal committee
meeting with [Frank] Impey [Secretary of the
Waterways Association] and about [William]
Acworth's behaviour at the meeting; progress on
memoir of Norman Chamberlain; correspondence
with Keeling regarding Hilda Mary Richards; tea
with Millie; the children; forthcoming [Ryland]
wedding. 17 October.
/277: The wedding; the children; the Commons
being pleased with Lloyd George's firmness over
the coal situation; the Commons debate on Ireland
at which H[amar] Greenwood made a 'very good'
speech; Bob Cecil having 'once more...set himself
across the general feeling of his own party and I
think he might just as well cross the floor again [ie
join the opposition]'; absorption of Muntz's Metal
Company by Elliott's Metal Company having been
agreed. 23 October.
/278: Neville's memorandum [on housing] sent to
George Duckworth; explanations for 'sweating' of
houses; loss of Parliamentary seats in Aston,
Birmingham to the Labour Party and an
independent and about E[velyn] Cecil's distress
about it; visit to Royal Horticultural Society; meeting
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of 'our Birmingham Club' of Birmingham MPs,
Robbins and the editors of the Birmingham Post
and Mail at which there was a debate on reprisals
[against Irish nationalists?] in which Neville and
Austen disagreed; Commons debate on Ireland
and about Irish MPs being 'not exactly insincere but
they are volatile to the last degree and anyway no
one can say that N[orth] and S[outh] are
irreconcilable however they may seem to hate one
another'; dinner to [Frederic] Wise (new MP for
Ilford); party given by Johnnie Baird; [Edward]
Shortt and about him being one of four MPs
requiring full-time police protection [the others
being H[amar] Greenwood, Carson and the Prime
Minister]; meeting of the Medical and Allied
Societies in London and about Dr Wilson (The
Times medical correspondent) and his idea that
doctors could administer medical service on their
own [which Neville disagreed with]; play by the
children and bonfire night; Elliott's merger with
Muntz's and about Jerry [Wiggin]. 6 November.
/279: About visits to Moreton [House] and Neville
'not find[ing] Ernest [Debenham] [husband of
Neville's cousin Cecily] a good host from the social
point of view' with Debenham separating the sexes;
George Duckworth becoming more keen on
Neville's housing scheme (see also NC7/11/13/4
for Duckworth's letter) though was lack of support
from [Ernest] Pretyman; request for Neville to join
committee on the Licensing Bill; Neville 'seem[ing]
to be the 'handy man' of the House as regards
committees but it makes Annie vexed because it
keeps me out of the House so much'; deputation to
Bonar Law about dumping etc and about Lloyd
George's thoughts relating to tariffs/protection;
expectation of major redundancies at BSA due to
the economic slump; Elliott's also having 'gone to
pieces'; success of Neville's article in the Weekly
Dispatch; Unionist social meeting in Ladywood;
orchids; the children; dislike of Ernest
[Debenham's] cross. 20 November.
/280: Neville's visit to South Lodge, Horsham
including about collection of historic pottery and
Dame Alice [Godman]; Neville's address [to a
public meeting in Kensington]; Neville's dental
appointment; a shooting trip; Austen having the
House Rent Scheme looked at by Treasury officials
and Austen himself 'cautiously expresses no
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views'. 28 November.
/281: Plant being sent by Ida; death of Ida and
Hilda's dog Hector; Neville's house rent scheme
and about comments from Treasury and Ministry of
Health officials on the scheme (see also
NC7/11/13/9) that it was 'in effect...a subsidy to low
wages instead of to houses'; Neville and Anne's
stay at the Godman's [Dame Alice Godman and
family] house; Commons decision on ministerial
salaries; Neville's committee work; annual meeting
of the Midland Union [of Conservative and Unionist
Associations]; Neville and Anne's thoughts about
preparation for speeches; the house being 'a
continual joy' due to new heating system. 4
December.
/282: Housing including about agreement of two
Health Ministry officials about Neville's suggestion
that local authorities should reduce new house
building and instead repair and alter existing
houses; Neville's illness with cold and bad throat;
Neville feeling that the Times report of the
economy debate is 'sham[e]lessly biassed' and
about the Northcliffe Press attack on 'Waste
M.P.'s'; committee meetings; Neville having
refused requests to be Chairman of a Committee
on Roads and a member of Committee on
Hospitals; dinner with the Wilson Kings including
about discussion with Grant Robertson about
Disraeli and Gladstone; the garden. 11 December.
/283: Arrangements for Ida and Hilda's Christmas
visit; the 'smack' against Addison [rejection of his
Ministry of Health (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill]
and his unpopularity; Addison having asked Neville
to be Chairman of committee on postgraduate
instruction in medicine; Neville's committee work;
visit to Carpenters Hall at which Neville distributed
prizes to students and delivered an address;
recollection of dinner at Carpenters Hall with Uncle
Walter forty years ago; conversation with [William]
Redmond who was very pessimistic about Ireland;
Neville being more hopeful about Ireland; illness of
Dorothy. 18 December.
49 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /270A was formerly numbered
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/270 (two different letters had the same number).
NC18/1/284-332

1921 letters

1921

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1921.
Major political topics in the letters include Austen
replacing Bonar Law as Leader of the Conservative
and Unionist Party; Neville's committee and other
political work; the coal miners strike; the political
situation about Ireland. Other topics include the
businesses which Neville was involved in, including
Elliott's Metal Company, Birmingham Small Arms
Company (BSA), and Hoskins and Son; his holiday
to Italy; public and social engagements; family
news; his garden and personal activities.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/284: Thanking Hilda and Ida for Christmas visit;
Neville's work on canals; Mary's forthcoming visit;
children's party at Anne's Ladywood club and visit
to circus at Bingley Hall; new orchids; [George]
Holcroft becoming baronet; Hoskins [and
Company] doing well. 1 January.
/285: The housing problem and about Neville's plan
for improvement of slum property; Neville's
enquiries regarding lighting [on behalf of Ida for her
local schools]; the garden; Neville undertaking to
draft another report on canals and about this
stopping him from finishing his memoir of Norman
[Chamberlain, his cousin]; visit to show at the
Coliseum in London; visit to Hoskins, their large
order book 'and as prices of materials are rapidly
falling they are making money as rapidly' - 'if only
that beastly Ch[ancellor] of the Exch[equer] [ie
Austen!] wasn't going to grab so much of it'; Elliott's
[Metal Company] 'doing well too tho' not so well but
B.S.A. [Birmingham Small Arms Company] is
rather a black spot'; Miss Leamon [nurse to Neville
and Anne's children] expecting to receive electrical
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treatment. 8 January.
/286: Hilda being elected Chairman of the school
managers; the Ministry of Health suggesting there
is not the need for as many houses as proposed;
Neville's report on housing though he doesn't
expect it to have any effect; report on living on
canal boats; Womens Club parties; disappointment
of Dover [by-election] and about the 'anti-waste'
campaign; meeting of [Birmingham Municipal] Bank
Committee; the University [of Birmingham] appeal;
things looking 'pretty gloomy' at BSA; Neville
currently living on his capital and expects to be
financially worse off this year with increased
taxation and diminished income; Miss Leamon
having to have an operation [which will result in her
not being able to have children]; Neville proposing
to go away for a fortnight 'which will I fear involve
my missing the great occasion when our beloved
P.M. [Lloyd George] will receive the Freedom [of
the City of Birmingham]'; the garden/greenhouses;
the children. 15 January.
/287: Forthcoming holiday visiting Marlborough,
Sherborne and then Sidmouth; Anne having found
a new temporary nurse for the children and a new
cook; Mary and Willie [Carnegie's] visit; dinner
parties including about Arthur Dixon; Anne having
took Mary to her club in Rotton Park [Birmingham];
Anne having taken Mary and William to a childrens
play at the Repertory Theatre [Birmingham]; the
children; Austen coming to address meeting at the
time of the Freedom of the City ceremony for Lloyd
George; Neville suspecting that 'our beloved P.M.
has been intriguing away while A[usten] was at sea
and making arrangements for reversion of the
Chancellorship'; the Times negative article against
Austen and about information from a friend
believing 'it to be contrived with the knowledge if
not the instigation of Downing St[reet]'. 23 January.
/288: Austen and Ivy's holiday staying at Neville
and Anne's house Westbourne; Neville feeling it
unlikely that Austen will be retiring; Neville saying
he would not be surprised if Eric Geddes was
dismissed as Minister of Transport and the Ministry
of Transport was abolished and replaced by a
transport department of the Board of Trade as 'all
its [the Ministry of Transport] raison d'être is being
gradually taken away from it'; Anne's party
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attended by about forty women; Uncle Arthur
[Kenrick] giving up his orchids; a company
[Wrights?] chaired by Arch having 'practically come
to grief' which Uncle Arthur [Kenrick] and other
family members had a major investment in; visit to
Elliott's Metal Company staff dinner, and about a
new process and the absorption of Muntz's; visit to
Marlborough School which was being considered
as a school for Frank; account of holiday in
Sidmouth. 30 January.
/289: Neville's comment that he 'can scarce
restrain a tear' at 'our pure souled P. M.' [Lloyd
George] receiving the Freedom of the City of
Birmingham; Ida and Hilda going to London; Neville
feels that Ida's local housing difficulties show 'the
effect of changed conditions and...attitudes at the
Ministry of Health' and seem to be glad of any
opportunity to delay progress; Neville agreeing that
Ida would be better leaving her house; Neville's
support for Austen's announcement of the end of
E[xcess] P[rofits] D[uty]; The Times' 'vicious and
spiteful article' referring to Austen; account of
holiday in Sidmouth including visits to Exmouth,
Budleigh Salterton and Exeter; Neville reading
various books on holiday. 5 February.
/290: Family news from Nora; return home from
holiday; Neville's interim Canal Committee report
recommending improvements to the River Trent
navigation; orchids and other garden news; Miss
Leamon's operation; the children; misquotation of
the Viceroy in The Times which 'so offended'
Neville that he wrote a letter to the paper; Elliott's
Metal Company 'feeling the slump in some
departments but on the whole are fairly well off for
work'; BSA loosing money and being able to
employ workers for four days a week only; Hoskins
and Son however 'continues its marvellous career
and still sees 8 months work ahead of it'; Neville
asking 'what think you [sic.] of this for a holiday
afternoon this week?' - proceeding to give details of
an afternoon and evening very full of meetings and
other public engagements, not getting to bed until
12.45am. 12 February.
/291: Developments in the 'Tudor-Crozier case'
[referring to the resignation of Major-General Hugh
Tudor and Brigadier-General Frank Crozier after
violence by the Royal Irish Constabulary 'Black and
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Tans' and Auxiliary Division in Ireland] being
unfavourable to [Hamar] Greenwood [Chief
Secretary to Ireland]; Neville having been initiated
into the 'Buffaloes' [the Royal Antediluvian Order of
Buffaloes?]; visit to the Lickey Hills; Neville's
forthcoming public engagements. 26 February.
/292: Visit to art exhibition; the Conservative and
Unionist Party defeat in the Dudley by-election;
railway estimates; final meeting of the Living-in on
Canal Boats Committee; dinner with the [Society
of] Warwickshire Folk in London; Neville not having
voted on the Irish debate as he 'felt 'very 'jubous'
as to the correctness of their [the Government's]
facts or at any rate of the impression conveyed...';
Unhealthy Areas Committee meeting; the House of
Lords' amendments to the Unemployment
Insurance Bill; Herbert and Mary [Anne's mother]
Studd's weekend stay with Neville and Anne;
annual dinner of the Birmingham Branch of the
London Association of Accountants at which Anne
gave a speech; the garden; Miss Leamon having
returned [after operation] but 'looking rather
wasted'; the children. 6 March.
/293: Conference and mass meeting organized by
Anne in connection with her West Midlands Area
Committee and about her 'admirable speech which
as usual drew tears from the audience'; dinner at
the Unionist Club at which Neville proposed a vote
of thanks to [Edward] Carson; luncheon at the
Constitutional Club and about [Henry] Wilson-Fox's
speech and [Andrew] Bonar Law's reply; Neville
having been able to get the Calthorpes to give a
piece of land for a recreation ground in Ladywood;
Neville presiding at a conference on 'the drink
question' organized by the Temperance Legislation
League at which he suggested a return to Joseph
Chamberlain's idea of municipalization; Mrs E.
Cecil having been staying with Neville and Anne;
dinner party 'to keep our money finders [party
donors] sweet' including Mills. 12 March.
/295: Various engagements in Birmingham;
Neville's address to the annual meeting of the
Citizens Society; Neville feeling sorry about the
resignation of Bonar Law from the Government and
as Conservative and Unionist Party Leader; the
expectation that Austen will be made party leader
despite an 'intrigue' to make 'F. E.' [Lord
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Birkenhead] leader; Neville's thoughts on Austen's
relations with Lloyd George if the former becomes
party leader; Neville feeling that Austen 'will do very
well' as party leader as he is 'popular and
respected though I think members are sometimes a
little bothered by his sudden checks of speech' and
'he is certainly no orator'; Neville feeling that this
'does not improve my own position in the House'
but 'I don't much mind; my political ambition being
of a very limited character; but there is no doubt
that it is a handicap to have a near relation in high
places'; Unhealthy Areas Committee meeting; Ida
and Hilda's new dog; Anne's chicks; Mollie's
engagement to Maurice Carver; Hoskins and Son
being 'a little gold mine' though 'there are signs that
won't last much longer'; Miss Parkes to leave as
secretary; rockery being built in the garden. 19
March.
/296: Anne and the children having been to stay
with Hilda at Odiham; the crisis of the coal miners
strike and concern that railway workers will also go
on strike; Neville's annual divisional meeting at
which Neville made an appeal to railway workers
not to go on strike; Neville's speech in the
Duddesdon division and about Neville's speech
being given much more prominence than [Patrick]
Hannon's longer speech at the meeting; the
garden; Neville having been asked by [John]
Whitley to be Chairman of a committee dealing with
London water. 10 April.
/297: A Unionist Party meeting being postponed
during 'this week of excursions and alarums'; the
'bust up of the Triple Alliance' [the refusal of the
National Union of Railwaymen, who were part of
the 'Triple Alliance' with the Miners Federation of
Great Britain and National Transport Workers
Federation, to support the coalminers strike] and
about the related private members action in the
House of Commons including about speech and
proposal by [Frank] Hodges [the General Secretary
of the Miners Federation]; Neville's idea of a
settlement for the miners strike which would
subsidise 'mines that did pay but don't under
present conditions' to avoid them closing; orchids.
17 April.
/298: Neville's scheme for resolving the miners
strike which Austen was impressed with; Neville
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presiding at a Primrose Day Concert in his
constituency at which his 'railway friend' assured
him that his 'appeal [to urge railway workers not to
strike] had had a tremendous effect upon the
waverers' and 'they would take from me [Neville]
what they wouldn't from Austen much less from
Lowe, because they knew I was sympathetic with
Labour'; visit to Rugby; dinner with members of the
Unhealthy Areas Committee at which Neville was
presented with a gold pen; meeting of the Living-In
on Canal Boats Committee; Neville's Children of
Unmarried Parents Bill coming up next week;
Hoskins and Son performing well; the garden;
Anne having got a new cook; Miss Parkes having
left as secretary and a new part-time secretary
having been appointed; Neville reading Lytton
Strachey's 'Victoria'. 23 April.
/299: Ida's forthcoming visit to see Neville and
Anne; Ida and Hilda's new gate and Anne wanting
a new cabinet; visit to the flower show; visit to see
Munning's paintings at the Alpine Gallery; visit to
the RI [Royal Institute of Painters in Watercolours];
lunch with A. M. Samuel; Austen's speech at the
Hotel Cecil; Pen's engagement to May; the
'Bastardy Bill' [Children of Unmarried Parents Bill]
having not been able to have a second reading
after an objection by [Frederick] Banbury; Neville's
opposition to a private members bill 'a Bill to
prevent increase in rates'; day out in Greenwich. 30
April.
/300: Furniture shopping; the Speaker of the House
of Commons 'ideas on how he was going to carry
out his duties'; Austen's successful speech to the
'young Coalitionists' [New Members Coalition
Group]; visit to open the season of the Midland
Sailing Club [of which Neville was 'Commodore']. 8
May.
/301: The coal miners strike and its effects on
Neville and Anne at home; the garden; committee
meetings; Neville drafting another report on canals;
Commons debate on the Ways and Means
Resolutions; the [Birmingham?] Unionist annual
meeting; Neville having presided at meeting
between Birmingham MPs and ex-service men;
Hannon having said that the new American
Ambassador [George Harvey] spends 'a good part
of his time in getting drunk' and about the likelihood
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of scandal if this is true [as it was during the
Prohibition period in the USA]. 14 May.
/302: Birthday greetings for Hilda; the coal miners
strike and that 'it looks as though the atmosphere
was becoming more favourable to a resumption
[the miners resuming work]'; Austen being criticized
[on proposal that MPs salaries should be exempt
from Income Tax] 'and I [Neville] don't wonder' - 'I
can't think what possessed him to do it'. 17 May.
/303: Ida and Hilda's dog; visit to flower show; the
garden; Anne having been unable to find a holiday
house in Devonshire; Neville's speech on the
Railway Bill; the children; visit to a sports day at
Elliott's Metal Company's new recreation ground
and about the company's recreation facilities;
'things seem to be moving towards a settlement of
the [coal miners] strike but slowly'. 28 May.
/304: Willie [William Carnegie] having an operation;
dogs; birds; the garden; Neville having been to
three tennis parties; lunch with Uncle Arthur
[Kenrick]; dinner with Byng and Norah [Kenrick];
planned fishing trip with Uncle George [Kenrick];
dinner with Mr and Mrs [Arthur] Brooks (former
Lord and Lady Mayoress of Birmingham) and
discussion of new advisory committee; the
problems caused by the coal miners strike with gas
and electricity being cut off for 'more and more
hours in the day'; Anne having got another cook;
Anne spending much time among 'her women' in
the constituency; the proposal for exemption of
MPs salaries from Income Tax; success of the
Birmingham Municipal Bank. 31 May.
/305: Fishing weekend with G. H. K. [Neville's
uncle, George Kenrick] being cancelled so Neville
is enjoying a weekend at home with his children,
orchids and playing tennis at Byng's house instead;
division in the Houses of Commons on MPs
expenses; discussion with Grant Robertson
[Principal of the University of Birmingham] on the
trade union classes at the University; lunch with F.
Newman
[agent to the Calthorpe Estate] and Mr Calthorpe
and about the land for a recreation ground at
Ladywood and land which Neville hopes to get
between Pritchatt's Lane and the University;
Neville's breakfast meeting with the Prime Minister
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at Derby House regarding ensuring that the
Government retains female voters in the next
election; dinner party with Mary, J. G. Butcher, the
Birchenoughs and Sir Ch[arles] Stewart; visit to the
Military Tournament and dinner with the Sanders,
Godfrey Locker Lampsons and others; visit to see
Max's caricatures; visit to the [Royal] Academy;
Neville having refused committee to advise the
Postmaster General and is 'fed up with
Com[mitt]ees'; Neville and Anne's holiday plans;
the children. Anne has annotated a message to
Hilda on the letter regarding a mouse and Anne's
work in organizing a luncheon for an organization
of which she is President at which she expects 18
guests. 4 June.
/306: Neville having reluctantly voted with the
Government in favour of the increases of postal
charges to give [Frederick] Kellaway [new
Postmaster-General] a chance and as the
Government after losing two by-elections 'was not
in a condition when a defeat could be safely
administered'; Neville being unsure on whether he
could vote in favour of Addison's salary feeling 'no
one can pretend that Addison is efficient in any
capacity'; Willie Bridgeman and Neville feeling that
the miners are going to settle their dispute this time
and about it seeming that 'neither miners nor other
working men are so thriftless as has been
imagined'; possibility of an Autumn holiday in
Spain; the garden; the Attorney General having
asked 'the unhappy maid of all work' (Neville) to be
chairman for a conference of members to devise a
scheme of licensing but that he could not do it;
Water Bills committee meetings chaired by Neville;
visit to a party at Lady St Helier's house to meet the
American Ambassador and Mrs Harvey and
regarding there being 'all sorts of scandals' about
them; Anne's opening of a 'Scenic Fair' at Bingley
Hall [Birmingham]; deputations regarding the
dismissal of an agent; the children. 11 June.
/307: Neville being 'fairly puzzled' that the coal
miners strike had not ended; the dropping of the
Agriculture Act proposals [guarantee of cereal
prices and fixing of labourer's wages] which Neville
supposes 'is the first fruits of the Anti Waste
campaign' and anticipates other cuts; Austen being
very furious with Godfrey L[ocker]-L[ampson] 'over
his Anti Waste memorial'; the negative feeling
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against Addison with Austen's comments to Neville
having given him 'some hopes that Addison would
either jump or be thrown overboard'; Winston
[Churchill's] speech on Mesopotamia - 'a brilliant
performance'; Churchill having forgotten about
India in an address at a dinner to the Dominion
Premiers and Indian representatives; Neville
feeling that he does 'never quite know whether
most to admire his [Churchill's] great gifts or to be
alarmed at his impulsiveness and hasty
judgement'; Neville being sorry about having not
been able to take the job as chairman of
conference on licensing; Neville's joint committee
work regarding water in London with Neville not
wishing to take on another job like that; the garden;
dismissal of servant Gould; holiday plans; Neville
having sold his property in the Bahamas 'seven
thousand acres of worthless land' [the site of his
failed sisal plantation at Mastic Point, Andros
Island]; purchase of a French cabinet; failure of
BSA having caused financial sacrifices for Arch
[who sold his house] and Arthur [Neville's cousin] 'luckily I [Neville] never had sufficient confidence in
B.S.A. to invest largely in it but kept my holdings in
Elliotts and Hoskins both of which continue to
flourish exceedingly'. 18 June.
/308: The hot weather and the garden; visit to
Horticultural Society show; Neville having presided
at the Unionist Club dinner; the Commons debate
on Addison's salary and about Lloyd George's
unsuccessful speech in the debate; comments by
'Josh' [Josiah] Wedgwood after Neville's speech
against Wedgwood's amendment; Mond's policy of
'concentration on urban housing'; criticism of the
[Birmingham] Housing Committee's work; it
seeming as though the coal miners strike is over;
Anne's meeting at which she addressed 12,000
people in a park; Neville having opened the new
pavilion at the Elliott's Metal Company recreation
ground and about Neville's schemes having
improved relations with workers so much that he
was told 'that if the engineers go out [on strike] our
men will probably break away and stop in';
Dorothy's [Neville and Anne's daughter] birthday
and music class; visit to opera at the Repertory
Theatre [Birmingham]. 25 June.
/309: Cousin Edith; Hilda's Women's Institute
meeting; the 'industrial outlook has certainly
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cleared considerably during the week' and Neville
feels there may be a 'partial revival of trade
and...diminution of unemployment'; Neville trying to
get opinions on the future of coalition [between the
Conservative and Unionist Party and Coalition
Liberals] with Neville's own thoughts on the
coalition; dinner to Carson and about the Attorney
General's speech; 'dull' week in the Commons; the
Key Industries Bill; the 'Bastardy Bill' having
passed through committee; visit to Burlington Club;
visit to opera; Mollie's engagement having ended;
visit to degree congregation [at the University of
Birmingham]; outdoor demonstration at Penns Hall
near Erdington; visit to unveiling of memorial to 5th
and 6th Warwicks at [Birmingham] Cathedral. 3
July.
/310: The hot weather and visit to [Birmingham]
Botanical Gardens [for Austen's garden party to
constituents]; Neville's talk with Mond about
housing and about curtailment of the subsidy
policy; Neville's suggestion that Ida should see Sir
Kingsley Wood rather than Lord Lytton [UnderSecretary for Health] regarding problems with
drainage scheme; water bills committee work; Eric
Geddes having agreed to publish Neville's canal
report which Geddes says he supports 'in principle'
but cannot find money for starting a trust for the
River Trent navigation; visit to management
committee of the Birmingham Unionist Association
and Neville's thoughts that he and Anne 'are
splendid in Birmingham in the way we are running
our political organisation and the enthusiasm we
arouse' and that he considers Anne 'the
mainstream of it all'; meeting with agent and
divisional secretary who said how 'the working men
attached special importance to my [Neville's] words
beyond any other M.P.'s because I knew
something about business and moved about
among my constituents'; visit to opera; the children.
9 July.
/311: The children acting in open air play at Mrs
George Cadbury's house before the French
Ambassador; visit to Joe's [Austen and Ivy's son]
school; Neville having now finished his joint
committee and is now free of committees except
one on war pensions; Neville's speech in the
Commons against extra police pensions; Addison's
resignation; talk with Sir Malcolm Fraser about the
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Coalition and political situation at which expressed
worry about the 'Anti Waste people' and thought 'F.
E.' [Lord Birkenhead] would make a bid for the
leadership of the Unionist Party; Neville feeling it
unlikely there will be an Autumn session in the
Commons; attempts to find someone to let a
house; plan to go to Sicily on holiday rather than
Spain; the garden. 16 July.
/312: The hot weather; Anne's address to meeting
in Cannock division; visit of young people from the
constituency to discuss the starting of a Young
Unionists Club; Neville's Commons speech on
slums and agricultural housing; the 'sordid and
undignified' 'squabble' between Addison and Lloyd
George; Mond's housing policy; Neville's talk with
Eric Geddes; Neville's speech on the Safeguarding
of Industries Bill attacking [Stanley]
Baldwin/Addison's new clause; lunch with Edward
Whitney's son; the garden. 23 July.
/313: Anne going to Devon but Neville is uncertain
whether he can go; Lord Northcliffe and about his
'communication' which Neville feels 'is out to make
every bit of mischief he can between this country,
USA and the Dominions'; opening of the first
purpose-built Birmingham Municipal Bank branch
and about them collecting water rents at the
branches and considering collecting rates; [Ernest]
Hiley planning to stand for Parliament; Neville's
speeches on the Police Pensions Bill and Railways
Bill; Neville acting as Chairman of the
Reconstruction Committee; the children. 31 July.
/314: Lunch with Mary and Willie [Carnegie] and
about their discussion on the manners of young
men and women; Dorothy's visit to stay with Austen
and Ivy at Twitts Ghyll; Austen getting very tired;
Neville's speech on the Ministry of Labour vote;
Neville's Metropolitan Water Bill; Reconstruction
Committee meeting at which Neville presided;
Mond wanting to 'cut out as many rural houses as
possible to concentrate on [building houses in] the
crowded areas'; Neville believing that he has
succeeded in letting his and Anne's house which
will be able to pay for holiday to Italy; accepts
invitation to come to Odiham next weekend. 7
August.
/315: The second reading of the Children of
Unmarried Parents Bill being adjourned; dinner
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with Hannon, Leslie Wilson, 'Worthy' Evans
[Laming Worthington-Evans, Secretary for War],
'Bertie' Horne and 'Willie' [William] Sutherland
[Junior Lord of Treasury] to discuss party affairs
including party political propaganda; Hannon's
suggestion at the dinner that Neville should
become Chairman of a 'committee of active and
keen young Unionist M.P's...to speak in the
country' [which Neville 'firmly declined' and says to
Ida that 'I have no inclination for it and don't feel
disposed to spend my holiday in sweating for the
party for which I care very little']; Hannon's
suggestion that Neville should be party chairman
though saw the difficulty with Austen being leader
(Neville also says he would not want to do this
anyway as it 'would take me out of the House and
immerse me in the details of party organisation - a
soulless job'); Neville having joined the Royal
Commission on London and declined membership
of [Thomas] Macnamara's Trade Boards
Committee; account of holiday with Anne and the
children staying at Georgeham Rectory, Braunton
[Devon] including about the house and a trip to
Pultsborough Sands. 21 August.
/316: Hilda and Ida's planned visit to Italy; account
of Neville and Anne's recent holiday at Georgeham
Rectory including about visit of Helen [wife of
Neville's cousin Arthur the second] and Arthur [son
of Arthur and Helen Chamberlain] and Miss
Leamon having fainted and it appearing that she
will need a further holiday; shooting and fishing
holiday at Loubcroy Lodge, Oykell, by Lairg,
Scotland with G.H.K. [George Kenrick, Neville's
uncle], Arch and Ernest [Debenham] [husband of
Neville's cousin Cecily]. 30 August.
/317: Sea trout sent to Austen; Margaret Hope's
engagement; Neville having 'read about the
unemployed and the Guardians with much interest';
account of holiday at Loubcroy Lodge including
about wet weather, midges, fishing and shooting. 6
September.
/318: Account of recent holiday at Loubcroy Lodge
including about shooting and fishing; visit to
Carlisle to see the Control Board's [a Government
body which took over the public houses and
breweries in the Carlisle area] pubs, breweries,
bottling factories and spirit stores; Neville's
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thoughts that the Control Board should become a
local public trust and that facilities for similar trusts
to be formed to take over the distribution of alcohol
and feels that profits should go towards the
provision of recreation facilities; Hilda and Ida's
rockery, the garden. 13 September.
/319: Sea trout sent to Ida and Hilda; Neville
continuing his holiday plans as he believes that a
settlement will be made regarding Ireland though
feels that [Eamon] De Valera [President of Sinn
Féin] 'hasn't conceded anything even in his latest
letter'; Neville's plans for holiday in Italy; Miss
Leamon's continued ill health; visit to one of
Anne's women's clubs and visit of women's club
members to Westbourne; annual meeting of the
Festival Choral; Bertha's dinner to meet Captain
Godfrey; the Birmingham municipal orchestra
having 'given the town the premier place of the
country, in the musical world...and noted
players...have expressed a desire to come and
settle here on the ground that Birmingham
appeared likely to become the musical centre of
the country' (though 'there is a certain amount of
exaggeration in this'); Neville hoping for 'first rate
players' to be appointed to the [University of
Birmingham] School of Music; visit to open new
[Unionist Party] club for juniors in Neville's
constituency; Hoskins and Son having paid record
dividends and about plans for new building; visit of
Alfred Greenwood and his daughter. 18
September.
/320: Account of Neville and Anne's holiday in
Rome including about their luggage having not
arrived, the journey. 24 September.
/321: Account of holiday in Italy including about
their luggage having now arrived, visits to
archaeological sites and visit to Vatican City;
Anne's injury to her finger. 29 September.
/322: Account of holiday in Palermo, Sicily
including about visit to Verona, visit to see
mosaics, visit to Tivoli, plants, problems with their
luggage, the architecture and historic sites, Anne's
illness. 9 October.
/323: Account of holiday in in Syracuse, Sicily
including about the countryside of Sicily, the very
poor standard of the hotel in which they were
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staying with poor food, dirty conditions and a rat,
Neville's severe attack of gout. 16 October.
/324: Account of holiday in Naples including hotels
stayed in, stay in Taormina, Mount Etna, further
baggage problems, visit to the Solfatara; accepts
invitation to stay at Ida's London flat. 23 October.
/325: Neville having been feeling sick and has been
prescribed 'a very severe diet' by his doctor; Hilda's
decorating problems; Anne's meetings at Stafford
and Coventry; the Birmingham municipal elections
in which he feels the Unionists have 'had a nasty
knock' after losing six seats; proposed alterations in
Neville's garden [a sketch drawing is included of
these alterations]; fireworks party for children;
Elliott's [Metal Company] reporting 'a faint and
possibly temporary revival of demand'; Hoskins
[and Son] coming to the end of its current orders
and expects to be quiet; 'things look very nasty
here' with a 'baddish temper among the Ulstermen
today' and a 'distinctly mutinuous' 'general state of
mind among Unionists'. 7 November.
/326: Neville having many engagements during the
recess of the House of Commons though hopes to
get to 'work seriously on that memoir' [of Norman
Chamberlain]; thanks for letting him use Ida and
Hilda's flat; Neville feeling better; the 'rather boring'
end of the Commons session; Neville's speech
relating to Ireland which had no effect as the
Cabinet would not alter their decision; Bonar Law
being 'on the warpath' regarding Northern Ireland
and about possibility of the party being split;
Neville's photographs. 12 November.
/327: 'S.O.S' received from Austen [see NC1/27/57]
who was 'nervous about what might happen' [at the
National Union annual conference at Liverpool,
with a threatened challenge over Ireland]; meeting
of the Unionist Management Committee in
Birmingham which passed resolution of confidence
in the Government; the Washington Conference
[naval conference involving Britain, the USA, Japan
and other countries] not looking 'quite as happy as
it did' with Neville expecting the Government's
decision 'to suspend work on the four big ships will
give rise to a lot of heart burning'; photography;
Royal Commission meetings; appointment with an
oculist; the children; dinner with Uncle Arthur
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[Kenrick]. 19 November.
/328: Austen's 'very satisfactory talk' with Bonar
Law [refers to comment given in NC1/27/59] so
Neville guesses that Bonar Law 'has come to see
reason' [about Ireland] but fears that 'negotiations
are very critical and that the chances of a
settlement do not improve'; Kate being very
miserable facing the prospect of a stiff knee all her
life; BSA [Birmingham Small Arms Company] to
make a heavy loss this year; Elliott's [Metal
Company] probably losing money but is in a strong
financial position; the garden; Anne working hard in
the constituency; acceptance of Ernest
[Debenham's] invitation to shoot with him at
Moreton; work on memoir [of Norman]; Mrs
Collings death; Christmas presents for children;
visit of Uncle George. 26 November.
/329: Frank [Neville and Anne's son]; Austen and
Neville's friends being worried about Ireland and
about the forthcoming mass meeting about Ireland
which Neville is to chair and at which 'F. E.' [Lord
Birkenhead] is to be principal speaker; Neville
being busy with work during the recess; lunch with
Millie and Mollie; visit to see Kate; death of Mr
Walker; progress with memoir of Norman;
forthcoming Royal Commission meeting; meeting
with Gough about fields; shooting trip; steps built in
garden. 3 December.
/330-331: 'Everything went like clockwork' [at the
mass meeting about Ireland] and about the Lord
Chancellor's speech and people commenting on
Austen's 'pallor and emaciated appearance';
various engagements attended; Parliament having
been summoned at once; Neville not having paid
much attention to 'The Times' remarks about a
General Election; settlement with Ireland; Neville
becoming Chairman of committee to organize help
for the unemployed in Birmingham; the garden. 10
December.
/332: Ireland and debate in the House of Commons
including about speeches by Lloyd George,
Asquith, Hugh Cecil, Winston [Churchill] and Bonar
Law. The first page of the letter is missing. [c. 17
December].
Arrangement: No item numbered /294 has been
found. /330-331 is a single item (despite having
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been incorrectly allocated two different reference
numbers).
46 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/333-377

1922 letters

1922

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1922. A letter
from Frank Chamberlain to Ida and Hilda is also
included.
The letters include some relating to the coalition
between the Conservative and Unionist Party led
by Austen Chamberlain and the Coalition Liberals
led by David Lloyd George (who was Prime
Minister) and the collapse of this coalition and
resignation of Lloyd George as Prime Minister in
October 1922. The collapse of the coalition which
followed a Conservative Party meeting at the
Carlton Club on 19 October (while Neville was
away in Canada) resulted in Austen leaving the
party to become an independent Unionist (due to
his continued support for the coalition, which the
Carlton Club meeting voted against) and Bonar
Law becoming the new Conservative Party leader
and Prime Minister. Under Bonar Law, Neville was
appointed as Postmaster General - his first
ministerial office since becoming a Member of
Parliament (though he had previously been
Director General of National Service in 1916-17,
but without a Parliamentary seat). Other major
topics discussed include debate about the Irish
constitution, and Neville's tour of Canada.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description).
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/333: Anne's illness; Austen having been
'depressed by the 'give away' to the Press of the
secrets of the inner Cabinet'; support for George
Younger's [Chairman of the Unionist Party]
statement; comments on Lloyd George 'this dirty
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little Welsh Attorney and his C. L. [Coalition Liberal]
sycophants think they can dictate a policy to the
whole Unionist Party'; feels that Younger's
statement has evoked such approval as to ensure
there will be no General Election in Spring or
Autumn; feels that 'Ll[oyd] G[eorge] has succeeded
in dealing the Coalition a rude blow, for Unionists
bitterly resent the attempt to jockey them out of
Second Chamber Reform and the are in no mood
to accept a position in the rear of the C. L. wing';
Neville having been 'slumming' [visiting
constituents] and feels 'there is nothing like it for
pleasing the people or for...learning...of what they
are thinking'; unemployment being the cause of
Unionist defeats in the municipal elections;
uneasiness about the Unionist position in Austen's
seat [West Birmingham] 'where they complain that
they see nothing of Austen or his wife'; the garden.
7 January.
/334: Dorothy having broken her arm; Neville
having been visiting constituents and about their
disatisfaction about trade prospects; public meeting
held by Neville; Austen seeming 'rather worried';
thoughts about Lloyd George and the future of the
coalition; comparison between Lord Salisbury's and
Neville's careers; Neville's dislike of Lloyd George;
visit to Nottingham to see work being carried out on
the River Trent navigation; the garden. 14 January.
/335: Dorothy's recovery; Frank's illness with
mumps; Anne being better but still 'does not look
herself and...easily gets tired'; Austen's Glasgow
speech; thoughts on the future of the coalition;
Neville's speeches at Solihull and in his own
constituency; Anne making arrangements for
servants in London; the 'little man' [Lloyd George]
having been 'conciliatory to the Unionists...[in his
speech to Coalition Liberal meeting on 21 January]
and pretended he had nothing to do with the
election stunt' [rumours about a General Election].
21 January.
/336: The children including about their activities
during their illnesses; plans to go to London;
Neville's dislike of evening engagements;
deputation from a Midland constituency wishing to
find a candidate; meeting at Chamber of
Commerce; visit to one of Anne's clubs; visit to a
public meeting with constituents; various other
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public engagements attended. 29 January.
/337: Forwards Frank's letter (/338); the children;
Anne feeling rested at Winchester; Neville's work;
successful results from the [Birmingham]
Mun[icipal] Bank; Hoskins [and Son Ltd] doing well;
rebuilding of vinery; the 'country appears to be
going to the dogs with great rapidity and in about
two years we may find ourselves shorn of Ireland,
Egypt and India one after another'; Ireland
appearing 'to be returning to her normal condition'.
4 February.
/338: Letter from Frank to Ida and Hilda (which was
enclosed with /337): thanking them for boxes of
soldiers; and regarding him having recovered from
mumps but had 'been so spoilt, so I love havi[n]g
the Mumps'. 3 February.
/339: Dissatisfaction in the Unionist Party 'more or
less connected with the Coalition' and about Neville
feeling that there is a shortage of original ideas
among the senior party members - Austen, the
Lord Chancellor, Horne and Worthington Evans;
Austen's speech; meeting of Reconstruction
Committee and about Neville declining to be
Chairman but agreed to remain Vice Chairman;
Neville's attempts to introduce his Children of
Unmarried Parents Bill; him having joined the
Carlton Club; Oliver L[ocker] L[ampson] having
heard that Austen's seat was in danger as 'people
said they never saw him and they debited him with
the E. P. D. [Excess Profits Duty] and C. P. T.';
rebuilding of vinery and other garden news. 12
February.
/340: Austen's Irish speech in the House of
Commons; Austen's 'not so happy' speech to the
National Unionist Conference; Neville's speech on
Ireland; his thoughts about Ireland; visit to the
Speaker [of the House of Commons'] levée and
about the Speaker's determination to keep up the
customs and traditions of the House; speech for Sir
Herbert Austen in Selly Oak; visit to British
Museum; visit to Agnew's private view at which
Neville bought a painting by David Roberts; the
garden; the children; Neville's memoir [of Norman
Chamberlain] having been now typed and is now to
be corrected by Neville and Lillian; house building
costs; Anne searching for holiday house. 25
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February.
/341: Agrees with Ida that the 'political situation...is
terribly confused and uncertain and the London
Press is enough to drive anyone distracted'; Neville
feeling that he 'should like to be rid of the Goat
[Lloyd George] but I fear it is impossible and I have
little doubt that as you say the effect of the efforts
of the Diehards will be tie us up to him more
completely than ever'; meeting of the Midland
Union Executive which was convicted that 'the
separation of the Unionist party would mean
disaster'; George Younger being 'very much
ashamed of himself and has promised to be more
discreet in future'; Neville's speech at British
Industries Fair luncheon; lunch with Arthur and
Helen [Chamberlain; Neville's cousin and his
cousin's wife] and about Gerard Bevan; public
meeting for Oliver Locker Lampson; the garden. 4
March.
/341A: Unionist Party success in the
Wolverhampton West by-election and about
Neville's speech at a meeting in Wolverhampton;
the 'Montagu incident' [Montagu's resignation as
Secretary for India over the unauthorized
publication of a sensitive telegram]; Neville's
dispute with Arthur [cousin] and about Arthur
having lost much money; Sophy and about her
having 'not been corrupted by her association with
that blackguard'; lecture at Lady Lyttelton's house;
annual meeting of the Midland Union [of which
Neville is now Chairman]; meeting with deputation
of 'fierce teachers'. 11 March.
/342: Neville's back injury; Ida getting on the C. C.
[County Council] Health Committee; the Times and
the D. M. [Daily Mail] being 'a spiteful pair and the
diabolical skill with which they twist everything to
suit their aims is almost uncanny'; the meeting of
Unionist MPs having been 'an awful fiasco' [it failed
to support a motion defending the Coalition's
policy] and about 'everyone...asking what the P. M.
will do' in response; Neville's thoughts on the future
of the Coalition with him wishing to see a
reconstruction of the Cabinet with Austen as Prime
Minister and the number of Liberals in the Cabinet
to correspond with the numbers of Liberal MPs;
Montagu's statement on his resignation. 18 March.
/343: Neville's back injury (which he consulted
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[Gilbert] Barling about); redundancies made at
Elliott's [Metal Company]; 'the most drastic cuts'
made at B. S. A. [Birmingham Small Arms
Company] as the company is performing poorly; a
rare Greater Spotted Woodpecker observed by
Neville; Anne having found a holiday house for the
family at Llanaber near Barmouth; Neville feeling
'The Times' must be 'utterly misleading [about the
current political situation]...to an outsider' with the
coalition continuing and there being 'no resignation
[of Lloyd George]...in sight'; address given by
Neville in Sparkbrook for L[eopold] Amery and
about the 'rowdy' behaviour of Socialists at the
meeting; discussion with Amery about a possible
election programme; the garden. 26 March.
/344: Anne's chickens 'dying off rapidly'; visit to
flower show in London; Neville's address to mass
meeting of women for Anne's West Midlands
Womens Party Area Committee; informal gathering
of the Chairmen and Secretaries from the local
divisions of the Unionist Party to meet the Party
Leader [Austen]; other meetings attended; talk with
Austen from which he gathered 'that the little
Welshman [Lloyd George] has been up to his tricks
but they hope to have wired him in safely', so it
seems unlikely that Lloyd George will resign, and
during which they discussed ideas for the Party's
election programme; the [engineering] lock out;
birds. 1 April.
/345: Anne's holiday; Austen's success in the
House of Commons against the 'Die-hard motion'
[a no-confidence motion against the Government];
Steel-Maitland's 'downright mutinuous speech in
Birmingham' and so Neville feels that he cannot be
joint Chairman of a committee with him; Neville's
speech to second a Local Government Officers
Superannuation Bill; the garden including about the
vinery being finished; forthcoming holiday in
Scotland. 8 April.
/346: The BSA annual meeting; meeting of the
Commission; visit to the RHS [Royal Horticultural
Society]; visit to Coteman exhibition at Tate
Gallery; annual meeting of Neville's Divisional
Association; visit to Berrow Court to see Uncle
Arthur [Kenrick]'s amaryllis; dinner with Aunt Alice;
walk with [Frank] Platten [of Elliott's Metal
Company] during which Elliott's Metal Company
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was discussed and about Neville 'scheming' for
Elliott's to absorb a fifth company. 30 April.
/347: The children and about their stay with Hilda
and Ida; suggests consulting A. H. E. Wood about
Hilda's diseased bees; visit of Mrs Chapin and Jack
Hills for lunch; Anne and Neville's strenuous
weekend including their speeches at the annual
meeting of the Birmingham Unionist Association
and opening of new Unionist Institute; the garden
and birds; Genoa [the Genoa Conference, on the
economic reconstruction of Central and Eastern
Europe] seeming 'to be breaking up' with Neville
commenting that 'if only Ll[oyd] G[eorge] would
give half the attention to the Empire that he
bestows on international politics he would achieve
something, but there is more interest doubtless in
cajoling these foreigners...'. 7 May.
/348: Success of dinner to Austen; 'very
unsatisfactory' reports about the security of
Austen's Parliamentary seat with Neville
commenting that 'neither he nor Ivy have done
much to help themselves'; 'rather a rowdy meeting'
held by Neville; Neville having been unable to
speak in favour of the Leeds and Bradford
Extension Bill as he intended [and the Bill was
defeated] and about the 'regular fight going on now
between the Co[unty] Councils and the boroughs'
and the likelihood that the London County Council
scheme of extension will not be carried; dinner with
John and Evie Crosskey; visit of Miss de Burgh
[friend of Anne from Ireland] who commented that
'things...are not as bad as before the truce, for the
Republicans and Free Staters are so busy
quarrelling among themselves that they have no
time to bother about English people or their
friends'; Anne having won a pig in a raffle and
about difficulties with licences for moving the pig.
13 May.
/349: Account of Neville's three day fishing trip on
the Usk while staying at Abergavenny with G. H. K.
[Neville's uncle, George Kenrick] and Fred
[Neville's uncle, Frederick Ryland?]. 20 May.
/350: Dinner to Australian and Dominion MPs at
which Neville presided and about Neville's thoughts
that 'the British Empire makes a strong appeal to
the electorate' and is 'convinced...it leads to
salvation for this country'; recent fishing trip on the
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Usk; visit to the RHS [Royal Horticultural Society];
the continued engineers strike and about Val Bird
being on strike with them and Neville's concern for
the financial situation of him and Kate Bird [former
nurse to Neville and his sisters during their
childhood]; Lloyd George's speech in the House of
Commons regarding the Genoa Conference;
Neville finding the situation about Ireland 'really
heartbreaking' and cannot see a way out; the
garden; Ralph Hope staying with Neville and Anne;
Anne making preparations for going to Canada this
autumn. 27 May.
/351: Music including about Neville feeling 'it is sad
how I have dropped out of music again, I haven't
heard a concert for 12 months' due to lack of time;
Winston Churchill's speech on Ireland; Neville's
thoughts about Ireland and the constitution; lunch
party with Mary and William Carnegie and Halford
Mackinder; dinner at Rathangan at which Neville
saw Lio [Lionel Richards, widower of Neville's sister
Ethel] who is attempting to become a County Court
judge; watercolour drawing by W. Russell Flint
chosen; visit to [the Royal Botanic Gardens] at
Kew; visit to theatre to see a farce 'Tons of Money';
Neville and Anne's weekend at South Lodge,
Horsham [with Dame Alice Godman] with other
guests including Captain Raikes, Captain Dillon,
Lord and Lady Eustace Percy and Miss Walter;
Neville and Anne 'seriously contemplating' going to
Canada from around 19 September. 4 June.
/352: Previous weekend with Dame Alice Godman
including about visit to horse show in Horsham and
about Lord and Lady Eustace Percy; financial
situation of Kate Bird during the engineers lock out;
the engineers lock out and about its effects on
Elliott's and BSA; the garden; Dorothy's first riding
lesson; Ralph Hope having returned home; the
memoir of Norman being finished; Neville 'trying to
devise means of making Austen's seat more
secure'. 11 June.
/353: Aunt Lina [Caroline James, née
Chamberlain]; 'two very exhausting days' for
Neville and Anne; committee meetings of the
Birmingham Unionist Association and Midland
Unionist Association; feels that the Unionist Party is
doing well in the Midlands and would retain nearly
all the seats they hold; Neville and Anne's garden
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party to the constituency workers; the idea of going
to Canada 'fading into the background' as an
Autumn session of the House of Commons is
expected to deal with the Irish constitution; Neville's
meeting with Austen about the Irish constitution;
the garden. 18 June.
/354: The murder [of Field Marshall Sir Henry
Wilson, by the IRA] being 'enough to make any one
despair of Ireland and curse the Irish as a hopeless
and impossible race' and Neville has 'the gloomiest
anticipations of what may follow'; Balfour's speech
and Neville's thoughts that Balfour had 'missed an
opportunity of making an important and interesting
pronouncement based on the Washing
Conference...and leading up to a statement of
future Imperial policy'; tea with Balfour who seemed
to show 'no trace of emotion' when news of
Wilson's murder was announced and Neville
believes Balfour 'is profoundly indifferent to the rest
of the world'; dinner with Mary and Willie [Mary and
William Carnegie]; the Commission taking up much
of Neville's time; Neville having got 'tennis elbow'
which he feels 'annoying as tennis the only form of
exercise that I could enjoy' and was considered
making a tennis court at Westbourne; party at
Westbourne for Hoskins staff and their wives; the
garden. A photograph by Neville is also included
(of a plant in Neville's garden). 24 June.
/355: Lio's [Lionel Richards] new appointment in
Chester; Neville having got used to wearing
glasses; meeting with the Surveyor to the Ministry
of Health about slums and about the Surveyor's
proposal for transferring 'slum' houses to an official
receiver who will carry out the necessary repairs
and alterations; engagements in Birmingham;
Dorothy's birthday party. 1 July.
/356: Kate and Val Bird's financial situation being
reasonable; business not doing well at Elliott's;
Austen's illness leaving him in great pain; Unionist
Party demonstration held in Birmingham which
included speeches by Amery and Anne and
competition in which Anne's pig [which she won in
a previous raffle] was given away; the Autumn
session of Parliament not expected to begin before
the end of October; Neville and Anne's plans for
the recess - going to Harrogate for 'a cure', holiday
in Scotland and trip to Canada; Neville to receive
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treatment of his 'tennis elbow' by electricity; dinner
with Colonel Murray during which they discussed
production of the memoir of Norman Chamberlain;
Churchill's speech 'which was quite a masterpiece'
about the Palestine mandate; dinner with Aunt
Agnes [Chamberlain, widow of Walter
Chamberlain] and Pearl [Neville's cousin, Walter
and Agnes Chamberlain's daughter]; the garden. 9
July.
/357: Dates of planned visits, holidays etc including
plans for visit to Canada; Austen reported to be
recovering from illness; debate in the House of
Commons about honours; Neville having
accidentally voted against a proposition he had
supported in a speech; dinner with Lady Battersea;
electrical treatment for Neville's 'tennis elbow';
assistance given for completion of the works on the
River Trent; the Lee Navigation to be improved;
Frank to be soon leaving to go to boarding school.
15 July.
/358: Advice for Ida and Hilda on buying a car; visit
to the King's garden party at which they met Sir F.
Newdigate; Lloyd George's 'very bad speech in the
Honours debate'; Neville's thoughts that Lloyd
George has 'lost much of his power over the House
and from what I hear he is growing more and more
unpopular in the country because people don't trust
him'; lunch at Sheerness with the Captain of the
Raunillies; Neville's 'restless feeling that comes
when one is going away and having any number of
unravelled threads'; Unionist Party Committee
resolution supporting Baldwin. 21 July.
/359: Neville and Anne's stay for treatment at the
baths in Harrogate including about the treatment,
them spending much of the time writing, sending
20 or 30 letters a day; Commons debate on
Canadian cattle; visit to see Grock [French clown]
and the Russian dancers; the children including
about Frank to go to boarding school next May and
photographs of the children; forthcoming visit to
Canada. 29 July.
/360: Possibility of Dorothy and Frank going to stay
with Ida and Hilda; the garden; Neville and Anne's
treatments for their ailments; account of their
recent stay in Harrogate including visit to see the
Powells at Sharow Hall near Ripon, visit to concert,
visit to Knaresborough, picture galleries and shops
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visited in Harrogate. 6 August.
/361: The trust for Hilda Mary [Richards]; Neville
and Anne's recent visit to Harrogate and about the
treatment received; holiday in Scotland at Loubcroy
Lodge, Oykel, by Lairg; plants; comments 'Poor
Austen! He has my deep sympathy for I have
forgotten politics'. 14 August.
/362: Account of family holiday in Llanaber
including about the children and Tony Jackson;
Frank's interest in moths and caterpillars; Neville's
forthcoming Canada tour and about him being
worried that there may be a General Election which
would interrupt the tour; the garden; financial
matters regarding support of Hilda Mary Richards;
Ida and Hilda's holiday in Brittany. 3 September.
/363: Neville and Anne's voyage to Canada
including about people met including Duff [judge of
the Supreme Court], Mr Hobson [screw
manufacturer], Mr Crowe [of Toronto)]and Dr Yorke
Trotter, concert on the ship, the scenery/islands
passed. 13 September.
/364: Account of tour around Canada including
about the hospitality received, the people met, the
voyage to Canada, the scenery, dinner with the
Lieutenant Governor of Quebec [Sir Charles
Fitzpatrick], the French Canadian point of view,
stay in Montreal, dinner with Sir F. Williams-Taylor
[general manager of the principal bank in Canada],
talk about the granting of Dominion status to India,
politics in Canada, him seeing the BSA and Elliott's
representatives in Montreal and about their
comments that people in Canada would rather buy
English goods than American goods, compliments
paid to Anne, journey to Winnipeg, Lake Superior
and other lakes seen, itinerary for the rest of the
tour, visit to Banff. 24-25 September.
/365: Austen's coded telegram suggesting
imminent dissolution of Parliament but he soon
after sent another telegram explaining this was not
going to happen; account of Canada tour including
visits to Lake Louise, the Rockies, Vancouver and
Victoria. 4 October.
/366: The 'political barometer' in Britain having
'moved up and down with bewildering rapidity'
while Neville has been away in Canada; account of
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Neville's tour of Canada including visit to Mr
Buchart's garden, meeting the Mayor of Vancouver,
banquet in Neville's honour given in Vancouver, the
landscape, visit to Calgary where they met Mr
Bennett, meeting Mr Burns [who owned a large
ranching and meat business] and about visit to one
of his ranches, Mr Bennett's dinner, Canadian Club
luncheon at which Neville spoke. 8 October.
/367: Neville having had to depart from Canada a
week earlier than planned as the General Election
was imminent; Sybil's engagement; advice for Ida
and Hilda regarding buying a car; account of tour of
Canada including about the landscape, Toronto
being an 'ultra-loyal place' to the British Empire and
about speeches given by Neville in Toronto, stay
with the Lieutenant Governor [of Ontario] Mr
[Henry] Cockshutt, visit to Niagara with Mr Grier
[including the Niagara Falls, the American power
station at the Falls and lunch with Dr Grant - who
lived by the Falls], meeting Mr [Arthur] Meighen in
Toronto and about his anger at Mackenzie King's
behaviour over the Turkish incident, stay at
Government House including about meeting Lady
Margaret Boscawen, stay at Montreal where they
met General Mitchell [Dean of Faculty of Science at
Toronto University], stay in Ottawa, Canadian Club
luncheon at which Neville spoke, talk with
Mackenzie King (the Canadian Prime Minister),
about the political position of Mackenzie King, talk
with Beattie [President of the Canadian Pacific
Railway]; stay in the USA, visiting Boston, Danvers
and Salem, where they saw Mrs Endicott [Mary E.
Carnegie's mother], Mary and Willie [Carnegie],
Louise, Augustus Peabody; about the Woolworth
Building in New York; ship boarded at New York for
the return voyage. 22 October.
/368: Neville's impressions of the current political
situation as 'a traveller who has to depend on
meagre telegrams for his information'; news
reporting a meeting at the Carlton Club to be
summoned by Austen to endorse his policy that the
two wings of the coalition 'should go to the election
as separate parties...but...w[oul]d co-operate
afterwards' but Neville was surprised when he
heard about the result of the meeting; his surprise
at the resignation of ministers including Amery,
Leslie Wilson, P. Lloyd-Graeme and 'Bosky' [Arthur
Griffith-Boscawen]; Neville wondering about the
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future including about whether Austen was to join
Lloyd George and form a new party and Neville
wondering what he should do if this happened;
Neville expecting that Austen will remain outside
the Government as an independent Unionist (this
was confirmed by telegram received by 27
October) but then is worried whether Austen will
then be able to retain his seat; Neville wondering
about Lloyd George's future actions; Neville being
pleased that Bonar Law has promised to call an
Imperial Economic Conference in his manifesto;
Austen having declared he has no quarrel with
Bonar Law. 24-29 October.
/370: Neville having accepted office under Bonar
Law as Postmaster General; Austen having took
'the idea very badly' of Neville becoming
Postmaster General; Neville's 'very long talk' with
Austen about the offer of this office and about
Austen's unhappiness at Neville taking office but
relinquishing this stance when Neville told him that
he would leave politics if he refused office; Neville
not regarding 'B. L.'s [Bonar Law's] chances of
lasting as very brilliant' though thinks 'he may carry
on for a time'; Austen being 'very sore and bitter'
against Bonar Law; anxiety about Austen's seat;
Neville being 'overwhelmed with work, interviews
and letters'. 31 October.
/371: Neville having 'a very strenuous time' and
feels that he is 'much more paralysed by the sense
of impending speeches than most people, so that I
find it difficult to keep pace with the work'; Anne's
work in election campaigning in the constituency
for Neville; Neville having become Postmaster
General; feels more confident about Austen
winning his seat; Neville's talk with the Prime
Minister [Andrew Bonar Law]; expectation of a
'pretty sweeping victory' by the Conservative and
Unionists; Neville having spoke for the Prime
Minister [who was ill] at a meeting at the Free
Trade Hall in Manchester. 14 November.
/372: Neville's much decreased majority in the
General Election and about the Labour Party's
campaign in the constituency; Austen's 'striking
success' in the election which has 'taken the edge
off the bitterness which he felt'; the Unionists
having retained all twelve seats in Birmingham;
Neville's address to the unemployed at the
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invitation of Socialists; the general result of the
election being 'quite satisfactory' to the
Conservatives; defeat of [Winston] Churchill, Jack
Hills and Jack Wilson in the election. 19 November.
/373: Neville's talk with his Permanent Secretary at
the Post Office, Sir Evelyn Murray; about his
Private Secretary Colonel [Donald] Banks; 'that
firebrand' Nancy Astor 'shouting' that Neville is in
'the wrong place' as Postmaster General and
should be Minister of Health but Neville says he
would much rather 'find my feet on the Treasury
Bench in my present job...than enter at once upon
one of the most difficult and controversial offices in
the Gov[ernmen]t'; talk to 'discuss the P. M.'s
attitude to the 'unemployed' marchers' after he had
refused to see them; Anne's illness; the Duchess of
Sutherland's party; public dinner at which Austen
and Neville 'were the star turns'; Neville
considering that his small minority was due to the
'unexpected strength' of his opponent and feels
that he will have to work hard to keep the seat. 25
November.
/374: Plans for Hilda and Ida coming to stay with
Neville and Anne; play to be given by the children;
Neville feeling he is 'beginning to get hold' at the
Post Office; question to be asked in the House of
Commons by Wedgwood Benn about Kellaway
becoming a director of the Marconi Company;
Neville to wind up the debate for the Government
on the Safeguarding of Industries Act; agreement
with the West India and Panama Cable Company
to be defended; dinner with Viscount and Lady
Peel and about the Duke of Atholl's 'tale of woe'
given at the dinner regarding him being replaced as
Lord Chamberlain without being consulted; plants;
dinner party of constituents to discuss
arrangements for taking electors to the polling
stations by car; reasons suggested for why people
voted for Neville's election opponent. 2 December.
/375: Neville's 'rather a hectic day' the previous
Monday leaving home at 7 am not getting home to
bed till 5.30 am the next morning; him winding up
the debate on the Safeguarding of Industries Act;
his Commons speech on the agreement with the
West India and Panama Cable Company;
'amusing' week in the Commons 'on account of the
fierce hostility between the Wee Frees [the
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independent Liberals led by Herbert Asquith] and
the Labour party'; first meeting of the Housing
Committee of the Cabinet which 'shows a
disposition to follow out the ideas which I put
forward'; Lloyd George's speech on agriculture; the
Gounaris incident [execution of Dementrios
Gounaris the former Prime Minister of Greece who
had been blamed for the Greek defeat in Asia
Minor] having 'made a small sensation' and about
Lord Birkenhead trying 'to throw discredit on
Curzon for what certainly is not his fault'; Neville
feeling that Lord Curzon has done well 'in creating
a good 'atmosphere' for settlement' [in the
Lausanne Conference]; the Prime Minister's
'firmness' in refusing to see the hunger marchers
having 'broken up and discredited the whole affair'.
9 December.
/376: War debts owed to Britain from continental
Europe and about the present Government not
considering itself to be bound by the Balfour Note;
the House of Commons session being over; dinner
to the Lewisham Unionist Association attended; the
House of Commons having sat up till 7am on one
day which 'the Labour Party arranged...under the
direction of Josh Wedgwood who wanted to give
them some practice in the arts of obstruction'; 'a
fearful uproar at question time' with 'half a dozen
Labour members standing up and shouting and
refusing to give way to the Speaker'. 17 December.
/377: Neville having enjoyed Hilda and Ida's stay
with him and Anne to hear their opinions on
politics; the garden; Lawrence's [Austen and Ivy's
son] stay and about his problems with his feet with
Neville commenting that Lawrence 'is a pathetic
little mortal'; visit to children's party in the
constituency; meeting of the Birmingham Unionist
Association management committee at which
[David] Brooks was appointed as Vice Chairman.
30 December.
Arrangement: /341A was formerly numbered /341
(there were two items with the same number). /369
is missing.
47 items
Access: Open
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NC18/1/378-420

1923 letters

1923

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1923. Two letters
from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda and Ida
Chamberlain are also included.
These letters reflect the various rapid changes to
Neville's political career during the year, beginning
the year as Postmaster General (also becoming
Paymaster General in February). In March, he
became Minister of Health (giving him a place in
the Cabinet for the first time) and while in this office
his letters relate much to housing, the Housing Bill
and Rents Bill. In August, Neville was appointed
Chancellor of the Exchequer, with much reluctance
on Neville's part. Following this appointment,
Neville's principal concerns referred to in the letters
were increased tariffs on imported goods from
outside the British Empire (also referred to as
'protection', 'imperial preference' or 'tariff reform')
and the General Election.
A number of the letters refer to the position of
Austen who had been out of the Government and
out of the Conservative and Unionist Party since
his split with other members of the party at the
Carlton Club meeting in October 1922, with Neville
and various other members of the party being keen
to see his return. Other significant topics referred to
in the letters include: foreign affairs (including
disputes regarding Turkey, the French occupation
of the Ruhr, Italy's dispute with Greece during
which Italy occupied Corfu); and the various public
engagements Neville attended.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/378: The Peace Conference [Inter-Allied
Conference on Reparations in Paris] having 'not
proclaimed complete agreement and parted (as in
Ll[oyd] G[eorge]'s day) with mutual dislike and
distrust'; Neville's thoughts about the French
position at the conference; constituency party;
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'rather a hectic month in front of me'; dinner with
Bell.
/379: Visit of Hilda Mary [Richards]; recommends
that Hilda does not go to 'the Blue Bird'; meeting
with the Prime Minister about housing who wants
something which will 'make a noise like' private
enterprise; discussion with the Prime Minister
about foreign affairs including about him not
worrying about the French but was much more
worried about the Lausanne conference and said
'that if the Allies wouldn't play he was not prepared
to fight the Turks in order act policeman for
Europe'; meeting with Warren Fisher during which
Neville 'found that all debates and discussions on
directorships had ranged round public companies'
so it seems that Neville will not have a problem
with his involvement in Hoskins; Frank's blinking
suspected to be due to eye strain; preparations for
a 'gigantic party' to Neville's supporters in the
constituency to celebrate the election victory. 13
January.
/380: The children; visit to the [London] Zoo and
Natural History Museum with the children; Anne's
recovery from illness; family news including Aunt
Alice's fall; Neville's address to meetings for
Captain [Robert] Gee at Newcastle; foreign affairs
including about the French 'getting in deep'; long
day with the Midland Union [of Conservative and
Unionist Associations] and with the Birmingham
[Unionist Association] and about the shortage of
money and organization scheme for Birmingham;
proofs of some old negatives including one of
Neville's grandfather having been sent to Neville;
Neville having been put on a committee on Trade
Boards; 'that rascal' Godfrey Isaacs' campaign for a
radio station which Neville thinks he will defeat. 20
January.
/381: Visit to annual dinner of the Chamber of
Commerce in Cambridge; invites Hilda and Ida to
dinner and a play; Lytchett and about Neville's
memories of visiting the house; busy week with
committees; agreement made on housing scheme;
Bonar Law having said that he wished Neville was
in the Cabinet 'but couldn't manage it at present'
and had consulted Neville on 'Worthy' [Laming
Worthington-Evans] being appointed as Minister of
Health and saying that 'if he [Worthington-Evans]
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doesn't take it you [Neville] will have to have it';
Neville hopes that Worthington-Evans takes the
post 'for I am just getting into the P[ost] O[ffice] and
don't want to leave it before I have had a chance of
doing anything there'; meeting with Peel about the
possibility of Austen becoming Chairman of a
Royal Commission to enquire into the Indian
services; Neville's talk with Austen regarding the
Royal Commission chairmanship. 27 January.
/382-382a: The wet weather; port sampling;
housing including about Neville not feeling it is true
that 'Bosky' [Arthur Griffith-Boscawen] had 'gone
back on the Baxendale scheme'; the Government
having not carried out the Housing Committee's
recommendation on rent restrictions as they
originally intended; Austen not being tempted to
join the Government and about Austen's sympathy
with Lloyd George which he fancies 'consists
chiefly in a common resentment of the way they
were treated and a common desire to see Bonar
[Law] come a cropper over something'; foreign
affairs including Lloyd George having 'left us a bad
legacy of suspicion and dislike in France' and
Germany to 'be further off reparations than ever';
Neville having taken office as Paymaster General
[in addition to role as Postmaster General] and
about the functions of this office; meeting with the
newspaper proprietors during which Neville 'had
the pleasure of rapping old [George] Riddell over
the skull'; the garden at Westbourne. A letter
(annotated with comments by Neville Chamberlain)
is also included from Claude Berry of the National
Press Agency Ltd to Neville Chamberlain
requesting a story for their series of 'After Dinner
Stories'. 18 February.
/383: Cousin Edith's recovery; 'angry criticisms'
made in Australia on their 'agreement' with
Marconi; discussion with Baxendale about his
housing scheme; lunch with the Duke of York and
visit with him to the Birmingham section of the
British Industries Fair; Neville having gone on a
short aeroplane flight after being asked by
manager at the British Industries Fair; the
Government having had 'some more very bad
divisions' (votes in the House of Commons); Neville
fearing that the Government 'is making rather a
mess of Rent Restrictions'; purchase of three
paintings, a writing table and a Sevres plate;
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'France goes on her wicked way and now I hear
[Raymond] Poincaré [French premier] is flirting with
the Soviet Gov[ernmen]t' with Neville feeling that
Poincaré is 'making things more and more difficult';
Neville's worries about the effect on the British
steel industry with the French having access to the
Ruhr coke and Lorraine ore. 24 February.
/384: The wet weather; the garden; conversation
with Austen regarding Government policy [on rent
restrictions] and about his letter [to the Times];
Cabinet meeting attended at which 'Leo' [Leopold
Amery] and Neville gave their ideas on radio which
were accepted; visit to flower show; Neville's
proposed changes in postal and telephone
charges; port being purchased. 3 March.
/385: Neville having been given the post as
Minister of Health after Horne had declined the
post; Neville's distress at leaving the Post Office
but felt he 'could not refuse [job of Minister of
Health] as it would not be playing the game'; him
having 'has a wonderful reception from all parts of
the House' after his first speech since becoming
Minister and has 'got off on good terms with the
Labour members at once' - 'but oh Lord What is
before me!'. 8 March.
/386: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda
regarding: Neville and Anne having a house in
London and about Neville's fear that Anne would
'feel it to be a step to giving up B[irming]ham
altogether' but they feel that Westbourne 'is not
only our real home but also such a source of
strength' and 'besides I mean Frank to follow in his
father and grandfather's footsteps!'; Anne's duties
to be 'enormously increased in London' [as wife of
Cabinet minister?]; about finding a house in
London; Neville's new job as Minister of Health;
says that things 'are not to be made easier in the
constituency' with Dr Dunstan's [the Labour Party
opponent in Neville's constituency] 'great subject'
being health and housing; Neville speech winding
up for the Government having been 'a great
success'. 10 March.
/387: Neville to resign as Chairman of the Midland
Union [of Conservative and Unionist Associations];
him feeling 'rather appalled at the amount of work'
and will have to take a more active part in the
House of Commons; him feeling that he has been
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'given the most dangerous and responsible position
in the front line' as Minister of Health whereas in
the Post Office 'there was a sort of comfortable
obscurity about it'; encouragement received from
others about his appointment. A transcript of a
letter received by Neville from Joseph Gregory [a
Labour member of Birmingham City Council] of
congratulations on his appointment is also included
[see NC7/11/16/11 for original]. 11 March.
/388: Concern about health of Lawrence [Austen
and Ivy's son] and about the 'bad constitutions' of
Austen and Ivy's children; congratulations received
on becoming Minister of Health; first Cabinet
meeting attended where he 'had a pretty easy
passage as there was no opposition to either of my
proposals'; housing matters including about
proposed subsidy and about rent decontrol; speech
on the Warrington Water Bill; a deputation having
been to see Neville about milk who were 'amazed
at my knowledge of the subject'; party held by
Neville and Anne at the Edgbaston Assembly
Rooms [to supporters in Neville's constituency to
celebrate the election victory] with nearly 600
guests; the garden. 17 March.
/389: Lawrence's health and about the treatment
given by M. Spahlinger of Geneva being suggested
by Neville as a possible treatment; agrees 'that it's
not much use speculting about A[usten]'s political
future' and about 'busy bodies' who have been
'passing resolutions urging that he should be taken
into the Cabinet'; about the Liberals and the
possibility of them reuniting as a party; foreign
affairs and about Neville despite being in the
Cabinet feeling that he is not 'much more
enlightened about foreign policy' than he was
before; Neville's reply to Clynes 'which shut him up
in the most comical way'; housing matters including
about his idea for rent tribunals and him dropping
the Baxendale scheme for the present time; Tudor
Walters scheme for building 10,000 houses; Ida's
scheme for building houses and says he will help if
the Ministry is holding up the scheme; lunch with
Johnnie Baird to meet Lord Weir and about Weir's
idea of building houses by 'mass production';
congratulations on Hilda's success with finances of
Women's Institute Federation but hopes she 'will be
equally successful in reforming the morality of the
Central Office'; invites Hilda and Ida to dinner;
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Frank's new clothes for school and excitement at
going to school; the garden. 24 March.
/390: Easter fishing holiday in Scotland; statements
in the press about Neville's housing proposals
being 'all unauthorised and mostly incorrect' and do
not specify the number or arrangement of rooms;
Neville still to get his ideas on rent restrictions
approved; Neville and Anne's stay at Sherfield Hall,
Basingstoke; Wood having now got a cure for J. W.
disease [of fish?]. 7 April.
/391: Midland Unionist Association luncheon;
Neville's speech on housing at his annual
Divisional meeting; Neville having personally gone
through a Ministry of Health circular on the Housing
Bill to local authorities finding 'it pays to do that sort
of work' himself finding many errors, omissions in
the circular and two 'howlers' in the Bill itself;
introduction of a Rent Act Continuance Bill by
Neville which was unopposed; the new Housing Bill
being put 'into shape'; Kellaway's letter in the
Times about the BBC which Neville feels 'as
dishonest as anything I have known'; the children's
stay with Hilda and Ida; Austen's 'rather solemn
warnings against neglecting the middle class';
Hubbard of the [Birmingham] Post having told
Neville in confidence that Oliver Locker Lampson
attempted to get false news published about Bonar
Law retiring and about Lord Rothermere having
been told the same story by 'F. E.' [Lord
Birkenhead] but after 'having learned how nearly
he had been duped was furious and is going to
support us for 6 weeks in revenge!!!'. 21 April.
/392: Neville's speech on the Housing Bill; the
debate on the Housing Bill and about Lloyd George
having wanted to vote against the Bill 'but his own
people wouldn't let him'; Bonar Law going for a sea
voyage which the Cabinet were glad to hear 'as he
was doing no good stewing in his room at Downing
St' [Bonar Law had been ill and had been losing his
voice on various occasions]; humorous story about
Lord Curzon (believed to be invented by Horne);
'nice letters' received about Neville's memoir of
Norman; Neville's memorandum to Bonar Law
requesting an Under Secretary to help him in the
House of Commons (though this would require
legislation) and about him having been lent
Eustace Percy; the garden. 28 April.
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/393: The sunny weather; the garden; the children;
Neville having had much work to do that week and
has much work ahead on his various bills; dances
at Lady Tyrrell's house (Neville and Anne's next
door neighbour). 5 May.
/394-394a: The weather; examination of houses at
Eaton Square; Frank having started at boarding
school; receptions and dinners etc attended; the
Unionist women's annual mass meeting at which
Anne spoke having 'the success of her life'; the
Housing Bill progressing well in Committee; trouble
over the 'Irish deportees' [the deportation of some
alleged IRA members, which was ruled to be
illegal] and about the expectation that a Bill of
Indemnity will be introduced; Neville's Rent
Restrictions Bill being now in draft; work on a rating
bill; says that he can't get out of many of the
dinners he is invited to though he feels 'they cost
me an amount of worry and distraction quite out of
proportion to their importance'. An extract of a letter
Neville received from a Birmingham City Council
member in response to a letter of condolence for
the death of his wife is also included. 2 May.
/395: Anne being ill with catarrh; flowers seen by
Hilda on holiday; Frank's letter about him enjoying
school; a 'pretty stiff week' though he feels 'none
the worse for it'; the slow progress in Committee of
the Housing Bill; medical dinner at which Neville
sat next to 'the Goat' [Lloyd George] at which they
'got along quite comfortably without touching on
any awkward topics as he has been supporting the
Gov[ernmen]t over the Russian episode', although
Lloyd George's party grew more critical later in the
week; Hewart's comments on the strength of the
Government and regret at Austen not being in the
Government; lack of news about Bonar Law but the
newspapers suggest his voice has not improved
and Neville expects that Bonar Law will resign. 19
May.
/396: Neville having not known until that morning
'what was going to be the composition of the
Gov[ernmen]t or whether Austen was likely to
come into it' but did not expect such strong
opposition to Austen; Neville's stay with Dame
Alice [Godman] at South Lodge; announcement of
Bonar Law's resignation and about his ill health;
Neville having had hoped that Lord Curzon would
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have become Prime Minister but 'had not realised
the extent of his unpopularity'; Neville's meeting
with the new Prime Minister [Stanley Baldwin];
Eustace Percy having replaced Lord Onslow as
Parliamentary Secretary in the Ministry of Health;
the Press having suggested Neville to be
Chancellor of the Exchequer although Neville feels
'it is an office which I should particularly dislike',
'never could understand finance, and moreover I
should hate a place whose main function was to
put spokes in other people's wheels'; work and
public engagements which Neville has to attend
over the next two weeks; the garden; Neville and
Anne having accepted offer to buy (or lease) house
at 37 Eaton Square for £4000. 26 May.
/397: Neville having enjoyed Ida and Hilda's visit;
Neville feeling 'the Gov[ernmen]t is more firmly
established both in the House and the country than
at any time since Bonar came into office' and that
Neville himself has 'had his share in the growth of
confidence'; the Rents Bill being 'not nearly as well
thought out as the Housing Bill' due to his lack of
time for it; play attended. 9 June.
/398: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Ida
regarding: Neville's long talk with Austen; Neville
'having a hectic time but...is not strained at all';
Anne's visit to distribute the Annual Ministry of
Health Sports Prizes and opening of new children's
convalescent home; the 'satisfactory reception' of
the Rent Resolution Bill; house at Eaton Square
part of which they hope to buy; Neville's 'most
amusing talks with the King' when he was going to
open a new wing of the University Hospital. 3 June.
/399: Dorothy 'developing mentally very fast as well
as physically'; the garden; him feeling 'it is splendid'
of Hilda and Ida to make their offer to the District
Council of houses; the Housing Bill having been
finished and about the congratulations received;
work on the Rent Restriction Bill; Neville having
accompanied the King and Queen to Becontree [a
new housing estate in London] and about the
King's 'language about the Labour Party and 'these
filthy rags of newspapers' ' having been 'as violent
as ever'; dinner party given at the House of
Commons for Helen and Arthur [Chamberlain;
Neville's cousin] and also attended by the Larkins
[Canadian High Commissioner], Lady Margaret
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Boscawen, Lady Augusta Inskip and Sir Arthur
Robinson [Principal Secretary at the Ministry of
Health]; 'things look rather more hopeful abroad'
with Baldwin being 'very determined to 'get a move
on' '; Curzon seeming to be 'working very well and
has got over his disappointment'; new branch of the
[Birmingham Municipal Bank] and about the
progress of the bank. 16 June.
/399A: Ida and Hilda's scheme for building houses
in Odiham; dinner with R. McNeill, with [Howell]
Gwynne of the Morning Post as another guest,
during which they discussed Lord Curzon; Neville's
thoughts about Curzon and about foreign affairs;
disappointment about Lausanne [the Second
Lausanne Conference]; dinner with Lillian [Cole]
and about Sir G[ideon] Murray's story about
Stanley Baldwin; Austen having been misinformed
that L[eopold] Amery was one of the objectors [to
Austen returning to the Cabinet] and about Neville's
thoughts on Amery; Neville having been to
distribute prizes on ship 'the Exmouth' used by the
Metropolitan Orphans Board for Poor Law boys;
visit to see a play; visit to see Frank at school in
Sevenoaks; Neville's work as Minister of Health
and about him being 'a little nervous of what my
happen while I am away' - 'so long as I am there
however I keep the temperature down and make
steady progress'. 24 June.
/400: Little progress having been made by Eustace
Percy on rents; row during House of Commons
debate [over plans to end infant milk schemes]
which led to expulsion of four MPs which Neville
felt 'a perfectly scandalous scene'; work on the
Rent Bill; Neville feeling 'each week is worse than
the last' with more work and public engagements.
30 June.
/401: Kingsley Wood causing Neville a problem in
promoting an amendment of the Rents Bill;
Neville's speech on the estimates having 'gave
much satisfaction as no Minister had talked about
Health since the Ministry [of Health] began!'; the
Prime Minister's garden party during which
Selborne 'did nothing but go about singing the
praises of the Chamberlain family' and was 'most
enthusiastic' about Ida and Hilda's gift [regarding
them building housing]; Austen's speech on land
valuation which Neville feels 'played directly into
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the hands of his enemies'; Unionist demonstration
at the [Birmingham] Botanic Gardens with about
20,000 people present and at which Austen and
Smedley Crooke spoke. 8 July.
/402-402b: Neville and Anne going to visit Lady
Elphinstone's garden at Bagshot; trouble over
organization of the Conservative and Unionist Party
in Birmingham; Austen's political position and about
problem of a minority in the party believing Austen
'to be tied up to Ll[oyd] G[eorge] and [Lord]
Birkenhead whom they fear and hate and they
dread lest A[usten's] return should in any way
facilitate their return' though feels the majority want
him back; the party's attitude to [Reginald]
McKenna [who had been offered the position of
Chancellor of the Exchequer, which he said he
would accept if his health improved and if he was
found a safe seat] 'either he has changed his views
or there will be considerable trouble about his
presence in the Gov[ernemen]t' and about a lack of
enthusiasm for him; the third reading of the Rent
Bill having passed without difficulty; progress on
alterations at Neville and Anne's new house in
Eaton Square. A letter of congratulations on the
Rent Bill from Sir E. Manville to Neville
Chamberlain and cutting regarding the future of the
Basingstoke Canal are also included. 15 July.
/403: Work on Neville and Anne's new London
house at 37 Eaton Square; Neville being busy with
'half a dozen other matters' now his work on his 'big
bills' is finished; the garden at Westbourne; 200
women having visited from two clubs; Neville
'getting more hopeful about France and the Ruhr';
stories about Lord Curzon 'the All Highest';
information suggesting a Communist revolution is
unlikely in Germany with the Monarchists being
'fairly well organised' in most parts though the
country could split if a financial copllapse occurs;
Turkey having 'once more played on our disunion
and...determination not to fight and...has...whittled
away our advantages'; new circulars to Boards of
Guardians 'to stiffen up the administration of the
Vaccination Acts' and about possible new
legislation; Frank having recovered from whooping
cough. 21 July.
/404: Frank having return home for the school
holiday and about his progress; Dorothy having
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finished top of her form at school; the Rent Bill
having passed through the House of Lords 'like a
knife through butter'; 'the 'Worthy' puff' [about
Laming Worthington-Evans]; visit to Royal garden
party; progress on decoration etc of 37 Eaton
Square; visit to Stoke to open new hospital and
inspect a housing estate during which 'they made a
tremendous fuss over us' and felt 'very much like
Royalty!'; Anne's speech at Hitchin; Hilda Mary
[Richards] success in her exams. 28 July.
/405: Neville's holiday in Scotland staying at
Loubcroy Lodge, Oykell, by Lairg with Ned, Ernest
[Debenham] [husband of Neville's cousin Cecily]
and G. H. K. [Neville's uncle, George Kenrick];
letter received from the Prime Minister [Stanley
Baldwin] asking Neville to become Chancellor of
the Exchequer [see NC7/11/16/3]; Neville's
thoughts on why he had been asked to take the
post; Neville having written to decline the offer [see
NC7/11/16/4] but suspects that the Baldwin may
press him to accept; him feeling 'it would be a
mistake to accept' the offer feeling he would be 'a
fish out of water', that he 'know[s] nothing of
finance', 'hate[s] blocking other people's schemes'
and would 'have to live in Downing St instead of
Eaton Square!' [after having only just recently taken
the property]. 20 August.
/406: Neville having accepted the post of
Chancellor of the Exchequer after a discussion with
Baldwin who said that other people ([Leopold]
Amery, [Philip] Lloyd Greame, 'Worthy' [Laming
Worthington-Evans], [Edward] Wood, 'Jix' [William
Joynson-Hicks]) were not suitable for various
reasons and 'had felt the need of a colleague at
hand with whom he could discuss affairs as he had
formerly discussed them with Bonar'; Neville hating
the change not wishing to leave the Ministry of
Health; them having to move to Downing Street
with Neville wishing to sell 37 Eaton Square 'but
Annie won't hear of it so we shall have four houses
on our hands at any rate for a time'; request for
Dorothy to stay at Hilda and Ida's London house
Sloane Court [none of Neville and Anne's London
houses was then available as they were trying to
let 37 Eaton Square, 11 Downing Street would not
be available until October and Egerton Crescent
was not available]. 26 August.
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/407: Neville having received many letters of
congratulations on becoming Chancellor of the
Exchequer [see NC8/7 for some of these];
newspaper articles regarding Neville's appointment
some suggesting he was not suitable for the job; a
'very nice letter' received from Austen [see
NC1/27/73] on the appointment 'but I could see
that he felt some bitterness in his soul and I can't
wonder'; Neville's thoughts of Austen returning to
the Government being 'a case of patience and
waiting for an opportunity'; the Hartley Wintney
[Rural District Council] case for building houses
sent to Neville for a decision; his stay at Harrogate
for treatment in the baths which he does not feel he
is 'exactly enjoying' but he 'endure[s] it like Austen
does Eigg and hope[s to]...reap some benefit from
it later'; lunch with the Butchers at Riccal near York;
foreign affairs with 'more trouble in the Near East'
and about Mussolini 'behaving like a bully' against
Greece; the anti-German feeling in Britain making it
'very difficult to protect British interests without
appearing to favour ones enemies'; Neville 'not
looking forward to...work at the Exchequer with
pleasure' believing 'it is going to be beastly'. 2
September.
/408: Congratulations received on becoming
Chancellor of the Exchequer with over 200 to
Neville and 50 to Anne plus formal resolutions etc;
letter from Austen [see NC1/27/74] which has
caused distress as Neville feels 'it shows that he is
brooding over our difference and representing to
himself...that my position in the Gov[ernmen]t is
making his impossible'; Neville's consultation with
doctor about his health and treatment at Harrogate;
plan to lunch at Farnley Hall with Major Fawkes;
visit to see Gertie Brown who had been ill; 'an
anxious time' with Anne's sister Mary Palairet being
in Tokyo [where there had been an earthquake]
with her husband Michael Palairet who is Chargé
d'Affaires there. 9 September.
/409: Neville taking much the same view as Ida
about Austen and about Austen thinking of a
Directorship; the children; Neville and Anne's stay
for treatment in Harrogate; lunch with Major
Fawkes at Farnley Hall; lunch with the Meysey
Thompsons near Harrogate; visit of Lillian and
Enid; visit of 'Em.'; visit to shops in Harrogate; book
'Babbilt' read; Mussolini having announced date for
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[ending the Italian occupation of Corfu], about the
Daily Mail's report of it which he feels 'perfectly and
recklessly disloyal, onesided and mischievous' and
about the international reaction to Mussolini's
actions; the garden. 15 September.
/410: Anne being busy to find new servants; Anne's
various public engagements; problems with the
trade union classes, an idea which Neville
suggested, at the University of Birmingham and
about Neville's speech to the students; Frank's
return to school; new Valuation and Rating Reform
Bill and about Sir T[rustram] Eve's criticisms; the
'Industrial Group' [an informal group of
Conservative backbench MPs with industrial
interests] which Neville is critical of; it appearing
that no meeting had been arranged between
Baldwin and Poincaré as had been reported to the
public; Neville having begun to meet his new staff
at the Treasury but says 'I confess I don't like them
or their methods so far as I have seen them'; visit
to see Millie; visit to 37 Eaton Square where the
alterations are nearly finished and about them
trying to find a tenant; a banquet to be given in
Neville's honour in Birmingham. 22 September.
/411: Shooting trip with Barling near Bridgnorth;
dinner given to Neville by his divisional chairman at
the White Horse in Congreve Street with an
audience of about 60 to 70; the Housing Act and
about Ida's scheme for building houses and other
schemes in the area; Neville feeling the 'decision of
the Ambassadors Conference was a monstrous
injustice' regarding the Italian demands against
Greece; talk with the Prime Minister on foreign
affairs with Neville urging him 'to communicate with
Poincaré before the effect of his interview had worn
off and try and get him to enter into conversations
about the next step'; Walter Guinness to be
appointed as Financial Secretary to the Treasury;
Neville examining 'how agriculture can be helped
without duties on corn'. 29 September.
/412: Neville's new Financial Secretary which he
hopes will allow him 'to shove a great deal on to
him and to be free to discuss larger matters'; visit to
Chequers 'a glorious place' with Stanley Baldwin;
talks with Baldwin on possible new duties and
imperial preference. 6 October.
/413: 'A strenous week, but I suppose not an
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exceptional one for a Cabinet minister whose social
or semi-social duties are an even greater burden
than his department'; first dinner party at 11
Downing Street with representatives from the
dominions; various other dinners etc attended;
Neville's address at the Whitefriars Club on
education suggesting spending 'more on the bright
individuals and less on the undistinguished mass';
much 'behind the scenes' discussion about the
possibility of new tariffs for imperial preference; talk
with Mackenzie King about imperial preference;
foreign affairs including about Neville having 'been
dabbling to some extent in foreign politics, having
repeated interviews with Eyre Crowe and even
drafting despatches myself' and about 'the Ruhr
affair'. 21 October.
/414: Stanley Baldwin's declaration [at the
Conservative Party Conference in favour of
protectionist trade measures] having 'produced just
the effect we aimed at'; a 'very strenuous week and
one full of worries and anxieties both in home and
foreign affairs'; Neville feeling ill; Baldwin's
comments that Neville is a 'tower of strength' to
him; correspondence with Austen about tariffs etc
[see NC1/27/78-80]; Mr Thomas' views on subsidy
for agriculture; attempts at getting agreement with
the Portuguese about East Africa; Poincaré
[French premier] being 'pushed' into accepting the
American proposal. 26 October.
/415: Account of Neville's 'campaign' going to
speak at public meetings in Cardiff, Leeds, Great
Harwood and Preston in support of 'Protection'
[tariffs on imports]; Neville's thoughts about
Baldwin; Neville being glad that Baldwin had
'sprung a protectionist policy almost at a moments
notice with a Cabinet a substantial proportion of
which consists of Free Traders'; the protectionist
policy being referred to as a means of tackling
unemployment; Neville, unlike Austen, feeling that
it is not possible 'to go the whole hog' on tariff
reform which he feels would mean 'almost certain
defeat'. 11 November.
/416: Neville loathing the election campaign and his
'speechifying' in which he goes 'on repeating the
same thing night after night'; Hilda's 'outburst' [in
which she was dismayed at disunity in the
Conservative Party following Baldwin's decision to
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ask for Lord Birkenhead's support without assuring
Birkenhead or Austen of a Cabinet place] which
Neville considers to be 'one sided' not considering
the matter from Baldwin's point of view; Neville's
doubts about 'F. E.' [Lord Birkenhead] and whether
he would be 'an asset or liability' to the party and
says he has a bad reputation; a 'very difficult time
with our Free Trade colleagues' in the Government;
dinner given to Leslie Wilson in the House of
Commons; Mrs Ponsonby having backed out of
agreement to buy 35 Egerton Crescent with Neville
being furious with his solicitor Ellis about it, having
'wanted the cash badly'. 17 November.
/417: The election campaign; some electors being
afraid of tales that goods may become more
expensive if tariff reform is introduced; Neville
being 'fairly confident that we shall come through
all right' in the election with Sir Herbert Austen
having 'the shakiest seat'; Neville's election
campaigning meetings - 'a week and a half of
active torture, I call it'. 24 November.
/418: Austen feeling 'quite confident and happy
about his [election] prospects' while Neville is 'not
quite so sanguine' but has 'no doubt' he would win
and would be disappointed if he does not increase
his majority; ten meetings addressed during the
week in support of the election campaign mainly in
the constituency; meeting in the City of London;
meeting in Bath; Anne working hard on the
campaign calling on about 40 to 50 voters a day. 2
December.
/419: Regrets that Ida and Hilda have not been
able to stay with Neville and Anne for Christmas;
the current political situation [after the General
Election in which the Conservatives lost their
overall majority although remained the largest
party] including about Neville feeling 'people seem
to be rather coming round to my idea that a
dissolution [of Parliament] is not inevitable in the
near future' and about the 'intrigue at work';
meeting to be held of Conservative MPs at which
he expects Baldwin to 'declare his continued belief
in Protection and his readiness to make way for
someone else if the party does not agree'; the party
central body having proposed to pass a resolution
'calling on the Gov[ernmen]t to arrange with the
Liberals to keep the Socialists [Labour Party] out'
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but this was cancelled after Neville explained the
situation. 23 December.
/420: Ida's recovery from illness; pantomime dress
rehearsal attended with the children; Christmas
Day activities; visit of Slade family and Aunt Alice
to dinner; lunch with G. H. K. [Neville's uncle,
George Kenrick] to meet the Sonnenscheins; family
dinner party including the Ernest Martineaus, Arch
Kenricks, Byng Kenricks and Bert Beales; lunch
with 'Father' Matthews [who was rector on Andros
Island, while Neville was there] and about him
being 'always in money troubles'; dinner with
'various constituency magnates' and Alderman
Burman [new MP for Duddeston]; dinner with
Barling, David Davis [former Lord Mayor of
Birmingham] and wife, the Principal of the
University [of Birmingham], the Jollys and
Signorina di Castelvecchio; lunch with Millie;
meeting with Hewins about the local Unionist
Association which Neville feels 'has been steadily
going doing hill' and feels that the Vice-Chairman
Sir David Brooks has done nothing; meeting with
Hubbard of the [Birmingham] Post who said 'F. E.
[Lord Birkenhead] had broken out again' and had
been seen drunk; Hubbard's 'hankering' for 'an
understanding with the Liberals to keep out
Labour'. 30 December.
50 items
Access: Open
Notes: /399A was formerly numbered /399 (there
were two items with the same reference number).
NC18/1/421-467

1924 letters

1924

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1924. Letters
from F. E. Haden to Neville, from Sibell Glyn to
Anne Chamberlain [Neville's wife], from Anne to
Hilda; and some printed election letters are also
included.
The letters for 1924 include a number referring to
politics in the aftermath of the December 1923
General Election in which the Conservatives failed
to maintain their majority (although they remained
the largest party). This resulted in them leaving the
Government in January 1924 and Neville lost his
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position as Chancellor of the Exchequer. A new
Labour Government was formed with their leader
Ramsay MacDonald becoming Prime Minister.
Chamberlain's period in opposition did not last long
however, as the Labour Party were defeated in the
October 1924 General Election and Chamberlain
returned to office as Minister of Health. Many of the
letters also refer to housing including about the
Labour Government's housing policy and the Rent
Restrictions Bill; and about Neville's work on
housing when he became Minister of Health.
Other major topics in the letters include: Austen
being brought back into the Conservative and
Unionist Party; debate about 'Protection' [the
controversial policy of placing tariffs on foreign
goods with the aim of protecting domestic industry];
the 1924 General Election; and the new
Conservative and Unionist Government.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/421: Hilda and Ida's planned visit to the South of
France and about Ida's health; 'all the strain of the
election' having tired Anne out; Jackson being very
worried and about lunch with Jackson, the Prime
Minister and William Bridgeman; 'what a lot of
nonsense people do talk' [after the General
Election in December 1923, in which the
Conservative and Unionist Party lost their overall
majority though remained the largest single party]
and about press commentary on the idea of an
alliance between the Conservatives and Liberals;
Neville feeling such an alliance is unlikely as
'Asquith has gone much too far to draw back now'
and so Neville expects that the Conservatives will
be replaced by a Labour Party government;
Godfrey Isaacs having accepted 'arbitration on all
his multitudinous war claims' on Neville's terms;
[Leopold] Amery [First Lord of the Admiralty] having
been 'the most difficult of my [Neville's] colleagues
(departmentally)'; Neville having not 'decided what
to do about business' yet but is unofficially giving
advice to directors on some current negotiations;
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visit to National Gallery; the garden. 5 January.
/422: Ida's progress with her health; urges her to
not 'put in people who drink or are of bad character'
into her cottages; the 'wire pulling' among the
Liberals and Conservatives 'with the object of
bringing an arrangement of some sort'; the
question about the future of the 'Protection' [the
controversial policy of placing tariffs on foreign
goods with the aim of protecting domestic industry];
Anne having made some progress at recovering;
Neville being 'conscious of being a bit 'nervy' and
irritable' and says that 'sometimes I feel
desperately depressed and wish I were out of
politics'; meeting of the Birmingham Unionist
Association Committee of Management; the
children. 12 January.
/423: Neville and Anne going for a holiday to
Wengen in Switzerland on the next day, which
Hilda and Ida have paid for; the last day of the
debate on the King's Speech having been
'decidedly in our favour'; meeting held of the exMinisters at which Neville brought up the matter of
Austen and Horne being brought back into the
Unionist Party and about the difficulty with 'F. E.'
[Lord Birkenhead]; Neville having 'striven for...a
united party with a definite attitude on the question
of protection'; Neville having had conversations
with members of his party and says he was 'not
much encouraged by what I have heared'; Neville's
meeting with the King 'to say goodbye' [on leaving
the office of Chancellor of the Exchequer]; farewell
dinner to his staff in the Treasury. 24 January.
/424-424a: Neville and Anne's successful holiday in
Switzerland including about them having gone
skiing, visit to see a luge [a 'kind of toboggan'] race,
visit to exhibition of ski-jumping, ice skating; the
meeting of ex-ministers shortly after their
resignation at which 'everyone wanted A[usten] and
Horne and no one wanted F. E. [Lord Birkenhead]
but when I explained that it was all or nothing they
agreed they would swallow F. E. to get the others'
and about discussion with Salisbury about the
matter. A press cutting is also included. 30
January.
/425: Flowers; Neville and Anne's Switzerland
holiday including expedition to the Jungfrau Joch;
meeting with [Stanley] Baldwin about Austen;
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dinner with Austen and Baldwin at which Austen
accepted the invitation to rejoin the Unionist Party
and 'so reunion has come at last, thanks, I think I
may say, to me'; Baldwin to remain as Unionist
Party leader; Neville and Anne's move into 37
Eaton Square; story about Hartshorn, the new P.
M. G. [Postmaster General]. 9 February.
/426: Ida and Hilda's holiday; their offer of furniture
to Neville and Anne; the furnishing being carried
out at 37 Eaton Square; Austen seeming to having
'settled down quite comfortably' on his return to the
Unionist Party; Baldwin to offer Austen the position
of deputy leader of the party; Austen's 'splendid
speech'; the 'sensation' caused by Asquith's
statement about Poplar [his attack on John
Wheatley's [the new Minister of Health] handling of
the case of the Poplar Board of Guardians, which
wished to spend more money on relief for the poor
than permitted] which Neville believes that Lloyd
George is at 'the bottom of it' as he 'wants to split
the Labour party and form a central group...';
orchids; 'Dunstan [the Labour Party candidate in
Neville's Ladywood constituency] and his wife are
working like beavers and if an election come
soon...it will take me all my time to hold my seat';
Neville's thoughts that he would not move
constituency unless he was defeated at Ladywood
and wishes Sir Francis Lowe to remain as MP for
Edgbaston to 'keep the place warm until I am
ready'. 16 February.
/427: Ida recovering from her illness; Austen's
illness with sciatica; rejects Hilda's suggestion that
he should stand for Edgbaston constituency
without having been defeated at Ladywood; his
opposition to the new Rent Restrictions Bill and
about him feeling that his own Rent Restrictions
Act [of 1923] and Housing Act are working very
well and is angry that the Labour Government
wishes to replace them both; the 'pretty good week'
in the House of Commons for the Conservatives
including in the debates on the air force and on
cruisers; problem that Winston [Churchill] wishes to
stand in the [Westminster] Abbey division byelection and wants the support of the
Conservatives but Neville feels that would be a
'great mistake'; Neville having accepted invitation
to rejoin the board of directors at Elliott's [Metal
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Company Ltd]. 23 February.
/428: Ida and Hilda's holiday; Neville's illness with
catarrh which has meant he has been confined to
the house for much of the week; the Ladywood
social; the Poplar debate in the House of
Commons which 'split the Liberal party again'; the
debate on Henderson's speech [about his speech
in the Burnley by-election saying that revision of
the Versailles Treaty was overdue, which caused
difficulties for Ramsay MacDonald]; the snowy
weather; Aunt Alice having enjoyed her recent visit.
1 March.
/429: Frank having German measles; visit to Box
Hill; him still being ill with catarrh; the 'beastly week'
for the Conservatives over the Abbey division [byelection] with Neville feeling the Baldwin 'has not
been fortunate in his handling of it'; Neville's
expectation that Churchill will win in the by-election
and will cause divisions in the Unionist Party
(unlike Austen who was supporting Churchill); visit
to play 'The Way of the World'. 9 March.
/430: Dorothy's illness with German measles;
Anne's first 'At Home' party to wives of MPs and
candidates; dinners with the American Ambassador
[Colonel George Harvey] - 'a very dull dog'; lunch
with the Lawrences; the results of the Abbey
division by-election being a close 'shave' [with
Churchill having been beaten by just 43 votes] with
Neville saying 'we have been spared the cleavage
which W. C.'s return would have assuredly
produced in our party'; talk with Edward Wood 'with
whom I always feel more at home than almost any
of my colleagues' about the comments of a Labour
Party member on Unionist aims and who
expressed a feeling that 'there is a much closed
community between us [the Labour and Unionist
parties] (that is of course the moderate sections)
than between either of us and Liberals'; Baldwin
having gone to Edinburgh to speak on insurance
using Neville's notes; the proceedings on the Rent
Restrictions Bill having 'become pretty farcical';
meeting with new Unionist Party Agent [Herbert
Blain]. 22 March.
/431: Anne's second 'At Home' party; Neville's
speech at a women's Unionist meeting with 900
delegates at Walsall; Neville's speech in the
Commons debate on the Consol[idate]d Fund Bill;
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problems at Hoskins [and Son Ltd] with a lack of
orders; Elliott's [Metal Company Ltd] 'doing very
well indeed' and are full of orders though he feels
the board of directors is 'rather weak'; Anne's 'awful
day' being very busy seeing constituents and then
attending a whist drive and fancy dress ball;
Neville's constituency and other public
engagements; the garden. 30 March.
/432: Ida's illness; Anne's last 'At Home' party;
Bass (maid) requiring an operation; a busy week
including six speeches; Wheatley's bill [Rent
Restrictions Bill?]; [John] Clynes' statement in the
House of Commons [about the Rent Restrictions
Billl]; a 'good deal of going and coming between us
and the Dissentient Liberals' who 'wants to form a
'Liberal Unionist wing' under Winston's leadership';
progress with furnishing of 37 Eaton Square; visit
to Kew [the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew]; Hoskins
having 'made its usual gift to the workpeople and
staff'. 5 April.
/433: Ida's illness; the Government having 'made a
fine mess of the Evictions Bills' and about Neville's
conversation with Ramsay [MacDonald] regarding
the bills; the Government having now 'confined
themselves to a perfectly harmless amendment of
the 1923 [Housing] Act'; [John] Wheatley's [Minister
of Health] new housing scheme; addres given by
Neville at the Ladies Carlton Club on widows
pensions; Neville's 'awful day' of meetings; the
garden and visit to the RHS [Royal Horticultural
Society]; Frank's 'excellent' school report. 12 April.
/434: Neville's illness with gout; Neville and his
family's appreciation of their visit to stay with Ida
and Hilda; the leaders conference; luncheon
arranged by [Leopold] Amery to 'try and make a
start with the new organization to push along the
education of the country in protectionist principles';
a meeting at Shrewsbury and Neville's stay at
Condover Hall with the Fieldens; the garden; 'good
strong agitation getting up over the McKenna
Duties and I shouldn't be surprised if after all we
get them retained beyond August 1' [refers to the
duties introduced by Reginald McKenna on
imported luxury consumer goods, supposedly as a
temporary measure during the First World War but
which still remained in place]; Aunt Alice's visit. 4
May.
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/435: The garden; the children having returned to
school; the formation of the Fair Trade Union for
Safeguarding British Work and Wages; dinner by
Town Planning Institute; annual meeting of the
Birmingham Unionist Association; about Mr
[Edward] Theodore [Premier of Queensland] and
about Neville going to loan his house for Mr and
Mrs Theodore's party; Nancy Astor 'pestering'
Neville to go to Cliveden. 11 May.
/436: The McKenna debate in the House of
Commons including about speeches by Stanley
Baldwin and Austen; meeting with Harold Begbie;
Lloyd George's speech attacking the Mines
Nationalisation Bill; talk with [Cecil] Levita
[chairman of the meeting of local authorities] about
housing; Neville's thoughts on housing; Neville's
complaint against the National Unionist Association
'over their failure to issue any literature on the
McKenna duties and Safeguarding of Industry Act';
a City dinner at the Carpenters Hall; the Court Ball
at which Neville saw Mr Theodore; the Fair Trade
Union; weekend party with Nancy Astor at Cliveden
which was also attended by the Queen of
Romania; Neville to have some teeth extracted. 18
May.
/437: Neville having gone to see a new gout
specialist Dr Leonard Williams who has put him on
a 'rather drastic' diet; Neville having presided at a
conference on housing at Wembley; Commons
debate on unemployment; Empire Day celebration
in the constituency; the garden; financial matters
regarding Hilda Mary Richards. 23 May.
/438: Financial matters regarding Hilda Mary
Richards; Neville's gout and about his new diet;
Commons debate [regarding reduction of the
Minister of Labour's salary]; Neville's speech on the
Finance Bill; 'Jix' [Joynson-Hicks] or Neville to
speak on the housing resolution and Neville's
thoughts on it; visit to a flower show; visit to [British
Empire Exhibition] at Wembley. 1 June.
/439: Neville and Anne's holiday at Culmhead,
Taunton with Jack [Sir John Mellor], 'young Jack'
and his wife, and the Amerys; about 'young Jack's'
career plans; Neville's speech in Commons debate
on housing; talk with Austen regarding the Fair
Trade Union; the garden at Westbourne. 7 June.
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/440: Neville and Anne's holiday with the Mellors;
Hilda having refused position as Treasurer; advice
for Hilda on investments; the garden; Neville's
examination of the finances of the Unionist
Association; a 'social' attended in the constituency;
lunch with the Birds at Solihull and the opening of
fete for the womens and maternity hospitals; the
forthcoming Preference debate; dinner at The
Grove and about the widening of Harborne Park
Road and alterations to the house; the opening of
new permanent premises for the Ladywood Branch
of the Birmingham Municipal Bank. 14 June.
/441: Hilda John and about her marriage; Austen's
speech - 'the most successful speech of the
Session'; Stanley Baldwin's speech in the
preference debate; gossip and discussion about
the party leadership; discussion with Austen about
the Fair Trade Union and the Unionist Party's
relations with it; the publication of 'Aims and
Principles' ['Looking Ahead: A Re-Statement of
Unionist Principles and Aims']; Frank's illness. 22
June.
/442: Commons debate on housing bill; the
publication of 'Aims and Principles'; Neville's
criticism of Blain's scheme for organization of the
party; tennis played by Neville; meeting of exCabinet ministers 'to discuss the misdeeds of
Amery and self' [regarding their connection with the
Fair Trade Union]; opening of the Chamberlain
Gardens in Ladywood [in Birmingham] and dinner
with the Calthorpes; Neville's re-election to the
Elliotts [Metal Company] board of directors; the
garden. 28 June.
/443: Ida's plans to go to Harrogate; Neville's diet;
the meeting of ex-Cabinet ministers; the issue
about Neville and [Leopold] Amery's connection
with the Fair Trade Union; there being 'quite a lot of
underground movements going on'; the 'dissentient
Lib[eral]s are getting very anxious about their
future'; Winston [Churchill] is 'to appear on a
platform with a prominent Unionist and is thinking
of styling himself as 'Liberal-Conservative' ';
Neville's speech 'to defeat a civil service ramp'. 5
July.
/444: Neville's diet; the many dinner invitations now
received by Neville; Faringdon dinner to meet
London candidates; lunch with The Times including
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about talk with Geoffrey Dawson [the editor]; letter
from Eustace Percy regarding housing
amendments; talk with the Birmingham [City
Council] housing director; Anne's party; subcommittee meeting to amend the National Unionist
Association constitution; Ramsay [MacDonald]
having made 'a fearful mess of his negotiations' [in
preparation for the Inter-Allied Conference in
London]; a proposed new committee of experts for
a programme of municipal reform; visit of the new
agents; Dunstan [who had been the Labour Party
candidate in Ladywood constituency standing
against Neville] having joined the Communists and
the Labour Party are now looking for another
candidate; the garden; the children. 12 July.
/445: Ida and Hilda's forthcoming stay in Harrogate;
the Housing Bill; visit to see model of a house
which Lord Weir had designed for mass production;
progress with the Municipal Reform Committee;
Anne's party; the garden; Oswald Mosley having
decided to stand as the Labour candidate at the
next election in Ladywood against Neville. 19 July.
/446: Dinner with Mary [Carnegie]; Austen's article
['Parties and Prospects', in favour of co-operation
with sympathetic Liberals] and about the 'big
difference between the L.U.'s [Liberal Unionists] of
1886 and the Churchillites of today'; the 'beastly
Irish problem' [regarding dispute about the
appointment of representative from the North of
Ireland to the Boundary Commission]; visit to
Wembley [for the British Empire Exhibition]. 3
August.
/447: Disappointment that Hilda will not be able to
come to Scotland; Neville's gout treatment and
about his diet prescribed by Dr Leonard Williams;
his holiday at Loubcroy Lodge in Scotland including
about shooting; suggestions of places to visit while
at Harrogate; requests for Neville to give speeches;
conversation with a junior member in the former
Government about the feeling in the party about
Stanley Baldwin, Austen and Joynson-Hicks;
Neville's plan for a new agriculture policy and for a
wheat commission. 17 August.
/448: Neville's holiday at Loubcroy; politics having
'receded for the time into the background' although
he keeps getting requests to make speeches; feels
that 'Ireland looks threatening, but I have a feeling
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the crisis will blow over'. 24 August.
/449: Dr Morris' examination of Neville; his recent
holiday at Loubcroy; his journey to Portpatrick
stopping at Glasgow and visiting the art gallery; his
holiday with his family at Portpatrick. 31 August.
/450: Hilda's holiday in the Lake District; Neville's
holiday with his family at Portpatrick; his return
home to Birmingham; his meeting etc in the
constituency; his thoughts on electoral prospects;
the garden; him having undertaken to write an
article for an encyclopedia on 'Personality and
Equipment for Success' [see NC9/2/28]; Neville's
financial state; Anne's ill health. 7 September.
/451: Ida's illness; death of [Grace Kenrick];
contituency work including about visits to
constituents; partridge shooting trip; the
unpopularity of the Russian and the German loan;
Ramsay MacDonald's position; the children's
holiday in Norfolk; visit of Aunt Alice. 13
September.
/452: The wet weather; Anne and Neville's visits
and meetings in the constituency; the electoral
situation in the West [West Birmingham?]; concern
about Neville's absence from his constituency;
Neville's expectation there will 'be no General
Election yet a while'; the 'Irish question'; Stanley
Baldwin 'going for Safeguarding of Industries at
Newcastle'; Baldwin's meeting with the Governor at
Aix; Neville's plans being 'more or less in a state of
flux'; Neville's article for the encyclopedia; St Loe
[Strachey] having requested an article for the
'Speck' [Spectator] and about Neville hoping to
earn money from writing. 20 September.
/453: Agrees that an election could not be confined
to Ireland and about the division of opinion in the
Unionist Party; Neville's concern about Dunstan's
move offering to co-operate with the Labour Party
to try to defeat both Neville and Austen; Neville and
Anne's campaign of constituency visits and
meetings; articles written to earn money; the
garden; Frank's return to school; Lady Redmayne's
son being killed in a motor accident. 27 September.
/454: The Liberals seeming to having 'come to the
conclusion that a repetition of the Poplar affair
would ruin them finally and that all costs they must
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get the Socialists [the Labour Party] out before the
next Budget stole their last patent medicine, viz.
land nationalization'; Neville agreeing that the next
election will not be fought on the 'Hastings affair'
[regarding Sir Patrick Hastings (Attorney-General)
withdrawing the case against J. R. Campbell under
the Incitement to Mutiny Act] but feels that it 'will be
fought on the Labour Gov[ernmen]t's record'
including on unemployment and the Russian treaty;
Hilda's suggestion that 'R.M. [Ramsay MacDonald]
might avoid an election by getting the Bolshies to
say they wouldn't ratify' [refers to a treaty with
Russia]; Neville not looking forward to the next
election 'the idea of having to go through that
ordeal of humiliation again is sickening - and the
expense is ruinous'; Neville's thoughts on his
election prospects; the [Unionist Annual]
Conference seeming to have been 'very
successful'; Miss Leamon [nurse to the children]
having had to leave for treatment for an ailment;
Anne's speech having been a 'great success'. 5
October.
/455: Thanks to Ida and Hilda for their financial
contribution towards Neville's election campaign;
Hoskins [and Son Ltd] 'doing very badly'; the
motion of censure against the Government;
Neville's thoughts on the election prospects; Lowe
having wrote to say he would not stand again for
election to Parliament [see NC7/11/17/11]; Byng
[Kenrick, Neville's cousin] having reported there
was no enthusiasm for Austen as a potential
candidate to replace Lowe in Edgbaston [see
NC7/11/17/9]; Neville's 'most excellent meeting' at
Rugby; Anne's cold; dinner at The Grove [the
Kenrick family home]; Neville having raised his
agricultural policy at the Shadow Cabinet meeting.
11 October.
/455a: Letter from F. E. Haden, 586 Oxford
Terrace, Pleck, Walsall to Neville, in appreciation of
Neville's speech at Walsall in support of Billy
Preston. 24 October.
/456: Neville being currently very busy with
speeches and public meetings; Neville feeling more
confident about his seat than he had at the same
time before the last election and will be
disappointed if he does not increase his majority; a
Liberal candidate is now standing for Ladywood but
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Neville feels him to be no major threat; Ramsay
[MacDonald's] 'deplorable' speeches; Neville's
feeling of 'considerable confidence' for the
Unionists in the election; Neville's article on
housing owing much to Anne's criticisms as with
his election address; Anne's illness. 19 October.
/457-457a: The sensation [caused by the 'Zinoviev
letter'] published shortly before election day;
Neville's appreciation of picture by a local
cartoonist; an earthquake; 'what a week!' with
Neville having made fourteen speeches and Anne
having 'paid innumerable calls'; about his recent
meetings in support of the Unionist election
campaign; Neville's anxiety to 'make the next
Gov[ernmen]t one that will leave behind a mark on
social reforms' if they win; his expectation that
Austen will be made Foreign Secretary; Baldwin
wishing Neville to return to the post of Chancellor
of the Exchequer but Neville says he is 'convinced
that I might be a great Minister of Health but am not
likely to be more than a second rate Chancellor';
Anne's illness. A copy of Neville's printed election
letter to the electors in Ladywood Division for the
1924 General Election is also included. 26 October.
/458: The 'ordeal' of the election and in waiting for
the election results; Anne's illness and about the
strain of the election on her; Neville having won in
the election and increased his poll although the
Labour Party increased theirs by more; Neville's
wish to return to job as Minister of Health though
feels he could not refuse the post of Chancellor of
Exchequer if Baldwin pressed it; Neville's concern
that the size of the Unionist majority 'is most
dangerous' and feels 'unless we leave our mark as
social reformers the country will take it out of us
hereafter...'. 1 November.
/459: Neville having become Minister of Health
again after having said to Baldwin that he preferred
this rather than becoming Chancellor of the
Exchequer; Baldwin's appointment of Winston
Churchill as Chancellor of the Exchequer; Neville
being 'in despair and see rifts, splits and
resignations not immediately but in the near future'.
6 November.
/460: Neville's plans and arrangements; Neville
being 'very busy answering shoals of letters of
congratulations' on returning to the post of Minister
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of Health. 12 November.
/461: Letter from Sibell Glyn, Marndhill, Ardington,
Berkshire to Mrs Chamberlain (enclosed with
/461a), of congratulations on Neville becoming
Minister of Health and saying that the work (in
connection with housing) 'is by far the most
important and the most urgent at the present time'.
7 November.
/461a: Letter from Anne to Hilda regarding Neville
returning to the Ministry of Health. 10 November.
/461b-461c: Press cuttings of cartoons.
/461d-461e: Printed election letters to the electors
of Ladywood Division from Neville and Anne for the
1924 General Election.
/462-463: Anne's stay in Bournemouth; Neville's
stay with [Lord and Lady] Stanhope (other guests
were the Spender Clays, Lord Cromer, Lady
Younghusband, the Skiffington Smyths and the
Tryons); Frank's illness and possibility that he may
require a minor operation; the 'political situation has
cleared very considerably' and about the 'Horne
incident' having 'provoked less criticism' than
Neville feared; Stanley Baldwin's 'very appreciative
note'; Neville feeling he has 'very considerable
confidence in my ability...to cope with my problems
and I have already started to plan out a four year
programme'; Neville's talk with Weir and they have
developed a 'scheme for popularising his steel
house by offering specimens to any local housing
authority...at a specially low price'; Austen's
'excellent start' [as Foreign Secretary]; lunch with
Lillian; the garden; speech at meeting of the
'Cripples Union'; him having been 'turning a sod' of
a new garden village at Kings Heath; Wheatley [the
previous Minister of Health under the Labour
Government] having said before leaving office that
if Neville returned to the post of Minister of Health
that 'their attitude would be as sympathetic and
helpful as party exigencies would allow'. 15
November.
/464: Concern about Frank's health who is likely to
require an operation to remove his adenoids and
possibly his tonsils; dinner at Lincoln's Inn during
which Neville talked to Haldane; Elliott's mishap in
which he damaged a finger [refers to a person, not
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Elliott's Metal Company]; his stay with Ernest and
Cecily [Debenham] including about shooting and
Ernest's farm; the murder [of Sir Lee Stack] and
note presented by Allenby [an ultimatum issued to
the Egyptians following the assasination of Stack].
23 November.
/465: Frank's successful recovery; carnival
attended by Anne, Mrs Baldwin and a Duchess at
[Birmingham] Town Hall; some letters written by
Joseph Chamberlain to J. H. Nettlefold in 1870
having been given to Neville [see NC1/6/3]; Neville
expecting that Austen is having 'a pretty anxious
time' and 'the gentleman I spoke of is still 'prancing'
and has I believe sent in his resignation...'; Neville's
'long and extremely interesting talk with the C of E
[Chancellor of the Exchequer, Winston Churchill]';
Neville's interview with the Building Industry
Committee. 24 November (this letter is incorrectly
dated according to Robert Self in 'The Neville
Chamberlain Diary Letters' who notes that the
meeting between Chamberlain and Churchill
referred to in the letter occurred on 26 November,
and the letter was probably written on 30
November).
/466: Neville suspected that the 'head man' came
to see the children [at local school to Ida, where
there were cases of diphtheria] in consequence of
his enquiries; Dorothy and Frank having recovered;
holiday plans; Neville's address to the Carlton Club
in Oxford and about his stay with John Buchan;
Neville 'gradually soaking in the position of things
at the Ministry [of Health]'; him going to Glasgow to
Weir's and Atholl's houses but is 'afraid these
Trade Unions are going to delay my
demonstrations' by insisting on payment of joiners
wage rates for those nailing together the wooden
frames of Weir's houses; Neville's speech at the
Albert Hall; him now receiving police protection. 6
December.
/467: Neville's visit to Glasgow to see the houses
by Weir, by Atholl and by the Steel Roofing
Company of Scotland; the problem of the trade
union dispute with the Weir house; the Building
Industry Committee having agreed with
Birmingham [City Council] to allow the bricklayers
labourers to come in and to give them their present
wages to start with; interview of the manufacturers
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of materials who object strongly to the Profiteering
Bill; Neville's speech in the House of Commons;
him having been busy making various speeches;
Neville's party for his supporters at which there
'must have been nearly 1000 present' and about a
man who died after having a fit at the party; a friend
having told Neville that he overheard Ramsay
[MacDonald] 'telling his supporters...that I [Neville]
had no business in the House as I had never been
truly elected' and that Neville had been elected as
a result of corruption. 6 December. (Robert Self
notes in 'The Neville Chamberlain Diary Letters'
that this letter is misdated as it refers to his
Glasgow visit on 6-7 December, and suggests it
should be dated 13 December)
53 items
Access: Open
Notes: /462-463 is a single item (despite having
two reference numbers).
NC18/1/468-512

1925 letters

1925

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1925. A letter
from Dorothy, Neville and Anne's daughter, is also
included.
Many of the letters relate to Neville's work as
Minister of Health including about the building of
new housing, including regarding new designs of
mass produced houses such as the steel houses
promoted by Lord Weir; the Rating and Valuation
Bill; the dispute with the West Ham Guardians
relating to proposed changes to Poor Law
administration for the Poor Law; and Neville's tour
of various towns to inspect housing and health
facilities.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/468: Ida having been to consult Dr Leonard
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Williams; Diane's [Austen and Ivy's daughter]
operation; voyage on S.S. Malwa; visit to the
Cunliffe Listers including about the other guests
Colonel and Mrs Hannay, the Margessons and
Captain and Lady Evelyn Beauchamp and about
the house. 2 January.
/469: Letter from Dorothy to Anne and Neville
regarding her having come out of quarantine, her
seeing Kim, and news from Philippa. 4 November.
/470: Neville and Anne's voyage to Gibraltar;
account of their holiday in Algeciras and Ronda [in
Spain], and Gibraltar including about their stay with
Sir Charles and Lady Munro. 11 January.
/470A: Account of voyage back from Gibraltar to
Britain; activities with children including visit to
lecture about Papua; the wage dispute on the Weir
houses [a new design of mass-produced steel
houses, promoted by Lord Weir] and complaints
about the other new types of houses; Anne's illness
with catarrh; Neville's doctors bills. 18 January.
/470B: Anne not feeling well; a very busy week with
deputations and interviews; Neville's idea for
setting up statutory bodies to manage slums, and
his discussion with Aubrey Symonds about the
idea. 23 January.
/471: Hilda, Ida and Mary's holiday in Rome; Mr
Peabody's letter; Anne's health; Austen's illness
with influenza; Neville's visit to Biirmingham
including about his garden; visit to Welwyn Garden
City; Neville's nervousness about his speech in
Manchester after having not made an important
speech for a while; the attack by The Express
suggesting Neville had wasted time instead of
'coming out with a bold scheme [for housing]...for
checkmating the building trade unions'; Neville to
be soon busy with valuation and rating reform, and
old age and widows pensions [provided that the
Chancellor of the Exchequer Winston Churchill
wins in his 'fierce struggle with the Admiralty' to
ensure there is enough money for the pensions];
the 'severe blow' to Neville of the loss of Sir Aubrey
Symonds [as Second Secretary at the Ministry of
Health] due to his promotion to become Permanent
Secretary of the Board of Education; Anne being
'rather vexed at Squiff's [Herbert Asquith] taking the
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title of Earl of Oxford'. 1 February.
/472: Neville's speech in Manchester mainly about
housing; the attitude of trade unions to steel
houses; Churchill's 'desperate fight with the
Admiralty' to free up money for pensions; Neville's
new idea for agricultural housing; Anne's health;
Marcus Hill dying of cancer; Neville and Anne
having attended a service at the Temple Church;
lunch and visit to the Inner Temple; new rugs for
house; Marcus Hill's death. 8 February.
/473: Hilda, Ida and Mary's holiday in Rome; Anne
trying to ease off her work; Neville's speech at
dinner in Plymouth 'to please Nancy Astor...as I
know how sore she was that neither she nor
Waldorf got a place offered them in the
Government...'; the Labour Party's attitude to steel
houses, including the Weir houses; Neville having
so far 'succeeded, though with some difficulty in
keeping the Gov[ernmen]t out of the dispute about
the Fair Wags Clause in connection with Weir
contracts...' [for the building of Weir's design of
steel houses]; the Board of Agriculture having
suggested that farmers and labourers would be
willing to pay an extra four pence a week for
pensions; damage caused by a gale; continued
problems at Hoskins [and Son Ltd] which Neville
fears is still making a loss. 14 February.
/474: 'My staff are quite convinced that no Minister
is so hard worked as their and I believe they aren't
far wrong'; Hilda, Ida and Mary's holiday in Rome;
thanks for books; a busy week; the controversy
over the Weir houses 'is getting towards a crisis'
and Neville thinks a Court of Enquiry may be
necessary. 21 February.
/475-476: Neville's Metropolis Valuation Bill;
Cabinet meeting about the [Geneva] Protocol [for
the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes]
and security; the Conservative and Unionist Party
'seething with doubt and disaffection over the
political levy' [regarding the levy paid by trade
union members to the Labour Party]; meeting with
Samuel Hoare and Philip Cunliffe-Lister; meeting in
Birmingham Town Hall at which Stanley Baldwin
spoke; Baldwin's speech in the House of
Commons; Neville's scheme for slums; meeting
with the Birmingham Director of Housing; the
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garden. 7 March.
/477: Meeting with 'Jop' about an aerodrome;
forwards a letter (not included) about Mrs Coates
Walker; [Thomas] Broad's pamphlet [regarding
pensions]; the draft bill [on pensions] to be
examined that week; hopes that Ida succeeds in
getting elected to the council; Neville's 'garrulous
week' during which he made nine speeches; the
reasons why he accepted those invitations; Neville
and Anne having failed to recognize Nellie
[Ryland?] when speaking to her; the garden. 14
March.
/478: Neville's delight at the good prospects for
Ida's being returned unopposed [as Hampshire
county councillor] so avoiding the 'annoyances and
fatigues' and expense of fighting an election;
Anne's attempt to remedy her cold with cinnamon;
weekend with the Onslows at Clandon Park,
Guildford [with Miss Beaumont, Dame Helen
Gwynne-Vaughan, the Duke of Argyll and Laming
Worthington-Evans]; comments on Lord Curzon,
saying 'there is something very pathetic about
Curzon'; Neville's speeches in Edinburgh to the
Conservative Club and Chamber of Commerce;
visit to the art gallery in Edinburgh; progress with
pensions and valuation; the current rapid progress
of legislation; invitations to dinners; Neville thinking
it unlikely that Horne will get a Cabinet job and
would prefer some of the younger men to move up
to the Cabinet if there is any change of Cabinet
places. 21 March.
/479: Congratulates Ida on her unopposed return
[to Hampshire County Council]; discusses Ida's
ideas relating to housing; the Birmingham housing
director's support for the slum scheme; the
previous weekend at Clandon Park having been
disappointing; Frank's return home from school;
dinner with the Newdigates to meet the Premier of
Western Australia [Phillip Collier] and about a
conversation on the Central Women's Unionist
Committee scheme for packing and selling 'Empire
boxes' of fruits; Anne's party; Neville's support for
the forthcoming Budget (after Churchill had told
Neville, Austen and the Prime Minister of his
proposals) although he expects it to 'arouse plenty
of criticism'; opposition to the Rating and Valuation
Bill 'heating up'. 28 March.
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/480: An incident in which Austen nearly resigned
and another incident connected with the Foreign
Office having appeared in the French Press; the
pensions scheme having remained secret from the
Press so far; Neville being busy with the Pensions
and the Valuation bills; Neville considering that old
age pensions should not accrue until a year's
contributions had been paid; Neville's nervousness
about the Rating and Valuation Bill; the Metropolis
Valuation Bill having passed through its third
reading; meeting with Hampshire County Council,
the urban, rural and borough councils and some
large landowners regarding preparing a regional
town plan for Hampshire; the first dinner party
having been held at 37 Eaton Square [Neville and
Anne's house in London] with the Stanhopes,
Midletons, Sir E. Pallock; Lady Wallas, Lady
Northcote, Sir A. Symonds and the Duncan
Hughes; speech at dinner to celebrate the taking
over of the Preston Hall tuberculous ex-service
men's village settlement by the British Legion, and
about an idea for village settlements to be attached
to every tuberculosis sanatorium; speech at dinner
of the 1924 Club in Liverpool; visit to the new
Liverpool Cathedral with the Bishop [David] and Sir
F. Ratcliff; visit to play 'St Joan'; the Weir
Committee [on Lord Weir's steel houses and the
dispute with the trade unions]; Weir's comments to
Neville about the high demand for his design of
house among the public who visited the
demonstration house. 5 April.
/481: Frank's illness; Neville's holiday in Scotland;
expects considerable difficulties with the Ratings
and Valuation Bill; the secret of pensions having
been kept; his plan to spend a month or six weeks
visiting various parts of the country to inspect
housing schemes, hospitals and other municipal
schemes; looks forward to seeing Ida. 12 April.
/482: A deputation of the M. O. H. [Medical Officers
of Health] to see Neville about propaganda on
health; deputations from the West Ham Guardians
and from Liverpool; deputation of the Association of
Municipal Corporations to protest regarding rating
of machinery; annual meeting of the Ladywood
[Unionist] Association; the garden; a correspondent
from the Daily Mail having said they had
information on a complete scheme of widows,
orphans and old age pensions but they decided not
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to publish it after Neville's secretary said that much
of the information was incorrect. 26 April.
/483: The garden at Westbourne; lunch with Uncle
Arthur [Kenrick] at Berrow Court; the Budget and
Budget speech - 'a great triumph for Winston
[Churchill]' and Neville's thoughts about the
different measures in the Budget; 'Winston's
excursion into my preserves' in the Budget speech;
the Opposition being 'thoroughly frightened and
therefore determined to snap on every possible
occasion' after the Budget which Neville feels is
'not a happy mood for the reception of my Bill...';
the Ratings and Valuation Bill; the Pensions Bill;
the children's return from Winchester and visit with
them to Kew [to the Royal Botanic Gardens]; visit
to Hampton Court; Atholl's visit to see Neville and
about Atholl's hopes to get a contract for 1000 of
his steel houses. 2 May.
/484: Annual meeting of the local Unionist
Association held in the [Birmingham] Town Hall;
about the pension scheme developed by Neville; 'a
series of excursions and alarums about the R[ating]
and V[aluation] Bill'; the Rent Restriction Bill having
passed through its third reading without a division;
Neville's department to consider an amendment to
law to permit county councils to make similar
schemes to the Somersetshire Insurance scheme;
a new British built engine to be built for the
University of Birmingham to replace a German built
engine after complaints from Lord Bearsted; the
garden; Frank's new bicycle. 9 May.
/485: Ida's improved health; Neville's weekend at
Westbourne, partially disturbed by a band at the
[Birmingham] Botanic Gardens 'of a more than
usually excruciating character' [the Botanic
Gardens were next door to Westbourne]; the
garden; the Ratings and Valuation Bill having been
'a triumph though not a spectacular one';
Wheatley's 'Profiteering' Bill. 16 May.
/486: Letter from Anne to Ida Chamberlain:
recommending the periodical 'Speakers Notes';
and regarding Neville's 'very good' speech. Not
dated.
/487: Neville's very busy week; his cough; him
expecting that getting the Rating and Valuation Bill
'through committee will be a weary business' but
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there is nothing 'very serious to fear'; problems
caused by the Whips with 'their powers of passive
resistance'; Neville feeling 'there is nothing in the
opposition of the Farmers' [against the Rating and
Valuation Bill]; answers Ida's question regarding
pensions; Neville's thoughts that 'though I should
never be a favour with the Press like Father was or
Winston is, yet, if I have 4 or 5 years of office I may
leave behind as a great reputation as Minister of
Health as Father did as Colonial Secretary';
Neville's speech in which he 'drew Wheatley on
Snowden's scheme'; meeting with Sir Basil
Blackett; a 'great meeting' [at Lancaster?] in a
winter garden at which Neville spoke. 23 May.
/488: Neville and Anne going to stay for the
weekend with Mr and Mrs [Geoffrey] GathorneHardy at Newbury; forthcoming engagements
including visit of American doctors; Anne
'accumulating a terrific lot of acquaintances in
Society and was dining and attending evening
parties most days this week'; luncheons of the
English Spaking Union to meet the new American
Ambassador [Alanson Houghton] - 'a dull poor
creature'; Neville feeling 'on the whole' that Hilda is
correct in her view 'that things are still going well
with the Gov[ernmen]t, and they are rather helped
than hindered by the Opposition'; the 'astounding
blunder of the Liberals over the Speaker'; Horne's
comments; Dorothy's playing of her musical
instruments; visit to see sculpture by Epstein in
Hyde Park. 30 May.
/489: Neville and Anne's weekend with the
Gathorne-Hardys; Anne having stopped at
Shenfield to see Enid's new baby; the garden at
Westbourne; lunch with Gerald and Ruth [Kenrick],
Hilda [John] and her husband at Hammer Hill; 'a
terrible 'banquet' at Guildhall' due to it not keeping
to time and a speech by an American, and about
Neville's speech; visit to Canterbury Cathedral. 6
June.
/490: The hot weather; Neville's work; him having
made a start with the Rating and Valuation
Committee; Neville having approved a draft clause
giving powers of insurance similar to the Somerset
scheme; 'Em' having become engaged; Maggie's
illness and about her family; the children; visit to
zoo with Dorothy; Neville's stay with the King and
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Queen at Windsor; visit with the King and Queen to
the opening ceremony for a new reservoir. 13
June.
/491: Weekend with the 'Wilfrid Ashleys' [Mr and
Mrs William Ashley] at Broadlands near Romsey
(other guests included the Ullswaters, the
Hungarian Minister, Grace, Lady Newborough, Sir
Tom and Lady Bridges) including about the
Ashleys and guests, about the house, and fishing;
news about Maggie and her family; some very late
nights in the House of Commons over the Finance
Bill; Neville's nervousness about the Rating and
Valuation Bill; a 'terrible number' of deputations;
deputation from the West Ham [Poor Law]
Guardians with whom there is a deadlock;
deputation from the British Medical Association to
protest against Neville's 'action in firming certain
panel doctors' and to demand 'acceptance of 4
'principles' '; the position regarding Weir and his
houses; visit to see Frank at Sevenoaks. 21 June.
/492: Dinner with Lady [Julia] Henry in Carlton
Gardens; agrees that 'things look rather bad
industrially' with increased unemployment and
closures of many coal mines; work on the Rating
and Valuation Bill and Pensions Bill; the
amendments suggested to the Pensions Bill which Neville feels are mostly 'demonstrations, not
real business'; Austen's speech and about his pact
policy; various engagements next weekend in
Birmingham; suggests that Hilda 'must be getting
quite a practised speaker' and says 'it seems funny
that I should never have heard either you or Ida'
although similarly he had never heard Beatrice
giving a speech either; Anne's first party and about
her skills as a hostess; the garden; Dorothy's
birthday. 27 June.
/493: Neville's strenuous week with his work in
Parliament - 'a severe test both of physical and
mental endurance'; the debate on the Pensions
Bill; concessions introduced regarding the
Pensions Bill; Neville's address to the International
Congress of Radiologists and about a 'ludicrous
incident' at the conference; Anne's party; response
to Ida's comments regarding leafcutter bees; a
'tremendous' gathering of Unionists at the
[Birmingham] Botanical Gardens; Neville having
heard that he is to receive an honorary degree from
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the University of Birmingham; the garden;
forthcoming weekend with the Cazalets. 5 July.
/494: A heavy week for Neville; 'a lot of worry' over
the Ratings and Valuation Bill; meeting with the
Unionists on the Committee (on the Ratings and
Valuation Bill); Anne's party; Neville and Anne
extending their 'social acquaintances so rapidly
now that we have dinner invitations almost every
night and sometimes 2 or 3 in one night' and about
the interesting people they have met at some
dinners; outing with Frank. 11 July.
/494a: Copy of letter from Stamfordham on behalf
of the King, Buckingham Palace to the Prime
Minister dated 16 July 1925 regarding the King's
pleasure and satisfaction at the praise given to
Neville Chamberlain for the Widows and Old Age
Pensions Bill. This letter was forwarded with /496.
/495: Neville and Anne's stay for a party with Nancy
Astor at Cliveden with guests which 'ranged from
Kings and Queens, through duchesses and editors
down to common or garden ministers'; a 'gruelling
three days over Pensions'; says that 'Horne is on
the wrong tack about Health Insurance'; the
Ratings and Valuation Bill; drive through London
with the King and Queen in an open carriage to the
opening of the new BMA [British Medical
Association] buildings; address to a Congress of
Opthamologists; support for Ida's new ideas about
M. and I. W. [maternity and infant welfare] but fears
she will have trouble with D. Lyster; Sir H. Stephen
seeming to have 'got rather old'. 19 July.
/496: The garden; a weekend free of engagements;
'some anxious moments on Report of Pensions'
though it was 'got through safely and [Neville]
finished up the third reading amid showers of
bouquets from the opposition as well as from our
[Neville's] own side; 'a very anxious time with the
Naval crisis and the coal crisis'; Austen and Ivy
Chamberlain having come to the [Birmingham
Botanical] Gardens for a party to their constituents;
Neville and Anne's holiday plans, which may be
upset by the 'pretty serious' coal situation. A copy
of a letter from Stamfordham to the Prime Minister
was forwarded with this letter, see /494a. 23 July.
/497: End of the immediate crisis is the coal
industry; Neville's thoughts about the Government's
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intervention in the coal crisis; the 'unpleasant time
with the [coal mine] owners'; Neville and Anne's
forthcoming holiday in Scotland; dinner with Mary
and Willie [Carnegie]; the children including about
Dorothy having come out top of her form at school.
1 August.
/498: Neville and Anne's holiday at Kindrockit,
Calvine, Perthshire; his 'awful rush in London'; the
reaction of the Unionist Party to the arrangement to
settle the coal crisis; Stanley Baldwin's gaffe about
reduction of wages; Neville's views about the
'interesting' session in the House of Commons and
the position of the different parties; the position of
Winston [Churchill] considered by Neville to have
improved steadily. 9 August.
/499: Austen and about an article in the Times by a
Conservative backbencher which referred to him;
Neville's holiday in Scotland at Loubcroy Lodge
including about fishing and shooting; gout attacks;
about Malcolm Beale who is with Neville at
Loubcroy and has just announced his engagement.
17 August.
/500: Ida's difficulties in getting home; Neville and
his family's holiday at Kindrochit in Scotland
including about shooting and fishing with Frank,
and Anne's visits to archaeological remains. 5
September.
/501: Aunt Agnes' [Chamberlain, widow of Walter
Chamberlain] death and about her tragic life; some
botanical items sent by Ida; the holiday in
Kindrochit including about visit to the Bruar Falls,
lunch with the Todds, tea with the Camdens at
Clunes, shooting with the de Wichfalds, lunch at
Auchleck, and fishing. 13 September.
/501A: Return home to Birmingham; Ida's holiday in
Belgium; continued account of his recent holiday in
Kindrochit including about him seeing a window at
an inn at Tummel with 'Joseph Chamberlain,
Birmingham, 1869' etched into it (Neville however
had some doubts as to whether it was his father's
inscription), visit to Loch Tummel, fishing, and stay
with [Arthur] Wood; meeting with the Secretary for
Scotland and Minister of Labour who were
proposing to see the Chancellor of the Exchequer
and Prime Minister about a new proposition to push
forward the building of Weir houses in Scotland;
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the West Ham [Poor Law] Guardians. 23
September.
/502: Frank's return to school, leading Neville to
recall an anecdote from his school days; visits to
see various relatives; Uncle Arthur's health
declining; gates to be erected at a women's hostel
in honour of Aunt Alice's 80th birthday; Neville's
'most successful' 'non-political' radio broadcast; the
'good deal of unrest in the [Conservative and
Unionist] party largely created I believe by the Daily
Mail' and Neville is to go Chequers to talk over
various matters with the Prime Minister; Hilda's
holiday in Amsterdam; answer to Hilda's question
on pensions; meeting to be hold with 'these fierce
West Ham [Poor Law] Guardians again'; the
garden. 27-28 September.
/503: Neville's stay at Chequers with the Prime
Minister Stanley Baldwin (Douglas Hogg, Lady
Curzon and Marcella Duggan [Lady Curzon's
daughter, from her first marriage] were also there);
Neville being struck by Baldwin's resemblance to
[Abraham] Lincoln [which had been discovered by
a 'Conservative Back-bencher'] and feels he has
similar defects; Baldwin's offer [of the post of
Chancellor of the Exchequer] having been 'quite a
genuine one and he really thought I [Neville] should
accept it'; Douglas Hogg having emphasized the
'extraordinary unpopularity of the Gov[ernmen]t';
Neville's thoughts about his party's current political
position; meeting with the West Ham [Poor Law]
Guardians; visit to Bath and Bristol including visits
to hospitals [as part of his national tour to hospitals,
housing etc as Minister of Health]; about Lady
Selborne's 'doings' reported by Hilda; Neville, Anne
and Dorothy having visited the Wembley Tattoo
with Hoare and gone to dinner at the Garden Club.
4 October.
/504: The West Ham Guardians; the Conservative
and Unionist Party Conference at Brighton having
gone 'off very well' with 'less manifestation of
discontent than had been expected and abundant
demonstrations of loyalty to S[tanley] B[aldwin]';
Neville's visit to Liverpool including visits to slums,
housing estates, medical facilities and the main
Poor Law institutions [on his tour as Minister of
Health]; the Chairman of the [Liverpool] Housing
Committee having given similar views to Neville
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regarding setting up an independent body for
managing the council's housing; opening of an
extension of the maternity hospital in Birmingham;
idea for a new civic hall to be built in Birmingham;
Neville's discussion of the settlement idea to the
Medical Superintendent of the Liverpool
Sanatorium; the garden. 10 October.
/505: Austen's 'real triumph' in the signing of the
Locarno Agreements; the West Ham Poor Law
Guardians; the arrest of the Communists [the arrest
of officials of Communist organizations following
police raids on their offices] having not been the
responsibility of 'Jix' [William Joynson-Hicks] but
instead was the action of the Attorney General,
[Douglas] Hogg; Neville having forgotten to attend
a meeting of the Privy Council but turned up later;
his visits to Dundee and Newcastle [on his tour as
Minister of Health]; him being pleased at progress
of occupier-owner scheme; him feeling it 'wonderful
to see how houses are springing up everywhere
throughout the country'; efforts to develop a
scheme at the Tuberculosis Sanatorium in
Liverpool similar to that in Papworth; meeting with
Winston [Churchill] on Neville's Poor Law
proposals. 17 October.
/506: Dinner with Austen at which he reported on
the Locarno Agreements; Neville being 'still a little
puzzled at the réclame which his success [with the
Locarno Agreements] has aroused...because
foreign affairs are usually too remote to be
appreciated by the general public'; Austen to go to
the League Council to deal with the GrecoBulgarian incident; visit to Cardiff [on his tour as
Minister of Health]; a public dinner attended in
Birmingham; suggests possibility of weekend at
Odiham if available; Anne's cold. 24 October.
/507: Disappointment at need to cancel visit to see
Hilda and Ida due to Neville's illness; Neville and
Anne's visits to Halifax and Bradford [the last
places on Neville's tour as Minister of Health]
including about stay with the Bowmans (the
Speaker's daughter and her husband), visit to slum
houses; Neville having appeared before the
Economy Committee of the Cabinet to discuss
Winston [Churchill's] suggestions for reduction of
expenditure in the Ministry of Health; Neville having
heard from a member of staff in the Treasury that
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'the deficit in next year's Budget is far larger than
can be filled by any imaginable 'economies' and
new taxation is therefore inevitable' and his
informant said that 'the Chancellor [of the
Exchequer] is entirely responsible for this'; Neville
feeling 'the more I get to know Winston the less I
think of him' and feels that he has a lack of
judgement; about Mr and Mrs Gillson who Neville
remembered from his schooldays. 1 November.
/508: Neville having decided that he is better
moving to Edgbaston constituency; Neville's regret
that Byng [Kenrick] [cousin] is receding from his
protectionist views [referring to the campaign for
the introduction of protectionist trading
arrangements in Britain, with increased duties on
imported goods in an attempt to help domestic
industry]; agreement at conference with
representatives of the London County Council and
London boroughs to exclude them from the [Rating
and Valuation] Bill; meetings of Midland Union [of
Conservative and Unionist Associations] and the
Birmingham Central Council; meeting with Hall
about Hoskins [and Son Ltd], which is now making
a profit although prospects are not good. 7
November.
/509: Neville having written to Byng [Kenrick] to
begin with the process of moving Neville to become
the next candidate for Edgbaston constituency; the
problem in getting 'a clear fight on the Protection
issue'; Neville's address in Ladywood calling for
'the Locarno spirit in industry'; the cold weather;
Neville being busy preparing for the Rating and
Valuation Bill; Neville's stay at Rowfant; Godfrey
[Locker-Lampson's] comments that he hates Lloyd
George 'and that all the money he gives to the
Liberal party goes to Asquith'; Hilda to have electric
lighting installed; Neville thinking of having Anne's
portrait painted; visit to play 'The Taming of the
Shrew' at the Old Vic. theatre; the Cabinet having
agreed to subsidy for building houses in Scotland;
honour to be received by Austen; Christmas plans.
14-15 November.
/510: Honour to be received by Austen; the
recognition received by Austen [following the
Locarno Agreements]; Austen's speech in the
House of Commons; Neville's 'awful week' in which
he has dined out every night and made five
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speeches; the 'sniping' against the Rating and
Valuation Bill having continued unabated; Neville's
Poor Law proposals appearing to be 'going very
well' with support from the Association of Municipal
Corporations, with a reservation, but the London
County Council 'seem to have difficulties in
accepting'; meeting with press correspondents;
complimentary dinner in a public house in
Ladywood; de Glahn as a potential painter of
Anne's portrait; Queen Alexandra's death. 22
November.
/511: Knighthood to be received by Austen; the
debate on the Rating and Valuation Bill; the County
Councils Association having decided to refer the
Poor Law proposals to the county councils which
will delay the bill until 1927; a new Insurance
[Health] Bill which is to be introduced by Neville
and 'is almost bound to be controversial'; the
Guardians Coercion Bill, Housing Bill and other
smaller measures which Neville plans to introduce
in 1926; agrees with Hilda regarding the Locarno
Treaty; the Labour Party having privately stated to
Austen they would not attend any function at which
Mussolini was present; the funeral [of Queen
Alexandra]. 28 November.
/512: Neville's response to Hilda's enquiry and
comments regarding a possible electricity scheme
at Guildford; Leonard Williams having been
'suggesting that wives overfeed their husbands in
order to have them at their mercy!' and about
Neville's work which he feels 'a rather unusual
record of physical endurance and mental alertness
some part of which at any rate may be credited to
'the simple life' '; Neville's address on the 21st
anniversary of the founding of a Methodist church
in Ladywood; him having unveiled a bust of his
father Joseph Chamberlain at the [Birmingham]
Gas Department at which Neville delivered an
address; Neville having received an honorary
degree at the University of Birmingham and given
an address on the centenary of the Birmingham
Medical School; meeting with the Unionist
Agricultural Committee and other MPs to address
them on his Poor Law proposals; deputation from
the National Conference of Friendly Societies;
speech in the Midland Institute to Ladywood
Unionists; dinner of hospital officers at which Sir
Arthur Stanley and 130 people were present;
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limited attendance from Ladywood at a meeting
given by Neville and Anne; planned weekend with
the Debenhams. 12 December.
49 items
Access: Open
Notes: /470A and /470B were both formerly
numbered /470 (there were three items with the
same number); /475-476 is a single item (despite
having two numbers); /501A was formerly
numbered /501 (there were two items with the
same number).
NC18/1/513-554

1926 letters

1926

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1926.
Most of the letters refer at least in part to Neville
Chamberlain's work as Minister of Health including
housing; Poor Law reform and the Boards of
Guardians which administered the Poor Law in
local areas, in particular about West Ham and other
boards which had gone heavily into debt; and his
tours to various places in the country to inspect
housing, health facilities etc. Other major political
topics include the dispute with the coal miners and
their strike; the General Strike; and Neville being
appointed as the Conservative and Unionist Party's
candidate for Edgbaston rather than Ladywood
constituency in the next General Election.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/513: Party with Philip and Mrs Cunliffe-Lister in
Yorkshire, with other guests including Mrs Hannay
and her husband, Jackson, George Bowyer; a
constituency ball attended; Diane and Lawrence
[children of Austen and Ivy] being ill. 2 January.
/514: Account of Neville, Anne and the children's
holiday in Switzerland, staying at Caux, including
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about skiing, visit to castle of Chillon, walk to Les
Avants. 10 January.
/515: The recent holiday to Switzerland; Sophie
coming to visit; letter from Austen referring to his
cough; Joe [Austen and Ivy's son] having
succeeded [in examination to go to the University
of Cambridge]; the visit of Stanley and Mrs Baldwin
to Birmingham and about Baldwin's and Neville's
speeches. 17 January.
/516: Visit of Lillian; dinner with Mary; illness of Ivy
[Austen's wife], Diane and Lawrence [Austen and
Ivy's children]; Neville feeling sorry for Austen who
has had a miserable holiday; recent Cabinet
meeting at which Neville outlined his housing
proposals; Neville's interview to The Times; work
on the Guardians Coercion Bill 'which looks like
being pretty controversial'; dinner with the Inner
Temple; visit with Frank to the Sargent Exhibition;
lunch with the Churchills to meet the Italian
Delegation 'who are rather a long time coming to
grips with the settlement...'; Frank's return to
school; Dorothy to play at school concert. 23
January.
/517: Hilda's visit to stay with Neville in London;
Neville's voice having gone on a day in which he
had five speeches to deliver, though he rapidly
recovered; various engagements in Birmingham;
the garden; the situation about the Weir houses [a
design of steel houses promoted by Lord Weir] and
the dispute with the trade unions including about a
conference between the Minister of Labour,
Gilmour and Neville to discuss the matter; Winston
[Churchill] and Neville's private interview with
Herbert Samuel who gave the 'gist' of his report
[Report of the Royal Commission on the Coal
Industry]; a 'pother' over Geneva [crisis in the
League of Nations over claims of various countries
for a permanent seat on the League of Nations
Council after Germany was proposed to be
admitted as a condition of the Locarno Pact];
suggests that Hilda reads [Edward] House's
memoirs to say what she thinks of them and about
Neville being unimpressed by him; the Economy
Bill to be made public next week and Neville is to
meet the representatives of the Approved Societies
[societies approved for the administration of the
National Insurance Acts]; a luncheon given by
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Neville and Anne; lunch with the Salisburys; Neville
having been hit by a car while walking but only
received 'a cut and a bruise or two'; possibility of
progress with a scheme which Neville had
suggested for a new hospital to be built near the
University of Birmingham to replace the General
and Queens hospitals. 7 March.
/518: Events at Geneva with the League of Nations
which 'looked pretty black this morning'; various
political meetings etc to attend; the prospects for
Neville's Housing Bill being 'rather uncertain' due to
the 'amount of legislation required for coal'; a
second dinner party given by Neville and Anne;
dinner with Mary and Willie [Carnegie]; meeting
with representatives of the Approved Societies
regarding the Economy Bill; Frank's success at
school; Neville being 'rather bothered' about Anne
who has 'got into a condition which borders on a
nervous breakdown...'. 13 March.
/519: Hilda's speeches; visit to Richmond Park with
Dorothy; lunch with the Approved Societies; the
Seaman's Hospital meeting; the Economy Bill
debate including about Winston Churchill's and
Lloyd George's speeches; Neville's 'terrible day' in
Derby where he visited housing schemes and gave
various speeches; Anne having presided at a
conference of 'her Midland Area' at Dudley at which
the Attorney General spoke; walk with Edward
Wood 'the most delightful man I know' round Hyde
Park and about his story about Nancy Astor;
agrees with Hilda 'that [William] Borah is the limit'
who Neville feels 'represents a considerable
section of wild and woolly America' - 'and then
[Herbert] Hoover!'. 20 March.
/520: Dinner with Austen, Ivy and Ida and details of
Neville and Austen's discussion of foreign affairs;
Neville feeling 'much relieved about Annie' after
Leonard Williams had seen her; lunches and dinner
parties given by Anne; the Economy Bill; Poor Law
'going quite comfortably' including about
'conversations' with the Associations of Local
Authorities. 27 March.
/521: Neville having 'practically recovered' from
influenza; Anne's holiday which it is hoped will give
her a rest; an 'awful finish up' in the House of
Commons with an overnight sitting until 9.30 am
and then starting again at 11.00; Neville's fishing
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holiday in Scotland at Cairnton, Banchory. 6 April.
/522: Neville feeling 'this has been about the worst
week I have ever had in politics and I am glad it's
over'; Neville feeling 'one's heart is not in this d-d
'Economy' Bill which gives one not the slightest
satisfaction'; about the obstruction to Neville's bill
by the Labour Party and the closuring of Wheatley
during his speech by Neville; attacks on Lloyd
George; Neville's expedition to Stockton and about
his speech; his address at the [Birmingham] Town
Hall in connection with the Musical Festival
Competition; the children; the garden; him missing
his wife, who shows some signs of improvement;
the Prime Minister's conversations in which he has
got the miners to agree to discuss reduction of
wages. 18 April.
/523: Visit to Berrow Court to see Uncle Arthur
[Kenrick] shortly before his death; 'satisfactory
reports' from Anne about her health; the Economy
Bill being now finished; Neville's visit to Leeds
where he addressed a meeting at the Town Hall;
him proposing to drop the Guardians Coercion Bill
'as evidently my people are frightened of the
disfranchisement proposals...'; progress with rural
housing 'but slums are the very d-l'; the cold
weather and garden; hopes to visit Ida; 'coal is in
the balance but the T. U. [Trade Union] Congress
Council want peace so I am still hopeful'. 25 April.
/524: The coal situation, details of the negotiations
between the Government and coal miners' trade
unions, and Neville's thoughts on the situation; the
threat of a general strike having 'made negotiation
more difficult than ever'; Neville seeing 'practically
no hope of avoiding a fight' with the trade unions. 2
May.
/525: Ida having given up her holiday due to the
strike; Neville feeling 'that constitutional
Gov[ernmen]t is fighting for its life [with the General
Strike in progress]; if we failed it would be the
Revolution for the nominal leaders would be
whisked away in an instant'; Neville having been
unable to get away with constant meetings of the
Cabinet and Baldwin likes to have Neville 'always
within reach'; London being 'astonishingly quiet and
good tempered' despite the General Strike; Neville
not seeing 'how there can be any settlement [of the
strike] till matters have gone further'; a scheme
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having been put into operation to transport flour
[relieving concern about the shortage of flour, after
strikers had stopped work in the docks]; the 'busy
bodies...who think they can run this business better
than the Gov[ernmen]t' including the Archbishop [of
Canterbury] and Howard d'Egville; Anne waiting to
return home; the dock problem considered to be
solved. 8 May.
/526: The 'great victory' won by the Government in
the collapse of the General Strike [although the
coal miners continued their strike] - 'and now our
troubles will begin' [in negotiation with the trade
unions]. 12 May.
/527-528a: Stay with the Gathorne Hardys at
Donnington Priory, Newbury including about fishing
and about the other guests Mr and Mrs [Luand?];
visit to Shenfield to see Lillian; Dorothy being ill
after having picked up an influenza germ; little
having happened recently except that the
Government's terms having been rejected by the
coal miners and owners, and about the situation
with the trade unions following the end of the
General Strike; 'Squiff' [Herbert Asquith] having
commented to Stanley Baldwin that 'he had had
about as much of Ll[oyd] G[eorge] as he could
stand and that there was going to be the d-l of a
row at the next [Liberal] party meeting'. A press
cutting is also included. 25 May.
/529: Hilda's holiday at Beauvallon; Dorothy's
medical treatment; Frank doing well at school; the
garden; lunch with Arch; meeting between Neville
and his agent who 'gave an encouraging account
of the constituency and thinks that Mosley has
gone back'; rumours that Neville was not going to
stand for Ladywood again which his agent had
contradicted; the 'pretty little quarrel' in the Liberal
Party; the coal stoppage continuing but the
newspapers report 'some indications of a break
among the districts'; [Wilfred] de Glehn to paint
Anne's portrait. 31 May.
/530: An uneventful week apart from the 'Liberal
squabbles'; de Glehn [the portrait painter] and his
wife having visited for lunch and about the high
opinions of de Glehn; a weekend with the Ashleys
at Broadlands including about fishing, poker games
and the [Enleighs?] who were among the other
guests; Neville's various social engagements. 6
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June.
/531: The weather being poor for open air fetes; the
portrait of Anne by de Glehn; a new dog 'Kimbo'
bought following the death of 'Connel'; Anne's
meeting; the Liberal split and about Lloyd George;
the coal stoppage and there seeming 'no doubt that
the settlement prospects rather went back last
week'; the Labour Party's campaign 'to enlist public
sympathy [for the coal strike]...on the ground that
they are being beaten into submission by the allied
Government and owners through the starvation of
their wives and babies' but Neville has 'had no
evidence of abnormal innutrition' so far; Neville's
suggestion to Stanley Baldwin that he should
broadcast a talk on the coal situation; Neville's stay
at Chevening with the Kiplings, Tyrrell, Sir Claude
and Lady Jacob, Admiral and Mrs Richmond, and
Miss Windham-Quin. 13 June.
/532: Ida and Hilda's offer to have Neville's portrait
painted as a gift; De Glehn's portrait of Anne;
Neville's efforts to get a postgraduate medical
school established in London; opening of a new
salvage and town refuse treatment plant in
Birmingham; opening of the new laboratories of the
Phamaceutical Society and Nevilles address;
Neville's address to an open air mass meeting in
Gloucestershire; problems with the West Ham
Guardians 'boiling up again' but Neville says he is
'determined to stand no nonsense from them';
discussion about Russia and Russian money; the
coal strike; importing of coal and Neville suggesting
the Cabinet concentrates on alternative fuels to
break the strike; preliminary talk with a deputation
from the AMC [Association of Municipal
Corporations] about proposed reductions of
housing subsidy; Neville taking less interest in Weir
houses and considers them not to be cheap
enough; him hoping to get his rural housing bill in
this session; Sir Philip Stott's housing scheme in
Stanton. 20 June.
/533: The coal miners strike and the proposed
'armistice'; speeches by Neville; the West Ham
Board of Guardians; loss of appeal in the Woolwich
case; Neville's visit to see the waterways
improvements on the River Trent in Nottingham;
the garden; Berrow Court having been bought by
Jackson; Neville having met Roland Vaughan
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Williams on the train. 26 June.
/534: Housing and issues concerning local housing
scheme in Ida's local area; a 'very heavy week' for
Neville and Anne; Neville's addresses to the
Medical School of the London Hospital, the Rural
District Council Association and the Victoria
League; Anne's party; lunch with Cardinal Bourne;
visit to tennis matches at Wimbledon with Leo
Maxse; visit to see de Glehn's portrait of Anne; a
poem sent to Neville by 'a mad lady'. 3 July.
/535: Lunch party to be held by Anne; 'an awful
week' for Neville; Neville's speech to move the
second reading of the Guardians Default Bill and
about the West Ham Guardians; laying of
foundation stone of the new School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine; 'personal attack' on Neville [Tom
Johnston's question about Chamberlain's
directorship of Hoskins and the following Labour
Party motion for a Select Committee of
investigation]; 'our people...getting more and more
impatient with these pothouse manners' [of some
MPs in the House of Commons]; weekend with
Nancy [Astor] at Cliveden. 10 July.
/536: Anne's speech to the Anti-Tuberculosis
Society in London; afternoon sitting in garden; the
attack on Neville having been a 'fiasco' and about
Ramsay MacDonald's comments; the introduction
of the estimates by Neville; circular being prepared
for 'panel doctors who have been getting very slack
about granting certificates of 'sickness' in mining
areas'; preliminary talks about subsidy including
talk with the Secretary of the Association of
Municipal Corporations; information about Nash
houses; Anne's party; dinner with Baron Hayaski to
meet Baron Matsui (new Japanese ambassador);
dinner with 'a group of young Tories' including Noel
Skelton. 17 July.
/537: Hilda's motor accident; Nash houses; 'the cat
is out of the bag about Edgbaston' [Neville's
transfer from Ladywood to Edgbaston
constituency]; deputation from the Association of
Municipal Corporations regarding Neville's
proposals; various social engagements attended by
Neville and Anne; weekend at Sturry Court near
Canterbury with Lord and Lady Milner; tea party
with the Dean of Canterbury and various people
who came to meet Chamberlain including
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representatives of local authorities; the local Board
of Guardians in the Sturry area and their special
meeting after fearing that they were being
'proclaimed as another West Ham'; visit to
Canterbury Cathedral. 25 July.
/538: Subsidies on houses; the Rural Housing Bill;
Edgbaston [Conservative and Unionist] Association
having accepted recommendation to adopt Neville
as Parliamentary candidate; the West Ham Board
of Guardians; Neville's negotiations regarding Poor
Law; concern about Frank's eyes; the garden. 31
July.
/539: Neville's thoughts about the last session of
the House of Commons - 'a bad session with a
slack and ineffectual oppostion'; Austen having
'been almost out of sight [in the House of
Commons], but remains a great figure, gradually
becoming more hazy and legendary as he is less
familiar'; [Stanley] Baldwin having suffered from the
coal strike and about his last speech; Winston
[Churchill] having 'decidedly improved his position';
Lloyd George seeming not 'to have moved forward
at all'; Neville's department (Ministry of Health)
being 'very pleased with the session'; Neville's stay
with Lord Weir in Scotland. 10 August.
/540: Austen being tired; the coal strike and Lord
Weir's thoughts about the strike and trade
unionism; Neville's stay at Loubcroy Lodge. 15
August.
/541: Neville's recent holiday in Scotland; dinner
with the Harmsworths and others including 'Jix'
[Joynson-Hicks]; visit to the Lamingtons; visit to
Edinburgh including Edinburgh Castle during which
they met the Duke of Atholl and Princess Helena
Victoria, and the Botanic Garden; Neville having
not been summoned to the Cabinet. 18 September.
/542: Dorothy's illness with scarlet fever; the
garden and orchids; Neville's stay with the
Rayleighs; Cabinet meeting regarding the coal
crisis; visit to bowling club in Edgbaston; Anne not
seeming 'quite as fit as I [Neville] should like to see
her'. 25 September.
/543: Thanks for plants; the children; it seeming 'at
least doubtful if the miners will accept our [the
Government's] proposals'; Neville arguing with the
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Chancellor of the Exchequer about housing
subsidies; Geoffrey Lloyd being suggested to
replace Neville as the Conservative and Unionist
candidate for Ladywood constituency; meeting with
Edwards [new Chief Agent]; poor performance of
Hoskins and Son Ltd; the 'lovely' weather and the
garden; Anne to give a broadcast talk on
prevention of tuberculosis. 2 October.
/544: The coal miners dispute and about the recent
settlement; the Unionist Conference at
Scarborough attended by Anne; talk at Chequers
regarding the Conservative and Unionist Party
organization; Sir Geoffrey Butler being the current
favourite for the position of Party Chairman;
opening of new railway station at Welwyn Garden
City by Neville and about the development of the
town; inspection of Yardley Road Sanatorium,
sewage treatment and housing in the Birmingham
area; inspection of Monyhull [mental health
institution]; visit to slum houses reconditioned by
Copse; a bill relating to milk. 10 October.
/545: Congratulations on Hilda's 'effort at the C. C.'
[Consultative Council of the Women's Institute] and
about her address on health services; Anne's
recent broadcast; Adrian Keyes having died;
Neville's tour of Wiltshire and Dorset as Minister of
Health where he visited various places connected
with his department [health and welfare facilities,
housing] including about an amusing visit to the
Crediton Union; Neville feeling after his visit that
'most of the opposition to the Poor Law proposals
is bunkum'; stay with Lord Bath at Longleat during
part of tour; stay in Exeter with Brian Miller [Clerk to
the City or County Council?]. 16 October.
/546: Visit to Coventry to inspect housing, health
facilities etc and about Neville's speech which
upset Dr Wilson [Times medical correspondent];
deputation of 'Durham Labour men who came to
complain of my [Neville's] behaviour to Guardians
in their area'; address to the Central Valuation
Committee; deputation from the Urban D[istrict]
C[ouncils] Association; deputation from the LCC
[London County Council] to discuss playing fields;
visit to Ilford for celebration of its incorporation as a
borough; meeting with the Somerset County
Council including the clerk G. I. Simey [who Neville
was 'fag' to at Rugby School]; comments of
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Ramsay MacDonald to [Oswald] Mosley reported
to Neville; Ida's inspection of wood houses; her
scheme for providing cheaper coal for the poor. 2223 October.
/547: Neville's relief at Stanley Baldwin's letter to
the Yorkshire candidate as he feared that Winston
[Churchill] was meeting the miners on his own;
Neville's problems in not being able to get coke for
the heating of his greenhouses; his tour as Minister
of Health in Lincolnshire including about his
address to a Board of Guardians; the people he
met on his tour including Lord Heneage and Sir
Charles Walley; Neville's stay in Norwich with
Colman 'the mustard man'; Neville's letter to the
Times referring to infirmaries and the Poor Law
proposals; Dorothy's illness; the garden. 31
October.
/548: Neville and Anne's speeches in Huddersfield;
Neville having been feeling ill and 'rather low'; his
worries about 'the effect on the prospects of the
P[oor] L[aw] Reform of the municipal election
disasters'; Neville's thoughts on the municipal
elections in which the Conservative and Unionist
Party did poorly; the situation regarding the coal
miners dispute; Catt [gardener at Westbourne]
having been able to procure some coke for heating
of Neville's greenhouses; the portrait [of Anne by
de Glehn]; Lawrence [Austen and Ivy's son] being
ill; meeting of the L. A. [local authority?] regarding
the [housing] subsidy. 6 November.
/549: Neville's speeches to the Scottish Conference
[of the Conservative and Unionist Party]; his busy
workload; the negotiations with the coal miners;
him expected that there will be a 'small boom in
trade' now that the coal strike seems 'practically
over'; portrait of Anne by de Glehn; concerns about
Mrs Dundas [Ivy Chamberlain's mother]. 14
November.
/550: Neville's stay with Cecily [Debenham]
[Neville's cousin] at Moor Lane House; the health of
Joan; Anne's stay with Lillian [Cole] at Shenfield;
the coal miners dispute; the Opposition having 'got
so flat and lame'; dinner with the Larkins to meet
Mackenzie King; meeting of committee on a
postgraduate medical school; money resolution on
rural housing and about Wheatley's 'outrageous
speech'; the Duke and Duchess of York's party at
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which he saw Aston Webb 'looking quite broken
down' and met the Duke of Wellington; dinner with
the Churchills and about conversation with
Mackenzie King; the Smoke Bill. 21 November.
/551: 'A not unsatisfactory reception at the Cabinet'
for Neville's Poor Law proposals; Neville's visit to
North Wales including a M. and C. W. [mothers and
child welfare?] and a public meeting in Caernarvon
at which Neville spoke; Neville having met an old
friend or acquaintance ['Mawy'?] on the train; a
'hitch' at Smethwick regarding [Oswald] Mosley
wishing to stand for election. 27 November.
/552: Lunch with the de Glehns and about de
Glehn's portrait of Anne; luncheon party held by
Neville and Anne; Neville's busy week in the House
of Commons and with other work; the Housing
Subsidy debate having gone 'extremely well for us';
the Opposition having 'got themselves into a nice
mess about their vote of censure'; the Daily Mail
and the Express having 'a nasty little
paragraph...saying that it was quite likely that Poor
Law would be deferred owing to its unpopularity in
the constituencies'; Balfour's account of his
conversation with Joseph Chamberlain in 1886 and
about his advocacy of greater municipal ownership
of land and 'observations on Poor Relief as a buffer
against revolution'. 4 December.
/553: Hilda's 'interruptions' and about her being
'such a pivot in the place' [ie Odiham]; the
[Alchusers?] to settle in the Odiham area; a recent
Commons debate including about speeches by
[Stanley] Baldwin and Winston [Churchill]; Neville's
strenuous week and about the bills with which he is
currently involved; the paragraph in the Daily Mail
about the Poor Law having been identified as from
'Jix' [Joynson-Hicks] which has relieved Neville as
he feared it may have been by 'F. E.' [Lord
Birkenhead]. 11 December.
/554: Austen to receive £1000 as his share of the
Nobel Prize; the success of Ida's insurance
scheme; Neville being 'vexed' at losing a bill;
Neville's stay with Lord and Lady Elveden at
Pyrford; visit to Chequers and talk with Stanley
Baldwin; preliminary talk with Winston Churchill
regarding Poor Law reform; debate on 'necessitous
areas'; lunch with Lady Buchan to meet the
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Bernard Shaws. 17 December.
43 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: NC18/1/527-528 is a single
item despite having two numbers.
NC18/1/555-601

1927 letters

1927

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1927. Two letters
from Anne Chamberlain [Neville's wife] to Hilda;
and a letter from Geoffrey Peto to Neville are also
included.
Most of the letters refer at least in part to Neville's
work as Minister of Health including his proposed
Poor Law reforms and about the Boards of
Guardians which administered the Poor Law in
their local areas; the Rural Workers Housing Act;
work on slums; his tours of medical facilities,
housing etc in various places; his plan for dealing
with unemployment in coal mining areas. Other
topics include changes in the Conservative and
Unionist Party with a new chairman John Davidson;
trade union legislation; relations with China
including about the abandonment of the British
concession at Hankow; difficulties at Hoskins and
Son Ltd; John Tweed's statue of Joseph
Chamberlain; the Three Power Naval Disarmament
Conference at Geneva; Neville's illness with gout;
and Winston Churchill's scheme for reductions of
rates (see also NC7/9/12-19) which Neville
opposed.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/555-555a: Orchids; Neville and Anne's stay at
Swinton; visit to Ripon Cathedral; expedition up
Wensleydale; [Francis] Jackson having been 'very
unsatisfactory as Chairman' [of the Conservative
and Unionist Party] and about Lord Linlithgow and
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[Herbert] Blain having also resigned; concerns
about [John] Davidson [as new Party Chairman]
and [T. J. Leigh] Maclachlan [as new Principal
Agent]; Neville's talks with Philip [Cunliffe-Lister];
Neville's concerns regarding trade union legislation;
a bird spotted by Ida. A press cutting is also
included. 3 January.
/556: Neville's concern of 'economics' being 'only
another name for Marxism nowadays'; his thoughts
about the future development of the Labour Party;
Hankow [regarding the British concession having
been abandoned after Hankow had been taken
over by nationalist forces]; Neville to stay with S. B.
[Stanley Baldwin] at Astley Hall; the 'formidable
total...piling up' of requests received by Neville to
give speeches, open buildings and attend dinners
etc; the garden; book 'Bismarck' by Grant
Robertson being read by Neville; the children;
birds. 8 January.
/557: Letter from Anne to Hilda Chamberlain
regarding a conversation at Swinton having
'emphasized Mr Mackenzie King's happy reports re
your beloved brother'. 9 January.
/558: Neville's visit to stay with Stanley Baldwin at
Astley Hall and about their conversation; lunch with
Hubbard of the [Birmingham] Post; Neville and
Anne's dinner party; the 'Chinese situation is most
baffling and puzzling'; the fall in house prices;
Neville having 'at last got rid of Sir Herbert Austin'
as the Conservative and Unionist candidate for
Kings Norton; an Edgbaston Unionist Ball attended
by Neville and Anne; orchids; poor performance of
Hoskins [and Son Ltd] and Neville's fear that the
company will not be able to pay a dividend this
spring; books being read by Neville. 16 January.
/559: Influenza affecting Hilda and Ida's household;
Neville's attack of gout; Cabinet meeting regarding
the situation in China; Ramsay [MacDonald's]
attitude regarding the Chinese situation; Lloyd
George's 'great show of patriotism' regarding the
Chinese situation being considered opportunistic
by Neville; dinner party held by Neville and Anne;
Trevelyan's History being read by Neville; [John]
Tweed having completed his statue [of Joseph
Chamberlain]; orchids; Shadwell's article on trade
unions in The Times. 22 January.
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/560: Neville's stay in Oxford; appointment with
doctor; social engagements; Neville being worried
that the Prime Minister [Stanley Baldwin] has 'cold
feet' regarding Neville's Poor Law proposals; his
concern that Baldwin does not seem to have given
any thought to trade union legislation; rural
housing; statue by [John] Tweed of Joseph
Chamberlain which Neville dislikes; Neville and
Anne's visit to Cohen's studio but they did not feel
he was suitable to paint Neville's portrait. 29
January.
/561: Visit to see Milsom Rees (doctor); Neville
feeling upset that his proposed bill for reform of the
Poor Law would not be introduced that session
particularly as he 'had withdrawn the rest of my
[his] programme to get P[oor] L[aw] and now I have
positively got nothing whatever'; Neville feeling that
'the Cabinet has got cold feet [over Neville's
proposed Poor Law legislation] in view of the
General Election although we hope to put that off
till 1929'; meeting regarding trade union legislation;
the situation regarding China and about division in
the Cabinet over whether the 1st Brigade should
stop in Hong Kong or go to Shanghai; Neville
having had to miss a visit which had been arranged
to Letchworth and so Anne went on his behalf. 5
February.
/562: Neville's Poor Law proposals and about the
'rather difficult stiles to get over'; Neville's hopes to
get his Mental Deficiency Bill through that year;
Tweed's statue of Joseph Chamberlain; Neville's
talk with Ramsay MacDonald who said he was
'very ill, continually losing weight and constantly
plunged into the deepest depression' and about
him 'constantly fighting with his own party' though
Neville says he would 'feel more sympathy if he
were not such a moral weakling'; Austen's recent
speech having been reported to Neville to be 'one
of his most effective speeches'; a strenuous week
for Neville. 12 February.
/563: The fog; the 'rackety time in Cabinet with
China always lowering and Russia burrowing and
undermining; a suggested draft sent to Austen of a
despatch [warning Russia to cease hostile action];
the large number of invitations to dinner and
requests for speeches; dinner with Lady Vana;
Neville having been made Honorary Freeman of
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the Vintners Company and a Freeman of the City
of London; visit to play 'Sunny' at the Hippodrome;
his speech on Poor Law; the Speaker's dinner; visit
to concert of a string quartet; dinner with the
Hoares; his work on slums; Barling dying. 19
February.
/564: The Rural Housing Act and the difficulty in
getting County Councils 'to make a start'; approval
of Ida speaking against a motion in [Hampshire
County] Council which was in favour of sterilization
of people with mental illness; visit to see Frank in
Sevenoaks; interview of Neville by journalist named
Nicholson for his series of 'Studies of Statesmen';
dinner with Master of the Rolls; visit to RHS [Royal
Horticultural Society]; a farewell banquet to the
Italian ambassador given by the Polish minister;
Anne having presided at a womens meeting;
Anne's work on arranging an area conference at
Leamington; dinner given to Neville by the Midland
Association of Local Authorities; Poor Law and
about Neville wanting 'formal leave to start
propaganda but the P. M. I fancy would prefer to
postpone decisions on that subject'; Block rants
being studied by a committee of the Cabinet; the
note to the Russians; Tyrrell's suggestion that
Britain 'should pull through in China without a row';
a lunch party held by Neville and Anne; dinner with
the French Ambassador and others; Anne being
'rather exhausted'; Dorothy's school play. 26
February.
/565: Neville to discuss Ida's observations on the
Housing Act with officials in his department;
resignation of Hilda and Ida's gardener; arranging
for Lottie and Mary to visit the House of Commons;
talk with L. Williams [doctor]; Anne's health; Frank's
examinations; the debate on the note [to Russia]
having gone well; second meeting of the Block
Grants Committee; Winston [Churchill's]
controversial book ['The World Crisis']; novel by
Booth Tackington given to Neville by the American
ambassador. 5 March.
/566: Frank having passed his examination to go to
Winchester [College]; a special meeting of the
Cabinet to be held to consider the T[rade] U[nion]
Bill; 'terrifying' meeting with the Agricultural
Committee over Poor Law; about Neville's Poor
Law proposals including difficulty with the financial
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proposals; dinner with the Astors to meet the King
and Queen; Anne's illness; dinner with the
Dawsons (of Penn) including about meeting Kay
Menzies (M[edical] O[fficer of] H[ealth] of the
London County Council); the garden. 12 March.
/567: Thanks for birthday congratulations; 'a busy
and rater eventful week'; lunch with Philip Sassoon;
dinner with Mr and Mrs [Arthur] Colefax; dinner
party given by Neville and Anne; dinner with Lord
and Lady Byng [of Vimy]; unveiling of tablet to Sir
P[atrick] Manson at the Albert Dock Hospital; the
second reading of the M[ental] D[eficiency] Bill; a
problem caused after the Unionist Central Office
passed a memorandum (suggesting that Neville's
Poor Law scheme was 'dead') from the London
Municipal Reform Society to the press without
indicating that it was written by the Society rather
than by Central Office; [Arthur] Robinson
[Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of Health]
having 'been in the depths of gloom...because the
P. M. told K. Wood...that I [Neville] didn't at all
realise the hostility that my [Neville's] proposals [for
Poor Law reform] were exciting' though Neville
himself felt 'well satisfied with the way things are
going'; discussion on trade unions at special
Cabinet meeting; Neville's address to the Central
Council [of Birmingham Conservative and Unionist
Association]; the garden. 19 March.
/568: A portrait by Furse; the Ladywood Unionist
Ball; the garden; books being read by Neville
including one by Winston [Churchill] ['The World
Crisis']; Stanley Baldwin's comments 'that he hated
to disagree with me [Neville] more than with any of
his colleagues' but Neville feels that 'if he would
only set his mind to the problems and grapple with
them in time we need never disagree at all' - 'but
he puts off the decision and avoids discussion for
fear of disagreement until the last moment...'; 'as
for Poor Law the difficulties seem to mount and
multiply every day'; [Edward] Forber [Deputy
Secretary at the Ministry of Health] 'is still
struggling with the complexities of slum
compensation'. 26 March.
/569: Suggestion by Barker which appears to be
'wilfully obstructive'; agrees with Hilda's general
criticisms about county councils; success of Hilda's
Winchester meeting; Neville's speech and about an
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article in the M[orning] P[ost]; 'a terrible week of
speechmaking' for Neville; speech given by Neville
at a public meeting in Darlington; little progress
made by Neville with his departmental work due to
his busy workload; expectation that Winston
[Churchill] will 'make difficulties' over Neville's Poor
Law proposals; Neville's new idea for slums;
disappointment that Hilda and Ida have been
unable to go to Beauvallon on holiday. 3 April.
/570: Ida and Hilda's holiday; Frank having arrived
home; luncheon parties with the Salisburys and Sir
Kingsley Wood; the Royal Society's
Conversazione; Neville having declined invitation
for him and Anne to stay at Windsor Castle with the
King and Queen; visit to the RHS [Royal
Horticultural Society]; the Trade Union Bill having
had a good reception in the Conservative and
Unionist Party; negotiations on Poor Law 'going on
very satisfactorily'; orchids. 9 April.
/571: Appreciation of visit to stay with Hilda and Ida
at Odiham; concern about Anne's health; Frank
having started school at Winchester; answer to
Ida's enquiry regarding the Housing Rural Workers
Act; the Agriculture Committee's interview with the
NFU [National Farmers Union] on Poor Law; the
Slum Improvement scheme; Neville having opened
an extension of the National Library for the Blind;
the Prime Minister [Stanley Baldwin] looking tired;
visit to open extension of the baths in Droitwich;
Neville feeling the reconstruction of the
[Birmingham] Town Hall has been a 'great
success'; Neville's speech to the BUA [Birmingham
Unionist Association] gathering in the Town Hall;
the garden; walks; Anne's picture. 30 April.
/572: Suggests Hilda ought to consult a London
doctor; agrees with Hilda's general criticism of
Austen's and Anne's portraits; visit to Royal Water
Colour Society Exhibition; the garden; Anne's
holiday; the trade union debate including 'excellent'
speech by Tom Inskip; 'rather an easy week' for
Neville with 'nothing special' happening in his
department and just one speech. 7 May.
/573: Letter from Anne to Hilda Chamberlain
regarding Neville's speech at a NUA [National
Unionist Association] conference on Poor Law
reform; and planned holiday in Scotland. 27 May.
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/574: Mrs Burnand (in Odiham); Mary and Lottie
wishing to visit the House of Commons; hopes that
'Jix' [Joynson-Hicks] 'isn't going to make a fool of
us over his raid' [a raid authorized by JoynsonHicks on the Soviet Trade Delegation and AllRussian Cooperative Society]; Neville having
decided to buy a car; opening of new (medical)
research laboratories of the M. A. B. and about
new theories on the cause of scarlet fever and
measles; speech for the Queens Nurses at 10
Downing Street; speech at a large public meeting
in Swansea on the Trade Union Bill; drafting of the
Trade Union Bill; visit to [Royal] Academy; visit to
performance of 'Cosi fan Tutte' where they met Sir
George and Lady Barstow; visit to the [London]
Zoo. 15 May.
/575: Plans for the summer recess of Parliament
including to go to Loubcroy in Scotland; visit to Sir
A[rchibald] and Lady Weigall in connection with the
opening of a new convalescent home in Skegness
including about meeting Princess Marie Louise who
carried out the opening; the Royal Court and about
a new type of dress; visit to the women's Unionist
conference to speak on a resolution about Poor
Law reform; the vote of censure debate 'was not
good'. 29 May.
/576: Austen's accident in which he was injured by
hitting his head into some glass; Neville having
ordered his car [an Armstrong Siddeley
laudaulette]; visit to Lady Cony's dinner party
where he met the Dowager Countess of Wemyss
and the Austrian minister; dinner party with the
Liberian minister; a fairly light week for public
engagements; Agricultural Committee meeting;
Neville opening the new offices of the Abbey Road
Building Society; Asquith having had a stroke and
is partially paralysed; a newspaper having reported
that Neville had been 'forced to give way to the
Agr[icultural] C[ommittee] members who have won
a great victory!'; Poor Law reform and about the
attitudes of the Local Government Chronicle and
the Guardians; weekend at Donnington Priory in
Newbury; Orpen to paint portrait of Neville. 5 June.
/577: Neville and Anne's holiday; Frank reported to
be doing well at school; the garden; visit to Moor
Lane House to stay with Cecily [Neville's cousin]
and Ernest [Debenham]; visits to Lulworth Cove
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and other places with Cecily and Ernest; Ernest
being 'as usual full of new plans for the
regeneration of British farming and is buying more
land'. 13 June.
/578: Neville and Anne's stay with the Stanhopes at
Chevening in Sevenoaks [Kent]; Anne trying to find
a chauffeur to drive her and Neville's new car;
Frank's good performance at school; rural workers
housing; hopes that Ida will be made Chairman; the
second reading debate of the Audit Bill; Neville's
views of the Labour Party saying 'intellectually, with
a few exceptions, they are dirt'; visit to Cambridge
to attend the name feast of Corpus Christi College,
also visiting the museum and other places; visit to
the Soane Museum with Dorothy. 19 June.
/579: Mary [Carnegie] [third wife of Joseph
Chamberlain] has departed to go to the USA to see
her ill mother; compliments received by Hilda on
the clearness of her exposition in speeches and
Neville feeling that doing without notes 'has made a
great difference...in freeing my [Neville's] style and
giving me [Neville] more confidence'; the
Government having 'got...committed on H[ouse] of
L[ords] Reform quite unnecessarily and indeed
unexpectedly'; Frank and his good performance at
school; the prospect of a car having 'made a
wonderful change in her outlook'; Neville's fishing
weekend with 'Monty' [Montague] Barlow in
Dorchester. 27 June.
/580: A 'thick' week with work on preparing
speeches and reading papers; the Opposition
'making things hot in Committee on the Audit Bill';
Neville's Estimates speech; lunch with Victor
Cazalet to meet Emil Ludwig [a German writer];
Anne's visit to address the County Nursing
Association near Hatfield; flowers; expectation that
Stanley Baldwin will have to 'water down F. E.'s
[Lord Birkenhead] statement [on House of Lords
reform] so as to leave matters as indefinite as
possible till the autumn'. 2 July.
/581: Flowers; 'a gruelling week again'; Frank
having been injured after a tennis ball hit him in the
eye; lunch at the [London] Guildhall and dinner at
the F[oreign] O[ffice] in honour of Fuad [King of
Egypt]; dinner with Sir Berkeley Magnibar at which
he talked with Sir Arthur Keith on prehistoric man;
visit to garden party at which Lady Low[e]
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commented on her husband Sir Francis Lowe's
failing health [which if he died would trigger a byelection in Edgbaston, causing difficulties for
Neville who was to stand for the seat in the next
election]. 9 July.
/582: Garden matters; 'another heavy week with
som many speeches that I begin to feel the
strain...'; visit to Reigate to open annexe to te
London Hospital; the Audit Bill; visit to the Cooper
Rawsons to meet the Mayors of Brighton and Hove
and visit to Bedford College; Anne's party; dinner of
the British Architecture Club; debate on West Ham
[Board of Guardians]; long interview with George
Lloyd concerning Egypt; Neville's stay at Sandon
Hall, Stafford with the Harrowbys; outbreak of
chickenpox at Dorothy's school. 16 July.
/583: Neville having no more speeches to make
before October; Neville's speeches at a political
gathering in Chelmsford and the opening of a
research institute; him feeling that he has 'rather
overdone the speaking on Departmental matters
this year'; his previous weekend at Sandon Hall
including about him having looked at the Harrowby
manuscripts in particular a letter thought to have
been written by William Pitt; flowers; a lunch party
given by Neville and Anne; visit to musical party
given by Philip Sassoon; a Cabinet colleague [Lord
Robert Cecil] having threatened resignation and
Neville was brought in to attempt to intervene;
Neville fearing that he shall finish the session
'without any prospects as to the prospects of P[oor]
L[aw] reform'; sporadic progress with Neville's
slums scheme; Neville's car having not yet arrived;
visit to the [London] Zoo. 24 July.
/584: The car having now arrived; Neville's
gratitude for Ida having turned down [a councillor]
from Alton [who asked Ida whether Neville would
open a new hospital], with Neville 'refusing similar
invitations almost every day'; speech made when
the Labour Party moved to annul his order to
prolong the term of office of the Chester-le-Street
Guardians; congratulations on Ida's success in
dealing with the district councils in connection with
housing; Wolmer's comments on the Labour Party
'making a fuss about the 'pig huts' '; lunch with
Claire Wolcote, who Neville and Anne did not like;
Cabinet meetings over Geneva [the Three Power
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Naval Disarmament Conference] 'which looks now
like breaking down' which Neville blames wholly on
the Americans; Frank and Dorothy's good school
reports; Mrs Endicott's [Mary Carnegie's mother]
health. 30 July.
/585: Neville's 'vicious and violent' cold; his stay
with Lord and Lady Midleton at Peper Harow
including about some of the other guests [Norman] Davis (former American ambassador),
Lord Reading, Lady Ilchester and Lord Balfour;
Neville's ill health; the Americans having 'bust the
[Naval Disarmament] Conference'; flowers; Millie's
foot injury; the 'leaderette' in the Birmingham Post
which was favourable towards Neville. 5 August.
/586: Neville being ill with influenza and is also
suffering from gout while he is away on holiday at
Cairnton in Scotland and he cannot walk or fish
and has lost his sense of taste; lunch in the park at
Chatsworth [country house in Derbyshire] and stay
at Swinton and Lamington on the way to Scotland.
13 August.
/587: Neville having been unable to go to Loubcroy
as planned during his holiday due to his illness and
is stuck in bed; his family enjoying their stay at
Cairnton and about their holiday activities; Mrs
Endicott [Mary Carnegie's mother] having died. 21
August.
/588: About photographs published in newspapers
of Neville and Frank fishing in Scotland; account of
Frank fishing; social invitations having 'begun to roll
in at a pace which threatened to occupy our whole
time'; Neville considering going on holiday with the
family to Cairnton possibly in some future year;
account of holiday in Scotland including expedition
to standing stones and other archaeological
remains, their stay at Glassel, walks; the aftermath
of a road accident observed by Neville; their stay in
the Lake District on the way back from Scotland;
their stop at Harrogate where Neville went to see
Dr Morris and details of Morris' diagnosis of
Neville's condition; their stay at Riccal; William
[Endicott] seeming to be in need of sympathy
[following death of Mrs Endicott] and has become
'most curiously dependent on others'. 21-22
September.
/589: Neville being pleased with Ida's progress with
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the Rural Housing Act in her local council; housing
matters including about articles about slums and a
deputation to ask the Prime Minister for a Royal
Commission on the matter; Mr Peabody's letter;
Anne's ankle problems; Frank having returned to
school; the wet weather; the farmers being
reported to be turning against the Government;
orchids; satisfactory account given of the
Birmingham Unionist organization by the Chief
Agent; dinner with [Gilbert] Barling [Vice Chancellor
of the University of Birmingham] and his daughter.
25 September.
/590: Anne's ankle problems and about her having
refused more engagements this year than the
previous; Hilda's work including work on the
constitution of the W[omens] I[nstitute]; long walk
with [Frank] Platten [manager at Elliott's Metal
Company]; negotiations for amalgamation between
Elliott's Metal Company and Imperial Chemical
Industries; dinner with Aunt Alice and G. H. K.
[Neville's uncle George Kenrick] and about a family
pedigree produced by Karl Pearson; a party
including about Bertha; the garden; visit to the
Martineaus' reception at which Neville met Gaston
and his fiancée Miss Somerville; a Cabinet
committee on policy and about Neville having been
made chairman of the Social Reform
Subcommittee; visit to open convalescent home in
Llandudno. 2 October.
/591: Anne's doctor thinking that Anne has
rheumatism; work of the two social hygiene bodies;
requests for speeches; lunch with the Prime
Minister [Stanley Baldwin] at which they spoke over
'possible changes among ministers, personalities
and politics generally' and at which Baldwin was in
'high spirits'; Neville having heard that there is to be
another Liberal campaign against Lloyd George;
play 'Marigold' attended with Dorothy; Dorothy's
and Frank's performance at school; books being
read; the weather. 8 October.
/592: Answer to Hilda's question about the safety of
imported dried milk; Neville being ill with gastric
influenza and is in bed; dinner with Austen;
Neville's interview about hospitals; The Times to
publish a series of articles on slums; Anne's ill
health. 16 October.
/593: Neville having recovered from his illness; his
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tour in Manchester and other places in the North
West during which he gave eight speeches; him
having confirmed his 'impression that the quality of
modern Town Councillors is not improving' which
he blames on 'the rise of the Labour Party in local
politics'; politics in Blackburn; about cottages built
in a rural district near Ormskirk with the help of the
agricultural subsidy; address to the conference of
the N. W. R. D. C. [North West Rural District
Councils?] Association; him and Anne being unable
to entertain Ida next week; the children. 22
October.
/594: Neville's health and about his tour in
Manchester and the North West; Neville's tour in
Yorkshire including Sheffield, Rotherham and Hull;
about the mayors met by Neville in Sheffield,
Rotherham and Hull; scheme in Sheffield under
which children suspected of being tubercular are
withdrawn to a hospital ward without being
withdrawn 'wholly from the infection to which they
are already partially immune, but to build up their
resisting powers...'; interest aroused by Neville's
speeches on Poor Law and voluntary hospitals; a
letter from Winston [Churchill] suggesting he will
help in connection with Neville's Poor Law
proposals [see NC7/9/12]; Hilda's Women's
Institute work. 30 October.
/595-595a: The results of the municipal elections in
Birmingham; discusses Ida's annoyance with Dr
Lyster [Medical Officer of Health in Hampshire];
Anne's ankle problem; a meeting at which Neville
spoke at in Frome; the Poor Law Officers Journal's
misleading announcement that Poor Law reform
cannot be carried this Parliament; trouble with
Winston [Churchill] 'who has got the wind up about
finance' [of the proposed Poor Law reforms];
meeting of the London Regional Planning
Committee; Frank having been shooting with Lord
Midleton; the garden; Hoskins [and Son Ltd] having
made a loss. A letter is enclosed from Geoffrey
Peto, Orchard Field, Frome to Neville Chamberlain
dated 1 November thanking Neville for his speech.
5 November.
/596: The second reading of the Unemployment
Insurance Bill; Anne's surgeon having given a very
good account of her; a successful meeting at which
Neville spoke in Greenwich; the Egyptian Treaty;
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Neville expecting that he will not be able to keep
Kingsley [Wood] much longer [as Parliamentary
Secretary at the Ministry of Health]; Winston
[Churchill's] work on a new idea [scheme for the
reduction of rates for agriculture, manufacturing,
transport and public utilities]; the Bedwellty report
[about the Bedwellty Board of Guardians, which
had been bankrupted]; the weather; shooting trip at
Moor Lane House, Briantspuddle, Dorset. 12
November.
/597: Anne's heel being better but she still limps
and has had a severe cold; Neville's address to the
Junior Carlton Club; a public meeting addressed by
Neville at Rugeley; Neville's disappointment 'at the
way the R[ural] W[orkers] Housing Bill is being
dealt with' by the local authorities; [John] Davidson
[Conservative and Unionist Party Chairman] and
the Prime Minister 'have taken the gloves off and
are going for [Lord] Rothermere' [newspaper
proprietor] and about Rothermere's hostility to the
Government; the Egyptian Treaty; Bob Cecil's
speech being quoted in the USA to justify the
American behaviour at Geneva [the Naval
Disarmament Conference]; holiday plans; hostility
of L. C. C. [London County Council] towards the
slum scheme. 19 November.
/598: Anne's foot having swelled up again; a lunch
at which money was raised [for the Birmingham
Unionist Association]; a deputation received by
Neville and the Prime Minister on slums; evening
with the Monds to hear the Lener quartette;
'Margot' [Lady Oxford and Asquith] having reported
that her husband 'Squiff' [Lord Oxford and Asquith]
was very well which Neville 'steadfastly
disbelieved'; speeches given by Neville to the
Middlesex women and at Ormskirk; shooting trip.
27 November.
/599: Dinner with Mary and 'Willie' [William
Carnegie]; Anne's heel seeming to be recovering;
concerns about Dr Lyster [Medical Officer of Health
in Hampshire, who had been absent from his post];
the lack of applications received under the R[ural]
W[orkers] Housing Act in Ida's local area which
Neville suspects is typical; 'a very busy week with
Cabinet committees, dinners, lunches and late
nights'; address to the Constitutional Club; the
Glasgow University Club dinner attended with
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Austen; dinner with the Royal Society at which the
Prime Minister gave a speech; Neville having been
'rather depressed' about his slum scheme 'which
has been stamped upon by all the Town Clerks we
have shown it to'; vote of censure to be held;
Neville's dissatisfaction at the Government's lack of
policy for dealing with surplus coal mining labour
and about his own plan for dealing with the matter;
reports in the press on extravagance by the Boards
of Guardians and observations by Ministry of
Health inspectors, which is part of a deliberate
campaign; Frank. 4 December.
/600: Neville's plan [for dealing with problem of
surplus labour in the coal mining industry] and the
defeat of Winston [Churchill's] opposition; the
planned new [Industrial Transference] Board to
move unemployed workers out of areas such as
South Wales and Durham; Neville's concern about
the possibility of a Cabinet crisis; Neville's
opposition to Winston [Churchill's] [rating relief]
plan for his next Budget; Neville having undertook
not to ask for his proposed Poor Law legislation
this Parliament 'on the understanding that it should
be given a prominent place in the party programme
at the General Election'; Neville's slums plan; the
Audit Bill; reconciliation of opposing elements in
connection with the Mental Deficiency and Nursing
Homes Registration Bill; 'Jix's' [William JoynsonHicks] address to the American President and
people; Lady Selborne [who had defeated Hilda's
proposals at the County Nursing Association];
about Hilda and Ida's speeches; holiday plans;
shooting party at Chevening, Sevenoaks. 11
December.
/601: Winston [Churchill's] [rating relief] scheme;
Neville considering that he would have to return to
the Ministry of Health to carry through his Poor Law
plans after the next election, if they won, though he
hopes that he 'might move on to something else
later on'; hopes that the Industrial Transference
Board will be set up next week; 'a hard week but a
very successful one'; debate on the Audit Bill; the
Mental Deficiency Bill debate; the Nursing Homes
Bill having been passed; the excited House of
Commons debate on the Prayer Book Measure;
dinner with the Institute of Mechanical Engineers at
which Neville spoke; the Rural W[orkers] Housing
Act and about the work of the S. P. R. E. [Society
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for the Preservation of Rural England]; visit to
women's club and address to a men's club; holiday
plans. 17 December.
50 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/602-637

1928 letters

1928

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1928.
The letters relate much to Neville's work in politics
and government including as Minister of Health.
Major political topics discussed include the Ratings
and Valuation Bill; the Local Government Bill;
discussions with local authorities and Boards of
Guardians in connection with local government
reform; Winston Churchill's proposed scheme for
reduction of rates and Neville's objection to this; the
Cabinet split over tariffs which developed after a
speech by William Joynson-Hicks.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/602: Account of Neville and Anne's holiday in
Spain including about the voyage, them seeing
[Alfred] Greenwood [a friend who Neville met while
in the Bahamas] and his daughter in Gibraltar,
journey to Malaga, their hotel and the town, the
landscape and plants. 8 January.
/603: Account of Neville and Anne's holiday
including about their stay in Granada, the scenery,
visit to palace and towers, lunch with the Mostyns
at Molins del Rey, them meeting Baroness
[Zylegrusky?], a ball at Government House in
Gibraltar, picnic with the Monros, Greenwood and
his daughter at Tarifa, and the return voyage. 17
January.
/604: Neville and Anne's return home; their children
Frank and Dorothy; Neville feeling that he and
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Anne are 'distinctly better' after their holiday;
negotiations for the purchase of Elliott's [Metal
Company Ltd] shares by Imperial Chemical
Industries; 'Hoskins [and Son Ltd] people appear
more hopeful about the future' though prices are
low and recent financial results do not show an
improvement; Winston [Churchill's] scheme [for
reductions of rates] having been revived during
Neville's absence; the Northampton [by-election]
being 'considered very encouraging'. 22 January.
/605: G. H. K. [Neville's uncle George Kenrick]
having been hit by a lorry while cycling but he
appears to have only suffered relatively minor
injuries considering the severity of the accident and
his old age; [William] Orpen having failed to attend
appointment to lunch and to paint Neville's portrait;
'a weary day listening to the Labour members
steady stream of irrelevant sobstuff mingled with
abuse of the Minister of Health' [ie Neville];
Neville's birthday and his thoughts on growing
older; Winston [Churchill's] plan [for reductions of
rates] including about Churchill's new
memorandum attacking Neville's proposal, a letter
from Churchill, Neville's reply (see NC7/9/22-23)
and the discussions between them; visit to
Winchester where Neville spoke to Frank's
housemaster [at Winchester College] and had
lunch with the Headmaster; the garden at
Westbourne [Neville and Anne's house in
Edgbaston, Birmingham]; walk with [Frank] Platten
[manager at Elliott's Metal Company Ltd] and about
Elliott's Metal Company having been 'absorbed into
the colossus' of ICI [Imperial Chemical Industries].
18 March.
/606: G. H. K. [Neville's uncle George Kenrick] after
his accident; [William] Orpen having not yet begun
on Neville's portrait; congratulations on Ida's
successful presentation of estimates; 'signs of
movement in Rural Housing'; the Zinovieff debate
[regarding the 'Zinoviev letter' published in October
1924 shortly before a General Election, which was
purported to be from the Communist International
to the British Communist Party, and which
contributed to the Labour Government's defeat in
the election]; dinner at Admiralty House to meet the
King and Queen; dinner with the Birmingham
agents and Neville's thoughts on the Conservative
and Unionist Party's prospects in the Birmingham
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area; Winston [Churchill's] plan [for reduction of
rates] which 'changes like a kaleidoscope'; orchid
photographs. 24 March.
/607: Hilda and Ida's life in the country; Douglas
Hogg's promotion to the post of Lord Chancellor
which Neville felt was 'rather a calamity' and
Neville's thoughts about Hogg; 'a very harassing
time' over Churchill's [rating] scheme which had led
Neville to comtemplate resignation; Neville's work
on his new Health Insurance Bill; meetings of the
Standing Committee on the Metropolitan Common
Poor Fund and other engagements; Sir William
Lister having confirmed that Frank [son] will always
have to wear glasses; orchids; visit to see G. H. K.
[Neville's uncle George Kenrick] following his
accident. 31 March.
/608: The children Dorothy and Frank and Neville's
thoughts on Frank's development in comparison
with his own; Anne having enjoyed her holiday
'more than usual because she was more physically
fit to enjoy it'; birds including about a book being
read 'Charm of Birds' by [Edward] Grey; Neville's
recent holiday including about Miss Robinson's
[Neville's secretary] illness, fishing and
disappointment with the weather; the garden and
the orchids; Neville expecting 'a horrible session in
front' of him including about Churchill's rating
scheme and Neville's worries that he may not get
his Poor Law proposals through. 15 April.
/609: Neville's condolences for the death of Ida and
Hilda's dog Max and suggestion they get a new
dog; dinner with Sir Lyndon Macassey to meet the
Parliamentary Bar at which Neville spoke to
Macmillan (a lawyer); Cabinet meetings and talks
with the Prime Minister regarding Poor Law reform
and about the 'bitterness of spirit among those who
were previously defeated'; Orpen being unable to
paint Neville's portrait at the moment. 21 April.
/610: A 'tremendous week' for Neville and he is
astonished that he feels 'so fresh after it'; the
Budget; W[inston Churchill's] proposed temporary
railway subsidy and about his rating scheme; the
reaction of the local farmers in Odiham [to
postponement of relief for farmers] and about the
Daily Mail's support for the farmers' campaign;
Lloyd George's speech on the Budget; 'huge'
meeting attended by Neville at Tynemouth; a
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clause in the R[ating] and V[aluation] Bill which is
criticized in The Times and 'hated by all the
lawyers'; visit to exhibition of Spencer Gore
paintings at the Leicester Galleries; concert at the
Albert Hall; birds observed in Kensington Gardens.
29 April.
/611: Accepts invitation to open a 'M[entally]
D[eficient] colony' at Cold East; delight at Ida and
Hilda having got a new dog; visit to Hampton Court
garden; visit to see a boxing match (for the first
time) at the National Sporting Club; Neville's
broadcast on milk and public health; 'very
ridiculous' incident in the House of Commons in
which Leo Amery advised A. M. Samuel to 'accept
an amendment which he had been told to resist';
agrees with Ida that 'there will be nothing for...[rural
district councils] to do [when their responsibilities
for the Poor Law and the Boards of Guardians are
taken away] and they will hardly survive for very
long one would suppose'; clause four of the
R[ating] and V[aluation] Bill having been
abandoned by Neville due to criticism from the
Press and lawyers; arrangements for Neville and
Anne's forthcoming visit to stay with Ida and Hilda.
5 May.
/612: Regrets that Hilda did not get a place on the
W[omens] I[nstitute] executive; a busy week for
Neville with five speeches and work on his new bill;
his 'great success' in his speech on the Estimates;
'the ineffable Jix [William Joynson-Hicks, Home
Secretary] has once again got away with it and has
actually increased his reputation by his handling of
the Hyde Park case' [case concerning the legality
of a police interrogation of an acquitted woman];
Neville's address to the Ebenezer Provident
Society in the [Birmingham] Bot[anic] Gardens;
holiday lodging found at Bamborough [Bamburgh]
Castle [in Northumberland]. 20 May.
/613: Congratulations on Ida and Hilda's recent
successes including an amendment to the
Womens Institute executive; visit to flower show;
the orchids and the garden; visit to Arthur and
Helen [Chamberlain] [Neville's cousin and his
cousin's wife] at Rackenford Manor; the Prime
Minister's [Stanley Baldwin] speech at Walbeck and
about how he mentioned Neville's name which
Neville says 'he always does in an important
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speech'; Winston [Churchill] making 'himself a
nuisance' to Neville. 30 May.
/614: Neville's holiday; the garden and orchids;
K[atherine] and Nat[haniel] Harman; Neville and
Anne's stay at The Manor House, Great Durnford,
Salisbury [with G. C. Tryon] including about fishing
and birds. 3 June.
/615: Congratulations on Hilda's success with the
Womens Institute executive; the second reading of
Neville's bill; Winston [Churchill's] speech on the
Finance Bill and on Neville's bill; conversation with
[William] Lunn; Neville and Anne's stay at
Broadlands, Romsey, Hampshire [with W. Ashley];
thoughts about potential candidates to become the
new Speaker of the House of Commons; debate to
be held on the [Church of England] Prayer Book. 9
June.
/616: Anne's planned parties; debate on the Prayer
Book; Neville's sitting with Orpen for the painting of
his portrait; Neville meeting the Governor of Rome
at London County Hall and dinner given by Sir R.
Blades; opening of St Anne's Hill near Chertsey by
Neville; annual sports day of the Ministry [of
Health]; public meeting at which Neville spoke in
Cheltenham and his stay with Sir Percival Marling
at Stanley Park near Stroud. 17 June.
/617: Neville's weekend fishing with [Montague]
Barlow and Colin Campbell at Dorchester; a
guillotine resolution to be passed on the Rating and
Valuation Bill; Neville's 'great memorandum';
preparation for Anne's parties. 24 June.
/618: Anne's 'enormous and highly successful'
party; reception given to delegates to the World's
Dairy Congress; Neville's work on his
memorandum and his expectation of opposition;
the guillotine resolution having been passed;
luncheon and opening of a block of tenements in
Liverpool; cricket match attended at Winchester;
Orpen's portrait. 1 July.
/619: Hilda's visit to Lady Vera at Montacute
House; Howard Bury 'one of he most disagreeable
men in the House [of Commons]'; work on the
Ratings and Valuations Bill and Neville's
amazement 'at the futility of the Opposition' and he
says 'if Labour is ineffective, Liberals are no better';
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a 'child's guide' having been written by Douglas
Veale to the memorandum on local government for
use by the Conservative MPs; a 'plan of
concentration and cooperation by Boards of
Guardians in the use of [medical] institutions'
written by one of the Medical Officers; 'torrent of
abuse' of Neville in the Welsh newspapers and a
deputation to be received after declining to replace
the chairman of the Welsh Board of Health and
about John Rowland who would have been 'the
man who would have naturally succeeded' to the
position whom Neville feels is 'a thoroughly disloyal
intriguer'; Neville to go before the Agriculture
Committee after blocking their bill for dealing with
reconstituted cream; Anne's party; speeches given
by Anne; Neville and Anne's political demonstration
in the [Birmingham] Botanic Gardens; Neville's
predication that he can 'easily beat all records' in
the next election; the garden; Orpen's portrait of
Neville. 8 July.
/620: Responds to Ida's criticisms [of proposed
rating and Poor Law reforms] saying 'you can't
make omelettes without breaking eggs', 'but we
shall probably make modifications which may meet
your difficulties to some small extent'; a quiet week
for speeches but a busy one for Cabinet and
departmental work; the deputation from Wales
which included 'the Goat' [Lloyd George] 'in his
most mischievous form' concerning the abolition of
the post of Chairman of the Welsh Board of Health;
expected debate on the 'Tote' [Horseracing
Totalisator Board] which Neville feels has 'been a
bad egg from the beginning'; fishing trip with 'G. H.
K.' [Neville's uncle, George Kenrick] on the Usk. 15
July.
/621: Neville's belief that he and Anne are 'getting
through much better than we [Neville and Anne] did
last year'; engagements attended including Junior
Imps garden party; congratulations on Hilda's
success with the Women's Institute executive;
responds to Ida's criticisms of local government
reform; 'pretty friendly' attitude of the associations
of the local authorities [other than rural district
councils] and about proposed concessions; the
Welsh delegation's meeting [regarding the abolition
of the post of chairman of the Welsh Board of
Health] and expectation of 'a short and futile
debate' at the end of the House of Commons
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session regarding the matter; sittings with Orpen
for the painting of Neville's portrait; the garden. 21
July.
/621A: Neville's visit [for the opening of a mental
health 'colony' at Cold East]; 'very pleasant
weekend' [with the Gurney Dixons] including fishing
and walking; 'grossly exaggerated' reports in the
newspapers about splits in the Cabinet and about a
'foolish speech' [calling for bolder action on tariffs]
by 'Jix' [William Joynson-Hicks]. 30 July.
/622: Austen's illness with pneumonia which Neville
believes is 'the result of prolonged overwork by a
man who hasn't got a great reserve of strength'; a
strenuous week for Neville but it is now over and
he has begun his holiday; the Cabinet split caused
by Joynson-Hicks' speech on tariffs which 'gave
rise to all sorts of ridiculous rumours and
accentuated the feeling of bitterness already
existing between Winston [Churchill] and Leo
[Amery]; 'news which seemed to foreshadow'
proposed amalgamations in the cotton and steel
industries which Neville feels could be a way of
fighting foreign competition; lunch with Douglas
Hogg to discuss the 'Empire Farms' scheme;
Neville's stay at Lochinch, Castle Kennedy,
Wigtownshire with the Earl and Countess of Stair;
speech given by Neville at public meeting in the
local area. 5 August.
/623: Concern about Austen's health; Stanley
Baldwin's letter [regarding derating and tariffs] to
the Chief Whip [Eyres-Monsell] having angered
Leo Amery (see NC7/11/21/1 for letter from Amery
to Neville regarding this matter); the 'incredible
gaffe' of Joynson-Hicks' communiqué which stated
that he agreed with Baldwin's letter; Neville's
having enjoyed his recent stay at Lochinch; visit to
stay with Lord and Lady Elibank at Dorn Hall; visit
to Abbotsford; visit to Melrose Abbey and Jedburgh
Abbey; account of Neville and Anne's holiday
staying at Bamburgh Castle, Northumberland. 13
August.
/624: Mary [Carnegie's] serious illness; Neville's
holiday at Loubcroy Lodge in Scotland. 22 August.
/625: Relief that Mary is now out of danger; Anne's
strained tendon in her heel; Neville's concern about
Austen's health after reading an article and seeing
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photographs in the newspapers which 'made
Austen look as if he had had a stroke'; account of
Neville's recent holiday with Gerald and Ruth
[Kenrick] and 'G. H. K.' [Neville's uncle George
Kenrick] at Loubcroy Lodge during which they went
shooting, fishing and walking; about the condition
of 'G. H. K.' in his old age; family holiday at
Bamburgh Castle; Anne's foot being much better. 3
September.
/626: 'An unusually pleasant September' for Neville
during his holiday; Anne's rheumatism; their holiday
at Craigengillan, Dalmellington, Ayrshire with Mrs
McAdam, Lady Blanche Coningham and Mr and
Mrs Winn; a message from Austen reporting he is
well; Neville is 'longing to see the garden and the
orchids at Westbourne, but not so keenly
anticipating the pleasure of [Great] Yarmouth [the
Conservative and Unionist Party Annual
Conference] and negotiations with L. A.'s [local
authorities]'. 16 September.
/627: The garden and orchids; it being 'very
satisfactory to hear that Mary [Carnegie] is going
on so well' and about how Mary and Lillian have
not done much reading recently; correspondence
with 'Lio' [Lionel Richards, husband of Neville's
deceased sister Ethel] about Ethel's grave; Neville
having been reading the letters from his father
Joseph to Bunce; a strenuous time ahead for
Neville with negotiations with local authorities,
speeches and the party conference. 22 September.
/628: Further correspondence with Lionel Richards
about Ethel's grave; Austen's voyage and about his
health; Neville having enjoyed his stay with Mr and
Mrs Cator at Woodbastwick House while attending
the Conservative and Unionist Party Conference in
Great Yarmouth; a boat trip on the Norfolk Broads
with the Cators; the party conference having been
'a great success' including about Neville's
successful speech on local government reform and
Stanley Baldwin's speech; Dorothy being upset as
she is going away soon. 28 September.
/629: Neville having not heard from Dorothy now
she has gone away; visit to Versailles; him
expecting that he will not have much trouble from
the Boards of Guardians with his proposed Poor
Law reforms as they 'realise the game is up' but
expects 'the real fight will be over finance';
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engagements attended in his own constituency two public meetings and opening of a school; tea
with Aunt Alice; visit to Kinver Edge [in
Worcestershire]; the garden; agrees with Hilda 'that
it is ten to one against my [Neville's] ever being
P[rime] M[inister]' - 'but as I have not any wish for
that very wearing position that does not trouble me
a bit'. 6 October.
/630: Dorothy having written that she is missing
being home and is loathing France; Austen's visit to
Canada; Mary [Carnegie's] cataract; Neville's work
on the [Local Government] Bill; proposed
arrangements for counties, with each being
required to form a public assistance committee;
Anne's very bad cold; visit to the Harrison
Exhibition at the Leicester Gallery and an exhibition
at the British Museum; public meetings at which
Neville spoke at Harborne and Quinton [both in
Birmingham]; his speech at the Institute of
Chartered Accountants dinner; Tavistock [byelection, in which the Conservative majority was
reduced]; Lloyd George's speech, not expected by
Neville to 'do him [Lloyd George] much good';
Neville and Anne's walk near Henley in Arden;
repairs to Neville's orchid house; expectation of a
small profit and improved prospects for Hoskins
[and Son Ltd]. 13 October.
/631: Concern about Austen's health; meetings
between Neville and the local authorities;
difficulties with the management of medical
institutions; a shooting party [with Mr and Mrs A. C.
Reid] at The Hall, Six Mile Bottom including about
shooting, the Reids, and the other guests including
Ancaster, Sir Harry Stonor and George Tryon. 20
October.
/632: Neville feeling that he has got out of touch
with Austen's family and only sees them at rare
intervals; Hilda and Ida's stay with 'Em' and her
husband [Harry Elin]; Katie's illness; lunch with Lio
[Lionel Richards, widower of Neville's sister Ethel];
a busy week with conferences and discussions on
the [Local Government] Bill; Neville's worries about
opposition to the Local Government Bill by the
municipal corporations, and about a deputation by
the Association of Municipal Corporations; him
feeling 'that the only real 'kick' [regarding the Local
Government Bill] is over the money' and he feels
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that if he 'can screw a little more out of Winston
[Churchill] I [Neville] don't believe I shall have any
very formidable opposition'; speeches at the
Metropolitan Mayors Association dinner and a
meeting of the Metropolitan Water Board; Anne's
work in the constituency including speech at a
mass meeting. 26 October.
/633: Congratulations on Ida's success over the
School Medical Service; the R[ural] W[orkers]
Housing Act; Neville not feeling that the Rating and
Valuation scheme was an 'election winner' but that
it is 'something that will be remembered to our
credit hereafter'; Neville's thoughts on the
Conservative and Unionist Party's election
prospects; redrafting of the [Local Government] Bill
to permit Guardians Committees at the request of
the Public Assistance Committee to visit, report on
or manage a Poor Law institution; visit to orchid
show; stay with Ernest and Cecily [Debenham]
[Cecily was a cousin of Neville] at Briantspuddle
including about shooting trip and Ernest's scheme
for a milk factory. 4 November.
/634: Neville having being busy with work for the
last fortnight; speech given by Neville on literature
and the press at the Printers Pension Corporation
dinner; speech regarding fund for maternity
services; speech to the National Farmers Union on
the [Local Government] Bill; continued negotiations
with the local authority associations over the Local
Government Bill; dinner with Lady Cory to hear
Paderewski concert afterwards; Neville and Anne's
stay with the Stanhopes at Chevening including
about the other guests including Lord and Lady
Boyne; 'Taffy' [Howell] Gwynne's enthusiasm for a
scheme 'for buying a huge estate on the Peace
River for colonisation purposes' but Neville believes
that the scheme 'is too spectacular' for Baldwin to
successfully carry through as Prime Minister; trees.
16 November.
/635: Neville to be in the House of Commons
during the next two weeks 'nearly every day on one
thing or another' including the guillotine motion and
the housing subsidy resolution [to abolish a subsidy
on new houses and reduce the subsidy given
under the Housing Act 1924]; his article for the
Nineteenth Century journal; lunch with Aunt Alice;
Byng [Kenrick's] [Neville's cousin] opening speech
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as Lord Mayor of Birmingham. 8 December.
/636: Shooting party at Elveden; the subsidy
debate and guillotine motion having gone well for
Neville; work regarding distressed mining areas;
'critical discussion' to be held with the local
authority associations which are 'quarrelling among
themselves'. 16 December.
/637: Neville and Anne's stay at Swinton with Philip
Cunliffe-Lister; visit to Jervaulx Abbey; Stanley
Baldwin having asked Neville if he would like the
post of Colonial Secretary if the Dominions Office
and Colonial Office were to be split; Ida's idea of
going for a Mediterranean cruise; the King's poor
health. 31 December.
38 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /621A was formerly numbered
/620 (there were two letters with the same
number).
NC18/1/638-680

1929 letters

1929

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1929.
Some of the major topics of the letters are: the
Local Government Bill, the major piece of
legislation introduced by Neville during his term as
Minister of Health, Neville's other work as Minister
of Health; the election campaign; the General
Election, won by the Labour Party; Neville's
thoughts on the future of the Conservative and
Unionist Party and his own future after the party's
election defeat; concerns in the Conservative Party
about Stanley Baldwin's performance as Party
Leader, while in Opposition; Lord Beaverbrook's
'Empire Free Trade' campaign; and Neville, Anne
and Dorothy's tour of East Africa.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
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included.
/638: The snow; Neville being glad that Austen is
cutting down on smoking and drinking; discussed
the Cabinet reshuffle saying that Austen's comment
on possibility of Neville becoming Minister of
Agriculture was due to a conversation that he held
with Stanley Baldwin but that he had refused that
post; lunch with Stanley Baldwin and discussion
about P[hilip] Cunliffe-Lister who was considering
resigning from politics; Baldwin being 'not too
hopeful' about the King's health; suggestions
regarding Hilda and Ida's vinery; comments on Dr
Lyster [the Medical Officer in Hampshire, who
plans to resign]; Dorothy [Neville and Anne's
daughter] 'getting very low over the prospect of
returning to France'; visit to see [G. E.] Dowler [a
worker at Elliott's Metal Company Ltd]. 6 January.
/639: Congratulations on Lyster's resignation; Ida's
forthcoming cruise; Ida's greenhouse and vinery; a
'very busy week' for Neville; visit to the
[Birmingham] Art Gallery with Kaines Smith; talk
with [Charles] Grant Robertson [Vice-Chancellor of
the University of Birmingham] at lunch about his
plans for making the Medical School [of the
University of Birmingham] an integral part of the
hospital; dinner party given by Neville and Anne;
lunch with Barling, Barling's daughter and Nellie
Darby; dinner with Byng [Kenrick] and his daughter
Penelope; visit to the Edgbaston Constituency Ball;
a car trip visiting Kings Norton and near
Weatheroak Hill. 12 January.
/640: Speech given by Neville at large public
meeting in Liverpool; his stay with Edward Stanley
at Knowsley; Frank [Neville and Anne's son] having
enjoyed his week with his parents; Dorothy's letters
from France; dinner given by Neville and Anne to
Arch, Arch's daughter Barbara, the Ekins, the
Humes [an Edgbaston councillor] and the
Everards; Hilda and Ida's planned Mediterranean
trip; asks about Hilda's visit to the Egg Marketing
Station; correspondence with Lord Bledisloe about
Bledisloe's proposal of a three party conference on
agriculture and about Bledisloe's ideas on
agriculture. 19 January.
/641: Ida and Hilda's planned visit to the
Mediterranean; the meetings at which Neville
recently spoke in the North West; Neville having
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'got through' his 'first week in Committee [on the
Local Government Bill] without undue fatigue and
with very marked success' but with some difficulties
over proposed amendments on omitting breweries
and distilleries and on removing [mother and child
welfare] from the block grant; Lord Thomson
having expressed that he is confident that [the
Labour Party] were to win the next election and
about him having said 'that both Right and Left
wing were united in one thing - their dislike of
[Oswald] Mosley!'; quiet weekend at Westbourne
[Neville and Anne's house in Edgbaston,
Birmingham]; book by Walter Lawrence on India
read by Neville; Ida's proposed greenhouse. 26
January.
/642: Neville's visit to Ireland; the Battersea [South
by-election] having been 'a bad blow' for the
Conservative and Unionist Party though Neville
feels it 'would be easy to exaggerate its
significance' and can see no sign of 'the Liberal
revival'; work to be done by Neville in the following
week; the garden; regrets Ida's treatment has not
yet proved successful. 9 February.
/642A: Photograph of flowers at Westbourne
(enclosed with /643).
/642B: Press cutting referring to Neville (appears to
be the cutting which was enclosed with /645).
/643: Neville's illness with a 'chill' and has been laid
up in bed; the Opposition having 'had the greatest
difficulty in keeping the debates going on report
stage' [for the Local Government Bill]; The Times
having returned 'to the charge about bureaucracy'
[regarding the Local Government Bill]; Anne having
gone to Birmingham for a meeting; birds; sitting
with [William] Orpen [for the painting of Neville's
portrait]; visit to Burlington House. 16 February.
/644: Aunt Alice's illness with bronchitis; Neville's
recent illness; says that 'neither Leo[pold Amery]
nor Winston [Churchill] distinguished themselves in
the debate on the Irish loyalists' and Churchill had
'delivered himself into the hands of Linky [Lord
Hugh Cecil]'; Neville's [Local Government] Bill
having passed through the House of Commons;
the compliments received by Neville following the
successful passage of the Local Government Bill;
speech given by the chairman at the Lobby
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Journalists dinner at which Neville was the guest;
speech at mass meeting in Swindon and the
speeches to be given by Neville during the week;
'not a very easy time' for Anne; visit to see Dutch
pictures and a play; suggests Ida gets a Labrador
for her next dog; Neville having raised £5630 for
the Conservative election fund in Birmingham; Sir
E. Mildmay having died. 24 February.
/645: Appreciation of Hilda and Ida for taking Anne
into their home; the garden; birds; Neville feeling
'very vexed' with Stanley Baldwin for having let him
down in connection with Calthorpe; Ida [having
being asked to become Chairman of the
Hampshire County Council Public Health
Committee]; a 'wonderfully quiet week' for Neville;
compliments by [Alan] Robbins [of The Times
newspaper] on Neville's speech; Neville's worries
about his forthcoming speech at Bradford; L[loyd]
G[eorge]'s 'merely ridiculous' speech in which he
was 'amazingly rude about Austen' but that
Winston Churchill had been let alone; fundraising
for the Conservative election fund in Birmingham;
an article 'which shows that the legend of the
granite face and the warm heart is still being
industriously propagated!' (appears to refer to
/642B). 2 March.
/646: Discusses the proposed Advisory Committee
of Doctors in Hampshire and suggests that 'to
attempt compulsion would only...invite disaster';
Neville having spent much time in the House of
Lords on his Local Government Bill; his thoughts
on the House of Lords; Anne and Edith Carlton
having been to watch the proceedings in the House
of Lords; Neville having made himself 'very
unpleasant about the failure to get the honour I
wanted [for Calthorpe] and have got a definite
promise for it next time'; discussion with [Frank]
Newman [agent for the Calthorpe estate] about
renewal of lease [for Westbourne, Neville and
Anne's house in Birmingham]; dinner with the
Stanley Baldwin at which they discussed Cabinet
changes; it appearing likely that Neville will become
Chancellor of the Exchequer rather than Colonial
Secretary if the Conservatives are re-elected;
speech given by Neville at a public meeting in
Bradford; talk with Park Goff about the
Conservative and Unionist Party's election
prospects; Austen having been criticized in an
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American newspaper; visit to lunch and to see
orchids at Mr F. J. Hanbury's house in East
Grinstead; new chairs and mirrors purchased. 9
March.
/647: The 'vile' weather; Neville's sixtieth birthday;
Orpen's portrait of Neville; an exhibition of orchids;
Anne having presided at an area conference of the
West Midlands at Worcester; Neville's address to a
women's meeting; dinner with Lord and Lady
Salisbury; Lord Hailsham's 'admirable' speech
against a proposed amendment [to the Local
Government Bill]; Neville's expectations that the
Local Government Bill will pass through the House
of Lords 'without any serious damage'; fundraising
for the election fund; the garden; suggests that 'Dr
Lyster [recently retired Medical Officer in
Hampshire] must be very green to think that on
entering the House [of Commons] for the first time
he would have a chance of being Minister of
Health' and Neville expects that Arthur Greenwood
would 'certainly have that place' if the Labour Party
won the election. 16 March.
/648: Thanks for cheque [towards Neville's election
expenses] from Ida and Hilda, which Neville
returned as he felt 'no longer anxious' about his
financial position after having 'done so well' out of
the sale of Elliott's Metal Company Ltd to ICI; 'all
the papers and most of our [Conservative] party
seem to have made up their minds that we are in
for a débâcle at the election, but I [Neville] still see
no reason to suppose that we shall not come back
the strongest party'; discusses the election strategy
and platform feeling that it 'would be a mistake to
try and outbid the Goat [David Lloyd George]';
conversation with Stanley Baldwin who said that he
would like Neville to be Colonial Secretary as he
'thought the native question was so important that
we wanted the best man to tackle it'; the
amendments [to the Local Government Act] having
been got through the House of Lords; meeting at
which Neville spoke in Brighton; Neville, Anne and
the children's stay at Hove; letter in The Times from
Neville regarding seeing a bird; Orpen's portrait of
Neville. 24 March.
/649: Holiday at Cairnton, Banchory, Scotland
including about fishing with Arthur Wood and Jack
Hills; Orpen's portrait of Neville having been
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finished; lunch with Stanley Baldwin and a talk on
the party's election programme; Neville's ideas on
slums having been circulated to the Cabinet. 31
March.
/650: Regrets missing chance to write to Hilda at
Constantinople; Hilda and Ida's holiday including
about their bad journey; Neville's recent fishing
holiday; Anne and the children's visits to Shenfield
and Winchester to see Lillian and Jessie Cole;
Dorothy's progress in playing the piano; Frank's
school report; a meeting between Neville, Stanley
Baldwin and Winston Churchill; Primrose League
banquet at which Neville was the principal guest;
dinner with the Editor of the Sunday Times and
various others; conversations with Stanley Baldwin
about reconstruction of the Cabinet and he seems
to have decided to make Neville the Colonial and
Dominion Secretary; dinner to celebrate £10 million
having been deposited at the [Birmingham]
Municipal Bank. 12 April.
/651: Hilda and Ida's description of their holiday not
inspiring Neville with any desire for a cruise after
their poor weather; the measures introduced in the
Budget; Winston Churchill's Budget speech - 'one
of the best he has made'; gossip about
reconstruction of the Cabinet, but no change is
expected before the General Election; it seeming
'almost as universally believed' that Neville will
replace Churchill as Chancellor of the Exchequer;
an election gramophone record made by Neville
and a radio broadcast given by him, which received
positive reactions; the second reading of Neville's
new Agricultural Rates Bill in the House of
Commons; meeting attended at Drury Lane to hear
Baldwin announce the Conservative Party election
programme during which Neville's name was
mentioned which received 'such loud and
prolonged applause'; the Daily Herald's leader
'Neville as the Big Noise'; Neville's annoyance at
Dorothy having had to be vaccinated due to the
sudden introduction of regulations requiring this,
but they then suspended this requirement; meeting
at which Neville spoke at Aberdeen, staying with
Arthur Wood at Cairnton; Neville's sore throat; a
dinner to be given to Neville and Kingsley Wood to
congratulate them on their success with the Local
Government Bill. 27 April.
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/652: Hopes that Hilda and Ida are better after their
holiday; Neville's and other people's thoughts on
the forthcoming election, with Neville feeling that
the Conservatives will do well partially because he
feels 'the Baldwin legend appeals pretty strongly to
women'; Neville feeling that it will be a 'wrench' to
leave the Ministry of Health; the Ministry of Health
office feeling 'very unhappy in its uncertainty over
its future' and Neville says is concerned about the
possibility of a Labour minister; Neville thinking that
'its pretty well settled in S[tanley] B[aldwin's] mind'
that Neville will become Colonial Secretary; dinner
given to Neville and Kingsley Wood to congratulate
them on the Local Government Bill; Neville's
speech on the Estimates; other engagements; 'very
happy letters' received from Dorothy in France;
illness of Catt [Neville's gardener at Westbourne]
who has required an operation and is not expected
to return to work for some time. 5 May.
/653: His delight at the good account of Ida after
her 'three days hard labour at Winchester' [her
work at the Hampshire County Council]; Mr A.
Peabody's death; lunch with Aunt Alice; Neville
having had no speeches but had found attending
the Court 'very nearly as bad', had received various
deputations and worked hard with his colleagues
on the declaration of the party's policy; Baldwin
having begun the election campaign 'in a confident
mood'; the election coming soon and Neville's
election campaign meetings at which he is to
speak; him feeling sad that he will soon be leaving
the Ministry of Health; talk with Stanley Baldwin;
two articles written by Neville on the Local
Government Act and on slums; reports on Catt [the
gardener] in hospital. 11 May.
/654: Neville's article written for the Daily Mail; his
address to the W. I. [Women's Institute]; his
adoption [as election candidate] meeting; his
speeches given at public meetings at Pontypool,
Briton Ferry, and Swansea; his stay with Admiral
Heneage-Vivian while in South Wales; 'very good
spirits' of Conservative supporters in South Wales
with hopes of possibly winning some seats but
Neville did not 'think this optimism justified';
meetings given by Neville in Market Hall Ward, the
poorest part of Edgbaston Constituency. 18 May.
/655: Feels that 'this election has not been anything
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like so wearing as the last'; [R. H.] Edwards
[Conservative Chief Agent in Birmingham] having
'seemed pretty hopeful [of Conservative success]
of all the [Birmingham area] divisions except for
Yardley'; payment for Neville's recent newspaper
articles; his surprise at Lady Mosley's [mother of
Oswald Mosley] remarks [saying that 'Labour is
expecting to carry a majority of the seats in
Birmingham']; election campaigning meetings at
which Neville spoke in Southampton and Rugby; a
women's meeting at which Neville spoke in the
[Birmingham] Botanical Gardens; Anne's election
work; the 'great comfort' of the weather and the 'joy'
and 'relief' provided by the garden during the
election campaign; Ida's new dog. 25 May.
/656: Neville and Anne are 'getting over the shock
of the disappointment' [of the Conservative's defeat
in the General Election] and feels that 'future
prospects do not encourage us [Neville and Anne]
to take a cheerful view'; the Labour Party's
advance in the industrial districts which he feels is
partially because 'the [Labour] politicians and
agitators, working on the most ignorant and
credulous section of the people, have had an easy
task in attributing the troubles and difficulties of the
post war period to the Gov[ernmen]t...'; Neville's
thoughts on the current situation and political
future; him feeling that Baldwin should not resign
now as Neville says 'there is an anti Socialist
majority apparently in the House and until the
contrary is proved he ought to carry on', and then
'ride for a fall' and try to put the Liberal Party in a
difficult position; Neville feeling that his 'pleasure is
in administration rather than in the game of politics';
Austen having sold Twitts Ghyll [his house in the
country] to Lord Waring, and cannot afford another
house in the country; holiday plans; payment
received for newspaper article; Hilda's illness with
rheumatism; flowers. 2-3 June (originally dated
May in error, annotated June).
/657: Neville's attack of gout; 'very nice letters'
received by Neville from former Conservative MPs
to whom he had written to condole them on their
defeat; thinks that the Conservatives 'must be
prepared for a long period of Opposition' and says
that 'Labour is making a good start' in Government;
expects that Labour will take the credit for a drop in
unemployment and the anticipated convergence of
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opinion on disarmament between Britain and the
USA after [Herbert] Hoover's election as President;
Neville 'coming definitely to the conclusion that the
present situation is better for the country than that
we should have taken office again'; an offer of the
chairmanship of a new company having been
offered to Neville but has not yet decided whether
to accept and fears the high salary could risk his
reputation. 9 June.
/658: Neville feeling much better after his attack of
gout; Neville and Anne feeling 'much refreshed' by
their stay with the Cunliffe-Listers at Swinton in
Yorkshire; suspicion that his gout remedy Atophan
may have been responsible for his recent
depression; dinner given to Neville by his former
staff at the Ministry of Health. 15 June.
/659: Cecily [Debenham's] [Neville's cousin] illness
which is thought to be a delayed shock following an
accident; Milly's illness; Neville's recent stay at
Moor Lane House with Ernest [Debenham];
Neville's fishing holiday with Montague Barlow at
Charminster House, Dorchester; Neville's gout
having disappeared; him feeling that he will not
take the offer of the chairmanship of a steel
company as it is a more responsible post than he
wished for and would prefer a directorship which
left him free to do as much political work as he
wanted; The Times having demanded that the
Conservative 'party organisation and its
educational propaganda should be put under an
ex-minister' with Neville fearing that he would be
asked to do the job if this idea was adopted. 23
June.
/660: Cecily being considered to be out of danger;
other members of the Kenrick family who have had
operations recently; a 'rackety week with social
engagements' including concert by [Fritz] Kreisler
at Lady Cory's house; talk with Stanley Baldwin
who 'seemed rather tired and down'; visit to the
Austrian Minister's musical party; the Encaenia
luncheon attended at All Souls College, Oxford;
dinner with Lady Edward Spencer Churchill where
they met Princess Helene Victoria, Lady Bathurst
and Lady Bute; visit to Canterbury and lunch with
the Wigrams including anecdote of Lord
Londonderry's and Jimmy Thomas' comments on
the King; visit to the National Gallery to see the
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Wilton Diptych and Carnaro Titian, and about the
arrangement under which the Treasury funded part
of the purchase; Neville having refused the
chairmanship of the British Steel Industries;
Neville's hopes of securing a position such as a
directorship, but he has not had any offers yet;
various people having suggested that Neville was
the man to take charge of the Conservative party
organization; Neville having heard that Lloyd
George 'is in a great fright lest his followers should
be seduced from him by a non-Socialistic but
advanced Liberal series of measures by the
present Gov[ernmen]t' and is now prepared to do a
deal with the Conservatives, but Neville believes
that Baldwin would not accept this. 29 June.
/661: A 'terrible' party with Lord and Lady Peel,
including about conversation with Lord Bristol and
about Sir Francis and Lady Humphrys; Dorothy and
about her musical abilities; an 'uncomfortable week'
for the Conservatives in the House of Commons
after Leo[pold] Maxse had publicly expressed his
difference in opinion with Winston [Churchill] on
Safeguarding; Neville's speech [to the Empire
Industries Association, calling for tariffs]; him being
'very nervous about the future' expressing concern
at the possibility of the Labour Government 'riding
for a fall' following the dissatisfaction shown among
Labour back bench MPs; the garden at
Westbourne and his dislike of being away from it
for long periods; the orchids; 'rather a heavy week'
ahead. 13 July.
/662: Neville's fishing holiday with Montague
Barlow at Dorchester, and about visit to Milton
Abbey; Neville feeling that 'politics are disgusting'
with Winston Churchill wanting the Conservatives
to 'do a deal with Ll[oyd] G[eorge] over electoral
reform'; about Neville's successor as Minister of
Health 'who seems very friendly now he is in office
and takes every opportunity of telling me what he is
going to do'. 21 July.
/663: Tea with Aunt Alice at Maple Bank; Millie
being reported to be better; Frank's illness with
sinusitis; Anne's illness with catarrh; holiday plans;
Neville's speech at West Ham [attacking the
Government proposal to revoke an order which
suspended three Poor Law Unions], in which he
'laid a trap for the Socialists [the Labour Party] into
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which they marched with both feet'; Winston
Churchill having been 'made to look exceedingly
foolish' in a recent debate which Neville considered
he deserved after attempting 'to take the lead away
from S[tanley] B[aldwin]'; interviews with [Halford]
Mackinder and [Frank] McDougall about imperial
policy; talk with Edward Wood about Indian and
home affairs; Baldwin having agreed to Neville's
idea of going away in December for a couple of
months [for tour of East Africa]. 28 July.
/664: Hilda and Ida's gardener; Neville, Anne,
Dorothy and Frank's holiday at Bamburgh Castle,
Northumberland; Frank's appointment with Dr
Jenkins; visit to Durham with Dorothy including
about visit to Durham Cathedral and Durham
Castle and their stay with Hensley Henson at
Bishop Auckland Castle; Neville having had twenty
requests to speak at functions in October and
November; lunch with [Walter] Runciman and his
wife; visit to Chillingham. 5 August.
/665: The holiday at Bamburgh Castle including
about visit to Warkworth, visit to Holy Island, visit to
Quarryhouse Moor and Ross Hill; the Egyptian
Treaty and about Austen's views expressed in a
letter (see NC1/27/98) and [Walter] Runciman's
views on the treaty; Snowden 'maintaining a very
firm stand at the Hague' [the First Hague
Conference, on German reparations], which Neville
is sympathetic with; the Twickenham [by-]election
and about the Daily Express having dropped all
mention of [Lord Beaverbrook's] 'Empire Crusade'
after the election; passage booked for the East
Africa tour from December to February; Neville's
thoughts on the Egyptian Treaty; Dorothy may be
coming with Neville and Anne on the East Africa
trip. 11 August.
/666: About Arthur Michael Samuel who Hilda had
met; the planned visit to East Africa and about
Dorothy and Frank's reaction to the trip; Frank to
stay with Arthur Wood at Glassel during his school
holiday while Neville and Anne are in East Africa;
their holiday at Loubcroy Lodge in Scotland
including about fishing and shooting. 20 August.
/667: Holiday at Bamburgh Castle including about
meeting Lady Robson, fishing at Doxford, visit to
the Cheviots and walk near College Burn, visit to
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Falloden, birds. 9 September.
/668: Anne to have her tonsils removed, and Dr
Jenkins thinks that her tonsils may account for all
of Anne's current disabilities; Neville's dislike of the
family physician 'Max'. 12 September.
/669: Neville and Anne's holiday at Kilkerran
House, Maybole, Ayrshire including about the good
weather, visit to Killaine [house of Marquess of
Ailsa], shooting; Neville's thoughts on Gillian
Barrington (Dorothy's friend) and Mary Sinclair. 17
September.
/670: Neville and Anne's holiday including about
walks, fishing, visit to Culzean Castle, and visit to
the Daveys; Neville's stay [with Thomas Royden] at
Tillypronie, Tarland, Aberdeenshire including about
Royden, shooting and visit to performance by the
Arts Guild at the local village hall; Sir Francis
Humphreys, who was also staying with Thomas
Royden at Tillypronie, having sought Neville's
advice on whether he should accept the post of
[High Commissioner] of Iraq; lunar rainbow
observed by Neville. 22 September.
/671: Neville's visit to see Anne after her tonsil
operation; Neville having mistakenly sent a
telegram of condolence after hearing that the wife
of Dr Morris of Harrogate had been killed [it was a
different Dr Morris[; large attendence at the Annual
Demonstration in the [Birmingham Botanical
Gardens], at which D[avid] Davis commented on
dissatisfaction among members of the
Conservative and Unionist Party with their party
leader and that it was Neville's chance to be leader,
but Neville replied that he was 'not looking for
'chances' which do not present any attraction'. 28
September.
/672: Anne being 'decidedly better' after her tonsil
operation but has earache, is weak and easily tires,
and about her stay with Lillian [Cole]; Neville
feeling that Austen is unlikely to hold office again
and Neville has been 'unpleasantly surprised to find
how quickly his popularity in the party has been
dissipated'; criticism of Stanley Baldwin, and
Neville hoping that 'this is only a passing phase
and that S. B. will show some energy and drive
when we reassemble'; Hilda and Ida's plans for
developing their garden; Neville's stay at Swinton
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including about Lord and Lady Melchett among the
other guests; the Duke of Northumberland asking
Neville to advise the Editor of the Morning Post
about empire policy; Neville to speak at Liverpool
about municipal elections. 13 October.
/673: Anne's slow recovery after her operation and
she still 'looks lamentedly pale and weak'; dinner
with Austen; Ida and Hilda's garden plans; Jessie
Cole's garden; meeting with directors of the
proposed new trust company of which Neville is to
be Chairman; Neville being very worried after
becoming deaf in one ear after a gun was fired
near him. 19 October.
/673A: Neville's hearing having begun to return and
his doctor [Jenkins] has reported there is no
permanent injury; Anne showing some signs of
improvement after her operation; W. Peel having
heard that Ramsay [MacDonald] managed to get
Baldwin to agree to a statement by Lord Irwin that
dominion status would be granted to India, and that
[John] Simon is threatening to resign [as Chairman
of the Indian Statutory Commission]; 'everywhere
and from all sides I hear of depression, distrust and
despair in our party'. 22 October.
/674: Anne seeming much better but 'she still
complains of neuritis and catarrh but less than
before'; the forthcoming East Africa tour; party
meeting at which Stanley Baldwin confirmed the
India rumour [of his acceptance of statement in
favour of granting dominion status to India]; private
talk with Baldwin at which Neville 'told him of the
criticisms that were reaching me from all quarters
about his want of leadership'; Neville finding the
situation with Baldwin 'very depressing and
particularly embarrrassing for me [Neville] because
everyone I meet tells me of S. B.'s failings and
many suggest that I should do better in his place',
but Neville comments that he does not want the job
of party leader; Baldwin having 'expressed the view
that the new policy would have to take the form of
an advance in Safeguarding', and about the
situation being complicated by Lord Beaverbrook's
campaign; disappointment at Ciampi's performance
at a concert. 26 October.
/675: Neville, Anne and Dorothy having felt unwell
after receiving inoculations for their East Africa trip;
Neville being 'dog tired' of late sittings in the House
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of Commons; the lack of press attention given to
the Pensions Bill; 'the Beaver' [Lord Beaverbrook]
having written an appeal for Baldwin to take up
'Empire Free Trade'; meeting between Baldwin,
Neville, and Beaverbrook to discuss Beaverbrook's
'Empire Free Trade' policy; Neville's meeting with
Beaverbrook; 'a whole string of compliments' given
to Neville by 'the Goat' [Lloyd George] about
Neville's speech on widows pensions, but Neville
'wondered what he was up to'; asks whether Frank
can visit for lunch, and whether they can act as
parents in case he needs to leave school suddenly
while Neville and Anne are away in East Africa. 17
November.
/676: Dorothy having a mild attack of appendicitis
and has to have an operation before going to East
Africa; a heavy week ahead for Neville; Anne's
maids having decided to take a place together so
will not be available for Hilda and Ida; comments
that 'life is rather harassing just now!'. 19
November.
/677: Dorothy's recovery after her operation; a 'very
heavy week' for Neville though he feels 'through
the worst and my mind is at ease again'; Neville
and Anne having had their second inoculation;
Neville being 'very pleased' with Baldwin's speech;
feels that they must 'stimulate S[tanley] B[aldwin] to
get going with the enquiry'; Neville being asked to
chair a research committee; him feeling that
unemployment insurance and coal may 'prove two
very awkward and embarrassing snags' for the
Government; the Pensions Bill debate; visit to take
part in a Oxford Union debate; speech to the
London Federation of the Junior Imperial League;
meeting of the future directors of the Australian
trust; Austen looking for another house; the money
received from Hoskins [and Son Ltd] having been
'very handy for all of us' and Neville is no longer
concerned about his overdraft. 24 November.
/678: Neville, Anne and Dorothy being about to go
on their East Africa tour; Neville having 'taken no
part in H[ouse] of C[ommons] work for some little
time and have only watched the Gov[ernmen]t
getting into trouble' but has been 'working behind
the scenes' and feels 'satisfied that things are in
train for the working out of a practical Imperial
programme'; Frank looking forward to his Scottish
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holiday; visit to flower show. 10 December.
/679: Home affairs having receded from Neville and
Anne's minds after going away; their cross-Channel
voyage; train journey to Marseilles; account of the
voyage from Marseilles to Africa including about
their stop at Genoa during which they went on a
Cook's [travel agency] charabanc excursion to
Rapallo and Porto Fino and a drive around Genoa,
the ship, M. V. Llangibby Castle, some of the other
passengers met including Sir Arthur Marshall [a
former Member of Parliament], Captain Salmon [a
game ranger in Uganda] and Mrs Mason [a
journalist in Natal]; the very poor voyage of the
passengers who travelled in the ship during its
maiden voyage through the Bay of Biscay. 18
December.
/680: The voyage to East Africa including about the
good weather, their stop at Aden where they visited
the Casino Palace Hotel and Simon Arzt shop,
voyage through the Suez Canal, their stop at Port
Sudan, lunch and tour with the Commissioner
Major Thomson, drive into the desert,
entertainment given to local guests to celebrate the
maiden voyage of the ship, him meeting the
Captain of HMS Dahlia which was tasked with
catching slavers, the acquaintances met on the
ship. 24 December.
47 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /673A was formerly numbered
/673 (there were two items with the same number).
NC18/1/681-721

1930 letters

1930

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1930. A letter
from Herbert Scott to Neville; and a letter from
Anne Chamberlain to Hilda are also included.
The dispute between the major newspaper
proprietors Lord Beaverbrook and Lord Rothermere
and the Conservative Party; the Conservative
policy on tariffs, and the new tariff programme
promoted by Neville which became party policy in
October; and criticism of the leadership of Stanley
Baldwin (see also NC8/10 for some related
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correspondence) are the main political topics
referred to in the letters for this year, during which
the Conservatives were in opposition.
Beaverbrook, who had once been a Conservative
MP himself, split away from the Conservative Party
and with Lord Rothermere formed the United
Empire Party campaigning for free trade within the
British Empire and tariffs on imported goods from
outside the Empire and which campaigned against
the Conservatives in the Bromley by-election. The
Conservatives and Neville in particular made
various attempts to reconciliate Beaverbrook with
the Conservatives (see also NC8/11 for some
related correspondence).
Other major topics include: Neville, Anne and
Dorothy's tour of East Africa (see also NC2/14-15
for his travel journals); Neville taking charge of the
Conservative Party Research Department;
relations between the Liberal and Labour parties
and Winston Churchill's concerns about a possible
'deal' between them; Anne's serious health
problems, and the death of her mother; Neville's
efforts to remove John Davidson from the post of
Conservative Party Chairman and to find someone
to replace him; Neville's appointment as Party
Chairman on a temporary basis; continued delays
to the completion of James Garvin's biography of
Joseph Chamberlain.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/681: Account of East Africa tour including: visit to
Aden; address given by Neville on empire to the
third class passengers on the ship; their stop at
Mombasa where various senior colonial officers
and other dignitaries came to meet Neville; the
local people; the landscape; the wildlife; their stay
in Nairobi with [Edward] Grigg [Governor of Kenya]
and his wife at Government House; Neville having
been to inspect schools, hospitals etc; his talks with
settlers and officials; a trip with a game warden in
Kenya to observe the wildlife but during which their
car became stuck and they did not get rescued
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until about midnight. 2-4 January.
/682: Account of East Africa tour including: visit to
Frank Joyce's farm; stay at the Outspan Hotel in
Nyeri; Neville having met local coffee planters and
chiefs at Mount Kenya; return to Nairobi; a couple
of days spent with Lord Delamere; visit to Lord
Francis Scott's house and about meeting the local
people; his enjoyment of Kenya; the landscape,
plants and other things observed in Kenya; the
scenery of the Rift Valley; Neville feeling that he is
'beginning to know something about the problems
of the country' and had been told by Lord Francis
Scott that he had 'won the complete confidence of
the country'; their plans to visit Tanganyika having
been altered due to the rains having closed the
railway. 17 January.
/683: Letters received from home including one
from Sam[uel] Hoare who 'thinks things are blowing
up for a crisis' and that Neville may be telegraphed
to go home; account of East Africa tour including:
their stay in Uganda; visit to Jinja; visit to Ripon
Falls; birds observed; drive to Entebbe; agriculture;
their stay at Government House in Entebbe with Sir
William Gowers; visits to various places in
Kampala; the landscape; the plants and wildlife; a
minor earthquake; voyage from Butiaba through
Albert Nyasa (lake); expedition to the Murchison
Falls with Captain Salmon [game warden]; visit to
the Lukiko or 'Native Parliament'. 26 January.
/684: Account of East Africa tour including visit to
Kampala including the Lutiko or 'Native Parliament',
visit to Mitisa's tomb, voyage from Jinga, train
journey, the landscape, visit to Moshi, visit to
Arusha, visit to Agricultural Research Institute, visit
to Zanzibar staying at the Residency with Mr
Crofton (Acting Resident), visit to Dar-es-Salaam,
about Sir Donald Cameron [Governor], Neville's
address to the Dar-es-Salaam Chamber of
Commerce. 6-13 February.
/684a: Frank having written to say he enjoyed his
holiday; Neville's ignorance of home affairs;
[Edward] Grigg [Governor of Kenya] having shown
Neville a telegram reporting on unemployment
figures and unsatisfactory trade returns; him feeling
'very sorry' after having heard that 'S. B. [Stanley
Baldwin] had tied himself up again on food and that
[Leopold] Amery had claimed his freedom' and
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comments that 'I wanted that free hand [on tariffs]
but must see what exactly S. B. did say before I
decide on my action'. 14 February.
/685: Account of voyage; planned itinerary for the
rest of the journey home; visit to Aden; Lord
Beaverbrook and Lord Rothermere's new political
party [United Empire Party], which Neville feels
may have 'not really produced the effect intended
and may even have consolidated S[tanley]
B[aldwin's] position'. 24 February.
/686: Neville having initially returned home 'with a
strong distaste for politics' but has 'now begun to
find them interesting again'; the snow and the
garden at Westbourne ; him writing an article for
the D[aily] T[elegraph] on the end of the old Poor
Law system; comments that the behaviour of the
Surrey County Council regarding the Poor Law is
'rather the exception than the rule'; a letter
approving of Neville's estimates and Poor Law
reforms from the Chairman of the Ipswich Finance
Committee; Neville having taken charge of the
[Conservative Party] Research Department; a 'sort
of inner Shadow Cabinet' having been formed
called the Committee of Business; Neville's current
work and plans for the Conservative Research
Department including planned research into
unemployment insurance and outrelief, committees
on overproduction, social and industrial problems,
and agriculture; Neville having been trying to find a
new Chairman for the Conservative Party; dinner
with Douglas Hailsham, who 'was exceedingly hurt
and vexed at having been cut out of the Party
Council' but was now happy after being placed on
the Conservative Committee of Business; meeting
with 'the Beaver'/'Max' [Lord Beaverbrook]; the
reported 'deal' between the Liberal Party and
Labour Party having 'sent Winston [Churchill] into a
fresh panic'; Neville's thoughts on Lloyd George's
position which he compares with A. J. B. [Arthur
Balfour], and comments that he 'never got on
terms' with Balfour; thanksgiving party [to Neville's
supporters in his constituency] given by Neville and
Anne; plans for Easter. 22 March
/687-687a: Anne's illness with a temperature;
Neville's work in the Conservative Research
Department; him having been 'trying to bully the C.
O. [Conservative Central Office] into taking up the
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new policy' (regarding tariffs); a meeting of the
[Conservative] Committee [of Business] and about
Lord Salisbury's letter [to The Times, which
opposed Lord Beaverbrook's tariff proposals]; a talk
with [Stanley] Bruce [former Australian Prime
Minister] including discussion of possibilities of a
commercial treaty with Australia; Winston Churchill
being 'crazy about the Lib[eral]-Lab[our]
combination' though Neville doubts an agreement
will be made or put into operation due to difficulties
and internal dissensions in the two parties; Neville's
speech at the London Chamber of Commerce;
Neville's suggestion of a portrait instead of a statue
[of his father Joseph Chamberlain?]; visit to Ivy's
[Austen's wife] dance; Dorothy [Neville and Anne's
daughter] to play piano in performance of one of
Grieg's concertos; interesting conversation with Sir
Percy Loraine [High Commissioner for Egypt and
the Sudan] including about the proposed Egyptian
treaty, the possibility of a final settlement in the
Sudan and Loraine's implication that the removal of
George Lloyd [the former High Commissioner for
Egypt and the Sudan] 'had eased the situation in
Cairo considerably'. A letter from Herbert Scott
[London Chamber of Commerce] to Neville
Chamberlain dated 27 March thanking Neville for
his speech is also included. 29 March.
/688: Letter from Anne to Hilda Chamberlain asking
for a suggestion of a book and regarding a 'most
marvellous meeting' at the Palais de Dance in
Birmingham attended by over 4000 women
including about speech by Mrs W. Fox. 2 April.
/689: The Canadian Budget (giving preferential
trading arrangements with Britain) being 'very
encouraging' to Neville; the forthcoming election in
Fulham; Thomas [Anne's doctor] having diagnosed
'Nervous Exhaustion due primarily to overwork and
secondarily to the climacteric', and about plans for
Anne and Neville to go on holiday to allow her to
rest; suggests that Ida perhaps goes for treatment
with Dr Marten at Freyburg; drugs for relief of gout;
'a rather terrible' dinner at the Ealing Hospital;
committee work on the Housing Bill; Annual
Meeting of the Midland Union [of Conservative and
Unionist Associations]; lunch with [Frank] Newman
[agent for the Calthorpe Estate] at which terms
were arranged for a new lease for Westbourne
[Neville and Anne's house in Edgbaston,
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Birmingham]; the garden; a broadcast and
speeches to be given. 4 April.
/690: Anne's 'wonderful reception from the
Birmingham women'; Anne's visit to the West
Midlands [Conservative and Unionist Party]
Women's Conference; a watch having been
presented to Anne at the end of her presidency of
the Women's Conference; dinner with Sir Samuel
Wilson [Permanent Under-Secretary of the Colonial
Office]; article by Neville in the [Daily] Telegraph
[on the end of the old Poor Law system]; lunch with
Arthur Robinson [Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry of Health] who commented that the
Minister of Health had made no contribution to the
new Housing Bill except the default powers clauses
which Neville considers 'pure eye-wash'; Austen
having gone to Cap Martin for which Neville is
'sorry as he is useful at our meetings' and often
intervenes to 'bring the discussion back to earth
and common sense' 'when Winston [Churchill] gets
too intolerable'; Winston Churchill having 'been
very tiresome lately' and 'is obsessed by some sort
of coalition or alliance with Ll[oyd] G[eorge]'; the
'pledge' [in support of the Conservative policy on
tariffs, agriculture and empire to be circulated to
Conservative Party members]; meeting with
Geoffrey Ellis, who Neville proposes to be the next
Chairman of the Conservative Party; lunch with
'David' [John Davidson] at which Neville suggested
Davidson should resign as Conservative Party
Chairman 'before he was fired out'; dinner given by
Lord Elibank to 'Max' [Lord Beaverbrook] at which
Neville 'slated him [Beaverbrook] roundly and
openly for his stupidity and unfounded suspicions'.
6 April.
/691: The 'delicious' weather; Anne's appointment
with Dr Buzzard about her health, and about her
having got a new general practitioner; John
Davidson having told Stanley Baldwin that he is
ready to resign as Chairman of the Conservative
Party, and about Geoffrey Ellis as the proposed
successor; the 'pledge'; Lord Beaverbrook having
not carried out his threat of announcing in his
Nottingham speech that he would stand against
[Terence] O'Connor [the current Conservative MP
for Nottingham Central] after Neville wrote 'in very
plain terms' to Beaverbrook; banquet at the
Mansion House [London] to raise money for the
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Tropical Diseases Hospital; the new hospital centre
scheme in Birmingham; the [Birmingham] Unionist
Association Annual Meeting at which Neville
presided, and about reports 'that Socialists [the
Labour Party] are sulky and discontented but there
is no tide of Unionism yet'. 12 April.
/692: Neville's fishing holiday at Cairnton,
Banchory, Scotland with Arthur Wood, Frank, and
Jack Hills including about the poor weather,
Neville's attack of gout, and Frank's fishing lessons
with Wood; Neville being 'sick' at seeing Lord
Beaverbrook's letter in The Times, and Neville has
written 'a strong letter of protest' to Beaverbrook;
Neville's thoughts on the Budget which he calls
'very bad and mischievous and just what I
expected', but feels that it will help the
Conservatives gain support. 20 April.
/693: Asks to alter date of his planned stay with Ida
and Hilda; the 'positively poisonous' weather. 22
April.
/694: Hilda's W. I. [Women's Institute] work; lack of
information received from Dr Thomas about Anne's
health; the [West] Fulham [by-election] being
considered 'satisfactory' by Neville; Lord
Beaverbrook being 'very chastened and has made
peace with O'Connor'; Stanley Baldwin being 'very
worried over his own campaign of speeches' and
the C. O. [Conservative Central Office] was
concerned that Baldwin was 'getting very rattled
and that it wouldn't take much to make him throw in
his hand'; John Davidson being 'depressed by the
constant grousing'; Neville telling more people
about Geoffrey Ellis as proposed new Conservative
Chairman; Neville's speech at Gravesend and at
another public meeting; Neville's stay with Lord and
Lady Radnor at Longford Castle, Salisbury
including about the castle, Lord and Lady Radnor
and their children, fishing, talks about the Wiltshire
County Councillor and the Local Government Act;
holiday plans for Whit Week; Dorothy to make her
own holiday arrangements and about her County
Holiday work. 10 May.
/695: Mary [Studd's, Anne's mother] death; the
'Rogers incident' regarding a lady going to the
Court; Hilda's loss of voice; Neville feeling 'kinder
low', and says that 'politics are very unpleasant just
now and our party is in a very disgruntled and
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disheartened condition'; Stanley Baldwin's
speeches having been 'very disappointing'; reports
that Lord Beaverbrook is 'thoroughly dissatisfied
and rebellious'; Neville receiving 'continual rumours
of dissatisfaction with the leadership [of the
Conservative Party] and if David [John Davidson]
does not make his announcement [of his
resignation as Party Chairman] soon I foresee an
explosion'; large number of speeches to be
delivered by Neville; the garden; article in the
Times on differences in the Conservative Party
over the Naval Treaty and Neville's concern about
dissatisfaction among Conservative backbench
MPs about the leadership of the party and about an
action which looks to him like 'the first beginnings
of a revolt'; Neville considering how long Baldwin
can remain as Conservative Party Leader; 'a great
many' in the Conservative Party wishing to see
Neville as Party Chairman 'but many others would
not' and he himself says he 'would hate it'; Neville's
thought that [Robert] Horne would possibly be an
acceptable Party Leader. 17 May.
/696: Neville's 'battles' at getting Anne away from
her family [after her mother's death] who 'all want
to come and work up their unhappiness with Annie';
Horace [de Vere Cole, Anne's brother] 'who bullied
and neglected and robbed his mother during her
lifetime' having turned up at Neville and Anne's
house 'in remorse and floods of tears and had to
be kept to dinner and pushed out of the door
afterwards'; Anne and Neville possibly to go to
Evian so that Anne can get a rest/treatment; Neville
feeling depressed saying 'I don't seem to have any
home life and all pleasure has gone out of politics';
his speech at a large public meeting at Preston and
about him hearing of a change of opinion on
safeguarding; postponement of the planned
resignation of John Davidson as Conservative
Party Chairman until the following week and Neville
feeling that Davidson is attempting to block
Geoffrey Ellis from succeeding him and that
Davidson is responsible for the negative tone of
Baldwin's recent speeches; Neville's talk with Lord
Beaverbrook including about Beaverbrook being
keen to bring Lord Rothermere in with the
Conservatives and Beaverbrook having lost his
confidence in Stanley Baldwin; Neville's speech at
a public meeting in Ipswich; visit to flower show. 25
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May.
/697: Apologises for his 'beastly selfishness' in
writing earlier that day about himself and his
troubles and not mentioning hers; Hilda's cold;
Hilda's Women's Institute work; Neville to consider
Sam Hoare's suggestion that Geoffrey Ellis 'hardly
carries guns enough to stand the fire that will be
aimed at him if he stands alone' and that Neville
should take the Party Chairmanship for a limited
time with Ellis as understudy; Anne having returned
but 'looks desperately tired'. 25 May.
/698: The poor weather; Neville's stay at
Briantspuddle to go fishing; Cecily [Debenham,
Neville's cousin] looking better; Anne having
'shown signs of picking up a little'; Chateux D'Oex
being considered for holiday; meeting with Lady
Bridgeman after the Davidsons had consulted her
about his planned resignation as Party Chairman;
Neville having revised Davidson's resignation letter
and the leader's reply to the letter; Neville to
discuss with Stanley Baldwin the succession to the
party chairmanship; Neville's successful speech to
the United Club; [Oswald] Mosley's 'personal
triumph' in his speech in the House of Commons
[following his resignation as Chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster]. 1 June.
/699: Neville and Anne's stay at Swinton, Masham,
Yorkshire with Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister including
about the good weather, fishing and a new orchid
found; Neville's meeting with Stanley Baldwin at
which Neville felt it was evident that Baldwin did not
want him to become Party Chairman, and W[illiam]
Bridgeman has been proposed instead to become
Party Chairman; the Conservative Party being 'in a
very disgruntled condition'; 'Taffy' [Howell] Gwynne
(of the Morning Post) having said that Baldwin 'was
not the man to lead the party' and asked whether
Neville would accept the leadership if offered;
Neville's comments that he would hate becoming
Party Leader but could not refuse if the party
wanted him as Leader; Neville having heard that
[Robert] Topping [Conservative Party Principal
Agent] had complained to Baldwin that Neville's
speech to the United Club 'was not in accord with
the official policy'. 8 June.
/700: Neville's recent fishing holiday at Charminster
House, Charminster, Dorset; Dorothy's holiday;
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William Bridgeman reported not to want the post of
Conservative Party Chairman; Stanley Baldwin's
agricultural speeches; M[ontague] Barlow having
'had the usual story to tell of dissatisfaction with the
[Conservative Party] leadership' but Neville agrees
with Ida that 'nothing is likely to happen unless the
election should be long delayed in which case I
should be nervous about S[tanley] B[aldwin]'s
capacity to hold the party'; lack of news from
Austen about [James] Garvin [regarding progress
with Garvin's biography of Joseph Chamberlain].
16 June.
/701: Neville's talk with Austen about holding a
[Conservative] party meeting, the response to
[Ramsay] Macdonald's invitation to the all party
conference on unemployment, the Conservative
Party chairmanship and Garvin's biography of
Joseph Chamberlain; petitions in favour of Leslie
Wilson and George Lloyd to be Party Chairman;
Austen and Neville's meeting with Stanley Baldwin
at which they discussed the party meeting and
party chairmanship; William Bridgeman confirmed
to have refused the party chairmanship; [Joseph]
Ball's comments that Bridgeman's friendship with
the Davidsons would have stopped Bridgeman
from becoming party chairman; Neville's meeting
with Baldwin, John Davidson and Eyres Monsell to
discuss the party meeting and party chairmanship;
the Conservative Party's response to Macdonald's
invitation; talk with Sir R[obert] Horne about a
proposed meeting between Lord Beaverbrook and
Baldwin, the party meeting, and requests for
Neville to become party chairman; Neville having
decided that he would accept the position of party
chairman; speeches to be given by Neville; visit to
see Aunt Alice at Maple Bank. 21 June.
/702: Neville's fishing weekend at Charminster
House, Dorchester with J[ohn ('Jack')] Hills; him
having presided at a session of the National
Conference on Maternity and Child Welfare; him
being pleased with the Conservative and Unionist
Party Conference; letter written for Baldwin to send
to Mr [Thomas] Cook and an account of
Conservative policy on food taxes for 'John Bull'; a
'very anxious time about India'; Neville's anger that
the [Conservative Party] Business Committee
meeting had been cancelled without warning, a
letter received from a former Conservative MP
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reporting that 'there is much dissatisfaction with
S[tanley] B[aldwin] as a Parliamentary leader and
suggests that Austen should be Deputy Leader and
do all the work'. 5 July.
/703: The garden at Westbourne and the
'wonderful summer'; Westbourne being 'a pleasure
to come to now that it has been redecorated';
invitation for Ida and Hilda to come to lunch; the
hotel at which Anne planned to stay at Chateau
D'Oex having closed, disrupting her holiday plans;
Anne and Dorothy's 'giddy week...with dances and
cricket matches and the [Royal] Court'; a meeting
which was 'rather a painful affair, between Neville,
Austen and James Garvin about Garvin's
biography of Joseph Chamberlain; the vote of
censure drafted by Neville aimed 'to force the
Gov[ernmen]t to declare themselves against
safeguarding and food taxes'; Neville's thoughts
that the 'North Norfolk [by-election] was perhaps as
good as was possible'; Neville having 'done nothing
startling at the [Conservative] C[entral] O[ffice] yet'
[as the new Conservative Party Chairman] and
feels that he has 'to keep running up and down
between Old Queen Street [the Conservative
Research Department offices] and Palace
Chambers [Conservative Central Office]...to keep a
hold on both'; Lloyd George having been
'completely taken in' when B[olton Eyres-]Monsell
[Conservative Chief Whip] had held back some
Conservative MPs away from a preliminary division
causing Lloyd George to feel he 'could safely use
his stick'. 12 July.
/704: Anne having left for her holiday; Neville and
Stanley Baldwin's negotiations in their talk with 'the
Beaver' [Beaverbrook, newspaper proprietor] to
attempt to persuade Beaverbrook to end his
opposition to Baldwin and the Conservatives, and
regarding Beaverbrook's 'Empire Free Trade'
policy; Neville's meeting with Baldwin at which they
agreed that 'things would look fairly rosy' for the
Conservative Party if Neville could complete a deal
with Beaverbrook; Neville's belief that a delay to
the election would not save the Government from a
defeat due to discontent among Labour Party
members; Neville's speech at a public meeting in
West Woolwich. 19 July.
/705: The garden; Anne enjoying her holiday at
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Chateau D'Oex; suggests a book to buy Dorothy
for her birthday; Neville being 'plunged in gloom'
after matters had been complicated in the
relationship between Beaverbrook and the
Conservatives after it had been announced that a
candidate for Lord Rothermere's United Empire
Party would stand in the Bromley by-election; a
'most offensive' article in the Daily Express [which
was owned by Lord Beaverbrook] on events at
Barnes where Beaverbrook 'has been trying to
force [Francis] Fremantle to say he is an Empire
Free Trader...under threat of having another
candidate against him'; lunch with [Max] Pemberton
[director of Northcliffe Newspapers], Sam Hoare,
Lord Rothermere, Esmond Harmsworth [son of
Lord Rothermere] at which the negotiations
between the Conservatives and Beaverbrook were
discussed; Neville's uncertainty of what he can do
in his negotiations with Beaverbrook and
comments that he doesn't believe he can get
Beaverbrook without Rothermere and
'R[othermere] won't move unless he can shift
Baldwin'; Neville having concluded that if Baldwin
resigned as party leader 'the whole party would
heave a sigh of relief...yet it looks as if I might have
to go down fighting for S[tanley] B[aldwin] when my
own desire is...to go for the free hand [on tariffs]';
Neville's address to the 1900 Club at which he was
frequently interrupted; dinner at [Buckingham]
Palace with the King; Buckingham Palace garden
party attended with Dorothy; correspondence with
Garvin about his biography of Joseph Chamberlain.
26 July.
/706: Garvin's biography of Joseph Chamberlain
and about a meeting with Lord Wargrave who
offered to help with the biography; meeting with the
1922 Committee to discuss Neville's work in
Conservative Central Office and his negotiations
with the Press Lords; Esmond Harmsworth's
telephone conversation with Neville in which
Harmsworth said that he did not wish to stand for
election at Bromley but that it was Lord
Beaverbrook who was pressing it; Neville's meeting
with Beaverbrook; a letter from Beaverbrook saying
that Esmond Harmsworth would stand in the
Bromley by-election (see NC8/11/1) which was a
'staggering blow' for Neville; meeting with the
Chairman of the Bromley [Conservative]
Association informing him that Harmsworth would
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not be supported by Conservative Central Office
and would not be given the party whip if elected;
Neville's confidence in Beaverbrook having been
destroyed; Neville's speech at Edinburgh; Hilda
and Ida's cures at Rheinfelden; Neville's
amusement at a leader in the Birmingham Daily
Post written after his lunch with the editor [George]
Hubbard; redecoration of Westbourne; housing for
Neville's plants at Westbourne. 4-5 August.
/707: Neville having been able to go on his holiday
to Belgium as there had been 'no sign of battle' at
Bromley, and some of Neville's friends 'seem to
think that we may yet see Max [Lord Beaverbrook]
making overtures to me again'; Neville having
much to occupy himself in Conservative Central
Office 'where revelations continue to accumulate';
him having told Mary [Carnegie] [Joseph
Chamberlain's third wife] about Garvin regarding
the biography of Joseph Chamberlain which he had
not completed; Neville and Anne's visit to Bruges;
their stay in Brussels. 10 August.
/708: Account of holiday in Belgium and Germany
including about Flemish paintings, visit to
performance of 'Madame Butterfly' opera, visit to
Waterloo, visit to Ypres and the First World War
battlefields in the area, visit to Louvain Mailines
and Antwerp, visit to zoo, railway journey to BadenBaden; a letter from Lord Francis Scott saying that
Neville left Kenya [while on his East Africa tour of
Winter 1929/1930] 'with the full confidence of the
country'. 16 August.
/709: Account of holiday in Germany including
Neville's comments 'on the whole I loathe Germans
and detest all their habits and customs' and that he
dislikes German beds and food, their stay in
Baden-Baden, their stay at Frendenstadt and about
the church there, their stay at Titisee, about the
local fish and fishing at Titisee, drive to the top of
the Feldberg; a letter sent to [Edward] Campbell
[the Conservative candidate for Bromley]; Neville's
not feeling that 'any one believes in the United
Empire Party'; his concern about a Times article
which indicated that the Conservative Central
Office had sent out a revised version of an old
leaflet about a proposed referendum on food taxes,
and his concern that Stanley Baldwin's speeches
have not been clear about the matter; his distress
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at the death of Douglas King. 22 August.
/710: Confirms his 'cheerful account' of Anne's
health and they are to go to Birmingham where she
is to have an appointment with Dr Martin; Anne's
appreciation of Hilda and Ida's visit to see her at
Chateau D'Oex; Neville being glad that Hilda's
rheumatism is better; a confidential report on the
Bromley by-election suggesting that the results
were indicative of 'a general dissatisfaction with the
[Conservative Party] leadership' which Neville
considers 'only the echo of a refrain that reaches
me from every quarter with a dreary monotony';
Austen and Lord Hailsham having refused to take
part in the Indian Conference. 7 September.
/710A: [Anne's] health including about her fainting,
and Dr Thomas's examinations of her (this part of
the letter is partly missing, and the remaining part
has been crossed out); Neville being glad that
Millie is better than expected; discusses [Edward]
Ruggles-Brise, the quota system proposal [to
restrict imported wheat] and application of the
quota system to other foods; Neville seeing 'little
hope' for Stanley Baldwin and further growth in
dissatisfaction with Baldwin's leadership has been
reported by Lord Stanley; [Robert] Topping
[Conservative Principal Agent/Central Office
General Director] having suggested that Neville is
regarded as the natural successor to Baldwin;
Neville's 'unauthorised programme' of an
emergency tariff, which he believes 'will be heartily
welcomed in the party'; his further 'unauthorised
observation' that the Conservatives should reduce
direct taxation; Neville having heard that 'Max [Lord
Beaverbrook] is in very low spirits and anxious for
an excuse for reconciliation' though Neville feels
that they won't be able to come to terms until
Beaverbrook 'has cut free from [Lord] Rothermere'.
(The first sheet of the letter and the top of the
second sheet are missing. It has been suggested
by Robert Self that this was the result of deliberate
censorship by the family to conceal 'Neville's
candid account of Anne's mental and physical
problems during the menopause. The crossing out
of a part of the surviving letter which refers to
Anne's health appears to support this suggestion.
A note relating to the information provided by Self
about this letter is also included.) 21 September.
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/711: Anne's health, her having been to see a new
doctor Victor Bonney, her selective adherence to
medical advice, and her not wishing to be curetted
but wants radium treatment instead; Stanley
Baldwin 'is coming home very pleased with himself,
in bouncing spirits and declaring that he is now
going to take the gloves off (against R[othermere]
and B[eaverbrook]...)'; William Bridgeman's
approval of Neville's plan for Baldwin to make a
declaration of policy on tariffs and drop the idea of
a referendum on food taxes; Neville's stay at The
Manor House, Great Durnford, Salisbury including
about shooting and fishing. 28 September.
/712: Neville feeling that it has 'been a most
anxious week but it has ended in a real 'scoop' for
us' after Stanley Baldwin had agreed to Neville's
statement to the press [in which Baldwin accepted
Neville's policy on tariffs]; Neville drafting a letter
for Baldwin to send to Neville [for publication
purposes] on the tariff policy which Neville hopes
'may save S[tanley] B[aldwin]'s bacon long enough
to enable him to go later without a triumph for
R[othermere] and B[eaverbrook]' though he does
not believe that Baldwin can permanently remain
as Party Leader; Neville's approval of Sir H.
Lidiard's election address for the South Paddington
by-election; Neville's letter to The Times replying to
its 'very stupid and unfair comments on the
[Conservative] C[entral] O[ffice]; Anne's excitement
at political developments; Neville's address to a
League of Nations Union meeting in Birmingham;
visit to see Cecily [Debenham] [Neville's cousin];
Neville to write to Paddy Goulding to find out if 'that
old scamp' [James Garvin] had done any work on
his biography of Joseph Chamberlain; him being
glad that Ida is not going to take the chairmanship
of the N[orth] W[arnborough] committee; lunch with
Arch and Barbara. 11 October.
/713: The letter [approving of Neville's
'unauthorised programme' on tariffs] written
nominally by Stanley Baldwin to Neville, though
Neville drafted it himself, for publication purposes,
and about Neville being pleased now that the 'free
hand' on tariffs is now the party policy and that the
proposed referendum on food taxes has been
dropped; information received by Neville
suggesting 'that the whole party has been
heartened up and feels like it has a policy once
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more while S[tanley] B[aldwin]'s personal position
has been greatly strengthened'; Baldwin having
failed to thank Neville; Lord Salisbury having
'showed no sign of distress over the free hand';
Winston [Churchill] having stated that he could not
accept the new tariff policy and would state this
publicly, but as nothing had happened up to that
point it appeared that Austen's appeals to Churchill
to 'not do so great an injury to the cause' may have
successfully prevented Churchill from publicly
opposing the policy; press coverage of Neville's
speech; advice given to Lord Derby on his
forthcoming speech; Neville's work on
Conservative Central Office reorganization; Anne
being still in bed in London 'but on the whole
wonderfully patient and in good spirits'. 18 October.
/714: Comments that he doesn't 'think S[tanley]
B[aldwin] will believe himself to be a heaven-born
leader' and 'knows...that he is not a good leader in
oppostion but it is hardly to be expected that he
should be willing to retire just at the nadir of his
fortunes and pointed at...as the man who failed';
[John] Gretton's requested meeting about the party
leadership; Neville feeling that Admiral [Ernest]
Taylor 'hasn't really made a very deep impression'
[in his campaign, standing as Empire Crusade
candidate in the South Paddington by-election];
lunch with the lobby journalists, and about Neville
having promised to meet representatives of 'the
friendly press' each week and having appointed
W[illiam] Brass as a liaison officer; shooting party
at Six Mile Bottom with Lord Wimborne, the Duke
of Sutherland and Lord Forres; Anne having
enjoyed her visit to stay with Lillian [Cole]. 26
October.
/715: The South Paddington by-election in which
the Conservative candidate was defeated by the
Empire Crusade candidate Ernest Taylor; Neville's
thoughts that the Shipley by-election is 'really more
significant' and he says 'though we don't expect to
win I shall be disappointed if we don't bring down
the majority [held by Labour] by a substantial
amount'; 'the very striking' municipal election
results [in which Labour lost 65 seats] which Neville
feels 'will spread depression still further through the
Socialist ranks'; him being 'well satisfied' with the
Conservative meeting [at Caxton Hall, where a
motion of confidence was passed in favour of
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Stanley Baldwin remaining as party leader] and
Neville feels that they 'are now safe for a while at
any rate from further intrigues'; Neville's address to
the Ladies Carlton Club; him being busy at work
with various engagements; Frank, about him
having 'grown again both physically and in mental
poise' and about his planned expedition down the
Loire; Anne being still confined to the house due to
her illness; Neville's boiler having broken down. 2
November.
/716: Neville having been 'working for two months
at high pressure' and has not been feeling well
recently; Neville's excitement after the Daily
Express [which was owned by Lord Beaverbrook]
had congratulated the Conservatives on winning
the Shipley by-election and 'concludes by declaring
the victors of South Paddington [ie the Empire
Crusade] embrace the victors of Shipley in one
osculatory triumph'; dinner at Sir Abe Bailey's
house to meet Beaverbrook, at which 'a New Max'
[Beaverbrook] appeared to be prepared to
reconciliate with the Conservative Party; about Abe
Bailey and his support for 'all parties in turn
according to what he considered to be the national
interest' and the information passed by Bailey on
'the movements and intentions both of the
R[othermere]-B[eaverbrook] combination and the
Government'; The Times report on Neville's speech
which Neville feels 'did not represent the feeling in
the House [of Commons]'; Ramsay [Macdonald's]
winding-up speech being considered by Neville as
'one of the worst' he had heard him make; Anne
though having spent several days in bed, has felt
better than previously and has attended two
luncheon parties of her own and one given by
someone else, 'without collapsing or even showing
signs of undue fatigue'. 8 November.
/717: Neville's appreciation of the weekly letter from
his sisters; discusses Lady Clinton [and the various
responsibilities she held as discussed in Hilda's
letter to Neville] and Neville's comments that it is a
'tragedy' that 'such people will not recur in the new
generations' as he says 'our mad system of
taxation is rapidly destroying the great landed
possessions and the great country houses with the
whole semi-feudal system that revolves round
them'; his stay at Chevening, Sevenoaks including
about shooting, and the park at Chevening and its
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trees; Neville having put dinner at the Inner Temple
off due to his cold; visit to see a 'talkie' film of
extracts of Disraeli's speeches performed by actor
George Arliss, which the Conservatives intended to
show around the country, and about Stanley
Baldwin having not informed Neville that he was
unable to go; visit to luncheon 'to put [James]
Scullin [Australian Prime Minister] in touch with
representatives of the [Conservative] party', and
about the discussion on trading arrangements
between Britain and Australia; Neville feeling it 'an
immense comfort to my orderly mind to have the
[Conservative] Research Department in existence';
meeting of Neville and Baldwin with N. F. U.
[National Farmers Union] representatives, and
about Baldwin being 'in a curiously nervous state
just now which causes him to talk incessantly and
at terrific speed'; Anne having gone to Winchester
principally to discuss Oxford [regarding university
for Frank] with Altham [presumably a teacher at
Frank's school Winchester College]; Anne being
'very much better than she was last summer' and
'her nerves and ever so much quieter and many of
the symptoms of mental disturbance which were so
distressing have disappeared'; Enid [Neville's
cousin] having separated from her husband and
about Neville considering it selfish for them to live
alone; about the other guests at Chevening; Neville
to address a meeting in the City [of London]. 15-16
November.
/718: Weekend at Croxton Park, St Neots with Sir
Douglas Newton MP; dinner with W[illiam] Brass to
meet some young MPs; lunch with Edward Stanley
to meet the Nawab of Bhopal; letter to congratulate
'Eddie' [Edward] Winterton on his West African
articles; lunch with 'Max' [Lord Beaverbrook] who
told Neville that [Andrew] Bonar Law had
'considered it a tremendous coup' to have secured
Neville to be Postmaster General in 1922 'but was
surprised that I [Neville] had not asked for a more
important post'; dinner with 'Monty' [Montague]
Barlow at Claridges to meet Sir Malcolm Hailey at
which Neville had a talk with Lady Harcourt;
Neville's successful speech in the City [of London];
his visit to see the Eastman Dental Clinic attached
to the Royal Free [Hospital]; lunch with Lord
Camrose who was thinking of starting a London
evening newspaper which Neville encouraged 'as
being likely to keep my volatile friend in order';
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dinner with Sir E[dward] Grigg who said that Lloyd
George had told him that he would join with the
Conservatives if they would consent, and he
expects four-fifths of the Liberal Party could be
steered into following him if the Conservatives
agreed not to tax wheat and to 'a little measure of
electoral reform'; Neville's meeting with
Beaverbrook who Neville says is anxious to bring
Lord Rothermere into reconciliation with the
Conservatives and wants 'to find some means of
healing the breach without too great loss of face',
and so Neville is to draft a new letter in Baldwin's
name to Beaverbrook appealing for co-operation;
Neville feeling that he has justified his decision to
take the Conservative chairmanship after his talks
with Beaverbrook; Lord Wargrave having
encouraged [James] Garvin into getting someone
to collect and classify the post 1903 material [for
his biography of Joseph Chamberlain]; Hilda's leg
problem; settlement with the B. M. A. [British
Medical Association]; some Labour Party members
seem to be trying to establish a trade union for
domestic servants; invites Ida and Hilda to lunch.
22 November.
/719-719a: Neville's long talks with [John] Simon
and [Lord] Reading [members of the Liberal Party]
regarding the Liberals joining with the
Conservatives; announcement about the Electoral
Reform Bill which is suspected to indicate that the
Labour Party have made a deal with the Liberals;
Neville's 'interesting talk with Max [Lord
Beaverbrook]' explaining why he did not accept
Neville's letter and regarding Beaverbrook's new
idea for trade protection for agricultural products
and for him rejoining the Conservatives, and
Neville agreeing with Beaverbrook on taxing
agricultural imports but he suspects that Baldwin
'would go off the deep end' at the suggestion;
dinner with the Editor of the Sunday Times and
others; the garden. A press cutting of a cartoon is
also included. 5 December.
/720: Thanks for [Charles] Orwin's book [regarding
agriculture] and about it appearing to Neville that
the Government had taken Orwin's ideas in their
bill on land settlement and that the Liberals had
also taken from his ideas; feels that Hilda's idea of
travelling expenses for members of Conservative
area committees would be too expensive; suggests
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that the Conservative party cannot do anything [in
cases similar to that observed by Ida of an agent
who did not promote party policy in a party
meeting] as they cannot edit speeches of
individuals; Beaverbrook having started his new
campaign for 'Empire Free Trade' - the introduction
of protectionist measures for agriculture; John
Simon taking a separate line from Lloyd George
and Neville expects that Simon will form an
independent group of Liberals which will work with
the Conservatives; Neville's letter in the Times
which is to be followed by an interview with the
Press Association to attempt to 'counteract the very
disastrous effect produced on the country'; him
having been busy with social engagements; Anne's
health; Neville's shooting trip with various people
including Sir J. Reynolds MP with his daughter who
was planning to fly a seaplane to Africa and back.
14 December.
/721: Neville's stay with Cecily and Ernest
[Debenham] including about Cecily's [Neville's
cousin] illness, their youngest daughter having
married a Frenchman, and shooting; the family's
Christmas plans; Neville feeling that 'politics got
very nauseating again before the House [of
Commons] rose' and he felt 'thoroughly fed up with
my [his] Party who do nothing but grouse all the
time'; him having not heard from John Simon or
Lord Reading and Neville says 'it is very difficult to
judge from Lloyd George's last speech what he
really means to do'. 23 December.
46 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/722-765

1931 letters

1930-1931

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1931. Part of a
letter dated 21 September 1930 is also included.
The principal topic for the early part of the year is
the continued dissatisfaction with Stanley Baldwin's
leadership of the Conservative Party while the
party were in opposition. This eventually led to
Baldwin deciding to resign, but this decision was
quickly reversed and he continued in the office until
Chamberlain took over in 1937. See also NC8/10
for other letters concerning Baldwin's leadership.
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Other major topics in the early part of the year
include the Westminster St George's by-election;
the Trade Disputes Bill; Neville's resignation as
Conservative Party Chairman; Lord Stonehaven
succeeding Neville as Party Chairman; the
reconciliation between Lord Beaverbrook and the
Conservative Party, and Neville's work in acheiving
this (see also NC18/1/681-721 for the 1930 letters
to Hilda and Ida, which include many referring to
the issue of the dispute with Beaverbrook, and
NC8/11/1-23 for other letters concerning this
matter); the dispute on giving the Conservative
party whip to the South Paddington MP, E. A.
Taylor who stood as an Empire Crusade candidate
supported by Lords Beaverbrook and Rothermere
(see also NC8/11/24-85 for other correspondence
regarding this topic).
By the summer however, the economic situation
was very grim and the Labour Government was in
a weak position. This led to a number of
negotiations between individuals in the three main
parties regarding forming coalitions and this
included talks with various Liberals who were
thinking of joining with the Conservatives. In
August, Ramsay MacDonald decided to resign as
Prime Minister after negotiations with
Conservatives and after he failed to get approval
for his economy proposals among Labour Party
members. A new 'National Government' was then
formed with Ramsay MacDonald as Prime Minister.
This was formed of the Conservatives, who were
the largest group in the National Government,
some former Labour Party members who joined
with MacDonald in splitting away from the main
party, including the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Philip Snowden, and some Liberal Party members
including Herbert Samuel and John Simon. The
letters include many details about the creation of
this National Government, and the preceding
political crisis and negotiations.
Following the creation of the National Government
in which Neville was initially Minister of Health, but
Chancellor of the Exchequer after the October
1931 General Election, the main topics were tariffs
and other matters concerning the economy, and
the General Election in October which the National
Government won. Other topics during this period
include relationships between the members of the
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National Government, Austen's position after not
being included in the National Government
Cabinet, and renouncing any further claims to
office after the General Election in October, and
Neville's personal financial problems.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/722: Hilda and Ida's holiday; arrangements for
Hilda and Ida coming to stay with Neville and Anne;
Neville and Anne's holiday at Swinton [with Philip
Cunliffe-Lister]; book 'Blenheim' being read and
about a book by Winston [Churchill]; the garden;
Neville suggests 'more than ever it looks doubtful if
the government can last long'; Austen having
written 'in some alarm' to Neville about Neville's
letter to the Times. 3 January.
/723: Neville's appreciation of Hilda and Ida's visit;
Dorothy's progress with playing the piano; Neville's
visit to lunch with Williams, the headmaster of
Winchester [College] to discuss Frank; S[tanley]
B[aldwin] 'very good speech' at the Engineering
Employers dinner; Neville's 'useful' luncheon with
the Midland Union [of Conservative and Unionist
Associations]; visit with Frank and Dorothy to
Witley, and to see Kate; him being glad of Hilda's
account of Cecily [Neville's cousin, who had been ill
for some time]. 17 January.
/723A: The Government having 'had a bad week'
including their defeat on the Education Bill; the
attitude of the Liberals towards the T[rade] U[nion]
Bill having been disappointing to the Government;
Neville to wind up for the opposition on the Trade
Union Bill, which he considers 'a Bill to legalise the
General Strike', and about the Attorney General's
speech on the Bill; a meeting of Neville's office
committee [at Conservative Central Office] and
about his planned alterations which may have to be
delayed if there is an imminent General Election, in
which case Neville will wish to remain as Party
Chairman until they have been carried out. 25
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January.
/724: Neville's planned visit to stay with Lord
Hartington in Ireland having been cancelled due to
'the present precarious condition of politics',
although Neville says 'since then the corrupt
bargain between Liberals and Socialists has been
drawn closer and it is evident that an election is no
longer imminent' and so he has written back to
Lord Hartington asking whether he may go later
that week; the debate on the Trade Union Bill
including about Winston [Churchill's] 'brilliant
performance' in his speech, although as an attack
on the Bill, Neville felt it did not seem 'specially
helpful to us [the Conservatives] or damaging to
the Socialists [Labour]', and about Neville's own
speech on the Bill; Neville considering 'a poster
campaign in Liberal constituencies calling attention
to the fact that the Liberals are selling the country
for party purposes'; agrees with Hilda's criticisms
on the Baldwin Churchill correspondence
[regarding Churchill's resignation from the
Conservative Party Business Committee, following
his disagreement regarding India] and about
Churchill's India speech; Neville having completed
his scheme for the organization of the
[Conservative Party] C[entral] O[ffice]; him having
created a new office of Deputy Chairman [of the
Conservative Party] to be filled if Neville enters into
government; Anne being in bed and Dorothy is with
Hazel Wiltshire; the garden; the weather. 31
January.
/725: Neville having been unable to go to Ireland to
stay with Lord Hartington; Anne having gone to
Winchester, joining Dorothy at Dawn House;
Anne's meeting with Edgbaston women, and she
seems to be better and has been holding some
parties; Neville's correspondence with the Prime
Minister [Ramsay Macdonald] over the Trade
Disputes Bill, and about Herbert Samuel having
declared that the Liberals would amend the Bill to
make a general strike to be illegal; Neville's dinner
with [John] Simon [a Liberal MP] and about it
seeming 'clear that he has not got sufficient hold
even over his meagre following to unite them into a
body of dissentient Liberals' but he is to do much
speaking and Neville thinks 'he will draw a great
number of Liberals to him'; information about the
Prime Minister and others having tried to suppress
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charges of Labour MPs abusing their railway
vouchers; Neville 'wondering whether it would not
be worth while for the Lords to pass the Electoral
Reform Bill and so force an Election'; [Alfred]
Critchley [who was standing in the Islington East
by-election as a candidate for Lord Beaverbrook's
Empire Crusade Party] and about Beaverbrook
who is reported 'very depressed and unhappy';
Winston Churchill having been 'busy making all the
mischief he can over India' but Neville is to publish
Sam Hoare's article as an official statement of
policy on India; flowers in the conservatory;
constituency meetings next week. 8 February.
/726: Books offered by Hilda and Ida to Neville; the
cold weather; flowers and about visit to a flower
show; 'politics are a fair mix up' and about Lloyd
George, reports that A[rthur] Henderson is
attempting to become Leader of the Labour Party
and is believed to be in favour of a closer alliance
with the Liberals, and Neville's worries about the
weakness of the Conservative 'leadership and the
consquent distrust in our party'; party meetings
visited by Neville at which he heard criticism of
Stanley Baldwin as Party Leader; Neville feeling
happier about the Islington East by-election, as
Critchley appears 'hopeless on the platform'; visit
with Dorothy to Queens Hall to hear the Lener
Quartette; Dorothy having been to a play with
'Scotland' Joe Maclay and is to go to two dances;
luncheon party with Sir Ch[arles] Holmes [former
Director of the National Gallery]; Neville having
given five men notice to quit at [Conservative]
C[entral] O[ffice] and Neville expects trouble. 14
February.
/727: Thanks Ida and Hilda for book by Jack Hills;
thanks Ida and Hilda for an invitation to stay with
them; about plans for a dance for Dorothy, Neville's
hopes that Anne won't be too exhausted, and
Dorothy being 'pretty difficult about social funcitions
and doesn't put herself out to enjoy them';
Dorothy's visit to two dances in the previous week;
'a pretty hot week but on the whole a useful one' for
Neville; his address to the 1922 Committee and
answers to questions on policy; dinner with Lord
Camrose, and about Camrose's doubts about
Stanley Baldwin's leadership of the Conservative
Party and his belief that Neville should become
Party Leader; a 'very successful' lunch party to
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meet Lord and Lady Willingdon [newly appointed
Viceroy of India and his wife]; visit from Sir
H[oward] Frank who commented on dissatisfaction
with Baldwin's leadership; Lord Linlithgow's visit to
see Neville about loss of faith in Baldwin among
people he met, and about suggestions that Lord
Hailsham could become the Party Leader; dinner
with the National Federation of Iron and Steel
Manufacturers at which Neville made a statement
on the Emergency Tariff; his address to a women's
meeting in Birmingham; evening meeting at the
Edgbaston Conservative Working Mans Club;
London seeming 'to be buzzing with sensational
accounts in the Herald and the Evening News of
violent turmoil' following Neville's dismissal of staff
at Conservative Central Office. 21 February.
/728: [Robert] Topping's memorandum on the poor
feeling in the Conservative Party about Baldwin's
leadership; Neville's meetings with Samuel Hoare,
Philip Cunliffe-Lister, Austen, Bobby Monsell, Lord
Hailsham and Willie Bridgeman who all 'confirmed
the view expressed by Topping of the rapid decline
in S[tanley] B[aldwin]'s position' and it seemed that
all except Bridgeman thought that Baldwin would
have to resign as Party Leader; [John] MooreBrabazon having withdrawn his candidature in the
[Westminster] St Georges by-election, so that he
did not have to champion Baldwin; Neville's
concern about the effect of the Westminster St
Georges by-election on Baldwin and the
Conservative Party as he feels that [Ernest] Petter
[the independent Conservative candidate at St
Georges] was standing 'at the instigation of [Lords]
R[othermere] and B[eaverbrook]' and that they
'cannot possibly sit down under that or allow S. B.
to resign at their bidding'; the possibility of Lord
Hailsham being appointed as the party's new
Leader, and about Neville's meeting with Hailsham;
Austen's thought that Winston Churchill 'would put
up a strong fight and that there might then be a
suggestion that he and I [Neville] might both retire
in favour of a third man viz [Robert] Horne';
Neville's thoughts 'of the extreme tenuity of the
thread by which the Gov[ernmen]t hold on to office'
and the 'fury of the Labour Party with the Liberals';
Neville's talks with [Edward] Grigg [former Liberal
MP] who is 'anxious to come out [to return to
Parliament] as a Liberal Unionist', and about Grigg
having reported that John Simon is to speak in
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favour in tariffs; Neville's talk with Topping about
the party leadership; Neville feeling that he could
'safely hand over' control of the Conservative
Research Department 'now for the lines are settled
and the staff know their job'; an exhibition of films
being shown in the Conservative Party's cinema
vans; Anne showing signs of strain after a busy
week of social engagements. A final comment adds
that Baldwin 'has decided to go [to resign as Party
Leader] at once'. 1 March.
/729: Baldwin having cancelled his plan to resign
as Leader of the Conservative Party after [William]
Bridgeman had 'pooh-poohed the idea' and urged
Baldwin to fight himself in the Westminster St
Georges by-election; Neville feeling that 'none of us
know where we are' after Baldwin's decision to
continue as leader, and he guesses that Baldwin
will want to 'postpone his decision [on whether to
resign] until after the election is over', but Neville
expects that only a very early General Election
would save Baldwin; Neville's dinner with Lord
Hailsham to discuss the situation; the
Government's position thought by Neville to be 'still
very precarious'; Baldwin's position being
strengthened by the Indian agreement [between
the Viceroy and Gandhi], as he had not publicly
opposed the negotiations which the India
Committee as 'stirred up by Winston [Churchill]'s
henchman [Brendan] Bracken' had demanded;
Neville's lunch with the Executive Committee of the
new East Midlands Provincial area of the
Conservative Party; meeting with Sir R[obert]
Hutchinson and G[eorge] Lambert, both 'Simonian
Liberals' [who with John Simon, were planning an
alliance with the Conservatives], and about a
statement to be drafted of their position; Lord
Camrose's scheme for a new London evening
newspaper; the Westminster St Georges byelection and Neville's thoughts that Duff Cooper
'ought to scrape in'; Garvin's work on his biography
of Joseph Chamberlain; him being pleased with
Ida's comments on the Rural Workers Housing Act;
Anne's speech at an Edgbaston women's function;
the cold weather; the orchids. 7 March (originally
dated February, annotated March).
/730: Thanks Ida for book 'Africa View'; Stanley
Baldwin seeming to be and is reported 'a good deal
disturbed at the idea at any rift [between him and
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Neville, after Neville's letter of resignation from the
post of Conservative Party Chairman] and is
anxious to make it up' but Neville was 'feeling sore
now'; feels that the Conservatives 'ought to be in a
splendid position with both the other parties at
sixes and sevens' but that they are not; asks for
Ida's opinion on 'Johnnie' [Lord] Stonehaven as a
possible successor to the post of Party Chairman;
confidence of Neville's office [Conservative Central
Office] of a Conservative triumph [in the
Westminster St George by-election]. 18 March.
/731: Neville's meeting with Stanley Baldwin which
Neville was dissatisfied with, and about their
discussion about Neville's successor as
Conservative Party Chairman; his disappointment
that Duff Cooper did not do better [in the
Westminster St Georges by-election, which the
Conservatives won, but with a reduced majority];
Winston Churchill's Albert Hall meeting having
done him harm; the Liberal Party being 'in a pretty
mess' after Pontypridd [by-election, in which the
Liberal vote was reduced] and it seems unlikely
that the Liberal 'rank and file' would accept a close
alliance with the Labour Party; the warm weather
and the garden; Neville reading book 'Africa View'
which he finds interesting; note from Baldwin who
said Lord Stonehaven was diffident towards the
post of Party Chairman; long walk with Sam Hoare
who 'is very depressed' [about the situation in the
Conservative Party?], and about their discussion
about the Liberal and Labour parties. 21 March.
/732: Arrangements for going to stay with Hilda and
Ida at the Bury House, Odiham; a 'harassing
exciting exhausting week' for Neville and he
doesn't 'yet know whether it has ended in
disappointment or triumph'; comments that he is
'not surprised' at Hilda's 'strong language' about
Baldwin but that she fails to take 'sufficient
allowance for his literally incredible stupidity,...in
the sense of total inability to see how things will
appeal to other people'; Neville being resentful at
Baldwin for having announced that he intended to
start a campaign, without informing Neville; a note
from Baldwin about him having sounded
Stonehaven [see NC8/10/26-28] and Neville finding
it 'an extraordinary proceeding' that Baldwin had
not advised Stonehaven to see Neville; him being
annoyed after reading in the Times about plans for
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Baldwin's campaign, when him and Conservative
Central Office had heard nothing, causing Neville
to write 'a fierce note' to Baldwin 'saying that if this
withholding of his confidence was intentional I
[Neville] would publish my resignation that
afternoon, if not, I considered his behaviour
inexcusable'; Baldwin's apologetic reply; Samuel
Hoare having informed Neville about his talk with
Geoffrey Lloyd (one of Baldwin's secretaries) who
said that Baldwin 'was very bitter against his
colleagues for what he considered their disloyalty
to him'; Neville's 'long and painful' talk with Baldwin
including about Baldwin's recollection of previous
events when he (Baldwin) had said he would resign
and the difference between this and Neville's
recollection, and about Neville having told Baldwin
'that the state of feeling among his colleagues was
extremely serious'; Lord Stonehaven having
accepted the chairmanship of the Conservative
Party without seeing Neville; Neville's talk with
'Max' [Lord Beaverbrook] and about their
negotiations for a reconciliation between
Beaverbrook and the Conservative Party, and
attempts to get the Agricultural Party in Norfolk to
support the Conservative agricultural policy [see
NC8/11/14-23 for correspondence relating to this
matter]; the weather and the garden. 28 March.
/733: The farmers [the Agricultural Party in Norfolk]
having rejected the alternative draft letter which
would have approved of the Conservative
agricultural policy; Neville having been
'overwhelmed with congratulations' after achieving
the reconciliation with Beaverbrook although there
are doubts about how long it will last; Neville
considering that he was right to resign as Party
Chairman; Neville's talks with John Simon and
Edward Grigg about the possibility of them and
other Liberals supporting the Conservatives;
Neville being unsure about what will happen with
such negotiations when he is no longer Party
Chairman but expects that he will be still wanted to
take part in them as he doesn't 'expect to part
entirely from the office'; Neville's holiday at
Cairnton, Banchory, Scotland including about the
cold weather, fishing with Frank, Miss Robinson's
illness and his plans for returning home. 5 April.
/734: The poor weather; Neville having not taken
part in the debate on the Ministry of Health
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estimates as he wished to separate himself from
the Ministry, and his thoughts on [Arthur]
Greenwood's [Minister of Health] speech as 'paltry'
and 'dreary'; Neville's speech on the Town and
Country Planning Bill; the handover of
Conservative Central Office to Lord Stonehaven;
the Central Office staff being pleased that Neville is
to still attend their office conferences; Baldwin
having not invited Lord Stonehaven to the
[Conservative Party] Business Committee now he
was the new Party Chairman; Neville feeling that
Baldwin 'did very well' [in a censure motion
attacking the Government's employment policy]
and about Lloyd George's speech in the debate;
Neville's winding up speech having received
congratulations including from George Bowyer (see
NC7/11/24/3, for Bowyer's note which was
forwarded with this letter); details of the procedure
for the Budget; Neville's dissatisfaction with Mr [J.
F.] Wright [Leader of the Agricultural Party in
Norfolk] 'who cannot be trusted to carry out an
honourable understanding'; Neville's negotiations
with some Liberals who are planning to form an
independent group which would ally with the
Conservatives; Frank having gone away with his
friends. 18 April.
/735: Hilda and Ida's holiday; Neville's recent stay
at Broadlands where he went fishing; the 'very
discouraging' political situation for the
Conservatives; lunch with Lord Beaverbrook at
which Neville suggesting that he should start
attacking the Liberals; concerns that if Baldwin
'should say anything foolish [in his forthcoming
speech] at Liverpool..., M. [Lord Beaverbrook]
would probably go off the deep end'. 27 April.
/736: Regrets Ida's illness and the consequent
disruption to her and Hilda's weekend plans; Anne
being ill and has had to spend most of the weekend
in bed; Dorothy having lost her dog; dance
attended by Dorothy; Ashton[-under-Lyne byelection] having been 'a great victory' for the
Conservatives; Neville's 'very well received' speech
in the House of Commons; his speech on the
following day and Winston Churchill's speech;
Neville's speech at a public meeting in Blackburn;
the cold weather and plants. 2 May.
/737: Advises Ida to 'go as easy' as she can during
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her recovery from illness; visit of the Eustace
Percys, Lady Lloyd, the Buchans and Sir Maurice
de Bunsen to meet William and Louise Endicott;
Anne having been 'able to get about a bit more this
week but she has been feeling very tired'; Anne
having gone to visit her Aunt Jess with Dorothy;
Austen having been dissatisfied with his speech
after [Philip] Snowden's [Chancellor of the
Exchequer] statement but Neville considers that
Austen did much better than he thought; Snowden
having looked very ill and is expected to retire
soon; Neville's thoughts on the forthcoming interim
report of the R[oyal] C[ommission] on
Unemployment Insurance which he has received
information about, and about a planned special
[Conservative] Business Committee meeting to
discuss the party's response; Cecily [Debenham,
Neville's cousin] having benefitted from her stay in
Palma; Ernest [Debenham, husband of Cecily]
having been reducing the size of his estate and is
planning to sell his milk factory; the garden. 9 May.
/738: Ida's forthcoming speech; the reports of the
Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance
and thoughts on how the Conservatives should
react; [William] Graham [President of the Board of
Trade] having asked Neville and Austen to see him
to propose an arrangement on the Finance Bill,
which was refused, and Neville is to move the
rejection of the Bill on its second reading; Neville
being glad that Ida is giving up the chairmanship of
the Finance Committee; Dorothy and Neville's visit
to a performance of King Lear at Stratford-on-Avon;
the garden. 16 May.
/739: Comments that he is 'disgusted' with the
National Federation of Women's Institutes and Miss
Hadon after Hilda was not re-elected as ViceChairman; Neville and Anne's stay at The Manor
House, Great Durnford, Salisbury including about
fishing and birds; 'a pretty weary' week for Neville
though he was 'well satisfied'; Neville's oration to
Lord Milner; the speech on the Finance Bill and the
broadcast; meeting with 'Max' [Lord Beaverbrook]
and about them coming to an arrangement over
South Paddington constituency [on giving the
Conservative party whip to E. A. Taylor, the current
MP, who had stood as an Empire Crusade
candidate], which Herbert Williams [who had been
nominated by the local Conservative association to
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be Conservative candidate for the next election]
has objected to (see NC8/11/49); Neville feeling
that 'generally the political situation looks worse
than for some time owing to the consolidation of
the Lib[eral] Lab[our] forces'; Neville feeling that he
has 'recovered the second position in the party' and
that as a result Austen now treats Neville 'as an
equal' so Neville feels 'much more sympathetic
than at any time since we have been in the House
together'. 25 May.
/740: Neville and Anne's recent visit to see the
Tryons including about fishing, and Lord Grey of
Falloden; Neville's visit to Salisbury Cathedral; his
stay with M[ontague] Barlow including about
Barlow's illness and fishing; Anne's stay with Lillian
[Cole] at Highfield Park; Enid [née Chamberlain,
Neville's cousin] and Alan [her husband?] being on
better terms; comments that he doesn't like the
idea of Hilda leaving the Women's Institute after
she had done so much work but that the County
Nursing Association would be more congenial;
ringing of fruit trees; Neville having met the
Chairman of one of the big banks who commented
on the poor state of affairs in the City, which Neville
expects will mean 'an unprecedented deficit' next
year; about Ida and Hilda's offer of a car for the
children which Neville is not sure he can accept as
he does not believe he can afford the running costs
as his financial situation is poor, having spent more
than double his income, and soon he and Anne
may have to move to a smaller house as a result.
31 May.
/741: Neville and Anne's visit to stay with the
Gathorne-Hardys having been cancelled;
preparations for decorating at Westbourne; the
greenhouses and garden at Westbourne; the
'difficult position' at South Paddington [where there
was disagreement over E. A. Taylor being given
the Conservative party whip]; dinner with
Commander Buckler [Port Officer at Butiaba,
Uganda who Neville and Anne stayed with while on
their East Africa tour during the previous year];
lunch with Sir Malcolm Robertson [former minister
in Buenos Aires and then Chairman of Spillers
milling firm] and Lady Robertson and about
Malcolm Robertson's speeches against the quota;
lunch with Sir P[hilip] Sassoon; lunch with Lord
Francis Scott and two other members of the
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deputation from Kenya to discuss East African
affairs; the guillotine resolution; speech by [Philip]
Snowden [Chancellor of the Exchequer]; the Royal
Commission Report on Unemployment Insurance,
which Neville thinks the Government will not
accept; the Liberal Land Tax amendment; his
amusement at Aunt Lina [who wanted to go to the
Aldershot Tattoo despite her age and health] and
his agreement that Hilda and Ida should not take
the responsibility of taking her; Neville to look for
silver for Austen and Ivy. (The second sheet of the
letter had been destroyed. It is noted that it
contained health details of Anne). 6 June.
/742: Part of letter dated 21 September 1930 (see
NC18/1/710A for page 4 of this letter). A note
relating to information provided by Robert Self
about this letter is also included.
/743: Neville having much correspondence and
other work to do, and feels that he is 'being worked
harder than even' and expects he will be until the
[Finance] Bill is finished; asks Ida to ask Mary
[Carnegie] [third wife of Joseph Chamberlain] if she
can find a suitable silver item for Austen; Anne
having had to spend the weekend in bed after a
trying week with two dances; Neville's speech at
Newcastle, and his fishing trip on the River Tyne;
expects that [David] L[loyd] G[eorge] 'will find some
way of compromise'; the Conservative whips
having 'laid a deep plot for a snap division' and
Neville has 'devised an amendment which sounds
harmless on paper but which if carried would make
their Bill look uncommonly foolish'. 14 June.
/744: The health of Hilda Mary [Richards] [daughter
of Ethel Chamberlain and Lionel Richards]; Anne to
have a preliminary medical examination; S[tanley]
B[aldwin]'s speech on unemployment insurance;
discussions on policy including unemployment
insurance; the 'snap' [division] having 'came off
beautifully'; the Land Tax having got the
Government 'into a fair tangle'; the Chairman of the
Board of Inland Revenue having told Neville that he
thought the revenue from the land tax 'had been
halved and was now not worth collecting'; Neville's
fishing and shooting weekend at Charminster
House, Dorchester. 20 June.
/745: A house near Kinloch Rannoch being
possibly suitable for Neville's holiday; Stanley
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Baldwin having suggested that Neville takes a brief
holiday when he has finished with the Finance Bill,
and Neville is thinking of going with Anne to stay at
Moor Lane House with Ernest [Debenham]
[husband of Neville's cousin Cecily]; about the
House of Commons debates on the Finance Bill
including Lloyd George's attack on Neville; Neville
to meet MPs and candidates to sound them on
unemployment insurance but feels 'rather spiritless
about it' due to Baldwin changing his mind;
Neville's address to a women's meeting in
Birmingham; Neville's visit to the University of
Bristol to receive an honorary degree; Neville's
regret that he hasn't got the time to pay a visit to
see Hilda and Ida; plan to go for a walk and to visit
Kew [the Royal Botanic Gardens]. The first page of
this letter is missing. Not dated [28 June].
/746: Lack of response from Sir J. McLeod about a
house in Scotland [for Neville's holiday]; the annual
demonstration [of the local Conservative Party
organization in Birmingham]; the House of
Commons debate on the Finance Bill including
about Neville's 'dignified reply' to Lloyd George and
Lloyd George's response; secret negotiations
between Lloyd George [the Liberal Party leader]
and the Conservatives; a conversation with Lloyd
George having been reported to Neville in which
Lloyd George 'intimated that if we would let him
have the alternative vote he would turn out the
Government'; an interesting morning with the MPs
and candidates [on unemployment insurance];
forthcoming holiday with Ernest Debenham at Moor
Lane House; the garden; about the provisions in
Joseph Chamberlain's will for Hilda Mary Richards.
4 July.
/747: The poor weather; Neville's holiday at Moor
Lane House, Briantspuddle, Dorset with Ernest and
Cecily Debenham including about fishing on the
Frome, visit to see Sir Mansfeld and Lady Findlay,
and about Cecily's poor health; the Housing Bill
which Neville considers 'mostly eyewash' including
about talk with Arthur Robinson about the Bill; a
friend of the Prime Minister [Ramsay MacDonald]
having reported, with MacDonald's knowledge, to
Lord Stonehaven that MacDonald 'was desperately
anxious about the country', thought that a National
Government was required, was prepared to hand
over the Premiership to Stanley Baldwin and serve
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as his Foreign Secretary, and hated the idea of
being tied up to Lloyd George; Neville thoughts on
how serious the comments to Lord Stonehaven
were, and thinks that if they are he thinks
MacDonald 'must have got a long way off realities
for such a combination is clearly impossible';
Neville having accepted a house at Dalchosnie for
his holiday. 11 July.
/748: Neville's recent holiday at Moor Lane House
including about walk, dinner with Piers and his wife,
and fishing; planned holiday at Dalchosnie; the
political situation having become 'more and more
obscure' including about talk with Lord Elibank to
discuss the idea of a National Government and it
having been reported that Ramsay MacDonald by
one of MacDonald's friends that MacDonald 'would
not be averse from considering such a plan'; Lloyd
George having said to Kingsley [Wood] that he
considers a National Government may be
necessary to deal with the anticipated crisis;
Neville's thoughts that an invitation from
MacDonald to form a National Government would
not be accepted now by the Conservatives, but he
conceives that a National Government may happen
if the financial and unemployment situation got very
serious and a movement for such a government
was backed by the Daily Mail and Daily Express
newspapers though some members of both the
Conservatives and Labour would not accept it, and
Neville himself hates the idea 'but on the other
hand' he feels that 'the prospect of a Lib-Lab
coalition is not very alluring'; congratulations to Ida
on her 'great victory over the Poor Law Children';
Hilda's visit to Crown Point where Neville had
previously stayed when in Norwich; present of
sauceboats to be given to Austen and Ivy; Neville,
Anne and Dorothy's visit to the Court Ball; the
garden. 18 July.
/749: Feels that politics are 'like the weather couldn't be worse'; Neville's speech at a public
meeting at Northampton; dinner with Lord Irwin
[later Lord Halifax, whose appointment as Viceroy
of India had recently ended]; Neville's 'talkie' film as
an introduction and welcome for British Movietone
News' new News Reel Picture House in
Birmingham; lunch with Lord Grey and the Hilton
Youngs; Kingsley Wood having reported that he
thinks Lloyd George 'is now set upon a
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reconstruction of the Government which would
enable him to slip in'; about the Liberals 'plot' to get
the Electoral Reform Bill passed through the House
of Commons on Monday, and the Conservative
plan to stop this; Neville to tell Ida of 'the true story
of the tick in the Russian butter'; humorous story
from the Telegraph; Neville's understanding that
'the Conference was not very successful and that
another 'crisis' was expected in about a month'
[with regard to the economic situation]; Neville's
House of Lords Committee having nearly finished
its work. 25 July.
/750: Neville and Anne's holiday at Dalchosnie,
Kinloch Rannoch, Perthshire including about the
location and house, which he says are 'the nearest
to perfection that we have yet experienced', and
describes the scenic views, walks, shooting and
fishing opportunities; Neville's dinner with Austen,
[Lord] Hailsham, Philip C[unliffe]-L[ister] and
Sam[uel] Hoare to talk about the idea of a National
Government which they all disliked; Neville having
toned down his speech, which was originally
intended to be a strong attack on the Government,
due to his concern about its effect on the City, and
after reassurances given by Philip Snowden to
Neville; his expectation that 'the Goat' [David Lloyd
George] must be vexed to be out of action
[recovering after an operation] when the waters are
so troubled'. 2 August.
/751: Neville and Anne's holiday at Dalchosnie
which they are enjoying including about fishing, the
weather, walks including walk up to the summit of
Schiehallion; the 'talk of a National Government is
being damped down pretty vigorously by the
friendly press' and about the economy; Neville not
believing newspaper reports that Austen has taken
'4000 acres of 1st class shooting'; Anne feeling
better. 9 August.
/752: Discusses Hilda and Ida's holiday; Neville
and Anne's holiday at Dalchosnie including about
shooting, visit of Christina and Paul; political
developments and about things having 'suddenly
boiled up in the City and as a result the whole
situation has undergone a complete change the
outcome of which no one can at present foresee';
communication from the Deputy Governor of the
Bank [of England] 'saying in effect that the position
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was desperate and begging me [Neville] to come to
London at once'; his meeting with Stanley Baldwin,
the Prime Minister [Ramsay MacDonald] and Philip
Snowden at which they discussed the financial
situation and the proposed major budget cuts;
Stanley Baldwin having left Neville to make the
decisions of the Conservative action during the
crisis, as Baldwin will not be returning from his
holiday; it appearing that 'there might be a new
alignment of parties' or 'an appeal to the country' in
which the Conservatives 'could concentrate on
tariffs and Imp[erial] Preference as the restorers of
prosperity'; conference with representatives of the
press; regrets his holiday being interrupted and the
financial cost to himself. 16 August.
/753: Comments on Hilda and Ida's holiday; Neville
and Sam[uel Hoare] [of the Conservatives] with
[Herbert] Samuel and [Donald] Maclean [of the
Liberals] meetings with Philip Snowden and the
Prime Minister; Ramsay MacDonald having been
unable to get his colleagues and party to follow him
with his proposals regarding the economy so it
seems that he will resign and the current
Government will come to an end if they do not
change their minds, and the King will send for
Stanley Baldwin to form a government; asks about
Ida and Hilda going to Dalchosnie. 23 August.
/754: Neville being now back in government [as
Minister of Health, in Ramsay MacDonald's
National Government which included the
Conservatives, some Labour members who with
MacDonald split away from the main Labour Party
and some Liberals], ; his anxiety that Anne stays at
Dalchosnie to 'build up her strength for the
strenuous times ahead' and regarding Hilda and
Ida going to Dalchosnie; warns Hilda and Ida
against congratulating Austen who 'is in a terrible
state of mind and there was a painful scene...when
he rather lost control of himself', and about Austen
having not been made Foreign Secretary as Neville
thinks he had hoped, and Austen is now 'very very
bitter'; Neville and Austen to go stay with Ernest
[Debenham] [husband of Neville's cousin Cecily] for
the weekend; comments that 'we have a terrible job
in front of us' and hopes they 'shall come through
it'. 27 August.
/754A: Neville's speech at a public meeting in
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Dumfries; Philip Snowden having been 'quite
excellent' in his Budget speech; [James] Thomas's
[Dominion Secretary] revelations which were
'extremely damaging' to the Opposition; Ramsay
MacDonald having asked Neville to serve on a
committee to consider the adverse trade balance,
and concern that Philip Snowden and Herbert
Samuel were not prepared to 'go the whole hog' in
taking action on the matter; Neville's proposal for
transitional payments. 12 September.
/755: A 'terrible week' with 'mutiny in the Fleet, the
imminent danger of a crash in the £, a first class
financial crisis in India and the refusal of the
Liberals either to face a tariff or to find any other
way of redressing the trade balance'; Ramsay
MacDonald being 'worn out' and indecisive;
comments that Stanley Baldwin 'is useless' and so
Neville feels 'everything seems to fall on me'; his
personal financial problems which mean he needs
to make economies; the Cabinet except from
Herbert Samuel and Lord Reading wanting an
election soon; feels that if an election is held that
they need to stand as a National Government
'perhaps even as a National Party'; Frank's fishing;
Dorothy having brought a young man [son of a
Richard Wilks] to Westbourne; the Gold Standard
Act to be suspended, and about prices going up.
19 September.
/756: Thanks Hilda and Ida for their offer [of money
to allow Neville to keep his second gardener at
Westbourne] but declines it saying that he needs to
permanently reduce his expenditure; his
expectation that he will have to make further
savings in his personal expenditure; a 'very anxious
week, with crisis after crisis' including about the
reduction of the cut in the Navy and other defence
forces, police and teachers; the crisis over India; a
decision needed about the election and their
programme; the Prime Minister going away, which
Neville feels now is wise as 'he was so tired that he
could not make up his mind and could only wander
round and round his problem'; meeting of the
[Conservative Party] Business Committee which
decided in favour of standing at the election as a
National Government under Ramsay MacDonald;
Neville receiving recognition for his role and the
D[aily] M[ail] had called him 'the real leader of the
Conservative Party'; Herbert Samuel appearing to
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be uncomfortable about his future; present
indications of an election near the end of next
month; the fall in the value of the pound, and
expectation that prices of commodities in the shops
will be kept fairly steady until stocks are exhausted
when prices should rise; the misfortunes in
Austen's family; Anne and Neville both having
colds; Herbert Samuel's paper to the Cabinet
advising against an election in the near future;
Neville's concern about Dorothy's 'inconsequence
and lack of purpose' after finishing her Children's
Country Holiday Fund work and her loss of interest
in playing music, and asks for suggestions and
whether they know of a good school. 26
September.
/757: MacDonald's memorandum indicating he was
not prepared for a dissolution [ie for an election]
unless Herbert Samuel and Lord Reading
remained in the Government and agreed to the
policy [of tariffs on imported goods]; Neville's draft
memorandum for a National Government election
programme which MacDonald agreed to, but
Herbert Samuel objected; meetings between
MacDonald, Samuel and Neville to examine the
formula [concerning tariffs]; it seeming after Liberal
Party meetings which passed 'stiff Free Trade
resolutions' that Samuel will not be able to go back;
'Max' [Lord Beaverbrook, a major newspaper
proprietor] having said that he will support the
Conservatives in the next election; Neville's
shooting and fishing trip with [George] Tryon; Syd
Walker ,an old friend, having died. 4 October.
/758: Relief that Hilda and Ida 'are not coming here
to help Austen' as he feels it would be 'a most
trying experience'; Austen spending the weekend
with Neville and Anne at Westbourne; 'things
[having] went all wrong again'; Lloyd George's
letter to the MacDonald saying that he would look a
fool by demanding food taxes, causing MacDonald
to produce a draft manifesto 'that would have
simply horrified our people [ie the Conservatives]',
but later a suggestion was accepted that
MacDonald should ask for a free hand and the two
party leaders [of the Conservatives and of the
Liberals] should issue their own programmes so
that each could have a separate manifesto
commitment on tariffs; Stanley Baldwin's manifesto
for the Conservatives which Neville considered a
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'dreadful wishy-washy document' and so Neville
spent much time re-writing it; Neville to have a
'Socialist' [Labour Party] opponent to stand against
him in the election, but as he is only being adopted
at the last moment Neville feels he does not need
to have more than three election campaigning
meetings in his constituency and can spend his
time campaigning elsewhere in the country; a 'great
meeting' in Birmingham at which Baldwin was
'quite at his best'; MacDonald having asked that the
Conservatives hand over the Erdington seat to a
National Labour candidate. 10 October.
/758a: Neville being glad to hear that Ida thinks the
Hampshire seats are safe [for the Conservatives in
the next election]; discusses the candidate for
Wakefield, Dr Hillman; his thoughts about the
election; Neville not having experienced 'savagery'
from opponents during his election campaigning
work; Austen having said that he didn't think he
would accept office, other than as Foreign
Secretary, but it seems very unlikely he would be
offered that post; advices Ida to not 'count too
confidently' on Neville being appointed Chancellor
of the Exchequer and feels that the MacDonald
would prefer [Walter] Runciman as Chancellor, and
'will struggle to get the largest possible number of
Liberals and Socialists into his Government';
speeches; visit to [Bealy?] Church; Dorothy's work
at the Committee Rooms [for Neville's election
campaign?]; Neville having met his 'pleasant but
quite ineffective' opponent for Edgbaston
constituency; Anne going to see people for
Neville's election campaign, but it tires her and
interferes with her sleep. 18 October.
/759-759a: Neville finding himself 'still quite fresh'
after a second week of election campaigning, but is
very glad not to have to do a third week; him
having had larger crowds and little interruption
compared with his meetings in previous elections;
his speech at Bolton; his speech at Hull; election
prospects seeming better than last time, and
Neville hopes that they will 'develop into a National
Party and get rid of that odious title of Conservative
which has kept so many from joining us in the past';
his dislike of polling day which he considers 'very
boring and tedious' particularly waiting for the
results of the count; comments in the Herald
newspaper that Labour are going to win Austen's
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seat, but Neville doesn't think that local members of
the Conservative party have any such expectation;
Stanley Baldwin having asked Neville to think of
who should be in the next Government; Neville's
feeling that Ramsay MacDonald 'has behaved well
during the election'; agrees with Hilda's views
about Philip Snowden's remarks on tariffs; Neville's
thoughts that he doesn't think he could be asked to
remain as Minister of Health after the election; the
cold weather; Neville having not yet got rid of his
orchids, as the people who were interested in
taking them having not yet visited; Neville's second
gardener is to start a new job at the [Birmingham
City Council] Parks Department; the garden; visit to
Pershore including the Abbey Church; the Round
Table Conference not going well. A letter from
Marjorie Maxse [Chief Organization Officer at
Conservative and Unionist Central Office] to Miss
Thompson dated 23 October regarding success of
Neville's recent meetings and speeches is also
included. 24 October.
/760-760a: Neville's thoughts on the new Cabinet,
and his own position; Neville doubting Hilda's view
that his family connections have held him back,
and he feels in his political life that he has 'to a
large extent escaped the handicap which certainly
afflicted Austen in being his father's son' although
he feels Austen now has 'succeeded in
establishing his own personality apart from
Father's' and feels that Austen's latest action [a
letter written to the newspapers] had 'greatly
strengthened the 'legend'...of the 'great gentleman'
'; about Philip [Cunliffe-Lister's] new job [as
Colonial Secretary]; about [Leopold] Amery having
not received a Cabinet post and Neville being not
very hopeful at him getting one later as he says 'no
one has any belief in his judgement, and...I have
no belief in the likelihood of Liberals leaving the
Gov[ernmen]t'; a British Movietone News
representative having turned up at Neville's house
unannounced to ask him to make a 'talkie' film on
the spot about his new office, but Neville turned
him away; Neville's stay at Moor Lane House,
Briantspuddle, Dorset [with Cecily and Ernest
Debenham]. A typescript copy of a poem 'Figs
From Thistles' by MacFlecknoe regarding tariffs is
also included. 7 November.
/761: Possibility that there will be a European
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Economic Conference in December, which Neville
may be asked to attend; a possibility that Neville
may be asked to attend the Ottawa Conference,
and so Neville may not be able to have a summer
holiday; Neville's illness with catarrh; Ramsay
MacDonald's settlement with [James] Thomas
[Dominion Secretary] without consulting his
Cabinet colleagues before publicly announcing this;
Cabinet meeting at which the Prime Minister
outlined the programme without any mention of
dumping; Neville's warning to the Cabinet against
'rash talk on the stabilisation of the £ [pound]';
Walter Runciman's proposed bill to permit a 10%
duty on excessive imports, but it was later to
decided to raise this to permit up to 100% duty,
although Neville was unsuccessful in getting food,
drink and tobacco included in the bill; Austen's
action having been appreciated and added to his
prestige, and about a directorship which Neville
thinks Austen may be able to get; Neville's hopes
of examining his financial situation, and about his
difficulty in trying to sell his orchids; holiday
arrangements; asks Hilda and Ida to not get a dog
for Dorothy's Christmas present. 15 November.
/762: Neville's doctor having 'found practically
nothing the matter' and his catarrh is gradually
passing off; Neville to attend a Government
Conference on War Debts etc; Hilda's large
number of engagements; hopes that Ida is
appointed as Alderman; the Abnormal Imports Bill
having 'gone extremely well' although 'the
agricultural people are very stirred up...by the
omssion of their products'; thoughts on whether
James Thomas will be allowed to negotiate for
preferences on Empire food products [at the
Ottawa Conference]; Neville's argument with
Thomas in Cabinet committee about tariffs with
Thomas saying that we should trust the dominions
to give an equivalent preference to Britain, and
Neville saying that treaties should be made with
each dominion; the international financial situation;
Neville to dine with [John] Simon [Foreign
Secretary] to meet [Pierre] Flandin [French Finance
Minister]; the mess made in Neville's kitchen
garden after 40 cows broke in, and ate many of the
crops; meeting of the Highbury Trustees, and about
Neville having suggested that the hall and ground
floor rooms should be kept as a memorial to their
father Joseph Chamberlain, and about him being
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outraged that there is no memorial to his father in
Birmingham except a fountain. 21 November.
/763: Congratulations on Ida's appointment as
Alderman; his amusement at Ida's account of her
council's discussions on the economy reports of its
committees; the 'National Government goes ahead
at a giddy pace' and about the advance of policy
within the Government in favour of tariffs on
imported goods including about the 'Samuelites'
[the Liberal Nationals led by John Simon] having
not objected to the tariffs; the 'Empire problem'
regarding tariffs, about a talk regarding the matter
at Lord and Lady Hailsham's house with Hailsham,
[Richard] Bennett [Canadian Prime Minister],
[Stanley] Bruce [former Australian Prime Minister],
Philip Cunliffe-Lister, Leopold Amery and Howard
Ferguson [Canadian High Commissioner], and
Neville's thoughts on the position of Cabinet
members concerning this matter; Philip Snowden's
opposition to Neville's proposal to drop the land
valuation scheme; Neville's concerns about the
Prime Minister's talks with economists and bankers
regarding various economic matters, while Neville
is discussing similar matters with the Governor of
the Bank [of England], and about Neville's proposal
to set up a committee which he feels would make
the Prime Minister's talks, which he considers to
interfere with the Chancellor of the Exchequer's
work, and to break the secrecy on Government
economic policy, unnecessary; Neville's 'very
heavy and harassing week'; Neville's speech at the
Advertisers luncheon; his speech at a dinner to 'the
Beaver' [Lord Beaverbrook]; Neville and Anne's
stay at Chevening, Sevenoaks including about the
illness of their host [Lord Stanhope], the other
guests, shooting, and trees; Neville's amusement
about 'how the foreigners are all flocking to our
doorstep to ask whether it wouldn't be good time
for a talk about tariffs'. 29 November.
/764: Neville failing to understand Hilda's scheme
regarding district nurses; him not seeing Austen
very often, and doesn't hear Austen's speeches as
Neville is rarely in the House of Commons during
the afternoons due to his work; Neville's thoughts
that Austen is likely to be offered a directorship at
Crosse and Blackwell; it appearing impossible at
present for Neville and Anne to let or sell their
London house (37 Eaton Square), so notice has
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been given to all their servants, and Anne is 'going
to try and manage with a different kind of staff'; a
possibility that they may need to give up
Westbourne; Hoskins [and Son Ltd] [a company
which Neville had formerly run, and which he still
had a major financial interest in] having made a
loss that year; Neville's anxiety about the position
of the pound and fears a wholesale withdrawal of
foreign holdings of sterling; his thoughts on
reparations and war debts [from the First World
War] and comments that the French insistence on
reparations before commercial credits from
Germany is threatening the state of the pound and
keeps 'the whole of Europe in a state of nervous
anxiety and are thereby precipitating the advent of
Hitler to power, they are making it impossible for
Germany to pay any Reparations'; Philip
Snowden's continued opposition to Neville's
proposal to suspend the valuation scheme, and it
seems that Snowden would resign if the scheme
was suspended; the proposed dominion quota
having been passed by the Cabinet but discussion
on food taxes had been postponed; Neville's talk
with the Prime Minister about his 'Advisory
Committee' [the Prime Minister's meetings with
economists and bankers, which Neville was
concerned about], and about the improved mutual
confidence between Neville and the Prime Minister;
Neville having met Gandhi, and comments that 'he
is a revolting looking creature'; feels that the
[Round Table] Conference [regarding the
government of India] has ended satisfactorily;
Neville's 'very successful' visit to Newport for the
local Chamber of Commerce banquet, and where
he was well received. 6 December.
/765: Neville feeling that the crisis had passed for
the Government after Philip Snowden was the only
opponent of land tax proposals; the Cabinet now
getting to work on the fiscal policy, and about the
policy committee, which Neville is to chair, and
political committee which have been formed to
consider the matter; Neville's wish for an
emergency tariff to be introduced soon after MPs
return from the Christmas recess; Neville getting
along with Ramsay MacDonald much better;
Neville being 'on the whole...well pleased with the
way things have gone' for him in the Government;
his recent speech in the House of Commons; him
being struck by the silence in House of Commons
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with a reduction in barracking which Neville feels is
because 'the opposition are too cowed to say much
and our own people want to listen'; Leopold Amery
having 'begun to show his resentment at being left
out [of the Government] by increasingly sharp
attacks'; Austen having bruised his ribs and has
had to spend time in bed; Ivy [Austen's wife] being
worried about Joe [Austen and Ivy's son]; Neville
and Anne having attended the dinner of the 'Imps'
[Junior Imperial League]; Hoskins and Son Ltd
having made a loss. 12 December.
48 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: NC18/1/754A was formerly
numbered /754 (there were two items with the
same number).
NC18/1/766-810

1932 letters

1932

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1932. A letter
from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda is also included.
These letters from 1932, during which time Neville
was Chancellor of the Exchequer, refer much to
economic and trade matters including tariffs on
imports. This includes: the discussions in the
Balance of Trade Committee about tariffs, and the
Import Duties Bill for placing tariffs on imported
goods; the Budget; the Lausanne Conference on
First World War reparations; the Imperial Economic
Conference, also referred to as the Ottawa
Conference, held in Ottawa, Canada which
discussed trade within the British Empire. including
the Dominions, and resulted in agreements being
made for preferential trading arrangements within
the British Empire with lower tariffs; the dispute
between Britain and the USA regarding war debt
repayments; and talks with the French Government
about matters including war debts.
Other major topics include: Neville's severe attack
of gout; the resignation of Herbert Samuel,
Archibald Sinclair and Philip Snowden from the
Government due to their opposition to the
agreements regarding tariffs made at the Imperial
Economic Conference, and the following
reconstruction of the Cabinet; talks with the Irish
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Government, mainly with Eamon de Valera;
Neville's proposals for unemployment relief;
Neville's proposal for a staged disarmament
programme across Europe; and the completion of
the first volume of James Garvin's biography of
Joseph Chamberlain.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/766: Neville and Anne's recent holiday in Yorkshire
[with Philip and Mollie Cunliffe-Lister at Swinton];
Austen having written [see NC1/27/103] to
withdraw his opposition to Neville's Highbury
scheme [to turn part of Highbury into a memorial to
their father]; Neville having written to Austen to
explain that he still wants Austen's help in political
matters; comments on the new headmistress at the
girls school in or near Odiham; Neville, Anne,
Dorothy [Neville and Anne's daughter] and Frank's
[Neville and Anne's son] visit to Aunt Alice's
cousin's party at Maple Bank, and comments on
the various relatives met at the party; the
reparations preliminary talks having 'got into rather
a trough' and Neville doesn't 'seem to be quite in
agreement with [John] Simon [Foreign Secretary];
the Prime Minister's [Ramsay MacDonald] letter to
[Pierre] Laval [French Prime Minister] without
informing Simon and Neville, and about Lord
Snowden's [Lord Privy Seal] letter (see
NC7/11/24/30) warning of how 'the P. M. had
'butted in' on previous occasions'; Neville's feeling
that it 'is going to be a very momentous year' for
him. 3 January.
/767: Recent interviews with the press; discussions
regarding tariffs within the Government including at
the [Balance of Trade] Committee and
disagreements with Lord Snowden and [Herbert]
Samuel [Home Secretary]; international
negotiations regarding war debts and reparations,
and about Neville having urged that no statement
should be issued linking reparations with war debts
and instead reparations should be dealt with first;
lunch with Esmond Harmsworth and the Editor of
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the [Daily] Mail; Anne's illness with influenza;
Dorothy being miserable after rejecting 'this
miserable curate' who she had been going out with,
and about her relationship with Stephen Lloyd who
Neville and Anne are 'thankful...for saving us from
worse things, but...D[orothy] isn't quite certain
where she stands with Stephen'; [James] Garvin
having told Lord Wargrave that he is to set to work
on the first two volumes of his biography of Joseph
Chamberlain, which had been long delayed [to the
great annoyance of the Chamberlain family who
commissioned the work]; visit to evening reception
at the [Royal] Academy; Madame de Sevigne's
letter in Punch; Neville expecting to be summoned
to Downing Street to discuss the latest message
from France; the Prime Minister's 'insatiable
appetite for tasks which would be better left to the
men whose job it is to do them'; Neville, Dorothy,
Frank, and S[tanley] B[aldwin] [Leader of the
Conservative Party, and Lord President of the
Council] having been to visit [London] Zoo. (14?)
January.
/768: Neville and Anne's weekend at Westbourne
[their house in Edgbaston, Birmingham]; current
shortage of servants at Westbourne due to the
cook's mother having died and the kitchen maid
being ill; dinner with 'Willie' [William] Bridgeman;
Lord Snowden's response to Neville's letter [about
tariffs]; a [Balance of Trade] Committee meeting at
which all except Herbert Samuel and Lord
Snowden agreed to Neville's proposal, and about
the disagreements regarding tariffs within the
Government, threatened resignations by Samuel
and other dissentients of the tariff policy, and a new
plan which was accepted which allowed the
dissentients to express their objections but remain
as members of the Government; the Lausanne
[Conference] [an international conference on First
World War reparations to be held in June to July]
'gets no easier' and Neville has 'had endless
meetings with Simon and the P. M....trying to find a
way out'; Dorothy having 'got over her troubles' for
the moment 'as the curate [who she had been
going out with] refuses to take his disappointment
tragically' and they are to continue seeing each
other in company but not alone, and about Dorothy
being 'much more doubtful about the wisdom of
marrying Stephen [Lloyd] than she was a year ago';
the garden; Birmingham City Council's next
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meeting is to consider a proposal to offer Neville
the Freedom [of the City]. 23 January.
/769: Neville's delight that Hilda was in the gallery
[of the House of Commons] 'on the great day of my
life' [when Neville introduced the Import Duties Bill,
a bill which if passed would introduce tariffs on
imported goods from outside the British Empire, as
Neville's father Joseph Chamberlain had striven for
in his 'tariff reform' campaign, which Neville
referred to during his speech]; about the previous
discussions within the Government and with the
dominions about tariffs including about
disagreements with [James] Thomas [Dominion
Secretary] and a proposal for a 10% tariff on
dominion products; an 'enormous lot of letters and
telegrams' congratulating Neville on his introduction
of the Import Duties Bill (see NC8/17 for some of
these letters); congratulations on Ida's success with
the r[ural] w[orkers] housing; the forthcoming ways
and means debate, and comments that [Walter]
Runciman [President of the Board of Trade] is
'sharpening his knife for his beloved colleague' in
his speech to open the debate. 6 February.
/770: The local Conservative and Unionist Party
members in Birmingham being 'in the seventh
heaven' after Neville's introduction of the Import
Duties Bill, and about their committee considering a
proposal to present Neville with a portrait of
himself; shares Hilda's disgust with the N. F. U.
[National Farmers Union] [following their reaction to
the Import Duties Bill]; 'every one else seems
pleased on the whole' [about the Import Duties Bill];
discussions on the 'free list' [ie a list of items which
are not to be taxed under the Import Duties Bill];
[Archibald] Sinclair [Scottish Secretary] to speak on
the second reading of the Import Duties Bill, though
Neville feels Sinclair 'makes a bad impression on
us in Cabinet where he talks much too much and
fails to carry conviction'; comments on Ernest
[Debenham's] battery brooders [chickens] and how
'he will never try out anything properly and yet the
moment he has a new idea it has to be exploited
not only with financial energy but on the largest
scale'; the Government having 'at last succeeded in
getting a formula accepted by the French' agreeing
to a conference to settle the matter of First World
War reparations, but the Americans won't agree to
consider any relaxation of war debts before their
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election; Neville feeling that the French proposal for
disarmament is not taken seriously by most
countries, and about it seeming 'difficult to go on
talking about disarmament with Japan in her
present condition'; the cold weather; the garden; 'a
pretty hard week in front' of Neville with his Import
Duties Bill; James Garvin having said his two
volumes of his Joseph Chamberlain biography will
be handed to the publisher by May or June. 13
February.
/771: Neville having cut back on the Ministry of
Transport estimates on grounds that local authority
spending on roads can be cut, which Ida's
comments on her local authority's reduced
spending had confirmed; it having 'not been a very
hard week really' for Neville though he has to be on
the bench in the House of Commons 'pretty
continuously' [for the debates on the Import Duties
Bill]; Neville's winding up speech on the second
reading of the Import Duties Bill having 'went very
well', and about Archibald Sinclair's speech; Neville
feeling that the Committee stage of the Import
Duties Bill is 'the softest job I ever had put upon
me'; Austen having told Neville that he did not want
to be excluded from being considered for the
position of chairman of the [Import Duties] Advisory
Committee to Neville's 'intense astonishment and
dismay' as he considered such an appointment
would be grossly improper, but Neville was glad
that he could say he had already offered to
someone else; Neville having appointed Sir George
May to be chairman of the Import Duties Advisory
Committee; Dorothy's and Neville's colds; the
situation in Shanghai [the invasion of the Chinese
suburb of Chapei by the Japanese] in which Neville
feels Britain is not in a position to help; Neville
feeling that the Irish election [won by Eamon De
Valera] 'is another unpleasant change'; him not
minding about the French Government's fall; the
improved financial situation after 'the astonishing
gold mine...discovered in India's hoards'; the local
Conservatives in Birmingham thinking of holding 'a
great demonstration' in Bingley Hall on Joseph
Chamberlain's birthday, at which Neville if is to be
presented with a portrait of himself (though he may
have to miss it if he needs to go to the Ottawa
Conference). 20 February.
/772: Comments on Hilda and Ida's holiday on the
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Isle of Wight, and his own holiday there, some
years ago; Anne having gone to Down House, and
about her having been 'very 'nervy' all the week'
and has been suffering from an 'inferiority
complex'; both Dorothy and Neville having been
unable to get rid of their colds though Neville's has
eased; Neville being 'very happy that the [Import
Duties] Bill has gone through so well'; the Speakers
Levée at which Neville heard 'such unanimous
satisfaction' with his conduct of the Bill; the
decision for maize to be included on the 'free list'
[of goods not to be taxed under the Import Duties
Bill]; Neville's success in winding up on the third
reading of the Bill; Sir Allan Powell having been
appointed as Deputy Chairman of the Import Duties
Advisory Committee; the improved financial
situation due to Indians cashing in their gold
sovereigns for rupees or silver, which is bringing in
about £2 million per week to the Government; the
mystery about which delegates are to go to the
Ottawa Conference 'but Thomas who can never
keep his mouth shut has been bragging to a
journalist that he was going to head the delegation
and that he would 'take' Runciman, Philip and
Hailsham with him', and about Neville having asked
Stanley Baldwin whether he could lead the
delegation instead and take Neville with him; Anne
and Neville having accepted [Aimé] de Fleuriau's
[French Ambassador] invitation to meet [Joseph]
Caillaux [French politician], and Neville's comments
that 'these foreigners are tumbling over one
another to make themselves agreeable to us'. 27
February.
/773: Comments on Ida and Hilda's holiday on the
Isle of Wight and his previous holiday there; Anne
having 'felt so like a nervous breakdown' and so
has gone to stay with Lillian [Cole] [Neville and
Anne's aunt], and about Neville's concerns about
her, commenting 'she is rather a difficult patient the
physical and mental are so mixed up in her that
one doesn't know which is really the cause of the
trouble'; lunch at the French Embassy to meet
Joseph Caillaux; lunch with [Robert] Vansittart
[Permanent Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs] to
meet Chastenet, the editor of the Temps; Britain
'being very much courted at present' by other
countries, and Neville's thoughts that the large
number of foreign buyers at the B. T. Fair [possibly
Birmingham Trade Fair?] may be put 'down to their
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anxiety about our tariff'; Neville feeling that 'we are
not likely to go out of our way again to keep the
Samuelites [the National Liberals led by Herbert
Samuel] in the Cabinet, but I doubt very much if
they mean to go'; Neville's annoyance at press
suggestions that Neville should be able to reduce
taxation all round next year, as Neville feels that
'indications are not too good for next year's
revenue'; J. H. Thomas' argument with [Howard]
Ferguson (Canadian High Commissioner) at a
private dinner, which Neville feels is an indication
of 'how dangerous it would be if J. H. T. were to go
to Ottawa [for the Imperial Economic Conference]
in command', and Baldwin has promised to ask the
Prime Minister if he can lead the delegation; Ll[oyd]
G[eorge] being reported to tire very easily 'and
there are many rumours...that he is 'finished' so far
as politics are concerned'; Frank having been to
visit his parents on his 'leave out day' from school,
and they visited a watercolour paintings exhibition
and an opera 'The Derby Day'; the planned
Birmingham demonstration [on Joseph
Chamberlain's birthday] being cancelled as Neville
is unsure whether he can go. 5 March.
/774: Ida and Anne having colds, and Neville still
has remnants of his cold; discusses the bust [of
Joseph Chamberlain, in Westminster Abbey];
Neville's comments on elementary schools
suggesting that they are much better but that they
ought to be better, and comments on a Birmingham
Post report of a teachers mass meeting which
demanded that the previous cuts are restored in
the next Budget; Neville having been to select a
design for his casket [for his Freedom of the City of
Birmingham award]; an 'easy week' for Neville as
he has not had to attend the House of Commons
very much; his unexpected speech on currency;
about the activity of currency speculators on
sterling; his plan for the Ottawa Conference [for
Baldwin to lead the delegation] 'seems to be
coming off', and about articles in the Times
referring to the British delegation for the
conference; J. H. Thomas' concerns about his
position and being overshadowed by Neville at the
Ottawa Conference; various social engagements
that week including the Buckingham Palace party,
and about the King being 'very pleased with the
way things are going'; the garden. 12 March.
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/775: Neville's illness with catarrh; Frank's illness
with sinusitis; invites Ida and Hilda to seats in the
Members Gallery for his Budget speech; comments
that it 'will not be an interesting Budget'; Neville to
send a warning to [Eamon] de Valera [Irish Minister
for External Affairs] after de Valera had been 'airily
talking of breaking his engagements without a word
from us'; Neville's speech at 'a full and most
enthusiastic meeting'; Austen and Neville having
been the guests at the Unionist Club banquet;
Anne being 'better though she hasn't had too bright
a week'. 19 March.
/776: Neville's fishing holiday at Cairnton, Glassel,
Aberdeenshire with Arthur [Wood] and Montague
Barlow; Neville having forgotten about politics while
he has been away fishing, but has had press
photographers there who have photographed him
fishing; visit to see Cecily [Debenham], who with
her husband Ernest is going to Tunisia for a month;
Lilian [Cole, Neville and Anne's aunt] having
developed shingles so Anne is going to stay with
Miss Leamon [the former nurse to Neville and
Anne's children] for her holiday; Ramsay
MacDonald seeming to be 'much happier about his
own position and that of the Gov[ernmen]t'. 27
March.
/777: Neville being happy at Hilda's 'appreciative
account' of his family, and comments on his
appreciation of Hilda and Ida; there being 'no doubt
that Annie is better for her rest'; his wish to read
Simmonds book; comments on the breakdown of
negotiations [at the Four Power Danubian
Conference] which Neville feels was due to 'want of
preparation'; Neville being 'not enamoured of
International Conferences after this first experience'
with the Danubian Conference; Neville having not
yet begun to write his Budget speech but has been
telling some of his Cabinet colleagues of his plans;
the Lausanne Conference being provisionally fixed
for June 16 but they are considering postponing the
Ottawa Conference; 'ole man Keit' [Mr Keith, who
owned neighbouring land to Neville on Andros
Island in the Bahamas when Neville was running
his sisal plantation there] having written to Neville
and Neville has asked to see him. 9 April.
/778: 'This ridiculous Press keeps on ringing up
and sending round callers to ask for another
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photograph or to know what I am doing now' [in the
days shortly before Neville delivers his Budget
speech]; visit to see play 'Helen'; dinner with
Austen at which they talked about the Danubian
question, and regarding Austen being anxious to
help; Austen's planned American tour in which he
is thinking of delivering a large number of lectures.
17 April.
/779: Neville having had 'a pretty measly time since
the Budget' due to his illness with lumbago, which
has meant that Neville has had to cancel his
engagements and rest in bed for the week; his
lumbago having eased, but he has now 'a sharpish
attack of gout' which he feels is a sign of overwork;
Ramsay MacDonald's eye problem, and Neville's
concerns that if MacDonald is unable to return to
the House of Commons due to this problem, then
Baldwin might be unable to go to the Ottawa
Conference, and so Neville's share of the work
would be greater; agrees that he has 'got off very
cheaply with such an unpopular Budget'; some
abusive letters received after the Budget, but some
'very gratifying comments' from others; Neville's
Budget broadcast seeming 'to have gone very well';
Frank having heard the Budget broadcast while in
a Dartmoor inn while on a tour with friends in
Devon and Cornwall; a mistake which Neville made
while speaking in the House of Commons; him
reading a book by Simmonds. 23 April.
/780: Neville's illness with gout which has been 'a
real bad go, the worst I have had for many years',
and he has been using crutches and has been
carried up and down stairs in a chair; Sir R. Woods
having been to treat Neville's lumbago, and Dr
Thomas has been to see Neville regarding his
gout; Neville feeling that 'life seems insupportable
at times' with his gout and its treatment; a
forthcoming procession and speech; beer drinkers
and brewers 'continue to rage furiously' after the
Budget but Neville feels 'a firm attitude will bring
the H[ouse] of C[ommons] into line and I am sure
that to give way w[oul]d only raise a fresh crop of
troubles'; appreciative letter from the defeated
candidate at Wakefield; Frank having gone away
'feeling a good deal that he was beginning a new
life and separating from his family for a long time'.
30 April.
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/781: A 'pretty stiff finish' [to the session at the
House of Commons], and about Neville's various
tasks and appointments during the week including
Cabinet committee work, the Royal Court and the
Newspaper Press Fund dinner; Neville's stay in
Dorchester with Montague Barlow including about
fishing and shooting, but he has now begun to be
very ill with gout; Neville's announcement of a
concession on silk; his caution in not committing to
anything specific regarding making economies, but
has 'intimated that if anything big was to be done it
will be very disagreeable' and so 'the atmosphere
is gradually created in which the disagreeable
things become possible'; Neville feeling that
Winston [Churchill's] criticisms are ineffective, and
comments that during Churchill's Chancellorship
that none of his planned economies were carried
out, which Neville feels brought discredit to the
Conservative Party; information suggesting a leftwing government in France 'is likely to be much
more amenable than Tardieu and Co.' but feels that
[Heinrich] Brüning [German Chancellor] would
instead feel they would be extra cautious, and
Neville feels that 'in any case the key of the
situation lies in U. S. A. not France'; Neville having
met Mrs David Bruce and her father the new
American Ambassador but 'could get nothing out of
either'. 15 May.
/782: Thanks for invitation to stay with Ida and
Hilda in Odiham; Neville having decided to follow
Anne's suggestion of going to Harrogate next week
for treatment of his gout by Dr Morris, which would
mean abdicating his control over the remaining
stages of the Finance Bill, and has had to face the
possibility that he may have to consider the
possibility of his retirement from politics, but he
doesn't 'want that just yet', particularly if he were
unable to attend the Lausanne and Ottawa
conferences due to the gout; Anne to consult Dr
Thomas for her medical problems; the previous
night having been 'the first good one' since he has
been away at the Manor House, Great Durnford,
Salisbury with his foot feeling better; a letter from
Frank about his walking tour in Germany, which he
is enjoying; the wet weather which Neville fears
may be spoiling Ida and Hilda's holiday. 21 May.
/783: Letter from Anne to Hilda Chamberlain
regarding Dr Morris' treatment of Neville's gout
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which is thought to be due to an 'accumulation of
phosphates' believed to be 'caused by heavy brain
work'; Anne feeling that the loss of Neville's holiday
had hastened the attack of gout, and 'the heavy
accumulated work and Budget - with many late
hours was just the last straw'; Anne feeling that the
doctors 'will get him right completely now - but he
must get a proper summer holiday'; Neville, Anne
and Dorothy being pleased with their rooms at
Harrogate; Anne receiving internal treatment;
Frank's 'splendid letter' about his walking tour. [26
May?].
/784: Regrets failing to mention Hilda and Ida's
birthdays, and supposes that he and Anne were
too much occupied with their own troubles; the
poor weather during the month; Neville being
satisfied with Dr Morris' treatment, and his foot has
improved every day; Dr Morris' examination of
Anne, and about her improved condition; Walter
Elliot [Financial Secretary to the Treasury] being
reported to have done 'extremely well' [in the
remaining stages of the Finance Bill]; the 'beer duty
incident' and about Winston Churchill having
'apparently intended to make a striking speech on
the subject' but found that the clause had never
been moved and so was 'very much annoyed';
[William] Ormsby-Gore and Tom Inskip's
adaptation of Neville's speech to the bankers
having 'created a regular slump on the Stock
Exchange and some violent protests against
defeatism'; Neville's belief that 'further great
economies' are necessary; 'a very useful article' in
the Sunday Times by 'Scrutator' [Herbert
Sidebottom]; Neville's preliminary warning to
certain ministers about making economies; visit to
Great Alnes Cliff, and about the beautiful
countryside in the Harrogate area; him being well
treated in Harrogate with his treatment given to him
for free by the Corporation, an alderman [Sir
Thomas Fleming] having allowed Neville to use his
Rolls-Royce car, and he has had many invitations
to tea. 29 May.
/785: The changable weather conditions; visit to
Fountains [Abbey], and walk down the valley of the
Skell, giving account of the trees, flowers and birds
seen; discusses his activities in Harrogate including
about tea with Sir Hubert Young [Governor of
Nyasaland]; visit of Sir Thomas Fleming; visit to
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Bolton Abbey; an American photographer having
fell in a river and was killed; visit to Farnley Hall, at
which Neville looked at Major Fawkes' collection of
Turner paintings; visit to see Geoffrey Ellis, who
Neville succeeded in getting a baronetcy for, and
about his weekend political schools and his house
Nethersyde Hall; Anne and Dorothy's visit to
Swinton and York; books read including 'A
Naturalist in the Guiana Forest' by Major Kingston
and 'Nelson' by Wilkinson; his foot having
'progressed steadily'; him having done much work
while in Harrogate and so doesn't think there will be
a great accumulation for him to return to; the
international conferences 'look worse than ever
now' that [Franz] Von Papen has replaced Brüning
as German Chancellor, which Neville thinks will
make the French difficult, and Neville is infuriated
with the Americans. 5 June.
/786: Neville having 'had rather a heavy week to
start off with' after his return from Harrogate; the
Opposition request for a debate on the Lausanne
Conference, but Ramsay MacDonald is to ask
[George] Lansbury [Leader of the Labour Party] to
withdraw the request as Neville feels it would be
difficult to make a statement 'without a serious risk
of saying something which might be misunderstood
or resented in one of the foreign capitals'; Neville
having spoken 'to correct the rather pessimistic
ideas [about the economy] which have been
gathering head lately' and though trade is 'distinctly
worse' he feels when taking a longer view that
'there are some more hopeful signs'; him 'beginning
to be really hopeful' about the Lausanne
Conference; the Ottawa Conference 'not going too
well at present'; the report [of James Thomas and
Lord Hailsham's visit to Ireland] having 'offered no
hope of any agreement'; visit to the Alexandra
Memorial, and Neville's comments on the
appearance of the sculptor; the garden at
Westbourne; Neville knowing nothing about Harriet
Martineau; book by Herman being read. 11 June.
/787: Neville having been suffering from gout
again; the beautiful suite in which Neville is staying
while at the Lausanne Conference; the 'very
strenuous time' at the Lausanne Conference in
'wrestling with the Powers over the declaration
which we finally got them to sign'; the Dominions
representatives having been 'very pleased' with
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Neville's speech at the conference; Franz von
Papen's speech, and Neville's thoughts about him;
dinner with [Edouard] Herriot [French Prime
Minister]; dinner with Germain Martin [French
Finance Minister]; Neville, the Prime Minister and
their staff having concluded 'the best line is to try
for something much wider than an agreement on
Reparations only'; discusses the French position at
the conference; regrets the death of Donald
Maclean. 19 June.
/788: Envies Ida for going to Moor Lane House
[where Neville often went fishing], and about
[Walter] Runciman having brought Neville a book
on trout fishing; Neville's foot seeming no worse
though he fears it is no better, so he is spending
the day in bed; comments on Ida and Hilda's roof
problems; Ramsay MacDonald having reported on
his talks with the Americans, which he was 'much
encouraged by'. 20 June.
/789: The weather; Neville having spent two days
in bed and three in his room with his foot up, due to
his gout; drive out to Les Avants, and about the
flowers seen; excursion with the Runcimans to the
village of Estavayer-le-Lac on the lake of
Neuchatel, passing back through Fribourg; visit to
Montreaux for lunch with the Greenwoods; Neville
feeling that the conference has been 'an
education...in the ways of the foreigner' who he
says 'simply can't contemplate getting down to
business without long preliminary sparring and
skirmishing', and comments on the 'different
methods' of the various nations present at the
conference; comments on the negotiations at the
conference; says that Hilda is right about [Herbert]
Hoover [President of the USA] who he says did not
consult any of the British delegation, and says that
his proposals 'are made to suit American interests
and are put forward for electioneering purposes'.
26 June.
/790: Preparations for the 'Conversion Scheme' [for
converting the war loan to a lower interest rate]
having been carried out for many weeks 'without a
whisper getting out', which Neville returned to
London to announce but was summoned back to
the Lausanne Conference soon after; the
Lausanne Conference having been 'all in a tangle'
when Neville arrived back, with difficulties with the
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Germans and Italians; the possibility that the
Ottawa Conference may need to be postponed;
Neville feeling that he is useful at the Lausanne
Conference and the Prime Minister he thinks is
'getting to rely on my [Neville's] help very much';
Neville getting on well with the French and the
Germans at the conference though he feels the
Germans especially Franz von Papen are
'incredibly stupid'; drive with [Walter] Runciman into
the upper country; Neville's continued hopes for a
settlement 'though just now the snags look
particularly large and formidable'. 4 July.
/791: Neville's further speech in the Lausanne
debate [in the House of Commons]; the Prime
Minister [Ramsay MacDonald] having been 'in a
very nervous condition' and made a poor speech in
the Lausanne debate; voyage on RMS Empress of
Britain (en route to the Imperial Economic
Conference, in Ottawa, Canada) including about
the ship which he finds 'too luxurious and too big';
him being glad that he has been able to come with
the other members of the British delegation on that
ship, as he has 'been able to direct things as I
[Neville] wanted them'; the meetings held by the
British delegation on the ship about their planned
propositions etc for the Ottawa Conference; Neville
having had 'no gouty feelings'. 17 July.
/792: The voyage to Canada including about a fire
and a collision in the fog; the 'chief burden of the
British side' of the Ottawa Conference is falling on
Neville; Neville's activities at Ottawa; his personal
activities at Ottawa; Neville to go on a fishing trip
with various people; the conference having 'not
gone badly so far'; [Richard] Bennett [Canadian
Prime Minister] having been Neville's 'greatest
anxiety' at the conference; discusses the
negotiations on tariffs including about the
Dominions wanting preference on meat and wheat,
Neville trying to get an agreement with the
Dominions for progressive decreases in the duties
due on British goods and Neville's idea for the
Dominions to restrict their production. 27 July.
/793: Ida and Hilda's holiday; Neville feeling
unhappy that invitations are going out for the next
conference in October, and it looks as though he
'shouldn't have much of a holiday this summer'
though he looks forward to a month in Scotland
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and a series of visits being arranged by Anne; little
being reported about the Imperial Economic
Conference in the press but Neville is 'more than
satisfied with the progress we are making'; Neville
having spoken about restriction and regulation of
supplies on the Monetary Committee; [Stanley]
Bruce [Australian Minister Resident in London]
having accepted the British proposals during a long
discussion with the Australians; Stanley Bruce and
the other Dominion representatives wanting Britain
to restrict foreign imports rather than just an
increased duty on foreign imports, which Britain
had refused, but Bruce later accepted the idea of
voluntary restriction; Neville having 'supplied all the
constructive ideas' so he is 'very pleased and
happy' though expects he won't receive the credit;
visit to a fishing club; agreement having been
reached with the Indians at the conference. 3-4
August.
/794: The long time it takes for the post to arrive;
Richard Bennett's 'extremely aggressive' manner in
delivering the Canadian proposals at the Ottawa
Conference, and Neville has grave doubts about
these proposals including a steel 'concession'
which put Britain in a worse position; Neville having
been very busy at the conference and hasn't had
any time to himself; his long talk with Bennett, and
about them agreeing to a declaration drafted by
Neville on future policy on trade and tariffs;
[William] Herridge [Canadian Minister to the United
States, who was Bennett's brother-in-law] being
very angry as he believed Britain 'had deliberately
withheld until the last moment the fact that the
bacon question was referred to a Royal
Commission and could not therefore be decided
now', and since then Neville's relations with
Bennett have been 'extremely unpleasant', though
Bennett has been getting along much better with
Lord Hailsham; Neville looking forward to the end
of the conference as he has 'had a very worrying
time'. 11-15 August.
/795: Neville's voyage back to Britain feeling 'rather
gouty, very weary, but with a mind at rest, for after
all the fogs and reefs and hurricanes we did in the
end get safely to port' [referring to success of the
Imperial Economic Conference] but he feels that he
had not 'ever worked so hard in my life', and that it
was 'a d-d close-run thing'; Lord Hailsham having
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felt close to a nervous breakdown due to the strain
of the conference; the 'prolonged and desperate
battle with [Richard] Bennett' to get an agreement
with the Canadians at the conference; J. H.
Thomas and [Walter] Runciman having commented
that they would 'fade quietly out of the picture' [ie
resign] if a duty was given on meat, and regarding
the election pledge against the taxation of wheat
and meat; Neville having 'no complaint' against the
Australians and New Zealanders at the conference
'in spite of the anxieties they caused', but was very
unhappy at the behaviour of Bennett; Neville
having been unable to get a resolution passed
which layed down 'the principles of Imperial trade
policy' but he finally got through a milder resolution;
him feeling that the trade agreements reached at
the conference with the dominions 'are excellent';
disagrees with Hilda's comments about expansion
of production saying 'what is the use of expanding
production unless there is a corresponding
expansion of consumption'; feels that the dangers
of a drought in Australia [affecting imports of food]
are much exaggerated; the Prime Minister having
'had hankerings after a visit to America' but Neville
believes the Americans don't want him and Neville
hopes he will hear no more of this idea; hopes
Hilda's leg has improved; it having been reported
that there is 'an enthusiastic press [for the Ottawa
conference] except for the Free Traders'; Bennett
having asked Neville to the sign the Canadian
Treaty and begged Neville not to bear any malice
against him. 21 August.
/796: Neville being glad at Hilda and Ida's
appreciation of the Imperial Economic Conference
at Ottawa, and is pleased 'that there are still so
many of the family left to rejoice in the fulfilment of
Father's policy' [of 'tariff reform' - increased tariffs
on imports from outside the British Empire]; Neville
being satisfied with the press reports of the
conference, though was amused at reading in the
newspapers how 'Mr Baldwin was closeted with Mr
Bennett until the small hours of Saturday when he
initialled the agreement and then settled the
organisation of the plenary meeting' though in
reality Baldwin 'was tucked up in his little bed long
before that' and it was Neville who initialled the
agreement; Neville having had much pain in his
eye, caused by a foreign body which an oculist has
now removed; Anne looking better; Frank having
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arrived back from his trip to Germany; a Cabinet
meeting at which [Herbert] Samuel 'asked many
carping questions', and Neville now feels that he
would rejoice if Samuel were to resign from the
Cabinet as he feels Samuel 'is a most
uncomfortable colleague'; Neville slowly picking up
but still feels 'pretty tired' after the conference and
is 'besieged by the press'; daily Cabinet meetings
to begin on 10 October, so he is unable to go to
Harrogate; his expectation that he will have to take
the Bill to put the agreements made at Ottawa into
operation; asks whether he and the family can
come to stay at Odiham with Ida and Hilda for a
day or two. 30 August.
/797: Thanks Hilda for her remarks about the
Imperial Economic Conference and her
suggestions; Neville having decided not to go to
Harrogate at the moment as he could only go there
at the expense of his visits to Scotland; comments
on Hilda and Ida's visit to Switzerland; account of
Neville and Anne's stay [with Sir T. Royden] at
Tillypronie, Tarland, Aberdeenshire including about
the other guests, Lord Knutsford, Lord and Lady
Forbes, Thomas Brocklebank, 'Jack Sarly' and Sir
Francis Humphrys, the attractive countryside;
conversation with Humphrys about his meeting with
the Shah [of Persia], who (the Shah) wished to free
himself from the Russians by connecting up Tehran
with the planned Haifa-Baghdad railway, which
may require assistance from the British
Government; his host and hostess, the Roydens, at
Tillypronie having commented 'they had never seen
anyone look so awful' as Neville did on his arrival
but now say Neville appears 'a new man'; Frank
having returned from Germany looking well, and
Neville feels that though he doesn't know what
Frank will do in the future, he expects Frank will
make a success of his life; the garden at
Westbourne. 4 September.
/798: Neville's holiday plans, including about him
looking forward to instructing Frank in fishing
during a week in Dorset; contrasts Frank with 'the
Amery boy' [presumably Leopold Amery's son] who
Neville calls a 'little gutter snipe'; Neville and Anne
having enjoyed their visit to Tillypronie including
about visit to dine with the King at Balmoral;
Neville's long talk with the King at Balmoral
including about the King having been 'extremely
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rash in declaring that we must on no account
annoy the police, thereby inserting himself into a
highly controversial and difficult problem' after the
May Committee had recommended that the police
pay should be cut, and about the discussions in the
Cabinet about the proposed pay cuts; Neville
having heard of threatened resignations from the
Cabinet due to the Ottawa conference, which
Neville says he hopes for as he says he is 'fed up
with them'; Neville and Anne's stay at Littlewood
Park, Alford, Aberdeenshire [with A. McLean MP]
including about lunch with Lord and Lady Forbes at
Castle Forbes, visit to some stone circles which
were being excavated, and visit to Kildrummy
Castle. 12 September.
/799: Aunt Lina being 'a marvel, in her enterprise
and interest in life', and Neville's comments on how
people are living longer and able to enjoy life into
their old age; comments on Hilda's leg problems
and suggests massage treatment may be helpful;
the helpfulness of Neville's host [Herbert Cayzer
MP]; Neville feeling 'quite refreshed' and 'able to
work again' though 'a certain amount of tenderness
remains in the foot joint'; Neville still making himself
'as disagreeable as possible' about the proposed
police pay cut; Warren Fisher [Permanent
Secretary at the Treasury] having been sent to see
Neville while he is on holiday in Scotland at the
Prime Minister's [Ramsay MacDonald] request to
discuss [Philip] Snowden, [Herbert] Samuel and
[Archibald] Sinclair's intention of resigning from the
Government following the agreements made at
Ottawa [for placing tariffs on imports from outside
the British Empire and Dominions]; Neville having
sent MacDonald a note saying the separation with
Snowden, Samuel and Sinclair was inevitable and
would strengthen the Government; Neville's hopes
and expectation that the National Government will
form a fused party under a 'National' name; Neville
enjoying his stay with Cayzer at Lanfine, Newmilns,
Ayrshire where they are 'in the midst of luxury' and
are going shooting and fishing. 18 September.
/800: Neville being glad at Ida's account of Aunt
Lina; a Cabinet meeting having been summoned at
which 'the dissentients [Snowden, Samuel and
Sinclair - against the agreements made at Ottawa
for tariffs on foreign imports]; Neville's plans for the
next few days; him having enjoyed his stay with
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Cayzer in Scotland including fishing; Neville's talk
with the Prime Minister who 'is quite calm now
about the resignations'; Neville expecting that there
may be 'more trouble over the reconstruction [of
the Cabinet] than over the resignations, for I still
think the latter won't do us any damage'; Neville
and Frank 'having a very pleasant time' at Moor
Lane House, Briantspuddle, Dorset, with Cecily
and her husband Ernest Debenham. 25
September.
/801: Neville being glad that Hilda has had a
peaceful weekend for her work seems 'equally
exacting'; Anne's foot continues to improve; dinner
with [John] Simon at which Neville talked [with
Edouard Herriot, French Prime Minister] who was
'in great form' and told various stories including one
which referred to someone having tried to sell him
lions and tigers when he was Mayor of Lyons for
the municipal zoo; Austen having been 'gloomy
and aggressive demanding to know what the
Government's foreign policy was and expressing
his belief that they hadn't got one'; [Eamon] de
Valera [Irish Minister of External Affairs] having
said that no settlement was possible [on land
annuity payments]; Neville being busy with the
Ottawa bill [to put the agreements made at the
Imperial Economic Conference at Ottawa for tariffs
on imported goods from outside the Empire into
law]; Ll[oyd] G[eorge]'s letter refusing to go to
Queen's Hall'; Neville having succeeded in getting
the police pay cut carried through Cabinet; 'trouble
is...working up over the Means Test' [for
unemployment insurance], and Neville has
'conceived a bolder plan' for making a statutory
commission responsible for relief to the able
bodied; Neville's thoughts that his proposed
statutory commission could find 'some interest in
life for the large numbers of men who are never
likely to get work' and feels they 'must be given
organised recreation, physical exercise and where
possible a bit of ground'. 15 October.
/802: Neville's speech on Ottawa [the Imperial
Economic Conference at Ottawa, Canada], and the
Cabinet 'are well satisfied' with their reception and
Neville feels the 'debate [on the bill to put the
Ottawa agreements into law] after the first day has
been as dead as mutton'; Neville's scheme [for
unemployment relief] having 'made much
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progress', and Neville's further thoughts on the
scheme; the new Home Secretary and Secretary of
State for Scotland's meetings with the police which
went better than expected [discussions on the
proposed pay cut for police]; Neville's fears that
Anne's convalescence will be longer than first
expected, and she has badly damaged her ankle;
Neville having been to lay the foundation stone at
the [new head office of the Birmingham Municipal]
Bank, and he marvels at the expansion of the bank;
Austen having read the first volume in proof of the
Life [of Joseph Chamberlain, by James Garvin];
Neville having 'been recalled to London for a
conference with the pundits about the exchange'
[rate of the pound, after a fall in its value]; Neville
having 'got Cadman on to Ernest [Debenham]'s
affair' which Neville considers to be a swindle. 22
October.
/803: Neville and Anne's visit to stay with Lady
Northcote at Compton Place in Eastbourne; Anne
beginning to walk a little and her foot is growing
stronger; Neville being unsure how long his
scheme [for unemployment relief] will remain a
secret after Sir Allan Powell wrote to the Times to
advocate it and the Local Authority Economy
Report has recommended it; Neville having been
pushing his idea for the regulation of production;
him having been suggesting a new disarmament
plan to John Simon; [Henry] Wickham Steed
having been wrong in a radio broadcast on the
unemployment debate; the debate on the Ottawa
Bill being 'as dead as mutton'; 'no sign of trouble'
so far in the police [with the proposed pay cuts];
Eamon De Valera having made 'further advances'
and Neville has been told that De Valera has
'decided that the [Irish] Free State had better
remain in the British Empire' after hearing of the
Ottawa conference. 30 October.
/804: Neville's distress at Hilda's leg problems;
Neville's 'gruelling week' with Cabinet and Cabinet
Committee meetings, and his attendances at the
House of Commons for the Ottawa Bill; a 'nasty
storm' having 'boiled up over meat following a not
very successful interview which the P[rime]
M[inister] and S[tanley] B[aldwin] had had with a
deputation of agricultural members' but Neville
intervened and calmed down the situation; Neville's
feeling the 'emergency which has arisen may in the
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end be a good thing because it will force the
interests concerned to take the idea of voluntary
restriction [of imports and production of food] more
seriously', and it seems that the Government is
coming to an agricultural policy which would
increase the control on food production to raise
wholesale prices; the local authorities
recommendation on unemployment relief having
been devised independently, but Neville feels their
recommendatins will make his task easier; John
Simon having not taken kindly to Neville's
disarmament plan, but after a Cabinet discussion a
Committee was appoited to work out a draft
proposal which embodies Neville's plan for
disarmament in stages 'dependent upon the good
behaviour of Germany during the preceding period';
problems in India over the question of handing the
responsibility for finance to an Indian Government;
negotiations with Ireland being 'off for the present'.
5 November.
/805: Neville having returned early from his
weekend for an interview with the press on the note
to the USA [on war debts]; Neville's 'very pleasant
weekend' [for a shooting party with Sir Gomer
Berry in Buckinghamshire] including about some of
the other guests [Pierre] Flandin [French politician]
and his wife, M. Hauzeur, M. and Mme. du Plessir;
Neville having had 'several long talks with Flandin
and got on very confidential terms with him' during
the weekend; Flandin having commented that he
thinks Herriot's government in France will come to
an end and 'seems to anticipate a fresh
combination between his own party minus the
diehards and Herriot's Radical-Socialists and
Radicals, leaving out Socialists, Dissident
Socialists and Communists'; Neville's address to a
meeting of the Ladies Carlton Club about the
Imperial Economic Conference at Ottawa. 13
November.
/806: Shooting trip attended by Neville at
Yattendon Court, near Newbury, Berkshire with Sir
Edward Iliffe including about Iliffe, the house; John
Simon's speech, and Neville's concern about the
little emphasis placed on Neville's idea of
disarmament by stages; lunch with Pierre Flandin,
and their discussion about Flandin's idea of tieing
up German equality of status with an agreement
about the eastern frontier, naval disarmament, and
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the World Economic Conference; Neville's talk with
the new Soviet Ambassador, M[ikhailovich] Maisky
including about a quota system for timber; the City
being 'in a great state of nervousness'; Neville
being 'sorry for the Conservative back benchers
whose Economy Report has been submerged
under the ridicule poured upon them for their
apparent anxiety to escape from the responsibility
of it'; Neville and Anne having returned to London,
and Neville has a busy week ahead of him; Oliver
Locker-Lampson having 'arranged excellent
reviews for J. C. [possibly refers to Garvin's
biography of Joseph Chamberlain] though he
agrees it is not likely to have a very large
circulation in its present form'. 19 November.
/807: Neville being glad that Hilda's massage
treatment for her leg is proving successful;
illnesses in the family; congratulates Hilda on her
success with the County N[ursing] A[ssociation],
and comments on how 'so many gifted people fail
to accomplish much...because they haven't the
necessary persistence' including Winston
[Churchill] who 'always loses interest in his
schemes'; Neville's anger with the Americans [after
the American Secretary of State, Henry Stimson
wrote to refuse a British request for revision of the
war debt owed to the USA], and he is considering
whether 'to pay or not to pay' [the next repayment
of the war debt due on 15 December] and is
currently inclined not to pay; says that Hilda and
Ida need not worry about the Bury slum as the
subsidy for slum clearance is to be retained for a
time; Neville being glad that 'the Rural Workers
Housing Act has come to the top again'; the
unemployment insurance proposal having escaped
notice so far; a 'pretty strenuous week' for Neville;
lunch with the new Company of Newspaper Makers
at which Neville spoke; Sir Edward Iliffe's
comments about Neville; Neville having begun to
read the Life [of Joseph Chamberlain, by James
Garvin], and his 'first impression is that it is far too
detailed for modern taste'; Neville and Anne having
received 350 people at the [Birmingham] Botanical
Gardens and about Anne's speech. 26 November.
/808: Concern that Anne has 'certainly been
overdoing it'; Neville's stay at Chevening and the
'delightful day' yesterday; the note requesting
suspension of war debt repayments to the USA
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having 'received such high praise'; Neville's
meeting with the Governor [of the Bank of England]
who reported that Ogden Mills [Secretary to the US
Treasury] having secretly said through an
intermediary that repayment of the debt would be
harmful and proposed that the British should use its
power to suspend the debt for two years; detailed
account of the various meetings, including Cabinet
meetings, held with the Prime Minister, Governor of
the Bank of England and others to discuss the war
debt, Mills' proposal, and the note which was to be
sent to the USA; the US State Department having
introduced an alteration into the proposal for
suspension of war debt repayments which Neville
thinks 'makes it quite unacceptable' and it was
turned down at once. 4 December.
/809: The further note to the USA regarding war
debt repayment which explained Britain was 'not
resuming payments under the old agreement but
making an advance as if it were against the final
settlement to be taken into account in the
discussions'; Neville feeling that the payment to the
USA is not going to depress the exchange; his visit
to Paris to meet Edouard Herriot [French Prime
Minister] and Germain Martin [French Finance
Minister], and about Herriot planning to take similar
action to Britain [on war debt repayments to the
USA]; Neville being surprised and gratified by a
presentation to him [of a silver salver at a dinner of
Birmingham Conservative MPs], and about
Austen's letter 'which made a great impression';
Neville having now nearly finished reading the Life
of Joseph Chamberlain by James Garvin and on
the whole is 'very pleased with it'; Mrs Garvin
having told Anne that the biography 'had had the
best sale of any biography since Morley's
Gladstone'; Neville being struck after reading the
biography 'that Cabinets were very different in
those days' with a lack of 'team spirit'; the limited
progress with a portrait of Neville by [Oswald]
Birley; Frank's knee being better; Neville's meeting
with Lord Craigavon 'in the hope that he would be
able to make some suggestion which might be
helpful for the Irish trouble' but he had none. 10
December.
/810: The success of Neville's speech on the
American war debt; 'the situation is distinctly
puzzling' with the war debt; Austne's plea for
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reconditioning slums; the Minister of Labour's
opposition to the proposed unemployment relief
scheme; Neville being interested to hear of Ida's
ideas for helping the unemployed; Frank's knee
problem, and the possibility that an operation may
be necessary; Neville's stay for a shooting party at
Brocket Hall, Lemsford, Welwyn Garden City,
Hertfordshire [with Sir Charles Nall-Cain]. 17
December.
45 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/811-854

1933 letters

1933

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1933. A letter
from Anne Chamberlain to Ida Chamberlain; and
letters from Lord Midleton and Nora Wigram to
Neville are also included.
Major themes in these letters include the
repercussions of the collapse of the World
Economic Conference; continued discussions with
the United States of America over the repayment of
British war debts and anxiety about President
Roosevelt's economic policy and the introduction of
the New Deal; the failure of the Disarmament
Conference at Geneva; Neville's struggle to get the
Unemployment Insurance Bill through Parliament;
and Britain's economic position.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/811: Anne having 'got along pretty well'; Neville
having picked up a cold and is taking cinnamon
tablets; the family to return to London so that Frank
[Neville and Anne's son] may see Miss Haltman
[regarding the problem with his knee]; Neville and
Anne's 'pleasant though not very exciting visit to
Masham' [staying with Philip Cunliffe-Lister at
Swinton] including about shooting, and the other
guests; [Eamon] De Valera [Irish Minister for
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External Affairs] having 'acted rather cleverly in
getting in an election before the Opposition have
had time to consolidate'. 4 January
/812: Neville and the family having gone to
Highfield Park [home of Neville's aunt Lillian Cole]
rather than Westbourne due to 'the epidemic of flu
which is raging in Birmingham with great ferocity'
and Frank's knee problem; Frank to receive
treatment for his knee; Neville being vexed at
having to change his plans but Lillian Cole is
making their stay 'very comfortable'; Ramsay
MacDonald having secretly told Neville that
[Franklin] Roosevelt [the American President] is
sending an emissary to discuss war debts, and
about Neville's plans to attempt to get a moratorium
on payment of the debts, and then 'a settlement on
the lines of Lausanne [refers to the Lausanne
Conference held in 1932]'; him 'watching Ireland
and S[outh] Africa with the greatest interest' and
feels they 'look a little more hopeful'; Anne 'is still
feeling pretty dead-alive' but seems to have
'intervals when she is more herself'. 8 January
/813: Neville and Anne's 'very pleasant visit to
Highfield [Park]' including about the surrounding
country, Neville having looked for crossbills, and
films showed by Enid [Neville's cousin] of her visit
to Canada including some showing Neville;
concerns about Austen's illness; Frank's treatment
for his knee; Anne to stay at Westbourne on her
own for the next week to get some more rest;
Neville's dismay that his holiday is over and soon
he will be making speeches again; visit to see 'G.
H. K.' [Neville's uncle George Kenrick] and his
plants, and about him being 'full of vitality' and is
planning to go fishing by himself at Loubcroy [in
Scotland]; [James] Garvin having said the second
volume [of his biography of Joseph Chamberlain] is
to come out in March. 14 January
/814: The frost and the damage caused to the
plants in the garden at Westbourne; Anne being
pleased with [Oswald] Birley's portrait of Neville
and Neville doesn't dislike it; the interest which had
been aroused by Neville's letter to the Times about
a bird (a wagtail) he had observed, and S. B.
[Stanley Baldwin, Leader of the Conservative
Party] commented that it had firmly established
Neville's 'popularity in the great heart of the nation';
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Neville being distressed about Lawrence [Austen
and Ivy Chamberlain's son], who required an
operation; Miss H[altman] being confident 'that she
can put Frank [his knee problem] perfectly right';
Anne's speech at the Assembly Rooms for the
[Birmingham] General Hospital; Neville, Anne and
Austen's visit to the jewellers dinner including about
Austen's impromptu speech and [Stanley] Bruce's
[Australian Minister Resident in London] 'most
useful' speech on Ottawa [the Imperial Economic
Conference in 1932]; Neville's meeting with Hilton
Young [Minister of Health] about a possible slum
policy, and about a memorandum on the policy
dictated by Neville; Austen being pleased with the
proposed slum policy; discussion in Cabinet about
Neville's proposed Statutory Relief Commission [for
unemployment relief], and Austen's thoughts about
it; Neville's successful speech in Leeds; [Ronald]
Lindsay [British Ambassador to the USA] having
been recalled following Neville's request to the
Prime Minister 'chiefly with a view to making
Lindsay the intermediary with [Franklin] Roosevelt
[American President]' [to discuss war debts owed
by Britain to the USA], and now Roosevelt has
invited Lindsay to an interview, which Neville feels
'the best news for a long time'; invites Ida to visit.
29 January
/815: Neville, Anne and Dorothy's plan to visit Hilda
and Ida; lack of news about Lawrence [Austen and
Ivy's son]; Neville being 'desperately anxious' about
his friend Arthur Wood who is very ill; Neville
having been 'delighted' by Stanley Bruce's speech
at the jewellers' dinner; Neville's concerns that
some American correspondents had distorted his
words after going to lunch with them to talk about
the economic problems and the World Conference;
his speech in Birmingham which was filmed, but
Neville says he 'shan't do it again' due to the strong
lights used; Neville, Anne, Dorothy and the Hilton
Youngs visit to play 'Mother of Pearl' which Neville
found boring; the garden. 4 February
/816: Neville being very disappointed that he had to
give up his weekend with Ida and Hilda, after
becoming ill, which he feels is due to something he
ate; Neville's thoughts that newspaper accounts of
conversations with Ronald Lindsay are misleading
or untruthful; Lindsay having confirmed the
impression that it seemed 'impossible to get any
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satisfactory settlement [of war debts owed to the
USA] through Congress at present' and they now
sought a moratorium [to suspend war debt
repayments], and about the plans for getting this
moratorium; Neville's proposal [currently opposed
by the Prime Minister] for holding the World
Conference in Washington DC or elsewhere in the
USA rather than London to help 'sweeten
Congress'; an idea for sending a minister to the
USA for a preliminary discussion of the situation;
Neville's progress with his unemployment
insurance reform which has been modified; Oswald
Birley's portrait of Neville being 'practically finished',
and Birley is to correct an error; the
correspondence in the Times about Stanley
Baldwin's use of the phrase 'try out' in a speech
having been condemned by the Public Orator as an
Americanism [though unknown to the press, the
speech was actually written by Rutherford]. 12
February
/817: Neville's illness having cleared except for a
slight lumbago feeling; Anne having presided at a
[Conservative] women's conference; Dorothy with
the help of Warren having been doing the cooking
and housework, which wore her out; Neville having
had a strenuous week, and has had various
speeches to deliver; Neville having spoke for the
Government on the vote of censure [on
unemployment] after [Walter] Runciman had
refused to speak, and about Neville's speech in
which he 'deliberately said unpleasant things' as he
thought it 'necessary that people should be told the
truth', though the House of Commons did not
respond as Neville had hoped; him feeling that
Hilda doesn't need to worry about Neville not
getting his way over America; suggests that a visit
by the Prime Minister [Ramsay MacDonald] to see
Franklin Roosevelt may be beneficial; Neville's
Statutory Commission [on unemployment relief]
proposals being accepted and the Cabinet
Committee is now to work out the details; Neville's
letter [signed 'C. E.'] to the Times on 'American
Prepositions'; the cold weather; the portrait of
Neville by Oswald Birley is now finished, and
Walter Runciman's jocular remarks; Neville's hopes
that he may be able to come to Odiham before
Easter. 18 February
/818: The snow has affected Neville's constituency
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engagements; Anne has been opening bazaars in
Birmingham and has stayed with Aunt Alice at
Maple Bank; Neville's lumbago is better; he has to
speak at a public meeting in Edinburgh and attend
to Cabinet business; discusses reports in the
'Times' criticising the government's policy on
taxation; comments on a Cabinet dispute about the
export of arms to China; [Ronald] Lindsay has
spoken to Roosevelt about the difficulty of getting a
moratorium [on British war debts]; mentions some
of his forthcoming speeches; he and Dorothy have
been to the 'Three French Reigns' exhibition. 25
February
/819: Discusses Britain's failure to reach a
settlement with America at the Lausanne
Conference and his fears that Germany is 'only
looking for an opportunity to declare that the
Disarmament Conference has failed in order to rearm'; Neville has managed to persuade Cabinet not
to export arms; comments on the economic crisis in
the United States of America and the continued
criticism in the 'Times' of the government's
economic position; his speech at Derby was
successful and he has been speaking to the Prime
Minister about slum clearance and improvement
schemes; gives an account of the Press Gallery
dinner at which he spoke and mentions some of his
forthcoming engagements; Frank and Dorothy are
unable to accompany him on his next visit to
Odiham. 4 March
/820: Thanks Hilda and Ida for their birthday
greetings and comments on the possibility that
Austen will not stand for Parliament again;
mentions his recent fishing trip and comments on
developments in his garden; gives an account of
the presentation to him and Anne in Birmingham
and explains how it affected him emotionally 'when
I got up to speak I could hardly get my words out
and after the first sentence I had to stop...there was
a much larger audience than anyone had expected
and they cheered sympathetically so after a time I
collected myself and said what I wanted to say. It's
the first time I have really broken doen and I felt
very much ashamed of my loss of control'; he has
had a meeting with [Georges] Bonnet [French
Minister of Finance] and has also had a discussion
with [John Maynard] Keynes about the Budget,
which he thinks will provoke disagreements;
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mentions Ramsay MacDonald's visit to Geneva [to
present proposals for milirary and air disarmament
to the Disarmament Conference], his forthcoming
visit to Mussolini, and Roosevelt's desire for him to
visit the USA to discuss disarmament; expresses
his concern about the international situation and
mentions unrest in India and uncertainty about
Germany's plans. 18 March
/821: Discusses the developments in his garden
and mentions that Dorothy and Frank have been to
Sutton Park with Michael Lloyd to go riding;
comments on his holiday plans; expresses his
frustration at being summoned by Stanley Baldwin
to take the debate [in the House of Commons] on
the economic situation and mentions that [Antony]
Eden made a good speech in another debate 'that
young man is coming along rapidly; not only can he
make a good speech but he has a good head and
what advice he gives is listened to by the Cabinet';
he has opened a new Club building in Edgbaston
and has given eighteen speeches since the start of
the year; Winston Churchill is to make 'the speech
of his life' on India. 25 March
/822: Comments on criticism in the newspapers of
his Budget, particularly demands in the 'Times' for
the reduction of taxes for businesses; comments
on the recent debate on India and on the reception
of Winston Churchill's speech 'I thought he made a
bad start and when Wardlaw Milne interrupted him
he seems to have completely lost his control and
his nerve...I fancy the explanation is to be found in
the incredible quantity of alcohol he is in the habit
of taking...that must tell on his nerves and his liver
and I am afraid he is storing up increasing trouble
for himself hereafter'; he has been trying to
persuade Ramsay MacDonald to accept
Roosevelt's invitation to go to America to discuss a
moratorium [on British war debts]; he hopes to get
the Unemployment Insurance bill through Cabinet;
expresses his concern about the situation in Russia
[following the arrest of English engineers working
for Metro-Vickers]; Dorothy and Frank have driven
in Frank's car to see Miss Leamon and are
enjoying using the car 'though their parents have
their moments of anxiety they endeavour to
conceal their feelings, realising that the youth of
today must be given its head'. 1 April
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/823: Mentions that he has been working on his
Budget speech; he and Anne have been to see an
exhibition of watercolours by David Muirhead;
mentions that the Minister of Health has issued his
circular [on slums] and is waiting for the report of
his Committee before speaking about
reconditioning; gives details of recent Cabinet
meetings to discuss Unemployment Insurance
cooperatives and the situation in Russia; mentions
that Roosevelt has not said anything further about
British war debts but he is hopeful of a moratorium
following Ramsay MacDonald's visit. 9 April
/824: Discusses his recent fishing holiday which
was cut short by a telegram asking him to return to
London; mentions that the Press have become
more interested in his movements and 'the
photographers keep watch outside the house and
today one actually pursued Dorothy & met to the
Zoo and followed us round till I went up to him and
ordered him off. It is a curious idea that just
because the Budget is due in a few days the public
should be supposed to want to see the Chancellor
looking at the gorillas!'. 23 April
/824a: Comments on the wildlife at Cairnton, and
his daily activities while on holiday including
working on his Budget speech; describes his
fishing, and mentions Frank's success in catching a
20lb fish; remarks on Austen's recent attack on
German nationalism 'he is the one man whose
name is known abroad who can say those things...I
must say that so far as Hitler is concerned he has
really been the best of the bunch since he has
been in office. But whether he can hold Goring
remains to be seen'; warns Hilda and Ida that his
Budget speech, which they are to hear at the
House of Commons, is likely to be dull. 16 April.
/825: Discusses the debate on the Budget and
remarks on his current disillusionment with politics
'I get very weary of it sometimes, seeing nothing
ahead to look forward to, but only long struggles
against a gradually more & more disgruntled public
opinion. I wonder whether it will seem worth while
to go on after the next Election. I cannot tell yet but
I have not got Father's joy in battle and intense
conviction that whatever he was pursuing was
vitally important'; comments on his reading of the
second volume of Garvin's biography of Joseph
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Chamberlain and mentions his resentment of
Gladstone; notes that the german delegate at
Geneva has 'become most accommodating. I
suspect Austen's speech has shaken up the
German Govt more than they care to confess'. 29
April.
/826: Expresses his concern about Anne's health
which is still not good; comments on the 'alarming'
situation in Germany [following the arrest of all
German trade union leaders] and the continued
lack of progress in negotiations with the United
States of America [over repayment of British war
debts]; comments on criticism Neville has received
from the Birmingham Jewellers and Silversmiths
Association that he did not support Austen in
opposing the Anglo-German Trade Agreement. 7
May
/827: Comments on his recent fishing trip which
was not successful; discusses accounts of the
American policy on war debts which have been
published in the newspapers and expresses his
anxiety about the forthcoming World Conference
'the P[rime M[inister] thinks it won't be over by
Christmas! And it is difficult to see how anything
valuable can come out of it'. 14 May
/828: Discusses his workload and mentions that he
has been able to take time away from his worries
which has prevented him from 'getting into the sort
of condition that reduces Ramsay [MacDonald] at
times to a nervous wreck'; gives an account of his
visit to Ashridge [to the Bonar Law Memorial
College] where he spoke on finance, war debts,
and the Economic Conference; describes Gerald
Loder's house near Rowfant, where he and Anne
have stayed; comments on the 'Times' apparent
'vendetta' against government economic policy,
and discusses recent debates on proposals to tax
Cooperative Societies and on duties on oil,
describing how he negotiated concessions on
coastal shipping; he and Anne have been able to
visit the Chelsea [Flower] Show, and he is to
receive an honorary degree from Oxford in June,
and a degree from Cambridge the following year;
remarks on the continued discussions at Geneva
[at the Disarmament Conference]. 26 May
/829: Describes how he has been able to manage
his policies in the House of Commons 'by taking
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care to adopt a conciliatory manner and giving a
concession now and then on something
unimportant one gets one's way on the things that
really matter', giving the example of his
negotiations on the Exchange Equalisation
Account; hopes that Hilda is not becoming
overworked by giving so much time to Women's
Institute affairs, and mentions that Dorothy is
excited about Stephen Lloyd's imminent arrival
home [from India] on sick leave after suffering
malaria followed by partial paralysis. 3 June
/830: Gives an account of his recent Whitsun
holiday at the Tyrons home, their trip to Salisbury
with Dorothy where they visited the cathedral, and
their visit to Lady Ilchester with Jack Hills and his
wife; discusses Roosevelt's suggestion of a part
payment of British war debts after Congress's
refusal to accept a moratorium and Neville's efforts
to persuade Cabinet to agree to his proposal for a
'small token payment...it will be a comfort if it works
out according to plan for it is not a nice thing to
default and yet payment again really was not
possible'. 10 June
/831: Announces Frank's degree result which
Neville and Anne are delighted with; mentions that
Frank is to go to St Sebastian to stay with a friend
of the Ambassador there to improve his Spanish;
comments on the agreement reached with the
United States of America over the payment of
British war debts and Neville's achievement in
averting defaulting, and describes the scene in the
House of Commons following the announcement;
mentions his speech to the World Economic
Conference which he has been praised for 'but we
are only now beginning to approach the real
difficulties after much scrapping between the
Americans and the French for the empty honours
of official positions'; he has been for lunch with the
Vansittarts at Denham, and to the royal garden
party at Windsor. 17 June
/832: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Ida:
Comments on Neville's successful speech to the
delegates [at the World Economic Conference?];
she has attended a League of Nations party and
mentions that 'people in the House seemed to
realise it was Neville's achievement' [in reaching an
agreement with the United States of America over
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payment of British war debts]; she has great
expectations for Neville's conference speech, and
mentions Stephen Lloyd's improved health.
Undated
/833: Frank and Dorothy have driven to
Birmingham in Frank's car and have gone out on
the river with Martin Lloyd 'the possession of a car
does give these young things opportunities'; he has
been to dinner with Abe Bailey which was attended
by Prince Arthur, [John Maynard] Keynes, Lord
Salisbury, Eric Geddes, [Leo] Amery, and the
Marquess of Reading, as well as 'Dominions
people'; gives details of his visit to Oxford with his
family [where Neville was awarded an honorary
degree]; discusses the passage of the Finance Bill
through the House of Commons and continued
difficulties with the Cooperatives; alludes to
President Roosevelt's 'New Deal' 'If Roosevelt pulls
off his policy it will be embarrassing because
people will want to know why I haven't done the
same. If, as I think more probable, it presently
comes to grief, he will throw us all into frightful
confusion'. 24 June
/833a: Letter from Midleton [Brodrick, William St
John Fremantle (1856-1942) 1st Earl of Midleton,
statesman] to Neville. Congratulates Neville on his
'wonderful performance' the previous week. 15
June
/834b: Letter from Nora Wigram [wife of Clive
Wigram] to Neville. Congratulates Neville on all he
has achieved for the country 'England is indeed
fortunate in her Chancellor'. 15 June
/835: Gives brief details of his fishing holiday at
Briantspuddle; discusses making his statement to
the House and comments on the recent
unemployment figures which 'came in most
opportunely to show that we were holding our end
up'; comments on Roosevelt's statement to the
World Economic Conference [rejecting any
agreement on international currency stablisation] 'I
find it very difficult to see how we can get much
value out of it now'; wonders whether Roosevelt will
devalue the dollar which would affect Britain's
currency, and hopes he wil not have to go to the
USA before the end of October; gives an account
of Stephen Lloyd's health and mentions that
Dorothy has visited him in hospital, expressing his
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concern about his future health and what this might
mean for the couple. 10 July
/836: Gives details of his recent social
engagements including dining with the Readings
where he met 'Tom' Lamont [Chairman of
J.P.Morgan] who was concerned about Roosevelt's
economic policy, and attending a dinner at the Iraqi
Legation to meet Faisal I [King of Iraq] who wanted
to discuss railways; discusses Ramsay
MacDonald's plans to adjourn the World Economic
Conference and complains about American
sabotage of the negotiations 'I should think there
has never been a case of a Conference being so
completely smashed by one of the participants';
mentions his work on Unemployment Insurance
legislation and that the Public Assistance
Committee system will probably survive. 15 July
/837: Comments on the sunny weather and
expresses his relief that he was able to get away to
Briantspuddle following the debate on the dollar
bonds offer at which he did not face much
opposition in the House of Commons; he has
enjoyed spending his time fishing, and has visited
Crawford Tarrant to see the medieval church there;
explains details of the proposed Unemployment
scheme and the role of the Commission to deal
with 'able bodied unemployed who come under
Health Insurance, which of course includes
agricultural workers, domestic servants and
railwaymen...so the P[ublic] A[ssistance]
C[ommittee] will be left with those over 65 and the
sick and the children'; comments on Hilda's work
with her joint collection scheme [for Hospital and
District Nursing subscriptions] and is sure that it will
be successful; mentions that the Opposition want
another debate on the World Economic Conference
and expresses his satisfaction at the recent slump
on the New York Stock Exchange 'it has absolutely
silenced the critics who were asking why our
Chancellor could not be brave as well as wise like
the American President', speculating on the
chances of success of Roosevelt's New Deal;
discusses his negotiations with the Domininons on
monetary policy. 23 July
/838: Mentions how much Dorothy enjoyed her stay
at Odiham; he has been working in his garden at
Westbourne but the grass is very burnt; comments
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on his success in being able to make the
Dominions Declaration [on common action on
monetary policy between the Dominion countries]
which was well received in the City and 'did a good
deal to redeem the [World Economic] Conference
failure'; Ramsay MacDonald has accepted Neville's
proposals 'both on procedure and on the lines on
which we should negotiate' on the question of
British war debts, but has not repeated his
suggestion that Neville should go to America to
discuss the issue; Mary and Willie [Carnegie] have
visited for dinner, and Neville and Anne have had
dinner with Austen and Ivy; Austen seems to be
happy with the 'influential position' he has in the
House of Commons; comments on criticism in the
newspapers of Lloyd George's speech and gives
his opinion that his apparent conversion to
protection is evidence of his opportunism. 30 July
/839: Expresses his enjoyment of his holiday in
Scotland and mentions how nice it has been to
have Hilda and Ida to stay for part of the holiday;
gives an account of his grouse shooting activities.
27 August
/840: Gives details of his visit to the Roydens and
to Balmoral, describing the gardens there and his
room, and mentioning some of the guests who
were also there, including King George of Greece;
describes the 'Queen's room kept almost exactly as
it was in Victoria's day including the desks placed
back to back in the middle of the room as which
she & the Prince Consort sat'; he has met the
Queen and the Duchess of York, whom he found
'charming; he has to return to London to discuss
the European situation. 3 September
/841: Gives details about the poor health of Arthur
Wood and mentions that the Duchess of York is
bringing Princess Elizabeth to the grounds he looks
after; Neville has travelled to London with 'Jimmy'
[J.H.] Thomas who has also spent time with the
King and Queen, listening to the King tell 'him his
family troubles (no doubt about his sons)'; remarks
that it was unncessary to recall Cabinet, and gives
details of his leisure activities following his return to
Scotland including presiding at a Gaelic concert in
the village, and going for walks and drives in the
local areas. 10 September
/842: Gives an account of the rest of his holiday
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and gives details of the grouse he shot; comments
on Anne's continued poor health and mentions that
he has been suffering from 'gouty eczema';
mentions Ida's visit to see Katie 'it seems strange
that she and I who used to be such close friends
should have drifted so completely out of one
another's lives'. 17 September
/843: Comments on Hilda's work for the Women's
Institute and the amount of travelling it entails; asks
about Hilda's involvement in addressing women
who are learning agricultural skills; mentions his
visit to Norfolk [to stay with Samuel Hoare] which
Anne has not been looking forward to, and
discusses his work on proposals for payment of
British war debts to the United States of America;
remarks on the general sense of satisfaction that
the country seem to have with the National
Government, and mentions criticism in the
'Observer' of the government's failure to provide
assistance to Cunard in building new liners; Frank
has visited and they have been fishing together;
Stephen Lloyd's health is improving but his future is
still uncertain 'in any case I should think he could
never go back to India'. 24 September
/844: Gives details of his fishing and shooting
activities in Dorset and gives an account of Cecily
and Ernest's health; Anne has been working at the
Women's Clubs in Birmingham and has opened a
hostel 'in connection with the maternity hospital';
thanks Ida for his Christmas present, which he will
probably spend on bulbs; expresses his concern
about the health of Ramsay MacDonald, and gives
details of his forthcoming duties, including
addressing the Bankers dinner and giving a speech
on India. 30 September
/845: Expresses his concern about the amount of
work Hilda is doing for the Women's Institute and
hopes that the organisation pays her expenses for
the travelling she does; discusses debates at the
Conservative Annual Conference on India, and on
Defence, and mentions Winston Churchill's
criticism of the government ove these issues;
comments on the reception of his own speech on
India, urging members to vote for the amendment;
Neville has taken Stanley Baldwin and his wife to
the [Birmingham] Art Gallery and Shakespeare
Library and comments on Baldwin's growing dislike
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of Americans 'he actually refused ain invitation to
dine with Ramsay [MacDonald] on Monday to meet
the James Roosevelts, he being Franklin's son'. 7
October
/846: Mentions that he is going on a shooting
holiday before going to Birmingham to open 'the
40000th house built by the Corporation' [at the
Weoley Castle estate]; he has had dinner with
Austen [who had recently celebrated his seventieth
birthday] who seemed to be in good health. 18
October
/847: Gives an account of his shooting holiday, and
mentions that he and Anne went to visit Frank at
Cambridge and to lunch with the Master of Trinity,
Sir J.J.Thomson; mentions his recent speech at
Nottingham and observes that the journalists
covering it missed his mention of House of Lords
reform; discusses Sir John Simon's broadcast on
disarmament which he thinks went badly, and
discusses the international situation 'Mussolini is
playing the usual double game, the Americans are
chiefly anxious to convince their people that they
are not going to be drawn into doing anything
helpful to the rest of the world, the Germans are
propagandising with a view to dividing France &
England, the French are in trouble over their
Budget and our Foreign Office in the absence of
''Van'' seems to have no mind of its own'; gives his
own opinion that some strengthening of British
defences would be wise, which should be possible
as he is no longer expecting a deficit at the end of
the financial year; mentions that there is still no
settlement with America on the payment of British
war debts; describes some of the portraits at [the
Marquess of] Exeter's home. 21 October
/848: Discusses the actions of Local Authorities in
restoring cuts to municipal salaries and the trouble
this is likely to cause for the government; mentions
that the Ministry of Health is likely to propose a new
scheme to assist with municipal sewage and water
costs, but that this information is confidential for the
moment; discusses the result of the Fulham byelection which has upset Ramsay MacDonald, and
gives his opinion that the loss was due to
discontent with the Means Test rather than unease
about rearmament; Anne has been attending
women's meetings which have been well attended
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because of her popularity; gives an account of his
visit to the Weoley Castle estate to open the
40,000th house built by the Corporation, and his
visit with the Mayor and Mayoress to 'see a small
scheme in the middle of the town where they have
built a number of ''maisonettes'' on the site of the
old cavalry barracks' which he describes 'you can
imagine what a change this is from the old filthy
back to back den'; describes the layout of the
Weoley Castle estate and mentions that he was
presented with an ivory and silver cigar box;
explains how he has described Roosevelt's
economic policy to the Cabinet and mentions
rumours from the United States of America that
confidence in the New Deal is 'crumbling' and gives
his own opinion of Roosevelt as 'a dangerous and
unreliable horse in any team'; he has devised a
new short term proposal for [war] debt settlement
but anticipates trouble in Cabinet. 28 October
/849: Comments on the results of the municipal
elections and the recent by election in Kilmarnock;
discusses his recent meetings with Local
Authorities about their responsibilities; comments
on President Roosevelt's refusal to consider
currency stablisation, the apparent failure of his
scheme, and his subsequent inability to reach a
settlement about the repayment of [war] debts; he
is glad that Hilda has finished most of her Women's
Institute work for the present and will not have to
do so much travelling; Mary and Willie [Carnegie]
have visited, but Willie seemed very quiet;
describes some of the paintings at a recent
exhibition he and Anne have attended. 4 October
[date later amended to 4 November]
/850: Mentions that he is to meet Hilton Young to
discuss the Moyne Report [on Housing]; comments
on the reception of the Unemployment Insurance
Bill in the newspapers and the costs to Local
Authorities; remarks on the 'apathy' with which his
proposals on arrangements for the payment of war
debts were received in the United States of
America; he has had a meeting with [Pierre
Etienne] Flandin [French Foreign Minister] and
John Sankey, Walter Runciman and Stanley
Baldwin to discuss French financial difficulties;
discusses his reading of L. Pearsall Smith's book
on Shakespeare; he and Dorothy have been to
hear the pianist Rudolph Serkin and he is planning
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to visit the Zoo the following day; mentions the
Prime Minister's tribute to him at the Guildhall 'he
does not often do such things'. 11 November
/851: Discusses Hilda's progress with her Nursing
Association collection scheme; describes his room
and the grounds at Croxton Park, and gives details
of [George Douglas Cochrane] Newton's scheme to
'produce pigs under contract according to the pig
marketing scheme'; comments on recent tensions
with Sir John Simon and thinks he will have to be
replaced at the Foreign Office 'he would insist on
trying to get the Cabinet to consider an amended
Disarmament Convention to be put forward at
Geneva so that we might not be blamed for
breaking up the Conference'; describes the
surroundings of his recent dinner at the Middle
Temple; he and Anne have been to a Philharmonic
concert at Queen's Hall which he enjoyed 'I know
what I am going to get not like th etheatre where
you pay more and may find yourself landed with
some insufferably tedious or vulgar performance';
he has to give a speech in Birmingham in
connection with the opening of the new Municipal
Bank head office there. 18 November
/852: The Edgbaston [constituents] ball was
successful, and describes the new Municipal Bank
building in Birmingham; he has had another
meeting with Local Authorities representatives and
has drafted a new clause with the help of Sir
William Ray which has helped him to reach an
agreement with the County Councils and London
County Council, 'and though the A[ssociation of]
M[unicipal] C[orporations] still pretend to stand out I
think the back of their opposition is broken'; he has
had dinner with Sir R. Roy Wilson at the Bank of
South Africa, and with the Amerys to celebrate [Leo
Amery's] sixtieth birthday, at which the Lloyds were
also present. 25 November
/853: Discusses the impact of his recent speech in
the House of Commons [defending the
Unemployment Bill] and the effect it has on the
Labour opposition; he has had to speak on
Newfoundland and has substituted his own lines in
a telegram to Berlin on Hitler's recent proposals
'Simon was very good about it and showed no
resentment at having his despatch riddled so I can't
complain but it is surprising to me how such a
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clever man can occasionally fall into such errors of
judgement'; Anne has had to attend a number of
committee meetings recently, and had to make a
speech at the laying of the foundation stone of a
new church [in Edgbaston]; they have held a dinner
party to meet Henry Herbert Stevens, the Canadian
Minister of Commerce, and he has also been
organising lunches for new Members of Parliament;
expresses his frustration at the Local Authorities'
behaviour over the Unemployement Bill and their
demands for more funds 'the fact is that everyone
is beginning to ask for money now they see such
good returns'. 9 December
/854: Discusses his continued attempts to protect
the Unemployement Insurance Bill by making small
concessions to the 'distressed areas'; mentions the
recent all night sitting which he thinks was caused
by James Maxton 'baiting' J. H. Thomas over the
Newfoundland Bill; comments on the 'successful
conclusion of the Cunard affair' [providing
government funds to enable work to restart on the
construction of the Queen Mary and to assist the
merger of Cunard and White Star] which he thinks
'is an excellent example of how National financial
resources can & should be used to remove an
otherwise insuperable obstacle to the effective
working of private enterprise'; discusses
negotiations between the Indian government and
Japan over the limitation of Japanese imports of
cotton goods into India and Neville's intervention
announcing that he would support the Indian
government. 17 December
46 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/855-899

1934 letters

1934

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1934.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
Major themes in these letters include continued
discussions with the United States of America over
the repayment of British war debts and anxiety
about President Roosevelt's economic policy and
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the introduction of the New Deal; diplomacy with
Japan and Germany relating to trade and
rearmament; Neville's work on strategies to
improve conditions in the Depressed Areas, the
regulations of the Unemployment Assistance
Board, his work on various policies to be discussed
by the Conservative Research Department
including initiatives for promoting physical exercise;
and his increasing involvement in British foreign
policy.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
/855: Reflects on an unsuccessful visit to the
Cunliffe Listers, with Philip preoccupied by his
forthcoming Empire tour to Africa; describes the
recent dinner of the 'bush-beaters' union at the
local pub which he had to attend. 2 January
/856: Recounts details of recent confusion about
the delivery of ducks to his address from New York;
mentions that they have had nuthatches in their
garden at Westbourne; he and Anne have been
making social calls, and have had lunch with the
Baldwins at Astley Hall; they have had some local
Councillors and their wives to lunch, and he has
been asked to open an ex-servicemen's club; he
has read Maynard Keynes' article [ the 'Open Letter
to the President' published in the 'New York Times',
commenting on Roosevelt's economic policy] 'with
some amusement. He is evidently suspicious of
Roosevelt but I thought he was much less positive
than usual'. 7 January
/857: He is pleased that Ida and Hilda's tenants are
happy with their new houses and remarks on the
fact that 'any of them should give the Government
credit for the improvement in their conditions'; he
has travelled to Birmingham by train with a 'Dudley
man...who talked...about slum clearance' and
suggested that more subsidy was the only way to
effect slum clearance and 'house the surplus
population of the slums'; he has been to see Kate
and gives details of her state of health; he has also
visited Aunt Alice and some relatives of Anne's who
live near the Welsh borders, from where they
visited Powys Castle. 14 January
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/858: He has dined with Austen and Diane and has
heard more about Lawrence's medical treatment;
mentions that he and Anne have seen the
exhibition at Burlington House and recommends
specific paintings for Ida and Hilda to see if they
manage to visit again; gives an account of his visit
to the British Museum to see the Codex Sinaiticus;
he has been to the Queens Hall concert to hear
two Beethoven symphonies, which he enjoyed; he
has been investigating the possiblity of getting the
'Sunday Times' to 'do a little propaganda' on House
of Lords reform 'on moderate lines'. 27 January
/859: Hopes that Hilda and Ida will have better
weather in Eastbourne than they have experienced
so far; Dorothy is delighted to have been invited to
go to Italy with Hilda and Ida 'I believe she will truly
multiply your enjoyment by hers'; gives news of
Philip Cunliffe Lister's health; discusses the
reception of the government's disarmament
proposals and the stability of the French
government; gives details of his negotiations with
Germany over the payment of debts, and
comments on President Roosevelt's attempts to
depress the dollar and the possibility that prices will
rise as a result; he and Anne are going to stay at
Cliveden; mentions the difficulties he has been
having with the Minister of Labour [over the
passage of the Unemployment Bill], and hopes that
the government will make progress on on House of
Lords reform. 3 February
/860: He has been suffering from back pain and
discusses having treatment for it; he has to present
the finance clauses of the Unemployment Bill in the
House of Commons; comments on the intentions of
the new French government [towards
Disarmament] and discusses his views about the
direction of government policy for the remainder of
the current administration, mentioning that he has
seen Stanley Baldwin to arrange a Cabinet meeting
before asking the Research Department to work on
a programme; discusses the result of the
Cambridge by-election, and the varied political
views of voters there. 10 February
/861: Expresses his sympathy for Hilda who is
suffering from influenza; his lumbago has
improved, and he has visited Uncle George; Anne
has gone to church, and Dorothy has gone to see
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Stephen [Lloyd]; discusses the couple's
relationship, and Stephen's health and future
career; discusses his reading of works by and
about Darwin, and his views on inheritance; he has
dined with the National Liberals in the House, and
has also attended a lunch for young MPs;
discusses opinions in the House of Commons
about the government grant to Cunard [to enable
work to re-commence on the construction of the
Queen Mary, and the merger of Cunard and White
Star]; discusses reactions at a recent meeting in
Plymouth to proposals for subsidies to guarantee
milk prices ad to provide free milk in schools, and
to 'Means Test housing'; mentions that he has
selected Geoffrey Lloyd to become a new Minister
for Housing within the Ministry of Health 'who has
made a special study of the subject & sits for a
slum constituency', and criticises Stanley Baldwin's
poor leadership over this issue. 25 February
/862: Expresses his concern for Ida, who has
contracted influenza from Hilda; gives details about
Stephen Lloyd's improved health and his concerns
about Stephen's future career; discusses his
difficulties in appointing a new Minister of Housing
and the way possible changes within the Cabinet
have been reported in the press; describes how
Stanley Baldwin approached Ramsay MacDonald
about this issue, and the distress of Viscount
Sankey and Sir John Simon [Foreign Secretary] at
reports that their roles would be changed; he has
discussed new government policies with the
Research Department covering 'Industry,
Agriculture, home production, foreign & imperial
imports, sharing out of work, Imperial development,
emigration & communications, Parliamentary
Reform, Defence Foreign Policy, Social Services
including the improvement of the national physique
and education', which were well received. 3 March
/863: His sciatica and lumbago have improved, but
Anne is tired and unwell; Dorothy has been
spending time with Stephen Lloyd and his family,
and Neville comments on Stephen's good
character and his acceptance of him as a son-inlaw, if they decide to marry; Aunt Alice has visited,
and they have discussed their Kenrick relations;
Ramsay MacDonald is to keep John Sankey in his
post, and Hilton Young is hoping that no Minister of
Housing will be appointed; expresses his frustration
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with Ramsay MacDonald's apparent inability to
'take swift and decisive action even when the way
was pointed out to him'; Sir John Simon has been
suggesting that a general election should be held in
1934, and Neville sets out his reasons for opposing
this course of action, inlcuding the risk that the
Conservative party would become split over the
Government of India bill; Nursery schools have
been added to Neville's policy programme for the
Cabinet Conservative Committee to discuss. 11
March
/864: Thanks Ida for her birthday greetings; he has
been looking at Warden [Stanley] Chilcott's paper
which includes the ages of members of the
government, and notes that he is one of the oldest
members 'however it isn't a question of years but
how you feel and even if my body is not as active
as it was I don't seem to be aware of any decline in
mental powers just yet'; mentions the forthcoming
Budget and the recent late sitting to discuss the
Cunard Bill; discusses the new Housing proposals
[to offer state aid to local authorities to prevent
overcrowding] and his satisfaction at the prospect
of getting town planning, reconditioning, house
management by independent local commissioners,
and 'a Central House Management Advisory
Committee to correlate & standardise principles
and to train managers'; comments on his plans to
introduce policy for the 'Regeneration of the
National Physique' through physical examination,
programmes for regular exercise, information about
diet, and 'maybe voluntary camps in national
parks'. 17 March
/865: Mentions his recent visit to Newcastle before
the Budget 'Tyneside is not sharing much in the
recovery and it was rather difficult to find the right
note of sympathy & hope without undue optimism';
mentions the reception of recent articles in the
'Times' written by Henry Brooke, a member of staff
at the Research Department whom Neville
seconded for the task; he has had lunch with the
Prince of Wales and others to discuss housing 'he
himself is very earnest about it but he has been got
at by some sentimentalists who know very little of
the subject and it was a delicate task to damp
down the ideas expressed while showing a proper
appreciation of the spirit'; expresses his views
about disarmament [following the Cabinet's
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consideration of the report of the Defence
Requirements Committee] and sets out his idea for
a 'limited liability plan' consisting of a mutual
guarantee by 'Germany, France, Italy, UK, Poland
& Czechoslovakia under which on breach of the
convention each of the other signatories
undertakes to put a limited specified force at the
disposal of the joint body to be used to support the
aggrieved party'. 24 March
/866: Gives details about the fishing holiday he is
on with Frank; expresses his frustration that his
limited liability plan for national security has been
dismissed by the Chiefs of Staff; the Prime Minister
has adopted his suggestion to send
Commissioners to the 'Derelict areas and make the
best of them Chairman of the Unempl[oyment]
Ass[istan]ce Board'1 April
/867: Expresses his concern about Arthur Wood's
poor health, and his transfer to a nursing home in
Aberdeen; discusses the good reception of the
Budget in the House of Commons and across the
country, despite his worries about reactions to the
Unemployment Fund Debt; comments on Robert
Horne's apparent anger towards Neville, and
criticism he has received from other colleagues
who think he is over cautious, refuting these
accusations by listing his achievements in getting
his proposals adopted on regulation of production,
slum clearance, and sending Commissioners to
'derelict areas'; accepts that his proposals to create
an International Force to maintain peace in Europe,
and making a commercial and political pact with
Japan and China, have been rejected by the
Foreign Office, but believes it and his colleagues
will have to accept them eventually; he has had a
meeting with the Chief of the Imperial General Staff
[Archibald Armar Montgomery Massingberd] to
discuss his plan [for an International Force]and
thinks that, besides J.H.Thomas, Halifax and
Londonderry are also interested, and he may get
more allies later; he and Kingsley Wood are
working to start a 'separate propaganda office' for
the Conservative Party; thanks Hilda for her
support of his Budget, and her comments about his
recent radio broadcast. 21 April
/868: Comments on the possibility of fighting a
general election as a National Government;
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discusses his meeting with the Chiefs of Staff to
consider his 'limited liability plan', mentions [Robert]
Vansittart's view that it should be proposed at the
Disarmament Conference in May but thinks that Sir
John Simon would not have the 'courage & I am
pretty sure the P[rime] M[inister] would not be able
to make up his mind to back it'; the Budget
resolutions have been carried and he hopes to get
a concession in the rate of interest in the
forthcoming discussion on Debt; he is glad that Ida
is feeling better, but agrees that she should resign
as chairman of the [local government] Finance
Committee; expresses his sadness at the news of
George Duckworth's death, and mentions that
Arthur Wood is very unwell; he has been fishing
with Major Ball on the Test. 29 April
/869: Mentions the recent bazaars at Bingley Hall
organised by the Women's Unionist Association to
raise funds for the party; he and Anne have been to
Stratford-upon-Avon to see Henry V with Dorothy
and Stephen; he has been successful in getting his
'recomitted clause' through, and though he 'made a
concession on interest' he has 'refused to give way
on the main question of the debt'; he has attended
a dinner at the Goldsmiths Company, where he
had to make a speech, and has been involved in
Cabinet committees on Disarmament; Sir John
Simon has prepared a speech for [the
Disarmament Conference at] Geneva, but [Maurice
Pascal Alers] Hankey has opposed it 'but I remain
unconvinced by his arguments and grow more sure
that sooner or later we shall have to come back to
my idea'; reports on the deteriorating health of
Arthur Wood. 5 May
/870: He is going to Scotland to see Arthur Wood,
who is very ill; Anne is feeling tired after working for
the bazaars organised by the Women's Unionist
Association in Birmingham, which were a success
and made a profit of over £5000; he has got
approval for the repeal of the Land Tax clauses in
the Finance Bill; he has been unable to carry his
views about an International Force to go forward to
the Disarmament Conference at Geneva but hopes
he has made the 'Services and the Foreign
Office...think more seriously about the subject than
they have ever done before'; comments on the
amount of work he has made for himself 'unhappily
it is part of my nature that I cannot contemplate any
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problem without trying to find a solution for it',
remarking that he has 'practically taken charge now
of the Defence requirements of the country' and
has suggested moving the Woolwich arsenal to a
safer position in South Wales; he and Dorothy have
visited the [Royal] Academy and he expresses his
disgust at the paintings by Stanley Spencer that he
saw there, and comments on the other exhibits;
discusses plans for the family's summer holiday. 12
May
/871: Sends Hilda and Ida birthday greetings and
wishes them 'many more years of usefulness to
your country and help in a thousand ways to your
family'; passes on compliments he has received
about Hilda's work for the Women's Institute; gives
an account of Arthur Wood's last few days,
describes the local scenery, and mentions that he
has been followed by photographers and reporters
who have discovered his location; states that the
family are to go to Dalchosnie again that year 'I fear
there many not be another chance of a summer in
Scotland with both the children and they do love it
so that it seems a pity not to give them the chance',
but mentions that there are to be no guests, so that
Anne can rest. 23 May
/872: Gives an account of his difficult journey to
Great Durnford and gives brief details of his fishing
activities; mentions that 'things seem to be going
pretty badly in USA, in Germany and at Geneva,
but I am not bothering my head about work just
yet'. 26 May
/873: He has been working on the Finance Bill
amendments so only has time to write a short
letter; he is glad that Hilda and Ida enjoyed their
holiday at Porlock Weir; he and Anne have visited
Chelsea Flower Show, but Anne has been tired
and unwell; he is to give a statement on British war
debts to America, and will attend his honorary
degree ceremony [at Cambridge] later in the week;
he agrees with Hilda about Hilda Mary [who had
recently decided to convert to Roman Catholicism]
'probably it will be good for her - but it makes me
feel how little she resembles her mother'. 4 June
/874: Comments on his feelings about receiving an
honorary degree from Cambridge and his anxiety
about public speaking 'even now it is much more
trouble and anxiety to me than to Austen who can
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peacefully sleep till the last moment and trust to
picking up ideas from the last speaker which he
knows he will be able to turn into a coherent & well
phrased speech when he gets on his legs';
discusses Britain's decision to default on the
country's war debts to America and the lack of
public protest over this; he has persuaded Ramsay
MacDonald and Stanley Baldwin to make Harry
Betterton the first chairman of the Unemployment
Assistance Board and his hopes to give the
vacancy at the Ministry of Labour to Oliver Stanley
'you would be astounded if you knew how
impossible it is to get any decision taken unless I
see that it is done myself and sometimes I wonder
what would happen to this Government if I were to
be smashed up in a taxi collision'; discusses plans
to fight the next general election as a National
Government, and the probability that Ramsay
MacDonald will have to stand down in favour of
Stanley Baldwin; he has prepared a draft on
Defence proposals for Sir John Simon but thinks an
agreement is a long way off. 9 June
/875: Shares Hilda's frustration that she has been
prevented from being selected as chairman [of the
Finance sub-committe of the National Federation of
Women's Institutes] due to the voting system; gives
details about the event organised to mark the
opening of the Chamberlain Memorial Library at
Highbury; discusses his work for the committee on
the Finance Bill, and his paper on Defence; he and
Anne have been to see Othello and comments on
his general dislike of opera; they have been
spending the weekend with the McKennas,
describing the house and gardens there, and the
McKennas backgrounds and interests; mentions
that Frank has gained a 2i mark in his Spanish
exam. 17 June
/876: Comments on Hilda's failure to become
chairman [of the Finance sub-committe of the
National Federation of Women's Institutes] and
wonders whether there could be a new vote; he
has finished his work on the Finance Bill following
its third reading and Report stage; discusses his
draft legislation in response to Germany's
declaration that it was suspending interest
payments on foreign loans and his concerns about
disruption to trade; his Defence proposals are to be
discussed shortly and there has been some
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progress on a declaration to preserve the integrity
of Belgian territory; the Prime Minister has passed
Neville's final note to the United States of America
which 'is short and does not encourage payment in
kind. I shall keep it back till we get the German bill
out of the way; otherwise it will encourage people
to say that we refuse to pay our debts whilc we get
very angry because others refuse to pay us'.22
June
/877: Agrees with Hilda's comments that the
'German Bill wanted some careful and tactful
handling in the House', and discusses the reaction
from Stafford Cripps and Herbert Samuel;
comments on Alfred Duff Cooper's appointment as
Financial Secretary to the Treasury, replacing
Leslie Hore Belisha, and gives his impression of
Duff Cooper's character and abilities; gives an
account of the unfavourable reception of Neville's
Defence proposals by the Cabinet but mentions
Stanley Baldwin's private support for the expansion
of the Air Force; acknowledges that this might
mean that the development of the areodrome at
Odiham but remarks that 'in the absence of security
other nations wont give up aircraft or bombing and
we shall be more likely to deter Germany from mad
dogging if we have an air force which in case of
need could bomb the Ruhr from Belgium'; mentions
his meeting at Brockworth and gives details of his
stay with D. Gunston and his wife by the river
Kennet; it is now 11.30pm and he must begin to
prepare an address on Maternity and Child
Welfare. 1 July
/878: Agrees with Ida that it is not appropriate for a
member of the Chamberlain family to open the
Memorial Library at Highbury, and states that if he
had been in Austen's place, he would have
refused; discusses the uncertainty about whether
Germany would accept the Transfer Agreement to
pay interest to British bondholders and comments
on the motives for the recent shootings [of the
Brownshirt SA militia]; mentions progress made at
a recent meeting of the disarmament Committee,
and a committee on the 'meat situation'; discusses
his forthcoming Presidential address to the
Conference of Maternity and Child Welfare
organised by the National Association for the
Prevention of Infant Mortality and Lady Selborne's
plea for the publication of quarterly returns of
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Maternal Mortality; the recent party meeting has
discussed Neville's proposals for the promotion of
'National Health and Physique. I notice that my
colleagues are getting rather bitten with the idea
now that they begin to understand how it links up
all sorts of hitherto disconnected subjects Maternal Mortality, Nursery Schools, health
insurance for children when they leave school and
a gathering of various voluntary organisations into
a general scheme for the improvement of the
physique of young people'; he and Anne have
visited the Botanical Gardens where the annual
Unionist Association demonstration was being
held. 7 July
/879: Gives details of his fishing trip with Frank and
their excursions in Dorset; discusses the recent
Transfer Agreement with Germany and the
implications this has for British negotiations with
the United States of America. 15 July
/880: Gives details of his summer holiday plans
and his hopes to see his sisters in London before
they go away on holiday; gives details of some of
his forthcoming social engagements, including the
Buckingham Palace Garden Party, and the effect of
these activities on Anne's health; he has made
progress with his Defence proposals but there are
still uncertainties about the programme for the
Navy; mentions that the 'Eastern Locarno'
[proposal by Louis Barthou, French Foreign
Minister, for a regional pact to cover Eastern
Europe] has been received well in Britain, but
doubts that Hitler will agree to it; mentions his
continued progress with new domestic policies at
the Research Department, his meeting with [Howell
Arthur] Gwynne of the Morning Post, and [William
George] Tyrrell at which the leadership qualities of
Stanley Baldwin, Ramsay MacDonald and Neville
were discussed, and Ramsay MacDonald's abilities
were criticised; he has discussed the issue of
compensation for houses demolished under slum
clearance schemes with Hilton Young. 21 July
/881: Discusses Hilda's views about maternal
mortality which confirms what Robertson [former
Medical Officer of Health in Birmingham] said about
better survival rates for women cared for by
midwives than doctors; refers to the assassination
in Austria [of Chancellor Dollfuss by Austrian Nazis]
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and his sorrow and admiration for Dollfuss;
compares the current situation with that of 1914,
comments on Mussolini's recent movement of
troops 'its the only thing Germans understand and
perhaps it may keep them cowed', and hopes that
the recent shootings will discredit Oswald Mosley
and his party and 'convince the country as a whole
that the Government is right in restoring our
defences'; goes on to discuss in detail proposals to
build up the Navy and Air Force, and the lack of
support from the United States of America in
countering the threat from Japan; expresses his
disgust at the position of the League of Nations
Union but remarks that recent by-election results
show that the government's defence proposals are
'not unpopular'; he has had dinner with Samuel
Hoare to discuss government Colonial policy and
the the possibility of setting up a Customs Union
with Jamaica; mentions some of his recent social
engagements including lunch with the Athlones,
and dinner with Abe Bailey, and comments on his
discussion with [Lord] Derby on negotiations to
guarantee the Indian Govt against loss on the
cotton crop' to enable the Lancashire cotton
industry to make better terms with Japan, and on
Derby's views about the peace terms agreed
following the First World War. 28 July
/882: Expresses his delight to be at Dalchosnie
again, and gives details of his recent activities and
Anne's improved health; discusses German
rearmament and the need for Britain to spend
'large sums' on defence; he has seen Austen who
complained about the amount of work he is having
to do as part of his membership of the India
Committee. 4 August
/883: The weather has disrupted his fishing
activities, and he and Anne have been followed by
a film producer 'it makes me wild with rage to think
that these film producers should consider they
have a right to exploit my private doings on my
holiday for their own gains and in the absence of
any police I might have been capable of any
violence if the man had pestered me any more';
gives a detailed description of his drive through
Glencoe, and through Fort William to Ben Nevis
and Loch Laggan where they saw some hydro
electric works; he has also been with Frank and
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Dorothy to Loch Tummel. 12 August
/884: Discusses Ida and Hilda's holiday in Norfolk,
their visit to the church at Trunch, and their
impressions of how Austen and Ivy are enjoying
their stay at Bayfield Hall; comments on his holiday
activities, Anne's improving health, and Dorothy's
house keeping; mentions that Dorothy and Stephen
have been driving around in the Austin, despite
Stephen still suffering the after effects of malaria;
gives details of his recent excursions and mentions
that he is composing memoranda about Defence
and Foreign Policy. 20 August
/885: Sympathises with Hilda that her visit to
Mundesley with Ida was not more interesting;
comments on Ivy's apparent powers of
housekeeping, which he thinks are explained by
the fact that Diane does most of the work; the
weather is still unsettled, which has enabled him to
continue working on his Cabinet paper concerning
Japan and the navy; goes on to discuss his recent
conversation with Stephen Lloyd about his hopes
to marry Dorothy, his decision not to return to India,
and the possibility of him getting a position at
Nettlefolds; gives his opinion of Stephen Lloyd's
character and physical health, and his and Anne's
satisfaction with him as a prospective son-in-law.
27 August
/886: Discusses the continued bad weather and his
shooting activities; he has presided at the local
concert of the Gaelic Society 'it was rather a bore
to have to turn out and listen to Gaelic love
songs...but the local concert has its humours and
hte time did not pass too badly; they have been for
a drive to Glen Lyon, using a different route;
mentions how useful it has been to have the Austin
during their holiday, particularly when Stephen
Lloyd was visiting, as he and Dorothy could go out
for picnics together; Austen has sent the proofs of
the third volume of Garvin's biography of Joseph
Chamberlain 'I fear none of use are good critics of
that particular work & we must await the verdict
when it appears next month; he has received an
invitation to address the Ulster Unionist Council in
Belfast in January. 2 September
/887: Gives details of his arrangements to return to
London from Balmoral, and go to Birmingham from
there, mentioning some of his forthcoming social
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engagements and his plans to see Hilda and Ida
for lunch; discusses the likelihood that President
Roosevelt will have to devalue the dollar and that
the French franc will be forced off the gold
standard, followed by the Italian lira. 4 September
/888: Expresses his sadness at the thought that the
family will probably not return to Dalchosnie but
mentions the good memories they will have of their
times there; gives details of his shooting activities
at Blair Castle and in other locations; describes
their drive to Tarland and discusses the
characteristics of the other guests there, including
Lord and Lady Forbes; Sir John Simon has been
working on Neville's memo. 8 September
/889: Expresses his concern for Ida's health and
hopes that Miss Hultman will be able to treat her
rheumatism; gives an account of his visit to
Balmoral, his conversation with the king, who
showed him a photographs of Princess Marina, and
with Prince George and Princess Alice; mentions
his fishing activities; he hopes to see Sir John
Simon when he returns from Balmoral. 15
September
/890: He and Anne have had letters from Dorothy
and Frank telling them how much they are enjoying
their holiday in Italy with Ida and Hilda; he is
looking forward to reading their account of their
stay in Venice; gives a brief account of his visit to
Samuel Hoare and his wife; Anne has been
holiding several meetings and is now very tired 'I
don't know whether to be more grateful for all she
does in the constituency for me or more distressed
at the inevitable wear & tear'; comments on his
dinner with Robert Vansittart, Sir John Simon, and
Samuel Hoare to discuss policy towards Japan. 29
September
/891: Thanks his sisters for their letters from
Florence and Siena and is pleased that they are
getting on so well with Dorothy and Frank;
expresses his sympathy for Ida's neck pain;
mentions that he has been looking at his travel
diaries for his visit to Florence and Siena in 1899
and 1903 and 'wondering if Frank & Dorothy write
half the detail that I did', reminiscing about his
experiences in Tuscany; he has had lunch with
Ramsay MacDonald who is still unwell; discusses
his reading of the third volume of Garvin's
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biography of Joseph Chamnberlain and his
handling of his policy during the period of the
Jameson Raid and the Boer War; comments on the
similarities and differences between the 'AngloGerman affair' of the 1890s and the current
situation 'it is curious that I too should be trying to
bring about an understanding with another country,
on almost identical grounds, and contending all the
time with the lethargy of the F[oreign] O[ffice];
expresses his shock at the assassinations of
Barthou, the French Foreign Minister, and King
Alexander of Yugoslavia in Marseilles, and
mentions getting 'gloomy accounts' of the
economic condition of Germany and the United
States of America. 13 October
/892: Comments on a recent letter he has received
from Dorothy which shows how much she enjoyed
her trip to Italy with Hilda and Ida, and expresses
her appreciation for the art she saw there;
discusses the character and personalities of his
children 'of the two Dorothy has much the quicker
mind and she takes in new ideas much more esaily
than he [Frank] does, though perhaps eventually
they go deeper down with him'; he has given
permission for Dorothy and Stephen Lloyd to
become formally engaged, and discusses his and
Anne's affection for Stephen and their pleasure that
they are to live in Edgbaston; he has been directing
the proceedings of the Cabinet Committee on the
Japanese Naval talks, and remarks on the
possibility of a non aggression pact being reached;
he has been working as chairman of the
Depressed Areas Committee, contrary to the
expected role of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
but Stanley Baldwin 'knows that he knows nothing
about the subject & has no idea how to handle it'.
21 October
/893: Discusses Garvin's treatment of Lord Milner
in his biography of Joseph Chamberlain; he is
pleased that Miss Hultman's treatment of Ida's
neck pain has been successful; Anne has finished
her constituency meetings and is feeling more
rested; they are to dismiss Mrs Lambert, one of
their servants, 'who has long kept the whole
household in an uproar; gives a detailed account of
his visit to Grimes Graves, the prehistoric flint
mines in Suffolk, and his visit to a modern works at
Corby; explains his plan for the 'Depressed Areas'
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which involves appointing Commissioners to
manage resident agents in each area with a fund
for use 'at discretion within certain limits; mentions
the continuing talks between Britain and Japan and
his concern over the behaviour of Japan 'in
connection with the Muchukuo oil monopoly' which
he thinks will give ammunition to those who are
hostile to Japan, which he thinks include the
Labour Party and 'the League of Nations Union
fanatics', but remains hopeful that Britain can reach
an agreement with Japan without interference from
the United States of America; discusses his worries
about negotiations with Germany over the payment
of German trade debts; mentions his successful
speech at York and the number of speeches he
has to make as MP for Birmingham; he has worked
out a procedure for the Conservative party
regarding India, and mentions that Austen is
prepared to campaign for the Joint Select
Committees recommendations. 27 October
/894: Hopes that the 'local people' appreciate
Hilda's work for the Women's Institutes around the
country, and the amount of discomfort involved in
her travelling; Dorothy has been spending most of
her time with Stephen and is caught up in the
excitement of being engaged; discusses his
feelings about Stephen's disability and about
Dorothy leaving home; he has attended the
National Labour lunch to listen to Ramsay
MacDonald speak 'which was agony...S[tanley]
B[aldwin] was an immense relief after the P.M but
he was very platitudinous & [Sir John] Simon made
much the best speech, having taken much the
most trouble over it'; he has had lunch at the House
of Commons with the Empire Parliamentary
Association to meet a Canadian Minister and [Jan
Christian] Smuts [Deputy Prime Minister of South
Africa]; he has also met Sir George Clerk [British
Ambassador in France] and Hugh Wilson at a
lunch with Ralph Wigram of the Foreign Office,
where they heard that Doumergue [the French
Prime Minister] was to resign; discusses British
diplomatic efforts towards Japan, and America, and
expresses his satisfaction about the Anglo-German
agreement; he has been discussing his plans for
the Depressed Areas with Wyndham Portal and
comments on the likely unpopularity of the
Unemployment Assistance Board regulations 'as
they will involve a substantial drop in the rates of
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relief in South Wales & some of the other areas';
mentions the results of the municipal elections. 3
November
/895: Gives an account of his visit to Cambridge to
see Frank, and to give a speech to students there,
describing Frank's rooms, and discussing the
reception of his speech; describes their visit to Ely
to see the cathedral; discusses the debate over
private manufacture and trade in armaments and
comments on the reception of Austen's speech,
and his despair at the attitude of the League of
Nations Union in attacking government policy;
comments on the way British policy has been
represented in American newspapers, particularly
regarding the naval conference 'no American could
read these accounts without thanking God that he
had a 100 per cent honest-to-God he-man
American to hold up his end against those smiling
treacherous false Britons who are always betraying
him behind his back to the common enemy'. 10
November
/896: Discusses the debate following the
introduction of Neville's Depressed Areas
(Development and Improvement) Bill, and
compares his presentation of new policy with that
of Winston Churchill and Lloyd George who 'begin
with a terrific splash and ballyhoo and then...watch
the first favourable impression gradually dissipated
as the scheme gets to be understood'; he has not
been feeling well and has a number of speeches to
give before Christmas, as well as an engagement
to attend the annual Edgbaston ball; comments on
Hilda's account of the Maternal Mortality
Conference which confirms what he has heard
elsewhere 'those women were not open to reason
or argument; they were out for the blood of the
Minister of Health in particular & the Nat[ional]
Govt. in general'; comments on Austen's efforts to
stem the National Declaration [on the League of
Nations and Armaments, known as the Peace
Ballot] and his concerns that the final result will be
to push him out of the League of Nations Union;
Yoshida [Japanese diplomat] has now arrived, but
no agreement has been reached with Japan 'there
is no doubt that our Foreign Secretary is the weak
point of the Government but it is very difficult to see
how we are to make any changes'. 17 November
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/897: Comments on the effects on his health of
preparing for big speeches and discusses the
reception of his speech at the Free Trade Hall and
his stay with Lord Derby at Knowsley afterwards;
gives details of the Edgbaston Unionist Association
ball which he attended at which he was shocked by
the appearance of those there 'it was not only that
the great majority were either dowdily or vulgarly
dressed, it was the astonishing plainness of their
features that impressed me so forcibly. I am afraid
our native city though it has grown & prospered
abundantly has not become more refined than it
was a generation ago'; discusses the reception of
the Report of the Joint Select Committee on Indian
reform, which he thinks has been generally good;
mentions the effect that his speech at Manchester
has had on the rise in gilt-edged stocks; comments
on the skills of their new cook and butler. 24
November
/898: Remarks on his recent tiredness, caused by
his workload, and the mounting responsibilities that
he is faced with, including chairmanship of four
Cabinet committees; discusses recent criticism
over the regulations of the Unemployment
Assistance Board and the support he has received
from Sir Ernest Strohmenger; comments on his
difficulties with the First Lord [of the Admiralty] over
Naval estimates, with the Minister of Health over
the finance of the new Housing bill, with the
Secretary of State for Scotland, with the Minister of
Transport over the Road Fund, with the Minister of
Agriculture over the sugar beet subsidy, and the
continued problems with Japan and America at the
naval conference, and negotiations over the future
of the Saar region, commenting on proposals for an
international force to supervise the vote; gives an
account of the discussion at a recent meeting on
India [at Queen's Hall] and the reaction to Austen's
speech; mentions unease over Sir John Simon's
performance as Foreign Secretary and how he
feels about the the possibility of replacing him;
gives details of his recent social engagements at
Rackenford and at Dorothy and Stephen Lloyd's
party; he has advised Ernest about his financial
affairs. 9 December
/899: He has been pheasant shooting despite the
heavy rain; [Pierre Etienne] Flandin was not able to
be present but he expects to see him before long to
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discuss German re-armament; he has been talking
to [Lewis] Einstein who has told him a story about
Goring's involvement in the disappearance of
dissidents; comments on the opposition in the
House of Commons to the Joint Select
Committee's report on India , recent successes at
Geneva, and the surprisingly good reception of the
Unemployment Assistance Board regulations; he is
pleased that Ida and Hilda liked Stephen Lloyd so
much, and hopes that his health will improve after
his stay at Lausanne; expresses his
disappointment in the League of Nations Union 'to
my mind they are quite hopeless...in essence they
are theoretical liberals who love nothing so much
as giving expression to impracticable ideas & then
abusing those who point out the impracticability'. 15
December
45 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/900-942

1935 letters

1935

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1935.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
Major themes include preparations for and the
celebration of George V's Silver Jubilee;
government discussions with Lloyd George over
his proposals for economic and social reform;
tensions within the National Government and
Conservative party over the Government of India
Bill, Defence policy and re-armament, and
initiatives to relieve unemployment and revitalise
the 'Depressed Areas'; Neville's continued work
with the Conservative Research Department on
policy initiatives; and European diplomacy leading
up to and following Italy's invasion of Abyssinia.
Personal and family events include the wedding of
Neville's daughter, Dorothy, to Stephen Lloyd, and
Neville's son Frank's graduation from Cambridge
and his travels in Germany and France.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
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sub-series level description.
/900: Comments on [Austen's daughter] Diane's
engagement and forthcoming wedding, Dorothy's
plans to get married in July rather than wait until
1936 and the strain the wedding preparations will
place on Anne around the same time as the Silver
Jubilee celebrations [for George V]; mentions
Stephen Lloyd's possible job at Guest Keens, and
that he does not know 'Terry Maxwell' [Diane's
fiance] very well; gives an account of his recent
lunch with the Baldwins and his discussion with
Stanley Baldwin of proposals put forward by
Edward Grigg about agricultual policy and the
possibility of Lloyd George having a role in the
National Government; comments on President
Roosevelt's recent statement on the need for social
security legislation, and the probability this will
encourage Lloyd George and the newspapers to
criticise the government; gives his opinion about
the recently concluded trade agreement with
Ireland [concerning British imports of Irish cattle in
return for Irish imports of British coal]; he enjoyed
his stay with William Bridgeman and dinner with the
Archbishop of Canterbury. 6 January
/901: He is finding it hard to concentrate on his
Belfast speech and feels that he needs a rest;
discusses the serious ill health of Sir Arthur
Maxwell [father of Diane Chamberlan's fiance,
Terence Maxwell] and his difficulty in selecting a
wedding present for Diane; gives an account of his
visit to Stokesay Castle on his way to stay with
Ruth, and his attendance at a dance in aid of the
National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children, of which he is President, at Edgbaston
Assembly Rooms; Frank has returned from
Switzerland and has accompanied Anne to visit
the Giffords at Boscobel House; he has had one
day in London and has two Cabinet meetings
during the coming week; Stanley Baldwin seems to
have given up the idea of inviting Lloyd George to
join the government. 13 January
/902: Describes his journey to Northern Ireland and
his stay at Stormont Castle; gives an account of his
engagements during his visit, including a reception
at Belfast City Hall and lunch given by the Ulster
Unionist Council, at which he gave a speech, and
Anne was presented with a box of linen by Lord
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Craigavon; gives details of their visit to Victoria
College for Girls where Anne distributed prizes,
dinner at the Reform Club, and attendance at a
'ball & cabaret' of the Ulster Labour Unionist
Association; mentions that he and Anne are now in
County Down with the Londonderrys, and
discusses his view of the consitution of Northern
Ireland; comments on Lloyd George's proposals to
tackle unemployment, launched at his speech at
Bangor which he thought were 'the poorest stuff
imaginable...but one must do a certain amount of
manoeuvring to begin with and let the little man
develop his ideas in more detail before one begins
to attack in earnest'. 20 January
/903: He has been speaking to George Lloyd about
the MPs speaking at Wavertree for Randolph
Churchill [who was standing as an independent
Conservative] and tensions within the party over
the Government of India Bill; comments on the
poor reception of Lloyd George's proposals on
unemployment and his disapproval of Lloyd
George's invitation to the Jewellers Dinner;
discusses his reading of David Cecil's book on
Victorian novelists, and hopes that Hilda will be
relieved of the position of chairman [of the County
Federation of Women's Institutes]; briefly discusses
the situation at Hoskins which is diversifying into
hospital work as well as ship berths. 26 January
/904: Comments on the difficulties that Diane
Chamberlain's future mother-in-law, Lady Maxwell,
has been causing during preparations for Diane's
wedding to Terence Maxwell; discusses the
shortcomings of the Unemployment Assistance
Board scale of payments and the problems this has
caused in different local authorities; mentions the
favourable reception of the Housing Bill and
continued efforts by Lloyd George to gain influence
within the Cabinet for his programme to alleviate
unemployment; expresses his determination to
have nothing to do with Lloyd George, despite
Austen's continued respect for him; gives details
about his meeting with [Pierre Etienne] Flandin
[French Prime Minister] to discuss Neville's 'limited
liability plan for an international force to prevent
war'. 2 February
/905-905a: Gives an account of the reception of his
speech in the debate in the House of Commons on
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public works and the Unemployment Assistance
Board; comments on reports that Lloyd George will
attack Neville in his next speech, and thinks this is
likely 'as it is clear that there is no longer any
chance of his being invited to enter the Govt on any
conditions'; expresses his astonishment that Leo
Amery attended a recent meeting at the Edgbaston
Club at which Neville spoke; he has had lunch with
Weir and asked his advice about Frank and the
possibility of his training in ICI and possibly working
abroad. 16 February. A press cutting from the
Birmingham Post containing a report of the debate
Neville discusses is enclosed
/906: Gives an account of the 'noisy meeting' he
experienced at Bradford at which 'some 50
communists...spread themselves about the gallery'
and disrupted his speech; expresses his frustration
at having his speech to supporters interrupted;
discusses Lloyd George's recent speech setting out
his public works proposals, which he thinks was not
informative; comments briefly on his favourable
impression of Austen's son Joe at Diane's wedding,
and mentions that Frank seems keen to go to
France for the summer, and to begin work in
October; he has entertained the Brazilian
delegation to dinner at Clardiges; Anne is visiting
Lilian and he is going to the Zoo with Dorothy and
then to hear 'Frederic] Lamond play Beethoven. 23
February
/907: He has been to see Uncle George, and also
Aunt Alice; describes their journey to Cambridge to
see Frank, after receiving a telephone call from his
tutor, Mr Kitson Clark, reporting his illness, and his
subsequent operation for appendicitis; discusses
the convalescent care Frank will need when he
returns to Birmingham, and the possibility that Miss
Leamon might help; comments on the number of
social functions he is due to attend, and discusses
Lloyd George's continued attacks on him in the
newspapers and the probability that the
government will have to discuss his proposals with
him; he and Dorothy are going to attend concerts in
London while Anne stays in Cambridge with Frank.
3 March
/908: Thanks Hilda for her sympathetic note about
Frank's illness and gives an account of his
improving health; discusses the recent resolution of
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the Indian Princes [relating to the Government of
India bill] and the possibility that they are
concerned about the weakening of the position;
comments on Winston Churchill's speeches against
the Bill 'considerably fortified by cocktails & old
brandies. Some of them are very good speeches in
the old style, but they no longer convince'; goes on
to discuss the publication of the White Paper [on
Defence spending], Hitler's reaction [cancelling a
planned visit from Sir John Simon and Anthony
Eden], and Ribbentrop's involvement in
discussions; comments on Sir John Simon's
alleged jealousy of Anthony Eden, and Eden's
diplomatic efforts in Eastern Europe; returns to the
subject of Lloyd George's proposals for alleviating
unemployment, and relations between the Ministry
of Labour and the Unemployment Assistance
Board; he has been with Stephen and Dorothy to
hear the Busch quartet , and to a show at the Royal
Horticultural Society; gives a brief account of his
recent visit to the National Gallery. 9 March
/909: Hopes that Ida and Hilda will be able to enjoy
their holiday, and expresses concern over the
amount of work they are both doing; Anne has
returned from Cambridge, and Frank has improved
enough to be able to drive back to London;
mentions the success of the recent Defence debate
'thanks chiefly to Austen', and other good results
for the government, including the reduction in
unemployment figures, good trade results, the
recovery of sterling and gilt-edged stocks, and
victory in the Norwood by-election; discusses
Austen's speech on the Defence White Paper and
the forthcoming trip by Sir John Simon and
Anthony Eden to Germany; mentions that he has
spoken to Eden about the government's preferred
option for a system of Locarno agreements to
attain European security, and the alternative of a
system of alliances; comments on the apparent
failure of Lloyd George's proposals for economic
reform to gain public support, and confides in Ida
that Ramsay MacDonald plans to retire after the
Silver Jubilee [of George V], but that he knows
nothing more about his successor. 16 March
/910: Thanks Hilda and Ida for their birthday
greetings, and for their continued support 'you &
Ida have been pillars of strength to your Father &
both your brothers and the help you have given us
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in dozens of ways has been of infinite value to us
all'; expresses his view that Hitler is 'the bully of
Europe' [following his announcement that he was
reintroducing conscription and creating an army,
against the terms of the Treaty of Versailles], but
that he has not lost hope of reaching an agreement
with Germany. 18 March
/910A: He has been to the Royal Horticultural
Show, which he enjoyed; Dorothy and Stephen are
enjoying their spa holiday in Lausanne, and Anne
has returned from spending time in Winchester with
Frank, who is now going to South Wales; describes
their recent visit to the theatre to see Hamlet, in
which [Sir John] Gielgud was performing 'Gielgud is
much too noisy a Hamley for my taste...he shouted
so that it was frequently impossible to distinguish
what he said, and though that may not matter to
peoplel who are familiar with the play I cannot think
it good art'; he has presided at a banquet given in
aid of the Marie Curie hospital 'which is devoted to
the radium treatment of cancer in women', and met
Marie Curie's younger daughter, Eve; Sir John
Simon has accepted Neville's view that Anthony
Eden should go to Paris, and has also accepted
Neville's method of approach to Hitler 'I feel rather
pleased that I should have changed the proposals
of the F[oreign] O[ffice] and by simple weight of
argument induced them to accept my views'; he
has been in discussions with representatives from
the Iron and Steel industry which have led to new
tariffs and negotiations with the International Steel
Cartel on imports; he has also been working with
the Colonial Office on creating 'Colonial ''Regions''',
each with a Trade Commissioner responsible for
finding new markets for produce from that region;
he is also to begin meeting with Lobby
Correspondents and has been involved in
discussions with firms trading in China 'as you will
see I have become a sort of Acting P[rime]
M[inister] - only without the actual power of the
P.M'; he has had a difficult meeting with MPs
representing the 'distressed areas' who had been
hoping for more funds. 23 March
/911: He and Anne enjoyed their visit to Canterbury
to stay with the Archbishop and to look around the
cathedral; reflects on the government's decision to
send Sir John Simon to Berlin, despite his return
without an agreement 'I never for one moment
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expected that Hitler would sign the Eastern
Pact...but seeing that the possible antagonists in
the East are Germany & Russia and that they are
divided by a band of small states, the Baltic states,
Poland, & Czecho-Slovakia, I should have thought
it was worth while to have explored the possibility
of Russia & Germany mutually guaranteeing the
Western & Eastern frontiers of these states';
mentions the fears at the Foreign Office that the
Foreign Secretary will threaten British relations with
France and Italy, and that he is thinking of getting
Stanley Baldwin and Anthony Eden to attend the
Stresa conference as well as Sir John Simon 'to
make sure he doesn't give [Pierre] Laval and
Mussolini the wrong impression'; discussion of
Lloyd George's economic reform proposals are still
taking up time in the General Purposes Committee;
Stephen Lloyd seems to be getting stronger during
his time in Lausanne. 30 March
/912: Comments on the large number of public
speaking engagements that Hilda has, and
mentions some of Anne's speaking engagements
in Birmingham, including the Women's annual
meeting of the West Midlands area, at which the
government was criticised for allowing poultry,
eggs, and dairy produce to be imported; she and
Anne have had lunch with the Empire
Parliamentary Association to meet [Robert Gordon]
Menzies, the Australian Attorney General; he has
had meetings with representatives of firms trading
in China and comments on their confidence in the
Chinese market and the possibility of joint action
between Britain and China in the development of
railways, and the importance of moving the British
Legation to Nanking; his proposals on Eastern
Europe are making progress, and the scheme is
likely to be put forward at the Stresa conference,
though there is still uncertainty about the delegates
that Britain will send 'the real point it how to keep
the confidence of the French and Italians without
being dragged at their tail. Everyone doubts
whether Simon is the man to do this, but the
P[rime] M[inister] has got so little power of
concentration & decision now that I doubt very
much whether he would be any better'; Lloyd
George is to meet government representatives to
discuss his proposals for economic reform, and
Neville hopes that an alternative programme will be
prepared by then; Stonehaven [John Lawrence
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Baird] is likely to resign as Conservative party
chairman, and the matter needs to be discussed
with Stanley Baldwin. 6 April
/913: Expresses his surprise at getting through to
Odiham on the telephone from Scotland, with such
clear reception, despite a poor wireless signal; he
has recovered from his tiredness following his
Budget speech, and gives an account of his fishing
activities; discusses the popularity of his Budget,
and his recent radio broadcast and film recording;
discusses the general sense of satisfaction with the
National Government, and expresses his
annoyance at the difficulties Lloyd George is
creating over discussion of his economic reform
proposals. 21 April
/914: He has got the report stage of his Budget
resolutions passed, and there has been no real
criticism of his cuts to the Road Fund, or to the
increases in the oil duty; mentions the National
Government's victory in the recent West Edinburgh
by-election; he has had a meeting with Ramsay
MacDonald about reconstruction, and has informed
him that he would not serve in a Cabinet with Lloyd
George; 4 May
/915: Gives a detailed account of his attendance at
the celebrations in London for the Silver Jubilee of
George V, including the procession to St Pauls
Cathedral, the church service, dinner at Claridges
with the 'Dominion Premiers', dinner at the Prince
of Wales' reception at which he spoke to General
Hertzog, and a ceremony in Westminster Hall;
comments on Mussolini's determination to invade
Abyssinia [Ethiopia], Hitler's forthcoming speech on
foreign policy, the lack of confidence in Sir John
Simon and in the Air Ministry. 12 May
/916: Sends Hilda birthday greetings and remarks
on the generally good health of the surviving
Chamberlain siblings and their continued
commitment to public work; gives an account of his
meeting with Eric Drummond at the Foreign Office
to discuss Mussolini's intentions in Abyssinia;
mentions the move of the British Legation to
Peking [Beijing], and the likely changes within the
Cabinet, including the resignation of Ramsay
MacDonald from the post of Prime Minister and the
question of whether Winston Churchill will gain a
place; he has been to see an exhibition of films to
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be distributed by the National Government Publicity
Committee 'I must say I was immensely impressed
with their propaganda value. In fact it was difficult
to see how anyone not completely hardboiled could
resist the conclusion that the N[ational]
G[overnment] had worked wonders in all
directions'; his speech at the Bankers Association
was a success; Dorothy and Stephen are still
looking for a house in Birmingham. 18 May
/918: Discusses his feelings about the possibility of
Stanley Baldwin offering the deputy leadership in
the House of Commons to Sir John Simon, and
assures Hilda that his own position as Chancellor is
secure under a Baldwin premiership; comments on
his increased popularity in the House of Commons,
'even with the Labour Party and not excluding the
Clydesiders one of whom said recently that he had
a great regard for the Chancellor on account of his
character, in which he had set an example which
the whole House would do well to follow!'; mentions
that Stanley Baldwin plans to continue [as leader]
until he is seventy in August 1937. 22 May
/919: Gives his opinion about Hitler's recent speech
[justifying repudiation of the Treaty of Versailles but
accepting the obligations agreed at Locarno] which
he thinks illustrates the need to focus on the
enhancement of Britain's air defences, and was
intended to cause tension between Britain and
France; discusses Anthony Eden's involvement in
discussions with Italy over Abyssinia, and wonders
how he will react to the news that he is not to
succeed Sir John Simon as Foreign Secretary; he
has attended a State dinner at Buckingham Palace,
and also the Guildhall ball; Dorothy and Stephen
have found a house they like in Calthorpe Road; he
has had talks with McGowan about a post for
Frank, and has been fishing with Joseph Ball. 26
May
/920: He is pleased that Aunt Alice appreciated her
present, and thanks Hilda for selecting it; Ramsay
MacDonald is to resign on Friday, and Stanley
Baldwin is to submit his new Cabinet on the same
day, despite the lobbying still going on; comments
on Garvin's criticism of him in the press;
discussions with Lloyd George are almost at an
end, and Neville wonders whether he will still go
ahead and publish his memorandum on economic
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reform; gives brief details of his recent social
activities. 2 June
/921: Comments on the favourable press reaction
to the announcement of the new Cabinet, and
gives his opinion about the appointment of Samuel
Hoare as Foreign Secretary and his likely
relationship with Anthony Eden; expresses his
reservations about the appointment of J.H.Thomas,
Lord Halifax, and Malcolm MacDonald, all of whom
he thinks should have been given different
positions; regrets that Hilton Young and John
Gilmour have been left out of the Cabinet, and
mentions that there are to be no further discussions
with Lloyd George over his proposals for reform; he
has been fishing on the river Wye with James
Thomas, the Conservative MP for Hereford; he is
going to see Dorothy's new house when he returns
to Birmingham. 10 June
/922: He is glad his gift of salmon arrived safely;
discusses Stanley Baldwin's delay in deciding the
date of the next general election until he returns
from holiday, which means that Neville can take
three weeks abroad in August; he has been
working on the reply to Lloyd George, and
comments that little notice has been taken of his
manifesto in the press; gives an account of
Barlow's fishing trip and his tour of Dorothy's new
house in Edgbaston. 15 June
/923: Comments on the hot weather and mentions
that Anne is distributing prizes at the Children's
Hospital and will then go to Reading in order to
attend the 'military tattoo' [at Aldershot], and that
Frank, Dorothy and Stephen have gone for a picnic
on the river Avon; discusses the state of his garden
at Westbourne, and gives news that Frank has
gained a second class degree in Law 'it was more
than we ever expected and I really think it was a
very creditable performance', and the Foreign
Office is helping to find a family for him to stay with
in Munich and Grenoble; gives an account of
recent Cabinet discussions, and his meeting with
Malcolm MacDonald about plans for a Colonial
Marketing Board and Regional Trade
Commissioners, which he seemed to support;
Samuel Hoare is letting Anthony Eden develop the
contacts he has made with foreign diplomats, and
everyone seems pleased with the terms of the
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Anglo-German Naval Agreement even though the
French government have had concerns; Eden has
now gone to Italy to discuss the situation in
Abyssinia with Mussolini 'if there is any chance of
his being satisfied with great material gains
obtained without bloodshed or further cost, Eden
will be able to show him how it can be done'; he
has been involved in discussions at the Committee
stage of the Finance Bill, but there has been little
opposition to the London Transport Scheme [the
announcement of a government guarantee to the
London Transport Passenger Board]. 22 June
/924: Expresses his concern that Ida's
pysiotherapist has not been able to alleviate her
neck pain; he has been involved in work on the
Finance Bill and has been attending engagements
including the annual 'out door demonstration in the
Botanical Gardens'; Anne has been heavily
involved in preparations for Dorothy's wedding;
discusses Italian aggression in Abyssinia and the
effects this is having on the League of Nations 'if
[Mussolini] goes on he will torpedo the League and
the small states in Europe will just race one
another to Berlin'; comments that he can see no
way out of the current situation; he is waiting to see
whether Lloyd George will publish his proposals, as
he fears that he will revise them if he sees the
government's own report first; mentions that
Stanley Baldwin's speech to the Empire
Parliamentary Association was well received by the
delegates, and that Menzies [the Australian
Attorney General] speech in reply was also
impressive. 6 July
/925: He is annoyed that the National Federation of
Women's Institutes have now asked Hilda to be
Treasurer after selecting someone else as
Chairman; he is sorry to hear that Ida has been in
pain and hopes that her condition will improve as
the weather gets cooler; Stanley Baldwin's recent
speech was not popular with the younger members
of the Conservative Party, and has given the
impression that government policy for the
'depressed areas' has been a failure; he has been
speaking to Horace Wilson about the
Commissioner's Reports; Samuel Hoare's speech
on Italy's aggression towards Abyssinia seems to
have been well received everywhere, apart from
Germany; he was pleased with Austen's
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intervention and his disagreement with Lloyd
George over the Abyssinian crisis, and speculates
about the use of force by Britain and France to stop
Mussolini's aggression against other countries. 14
July
/926: Discusses preparations for Dorothy's wedding
and mentions that she has received over 400
presents; mentions travel arrangements for his and
Anne's forthcoming holiday in Switzerland with
Hilda and Ida; comments on Cabinet criticism of his
draft reply to Lloyd George and mentions that
amendments have been made; remarks on the
continued popularity of the National Government
despite the recent Labour victory at the West
Toxteth by election, and hopes that the Abyssinian
crisis will be resolved before Italy commences
military action; he has been very upset by a recent
air crash in which Hobbes, one of his staff at the
Research department, was killed. 20 July
/927: He and Anne have spoken to Dorothy by
telephone, and she and Stephen seem to be
enjoying their honeymoon; reflects on the events of
Dorothy and Stephen's wedding and notes the
number of compliments he received about both
Dorothy and Stephen; he has seen George V about
the country's economic position, and mentions
attempts by Ernest Brown and Eustace Percy to
defend the government following Labour criticism
of policy on the 'Special Areas'; he thinks that Lloyd
George has 'missed the bus' with his proposals for
economic and social reform; he has been involved
in meetings with representatives of the sugar beet
industry [over subsidies], and is working on his plan
for a Colonial Marketing Board. 28 July
/928: Hopes that Hilda is making a good recovery
[following her recent fall]; gives a detailed account
of his journey to Switzerland, and his impression of
Flims; he has been for a mountain walk, but the
weather has been very hot. 7 August
/929: Discusses his decision to return early from
Switzerland with Anne rather than leaving her to
continue the holiday [following the recall of
ministers to consider the Abyssinian situation], and
mentions that he has been able to influence policy
developments after Stanley Baldwin returned to
Aix; he has had discussions with Samuel Hoare
and Lord Halifax over dinner, and discusses the
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Cabinet decision not to raise the embargo; he has
spoken to the press about the government's
position and hopes that he has 'succeeded in
damping down the sensation aroused by J[ames]
R[amsay] M[acDonald]s foolish observation about
''the gravest crisis since 1914''' as well as restoring
British relations with France; mentions that Britain
and France plan to 'explore the possibilities of
sanctions' if Mussolini begins military action;
expresses his hope that a reconstructed League of
Nations will be able to deal with European affairs;
Dorothy and Stephen are enjoying their new house;
they have had a postcard from Frank from his hotel
in Munich; he and Anne are to stay with Sir Philip
Sassoon before they leave for France. 25 August
/930: Gives his impressions of staying in a French
home, and gives the names of some of the other
guests; describes the architecture of the chateau
and compares it with that of Lympe [Sir Philip
Sassoon's home]; he was able to discuss the
Abyssinian situation with Anthony Eden at Lympe,
and although he does not think Britain can prevent
Mussolini's activities in Abyssinia 'I fancy we may
be able to make things unpleasant for him without
giving him an excuse for going to war'; he hopes he
might be able to get Stanley Baldwin to address a
meeting in Scotland in place of Neville, without
much hope of success. 1 September
/931: Hopes that Hilda and Ida have both
benefitted from their holiday, and will experience
better health; describes his time in France and
Belgium and gives details of some of his
sightseeing activities and his attendance at a
memorial service for Queen Astrid of Belgium; he
had dinner with Samuel Hoare on his return, before
travelling to Scotland, and discussed what he
should say at Geneva [concerning Italian
aggression against Abyssinia], as well as 'the
future of mandates colonies and colonial products';
Italy has withdrawn objections to the British
representative on the Committee of Five [set up to
find a compromise between Italy and Abyssinia]
which Neville thinks shows 'that they are not
completely indifferent to the opinion of other
countries; comments that recent events have
proved he was right to urge that the next election
should be fought 'on a defence programme'; he has
sent Hilda and Ida two brace of grouse. 7
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September
/933: Thanks Ida for giving him news of [Austen's
son] Joe [whose military service had been
terminated]; they have had several letters from
Frank who is enjoying his time in Germany; he
enjoyed his week with the Roydens, and has been
spending time at Balmoral with the king and queen
who have been 'very kind & easy to talk to'; Samuel
Hoare's speech at Geneva has been well received,
and his talks with Laval and representatives of
other countries seem to have been productive;
considers whether Mussolini might decide to
withdraw from Abyssinia and open discussions in
reaction to the united position of other countries; he
has to remain in Scotland to give a speech on
behalf of Stanley Baldwin which is affecting his
enjoyment of the end of his holiday. 16 September
/934: He hopes to see Hilda at Westbourne at the
end of the week; discusses the public reaction to
his recent speech, his decision not to comment
much on Lloyd George's recent social reform
proposals, his intention for the speech to be 'a
preliminary to the election campaign', and the part
of he speech focussing on re-armament and public
reaction to it; comments on Mussolini's rejection of
proposals by the Committee of Five [appointed by
the League of Nations] and his agreement with
Samuel Hoare [the Foreign Secretary] on most
foreign policy issues; gives details of his fishing
trips while at Balmoral, and mentions that he has
been reading extracts from Austen's book [Down
the Years] in the 'Telegraph' and was surprised that
he has published 'his own privately expressed
criticisms of colleagues (eg Carson)' [Edward
Carson, Unionist MP]. 22 September
/935: Comments on Mussolini's order for national
mobilisation in Italy, and his declaration of war on
Abyssinia, and hopes he 'may be frightened
presently into negotiations'; believes that war in
Europe can be avoided, particularly as France is
determined not to enter any conflict, and Britain will
not act alone; gives details of his recent
engagements, including several speeches which
have focussed on defence which have generally
been received without opposition within the party;
discusses recent debates on the 'depressed areas
resolutions', and 'retiring pensions'; comments on
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Stanley Baldwin's decision not to speak to the party
conference about policy for the forthcoming
election and mentions that he has persuaded him
to 'call a meeting of the ''Big Six'' to discuss the
subject'; he has had lunch with Austen who gave
news that [his son] Joe has been suffering from
malaria; he is proceeding with negotiations for the
sale of Hoskins, but does not think the prospective
buyer will be able to find the funds; mentions that
he and Anne have been to dinner with Dorothy and
Stephen, and that Mr Lloyd's health has not been
good; they have heard from Frank who is 'getting
on much better with his French'; he is to give a
speech in Glasgow the following week. 5 October
/936: Refutes claims in the newspapers that the
Cabinet has decided the date of the next election ,
but suggests that Hilda should try to get the
National Federation of Women's Institutes to
reschedule an exhibition [of handicrafts in the
Horticultural Hall]; gives an account of his meeting
in Glasgow at which he spoke about the National
Government's election programme, and which
appears to have been well received; Samuel Hoare
has had a meeting with Lord Beaverbrook who
advised him not to include Lloyd George or
Winston Churchill in any new government
apparently because Churchill is 'the only man who
could wreck our defence programme. I entirely
agree but I confess I think S[tranley] B[aldwin] will
have a hard job to keep W. out'; describes his stay
at Lord Weir's home in Renfrewshire, and their visit
to a shoot in Ayrshire and to a private cinema show
'which included trialsof a new hush-hush Autogyro
which Weir has been working on...& with which he
has obtained some rather sensational results';
gives brief details of his visit to see the autogyro,
and to Clydebank to see the Queen Mary where he
spoke to shipyard directors, and the designer and
Chief Engineer of the ship 'I couldn't help a quiet
smile to myself as I thought of previous visits to
that yard when I was trying to sell them berth
outfits'; gives his impressions of the Queen Mary,
which is still undecorated; comments on the guests
at a dinner party he attended in Glasgow, and
remarks that there seem to be few 'interesting'
people in either Glasgow or Birmingham 'do all the
people of cultivation go to London or what is the
explanation?'; he has had a letter from Frank who
thinks he can now speak French as well as he
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could speak German when he left Munich; he is
taking Dorothy to a concert, and will return to
Birmingham the following week. 15 October
/937: Gives the dates for the dissolution of
parliament and for the general election, which have
not yet been officially announced, though the
election date has already been leaked to the Daily
Telegraph; discusses his feelings about French
representation of Britain's intentions towards Italy,
that France was 'all the time holding back a
ferocious Britain, determined to destroy Fascism
and humiliate the dictator...I am sure we should be
very unwise to count on the possibility of a peaceful
settlement of the conflict at any early date' despite
apparent unease in the Vatican about Italy's
actions 'it may be...that the thing is not yet
desperate and that the League may still be
vindicated'; comments on his rebuke of [Leo]
Amery's criticism of government policy, and on
estimates of the size of the majority the National
Government is expected to win in the forthcoming
election; thinks that Lloyd George is not likely to
have much success with his Council of Action
questionnaire, and that Stanley Baldwin seems to
be keen to include Winston Churchill in a new
Cabinet, despite Neville's misgivings. 19 October
/938: Thanks Hilda for the pastilles she
recommended for his cold, which have helped him
to speak effectively in the House of Commons;
gives an account of a recent meeting he spoke at
in Stockport which was extremely crowded, despite
the apparent 'lack of excitement' about the
forthcoming general election; thinks that the
National Government are likely to lose 100 to 150
seats because the 'Samuelite Liberals' are now out
of the coalition, and is prepared for Labour party
gains 'the Opposition will naturally claim the result
as a tremendous triumph and a sign that they have
the Govt on the run and it will be some days before
we all settle down to calm consideration of the
figures and their implications'; agrees with Hilda
about the power of the wireless as a form of
communication, following a recent election debate
between members of different political parties;
comments on Stanley Baldwin's recent speech,
and his address to the Peace Society on rearmement; he was planning to write an article for
the 'Telegraph' but will has now heard that the
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newspaper is to print an article by Stanley Baldwin;
he has been discussing the achievements of the
National Government with Austen who commented
that 'he had never known any Government show
such vitality and initiative at the end of its career'
which Neville thinks is due to the work of the
Conservative Research Department, and to his
own efforts in promoting and explaining the
government's policies around the country which he
hopes will retain the 'floating vote'; Dorothy has
finally appointed a maid, and Frank should now
have returned to England from France; he is not
too tired, considering the strains of the election
campaign, but Anne is not sleeping well. 9
November
/939: Reflects on the results of the general election,
the strong support for the Unionists in Birmingham,
Stanley Baldwin's influence in the country, and his
feelings of irritation towards Baldwin who he feels
has had a much less strenuous campaign than
Neville and showed 'no interest in anything that
concerned anyone but himself' when he last saw
him; comments on Stanley Baldwin's decision to
leave Neville as Chancellor of the Exchequer and
to remain leader, and thinks that Baldwin will not
ask Winston Churchill to join the Cabinet and would
feel happy if Ramsay MacDonald decided to retire,
which he thinks is unlikely; gives a brief description
of his final election campaign meeting in
Edgbaston, which 'was packed to
overflowing...hundreds were turned away...even so
I had to address an overflow of those who
remained'; gives details of meetings he addressed
at Stoke and Hanley, at which some of the
audience were hostile and began singing 'the Red
Flag, commenting that Hanley was 'always a rough
mining place'; mentions that his Birmingham agent,
Mr Edwards, was to speak to Oliver LockerLampson about his election address mentioning
confronting Hitler, which had caused anxiety
among government supporters; expresses his
happiness that [Sir John] Samuel and [Christopher]
Addison have been defeated, and thinks the
government does not need to be concerned about
Rothermere and Beaverbrook being hostile [to
government policy]; gives details of his election day
travels with Anne, and mentions how tired they are;
Frank has visited, and has been staying with
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Dorothy. 17 November
/939A: letter enclosed with /940, printed in the
'Chronicle' from Jean Armstrong, Reading
Municipal Association, 5 November 1935, urging
women in the constituency to vote Conservative in
the general election, and praising Neville
Chamberlain as 'the real statesman of the
day...who has done more for the working man of
to-day than anyone else'. 5 November
/939B: article enclosed with /940, printed in the
'News Chronicle', 12 November 1935, consisting of
profiles of Birmingham's MPs and mentioning
Neville Chamberlain and Austen Chamberlain
/940: Reorts that he has recovered from his
tiredness after the election campaign, and has
been discussing the formation of the new Cabinet
with Stanley Baldwin, noting that Ramsay
MacDonald has asked for seats for both himself
and his son, Malcolm as well as an administrative
office for John Henry Thomas, and mentioning his
support for Baldwin's appointment of Duff Cooper
and William Shepherd Morrison, despite his initial
uncertainty about Morrison; mentions that he would
have preferred Lord Halifax to be appointed
Dominions Secretary, and that Thomas will be
'quite useless at the Colonies; thinks that the
election was decided by the unattached voter who
he thinks 'does not want to be governed by a party
founded on class difference' and that until the
Labour party change their programme they will be
'doomed to remain in Opposition', remarking that
Herbert Morrison seems to have taken the same
view in a recent article in the 'Evening Standard';
Anne has been selecting curtains, carpets, furniture
and pictures for 11 Downing Street, and they hope
to acquire some landscapes and watercolours from
the National Gallery; they have attended a musical
party at the French Embassy at which he spoke to
the Duchess of York 'she is the only royalty I enjoy
talking to, for though she may not be intellectual
she is always natural & moreover appears always
to be thoroughly enjoying herself'; he and Anne
have been to see the film 'Moscow Nights' and to a
piano recital by Edwin Fischer 23 November
/941: Comments on his current illness, which he
thinks has been caused by food poisoning, and has
forced him to change his plans in Birmingham; he
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has managed to let the house at Eaton Square until
Easter, and is worried that the tenants will be
unhappy that Anne has arranged for some of the
furniture to be removed; Anne is excited about
moving to 11 Downing Street, and they are to meet
the First Commissioner of Works from the National
Gallery the following week about the loan of
pictures; comments on Ida's account of recent
events in Odiham [concerning a man who
persuaded people to pay money for apples, before
disappearing] 'you have been so much in the
limelight with motorists running down girls on
bicycles, and landslides on the railway and now
Dorchester's burglary that you must expect to be
visite dby all the cranks & criminals who read the
papers'; discusses Italian advances in Africa and
the possibility that Italy will attack British interests
in Egypt and elsewhere 'if only our defences were
stronger I should feel so much happier but though
we are working night & day they aren't what I
should like'; comments on reports from Germany
[presumably relating to re-armament] and
considers whether his decisions are right or
popular 'when I come to think of it, I don't really
care much what they say of me now so long as I
am satisfied myself that I am doing what is right.
For it isn't as if I had ambitions which might be
mired by present unpopularity'. 8 December
/942: Expresses his concern about Ida's ill health
and hopes that she will feel better after a holiday;
discusses the repercussions of the Hoare Laval
proposals [the revelation of the secret agreement
between Samuel Hoare and Pierre Laval to effect
an end to the war between Italy and Abyssinia
through Abyssinia ceding the majority of its territory
to Italy], and the resulting collapse in British
'prestige in foreign affairs at home and abroad...if
we had to fight the election over again we should
probably be beaten & certainly would not have
more than a bare majority'; discusses the damage
that has been caused to Samuel Hoare's
reputation, and remarks that the League of Nations
is likely to reject the proposals; mentions that he
and Anne have now moved into 11 Downing Street,
and he has attended a lengthy debate in the House
of Commons on the Railway Bill; he and Anne are
staying with the Iliffes [Edward Nauger Iliffe,
Conservative MP for Tamworth] in Yattendon, and
gives brief details of some of the other guests. 15
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46 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /910A was formerly numbered
/910 (there were two items with the same number).
NC18/1/943-989

1936 letters

1936

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1936. A letter
from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda is also included.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
Major themes include the increasing tensions in
Europe triggered by Germany's re-occupation of
the Rhineland area in March, Italy's conquest of
Abyssinia, and the outbreak of civil war in Spain in
July, all of which resulted in intense diplomatic
discussions between the Locarno Powers and
others; the death of George V and the accession
and eventual abdication at the end of the year of
Edward VIII, due to his relationship with Wallis
Simpson; Neville's continued work on re-armament
and Defence programmes, and his interest in
domestic legislation including Unemployment
Assistance Board regulations, and plans for the
'special' or 'distressed' areas.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
/943: Thanks Ida and Hilda for their gift of an
epergne to celebrate Neville and Anne's twenty-fifth
wedding anniversary which will be displayed on the
dining table at 11 Downing Street, and for his
sisters' constant support and affection 'especially in
times of trouble'; describes the gift that they have
received from Mary Carnegie, and explains the
circumstances behind his recent misdiagnosis of
mumps; describes his visit to Powis Castle and his
early return home from Wales due to incipient gout;
discusses his reading of 'What Happens in Hamlet'
[by John Dover Wilson], and his enthusiasm for the
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play. 5 January
/944: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda
Chamberlain expressing her affection for Hilda and
Ida, and Dorothy and Frank's deep fondness for
their aunts, and for the help and support they have
always shown the family; thanks Hilda and Ida for
their gift for Anne and Neville's wedding
anniversary, discusses forthcoming social
engagements, and mentions how much she
enjoyed her visit to Powis. 5 January
/945: He has not had any further symptoms of gout
in his heel, but has been suffering from 'gouty
eczema'; discusses Austen's financial troubles and
his current residence in a hotel 'I agree with you
that he doesn't really mind hotel life as much as
you or I & that is fortunate'; mentions that he and
Anne have had dinner with Norah and Byng
Kenrick, as well as Gerald, Ruth, and Ernest
Martineau; describes his stay at Hever Castle, and
gives details about the history of the building and
its previous residents, including Anne Boleyn;
Frank has got a position in the Treasurer's
Department at ICI and will undertake some of his
training at a factory in Birmingham; he has seen
the Prime Minister but has not been able to get an
opinion from him on any of the issues he wanted to
discuss. 12 January
/946: Discusses the serious ill health of George V
and fears that he will not recover 'S[tanley]
B[aldwin] tells me that he has been very low in his
mind lately and he has evidently no longer the
resisting power which enabled him to make such a
miraculous recovery before...no one can view the
prospect of a change without anxiety'; remarks on
the recent death of Rudyard Kipling and his
influence on 'other literary men and on political
thought' commenting 'he always had a good deal of
the school boy in him'; he has been working on
Defence proposals and has made some progress;
comments on a recent speech on re-armament by
Goebbels that was reported in the 'Times' and
contrasts this 'rant' with Anthony Eden's speech; he
has had lunch with the American Ambassador to
meet William Phillips, the Under Secretary of State
to discuss possible trade agreements 'I don't know
what he thought of me but I thought he was one of
the best Americans I have met, quiet and sensible
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and with an extremely pleasant manner...I expect
after the way the Japs have behaved he is feeling
more friendly to us than usual'; Frank is finding his
job at ICI overwhelming at present; Dorothy and
Stephen have been in London to attend the
'Chinese exhibition'; he has been corresponding
with John Dover Wilson [author of 'What Happened
in Hamlet'] and plans to obtain more plays in the
New Shakespeare edition to aid his understanding
of them. 18 January
/947: Mentions that he is unlikely to see Hilda very
much while she is in London, as he is expecting to
dine with [Pierre Etienne] Flandin [French Minister
of Foreign Affairs]; comments on the death of
George V 'not having a wireless set in the house I
did not actually know that he was dead till I saw the
flag on the Admiralty at half mast when I got up.
But when I went to bed soon after half past 12 on
the previous night I saw a car with lights up waiting
in Downing Street & from my bed I could hear the
newsboys shouting & could guess what it meant';
recounts the king's last words at his last Council;
Anne hired a wireless set to listen to Stanley
Baldwin's broadcast, and they both thought his
speech to the House of Commons was a good one
'indeed he is a supreme master of the oratory
appropriate to great & especially tragic events and I
find him far more satisfying because he is more
human than Asquith'; gives an account of the
assembly of the Privy Council, Loyd Mayor
Aldermen and Citizens of London for the accession
Council and his impression of the character of the
new king, Edward VIII, remarking that he hopes he
'behaves himself now he has such heavy
responsibilities for unless he does he will soon pull
down the throne'; reassures Hilda that the new
reign will not be bad for the government, and thinks
that it will strengthen their position by showing the
Prime Minister in a good light and detracting
attention from the memory of the Hoare Laval
incident; they have seen Mary and Willie [Carnegie]
and heard more about [Austen's son] Joe's illness
and Diane's pregnancy; he and Anne have been to
Westminster Hall to watch people queuing to see
George V's Lying in State 'I think you must try &
see that while you are here for it is certainly a most
moving & impressive spectacle'. 25 January
/948: Thanks Ida for her letter, and for the letter
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she sent to Anne, with her memories of Edward
VII's funeral, remarking that he can recollect very
few details of this event, despite seeing the funeral
from a spot in Piccadilly; describes how Anne
organised spaces for friends and relatives to view
George V's funeral procession from 11 Downing
Street and comments that he would like to analyse
the feelings and emotions of Hilda and Ida's
servants on seeing the Lying in State 'what was it
that appealed to them? Had they got a great
personal feeling for the king, or did they feel that
they wanted to have their part in a great national
demonstration? Was it a particularly exhilarating
''show'' with an opportunity of getting to close
quarters with royalty? Or did something of all those
feelings enter into their willingness to endure all
those hours of tedium & fatigue?'; describes the
funeral service in St George's Chapel and mentions
that he has had a reply from the Queen to his letter
of sympathy;expresses his concern about [Austen's
daughter] Diane's illness and confinement and is
pleased that [Austen's son] Joe is recovering; he
has had lunch with the Austrian Minister to meet
Prince Starhemberg and Dr Draxler, the Finance
Minister, and gives his impression of the prince; he
and Anne have dined with Lord Granard to emet
King Carol of Romania who has apparently been
spending large sums of money in Bond Street and
Regent Street; he has been to see Romeo and
Juliet with John Gielgud and Peggy Ashcroft, and
has dined with Philip Sassoon who took him to the
cinema to see The Ghost goes West' which he
enjoyed. 1 February
/949: Expresses his concern and sadness at the
possibility that Hilda and Ida will have to leave
Odiham [due to noise and disruption caused by the
proposed expansion to the aerodrome]; discusses
his bird watching activities, and mentions that he
and Anne have been to the National Gallery to look
at possible pictures for 11 Downing Street with the
director, Kenneth Clark, listing some of the works
they looked at; mentions that four new bills are due
to be introduced in the next couple of weeks, on
the Cotton Industry, Agricultural Insurance,
Education and Sugar, none of which he anticipated
will cause difficulties; comments on the terms of the
Agricultural Insurance bill which covers park
gardeners but does not provide for domestic
gardeners and 'emphasises once more the
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sheltered position of the municipal employee which
creates much bitter comment from his less
fortunate fellow workers'; the Defence programme
is becoming more prominent and he has been
speaking to Stanley Baldwin about whether
changes are needed to the system of co-ordination
between the Army, Navy and Air Force; he has
been working on the programme, and is 'pretty
satisfied now that if we can keep out of war for a
few years we shall have an air force of such
striking power that no one will care to run risks with
it'. 9 February
/949A: Comments on Ida's improved health and
discusses some of the birds he has seen in London
recently; he has dined with Samuel Hoare, who is
keen to come back into government, and has been
speaking to Stanley Baldwin about the possibility of
getting Hoare to undertake an enquiry into coordinating defence; gives an account of his
negotiations with Baldwin on this issue, which
culminated him preparing a report to circulate to
Cabinet, and suggesting that Austen might
undertake the enquiry, which is now less likely to
happen following Austen's recent speech in the
House of Commons calling for the Minister of
Defence to co-ordinate the three Service Ministries;
speculates whether Baldwin might ask Austen to
become Minister of Defence but thinks that he is
'more valuable to the country as an independent
critic who can accord or withhold his approval with
overpowering effect'; there is to be a Cabinet
meeting to discuss the Committee's report on the
Defence programme the following day; apologises
for not being able to visit Odiham at Easter due to
the timing of the Budget, and suggests visiting
sooner; mentions that his new Parliamentary
Private Secretary, Lord Dunglass, has invited him
to go salmon fishing on the Tweed. 16 February
/950: Reports the news that Anne's brother Horace
has died suddenly in France, and gives details of
the preparations for bringing his body home and
arranging the funeral; mentions that the
government's Defence proposals have had a good
reception, and that Austen approves, but Neville is
worried that Stanley Baldwin has still not decided
who to select to direct the policy; he has been
working on the White Paper [relating to Defence
and outlining plans to build new battleships and
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aircraft carriers, improve coastal defence, and
increase air strength]; he and Anne have been with
the Gunstons to see a Charlie Chaplin film 'the
others said that when you had seen him often he
palled to some extent because his jokes and
mannerisms were always the same but of course it
was fresh to us'; notes that the Japanese Prime
Minister has survived attempts to assassinate him
during the recent military coup 'they are still a
barbarous people but it is too soon to estimate the
consequences of their latest performance'. 29
February
/951: The German re-occupation of the Rhineland
has prevented him spending the weekend in
Birmingham; he has been taking part in
discussions with French politicians, and the
Cabinet has been meeting every day; he is going to
Farnham Royal the following day to have lunch
with the Gomer Berrys and meet [Pierre Etienne]
Flandin [French Minister of Foreign Affairs]; [Paul]
Van Zeeland [Belgian Prime Minister] has also had
lunch with Neville 'things look pretty bad but I have
a sort of feeling we shall get through without an
outbreak of hostilities though whether the French
will consent to anything constructive seems
doubtful'; expresses his relief that Winston
Churchill is not in the Cabinet 'he is in the usual
excited condition that comes on him when he
smells war, and if he were in the Cabinet we should
be spending all our time in holding him down
instead of getting on with our business'; comments
on the appointment of [Thomas Walker Hobart]
Inskip [as Minister for Coordination of Defence] and
explains that Stanley Baldwin had intended to
appoint Samuel Hoare but his speech in the House
of Commons had been 'such an exhibition of bad
taste' that it affected Neville's view of him, and he
advised Baldwin to reject him 'moreover I found
him the excellent reason for rejecting Sam and
Winston that their known opinions & history might
well embarrass any Govt which they joined at this
moment'; he and Anne have enjoyed the
Gainsborough exhibition and have also visited the
flower show; discusses French public opinion about
Germany's recent actions, and hopes that he can
persuade French politicians to support Britain's
decisions. 14 March
/952: Gives an account of the recent meetings of
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the Locarno Powers and the League of Nations
Council to discuss Germany's re-occupation of the
Rhineland, and assesses his role 'It is true that I
have supplied most of the ideas and taken the lead
all through but both Edward [Halifax] and Anthony
[Eden] fully played their part and each of them was
most helpful. Indeed I don't think any of us could
have been spared except poor Ramsay
[MacDonald] who hovered around the proceedings
like an uneasy shadow unable to make any useful
contribution'; discusses the forthcoming
negotiations that will have to take place with
German politicians and comments on some of
them 'Ribbentrop is not I believe such a villain as
you imagine; the trouble is rather that he is a mere
toady of Hitler's, but he knows & understands a
good deal of other countries than his own in
contrast to the Fuhrer, Goering & Goebbels who
are quite ignorant on the subject'; hopes that the
current crisis can be resolved and that European
relations can start on a new basis; he and Anne are
hoping to spend time in Harrogate during the
summer having spa treatments, despite hearing of
the death of their doctor there, Dr Morris; describes
the spring flowers in the garden and park, and
mentions that he had been to hear the Roth quartet
play Beethoven. 21 March
/954: Discusses Ida and Hilda's house hunting in
the Itchen Stoke area, and advises Ida about a
potential house purchase; Anne is very tired after
making speeches at the cathedral in Birmingham,
and at the Town Hall on behalf of an appeal for
new churches in the new suburbs of the city; he will
have to begin preparing the Budget, after spending
most of his time with Foreign Affairs and Defence;
mentions that Stanley Baldwin seems tired and
less inclined to take on responsibilities which
should be his; comments on his recent speech in
the House of Commons, and Anthony Eden's
'speech of his life' which 'showed both courage and
statesmanship and more than anything else it
brought the House to see the situation in a truer
perspective'; Winston Churchill supported the
government in the debate, and its success has
'greatly strengthened our hand in dealing with the
Germans who have been counting upon the pro
German sentiment which undoubtedly existed and I
cant help hoping that Ribbentrop will have warned
Hitler that if he persists in refusing to make any
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contribution he may lose he sympathy of England &
find that he has driven us into an alliance with
Belgium & France.'; discusses the timing of Stanley
Baldwin's retirement and Winston Churchill's recent
behaviour which he thinks suggests that he
'expects a change before long and that he is
playing up for another chance with another P.M'. 28
March
/955: Thanks Hilda for sending him a copy of
Winston Churchill's article which discusses politics
during Lord Salisbury's premiership and, he feels,
'grossly overestimates the importance of ''Tory
Democracy'' in Birmingham in those days' due to
'filial piety'; he is not involved in discussions with
Germany, but Anthony Eden is reporting to him;
mentions that French politicians are pressing for
another meeting of the Locarno Powers but hopes
that discussions can continue until after the French
elections 'for Flandin is very unpopular owing to his
reputation for Anglophilism and he has to play up to
the gallery accordingly. On the other hand we may
get a Govt much more Left in character and in that
case the Russians may exert more influence in the
wrong direction'; goes on to discuss the 'Abyssinian
situation', the Italian use of poison gas, and the
likely collapse of resistance, commenting that the
public will think that the League of Nations has
again failed 'to do more than exacerbate feelings
all roung & will be charged, not without justification,
with having encouraged Abyssinia to commit
suicide'; gives details about some of the tensions in
the House of Commons over the Civil Aviation Bill,
and mentions that he has recently seen Edward
VIII who seemed much happier; Anne has been
planning a reception to which both Houses of
Parliament, the Corps of Diplomats, the whole
Conservative Party and personal friends are
invited; he is about to go to stay with Major the
Lord Forbes in Aberdeenshire to go fishing. 4 April
/956: Gives an account of his fishing holiday;
comments on a recent debate in the House of
Commons at which he spoke on mandated
territories and mentions the possible transfer of
Tanganyika to Germany; mentions recent articles
in the 'Daily Mail' attacking Stanley Baldwin and
thinks that Winston Churchill might have been
involved, since he is in 'constant touch' with
Rothermere and Beaverbrook; he wonders whether
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Stanley Baldwin will continue as Prime Minister
until after he Coronation, as he thinks he has
influence over Edward VIII; he can see no way of
ending the Abyssinian crisis without 'thoroughly
discrediting the League [of Nations] and it that
happens our whole European policy is threatened';
expresses his frustration at diplomacy with both
France and Germany, and gives his view that
[Joachim von] Ribbentrop [German Ambassador to
Britain] is evasive 'I soon saw that it was of no use
to talk to him. He has no intention of saying
anything to Hitler that Hitler would not like to hear';
apologises for talking to Aunt Alice and Lilian about
Hilda and Ida's possible move from Odiham. 13
April
/957: Discusses the reent cold and snowy weather,
and gives an account of his stay with Major the
Lord Forbes and his family; he is now working hard
preparing the Budget and composing a [radio]
broadcast, and mentions that he is to make a film
as well; Anne's health has not been good. 19 April
/958: Discusses the reception of the Budget and
the City's approval of it; he has received 'a few
abusive letters but some approving ones too' and
thinks that although he would have been more
popular if had had been able to give tax
remissions, his way of dealing with a difficult
situation by diverting money to Defence is
appreciated; comments on the apparent leaks of
information from within the government, and the
alleged complicity of a member of Cabinet [James
Henry Thomas later resigned] 'for my part I should
be very astonished to hear that any Minister had
committed such a startling imprudence even if he
had no moral scruples and I suspect the affair will
turn out to be nothing but unsupported gossip. But
some members of the Labour Party are always
smelling round for unsavoury items of this kind'; he
has asked Stanley Baldwin to set up a Committee
to consult with Anthony Eden on the future of the
League of Nations, but he does not seem to have
done anything about it yet. 25 April
/959: Comments on the recent weather, how it
might have affected Hilda and Ida's visit to
Stourton, and his recent gardening activities; he
has not had to face any opposition over the
Budget, 'even on tea', and although he anticipates
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trouble over the Educational Trusts he does not
think the government's popularity has been
damaged by new taxation; he has received several
compliments on his broadcast film, including one
from Sir Stafford Cripps [Labour MP for Bristol];
discusses the recent Italian victory in Abyssinia
which he thinks will encourage France to lift the
sanctions and 'let Italy get back to the Stresa front
at once. That seems to me intolerable and although
I don't see at present what the outcome is to be I
am sure the time has not yet come for the League
to own itself beaten'; hopes that more effective
methods of keeping peace in Europe can be
developed, and Stanley Baldwin has now set up a
Committee to discuss the future of the League of
Nations; a Judicial Tribunal is to be set up to make
enquiries about leaks from the Cabinet of
information about the Budget, and he hopes that
the culprit will not prove to be a colleague; he has
almost finished work on three Cabinet Committees
for which he was chairman, covering Tithes,
Unemployment Assistance and meat policy; he and
Anne have been to hear Moriz Rosenthal play
Beethoven, which he enjoyed very much; notes
that the Ethiopian Emperor [Haile Selassie] has
abdicated which will 'simplify the situation'. 2 May
/960: Discusses Austen's recent speech in the
House of Commons [against the continuation of
sanctions against Italy following the conquest of
Abyssinia], which he understood to mean that it
would be dangerous to maintain and increase
sanctions, but not that they should be dropped
immediately 'I am sorry that he appeared to say
more because I believe that public opinion here
would be greatly shocked if we showed ourselves
in too great a hurry to throw up the sponge. But all
we need to do is to avoid any announcement of
policy and adopt a waiting attitude; briefly
discusses his recent ill health and gives details
about his recent fishing trip. 10 May
/961: Sends Hilda birthday greetings and reflects
on the siblings' achievement in reaching their midsixties; comments on Hilda and Ida's decision not
to move away from Odiham unless absolutely
necessary 'if either of you found the aeroplanes
getting on your nerves to a dangerous extent';
mentions that he enjoyed his time in Odiham and
was pleased to have seen Hilda Mary again 'so that
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she seems to be more of a reality than she had
become. It is a great thing for her to have gone
Roman [Catholic] if it has restored her balance a
bit'; thanks Hilda and Ida for their comments which
are 'often illuminating' and remarks that he can
always count on their sympathy and understanding.
18 May
/962: Expresses his sympathy for Ida who is
suffering from neck pain; gives an account of his
recent fishing trip including catching several big
trout; he has spoken to Stanley Baldwin about the
new appointment to succeed James Henry Thomas
as Colonial Secretary, and has asked him about his
plans to retire; Anne's party was very successful
and was attended by 387 people. 24 May
/963: He has been to Birmingham to make a
presentation to the President of the Birmingham
Anglers Association 'I like to maintain some sort of
touch with my native town so that they may not feel
that I have abandoned them, and moreover I felt
sure that from the political point of view this would
be especially good propaganda!'; he was able to
see Frank and Dorothy while in Birmingham, and
spent the night at Dorothy's house; mentions
Dorothy's healthy appearance and hopes that the
imminent birth of her baby will go smoothly; he has
seen the accountants about Hoskins and instructed
them to make a thorough investigation and report;
the Judicial Tribunal is due to publish its report the
following day, and is likely to identify James Henry
Thomas, Alfred Butt, and Aldred Bates, as the
authors of the Budget leaks 'I am very sorry for
Jimmy but of course he has been asking for it for
years. He wont be any loss to the Government for
he had gone very much to seed'; comments on
William Ormsby Gore's appointment as Colonial
Secretary and criticises Duff Cooper's performance
at the War Office; mentions that Lloyd George
apparently does not trust Stanley Baldwin though
he believes Neville's assurances. 1 June
/964: Regrets that neither he nor Anne will be able
to have dinner with Hilda when she visits London,
and discusses social arrangements; mentions the
unseasonably cold weather and gives brief details
of his recent fishing trip; describes some of the
events planned in Birmingham to mark the
centenary of the birth of Joseph Chamberlain;
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comments on Samuel Hoare's appointment to the
Admiralty, which the newspapers are interpreting
as a 'gesture of friendliness to Italy & an indication
that sanctions will be taken off. It is rather
scandalous, but fortunately the public does not
seem to take these stunt papers very seriously'. 6
June
/964A: press cutting from undentified newspaper
featuring a photograph of President Roosevelt
being apparently reprimanded by his wife, Eleanor
/965: Discusses preparations for the imminent birth
of Dorothy's baby and gives the latest news from
Anne, who is staying in Birmingham; comments on
his recent speech to the 1900 Club criticising the
continuation of sanctions against Italy, about which
he had previously consulted Samuel Hoare but not
Anthony Eden, and describes the reaction of Eden
and Stanley Baldwin; discusses coverage of his
speech in the 'Times' and mentions how sorry
people feel for James Henry Thomas, who has
been forced to resign [after being identified as one
of the authors of Budget leaks]; he has now
received the report about Hoskins which confirms
that he will need to ask Hall to leave; he has tried
to get Arthur Chamberlain to discuss the matter
with him, but he has gone fishing in Norway, and
Austen is concerned about changes to his income
as a result of reduced dividends from the firm. 14
June
/966: Gives an account of his visit to Birmingham to
see his grandson, James, remarking on the baby's
appearance and Dorothy's health; he has been
working late on the Finance Bill, but has slept well
since he has been in Birmingham; discusses the
recent difficult debate in the House of Commons on
the proposed abandonment of sanctions against
Italy 'the Opposition were very noisy and rude and
Ll[oyd] G[eorge] was at the top of his form', noting
that Stanley Baldwin's response was not effective;
he is continuing to receive letters about his recent
speech against the continuation of sanctions, which
was well received abroad, except for in South
Africa; he is feeling more positive about the
international situation 'Mussolini clearly intends to
responde, the Egyptian negotiations are going
better, our declarations about the Eastern
Mediterranean will help to keep Turkey, Greece
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and Yugo Slavia in the fold, and all the time we are
improving the defence situation'; Stanley Baldwin is
feeling tired and depressed, but hopes his summer
holiday will 'set him up again'; he has had a 'rather
painful' meeting with George Hall [Managing
Director of Hoskins] who could not see that there
was anything wrong with the management of the
firm, though accepted it cannot continue losing
money; Austen and Neville have decided to wait
until Arthur Chamberlain returns before making
further decisions. 20 June
/966A: press cutting from unidentified newspaper
featuring a photograph of Neville Chamberlain with
a large trout which he caught while fishing on the
River Test
/967: Hopes that Hilda and Ida's garden party was
not affected by rain; discusses diplomatic efforts
with Italy and mentions the recent visit by the
Italian Air Marshal to Berlin and the lack of
response by Hitler to a questionnaire from Britain
asking him to define his foreign policy 'it is evident
that he is playing for time and that we must expect
some new and unpleasant surprise as soon as he
sees his opportunity'; comments on the recent
debate [on the government's abandonment of
sanctions] which went well for the government, and
mentions Stanley Baldwin's ongoing tiredness and
the possibility that he might retire; gives details of
his own heavy workload but remarks that his sleep
is unaffected by the work; describes a recent
meeting in Manchester which took place at the side
of a speedway; he thinks the government will face
opposition over Duff Coooper and Lord
Londonderry's speeches [on Anglo-French
interests] which have been passed by the Foreign
Office, but which he thinks will weaken Stanley
Baldwin 'because it gives the impression that he
has lost control'. 27 June
/968: Remarks on the weather for Hilda and Ida's
garden party, and his attendance at the Botanical
Gardens in Birmingham for the 'annual outdoor
demonstration' [of the Birmingham Unionist
Association?]; expresses his concern about Ida's
back pain and supports her decision not to attend
the Albert Hall event to mark the centenary of
Joseph Chamberlain's birth, which he voices his
concerns about; discusses recent events in the
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House of Commons, including the third reading of
the Finance Bill and the attack on Duff Cooper's
speech; he is expecting 'rowdy scenes' during
discussion of the Unemployment Assistance Board
regulations but hopes that once it gets through
Parliament 'it should go pretty smoothly in th
ecountry for there will be many more increases
than decreases and the Board will go slow except
in the worst cases'; comments on his attendance at
the Birmingham University degree congregations
'the staff is enormously increased in comparison
with the old days but is not so impressive in
appearance and A[nnie] was horrified at the
degenerate aspect of he students whom she
describes as ''greasy'' and ''filthy''. But as I tell her
they don't come from the same class as Oxford and
Cambridge and they have no idea of how to dress
or how their hair should be cut'; gives news of
Dorothy and her new baby, James; he is due to
speak to Stanley Baldwin about his retirement
plans but does not expect any news; expresses his
concern about Austen and his relationship with
Winston Churchill's supporters. 4 July
/969: Admits that he is glad the centenary
celebrations [to mark the birth of Joseph
Chamberlain] are over, but thinks he has not found
them as trying as Austen who had been very
nervous about them; comments on the Birmingham
celebrations which he thinks were less 'gloomy'
than Ida had described, mentioning [Charles] Grant
Robertson's [Vice Chancellor of the University of
Birmingham] speech and a donation by Jeffery
Walker towards the founding of a 'Staff College for
Industry & Research in memory of Father' which
will apparently be worked out between the
University and the Midland Institute; he has
persuaded Austen not to pursue his plans for a
conference on rearmament which he thinks 'could
not possibly result in a united front but would
probably end in a definite break with Winston' but
has supported efforts to hold a conference on the
'European situation and the policy the Govt should
follow'; as he expected, he was not able to get any
information from Stanley Baldwin about his
retirement plans, but was told he intended to 'take
things easily' which he seems to be doing 'so far as
I can see he is doing no work at all and as I slave
over my papers into the small hours I think a little
bitterly of him snoozing comfortably next door. But I
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must not pursue that train of thought'; mentions that
the Unemployment Assistance Board regulations
have had a good reception; discusses the
problems he has recently been having with his car,
and his financial difficulties. 11 July
/970: Comments on Ida's health and on local news
from Odiham; discusses his recent visit to
Briantspuddle to see Ernest and Cecily
[Debenham], and gives news about them; gives his
opinion about the recent Austro-German
agreement [which included a pledge to recognise
Austrian sovereignty in return for Austria basing its
policy on the principle that it was a German state]
which he thinks gives Britain more time to re-arm;
he and the Prime Minister are to meet the Foreign
Secretary that evening which he thinks might mean
a delay in the meeting of the Locarno Powers; the
Montreux conference has ended in success, the
situation in Palestine is no worse, and 'Egypt is
going on fairly well', but Japanese aggression is a
concern; comments on Stanley Baldwin's recent
speech in Cardiff which mentioned his part in rearmament 'you would suppose he had taken quite
an active part in rearmament instead of leaving it
entirely to others'; he has attended a dinner to meet
Australian politicians including [Bertram Sydney
Barnsdale] Stevens, the Premier of New South
Wales, and mentions that several members of the
party admired the change they saw in Britain since
their last visit 'they said eveyone looked contented
& well dressed and prosperous'; alludes to his
discussions with Stevens about his economic
policy as Chancellor. 19 July
/971: Gives a brief account of the christening of
Dorothy's son, James 'who didn't behave badly
considering what a trying performance it is'; gives
news of James's development and health;
comments on his absence from the House of
Commons during some recent long sittings [to
discuss Means Test regulations, involving a
demonstration by three Clydeside MPs who were
suspended] 'there really is no satisfaction to be got
out of a long sitting like that which does not change
a vote but merely provides an opportunity for the
more unlettered type of Labour Member to repeat
the old catch words over and over again'; gives a
brief account of the meeting he addressed [in
Devon?] which was not badly affected by rain, and
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describes the house in which he and Anne stayed
while there; discusses the reception of his speech
in the House of Commons [on rearmament] which
is judged to have 'deflated' Winston Churchill and
his followers; Stanley Baldwin and Ramsay
MacDonald were both absent from the House
during the debate on the Unemployment
Assistance Board regulations; he has been for
lunch at the French Embassy to meet [Leon] Blum
[the French Prime Minister] 'I was very favourably
impressed by him...he seems straightforward &
sincere and he showed more vitality than I
expected...I should say that he was more of an
idealist than a realist. I am sure he is honest well
meaning and humane but I doubt very much
whether he understand the consequences of what
he is doing. In the meantime however he is
extremely anxious to keep in tune with us and
much less difficult in negotiations which concern
the Germans than his predecessor'; he hopes there
will be a 'lull in foreign affairs for a few weeks' and
he has told Stanley Baldwin that he ought not have
Ramsay MacDonald in charge while he is away on
holiday but he is not sure this advice will be
followed; comments on the poor weather so far this
summer and encloses a press cutting about his
recent catch of a large trout, which he has also
sent to Mary [Carnegie]. (see /966A) 25 July
/972: Gives brief details about how his current
attack of gout is affecting him; mentions his plans
to travel to Harrogate but return for the Foreign
Affairs Committtee before hopefully going to
Scotland, and comments on the recent outbreak of
civil war in Spain 'one cannot be sure that no fresh
upset will occur with Spain in this uproar' and Von
Neurath's [German Foreign Minister] assurance
that 'Germany would spring no new surprise on us
between now and the Five Power meeting in
October'; summarise the current situation for the
government, in both domestic and international
politics, mentioning the state of Government stock,
negotiations with Egypt, the situation in Palestine,
continued diplomacy with Germany and Italy, and
the Unemployment Assistance Board regulations
which have passed through the House of
Commons successfully; he has spoken to Arthur
Chamberlain about Hoskins and he has agreed to
carry out an investigation into the difficulties at the
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firm. 2 August
/973: Expresses his concern about Hilda and Ida's
chauffeur, Elliott, who has been taken ill while they
are in the north of Scotland on holiday; mentions
some of the places on the west coast of Scotland
that they are hoping to see; gives news of Anne's
health and his recovery from gout; Frank has
visited them in Harrogate, and has joined some of
their social engagements, which he describes. 17
August
/974: Discusses his memories of Tongue and
Ullapool which Hilda and Ida are hoping to visit,
and comments on the Scottish landscape; gives an
account of their travels in Yorkshire including to
Boroughbridge, Rievaulx and Settle where they
stayed with the Geoffrey Dawsons [Editor of the
'Times'] 'A[nne] says G.Dawson is very shy and I
think that is true and perhaps accounts for his
reputation of being a difficult talker. A[nne] thought
a social meeting might make the Times kinder to
me, but I don't think their behaviour was ever due
to Dawson personally'; Anthony Eden has urged
him to stay in London to attend a dinner for the
Egyptian Minister at the Foreign Office, since the
Prime Minister is away; he has had a letter from
Stanley Baldwin to say that his doctor has
forbidden him to attend any London meetings or to
address the meeting of the party in Margate in
October but which only implied that Neville would
be taking his place 'that busts a shoot I had
arranged with Ld Exeter and another I had
accepted with Ld Iiffe, but I admit I should not like
anyone else to act as deputy'; his gout has virtually
subsided, but he is still suffering from neuritis. 26
August
/975: Give news of the death of Jessie Cole, one of
Anne's relatives, who has died after suffering a fall
at her home; comments on the poor summer
weather, gives details of his fishing and shooting
activities in Scotland and mentions some of the
social engagements he and Anne have attended;
Arthur Chamberlain has now taken over the
management of Hoskins, and a new joint managing
director has been appointed, but Neville informs
Hilda and Ida that they, and Mary Carnegie, will
lost their preference dividends; discusses his rereading of 'The Descent of Man' and thinks that
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'some of the argument seems over elaborated in
these days'. 6 September
/976: Describes the current weather, which is
unusually dry and clear compared with the rest of
his holiday; he is enjoying being able to go walking,
but his joints are still painful from his recent attack
of gout; gives an account of his journey to
Tillypronie which included a visit to a prehistoric
burial mound at Pitlochry; gives an account of the
rest of his holiday activities at Lude, some of which
were affected by bad weather, and gives details
about some of the friends he saw or stayed with;
mentions Stanley Baldwin's intention to stay away
from the party conference at Margate which has
provoked speculation about his possible retirement,
but confirms that the situation has not changed 'I
am glad I pinned him down about taking his place;
he would have been quite capable of saying
nothing baout it and leaving it to the press to run
alternative candidates'. 13 September
/977: Discusses Ida's health and urges Hilda not to
let her Women's Institute responsibilities take up
too much of her time 'the trouble with all our family
is that they will make work for themselves and they
do it so effectively that everything is put on to their
shoulders. They all enjoy it and it is worth doing so
long as they keep an eye on their health - or some
one does it for them'; mentions that he has not had
a very good year for salmon fishing this year; he
has spoken to Sir Horace Wilson about Stanley
Baldwin, who is apparently not displaying 'any keen
interest in public affairs' but does not seem to be
planning to retire imminently 'so I must go on with
what is before me & without worrying over the
future'; Dorothy is enjoying her holiday in Dorset
and gives news of her baby, James; Franh is going
to Manchester to the Sales Department [of ICI]; he
and Anne have let the Eaton Square house to
[Joachim von] Ribbentrop until the end of the year 'I
think it is very amusing considering my affections
for the Germans in general and R. in particular'.23
September
/978: Discusses Frank's recent stay in Odiham with
Hilda and Ida, and his news about the development
of Dorothy's baby, James; he was not able to go
fishing on Friday due to discussions between
Britain, France and the USA on devaluation; the
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reception of the 'devaluation scheme' has been
good; Morgenthau [US Secretary of Treasury] has
'made an ass of himself over the alleged attempt at
sabotage by the Soviet. But it is clear that he has
just been concerned to get something out of it for
the Presidential election campaign'; discusses the
house at Eaton Square, which had been let to the
Hamiltons, before [Joachim von Ribbentrop]
announced that he wanted to extend his let. 28
September
/979: Thanks Hilda for her sympathetic letter
concerning his speech to the party conference at
Margate and discusses its reception in the
provincial and national press; gives an account of
the meeting and his subsequent speech at the
Constitutional Club; mentions his visit to
Richborough with Anne where they saw the Roman
excavations; he has had to spend some of the
morning writing and telephoning about 'events
arising at Geneva'; he has spoken to Stanley
Baldwin who still plans to remain Prime Minister
until the Coronation and retire afterwards. 4
October
/980: He was able to speak to Aston, who is
running Hoskins, at a recent reception, who spoke
to him about the limitations of the previous
managing director, Hall; Anne is going to
Birchington to spend some time alone and recover
from the death of her brother, Horace, and of
Jessie Cole; Dorothy, Stephen and James are
staying at Downing Street; discusses his Mansion
House speech which seems to have gone well and
has apparently been well received in China; the
devaluation agreement made with France and the
USA also seems to have been well received, and
another annoucement of 'cooperation in monetary
affairs' will appear the following week; he and Anne
have been to see the play of 'Pride & Prejudice'
and he has been to the Burlington galleries with
Dorothy and Frank to see the 'French pictures';
discusses Stanley Baldwin's movements, and the
timing of Cabinet meetings; he has told Inskip that
he needs a decision about the future of the army
and the territorials; mentions a recent tea party to
listen to Ludwig Koch's gramophone records of bird
songs. 10 October
/980A: press cutting from the 'Daily Express',
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featuring a cartoon satirising the return of Stanley
Baldwin to London from an extended holiday, 12
October
/981: Gives a detailed account of his current attack
of gout and thinks it can be explained by the fact
that his summer holiday was shorter than usual;
mentions that Stanley Baldwin is still not taking on
full duties as Prime Minister and that this is causing
tensions within the Cabinet; Anne has decided to
return home early due to Neville's illness, which he
is not happy about 'it is very unreasonably for she
can do nothing for me but it will spoil her visit and I
shall have to pay for that later on...with the Irish
temperament she will probably worry herself to
death if she does stay away'; he is hoping to see
both Aunt Alice and Uncle George when he is next
in Birmingham; he hopes that Hilda is not
becoming overworked with her Women's Institute
responsibilities; he has managed to have a meeting
with [Shigeru] Yoshida [Japanese Ambassador
Extraordinary to London] despite his gout and has
advised him to see Anthony Eden; he has been
working on his Physical Training initiative and has
got a Cabinet Committee appointed to deal with it;
mentions that Wallis Simpson is intending to begin
divorce proceedings and that Stanley Baldwin will
'be informed that the most alarming consequences
would or might ensue & that it is his duty to stop it';
discusses changes within the Cabinet following the
death of Godfrey Collins [Liberal MP for Greenock]
and Neville's determination not to 'agree now to
anything that would hamper my freedom of action
hereafter', if he becomes Prime Minister after
Stanley Baldwin. 17 October
/981A: press cutting from the 'Daily Telegraph',
featuring a photograph of Neville Chamberlain with
his daughter, Dorothy, and grandson, James, in the
grounds of 11 Downing Street, 17 October
/982: Gives details about the circumstances
surrounding his catch of the salmon he has sent to
Hilda and Ida; confirms that he has not been able
to travel to Birmingham due to his continued attack
of gout, but discusses the work he has been doing
for the Committee on the Kings Speech to gtet
Ministers Salaries in the list of Bills to be passed;
Stanley Baldwin has spoken to Edward VIII about
Wallis Simpson's planned divorce, but 'some fresh
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developments have arisen...which may serve in the
end to bring baout a change one way or another';
comments on the 'Nuffield incident' [Lord Nuffield's
decision to withdraw from a cooperative scheme to
build aircraft], and mentions his continued work on
his Physical Training initiative; mentions the
ongoing civil war in Spain and criticises the
involvement of the Soviet Union in the conflict 'we
have got some damning evidence against them
and no doubt they know it, so I don't think they will
walk out of the [Non-Intervention] Committee
though they fire off manifestos fro the benefit of the
Reds at home'. 24 October
/983: Describes the new gout boot that has been
designed for him, which has enabled him to travel
to Birmingham; he has trying to encourage Anne to
rest, without much success, and hopes that Hilda
might be able to persuade her to take her 'weekly
rest'; comments on his depiction in cartoons in
'Punch'; he has been drafting both the Kings
Speeches, making new appointments in the
Ministry, working on the Defence programme, and
constructing a plan for Physical Training; discusses
new appointments to the government, including
that of [Henry James Scrymgeour] Wedderburn [as
Under-Secretary for Scotland], [William Shepherd]
Morrison at Agriculture, and [David John] Colville
as Financial Secretary, who he does not think
'would have been very successful with those
unpleasant Clydesiders not would he have been
much of an addition to the Cabinet'; he has
discussed his idea of having a compulsory medical
examination as part of his Physical Training
initative with Geoffrey Dawson [editor of the
'Times'], and wants to start a public information
campaign to explain the various aspects of the
plan, and the proposed Advisory Council including
representatives of bodies 'such as Boys Clubs, Boy
Scouts, Health & Beauty (womens) organisations,
National Playing Fields Assoc &c &c together with
some individuals connected with Sports Athletics &
reps of Local Authorities & Universities'; discusses
his work on a scheme for Ministers salaries and
pensions, and his discussion with Austen about
whether Neville has urged Stanley Baldwin to warn
Edward VIII about the risks he is taking in his
relationship with Wallis Simpson; discusses his
reading of extracts in the 'Sunday Times' from
Austen's letter to Mary Carnegie [published as
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'Politics from Inside'] which contrasted his
personality with that of his father, Joseph
Chamberlain, emphasising that Joseph
Chamberlain was always thinking of politics, even
on holiday 'A[usten] says this is one of the reasons
why Father had counted & would count for so much
more in politics...Austen's interest in politics has
always been very genuine & thorough but he has
not the eagerness of temperament & the
inexhaustible vitality of Father, which kept him ever
working some constructive idea and would not let
him rest from trying to persuade or force other
people to accept it'; compares his own interests
with those of his father and his fear that his interest
in politics will obliterate his other interests in art,
music, books or flowers. 31 October
/984: He wore a pair of large boots to go shooting
in, which seem to have worked, and his foot is
gradually becoming less swollen after his latest
attack of gout; discusses a report on reforming the
distribution of milk supplies, and mentions that
[William Shepherd] Morrison is doing well at the
Ministry of Agriculture; he has received an
invitation from the National Farmers Union to be
their principal guest at a dinner in January; the
recent debate on foreign affairs was successful,
particularly his winding up speech which 'produced
a most favourable impression on our people who
felt that for the first time they began to understand
the policy of regional pacts; mentions an article by
Scrutator in the 'Sunday Times' on Roosevelt and a
regional pact in the Far East which is founded on a
talk Neville had with the Editor. 10 November
/985: He is suffering from a renewed attack of gout
which he thinks he will be unable to keep out of the
newspapers, as he is unlikely to be able to address
a meeting in Leeds the following week; he is
debating whether he will be able to travel to the
South of France at the end of the year, due to his
uncertain state of health, the possibility that Stanley
Baldwin might retire as Prime Minister, and
potential crises in foreign affairs; he had to remain
in the House following the adjournment on the
Prime Minister's refusal to allow the 'hunger
marchers' [unemployed men from Jarrow who had
marched to London to lay their case before
Parliament], and comments on Stanley Baldwin's
discomfort at being attacked [on this issue?] by the
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Opposition, and his position on the Defence
programme, mentioning the weakness of his
statement on rearmament; mentions Thomas
Inskip's speech on Defence, which he also thinks
was not a success, though he is satisfied that the
government's policy is correct 'if the menace of
attack from Germany is as imminent as Winston
[Churchill] would have us believe, there is nothing
we could do which would make us ready to meet it.
But I do not believe that is is imminent. By careful
diplomacy I believe we can stave it off, perhaps
indefinitely, but if we were now to follow Winston's
advice and sacrifice our commerce to the
manufacture of arms we should inflict a certain
injury upon our trade from which it would take
generations to recover'; he has agreed to receive a
deputation of government supporters who are
concerned about the 'special areas', and discusses
'the worst of the P[rime] M[inister]'s jobs' that he
has had to take on which involves speaking to
Edward VIII about 'his association with Mrs
Simpson' which has become more widely known
due to the 'importation of American papers' which
'has enlightened many who have been shocked &
humiliated by what they have read'; he has been
making enquiries 'as to the Kings powers, the
limitations of the Govts powers, the procedure
which would be necessary in certain circumstances
etc' and hopes to be able to 'avert a catastrophe';
comments on foreign affairs including his
discussions with Colonel Beck [Polish Foreign
Minister], and President Roosevelt's possible
intervention in foreign affairs if re-elected, which
might involve an 'international regional pact in the
Far East'; he has decided to give up cultivating
orchids, as he does not have enough time to
devote to them. 14 November
/986: Explains his reasons for not breaking his
engagement to speak in Leeds, despite his
ongoing attack of gout, and gives a brief account of
his meeting there, and his state of health;
comments on a recent debate on the 'special
areas' and the effectiveness of government plans
'when all is said and done there must remain a
large number of people for whom we can find no
work in S.Wales & who must either move or
stagnate there for the rest of their lives'; discusses
the ongoing civil war in Spain, the supply of tanks
and aeroplanes to Republican forces by Russia,
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and the govermment's position on 'belligerent
rights'; mentions that 'fresh developments have
occured of a somewhat surprising nature' in the
crisis over Edward VIII's relationship with Wallis
Simpson [relating to rumours that Edward VIII's
desire for a morganatic marriage to Mrs Simpson];
discusses Ida's purchase of a salmon rod [as a
Christmas gift for Austen's son Laurence]. 22
November
/987: Discusses the effect of his gout attack and
treatment on his general health, and reports that he
still has to wear special shoes and boots on his
right foot, possibly permanently; he is to have his
teeth and foot x-rayed; comments on the reception
of his proposal for dealing with belligerent rights
and British ships carrying arms to Spain 'I believe
any other course would hav egot us into very
serious trouble, but once again I ask myself what
would have happened if I had not been there. I
doubt if anyone realises or ever will realise how
many scrapes I have saved this and hte last
Government from'; discusses the GermanJapanese agreement [the Anti-Comintern Pact] and
the effect it is likely to have on British negotiations
with Japan, and mentions Franco's difficulties in
Spain and Russia's military power; mentions the
progress of the British government's Defence
programme, and new research in the area of air
defence; he has been for lunch at Ramsay
MacDonald's house, which he describes, and
remarks that Anne seemed to enjoy 'the semiBohemian company that Ramsay loves to get
round him'; gives brief details of a lunch party that
he and Anne held for guests including the Lloyds,
Fitzalans, Abe Bailey, Lady Young and the
Masseys; he has had dinner with Anthony Eden to
meet the Japanese Ambassador, had lunch with
Philip Sassoon, and been to the Savoy for lunch
with [Paul] Van Zeeland [Belgian Prime Minister]. 8
November
/988: Gives a detailed account of the ongoing crisis
concerning Edward VIII's relationship with Wallis
Simpson, and Winston Churchill's involvement in
the case 'as you would guess Downing Street has
been thronged with crowds all the week coming as
near as the police will let them to watch the callers
and try to identify them'; mentions that he has been
heavily involved in planning the government's
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response and 'responsible nearly always for the
initiative as well as the drafting of all papers' and
has been up late every night; describes how the
government have refused to examine the
morganatic marriage proposal, and that the king
has accepted this view and is thinking about his
position 'though reminding him of the dangers to
the country of protracted delay we are not
threatening him with resignation and I do not think
we shall', commenting that he believes the public
will realise that of the three alternatives facing the
king, marriage with Wallis Simpson as queen,
abdication and marriage, or renunciation of the
marriage altogether, the only real option is
marriage and abdication, since the Dominions have
said they will not accept Wallis Simpson as queen,
and the king is unwilling to give her up; Neville
remarks that he is convinced the crisis can only
end in abdication, and that if this is the case
Stanley Baldwin 'should acquire great kudos, some
of which he will have earned'; wonders whether
now might be a good time for Baldwin to retire, but
expects that he will not be capable of adapting to
the new situation; all government business is at a
standstill, and he hopes that there will not be much
longer to wait for a decision from the king;
mentions the possibility of having a holiday in the
south of France with Hilda and Ida at the end of the
year. 6 December
/989: Discusses travel arrangements for him and
Anne to go to Bandol in the south of France with
Hilda and Ida the following week; discusses the
abdication of Edward VIII 'our long trial is over and
we can feel happy that the country has survived the
strain on its system and increased the respect in
which is it held abroad. The British people had a
bad shock for which they were totally unprepared,
but from the first they were certain they would not
have Mrs Simpson as Queen and as soon as they
had time to think they were equally sure that they
would not have her as King's wife and not Queen.
After that the choice was between Renunciation &
Abdication and every day last week it was
becoming more certain that it must be abdication';
mentions his relief at Edward VIII's decision to
abdicate and speculates as to whether Wallis
Simpson will get her divorce, hoping that Edward
might be 'saved from a marriage which I fear must
end speedily in disillusionment and disgust. All that
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I hear of Mrs S. leads to the conclusion that she is
a thoroughly selfish & heartless adventuress';
mentions how difficult it has been to keep the
support of the Dominions, and comments on the
difficulties caused by Winston Churchill's
involvement in the crisis, and his support for
Edward VIII; hopes that Stanley Baldwin will not
decide to retire immediately, as it would be a
difficult time for Neville to succeed as Prime
Minister; mentions Austen's speech on the
Abdication Bill, which he thinks was 'of its kind as
near perfection as could be'. 13 December
51 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/990-1032

1937 letters

1937

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1937. Letters
from Sir Montague Barlow and Alfred C. Bossom to
Neville Chamberlain are also included.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
Major themes include Neville's preparations to
replace Stanley Baldwin as Prime Minister, his
appointment to the role following the Coronation of
George VI, and his involvement in domestic and
foreign affairs during his first few months in the
post; British foreign policy concerning diplomacy
with Italian and German politicians, the policy of
non-intervention in the Spanish Civil War, relations
with France and the USA, and Japanese
aggression in the Far East are all discussed;
Neville's introduction of the National Defence
Contribution in his last Budget as Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and tensions between members of the
National Government and the Labour Opposition
over re-armament and spending on social welfare
projects appear as domestic policy concerns.
Personal developments the death of Neville's halfbrother, Austen, and his reception in Birmingham
as the first Prime Minister from that city.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
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sub-series level description.
/990: Thanks Hilda for sending him a parcel
containing possessions he had left behind; gives
an account of his journey to Menton and compares
the rooms and cooking with that in Bandol; they
have been for coastal drives and have been to a
very good restaurant near Agay; mentions how
much he and Anne enjoyed their holiday with Hilda
and Ida. 6 January
/991: Expresses his concern for Ida's dog, Marco,
which has recently had an operation; gives a brief
account of their activities during the remainder of
their holiday in France, including the meals they
ate, which included escargots; Stanley Baldwin has
still not spoken to him about his intention to retire
after the Coronation, but Neville has discussed the
situation with David Margesson [Chief Government
Whip] and mentions Baldwin's hope to remain at 10
Downing Street until the end of the summer;
discusses recent talks with [Eamon] De Valera and
the possibility of a joint declaration about the
position of the King in the commonwealth [following
the Dail's removal of the King from the Irish
constitution in internal affairs]; the situation in
Europe remains uneasy, and he thinks that the
'precarious internal situation of Germany is
imposing a certain restraining influence on Hitler';
mentions a scheme for establishing contacts with
[Hjalmar] Schacht [German Minister of Economics]
[to discuss colonial concessions]. 16 January
/992: Comments on the weather and the recent
snowfall; Catt, his gardener, is to begin filing
reports about his work in the garden at
Westbourne; he is hoping to get more sleep, after
working late to prepare speeches; discusses
references to Hitler in his recent speech, and in
one by Anthony Eden which he thought were
'unfortunately worded'; Lord Craigmyle [Thomas
Shaw, Liberal Life Peer] has been to see him about
'a step in the Peerage to which he thinks he is
entitled', and described his meeting with Stanley
Baldwin at which Baldwin fell asleep; he went with
Mary [Carnegie] to see Birley's portrait [of Joseph
Chamberlain] which he was generally pleased with,
though he has suggested ways to make alterations;
discusses arrangements for the ceremony of
presentation [of the portrait] in Birmingham, and
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comments on the Lord Mayor's decision not to
have speeches; gives news of the health of
Dorothy's husband, Stephen Lloyd, and their son
James, who have both been ill; he is going to hear
[Artur] Schnabel play, which he is looking forward
to. 30 January
/993: He is pleased that Ida is able to visit Dorothy
in Birmingham, and hopes that she will enjoy
spending time with [Dorothy's son] James; gives
his impression of Austen's new home [at Egerton
Terrace] and hopes Austen's financial situation will
soon improve; he has spoken to Arthur
Chamberlain about the mismanagement of Hoskins
by the previous managing director, Hall, and
informs Ida and Hilda that there is no hope of
dividends from the firm for some time; mentions the
large number of social engagements they have
accepted, and how much he enjoyed hearing
[Artur] Schnabel's performance of Beethoven; his
Physical Training scheme has been publicised, and
has been well received, and he has managed to
get a decision about Army reforms, relating to
equipment, despite opposition from the War Office;
he has also managed to get the main lines of his
Budget fixed, and believes he has prevented
Stanley Baldwin from getting the Ministers Salaries
Bill deferred; gives details of the Runcimans' visit to
the USA and recounts their impression of President
Roosevelt who seems 'very friendly, very afraid of
war, very anxious to avoid it if it came, but likely, if
we should be invlved, to be in it with us in a few
weeks'. 6 February
/994: Discusses the reception of his announcement
'[to seek the authority to borrow up to £400 million
for rearmament] which has been generally good
both within the Cabinet and among the public,
though Clement Atlee and the Opposition have
found it 'very warlike and surprising'; expresses his
sympathy for Hilda Gurney Dixon's daughter Honor
who has lost her husband in a seaplane accident
after only being married for a short time, and
comments on plans for a tree planting scheme at
Odiham; gives details of his recent visit to Kew and
the Royal Horticultural Show; mentions some of his
recent social engagements, including lunch with
the First Sea Lord where he met Admiral James
[Deputy Chief of Naval Staff] and the Theodore
Roosevelts, and dinner with the Dawsons of Penn,
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where they met Sir Patrick and Lady Duncan, the
new Governor General of the Union of South
Africa. 13 February
/995: Comments on the recent debate on the
Defence Loan Resolution and the reception of the
White Paper [on Defence] and its effect abroad 'I
was careful myself to emphasise that our plans
were not directed against anyone in particular and
no one believes that we should wantonly attack
another country. But I did expect that such a
demonstration of strength and determination would
bring about some hard thinking and I notice that
this phrase is used today quite independently but
the Times correspondents both in Berlin and
Rome'; expects that Winston Churchill will accuse
the government of not re-arming earlier, but doesn't
think he will take a hostile attitude until he knows
whether he will be brought into the Cabinet;
discusses the tensions between the Admiralty and
Air Force over responsibility for the Fleet Air Arm;
gives brief details of recent social engagements
including lunch with the Athlones, and dinner with
the Speaker; gives an account of a recent car
accident he and Anne were involved in, when a boy
ran out from a field into the path of their car near
Basingstoke , when they were on their way to visit
the Runcimans. 20 February
/996: Remarks on the effect on him of making so
many speeches around the country, which he still
finds nerve wracking 'on the other hand my House
of Commons speeches dont bother me half as
much as they used to, and I find that with a few
notes scribbled down I can reply in a debate and
have no difficulty in finding the words for what I
want to say'; mentions the Opposition's inability to
challenge the government in the recent debate,
and refers to his work composing another White
Paper for the new Special Areas Bill' which is 'the
culmination of all the other measures we have
taken to help the Areas and when they are put
together they make rather an impressive total. But
the Opposition will be more at home on Malnutrition
& Means Test than on the finance of Defence and
no doubt they will let themselves go'; gives an
account of his visit to the Royal Horticultural Show,
and to the Cazalets at Tonbridge; Anne has bought
herself a 'Persian lamb' overcoat, which has now
been sent to the cleaners, after the maid spilt
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mutton gravy over it. 27 February
/997: Refers to the difficulties of the previous week,
and mentions that he is due to speak in the
forthcoming debate on 'Special Areas'; gives brief
details of the 'National Review' luncheon at which
his speech was well received, and mentions that he
has had a letter from Lady Milner and her sister
has written to Anne to thank him for what he said
about Leopold Maxse [former owner and editor of
the 'National Review']; he was able to go fishing in
the Tweed while staying with Alex Dunglass,
though he spent some of the time working on his
speech for a meeting in Ediburgh, which was very
well attended; he has been telephoned while he
was away to discuss French financial affairs;
discusses his disappointment at the results of the
recent London County Council elections [in which
the Labour Party increased its majority] and
comments on Ida's account of the activities of
members of the Air Force who have recently
arrived in Odiham and are forming relationships
with local teenage girls in the village 'what a
frightfull bill we do owe Mister Hitler d-n him! If only
if wasn't for Germany we should be having such a
wonderful time just now'; the newspapers have
been carrying out research for stories about his
private life, and have been stopped from reporting
that he played the piano and violin and that
Dorothy had won the gold medal at the Royal
College of Music. 7 March
/998: He is glad that Hilda and Ida enjoyed the
salmon he sent them; he has been having
problems with proposals relating to control of the
Fleet Air Arm but refers to a potential compromise;
gives an account of the debate [on the Special
Areas (Amendment) Bill] and in particular the way
he was able to deal with Lloyd George's attack;
gives details of his discussions with French
politicans about the terms of their loan, and his
contacts with the US Treasury on the European
financial situation; he has had a discussion with
L.P.Jacks, a former Minister at the Church of the
Messiah [in Birmingham] on the subject of Physical
Training; Dorothy is staying in London, and he has
taken her to see Edith Evans in 'As You Like It',
expressing his admiration for Evans' acting; he and
Dorothyhave 'braved the photographers' and have
been for a walk in St James Park and then visited
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the National Gallery, before going to hear
Rachmaninov at the Queen's Hall; he and Anne
have been to a concert conducted by Henry Wood
who wrote to them afterwards, and they have now
invited him to lunch. 13 March
/999: Discusses a recent article in the 'Birmingham
Post' on a recent speech by Austen which was
inspired by James Maxton [Labour MP for Glasgow
Bridgeton and Chairman of the Independent
Labour Party]'s 'description of hte feelings of the
people towards the Monarchy'; he is suffering from
a bad cold as well as lumbago, and reflects on his
mortality following Austen's recent death, and the
frustration of his father and brother's political
ambitions 'I am not a superstitious man and indeed
I should not greatly care if I were never to be
P[rime] M[inister]. But when I think of Father &
Austen and reflect that less than 3 months of time
and no individual stands between me and that
office I wonder whether Fate has some dark secret
in store to carry out her ironies to the end';
mentions press coverage of Austen's life and
achievements and considers it inevitable that
comparisons have been made between him and
their father, Joseph Chamberlain 'but it is his
triumph that...he found or rather made a place for
himself in which he has no rival. When my turn
comes I shall have to stand comparison with both
Father and Austen. Luckily, I shant care then!'. 21
March
/1000: Discusses the unseasonably cold Easter
weather, which has affected his fishing
opportunities, but concedes that the holiday has
enabled him and Anne and rest and to spend time
away from their responsibilities; gives brief details
of his holiday activities and describes some of the
archive material and antiques that his hosts, the
Forbes, have in their possession; expresses his
concern about the future prospects for Austen's
sons Lawrence and Joe, who he describes as 'a
difficult boy to do anything for as he won't do
anything for himself' and mentions that he had
arranged a meeting with him, which he failed to
attend; comments on the possibility of [George
Macaulay] Trevelyan writing Austen's biography 'he
is of course a Liberal but judging by his [biography
of Lord] Grey I don't think he is a prejudiced
partisan and I gather that he would sympathise
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strongly with the Locarno policy'. 3 April
/1001: Reflects on his holiday in Aberdeenshire,
and mentions how well Anne and Mabel Forbes got
on with one another; remarks that any good the
holiday may have done for Anne has been
reversed by the illness of her dressmaker at a time
when she had planned to order new clothes, and
that he has been 'plunged into a series of the most
worrying and apparently insoluble puzzles on the
Budget, the Civil List, the Defence Programme &
the Imperial Conference'; the Civil List committee
has now been set up, and he is worried about likely
attempts by Winston Churchill and Lloyd George
'champions of the Duke [of Windsor] versus the
King' to persuade the Labour Party 'into a regular
swindling arrangement by threats of making trouble
in Committee'; he is missing the help he would
have otherwise received from Austen in mediating
with both Churchill and Lloyd George, but has been
to Windsor to speak to George VI about it; there is
to be a special Cabinet meeting about Spain, which
means he will have to return to London 'I suppose
one of the dictators, probably Musso[lini] is making
trouble again'; Leo Amery has been to see him to
inform him which office he would be prepared to
accept in a new government [formed by Neville]
and remarks that Alec Dunglass thinks that
Amery's 'influence was nil because he bored
[people] so that they simply could not listen to him';
discusses the state of his garden at Westbourne,
and his reading of 'Gone with the Wind' which he
has enjoyed. 10 April
/1002: He is writing to Ida while waiting for the
typists to send him the next section of his Budget
speech; he has had a letter from Arthur
[Chamberlain?] objecting to Neville raising taxes;
he has been to the National Gallery to see the new
Degas and other French painting lent by the
Courtauld Institute; expresses his concern about
Aunt Lina's health and refers to problems with
Anne's secretary Miss Thompson who 'has worked
herself into a hysterical state over the fact that a
new secretary will have to come in after the
change. She is not capable of doing the sort of
social work that will be necessary for Annie and
she knows it but she is wounded because she was
not asked'; sympathises with Austen's son
Lawrence, who has recently had another operation.
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17 April
/1003: He is pleased to hear from Hilda that the
sisters are enjoying their holiday; comments on his
introduction of the National Defence Contribution
which he thinks is the bravest thing he has done
since he has been in public life, and might have
threatened his succession as Prime Minister;
discusses the increase in employment resulting
from arms production, his efforts to keep down
prices 'the contracts with the armament firms and
the big motor builders are on very different lines
from those which prevailed during the Great War',
the inevitable price rises as a result of factories
being built with capital supplied by the government,
and his fear of strikes, rising costs affecting Britan's
export trade, and a boom and slump followed by
the defeat of the government 'and the advent of an
ignorant unprepared & heavily pledged Opposition
to handle a crisis as severe as that of 1931',
believing that the National Defence Contribution
will limit the danger of these developments;
discusses his efforts to keep the support of the
Armed Services in the scheme, and notes that the
National Defence Contribution will help him to
resist the Labour Party's calls for bigger pensions
for everyone and for more money to be spent on
improving conditions for people living in deprived
conditions; gives brief details of his visit to Windsor
during which he spoke to George VI 'about his
troubles with his brother' including the fact that
George V left Balmoral and Sandringham to his
eldest son for his life, which 'makes a great
complication', and spoke to the Queen at dinner
who he always finds 'natural & charming'; mentions
watching a 'perfectly awful' American film after
dinner, and being taken around some of the
'treasures' of Windsor by the librarian the following
day, before taking a drive in Windsor Great Park.
25 April
/1004: Expresses his concern for Hilda's health and
states how much he missed her presence at the
Coronation [of George VI], which he gives a brief
account of, commenting on his impression that
'everything worked up to a climax. We sat in the
Abbey for six hours, but we could hardly believe it
afterwards, there was so much to see & take the
eye & stir the imagination'; London has been
crowded with people, and he has received calls
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from a number of politicians from other countries
which he has had to fit in between Budget
conferences and social functions; he has attended
a reception at the Austrian Legation and another at
the new German embassy, and has also attended
the Court Ball at which 'the K[ing] & Q[ueen] looked
very happy as they danced together and the Royal
Dukes also danced most properly with their wives.
Some few people remembered the Duke of
Windsor and fervently thanked Heaven that he was
out of the way and replaced by Sovereigns whom
every one could respect'; at lunch at the German
embassy Anne was seated next to Field Marshal
von Blomberg [Minister of War]. 15 May
/1005: Sends birthday greetings to Hilda and Ida
and hopes that Hilda will soon be better,
suggesting that a week by the sea might help; he
was not able to attend the Naval Review as he had
to work on the Finance Bill but Anne went and 'was
fortunate in finding Winston [Churchill] who of
course knows all about the fleet and who was
delighted to show her how admirably he would fill
theoffice now held by Sam Hoare!'; he has had a
busy week, made worse by the refusal of Stanley
Baldwin to 'do any work or take any decision which
requires the slightest effort', leaving Neville with the
Imperial Conference, the Civil List Bill, the Finance
Bill with National Defence Contributions and hte
construction of his Cabinet; gives brief details of
the Guildhall luncheon which he attended, and
remarks that this is probably the last letter he will
write as Chancellor 'now it is coming to the end of
my term I feel rather unhappy at leaving, but I
regret nothing I have done while I have been at the
Treasury'. 22 May
/1006: He is relieved that Hilda has gone to
Eastbourne, and hopes that the sun and sea air will
help he recover her health; comments on his
accession as Prime Minister and the appointments
he had made, discussing Runciman's
disappointment over being offered the post of Privy
Seal, explaining his reasons for the appointment
and suggesting that his behaviour arose out of his
wife's jealousy; goes on to discuss his
appointments to the War Office and Admiralty,
which have been affected by Samuel Hoare's
'restless ambition' and his disappointment with Duff
Cooper's peformance at the War Office; describes
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his meeting with George VI on his appointment as
Prime Minister and expresses his anxieties about
the City's reaction to the National Defence
Contribution; discusses his feelings on taking up
his new post which neither his father, Joseph
Chamberlain, or brother, Austen, achieved
'because the luck was against them in forcing them
to choose between their natural ambition and their
principles', believing he has attained the position
because there was no one else, and because he
hd not made enemies, but also because of the
support of Anne who has saved him 'often from
making an impression of harshness that was not
intended'; expresses his regret that Austen and
particularly Beatrice are no longer alive, but 'there
are you and Mary and Aunt Alice & Uncle George
and all the cousins who remember the past and
there are our children who have the future before
them'. 30 May
/1007: Expresses his concern about Hilda's
continued ill health; he has been spending the
weekend with Sir Francis Lindley at Alresford, and
has been fishing in the Itchen; he has had his
photograph printed in 'Country Life' in fishing kit;
his recent speeches have been well received,
including one at the Imperial Conference; he is still
receiving letters of congratulation, and remarks
have been made about Anne's charm and good
looks, apparently in contrast to Mrs Baldwin. 6
June
/1008: Describes the Cazalets' house he is staying
in at Bexhill-on-Sea; gives an account of his visit to
Glyndebourne to see the Marriage of Figaro, and
his tour of the house and garden; mentions that he
has attended a Wagner concert conducted by
Toscanini, which was a wonderful performance,
despite his indifference towards Wagner's works;
gives brief details about the close of the Imperial
Conference and the praise he has received from
othes attending; mentions that Mackenzie King
[Canadian Prime Minister] was preparing to go to
Germany to meet Hitler and emphasise that
Canada would support Britain if Germany should
attack the country's interests; Anne is planning
parties and they have been looking at the
possibility of building new bedrooms over some of
the reception rooms at 10 Downing Street 'though
other P[rime] M[inisters] have put up with it...I don't
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believe S[tanley] B[aldwin], Ramsay [MacDonald]
or L[loyd] G[eorge] had any idea of comfort or even
of what we hae come to consider the necessaries';
his forthcoming meeting at the Albert Hall is to be
held on 8 July, which was Joseph Chamberlain's
birthday. 0 June
/1009: Gives his impression of Chequers, which he
and Anne are delighted with, even though they do
not plan to spend as much time there as Stanley
Baldwin had; gives a summary of the previous
week, including the recent by elections, his
speeches, and difficulties in the House of
Commons which have died away, particularly over
the Members Salaries resolution; he has been to
see George VI, nominally about the Imperial
Conference, but 'really to get on to more intimate
terms with him. I like him very much and find him
easy to talk to. He said all the Prime Ministers [at
the conference] had expressed great admiration of
me to him'; the architects have approved proposed
changed to 10 Downing Street, but it means he and
Anne will probably not be able to move until the
new year; he has advised his legislating Ministers
to prepare a two year programme which will
'ensure a balance between important and
unimportant legislation and will also indicate what
there is left over for the general election'; discusses
his holiday plans in Scotland, including a visit to
Balmoral; mentions that he will be in Birmingham
the following weekend for the 'ballyhoos over my
being Birmingham's first P[rime] M[inister]'. 26 June
/1010: Expresses his relief at having come to the
end of the week, after making eight speeches in
the last two weeks; gives a detailed account of his
reception in Birmingham including a celebration at
the Botanical Gardens [presumably at the annual
meeting of the Birmingham Unionist association]
and the enthusiasm with which he was greeted by
the crowds 'it was a most touching experience to
see all those ugly, honest faces shining with
perspiration in the heat but positively beaming with
pride & joy and to hear the shouts of Good Old
Neville...it reminded me of old days when the
people used to run after Father's carriage & cry
''God bless you Joey'''; goes on to discuss the Lord
Mayor's banquet; comments on foreign affairs 'the
Germans and Italians are as exasperating as they
can be and it is rather difficult to reconcile their
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professions of desire for our friendship with the
incredible insolence and license of their press. But I
still get the impresison that neither of them wants to
go to war and accordingly we have played for time
and avoided a break'; mentions the naval patrol
operated by the International Board for NonIntervention to check rules regarding trade with
Spain, which France wants to continue, despite
Neville's doubts about whether real controls can be
exercised; he has had a message from Norman
Davies concerning a possible visit to President
Roosevelt in the autumn, which he will discuss with
[Robert Worth] Bingham [US Ambassador to
London]; he only has two more speeches before
the holidays, including one at the Albert Hall; he is
looking forward to seeing Hilda and Ida at
Chequers. 4 July
/1012: Congratulates Hilda on her election as
President of the County Nursing Association which
he thinks acknowledges all the work she has done
for the organisation and will give her enough power
to develop her ideas; comments on the reception of
his recent speech at an outdoor meeting in the
north of England, and the opportunity he had at a
recent debate [in the House of Commons] to allude
to Spain in an attack on the Labour Party [following
its attack on the government for contemplating
granting belligerent rights to Franco]; gives brief
details of his social engagements and activities;
mentions a remark that Harold Nicolson made to
Anne at a recent dinner about the strength of
Neville's Treasury bench, and the performance of
his Junior and Senior Ministers 'the Govt's stock
has undoubtedly gone up, partly from Opposition
weakness, but also because of a feeling that we
know where we are going'; Anne is going to
Manchester the following week to open 'a block of
flats for single women'; he has had further
discussions about commissioning a biography of
Austen, and remarks on a suggestion that J.R.Firth
might take this on; mentions that Austen's son Joe
is thinking of leaving the Army and looking for a job
in the City. 18 July
/1013: Comments on the extensive work that Ida
and Hilda have done for public and voluntary
organisations in Hampshire, and wonders what the
effect of their retirement from these bodies will be 'I
suppose...they will just quietly go to sleep again
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and that will be that. But it is a good thing that there
are a few people with initiative and capacity to lead
our municipal administration and fortunately it is not
necessary to have more than a few'; gives details
of his recent activities, including taking the
chairmanship of a Cabinet Committee on
Agricultural policy, settling a difference between the
Chairman and Treasurer of the party, receiving a
deputation on House of Lords reform, preserve the
peace between the Air Ministry and the Admiralty
over the Fleet Air Arm, discuss the situation in
Palestine, and 'engage a number of Welsh bishops
& parsons who were raging furiously together over
the grievances of South Wales; mentions the
ongoing deadlock over non-intervention in the
Spanish civil war, and discusses relations between
the British Navy and Franco's war ships, recounting
signals between a merchant ship [the MacGregor]
containing refugees leaving Santander and the
Almirante Cervera which was being protected by a
British destroyer once out of Spanish waters; [Dino]
Grandi [Italian Ambassador to London] has told
Anthony Eden that he wants to give Neville a
message from Mussolini, which he suspects will
state that he has 'no designs in the Mediterranean
nor on Spanish Territory and only wants to be
friends again'; he is hoping for an uninterrupted
holiday, and hopes that Hilda and Ida will enjoy
their holiday in Royat. 24 July
1013a: Part of a letter from Sir Montague Barlow to
Neville Chamberlain enclosing photographs of
[fishing trips] on the Kennet; his delight at the effect
in various countries of Chamberlain's 'strong hand
at the wheel'; and discussing the establishment of a
Royal Commission. 21 July
/1014: Hopes that Hilda and Ida will get some
benefit from their spa treatments in Royat, France;
discusses the possibility of Hilda taking part in
publicity for [Minister of Health Sir] Kingsley Wood's
health campaign Sir Kingsley Wood [to promote the
existing health service by speaking at public
meetings outside London] which he thinks would
have a great effect, because she is his sister, and
because of her knowledge of the subject, but
expresses his concern for the effect it might have
on her health; he and Anne are enjoying ther time
at Chequers, and have become fond of their niece,
Valerie, who has also been staying with them 'now
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that Dorothy is married I find it great fun to have
another young thing in the house'; reflects on his
own state of health at the end of the Parlimentary
Session; discusses the expected benefits of
'refresher courses for GPs, and his involvement in
agricultural policy reform, particularly regarding
milk production; gives an account of tensions at the
War Office concerning Army reforms, and his
hopes to make changes at the Ministry of Transport
and develop better relations with the London
County Council; mentions his plans for reforms to
the cotton trade which he needs to discuss with the
President of the Board of Trade, and the ongoing
negotiations over control of the Fleet Air Arm; his
recent meeting with [Dino] Grandi [Italian
Ambassador to London] seems to have made a
good impression on Italy 'I believe the double policy
of rearmament & better relations with Germany &
Italy will carry us safely through the danger period,
if only the F[oreign] O[ffice] will play up. I see
indications that they are inclined to be jealous, but
though it is natural that they should be annoyed at
press headlines about the ''Chamberlain touch''
instead of ''the Eden touch'' there is no desire on
my part to take credit away from the F[oreign]
S[ecretary] and I shall try now to put him in the
foreground again'; mentions his recent meeting
with [Ivan Mikahailovich] Maisky [Soviet
Ambassador in London], and his meeting with
George VI who 'is very pleased with the way things
are going and is evidently gaining confidence all
the time'. 1 August
/1015: Comments on the doctor's diagnosis of
Hilda's condition and is pleased that she has
declined [Minister of Health] Kingsley Wood's
invitation [to take part in the publicity campaign to
promote the existing health service at public
meetings outside London] which he thinks would
have caused her too much strain; gives a brief
account of their stay at Lochmore [the Scottish
estate of the Duke of Westminster], which both he
and Anne are enjoying 'to be the guest of a
millionaire, to have all her meals cooked by a first
rate artists, to be waited on by three butlers and a
footman and have cars and ghillies always at her
disposal, all this goes a long way towards making
her holiday tolerable'; describes in detail the setting
of the Lodge and the surrounding landscape, and
mentions that he is largely being left alone to enjoy
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his holiday, without the presence of photographers;
he has had another meeting with [Dino] Grandi
[Italian Ambassador to London] and is now in
communication with Lord Halifax who has taken
Anthony Eden's place while he is on holiday;
comments on the relxation of tensions in Europe
since his first meeting with Grandi, which he thinks
gives a sense of 'the wonderful power that the
Premiership gives you. As Ch[ancellor] of [the]
Ex[chequer] I could hardly have moved a pebble;
now I have only to raise a finger & the whole face
of Europe is changed!'. 8 August
/1016: Comments on Hilda's account of the sisters'
holiday in Royat, mentioning the very hot weather
and her doctor's report on her health, and hopes
she is able to take some pleasure in her
surroundings, mentioning his feelings of guilt in
recording his and Anne's experiences 'which form
such a contrast to yours'; gives details of Anne's
improved health, and her activities fishing and
'riding Norwegian ponies and walking every day';
mentions his fishing activities and gives news of
some of the other guests staying at Lairg. 15
August
/1017: Expresses his relief that Ida and Hilda's
latest medical reports show improvements in their
conditions which he thinks justify their choice of
Royat as a holiday destination despite its other
drawbacks; gives an account of their journey from
Lochmore to Tillypronie and describes Anne's
impression of the looks and character of the Duke
[of Westminster], and comments on his family
background; mentions the other guests at
Tillypronie, including Walter Runciman, the Forbes
and their son, and Lady Royden's daughter Mrs
Bibby and her husband; he needs to go to London
to discuss recent conversations with Mussolini, but
is hoping to return later in the week. 22 August
/1018: Gives brief details of his holiday activities at
Tillypronie and mentions Anne's enthusiasm for
riding and walking; he was glad to have the
opportunity to speak to Lord Halifax and Anthony
Eden during his visit to London about recent
discussions with Italian politicians, over which there
have been disagreements over the issue of
whether to recognise Italy's conquest of Abyssinia
'not unnaturally there is a great deal of suspicion
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about Mussolini and a certain apprehension about
the reception in this country of any proposal to
accord formal recognition of the Abyssinian
conquest. I must say I am astonished at the
lighthearted way in which people who think they
are pacifists are yet prepared to advocate
measures which would almost certainly bring us
into war'; hopes that if Anglo-Italian relations can
be improved to the level they were at before the
Abyssinian invasion 'we shall have made a very
important step forward towards European
appeasement'; he has had a personal letter from
President Roosevelt who wants Neville to visit him,
which he thinks is a helpful development 'but the
Americans have a long way to go yet before they
become helpful partners in world affairs',
mentioning US reluctance to take a position on the
conflict between China and Japan, and his hopes
that Japan will accept the demands that Britain has
made following the recent Japanese attack which
injured the British Ambassador to China; comments
on his visit to Balmoral which is more informal than
his visits while George V was alive 'the King &
Queen are just like other hosts & hostesses in their
easy hospitality'; mentions the support he has
received from onlookers as he walked with the
other guests to church 'the route was lined with
peopel who gave me a great reception cheering
and clapping & crying Good Old Neville. They all
appeared to be all supporters of the Nat[ional]
Govt'. 29 August
/1019: He is sorry that the sisters did not enjoy their
holiday in France, but hopes that their spa
treatments have alleviated their health problems;
discusses criticism of the British Pavilion in the
World Exhibition in Paris and mentions that he has
made enquiries with the Minister for Overseas
Trade, [Robert Spear] Hudson, who has assured
him that improvements would be made for future
shows; gives an account of the rest of his stay at
Balmoral, including going shooting with the King,
and his journey to Rannoch station where he and
Anne entered an observation car for their journey
to Mallaig, giving a detailed description of the
landscape there; he has returned to London to
discuss the situation in the Far East and the
Mediterranean with Anthony Eden; suggests that
Arthur Bryant might write Austen's biography, since
he does not like Harold Nicolson, and Ivy is not
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happy with the suggestion of J.R.Firth; Ivy has
suggested J[ohn] A[lfred] Spender, who 'would be
good, though he is a Liberal'. 7 September
/1020: Thanks Hilda for her letter 'which was
delivered to me here with every appearance of
importance. It is really comical to see how valuable
my life and my time have bceome since I have
been called P[rime] M[inister] instead of
C[hancellor] of [the] E[xchequer]'; mentions how he
is now accompanied by police cars and plain
clothes detectives, and that special post collections
and deliveries are made for him; he is glad that
Hilda is taking her doctor's advice to limit her public
service work, and that the sisters' renovations to
their house in Odiham are progressing well; gives
news of the painting work at Westbourne, and
construction work at 10 Downing Street; he is
concerned about the attitude at the Foreign Office,
although Anthony Eden is 'awfully good in
accepting my suggestions without grumbling' he is
worried that Anglo-Italian relations will deteriorate
unless more effort is put into building up a
relationship with Mussolini and that 'we shall have
to pay for our mistrust by appallingly costly
defences in the Mediterranean'; he has not been
lucky in his fishing since he has been at
Drumnadrouchit. 12 September
/1021: He is pleased that the salmon and grouse
arrived at Odiham; he has been spending time in
Birmingham with Valerie, Frank, Dorothy and
Stephen have dined at Westbourne, and James is
to have his tea there that afternoon; he had more
success in catching fish towards the end of his
holiday, and has caught twenty five salmon in total
so far this year, ans has had good grouse shoots;
the Nyon conference has been a success [at which
Britain and France agreed to sink Italian
submarines assisting Nationalist forces in Spain]
but at the expense of Anglo-Italian relations,
despite Anthony Eden's efforts, even though 'he
has never really believed in Musso[lini]'s sincerity';
comments on recent attacks on Russian ships, and
Italy's view that the British and French fleets are
collaborating, which is not helped by the attitude of
the French press; he is more hopeful about the
Japanese reply to Britain's note about the injury to
the British Ambassador to China, but doubts they
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will publicly admit responsibility'. 19 September
/1022: He and Anne have had a good week at
Chequers, and Dorothy, Stephen, Frank, and Mary
[Carnegie] have all enjoyed their time there as
guests; gives news of Mary [Carnegie]'s health,
and mentions their excursion to Coombe Hill; he
has had lunch with [Dino] Grandi [Italian
Ambassador to Britain] who had the Duke of Aosta
with him; expresses his concern about Italian
involvement in the Spanish civil war and wonders
whether Mussolini will 'agree to the withdrawal of
any of his ''volunteers''; he has been with Lord
Duveen to see the new sculpture gallery at the
Tate and the new galleries at the British Museum
for the Elgin marbles 'I think he has made sure that
the latter will never leave London, but of course
some day they may be bombed out of existence';
he has prepared his speech for the Health
Campaign but has to prepare another for the
[Annual Conference of the National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations] at
Scarborough; he is going to stay with the Marquess
of Exeter for a partridge shoot at the weekend; the
Conservative Central Office is planning a film
broadcast on the '''House of Chamberlain''an
odious expression in itself'. 26 September
/1023: Apologises for not being able to reply to
Hilda's letter sooner due to his work preparing his
conference speech for Scarborough; mentions that
he felt ill before dinner some days ago, and had a
headache when he began his speech, after not
being able to eat all day; he has decided not to go
shooting, as he is still not feeling totally well;
discusses his reading of President Roosevelt's
speech which the Opposition have interpreted to
mean that the USA would place economic
sanctions on Japan, which seems to contradict the
message Neville has got from the British
Ambassador to Washington that the American
government is afraid of encouraging sanctions and
want to know what Britain would propose 'this
confirms my first impression that the President's
pronouncement was intended to sound out the
ground & see how far his public opinion was
prepared to go but that he himself had thought
nothing out and in any case had no present
intention of doing anything that wasn't perfectly
safe'; gives his opinion that Britain cannot afford to
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antagonise Japan with the state of affairs in Europe
as they are, and hopes to be able to speak to US
politicians in private before they take the dispute
any further; he is pleased and relieved that Hilda
and Ida approved of what he wrote about Austen
[in the introduction to a German edition of Austen's
'Down the Years' and 'Politics from the Inside'],
mentioning that Ivy and Mary thought the opening
sentence was too detached; he has filmed a
broadcast which was successful, but he hopes 'it
doesn't mean that I shall often be called on for the
purpose for to tell the truth I was extremely glad
when it was over & I was told that would do'; he
has had a meeting with Lord Chilston, British
Ambassador to Moscow, about living conditions in
Russia and the lack of information he receives
about Stalin or the condition of the country;
mentions that friends who have recently been in
Italy say that conditions around Naples are
deteriorating, with high levels of taxation and food
shortages, but that Mussolini's personal popularity
remains high, and that it is the same in Germany
with Hitler; Anne has been busy with the
renovations in 10 Downing Street. 9 October
/1024: Reflects on the fact that it would have been
Austen's 74th birthday that day, and hopes that he
will live long enough to 'leave my mark behind me
as P[rime] M[inister]'; discusses Anglo-Italian
relations, which he thinks are a little better and
hopes that it might be possible to get 'some
volunteers out of Spain though I attach still more
importance to not sending any more in'; comments
on relations with Japan following clarification from
the USA that the American government has no
intention of imposing sanctions on Japan, and
mentions the possibility of mediation; he has
spoken to Clement Atlee and Arthur Greenwood to
warn them against pressing for sanctions, and
wonders whether Atlee will do 'anything to damp
down his too bellicose pacifists' at a forthcoming
meeting he has agreed to address at Trafalgar
Square; lists his forthcoming speeches and
remarks on his heavy workload; the film broadcast
he made has been released, and is now being
shown as part of the newsreel features, but it is
intended to form part of a longer film about the
'''House of Chamberlain'' which is to go round with
Conservative talkie vans'; he has seen George VI
recently who seems to be worrying less about his
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brother, and sat next to the Queen when he had
lunch at the Palace, who complimented him on his
speech. 16 October
/1025: He has had to cancel his plans for a
weekend of gardening and a house party that Anne
had arranged, due to a severe attack of gout; he is
supposed to attend Lord Rutherford's funeral at
Westminster Abbey, receive a number of Junior
Ministers, hear the Kings Speech, see Miles
Lampson [High Commissioner to Sudan] and his
wife, and meet Lady Londonderry's guests, but is
unsure how many of these engagements he will be
able to attend 'I would like to keep the gout out of
the press, if only to avoid all the letters of sympathy
and the offers & gifts of remedies that it always
brings forth, but that may not be possible'; Anne
went ahead with the party, which was attended by
the Lees [Arthur Hamilton Lee, former
Conservative MP who donated Chequers for the
nation for the use of Prime Ministers], The
Hailshams, and the Hankeys; they are planning to
invite the Simons Elliots and the Chatfields the
following weekend, but also want to spend some
weekends without guests to enjoy Chequers;
discusses the effects of the reversal of the Italian
position to allow the withdrawal of 'volunteers' from
Spain in a recent meeting of the Non Intervention
Committee 'the Opposition were in a most
embarrassing situation from which they had not the
wit to extricate themselves'; his room at the House
of Commons has been redecorated during the
recess; Lord Halifax has spoken to him about an
invitation he received through the Editor of the
'Field' to attend an International Sporting Exhibition
in Berlin, which Neville thinks someone should
attend, otherwise it would be a wasted opportunity
[presumably to get a better impression of the
current situation in Germany]; he has asked Sir
John Anderson to take on hte post of High
Commissioner and Commander in Chief in
Palestine in succession to [Arthur Grenfell]
Wauchope. 24 October
/1026: Gives an account of his state of health
following his recent attack of gout; describes the
view from his study window at Chequers; mentions
an attack on him made by [Herbert] Morrison who
he thinks is 'the most unscrupulous and the
bitterest partisan among the Labour Leaders';
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discusses his plans for the appeasement of Europe
and Asia and 'for the ultimate check to the mad
armament race, which if allowed to continue must
involve us all in ruin'; mentions recent aggressive
comments by Hitler, but hopes that [Nevile Meyrick]
Henderson [British Ambassador to Germany] will
be able to check his 'impatience'; mentions some of
the guests who are attending their weekend party
at Chequers, including Lady Simon [Katharine
Tennant], the Walter Elliots, and the Chatfields. 30
October
/1027: Gives details of his improving health, and
notes that he was able to go to the Londonderrys
party wearing a gout shoe; he has a busy week
ahead, with three speeches to make, including one
to the 1922 Committee; discusses the
physiotherapy massage treatment that he has been
having for his gout; Anthony Eden's recent speech
in the House of Commons [dismissing criticims of
foreign policy towards Spain and non-intervention]
was 'a great personal triumph for him' but Neville is
concerned about the attitude of the Foreign Office
towards relations with Italy and Germany 'Anthony
should never have been provoked into a retort
which throws Germany & Italy together in self
defence when our policy is so obviously to try &
divide them'; he is still waiting for news from Berlin
about the possibility that Hitler will go there to meet
Lord Halifax, mentioning that [Constantin] von
Neurath [German Foreign Minister] has not been
encouraging about a possible visit, suggesting that
'Hitler's offers of friendship had been so often
turned down that he might not think it worth while to
come! But he had not spoken to Hitler and I can
hardly believe that the Fuhrer could miss such an
opportunity'; he was able to attend the Toscanini
concert, which he enjoyed, and the BBC have sent
him a list of future events and have suggested that
he would receive free tickets if he wished to attend;
he has had a meeting with King Boris of Bulgaria,
and mentions King Leopold of Belgium's
forthcoming visit; the Guildhall and Mansion House
functions were a success, and Stanley Baldwin
was 'in excellent form though very nervous and
very lame'. 6 November
/1028: Gives brief details about his recent
speeches, including one at the Guildhall which
seems to have been well received in France,
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Germany, Italy and the USA, a tribute to Ramsay
MacDonald [who had recently died], a speech to
the 1922 Committee, and a speech at Edinburgh
which was a great success; gives an account of his
visit to Hatfield [the home of the Marquess of
Salisbury]; he is having difficulties with the Foreign
Office over Lord Halifax's visit to Germany, but he
is satisfied that Halifax 'won't spoil the effect of his
visit by any tactlessness when he comes to talk
with Hitler. I am sure sure the country thoroughly
approves what I am doing'; mentions an incident
that occured during the two minutes silence on
Armistice day [in which an escaped patient from a
psychiatric hospital mounted a vocal protest
against government policy apparently designed to
provoke war]. 14 November
/1028a: Enclosed with /1028, from Alfred C.
Bossom to Neville Chamberlain complimenting him
on his speech to the 1922 Committee, 'on all sides
you gave a feeling of genuing confidence in your
leadership...'.10 November
/1029: Describes his surroundings at Hackwood
Park [where he is staying with Lord Camrose for a
shoot] and lists some of the other guests; gives an
account of his recent activities, including a tree
planting ceremony, and his viewing of a recent film
broadcast he had made, which he was horrified by
'my voice appeared to me so distorted as to be
unrecognisable and if I had not previously seen the
person who addressed us from the screen I should
call him pompous, insufferably slow in diction &
unspeakably repellent in person!'; expresses his
concern for Hilda's health and gives details of his
own health following his recent attack of gout; he
has seen King Leopold of Belgium on a nuber of
occasions and has been impressed by his
character 'it strikes me that some day he may be a
very valuable factor in European Politics'; he has
also enjoyed conversations with George VI and
Queen Elizabeth, and the King of Greece;
discusses Lord Halifax's visit to Germany which he
thinks has gone well, and notes that the German
press does not seem hostile towards the recently
announced Anglo-American trade agreement,
which he thinks is the answer to the expansion of
the Anti-Comintern Pact to include Italy as well as
Germany and Japan; discusses his involvement in
foreign affairs in more detail, including Mussolini's
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troubles in Abyssinia and Spain, his discussion with
Princess Marie Louise who reported that [Dino]
Grandi had described him as 'the only man who
can get us out of our troubles [in Europe]', and his
recent conversation with Stanley Baldwin who
hopes that Neville might have the energy to bring
about European peace; mentions that Lord
Camrose thinks that Sir Charles Petrie is the wrong
person to write Austen's biography and would have
preferred Firth; they are going to Westbourne the
following week, and have sold the house at Eaton
Square. 21 November
/1030: He and Anne, along with several other
members of their household, are suffering from
colds; he is pleased that [Camille] Chautemps [the
French Prime Minister] wants to see him, as he
would like to consult with French politicians about
the course of action; discusses the result of Lord
Halifax's visit to Germany which he thinks has
created 'an atmosphere in which it was possible to
discuss with Germany the practical questions
involved in a European settlement', commenting on
Hitler's assurances that he has no 'desire or
intention of making war' while accepting that
Germany wants to dominate eastern Europe and to
form as close a union as possible with Austria and
to do the same for the Sudeten Germans as Britain
did for the Uitlanders in the Transvaal; discusses
German colonial demands in Africa and does not
see why 'we shouldn't say to Germany Give us
satisfactory assurances that you wont use force to
deal with the Austrians & Czecho-Slovakians & we
will give you similar assurances that we wont use
force to prevent the changes you want if you can
get them by peaceful means'; discusses his plan
for a Conference of African Powers to consider the
possibility of Germany compensating other
European powers, such as Portugal, surrendering
territories, or the alternative of an international
chartered company in which Germany might hold
the controlling shares; he thinks the League of
Nations would exercise greater influence if it were
not expected to use force but only moral pressure,
which he thinks would make the USA more
sympathetic; goes on to discuss disarmament and
his hopes to achieve an agreement on the lines of
the Washington Naval agreement, to prohibit tanks
and aeroplances over a certain weight or guns over
a certain calibre; gives details of some of his recent
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social activities, including dinner with Ivy, atending
the Colonne concert at the Queens' Hall, going to
the Club which he had not attended since Austen's
death, attending the 'Parlour' club of city men, and
dining with Willie Weir to discuss War Office
matters; gives a brief account of the funeral service
for Ramsay MacDonald; remarks on Ida's meeting
with Kingsley Wood [Minister of Health] and doubts
that he will 'readily apply any information you could
give him. What would be useful would be for you to
see the Civil Servant who is in charge of the
housing side'. 26 November
/1030a: Anne has gone to Chequers, as she is still
very tired and only just recovering from her cold;
comments on reports that he is 'earning much
approval' for the impetus he has given to
government foreign policy, mentioning a recent
meeting with the French Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister which went very well, partly, he
thinks, because they were relieved to discover that
Britain did not plan to ask France to give their
colonies to Germany; gives his opinion of [Camille]
Chautemps who spoke of his dislike for Soviet
Russia, and assesses that France is prepared to
discuss the question of colonies provided it is part
of a general settlement, though 'even if all goes
well it will be a long time before we get to the
position of being able to make definite proposals to
the Germans and their mentality is so diferent from
ours that they may easily upset the applecart by
some folly before then'; mentions the effects of the
announcement of the replacement of the Chief of
the Imperial General Staff and the Ajutant General
at the War Office, which he does not think will be
seriously challenged, even though he anticipates
'grumbling in the military clubs among the retired
colonels and the generals who have been passed
over'; Anthony Eden is due to go abroad on holiday
after Christmas, and Neville expects to be
responsible for the Foreign Office while he is away;
he has had a meeting about his first Honours list,
commenting that Stanley Baldwin had always told
him it was a difficult duty 'but as far as I can make
out he never did it, but always insisted upon his
secretary's doing it instead!'. 5 December
/1031: The weather has been good for his shooting
weekend at Yattendon; Anne is still very tired, but
has gone for a drive to Ditchley; comments on the
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recent rise in unemployment which he admits is
'distressing' but thinks is due to recent set backs in
trade, particularly in the motor industry, and hopes
that President Roosevelt will be able to restore
confidence in the USA; reflects that he is lucky to
have been able to sell the house at Eaton Square,
and Lyall Mews; discusses Clement Attlee's visit to
Spain [with Ellen Wilkinson and Philip Noel Baker
to see members of the British Battalion of the
International Brigade] and his determination to end
the British government policy of non-intervention
'he was a fool to go, but having gone I dont myself
see that he could well have said less than he did
especially with those 2 sourfaced fanatics one on
each side of him'; comments on Mussolini's latest
statement [announcing Italy's withdrawal from the
League of Nations] which he thinks is 'to be
attributed to a request from the Germans who
appear to be trying to accumulate as many cards
as possible for the game they will presently be
playing with us'; mentions his removal of [Robert]
Vansittart from the Foreign Office [as Permanent
Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs] which he
thinks will make a positive change. 12 December
/1032: Expresses his concern for Hilda's health,
and her persistent cough; they have come to
Birmingham because Anne is very tired and needs
a rest; discusses difficulties they have experienced
with the sale of the house at Eaton Square and
gives details of some of his recent and forthcoming
speeches, including one in the House of Commons
in the Foreign Affairs debate demanded by the
Opposition; mentions his annoyance at Duff
Cooper's comments on Clement Attlee's visit to
Spain and his statement that the Japanese apology
[for the sinking of a US gunboat, and shelling of the
HMS Ladybird], and reports that he has written Duff
Cooper 'such a letter as I expect he has never
received in his life before'; Robert Vansittart seems
happy with his new appointment [as Chief
Diplomatic Adviser]; the incident on the Yangtze
river [the sinking of the US gunboat Panay by
Japan] seems to have 'stirred up the Americans
properly' and he hopes that this will lead to some
kind of action. 17 December
Arrangement: The reference number
NC18/1/1011 appears to have not been used.
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45 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/1033-1080 1938 letters

1938

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters Ida
and Hilda Chamberlain dated 1938. Four letters
from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda Chamberlain
(/1045, /1055, /1063, and /1073) and a brief
summary of the letters are also included.
The letters of 1938 relate much to foreign policy, in
particular the threat of war posed by Hitler and
Mussolini, the crisis over the threatened invasion of
Czechoslovakia by Germany and Neville
Chamberlain's three visits to meet Hitler regarding
Czechoslovakia, the last of which resulted in the
Munich Agreement. Other topics of major
importance include the invasion of Austria by
Germany in March, the Anglo-Irish agreements and
various disputes in the House of Commons and
within the Government relating to Neville's foreign
policy including with Winston Churchill and Anthony
Eden.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/1033: Mussolini getting 'our point of view all
wrong'; Ida and Hilda's plan to visit Egypt;
Christmas; shooting party at Swinton. 1 January.
/1034: Baron Horder [the King's physician] offering
to help Hilda in her illness; Hilda and Ida's
forthcoming voyage; payment for Mr Wilson;
Neville's visit for a party at Powis Castle with the
Earl of Powis including about the castle, the
guests, the castle's treasures including a
manuscript and a shooting trip; the Foreign Office
'working away at the procedure for Anglo-Italian
conversations'; Neville 'trying to jolly [the
Americans] along with a view to making some sort
of joint or at least 'parallel' naval action' against
Japan; the Duke of Windsor 'still giving endless
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trouble'. 9 January.
/1035: Neville's forthcoming conversation with De
Valera [Irish Prime Minister]; a 'great deal to talk to
Anthony [Eden] about'; disintegration of French
Government; visit to Panshanger (Lady
Desborough's house). 16 January
/1036: Ida and Hilda's visit to Egypt; meeting with
De Valera and other Irish delegates; a 'bombshell'
[Roosevelt's telegram proposing a conference for
arms limitation] having 'cost me much time and
some very uncomfortable moments'; reduction of
anti-British propaganda in Italy and Germany;
Roosevelt getting 'face to face with big business';
possible further conversations with Germany;
dinner given to Neville by the Union Club in
Birmingham. 23 January
/1037: Collapse of monument at Coombe Hill; the
garden and park at Chequers; alterations at 10
Downing Street; parties at Downing Street
[previous and forthcoming]; secrecy of political
matters at moment which Neville cannot write
about; book 'The House That Hitler Built'; 'a
'scintillation' on the subject of German
negotiations'. 30 January.
/1038: Hilda and Ida's visit to Egypt; Neville not
being able to talk about sensitive political matters in
his letters to Hilda and Ida whle they are away;
Hitler's military, political and diplomatic changes
and the implications on Germany's foreign
relations; possibility of conversations with Italy;
luncheon given to Neville by the Midland Union;
Anne's 'constituencies' party and other
engagements. 6 February.
/1039: Lunch to meet Fritz Kreisler [violinist] and
about a comment on marriage of Van Blomberg at
the insistence of Hitler and the German Army's
annoyance at Blomberg's marriage; lack of news
on events in Germany; some British newspapers
being 'as mendacious and viscious as any of the
Continental rags' including articles regarding split in
Cabinet and disagreement between Anthony Eden
and Neville; a weekend party at Chequers. 13-14
February.
/1040: Anthony Eden's resignation as Foreign
Secretary; a 'terrific duel' with Lloyd George in a
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House of Commons debate. 27 February.
/1041: Germany's invasion of Austria and Neville's
conversation with Joachim von Ribbentrop
[German Foreign Minister]; comments on
Ribbentrop; it being 'perfectly evident surely now
that force is the only argument Germany
understands and that 'collective security' cannot
offer any prospect of preventing such events until it
can show a visible force of overwhelming strength
backed by determination to use it'; suggests Britain
must abandon conversations with Germany,
announce 'some increase or acceleration in
rearmament' and 'quiety and steadily pursue our
conversations with Italy'; Roosevelt's proposal for
an arms limitation conference and how it would
have made Roosevelt and Britain seem like fools if
it had gone ahead; meeting with De Valera and
attempts at an Anglo-Irish agreement. 13 March.
/1042: Problem of deciding Britain's reaction
following the invasion of Austria; Neville's feelings
about foreign affairs; Winston Churchill's 'Grand
Alliance' proposal and Neville considering it to be
impractical as 'you only have to look at the map to
see that nothing that France or we could do could
possibly save Czecho-Slovakia from being over-run
by the Germans'; suggestion of conversation with
Hitler over Czechoslovakia; birthday greetings
received by Neville; Anne's successful visit to
Belfast; conversation with Viscount Craigavon over
the Irish negotiations; visit to Chequers. 20 March.
/1043: Neville's 'great pronouncement' on foreign
policy 'which has won such universal approval in
Europe'; Winston Churchill incorrectly suggesting
that Neville agreed with Churchill's views of a
guarantee to Czechoslovakia; one of Neville's
colleagues (not named) being misled by Churchill
on a Czechoslovakia guarantee and him having
taken this information to a 'Press Lord'; comments
about Churchill; belief that 'there can be no
question that I have got the confidence of our
people [Conservative MPs] as S[tanley B[aldwin]
never had it'. 27 March.
/1044: Neville's letters to his sisters and how he
would 'be very sorry indeed to break this long
established custom'; visit to Kew Gardens; dinner
at the French Embassy and Neville's talk with
Charles Corbin [French Ambassador to Britain]; a
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busy week coming up with various speeches and
other engagements; encouraging letters received
reporting public support for Neville's policy; Neville
and Anne's house party at Chequers; the garden
and park at Chequers. 3 April.
/1045: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda
relating to: Miss Leaf's father dying and Miss
Campbell being ill [Neville and Anne's personal
secretaries]; Anne's appreciation of being able to
help Neville; Neville's speech; suggests that Lloyd
George was doing harm abroad. 3 April.
/1046-1046c: Meeting at Birmingham; debate on
vote of censure; letter from R. B. Bennett (see
NC7/11/31/13) regarding Beaverbrook's comments
on Neville; negotiations with Italy; negotiations with
Ireland; Westbourne. 9 April. An 'Extract from notes
of an interview between an English Catholic and
the Pope on 5th April 1938' (see NC7/11/31/223225, for the complete notes); an extract from a
letter from Henderson to Halifax; and a press
cutting are also included.
/1047: Holiday at Chequers; birds; greenhouse;
Anglo-Italian Agreement; Anglo-Eire agreements;
Germany and Czechoslovakia; photographs; Ivy
Chamberlain. 16 April.
/1048: Holiday in Scotland with Lord and Lady
Londonderry; letters of congratulations on Italian
agreement; move to 10 Downing Street. 24 April.
/1049: Anglo-Eire agreements and expectation of 'a
great attack' from Winston Churchill; Anglo-French
conversations including about Czechoslovakia;
support from Sir Crisp English and Sir Martin
Melvin; letters regarding Italian agreement; visit to
Chequers; Academy banquet; Dorothy Lloyd. 1
May.
/1050: Attack by Attlee during Commons debate;
Hitler's visit to Italy; Press dinner; speech to
Women's Association at Albert Hall; Freedom of
Dundee; Hilda's 'hectic time'; visit to Eaton Hall; the
Duke of Westminster. 8 May.
/1051: The weather and the garden at Chequers;
'Philistinism' of local government; Ida's tax
collector; meeting at Albert Hall; his 'worst day in
the House [since becoming Prime Minister] during
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the Air debate'; Germany and Czechoslovakia;
'steadying effect' of Anglo Italian agreement;
address to American journalists in England;
planned weekend with Joseph Ball. 13 May
(however according to Self in 'The Neville
Chamberlain Diary Letters', the correct date is 15
May).
/1052: Hilda Chamberlain's health; unhappiness at
dismissal of Lord Swinton as Air Minister; gout;
inability to go to Dundee; 'Czecho. Sl[ovakia] looks
better'. 17 May.
/1053: Interruption of his weekend by 'those d-d
Germans'; fishing trip with Joseph Ball; increased
tensions between Germany and Czechoslovakia;
attacks by German press on Britain; the 'Opposition
trying to exploit the [Czech] situation to discredit
the Government'; the 'steady unruffled Foreign
Secretary'; account of Chamberlain's popularity in
Franco's Spain; gout. Later at 7pm, he adds that
'reports [regarding Czechoslovakia] are rather more
reassuring and that the Foreign Sec[retary] thinks
we shall get through'. 22 May.
/1054: The weather and plants; the crisis on the
previous weekend over Czechoslovakia and
Germany and his belief that Germany had
prepared for a coup; 'how utterly untrustworthy the
German Government is...and the difficulties in the
way of the peacemaker'; the Anschluss and Anglo
Italian agreement having 'given the Rome-Berlin
axis a nasty jar'; the Anglo-Turkish Guarantee and
Armaments Credit Agreements; Neville's mood;
photograph of Neville in the Express and other
newspapers; talk with the King; conversation with
Anthony Eden; Air debate; Trade Union Congress
meeting; and Anne Chamberlain's work. 28 May.
/1055: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda
relating to: it being 'a year of work' and that 'no-one
knows how N[eville] get through all he does without any sign of strain'; her love of Chequers;
her parties at Downing Street. 5 June.
/1056: Czechoslovakia conversations with the
Sudeten Germans; failure of Germany to pay
interest payments on Austrian loans; problems with
Spain and Britain having 'got ourselves into an
illogical position over the bombing' of British
registered ships in Spain; him hoping 'to persuade
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the Italians to join us in bringing about a truce in
Spain'; his thoughts that Germany may 'have
missed the bus and never again have such a
favourable chance of asserting their domination
over Central & Eastern Europe'; a proposed
authority to act as an information bureau for the
location of industry and as a central planning body;
illness of Joe [Austen and Ivy Chamberlain's son];
Anne Chamberlain's parties; a woodpecker; the
garden; portrait by Gunn of Neville. 18 June.
/1057: Cancellation of Anne Chamberlain's party
and her need to rest; visit to Wilton House;
honorary degree from University of Reading and
about R. Sickert at the ceremony; Commons
debate on Spain; Neville's position on the
continent; dinner with Diane and Terry Maxwell
[daughter of Austen and Ivy Chamberlain, and her
husband]; portrait by Gunn; comments on Leopold
Amery. 25 June.
/1058: Speech in Leeds; the '[Duncan] Sandys
affair' regarding a draft parliamentary question
based on secret information and the enquiry over
the matter by the Privileges Committee; Neville's
thoughts that 'Winston [Churchill] was the real
mover' behind the 'Sandys affair'; criticism of the
Government by Winston Churchill and 'his restless
ambition'; Neville's speech at Boughton; about
Boughton; Anne Chamberlain's parties. 4 July.
/1059: Visit to Chequers; a luncheon party; garden
matters; 'storm' over Chamberlain's speech at
Kettering; Mussolini 'behaving...like a spoiled child'
and it being 'difficult to know how to deal with him';
Neville's appreciation of Lord Halifax as Foreign
Secretary; 'the Germans...following directions in
paying me compliments' and it being 'difficult to be
sure what the game is'; and improved opinion of
Britain in America. 9 July.
/1060: Anne talk on the history of 10 Downing
Street and her research; the Birmingham
Centenary and Neville's speech [see also NC5/4
for programme and other documents relating to
centenary]; lunch with the Guardians of the
Standard of Wrought Plate; the 'Sandys affair';
Lloyd George's speech; Hitler's intention to send
'one of his 'top men' for unofficial conversations'; a
'charming reply' from the Queen in response to
Neville's letter after Lady Strathmore's death; family
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news. 16 July.
/1060A: Dorothy's visit to Hilda and Ida; Neville and
Anne's weekend at Tarling Place with Lord and
Lady Rayleigh; visit to Saxon chapel at Bradwell;
the Press finding out about the visit of Wiedemann
and inaccurate reports on the visit; it seeming
'certain that there will soon be a deadlock' over
Czechoslovakia and Germany; Neville not knowing
'what Franco is up to' and that 'he hasn't yet told us
whether he accepts our plan for withdrawal'. 24
July.
/1061: Neville's illness with sinusitis and its
interruption of his holiday; plants and new
greenhouse at Chequers; 'Bendor's' [Duke of
Westminster] annual tennis party; Neville and
Anne's stay at Lochmore; press reports of
Chamberlain's meetings with Malcolm MacDonald
and Lord Halifax; Neville's meeting with Guido
Crolla [Counsellor of the Italian Embassy]. 6
August.
/1062: Hilda's letter about Dorothy; Neville's illness,
medical treatment and its disruption of holiday
plans; Frank Chamberlain. 13 August.
/1063: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda
regarding: Neville's improved health; Anne and
Neville's holiday plans; letter from Robert Boothby
in 'The Scotsman' and regarding Boothby's change
of attitude. 18 August.
/1064: Neville's illness with sinusitis and how that
combined with the international situation had
caused depression earlier in the week but that he
largely recovered later in the week; it having been
useful in the international crisis that Neville
remained in London; Garvin's article expressing
'the confident conviction that the war panic is over';
Neville not sharing Garvin's conviction saying 'I
doubt if Garvin would be so confident if he had all
my information' but that 'if we can get safely
through September I shall agree that we can see
light'; Anne's dead tooth having caused her aches
and pains; scepticism of Le Franc's theory about
the Earl of Derby being the writer of Shakespeare's
plays and about Neville writing to Dover Wilson
about the theory; Neville and Anne's visit to see a
15th century painting recently discovered at Penn;
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Neville's plans for the next few days. 21 August.
/1065: Neville and Anne's holiday at the Manor
House, Great Durnford, Salisbury and Anne going
to Leonard Woolley's archaeological excavations;
Anne's health; the international situation still being
'extremely anxious'; 'fairly encouraging news from
the Runciman mission [to Czechoslovakia] but the
Germans seem determined to make the worst of
everything'. 27 August.
/1066: Meeting of ministers 'at which the crisis
atmosphere was unmistakeably [sic.] present';
Neville's visit to Balmoral; Hitler's forthcoming
speech and Neville's comment that after the
speech 'I suppose we may get some inkling of what
is in his mind' and his comment 'is it not positively
horrible to think that the fate of hundreds of millions
depends on one man and he is half mad'; Neville
having devised a 'means of averting a catastrophe
if it should seem to be upon us' ['Plan Z' for
Chamberlain to offer to fly to Germany to meet
Hitler] but that he hopes this will not be necessary.
3 September.
/1067: The 'Central European situation' with Britain
having lack of knowledge of Hitler's intentions but
that Neville has 'a feeling that things have gone in
such a way as to make it more and more difficult
for him to use force'; Neville feeling 'fully recovered'
from his illness; Neville's holiday in Scotland at
Balmoral and Millden Lodge and his relationship
with the King and Queen; the Duke of Windsor
[formerly King Edward VIII] wishing to return to
Britain. 6 September.
/1068: Birth of Dorothy's daughter; a 'pretty awful
week' regarding the Czechoslovakia crisis; the
Daily Mail's false announcement of an ultimatum to
Germany; Neville realising 'that if...aggression
takes place there will be many, including Winston,
who will say...the British Government must bear the
responsibility and that if only they had the courage
to tell Hitler now that if he used force we should at
once declare war that would have stopped him' but
he considers it 'wrong to allow the decision as to
peace or war, to pass out of our...hands into those
of the ruler of another country and a lunatic at that';
agreement with idea 'that you should never
menace unless you are in a position to carry out
your threats' and says 'we are certainly not in a
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position in which our military advisers would feel
happy in undertaking to begin hostilities'; feeling
'that Hitler won't burn his boats' is his forthcoming
speech; 'Ivy's doings in Franco Spain...causing me
some embarrassment'. 11 September.
/1069: A detailed account of Neville's first meeting
with Hitler at Berchtesgaden; comments on Hitler
and his appearance; Neville's personal opinion 'that
on principle I didn't care two hoots whether the
Sudetens were in the Reich [Germany] or out of it,
according to their own wishes but I saw immense
practical difficulties in a plebiscite'; Horace Wilson
having heard from various people that Hitler was
impressed; letters of support and gifts received
after meeting; him having overcome criticism from
Cabinet members; his meeting with Daladier and
Bonnet. 19 September.
/1070: The 'agonising hours when hope seemed
almost extinguished' between Neville's second
meeting with Hitler at Bad Godesberg [at which he
threatened invasion of the Sudetenland] and the
third meeting; a detailed account of Neville's third
and final meeting with Hitler at Munich; Neville
meeting Mussolini at Munich, comments on
Mussolini's appearance and personality and about
Neville's conversation with Mussolini about Spain;
the cheering crowds on Neville's arrival back in
London. 2 October.
/1071: Neville and Anne's rest and recovery after
the Munich Crisis and Neville's 'brief mental
disturbance at Chequers'; the 'pretty trying ordeal'
of the Munich debate in the House of Commons
and about 'Winston...carrying on a regular
conspiracy against me with the aid of Masaryk the
Czech Minister'; rumour in the newspapers about
impending resignations'; threats of resignation from
Oliver Stanley and Harry Crookshank; a message
from Count Ciano [Italian Foreign Minister]
threatening that unless the Anglo-Italian agreement
was completed in two days they would take 'certain
decisions which they would prefer not to take'
which was thought to mean a military alliance
between Germany and Italy; comments on various
speeches in the House of Commons regarding
Munich; Churchill's 'ridiculously pompous note of
protest' following Neville's comments in the House
of Commons (see NC7/9/38-40); rejection of
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Anthony Eden's view that the Government should
include some Labour Party members. 9 October.
/1072: Letters received from Maude Royden and
Michael Palairet [husband of Anne's half-sister]; a
plate with photograph of Neville and Anne after
Munich Agreement offered by the Daily Sketch;
gifts received after Munich Agreement; Neville's
being 'a little impatient with [the popularity],
because it seems to assume so much' and that 'we
have avoided the greatest catastrophe, it is true,
but we are very little nearer to the time when we
can put all thoughts of war out of our minds...';
need to find Cabinet replacements for Edward
Stanley [who had just died] and Duff Cooper [who
resigned]; Anthony Eden's speech for 'national
unity on foreign policy' and about Neville's
differences with Eden on foreign policy; Neville's
disagreement with idea of including Labour Party
members in the Government which was now being
supported by 'a very important' colleague [Lord
Halifax, see NC7/11/31/124A]; Neville's break at
The Hirsel, Coldstream. 15 October.
/1073: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda
regarding: Neville's return after his visit to The
Hirsel; Anne being tired; Anne and Neville's
planned visit to Chequers for the weekend; letters
of congratulations received after the Munich
Agreement; and other matters. 20 October.
/1074: Runciman becoming Lord President of the
Council and Viscount Hailsham being asked to
resign; possibility of Herbert Samuel being asked to
join Cabinet; question of whether a Minister of
Supply and a Minister of National Service are
necessary; possibility of a Ministry of Civilian
Defence for air raid precautions etc; 'letters and
presents still keep rolling in' after the Munich
Agreement. 24 October.
/1075: Neville's recent activities and his break from
work; Anne's speech at the opening of the Sunday
Times Book Exhibition; Neville's speech in the
House of Commons on 1 November; the failure of
the Opposition's attempt at adjournment of the
House of Commons; the municipal election results
being good for the Conservatives except in
London; Neville, Anne, Lord and Lady Halifax's
forthcoming official visit to Paris; Neville hoping to
arrange a visit to Rome to meet Mussolini; Neville's
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'back hander' to Lloyd George; Churchill's
broadcast to America being thought damaging;
Neville's forthcoming 'very important speech' at the
London Guildhall; 'tide of letters, flowers,
testimonials and gifts' continuing 'to flow in'
following the Munich Agreement; a bust of Joseph
Chamberlain presented to Neville. 6 November.
/1076: Report from William Astor that 'though Hitler
definitely liked me [Neville] and thought he could do
business with me he has since been very reserved
about this country and this is ascribed to his
realisation that his own countrymen did not like
being brought so close to war' and that Neville's
'prestige abroad is enormous'; Neville's speech at
the City of London Guildhall which was broadcast;
Anthony Eden's 'daily speech'; Neville's horror at
German behaviour to the Jews [after Kristallnacht];
John 'Jack' Hills dying. 13 November.
/1077: Account of Neville, Anne, Lord and Lady
Halifax's visit to Paris including about cheering
crowds, 'snag' during discussions with French
Ministers over guarantee of Czechoslovakia,
ceremony at the Hotel de Ville, visit to see Duke of
Windsor (the former King Edward VIII) and Anne's
visits to 'the Invalides' and other places in Paris; a
shooting trip at Buckland, Berkshire. 27 November.
/1078: Stay at Chevening, Sevenoaks for Lady
Stanhope's party including comments on those
attending the party; death masks; bust of Neville in
Birmingham Art Gallery giving 'an entirely wrong
impression'; visits to see the King and foreign
monarchs; Neville's attitude towards criticism of his
foreign policy; the Italian demonstration demanding
annexation of Nice, Corsica and Tunis, against
France; Anderson's statement on National Service;
the Telegraph's 'mischievous and stupid articles on
the necessity for a compulsory National Register';
suggestion from Lord Burghley that Neville should
have 'a fairly comprehensive sweep' of his Cabinet;
Anne's visit to Durham. 4 December.
/1079: Neville finding the newspapers
'exceptionally depressing this week'; 'venomous
attacks by the German Press and the failure of
Hitler to make the slightest gesture of friendliness';
'instability' and 'discontent' in the Conservative
Party and threat of resignation by a junior minister
[Robert Hudson]; Neville's thoughts about public
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opinion of the Government, his foreign policy and
himself and him 'wondering how much longer I
shall be here'; response to Hilda's enquiry about
Lord Elton; presents received including a book from
Germany (see C5/2/9); Winston Churchill 'making a
long and bitter attack upon me'. 11 December
/1080: Neville's shooting trip at Farnham Park,
Buckinghamshire [Lord Kemsley's house]; 'a pretty
awful week' including about questions in the House
of Commons on foreign policy; 'my own followers
are continually harassing me with warnings and
doubts'; Neville's speech to the Foreign Press
Association; luncheon to Vivian Smith on his
elevation to the peerage; presents received. 17
December.
53 items
Access: Open
Copies: High quality copy on staff R drive for items
referenced NC18/1/1046-1070
NC18/1/1081-1136 1939 letters

1939

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1939. A small
number of letters from Anne Chamberlain are also
included. A brief summary of the letters is included.
The letters include much about foreign affairs in the
period leading up to the beginning of the Second
World War including the invasion of the remaining
independent part of Czechoslovakia on 14 March
and the German invasion of Poland on 1
September. Much is also included relating to the
first few months of the Second World War - the socalled 'phoney war', during which there was little
fighting by Britain and France against Germany
except at sea.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
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/1081: The weather; Anne's tooth; Neville's
concerns about his forthcoming visit to Rome;
Neville's rejection of suggestion in a letter from
'Taff Gwynne' for cancellation of the Rome visit and
making an alliance against Germany; admiration of
Jelly D'Aranyi; Spanish Vice Consul. 8 January.
/1082: The 'truly wonderful visit' to Rome;
impressions of Mussolini; Neville's discussions with
Mussolini; friendly attitude of Italian people to his
visit and the cheering crowds; his talk with the
Pope; audience and luncheon with the Italian king;
illness of Ivy Chamberlain. 15 January.
/1083: Neville's speech at Birmingham; Roosevelt's
message to Congress approving the French
purchase of aeroplanes; Germany being 'very
bothered about the Anglo-American trade
agreement'; 'moderate tone of Hitler's message to
Franco'; the Cabinet reshuffle; promotion of
Dorman Smith to the Cabinet; talk with German
Ambassador regarding Germany's economic
position; Ivy Chamberlain's health; the garden. 28
January.
/1083a: Press cutting relating to /1088.
/1084: The power of broadcasting; him beginning
'to feel at last that we are getting on top of the
dictators' and that 'they missed (or rather Hitler
missed) the bus last September'; his analysis of the
current international situation; his belief that his
foreign 'policy was steadily succeeding'; Stanley
Baldwin's 'revelations' in his speech at Worcester;
forthcoming dinner with the King and Queen. 5
February.
/1085: 'Events...moving fast in Spain' and
expectation of seeing 'the end of the war at any
moment'; official recognition of Franco's
government in Spain; Anthony Eden's article in the
Sunday Times and it being 'apparent that he would
like very much to rejoin the Government'; it 'getting
near to a critical point where the whole future
direction of European politics will be decided;
suggestion that 'Mussolini will have to be handled
with the utmost care and tact'; information that
Hitler and Ribbentrop 'are searching round for
some means of approaching us without the danger
of a snub' and that they 'want to get on better
terms' to help improve the economic position of
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Germany; false stories in the press; Palestine
negotiations; plans for the next election to be not
be before Autumn; visit to Busch quartet concert
and French Embassy. 12 February.
/1086: His belief that 'we have at last got on top of
the dictators'; Hitler's speech having been altered
and made more pacific; comments on Neville's
Birmingham speech; Arthur Bryant's letter about
Neville's address at Ashridge and regarding
publication of Neville's speeches by Bryant;
conversation with Joseph Kennedy [American
Ambassador to Britain] and his warning on not
asking for anything from the USA or speaking as
'though we could count on them'; Italian and
French troop movements in North Africa; the
Spanish Government being ready to surrender to
Franco; hopes of 'excellent relations with Franco';
the Government's electoral position and the
Holderness by-election; 'no light' in the Palestine
talks; Neville thinking of speaking on 'young
wasters who wont take work or attend industrial
centres'; trees at Chequers; visit to see a picture by
Birley. A translation in Neville's hand of part of the
Duke of Coburg's speech at the Deutsch Englische
Geschellschaft dinner regarding Anglo-German
relations is appended to the letter. 19 February.
/1087: Visit to Chequers; Valerie Cole [Neville and
Anne's niece]; Neville's speech in defence debate
in the House of Commons and regarding the
League of Nations; Neville's speech to a large
audience at Blackburn; Labour Party's call for arms
for Spain and protest against recognition of
Franco's Government; Anthony Eden; Palestine
talks; Neville's attendence of the Birmingham
Unionist Association annual meeting and his 70th
birthday. 26 February.
/1088: Anne's health; visit to Chequers; Neville's
speech recognizing Franco and Attlee's 'most
vicious personal attack' following the speech; visit
of the King and Queen to Birmingham; letter in the
'Times' from Gilbert Murray (see /1083a); Neville
'working at the problem of the young unemployed
who dont want to work'; painting of Neville by
Henry Lamb. 5 March.
/1089: Ida's defeat in an amendment to Standing
Orders and recalling two of Neville's own defeats in
Birmingham City Council; his forthcoming 70th
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birthday; his comment that 'I ought to be good for at
least one more Parliament after this'; letters of
support; dinner with the '36 Club; 'the prodigal sons
[of Winston Churchill] ...besieging the parental
door'. 12 March.
/1090: Invasion of the remaining part of
Czechoslovakia by Germany; Neville's speeches
following the invasion; Neville's plan for a fourpower declaration by Britain, France, Russia and
Poland to consult each other following a threat to
any other European country; his wish to gain time
and rejection of view that war was inevitable; Anne
being 'good in a crisis'; book 'Les Trois
Chamberlains'. 19 March.
/1091: German occupation of Memel; worries of a
surprise air attack from Germany; distrust of Hitler;
the army having been secretly put in positions to
defend London; naval patrols to look for
submarines; a 'lull' later in the week; the plan for a
four power declaration being 'dead'; suggestion
that Romania would be the next German target and
him being prepared to join resistance against this
with France if Romania; Neville's belief that Britain
is not strong enough 'to present Germany with an
overwhelming force'; Neville's personal letter to
Mussolini; visit of the French President; dinner at
Foreign Office and performance at India Office;
Major-General Bracconnier; conscription; Neville's
forthcoming address to the 1922 Committee;
discussion with De Valera [Prime Minister of
Ireland]. 26 March.
/1092: Neville's 'doubts whether Miles Lampson
[British Ambassador to Egypt] is doing any good in
Cairo' and about a possible honour for King Farouk
of Egypt; 'another week of nightmares and
momentous decisions'; a report given to Neville by
a journalist [Ian Colvin] and another source that
Germany had prepared to invade Poland and
Neville's subsequent statement guaranteeing
assistance to Poland; Lloyd George having been 'in
a very critical mood' and Neville's conversation with
him; Anthony Eden 'giving whole hearted support
and expressing virtuous indignation at the idea that
his motion mentioned the Prime Minister and not
the Prime Minister for any other reason than that
the former spoke last'; Neville's speech to the 1922
Club; Hitler's 'rambling ineffective speech' after the
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British guarantee to Poland; 2 April (the date of 2
April has been annotated to letter in pencil,
however Robert Self suggests most of the letter
was written on 1 April and was continued on 2
April).
/1093: Italy's invasion of Albania; Mussolini's reply
to Neville's letter; Mussolini's assurances about
Albania and that 'such faith as I ever had in the
assurances of dictators is rapidly being whittled
away'; Neville's holiday at Castle Forbes being
'completely wrecked'; him being 'badgered for a
meeting of Parliament' during the recess; Alfred
Barnes calling for Neville's resignation but that
'wherever I go the people collect in crowds to give
me their good wishes'; Neville's 'very satisfactory'
meetings with Colonel Beck; 'most alarmist
stories...about an imminent Italian attack on Corfu'
and Mussolini's message that he intends to
withdraw troops from Spain and has no intention of
interfering with Yugoslavia or Greece. 9 April.
/1094: Neville being 'profoundly depressed'
regarding the debate in the House of Commons
following the Italian invasion of Albania and about
attacks by Clement Attlee, Archibald Sinclair,
Winston Churchill and others and about a speech
by Anthony Eden 'with which I thoroughly agreed';
Mussolini behaving 'like a sneak and a cad' to
Neville; false reports of a new Mediterranean pact
in the News Chronicle; Winston Churchill wishing to
join the Government; Neville's meeting with Horace
Wilson; Roosevelt's appeal for Hitler and Mussolini
to give guarantees to various countries; the 'spring
cruise of the German Fleet' not causing alarm. 15
April.
/1095: 'A whole week has gone by without a crisis';
difficulty with the credentials of Britain's new
ambassador to Italy not referring to the Italian
King's new title following Italy's annexation of
Albania; Mussolini stating that 'the Italian desire for
a long peace represented his genuine views';
reports from the Duke of Buccleuch and Baron
Brocket of their meetings with 'many Germans'
including Ribbentrop and denial that Germany
broke the Munich Agreement; Winston Churchill
not being invited into the Government at the
moment; conversation with Edgar Record [Editor of
Birmingham Daily Post] on public opinion of
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Neville. 23 April.
/1096: Hitler's speech on 28 April and his invitation
for further discussions with Britain, but that 'the
trouble is that he finds it so easy to tear up treaties
and throw overboard assurances that no one can
feel any confidence in new ones from him';
expectation that Hitler 'does not think the time
favourable for a new challenge'; Neville's inclination
to further discussions with Mussolini and regarding
information suggesting that 'Musso. has been
getting more and more irritated with Hitler'; Neville's
announcement regarding conscription and the
subsequent debate have gone 'even better than I
anticipated'; difficulties with Russia and Neville
being 'deeply suspicious of her'; negotiations with
Turkey, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria; newspaper
reports of Hitler's speech; Neville's belief that 'every
month that passes without war makes war more
unlikely'; trees and other plants at Chequers;
Neville's holiday plans; astonishment 'that I keep so
well'; Anne being tired by her work. 29 April.
/1097: Letter from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda
regarding: Neville's letters suggesting they give the
impression that Anne 'was a fat white woman who
spent her life lying a lot on sofas eating bread and
milk' as 'he never mentions me in a letter except to
say I'm tired'; suggests that 'he is a miracle of
fitness...but I'm just as much a miracle'; a letter she
received after Hitler's speech saying 'how splendid
now its all over and I hope you both get a good
rest'. 30 April.
/1098: Lawrence's [Austen and Ivy's son] eyesight;
Uncle George being very ill and likely to die soon;
the King and Queen's trip to Canada; Neville and
Anne's visit to stay with Viscount Bledisloe at
Lydney; 'the Labour Party again behaved very
badly but I continue to get reports...which indicate
the principal of conscription has been received with
general approval'; Beck's speech; Italy's alliance
with Germany. 7 May.
/1099: House party at Chequers; plants at
Chequers and the plan to hand over the woodlands
to the Forestry Commission; Neville's speech to the
Women's Unionist Association at the Albert Hall;
Danzig being a 'danger spot' but that Neville had
information 'that the Germans have assured the
Italians that they don't intend to spring any
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surprises there'; the Anglo-Turkish agreement;
negotiations with Russia and Neville's fear they 'will
give us more trouble'; Anne's work. 14 May.
/1100: Negotiations with Russia and Neville's
suspicions about them; apathy in by-elections;
Fanny Mason's visit for lunch; a fishing trip. 21
May.
/1101: The second anniversary of Neville becoming
Prime Minister; the contrast between the support
for Neville from the public and the 'unending stream
of abuse' in the House of Commons and his
feelings about this situation; the worst time for
Neville being 'when I have to take a decision and
don't clearly see how it is to come out'; negotiations
with Russia, and his 'deep suspicions of Soviet
aims and profound doubts as to her military
capacity'; idea for a declaration of Britain's
intentions instead of an alliance with Russia;
information that a coup by Germany in Danzig is
not expected at present but preparations are under
way for one and 'we are therefore still in the danger
zone, but I myself still believe that Hitler missed the
bus last September and that his general wont let
him risk a major war now'; resentment at Leslie
Hore-Belisha, Walter Elliot and Kenneth Lindsay
being absent from a vote on the Government's
policy on Palestine; Neville's visit to Edinburgh;
Neville's fishing trip at the Weir House, Alresford,
Hampshire. 28 May.
/1102: A 'very nice note' from Mary E. Carnegie
thanking Neville for his comments about her late
husband William and regarding unveiling of a
memorial to William; Anne's speech at a
conference of the 'C. W. W.'; an event [of the
Birmingham Unionist Association?] the previous
evening and a presentation to Neville and Anne;
Halifax's speech relating to foreign policy; hopes of
keeping 'up contacts in Rome where I am certain
war is looked upon with terror' but that France was
obstructing this; negotiations with Russia; Eden's
suggestion that he should be sent as a special
envoy to Russia; the garden; fear the press will
discover that Neville has shares in a colliery given
to him by George Kenrick; planned stay at Morton
House with Cecily [Debenham]. 10 June.
/1103: The Tientsin incident by Japan in China and
Neville's thoughts about what the British reaction
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should be; negotiations with Russia not
progressing; the French continuing 'to keep up a
quarrel with every one with whom they ought to be
making friends, Italy Spain Turkey'; medical
examination of the militiamen; a forthcoming 'huge'
meeting at Cardiff; portrait to be painted of Anne;
Neville's fishing trip staying with Ernest and Cecily
Debenham in Briantspuddle, Dorset. 17 June.
/1104: Neville and Anne's official visit to Cardiff
having been 'a great success' including his speech,
visits to Cardiff Castle, a trading estate and training
centre; visit of Princess Royal and Lord Harewood
to lunch; event on the return of the King and Queen
from Canada; negotiations with Japan after the
Tientsin incident appearing imminent but that 'a few
more 'incidents'...would make negotiations
impossible and situation would then be pretty
serious'. 25 June.
/1105: Hilda and Ivy garden open day; rumours of
German coup at Danzig; negotiations with Japan
following the Tientsin Incident; Russian
negotiations going poorly; hopes that 'Hitler doesn't
really want a war' and that he 'cant help feeling that
he is not such a fool as some hysterical people
make out'; visit to Bodiam Castle; visit to
Glyndebourne opera. 2 July.
/1106: A 'drive' to put Winston Churchill into the
Government; regret that Baron Camrose [Editor-inChief of Daily Telegraph] supported Churchill and
suggestions that he 'is a changed man'; Neville's
feeling supported by Stanley Bruce [Australian
Prime Minister] that if Churchill was in the
Government that 'it would not be long before we
were at war'; Neville's 'impression...that August will
be the difficult month and that once again Hitler will
spoil my holiday'; Neville's warning message to
Mussolini; opening of new airport; James Garvin
failing to complete 'Life of Joseph Chamberlain'. 8
July.
/1107: Visit to Chequers with a house party;
information suggesting 'a quiet time until about the
3rd week in August when it is suggested a 'crisis'
might begin to boil up' but that 'nearly always it is
the predicted crisis that never materialises and I
expect it will be so again'; him having 'little doubt
that Hitler knows quite well that we mean business';
Danzig being 'the danger spot' at present; Neville's
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warning to Mussolini that if Hitler tries to take
Danzig by force that war will start; Neville
considering proposing a twelve month truce with
Germany and Italy; proposed talks with Italy which
is regarded by Neville as 'the weak end of the axis
and we should always be trying to bend it'; patience
with Russia being 'pretty well exhausted'; Japan
continuing 'to keep us on tenterhooks'; negative
propaganda against Britain and Neville by
Germany; 'perpetual person attacks' on Neville;
him wishing 'to see my [foreign] policy through' and
believing 'that if I am allowed I can steer this
country through the next few years out of the war
zone into peace and reconstruction'; Garvin's
failure to complete the 'Life of Joseph
Chamberlain'. 15 July.
/1108: Danzig and 'the intimation that British
pressure on Poland to give way was counted on';
rumour that Britain was offering Germany a loan;
Neville's concerns about Robert Hudson who is
says 'has a very bad reputation as a disloyal
colleague' and takes 'ideas on which other people
have been working for years and put[s] them
forward as his own'; Neville thinking it is clear 'that
Hitler has concluded that we mean business and
that the time is not ripe for the major war' and that
'the longer the war is put off the less likely it is to
come at all as we go on perfecting our defences';
suggests that 'you dont need offensive forces
sufficient to win a smashing victory' but 'what you
want are defensive forces sufficently strong to
make it impossible for the otherside to win'; that he
feels there is 'a definite détente' at the moment; the
campaign for Churchill to be made a Cabinet
member having failed; talk with Prince Paul (of
Yugoslavia); negotiations with Russia; 'Winston
[Churchill] and his group...plotting a conspiracy to
set up a Council of State which should have the
reponsibility for summoning Parliament'; visit to
Chequers. 23 July.
/1110: Beverley Baxter's 'Atticus' article in the
Sunday Times; persecution of Jews in Germany;
stories about Hitler's health; success for Neville in
the debate on the vote of censure in the House of
Commons regarding pension rates not being
increased; expected 'embittered attack on the
proposals for the recess'; information that 'Hitler
now realises that he can't grab anything else
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without a major war and has decided therefore to
put Danzig into cold storage' but Neville feeling 'he
must do something to show he is not frightened' in
a 'war of nerves'; Robert Hudson lacking 'the sense
of responsibility which a Minister should have' but
he did not wish to 'add to [his] troubles now' and
that in the meantime contact with Germany can be
maintained through 'discreeter channels';
conversations with Japan having 'gone pretty well
so far'; luncheon party for MPs; visit to Chequers.
30 July
/1111: The weather; Neville's success in his
speeches on foreign affairs and the recess in the
House of Commons; Neville's argument with
Churchill; Ronald Cartland having made a personal
attack on Neville resulting in Neville 'taking steps to
stimulate local opposition' as he would rather the
Conservative Party lost the seat 'than have a traitor
in the camp' (see also NC7/11/32/38-39); prospects
for Neville and the Conservative Party in the next
General Election. 5 August.
/1112: Death of Sophy; things working according to
plan with a 'period of strain' as predicted and
expectation 'that the next two days will show
whether or not a real crisis is coming'; Neville's
fishing holiday at Lochmore, Lairg. 13 August.
/1113: from Anne Chamberlain regarding: Hilda's
treatment at the spa town of Royat in France;
account of Neville and Anne's holiday at the Duke
of Westminster's house at Lochmore. 18 August.
/1114: Neville needing to return from his holiday;
account of Neville and Anne's holiday at Lochmore.
19 August.
/1115: Neville wondering 'whether this be a war of
nerves only or just the preliminary stages of a real
war'; 'the place buzzes with rumours' regarding
Germany and Poland; Hitler's meeting with Neville
Henderson (British Ambassador to Germany)
regarding Poland and Hitler's proposals to Britain
which Neville feels 'do not...constitute an offer of a
peaceful solution of the Polish difficulty';
expectation that Italy will not join in war with Hitler
over Poland. 27 August.
/1116: Life being 'just one long nightmare' at
present; the 'long drawn out agonies' preceding the
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declaration of war between Britain and Germany;
'secret communications...with Goering and Hitler
through a neutral intermediary'; Mussolini's
proposals for a conference which Neville felt 'a
perfectly genuine attempt to stop war...because
Italy was not in a state to go to war'; the French
wishing to postpone the declaration of war for 'as
long as possible'; criticism in the House of
Commons at the delay in the declaration of war;
Neville's belief that Hitler 'did seriously contemplate
an agreement with us'; Neville feeling 'while war
war still averted, I felt I was indispensable for no
one else could carry out my policy' but now 'half a
dozen people could take my place while war is in
progress and I do not see that I have any particular
part to play until it comes to discussing peace
terms'; Neville's feeling the war 'won't be so very
long', that he doubts the possibility of a military
victory but hopes for 'a collapse of the German
home front...to convince the Germans that they
cannot win'; letters of sympathy received. 10
September.
/1117: from Anne Chamberlain: thanking Hilda for
her support; states her admiration for Neville;
Chequers; Anne having been worried about
Neville's visit to France for the Anglo-French
Supreme War Council meeting; 13 September
[1938].
/1118: Transcript of letter from Reverend Egerton
Swann to Sir John Simon in support of Neville with
annotation by Neville.
/1120: from Anne Chamberlain: Air raid warnings
and people leaving London in panic; Lady
Reading's Association having 'enlisted the help of
all the women's organisations throughout the
country'; Anne's thoughts on how women's
organizations can help in the war. 16 September.
An extract of a letter from Mrs Edith Campbell is
also included regarding women and children
billetted in other homes who were not helping the
owner of the house and suggesting they 'might be
coached in the refinements of living and
comradeship of service'.
/1121: Visit to Chequers; Frank's service in the
army; 'the difficulties in the way of a peace' being
'very formidable and I don't myself at present see
the way out'; Neville expecting that Germany will
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not attack in the West next but will attack in the
East as he sees no 'possibility of his scoring a
major success in the West' and will instead seek an
easier target in the East 'to keep up the spirits of
his people and encourage neutrals to take his side';
the war having only begun for Britain in the sea;
success of anti-submarine campaign; 'Hitler's
propaganda machine...working badly and clumsily';
Neville's visit to France for meeting of the AngloFrench Supreme War Council; Winston Churchill in
the Cabinet; Churchill frequently writing long letters
to Neville despite meeting in the War Cabinet
everyday and Neville feeling 'these letters are for
the purpose of quotation in the Book that he will
write hereafter'; stories about evacuees. 17
September.
/1122: House of Commons being 'very reckless
and quarrelsome'; thoughts on Hitler's next move;
strength of Britain's air defences; the 'war
twilight...trying people's nerves' and thoughts that
Hitler may attempt a peace offer which Neville feels
'certain we ought to reject it'; Neville feeling we
ought to continue the blockade against Germany
and his belief 'in a waiting war of that kind I believe
we could outlast the Germans' and that 'I do not
believe that holocausts are required to gain the
victory' even though this he thinks will be 'as
difficult, or rather more difficult, than a ding-dong
fight'; visit to Kew Gardens and London Zoo. 23
September.
/1123: Weekend at Chequers; the Budget; the
German-Soviet Boundary and Friendship Treaty
and danger of the effects on other countries
particularly Turkey and Italy; Italy's reaction to the
war; Goering having made another effort for Britain
to talk with him and it being 'clear to me that though
Hitler would certainly like to call off the war he is
not prepared to pay the price so there is no
reasonable prospect of a peace such as we could
accept'; failure of German submarines. 1 October.
/1124: Hitler's 'plainly unacceptable' peace offer;
letters urging Neville to stop the war; Lloyd George
having 'got a proper ticking off in the House'; Franz
Von Papen's [German Ambassador to Turkey]
efforts to establish relations with the British
Ambassador; Von Papen's suggested 'programme
of real terms of peace' including abdication of
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Hitler, but Neville feeling it is probably 'too good to
be true'; Neville's policy to 'hold on tight', 'keep up
the economic pressure, push on with munitions
production and military preparations..., take no
offensive unless Hitler begins it'; expectation Hitler
will 'carry on with the peace offensive'; strong
confidence about strength of Britain's air defences;
Churchill's 'barrage of letters' and Neville's 'very
frank talk' with him after which he agreed to stop
writing. 8 October.
/1125: Neville hating and loathing the war and
saying 'I was never meant to be a War Minister and
the thought of all those homes wrecked with the
Royal Oak [battleship which was sunk] makes me
want to hand over my responsibilities to some one
else'; the bad weather making 'operations on the
Western Front very difficult if not impossible' and
Neville retaining his 'scepticism about any major
attack either on land or from the air' despite the
army feeling an attack is imminent; Hitler's peace
offers; Neville and Anne's visit to the Admiralty with
Churchill; books read by Neville; Frank's service as
an army officer; Sir Ronald Adam [Deputy Chief of
Imperial General Staff] not believing in a major
attack now. 15 October.
/1126: The 'great offensive' by Hitler not coming
and seeming to 'grow more remote and
improbable'; expectation of 'a fresh peace
offensive' by Hitler; danger of being worn 'down by
the effect of peace proposals acting on boredom
and impatience of controls and restrictions that
irritate the more because they are not
accompanied by the fear of death'; lack of
information on 'Von Papen's doings'; evidence
accumulating to support Neville's view 'that Hitler
would do nothing to precipitate a really serious
conflict'; the House of Commons getting 'more and
more ill-tempered and unreasonable'; the Cabinet
and about the appointment of Baron Macmillan
being the 'one failure'; lunch with the King and
Queen; visit to Chequers; a new book 'Neville
Chamberlain: Man of Peace' by Derek WalkerSmith. 22 October.
/1127: from Anne Chamberlain: Hilda's illness with
lumbago; Anne's visit to hospitals, Citizens Adivce
Bureau branches and other places; appreciation of
Neville; opposition to Neville in the House of
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Commons. 24 October.
/1128: Neville's thoughts about Russia's possible
future actions; Russia having agreed to sell timber
to Britain and there being 'reason to believe that
she would welcome a wider trade agreement';
stories about impending attacks on Britain being
not believed by Neville; there being 'no open peace
offensive but behind the scenes it goes on merrily
though I must say that I say no sign yet of any
move which would or could be acceptable to us';
Neville's illness with gout; Hilda being 'bothered
about billeting'; Frank's army service; Lord
Beaverbrook's conversation with the President of
the USA. 28 October.
/1129: Neville being unable to avoid public
attention when going out; gout; 'Hitler's silence' and
Neville's feeling that Hitler is in a 'state of 'abject
depression'...owing to his inability to find any
opportunity of doing anything'; 'tales' of the invasion
of Britain; the 'major attack on the Maginot line
prophesied by the soldiers seems to receding
further and further into the background'; 'hunch' the
war will be over by Spring 'by German realisation
that they can't win'; Neville feeling 'it is essential to
get rid of Hitler'; Charles Petrie's biography of
Austen Chamberlain; forthcoming dinner with the
King and Queen; stories about the air force. 5
November.
/1130-1130a: from Anne Chamberlain: Neville's
gout having got very bad; Neville's Mansion House
speech being read by Sir John [Simon?]. 9
November. A transcript of a letter from D. W.
Wheeler to Neville in support of him is also
included.
/1131: Neville being ill with an attack of gout;
Neville being sceptical about a German invasion of
the Netherlands; an explosion in Munich following a
speech by Hitler and Neville's suspicions 'that it
was manufactured by the Nazis themselves';
telegram from the King of the Belgians and Queen
of the Netherlands. 12 November.
/1132: Visit to Chequers; improvement of Neville's
foot after gout attack; Churchill's broadcast;
Neville's forthcoming speech at the 1922
Committee dinner; stories about expected attacks
by Germany on the Netherlands, Belgium and
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France; Gamelin and Daladier at the Supreme War
Council meeting; reports of Hitler seeing a nerve
specialist and German Army officers being
'disgusted by his intolerable brutality'; books read
by Neville. 19 November.
/1133: Neville's recovery from gout attack; losses of
many British ships; German magnetic mine; dinner
with 1922 Committee; an article by Edward Gillard;
Goebbels' propaganda being accepted by German
people; Petrie's biography of Austen being 'a dull
book'; Neville's and Anne's visit to the headquarters
of Fighter Command; Anne's visits. 26 November.
/1133A: 'Well-informed sources' suggesting
Germany will attack the Netherlands that day and
will attack Britain on the following day but that
Neville still feels 'Hitler will abstain from any action
which would entail real bad fighting'; underground
peace movements in Germany having 'dried up';
Russia's invasion of Poland; Italy and Spain
disliking Germany more and Japan having growing
distrust of Germany; experiments to counteract
German magnetic mines; convoys and diversion of
cargoes meaning that more rationing is needed;
Anne's idea for communal pigs to be organized by
the Women's Institute; news from Frank while in
the army; Neville expecting to go to France;
Spear's book 'Prelude to Victory'; Petrie's
biography of Austen. 3 December.
/1134-1134b: Visit to Chequers; meeting of
Chequers Trustees regarding lease of woods at
Chequers to the Forestry Commission; Neville's
busy week ahead; forthcoming recess and plans
for Christmas; information of 'a nasty surprise' for
the Allies; Rothermere's book 'My Fight For
Rearmament'. 10 December. A note regarding
American public opinion on Neville and press
cutting of a cartoon are also included.
/1135: Secret session of the House of Commons
being 'not a very happy one as the debate was
very ragged and ill tempered'; Neville's visit to
France to visit G.H.Q., headquarters of the air
striking force and the Maginot Line and to attend a
Supreme War Council meeting. 20 December.
/1136: Neville's gout attack and resulting
abandonment of family party at Chequers; Gort's
letter to Neville (see NC7/11/32/83); 'things
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continue 'all quiet', but I expect it is the lull before
the storm'; Russian failure in Finland and
expectation this will 'have the effect of throwing
them into Germany's arms'; Neville sticking to view
that 'Hitler missed the bus in Sept. 1938', that 'he
could have dealt France and ourselves a terrible,
perhaps a mortal, blow then' and 'the opportunity
will not recur'. 30 December.
Arrangement: No item numbered /1109 was
found: a note in the fascicule states that the
number was not used. No item numbered /1119
was found.
59 items
Access: Open
NC18/1/1137-1168 1940 letters

1940

Letters from Neville Chamberlain to his sisters
Hilda and Ida Chamberlain dated 1940.
The letters of 1940 refer much to the progress of
the war; Neville Chamberlain's resignation as
Prime Minister in May following the 'Norway
Debate'; and his fading health leading to his
resignation as Lord President of the Council.
Events in the war discussed in the letters include
the war in Scandinavia and the 'Norway Debate';
the German invasion of France; Supreme War
Council meetings; and German air raids on Britain
and the threat of invasion. Other major topics in
these letters include the resignation of HoreBelisha as War Secretary; and the formation of
Winston Churchill's new government.
The letters also relate to a variety of other topics
including political, personal and family matters.
Examples of some common topics are listed in the
sub-series level description.
At the beginning of the file, an unnumbered
summary of the letters and the main topics is
included.
/1137: Leslie Hore-Belisha's dismissal as Secretary
of State for War including about Neville's views of
him, Robert Hudson's opposition to Hore-Belisha,
objections to Hore-Belisha becoming Minister of
Information, Neville's 'most painful interview' with
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Hore-Belisha, Hore-Belisha's rejection of post of
Trade Secretary under the terms offered,
expectation that 'the enemies of the Gov[ernmen]t
will do their best to exploit the incident'. 7 January.
/1138: Neville's eye examination; visit to Chequers
with family; the aftermath of Hore-Belisha's
resignation; idea of children's allowances and
objections by trade unions; positive reception of
Neville's speech at the Mansion House, City of
London; Frank's army service; Neville's
grandchildren; Neville's scepticism about the plans
for a German invasion in the West found in a
captured German plane. 13-14 January.
/1139: Neville's initial criticism of Derek WalkerSmith's biography of him, though after a further
look at the book he however says 'it is a good deal
better than I thought'; the plans for a German
invasion in the West found in a captured plane;
House of Commons debate after Hore-Belisha's
resignation and about press coverage of HoreBelisha; Cabinet changes; Neville's disappointment
with opposition to him in the House of Commons.
20 January.
/1140: Winston Churchill 'mediating on the
possibility of saying something to undo the
incalcuable harm done by his recent broadcast';
neutrals in the war; incident regarding Japanese
ship 'Asama Maru'; 'partisanship and personal
prejudice shown by the Labour Party'; press
criticisms of the Government; Lord Beaverbrook
wishing to enter the Government; lack of credit in
the press for Government achievements; war
situation showing 'no measurable change
anywhere'. 27 January.
/1141: Good reception to Neville's speech to the
City of London; debate in the House of Commons
on the Labour Party proposal for a Ministry of War
Economy; action in the war; letters from Irish
people asking for the accused perpetrators of an
IRA terrorist attack on Coventry to be released. 3
February.
/1142: Visit to France for Supreme War Council
meeting; appeals for release of perpetrators of
terrorist attack; Permanent Council of the Balkan
Entente conference; meeting with A. Zaleski [Polish
foreign minister] in which he commented on
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German corruption in Poland; lunch with Viorel
Tilea [Romanian minister] in which he reported 'the
Germans do not see how they can win but feel they
must carry on because they cannot think of any
alternative'. 9 February.
/1143: Rescue of British prisoners from the
German ship 'Altmark' and about 'disgraceful
behaviour' of the Norwegians; Finland's war
against Russia; dinner with the King and Queen;
Anne's parties and visits to a hostel where
dominion soldiers on leave were accommodated;
Neville's forthcoming speech at Birmingham Town
Hall. 17 February.
/1144: Neville's speech at Birmingham; a strenuous
week but Neville felt able to deal with such weeks
better than Joseph Chamberlain did; Hitler 'getting
madder' with greater egomania; problems with coal
supply and a Labour Party demand for a debate
which was later dropped; dinner of the Serving
Members Committee; Finland giving 'a great deal
of anxiety' and it seeming 'impossible for Finland to
be saved but I don't give up hope'; refusal of
Sweden and Norway to be involved in the war;
rescue of the 'Altmark' prisoners and the British
accusation of Norway having 'failed in their duty as
neutrals'. 25 February.
/1145: Positive reception for Neville's Birmingham
Town Hall speech; the Cabinet taking 'a final
decision on a subject on which Winston [Churchill]
was particularly and fiercely keen' [on laying a
minefield in Norwegian waters, according to Self];
Neville's fears the position of Finland is 'desperate'
with Sweden neither helping nor allowing Britain to
help; negotiations between Russia and Finland; 'no
perceptible change in the war situation' except in
Finland; meeting of Chairmen of County War
Agricultural Committees; a tenant ploughing up
land outside Neville's house [Westbourne?]. 2-3
March.
/1146: Italy agreeing not to take any more German
sea-borne coal; Finland including about British
arms sent to Finland and about a 'substantial force'
of British soldiers having been assembled to help
Finland; Neville's feelings about Maurice Hankey
and Baron Chatfield as ministers; Sumner Welles
[US Under Secretary of State] meeting with Hitler;
Palestine debate; motor accident involving Anne;
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leisure activities with family. 10 March.
/1147: Anne's illness with German measles; visit to
Chequers; severe terms imposed on Finland in
their peace treaty with Russia; neutrality of Sweden
and Norway; Neville's meeting with Sumner Welles
and discussion of Welles' meeting with Hitler;
Neville's proposed fishing trips; raid at Scapa Flow.
16 March.
/1148: Visit to see Ida and Hilda and visit to
Chequers; successful Supreme War Council
meeting; Neville not liking Paul Reynaud [French
Prime Minister] as much as Daladier [former
French Prime Minister]; statement in French press
regarding the Allies no longer respecting neutral
waters and about these reports being seen as a
warning of imminent action in Germany; suggestion
of giving BBC powers to transmit propaganda;
Winston Churchill's work with Neville in the
Cabinet; proposed Cabinet changes; information of
an imminent 'great offensive' by Germany which
Neville is sceptical about; death of Jack Gilmour.
30 March.
/1149: Changes to the Cabinet; a 'curious and
some would say ominous lull in war activities'; the
Labour Party continuing 'to maintain a markedly
more friendly attitude in private'; Neville's speech at
the Conservative Central Council; Anne's speech
as Chairman of the inaugural meeting of the food
campaign; book 'The Locks of Norbury'; Neville and
Anne's visit to Norbury Park. 6 April.
/1150: German invasion of Norway and about
Churchill's poor account of the operations of the
Navy; a 'pretty harassing week...with all the
rumours and alarms'; Churchill 'giving more trouble
than all the rest of my colleagues put together';
formidable evidence that an attack by Germany on
the Low Countries is imminent 'yet I cannot
convince myself that it is coming' with Neville
feeling this was a tale 'deliberately circulated to
confuse the Allies and frighten the neutrals'; Neville
believing 'the Germans are convinced that they
can't stand a second winter of war and therefore
must end it this summer'; gifts sent to Neville and
Anne; birds spotted in St James' Park, London;
Anne's recovery. 13 April.
/1151: The garden at Chequers; double banking of
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the Chiefs of Staff; the Military Coordination
Committee; action in the war with much bombing;
'the extreme caution and economy that the
Germans exhibit in their use of their planes' and
Neville's suspicions this is due to shortages of
petrol and lubricating oil; accumulations of German
troops at Bornholm and Memel and expectation of
attack on Sweden [Churchill's prediction] or the
Aland Islands [Neville's prediction]; the French
adopting 'half baked and impracticable plans' over
Norway; Mussolini delaying entering the war;
Dorothy's illness. 20 April.
/1152: Sympathy for Ida's illness; 'one of the worst,
if not the worst, weeks of the war' causing Neville
to 'for once...feel really tired'; Neville's visit to
Supreme War Council meeting in France; bad
news from Norway; Churchill's 'most difficult'
attitude and about him wanting greater powers to
direct military policy; the situation in Norway getting
worse and discussion of the action in Norway;
problems of lack of air defence for British troops in
Norway; disagreement by the French of British
policy on Norway; Churchill appearing to be
satisfied by Neville's proposal; plants. 27 April.
/1153-1154: Withdrawal of British troops in Norway;
the difficulties in trying to capture Trondjem in
Norway; Neville believing that Britain is not yet
strong enough in the war with shortages of
weapons, air power and lack of training for British
troops as 'you can't expect that in a few
months...you can catch up what the Nazis have
spent years in preparing'; Neville's belief that Hitler
does not 'dare face a second winter and he must
therefore go on attacking us'; objections to
proposals for Churchill to gain greater powers;
Churchill having 'changed his mind four times over
Trondjem'; Churchill's objections to ships being
sent to Alexandria; opposition to Neville. 4 May.
/1155: The 'very painful' Norway debate in the
House of Commons; Neville's decision it was time
for a National Government including Labour Party
members and his resignation as Prime Minister
after the Labour Party refused to serve under
Neville; Lord Halifax not wishing to become Prime
Minister; Winston Churchill becoming Prime
Minister; Neville feeling 'little relief' despite the
responsibilities of Prime Minister being removed;
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Neville rejecting post of Chancellor of the
Exchequer due to Labour Party opposition; 'stories
of the method of Government making which is now
going on are disagreeably reminiscent of Lloyd
Georgian ways'; Lloyd George's speech and his
justification of Hitler; letters of support received
after Neville's resignation; Neville's disappointment
at leaving Chequers. 11 May.
/1156: Attacks on France by Germany; the public
not realising the gravity of the situation; Neville's
feelings after being no longer Prime Minister;
Winston Churchill having 'shown up well so far';
Neville retaining leadership of the Conservative
Party; letters of support received; Dorothy's illness.
17 May.
/1157-1157a: Letter from Anne Chamberlain
regarding enclosed transcript of letter from the
Queen to Neville following his resignation. The
transcript is included. 19 May.
/1158: Neville's new post as Lord President of the
Council; German invasion of France; there being
'no pleasure in life for us just now' with events in
the war; Neville feeling 'it is clear as daylight that if
we had to fight in 1938 the results would have been
far worse' and about his feelings of the historical
verdict of him. 25 May.
/1159: Evacuation of the British Expeditionary
Force [BEF] at Dunkirk; success of British weapons
despite critical articles that the BEF were
'unarmoured'; the Defence Emergency Powers Act
being introduced and passed under Neville's
initiative; Neville's opponents including the All Party
Parliamentary Action Group and Lloyd George;
Lloyd George wishing to enter the Government with
Neville deciding he would retire if Lloyd George
entered the Government; Dorothy's recovery from
her illness. 1-2 June.
/1160: Neville and Anne moving to 11 Downing
Street; opposition to Neville and an 'intrigue' to
push him out of the Government; Neville meeting
with Churchill and his offer to resign 'if he felt me to
be an obstacle instead of a help' but that Churchill
expressed his appreciation of Neville instead and
asked him to stay; Churchill pressing Neville to
withdraw his opposition to Lloyd George entering
the Cabinet and Neville's agreement to this; the
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campaign of criticism against Neville having
stopped; Neville's conversation with Lord
Beaverbrook in which Beaverbrook said that Lloyd
George hated Neville as he thought Neville had
been chiefly responsible for keeping him out of
office; Ida and Hilda's first air raid warning;
information that Italy will enter the war imminently;
Neville's dissatisfaction with the second volume of
Sir Charles Petrie's biography of Austen. 8 June.
/1161: Hilda and Ida's air raid precautions; Edmund
Ironside's [Commander-in-Chief, Home Forces]
visit for lunch and about his experience at
Boulogne; a 'terrible week' in the war; dinner with
Lord and Lady Halifax; Lloyd George not having
decided to enter the Government with Neville
suggesting if there is a good chance of Britain
winning he will enter to 'get his share of the glory'
but that he would stay out if not 'to be ready to form
another Gov[ernmen]t and make the peace for the
terms of which he be able to blame the
maladministration of his predecessors'; Lord
Beaverbrook's complaints about Archibald Sinclair
[Air Minister]; defeat of France by Germany; Neville
and Anne keeping 'well here but there is no
pleasure in life and no prospect of any'. 15 June.
/1162: Efforts to keep France in the war having
failed and the resignation of Paul Reynaud as
French Prime Minister; lack of support in the war
from Turkey, Egypt and Iraq; American opinion
'veering in our direction, but it will be long before
they can give us much material support; Churchill's
speech; hopes the French fleet will not be taken by
Germany; air raids; expectation of an attempted
invasion by Germany; Ireland refusing to cease its
neutrality in the war despite Neville's efforts with
Eamon de Valera [Irish Prime Minister]; an 'intrigue'
suggesting that the Cabinet should be replaced by
a Committee of Safety with three members; secret
session in House of Commons; Lloyd George
having not responded to Churchill's offer for him to
become a member of the Government; Neville and
Churchill's 'excellent' relations; Anne and Neville
re-making their wills; difficulties for Neville and
Anne to go away for a break due to Cabinet
meetings being called; the French having broke
their treaty obligations to Britain; hopes that
General de Gaulle will succeed in forming a new
French government in exile in Britain; farewell visit
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to Chequers. 21 June.
/1163: Air raids; Neville wishing to reduce the
number of 'red' air raid warnings due to his concern
about work in munitions factories being disrupted;
Frank's service in the army; Neville's broadcast on
30 June and a story that Neville and Halifax were
intriguing to oust Churchill from the Government in
order to negotiate with Hitler on peace terms;
suggests it is unlikely the General Nogùes French
forces in Morocco or the French Navy will fight on
Britain's side as Nogùes 'is completely subservient
to Bordeaux [the new French capital, after Paris
was occupied by Germany]' and that French
sailors, soldiers and civilians outside of France will
fear reprisals by the Germans on their families at
home; Wendell Willkie's nomination as Republican
candidate for President of the United States and
expectation that whoever is the next President will
be strongly pro-Ally; Neville and Anne's visit to
Lady Stanley's house. 29-30 June.
/1164: Hitler preparing for an invasion of Britain
and indications it will be attempted shortly though
there 'are a good many who doubt whether Hitler
will risk it' including Churchill; Percy Loraine
insisting on the need to destroy the Italian fleet so
that Britain can control the Mediterranean;
Beaverbrook believing that Britain is now
exceeding Germany's aircraft production; success
of the Royal Air Force and Fleet Air Arm
'contrasted with the hitherto feeble efforts of the
Germans'; Neville's feeling his critics have 'passed
their peak, at any rate for the present'; French
ships at Alexandria being made unfit to go to sea;
efforts to stop French ships falling into German
hands; Neville's efforts to bring Ireland into the war
having failed and feeling this is because they 'don't
want to be on the losing side'; possibility of Britain
needing to invade Irish ports and land but Neville
wishing to avoid this if possible; visit to Wisley
garden. 7 July.
/1165: Visit to Chevening; Neville and Anne
deciding where to put pictures at 11 Downing
Street; Neville feeling 'the immediate prospect of
invasion on a big scale has dimmed considerable'
despite 'indications that something is brewing in
Norway'; worries of German advances to Egypt and
the Suez Canal or to Gibraltar and French North
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Africa but it being difficult to defend these places
without 'dangerously uncovering our Home Front';
Britain having made a concession to Japan; Neville
having lost his 'spring' and 'spirits' being no longer
able to enjoy his interests such as flowers, fishing
and shooting; the forthcoming Budget to be 'a very
depressing one'; Neville seeing Ivy, Dorothy and
Stephen Lloyd. 14 July.
/1166: Visit to see Iliffes at Yattenden near
Newbury; Hitler's speech and him urging Britain to
end the war; prospects of a German invasion of
Britain; reports that Germany is 'feeling the strain
now almost as much as he can bear'; Roosevelt
standing for a third term as President of the United
States; Britain not taking the risk of taking on Japan
unless the USA was prepared to help; Neville's
'considerable trouble' with his 'inside' getting worse.
20 July.
/1167: Neville's illness and him needing to enter a
nursing home and go for an operation; Neville's
inspection of coastal defences in Suffolk and
Norfolk; long delay in a German invasion of Britain
making Neville wonder where Hitler plans to invade
Iceland, the Faroes, Shetlands, Orkneys and
Caithness; Hilda's Womens Institute plans for
growing vegetables; the Wynne diaries read by
Neville; Daladier [former French Prime Minister]
being taken for trial. 27 July.
/1168: A 'nightmarish week' with air raids; Neville's
tooth problems; Hitler still preparing for invasion of
Britain but that Neville expects he would not
attempt it unless he was sure of success and that
he does not think he can have this certainty unless
he can first subdue the RAF; danger from
fragments from anti aircraft shells; Hitler still putting
'out feelers for peace' but 'these efforts rather look
like an attempt to get victor's terms without paying
for them'; damage caused by bomb attack at
Buckingham Palace. 15 September.
33 items
Access: Open
NC18/2

Letters from Ida and Hilda to Neville Chamberlain

1912-1940

These letters comprise the other half of the
correspondence from Neville Chamberlain to his
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sisters, Hilda and Ida described at NC18/1, and
contain a record of the sisters' activities in local
government and voluntary work in and around
Odiham, Hampshire, as well as comment on their
brother's political career, and wider contemporary
political, economic and social issues from 1916 to
1940, and in addition form part of the Chamberlain
family narrative. The majority of these letters were
written on a weekly basis from The Bury House,
Hampshire, but there are a number written from
other locations within Britain while staying with
relatives and friends, or from locations abroad
while the sisters were on holiday. Letters dated
1912 are written before the sisters moved out of
the family home at Highbury, Birmingham, and do
not discuss political affairs.
The system of weekly letter writing was established
around 1915 in order to maintain the close
relationship that Neville and his sisters had
established during their childhood and
adolescence, following Neville's marriage and Hilda
and Ida's move out of Birmingham to Hampshire
when the family home was broken up after the
death of their father, Joseph Chamberlain, in 1914.
These letters do not form an unbroken sequence;
there are other letters to Neville from both Hilda
and Ida elsewhere in the collection. See NC1/15/3
for other letters from Hilda to Neville Chamberlain,
and NC1/16/1 for other letters from Ida to Neville
Chamberlain. Letters from Hilda to Anne
Chamberlain are described at NC1/15/4, and
letters from Ida to Anne Chamberlain are described
at NC1/16/4.
To a certain extent, the content of the letters deal
with domestic themes, including material about the
sisters' daily lives; their home and domestic
servants; their health; the books they were reading;
and in particular their garden and their
observations about various plants and flowers
growing there and their progress throughout the
seasons, as well as anecdotes about their
successive dogs and the wildlife they saw in the
surrounding countryside. Details of family, village,
and other social gossip are also regularly given,
particularly about friends and relatives visiting them
in Odiham or whom they stayed with. These are
presented alongside an exchange of political
thought and comment on Neville's policies and
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those of the governments he served in, and on
public affairs in general in reply to his letters to
them.
Both sisters also provide a commentary on their
public and voluntary work in the Odiham area. Ida's
letters discuss her work for the Hartley Wintney
Rural District Council and for Hampshire County
Council, and Hilda's letters document her work for
the Odiham Women's Institute group and for the
County Federation in Hampshire and later National
Federation of Women's Institutes, as well as her
involvement in the County Nursing Association and
women's social welfare work. The siblings' interests
merge most obviously during the period when
Neville Chamberlain was Minister of Health, from
1924 to 1929, and the correspondence for these
years provides a valuable source for the effects of
Neville's legislation on local government in its
provision of housing and the administration of the
poor law in particular, as well as forming a
snapshot of local healthcare provision before the
establishment of the NHS, illustrating the structure
of rural health and welfare services largely
organised through voluntary organisations led by
wealthy landowners and insurance schemes,
fulfilling roles that would later be taken over more
fully by the state and provided free of charge. The
letters also illuminate some of the social changes
experienced by the sisters during the 1920s and
1930s, including their purchase of a motor car and
wireless, enabling them to listen to the news and to
Neville's broadcast speeches, and the coming of a
cinema to Odiham. The letters often hint at the
different outlook and behaviour of the generation
growing up after the First World War, seen through
the sisters' eyes.
The letters provide evidence of the deep affection
that Hilda and Ida Chamberlain had for their
brother and for his wife and children, and their
particular closeness to his family. In later years the
sisters acted as a link between Neville's family and
that of his half brother, Austen, who they also
corresponded with regularly. Hilda and Ida act to
some extent as a sounding board for Neville's
policies and ideas, but they provide a largely
uncritical response. Only Ida, with her response to
the effects the Local Government Act will have on
county and district administration, and during the
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late 1930s in her warnings about Hitler's intentions,
voices her unease about Neville's actions, but in
the main the sisters seem to have felt that their
function was to provide support and comfort to their
brother, and certainly they were always fiercely
loyal to him and bore grudges against politicians
who were critical of him or otherwise adversely
affected him politically or personally.
Letters from the later 1930s contain less
information about Hilda and Ida's work, and focus
more on international affairs and British foreign
policy. This is partly because they were
relinquishing some of their responsibilities due to
increasing age but partly because the magnitude of
the European situation is likely to have focused
their minds on this. Letters dating from 1939 and
1940 contain much information about Civil Defence
and Air Raid Precautions preparations in and
around Odiham, and the sisters' involvement in
efforts to increase food production and reduce
waste.
Brief summaries of the contents of letters and the
dates written are inserted at the beginning of
correspondence for each year from 1916 to 1934,
with a general summary of the main themes
covered in letters from 1937 to 1938. These were
compiled by Hilda Chamberlain. They are
unnumbered, and so do not appear in the
description at file level.
Administrative history: Florence Ida Chamberlain
was born on 22 May 1870 at Augustus Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham. Caroline Hilda
Chamberlain was born on 16 May 1872. Both were
daughters of Joseph Chamberlain and his second
wife, Florence (nee Kenrick), and were the younger
sisters of Neville Chamberlain and the older sisters
of Ethel Chamberlain. They were also half-sisters
of Beatrice and Austen Chamberlain, Joseph's
children by his first marriage to Harriet Kenrick,
Florence's first cousin.
Their mother died in 1875, and the siblings were
cared for by their Aunt Lina until her marriage, and
afterward by their Aunt Clara, both sisters of
Joseph Chamberlain, at the family's homes
'Southbourne', and afterwards at 'Highbury', until
Beatrice Chamberlain was old enough to take
charge of the household. Ida and Hilda had lessons
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with a governess at the home of their Kenrick
cousins living at Norfolk Road, Edgbaston, and
later went to boarding school at Allenswood,
Wimbledon. Hilda took classes in German at
Mason College in Birmingham in 1892/3, and both
sisters accompanied other members of the family
on holidays abroad, including a trip through Italy to
Egypt in 1889. In addition to social engagements
with friends and relatives, life at Highbury involved
both sisters in caring for the livestock on the
miniature farm established there, and gardening in
the extensive hothouses and formal gardens. After
their father, Joseph Chamberlain, suffered a severe
stroke in 1906, Hilda and Ida assisted his third wife,
Mary Endicott, in caring for him, and Hilda in
particular spent much time looking after her young
niece, Hilda Mary Richards, between the death of
her mother, Ethel Chamberlain, and the remarriage of her father, Lionel Richards. Ida
assisted Neville, chairman of the House committee
at Birmingham General Hospital, in establishing an
Almoner service there, and became chairman of
the Almoners committee. The sisters published a
book, 'Common Objects of the Riviera', about the
flora and fauna of the area, with drawings by Ida, in
1913. It was dedicated to their father.
After Joseph Chamberlain's death, in July 1914,
Hilda and Ida used their inheritance to lease The
Bury House in Odiham, Hampshire in December
1914, which they purchased in 1916, and where
they lived for the rest of their lives. The sisters
almost immediately became involved in wartime
welfare work, providing meals and accommodation
for officers leaving for the Western Front, and
making up parcels for prisoners of war. Ida also
assisted Beatrice in her work for the French
Wounded Emergency Fund in London, and also
worked during 1916 at the Belgravia Workrooms or
Belgravia War Hospital Supply Depot at Grosvenor
Crescent, staying with Beatrice at her home at
Egerton Crescent during the week, and returning to
Odiham at weekends. She decided to leave this
work at the end of 1916 and take up a position
organising the Odiham branch of the Growers Cooperative Union run by Lady Mildmay. Hilda
became Registrar for Odiham of the Women's War
Agricultural Association during the First World War,
and was involved in Surrey, Hants and Berks
Growers Association schemes to increase local
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food production, as well as carrying out infant
welfare work, and organising the provision of
school meals for local children.
Ida was elected Councillor for the Harley Wintney
Rural District Council in February 1918, and was
chairman of the Housing committee for a number of
years. She was also a member of the Guardians
committee both before and after it came under the
control of Hampshire County Council, and was
instrumental in efforts to improve conditions for
children living in 'Poor Law' institutions. She served
on the District Council Housing and Town Planning
committee; Public Health committe; and Finance
and General Purposes committee. She was elected
County Councillor for Hampshire in 1922, and
served as chairman of the Housing committee,
organising initiatives for the provision of new
housing and the renovation of homes unfit for
habitation. She also served on the Sanatoria subcommittee and helped to administer maternity
services. She was chairman of the School Medical
Services committee, and was a member of the
Elementary Education committee; Finance
committee; Public Assistance committe; and Sites
and Buildings Committee. She had a particular
interest in housing and public health. She was the
first woman to be appointed Alderman for
Hampshire County Council in 1931, and returned
from retirement to serve as acting chairman of the
Health committee when her successor was called
up for military service during the Second World
War. She helped to start a British Restaurant in
Odiham during the Second World War, and was
chairman of the Voluntary committee, acting as a
link with the Hartley Wintney Rural District Council.
She helped to establish the North Warnborough
Women's Institute, and was its first President, from
1919 to 1926. She died on 1 April 1943.
Hilda established the Odiham branch of the
Women's Institute in 1919, and was its first
President from 1919. She was elected Parish
Councillor in 1919, and also started a village choral
society. She was elected to the Hampshire County
Executive of the Women's Institutes in 1921, and
was appointed one of managers of the Grammar
School at Odiham in 1922, in addition to her role as
chair of the managers of the elementary schools.
She was a member of the County Nursing
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Association committee from 1922, and was
involved in the reform of services for the provision
of nurses for midwifery, district nursing and health
visitor duties, as well as the revision of Hospital
Contributory insurance schemes for district nursing
services. She was elected President of the County
Nursing Association in 1937. She was elected chair
of the Hampshire County Federation of Women's
Institutes, and served on the Executive and
Consultative Council of the organisation from 1924,
and challenged the National Federation of
Women's Institutes over the reform of their
constituion from 1926 to 1928, eventually being coopted to that body. In 1935 she was appointed
assistant treasurer to the National Federation of
Women's Institutes and became treasurer in 1936.
As well as becoming more heavily involved in the
work of the Women's Institute to increase food
production and preservation during the Second
World War, she was also appointed chairman of
the Nursing Emergency committee to recruit
volunteers to be part-time nurses in civilian
hospitals in 1939. She died on 28 December 1967.
Hilda and Ida provided seven houses to the Rural
District Council to be let to large families who could
not find suitable accommodation at a reasonable
rent, and also presented Odiham Recreation
Ground to the parish in memory of their elder
sister, Beatrice in 1921. Both joined the local
Women's Unionist Association 1924
Sources: Ida Chamberlain obituary BC/5/9/2; Peter
Marsh The Chamberlain Litany; Ida Chamberlain
Reminiscences BC5/9/3
1214 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/0a-0c

1912 letters

1912

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain dated 1912.
The letters are written while Neville and his wife,
Anne, were away from Birmingham on holiday in
Karlsbad, and relate to the sisters' social activities
in Birmingham and in Wales, where Hilda was
visiting members of the Kenrick family [Charles and
Alice Beale, nee Kenrick]. The letters focus on
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family matters, including the health and wellbeing
of the siblings' father, Joseph Chamberlain, and of
their niece, Hilda Mary Richards, and Neville and
Anne's baby daughter, Dorothy.
/0a: from Hilda, written from Highbury, Moor Green,
Birmingham: Hopes that Neville and Anne are
enjoying their holiday and asks about their
prescribed spa treatments; gives details of the poor
weather which has affected the flower show; gives
news that she and Hilda Mary have visited Dorothy
and taken her to the Botanic Gardens to see the
flower show, giving details of Dorothy's activities
and Hilda Mary's interaction with the baby; gives
news of Joseph Chamberlain's health, his gout and
his feelings of depression; mentions that Hilda
Mary is to return home shortly and hopes that
'Lio[nel Richards] won't overdo her in Wales';
discusses driving in the ponytrap with Hilda Mary
and her plans to visit Aunt Alice while Dorothy and
her nurse, Warren, stay at Highbury. 2 August.
/0b: from Ida, written from Highbury: Discusses her
activities with Dorothy and passes on news from
Warren, the nurse, that Dorothy's hair has grown
and that a tooth is nearly through; gives details of
Joseph Chamberlain's slowly improving health, his
back pain and his feelings of depression 'I believe
he spends most of his time when alone with Mary
in wishing he was dead, which is trying for her';
mentions that he has come downstairs for dinner
and is able to walk a few steps; comments that
Uncle Arthur has returned to Moor Green, and that
Lottie spends a lot of time reading to him; goes on
to discuss Neville's spa holiday in Karlsbad and the
poor weather in Birmingham which has affected the
cutting of her hay; gives details of her visit to the
hospital to see Miss Musson and Miss Webster and
the possibilities of introducing a different visiting
system; reports that Methuen & Co. will only
publish [Hilda and Ida's book] if they can undertake
the costs; comments on the result of the North
West Manchester by election and expresses her
doubt that 'the Govt will even be able to stick out
another two years let alone carry a Home Rule Bill
in opposition to Ulster'; discusses their holiday
plans, mentions that Austen has given them train
tickets to go abroad and gives details of their
possible itinerary in France. 10 August.
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/0c: from Hilda, written from Hafod-y-Bryn,
Llanbedr, Wales: Discusses the cold weather she
is having in Wales and gives details of her
activities, including walking and their plans to visit
the Rylands; gives news of Uncle Charlie's poor
health and the likelihood that he will die before
Neville's return; expresses her concern about the
effect Charlie's death will have on Aunt Alice; gives
news from Beatrice that Joseph Chamberlain's
eyes are no better; discusses their negotiations
with Routledge over the possible publication of
Hilda and Ida's book on wild flowers and thinks that
'choosing the flowers for the plates...making
botanical tables & indexes will keep us quite busy I
expect'. 1 September
See also the following other letters from Ida to
Neville dated 1912: NC1/16/1/34 (1 March),
NC1/16/1/35 (15 March), NC1/16/1/36 (11 April)
and NC1/16/1/37 (19 August).
3 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/1-49

1916 letters

1916

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain dated 1916. A letter
from Beatrice Chamberlain to Ida Chamberlain and
a letter from Ida Chamberlain to Anne Chamberlain
is also included.
Major topics discussed in these letters include the
progress of the First World War, both on the
Western Front, and in Mesopotamia and Eastern
Europe; domestic government policy relating to
conscription and food production; Ida's work in
London at the Belgravia Workrooms and War
Hospital Supply Depot, during which time she
stayed in London with her half sister, Beatrice
Chamberlain, during the week, and returned to
Odiham at weekends; Hilda's work at the aircraft
factory canteen in Farnborough, and at Hook
Hospital and her efforts to organise women's
agricultural work in the local area; the sisters'
purchase of The Bury House and the expansion of
their gardens; and Neville's political career, largely
relating to his work as Lord Mayor of Birmingham
and his efforts to establish a Municipal Savings
Bank, but also to his appointment as Director
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General of National Service following the
resignation of Herbert Asquith and the formation of
a Coalition Government led by David Lloyd
George.
/1: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for Neville's
health following a suspected attack of influenza;
mentions Neville's visit to The Grove [home of
Neville's uncle and aunt William and Mary Kenrick
and their family] and that she has offered to visit in
case Ruth and Gerald has to go home; wonders
how the visit from the Lord Mayor of London went,
and sympathises with Neville in not wishing to
show 'any attentions' to single men who now join
the armed forces under conscription; discusses
'Jim' and his recovery after an accident; discusses
continued difficulties with Neville's municipal
savings scheme and mentions a party that Neville
and Anne are to hold; discusses the debate on the
Blockade on Orders in Council and comments on
the case made by Sir Edward Grey 'none of these
people know how to stand up bravely, admit faults
& say all the same we are improving & if you will
support & have confidence we will endeavour to do
still better, but they are always anxious to say that
everything has been always all right'; discusses the
progress of the war in Mesopotamia and her
anxiety about Kut and the relieving force 'how I
wish it was we who had the great victory & not the
Russians...one can't help feeling that our forces are
too small & that the Turks have an overwhelming
preponderance; mentions that Margaret Sichel is to
help Ida, and that Molly Bonham Carter has visited
while looking at a house she might take at North
Warnborough; reports that [Austen's daughter]
Diane has had her operation, and that Amy and
Kenneth might visit. 27 January.
/2: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his Guildhall
speech and comments on reports she has heard
about it from various people; gives details of her
recent trip to London which was affected by a
zeppelin raid which stopped the trains, and
discusses Neville's arrangements for warning
Birmingham factories of approaching zeppelins 'it
does make one's blood boil to read of the innocent
victims murdered at their own firesides, a whole
family at a stroke'; expresses her gladness that
Neville and Anne's party for war widows was
successful, and hopes that Anne's idea for a
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'working woman's bazaar' will be carried through;
gives news of [Austen's daughter] Diane and her
continued ill health, and Austen's visit to Odiham
with Ivy and Joe and their walks and drives in the
local area; mentions that a letter from the Belgravia
Workrooms [with which Ida seems to have been
involved] has been published in the 'Morning Post'
which has raised funds for them; gives details
about her chickens, and gives news from Millicent
and Ruth which suggests that Uncle William is not
likely to recover, expressing her sympathy for Aunt
Mary; mentions that the Selborne's son has been
reported missing. 4 February.
/3: from Hilda: Remarks that 'all London is talking
about you in a most satisfactory way' following
Neville's meeting [at the Home Office to discuss the
establishment of a zeppelin warning system];
agrees with Neville's view that it is better to dismiss
factories for false alarms than to be 'caught entirely
unprepared, when a raid really comes off'; feels
that Birmingham is grateful that 'the Bowater [the
previous Lord Mayor] era is over' and that there is
now 'someone who does something and does not
only talk'; goes on to discuss Neville's savings
scheme which she hopes will not be 'upset by the
vague Govt schemes which have just been got out';
mentions how much the sisters enjoyed Austen, Ivy
and Joe's visit and discusses Austen's comments
regarding Britain's financial position and war needs
following his work with the Prime Minister and
Secretary of State for War on examining Britain's
current position; comments on the postponement of
[Austen's daughter] Diane's operation and on Joe's
enjoyment of his time in Odiham, including playing
with Hector, the dog. Friday [February 1916].
/4: from Ida: Discusses the reaction to Neville's
proposals for an air raid warning system which
have brought him 'very much before the public
eye'; mentions [Leopold] Amery's comments to her
that the editor or one of the sub-editors of the
Times 'had a very high opinion of your abilities and
looked upon you as a coming man', and Sir Henry
Hesketh Bell's favourable comments on Neville,
made to her and Beatrice; mentions Neville's
recent interview with Lord French; goes on to
discuss the Treasury's obstructions to Neville's
savings scheme and Beatrice's attendance at a
lecture on thrift and Mr Hewin's comments on
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visiting for lunch that 'it was all wrong & that if we
tried to live exclusively on our savings there would
be nothing left at the end of the war', suggesting
that tariffs should be raised after the war to protect
home trade; gives news that Monsieur de Caix's,
Beatrice's friend, is in England again, and is to visit
Odiham, giving his opinion on the situation in
Russia and the Balkans; reports [Leopold] Amery's
views about the current situation and the fall of
Erzerum; discusses the sisters' decision to buy the
Bury House and gives details of their financial
situation which they have spoken to Austen about;
mentions that [Austen's daughter] Diane has had
her operation. 18 February.
/5: from Hilda: Discusses the recent heavy fall of
snow in Birmingham and Odiham and its effects on
the garden; discusses the progress of the war and
the German attack on Verdun, reporting M. de
Caix's view of the situation and mentioning the
fears that people have of 'a new & still more ghastly
form of gas warfare or something unknown';
mentions that Beatrice has given her some papers
on 'agricultural institutes for women such as they
have in Canada & are trying to start here' [the
Women's Institute] which she is interested in but
thinks that it might not be possible to start
something similar in Odiham for farmer's wives but
that 'something might be done in the way of a
''social'' for labourer's wives'; discusses the work of
women on farms in the local area and the need to
organise such work under a 'forewoman (preferably
a lady who has gone through an agricultural
course)...it seems crazy in so agricultural a
neighbourhood as this that we should have to
import women's labour from towns etc'; expresses
her anger with the Treasury for turning down
Neville's proposed savings scheme and hopes he
will find a way around it; mentions his acquisition of
a new car, and gives details of her work in the
greenhouse; encloses her notes containing
recollections of her father, Joseph Chamberlain,
which Neville has asked her to write for Dorothy
and Frank. 25 February.
/6: from Hilda: Comments on the cold weather;
gives an account of her recent meeting of women
to discuss the organisation of women's work on
local farms; gives news from Ida that there are now
forty zeppelins ready to go out on raids but that the
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fleet in the North sea are ready to shoot them
down; wonders whether Neville had a meeting with
the Local Government Board, and expresses her
happiness at being able to visit Birmingham to see
Neville, Anne and the children, commenting on
their personalities; wonders whether it might be
possible to give Warren [the children's nurse] a
holiday following her recent illness; mentions
reports in the newspapers that Austen and his
family are suffering from influenza and hopes that
Anne will rest whenever she is able to; mentions
the recent visit of the Royal Family [to
Birmingham]; gives details of her meeting with Mr
Thomas about organising agricultural work for
women and their decision to canvass farmers
about the work needed, mentioning Mr Thomas's
view that women will only be capable of unskilled
work. 10 March.
/7: from Ida: Sends Neville birthday greetings;
discusses the struggle of French forces at Verdun
and her hopes that the German attack will fail,
giving details about French casualties passed on
by M. de Caix; expresses her delight at Neville's
account of his meeting with the Local Government
Board and the acceptance of his savings scheme;
gives details of her work interviewing local farmers
about the possible employment of women to help
with weeding, hoeing turnips, and the harvest and
the reluctance of most farmers to allow women to
undertake more skilled work; gives details of her
visit to see Austen and Ivy and their family, and
reports on their health. 16 March.
/8: from Hilda: Sends Neville birthday greetings;
congratulates him on getting his savings scheme
passed by the Local Government Board it 'is, as
you say, a tribute to the convincing strength of your
scheme that you should be able to convert London
& Leeds & temporarily bring over Liverpool at any
rate', and hopes the scheme will be adopted by
other towns. 17 March.
/9: from Hilda: Hopes that the clause on Neville's
savings scheme will be inserted in the Local
Government Bill 'it is a far, far better thing to be an
autocrat of the Midlands than to eat your heart out
as a member of parliament in these days'; explains
her reasons for disagreeing with Neville's scheme
for voluntary warning to private houses in the event
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of zeppelin raids, as it 'tends to unnecessary alarm
with no possible gain; returns Neville's [newspaper]
cutting on recruitment for munitions and other war
industries and comments on the miners dispute in
South Wales; goes on to express her concern
about the progress of the war in Mesopotamia and
Verdun; gives details of her activities canvassing
local farms and the difficulties in recruiting
agricultural labour 'the village seems to consist
largely of old women (some of whom do work
already) & a ferw married women with large
families who can hardly keep their homes going &
work in the fields too...our difficulty partly is that the
farms which most want help are 3 miles away & it
is no use expecting the women to walk such a
distance to their work'; gives details of her work in
the garden and the sisters' plans to buy a nearby
field for use as a kitchen garden. 23 March.
/10: from Hilda: Gives details of Mary
[Chamberlain]'s visit and their local walks;
discusses her meeting with the secretary of the
Agricultural Association about the Land Service
Corps and her work sowing peas in the garden;
gives an account of a recent unsatisfactory meeting
of the Agricultural committee which she thinks is 'a
perfect farce' and her plans to visit a farmer 'at the
other end of the parish' to try to arrange for a
'squad of Land Service women to work there;
comments that there has been no difficulty in
getting 'all the women who are physically capable
of working to work; one & all are willing to do their
share in a most encouraging way'; mentions that
Ida is coming down to spend three weeks holiday
before haing to do Margaret Sichel's work while
she is away; comments on McKenna's Budget and
the Treasury's insistence that Neville's [Municipal
Savings] Bank must be wound up at the end of the
war. 5 April.
/11: from Ida: Expresss her happiness at having
three weeks holiday from the constant travelling
between London and Odiham; describes the state
of the garden and the activities of her dog, Hector;
mentions the sisters' proposed purchase of
adjacent land which was discussed at a recent
meeting of the Governors of the Grammar School,
and the probability they will have to pay more for it
than they had thought; gives details about their
work in the kitchen garden; mentions that they
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have not heard any zeppelins for the last two nights
and discusses the continued German offensive at
Verdun 'it does make one wonder whether we shall
we able to do any better when & if we make a push
or shall we just settle down into deadlock again &
wait for further effects of the blockade'; discusses
the establishment of Neville's savings scheme and
the failure of America to enter the war. 8 April.
/12: from Hilda: Gives details of the sisters'
purchase of land adjacent to the Bury House and
discusses their plans for its use; comments on the
imminent purchase of the house which is a relief to
her 'I have already got so attached to it & feel so
sure that we should never again be able to find
anything quite so exactly what we wanted';
mentions her visit to Dorothy Gough near Aldershot
and describes the location of her house; discusses
her work to arrange lodgings for women from the
Land Service Corps to supply local farmers with
labour and mentions Neville's plans to send
workers to fruit farms by car which she thinks will
help the fruit farmers; expresses her frustration that
the Treasury are still delaying the implementation
of Neville's savings scheme; mentions that Ida has
gone to London to attend a meeting at which
Princess Christian is to preside, and that her
chairwoman, Mrs Fedden, has been to stay at
Odiham; gives news that Sir James Dunlop Smith
and Mr Pollock are to visit at the weekend. 13 April.
/13: from Ida: Wonders whether Austen is with
Neville at New Lodge, and comments that he 'must
be having a beast of a time in the Cabinet',
discussing the issue of conscription in order to
recruit for the armed forces; discusses the lack of
German progress at Verdun and the Russian
occupation of Trebizond; gives her opinion that
America will eventually 'very reluctantly' enter the
war and discusses her ambivalence about this;
discusses the Municipal Savings Bank bill and
hopes it will go through without opposition; gives an
account of the visit of Sir James Dunlop Smith, Mr
Pollock and Mr Pollock, and Amy's visit after
Kenneth had embarked for New Zealand; mentions
that Beatrice is now staying with them, and Hilda
Mary has arrived, along with George Sclater Booth,
and they have been for a picnic; gives details of
their plans for the kitchen garden and mentions that
they are to give up their allotment; gives news that
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Hilda has got ten women sent down to Winchester
to a farm there through the Land Service Corps,
and hopes that other farmers will become involved.
21 April.
/14: from Hilda: Expresses her frustration at the
continued delays to the establishment of Neville's
savings scheme 'just now the Govt is obviously in
such a critical condition that I suppose it may be
very difficult to get any bills introduced'; discusses
the recent unrest in Ireland and the sending of
recruits there and the effect of the uprising on
morale; discusses the progress of the war and the
heavy losses at the siege of Kut; wonders whether
Neville has had any news of Basil who has gone
missing during the fighting at Katia; gives details of
their activities during Hilda Mary's visit including
picnics, birdwatching, and going to pick cowslips;
describes the state of the garden and reports that
she has volunteered to work at the girls canteen at
Farnborough aircraft factory two days a week;
mentions that Diana Gough and her governess are
coming to stay while Dorothy is nursing her
mother'. 28 April.
/15: from Ida: Gives news from Austen who has
had a telegram from Mary [Chamberlain] reporting
that her ship has passed through the danger zone;
mentions that Uncle Walter came to Euston to see
Mary off, and expresses her concern for him and
Aunt Agnes about Basil 'one hopes very much that
Basil may be an unwounded prisoner, but no one
seems to know whether there was any fighting
before they surrendered'; mentions that Hilda has
had a letter from Norman Chamberlain who is
finding it difficult not to speak out and question
things in the army that he thinks are wrong 'that
kind of discipline must come very hard to a man of
his age & experience'; expresses her disgust about
[Edwin] Montagu's behaviour over the Savings
Bank bill and his failure to overcome the opposition
of the banks; discusses the repercussions of the
Easter Rising in Ireland, the proposed conscription
bill, and her view of the failings of the Liberal
government in its policy towards Ireland; goes on to
discuss the heavy casualties at Verdun and the
possible arrival of Russian troops in France; gives
details of her work [at the Belgravia Workrooms] as
assistant secretary and mentions Hilda's work at
the canteen for women working at the aircraft
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factory at Farnborough; gives news that Diana
Gough and her governess are staying in Odiham
during Lady Keyes' severe illness and describes
Diana's behaviour; gives details of their work in the
garden and mentions the large number of eggs
produced by her hens. 5 May.
/16: from Hilda: Expresses her indignation at
[Edwin] Montagu's withdrawal of the Bank Savings
bill and praises Neville for his calm attitude in
response; discusses her work administering the
scheme to organise agricultural work for women
and her involvement with the aircraft factory
canteen at Farnborough; informs Neville of the
death of Lady Keyes; mentions Neville and Anne's
attendance at the Dolmetsch performance and
remembers being taken by Beatrice's friend to
Dolmetsch concerts; mentions that Beatrice and
Ida have been to visit for the weekend and
wonders whether Neville and Anne would be able
to come to stay at Whitsun; discusses Neville and
Anne's problems with their children's nurse,
Warren; describes the state of the garden in the
spring weather; mentions possible summer holiday
plans. 12 May.
/17: from Hilda: Expresses her disappointment that
Neville is continuing to have difficulties with his
savings bank scheme following a trade union
meeting and hostility from the banks; suggests that
he should carry on with the scheme and he will get
it passed eventually. 15 May.
/18: from Ida: Expresses her sympathy with Neville
in his continuing difficulties in getting his savings
bank scheme passed and the obstructiveness of
the trades unions; comments on Austen's views
about the scheme; discusses Sir Matthew Nathan
[Under Secretary for Ireland]'s evidence on the
background to and aftermath of the Easter Rising
in Ireland; gives details of her work [at the
Belgravia Workrooms] and her refusal to serve
alone as secretary; gives brief details of Hilda's
recent activities and mentions that they will not go
to church at the weekend because Ida has taken a
dislike to the clergyman at her local church as he
does not pray for British soldiers and sailors. 19
May.
/19: from Hilda: Discusses the progress of the war,
the violence of the German offensive at Verdun
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and her admiration of the French resistance there;
mentions the fighting on the British front and the
recent attack at Vimy ridge; mentions that Enid has
sent them a typed copy of one of Norman
Chamberlain's letters containing an account of a
night return from the trenches; thanks Neville for
sending her a telegram with birthday greetings;
discusses Land Service Corps schemes in Odiham
and Birmingham and wonders whether there have
been difficulties in acquiring uniforms and boots;
comments on the success of the scheme locally
and her appointment as the regular registrar for the
scheme in Odiham; mentions Neville's decision to
close some of his greenhouses and discusses the
growth of their vegetables; gives news of Mary
[Chamberlain] who has arrived in America;
expresses her approval of Neville dealings with the
press, and 'getting the Press properly in hand at
last', and discusses the prospect of the revival of
Neville's savings scheme; mentions William
Hughes' [Prime Minister of Australia] forthcoming
visit to Birmingham; gives her opinion about Lloyd
George becoming a mediator in Ireland and her
fears that he will either fail to bring about a
settlement or will form a settlement which 'will
instantly prove unworkable'; discusses her activities
in establishing infant welfare centres and creches
to enable women to work in the factories and the
difficulty in finding suitable accommodation in a
convenient location for these centres; comments
on Neville's visit to Coventry and his holiday in
Abersoch; asks whether she and Ida can instruct
the lawyers to arrange the purchase of the Bury
House. 25 May.
/19A: from Ida, written from 35 Egerton Crescent,
London and The Bury House: Gives details of her
recent activities including local walks and
enjoyment of the garden; discusses her
appointment as Honorary Secretary, together with
Grace Nettlefold, at the recent Council meeting and
her involvement in making mosquito net veils for
troops in Mesopotamia and East Africa, and
surgical dressing bandages for Casualty Clearing
Stations at the Western Front, commenting that 'the
call for shirts, socks, vests, pants, sheets, towels &
handkerchiefs from France is inexhaustible &
unfortunately there are mostly very costly articles';
exclaims at the arrival of Ernest Shackleton in
South Georgia and expresses her disapproval of
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his expedition 'now he has accomplished nothing &
we have got to spend men & money returning his
people, when they ought really to have been
fighting over here all the time!'; goes on to discuss
the progress of the war including the continued
fighting near Verdun and the weakness of Italy;
discusses the sisters' financial investments;
mentions her recent meeting with Peter Studd at
Beatrice's dinner, and gives news about his
nephew's squadron sinking five German
submarines; comments on the absence of recent
zeppelin attacks; asks about William Hughes'
[Prime Minister of Australia] visit to Birmingham
and Neville's plans to send Warren, the children's
nurse, away for a long rest. 1-2 June.
/20: from Hilda: Discusses reactions to the death of
Lord Kitchener following the sinking of HMS
Hampshire 'one can't help suspecting some
treachery...seing how extraordinarily successful the
navy have been so far in protecting everyone on
the seas'; speculates about who will be appointed
as his replacement as Secretary of State for War
and comments on the events of the Battle of
Jutland 'undoubtedly we have inflicted a most
severe blow on the Germany navy'; goes on to
discuss recent Russian advances, the fighting
between Italy and Austria and the loss of Vaux;
mentions that a memorial service for Kitchener will
be held in Birmingham; gives details about her
work collecting eggs for a national fund collection
[for wounded servicemen] and mentions that
uniforms and boots for women working on local
farms have now arrived; gives news that Mary
[Chamberlain] is expected to arrive back in London
shortly following her trip to America and that
Norman Chamberlain is in hospital with bronchitis;
fears that the General Williams reporting missing is
Lilian Cole's brother. 9 June.
/21: from Ida, written from 35 Egerton Crescent:
Mentions the current poor weather and gives
details about Mary [Chamberlain]'s visit to America
and the health of her family there; comments on
Amy's reports of public opinion about the recent
Battle of Jutland, with many people she overheard
on trams and buses thinking that the British fleet
had suffered a terrible defeat; discusses the
progress of the war including the Russian advance
and the 'tremendous battering' of the French at
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Verdun; gives details about the sisters' purchase of
the Bury House and their wider financial affairs. 1516 June.
/22: from Ida: Discusses Mary Chamberlain's
engagement to Canon William Carnegie, and
expresses her feelings about it 'it is much the best
thing that could have happened for her, as long as
she is happy we are satisfied. I wish he was a little
more sympathetic to me personally, but that it a
matter of temperament & can't be helped';
discusses the progress of Neville's savings bank
scheme following the drafting of a bill which would
allow the scheme to go ahead; mentions meeting
General Wake [of the Intelligence Department] who
discusses food shortages in Germany and his view
that they would have to make peace before the
winter, suspecting that the next six weeks would be
critical; gives news from Grace Nettlefold that Basil
is recovering from wounds; mentions that they are
shortly to complete their purchase of the Bury
House. 30 June.
/23: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his letter and for
the cheques; mentions that Mary Chamberlain has
visited and is pleased with the way that Neville and
Anne received her news about her forthcoming
marriage [to William Carnegie]; discusses the
sisters' holiday plans and their idea to go to the
East coast, depending on zeppelin movements;
mentions the British offensive [at the Somme] and
expresses her disappointment at Austen's offer to
take a subordinate position in the Government. 3
July.
/24: from Hilda: Discusses the British offensive at
the Somme, her concern about its success and the
apparent feeling of confidence that 'there will be
shortly other attacks in force in other parts of the
line'; comments on Douglas Haig's statements and
those of the French commander, and expresses
her anxiety about heavy British casualties 'I
suppose you are already beginning to fill up your
hospitals with patients as I see by the papers they
are now arriving in London'; gives details of her
recent work in the garden and wonders whether
Neville and Anne might be able to visit Odiham
during their holiday; mentions the sisters' possible
plans to go to Brancaster; gives news from Aunt
Alice that '1400 wounded [soldiers have] just
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arrived...it's awful when they come in such
numbers...one can only hope that this frightful
expenditure will not be thrown away'; discusses her
reading of Admiral Jellicoe's dispatch and her
suspicion of Lloyd George's appointment as
Secretary of State for War; comments on the
recent visit of a group of Serbians to Birmingham. 6
July.
/25: from Hilda: Mentions her work at the
Farnborough Aircraft Factory canteen and the
forthcoming visit of Morton [Prince?]; discusses her
appointment to the local school board as a
manager following the resignation of the vicar's
wife 'of course managers in the country as in the
towns have no powers of the slightest interest, but
it gives one a locus standi & a right to go into the
schools & make friends with the teachers'; Hilda
becoming manager of the local school; gives
details about the egg collection [for wounded
servicemen] and the possibility that she will give up
one of her days at the canteen; gives an account of
her visit to see Mary and Lottie including a
description of their house which she disliked;
comments on Neville and Anne's holiday with the
children, and hopes that their new nurse 'proves
satisfactory'; mentions a rumour she has heard that
British troops are advancing to Lille. Thursday
[undated, July 1916].
/26: from Hilda: Comments on the warm weather
and mentions that Lottie, Mary and Canon
Carnegie, Madge Kay, and Beatrice and Norman
are all visiting or due to visit; gives her opinion
about Canon Carnegie and the engagement 'I did
feel I liked him much better after having him here,
though to be quite honest - well, of course I never
did find his conversation very stimulating, but lots
of other people do, so that is all right & as you say
we need not have too much of him'; expresses her
happiness that Mary is happy and her guilt that
Joseph Chamberlain would have thought the
sisters were neglecting her by not visiting as much
as they could have done; gives news that a fete
organised by Ida and other workers at White City
has been cancelled because the War Office need
the site for munition making, and will have to be
replaced with a small sale at Belgrave Square;
mentions Neville's recent meeting with overseas
delegates and his decision to consent to be
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nominated for a second term of office; discusses
the progress of the war and her distress at the
heavy losses which 'must be the prelude of any
kind of success...one wonders how long it was go
on in the face of such terrible fighting'; expresses
her unease at news that wounded Germans are to
be treated in Birmingham 'one really cannot feel
like providing luxuries for them, when one realises
how they treat our men when prisoners'. [21?] July.
/27: from Ida: Gives an account of her recent
activities, particularly preparing for the fete and
sale held at Belgrave Square organised [by the
Belgravia Workrooms and War Hospital Supply
Depot] after the White City fete was cancelled and
producing a report on the work of the organisation;
mentions that the fete raised around £600 and fund
have also been raised by subscriptions and
donations; comments on British advances on the
Somme, recent Russian victories and alleged
German brutality towards French civilians behind
their lines; expresses her distress on hearing that
Gaston Martineau has been severely wounded and
asks if Neville has any further news; mentions
possible plans to send wounded German soldiers
to be treated in Birmingham and plans for the
sisters to see Neville and Anne. 29 July.
/28: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville will have been
able to travel without his gout returning; discusses
the recent wedding of Mary Chamberlain to Canon
Carnegie and mentions her work at the
Farnborough aircraft factory canteen in the heat,
which has affected crops in the garden; gives news
that they have decided to go to Brancaster for their
holiday and that she has collected 65 eggs for the
national egg collection; discusses her reading of a
memoir of Lord Granville Leveson-Gowls. 5
August.
/29: from Ida to Anne: Tells her that Neville need
not write an account of Mary Chamberlain and
Canon Carnegie's wedding for Mrs Endicott [Mary's
mother] as both Beatrice and Austen have done so;
discusses the state of the garden and the
construction of a new fence; comments on the
'decidedly good' news about the war and feels that
'the Germans cannot resist the sort of pressure
they are now being submitted to on every front,
infefinitely' and that Austrian losses must be
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significant; gives news that Austen recently came
to dinner at Egerton Crescent [Beatrice
Chamberlain's home] together with Norman
Chamberlain, who has been passed for light duty;
expresses her relief that Gaston Martineau is out of
danger, and her pleasure at hearing that [Reginald]
McKenna [Chancellor of the Exchequer] intends to
continue with the Savings Bank bill. 15 August.
/30: from Hilda, written from Dormy House Club,
Brancaster, King's Lynn, Norfolk: Gives a
description of their accommodation, its inhabitants,
and Brancaster 'there are no signs of the war here
outwardly, save for a couple of soliders who walk
up & down the sandhills opposite the golf house';
comments on the passage of the Savings Banks
Bill through the House of Commons and on Lord
Crewe's appointment as Minister of Education
which she thinks is 'hopeless'; mentions Donald's
visit and his comments about the Midland
Manufacturers Association and the issue of rising
wages and greater co-operation between trade
unions and employers 'I wonder how Arthur feels
about such things. I should think he is very much of
the autocratic kind who likes to manage his
workpeople for their own good & would be inclined
to say that he would treat them liberally but they
must conform to his ideas'; mentions that they have
been for walks and sea bathing.19 August.
/31: from Hilda: Expresses her happiness that
Neville and Anne have had a good holiday and
hopes he is feeling ready to start the Birmingham
Municipal Savings Bank, fearing that people have
become used to 'an enlarged state of living' and will
not be so ready to 'save a good sum of their weekly
income'; discusses the progress of the war, which
she thinks is not likely to end soon despite the
entrance of Romania into the conflict; comments on
the poor weather and her worries about the
harvest; discusses her forthcoming work as a
housemaid at Hook Hospital while VAD [Voluntary
Aid Detachment] volunteers are away on holiday
and gives details of her continued work at the
Farnborough aircraft factory canteen; comments on
the state of the kitchen garden and mentions that
she has been picking blackberries; gives news that
her parlourmaid will have to leave to look after her
younger siblings, as her mother is suffering from
'suicidal mania''; mentions the Vaughan Williams'
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forthcoming visit. 1 September.
/32: from Ida, written from 35 Egerton Crescent,
London and The Bury House: Gives details of her
committee meetings [of the Belgravia Workrooms
and War Hospital Supply Depot]; comments on
Neville's successful speech to the Trades Union
Congress; gives news of Austen and Ivy who have
decided not to purchase New Lodge; expresses
her feelings at hearing an account from the
servants at Egerton Crescent about seeing 'the
Zepps fall in flames from the top windows of this
house! For once I wishes I had been here. That
would have been something to remember!';
mentions Colonel Elkington who has 'rehabilitated
himself without getting killed in the process';
discusses the renovation of the sisters' kitchen
garden and Hilda's work at Hook Hospital, which
she thinks is badly managed; gives details of her
activities with Hilda Mary, including picking
gentians on Hook Common and helping Hilda at
the Farnborough aircraft factory canteen. 7-9
September.
/33: from Hilda: Mentions her recent visit to The
Grove [the Kenrick family home in Birmingham]
and her happiness at returning home; gives details
about Aunt Lina [Caroline James, née
Chamberlain]'s visit and their walk across the
Common to gather blackberries; mentions that the
Director General of Voluntary Organisations has
sent a requisition to the Belgravia Workrooms for
400 bandages, 180 slippers, 60 pneumonia jackets
and 50 pairs of operation stockings for the 1st
Southern General Hospital in Birmingham;
discusses plans to visit Neville and Anne at
Christmas and not to exchange presents. 15
September.
/34: from Ida, written from 35 Egerton Crescent,
London: Discusses the progress of the war and
recent British advances; comments on Neville's
work in starting the Municipal Savings Bank and his
initiatives regarding 'women & drink'; goes on to
discuss the 'Labour Capital problem and the
possibility that Arthur will change his views on
control after talking to Neville, which she thinks
shows that 'people are in a receptive mood. They
want to find a solution & will consider suggestions
now that they would never have listened to before
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the war'; gives details of her work [at the Belgravia
Workrooms] including preparing for a flag day and
compiling a report on the first six months work of
the organisation and beginning work on a report of
the second six months work in time for the first
anniversary of the opening of the organisation in
October; mentions planting vegetables in the
garden and making room for a fowl house, and
their plans to visit Birmingham for Christmas. 28-30
September.
/35: from Hilda: Discusses the opening of the
Birmingham Municipal Savings Bank during the
week of the munition makers' holiday and her
happiness that the prize list has been increased,
which she thinks will encourage people to take
part; comments on Neville's 'musical' lunch,
attended by Sir Thomas Beecham, and Sir Henry
Wood 'I hope it will be the beginning of a really
good orchestra for the town', and his success in
getting Gerald Beesly [Deputy Chairman,
Birmingham City Magistrates and Chairman,
Licensing Justices] to meet Neville and the
brewers; goes on to discuss a request by the
Labour party for him to receive a deputation from
them on the subject of a joint committee 'if only one
can see some signs of capital & labour in any part
of the country learning to work togehter it would be
one of the greatest victories of the war'; goes on to
discuss the progress of the war and Allied
successes in Romania and Salonika; gives details
of her work in the garden and gives news of
Beatrice's health since her operation; mentions
Aunt Lina's visit which she enjoyed but 'I do find
her style of conversation at times very trying'. 6
October.
/36: from Ida: Discusses the sisters' attempts to
send Neville and Austen cheques, and their
acceptance of Neville's decision to return the
money to them, expressing her relief that Neville
urged Austen to accept, due to his difficult financial
circumstances 'I only wish he didn't feel things
quite so deeply. He really is too sensitive for this
world; mentions the progress of the war and her
fear that the wet weather would have halted Allied
advances in France. 8 October.
/37: from Ida, written from 35 Egerton Crescent,
London: Mentions that she will be unable to visit
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Neville and Anne because she has to be on duty at
the Belgravia Workrooms, and wonders whether
she might be able to see them when she visits Aunt
Alice or Uncle William and Aunt Mary; gives news
about Austen's poor health, his need for rest 'if he
is not to have a nervous breakdown' and his stay in
Odiham for a week before going to Broadstairs to
see [his son] Joe; comments on the success of
Neville's Birmingham Municipal Savings Bank, and
the reluctance of the 'big works' to be involved,
wondering whether Kynochs will join; discusses the
progress of the war, particularly the presence of
German U boats in the Atlantic and the reluctance
of the Americans to enter the conflict, and the
behaviour of Greece; comments on rumours about
German ships at British ports, and mentions that
Hector, her dog, has bitten the greengrocer. 12-14
October.
/38: from Hilda: Expresses her concern about
Neville's health and her worries about him
overworking; gives details of Austen and Ivy's visit
to Odiham and Austen's anxiety about the situation
in Romania; discusses Austen and Ivy's plans to
acquire a country house and gives news of [their
son] Joe who is at school in Broadstairs; mentions
that Hector, the dog, has had to go to the vet, and
comments on how much stronger she feels due to
her manual work in the Farnborough aircraft factory
canteen which has helped her to work in the
garden and go for longer walks; comments on
Neville's address to the Birmingham Small Arms
Company on the Municipal Savings Bank and the
practice at some of the Works to 'give prizes to
their own men'; comments on the decision of
Councillor Hallas to resign from the committee 'I
am very glad you made it all right, but it does show
as you said how you have to walk on eggs with
these people'; mentions the demand by
Birmingham municipal employees for a raise in
their salaries, and comments on the apparent
indiscretion of the Bishop of London, which she
thinks is comparable to that of the Bishop of
Birmingham. 20 October.
/39: from Hilda: Discusses the recent rainy weather
in which she had to travel to Hook by bus and work
at the hospital there, and her determination to
travel by bicycle next time she has to go; mentions
her first meeting of the school board as manager
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and comments on Anne's visit to Bradford to see
infant welfare work being carried out there, giving
her view that there needs to be more money spent
on food to feed children; discusses the large
number of speeches Neville has had to make
recently to firms participating in the Municipal
Savings Bank scheme; mentions visits by Clara
and Dorothy Gough. 3 November.
/40: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his reinstallation as Lord Mayor of Birmingham and
sympathises with him over the resignation of the
Birmingham Town Clerk [Ernest Hiley]; comments
on the success of the Municipal Savings Bank and
his negotiations with the Board of Agriculture
[about scholarships at the Agricultural College] and
Ministry of Munitions [about the Civic Recreation
League]; discusses the wages of agricultural
labourers in the area around Odiham which she
thinks are very low considering the rises in food
prices; goes on to discuss the progress of the war,
the taking of German prisoners and the situation in
Romania and Salonika; comments on reports in the
'Times' that Lloyd George is to be appointed 'Food
Dictator' which she disapproves of 'well that he
should have all the credit with the public when he
ought to have been hounded out for the
abominable way in which he ran the Ministry of
Munitions when he was there, shows what you can
do when you have a good press!'; gives details of
her recent activities including work in the garden
and her efforts, with two other women, to find a
suitable place for a canteen which she thinks
should be started 'as they are really going to billet
160 men here & possibly more. 17 November.
/41: from Ida: Mentions that she is suffering from a
cold, and gives details of her work at the Belgravia
Workrooms while Grace Nettlefold was away and
organising a Sale and Entertainment fundraising
event at Hyde Park House which included a
concert attended by Queen Alexandra and
performance by the Canadian Military Band
attended by the Duke of Connaught; mentions how
tired everyone is now, and hopes that the
Executive will pass a recommendation to the
General Committee to close the organisation for a
fortnight at Christmas; gives details of her work
with her chickens which are still laying eggs,
comments on the lack of progress in the
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appointment of the new Food Controller and and
possibility of beginning rationing; goes on to
discuss the progress of the war and mentions that
Uncle Walter's suggestion about the Belgravia
Workrooms applying to large manufacturing firms
has been applied, and they have received sums of
money from Lucas, Elliotts, Avery's and Fore
Street. 25 November.
/42: from Hilda: Gives news that Ida is suffering
from influenza and that many of the other people
working at the Belgravia Workrooms have also
been ill, so she has been advised by the Sichels
not to hurry back to work; expresses her concern
for Frank who is suffering from tonsilitis; discusses
the award of a pay rise to Birmingham Council
employees and asks Neville's view about the
Government take over of coalfields in South Wales
'it did seem the only thing to do, as obviously the
feeling between masters - or managers - & men
was so hopelessly embittered that neither side was
prepared to work with the others'; comments on the
appointment of Mr Jones as Town Clerk of
Birmingham and on Neville's recent speech in
French; gives her impression of the Master of
Balliol College, and Mr Marston [owner of the
Sunbeam company]; comments on possible coal
shortages and wishes that the Ministry of
Agriculture had acquired steam ploughs to loan to
farmers; gives details of her work at the
Farnborough aircraft factory canteen and her
forthcoming work there when the soldiers arrive;
hopes that she will be able to work less at the
canteen 'as there are a good many of the village
people who are anxious to help; congratulates
Anne on the arrival of her niece and discusses the
conversion of a member of her family to
Catholicism; comments on the progress of the war
in Romania. 1 December.
/43: from Ida: Expresses her relief at Herbert
Asquith's resignation as Prime Minister and gives
her opinion about Lloyd George's appointment 'I
don't feel any special confidence in him myself &
those who will have for the sake of their country to
work under him have my deep sympathy'; goes on
to discuss other changes in the government,
including the departure of some of the Liberal
members who support Asquith, speculation that
Lord Milner will join the government, and whether
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Austen will be offered a different position;
discusses the progress of the war and the situation
in Romania and Greece; expresses her concern for
Anne's health [having recently suffered a
miscarriage] and hopes she might come to stay in
Odiham; discusses her reading of Cowper's letters,
and mentions her plans to return to work at the
[War Hospital Supply] Depot to help Margaret
Sichel while Grace [Nettlefold] is away; discusses
plans for the sisters to visit Neville in BIrmingham
at Christmas, and asks about Christmas presents
for the children; comments on Bishop Baynes'
behaviour and the possibility of getting a loan from
America for Birmingham City Council from
America; asks Neville for information about cooperative poultry clubs which she is thinking of
starting if she decides to give up her work in
London to work on food supply programmes in
Odiham. 8 December.
/44: from Hilda: Discusses her dislike of cold winter
weather, and her hopes to travel abroad during the
winter when the war is over; gives details of her
recent activities at the canteen, and mentions that
the sisters have been sent some expensive
jewellery by their Uncle Arthur [Kenrick]; comments
on the progress of the war and German speculation
about a peace offer; expresses her concern for
Anne's health [following her miscarriage] and
hopes she will not take on too much work; thanks
Anne for sending information about poultry clubs,
which Ida is keen to start in Odiham, but which she
does not feel she will have time for, as she wants
to focus on infant welfare activities; expresses her
frustration about the government's change of
position regarding unnecessary travel which had
caused the sisters to cancel their visit to
Birmingham, which has come too late for them to
change their plans; mentions that she has been to
see Mary [Carnegie]at her new house and has had
'the usual 'long dreary talk' with Evelyn [Hilda
Mary's stepmother]'. 14 December.
/45: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
appointment as Director General of National
Service and condoles with him on having to resign
as Lord Mayor of Birmingham as a result 'poor
B'ham. Just when it was humming with life &
energy & beginning to feel itself once more the hub
of the universe. And you must regret leaving so
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many schemes unfinished'; expresses her concern
about the upheaval this will cause in Neville's
personal and family life. 20 December.
/46: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
appointment as Director General of National
Service but views the appointment as a
'bombshell'; expresses her happiness that his
talents have been recognised, but remarks 'I think it
sounds as if it would be an appalling difficult
position between capital & labour & between the
military & the civil'; comments on his resignation as
Lord Mayor of Birmingham and lists his
achievements in that post, including the Municipal
Savings Bank. 20 December.
/47: from Ida: Discusses the implications of
Neville's appointment as Director General of
National Service and comments on the popularity
of the appointment in and around Odiham 'to think
of you & Austen both serving with Lloyd George.
There is so much I want to hear...make Beatrice
write again if you can't'; expresses her
disappointment that Neville has not been given
longer to consolidate his schemes in Birmingham
and wonders will happen to 'the masters in the
''non-essential'' trades' and whether their
businesses will 'just go to the wall'; comments on
Anne's improved health and asks whether Neville
intends to get a flat in London; goes on to discuss
her plans to give up her work in London and to take
up work in Odiham with a Co-operative Growers
Union organised by Lady Mildmay to supply army
camps, which could then continue after the war 'it
seems to me that it might prove just the thing I
have been looking for', remarking that she always
imagined herself setting up house with Hilda in a
place very like The Bury House and always
imagined that she would start a Co-operative
Growers Union for the production of vegetables
and poultry; comments that this work could lead to
other things, like becoming a Guardian or serve on
the County Council 'whereas Belgravia
[Workrooms] ends with the war & leads to nothing';
hopes that Neville might be able to spend some
time with his children over Christmas as well as
visiting hospitals. 22 December.
/48: from Beatrice to Ida, written from Westbourne,
Birmingham: Gives a detailed account of the
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events surrounding Neville's appointment as
Director General of National Service; comments on
Neville's disappointment at having to give up his
work in Birmingham; gives news of Aunt Mary and
Uncle William [Kenrick] and the possibility that
Neville will have to spend Christmas in London;
discusses the appointment of Leverton Harris as
Minister of Blockade; remarks on the behaviour of
Dorothy and Frank and mentions that she has been
to see Evelyn and Hilda Mary's half-brothers. 20
December.
/49: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for writing to them
on Christmas Day and sympathises with him on the
upheaval caused by his appointment as Director
General of National Service and resignation as
Lord Mayor of Birmingham; comments on reports
that [Edwin] Montagu had been offered a post in
Lloyd George's administration and the pressure on
Neville to put together a scheme for organising
National Service; discusses her plans to visit
Birmingham, and gives news about Ida's decision
to manage the Odiham branch of the Growers Cooperative Society and to leave the Belgravia
Workrooms, commenting on how difficult her
weekly journeys by train had become, and how she
had not been able to become fully involved in
village life 'Bee has accepted it most cheerfully
which is very good of her, as she will naturally feel
rather left, but then it looks as if she would shortly
have both her brothers & their wives in London so
she won't be so badly off'; goes on to mention that
she may have to give up her work at Hook Hospital
for a couple of months due to the withdrawal of the
bus service though she might return when weather
and light levels make the roads suitable for her to
cycle there. 29 December.
See also NC1/16/1/58 for a letter dated 25 August
1916 from Ida to Neville Chamberlain.
50 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: /19A was formerly numbered
NC18/2/19 (the same reference number was used
for two separate letters: the 25 May and 1 June
letters).
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NC18/2/50-91

1917 letters

1917

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain dated 1917. A letter
from Norman Chamberlain to Hilda is also
included.
Major themes include the difficulties faced by
Neville in his post as Director General of National
Service, which led to his resignation in August, and
his subsequent decision to stand for Parliament.
Many of the letters towards the end of the year
discuss his protracted and complicated attempts to
find a seat in a Birmingham constituency to
contest. Other major topics discussed include the
progress of the war, including the effects of
unrestricted German submarine warfare; the entry
of the USA to the war; the Mesopotamia campaign;
and the political situation in Russia during and after
the two revolutions that year. The letters also
contain much information about the sisters' work in
Odiham, largely relating to the war effort. Ida made
her permanent residence in Odiham at the start of
the year, after giving up her work at the Belgravia
Workrooms and War Hospital Supply Depot in
London, and became heavily involved in the
Growers Co-operative Society and the Surrey,
Hants and Berks Growers Association schemes to
increase local food production. Hilda volunteered at
Farnborough aircraft factory canteen until the end
of June, and also worked as Registrar of the
Womens' War Agricultural Association, at the newly
established infant welfare centre in Odiham and
helped organise a school meals scheme at the
local school. Family matters include the premature
birth and ill health of Austen and Ivy Chamberlain's
son, Lawrence, and the fate of Norman
Chamberlain, reported missing in action, and later
assumed killed.
/50: from Hilda: Mentions how much she enjoyed
her visit to see Neville and Anne in Birmingham;
gives news that Ida has arrived to live in Odiham
permanently after giving up her work in London to
start the Odiham branch of the Gowers Cooperative Society and mentions concerns about
prices for produce to be sold at Aldershot; gives
news of her voluntary work at the Farnborough
aircraft factory canteen; comments on the Allies
'answer to the USA' [during attempts by President
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Wilson to act as mediator between the two sides].
12 January.
/51: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville in his
uncertainty about his future, and hopes that he and
Anne will succeed in getting a country house
[nearer to London?] so that they 'wont have to go
constantly back to Westbourne'; comments on the
difficult position Neville is facing as Director
General of National Service; goes on to discuss her
concerns about her work for the Growers Cooperative Society, particularly whether enough
produce can be grown in the local area to make the
scheme worthwhile; gives details of the first local
committee meeting to discuss the scheme and her
visit to cottages near Winchfield with large gardens
at which she hopes that produce can be grown;
mentions her other activities in the garden, her
punishment of Hector, the dog, after biting a horse,
and the supply of eggs from her chickens; remarks
on her belief that the Germans will be 'busted' in
the spring. 18 January.
/52: from Hilda: Gives details of Ida's work visiting
allotment holders and cottagers to try to interest
people in the Growers Co-operative Scheme
despite the cold weather; expresses the sisters'
anxiety about [Austen and Ivy's son] Lawrence
Endicott [who was born prematurely] 'I have a great
belief he will pull through but it is very anxious work
for them', and hopes that Austen will attend his
meeting in Birmingham, as the baby is slightly
better; discusses Neville's problems as Director
General of National Service which she thinks were
inevitable because of the lack of definition of his
duties; expresses her regret that Neville is losing
Auckland Geddes' services and remarks that she is
not happy about his her 'Deputy Director' at the
National Service Department as he 'seems so
easily influenced'; comments that the 'Times' has
reported details of the publication of Neville's
National Service scheme and supposes he will
have to campaign around the country to explain it;
comments on the success of a recent meeting in
Birmingham and thinks that Mr Hodges remarks
were 'much to the point' asks about Neville's house
hunting and discusses the problems Neville and
Anne are having with their children's nurse,
Warren. 26 January.
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/53: from Ida: Comments on Neville and Anne's
stay with Beatrice and the possibility that they will
lease Miss Lawrence's house; expresses her
happiness at the appointment of [Ernest] Hiley as
Deputy-Director of National Service; discusses the
German announcement of unrestricted submarine
warfare on enemy and neutral ships which she
thinks shows 'they are absolutely on their beam
ends & that they know this is their last desperate
chance, hoping that the Navy will ensure that food
supply ships get through'; discusses her work with
the Growers Co-operative Society for which she
has recruited eighteen smallholders and hopes to
get more allotments and keep pigs and poultry 'the
main difficulty is that the gardens are so small &
with the men away the women can't manage to
take up new allotments even if they could get
them'; discusses her concerns about Mr Eggar, the
temporary chairman of the co-operative society,
who is apparently unpopular, 'guided much by what
his Farmer's Society is doing' and cannot be
controlled by the Board; mentions that a local man
has been persuaded to offer his services to the
government and has written to Neville suggesting
that he might work in the Food Controller's
Department, and that she has recruited him for the
Co-operative Society as he has a large garden;
mentions that Mary and Canon Carnegie have
been to visit, and that a War Savings Association is
being set up in Odiham; give news that she and
Hilda are converting their war loans. 2 February.
/54: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
speech on the National Service scheme and
comments on the favourable reaction to the
introduction of registration cards in the 'Morning
Post'; discusses the general impression that people
have that Labour Exchanges are incompetent, and
hopes that they will 'prove able to redeem their
character' and that Neville will be overwhelmed by
volunteers; discusses the effects of the cold
weather on their winter vegetable crops and gives
details of her work canvassing people about the
newly formed war savings society in Odiham and
her visit to an infant welfare centre in Basingstoke
to get ideas for the establishment of a similar
scheme in Odiham; discusses Ida's work with the
Growers Co-operative Scheme and Odiham's
application to the government for supplies of seed
potatoes; mentions the restrictions the sisters have
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made to their diets, particularly in flour and sugar;
comments on the successful German submarine
attacks on ships and expresses her frustration that
America will not enter the war; mentions the
improved health of [Austen's son] Lawrence, and
Neville and Anne's plans to move into their new
house in March. 9 February.
/55: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's heavy workload
in promoting his National Service scheme around
the country, and her indignation at the 'very
grudging support' given by the press; hopes that he
will be able to see the children in London and is
pleased that he will be able to move into Rowfant in
March; gives details of the sisters' attempts to
ration their food and have porridge for breakfast,
their work in the garden, and the arrival of 'the big
settee' from Princes Gardens [the London home of
Joseph Chamberlain]; mentions that Ida's chickens
have been laying lots of eggs, and that they are
planning to raise chickens in their orchard to be
looked after by Miss Falconer. 23 February.
/56: from Ida: Discusses her difficulties with the
Growers Co-operative Society including the delays
in the arrival of seeds and the recent meeting of the
shareholders which was poorly attended; mentions
that she has been appointed Honorary Secretary of
the organisation and gives news that Hilda, as
representative of the Women's Agricultural
Committee, has succeeded in finding a woman to
help a local farmer on the land and she is now
learning to plough; expresses her concern for
Neville's heavy workload in promoting his National
Service scheme and wonders how many
volunteers he has recruited; hopes that his move to
Rowfant will go smoothly and wonders whether
they might be able to see him and Anne at Easter;
goes on to discuss the progress of the war,
whether a German offensive against Russia is
imminent, the British capture of Kut, her frustration
at the reluctance of the USA to enter the war, and
the capture of German submarines in the English
Channel; gives details of her work in the garden
and mentions her suspicion that something is
eating her chickens' eggs. 2 March.
/57: from Hilda: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and expresses her concern for his heavy workload;
expresses her excitement at reports of a revolution
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in Russia 'it is a great thing to have overthrown the
reactionary party but will the present Govt be able
to stand? All depends on that', speculates on the
future for the country and whether 'there may be a
real chance for an autonomous Poland'; goes on to
discuss the retreat from the Somme and her
confusion about where the Hindenberg Line runs;
Birthday greetings for Neville; regret at the strain of
Neville's work; her excitement at the Russian
Revolution; events in the war including retreat from
the Somme [the end of the letter is missing]. 16
March.
/58: from Hilda: Discusses her fears about her
recent speech at a 'mother's meeting' to launch the
local infant welfare centre which was attended by
forty-five people, nine of whom have joined
immediately; hopes that Neville's speeches at
Manchester and Liverpool were successful and
hopes he might be able to curtail his advertising for
the National Service scheme; gives details about
the ploughing of grassland on the Downs near
Basingstoke and thanks Neville for his gift of
salmon; comments on the better weather and the
growth of the vegetable crops in the sisters'
garden; gives news that Hilda Mary is coming to
stay with a friend, and hopes that she will not insist
on going for picnics as the weather is still cold;
discusses Dorothy's lessons and Anne's improved
health and hopes Neville will be able to have a
holiday at Easter. 30 March.
/59: from Ida: Discusses Neville's relations with the
Labour Exchanges; speculates about the possibility
that America will soon enter the war and discusses
possible unrest amongst the troops on the Western
Front and the effects of the war on Germany and
Russia; comments on the bad weather and its
effects on people trying to cultivate crops; goes on
to discuss the difficulties obtaining vegetables and
managing on the flour ration; mentions the hens
and their laying patterns and that Hilda Mary has
developed german measles and the household is
quarantined; 5-6 April.
/60: from Norman Chamberlain to Hilda: His work
on a railway-building fatigue; the poor weather
while under canvas; description of the landscape
and local towns around Etincourt and the damage
done to buildings by recent French and German
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fighting; the involvement of Canadian troops in the
railway construction; the news that the USA has
entered the war and the effect on German morale
of a recent withdrawal into Holland; his concern
over the trouble Neville is having 'with some of the
papers and all the armchair critics'; further
discussion of the German retreat; Austen's post at
the India Office and his involvement with the
Mesopotamia campaign; Hilda's garden; the health
of members of the Endicott family. 3 April.
/61: from Hilda: Hopes to see Dorothy and Frank
when the quarantine period has come to an end;
Hilda Mary's health and her return home; Anne's
health and her successful treatment; her hopes that
he will be pleased with Rowfant; her concern about
the adverse comments in the newspapers about
National Service and the changes Neville is trying
to enforce in the Labour Ministry; the latest
offensive in France and the taking of Vimy Ridge;
concerns about the situation in Russia and the
chances of the Provisional Government
succeeding; the continuing bad weather and her
work in the garden; Beatrice is visiting. 13 April.
/62: from Ida: Her cycle trip to Dogmersfield Park
with Hilda Mary to pick daffodils; Hilda Mary's
recovery from german measles and her return
home; her work in the garden sowing and tending
vegetables; the recent good news about the current
offensive in France and the taking of large numbers
of German prisoners; the hopes that America's
entry into the war will help reduce food shortages
and provide more ships; Neville's difficulties in
enforcing his plans for National Service volunteers;
Aunt Lina's visit; Anne's improving health. 20 April.
/63: from Hilda: The establishment of local
allotments and her efforts to get the local farmer to
plough part of the school garden; Ida's work to
expand the co-operative growing scheme; sightings
of birds in the local countryside; Aunt Lina's visit
and another trip to Dogmersfield Park to pick
daffodils; Ida's chickens have hatched; Neville's
recent visit to Windsor Castle and his address to
Falkirk Trade Union Congress where 'I expect it
pays for you to talk to the Trade Unionists yourself
- particularly in Scotland where they do not love
things arranged for them in England'; the decline in
attacks on Neville by the newspapers; recent heavy
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losses at the front; continuing German submarine
attacks on shipping; shortages of flour and bread
and possible alternatives at breakfast; interviewing
a woman about having a child's tonsils out
following a visit to the school. 27 April.
/64: from Ida: The dry weather and its effects on
the garden and the current offensive at the Front;
her concern at the heavy losses incurred by British
troops; her recent visit with other members of the
committee to Bourne, Farnham to see a distribution
depot used by the co-operative society for the sale
of seeds and garden supplies; the committee's
plans to do something similar at Odiham, getting
supplies from farmers, buying farm machinery to let
out to members and finding premises for a Depot;
new allotments at North Warnborough; the
progress of her garden and the chickens;
speculation as to what line the Northcliffe press will
now take on the issue of the work done by the
Labour Exchanges. 4 May
/65: from Hilda: Her recent visit to London to see
Neville and Beatrice; the garden and eating
strawberries grown there; Ida's meeting of the
'Surrey Hants Berks [Growers]' at Farnham to
discuss distribution of produce through a shop; the
pressures on both Austen and Neville in their work
for the government. 12 May
/66: fragmentary letter from Hilda, pages 1-3
missing: Her cycle ride to deliver seeds; Ida seeing
an advert for black leghorn pullets in the paper
which she will purchase. undated.
/67: from Hilda: Collecting for War Savings
certificates; the display of flowers in the garden; a
visit of the Evelyn Cecils; the progress of the
kitchen garden and a possible scheme to provide
meals for school children; her hopes that the War
Savings Society will be involved in any food
economy campaign and her plans to form a
committee of women to see whether the food and
cooking equipment can be found; making up
clothes for infants and children; set-backs on the
Italian front; the volatile political situation in Russia;
criticism of Lloyd-George; Neville's visit to Rowfant;
further discussion of school meal provision with
representatives from the Board of Education 25
May
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/68: from Ida: The location of Neville's 'mothing
equipment' at Westbourne; Lord Devonport's
resignation of the Food Controllorship and
continued criticism of the organisation of the
Labour Exchanges in the Times and the Northcliffe
press; her proposed visit to London and the effects
on transport of new petrol regulations; the sale of
agricultural produce and her recent visit to
Farnham where she discussed the management of
potato spraying with the manager of the committee.
1 June
/69: from Hilda: The hot weather and the state of
the garden; her bout of muscular rheumatism;
having to give up her post at Farnborough at the
end of the month; Ida's work with the Surrey Hants
Berks [Growers] and with the allotment committee
of the Parish Council to get potatoes sprayed and
organising demonstrations of fruit bottling; supplies
of fruit from the garden and problems with sugar
supplies; the continuing difficulties with Neville's
job, a recent air raid and the continuing tension in
Russia; ongoing plans to provide school meals and
gathering cooking equipment; speculation about
who will take the role of Food Controller; the
abdication of King Constantine of Greece;
continuing to make 'infant welfare' garments. 15
June
/69A: from Ida: Thanks for Neville's gift of cigars;
her recent work in the garden and with potato
spraying and fruit bottling; confusion with pricing
the bottles caused by errors by the Agricultural
Organisation Society and with Lady Palmer having
arranged another person to give a fruit bottling
demonstration; using an empty cottage as a food
depot and getting scales to weigh produce; Hilda's
back is better; parents enthusiastic about the
provision of school meals; work with Infant Welfare;
Neville's problems with Lord Milner; continuing air
raids; the repercussions of King Constantine's
abdication and the Russian revolution for the
Central Powers; War Savings work; Austen's visit.
21 June
/70: from Hilda: Austen's recent visit when he
discussed his work as secretary of state for India,
the 'Mesopotamia upset' and the effects on the
Indian administration; her hopes that he will stay in
his post 'he is in the right place where a man of
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liberal mind and very sound judgement is required';
Neville's frustration in getting his policies carried
out, discussion of the policy of calling young male
munitions workers for military service; finishing
work at the canteen at Farnborough as she is no
longer needed there; Ida's continuing work with fruit
bottling , potato spraying and jam making; the
acquisition of a gas boiler for the school meals after
applying for a priority certificate from the Ministry of
Munitions. 28 June
/71: from Ida: The arguments for and against
Neville giving up his post [as Director General of
National Service]; summer holiday plans; Austen's
problems concerning the Mesopotamia campaign;
description of a potato spraying demonstration and
organising spraying in North Warnborough;
receiving sugar from the Surrey Hants Berks
Growers for distribution to members for jam making
but shortage of bottles; her fears that the food
distribution scheme will be abandoned. 6 July
/72: from Hilda: Sympathising with Neville's
ongoing difficulties in his post; her disapproval of
Montague going to India and Churchill as Minister
of Munitions 'He seems to me to be the last man to
be able to deal with Labour difficulties'; the success
of the school meals scheme, feeding 106 children
and their decision for the scheme to affiliate and
become a branch of the National War Savings
Food Economy though only receiving a limited
financial grant; Ida's continuing problems
organising potato spraying; Maggie Beale and
Claud Hutton visiting; hopes to see him and the
children soon. 20 July
/73: from Hilda: Discussing his resignation [as
Director General of National Service] and her
disgust at the way he has been treated by Lloyd
George 'that mean little skunk takes all without the
slightest hesitation and feels neither gratitude nor
any sense of obligation or decency'; her pride in his
successes despite his difficult position and her
relief he is now free of the government; hopes that
he will visit them in Newquay; her increasing
workload with the school meals scheme particularly
now the Secretary has left following the death of
her nephew; Austen and his children's health. 10
August
/74: from Ida: Account of journey to Newquay with
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Hilda and Beatrice; her analysis of Neville's
reputation folowing his resignation and her opinion
that he should find another outlet for public work
and that he will probably have to enter parliament
which will bring more opportunities; her view that
he should fight a Birmingham seat 'I admit I should
like to see two Chamberlains sitting for B'ham even
though it might be a disappointment to some folks
to see the Chamberlain influence revived'; hopes
that his family and Austen's will now take a holiday
by the sea; description of a walk along the cliffs. 18
August
/75: from Hilda: Pleased that Neville's efforts have
been rewarded and appreciated 'and is a most
remarkable testimony to your power of impressing
yourself on all the people you come in contact with';
explaining her view that he should become a
member of parliament, that he is suited partly
because of his background and experience, but
primarily because of his character and ability and
his desire for public service; plans for Austen and
his family to come to Newquay; invites Neville and
his family to visit Odiham; mentions Neville's
holiday in Scotland and their plans to stay in Exeter
on their return from Cornwall. 24 August
/76: from Hilda: Gives an account of Newquay , the
Hotel Victoria and local walks along the cliffs at
both Newquay and Watergate Bay; gives details of
the vegetable crops; Ida's ongoing difficulties in
organising potato spraying and the probability that
her growers business will have to be abandoned
because the Society cannot produce enough food;
Hilda Mary and Rachel Carnegie are visiting; the
possibility of Neville finding an unfurnished house
in Westminster; the formation of a National party
and the likelihood that they will ask Neville to join;
picking blackberries for jam and buying plants. 7
September
/77: from Ida, incomplete and unsigned: Mentions
the announcement of Neville's intention to stand for
parliament; wonders whether he has any sense of
what 'the working man [in Birmingham] thinks of the
situation generally'; opinions she and Hilda have
heard about the views of men doing war work in
munitions factories and the fear that the country
could be heading for revolution 'I suppose there
must be a good deal of unrest...and one have to
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remember that most of our best men are in France'.
14 September
/77A: from Hilda: Difficulties with Warren who is
becoming too old to look after the children in the
nursery; Frank's illness with whooping cough and
her worries that the other children will contract it,
particularly Lawrence; Neville's role with Hoskins
and on the board of Elliott's and his civic work in
Birmingham as an alderman; Neville's efforts to find
a seat, criticism of Dennis and speculation about
Middlemore retiring; visit of the two Carnegie girls
Kathleen and Jo; resuming the school meals
scheme and distributing sugar supplies; her
decision to resign as Registrar for the village and
Mrs Bird's efforts to get her to stay on; Ida is away,
and she is having to care for the dog. 20
September
/78: from Ida: Mentions Neville's holiday; the good
potato and bean crop and discussion of the
lifecycle of caterpillars of the cabbage butterfly; his
decision to keep the children away from London for
the duration of the war, particularly because of the
air raids, though Austen's children don't seem to
find them frightening; progress on the Western
Front; visit to Lady Mildmays to discuss the co-op
in her village which markets produce in Aldershot,
and the lack of anyone in Odiham to take produce
to Basingstoke or Aldershot; she expects she will
have little work at the Depot in the future; describes
work with the school meals scheme; hopes that
Dorothy has not developed whooping cough and
waits to hear what jobs Neville has been offered in
Birmingham. 28 September
/79: from Ida: Her bad cold prevents her shopping
in London; the bad weather and the conditions that
the troops are facing in Flanders during the current
offensive [Battle of Passchendaele]; mutiny of the
German fleet; her worries about Norman after
hearing the Guards were in the most recent attack
and concerns about Wilfred Martineau; Neville's
negotiation for the Bordesley seat in preference to
the Central Division; attacks on Neville's old
Department and party politics; a scheme for
widening the roads in Birmingham; prospects of
success for the new anti-submarine device and the
current food shortages; her shares and
investments; Diane is visiting; the school meals
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scheme continues. 11 October
/80: from Hilda: Neville's visit to West Woodhay;
description of autumn berries and flowers; Diane
Chamberlain is visiting; Ida has taken over the
duties of the secretary of the school meals scheme;
account of the most recent infant welfare meeting;
work in the garden; developments in Birmingham
relating to Neville's hopes to be selected for a
parliamentary seat; Neville's successor as Director
General of National Service is MP for her
constituency and she will be faced with voting for
him 'if they carry women's suffrage'; Neville's
conference with [Arthur] Steel-Maitland, Austen
and [Leo] Amery to discuss working class support
in Birmingham; achievements of Birmingham
Municipal Bank. 19 October
/81: from Ida: Neville's meeting with Harry Field
about his possible selection and discussion with Mr
Collings about his retirement; Neville's
disillusionment with politics; Austen's chances of
being offered a seat in government again, in her
view because Lloyd George and Bonar Law both
want to keep him loyal, and her opinion that he
should only re-enter the government if he is made
a member of the War Cabinet; Norman is home on
leave after being 'knocked down by a shell' and
John Crosskey has been wounded; latest AustroGerman offensive on the Italian front; zeppelin raid
at Halesowen; school meals scheme and new
recipes; work in the garden and greenhouse. 26
October
/82: from Hilda: Asks about Harry Fields'
application to Jesse Collings, concerned about his
suitability to explain Neville's wish that he will
resign in his favour; worries about Austen joining
the government, believing he should only accept if
he is made a member of the War Cabinet and
urging Neville to talk to him if he agrees; Austen's
invitation from Sir Douglas Haig to visit the Front
and the possibility of Neville accompanying him;
Austen reporting more air raids in London; Neville's
meeting at the Mansion House and the
presentation of a report [possibly on the national
service programme]; the continued absence of the
secretary for the school meals scheme of which
Hilda is chairman; Beatrice's visit; garden produce.
2 November
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/83: from Ida: Neville's visit to France with Austen
to see the Front; the progress of the war, including
the capture of Passchendaele, the campaigns in
Mesopotamia and Palestine, setbacks on the
Italian front, and 'as for Russia it seems to be mere
anarchy. I don't suppose Lenin will remain in power
long but who will succeed him & meantime what is
to prevent the Germans from walking in & helping
themselves to all available supplies'; lack of
progress in Neville's discussions with Jesse
Collings and the recent dispute at the B.S.A
[Birmingham Small Arms Company]; Ida's work
with the agricultural production scheme and her
invitation form the Parish Council to become a
representative on the Food Economy Committee,
setting out lengthy arguments for and against
accepting, including her dislike of Sir Arthur Yapp's
'new league'. 9 November
/84: from Hilda: Her disappointment that Neville
was not able to accompany Austen to France but
hopes he will have another opportunity; his
continuing difficulties with Jesse Collings and his
appointment as Deputy Mayor; his involvement in
Civic Recreation League and other schemes
providing entertainments for young men back from
the front and young workers; progress of the war,
the Italian front and the political situation in Russia
including the possibility that Kerensky or Kornilov
could return; her dislike of Sir Arthur Yapp and his
speeches on food rationing; Northcliffe's recent
letter comparing organisation of the conflict by
Britain unfavourably with that of America; Austen's
prospects of re-joining the government; discussion
of the outcome of the new War Council meeting;
possible visit from Uncle George; Dorothy's
intelligence and talents. 16 November
/85: from Ida: Progress of the war including the
recent victory at Cambrai, events on the Italian
front and in Palestine; continuing negotiations over
Austen's role in the government; Liberal Unionist
Association meeting at which Neville and Austen
are both to speak; ongoing uncertainty about
Neville being selected for the Bordesley seat; Ida's
decision to become a member of the Food
Economy Committee for the district and her
account of the first meeting, held at Winchfield
Union, when she was elected secretary; their plans
to travel to London to shop and attend Lawrence's
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christening; concerns about air raids; books she
has read recently. 23 November
/86: from Hilda: War Savings and Infant Welfare
work, including a meeting with the new female
doctor; dinner with the Huttons in London; dinner
with Mary and Willie [Carnegie] who discussed the
views of their American visitors about the war; her
depression about Lord Landsdowne's letter [calling
for a statement of post-war intentions from the
Entente powers]; account of Lawrence's
christening; Ida's attack of lumbago; visit from Miss
Campbell, a food economy and control official, to
discuss Ida's role; arranging tonsil operations for
some of the children; Neville's schemes to prevent
strikes at Elliott's and B.S.A [Birmingham Small
Arms]; Anne's health and Christmas presents for
Dorothy and Frank. 30 November
/87: from Ida: Further developments in Neville's
attempt to be selected for a Birmingham seat and
the ill health of Jesse Collings; the introduction of
gas lighting due to the shortage of oil; her hens; the
progress of the war and the surge of German
troops following the end of fighting on the Eastern
front with the withdrawal of Russia; recent Food
Economy meetings and discussion of introducing
voluntary rations; the school meals scheme and the
quality and quantity of food provided. 7 December
/88: from Hilda: Her distress at Norman being
reported missing, refusal to believe he has been
killed and fears for him if he has been taken
prisoner; progress of the war including the capture
of Jerusalem; Ida suffering from influenza;
deputations from Fleet and other villages to receive
training in school meal provision and the usual
profits made from the scheme; attending a
women's agricultural meeting to hear about the
establishment of Womens Village Institutes;
National Service volunteers; Asquith's recent
speech; Neville's labour committee for B.S.A and
Daimler and policy of keeping in close contact with
his works managers and employees to prevent
unrest; the regulation of food supplies in
Birmingham; food shortages in Odiham and the
effects on school meals provision. 14 December
/89: from Ida: Her concern about Norman and
whether he might have been wounded, enclosing
his last letter to her; Neville and Austen's latest
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speeches criticising Lloyd George [at a meeting of
the Birmingham Liberal Unionist Association];
more positive news about Neville's selection to
stand for parliament; her recovery from illness;
committee meetings and the possibility of starting a
Womens Institute at Greywell; problems with
school meals in other parishes and the election of
Lady Mildmay and Rev Watson to the Food
Economy committee; visit from Beatrice; Christmas
wishes. 21 December
/90: from Hilda: She has been suffering from
influenza and Ida from neuralgia; Uncle George
cancelled his visit; Beatrice visited for Christmas;
discussion of the reasons for Neville's decision to
refuse a title in the New Years Honours list; a
legacy from Uncle George 28 December
/91: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's review of the
National Service programme delivered at the
meeting of the Birmingham Liberal Unionist
Association on 18 December; the sisters' recovery
from illness. 31 December
43 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/91A-138

1918 letters

1918

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain dated 1918.
The cumulative effects of the First World War are
illustrated in the topics discussed in these letters.
The sisters discuss the progress of the war,
particularly the German spring offensive on the
Western Front, the political situation in Russia
following the October revolution and Russia's exit
from the conflict, and the events leading up to the
Armistice in November, but the letters also provide
much information about the effects of food
shortages and rationing, on the health of people
living in and around Odiham, and in the sisters'
household. Their work in the local area is focused
on efforts to increase food production and conserve
supplies, and the letters discuss Ida's work with the
Food Economy Committee, the Surrey, Hants and
Berks Growers Association and a local pig club,
and Hilda's involvement with infant welfare, the
local school meals scheme, her work organising
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farm workers, possibly for the War Agricultural
Committee, and her plans to keep bees. The letters
also cover Ida's election to the District Council, her
work on the fuel committee, and her early interest
in improving local housing. Other major topics deal
with Neville's election campaign and his election as
MP for Birmingham Ladywood at the general
election in December 1918, his work in Birmingham
with the Civic Recreation League, his involvement
with other social welfare and housing schemes,
and his interest in the University of Birmingham,
particularly in establishing part time courses for
working men. Family matters discussed include
Austen's political career and the possibility that he
will be offered a different post in the new
government elected in December 1918, and the
family's grief at the death of Beatrice Chamberlain
death in November 1918 in the influenza epidemic
of that year.
/91A: from Ida [first page missing]: problems taking
a telephone call from Mr Eggar; misunderstandings
over arrangements for the distribution of sugar in
Odiham and the involvement of the Women's War
Agricultural Association, prompting Hilda to resign
her position as Registrar; the gas stove used for
school meals is difficult to use; visit to Farnham to
buy corn and see the progress of the food
production campaign there; visit by Hilda Mary and
Rachel Carnegie. Undated
/92: from Ida: Reports on her health and that of
Hilda; discussion of Lloyd George's motives in
offering Neville a title; Neville's work with the Civic
Recreation League; Neville and Beatrice's views
about mens and women's organisations 'it is
evident that women will have to be given a much
more important place in future & the only question
is the best way in which to do it'; the Bolshevik
campaign for peace with Germany; profits from the
school meals scheme; discussion of the work of the
Food Economy committee and other parishes
organising meal schemes and other economy
work; distribution of seeds to members of the
Surrey Hants Berks Growers; hens and their laying
affected by cold weather; General Williams being
sent to Switzerland; hoping for news of Norman. 4
January
/93: from Hilda: Visit by Hilda Mary and Rachel
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Carnegie and their help with the school meals
scheme; mismanagement of the scheme in other
villages; butter shortage and experiments with
potato butter; fresh supplies of oil for heating and
lighting and the difficulties with lighting that artists
must face during the war; hopes fading that
Norman is still alive. 11 January
/94: from Ida: Her forthcoming visit to Birmingham,
bringing her own supplies of tea, sugar and butter,
and her wish to accompany Neville to the Civic
Recreation League; her feelings that Joseph
Chamberlain's biography should be written in the
near future and the feelings of other members of
the Chamberlain family; the slim chance of Neville
getting a seat before the next election; fluctuating
numbers of children attending for school meals
because of the snow and a committee set up to
consider making soup for distribution; methods to
prevent hens eating eggs; proposals to restrict the
sale of meat in London. 18 January
/95: from Hilda: Her pleasure in receiving Neville's
letters and her anticipation of hearing his news
from Ida when she returns; the illness of all
members of a neighbouring household and her
invitation to one of them to become a member of
the Infant Welfare committee; possible biographers
for Joseph Chamberlain, including Vince, H.
Maxwell and Milner, and her feeling that the
biographer should not be a journalist; her interest in
Neville's B.S.A plans to provide a building to be
hired by trade unions to assist the men's
organisations; her approval of his work with street
children which Norman had supported; [Auckland]
Geddes' dispute with Lloyd George over war work
for young men; Austen's activities, the question of
the Irish settlement and Lloyd George's
determination not to have him in the War Cabinet.
31 January
/96: from Ida: News of Parkes' resignation and the
effects of the Representation of the People Act on
Birmingham constituencies; her election to the
District Council and the work involved; activities of
the Food Economy committee and her travels to
inspect other school meal schemes; her plan to
resign the post of Secretary of the Surrey Hants
Berks Growers and her surprise that communal
kitchens have not been introduced in Birmingham.
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8 February
/97: from Ida: her domestic and garden tasks;
rationing of produce and seeds and problems with
her hens; her approval of the prosecution of
Colonel Repington [for contravening Defence of the
Realm regulations] and the likely prosecution of
[Joseph] Caillaux in France; progress of the war.
15 February
/98: from Hilda: Making arrangements for keeping
bees; organising accommodation for two girls living
with a local farmer who will have two soldiers
billeted with him; work in the garden with flowers
and vegetables; the school meals continue with
new dishes including 'government pickled herrings'
which Beatrice has used with success; the visit of a
woman organising a school meals scheme in
Preston Candover who is married to someone the
Chamberlain family knew in Moseley now working
at the Food Ministry; whether to continue to
distribute soup to help with food economy, rather
than for charity; Austen's recent speech and Lloyd
George's response. 22 February
/99: from Hilda: Her concerns about Anne's illness
and recuperation and her sympathies for how both
she and Neville are feeling. 26 February
/100: from Ida: Her sympathy with both Neville and
Anne for Anne's current ill health [possibly a
miscarriage] at a time when they are already upset
by Norman's death; organising seeds for the Surrey
Hants Berks Growers and her resignation as
Honorary Secretary; her visit to Farnborough to
inspect another school meals scheme; the visible
improvement to the children's health from having
the meals but the lack of funding from the Ministry
of Food; her activities with the District Council;
Austen's influence on the government; her
concerns that the severe meat rationing will affect
the health of munitions workers and men carrying
out heavy manual work; the impact of meat
rationing locally; her hens. 1 March
/101-102: from Hilda: Thanks Anne for the letter
and photographs of the children, Frank's likeness
to Ethel; Mary and Willie [Carnegie] visiting and her
feelings about Willie 'I find as I expected & as I
think I told you that I do get on much better with
him now - only for his conversation!'; cooking a
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lentil roast for their guests from the 'Eat Less Meat'
book; negotiations over the continued rent of a field
from the local school to expand their kitchen
garden; dredging the canal at Odiham to carry
goods; proposals for Prothero to write a biography
of Joseph Chamberlain; criticism of Treasury
policy; her views on the actions of Sir Edward
Carson and [John] Jellicoe [former First Sea Lord
of the Admiralty] and their disagreements with
Lloyd George; Ida's election as District Councillor.
8 March
/103: from Hilda: Her concern about Neville's attack
of sciatica; news of Beatrice and her forthcoming
visit, also Hilda Mary's proposed visit if she does
not develop mumps; work in the garden and plans
to take over the rest of the field they rent from the
school and perhaps to keep other poultry, sheep
and goats or even a cow; outbreak of measles and
chicken pox in the village and closure of the infant
school, freeing Hilda and Ida from the school meals
provision and the Infant Welfare scheme for a few
weeks. 17 March
/104: from Hilda: No news from Neville or Beatrice
recently; work in the garden and growth of flowers
and vegetables; Austen and Ivy acquiring an
unfurnished house and taking the Highbury library
furniture with them; Austen's visit to Paris; Maggie's
visit and their trip to Dogmersfield Park to see the
daffodils; Hilda Mary will not stay with them at
Easter because of quarantine for mumps and their
disappointment about this; announcement of
rationing of coal and gas and the difficulties in
heating and lighting the household will face
because of this. 22 March
/105: from Ida: Discusses the German offensive on
the Western Front 'it is too awful to think of what is
going on at the present moment in France, but one
does not admit the possibility of our ultimate
defeat', her concerns for those fighting, including
Wilfred Martineau and the Sichels nephews, and
her relief that the sons of local families are
currently posted in Italy and Salonika; Neville's
plans for a holiday in Wales; financial affairs
relating to war stock and dividends; her work on the
District Council including involvement with housing
inspections, together with the sanitary inspector, to
report to the County Council, since Odiham has
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242 houses condemned as unfit for human
habitation; the results of the inspections likely to
provoke conflict with the agents of the big estates,
including the Gough-Calthorpes; her first meeting
of the Board of Guardians and likely commitments
with that body; arrangements for local distribution
of sugar for jam making; discussions with the
Ministry of Food about rations for school meals. 29
March
/106: from Hilda: Her journey home from visiting
Neville and developments in the garden while she
was away; being asked to organise a 'rally' of
women workers from Odiham and the surrounding
villages which she is reluctant to do; news from
Daisy Sichel that their nephew G. Hopkins has
been taken prisoner; Roger Keyes' 'daring
expedition'. 24 April
/107: from Hilda: Neville's holiday in Wales;
employment difficulties with the children's nurse;
her thanks for her holiday by the sea; her work in
the garden and walking with Miss Fowler;
discussion of Roger Keyes and the raid on German
bases at Zeebrugge; Northcliffe's declaration,
Rothermere's resignation and Austen's recent entry
to the War Cabinet. 27 April
/108: from Ida: Hilda has cycled to Hartney Witney
to discuss plans for the 'rally' of Odiham & District
farm workers which she disapproves of but must
organise as Village Registrar, and the National
Land Service women in the district are not
included; describes her visit to Thornhill House to
see Austen and Ivy, the possibility that they will
give up Egerton Place; her visit to London to see
Mary and Willie [Carnegie]; her recent activities
inspecting houses in the district, for the District
Council housing committee, and discussions with
other members of the Council; she has declined to
go on the Boarding Out committee or to become a
Manager of the District Schools; her work in the
garden planting vegetables and with the hens; the
work of the Food Economy committee; Lord
Selbourne's letter to the Times quoting from a
speech made by Joseph Chamberlain at the time
of the first Home Rule Bill expressing his support
for Federalism for the United Kingdom. 2 May
/109: from Hilda: Her work in the garden;
organising the 'rally' of farm workers, writing letters
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to all the Registrars of the villages, her difficulties
with an inefficient Secretary and conflicts over
providing refreshments; her attendance at a May
Day festival at the schools; Ida's potential
involvement in a 'pig club' [as part of her work with
the Food Economy committee]; Beatrice's work on
a 'luxury tax' committee and plans for her visit;
concerns about Neville's health on his return to
Birmingham; discussion about federalism for
Ireland and [John] French's appointment [as Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland] and Austen's involvement in
this appointment; the recent criticism of Lloyd
George by Frederick Maurice and the House of
Commons debate on whether he had misled
parliament; Joseph Chamberlain's views on federal
independence in Ireland. 9 May
/110: from Ida: She and Hilda are visiting Mary and
Willie Carnegie at 17 Deans Yard, Westminster,
postponing her committee duties at home including
the housing committee, school meals inspection
and pig club; her plans to organise cookery
demonstrations in Odiham and neighbouring
villages and her visit to the Food Reform
Association to arrange a demonstrator; Hilda's rally
is to take place on 25 May but both the secretary
and president, Mrs Gough-Calthorpe, have
forbidden tea to be served; describes their visit to
Ranelagh with Mary; dinner with Lionel Hichens
and Colonel Rhys Williams who is now at the
Admiralty 'to organise the new naval staff system';
dinner with Austen and discussion of Lloyd
George's defence against Frederick Maurice's
accusations; destruction of German submarines.
16 May
/111: from Hilda: Her work cooking school meals;
preparations for the rally; discussion of Aunt Alice's
illness; watching the girls morris dancing at the
schools; discussion of the Savings Bank and the
reduction of interest rates; mentions her visit to the
Food Reform Association and reading their leaflets
about 'National Health' demonstrations; visits to
friends while in London; Austen's plans to give up
Egerton Place in favour of Thornhill. 24 May
/112: from Ida: Discusses the current German
offensive and the loss of Soissons and Rheims;
Neville's continuing sciatica; her struggles to get a
government grant for the school kitchens and her
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appointment to a District Council sub-committee to
control the kitchens; the continued success of the
school meals scheme in Odiham in contrast with
the situation in other villages, like Crondall where
the unpopularity of one of the organisers is a
problem; describes Hilda's 'rally' and thinks that it
has helped some of the women to 'feel that they
are recognised as doing a real national service';
delays in carrying out housing inspections; Hilda's
recent discussions with the Infant Welfare group
about housing, using lists of questions devised by
the 'Labour people' to ask workers what they
wanted for their homes, and a summary of the
responses; shortages of meat and fish to cook for
lunch guests and the sisters' gradual loss of weight
during the war. 31 May
/113: from Hilda: The lack of rain and its effects on
the garden; her visit to London, taking Beatrice's
bicycle with her; forthcoming visit by Mary and
Willie [Carnegie] and a weekend party with the
Eustace Hills, Colonel Sir Rhys Williams and W.G.
Craig Sellar; discusses Neville's involvement in
housing schemes and her work with women to
discuss their preferences 'it is curious to see how
little idea the women have of those things which
are not in their experience'; discusses the Elliotts
scheme for disabled men, Neville and Anne's
influence in Birmingham, Anne's social welfare
work and Neville's 'musical scheme' [to maintain a
city orchestra]; whether Neville would be offered
the seat in the event of Middlemore's death;
summer holiday plans; Anne's cow and rabbits. 7
June
/114: from Ida: The strawberry crop; changes to the
weekend party guests, with Alan Napier invited to
take the place of Colonel Sir Rhys Williams; the
departure of the children's nurse, Warren; the
possibility that Neville will accept a place on the
'Citizens committee' in Birmingham; , and his other
work with Elliotts, Hoskins and B.S.A, and his
activities with the music scheme and Civic
Recreation League; Mary and Willie [Carnegie] are
visiting; plans for the cookery demonstrations to
take place with advertisement in the parish
magazine; the organisation of the pig club; efforts
to see Hilda Mary over the summer holidays;
describes housing inspections for the District
Council housing committee; food supplies for the
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school meals scheme. 13 June
/115: from Hilda: Neville's persistent sciatica and
her opinion that he needs a holiday; her approval of
his joining the Citizens committee which will give
him the opportunity to develop reconstruction
policies, and her hopes he will again serve on the
Town Planning committee which will offer further
opportunities once the war has ended; the progress
of the war and the current Austrian offensive;
shortages of preserving sugar distributed by the
government for jam; arrival of the bee hive, too late
to get any honey this year; proposed visit by Uncle
George, and Aunt Lina. 20 June
/116: from Ida: Discusses Neville's proposals for
the University [of Birmingham] [providing part-time
courses for working men] 'it is as you say entirely
original but it sounds practical, likely to attract the
people for whom it is meant, & it will be another
way of showing them that their needs & aspirations
are becoming more known & more appreciated
than they were'; his return to the Town Planning
committee; her continuing housing inspections and
the classification scheme devised to categorise
properties in unfit for habitation; whether the local
authorities or the public utility companies will
undertake building work; the poor audiences for the
cookery demonstrations given by Miss Moore; the
death of one of her hens. 28 June
/117: from Hilda: Neville and Anne's visit to
Thornhill to see Austen and Ivy; Ida's struggles to
get a government grant for the local kitchens and
Hilda's long wait for a grant for expenses for
volunteers with the Infant Welfare group; the
continuing drought; Uncle George and Aunt Lina's
visit; the illness of her bees; her approval of the
responsibility for housing being placed under the
[Birmingham] Town Planning committee; the
possibility of Neville returning as Lord Mayor; Ida's
visit to a man in the village blinded in the Boer War
to see whether he can be given any assistance. 6
July
/118: from Ida: The recent heavy rain; Neville's
impressions of Thornhill, Austen's plans to take a
longer lease on the property and to take
possession of the books from the Highbury library;
the possible sale of Highbury; the responsibilities of
Birmingham Corporation and the Town Planning
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committee; the recommendations of the District
Council central committee that employers should
provide housing for their workers and her doubts
that this will happen; her request for a meeting with
the Director General of National Kitchens to pursue
her application for a grant for the school meals
scheme and village canteen; discusses her work as
Secretary of the Food Economy committee;
activities with the pig club; forthcoming visit by
Grace Nettlefold, Alan Napier and Major Hills, and
perhaps Malcolm Peabody and Sir Herbert
Stephen; having to restrict entertaining guests to
the summer months because of the shortage of
gas and coal; jam making activities; the hens and
work in the garden; delay in a German offensive
[on the Western Front]; hopes Dorothy and Frank
have recovered from influenza. 12 July
/119: from Hilda: Expresses her feelings about
Beatrice's 'impossible behaviour' by inviting an
unnamed individual to 'our special family party'; the
news from France of French advances and the
effects on 'the internal condition of Germany'; her
sympathy that Neville is suffering from the 'spanish
flu'; her visit to Austen's home Thornhill, where
other guests included Malcolm Peabody, Sir
Satyendra Sinha, and Sir J. Dunlop Smith; gives
news of Austen's children; Major Hills and Alan
Napier have visited Hilda and Ida, together with
Mrs Fedden. 19 July
/120: from Ida: She is suffering from back ache;
discusses the news from the Front, the current
strike by munitions workers and her view that the
strikers should be conscripted; making
arrangements for a government inspector to view
school kitchens to consider the case for making a
grant and the delays in this inspection; her
struggles with the water company over the supply
to the Winchfield school kitchen; meeting of the pig
club to discuss rules and elect the committee 'I was
glad we had the two working men as although they
were both a cut above the agricultural labourer they
were able to give us their opinion on one or two
points on which we were doubtful as to what would
appeal to the cottages'; news from Lord Selbourne
that Odiham will be included in the Aldershot
division [for the general election] 'so at least we
shan't have to vote for Sir Auckland Geddes!';
being elected to the fuel committee of the District
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Council and the difficulties she thinks 'the middle
class& well to do' will have in living within their fuel
rations; her visits to Odiham people in receipt of
outdoor relief to assess payments; her hopes to
hear more about Neville's activities with the
University, the Civic Recreation League and other
schemes when they meet in Wales; her
disappointment that Birmingham is badly affected
by the munitions strike after the city's good war
record; Hilda Mary's visit; Beatrice's forthcoming
visit [to Wales?] with Jessie, which is likely to
cause difficulties unless they stay in a hotel. 25
July
/121: from Hilda: Her amazement that the potatoes
have not been affected with blight this year, when it
was so bad the previous year; Hilda Mary and
Rachel Carnegie's recent visit; Beatrice's visit and
her health; arrangements for Beatrice and Jessie's
accommodation; her sympathy that the family will
have to give up their cow; news about Ida's pig and
selling some of her chickens; reduced numbers of
children taking school meals because of the hot
weather and the recent arrival of Miss Graves the
District Inspector , who had no information about
visits by previous inspectors; the settlement of the
Coventry strike and the German retreat in France;
the possibility of a deal between Hoskins and
Sewell and the likely sale of Highbury, which would
allow Austen to settle at Thornhill; discusses Miss
Bodington [possibly Dorothy and Frank's new
nurse]. 2 August
/122: from Ida: The difficulties in bringing their own
supplies of bacon, cheese and butter with them to
Wales; Beatrice is appealing for an increase of her
coal allowance on hardship grounds; her own
worries about fuel allowance for the winter months;
the progress of the offensive by the Entente
powers; British troops landed at Archangel and the
possibility of further military activity in Russia; the
purchase of Highbury by the city of Birmingham;
work in the garden and the discovery of potato
blight; no news from the Ministry of Food, though
she has applied for sugar for the school kitchen
and to make jam; her reluctance to reduce the
quality of the school meals provided but the
difficulty of making the scheme pay; the efforts by
Miss Graves, the District Inspector, to arrange
other matters for the meals scheme; inspection visit
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to the Food Control office in Hartney Witney. 9
August
/123: from Hilda: Hopes Neville is enjoying his
holiday in Scotland; describes the fine weather and
a cycle ride through the surrounding countryside;
plans to make blackberry jam; account of a
meeting held to report on the school dinners
scheme for children; work in the garden and the
successful harvest for local farmers; plans to travel
to Euston and on to Wales the following day. 18
August
/124: from Ida: Her recent domestic tasks including
washing the dog and applying flea powder and
repairing the chicken run; work in the garden; she
has gained weight since her holiday; plans to have
the secretary of the Crondall school meals scheme
to lunch and go to tea with the secretary of the
Winchfield scheme; her coal order has arrived
which she needs to read before the meeting of the
fuel committee of the District Council; plans to
interview the pig club secretary and discuss the
distribution of offal; American advances in France,
and 'the depression which seems to have got hold
of the German people'. 13 September
/125: from Ida: Hilda's delayed journey back from
Birmingham; her work distributing potatoes and pig
meal,and the outbreak of swine fever in the
allotments where the pigs are kept, many of which
are not insured; an emergency committee meeting
will be held to discuss the situation and efforts to
get a priority certificate for offal; discusses the work
of the fuel overseer, the fuel committee of the
District Council, and the question of fuel
allowances; the taking of more German prisoners
and the setbacks faced by Bulgaria and Turkey;
her hopes that Anne will not have to give up her
hens, and advice about keeping pigs; the children's
nurse. 21 September
/126: from Hilda: Her plans to go shopping in
London and the likely collapse of the train strike;
the Turkish defeat and Allenby's advance to
Damascus or Smyrna, Serbian attacks and the
reaction from Germany; the University of
Birmingham's agreement to pay for the
maintenance of working men on part-time courses
and Neville's forthcoming address to the
Executives; discusses the question of whether
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Leverton Harris will stand, constituency matters in
Birmingham, and when Lloyd George will hold the
election; work in the garden and her hopes that
they will acquire more land to expand it. 26
September
/127: from Ida: Discusses the continued advances
on the Western Front, the German retreat from
Lens and the coal fields area, the collapse of
Bulgaria, the large numbers of Turkish prisoners
and the safe arrival of a friend's son in Cyprus,
having been taken prisoner at Kut; the resignation
of Ida and Hilda's handyman, Woodman, and their
employment of Desmond O'Kelly, a wounded
solider, as gardener and handyman; plans to
purchase part of Miss Falconer's garden; discusses
Neville's activities including the Hoskins
amalgamation, his scheme for University courses
for workmen and his work with the Civic Recreation
League; Beatrice's views that there will be an
election in November, 'I suppose L.G [Lloyd
George] wants to have his khaki election & get a
majority that will carry him on after the war.
Personally, I maybe ungrateful, but I feel that after
the war I shall have no use for him'. 4 October
/128: from Hilda: Discusses the good news from
France despite the continued damage to towns like
Cambrai; Mary and Willie [Carnegie] are visiting
and Mary is recovering from influenza; her
attendance at meetings of the War Agricultural
Committee and the quarterly schools meeting;
Desmond O'Kelly will not be working for them after
accepting another job in some works 'I don't
wonder he threw us over but 44/- for a disabled
unskilled man seems somewhat high wages'; their
hopes to employ other soliders with disabilities and
anecdotal evidence from others that it might be
easier to 'find a man who had not been a solider
than a discharged man'; the lack of progress in
negotiating over extending their garden as the
owners son has been killed in Salonika; discusses
reports from the Agricultual Committee meeting
about the training of girls in Hampshire; she has
been asked to give a talk to women about the
importance of using their vote, but is not sure
whether she should accept; President Wilson's
suggestions for the evacuation of Belgium. 10
October
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/129: from Ida: Discusses the latest ruling of the
[government] pig controller that pigs should be
killed and pig food will be rationed; the implications
for her pig club and particularly the poorer
members; Woodman, the gardener, has now left,
and a boy is helping with the work; her worries
about having help to start the boiler in the winter
and to do other jobs; work in the garden and with
the hens; an unexpected visit by Lady Mildmay;
discusses the possibility of starting a Women's
Institute in Odiham and planned meetings of
District Visitors, chapel workers and a group of
women; the need to appoint a competent
Secretary; their continuing negotiations to purchase
land from a neighbour to expand their garden; the
news of the re-capture of Lille and the industrial
unrest in Germany; the American troops being
stalled at the Meuse; plans to provide petrol for the
use of parliamentary candidates and her opinions
on the wisdom of holding an election that year. 17
October
/130: from Hilda: Austen's recent illness with a
'carbuncle'; fuel shortages; the situation in
Germany 'like you I am still wondering if the internal
conditions of Germany will allow of their still going
on'; continuing negotiations over extending the
garden and the possibility that they will have to
purchase the property in addition; they are still
without a gardener; speculation about when the
election will be held and the passing of the women
members [of parliament] vote; her approval of
Neville's private bill 'for powers to acquire land & to
have a housing bank', and the work of the
Birmingham housing committee; Neville's trade
union meeting at the University [of Birmingham];
her visit to London to buy clothes and attend the
Women's Institutes show which she missed; the
possible organisation of Women's Institutes in
Odiham and North Warnborough. 25 October
/131: from Ida: Discusses Turkey's surrender and
the hope of an imminent armistice with Austria;
hopes of a German surrender and the likely effects
of the collapse of the other Central Powers on
German morale; her concerns for the future 'dear
me what a lot of difficulties will arise when peace
terms have really to be settled'; her gladness that
Austen is a member of the War Cabinet and can
influence decisions; gives details of ongoing plans
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to establish Women's Institutes at Odiham and
North Warnborough and discussions with
neighbours about a suitable secretary for the
group; Neville's activities and his meeting with
Sandford Fawcett; work in the garden and making
up her poultry accounts; plans to extend the
garden. 1 November
/132: from Hilda: News of Aunt Mary's operation
and Norah's ill health; discusses rumours
spreading in London about the armistice; her view
that the difficulties in dealing with discharged male
and female munitions workers will be greater than
that of demobilisation; the effects of coal and gas
shortages; deaths of her friend's sons and her
concerns about the rise of 'Bolshevism' in Europe
and the political and social unrest in Germany; Sir
Auckland Geddes' new post at the Ministry of
Health, her feelings that he will take credit for work
already done, and the Times' coverage of the
influenza epidemic; Neville giving evidence before
the Housing Banks committee on his schemes for
the provision of state housing; her hopes that he
will be invited to stand for election and approval of
his agent; her opinion of Hughes' speeches and
President Wilson's views about the terms of the
armistice; continued negotiations to make
extensions to the garden which might involve
purchasing a house with a sitting tenant, Miss
Falconer. 8 November
/133: from Ida: Discusses the end of the war and
the problems of reconstruction; her sadness at the
deaths of Norman, John and all the others, but her
relief that victory has been achieved; the current
unrest in Germany and speculation about what will
happen; the celebrations in Birmingham and the
installation of the new Chancellor [of the University]
Sir R. Cecil; discusses the contrast between
Beatrice's life in London and her hard work with
committees and the quiet life she and Hilda live in
Odiham; Beatrice has contracted influenza;
describes armistice celebrations in Odiham
including thanksgiving services at the church; the
forthcoming election and Neville's hopes of
becoming a candidate; criticism of Sir A[uckland]
Geddes and his work with the Local Government
Board; her work with the Housing committee and
her plans to make suggestions about the need for
housing to the Odiham parish council; continued
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problems over Miss Falconer's house;
arrangements for the election and Beatrice being
cared for at Thornhill by Ivy and a nurse; Aunt
Mary's ill health. 14 November
/134: from Ida: Neville's decision to come to
Egerton Crescent [Beatrice's former residence],
where Paxton and Gould will stay on [as servants];
discussion of wages for the servants; they have
been invited to go on the local ladies committee for
the Unionist Association to be formed for the
election; discussion of their other responsibilities
which makes it hard to undertake new work; the
appointment of a new gardener, Langhorn, and her
hopes that he will work well; discusses the
distribution of Beatrice's jewellery that she had
selected for Anne, Dorothy, and Frank's wife, and
their work in sorting through the remainder of
Beatrice's possessions [after her death from
influenza]; Neville's election campaign in
Birmingham and the reports from his canvassers;
the campaigns of the other candidates; the volatile
political and social situation in Germany. 30
November
/135: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's election
campaign and Anne's election work; Austen's
election campaign; the withdrawal of his opponent
and his ill health and depression [over the death of
his sister]; expresses her grief at Beatrice's death
and her gladness that Neville will keep her house
for a time which will give them more time to
consider their future plans and the possibility of
taking a flat or hotel in London; their plans to visit
London more frequently in the spring, now that the
war is over and they have a gardener; Ida's work
with the District Council and the gardener's tasks in
the garden; their plans to spend Christmas at
Thornhill with Austen; her hopes for Neville's
success in the election and doubts that people will
endorse Kneeshaw [the Labour candidate]. 5
December
/136: from Ida: Her admiration for Anne's election
work with women; her sympathy that Neville will
have to wait two weeks for the results of the
election and her thanks for the election literature he
has sent; her work with the school meals
committees and plans for the Education authorities
to take them over; the difficult term they have faced
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with absences due to the influenza and the
improvements to the childrens health that the local
doctor has seen thanks to the meals scheme; her
work organising the children's treat in the Assembly
Rooms; describes her recent activities with the
Housing committee to discuss the houses in
Odiham which are to be condemned or that need
substantial alterations; the need to build new
houses and whether the landowners, the local
authority or the government should be responsible
for them; lunch with people arranged to help at the
first meeting of the North Warnborough Women's
Institute, with plans for her to work with this group
and Hilda to work with the Odiham Women's
Institute; her work visiting older women in receipt of
outdoor relief and with domestic tasks; they have
resumed negotiations about the garden that they
want to extend. 15 December
/137: from Hilda: Discusses her work clearing and
sorting Beatrice's possessions, distributing books
selected for friends and disposing of paperwork;
Austen's visit for dinner and the disruption of his
plans because of President Wilson's visit and
additional meetings of the War Cabinet; Mary's visit
for lunch; her visit to a recital of the Bach Choir's
Christmas oratorios in the abbey at Mary's
invitation and her dinner at Dean's Yard; describes
her visit to the National Gallery; sends Christmas
wishes to the family. 21 December
/138: from Ida, written from Thornhill House, East
Grinstead: Discusses President Wilson's visit and
his disruption to plans including the King's
Christmas at Sandringham and the troops
Christmas leave; Austen's involvement in the
President's visit and King's banquet; her
discussions with Austen, and her hopes that he will
be given the post of Foreign Secretary because of
his experience in foreign affairs and her feeling that
he would be happier with a post like this 'I doubt
whether he is equally well fitted for the great
constructive work of the future which is bound to be
carried out on much more radical lines that I think
he is likely to approve of'; her hopes that he will not
be offered the post of Chancellor of the Exchequer
and her reasons for this; discusses the lack of
renovation work that Austen and Ivy have done on
the house; plans for Hilda Mary to visit and the
serious illness of Henry Richards with appendicitis;
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encloses part of a letter about Beatrice to be
returned to her; plans for her and Hilda to return to
Egerton Crescent to finish packing Beatrice's
possessions. 27 December
See also NC1/16/1/59 for a letter dated 6 August
1918 from Ida to Neville Chamberlain.
47 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/139-182

1919 letters

1919

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1919.
Major topics discussed in these letters include the
start of Neville's career as an MP including his
contributions to the Housing Bill and his
involvement in schemes to improve housing in
Birmingham; Austen's activities as Chancellor of
the Exchequer and its effects on his health;
international events including the Versailles Peace
Conference, and national events including the
miners strike and the railway strike. The letters also
provide information about the formation of
Women's Institute groups at Odiham and North
Warnborough in which Hilda and Ida were
instrumental; the sisters' involvement in fund
raising and planning for the erection of a village
war memorial; and their separate public and
voluntary work. Hilda's letters focus on her
involvement with the school meals scheme and her
dealings with the Ministry of Food, her election as
Parish Councillor, and her efforts to start a village
choral society, possibly as part of the activities of
the Women's Institute. Ida's letters focus on her
work with the District Council, particularly as a
member of the housing committee in selecting sites
for new homes to be built and her involvement with
the Poor Law Guardians. Domestic changes
include the sisters' purchase of a car and
recruitment of a chauffeur, and their lease of 36
Sloane Court in London for the times when they
stay in the capital.
/139: from Hilda: Her sorrow at not being able to
attend Aunt Mary's funeral; her worry about
Austen's poor health and her fears that Lloyd
George will make him Chancellor of the Exchequer;
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her pessimism about government proposals for
housing schemes which would leave local
authorities, with few resources, with the
responsibility of building and repairing homes; her
hopes that Neville will get the chance to develop
his housing scheme; criticises Sir A[uckland]
Geddes, and discusses the election results and
what it will mean for Lloyd George, the prospects of
the Peace Conference and for domestic affairs;
gives an account of a children's party she has
helped to organise in Odiham; estimates have
been taken for work to extend the garden; Hilda
Mary's visit 'she is getting quite interesting now
when one can really get her to talk as her mind is
waking up'; Henry Richards is out of danger after
an operation for appendicitis. 3 January
/140: from Ida, first two pages are missing:
Criticises Sir A[uckland] G[eddes] [appointed to
wind up the Ministries of Reconstruction and
National Service]; discusses her opinions about the
best Cabinet position for Austen to take and his
opposition to Neville's housing scheme 'of course
he never will agree with you in social questions,
because at heart he is more of a conservative
rather than a radical, whilst you are the other way
about'; her meeting at the Ministry of Food about
grants for the school meals scheme at which she
suggested appealing to Austen to help resolve the
issue; she and Hilda have revised their wills;
mentions a parish council meeting to discuss
proposals for a war memorial for Odiham; gives
details of the history of ownership of the part of the
garden she and Hilda are hoping to use, and the
likely costs of a new wall. undated
/141: from Hilda: Discusses the difficult position
Lloyd George and Bonar Law have put Austen in
by giving him the position of Chancellor of the
Exchequer; Austen and Ivy's plans to give up
Egerton Place and take a small flat near the
Houses of Parliament so that he can get home for
meals; discusses the proposed housing legislation,
the role of the Local Government Board and Dr
Addison [its new president] who 'might either
accept ideas or might have ideas forced upon him
during the passage of his Bill more consonant with
yours than A. Geddes would ever have accepted';
Ida's struggles with the District Council and the
financial difficulties in addressing the issue of
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housing; Ida's support for a Parish Cross as a war
memorial in Odiham rather than a village hall and
her speech prepared for the forthcoming meeting;
work in the garden the delay in dismantling the
wall; killing their pig and earting some of the meat,
avoiding having to eat frozen meat from the village;
her hopes that Neville and Anne will visit before
Parliament returns in February; promises to send
Anne a Women's Institute programme. 17 January
/142: from Ida: Discusses travel arrangements for
Neville and Anne to visit them in Odiham; the
outcome of the recent Parish meeting to consider
the war memorial, Hilda's canvassing of the new
Women's Institute group for their views and the
differing opinions of various members of the Parish
council and other villagers; plans to start
fundraising for the memorial cross and the likely
appointment of a sub-committee to organise this;
her final success in receiving a cheque from the
Ministry of Food for expenses for the school meals
scheme, and the closure of most of the local
canteens; recent meetings of the North
Warnborough and Odiham Women's Institutes and
the talks and exhibitions that were held; Neville's
possible purchase of a motor car, and the need for
her and Hilda to consider whether to buy one; her
depression about the local housing situation and
the high rents for people to pay. 24 January
/143: from Ida: Her and Ida's recent illness; their
plans to buy a motor car with a chauffeur rather
than attempt to learn to drive themselves;
describes their requirements, and hopes that
Neville will give them advice in deciding what to
buy; hopes to employ a local chauffeur who is
currently unemployed; the railway strike and the
inevitability that there would be a period of unrest
following the war; her hopes that Neville has been
sworn in as an MP and that he has decided where
he will sit; the postponement of the electricity strike.
7 February
/144: from Ida: Enquires about Neville's
parliamentary life, whether he has been appointed
to any committees, and whether he sees Austen
very much; Austen's news about the difficult
financial situation and her relief that he seems in
better spirits; the continuing industrial unrest, with
threatened miners and transport workers strikes;
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their difficulty in obtaining coal supplies in the cold
weather; her plans to meet Lady Mildmay to
discuss the memorial cross and the village hall
plans, and to get donations from her and Sir
Gerald; work has started in the garden to pull down
the wall and to pave the path; her attendance at the
Poor Law conference in London; discusses her
personal finances and those of Hilda and Beatrice's
legacy; the success of recent meetings of the
Women's Institute and the enrollment of new
members; gives details of future discussions
planned for Women's Institute meetings; the
outcome of a recent committee meeting about the
war memorial; describes her unannounced visit to
Lady Mildmay and Sir Gerald to secure donations
for the war memorial; her concern at the shooting
of [Georges] Clemenceau [during the Paris Peace
Conference]. 21 February
/145-146: from Hilda: Discusses Mr Horder's visit
[the architect for the war memorial] and her
impressions of his character; the continuing
building work in the garden; the visit of Anne's aunt
and discussion about buying a Cabriolet car;
discusses Neville's last letter and his impressions
of Parliament and the other MPs; her hopes that he
will 'be firm and refuse to sit on anything which will
take up much time & perhaps prevent you from
later taking something much more worthwhile'; his
continued work with the Civic Recreation League
and her hopes that he will not take on too much
work; the news that G. Dawson has left the Times
and her criticism of Northcliffe and the 'dishonest
reporting' of his papers. 28 February
/147: from Hilda: Discusses her work collecting
funds for the memorial cross, travelling by bicycle
to local farms and houses; the concerns of local
people that the school meals scheme should
continue; the continuing changes in the garden and
the work that still needs to be done; the outcome of
the latest meeting of the committee for the war
memorial to apply to the County Council for the
site, and 'to commission Mr Horder to prepare a
design'; recent problems with her and Ida's
personal finances and investments; her hopes for
the Housing Bill and Ida's work with the local
housing committee, having got the chairman to
draw up his report; her hopes that Neville will make
his maiden speech on housing and comment on
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issues not dealt with in the Bill. 14 March
/148: from Ida: Wishes Neville a Happy Birthday
and that 'the new decade which coincides with your
entry on a new career may prove a successful one,
& will show that you are not ''too old at fifty'' to
make your mark & do big things'; she and Hilda
have missed any notice of his maiden speech in
the Times; their decision to stop passing their
newspapers on to the Conservative club; her hopes
to see Austen when he is back from Paris; her
plans to visit London. 17 March
/149: from Hilda: Wishes Neville a Happy Birthday
and echoes Ida's disappointment at missing the
notice of his maiden speech in the Times; imagines
that he will be less nervous about making
speeches when he knows his subject well;
expresses her continued grief at the loss of
Beatrice 'I am very thankful for those who are left,
but it is that, not just growing older which makes
birthdays seem rather tragic'. 18 March
/150: from Ida: Discusses the possible miners
strike and he forthcoming meeting of the
Commission which will consider nationalisation;
asks whether there are problems in making men
redundant at Daimler and Elliotts and the
challenges in converting machinery for peacetime
use; Women's Institute meetings involving a
discussion on housing in Odiham at which Hilda
spoke, the women's opinions to be conveyed to the
housing committee; a discussion about poultry
keeping at the North Warnborough meeting; the
outcome of the latest meeting about the memorial
cross, Hilda's election as Parish Councillor despite
not attending the meeting, and her likely
involvement in discussions about events to mark
the return of soldiers; her notice from the Joint
Parliamentary Advisory Council asking whether she
wishes to serve on a sub-committee and the
possibility of her doing so 'I feel I am rapidly
qualifying as an expert on rural housing & that I
might be able to both acquire & impart knowledge if
I joined the Committee'; the continuing work on the
garden wall; they are eating their bacon; Mrs
Davison has visited to discuss a scheme to begin a
local laundry '& making ourselves independent of
the abominable Basingstoke steam laundry which
already has reduced all our beautiful new linen to
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rags'. 21 March
/151: from Hilda: Discusses Ida's District Council at
which the report on housing was accepted without
criticism '...the council generally consider that very
few rural districts will send in anything approaching
to it...now it will of course have to go up to the
L[ocal] G[overnment] B[oard] & an inspector must
come down & go over the ground before they can
pass it'; proposals by the Agricultural Board to raise
wages which might force rents higher; her recent
lunch with Lady Hall, wife of Sir D. Hall, one of the
trustees of the Lord Wandsworth agricultural
concern at Long Sutton, where she was given a
tour of the new cottages erected on the estate
which had been the focus of complaints, and her
mixed impressions of the size and layout of both
new and older properties; discusses unemployment
at Neville's firms in Birmingham and the delays in
converting machinery and obtaining raw material;
her hopes that industrial unrest will not push prices
up and affect trade; the difficulties in getting the
owners of large estates held on trust to 'do what is
necessary in these days but which in the past
would have been considered philanthropy'
[presumably relating to the maintenance and
provision of housing]; congratulates Neville on
[Birmingham] council's grant for a municipal
orchestra and hopes to see Dr Muirhead [John
Henry Muirhead, first Professor of Philosophy at
the University of Birmingham] when she is next in
Birmingham; her hopes that she and Ida will be
able to take holidays apart 'we have been together
so long, we both feel that it would be good to be
separated for a time'; plans for Hilda Mary to visit.
28 March
/152: from Ida: Neville being prevented from going
to Wales; her surprise at receiving a windfall from
Hoskins; their purchase of a motor car and the
potential difficulties in employing a chauffeur and
the possibility of building a cottage to house their
gardener under the terms of the new Housing Bill
whereby local authorities can lease land to private
people to build on; mentions the first meeting of the
Joint Parliamentary Advisory Council subcommittee and hopes to provide Neville with a copy
of her housing report [for the District Council];
discusses plans for the Birmingham war memorial
and asks whether the hospital at the University of
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Birmingham [First Southern General Hospital] has
been closed; discusses the Paris Peace
Conference and speculates on what is being
discussed; her plans to visit Cecily and Ernest at
Moreton for Easter where she will be able to view
Ernest's new cottages; news that Birmingham is
taking up Neville's proposal to build a number of
different types of housing so that workers could
choose what they preferred. 4 April
/153: from Hilda: Her disappointment that Neville
has not had the opportunity to make his speech
during the second reading of the Housing Bill; her
relief that he is to have a secretary to assist him
with the work of the various committees he is
involved with; discusses Ida's meeting of the Joint
Parliamentary Advisory Committee, which was
actually a preliminary meeting of the women; their
purchase of a Lanchester car, and her thanks for
Neville's assistance in this; negotiations for a
temporary chauffeur and her hopes that Hall will be
demobilised and taught by this man; discusses
their plans to build greenhouses and make further
changes to their garden; describes the growth of
different types of flowers in the garden; plans for
Neville and Anne to visit; Hilda Mary's hopes to
spend six months in France and whether Neville,
as her trustee, would be able to make this possible;
her concern for Austen's health during his work on
the budget. 10 April
/154: from Ida: Her concern for Austen's health in
his role as Chancellor, his ongoing difficulties with
Lloyd George and Northcliffe, and the possibility
that he might retire after the budget because of the
strain on his health, though this would mean the
end of his political career; her feeling that he is
unlikely ever to be leader now, and the question of
whether he would be happy if he retired from
politics; Baird's suggestion that Neville's proposals
relating to the Housing Bill should be put to the
House of Lords; her work with the local housing
committee on the question of rents, her
involvement with the Joint Parliamentary Advisory
Committee on rural housing, and the question of
private owners renting cottages to their employees;
her work with the District Council on the problem of
providing nursing for cases of pneumonia and
measles in rural districts and her meeting with the
County Medical Officer concerning funding by the
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District or County council; gives an account of her
address on intensive poultry keeping to Odiham
Women's Institute and her address on housing to
North Warnborough Women's Institute followed by
a discussion on planning for new housing; her visit
to Cecily at Basingstoke; the ongoing difficulties in
employing a chauffeur for their new car and
renovation work in the garden; having to get a
muzzle for her dog to comply with a new muzzling
order. 18 April
/155: from Hilda: Discusses Lloyd George's recent
performance in parliament and his attack on
Northcliffe 'we shall see just what the power of the
press really is. He has made a formidable,
absolutely unscrupulous enemy'; her feeling that
this incident will help Austen because Lloyd
George will probably not remove him from
government, but her grave concerns about whether
his health will withstand the pressures of his post
as Chancellor; sympathises with Neville in the
difficulty of speaking to Austen on the subject of his
possible retirement from politics; Ida's recent visit
to Cecily at Moreton; Dorothy Gough's visit and a
detailed account of her feelings about the criticism
that Sir Hubert Gough received for his command of
the Fifth Army during the German spring offensive
in 1918;clarifies Ida's views about the letting of
houses owned by rural authorities - she does not
approve of sub-letting because she fears the
landowners would rent these houses for their
employers to save building homes for them. 25
April
/156: from Ida: Discusses Neville's recent holiday
activities in Wales and his plans for a summer
holiday; recent meeting of the District Council and
her proposal to appoint a sub-committee of the
Guardians to consider the cost of living and draw
up a scale of relief to help poorer people living in
the local area, and her report on 'the best method
of providing nursing for cases of measles and
pneumonia' in the event of an epidemic which was
adopted by the District Council; an unannounced
visit by an inspector from the Local Government
Board to view housing categorised by Ida and other
members of the housing committee; the arrival of
Ida and Hilda's car, the visits they have made, and
Ida's wish that Austen had warned them he was
going to remove the petrol tax in his budget;
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discusses the reception of Austen's budget speech
and the way it was reported in the press; Katie and
Nat's visit on their motorcycle and side car;
describes the ongoing work in the garden pathway
and mentions estimates for a new greenhouse. 2
May
/157: from Hilda: Describes a trip out along the
canal with Aunt Lina and Bertha who are visiting;
gives details of other day trips in the car including
to Eversley, and minor problems with the car
including a puncture in the back tyre; going cowslip
gathering on Odiham common; describes the
ongoing renovation work in the garden and the
growth of flowers and fruit; Neville's plans to alter
the winter garden; Aunt Alice's forthcoming visit
and Neville's plans to visit at the end of May;
problems with Neville and Anne's staff including a
nurse and secretary; gives her views on the peace
terms dictated to Germany at Versailles 'they
appear to me to be satisfactorily stiff & the
humiliation of Germany as complete as they could
make it'. 9 May
/158: from Ida: Gives details of the abundance of
flowering plants and trees in the garden and the
return of plans for a new peach house and vinery,
with other work to be completed; their drive to
London and back via the Hog's Back; visit by the
Local Government Board architect to look at the
different categories of housing in the area and
approve sites for Odiham, North Warnborough,
Crondall, Crockham and Hawley; discusses the
next step to notify the owners of the sites that there
will be a valuation by the government, and plans to
build examples of cottages to let people decide
which types they prefer; her opinion of the housing
bill, and her work with the Joint Parliamentary
Advisory Committee on this issue; they have heard
nothing from Mr Horden about the war memorial;
visit of a bee expert to advise Hilda. 16 May
/159: from Hilda: The wonderful weather, and
Austen and Ivy's visit; the sundial from Highbury
has been put up in the renovated garden but with a
piece missing - they have written to Bishop, the
current occupier, to ask him to hunt for it; delays in
receiving an estimate for work on the greenhouses
and the model and sketch from Mr Horder for the
war memorial; Aunt Alice's visit which included a
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trip to Odiham woods to head the nightingales sing;
her work with the Women's Institute, taking children
and women to Reading and Basingstoke for their
eyes and teeth to be checked; taking the car out on
various drives; Elliott is to stay on as their chauffeur
'I was rather surprised that such a smart man
should wish to come into the country but he says
he has had a bad time since he was demobilised
with gastric trouble & the Dr told him he must go
into the country'; dealing with her bees swarming
and having to be lured back into the skep; Lio
[Whitmore Lionel Richards, Ethel Chamberlain's
widower] and his hopes to get a County Court
judgeship, his recent illness, and the risk to his
[legal] practice of further episodes of illlnes. 23 May
/160: from Ida: Her recent visit to London with Hilda
where they met Mr Horder about the war memorial
design which is to incorporate a cross to comply
with the wishes of working class fundraisers in
Odiham; gives details of the sums raised for the
memorial and whether the amount would fund a
village hall; housing committee meeting to discuss
sites, building materials and to appoint an architect;
the wind has brought down a large elm tree in the
churchyard which housed a swarm of bees, and
their gardener has managed to get honey from it;
mentions attending Eversley Pageant and hosting
the Odiham and North Warnborough Women's
Institutes at her and Hilda's home. 14 June
/161: from Hilda: Gives an account of the Women's
Institute garden parties, the food served, and the
events including an address by Mrs Clowes, a
show of home made children's dresses, and a tour
of the garden; driving to visit Austen at Thornhill at
the weekend, and the forthcoming visit of Sir
Hesketh Bell; news of [cousin] Mabel's
engagement to Captain Catterton Smith; Neville's
recent holiday in the Lake District; concerns about
her bees and acceptance of the estimated cost of
the new greenhouses; questions whether the
Germans will sign [the Versailles Treaty]; mentions
that Neville's name has been published as one of
the advisory committee on Housing. 20 June
/162: from Ida: The garden and the fruit crop there;
gives details of their drive from Odiham to Thornhill
and the route taken; Austen's better health, but the
continued pressure of getting his budget passed
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and her hopes he can take a long holiday in
August; the changes Austen has made to the
garden, and their drive with Ivy and Diane to look at
other houses in the area; looking at sales
particulars for flats in London and her hopes that
work will begin soon on the greenhouses;
Millicent's visit after her recent ill-health, and the
drives they have taken her on; Aunt Lina has had a
slight stroke; everyone's pleasure at Mabel's
engagement; her hopes that Germany will sign the
[Versailles] peace treaty and her views about the
sinking of the German fleet [at Scapa Flow] and the
disappearance of the Crown Prince; her work on
the hen house. 27 June
/163: from Hilda: Sends congratulations on the
result of Neville's evidence before the Local
Legislation committee on the Birmingham Bill
[concerning the survival of the Birmingham Savings
Bank to allow a facility for house purchase by
working people] 'I feel sure the example of B'ham
will be followed by many other towns & it will be a
real practical contribution to the Housing of the
working classes'; she is relieved work on the
greenhouses will start soon and that Neville will get
his house alterations completed 'for once the
building really does start I don't see where the
private individual is to come in'; plans for Neville
and Anne to visit while Millicent is still at Odiham
and for Anne's maid to be accommodated at the
Inn; viewing flats in London with Mary [Carnegie]
and her impressions of these, including one at
Sloane Court which they would like to lease; her
concern about Dorothy's accident [a broken arm];
comments on Neville's account of the Institute of
Public Health ; country drives with Millicent and
work bottling cherries; comments on Lloyd
George's speech on the Peace Treaty. 4 July
/164: from Hilda: Discusses the hot weather and
preparations for the Peace celebrations; her bees
have swarmed again, her attempts to re-capture
them and the stings she and Ida received; her drive
to Aldershot to collect 400 jam tarts for the
celebration dinner and her work decorating the
tables; gives an account of the events planned
which include sports, childrens' teas and a bonfire;
discusses negotiations to lease a flat in London,
plans to go to London at the end of August, to
finish clearing Beatrice's possessions from Egerton
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Crescent, and Neville and Anne's search for a
London residence; comments on the the imminent
dispute by the miners. 18 July
/165: from Ida: Discusses the developments in the
miners strike and railway strike, her hopes they will
be settled before the winter and her opinions as to
the causes of the strikes 'how much of it I wonder is
the result of Bolshevist propaganda & how much
merely the natural reaction after nearly five years of
strain'; Austen's warnings of financial trouble in the
near future and the possibility of his taking another
position within the government; gives an account of
the peace celebrations in Odiham which continued
despite the rain, including sports, a dinner for the
returned men and a childrens tea, followed by a
united memorial service in the church the following
day with a roll call of 72 names out of 200 village
men who served 'it is terrible to think that the same
thing has been happening in every town & village
throughout the empire'; Mary and Willie
[Carnegie]'s visit; a recent Women's Institute sale
in Mrs Williamson's garden to raise funds; Neville's
plans to give up Egerton Crescent and her hopes
that she and Hilda will get possession of 36 Sloane
Court in September. 24 July
/166: from Hilda: Discusses household difficulties
including the resignation and illness of some of the
servants; missing lunch with Mrs Hood; their drive
to see the Selbornes who were not at home and
her visit to the Duckworths; discusses Austen's
plans to move and his possible libel action against
the Daily News, together with several other
Ministers; work on the greenhouses, and comment
on the wages paid to gardeners; discusses
government policy on Ireland and her pleasure that
Neville and others defeated the government;
Neville's work in remodelling the Electricity Bill and
enquires whether the Birmingham Bill has been
accepted by Bradbury: Nevil1e's visit to West
Woodhay; news of Uncle William's [William
Kenrick, husband of Joseph Chamberlain's sister
Mary] death and her hopes to attend the memorial
service. 1 August
/167: from Ida: Gives an account of the recent
Housing Committee meeting which was held
outside while Mr Weir [the chairman] spoke to the
Housing Inspector, District Councillors, and
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members of the committee to settle the question of
sites for Odiham, North and South Warnborough
and Crondall thanks in part to the tactfulness of the
Inspector who ruled against building too near to
rivers, on steep slopes, or on farms. 9 August
/168-169: from Hilda, written from Taunton:
Mentions Neville's current visit to France [probably
to view the cemeteries and battlefields] 'it must be
a painful experience I'm afraid & yet one which you
will probably never regret'; describes her current
stay with Lady Herbert, her admiration for Lady
Herbert's charitable work and her feeling that the
way of life here is very different from the one she
knows; gives a description of the house and
garden, planted by 'the man who was the first
President or Founder of the Royal Horticultural
Society'; car trips in the surrounding area, including
a visit to Dunster: Ida's visit to London, Neville's
holiday in Wales and Mary [Carnegie]'s trip to see
her mother [in America]. 15 August
/170: from Ida: Mentions Neville's visit to France ad
his recent speech in the House; her visit to see
Austen and description of a house near
Crowborough which he is considering purchasing;
her tour with the architect around the sites chosen
for building new cottages and the conflict between
some members of the District Council over the
decisions of the housing committee and the sites
selected; discussions at meetings of the Odiham
and North Warnborough Women's Institute about
the needs of each village, the women in Odiham
wanting public baths and a choral singing class,
and the women in North Warnborough wanting the
main roads to be tarred, street lighting, and an
infants school; comments she will make enquiries
about tarring the road at the next Council meeting
and address the issue of driving the infants to
school if funds could be raised; work is progressing
on the greenhouses; her hopes to attend Mabel
Rylands' wedding in September. 22 August
/171: from Hilda: Resumption of the school meals
scheme and difficulties getting enough visitors to
serve the meals; discusses a fire insurance policy;
negotiations over Hilda Mary's dress allowance
with Lio[nel Richards]; her visit to Blackmoor to see
the Selbornes where they spoke about Lloyd
George and the political situation and saw Lady
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Wolmer, and Lord Selborne's son who was home
after some years in India and Mesopotamia, with
whom they discussed the building of railways and
roads; describes the house and gardens at
Blackmoor; Women's Institute activities including a
basket making class; the first meeting held to try to
establish a choral society and efforts to secure a
piano; the possible replacement of the hot water
and heating systems at Hilda and Ida's home. 26
September
/172: from Ida: Comments on delays in the delivery
of mail due to the ongoing railway strike; the
government's reaction to the strike, her concerns
about whether Hoskins, Elliotts and B[irmingham
S[mall] A[rms] have sufficient raw materials to keep
functioning, her frustration that the newspapers are
not covering attitudes of factory workers out of
work because of the dispute and her feeling that
public opinion is against the strike; visit to London
to oversee their house move, if they have enough
petrol; news of recent activities including meetings
of the housing committee and war memorial
committee, and Hilda's war savings committee and
meeting to discuss the proposed choral society;
Hilda has been canvassing rate payers about street
lighting; her meeting with the representative of the
Workers Union on the war memorial committee, his
views about what the working men would like to
see in the village and the difficulty in motivating
country people to take action; the demand amongst
the workers for some kind of village hall, possibly
using a YMCA hut. 2 October
/173: from Hilda: Expressing her sympathy with
Neville over the recent fire at the library in his home
and the loss of some of his books, [his cousin]
Norman's possessions, and some of Joseph
Chamberlain's photographs. 8 October
/174: from Hilda: Hopes to hear about efforts to
restore Neville's furniture and books that were
damaged in the recent fire at his house; Hilda and
Ida's visit to the flat in London to stay for a week,
now that the railway strike is over; their visit to the
theatre to see Caesar's Wife; work to be done in
the garden; difficulties in providing staff for the
school meals scheme; a meeting about the
ongoing dispute about provision of a hall in the
village and the cost of acquiring a YMCA hut; work
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sorting Hilda Mary's clothes and her need of an
allowance for new garments; discusses reading the
biography of Sophia Comtesse de Franqueville,
Lady S. Palmer, and her opinions about her life. 10
October
/175: from Ida: Asks for an account of the recent
debate in the House of Commons, and comments
that according to the Times Austen 'had a great
success & that the opposition was completely
knocked out'; comments on the manipulation of
politicians by the press; Lloyd George's promise to
try to attend the House of Commons twice a week
to deflect further attacks on him; cancellation of
their visit to Newlands Corner to see a house that
Mrs St Loe Strachey is building there, partly using
unskilled labour, and her plans to go with members
of the housing committee the following week;
discussion of negotiations at a recent housing
committee meeting concerning use of space
allocated to allotments, and the use of a field
belonging to Lady Mildmay; the scheme agreed for
nursing people with infectious diseases has been
turned down by the health committee of the County
Council and her letter to the Medical Office to ask
for the reasons for the refusal; her pullets have
begun to lay eggs; Hilda's new rockery in the
garden; the forthcoming trip by a committee to see
the Queen Alexandra YMCA hut in Aldershot to
see whether it would be suitable for use as a
village hall; Mary [Carnegie]'s delay in returning
home from North America. 31 October
/176: from Hilda: Discusses settling in to the new
flat in London, the identification of a bookcase from
Egerton Crescent, the dismissal of their
housekeeper because of her poor housekeeping
and the late arrival of the carpets they had ordered,
forcing them to stay with the Carnegies; one of the
cooks for the school meals scheme has had an
accident chopping wood, seriously injuring her eye,
meaning that Hilda has spent the whole week
dealing with the scheme; lunch with Austen and Ivy
on Shaftesbury Avenue, finding him cheerful
despite the railway strike; her opinions about the
strike and her view that the government dealt with it
well; the possible miners strike in America and
Mary [Carnegie]'s activities while staying with her
mother there; the arrival of furniture in London from
Odiham including some previously belonging to
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Beatrice; the estimate for enlarging their hot water
boiler and the acquisition of paintings; Neville's
plans to visit his constituents in their own homes 'I
am sure you will hear there their own views far
more clearly than you ever would in any other way';
further meetings of the war memorial committee
and negotiations about the provision of a village
hall. 24 October
/177: from Hilda: Asks Neville to address his letter
to their flat in Sloane Court and expresses her
concern that he is suffering from influenza;
mentions seeing in the Times that he was speaking
on the Industrial Courts Bill and comments on his
workload 'you do seem to have taken on a most
fearsome amount of worr with your slum areas &
now your new work over the housing'; discusses
the problems with builders estimates for new
housing schemes, and Ida's recent meeting with
the architects to discuss tenders for building new
cottages; the Odiham site has been settled; the
possible purchase of a hut to serve as a village hall
and the alternative of building a hall; her pleasure
that the government have accepted Neville's idea
to pass on the subsidy of a tenant wanting to
purchase their own house; the decision about Ida's
scheme for the care of people with infectious
diseases had been adjourned, not refused, and is
likely to go through at the next meeting of the
County Council; details of Uncle Walter's illness;
Ida has got permission for Infant Welfare centres to
grant milk at reduced prices to nursing mothers;
they are to stay in London for some weeks and
only return for nursing committee and Women's
Institute meetings. 7 November
/178: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: The County Medical Officer will now
provide milk through his Health Visitors,
overturning Ida's initiative and making difficulties in
helping individuals more likely; she and Hilda are
having dinner with Austen to meet Mary and Willie
[Carnegie]; mentions Frances' engagement 'I must
say it is a relief to think that one at any rate of
those girls is provided for & I only hope the rest will
rapidly follow suit. I don't like the idea of their being
hung like millstones round Mary's next if anything
should happen to Willie'; the stone is now in place
on Beatrice's grave. 15 November
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/179: from Hilda, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Her sadness at the anniversary of the
Armistice and Beatrice's death; recent activities in
Odiham including Women's Institute meetings and
her concerns about the school meals scheme
which continues to be very popular but which is
becoming more difficult to staff; problems in
heating the London flat, and the arrival of their
plants; social events they have organised at the flat
in London, plans to go shopping, to lunch with the
Carnegies, and to the symphony concert at
Queen's Hall, as well as theatre visits with Cecily
and Hilda Mary; her disgust that Walters has
carried his point about the builders subsidy for the
government housing scheme. 22 November
/180: from Hilda: The defeat of Austen's premium
bonds proposal and the likely abandonment of the
Anti-Dumping Bill; thinks Neville should have a
holiday abroad, perhaps in Madeira or Algeciras
while the new legislation is being considered; work
at the Odiham house on the hot water boiler and
the radiators; Ida's hens are laying eggs, but there
is a lot of work to be done in the garden; their
planned trip to London to go shopping and to visit
Uncle Walter; their local welfare activities and
Hilda's visit to the school meals cook who has lost
the use of her eye after an accident; Austen has
sold his china at Christies; asks about a notice in
the Times that Neville is to speak at a 'coal'
meeting, possibly for a parliamentary committee. 5
December
/181: from Ida: Installation of a telephone at the
house in Odiham in the servants hall; the
government's difficulties with the Coal Bill and her
hopes that there will not be another strike during
the winter 'it is really rather unfortunate they should
have so many bills which are equally unacceptable
to the opposite parties. I wonder what will happen
now'; forthcoming committee meetings to discuss
the war memorial for work to start in January, and
to discuss whether to buy a YMCA hut or to build a
new hall; her feeling that there will probably have to
be a new committee to direct plans for a hall; work
is completed on the boiler; the car has had a burst
tyre and the speedometer has broken; meetings of
the Women's Institute and Choral Society have
been held; she will not have to organise the
entertainment for the Women's Institute Social but
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only help provide the theatrical costumes and
equipment. 12 December
/182: from Hilda: Plans to visit Neville and Anne for
Christmas and arrive by train; their continued
disputes with the workmen over the hot water and
heating system; she has volunteered to organise
the Women's Institute party including tableaux
featuring the children; their staff shortages due to
illness; Ida's meeting of the war memorial
committee to decide on the inscription and
unveiling ceremony; there is tension in the village
because of the lack of progess on the memorial; it
has been decided not to buy a hut but to try to raise
money to build a village hall, possibly through
weekly subscriptions. 19 December
42 items
Access: Open
Notes: NC18/2/169 is not a separate letter but is a
part of NC18/2/168.
NC18/2/183-235

1920 letters

1920

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1920. A letter
from Dorothy Chamberlain to Hilda, and a letter
from Frank Chamberlain to Ida is also included.
Major themes discussed include Neville's
misgivings about the Coalition government under
Lloyd George's leadership and the future of the
Conservative and Unionist Party; his work on the
Children of Unmarried Parents Bill and scheme for
rent controls, and his interest in tariff reform.
Problems facing the government, particularly the
high rates of industrial unrest and in particular the
coal miners dispute and the wider problems within
the coal industry are also discussed, alongside
international issues including the civil war in
Russia; the volatile political situation in Ireland and
the Turkish war of independence. The letters
provide much information about Ida's work for the
District Council, in particular her involvement with
the housing committee's efforts to manage sites for
the building of new housing, the experimental
materials used for building new homes, and the
issue of fixing rents for agricultural labourers. Her
work with the Poor Law Guardians in inspecting
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District Schools for 'workhouse' children and Hilda's
involvement in Women's Institute and choral
society activities including plays and musical
performances and garden parties and her
involvement with infant welfare and district nursing
committees is also discussed. The letters also
contain details about the sisters' plans to acquire a
site and build a bungalow and cottage with a
Ministry of Health subsidy; their summer holiday in
France and Switzerland, the unveiling of the
Odiham war memorial, and family negotiations with
James Louis Garvin to write a biography of Joseph
Chamberlain.
/183: from Hilda: Neville's ill health with gout,
neuralgia, and the after effects of influenza,
preventing him from being involved in fund raising
for the Unionists; her recent activities including
making costumes for the tableaux organised for the
Women's Institute party, making preparations for
the start of the school meals scheme, and
organising the Choral Society; discussion of their
parlourmaid's accident in which she fractured her
elbow, and whether they could claim under the
Employer's Liability Act; the great improvements to
comfort the new heating system has made;
progress of flowers in the greenhouse. 2 January
/184: from Hilda: Encloses some humorous
literature for Neville; expresses her pleasure at
being able to spend time with Dorothy and Frank
and hopes they will be able to visit Odiham this
year; she and Ida have been for a long walk; Hilda
Mary's allowance. 8 January
/185: from Ida: Neville's continuing ill health and
imminent visit to Ventnor to recuperate; gives an
account of the two Women's Institute parties in
North Warnborough and Odiham which included
tableaux put on by the children, a musical
performance, a supper, and prize giving, the
Odiham production organised by Hilda; recent
meeting of the District Council housing committee
attended by a new inspector from London with no
background knowledge of the district, confusion
over procedures, and concern about not being able
to apply for a lump sum to cover the purchase
money for provisionally approved sites until the
district valuer has given final approval; lunch with
Eveline, Duchess of Wellington. 9 January
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/186: from Hilda: Neville's improving health and
attendance at the Unionist organisation meeting;
her concern at Austen's news that Ivy is to have an
operation for appendicitis and Diane and Lawrence
are to stay with Hilda and Ida while she recovers;
the unseasonably warm weather and the changes
in the garden; her opinions of the 'Housing
supplement' which included an article by Neville,
produced by the Times; asks about Neville's recent
meeting and gives her views on current policy
'nowadays we seem to hear nothing but the
vaguest generalities until the very last moment
when something is sprung on the country by L[loyd]
G[eorge]'; Lloyd George's policy on Ireland and the
possible future of the government; the success of
Neville's Housing Bank and the likely demand for
house purchases when the building work begins;
Ida's meeting with the architect working on the
Odiham site who thinks it will be necessary to build
with concrete rather than brick due to the price
difference; the possibility of Anne and Neville
putting on dramatic productions with women in
Birmingham, following Hilda's success with the
Women's Institute; thanks for the cheque for Hilda
Mary. 16 January
/187: from Ida: Neville's holiday in Ventnor, the bad
weather and her hopes that he is resting 'I highly
disapprove of all these unpaid articles for
newspapers'; the Hoskins amalgamation and her
hopes that Neville will be relieved of some of the
responsibility at the firm; agrees with him that it
might be for the best if the coalition were to fall
apart 'by the nature of things its life must be one of
continued compromise which is not exactly the sort
of thing that appeals to the young & ardent'; the
chances of Asquith being elected in Paisley and
her hopes for a strong opposition front bench; the
end of the iron moulders strike and the volatile
state of Ireland and Russia, and the aggressive
policy of the Bolshevik regime; the annual meetings
of North Warnborough and Odiham Women's
Institute, the enrolment of new members following
the success of the Christmas entertainments and
their hopes to retire as Presidents the following
year but remain on the committees; visit with the
other Guardians to the District Schools at Crondall
and the formation of a visiting committee of which
she is a member; the possibility that she will be
appointed one of the Hartney Witney managers in
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March, and the current impossibility of boarding the
children out in cottage homes; problems with the
hot water boiler; concerns about Austen during
Ivy's operation. 23 January
/188: from Hilda: The success of Ivy's operation;
Diane and Lawrence's stay including trips out in the
car; her hopes that Dorothy and Frank will be able
to visit, and their plans to come to London; her
views on Asquith's return to parliament and intrigue
in government 'as you say a combination of the
Lord Chancellor & Churchill fills one with as great
distrust as the present regime'; Neville's
subscription dinner, the difficulty of persuading
people to donate money and discussion of the
presidential system in America and France and
Clemenceau's popularity; the civil war in Russia
and disputes over whether to send aid; growth of
plants in the greenhouse; asks for advice about
shares. 30 January
/189: from Ida: Her current ill health which has
spoilt her free time; continuing problems with the
hot water and heating system; the poor dinner and
conversation Neville had with Austen, and the
success of Neville's subscription dinner; Anne's
work with the Women's Institute, comparing the
organisations in Birmingham and Odiham; recent
meeting about the possible village hall, the
formation of a committee and her election as
chairman; the possibility of purchasing the
assembly rooms to convert them for use as a hall
or applying to Gerald Mildmay for a site; gives
details of the composition of the committee which
includes a member of the Workers Union, and her
hopes to get subscriptions from the working men
and a grant from the United Servies Funds; plans
to build new houses in the district in concrete
because of the costs. 6 February
/190: from Hilda, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Ida's continuing ill health and the doctor's
visit; Neville's activities with the Birmingham
Unionist Association; Lloyd George's recent
speech, the government position on nationalisation
[of the mining industry] and the report of the coal
commission as it relates to the export of coal; a
recent ball Hilda escorted some younger people to
'I heard a Newman jazz band in full blast for the
first time & must admit it was an experience I
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should not care to repeat often'; visits to friends in
London and shopping for a stone seat for the
garden, including a sketch; visit to Austen and Ivy's
home and Ivy's hopes to come to Odiham to
convalesce; the cook has given notice. 13 February
/191: from Ida: Her walk to pick primroses in a
nearby wood; their return drive from London and
inspection of the growth of plants in the garden and
greenhouses; Austen and Ivy are now to go to
Twitts Ghyll rather than Odiham; their efforts to get
a temporary or replacement cook; her purchase of
an antique writing table; continuing problems with
the hot water and heating system. 22 February
/192: [no letter assigned to this number]
/193: from Hilda: Hilda Mary's allowance after she
reaches the age of twenty-one; investments made
for Hilda and Ida with money left to them by their
father, Joseph Chamberlain, the additional legacies
they have received from Uncle George and
Beatrice and the transfer of some of their shares to
Neville; the spring weather, the plants in the garden
and greenhouses and the work being done by their
gardener; the benefits of their heating system and
the cold and foggy weather in Birmingham;
Asquith's re-election to parliament; continued
negotiations about the amalgamation of Hoskins;
attending school doctors inspections; the return of
their cook. 26 February
/194: from Ida: Neville's success at the meeting of
the Reconstruction committee and the chances of
Lloyd George adopting his suggestions; her view
that Asquith's re-election will push Lloyd George
towards the Unionist branch of the coalition; agrees
with Neville's view that the only argument in favour
of leaving the Turks at Constantinople [during the
Turkish War of Independence] is the effect on
muslim opinion, and comments on America's
refusal to accept the mandate, the lack of influence
of the League of Nations and the massacre of the
Armenian population; her relief that Austen and
Neville are to accept the transfer of shares; their
donations to fund raising campaigns for a proposed
recreation ground in Odiham, a village hall, and
their decision to acquire a site and build a
bungalow and possibly a two storey cottage as a
housing experiment, using a subsidy from the
Ministry of Health; a builder at Hartney Witney is
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ready to stay work once plans have been
approved; discusses different building materials
including pine, and using the government
dimensions for the plans; visit of Mary and Willie
[Carnegie] and trip with Mary to Dogmersfield Park
to pick daffodils; discusses the choice of Garvin to
write the biography of Joseph Chamberlain, her
mixed feelings about this but the advantage of
'having someone who knew Papa & came under
the magic of his inspiration'; the illness and death
of Hilda's bees. 5 March
/195: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for providing
information about Hilda Mary's trust; the approval
of their first cottage by the District Council which
has agreed to sell them the land, and plans to go
ahead and have a bungalow built; plans for other
cottages in the area to be built; discusses Neville's
work in 'unhealthy areas', George Duckworth's
work on housing policy and his support for
bungalows for rural areas, the problems of slum
housing in rural areas, and the poor health of
children forced to live in these conditions;
discusses the case of a girl recovering from
diptheria and her efforts to find her a place in a
convalescent home; Ida's intention to get the
District Council housing committee to reach an
agreement on the issue of houses that can be
repaired; Neville's election as vice-chairman of a
committee and the 'pettiness' of F. Lowe [possibly
Sir Francis Lowe]; Neville's plans to go to Beau
Vallon at Easter; continuing problems with her bee
hives; the arrival of a cheque from Hoskins; the
repercussions of the war and peace treaty for
Germany. 11 March
/196: from Hilda: Transfer of shares from Hilda and
Ida to Neville and Austen; Hilda Mary's allowance
and her talk with Lio[nel Richards] on this topic; her
visit to a doctor about her rheumatism and whether
spa baths in the Pyrenees would help; they have
let their London flat to friends of Margaret Sichel at
Easter; lack of progress on building their cottage,
but contracts for the District Council houses at
Hartney Witney and Eversley have been signed;
discusses their efforts to find a builder and her
work on a committee to appoint a district nurse;
activities on the Women's Institute working party,
Parish Council, Infant Welfare and District Nursing
committees and meetings for the village hall;
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forthcoming visits from Aunt Lina and Hilda Mary.
25 March
/197: from Ida: Neville's holiday; the high price
quoted to build their cottage; discussion of methods
of construction with other members of the District
Council housing committee and the election of the
chairman as District Councillor for Hartney Witney;
Neville's forthcoming visit; Aunt Lina's visit and her
wellbeing; [Sir Auckland] Geddes now agreeing
with Neville regarding canals. 3 April
/198: from Hilda: Neville's holiday in the south of
France, her happy memories of the [French]
Riveria and suggestions for other resorts there he
could visit; the recent bad weather for Aunt Lina
and Hilda Mary's stay; continued problems with the
estimate for building a house on a site they have
purchased and with acquiring the land from the
District Council; visit by St Loe Strachey's
employee to advise on building costs; attending a
concert of the Choral Society; looking forward to
Dorothy and Frank's visit. 9 April
/199: from Frank Chamberlain to Ida, thanking her
after his stay at Odiham
/200: from Dorothy Chamberlain to Hilda, thanking
her after her stay at Odiham
/201: from Ida: Neville's holiday, her memories of
Hyeres and her hopes to visit the French Riviera
again; Dorothy and Frank's current visit, Frank's
nervousness about Hector the dog and the
activities they have arranged, including a drive out
in the car; reports some of the amusing things they
have said; progress in the building of their cottage
with the ground floor marked out on the site before
agreement by the District Council or Ministry of
Health for the purchase; difficulty in starting
building work on other sites due to the actions of
farmers in sowing crops; reports in the newspapers
of increased taxation in the budget and her
concerns about pertol duties and capital tax rates;
the demands of trade unions for wage increases,
and comments on the hunger strikes in Dublin;
arrival of new chicks and methods of care for them.
16 April
/202: from Hilda: Discusses recommendations for
different dentists; Neville's safe return from holiday
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and the poor weather; comments on the
intelligence and good natured character of his
children, and gives an account of their visit to
Odiham; work on the foundations of the cottage
they are having built, and work to calculate costs
for the possible second house; events during
Women's Institute week, a dinner for returned
service men, and [preparing food for a smoking
concert for all demobilised men; discusses
Austen's budget and his speeches; comments on
types of flowers growing in the south of France. 22
April
/203: from Hilda: Neville's visit to Leeds; she is
sending him some plants for his rock garden; a
recent visit from Austen; work in the garden and
the identification of a swarm of bees as belonging
to a neighbour and not to Hilda. 11 May
/204: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Hector, their dog, has been run over by
Mrs Acland's motor car and he is recuperating in
her stables until they return from London; her
committee meeting to discuss the appointment of a
new medical officer for the District Council, setting
out the differing opinions of members of the
committee as to whether a general practitioner or
medical officer was preferred; gives details of her
social activities in London including seeing Mary
[Carnegie], going shopping and seeing a French
play; progress with plans for the war memorial, Mr
Horder's visit to settle on the site and the design for
setting out the inscription, and fixing the date for
the unveiling ceremony; progress with the building
of their bungalow; advice for Anne relating to her
Women's Institute work; Neville's speech on the
Bastardy Bill and whether the government will
adopt it; Neville's dental treatment; Hilda and Ida's
attendance at a meeting of the National Federation
of Women's Institutes and the business discussed
there. 13 May
/205: from Hilda: Discusses the garden and their
recent activities; Ida's visit to London for the Bath
ceremony; Hector the dog's recovery from his
accident; continuing progress with the cottage they
are having built; work has begun on the war
memorial; gives details of further discussions about
liability for potential damage to the memorial;
attending May Day celebrations at the local
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schools; problems with her bees becoming agitated
and swarming out of the hives, and her attempts to
stop being stung. 20 May
/206: from Ida: Their plans to visit Hilda's friend
Miss Grenfell for lunch, and the visit of Amy Hutton;
thanks Neville for his good wishes on her birthday
and asks about his dental treatment; her visit to
London to attend the Royal Horticultural Society
show and to the theatre to see Jean de la Fontaine;
discusses the eccentric behaviour of Hilda's bees
and gives an account of the most recent incidents;
further District Council meetings to discuss the
appointment of a medical officer of health;
describes progress on the cottage they are having
built, and further delays to the Council housing
schemes; work is continuing on the war memorial,
and Lord Wolmer has been invited to the unveiling
ceremony. 27 May
/207: from Hilda: Gives an account of their visit to
[Chelsea] flower show and their journey home on
which their car broke down; describes the progress
made in the building of their cottage and the arrival
of an arbour for the garden; their plans to go to
Evian in the summer, and asks for advice as to
which [Thomas] Cook office to go to to arrange this
trip; comments on the recent difficulties at Hoskins
'it is very unpleasant & also no doubt very trying &
disconcerting from the work point of view but above
all the treachery & the realisation that the men
could behave so badly...it must have been horribly
demoralising to the whole works & it does not seem
right not to prosecute however painful it would be';
forthcoming visit of the Duckworths, Captain John
Mellor and Hilda Mary; growth of various types of
flowers in the garden. 4 June
/208: from Ida: Refers to the recent Coalition
conference which Neville and Austen have
attended; comments on reports of the Trade Union
delegates on Soviet Russia and Lenin's letter which
she thinks is unlikely to be received well by working
people in Britain; her shock at hearing of Mr Coles'
death and the future of West Woodhay; plans to
host a Women's Institute meeting and her concerns
about the weather; work is having to be stopped on
the cottage; the growth of crops in the garden;
progress with the war memorial, the unveiling is
fixed for 3 July and Lord Wolmer will attend; gives
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details of the organisation of the ceremony and the
procession of different village groups including the
Odiham band, members of the clergy, boy scouts,
girl guides, the Parish Council and memorial
committee and service men; a recent weekend
party attended by the Duckworths, Captain John
Mellor and Hilda Mary when the guests were able
to play bowls and sit in the garden; their desire for
a tennis court 'if we are to do the things we should
like to do for Hilda Mary' and the possibility of
acquiring more land for this; continuing progress on
the building work for the cottage, and plans for
mark out the site for the second building; their
plans to go to Evian to visit the spa baths; Hilda's
ongoing difficulties with her bees. 11 June
/209: from Hilda: Anne's visit to Harrogate for
treatment at the spa; hopes that Neville will be able
to visit Odiham to see the war memorial and new
arbour in the garden; the war memorial is almost
complete 'now I feel I don't much care what the
rank & fashion of Odiham feel about it for I think we
have got the right thing for future generations';
gives an account of the joint Women's Institute
meeting which she and Ida hosted which included
a tour of the cottage they are having built; her visit
to stay with Katie and Nat including a description of
their house and the surrounding landscape;
congratulates Neville on his fund raising work for
the M.U [Midland Unionists?] and thanks him for
offering assistance with the bees. 18 June
/210: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Discusses her dental treatment in London,
and train times for their forthcoming trip to Evian;
recent meetings of the District Council to discuss
the appointment of a medical officer, and her
concerns about the future of the local housing
scheme after the Ministry of Health refused to allow
the builder any profit on the increased turnover,
and the need to get new tenders; cites the case of
a Norfolk rural district where Dr Addison [Minister
of Health] enforced the fixing of high rents, and
worries that if this happens in the Odiham area,
they will not be able to find tenants; proposals to
abandon their plans and built 'parlour houses'
which can be rented more economically; continued
progress on their cottage, and hopes that the
foundations of the second cottage can soon be
started; her impressions of the war memorial which
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is being constructed, and her contact with the
relatives of the service men who were killed during
the war, to get the correct information for the
inscriptions; her hopes that Neville may be able to
attend the unveiling ceremony; her concerns about
the worsening situation in Ireland 'you feel it would
almost be better if if came to open rebellion which
indeed it seems to be getting very near. But the
idea of more of our men being killed because we
didn't stamp on Sinn Fein at the beginning goes
very much against the grain'; Austen's apparent
unpopularity as Chancellor and his visit to
Boulogne. 24 June
/211: from Hilda: Discusses preparations for the
unveiling of the war memorial, including making
wreaths ; her recent trip to London to see the
dentist and to get a passport photograph taken; her
weekend with the Mellors, Mr Pollock and Mary
Carnegie; continuing difficulties with her bees, and
the visit of her gardener to a farmhouse at Hillside
to advise on problems with other bee hives; they
are likely to have their first peach in the next couple
of days and perhaps also some melons; her relief
that Frank will not have to wear glasses; asks
about Neville's impressions of Twitts Ghyll and
Austen's rock garden; the war memorial has been
praised by some passing drivers who wanted the
name of the architect. 1 July
/212: from Hilda: Gives an account of the ceremony
for the unveiling of the Odiham war memorial which
was a success despite the bad weather and
confusion during the procession; gives details of
Lord Wolmer's address on the occasion, and
mentions that the Mildmays also attended. 4 July
/213: from Ida: Gives details of the possible plays
that they could attend when Neville is in London;
the bad weather, the postponement of Hilda's
Women's Institute fete to the following week and
her worries about the garden and the hay crops;
the weather has delayed work on their cottage; the
proposed visit by the chairman of the District
Council housing committee to Amesbury to view
chalk cottages, the visit of a representative from
the Housing Commission, and the new tender for
houses at Yateley and Eversley; gives details of
her many engagements before her holiday in
Evian; hopes that Neville will be able to have a
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holiday. 9 July
/214: from Hilda: Gives an account of the Women's
Institute fete, held in bad weather, which included a
play by the village children, stalls, dancing and a
sale of work; explains difficulties with some of the
volunteers and the reasons why the hand made
clothes did not sell well, offering the unsold goods
to Anne for sale at her Women's Institute meetings;
her hopes to establish a link between rural and
urban Women's Institutes; plans for the North
Warnborough Women's Institute fete; her hopes
that their holiday in Evian will be a success. 18 July
/215: from Ida: The continued bad weather which
badly affected the North Warnborough Women's
Institute fete; gives an account of this event, and
mentions the money raised, which will not be
enough to buy a piano; plans to hold a smaller
scale event later in the summer, with sports,
dancing and a band; Hilda will attend a parish
meeting to discuss street lighting as she is on the
lighting committee of the Parish Council, and Ida
plans to attend a meeting to discuss the
establishment of a children's playground; her relief
to be going on holiday soon; asks Neville whether
she can transfer more Columbo Commercial Co
shares to him. 23 July
/216: from Hilda, written from Evian les Bains:
Gives an account of their journey from Odiham to
Paris, across Paris, and by night train to Evian;
describes their surroundings and their
dissatisfaction with their current hotel room; her
appointment with the Doctor and her treatment plan
which includes radioactive mud baths, underwater
massage and douche baths, as well as drinking
plain water; discusses her impressions of how the
area has changed since before the [First World]
war, the cost of meals and the fashion for shorter
dresses; her impression of the baths, comparing
them with the system at Harrogate; their change to
a larger hotel room; their visit to the Chateau de
Ripaille; comments on other guests at the hotel
who include travellers from Cairo and several other
nationalities; their hopes to visit Marian Whitney the
following week. 28 July
/217: from Ida, written from Evian les Bains: Her
concern that they have not heard from Neville;
gives a description of their new hotel room and the
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rest of the hotel which has only one bathroom;
Hilda's mixed impressions of her bath treatments;
the continued bad weather; their excursion to
Vevey to lunch with Marian Whitney, describing
their journey by lake and the hotel Marian is staying
in; their plans to go on to Switzerland from Evian
and possibly Les Avants and their use of the
funicular in Evian les Bains; mentions dividends
from their Columbo Commercial Co shares which
they will use for the Women's Institute and local
housing scheme. 5 August
/218: from Hilda, written from Evian les Bains:
Delayed arrival of Neville's letters; Neville and
Anne's dental treatment; Lloyd George's
performance in the House over the situation in
Ireland and her opinion that the government needs
to remain firm 'I am sure the way of concessions is
the way of destruction'; discusses Neville's
assessment of Austen's performance and explains
her view that he will never become party leader;
Neville's speech on Edinburgh extension, the
advancement of his Bastardy Bill and his
appointment to a committee concerning legal
adoption; Neville and Anne's forthcoming visit to
Overstrand and then Scotland; her mud bath
treatment and the improvements in her health; the
possibility of returning in May when the flowers are
blooming; describes their excursion to the Pont du
Diable; Austen's warning to them not to travel into
Switzerland and their impression that it is easier to
get rooms on the Swiss side of the Alps; their plans
to travel to Les Avants above Vevey and perhaps
to Interlaken or Chateau d'Oex; the unsatisfactory
weather and details of her holiday reading including
Disraeli's biography. 11 August
/219: from Ida, written from Evian les Bains: Her
concerns that Neville is working too hard; her
pleasure on the advancement of his Children of
Unmarried Parents Bill; his interview of a man from
Hoskins, the status of his profit-sharing scheme
and whether there has been a slump in trade; the
current situation in Poland [during the Polish-Soviet
war] and the advance of Russia towards Warsaw;
the recent speeches in the House of Commons
about Joseph Chamberlain's career achievements
by Asquith and Lloyd George; the continued bad
weather and their excursion to Montreux and the
Castle of Chillon; describes the improvement in her
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health and that of Hilda since beginning the bath
treatments, and their plans to move on to
Switzerland; discusses Neville's holiday plans. 19
August
/220: from Hilda, written from Les Avants:
Discusses Uncle Walter's serious illness; describes
their surroundings in Les Avants and their hotel;
their walk to the Col de Jaman where they had
lunch, and being prevented from walking to the
lake by restrictions due to foot and mouth disease;
their excursion to Montreux to change money and
recover their passposts; the cold weather and
shortage of baths at the hotel; a visit to Chateau
d'Oex and their walk in the rain down the valley;
her hopes that he will have better weather in
Scotland; their plans to spend some time in Paris
on their return; Neville's views of the labour
situation, and her views that the younger men have
been affected by the revolutions in other countries
'one cannot but feel that the situation is a very
strained one, & that things will probably come to a
head this winter; her relief that Poland is having
more success against Russian forces. 25 August
/221: from Ida, written from Paris: Discusses their
activities towards the end of their time in
Switzerland when the weather was better and they
walked up to the Col de Jaman, down the valley,
and up again to Les Avants; views of Mont Blanc
and the surrounding landscape; gives an account
of their journey back to Evian by steamer and
through to Paris; their activities in Paris which
include shopping for a wedding present for Nellie
Ryland, visiting the Louvre, the Luxembourg
gardens and a theatre; Uncle Walter's death and
Aunt Lina's reaction; support for the probable
miners strike and the government's position; the
Lord Mayor of Cork's hunger strike; foreign affairs
including the unrest in Mesopotamia, the success
of Poland against Russian forces, and the prospect
of Egyptian independence which she considers
dangerous in view of the current unrest in India. 1
September. Neville Chamberlain has written a note
on the final page of this letter, forwarding it to an
unidentified recipient, giving news about the
weather on his fishing holiday
/222: from Hilda: Their journey home and activities
in London including her purchase of a camera; the
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effects of the cold weather on the garden and their
appointment of a boy to help the gardener;
describes their completed bungalow and the
progress made on the second building; the
construction of a pig sty to house three pigs, and
the probable costs of building the two cottages; the
site for the playground has been ploughed; a new
housing commissioner has been appointed for the
district and a contractor has tendered for the
Odiham site to build in concrete; potential disputes
with the Ministry of Health and the Board of
Agriculture over building materials; visit of the
Peabody family for lunch; Joe [Austen's son] is
visiting, and has been fishing and playing with the
children of friends; Neville's holiday and Scotland
and her reluctance to recommend the hotel they
stayed in in Paris; gives details of the amount of
honey she has had from her bees this year. 10
September
/223: from Ida: Lord Selborne's visit for lunch; Joe
[Austen's son]'s recent visit and his friendship with
a neighbour's son, Desmond Craig; Hilda Mary's
forthcoming visit and her recent trip to Belgium;
Ministry restrictions on the District Council house
building scheme explained by the housing
inspector when he visited recently which limit the
number of houses to be built using experimental
materials like chalk concrete; delays caused by
changes to the regulations means that the housing
shortage in Odiham is getting worse but work is
progressing on building elsewhere in the district;
slow progress on the cottages they are having built
and the housing committee chairman's hopes to set
up a Public Utility Society to build 'parlour houses';
she is reading 'An English Wife in Berlin' by Evelyn,
Countess Blucher; the weather is preventing further
progress on the children's playground; her
concerns about the miner's dispute and about the
situation in Ireland, as well as Mesopotamia and
Egypt; plans to visit Aunt Lina and the Rylands; Sir
Daniel and Lady Hall have asked to view the
cottages they are having built, and the new housing
inspector would also like to see them. 16
September
/224: from Hilda: Plans for Neville and Anne to visit
Odiham, and for Hilda and Ida to spend Christmas
with them in Birmingham; her hopes to see the new
houses in Birmingham now that they are completed
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and occupied; gives details about the visitors who
have viewed the cottages they are having built,
including Lord Selborne, Sir Daniel and Lady Hall,
and the Housing Commissioner; the cost of fitting
the cottages with a bath; problems with one of the
staff on the school meals scheme who has been
stealing from the grocer, and her efforts to appoint
a substitute; gives an account of their visit to
Cutler's Close to see Aunt Lina and describes the
house and surroundings; Madge Kay's visit, and
the departure of their cook following the death of
her brother; discusses the miners dispute, and the
continuing hunger strike of the Lord Mayor of Cork.
24 September
/225: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Gives details of their social engagements
with Cecily and Amy, Austen and Ivy, Hilda Mary
and Aunt Agnes [Chamberlain]; Neville's new dog,
and the introduction of muzzling restrictions on
their dog, Hector, following cases of rabies in
Reading; gives her opinion about the miners strike
and [Robert] Smillie [the strike leader]; the
continuing hunger strike of the Lord Mayor of Cork
[Terence McSwiney in Brixton prison] and others in
Cork prison 'the state of Ireland really is appalling &
goes from bad to worse. No one can wonder at the
reprisals in view of the provocation but it is a bad
business when what should be disciplined forces
get beyond control'; plumbing work to be carried
out on the bungalow they have had built, and her
hopes to be able to start building work at Odiham if
the Ministry of Health approves the use of chalk
cement. 1 October
/226: from Hilda: Discusses the situation
concerning the miners' dispute, and the possible
reasons behind Smillie [the strike leader]'s advice
to vote against a strike; reports of rising
unemployment and the probability that workers in
other trades will oppose the strike; Polish success
against Russia [in the Polish Soviet war]; their
recent visit to Aunt Agnes who was tearful and
unhappy, and her hopes that she will be able to
move back to London; the school meals scheme
has resumed with a new cook; people have viewed
the cottages they have had built, and her hopes
that the council will reserve further houses on the
site to build using similar materials; plans for a
Women's Institute hut, her hopes to form a joint
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men's and women's committee, and the facilities
the men would like for the hut, including a billiard
table and clubroom; Neville's recent trip to Norfolk.
8 October
/227: from Hilda: Discusses Captain Wright's article
in Blackwood [magazine], containing an account of
his work as secretary to the Supreme War Council,
vindicating Gough's army, and commenting on
Lloyd George's policy; no news about a miners'
strike. undated
/228: from Ida: The likelihood that there will be a
miners' strike, the effects this would have on
building contracts for new houses as well as other
trades and her opinion of the miners' demands;
comments on Neville's visits to his constituents 'I
hope the reaction against the socialist & Bolshevist
element will continue & gain strength...I don't
believe the masses in England are ever likely to
tamely submit to a small minority as they have
done in Russia'; Neville's visit to York minster and
Lincoln cathedral; difficulties with the Board of
Guardians doctor over his failure to carry out his
duties in the inspection of children in the District
Schools; Hilda's involvement with the Parish
Council over the construction of a pig sty on
allotments at North Warnborough and the broader
issue of the construction of sheds at the allotments
without council permission; Aunt Alice's visit;
continued work on building the second of their
cottages and plumbing work on the first cottage;
visits by members of the District Council housing
committee to view the cottages and her hopes that
more cottages will be built at Hill Side; Neville's
involvement in the University [of Birmingham]
appeal; her chickens and the sale of some of her
hatched eggs. 15 October
/229: from Hilda: Comments on the miners' strike
and a probable railway strike, and her concerns
about how the strike will be resolved; her views that
the government should not give way, but her fears
that other trade unions will bring their members out
on strike in support if no concessions are made;
her hopes to attend the Rylands wedding, but
worries that they will not have enough petrol; visit
to the Halls at Long Sutton to see their farm stock;
her work with the Women's Institute committees,
trip to Winchester for the 'mentally deficient'
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committee and a 'social tea'; her unsuccessful
negotiations to get chairs and blankets for the
Women's Institute hut; the popularity of the school
meals scheme but the probability that they will
have to raise prices; lack of progress on the
cottages they are having built; encloses a
photograph of the war memorial. 22 October
/230: from Ida: Gives an account of the illness and
death of their dog, Hector; expresses her sadness
and her doubts over whether to get another dog;
meeting of the District Council housing committee
at which the committee discussed Neville's letter
[on housing and rents] and agreed to compose a
letter to the Times in response; her hopes that this
will encourage other Rural housing committees to
consider the suggestions, but her suspicion that
Districts that have not started building will be
reluctant to consider the problem of rents before
they have to; discusses further debates between
the District Council and the Ministry concerning
house building at Crookham; problems with their
gardener's boy who has been stealing eggs, Hilda's
interview with his mother, and his father's ill health;
District Council meeting to discuss the reply from
the water company about providing water to
cottages. 2 November
/231: from Hilda: Ida's District Council housing
committee has agreed Neville's scheme for rents,
and she feels happier about the construction of
concrete houses after being reassured by the
contractor who has used this material before and is
confident that the houses will not 'sweat'; the
results of the municipal elections and the defeat of
Labour candidates, presumably due to the
increases in rates; praises Anne's women's club for
taking part in canvassing work; her work
canvassing for subscriptions for the district nurse
and her hopes to get funds or furniture for the
nurse from Lady Mildmay; her work in the garden
with Ida; their plans to stay in London for a
fortnight. 5 November
/232: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Expresses her disappointment that Neville
will not be in London, but is pleased that he is
having a shooting holiday; recent Women's Institute
meetings and taking a party in the car to
Winchester to attend a meeting of the Women's
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Institute County Federation; Hilda's address on
citizenship to the Greywell Women's Institute; her
meeting of the Managers of the District Schools;
arrangements for the new district nurse to arrive
and stay in their rooms, which they have had to
prepare; general approval of Neville's scheme on
rents amongst people she has spoken to besides
members of the District Council housing committee
and her hopes that they will be able to argue the
case with the Ministry to enable the people for
whom the houses are intended to afford to rent
them; discussions at the recent housing committee
meeting of drainage systems for new houses at
Hartney Witney and being forced by costs to build
concrete houses all over the district; her work with
a committee dealing with workhouse children at the
District Schools and her attempts to meet the
doctor who examines them; plans for social
engagements while they are in London; discussion
and praise of Hilda Mary and hopes for her future.
19 November
/233: from Hilda, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Mentions Neville's shooting party, his
recent dental treatment, and the current bad
weather; her activities in London which include
Christmas shopping, seeing friends including Mrs
Amery and Lady Dawkins, and going to the theatre
to see the 'Knight of the Burning Pestle'; lunch with
Mary and Willie [Carnegie] who was disturbed
about 'the public funeral of the murdered officers'
[presumably in Ireland] held in Westminster Abbey,
after the public funeral of [Terence] McSwiney
[following his death from hunger strike]; her views
about public opinion in England of Irish affairs. 28
November
/234: from Hilda: Her disgust at the rejection of
Neville's rent scheme by the Ministry of Health and
the Treasury Committee; The Ministry of Health's
reply to the District Council about setting rents at
Eversley which are too high for agricultural
labourers to pay; growing unemployment in the
district and her fears for local people with no
alternative work available as the farmers are
reducing their numbers of workers; her work on the
Infant Welfare accounts, her discovery that she had
never received the grant she had applied for the
previous year, and the positive response to her
letter informing them of this, probably because of
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her family connections; her sadness about the
death of Hector, the dog and whether they will get
another; her relief that the work of some of Neville's
committees is coming to an end including one
discussing Ministers salaries; the popularity of the
Midland Union, and her hopes that canals will
begin to be used more; the reception of Austen's
recent speech and her feeling that there are still too
many government Ministries after the end of the
war; Austen's unpopularity in some newspapers
and with businessmen because of the Excess
Profits Duty; the good work being carried out by the
new district nurse and the scheme for people to
pay a small subscription and then see the nurse
free of charge. 10 December
/235: from Ida: Neville's ill health and the effect of
the cold weather on their plants; their travel
arrangements to visit Birmingham for Christmas;
the rejection of government bills by the House of
Lords; continuing delays in getting building
contracts for North Warnborough and her hopes
that awarding contracts will ease local
unemployment; continuing negotiations with the
Housing Commissioner about fixing rents and
problems surrounding the repair of houses without
financial assistance from the Ministry; the
forthcoming meeting of Managers of the District
Schools which will consider the question of lighting
in the schools which still use oil lamps, the
apparent reluctance of the Guardians to investigate
electricity, and the poor facilities and apparently
incompetent maintenance staff at these schools;
gives an account of recent Women's Institute
meetings where the lantern lectures had to be
given without the lantern despite attempts to repair
it; Neville's hopes to work on parliamentary
committees concerning adoption and his refusal of
posts on committees concerning roads and
hospitals; the continued unrest in Ireland, the fire in
Cork, and the activities of Sinn Fein and the Black
and Tans. 17 December
52 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/236-282

1921 letters

1921

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1921. A printed
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copy of votes and proceedings of the House of
Commons, 27 April 1921 is also included.
Many of these letters focus on Ida's work with the
District Council in managing house building in the
Odiham area, including negotiations with the
Ministry of Health, and other local public work
including discussions about improvements to local
roads and drainage, and the installation of
electricity in District Schools for 'workhouse'
children. Neville's interest in slum improvements is
touched upon, and his interests in the Birmingham
businesses Elliott's Metal Company, Birmingham
Small Arms Company, and Hoskins & Son are also
discussed. Austen's political career, particularly his
involvement in negotiations leading to the AngloIrish Treaty of December 1921, and speculation
about his succession as leader of the Conservative
and Unionist Party, is another theme, as is the
railway strike and ongoing miners dispute. Other
letters focus on Hilda's activities with the Women's
Institute and her election to the Hampshire
Executive of that organisation; the sisters' holiday
in Italy in September and October, their purchase
of a field from Odiham Grammar School to extend
their garden, and their gift of a children's
playground for the village.
/236: from Ida: The current bad weather and heavy
rain which is preventing them from working in the
garden; continued difficulties with the housing
commissioner, his delay in passing the contract for
the North Warnborough houses and failure to send
authorisation to borrow from the Public Loans
Board for this, and the need to meet him to discuss
rents, rates of labour, the size of rooms and the
delays in correspondence; relations with the
architect chosen for new housing and the amount
of paperwork necessary needed by the Ministry;
they are still unable to get figures for the cost of the
two cottages they have had built, but she gives
details of the amounts spent on materials;
equipment needed for the peach houses; her
continued investigations into methods of lighting
[presumably for the District Schools]; Hilda's work
making costumes for the children's play she is
organising. 7 January
/237: from Hilda: Mary and Willie [Carnegie]'s visit
including a drive in the car and walk with Mary; Ida
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has managed to get a meeting with the housing
commissioner, his knowledge that the Ministry had
turned down Neville's suggestions for fair rates and
rents, and his refusal to consider such a scheme;
her disappointment that Neville's report on slum
property will probably be turned down by Dr
Addison 'though of course with the increasing
difficulty of getting money for anything, he ought to
jump at it'; the victory of the 'Anti Waste' candidate
in the election at Dover, the rising demand across
the country for spending cuts and opposition to tax
rises, her concerns that this will prevent necessary
reforms from being made and the effects of this at
District Council, school and parish level; her
election as chairman at the last Managers meeting
and the probability that she will be prevented from
getting improvements made to the heating in the
local schools; the offer of a collie pup from one of
their neighbours and Ida's refusal to take him; her
work organising rehearsals for the children's play;
makes suggestions for equipment for Neville's
peach house; Miss Leamon's electrical treatment.
14 January
/238: from Ida: Miss Leamon's medical treatment
and her decision not to investigate Christian
Science; Neville's financial difficulties, falling
dividends from the Columbo Commercial Co., and
the possibility of falling dividends from their other
investments; her attempts to get information about
lighting for the District Schools from the Imperial
Lighting Company and her frustration with
members of the Board of Guardians; her hopes
that the District Council housing committee will
agree to advertise rents for the houses at Eversley
and invite applications, and her idea to suggest
rent rebates to the Ministry if they do not get
enough applications so that people in need can be
housed; Mr Horder is to visit to inspect the war
memorial and bring the accounts; she and Hilda
have delivered addresses at the annual meetings
of the Women's Institute in their capacity as
Presidents, and have been re-elected; gives an
account of the performance of 'Miss Squeers' tea
party' by members of the Odiham institute for the
workhouse inmates Christmas treat; Hilda's
continuing work to organise the children's play The
Frog Prince'. 21 January
/239: from Hilda: Discusses her ill health, the
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disappointing dress rehearsal of the children's play
and her hopes that the public performances will be
better; the Choral Society's performance of
Handel's Messiah; her work caring for her bees and
the possible reasons for her neighbour, Mrs
Geddes' loss of bees and lack of eggs from her
hens; criticism of Austen in a recent article in the
Times, her own opinion of him as Chancellor, and
the question of whether Lloyd George will try to
move him to another post in the forthcoming reshuffle following Lord Milner and Mr Long's
retirement; her view that Austen should not accept
another post if he is removed from the
Chancellorship, her feeling that 'the premiership will
never come to him now', and that he should retire
from politics in preference to serving in another
post chosen by Lloyd George; comments on
Anne's appointment of a temporary nurse for the
children, and Neville's holiday in Sidmouth. 28
January
/240: from Ida [final page has been erroneously
filed and catalogued as part of NC18/2/278]:
Discusses her cold and the postponement of her
visit to Maggie Nettlefold for the weekend; the
success of the Women's Institute performance and
the visit of Mr Horder, the war memorial architect,
to discuss the lettering with the committee and go
through his accounts; meeting of the subcommittee appointed to consider the lighting of the
District Schools and agreement to consider
installing electricity supplied by the Imperial
Lighting Co; the housing committee's continued
debate with the Ministry, the architects, the land
owners and occupiers, and the District valuer over
the housing scheme, and the difficulties in raising
money locally; gives details of her tax summons
and the amount she has to pay; discusses the
probable loss of government subsidy for their newly
built houses, the small number of local applicants,
but the possibility that they can rent one of the
houses to an ex-service man who was brought up
in the parish, with a wife and child, and give him
the opportunity to purchase it later 'it will be a
''home for a hero'' with a ''hero'' in it!'; speculates on
the weather in Sidmouth; Aunt Lina's [Caroline
James, née Chamberlain] visit and Cousin Fanny's
death; Pearl's [a cousin, daughter of Walter and
Agnes Chamberlain] illness, and Uncle Arthur
[Kenrick]'s losses; approves of Neville entering
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Frank for Marlborough. 3 February
/241: from Hilda: The end of Neville's holiday and
his avoidance of seeing Lloyd George in
Birmingham 'though Austen may feel it was the
right thing for B'ham to honour him as it did - well, I
feel differently. In fact anywhere else, but not there
& not our University & our jeweller's dinner' [he
received the Freedom of the City and an honorary
doctorate]; Neville's visit to Budleigh Salterton and
the Drake church, reminiscing about her own visit
to Devon with Mr and Mrs Collings; the
improvement in both her and Ida's health; Aunt
Linda's visit, her apparent happiness in living at
Cutler's Close and her general state of health;
Hester's visit with news of Mark's engagement to
Miss Elizabeth Sprigg; her failed attempts to
photograph the children from the play due to
problems with the camera shutter; Austen's
statement that Britain offered to cancel the allies
debts and that America refused, and the effect on
public opinion in America; the better weather and
work in the garden and hopes to start work on the
allotment; the gardener has killed one of the pigs
and they hope to have pork at the weekend. 11
February
/242: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Her activities in London which include
seeing friends, visiting Agnew's exhibition of
paintings and the possibility of buying a painting for
their house in Odiham, their visit to the National
Gallery to see paintings by Brueghel, and to
Hertford House; dinner with Austen and Ivy and his
attendance at a conference to discuss German
reparations; discusses the result of the Woolwich
election 'which shows that Ramsay MacDonald's
attitude about the war had not yet been forgotten',
and Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen and the loss of his
seat in Dudley; her decision to have an alsatian
wolf hound if she does get another dog, once the
muzzling order has been lifted. 14 March
/243: from Hilda: The spring weather and the nestbuilding activities of song birds; the growth of
plants in the garden and greenhouses; some of her
bees have died from disease over the winter; her
recent activities with the Women's Institute and
Infant Welfare committee where she discovered the
County Council are to end their scheme to provide
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milk for mothers and babies; discusses the benefits
and disadvantages of allowing her name to go
forward as a candidate for the Hampshire
Executive of the Women's Institute; Ida's fears that
Hilda will often be away in Winchester if she is
elected, and her plan to get another dog; their plan
to drive to Chichester to see some alsatian
puppies, and her view that getting a dog is
preferable to her being co-opted on the health
committee of the County Council for the present;
Neville's speech on the railways debate and his
work on parliamentary committees; Anne's
appearance at the accountants dinner and her
speech; plans for Dorothy and Frank to visit at
Easter, but without their dog, due to the muzzling
order; progress on the children's playground, and
the high costs it has incurred. 11 March
/244: from Hilda, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Sends birthday wishes for Neville;
comments on the announcement of Bonar Law's
retirement and asks about the candidates to take
over as leader of the party in the House 'will Austen
now have a Downing St residence & what will his
position be?'; hopes Neville will have a good fishing
holiday in Scotland. 17 March
/245: from Ida: Discusses Bonar Law's resignation
and speculation that Austen will be the next leader
of the party; her visit to Ivy who gave her more
information about this; opinion in the Times that
Austen is the only possible candidate; speculates
on the possible changes 'what sort of a leader will
Austen make. I should think a very good one,
though I wish he had had the chance half a dozen
years earlier', the influence that Austen and Lloyd
George might have on each other, and the
possibility that he will be offered 11 Downing
Street; their drive to Chichester to visit the
cathedral and then to Bosham where she selected
an alsatian puppy, to be called Max; uncertainty
over whether she will be elected to the Health
Committee of the County Council; work on the
kitchen garden; congratulates Anne on the success
of her conference; Mary [Carnegie] has visited. 18
March
/246: from Hilda: Anne, Dorothy and Frank's visit
and the warm weather which has enabled them to
spend time in the garden and go for walks; Miss
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Leamon [the children's nurse] has arrived and they
have plans to go for a drive in the car and visit the
'daffodil woods'; Ida is standing for the District
Council election and they plan to do some
canvassing to encourage people to vote; their
windfall dividend from Hoskins; description of the
garden in the spring weather. 25 March
/247: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for the salmon he
has sent them from Scotland; her enjoyment of
Anne, Dorothy and Frank's visit and the warm and
sunny weather; mentions a recent eclipse of the
sun; gives an account of her activities in the
garden; Ida has been re-elected District councillor
and she has been elected to the County Executive
of the Women's Institute; discusses the continuing
miners' strike, the opinions of the newspapers, and
her hopes that Lloyd George will stand firm 'I fear
this policy of saving everybody's face is only the
prelude to continual further disturbances, as each
side declares it has won'. 8 April
/248: from Ida: The cancellation of the railway
workers strike and the likely impact for the Railway
and Transport Executive; her views about the
power of the trade unions and her fears about the
miners strike 'it looks as if a smashing defeat & the
exhaustion of their funds would reduce them to a
position in which they would settle down sincerely
to work again'; a recent Unionist meeting in
Odiham at with Lord Wolmer's agent spoke about
the exhaustion of the government's mandate once
the Bill for the Protection of Key Industries had
passed, and the probability that there would be a
general election towards the end of the year; her
views that the industrial disputes will have
damaged the Labour movement and that the
government might want to call an election to take
advantage of this; the difficulty in obtaining coal
supplies and the problems involved in using wood
for heating; she is considering whether to buy an
iron gate for the garden and might be able to obtain
some tiles for the top of the garden wall; her hopes
that Neville has refused to be on the committee for
London water. 15 April
/249: from Hilda: Discusses the continuing miners'
dispute and her reading of the debate between
Beveridge and Redmayne; Neville's scheme for
closing mines which are not profitable and her
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doubts that the miners would accept this; the
apparent incompetence of the mine owners, the
support that the Times is now offering to the
miners, her hopes that a working agreement can
now be reached and coal production will resume 'I
understand that the miners really are suffering now,
but so are our poor people' and describes the
desperation of some of the older and poorer people
living in Odiham; discussion of the crisis at a recent
District Council meeting, the coal shortage in the
local area, and the number of applications people
are making for coal on account of sickness; the
cold weather which has affected the fig tree in the
garden; the district nurse has been ill with influenza
and Hilda has had to arrange cover; she has been
to a concert given by the Choral Society and gave
supper to the performers which caused some
difficulties; Ida's new chicks have arrived; describes
her work with her bees. 22 April
/250: from Ida: Discusses the continuing miners'
dispute, her opinion that the miners should accept
the concessions offered, that the government
should import coal to alleviate unemployment and
food shortages, and that working class people
should support this policy; she and Hilda plan to go
to London to attend the annual meeting of the
Women's Institutes; her opinion of a biography of
Queen Victoria; describes work on the garden wall
and the playground for local children; the deaths of
some of her new chicks; Austen and Ivy are visiting
on their way to take Joe to school at Winchester.
29 April
/250a: printed copy of votes and proceedings of the
House of Commons, 27 April 1921 consisting of the
account of the appointment of the new speaker of
the House, John Henry Whitley, proposed by
Colonel Francis Bingham Mildmay and seconded
by Arthur Henderson. Austen Chamberlain moved
that the House should adjourn
/251: from Hilda: Her successful shopping
expedition in London to buy an iron gate for the
garden and Mark's wedding present; describes the
mirror she bought for Mark at Lichfield, and their
excursion to Marylebone Road to look at garden
ornaments, one of which she includes a sketch
drawing of; Hilda Mary's forthcoming visit and the
growth of plants in the garden; reports of a possible
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end to the miners' dispute. 6 May
/252: from Ida: Hopes that Neville will be able to
get to Birmingham for the weekend to tend his
orchids; her hopes that the miners must be almost
ready to end their strike and that 'extremists in the
other Unions' will not come out on strike; she and
Hilda are to visit Twitt's Ghyll; she has had a lesson
in raffia hat making at the Women's Institute and
her new puppy is to arrive by train; describes
Hilda's work with her bees which have been
swarming frequently; the swings have been put up
in the children's playground and four pairs of
concrete houses are being constructed at North
Warnborough. 13 May
/253: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for her birthday
greetings; her relief that Willie [Carnegie]'s
operation has been successful and the strain that
Mary has been under; Ida's puppy Max has arrived
and gives her impression of him; gives an account
of their visit to Twitts Ghyll to see Austen and Ivy
and describes the gardens there; the children have
been enjoying the swings in their new playground;
her work with the bees and the honey she hopes to
get 'I love to see the bees doing well, yet I cannot
say that I think bees are no trouble to keep: they
may be worth it, but the are a lot of trouble!'; the
iron gate has arrived and work is continuing in the
garden; they hope to go to London to the Royal
Horticultural Show the following week. 20 May
/254: from Ida: Her dog has recovered from his
injury; she and Hilda have visited the Royal
Horticultural Show again and had dinner with
Austen and Ivy at 11 Downing Street; recounts the
family's views about living there; Hilda's visit to stay
with Aunt Alice [near Princes Risborough] leaving
her to deal with problems with dead mice; Maggie
is visiting; news of another 'coal conference' to
discuss the situation with the miners' leaders, and
the aftermath of the dockers strike in Glasgow;
comments on Austen's views about members
salaries. 27 May
/255: from Hilda: Gives an account of her stay with
Aunt Alice, her opinions on her aunt's health and
that of her companions, and the activities which
she still takes part in; the garden there, and the
walks she had with Aunt Alice; her return to
Odiham and continuing work with her bees; the
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ripening fruit in the garden, including strawberries;
news about Max the dog's recovery from his injury;
discusses the continuing miners' strike and its
effects on the cotton trade. 3 June
/256: from Ida: The possible end to the miners'
strike, the rejection of a government subsidy and
the late discussion of wages after demanding a
national pool of profits; her fears that prices will rise
over the coming year, encouraging her to plan
foreign travel now; she hopes that Neville and
Anne will arrange to visit Italy, Sicily or Spain;
discusses her memories of visiting Spain with
Austen after Ethel's death, and her
recommendations for any possible trip; her plans
to visit Italy with Hilda at the end of September; her
dog Max, his temperament, and his recovery from
his injury; the growth of plants in the garden and
ongoing work on the garden wall; hopes that
Neville will be able to spend a weekend in Odiham
shortly; pleased that the University [of Birmingham]
is to continue to offer classes to trade union
members and that Neville is getting land at
Ladywood [for use as a park and children's
playground]; she and Hilda have been making
raffia hats for the Women's Institute show. 10 June
/257: from Hilda: The hot weather and her relief
that she is not in London in the heat; describes the
current state of the garden and their plans to hold
the Women's Institute party there; discusses the
latest developments in the miners' dispute, the
possibility of a breach between those who want to
return to work and others who favour continuing the
strike, and whether the executive will call off the
strike; her uncertainty about the issue of supporting
miners children and starting communal kitchens
'from outside I distinctly don't feel inclined to help
them, but how one would feel on the spot I don't
know'; Lloyd George's defence of [Dr] Addison's
salary and Churchill's policies as Colonial
Secretary in Mesopotamia [Iraq] and Palestine; the
government's abandonment of the Agricultural Bill
and the effect of this on corn prices, local farmers,
and the wages of agricultural labourers 'nothing but
tariff reform could really be any good for them, I
believe, & I suppose we are as far off that as
anything'; gives Neville travel advice for his
proposed visit to Spain; expresses her
disappointment that Neville has not been able to
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take on Licensing responsibilities; hopes she might
see him when he goes to Winchester to see the
schools. 17 June
/258: from Ida: The continuing hot weather and
drought; a joint meeting of the two Women's
Institutes held in their garden, with lectures on the
League of Nations and a dialogue by Hilda Mary
and her friend; shopping trips to London to buy
clothes for Hilda Mary to be presented at the
garden party, replacing the evening Court; visits by
cousin Edith and Mary and Willie [Carnegie]; news
of the reduction of [Dr] Addison's salary and his
alleged incompetence; Neville's sale of his property
in the Bahamas; comments on the continued
miners' dispute and the success of Elliotts and
Hoskins despite the strike; discusses the work of
the District Council housing committee and the
Ministry of Health's refusal to sanction further
tenders for house building in the district, possibly to
concentrate on urban housing, although the North
Warnborough houses have now been passed; her
worries about her dog, Max; discusses new plants
that Neville has acquired. 24 June
/259: from Hilda: Neville's involvement in all night
sittings in the House of Commons; the probable
end to the miners' dispute and the future of the
industry, and her dislike of American coal; the
situation in Ireland, her opinion of De Valera and
Sinn Fein; the success of Neville's schemes at
Elliotts and the lack of industrial unrest there; gives
details about cousin Edith's visit and that of Mary
and Willie [Carnegie] including an account of
Willie's health after his operation; the production of
honey by her bees, and the arrival of the iron gate
and plans to add stone pillars to either side of it;
news from the Ministry at the last housing
committee meeting that they will not make any
more contracts for housing.1 July
/260: from Ida: The continuing hot weather and
drought, and the effects of this on vegetable and
fruit crops; news at the latest District Council
housing committee meeting that they are not
allowed to proceed with any of the housing
schemes for which contracts have not been
agreed, and that the subsidy scheme has also
been cancelled; continued problems with the
drainage scheme at Hartley Witney and her hopes
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to get an interview with [Alfred] Mond [the new
Minister of Health] or his under-secretary; her
meeting with the District Surveyor about new
methods of road making and her wish to
investigate this matter further or put together a
scheme for watering the roads by private
contribution; a weekend party, organising tea for
the residents of the almshouses, and a party she is
arranging for Hilda Mary; her dog Max and his
recovery from his injury. 8 July
/261: from Hilda: Expresses her sympathy for
Neville attending committee meetings in London in
the hot weather and her hopes that the situation
with Ireland will be resolved without needing an
autumn session; [Dr] Addison's resignation and
Ida's thanks for Neville's information about how
best to get an interview with someone from the
Ministry of Health about the housing schemes; Max
the dog's continuing recovery from his injury; the
party they held at the weekend for Hilda Mary and
other younger people which included tennis and a
picnic; their plans for the garden involving placing
stone balls on pillars, for which she includes a
sketch, and the continued production of honey by
her bees, some of which she proposes to sell;
forthcoming visits by Aunt Lina and Millicent; her
visit to Winchester for the Executive meeting of the
Women's Institute and visit to an exhibition at Alton;
details of their fruit and vegetable crops. 15 July
/262: from Ida: The disagreement between Lloyd
George and Dr Addison; her views about the
abandonment of building programmes and housing
subsidies for local authorities and her hopes to get
an interview with Sir Kingsley Wood; continued
negotiations on the Hartley Witney drainage
scheme and news that a government inspector
visited North Warnborough to view progress on the
houses being built there 'it will be many & many a
long year before the District Council can build
homes for which it could get an economic rent &
the conditions are so bad we really can't afford to
wait'; gives an account of the exhibition and sale of
work by Odiham and North Warnborough Women's
Institute along with several others at Alton and
comments that village industries will not enable the
women to make a living any longer when mass
produced garments can be bought cheaply;
entertainments provided by the Odiham Choral
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Society and by North Warnborough members;
gives Neville travel advice for his planned holiday
to Sicily in the autumn, and sets out the itinerary for
their Italian trip; the possibility that they will not be
able to attend Frances' wedding, and her concerns
about the situation in Ireland. 22 July
/263: from Hilda: The recent rain and its effects on
the garden; their attendance at Frances' wedding
with Millicent, despite Millicent's poor state of
health; asks about Anne and the children's plans
for a holiday by the sea; the sale of her honey at a
shop in Farnham and offer to supply honey to
Anne; continuing work on the garden wall and
continued negotiations with the Grammar School to
buy their field to develop it; her hopes that Neville
will succeed in getting his 'unhealthy areas plan
adopted' which 'would do almost as much to
ameliorate housing conditions as all the new
houses which have been built'. 29 July
/264: from Ida: Neville's plans to visit them in
Odiham and his disappointment at the content of
their recent letters, which she explains is due to the
heat and lack of activity; gives an account of
Frances' wedding; comments on Punch as Lord
Thanet and her approval that the Embassy dinner
has been cancelled; they hope to read the 'British
Commonwealth of Nations' and have finished
reading 'Morocco That Was'; discusses Neville's
banking scheme and the debate amongst members
of the District Council housing committee about
collection of rates; gives an account of further
discussions at the housing committee meeting
about the Ministry of Health ruling that building
work should be prioritised for houses already
begun and negotiations abandoned for contracts
for other new housing; Mary and Willie [Carnegie]'s
holiday plans; Hilda and Ida's hopes to gain
possession of the remainder of the field from the
Grammar School by the end of September and
their plans for its use. 5 August
/265: from Ida: Hopes that Neville will be able to
get away from London if the House adjourns, but
questions whether the Irish negotiations will
continue over the summer; discusses her opinions
of Sinn Fein and the support that the group has
outside Ireland; gives an account of helping Hilda
with her bee hives and getting stung; delivering her
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lecture on the Board of Guardians and District
Council to the Women's Institute, their particular
interest in the workhouse and district school and
their questions about the quality of the houses
being built at North Warnborough. 18 August
/266: from Hilda: The rejection of Neville's
'Bastardy Bill' [Children of Unmarried Parents Bill]
by the House of Lords and her hopes that it will
eventually be accepted; Neville's forthcoming
holiday in Sicily and the itinerary for her and Ida's
holiday to Italy; their recent stay in London and visit
to the flower show; her recent visit to Lady Herbert
at Purse Caundle in Dorset and describes the
house and garden and her trip to Roundhill
Grange. 26 August
/267: from Ida: Teases Neville about a sea trout he
has sent to Austen rather than to her and Hilda,
and comments on an argument between Maggie
and Helen; gives news of Margaret Hope's
engagement; discusses the high rates enforced in
parts of London with a Labour Board of Guardians,
the use of rates to pay for relief for unemployed
people and the sums they receive in benefits
compared with the relief paid to agricultural
labourers; problems caused by discrepancies in
their telephone bill; the progress made by Max the
dog and the continuing muzzling order; picking
blackberries with Hilda; expresses sympathy over
the problems Neville and Anne are having with the
health of their children's nurse, Miss Leamon. 2
September
/268: from Hilda: Neville's holiday in Scotland, and
the fine weather in Odiham; Hilda Mary and her
brothers are visiting after staying near Boulogne;
the large blackberry crop which they have used to
make puddings, jam and bottled fruit; their
gardener's return from holiday and the work he is
now undertaking in their garden; the final accounts
for the children's playground are to be settled, and
boys have been playing football there; gives details
of forthcoming committee work and other
engagements before their holiday, including the
inaugural meeting of a girl's club. 9 September
/269: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his gift of some
sea trout which arrived in excellent condition; gives
details of the hotels she and Hilda will be staying in
in Italy, and discusses their itinerary; discusses the
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agreement between De Valera and the British
government over the issue of independence, and
the involvement of Irish Americans; work on their
new rock garden and continued negotiations over
possession of the field used by the Grammar
School; her lunch with the Selbornes and their
plans to go to West Africa as Director of the West
Africa Bank; discusses whether she wants to be
co-opted to the County Council Health Committee.
16 September
/270: from Hilda, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Hopes that Neville has arrived safely in
Rome; her need for dental treatment just before
their own holiday; her relief to be away from her
committee and Women's Institute work for the
moment, and their decision to take possession of
the field at the end of the month so that they can
plan for its use during the winter; the continuing
negotiations over Irish independence and Lloyd
George's intention to deal with the issue of
unemployment during the autumn session of
parliament; Neville's plans to see mosaics at San
Clemente in Rome; their pleasant surprise at
receiving dividend cheques from Hoskins. 24
September
/271: from Hilda, written from Milan: Sympathises
with Neville over the misplacement of his luggage,
and gives an account of their journey from London
to Baveno, via Paris with Hilda Mary and Molly, and
the sightseeing activities they took part in on the
lake there; gives details of their planned activities in
Milan, and their plans to travel on to Verona. 30
September
/272: from Ida, written from Venice: Describes the
location of their hotel in Venice, their activities in
Verona, the reaction of Hilda Mary and Molly to
Italy, and her and Hilda's pleasure in having young
people with them on this holiday; they are
educating the girls about Italian art and history;
gives an account of their sightseeing activities in
Venice including churches and the Doge's palace,
a gondola ride, and evening walks in Piazza San
Marco; comments on Neville's impressions of the
Forum in Rome and her memories of a visit to Italy
in 1914. 6 October
/273: from Hilda, written from Florence: Discusses
Neville's journey through Sicily and her sympathy
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that Anne's ill health has prevented them seeing
Cefalu; Ida's illness while in Venice and her visit to
a chemist; their trip to Torcello and Murano, and
their journey onwards, stopping at Padua to see
Giotto paintings and Bologna and Pistoia; her
impressions of Florence and the hotel. 14 October
/274: from Ida, written from Siena: Their journey
from Florence to Siena by car; gives an account of
their visit to San Gimignano and their sightseeing
activities in Siena and Florence; mentions Anne's
cold and the illnesses she, Hilda Mary and Molly
have suffered in Italy; comments on Neville's
impressions of Palermo; plans for Austen and Ivy
to visit spa baths in Vernet les Bains in the
Pyrenees for Ivy's health and arrangements for the
autumn session of parliament. 19 October
/275: from Hilda, written from Paris: Discusses
plans to meet up with Neville in London and her
concerns about his attack of gout; their journey
from Parma to Milan via Piacenza and sightseeing
there before returning to Paris; her hopes that
Neville's luggage will be recovered again after it
was lost at Naples. 27 October
/275A: from Hilda: Their return from holiday both
suffering from colds; details of the decorating work
taking place at their home; the state of the garden
and the continuing use by the Grammar School of
the field they hope to buy; her involvement with the
school meals scheme and the girls club; Ida's
activities with the District Council and training Max
the dog; discusses their plans to use the field for
potatoes; the return of the photographs she has
taken on her holiday. 4 November
/276: from Ida: Neville's recent illness and her hope
he was able to speak on [Sir Alfred] Mond's
estimates, news of Labour Party gains in
Birmingham and the possibility that peope who are
unemployed are voting against the party in
government; comments on Neville's assessment of
the current state of the Unionist party and the
possibility of a settlement of the situation in Ireland
that would be accepted by both Sinn Fein and
Ulster; armistice wreaths prepared by the Women's
Institutes for the war memorial, the local service
that was held and observance of the two minutes
silence; some local unemployed men are digging
the field purchased from the Grammar School after
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further negotiations with the governors and
headmaster; gives notice of their plans to visit
London. 11 November
/277: from Hilda: Discusses the outcome of the
recent Unionist meeting at Liverpool, Austen's
speech, discontent with the coalition, and the
influence of the 'diehards' [those opposed to Irish
settlement and the coalition] 'nobody can like the
position of negotiating with Sinn Fein but the only
alternative clearly would not be supported in the
country'; her hope that the vote of confidence will
strengthen Austen's position against Bonar Law;
comments on Balfour's attendance at the
Washington conference on limiting naval
armaments; attendance at the Women's Institute
biennial conference in Southampton and her
engagement at Hartley Witney to speak on 'women
and public opinion' as part of her role on the
Women's Institute County Executive; Max the dog
has had another accident; Hilda has ordered more
plants for the rock garden; their plans to visit
London and for Mary [Carnegie] to travel back to
Odiham with them; work on the field is continuing.
18 November
/278: from Ida [the final page of this letter has
become separated and numbered at NC18/2/282;
the content for that page is listed in the description
of this letter. The final page of the letter described
at NC18/2/240 has been erroneously filed with the
remainder of this letter but the content is listed at
the description for that letter]: Plans to see Anne
when she is in London; a recent dinner at Dean's
Yard [Mary and Willie Carnegie's home] with
Austen and his adoption as party leader 'I can see
no signs of any desire for B[onar] L[aw]'s return
amongst any but the diehards and intriguers';
Austen's approval of the American proposals
regarding naval armaments; their hopes to see
Austen and Ivy when they visit Winchester to
collect Joe from school; gives details of the
continuing work in the field they have purchased
from the Grammar School; Mary [Carnegie]'s
recent visit; they have declined an invitation to
Margaret Hope's wedding; she has decided to be
co-opted to the Health Committee of the new
County Council. 25 November
/279: from Hilda: Discusses the recent visit of
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Austen and his family when their car broke down
and they had to use a hired one to take their
visitors out; their chauffeur's efforts to get a
replacement car part; Austen's concerns about the
Irish settlement and the conflicting demands of
both sides; Ida's reforms relating to local housing
have been defeated at the recent District Council
meeting and her depression at the lack of progress
in fixing the water supply to local cottages;
describes the continued work in the garden;
discusses possible Christmas presents for Hilda
Mary; gives an account of some of her recent work
with the Women's Institute, her efforts to resolve
disputes amongst some of the members, and her
plans to get the groups to practise singing. 2
December
/280: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Comments on the signing of the AngloIrish treaty and Britains improved relations with
America; speculation about a general election and
her view that it would be better to wait until
unemployment has fallen 'I should imagine that a
Labour victory now would affect our credit so
adversely as to easily bring about a crash';
discusses Winchester school, Kate's ill health and
'cousin Lizzie Rogers' death; their recent dinner
with Cecily and Ernest. 9 December
/281: from Hilda: Discusses their plans to travel to
Birmingham to spend Christmas with Neville and
his family; comments on the prolonged sitting in the
House due to the opposition of the 'diehards' and
whether the Dail will accept the Anglo-Irish treaty;
her involvement in resolving disputes between
members of the local girls club, and her work
planning the Women's Institute annual fete; Ida's
plans to build more accommodation for chickens in
the garden; negotiations have been settled over the
use of the field by the Grammar School;
forthcoming social engagements, and the absence
of their cook. 15 December
/282: [see the description for NC18/2/278]
48 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/283-330

1922 letters
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Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1922.
A major theme in the letters continues to be Ida's
public work responsibilities, particularly with the
District Council in managing house building in the
Odiham area, including negotiations with the
Ministry of Health about water supplies and
addressing the problem of tenants taking
occupation of empty buildings because of the local
housing shortage; other themes include Ida's
election to the County Council Health committee
and her frustrations with the obstructive behaviour
of the County Medical Officer; her appointment to
the Sanatoria management sub-committee; and
her work with with Unemployment Committee of
the Board of Guardians and the District School
sub-committee. Hilda's letters discuss her work
organising events for the Odiham Women's
Institute and Girls Club and her increased
involvement in the organisation at higher levels,
including her attendance at a conference for
Women's Institute Voluntary County organisers and
agreement to take on speaking engagements. Her
work for the County Nursing Association discussing
the provision of nurses for midwifery, district
nursing and health visitor duties, and her
appointment as one of the managers of the
Grammar School at Odiham in addition to her role
as chairman of the managers of the elementary
schools is also covered.
Topics discussed by both sisters are the
disintegration of the Coalition government under
Lloyd George and its effects on Austen; the
collapse of the coalition following a meeting of the
Conservative Party at the Carlton Club in October,
and Austen's resignation as party leader; Bonar
Law's appointment as leader and the general
election in which he became Prime Minister;
Neville's appointment as Postmaster General; the
civil unrest in Ireland following the agreement of the
Anglo-Irish treaty, and the conflict between Greece
and Turkey. Hilda and Ida's holiday in Normandy
and Neville's tour of Canada are also discussed.
/283: from Ida: Gives an account of the latest
District Council meeting which passed an order to
compel the owners of cottages in Crondall to
connect water supplies and continuing negotiations
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with the Ministry [of Health] regarding the Greywell
case; Hilda has organised the girls club Christmas
party and Ida has organised the North
Warnborough Women's Institute party which was
attended by some husbands and children as well
as members, with games, dancing and charades;
discusses cases in Odiham of families taking
occupation of empty buildings and her opinions
about this 'two of the men are actually in work so
they are not really eligible for the workhouse, but I
say they must be got out whatever happens…we
have quite enough overcrowded pig styes in our
district already & if we are to allow our barnes to be
treated as dwelling places there will be no end to it';
discusses the chances of a general election in the
present political climate; Ivy's forthcoming holiday
abroad with Joe; her work in the garden. 6 January
/284: from Hilda: Expresses sympathy for Anne
who is suffering from influenza, which she thinks
she must have contracted from her social welfare
work in Birmingham; suggests that she should
come to Odiham for a visit to recover; discusses
the likelihood that there will not now be a general
election and comments on recent difficulties faced
by the government including the Cannes
conference involving Briand's resignation, the
continuing problems in Ireland, and the outcome of
the Washington conference on naval armaments;
discusses reading a biography of Lord Salisbury,
her opinion of his political decisions, and parallels
between Neville's feelings for Lloyd George and
Salisbury's for Disraeli; orchids and other plants in
the garden; her difficulties in getting the members
of her girls club to take part in musical and
dramatic activities; her concern that the district
nurse is leaving, and her worries about the
forthcoming Women's Institute annual party and
entertainment, which has been poorly rehearsed;
Dorothy Gough and her daughter are to visit. 13
January
/285: from Ida: Discusses the tensions between the
Liberals and the Conservatives in the coalition
government, reform of the House of Lords and her
fears about a Labour government dealing with the
current economic crisis; their plans to stay in
London at the end of the month to finish clearing
Egerton Crescent and hopes to see Neville and
Anne then; Anne's improved health and Dorothy's
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broken arm; the recent meeting of the Sanitary
Highways committee which discussed protests
from the owners of cottages in Crondall concerning
the water supply; she has delivered addresses on
'The Use of the Vote' to the Women's Institutes at
Odiham and North Warnborough which were well
received by the members; mentions her shares and
dividend payments. 20 January
/286: from Hilda: Expresses sympathy for Dorothy
and her broken arm, Frank's illness with mumps
and Anne's slow recovery from influenza; her plans
to visit London with Ida and to see Neville and his
family; gives details of her activities with the
Womens Institute dramatic performances which
have continued despite the illness of some of the
performers, the children's party and the girls club
'joint evening' which boys attended; her walk with
Ida through Odiham common, along the canal, and
back through Dogmersfield; her work to collect
subscriptions for treatment by the district nurse,
and her feeling of tiredness due to all her local
activities. 27 January
/287: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Their recent dinner with Austen at which
they discussed government policy in Egypt
following Lord Milner's report [of the Milner
Commission] on the future of the Protectorate, and
differences of opinion within the cabinet about
governance of both Egypt and India which do not
necessarily follow party lines; their feelings about
Austen as party leader and his difficulties in
working with colleagues 'those who have brains are
not trusted by the party & those who are trusted by
the party have no brains!'; her hopes to attend
Crufts dog show and look at the alsatians to
compare them to her dog, Max; their hopes to take
Diane and Lawrence to the zoo when they are in
London. 3 February
/288: from Hilda: Mary [Carnegie]'s visit; their trip to
the House of Commons to hear Austen close a
debate [possibly on the Anglo-Irish treaty], her
opinion of his style of speaking which she
compares to that of Joseph Chamberlain; her
criticism of [Michael] Collins; her drive home from
London, and work in the garden. 4 February
/289: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on the
completion of his memoir [on Norman
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Chamberlain] despite his other responsibilities;
discusses the latest news from Ireland concerning
the Anglo-Irish treaty debates, and the positions of
[Michael] Collins, [Arthur] Griffith and [Eamon] De
Valera; her Womens Institute work including
attending a meeting at Winchester; attendance at
the school concert, helping with the girls club play,
and her involvement in rehearsals for a play to put
but on by North Warnborough and Odiham
Womens Institute as a joint performance; men are
at work building their garden paths; Ida is at a
District Council meeting which will have to make a
decision on whether to eject a tenant, who is an exservice man and his children from a barn which
they are currently occupying, after they were turned
out of a local house for not paying rent. 24
February
/290: from Ida: Discusses the difficult
circumstances under which Neville and Austen
have to speak and Austen's efforts to get the
Unionists to agree to support Lloyd George;
speculates about whether Austen could form a
government if Lloyd George retires, and how the
party would perform in an election if opposed by
coalition Liberals as well as independent Liberals
and Labour 'I only hope that all these quarrels
won't end in letting the Labour party in'; the District
Council voted not to allow the man who is currently
occupying the barn to have one of the local
authority houses since he is apparently of bad
character; discusses problems with other families
who have taken refuge in the barn; tenants have
been found for most of the new houses, and the
District Valuer has given valuations for plots of land
and sites acquired but not built on; the District
Council's hopes to eventually be able to build new
housing for Odiham and Rotherwick on some of
these sites; reports of [Arthur] Griffith and [Michael]
Collins favourable response to the Anglo-Irish
treaty; gives an account of their visit to Winchester
to collect Joe from school and take him to Romsey
for lunch; discusses the pattern of laying of her
hens and the progress of the plants in the garden
with the arrival of spring; work is continuing on the
garden paths, and then their pig sty will be
constructed. 3 March
/291: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
speech to the electors of Wolverhampton and the
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results of his hard work in canvassing in
Birmingham and the Midlands; Montagu's
resignation [as Secretary of State for India] and the
unpopularity of his policies on India; probable
difficulties for the Unionists as long as Lloyd
George remains in politics; Neville's recent
argument with Arthur [Chamberlain; cousin], and
Arthur's business difficulties; Sophy is spending her
savings in paying Gerard's debts and has sold the
lease of Littlecote; her recent activities in the village
including collection subscriptions for the District
Nursing Association and arranging a new
committee for the girls club; Millicent's visit and her
improved health; continued renovation of the
garden and their dividends from Hoskins. 10 March
/292: from Ida: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and is pleased he has no more committees this
parliamentary session; congratulates Anne on her
election to the National Executive [of the Women's
Institute?]; recounts the confusion about whether
she or Hilda had been elected to serve on the
County Council health committee following a
recommendation for Ida, and the committee's
choice of Hilda, and Ida's eventual election; Hilda's
re-election to the Parish Council and their
appointment of trustees for the Odiham charities,
including Miss Fowler; describes the final changes
made in the garden; discusses the continued
problems of the coalition government including
Lord Derby and the Duke of Devonshire's rejection
of the Secretaryship of India, Montagu's criticism of
Lord Curzon, and Austen's view of the situation;
Aunt Alice's visit, and the progress of her new
chicks. 16 March
/293: from Hilda: Discusses the end of the
speculation that Lloyd George was about to resign
and her opinions of his character; their visit to
Dogmersfield Park to pick daffodils; gives details of
her involvement with the Women's Institute
executive at Winchester and recent local meetings
at which Mrs Clowes spoke; a forthcoming
Voluntary County Organisers' course that she has
to attend for the Women's Institute, and her hopes
that she will then have some time away from these
responsibilities; asks about Neville's health and the
forthcoming visit of Dorothy and Frank; the joint
Odiham and North Warnborough Women's Institute
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dramatic production was a success. 24 March
/294: from Ida: The current cold and snowy
weather and her depression at the continuing
tensions in Ireland, the opposition of the IRA to a
settlement and the possibility of a civil war there;
the incidence of 'lockouts' at firms in Britain, the
actions of trade unions and possible effects on
Elliotts; comments on local wildlife and Neville's
sighting of a greater spotted woodpecker in
Edgbaston; gives an account of Hilda's course for
voluntary organisers for Women's Institutes in
Winchester which has included lectures on the
history of cooperations; Hilda's advice to the course
leaders to avoid distributing politically biased
literature in the form of a leaflet comprising 'An
Introduction to Rural History'; plans for social
engagements with Mary and Austen and Ivy in
London, and Hilda Mary's forthcoming visit to
Odiham. 31 March
/295: from Hilda: The continuing cold weather and
Anne's holiday [in Wales]; their visit to London and
attendance at tableaux in which Austen's daughter
Diane appeared; gives an account of their dinner
with Mary and lunch with Austen and his family;
reflects on the success of the girls club now that
meetings have finished until the winter; Ida's visit to
the 'Washing Up Co.' on the Fulham Road, her
hopes to get a machine installed at the District
Schools to save work for the girls there, and her
approval of these machines for general household
use; the growth of Ida's chicks and the ripening
strawberries in the garden. 7 April
/296: from Ida: Sends best wishes to Neville on his
holiday in Banchory; discusses plans for Neville
and his family to stay at Odiham; gives an account
of the first County Council health committee
meeting she has attended and comments on her
agreement to serve on the sanitoria management
sub-committee; Austen's recent success in the
House of Commons; final work on the North
Warnborough houses and the pressure the Ministry
are putting on them to sell the remaining sites
against the wishes of the District Council. 14 April
/297: from Ida: Her cold is improving but she did
not go to Winchester with Hilda and other members
of the Women's Institute to attend the county
meeting; Dorothy and Frank have been taken to
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the woods to pick primroses by Lucy, are to walk to
King Johns' castle with the three Fowler children
and have tea with the Sclater girls; gives details of
the other activities the children have been involved
in; dicsusses the deaths of Anne's chickens; a
forthcoming meeting of the Sanitorium subcommittee at Chandler's Ford; comments on Lloyd
George's attendance at the Genoa conference [on
monetary economics]; Sir Alfred Mond's chauffeur
has damaged Ida and Hilda's car and there is a
disagreement about payment. 28 April
/298: from Hilda: Reflects on Dorothy and Frank's
visit, their activities which included a visit to Miss
Cole near Winchester, and how much she has
enjoyed their stay; their recent visit to London and
lunch with Austen which Sir W. Fisher also
attended; describes the Italian silks they purchased
for curtains and upholstery material; the growth of
their lawn and deaths of Ida's chickens and her
bees; Amy Hutton's forthcoming visit; the recent
photographs she has taken of Dorothy and Frank
which she will send to Neville. 5 May
/299: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Discusses their efforts to buy a writing
bureau for a twenty first birthday present for Hilda
Mary and a table for Ida and Hilda's drawing room;
Amy Hutton's visit and their drives to the Hog's
Back and to Winchester which included a visit to
the cathedral; comments on a banquet for Austen
held in Birmingham; Lloyd George's negotiations at
the Genoa conference, the apparent efforts of the
newspapers to increase tensions between Britain
and France and the positions of other European
countries; comments on the situation in Ireland and
civil unrest between groups for and against the
Anglo Irish treaty; the growth of plants in their
garden, the completion of their pig styes and their
hopes to acquire pigs the following week;
construction of chicken runs. 12 May
/300: from Hilda: Her address to the Women's
Institute on Home Life 250 years ago using extracts
from Pepys and [Edmund] Verney's memoirs to
illustrate differences in customs and habits;
describes the countryside on a drive to Upton Grey
with Cecily; work in the garden including buying a
new swarm of bees; redecoration of the drawing
room; asks Neville to recommend an oculist in
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London and gives details of forthcoming social
engagements in London; comments on Neville's
recent addresss on canals which has provoked
debate. 20 May
/301: from Ida: Gives an account of their visit to the
Royal Horticultural Show in London; comments on
Lloyd George's recent speech and her despair at
the continued civil unrest in Ireland 'I am afraid it is
but too evident that Griffith & Collins have given
away the whole show...what is to be the next
move? Shall we have to step in to defend Ulster by
force of arms, or are we to allow the new coalition
in the South to declare itself an independent
Reublic?'; describes the behaviour of Max, the dog,
and his hunting of insects; describes the growth of
plants in the garden and comments on the pattern
of her committee work; she has been put on a new
unemployment committee at the last meeting of the
Board of Guardians; Lilian's visit, and her hopes to
acquire some pigs. 26 May
/302: from Hilda, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Gives an account of her recent activities
including a visit to Winchester to attend a meeting
of the Nursing Association, the difficulties in getting
Lady Selborne to take note of the suggestions of
others and the feeling that they are working against
rather than with the county authorities; gives an
account of events at the Choral competition in
Winchester in which the choir from Odiham was
competing; the effects on the garden of the current
hot weather; her concern about the situation in
Ireland; Ida has sent some money to Kate; Lilian
and Enid have visited; is surprised that Neville is
considering going to Canada 'but I think it would
probably be very interesting & good for both of you
to get completely away for some time'. 2 June
/303: from Ida: The bad weather which prevented
her and Hilda having a tea party outside; Aunt
Lina's forthcoming visit; mentions her work with the
District School sub-committee, Women's Institute
committee, and District Council and Board of
Guardians work; their plans for a weekend party to
which only Sir Daniel Hall has accepted an
invitation; gives details about the livestock she has
acquired, consisting of a sow, some pigs, some
sheep and some laying fowls and chickens, and
land consisting of an acre of grass; continuing
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negotiation in Ireland concerning the constitution,
De Valera's intentions, and the conflict between
British troops and the IRA; discusses Neville's trip
to Canada and her hopes that he will be able to
take some time away from work; efforts to alleviate
Kate's financial difficulties; Neville's acquisition of
paintings. 8 June
/304: from Hilda: Rain has spoiled another tea
party and her work in the garden when it is sunny;
Aunt Lina's visit in her car because Hilda and Ida's
chauffeur, Elliott, was suffering from a quinsey; she
has been selected for jury duty in Winchester and
her hopes that Sir H. Stephen will be able to use
his influence to cancel her summons 'of course it is
public service, I suppose none but a few wretched
suffragist women really wish to be on a jury; still I
do a fair amount of other public work & feel I might
fairly be allowed to make a choice'; she has been
asked to become a County Council manager or
governor of the Grammar School at Odiham which
is being taken over by the county and her feeling
that she should accept because in her role as
Chairman of the managers of the elementary
school she will be able to act as a link between the
two schools; Ida's recent work with the Women's
Institute at Hartley Witney, delivering an address
on the District Council and their plans to host a
Women's Institute party for Odiham and North
Warnborough; work in the garden and Ida has cut
the hay in her field; Sir Daniel Hall's visit and his remarriage. 16 June
/305: from Ida: Comments on Lord Balfour
receiving the freedom of the city of Birmingham;
the news of Sir H[enry Hughes] Wilson's
assassination [by the IRA] and Austen's former
friendship with him; the possibility that Neville will
have to postpone his Canadian trip if parliament is
recalled for an autumn session, and her hopes to
go Wales and perhaps to Avignon with Maggie in
October; Hilda has been excused from jury service
and so they plan to visit London; gives details of
their planned social activities while in London
including lunch with Mary [Carnegie] and visiting
the theatre; gives a brief account of their Women's
Institute joint party; Aunt Lina's visit and Mary and
Willie [Carnegie]'s visit; their vegetable crops,
fattening her chickens and looking after her pigs;
continuing redecoration in the drawing room; recent
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agreement at the District School committee to buy
a large house in Crondall for the accommodation of
younger children and discusses costs. 23 June
/306: from Hilda: Discusses her recent
conversations with Hilda Mary about her future
plans, and her strong resemblance to Ethel in
some aspects of her character; their decision to
keep their London flat until the end of the lease to
enable them to see Hilda Mary when they like;
gives advice to Anne about her public speaking
and how to deal with nerves; Lio[nel Richards] and
Evelyn are to visit; continuing political negotiations
in Ireland between the 'Free State' party and the
Republicans and her hopes that British troops will
not be involved in the continuing civil unrest;
comments on her work on the District Nurse
committee and the difficulties with the current
nurse. 30 June
/307: from Ida: Mentions the improvement of Kate's
financial difficulties; Austen's ill health and recent
operation; describes the improvement in her sight
since she visited the oculist and received new
spectacles; discusses the likelihood of further
action on the housing situation and in particular
work to improve slum housing; her concerns about
the rent restriction act which she thinks
discourages the building of new houses; her
frustration with the membership of the Health
Committee and her hopes to discuss matters with
Dr Leyster when she attends a meeting of the
Sanatorium sub-committee, including the provision
of midwives through the Hants county nursing
association and the aftercare of tuberculosis
patients; her concerns that Dr Leyster should not
consider her to be merely a mouthpiece for Lady
Selborne and her doubts that he will accept
suggestions from anyone; describes damage in the
garden caused by high winds and the activities of
Hilda's bees; her plan to visit Avignon has fallen
through and her alternative holiday plans. 7 July
/308: from Hilda: Her approval of Neville's plans to
holiday in Harrogate and Scotland before visiting
Canada and her concern for his health and that of
Anne; asks about his itinerary in Canada and gives
her opinion that the visit will be useful to him in the
future; her concerns for Austen's health and the
likely effects for his constituency seat of his failure
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to spend time in Birmingham; Neville's work to
reinforce support for the party in Birmingham; gives
an account of recent activities with her bees; her
visit to Lady Herbert, and cousin Edith's visit. 14
July
/309: from Ida: Gives details of cousin Edith's visit
and her ill health; Hilda's visit to Lady Victoria
Herbert and Hilda Mary's visit with her friend Miss
Maxwell; discusses Neville's travel plans and her
concerns about his strenuous itinerary in Canada;
her plans to visit Aunt Alice in Wales and to see
Anne while she is there, and her travel
arrangements for a holiday in Normandy with Hilda;
recent developments at the District Schools
committee meeting after plans to buy a house at
Crondall have been affected by the increased
asking price; alternative plans to build cottage
homes to be used alongside the district school and
their hopes to involve the government inspector in
the scheme; discusses the benefits of different
makes of car and the possibility of their purchasing
a new one; the forthcoming visit of the Evelyn
Cecils, Dorothy Gough and Sir Herbert Stephen. 20
July
/310: from Hilda: Comments on Neville's current
experiences at the spa at Harrogate and
reminisces about her time there in 1914,
commenting about the turbulent times they have
lived through; discusses parliamentary business,
including Neville's vote for the embargo to be taken
off Canadian cattle and the effects of legislation like
this on Britain's relations with the Dominions; their
recent activities including a weekend party for the
Evelyn Cecils, Sir H. Stephen and Lady Gough,
and their visit to London to find out the
arrangements needed to take their car to France
and to see Mary [Carnegie], Cecily, Amy Hutton
and Hilda Mary; gives her impression of a
performance of 'Dear Brutus' in which George Du
Maurier appeared; her work in the garden and with
her bees; thanks Neville for sending details about
the Daimler car they are considering buying. 28
July
/311: from Ida: Discusses Neville's treatment at the
spa in Harrogate and the possible cause of his
symptoms; asks whether Dorothy and Frank might
be able to visit during the summer; gives an
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account of discussions at a recent meeting of the
Health sub-committee to consider the provision of
midwifery in the county and the agreement that the
more rural areas will have a nurse appointed by the
County Nursing Association with the approval of
the County Medical Officer to carry out midwifery,
district nursing and health visitor duties, with a
grant paid per birth; gives an account of a recent
inspection by the District Council housing
committee of new homes at North Warnborough
and Hartley Witney, and the previous week at
Eversley and Yateley; the illness of their gardener,
Langhorn, and their peach and grape crop; another
of her cockerels has been killed; plans for further
building of walls in their garden. 4 August
/312: from Hilda: Comments on Neville's fishing
holiday in Scotland and hopes that his health has
improved following his stay in Harrogate; visits from
Hilda Mary and Mary [Carnegie] before she sails
for America; their enjoyment of peaches from their
garden and the return of their gardener from his
holiday; Ida's plans to go to Wales to say with Aunt
Alice and Anne; her plans to travel to St Valerie en
Caux in France; Hilda Mary's legacy and whether
she will be able to get her own flat; her concern for
Austen having to remain in London on political
business; she has been involved in interviewing
candidates for the post of schoolmaster at the boys
school, and mentions her involvement in other
committees. 11 August
/313: from Ida, written from Bryntirion, Bontddu,
Dolgelly, Wales: Gives an account of her journey to
Wales; her activities while staying with Aunt Alice,
including a drive by the sea and seeing friends;
comments on Hilda's plans to travel to Dieppe to
join Ivy and hopefully also Austen; news that her
dog has been taken ill; the continuing unrest in
Ireland, the death of [Arthur] Griffiths and her
distrust of [Michael] Collins; Britain's relations with
France and the death of Lord Northcliffe. 17 August
/314: from Hilda, written from Petit Andelys,
Normandy: Discusses Neville's forthcoming trip to
Canada and her hopes for his visit; gives an
account of her journey to Normandy with Ida and
the places they visited on the way including St
Vandrille, Jumieges, the church of St George de
Boscherville, St Valery and Rouen; description of
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the countryside of Normandy and their local walks;
comments on their chauffeur's impressions of the
roads and driving in France. 1 September
/315: from Ida: Her hopes that Neville will have a
good voyage to Canada and will not be called
home by a general election being called before he
has completed his programme of engagements;
news from Austen that the situation with the
coalition is unsettled; their safe return from France
despite difficulties with petrol and the state of the
roads; describes the weather they experienced and
her impressions of Lisieux, Jumieges, Bayeux,
Norey, Avranches, Mont St Michel, Dol, Dinian,
Caen, Caudebec and Havre; the continuing illness
of her dog, Max, and his medical treatment;
problems with their grape vines, and the plum and
apple harvest. 14 September
/316: from Hilda: Her hopes that Neville will have
started his Canadian tour and will ignore
speculation about an election in Britain which she
thinks will not happen until later in the autumn; they
have had no news from Austen about the current
situation; her happiness at being home again, and
the resumption of their committee work; describes
a dessert dinner service they have bought with
Chinese designs; work in the garden and their
purchase of bulbs for the Women's Institute;
discusses possible cars for them to purchase which
Elliott, their chauffeur is considering. 19 September
/317: from Ida: Comments on Neville's news about
his voyage and journey to British Columbia; she
thinks that the Eastern crisis [involving the conflict
between Greece and Turkey] 'will have obliged
ministers to give up any idea of it in the near
future'; comments on Austen's recent stay in
Birmingham at Neville's home; discusses the
current crisis and her view of Greek and Turkish
strategy and the possibility that Turkey will regain
control of the Straits; Sybil Ryland's engagement to
Geoffrey Thomson; discusses their plans to buy a
new Daimler; the extension of Sir Hesketh Bell has
been given another term as Governor of Mauritius
'so he has won the game in his contest with Mr
Winston Churchill', and her thoughts of writing to
congratulate him; comments on the failure of the
District Schools committee to buy a house at
Crondall for the younger children since the vendor
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would not agree to a contract that was subject to
the consent of the Ministry of Health; explains
disputes amongst members of the Board of
Guardians about the admission of children to the
district schools during the shortage of
accommodation and likely discussion topics at the
next meeting; Hilda's work with the Women's
Institute, the school meals scheme and the girls
club; her dog's health, the sale of her sheep, and
her decision to give up her white leghorn hens and
only keep rhode island reds. 26 September
/318: from Ida: Comments on Neville's enjoyment
of his holiday; the probability that there will be a
settlement between Greece and Turkey, that there
will not be a general election before the party
meeting in November, and that she cannot see
how the Conservatives can separate themselves
from the coalition when they are in substantial
agreement with Lloyd George; her gladness to hear
from Neville about the strong British feeling in
Canada; she and Hilda have bought a Wolseley
chassis and are making arrangements to acquire a
body; discusses a recent meeting of the Health
Committee at Winchester, and a forthcoming subcommittee meeting to consider the question of
extra accommodation for the District Schools for
which she sets out the possibility of building
scattered homes in different villages; the
appointment of a new head teacher for the Boys
Elementary School who is unable to get
accommodation and Hilda's appeal to the
Education Committee. 10 October
/319: from Ida: Comments on the recent change of
leadership of the Conservative party and the
resignation of Lloyd George and his government 'I
am glad...that Austen did not carry his view at the
Carlton Club by a small majority. To have gone to
the country with a divided party at his back & the
knowledge that half of them would be working half
heartedly & only waiting for defeat to throw the
whole blame upon him would have been a
thoroughly unsatisfactory position'; contemplates
the present structure of the Conservative party, her
lack of belief in Bonar Law, and her dislike of Lloyd
George; her anxiety about Austen's seat, the
possibility of him losing it, and whether he and Ivy
will stay in London; hopes Neville and Anne will
manage to see Mrs Endicott on their way back to
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New York. 28 October
/320: from Hilda: Welcomes Neville home and
discusses recent political events 'of course you will
have relaised that the party meeting made it plain
that they were quite resolved to have a
Conservative leader'; considers whether the
Liberals would offer a Conservative government
any support, expresses her dislike of both Lloyd
George and the current leadership, and wonders
how strong Conservative support in the country will
be; discusses Austen's position and Neville's
situation 'It would be very unpleasant to openly
take up a position opposed to Austen but your
absence from the party meeting avoided that
necessity & tho' I don't know how Austen would
feel about it yet I see no reason why you should not
join the Govt if you were asked to do so';
speculates on the positions Neville might be
offered in the government and the possible
situation after the election. 30 October
/321: from Hilda: Comments on Neville being sworn
in [as Postmaster General] by the Privy Council the
previous day, and reflects on the suitability of this
position for him at this time 'I felt very sorry that
there should be any qualifying feelings in taking
office, but that was inevitable & if one must look on
the best side, you will have a freer hand & greater
opportunity to make your mark with Austen outisde
the govt than you could ever have whilst he was
the head'; discusses the prospects for
Conservative success at the general election and
recent reports in the newspapers about the London
results; expresses her concern about Lord
Birkenhead's support for Austen because of her
views about his character; she is pleased that he is
finally a minister. 3 November
/322: from Ida: Tells Neville that she and Hilda are
following his and Austen's election campaign work
in Birmingham through the Birmingham
newspapers; discusses the level of support for the
Labour party and her feeling that the capital levy
will not have improved their chances in
Birmingham; she and Hilda will have to vote for
Lord Wolmer but are reluctant to lend their car for
him on election day; at the conference of District
School Managers it was agreed to provide extra
accommodation for children in scattered homes
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around the area, due in part to her campaigning
work. 10 November
/323: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
ministerial appointment and comments on the
awkwardness this caused between Neville and
Austen 'I am very glad that in the end her should
have begged you to accept. I entirely agree with
you that had you resued you could not have
expected to have another chance'; her feelings of
bitterness towards Bonar Law and Lloyd George,
her thoughts about the chances of Conservative
success at the general election and her concerns
about Austen and his continuing loyalty to Lloyd
George 'if your position in the ministry can keep
him more in touch & deter him from associating
himself more closely with L[loyd] G[eorge] I shall be
thankful indeed'; her worries about Austen being
associated with Lord Birkenhead, whose loyalty
she doubts, her hopes that he will be re-elected,
and that he will be able to take a holiday after the
Irish bill is through parliament; her thoughts on the
make-up of the new government and her hopes
that Bonar Law will deal with the issue of tariff
reform; reflects on the opportunities Neville will
have now he is in office. 11 November
/324: from Hilda: Her disappointment with the
election result in Ladywood [in which Neville's
majority had fallen and Labour had made gains]
'one cannot overlook the fact that labour & extreme
labour too, has got a stronger hold on Birmingham
than we hoped, but of course the terrible time of
bad trade & lack of employment has made men
desperate'; expresses her relief at Austen's large
majority and her admiration for his speeches and
sympathises with Anne who had apparently hoped
for a large majority for Neville; discusses the
election in broader terms, the fortunes of the
Liberals, those who have lost their seats, including
Leslie Wilson, Griffith-Boscawen and Major Hills 'I
am quite sorry for Churchill too, though I suppose
he will easily find a seat again in a short time, and
the two women MPs who retained their seats; her
hopes that Neville will be able to have a rest before
dealing with the demands of office. 17 November
/325: from Ida: Hopes that Neville is becoming
familiar with the demands of his new office,
comments on the possibility he might have been
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offered Transport as well so that he could carry out
some of his canal schemes, and his work to further
his plans for housing and employment; the time
taken for the Ministry of Health to reply to letters
and her difficulty in getting it to sanction an
allowance for the older children at the District
Schools who perform well; discusses the plan to
build scattered homes to accommodate 'our
surplus poor law children', likely future dealings
with the Ministry of Health and her hopes that they
will eventually be able to abandon the large District
School; her work on the production of 'The Rose
and the Ring' by children of the Women's Institute
members; asks about Christmas presents for
Dorothy and Frank and plans for them to meet up
with Neville and his famly and Austen and his
family. 24 November
/326: from Hilda: Asks whether Ida can dine with
Neville in London and their plans to have dinner
with Aunt Alice one evening when they are staying
with Neville in Birmingham; comments on the
responsibilities of Neville's post, her feeling that he
should have been given a post at the Ministry of
Health because of his policy on housing, and his
current nervousness when answering questions in
the House; discusses her Women's Institute work
including giving an address at Preston Candover;
Ida's District Schools committee work and the
possibility that the house at Crondall might again
be available to buy for use as a school extension;
her visit to London to stay with Mary [Carnegie];
her work making costumes and running rehearsals
for the Women's Institute children's play; work in
the garden, planting fruit trees and bushes. 1
December
/327: from Ida, written from 8 Addison Road,
London: Gives an account of her current visit to
Cecily and her shopping trip with Hilda; comments
on Neville's speech on the Safeguarding of
Industries Bill and her certainty that he will become
less nervous the more he speaks in the House;
discusses Austen's views about current policy over
Turkish claims to the Straits and suggestions to
create a demilitarised zone; comments on the
changed plans for provision of accommodation for
District School children and the relative advantages
of both the plan to buy a house and to build
scattered homes; their hope to take delivery of their
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new car before the end of the year and the
possibility of keeping the Lanchester as a second
car for shorter journeys. 8 December
/328: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's experiences
of speaking in the House and praises his
performance in keeping to his opinions under
pressure and comments on Bonar Law's refusal to
meet a group of unemployed men [who had
marched to London] and Neville's advice to him;
her pleasure that he is attending the Housing
committee of Cabinet and hopes he will be able to
get his housing scheme accepted; discusses the
current situation for agricultural labourers, the low
wages, the apparent policy of farmers to treat the
minimum wage as a maximum wage and her view
that a measure of protection is needed; Bonar
Law's refusal to cancel Britain's European debts,
Baldwin's support of this policy, Austen's
opposition, and her fear that this will affect hopes of
a settlement with France and Germany; news of
piglets born to their sow, work in the garden, and
continuing rehearsals for the Women's Institute
children's performance of 'The Rose and the Ring';
mentions the Choral Society concert and their
plans to come to Birmingham for Christmas. 15
December
/329: from Hilda: Thanks Neville and Anne for their
hospitality; is pleased that Miss Fortescue and
Lawrence have arrived and will be coming to
Odiham to stay; she will send the Frog Prince
costume for Frank; preparations for the Women's
Institute Christmas tea, including some of the food
they are to provide; going for walks with Max, the
dog, and a visit by Lilian and Enid. 29 December
/330: this letter is missing
47 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/331-381

1923 letters

1923

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1923. A letter
from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda is also included.
Many of the letters focus on Neville's political
career, and in particular his appointment to the
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Cabinet as Minister of Health in March, and his
subsequent appointment as Chancellor of the
Exchequer in August. Topics discussed include his
interest in the provision of housing and his attempts
to get the Housing bill and Rents Restriction bill
through Parliament; his support for the introduction
of increased tariffs on goods from outside the
British Empire; and the General Election in
December 1923. The convergence of the siblings'
interests in the provision of rural housing is evident
in these letters, and several discuss Ida's
experiences of rural housing policies, and
particularly the issue of subsidies for houses built
for agricultural workers, which encouraged the
sisters to build six cottages for agricultural
labourers on land they had acquired. Other themes
discussed are Hilda's work for the Women's
Institute and County Nursing Association, including
reforms to midwifery provision which were dealt
with by the County Council Health committee which
Ida served on; the sisters' opposition to proposals
for the schools at Odiham to become coeducational; their holiday in Vernet-les-Bains,
France, in May, and Ida's operation to remove her
appendix in December. Several letters refer to
Austen's position and his feelings about being out
of the Government since his split with the
Conservative party the previous year. The French
occupation of the Ruhr region; the continued civil
unrest in Ireland; Italy's dispute with Greece over
Corfu; and the Turkish peace negotiations are also
commented on.
/331: from Ida: Comments on Lawrence's health
while he is staying with her and Hilda; her recent
attendance at a Sanatorium sub-committee
meeting 'to examine bills' at which she was not
required and being forced to spend the time
wandering around the cathedral at Winchester; her
interview with the Surveyor of Taxes at
Basingstoke and discrepancies over the claim sent
in for revenue collection for Odiham; discusses
work on the stables to enable them to keep two
cars and Lawrence's excitement about this work;
comments on the failure of the Paris conference [to
attempt to help Germany avoid defaulting on
reparations] and the French desire to retain the
Ruhr region 'I hate to find ourselves apparently in
the position of friends of Germany, but one must
recognise that one cannot permanently keep a
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great nation ground under one's heel'; her
concerns that British opposition to French plans will
mean that France will not be prepared to assist
Britain in their dealings with Turkey; plans for
Neville to dine at Sloane Court when they are next
in London. 4 January
/332: from Hilda: Gives an account of their current
responsibilities caring for Lawrence after the
sudden departure of Miss Fortescue after hearing
of her mother's death; discusses his ill health and
treatment for croup; Mary and Willie [Carnegie]
have cancelled their stay in Odiham; her visit to
Hurstbourne Tarrant Women's Institute to speak
and her lunch with Lady Portsmouth at
Hurstbourne Park, giving a brief description of the
estate and the Portsmouth ancestry; they have
acquired an almond tree; their houses and those
built by the District Council are leaking due to the
recent strong gales; asks whether Neville can
procure 6 dozen bottles of port for them for Odiham
and London; news from Aunt Lina [Caroline James,
née Chamberlain] that cousin Edith's condition is
critical. 12 January
/333: from Ida: Jokes about the late arrival of
Neville's letter and the need for the Postmaster
General to investigate; Frank's visit to the oculist
and the chance he will have to wear spectacles;
Lawrence's continued ill health and his return home
by car; news from the rest of Austen's family who
are currently at Algeciras; cousin Edith's worsening
health; her forthcoming visit to Winchester to attend
a meeting of the Health Committee sub-committee
at which they are to meet representatives of the
Hants County Nursing Association in the hope of
improving midwifery provision , a meeting at which
Hilda will also be present in her role with the
nursing association; Lady Selborne's views about
the provision of extra nurses, and the views of Dr
Leyster; the outcome of the meeting which
recommended the Health Committee to fund and
authorise the Hants Nursing Association to provide
midwifery for specified districts, and the problems
that unprovided districts would have in supporting a
midwife or district nurse; her sympathy for France's
occupation of the Ruhr region after the humiliation
it suffered in 1870, but fears for the repercussions;
comments on Neville's news about peace
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negotiations with Turkey. 18 January
/334: from Hilda: Refers to Neville's recent speech
at Nottingham on foreign affairs which was
reported in the newspaper; current public opinion in
Germany, the possibility of political unrest
influenced by the revolutionary and communist
parties there and the weakness of the government;
her work with the Women's Institute including
attending meetings of the Federation and
Organising committees; work with the girls club,
District Nursing, including collecting subscriptions,
and infant welfare; mentions the reforms relating to
midwife provision, using county funds, to be put
through the Hants County Nursing Association;
gives an account of their visit to the Evelyn Cecils
including a description of their journey and the
house; discusses their plans to meet Neville and
possibly Austen in London. 26 January
/335: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London: Her visit to Hampstead hoping to see
cousin Edith and the report the doctor gave of her
health; their visit to the South Kensington museum
[possibly the Victoria and Albert museum] to view
'old English furniture'; their recent dinner with Major
Hills who discussed speculation that GriffithsBoscawen has going back on the Baxendale
scheme and recommendations of the Rent
Restrictions Act to 'decontrol middle class houses
at once'; her hopes that Lloyd George and the
Independent Liberals will soon unite, which she
thinks would increase the distance between Austen
and Lloyd George; her concern about the French
occupation of the Ruhr region and continuing
problems with Turkey and Ireland; her forthcoming
lunch with the chairman of the District Council
when she plans to challenge him about housing
sites. 16 February
/336: from Hilda, written from Briantspuddle,
Dorset: Her drive to Odiham with Hilda Mary and
her astonishment at the progress of plants in the
garden; the recent meeting of the County Nursing
Association in Winchester and the establishment of
an organising sub-committee to carry out work
previously done by Lady Selborne; proposals put to
the County Council by the Education committee
that the elementary schools in Odiham be divided
into junior and senior mixed schools and to move
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the grammar school to Winchfield, and the defeat
of the elementary schools proposals; Ida's
discussions with the chairman of the District
Council to try to retain the Odiham site for housing;
her current stay with Cecily and Millicent,
discussing Millicent's ill health, and providing a
description of the house. 23 February
/337: from Ida: Describes the current state of their
garden and rock garden; gives a brief account of
cousin Ediths' continuing illness; Austen's letter on
Rent Restrictions which has appeared in the
Times, and his advocation of the same housing
policy as Neville, without prior knowledge; their
disappointment that Diane and Lawrence with their
governess and nursemaid will also be coming to
France with them and Austen and Ivy, since the
point of the trip was for Ivy to rest without the
children; her work at Crondall with the Building
Committee relating to the new house bought for the
District Schools to consider options for extension,
and the approval of plans to install electric lighting
and hot water pipes at the present District School
building; continued confusion about rural housing
policy and the continued wait to hear from the
Ministry of Health about the Odiham site; their
success in getting proposals to introduce coeducation in the Odiham elementary schools
turned down at the County Council Education
committee meeting; moves to remove Dr Leyster
from his position and for more work to be
undertaken by the District Nursing association and
her views about this; Neville's purchase of
paintings, and the redecoration of their drawing
room. 2 March
/338: from Hilda: Her disappointment about Major
Hills loss of his seat and the effects of poor election
results on Bonar Law; support for Neville in both
the Times and Daily Telegraph and the possibility
of him being offered the post of Minister of Health
instead of Worthington-Evans; expresses her
hopes that he would accept this post and her
confidence in his abilities. 7 March
/339: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
promotion to the post of Minister of Health and
joining the Cabinet; praises his achievements
despite the disadvantages he has had, and is
confident that he will perform well in this role; her
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hopes that he will now have the chance to carry out
the schemes he has developed [for housing], and
approval of his statement that he would not be
rushed into any decision about rent decontrol; her
pleasure that Neville got his decision on wireless
stations approved before leaving the Post Office. 8
March
/340: from Hilda: Offers her congratulations on
Neville's promotion to the post of Minister of Health
and mentions his current popularity; comments on
his first speech and the delicate situation he
currently faces in introducing new measures and
clearing his mind of the Post Office problems; her
hopes that his successor there will reduce parcel
post charges and telephone service rental charges;
Mary and Willie [Carnegie] have visited and they
have driven to Winchester to take Joe for lunch.
Mentions Balfour's speech [possibly on Britain's
debts to America] and speculates on its reception
in America. 8 March
/341: from Ida: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and hopes for his achievements as Cabinet
Minister in the coming year; sympathises with
Neville and Anne in their wishes to spend
weekends in Birmingham with Dorothy now that
Frank is away [at school]; expresses her concern
about Lawrence's ill health, the possibility that his
illness is tubercular, and Austen and Ivy's anxiety;
comments on reports in the Daily Telegraph that
Neville is to give a subsidy for five room nonparlour houses and wonders whether it would
tempt builders in rural districts; discusses the price
of tenders for building a six room house for the
school master and their plans to pay for this house;
gives an account of the recent Women's Institute
group meeting in Odiham which included a talk on
Shakespeare from the President and a
performance of scenes from Shakespeare plays;
Odiham Choral Society have won the competition
of village choirs; discusses a news cutting that
Anne has sent which contains a letter of praise for
Neville from Mr Gregory; refers to his recent
speech on the Wolverhampton Water Bill and
answering questions on the Clean Milk Bill. 16
March
/342: from Hilda: Discusses the improvement in
Lawrence's condition and hopes that an operation
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can be avoided; her sympathy with Austen having
to speak at Birmingham when he was so worried
about his son and his hopes for moderate parties to
work together to combat the 'danger of extreme
Labour'; discusses continued tensions between
factions of the Liberal party supporting either Lloyd
George or Asquith; comments on Neville's
experiences of being outside the Cabinet as
Postmaster General and inside as Minister of
Health, comparing his influence on policy in both
posts; Neville's interview with the municipalities
about the subsidy for house building, and his work
on the Milk Bill and the Warrington Water Bill; their
plans to build housing in Odiham [for the
schoolmaster] and to extend the wall in their
kitchen garden; her attendance at a finance subcommittee meeting at Winchester for the Women's
Institute Federation which discussed fund raising
for the County and National Federations and
whether to establish a reserve fund; hopes to see
Neville and Anne when she comes to London. 23
March
/343: from Hilda: Refers to Neville's holiday in
Scotland; speculation that housing subsidies are to
be cut down to four roomed houses and her
concern that this type of housing will be too small
for large families; progress on marking out the
house to be built for the Odiham schoolmaster;
Amy [Hutton]'s visit and their drive to see Mary &
Lottie, giving a description of their house and
current situation; Dorothy and Frank's forthcoming
visit, and work in the garden and orchard. 6 April
/344: from Hilda: Neville's work on the Housing Bill
and criticism of its contents by the Labour party;
approval of the recent budget, remarking on antiAmerican feeling [caused by pressure on Britain to
repay debts incurred by the First World War]; the
childrens' visit including a rowing trip down the
canal; her recent activities with the Women's
Institute and Mrs Madock's visit. 20 April
/345: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on the
delivery and clarity of his recent speech on the
Housing Bill that she was present to hear 'I am sure
that your arguments about the area of the houses
must have weight with everyone who really has the
welfare of the poorer classes at heart'; the
reception of the speech as reported by the Times
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and Daily Telegraph; plans for the Ministry of
Health to send Mr Baxendale to meet members of
the District Council concerning the value of sites for
local housing; negotiations over the payment of
fixed salaries to officials of the District Council and
Board of Guardians, the current variations in the
payment of salaries and bonuses and the prospect
that the Sanitary Engineers Union are to take the
matter up with the Ministry of Health; details about
Dorothy and Frank's departure and Ida and Hilda's
forthcoming holiday in France; thanks Neville for a
copy of his book on Norman Chamberlain. 25 April
/346: from Hilda, written from Vernet-les-Bains,
France: Gives an account of their journey via Paris
where they saw the Arc de Triomphe and te tomb
of the unknown soldier and met up with Austen and
his family, Toulouse, and Perpignan; describes the
hotel and local landscape and mentions the warm
and sunny weather they have been having;
Lawrence's continuing attacks of croup and their
treatments at the spa baths; discusses Austen's
health 'he appears well physically & cheerful but he
is certainly not in a mood to consider writing Papa's
life & I suspect that all his thoughts are directed to
returning to politics & that he believes it is likely not
to be long'; continues to discuss the possibilty of
Austen returning to a major role in the
Conservative government, his views of [Stanley]
Baldwin and of Bonar Law's ministry. 2 May
/347: from Ida, written from Vernet-les-Bains,
France: Comments on Neville's assessment of the
current political situation, the apparent lack of
support for Austen within the party, and Austen's
apparent preference for a Labour party victory to
prove him right about the current administration;
wonders whether any good would come of Austen
meeting Bonar Law and criticises Bonar Law for
plotting behind Austen's back 'I don't know that I
want him to serve under B[onar] L[aw] but if he
could only bring himself to attend the House &
support the Govt he would be once more in view &
if B[onar] L[aw] went then there might be a general
call for him'; discusses her unease about Austen's
relationships with Lloyd George, Birkenhead,
Rothermere and Beaverbrook; Neville's success
with the Housing Bill and her hopes that the local
authorities will take up the scheme, his work on the
Rent Restriction Bill, and his future work; the
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current bad weather and the local plants and
flowers. 9 May
/348: from Hilda, written from Vernet-les-Bains,
France: Asks Neville to write anything about
Austen's position on a separate sheet so that they
can avoid awkwardness when reading letters aloud
to him; Ida has spoken to Austen about attending
the House more often and supporting the
government; Austen's approval of Lord Curzon's
reply to Germany and of breaking off relations with
Soviet Russia, and the possibility of Austen's return
to a position of political power; Neville's successful
work on the Housing Bill and her hopes that the
Rent Restriction Bill will be found to be a
compromise between landlord and tenant; hopes
Neville will be able to take a house in Eaton Square
so he does not have to return to Birmingham every
weekend, and to dispose of Egerton Crescent;
describes the flowers they have seen on their
drives into the Pyrenees. 15 May
/349: from Ida: Their despondency about Austen's
prospects for power now that Stanley Baldwin has
been asked to form a government rather than Lord
Curzon; Austen's return home with Ivy at the urging
of his political allies, and Hilda and Ida's plans to
join them in Paris with the children; gives an
account of their drive out to Fort Romeu where they
had a picnic; she is glad that Frank is enjoying his
school and expects Dorothy will be upset to leave
the High School. 23 May
/350: from Hilda, written from Paris: Refers to
Neville's heavy workload and hopes to be able to
meet him soon; Ida's concern about Austen's
position and her feelings that the new government
would have been stronger if Austen and [Robert]
Horne had been given a position rather than some
of the ministers who are in government; gives an
account of their activities in Paris including
shopping, a visit to the Salon where they saw
monuments sculpted for soliders killed in the war,
and their hopes to see Lucien Guitry at the theatre;
Neville's engagement to speak at Sunday School,
and her pleasure that he is to take 37 Eaton
Square. 1 June
/351: from Ida: Is pleased to have heard Neville's
speech and have had the chance to speak to him
afterwards, and her relief that the Liberals did not
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vote against the second reading; predicts
opposition by the Conservatives to the Rent Count
suggestion and by Labour to owners being able to
get possession for tenants of their choice; gives
details about the French play they saw in London
and their disappointment that Sacha Guitry did not
perform; work to be done in the garden, and Hilda's
forthcoming trip to Derby to attend the Women's
Institute Consultation Council; progress with the
house Hilda is having built for the schoolmaster. 8
June
/352: from Hilda, written from Duffield Park, Derby:
Thanks Anne for her hospitality in Birmingham, her
pleasure in Dorothy's company and Neville's
garden; her negative impressions of the
Conference she is attending and gives a brief
account of the business discussed; refers to her
hostess at the place she is staying; she and Ida will
make an offer to the District Council to erect six
cottages on a site procured by the Council for
agricultural labourers at a reasonable rent, if the
Council will arrange a water supply and fencing,
and build a road. 14 June
/353: No letter exists for this reference number
/354: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court,
London and Odiham: Discusses their scheme to
build six cottages for agricultural labourers,
Neville's approval of this, and Mr Weir's visit to
discuss it after the Council had accepted the offer
and agreed to the conditions Ida and Hilda had set
out; mentions that the new homes will be part of
the subsidy scheme, which will help cover their
costs; describes the process of the Council taking
the land out of the assisted scheme and settling the
price with the Ministry of Health and speculates on
when the work can begin; Mary [Carnegie] has
returned with her to Odiham; describes the state of
the garden and work with her chickens; discusses
Neville's current workload and the good results
achieved by the Municipal Savings Bank in
Birmingham. 22 June
/355: from Hilda: The sunny weather; Aunt Lina's
visit; the possibility she will be able to join Anne in
Wales in September; hopes that Neville will be able
to relax in his garden; her activities including
attending a teachers garden party; encloses a
cutting from the local newspaper about their
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scheme to build cottages and comments on the
expense of building, particularly when a
neighbouring Women's Institute are building eight
cottages for a better price; describes a Women's
Institute fete she has attended in Basingstoke
which involved an incident with an injured pig
provided as a prize; her hopes for the safe passage
of the Rent Restriction Bill; mentions the
forthcoming Institute Cricket Club fete. 28 June
/356: from Ida: Discusses plans to meet up with
Anne and possibly Neville in London; possible
trouble with the passage of the Rent Restriction Bill
within the party, and in the House of Lords if it gets
through the Commons; asks about the progress of
the Housing Bill and expresses her concern about
the wide range of issues that are the responsibility
of the Ministry of Health; continuing negotiations
over the price of the plots acquired by the District
Council, and gives details of the progress made on
getting their own cottages built; mentions the
Odiham joint Women's Institute Cricket Club fete
and gives an account of her work on the
Sanatorium sub-committee which discussed a
scheme for a tubercular sanatorium. 6 July
/357: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on the
passage of the Rents Restriction Bill and his
negotiation of obstructions; the success of the
Municipal Savings Bank and Neville's current
popularity; the difficulties of Austen's current
position and whether he will ever return to the
government; Amy Hutton's visit and plans to see
the Duckworths; hosting a tea party for the 'old
people from the almshouses...all the old men got
together in the shade & smoked cigarettes from a
silver box & felt themselves awful swells!'. 14 July
/358: from Ida: Hilda's hopes to join Neville and
Anne in Wales in August; Ida's committee work and
responsibilities for the County Holiday Children;
Neville's new home in Eaton Square; work in the
kitchen garden and a forthcoming visit by Sir
Lawrence and Lady Weaver; gives an account of
Mr Weir [chairman of the District Council]'s visit to
the Ministry of Health to discuss the cost of building
houses in the area and the scheme of the Women's
Institute at Hook for building houses for their own
members; Neville's current constituency work and
his concerns about French occupation of the Ruhr,
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the terms of the Lausanne Treaty, and Baldwin's
current stance; Hilda Mary's 'marriage
examination', forthcoming holidays and plans to get
her own flat in September; her sow's imminent birth
of piglets. 20 July
/359: from Hilda: Neville's continued heavy
workload and travel arrangements for their journey
to Wales via Birmingham; expresses sympathy with
Anne in the decisions to be made about decorating
the house at Eaton Square; hopes Anne's speech
at Mitcham for Lord R. Cecil was a success and
wonders how much Frank will have changed after
his first term at school; her hopes for a settlement
over the French occupation of the Ruhr region and
wonders whether there will be a settlement with
Turkey; Hilda Mary has passed her exams but has
to work for her 'electrical certificate'; gives an
account of Lord and Lady Weaver's visit and
describes the garden; Lottie and Mary are visiting
to get away from an outbreak of foot and mouth
disease; continued work on the cottage she is
having built. 27 July
/360: from Hilda: Their fear that Neville will be
made Chancellor and her opinion of Baldwin's
judgement about moving him to this post 'we feel
so strongly that your removal from your present
position would be a terrible blow to the Govt. I think
their principal need in the country nowadays is a
constructive domestic policy & you are the only
person capable of doing that'; thinks that the only
benefit of Neville becoming Chancellor would be if
he could do something about tariff reform but that
she would hate him to have to become involved in
the business of reparations [by Germany] 'you are
altogether too loyal & like Austen too anxious to
assist your chief & to take his view instead of
sticking to your own position'; hopes he has had a
good holiday in Scotland; discusses the state of the
garden and the progess being made on the
cottages they are having built, providing a
description of the work done and areas where
possible savings could be made; mentions the
current negotiations with France [over the Ruhr
occupation] and comments 'of course the
Northcliffe press is a great weakness in foreign
matters'. 24 August
/361: from Hilda: Expresses her dismay that Neville
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has had to accept the position of Chancellor of the
Exchequer and that he will not have the chance to
use his powers and experience to the greatest
benefit of the country 'like Symonds I am
brokenhearted at the thought of that two years
programme but...we must hope that you will find
much more to interest you & more possible to be
done than seems probable at present in your new
office'; comments on his knowledge of foreign
policy and the Dominions, and that Baldwin will
come to rely on him in Cabinet. 28 August
/362: from Ida: Her disappointment that Neville has
had to accept the position of Chancellor of the
Exchequer' her gladness that Baldwin sees Neville
as someone he can rely on 'and I hope very much
& partly believe that the wider opportunities that
you will get in your new position will make up to
you somewhat for the loss of that constructive work
which you have always wished for & for which you
are so peculiarly fitted'; wishes that Baldwin had
approached Austen or one of his friends for the
position instead; her confidence in Neville's
capabilities and aptitude, and hopes that he will
have more influence in Cabinet as Chancellor;
plans for Dorothy and Miss Leamon to stay in their
flat until the family can settle into 11 Downing
Street. 28 August
/363: from Ida: Refers to letters of congratulations
that Neville has been receiving, and Austen's views
about the promotion; reports comments made by a
Women's Institute member about being served tea
by the sister of the Chancellor; the Ministry of
Health has approved their building scheme so they
can begin construction of the six cottages, and she
discusses the terms of the subsidy; negotiations for
methods of paying the builders and difficulties
caused by there not being a building society in the
district; Cecily's visit and recent holiday in Italy;
Millicent's continuing visit and recent activities; she
and Hilda are to take a short holiday; discusses the
peach, grape, plum and apple crop in the garden.
31 August
/364: from Hilda: Returns newspaper cuttings and
letters to Neville [relating to his appointment as
Chancellor] and comments on his popularity;
Neville's appointment of a secretary and his current
state of health; gives an account of a car accident
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they were involved in, together with Millicent, near
Twyford, describing the man who collided with their
car, and mentions the lack of warning signs of an
approaching crossroads; mentions the recent fete
and jumble sale for the District Nursing Association
which included a tennis tournament and
competition to win a pig; the disappearance of
plums from their garden, their suspicion of the
garden boy, and the discovery that crows have
been eating them; her distress at a recent
earthquake in Japan and her despair about the
greed of Italy [over the occupation of Corfu] and the
effectiveness of the League of Nations; she and Ida
are to have a short holiday in Devon. 7 September
/365: from Ida, written from Seaton, Devon: Their
journey to Devon and visit to Ernest and Cecily en
route; the poor weather since their arrival;
describes the local coastline and mentions their
plan to go to Exeter and visit the cathedral and
'Western Counties Institution for mentally deficient
children' where the Hartley Witney Guardians have
placed one of the children in their care; plans to
also visit Salisbury and have lunch with Lady
Herbert and to return to Odiham via Winchester;
concerns for Neville and Anne's friends who are
currently in Japan in the aftermath of the
earthquake there; discusses Austen's feelings
about his current political position, being restricted
in his actions by Neville's position in the
government, and speculates as to whether he can
change his attitude and return to government 'I
hate the idea of his going out of politics as a failure
& yet I can't see what prospect remains to him if he
stays in politics. As Hilda says he is a war
casualty'; the possibility of him taking up an
alternative career and his lack of experience in
anything but banking; Garvin's resumed work on
the biography of Joseph Chamberlain and whether
Austen could have taken the job over; describes
progress in the construction of their cottages. 14
September
/366: from Hilda: Continued building work on the
cottages they are funding and negotiations with Mr
Weir [chairman of the District Council] over the
positioning of a door: Aunt Alice's visit; the
resignation of their District Nurse after a cycling
accident; damage to plants in the garden from the
windy weather; asks about Neville's roles in a
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forthcoming Imperial conference and Economic
conference in October, whether he has any
responsibility for the Rating and Valuation Bill or a
role on the Industrial committee 'which has been
publishing schemes for dealing with skilled
unemployment'; discusses Mussolini's statement
about the evacuation of Corfu 'I have no words to
express my sense of his monstrous behaviour' and
the dangerous editorial line taken by the Daily Mail;
mentions Baldwin's meetings with Poincare over
the issue of German reparations; asks Neville
whether there are more copies of his life of Norman
Chamberlain which she could supply to family and
friends. 21 September
/367: from Anne Chamberlain to Hilda: Thanks her
for having Dorothy and Miss Leamon to stay at the
flat in London and discusses arrangements for their
visit and for Dorothy's meals; gives details about
the furniture she has to provide for 11 Downing
Street, her plans to entertain guests, and her need
for a social secretary; asks Hilda to ask Ivy whether
she knows of anyone as she feels awkward;
Neville's spa cure at Harrogate, Frank and
Dorothy's development and growing interest in
politics. 16 September
/368: from Ida: Their invitation to a banquet given
by the Lord Mayor in Birmingham, plans to apply
for tickets to the Secretary of the Midland Institute
so they can attend 'Austen's performance', and for
she and Hilda and Austen's family to stay with
Neville and Anne at Westbourne; expresses
sympathy with Anne in her efforts to employ more
servants at 11 Downing Street and her heavy
workload with her Women's club and other
responsibilities in Birmingham; comments on
Neville's first impressions of his new office and
staff, and emphasises what he achieved with the
Housing Bill; gives details about the house building
work going on in the Odiham area, particularly in
Hook; discusses a recent case where the District
Council had to consider an application for subsidy
and the debate that took place, asking Neville's
opinion; discusses foreign affairs including her poor
view of Mussolini's recent behaviour over Corfu,
the continued French occupation of the Ruhr region
and whether the German government will survive
'at least we may feel now that all Germans must be
having a very uncomfortable time, & if they did not
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suffer to the extent that the allies did during the war
they must be making up for it now'; her concerns
about British trade prospects. 28 September
/369: from Hilda: Thanks Neville on Ida's behalf for
his comments on how local authorities should use
the housing subsidy; the District Council's new
problem in making improvements to Odiham's
sewage system following a recent medical report,
and likely increases in rate payments; gives a
description of the current system for dealing with
sewage, and the liability of the local authority
should there be outbreaks of disease; Ida's
involvement in purchasing the house for use by the
District Schools and the progress made on the
houses they are funding; she has been involved in
the school dinner scheme again and spoke to the
assistant inspector who agreed with her about the
undesirability of mixed elementary schools;
mentions the economic conference that Neville is
attending at which prime ministers from the
Dominions will be present and discusses the issue
of tariff reform which she considers essential to
improve rural standards of living. 5 October
/370: from Hilda: Discusses current negotiations
over tariff reform and hopes that 'Mr Baldwin will be
able to announce some policy by way of relief to
agriculture'; problems that Neville's successor as
Minister of Health [Sir William Joynson-Hicks] is
having with doctors and the panel system of the
Health Insurance scheme; her concerns about
foreign politics 'France is evidently bent on driving
Germany to destruction, but whether she won't
damage herself as much in the catastrophe she
has provoked remains to be seen'; her current
social welfare activities and Ida's visit to her doctor
in London; Freda's visit; the appointment of a new
District Nurse. 18 October
/371: from Ida: Stanley Baldwin's recent speech [at
Plymouth] on the economic situation and the
'protection of home industries', with allowances for
trade with the Dominions, and her hopes that tariff
reform 'is once more going to come into the
forefront of politics...with a Prime Minister & a
Chancellor of the Exchequer working for instead of
against it'; wonders whether Baldwin's speech will
convince Austen to offer his support to the
government and eventually get back into office;
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thanks Neville for his informative letter 'it make an
immense different to us to be kept so well au
courant with what is going on behind the scenes.
After being accustomed to it all our lives we should
miss it terribly if we were relegated to the position
of mere outsiders'; her discussion with neighbours
about the proposed agricultural subsidy, either on
wheat or per acre to encourage arable farming;
results of a meeting of the Highways and Sanitary
Committee at which applications for housing
subsidies were discussed, including one for
housing on a site on the Odiham field. 26 October
/372: from Hilda: Understands that Neville cannot
always write every week, but expresses her
appreciation of his regular letters which keep them
in touch with political issues and enable them to
make the most of the short time they can spend
with Neville or Austen; Austen's doubts about the
current stance of the government, the question of
whether Baldwin will call an election and the issue
of 'food taxation; Baldwin's forthcoming visit to
Manchester and Lord Salisbury's recent speech [on
tariff reform]; her satisfaction that tariff reform
would be 'the great policy on which the next
election must be fought...that probably means that
abandonment of the cheapest food policy which
should lead to preserving our rural life and above
all giving the full preference to the Empire which
was Papa's dearest wish'; discusses attitudes of
the Times newspaper towards this policy;
comments on foreign policy, the continued
negotiations over the Ruhr region and a possible
agreement with Portugal; refers to the death of
Bonar Law; mentions her recent activities including
speaking to a group meeting of Women's Institutes
on 'old customs and manners', and discusses her
dislike of public speaking; a public meeting at Hook
on the housing question at which Ida will speak. 1
November
/373: from Ida: Comments on Neville's recent
speeches and thanks him for sending a copy of a
Cardiff newspaper reporting proceedings there;
asks about the progress of the [election] campaign;
discusses Austen's decision to support the
government despite his apparent 'gloomy view of
the situation'; compares Baldwin unfavourably with
Joseph Chamberlain in his efforts to influence
opinion about tariff reform and hopes that Austen
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will become more enthusiastic as the election
campaign continues; discusses attending a
meeting at Winchester of the Maternity and Infant
Welfare sub-committee of the County Council
Health Committee and gives an account of the
dispute between members as to how often it should
meet; mentions other issues she would like to raise
at these meetings, including holidays for health
visitors, health insurance schemes for calling a
midwife, and providing a maternity home for the
county; discusses a sanitorium sub-committee
meeting, a Health committee meeting to discuss
salaries for medical officers, and a meeting of the
'Hook Cottage Society' at which she spoke on
government housing subsidy despite her bad cold;
her lunch with the chairman of the District Council
and other Odiham councillors to discuss the
sewage question. 9 November
/374: from Hilda: Expresses her dismay at the
continued disunity within the Conservative party
after Baldwin's decision to ask for the support of
[Lord] Birkenhead in the campaign in Lancashire
without assuring him or Austen of a Cabinet place if
the party won the election 'the exclusion of Austen
& Birkenhead from a tariff reform govt weakens
that side immeasurably & strengthens all the weak
kneed & free traders & persuades them it will be
possible to reverse the policy at the first moment';
sympathises with Neville over his difficult position
and comments on his recent campaigning work in
Wales and Yorkshire during which he quoted from
a speech by Joseph Chamberlain [presumably on
tariff reform]; support for free trade amongst other
parties; Neville and Austen's work for their
constituencies; their plans to visit London despite
the election, hopes to see Dorothy at Downing
Street, and to see Mary [Carnegie] and hear her
news from America. 16 November
/375: from Ida, written from 36 Sloane Court West,
London: Sympathises with Neville's dislike of the
current general election campaign and comments
on his recent and forthcoming speeches, including
one in Birmingham where she is sure tariff reform
will be supported; speculates as to whether the
Liberals will gain seats in the election and
comments on the current high rates of
unemployment in Britain and hopes that working
class voters will support the Conservatives;
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mentions Neville's campaign work in the Midlands
and compares this with Joseph Chamberlain's
campaigning work in the same area; hopes he will
improve his position in his constituency and
mentions the contest in their own constituency. 23
November
/376: from Hilda, written from 36 Sloane Court
West: Discusses speculation over the outcome of
the general election including the prospects for the
Liberals, polarised support for Lloyd George and
the influence of Conservatives who support free
trade against Baldwin's policy of tariff reform; she
and Ida have been reading Neville and Austen's
speeches; gives details of the opinions of her social
contacts of Neville's recent speech at Drury Lane
'they felt if only it had been a great audience of
working men they could not have failed to see how
much you had the present condition of things at
heart & what the chance of improvement meant to
you'; social engagements in London including
dinner with Mary and Willie [Carnegie] and taking
Dorothy to a performance of Twelfth Night; her visit
to the theatre to see 'The Likes of Her' and to a
'Schubert musical'. 30 November
/377: from Hilda, written from 36 Sloane Court
West: Explains to Neville that Ida is to have an
operation to remove her appendix at a nursing
home in Manchester Street, and that the
convalescence period will mean that they will have
to cancel their plans to stay with Neville and Anne
for Christmas; offers to have Dorothy and Frank to
stay with them if Neville and Anne decide to go
away on holiday. 2 December
/378: from Hilda, written from 36 Sloane Court
West: Reports on Ida's condition and mentions
concerns about her heart during the operation; sets
out the opinions of the doctor and surgeon on the
need for the operation; hopes that Ida will soon be
considered to be out of danger; Mary [Carnegie]
has been very supportive and Hilda will now stay
with her. 5 December
/379: from Hilda, written from 17 Dean's Yard,
Westminster: Reports on Ida's improving condition,
and hopes that there will be no further crisis;
mentions doubts over the outcome of the general
election and her belief that the Conservatives will
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be returned with a good majority. 6 December
/380: from Hilda, written from 17 Dean's Yard,
Westminster: Expresses her surprise at the result
of the general election and her relief that Neville
and Austen have kept their seats; gives her views
about the role of the newspapers in the outcome,
and speculates on the structure of a possible
coalition government 'I do feel sorry for Baldwin,
who is I should think finished - but alas for tariff
reform!'; the continued improvement in Ida's
condition, and Hilda's plans to see Neville. [8
December]
/381: from Ida: Gives an account of her
convalescence, including going out for drives in the
car, walking around the kitchen garden and having
an hour's massage each day; comments on the
outcome of the general election and the Labour
Party's lack of an absolute majority 'as nobody
wants another general election I suppose as long
as they do not attempt anything too outrageous
they will be allowed to remain in'; mentions Frank's
recent illness and gives an account of the recent
weather and its effects on the garden. 28
December
50 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/382-431

1924 letters

1924

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1924.
Letters discuss national politics following the
formation of a minority Labour government
following the general election of December 1923
and the decision of the Conservative party not to
be part of a coalition government; the policies
introduced by Ramsay MacDonald's Labour
government, particularly those relating to housing
under the Minister of Health John Wheatley,
including the progress of the Rents Restrictions bill,
and Hilda and Ida's reactions to the Labour
government; the Conservative victory in the
general election of October 1924 and the
appointment of Neville as Minister of Health and
Austen as Foreign Secretary under Stanley
Baldwin. Neville's narrow victory over Oswald
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Mosley in his Birmingham Ladywood constituency
is also discussed. Ida's continued ill health
following her appendix operation is a recurring
theme, and the letters discuss the after effects of
the operation and the sisters' winter holiday in
Mention, Alassio and Cannes and their spa
treatment in Harrogate during the summer. The
sisters joined their local Women's Unionist
Association and Hilda continued to be active in the
Women's Institute, joining the County Executive
and becoming chair of the County Federation of the
organisation, as well as serving on the Executive
and Consultative Council. Other letters discuss her
involvement in the local school meals scheme and
Parish Council. Ida's work on the District Council,
particularly relating to the provision of new housing
in the Odiham area, is the focus of a number of
letters, and there are also references to her work
for the Board of Guardians in efforts to improve the
health and education of children at District Schools.
/382: from Hilda: Recent activities with the
Women's Institute including tea parties for
members and their children and an annual
meeting; organising a tea party for the mothers
collecting funds for the Infant Welfare programme;
walking Ida's dog and looking after the household;
the departure of their housemaid; gives an account
of Ida's health, and their plans to go to the Riviera
for a holiday when she is stronger, after a visit to
Aunt Alice; comments on the likely formation of a
Labour government, and wonders what stance the
Conservatives will take in opposition. 4 January
/383: from Ida: Discusses Asquith's statement that
he will not work with the Unionist party, and the
arguments for and against forming some kind of
alliance with the Liberal party; asks whether
Baldwin will continue to support the policy of [trade]
protection and gives her view that the country will
need to be educated on the issue before the next
election; mentions a party meeting to discuss the
leadership, and thinks that Baldwin will continue;
refers to Anne's current ill health and their
forthcoming move to Eaton Square; her decision
not to return to her committee work before March,
and plans to go abroad; gives an account of her
current state of health; the need to work out issues
relating to rents and tenants for the cottages she
and Hilda have had built, and gives details of the
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character and current living conditions of some of
the applicants; mentions Neville's housing bill and
hopes 'that Ramsay MacDonald in his desire to
redeem his promises won't upset the apple cart'. 11
January
/384: from Hilda: Suggests that Neville and Anne
go away on holiday during the adjournment of
parliament and sends him a cheque to use towards
a fortnight abroad; hopes that he will take up this
suggestion and mentions that some of the sisters'
money comes from Beatrice Chamberlain, who
would have been pleased to think she was helping
her brother and his children; gives details of her
plans to travel to Menton with Ida and to possibly
visit San Remo; discusses the problems the Labour
government might have in combating industrial
disputes, specifically the railway strike, but
comments 'this time at any rate the case is so
strong with the bigger unions against them that I
should think it will have to fizzle out'; their plans to
visit London and for Aunt Alice to visit Odiham;
Ida's improving health and her decision to give up
her nurse; they have decided to give up their flat in
London at the end of March and Hilda asks Neville
whether he would like any of their furniture. 17
January
/385: from Ida: Her pleasure that Neville and Anne
are currently on holiday in Switzerland, and dismay
that Enid's wedding means they will have to return
earlier than they might have done; Mary
[Carnegie]'s recent visit and their recent trip to
London to buy clothes and visit Ida's doctor; her
improving health and continuing feelings of
tearfulness; their complicated travel plans, partly
due to the railway strike and their decision to take
Aunt Alice with them; the opposition of defeated
Conservative candidates to the policy of tariff
reform and hopes that the lesser measure of
'protection of special industries' will be adopted;
discusses how the current political situation affects
Austen and his political allies. 27 January
/386: from Hilda, written from Royal Pavilion Hotel,
Folkestone: Gives an account of their journey from
Guildford to Folkestone, and the resumption of rail
services following the end of the strike; their hopes
to stay in France longer than planned to see Cecily
and Edith in Cannes; discusses Neville's holiday in
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Switzerland with Anne and Dorothy, and refers to
his participation in winter sports; hopes that all will
go well with his move [to Eaton Square]. 2
February
/387: from Hilda, written from Winter Palace Hotel,
Menton: Gives an account of their journey from
Folkestone and the channel crossing; describes
their hotel apartment and the warm and sunny
weather in Menton; their activities including walking
on the promenade and driving into the local
countryside; hopes to hear from Neville about his
position and that of Austen in the Conservative
opposition when parliament returns. 6 February
/388: from Ida, written from Winter Palace Hotel,
Menton: Expresses her pleasure at the return of
Neville and Austen to the Conservative front bench,
and discusses criticism of Stanley Baldwin's
leadership; the lack of influence of the Liberal
party, and her fears about the actions of the Labour
government 'one watches anxiously for the result of
their housing policy...already I see they are
demanding the repeal of the 1923 Act & the
establishment of rent courts. On the other hand
they have apparently at last found out that there is
a real shortage of skilled labour & perhaps they are
the best people to deal with that difficulty'; offers
Neville the use of their furniture from the London
flat and their plans to store most of it; gives details
of their activities in Menton including drives into the
mountains, despite the break in the weather, and
describes the local flowers; their plans to travel to
Alassio and hopes to return to Cannes, despite
problems in finding accommodation; mentions their
visit to see Grace Nettlefold at Cap Ferrat and
other social engagements. 13 February
/389: from Hilda, written from Grand Hotel
D'Alassio, Alassio: Reassures Neville that he
should continue to write on political matters despite
he and Austen being once again in the same party
'as a matter of fact you are both so different that
you cannot see things in exactly the same
proportion or the same way & it is always
particularly interesting to read of the same events
from a different angle'; the favourable reception of
Austen's recent speech, and the benefits to the
party of the inclusion of Austen and others of his
political generation; her views on the negotiations
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between Asquith and the Labour government 'I
hope Labour will stay in some time, for I think they
must be learning a lot, & I should like sufficient time
to have elapsed to show the people that after all
even a Labour govt is tied up in much the same
ways as other govts'; the failure of Labour ministers
to bring an end to the dockers strike, and Neville
and Anne's heavy constituency work load in
Ladywood 'I feel sometimes that I wish you had
been beaten that you might to go Edgbaston, only I
don't like you to be beaten'; goes on to discuss the
arguments for and against Neville remaining as MP
for Ladywood; gives a description of the Hotel at
Alassio, the local scenery and weather, and their
activities; the improvement in Ida's health, and the
probability that they will not be able to stay in
Cannes on their return. 20 February
/390: from Ida, written from Hotel du Parc, Cannes:
Her reluctance to return home and pleasure at
being able to stay in Cannes despite the cold
weather; describes the changes that have taken
place since their last visit there, and gives an
account of their activities collecting plants, walking
to the flower market, and along the sea front;
discusses Neville's views about keeping his
Ladywood seat, and the hard work he and Anne
have both done in the constituency 'I hope you will
stick to your resolution & not to too much & kill
yourselves trying to keep the seat...I doubt whether
the tremendous amount of work you & Annie have
put into it, is really remunerative in the way of votes
& certainly the more you do the more is expected
of you, & the more people resent it when you don't
come up to their expectations'; the likely failure of
the Housing Bill, and her view that there will have
to be another election soon; fears that she and
Hilda will have to help Lord Wolmer's agent; the
likelihood that she will have to canvass for her own
re-election to the District Council, mentioning the
outstanding issue of Odiham sewage. 27 February
/391: from Hilda: Describes their return journey and
rough channel crossing, and the unusually cold
weather in Cannes; Ida is suffering from influenza,
which has affected her convalescence; Hilda Mary
has also been ill with influenza and is coming to
stay 'the child has bobbed her hair to my great
disgust'; she and Ida have decided to join the
Women's Unionist Association, and Ida has been
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appointed vice-chair and will take up her
responsibilities when she is fit again; Hilda's work
on the County Executive of the Women's Institute
which takes up her time; the efforts needed to
educate the committee of the Women's Unionist
Association 'which is hopelessly behind the times',
giving examples of attitudes; progress of the
garden while they have been away; the likelihood
that the government will withdraw their support of
the Rents Restriction Bill and wait until they
introduce the Housing Bill. 7 March
/392: from Hilda: Sends birthday greetings to
Neville, hopes that he is better and asks about
Dorothy, who is suffering from measles; Ida's work
in the garden tending flowers that have been
affected by the cold. [17 March]
/393: from Hilda: Wonders whether Neville has
returned to Birmingham or whether his health or
Dorothy's has kept them in London; the narrow
success of [Otho] Nicolson [in the recent
Westminster Abbey by-election], and Winston
Churchill's defeat 'every party has a particular
grudge against him so I should think he is doomed
to be an outsider for this parliament at any rate';
gives an account of a recent meeting of the
Women's Unionist Association and comments on a
'reactionary speech' by a representative from
headquarters...I suppose she was considered to be
suited to the needs of a backward country district
but I felt thankful that there were no working
women there to hear that we felt that after all
everything was really going so well & we were all
leading pretty comfortable lives'; her recent
speaking engagements for the Women's Institute at
Breamore, and Ida's proposed visit to Birmingham.
21 March
/394: from Ida: Mentions her recent visit to London
to see her doctor, and her return to Odiham with
Aunt Agnes; Neville and Anne's recent
constituency responsibilities including a meeting at
Walsall; her own canvassing for re-election [to the
District Council], her forthcoming speaking
engagement on 'West Indian plants', and the arrival
of some new chicks; they have chosen the tenants
for the cottages they have had built, which will
accommodate 40 people in 6 cottages;the Bury
area is full of stalls for the Odiham fair. 28 March
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/395: from Hilda: Discusses the defeat of the Rent
Restrictions Bill 'I can't help feeling that it was a
good thing anything so manifestly unfair & so
obviously class legislation should have been
introduced, for a good many people were getting
lulled into security by the mildness of the Labour
Govt & this will have given them a bit of a shock';
comments on the speed with which the government
present legislation and Neville's recent speech in
the House; gives an account of Ida's health, which
is still poor, both physically and emotionally; thanks
Neville for his letters sent from the Bahamas, which
Ida is using for her lecture [on Caribbean plants],
and mentions the latest dividend cheque from
Hoskins; gives details of visits by Aunt Agnes and
Aunt Lina, her addresses to Women's Institute
meetings, and her re-election to the Women's
Institute County Federation which she fears will
appoint her chairman. 4 April
/396: from Ida: Gives details about her current state
of health and her frustration at not feeling well
enough to take part in her usual activities;
describes her work preparing for her lecture on
'some experiences of a Colonial Planter in the
West Indies', based on Neville's letters from the
Bahamas 'It seems a great tragedy that all that
effort should have ended in failure, but I wonder if
looking back now you really regret those five
years', and discusses how the experience must
have strengthened his character; goes on to
discuss continued negotiations with the Ministry of
Health over subsidies for house building in the area
for workers, and gives a brief account of her reelection to the District Council; mentions the
government's stance on the [Prevention of]
Evictions Bill and the death of most of her new
chicks. 11 April
/397-/398: from Hilda: Hopes Neville is having a
good holiday in Scotland and is having the sunny
weather they have been experiencing; her work
collecting subscriptions for the Nursing Association
which involved walks through the local countryside;
her election as chair of the Women's Institute
County Federation and recent meetings including
that of the executive committee in Winchester, and
the local meeting at which Ida gave her lecture
which was well received; Ida's improving health
and the success of her latest treatment; mentions
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that the first tenants have moved into the cottages
she and Ida had built, and reports some of the
favourable comments they have received about the
baths fitted in the homes; comments on their
decision to build a bungalow next to [the gardener]
Langhorn's cottage, and the District Council's plan
to apply for a subsidy to build a further 20 houses
in addition to the 20 already completed, and the
Ministry of Health ruling that they must be for
working class occupation 'I can't help thinking as
the result of all this Wheatley [John Wheatley,
Minister of Health] muddle that it is quite likely that
your Bill will stand as the basis at any rate of any
future scheme & perhaps may even remain
unaltered...I guess it was have learned some of the
Labour party sense or at any rate that Regulsation
is not quite the easy thing they thought it before
they took office'; mentions the folly of [Philip]
Snowden [Labour Chancellor of the Exchequer]
giving an interview to an American newspaper and
her interest in Neville's recent speech at
Birmingham. 18 April
/399: from Hilda: Expresses her concern about
Neville's attack of gout and is pleased that he
managed to get home; she has seen nothing in the
newspapers about a meeting in Shrewsbury and
wonders whether it took place; asks about Neville's
memorandum for the shadow cabinet; discusses
the antagonism between the Labour government
and the Liberal party and the likelihood that they
now will find it difficult to be sure of Liberal support
'it seems to me sooner or later the Liberals will be
forced to vote against them on a big Socialist issue
& then I suppose we might be immediately faced
either with a general election or another govt';
hopes that Neville might be able to take another
holiday to recover his health; Baldwin's recent
speech on Duties and on the development of the
Empire, and expects him to speak shortly on
domestic policy 'I always a little regret his habit of
speaking exclusively on one subject'; she and Ida
plan to stay at the Cadogan Hotel in London so that
they can go shopping. [18 April]
/400: from Ida: She has seen no report of Neville's
Shrewsbury speech in the newspapers and
wonders whether he went; expresses concern that
he is still not completely recovered from his attack
of gout and hopes he will be able to take a holiday;
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[Philip] Snowden's apparent determination not to
give way over the issue of the McKenna Duties [on
foreign imports] and her relief that Neville is
planning to start an organisation for informing
people about the benefits of Protection 'it does
seem amazing that Labour Party & the Trade
Unions should continue to shut their eyes so firmly
to its advantages'; speculates on the outcome of a
forthcoming 'conference on building' that Neville is
to attend, and on the Bill to be drafted by [John]
Wheatley [Minister of Health]; asks Neville's advice
about buying a pair of binoculars for Hilda, and
gives a brief account of their visit to London, the
Cadogan Hotel, and the performances of 'The Way
of the World' and 'The Farmer's Wife' that they saw
at the theatre, the latter acted by the Birmingham
Repertory Theatre; the weather and the progress of
plants in the garden; the arrival of a fifth set of
tenants for their cottages, and the likelihood that
the bungalow they want to build will be more
expensive than the cottages, as prices have risen
and it is a single house; her visit to Crondall to see
the master of the elementary school about
education costs for two Poor Law children, one of
whom hopes to get a scholarship to Odiham
Grammar School. 9 May
/401: from Hilda: Discusses the debate on the
[removal of the] McKenna Duties including her
views of Baldwin's speech and that by Austen 'I
think Labour must be rather unhappy...as they
certainly had no effective reply to make to the
charge of wantonly causing unemployment & I
should hope it may really damage them in the
country'; goes on to discuss her views about the
effects of the housing bill to be introduced by John
Wheatley, Minister of Health, if it damages private
enterprise through government and local subsidies
for house building; thinks that the majority of the
principles of Neville's housing bill will be adopted
by Wheatley; comments on Neville's offer to lend
his house to 'Mrs Theodore' and his establishment
of a 'Fair Trade Union' which she hopes will be
accepted by the shadow cabinet and become part
of the party's programme; comments on [Nancy]
Astor's 'predicament' which she thinks is to be
expected, and implies that she is opposed to
women MPs; her recent attendance at the local
Women's Unionist meeting, and her continued
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concerns for Ida's health. 16 May
/402: from Ida: Discusses Hilda Mary's financial
affairs, particularly the payment of income tax;
Liberal support for the government during the
recent debate on unemployment, and Neville's
successful speech on this issue; her recent lunch
with Austen and Ivy, and plans for them to visit
Odiham; her discussion with the chairman of the
District Council about starting work on building 20
further houses in the area, using subsidies; her
work in the garden and purchase of binoculars for
Hilda. 23 May
/403: from Hilda: Expresses her frustration about
advice given to Neville by his specialist about his
gout, and the introduction of a diet as part of his
treatment; discusses a recent division in the House
and criticises the Labour government's record in
office in both domestic and foreign affairs; praises
Neville for his recent speeches in the House on
unemployment; gives details of Mary [Carnegie]'s
visit and her current concerns about her household,
and Austen and Ivy's forthcoming visit; describes
recent work in the garden, and mentions that
Langhorn [their gardener] has visited the Chelsea
Flower Show. 30 May
/404: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his recent
speech on housing and its favourable reception 'I
observe that Mr Wheatley has already had to
modify his proposals'; goes on to discuss rising
costs of house building, and the implications for
those deciding to construct new houses, even with
government subsidies 'you may pass any number
of acts against profiteering but it won't prevent
people, beginning with the labourers & artisans,
from getting the highest price possible for
everything'; comments on the size of the houses
she and Hilda have had built, and the reaction of
their new tenants; the Conservative victory in the
Oxford by-election [won by Robert Croft-Bourne];
Hilda Mary's financial affairs; her concern about an
epidemic of tonsillitis in the District Schools, one of
which has been identified as diptheria, and the
tests of water and milk to try to discover the cause;
her work making props for a pageant featuring
knights and patron saints. 6 June
/405: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
successful speech, and comments on Austen's
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praise for it; her work preparing costumes for the
pageant and giving addresses to Women's Institute
groups; Lady Denman has asked her to become
Treasurer of the National Federation of Women's
Institutes, which she has had to decline, setting out
her reasons; hopes that Women's Institute groups
might be able to expand the school meals scheme
running at Odiham to other rural areas, if a grant
can be obtained from the Education Committee,
and if the Elementary Schools Department is
agreeable 'a combination of voluntary effort &
county council support...is the only way in which
many of these rural problems can be met'; asks
Neville's advice about making an investment with
Birmingham 6% Corporation stock, using money
from the sale of property to the Odiham school
master; gives an account of a recent Women's
Unionist Association meeting, and details of the
slow improvement in Ida's health. 13 June
/406: from Ida, written from Westons, Bank, nr
Lyndhurst: Gives brief details of their journey to
Bank, where Hilda addressed the Women's
Institute on 'Local Government, Rates & Taxes',
and where they are staying with Mary and Lottie;
gives an account of their Women's Institute party
including a performance of 'Masque of Empire' in
their garden; further rehearsals of the masque for
the summer fete to raise money to repair the
church windows, and the need to repair some of
the costumes and props; the narrow loss of the
debate on [Imperial] Preference Resolutions and
her criticism of Baldwin's handling of the issue,
particularly now that Neville and others have
started the Fair Trade Union 'I hope that the
incident may result in your being able to get the
subject at last brought before the Shadow Cabinet';
comments on the apparent increase in support for
Neville in his constituency of Ladywood 'although it
would doubtless be very pleasant to succeed to the
Edgbaston seat, I can't really want you to be
defeated in Ladywood'; congratulates Neville on
the success of the Municipal Bank, and asks
whether she and Hilda can dine with Neville and
his family when they visit London; comments on
their stay in the New Forest, and her impressions
of the area; Austen's business interests, the
opposition of the Unionists to the second reading of
the Housing Bill, and whether Neville will vote
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against the party. 19 June
/407: from Hilda: Discusses Austen's recent
successful performance in the House and its
favourable reception in the weekly news
publications; goes on to criticise Baldwin's handling
of the party's campaign on the protection issue,
and questions his suitability for the party
leadership; asks Neville to tell her the opinion of
Central Office on the 'aims and principles'
[presumably of the party]; her work for the
Women's Institute Executive and Consultative
Council, and the inspection of the Odiham
allotments by the Allotments committee and Parish
Council; mentions her work with Infant Welfare,
and her role on the sub-committee for selecting a
new Headmaster for the Grammar School after the
resigntion of the postholder on mental health
grounds. 27 June
/408a: from Ida: Her disappointment at not seeing
Neville while she was in London, and her concerns
about the busy workload he and Anne have; hopes
he will be able to play tennis; gives details of her
recent visit to her doctor, and her continued
problems with her nerves and digestion; her plans
to visit Harrogate for a spa treatment in August and
arrangements to visit Birmingham afterwards;
comments on the frustration she feels about her
continuing ill health; asks about the outcome of the
meeting of ex-Cabinet Ministers about the Fair
Trade Union; her hopes to get a speaker to talk
about the Empire and Imperial Preference at the
next meeting of the Women's Unionist Association,
and mentions other forthcoming talks on 'The
Fallacies of the Labour Programme', 'The Workers
Pocket under the three Parties' and 'The British
Constitution'; Hilda's responsibilities with the
Women's Institute at Wembley and their visit to the
theatre to see 'Diplomacy'; work in the garden, the
peach crop, and Edith and George Slack's visit. 4
July
/408b: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for sending them
a book; they are still considering visiting Harrogate
for Ida's health, though she is lately much
improved; their hopes to stay with Aunt Alice in
Birmingham to see whether her recovery
continues; expresses her concern about the
restricted diet Neville's doctor has placed him on
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for the treatment of his gout, and about recent
symptoms Neville has been having with his foot;
goes on to comment on the 'sphinx-like' behaviour
of Baldwin which contributes to there being a sense
of intrigue between different groups in the party 'if
he would only openly say where he stands, people
could adjust themselves...he will listen to every
body in turn, but he won't pronounce in the end';
discusses the support that Neville's Housing Bill
still has, especially compared with that proposed by
[John] Wheatley; mentions Edith and George's visit
and the success of the church fete. 11 July
/409: from Ida: Her plans to visit Aunt Alice in
Birmingham, and hopes to see Neville there; her
continued bouts of ill health and the possibility she
will have to go to Harrogate for treatment and
cancel her visit to Scotland; mentions a course of
electric treatment suggested by her doctor; Hilda
Mary and Joe [Austen's son] are coming to stay;
her concerns for Neville and his recent weight loss
[as a result of following a diet]; the progress of
Wheatley's Housing Bill through parliament, and
contrasts its terms with those of the 1923 Act,
mentioning reports of houses built in Birmingham
now fully occupied; goes on to discuss current
negotiations of the Health Committee of the District
Council over the salary of the joint Medical Officer,
and the money he is owed by the County Council;
the large crop of raspberries and loganberries in
their garden, and a leak in one of the cottages they
own which must be dealt with. 18 July
/410: from Ida: [page 2 is missing]Their plans to
drive over to Twitts Ghyll to stay with Austen,
leaving Hilda Mary and her friend in Odiham; her
efforts to find a hotel room in Harrogate and the
question of whether to drive from there to
Portpatrick and back; the recent weather and her
walks with Hilda through local woods, and with the
dog, Max. 1 August
/411a: from Hilda: Discusses Ida's health, and their
decision to go to Harrogate for further treatment;
comments on the presentation of model houses by
'the mass production people' to Wheatley [Minister
of Health] 'if anything came of it of course it would
revolutionise building & might present the solution
which has been so long looked for. I know you
have always held that the only thing which would
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solve the problem was a cheap form of building &
perhaps this is really going to be it'; mentions the
current strike of builders and plasterers, and that
their builder has continued working as he is not a
member of a union; her interest in the work of the
Municipal Reform Committee and the examination
of Lloyd George's 'power scheme' [for increased
use of electric power]; comments on Oswald
Mosley's decision to challenge Neville for the
Ladywood seat 'I don't believe that a ''gentleman''
Labour candidate who is a stranger to the
constituency can be nearly as formidable an
opponent as Dr Dunstan [Neville's previous Labour
opponent] was'; mentions her involvement in
interviewing candidates for the post of headmaster
at the Grammar School. 25 July
/411b: from Hilda, written from the Prince of Wales
Hotel, Harrogate: Gives details of Ida's recent
consultations with doctors, and her treatment, and
regrets that they will not be able to go to Scotland
after all; mentions that she has also been taking
the 'nauseous water', and reminisces about their
previous trips to Harrogate and how little the town
has changed; compares the different hotels, and
the difference that having their car has made;
mentions that the doctor in Harrogate has asked
about Neville's gout, and hopes that he will
abandon his diet while in Scotland; gives a brief
account of their journey to Harrogate, through
Buckinghamshire, including stops in Peterborough
and Lincoln, and their plans to visit Fountains
Abbey. 15 August
/412: from Ida, written from the Prince of Wales
Hotel, Harrogate: Asks Neville to write to Major
Fawkes so that they can see Farnley Hall and the
Turner paintings; hopes Neville is putting on weight
while on holiday and is pleased that his doctor has
modified the diet; gives details of her treatment
which she feels has had no effect so far, and
mentions the 'nerve tonic' she is taking, and the
problems both she and Hilda are having with their
teeth, which have been x-rayed; comments on
Neville's conversation with 'a junior member of the
late government', the apparent widespread
disatisfaction with Stanley Baldwin as leader 'the
longer he goes on, the more obvious his limitations
must become', and the recognition of younger
members of the party of 'Austen's great superiority';
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goes on to counter criticism that Austen performs
better in opposition than in government, giving
reasons why this might have been the case;
discusses the subject of Neville challenging for the
leadership, and the difficulty in mounting a
challenge if Austen was also a candidate; Neville's
recent work on 'the agricultural problem' and the
storage of home-produced grain; gives details of
their visit to Fountains Abbey and their hopes to
return to do some sketching, their trip to Ripon and
Bolton Abbey, and to lunch at York with Sybil and
Geoffrey. 19 August
/413: from Hilda, written from Prince of Wales
Hotel, Harrogate: Uncle George's stay with Neville
and his family in Scotland, and his shooting
success; their plans for their return journey,
including a visit to Chester and to stay with Lio[nel
Richards] and Evelyn, and perhaps to the Lake
District; Ida's health, her improved blood pressure
results and her continued feelings of nausea;
considers whether the cause of her physical
symptoms is psychological, and reports that the
doctor is allowing her to take up her work again;
the rainy weather and their visit to Farnley Hall for
tea with the Fawkes and to see the paintings; her
grief at Grace Kenrick's illness. 28 August
/414: from Hilda, written from Crown Hotel,
Bowness: Mentions their visit to Rievaulx and
Jervaulx Abbeys where they did some sketching,
another visit to Farnley Hall to have lunch with the
Fawkes, and the continued improvement in Ida's
health, seen in her increased confidence; mentions
her own massage treatment for shoulder pain;
gives an account of their journey to the Lake
District via Kirkby Lonsdale where they went to the
churchyard to see the view; their drive to
Windermere, Grasmere, Keswick, and Borrowdale
and the surrounding area; they are going to
Chester to spend the night with Lio[nel Richards]
and will return via Broadway or Worcester; asks
Neville whether he will go to Holland and Belgium,
as Austen hopes to. 4 September
/415: from Ida: Her work in the garden, the farmers'
concerns over the bad weather, and the recent
suicide of a local farmer over the failure of his
harvest; her recent relapse in health and recovery,
and her problems with her new glasses; discusses
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her scepticism, which Neville shares, about a
November general election 'although if the Liberals
stick to their profession & vote against the Russian
treaty one doesn't quite see what Ramsay
MacDonald will do'; considers possible reactions of
left-wing Labour supporters and less radical
working class Labour supporters to the treaty 'I
don't believe the ordinary working man will
appreciate the ides of our paying taxes to provide
the Bolshevists with money'; comments on the high
unemployment figures and the exposure of
Ramsay MacDonald's investment in McVitie &
Price shares 'I expect it will annoy his Communist
friends & not tend to smooth his portion'; news from
Aunt Lina [Caroline James, née Chamberlain] of
Grace's death, and asks Neville whether he has
heard any more from Cecily about Arthur's illness
with typhoid; discusses the geology of the
Portpatrick area; her activities with the Women's
Unionist Association, visiting Infant Welfare
Centres, and the need to educate Health Visitors in
modern infant and childcare; work in the garden,
and their journey back from Chester through
Shropshire. 12 September
/416: from Hilda: Asks whether Neville can send
them a proof copy of his article; her belief that the
Labour government will not, after all, be defeated
on the Russian treaty, but speculates on its defeat
in the House of Lords, and Austen's view that
defeat in the Commons would force a general
election; discusses Neville's recent conversations
with 'the lower middle class', commenting on the
profits that some shopkeepers must have
accumulated during the war, which must have
raised their standard of living; gives an account of
her recent visit to Austen, including a description of
his rock garden, the rooms at Twitt's Ghyll, and his
work preparing speeches to deliver across the
country; the prospects for the harvest, and her
blackberry picking. 19 September
/417: from Ida: Discusses plans for Neville and
Anne to have dinner with them when they are in
London; mentions the decision of the shadow
cabinet on Ireland, and her hopes that 'it may be
possible to avoid an election on the Irish question';
goes on to speculate on whether there will be an
election while the Labour government is trying to
get its scheme for widows' pensions and old age
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pensions passed; Austen is to have Dr Dunstan as
his opponent for Birmingham West, standing as a
Communist; her attendance at a Maternity and
Infant Welfare sub-committee of the County
Council in Winchester, and her views of its
weakness after the departure of its previous
chairman due to ill health; gives a report on her
health, and thinks she will have to use her 'nerve
tonic' to cope with committee negotiations, and her
shock at being involved in a recent near collision
between her car and a cyclist. 26 September
/418: from Hilda: Discusses Asquith's speech, the
apparent decision of the Liberals to oppose the
Russian treaty, and whether they the Labour
government will go to the country over the
'Hastings affair' [Sir Patrick-Hastings decision to
withdraw prosecution of John Campbell for
incitement to mutiny]; the possible outcome of
continued negotiations with Soviet Russia over the
treaty, and speculates over the possible size of a
Conservative victory; her hopes that trade would
improve with a strong government, and that Neville
would be given the chance to develop his
agricultural policy; they are enjoying Cecily's stay in
Odiham. 3 October
/419: from Ida: Comments on the success of the
Liberals amendment, the calling of a general
election, and her hopes that there will be a decisive
result; refers to Neville and Anne's decision to
spend some of their holiday in Neville's
constituency and feels sure that this work will
benefit him 'the shortness of time for preparations
should be a drawback both to Mosley & Dunstan. I
don't really fear that either you or Austen will be
''outed'' but I do very much hope that you may both
increase your majorities'; encloses a contribution
from her and Hilda towards Neville's election
expenses, and intends to send the same to Austen;
her concern that Ivy is currently away, and that
Miss Leamon is also away while both households
are busy with election campaigning; her
involvement in the local campaign, and her
thoughts about the level of Labour and Liberal
support in the area; her work on County Council
committees as well as for the District Council,
District Schools, and Women's Unionist
Association; her involvement in the Public Health
Finance sub-committee [concerning salaries for
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medical officers] and negotiations with the Ministry
of Health over the Odiham sewage system. 10
October
/420: from Hilda: Sympathises with Neville's heavy
workload during the election campaign and
comments on Ramsay MacDonald's recent
campaign speeches and how they have been
received, and her opinion that the Labour party has
misrepresented figures from the Ministry of Labour
about working days lost; the local election
campaign, her poor opinion of its organisation, and
their hope to avoid a contest in their constituency;
discusses her reading of [Joseph] Hergesheimer's
'China Doll' compared with [Sinclair Lewis's novel]
'Babbitt' and her unease about the selfishness and
lack of self-restraint in the decadent American
society portrayed in these works; mentions her
work with the Women's Institute, Parish Council,
allotments and school dinners. 18 October
/421: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville having to
campaign in the sunny autumn weather, but is
pleased that he is hopeful about his prospects;
asks to see a copy of his election address and
leaflets, and confides in him that she thinks
Austen's address 'a little colourless' but that it is
nothing compared with that of Lord Wolmer;
discusses the local election campaign, the
emergence of a Labour candidate to challenge
Lord Wolmer,and confusion over whether to style
party members Unionists or Conservatives;
people's expectations that she and Hilda should be
helping Neville and Austen in Birmingham, and her
concern for Anne's health at such a crucial time;
her hopes for a clear majority for the
Conservatives, for Austen to be appointed Foreign
Secretary 'which I am sure is the right place for him
on all accounts', and her concerns that Neville
should be appointed Minister of Health rather than
Chancellor; her recent lunch with Mary [Carnegie]
who is concerned about the election after reading
reports in American newspapers; her work visiting
Infant Welfare centres and Dr Lyster's apparent
approval of her suggestions for improvements;
gives an account of her attendance with other
District Council members at a meeting of the
County Council Public Health Finance subcommittee to discuss proposals to jointly fund the
employment of a medical officer, and the resolution
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of the matter. 24 October
/422: from Ida: Expresses her mixed emotions over
Conservative gains and Neville's close-won victory
over Oswald Mosley in Ladywood 'it shows that
Ladywood is hopeless & that you must now
transfer to Edgbaston when Sir F Lowe goes; the
uncertain outcome of the current election but her
feeling that Ramsay MacDonald's government will
have to resign; discusses again her hopes that
Neville will be appointed Minister of Health,
particularly if the government decides to govern on
a social reform platform; discusses Austen's victory
in Birmingham West and comments on the result
from the Basingstoke division where Holbrook and
Lord Wolmer have majorities. 30 October
/423: from Hilda: Discusses the shock of the
election result in Ladywood 'of course my first
feeling is one of intense thankfulness that the 77
was the right way...what a near thing & what a
nervewracking time you must have had during the
recounts'; discusses election results in the rest of
Birmingham, the Conservative failure at Kings
Norton, and public support for tariff reform in the
city; hopes that Neville and Anne can rest now that
the campaign is over, and agrees with Ida that
Neville should be appointed Minister of Health
again and that Austen should be Foreign
Secretary; advises Neville to refuse the post of
Secretary of State for the Colonies 'I believe you
could do very good work there, but I don't consider
even this is as much your job as the social
reform...of course it was no so with Papa, but then
he was leader of a party as well as Colonial
Minister'; comments on the collapse of Liberal
support and her fear that this will allow the Labour
party more opportunities for power in future
elections; mentions the damage done to Ramsay
MacDonald's government by the Zinoviev letter and
[the failed prosecution of John] Campbell. 31
October
/424: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
appointment as Minister of Health which she thinks
is a much better post for his abilities; expresses her
delight at Austen's appointment as Foreign
Secretary and Deputy Leader, and envisages a
future in which Stanley Baldwin is of little influence
in a party led by Neville and Austen; questions why
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Baldwin did not offer the post of Chancellor to Sir
R[obert] Horne, and gives her views on other
members of the Cabinet including Winston
Churchill as Chancellor and Sir Arthur SteelMaitland as Minister of Labour who might
encourage some Liberals to support the
government 'I assume that he is prepared to
swallow the safeguarding of industries & Imperial
Preference without difficulty'; discusses plans to
meet when the sisters are in London. 7 November
/425: from Ida: Explains that Neville will have
missed her last letter; congratulates him and
Austen on their Cabinet positions, and briefly
mentions her concern about Baldwin's failure to
appoint Sir R[obert] Horne 'How can he do such
things without realising how they must appear to
the victims. I am afraid Austen will feel very badly
about it, but I hope it won't mean splits or
resignations'. 7 November
/426: from Hilda: Discusses plans to have dinner
with Neville when they are in London, and her relief
that Anne will have a holiday in Bournmouth to
recover from her cough; comments on praise of
Neville's previous work as Minister of Health in 'The
Times' and the problems he will face in his reappointment; expresses her pleasure that Austen's
appointment and his recent speech at the Guildhall
have had a favourable reception in the press; gives
an account of her work chairing a meeting of the
Women's Institute County Federation and making
an opening speech to over 500 people, and
speaking on the sensitive subject of co-operation
between the County Nursing Association and the
Health authorities at a meeting in Basingstoke
where Lady Selborne also spoke; discusses her
work on a scheme to reduce the County's liability
for insurance for doctors expenses to attend a
confinement when a midwife judges this necessary;
mentions her work in the garden, her hopes to
meet the new master of the Grammar School and
his wife, and Ida's recent bout of ill health. 14
November
/427: from Ida, written from the Cadogan Hotel,
London: Comments on their recent dinner with
Austen, his evident enjoyment of his new role [as
Foreign Secretary], and his remarks about the
Cabinet's ability to work together; Ivy's return and
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her preparations for Foreign Office receptions at
Morpeth Mansions; Anne's visit to Bournmouth and
her own impressions of the place, and Frank's
need for an operation to remove his adenoids;
discusses Lilian's enthusiastic response to Hilda's
speech at the meeting of the County Nursing
Association and Lady Selborne's opposition to the
insurance scheme for doctors expenses and her
apparent resistance to new ideas; gives details
about a road accident that their chauffeur, Elliott,
has had, the effects on his health, and the effects
on the sisters being without a car for at least three
or four weeks. 21 November
/428: from Hilda: Expresses her frustration at the
resignation of their district nurse, and considers
how they can make the post a more attractive one
for applicants; gives details of domestic and garden
chores she has undertaken since her return from
London, and the storm damage to plants;
comments on Neville's recent speech on housing,
and the fact that Lady Selborne was chairman of
the committee, mentioning her apparent opposition
to Hilda's insurance scheme, and continued
negotiations between them to get the Executive to
discuss the issue; hopes that Frank's health has
improved, and mentions Elliott's hopes to be able
to drive, despite his injured hand. 28 November
/429: from Ida: Congratulates Anne on the success
of the carnival, despite the rain; her visit to the
District School for a sub-committee meeting and
expresses her concern at the continued cases of
diphtheria there, despite traditional Schick tests
and experimental treatments; her hopes to get a
replacement driver while Elliott is still recovering
from his injuries; her address to Crookham
Women's Institute on plants in the Bahamas, based
on Neville's experiences; Austen's visit to Rome
and her concern about tensions in Egypt; Hilda's
continued negotiations over the insurance scheme
for doctors expenses for the County Nursing
Association and Lady Selborne's continued
obstruction. 5 December
/430: from Hilda: Comments on Neville's heavy
workload, and her understanding that Labour will
concentrate on foreign policy and housing for their
amendments 'I suppose Wheatley will only bring
out the same old remarks & you will have to
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counter them with the same answers'; the
favourable reaction of the newspapers to Neville's
return as Minister of Health, and discusses his
experiment in speaking without notes, and his
experience speaking at the Albert Hall; Neville's
hopes to visit Algeciras in January and possibly
Granada; she is interested to hear Austen's first
speech as Foreign Secretary, and mentions
Neville's resumed police protection and Winston
Churchill's opening speech as Chancellor; her visit
to Winchester to try to get her insurance scheme
adopted by Lady Selborne, persuading her to set a
meeting of the Executive in January to discuss it
and getting her to apologise for her previous
actions in obstructing the proposal; further
meetings at Winchester, Old Basing and Hook,
which Elliott managed to drive to, despite his
injured hand. 12 December
/431: from Ida: Refers to reports and illustrations in
'The Times' about new styles of houses being built,
and to the recent debate on housing in the
Commons at which Wheatley gave his general
support; comments on Neville's dropping of the
Profiteering Bill, and the increasing cost of houses
despite more modest rises in the cost of materials;
her District Schools meeting to discuss further
cases of diphtheria and gives details about the
percentages of children children testing positive for
the infection, who will be tested again by the
Ministry of Health; mentions her work on the
District Council which will focus more on the
question of an Odiham sewage system and the
question of a loan from the Ministry to treat sewage
on the land, giving the likely costs of different
schemes. 18 December
51 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/432-481

1925 letters

1925

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1925.
A major theme of these letters is the work of Neville
as Minister of Health, and how his policies effect
Ida's work on District Council housing schemes,
particularly his support for the manufacture of mass
produced steel houses by Lord Weir's construction
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company. The repercussions of Neville's Ratings
and Valuation bill for the administration of the Poor
Law across the country, and the effects of
proporals to abolish Overseers of the Poor are also
discussed. Other topics include Ida's election to the
County Council and her service on the Public
Health committee and Elementary Education subcommittee; her support for ; proposals for an
insurance scheme to provide pensions for widows
and children in the event of the death of the head
of household; and her involvement in schemes to
provide after-care for sanatorium patients and to
improve sanitary facilities in District Schools.
Several letters focus on Hilda's involvement in
plans to introduce an insurance scheme for the
provision of midwifery services through the County
Nursing Association, and tensions with Lady
Selborne, the chair of the Association, as well as
improvements to Infant Welfare services including
the establishment of a clinic. Both sisters travelled
to Rome with Mary Carnegie at the beginning of
the year, and to Holland and Belgium in
September, and letters contain descriptions of
these holidays. There are also references to
Austen Chamberlain's success in concluding
treaties at the conference of Locarno, and Neville's
decision to stand as MP for Birmingham Edgbaston
rather than Birmingham Ladywood.
/432: from Hilda: Reports that Diane's operation
has gone well; hopes that Neville's return voyage
[from Algeciras] was calm; Ida's continued ill
health, the failure of her latest treatment, and their
hopes to go abroad; her latest disagreement with
Lady Selborne over the insurance scheme at the
County Nursing committee, when she wanted to
exclude certain treatments from the scheme, and
the failure of her amendment; comments on the
relief of other committee members that Hilda had
stood up to Lady Selborne. 13 January
/433: from Ida: Comments on Neville's return
journey, perhaps through foggy weather; they have
decided to go to Rome with Mary [Carnegie] who is
currently unwell with influenza; gives a report of her
own state of health and recent discussion with her
doctor; her fears that the Ministry of Health will
send a representative to consider the District
Council drainage scheme when she is away and
her hopes that the other Odiham councillors will be
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able to present their case; the possibility that she
will become a County Councillor in March, which
would mean she would also serve on the 'Mental
Hospitals committee' or the Education committee,
which she thinks is more Hilda's area. 16 January
/434: from Hilda: Gives details of their travel
arrangements for Rome, and Mary [Carnegie]'s
health; her work with the Women's Institute
including resolving a dispute between members,
and attending a meeting at Itchen Abbas, giving a
description of the place; continued problems with
the insurance scheme for medical attention in
midwifery cases which was to be presented to the
County Council Health committee which has been
postponed; comments on the 'Weir house
controversy' [steel houses pioneered by Lord
Weir's construction company] and Neville's hopes
to get his steel houses exhibited which she thinks
will convert public opinion; encloses a letter from
Mr Peabody for Neville to read. 23 January
/435: from Hilda, written from Grand Hotel Flora,
Via Vittorio Veneto, Rome: Gives an account of
their journey and the changes in the hotel since
Neville was last there; gives details of their
activities, despite the wet weather, including visiting
Michelangelo's Pieta, the Baths of Caracalla, and
hopes to see the Forum; comments on Ida's cold
and Mary [Carnegie]'s recovery from influenza;
expresses her concern about Anne's fragile
emotional health and her need for a complete
break from public work; refers to a new scheme
Neville is working on relating to the renovation of
slum properties. 28 January
/436: from Ida, written from Grand Hotel Flora, Via
Vittorio Veneto, Rome: Hopes that Anne is feeling
better, and gives an account of her own health and
that of Mary [Carnegie]; gives details of their recent
activities including a visit to Hadrian's villa at Tivoli
which she describes, their trip to the Sistine chapel
and their drives around the city; their plans for a
brief stay in Paris on their return journey. 3
February
/437: from Hilda, written from Hotel Flora, Via
Vittorio Veneto, Rome: Gives a description of their
activities in Rome including a visit to the church of
San Giovanni in Laterano, Lakes Nemi and Albano
and the surrounding countryside, the picture and
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sculpture galleries at the Vatican, the Sistine
chapel, and the Borghese Villa. 9 February
/438: from Ida: Comments on Neville's schemes for
pensions and rural housing and questions whether
the payment suggested is intended in addition to
pensions for widows and children in the event of
the death of the male head of the household,
considers whether agricultural labourers could pay,
and whether the scheme is to be compulsory;
wants to consider Neville's suggestion about
subsidies for repairs of rural homes, as she
suspects rural District Councils would try to avoid
liability for expenses they could avoid, and sets out
reasons why this scheme might cause difficulties;
hopes that she might get to see Neville in London
when they could discuss the issue further. 16
February
/439: from Hilda: Thinks that Neville will face
opposition from Labour over the issue of the Weir
houses but that if he can sway public opinion and
get the support of the local authorities his scheme
might be successful; discusses her impressions of
the Colosseum and the church of San Clemente;
mentions their shopping activities in Paris, and
Aunt Lina's news from Rapallo, where she is
staying with Mabel and Pearl; news that there is to
be another vacancy on the County Council, and her
hopes that Mr Thomas will be elected as alderman;
the changes in the garden since they have been
away, and the growth of their potted bulbs. 19
February
/440: from Ida: Gives details of a visit by Mrs Cotes
Walker from the Ministry of Agriculture, to talk
about pensions, suggesting that there might be an
increase in 'old age pensions', with specified
contributions; 'the committee evidently thought that
the impression left on the minds of the uneducated
part of the audience was certainly that they might
get this from the Unionist Govt' and Ida's intention
to correct this impression at the next meeting; her
concerns that representatives should not give
definite figures, and that the speaker used Broad's
pamphlet as the basis for her talk; mentions Sir
R[obert] Hoare's letter to Lord Wolmer about the
question of an aerodrome and her worries about it
being constructed. 3 March
/441: from Hilda: Hopes Baldwin's speech was a
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success; gives her impression of Anne's health
when she met her in London; gives a description of
her visit to Beaulieu Abbey when she spoke at the
Women's Institute there; Hilda Mary's visit and her
good recovery from her operation; her work making
costumes for a pageant featuring scenes from
Dickens; discusses Neville's scheme for dealing
with slum districts and hopes that it will not be
sidelined by Poor Law Reform. 6 March
/442: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his involvement
in their campaign to prevent the construction of an
areodrome at Odiham, enclosing a letter from Lord
Wolmer, and discussing their need to suggest
alternative sites, suggesting one near the main
road to Basingstoke, at Mapledurwell; mentions
that the Birmingham Director of Housing has
welcomed Neville's scheme, and that Baldwin
seems in a stronger position judging by his recent
speeches; her attendance at the Women's Unionist
Association meeting to hear a talk on 'What the
Capitalist system does for the workers' which she
thinks was well received by the village audience;
her decision to stand for election to the County
Council, and discussion of whether she will be
contested, and her plans to hold meetings in
different villages to talk on public health,
particularly tuberculosis and infant welfare; she
hopes that the Women's Institute will support her
which might have an effect on any rival candidate;
Hilda Mary's visit and their trip to Dogmersfield
Park and South Warnborough to pick daffodils and
primroses. 12 March
/443: from Hilda and Ida: Sends Neville birthday
greetings and reflects on the events of the last
year, with both her brothers now in office;
expresses her appreciation of Neville's sacrifice in
writing them detailed weekly letters which make
such a difference to their lives; Ida continues the
letter and mentions that Mr Stratton of Long Sutton
is to stand for election to the County Council. 17
March
/444: from Hilda: Ida is now not to be opposed in
standing for election to the County Council, but
gives details of the preparations she had made,
including meeting the secretary of the Women's
Unionist Association to organise canvassing, the
news from the Farmers Union that they were not
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going to oppose her, and Mr Stratton's decision not
to stand, apparently because 'he would not have a
chance on account of those [Women's] Institutes!';
her recent committee activities which have involved
travel around Hampshire; her work on the Parish
Council, and the arrival of Aunt Alice for a visit; the
performance of the Dickens scenes, and her visit to
speak at Damersham, near Salisbury; picking
primroses and daffodils, and the recent cold
weather; the establishment of a Commission of
Enquiry over the Weir houses and the attitude of
the building industry towards the scheme; her
hopes to view a Weir house in Grosvenor Gardens
when she is next in London and her concerns for
Neville's heavy workload; the breakdown in health
of 'Maskins', and speculation about whether [Sir
Robert] Horne might replace him, even though the
position does not carry an office. 20 March
/445: from Ida: Her expectation that she has been
elected County Councillor and will serve on the
public health committee to which she has been coopted; discussion at a Maternity sub-committee
about the insurance scheme 'for mothers against
doctors being called out by midwives', the burden
this would place on the County Council, and Dr
Lyster's suggestion that it could be dealt with by the
National Health Insurance; Ida's suggestion to
approach the County Councils Association in the
hope of getting support from other Councils for a
county insurance scheme; comments on Dr
Lyster's behaviour, and the difficulties she has had
in working with him, and hopes that Dr Gurney
Dixon is someone on the committee whom she can
work with, particularly on her ideas for the
treatment of tuberculosis; comments on Neville's
housing legislation, and wonders whether it is
possible to make it illegal for someone to claim rent
for a house against which there is a closing order
which might force landlords to make essential
repairs; their forthcoming visit to Twitts Ghyll,
despite Elliott's hand injury; their gardener,
Langhorn, is suffering from influenza and she and
Hilda have had to plant asparagus. 17 March
/446: from Hilda: Gives an account of their stay
with Austen at Twitts Ghyll and their discussions
with him concerning the Geneva Protocol and a
change in views of some members of the Cabinet
while he was absent; her dislike of Twitts Ghyll as a
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permanent home for Austen; her pleasure that the
Birmingham Housing Director has approved
Neville's plan [for Weir houses] and her hopes that
his widow's pensions bill will be popular; her first
meeting of the Women's Institute Hampshire
Federation as chairman which involved more public
speaking than she would have liked; her
attendance at a 'social' organised by the
headmaster and other teachers for children who
had attended evening classes; travelling to
Chandler's Ford to speak to the local Women's
Institute on local government, and presenting
prizes at the elementary school; her work in the
garden planting cucumbers and flowers; asks
about the progress of the Enquiry into the dispute
over the Weir steel houses and the delay this must
cause in their construction. 2 April
/447: from Ida: Reports on her slow recovery from
influenza; hopes that the report on the Weir houses
will be favourable and that construction can begin,
considering that when people see them there will
be great demand 'it seems unbelievable that the
Trade Unions should be able to hold up the whole
thing for their own selfish reasons'; discusses
Neville's remarks about the treatment of
tuberculosis, the use of a sanitorium, and Dr
Gurney Dixon's ideas for the County to provide
food and clothing for people who have been treated
there, and creating a 'colony' where light
employment could be provided; hopes the weather
is good in Scotland; Dorothy Gough and her
daughter are staying and they have driven out to
pick primroses. 11 April
/448: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for the information
that the County Nursing Association might be able
to get a grant for administrative purposes , which
she is sending to the secretary of the organisation;
comments on the investigation into the amounts
given to local associations, and proposals to relieve
the County Nursing Associations of the cost of
training midwives 'with Ida's help as a c[ounty]
c[ouncillor] we shall in time get ourselves put upon
quite a good basis in spite of our excellent
M[inister] o[f] H[ealth]'. 24 April
/449: from Ida: She has mentioned Neville's
information about grants to nursing associations at
a meeting of the Maternity sub-committee at
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Winchester, comments on Dr Lyster's reaction, and
mentions the current enquiry into the practice of
other County Nursing Associations; makes
lighthearted remarks about a letter to Neville from
an individual in Michigan suggesting solutions for
problems facing the British government; discusses
information printed in 'Daily Telegraph' about
budget initiatives including a contributory scheme
for widows pensions, improvement of the
conditions of 'old age pensions', and luxury taxes
similar to the old McKenna Duties; leisure activities
including a picnic by the canal and Hilda's visit with
the children to Long Sutton common to pick
primroses; Max the dog and his recovery from
illness; her forthcoming meeting with officials to
discuss Odiham sewage. 24 April
/450: from Hilda, written from Maple Bank, Church
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham: She is pleased to
hear about Neville's meeting with the Ladywood
association, as she hopes this might be the first
step towards release from his seat there;
compliments him on his garden at Westbourne,
which she has been to see in his absence; gives a
description of her impression of Hanmer Hall[?],
which she visited the previous week, Ruth and
Gerald's difficulties with the garden and farm there,
and her drive with Ruth to Wroxeter and
Shrewsbury; her visit to Aunt Alice and to Uncle
Arthur [Kenrick] and drives to other family and
friends living in Birmingham 'I have really enjoyed
seeing everyone but one can't help a little sadness
in coming back like this. All seems to belong to the
past & one feels rather old & sad as one sees ones
contemporaries so changed & aged'; asks for
Neville's impressions of the budget speech, and the
reaction in the House; tells him how much she
enjoyed Dorothy and Frank's visit to Odiham. 1
May
/451: from Ida: Discusses what Neville has told
them about the Labour party's reaction to the
budget and gives details of the view of a Labour
county councillor she met who approved of the
contributory principle for widow's pensions but did
not think women without children should get a
pension for life if their husband died; asks about
provisions for uninsured people who are destitute
in their old age, and whether they will get a pension
at 70 with a means limit, or nothing; goes on to
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discuss the increased death duties and the
reduction of super tax; wonders whether Neville will
get both his bills through during the present
parliamentary session; discusses preparations for
Aunt Alice's 80th birthday; Lady Selborne is coming
to lunch as Manager of the District School, in order
for them both to visit it together, and Ida comments
on her eccentric ideas for cost savings; discusses
her work with Dr Gurney Dixon to get provision for
after care for sanitorium patients which would
involve the Ministry of Health relaxing restrictions
on spending on food and clothing for patients
leaving the sanitorium; a sub-committee of the
Public Health committee has been established to
discuss the issue, and she hopes Neville's Poor
Law bill may change the situation. 8 May
/452: from Hilda: Her work collecting for the District
Nursing Association through the spring
countryside; Discusses Neville's work on the Rating
and Valuations bill and the Pensions bill and
expresses her concern about plans to abolish
Overseers of the Poor and the paid position of
assistant Overseer, who, in Odiham, also fulfills the
Parish Council's administrative duties; goes on to
discuss the current situation with the County
Nursing Association after receiving Neville's paper
on grants it is eligble for; comments on Neville's
account of [Sir Francis] Lowe's speech and thinks
he should retire; continues to discuss the issue of
widow's pensions, particularly support offered to
young widows of insured men, and the Labour
party's proposed non-contributory scheme; her
work in the garden and on committees, including
visiting a Women's Institute near Andover; Ida's
health has been much better recently and they
have resumed 'social duties'. 15 May
/453: from Ida: Plans to have lunch in Winchester
with the chairman of the Education committee and
attend a meeting on the question of providing
university education to women at which Austen is
to speak; discusses the progress of Neville's bills
through the House of Commons and the likely
difficulties he will face with the Rating and
Valuations bill, with particular opposition from the
Poor Law Guardians; her intention to speak on
pensions at a forthcoming meeting of the Womens
Unionist Association, and her questions about
provision for women older than their husbands; a
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recent tea party they hosted which had to be held
indoors because of the weather; Mary and Fanny
Mason have been to lunch; she and Hilda have
been to London to lunch at their new Club and visit
the Chelsea flower show; the state of Neville's
garden and that of the sisters; Lottie has given an
address to the Women's Institute on Florence
Nightingale. 21 May
/454: from Hilda: Discusses the choice of
Jerusalem as the Women's Institute song, quotes a
verse from it, and expresses her approval of the
lyrics and setting; is pleased Neville is receiving
recognition for his work, and believes his initiatives
in pensions and slum clearances will be widely
recognised like his 1923 bill; her concern for his
heavy workload and its effects on his gout, and
cough and is pleased he will be able to have a
holiday; comments on his conversation with 'Sir B.
Blackett', a treasury official, as evidence of his
popularity there, and the current popularity of the
government; Ida's first County Council meeting and
her welcome there, with a voice in the audience
saying 'sister of Austen & Neville - there are two of
them you know, & quite first rate!'; her addresses to
Women's Institute groups on manners and customs
of the seventeenth century; Clara's visit and her
work as a magistrate, chairman of the 'Mentally
Deficient committee', and on a commission of the
Home Office on 'criminal assaults on children to
alter the present law'; developments at the County
Nursing Association concerning grants for
administrative expenses. 28 May
/455: from Ida: Thanks Anne for the birthday letter
she sent; recent visits from Hilda Mary, and Henry
Richards from school at Wellington College, and
picnics on Heckfield Common and by the canal; the
Women's Institute fete at Stratton Park, home of
the Earl of Northbrook which up to 8,000 people
attended; Mary and Willie [Carnegie]'s visit and
their drive to Winchester to have lunch with Joe
[Austen's son] and see the College War Memorial,
and to attend a garden party at the Selbornes; the
forthcoming visit of the Eustace Hills and Edith and
George Slack; describes the current state of the
garden; gives her assessment of Neville's future
reputation as 'a great Minister of Health', comments
on his feeling that he will have to wait a long time
for recognition, and mentions that their clerk has
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read his Rating and Valuation bill and hopes it will
go through; her attendance at a meeting of the
'local old age pensions' and her conviction that the
means limit must be abolished. 5 June
/456: from Hilda: Mentions the current hot weather
and the sisters' committee responsibilities in
Winchester; her trip to London to see the dentist
and breaking a tooth on a cherry stone on her
return; they have held a Women's Unionist meeting
in their garden; discusses her impressions of
Canterbury cathedral after Neville's recent visit
there; gives details of the sum raised at the
Women's Institute Exhibition fete; Maggie is staying
with them and suffers very much from deafness
following an illness; news that Em Chamberlain is
to be married, and hopes that her fiance 'is a nice
man'; work in the garden, and Langhorn [the
gardener]'s preparations for the Women's Institute
tea party; her lunch with Beatrice's friend Isa
Hampson, governess to the Egyptian Minister's
sons and daughters. 11 June
/457: from Ida: Discusses the current beauty of
their garden and hopes that Neville is able to enjoy
his garden at Westbourne; Olga and George Monk
are to visit; gives further details about Maggie's
illness and her current family difficulties, particularly
with her son Ken who has suffered from
psychological problems since the war and has had
relationship problems and encouraged his sister to
become engaged to 'a very ordinary young man';
the chairman of the local assessment committee,
also chairman of the District Council, has read
Neville's Rating and Valuation bill and approves,
and the County Council Association has also
approved; she thinks that most people will not
understand the intricacies of the bill, but that
opposition might be mounted by suggestions that
rates will rise; hopes Neville will be able to
concentrate on the Pensions bill and thanks him for
sending her a pamphlet; news from Mrs Eustace
Hills that her daughter is running an Infant Welfare
centre at West Wycombe which transports women
from surrounding villages by 'motor bus' and that
Buckinghamshire County Council are building two
similar centres; hopes that Hampshire will be able
to build a health centre for tuberculosis and
maternity work at Havant; continued negotiations
over the aftercare of tuberculosis patients and
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insurance against doctors being called in for
maternity cases at the Public Health committee;
asks about the completion of the Weir houses, and
mentions rising unemployment. 18 June
/458: from Hilda: Mentions Neville's visit to the
Ashleys and her relief that he is sometimes able to
socialise with people not involved in politics;
unease and depression in the country about rising
unemployment, revolution in China and Greece,
and Mussolini's 'uncontrolled power...I do wish our
people could do something to stop a ''fascist''
movement over here. Nobody of any importance
will join it I suppose, but they are getting quite alot
of recruits amongst the young & energetic & it
seems to me very dangerous'; her visit to the New
Forest to address a group meeting of Women's
Institutes on [the empire exhibition at] Wembley
and her stay with Mary and Lottie; their dinner with
Hilda Gurney Dixon and her husband, and lunch
with Angela James, nee Shuttleworth to discuss
her Infant Welfare centre and to get advice for
improvements she and Ida could make in
Hampshire, possibly relating to organising transport
for mothers. 26 June
/459: from Ida: Neville's late nights in the House of
Commons, and her approval of the continuation of
the children's allowance until the age of 16 for
children still at school, and asks the reasons for
Neville's increase in the orphans' allowance and
suggestions about the limits on widow's pensions;
her disappointment that [John] Wheatley has stated
that the Labour party would make the bill noncontributory especially as [Philip] Snowden had
admitted they had considered a contributory
scheme; the opening of a new county tuberculosis
sanatorium which the county councillors and the
chairman of the District Council attended, and the
need to remove some of the trees growing there;
Odiham Women's Institute have held a dance on
the lawn of the sisters' garden which the
almshouse residents attended; her discovery of a
colony of leaf cutting bees in the garden; her
disappointment that Neville has to give an address
on a Sunday, but recognises he must be present at
the opening of the Hall of Memory; mentions
Austen's negotiations over the [European security]
pact; their plans to holiday with Neville in Scotland.
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2 July
/460: from Hilda: Her relief that Labour have
dropped their objections over the pensions bill and
hopes that it will now pass, despite the disapproval
of the 'Daily Mail' and 'Express' and the 'reluctance
of all business men to add anything to their
business expenses'; the results of 'Beaverbrook
propaganda' concerning the bill expressed by local
people, judging by the unfavourable reaction of
people at the recent Women's [Unionist
Association?] meeting; the poor organisation and
lack of educational activities undertaken by other
Women's Unionist Associations in the county; her
activities for the Executive of the Women's Institute
and the County Nursing Association in Winchester;
Joe is not able to visit from Winchester on his
motor cycle, as he has injured his foot; the effects
of the dry weather on the garden, and the success
of Anne's parties. 10 July
/461: from Ida: The possibility that Neville will have
to give up portions of the Rating and Valuations bill,
and Sir R[obert] Horne's suggestion that the Health
Insurance surplus might be used to reduce the
Health Insurance subscription in relation to the
Pensions bill, which would reduce burdens on
agricultural labourers; discussion at the subcommittee appointed to consider Dr Gurney
Dixon's memorandum on aftercare of sanatorium
patients which involved other elements of the policy
on the treatment of tuberculosis, and their decision
to arrange for food, clothing and fuel to be supplied
to former patients in co-operation with the
Guardians and Heath Insurance societies; her
conclusion that the only way to make progress in
the area of Infant Welfare is to appoint a special
officer as Infant Welfare organiser who must be
either a Health Visitor or woman doctor, and her
circulation of a memorandum on the subject to
members of the Maternity and Infant Welfare subcommittee; a weekend party the sisters organised
attended by Sir Henry, Lady Vera Herbert, and Sir
Hubert Stephen, and Sir Henry's praise of Neville
and Austen; the state of the garden and their fruit
crops. 17 July
/462: from Hilda: Hopes Neville's engagements in
Birmingham will not prevent him enjoying his
garden; gives a brief account of a recent 'at home'
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the sisters held despite the wet weather; mentions
an article in the 'Spectator' complimenting Neville
on his two bills, and comments on the success of
his pensions bill, the prospect of a miners strike
and its effects on the railways, and her view about
the wages currently paid to miners; discusses
discrepancies in the assessment of the expenses
of the County Nursing Association and how this
might affect their grant; Millicent's forthcoming stay,
and Hilda's visit to Austen where she hopes to hear
about foreign policy towards China, Morocco,
Germany and France. 24 July
/463: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on having got
his pensions bill through, and on having made
progress with the Rating and Valuation bill; the
effects of a likely railway strike on Neville's holiday
plans and their hopes to join the family in Scotland;
her recent meeting of the Maternity sub-committee
to discuss the costs of the insurance scheme
[against doctors expenses in maternity cases], and
Ida's memorandum on Infant Welfare organisation,
which Dr Lyster is opposed to because it would
involve him delegating 'some of his work to a
subordinate (in this case a woman) & that he will
never consent to do'; Hilda has found out the the
Ministry do give grants for both midwifery and
maternity cases, and is writing to them to find out
why the Hampshire County Nursing Association
received such a small grant; Joe has visited on his
motor cycle and stayed the night - he may go to
America with Mary [Carnegie]. 31 July
/464: from Hilda: Her relief that Neville will be able
to go to Scotland and hopes he will be able to
forget about the miners strike, his bills and the
criticism the government has recently received for
a while; comments on Winston Churchill's defence
of the return to the gold standard, and her
understanding that the Liberal party is at present
more popular than the Labour party amongst
'young men at the universities', perhaps because
they are more likely to achieve positions of
influence within that party; her visit to Twitts Ghyll
to help Austen with his rock garden, and gives
news of Diane's slow convalescence and Joe's trip
on the canals of Holland before going with Austen
to Geneva, and hopes to go to Grenoble for six
months after he leaves Winchester college;
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up children 'I wonder how it is possible that Cecily
& Millicent's children should turn out as they have
done & wonder if our nieces and nephews are
going to behave in the same way'; she is looking
forward to seeing Neville and his family in
Scotland. 7 August
/465: from Ida: She is glad Neville and his family
are enjoying their holiday despite the wet weather;
Hilda is holiding an Infant Welfare party this
afternoon with 35 mothers and their children so she
hopes the weather will be fine; some aeroplanes
have passed over their house, and she has taken
down the number of one of them to complain;
hopes that politics has faded from Neville's mind,
even the West Ham mayhem [Board of Guardians
opposition to Neville's bill]; Liberal opinion that
Austen is under the influence of [Aristide] Briand
[French Foreign Minister], and comments on his
work on the [European] Security pact; her second
County Council meeting, the passing of the Public
Health committee's demand for £11,000 to build a
new sanatorium, and the appointment of a new
matron and additional staff in order to begin
admitting patients to the old building; gives an
account of the work required in taking down the ivy
from the north side of their house, and their
proposals to replace it with trellises; trips out with
Millicent to Long Sutton and Winchfield church. 14
August
/466: from Hilda: Their activities since returning
from Scotland including blackberry picking on the
Common, and reading about shrubs and
caterpillars they saw while in Scotland; reminisces
about previous holidays in Scotland after reading
Ida's diary of their last trip, and comments on the
walks they undertook; their return to committee
work and their plans to go to Holland and Belgium
the following week. 4 September
/467: from Hilda, written from Brussels: Gives an
account of their journey; their sightseeing activities
in Bruges despite the wet weather; their visit to
Ghent and to the cathedral there, and their arrival
in Brussels. 13 September
/468: from Ida, written from Middelburg, Holland:
Gives an account of her visit to an optician in
Brussels after getting a cinder in her eye on the
train from Ghent; their sightseeing trip to Waterloo,
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and the Grand Palace, art galleries, and cathedral
in Brussels, noting damage done to the city during
the war; gives an account of their journey from
Brussels to Middelburg and describes the town and
the traditional dress of the local people, as well as
her impressions of the Dutch language and the
cost of living; gives details of their plans to travel to
Dordrecht and the Hague, before arriving in
Amsterdam. 17 September
/469: from Hilda, written from Hotel de l'Europe,
Amsterdam: Gives an account of their trip on a
steamboat to Marken and Volendam, the local
countryside and traditional buildings, and the local
dress of the older people; they are disappointed not
to have seen any storks; describes their visit to a
cheese market and her pleasure at seeing so many
paintings of the Dutch school at art galleries and
museums; asks further questions about Neville's
Pensions bill, and comments on the miners
challenge over the report of the Commission [on
coal]. 24 September
/470: from Hilda: Gives details of their trip to
Zaardan while in Holland, and their return journey;
her work writing to members of the Health
committee of the County Council concerning the
position of the County Nursing Association on the
training of midwives, and asking that the County
meet training home expenses, including writing a
separate letter to Lady Selborne, who, despite this,
refused to ask for the full grant for midwifery,
leaving them with a shortfall even with a Ministry of
Health grant; Ida's memorandum on Infant Welfare
centres has been carried and Dy Lyster will
probably alter his methods to accommodate this;
her admiration for Neville's conduct over the 'West
Ham Guardians' dispute, his forthcoming tours, his
meeting with Baldwin to discuss disatisfaction
within the party, and her wish that Baldwin will
make his appointment to the Deanery so that Willie
[Carnegie] can go to America. 2 October
/471: from Ida: Mentions Neville's tour in Liverpool,
and the refusal by the 'Socialists in West Ham' of
his terms; her recent Health committee meeting at
Winchester and visit to Papworth, Cambridgeshire,
with other county councillors to view a sanatorium
there, giving a description of the organisation of the
place, the employment of patients, and the system
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of chalet accommodation; her return journey via
Littleton House school, where the Guardians had
placed a boy with a learning disability; her visit to
London to see a specialist about her hair loss, and
his plans to give her a course of ultra-violet ray
treatment; her visit to the District School where the
new nursery teacher has started, and her hopes to
get equipment costs from the Guardians to colour
the walls; the sisters' arguments against opinion at
the Women's Unionist Association meeting about
the unpopularity of the government because trade
has not improved; she has managed to get an
Infant Welfare officer appointed and Dr Lyster
seems more amenable. 9 October
/472: from Hilda: Discusses the success of the
Locarno conference and Austen's part in it due to
his 'tact, firmness & the belief of all the delegates
that he was there to secure agreements which
should really represent a fact & not a formula';
hopes that the public will appreciate the complexity
of these kinds of negotiations with [Aristide] Briand
and [Gustav] Stresemann; Neville's ultimatum to
the West Ham Guardians over their expenses;
asks his opinion on the recent arrest of Communist
sympathisers, and whether the party think that
communist support is a growing danger,
particularly within the army and navy; the Food
Council's statement on the price of food and its
influence on public opinion; comments on the
remarks of the chairman of the Housing committee
at Liverpool, and looks forward to Neville's scheme
coming before the House; her activities with the
Women's Institute and her delivery of an address
on public health which she has revised; discusses
the financial position of the County Nursing
Association and their need for more funds; her
attendance at a conference at Basingstoke held by
Mrs Alfred Watt [founder of the Women's Institute]
who spent the night with the sisters, and her
impression of her character; their contention that
the National Executive had no right to commit the
Womens Institutes to support any action of the
League of Nations, and discussion over the terms
of the resolution passed by the Annual Meeting. 16
October
/473: from Ida: Comments on Neville's trip to
Cardiff and him not being able to be at Victoria to
welcome Austen home [from Locarno]; her trip to
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London to dine with Austen and Ivy, along with Sir
W. Tyrrell, and Austen's account of some of the
incidents of the conference; expresses her delight
at Austen's success 'he has had such a hard time
of it & so many disappointments & at one time
could not but feel that his career had been a failure
- and no, that is all past & this one achievement is
along enough to make him feel that he has done
something which is worth all the previous struggles,
anxieties & discouragements'; she hopes that
Locarno marks the beginning of a new era in
European relations, and that Austen will get the
public recognition he deserves, commenting on
how proud 'Papa' and Beatrice would have been;
congratulates Neville on his victory over the West
Ham Guardians; comments on initiatives towards a
'Papworth scheme' [providing employment for
those convalescing from tuberculosis] in Liverpool,
and the increasing supply of new housing; plans for
the new sanatorium have been passed, but the
Treasury is demanding a reduction in the estimated
costs; she is pleased that the scheme for a
permanent aerodrome at Odiham has been held up
because the Treasury is witholding funds, and
hopes that the treaty of Locarno will encourage
disarmament and make the aerodrome
unnecessary; gives an account of her meeting with
Dr Lyster on the re-organisation of Infant Welfare
along the lines of her memorandum and the
possibility of getting a Ministry of Health grant to
help with costs of transporting mothers and
children to Infant Welfare centres; her concerns
about sanitary arrangements at the elementary
schools and attempt to see the Director of
Education when she is next in Winchester; Aunt
Alice's visit and her family news. 22 October
/474: from Hilda: Makes arrangements for Neville
and Anne to visit, and expresses her concern for
Anne's health; Mary and Willie [Carnegie] have
returned from America; gives Neville details of train
times from London Waterloo to Basingstoke. 27
October
/475: from Hilda: Her disappointment that Neville
was not able to visit Odiham due to illness; gives
news about Aunt Alice's visit, her state of health,
and their drives to the New Forest to see Mary and
Lottie; Hilda's invitation from Isabel Gillson, a friend
of Beatrice, to give an address on local government
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to a mixed audience of men and women in her
village, which meant spending the night at
Portchester; gives Neville news about Frank
Gillson; she has established a seed potato club for
allotment holders and gardeners, with the help of
the Sclater Booth's gardener who is a member of
the Parish Council and secretary for some of the
allotments; her involvement in getting an
emergency nurse for a local case, and her
committee activities including the Autumn Council
meeting of the County Federation [of Women's
Institutes] in Southampton, and the annual meeting
of the County Nursing Association at Brockenhurst;
Hilda Mary is coming to stay, followed by Henry
Richards; developments in the garden; the
circulation of Neville's ideas on Poor Law reform to
the County Councils Association and her hope that
county councils will 'not interfere with the general
administration of out-relief & of the poor-law
children & the workhouses', especially as she
thinks that the guardians, particularly women
members, are very active and interested in rural
areas. 31 October
/476: from Ida: Discusses the free time she has at
present, and her hopes that she and Hilda will be
able to do some gardening together; she has met
with the Director of Education and 'engaged in a
controversy' over the sanitary arrangements at the
elementary schools at Odiham and Crondall, and
lunched with a neighbour, Mr Anson, who is county
councillor for the Crondall division, to discuss the
matter as well as the inefficiency of the County
Council Education committee; her plans to get a
place on the Education committee in order to push
forward her ideas for improvements in that area. 6
November
/477: from Hilda: Discusses negotiations for Neville
to leave Ladywood and become the candidate for
the Edbgaston seat at the next election; her view
that the economic condition of the country is such
that protective tariffs need to be introduced for
prosperity to return; Neville's continuing difficulties
with opponents of his Rating and Valuation bill, and
reassures him that people will change their opinion
of it when it is working, remarking that Ida's
colleagues on the District Council approve of its
terms; their delight at the size of their dividend from
Hoskins which they plan to use to install electric
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light and an anthracite stove for their hall; Hilda
Mary's visit and her anecdotes about 'patients ways
& doings & her housekeeping trials & troubles. It is
not, as I said before, the life I should have chosen
for her, but she is enjoying life, which is a great
thing, & doing something with her life'; her visit to
Mary and Willie [Carnegie] and description of
Mary's current state of health after influenza and an
operation; her work with the school meals scheme
and Infant Welfare; Maggie Nettlefold's visit to
speak to the local Women's Institutes, and Aunt
Lina's forthcoming visit. 13 November
/478: from Ida: Reassures Neville that his decision
to stand for election in Edgbaston at the next
election is the right one; comments on speculation
that Austen is to be awarded the Order of Merit and
Neville's plans to have Anne's portrait painted;
possible plans to see Neville in London before
Christmas, and local objections by the Basingstoke
Guardians to Neville's Rating and Valuation bill; the
Ministry of Healths' rejection of plans to enlarge the
local infirmary on the ground of expense;
sympathises with the problems faced by Neville in
carrying out public work at a time of economic
depression when there is little money 'how
maddening it will be if by that time [when trade has
recovered] there is a Labour govt in to do
everything in the worst & most extravagant way &
eat up our surpluses'; considers that if the
government wins a second term of office the
benefits arising from the Locarno treaty, and the
changes in widows' pensions will be felt, and the
housing problem will be resolved; arrangements for
the installation of electric light and an anthracite
stove at the Bury House, work in the garden, and
Maggie [Nettlefold]'s visit to speak to the local
Women's Institutes on European mountains. 20
November
/479: from Hilda: Discusses the debate on the
Rating and Valuation bill and asks about its
progress through the report stage; comments on
newspaper reports highlighting the work Neville
hopes to carry out on the issue of slum clearance
by pointing out 'the injustice of the present law,
which condemns sanitary buildings in insanitary
areas to be pulled down & gives only site value to
the unfortunate owners'; goes on to discuss
Neville's proposals for Poor Law reform concerning
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votes for individuals in receipt of relief; her
disappointment at the cancellation of celebrations
of the Locarno treaty due to the death of Queen
Alexandra; Aunt Lina's visit to Odiham has been
cut short due to her toothache; they have had an
estimate for the cost of installing electric light, and
hope this can take place in January when the
sisters are in London. 27 November
/480: from Hilda: Asks Neville whether it is true that
there is a scheme to go through parliament in the
current session to establish an electricity
generating plant at Guildford which will supply
Odiham, which would remove the need to convert
the sisters stables for their own electricity plant;
congratulates Neville on being awarded a degree
by the University of Birmingham and expresses her
sadness that none of the family could be present
for the ceremony; gives details of her recent
Women's Institute and County Nursing Association
committee meetings; Mary [Carnegie] has visited,
and Willie's heavy workload 'having to do all the
work of the Dean for over a year, & owing to
Baldwin's extraordinary slowness in making the
appointment, it has been so much longer than it
need have been'; mentions the 'boundary
agreement' in Ireland and her hopes for some kind
of rapproachment between the north and the south
of the country, and hopes that the economy may
revive in the coming year if the coal dispute can be
resolved without industrial action. 15 December
/481: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville's heavy
workload over the last few weeks, and compares it
to that of their father, Joseph Chamberlain 'my
recollection is that he practically never read after
dinner whilst he was in office, at any rate whilst the
House was sitting. If he did not go back to the
House there was always huge piles of boxes
waiting for him...but I am sure that he never had
such a series of speeches to make as you have
during the session'; remarks that it is a particular
feature of the Ministry of Health that it covers such
a wide range of functions, and urges Neville to take
a rest; her appointment to the Elementary
Education sub-committee [of the County Council],
and the referral of Neville's Poor Law proposals to
the Finance committee; discussion with the
chairman of the Health committee about delegating
work to the District Councils, particularly the
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investigation of tuberculosis and maternity cases
as well as poor law cases 'I feel that the local
knowledge which would thus be made available
would be immensely useful in these cases & it
would certainly facilitate the formation of aftercare
committees for sanatorium patients', but expresses
her doubts about whether such a scheme would
work. 17 December
See NC/18/2/812 for a fragment of a letter from Ida
to Neville, which is likely to date from 1925
50 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/482-526

1926 letters

1926

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1926.
The majority of these letters contain information
about Neville's work as Minister of Health,
particularly that relating to Poor Law reform and
policies for house building and improvements.
Many of Ida's letters discuss plans for the District
Council to build a large number of houses in the
area around Odiham to be leased to agricultural
labourers at an affordable rent, and give details of
the Council's consideration of schemes for the
renovation of older housing. Other letters discuss
her work on the County Council Education
Committee. Hilda's letters also refer to housing, but
also discuss her travels around Hampshire on
Women's Institute business and her challenge to
the National Federation of Women's Institutes over
their constitution. Other topics discussed include
the sisters' holiday to St Gervais-les-Bains, France
in May; their search for a flat in London to take on a
short term lease; the General Strike; the long
running miner's dispute and its cumulative effects;
Austen's activities as Foreign Secretary, and
Neville's appointment as Conservative and Unionist
candidate for Edgbaston in the next General
Election.
/482: from Ida: Sends Neville new year greetings,
and remarks on the wet and stormy weather in
which she has had to walk the dog, and go to North
Warnborough for a rehearsal of the Women's
Institute play; thanks him and Anne for their
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hospitality to her and Hilda at Christmas, which
they enjoy spending with his family; her annoyance
that the dates for the next meetings of the
maternity and finance sub-committees have been
changed to the day of Beatrice Nettlefold's
wedding, which she must now attend because
Mary [Carnegie] is to accompany her; the sisters'
efforts to find a flat to lease for a short period; her
hopes that there will be more snow in Switzerland
when Neville visits; reports on the ill health of
Austen's children Laurence and Diane. 1 January
/483: from Hilda: Hopes Neville is enjoying his
holiday in Switzerland, and that he has had some
snow; her efforts to find a replacement cook for the
school meals scheme due to the illness and
resignation of the current cook; their search for
suitable flats for short-term let in London; gives an
account of their attendance, with Mary [Carnegie]
at Beatrice Nettlefold's wedding at Bampton; Ivy,
Diane and Laurence are still at Rapallo, and have
been suffering from influenza. 6 January
/484: from Ida: Discusses aspects of Neville's
holiday in Switzerland and whether he has had
opportunities for winter sports; Austen's illness and
Joe's failure to pass his examination for
Cambridge; they have secured Lady Rhondda's flat
in London for their stay in February, and need to go
and inspect the furniture and goods they have had
in storage; workmen are to begin the wiring for the
installation of electricity at the Bury House; her first
meeting of the County Council Education
committee despite not yet being elected as a
member, her involvement in the discussion of
sanitary arrangements for Odiham schools, and
suggesting that the county Medical Officer might be
able to use part of a disused grammar school for
his tuberculosis and infant welfare centres; her
efforts to effect repairs on a piece of private road
with six joint owners; mentions public opinion about
the Weir steel houses. 14 January
/485: from Hilda: Comments on the recent heavy
snowfall, meaning that cars have been stuck, and
they have not been able to travel to Winchester;
the speaker for the Women's Institute was not able
to travel and Hilda had to give an address, lead the
discussion, and then dress and explain 'the dress
parade of the last hundred years' including dresses
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from 1810 to 1926; their work unpacking and
moving their furniture which had arrived from
storage, and their hopes to have carpets fitted
while they are away in London; Neville's work in the
Cabinet to prevent his Housing bill with its
provisions for slum clearances and rural housing
from being postponed for another year; continued
concerns about a miners dispute, and the railway
workers' refusal to ratify the agreement
recommended by their leaders; the false alarm
about Joe [Austen's son] not having passed his
examination, and her feeling that Joe was never
supported at Winchester; her hopes that Frank will
have a better time there. 22 January
/486: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for
Neville's health after reports from Anne that he had
lost his voice; wonder whether he has had any time
free from engagements to see his orchids at
Westbourne; comments on Labour party opposition
to wages paid to labourers constructing Weir steel
houses and the relative unimportance of this
compared to house prices; discusses the estimated
cost of building a four roomed bungalow for their
village nurse and whether they could make savings
in some areas; goes on to discuss the question of
other states being admitted to the League of
Nations and gives her opinion about this, hoping
that the controversy won't upset the delicate
negotiations Austen has been involved in with
Germany; the mess their house was in on their
return, and the difference electric light and the new
carpets have made; the warm weather has
encouraged flowers to bloom in the garden; she
has been travelling in south Hampshire on
Women's Institute business, and has stayed with
Mary and Lottie; her work with the school meals
scheme, and visit to London to dine with the
Duckworths. 5 March
/487: from Ida: Discusses the difficult time Austen
is having at Geneva in trying to get an agreement
between the principal powers 'Poland seems to be
the one country that is behaving decently but what
with Brazil & Spain on one side & Sweden on the
other, to say nothing of Germany, it does seem a
hopeless sort of task'; goes on to discuss the likely
reception of the report of the coal commission and
her impression that both sides will try to avoid a
strike; wonders whether the legislation
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recommended by the commission will mean the
postponement of Neville's scheme for slum
improvement and reconditioning of rural houses,
particularly with the Economy bill and the proposals
to reduce government contributions to health and
unemployment insurances; her relief that the steel
houses controversy has been resolved and her
interest in the scheme for a new hospital in
Birmingham; mentions Neville's recent involvement
in a motor car accident, the injuries or deaths
suffered by other public figures recently, and her
subsequent determination to vote against a rise in
rates to improve local roads at the next District
Council meeting to deter reckless drivers; her
attendance at another Elementary Education
committee and her frustration about being able to
get anything done; contrasts this with her
achievements at the Public Health committee in
getting her insurance scheme passed, and hopes
she may eventually make progress with the
education committee, although 'the Director of
Education is too much like the Medical Officer of
Health, inasmuch as he considers his department
quite perfect already'; discusses minor alterations
to their electric light fittings and their plans for
painting and redecoration; plans for Neville's
children to stay at Easter and the state of the
garden; Norah is coming to stay, and will give an
address to the Women's Institute on Egypt; their
plans to go to Switzerland with Aunt Alice in May.
12 March
/488: from Ida: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and reflects on his year ahead; she has received
the memorandum from the Poor Law Association
with details of their alternative scheme [for reform],
and gives her opinion of it; she hopes that some
work would be delegated to the District Council, but
thinks that the County Council would complain
about the terms of this alternative scheme as much
as the Guardians have about Neville's scheme,
both of which involve taking responsibilities away;
briefly mentions Austen's difficulties in Geneva, and
her concerns about negotiations there. 17 March
/489: from Hilda: Hopes that something has been
saved from the Geneva conference, and comments
on Austen's disappointment at not being able to
build on his success at Locarno; the reception of
the Economy bill and Neville's success in winding
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up the debate; his heavy workload, and her
concerns that Lloyd George is planning to attack
Austen's diplomatic achievements; her work in
Winchester for the finance committee of the county
federation of Women's Institutes, and attendance of
a meeting called by the National Federation
executive to discuss alterations to the constitution;
her visit to Lyndhurst to speak at a [Women's
Institute] meeting on District and County Nursing
Associations, her Infant Welfare work, and meeting
with the District Nurse; Ida's involvement in District
Council discussions on the Odiham sewage
scheme which has now been postponed for two
years, and her hopes that the Ministy of Health will
be able to address this decision; Ida's visit to
London and hopes that she may be able to dine
with Neville and Anne; discusses financial matters,
including investment in the Delhi and Ambala
Railway. 19 March
/490: from Ida: Hopes that Anne's health will
recover during her six weeks away and that Neville
may be able to join her in France at the end of that
period; their plans to go abroad with Aunt Alice in
May; the new chicks she has ordered have failed to
hatch and will now arrive too late for early autumn
eggs, but a new lock has arrived for their garden
door; her success at the last committee meeting in
getting the matron of the children's home to resign
on account of her alcohol problem, and the
likelihood that she will not apply to the committee
for a recommendation; the postponement of the
Odiham sewage scheme, and her uncomfortable
meeting with Mr Thomas about the issue, when he
explained the reasons for the decision, citing the
lack of benefits to poor ratepayers in outlying
areas; the probability that complaints will rise, and
her feeling that other councillors should deal with
them, as she has done all she can to effect change
at present. 26 March
/491: from Hilda: Explains that she has not been
able to pay a visit to London because she has been
suffering from influenza, and is concerned about
Ida and others becoming infected;enquires about
Anne's health; gives details about the coming of
spring to the garden and the growth of flowers; she
is looking forward to Dorothy and Frank's visit. 1
April
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/492: from Hilda: Refers to Neville's current
difficulties with the Economy bill and her concerns
about the apparent failure to reach an agreement
with the miners; her trip to London with Ida to make
arrangements for a holiday in France and gives
details of the travel arrangements and time of year
they will go; news from Austen about Ivy's health
and that of his children, and their return from
Rapallo; her enjoyment of Dorothy and Frank's visit
and her recent Women's Institute activities,
including addressing a meeting at Broughton. [7
April]
/493: from Ida: Thanks Neville for sending her
information about the Housing act which she will
use at her meeting with the Medical Officer,
mentions the possibility of acquiring 'bad houses at
site value or acquiring houses where the owner
wishes to eject the tenants 'the sooner people learn
that it is not a good investment to put money into
houses that are in such a bad condition no one
respectable will touch them, the better'; expresses
her concern for Neville's health, and comments on
the strain that public service puts on people; her
reading of Queen Victoria's letters; comments on
Anne's improved health and hopes that Neville
might be able to come to Odiham for a weekend;
discusses work in the garden and the continued
death of her new chicks from disease; mentions the
possibility of an imminent miners strike; discusses
their financial investments. 23 April
/494: from Hilda: Expresses her feelings of
despondency about the probability of a miners
strike and mentions news from their chauffeur,
Elliott, that lorries have already had orders to
depart; reports in the newspapers that the Miners
Federation were preparing to accept Baldwin's
arbitration 'if we do escape a strike it will be a great
triumph for him & we should feel that the subsidy
was worthwhile'; reports that the Air Ministry has
purchased local land for an aerodrome and building
is to begin in September 'it is a very great
misfortune for us but...we feel we must turn our
thoughts from it & try to harden ourselves to the
abominable noise the machines make every fine
day'; comments on the likely 'spoiling of the
neighbourhood' that will take place due to the
aerodrome's construction; Ida's ill health and their
holiday plans; encloses an item [possibly a leaflet]
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she received from Leeds [presumably criticising
Neville]; discusses her challenge to the National
Federation of Women's Institutes over the
constitution and her role on a sub-committee to
draw up a scheme for a national council of
representatives; her work speaking in Wiltshire on
the housing situation and the remit of local
authorities under previous acts, mentioning
Neville's possible bill and the hope that old
cottages might be maintained and improved
without people having to move out. 30 April
/495: from Ida: Discusses the effects of the General
Strike, including the delay in post getting through;
plans for Elliott to collect Neville from London and
her recent contact with Miss Leamon about this;
the success of the government so far in
implementing plans to alleviate the impact of the
strike, and wonders how long this can last 'the TUC
having gone so far can hardly recede until they are
beaten, which I suppose means, until the men
begin to break away & go back to work'; comments
on how scientific advances have alleviated the
effects of the strike, with motor transport run by
volunteers combatting the effects of the railway and
transport workers strike, and the wireless
combatting effects of the printers strike; local
efforts to keep services running during the strike 'of
course in these small country places no one is in
favour of the strike & the only fear one hears
expressed is that the Govt might give way'; her
worries about her forthcoming holiday abroad and
fears that they will have to cancel it if the strike is
not called off 'I think it would look badly for people
in our position to deliberately go off on a pleasure
trip in the midst of a national crisis'; comments on
the aftermath of the strike and her fears that there
will be a lot of bitterness in the country. 6 May
/496: from Hilda: She and Ida hope Neville will let
Anne return home from France 'I feel she has
behaved with great self-control in not starting for
home at once, as most wives would have done &
she has only stayed where she is from fear of
increasing your care & responsibilities'; discusses
the options for Anne to return via Paris with help
from the British Embassy there; the reception of
Baldwin's recent speech, and the possible return to
work of some of the strikers.[undated]
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/497: from Ida: The continued effects of the
General Strike; Anne's anxiety to return home from
France and her hopes that Neville will allow this;
news from Elliott, their chauffeur, that there have
been skirmishes in London involving the police,
strikers, and volunteers 'he was struck with the
coolness & efficiency of the volunteer bus drivers';
the Post Office has obtained a copy of the 'British
Gazette' and she comments on the government's
handling of the crisis; offers to take Dorothy and
Miss Leamon in Odiham if Neville wishes; reports
on the local situation, with food and coal in good
supply and organisation being led from
Basingstoke; the possibility that the District Council
may be called on to help and the cancellation of
Hilda's Women's Institute engagements to save
petrol; mentions poor attendance at her recent
committee meetings, presumably for similar
reasons. 8 May
/498: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on the
government's work in ending the General Strike
and hopes this means that the TUC have
withdrawn their demands; their plans to travel
abroad but to postpone their departure to the
following week, meaning that Ida will have to miss
a County Council meeting, but their determination
to honour their promise to take Aunt Alice on
holiday; hopes to see Neville and Anne when they
are in London to make final travel preparations; her
relief at the end to the strike 'I felt as if we should
never manage to get through without having to call
out the military against the strikers somewhere'. 12
May
/499: from Ida, written from St Gervais-les-Bains,
France: Gives an account of their train and boat
journey to France from Victoria, with a stop in
Paris; describes their hotel and their walks in the
surrounding mountains to see the spring flowers;
comments on reports in the newspapers that the
miners and owners had rejected Baldwin's terms
and that the strike was likely to continue 'I did think
when the general strike collapsed the miners would
have to make some concessions & that we should
benefit from the sense of security that would follow
the removal of the strike threat, but it seems it is
not to be'. 22 May
/500: from Hilda, written from St Gervais-les-Bains,
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France: Expresses their enjoyment of their holiday
and of the location they have chosen; describes the
surrounding scenery and the flowers they have
seen on their drives and walks; their visits to
Annecy, Chamonix, and around Mont Blanc;
reports in the newspapers that Asquith and Lloyd
George have disagreed over the stance of the
Liberal party towards the strikers, and the
continuing miners strike; her shock at the suicide of
Sir Charles Walpole and plans for their return
home. 27 May
/501: from Ida, written from St Gervais-les-Bains,
France: Expresses her concern for Dorothy's health
; gives an account of the second week of their
holiday including the wet weather, visit to
Chamonix and Evian, and their views of Mont
Blanc and the mountain flowers; the crowded
conditions of the hotel sitting room which prevents
them from playing patience; the lack of news in the
Paris Daily Mail about the continuing miners strike;
asks whether Anne has communicated with the
Duchess of Atholl. 2 June
/502: from Hilda: Her concerns about the bad
weather at a time when they have open air fetes,
pageants and a garden party to organise; gives an
account of a recent [Women's Institute] group fete
and exhibition in Basingstoke Park during rain
storms and a performance of a pageant at Hartley
Witney in the rain; the weekend visit of the Cecils
and Vaughan Williams; asks about Anne's party for
[fund raising for] tuberculosis and about her sittings
for a portrait to be painted by [Wilfrid] De Glehn,
comparing prices with those of other portrait
painters; discusses the continuing miners strike
and the apparent determination of the strikers not
to accept the recommendations of their executive
committee, the effects of the strike on trade, and
the possibility of bringing in legislation to carry out
the provisions recommended by the coal
commission; comments on government difficulties
in passing a betting tax; her worries over the
handicrafts shop belonging to the Women's
Institute Federation, its relative lack of success and
plans to close the shop after the Christmas sales,
and the discovery that the lease was about to
expire. 11 June
/503: from Ida: Discusses their gift to Anne of a
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portrait of Neville and their hopes to see Anne's
portrait when they are next in London; her letter to
the Commanding Officer to complain about loud
low flying aeroplanes in the local area; her recent
committee work on local housing and
recommendation at District Council that a special
sub-committee be appointed; her hopes that they
will be able to erect 50-60 houses at rents that
'ordinary labourers' could afford, speculates on the
possibility of being able to reconstruct old houses if
Neville's bill is passed and the concessions that
would have to be made in building materials and
size to keep costs low; their problems in providing
accommodation for Elliott, their chauffeur, who
wants to get married, and whether they can provide
alternative accommodation for the tenant in their
other chalk cottage or whether they could apply for
a council house; the rejection by the Labour party
and [A.J.] Cook of an 8 hour day for the miners, the
help offered to the miners wives and children which
she thinks will only prolong the strike, and the need
to hold out to avoid a permanent subsidy;
discusses their financial affairs, their purchase of a
Morris Oxford cabriolet car and gives details of the
comparative benefits of this car which she thinks
she might learn to drive; the continued bad weather
and its effects on their social engagements; her
address to the Women's Institute on 'wonderful
insects of the Riviera', and the success of the
maternity insurance scheme. 18 June
/504: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's proposals for
a 'doctors post-graduate school' which she thinks
would help country doctors and 'panel doctors' to
update their skills; his continued difficulties with the
West Ham guardians over the Rating and
Valuations bill, and the appeal of the Woolwich
guardians; her agreement with Neville and the
Cabinet about not expelling the Russian charge
d'affaires, and her interest in his rural housing
scheme and plans for the reconstruction of old
houses, and her hopes that District Councils will be
given authority to make decisions, which she thinks
will be quicker and more efficient than referring
matters to the County Councils; plans for the local
District Nursing Association to purchase a site from
the District Council for a cottage for the nurse,
describes the layout of the proposed cottage and
gives details of fund raising activities planned to
meet the costs, including a fete; their visit to
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Cecily's garden party, their enjoyment of evenings
in the garden, and plans to join Anne on the
family's summer holiday. 25 June
/505: from Ida: Discusses plans for local housing
agreed at her Housing sub-committee including the
decision to ask the Council for authority to prepare
a scheme for building 100 houses under the terms
of the Wheatley act, based on the idea of 30
houses in agricultural parishes with specific
subsidies and rents; discusses the differences
between Crondall, Dogmersfield and Elvetham in
distribution of agricultural workers, how to set rents
and pay for repair and reconstruction work, and
compares the cost of building houses in
Wokingham with that of building in the Odiham
area; the success of the garden party she and
Hilda have held and describes tables being set up
outside and the abundance of flowers in their
garden; mentions recent Education committee and
Public Health Housing sub-committee meetings at
Winchester and their decision to ask the County
Council to allow them to act under the Housing act
to advance money on new houses being built as
well as on old houses under the Small Dwellings
acquisition act; her visit to Stockbridge with the
County Architect to inspect the Hampshire system
of sanitary offices at the school there; comments
on her driving lessons and Hilda Mary's plans to
buy a Morris Cowley to drive herself to Welwyn and
back; speculates on the results of the Eight Hours
bill [for the miners] and the likelihood of an end to
the strike. 2 July
/506: from Hilda: Hopes to meet Anne for lunch in
London, as she will have to be there for a meeting
about the reform of the constitution of the National
Federation of the Women's Institutes; her
frustration with the other reformers and their
diverse and changing views and her feeling that the
National Executive committee is too Londoncentred and out of touch with the work of the
Counties and inclined to 'turn the whole thing into a
political (not party political) but distinctly feminist
political body, working for social reform but dealing
quite as much with town questions as with country
ones'; her hopes to be able to educate members in
different areas of the country to work for the same
main principles and eventually change the
constitution; the reception of Neville's Guardians
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bill and the Eight Hours bill and the reaction of the
Labour party including her disapproval of the attack
on Baldwin, Cunliffe and Neville for their business
interests 'if every man who goes into a govt. is to
realise all his money, there will be soon nobody but
labour men or professional men who can entertain
the ide of public life'; Neville's reactions to Anne's
portrait; describes her recent visit to Lady Herbert
at Purse Caundle. 9 July
/507: from Ida: Asks Neville for information about
houses to be built for £250 and discusses costs for
building and what to charge in rents, and the
possibility of being able to provide more in
agricultural parishes; her hopes to be able to repair
old houses at the same time; mentions a scheme in
Gosport involving building cheaper houses from
materials other than brick , and whether the
savings from using concrete are substantial
enough; plans to put a scheme for building new
houses before the Council, as well as to interview
candidates for the post of building surveyor, and
her mixed feelings about the involvement of the
farmers who are members of the committee;
comments on the personal attacks on Neville by
members of the Labour party and his recent
speech on the work of the Ministry of Health;
mentions the lack of development in Hampshire
relating to the treatment of tuberculosis, and the
decision of the 'Mental Deficiency committee' to
'appoint a superintendent for their proposed new
colony'; mentions her continued driving lessons
and that Hilda Mary and her friend will also be
learning to drive; the approval of the housing
scheme for 100 houses for a penny rate without
difficulty 'the fact is the farmers find it very difficult
to house their labourers & would rather pay the
extra penny rate than build themselves'; gives a
brief account of Hilda's District Nursing fete and the
money raised for accommodation for the nurse. 15
July
/508: from Hilda: Her attendance at an East
Anglian [women's institute] conference at Bury St
Edmunds, which meant missing other committee
meetings; their recent visit to London when they
had an accident in the Wolsely involving a collision
with a woman driving another car trying to avoid a
motor charabanc; gives details of the accident, the
slight injuries she and Ida received, and the
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damage to the car; her stay with Mr and Mrs
Martineau, cousins of Ernest and Clara, and her
meetings to discuss proposed changes to the
constitution of the National Federation of the
Women's Institute; discusses funds raised for
accommodation for the district nurse, and plans to
meet the architect to discuss the work needed; she
has accepted an invitation to join the National
Federation Women's Institute Executive
organisation sub-committee which will mean
attending a monthly meeting in London. 23 July
/509: from Ida: Their difficulties in getting their
insurance company to trace the woman who
caused their recent car accident and their failure to
report the matter to the local police; the
repercussions of the accident in the cost of
repairing the car and her bruises and shock; she
has received the Ministry of Health pamphlet on
'Nash houses' but the new clerk is keen to follow
the scheme adopted at Wokingham and thinks they
might not get their subsidy if the housing scheme is
not passed by October; discusses the situation in
South Warnborough relating to building a number
of new houses and repairing old ones; her concern
that Neville's subsidies for reconstructions are only
for houses inhabited by 'genuine agricultural
workers' which would mean that little of the poor
housing in Odiham would get repaired; her relief
that Neville has been able to transfer to Edbgaston
for the next election 'I must say I think the
Ladywood committee behaved extremely well & put
it on grounds that must seem reasonable to
everyone. I suppose Mosley will claim it as a
victory for him, but I can't help thinking he won't
really be at all pleased'; their visit to London to
shop for wallpaper and to have lunch with Austen,
and the family's summer plans including a
Mediterranean cruise in a sailing yacht; hopes that
Neville now likes Anne's portrait, and discusses
their itinerary for Scotland, including some time in
the Peak District; mentions Neville's continuing
negotiations over the Guardians bill. 30 July
/510: from Hilda: Mentions Neville's advice to Ida
about the housing subsidy which will give the
District Council time to consider its plans; the
progress of Neville's Rural Houses bill and the
issue of state ownership of houses; her relief that
'the Edgbaston matter is settled...your people at
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Ladywood have behaved very well - which indeed
you have earned by all your devoted work...but I
think it has been quite the right moment
psychologically & that there has been as little
disagreeable comment as could be expected';
comments on the newspapers' assessment of
Neville as 'bland, inscrutable, cold' and comparison
of his character with that of Austen; mentions the
continuing miners strike and the involvement of the
Christian Fellowship in negotiations; Hilda Mary's
visit and driving lessons, and her plans to drive
herself and her friend to Wales; the forthcoming
Infant Welfare party and plans to redecorate the
drawing room, and their pleasure at being able to
join Neville and his family in Scotland. 6 August
/511: from Ida: Thanks Neville for providing a
review of the last parliamentary session in his last
letter; expresses her concern about Austen's heavy
workload and his hopes for a holiday after the
Geneva conference; signs that the miners strike
might be coming to an end with the men 'beginning
to realise that they are beaten' and hopes that the
mine owners will be generous in their victory 'so
that we may not lay up too great a store of
bitterness for the future'; the damage done to the
country's trade prospects by the strike and the
increased costs of building materials for houses;
delays to the local housing scheme to allow
parishes to express their opinions, the likelihood
that she will be away when decisions have to be
made, and her belief that the council will build
houses of the same type as those in Wokingham;
her hopes to begin work on the reconstruction or
demolition of other houses in the area, and her visit
to see some of the Wokingham houses, which she
thinks are very plain but make an economical use
of space; gives details of their planned journey to
Scotland via Hammer Hill to stay with Ruth and
Gerald [Kenrick], and Matlock and Edinburgh. 13
August
/512: from Hilda: Gives details of their stay in
Edinburgh on their return from staying with Neville
and his family on their holiday in Scotland, and
their visits to Jedburgh abbey, Hadrian's Wall,
Durham, York, Selby and Lincoln; their journey
through Birmingham 'we came past Highbury & it
being a lovely evening we suddenly decided we
could look into the garden. We did not go up to the
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house or into the side reserved for soldiers at all
but just saw the shrubbery garden, Italian rock
garden etc'; gives her impressions of the growth of
the trees and plants and how much has changed
since the Chamberlain family lived there; their visit
to Oxford and return to their redecorated home;
work in the garden and their fruit harvest; her relief
that the cook for the school meals scheme is able
to continue; asks Neville's opinion on the Cabinet
Council on negotiations to end the miners dispute.
17 September
/513: from Ida: Comments on Neville's recent social
engagements and on their sightseeing activities on
their return home from Scotland; the resumption of
her committee work, driving herself to her District
School meeting, and comments on her current
driving skills; mentions the financial difficulties of
the Wolsely firm and her small share holdings with
the company; gives details of their abundant fruit
harvest; Neville's first speech in the Edgbaston
division and her hopes that a candidate will soon
be found for Ladywood; the continuing miners
strike and her fears that hot water and fuel will
have to be limited during the winter; asks Neville
about the new Milk bill involving proposals for
tighter hygiene regulations over the sale of milk. 24
September
/514: from Hilda: Discusses recent cases of scarlet
fever in London and Neville's concerns for his
children's health; the mild epidemic of cases in
Hartley Witney traced from children discharged
from the London Isolation Hospital, and Dorothy's
slow recovery from the illness; comments on the
effects of the continuing miners strike with coal
shortages now being felt by 'the workmen's
families', and observes that increased numbers of
miners are now returning to work despite the
determination of the miners leaders not to accept
proposals; sympathises with the government's
position with the mine owners and pressure on
them to resolve the situation if the cold weather
continues; numbers for the school meals scheme
have increased, which she thinks is due to the lack
of coal; comments on progress in building the
nurse's cottage and the installation of a hot water
system; Ida's investigation of Canadian wooden
houses as a cheaper option for homes for
labourers in rural areas and mentions that London
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County Council have ordered a number of these
kind of houses; describes the landscape around
Lee-on-Solent after attending a Women's Institute
meeting there. 1 October
/515: from Ida: Discusses the miners refusal of the
government offer, and plans for each district to
decide terms and for mines to re-start on forced
settlements; her concerns for the poor in dealing
with coal shortages when the cold weather begins
and the delay in getting supplies from abroad; the
effects of the shortages on the workhouse and
district schools where no fires have so far been lit,
and mentions the effects of shortages in the
cottages for cooking with the rising numbers of
children attending the school meals scheme; refers
to Hoskins' poor performance over the year; her
recent drives in the Morris Oxford, taking Hilda with
her, to visit a school which provides midday meals
for children on the other side of Alton, and gives an
account of the difficult drive 'Alton has a nice broad
road, but I don't feel quite like facing Basingstoke &
Winchester alone yet'; gives details of the range of
her forthcoming committee meetings and her
continued campaign to get cheap houses for
agricultural labourers and to investigate Canadian
timber houses ordered by London County Council
for one of their estates; her hopes to be able to
move some people directly from old, insanitary
cottages to new ones, and news that Dr Lyster has
been in Italy after being 'sent for by Mussolini to
give advice as to the reorganisation of the whole
Health Department...I am sure it would be just the
place for him - a perfect autocrat in his own
department with no committees to bother him &
only Mussolini to report to'; the acceptance of
Geoffrey Lloyd as a candidate for Ladywood 'I
hope now he will be able to get to work & give
Mosley something to do'. 8 October
/516: from Hilda, written from the Bell Hotel,
Gloucester: Discusses her views about the miners
returning to work which appears to be similar to
Neville's view but differs from Ida's in being more
optimistic about the lack of bitterness in the end to
the strike; comments on the countenance of the
striking miners she saw around the Durham coal
fields on their journey to and from Scotland which
she thinks was not like 'the awful desperate
expression on the faces of the men in the back
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streets in London and B'ham' [during a period of
long unemployment in the 1890s]; her hopes that
the miners will now break away from the National
Federation 'for one see no hope of ever making
any satisfactory arrangements as long as Cook &
his extremists have anything to say'; her work for
the Consultative Council [for the Women's Institute]
at which she will have to make an address to the
Executive 'if we don't manage to change our
constitution before long we shall probably break up
but still one hopes that in time we may get our
way'; expresses her admiration for Anne's
broadcast; discusses her recent talk on Public
Health Services at a Women's Institute meeting,
and the response from older women who
remembered cholera epidemics and the loss of
their children to illness; comments after the
Consultative Council meeting on the number of
votes her scheme got and her hope this will be a
starting point for further attempts for reform; her
impression of the cathedral at Gloucester. 14
October
/517: from Ida: Her plans to drive to the London
County Council's office with Mr Champion, a
builder and District Councillor, to inspect the timber
houses being built on the Watling estate, despite
her feelings that they will not be able to include
construction of some of these houses in their
scheme; their plans to stay in London at the Ladies
Imperial Club and visit the theatre; Neville's visit to
the Crediton Board of Guardians and speculates
about how different rural boards work 'I sometimes
wonder how many other Boards of Guardians have
followed our example & not sent up protests to the
Ministry against their abolition'; refers to reports in
the 'Times' opposing Neville's remarks about
Voluntary Hospitals; the continued efforts of [A.J.]
Cook to prolong the miners strike, refers to the
suffering of poorer people who are having to
manage on very limited supplies, and gives
extensive details of her campaign to raise and
administer a fund for providing weekly amounts of
coal at last year's prices for poorer villagers; Hilda's
success in getting sixteen counties at the Women's
Institute Consultative Council to agree to her
scheme for constitutional reform; her hopes to
meet the chairman of the Education committee to
discuss orthopaedic treatment for school children
and the responsibilities of the Education authority
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for the health of children if it does not affect their
capacity for education; returns to the issue of the
London County Council timber houses after her
inspection and discusses building and maintenance
costs. 21 October
/518: from Hilda: Comments on the miners' return
to work, the Cabinet's decision not to increase coal
sales, and the difficulties in getting supplies of
wood or foreign coal in the local area; Neville's
recent tour of the country and his return to London;
Dorothy's recovery from scarlet fever; comments
on Neville's proposals for hospitals and her
campaign to get a good building scheme for the
Cottage Hospital , giving details of large donations
she has received from individuals; hopes to meet
Neville and Anne in London, and her recent
telephone conversation with Mary [Carnegie];
returns to the issue of coal supplies, and the
current negotiations between the TUC and Miners
Executive; she is to chair the Autumn Council
meeting of the county Women's Institutes. 28
October
/519: from Ida: Discusses Neville's meeting at
Huddersfield and his tour of the country visiting
Boards of Guardians and County Councils to
explain his schemes for reform of the poor law
system; comments on Lady Suffield's impression of
the recent discussions at the Women's Institute
Consultative Council; sympathises with Neville
being unable to get supplies of coke for his
greenhouses and their own efforts to acquire coke
for the boilers; gives an account of the first meeting
of the local Coal Emergency Fund committee,
including the number of applications and permits
granted, mainly to older people on low incomes;
the completion of Anne's portrait, the serious illness
of Ivy Chamberlain's mother, and Lawrence's
repeated ill health; Ivy's plans to get a Norland
nurse for him and take a holiday in Budleigh
Salterton. 5 November
/520: from Hilda: Comments on Neville being asked
to make a speech in Scotland while on holiday 'it is
gratifying to find, in Scotland at any rate, that you
are the man to whome they naturally look if they
can't get Baldwin'; her bad cold which has forced
her to cancel Women's Institute commitments, and
her attendance at the autumn Nursing meeting in
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Petersfield; discusses whether the miners are to
return to work and on what terms, and mentions
the tribunal to deal with district federations which is
to last for only six months and whether an
agreement can be made after that; comments on
reactions to Anne's portrait and hopes that Neville
will grow to like it; the apparent recovery of Ivy
Chamberlain's mother; Hilda Mary's forthcoming
visit for driving lessons. 12 November
/521: from Ida: Mentions Neville's shooting holiday
[in Scotland], asks whether he has any news of
Cecily at Moor Lane, and discusses her health and
that of Joan; comments on the success of Neville's
speech in Scotland and hopes that it will improve
his position there; the rejection by 'extremist'
miners leaders of the Executive's
recommendations and her understanding that the
delegates may still accept the government's
proposals despite the vote; her sympathy with the
mine owners wish to get rid of the Federation and
its leaders and speculation about the speed of the
miners' return to work and the lifting of restrictions
on the use of fuel for domestic and industrial use;
her efforts to get tenders for both brick and wooden
houses for the local housing scheme and the
reasons for her preference for building at least
some wooden houses. 19 November
/522: from Hilda: Their recent lunch with Austen,
Ivy and Diane, giving details of Diane's improved
health, Lawrence's convalescence in Budleigh
Salterton where he has started school, and Ivy's
mother's heart condition; Mary [Carnegie]'s short
visit; the rejection by the District Council of the
Canadian wood houses which have been
estimated to be more expensive than brick ones;
their visit to the theatre to see the Spanish plays
'The Cradle Song' and 'The Lover'. 26 November
/523: from Ida: Comments on Neville's recent
involvement in debates over the Rural Housing bill,
housing subsidies, and Town Planning, and
discusses the rising costs of building materials and
labour compared with the rise in price of the
completed houses and whether prices will fall if the
subsidies are reduced; gives details of the District
Council's housing scheme and the estimated rents
and rates for the new houses in agricultural
districts; comments on the shortage of housing in
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the local area 'numbers of houses have been built
but there seems to be just as much congestion as
ever amongst the working classes' with many
couples living with their parents or in condemned
cottages; her relief at the end of the miners strike,
her hope that fuel prices and unemployment levels
will go down, and the apparent desire for industrial
peace among members of the Labour party;
arrangements for social engagements at
Christmas; work in the garden and the recent dull
weather; the success of Neville's Welsh meetings;
Hilda's Women's Institute activities which have
involved staying away from home overnight. 3
December
/524: from Hilda: Mentions Christmas presents they
have bought for Frank; comments on the debate
over the miners strike and her assessment of
Baldwin's speech; her disgust at the statements of
Oswald Mosley [standing for election in Smethwick]
'I see Mosley is as dishonest & false as ever...'Mrs'
Mosley with her cheap frocks. However I suppose it
may have some effect in Smethwick but I wish he
could be beaten there...somehow I can't believe
that these rich men will ever get a very high place
in the present Labour party for I think there will be
too much jealousy of them amongst the extremists';
Lloyd George's attempts to consolidate his position
within the Liberal party and to 'drive out the
Asquithian contingent'; dealing with village affairs
including problems with falling plaster in the nurse's
house, with Infant Welfare issues, with the school
meals scheme, inspecting the newly installed
wireless in the hospital, and meeting the schools
inspector to discuss the playground; mentions a
recent tea party they have held. 10 December
/525: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on getting
eight bills through the House, despite not getting
the 'Mental Deficiency' bill passed; asks how the
Cabinet discussion on the Poor Law went, and
about his visit to Chequers to see Stanley Baldwin;
comments on Austen being awarded a Nobel prize
and the amount of money it entails, and mentions
that Joynson-Hicks appears to be leaving his work
to Austen; the success of Neville's reform of the
administration of the poor law at West Ham, as
reported in the newspapers; her attendance at a
Public Health finance sub-committee which
included a report on the first six months of the
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insurance scheme and gives figures for insured
and uninsured cases dealt with; gives reluctant
praise to Dr Lyster for his work in improving the
health service in Hampshire and the treatment of
cases under their responsibility, mentioning the
arrangements they have with Winchester hospital
to treat 'abnormal maternity cases', the provision of
nursing and treatment in cases of puerpural fever,
the increased number of infant welfare centres, and
increased orthopaedic and dental treatment for
elementary school children; she is to give an
address on 'Health Work of the County Council' to
women's institutes to educate people about the
work being done and to get more public support;
her visit to stay with Mary and Lottie when she
gives an address on plants in the Bahamas to a
women's institute group, and travel arrangements
for she and Hilda to come to Birmingham for
Christmas. 16 December
/526: from Ida: Sends Neville new year's greetings
and hopes that public affairs and the
unemployment situation will improve in 1927;
describes the birds they have seen on a recent
country walk and their enjoyment of the orchids
Neville has given them; her recent activities with
the Housing committee examining tenders and
inspecting sites, and changes made to plans for the
appearance of the rooves of the new houses,
giving an estimate of the total cost; asks about the
reasons for the re-organisation of the
[Conservative] party, and comments on Austen's
difficult discussions with China 'if the Bolshies
really are in command of the movement' his
proposals will not be met with 'the spirit in which
they were meant'. 31 December
45 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/527-572

1927 letters

1927

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1927.
A large number of these letters focus on Neville's
work as Minister of Health and the effects of his
policies on local government, and include
discussion of proposed Poor Law reforms and the
terms of the Rural Workers Housing Act. Many of
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Ida's letters refer to her work as chair of the
Housing sub-committee of the County Council
which included the responsibility for administering
grants for the provision of local housing. Other
letters concern her work on the Elementary
Education sub-committee of the County Council,
her efforts to improve the medical treatment of
school children, and attempts to raise money for
County Council beds to treat tuberculosis and
orthopaedic patients. Hilda's letters discuss her
travels in Hampshire on Women's Institute
business; her proposals for revision of the
constitution of the Women's Institute and her
negotiations with members of the National
Executive over these proposals; her work with the
County and District Nursing Association concerning
district nursing provision, and her activities as part
of the Odiham Grammar School committee. Letters
also refer to proposals for trade union legislation;
Austen's negotiations as Foreign Secretary with
China over the abandonment of the British
concession at Hankow and at the Three Powers
Naval Disarmament Conference at Geneva.
/527: from Hilda: Neville's visit to the CunliffeListers and the chance for him to relax; her
disappointment at his remarks about changes at
[Conservative] Head Office, and comments on the
previous inefficient organisation; comments on
campaigns by the Labour party in the local area,
including distributing leaflets, one of which she
encloses, and organising a Sunday meeting in the
women's institute room; expresses her worries
about infiltration of education by the Labour
movement 'one can guess in this case very easily
what their History of the British Working Class is
going to be. Here I think apathy may be our
strongest ally. I don't suppose many men or women
will attend such a class but if they get the young
people it is even more dangerous'; her visits to
Winchester and Brockenhurst on Women's Institute
business, staying with the Gurney-Dixons for the
night, and to London for the National Federation
organisation meeting; attending Ida's women's
institute party; their attempts to identify a bird that
they have seen in the area. 7 January
/528: from Ida: The disappearance of the
unidentified bird from the watercress bed, and their
sightings of other birds with their field glasses; her
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discussion with the Director of Education about the
issue of mixed secondary schools, the decision by
the Education committee to fund orthopaedic
treatment for children, and Dr Lyster's attempts to
raise money to pay Alton hospital for County
Council beds to treat tuberculosis and orthopaedic
cases; her preparation of a lecture on the County
Council and Public Health for women's institute
groups 'it...really affects the lives of the women who
would compose my audience, so it may go down
[well]'; Hilda's meetings across the county to
discuss Hampshire proposals for a revision of the
Women's Institute constitution; news that the price
of houses has already come down as a result of
the announcement of the reduction in subsidy; asks
about Neville's meeting with Baldwin about trade
unions, and comments on Austen's difficult
negotiations with China; mentions the failing health
of Ivy Chamberlain's mother. 14 January
/529: from Hilda: Discusses the spread of influenza
in Odiham, which has affected their housemaid and
parlourmaid and a number of children at the infant
school; her work helping the nurse move into her
new cottage, in Winchester supervising the move
of the Women's Institute depot to a new office,
having lunch with a member ot the old depot
committee to discuss her concerns, and visiting a
Women's Institute group in the Test valley and
around Nether Wallop; her meeting in London with
representatives from Women's Institute county
federations on constitutional change at which the
Hampshire reform scheme was discussed; her
hopes that Baldwin will have been influenced by
Neville's views on trade union legislation which she
thinks is likely to be difficult to enforce; comments
on Lloyd George's recent behaviour towards Vivian
Phillips and apparent support of Austen's work at
the Foreign Office during his diplomatic efforts with
China. 21 January
/530: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville on his
latest attack of gout, and discusses her own health;
mentions Mary and Willie [Carnegie]'s visit and
Mary's attack of influenza; her attempts to speed
up the process of granting tenders for house
building to be completed before October and
having to wait for the District Valuer's report on all
the sites before work can start; comments on
Neville's Rural Workers Housing bill, the activities
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of the Housing sub-committee of the Public Health
and Housing committees in advancing money for
the acquisition of small dwellings, and the need for
the Council to sanction expenditure under the
terms of a new act; her dissatisfaction with the
chairman of the Housing sub-committee, Sir Stuart
Fraser and frustration that they will not have
recommended a definite policy before May; news
that a statue of Joseph Chamberlain is to be
unveiled on 8 February and her plans to attend the
ceremony; the arrival of her new chicks and their
reaction to electric light. 28 January
/531: from Hilda: Sympathises with the difficult
session ahead of the government in negotiations
with China, and reform of trade union and poor law
legislation, and with Neville's efforts to get the
support of the Cabinet; comments on complaints by
Gwynne about the present government and the
opposition Joseph Chamberlain had to his policies
from members of his own party; plans for her and
Ida to come to London for the unveiling of the
statue of Joseph Chamberlain, and to have lunch
with Austen and Ivy and the children; the terminal
illness of Ivy's mother and the distress this is
causing; Neville's rejection of 'Coker' as a portrait
painter; their plans to have a holiday on the Riviera
in April with Aunt Alice and Amy Hutton who have
both been unwell and suffered from depression;
she and Ida have both been to Fleet recently, Ida
as county councillor to attend a health lecture on
cancer, and Hilda to address the Nursing
Association annual meeting on cooperation
between the County Health authorities, the County
Nursing Association, and the District Associations;
her concern for Neville's sore throat. 4 February
/532: from Hilda: She is writing because Ida has
gone to London to attend Mrs Dundas [Ivy's
mother]'s funeral; expresses her sadness at her
death and her admiration of her personality and
kindness to her family; her dismay at the
postponement of Neville's Poor Law reform bill and
the likelihood that opposition will increase well, you
fought a good fight but as you said before too many
people were only too anxious to catch at any
excuse to get out of it'; her regret that he will not be
allowed to pursue the 'Mental Deficiency' bill and
mentions his efforts in getting Cabinet support for
his measures; discusses her opinion of the
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unveiling ceremony and her dislike of the pose and
positioning of the statue of Joseph Chamberlain in
the inner lobby, and of Lord Balfour's speech;
hopes that Neville will succeed in getting his plan
incorporated in the Trade Disputes bill; her
concerns about the Austen's pressures as Foreign
Secretary, but his sense of being in the right
position 'he has had such a miserable time always
before, when he was in office & this time he does
really feel that he is on the right lines'; Austen's
diplomacy with China, his acceptance of the
Cabinet view, and the opposition of the Labour
party which wants the troops to be stopped; her
disgust that Ramsay MacDonald has allowed the
motion to be passed 'at the same time the news
seems better & one hopes that perhaps that the
knowledge that the troops are at hand will make
Chen stick to his agreement. It would be a triumph
if we do succeed in making a treaty in spite of
Bolsheviks & Labour men & hostile or doubtful
allied nations'; comments that Oswald Mosley
'disagraced himself - if that were possible - on his
re-entry to the House'. 10 February
/533: from Hilda: The recent foggy weather and the
feeling of spring in the garden with the return of
flowers and birds; her drive to Ovington for a
Women's Institute meeting when she saw semi-wild
snowdrops; reflects on the achivements of the
Nursing committee in getting district nursing
provision across the county to 31 new villages and
her optimism about the development of Health
services generally since 1914 in the increased
numbers of infant welfare centres and the bussing
in of mothers and children from outlying areas, the
provision of hospital beds and maternity homes for
difficult cases and the insurance scheme for
mothers who employ midwives, courses and
lectures for practising midwives 'if we don't really
see an improvement in the health of the next
generation it will be a pity'; Ida's recent committee
meeting to discuss the new Rural Housing bill and
her shock to find that the amount to be given to the
owner of a house accepted for repairs was
permissive and that the County Council was
questioning whether they should give any amount
or whether owners should receive a loan instead,
which Ida thinks would deter many people from
making repairs; her fears that the County Council
will not take advantage of the Act to get the largest
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sum possible for the repair of houses; her concern
about recent setbacks in relations with China and
relief that reinforcements have been sent to
Shanghai; the continued cases of influenza in the
area; her reading of [a biography] of Joseph
Chamberlain which brings out 'what an inspiration
Papa was on all sorts of questions'. 18 February
/534: from Ida: The dull and rainy weather, and the
Labour victory at the Stourbridge by-election; her
unease at campaigning activities by the Labour
party in the area, which she thinks are probably no
different from those in other rural constituencies,
with Sunday meetings in the assembly rooms at
Odiham including addresses on apparently neutral
subjects by people who 'happen to be Labour
candidates...of course all the addresses are with a
bias, but to the audience who know nothing about
the subject they are extremely plausible';
comments on the 'abuse' apparently directed to a
member of the local Women's Unionist Association
in the Labour movement publication 'The Worker'
after she argued against some of the statements
made at an address, and her despair at the failure
of the local Conservative agent to combat the
Labour propaganda; congratulates Neville on his
draft dispatch and Austen on getting the Hankow
Agreement signed; gives an account of discussion
at a recent meeting of the Housing sub-committee
of Neville's Rural Housing bill, and the question of
giving grants or loans to home owners to make
repairs; her hopes that the District Council sanitary
inspector will be able to persuade small landlords
to take advantage of the terms of the act, and that
most of the District Councils will cooperate; her first
address to the County Council to oppose a motion
about 'Mental Deficiency' to urge the government to
'make the marriage of m[ental] d[eficient]s illegal &
to legalise voluntary sterilisation' because of her
view that the Council should not involve itself in
such controversial issues which it does not know
enough about. 25 February
/535: from Hilda: Expresses her shock that
Langhorn, their gardener, has given his notice after
eight and a half years, and is to get a new job at
Basingstoke where his daughters also have jobs;
their search for a new gardener and hopes to
appoint 'a young man who won't be too set in his
ways & yet a man who has had experience of
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grapes etc'; asks whether Neville could arrange for
Lottie to visit the House of Commons to see
Joseph Chamberlains statue and perhaps to hear a
debate 'I am always interested to see how
nowadays the Moor Green cousins have developed
a very great pride in their Uncle Joe & they do
realise what a very great man he was'; refers to the
beginning of block grants [for housing] and Neville's
skills in setting out the advantages of his scheme;
Frank and Dorothy's academic success, Neville's
repeated attacks of gout and Anne's state of
health; her hopes to attend the Royal Horticultural
Show in London, her work with the local Women's
Institute groups to take part in a dramatic
competition and the wonderful attendance at day
conferences of the Women's Institute in the county,
addressed by national federation organisers. 3
March
/536: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his notes on her
letter about rural housing and expresses her relief
that she was right to advise the District Council not
to apply to administer the Act itself; sympathises
with Neville on the issue of Poor Law reform but
does not think it is an issue to resign over; her fear
that if poor law reform is not dealt with in the
current Parliament it will be dealt with by the
Labour party, and in a different way, which will not
please Guardians in the rural districts; the recent
death of their vicar from a heart attack after
officiating at a wedding 'he was not popular but as
we hardly ever had to work with him, Hilda & I
always got on quite well with him'; the difficulty a
new vicar and his wife will have in becoming
involved in organisations outside the church
because the previous incumbents did not take a full
role 'everyone here has got so entirely out of the
way of consulting the vicarage people before taking
any action that they are quite likely to continue to
omit to do so'; Aunt Alice's visit and their hopes to
go for a drive; their sow has had a litter of piglets
and she hopes the new gardener, Sanders, will be
able to manage them. 11 March
/537: from Hilda: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and apologises for them being late; mentions her
recent hard work with the Women's Institute groups
for the dramatic competition; comments on
Neville's hopefulness about the settlement of the
Trade Disputes bill despite reports in the 'Morning
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Post' which may have been planted by
Conservative opponents; discusses Neville's recent
meeting with the agricultural committee and thinks
his idea of substituting the rural districts as a
concession instead of sub-committees of the
County Council for outdoor relief would eliminate
opposition; the visit of a guest speaker to address
the Women's Institute on 'birds in the garden' and
his connection with Uncle Archie; the spring
weather and her committee work which has
prevented her from being in the garden; discusses
plans for their trip to London and lunch with Anne
at Eaton Square. 18 March
/538: from Ida: Comments on the recent ceremony
to unveil an unidentified portrait and Neville's vote
of thanks; her view that the portrait is a very good
likeness and thinks the big picture is better than the
small replica 'it is rather a fine thing to have the two
hanging opposite each other & to feel what a mark
each will have made in history'; her relief that
Neville thinks the 'Mental Deficiency' bill will now
get through parliament and that he hopes to find a
solution to the problem of slum housing;
sympathises with his feelings about Poor Law
reform and that he feels he will not have completed
his work at the Ministry of Health unless he effects
change; mentions that 'gypsy vans' and 'merry go
rounds' have arrived for the local annual fair, and
that Hilda Mary and her friend are to visit; the
recent rain and the work required in the garden
before Langhorn's imminent departure; her concern
at leaving her chicks and piglets but her happiness
at going on holiday. 25 March
/539: from Hilda: Comments on Neville's most
recent letter to Ida and on the 'long way County
Councils as a whole have yet to travel before they
can be equal even to town & city councils', the
need for more competent business people to get
involved in local government, and Ida's problems in
getting the clerk of her committee to 'do his duty';
Neville's dispute with the Labour party over Chester
Le Street and a report in the 'Morning Post'
comparing him with his father Joseph Chamberlain;
her involvement in dress rehearsals for the
Women's Institute dramatic competition, parish
meetings, and Women's Institute group meetings;
the forthcoming [Women's Institute] annual council
meeting at Winchester which she is to chair, and
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her concerns about the difference of opinion within
the county over the closure of the handicraft shop;
sympathises the the government in its efforts to
pass legislation, and hopes to hear more about
Neville's 'new slum scheme'. 1 April
/540: from Ida, written from St Raphael, France:
Gives an account of their boat and train journey
including tea at the Gare de Lyon in Paris and a
walk along the Seine; describes their hotel and its
location and gives details of the local flowers and
their drive to the Malpey where they used to go
with Joseph Chamberlain; their efforts to reserve
'salons lit' or 'wagons lit' for their return train
journey and their failed attempts to get to stay at
the Beauvallon hotel; mentions that their new
gardener, Sanders, has moved into his cottage and
started work, and she hopes that Elliott, their
chauffeur, will be able to move into one of their
cottages as the tenants are vacating it, which
would allow him to get married; comments on
report in the 'Times' that the agricultural committee
have made suggestions along the lines Neville had
proposed concerning poor law reform, and hopes
that a solution may be reached. 8 April
/541: from Hilda, written from St Raphael, France:
She is pleased to be writing to Neville while he is
on holiday and away from London; gives details of
the sunny weather they have had, their drives in
the surrounding area to the coast and mountains,
and the flowers and plants they have seen;
comments on the development of the coast to build
villas to let; her walk with where they took a wrong
turning and added several miles to the walk over
bad roads; Aunt Alice has been suffering from a
cold and has lost her voice; plans for Neville to visit
them when they return. 14 April
/542: from Hilda: Expresses her enjoyment of the
visit by Anne, Dorothy and Frank and her sympathy
at Frank's apprehension about starting his new
school, [Winchester College]; gives details of the
activities they took part in with the children
including rowing on the canal; hopes that Anne will
have a restful holiday in Cornwall and is pleased
that Neville has enjoyed good weather in Scotland;
discusses the annual meeting of the District
Nursing Association at which her suggestion that
the nurse should be paid more was approved;
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mentions the debate on the Budget and comments
on 'protection' by Sir J. Simon and [Philip] CunliffeLister; her discussion with Sanders, their new
gardener, about using a different method to prune
their fruit trees. 29 April
/543: from Ida: Discusses Hilda's current ill health,
which is thought to be due to rheumatism, and her
failure to see her usual doctor in London; her own
visit to London to go shopping and have lunch with
Mary [Carnegie], and their visit to the [Royal]
Academy where they saw paintings of Austen and
Anne; gives her impression of 'Morning' by Dod
Proctor; her domestic activities caring for her
chicks and storing her winter clothes; discusses
recent committee business including debates over
the payment of loans under the terms of the 1923
Act for repairs and how the Finance committee will
arrange the payment of grants; mentions that the
Finance committee has cut its estimate for the
Health committee, that Dr Lyster is determined to
fight his case, and that she has her suspicions as
to his calculation of the sums required. 6 May
/544: from Hilda: Sympathises with Neville in not
being able to spend time in his garden during the
spring and comments on his orchids; gives details
about Aunt Lina's [Caroline James, née
Chamberlain] visit and their drive to see Mary and
Lottie; her Women's Institute meeting at Sway and
invitation to spend the night with Mary and Lottie,
giving a description of their house and garden;
Sanders' work in the garden to mitigate the effects
of the frosts; the successful performance of scenes
from 'The Taming of the Shrew' which she and Ida
have organised, and their lunch for some local
women; her forthcoming CCHF [unidentified] and
Women's Institute meetings in London and
Huntingdon and visit to speak to a local group at
Barton Stacey; Ida's plans to see Frank on his
day's holiday from Winchester College and return
him by car; their invitation to dine with the Vaughan
Williams' and plans to attend the Chelsea Flower
Show; hopes that Neville will have a successful
meeting in Swansea and mentions the hard work
he puts into drafting his Trade Unions bill. 13 May
/545: from Ida: Expresses her excitement about
Neville's decision to buy a car, and hopes it will
make a difference to Anne's health; comments on
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the latest unemployment figures which have
dropped below one million; comments on his recent
speech at Swansea and hopes the opposition to
his Trade Union bill will fall apart, mentioning
reports in the 'New Statesman' that the Labour
party are disappointed at the response to their
campaign; Austen's knowledge of the Arcos [All
Russian Co-operative Society] raid [by the British
authorities] and her suspicions about this
organisation 'certainly for a trading concern Arcos
did seem to indulge rather excessively in strong
rooms & safes'; her difficulties in preparing her
address on the health work of the County Council
which was well received by her local Women's
Institute group; she thinks that giving the address
to other groups will illustrate their power to
influence local elections and to direct council
activities; cuts to public health work by the Finance
committee and the possibility that she will protest
against this at the next County Council meeting as
well as having to defend proposals relating to the
Rurual Workers Housing bill; discusses a recent
meeting of the Elementary Education subcommittee which deals with matters concerning
Lankhills, the 'special school for mental defectives',
giving a description of the school's capacity and
facilities and plans to expand accommodation to
take in girls as well as boys, and the opinion of the
Board of Education medical officer that Hampshire
is backward in the medical treatment of school
children; her appointment as chairman of the
District Council Finance committee and the work
this group deals with; Hilda's visit to London to
speak about the Beatrice Chamberlain Memorial
Fund and its work at the annual meeting of the
Childrens Country Holidays Fund; their plans to
visit London to attend the Chelsea Flower Show,
and to see Mary [Carnegie] and perhaps Anne. 20
May
/546: from Hilda: Passes on a message for Anne
about the type of car she should buy, after taking
advice from their chauffeur, Elliott; discusses the
recent weather and her work in the garden; their
forthcoming drive to Twitt's Ghyll; gives details of
her recent committee work including a Hospital
committee which she thinks needs more focus 'I
see they cheerfully launched themselves into the
Reading Hospital scheme without in the least
considering their own position as regards fees for
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anaesthetists, medicines for patients, fees for
patients who are schoolchildren...I must try to get a
sub-ctee I think to go into the matter from the point
of view of panel patients, insured patients, 'poor'
patients, doctors, dentists, anaesthetists etc & see
what we are commiting ourselves to'; comments on
a report in the 'Times' about the Labour party's
relations with Russia. 27 May
/547: from Ida: Discusses Neville's remarks on a
new style of dress 'with the high waist & full skirts'
which she has seen no evidence of but thinks 'a
little change would be a relief to me. The present
style is not becoming to rather stout middle age';
mentions Austen's approval of Anne's dress when
he saw her at Court, and their visit to Twitt's Ghyll
where they heard details about Arcos [All Russian
Co-operative Society] and Egypt and inspected
Austen's rock garden and flowers; comments on
the news that rural Guardians are not to be
abolished and expresses her approval; mentions
the Liberal victory [by Sir William Edge] at the
Bosworth by-election. 3 June
/548: from Hilda: Hopes Neville is enjoying his
period of rest at Westbourne and expresses her
approval that Anne has appointed [William] Orpen
to paint Neville's portrait and that they have chosen
a car; Edith Slade's visit with her daughters, and
their walk on Long Sutton common; Frank and
John's visit and their activities rowing on the canal,
walking in the woods of Dogmersfield Park and
playing bowls in the garden; Mary and Willie
[Carnegie] are currently staying, and Willie has
been playing golf at Fleet; her committee work in
Winchester including a Women's Institute subcommittee on drama and the problems in getting
members to commit time over several months to
rehearse and perform plays. 10 June
/549: from Ida: The current rain and her concerns
for the forthcoming Women's Institute garden party;
Neville's visit to Cecily and Ernest and her anxiety
about his report of Cecily's ill health; mentions
efforts to recruit a chauffeur for Anne through their
own chauffeur, Elliott; wonders whether Frank will
be able to have a holiday from school in
Winchester to attend a historial pageant at
Bramshill; mentions that she and Hilda have not
had much committee work recently but that Hilda is
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to stay with Maggie at Bampton when she attends
the Oxford Women's Institute County Federation
council meeting to explain the Hampshire plan for
the re-organisation of the National Executive
constitution which she expects to be met with
opposition; Hilda has been asked to join the
Women's Institute National Executive as a co-opted
member and to serve on the Finance committee
but has refused since she wants to continue as
President of the Hampshire County Federation; the
forthcoming meeting of the reconstructed Housing
sub-committee to carry out the premises of the
Rural Workers Housing bill and her hopes that she
will not be appointed chairman, although many
members of the committee would prefer Sir Stuart
Fraser to stand down; discusses the potential
opposition amongst rural District Councils to
changes, and her hopes that it will not be
necessary to refer the matter to the County
Council; mentions the opposition of the Labour
party to the government's audit bill. 17 June
/550: from Hilda: Gives details of a recent Women's
Institute party which had to be held indoors
because of the rain, including Cecily's talk on
Agnes Grey's experiences in Russia; gives an
account of the outcome of the debate on the
amendment of the Women's Institute National
Executive constitution at which she was
complimented on her clear statement made without
notes; her stay with Margaret Nettlefold at Bampton
after the meeting where she also met her old High
School friend Edith Winson and Miss Leslie; gives
her impressions of Margaret's current state of
health and happiness and mentions her committee
activities; gives an account of Ida's election as
chairman of the Housing sub-committee of the
County Council; discusses Mary [Carnegie]'s
anxiety about her trip to America and Mrs
Endicott's serious illness 'I hope Mary will arrive in
time for her mother to recognise her & take some
pleasure in seeing her & then I hope the end may
come quickly'. 24 June
/551: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his recent
speech in the House of Commons and comments
on the reporting of this in the 'Times'; her
appointment as chairman of the County Council
Housing sub-committee and hopes to be able to
send the scheme to the Ministry of Health after the
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report is presented to the Public Health committee;
they have agreed to offer the maximum grant and
to oppose the application of two urban districts to
be local authorities under the Act because they do
not propose to take action but only to avoid the rate
as they have housing schemes of their own;
comments on the housing situation in Culmhead,
Somerset, where they have spent a weekend with
the Mellors, where there is a shortage of cottages
'caused by old women who now that they had the
old age pension stayed on in their cottages &
refused to make way for younger people'; mentions
the difficulties in getting sugar beet factories built in
Somerset because of doubts over the
continuationof the subsidy; gives an account of
their drive to Culmhead and the news that 'young
Mellor' is thinking of going into parliament as has
been offered Workington as a first constituency;
mentions the decision not to proceed with House of
Lords reform and recent and forthcoming social
engagements with the Gurney Dixons and Cecily,
discussing details of her medical treatment; her
worries about Mary [Carnegie]'s visit to America
and Mrs Endicott's serious illness 'I am afraid poor
Mary has a very trying time before her'. 1 July
/552: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for
Neville's heavy workload and comments on his
meeting with Emil Ludwig, giving her opinions of
his biographies of Napoleon and Kaiser Wilhelm II
and asking whether he had views about whether
Germany would continue as a republic; asks
Neville for some varieties of Iris that they do not
have and describes the current state of their
garden and their pride showing their visitors
around, including the Gurney Dixons and 'an Indian
couple'; her visit to London to see the dentist, go
shopping and attend a committee meeting; the
success of the Hospital fete which included a
tennis tournament, and the sums needed to fund
the enlargement of the operating theatre; gives
details of plans to sell the old vicarage building and
build a new one, and a forthcoming vestry meeting
to discuss this; Mary [Carnegie]'s arrival in America
in time to see her mother, Mrs Endicott. 8 July
/553: from Ida: Discusses the mixed weather and
the thunderstorms that scared her dog, Max,
including one she was caught in while driving
between Winchester and Basingstoke; the
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disruption of the local historical pageant at
Bramshill due to rain, which they did not attend but
which 'must have been a dismal failure. It really is
folly to attempt such things in this wretched climate,
but hope always springs eternal in the human
breast'; the forthcoming visits of the Eustace Hills,
Dorothy Gough, Mr Gerard Wallop, and Lady Betty
Balfour; the lack of progress of their peaches and
grapes; gives an account of the vestry meeting to
protest against the old vicarage being sold without
attempts to find out whether it could be modernised
at which she confronted the Rural Dean about the
issue and succeeded in getting the plans delayed
while they consider whether alterations can be
made 'it would certainly be easier to raise the
money to keep the old one, there being a very
strong local feeling about it'; sympathises with
Neville over the recent news about Frank's
accident at Winchester, and her distress over the ill
health of Sir Francis Lowe [MP for Edgbaston]
'what will happen if he doesn't hold out til the next
election?'; news from Willie Carnegie about the
illness of Mary's mother, Mrs Endicott. 15 July
/554: from Hilda: Her reluctance to attend an
outdoor meeting to be addressed by Lord Wolmer 'I
am not really the least interested in hearing his
exposition of the political case'; gives news of their
recent visitors including her pleasure at seeing
Lady Betty Balfour who she had not seen since
Beatrice's death 'I used to like her so much until
she rather fell under the 'suffragette' spell which
made things for a time impossible'; the state of the
garden, which Lady Betty Balfour praised; her
plans to give up the chair of the Hampshire County
Federation of the Women's Institute; her work on
the Grammar School committee where she tried to
persuade members not to cut the number of
teachers; gives details of her recent dental
treatment in London and her visit to Millicent;
congratulates Neville on Dorothy's musical success
and wonders whether he has any spare tickets for
the Zoo which she could give to members of the
local Women's Institute for their outing; mentions
that she and Ida are thinking of changing their car;
the forthcoming visit of Claire Walcott who she
feels inhospitable towards 'she is now over here I
understand in order to pass the time until she can
divorce her husband. This divorce business is very
difficult to decide on. When one hears of these
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cases one wishes divorce were impossible & then
there are others where one feels it is the only
solution'. 21 July
/555: from Ida: Comments on Neville's plans to limit
the number of departmental speeches in future,
and hopes he will enjoy his holiday; mentions that a
county councillor for Alton had asked her whether
Neville would open their new infirmary, and her
advice that he should approach Neville directly and
not assume that he could fulfil the role while visiting
Odiham; gives a detailed account of her role as
chairman of the Housing sub-committee in dealing
with representatives of District Councils that have
applied to be made local authorities under the
Housing Act and the praise she received from other
members; gives an account of her attendance at a
meeting of Odiham & District Labour party which
has 'fallen foul of the District Council' after their
secretary became involved in the case of a family
living in what he claimed was insanitary
accommodation on farmland, to give the Council's
side of the argument; discusses the plan to
modernise the Odiham vicarage building and her
negotiations with the Ecclesiastical commission
and the Rural Dean; news from Mary [Carnegie]
about her the condition of her mother, Mrs Endicott;
hopes that Anne's car has arrived; Joe [Austen's
son] has visited them from Cambridge in his Lancia
car. 29 July
/556: from Hilda: Expresses her disapproval at
Neville's continued Cabinet responsibilites due to
American concerns over the Geneva agreement,
and comments on President Coolidge's 'weird
statement'; discusses her garden and thanks
Neville for his gift of irises; Millicent's visit and her
foot injury which was treated and put in plaster by a
doctor from Fleet; their plans to travel to Scotland
for a holiday; comments on Frank's academic
success and Dorothy's musical talents; gives
details of her recent committee work, plans for a
baby welfare garden party and her meeting with
Lady Selborne to discuss whether to join the
Equitable Pension Scheme for their District Nurse;
Cecil and Agnes Grey have visited for lunch. 4
August
/557: from Ida: Hopes that Neville will have a
successful shooting holiday; the current rain and
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her eagerness to go to Scotland; their plans to visit
Aunt Alice and their drives with Millicent, giving
details of her difficulty in walking due to her foot
injury; her discussions with Mr Tozer of the
Ringwood Rural District Council over the
withdrawal of their application to be made a local
authority under the Housing Act and their concerns
that the County Council will pass their
recommendations for grants; her role on a Hartley
Witney Housing sub-committee to select tenants
for new houses, giving details of some of the
applications; the induction of the new vicar, his
approval of plans to modernise the vicarage, and
her favourable impression of him 'about 50 of his
late parishioners hired charabancs & came over to
his induction, which shows that he was very
popular. 12 August
/558: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for
Neville's health on hearing that he is suffering from
influenza and that his gout has returned, making
him unable to go to Loubcroy; her visit to
Copythorne in the New Forest to address a
Women's Institute group and the current rainy and
dull weather; news that Hilda Gurney Dixon's
daughter has become engaged at the age of
nineteen; sends Neville a bottle of medicine she
was given by her doctor, in case he has none with
him; Austen's heavy workload and her hopes he
will be able to have a yachting holiday after the
talks at Geneva; discusses their plans to travel to
Scotland to holiday with Neville and his family. 18
August
/559: from Hilda: The heavy rain since they
returned from Scotland and the poor summer they
have had in the south of England; their visit to
London to see the dentist and to attend Arthur's
daughter's wedding, and news about the other
guests including Uncle George who had seen a
picture in the Birmingham Post of Neville and Frank
with a salmon; Ida has heard from the Ministry of
Health that the housing scheme has been
approved and that the two councils who applied to
be excused the rate have been refused. 16
September
/560: from Ida: Discusses her current cold and the
continuing rain; the Ministry of Health's approval of
the draft scheme under the Rural Workers Housing
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act 'of course much depends on the number of
houses we shall have to deal with & we have
absolutely no reliable data to go on at present'; the
possibility that she and Hilda will go to Evian next
year to take the waters to prevent rheumatism;
mentions that they have had letters from Mary
[Carnegie] and Mr Peabody; she is pleased that Dr
Morris has given Neville a clear bill of health and
that Austen has been able to take his yachting
holiday; discusses Austen's failure to get an
agreement between Romania and Hungary at
Geneva; the failure of the grape harvest due to the
poor weather and the change in gardeners. 23
September
/561: from Hilda: Sympathises with Anne who has
been having problems with her ankles and wonders
whether she has been taking on too many
engagements; exchanges news about the effects
of the wet summer on their respective gardens; the
resumption of village activities and her difficulties in
getting 'tea cloths' and other cooking equipment
together for the school meals scheme, organising
the drama class, visiting the temporary nurse, and
her involvement with the allotment committee; her
visit to Winchester to address the West Sussex
Women's Institute delegates on constitutional
reform, and invitation to meet the Women's Institute
National Executive to explain her scheme to them.
30 September
/562: from Ida: Sympathises with Anne on her ill
health and suggests she have a fortnight's rest;
news from Austen in Majorca on his family yachting
holiday; comments on Neville's remarks on Social
Hygiene Service [relating to sexually transmitted
infections] in the 'Times' which she intends to
discuss at the next Public Health committee, and
her attempts to meet Dr Lyster to talk about
Education committee health services, who has
been sent to Germany by the Ministry of Health to
attend a commission; ongoing difficulties in
selecting tenants for the new council houses and
the work of the Housing sub-committee to deal with
the remaining vacancies, none of which are in
Odiham; the production of an advertisement by the
County Council on the Housing (Rural Workers) bill
and efforts by the Ministry of Health and the
sanitary inspector to get in touch with owners about
making repairs 'I don't expect a great deal in
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Odiham itself because the bad houses mostly
belong to small owners who let them to people who
are not their employees & they would not be willing
to restrict themselves to agricultural workers'; Aunt
Alice's visit and the weather they have had;
information from Aunt Alice about the family's
relationship to Mrs Cobb through the Kenricks. 7
October
/563: from Hilda, written from the Ladies' Imperial
Club, 28 Dover Street, London: Aunt Alice's return
home after a visit to James Beale; she has been
suffering from a bad cold and has managed not to
infect Aunt Alice; gives details of her meeting with
the Women's Institute National Executive to explain
elements of her scheme for constitutional reform
which they will not accept but Lady Denman has
ruled that the issue is to be discussed at County
meetings; her trip to Preston for the meeting of the
Women's Institute Consultative Council where she
stayed with Lady Worsley-Taylor who sympathises
with Hilda's views on constitutional reform 'I do feel
sorry for northern people trying to keep in touch
when they live so far away. I don't think I could
stand for the Executive or work on sub-ctess if I
lived so far off as to necessitate a 5 hour journey
when I came up to London each time'; mentions
Amy Hutton's visit and Nevilles forthcoming
Manchester speech campaign; asks Neville about
the safety and hygiene of dried milk and whether
the process kills tuberculosis bacteria. 25 October
/564: from Ida: Expresses concern at Neville's
attack of influenza as he is beginning his
Manchester tour and hopes he will be able to take
some time off, and have a holiday by the sea to
rest 'your life is much too valuable to your country
as well as to your family for you to treat your health
so lightly'; discussion at the recent Sanatorium
committee to consider its organisation and the
likely problems in getting Dr Lyster to accept an
expert in sanatorium treatment and management
being put in charge of the new buildings rather than
himself; gives details of other recent committee
work including the Elementary Education
committee which is discussing the medical
treatment of school children; her attendance at a
meeting of the Parochial Council to discuss how to
raise money for alterations to the vicarage with the
outcome that the village would try to raise one third
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of the amount needed and ask the church
authorities to raise the rest; a meeting of the
Sanitary Highways committee to discuss the
Sanitary Inspectors salary and mileage; her
attendance at a forthcoming meeting on maternal
mortality at the Central Hall, Westminster at which
Sir George Newman is to speak; Amy Hutton's visit
and details of her current lifestyle. 21 October
/565: from Hilda: Expresses her admiration for
Neville in being able to carry on his work in spite of
illness, and her concern for him to put his health
and family before political commitments for a time;
mentions the mild and wet weather making it
impossible to work in the garden; gives details of a
recent County Nursing Association meeting in
Winchester to discuss the proposed pension
scheme for nurses, and trying to negotiate with
Lady Selborne who put forward her own proposal 'it
is difficult trying to deal with people who really do
belong to the past'; her visit to address a Women's
Institute group in the Itchen Valley and her
continued negotiations with the National Executive
over the constitution; hopes to start some market
stalls run by Women's Institute members on market
day in small towns in Hampshire, as have been run
in other places, in order to sell home produce; they
are to visit Austen at Twitt's Ghyll the next day. 28
October
/566: from Ida: Her relief that Neville seems to be in
better health, despite his workload, and comments
on his remarks about Sheffield and the Labour
party there 'it is a comfort to know that they will not
necessarily be revolutionary & that they may even
produce a better typr of councillor than Manchester'
and her concern about the growth in Labour
support in Birmingham; her anger at the behaviour
of Dr Lyster who was away at a world conference
in Germany while the Sanatorium sub-committee
was considering the re-organisation of the
Bishopstoke sanatorium meaning the meeting to
discuss changes had to be postponed until he
returned; discusses suggestions from members of
the Education committee that he should resign and
that they should ask for the appointment of a
Deputy Chief Medical Officer so that in the absence
of the Chief Medical Officer the work of the
Department would not be held up, and her worries
that he would demand a public enquiry if they
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dismissed him from his post; goes on to state her
determination to resign from the sub-committee if a
radical alternative to the system of management of
the sanatorium is not agreed; their cook, Sarah,
has given notice as she is going to get married,
and Ida expresses her concerns about recruiting
'another like her willing to live in the country & do
without a kitchen maid'; discusses work in the
garden. 4 November
/567: from Hilda: Reflects on the changes that have
taken place since Armistice day in 1918, the
differences in attitude to the war between young
people and people of her own generation, and the
noticeable increase in those attending the local
ceremony 'some no doubt who could not at first
trust themselves to come, now rather welcome the
remembrance shown of their dead & are glad to be
witnesses to it'; comments on remarks made by the
local schoolmistress about the different attitudes of
the girls she teaches who are 'setting out in a much
better spirit & many...looking forward to going into
service'; mentions details in the 'Morning Post' of
the first report of the Commissioners at Bedwellty
[relating to proposed changes to the poor law
system]; Austen's recent news about his work with
[Abdel Khaliq] Sarwat Pasha [Prime Minister of
Egypt] towards a treaty which seems 'to give us far
more than we ever thought could be saved after
the Milner enquiry & the recognition by the govt of
Egyptian independence'; Neville's successful
meeting at Bath where he discussed Poor Law
reform, and the possibility that his work on this
issue 'may be all thrown away if you can't bring
Winston [Churchill, Chancellor of the Exchequer]
round'; hopes he will be able to pass legislation on
slum housing in the coming year; Neville's
forthcoming shooting holiday, Ida's continuing
frustration with Dr Lyster and the letter by the subcommittee to the Health Committee to ask for an
enquiry into the Medical Officer's position, to be
supported by one from the Education committee;
asks about Anne's health and gives a brief
summary of her recent committee activities. 11
November
/568: from Ida: Thanks Anne for her letter and for
Frank's school report, and expresses her concern
about Anne's ongoing ankle injury and Neville's
busy programme of speaking engagements; the
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establishment of a sub-committee at which the
Public Health and Education committees will be
represented to discuss the quetsion of the Medical
Officer being away for long periods of time without
a deputy, and long-standing allowances for Dr
Lyster to be able to continue his work in London
despite efforts by Lord Selborne to make changes;
plans for the Sanatorium sub-committee to propose
some radical changes to take the management out
of Dr Lyster's hands which she thinks will provoke a
dispute with him; the Rural Workers Housing
committee has not yet received any applications
but thinks this might be because it is a bad time of
year for building projects, and she knows of three
home owners in Hartley Witney who are
considering the scheme; her forthcoming
committee work including a meeting of the
Elementary Education committee to consider the
medical treatment of school children; domestic
concerns relating to the resignation of their cook
and failure so far to find a replacement, and the
health of her dog, Max; problems in getting
members of the church council to contribute to the
fund for alterations to the vicarage. 18 November
/569: from Hilda: Discusses recent committee
activities including a [Women's Institute] Council
meeting in Southampton where she had to defend
the scheme for reform of the constitution against
Mrs Huxley, a young member of the National
Executive who found herself in agreement with
Hilda; her visit to Guildford to meet the Surrey
Executive committee who have put forward their
own scheme, where she was favourably received;
Mary [Carnegie] has visited and has discussed the
settlement of her mother's estate and the likely
improvement of her financial position; comments
on Austen's successful speech on disarmament
and wishes it would get the same publicity as that
given to Lord Cecil; gives details of continued
negotiations to get donations for alterations to the
vicarage, including their dinner with Mrs Sclater;
her approval of Neville's plans to go abroad for a
holiday in January. 25 November
/570: from Ida, written from 17 Dean's Yard,
Westminster, London: Gives details of her recent
attack of lumbago which prevented her attending
the quarterly meeting of the County Council ; the
decision at the special meeting of the Elementary
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Education sub-committee to ask the Education
committee to appoint a new standing subcommittee to consider the committee's health work,
arising from discussions about school medical
services, and her hope to be appointed to this
committee; continued uncertainty about how to
deal with Dr Lyster's unauthorised absences from
his post and her view that he must be aware of the
disatisfaction with him; they have had an
application to construct four cottages, and the
Hartley Witney medical officer has informed them
that two landlords in the district are intending to
apply for grants, so she hopes that progress can be
made in the spring; comments on the opposition at
the Housing conference at Harrogate to Neville's
refusal to reconsider the reduction of the subsidy or
his suggestion that smaller houses should be built;
she and Hilda enjoyed 'Yellow Sands' at the
theatre. 2 December
/571: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's presentation
of a plan [to deal with surplus mining labour in the
coal industry] which has been well received by the
government; comments on his recent meeting with
Tudor Walters [about his slum scheme] and thinks
he would be a good ally to do propaganda work for
Neville's scheme; discusses Neville's plans to
travel to Spain and suggests Malaga as a
destination, based on recommendations from
others, in case he does not travel on to Tangiers
and Morocco; gives an account of the recent
meeting of the executive committee of the County
Nursing Association at which she was defeated by
Lady Selborne over her proposals for a pension
scheme for nurses; gives details of recent
Women's Institute meetings, and the arrival of their
new temporary cook, Mrs Elliott; they have taken
122 Ashley Gardens in London for a short let in
January. 9 December
/572: from Ida: Asks Neville why he does not
approve of Winston [Churchill]'s schemes, and
doubts that he would resign for a third time;
congratulates him for having got the Audit Bill and
the 'Mental Deficiency Bill' through parliament and
hopes that he will be able to pass legislation on
slums even if his poor law reforms have failed;
continued delays in processing applications for
alterations to houses under the Rural Workers
Housing act but hopes that matters will shortly
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improve; mentions Neville's meeting with the
Society for the Preservation of Rural England and
the the possibility that architects will provide their
services free; praises Mrs Elliott for her cooking
skills and household management and compares
her favourably with their previous cook, Sarah, and
gives details of a possible permanent replacement;
their plans to have an extended stay in London and
close the house in Odiham for the period, and her
dilemma about whether to place her dog, Max, in
kennels; their plans to visit Birmingham for
Christmas. 15 December
46 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/573-614

1928 letters

1928

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1928.
The major theme of the letters is Neville's work as
Minister of Health and the legislation he worked on
in this role, including the Local Government bill and
the Rural Workers Housing act. His objections to
Winston Churchill's proposed scheme for rates
reductions are also referred to, as are Cabinet
disagreements over the possible introduction of a
tariff reform policy. Many of Ida's letters reflect the
impact of Neville's legislation, and discuss her work
on the County Council Housing committee and
Rural Workers Housing sub-committee which was
dealing with grant applications for owners to make
improvements to cottages rented to local workers.
Her letters also focus on her work as chair of the
School Medical Services sub-committee which was
working towards a better system of medical
inspections in schools; her hopes to revise the
curriculum for older girls in domestic subjects in
schools; a scheme to give grants to maternity
centres; and her concern at the reduction of Rural
District Council powers as a result of Neville's local
government legislation. Hilda's letters discuss her
re-election to Parish Council; her involvement in
efforts to gather support for her proposals for
constitutional reform of the Women's Institute
National Executive, and her co-option to that body.
There are also references to the sisters' holiday in
Evian, France, in August which they had to cut
short due to the serious illness of Mary Carnegie,
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and to Austen's serious illness and his cruise to
Bermuda, California and Canada to convalesce.
/573: from Hilda: Sends Neville new year greetings
and alludes to their eventful journey home from
Birmingham; her relief that the storm had ended
before Neville and Anne crossed the channel [to go
on holiday], and describes the thaw and floods
after the recent heavy snowfalls which have
affected her journey to Winchester; their maid has
had to walk eight miles into Basingstoke and out
from Hook after spending Christmas with her family
in Preston Candover because of the lack of
transport, and gives details of the effects of the
heavy snow on the local area, including the case of
a woman in labour at Long Sutton who had to be
carried over fields to the cottage hospital, and
cases that the district nurse has had which involve
walking through the snow; describes damage to the
flowers and plants in their garden due to the snow;
Elliott has agreed to have Max, the dog, while they
are in London. 3 January
/574: from Hilda: Comments on Neville's account of
his travels in Spain, including his visit to Granada,
and reminisces about her own visit there one
autumn; she is pleased that he has made friends
while there, as she thinks it will be easier for him,
as a public figure, to be able to stay in private
houses rather than hotels; she and Ida have both
been suffering from heavy colds and have
postponed their visit to London by a week; gives
brief details of her committee activities and is
looking forward to having time away from these
commitments. 20 January
/575: from Ida: Discusses plans to spend time with
Neville while the sisters are staying in London; she
and Hilda have recovered from their colds; gives
details about Hilda's Wonen's Institute meeting at
Guildford and her own activities, including
collecting signatures for her nomination paper for
the County Council election and the possibility that
the Labour party will select someone to contest
Odiham; gives details of the applications submitted
to the Housing committee for improvements to
eleven cottages, and plans to print a circular to
send to all District Councils and invite their
surveyors and sanitary inspectors to a conference
with the architect; discusses the popularity of the
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government compared with the Liberal party, and
comments on Austen's news that Ivy has been
unwell again and is to go on a sea voyage to
convalesce. 27 January
/576: from Hilda: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and emphasises to him 'what an enormous
difference you make in our lives...I recognise that
more & more my happiness depends on my family
& I feel how much we owe to you & Annie for
keeping us so constantly in your family circle &
allowing us to share in your childrens' lives as well
as in your own'; comments on Neville's recent
meeting with [William] Orpen [the painter of
Neville's portrait] and hopes he had a favourable
impression of him; their return home and resumtion
of their responsibilities including Hilda's
involvement with the rehearsal of scenes from
'Twelfth Night' for a competition in April, and her reelection to the Parish Council despite rumours that
the Labour party would propose new members;
describes the current state of the garden and their
satisfaction with the work of Sanders, their new
gardener, who has made innovations in growing
vegetables; mentions the imminent Zinoviev debate
[on the publication of a letter supposedly from the
Communist International in Moscow to the
Communist Party of Great Britain which contributed
to the Labour government losing the 1924 election]
'I don't think the Labour party can be loking forward
to it with great anticipation'. 16 March
/577: from Ida: Uncle George's apparent intention
to cycle to work next week despite his cycling
accident, and Neville's difficulties with [William]
Orpen, his portrait painter [repeatedly cancelling
arrangements to paint]; her hopes that he will be
able to influence Winston [Churchill] concerning
modifications to his scheme [for the restructuring of
local government finance]; gives details of her
recent committee work including an account of her
current difficulties as chairman of the District
Council Finance committee relating to increases in
rates and valuations, and her visit to Milford-onSea to speak to the Women's Insitute on 'What the
County Council does for our Health'; her work with
the Rural Workers Housing committee which has
received more applications for grants for
improvements, and her forthcoming meeting with
the school headteacher on the differing standards
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of needlework teaching across Hampshire and the
possibility of introducing a 'revised curriculum for
older girls in all domestic subjects'; she has to
compose a speech on the work of women in local
government as a favour to a colleague who is
standing for the Wokingham Rural District Council.
23 March
/578: from Hilda: Gives an account of the events of
a meeting in Stafford to discuss changes to the
constitution of the Women's Institute National
Executive, and her journey from there to Hereford
via Birmingham where she spent the night with
Aunt Alice; enthusiasm for Hilda's constitutional
reform scheme at the meeting at Hereford, and
news that she had won more converts when she
spoke in Radnorshire the previous month;
describes Hereford cathedral which she visited
while she was there, and the countryside between
Hereford and Gloucester which she saw from the
train; gives details of her other commitments and
domestic tasks; comments on Neville's likely
dismay at the news that Lord Hogg has become
Lord Chancellor, since he had found him a strong
ally in Cabinet; discusses Neville's uncertainty
about Winston [Churchill]'s scheme [for the
restructure of local government finance]; she is
looking forward to the visit by Anne and the
children. 30 March
/579: from Ida: Hilda Mary and her friend have
been visiting and have now left for New Milford;
news from Anne that matters concerning Winston
[Churchill]'s scheme have been settled
satisfactorily which means he might be able to get
his Poor Law reforms passed; gives details of
activities with Anne and the children including
walks in the local woods; her attendance at the first
meeting of the School Medical Services subcommittee where she felt she was pressurised into
putting herself forward for the post of chairman, to
which she was elected, and her fears that one of
the Labour members of the sub-committee is too
closely connected with Dr Lyster; the architect for
the rural workers housing improvement scheme
has seen several district surveyors, and the
committee has had more enquiries - she feels they
are lucky that their architect is a young man who is
interested in cottage architecture. 6 April
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/580: from Hilda: Expresses how much she and Ida
have enjoyed the visit by Anne and the children,
and praises Dorothy as 'the sweetest tempered,
most charming child as well as being delightfully
intelligent & responsive'; her disappointment that
the garden was not at its best when they visited,
and the nut hatch bird has been driven away; her
pleasure that Neville has had success with his
fishing even though Miss Robinson [his secretary]
has been unwell; plans for the sisters to go to
Evian for their summer holiday. 13 April
/581: from Ida: Expresses her sadness at the
illness and death of her dog, Max, which is made
worse by the fact that Hilda is away in Cumberland
at a Women's Institute County Federation meeting,
and she has no one to take her mind off her grief;
the parlour maid has been very upset by Max's
death and had a 'hysterical attack' the previous
night and will probably have to be sent to a
convalescent home; she is making enquiries about
getting a new dog and mentions possible sources
for a 'good tempered young alsatian'; gives an
account of her first School Medical Services
committee which was adjourned to allow members
to consider the various issues under discussion;
the Rural Workers Housing committee will have
applications for grants for 25 houses, including one
which is a converted barn, and five others which
are empty, and she thinks that progress is now
being made; the nut hatch has returned, and she
discusses bird watching. 20 April
/582-583: from Hilda: Remarks on the favourable
reception of the Budget and congratulates Neville
on his speech; comments on her expectation that
Neville should expect future debate, since 'changes
so great & so complicated will clearly furnish much
matter for talk a little later'; mentions the reaction of
local farmers who are not happy about the
postponement of relief for eighteen months and are
not planning to vote for the government; her
concerns about whether Neville will be able to get
his Assessment bill and Poor Law bill through
parliament in one year, and hopes that tensions
over this issue have been resolved within the
Cabinet; they are both missing having a dog, after
Max's death, and gives details about their efforts to
get another dog; gives an account of her visit to
Cumberland [to discuss constitutional reform of the
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National Executive of the Women's Institute] where
she stayed with the widow of Colonel Howard at
Greystoke castle; her recent role as chairman at
the annual county meeting [of the Women's
Institute] at Winchester 'it is very interesting to see
how much the women - I mean the real rural
women - love these meetings, with what keen
interest they follow the discussions on each
resolution'; their frustration with [William] Orpen in
not being available to paint Neville's portrait. 27
April
/584: from Ida: Discusses the continuing debate
over the Budget and the dropping of the kerosene
tax which has affected a wide range of people,
even poultry keepers, and the probability that there
will be petitions agains the petrol tax organised
through the AA and RAC; discusses the focus of
Labour and Liberal oppostition to aspects of the
Budget, particularly when the impact of Neville's
part of the scheme is made clear 'I can't help
wondering what work will be left to Rural District
Councils when Poor Law & Boards are both taken
from them'; expresses her relief at Neville's
improved health despite his heavy workload, and
hopes he will retain his health for the likely struggle
to get the Ratings bill passed in the autumn; their
recent lunch with Austen in London when he
discussed the 'dispatch on the Egyptian question'
which seems to have been well received; gives a
description of their new alsatian puppy, Falko,
which they collected at Waterloo station, and his
nervous state from travelling in trains and their car;
discusses arrangements for Neville and Anne to
visit Odiham, and thanks him for a book he has
given her and Hilda. 4 May
/585: from Ida: Discusses North Warnborough
Women's Institute's entry in a drama competition
and their sucess at a preliminary trial at
Basingstoke; Hilda has heard that she has not
been elected as a member of the Women's Institute
National Executive and her difficulties in gaining
support across the country 'it only provides more
proof of how impossible it is under the present
system for anyone to get in on their merits';
congratulates Neville on his successful speech on
his Estimates; gives details of her recent committee
and women's institute work and her current ill
health; mentions her new dog, Falko, and his
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continued nervousness; comments on the arrival of
a temporary housemaid and the ill health of their
parlourmaid. 18 May
/586: from Hilda: Reports on the success of North
Warnborough women's institute which won the
banner for best dramatic performance in the
county, and that of other women's institutes in the
north of Hampshire, including Odiham 'it must be
rather galling to the south, especially as the New
Forest area rather prided itself on its drama &
expected to go ahead of everything'; expresses her
disappointment at not being elected to the
Women's Institute National Executive but her
pleasant surprise at finding that some of her
suggestions for constitutional reform have been
incorporated in the National Executive committees
amendment; gives details about domestic matters
including the re-hanging of their shutters, and
developments in the garden; mentions the display
of orchids at the flower show [in London] which she
hopes Neville managed to see; comments on
Neville's efforts to get the Rating and Valuation bill
through parliament and thanks Anne for sending a
cutting on his speech on Estimates; mentions
Neville's forthcoming trip to Devon. 25 May
/587: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville in his
disappointment over his garden at Westbourne and
discusses the sisters' garden at Odiham; their visit
to the common in the evening in the hope of
listening to the nightingales without success 'I think
now we will wait til we get the wireless & have it
broadcasted'; gives brief details of her recent
committee and welfare work including visiting the
workhouse and the 'boarded-out children'; their visit
from Katie and Nat Harman who had been to see
Lottie and Mary; her forthcoming Education
Medical Services and Rural Workers Housing
committees, discussing applications for grants for
cottages and mentions Lord Lymington's comment
that the Portsmouth estate would have ten grants
to make; mentions her statement at the County
Council meeting that her committee had approved
grants for 27 cottages and after discussions with
the county architect had been able to lower
estimated costs for alterations. 31 May
/588: from Hilda: Comments on the favourable
reception of Neville's recent speech and the failure
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of [Philip] Snowden and Lloyd George to mount an
effective attack despite attempts by the Labour
party to suggest that Neville had been rushed into
the [Rating and Valuation] scheme by Churchill;
discusses aspects of the bill, particularly questions
over which groups of people are eligible for relief,
and the failure of the Liberals to have understood
the proposals regarding grants; remarks on the visit
of Katie and Nat and gives her impressions of his
character 'I wondered all the time if he was the
tyrant to his children which Hilda Gurney Dixon
represented him to be...well we have much to be
thankful for when I see our newphews & nieces all
so happy in their family like & so devoted to their
parents'; her decision to be co-opted on the
National Executive committee of the Women's
Institute and Lady Denman's request for her to also
serve on a sub-committee to be appointed to
consider the constitution, which she felt she should
accept, giving details of her proposals for change;
her satisfaction with their new housemaid. 7 June
/589: from Ida: Mentions Hilda's stay with Mrs
Perkins after visiting a women's institute group and
her invitation to go yachting on the Solent; Hilda
has been officially co-opted to the National
Executive of the Women's Institute and her
frustration that the first meeting of the subcommittee to discuss modifications to the
constitution has been fixed for a time she cannot
attend; sympathises with Neville on the defeat of
the Prayer Book measure; the dull and cold
weather, her fears that it will be a poor summer for
the second year running, and their decision to hold
a party for friends despite the possible weather and
lack of progress in the garden; her relief that
[William] Orpen has begun his portrait of Neville;
gives details of her recent committee work
including a visit to Hawley with the Housing
committee to view a site for the District Council to
build 8-10 houses, and gives details of continuing
work to make improvements to housing in the local
area; the possibility that she will be invited to join a
sub-committee being set up in connection with an
appeal for money for orthopaedic treatment which
she thinks she must accept as chairman of the
School Medical Services sub-committee; regrets
she she will be unable to attend any of Anne's
parties this summer; her dog, Falko, is becoming
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less shy as she continues training him. 15 June
/590: from Hilda: Gives an account of the women's
institute party the sisters have held which was
affected by a heavy downpour, forcing people
inside from the garden; their distribution of
seedlings for autumn vegetables to some of the
members, and hopes that the weather will be fine
for their party for friends the following week; her
recent visit to London where she met Mary
[Carnegie] for lunch and attended a meeting of the
[Women's Institute] sub-committee on the
constitution 'I was pleased to find that we had
made a real impression & they must come a good
long way to meet us. Also I have two of the
youngest & most enthusiastic members on my
side'; Cecily's forthcoming visit to discuss the
sisters' plans to visit Evian in August, and their visit
to Twitt's Ghyll to stay the night with Austen who is
'beginning to feel the strain of his years of office
now'; gives details of the achievements of Austen's
children Joe, who has passed his Cambridge
exam, and Lawrence who is enjoying his school;
plans for Lili Kuhlbaum, formerly Lili Siemens [Ethel
Chamberlain's friend], to stay with them in Odiham
and possibly to meet Neville in London; their plans
to see Aunt Lina [Caroline James, née
Chamberlain] who has been unwell, and Hilda's
visit to Vera Herbert which means she will miss the
chance to see Hilda Mary alone, who is coming to
Odiham without her friend. 22 June
/591: from Ida: Gives details of the tea party they
have had for friends which was affected by rain,
and describes the state of some of the flowers and
plants in the garden; comments on the success of
Anne's first party, which was mentioned in the
newspapers; protests by the Rural District Council
association against Neville's proposal to take away
their responsibility for local roads and her sympathy
with their point of view 'I do very much regret that it
should be necessary to curtail their work to such an
extent' which she thinks will deter people from
serving on these bodies and will 'deprive many
people who cannot afford to go far afield, of the
opportunity they at present enjoy of doing very
useful work & of getting trained in good citizenship';
mentions her doubts as to whether the County
Council will have the capacity to deal with their
extra work under the terms of the Bill and gives an
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example of an occasion when the work of her
District Council sanatorium sub-committee was
delayed by having to wait for County Council
decisions; their efforts to entertain Lili Kuhlbaum
and their mutual communication problems
speaking a mixture of English and German; gives
details of new applications for improvements to
cottages in the Crondall district which the sanitary
inspector has informed her about, and gives brief
information about her forthcoming committee
meetings; comments on their visit to Twitt's Ghyll
where they found Austen 'in a very depressed
condition' and also suffering from dyspepsia, and
his hopes to take six weeks holiday after the next
meeting at Geneva. 29 June
/592: from Hilda: Gives details of her recent
weekend with Vera Herbert where she also met Sir
A[rthur] and Lady Willert [Sir Arthur was head of
the Press Department of the Foreign Office]and
Colonel Bury 'I never got the chance of talking to
Col. Bury after I found out he was the Everest
expedition man, or I should have liked to talk with
him on that subject; gives a detailed description of
Montacute House which she visited with Vera
Herbert, and mentions having tea with the Bishop
of Salisbury, giving a description of his garden
overlooking the cathedral; discusses her success
at the Women's Institute constitution subcommittee in 'converting all but the Vice-President
Miss Hadow...to the need of doing something to
meet our just claims. I very much hope that we
shall get out a report which will give us the
essential representation which we were asking for,
whilst safeguarding the independence of the
Executive Committee which they were very hot
about'; other Women's Institute activities including
her chairmanship of an organisation sub-committee
and attendance at her own Executive Committee
meeting at Winchester; Em Chamberlain, now Elin,
and her husband are coming to stay for the
weekend, and they also expect Jack Mellor and
perhaps Lili Kuhlbaum; her pleasure at the success
of Anne's party and praise for Neville's negotiation
of his Rating and Valuations bill through
parliament. 5 July
/593: from Ida [page 3 is missing]: Thanks Neville
for sending his 'child's guide' to the government
Rating and Poor Law reform proposals and
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expresses her continued doubts over the
administering of the poor law, in effect, by County
Councils which focus on the loss of experienced
rural district councillors with the loss of District
Council powers; comments on proposals to
concentrate the work of the County Medical Officer
and to have institutions under the same control
which she admits are more economical but which
will cause hardship to the relatives of patients
moved across counties and will affect district
nursing provision; mentions the hot weather which
means she has to take Falko for a walk before it
gets too warm; the continued visit by Lili Kuhlbaum,
difficulties in communicating with her in French and
German, and the sisters' comparative lack of
enthusiasm for activities with their guest; her
involvement in rehearsals for the North
Warnborough Women's Institute entertainment,
and their preparations for their holiday in Evian. 13
July
/594: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's continuing
struggles in parliament, despite having got his
Ratings bill through, and her hopes that he will be
able to enjoy a weekend in his garden in
Birmingham; mentions the benefits in living in the
countryside in the hot weather where the nights are
less hot; gives an account of the performance of
Ida's North Warnborough women's institute group
in scenes from 'The Taming of the Shrew' which
was held in the sisters' garden20 July; her recent
visit to London to complete work on [a report] on
suggested changes to the constitution [of the
Women's Institute National Executive] and her
delight at converting strong opponents to her
scheme which comprises 'an elected advisory body
with a representative from every County Federation
which meets three times a year and to which the
committees of the National Federation must report'.
20 July
/595: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his recent
speech on Cold East [Hospital at Fareham] which
was well received by everyone she has spoken to,
and hopes the local press will report it fully 'your
remarks about the wisdom and foresight of the
committee in planning the colony should be of
assistance to them'; comments on aspects of the
event and a discussion she had with Lord
Malmesbury about guarding against rate rises;
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recent heavy rain storms which have helped the
garden; returns to discussing Dr Neilson's scheme
to re-arrange midwifery work so that each midwife
would serve a larger area, and her approval of
Neville's plans to give District Councils the right to
appoint some members to new local committees
which will have to deal with the Poor Law, and
remarks on how differently she is treated as an
elected county councillor 'they do treat you quite
differently when you are a real county councillor &
it makes your work far more effective'; mentions a
forthcoming Parish meeting to consider schemes
for Odiham's drainage including details of costs
and the likely increases in rates. 28 July
/596: from Hilda: Expresses her concern about
Austen's condition, while waiting for a telephone
message from Mary [Carnegie] 'influenza &
congestion of the lungs naturallly alarms one,
particularly as he has been so much run down this
last month...of course unless he should have taken
a definite turn for hte better by tomorrow we must
postpone our departure as we should not feel it
possible to go away until he is on the way to
recovery'; sympathises with Neville in having to
deal with the anxiety over Austen as well as his
concerns over a forthcoming meeting; discusses
their holiday packing including details of the books
they plan to take with them; comments on
continued discontent within the Cabinet [over
tariffs] and hopes that Baldwin will not 'stand still'
over the issue; writes in a postscript that Austen is
'decidedly better & they hope the crisis is over'. 3
August
/597: from Ida, written from L'Ermitage d'Evian,
France: Hopes that Neville is enjoying his holiday
and that Austen is continuing to recover 'he was so
weak when we saw him on Saturday afternoon that
it was evident it would take him a long time to pick
up'; goes on to discuss details of Austen's state of
health and notes with approval that Lord
Cushenden had been made acting Foreign
Secretary; gives an account of the warm and sunny
weather they are having, and describes the setting
of their hotel and daily routine and drives into the
hills; comments on an experiment to send 10,000
harvesters to Canada [as part of the Empire Farms
scheme] 'it is an interesting experiment & one
wonders how many of them will eventually settle
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out there'. 10 August
/598: from Hilda, written from L'Ermitage d'Evian,
France: Expresses her concern about Mary
[Carnegie] who is in bed with a high temperature,
and has been overworked for some time, and
Austen who is making a recovery but is 'very
depressed'; discusses Austen's worries about his
financial situation which is forcing him to put Twitt's
Ghyll up for sale to pay off his overdraft,
commenting that she understood they planned to
give the house up even without their financial
problems but that she 'can't see what is going to
happen, as they can't depend entirely on the flat as
their only home, & where is the money coming from
to buy another place?'; discusses plans for Austen
and his family to take a recuperative trip to
America, financed by Ivy from the sale of their
motorcar and other transactions 'I don't know how
much you know or whether we are right in telling
you what Ivy has told us, but I think you ought to
have an idea of the state of things, though Ivy
begged us not to write to Austen on the subject
because he was so worried by it'; gives an account
of their holiday activities including drives into the
hills and around the lake, and describes a recent
thunderstorm; gives details of their treatments
including mud baths, and comments on Neville's
holiday in Bamburgh and Scotland. 17 August
/599: from Hilda, written from Grosvenor Hotel,
London: Informs Neville that they have returned to
London immediately after receiving a telegram from
Ivy telling them of Mary [Carnegie]'s serious illness,
gives details of her current condition, the strain on
Mary's heart, and remarks on confusion as to
whether she has influenza or para-typhoid;
explains that they are going to stay in London but
probably move to another hotel, 'Ivy has been
wonderful, but of course she feels Austen needs
her, but that household without Mary is absolutely
helpless...there would be no use in your coming
down, for of course you would not be allowed to
see her. We will write again to keep you informed.'
20 August
/600: from Hilda, written from Goring Hotel,
London: Informs Neville about Mary's current
condition 'of course she has been absolutely at
death's door & cannot be pronounced out of
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danger for some days, but considering how ill she
has been, she could not be doing better than she
is'; her doctor has now gone abroad so she thinks
he must be confident of her recovery, and anothe
doctor has taken over her case; gives details about
how upset Willie [Carnegie] has been 'of course
none of the Carnegies knows anything of illness &
they are all prepared to think that the least
improvement means that she is almost
convalescent'; describes their rooms at the Goring
Hotel and hopes that they will be able to take Mary
to Odiham to convalesce and perhaps send Willie
and the girls on holiday; explains that Mary had
suffered a 'heart attack' due to pneumonia and that
the fact she she has got through that makes them
hopeful of her recovery; apologises for worrying
Neville with this news during his holiday and hopes
that he has been reassured. 22 August
/601: from Ida, written from 17 Dean's Yard,
Westminster, London: Hopes that their latest
telegram will relieve Neville's anxiety and gives
details about the latest crisis in Mary's health which
happened while she was spending time at Twitt's
Ghyll visiting Austen, and the hopes of the doctors
that she is now on the way to recovery; reflects on
the sudden change in the progress of her illness
over the last few days, and Hilda having had to
deal with the crisis on her own 'I feel as if the
doctor ought to have warned us that something of
this kind might occur as he now tells us he was
expecting it'; hopes that the anxiety over Mary's
illness will not have completely spoilt Neville's
holiday. 26 August
/602: from Hilda: Thanks Neville and Anne for their
letters and comments that Ida's visit [to
Birmingham] 'did her a world of good'; mentions the
lovely September weather which she has been
able to enjoy in Odiham 'though St James' Park is
lovely & the dahlias were wonderful - yet a public
park is a public park & never the same as the
country or one's own garden'; Mary [Carnegie] has
arrived in Odiham and is looking much better
although Hilda thinks she would feel happier if she
could read, so she is to start reading aloud to her;
her hopes to take Mary out for drive with Elliott
while another man takes responsibility for the
cleaning and heavy work with the cars [which Elliott
cannot do at present]; her work in the garden and
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blackberry picking in woods with Ida which they are
now bottling, although their grapes have failed this
year; wishes Neville success with his forthcoming
work on local authorities. 21 September
/603: from Ida: Her visit to Oakhanger with the
deputy architect to see a cottage which is at the
centre of a dispute over the cost implications of
either making substantial alterations or building a
new bungalow, and which Lord Wolmer has
concerns about, to discuss whether to approve the
application, and their decision to make a grant for
repairs; discusses the state of Neville's garden and
their own stocks of plants; gives details of the
activities Mary [Carnegie] is able to be involved in,
including walking around the village; passes on
news Hilda has received in a letter from Ivy in
Bermuda about Austen's convalescence and the
children's enjoyment of the cruise; she is missing
some committee meetings to spend time with Mary;
hopes that Anne's foot is better and that the good
weather will last until Neville's visit to Paris; Joe
[Austen's son] is to visit for the weekend. 25
September
/604: from Ida: Hopes that Dorothy will soon settle
down in Paris and will make friends, commenting
on her similarity to Beatrice who so much enjoyed
her time in France 'it will probably be a time of rapid
mental development with her & there is nothing
more delightful than the sensation of new vistas
opening out in every side of one'; expresses her
pleasure at Neville's enthusiastic reception at
Yarmouth [where he attended the Conservative
Annual conference] where he spoke on local
government reform which she thinks will do much
to gain public support for the Rating and Valuation
bill; remarks at the Hampshire Boards of Guardians
and District Councils are to send deputations to the
Ministry of Health to protest against the proposals;
gives details of Mary [Carnegie]'s current medical
treatment, particularly for her eyes which have
been affected by her illness so that she has to have
letters read to her; plans for her to travel from
Odiham to Montreux with a 'carrier maid' to meet
Willie there who has now finished his spa
treatment, and their possible plans to go to
Locarno; her recent work with the Rural Workers
Housing sub-committee and School Medical
Services sub-committee to discuss estimates for
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funding; her doubts that the Finance committee will
listen to their case that funding for Health 'is not like
roads & you can't have fixed estimates & say
exactly how many cases of ill health you will have
to deal with in a given time'; reports progress with
rural housing, with applications for improvements to
45 cottages now passed with more passed at the
recent meeting, mostly for homes occupied by farm
labourers; comments on the wider situation in
Hampshire and wonders whether Neville is getting
similar reports from other counties; gives details
about the development of her dog, Falko, who is
still shy, but has benefitted from having Mary in the
house. 5 October
/605: from Hilda: Remarks on Ida's recent letter
from Dorothy and expresses sympathy for her
current feelings of homesickness, and her certainty
that she will flourish 'I am quite sure a girl like
Dorothy will expand in the intellectual atmosphere,
which will appeal to her & she will see quite a new
side of life, where art & literature take first place.
That is most instructive to a girl who has been
nurtured on social reform & politics'; reports in the
newspapers that Austen is to take a later boat than
planned and her hopes that Canada will not be too
cold; discusses the beauty of this autumn in the
countryside around Odiham and the bright colours
of the autumn leaves; gives details of Mary
[Carnegie]'s journey to Dover, accompanied by Ida,
and her safe arrival in Montreux, and comments on
how much the sisters have enjoyed having her to
stay and seeing her regain her strength; her
forthcoming visit to Dorchester to speak at a
Women's Institute meeting, and to stay with Cecily,
and the following week to Bury St Edmunds to
attend a [Women's Institute] consultative council;
comments on Neville's constituency work and the
apparent apathy of some local Conservative party
members; hopes his portrait can be completed
before he becomes overwhelmed by the Ratings
and Valuations bill. 11 October
/606: from Ida: Discusses a recent letter she has
received from Austen in California which worries
her about his poor state of health and loss of
weight during his illness, gives details of his current
medical treatment and comments that a 'nervous
breakdown' was the likely cause of his collapse;
expresses her concern for Neville in his efforts to
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get his Rating and Valuation bill passed with
substantial opposition and not much support from
his colleagues; repeats her concern for the
management of poor law institutions which are to
be controlled by the central authority 'you do
absolutely need people on the spot & if it is left to
the C[ounty] C[ouncil] it means inevitably that they
are entirely in the hands of permanent officials...I
should like myself to see the institutions managed
by the Guardians committees but under the control
of the P[ublic A[ssistance] C[ommittee]'; hopes that
Dorothy will have a better time in Paris when she
has had more practice in speaking French;
comments on Hilda's travels around the country
which mean staying away at night and her
concerns about it 'I am beginning to think that if this
kind of thing is going on it is rather a farce to all it
living together'; discusses the return of their
rheumatism and hopes to go back to Evian in May,
unless the election is held then. 18 October
/607: from Hilda: Reminds Neville that it is Joe
[Austen's son]'s 21st birthday; gives an account of
their visit to stay with Em and her husband [in
Royston] and their trip to Ely cathedral and
Cambridge, and to see Gert and her husband via
Audley End; Aunt Alice is currently staying with
them; her recent engagement to speak at a
Women's Institute group in the New Forest when
she stayed with Mary and Lottie who gave a report
on Katie's health which Hilda recounts for Neville;
Ida's continuing concerns about the Guardians
committees and extent of the County Council's
powers; hopes that Neville's meetings with different
local authorities will go smoothly; gives details of a
recent jumble sale to raise money for the district
nurse's cottage and her infant welfare meeting
which will be poorly attended due to the wet
weather, affecting their grant which is calculated on
attendance. 26 October
/608: from Ida: Gives Neville the name of Em's
husband, Harry Elin, and her impression of him
from their meeting; expresses her pleasure that
Neville had Lio[nel Richards] to lunch and that he is
planning to have a permanent memorial [to Ethel];
her success in getting her school medical services
report through the Education committee despite Sir
Stuart Fraser's opposition to the proposal to extend
the system of giving dental treatment by supporting
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two more full time dental officers, giving details of
his previous scheme to provide dental treatment,
and her hopes that it will be approved by the
County Council; mentions that the Board of
Education approves of the report, and that Dr
Lyster also appears pleased; expresses her
pleasure that the Rural Workers Housing act is
making progress as they have now passed 66
applications, and describes some of the houses in
the local area that have been repaired 'every house
completed is an advertisement for the act'; remarks
on Neville's success with his Rating scheme but
comments 'I can't say I see any signs of it being an
election winner in the circles in which I move', since
the farmers are strongly opposed to responsibility
for administering the roads and poor law being
taken away from local people amd returns to her
argument that local committees should manage the
poor law institutions; news from Austen in Victoria,
and Mary who is now on her way to Rapallo. 2
November
/609: from Hilda: Mentions that Neville's bill is to be
introduced the following week and will come for its
second reading; tells him that Ida is pleased that he
will permit the Guardians committees 'to visit and
even manage the institutions under the County
Council', as she thinks that will address most of the
objections, and the reports in the 'Times' that
County Councils will have to delegate local roads
to District Councils subject to supervision; remarks
on the lack of popular appeal of the Ratings bill and
her 'gloomy' feelings about the election prospects
for the government because trade remains bad 'it is
true that there is an enormous majority to bring
down, but I feel that whilst the Liberals are unable
to win anything substantial for themselves, yet they
can lose us a great many seats by putting up
candidates & carrying off the old Liberals who hate
to vote for a Conservative'; her recent activities
including a meeting of the monthly [Women's
Institute] Executive at Winchester and the autumn
meeting in Andover, followed by a meeting of the
National Federation organisation committee in
London which she chairs, and addressing a local
group in Horndean, near Portsmouth; gives details
about her other work with the school meals scheme
and baby welfare and nurse visits; returns to
discussing the meeting at Andover where there
was an address on social insurance and national
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insurance by a woman from the National Society
for Equal Citizenship 'I was not surprised, seeing
where she came from, that the tail of the ''feminist''
serpent was over it all', and explains that this
association is planning to set up local groups in a
similar pattern to the women's institutes 'I am very
decided that we ought not to affiliate with them &
put representatives on their ctees because they
start out with a definite propaganda which is
entirely against our principles'; Ida's continuing
negotiations with a sub-committee of the Finance
committee over her school medical services report;
the work their gardener, Sanders, has been doing
in their garden. 9 November
/610: from Ida: Apologises for having been a critic
of Neville's Rating scheme and congratulates him
on the alterations and improvements he has
introduced to the bill, hoping that 'as the main lines
of the bill become better known people will being to
appreciate the benefits'; comments on Lord
Rothermere's opposition to the bill expressed
through his newspapers, and the role of the press
in influencing opinion; discusses Neville's recent
speech to the N[ational] F[armers] U[nion] which
her colleague, Mr Thomas, thought was
impressive, though it has not altered his opinions;
discusses how set in his views Mr Thomas is,
giving the example of the Odiham sewage scheme,
which she thinks could be achieved under the
'unemployment scheme' but which he thinks is
unnecessary; gives details about the forthcoming
Council Council meeting at which she will have to
put the case for her School Medical Services
report, meaning she will miss seeing Neville speak
in the House of Commons; gives an account of
plans to carry out the Odiham sewage scheme
through the unemployment scheme and her hopes
to be able to get the landowners to support it; the ill
health of her dog, Falko, the bad weather, and their
work in the garden planting seeds and deciding
whether to cut down their cherry tree. 16 November
/611: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
success in tackling opposition to his Ratings bill
and mentions that Ida's Board of Guardians have
rejected the opportunity to support Prebendary
Propert's letter and appeal against the bill,
suggesting that Neville's recent concessions
regarding the Guardians committees will have
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reconciled most people to the bill; discusses
protests against the bill by Infant Welfare centres
which are not being run under any local authority
and are worried about their grant, mentioning news
from Dorothy Gough of rumours that 'milk for the
babies would be all cut off because there was a
block grant'; Neville's interview with the Municipal
Association; her envy of his evening with [Ignacy
Jan] Paderewski [Polish pianist and former Prime
Minister]; the poor weather and her concerns for
Austen and his family crossing the Atlantic from
Canada; her work with the Women's Institute and in
the garden and the health of Falko, the dog. 23
November
/612: from Hilda: Gives details of her recent
Women's Institute activities including the County
Executive monthly meeting and a conference on
'produce' which had speakers giving addresses on
market stalls, gardening, and egg marketing,
attended by over 90 people, and discusses which
aspects of these initiatives Hampshire women's
institutes could use, including hopes to start a
market stall at either Basingstoke or Andover the
following summer, although she has limited time to
help members of the produce sub-committee; her
attendance at the Christmas performance by
children at the local grammar school including the
trial scene from the Pickwick Papers and a play
translated from French 'The Bishop's Candlesticks';
gives details of their plans to be in London the
following week and her hopes to see Neville; her
forthcoming meeting in Winchester with committee
members of the Winchester Hospital to see
whether they will make their hospital contributory
scheme cover district nursing attendance as it does
in Birmingham; the ill health of George V and her
hopes he will recover. 7 December
/613: from Ida: Her visit with Hilda to the new
infirmary which she gives a description of 'I think
when the County takes over it ought to drop the
name of Infirmary & call it the Hartley Witney
County Hospital'; congratulates Neville on his
recent speech on housing and thinks that the
popularity of the government has increased;
mentions her continued problems with Dr Lyster in
resisting changes proposed by committees
including the Maternity sub-committee where she
will have to raise the question of grants to maternity
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centres and the School Medical Services
committee where she would like to discuss the
question of having a woman doctor for inspection
of girls in secondary schools; the District Council
has agreed to proposals by the Parish Council for
the Electric Light Company to install lighting in the
main street with some wires running underground.
14 December
/614: from Ida: Hopes Neville enjoyed his visit to
the Cunliffe Listers; discusses the poor weather;
their delight at having Austen to stay for the
weekend while Ivy and Joe spent time at Twitt's
Ghyll, and discusses the possibility apparently
raised by Stanley Baldwin that responsibility for the
Colonies and Dominions could be split, and Neville
could be offered the Colonies post in the next
government; mentions Austen's wish that Neville
should tell him what government position he would
be interested in, so that he could put his case to
Baldwin; discusses tentative plans for the sisters to
go on a Mediterranean cruise to Athens and
Constantinople run by the Hellenic Travellers Club;
plans for two new bookcases to be built in the
morning room and to erect another greenhouse for
carnations and other flowers; her discussion with
the chairman of the Education committee about the
school medical services estimates and continued
problems with Dr Lyster; the continued illness of
George V; their Christmas with Neville and his
family and whether Dorothy received the sweets
from Tiptree sent by Hilda Mary. 29 December
See also NC8/9/7 for a letter from Hilda
Chamberlain to Neville Chamberlain dated 27
November 1928.
41 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/615-664

1929 letters

1929

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1929. A
telegram from William Endicott to Hilda and Ida
Chamberlain is also included.
Many letters discuss Ida's local government
committee work, particularly her role on the County
Council Public Health committee, of which she was
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appointed chair in October. Several letters refer to
negotiations to appoint a new County Medical
Officer after the resignation of the previous
postholder, while other letters focus on her work on
the School Medical Services sub-committee to
compile estimates for funds needed; discussions
with general practitioners about medical servies,
and her work on the Lankhills 'special school' subcommittee. She also mentions the hostility felt by
many members of Rural District Councils to
Neville's Local Government act, and the formation
of Public Assistance committees. Hilda's letters
discuss her work with the Women's Institute and
Infant Welfare group, and both sisters discuss their
cruise to Greece and Istanbul in April; their spa
holiday in Evian, France, in August; Neville's visit to
East Africa with Anne and Dorothy in December;
and the Conservative defeat in the General
Election which meant that both Neville and Austen
were out of office.
/615: from Hilda: Austen's visit while Ivy and Joe
spent time at Twitt's Ghyll which had been shut up
for several months and was thought to be too cold
for Austen; gives her impression of his physical
appearance and health and thinks he is making an
effort to cut down his smoking and 'stimulant' and
abstaining from alcohol at meals; gives details of
Austen's conversation with Stanley Baldwin about a
Cabinet re-shuffle, with possible posts for Neville
either Agriculture or part of the divided Colonies
and Dominions, and Austen's feeling that these
responsibilities should not be divided as 'there are
great possibilities still with the Dominions if there
were a man with vision there'; the likelihood that
George V will recover though have a long
convalescence; encloses a telegram from William
Endicott (see NC/18/2/615a); gives details about
their plans for a new greenhouse; news from Ida
that Dr Lyster is to resign on health grounds. 4
January
/615a: telegram from William Endicott, Boston
Mass. sending Christmas and New Year greetings
to them and to Austen and Neville and their
families, and thanking them for their help with Mary
when she was seriously ill the previous year
/616: from Ida: Discusses the resignation of Dr
Lyster on grounds of ill health which was effected
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immediately, making her feel sorry for him in not
being able to say goodbye to his staff 'but the fact
is that the ctee felt such a profound distrust of him
that they were afraid to leave him with a grievance
in a position of responsibility'; her concerns about
the immediate future, as the assistant medical
officer has not been allowed to gain enough
experience by Dr Lyster, and she would prefer to
recruit an external candidate after getting the salary
for a new County Medical Officer approved by the
County Council; the sisters' visit to London to
attend Joe [Austen's son]'s birthday celebrations
involving dinner at Claridges and a visit to the
theatre to see 'Funny Face' which she gives a
description of 'afterwards I fancy the younger
members of the party went on somewhere to
dance, but we old aunts returned to our hotel;
mentions that Austen thinks Twitt's Ghyll will be
sold; discusses their visit to the offices of the
Hellenic Travellers Club to decide whether to take
a Mediterranean cruise at Easter, and their plans to
buy a new greenhouse 'we are going to have a
very expensive year, but think it better to spend our
money before the Labour party has a chance to
take it all away from us'. 11 January
/617: from Hilda: Sympathises with Neville on his
journey north [to Liverpool] where his speech will
be 'relayed to other halls', and hopes the snow fall
will not be heavy; comments on the strangeness for
those at the other meetings of 'hearing your voice &
seeing nothing. It must be very curious, because
though people have got used to listening to the
wireless, to find yourself in a huge crowd & hearing
other people cheer & yet making no comment
yourselves must be quite a new experience';
speculates about the date of the general election
and informs him that they have booked their cruise
which will call at Athens, Crete and Constantinople;
her relief at Dr Lyster's resignation, since 'he was
making Ida's work ten times more worrying than it
need be', and hopes that they will be able to
appoint someone who is more progressive; her visit
to the first egg marketing station set up in
Hampshire to find out whether women's institutes
could work together with them, discussing the
difficulties the station is having in meeting
government regulations on the sizing and grading
of eggs and the public's reluctance to pay more for
'special' grades of egg; expresses her pleasure at
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Neville's successful meeting with [Charles] Grant
Robertson [Vice-Chancellor and Principal of the
University of Birmingham] about plans for a new
hospital at Edgbaston; arrangements for Austen to
give the sisters the iron gates from the Italian
garden at Highbury when Twitt's Ghyll is sold;
celebrations of the tenth 'birthday' of the Women's
Institute. 18 January
/618: from Ida: Gives details of their itinerary on
their cruise ship, the Stella d'Italia, leaving from
Venice and visiting Athens, Delphi, Constantinople,
Crete, Nauplia, Olympia, Ithaca, and Ragusa;
explains some details of the egg marketing station
grading and sizing and how the Women's Institute
would become involved in distributing eggs
produced by small holders; asks about the effects
on other meetings of Neville's speech at Liverpool
being relayed; discusses their recent letters from
Dorothy who seems to be enjoying Paris more and
is attending the Sorbonne; gives details of
estimates they have had for a new greenhouse;
their visit to London, Hilda to see the dentist and
Ida to a neurologist about a new course of
treatment for her tongue; gives a detailed account
of her continued difficulties with estimates for the
School Medical Services committee, and
negotiations over how to deal with making
reductions at a time when they are without a
County Medical Officer. 24 January
/619: from Ida: Comments on Neville's successful
fishing trip to Ireland which resulted in a wonderful
piece of salmon that Hilda brought back with her;
discusses her negotiations with the Finance
committee over reductions in estimates for the
school medical and dental services, their decision
to defer the establishment of new orthopaedic
clinics and the appointment of new dentists, and
the praise of a Labour member, Mr Richards, for
her actions; Dr Lyster has been returning to his
office to sort through papers since his retirement,
and she has heard more suspicious stories about
his behaviour while County Medical Officer; gives
details of estimated costs for their new greenhouse
which they will probably order from Bolton & Paul;
her regret at the Conservative defeat in the South
Battersea by-election and hopes the party will win it
back at the general election, if only Conservative
supporters were not so apathetic; mentions her
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continued x-ray treatment for problems with her
tongue. 8 February
/620: from Hilda: Discusses the progress of
Neville's Ratings bill to a third reading and
comments on Ramsay MacDonald's protests that
the Labour opposition have not had enough time to
consider the terms; she has been suffering from
neuralgia but visited a women's institute group to
speak on Queen Victoria and stayed with Lottie
and Mary, who has been injured falling from her
horse; the severe frosts and their effects on the
garden and the birds they are feeding; builders are
not able to begin work on their new greenhouse as
they are busy thawing pipes; hopes that [William]
Orpen will soon complete Neville's portrait. 16
February
/621: from Ida: Discusses details of Aunt Alice's
current illness with bronchitis and her relief that she
has a good nurse; comments on Neville's recent
speech on the report stage of his Local
Government bill and hopes he has recovered from
his chill, remarking on the poor climate in London
which she thinks must impede recovery; her
decision to send her dog, Falko, to a kennels while
the sisters are abroad and then to make
arrangements to sell him as he is very strong and
nervous and has jumped to attack the housemaid;
her worries about him being able to find a new
home and hopes that he will do better in a larger
house with grounds; her success in getting
estimates for the school medical services through
the Finance committee without reducing them to
the full extent, and in getting the Public Health
committee to refuse to reduce estimates for
maternity services; the County Council's proposals
to appoint a committee to consider how they will
administer the Local Government bill, and the
probability that she will be involved in this; her
appointment, as chairman of the School Medical
Services committee, to a committee appointed to
decide on the salary and appointment of the new
County Medical Officer; congratulates Neville on
getting [William] Orpen to start work again on his
portrait. 22 February
/622: from Hilda: Gives news of several recent
deaths in Odiham and of their old high school
mistress in Birmingham, Miss Furnell, and Woolcott
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the Beales' coachman; they had to cancel plans to
attend Sir G. Mildmay's funeral because of the cold
weather; their plans for Anne's arrival and hopes to
be able to go for a walk with Frank; remarks on the
current desolate state of their garden and gives
details about their new greenhouse; news of
Austen's improved health and hopes to be able to
go to Geneva; sympathises with Neville in being
overlooked in the Honours list and congratulates
him in having done so well with his work as
Minister of Health this parliamentary session and
on his speech to journalists [as the Lobby
Journalists lunch]; news from Ida that Sam GurneyDixon has been asked to take over the chair of the
Education committee and has asked her to become
chairman of the Public Health committee, which
Hilda hopes she will accept, now that Dr Lyster has
resigned, as she would enjoy the work; the poor
results of Ida's x-ray treatment for her tongue, their
recovery from the loss of Falko, the dog, and their
thoughts about getting a short haired collie as their
next dog when they have returned from their
holiday; congratulates Neville on raising a large
sum for the Birmingham election fund and informs
him that they have made a contribution to their
local fund. 1 March
/623: from Ida: Discusses a proposed advisory
committee with local doctors involving the
appointment by local medical associations of
representatives to meet the County Medical Officer
and assistant medical officers to discuss matters of
mutual interest, which the Public Health committee
supports to foster co-operation between medical
officers and general practitioners; gives brief details
of some of the conflicts of interests that general
practitioners would face if they were also local
health officers, and the traditional opposition of
private practitioners to infant welfare centres 'now
that we have got i[nfant] w[elfare] centres in the
county staffed nearly all by asst m[edical] o[fficers]
the private practitioners say why are we not
allowed to do this work'; news that Dr Lyster is
standing for election as a Labour candidate for
Winchester and Eastleigh and might be made
Minister of Health if the party is elected; their
pleasure in having Anne to stay with them. 5 March
/624: from Ida: Their recent day of leisure without
much committee work which they spent going for a
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walk and then working in the garden; the Rural
Workers Housing committee have passed 12 more
applications for improvements to houses, but
progress with the work of the School Medical
Services committee is stalled until a new County
Medical Officer can be appointed; her
disappointment that she will be away when the
selection is made, and also when the Education
committee appoints its new chairman; Neville's visit
to Bradford to talk about the Local Government bill;
she and Hilda have been reading about Greek
history and architecture before their holiday. 8
March
/625: from Hilda, written from the Ladies' Imperial
Club, London: Her visit to London to see the
dentist; the sisters' recent colds which meant they
had to postpone the visit of Mary and Martha
Lawrence; her visit to a women's institute at
Liphook; discusses the state of the garden and the
slow arrival of daffodils this year; she is pleased to
hear that Anne likes the portrait [of Neville] and
hopes that they might get to see it before their
holiday; describes the growth of flowers in their
greenhouse; their apprehension about their
forthcoming cruise and hopes for good weather;
comments on Dr Lyster's candidature for the
Labour party and rumours that he would be made
Minister of Health 'really the Labour party are so
short of people that if they did get in I don't know
but what he could have a chance'; sends Neville
birthday greetings and hopes that the year ahead
will bring 'a new Unionist government stronger than
the last in personnel - if weaker as regards its
majority'; speculates on the post Neville might be
offered in a new government and comments that
she could bear him to give up the Colonial Office
only for the post of Chancellor. 15 March
/626: from Hilda: Sends Neville greetings for Easter
and hopes he will have a successful fishing
holiday; comments on praise for Neville's
achievements in the 'Times' and general
speculation that he is to become Chancellor if the
government wins the election; their recent visits
from Mary [Carnegie] and Hilda Mary with two
friends; discusses preparations for their holiday
and Ida's need for a rest, as she is 'a good deal run
down & all full of nerves'; gives details about the
problems they have had in getting the iron gates
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from Highbury installed in their garden; gives
Neville addresses to write to while they are on their
cruise. 29 March
/627: from Ida: Hopes that Neville, Anne and
Dorothy are enjoying their holiday on the Downs
and that he will be able to have a long holiday after
the election; sends Neville a contribution towards
his election expenses 'we are very glad to be able
to help you & Austen in this way since we can't do
it in any other'; their trip to see a 'Smithfield collie'
owned by Ella Guillemand's aunt as they have
decided to get a collie puppy as their next dog; the
iron gates and the foundations for their greenhouse
are being erected; gives her impressions of
Neville's portrait, remarking that the head is too big
but that 'he has got a very nice expression in the
eyes'. 23 March
/628: from Ida: She is pleased that Neville's
financial position has improved, but hopes he will
still accept their contribution to his election
expenses as they are not depriving themselve of
anything in order to make it 'if we have a surplus,
we owe it to your & Austen's generosity at the time
when you allotted us all Papa's best investments'.
25 March
/629: from Ida, written from Grand Hotel, Venice:
Gives an account of their journey so far, and
expresses her determination not to travel with the
rest of the tour party in the future, as they went by
a longer route and missed their train connections
and had late meals; gives details about the smell of
mothballs in their room from the blankets and the
lack of hot water, and their decision to move to the
Grand Hotel; describes their journey from Calais
through snow in Switzerland and her hopes that the
weather will get warmer as they travel south
'today...the wind is in the north, & the mere idea of
floating on the canal in a gondola made me shiver';
gives details of their sightseeing activities in Venice
including visits to St Marks and the Frari to see
paintings by Titian and their hopes to visit the
Accademia before the cruise ship leaves; gives
information about some of the people also on the
cruise including Lady Bradford, and plans to meet
Lady Worsley Taylor; asks Neville for political news
from home and is pleased that [William] Orpen has
made alterations to his portrait. 2 April
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/630: from Hilda, written from SS Stella d'Italia:
Gives an account of their journey by gondola up
the Grand Canal to the cruise ship through rain and
high winds which nearly overturned the boat, and
their transfer to a vaporetto; the start of the cruise
in similar conditions and their arrival at Spalato to
find it covered in snow; her hopes that the weather
will improve as most people on board are cold and
seasick; continues her letter on subsequent days to
give details of the changing weather, conversations
with their fellow passengers including Sir James
and Lady Worsley Taylor, and Lady Edward
Gleichen, and their visit to Delphi through the gulf
of Corinth; gives descriptions of the local flowers
and the lectures they have had to which they have
had mixed reactions. 7 April
/630a: from Ida, written from SS Stella d'Italia:
Gives an account of their visits to Athens and
Constantinople, and their bad luck with the
exceptionally cold weather; gives details of their trip
to the acropolis and its museum, and their visit to
Marathon; their journey past Suvla bay and up the
Dardanelles and to Galata, and their car tour
around Constantinople including St Sophia and the
bazaar; gives an account of their visit to Crete and
the archaeological site at Knossos. 15 April
/631: from Hilda, written from SS Stella d'Italia: The
improvement in the weather since they left
Constantinople and her revised view that their trip
has been a success; gives her impressions of the
site at Knossos and their expedition to Mycenae,
giving details about the flowers they have seen;
their smooth voyage to Olympia and forthcoming
visit to Ithaca 'I shall take leave of it [Greece] with
real regret & hope to come again perhaps some
day without the Hellenic Travellers; adds to the
letter later to say that the weather deteriorated and
they were unable to visit Olympia and would make
an unscheduled visit to Corfu; gives an account of
their drive into the countryside around Ithaca with
the Worsley Taylors to see the wild flowers and
describes the landscape; their arrival in Ragusa to
find that '140 automobile germanisches' had
arrived the day before and there was a ceremony
in their honour. 16 April
/632: from Ida, written from Hotel Bella Riva, Lake
Garda, Italy: Thanks Neville for his letter which they
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received in Venice and hopes he might have got
Hilda's postcard in time to send them a letter to
Baveno; recounts news of the Budget they have
heard on the wireless including the abandonment
of the betting tax and the reduction of duties on tea,
but they have heard nothing about the
Conservative programme for the election; gives
details of their journey up the Adriatic including a
trip to the Croatian island 'Lusin Piccola' where
Hilda fell and sprained her hand, and is now
suffering from a cold; discusses their plans to stay
with Mary [Carnegie] when they return to London
and perhaps have lunch with Austen; describes the
cold and wet weather in Venice on their return and
their visit to the Accademia and several churches;
gives details of their stay at Lake Garda including
the weather and the local flowers. 26 April
/632a: from Hilda: Remarks on the dissolution of
parliament and the start of the election campaign;
her relief that the [Conservative] party seems in
better spirits than it had done a few weeks
previously, and her hopes for a comfortable
majority and that if Neville becomes Chancellor
there might be an improvement in business and
less industrial unrest; mentions the views of their
chauffeur, Elliott, on the election and his favourable
impression of Neville, after listening to addresses
on the wireless; discusses her recent activities
including her work on the accounts for the Infant
Welfare group after the petty cash book
disappeared; their work in the garden and decision
to remove the cherry tree and probably to remove
the monkey puzzle tree; gives news about recent
activities on Ida's committees including the
appointment of Dr Lyster's successor and her
hopes that if Ida becomes chairman of the Health
committee she will be able to work happily with
him. 10 May
/633: from Hilda, written from 17 Dean's Yard,
Westminster, London: Thanks Neville for his
speech at the Women's Institute the previous day,
commenting on the many favourable comments
and congratulations she received afterwards 'they
were all saying - much the best speech we have
had from any Minister...he will gain the vote of
every woman here!'; expresses her appreciation for
him taking time out of his election schedule to
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come and speak. [14 May]
/634: from Ida, written from Winchester: Discusses
her reading of the recommendations of the Local
Government Board committee for County Councils
not to delegate responsibility for roads to any other
body, and to consider delegations from rural district
councils on their merits; her defence of district
councils at the County Council meeting and
proposals to alter boundaries and reduce districts
within the county; gives details of the discussion at
the Local Government Board committee meeting
where she was defeated on a proposal to have coopted members on the new Public Assistance
committee, and where there was discussion about
reducing the number of Guardians 'I am inclined to
think that it is a good thing that the election will take
place before the local people have had time to find
out how it affected them personally. I am afraid a
great many will find themselves out of a job'; her
address to a Women's Institute meeting on housing
where she found that few had heard of the Rural
Workers Housing Act because the local authority
has not been active in pressuring small landlords to
make improvements; gives details of her other
committee work including attending a meeting of
the Lankhills 'special school' sub-committee; Mr
Singleton, the Labour member, is also putting
himself forward for the post of chairman of the
Public Health committee; sympathises with Neville
and Austen in their strenuous election campaign
work; her conversation with Lord Selborne about
Neville's prospects in a future government,
commenting that [Leopold] Amery had been a
disappointment to him as Colonial Secretary and
agreeing with Ida that this post would be suitable
for Neville; her plans to go and see some Afghan
hounds with a view to getting another dog. 16 May
/635: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's article in the
'Daily Telegraph' and congratulates him on his
ability to contribute articles during an election
campaign; sympathises with him over his difficult
engagement in Wales, and mentions his activities
in Rugby and Edgbaston, commenting on remarks
that Dorothy Gough heard from Mrs Mosley
[Oswald Mosley's mother] that 'Labour is expecting
to carry a majority of the seats in Birmingham' and
that Neville was 'the owner of some of the worst
slums in B'ham', suggesting that her opinion is not
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to be trusted; gives her views about the progress of
the election campaign in the local area and her
belief that Lord Wolmer's seat is not under threat;
Aunt Lina and Amy have been visiting; her address
to a women's institute group in a small village at the
edge of the county 'I am always sorry for the very
distant W[omens] I[nstitute]s who have real
difficulty in getting speakers'; their forthcoming visit
to Lady Worsley Taylor's mother near Hazelmere;
work in the garden and gives an account of the
arrival of Ida's new alsatian puppy, Marco ,and his
training. 24 May
/636: from Ida: Thanks Neville for continuing to
write during the election campaign and wonders
when they will get the results from the Birmingham
count, asking whether they might get the figures for
Neville and Austen and the general results for
Birmingham from Neville's 'man' [agent?] on Friday
morning. 28 May
/637: from Hilda: Discusses her disappointment at
the election results and the loss of possibilities for
Neville, now that he is out of office; considers that it
might be better for the Labour party to be in
government for a couple of years, to give Neville
and Austen a rest from ministerial responsibilities,
but not to let Labour 'do very fundamental
changes'; sympathises with Neville in having to
leave the Ministry of Health and reflects on his
achievements there, commenting on praise for
Neville and Austen received from Mrs Watt, the
founder of the Women's Institute; their plans to visit
Evian again for spa treatments for their chronic
health problems; work in the garden and the help
offered by to Neville by his substitute gardener
during Catt's enforced absence; visits to Vera
Herbert and from Margaret Nettlefold, and the
development of Marco, the dog. 7 June
/638: from Ida: Reflects on the uncertainty of the
election results, with no clear majority for any party,
and her view that Liberal support cannot have been
the deciding factor in Conservative losses in
Birmingham 'since we did just as badly where there
were straight fights'; her concerns about Austen's
reduced majority and fears for his seat if there is
another election within the next couple of years 'I
wonder how much it is due to the fact that he
himself has not been much in the constituency &
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that there has been on one to put out side of the
question on Foreign affairs'; discusses attacks by
Ramsay MacDonald on Conservative foreign policy
since the Locarno treaty, particularly with 'pact with
France'; speculates about Baldwin's course of
action 'I hope we shall pursue our policy exactly as
if we had a majority, & allow ourselves to be turned
out rather than trickle in any way to the Liberals,
since it is evident that in many essentials they are
entirely opposed to us'; considers possible changes
within the Conservative cabinet and her relief that
Dr Lyster did not get elected [as Labour MP for
Winchester and Eastleigh]; her concern about
Hilda's rheumatism and possible electric treatment
using lamps, and their plans to visit Evian in August
and perhaps spend time with Neville and his family
at Bamburgh castle afterwards. 2 June
/639: from Ida: Hopes Neville's gout is better and
that he is less depressed; her pleasure that he has
been offered a Directorship and her certainty that
he will receive more offers; her hopes that Austen's
financial troubles will lessen, and the increase in
their income thanks to their shares in the Colombo
Commercial Company; discusses her reading of
the Local Government Act and the question of
whether the District Councils will agree to the
suggestions of the Local Government Reform
committee about the administration of roads;
problems in the garden with their iris plants which
are affected by fungus, and with their dahlia order
not arriving; Aunt Alice's arrival for a visit, and her
hopes that Marco the dog will not be too
boisterous. 14 June
/640: from Hilda: Hopes Neville has recovered from
his attack of gout and from his treatment for it;
gives her impression of Aunt Alice's current health
following her visit to Odiham, and news of Cecily's
recent illness following her accident; Ida's County
Council work on the question of delegation of
respnsibility for roads to the District Council,
hampered by Lord Malmesbury as chairman, who
has no knowledge of the work of District Councils,
and her achievement in being appointed to the subcommittee to deal with the administration of roads
and not only the committee dealing with poor law
matters; her hopes for the continued improvement
to Ida's health after their holidays in Evian and
Northumberland; her own committee work and
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planning for the Women's Institute garden party. 21
June
/641: from Ida: Gives details of her recent
interviews with District Councils hostile to the terms
of the Local Government Bill and discusses her
regrets at the decision of the council to 'grant
delegations in all cases where the area is
sufficiently large to occupy a full time Road
Surveyor' and the drawbacks of various schemes
for the re-organisation of local government;
remarks on the actions of the newly elected Labour
government in delaying fulfilment of their election
promises and opinions that it will not try to make
major amendments to Neville's Local Government
act; comments on Neville's recovery from gout,
Austen's feeling of depression after the election
defeat and the sale of Twitt's Ghyll, and
possibilities for the brothers to take on paid work
outside politics; Neville's rejection of the [British
Steel Industries] chairmanship and the possibility
that he and Anne might go to Jamaica at
Christmas; the success of their Women's Institute
garden party and her attendance at the formal
opening of the Hampshire county council 'special
school' at Winchester; her concern about Cecily's
current ill health, asking Neville whether he has any
news. 28 June
/642: from Ida: Gives details of preparations for
their holiday to Evian and asks Neville about
Lio[nel Richards] intention to go to Switzerland to
arrange a permanent memorial for Ethel
[Chamberlain]'s grave; her failure to see the new
County Medical Officer when she attended a
meeting of the Sanatorium sub-committee at
Bishopstoke as he was investigating an outbreak of
diphtheria, and her plans to meet him to talk about
School Medical Services when she will have to
correct information passed to him by Dr Lyster;
wonders how Hampshire will implement the Local
Government act as it relates to institutions and
comments on plans by the new Labour government
to postpone the implementation of part of the act in
Scotland; discusses a recent party where the
guests praised their garden; remarks on Dorothy's
happiness in Paris which has 'added just that touch
to her appearance & manner which was needed
before she came out'. 11 July
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/643: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for ordering their
cigars, and hopes he is enjoying his fishing;
expresses her frustration with current politics,
particularly [shadow] Cabinet disagreement over
the issue of Protection, and her worries about
alienating younger people from the party;
comments on the cautious attitude of the Labour
government which is alienating their back
benchers, but might encourage more votes in the
long run, and her hopes that the change of
government will not impede the implementation of
the Local Government act; the forthcoming visit of
Sam and Hilda Gurney-Dixon and the Huxleys and
her hopes to talk to Huxley about his work with
[Leo] Amery on the [Empire] Marketing Board;
suggests that Neville should cultivate relationships
with the newspapers over the issue of Protection;
praises Dorothy's character and achievements and
discusses their respective gardens in Birmingham
and Odiham; Ida's committee work and approval of
the new County Medical Officer; the Gurney-Dixons
new house in the Close at Winchester; Cecily's
slow recovery from her accident; plans to make
alterations to the Bury House to make a room
available for a new maid. 19 July
/644: from Ida: Discusses Neville's recent activities
speaking in the House, inspecting housing
schemes and attending a Royal Garden Party;
discusses her recent meeting with Lio[nel Richards]
and plans for her and Hilda to stay with him when
they travel to Northumberland; their decision to
have alterations made to their house while they are
away and to travel to Northumberland at the end of
August; gives details of her recent activities
including a meeting of the 'Lankhills Special School
committee' to 'investigate the case of a child who
was taken to the school on a magistrate's order &
against the mother's wish' which has appeared on
John Bull posters; gives details of the case, the
actions of local officials, and the committee's
investigation of the case and the family life and
living conditions of the child in question; her work
with the new Medical Officer going through the
finances of the Infant Welfare centres to decide
their grants working on guidance from the Ministry
of Health on contributions to voluntary
associations; their weekend with the GurneyDixons and Huxleys and their walk with them to the
fields to Lodge Farm where they saw the remains
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of a Roman villa which have recently been
excavated and then to North Warnborough and the
remains of King John's castle; her shopping trip to
London when she also had lunch with Cecily who
seemed more cheerful and was hoping to be able
to visit Moor Lane; Mary and Willie [Carnegie] are
visiting, and Mary is busy with arrangements for
'Ray's wedding [Rachel Carnegie]; her visit to the
Hartley Witney patients at 'Park Prewitt Mental
Hospital'. 26 July
/645: from Hilda: Expresses her surprise at the
unexpected resignation of the sisters' gardener,
Sanders, who is returning to his former employers,
the Dorchesters, her sadness at losing his skills as
a gardener, and the visit of the Dorchesters'
gardener to ask for a job with Hilda and Ida 'of
course he is not nearly as well-educated a man but
has a nice face & smile. Finally viewing the
difficulties of the situation we have decided to write
to the Dorchesters & if we get a satisfactory
reference to take him & see how he turns out';
mentions Frank's recent illness and hopes that
Neville and his family will have started their holiday
and might now be in Durham; the forthcoming baby
welfare party that she is organising 'it is quite a
pleasant affair if it is fine, they all enjoy themselves
so much, but if wet it is pandemonium with all the
screeching infants in one room & really nothing to
do with them'; comments on Neville's account of
his recent speech [on the Labour government's
proposal to revoke the order suspending members
of the West Ham Board of Guardians] which
included a quote by Sidney Webb; her visit to
Cecily who is still suffering the after effects of her
accident when she fractured her skull; her approval
of Stanley Baldwin's agreemtnt that Neville should
take a long holiday over the winter, possibly to East
Africa. 2 August
/646: from Ida, written from L'Ermitage d'Evian,
France: Hopes that Frank has recovered from his
illness and will be able to enjoy his first shooting
trip; gives details of their journey to Evian and their
activities since arriving including their spa
treatments; their decision not to appoint the
Dorchesters' gardener as he has too many
dependents to accommodate in the cottage
provided for the gardener, and their hopes to
advertise for a replacement for Sanders when they
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return from France and to hold interviews when
they return from Northumberland; asks for Neville's
views about the Egyptian treaty and comments that
Austen's views seem to be that 'we were giving
away a great deal more than we ought to. It might
be all very well if we could depend on the good
faith & good will of the Egyptians, but that is just
what we can't do. 9 August
/647: from Hilda, written from L'Ermitage d'Evian,
France: Hopes Neville will enjoy successful grouse
shooting and fishing in Loubcroy; her enjoyment of
their spa treatment and their meeting with Arthur
Michael Samuel [1st Baron Mancroft, Conservative
politician] who walked with them and spoke to them
'about the undesirability of living at all...I should say
he was suffering from a fit of depression, which he
did not want to vent on his wife, - a much younger
woman who is here with their three children'; gives
details of their drives out to the lakes and
mountains and the effects the spa treatment is
having on her health conditions; her pleasure that
Neville has decided to take a holiday in December
[to East Africa] and hopes that Dorothy will also
enjoy it, offering to have Frank to stay in Odiham at
Christmas and wondering whether Austen and his
family might also come, as they have no house of
their own; discusses press coverage of the
Twickenham by-election and her impression of
newspaper support for the Labour government
'they pour praise on [Philip] Snowden [Chancellor
of the Exchequer] for being as rude & brutal as he
can be'; hopes that 'the other powers' will realise
that it would be a disaster to 'drop the Young plan
[concering German reparation payments'. 14
August
/648: from Ida, written from L'Ermitage d'Evian,
France: Thanks Neville for providing information
about Arthur Michael Samuel, gives her opinion of
him as 'warm hearted... with a lot of unexpected
interests and discusses reasons why he may not
have been a successful Financial Secretary;
comments on Neville's plans to take Dorothy with
him when he and Anne visit East Africa, and her
certainty that Frank will be brave about spending
Christmas without them; gives details of their
recent activities including a boat trip to Ouch and
walk along the edge of the lake, and discusses the
recent thunderstorms and rain; comments on the
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benefits to their health from the spa treatment
which she doesn't expect to feel until the winter,
and their plans to interview candidates for the post
of gardener. 23 August
/649: from Hilda: Discusses arrangements for Anne
to have an operation to remove her tonsils and
hopes that they will change to another general
practitioner; gives details about their return home,
the changes in the garden, and the continued good
weather; arrangements for their new gardener to
move into the cottage; thanks Anne for sending the
volume of Byron and hopes that they might be able
to use Neville and Anne's London home while they
are abroad; expresses how much she enjoyed their
holiday in Northumberland with Neville's family and
gives her impression of some of Dorothy's friends,
most of whom she found 'nice & frech & unspoiled
in every way & full of a desire to do something to
help others as well as themselves' though she
found Mary 'rather more the modern girl';
comments on Frank's 'silent stage' which she
thinks will come to an end eventually; notes that
Austen, Lord Birkenhead and Worthington Evans
have joined the board of the London and Counties
Trust Ltd and hopes that this will help to occupy his
time. 18 September
/650: from Ida: Mentions her recent meeting with a
woman with 'an epileptic m[entally] d[eficient] child'
as part of her county council responsibilities;
thanks Neville for his gift of grouse, and discusses
the continuing fine weather; comments on the
arrival of their new gardener, Harding and the work
he has been doing; news from Norah that both
Cecily and Millicent were improving and hopes that
Millicent will soon be able to leave the nursing
home; work on alterations to their house are almost
complete, and they will then have to look for a
maid; mentions receiving postcards from Mary
[Carnegie] about the death of Morton Prince
[husband of Fanny Peabody]. 19 September
/651:from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his note about
Anne's successful tonsil operation and her hopes to
be able to visit her at the nursing home; gives a
detailed account of a recent road accident involving
Miss Benell, a local shopkeeper, and two of her
female employees, one of whom was knocked
down by a car driven by newcomers to South
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Warnborough and killed; discusses the
repercussions of the accident, including the
apparently uncaring attitude of those driving the
car, the inquest at which the verdict was 'death by
misadventure' and the reaction of 'all the poor
people' who 'say that these Suttons were let off
because they were rich & any poor person would at
least have had her licence taken away'; Ida's
involvement in the case when she contacted the
Superintendent of Police at Aldershot and arranged
for the friend of the temporary nurse, who was on
the scene, to give evidence; her own concern
about the outcome of the inquest 'it is perfectly true
that one feels the inquest would not have been
held as it was, or such a verdict returned, if the
person killed had been one of us, or if the driver
had been a poor man'; goes on to discuss the work
of their new gardener, Harding and the differences
between him and Sanders; hopes that Dorothy will
be able to visit them before she goes with Neville to
East Africa. 27 September
/652: from Hilda: Discusses Anne's arrival at
Lilian's for a period of convalescence, and her
current state of health; her hopes that Millicent will
be able to come to Odiham before moving on to
Winchester, and Austen's forthcoming visit for the
weekend 'as the poor thing has lost Twitt's Ghyll
we gain the chance of a visit, but I do hope he will
soon have a pleasanter London home'; Ida's recent
work in the garden and decision that they should
'develop the ''estate''' by laying out a field with
shrubs and making lawns, and the enthusiasm of
their new gardener, Harding, to make changes;
gives a report on Aunt Alice's health following her
sudden illness, and the improvement in Cecily's
condition. 10 October
/653: from Ida: Her hopes to visit Anne at Miss
Cole's that afternoon when she and Hilda go to
Hillier's Nurseries; their recent discussions with
Austen about the political situation, his doubts that
he will hold office again and his doubts about
whether to seek re-election; gives her views about
his achievements and hopes that he and Neville
will be able to meet soon, as Austen wants to
challenge Stanley Baldwin's 'passivity'; goes on to
discuss Austen's difficult financial position which
means he cannot afford a country house;
discusses their new scheme for laying out a field
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for lawns and shrubs; the postponement of
Millicent's visit; their impressions of Anne's health
when they visited her. 18 October
/654: from Ida: Expresses her concern for Neville
after his account of his accident [after a gun was
discharged very close to him] and wonders whether
he might have suffered a burst ear drum or
concussion which might explain his temporary
deafness; shares Neville's concerns about Anne's
slow recovery from her operation; Millicent's
continuing illness, causing her visit to Odiham to be
postponed again. 21 October
/655: from Hilda: Expresses her relief that Neville's
hearing has returned and that Anne's health is
improving; asks about the outcome of the meeting
of ex-cabinet ministers that Neville has attended,
and discusses Baldwin's apparent pledge to
Ramsay MacDonald over government polisy on
India, criticising his style of leadership 'I don't
wonder the party is depressed & unhappy with
such a leader but I don't believe for one moment he
will resign & otherwise I dn't think it possible to get
rid of him'; hopes Neville will return from East Africa
with renewed energy and ideas and will be able to
start a programme 'authorised or unauthorised that
shall put some new life into the party & give them
something to work for'; her disapproval of Sam
Gurney-Dixon's decision to continue as chairman of
the Public Health committee after putting pressure
on Ida to take the position, and her disappointment
that Ida will not now get the opportunity 'she would
be very good & it would have given her more scope
& a big position on the c[ounty] c[ouncil] as the first
woman to be chairman of one of the big
committees'; discusses the prejudice against
women chairing these kinds of committees, and
thinks the opportunity will not come again; gives a
detailed account of work on the new area of the
garden, including a sketch plan showing how the
area will be laid out; discusses her forthcoming
work for the Women's Institute including a trip to
Wales and her plans to stay at Maple Bank and
then with Aunt Alice on her way home; later writes
that Sam Gurney-Dixon is to resign after all, and
that Ida is likely to be elected. 24 October
/656: from Ida: Discusses the ill health of Marco,
her dog, who is suffering again from eczema; her
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election as chairman of the Public Health
committee, her apprehension at having to deal with
controversial subjects and try to get them through
the Finance committee and County Council as well
as her own committee, her interest in the work, and
her wish to live closer to Winchester so that she
could see the County Medical Officer more
frequently without having to take a whole day to
make the trip; the approval of their scheme for
orthopaedic clinics by the Education committee and
her plans to resign as chairman of that committee
but to remain a member, as well as to remain a
member of the Elementary Education committee
but probably to give up membership of the Housing
sub-committee; comments on the reversal in
fortunes for her, and for Neville and Austen in
leaving office, and expresses her satisfaction that
Neville is to have a long holiday, hoping that
Stanley Baldwin will have 'pulled himself out of the
rut or definitely retired' by the time he returns. 31
October
/657: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on the
outcome of his recent meeting [with Stanley
Baldwin?] and his plans to invigorate the
Conservative party 'if only you could stop the
attacks & also give our younger members the idea
that there really is going to be a programme we
should have advanced somewhat in the right
direction'; comments on reports in the 'Times'
criticising the Labour government's handling of the
treaty with Soviet Russia and her expectation that
criticism will increase 'as they go on & show their
general incompetence'; discusses Ramsay
MacDonald's moderate leadership which she thinks
is frustrating the more radical members of his party
'they appear to have scraped through with the
delegate conference of miners but even then only
at the cost of antagonising the most violent side';
gives details of her recent activities including
attending the Women's Institute autumn council at
Southampton and speaking to a women's institute
group at Bishop's Waltham; Millicent's continuing ill
health; their decision to advertise for a maid in the
'Times' after having no success with the Registry in
London or in Hampshire. 8 November
/658: from Ida: Gives an account of the recent
activities of their gardener, Harding, and their walks
with Mary [Carnegie] who is visiting; discusses a
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recent Local Government Reform committee
meeting which appointed a Public Assistance
Officer and selected names to recommend to the
County Council for the Public Assistance
committee; her anxiety about responsibility for the
homes for 'Poor Law children' which have been
handed over to Education committees in other
places but which she thinks should remain with the
Public Assistance committee to be administered by
local committes chosen from the Guardians
committee; discusses the report by a subcommittee appointed to see representatives of
District Councils about re-arrangements of districts
and plans to halve the number of district councils
including proposals to amalgamate Hartley Witney
and Basingstoke district councils and the benefits
and disadvantages of this; gives her views about
public reactions to the Local Government act 'I
think as we go on people will become more & more
alive to the revolutionary nature of the act & to the
advantages it will bring with it. At the moment
however all is rather chaotic & it will mean a lot of
worry & extra work for unfortunate chairmen of
Public Health committees & members of Public
Assistance'. 15 November
/659: from Hilda: Comments on her anxiety on
receiving Neville's letter so soon after Dorothy's
appendix operation, and her concern about her
health when they are away 'I believe Dorothy will
be quite ready to go with you as these young things
make extraordinarily quick recoveries' but offers to
have Dorothy to stay with them while Neville and
Anne are away if she has not recovered in time. 26
November
/660: from Hilda: Expresses her relief that Dorothy
has had a successful appendix operation and is
now convalescing, and that the doctors agree that
she should be able to travel abroad; hopes that
Anne has not been too worried by the situation and
looks forward to seeing Neville and Anne for lunch
and to see Dorothy later in the week; hopes that
Neville is satisfied with Baldwin's speech [at a
Conservative party conference?] and expresses
her dismay at Cushenden's speech in the House of
Lords 'for our own side to come out with all the
possible objections which will be made, is
disheartening'; thinks it is probably a good thing
that Neville will be away for three months which will
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allow for preparatory work on the programme, and
discusses the reaction of the newspapers,
particularly those owned by [Lord] Beaverbrook;
their delight at the recent cheques from Hoskins,
which have also made a difference to Austen which
might help him to acquire a house in Rutland Gate.
23 November
/661: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville will have a
peaceful channel crossing and that the weather will
be calm for the rest of his sea voyages; looks
forward to seeing him and hopes to find Dorothy
much improved; expresses her sadness that she
will not be able to write to Neville while he is away;
her visit to Stroud to the Amberley Edge Hotel to
act as examiner for the Women's Institute. 6
December
/662: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his postcard from
Marseilles and hopes he will have a smooth
Mediterranean crossing; gives details of the
weather in England, and their activities laying out
the garden with borders, shrubs and trees;
discusses their lunch in London with Austen, Ivy
and Diane and a number of guests who were
staying at the flat; gives news of Ivy's organisation
of the transport of Leonardo da Vinci paintings, Joe
who is on leave from his job, and Lawrence who is
responding well to his new treatment; Austen's
recent meetings with Stanley Baldwin and others to
consider the attitude of the House of Lords to the
Unemployment bill and her apparent frustration at
the inaction of some politicians 'when oh when will
the fiction of the ''strong silent man'' be exploded,
Wilson, Coolidge, - & others nearer home! But the
public is always gullible'; Sends Neville best wishes
for Christmas and the New Year and mentions that
Frank will be arriving to stay with them on Friday.
17 December
/663: from Hilda: Sends Neville best wishes for
Christmas and the New Year and discusses
Frank's short stay with them before his journey to
Scotland; Amy Hutton is visiting for Christmas and
they have been continuing their work laying out
new plants and shrubs in the garden; comments on
the attempted assassination of Lord Irwin [Viceroy
of India] 'the possibility that he might be able to
make some arrangement with native leaders
makes the extremists wild'; gives news of the
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Government's narrow victory over the second
reading of the Coals bill, Lloyd George's attack on
[Sir William] Jowitt, and criticism of the weakness
and inefficiency of the government in the 'Times'.
24 December
/664: from Ida: Gives details of their visit to London
to look at possible houses [to rent] and to go to the
private view of the Italian exhibition of paintings
from Italian public galleries and private collections,
which Ivy Chamberlain had been involved in
organising; their plans to rent 'Maud, Lady Mosley's
flat in Cadogan Gardens. We heard of it through
Dorothy Gough who is a friend & likes her very
much, though she is the mother of the unspeakable
Oswald'; gives a description of the flat which they
intend to take from the beginning of February until
the middle of March, and mentions her plans to
send Marco, the dog, to Mrs Elliott or to kennels;
the resumption of her committee work and sadness
that she is no longer chairman of the Housing or
School Medical Services committees even though
it means she is no longer on the Education Finance
sub-committee which 'was an awful nuisance';
continues her letter on New Year's Day to send
Neville greetings and give details of her Housing
committee business involving passing grants for
more cottages in the Hartley Witney district and
plans to apply to the County Council for permission
to deal altogether with 300 applications for
improvements; mentions the news of the escape of
Lord and Lady Irwin from an assassination attempt
in Delhi, 'altogether India seems to be in a bad
way & concessions only encourage extremists. I
see Gandhi now demands absolute Independence
& the Congress goes out of its way to abuse &
insult the native states'; discusses her favourable
impression of the new County Medical Officer and
mentions that the first meeting of the Public
Assistance committee has been fixed. 31
December/1 January
53 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/665-713

1930 letters

1930

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1930. A
newspaper cutting from 'The Week-end Review, 17
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May 1930, containing an article on the need for a
change in the chairmanship of the Conservative
party is also included.
Dominant themes in these letters are concerns
over the policies of the Labour government, and
unease at Stanley Baldwin's leadership of the
Conservative party, leading to a vote of confidence
in October. Neville's apopintment as Conservative
Party chairman, his role as chair of the Research
committee, and his reforms at Conservative Central
Office are also discussed, as is the debate over
Conservative policy concerning preferences to
British goods within the British Empire, and the
challenge faced by Beaverbrook and Rothermere's
United Empire Party in several by-elections held
during 1930. Other themes include Ida's work on
the County Council Public Health committee
including her efforts to increase grants for maternity
services; her work with the Public Assistance
committee inspecting local Poor Law institutions;
her work on the Rural Workers Housing committee,
and her re-election to the District Council. Hilda's
letters discuss her work as a member of the
Womens' Institute National Federation which
involved visiting Women's Institute groups across
the country; her attendance at meetings of
Women's Institute Consultative Council; and her
involvement in infant welfare schemes. The sisters
describe their holidays in Switzerland in August
and Bandol, France, in December.
/665: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his letter from
Aden and is pleased he is having sunshine and
warm weather; expresses her sadness that her
letter will only reach him when his time in East
Africa has come to an end; gives an account of
their visit to the private view of the Italian exhibition
of paintings in London and the works of art they
saw; discusses their plans to lease Lady Mosley's
flat in Cadogan Gardens; news of Cecily and
Millicent, both of whom they hope to see while they
are in London; their continued work planting and
digging borders in the garden; her recent reading
about women in China in a book by Lady Hone and
hopes to get her earlier book on 'two Chinese
gentlemen'; discusses reports in the 'Daily Mirror' of
a dinner given by Rothermere to the staff of
Northcliffe papers at which Beaverbrook was the
principal guest, where Rothermere apparently
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attacked both the Labour and Conservative parties
for being Socialist; news in the 'Morning Post' that
Baldwin is working on the 'Empire Policy' [relating
to the Empire and free trade] and the proposal by
the Scottish Labour agricultural conference of a 'tax
on imports', suggesting that all parties might be
moving towards a policy on tariffs. 7 January
/666: from Ida: The bad weather in England since
Neville left, and her concern that floods in
'Tanganyka' might prevent him getting to Dar es
Salaam by his planned route; thanks him for his
letter and mentions that they have had letters from
Mr Wood and Miss Robinson to tell them how
Frank is; the windy weather has prevented Hilda
from driving to Winchester, as trees had been
blown down and were blocking the roads; her work
on the Public Health estimates which will be
brought before the Public Health Finance subcommittee and then the Finance standing subcommittee the following week, her concerns that
they will try to cut funding for maternity services,
and her feeling that she is in a strong position as
the increased block grant is intended to provide
increased health services; the success of the first
meeting of the Public Assistance committee, and
her recent inspection of the smallpox hospital at
Winchester with the county medical officer, which
they will need to expand as the hospitals at
Aldershot and Basingstoke are closing. 14 January
/667: from Hilda: Gives an account of Frank's stay
in Odiham, including news of his health and his
activities during his stay including a visit to the
cinema to see 'Bulldog Drummond' with the
Sclaters; the sunny weather and their work in the
garden planting borders; discusses her reading of
Lord Landsdowne's life by Newton and how it views
the problems Joseph Chamberlain had in getting
other people to grasp his essential idea regarding
the Home Rule Bill and Tariff Reform, mentioning
her despair at Garvin ever finishing his biography
of Joseph Chamberlain; they have had a letter from
Frank after he returned to Winchester, and will
forward Anne's letter to him there; describes
hearing the King's speech to the naval conference
on a portable wireless that Elliott, their chauffeur,
had lent them. 20 January
/668: from Ida: Discusses her attendance at the
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meeting of the Finance Standing sub-committee
and the acceptance of her estimates for the Public
Health committee despite not yet knowing the
amount of the Block Grant or how the figures will
relate to the transferred services that the County
Council will now be dealing with; gives details
about other activities including interviewing women
candidates for the post of assistant medical officer
and to deal with the powers of the new Guardians
committees at the meeting of the Public Assistance
committee. 22 January
/669: from Hilda, written from 105 Cadogan
Gardens, London: Thanks Neville for his letter from
Kenya and mentions his interest in the animals and
plants he has seen there; comments that Neville
will have to turn his attention to Conservative
politics when he returns, discussing Stanley
Baldwin's recent speech on protection and Leo
Amery's support for full tariff reform without
excluding food taxes; gives her own thoughts about
Baldwin, 'I do wish we had a ''leader''. If you or
someone can't galvanise him we shall fail, but it
won't be through the successful work of the present
Govt'; goes on to discuss the current state of the
Labour government and her suspicion that [James
Henry] Thomas would like to get rid of [Philip]
Snowden as he cannot find enough money to
commit to their social policies; her work at the
Women's Institute National Federation in trying to
avoid resolutions by the organisation and
statements in their magazine seeming to support
the present government, citing instances relating to
the establishment of a national mark in flour and
proposals to raise the school leaving age, and
remarking that the chairman is keen to exert
influence on whatever party is in power, making it
difficult to remain neutral when 'every social reform
is a party matter'; their attendance at a party given
by Austen and Ivy at the [Royal] Academy at the
exhibition of Italian paintings, and their hopes to
take Frank out to lunch when they are next in
Winchester. 13 February
/670: from Ida, written from 105 Cadogan Gardens,
London: Thanks Neville for his letter from Kenya
and hopes they are enjoying a peaceful voyage
home; wonders whether he is ready to return to
home politics and comments on the difficulties
being faced by the Labour government, with a
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worsening industrial position, including foreign
competition with Lancashire cotton goods, rising
unemployment and speculation about what [Philip]
Snowden can do in his next Budget; her frustration
with Stanley Baldwin in his determination not to
impose food taxes and rumours that Beaverbrook
is to start his own party called the United Empire
Party; her County Council work including the
approval of her public health estimates by the
Finance committee despite cuts being made in
spending on roads, and difficulties in getting
approval for the Rural Workers Housing committee
to pay a small fee to the local surveyors or sanitary
inspectors, instead getting additional money for
grants for improvements to housing; her
satisfaction with the flat they are currently leasing
and their recent social activities including hosting a
dinner party, and dining with Austen and Ivy, and
Mary [Carnegie] as well as frequently attending the
exhibition of Italian paintings; gives news of Frank's
activities in the letters they receive from him. 18
February
/671: from Hilda, written from 105 Cadogan
Gardens, London: Sends Neville greetings for his
imminent return to London and gives details of the
current political environment including the
Government's efforts to get the first part of the Coal
bill through with a narrow majority, Lloyd George's
efforts to keep the Liberals together, and the
differences of opinion within the Conservative party
which are made worse by the head of the Central
Office; discusses continuing unease within the
party about Stanley Baldwin's leadership, the
possible introduction of food taxes and speculation
over the timing of the next election; their activities
in London including a visit to a flower show and
dinner with Austen and Ivy who gave them news
about their new house, holiday at Cap Martin, and
Diane's enjoyment of the London season. 2 March
/672: from Hilda: Sends Neville birthday wishes
and sympathises with him about the bad weather in
Birmingham which he returned from Africa to face;
mentions developments in their garden since they
left for London. 17 March
/673: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville in having
to return to cold and wintry weather from a hot
climate; discusses developments in the garden and
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the arrival of songbirds; describes work on the
Odiham drainage scheme which has caused some
disruption to local roads as well as bad smells from
old pipes; gives details of her discussions with the
County Medical Officer over the question of
tuberculosis in milk and methods used to detect it,
responsibility for which might have to be taken up
by the Public Health committee; discusses the
establishment and structure of the new Guardians
committes for Hampshire and the different
organisation and responsibilities delegated to those
in Surrey; her re-election to the Rural District
Council for Odiham; the death of Lord Balfour and
his obituary in the 'Times', commenting on his
indecision over tariff reform; the probability of the
Labour government's success at the naval
conference despite their problems with rising
unemployment, falling trade returns and the refusal
of the Independent Labour Party to co-operate;
discusses Neville's possible involvement in reform
of Conservative Central Office and the need to
encourage Baldwin to attack the Labour
government and particularly its failure to deal with
unemployment; her efforts to get a woman
inspector or Assistant Education Officer to
supervise education given to girls in senior schools,
since the County Education Officer 'takes so little
interest'. 21 March
/674: from Hilda: Compliments Neville on his plans
for the representatives of the party and in his
involvement in 'bringing in younger men to help in
the formation of a party policy; hopes that
agriculture can be included as part of a
comprehensive scheme which might then attract
the support of the farmers; comments on Neville's
regular meetings with the Committee of Business,
plans to appoint a new Party Chairman, and
tension between Winston [Churchill] and [the
Marquess of] Salisbury over party policy relating to
the British Empire; the possibility of a LiberalLabour alliance, with the two parties working
together on the Coal bill 'if Ramsay [MacDonald]
and Ll[oyd] G[eorge] get together it will sooner or
later mean a split with the I[ndependent] L[abour]
P[arty]; the arrival of a new secretary for the local
Women's Unionist Association, Mrs Hignett, who
has inaugurated a Junior Imperial League branch;
mentions developments in the garden and her visit
to Leamington to advise on the affairs of the
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Warwickshire Federation of the Women's Insitute.
28 March
/675: from Ida: Criticises Stanley Baldwin's
leadership and inability to keep the party together;
discusses her feelings about a Liberal-Labour
alliance which she thinks would bring some
members of the Liberal party over to the
Conservatives; discusses candidates intending to
stand in Winchester and Eastleigh at the next
election which include Dr Lyster, and comments on
the view that younger members of the Party should
not contest safe seats but try to capture seats in
the north; discusses a recent meeting in
Birmingham held in Anne Chamberlain's honour 'it
really is a great tribute when over 4,000 women are
eager to pay 6d just to greet her & it shows what a
hold she has got on their hearts'; her attendance at
the first meeting of the new Guardians committee
to discuss its structure and to appoint subcommittees for the workhouse and district schools;
the impact of the Local Government act in the local
area with her loss of the services on the maternity
sub-committee of the Public Health committee of
the man who held the post of district medical officer
and vaccination officer under the Guardians and is
now to serve the County Council; mentions the
spring flowers and the arrival of her new pullets. 4
April
/676: from Hilda: Praises Neville for the changes he
has been able to make at Conservative central
office since his return, which she thinks is essential
in order to push foward policy and effect good
organisation in the constituencies, and hopes that
the pledge [to support Baldwin's policy of Empire
Ecoomic Unity]has now been accepted; expresses
her relief that Anne has not needed an operation
and hopes she will be able to get some rest; their
activities with Dorothy and Frank during their stay
including a trip to the Mildmay woods to see the
daffodils and to walk home along the canal; gives
details of her recent Women's Institute work
including council meetings and addresses at North
Warnborough and Horndean; the plants and birds
in the garden, and her forthcoming baby welfare
class and pageant rehearsals. 11 April
/677: from Ida: Discusses Beaverbrook's rejection
of the [Empire Economic Unity] pledge and the
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attitudes of newspaper owners in reporting policy
before consulting with politicians; discusses
elements of the recent Budget including the
retention of the McKenna Duties, the 'sacrifice' of
the lace industry to 'Snowden's free trade ideals'
and the impact of new taxation on the sisters;
comments on Neville's fishing holiday, hoping he
will catch soem salmon; discusses her
disatisfaction with Anne's previous doctor who has
also treated Hilda, and hopes that the new doctor
will be better; gives details about the recent
meeting of the Public Assistance committee which
representatives from the new Guardians committee
attended, commenting that everyone seemed
happy to recognise the new conditions; discusses
recent changes in the garden and arrangements for
Neville to visit, when he will also see Hilda Mary
who is visiting without 'Vee' [presumably her
friend]. 17 April
/678: from Ida: Encloses a cutting from the 'Sunday
Times' about the Fulham by-election and continued
speculation about Lloyd George making an alliance
with the Labour party, which would push some
Liberals towards the Conservatives; discusses
Canadian proposals to extend preferences to
British goods and to abandon some duties for
Britain altogether; describes her work in the garden
and their walk from Upton Grey through the spring
countryside, visiting a cottage at South
Warnborough which is being renovated under the
Rural Workers Housing act; discusses potential
locations for their spa treatments during the
summer and discusses the relative benefits of
different types of treatment for rheumatism
including mud baths; mentions Neville's work on a
slum clearance bill. 2 May
/679: from Hilda: Expresses her relief at the result
of the Fulham by-election, the retention of the seat
by the Conservatives despite lack of support from
the Liberals; mentions the forthcoming Nottingham
by-election which is to be fought by the
Conservative candidate 'entirely on the Labour
Govt's record - presumably to the exclusion of our
own programme'; discusses Anne's current poor
health and suggests that she might go to Evian for
a spa cure; goes on to discuss her own health
problems and the pain she suffers when walking;
her forthcoming visit to York to speak at a meeting
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of the Women's Institute Yorkshire Federation
council which is considering proposals to divide the
large county into two or three federations, as the
county council has done; mentions her other
Women's Institute activities including attending the
annual meeting in Blackpool and being received by
a deputation of the Education committee of the
County Council in London to discuss recognition in
the form of grants for women's institute special
teachers in cookery and dressmaking; mentions
the many birds nests in their garden and describes
the damage done to their herbaceous border by the
garden boy. 8 May
/680: from Ida: Expresses her sympathy for Anne's
current distress at the death of Mrs Studd [Anne's
mother]; mentions Hilda's cold which has prevented
her from speaking at a women's institute meeting,
although she still hopes to go to Blackpool; gives
details of her recent committee work at Winchester
including the County Council meeting where her
smallpox accommodation proposal was accepted,
attendance at a meeting of the Education
committee which was discussing the staff of the
Odiham girls school, and visit to two workhouses
with the chairman of the Public Assistance
committee and representatives from the 'Mental
Deficiency' committee, 'Vagrancy' committee and
the County Medical Officer to consider bringing
residents from Whitchurch to the institution at
Kingsclere; comments that visits to workhouses
and institutions is likely to take up a lot of her time
over the next few months; mentions that Aunt Alice,
Austen and Diane are to visit; sympathises with
Neville's current workload but feels it necessary to
have a campaign to promote Empire policy. 15 May
/681: from Hilda: Encloses a cutting from 'The
Week-end Review' [listed at NC18/2/681a]and
discusses the current problems of the Conservative
party in 'struggling with an incapable leader & a
luke-warm party'. 19 May
/681a: cutting from 'The Week-end Review, 17 May
1930, containing an article on the need for a
change in the chairmanship of the Conservative
party.
/682: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's unhappiness
over a recent speech 'with so many speeches to
make every one can't be equally good & when you
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have a difficult one which requires special thought
ahead it is singularly difficult to frame another
speech on quite different lines at the same time';
Baldwin's and Beaverbrook's feelings over getting
the Conservative party to unite over the Empire
policy, and her hope that the changes suggested
by Neville at Central Office will mean that 'one will
soon find evidence of a quite different feeling
running through the constituencies'; comments on
Anne's arrival to stay with the sisters at Odiham
and her concerns for her wellbeing; gives details of
their planned visit to Eastbourne to spend some
time by the sea, as she was unable to go to the
Women's Institute meeting at Blackpool due to her
cold; her election as vice-chairman of the
[Women's Institute] National Federation Executive
Committee which will mean more work in London
and the counties which will offer her responsibilities
after she gives up her role as chairman of the
Hampshire county federation. 22 May
/683: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his continued
interest in her activities and comments on his
thoughts about taking on the post of Conservative
Party Chairman 'I realise that if you take it, it means
a great sacrifice of time & money & also a certain
necessary withdrawal from public speaking...on the
other hand I do feel it is the only thing which will
give the policy we all care for so much any kind of
a chance'; discusses whether taking on the role
would diminish his chances of ever being Party
leader, and wonders what Stanley Baldwin will
make of the proposal. 27 May
/684: from Ida, written from Grand Hotel,
Eastbourne: Gives an account of their journey to
Eastbourne over the South Downs and their walks
to Beachy Head and Willingdon; gives details about
the hotel, which is being used for a conference for
electrical engineers; gives her opinion about Neville
becoming Conservative Party Chairman, which she
thinks would benefit the cause of tariff reform and
the Empire Economic Policy; gives details of her
current work inspecting Poor Law institutions with
the chairman of the Public Assistance committee,
Sam Gurney Dixon representing the 'Mental
Deficiency' committee, the Public Assistance officer
and the County Medical Officer which she finds
interesting but tiring. 29 May
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/685: from Hilda, written from 17 Dean's Yard,
Westminster, London: Sends Neville best wishes
for his fishing holiday and comments on Anne's
holiday at Chateau d'Oex; gives news of Lawrence
[Austen's son] who has new glasses and will have
to have further treatment and an operation to
correct his sight if his health is good enough;
wonders whether Frank might benefit from seeing
the same doctor about his sight in Zurich; mentions
that they are to see Austen's new home at Rutland
Gate and that she has been to a concert of spiritual
songs which she was slightly disappointed by;
discusses whether Stanley Baldwin will accept
Neville as Party Chairman or whether he might 'feel
that he does not want anyone who has such clear
ideas as to policy to be at the head of the office &
that he might be forced to go further & quicker than
he intended'. 6 June
/686: from Ida: Discusses Stanley Baldwin's
reluctance for Neville to take on the post of
Conservative Party Chairman and her feeling that
this might be the best decision as Neville could not
count on his support in the role; comments on the
choice of [William] Bridgeman for the post and her
doubts that he would effect the changes needed,
and the probability that Stanley Baldwin will remain
as leader 'unless he gets the party into such a
hopeless mess that there is no way out';
sympathises with Neville's feeling that he would
prefer the Colonial Office to the post of Party
Chairman; gives details about the success of the
Women's Institute pageant which was held at the
Roman earthworks, using the Norman gateway. 13
June
/687: from Hilda: Discusses the current political
situation and her frustration with Baldwin as party
leader, particularly as the Labour government is
doing badly and if the Conservatives were to
promote a protectionist policy they would greatly
increase their popularity; discusses public opinion
of Baldwin and her opinion that 'the enmity of
Beaverbrook is strengthening S.B's position in the
party I think & weakening him in the country';
repeats her view that if Neville takes the post of
Party Chairman it may save Baldwin and the party
but will not improve his chances of ever becoming
leader. 20 June
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/688: from Ida: Discusses her confused feelings
about Neville's acceptance of the post of
Conservative Party Chairman, after reading
Austen's letter which informed them that he had
advised Neville against it; comments that she feels
Neville had no alternative but to accept, despite
knowing that if he fails in his task 'due to lack of
support or lack of understanding on S[tanley]
B[aldwin]'s part...you will go down with him';
believes his acceptance of the post will inspire
confidence and enthusiasm in the party and
mentions a supportive article in the 'Morning Post'
praising his abilities; discusses articles in the
'Times' suggesting that the referendum on the
Empire Economic Policy should be abandoned in
favour of another pledge and that there should be
no food taxes until after the next election;
expresses her disappointment that Neville's new
post means that he will have to withdraw from
campaigning and public speaking in the country as
she believes he is effective in promoting
protectionist policies, though she is pleased he will
remain chairman of the Research Committee, and
returns to discussing the effects that the new post
will have on his chances of becoming party leader;
hopes that he and Anne might be able to come to
Odiham, and mentions other guests they have had
or are expecting, including Mrs Huxley and Cecily
who is looking better. 24 June
/689: from Hilda: Makes arrangements to see
Neville while she is in London on Women's Institute
committee busines; gives details of her recent
activities including addresses to the Nursing
Association meeting and to two Women's Institute
groups, and a talk on Queen Victoria at which she
also judged a victorian nosegay competition; the
work of their gardener, Harding, clipping the
orchard with a view to making it into a lawn;
discusses Neville's new role as Party Chairman
and the size of the task ahead of him; Austen's
anxiety about the possibility the Labour
government will change their policy and start to
support economic unity of the Empire. 3 July
/690: from Ida: Comments on the current political
situation, the vote of censure against the Labour
government, and the role of the Liberals and Lloyd
George in moving amendments; the loss of [North]
Norfolk to Labour, the view of the 'Times' that this
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was evidence of public opposition to food taxes,
and her opinion that the 'Times' is 'more concerned
to ''down'' Beaverbrook than to push the Empire
policy'; comments on Neville's discussions with
Stanley Baldwin and his work at Central Office;
mentions Austen's views about the current situation
in India, the likelihood that the Viceroy's speech will
not have improved matters, and his attitude
towards the work of the Simon Commission; her
hopes to see Neville while the sisters are in
London; gives details about her current work with
the District Council and Guardians committee at
which she was involved in interviewing couples for
the position of master and matron at the workhouse
under the new structures laid down in the Local
Government act. 11 July
/691: from Hilda: Mentions her hopes to hear the
outcome of Neville's meeting with Beaverbrook;
comments on Anne's departure for her spa
treatment, the effects on Neville being left alone for
the summer, and her hopes that she will make a
full recovery; discusses the current state of their
garden and gives details about their soft fruit
harvest; mentions their weekend with the GurneyDixons and the Burmands, and the forthcoming
visit of Lottie and Fanny; her visit to Bristol for a
meeting of the Women's Institute Consultative
Council where she took the opportunity of a trip to
Bath, giving details of the sightseeing she did there
'looking at the old Roman baths & walking about
the town & identifying the scene of Miss Austen's
novels'. 18 July
/692: from Ida: Discusses her work in Winchester
interviewing dentists and dental nurses and
meeting representatives of the Hampshire
Insurance committee about health lectures;
mentions Hilda's infant welfare party which is taking
place while she is in Winchester; comments on the
outcome of Neville's meeting with Beaverbrook and
speculates about the outcome of Beaverbrook's
meeting with Rothermere and the views of his
newspapers, the 'Daily Mail' and 'Daily Express';
mentions a report in the 'Morning Post' that the
United Empire Party is to run a candidate at the
Bromley by-election and comments on their
prospects; compliments him on bringing the idea of
the possible results of the Imperial conference to
bear on Beaverbrook and thinks that many
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members of the Labour government would like to
see an agreement with the Colonies along the lines
of the Import Boards but wonders whether they
could persuade their colleagues; her relief that Lord
Salisbury was made to give up his proposed new
amendment to the Coal bill; hopes that Neville has
heard from Anne, and gives details about their own
forthcoming holiday to Rheinsfelden, Switzerland;
mentions the forthcoming visit of Mary [Carnegie]
and Fanny Mason for lunch. 25 July
/693: from Ida: Returns an item of correspondence
to Neville, sympathising with him over his difficult
position with Rothermere and criticising Stanley
Baldwin's abilities as leader 'he is hopeless & one
always fears that you will spend all your time &
reputation & energy rolling the stone to the top of
the hill & then having it fall back on you'; hopes he
will not have an attack of gout now that the
parliamentary session has ended, and gives brief
details about her recent committee work. 29 July
/694: from Hilda, written from Grand Hotel des
Salines, Rheinfelden, Switzerland: Gives an
account of their journey via Basel and gives a
description of their hotel, her appointment with the
doctor, and their prescribed courses of treatment;
mentions the high prices in Switzerland and the
location of the resort on the Rhine with a
description of the old town and the new industry
along the banks; discusses Neville's meetings with
Rothermere and his efforts to get both Beaverbrook
and Rothermere to support Conservative policy;
expresses her concern for Neville's gout, and her
depression at the lack of work Garvin has done on
his biography of Joseph Chamberlain. 2 August
/695: from Ida, written from Grand Hotel des
Salines, Rheinfelden, Switzerland: Congratulates
Neville on Conservative success at the Bromley byelection and comments on the support of the
newspaper magnates Beaverbrook and
Rothermere despite Neville's rejection of Esmond
Harmsworth; expresses concern about his gout;
gives details of the thunderstorms and rain they
have had in Switzerland, their daily routine during
their spa treatments, and the benefits they have
observed so far in loss of weight and lower blood
pressure; mentions Hilda's recent letter from Anne
and her slowly improving health, and her own
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reading of the report of the Simon Commission. 7
August
/696: from Hilda, written from Grand Hotel des
Salines, Rheinfelden, Switzerland: Thanks Neville
for his letter from Brussels and discusses her
memories of Bruges and the artworks of Flemish
painters she saw there; discusses the bad weather
and their sightseeing activities including a drive to
Suckingen, describing the scenery; gives details of
their medical results and Ida's lowered blood
pressure as a result of their spa treatments. 14
August
/697: from Ida, written from Grand Hotel des
Salines, Rheinfelden, Switzerland: Thanks Neville
for his letter and comments on his difficulties with
German feather beds and his dislike of the German
food and people, giving her own views about
Germany which she admits were affected by the
fact that she visited during Neville's first year in the
Bahamas 'which cast a terrible blight on my young
existence'; discusses their plans to travel to
Interlaken where they hope the weather will be
better; gives details of their sightseeing activities
consisting of drives into the local countryside
including a trip to the remains of a Roman camp
and town, Augusta Raurica which she describes;
discusses the benefits of their spa treatment
including the lowering of her blood pressure,
despite her feeling that they will not return to this
resort again. 24 August
/698: from Ida, written from Grand Hotel &
Kurhaus, Murren, Switzerland: Discusses Anne's
current ill health, expresses her confidence in the
specialist's opinion that her symptoms are due to
the menopause, and suggests that she give up
political duties for a couple of years until they have
resolved themselves; gives details of their journey
from Rheinfelden to Interlaken in extremely hot
weather and their decision to leave Interlaken and
stay in Murren where the weather would be cooler;
describes the scenery and their views of the Jung
Frau, the Eiger and other mountains, and their
mountain walks; mentions the improvements in her
health and that of Hilda since they have been
away; comments on reports in the newspapers that
the government are to introduce a general tariff on
all imports to try to address unemployment and
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rumours that there might be a Coalition ministry
between Labour and Lloyd George's Liberals. 30
August
/699: from Ida: Expresses her relief that Anne had
a good journey home and has been seen for a
doctor who confirmed that her symptoms are due
to her 'time of life' and that she must rest for the
next couple of years; Hilda's Women's Institute
committee work in London since their return; her
own activities chairing a meeting at North
Warnborough to consider whether to build a village
hall, visiting a Poor Law children's home where she
met one of the former Farnham managers who
discussed the poor organisation of Guardians
committees in Surrey compared to those in
Hampshire; discusses their plans for the garden,
the forthcoming visit of Millicent and Aunt Lina, and
Millicent's poor health; comments on the restuls of
the Bromley by-election and her frustration with
Stanley Baldwin's leadership. 11 September
/700: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for sending them a
grouse; discusses reports from Anne's doctors
about her health and that of Frank, and Anne's
anxiety over these issues; gives details about
Millicent and Aunt Lina who have both been
visiting; discusses the work of Harding, their
gardener in digging borders, and mentions her
continued problems with her knee; discusses
widespread complaints about Stanley Baldwin's
leadership and asks Neville about [Sir Edward]
Ruggles Brise and his work on flour quotas, and
the outcome of the forthcoming Imperial
conference. 18 September
/701: from Ida: The sisters' relief to receive a
telegram about Frank's health and their continued
concern for Anne who has been unwell again;
congratulates Neville on his speech at the Crystal
Palace on the introduction of an interim tariff and
quotas for wheat; sympathises with the difficult
position Neville is in, considering the widespread
disatisfaction with Baldwin as leader, and
speculation in the newspapers over his future;
gives details of Millicent's visit and news about
Cecily's health; mentions her work on the Public
Health Finance committee, her attendance at a
forthcoming conference to discuss a joint drainage
scheme for Hampshire, Surrey and Sussex, and
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her ongoing District Council work which 'does lose
some of its interest now that the c[ounty] c[ouncil]
has taken over so much of its work'; Aunt Lina's
stay, the effects of age on her health, and their visit
to tea with Lilian. 26 September
/702: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on 'having got
rid of the referendum & the second election &
Empire Free Trade as practical politics, all at one
blow!', making a declaration on the subject before
the Labour party; expresses her frustration with
Baldwin, and the view that with another leader the
Conservatives would win a large majority at the
next election; comments on how Baldwin is viewed
by the general public 'there are always a sold mass
of stupid ordinary people for whom the mere fact
that he has been attacked by the press is enough
to make them determined to support him through
thick & thin', and on the need for any direct action
against Baldwin to be taken through MPs and the
Whips; mentions the continued delays in
completion of Garvin's biography of Joseph
Chamberlain 'what reading his speeches on
preference would make now, & how right he would
be shown to have been in all he prophesied'; gives
details of her recent work including a meeting of
the Ladies committee at the District School,
Guardians committee, District Council, and chairing
a meeting at North Warnborough which decided to
appoint a committee to administer the building of a
village hall; thanks Anne for the partridge and
pheasant sent down by Hilda. 10 October
/703: from Hilda: Discusses her pleasure in reading
Stanley Baldwin's 'letter' which she and Ida both
think shows a coherent policy which will unite the
party, and counter criticism 'after all when you have
said that you will get the greatest economic unity
you can & that you are prepared to immediately
consult with the Dominions on the question of the
preferences to be accorded both sides I don't see
how you can go further'; comments on an article
she has read in the 'Week-end Review' on the
wheat quota, and on Neville's forthcoming speech
in Birmingham; asks whether he had difficulty
getting his draft of the policy through the Business
Committee and what Winston [Churchill] thought
about it; mentions their visit to Froyle to see Sir
Harry and Lady Wilson, and wonders whether any
agreement will be decided at the 'conference with
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the Dominions'; comments on her reading of the
report of the Maternal Mortality committee and
expresses her agreement with its
recommendations 'only I don't see where the
money is to come from to pay for a doctor for every
woman expecting a baby & also a higher fee for the
midwife. These things I think must wait for better
times'. 12 October
/704: from Ida: Discusses her annoyance with
Stanley Baldwin's treatment of Neville 'how can he
not only take his policy but his very letter &
speeches wholesale from someone else &
then...deliver them to the party as his own, profit by
the results & not so much as recognise that
anything has been done for him'; comments on
Neville's ability, in taking on the post of Party
Chairman, to secure the adoption of a protectionist
and Imperial Preference policy, and Beaverbrook's
demands for a commitment to food taxes;
considers that there will be less support for
Beaverbrook's Empire Crusade and comments that
she would 'hate appearing to depend in any way on
his support, or to seem to be influenced by press
coverage'; thanks Neville for the report of his
speech in Birmingham and discusses the unease
over tariffs still felt by many in the country; gives a
detailed account of Public Health committee
discussions over the salary to be paid to a new
assistant county medical officer, and their dispute
with the British Medical Association over this issue;
goes on to describe Lady Selborne's behaviour at a
recent meeting of the Maternity sub-committee
which she was attending as a representive for the
County Nursing Association, where she
contradicted the wishes of the Association to ask
for funds to give extra training to midwives;
mentions her continued concern for Anne's health.
24 October
/705: from Hilda: Comments on Stanley Baldwin's
survival as party leader after a vote of confidence
due to the work of Neville in providing him with a
policy which has been accepted by the whole party,
and of Beaverbrook in inciting the public to keep
Baldwin 'if only to prove that the press was not
going to have its way'; discusses Baldwin's speech
to the party and the size of the vote for him;
expresses her relief that the vote is over and hopes
that the party can now concentrate on challenging
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the Labour government; her approval of Neville's
decision to move an amendment to the address
and her disgust that the Labour government has
rejected the Unemployment Insurance
commission's report before it was received 'I can't
think why they have not accepted the Ll[oyd]
G[eorge] programme for unemployment...I should
have thought it was worth their while to buy Liberal
support'; describes her recent work in the garden,
planting and moving shrubs. 31 October
/706: from Ida: Expresses her concern that Neville
is suffering from influenza and has had to give up
his weekend shooting, and tries to persuade him to
go abroad with her and Hilda in December;
congratulates him on his recent speech and
comments on the apparent prejudice of writers on
the 'Times' against him 'is it that they loathe
Rothermere & Beaverbrook & think you might
receive their support if you were put up against
S[tanley] B[aldwin]. If so they ought to know you
better, but I shouldn't be surprised if there were
some jealousy somewhere'; discusses the Shipley
by-election and her hopes that the Conservatives
will reduce the Labour majority, the favourable
results of the Municipal elections for the
Conservatives and her feeling that the government
cannot continue much longer; speculates as to
whether the call for an election will be delayed until
after the 'Indian conference', and compares the
current instability in Britain with the situation in
America and the difficulties of the President,
Herbert Hoover; gives details of her recent
activities including her lunch with Mrs Hignett, the
secretary of the local Women's Unionist
Association, to discuss starting a Boys' Club, the
need to provide facilities for the group to meet, the
possibility of approaching the British Legion to
share premises, and her plans to meet Sir Anthony
Mildmay to discuss the situation; comments on
Anne's continued ill health, news of the death of
Mrs Lansdowne Beale and its effect on Aunt Alice
who is unable to come to stay at Odiham because
of changes in her domestic staff; Hilda's plans to
visit Aunt Alice while on Women's Institute
committee work. 7 November
/707: from Hilda: Expresses her delight at receiving
another payment from Hoskins; her visit to Devon
by train to Exeter, where she was met by Lady
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Clinton who drove her to Bicton; gives a brief
description of the house and estate, and comments
on how popular she was with the Women's Institute
group they addressed 'she mentioned Papa when
she spoke of me & it was gratifying to hear the loud
applause which was quite instantaneous & I really
thought most of them would have forgotten him';
goes on to describe Lady Clinton's activities which
include visiting and speaking at seventy Women's
Institutes each year as well as being Chief
Commissioner of the Girl Guides of Devon, and
serving on Unionist organisations and County
Nursing Associations; comments on the size of her
estate in Devon, and her shooting parties in
Scotland 'how do such people live!'. 14 November
/708: from Ida: Expresses her disappointment that
Anne is unable to visit Odiham but is pleased that
she was able to visit Winchester to see Frank'
discusses Neville's plans to send Frank to
Cambridge in preference to Oxford; gives details of
her current health and her lower blood pressure,
Hilda's problems with her knee and her use of a
crepe bandage which has enabled her to walk
without pain; her hopes that they might not need to
take a spa treatment holiday next year; gives an
account of recent developments at the Public
Health committee concerning the appointment of
an assistant county medical officer to serve the
County Council and to have leave of absence to
serve Rural District Councils if necessary; Sir
Anthony Mildmay's offer of a 'site in the chalk pit' to
the British Legion; gives her thoughts about the
survival of the Labour government, the hopes of
some members to introduce an eight hour day for
domestic servants, and plans to alleviate
unemployment by 'putting large numbers of totally
unqualified men into the most depressed industry
they can find, agriculture'; goes on to discuss
Neville's recent meetings [with James Henry
Scullin, Leader of the Australian Federal Labour
Party, and Richard Bedford Bennett, Leader of the
Canadian Conservative Party] to discuss how
wheat taxes would affect the Dominions; their plans
to visit Aunt Alice when Hilda travels to Shrewsbury
to attend a Women's Institute meeting. 21
November
/709: from Hilda, written from Longden Manor,
Shrewsbury: Discusses her approval of Neville's
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informal meetings with MPs [as Party Chairman]
and his personal attention towards newer members
'they have an enormous respect & many of them a
great admiration for you & that would be confirmed
by any ''kind word'' you can say'; she is pleased he
wrote to Baldwin and Winston Churchill and hopes
he may 'find occasions to speak to others when
they do well'; asks about Beaverbrook's current
stance towards Baldwin, and is critical of Baldwin's
skills as a speaker; speculates as to Lloyd
George's intentions and asks Neville what he thinks
about proportional representation. [23 November]

/710: from Ida: Asks about the outcome of Neville's
meeting with [John] Simon [leader of the Liberal
MPs opposed to Lloyd George] and comments on
Lloyd George's illness and inability to attend the
meeting of Liberal candidates; discusses possible
solutions to the current economic crisis including a
national government; gives details of her recent
activities including a Public Assistance committee
meeting, Christmas shopping in London with Hilda,
and arranging their journey to Avignon; discusses
the recent meeting of the Rural Workers Housing
sub-committee to consider new applications, and
comments that they have now given grants for 230
houses and have money for 300 in total, though
doubts they will get any more from the County
Council 'in these days of financial stringency'; her
visit with Hilda to Winchester to a meeting of
representatives of the Voluntary Hospitals of
Hampshire to discuss the inclusion of nursing and
hospital provision in a contributory scheme. 5
December
/711: from Hilda: Gives Neville contact details in
Avignon and gives her impressions of Anne's state
of health when she saw her recently; mentions
Miss Fowler's involvement in a motor accident in
the fog; discusses the organisation of the
Conservative party, citing points made by Lady
Worsley-Taylor, a member of the National
Federation of the Women's Institute, who has been
doing some work for the party, and Ida's recent
experience at a party meeting when the agent did
not promote party policy after attacking the Labour
government; goes on to discuss Lloyd George's
apparent success in uniting the Liberals and his
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support of the Trades Disputes bill. 12 December
/712: from Ida, written from Hotel Crillon, Avignon,
France: Gives an account of their journey from
Odiham via Paris and Dijon and describes their
hotel and the weather; gives details of their
activities including a visit to the Palais des Papes
and the old bridge, and their drives to Vaucluse
and Arles, describing the landscape and vegetation
and the effects of the mistral wind; their plans to
visit Villeneuve on the other side of the Rhone, and
Nimes, and their intention to move on to the coast
between Marseilles and Toulon; sends Neville and
his family Christmas greetings. 21 December
/713: from Hilda, written from Grand Hotel Bandol,
France: Gives an account of their journey from
Avignon including their visit to Villeneuve les
Avignons where they saw a 15th century ivory
carving, and their visit to Nimes, Aigues Mortes,
and Aix; gives a description of their current location
by the sea and their local walks in the sunshine to
look for flowers; discusses plans for their visit to
Neville and his family. 27 December
50 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/714-763

1931 letters

1931

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1931.
These letters provide evidence of the political
instability that affected the country during 1931,
beginning with the problems faced by the Labour
government; the wavering of support for Stanley
Baldwin within his own party and Neville's
resignation as Party Chairman; the initial threat
posed by Oswald Mosley's New Party before its
electoral failure; the international economic crisis
leading to the formation of a National Government
under Ramsay MacDonald; rising unemployment
and Britain's abandonment of the Gold Standard;
the General Election in October, and Neville's
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer. Ida's
letters discuss her involvement in a number of
County Council committees including the Public
Health committee which was proposing to take
over Poor Law maternity cases; the Education
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committee; and the Public Assistance committee
which was working on plans to use the District
Schools as workhouse accommodation for less ill
patients, and to provide accommodation for 'poor
law' children in scattered cottage homes. Other
letters give details of her District Council work.
Hilda's letters focus on her work for the County
Nursing Association, but also mention her failure to
be re-elected as Vice Chairman of the National
Federation of the Women's Institute. There are
detailed descriptions of her negotiations to revise
Hospital Contributory schemes to include provision
for district nursing by allocating part of each
subscriber's contribution to nursing associations.
Both sisters mention the construction of the
aerodrome at Odiham, and give details of their
holiday in Cornwall in April, and in the Italian Tyrol
with their niece, Hilda Mary Richards, in August
/714: from Hilda: Expresses her enjoyment of the
sisters' stay with Neville and his family, and
discusses the developments in Dorothy's piano
playing and Frank's school career; gives details of
her activities in London including her visit to
Margaret Sichel and several committee meetings;
the work of their gardener, Harding, in digging the
kitchen garden; news from Mary and Willie
[Carnegie] about the health of Jocosa Swinley, and
their plans to have Austen and Diane to stay with
them in Odiham; gives details of Cecily's current
state of health and her forthcoming visit to Majorca
with Agnes Grey and perhaps Ernest. 16 January
/715: from Ida: Discusses the difficulties faced by
the Labour government and speculation that an
election is imminent; comments on the slim
likelihood of an electoral reform bill being passed
and the likely frustration of the Liberals in having
kept the government in power through their support
but having gained no benefits for their party;
comments on the problems faced by [John] Simon
in getting Liberal members to support the Trades
Disputes Act and the likely humiliation of [Sir
Charles Philip] Trevelyan [President of the Board of
Education] and Ramsay MacDonald [due to the
defeat of the Education bill]; her concern for
Frank's current health which has prevented him
from rowing; discusses her recent activities
including her attendance at the Women's Institute
annual meeting to which she wore fancy dress in
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the form of a Dalmatian costume bought at
Ragusa, the forthcoming Public Health committee
and Finance standing sub-committee to consider
estimates, and a meeting of the Education
committee to interview and appoint dental
hygienists for school work; considers whether she
will get the estimates passed by the committee,
particularly those relating to the Babies Home;
mentions Austen and Diane's forthcoming visit to
Odiham while Ivy is away, and Hilda's current work
with infant welfare, school dinners and district
nursing 'I don't know how Odiham would get on
without her'. 23 January
/716: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's recent speech
[for the opposition on the Trades Disputes Bill] from
reading newspaper coverage of it, and comments
on Churchill's performance, the publication of
letters between Baldwin and Churchill [over India],
and his decision to leave the Business Committee 'I
should think you would be able to do twice as much
work without him & raise half the opposition';
discusses Lloyd George's tactics and speculates
how much longer the Labour government can
survive; mentions that Lio[nel] Richards is coming
to stay, with Evelyn, and Ida's success in getting
the estimates [for the Public Health committee]
through committees. 30 January
/717: from Ida: Mentions her hopes that Neville
might make a visit to Odiham, and the current cold,
dull weather; makes several suggestions for books
Neville might like [for his birthday?]; discusses
recent humiliations suffered by the Empire Crusade
at Islington [during the by election campaign] 'it
looks as if any real danger from them is over & I
should think that Beaverbrook will soon get tired of
going to meetings where half the audience are
opposed to him - but oh me! if only we had a
decent leader!'; expresses her frustration with
Stanley Baldwin and with the Liberals for
continuing to keep the Labour government in
power; gives details of her recent Women's
Institute, Guardians Committee and District Council
work, and her success in getting the Public Health
committee estimates and recommendation that the
County Council authorise further spending for Rural
Workers Housing passed without opposition;
mentions the probability that the act will not be
continued while the Labour government remain in
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office and her view that the Rural District Councils
are missing their opportunities to benefit from it;
mentions the construction work going on at the
aerodrome, which she thinks is for permanent
buildings. 6 February
/718-719: from Hilda: Discusses the current
political instability, the weakness of the Labour
government, and the divisions amongst the Liberal
party which have affected progress on electoral
reform; comments on Lloyd George's tactics 'he
and Mosley seem to be drawing together. I should
think they easily might as both rely entirely on
words & vague ideas of a grandiloquent nature with
no practical constructive policy. One can't help
feeling they would be a very dangerous coalition,
for they can rouse enthusiasm & the enthusiasm of
the absolutely ignorant who are painfully in the
majority in the constituencies'; discusses her
feeling that the government cannot survive much
longer and that some kind of coalition is inevitable;
mentions unease amongst Labour MPs about
conditions in Soviet timber camps, and
Beaverbrook's likely disappointment in his Empire
Crusade candidate for the Islington East by
election; news that Sir [James] Rennell Rodd is to
continue [as MP for Marylebone] and the need for
Unionist associations in other London
constituencies to 'see that the candidate is chosen
by a representative body & not kept in the hands of
a few lazy men who simply want a rich man who
will give no trouble'; gives details about her recent
[Women's Institute] committee work in London and
the New Forest, where she stayed with Lottie, and
Dorothy Gough's forthcoming visit to Odiham. 13
February
/720: from Ida: Discusses the result of the Islington
East by election and her disgust that so many
people voted for [Alfred Cecil] Critchley, the Empire
Crusade candidate; gives her view that fewer
people will vote for Empire Crusade candidates in a
general election but that Beaverbrook's actions
have made it harder to get rid of Stanley Baldwin
but also to win the election with him as a leader;
discusses her concerns about Soviet Russia
building up its army when other nations are
reducing armaments, and Austen's worry that
Russia will attack Romania 'it is a terrible prospect
of after living for years under the menace of war
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with Germany we should now have to face another
period when we should live under a menace even
more terrible'; their plans to have a tea party, and
their work planting bulbs; gives brief details of
Dorothy Gough's visit. 20 February
/721: from Hilda: Praises Neville for his strength in
taking on responsibilities for the party while having
to work with Stanley Baldwin, and discusses the
difficulties in finding a successor to stand against
him 'I am really beginning to think with you that with
a Conservative party it might be the best thing to
have Hailsham although he is in the Lords, with
A[rthur] N[eville] C[hamberlain] to lead the
Commons'; goes on to discuss the increasing
weakness of the Labour government and the
tensions between different factions of the Liberal
party, the probability that the government will have
to abandon the Trades Disputes bill as well as the
Education bill, their defeat in standing committee
on the Marketing bill, and the likely failure of the
Land Utilisation bill; mentions the Ottawa
Conference which is to take place in August and
her doubts that the government can survive until
then; mentions discussions between Neville and
'David' about the possibility of the party funding the
establishment of an evening paper, and her delight
that Anne is to give a dance for Dorothy which she
hopes Dorothy will enjoy; gives news about her
involvement in a Women's Institute training course
for presidents, taken by Mrs Watt, who brought a
friend with her to stay at Odiham, who was
'obviously an ardent suffragist & who was busily
engaged in trying to start institutes in Ceylon [Sri
Lanka]'. 27 February
/722: from Ida: Expresses her outrage that Stanley
Baldwin has reversed his decision to resign after
losing the confidence of the party, after being
influenced by the opinion of 'one personal friend'
[Willie Bridgeman], and her hopes that party
members will put party loyalty before loyalty to their
leader, since it is unlikely they can win an election
with Baldwin; expresses her concern for Neville's
reputation and career prospects in being
associated with Baldwin, and wonders whether he
should resign the post of Party Chairman. 4 March
/723: from Ida: Comments on the support for
Stanley Baldwin in the 'Times' and a report in the
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'Daily Mail' on the terms of the agreement between
the Viceroy of India and [Mohandas 'Mahatma']
Gandhi which it claims constitutes a surrender [by
Britain] 'I suppose really everything now depends
on how far Gandhi is able to implement his
promises & whether Congress will really take part
in the Conference with the intention of helping not
wrecking the scheme for the new constitution';
discusses recent developments at the County
Council when more money was allocated to
scheme running under the terms of the Rural
Workers Housing act, and it was decided to urge
the County Councils Association 'to approach the
government with a view to getting the act extended
for a further period', though she is sceptical of the
outcome, even supposing the Labour government
remains in power; comments on discussions
between the Housing sub-committee and
representatives of the Rural District Councils on the
1930 Housing act, at which the Rural Workers
Housing act was praised for its 'economical and
staisfactory method of dealing with unsanitary &
dilapidated cottages', and on further discussions
concerning co-operation with the County Council
by seeking advice from the County Architects
Department for building schemes; mentions her reelection and gives details about Sir Stuart Fraser's
Labour opponent. 6 March
/724: from Ida: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and expresses her wish that this time next year he
might be in office without Baldwin as leader;
comments on Neville's resignation as Party
Chairman and wonders whether he should also
resign from the Business Committee. 17 March
/725: from Ida: Mentions her recent visit to the
District Schools with the chairman of the Public
Assistance committee and the County Architect to
consider whether it could be used as an infirmary
for the Aldershot patients new at Farnham;
congratulates Neville on the Conservative victory at
the Westminster St George's by election and
wonders whether the abstentions were due to
dislike of Stanley Baldwin or Beaverbrook's
candidate [for the Empire Crusade]; discusses
Neville's resignation as Party Chairman and asks
about Baldwin's response to it, whether he has
thanked Neville for his work, and whether he
intends to continue as leader; goes on to discuss
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negotiations between the Labour party and the
Liberals and the news that the government plan to
extend the Rural Workers Housing act for five
years which she sees as a triumph for Neville;
gives details of the plans to use the District Schools
as workhouse accommodation for less ill patients,
accommodate people with serious conditions at
Winchfield and board out the children and place the
rest in scattered homes 'with perhaps a training
home for the older boys & girls to fit them for going
out'; the forthcoming visit of the Eustace Hills, and
Frank's trip to the coast for Easter with other boys
from his school. 21 March
/726: from Hilda: Discusses arrangements for Anne
and Dorothy to come to Odiham after visiting Lilian;
analyses Stanley Baldwin's response to Neville's
resignation and his failure to appreciate his hard
work for the party; hopes that Neville and his
colleagues will refuse to accept Baldwin's new
campaign policies and expresses her frustration
that Baldwin might prevent a large Conservative
majority at the next election; gives an account of
the annual [Women's Institute] Council meeting at
Winchester including an address by the new
County Medical Officer Dr Crook[?] and an
exhibition of National Mark flour cooking as part of
a competition suggested by the Agricultural
Ministry to popularise the use of English flour; gives
details of a recent Nursing [Association] committee
meeting where she had to negotiate with Lady
Selborne over the issue of the reduction of
affiliation fees; looks forward to seeing Neville on
his return from Scotland. 27 March
/727: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on having
reached an agreement with Beaverbrook [relating
to Conservative agricultural policy] and having left
the post of Party Chairman in triumph; the effects
on Beaverbrook of his Empire Crusade party's
defeat at Westminster St Georges and the
impossibility of Neville remaining as Party
Chairman while Baldwin is leader; comments on
Baldwin's distrust and dislike of [Robert] Topping
[Conservative chief agent] and her satisfaction that
both Neville and Austen took the opportunity to tell
Baldwin how they felt about him; comments on
Baldwin's request for Neville to lead the opposition
against the Labour government's Budget;
discusses the recent weather and Amy Hutton's
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visit, giving news of Millie's family; gives details
about a new member of her Public Health
committee representing Winchester who was
reluctant to serve on the Maternity sub-committee
'because he represented ''the opposition''...it will be
interesting to see whether as a result he learns to
appreciate better our point of view'; discusses
Hilda's negotiations with Harding, their gardener,
about the care of their greenhouse plants. 2 April
/728: from Ida: Comments on the failure of the
Liberals to organise opposition to the Labour
government after their own failure to present a 'new
& active policy in regard to unemployment' and her
frustration that the government will not call a
general election 'they must feel that it...would be to
commit political suicide'; asks Neville for his opinion
on the debate and comments on unfavourable
reports in the newspapers on Baldwin's speech;
expresses her disapproval of Lloyd George's
comments comparing the actions of the Liberals in
keeping the Labour government in power with
those of the Liberal Unionists in 1886, and
mentions Conservative success at the Woolwich by
election in reducing the Labour majority; discusses
her happiness at being able to spend time with
Dorothy and Frank 'now that they are growing up
they talk a little more & one feels there is more
chance of getting to know something about them'.
17 April
/729: from Hilda, written from The Fowey Hotel,
Fowey, Cornwall: Gives an account of their journey
via the New Forest where they had tea with Lottie
and Mary, and an overnight stay in Dorchester;
describes their visit to Maiden Castle and Exeter
and the position of their hotel overlooking the bay;
thanks Neville for his gift of an azalea and
comments on praise he has received for his
speech in the House, the extension of the Rural
[Workers] Housing bill and [Arthur] Greenwood's
speech [Minister of Health]; comments on the
TUC's announcement of a plan for dealing with
unemployment insurance which she thinks must
make the government's position more difficult since
Ramsay MacDonald and Margaret Bondfield
[Minister of Labour] have spoken in favour of
contributory insurance; mentions their plans to
travel to St Ives for the rest of their holiday. 24 April
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/730: from Hilda: Gives details of the poor weather
they experienced during the rest of their holiday in
Cornwall and Ida's ill health which has meant they
have had to postpone the visit of the Endicotts to
Odiham; congratulates Neville on his recent
speeches including one on the Budget; comments
on the Conservative victory in the [Ashton-underLyne] by-election and the failure of Oswald
Mosley's New Party to win the seat 'how cross the
Labour party must be with Mosley & Co. Their
ridiculous vote lost them the election apparently,
but I rather doubt whether it really did, or whether
the greater number of his votes were not people
who know nothing of politics & just voted because it
was something new'; gives details about their
recent social engagement with the Arthur
Chamberlains [cousin] including Helen's praise of
Dorothy. 1 May
/731: from Ida: Discusses her recent; hopes to hear
news of Cecily from Neville, particularly whether
she is back from Majorca or Algiers and whether
her health has improved; gives details of her recent
committee work in Winchester including attending a
meeting of the Winchester Guardians committee to
explain the proposals of the County Medical Officer
for the use of maternity wards in Poor Law
institutions, involving the Public Health committee
taking over all Poor Law maternity cases, and her
suspicions that some of the questioning she
received from Labour members of the Winchester
and Eastleigh Guardians committee were politically
motivated and that they wanted to object to the
County Council about the proposals; mentions that
she is scheduled to give an address to the
Women's Unionist Association and plans to speak
on the 'four points of the Conservative programme',
wondering whether Neville might be able to send
her some pamphlets from Central Office or a copy
of a report on one of his speeches on the subject;
thanks Neville's friend Mr Wood for his gift of a
salmon, mentions the growth of the cherry trees in
their garden, and expresses her pleasure at the
result of the Scarborough by election. 8 May
/732: from Ida: Thanks Neville for the pamphlets
and cuttings he has sent via Hilda for her address
to the Women's Unionist Association and
expresses her anxiety about public speaking;
discusses contradictory forecasts she has heard
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about the Royal Commission report on
Unemployment Insurance and expresses her
frustration with Stanley Baldwin; mentions her work
on the building committee for the North
Warnborough village hall and the sisters'
forthcoming visit to Wales; mentions the spring
flowers in the garden, the forthcoming visit of
Austen, Diane and Peta to Odiham, and a recent
surprise visit they received from Joe [Austen's son]
who was billeted with his battalion at a barn at
Dogmersfield Park, and who told them 'all about his
American experiences'; she has decided to give up
the chairmanship of the Public Health Finance subcommittee and discusses her reasons for this. 15
May
/733: from Hilda, written from Bryntirion, Bontddu,
Dolgelly, Wales: Congratulates Neville on his
recent speech in the House of Commons [on the
Finance bill], and on his radio broadcast which she
was able to hear on a wireless with Mary
[Carnegie] 'it was really a very wonderful thing to
hear your voice so clearly & to think of all the
people who were sitting round their fires listening to
you; mentions the narrow defeat of the
Conservatives at the Lancashire by election which
she thinks must make the Labour government
more reluctant to call a general election; comments
on the behaviour of the Liberals in continuing to
support the government; gives a brief account of
their journey to Wales in the rain, and the better
conditions they have had since their arrival,
enabling them to walk in the garden; discusses her
failure to be re-elected as vice chairman of the
National Federation of the Women's Institute
instead of Miss Hadow, and gives details of the
annual meeting [of the Women's Institute] at the
[Royal] Albert Hall and her other Women's Institute
and County Nursing Association activities; gives
news of Aunt Alice and Cecily. 23 May
/734: from Ida: Hopes Neville has had a relaxing
holiday and gives details about the weather they
experienced in Wales and on their journey home;
expresses her annoyance at the decision not to reelect Hilda as vice chairman of the Women's
Institute National Federation, blaming both Miss
Hadow for giving up the position and then
returning, and Lady Denman who she thinks would
rather not work with Hilda as 'they frequently look
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at things very differently'; comments on Hilda's
future involvement in the Women's Institute 'she is
rather old now to take up entirely new work & yet
she is by no means ready to retire. If only Lady
Selborne would retire from the County Nursing
Association these might be a good opening for
some very useful work there, but it is hopeless
under present conditions'; goes on to discuss
Austen's attitude towards Neville'a abilities and
capacity to lead the party 'he recognises that he
has lost all chance of it himself & he feels as we do
that it is a bit too much that S[tanley] B[aldwin]
should profit by all your ability - & at the same time
prevent you from reaping the reward for it';
wonders whethe the Conservatives can win the
general election with Stanley Baldwin or whether
'even a full blooded policy of tariff reform & Imperial
Preference will be too late to save us'; asks Neville
for advice about ringing fruit trees. 29 May
/735: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's decision not
to accept the sisters' offer to give a car to Dorothy
and Frank, understanding that he is reluctant to
increase his annual expenditure but commenting
that 'it is hard for the young not to have the same
things that all their contemporaries have, &
particularly so where they are presumably better off
than so many others...however...one has to learn
that one can't expect even at the great age of 20 to
order one's life entirely without regard to one's
elders'; comments on the publication of the Royal
Commission's report on Unemployment Insurance
which 'takes the two main points of your
suggestions, namely increase of contributions,
decrease of benefit, a time limit to the benefit', and
on the opposition of the TUC and left wing of the
Labour party to the recommendations; wonders
how the Labour government will react and whether
the Liberals will continue to support them;
congratulates Neville on his speech on the
'guillotine' [resolution]; mentions developments in
the garden and Aunt Lina's request to be taken to
the Aldershot Tattoo which they are reluctant to
carry out on the grounds of her age and ill health. 5
June
/736: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on the narrow
defeat of the Conservatives at the Gateshead by
election and wonders whether the Labour party
won the seat due to the report of the
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Unemployment Insurance commission since their
candidate promised to vote against increases in
contribution or reduction of benefit; wonders
whether the Labour government will fight the
general election 'on the lines that a Conservative
Govt will reduce your dole' and considers whether
most Labour supporters might want an end to the
current situation; discusses whether a compromise
will be reached on the Liberal amendment to the
Land Tax bill and mentions the exemptions the
Labour government have made to 'their friends'
with regard to hospitals, playing fields, allotment
holders, co-operative societies and friendly
societies; gives details of her recent committee
work in Winchester including a discussion with the
County Medical Officer and Public Assistance
Officer on health centres and the future treatment
of 'Poor Law children' in the county, and whether to
house them in grouped or scattered cottage homes
if the Poor Law school at Crondall is converted to
an infirmary for Aldershot, stating her preference
for scattered homes and setting out her argument
for this; comments on the recent bad weather
which affected the fete and sale of work in North
Warnborough in aid of the proposed village hall,
and on Anne's decision to have another medical
examination under anaesthesia. 11 June
/737: from Hilda, written from Crown Point,
Norwich: Comments on the poor weather
conditions which have affected Neville's holiday, on
the conversations the opposition have had recently
with the Labour government, and on the
international financial situation 'the money position
in Germany looks very bad & I suppose such a
position is bound to further depress trade in every
other country, yet both France & Germany seem as
difficult as it is possible to be over taking any way
out'; gives an account of Ida's success in
persuading the sub-committee to decide in favour
of scattered cottage homes for 'Poor Law children';
goes on to give details of her activities in Norwich
attending a [Women's Institute] Consultative
Council meeting and being given accommodation
by Mrs Colman along with other members,
including a description of the house they are
staying in, with its paintings, china and garden;
Ivy's forthcoming visit and recent ill health, and
plans to visit Neville and his family in Scotland over
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the summer. 16 June
/738: from Hilda: Gives details of Hilda Mary's
recent fibroid operation performed at a nursing
home in London, Hilda Mary's anxiety about it, and
the sisters' decision to take her to convalesce in the
Tyrol as she cannot return to work for three months
and wants to train for her 'C.M.B' in the autumn;
comments on Anne's current ill health and wonders
whether it might be due to the same cause;
discusses the recent bad weather and their
concerns that it would affect the Women's Institute
garden party; mentions the forthcoming visit of the
Elins and the Vaughan Williams; comments on
newspaper reports of Neville's speeches on the
'four point programme' of the Conservative party;
goes on to discuss the collapse of the Liberal party
[over the Land Tax amendment] and the Labour
government's appointment of a third commission
on Unemployment. 19 June
/739: from Ida: Gives an account of the activities
she and Hilda have enjoyed during a recent sunny
day including work in the garden and walking the
dog; mentions newspaper reports on [Philip]
Snowden's [Labour Chancellor] treatment of the
Liberals which cannot have 'improved the chances
of the Govt staying in'; comments on Neville's
suggestions of classes for the Unemployment
Insurance Scheme which she thinks would help in
cases involving agricultural labourers or domestic
servants and would emphasise 'the fact that
benefits received did have some relation to
contributions'; discusses government plans to bring
in another bill to deal with rural housing based on
figures received from Rural District Councils that
suggest not enough progress is being made and
compares these to the situation in Hampshire;
mentions her current work for the Public Health
committee which has been delayed by the illness of
the County Medical Officer; their plans to go to
dinner with the Weirs and meet Christopher Turner,
and Hilda Mary's recovery from her operation. 27
June
/740: from Hilda: Discusses plans for the sisters to
spend part of their holiday in Scotland with Neville's
family and is pleased he is having a short holiday in
Dorset, as proposed by Stanley Baldwin after
Neville's recent work opposing the Finance bill;
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comments on the collapse of the Liberals over this
issue and the exposure of the Labour government
over the Budget, and wonders whether the Hoover
deal will stimulate trade in America; asks about
Neville's work on Conservative policy relating to
Unemployment Insurance; gives details of her
recent activities including relaxing in the garden,
describing the flowers, shrubs and fruit trees there,
and her meeting with the secretary and chairman of
the Berkshire County Nursing Association in the
hope of getting them to join an attack on Reading
hospital to get them [Hampshire County Nursing
Association?] to be included in the hospital
collection scheme, with the outcome that a
conference might be organised in the autumn
including Oxfordshire nursing association
representatives. 3 July
/741: from Ida: Expresses her approval of Neville
spending time at Moor Lane [Briantspuddle,
Dorset] instead of in the House of Commons,
sends her greetings to Cecily and asks for news of
Millicent; mentions the recent ill health of Austen's
daughter, Diane, and his wife, Ivy, who is now
unable to travel to France for a spa treatment;
discusses Neville's news about 'the Goat' [Lloyd
George] who has had secret meetings with
members of the Conservative opposition, and
comments on reports in the 'Times' praising
Neville's work with Finance committees in 'fighting
the Land Valuation bill'; goes on to discuss the
terms of the new Housing bill and questions the
amount of homes apparently required for
agricultural workers 'apparently the M[inistry] of
H[ealth] Poor Law inspectors have been instructed
when visiting casual wards to investigate also
housing conditions of rural workers, but they have
only started this work quite recently, if they are
supplying figures they must be largely incomplete &
speculative'; gives her opinion that the houses in
Hampshire that are not habitable can be dealt with
under the Rural Workers Housing act; describes
the current state of the garden, and mentions that
Mary [Carnegie] and Aunt Lina and Freda are
coming to stay; expresses her concern about the
worsening illness of Dr Crook, the County Medical
Officer and hopes that he will recover. 10 July
/742: from Ida, written from Moor Lane House,
Briantspuddle, Dorset: Explains that the sisters
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have come to Dorset so that Hilda can address
Cecily's Women's Institute group, after first making
a trip to Winchester for Hilda to see the secretary of
the Southampton hospital about the District
Nursing Association, and for Ida to attend county
council committees; describes her drive through
the New Forest, gives details of Cecily's current
state of health, and mentions plans for Ernest to
take the sisters to see his milk factory and poultry
before they return home; goes on to discuss the
current political situation including the possibility of
a national government 'how can we reconcile such
opposing points of view, & to attempt to carry out
portions only of our policy, amended to suit the
socialist and liberal parties' views would of course
remove any chance of its being successful. On the
other hand a Lib-Lab coalition which would give the
present people an extended lease of life fills me
with dismay'; expresses her hopes that a
Conservative government would not be voted in at
the time of a more severe economic crash and
hopes that Neville can find a way of enjoying his
holiday despite the current anxieties; gives details
about repair work needed in their house and
garden, and the failure of their peach and grape
crop. 24 July
/743: from Hilda: Hopes Neville will be able to enjoy
his holiday in Scotland without thinking of politics;
makes a brief comment on the report of the
Economy committee which she compares
favourably with the 'minority report' of the Labour
party but supposes the government will reject its
recommendations; goes on to comment on Lloyd
George's illness which has prevented him from
taking an active role in discussions with the
Conservatives; gives details of her recent activities
including a baby welfare party held in the sisters'
garden, their country drives with Madge Ray to
Kingsclere and Burghclere, and their work in he
garden; mentions their plans to travel to the Italian
Tyrol the following week. 1 August
/744: from Ida, written from Hotel Laterna, Bolzano,
Italy: Gives an account of the delays to their
journey at Innsbruck, caused by the 'German crisis'
[the closure of German banks in July 1931], during
which they explored the town and saw the official
coach waiting to take Heinrich Bruning [German
Chancellor] to Rome; describes their hotel in
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Bolzano, the local scenery and the thunderstorm
they experienced; their plans to travel on to San
Martino di Castrozza and Cortina; arrangements to
travel to Scotland to stay with Neville's family, and
Austen's holiday plans. 8 August
/745: from Ida: from Ida, written from Hotel
Cristallo, Cortina d'Amprezzo, Italy: Discusses
news from Neville about the economic crisis in
England, which they have not been able to read
about while in Italy; expresses her disappointment
that Neville's holiday should be disturbed but
reflects on the benefits of the crisis happening
while the Labour party are in power; voices her
suspicions that the government will delay the
general election again, and expresses her ongoing
frustration at Stanley Baldwin's leadership;
discusses their holiday including their
disappointment with San Martino, the unsettled
weather, and their mountain walks, and describes
their journey from San Martino over the Dolomites
to Cortina by bus, giving details of the scenery and
their anxieties about the journey; comments on
Hilda Mary's enjoyment of the holiday and desire to
drive over more mountain passes, and the changes
that have taken place in Cortina since they visited
with their father, Joseph Chamberlain, Mary and
Austen; gives a brief account of their sightseeing
excursions to the Schluderbach gorge and Tre
Croci pass. 21 August
/746: from Hilda, written from Hotel Cristallo,
Cortina, Italy: Discusses recent political
developments in England, the rumours they have
heard while in Italy, and her reaction to the news of
the formation of a National Government,
expressing some sympathy for Ramsay
MacDonald, her disappointment that more Labour
MPs have not joined, and her relief that 'all three
parties should be committed by their leader to the
great task of balancing the budget'; discusses her
understanding that a general election will be called
as soon as the immediate crisis is over and the
necessary legislation is passed, and asks whether
Anne will still be in Scotland when they return and
whether they should go to stay with her if Neville
has returned to London; gives details of their
excursions into the mountains despite the poor
weather, including a trip to Dobbiaco, and their
delight in having Hilda Mary with them 'it has
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proved, as I hoped, an opportunity to draw closer to
her & to both understand her better & I think to
make her understand us better from a much
maturer standpoint. I think she has shed some
prejudices & we have felt well satisfied with what
we have learnt of her'; her approval of Austen
being in the government, if not in the cabinet;
comments on [Arthur] Henderson's succession as
leader of the Labour party [after the national
executive expelled Ramsay MacDonald and the
Labour members who joined the National
Government]. 26 August
/747: from Hilda, written from Villa Bellaria, San
Martino di Castrozza, Italy: Expresses her pleasure
at hearing that Neville is enjoying his holiday in
Scotland and is pleased that Christina and Paul
have been able to join the family there; discusses
reports she has read in the newspapers about
Neville's recent meetings, which she thinks were
not to do with the report of the Economy committee
but to do with America and war debts, and looks
forward to hearing further news; describes the
location of their hotel in Bolzano, the scenery on
their mountain drives, and San Martino which they
have found disappointing due to the bad weather.
15 August
/748: from Hilda: Discusses the announcement of
the new Budget and the difficulties faced by [Philip]
Snowden in having to announce 'the very
unpalatable means by which...mistakes were to be
rectified' to the jeers of members of the Labour
party, despite the support of the Conservatives and
Liberals; comments on Neville's visit to Scotland to
speak on the Budget gives her opinion that 'people
are really beginning to understand the greatness of
the crisis & the necessity for reduction in the
standard of living all round' commenting that the
national headquarters of the Women's Institute
have received letters from local groups offering
contributions to the Exchequer for their funds 'poor
dears, a pound or two at the outside'; discusses
plans for the Women's Institute to implement a 10%
cut in costs which will go towards meeting the
deficit from the loss of the Rural Development
Government grant; asks for Neville's views on the
strength or weakness of the opposition, and
comments on further secessions from the Labour
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party to the National Government. 9 September
/749: from Ida: Hopes Neville will have a good
weekend at Westbourne, and discusses the
fluctuating political alliances within the National
Government including the Liberal party's rejection
of tariffs and the possibility that Ramsay
MacDonald will remain prime minister in a cabinet
composed of Conservatives and a few Labour
members; comments on how the political situation
is affecting local government 'I think there is
considerable danger of panic economies on the
part of the various local authorities', and gives
details of discussions on spending cuts at her
recent committee meetings which are likely to
affect the programme for improvements to rural
workers housing; expresses her relief that the
Public Assistance committee has adopted
suggestions for scattered cottage homes for the
'poor law children' which will be less expensive
than the grouped homes scheme; mentions
Neville's plans to give up his London house. 19
September
/750: from Hilda: Discusses the volatile political and
economic situation [the government had been
forced to abandon the gold standard on 19
September], Neville's role in carrying Conservative
policy due to the inadequacies of Stanley Baldwin,
and the desire amongst members of the cabinet,
except [John] Samuel and [Rufus Daniel Isaacs,
Marquess of] Reading, for an immediate general
election 'I think every day emphasises the
necessity of not going as separate parties into the
next election'; expresses her unhappiness at
Neville having to give up Eaton Square and make
economies at Westbourne which would involve
losing staff and making the garden smaller, and
hopes that trade might revive after the general
election and the announcement of tariffs; mentions
the slight drop in unemployment, hopes that the
pound will not drop further, and expresses her
disgust at the behaviour of the teachers'
association and anxiety about mutiny in the navy;
gives news of the poor health of Austen's son, Joe,
and wife, Ivy, and Austen's request for Hilda and
Ida to help him with his election campaign in
Birmingham; mentions Ida's fight with the County
Council to retain funding for health services and the
repair of rural cottages, and offers Neville a cheque
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so that he can retain a second gardener. 25
September
/751: from Ida: Expresses her disappointment that
Neville is unable to accept the sisters' offer of
financial help but understands that he wants to
make permanent savings in his expenditure;
reflects on their good fortune in having found a
small house that they like, and that they have been
able to spend money, mentioning their new
purchase of a portable wireless which they have
found useful during the current political crisis, and
have also used to listen to music; comments on
Neville's meeting with Sir H[erbert] Samuel, and
her feeling that a general election will soon be
called, despite the views of Lloyd George and the
Liberals; asks whether Neville can let them know
immediately, and discusses the prospects for
Neville's re-election in Edgbaston and the
probability that Austen will have a difficult time if
there is a lot of unemployment in his constituency;
gives news of the health of Cecily, Amy and Mary
[Carnegie] who is to have an operation on her eye.
2 October
/752: from Hilda: Mentions seeing the
announcement of Amy's death and their plans to
attend the funeral; comments on recent political
developments, her frustration that Sir Herbert
Samuel has not resigned, and her feeling that the
Liberals will 'be a source of endless trouble' to the
government; praises Neville for his work in
unofficially leading the Conservative party and
gives her views on Stanley Baldwin's recent radio
speech; speculates on the forthcoming election
'one wonders how many Liberal candidates &
members will declare for a National Govt & how
many will pronounce themselves for Ll[oyd]
G[eorge] & free trade', expressing her sympathy
with Lloyd George in being unable to take an active
role in events due to illness; informs Neville that
Austen has appointed 'Clive' to campaign with him
so she and Ida will not be needed, and discusses
the difficulties he faces in his constituency and his
feeling of unhappiness at being outside the cabinet;
expresses her sorrow at Syd Walker's death 'for he
was an old dancing partner of mine & I know he
really was an old friend of yours'. 8 October
/753: from Hilda: Encloses a cheque for £500
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towards Neville's election expenses and wishes
him success. 12 October
/754: from Ida: Discusses Neville's election
campaign commitments and the nervousness in
Hampshire about the extent to which
unemployment will affect the election results 'I try to
explain to them that in the North & Midlands there
are still vast numbers of genuine unemployed who
care far more for the chance of getting work than
for a cut of 2/- when they are out of work. I hope I
am right & the fact that unemployment has more
than doubled since the Labour party came in & that
their only suggestion now is to go on as before only
worse, will make many electors desirous of a
change'; comments on the difficulties in getting
policies carried through with such a mixture of
political views [in a National Government] and
discusses the contradictory behaviour of Sir
Herbert Samuel; discusses Austen's decision not to
accept a post in a new cabinet, his disappointment
at not being offered the post of Foreign Secretary
by Ramsay MacDonald and his rejection by
Stanley Baldwin; mentions suspicions that Neville
had composed Baldwin's election address, and
gives news that a Labour candidate is standing
against Lord Wolmer in their constituency; gives
details of her recent committee work and the
pressure [on the Public Health committee] to
abandon the new ante-natal scheme which they
are to discuss at the Maternity & Finance subcommittees. 16 October
/755: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his letter and
expresses her concern about the effects of the
election campaign on his health; mentions their
plans to sit up to listen to some of the election
results, and gives news that Austen is more
optimistic about his position; expresses her
concern at the possibility that Ramsay MacDonald
plans to install Runciman as Chancellor and feels
that Stanley Baldwin should refuse to join the
government on those terms but doubts that he will
'stand up for you or indeed for his party...perhaps I
do him injustice but I really don't think our party, - if
as we expect, they are much the biggest party
returned - could stand MacDonald PM, Runciman
C[hancellor] of the E[xchequer] & Reading at the
F[oreign] O[ffice]'; comments on Neville's
disagreement with [Philip] Snowden's remarks
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about not imposing tariffs except for a limited
emergency period without another general election
and the reports on this issue in the press, and her
anger should Neville not be made Chancellor after
the election; gives details about Mary [Carnegie]'s
operation, Aunt Alice's visit and her attendance at
Lord Wolmer's meeting; wishes Neville luck for the
election. 21 October
/756: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on the
victory of the National Government in the election
'though the papers won't say so, yet it is above all
due to you, because I don't believe without you that
MacDonald would have stayed'; explains that she
and Ida stayed up until 2am to listen to the results
for Birmingham and expresses her delight at the
fact that 'Birmingham is once more a completely
Unionist city', the defeat of several Labour MPs and
the failure of the New Party 'Oswald Mosley will
have a nice sum to hand out in deposits!';
expresses her sympathy with the task ahead of
those in the National Government. 28 October
/757: from Ida: Gives her views about the election
victory and wonders 'how that enormous majority is
to be kept together' and how the cabinet will be
appointed; comments on reports in the 'Times'
mentioning Runciman's name before Neville's
among candidates for the post of Chancellor of the
Exchequer and thinks the Conservatives will not
accept 'all the big positions being given to Labour &
Liberals'; discusses options for seeing Neville in
London or Odiham and expresses her concerns for
his health and that of Anne; expresses her glee at
the defeat of so many Labour MPs and Oswald
Mosley's New Party, and that 'it is the National &
not the Labour Govt who will meet the Dominions
this time [at the Ottawa Conference];gives details
about recent developments at the Public Health
committee which mean it will be able to reduce its
estimates due partly to a drop in the maintenance
charges at the Sanatorium, and hopes to avoid
abandoning the ante-natal scheme; Hilda is
attending a Women's Institute produce exhibition in
Southampton; mentions a report in the 'Morning
Post' that Lord Crewe and Sir Austen Chamberlain
are likely to retire to make way for younger
members, and is glad Austen's last election was a
triumph. 30 October
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/758: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer and
mentions her disappointment that he has been
given Runciman as a colleague instead of [John]
Simon 'I suppose the P[rime] M[inister] regarded
the latter as too convinced a tariff reformer as
present...it is curious to see & to realise once more
how truly hampering to your career it has been to
be the son of your father!...had your name not been
Chamberlain I feel that even Ramsay [MacDonald]
& Baldwin could not have failed to allot you your
present post without a moment's doubt'; expresses
her disappointment that Neville will not be given 11
Downing Street, but understands that Stanley
Baldwin will want it; discusses other cabinet
appointments in some detail and mentions the
publication of Austen's letter in the newspapers;
hopes Neville will get a good reception when he
speaks at the Guildhall. 6 November
/759: from Ida: Discusses possible arrangements
for Neville to come to Bryntirion while they are
there over Christmas; her relief that Austen seems
to be happier about his situation despite not being
in the cabinet, and his plans to reduce his domestic
expenditure by taking a service flat; wonders
whether Dorothy would like another dog for
Christmas or whether she would prefer some
bound books; discusses a recent meeting of the
Finance committee of the County Council on
proposals to make cuts in spending, and her fear
that there will be pressure to abandon the dental
service for school children; mentions her
satisfaction at the publication in the 'Times' of
Neville's letter refuting 'that preposterous story
about Papa & the pony carriage'. 13 November
/760: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville's catarrh is
better and that he has not developed gout or
influenza; expresses her happiness that they will
be able to spend time together at Bryntirion at
Christmas; gives details of her recent speaking
engagements for the Women's Institute and District
Nursing Associations affected by the Hospital
Contributory scheme, which have caused her to
lose her voice, and expresses her frustration at the
poor organisation of many of these local
associations; mentions her arrangement to see the
Hospital Contributory Executive committee to
discuss the issue; discusses Ida's continuing
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difficulties in persuading the County Council not to
abandon health services and the possibility that Ida
will be elected Alderman; hopes that Neville will
attend the Ottawa conference 'which might be such
a big turning point in the affairs of the Empire &
where it would be very unfortunate if we were only
represented by [James Henry] Thomas';
congratulates him on his success over the
'Dumping bill' and wonders what will happen about
the wheat quota and whether a policy will be
announced before Christmas. 20 November
/761: from Ida: Announces that she has been
elected Alderman and expresses her frustration
that Sir Anthony Mildmay is likely to take her place
on the Council rather than Captain Morley; gives
details of a recent County Council meeting to
discuss the expenditure of several committees
inlcuding Public Health, Education and Agriculture
which lasted all day and at which the economy
reports of all committees were passed without any
discussion and a motion on economy dismissed;
congraulates Neville on his successes in getting
proposals for wheat quotas and duties on luxury
goods approved and refers to a book she and Hilda
have been reading which attempts to explain
issues relating to currency, the gold standard, and
stabilisation; sympathises with Neville over damage
to his garden and describes how a rat has got into
their car and eaten some of the leather seats and
carpet; wonders whether she might be able to see
Neville for lunch when she is in London. 27
November
/762: from Hilda: Comments on Neville's current
activities and mentions that Austen wishes for a
weekly letter from him 'to tell him all that is
occuring'; discusses Austen's happiness in being
able to make speeches when he wants to 'which I
gather are listened to with respect & real
appreciation by the new members whilst the Times
is almost more complimentary than it has ever
been'; notes that they have heard nothing further
about Austen's new Directorship or abour his
house, but Ivy seems keen to keep the house and
shut up one floor rather than take a service flat;
congratulates Neville on the progress he is making
within the cabinet, discusses his negotiations with
[James Henry] Thomas over trade agreements with
Canada and Australia, and Ramsay MacDonald's
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involvement in the matter; goes on to discuss the
situation in India which seems to have been
resolved for the present, and concerns about the
value of the pound; explains her plan for Hospital
Contributory schemes to include district nursing
which would provide an agreed portion of each
subscribers contribution and her suspicion that this
is too radical for well established Hospital
Contributory schemes to consider; her work
persuading the committee of the Southampton
scheme to accept an alternative plan for the
Hospital Contributory scheme to pay the nursing
association half the minimum subscription for every
contributor who also contributes to the District
Nursing Association which she thinks is an
inducement to people who are in the Hospital
scheme to also join the Nursing scheme; her
enjoyment of recent symphony concerts on the
wireless and regret that Ida dislikes it. 4 December
/763: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
successful negotiations within the cabinet
[concerning the value of the pound], and to have
got his way without resignations; hopes that the
Budget will balance in the coming year and that the
anti-dumping duties and 'Buy British' campaign will
have an effect, as well as the drop in the payments
of unemployment benefits; discusses the work of
the local Guardians committee in enquiring into
cases of those drawing transitional benefits which
has resulted in cuts to the amounts paid, and the
rejection of 20% of cases, expressing her concern
that the 'scale suggested to us is not rather too low
for cases of genuine unemployment...in many of
the cases there is no doubt that the recipients are
not anxious for work & it is obviously desirable that
things should not be made too easy for them, but
on the other hand it is quite obvious that if they
were desirous of work there would not be nearly
enough work to go round'; sympathises with Austen
and Neville in having to reduce their expenditure
which might mean Neville giving up Westbourne
and run Eaton Square with a reduced staff;
discusses Austen's recent accident and the health
of his son, Joe, who is in a nursing home with
kidney problems. 11 December
49 items
Access: Open
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NC18/2/764-812

1932 letters

1932

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1932.
International economic affairs dominate many of
these letters, with particular reference to the
conference at Lausanne to discuss the suspension
of reparation payments by Germany and other
defeated countries; the British Empire Economic
Conference at Ottawa, and negotiations for the
postponement of payment of British and French
war debts to the United States of America, all of
which Neville was heavily involved in. Domestic
politics are also discussed, particularly with
reference to Neville's Import Duties Bill and the
realisation of the tariff reform policy supported by
other members of his family. Ida's letters discuss
the pressures on the County Council Public Health
committee to spend less on school medical and
dental services; continued spending on rural
workers housing including plans to clear a 'slum
area'' in Odiham under the terms of the 1930 act
and to build new homes to replace them in the local
area, and the withdrawal of applications for new
houses after the improvement of their existing
homes under the Rural Workers Housing act.
Hilda's letters largely discuss her plan for the
amalgamation of the Hospital Contributory
collections and District Nursing collections to
provide joint subscriptions for these services, but
also discuss Women's Institute activities including
her organisation of teams for a county drama
competition, and her efforts to provide instruction in
agricultural skills such as fruit preserving,
buttermaking and poultry keeping for local women.
Both sisters give details of their holiday to
Switzerland in July and August.
/764: from Hilda: Sends Neville new year greetings,
emphasises the pride she and Ida feel at seeing
him in 'the position to which your work & your
abilities entitle you', and expresses her confidence
that he will succeed in his role as Chancellor and
also be able to 'carry out Papa's great policy';
comments on her enjoyment of the time she and
Ida spent at Bryntirion with Neville and his family
over Christmas and plans for Dorothy and Frank to
come to stay; mentions the cold weather and the
work of their gardener, Harding, to repair glass
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frames; gives details of her involvement in
interviewing candidates for the post of head
teacher in the girls and infants elementary school
and the appointment of a graduate of Reading
University who has taught in a school in Hampshire
and 'felt an urge to go & teach black children in
Honduras & had had three years therefore with a
school of all shades of colour, about 200' before
returning to England after all her possessions were
destroyed in a hurricane; discusses the withdrawal
of Austen's objections to the scheme to transfer
Highbury Hall to the care of Birmingham
Corporation, and her doubts whether it would be
possible to reconstruct rooms on the ground floor
as a memorial to Joseph Chamberlain 'of course
Austen sold the furniture, but even so the room
remains & the outlook into the garden & feeling that
he lived there & that was his library. I wish we
could have had it complete, but it is better than
nothing to have it even incomplete'. 1 January
/765: from Hilda: Gives brief details of her recent
committee work in London and her visit with Ida to
see an exhibition of French paintings and to the
theatre to see 'Cavalcade' which she gives a
review of 'I suppose any reproduction of one's past
life must be to a certain extent harrowing & as they
have picked out to represent all the most awful
tragedies of the past it could hardly be called a
cheerful evening but I did enjoy it very much...I do
think you ought to go & see it, because it is rather
enthralling, though of course it is more like going to
the pictures than going to a play'; gives news of
Miss Fowler's recent accident, and asks Neville to
thank Anne, Dorothy and Frank for their letters;
asks whether the change of government in France
will make the situation more difficult for Britain [in
relation to an international conference on
Reparations scheduled to meet at Lausanne], and
reflects on the current peaceful situation in India 'it
is encouraging that there should have been no
great revolts immediately following the arrests [of
members of the Indian Independence movement];
mentions her recent visit to Reading to talk to the
Berkshire nursing associations about the
possibilities of working together with the Hospitals
Contributory scheme and the decision to approach
Reading hospital and to press for rebates for the
nursing associations if co-operation cannot be
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worked out. 14 January
/766: from Ida: Expresses her concern for Anne
who is suffering from influenza, and for Dorothy
[who has rejected the marriage proposal of an
unnamed curate] 'from your point of view I am not
sure that the incident is not a good thing. It will
probably make Dorothy realise that there are other
possible young men in the world besides Stephen
Lloyd, & since she can ''like very much'' even the
curate she may also get to ''like very much'' other
more unexceptionable candidates', going on to
suggest that she has doubts about the suitability of
Stephen Lloyd as a partner for Dorothy; expresses
her sadness at the death of Penelope [Norah's
daughter?]; discusses Neville's difficulties with
[Philip] Snowden [over trade policy], whether
Ramsay MacDonald will support him, and whether
Neville will go to Lausanne [for the conference on
Reparations]; gives details of her recent activities
including attending the North Warnborough
Women's Institute annual party which featured
singing, dancing and a playlet and games of
charades which she took part in; her headache the
next day which contributed to her forgetting to
attend a [women's institute] rehearsal of 'Julius
Caesar'; gives news of Miss Fowler's arm injury
and her stay with the sisters until she can go to
Eastbourne to stay with friends. 22 January
/767: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
recent speech in the House of Commons, [to
introduce the Import Duties bill] which she attended
'I think how Papa would have rejoicd to see & hear
you'. 5 February
/767a: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
speech [to introduce the Import Duties bill] 'it is
indeed a wonderful thing tht Papa's far reaching
projects should receive their fulfilment at your
hands - it is a proud moment for all the family';
apologises that she could not be there to hear him
but is pleased that Hilda was able to tell her about
it and that Neville made an allusion to Austen's
work towards realising Joseph Chamberlain's tariff
reform policy; asks about [Sir Herbert] Samuel and
his opposition to the bill, and whether he will resign;
gives news of Hilda's ill health with a heavy cold,
and Miss Fowler's continued stay with them;
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committee to spend another £5,000 on rural
workers housing, the feeling among some
members that too many 'well to do people were
getting the grant & not enough small owners' and
her hope that the Rural District Councils will
become more active in encouraging people to take
advantage of the act; gives details of developments
at the Public Health committee and the pressure
they are facing to reduce expenditure on school
medical and dental services, and her visits to
houses in and around Aldershot and Fleet that
could be used for scattered homes for 'Poor Law'
children, which she thinks will be more expensive
than building new homes. 5 February
/768: from Hilda: Expresses her satisfaction that
the Import Duties bill is going ahead and that
'whatever the difficulties ahead yet that the seal
has been set on Papa's work'; discusses the
attitude of Sir Herbert Samuel's Liberal supporters
who are opposed to the policy of tariff reform and
appear to her to be attacking the National
Government from within, and comments on the
letters Neville has received which recognise his
skill in getting the policy accepted, including some
from members of the public 'they do give
expression to what many humble people feel & one
likes to know that all classes feel the same about
it'; expresses her disappointment with the reaction
of the National Farmers Union to the bill, and its
failure to recognise the 'great help which has been
given them, even if they do ask for more'; gives
news of her recent dinner with Cecily and Ernest,
who mentioned a new milk organisation scheme
and his 'battery brood' of chickens which Ida had
said was mismanaged because no attention was
paid to 'experiments which others had made', and
gives news about members of Cecily and Ernest's
family; asks about the progress of negotiations with
France and Germany [over reparations and
disarmament] and the political and economic
situation in Germany 'I thought you anticipated a
crash in Germany immediately, if some solution
was not announced, but one hears nothing about it
& the talk is only of election'. 12 February
/769: from Ida: Discusses [Archibald] Sinclair's
speech [on the second reading of the Import Duties
bill] and the apparent failure of his case that the bill
is unnecessary because the crisis has passed 'how
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unfortunate it is that whilst we are really getting on
quite well withour internal affairs...the rest of the
world is in such a hideous mess. The League of
Nations is perfectly helpless in face of a Japan
determined to go to war with China, Laval defeated
just as you believe you have come to an
agreement with him which may help matters at
Lausanne, America as determined to keep aloof &
give no assistance to anyone as ever & no chance
as far as one can see of any disarmament that we
could approve of'; gives details of the recent
meeting of the County Council Finance subcommittee to consider estimates at which the issue
of reducing school medical inspections was
postponed again, and gives her opinion about the
benefit of these visits; mentions her lunch with Sam
Gurney-Dixon who is about to depart on a sea
voyage to recover his health, and her visit to
London to go shopping and have lunch with Mary
[Carnegie], giving news about the still birth of Ray
[Rachel Carnegie]'s baby, and the apparent
completion by Garvin of the first two volumes of the
biography of Joseph Chamberlain; comments on
her role as producer in rehearsals for the women's
institute production of 'Julius Caesar' and the loss
of the woman playing Cassius due to pregnancy.
19 February
/770: from Hilda, written from Royal Marine Hotel,
Ventnor, Isle of Wight: Congratulates Neville on the
continuing progress of his [Import Duties] bill with
so little opposition which she feels must be due to
his negotiating skills 'you are wonderfully clever in
giving the impression that you are so amenable to
argument & yet you never give way', and praises
him for having established a good reputation with
the new members in the House; comments on the
behaviour of the Liberal supporters of Sir Herbert
Samuel including Archibald Sinclair in opposing the
bill and Neville's search for a chairman of the
[Import Duties] Advisory Committee, mentioning
that Lord Wolmer had suggested Austen as a
possible candidate and that Austen had considered
taking on the role 'it is a very curious thing
considering how extraordinarily closely we are
related, how difficult I find it to understand the
workings of Austen's mind whereas I feel so
entirely in sympathy with yours; but there was an
extraordinary different between the Kenrick
cousins'; asks Neville to explain how reserves of
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Indian gold have been discovered or 'what is it
which has induced India suddenly to produce it';
expresses her pleasure that Birmingham Unionists
are to present him with a portrait and recognise
their good fortune in having him for their member of
parliament; asks about the concessions on the
Import Duties bill, especially about his warning that
meat might have to be taxed, which might have to
be proposed at the Ottawa conference [British
Empire Economic Conference]; expresses her
concern for Neville and Anne's health, and
mentions her own and Ida's recent ill health; gives
a brief account of their journey to Southampton and
across the Isle of Wight to Ventnor, and mentions
that Aunt Lina is pleased that Joseph
Chamberlain's rooms at Highbury are to be
preserved. 26 February
/771: from Ida, written from Royal Marine Hotel,
Ventnor, Isle of Wight: Congratulates Neville on the
continued progress of the Import Duties bill through
parliament, even if it has been easier than those he
was responsible for as Minister of Health; wonders
whether the National Government might be able to
remove Philip Snowden and Sir Herbert Samuel
and their supporters and let them join Lloyd George
and [George] Lansbury [Leader of the Labour
Party] and thinks they do not have much following
amongst the electorate; expresses her approval of
Stanley Baldwin taking the leadership of the British
delegation at the Ottawa conference especially if
this means [James Henry] Thomas will not have
the opportunity to take charge; gives details of their
holiday activities including walks along the cliffs
and a drive beyond Wroxall, to Shanklin, and to
Alum Bay and Carisbrooke Castle; hopes that
Anne's health has improved after her stay at Down
House, and comments on Austen's acceptance of a
position on the committee of the League of Nations
Union. 3 March
/772: from Hilda: Gives brief details of her Women's
Institute committee meetings in London and her
meeting with Hilda Mary in Westminster Abbey
where they viewed 'the bust', commenting on her
appearance 'she was looking quite well considering
the strenuous time she has been having & the
pretty uncomfortable conditions under which she
carrier on her work, but it is obvious this is work
into which she puts her whole heart & to me
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therefore much more satisfactory than her
massage for which I never thought her particularly
well suited'; gives an account of the Women's
Institute group meeting which involved debates on
the proposal that 'a man's life offered more
chances of happiness than a woman's', giving
details about the experiences of one of the women
present, and that the education offered in
elementary schools was suitable, commenting that
those who 'have always known the ''village
women''' are surprised 'to find how much they think
& reason for themselves, when given a little
encouragement'; discusses the state of the garden
where the birds have destroyed some of the
flowers; hopes that Neville will also be present at
the Ottawa conference, as well as Stanley Baldwin
and James Henry Thomas; she is looking forward
to Dorothy's visit. 11 March
/773: from Ida: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and hopes that the year ahead will be successful,
with the accomplishment of tariff reform policy and
her pride that he is to receive the Freedom of
Birmingham; hopes that she and Hilda will be able
to attend the ceremony, and that she will be able to
attend the House of Commons for Neville's Budget
speech, and comments on Neville having secured
his place in the delegation to the Ottawa
conference; mentions her sore throat which has
affected her ability to take the dress rehearsal of
'Julius Caesar' and conduct the reading of the play
to the Women's Institute group; discusses staffing
problems at the local children's homes, particularly
with regard to the matron at Church Hill House at
Crondall who has been suffering from emotional ill
health; mentions the growth of shrubs and plants in
their garden, and Hilda's visit to Oxford for a
Women's Institute 'school' which she is helping to
run. 18 March
/773a: from Hilda: Wonders if the wet weather in
Scotland will have affected fishing conditions, and
hopes that Neville will have a relaxing holiday away
from work concerns; expresses concern for Frank's
illness and gives an account of the difficult journey
from London to Odiham that Austen's family, and
Peta Dundas, have had, due to an engine derailing
at Clapham Junction; discusses Lawrence's
improved health and appearance but points out
that he still has bad eyesight and problems with his
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feet which mean he has to wear heavy boots,
though he is able to learn golf; goes on to discuss
Austen and Mary [Carnegie]'s meeting with Garvin
about the volumes of the biography of Joseph
Chamberlain he has completed and their
satisfaction with his coverage of the Home Rule
split; mentions their recent lunch with Lottie and
describes her garden; hopes that they will be able
to pick daffodils in Dogmersfield Park shortly, and
discusses the sisters' garden and Neville's own
garden. 25 March
/774: from Ida: Informs Neville that Millicent has
died suddenly and that the funeral will be held at
Golders Green; she will try to contact Anne to give
her a chance to send flowers; expresses her
sympathy for Cecily and for Byng. 26 March
/775: from Hilda: Expresses her happiness at being
able to receive visits from Dorothy and Frank 'it
means much to us now & is an ever increasing
interest as they grow up. They are so charming
each in their own way & such delightful guests
because they are so responsive & so ready to
enjoy even a dull visit'; hopes that Anne's health
will improve following her rest with Miss Leamon;
discusses the [Four Power] Danubian conference
[called to consider a possible Federation of
Danubian states and designed to enhance French
influence in Central Europe] which she thinks must
be influenced by national policies; mentions that
she has read 'Can Europe Keep the Peace' [by
Frank Herbert Simonds] which she was
recommended by Austen and is sending to Neville
'I rejoiced in his few plain words about the good
advice & morality lavished on Europe by America without the faintest idea of what they are talking
about'; gives an account of the [Women's Institute]
county competition for 'Shakespeare acting' in
which the twelve best teams go forward to perform
at a meeting in Winchester, commenting on the
'educational value' for women's institute members
taking part 'to hear a great fat middle aged woman
of the people with a rough voice & common accent,
yet declaiming Brutus's speech after Caesar had
been slain with the most entire conviction & real
appreciation of the meaning of the words was
wonderfully instructive'; gives details of the judging
process and thinks that the groups she and Ida
have been coaching will not qualify for the final,
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which would have the benefit of saving them further
rehearsal work; discusses her ongoing difficulties in
negotiating with Hospital Contributory scheme
committees, as the scheme at Reading which had
seemed likely to help, is now reconsidering,
prompting her to try again at the Winchester
hospital, perhaps with the help of Lady Selborne. 8
April
/776: from Ida: Comments on Neville's current work
on his Budget speech and her hopes to have lunch
with Ivy when she is in London to hear the speech;
mentions the cold and rainy weather which has
prevented them picking primroses or working in the
garden, and will affect Dorothy Gough's visit;
discusses her meeting with the County Surveyor to
inspect the country roads and the reduction of
hedges, shrubs and trees on the roadsides, many
of which have disappeared from the
neighbourhood, to her disapproval. 15 April
/777: from Ida: Expresses her happiness that
Neville has been able to get away for a rest [while
suffering from gout], even if he is not able to go
fishing at Moor Lane, and asks how long Sir Robert
Woods has been Neville's doctor; discusses the
letters of praise that Neville has received following
his Budget, her opinion, shared by her
acquaintances, that Neville was right to refuse to
reduce taxation at present and that 'it is only tariffs
that have saved the situation'; discusses plans to
stay with Aunt Alice when they are in Birmingham
for the ceremony for Neville to receive the Freedom
of the city of Birmingham; gives brief details of her
activities, including attending the Women's Institute
drama competition and having Aunt Alice to stay;
hopes that Frank has recovered from his knee
injury and that he will enjoy his time in Germany.
24 April
/778: from Hilda: Sympathises with Neville over his
difficult week of speeches [on the Finance bill and
other policy matters] and hopes that his health is
improving; mentions his attendance at the bankers'
dinner which has been briefly reported in the
newspapers; mentions that they have received a
gift of a salmon from Mr Wood and that the trout
streams look full at present; gives details of her
recent activities including the [Women's Institute]
annual meeting at the Albert Hall which she thinks
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was not as successful as the previous year, as
Lady Denman was not in the chair, attending the
executive committee, and addressing voluntary
county organisations on problems of women's
institute finance; gives news of Cecily's health and
her difficult travels in Tunisia, and mentions Aunt
Lina's current poor health; discusses the outcome
of the recent election in France and whether the
new government will improve chances of success
at the Lausanne conference; goes on to discuss
the government's announcement that there would
be no treaties with the Irish Free State at Ottawa if
they repudiated the treaty 'I think the Irish Labour
party & all parties except just De Valera & his
extremists will be feeling pretty sick with their
immensely increased taxation & a prospect of tariff
war with England', and wonders whether
representatives from the Free State will attend at
all; mentions reports in the newspapers of the
discovery of the body of the Lindbergh baby
[Charles Augustus Lindbergh Jnr, son of the aviator
Charles Lindgbergh and his wife Anne Morrow
Lindbergh, who was abducted from his home in
New Jersey] and expresses her sympathy for the
parents. 13 May
/779: from Hilda: Writes after getting a telegram
giving Neville's current address, congratulating him
again on the way he has dealt with his recent
workload 'I am sure no one reading your speeches
so full of life & so clear could believe you were just
recovering from a severe attack of the gout; asks
again whether the change of government in France
will make a settlement at the Lausanne conference
more likely; gives details of the discussion at the
County Council after Ida spoke on the issue of
cutting the hedgerows by the roadsides around
Odiham, with the result that the road surveyor was
told to exercise more discretion in future about
removing hedges. 13 May
/780: from Ida: Expresses her anxiety about
Neville's recurring attacks of gout despite his
holiday, and hopes he will not return to work too
soon 'if you want to go to Lausanne & Ottawa you
simply must let the Finance bill go hang'; suggests
that he come to stay in Odiham before going to the
coast to convalesce and gives details of the
benefits he would get by resting in the countryside
'if this weather continues [you] could lie out in our
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long chair in the verandah & listen to the birds
singing & watch the flowers bursting into blossom',
and by bringing Anne too; gives brief details of their
forthcoming journey to Church Stretton via
Broadway and Evesham and to return through
Herefordshire; mentions their recent social
engagements with Grace Nettlefold, Aunt Lina, and
Freda and describes Aunt Lina's state of health. 19
May
/781: from Hilda: Expresses her satisfaction that
Neville is in Harrogate for a holiday, despite the
cold weather; gives an account of their holiday in
Church Stretton which included a drive on the Long
Mynd, visit to see Ruth and Gerald at Hanmer Hill,
and trip to Stokesay Castle and the remains of
Leominster priory; mentions Ida's concerns over
the matron of the 'consumption hospital' who has
now been discovered 'stealing from the hospital &
sending off goods to her sister'; comments on
Frank's enjoyment of his time in Germany and is
pleased that he is independent minded and able to
talk with people, which she thinks is something he
must have inherited from Anne; goes on to discuss
Neville's medical treatment and mention the failure
of attempts to move an amendment on the
reduction of the beer duty. 27 May
/782: from Ida: Discusses Neville's treatment for
gout and is pleased that the weather has improved
during his stay in Harrogate; gives details of her
recent activities including visiting Mrs Geddes'
water garden at North Warnborough which was
opened in aid of the North Warnborough village hall
fund, and which she gives a detailed description of;
goes on to comment on discussions at a meeting of
the general purposes committee of the Rural
District Council on the clearance of a 'slum area' in
the Bury under the terms of the 1930 act, involving
demolishing twelve out of the seventeen houses
and building new ones on a new site to replace
them, giving her view that the local housing
shortage now seems less acute, and discussing
plans to build new two bedroom houses as
inquiries have shown that many tenants use a third
bedroom to take in a lodger or as a store room;
goes on to discuss problems that the Elliotts
[members of the sisters' staff] have been having
with damp in their chalk cottage, the examination of
the cottage by the county architect, Mr Roberts,
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and her concerns over the cost of the necessary
repairs; expresses her pessimism about the
chances of reaching an agreement at Lausanne
[on Reparations] considering the current
governments in France and Germany and and the
current economic problems faced by America. 3
June
/783: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville is continuing to
recover from his attack of gout and wishes that he
might have been able to have more time away from
work and away from his government paperwork;
comments on the lack of flowers in their garden
due to the late spring; gives an account of an
experiment by the Agricultural Education
committee in Surrey, working with the Education
authorities and the Women's Institute to use a local
hall to exhibit agricultural products, give lectures
and demonstrations on fruit preserving, poultry
keeping and gardening and to give addresses to
farmers, gardeners, and poultry keepers in the
evening and schoolchildren during the day;
describes her efforts to organise a similar event in
Hampshire and the difficulties she has
experienced; discusses Neville's forthcoming
responsibilities in speaking on the Finance bill,
preparing for Lausanne, and attempting to deal
with the Irish Free State [over tariffs], commenting
on the results of the recent election in Germany
[Heinrich Bruning was dismissed as Chancellor in
favour of Franz von Papen] 'very unfortunate I
should think from the point of view of the rest of
Europe', and mentioning the rising unemployment
figures and slow trade in Britain; mentions meeting
Mr and Mrs Franklyn when she gave a talk to a
Women's Institute group on Queen Victoria,
describes their house and garden, and comments
on the increasing popularity of Queen Victoria
following the publication of her letters; discusses in
detail her reading of Harriet Martineau's
autobiography 'curiously enough all the time I have
been reading it I have been so much reminded of
Beatrice'; asks about [Eamon] De Valera's visit and
whether he is likely to accept any kind of
compromise [following the decision of the Irish Free
State to abolish the Oath of Allegiance and withold
payment to Britain of land annuities]. 10 June
/784: from Ida: Discusses the progress of the
conference at Lausanne [on Reparations] and
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hopes that a 'genial atmosphere
prevails...everyone does seem agreed at last that
something must be done & if not cancellation [of
Reparations] at least postponement, reduction of
payments' and hopes that in this environment
America will also make concessions, though it
might wait until after the presidential elections;
discusses her activities including driving to Moor
Lane so that Hilda can talk to Cecily's Women's
Institute group, Ruth and Gerald's visit to Odiham,
together with other weekend guests, her
involvement in the selection of a new matron for
the sanatorium at Bishopstoke and her discussions
over the repair of the Elliotts' cottage which will
mean re-roofing it to prevent rain getting in; her
fears that they will need to carry out the same work
on the cottage inhabited by their gardener,
Harding, and the possibility that they will change to
the public supply for their electric lighting ,
explaining the work this will involve; mentions their
plans to go to Rheinfelden in the summer. 17 June
/785: from Hilda: Her distress at reading
newspaper reports that Neville had suffered
another attack of gout and her hope that it is not as
severe as the previous attacks; reminisces about
her stay at Lausanne with her father, Joseph
Chamberlain, and the Endicotts; discusses
President Hoover's message on disarmament
which she thinks is unhelpful 'it really is dreadful
that they should be allowed to use the situation in
Europe solely as a pawn in their own filthy
politics...it is merely another example of American
politicians trying to pretend that they are the only
moral nation in the world & therefore they can tell
everyone what they ought to do'; comments on the
suppression of Neville's speech on the conference
by the 'Times' and thinks there must be people who
bear a grudge against him and his policy; gives
details of the combined Women's Institute party
she has helped organise, and hopes the weather
will be fine for their garden party; discusses their
weekend with Cecily and Ernest which included a
picnic by the sea with views to Poole harbour and
Purbeck, and their journey home through the New
Forest; gives news from Austen about the
publication of Garvin's biography of Joseph
Chamberlain, and comments on news of Frank
who is enjoying his time in Germany. 22 June
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/786: from Ida: Discusses the impact of Neville's
return to England to launch the Conversion scheme
[the conversion of 5% War Loan 1929/47 to a 3.5%
basis] which she hopes might boost trade for long
term benefit, even though it will increase her costs
in the short term 'I hope & have little doubt that the
people will rise to the scratch once more & that it
will be a great success'; discusses the continuing
negotiations at Lausanne, to where Neville will
return, and hopes that a decision will be reached,
despite the actions of the American delegation;
comments on reports from Anne that Neville is to
have a large pair of boots made for his visit to
Ottawa [to help his gout] which she approves of;
gives details of their garden party, which was
affected by the rainy weather, despite the
construction of a tent on the lawn in front of the
dining room to accommodate some of the ninety
guests; Hilda is to visit Purse Caundle to stay with
Lady Vera Herbert, and she is going to say with
Maggie at Bampton; mentions her meeting with
Crumplin about the roof of Elliott's cottage which
will cost £70 to repair, and with an electrical
engineer about the connection of their electricity to
the company's supply to prevent Elliott having to
run their own plant in the winter. 1 July
/787: from Hilda: Discusses the outcome of the
Lausanne conference and wonders whether Neville
has had some influence with the French
delegation, having seen reports in the newspapers
that he and [Walter] Runciman [President of the
Board of Trade] had dined with them; congratulates
him on the result of the conference which she
hopes will give him the courage to tackle problems
at the Ottawa [Imperial Economic] conference. 9
July
/788: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his recent
speech in the House of Commons [in the Lausanne
debate] which he must have had to prepare while
making preparations to travel to Ottawa; gives
details of her recent activities including a weekend
party attended by Sam and Hilda Gurney Dixon,
Austen, and Mabel Mellor, visits to London and
Winchester for meetings, and gives a detailed
account of her negotiations with a sub-committee
of the Aldershot town council over their proposed
scheme for the provision of maternity beds which
they are finding they cannot afford to run without an
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increase in the grant from the County Council;
mentions her forthcoming visit to Em at Melchett,
on the Cambridgeshire borders. 15 July
/789: from Hilda: Hopes that the Ottawa conference
'will set an example to the European ones in its
business outlook & its determination to not only
come to an agreement, but to do so with the least
possible haggling & in the shortest time', judging
from the opening speeches; expresses her feeling
of pride that Neville is attending the conference and
will be 'taking...the leading role in carrying out
Papa's policy after all these years', and reflects on
how different she thinks the situation would have
been if his policies on tariff reform had been carried
out at the time; comments on the forthcoming
publication of the first two volumes of 'the Life of
Joseph Chamberlain' and that Neville should feel
that the pressure he has exerted on the biographer
has had results; gives details of her recent
activities including a visit to Em and her husband
for the weekend, making arrangements to transfer
their electricity supply to the electricity company
and to sell their own electricity plant for £35; gives
a brief account of the recent Nursing fete and
forthcoming baby welfare party and mentions their
hopes to see Anne and Dorothy before they leave
for their holiday in Rheinfelden, which she hopes
will help her rheumatism and enable the sisters to
rest. 22 July
/790-/791: from Hilda, written from Grand Hotel des
Salines, Rheinfelden, Switzerland: Thanks Neville
for his letter written from the ship to Canada and
discusses his experience on modern ocean liners
and the preparations he made for the conference
while travelling; comments on Beaverbrook's attack
on Stanley Baldwin's speech 'it is only another
proof that his politics are purely personal & that he
looks not to the matter presented but as to whether
it is a friend or protege who has been speaking';
gives news that she had to postpone her baby
welfare party because of the weather forecast,
meaning the children would not have been able to
play in the garden, and that the Nursing fete raised
enough money to pay the debts; mentions Lilian's
visit with Anne and Dorothy, and gives an account
of the sisters' journey to Switzerland including the
rough crossing to Calais and the poor food on the
train; gives a description of their hotel, the views
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over the Rhine, and the surrounding countryside,
and comments on her current health. 29 July
/792: from Ida, written from Grand Hotel des
Salines, Rheinfelden, Switzerland: Gives details of
the variable weather they have experienced since
their arrival; describes their daily routine and her
boredom with the resort 'it will have to do Hilda a lot
of good to induce us to come again & we are
agreed that under no circumstances could we
come two years running'; discusses her reading of
a book on contemporary American politics and
society by Maurais, and their arrangements with
the hotel to get copies of the 'Times' so that they
can gain an understanding of the progress of the
Ottawa conference; comments on the tactics of
[Eamon] De Valera and his suggestion that Ireland
should become self-supporting and do without
imported cars and textiles; gives brief details of
their spa bath treatment for the following week. 4
August
/793: from Hilda, written from Grand Hotel des
Salines, Rheinfelden, Switzerland: Thanks Neville
for his most recent letter and wonders how much to
comment on the content, which will be out of date
by the time he reads her reply; discusses
developments at the Ottawa conference, the
position of the Canadian delegation considering the
proximity of their country to the United States and
their need for high tariffs in order to build up their
own industries rather than to risk the opposition of
manufacturers to a reduction of protection;
comments on Neville's ideas about the limitation of
food production and wonders how it could work for
developing countries which need to cultivate more
land, and in situations where a harvest is
exceptionally good or bad if amounts to be
produced are fixed; hopes that Neville has not had
another attack of gout and that he will be able to
take a holiday when he returns; expresses her
anxiety about the possibility of Ramsay MacDonald
going to America before the presidential elections 'I
think he is feeling badly that he is not in the
limelight over Ottawa & wants to fix attention on the
future when he may be once more the principal
figure'; gives details of Ida's health and her lowered
blood pressure, her reading of the last volume of
Queen Victoria's letters and her interest in foreign
politics, and their plans to travel on to Wengen;
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mentions the holiday plans of Austen and his
family. 8 August
/794: from Hilda, postcard postmarked Bern,
Switzerland: Thanks Neville for his letters dated 11,
13 and 15 August which have been forwarded from
Rheinfelden, and tells him that the view on the
postcard is also the view from their hotel; they plan
to go to Wengernalp for the day if the weather
continues. 25 August
/795: from Ida, written from Regina Hotel, Wengen,
Switzerland: Welcomes Neville home and
congratulates him on his success at the Ottawa
conference 'we were so pleased to see that you
were asked to sign the agreement with Canada, as
representing Papa, I am sure it must have been a
proud, happy moment for you...your ideas appear
to have been adopted by all the delgates, & it only
irks me that it should not be generally known
whose was the constructive mind that provided the
solution for the most difficult problems'; praises him
for keeping his team working well together which
she thinks must have been helped by the
preparatory work they did on the voyage out; hopes
that the agreement at Ottawa will be a starting
point for renewed prosperity and will draw the
Empire together; wonders whether it might be
possible to see Neville in London before he goes to
Scotland; hopes that he has not had another attack
of gout and will be able to enjoy his holiday before
Parliament is recalled, and might be able to spend
some time having spa treatment in Harrogate;
gives details of the hot weather in Rheinfelden for
the rest of their stay and the improvements they
have noticed in their health since their spa
treatment; describes the weather they have had in
Wengen. 24 August
/796: from Hilda, written from Hotel Regina,
Wengen, Switzerland: Thanks Neville for his letter
sent from his voyage home, and comments on his
experiences at the Ottawa conference 'really your
visit to Canada has been an epic struggle & the
way in which is developed up to the very last
moment was indeed a test of mental & physical
energy which was almost superhuman'; discusses
Neville's negotiations with [Richard Bedford]
Bennett [Prime Minister of Canada] and her view of
Bennett's character; hopes that Neville will not
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develop gout on the voyage home and suggests
that he try to spend time in Harrogate having spa
treatment at the end of his holiday 'do be
reasonable & just tell the P[rime] M[inister] & the
others it is necessary...I know you would hate to
give up but even if you feel you can stick it, it is
again putting too severe a strain upon your body';
congratulates Neville on his success in getting an
agreement without the duty on meat, which she
thinks will confirm Neville's 'free trade colleagues',
[Walter] Runciman and [James Henry] Thomas in
their loyalty to him; gives details of their holiday
activities, describing some of their mountain walks
and their visit to Wengernalp where they saw an
avalanche. 31 August
/797: from Hilda, written from Regina Hotel,
Wengen, Switzerland: Congratulates Neville on his
success at the Ottawa conference and on signing
the Canadian agreement, whether it was Stanley
Baldwin's idea or Richard Bedford Bennett's,
seeing it as the fulfilment of Joseph Chamberlain's
policy for imperial preference, and praises him for
his work for the British delegation. 24 August
/798: from Ida: Hopes Neville's holiday in Scotland
will pass without another attack of gout and
expresses her disappointment that the Cabinet is to
meet again shortly, leaving him only three weeks
for his holiday; her disgust that the newspapers are
giving Stanley Baldwin the credit for Neville's work
with Richard Bedford Bennett in Canada but 'I
suppose all your colleagues except S[tanley]
B[aldwin] know that it was you that did it'; discusses
arrangements for Neville and his family to visit
Odiham at the beginning of October, and their
hopes to hear from Frank about his trip to Germany
'I think the way he behaved all through is splendid.
He has shown not only the capacity for hard work
but so much independence & initiative. What a
comfort it is that one need feel no fear that he will
want to become a film producer & marry an
actress!!', making reference to the Amerys' son
who has recently got married at the age of twenty
without 'even waiting a week to allow his father at
least to discuss the matter with him'; gives details
of their return journey, rough channel crossing, and
late arrival of their luggage, and mentions their final
sightseeing activities walking from the top of the
funicular to Murren; gives a description of the state
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of their garden on their return, gives details about
some of their new neighbours in Odiham who they
will call upon, and expresses her disappointment
with their new electric lamps. 4 September
/799: from Ida: Expresses her satisfaction that
Neville is enjoying his holiday in Scotland, and that
it can be extended to five weeks rather than three;
thanks him for his gift of two brace of grouse and
mentions reports that he has had to go to Balmoral
to dine as well as to have an interview with the
king; gives details of her current committee and
social activities, and her hopes that Aunt Lina will
be well enough to visit Odiham; discusses the
decision of the Housing committee to build more
houses in Hartley Wintney and Odiham, to include
accommodation for people displaced from the Bury
which is to be declared an improvement area;
comments on the withdrawal of many original
applicants for new houses, because their homes
have been made habitable under the Rural
Workers Housing act, and gives information about
the types of new houses to be built; goes on to give
an account of discussions over whether to adopt
the Town Planning act, the agreement for the subcommittee appointed to meet the county town
planning officer to also meet the delegation from
Farnborough, and the prejudice of Council
members against town planning which they think
would prevent private enterprise from building in
the area; mentions the improvement in both her
health and that of Hilda after their holiday; asks
Neville about the report of the committee on
Transport, and hopes that heavy vehicles might be
taxed more. 9 September
/800: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his gift of
grouse, which Aunt Lina has also been enjoying
while she is staying in Odiham; mentions the recent
bad weather which has destroyed plants in their
garden; gives details of her visit to stay with
Dorothy Gough in London, and to meet Hilda Mary
for dinner at their Club and to see a play; mentions
that the Ladies' Imperial Club has merged with
another club in Grosvenor street, and she is not
happy with the service or food there; gives news of
Hilda Mary's life, her training [as a midwife] and the
poor standard of the nurses' accommodation she is
currently living in; discusses threats by the Liberal
ministers within the National Government to resign
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over the agreement made at the Ottawa
conference, and their opposition to cuts in policy
pay; mentions the current position of [Mohandas
'Mahatma'] Gandhi [in relation to his fast against
Dalits being given separate electorates under the
new constitution in India], and comments on other
issues facing the National Government, including
the action to be taken on the recommendations of
the Transport report, disputes in the cotton and
milk trades, and her sympathy with the farmers
who are objecting to profits made by the
'middlemen'; mentions speculation in the
newspapers about the repudiation of payments [for
war debts] to the United States of America, and
whether Britain's next payment could be postponed
until after the International conference in
December. 16 September
/801: from Ida: Thanks Neville again for his gift of
grouse, which the sisters and Aunt Lina have
enjoyed; discusses Aunt Lina's current state of
health, her increased tiredness and inability to walk
very far; gives details of their visit to Witley to look
at the flowers and rock garden and Aunt Lina's
enjoyment of her stay 'I hope it may be by no
means her last visit. One does feel, however, now
when one see her that her hold on life is much
more precarious than it was'; asks about Neville's
fishing trip to Dorset with Frank, and the
arrangements for the family to come to Odiham;
comments on the threatened resignation of Liberal
ministers from the National Government over the
agreement made at the Ottawa conference, and
thinks that such resignations would not have much
effect on international relations, especially as they
would not alter government policy; gives details of
her recent activities including speaking on public
health services at a Women's Institute meeting at
Bishop's Waltham and attending a meeting of the
building committee for the North Warnborough
village hall, and her forthcoming activities which
include reading over a play with members of her
Women's Institute group, visiting the workhouse,
and intrviewing candidates for the post of nursery
school teacher at the children's home at Crondall;
mentions Maggie's forthcoming visit and their
frustrated plans to install a Permutit [water
treatment system]. 23 September
/802: from Hilda: Discusses the newspapers
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reaction to the Ottawa agreements and her
surprise at the enthusiasm of the 'Times' which she
assumed to be anti-tariffs; expresses her sceptisim
that Sir Herbert Samuel's campaign against the
new tariffs and the tax on cod liver oil willl be
successful, as she thinks many woman dislike
taking it or giving it to their babies; discusses
Neville's heavy workload, his forthcoming speech
on the Ottawa agreement, his discussions with
[Edouard] Herriot [French Prime Minister], and her
fear that he will now be dragged into negotiations
with [Eamon] De Valera [over land annuity
payments]; mentions her activities including
attending a meeting of the [Women's Institute]
Produce committee, and gives details of the work
of the County Agricultural Organisation which has
held classes for the girls in the Odiham elementary
school on buttermaking, and for the boys on stock
and milking, which she thinks will inspire some
people to apply for the Farm Institute; discusses
her plans to provide women instructors in
buttermaking and poultry keeping to go round local
villages providing guidance; discusses her work
with the County Nursing Executive to arrange a
meeting with the Winchester Hospital Contributory
scheme, her presentation at the [Women's Institute]
group handicraft exhibition at Eversley, and her
ongoing responsibilities in Odiham with the school
meals scheme, infant welfare, and the district
nurse. 14 October
/803: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his speech
on the Ottawa conference agreement and gives her
view on the opposition speeches; asks about
Neville's suggestions for 'dealing with the
unemployed' and expresses her feeling that
distinctions should not be made between those on
transitional benefits and those who are uninsured;
discusses the responsibilities of the 'Relieving
Officers' in determining the means of unemployed
people who have 'either exhausted or never
qualified for benefit' and mentions the situation in
Hampshire where the Guardians can often give
information about the circumstances of applicants;
expresses her approval for Neville's idea that the
new Statutory Commissioners should devise
schemes for people unlikely to be employed again
'it is terrible to see these crowds of men & youths
hanging about the street corners day after day, with
nothing to do & you can't wonder if centres of
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unemployment become hot beds of socialism &
communism'; comments on Neville's success in
making cuts to police pay and her view that it would
have fuelled resentment among other public
servants who have accepted cuts if the police had
been exempted; expresses her concern for Anne's
health, and asks about plans for Neville to lay the
foundation stone for the head offices of the
Municipal Bank when he is next in Birmingham;
discusses Austen's opinion of the proof copy of the
first volume of Joseph Chamberlain's biography,
and his current feelings of depression over foreign
affairs 'when I read that all Europe is looking to
Ramsay MacDonald for a lead, I do feel that he
may prove a rather broken reed'; mentions her
invitation from the Basingstoke Town Council to
open their 'Health Week', which she has had to
decline because Dr Lyster is one of the speakers,
and he is still pursuing a campaign against the
County Council. 20 October
/804: from Hilda: Expresses her concern over
Anne's ongoing ankle injury, and her interest in
Neville's 'Hush Hush scheme' [involving changes to
the unemployment benefit system] and its
favourable reception within the cabinet; wonders
what Neville thought about the 'Unemployment vote
of censure' and [Henry] Wickham Steed's radio
address on the debate, and comments on the
failure of previous programmes by other parties to
provide work for unemployed people; expresses
her delight that there is to be a commemorative
stone in the new [Municipal] bank at Birmingham
which acknowledge's Neville's part in its
establishment; gives details of recent visits to
Odiham by Austen, Ivy and Diane, and Aunt Alice,
and her recent work which included attending a
meeting of the Consultative Council and the
autumn council meeting of the County Nursing
Association to speak on hospital contributory
schemes, and district nursing; goes on to discuss
her meeting with a deputation from the Winchester
Hospital Contributory scheme and her view that the
only way forward is to amalgamate the two
collections by making the contributory schemes for
both hospitals and district nursing, which happens
in Birmingham, even though each hospital in the
local area runs its own scheme; presents the
arguments of those representing the Winchester
hospital contributory scheme and mentions the
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problems of ensuring public support for the nursing
associations; gives brief details about the current
state of their garden. 27 October
/805: from Ida: Congratules Neville on completing
work on the Ottawa bill, and wonders how much
time he will have to spend discussing disarmament
in the cabinet, commenting on his lack of
'scintillating' colleagues; comments on the
convergence of opinion over how to deal with
unemployment, and the progess of Neville's
suggestions, wondering how the proposed changes
will affect the Guardians committees; mentions
Labour party losses in the municipal elections and
the slow fall in unemployment figures; discusses
farmers' unease about meat prices [relating to
Neville's scheme for the regulation of food
production] and recounts instances where their
butcher has been charging them the same prices
for meat as in 1929 when prices for animals were
higher, and the experiences of acquaintances who
are farmers in Gloucestershire and Norfolk, giving
details of the prices he charges for livestock;
expresses her relief that Anne's ankle is better, and
gives details about Hilda's ongoing pain in her leg
which makes walking difficult. 4 November
/806: from Hilda: Comments on the irony of
Neville's colleagues receiving praise for policies
that he has instigated, and reflects on the
similarities with Lord Salisbury's government and
'how many policies Papa found for different
ministers whilst Lord Salisbury sat & let them flow
over him!'; mentions the favourable reception of
[John] Simon's [Foreign Secretary] speech [on
disarmament] and Austen's contribution to the
debate, commenting on his influence on the
League of Nations Union; discusses Neville's
reception of a delegation asking for credits relating
to voluntary quotas and payments for wheat;
mentions his recent speech on the Unemployment
debate and the view of the 'Week End Review' that
he advocate 'National Planning' and 'National
Spending'; hopes that Frank's knee is better, and
sympathises that he is unable to play games this
term, and expresses her concern for Neville's eyes;
mentions her own recent medical appointment;
comments on her reading of the first volume of
Garvin's biography of Joseph Chamberlain and
thinks that she will be 'more fascinated than
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repelled' to read the entire work; they have had
their Pemutit installed and are now getting some
softened water; notes that Pierre Etienne Flandin
[French Foreign Minister] is to come to London 'it
will be interesting to see if he has taken notice of
your idea of disarmament by stages & what he
thinks of it. If you supply the Indian solution also what will be left for your colleagues to find out for
themselves!'. 11 November
/807: from Ida: Hopes Neville will have better
weather for his shooting party, and wonders how
[John] Simon's speech [on disarmament] will affect
negotiations at Geneva; gives her view about the
reception of the speech by the newspapers, and
the possible reactions of France, Germany and
Italy; discusses how the United States of America
will deal with the issue of the postponement of
payment of war debts now that Roosevelt has been
elected President, and wonders whether Britain will
default, expressing her doubts about whether it will
be possible to negotiate with America; expresses
her sympathy for Frank's continuing problems with
his knee and gives a detailed description of their
continuing difficulties with their Permutit water
softening system; asks Neville when the
government will get the report of the Local
Authorities Economy committee, as the outcome
will affect the expenditure of county councils and
might affect public health spending, as well as
spending on education and roads. 18 November
/808: from Hilda: Mentions that Ida is suffering from
a cold and is unable to have lunch with Dorothy in
London; expresses her frustration at intransigent
American attitudes towards war debts and
disarmament and her interest in Neville's account
of his meeting with [the Soviet Ambassador Ivan
Mikhailovich Maisky] on voluntary regulation of
production; mentions that Ida has been reading the
recommendations of the Commission on local
expenditure and her relief that it does not appear to
propose cuts in expenditure, except perhaps for the
provision of new housing if the 'Bury slum' is
demolished, which could then be carried out under
an extension of work under the Rural Housing act;
mentions the suggestion that public assistance for
unemployed people should be handed over to an
independent body; gives details of her recent work
for the District Nursing Association, the acceptance
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of her draft plan for the amalgamation of the
Hospital Contributory collections and the District
Nursing collections by the Executive, which will
now be presented to the Winchester Hospital
Contributory scheme committee, and her meeting
with the local Associations in the Reading Hospital
League district to suggest the voluntary joint
collection scheme to them; mentions her work in
the garden and the forthcoming visit of Joe
[Austen's son] before he sails 'It is nice to feel...that
he suggested coming himself...ever since he grew
up...he might well have felt that it was not worth
while to put himself out to visit us before he left';
comments on articles in the 'Times' on Garvin's
biography of Joseph Chamberlain. 25 November
/809: from Ida: Discusses Neville's communications
with the United States of America over the issue of
the repayment of British war debts and his
negotiations with France over reparations; hopes
that he and Anne will be able to rest from their work
and engagements over Christmas; discusses her
reading of Garvin's biography of Joseph
Chamberlain and gives her opinion on its content
and the writing style; comments on Austen's
current ill health and feelings of pessimism, and
gives details of Joe's [Austen's son] visit before
sailing for Egypt; discusses the recent meeting of
the County Council at which nothing was decided.
[1 December]
/810: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his explanation
about the 'Note' [setting out the case for the
suspension of war debt payments] and mentions
the praise it has received in the newspapers, giving
her opinion that 'the case for England & indeed for
Europe, was presented in the very best manner';
wonders whether it will have any effect on the
American Congress or the American people, and
criticises the American response; notes that the
next British payment is due the following week, and
supposes the government will have to pay; hopes
Neville had a satisfactory meeting with [Edouard]
Herriot [French Prime Minister], and expresses her
delight at the presentation to Neville in the House
of Commons by Birmingham MPs past and
present; continues a detailed discussion of her
reading of Garvin's biography of Joseph
Chamberlain and its reviews in the newspapers;
her concerns about Frank's continued problems
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with his knee. 8 December
/811: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his recent
speech in the House of Commons [on the British
'note' to the United States of America on the
payment of war debts] and the praise he has
received in the newspapers; comments on the
defeat of [Edouard] Herriot and France's refusal to
pay its war debts to America; mentions Hilda's
meeting with Sir Cecil Rhett, a retired Indian judge,
who criticised Stanley Baldwin, and Austen's recent
speech on Housing 'it is rather new for him to take
an active part in discussing social legislation & I
wish there were any chance of something coming
of it', hoping that Neville's scheme for
reconditioning slum houses might be put into force,
and commenting on the provision of cheap houses
in rural districts; gives details about a scheme she
is considering for local unemployed people, many
of whom seem to be on transitional benefit, and the
possibility that they could work on putting overhead
electricity cables underground; gives brief details of
her other recent committee activities, and the
sisters' travel plans to visit Neville and his family for
Christmas. 16 December
/812: from Ida [pages 1 and 2 missing; letter
possibly dates from 1925 rather than 1932]
discusses an unidentified bill in parliament
[probably the Local Government bill], and its effects
on plans for the Board of Guardians to build a
cottage home for the children in their care, which
are likely to be postponed if changes are made to
the Poor Law.
See also NC8/16/2 for letter from Hilda
Chamberlain to Neville Chamberlain dated 22 April
1932.
50 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/813-860

1933 letters

1933

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1933.
These letters contain some details about
international affairs, including the continued
discussions with the United States of America
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towards a moratorium on the British payment of
war debts; the recent political changes in Germany
following the Nazi seizure of power, the sisters'
anxieties about fascism and their awareness of the
persecution of Jewish people in the country; and
Neville's role as leader of the British delegation to
the World Conference and the repercussions of
President Roosevelt's refusal to reach an
agreement on international currency stabilisation.
Domestic politics are also discussed, including
Neville's taxation proposals and his Unemployment
Bill. Many of Ida's letters also focus on the problem
of unemployment, and discuss an initiative of the
Unemployment committee with help from the
Parish Council to raise money to offer short term
work to unemployed men, reconditioning footpaths,
and the potential effects of Neville's Unemployment
Bill on local authorities which would have to bear a
percentage of the cost of relieving unemployment.
Other major themes are the work of the Housing
sub-committee in dealing with applications for
grants for owners to make improvements to their
rented housing under the Rural Workers Housing
Act, and the decision of the District Council to
adopt the Town and Country Planning act. Hilda's
letters largely discuss the progress of the new
simultaneous voluntary collection scheme for both
the District Nursing Association and the Hospital
Contributory fund, and plans to introduce a system
of uniform subscriptions and midwifery payments
for the local associations.
/813: from Ida: Sends Neville new year greetings
and hopes that the year will be 'brighter' in public
affairs and that Anne's health will improve;
suggests that they seek opinions from other
medical practitioners about Frank's knee, and
perhaps get him to take a course of massage
treatment; gives details of their social engagements
in London including seeing Dorothy Gough and
Vera Herbert, and taking Hilda Mary to a
performance of the 'Road House' at Whitehall, as
well as having lunch with Austen and Ivy and
visiting the National Gallery; gives news that
Dorothy Gough is trying to let her house, having
been affected by the financial crisis, and that Ivy
and Lawrence are to go to Switzerland on holiday
while Austen stays with Philip Sassoon; mentions
Austen's current health, and gives details of the
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sisters' forthcoming trip to Brighton. 1 January
/814: from Hilda, written from Old Ship Hotel,
Brighton: Expresses her pleasure that Neville and
Anne are to send Frank for massage treatment for
his knee and that Anne's health has improved;
mentions their course of massage treatments in
London over Christmas, and describes the current
state of their garden in Odiham; discusses her
recent visit to address a Women's Institute group in
the New Forest, where she stayed with Lottie and
discussed their reading of Garvin's biography of
Joseph Chamberlain; mentions that one of Lottie's
servants, Moore, has recently died 'he will be a
terrible loss to them for they depended on him so
much & to Lottie he really was a friend & a
companion as well; gives details of her difficult
journey to Brighton from another Women's Institute
group near Petersfield and describes the hotel and
their visit, with Austen, to Seaford to see where one
of their Harben ancestors had lived. 6 January
/815: from Ida: Discusses Frank's massage
treatment and her frustration that he has to return
to Cambridge before the course of treatment is
over; mentions the benefits that Hilda has had from
Miss Hultman's treatment of her leg [Miss Hultman
appears to have been a physiotherapist who also
treated other members of the Chamberlain family];
gives details of the varied weather they had during
their stay in Brighton and mentions their visit to
lunch with the Duckworths at Dalingridge where
they saw Lord Monk Bretton who looked to be in
poor health; gives details of their other activities
including a visit to Arundel and up to the Downs,
mentions Austen's difficulty in walking, due to his
painful leg and sciatica, and her hope that the fresh
air has helped him. 15 January
/816: from Hilda: Confirms that they will dine with
Neville and would like to see [Oswald] Birley's
picture [portrait of Neville]; comments on Neville's
preference for this over [William] Orpen's portrait of
him 'I hope that Birley's may be, if less artistic, a
much more satisfactory picture from the point of
view of your family'. 20 January
/817: from Ida: Mentions the current cold weather
and the types of birds that have been visiting their
garden; gives details of their visit to [Oswald]
Birley's study to see Neville's portrait and gives her
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opinion about the painting which she thinks is 'a
very good likeness'; comments on the visit to
England by [William Christian] Bullitt, emissary for
the US President [Franklin D.] Roosevelt, to
discuss war debts, and expresses her views about
American attitudes towards the issue; mentions
[Eamon] De Valera's probable majority in the
recent Irish election, her sympathies for 'Southern
Loyalists' and lack of support for the farmers who
have voted for De Valera. 27 January
/818: from Hilda: Mentions plans to see Neville and
his family the following weekend; discusses the
reaction to Neville's letter about a grey wagtail in
the 'Times' 'I beleive it is true that a personal taste
does do a great deal to humanise a person in the
public eye'; discusses her thoughts the speeches at
the Jewellers dinner, which the sisters listened to
on the radio, including [Stanley] Bruce's speech on
the Ottawa conference; goes on to comment on the
continued discussions with the Americans on the
issue of war debts and the recall of [Ronald]
Lindsay to meet Roosevelt to continue
negotiations; expresses her pleasure that Neville
has discussed his scheme for slum improvements
with Austen and has then spoken to Hilton Young
[Minister of Health] about it, mentioning the
differences in the two brothers' political views 'I do
feel so pleased when you are meeting each other,
because I think it is very useful for him to learn you
mind & it is always interesting to know how your
scheme will strike him, just because his outlook is
so different'; gives details of her recent Women's
Institute Consultative Council meeting in London,
held at the new YMCA Central Hall, her visit to stay
with Margaret Sichel, and their visit to the theatre to
see a face called 'Fresh Fields' by Ivor Novello;
mentions that there are several new subscribers to
the simultaneous voluntary collection for the District
Nursing Association and the Hospital Contributory
fund for the first month, and that Lawrence's
[Austen's son] operation has gone well. 3 February
/819: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his letter, written
even though he was ill with apparent food
poisoning; expresses her disappointment that he
was not able to come to Odiham but tells him how
much they enjoyed Dorothy's visit; discusses
Neville's conversations with [Ronald] Lindsay and
hopes his plan [for a Moratorium on war debts to
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the United States of America] will be successful,
and that a conference can be held in the USA 'I am
sure that mere personal contact with so many
European statesmen would help very much in the
education of the American public & the American
press'; asks whether trade is actually improving
and expresses her concern about unemployment
levels continuing to rise; gives details about her
local scheme to deal with unemployment which has
raised money to offer work to four or five men for a
few weeks work, with a grant from the Parish
Council towards the material needed to recondition
footpaths; explains that she would prefer to see
whether they can recruit 'suitable men' before
investigating levels of support to continue the
scheme or offer 'occupational unpaid work...the
man at the Labour Exchange is of opinion that the
men wouldn't want unpaid work & prefer to loaf
about & I am sure that is true of many of them, but
if we could find only a few who felt differently it
would be worthwhile to try & do something for
them'; gives details about some of the other
members of the committee, and comments on her
other County Council work and involvement in
committee meetings connected with the new village
hall at North Warnborough which is shortly to be
opened by Lord Malmesbury. 14 February
/820: from Hilda: Expresses her disappointment
that Neville was prevented by illness from coming
to Odiham and her doubts that it was due to food
poisoning; discusses Neville's hopes to hold the
World Conference [on war debts] in America rather
than in London, to favourably influence American
opinion, and Ramsay MacDonald's desire to take
an active role in negotiations; comments on
attitudes in the 'Times' to tax reductions and
Churchill's recent speech on the economic crisis
which she thinks was 'like himself & would be sure
to get the easy triumph which comes to people who
indulge in passionate sentiment in public, over a
subject on which we all feel deeply'; discusses the
work of Ida's committee on unemployment, and
whether private owners might be able to offer
people one or two days work, in addition to the
work found by the committee, and whether
unemployed people would 'go off the dole' for such
a short period of time, 'I believe many people are
genuinely distressed at the thought of those out of
work & would be glad to keep once a scheme is
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started'; expresses her happiness about Dorothy's
recent visit, feeling that she 'feels a real sympathy
with our way of thinking'. 17 February
/821: from Ida: Gives details of her difficult journey
through the snow to a meeting at the Workhouse,
and the effects of the bad weather on Hilda Mary's
train journey to Odiham from Littlehampton;
expresses her concern about Neville's lumbago
and comments on his recent speech at Edinburgh
on unemployment; discusses her disapproval of the
'Times' attitude towards tax reductions and the
newspaper's concurrent view that 'money should
be provided for public work to help unemployment';
the weather has affected plans by the local
Unemployment Committee to start six men working
on footpaths; describes the effects of the snow on
the garden, gives news from Austen about
Lawrence's eye operation, and that Hilda Mary has
had her examination for the CMB [Central
Midwives Board?]; comments on Dorothy's
unsuccessful attempts to cook a meal for Neville
and the family and hopes he will be able to come to
Odiham in March. 24 February
/822: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for
Neville's heavy workload and continued criticism of
him in the 'Times'; discusses his success in
persuading the cabinet that Britain should not sell
arms to Japan 'you have done what was possible
to show that we do mean peace when we talk
about it, & that we, at any rate, are not going to
subordinate our desire for peace to the wishes of
the gun industry', contrasting this attitude with that
of America which is continuing to allow the sale of
arms; goes on to discuss the recent political
changes in Germany 'they are in for 'fascismo' with
a vengeance & one wonders whether they have
really a Mussolini to carry it through...it looks
painfully like the old militarism under another
name'; gives details of the beginning of the scheme
to provide work for local unemployed men and
gives an account of the recent public meeting to try
to get support for further work, which was attended
by a number of unemployed people and members
of the Labour party, but no representative 'from any
of the shopkeeping class who generally attend
largely at all public meetings! Mean things: they
were quite sure they did not mean to help in any
way; discusses the difficulty of making a regular
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collection from people in work, and from the
shopkeepers, and the suggestion of the chairman
that there should be 'boxes in the pubs so that
when men had a drink they should put in a few
pence for the unemployed!'; mentions that the
sisters have given a tea party for newcomers to the
village , that Mary [Carnegie] has come to stay, and
that Hilda Mary has passed her examination and 'is
now a fully qualified midwife'; looks forward to
seeing Neville in Odiham. 3 March
/823: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville enjoyed his
recent fishing trip and sends him birthday
greetings, hoping that he has many years ahead of
him for both political life and time in the country
after he retires; expresses her sympathy for his
heavy responsibilities as Chancellor and discusses
articles by [John Maynard] Keynes in the 'Times'
and Lloyd George's recent support for the
newspaper's stance on this issue; goes on to
discuss her understanding of the latest article, and
the report in the 'Times' that '[Ramsay] MacDonald
& [John] Simon are to try your fixed transitional
periods for disarmament as a last chance with
Mussolini' and thinks that an agreement with Italy is
the only way to 'put any check on Germany which
looks more & more like a prolonged military
dictatorship'; discusses reports of Goebbels'
propaganda successes, and the current situation in
Russia [following the arrest of English engineers
working for Metro-Vickers] 'I hope the very firm
stand taken up by the Govt will at any rate save the
Englishmen from a sudden trial & summary
execution'. 16 March
/824: from Ida: Gives details of the sisters'
preparations for a holiday in Torquay, and the
domestic purchases and home improvements they
have recently been involved in; discusses Hilda's
recent work in trying to resolve a dispute between
the doctor and matron of the Cottage Hospital,
which they consider to be the doctor's fault 'who is
quite young &...not only hot tempered, but
extremely unreasonable...unfortunately one can't
get rid of a doctor as one can a matron!'; hopes
Neville will have a good holiday, and expresses her
delight about his presentation in Birmingham and
her understanding of his emotional reaction to it;
comments on the apparent success of discussions
at Geneva and Rome [on disarmament], and
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Roosevelt's policy to cut veterans' allowances and
the delay in asking Congress to agree to
suspension of payment of war debts; apologises for
forgetting to bring the Highbury photographs to
London and gives details of her recent work in the
garden. 23 March
/825: from Hilda, written from Savoy Hotel,
Torquay: Gives a description of the good weather
they have had on their journey to Devon, their visit
to Slapton sands and stay at the Moorland Hotel on
Dartmoor before visiting Salcombe, and owned by
the National Trust at Bolt Head, and Stoodleigh;
goes on to give details of listening to a concert by
[Adrian] Boult on the wireless, their drive to
Brixham and Berry Pomeroy, and her impressions
of Devon and its 'ugliest cottages...built in rows like
the worst type of factory cottage'; mentions their
plans to return home via Wells, Glastonbury and
Bath; expresses her pleasure that [John Maynard]
Keynes' meeting with MPs was a failure, and
[Winston] Churchill's failure to make any effect with
his speech on India. 30 March
/826: from Ida: Expresses her sympathy for Neville
in not being able to spend time in his garden during
the current sunny weather; describes the blooming
of primroses, cowslips and violets that Neville's
children were able to pick when they visited
Odiham, and gives details of her recent activities
including a meeting of the Public Health committee
which discussed a report from the Ministry of
Health on local public health services which
included recommendations to reorganise the
system of care for the sick, and appropriate
institutions for public health; explains that the
Public Assistance committee have already made
improvements to the institutions and thinks that
there is unlikely to be further expenditure from the
County Council in that direction; mentions the time
limit imposed by the Ministry of Health for the
clearance of slum areas, and comments on efforts
made by landlords in the Bury area of Odiham to
make improvements to their properties, so that
fewer cottages have to be demolished, and to get
grants under the Housing (Rural Workers) Act;
expresses her relief that the engineers in Russia
have been released on bail and wonders whether
Vickers will get the money that is owed them. 7
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April
/827: from Hilda: Hopes Neville will have a relaxing
fishing holiday in Scotland and gives details of the
current state of the garden; gives news of Austen
and Ivy's recent visit to Odiham, Lawrence's
operations, and his progress at school; mentions
some of the song birds she has heard in the
garden, and looks forward to Anne and Dorothy's
forthcoming visit; mentions that Freda has just had
an operation and hopes that Aunt Lina will be able
to come and visit. 14 April
/828: [no letter exists]
/829: from Ida: Hopes that Neville is continuing to
enjoy his holiday, despite the weather, and thanks
him for the gift of salmon, sent by Mr Wood; hopes
that he is not spending time thinking about his
Budget speech, and is glad that he will be able to
'give the public rather more satisfaction than at one
time seemed probable'; discusses her relief at the
end of the trial in Moscow [of English engineers
working for Metro-Vickers who were accused of
spying], the extent to which the government's
stance on the issue has influenced Stalin, and the
fate of MacDonald and Thornton [two of the
engineers]; discusses the impact of Austen's
speech [against revived German nationalism]on
public opinion in Germany and her despair at the
'barbarism' of Russia and Germany 'the Germans
profess to be a civilised nation & to have them
carrying on a real prosecution of the Jews on
absolutely medieval lines is a little startling to say
the least of it, going on to list the restrictions
imposed on Jewish people in Germany and her
shock at this and the programme of 'nationalist and
militant propaganda' in German schools,
commenting 'I can only sympathise more than ever
with France in her fears for the future &
determination that Germany must never be allowed
to re-arm...what a pity that the world has got so
small & that we can on longer afford to ignore our
neighbours' troubles'; mentions news that
unemployment is falling slightly in Eastleigh and
hopes this might be a sign of general improvement,
and wonders about the effects of the USA
abandoning the gold standard; comments on the
current state of the garden and Anne's ill health
which has prevented her coming to Odiham. 21
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April
/830: from Hilda: Discusses the reception of
Neville's Budget speech in the House of Commons
and the newspapers, and his response to the
'critics who were all for unbalanced budgets &
Keynes remedies'; comments on Beaverbrook's
opinion that people would accept duties on meat
and goes on to discuss the reaction to Neville's
plans to tax co-operatives and her disgust at [Sir
Herbert] Samuel's criticism of Neville for not
devoting any surplus to help the families of
unemployed people 'it was such an obvious bid for
Labour support & for a purist in free trade & high
finance it was singularly inept'; discusses her
reading of the second volume of Garvin's biography
of Joseph Chamberlain, its treatment of the period
around the Home Rule bill, and her thoughts about
the reviews the work has received; hopes that
Ramsay MacDonald will be able to get a favourable
result at the forthcoming World Conference, and
that Neville will be able to enjoy his summer
holiday in Scotland afterwards. 27 April
/831: from Ida: Discusses her recent work in the
garden, her decision not to grow tulips that year,
and the damage to plants, shrubs and fruit bushes
by the recent frosts; comments on the response to
Neville's Budget and his disappointment that 'not
more has been made of the concessions to income
tax payers'; hopes that he will be able to take some
time to rest, but does not see any release from his
responsibilities before the next election; reflects
that she has enjoyed more leisure time over the
last few months and hopes that he will be able to
have some time for himself before he is 'too old to
take advantage of it', speculating on his chances of
becoming Prime Minister after the next election,
which she thinks are slim at present; discusses her
recent activities including a meeting of the Housing
sub-committee to deal with applications for grants
to make improvements to houses under the Rural
Workers Housing act, several of which are in the
Bury area of Odiham, giving details of conditions
imposed on the landlords about the rents they
charge to tenants; mentions Aunt Lina's stay and
Austen's opposition to the German [trade]
agreement [at Geneva] 'which is evidently expected
to hit his constituents rather hard'. 5 May
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/832: from Hilda: Gives details of her recent illness
which has forced her to miss meetings at
Winchester; hopes that Neville will be able to have
a relaxing fishing holiday and forget his worries;
gives details of their visit to a flower show in
London 'I was pleased to see such a beautiful
show of tulips from Wales. It ought to make a
difference in employment when one see the rapid
development of home produce under even a low
protective tariff', and comments that the increased
demand for fruit and vegetables by people living in
towns will help British agriculture; comments on
continued international debate over the issue of
war debts, expressing her despair at the current
situation. 12 May
/833: from Ida: Thanks Neville for sending the
sisters a supply of port which they might start using
in the autumn depending 'on how often Austen
comes to stay with us!', commenting that now that
he has no country home he visits Odiham more
frequently; comments on Neville's appointment as
leader of the British delegation to the World
Conference which she hopes will not mean he
cannot take a holiday in August; asks Neville's
opinion of Hitler's speech apparently suggesting
that Germany does not want war, despite actions to
the contrary; mentions that she has been asked to
act as chair at a public meeting for the Hampshire
Voluntary Association at Winchester, where she
will have to give an address, and expresses her
anxiety about public speaking; gives news about
Cecily and Ernest's visit and that Mr Thomas has
offered her £1 each for her piglets, which she
thinks shows that agriculture is recovering, as she
would only have got ten shillings the previous year,
though she is giving one away as a prize at the
forthcoming Women's Institute fete. 19 May
/834: from Ida: Urges Neville not to write to the
sisters that week because he is too busy;
comments on his engagements to make
addresses, and to lay the foundation stone of the
Post Graduate School of Medicine; mentions that
her annual meeting of the Blind Association was a
success and that she feels silly to have worried
about it. 22 May
/835: from Hilda: Thanks Neville and Anne for their
telegram sending her birthday greetings; discusses
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the recent Co-op debate [relating to proposals for
the taxation of Co-operative Societies], her
disappointment at the Liberals in voting against the
proposals and the opposition of many Conservative
politicians to organised labour 'some of them I think
from general ignorance of the feelings of the
working classes which makes them prone to regard
anything which can be misrepresented as an attack
of the rich on the poor as being impossible to
combat'; comments that the Conservative MPs
should not have brought up the question of the
repeal of the Land Values act, after getting a
concession [on Co-ops] from the Labour members
of the National Government, and praises Neville for
largely getting people from different parties to work
together; goes on to discuss [Philip] Snowden's
attack on Ramsay MacDonald, the reception of
Neville concessions on coastal shipping with
regard to the oil tax, and her hopes that the
disarmament conference at Geneva will produce
results and that France will accept America's
declaration which would also 'act as a great
deterrent to Germany or any of the Balkan states
meditating aggression for they could never be sure
that America could not go in'; wonders whether the
World Conference will be adjourned until
September and expresses her disapproval at the
apparent hypocracy of [Philip] Snowden's
comments that Neville should ensure he makes
effective preparations for the conference; gives
details of her recent addresses to Women's
Institute groups and a speech at the annual
meeting of the County Nursing Association, and
her forthcoming engagements in London at the
annual [Women's Institute] meeting at the Albert
Hall and a conference of voluntary county
organisers; mentions their recent weekend with the
Debenhams and her concerns about Cecily's
health; asks whether it is true that Neville is to be
awarded a degree from Oxford. 25 May
/836: from Ida: Discusses Neville's work in getting
the Finance bill through committees and in
countering opposition to changes to Co-ops and
the Exchange Equalisation account, expressing her
frustration at the criticism he has received that he
has made the situation more difficult for himself;
comments on her doubts that the World Economic
conference will be as successful as the Ottawa
conference the previous year, and thinks that
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President Roosevelt is unlikely to offer concessions
on war debts or anything else; hopes that Neville
will be able to take a holiday for the sake of his
health, but worries that the conference will last for
several weeks; gives details of her recent visit to
London to see a series of dramatic performances
given by Women's Institute groups at the new
Scala theatre for the final of a competition, which
included a team from Hampshire 'the majority of
them obviously real village women...many of them
had never been in London before, & they simply
had the time of their lives. What a difference the
possibility of such happenings must make in their
lives'; mentions Hilda's attendance at the Women's
Institute annual general meeting and a course for
Voluntary County Organisers which she had to
address; gives news of their visit to Sir Arthur and
Lary Hart at Hurstbourne Tarrant, and describes
their garden; mentions arrangements for the
forthcoming Women's Institute fete to be held in the
sisters' garden featuring tea in the orchard, side
shows on the upper lawn, and entertainment,
dancing and a whist drive in the inner garden, and
hopes that attendance will be good. 2 June
/837: from Hilda: Expresses her concern about
continued negotiations with the Americans over the
issue of war debts, with no sign from President
Roosevelt that a decision is imminent; gives brief
details of the Women's Institute fete held in the
sisters' garden which seems to have been a
success, though tiring, and describes the state of
their various soft fruit bushes and trees; mentions
some of her other recent activities with the
Women's Institute and infant welfare, and the
forthcoming visit of Edith Slade and Dorothy
Gough; expresses her interest in the news that
Stephen Lloyd might return [from India] 'I think it
would be quite a good thing, as after all Dorothy is
much older & more formed now & he also must
have developed so that they will be able to really
test their feelings...it would be easier if they find
they are not suited to break now than to wait on
indefinitely & perhaps at the end fine that the old
feeling had all died away'; comments on the
pessimism surrounding the outcome of the World
Economic conference, and her feeling of
hopefulness about a slight fall in unemployment,
and a recovery in agriculture. 9 June
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/838: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his recent
speeches [on war debts and to the World
Economic conference] and comments on an article
in the 'Times' praising his policy [to make a partpayment to America], speculating as to how
Roosevelt will be able to deal with international
problems and tackle the issue of war debt
payments in Congress; congratulates the
government on the victory of the Conservative
candidate at the Altrincham by-election 'it shows
that the country at large doe not mean to accept Mr
Winston Churchill's leadership on the question of
India'; comments on other current developments
including the slight fall in unemployment, the hope
that Germany might be persuaded to soften its
Nationalist policies by pressure at the World
Economic conference, and mentions that Germany
is now to 'celebrate a day of mourning for the
Versailles Treaty! Evidently she is doing all she can
to stir up nationalist feelings in their most
dangerous form'; gives details of her reduced
commitments for the County Council, and that she
has declined an invitation to speak at the annual
meeting of the 'Prisoners after-care association',
having been recommended as a speaker by
someone who had heard her address at the Blind
Association, reflecting on her dislike and fear of
public speaking; mentions forthcoming social
engagements including a visit by the Gurney
Dixons and Mayor and Mrs Hills, followed by a visit
from Hilda Mary and two friends, and Margaret
Sichel. 16 June
/839: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville will be able to
rest at Westbourne for the weekend, and
congratulates Frank on his success [in his
university examinations], and expresses her hope
that Frank's trip to Spain will be useful, and that
Dorothy will be able to continue her [music?]
lessons; goes on to discuss the difficulties caused
at the World Economic conference by the American
decision not to 'attempt even a modified &
temporary form of [international currency]
stabilisation' and expresses her frustration that
America and Europe are bound together
economically and politically; praises Neville on the
progress of the Finance bill and comments on the
weakness of the opposition over this issue and
over the Co-op debate; gives her impression of
Jack Hill's young wife, who she met at a weekend
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party given by the sisters at Odiham 'I think if he
was to marry at 61 he has not done badly for
himself'; wonders how Neville's honorary degree
ceremony will go at Oxford, and hopes he will be
well received 'in spite of the views of ''young
Oxford'''; goes on to discuss Germany's recent
attack on Austria, her reading of 'Red Bread' by
Maurice Hindus [on Collectivisation] and her
wonder at whether Russia can 'really teach their
people to give up any desire for personal property
of any kind'; gives an account of their recent
Women's Institute party which attracted 100
people, despite the rain, and describes the current
state of their garden; thanks Anne for sending
further details of Neville's recent work at the World
Economic conference and over the war debts
issue. 23 June
/840: from Hilda: Comments on Roosevelt's recent
announcement [that there will be no agreement on
international currency stablisation due to US
domestic policies] and thinks that her reaction
proves that 'it is inadvisable to have women
ministers in such offices as yours...I don't think I
could have refrained from a public explosion with
regard to the President, & even that would not have
saved me from hysterics in saying to my
colleagues what I thought of them!'; discusses the
response in Washington to the announcement, and
wonders whether the World Economic conference
can now continue, expressing her sympathy with
Professor [Raymond] Moley of the American
delegation who 'came over here with a flourish of
trumpets as the one man who knows the
President's mind...only to find himself & his advice
brushed aside in the most insulting manner';
wonders how Neville will now proceed, and
remarks on the impossibility for the British Empire
of not having contact with America, with Canada its
closest neighbour and the connections between the
money markets of each country; expresses her
view that Roosevelt's decision has undone the
work of the last few years, at the conferences at
Lausanne and Ottawa, and the recent revival of
agriculture and other industries 'thanks to the
protection you had afforded them'; goes on to give
an account of their visit to Wilton Park when it was
open to Unionist associations; continues the letter
later to express her relief that the World Economic
conference is to continue and that there are signs
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of developments with the Empire and with China
and Japan. 6 July
/841: from Ida: Discusses the repercussions of
Roosevelt's refusal to reach an agreement on
international currency stabilisation, and expresses
her uncertainty about the success of the New Deal;
comments on the new unemployment figures which
continue to show falls, and thinks that public
confidence would be greater if there was no
uncertainty about currency; expresses her
sympathy for Professor [Raymond] Moley and Mr
Cordell Hull of the American delegation; gives
details of her recent activities including a
Sanatorium sub-committee at Bishopstoke and
Chandler's Ford, and County Council and District
Council committee meetings including a special
meeting to choose tenants for the new houses at
Odiham and Hartley Wintney; discusses the need
to select tenants who cannot pay higher rents and
proposals to re-arrange rents for all the houses
built for the scheme to allow tenants a greater
proportion of the accommodation provided;
mentions the recent rain and the current state of
the garden, and discusses family news, including
Hilda Mary's visit and the forthcoming visit of
Austen, Diane and Peta; expresses her concern
about Neville's account of Stephen Lloyd's health
'one wishes that he & Dorothy could see each other
normally, without the complication of his being an
invalid, but whatever happens I am sure it must be
better that they should meet now & make up their
minds rather than go on waiting another two or
three years with everything uncertain'. 14 July
/842: from Hilda: Expresses her relief that Neville
will at least get a holiday through the American
'sabotage' of the World Economic conference, and
comments on the risks Roosevelt is taking [in
announcing the New Deal] 'one wonders at the
courage, - the audacity - or I should almostsay
irresponsibility with which they are committed to
such experiments without apparently knowing
clearly where they are going'; discusses Neville's
failure to get his colleagues to accept all elements
of his plan for the unemployment insurance
scheme, her dislike of the distinctions between 'the
one time insured unemployed & those who have
been in uninsured trades', and her hope that he will
save the Commission [for able bodied unemployed
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people], 'it must be hard work to force your ideas all
the time on other people & then see them
emasculated or muddled - but then you can't hold
all the posts in the government unless you are a
Mussolinin - & we don't hold with such in our
country'; gives details of her activities in organising
the Hospital collections and District Nursing
collections after a discussion with the treasurers of
Winchester hospital at the annual District Nursing
meeting, and plans to impose a system of uniform
subscriptions and midwifery payments for the local
associations, with any short-term differences in
funds being met by the hospitals, which she thinks
would improve conditions across the districts for
the nurses; gives news of Mary and Willie
[Carnegie]'s forthcoming visit, which will be their
last before they leave for South Africa, and
mentions that she is looking forward to Dorothy's
visit. 20 July
/843: from Ida: Discusses the sisters' travel
arrangements to stay with Neville and his family in
Scotland; expresses her relief that he was able to
make his declaration on common action on
monetary policy between the Dominion countries,
gives news of a recent visit by Sir Arthur and Lady
Hart who brought some iris for the sisters to plant,
her work cataloguing the sisters' books, and
making lavender bags, and mentions that they
have put barbed wire along their fence to stop boys
climbing over the wall and picking grapes and
berries. 28 July
/844: from Hilda: Expresses how much the sisters
enjoyed their holiday in Scotland with Neville and
his family, thanking him for his hospitality and for
giving them the opportunity to 'getting really to
know your children in their ordinary every day
aspect...I can't say how much pleasure it give both
Ida & myself to feel that they have a real feeling for
us & that we have our own place in their lives &
memories'; gives details of their visit to Blair Atholl
and their highland walks, and describes the state of
their garden when they returned. 25 August
/845: from Ida: Hopes that Neville will not have to
attend a cabinet meeting called for the following
week and that he is continuing to enjoy his holiday;
mentions that the heat wave is continuing but that
their gardener is continuing to water the garden
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regularly; mentions their recent lunch with Aunt
Lina and gives her unfavourable impression of Mrs
Andrews [Aunt Lina's nurse?]; gives details of her
committee's recent meeting with the new engineer
at Odiham sewage works to discuss continuing
problems with defective pipes, due apparently to
the failures of the previous engineer, and their
hopes to get the North Warnborough section of the
system finished in the next month, allowing them to
let tenants move into the new houses when
drainage has been provided. 31 August
/846: from Hilda: Expresses her disappointment
that Neville has had to return to London for a
cabinet meeting and thinks that Ramsay
MacDonald should pay his travel expenses from
Scotland; discusses the changes in the countryside
now that autumn is approaching, which they
noticed on their drive back from Wales, and
describes the effects of a recent fire at Hartford
Flats which has burnt the plantations of trees; gives
news about the decision of the syndicate who have
bought Dogmersfield [Park] to sell the trees on
Odiham Common and along the edges of the Park,
with Dogmersfield itself marked for an immediate
housing development of new bungalows, all of
which will reduce the number of birds migrating for
the winter; comments on the rejection of the District
Council of an offer to join the Aldershot and
Basingstoke town planning scheme, which means
they are now powerless to prevent further housing
developments; gives details of their stay at
Bryntirion and of Aunt Alice's health; reflects on
their happy summer, and her feeling that she is
now ready to cope with difficulties again. 8
September
/847: from Ida, written from Larksfield, Brockham
Hill, Kent: Expresses her pleasure that Neville has
been able to enjoy his holiday, especially his
grouse shooting and walks from Loch Tay to Glen
Lyon; gives details of her current stay with Kate
Harman and describes the location of the house
with views over the South Downs, the garden, and
mentions the names of Kate's daughters and
grandchildren; mentions her visit to Margaret
Godfrey at Sevenoaks and her tea with Bertha
Woodall; mentions the recent rain and wonders
whether she will notice a change in the garden
when she returns and goes on to discuss the
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changes that are to take place at Dogmersfield
Park, which she thinks will persuade the District
Council to reconsider their decision not to adopt the
Town and Country Planning act, giving a
description of a case when the Housing committee
of the council would have been able to use the act
to refuse to pass plans for a group of houses on a
particular piece of land which did not comply with
byelaws; gives an account of her arguments at the
last District Council meeting that the local authority
would not have any say about plots of land from
the sale of the Dogmersfield Park estate being
used for building houses, and that such building
would affect the local sewage scheme, and the
Council's eventual decision to adopt the act. 15
September
/848: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville has had an
enjoyable stay with Sam Hoare [Foreign Secretary
in the National Government]; discusses the break
in the recent drought in the south, and the
continued lack of rain in the Midlands; gives details
of her visit to Studley College near Warwick to
speak at a conference for the Women's Institute
county federations and describes the garden there;
goes on to discuss the progress of her attempts to
get the Hospital collections to make simultaneous
collections for the Nursing associations, and her
meeting with the chairman of the Hospitals
Collections scheme to discuss this and to ask for
financial help; gives news of Byng and Norah's
forthcoming visit, and plans for Aunt Alice to come
to stay; expresses her concern for Neville's health
and his attack of 'gouty eczema'; asks his opinion
of the current political situation and mentions the
continuing slow improvement in industry and falls in
unemployment, commenting on the drop in
unemployment in agriculture in the local area, and
current events in America 'how like the Americans
to arrange a monster procession in New York to
celebrate ''the end of depression''...well for our
sakes I hope they won't crash, but I do hope that
they will gradually improve in spite of the
extraordinarily hazardous nature of their efforts';
asks for news of Stephen Lloyd's health and
whether Frank's knee is still causing him trouble.
21 September
/849: from Ida: Mentions that she has heard from
Cecily that Neville and Frank enjoyed their fishing
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at Moor Lane, and hopes that they did not suffer
too much from the heavy rain; comments on the
amount of rain they have had in and around
Odiham and hopes that the weather will improve
for the rest of Aunt Alice's visit; gives details of their
social engagements during Byng and Norah's visit
which she thinks Byng found difficult, as he sees
very few people unconnected with business;
expresses her concern about their failure so far to
find a replacement for their cook who leaves in
October; mentions that they are running out of
cigars and asks Neville to order another 50 for
them to offer guests; gives details of the recent
District Council meeting at which it was agreed to
rescind the previous resolution not to adopt the
Town planning act, and hopes that the Council will
be in time to deal with the large number of small
lots for sale as building sites; gives brief details of
Hilda's recent activities and good health and
mentions taking Aunt Alice for a drive by the Devil's
Punch Bowl; comments on the gradual recovery in
industry, wonders how President Roosevelt will
now tackle the issue of war debts, and removals of
rights of prisoners in Germany 'I begin to think
there isn't much to choose between Germany &
Russia'. 29 September
/850: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for sending the
cigars and praises his recent speech at the
Bankers dinner on the improvements in the
economic situation over the past year, contrasting
his efforts with those of President Roosevelt which
she thinks might be right for 'a hysterical nation
such as the Americans'; comments on the recent
trade report from Geneva and hopes that it does
mean that there has been a recovery in trade in
Europe as well as in Britain; wonders what will
happen next over the issue of payments for war
debts to America, supposing that Roosevelt will not
accept any more 'token payments & I suppose
there will be nothing for it but repudiation', and
commenting that France has already repudiated its
debts and that no action has been taken against
the country; hopes that Neville's speech to the
Conservative Association meeting on India will be
successful, and that he will get a satisfactory vote,
wondering why he is speaking instead of Samuel
Hoare and whether he is supposed to be against
the government plan; praises Neville's
achievements in combining 'sound monetary
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policy...with the far reaching schemes to control
production & the bargaining power which tariffs
have given us', which she thinks have made a
major contribution to the current economic
recovery; goes on to give details of her recent
activities including a visit to Harlech to speak at a
Women's Institute conference of the National
Federation, accompanying Aunt Alice home 'to tell
the truth I do feel that 88 is rather old to travel
alone', describing her journey; mentions Maggie's
visit, Dorothy's forthcoming visit, and their attempts
to recruit a cook from an agency and hopes to
appoint someone from the local area. 6 October
/851: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
successful speech on India at the Conservative
Annual conference in Birmingham, and on the
'continued evidence' of the success of his financial
policies, citing the steady increase in trade and fall
in unemployment, which she thinks is party due to
the tariff policy; gives details of her recent activities
including a meeting of the Sanatorium subcommittee which had not met for several months,
even though there had been problems with
extreme heat in the wards over the summer, and
the matron had held a fete to raise money to
purchase window blinds, and commenting that now
there is a problem with inadequate heating in the
children's ward, but that the doctor is 'very much of
an autocrat & takes every opportunity to avoid
having a committee'; goes on to discuss a recent
meeting of the Housing sub-committee of the
District Council to consider the preliminary report
on the results of the survey undertaken in response
to a Ministry of Health circular on slum housing,
giving information about possible work to be carried
out on the seventy one houses in the District
identified to be dealt with; mentions that the District
Council have passed a resolution to adopt the
Town and Country Planning act and have
appointed a sub-committee to consider the
question of appointing a Town Planning officer;
gives news of their domestic staff, including their
new temporary cook, the new garden boy who is in
hospital with suspected tuberculosis, and Elliott,
their chauffeur, who is currently unwell. 13 October
/852: from Hilda: Assumes that Germany's sudden
declaration [of the country's withdrawal from the
Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of
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Arms] must have made matters more complicated
for Neville at Nottingham, but hears that he has
had a successful meeting despite this,
sympathising with him in having to speak in public
about the declaration before being able to adjust
his ideas; mentions that they listened to the BBC
broadcast by [(Charles) Vernon Oldfield] Bartlett
[London Director of the League of Nations 19221932; political commentator and broadcaster on
foreign affairs], and sympathised with those who
wrote to protest 'it was true that he was not as
pacifist & pro-German as usual, but still it was
really a plea for Germany & I do feel that to have
that plea broadcasted, not only in this country but
all over the world, before the Foreign Minister of
the Govt have had a chance to say a word, is really
a very dangerous situation'; goes on to discuss the
impossibility of defending Germany's actions, and
comments that not even Austen's presence can
'make that body [the League of Nations Union]
other than a pestilential one'; speculates as to what
will happen now, and whether the recent actions
were taken for a German domestic audience rather
than with the intention of influencing the rest of
Europe; gives details of her activities which include
visiting Winchester for her monthly Women's
Institute executive meeting, visiting Didcot and
Reading to take programme conferences for the
Berkshire federation [of the Women's Institute], and
a forthcoming visits to Lewes, Cornwall and
Leicester; mentions other activities including their
plans to drive to Littlehampton to see Hilda Mary in
her new accomodation, and to London to see the
show of South African flowers at the Royal
Horticultural Society. 19 October
/853: from Ida: Gives an account of her inspection
of slum dwellings in Odiham and Hook, together
with other members of the Housing committee [of
the District Council], the Medical Officer, and the
Sanitary Inspector, so that the officials could
compile a report on the buildings to be condemned;
mentions Hilda's visit to Southampton to a
Women's Institute produce show, and goes on to
discuss decisions made at a recent meeting of the
County Council Finance committee to fix maximum
salaries for Heads of Departments and Deputies
and to recommend that cuts in salaries not be
renewed, due to pressure from neighbouring
counties which have already restored full salaries
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to their staff, and to give details of discussions at
the same meeting about the assistance to be given
by the County Council towards the cost of
sewerage and water schemes; comments on the
results of the recent Fulham East by-election [at
which Labour won a previously safe Conservative
seat], blaming the poor Conservative candidate for
the loss of the seat 'I feel it difficult to believe that
the country as a whole has any desire to change
the National government for a Labour one'; goes
on to discuss the behaviour of Hitler's regime which
she thinks 'gets more extraordinary every
day...they go on shouting that they ''want peace'' &
at the same time making military demonstrations &
calling upon their people to prepare for war. I
suppose they have been re-arming as far as
possible in secret already, but what are we to do if
they now proceed to do so more openly', asking
what reaction France will have and believing it
unthinkable that Britain would go to war again now.
27 October
/854: from Hilda: Asks Neville's opinion about the
results of the municipal elections [in which Labour
made gains] and the opportunities for bribery, and
her shock at the evident unpopularity of the Means
test; discusses the arguments for taking the
administration of unemployment relief away from
the local authorities and comments on Neville's
recent meetings on their financial responsibilities;
comments on news from America that the
President thinks [war] debts might be coupled with
a currency agreement, suggesting that Roosevelt is
not consistent in his arguments; thanks Neville for
sending a photograph of the silver cigar box
presented to Neville featuring a view of the new
Weoley Castle housing estate 'it must warm the
cockles of your heart to go round occasionally &
see all these attractive little house going up which
should make life so much happier for so many
people & to feel how much you have done to
secure them'; gives an account of her visit to Truro
for a Women's Institute annual council meeting to
discuss financial matters relating to the Cornwall
executive, mentioning that she stayed the night
with a farmer's wife in accommodation with 'no
bath, a chilly bed & small discomforts', and giving
details about a teacher's training college which is
running rural courses for the women students. 3
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November
/855: from Ida: Discusses the reception in the
newspapers of the new proposals for 'dealing with
the unemployed' [a new Unemployment bill] and
gives her opinion about proposals for local
authorities to bear a percentage of the cost of
relieving unemployment, to be distributed across
the various authorities 'I suppose a county like
Hampshire which has not been particularly badly
hit by unemployment would find itself worse off
than it was before'; comments on news she heard
at the last meeting of the Public Assistance
committee that they were saving thousands of
pounds on Outrelief and 'casuals', which is partly
due to the fine weather, but is still a considerable
decrease; goes on to discuss the County Council's
response to the Sanitary Officer's report on slum
housing to be dealt with under the terms of the
1930 act, including the order in which the houses
are to be demolished or improved, enclosing a
copy for Neville of a pamphlet issued by the County
Council to all Rural District Councils to pass on to
individual owners whose houses are threatened;
discusses her decision to increase her subscription
service for books [presumably through a private
library or book club], and her reading of Logan
Pearsall Smith's books 'On Reading Shakespeare'
and 'All Trivia'; mentions that their new cook has
arrived. 10 November
/856: from Hilda: Expresses her pleasure that
Ramsay MacDonald praised Neville in his recent
speech at the Guildhall, and at the response to
Neville's Unemployment bill in the newspapers,
noting that people always regret the 'centralisation
ofpower involved by the state undertaking payment
- but in these days it seems to be inevitable';
mentions how much they are looking forward to a
visit from Dorothy and gives details of her recent
activities including her work with the County
Nursing Association on the establishment of
simultaneous weekly collections by the Hospital
Contributory scheme collectors, having agreed
figures for minimum subcriptions and for midwifery
and maternity fees; goes on to comment on the
autumn council meeting of the Women's Institute in
Andover and her likely involvement in discussions
about the education of the older girls at the Odiham
elementary schools, to try and change the syllabus
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so that they are taught more practical skills for their
future lives, mentioning a forthcoming meeting with
Wynn Williams, a former government inspector
who is now a member of the Education subcommittee, and the head teacher. 17 November
/857: from Ida: Thanks Neville for sending them
news of the death of Dorothy Jolly; discusses the
problems faced by President Roosevelt in pursuing
the New Deal 'it is all very well to go on trying one
experiment after the other, but how long will people
be satisfied to wait for a result which always fails to
materialise...it is hard to feel that our steady
improvement may be jeopardised by his rash
experiments'; comments on speculation that [John]
Simon is to resign [as Foreign Secretary], Hitler's
assertion that Germany wants peace, has given up
claims to Alsace-Lorraine, and stands by the
Locarno agreement, and her hopes that France
and Germany can discuss matters between
themselves; asks Neville for any news he has
about Frank's sinus problems and about Stephen
Lloyd's health and whether he is still in hospital;
gives details of the sisters' plans to go to see
'Richard of Bordeaux' at the theatre in London and
to one of Ivy [Chamberlain]'s sherry and cocktail
parties; gives an account of the sisters' recent
discussions with Wynn Williams about a new
curriculum for the older girls in the elementary
schools which they intend to put before the
[County] Education committee; mentions that she
has seen a picture of the new Municipal Bank head
offices [in Birmingham] and thikns it will be 'a great
improvement to the site'. 24 November
/858: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
recent speech on the Unemployment bill, the way
he dealt with the remarks of the Opposition, and his
refusal to give further concessions to the local
authorities; gives details of her trip to Leicester to
speak at a treasurers conference on Women's
Institute financial matters, where she stayed with
the chairman of the county federation, Mrs Munro
who had enjoyed hearing Neville speak on the
wireless about the Birmingham Municipal Bank;
mentions a recent tea party she held for the
Hospital collectors who have been collecting over
the last year for both the Nursing Association and
the Hospitals, and comments on the mix of
backgrounds that the guests were from 'they all
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talked with perfect freedom & really there was
much less deadly silence than often happens at a
regular tea party of one's friend here', giving her
view that this is due to the influence of the local
Women's Institutes at which women from different
social backgrounds are used to meeting each
other; discusses her reading of Austen's articles on
Locarno in the 'Daily Telegraph' which she thinks
were necessary to inform younger people of the
situation before the treaties; mentions plans for
Hilda and Ida to visit Anne in London. 8 December
/859: from Ida: Agrees to act as joint trustee for
Neville's settlements on Dorothy and Frank until
they reach twenty five; expresses her confusion
about Neville's report of remarks about her by Mr
Hutchinson, who worked for the Oxford University
Colleges estates, and who she does not remember
meeting; mentions her current sore throat and
hopes that she is not developing a cold, and gives
news of their recent walk along the canal and back
through Dogmersfield estate, describing a site on
the estate that would be a perfect location to build
a house, and speculates on the 'class of people
they expect to come' when new houses are built on
land from the estate; mentions the brighter
economic climate, and the gradual recoveries in
export and unemployment figures, and expresses
her sadness about the illness of Mr Wood; gives
news of the appointment of a special subcommittee of the Elementary Education committee
to consider the question of the education of the
older girls at the local elementary schools, which
will meet after Christmas; informs Neville of the
sisters' travel plans to spend Christmas in
Birmingham with his family. 15 December
/860: from Ida: Encloses Christmas presents which
Hilda had forgotten to bring with them; gives details
of her recent activities including attending a
Guardians committee meeting in Aldershot which
largely discusses work in connection with
unemployed benefits, and attending the [North
Warnborough] Women's Institute Christmas party
which was the first held in the new village hall, and
featured Father Christmas, a Christmas tree, and
entertainment, games and dancing; mentions that
Hilda has attended the Odiham Women's Institute
children's party and that they will now have a few
days rest; expresses how much they enjoyed their
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visit to Neville's family for Christmas 'it is always
delightful when we can all be together'. 29
December
47 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/861-907

1934 letters

1934

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1934.
Major themes include Neville's introduction of
legislation to deal with the problem of mass
unemployment, particularly the Unemployment
Insurance bill, and the establishment of the
Unemployment Assistance Board. The nationwide
demonstrations by unemployed men are also
mentioned with some concern by the sisters.
Neville's other policy initiatives, including his
Defence proposals, his success in getting Germany
to sign a Transfer Agreement for the payment of
interest on British loans, and his plans for
Depressed Areas, are also discussed. Other letters
refer to international affairs including concerns
about the growth of German military power and the
pro Nazi revolt in Austria. Ida's letters focus on the
work of the District Council Housing sub-committee
in the organisatoin of the demolition of condemned
houses and provide evidence of the success of
government housing initiatives in rural areas. She
also discusses her work as chair of the County
Council Public Health committee including her
efforts to get increased funding for maternity and
child welfare serviecs, and her desire to retire from
this post in the near future. Her letters also give
details about her work on a sub-committee of the
Elementary Education committee which aims to
reform the syllabus for older girls at the local
elementary schools. In addition, there is also
information about the work of the Guardians
committee and the Rural Workers Housing subcommittee. Many of Hilda's letters concern her
continued work for the weekly collection scheme
for those subscribing to district nursing and hospital
contribution services, but also discuss her
responsibilities for Women's Institute committees.
Both sisters discuss their holiday in Italy with
Dorothy and Frank Chamberlain in September and
October, and also refer to the opening of the
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Chamberlain Memorial Library in July.
/861: from Hilda: Mentions her recent domestic
tasks and the visit of Mary and Willie [Carnegie] for
lunch, from which they took three hours to drive
home through the fog; gives news of Austen, Ivy
and Lawrence, who have visited for dinner, Ivy's
plans to go to Madeira to help her arthritis and to
recover from her anxiety about Lawrence and Joe,
and her appointment to a Commission set up by
Runciman to act as an advisor to 'certain trades on
design and colours', and a gift that Austen received
of 'canvas backed ducks'; mentions also that
Austen and Willie drank a whole bottle of 1834 port
to celebrate the year 1934; comments on
Roosevelt's recent speech which has carried
Congress with him so far, despite the very large
Budget deficit, and on [John Maynard] Keynes'
article on Roosevelt's economic policy. 5 January
/862: from Ida: Informs Neville that she has signed
the documents he needs and sent them to Mr
Barker [presumably relating to her role as trustee
for Dorothy and Frank's settlements until they
reach twenty five]; expresses her pleasure that
Neville was able to visit Parrott and hopes that he
will also be able to see Kate before he leaves;
gives details of recent committee meetings,
including discussions at the Housing sub-committe
of the District Council over the demolition of some
of the houses [condemned in the Sanitary
Inspector's report] to be replaced with new ones,
and the rebuilding of the remainder by their
landlords; comments on the happiness of the
families who have moved into new houses before
Christmas 'they cannot say enough in praise of the
comfort & convenience of the houses, the
reasonableness of the rent & the airiness of the
site...the playground has been a seething mass of
small boys during the holidays & parents say that
since they moved into their new quarters their
appetites are twice what they were...most of these
people have moved in either from lodgings or from
very bad houses & the new conditions seem to
them almost too good to be true'; lists other
committee meetings that she has recently
attended, and a Town Planning conference in
Aldershot called by the county to see whether the
various districts in the neighourhood could join
together for the purposes of the Town Planning
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scheme; expresses her disgust at the way roadside
trees have been removed by the General Post
Office to make room for telegraph and telephone
wires and her request to the Hampshire branch of
the Council for the Preservation of Rural England
to issue instructions to workmen about the correct
methods of 'lopping trees'. 12 January
/863: from Ida: Gives an account of the sisters' visit
to Burlington House, and describes some of the
paintings they saw there; gives details of her work
compiling estimates for funding for the County
Council Public Health committee and her concerns
about getting approval for increased funding for
maternity and child welfare services, the care of
blind people, and for health visitors to pay more
visits to children between one and five years old;
expresses her concern about the serious illness of
Sir Philip Cunliffe Lister, and asks about Neville's
own current negotiations over estimates for public
spending, urging him to 'be very stiff with the army
about its air force! The beastly bombers have been
making a fiendish noise in these parts lately & I am
sure I don't want them to have any more!';
mentions that her chicks have recently hatched,
and 'are destined for the table!'. 26 January
/864: from Hilda, written from New Wilmington
Hotel, Eastbourne: Describes the hotel they are
staying in; expresses her concern about Sir Philip
Cunliffe Lister's illness with blood poisoning [while
in Kenya]; gives an account of their activities in
Eastbourne, including walks on the parade and up
Beachy Head; mentions her recent activities in
London including attending a meeting of the
Women's Institute consultative council and her
second visit to Burlington House art gallery to look
at the watercolours there, which she describes;
discusses their plans to visit Italy with Dorothy in
the autumn, and their enthusiasm for the holiday
'we...shall love having her with us & it will renew
our thrills to have anyone so young & enthusiastic';
mentions that she has had to return to London the
previous day for a Women's Institute conference for
county treasurers; comments on Roosevelt's efforts
to stablise the dollar for the home market and
wonders 'if he really means to come to terms with
international finance'; asks Neville what he thinks
about the British declaration about disarmament
and whether France or Germany will accept the
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terms 'I suppose it was necessary to make a
statement to quiet the pacifists here. The
agreement with Poland seemed the best thing but
is that only that she may get a free hand to upset
Austria'. 2 February
/865: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville who is
currently suffering from lumbago and suggests that
he should have a course of massage treatment
from Miss Hultman, since both she and Hilda have
benefitted from this treatment; discusses plans for
Frank to join the sisters and Dorothy in Italy in the
autumn, before he returns to Cambridge, and
thanks Anne for Dorothy's letter 'it is delightful to
feel that one can give so much pleasure to others &
at the same time to oneself, for we both feel that
having two enthusiastic young people like Dorothy
& Frank will add enormously to our own
enjoyment'; hopes that international tensions will
not affect the exchange rate and make the holiday
impossible, and wonders whether they should
purchase lira in advance; congratulates Neville on
his negotiations with Germany [over disarmament?]
and hopes that he will have similar success with
France; discusses some of their activities in
Eastbourne, including walks on the parade and
watching the behaviour of a penguin on the shore 'I
wonder where it can have come from & what
became of it', as well as driving to Willingdon,
climbing Willingdon Hill, and walking on the Downs
to Ditchling Beacon; gives brief details of her
committee work, and mentions discussions of
water and sewage schemes and the Town
Planning scheme. 9 February
/866: from Hilda: Gives an account of her current ill
health, having suffered from influenza, and the
beginnings of her symptoms while giving a lantern
lecture at the Odiham Women's Institute, hoping
that she has not infected anyone else; discusses
the 'tragedy' of King Albert's death, his success in
leading Belgium 'with the most wonderful tact',
despite the differences between the Flemish and
French Belgian populations; speculates as to what
might have happened if he had allowed the
Germans to pass through Belgium in 1914, and
whether it would have been possible to 'save
France...one can't but feel that it was Belgium - or
truly King Albert, who really saved Europe from
German domination'; comments on proposals for
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new assistance to be granted to the milk scheme to
enable it to be pasteurised and treated, and the
recent difficult debate over the question of the
children's allowance under unemployment benefit
'the worst of it is that sentiment is so active & sense
so lacking in most people that they will go
off...about the cost of living etc without considering
that this is a question not of what it costs to keep a
child or a man for that matter, but how much is due
to any one person as a matter of insurance & not
what public assistance could give him if he were
not insured'; mentions her reading of Darwin's
journal and discusses his character. 23 February
/867: from Ida: Gives an account of her ill health,
having contracted influenza from Hilda; discusses
the progress of her campaign to make changes to
the syllabus for the older girls at the local
elementary schools after visiting a girls senior
school with other women on the specially
appointed sub-committee [of the Elementary
Education committee] which is carrying out the
ideas of the Hadow report by grading children [by
ability] and having a different curriculum for each
grade; goes on to give details about her visit to a
mixed school where it was difficult to see how there
could be any co-ordination between 'domestic
service work and their ordinary classes', and her
hopes to visit one of the new mixed senior schools
to see whether anything has been done to change
the 'character' of the education being given, with
'large numbers of children being brought in from
other villages'; reflects on her increased
involvement in matters relating to Education and
wonders whether she will be able to achieve any
changes; comments on the state of Stephen
Lloyd's health, assuming that it is now impossible
for him to return to India and agrees with Neville
that he might be able to get a teaching post at a
'big public school such as Winchester' where
Dorothy would be happy 'I hope it may work out, for
it is evident they are much attached to each other &
I begin to be afraid that if Dorothy cannot marry
Stephen she may not marry at all'; discusses plans
to see Neville and his family at Easter and the
resignation of their new cook due to her apparent
unhappiness about the unpleasant atmosphere
amongst the household servants; mentions the
recent 'unemployment demonstration', [a
nationwide hunger march, protesting against the
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new Unemployment Insurance bill] hoping that 'the
fact that the crowds were so much less seems...
that there is less general discontent'. 2 March
/868: from Hilda: Expresses concern for Neville's
health and hopes that the train journeys he has had
to take will not affect his sciatica; gives details of
recent work in the sisters' garden, the presence of
different song birds, and Ida's gradual recovery
from influenza; gives brief details of her Women's
Institute commitments including attending meetings
in London and Dorset. 9 March
/869: from Ida: Expresses her relief that Neville has
recovered from his attack of sciatica and thinks he
was foolish to attend a banquet in Birmingham
while he was unwell; expresses her approval at
Neville's censure of the Archbishop of York for a
statement he made; gives an account of a recent
meeting of the Women's Unionist Association
which she attended, addressed by a woman who
had been canvassing in London for the London
County Council elections who spoke about the
increase in numbers of people 'who said they were
in favour of socialism, understanding by that a
revolution which should mean distribution of wealth
& absolute equality for everyone. She was
constantly met by the statement that the Tory govt
were responsible for unemployment & the slums',
giving her opinion about the chances of the
National government winning another election,
commenting on [John] Simon's idea that there
should be general election sooner rather than later,
and advising the government to wait until the
Unemployment [Insurance] bill has become law
and the cuts restored, by which time new issues
will be more important; wonders whether there will
be a cabinet re-shuffle or whether there will be a
change of prime minister 'as to getting rid of
R[amsay] M[acDonald] in order to have the
pleasure of fighting anelection under S[tanley]
B[aldwin], Good Lord!'; gives an account of the
sisters' recovery from influenza and her recent
activities visiting schools and addressing a
Women's Institute meeting on Rates, Taxes and
Housing, and her forthcoming address to the Public
Health committee of the County Council; discusses
the recent election of new aldermen to the County
Council, and her tenure of her post as alderman for
another six years; comments on the state of the
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sisters' garden, and their efforts to find a new cook;
sends Neville birthday greetings and reflects on
whether they will be able to enjoy their retirements
with the world as unstable as it seems to be 'it
would be quite nice to be back in Victorian times &
able to think that if you retired to a well earned rest
the world would go on just as well & you could
enjoy a great old age'. 15 March
/870: from Hilda: Mentions Neville's recent
succesful speech in Newcastle, and expresses her
concern for his heavy workload and exensive travel
in the period before he has to give his Budget,
commenting on the fact that Neville shared the
platform with [Walter] Runciman [Liberal member of
the National Government] to emphasise that the
government is still a National one, and criticising
Stanley Baldwin and Ramsay MacDonald who both
seem afraid to challenge opinion within their own
parties 'I feel they are losing the chance to get hold
of the vast majority of the people nowadays who
don't hold very closely to any party & generally are
inclined to think politics are rotten anyway, but who
could be secured by a vigorous campaign really
run on national lines'; mentions the work of
Neville's Cabinet Conservative Committee and its
plans for a 'National Physique' scheme which she
thinks could be 'an excellent thing for so many
slack young men & be of real help to those who are
out of work'; comments on possible uses for the
[financial] surplus including the suggestion by the
'Times' that the entertainment tax should be
reduced, and gives her reasons for opposing this;
discusses her reading of the Mayne report on
Housing and her approval of plans for ongoing
maintenance of new houses; mentions Ida's
concern for people living in local parishes who are
unable to get 'decent accommodation' at a rent of
ten shillings, who are living in 'places infinitely
worse than the council houses', and her view that it
should be possible to build houses without a
government subsidy to let at that kind of rent 'it
does seem hard that men earning decent wages
should be obliged to live in really bad houses
because they can't afford to build houses for
themselves'. 24 March
/871: from Ida: Gives details of her recent activities
including sowing seeds for planting in the garden,
arranging to drive over to see Aunt Lina [Caroline
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James, née Chamberlain] while Freda is away, and
her work on housing in connection with the five
year programme on slum clearance, discussing
proposals to schedule four 'clearance areas' in the
district and giving an account of the various
possibilities for housing to replace them and the
costs involved, mentioning plans to build some flats
as well as houses at Hartley Wintney; mentions
that she has attended a conference on Town
Planning at Farnborough at which arrangements
were made for Farnborough and Hartley Wintney to
work together and appoint a joint statutory
committee; wonders whether Neville's latest idea
about disarmament and security will be popular,
expressing her certainty that Germany will re-arm
'to a certain extent' and sympathising with French
concerns 'I imagine they believe that Germany is
only seeking to detach Poland from them & at the
end of ten years when she has re-armed she will
be able to gobble her up'; the sisters are looking
forward to Neville's visit, and have engaged a new
cook. 30 March
/872: from Ida: Discusses her recent committee
work including a meeting of the Public Health
committee to elect a new council and appoint subcommittees, and to discuss a Rural District
Council's neglect of its housing and sanitation
responsibilities, a report on water supplies by the
County Medical Officer, and a scheme for the
provision of accommodation for cases of infectious
diseases; goes on to give details of other work
including attendance at a meeting of the Public
Assistance committee, a Women's Institute
meeting where she had to conduct a debate on the
advantages and disadvantages of the Hire
Purchase system, followed by tea and charades,
and meetings of the District Council finance and
housing sub-committees; mentions that Austen is
coming to stay for the weekend while Ivy is at the
Isle of Wight with Lawrence and Diane. 13 April
/873: from Hilda: Expects Neville is relieved that
the Budget announcement is over, and has met
with general approval; mentions the 'Times' report
on the debt on the Unemployment fund which she
thinks most people will trust his judgement not to
take on 'that responsibility'; congratulates him on
his [radio] broadcast, which people have told her
was very easy to follow, and hopes he will 'get an
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adequate return for the extra work it gave' him;
hopes he will be able to have a relaxing weekend,
and discusses the effects of spring on their garden;
mentions that Aunt Alice is coming for a visit, and
that Mr Wood has sent them a large salmon, which
she is distributing to 'favoured friends'. 20 April
/874: from Ida: Comments on good reception that
Neville's Budget and radio broadcast has had
which she thinks 'served a very useful purpose in
disseminating that feeling of confidence which is so
essential'; mentions [Robert] Horne's article about
the Unemployment Fund Debt which might
encourage opposition towards Neville, and goes on
to discuss the future of the National Government,
her dissatisfaction with her local MP, Lord Wolmer,
and her hope that Churchill's attack on Sir S[amuel]
Hoare will not have damaged him; reassures
Neville that he is not too cautious or 'lacking in
vision' and expresses her approval for his idea for a
propaganda office which she thinks would have
been a useful tool in the Bayswater and
Hammersmith by-election [which was a Labour
victory]; gives an account of changes in the
chairmanships of the Public Assistance committee
and Public Health finance sub-committee, and
mentions her failed attempt to retire from the
chairmanship of the Public Health committee and
her determination that she will not continue to
serve on committees until she is 'too old to take up
any other interests & occupations & to continue to
hang on until I am a nuisance to everybody'; gives
news from Austen that Garvin has finished volume
three of his biography of Joseph Chamberlain and
will then need a rest before he begins work on the
final volume 'I wonder very much whether any of us
will live to see it completed'; expresses her concern
for Mr Wood's health, and gives details of Aunt
Alice's state of health during her visit to Odiham. 27
April
/875: from Hilda: Describes recent changes in the
garden due to the warm spring weather, and
mentions developments in the garden at 'Westons'
when she visited the previous week; give details of
her recent activities including attending a meeting
of a Nursing association in the south of Hampshire
to provide advice about starting a weekly collection
scheme for the nurse in conjunctoin with the
hospital collection for Lymington Cottage hospital
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and mentions the success of their own local
scheme which continues to increase its subscribers
due to the weekly collections; gives news that
Dorothy Gough has visited and discussed her
brother's election and his political allegiances;
mentions her plans to visit Cecily and hopes to find
her in better health; expresses her sadness at the
death of George Duckworth and her anxiety over
the ill health of Mr Wood. 4 May
/876: from Ida: Hopes that the Birmingham Bazaar
was a success, that Anne is not too tired, and that
it will not be necessary to hold another event for
some time; discusses the abolition of the Land
Valuation act, [Philip] Snowden's disapproval, and
his criticism of Ramsay MacDonald; comments on
Neville's failure to make progress with his
disarmament and security proposals 'the situation
looks pretty hopeless & it is evidence that a large
part of Europe is now lying under the fear of
another war which may break out at any time',
mentioning that Hilda Mary has told them about a
Belgian doctor she knows who is convinced that
Germany and France will soon be at war with each
other and that Belgium will again be invaded 'I can't
myself believe that the danger is so imminent as
that but one cannot shut one's eyes to the fact that
the Germans are devoting themselves once more
to fostering a warlike spirit & a spirit of hatred in the
coming generation'; describes the blossoming trees
in the sisters' garden and mentions their plans to
take a short holiday at Porlock, near Minehead;
gives news about difficulties with their domestic
staff, stemming from the cook's arguments with the
other maids and with their gardener, which has
prompted the housemaid to give her notice and has
meant that Hilda has given the cook notice to
leave; expresses her continued concern for Mr
Wood and his worsening illness. 10 May
/877: from Hilda: Discusses the repercussions of
Austen's [car] accident, his good fortune in
escaping without serious injury, and her hopes that
he is now in less pain; expresses her sympathy for
Neville in his last visit to Mr Wood 'poor man, he
will be much missed by you & all your family. I am
grieved to feel that the pleasant fishing up there is
at an end'; congratulates him on the passage of the
Budget through the House and hopes that trade will
continue to improve despite current international
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tensions; discusses [Anthony] Eden's proposal to
stop arms traffic to South America and her hopes
that America will also stop exports once the
Geneva resolution is passed; gives details of her
recent activities including organising charades at
her local Women's Institute meeting 'I don't usually
do this nowadays but I felt that they were not
bringing in our new members so I collected 7 or 8
who had never done it before & made them do
them...one has to be perpetually on the watch to
secure the proper development of a meeting of this
kind'; gives an account of the London annual
general meeting [of the Women's Institute] and
praises the women who took part in the debates
'many of them were real village women - farmers'
wives or country women for whom it was a very
great effort'; mentions that she had dinner with
Mary [Carnegie] and that she thought Anne was
looking tired; comments on her work in the garden,
and mentions that Edith Slade, and Hilda Mary and
her friends are coming to stay. 18 May
/878: from Ida: Expresses her sympathy with
Neville in his sadness over the death of Mr Wood
and is pleased that he is going to Scotland again
for the summer even though they will not be able to
join him; hopes that Neville is enjoying his holiday
in Wiltshire and has not been followed by
photographers; gives details of the hotel are to stay
in at Porlock Weir; discusses her recent activities
inspecting health centres and maternity and
tuberculosis wards in the county with Dr Crook, the
County Medical Officer, and considering proposed
alterations to the smallpox hospital with the
Finance sub-committee; tells Neville that she will
be able to see him receive his Cambridge degree,
although Hilda has a Women's Institute
engagement, and will stay with Pernel Strachey,
Principal of Newnham College 'I don't really know
Pernel Strachey at all well (Pippa was my friend)
but all Stracheys are much alike. Pernel however is
I think actually the weirdest looking of the lot!';
expresses her concern for Austen's health after his
accident, and her sadness that it has spoiled his
holiday. 25 May
/879: from Hilda: Gives an account of their holiday
at Porlock Weir including details of the location, the
local food and the scenery, as well as describing
their visit to Lynmouth and Linton, and to Saunton
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Sands where they walked along the Downs and
looked down onto Woolacombe bay, and to
Selworthy cove where land has been given to the
National Trust 'a wonderful gift to the nation';
discusses her current concerns about Hilda Mary,
the feeling she has had for some time that she is
not happy, and her decision to become a Roman
Catholic 'it seems strange in a way that Ethel's
child should have so different a view from ours, but
I was not very much surprised', pointing out Hilda
Mary's 'strong inclination to that faith' and her
hopes that it will make her happier; questions
whether Lio[nel Richards] will be hurt by her
decision 'honestly I think he & Emelyn have
combined to do their very best to drive her into that
religion by their narrow & extraordinarily irritating
way of talking of all these things; hopes that Neville
will be able to enjoy a family holiday with Dorothy
and Frank in Scotland over the summer and that
Anne will be able to rest. 1 June
/880: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his speech
at the luncheon [part of the events surrounding the
Cambridge ceremony at which he received an
honorary degree] even though she found it hard to
recognise some of the references made; wonders
whether she will see Neville when the sisters are in
Birmingham, discusses arrangements to collect the
photographs of Highbury and asks whether he has
handed over the vase to Birmingham City Council
[for the Chamberlain Memorial Library at Highbury
Hall which opened in 1934]; gives details of her
recent activities including attending meetings of the
Guardians committee and of the District Council,
which discussed adopting a new order setting out
methods for the slaughtering of sheep; goes on to
comment on discussion at a recent Rural Workers
Housing sub-committee which centred on a report
from the New Forest Rural District Council on the
planned demolition of houses that they think could
be repaired under the terms of the act; mentions
the imminent departure of their cook, their efforts to
recruit a new one, and her concerns about
entertaining Sam and Hilda Gurney Dixon, and
Cecily and Ernest without the right domestic staff
'the present incumbent could have been turned into
a quite good cook if only she hadn't adopted such a
silly attitude towards the other servants'. 8 June
/881: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's work on a
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Defence policy in addition to his other
responsibilities including the dispute with America
over war debt payments and Germany's default
declaration that it is to default [on interest
payments on its loans]; comments on the future for
the National government, and her feeling that
Ramsay MacDonald cannot continue for another
two years as prime minister; goes on to discuss the
government's success with the Committee of
Privilege, and the previous night's debate on
methods to deal with organised interruptions at
meetings 'it seems a good moment to secure
action...as the Labour party have been suffering
from Communist attacks as well as the National
party...I don't believe either Fascism or
Communism are likely to be a real danger over
here only the time does seem to have come when
the forces of law & order ought to have some
strengthening of their powers', going on to express
her anger with [Oswald] Mosley in gaining publicity
from the Daily Mail and the Daily Express which
she thinks are read by 'large masses of the
uneducated populace & of course the young like
something a little dashing & flamboyant'; mentions
continued negotiations relating to Britain's default
on its debts to America; gives an account of recent
developments that have led to her not being
elected chairman of the Finance sub-committe of
the National Federation of Women's Institutes due
to the voting system, and discusses the growing
'pacifict section' of the organisation which is keen
to bring forward resolutions and disseminate
propaganda which gives 'a general flavour of
pacifism to the movement which is deeply resented
by another band of members'; mentions that Hilda
Mary and her friends are to visit, and they will
accompany them to the [Aldershot] Tattoo. 15 June
/882: from Ida: Shares Neville's disappointment
that Hilda has not been re-elected chairman of the
Finance sub-committee of the National Federation
of Women's Institutes, partly because she voted for
her opponent to ensure a fair selection process 'I
am sure the change will have a very bad effect on
the movement, since Hilda has been increasingly
asked to speak on Finance to the diffrent county
meetings and has always been successful';
congratulates Neville on having got the Finance bill
passed and sympathises with him in his work to
draft legislation [to establish a clearing house to
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take a percentage of the value of imports from
Germany to clear the balance of defaulted interest
payments], commenting that she thinks Germany
will take the same attitude as [Eamon] De Valera
and refuse to accept British goods; wonders
whether there might be a change of regime in
Germany and expresses her unease about the
possibility of a fascist state in Britain 'whether
under Sir Oswald Mosley or Sir Stafford Cripps. It
is amazing to see that Mosley can collect such a
large number of enthusiastic followers. Is it
because life is so drab generally that his sort of
false romance appeals to the young?'; wonders
how Neville's paper on Defence was received by
the committee, and whether it has made him
unpopular with his colleagues, mentioning that she
has often heard people express the opinion that
another war is inevitable within a few years,
whether Britain fights or not; congratulates Frank
on having achieved a 2.i degree result and gives
details of their visit to the Aldershot Tattoo;
mentions that Aunt Alice has sent them a
newspaper cutting about the opening of the
[Chamberlain Memorial] Library at Highbury on 9
July which states that all the family will be present,
commenting that she and Hilda have not received
an invitation and will probably not be able to attend
anyway 'in one way I don't at all want to attend the
ceremony, & yet I feel I should be sorry to miss it,
and to a certain extent I feel I owe it to Austen who
has always been very lukewarm about it & who
now has to come in & take the leading part to do
my share'; mentions their successful Women's
Institute party which they held in their garden and
which was not much affected by rain. 22 June
/883: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on having
got the 'German bill' [to establish a clearing house
to take a percentage of the value of German
imports] through the House of Commons, and
comments on the American response to Neville's
note on debt payments which was thought to be
'curt'; wonders whether his German bill will prompt
Germany to become more amenable; discusses
the reactions of his colleagues to his Defence
proposals and regrets that there is likely to be
further development of the air force 'I think attacks
from the air are so horrible that I did hope that at
any rate some understanding between nations
might be reached' and expresses her fear that the
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aerodrome at Odiham will be expanded 'with all its
consequent deterioration of our village & its
people'; congratulates Frank on his degree result
and gives details of their weekend hosting a visit
from Sam and Hilda Gurney Dixon and Ernest and
Cecily which included card games; gives details of
her trip to Darlington to help organise two
Presidents conferences [for the Women's Institute]
'I was surprised to find that up in the north they
have been successful in running their institutes with
very little help from the ''upper classes. The fact is
in the mining villages these don't exist & there were
very few Presidents there who could have been
described as ''ladies''; describes the house in which
she stayed, with the chairman of the county
federation; comments on the current state of their
garden and mentions the death of the sister of their
neighbour, Miss Coward. 29 June
/884: from Ida: Mentions that both she and Hilda
are to attend the ceremony for the opening of the
Chamberlain Memorial Library at Highbury, and
discusses their hurt feelings about Austen
performing the ceremony and Austen's hurt
feelings that they might not have attended;
congratulates Neville on having got an agreement
with Germany [in getting Germany to sign a
Transfer Agreement for the payment of interest on
British loans] and comments on recent events there
[specifically the Night of the Long Knives when
most of the Nazi Brownshirt SA leadership were
murdered] 'What an amazing people there are! Talk
of medieval methods! They just shoot a few score
of their friends, supporters & enemies quite
indiscriminately & then expect the world to stan lost
in admiration of their strength & courage...I wonder
what their own people really think of it'; mentions
the effects of the dry weather in their garden and
the notice they have had from the water company
to conserve water; gives brief details of her recent
committee meetings. 6 July
/885: from Hilda: Comments on the extreme heat
and recent thunderstorm; gives an account of
recent discussions at the National Federation of the
Women's Institute over whether to assist in the
campaigns of other organisations and gives her
opinion that they should not get involved in
disseminating propaganda for any association no
matter what the cause 'we are the target of every
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possible association nowadays & it is hard work to
steer clear when you have so many enthusiasts in
the movement'; mentions the 'Goering fete',
commenting that 'really the Germans are the most
puzzling people! Mixed up with thier brutality is this
extraordinary childishness, extreme vanity, yet
wonderful intellectual ability: - or is all the intellect
really confined to German jews - & are these others
the product of the truly ''Nordic'' race?'; hopes that
signing the agreement will have made them realise
how serious the British government is about the
interest payments; asks Neville whether he can get
a family pass to the Zoo for a local shopkeeper and
his grandson. 13 July
/886: from Ida: Mentions how much the sisters are
looking forward to seeing Dorothy and 'hearing all
about Stephen officially' [presumably referring to
Dorothy's continued relationship with Stephen
Lloyd]; mentions her concerns about using the
hosepipe in the garden during the hot and dry
weather, and the warnings of the water company;
gives details of her recent activities including
attending a garden party at The Vyne, the first
meeting of the joint Town Planning committee for
Farnborough and Hartley Wintney as one of the
County Council representatives and her refusal to
become the chairman of this committee; comments
on the 'Daily Mail''s decision to drop its support for
Oswald Mosley's British Union of Fascists 'it has
found out that the movement is not going to be
quite as popular as it thought & so unblushingly as
its custom it forswears itself & says it does not
agree with the principles that it has hitherto been
pushing with all its might', going on to wonder how
long people in Germany will support Hitler and
what his reaction will be to the 'Eastern Locarno'
idea. 20 July
/887: from Hilda: Expresses her shock at the [pro]
Nazi revolt in Austria [when Austrian Nazis took
control of the Austrian Chancellery and murdered
the Chancellor] and comments on the character of
[Dr] Dollfuss [the Austrian Chancellor] 'the tragedy
of it is that through outwardly the ''Putsch'' has
failed one can't help but feel that in killing Dollfuss
they have succeeded in removing the most efficient
& far the most popular of their enemies'; discusses
the German surprise at Mussolini's hostile
response to these events, and the likely reaction of
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France, which will make an 'Eastern Locarno' pact
almost impossible, wishing that [John] Simon
[Foreign Secretary] could have made an
agreement with Germany before the declaration on
Britain's position was made; goes on to discuss the
position of the League of Nations Union and the
influence of its Liberal and pacifist members 'I am
afraid it is a thoroughly michievous body & as soon
as Austen lets go they go off on propaganda of the
most unashamed type'; discusses Neville's recent
speech and Hilton Young's support for his position
on compensation in slum clearances; gives news of
the reconditioning of slum housing in the Bury at
Odiham which has been made possible by Neville's
Rural Housing legislation; goes on to discuss levels
of maternal mortality and gives examples of two
recent births in the village where there was no
ante-natal care by doctors, wondering why this
care should not be made compulsory and citing
lack of confidence in patients to challenge the
doctor 'the patient can't complain for she must
always be under this doctor & can't afford to
antagonise him & the nurse may not criticise a
doctor', asking whether figures could be obtained
for maternal mortality when treated by midwives
and by doctors; mentions that they are to travel to
Wales, and afterwards to Norfolk for a holiday. 27
July
/888: from Ida, written from Bryntirion, Bontddu,
Dolgelly, Wales: Hopes that Neville will enjoy his
family holiday in Scotland without having to be
recalled to London ;it is a possibility which in these
days is always a menace & the European situation
remains in a terribly explosive condition'; comments
on the probability that Hindenburg's death will
strengthen Hitler's position and wonders whether
he will be able to command the loyalty of the
Heimwehr in the same way; mentions that Byng,
Gerald, Bertha and Lottie are still planning to visit
Austria on holiday despite the recent unrest there
and her relief that there it is still some weeks before
the sisters travel to Italy; gives an account of their
journey to Wales via Birmingham where they spent
time at the art gallery looking at the 'modern oil
pictures', and remarks that they will have to leave
the following week so that she can attend the
Ministry of Health enquiry into the slum clearance
scheme at Odiham, discussing potential difficulties
with Mr Thomas, one of the house owners, over the
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demolition of some of his cottages which have
been condemned as unfit for habitation; gives
details of their plans to travel to Mundesley in
Norfolk and spend time with Austen at Holt. 3
August
/889: from Hilda, written from Clarence Hotel,
Mundesley-on-Sea, Norfolk: Gives an account of
their activities at Bryntirion, including local walks
and spending time with Edith, Patty and Humphrey;
gives an account of the baby welfare party she
organised in Odiham which was affected by rain 'I
was very disappointed as the mothers do look
forward to this day each year, but it could not be
helped'; describes Mundesley and the coast, and
mentions the current gloomy weather, and hopes
that Neville is enjoying his holiday; mentions that
they are thinking of buying an Aga cooker. 11
August
/890: from Ida, written from Clarence Hotel,
Mundesley-on-Sea, Norfolk: Remarks how Beatrice
would not have approved of Neville going out for a
long walk and drive without taking warm clothes;
describes the local scenery around Mundesley and
gives details of their long walks along the coast
despite the bad weather, and describes Bayfield
Hall where Austen and his family are staying, along
with several guests; asks Neville to tell Dorothy that
she has been sketching, and might take her
painting equipment to Italy; describes the church at
Trunch which they have visited, and hopes that
Neville is enjoying his shooting in Scotland. 16
August
/891: from Hilda: Gives her impression of the
interior of Norfolk which she thinks is 'of the dullest
description' and in August is full of people camping
and caravanning which she thinks defiles the
landscape; mentions that they spent a day at
Wroxham to take a boat trip on the Broads, and
then stayed with Austen and his family at Bayfield
Hall from where they visited Binfield and Castle
Acre abbeys, and had tea at a Tudor house
belonging to the Bedingfields; discusses how Ivy
has enjoyed the holiday there and that Lawrence
has enjoyed sailing at Blakeney Point despite his
disabilities; gives news that Austen, Ivy and
Lawrence are to travel to Cannes and Corsica
while Diane goes to Scotland; discusses their
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attempts to buy tickets at the Italian tourist board
and mentions that Ida will write to Dorothy with a
suggested itinerary for their trip. 24 August
/892: from Ida: Gives Neville information about
some Jersey lilies they have planted against the
wall of their carnation house; expresses her
interest in news about Stephen Lloyd, is pleased
that Neville approves of him, and hopes that he will
take up a position at Nettlefolds and not have to
return to India 'I should hate to have Dorothy
settled in some remote district where the climate
would be far from good & where she would have no
congenial society & nothing to do, because I have
always understood that it was extremely difficult if
not impossible for a woman who is neither a doctor
nor a missionary to do anything for the natives';
mentions that she has been doing some sketching
and is planning to take her sketch books to Italy,
and gives details of their attempts to acquire
travellers cheques; wonders whether they might be
able to see Neville before they travel to Italy, and
comments on the massage treatment she is having
on her shoulders; remarks that her sow had 18
piglets but that only 8 have survived. 31 August
/893: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his gift of a
brace of grouse and hopes he has recevied the
plums she sent him and Anne, giving details of
their abundant fruit harvest; mentions their plans to
see Neville and Anne in London before they leave
for Italy, and her enjoyment of the Prom concerts
on the wireless; expresses her pleasure that
Neville enjoyed his holiday in Scotland and hopes it
will enable him to cope with the strains of political
life when he returns to it; mentions that they have
had the Beaumonts to stay and have also
entertained the Halls and the Gervaises. 7
September
/894: from Ida: Expresses her feeling of dislocation
that they are going on holiday just when everyone
else is returning, and her feeling of guilt when she
announced to the Public Health committee that she
would not be able to attend meetings for five
weeks; discusses the failure of her treatments for
rheumatism and her intention to see Miss Hultman
on her return from Italy; gives details of their recent
activities, including the purchase of an Aga cooker,
Hilda's involvement in recruiting a new [district]
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nurse and arranging for the school dinners scheme
to resume in her absence, and the disruption
caused by the need for their gardener to take his
holiday before they go away; mentions the nervous
anticipation she feels before going on holiday,
which Hilda does not suffer from. 13 September
/895: from Ida, written from Hotel Savoia, Venice,
Italy: Expresses how Dorothy and Frank have
increased the sisters' enjoyment of their holiday 'it
is too delightful to go over all the old scenes that
we enjoyed so keenly with two fresh young minds
who feel all the same thrills that we did in just the
same way & who have no hesitation in showing it';
describes Frank's reaction to Venice, and gives an
account of their sightseeing activities in Bergamo,
Brescia, Verona and Padua before arriving in
Venice; describes the hotel and the views from
their rooms and mentions that she is suffering from
back pain; gives details of their trip down the Grand
Canal, sightseeing in Piazza San Marco and plans
to take a gondola ride and to visit Torcello;
comments on news from home about a colliery
disaster in Wales and the success of the
Endeavour [in the Americas Cup]. 27 September
/896: from Hilda, written from Hotel Astor
Diresen[?], Florence, Italy: Expresses her great
enjoyment of the holiday and particularly the
company of Dorothy and Frank which has 'enabled
Ida & self to recover much of the rapture of our first
visit:- the more so that they both seem to view Italy
& all its treasures in such a similar way'; describes
their viewing of the Giotto frescoes at Padua and
their arrival in Venice, travelling down the Grand
Canal to their hotel; gives an account of Dorothy
and Frank's reactions to their sightseeing, and
describes a Review of Artillery and Fascist
organisations in the Piazza San Marco which they
watched, followed by a procession of the
Archbishop and clergy from the Basilica for the
'feast of grapes', giving details of the light show
they saw in the Piazza during the evening;
mentions their decision not to go to Ravenna, their
trip to Torcello and the Lido, and their ascent of the
Campanile by lift; goes on to give an account of
their journey to Florence and their visit to the Uffizi
and hopes to go to the Boboli gardens; mentions
that Ida's stiff neck and back is causing her pain
and her sadness that Frank will have to return to
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England shortly; hopes that Neville's meeting with
[John] S[imon] and [Robert] Van[sittart] has been
successful. 4 October
/897: from Ida, written from Pensione Flora, Siena,
Italy: Hopes that Frank has had a safe journey
home and is settled in his rooms at Trinity [College,
Cambridge]; expresses her sadness that he has
had to return, and her enjoyment of his company in
Italy; gives an account of their road journey from
Florence to Siena through the hills via San
Gimigiano and describes the pensione they are
staying in; gives details of their sightseeing
activities in Florence and their visit to Fiesole, and
their plans to return to Florence and visit Lucca and
Pisa before travelling to Milan; comments on the
favourable reception of Neville's statements about
disarmament and the need for an increased air
force and continued disputes over policy on India. 9
October
/898: from Hilda: Reflects on their happy holiday in
Italy and her enjoyment of Dorothy and Frank's
company 'I do think they have the most delightful
dispositions for I never saw a sign of bad temper or
sharpness even in either of them during the whole
time'; discusses the extent of Frank's 'artistic
feelings' and Dorothy's intelligence which she
thinks is characteristic of Beatrice; expresses her
relief to be home 'as one gets older one
appreciates the comfort of one's own bed, one's
own armchair & fireside'; describes the current
state of their garden, and expresses her interest in
Neville's consent for Dorothy and Stephen Lloyd to
have a formal engagement, hoping they will be
happy, and remarking that it is better for Dorothy
and Stephen to remain in England rather than go to
India; discusses Neville's intervention in
negotiations over a possible [non-aggression]
agreement with Japan, and her pleasure that he is
to be chairman of the Depressed Areas committee;
wonders whether he has been able to develop the
idea of an arsenal in Wales to supersede Woolwich
and mentions his forthcoming speech in York; she
is going to Worcester for Women's Institute
meetings and will stay with Ruth. 22 October
/899: from Ida: Hopes that an agreement can be
reached with Japan [at a naval conference] and
gives her opinion of the inability of Ramsay
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MacDonald, Stanley Baldwin or John Simon to deal
effectively with this issue; gives details of her
massage treatment for her stiff neck and back and
the improvement in her health; mentions how much
she enjoyed her time in Italy with Dorothy and
Frank and remarks that it was one of the best
holidays she ever had; comments that Dorothy and
Frank both seemed keen to extend their knowledge
of Italian history and art and how fortunate she and
Hilda were that they were able to accompany them
this year 'before Frank gets tied up with business &
Dorothy with a husband'; goes on to discuss her
approval of Neville's decision to allow Dorothy and
Stephen Lloyd to become officially engaged,
expresses her concern for his health, and her relief
that Dorothy will not now have to go to India and
will hopefully settle in or near Birmingham; hopes
that she will be able to meet Stephen soon, and
perhaps see Neville in London; mentions her work
with the Maternity Finance sub-committee and
comments on news that the Prince of Wales has
laid the foundation stone of the new Hospitals
Centre [in Birmingham] but that there was no
mention of Neville's involvement in the scheme;
mentions that she has taken her pigs to market and
thinks that prices will probably have fallen. 25
October
/900: from Hilda: Mentions that Neville's letter to
the sisters in Milan has been returned to them,
which has filled a gap in their news; discusses
Neville's reading of the third volume of Garvin's
biography of Joseph Chamberlain which she is
keen to see, and addresses concerns about the
damage its coverage of British policy during the
Boer war might do to [Alfred] Milner's reputation. 26
October
/901: from Hilda, written from Chestnut Tree
House, Willersey, Broadway, Worcestershire:
Comments on the announcement of Dorothy's
engagement to Stephen Lloyd, expresses her
concern for Stephen's health,and her relief that
Dorothy will remain in or near Birmingham and will
be able to see her family regularly; hopes that
Anne is recovering from her 'political overwork' and
that the appointment of a new cook will make the
household a happier one; discusses Neville's plan
for Depressed Areas and is glad he was able to
speak on the scheme, since he was chairman of
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the committee; hopes that an agreement can be
reached with Japan [at the naval conference] 'if the
P[rime] M[inister] does not give away everything to
America in one of his sentimental talks' and that he
is satisfied with the terms of the Anglo-German
agreement which seems to be better than he had
hoped for; discusses the results [of the municipal
elections] which show big Labour gains and
suggests that Neville was expecting National
Government losses in London; gives details of her
recent tour of groups of Women's Institutes in
Worcestershire, travelling to Tenbury, Evesham,
Bromsgrove and Worcester, during which she has
stayed with Ruth at Hanmer Hill, giving details of
the cold meeting rooms she spoke in. 2 November
/902: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville in having
to give speeches and attend cabinet meetings
when recovering from a cold; congratulates him on
having reached an agreement with Germany but
wonders how the change of prime minister in
France, from [Gaston] Doumergue to [Pierre
Etienne] Flandin, will affect European diplomacy;
comments on her reading of Austen's speech and
the 'disgraceful' behaviour of the National
Declaration committee and the members of the
League of Nations Union who organised a ballot for
peace; goes on to discuss her feelings about
restrictions imposed by the Ministry of Health on
the rents and subsidies for tenants rehoused in
new accommodation built under the 1930 housing
act which has created a situation where local
tenants are paying much less rent for their new
houses than they did for the previous
accommodation which has been demolished and
'the wretched rate payers are contributing money to
people who don't need it'; gives her opinion that it
should be possible to use part of the subsidies to
provide other houses at reasonable rents 'they are
actually preventing us from building 20 houses to
which the Govt would not have to contribute one
penny'; gives details of the massage treatment she
is having on her neck and back and thanks him for
offering her a seat at the wedding procession [for
the marriage of Prince George, Duke of Kent, to
Princess Marina of Greece], but will decline; goes
on to give an account of discussions at the County
Council Finance standing sub-committee to
consider recommendations for alternatives to
nurses accommodation at the Sanatorium and to
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appoint two new Health visitors, both of which were
passed without comment; mentions her intention to
step down from the North Warnborough village hall
committee; hopes to be able to meet Stephen
Lloyd properly when he and Dorothy visit Odiham,
and mentions that President Roosevelt seems to
have gained support in the country for his policies
and hopes that he will cary Congress and perhaps
make 'some equitable arrangements about debts'.
9 November
/903: from Hilda: Asks for Neville's views about the
reception of his plan for Depressed Areas,
comments on people's apparent need for shortterm solutions to problems, and on the support for
the Commissioners visits from 'men actually from
the depressed areas' even though improvements
are likely to take some time to produce effects;
mentions that Lady Mabel Howard [another
member of the Women's Institute] went to hear
Neville speak on the issue; gives details of the
Maternal Mortality conference attended by some
members of the Women's Institute Executive, and
gives Lady Denman's view of it, which she thinks
was attended by 'people who came from depressed
areas...[who] had absolutely no facts with regard to
maternal mortality as caused by starvation or poor
feeding'; expresses her view that the conference
was 'really a packed meeting organised by Miss
G[ertrude] Tuckwell who has the Maternal Mortality
committee entirely in her hands'; discusses
Austen's opposition to the National Declaration
committee and its peace ballot, and questions
whether Austen can remain in the League of
Nations Union; expresses her hopes that talks with
Japan [at the naval conference] will result in an
agreement; gives details of her stay with Dorothy
Gough in her new flat at Hampton Court Palace
and of her recent work in the garden; discusses her
reading of the third volume of Garvin's biography of
Joseph Chamberlain and his difficult task in
covering the scale and breadth of work Joseph
Chamberlain undertook in the last few years before
his stroke. 16 November
/904: from Ida: Hopes that he will now have no
more speeches to give before Christmas,
comments on his care not to raise expectations of
reductions in taxes at his speech in Manchester,
and expresses her surprise that the newspapers do
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not understand that the expenditure they promote
is likely to use any surplus in revenue; discusses
the publication of the report of the Joint Select
Committee on Indian reform which will allow the
government to explain and defend its
recommendations, and regrets that Lord Wolmer is
one of those opposing the government on this
issue [to allow India certain elements of selfgovernment], mentioning that she and Hilda have
expressed their disapproval through his agent 'his
constituency is full of old Indian officers who know
nothing of present day conditions in India & whose
one desire is to go back to the good old times,
regardless of the fact that in politics you can't put
the clock back'; gives details of her recent activities
including attending a meeting of the Public Health
finance sub-committee at Winchester and helping
with the North Warnborough Women's Institute
dramatic team which has been chosen at the local
competition to go forward to the County Exhibition
at Brockenhurst; mentions that Hilda Mary and her
friend are coming to stay after attending Mary
[Carnegie]s Thanksgiving Day party which she is
also attending; mentions that the party is on the
same day as the marriage of the Duke of Kent and
Princess Marina which has attracted widespread
public interest. 23 November
/905: from Hilda: Discusses her disappointment
about the events of the previous Thursday which
she had thought was going to be a family dinner for
the Chamberlains but which was 'swamped by
Carnegies who, nice as they are, are not of our
family & of course prevented any real family talk';
expresses her pleasure, despite this, at seeing
Austen and Ivy , commenting that Austen seems
cheerful and young despite 'his generally gloomy
outlook on public affairs' and his distrust of [John]
Simon [the Foreign Secretary], and that his talk to
members of Parliament on the report of the Joint
Select Committee on Indian reform was well
received; discusses her reading of the third volume
of Garvin's biography of Joseph Chamberlain and
its treatment of Joseph Chamberlain's actions as
Colonial Secretary; gives details of her visit to
Wrexham to speak to the Denbigh County
Federation [of the Women's Institute], her
uncomfortable train journey, and her impression of
the badly organised county committee there. 2
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December
/906: from Ida: Hopes that Neville is not too tired,
and comments on the outcome of a special
meeting of the National Union Central Council held
to discuss Indian government, remarking on
Austen's influence on the outcome 'now that he is
out of office he is an ''elder statesman'' to whom
everyone listens with respect & attention & whose
judgement carries more weight than that of anyone
else'; goes on to discuss how Austen must wish he
were still in the Foreign Office and that it is hard for
him to see opportunities wasted by the National
Government 'for want of a definite policy';
comments on Stanley Baldwin's well received
speech on India at the National Union Central
Council and John Simon's negotiations over the
sovereignty of the Saar region, remarking 'I wonder
how much each of them deserves the credit he
gets'; expresses her disapproval of the authors of
the peace ballot, wishing that members of the
National Declaration committee would focus their
attention on 'trying to knock some humanity into
other nationalities', citing Yugoslavia's recent
behaviour towards Hungary as an example; gives
details of the forthcoming work of the Housing subcommittee in assessing applications for houses in
the New Forest area under the Rural Workers
housing act, and probably also for houses in
Aldershot and Hartley Wintney; returns to the issue
of restrictions on the use of subsidies imposed by
the Ministry of Health, preventing the County
Council from reducing contributions to new
replacement houses; looks forward to seeing
Dorothy and Stephen for the weekend and
expresses her annoyance with Lilian who has now
said she cannot come for lunch and wants Dorothy
and Stephen to go to see her instead. 7 December
/907: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for
Neville's health and is pleased that he got some
rest at Cecily's and that some of the political
problems he has been dealing with seem to have
been settled, commenting on the recent success at
Geneva [over the sovereignty of the Saar region],
and the debate on Indian government in the House
of Commons; goes on to discuss the establishment
of the Unemployment Assistance Board and her
concerns that 'the assistance given to the man who
has never been insured is going to be higher in
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some cases than the benefit drawn by the insured
which is difficult to defend'; discusses the 'delightful
weekend' they had with Dorothy and Stephen
despite the bad weather which meant they could
not go into the garden, giving her impression of him
and of him and Dorothy as a couple, refuting
Anne's fears about their poverty and thinking it will
be good for the young people to 'learn to make
sacrifices for each other...I do feel so glad that
Dorothy shold have found the right man for I feel
that she will be happiest as a wife & yet with all her
charm she could not be easy to suit & there are
quite enough spinsters in the family'; gives details
of her recent activities including visiting London to
go shopping and to attend committee meetings,
and gives news of Mary and Willie [Carnegie]. 13
December
47 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/908-951

1935 letters

1935

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1935.
Many letters discuss international relations,
particularly the Italian invasion of Abyssinia
[Ethiopia]; the threat posed by German rearmament and the need for increased defence
spending; diplomatic negotiations with Germany
leading to the Anglo German Naval Agreement;
Japan's aggression towards China, and the
continuing political instability in France. Domestic
politics are also discussed, including National
Government legislation on unemployment and slum
clearance; Lloyd George's proposals for alleviating
unemployment; and the General Election of
November, which resulted in victory for the
National Government. Many of Ida's letters concern
her work on the County council Housing subcommittee in the provision of housing and slum
clearance. Other letters discuss the work of the
Sanatorium sub-committee, Guardians Committee
and District Council. She was also elected to the
Andover Advisory committee of the Land
Settlement Association. Hilda's letters largely focus
on her responsibilities with District Nursing
Association, as well as her activities as assistant
treasurer to the National Federation of Women's
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Institutes, and her resignation as chair of the
Hampshire Women's Institute Federation. Both
sisters refer to their involvement in the organisation
of local events to mark the silver jubilee of the
accession of George V, and to their attendance at
the marriages of Diane Chamberlain to Terence
Maxwell in February and Dorothy Chamberlain to
Stephen Lloyd in July. They also travelled to
Switzerland for a holiday in August.
/908: from Ida: Gives details of her District Council
and County Council committee work including a
recent County Council Housing sub-committee
meeting to consider whether to ask the Council for
more money and to consider any applications for
housing subsidies that the architect thought likely
to come before the council in the near future,
remarking that the list of 113 cottages provides
evidence of the action being taken by Rural District
Councils over slum clearance; discusses her
meeting with Mr Thomas over shortages of
supplies of pigs for factories curing bacon and her
plans to sell one of her sows together with her next
litter; hopes that Neville is less tired and expresses
her disapproval of him having to undertake
engagements during the Christmas holidays, citing
the example of him opening a maternity home at
Stourport; comments on the news of Diane
Chamberlain's [Austen's daughter] engagement [to
Arthur Terence Maxwell], giving details of his family
background and company directorships and their
plans to marry in February 'it is really very
inconsiderate of both nieces to get engaged at the
same time!'; describes their recent work in the
garden. 3 January
/909: from Hilda: Expresses her distress at hearing
of the illness of Sir Arthur Maxwell [father of
Diane's fiance Arthur Terence Maxwell] 'it is hard
lines on the young people to have such a shadow
on their engagement & of course if the worst
happens I suppose all their plans must be altered &
the wedding postponed; describes the 1790 Spode
dessert service she and Ida have bought as a
wedding present for the couple; hopes Anne will be
able to see Miss Hultman [for massage treatment]
when she returns; discusses Neville's meeting with
Stanley Baldwin about his position regarding Lloyd
George's involvement in the National Government
and Neville's determination not to serve in cabinet
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with him 'one knows what L[loyd] G[eorge]'s
schemes will be:- magnificent to look at without any
idea worked out & bound to be in the end most
costly failures'; goes on to discuss the recent
agreement with Ireland [to increase imports of
cattle in return for Ireland sourcing nearly all its
coal from Britain] and her surprise that the 'die
hards' are suspicious about it, particularly as duties
have not been removed; gives details of their
recent stay with Cecily and Ernest and her
happiness at finding Cecily in better health,
mentioning the engagement of her second son,
Gilbert; mentions Neville's forthcoming visit to
Northern Ireland and Frank's return from
Switzerland. 11 January
/910: from Ida: Discusses Lloyd George's 'scheme'
to tackle unemployment [announced at a speech at
Bangor] and comments on his advocation of tariffs,
wondering how [Philip] Snowden could accept that
as part of his programme, and the proposals for a
road building scheme, expressing her hope that the
National Government's legislation on
unemployment and slum clearance will 'make
people feel that at last there is a change of their
own individual cases being dealt with'; wonders
whether it will be possible to meet the need for new
housing, as most people in the building trade
locally seem to be fully employed and it is
becoming difficult to find tenders for County
Council work; mentions Neville's forthcoming
responsibilities including his involvement in George
V's Silver Jubilee celebrations; discusses the
postponement of Diane Chamberlain's wedding
and the better news about Sir Arthur Maxwell's
health, and discusses possible presents for Neville
and Anne to give Diane for her marriage;
expresses her relief that Dorothy and Stephen
have decided against living in Leeds, and wonders
when they will go to Lausanne, mentioning that she
is happy Neville got the opportunity to visit
Stokesay Castle recently; gives details of her
recent activities including visiting London for
massage treatment with Miss Hultman and
organising a tea party with Hilda for twenty people
which was a success, and the new cook managed
to bake the cakes. 19 January
/911: from Hilda: Comments on Neville and Anne's
hectic visit to Northern Ireland and congratulates
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Anne on her successful speeches, given at short
notice; mentions that Mary and Willie [Carnegie]
are coming to stay after their holiday at Torquay
and that they both seem in good health; dicusses
Neville's restrained treatment of Lloyd George's
speech [setting out proposals for tackling
unemployment] and wonders what effect it will
have had on the 'general public'; comments on
Lord Wolmer's criticism of the National Government
and support for Randolph Churchill who is
opposing a National Government candidate, and
the possibility of the seat being lost to the Labour
party; hopes that the India bill will be carried before
the general election and supposes that Winston
Churchill and his supporters will then return to the
mainstream of the party; goes on to comment on
the 'Conference of the Princes' and the apparent
concern of the Indian princes not to be represented
as having been coerced by Lord Willingdon;
mentions a forthcoming meeting of the County
Voluntary Organisers to discuss the present state
of the Women's Insitutes, and gives a detailed
account of the ways in which her work with the
Women's Institute has changed since the
beginnings of the movement 'when we started we
were dealing with villages where the women had
had nothing in the way of social life or amusement
at all...& found new life or interest in the Institutes'
remarking that in some villages the Institutes have
'kept their hold' on villages and have developed
and become more important, but that others have
been dissolved 'it generally means that the ladies
have got tired & don't want to go on, but they have
made no effort to really train anyone to take their
places'; wonders whether she can persuade
someone else to become chair of the County
Federation, as she has now been doing the job for
ten years; expresses her sadness about the death
of Sir Arthur Maxwell and mentions Diane and
Terence's plans to marry on 14 February. 25
January
/912: from Ida: Expresses her sympathy for Neville
in his problems with the administration of the
Unemployment act and suspects that some of the
cases of hardship have been exaggerated;
comments that there has been a large increase in
the number of Women's Institutes in County
Durham over the last few years, and that a woman
who has been visiting these Institutes has informed
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her that they regularly visit the Isle of Man,
Edinburgh or Llandudno for their annual outings at
a cost of £5 per head 'and this in a distressed area
where practically everyone was unemployed!',
remarking that this might be due to the tradition of
the women in the family being responsible for the
administration of family funds, and expressing her
implicit disapproval of this behaviour; discusses the
reception of the Housing bill and the Labour party's
opposition to it 'they are making it clear that they
think much less of doing away with slums &
providing decent dwellings for the people than of
preventing a landlord from getting any
compensation!'; discusses building work in the local
area and thinks that the new bill will not affect
matters much; goes on to discuss her frustration
with Lady Maxwell in causing distress to the rest of
the family by making Diane Chamberlain and
Terence Maxwell's wedding very simple, out of
respect for her husband [who had recently died],
giving details about arrangements for the wedding;
expresses her relief that Hilda has announced her
resignation as chairman of the Hampshire
Women's Institute Federation and mentions her
own plans to retire from the chair [of the County
Council Public Health committee?]. 1 February
/913: from Ida: Comments on reports in the 'Times'
that the debate on Unemployment went well for the
government and hopes that Neville will soon be
able to get some rest in Birmingham; discusses
Hilda's recent involvement in finding a temporary
replacement for the district nurse who is in
Winchester hospital after being involved in a bad
motor accident; gives details of her recent Council
committee meetings and a meeting at Odiham to
discuss plans to celebrate the Silver Jubilee [of
George V] which she has agreed to take part in,
mentioning that there are plans to hold a
thanksgiving service at the church and to have a
sports event and tea for the children and fireworks
and illuminations at night, and that she is keen to
floodlight the church; comments that people would
prefer to raise funds from voluntary contributions
rather than through rate payments, and that there
is also support for raising funds to build a village
hall to use instead of the assembly rooms, which
are becoming dangerous; remarks that it is not a
good time to raise money, as the County Council
are likely to have to raise the rates to allow them to
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make road improvements, and wishes that the
government would take over responsibility for
roads and bridges. 15 February
/914: from Ida: Expresses her excitement about
possible, unspecified, developments for Neville
[possibly relating to the replacement of Stanley
Baldwin as Conservative party leader] 'I think you
are wise to let it go no further at present as it would
be cound to have a disturbing effect, but I wish we
were going to have an opportunity of seeing you &
talking it over at once...of course we all know there
is many a slip twixt the cup & the lip & it does not
do to dwell too much on possibilities that may
never become facts, but even the possibility is
exciting to a degree'. 16 February
/915: from Hilda: Expresses her excitement about a
possible challenge for the Conservative leadership,
commenting that there should not be 'any standing
down of two candidates to make way for a third'
and that Churchill or Hoare should not succeed to
the position 'they don't deserve it & could not but
wreck the party if they got it' and thinks that
Hailsham might be a suitable leader. [undated,
possibly 16 February]
/916: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
speech in the House [presumably in Labour's
censure debate on the government's handling of
the unemployment issue], commenting that the
good reception he got at the beginning of the
speech suggests that his position within the party
has become stronger; hopes that Lloyd George will
attack him in the House, which will weaken his
position, and suggests that Lloyd George's health
is not strong enough to enable him to run an
effective campaign; gives an account of the
wedding of Diane Chamberlain and Terence
Maxwell and comments on the absence of Aunt
Alice and Aunt Lina who, she thinks, would have
found the reception too exhausting; gives details of
Ida's involvement in village plans for the Silver
Jubilee celebrations [of George V] and the
difficulties raised by the determination of some
people to start a fund for a village hall at the same
time as raising money for the jubilee. 22 February
/917: from Ida: Comments on Neville's work
receiving pre-Budget deputations and the apparent
failure of Lloyd George's campaign for support [for
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his proposals for tackling unemployment], hoping
that Neville will resist the temptation to 'engage in
an exchange of personalities with him...somehow,
nowadays I don't believe he is worth it'; mentions
that Austen is coming to stay with them while Ivy is
in Bath with Lady Askwith for spa treatments; gives
details of recent and forthcoming County Council
meetings at which estimates for spending will be
discussed, including the question of grants issued
under the Housing (Rural Workers) act for
improvements not to be made immediately;
expresses her boredom with the continued
discussions over plans for the Silver Jubilee and
her work recruiting fund raisers. 1 March
/918: from Hilda: Sympathises with Neville over his
difficult week, including Frank's sudden illness, the
difficulties caused by the [resolution passed by]
the Indian princes [expressing dissatisfaction with
the Government of India bill's proposals], the
behaviour of the German government over the
White Paper [addressing the threat of German
rearmament and announcing greater British
defence expenditure], and the fluctuating gold rate;
goes on to discuss the problems he is currently
facing [with the Ministry of Labour] over the work of
the Unemployment Assistance Board and thinks
that if [Oliver?] Stanley had made concessions
previously he would have met the 'legitimate
grievances without giving the impression that he
found he had started a hopeless scheme';
comments on Neville's decision to write to Lloyd
George 'for his plans' and that his legislation has
always been a 'hopeless muddle' despite what the
newspapers are saying; returns to Germany's
decision to cancel a visit from British foreign
ministers, which she sees as a gratuitous insult to
'the nation which is doing its best to help'; mentions
Ida's work on the local Silver Jubilee celebrations
and her decision to use the occasion to try to
secure a site for a town hall next to the assembly
rooms. 8 March
/919: from Ida: Hopes Neville will have a peaceful
weekend at Birmingham and that Dorothy had a
smooth [Channel] crossing and is now settled at
Lausanne; discusses the government's recent
successes, her pleasure that Austen received an
ovation and her relief that the National Government
retained the Lambeth Norwood seat at the recent
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by-election despite the support of people like Lord
Wolmer for Randolph Churchill; gives brief details
of Hilda's recent activities with the Women's
Institute and Hospital committee to consider plans
for the enlargement of Odiham Cottage Hospital
and discusses their plans to go to Maiden Bradley
and Dorset for a short holiday before having Aunt
Alice to stay; mentions that she gave a lantern slide
talk on Italy to the North Warnborough Women's
Institute group and gives a detailed account of her
disagreement with other members of the
Elementary Education committee over the
provision of extra teachers at Odiham Girls school
to enable them to start parallel classes for the older
girls, divided by ability; comments that if they do
not succeed in getting an extra teacher she will
seriously consider resigning from the Education
committee on the grounds that it was powerless to
alter or amend the current sytem of education;
goes on to discuss a recent meeting of the
Maternity sub-committee which refused the
application of a doctor and his wife to register their
nursing home because of previous concerns about
the care given to patients and the alleged alcohol
problems of the couple. 15 March
/920: from Hilda: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and praises him for being a good brother and for
the 'satisfaction' he gives them in his public life,
commenting that 'having lived so long with Papa &
shared his wonderful life I can't think how we
should have got on without Austen & your work to
keep up the old interests', and that she is sill as
interested as ever in Neville's political life; mentions
Neville's current delicate negotiations to maintain
European stability and emphasising Hitler's
'offensive' behaviour. 17 March
/921: from Hilda: Comments that she and Ida have
been working too hard to enjoy the recent spring
weather, and gives brief details of her recent visit to
Breamore to speak to a Women's Institute group
there, where she stayed with Lady Hulse;
discusses their hopes to go to Maiden Bradley and
having to make alternative arrangements and stay
nearby at Stourton, making a visit to the Great
Yews near Salisbury on their way, which she thinks
are on Lord Radnor's property; asks whether
Neville has any news of Dorothy and Stephen in
Lausanne], and what they think of the doctor. 21
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March
/922: from Ida: Gives an account of their holiday at
Stourton, including a description of 'The Spread
Eagle' where they stayed, the location of the inn
near the entrance of Stourhead House and its
house and grounds, and the walks they went on in
the surrounding area; mentions their detour to see
the Great Yews and gives her impression of the
place; discusses Neville's current responsibilities
which she thinks 'is indeed doing the P[rime]
M[inister]'s work & it is hard lines that you should
have to do it without his position & authority',
remarking that she has resigned herself to him
never becoming Prime Minister while Stanley
Baldwin and others are 'in the way'; expresses her
interest in Neville's ideas regarding colonial trade
which she hopes Beaverbrook will support 'much
as I dislike Beaverbrook it would of course be an
advantage to have some of the popular press on
your side'; mentions her disappointment that [John]
Simon [the Foreign Secretary] does not seem to
have 'been able to get very far with Hitler' [in
discussions after Hitler had announcd the
reintroduction of conscription and the expansion of
the army against the terms of the Treaty of
Versailles]; goes on to discuss an invitation she
has received from Oliver Locker Lampson to have
lunch with him in order to continue the discussion
they apparent began in Birmingham, and her
unease about accepting his offer of tickets for the
Silver Jubilee [of George V] celebrations; mentions
that she is to have lunch with a woman who has
heard from the Ministry of Health about the
'excellent work being done in Hampshire under the
Housing (Rural Workers) act' and the success of
'Miss Chamberlain' on the County Council, and is
hoping to speak on the subject of rural housing for
the BBC after being shown the developments in
Odiham. 28 March
/923: from Hilda: Gives an account of Aunt Alice's
visit, and her current state of health and ability to
read and go for walks; gives details of her recent
visit to Northampton to speak at a conference of
Women's Institute officers when she stayed with
Miss Bouverie at Delapre Abbey, describing the
house and grounds and the character and activities
of her host; comments on developments in the
garden and their first crop of forced French beans;
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discusses Neville's opinion of Lloyd George's
memorandum which she thinks is 'all quite
plausible but fundamentally unsound', thinking it
unfair that he has to deal with this as well as his
other responsibilities; hopes that he will get Stanley
Baldwin to go with [John] Simon [to the Stresa
conference] 'it is a pity that there is not a more
fertile ming there, but you cannot be everywhere at
once', and that Anthony Eden's visit [to Moscow,
Warsaw and Prague] will have been worthwhile;
hopes he will be able to have a peaceful holiday at
Easter after the Budget. 5 April
/924: from Ida: Hopes that Neville will have made
his Budget speech by the time he receives her
letter, and will be able to put it out of his mind;
hopes he and Anne will be able to enjoy their lunch
with Dorothy Gough at Hampton Court and escape
the Press; gives details of her recent activities
including visiting Bishopstoke and Chandler's Ford
as part of her responsibilities on the Sanatorium
sub-committee, meetings of the Guardians and
District Council at Winchester, and a Women's
Institute meeting; mentions her forthcoming visit to
London to have lunch with Oliver Locker Lampson,
hear the Budget speech, have dinner with Austen
and Ivy, and spend the night at Dean's Yard with
Mary [Carnegie] before visiting the dentist, Miss
Hultman for massage treatment, and the flower
show; mentions that she has seen Frank when she
had lunch with Hilda Gurney Dixon and that she is
looking forward to a visit from Anne, Dorothy and
Frank in Odiham; discusses a recent meeting of
the Public Health committee from which both the
County Medical Officer and his Deputy were absent
through illness; comments on the Prime Minister
[Ramsay MacDonald] and Sir John Simon flying to
Paris during bad weather 'I...wondered if the
Cabinet had taken that method of endeavouring to
secure a reconstruction & the elimination of duds
as soon as possible', expresses her concern about
Anthony Eden who is unable to attend [the Stresa
conference], and her despair about the rates of rearmament in Europe, mentioning that Austen thinks
'we are nearer war than we have been for years'.
12 April
/925: from Hilda: Discusses plans for her to
accompany some visitors to the House of
Commons, suggesting that she ask them to write to
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Lord Wolmer rather than doing it herself because
she disapproves of him 'so strongly at the moment';
hopes that Neville is able to enjoy his holiday, even
after his meeting with Lloyd George, which she
thinks must have 'sent you off with a bad taste in
your mouth'; congratulates him on the success of
his Budget and expresses her pleasure at hearing
his radio broadcast and the way he simplified the
issues for listeners, as well as the favourable
reception the Budget has had; goes on to discuss
the attitude of the 'Times' towards British relations
with Germany and the influence of Lord Lothian
over the tone of the newspaper's coverage;
describes the current state of the garden and
mentions how much she is looking forward to the
visit by Neville's family. 19 April
/926: from Ida: Describes the garden in the spring
weather, hopes the weather will last until Monday
[for the Silver Jubilee celebrations], and mentions
problems with their sycamore tree; discusses her
reading of the report of the debate on armaments
and comments that she shares Austen's concerns
about German rearmament 'she is certainly doing
her best to unite this country against her & despite
the pacifists there is no doubt the Govt will get a
strong backing in the country for any increase of
armaments they may decide upon'; comments on
the continued popularity of Neville's Budget and the
confidence in the ability of the National
Government to win the general election; mentions
their plans to visit London to see the illuminations
[for the Silver Jubilee of George V] and for her to
receive massage treatment from Miss Hultman. 3
May
/927: from Hilda: Discusses the success of the
Silver Jubilee celebrations, the sunny weather, and
the 'goodwill & jollity' of people at street parties and
sports events, giving details of the local events
organised at Odiham and mentioning that she and
Ida listened to a church service broadcast on the
wireless, expressing her dislike of the 'jubilee
march of that painfully trivial character' that the
organist played; gives news about the decision not
to purchase a site for a hall in Odiham, now that
'Crowleys' plan to alter the assembly rooms to
provide 'proper exits & proper dressing rooms', and
her relief that Ida will not have to worry over the
fund raising and the sisters will not now have to
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'make a heavy contribution'; comments on Neville's
discussion with the Prime Minister about
reconstruction and the sense that others would
prefer to delay until after the general election; gives
her impression of the illuminations in London to
mark the Silver Jubilee, and mentions that she is
going to York for a Women's Institute Council
meeting and will stay with Sybil Thompson, nee
Ryland. 10 May
/928: from Hilda: Expresses her distress at the
suggestion for a new leader in the House of
Commons [presumably referring to proposals for
Stanley Baldwin to offer the post of deputy leader
in the Commons to Sir John Simon, while
remaining leader himself] 'I feel it would be
disastrous from the point of view of the party, who
feel tremendously strongly about the man & I
believe they would be furious at his taking such a
position but I also feel that you ought to be in that
position...you ought to take the position to which
you are entitled by your work & abilities';
commenting that Neville is influenced too much by
his natural modesty, and that he should not allow
someone else to take over his current position as
'the unrecognised ''next of kin'''. 18 May
/929: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his letter and
good wishes for the sisters' birthdays 'I do agree
that is ia a matter for great congratulation that we
should be still all so fit & able to do our part in the
world in spite of our 60 odd years'; expresses her
relief at Neville's reassurance that Sir John Simon
is only to be offered the deputy leadership at the
end of the Parliament and that it is only a
temporary appointment; discusses plans for the
sisters to have a holiday in Switzerland with Neville
in August; asks his opinion of Hitler's speech
[justifying repudiation of the Versailles Treaty but
accepting the agreement made at Locarno for the
demilitarisation of the Rhineland], which she thinks
was 'fairly plausible' but designed to get British
support for German rearmament as long as it is not
aimed against Britain; goes on to discuss Italian
aggression in Abyssinia and her suspision that
Mussolini is 'using Abyssinia as a distraction from
his home difficulties'; expresses her excitement
about the National Government Publicity committee
cinema campaign and Neville's talents in front of
the camera ' do think whenever you let yourself go
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a little you are always specially successful';
comments on the Chinese Legation being made an
Embassy and hopes that government policy
towards China and Japan will take advantage of
any opportunities offered; thinks that Lloyd George
has little influence now, and that Neville should not
accept his proposals; goes on to discuss Kingsley
Wood's announcement that the Insurance scheme
is to give special privileges to men who had been
'out of benefit' but had previously been in steady
employment for ten years; gives details of the
County Nursing Association annual meeting which
was moved to an unsuitable room at which Ida
spoke with difficulty on County Council maternity
work; mentions that she has attended the Chelsea
Flower Show. 23 May
/930: from Ida: Discusses the resignation of Pierre
Etienne Flandin as French Prime Minister and the
difficult economic situation in France 'they won't
give anyone power to deal with the situation though there I sympathise with them, the rule of
dictators not being altogether pleasant for anyone
with a penchant for liberty'; goes on to comment on
Mussolini's recent behaviour in attacking Abyssinia,
which she thinks is a result of having too much
power 'we shall begin to think Hitler quite
reasonable in comparison'; discusses speculation
about the reconstruction of the National
Government in the newspapers, and the general
feeling that Lloyd George will not be offered a
position; gives details of her recent activities
including receiving massage treatment from Miss
Hultman which has only produced a slight
improvement, and her recent lunch with Cecily and
plans to visit her and Ernest at Moor Lane at the
end of June, stopping at Hinton Admiral on the way
to attend the fete and hear Neville's speech; gives
news that Aunt Alice's ninetieth birthday was a
success and that she liked the joint present of a
vase; mentions that they have visited Aunt Lina
and gives an account of her state of health, hoping
that she might be able to visit them at Odiham for a
few days; expresses her happiness that Dorothy
and Stephen have found a house and comments
on Frank's plans not to go abroad until after the
wedding 'I don't know whether he means to go to
Germany for a time, or only to France, or for how
long. I am glad to hear that there are such good
possible posts in the business, for I feel pretty sure
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Frank will get to the top of the tree wherever he is'.
31 May
/931: from Hilda: Discusses speculation in the
newspapers over the structure of the new Cabinet,
commenting on the wisdom of not making radical
changes so close to a general election, and her
opposition to Sir John Simon being given a
promotion 'when he has failed so signally at the
F[oreign] O[ffice], and going on to discuss whether
Anthony Eden and Samuel Hoare will be offered
Cabinet posts; comments on her recent lunch with
Anne and Dorothy and her impression of Anne's
state of health, her anxiety about Dorothy's
wedding and about moving into Downing Street
over the summer; discusses her view that Neville
should not remain Chancellor of the Exchequer 'if
that means putting anyone else in as Leader of the
House or even Deputy Leader' and that the public
will 'begin to think that you must always be there &
are out of the running for P[rime] M[inister]';
expresses her hope that Lloyd George will not be
considered for a post within the government and
her incredulity that this might be considered. 7
June
/932: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his gift of a
salmon which they are sharing amongst their
friends, and is pleased that he is enjoying his
holiday; wonders whether she might be able to
have lunch with Neville and Anne in London when
she is next there to receive massage treatment
from Miss Hultman; discusses Lloyd George's
plans to publish his proposals before the
publication of the Cabinet report, and the general
enthusiasm in the newspapers about the structure
of the new Cabinet and the new Prime Minister,
Stanley Baldwin 'I have no doubt he is as pleased
as punch with himself, particularly with his
wonderful exhibition of self sacrifice in taking such
an arduous position'; mentions the sisters' recent ill
health, including Hilda's cold and her attack of
lumbago, and gives details of her continued
massage treatment with Miss Hultman; gives news
of Aunt Lina's plans to visit for lunch and tea the
following day, and offers Hilda's advice to Dorothy
and Stephen about their new garden. 14 June
/933: from Hilda: Gives details of their Women's
Institute garden party which had to be held in the
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hut rather than in their garden due to the wet
weather, and Ida's recent massage treatment and
continued neck pain; discusses her recent activities
including meeting with the headmistress of the
local girls school who feels that the local attitude
towards mixed education makes her position
difficult with the County Education Officer who is
apparently determined to reorganise the system,
and the possibility that Hilda will be invited to be a
representative on the Consultative Committee of
Head Teachers to put the case for the education of
older girls in rural areas; goes on to comment on
the recent agreement with Germany over the navy
[Anglo-German Naval Agreement] which is
unpopular with France and Italy, hoping that
Anthony Eden or Samuel Hoare will be able to
negotiate with them, and remarking that Britain is
relatively fortunate in its foreign affairs compared to
many other countries; mentions that the local
Unionist Association are to distribute monthly
copies of the 'Elector' which she thinks is very well
written for its purpose; gives news of their
forthcoming weekend party, to be attended by
Gerald and Ruth, Dorothy Gough and Oliver Locker
Lampson, and describes the current state of the
garden. 20 June
/934: from Ida: Gives details of her recent dental
and massage treatment in London and discusses
plans for the sisters to go to Switzerland with
Neville and Anne and some of the possible resorts
and hotels; describes the current state of the
garden and comments on Lloyd George's lack of
success with his 'Council of Action'; expresses her
happiness about the recent visit by Dorothy and
Frank and being able to hear about Dorothy's
house, presents and wedding arrangements;
mentions that she and Hilda plan to come to
London for the wedding day but not the reception
the day before. 7 July
/935: from Hilda: Remarks on the recent hot
weather followed by rain, and its effects on the
garden; mentions that the Ministry of Education has
announced that there is currently no vacancy on
the Consultative Committee so she will not be the
local representative, and expresses her feeling of
relief; goes on to mention that she is to act as
assistant treasurer to the National Federation of
Women's Institutes until a substitute can be found;
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comments on plans for a joint holiday in
Switzerland with Neville and Anne, and gives
details about Ida's current back pain, despite
treatment from her osteopath; goes on to discuss
her reading of the recent Foreign Office debate [on
the Abyssinian crisis] and praises Samuel Hoare's
speech; criticises Lloyd George's recent behaviour
and Austen's description of him as a 'personal
friend', and thinks that his 'memorandum will fall
very flat now'; mentions that Austen is coming to
stay and that Sam and Hilda Gurney Dixon and
Mrs Huxley will also be visiting for the weekend. 12
July
/935a: from Ida: Expresses her sympathy for Anne
[who is involved in preparations for Dorothy's
wedding] and her feelings of guilt that she should
have to be involved in making travel arrangements
for the holiday in Switzerland, setting out
alternative plans; comments on the pessimistic
outlook of the Commissioners' report on
'Distressed Areas' and the loss of Liverpool West
Toxteth to Labour at the recent by-election; gives
news that she has accepted membership of the
Andover Advisory committee of the Land
Settlement Association and refers to the amount of
work involved in settling '30 families on the land at
Andover, you see what a drop in the bucket any
such schemes must be', remarking that it would be
impossible to run a nationwide scheme like this, as
Lloyd George is apparently proposing; gives a brief
account of their weekend party and mentions that
Mary and Willie [Carnegie] are coming to stay
before attending the Naval Review; gives details of
her improved health and continuing osteopathic
treatment, and mentions that she and Hilda will
now attend the reception on the day before
Dorothy's wedding. 19 July
/936: from Hilda: Reflects on the success of
Dorothy's wedding and the happiness of the
occasion, and congratulates Anne on her
arrangements; hopes that Neville and Anne will
now be able to have a rest, and mentions how
much she is looking forward to their holiday
together in Switzerland; goes on to discuss the
failure of Lloyd George's document [containing
proposals for tackling unemployment] and the lack
of support for him in the country, and mentions
reports about the publication of a 'book with a 5
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year plan', commenting 'really the conceit of these
people most of whom have had no real experience
of administration & who believe that they can teach
the men who have devoted the greater part of their
lives to dealing with these problems, is immense';
mentions that Bertha Woodall and her husband are
to visit Odiham. 26 July
/937: from Ida: Expresses her distress that 'this
unfortunate accident' which has disrupted the
sisters' holiday plans and those of Neville and
Anne, giving news of Hilda's health [after suffering
a fall and having concussion] and suggesting a
date when the sisters might be able to travel to join
the holiday. 4 August
/937a: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his letter and
hopes that he and Anne enjoyed Flims, and will
appreciate Sils Maria; gives news of Hilda's
improved condition and their plans to travel to
Switzerland the following Monday; gives details of
her own osteopathic treatment for her back pain
and the current hot weather. 9 August
/938: from Ida, written from Hotel Waldhaus, SilsMaria, Switzerland: Thanks Neville for his recent
political news about Stanley Baldwin's return to his
holiday in Aix [ministers had been recalled on 19
August to consider the Abyssinian crisis], leaving
him to continue discussions, commenting that the
only consolation in ending his holiday early is that
he can 'influence policy', remarking that 'the vitally
important thing is to keep in with France';
comments on George Lansbury [leader of the
Labour Party]'s appeal to the Pope 'Mussolini & his
like...care no more for the Pope than they do for
Christianity', and Britain's relatively powerless
situation in relation to the crisis; comments on a
suggestion in Neville's letter that it might be
possible to reconstruct the League [of Nations] to
deal with European affairs, which she approves of,
as 'there seems no doubt that it is not strong
enough to deal with world problems' but 'it would
be a terrible throwback to abandon it altogether';
expresses her concern that Neville has not
received their recent letters and her relief that Anne
plans to go to Scotland, hoping that her health
continues to improve; gives an account of the
sisters' better health since being in Switzerland,
particularly Hilda's recovery from concussion; gives
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details of some of the walks they have completed
and describes the local landscape and wildlife;
comments on her disappointment that Neville has
had to cut short his holiday and mentions their
plans to return home. 27 August
/939: from Hilda, written from Hotel Waldhaus, SilsMaria, Switzerland: Mentions the return of sunshine
after a recent period of unsettled weather; gives
details of their visit to St Moritz and their local
walks and boat trips, Ida's sketching which has
caused her further neck pain, and the general
improvement both sisters have noticed in their
health since being in Switzerland; discusses her
reading of letters to the 'Times' which urge the
government to take action [over Abyssinia],
considering that the only 'sensible' letters have
been from Lord Harding and Lod Ponsonby, and
expressing her opposition to the position taken by
the majority who seem keen 'to dictate to the
League of Nations what we think it should do,
because it is right...& that this course will not lead
to war because Mussolini must give way before the
united desire of the world'; hopes that Neville and
Anne will enjoy their visit to France and wonders
whether shooting parties in France are very
different; comments on reports in the 'Daily Mail'
about concessions apparently granted by the
Abyssinians to an Anglo-American corporation
which 'lends claim to the speeches of the Duce
saying that we are only out to protect British
interests'. 2 September
/940: from Ida to Anne: Discusses her concerns
that her recent letters to Neville have not arrived;
gives details of their recent alpine walks and boat
trips in and around Maloja and Lake Silva Plana,
her sketching, and the sisters' current state of
health after their holiday. 8 September
/941: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his letter and for
his gift of two brace of grouse which they will eat at
the weekend when Diane and Terry are to visit;
gives news from Austen that Joe [his son]'s service
has been terminated and he is being sent home
'what the explanation of his conduct is remains
therefore a mystery but I am afraid it must have
been foolish to say the least of it', and hopes this
will not mean the end of his career; mentions the
success of [Samuel] Hoare's speech to the [League
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of Nations] Assembly and the fact that Lloyd
George and Herbert Morrison have expressed their
support for the government's position, wondering
whether [Pierre] Laval [the French Prime Minister]
will agree the need for a united response to Italy's
actions 'it is all very well for Mussolini to say that
''sanctions mean war'' but he can hardly go to war
with all the nations of the League at once';
expresses her view of dictatorships, and thinks that
England will never 'consent to put herself into the
hands of an Oswald Mosley'; goes on to comment
on the claims of 'British Fascists' that Mussolini
should be 'given a perfectly free hand in Abyssinia';
mentions [Samuel] Hoare's statement on colonial
raw materials and wonders how Germany would
react to this; discusses a recent letter she has had
from Frank in Munich and that Hilda had had a
letter from Anne which gives details of her
improved health; gives news of her own health
following a recent visit to her osteopath and gives
brief details of the sisters' recent committee
meetings. 13 September
/942: from Hilda: Is glad that Neville is enjoying his
time in Scotland, despite having to prepare a
speech [on government policy], and comments that
he must be relieved that Samuel Hoare is now
Foreign Secretary [having taken over from Sir John
Simon] even though he is having to deal with the
current crisis over Italy's aggression in Abyssinia;
wonders whether Mussolini will withdraw or
whether sanctions will be imposed; comments on
opposition to the government making preparations
against air raids and the position taken by some
that the country should 'cut down all armaments so
that we may not be accused of warmongering',
remarking that pacifists who 'denounce all
preparations for war, then clamour for our
interference in everybody's affairs & expect us to
give a lead to Europe with no army & no navy
behind us' are dangerous; mentions that she has
seen some of the new government posters
announcing that a million more men are now in
work and that a million more houses have been
built; gives news of Diane and Terry's visit and
discusses the reasons for Joe [Austen's son]'s
dismissal from the service apparently because he
crossed an unmarked border and was surrounded
'he had genuinely lost his way &...his offence was
really more political than anything'; mentions the
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publication of Austen's book [Down the Years] and
its favourable reviews; goes on to discuss the
effects of recent gales on the garden, and her
forthcoming visit to Stratford-on-Avon for a
conference when she will stay in Birmingham and
hopes to see Dorothy's house. 19 September
/943: from Ida: Mentions Neville's recent speech at
the Mansion House and the newspaper reports she
has read on it; comments on the [Conservative
Party conference] in Bournmouth and compares
the unity of the party with the deep splits in the
Labour party, mentioning Neville's wisdom in
pressing for increased armaments, and speculating
about the result of the forthcoming general election;
goes on to discuss the Italian invasion of Ethiopia
'this is the horrible but logical outcome of
dictatorship & if Mussolini makes a success of it, it
will encourage all other dictators to go & do
likewise'; wonders what the effect of the economic
sanctions imposed on Italy will be, and whether
Italy will enter into conflict with Britain and France;
discusses her reading of Austen's book [Down the
Years], her interest in the different essays, and its
popularity with reviewers and readers; mentions
that she has seen Austen at Rutland Gate and has
also seen Joe, who is recovering from malaria and
might be able to rejoin his old battalion at
Winchester after the forty eight days leave alloted
by the Colonial Office; discusses her reading of the
1935 Housing Act and her confusion as to whether
financial assistance in providing new houses to
alleviate overcrowding is available for all such
houses in a Rural District; expresses her concern
about Mr Lloyd's illness and mentions that she has
heard from Mary [Carnegie] who has returned from
Copenhagen to find that Jocosa [Carnegie] had
had twin daughters. 4 October
/944: from Hilda: Discusses the recall of
Parliament, speculation about a November general
election, and the success of the National
Government in losing so few by-elections during its
term; wonders whether a general election in
November will obscure publicity for the triennial
exhibition of handicrafts to be held by the National
Federation of Women's Institutes in the
Horticultural Hall; wishes Neville good luck for his
forthcoming speech. 11 October
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/945: from Ida: Mentions her plans to visit London
to see her osteopath, and wonders whether Neville
and Anne would be able to have lunch with her;
speculates about the date of the general election,
wondering whether even the Cabinet knows,
despite the newspapers' confidence in announcing
the date; mentions that she is to attend a meeting
of the local Unionist committee and wonders
whether Lord Wolmer intends to support the
government, after his recent lack of support for its
policies; comments on the current position of the
Labour Party in relation to foreign policy; gives
details of the sisters' work in the garden, Hilda's
visit to Bangor and Maggie [Nettlefold]'s
forthcoming visit to stay with Ida; gives news about
Maggie's daughter Lois, 'who has gone off with a
very common man taking her children with her' and
who wants a divorce; tells Neville about Aunt
Alice's good health and that she has prepared
some plants for Dorothy's garden; discusses
Austen's talks with French politicians and thinks
that [Pierre] Laval must be having a difficult time in
his own country; expresses her sadness that
Neville and Amery have had a disagreement but
thinks that 'he really has got quite impossible';
discusses the health of her dog, Marco. 17 October
/946: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his radio
broadcast the previous night even though he is
suffering from a sore throat and cold; gives her
opinion of the other radio [election] broadcasts she
and Hilda have listened to, including one by Sir
John Simon who said 'all the things we were
longing to say ourselves about [Philip] Snowden',
and others by Stanley Baldwin and [Clement] Atlee
which they found uninspiring; mentions Lloyd
George's broadcast 'in his new role of the ancient &
patriotic statesman', and her interest in hearing
Morrison's broadcast; mentions the gains from
Labour made in the municipal elections in
Birmingham and that there is still no candidate
standing against Lord Wolmer but a 'Lloyd George
Liberal' might stand at the last moment; discusses
her feelings about Lord Wolmer, her decision to
speak at his recent meeting, as vice-chairman of
the Women's Unionist Association, but not to move
the vote of confidence; gives news of their recent
visit to see Aunt Lina and describes her state of
health, having possibly suffered a minor stroke;
goes on to give news about Freda, who has
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recently suffered a 'nervous breakdown' and is still
in a nursing home; mentions that they have had a
letter from Frank and asks Neville to get him to
send them a postcard with his Paris address so
that they can write to him there; comments on an
invitation they have received from 'that weird
creature' Oliver Locker Lampson to stay at a hotel
in Birmingham at his expense so that they can
observe the election campaign. 3 November
/947: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for
Neville's health and reassures him that the slight
evidence of his cold that was heard on his radio
broadcast made him seem more human to the
listeners; comments on the 'immense power of
broadcasting...all the non-political people who
would never trouble to read the speeches of either
their own side or their opponents, really listen to
these wireless talks & it enables them...to hear the
points which the speaker wants to put to them', and
on the effect that broadcasts must have on the
influence of the newspapers; gives her favourable
opinion of broadcasts by Stanley Baldwin and
Ramsay MacDonald, and criticises speeches by
the opposition leaders; goes on to comment on
Morrison's broadcast and on the similarity of
Labour policies with those of the government; asks
whether Neville has seen what [Sir John] Simon
said about him at Liverpool, and is pleased that
'someone should mention what you have done in
other fields than mere finance during the years you
have been in politics'; expresses her approval that
the 'Daily Telegraph' has recognised Neville's
position as the 'second man in the Govt' in
comparison with the 'Times' which has not
mentioned his recent speeches; mentions that Lord
Wolmer is being opposed by an Independent
candidate but should retain his seat; gives details
of her plans to be on duty at the National
Federation of the Women's Institute handicraft
exhibition at the new Horticultural Hall from 13-20
November, and to go to Welwyn for a [Women's
Institute] council meeting; mentions that she and
Ida are hoping to spend the night in London and go
to a play. 8 November
/948: from Ida, written from 49 Grosvenor Street,
London: Congratulates Neville and Austen on their
election victories in Birmingham, after the sisters
stayed up late to hear the Edgbaston result;
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expresses her sympathy for Ramsay MacDonald
[in having lost his seat] who she thinks has paid the
penalty for leaving his party in 1931; expresses her
happiness at the defeat of [Herbert] Samuel and
that Dr Lyster [former medical officer for
Hampshire] has been defeated in Preston;
congratulates Neville on his achievements which
she thinks have been instrumental in the National
Government's convincing victory, and
acknowledges Neville's view that Stanley Baldwin
attracts the votes of 'those who do not progress to
know anything about politics but feel that he is a
good honest man with whom they will be safe',
giving a local example of the views of this kind of
voter; hopes that Neville and Anne will be able to
rest now that the election is over; mentions the
sisters' activities in London and expresses her
pleasure that Dorothy has got a servant. 15
November
/949: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville is recovering
from the exertions of the election campaign, and
expresses her frustration with Stanley Baldwin's
attitude over the post of leader of the House, urging
Neville to discuss this with him; comments on the
acknowledgement that Neville has had from others
of his work for social reform, and his decision to
move into Downing Street again; mentions her
forthcoming visit to Swansea to speak on finance at
a [Women's Institute] council meeting, to Bishop's
Waltham to speak at a conference for committees
and officers, and to the New Forest to address a
local meeting, when she will stay with Lottie; goes
on to discuss the effect of sanctions on Italy and
the country's slow progress in establishing control
over Ethiopia, Japan's aggression towards northern
China, and the unsettled political situation in
France. 22 November
/950: from Ida: Expresses her concern for Neville
who has been suffering from food poisoning, and
hopes that he will be able to have a peaceful
Christmas 'provided Mussolini does not spring
some fresh crisis upon us'; discusses her hope that
Italy will not go to war with Britain 'one hates to
think that our army & navy should suffer losses for
one man's criminal folly'; gives details of her recent
ill health which has forced her to miss her
committee meetings; gives an account of a recent
trick played by a man who visited houses in
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Odiham offereing to sell apples, taking the money
in advance, and cashing his cheques, not to be
seen again, despite giving out a printed card with
an address in Reading, and discusses her poor
opinion of the police, who have failed to arrest a
group of burglars who have stolen from Lord
Dorchester; mentions that her sow has given birth
to ten piglets. 6 December
/951: from Hilda: Discusses the recent negotiations
between Samuel Hoare and Pierre Laval [to end
the war by Abyssinia ceding territory to Italy with
the remainder becoming a virtual protectorate
under the Emperor's nomial control], the publication
of the Hoare-Laval pact by the French press, and
the unpopularity of the agreement; gives her own
view about the situation, that she felt the terms
offered to Italy by the League [of Nations] did not
go far enough 'I did feel that Italy might have had
her claims rather more fully admitted'; gives news
of Ida's continuing ill health and their hopes to
come to Birmingham for Christmas; gives details of
her recent efforts to find a room for a girls club
started in Odiham by the Head Teacher, having got
a donation of £100 from Lady Palmer and some
land next to the Women's Institute [building], and
her problems with the builder who wants to use the
land. 13 December
46 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/952-1000

1936 letters

1936

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1936. A
newspaper cutting reporting on Lord Winterton's
speech at a meeting at Pulbrough is also included.
Major topics discussed include the death of George
V and the sisters attendance at his lying in state
and funeral; the accession of Edward VII; the
abdication crisis of November and December,
particularly Neville's participation in government
involvement, and the range of public opinion in the
country; Neville's work as Chancellor of the
Exchquer and the introduction of new regulations
on Unemployment Assistance; the German
occupation of the Rhineland and British relations
with Germany; British relations with Italy and the
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debate about whether to abandon sanctions
against the country following its invasion of
Abyssinia; the civil war in Spain; and German pacts
with Austria and Japan. The sisters concerns about
European affairs are clear in these letters, and
several towards the start of the year discuss their
plans to move away from Odiham due to the
development of the aerodrome as an effect of
increased Defence spending. Hilda's letters discuss
her appointment as treasurer for National
Federation of Women's Institutes, and her
involvement in a scheme to re-organise the County
Nursing Association under the Midwives Act. Ida's
letters give details of her ill health with raised blood
pressure and her resignation as chair of the Public
Health committee, but also include information
about her work on the Guardians committee and
District Council. Both sisters discuss their holiday
to the North of Scotland in August.

/952: from Ida: Sends congratulations to Neville
and Anne for their approaching silver wedding
anniversary, reflecting on the happiness the event
brought not only to them but to the sisters in their
continued close relationship with Neville, their
friendship with Anne, and the difference that they
and their children have made to the sisters' lives;
expresses her concern about Neville's possible
diagnosis of mumps and sympathises with him
over the recent wet weather; gives news about her
own improved health and her recent visit to
Winchester to discuss estimates [for the Public
Health committee] with the County Medical Officer
and to attend District Council committee meetings;
discusses her reading of 'What Happens in Hamlet'
and Hilda's reading of a book by Roger Fry entitled
'Vision and Design' which was a gift from Frank;
discusses her plans to visit London while Hilda is
attending meetings there, 'to look at the Chinese
exhibition'; mentions Mary [Carnegie]'s illness and
that Neville and Anne should expect wedding
anniversary gifts from the Carnegies, Austen and
Ivy and Hilda and Ida. 3 January
/953: from Hilda, written from Nethergate House,
Clare, Suffolk: Expresses her pleasure that Neville
and Anne liked the epergue the sisters sent as an
anniversary gift, and thinks it will look attractive in
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Downing Street; comments on Neville and Anne
being able to see Dorothy, Frank and Stephen for
the anniversary celebrations, and that Neville has
recovered from his attack of gout; mentions that
Austen has been suffering from 'gouty eczema'
when she saw him, and has been feeling
depressed at having to live in a hotel [financial
pressures had forced him to give up his home at
Rutland Gate and move into the Goring Hotel],
which she describes as comfortable and quiet 'but
the atmosphere is simply stifling'; hopes that
Austen will come to stay in Odiham for a few days,
'as Ivy does not much like to leave Diane'; gives
details of her recent committee work in London and
her visit to the Chinese art exhibition with Ida;
mentions Ida's continuing back pain and further
treatment, and goes on to discuss her work in
Suffolk visiting a Women's Institute and attending
the County committee; asks Neville to tell Frank
that she has enjoyed the Roger Fry book he gave
her, and wonders how he is getting on [in Paris]. 10
January
/954: from Ida: Discusses her commitment to
attend the North Warnborough Women's Institute
Christmas party in fancy dress that evening,
despite the cold, and mentions other social
engagements she is to attend, including sherry
parties and the Christmas treat at the Infirmary
'sherry parties have just arrived in the
neighbourhood & we have had four invitations this
month, having never had one before'; comments on
the recent statements of Randolph Churchill [son of
Winston Churchill] 'here is the third generation,
equally clever, equally bumptious, equally bent on
getting into the limelight...but I admire the
suggestion that Mr Baldwin has no right to support
one of his own ministers because a section of the
local Conservatives choose to oppose him'; goes
on to discuss the possibility of both Ramsay
MacDonald and his son regaining seats in
Parliament; discusses her views about 'What
Happens in Hamlet' and Hilda's reading of the
book, and gives a detailed description of the
contents of 'Peasant Europe' [by Hessell Tiltman]
about conditions in Eastern Europe; gives her
impressions of the Chinese art exhibition she saw
in London, and wonders whether Frank is finding
his 'office work ' interesting. 17 January
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/955: from Hilda: Discusses the recent death of
George V and reflects on his achievements over a
period of 'absolutely continual crises', emerging at
the end in 'as wonderful a position as Queen
Victoria'; mentions that she and Ida listened to the
radio bulletins and the short church service which
they found moving, and thinks that Stanley
Baldwin's broadcast was impressive; expresses her
feelings about the new king, believing 'he will be
like King Edward & that now he is actually king he
will pull himself together & devote himself to his
work as his father did', hoping that he will not be
allowed to dispense with ceremony, despite being
of a younger generation, and that his reign will not
damage the government; mentions their efforts to
get supplies of port and champagne for
entertaining, and their attendance at recent
Women's Institute meetings; gives news from
Austen that Joe [his son] has contracted
pneumonia as soon as he re-joined his battalion at
Aldershot and hopes that all will go well with
Diane's confinement. 24 January
/956: from Ida: Thanks Neville and Anne for getting
them seats to see the funeral of George V and to
see the Lying in State, giving brief details of the
numbers and behaviour of the crowds; gives details
of her recent activities, including attendance at her
last Public Health committee meeting as chair and
wonders whether she will be able to stop herself
mentioning omissions in business in future
meetings; mentions the current wet weather, her
visit to see Joe Chamberlain [Austen's son] at the
Military Hospital in Aldershot, and Ivy's concern
about Diane, who is suffering from 'liver trouble';
also mentions that the sisters' servants have been
able to see the Lying in State after queuing for
several hours. 31 January
/957: from Hilda: Gives details of her recent
activities, including attending the meeting of the
Consultative Council of the Women's Institute in
London, having Hilda Mary to stay, and going to
Aldershot to visit Joe Chamberlain [Austen's son]
who hopes to be allowed to go to Egypt for his
leave; gives news from Ivy that Diane is better, but
hopes that the baby will arrive soon; mentions that
Lady Portal has taken on the chairmanship of the
Hampshire Federation of Women's Institutes after
serving as secretary for several years, and that
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Hilda is to take on the treasurer's work for the
National Federation which has recently involved
going to Huntingdon; discusses her reading of the
Agricultural Workers Insurance bill and hopes that
private gardeners will be included as she thinks this
group suffers greater levels of unemployment than
industrial gardeners 'domestic servants are already
looked down on & by excluding private gardeners
or private chauffeurs from a national scheme you
tend to increase this feeling'; discusses reports in
the 'Times' about the opposition of 'big business' in
America to economic sanctions [presumably on
Italy] and the fear that the bill will be lost in
Congress; goes on to discuss the effect of
sanctions on Italy's aggression in Abyssinia, and
whether Mussolini can maintain his position;
discusses her fears that she and Ida will have to
move away from Odiham in the next couple of
years, perhaps nearer to Winchester, as she thinks
'it is going to be completely spoilt' [possibly by the
expansion of the aerodrome]; mentions that Ida is
suffering from a chill. 7 February
/958: from Hilda: Gives a report on Ida's ill health
which has been diagnosed as arteriosclerosis and
gives the doctor's opinion that she should rest and
do less work if she is to avoid having a stroke 'it is
quite unexpected by either of us, as she had
seemed very well & not finding her work too much,
but still one can't expect to go on for ever; hopes
that Neville will not worry too much about the
possibility of Ida having a stroke, as Aunt Lina has
made a recovery, and comments that they will still
have to arrange their lives 'on rather different lines';
adds a postscript to say that Ida is feeling better,
and that perhaps the doctor made too much of her
symptoms in his diagnosis. 8 February
/959: from Ida: Gives an account of her state of
health and the doctor's opinion that she could carry
on with her committee work now that she has given
up the chairmanship [of the Public Health
committee]; thinks that there is no need for her to
get another opinion and comments that her blood
pressure is not dangerously high; mentions that
she has been out in the garden for the first time
and describes the condition of some of the plants
there; mentions a report in the 'Times' about the
forthcoming Budget and hopes that Neville and
Anne, and perhaps Dorothy and Stephen can come
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to Odiham for Easter; comments that there is still
no news about Diane's baby, and gives details of
her estimates for the Public Health committee,
which she has handed to Sam Gurney Dixon. 14
February
/960: from Ida: Comments on the recent political
assassinations in Japan [during the attempted coup
d'etat by a faction of the Imperial Japanese Army]
and wonders whether the administration of power
would become 'more reasonable' if the army were
responsible for the government; mentions that
Hilda has left for Brecon from where she is to visit a
Women's Institute group in a remote location 'I wish
she wouldn't take these impossible Welsh places';
discusses their visit to see Hilda's friend in the
Itchen valley where they were planning to view
some houses for sale, and mentions another house
about to come onto the market which she thinks
might be suitable for them; goes on to discuss the
possibility that they will stay in Odiham until the
aerodrome opens and expresses her reluctance to
leave; gives details of her attendance at a recent
Public Health sub-committee meeting when she
told the County Medical Officer and the committee
clerk of her intention to resign as chairman,
expressing her confidence that Mr Lubbock will
make a good chairman and that she will not be
worried about Public Health with him in charge;
hopes that the sisters might come to London in
March, to see Diane and her baby [Silvia], and that
they might be able to visit Aunt Lina. 28 February
/960a: from Ida: Confirms that she will be happy to
have Neville and Anne to stay in Odiham, and
mentions that her blood pressure has gone down 'it
is clear that the doctor thought at first I was much
worse than I was - he is a young man & does not
know my constitution'. 17 February
/961: from Ida: Expresses her anxiety about the
European situation [following the German
occupation of the Rhineland in violition of the
Treaty of Versailles and the Locarno agreement],
considering that Hitler's statements fail to
understand how the repudiation of the Treaty of
Versailles will affect the rest of the world, and that it
is now impossible for 'anyone to have faith in any
new pact they may be ready to sign because it
suits their convenience at the moment'; gives
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details of her recent activities including attending
meetings of the Guardians committee and of
District Council committees in underheated rooms;
mentions that Mr Thomas and others have been
'objectionable' over the issue of rural housing,
criticising the Council for not allowing cottages to
be built in the parish, and then applying for a grant
then refusing financial assistance and selling his
reconditioned cottages to weekend visitors; gives
news that they are going to have lunch at the
Roydens. 13 March
/962: from Ida: Sends Neville birthday greetings
and hopes that he will not be in the middle of a
crisis next year 'I am afraid it is the kind of thing
calculated to shorten rather than prolong life, but I
hope your efforts may be successful, that somehow
we shall win through without disaster'; goes on to
remark on the anger that many people feel towards
France as much as Germany, feeling that Germany
was provoked to break the Treaty, and gives her
own opinion that it is impossible to trust Germany's
word on anything which 'makes the outlook so
gloomy'. 17 March
/963: from Hilda: Discusses the recent discussions
[over the Rhineland] and wonders whether
Germany will accept the conditions offered,
sympathising with Neville over his difficult
negotiations with France, and giving her impression
of [Joachim von] Ribbentrop's character; hopes that
Germany will accept the offer of the Locarno
powers which would allow the issue to be
adjourned until after the French and German
elections, and that Neville will be able to return to
his work on the Budget; comments on the
unfairness of Neville having to take on the work of
the Prime Minister during the crisis and notes that it
is fortunate that he was there to deal with Flandin,
having already established a relationship with him;
expresses her gladness that Neville gets on well
with Anthony Eden and Edward Halifax when they
have had to work together; discusses her viewing
of the Gainsborough exhibition in London, and
gives details of her Women's Institute committee
work including a visit to Bristol to attend a
conference for voluntary county organisers on the
future work and the prospects of the Women's
Institute movement at which she spoke; mentions
their plans to visit Aunt Lina and gives a brief
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account of Ida's improved health. 20 March
/964: from Ida: Discusses the recent debate in the
House of Commons [on the German occupation
and re-militarisation of the Rhineland], remarking
on Anthony Eden's 'excellent' speech which she
hopes will reassure the country about the extent of
British commitments, and prove to Germany that
anti-French feeling in the country does not mean
that Britain is pro-German; thinks that there is not
much hope of Germany making concessions and
that there is no confidence that Germany will keep
any agreements made, judging by Hitler's
statements and actions 'they are an intolerable
people & how so many people can be taken in by
their peace loving professions accompanied by
their war like acts I can't understand'; congratulates
the government, and Neville in particular, in its
achievements, and hopes they might be successful
in getting concessions from Hitler; gives details of
the sisters' recent exploration of the Itchen Stoke
area, giving a description of the landscape and of
the house they were considering buying, which
they have now learnt is not for sale; states that they
have decided not to look for other houses until the
aerodrome is opened and they are 'driven away', in
the hope that the house might come onto the
market in the meantime or that there might be
somewhere else in the neighbourhood they could
buy; gives news that Miss Fowler and Miss Coward
have decided to give up their house in Odiham and
have been advised to sell in the next six months
because of the expected slump in property prices
once the Aerodrome has opened; mentions that
officers quarters are being built, and expresses her
disappointment that 'a government department can
dump down one of its camps anywhere it pleases &
absolutely destroy the value of all the better class
property in the neighbourhood'; mentions the state
of the garden in the spring weather, Neville's visit to
Harrogate, and their possible plans to take a motor
trip around the far north of Scotland. 27 March
/965: from Hilda: Discusses the continued
negotiations with Germany, and hopes that 'the
German proposals do confirm you in your opinion
that Hitler really, himself, wishes for peace';
comments on the probability that France will refuse
them due to the imminent elections there, and that
its suspicions will have been justified by Goebbels'
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words and actions, and remarks on the difficulties
of living in a totalitarian state; goes on to comment
on recent tensions in the House of Commons
[possibly over the Air Navigation bill to facilitate the
development of civil aviation, and over equal pay
for women civil servants] which means that Neville
will have to speak in a debate on the question of
equal pay for women; gives a brief account of the
christening of Diane's baby [by Willie Carnegie]
which she thinks is 'a barbarous
ceremony...nothing can reconcile me to the idea
that the poor innocent baby should be regarded as
steeped in sin until the magic ceremony has taken
place'; looks forward to Dorothy's arrival for a visit
and hopes the weather will allow them to gather
primroses in the woods; discusses Ida's resignation
as chairman of the Public Health committee and
her attendance at her final meeting in that post,
which she thinks will be a relief to her; goes on to
discuss their plans to find out whether the present
tenants of a house they like in Itchen Stoke are
planning to move out; wonders how much longer
Stanley Baldwin can continue as Prime Minister
when he has left Neville to continue negotiations
with [Joachim von] Ribbentrop and not attended
the recent debate in the House, and asks Neville
whether he has seen an article by Winston
Churchill in the 'News of the World' on Joseph
Chamberlain, which she encloses. 3 April
/966: from Ida: Hopes that Neville is enjoying his
holiday in Scotland despite the apparent lack of
salmon and expresses her sympathy for him in
having to be involved in 'negotiations with foreign
powers, speeches in the House and civil subcommittees' at a time when he has to prepare the
Budget; goes on to criticise Stanley Baldwin for not
being a more effective leader and mentions the
announcement in the 'Daily Mail' that he is to resign
and that Neville will be his successor 'your visit to
the King a few days previously no doubt helped to
give verisimilitude to an otherwise bald &
unconvincing narrative'; expresses her feeling of
disappointment that Neville has been telling other
people about the possibility the sisters will have to
move from Odiham, as they had wanted to keep
the information within the immediate family since
the move is not likely to happen for some time;
mentions that Lilian spoke about it when she came
to lunch, and that she 'would be just the person
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who would be likely to spread it in the
neighbourhood', and that she did not want to worry
Aunt Alice about the possibility; gives details of
their activities during Dorothy's visit including
gathering primroses, and Dorothy's plans to travel
to Winchester to meet Stephen. 9 April
/967: from Hilda: Discusses the recent cold
weather and the flowering of plants in the garden;
expresses her relief that Neville is in good health
after his holiday, despite his responsibilities over
the Budget and the continuing crisis in foreign
affairs; comments on the apparent fulfilment of his
prediction that sanctions have affected Italy's ability
to pursue its conflict in Abyssinia and on the weak
position of the League of Nations in having to
express admiration for Turkey's decision to submit
the 'question of re-fortification of the Dardanelles to
Geneva instead of proceeding to do it on her own';
expresses how much they have enjoyed Dorothy's
visit and mentions her unease at being asked
about their plans to move by family members,
before they have decided whether they will do so.
17 April
/968: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on the
success of his [Budget] speech and economic
policy, and discusses the public reaction to the
news about tax increases 'of course the results of
your policy since 1930 have been simply wonderful
& it is hard lines that these wretched Germans &
Italians with their militaristic states should oblige
you to increase taxation when you might otherwise
substantially reduce it'; discusses the spring
weather and their hopes for a good holiday at the
Spread Eagle at Stourton; remarks that she now
feels that she will 'find the areodrome bearable' and
spend the rest of her life in Odiham, but that she
will wait until the aerodrome is complete to make a
definite decision. 24 April
/969: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on the
Budget and the general reaction to it, considering
that it will have enhanced his reputation in the
country and thinks that people trust him in financial
matters; comments on the alleged failure of the
newspapers to prepare people for the possibility of
increased taxes, and on the apparent views of 'the
people who are hardest hit - old people with fixed
incomes' that they are happy to pay higher taxes
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[for defence spending]; goes on to discuss the
Budget proposals for increased defence spending
and concessions for married men, and refers to the
increased prosperity of the country which she
thinks is a justification of Neville's economic policy;
gives a brief account of the sisters' holiday in
Stourton which included a visit to Basil's new house
at Cricklade, and gives a description of this house;
comments on recent developments in their garden
including making their first cutting of asparagus. 1
May
/970: from Ida: Asks Neville's opinion of Austen's
speech advocating the abandonment of sanctions
[against Italy after its victory in Abyssinia] and gives
her view 'I feel it is intolerable that we should have
to give way & admit that Mussolini has been too
much for the League, but since that is the fact I am
bound to admit that I see no other way out of it';
hopes that there might be some reconstruction of
the League of Nations to include Germany and Italy
because she thinks common action is important;
wonders whether Neville and Anthony Eden knew
what Austen was planning to say before debate,
and thinks his statement has been useful in
preparing the ground for the government to drop
sanctions; expresses her concern for Neville's
health, and her relief that the judicial enquiry and
Civil List debate is over, and hopes he will have a
relaxing fishing weekend; mentions her recent
committee work. 8 May
/971: from Hilda: Congratulates Anne on the
success of her tea party which she thinks everyone
enjoyed, and hopes that Neville is enjoying the 'sea
breezes on the Queen Mary'; describes the current
state of the garden and gives details about her
recent and forthcoming work including giving a
speech at the Nursing Association annual meeting,
opening the Girls Club new hut, attending the
[Women's Institute] annual meeting at the Albert
Hall , and the dinner of the Women's section of the
Forum club; mentions their plans to go to Tintern
for a short holiday; goes on to discuss the judicial
tribunal set up to investigate leaks of parts of the
Budget, mentioning 'young Thomas''s involvement
and commenting 'of course you can't get over the
fact that in these matters Labour or Liberal leaders
have a different standard to the much abused
capitalist class', contrasting the personal fortunes
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of Lloyd George and Ramsay MacDonald with the
financial situation of Austen and Neville; mentions
the opposition to Neville's plans for pensions for
'literary or artistic people of distinction' and
comments on the change of government in Austria
and France, wondering whether [Ernst Rudiger]
Starhemberg will accept his position, and whether
Neville knows anything about [Leon] Blum. 14 May
/972: form Hilda: thanks Neville for sending her
greetings on her birthday 'you are much too
appreciative of your sisters, but they like it',
comments on ageing and the passing of time and
asks whether he might be able to get tickets for the
Zoo so that their parlourmaid can take her nephew.
19 May
/973: from Ida: Describes recent treatment of her
neck pain by her osteopath; thanks Neville and
Anne for the greetings telegram sent for her
birthday; discusses their holiday plans which have
been delayed because their chauffeur, Elliott, has
been suffering from influenza, and gives details of
her recent committee work in Winchester;
comments that if they have to move from Odiham,
it would be convenient to be nearer Winchester but
wonders whether they will ever be able to get away
from aeroplanes, mentioning that an aerodrome is
being built near Maggie's home at Bampton;
comments on reports in the newspapers that
[J.H.]Thomas [Dominions Secretary] has resigned
[after being suspected of a Budget leak] 'I suppose
it will hardly be possble to prove that he was
responsible for the Budget leakage, but it is clear
that he had most undesirable friends & that his
attitude towards money affairs was not compatible
with his position as a member of the govt';
mentions the current difficulties of the government
in dealing with the Coal Mines bill and foreign
affairs; reports that Hilda has returned from London
after her attendance at the Women's Institute
meeting at the Albert Hall and her dinner at the
Forum Club; hopes that Anne will be able to relax
now that her parties are over. 23 May
/974: from Hilda, written from Beaufort Arms Hotel,
Tintern, Monmouth: Congratulates Neville on his
success in landing a big trout and other heavy fish;
gives an account of their journey to Tintern,
describing the abbey and giving details of their
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drives around the Wye valley and Severn estuary
including their visit to Symonds Yat and Monmouth;
mentions their plans to return home via a round trip
to Abergavenny, the Black Mountains and
Glanbury, returning by the Golden valley and
Abbeydore to Gloucester; goes on to discuss
Neville's recent meeting with Stanley Baldwin about
his retirement, and Baldwin's apparent intention to
continue as Prime Minister as long as things go
well, and to let Neville form a new government 'the
minute things get thoroughly messed up because
he won't take the lead & will let slip the
opportunities'; expresses her sympathy for
J.H.Thomas [after his resignation] and notes that
his son has resigned from the firm in which he was
a partner 27 May
/975: from Ida: Discusses the invitations she has
received to attend celebrations in Birmingham to
mark the centenary of Joseph Chamberlain's birth,
including one from the Lord Mayor to an evening
reception with music and dancing on 8 July, and to
an oration by Charles Grant Robertson at the
Council House; expresses her disappointment that
there is apparently to be no public meeting or any
opportunity for 'the people of B'ham as a whole to
show their appreciation of their greatest citizen;
wonders whether it might be possible for her to
attend some of the events in Birmingham and
return to London in time for a meeting at the Albert
Hall to mark the event, remarking that she thinks
Birmingham is 'the only place when they make a
point of never recognising his [Joseph
Chamberlain] services to the nation as a whole &
confining themselves entirely to his municipal
work'; expresses her relief that Dorothy remains
well, and hopes that she will not have to wait much
longer for the birth of her baby; goes on discuss
Neville's concerns about the fortunes of Hoskins
and the probability that he will have to dismiss Hall;
mentions J.H.Thomas's resignation and wonders
whether [Alfred] Butt [Conservative MP for Balham,
also implicated in the Budget leak] will keep his
seat; goes on to express her concern about the
situation in France, the apparent desire of
Mussolini to improve relations with Britain, and
Hitler's recent proposals; mentions that she and
Hilda are to hold a 'tea and sherry party after
several years of not holding garden parties. 5 June
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/976: from Hilda: Expresses her sympathy for
'Jimmie' [J.H] Thomas and her pride in the fact that
a judicial enquiry has been held 'it is a wonderful
tribute to the essential honesty of our public life';
dismisses [Clement] Atlee's suggestion that the
City of London should be re-organised and
comments on Neville's recent speech to the
Constitutional Club which she thinks was
necessary in light of the recent actions of Lord
Cecil [presumably relating to the position of the
League of Nations], giving her opinion that the
League of Nations needs to be re-built on new lines
in the light of its handling of the Abyssinian crisis 'or
it is the end of any League at all', and that the
public need to be prepared for making peace with
Italy, if that is what is to happen; goes on to discuss
Anne's anxiety about Dorothy and thinks that there
is no need to worry about the baby's arrival but that
it will be good for both of them if Anne stays in
Birmingham to keep Dorothy company for the
moment. 12 June
/977: from Ida: Sends congratulations to Neville on
the arrival of his grandson [Stephen James Lloyd];
expresses her pleasure at the thought of Dorothy
and Stephen's pride and happiness in their baby
and sends her love to them; hopes to see the baby
when she is in Birmingham for the centenary of
Joseph Chamberlain's birth and discusses her
travel arrangements for this event and her
frustration that the first meeting of a County Council
sub-committee set up to consider the question of
the milk supply and methods of ensuring it is free
from tuberculosis has been fixed for 7 July;
discusses the recent debate in the House of
Commons [on the Finance bill] and Stanley
Baldwin's failure to address Lloyd George's points;
goes on to comment on the failure of sanctions
[against Italy] and Hitler's failure to show signs of
'making any real contribution to peace', and
criticism of the government's policy by the 'Times';
hopes that Neville might be able to visit Odiham if
he goes fishing on Lord Dorchester's land, and
mentions that Diane and Terry are coming to stay,
perhaps with another young couple; mentions that
Sam and Hilda Gurney Dixon are going to visit, and
hopes that the weather will be as fine for their tea
and sherry party as it was for the Women's Institute
garden party. 19 June
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/978: from Hilda: Discusses the success of the
recent debate [over the government's
abandonment of sanctions against Italy] and
praises [Sir John] Simon's speech and his defence
of government policy against Lloyd George's
criticism; comments on the continued criticism of
the government in the 'Times' and the apparent
inability of Stanley Baldwin to cope with the volatile
international situation, comparing Bonar Law,
Ramsay MacDonald and Stanley Baldwin with
Lloyd George, Campbell-Bannerman and Balfour
who she thinks were all able to cope in a crisis;
mentions their forthcoming garden party and their
distress that Harding [their gardener] has used a
new weedkiller which has made the air smell of
carbolic; gives brief details of her recent activities,
including attending a County Nursing Association
meeting to discuss the assistance they will need
from the County Council if they are to re-organise
midwifery services for the whole county,
mentioning that Lady Selborne has decided to take
a less active role, but refuses to resign; mentions
how much she is looking forward to visiting
Birmingham to see her great-nephew, and gives
news that Austen has given up the idea of taking a
voyage to South America; refers to Neville's
continuing difficulties with staff at Hoskins. 26 June
/979: from Ida: Gives a brief account of their
garden party which was a success despite the dull
weather; informs Neville that she is not going to
attend the Albert Hall meeting [as part of the
Joseph Chamberlain centenary celebrations] and
mentions that she has been having back pains in
addition to her recent high blood pressure;
comments on Stanley Baldwin's reluctance to retire
and continued criticism of Neville in the 'Times' 'no
wonder it has to keep on backing S[tanley]
B[aldwin] if you are the alternative'; gives brief
details of her recent committee work including her
attendance at the quarterly meeting of the Public
Health committee when she was able to point out
errors in financial calculations of the cost of
providing services for the treatment of measles;
hopes she will see Neville in Birmingham, and to
see Dorothy and the baby. 3 July
/980: from Hilda: Discusses the celebrations in
Birmingham to mark the centenary of Joseph
Chamberlain's birth, and gives an account of the
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Albert Hall meeting, including Amery's speech
about Joseph Chamberlain's achievements, and
Austen's speech, which she thinks he did well;
comments on [Charles] Grant Robertson's speech
and the sisters' view that comparisons with
Campbell-Bannerman were inappropriate; goes on
to discuss Neville's fears that Austen is becoming
caught up with Winston Churchill and his
supporters, considering that he must be frustrated
by Stanley Baldwin's behaviour as well as being
concerned about current foreign policy; mentions
the publication of the Unemployment Assistance
Board regulations and anticipates opposition by the
Labour party; gives brief details of her recent
Women's Institute committee work in London and
mentions their plans to tour Scotland later in the
summer. 10 July
/981: from Ida: Discusses the apparent 'attempted
assassination of the king' and her view that 'the
man was not really an assassin but someone with
a grievance who wanted to draw attention to
himself & did not seriously mean murder'; hopes
that the publicity over this incident will not
encourage others to attempt to assassinate public
figures; asks what Neville thinks of Hitler's
agreement with Austria [the Austro-German
agreement of 11 July] and his attempts to increase
German influence there 'one wonders if this is the
beginning of a new systerm of opposing alliances,
with a still further increase in the race for
armaments'; sympathises with Neville's need to get
a new car and gives details about their own car;
gives news about her recent blood pressure
readings and her doctor's hopes that it will not rise
again now that she has given up the chairmanship
of the Public Health committee; explains their plans
to travel to Scotland along the Great North Road
and return via Wales so that they can stay with
Aunt Alice, and perhaps to stay in Harrogate on the
way and spend time with Neville there; gives news
that Dogmersfield Park has been bought by the
Ansons, building contractor and former County
Councillor currently living at Crondall, and that the
part of the park nearest to Odiham will be saved
from building development. 17 July
/982: from Hilda: Hopes that preparations for
speeches meant that Neville missed the all night
sitting in the House of Commons and the Locarno
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powers meeting, expecting that he had made
preparations with Anthony Eden beforehand so that
Stanley Baldwin's inefficiency would not matter;
hopes that Italy and Germany will agree to a
meeting in the autumn and that there will be a
detente; mentions the outbreak of civil war in
Spain; goes on to discuss the difficulties they have
had in getting rooms in Scotland due to the influx of
American tourists and mentions their hopes to see
Neville in Harrogate; comments on the success of
the new regulations on Unemployment Assistance
in the House of Commons and the failure of the
opposition's campaign; gives news that Austen and
Ivy and the Debenhams are to visit at the weekend
and expresses her concern about Cecily's ill health;
gives details of a recent meeting between
representatives of the County Nursing Association
and the County Council to discuss the
establishment of a scheme to provide enough
midwives to cover the entire county and to allow for
increased salaries, and the interference of Lady
Selborne 'I do wish she would resign...she is acting
exactly like S[tanley] B[aldwin] - refusing to do the
work & yet sticking there to make everything more
difficult'. 24 July
/983: from Ida: Comments on the wet weather
which will disrupt Hilda's infant welfare party 'it is
very aggravating for it is difficult to run a successful
party with so many mothers & small children
crowded together in one room'; expresses her
sympathy with Neville during his current attack of
gout and comments on reports that Stanley
Baldwin has cancelled his visit to Aix, thinking that
he must have begun to feel jealous of Neville after
recognising him as his 'heir apparent' and is more
reluctant to retire, and hoping that this might mean
Neville's responsibilities are lessened; mentions the
visit of Austen and Ivy and Cecily and Ernest,
commenting on Ernest's state of health; gives
details of her recent committee work including
attending a meeting of the Housing sub-committee
to get the Droxford Rural District Council to take
action towards alleviating poor housing conditions,
and discussing the Town Planning Officer's
suggestions for the planning of Odiham with Mr
Pratt; goes on to give details about plans to reserve
land for a recreation ground and to protest against
the chalk pit being scheduled as an 'industrial
area'; mentions attending a sherry party at The
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Vyne, and gives news about their holiday plans,
and her hopes that they will be able to set off on
the scheduled day, after she has seen her doctor.
31 July
/984: from Hilda, written from Tongue Hotel,
Sutherland: Explains that they are still without
Elliott and the car, but that he will join them;
mentions that they are glad they decided not to
wait any longer at Kingussie or they would have
missed seeing Tongue; gives an account of their
journey from Kingussie by bus, and describes the
scenery and the location of the hotel; mentions that
she has been doing some sketching and
speculates on how far they would have been able
to travel if they had their car, due to the poor state
of the roads; gives details of their itinerary for their
return home via Wales, where they plan to stay
with Aunt Alice; mentions that they have heard that
the civil war in Spain is continuing. 16 August
/985: from Ida, written from Bryntirion, Bontddu,
Dolgelly, Wales: Thanks Neville for his letter and
discusses the reasons why his last one has not yet
arrived; hopes that he is enjoying his holiday, and
is sorry that his foot is still painful; expresses her
frustration with the 'Times' in omitting Neville's
name from a list of Cabinet members, and with
Stanley Baldwin's conduct in giving Neville extra
work which will mean cancelling shooting holidays;
gives an account of their holiday activities including
their visit to Fort William past Loch Lochy from
where they could see Ben Nevis, and to Loch
Leven and Glencoe; mentions their journey south
to Kendal and gives a brief description of the
household of Mrs Eustace Hills, where they stayed;
describes their journey from Kendal to Dolgelly, via
Chester, and hopes that Elliott will still be well
enough to drive them home. 28 August
/986: from Hilda: Mentions that Neville's missing
letter has finally arrived, and hopes that he has not
had another attack of gout; expresses her sadness
about Miss Cole's death and mentions that she
caught sight of Anne, Frank and Anne's brother in
Winchester while waiting for her train; gives brief
details of their return journey from Wales and of the
current state of their garden; discusses the sisters'
reading of a biography of [Louis] Pasteur and
recommends it to Neville; mentions that Miss
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Fowler is going to stay with them while she
supervises the building a her new home at the
other side of Odiham, and that after she leaves
they are looking forward to the visit of Dorothy,
Stephen and James; mentions foreign affairs and
plans to increase British forces in Palestine 'I only
hope a show of force will make it unnecessary to
employ it'. 14 September
/987: from Ida: Discusses reports in the
newspapers on Stanley Baldwin's health and his
apparent plans to prolong his holiday, expressing
her opinion of his 'self-conceit' and the damage
done to the country by the Prime Minister staying
away from discussions on 'world crises of the
greatest importance'; expresses her relief that
Arthur [Chamberlain; cousin] is to take on
responsibility for Hoskins and hopes that Neville
and Mary [Carnegie] will not incur heavy losses,
mentioning that she and Hilda are able to live
within their income 'which I fear is not the case with
any of the rest of the family'; gives details of her
recent committee work including meetings of the
Guardians and District Council which included
discussion of the administration of the Infirmary
during the current dispute between the master and
matron, and the increase of salaries paid to some
officials; gives news about her recent visit to
London for medical treatment for her back pain,
and Hilda's work in London as national treasurer for
the Women's Institute; mentions that Hilda is now
doing less work for the county since she has given
up the County Chairmanship, and that both sisters
are trying to take on less work; mentions how much
they are looking forward to Dorothy and James
visiting and hopes that Hamish [the dog?] has been
found. 11 September
/988: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville's holiday in
Scotland has been enjoyable despite the wet
weather and that his strength is renewed to face
'the labours of the autumn'; expresses her
gladness that he was able to challenge Stanley
Baldwin about succeeding him as Prime Minister
and thinks that jealousy is the reason for his
ambivalent behaviour towards the issue of Neville
taking over after his retirement; goes on to discuss
the current unrest in Europe 'one really wonders
whether it is possible for pease to be kept much
longer', holding the 'totalitarian states' responsible
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for the situation and commenting on Hitler's
'outburst' against Russia and suggestion that the
population of Ukraine and the Ural mountains
would prefer to be under the control of Germany;
mentions [Leon] Blum's recent speech and her
hopes that he can maintain his government and
win victory over the strikers; comments on the
possibility of an agreement at the next meeting of
the Locarno powers in Geneva 'Hitler is not always
as bellicose at close quarters as he appears in his
speeches'; gives details of her recent activities with
the National Federation of Women's Institutes and
her need to attend several sub-committees in her
role as treasurer; discusses her work in setting up
a co-ordinating committee to consider the
movement's position and to prevent national work
being concentrated on the few counties that
request it, and comments on how much she misses
Lady Denman who has been unwell and is not
ready to return to work for another six months;
mentions the retirement of Mrs Nugent-Harris who
was chief organiser and editor of the newsletter
and her concerns about how to replace her; gives
news of Ida's improved health, and looks forward to
Dorothy and Stephen's visit with baby James. 18
September
/989: from Ida: Mentions how much they are
enjoying Dorothy's visit, remarks on how much
James has grown and how happy Dorothy seems,
and comments on Stephen's improved health;
gives brief details of the walks and drives they have
been on and discusses her recent committee work
including marking proposals for the Assistance
committee for the reduction of the tax assessments
on new cottages which have been rated as villa
residences rather than houses for the working
class; expresses her relief that Neville has let his
house [at Eaton Square] 'even to the German
ambassador [Joachim von Ribbentrop] and gives
news that Austen and Ivy have found a house at
Egerton Terrace and hope to move in October,
mentioning that Austen is increasing his income by
writing 'gloomy articles on the state of Europe'. 24
September
/990: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville will be happier
now that the party meeting is over, and expresses
her frustration at reports in the 'Times' suggesting
that Stanley Baldwin had dictated the contents of
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the speech to Neville when 'one knows that all he
does it to ask you what you think & then just wag
his head & remain silent'; describes a cartoon in
Punch featuring Neville and Stanley Baldwin which
she has found funny; expresses her sympathy for
Neville in having to go to the Constitutional Club
after having the strain of making a speech at the
party meeting; repeats how much the sisters
enjoyed Dorothy and Stephen's stay and that Frank
was also able to visit; mentions that Ida took
Dorothy to visit Aunt Lina, who was very pleased to
see baby James; gives brief details of her recent
activities including attending a Women's Institute
meeting in Bangor and starting the school dinners
scheme for the autumn; discusses her work in the
garden and mentions that Mary [Carnegie] does
not need another eye operation at present. 2
October
/991: from Ida: Expresses her disappointment that
she was unable to talk to Neville the previous day;
comments on the success of the conference
meeting and the 'general recognition of the press
that you are the P[rime] M[inister] designate & only
waiting for S[tanley] B[aldwin]'s retirement to step
into the position without any opposition'; comments
on the apparent renewed strength of Baldwin and
assesses his decision to stay on as Prime Minister
until after the Coronation [of Edward VIII]; goes on
to discuss the conclusion of her correspondence
with the Inland Revenue over the assessment of
their cottages for income tax which has now been
reduced and she has received a rebate which she
plans to use to extend one of the greenhouses;
gives news that the Sclater Booths have sold the
Priory to a building company which will demolish
the house and build shops and small houses, and
gives her opinion that the decision has been
influenced by the expansion of the aerodrome;
mentions that the first of the air force are to arrive
in December, and they will then be able to get an
idea of how much the flying will affect them. 9
October
/991a: from Hilda: Expresses her sympathy with
Neville who is suffering from another attack of gout
and hopes he is not in too much pain; comments
on the latest foreign crisis and Belgium's
declaration that the country will 'enter into no
responsibilities' which she thinks is self-defeating
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and will not protect it from aggression by its
neighbours; discusses Lord Winterton's speech for
which Neville has sent them a news cutting
[described at NC18/2/991b]; gives details of her
recent committee work, her meeting with Lady
Denman to discuss some of the business of the
National Federation of Women's Institutes that has
arisen since her illness, and her meeting with
'Mary' to discuss the question of allowing the
Institutes to remain corporate members of the
League of Nations Union in view of its recent peace
ballot and the campaign to maintain sanctions
[against Italy] 'both of which had an entirely antiGovt character...but of course my case was very
much weakened by the fact that S[tanley] B[aldwin]
remains a Vice-President'; reports that there is
likely to be a split in the Women's Institute
movement and hopes that she can keep
Hampshire out of the dispute; goes on to discuss
her work in Winchester on the new re-organisation
scheme for the County Nursing Association under
the Midwives Act and wonders how much of the
voluntary associations will be left at the end of the
re-organisation; gives news about Aunt Lina's visit,
reports on her state of health, and mentions the
drives they have made through the autumn
countryside. 16 October
/991b: newspaper cutting entitled 'Lord Winterton's
Tribute to Mr Chamberlain' with the headline quote
'the ablest minister in the government' reporting on
Lord Winterton's speech at a meeting at Pulbrough
/992: from Ida: Hopes that Neville is suffering less
from his attack of gout and contrasts his state of
health with that of Stanley Baldwin, who is
apparently very well at present; wonders if Frank
managed to persuade Anne to return to Birchington
to recover her own health, and comments on her
overwork which often results in exhaustion;
discusses reports in the 'Times' on the question of
ministers salaries and hopes that the Prime
Minister will take action; goes on to ask whether
Baldwin has taken any action 'as regards a certain
lady [Wallis Simpson, who is starting divorce
proceedings against her husband] considering that
one of his reasons for staying was that he might
''see the young man through'''; goes on to comment
on Lord Nuffield's argument with the Air Ministry
and looks forward to hearing Lord Swindon's
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explanation; discusses foreign affairs, particularly
the Soviet Union's threat to withdraw from the NonIntervention pact which would provoke Germany
and Italy to interfere [in Spain] and result in a
victory for the Fascists 'I hope whatever happens
we shall keep out of it being equally averse to Reds
& Fascists, but the fate of the thousands of
hostages & other innocent people in Spain does
not bear thinking about'; mentions that she has
been spending time with Aunt Alice during her stay,
and has been to London to see Mary [Carnegie]
and to attend the funeral [of Willie Carnegie]; gives
news that she has heard reports from someone
who has met a local air-force officer that there is to
be no night flying in Odiham as it is not a 'bombing
station', and hopes that the aeroplanes will
continue to fly around the aerodrome and not pass
over their house. 23 October
/993: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville is recovering
from his attack of gout and encourages him to visit
Miss Hultman for massage treatment, describing
how she has helped other patients; congratulates
Neville on his speech on Physical Training and
hopes he has an exciting new policy on this issue
'after all it does look as if in this matter Germany &
Sweden & some of the other continental countries
have really gone ahead of us & it is time we should
catch up'; expresses her approval of his decision to
get Stanley Baldwin to include the question of
ministers salaries in the King's speech and hopes
the Nuffield incident will now die down, as
[Thomas] Inskip [Minister for the Co-ordination of
Defence] has placated him; mentions that she is
pleased Neville sent the letter he had from Bristol
to the king [presumably relating to gossip about
Wallis Simpson's divorce] 'I am not surprised that it
should make a big impression...I think it was
perfectly calculated to carry more weight than
anything else. Let us trust the danger will blow
over'; gives details of her recent work for the
Women's Institute in Winchester, London and
Tonbridge, where she stayed with Edie Slade,
providing a description of the house and
neighbourhood; goes on to discuss her continuing
work in Winchester on the nursing scheme which is
to be presented to the County Council which she
hopes will improve the service in the county and
put the District Nursing Association in a stronger
position but which she is anxious might cost a lot of
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money; gives news about Mary [Carnegie] and her
plans followig Willie's death, including
arrangements for Kat[hleen Carnegie] to continue
to live with her and for Kat to keep her cottage in
the country. 28 October
/994: from Ida: Expresses her relief that Neville has
been able to walk using his new gout boot and
hopes that the recent changes in the Cabinet will
'give a change to some of the younger men, but
that its not much use unless they are of a calibre to
avail themselves of it; comments on the
appointment of [William Shepherd] Morrison as
Minister of Agriculture and wonders whether he will
be able to take up the issue of milk distribution;
discusses the failure of Labour to make gains in the
recent municipal elections, the situation in Spain
and whether the fall of Madrid will mean the end of
the civil war; comments more generally on
international affairs, particularly Soviet, German
and Italian aggression and the apparent desire of
America for a dictatorship in returning Roosevelt to
power again; mentions caricatures of Neville that
have been appearing in 'Punch' which she thinks
do resemble him; gives news of Mary [Carnegie]
and her recent visit to Odiham, and mentions the
large amount of condolence letters she has
received containing tributes to Willie, and her plans
to look for another house, and perhaps visit her
brother William in America in the spring; gives
details of her recent activities inspecting Public
Assistance institutions at Winchfield and Crondall
and making recommendations for improvements
that she thinks the Guardians will be reluctant to
pay; mentions that Hilda Mary and her friend are
coming to stay 'as usual the notice that they are
coming is accompanied by a request for ''plants for
the garden'' & ''may Elliott cast an eye over their
car''!'. 6 November
/995: from Hilda: Expresses her concern at hearing
that Neville is suffering from another attack of gout
and hopes he will be able to avoid surgical
treatment; comments on the reception of Stanley
Baldwin's recent speech and criticism that rearmament has been too slow 'but they seem to
forget the state of mind of the people in '33 & that a
policy of re-armament then would certainly have
caused a panic'; expresses her opinion that Neville
would have been more active [than the Prime
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Minister of the time] in preparing public opinion
instead of waiting for others, and compares the
situation with that in America when President
Wilson waited for public opinion to favour entering
the war but did nothing to try to influence it;
mentions a report that Neville has had from the
research department on milk distribution, and
hopes that [William Shepherd] Morrison will tackle
the issue; raises the possibility of the sisters going
away for a holiday in the South of France at
Christmas, gives details of their planned itinerary,
and wonders whether Neville and Anne would
consider accompanying them; gives details of her
recent activities including travelling to York for a
[Women's Institute] council meeting and attending
committees of the National Federation of Women's
Institutes to discuss the development of the
movement's headquarters; gives news of Mary
[Carnegie], the appointment of Cannon Storr to be
Rector of St Margarets, and the probability that
Mary will be able to take time in moving out though
'much will depend on whether she can find
anything to suit her rather difficult requirements';
mentions that she has a meeting in Chester the
following week and will stay with Evelyn and Lio[nel
Richards], and that she has seen some good
reviews of Austen's book. 13 November
/996: from Ida: Comments on Neville's continuing
attack of gout and that she had hoped he might be
able to cancel his engagement to speak in Leeds;
asks him to encourage Anne to take her regular
rest day and is pleased that he is still considering
the sisters' plan to go abroad at Christmas, though
she realises how many things might intervene;
comments on Stanley Baldwin's worries about
facing the opposition in the House of Commons
and whether this might affect the timing of his
resignation, and hopes that Neville will be given
enough notice of the event; expresses her sadness
that Neville should have to give up his orchids but
accepts that he no longer spends enough time in
Birmingham to care for them; goes on to discuss
her sadness about the king [and his relationship
with Wallis Simpson], commenting that gossip has
spread over the country and the situation is
becoming common knowledge 'his popularity with
the masses will make it even worse...I believe the
working classses will be every bit as much shocked
as the bourgeoisie, for whatever they may do
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themselves they do like their royal family to be
respectable'; remarks that 'it is horrible to think of
how he is ''letting down'' the whole British Empire'
and wonders how he can reconcile his sense of
duty and his current behaviour, and sympathises
with Neville in having to discuss the situation with
the king; goes on to discuss the efforts of Lord
Halifax and others to address concerns about rearmament after comments by Stanley Baldwin that
he knew that the pace was too slow but did not do
anything about it because he was 'frightened by the
result of the Fulham by-election' [in 1933, which
was won by the Labour candidate], and her opinion
of government efforts in that area; mentions other
aspects of current government policy including the
Uniforms bill [possibly the Public Order Act which
banned the wearing of political uniforms in public]
and work on 'Depressed Areas' problems; goes on
to discuss the ongoing civil war in Spain and the
carnage on both sides 'there does not seem...any
likelihood of either side running out of arms &
engines of destruction. Where do all these tanks &
aeroplanes come from?', and wonders whether
Russia is supplying them; gives news of Evelyn
and Lionel Richards from Hilda who recently stayed
with them in Chester, gives a brief account of the
state of health of both sisters, and wonders
whether Neville can recommend a salmon rod to
give Laurence [Austen's son] for Christmas. 20
November
/997: from Hilda: Expresses her relief at hearing
from Anne that Neville is recovering from his latest
attack of gout and her sadness at learning that he
has had to give up his orchids because he does not
have enough time to look after them; thanks Neville
for giving the sisters information about a salmon
rod for Laurence but thinks they will delay this gift
until his twenty-first birthday; comments on
international affairs including her concerns about
the implications of the recent German-Japanese
[Anti-Comintern] pact, and the agitation that [Leon]
Blum and his government are facing in France over
the death of [Roger] Salengro [Minister of the
Interior of the Popular Front government]; gives
brief details of her recent work in the garden and
remarks that they are likely to stay in Odiham now
'aeroplanes are going to be so much about
everywhere in the south that it makes a move
doubtful & I don't suppose we should find anything
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elsewhere which could please us as well'. 27
November
/998: from Ida: Discusses her anxiety about the
current crisis relating to Edward VIII's determination
to marry Wallis Simpson and comments on the
damage that she thinks must have been done to
his prestige and that of the Empire; comments on
reports in the 'Times' clarifying that the objection to
the marriage is not because Wallis Simpson is 'a
foreigner or a subject or a commoner, but to his
marrying this particular woman who already has
two husbands living & whose manner of life is
notorious'; goes on to discuss opinions expressed
in other newspapers that there should be no
interference in the king's private life, and the
opinion of what she thinks are the majority of
people that they will not accept Wallis Simpson as
queen; wonders what decision the king will make,
and whether his subjects will be able to recover
their feelings towards him even if he gives up the
idea of marriage; comments on the motives of
those who are determined to support the king in
whatever he does, and hopes that the press are
right in stating that neither Labour or Liberal
leaders would be prepared to take office if the
present ministers resign; goes on to discuss the
planned subject of her forthcoming talk to her
Women's Institute meeting, which was her letter to
Hilda on the coronation of Edward VII and her
worries whether this appropriate; comments on the
movement of German soldiers in Spain and the
involvement of French soldiers in the civil war, and
wonders how this will affect the international
situation; mentions the ill health of her dog, Marco.
4 December
/999: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville and the
rest of the Cabinet over the difficult time they are
currently going through 'surely the king must make
up his mind soon. The whole country is in
suspense & can think of nothing else'; thinks that
delays in the king's decision are likely to make
people, including herself, lose sympathy for him
'after all he has been doing wrong for years & has
had plenty of time to understand what the position
would be if he persisted in his intentions';
comments on the unhelpful involvement of Winston
Churchill which she considers outrageous, and is
glad to hear that the Labour party consider the
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feeling in the country to be against the marriage [of
Edward VIII to Wallis Simpson]; discusses the
sisters' plans to stay in Bandol or Menton at
Christmas, hopefully accompanied by Neville and
Anne. 8 December
/1000: from Hilda: Comments on the abdication of
Edward VIII and her amazement that this situation
should have arisen 'I don't feel at all sentimental
about King Edward VIII but I do feel what a tragedy
it is that he should have so fallen beneath himself';
discusses the dignity and self-restraint of the
ministers involved and her opinion that Stanley
Baldwin has played his part well; goes on to
discuss the fluctuations in public opinion about
whether Edward should remain king, and praises
the government's handling of the situation;
expresses her sympathy for George VI and his
queen 'it is a horrible way to succeed & their future
has been badly handicapped by what has
happened', but thinks the public will accept the new
situation and support the new king; expresses her
disgust with the lack of judgement of Winston
Churchill and the Harmsworth press 'I must say it
has finally damned Winston in my eyes'; discusses
their plans to travel to the South of France on 21
December and asks whether Neville and Anne
could join them at Menton if they are unable to get
rooms at Bandol. 11 December
See also NC1/15/3/158 for a letter dated 22 August
1936 from Hilda to Neville Chamberlain.
52 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/1001-1051 1937 letters

1937

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1937.
Neville's appointment as Prime Minister in May, the
formation of his Cabinet, and his new
responsibilities are a major theme of these letters,
which also discuss his work as Chancellor of the
Exchequer during the first part of the year. These
include his attempts to secure a Rearmament Loan
following the decision to expand the navy and
airforce; his attendance at the coronation of
George VI; the abandonment of proposals for a
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National Defence Contribution; his reorganisation
of the War Office as Prime Minister; and his
involvement in complex diplomacy with Germany,
Italy and Spain, as well as his concerns about
Japanese aggression towards China and the
United States of America, and discussions over the
future of Palestine. The sisters' letters discuss their
concerns about the behaviour of members of the
airforce stationed at Odiham aerodrome; their spa
treatment holidays in Bandol and Royat, and their
plans to take a long holiday for Hilda's ongoing
health problems; and the death of Austen
Chamberlain in March. Ida's letters refer to her
work on the Elementary Education committee
concerning teachers' salaries and the expenditure
needed to provide accommodation to educate
children to the age of fifteen; her selection as a
representative of the Hartley Wintney Rural District
Council to attend a conference at Aldershot to
discuss the agreement to enlarge the isolation
hospital to cover a wider area; and her involvement
in Disrict Council work to inspect slum housing
where the County Council are issuing notices for
demolition. She also gives details of her Public
Assistance work including visits to local Public
Assistance institutions. Hilda's letters discuss her
work with the County Nursing Association to reorganise midwifery services and her election as
President in July; and the National Federation of
Women's Institutes campaign to get the Ministry of
Health to assist in the provision of cheap milk to
pregnant women, nursing mothers and young
children.
/1001: from Hilda, written from Grand Hotel et Hotel
des Bains, Bandol, France: Informs Neville that she
is sending on a parcel of belongings that had been
left in his roms; gives a brief account of their
sightseeing activities around the Bay of Toulon, to
Ollioules, and La Cadiere from where there were
views to the mountains and to another fortified
town, Le Castellet; hopes Neville will enjoy his stay
at the Riviera Palace and that his health will benefit
from the holiday. 4 January
/1002: from Ida: Gives details about taking her dog,
Marco, to the Royal College of Veterinary
Surgeons in London for an operation and her
hopes to collect him the following Friday and
perhaps to see Neville and Anne; gives news about
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the recovery of members of the sisters and their
domestic and garden staff from influenza, and
mentions that she has had lunch with Mary
[Carnegie]; comments on recent political events
including Eamon De Valera's meeting with Malcolm
MacDonald [for unofficial talks on the Amendment
Act passed by the Dail removing the king and
governor-general from the Irish constitution], and
the resolution of tensions over Morocco; gives brief
details of her recent activities including attending
the Women's Institute annual meeting and a
meeting of the Elementary Education committee
which discussed the decrease in teachers' salaries
and the expenditure involved in building
programmes to provide accommodation for
teaching children up to the age of fifteen; mentions
her achievement in having got the County
Education Officer to agree that senior mistresses in
senior mixed schools should be paid on a higher
scale than the assistant mistress and should
supervise all the work on the girls side, enabling
her to 'keep contact with the girls all through their
time in the school & to exercise some influence
over them'. 15 January
/1003: from Hilda: Hopes Neville will have a restful
weekend in Birmingham, and remarks on how cold
it must be for Frank, on a duck shooting holiday in
the Blakeney marshes; comments on the difficulty
in getting work done in the garden during the cold
weather and mentions that their gardener, Harding,
is having to repaint the iron gates and clean the
greenhouses while the ground is too hard to dig;
gives details of her forthcoming work for the
Women's Institute including attending the annual
council meeting of the Wiltshire Federation in
Marlborough; mentions that she has seen Austen's
new home at Egerton Terrace and gives her
impression of it; mentions that the village is still
suffering from an outbreak of influenza, and school
attendance remains low due to illness and
recovery. 28 January
/1004: from Ida: Discusses the unusually poor
weather which she thinks has not been so bad
since 1916; hopes that there will be fine weather
for the coronation later in the year; comments on
Anthony Eden's current holiday on the Riviera and
mentions that she is planning to go and visit
Dorothy; gives news of Mary [Carnegie] who has
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recently visited Odiham and comments on her
determination to keep working to prevent her
thinking about her loss but remarks 'the trouble is
that there is nothing for her to look forward to' now
that her brother has died and 'the prospect of going
to America has become rather a nightmare & I can't
wonder at it'; expresses her relief at the result of
the recent St Pancras North by election [which was
a narrow victory for the National Government] and
goes on to give news about the arrival of the air
force in Odiham who 'immediately ran a dance at
the assembly rooms' and mentions that a 'girl of
about 15' had been selling tickets to repay one of
the airforce for taking her to the cinema in
Basingstoke, and that members were heard
returning drunk from the dance; goes on to
describe the damage done to the landing ground
by the aeroplanes; comments on the improved
health of her dog, Marco, following his operation,
and on news from Sam Gurney Dixon that
Hampshire is to get a substantial increase in its
block grant for the next five years which will help
pay for improvement programmes including those
resulting from the implementation of the new
midwifery bill. 5 February
/1005: from Hilda: Comments on the reaction to
Neville's announcement [of his plans to get
approval to borrow money for rearmament over the
next five years] and on the response of the Labour
party 'it was really incredible that [Clement] Attlee
should have referred to his disastrous government
in 1931 & imagined for a moment that the reaction
to the present loan could be the same'; wonders
when the first loan will be taken out and how large
a sum will be required, and comments on reports
that the Ministers Salaries bill would not be
introduced before Easter; mentions how much Ida
has enjoyed her recent visit to stay with Dorothy
and expresses her sadness at the news that Hilda
Gurney Dixon's daughter Honor has lost her
husband in a seaplane collision at Alexandria;
discusses a recent meeting the sisters attended to
decide how to celebrate the coronation, with people
suggesting that money should be raised for either
an ambulance or for x-ray equipment 'those who
suggested these far from cheeful objects had
apparently no knowledge of either cost at first
hand, or upkeep'; reports that there are now plans
to plant trees and to have a tea and sports event to
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celebrate the day of the coronation, and that she
and Ida have declined to serve on the committee;
mentions her success in getting her ideas for the
reorganisation of the National Federation of the
Women's Institute put toward in a memorandum to
the committee, and hopes to get the principle
accepted, perhaps with modifications. 12 February
/1006: from Ida: Hopes that Neville is pleased with
the outcome of the debate on the Rearmament
Loan, and comments that the fact that no one has
opposed the necessity of rearmament should
emphasise national unity for this policy to other
countries in Europe 'surely when they know that the
whole nation is behind the government & that we
have practically unlimited money behind us they
should feel that it is useless to continue the
armament race'; mentions recent statements on
this issue by Italy and Germany and exclaims 'it is
incredible that they should really believe that we
should ever start a war of aggression'; goes on to
discuss [Thomas] Inskip's speech [as Minister for
Coordination of Defence] on the decision to expand
the navy and airforce but 'keep the army small, but
well-equipped'; mentions that the first squadrons of
the local air force are to move in shortly, that the
landing ground needs draining, and that a new
hangar and married quarters are being built to
accommodate three squadrons with sixteen to
twenty eight aircraft; returns an unidentified news
cutting apparently commenting on Neville's
chances of becoming leader, which is now
accepted as inevitable 'it is most amusing now to
see how you have suddenly become ''news''. The
D[aily] T[elegraph] is for ever having pictures of you
& Annie & the 'Times' has become aware of your
existence & no longer goes out of its way to avoid
mentioning your name'; mentions that she and
Hilda are having a tea party for local friends, and
are to drive to East Grinstead to see Maggie Beale.
19 February
/1007: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on the end
of the debate on the Rearmament Loan and on his
severe treatment of the Opposition 'really it is
proper to point out that with all their assumpton of
placing foreign affairs above party, they are
endeavouring to make party capital out of a
situation which in their hearts they know is being
dealt with in a manner which commands the
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respect & admiration of the rest of the world'; goes
on to discuss the dispute between the Admiralty
[and the Air Force] over [control of] the Fleet Air
Arm, and mentions the recent 'harrowing
experience' Neville must have had 'in knocking
down the child', commenting on how shaken he
and Anne must have been by the incident, and
referring to a similar experience the sisters had;
gives details of her recent work on plans for the
County Nursing Association to re-organise
midwifery services, and expresses her concern
about a requirement of the 'midwifery] bill that all
midwives employed by the local authority should be
full time nurses, and that their plans to pay
retaining fees to midwives who practise privately to
allow them to take on holiday duties during the
summer months have been refused; mentions that
she and other members of the National Federation
of Women's Institutes are to have a meeting at the
Ministry of Health as part of their campaign for the
provision of cheap milk to pregnant women,
nursing mothers and children below school age,
having already approached the Ministry of
Agriculture over the issue; goes on to mention that
the [Women's Institute] meeting with the League of
Nations Union has been postponed until the
following week 'it is just possible that all the work I
have done to open the eyes of our Executive ctee
to their nefarious doings may have had some
effect'. 26 February
/1008: from Ida: Discusses Neville's recent
responsibilities including giving a speech in
Edinburgh and speaking on armament policy [on
the publication of the White Paper on Defence];
comments on the response to British armament in
Italy and Germany and mentions further increases
in armaments there, and efforts to legislate for
people to have larger families; mentions reports in
the 'Daily Telegraph' that Mussolini is to bring
home a number of 'Blackshirts' who he had settled
in Abyssinia, and news of reprisals [against those
suspected of the attempted assassination of Italian
East Africa's Viceroy Rofolfo Granziani thought to
be hiding in the Ethiopian monastery Debre
Libanos, and against the monks and nuns living
there] reported in the 'Times', remarking 'I suppose
mass executions are only what you would expect
from Fascists after such an outrage but the idea of
allowing & encouraging the soldiers to wreak their
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vengeance indiscriminately on the native
population takes one back to the dark ages';
comments on Labour successes in the recent
London County Council elections and thanks Anne
for sending news cuttings of photographs of Neville
and of Hilda [taken at the deputation of the
Women's Institute National Federation to the
Ministry of Health]; gives details of her forthcoming
work as a representative of the Hartley Wintney
Rural District Council at a conference at Aldershot
of five different local authorities to discuss the
terms of an agreement to enlarge the isolation
hospital to cover a wider area but to remain under
the administration of Aldershot; discusses other
recent committee meetings, including the Rural
District Council Finance committee to consider
estimates and district rates; goes on to express her
unease at the arrival of the air force in Odiham who
have been holding a number of dances 'I regret to
say that not only do the men hang about the
entrance of the Girls Club every evening but they
''pick up'' with chlidren of 13 or 14 who have not yet
left school!...I much fear that there will be an
increase in our birth rate & I have not yet been
converted to the Nazi view that illegitimacy should
be rather encouraged than otherwise, provided that
racial purity is maintained'; mentions her plans to
come to London the following week and that
Dorothy and Stephen are coming to stay at Easter.
5 March
/1009: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for the salmon he
has sent them, which they have shared with their
friends; hopes he has survived fishing in such cold
weather, and describes the recent heavy snowfall
in and around Odiham; comments on continued
discussions between [Thomas] Inskip and the
armed forced over control of the Fleet Air Arm and
the difficulties in reaching a compromise; mentions
reports that Lloyd George is planning to denounce
Neville's work, and that the 'Daily Mail' has been
speculating about the structure of Neville's cabinet
[when he takes over from Stanley Baldwin];
expresses her happiness that Dorothy is going to
stay with Neville and Anne and hopes that the
weather will be fine for her visit to Odiham at
Easter; gives details of her recent committee work
in London [for the Women's Institute] and her
success in getting her re-organisation plan passed;
discusses the disappointing London County
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Council election results and her opinion that the
Conservatives election advertisements were not
very effective compared with the programme put
forward by [Herbert] Morrison and the Labour Party
which promised work towards slum clearance and
the development of hospitals and green space
around London; mentions a loan to the French
government which she hopes will restore
confidence in the franc. 12 March
/1010: from Ida: Thanks Neville for sending a
newspaper cutting about a speech made by
Austen, and comments on his legacy [Austen
Chamberlain had died on 16 March after suffering
a heart attack], expressing her sadness that he
was always compared with his father, Joseph
Chamberlain, and her surprise at how little attempt
at comparison has been made in the recent tributes
to him, 'I think it is because the outstanding note
has been not so much what he achieved as what
he was...he never attained the highest position
which was often so nearly in his grasp but he did in
these last years as a private member make himself
a position which has seldom if ever been equalled';
expresses her concern for Neville's health,
remarking that the shock of Austen's death must
have has a physical effect, and sympathises with
him in having to wait for the Premiership ans 'have
all the work & responsibility...without the power';
comments on Neville's feeling that fate might still
prevent him from attaining the position, and
reassures him that his time will come, and that he
need not fear comparisions with his father and
brother 'men will speak differently of you, but you
too will have your niche in history'. 22 March
/1011: from Hilda: Expresses her sympathy for
Neville who is now suffering from gout as well as a
cold, and must delay his trip to Scotland; mentions
that Frank has arrived and they have been for a
walk; discusses her reading of Trevelyan's
biography of Sir Edward Grey and briefly
speculates on Mussolini's public standing in Italy
and Franco's popularity in Spain. 26 March
/1012: from Ida: Hopes Neville is enjoying his
fishing holiday and gives an account of their
activities with Dorothy, Stephen and Frank at
Easter, including going for drives and walks with
the dog to South Warnborough, Dummer, and
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Chilton Candover where they picked primroses,
and to the Downs where they took a picnic and
walked to Old Winchester Hill; describes another
drive to the Downs above Kingsclere where they
saw a number of race horses being exercised;
gives news of Laurence Chamberlain's recent eye
operation and mentions that Hilda is hoping to see
Ivy in London to hear more about it; goes on to
discuss plans to get Austen's biography written as
soon as possible, and suggests Treveylan as a
possible author 'I don't know whether he knew
Austen personally & I suppose he would not be in
particular sympathy with his political views but he
writes well which is a great thing'; wonders whether
it might be possible to publish some of Austen's
letters and gives details about the content of the
weekly letters that Austen wrote to the sisters after
Beatrice's death; mentions that she has heard
more aeroplanes recently and thinks they must
now be able to use the landing ground at the
aerodrome. 1 April
/1013: from Hilda: Expresses her relief that
Neville's physical and emotional health has been
improved due to his holiday in Scotland; comments
on his current responsibilities including preparing
his Budget speech; comments on discussions over
the Ministers Salaries bill which appears to be
dividing the opposition, and goes on to discuss
proposals by the distributors society to regulate the
distribution of milk; gives an account of a recent
meeting of the Executive of the County Nursing
Association at which Lady Selborne 'at last'
announced her resignation from the position of
President, which Hilda thinks will remove any
remaining opposition to their plans to reorganise
midwifery services; mentions that she hopes to see
Laurence [Austen's son] when she is in London, if
he is allowed visitors; discusses the increased
noise from aeroplanes circling round the church
tower and their plans to write to the commanding
officer to ask whether they could restrict their
circling practice to the open countrside to the south
of the village; wonders how Ivy feels about the
possibility of Trevelyan writing a biography of
Austen, and mentions that she is going to sort
through Austen's letters relating to his time at the
Foreign Office to see whether they could be used.
8 April
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/1014: from Ida: Discusses opposition by Lloyd
George and Winston Churchill over the Civil List
[and their attempts to influence the king to make
payments to the Duke of Windsor] commenting that
'the vast majority of the nation have had such a
shock that their feeling for the Duke has undergone
a complete revulsion. They feel he has let them
down & they don't want to hear anything more
about him'; goes on to discuss reports in the 'Daily
Telegraph' that Neville is planning to announce
increases in income tax and petrol and to reduce
the sum at which surtax is payable, and mentions a
recent Punch cartoon on the Budget that she and
Hilda found amusing; gives details of her recent
activities including inspecting slum housing where
the County Council are issuing notices for
demolition, and the possibility that some might be
purchased for conversion using a grant issued
under the terms of the [Housing] Rural Workers
Act; mentions alternative interpretations of the
terms of the Act in Lincolnshire, where she has
heard of cases where grants had been given to
owners to demolish housing and build new ones
under the guise of reconditioning, and describes
the condition of some of the housing she has seen
recently; gives an account of her talk to the
Women's Institute meeting where she read out her
letter to Hilda describing the coronation of Edward
VII which she postponed from the time of the
Abdication crisis; describes the continued noise
produced by activities at the aerodrome, and her
letter of complaint to the Wing Commander about
the circling of aeroplanes over the hospital and
church, and mentions her hopes for a favourable
response; mentions their plans to visit Birmingham
to see Aunt Alice and Dorothy, and their recent visit
to Aunt Lina which they found distressing due to
her difficulty speaking and her visible grief over
Austen's death; gives details of their plans to be in
London to have lunch with Mary [Carnegie] and
hear the Budget speech, and to stay with Dorothy
Gough at Hampton Court. 16 April
/1015: from Hilda, written from Swan Hotel,
Bradford-on-Avon: Discusses the mixed response
to Neville's Budget and the belated support of the
'Times'; expresses her enthusiasm for the new
[National Defence Contribution] tax, comparing it to
the 'disastrous' Excess Profits tax, remarks on
Neville's contribution to making the work of his
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successor [as Chancellor] easier, and comments
on the Labour Party's weak response to the
Budget; gives a brief account of their journey from
Odiham to Bradford-on-Avon through Whitchurch
and St Mary Bourne to the Downs, and gives
details of their activities walking in the Mendips and
to Cheddar, including a detailed description of
Farleigh Hungerford castle which has been taken
over by the Office of Works, and mentions that
Cheddar Caves are now lit with electric light;
mentions their drive back via Wells and their hopes
to go to Bath and return home via the Peto garden
at Iford Manor, and Amesbury and Marlborough. 23
April
/1016: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville over the
opposition he is facing to his Budget, mentions the
unpopularity [of the National Defence Contribution]
in the City of London, and contrasts this with the
support given to the new tax in most of the
newspapers she has seen; comments on the
justice of the general principle of the new tax and
the inevitability that people affected by increased
taxes will complain about them; gives a brief
account of their recent holiday including a
description of Iford Manor and garden, where they
had lunch with Francie and Mick[?], and details of
their visit to Avebury and stay at the Crown Inn at
Everley, mentioning how much the area has
changed since she rode there a number of years
previously; mentions her forthcoming visit to
London where she will have lunch with Diane, see
Valerie, and hopefully see Laurence in the
afternoon; expresses her continued frustration over
the issue of aeroplanes flying over Odiham, despite
her letters to the commanding officer of the Air
Force. 29 April
/1017: from Hilda: Sympathises with Neville in
having to take over from Stanley Baldwin in the
middle of industrial disputes and difficulties over
the Budget; discusses the reaction in the City of
London to the new tax proposals, and hopes that
the National Defence Contribution will prevent wild
speculation in the markets; congratulates him on
his recent speech to the bankers and expresses
her disbelief at the success that Stanley Baldwin
appears to have in appealing 'to people's good
feelings [relating to striking workers]...we who are
practical & who desire to find solutions will never
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be able to understand the appeal of the people who
have nothing to offer but words & sentiments';
hopes that the situation will be resolved and
remarks 'it always seems so tragic that nothing but
really bad unemployment & therefore the threat of
loss of work, seems to prevent industrial unrest';
gives details of her recent Women's Institute
committee work in Lewes at a meeting of
treasurers, and comments that most of her work
has been postponed because of the coronation;
mentions that they have had to send another letter
to the commander concerning the noise of
aeroplanes, and that the situation has recently
improved; hopes that Neville will be able to have
another holiday in Austria in the summer as she
thinks it will be impossible for him to have a
peaceful time in this country; gives details of their
plans to stay in London for the coronation and
news that Laurence is to have another operation. 7
May
/1018: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his letter and
for his account of the coronation [of George VI,
which she was not able to attend due to illness];
wonders whether he is going to attend the Naval
Review and hopes the weather will be fine; gives
details about her current health and her slow
recovery from influenza; discusses her reading of
Augustus Hare's book 'Memorials of a Quiet Life';
hopes to be able to see Neville if she is able to
attend committee meetings in London the following
week. 18 May
/1018a: from Ida: Hopes that Neville and Anne
have been able to rest, and will cope with the
number of engagements they are having to attend;
gives details of Hilda's continued ill health and
mentions having treatment again for her back pain;
gives news of Mary [Carnegie] and the difficulties
she is having with her domestic staff, particularly
[Sidney] Pink, who is apparently causing tension
amongst the other servants; remarks on imminent
appointment of Neville as Prime Minister, and her
hopes to get a seat in the gallery to see Neville
enter the House for the first time in his new
position; wonders whether Neville has selected his
new Cabinet; gives news that the Sclater Booths
have decided not to leave the Priory which is a
relief to people in Odiham. 21 May
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/1019: from Hilda: Expresses her feelings about the
appointment of Neville as Prime Minister and
wishes him 'strength & courage to face this
tremendous task' and her love and congratulations
on the honour, which she thinks shows that his
character and abilities have been recognised,
despite having been long delayed; wishes that
Beatrice and Austen were able to experience the
joy of seeing Neville appointed Prime Minister and
comments that at least Austen realised 'that it could
happen & was rejoicing in it'; hopes that Neville has
been able to select his Cabinet without too much
difficulty, and comments on the accounts of Stanley
Baldwin's leadership in the newspapers; mentions
that the sisters are soon to go to Eastbourne to
help her recover from her recent attack of
influenza. 28 May
/1020: from Ida, written from Lansdowne Hotel,
Eastbourne: Congratulates Neville on his speech
the previous day which she thinks avoided [Stanley
Baldwin's] weak points and went 'beyond the
obvious in priasing his good qualities'; hopes she
will now be able to forget Baldwin and the 'injuries
his egotism has inflicted on both my brothers';
gives details of Hilda's improved health since
coming to Eastbourne and mentions the possibility
that she has recently been suffering from hay fever;
mentions that they have drive to see Sheffield
Park; refers to Neville having to make concessions
over the proposed National Defence Contribution. 1
June
/1021: from Ida: Reports on Hilda's current state of
health, and mentions that Maggie [Nettlefold] is
coming to stay with them; congratulates Neville on
the way the abandonment of the National Defence
Contribution has been received, and remarks that
his action seems to have increased his prestige;
comments on Winston Churchill's apparent
attempts to take on Austen's role as 'elder
statesman' which she thinks will not succeed
because he lacks Austen's judgement, even
though she thinks he 'had a real affection & esteem
for Austen'; mentions [Leo] Amery's comlimentary
article about Neville in the Birmingham Daily Post,
and comments on the support Neville has at
present from both the Rothermere and
Beaverbrook press, which she thinks is useful,
even though it has proved possible to survive
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politically with the opposition of both. 4 June
/1022: from Hilda: Mentions Maggie Nettlefold's
recent visit which they enjoyed despite both she
and Ida suffering from coughs, and gives brief
details of her recent committee meetings, which
are the first she has been able to attend since her
illness; wonders whether Neville has found out
what Ivy Chamberlain's income will be and whether
she will be able to stay on in her present home;
mentions Kingsley Wood's recent speech on Health
and Housing [as Minister of Health], and supposes
Neville will be occupied with the Imperial
Conference; hopes he will be able to reach an
agreement with America and that Anthony Eden
will be able to make progress in foreign policy
negotiations following the bombardment of Almeria
by German planes 'really these Dictators &
Communists are extraordinarily difficult to handle,
for these is not a penny to choose between them &
their methods'; goes on to mention the ongoing
purge of army officials in Russia and wonders
whether there are fears about the army's loyalty. 10
June
/1023: from Ida: Gives an account of Aunt Lina's
serious illness, and explains the reasons why the
doctor is against operating; asks whether Neville
would be able to write her a short letter, as Prime
Minister, on headed paper 'I am sure if she is able
to receive it it would give her the greatest pleasure';
informs him that she is not likely to recover, but that
'she has longed for release for some years now &
we all hope it will come soon'. 14 June
/1024: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his early
achievements as Prime Minister, and mentions
recent successes including the resolution of
difficulties over the National Defence Contribution,
successful speeches by his ministers, by election
victories, the recent Imperial Conference, and the
apparent improvement of the situation in India;
goes on to discuss her concerns about foreign
affairs, mentioning the continuing purges in Russia
and expressing her horror at Stalin's behaviour,
commenting on Hitler's apparent willingness to
'make advances towards better understandings',
Mussolini's denouncements of the British press in
reporting that the Italians in Spain have been guilty
of cowardice, and [Leon] Blum's survival after the
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latest financial crisis in France; gives details of the
sisters' recent activities including holding their
annual Women's Institute garden party, and the
forthcoming visit of Sam and Hilda Gurney Dixon
and the Woodalls; remarks on the news that
Neville's speech in Birmingham on 3 July is to be
broadcast and apologises for not being able to hear
it because they are hosting a dinner party; asks
whether she and Hilda will be able to get tickets to
hear Neville speak at the Albert Hall; thanks him for
his news about Ivy's financial situation and hopes
that she might get a small dividend from Hoskins;
mentions that Laurence is to accompany Ivy to
Paris and is not to have another operation at
present; gives news from Hilda Gurney Dixon that
Aunt Lina is 'just alive', and thinks that she is
probably being given opiates; gives a brief account
of her own health, and that of Hilda. 18 June
/1025: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his account of
the performances at Glyndebourne; expresses her
relief that he was able to take the closing meetings
at the Imperial Conference and thinks it must have
helped him to have established good relations with
the leaders of the Dominions; discusses her
frustration at Germany's decision not to send
[Konstantin] Von Neurath [Minister of Foreign
Affairs] to Britain and comments on the continuing
purges of supposed dissidents in Russia, and the
resignation of [Leon] Blum in France; mentions
Aunt Alice's recent visit to Odiham and gives a brief
account of her health; gives news about Aunt Lina
who is now largely unconscious but not in pain;
hopes that Neville will be able to get renovations
made at 10 Downing Street 'it is wholly improper
now that it has become the nominal home for every
P[rime] M[inister] on account of its accessibility that
it should be so far behind No.11 in comfort &
suitability'. 25 June
/1026: from Ida: Refers to the government's
continued difficulties in its relations with Germany
and Italy, and its improved relations with France;
gives details of the sisters' plans to take a holiday
in France by car in August, after spending time with
Maggie [Nettlefold] and then Aunt Alice, perhaps
visiting Ruth at Church Stretton while Elliott, their
chauffeur, takes his holiday; gives brief details of
her recent committee work in Winchester, including
her attendance at a Housing sub-committee
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meeting where she had to take the chair due to the
absence of Sir Stuart Fraser, which the committee
were apparently grateful for, as he has recently
been 'not only long winded but incorrect in many of
his statements'; hopes to see Neville at his Albert
Hall meeting the following week, and to visit
Chequers. 2 July
/1027: from Ida: Expresses her delight at Neville's
account of his reception in Birmingham,
commenting on the obvious confidence and
affection that 'so many thousands' of his 'fellow
men' have for him, and remarking that this will be a
source of strength to him, as it was to Joseph
Chamberlain 'who always turned to B'ham for
refreshment when times were difficult'; mentions
her unhappiness that Birmingham City Council
appears satisfied with a memorial to Joseph
Chamberlain erected 'before all his greatest work
was done', and her suspicion that they will also fail
to commemorate Neville's achievements 'but the
people are as reliable as ever they were & one's
heart goes out to them when one sees such
evidence of the old traditions being carried out by a
younger generation'. 6 July
/1028: from Hilda: Thanks Neville and Anne for
their hospitality during the sisters' visit to Chequers
and expresses her delight at seeing her dream
fulfilled and Neville at the head of government and
able to carry out his own policies; thinks that there
has been an obvious change in the attitude of
government ministers and that this must be due to
Neville's influence; comments on his current
popularity, and hopes that he will be able to use
Chequers as a place of rest and relaxation and not
ask too many guests there; goes on to discuss the
Labour Party's failure to mount effective attacks on
the government [for considering granting Franco
belligerent rights] and the continued efforts by the
government to maintain good relations with Italy
and Germany; gives details of her recent activities
including spending the night with Dorothy Gough
while in London on Women's Institute committee
business, and of Dorothy Gough's recent
concussion after falling down a marble staircase;
discusses the renovation and decorating work to
take place at the sisters' home while they are away,
and mentions that they have managed to sell 'North
View' to a local builder; sets out their travel
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arrangements for their holiday in France, and
announces that she has been elected President of
the County Nursing Association following the
resignation of Lady Selborne. 16 July
/1029: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on a
successful end to his first term of office and
comments on the visible firmness and sense of
direction in the government that she has noticed
since he took office; expresses her delight at an
announcement that there is to be provision for a
refresher course for GPs, as similar courses have
greatly benefitted midwives; goes on to comment
on the announcement of provision of cheaper milk
for mothers and children which she thinks will
improve the general health of the country, and
hopes that plans to improve milk distribution and
'clean up the herds as well as the milk' will achieve
results; mentions reports in the 'Times' that the
Fleet Air Arm is likely to be restored to the Navy,
and Neville's recent meetings with [Dino] Grandi
[Italian Ambassador to Britain] and [Ivan
Mikhailovich] Maisky [Soviet Ambassador to
Britain]; discusses an invitation she has received
from Sir Kingsley Wood [Minister of Health] to help
in the publicity campaign for promoting the existing
health service by speaking at public meetings
outside London, and gives her reasons for
declining due to her responsibilities with the County
Nursing Association and Women's Institute;
mentions her anxiety to leave for her holiday and
her hopes that it will cure her persistent cough. 30
July
/1030: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on having
finished his last big speech, and hopes that he will
get through the remainder of the parliamentary
session without becoming too tired; criticises
[Clement] Attlee and the Labour Party's opposition
to the government, and comments on reports in the
newspapers about the possibility that Jews and
Arabs might come to an independent agreement
over the future of Palestine to avoid partition; gives
details of her recent activities including her work on
the Sanatorium sub-committee to discuss the
recruitment of efficient domestic staff which
resulted in raising salaries; goes on to give an
account of her work with the Elementary Education
sub-committee to discuss the provision of
subsidised school dinners in senior schools,
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proposals to allocate more money to the Odiham
School Dinners Association, and her desire to
enlarge the present girls and infants school at
Odiham in preparation for its use as a junior school
when the new senior school is built; discusses
recent meetings of the Public Health, Maternity and
Finance committee to consider the circular form the
Ministry [of Health] on the report on the
investigation into maternal mortality; mentions their
recent weekend with Diane and Terry and Diana
Pym [Dorothy Gough's daughter] and her husband
who were 'reported by Dorothy to be red hot
Socialists & had just returned from a trip to Russia
but whether because they were on their best
behaviour here, or because Dorothy had maligned
them we found them quite moderate in their
expression of their views'; mentions Diana Pym's
political work and her plans to stand for election to
the Marylebone Town Council. 23 July
/1031: from Ida, written from Royat Palace, Royat,
France: Thanks Neville for his letter from Chequers
and for giving them news of the activities of the
different ministries 'I love to see you running your
Cabinet as if it were a City Council & keeping the
reins in your own hands by presiding at all the
committees which initiate action'; comments on
apparent tensions between Neville and the Foreign
Officer and thinks that Anthony Eden will welcome
the change of leadership 'I know you will always
allow him all the credit that he deserves'; thinks that
Mussolini is anxious for an improvement in
relations and might be amenable to discussions;
gives an account of their journey to Royat via Paris,
describes their hotel rooms and their welcome as
sisters of the Prime Minister, and goes on to give
details of their spa treatments for her circulation
and arteries, and Hilda's incipient asthma;
describes the old town of Royat and mentions the
sprawl of Clermont Ferrand which they can see in
the distance; mentions that they have been walking
in the hills, and have driven to La Charade which
has views to Clermont Ferrand and Puy de Dome;
expresses her regret that Hilda is unable to take
part in Sir Kingsley Wood's health campaign but
thinks it would be unwise due to her recent ill
health and other commitments. 4 August
/1032: from Hilda, written from Royat Palace,
Royat, France: Describes the progress of their spa
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treatments, and gives details of how she thinks
they are affecting her health and that of Ida;
mentions the extreme heat they have been coping
with, and gives details of their friendship with Sir
Harry Cordeaux, a former colonial governor, who is
also staying at the resort, and their observations of
some of the other guests, including a cardinal;
discusses their visits to the golf club at La Charade
with its views of the hills and extinct volcanoes, and
mentions their drive to Pont Gibaud, and to the
church at Orcival; briefly mentions the possible
expansion of the army and the need for
reorganisation of the War Office. 11 August
/1033: from Ida, written from Royat Palace, Royat,
France: Thanks Neville for his letter and expresses
her pleasure that both he and Anne are in better
health due to their holiday; gives an account of the
effect of the spa treament on the sisters' health
conditions, discusses her frustration that they must
rest for a week after their treatment ends, and
hopes that they might be able to leave Royat for
this, as there is nothing to do in the town, the hotel
terrace gets too hot in the afternoons, and there
are only limited buses to La Charade; discusses
their attempts to get a hotel room in another
location, her uncertainty about how beneficial her
spa treatment has been, and their travel plans for
their return journey to Odiham via Paris; mentions
their conversations with Sir Harry Cordeaux and his
friend, Mr Locke, who had been a correspondent
for the 'Times' during 'the last Balkan war and out
at Corfu with the Serbians in the Great War'. 17
August
/1034: from Hilda, written from Hotel du Parc,
Chatel Guyon, France: Gives details of their
doctor's opinion of the sisters' state of health after
they had finished their spa treatments, and
mentions that he plans to come to London in the
spring and they will probably arrange to see him
then; describes the location of their current hotel
and gives her impressions of the place compared
with Royat; gives details of their activities during
their last week at Royat; comments on Neville's
return to London to see Anthony Eden and Lord
Halifax, apparently to discuss the conflict between
Japan and China, and wonders whether there have
been developments in relations with Italy since
Mussolini has returned from Sicily; explains the
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reasons for their decision to spent their final week
at Chatel Guyon and gives details about some of
her spa bath treatments. 25 August
/1035: from Ida: Gives an assessment of the
sisters' holiday, which neither of them enjoyed, and
mentions that both felt unwell while at Chatel
Guyon; gives an account of their visit to the World
Exhibition in Paris, describing the German and
Soviet buildings which she did not like, and
describing the British pavilion as 'beneath
contempt'; gives brief details about their viewing of
the collection of French art through the centuries,
and their journey home; discusses the redecoration
work that has taken place at their home while they
were away, and mentions the state of the garden;
comments on foreign affairs, particularly the
machine gunning of a British ambassador in China,
and attacks on British submarines in the
Mediterranean which she thinks must have been
carried out by Italian submarines rather than
Spanish Republican forces. 3 September
/1036: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his gift of a
salmon, which they have shared with Ivy and
Laurence when they visited, and which they will
also eat with Dorothy; gives brief details of Hilda's
health. 13 September
/1036a: from Hilda: Expresses her frustration that
Neville's holiday should have been interrupted
twice by visits to London to discuss foreign affairs,
but is glad he enjoyed his holiday and his stay at
Balmoral, and was able to get to know the king and
queen better; wonders how the current situations in
Spain and China are to be resolved without war
breaking out between other states considering the
belligerent attitudes of Japan, Germany and Italy 'it
is well that A[nthony] E[den] has you behind him to
stiffen him in such an extremely uphill fight'; gives
details of her recent activities including a
committee meeting in London to discuss the future
of the Women's Institute publication 'Home &
Country' which has been affected by rising costs of
paper and printing and will no longer make a profit
unless prices and advertising are increased;
mentions that she has seen her doctor and been
told to give up most of her work for the next three
months, and expresses her frustration that she will
be unable to see the fruition of schemes for both
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the County Nursing Association and National
Federation of Women's Institutes; gives news that
they have acquired a wooden cot in the hope of
having regular visits from great-nephews and
great-nieces and expresses her delight with their
newly redecorated house; hopes that [John Alfred]
Spender will not be chosen to write Austen's
biography, preferring a younger man like Harold
Nicolson, as he 'might be able to look at all the
Home Rule conference business wihout the same
prejudice', even though he does not share Austen's
political views. 9 September
/1037: from Ida: Discusses the success of the Nyon
agreement [to stop submarine attacks in the
Mediterranean] at the expense of relations with
Italy, hoping that the 'knowledge that they will be
liable to destruction as pirates will act as a
deterrent to the peccant submarines to whichever
side they belong'; goes on to discuss the progress
of the conflict between Japan and China and the
killing of large numbers of civilians; gives news of
the sisters' activities with Ivy and Laurence which
included blackberrying on Sutton Common and
going to Old Winchester Hill, and mentions
Dorothy's visit with James, commenting on his
behaviour and abilities; discusses Mary
[Carnegie]'s return from America and the birth of
Rachel Carnegie's baby; discusses her forthcoming
committee work including meetings of a special
committee to enquire into the conduct of doctors
and nurses regarding a case of ophthalmia
neonatorum at a Public Assistance institute, and a
special committee to deal with the question of
school dinners. 17 September
/1038: from Hilda: Expresses her happiness that
Neville has been able to have a weekend with his
family at Chequers 'you can see so little of your
chidlren now that one is married & the other out in
the world that it is very nice when you can get a
weekend with them'; mentions that Dorothy has
told them that Frank has now got a more
permanent job in Birmingham; gives news of Hilda
Mary who has visited recently, and thinks that she
has become much happier and more considerate
since converting to Catholicism; mentions that they
have appointed a new cook for the Odiham school
dinners scheme. 28 September
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/1038a: from Ida: Discusses Neville's recent radio
broadcast and compliments him on his delivery and
on his speech; mentions that she is to address the
Women's Institute conference in November on
services provided by an active County Council to
an audience of delegates from all the County
Federations; gives details of her recent committee
work and gives an account of what was discussed
at the enquiry at a local Public Assistance
institution into the case of a baby who lost its sight
shortly after being born there and delays in the
doctor reporting the incident to the County Medical
Officer; goes on to discuss her visit to the
Winchfield Public Assistance institution with the
woman who has succeeded her as chairman of the
Ladies committee and her disappointment at the
news that the recently appointed master and
matron are soon to leave for new posts in St
Albans; comments on her attendance at the
Housing sub-committee where she had to take the
chair for Sir Stuart Fraser who has resigned, and at
a special sub-committee to discuss the provision of
school dinners in senior schools which has fixed a
maximum charge to the children, and agreed that
the Education committee should be responsible for
overhead charges; mentions that a new Town
Planning officer has been appointed and hopes he
will be more effective in the Odiham area than the
previous one; gives news of Hilda's health and her
hopes that it will improve after a course of
treatment with Miss Hultman; comments on the
demand for tickets for Neville's speech at
Scarborough, and hopes that he will not have many
more big speeches during the autumn, as well as
his foreign and domestic policy responsibilities. 1
October
/1039: from Hilda: Discusses her persistent cough,
and her hopes that Miss Hultman will be able to
help; expresses her sympathy with Neville in
having to prepare his speech [for the annual
conference of the National Union of Conservative
and Unionist Association] at a time of anxiety over
foreign affairs; expresses her pleasure at
Roosevelt's delcaration [suggesting greater
involvement in international affairs] 'one has always
felt that Japan was the vulnerable point for the USA
& that American opinion is readier for actin in the
East than with Europe', and wonders whether if
Neville had been Prime Minister the previous year
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it might have been possible to restrain 'the war
party in Japan'; comments on the current divisions
within the Labour Party and wonders what effect
[Clement] Attlee's 'immediate programme' will have
on the electorate; gives details of her recent
activities including her visit to Chippenham to visit
[Women's Institute] county committees, and
describes the home of her host, Mrs Methuen;
mentions the popularity of her school meals
scheme, and her concern about the health of the
cook, who has to go to Fleet hospital for an
examination. 7 October
/1040: from Ida: Hopes that Neville has recovered
from his illness, and congratulates him on his
speech in Manchester which she has read;
discusses Neville's opinion that President
Roosevelt's announcement [on international affairs]
will result in the dictators identifying themselves
more with Japan, and remarks that improved
transport and communications mean that everyone
is now at risk in a conflict, even if not directly
involved 'the fact is that there are previous few
nations which are capable of governing themselves
& dictators seem only able to keep themselves in
power by threatening their neighbours'; gives news
of her recent visit to stay with Cecily and their visit
to Maiden Castle where excavations were
continuing, and gives details of some of the finds;
gives details of her recent work with the
Elementary Education committee where the report
of the School Dinners sub-committee was
accepted; goes on to discuss Hilda's reorganisation
of the Odiham school dinners scheme, raising
prices to provide better quality meals, and
recruiting new helpers including Mrs Elliott [wife of
the sisters' chauffeur]; mentions that she has
written a letter to the 'Times' expressing her anger
with the involvement of the Campaign for the
Protection of Rural England in the purchase of four
old cottages which are to be converted into
'residential dwellings for the upper class'. 15
October
/1041: from Hilda: Discusses Italy's position [on the
Non-Intervention Committee] and wonders whether
Neville's idea that Mussolini would only
compromise if Franco had a definite advantage has
been proved right, and that the fall of Gijon has
decided matters; thinks that Neville's firm attitude
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towards Italy will have helped, and contrasts the
government's position with how she suspects a
Labour government might have behaved;
comments on America's lack of action following
President Roosevelt's statement on international
relations, and mentions suggestions that Japan
might be more willing to consider peace terms over
China 'it is frightful, the conditions which this mad
policy of self-sufficiency & necessity for bolstering
up Fascism or Sovietism is reducing the people on
the continent to'; expresses her relief that Neville is
now Prime Minister and 'one can feel that if
appeasement is any way humanly possible it will
be brought about'; mentions the repercussions of
Ida's letter to the 'Times' about the actions of the
Campaign for the Protection of Rural England
which has resulted in her receiving a letter from the
local branch who claim the scheme [to purchase
old cottages for use by wealthy residents] was not
authorised by them; gives details of her visits to
Miss Hultman for medical treatment, and her
forthcoming visit to Winchester for the first council
meeting of the Hampshire County Nursing
Association at which she will be President. 22
October
/1042: from Ida: Expresses her concern for Neville
during his current attack of gout; discusses the
outcome of her letter to the 'Times' about the
fraudulent use of the Campaign for the Protection
of Rural England in an attempt to purchase old
cottages for use by wealthy residents; goes on to
consider a clause in the 1930 [Housing] act which
would allow local authorities more flexibility in
housing provision, and her concerns about the
increasing use of rural cottages by town dwellers,
citing Broadway as a settlement where the original
inhabitants of rural cottages have been forced out;
comments on Ivy Chamberlain's negotiations with
Sir Charles Petrie to write Austen's biography, and
mentions that she has been looking through his
letters to the sisters from 1916 to 1936; gives her
opinion that 'Seen in Passing' [Austen's last
publication] will not have the same sales as his
previous works; discusses her reading of' 'Coal
Miner' by G.A.W.Tomlinson, an unemployed coal
miner form Nottinghamshire, and asks Neville's
opinion of the biography of Pasteur. 29 October
/1043: from Hilda: Expresses her relief that Neville
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has been able to return to the House of Commons,
and thinks that Miss Hultman's drainage treatment
must have helped his gout; gives details of her own
current state of health; asks Neville's opinion of
Anthony Eden's recent speech [concerning
criticism of foreign policy towards Spain] and
comments on Hitler's recent provocative
statements, wondering whether [Neville]
Henderson's [British Ambassador to Germany]
discussions with him in private might persuade
Germany to 'check her military development & give
more thought to the increase of domestic
prosperity'; discusses the American envoy's
speech at the Brussels conference which she
thinks must have convinced some of the pacifists
that they cannot expect anything from the US
government; gives news of the sisters' plans to go
to the theatre in London, to see Richard II, Mary
[Carnegie]'s recent attack of influenza, and their
purchase of roses for the garden. 4 November
/1044: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville in having
to add a tribute [at the memorial service] for
Ramsay MacDonald to his other speaking
commitments; congratulates him on his speech at
the Lord Mayor's banquet which she heard on the
wireless, which she thinks showed evidence of his
clear purpose and determination; comments on the
reception of this speech in the Italian press and
mentions Hitler and Mussolini's apparent renewed
desire to 'come to a better understanding', and the
news that Hitler is to postpone further public
statements about colonies [possibly on the issue of
resettling European Jews]; discusses Neville's
experiences of being treated by Miss Hultman;
gives details of discussions at a recent District
Council meeting over the Campaign for the
Protection of Rural England, tensions with the
County Council over a water guarantee, and a new
drainage scheme for Hawley and Yateley;
expresses her frustration at the return of Mr Weir to
the committee, who she thinks has become more
troublesome with advancing age and wanted the
Council to make an apology to the Campaign for
the Protection of Rural England. 12 November
/1045: from Hilda: Hopes the weather will be good
enough to enable Neville to 'get a good shoot';
gives news of her current ill health which has
forced her to cancel her attendance at the autumn
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council meeting of the Hampshire Federation of
Women's Institutes at Southampton; congratulates
Neville on the reception of his recent speeches and
hopes he will be succesful in his efforts to improve
relations with Germany, despite the efforts of the
Press in both countries to 'prejudice feeling';
expresses her approval of Lord Halifax as an
emissary and wonders whether he will find that
Hitler really does wish for appeasement; discusses
her reading of a biography of Lord Haldane and the
account of his visit to Berlin in 1912, and discusses
the outcome of that visit and the ultimate slide to
war in 1914 'I trust history will not repeat itself, but
at any rate as you said before, with dictators, if they
choose they can deliver the goods & that was not
the case with a weak Chancellor before'; comments
on the continued negotiations at the Brussels
conference [to consider means for ending the
conflict between Japan and China]. 19 November
/1046: from Ida: Hopes that the Lord Halifax's visit
to Germany has had the outcome Neville hoped for
and comments on baseless reports in the 'Star'
about Neville's response in the House of Commons
to 'Hitler's demands'; gives news of the sisters'
recent ill health, Hilda's continued treatments with
Miss Hultman, and their decision not to attend the
opening of the Odiham cinema which she regrets,
as she wanted 'not to give anyone the impression
that we disapproved of it or were in any way
wanting to boycott it'; gives news of the sisters'
recent trip to London to stay at the Goring Hotel
with Hilda Mary and to see 'Victoria Regina' at the
theatre; comments on her attendance at a health
conference of the National Federation of Women's
Institutes which was addressed by Sir Kingsley
Wood [Minister of Health] and her conversation
with him about possibly arranging a meeting to
discuss rural housing, feeling that it would be
useful for him to 'have the point of view of someone
who was actually administering [his] legislation', as
she knows Neville found helpful when he was
Minister of Health; mentions that the conference
gave her the impression that Hampshire's services
were more comprehensive than many other
counties. 26 November
/1047: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for
Anne's ill health which she thinks is the result of her
heavy responsibilities as the Prime Minister's wife;
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mentions that Ida is grateful to Neville for his
suggestion about the interpretation of the 1930
Housing act, but that the chairman of the Housing
committee has now had advice from the Ministry of
Health; discusses Neville's recent meeting with the
French prime minister [Camille Chautemps] and
the foreign minister [Yvon Delbos], the evident
French fears that Britain would make an agreement
with Germany without considering France's needs,
and her disappointment at the insensitive way the
newspapers report diplomatic meetings; mentions
that she has seen a statement that Germany is
acting as mediator between Japan and China, and
hopes that the war can be stopped; goes on to
comment about developments in Spain and
whether there might be progress towards the
withdrawal of foreign troops; discusses the
repercussions of Neville's reorganisation of the War
Office [following opposition to Leslie Hore-Belisha's
planned army reforms] and the experience of Lord
Gort [appointed Chief of the Imperial General
Staff]; gives news about Ivy Chamberlain's
emotional health and her plans to go abroad for the
winter, and mentions Joe Chamberlain's interview
with the 'Electric Company'. 3 December
/1048: from Ida: Discusses the reception of
Neville's statement on colonial policy after
discussions with French ministers on the issue, and
emphasises the confidence that the public seem to
have in him; comments on the contradictions
between Mussolini's apparent desire for better
relations with Britain, and his threats to leave the
League of Nations; goes on to discuss recent
increases in unemployment which she hopes will
be temporary, and supposes the Labour opposition
will focus on it, remarking on the recent visit to
Spain by Clement Attlee and others; hopes Neville
will have a peaceful weekend at Yattendon and
mentions their plans to spend Christmas with
Neville; gives details of the sisters recent activities
in London where they saw Mary [Carnegie] and
saw a performance of 'The School for Scandal' at
the theatre; expresses her frustration about a
recent District Council meeting that was prolonged
by the obstructiveness of Mr Weir, who wants to
get a cottage in a chalk pit repaired for habitation
against the judgement of the rest of the council;
mentions that her new walnut bookcase, purchased
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with Aunt Lina's legacy, has arrived. 10 December
/1049: from Hilda: Discusses the Japanese capture
of Nanking [Nanjing], and the American response
to the sinking of the US ship 'Panay'; comments on
the reception of Neville's actions towards Japan
concerning recent incidents [including the shelling
of the HMS Ladybird near Wuhu] and wonders
what will happen if similar incidents occur again,
speculating on whether America and Britain would
go to war with Japan and what effect the
importance of Chinese trade to Germany will have
on its involvement in the conflict; gives details of
her recent committee work, including visiting the
Isle of Wight for the National Federation of
Women's Institutes to try to resolve tensions
between the County Executive committee there
and a number of Townswomen's Guilds that have
been established there; gives a description of the
elderly County President, Lady Simeon, and her
home on the island, and gives an account of her
efforts to calm the situation; mentions that the
journey seems to have made her cough worse, but
that she is looking forward to spending Christmas
with Neville at Chequers. 17 December
/1050: from Hilda: Explains her most recent
doctor's report to Neville and mentions the
suggestion that she spend six weeks in the Canary
islands; she is taking Neville's advice and has
arranged an appointment with Lord Horder;
discusses her ambivalence about leaving home for
two months, but feels that her cough is so bad that
she must have a holiday in warmer weather;
remarks how much she enjoyed spending
Christmas with Neville and Anne at Chequers. 28
December
/1051: from Ida, written from The Goring Hotel,
Belgravia, London: Discusses their decision not to
travel to Tenerife or Madeira for Hilda's
recuperation, and their plans to visit Egypt instead,
and to travel as far as Port Said with Cecily and
Ernest; gives details of their proposed itinerary and
their plans to use the money they received for the
sale of North View; hopes that Lord Horder will
approve of their decision when he examines Hilda
and wonders whether they might return via Italy
and see Naples and Rome, depending on how
soon Hilda's cough disappears; hopes they might
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be able to see Neville in London before they begin
their journey and expresses how much they
enjoyed their time at Chequers over Christmas;
gives details of her own health, and her recent
treatment with a different osteopath; sends Neville
a copy of Ivy Chamberlain's 'journal letter' which
describes 'the Italians deep distrust and dislike of
[Anthony] Eden & her own persistent efforts to
dispel this idea & make them understand how
much their anti-British propaganda adds to the
difficulty; comments on America's response to
Japan, made without consulting Britain, and her
admiration for Neville in being able to cope with the
demanding job of being Prime Minister. 30
December
54 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/1052-1104 1938 letters

1938

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated 1938.
European affairs and debates about the inevitability
of war dominate these letters, culminating in
discussions of Neville's meetings with Hitler in
September which produced the Munich Agreement,
references to the public adulation of him following
his return from Germany, and an acknowledgement
of criticism towards his policy of appeasement in
Parliament and in the foreign press. There is also
much discussion of Anthony Eden's resignation
from the post of Foreign Secretary; the German
invasion of Austria; the Anglo Italian agreement
acknowledging Italy's seizure of Abyssinia in return
for the withdrawal of Italian troops from Spain; the
events of Kristallnacht; and speculation about the
national mood in Germany and continued anxiety in
Britain about the prospect of war. Some of Neville's
domestic policies are discussed, particularly his
scheme to establish a voluntary register for
National Service, and plans to establish a central
authority to act as an information bureau to plan
the location of industries. Both sisters' letters give
detailed descriptions of their holiday in Egypt in
January and February and their holiday to Isere,
France in August, while Ida's letters give details of
local Air Raid Precautions preparations as well as
information about her local government work.
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Hilda's letters focus on her work as President of the
County Nursing Association and her involvement in
the Women's Institute campaign for the provision of
cheap milk for mothers and children under five.
/1052: from Ida: Gives an account of Hilda's
appointment with Lord Horder and his approval of
their plans to go to Egypt; gives details of their
itinerary and mentions that they will make another
contribution towards Mr Wilson's pension. 5
January.
/1053: from Hilda: Gives details of her appointment
with Lord Horder who confirmed Dr Harwood's
diagnosis, and gives her impression of him;
discusses preparations for their holiday and her
work to transfer committee responsibilities to others
and to leave instructions for her domestic and
garden staff; wonders how much the ancient sites
will have changed since their last visit, and
mentions the advantage of having electric lights
rather than torches for the descent into the tombs,
and using cars instead of having to experience
'very long, very hot donkey rides'; mentions having
dinner with Cecily and Ernest and their
abandonment of plans to travel to Kashmir;
encloses a copy of Ivy's journal letter which he
might have already seen, and remarks on her
popularity in Italy, even though she has limited
knowledge of French and Italian, and knows no
German; expresses her disappointment that
relations between the Foreign Office and British
Ambassador and the Italians is so bad and hopes it
might be possible 'under the new regime' to tackle
some of the prejudices; mentions hearing from an
acquaintance of Neville's popularity amongst those
in the Colonial Service; discusses arrangements for
Neville to write to them while they are in Egypt. 6
January.
/1054: from Ida, written from T.M.S. Circassia:
Gives an account of their voyage into the eastern
Mediterranean, and mentions that she has also
been suffering from a cough and cold; discusses
the delay in their arrival at Port Said, and their
anxiety about being able to travel on to Cairo and
possibly losing part of their trip down the Nile;
discusses the fall of the French government and
the arrival of Eamon De Valera for talks 'one does
not like to allow oneself to hope too much since he
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is such an uncalculable factor but it certainly looks
as if he desired to be friends'; continues the letter
the following day to give details of their arrival at
Port Said and their train journey to Cairo. 17-19
January.
/1055: from Hilda, written on Cook's Nile Services
paper, from Nag Hammadi, Egypt: gives a detailed
account of their journey down the Nile towards
Luxor and describes the changes that have taken
place since her last visit [in the 1890s] including the
increase in the amount of cultivated land, brought
about by new dams, the different appearances of
the villages, the increased growth of cotton, the
slight changes in traditional dress worn by people
they have seen, and her impression that there has
been a decrease in blindness in children;
descsribes the weather and the wildlife they have
seen; gives details of their journey to catch the
boat, and their visit to the tombs of Beni Hasan by
donkey; goes on to describe their visit to the temple
at Abydos by car, the repairs to the site, and some
of the newer excavations that have been
uncovered since her last visit; gives details of the
excavations at Dendera, their morning at Karnak,
and their plans to visit the temple at Luxor;
mentions their continuing coughs. 23-25 January.
/1056: from Ida, written from Cataract Hotel,
Assouan, Egypt: Comments on delays in the mail
to and from Egypt and gives an account of both
sisters' continued poor health, mentioning that she
was probably suffering from influenza when they
left England, and that Hilda has had a cold in
addition to her persistent cough; discusses the
weather, which has largely been dull and not too
warm; describes their view of the landscape from
the Nile, and remarks on the increased prosperity
of the country since her last visit and the better
health of the local population; gives brief details
about their boat, and her impressions of Abydos
and Dendera, and the noticeable expansion of
excavations at the sites they have visited;
describes the hotel they are staying in and
comments in tourism in Assouan; discusses their
knowledge of current affairs which is filtered
through the 'Egyptian Mail' which is apparently
'extremely anti-Italian & offensive'; mentions
Neville's negotiations with De Valera and European
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affairs. 30 January.
/1057: from Hilda, written from S.S.Sudan, Edfon,
Egypt: Gives her impressions of Assouan [Aswan];
mentions that she has had to see the English
doctor there for her cough, who arranged for them
to see the Assouan [Aswan] Dam; mentions their
conversations with some of the engineers working
on the Dam and comments on the doctor's news
that the local population are affected by malaria
due to the stagnant water, and that the local
hospitals are served by Egyptian doctors and
English nurses; gives brief details of their visit to
Kitchener's Island and their conversations with Lord
Rochdale, previously Arthur Stanley, and Sir H.
and Lady Joan Verney at Assouan; mentions the
resumption of their boat trip, the recent bad
weather, and the improvement in her health. 6-7
February.
/1058: from Ida, written on Cook's Nile Services
paper: Gives news of the better weather and their
recovery from their recent illnesses; gives an
account of their sightseeing activities at the Tombs
of the Kings and Queens and several temples, and
their return to Karnak; describes a spectacular
sunset they witnessed, and thanks Neville for his
letter from Chequers and hopes they will be able to
meet soon to discuss foreign affairs; mentions the
recent activities of Franco's submarines. 9
February.
/1059: from Ida, written on Cook's Nile Services
paper: Expresses her regret that they are nearing
the end of their Nile journey; gives an account of
their exploration of Luxor and purchase of
souvenirs, and their visits to Dendera and Abydos;
mentions several delays to their boat trip, one
caused by a passenger apparently going missing;
goes on to give details of their visit to Assiut, Tel el
Amarma and Beni Hasan despite the poor weather;
continues their letter in Cairo and gives details of
their return journey from Port Said to Marseilles
and their intention to spend another week at
Bandol before returning home; discusses her
reading of Lord Lloyd's book on Egypt and her
curiosity about current Egyptian politics. 13-14
February.
/1060: from Hilda, written from Hotel Continental,
Cairo, Egypt: Discusses her reaction to the
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announcement of Anthony Eden's resignation as
Foreign Secretary and gives her opinion about his
reasons for resigning 'probably he has really felt
very doubtful about your policy of recognising facts
& trying to bring about appeasement'; wonders
whether Eden's friends in the League of Nations
and forces hostile to Neville at the Foreign Office
have influenced his decision; goes on to discuss
her expectation that Neville will chose Lord Halifax
to succeed as Foreign Secretary and asks about
the outcome of the debate in the House of
Commons following Eden's resignation; wonders
whether the resignation may 'in the end be a good
thing', citing Eden's apparent unpopularity with
European ministers and diplomats and her own
unease about his character; gives details of their
sightseeing activities in Cairo, their visit to the
museum there and to the pyramids, and their visit
to the British Embassy for lunch where they heard
details of the current political administration of
Egypt; expresses her pleasure at hearing the news
of Dorothy's pregnancy, and gives news that they
are hoping to see Mary [Carnegie] in Bandol. 21-22
February.
/1061: from Ida, written from S.S. Burma: Mentions
that they are able to get a summary of the news by
wireless and have heard that Neville has appointed
Lord Halifax as Foreign Secretary; comments on
the wisdom of this appointment and on Neville's
heavy involvement in foreign policy; expresses her
opinion on Anthony Eden's reasons for his
resignation and hopes that the government will be
able to reach an agreement with Italy [in relation to
Abyssinia], citing the views of Britons on their ship
who are returning from Sudan; gives an account of
their final days in Egypt and mentions meeting
Bertha and Ruth at Port Said, who had been
prevented from travelling to Malta by bad weather;
gives brief details of their voyage and their hopes
to reach Marseilles the following day; discusses
their arrangements to meet Mary [Carnegie] ;
continues the letter from Bandol and discusses the
impact of Neville's recent speeches and continued
opposition to government policy from the League of
Nations Union; mentions Ivy's recent visit to Rome
and her role in keeping the Foreign Office informed
of her activities; mentions her disgust at Lloyd
George's criticism of Neville's alleged treatment of
Anthony Eden; goes on to discuss Hitler's demands
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on Austria which she thinks might put a strain on
the relationship between Germany and Italy; gives
details of their plans to return home. 28 February-2
March.
/1062: from Hilda: Expresses her pleasure that she
and Ida have had the chance to talk to Neville
about recent political developments; comments on
Neville's continuing negotiations with Eamon De
Valera and [Leslie] Hore Belisha's work on army
reorganisation; comments on the favourable
receoption of government plans for military reform;
comments on the situation in Austria and hopes
that Schuschnigg [the Austrian Chancellor] 'gets
away with his plebiscite' [to resist annexation by
Germany]; wonders how the current situation in
Austria is affecting British relations with Germany,
particularly if the annexation goes ahead, and
whether the proposed meeting between Hitler and
Mussolini in May will be given up; gives details of
her recent activities including her work with the
school meals scheme and with baby welfare;
comments on discussions in the County Nursing
Association during her absence. 11 March.
/1063: from Hilda: Expresses her distress at
Germany's invasion of Austria and mentions her
fear that 'this means a greater tension than ever &
less & less chance of evading war'; comments on
the 'brutal display of force' by Germany and the
implications for Czechoslovakia and Poland,
expressing the view that Germany might have
achieved its aims 'with a little patience & with the
approval of other nations'; wonders whether Hitler
acts less independently than Mussolini. 13 March.
/1064: from Ida: Sends Neville birthday greetings;
expresses her distress at the German invasion of
Austria and the 'reign of terror that is being
inaugurated there' and her sympathies with the
minority of the population opposed to German rule,
including Austrian Jews; comments on the fears
that other nations must been feeling, and Hitler's
declaration that he 'has no designs on
Czechoslovakia' but that it would be 'easy for him
to say that the German minority is being oppressed
and that it is incumbent on him to march in and
protect them'; goes on to discuss negotiations with
Ireland and hopes that they will be successful;
encloses a newspaper cutting from the 'Evening
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Standard' featuring a photograph of Hilda and Ida
riding donkeys in Egypt, which she thinks must
have been taken by a press photographer in the
area; gives brief details of her recent District
Council activities and mentions that Lord
Malmesbury has decided not to stand for reelection as Chairman of the County Council;
expresses her admiration for Neville, and her
suspicion that Hitler is not acting autonomously or
that he is 'thoroughly dishonest & never means
what he says'. 17 March.
/1065: from Hilda: Discusses her reading of
Neville's recent speech and praises him for being
the only person, in her opinion, who could have
'handled the situation created by Germany in such
a way as to at once produce a certain feeling of
calm & confidence without either threatening the
wrongdoer or disuising your opinion of his action;
discusses the reaction in France and Germany to
the speech, and mentions recent discussions with
friends who have gained confidence from Neville's
handling of relations with Germany; asks whether
there is much dissent within the Conservative Party
and the Cabinet from Neville's position, and
mentions possible support for Churchill's views;
goes on to discuss Italy's apparent wish for
improved relations with Britain, and whether
disagreement's over Italian involvement in Spain
can be overcome; mentions the continuing
negotiations with Ireland and congratulates Anne
on her recent successful trip to Belfast; hopes that
Neville's idea for a new 'line of approach to
Germany...may contain the germ of future
conversations & possible appeasement'; mentions
their visit to Odiham Common to gather primroses
and describes the blossoms and flowers in the
garden. 25 March.
/1066: from Ida: Gives details of a recent ARP [Air
Raid Precautions] meeting at Odiham that she has
attended and comments that the local scheme
seems 'well worked out on paper' and are recruiting
volunteers; comments on the difficulty in obtaining
instructions for 'anti gas raid precautions' and that
the wardens have not yet been trained; mentions
that she has decided that none of the available jobs
are suitable for someone of her age, and she will
keep herself free for other duties which might
become necessary; thanks Neville for his account
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of recent tensions within the Conservative Party
and the House of Commons over the current
political situation in Europe 'it is deplorable to think
how easily rattled many people are', and condemns
the Labour Party's threat to move a vote of
censure; continues the letter on 1 April to express
her appreciation of Neville's continued regular
correspondence with the sisters during the current
crisis, explaining that his letters 'are a constant
proof of the strong affection which binds us
together & leads you to give up so much of your
valuable time to us'; hopes that he will be able to
enjoy his time at Chequers, and mentions the
recent warm spring weather; gives details of their
recent purchase of a Louis XV marble topped table
with money from Aunt Lina's legacy, while looking
for a wedding present for Valerie Nettlefold and
George Sclater Booth; mentions plans for Diane
and Terry to visit Odiham for Easter, followed by
Dorothy and Stephen; mentions Ivy's return from
Italy, and the prospect of neogitations with Italy and
Ireland 'I must say 'Hitler's proceedings and the
whole attitude of Germany make one feel very
hopeless as to the possibility of any understanding
with them'. 31 March-1 April.
/1067: from Hilda: Mentions Neville's speech
making commitments including an address in
Birmingham and a speech to the National Liberals
Glasgow Exhibition; congratulates him on his
speech on the Vote of Censure in the House of
Commons and comments on the Labour victory in
the recent [West] Fulham by-election due, in her
opinion, to the popularity of the candidate [Edith
Summerskill] rather than rejection of Neville's
foreign policy; mentions the relief that many people
have felt 'at any policy which turns away the
immedidate menace' [of war] and hopes for an
agreement with Italy; gives details of her recent
committee work for the County Nursing Association
and mentions the imminent Women's Institute
Autumn Council meeting; encloses a newspaper
article on 'Chamberlain policy' sent to the sisters
from Cannes, which she thinks gives an inaccurate
account of his motives; asks about the continued
negotiations with Ireland. 7 April.
/1068: from Ida: Thanks Neville for sending the
sisters an extract from a private letter from Sir
Neville Henderson to Lord Halifax commenting on
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government policy towards Germany and Italy;
expresses her opinion that Mussolini is likely to
keep his word if Italy reaches an agreement with
Britain, and her suspicion that Hitler's agreements
'are only valid as long as they suit him'; discusses
her reading of 'The House That Hitler Built' [by
Stephen H. Roberts] and the apparent submission
of German youth to his ideology; comments on Ivy
[Chamberlain]'s account of Italian feelings towards
Hitler, and hopes that an Anglo-Italian agreement
might be signed and Italian troops withdrawn from
Spain; expresses her disgust at [Clement] Attlee's
efforts to get the League of Nations to oppose the
recognition of the conquest of Abyssinia; mentions
how much she enjoyed Dorothy and Stephen's visit
with James, and mentions visiting Aunt Alice and
Kate; comments the agreement reached with
Eamon De Valera. 15 April.
/1069: from Hilda: Expresses her gladness that
Neville had invited Ivy [Chamberlain] to lunch [on
her return from Italy] and explains that Ivy is shy of
Neville and 'never I think feels very sure of her
ground'. 15 April.
/1070: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville will have a
good holiday despite the cold weather; gives
details of Diane and Terry's visit for Easter,
followed by Mary [Carnegie] and Ivy [Chamberlain]
and gives news of Ivy's plans to move into a new
house and Joe's happiness in his new career after
having to leave the army; discusses a new scheme
to help County Federations organise physical
exercise classes for Women's Institute members
and hopes to get government support; discusses
positive reactions to the Anglo-Italian agreement
[acknowledging Italy's seizure of Abyssinia in return
for the withdrawal of Italian troops from Spain] and
plans for France to begin negotiations with Italy;
mentions support for Neville in the newspapers and
recent criticism from Liberal MPs; speculates on
Anthony Eden's actions when he returns to the
House of Commons, and wonders whether he will
try to get support from Harold Nicolson and Noel
Baker or whether he will try to return to office 'the
more I hear the less I feel that he was as loyal as
he should have been' [when Foreign Secretary];
discusses her reading of 'The House That Hitler
Built' and her view that Nazi propaganda must
make it difficult for 'Czechoslovakia to treat the
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German minority fairly when they openly say that
their first loyalty is to Germany! How can one build
a nation under those conditions?'. 23 April.
/1071: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on having
secured an agreement with Ireland [on trade] and
sees it as proof that his 'policy of appeasement is
bearing fruit'; comments on the opposition of the
Labour Party to the agreement and the response to
news of government action to secure food supplies;
expresses her concern about demands for
complete autonomy for Sudeten Germans in
Czechoslovakia and the return of former German
colonies, and wonders whether the evidence of
Britain's close relations with France and improved
understandings with Italy and Ireland will modify
Hitler's attitude; comments on the current drought
and the difficulty farmers have had in watering
spring wheat; mentions Dorothy's current visit,
gives brief details of their activities including walks
in the countryside and a trip to the Odiham cinema
to see 'The Good Earth', which she gives her
opinion of, and discusses a possible plan for
Dorothy and James to spend time in Odiham over
the summer. 29 April.
/1072: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on
securing agreements with Italy and Ireland and
comments on the 'very personal abuse' of the
Opposition over the Italian treaty and Churchill's
'prophecies of evil' [over the Irish agreement]; goes
on to discuss changing feelings towards Ireland
illustrated by general acceptance of the agreement;
hopes that Neville will be able to have some time
away from making speeches; gives details of her
recent activities including visiting Berkshire to
address a council meeting of the County
Federation of Women's Institutes and Lymington
for the annual Nursing Committee meeting followed
by giving training in London to voluntary [Women's
Institute] county organisers; goes on to discuss a
recent meeting of the Hampshire County
Federation [of the Women's Institute] to try to
resolve tensions between some of the members;
mentions that she and Ida will have to attend a
sherry party at the aerodrome 'most unsuitable! but
we hardly liked to refuse all contact with them, so
felt obliged to sacrifice ourselves'; mentions Hitler's
current meeting with Mussolini in Italy. 5 May.
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/1073: from Ida: Comments on Neville's recent
speeches and on the difficult debate on 'air
rearmament'; mentions the burden of having to
travel to collect honorary degrees and the freedom
of the city [of Dundee, in this instance] and hopes
he will be able to spend the weekend at Chequers;
gives details of her recent attendance at meetings
of the Board of Guardians and District Council and
expresses her concern about the abilities of small
Urban and Rural District Councils to administer the
County Planning Act effectively, particularly in
dealing with 'ribbon development' [of housing];
mentions that Mary [Carnegie] and Olga Monk
have visited for the day and gives news about
Mary's family in America; mentions Hilda's recent
visit to London for a Women's Institute committee
meeting at which a number of people told her of
their confidence in Neville's abilities as prime
minister; discusses her recent tax demand and
wonders whether it is 'the result of Sir J[ohn]
Simon's promise to go for the tax-dodger'; asks
whether Neville will find out any more about an
unidentified dispute when he visits the Portals for
Whitsun; gives details of their summer holiday
plans. 13 May.
/1074: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for sending a
photograph of him and Anne, and for sending her
birthday greetings; sympathises with him over his
latest attack of gout which she thinks was caused
by the 'mental strain' of having to 'turn down an old
friend [in dismissing Viscount Swinton, Philip
Cunliffe Lister, as Air Minister], and sets out her
views about this dismissal; goes on to discuss
foreign affairs, continuing discussions with
ambassadors for France, Germany and Italy, and
expresses her view that 'once more England is the
country in a commanding position to whom all the
nations look for a lead'; mentions that she has
been visited by Dr Bennett, a nephew of an
Odiham resident, who wanted to emphasise
Neville's popularity in Spain 'of course he is
Franquist but it had been obviously a tremendous
surprise to him to find that they were enthusiastic
about your foreign policy & that they, like the
Italians, detested Eden', and comments on the
supply of arms and ammunition to the Republican
forces in Spain and the recognition that 'it is not
Franco only who receives foreign support'. 20 May.
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/1075: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
handling of the crisis over Czechoslovakia following
reports of German troops moving towards the
Czech border, and places her utter trust in his 'cool
head & clear vision, with a definite policy & the
determination to carry it through undeterred by
whatever other people may say'. 23 May
/1076: from Ida: Hopes that Neville's gout has
improved and congratulates him on his success in
the air debate in the House of Commons; mentions
his recent meeting with the TUC [Trades Union
Congress] and the apparent Russian opposition to
a settlement in Spain; discusses the anger of the
German press about the suspension of the crisis
over Czechoslovakia; goes on to give details of her
recent activities including chairing the annual
meeting of the Hampshire Association for the Care
of the Blind which featured talks by people with
visual impairments about their experiences;
discusses her long-standing feelings of
nervousness when speaking in public and the
compliments she received about her talk from
some of those attending the meeting; goes on to
discuss giving a talk on rural housing at a Women's
Institute meeting which she felt much more
confident speaking about; mentions receiving a
letter from Sir Kingsley Wood in response to
concerns about 'bribery & corruption' at Odiham
aerodrome 'in connection with the laying down of
runways'; comments on Hilda's hopes to be
innoculated to prevent the return of a cold-like
illness, and reports on Aunt Alice's health following
her 93rd birthday. 27 May.
/1077: from Hilda, written from 41 Lennox Gardens,
London: Expresses her relief that the Annual
General Meeting of the Women's Institute at the
Albert Hall is now over, and that she was able to
present the financial statement which was passed
without questions; gives details of some of the
speeches at the meeting, including an address by a
member from Cumberland who spoke on the lack
of facilities in rural housing; goes on to give details
of the Annual meeting of the County Nursing
Association, her first as President, discusses the
proposed amendment to the Housing Bill and her
concerns that if people were allowed to appeal to
the courts against council rejections of owner's
renovation plans; mentions the retirement of Sir
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Maurice Hankey, which she is surprised by, and
hopes that Neville will be able to enjoy his weekend
in the country without further crises; discusses
foreign affairs including reaching agreements with
Turkey [relating to the Anglo-Turkish Guarantee
and Armaments Credit Agreements] to prevent the
country having closer relations with Germany, and
comments on attempts by the Opposition to 'make
party capital' out of the situation in Europe. 2 June.
/1078: from Ida: Comments on the sunny weather
which she hopes will last for the sisters' various
garden parties and for Neville's party at Chequers;
mentions Franco's bombing of British ships and
Republican towns in Spain and her approval of
Neville's decision to refuse 'to be hurried into
action'; goes on to discuss the results of the
Stafford and Barnsley by-elections and the lack of
support for Lloyd George's policies; expresses her
belief that the prospects of a settlement over
Czechoslovakia have improved and gives her
reasons for this view; gives news that Joe [Austen's
son] has fallen through a skylight trying to get into
the house having forgotten his key, and had to
return from his holiday in Egypt suffering from
blood poisoning, having been treated in Rome;
mentions that Hilda is to see a bacteriologist in
London for an innoculation. 17 June.
/1079: from Hilda: Expresses her approval of
Neville's scheme [to establish a central authority to
act as an information bureau to plan the location of
industries]; discusses her concerns about Franco's
recent actions and the opposition of the Labour
party to the government's policy towards Spain;
hopes that Mussolini will join Britain in working to
obtain a truce in the civil war in Spain; comments
that there seems to be less tension over
Czechoslovakia but wonders whether 'the storm
may boil up again'; mentions that the Brockets are
to have a German Ambassador as their guest
when the sisters visit them, and comments on his
diplomatic career under Gustav Streseman; gives
brief details of their successful garden party for the
Women's Institute and gives news of Joe [Austen's
son]'s relapse and admission to hospital, and the
good health of Diane and her children Valerie and
Patrick; mentions that her housemaid is suffering
from german measles and wonders whether the
other staff will contract it; mentions the recent visit
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of the Gurney-Dixons and Amerys, and gives her
opinion of [Leo] Amery's character and his reaction
to not being included in the government. 24 June.
/1080: from Ida: Discusses the repercussions
stemming from Duncan Sandys' draft parliamentary
question to Leslie Hore-Belisha on London's air
defences using secret information, leading to
accusations of breach of privilege, and Neville's
decision to refer the matter to the Committee on
Privileges; congraulates him on his speech on
Franco's recent bombing [of British ships and
Republican towns] and comments on the general
mood of the country which she thinks is anxious to
avoid war; expresses her disapproval of Lord
Cecil's recent actions 'he may have done ''noble
work'' for peace in the past, but of recent years he
has become more & more mischievous'; apologises
for not being able to attend any of Anne's parties
due to her committee work, and hopes that Anne is
not too tired; goes on to mention her pleasure at
the complaints of the Austrian Nazis about their
new leaders, and hopes this will 'give the Sudeten
Germans reason to think before they clamour too
loudly for union with the Reich'; gives an account of
the opening of the sisters' garden to sixty seven
visitors from the surrounding area the previous
weekend, and mentions the effects of the recent
storm on the fruit trees; discusses plans for a
bigger garden party for over a hundred people for
which they will have to hire a tent; discusses her
reading of 'Shakespeare's Vital Secret' by Richard
Mcdonald Lucas, which suggests that suggesting
that William Stanley, Earl of Derby wrote
Shakespeare's plays. 30 June.
/1081: from Hilda: Discusses the rainy weather
which badly affected the sisters' garden party,
forcing people to shelter in the marquee hired for
the event 'really it is difficult to entertain out of
doors in this climate!'; expresses her frustration
with the farmers [who have criticised Neville for
rejecting demands for a bigger share of the
domestic market] and thinks that people will only
remain in agriculture if labourers are offered the
chance to become landowners 'it angers me to see
millions spent on settling people on the land who
have no knowledge, or love for it & then giving no
help to the man who has lived there & could make
a success'; mentions the confidence that most
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people seem to have in Neville and expresses her
admiration for his work in managing domestic and
foreign affairs; mentions tensions in Palestine, the
planned evacuation of foreigners from Spain and
Neville's handling of the crisis relating to Duncan
Sandys' breach of privilege; gives details of the
sisters' plans to visit France in August. 8 July.
/1082: from Ida: Comments on hearing Neville's
radio broadcast the previous night and on the
success of the Birmingham Centenary celebrations
[to mark the hundredth anniversary of the
incorporation of the City of Birmingham]; mentions
that Aunt Alice has sent them a copy of the
'Birmingham Daily Post' containing a report of the
presentation to the four new Freemen of the city;
discusses the recent debate on agriculture and
gives details of her recent committee activities
including attending a meeting of the Finance
committee of the Council Council to discuss the
implications for local authority spending at a time of
heavy government expenditure on defence,
whether the chairman of the Finance committee
should also be chairman of the Council, and
whether travelling expenses should be paid to
members; gives an account of their visit to dine
with the Brockets at Bramshill, giving a description
of the house, furniture and paintings; mentions that
the German ambassador and his wife were there,
as well as Sir F. Anstruther Gough Calthorpe, but
that they did not get much conversation with them;
discusses cartoons of Hitler and Mussolini in
'Punch' which she considers offensive and
detrimental to diplomatic efforts for peace. 15 July
/1083: from Hilda: Expresses her pleasure that
Neville and Anne have been presented with
wrought plate, and that the Birmingham Centenary
was a success, despite the absence of the king
and queen; mentions the king and queen's visit to
Paris and comments on the relief the Paris police
must feel now the visit is over, considering the
'King Alexander incident' [King Alexander of
Yugoslavia had been assassinated in Marseilles in
1934]; expresses her feelings about a proposed
visit of a German representative [Captain Fritz
Wiedemann] to England and hopes that it might
mean that Hitler is prepared to 'moderate his tone';
mentions her continued concern about the situation
in Czechoslovakia and her suspicions about
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German interests, and reports that public
confidence in Neville is high, even among Labour
and Communist supporters, because of his efforts
to prevent war; mentions that Ida's letter to Sir
Kingsley Wood about corruption at Odiham
aerodrome appears to have had an affect, as their
chauffeur, Elliott, reports that the situation there is
now very different; states how much the sisters are
looking forward to Dorothy's visit with James; asks
about the lack of progress in agreeing a settlement
over the Spanish civil war, and notes that the
Duncan Sandys [breach of privilege] affair 'has
been relegated to the Special ctee'. 22 July
/1084: from Ida: Expresses her concern about
Neville's health, and hopes he will be able to travel
to Scotland for his holiday; gives details of their
travel plans for their visit to France; describes
James's activities running around the garden, and
dancing to the sound of church bells, and mentions
going for drives or walks with Dorothy and
spending evenings in the garden; discusses
difficulties in getting Hilda's pigeons to come down
from the roof to be fed and returned to their
enclosure, and her suspicion that they were taken
from the nest too young and have never learned to
fly; mentions that Lilian is coming to lunch, and
Miss Leamon is coming to accompany Dorothy and
James back to Birmingham; mentions Lord
Runciman's visit to Czechoslovakia , the
agreement with Bulgaria and the 'Little Entente',
the continuation of the civil war in Spain, and the
Japanese aggression towards Russia. 2 August
/1085: from Hilda, written from Grand Hotel du
Som, St Pierre la Chartreuse, Isere, France:
Expresses her concern for Neville's health and
hopes he will make a rapid recovery from his
sinusitis and resume his holiday; gives an account
of their journey to Folkestone, the channel
crossing, and their journey to Isere via Paris, and
their difficulties getting to their hotel which had
forgotten to send transport for them; describes the
location of the hotel and the surrounding
countryside, and gives details of their walks;
expresses her sympathy for Neville in having to
cope with illness and the international situation;
mentions that her pigeons were returned safely to
their cote and that she has given instructions to
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Harding, the gardener, for feeding them. 10 August
/1086: from Ida, written from Hotel du Grand Som,
St Pierre de Chartreuse, Isere, France: Sympthises
with Neville in having to remain in London for
treatment for sinusitis; gives details of their
activities including driving up to the Grand
Chartreuse to see the ruined convent, and
describes the local scenery and their daily routine;
mentions their plans to travel on to Savoie;
discusses their reading of 'Sous le Masque de
Shakespeare' [by Abel Lefranc] and compares the
theories in this book to those set out by [Richard
McDonald] Lucas; gives details of a recent walk
where they saw a decorated iron grille, which she
provides a rough sketch of. 16 August
/1086a: newspaper cutting from 'Sunday Pictorial',
14 August 1938, consisting of an article by
A.P.Herbert, MP [Alan P. Herbert] recounting his
memories of Austen Chamberlain
/1087: from Hilda, written from Hotel du Mont
d'Arbois, Megeve, Haute Savoie, France:
Discusses Neville's treatment for sinusitis and
hopes he will be able to travel to Balmoral; thanks
Anne for sending them Boothby's letter which
addresses Neville's reputation in Europe, and
expresses the hope that America will realise that it
cannot remain detached from events in Europe;
gives brief details of their journey to Megeve and
describes their hotel room, the hotel facilities, and
the local landscape. 23 August
/1088: from Ida, written from Hotel du Mont
d'Arbois, Megeve, Haute Savoie, France: Hopes
that Neville will recover enough to return to
Scotland to visit Balmoral and complete his holiday;
gives details about the weather, and their drives to
Mont d'Arbois and Chamonix; mentions their plans
to visit Annecy, and comments that they are no
longer able to go for long walks and so need to
move on to different resorts when they have
completed the short walks available; compliments
Neville on his strength in continuing to work despite
his illness and hopes that all will go well with the
birth of Dorothy's baby. 27 August
/1089: from Hilda: Expresses her concern at the
'alarming condition of the International situation'
and mentions the dramatic headlines in some of
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the newspapers; sympathises with Neville over his
heavy burden of responsibility; speculates as to
what will happen next 'of course all must now turn
on Hitler & what he means to do' commenting that
she does not see how war can be avoided if Hitler
persists in 'his pretension that he or the German
Reich must determine the foreign policy of
Czechoslovakia'; hopes that Neville will be able to
finish his holiday and reassures him that she is
ready to go and stay with Dorothy if necessary
'these are terribly anxious days but I do feel
anyway that thanks to you the sign ''you have been
warned!'' has been held up to Hitler & every
possible step to avert the catastrophe has been
taken & man can do no more'; goes on to mention
the continuing civil war in Spain and expresses her
frustration that the situation with Czechoslovakia is
preventing efforts by European powers to effect a
settlement; gives brief details of their activities
during the last days of their holiday, and their
journey home. 2 September
/1090: from Ida: Expresses her feelings of anxiety
about the international situation, mentioning the
'Sudeten excuses for breaking off negotiations' and
suspecting that 'Henlein like everyone else is
waiting for a lead from Hitler'; comments on her
disgust at reading a recent leading article in the
'Times' suggesting that Czechoslovakia give up its
'fringe of alien populations...Heavens! is it not
enough that you have to deal with an all powerful,
but hardly sane, Dictator without having your own
people go mad too'; suggests that it is time for
Neville's 'last minute plan' to be put into operation
'if I have guessed correctly it is indeed
unconventional & daring but with such a man as
Hitler it is quite possible that it might have a chance
of success'; assures Neville that he is handling the
situation in the 'best possible way', and discusses
her impression of Hitler as unstable with an
increasing sense of infallibility; expresses her relief
that Neville has recovered from his illness and that
he has inherited ' the physical build of the
Kenricks'; goes on to comment unfavourably on her
own physical health and weight; gives brief details
of her recent committee activities inlcuding
attending meetings of the Board of Guardians and
District Council, and her forthcoming visit to
London for massage treatment and to have lunch
with Diane; gives news of Joe [Austen's son] who
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was hoping to leave hospital at the end of August;
mentions that Ivy is visiting Franco 'I am not sure
that I approve too much hobnobbing with Dictators.
They all of them deteriorate rapidly when they get
power. Think of Mussolini following Hitler's lead
with regard to the Jews'; mentions the imminent
birth of Dorothy's baby. 9 September
/1091: from Hilda, written from Westbourne,
Edgbaston, Birmingham: Explains that she finds it
difficult to express her feelings about the current
situation but emphasises her thankfulness for
Neville's existence and the pride she feels in her
brother, commenting that their father, Joseph
Chamberlain, was the only other man whom she
could imagine carrying out the plan [to make a
personal visit to Hitler to find a peaceful solution to
the Sudeten crisis]; mentions the confidence and
trust shown towards Neville across Europe and
describes the palpable release of tension across
the country as Neville's visit progressed; wonders
what impression Hitler made on him 'these are
great days - terrible days, but whatever the
outcome you know & we all know that no chance
has been neglected, no stone left unturned'; gives
news of Dorothy and her new baby girl and
mentions James's recent behaviour. 16 September
/1092: from Ida, written from 10 Downing Street,
Whitehall, London: Reassures Neville that he is
doing all he can to avert conflict and comments on
the vast number of letters from members of the
public supporting his actions, despite the
opposition of some politicians. undated [September
1938]
/1093: from Hilda: Welcomes Neville home after his
visit to Germany and congratulates him on what he
has accomplished so far; mentions the possibility of
his visiting Berlin and comments on the favourable
reception of his efforts to prevent conflict 'no doubt
if you do succeed in coming to an understanding
with Germany there will be many criticisms of your
methods, but who cares if the result is achieved';
mentions that she has listened on the wireless to
Neville's statement at Heston and expresses her
admiration and love for him. 16 September
/1094: from Ida: Expresses her amazement that
Neville has found time to write to her and Hilda at
such a difficult time and comments on his account
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of his meeting with Hitler 'I hope you are right in
thinking that if he once gives you a promise he will
keep it'; expresses her view that Hitler is more
likely to keep a promise made personally than
when he 'merely makes a public announcement to
the world'; discusses the reaction of the
newspapers when war seemed inevitable, and the
criticism of Neville that has been reported since the
situation has improved, particularly from Lord Cecil
and the National Council of Labour; mentions that
they have received many congratulations on
Neville's actions; expresses her concern for
Neville's health and hopes that he can get through
his next visit to Hitler without him having sent the
German army into Czechoslovakia; comments on
the reception that Neville received in Germany,
with crowds lining the streets to see him, and
expresses her anxiety that he is to fly to Cologne
rather than take the boat and train; mentions that
she hates having to receive news via the wireless,
but that this is the only possibility for the duration of
the crisis. 21 September
/1095: from Hilda: Expresses her admiration for
Neville, particularly during his meetings with Hitler;
discusses the different reactions to Neville's
actions, by the International Campaign for Peace
and by the 'millions of plain men & women in the
Empire & all through Europe' who are 'thanking
God for your existence, putting their trust in you &
praying for your success'; expresses her relief that
his flight landed safely and comments on the 'clear,
firm tones' of his speech; mentions that she and Ida
are pleased to have been able to support Anne
while Neville is away. 25 September
/1096: from Ida: Mentions how pleased she is that
Neville is finally able to take a holiday, and that his
recent speech suggested he was less tired;
congratulates him on his handling of the debate [on
the |Munich agreement] and expresses her
indignation at the conduct of the Opposition;
comments on the general atmosphere of the
debates and that it is only in England that 'the voice
of criticism is heard'; mentions the vast number of
letters and telegrams of support received at
Downing Street and the letters that she and Hilda
have received from friends in France recounting
the 'gratitude & admiration' of the French people for
Neville's actions; discusses Lord Wolmer's
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abstention from voting [on the Munich debate] and
the difficulty she sees in leaving the local
organisation which she thinks would discourage
local workers; gives news that Hilda has received a
letter from the secretary of a District Nursing
Association asking her for Anne's first name, as the
parents of babies born recently want to name the
boys Neville and the girls Anne; hopes that they will
be able to talk in depth about recent events when
they meet at Christmas; discusses the effect of the
recent weather on their garden vegetables, and the
departure of their cook; gives news that she is to
go to Maple Bank to visit Aunt Alice and Dorothy. 9
October
/1097: from Ida: Dismisses suggestions that Neville
'''broaden the basis'' of the government by
admitting Labour members', particularly since
Labour MPs have opposed the government's
foreign policy, and agrees with Neville that he
should not include Anthony Eden to join the
Cabinet; expresses her frustration at the open
distrust of Hitler that dissidents in Britain are
showing, and gives details of the local opposition to
Lord Wolmer's position [in abstaining from voting
on the Munich debate], mentions that the local
organisation have tabled a resolution praising
Neville but urging the government to 'press on with
re-armament & impose National Service', but that
many people support Neville's methods for to
'obtain peace by negotiations'; comments on the
depiction of Neville and Anne in the 'Sketch' and
that there is now a postcard of the same
photograph of them returning to Downing Street
after the meeting of Parliament when he
announced Hitler's invitations to Munich; mentions
that the film of Neville and Anne has been shown in
cinemas in Aldershot, Winchester and Reading, but
not in Odiham, and gives an account of the
cheering in one of the cinemas in which it had been
shown; thanks Neville for writing to so many family
members and friends and hopes that Anne will be
able to rest at Chequers for a longer period and put
off replying to correspondence and making
speeches; discusses plans for the sisters to visit
Neville in London. 21 October
/1098: from Hilda: Sympathises with Neville who is
suffering from a 'chill'; comments on his
performance in the recent debate, despite his
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illness, and criticises the behaviour of the
Opposition and particularly [Archibald?] Sinclair;
goes on to criticise Lord Wolmer's behaviour, and
notes that he has lost support in his constituency;
comments on the results of the recent municipal
elections, and the lack of support for the National
Government in London; mentions the recent
debate again and contrasts the support which
Neville has in the country with the criticism of some
politicians and newspapers; gives details of her
recent committee activities including attending a
council meeting of the Women's Institutes at Alton
at which she addressed them on the work that
Women's Institutes could do in times of crisis, and
her visit to London as part of a delegation to
[Walter] Elliott [Minister of Health] about the
provision of cheap milk for mothers and children
under five, which proposed abolishing the medical
test and allowing cheap milk to be given on an
'occupational as much as a money test'; mentions
her recent work in the garden planting bulbs and
flowres, and that Ida's sow has given birth to
piglets. 4 November
/1099: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
Guildhall speech and discusses some of the
evidence for his popularity in Europe, commenting
on a letter of congratulations he had received from
a young man in Germany and wondering 'what he
thinks of the disgraceful fresh attacks on Jews'
carried out on the orders of Goebbels [presumably
referring to the events of 10 November when
Jewish homes, shops and synagogues were
attacked, known as Kristallnacht] 'or does he not
even know what is going on? Hitler does indeed
make it difficult for those who wish to keep friendly
relations with him'; wonders whether there is any
truth in the suggestion of the 'Times' correspondent
that Hitler is jealous of Neville's enhanced
reputation following the Munich agreement;
expresses her confidence in Neville's abilities to
avert war and thinks that 'even Hitler must now be
glad of a little quiet time in which to consolidate his
gains'; mentions the Labour party's victory in the
Dartford by election and thinks this is not a
representative constituency on which to judge
public opinion; comments on Lord Wolmer's
unpopularity after he made public his doubts about
the Munich agreement and her hopes that he will
retire; goes on to discuss her impression of a
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photograph of a bust of Joseph Chamberlain that
the sisters have been sent; gives details of their
work in the garden and her recent involvement in a
District Council meeting which decided to reverse
its previous decision to turn down the
recommendation of a special sub-committee
appointed to consider whether to take a lease on a
large house to convert it into council offices. 11
November
/1100: from Hilda: Expresses her sympathy for
Neville and Anne who must have had a rough
channel crossing for their visit to Paris [an official
visit together with Lord Halifax and his wife]; hopes
that he has been able to have useful talks with
Daladier [the French Prime Minister] and other
French statesmen, welcomed their agreement with
Germany, and encouraged them to make further
contacts with 'the other partners to the Axis...in the
hope of extending the policy of appeasement';
discusses her frustration with members of the
National Government who are criticising
government policy including National Defence and
armaments, the Milk bill, and policy towards
Palestine 'I do wish they would sometimes see the
wisdom of supporting the one man who has really
got a policy & the grit to carry it out'; mentions the
recent Lewisham by election and and possibility
that the Duchess [of Atholl] will stand for election;
gives details of her recent activities including
visiting London for a meeting with the permanent
under-secretary at the Ministry of Agriculture to
discuss a grant from the Development
Commissioners for an agricultural organiser for the
Women's Institutes, and explains details of the plan
to set up a Guild of Housewives and Producers to
raise standards of production from cottage gardens
and to better cure and preserve what is grown 'we
were able to point out also what a splendid
reservoir of talent this would give us if we were
ever again faced with such a crisis as that of last
month - & how useful such a body of skilled
gardeners & housewives would be in dealing with a
large number of children & adults evacuated from
the towns'; mentions the sums raised at the
Women's Institute Handicrafts Exhibition, and her
plans to travel to Denbigh for a Women's Institute
council meeting after seeing Mary [Carnegie] who
has returned [from America?]. 25 November
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/1101-/1102: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
successful visit to Paris and the warmth of his
reception there; expresses her relief that Daladier
has ended the general strike and hopes that there
will be improved stability in France; goes on to
discuss Italy's relations with France, and its claims
for the annexation of Tunisia, Corsica and Nice and
is pleased that Neville is going to Rome; mentions
a letter in the 'Times' comparing Neville with the
Earl of Clarendon; gives news of Mary [Carnegie]
and describes her experiences of recently surviving
a hurricane while in America; discusses a recent
meeting of the Council Council which discussed the
inadequacy of Home Office arrangements for
evacuation and expresses her opinion that Sir John
Andrews 'will have to devise some more practical
plan for dealing with possible refugees in
future...obviously the billeting of children on all
sorts of people without any secuirty that they had
the means or the knowledge necessary for looking
after and controlling them would have led to
endless trouble'; wonders whether evacuated
children could be looked after by their teachers,
and possibly accommodated in camps; gives brief
details of her other recent committee meetings and
her work in the garden; comments on the results of
recent elections, expressing her disgust at the
victory of Vernon Bartlett [as a Popular Front
candidate in Bridgwater], and hopes the Liberals
will put up a candidate against the Duchess of
Atholl; discusses opposition to government policy
from members of the National Government and
supposes this is to be expected when a
government has a large majority. 2 December
/1103: from Hilda: Discusses her frustration at the
recent criticism of Neville's policy in foreign
newspapers, and thinks such reporting is not
conducive to peace; mentions the recent
statements of [Alfred] Duff Cooper in France
[following his resignation from the government over
the Munich agreement] and wishes British
newspapers would make more of the recent
Franco-German agreement; asks whether Neville
knows Lord Elton [Geoffrey Elton], as she has
enjoyed his recent articles; expresses her
disappointment at opposition to the Milk bill as she
feels there can be no improvement until distribution
is dealt with, and discusses [John] Anderson's
recent statement on National Service and hopes
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that the voluntary register will be successful
enough to avoid compulsion; mentions that she
and Ida have been sorting through old
correspondence and that she was moved by a
letter Neville wrote to her around the time of his
fortieth birthday, before he met Anne, and before
he entered politics, commenting on how much has
changed since then. 9 December
/1104: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his recent
broadcast speech [at the Foreign Press
Association dinner], and mentions the poor
wireless reception in Odiham; expreses her
frustration at the decision of the German
Ambassador and German press not to attend the
dinner but thinks that Neville's speech will have
reassured people everywhere; comments on
anxieties about when to hold a General Election
and thinks that Neville's government would be
returned; mentions Lord Cecil's criticism of Neville's
planned visit to Rome to meet Mussolini, and
Winston Churchill's recent attack on him at a
meeting held by the League of Nations Union;
gives details about her planned talk on Egypt to the
North Warnborough Women's Institutes and about
the visit of a Women's Institute organiser to
Odiham, and her tour of the District Council
housing estates, some of the houses reconditioned
under the Housing (Rural Workers) Act, the
children's homes, and the school dinners scheme
'just to show her the srot of things that can be done
in the country if people are keen about it'; mentions
that she and Hilda had attended Dick
Chamberlain's wedding in London, and gives news
about the family members who were there;
discusses the attitude of young people in Germany
towards the Nazi regime, and wonders whether the
dictators feel the need to 'strengthen their position
at home by extra aggression abroad'; they are
looking forward to visiting Chequers for Christmas.
16 December
See also NC1/16/1/61 for a letter dated October
1938 from Ida to Neville Chamberlain; see
NC1/15/3/159-160 for two letters dated 1938 from
Hilda to Neville Chamberlain.
53 items
Access: Open
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Copies: High quality copy on staff R drive for items
reference NC18/2/1082-1104
NC18/2/1105-1132 1939 letters January to June

1939

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated January to
June 1939. A newspaper article taken from the
'Sunday Express', 4 June 1939 focusing on the
work and achievements of Hilda and Ida
Chamberlain is also included.
Letters for the first half of this year discuss Neville's
European diplomacy including his visit to Rome
and continued attempts to negotiate with Germany;
the German invasion of Czechoslovakia and
growing criticism of the policy of appeasement
advocated by Neville amongst members of the
Opposition and, increasingly, within his own party;
the collapse of resistance against Franco in Spain,
and the end of the civil war; Italian claims to French
territory; Britain's pledge to Poland, and concerns
about German intentions towards Romania and
Italian aggression towards Albania. end of civil war
in Spain. The sisters' letters provide evidence of
local preparations for war, including observations of
the work of Air Raid Precautions committees;
District Council meetings on the terms of the
Government Evacuation scheme, and the extra
work for County and District Council officials. The
decision by the County Council to continue with
plans to build new offices and a Technical school is
also referred to, which is viewed from the
perspective of the benefit that additional
accommodation for school dinners would mean if
the area was used to billet evacuated children.
/1105: from Ida: Expresses her gladness that
Neville has not interrupted his holiday to meet Lord
Cecil '& his company of cranks'; mentions the gifts
that Neville is continuing to receive from individuals
and organisations; describes the content of a
biography of Neville written in France; comments
on President Roosevelt's recent speech [to
Congress] and wonders what effect it will have in
Germany and Italy 'how nice at the moment to be
an American & able to speak your mind fully';
mentions the progress of the civil war in Spain and
Franco's refusal to contemplate a compromise, and
asks about the recent behaviour of the British Pro
Consul at San Sebastian; goes on to discuss
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French politics including the recent Budget and her
hope that the country will unite to face Italian
demands to annex Tunisia and Corsica; asks about
Anne's health and gives news that Hilda's health is
much improved since she was vaccinated;
mentions their efforts to get a new wireless which
will suffer less from interference, suspecting that
the current poor reception might have something to
do with the local cinema; gives news that she has
sold her piglets at 27 shillings each. 6 January
/1106: from Hilda: Wishes Neville a safe journey to
Rome and assures him that he has his sisters'
support; comments on Franco's recent success
which she fears will not make things easier for him;
expresses the sisters' confidence in him and their
thanks for his work. 9 January
/1107: from Hilda: Wonders how Neville's meeting
with Mussolini has gone and expresses her
gladness that he is able to meet him without Hitler's
presence which might allow for 'a more
understanding handling of grievances & perhaps
teach him that the launching of extravagant claims
is not the way to secure the sympathy of the British
Empire'; wonders what Neville thinks of the new
buildings in Rome; discusses Ivy's recent ill health
and gives details of her convalescence; hopes that
she will be well enough to travel to Egypt with
Countess Bramtella [?]; hopes that Neville will not
give in to any Opposition demands to recall
Parliament, especially if there is no agreement or
treaty to discuss 'why should they be allowed to try
& poison the atmosphere & spoil any chance of
better things by endeavouring to provoke both
France, Italy & Spain to further outbreaks',
commenting on the advantages of being able to
dismiss Parliament for a year at a time, as in the
seventeenth century 'what you could not effect if
you had only one year without any Parliament or
any Press!'. 13 January
/1108: from Ida: Discusses the fall of Barcelona [to
Franco's forces] and comments that at least 'there
is no more shelling & bombing & that there seem to
have been no last minute massacres'; wonders
how soon the remaining resistance will collapse
and when and how completely Mussolini will
withdraw his troops; hopes that Mussolini will
honour his agreement with Britain and not put
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pressure on France while his troops are still in
Spain; speculates as to the content of Hitler's
forthcoming speech and expresses her anxiety
about German troops being called up for 'extra
training'; wonders whether [Clement] Attlee and the
Labour party will call for arms to be sent to Spain to
prolong the conflict there 'well I suppose it doesn't
much matter what they say for I am sure this
country does not want to be involved in war for the
sake of either side in Spain'; gives details of her
recent visit to London where she saw Mary
[Carnegie] and visited Burlington House to see
Scottish paintings; gives news of Ivy who she met
for tea, along with Diane and her children, and her
plans to travel abroad to convalesce after her
recent illness; gives brief details of her forthcoming
committee meetings, and wonders how Neville can
sustain his pace of work without becoming too
tired; mentions that she has received the new
National Service handbook and comments that
there seems to be little 'for servants to do except to
take classes in nursing, first aid or join the St
John's Ambulance Corp...I observe that gardeners
& cooks are exempt'; she thinks that Elliott, their
chauffeur, will volunteer for ARP work, and that
although she and Hilda are too old to be called
upon for service 'I have no doubt we should find as
much work as we could manager if it ever came to
war'; hopes that Frank had a good holiday
[presumably in Ireland] 'in spite of police & the IRA'.
27 January
/1109: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on the
tone and content of his speech in Birmingham [on
British rearmament and his hopes for international
peace], and on his belief that Hitler would not be
provocative in his own speech; hopes that this
week will be more cheerful than the last one, and
thinks that the danger [of war] is growing less;
comments on Neville's recent Cabinet changes and
the appointment of [Reginald Hugh] Dorman-Smith
[as Minister of Agriculture], and expresses her
confidence that he understands other people's
feelings and will have tried not to provoke
bitterness; discusses the parallels between
Neville's career and that of Pitt the Younger; gives
details of presenting her budget to the Consultative
Council of the Women's Institute and her
successful negotiation with the only county that had
been organising opposition to having to raise extra
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funds from each Institute; recounts a French joke
about Hitler; asks Neville whether he will send his
signature to the son of a woman from Dorset
[presumably a fellow member of the Women's
Institute]. 2 February
/1110: from Ida: Comments on Neville's statement
on Britain's connection with France, and on efforts
by the Italian press to persuade the public that
Britain is likely to support Italy's claims on French
territory in Africa and the Mediterranean; discusses
Britain's attempts to mediate in the civil war in
Spain, Italian concerns about this, and her hope
that the end of the war will lead to better relations
between France and Spain; gives her opinion
about Stanley Baldwin's recent speech on foreign
policy, which made reference to conversations he
had had with Neville on that subject; gives an
account of discussions at a District Council meeting
on the terms of the Government Evacuation
scheme which will involve undertaking a survey of
available accommodation, and her work trying to
compile a return for Odiham, with the help of an
ARP warden who is to organise volunteers to carry
out the work; wonders whether children will be
billeted in the area at all, as there had been
suggestions it would be designated a 'danger area'
and there are now rumours that it would be
designated a neutral area; goes on to discuss the
work of a sub-committee which is recommending
restrictions on the right of Council committees to
select chairmen, and her plans to oppose this at
the next meeting; mentions that she feels too old to
take on more committee work, and expresses her
admiration for Neville, who is approaching his
seventieth birthday. 9 February
/1111: from Hilda: Discusses the situation in Spain
and [Juan] Negrin [Lopez]'s intention not to
surrender; comments on the anger of the Italian
newspapers about the establishment of relations
between Franco and France and Britain and the
increase of [Italian] troops in Libya 'I suppose it is
true & that Musso. would only say that they are no
longer directed against us or Egypt but against
Tunis but still he is a difficult man to handle';
wonders how Italy can establish better relations
with France after its 'outrageous' claims on French
territory, but thinks that Italy cannot afford to go to
war with France and Britain, since neither Germany
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or Spain seem willing to become involved; agrees
that Neville is wise not to ask Anthony Eden to
rejoin the government and discusses his apparently
poor reputation in America; hopes that [Oliver
Stanley's] visit to Berlin will achieve progress, and
comments on reports in the 'Times' that there has
been 'a rather better attitude towards the Jewish
problem' in Germany; goes on to discuss
negotiations with 'the Arabs' over Palestine and
expresses her doubts that [Malcolm] MacDonald
will be able to arrange a compromise; comments
on rates of unemployment and expresses her view
that there are too many people happy to draw
benefits and demonstrate on the streets rather than
get a job 'I do wish we could have labour camps to
which all unemployed between the ages of 16 & 25
could be sent for at least 6 months & more if they
did not work well'; gives details of her work in the
garden and mentions the death of the Pope [Pius
XI, who died 11 February]. 16 February
/1112: from Ida: Discusses the change in the
prevailing mood of the country about whether war
can be avoided, remarking that in January people
seemed to think war was inevitable, and that now
people think it is unlikely, and that if this is the
case, it is due to Neville's actions; comments on
the suggestion that Neville's speech in Birmingham
had caused Hitler to modify his speech [to the
Reichstag on 30 January]; expresses her
happiness at the reception Neville received in
Blackburn and gives her opinion that [Clement]
Attlee's denounciation of government policy in the
House of Commons was almost ludicrous as it was
so inaccurate; discusses peace negotiations in
Spain and hopes that the end of the conflict will
help the situation in Europe; approves of Neville's
warning to young unemployed people who 'refuse
instructional training' and expresses her doubts that
an agreement on the future of Palestine can be
reached; gives details of her current health
problems and their plans to visit Royat for spa
treatments in the summer; mentions the recent
death of their maid and their need to recruit
another. 24 February
/1113: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for Anne,
who is suffering from influenza and hopes she will
be able to go to Chequers to convalesce;
expresses her pleasure that Dorothy took Anne's
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place at a recent reception, which she thinks will
have provided her with '''mental exhilaration'' which
we always used to say was what Beatrice needed
when she was run down'; mentions Neville's
forthcoming visit to Birmingham to accompany the
king and queen, and discusses the favourable
reception of Sir John Anderson's statement [on air
raid preparations, as Lord Privy Seal] in the House
of Commons, on both sides 'no doubt people's
minds are a little easier than they were, & therefore
they are more prepared to listen to the plans that
have been made & to believe that they are sound';
mentions the opposition of [Clement] Attlee and the
Labour party to government policy in recognising
Franco, and discusses the continued progress in
Spain towards the end of the civil war; gives her
views about the problem of young unemployed
men who 'can now get on to insurance money as
soon as they are out of work & quite a number
prefer to idle as long as they can & then take a job
for just long enough to bring them again into
insurance', and Neville's efforts to tackle this issue,
admitting that 'modern conditions tend to throw into
relief the behaviour of those who are lacking in
character & stamina & who don't make good'; gives
news of the cancellation of her engagement at a
training conference for voluntary county organisers
for the National Federation of Women's Institutes
due to ARP business. 3 March
/1114: from Ida: Discusses her efforts to fight a
clause in the District Council standing orders that
the Chairman and Vice Chairman cannot be
eligible for the chairmanship of any council
committee; expresses her gladness that Cecily and
Ernest and Arthur and Helen were able to visit
Chequers and mentions her plans to see Diane
and Terry before they go to Australia; comments on
her indignation and disgust at reading Gilbert
Murray's letter [criticising Neville and his
government] which she considers to be hypocritical
in reporting criticisms which he claims not to
believe himself; comments on responses to this
letter in subsequent issues of the 'Times' rejecting
this position; goes on to consider attacks on Neville
by [Clement] Attlee and Herbert Morrison which
she thinks are ineffective, but admits that 'some
criticism is good for you as an antidote to the
chorus of praise which goes up increasingly from
the country; goes on to discuss the civil war in
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Spain which she thinks must end soon, and
mentions the murder of the Bishop of Teruel which
she thinks will make Franco determined to accept
only unconditional surrender; gives details of her
recent activities and recounts an episode at the
Housing and Town Planning committee meeting in
which the committee interviewed an official from
the Ministry of Health as a private individual about
making improvements to a derelict cottage he had
purchased in the local area without council
authorisation; hopes that Anne's health is
improving and advises her to give up some of her
engagements; gives details about the behaviour of
her pigeons. 4 March
/1115: from Ida: Informs Neville that she was
defected in the Council and that the chairman has
announced he will not allow himself to be
nominated again; thinks that the result is due to
jealousy on the part of some of the newer members
of the Council, and comments that the only other
candidate is chairman of the Housing and Town
Planning committee and cannot hold both
positions. 10 March
/1116: from Ida: Expresses her sympathy for
Neville in the 'bitter blow which Hitler has dealt to
your policy at a moment when it seemed at last to
be moving towards success' [following the German
invasion of Czechoslovakia on 14 March];
comments on his unpredictable behaviour and
inability to keep his promises, and her belief that
since his supporters appear to be sane 'unless
something happens to Hitler, was is inevitable
since nothing else is likely to stop him from over
running the whole of Europe'; assures Neville that
this does not mean that his policy was wrong and
that people will continue to be grateful to him for his
efforts to avert war 'and if war should come, at least
we shall be far better prepared to meet it than in
September'; wonders how Mussolini will react to
the invasion and hopes that Neville will have the
strength to bear the increased load of responsibility
he now faces. 16 March
/1117: from Hilda: Offers her support to Neville
during 'a grim week' and hopes that he may be
given the strength to carry on; reassures him that
he need not regret his efforts to secure peace,
since the country has been given more time to
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make war preparations, and people all over the
world are grateful to him for his 'willingness to
consider all moral claims so that if war is to come
there can be no question as to the justice of our
cause'; expresses her disbelief that Hitler did not
mean what he said at Munich, and comments on
his mental instability; sympathises with Neville in
having to make speeches and receive
congratulations for his seventieth birthday the
following day; remarks that the Germans have
acted so completely that there is 'nobody outside
Germany could find the shadow of an excuse for
such actions & the tearing up & destroying of all
their previous agreements & declarations'; wonders
what action Italy will take, and whether its alliance
with Germany will continue; comments on the deep
reluctance for another European war and her
pessimism about the future 'one knows that the
German peple no more desire this horrible thing
than we do & if war comes - what possible
settlement of Europe could there be, even if the
Allies were again victorious?'; assures Neville of
her confidence in him and believes that he 'will lead
this nation through to better times' whether there is
war or not. 17 March
/1118: from Ida: Discusses British relations with
Italy and her hope that Italy might be willing to
concede its claims on French territory; thinks that
Italy would prefer to remain on good terms with
Britain and France, despite the 'Berlin-Rome axis';
comments on the mood of the country in reaction to
recent events and her view that most people feel
'sorrow & indignation that you should have met with
this return for your labours...and they feel just as
grateful to you as ever for preventing war in
September & as confident that if anyone can
prevent it in the future it is still you'; discusses
Neville's broadcast speech at Birmingham [to the
Birmingham Unionist Association] and German
plans to broadcast a speech in English in
response, remarking on the lack of opportunities in
Germany to hear 'what the world thinks of
things...they can't call be so gullible as to believe
that we are the aggressors because we have
interfered or wish to interfere with the Germans
''right to live'''; expresses her relief that Anne is
coping well with the current situation and is able to
support Neville; goes on to discuss her concerns
about whether the Odiham area is to be used to
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settle evacuees, considering its proximity to the
Aldershot Command and the possibility that military
recruits might be billeted in the area; gives details
of her efforts to get the District Council to consider
plans for distributing and looking after any
evacuated children they receive 'as they are
already doing in other districts', and her work
planting 'another fowl run with potatoes - ''just in
case'''; mentions Hilda's visits to Oxford and
Darlington on Women's Institute business and her
reading of 'Les Trois Chamberlains' which she
found 'very interesting & very French'. 24 March
/1119: from Hilda: Discusses the current situation
in Europe including Poland's reluctance to be tied
to Russia, the likely result of Neville's policy to
secure an agreement or make a guarantee to
Poland, and whether this would lead to an
ultimatum from Germany; wonders whether Neville
has been able to reach an agreement with
Romania 'I fear very much that she will simply allow
German penetration & indeed it is an awful
responsibility for her Govt to oppose the Germans
in any way'; mentions Mussolini's intentions
towards France; goes on to discuss Neville's recent
dinner with the king and queen [a state banquet at
Buckingham Palace] and his success at the 1922
dinner, commenting on statements by Anthony
Eden and his supporters on the need for national
unity and creating a broader basis for government,
suspecting that this only means they want a place
in the Cabinet 'in order that they might undermine
your policy from within & nobody seems to have
noted that this appeal is not signed by one member
of the official Labour or Liberal opposition'; assures
Neville that public opinion is still strongly supportive
of him and that his broadcasts have increased
peoples' confidence in his efforts 'if even you fail
through the madness of a fanatic yet you have put
us in a position to fight, & the whole country &
indeed the world, outisde the Nazi governments will
realise that all possible steps to avert the
catastrophe has been taken'; describes her
changing feelings about whether war will come 'I
suppose if Hitler does not die or some unforseen
internal crash comes in Germany he may be forced
into the last ultimate provocation in order to avoid a
financial crash'; comments on the strangeness of
continuing normal life in the middle of the crisis,
and her fluctuating emotions; hopes that Neville will
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be able to get to Chequers for the weekend and
relax in the countryside; gives brief details of her
visit to Durham for a Women's Institute conference
where she stayed with Sybil Thompson and her
husband, giving a description of his career and
character. 31 March
/1120: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his latest
policy statement [the guarantee to Poland] and
reassures him that he has the nation and the
'whole non-totalitarian world' behind him;
expresses her admiration for the restraint in the
terms of his declaration; comments that if Hitler
was contemplating an attack on Poland the
statement 'seems to have at least given him pause
since it must now be difficult for him to believe that
such an attack would not mean war'; discusses the
meaning of Hitler's speech at Wilhelmshaven and
wonders how he will 'face the new situation he has
created'. 2 April
/1121: from Ida: Expresses her indignation that [the
Earl of] Stanhope was able to make his
'''unpremeditated'' speech' [on the manning of Navy
anti-aircraft guns in anticipation of a German attack
on the fleet] without realising the effect it was likely
to have; expresses her sympathy for Neville and
Anne in having to deal with this additional pressure
and continuing to honour their engagements and
'keep a smiling face during your dinner to the king
and queen with such alarming & undisguised
information at the back of your mind all the time';
discusses Hitler's intentions and expresses the fear
that he 'may go so far that he cannot retreat without
disaster to himself & that between two evils he may
consider that war - even a major war, may give him
a better chance of surviving than peace';
acknowledges that Neville might have to 'say yes
or no as regards war' but assures him that 'the
nation & the world at large will recognise that you
really have no choice'; wonders whether Mussolini
has replied to Neville's recent letters, whether he
will try to annex Albania, and gives her opinion that
Italy has more to lose than to gain by war;
considers that if Hitler does not commit more acts
of aggression within a short time, Britain's position
will be stronger, and expresses her concern that
Neville gets a holiday during the time that Hitler is
at Berchtesgaden; thanks Neville for sending a
review of 'Les Trois Chamberlains' and thanks him
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for continuing to write to the sisters every week. 6
April
/1122: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for his letter and
marvels at his ability to continue to maintain his
'sobriety of judgement' which enables him to 'strike
the right note at the right time with the calm &
apparent impartiality which one would think could
only be attained by those entirely outside the
struggle'; comments on the previous day's debate
and her belief that more significance lies 'in the
opinion of the mass of the people' rather than in the
House of Commons, emphasising that people she
and Ida have spoken to 'the ordinary dull country
people - councillors, gentry etc & the working
people' who are all supportive of Neville and
believe his policy over Munich was right and has
given the country more time to prepare; goes on to
discuss Mussolini's behaviour [following the Italian
invasion of Albania] and rumours that Mussolini
has become more involved in his personal
relationships and has left policy to Ciano; mentions
her concern about the presence of the German
fleet in Spanish waters and comments that as
Neville has pledged support to Greece and
Romania as well as Poland 'it hardly looks as if
they[Germany] could go further without
automatically producing war'; discusses President
Roosevelt's position and whether he can persuade
public opinion that European dictatorships threaten
American interests; gives details of [Austen's son]
Laurence's visit for Easter, and describes his
character and physical health and abilities;
mentions their drive to Wisley to see the gardens.
14 April
/1123: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville over his
interrupted holiday and the recent criticism he has
faced from the Labour party and members of the
government; hopes that he was able to enjoy his
time at Chequers; comments on his decision not to
make Winston Churchill Minister of Supply and
wonders whether he has decided that the danger of
having him within the Cabinet would be greater
than that of leaving him out; recounts incidents
where people in the local area have stopped her to
praise Neville; asks Neville for his opinion on the
current situation and refers to recent speeches by
him and by President Roosevelt which she thinks
must have 'upset the Dictators' timetable at least';
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comments on the impossibility of arguing with
'people to whom words have a completely different
meaning to that usually given to them in the
world...the worst of it is that the Germans
themselves seem able to swallow anything they are
told & I am not sure that a good many Italians don't
do the same'; re-states her opinion that the majority
of people in the world still desire peace; gives
details about the state of the garden and mentions
that Neville's 'Munich tulips' are coming up; gives
news that they will have to have the whole of their
house re-wired. 21 April
/1124: from Hilda: Speculates about the content of
Hitler's forthcoming speech [to the Reichstag] and
hopes that it will not spoil Neville's weekend;
mentions that Mrs Dean and her husband have
invited Neville to fish on the Whitewater at North
Warnborough; goes on to discuss Neville's recent
speech on Conscription and the opposition of
Clement Attlee and Archibald Sinclair to the
proposals; mentions that these plans should have
reassured 'France & the other countries to whom
we have offered a guarantee' and that it is the only
way to convince Germany that Britain's intentions
are serious, comparing the current situation with
that of 1914, and commenting that Neville's actions
will have increased confidence still further;
dismisses the opposition of the Labour party to
government policy and thinks that they are grateful
not to have the issue put to the electorate;
mentions Ribbentrop's refusal to meet [Nevile]
Henderson [British Ambassador to Germany] and
sees this as a sign of worsening relations with
Germany; discusses public opinion in Italy towards
possible war, wonders how negotiations in the
Balkans and with Turkey and Bulgaria are
progressing, and whether Yugoslavia will enter into
an Anti-Comintern pact with Germany; reflects on
the recent release of tension about the prospect of
war, and gives her own opinion that she does not
see how it can be avoided; gives details of Edith
Slade's recent visit and Dorothy Gough's
forthcoming visit; continues the letter after Hitler's
speech and comment on the relative mildness of its
tone and content. 28 April
/1125: from Ida: Mentions that she has seen Lady
Portal at a committee meeting and heard news
about Lord Portal's improved health, which will
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mean Neville is likely to be able to stay with them
at Whitsun rather than visit Odiham; comments on
the apparent belief of most people that there will
not be war, and contrasts this with discussing
reports in the 'Daily Telegraph' on troop
movements and the likelihood that Hitler will attack
Danzig; gives her opinion that the Italians want
peace but that Mussolini is too involved in the Axis
to withdraw, and mentions that Ivy considers that
Ciano was set on attacking Tunis but was
persuaded that the Maginot Line would make it
difficult so invaded Albania instead; gives news
about the health of [Austen's son] Laurence;
discusses opposition to Neville's 'Militia bill' by the
Postal Workers Union and others, compared to its
popularity in France; expresses her concern for
Anne's health and the number of public
engagements she has accepted, and mentions
Neville's forthcoming attendance at a ceremony to
see the king and queen off to Canada; gives details
of discussions at a recent meeting of the Finance
committee of the County Council over whether to
accept a tender for new County Council offices and
an Art school or whether to postpone the decision
in view of the current international situation. 5 May
/1126: from Hilda: Hopes Neville will have a more
restful weekend at Chequers than he was able to
have the previous weekend at the Bledisloes, now
that he has delivered his speech [to the Royal
Literary Fund and to the House on the Military
Training bill]; comments on the additional strain
such speeches must place him under, but that they
provide a good opportunity for him to speak to the
country on the government's position towards the
potential German occupation of Danzig; hopes that
Neville's statements and those of Daladier will 'give
pause even to Hitler unless he simply decides to
plunge into war'; reassures Neville that every day
that passes without war will strengthen his position,
and recounts further anecdotes illustrating his
popularity in the country; mentions the belief that
people now seem to have that war will not come,
even though 'of course we must go on & make all
preparations'; expresses her relief that Neville did
not attack the Opposition, which she thinks has
reinforced his moral position 'the fact is that our
position is impregnable in the face of public
confidence & you can afford to ignore them';
mentions that the sisters have received a gift of
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coloured primroses from Gloucestershire and
wonders whether they were sent by Neville and
Anne while they were staying with the Bledisloes;
thanks Neville for his gift of tulips [sent to him by
the Netherlands after the Munich agreement] and
gives brief details of her recent visit to London
when she spoke to Anne about her workload;
discusses the favourable reception of Neville's
Conscription bill by 'the working classes as a whole
in spite of official opposition' and wishes that it
might be possible to send conscientious objectors
to labour camps or to do other public work for the
same pay as those conscripted; gives news of
Uncle George's ill health. 12 May
/1127: from Ida: Mentions that she and Hilda are to
go to Stourton for a short holiday and hopes that
the weather will not be bad; expresses her relief
that Germany has not so far invaded eastern
Poland or Danzig which she thinks is partly due to
Neville's guarantee to Poland and his statement on
Danzig; mentions German anger at the AngloTurkish agreement, and discusses Mussolini's
latest speech and German reactions to Daladier's
recent speech; goes on to discuss the difficult
British negotiations with Russia and the apparent
apathy of voters in recent by elections, commenting
that the Labour party seem to have dropped their
opposition to the military training bill; gives her own
opinion that the pay need not have been raised 'I
cannot see that it is a hardship for anyone & it
should be regarded as their contribution to the
national safety', and expresses her frustration with
the way that Air Raid Precautions interferes with
'every department of public life', citing the extra
work which County and District Council officials are
involved in; mentions that they have refused to
allow ten feet walls to be built up four feet from the
windows of the Sanatorium wards and will have to
devise an alternative; thanks Neville for his gift of
the 'Munich tulips' and describes the state of the
garden. 18 May
/1128: from Hilda: Informs Neville that she has
received a note from Kate's sister in law Mrs
Cooper to tell her that Kate died the previous
morning and asking her to let Neville know 'I am
sorry to think that she is gone & we shall see her
no more, but...she has such a struggle every winter
it did not seem possible for her to go through
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another'. 24 May
/1129: from Hilda: Comments on the forthcoming
second anniversary of Neville's appointment as
Prime Minister and considers this an 'amazing feat'
as she does not think any previous Prime Minister
has had such a difficult time to face and managed
to establish such popularity in the country and the
world; hopes that the tension and strain will lessen
for Neville over the next two years and expresses
her astonishment that he should have so many
critics in Parliament despite his popular support;
hopes that the government has been able to
secure an agreement with Russia which Romania
and Poland will be able to accept, and thinks that
Franco is likely to be more anxious for peace and
for aid from other countries than to make a formal
alliance with the other dictators; expresses her
disgust with Neville's party over the Palestine
debate, and particularly with Churchill's urging for
militant action which she thinks would destablise
the region; gives details of their recent visit to
Stourton and their trip to Savernake Forest, and
mentions her recent Women's Institute work and
attendance at the annual meeting of the County
Nursing Association as President at which her
reforms have been a success; mentions her
pleasure on hearing that Lord Rushcliffe's
Commission is recommending training for
unemployed young men as a condition of receiving
the dole. 25 May
/1129a: newspaper article taken from the 'Sunday
Express', 4 June 1939 focusing on the work and
achievements of Hilda and Ida Chamberlain and
the support they give to their brother, Neville, with a
photograph of Hilda, and a photograph of both
sisters riding donkeys in Egypt during their holiday
there in 1938
/1130: from Ida: Mentions a recent address that
Neville gave, and that Mary [Carnegie] was very
pleased with it; asks Neville to let Anne know that
they are not offended if they are in London and find
she cannot see them, and comments on the
success and popularity of her Downing Street
parties; mentions the good reception that the
audience at the Association of Country Women of
the World meeting gave to a German delegate,
presumably to show that 'we had no quarrel with
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Germans as Germans & welcomed her presence
as a friendly gesture on her part', and hopes that
this will not 'make Hitler more ready to believe that
we will never go to war'; goes on to discuss the
triumphant welcome given to German troops
returning from Spain, the sinking of merchant ships
by Italian submarines, and recounts news from
Lady Worsley Taylor about the apparent
atmosphere of discontent in and rising poverty in
Italy which might lead to a revolution against
Mussolini; discusses the 'drawbacks of being the
Prime Minister's sisters' and discusses being
contacted by the 'Sunday Express' for an article
about the Chamberlain family tradition of doing
public work, their refusal to grant an interview, and
the newspaper's work gathering information from
others in the local area; describes how the article
has led to them receiving letters from people
asking for money, or for the sisters to join
organisations; gives news of Aunt Alice and her
reaction to the news that Uncle George's illness
and death; mentions Neville's attendance at a
forthcoming social engagement in his constituency
and some of the social engagements they are to
attend in the Odiham area. 9 June
/1130a: from Ivy Chamberlain to Ida, written from
Shepeard's Hotel [Cairo]: Thanks Ida for her letter
and the news from England about reactions to 'that
mad dog's actions [following the German invasion
of Czechoslovakia]; gives details of her recent talks
with Mahmoud Pacha, the Egyptian Prime Minister,
and Fattah Yahya, the Foreign Minister, after her
return from Luxor, along with other officials; gives
her impression of Mahmoud Pacha who she
considers to be pro British and a good influence,
but expresses her worries about his health;
describes the behaviour of the king [Farouk I] and
his efforts to humiliate Britain, and thinks it was a
mistake to leave Miles Lampson in Egypt after his
removal from the post of High Commisioner and
Ambassador; mentions that Italy and Germany
have paid the king a lot of attention and given him
honours and that Britain needs to gain his support;
mentions her attendance at a party for the Crown
Prince of Iran [Mohammed Reza Pahlavi] and
reports his anxiety to resolve the questions over
the future of Palestine; comments on Neville's
recent speech and expresses her delight that some
form of National Service is to be introduced;
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comments on the prevalent view of Britain in
Germany and Italy and the apparent belief that
Britain and France are decadent, and mentions
Mussolini's recent speech and her belief that an
invasion of Tunis is not imminent. 27 March
/1131: from Hilda: Discusses the recent behaviour
of Japan [in imposing a blockade on the British and
French Concesions at Tientisn in China] amd
supposes the country has been 'stirred up by the
Germans & induced to become provocative by
promises of support from the powers of the Axis'
and that it is Germany's intention to cause trouble
for Britain in the east, so that the country's attention
will be diverted from events in Europe; reassures
Neville that his government's policy is the right one,
and thanks God for his presence as prime minister,
commenting that even though she admires Lord
Halifax 'it is rather despairing to find he has so little
appreciation of the European situation & of your
difficulties in dealing with Russia', and her
incredulity that he should think of sending Anthony
Eden to negotiate which she thinks would have put
Britain at a disadvantage; compares Neville once
again with Pitt the Younger when the country faced
Napoleon 'he & you & possibly, at one moment,
Wellington are really the only British statesmen
who have really held Europe in the hollow of their
hands'; discusses reports in the newspapers that
medical examination of those called up for military
training have found recruits to be in much better
physical health than those examined in 1914,
which she thinks is evidence of the success of
better housing and school health services over the
last twenty years; comments on Neville's heavy
workload and gives an account of Anne's reception
at the Associated Country Women of the World
meeting and the reaction of the audience to the
German delegation; mentions her forthcoming
attendance at a conference for voluntary county
organisers [of the Women's Institute] in Cambridge.
16 June
/1131a: from Ida: Sympathises with Neville over the
continuing crises he is having to deal with and
expresses her admiration for his calm way of
coping with the situation; discusses the recent
Japanese aggression and hopes the country might
attack America so that 'we might get our chance,
but I imagine even their military must be alive to
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that danger'; speculates on the circumstances in
which war might break out and wishes Neville had
somebody in his Cabinet who he could rely on for
'a second judgement'; discusses the sisters' plans
to take a holiday in Royat in August with Cecily,
and mentions that they will return home if the
circumstances change 'but as the present unsettled
state of affairs seems likely to continue as best for
some years the only thing to do is to make one's
plans regardless'; mentions their forthcoming tea
party which she hopes will take place on the
verandah and at which their strawberries can be
served; goes on to give details of the County
Council's decision to continue with plans to build
new offices and a Technical school, and mentions
a promise by the Sites and Buildings committee
that twelve portable kitchens will be provided for
school dinners 'if there should be war they would
be invaluable in helping to deal with the evacuated
children'; discusses the success of the royal tour [to
Canada] and the popularity of the queen, and
mentions Neville's forthcoming speech [in Cardiff];
comments on Uncle George's wish for his nieces
and nephews to have something of his as a
momento, and describes the watercolour they have
chosen. 23 June
/1132: from Hilda: Expresses her pleasure that
Neville's visit to Wales was a success and
contrasts his reception with the critical attitude of
MPs and members of his own party towards him,
reassuring him of people's confidence in him and
their understanding that 'no man would have done
more...to avert the catastrophe & if it should come,
you have gained time so that we are infinitely better
prepared to meet it'; expresses her surprise that
Neville should be popular in Cardiff and the
'distressed areas' but thinks this shows that his
policies are working there; mentions 'the new
industries started by refugees' and her approval at
the establishment of a co-operative farm;
comments on news that the Unemployment Board
is to make some grants conditional on young
people attending a centre for instruction and
physical training and thinks this will be 'of real
service to those who want work'; goes on to
discuss foreign affairs and expresses her concern
at attempts to foster patriotic feelings in Germany
and Italy 'by abuse of the democracies &
statements that it will be quite easy to topple over
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the British Empire when they give it a little push';
wonders whether the tension at Tientsin will
escalate and whether Japan can control its army;
mentions that there are rumours that Lord
Wolmer's local party workers will not support him if
he stands at the next election; goes on to discuss
their recent garden party for the County Nursing
Association and their attendance at a group rally of
neighbouring Women's Institutes held at
Dogmersfield Park which had a Tudor theme, with
Tudor plays, songs and dances in Tudor costume;
mentions the forthcoming visit of Sam and Hilda
Gurney Dixon, the Vaughan Williams' and Basil
and Gladys. 30 June
31 items
Access: Open
Copies: High quality copy on staff R drive for items
reference NC18/2/1105-1109
NC18/2/1133-1160 1939 letters July to December

1939

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated July to
December 1939.
Letters for the second half of the year contain
references to the Danzig crisis, the Nazi-Soviet
Pact, and the sisters' belief that war will come,
which is reinforced by their descriptions of the
preparations being made locally, including the
expansion of military camps and proposals for a
new road for use by the Air Force. Both sisters give
details of their spa treatment holiday in Royat in
August which they cut short due to the impending
German invasion of Poland. Letters dated from
September onwards provide much information
about the work of local government and the
voluntary sector for the war effort. Ida's letters
discuss her chairing of meetings of council
committees after the chairmen have been called
up; her election as vice chairman of the Public
health committee and acting chairman of the
District Council Housing and Town Planning
committee; and the reduction in the number of
committees that will meet during the conflict, to
save on petrol and other costs. Hilda's letters
discuss her election as chairman of the Nursing
Emergency committee to recruit volunteers to be
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part-time nurses in civilian hospitals; and her work
with the Women's Institute Federation to organise
supplies of wholesale stocks of sugar for
preserving fruit. Other letters provide information
about her election as chairman of the Agricultural
committee of the National Federation of Women's
Institutes and her involvement in a scheme to
encourage the formation of pig and poultry clubs.
There are also references to events during the first
few months of the war, including the Anglo Franco
Turkish pact; the loss of the Royal Oak; the
apparent assassination attempt on Hitler at Munich,
actually planned by the Gestapo; the German
blockade of British shipping; and the Soviet
invasion of Finland and the beginning of the 'Winter
War'.
/1133: from Ida: Discusses the recent crisis over
Danzig and Neville's decision not to issue a
warning to Germany, as France had, that any
action against Danzig would lead to war,
commenting 'it is something to know that you still
have in mind possible compromises which might
evert the Danzig danger', and that statements by
Neville and Lord Halifax have united the country
behind them; mentions statements by [Archibald]
Sinclair and [Arthur] Greenwood and expresses her
disgust with those who are trying to 'take
advantage of the crisis to push Churchill...into the
Ministry'; mentions that Lord Wolmer is one of this
group and has made a speech at Fleet on the
subject, setting out his actions since the Munich
agreement and stating 'he has forfeited all claim to
our support'; describes the state of the local party
organisation and discusses the difficulties that
would be encountered in leading a campaign to
remove him; gives details of their recent activities
including hosting a visit by Sam and Hilda Gurney
Dixon and other guests, her visit to London for
massage treatment for her back, and her recent
committee work including discussions with the
County Education Officer about the new senior
school playing field at Hartley Wintney; goes on to
discuss the expansion of military camps in the local
area and proposals for a new road for use by the
Air Force which she has discussed with the County
Surveyor, Chairman of the Town Planing
committee and the Town Planning officer;
discusses her apprehension about going to France
for a holiday but thinks they will probably go 'I
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should like, if there is to be another war, to get in a
''cure'' first...I suppose we shall go & manage to get
home somehow if war breaks out'; mentions the
German reaction to Britain's offer of 'credits' to
Poland and Romania. 7 July
/1134: from Hilda: Mentions her plans to attend the
[Women's Institute] produce show in Basingstoke
the following day and compares her daily routine
with Neville's responsibilities in responding to
international developments and dealing with his
Parliamentary critics; discusses recent events
including the recall of [Dino] Grandi [Italian
Ambassador to Britain] and questions whether this
means Mussolini might be more willing to consider
his opinion or whether he has been recalled
because he is Pro-British; asks about proposals to
transfer the German population from the Tyrol to
Italy or Germany and comments on the cruelty of
removing people from their homes; goes on to
discuss the possibility of Britain coming to an
agreement with Russia and comments on the
increase of 'their demands backed up by the
Lib[eral] & Lab[our] parties & our intriguing friends
over here'; expresses her gratitude that Neville is
prime minister rather than Stanley Baldwin and
comments that 'I fear no help is now to be expected
from America which seems to...be thinking solely of
their own home affairs regardless even of their own
interests in the East'; discusses the sisters' plans to
go to Royat regardless of the European situation
and expresses her inability to believe that war is
imminent 'we have lived through so many crises
this year that one gets to feel that you cannot allow
the possible development of another to influence
one's plans'; hopes that Neville will be able to get
away from London for some fresh air, even if he
decides against going to Scotland; mentions that
she has seen Mary [Carnegie] and gives an
account of her meeting with [James Louis] Garvin
about his failure to complete the next volume of
Joseph Chamberlain's biography; gives news of Ivy
and Laurence, and comments on the strain that
Laurence's poor health must mean for Ivy. 13 July
/1135: from Ida: Hopes that Neville will be able to
have a holiday at Loch More without interruption;
expresses her distress at the criticism Neville is
continuing to receive within his party, and
comments on suggestions that he should be
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replaced; mentions that Neville's supporters in
Odiham are gathering signatures to a resolution reaffirming their confidence in him to counter a
resolution from supporters of Lord Wolmer in Fleet
which has been reported in the 'Daily Telegraph',
and discusses moves to find another candidate to
replace Lord Wolmer at the next general election;
gives details of their plans to travel to Beaulieu to
have lunch with Ivy who is considering giving up
her London home, and gives news of Laurence's
health; mentions that [Austen's son] Joe is
expected in Odiham for a visit after his return from
the Baltic and comments on the failure of his
career, wondering whether changing demands
might allow him to re-enter the army; goes on to
discuss the possibility that [James Louis] Garvin
might never be able to finish his biography of
Joseph Chamberlain and that no one else will be
able to write a biography while he retains Joseph
Chamberlain's papers; mentions Cecily's poor
health and gives details of their travel plans for
Royat. 21 July
/1136: from Hilda: Thanks Neville for reassuring the
sisters that their holiday in Royat should not be
threatened the outbreak of war, and hopes that
Neville might be able to get an undisturbed holiday
at Loch More; discusses the diplomatic work of
[Robert] Craigie [British Ambassador to Japan], the
possibility that an agreement might be reached with
Japan and the shock of the United States of
America at this; discusses rumours that some
Conservative MPs ar to ask Neville to make a
statement in favour of increasing pensions 'simply
because the other side are offering it as a bribe'
and gives her opinion that it would be irresponsible
to add this burden to taxation at a time when there
is such vast expenditure on defence 'it makes one
mad to see all the money that has to be wasted in
making shelters & taking all sorts of precautions &
yet one know that it is not wasted if it helps to show
the Germans that we cannot be surprised &
knocked out by a mass raid or series of raids';
comments on the difficulty for people not to feel
that war will come when so many preparations are
being made for it but expresses her belief that time
is on Britain's side and that Germany may not now
be able to make the decisive move; encloses a
letter from Margaret Sichel which contains
information about Jewish people apparently being
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appointed to posts within Germany despite their
ethnic and religious backgrounds; goes on to
comment on an article about Neville written by
Beverley Baxter [actually written by Beverley
Nicholls] which opposes his policy; mentions that
she has been elected chairman of the Nursing
Emergency committee which will be involved in
recruiting volunteers to serve as part-time nurses
for civil hospitals, and gives a detailed account of
the difficulties she has had in organising
arrangements for this; congratulates Neville on his
recent speech on pensions, and wonders whether
Churchill will really vote for Parliament to meet
again in August. 27 July
/1137: from Ida: Gives details of their hotel in
Royat, and expresses her hope that the weather
will be good for their channel crossing; thanks
Neville for his reassurance about the wisdom of
their travelling abroad, and congratulates him on
his recent speech in the House and his deft
handling of the critics, despite her fury at the
behaviour of his critics within the Conservative
party; gives news of Lord Wolmer's recent
statements on government policy and Neville,
mentions the continued dissatisfaction with him
among local party members,and that she has
written to withdraw her subscription and support;
hopes that Neville will have a good holiday in
Scotland; mentions that their young pigeons have
been killed by the older birds and that the Ministry
has dismissed the appeal of Brook Bond company
who wanted to build a factory in a rural location
near Hartley Wintney which they claimed was the
only safe location within forty miles of London. 3
August
/1138-/1139: from Hilda, written from Royat Palace
Hotel, Royat, Puy de Dome, France: Gives an
account of their journey to Royat via Paris, the poor
weather since their arrival, and their doctor's report
on their health; mentions that Royat is full of people
who have been unable to go to Manheim and other
German spas, and so it is difficult to get into the
baths; mentions that they have been to La Charade
for a walk and hopes that Neville will be able to
enjoy his time in Scotland and that 'nothing new will
develop which will prevent you enjoying your
fishing'; gives news from Norah that Sophy 'has
gone quite off her head' and has been taken to a
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psychiatric institution in Harborne; mentions that
Tim Kenrick has married a Norwegian woman and
discusses her reading of a book that Cecily has
brought with her entitled 'I married a German' [by
Madeleine Kent, published 1938] which gives a
'gloomy picture of life under a Dictator'. 8 August
/1140: from Ida, written from Royat Palace Hotel,
Royat, Puy de Dome, France: Sympathises with
Neville about the lack of rain in Scotland which will
affect the fishing, and hopes that he will not have to
return to London until the following week; gives
details of the 'perfect' weather in Royat and
mentions that they have been presented with
flowers from the mayor and members of the local
council because of their relationship with Neville;
gives details of their recent activities, including
visiting Clermont Ferrand with Cecily to change
some money, their spa treatment regime, their
drive into the mountains where they saw an
abundance of wild flowers,and their visit to a
Romanesque church; mentions their plans to drive
to Mont Dore, and to travel to Etretat at the end of
the month. 16 August
/1141: from Hilda, written from Royat Palace Hotel,
Royat, Puy de Dome, France: Thanks Neville for
his letter which has confirmed their decision to
finish their spa treatments and return home
immediately afterwards 'with things in this condition
we should certainly prefer to be at home...naturally
if we got a telegram from you we should try to
return earlier'; expresses her relief that he has
been able to get a fortnight in Scotland despite his
worries about the international situation, and
comments that this has been on their minds during
their holiday; mentions their plans to drive into the
mountains to see the church of St Nectaire;
expresses her hope that Neville may 'yet be able to
weather the storm - but anyway the year gained
has put us in a very different position to that which
we faced a year ago'. 22 August
/1142: from Ida: Thanks Neville for his letter which
they did not expect to receive, and expresses her
admiration for strength and steadfastness, and
comments on his ability to delay opening the
telegram from Nevile Henderson [British
Ambassador to Germany] containing Hitler's
message, until he had eaten his breakfast;
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expresses how grateful she is to Anne for her
support of Neville, and reassures him that the
country acknowledges the debt owed to him for
gaining 'time for preparation & the world time to
grasp the full implications of Hitler's policy;
discusses the recent Nazi-Soviet pact, and the
implications this has for the outbreak of war;
suggests that she is resigned to the probability of
war, and mentions that England, France and the
Dominions are prepared and that 'we must win in
the end'. 28 August
/1143: from Ida to Anne: Comments on the
outbreak of war 'which Neville has spent so many
efforts to avert', and repeats that his efforts have
not been in vain, as they have allowed the nation to
unite and 'given the world time to appreciate the
true nature of Germany'; expresses her frustration
at not being able to make intelligent comment
about the situation, as it is difficult to know what is
going on, but feels that she wanted to express her
support for Neville and Anne by writing to them;
mentions the fact that Italy has not yet entered the
war, and supposes that events will depend on the
resistance that Poland is able to display; wonders
what action Britain and France will take; gives
news about their domestic staff, and wonders how
long they will be able to keep them all; mentions
that Miss Coward and Miss Fowler are both staying
with them as they are over seventy, unwell, and
without a servant, and that she has had to chair
meetings of council committees as the chairman
has been called up; speculates about the likely
duration of the war 'I cannot myself belief that this
war can last as long as the last one. I don't believe
human nature could stand it, but how many will live
to see it through'. 1 September
/1144: from Ida: Hopes that Neville might have the
time to read their letters, but does not expect a
reply; expresses her support for him and prays he
will have the strength to stand the strain; reassures
him that people understand that his efforts have
allowed the country to gain strength and that he
has 'aroused in this nation an unshakeable
determination to have done with this evil thing once
& for all'; expresses her incredulity that Germany
might think that Britain will make terms once
Poland has been conquered; comments on public
opinion in Germany, and thinks that there must be
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many people outside the army and the Hitler Youth
who 'realise the position into which their leader has
dragged them' and that the idea of dropping
leaflets over Germany setting out the Allies position
is a good one; explains that she will not comment
on the progress of the war as she realises that the
general public 'cannot be given more than limited
information'; mentions that they have had their first
air raid warning but that many people failed to hear
it as sirens are not allowed to be sounded in rural
areas; gives news that Odiham Common is full of
mobile anti-aircraft guns which will alert people
when anything is sighted; gives an account of their
efforts to acquire material for blackout curtains and
their constant discovery of new areas where light is
getting through; discusses the lack of duties that
she and Hilda have been able to perform, with
most committees suspended, and their inability to
help fill sandbags to protect the hospital, but thinks
that people in the local area seem pleased about
their presence there; mentions the willingness of
the Dominions and India, Egypt, Iraq, Palestine and
Transjordania to help Britain, and assures Neville
that he and Anne are constantly in their thoughts. 8
September
/1145: from Hilda: Discusss Neville's recent visit to
France and expresses her relief that the [British]
Expeditionary Force has got across the channel
safely; discusses Neville's statement in the House
about German merchant shipping and comments
on the failure so far of German submarines to
destroy allied shipping, even though the convoy
system is not yet in place; agrees with Neville that
this war cannot be as long as the last one, and
hopes that the end will come through revolution in
Germany and the overthrow of Hitler 'one feels that
for the future of Europe that might be the best
hope'; expresses her sympathy for the suffering of
Poland and thinks that 'an intensified air war on
civilian populations will increase the hatred &
detestation of Hitlerism everywhere'; wonders
whether Italy will decide to enter the war; rejects
Neville's suggestion that he could be replaced by
others [as prime minister] but admits that he will be
'supremely needed when ever peace begins to be
considered'; discusses the abilities of his new
colleagues, including [Maurice] Hankey [appointed
to the War Cabinet as Minister without Portfolio]
and Winston Churchill [appointed First Lord of the
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Admiralty], and hopes that Churchill will be too
happy at the Admiralty to 'bother you with new
fantastic schemes at once'; comments on Neville's
broadcasts which she thinks are 'treasured by all
ranks & constantly quoted to me by the lower
classes as well as our own ranks', and on the news
that the Duke of Windsor has been allowed to
return to Britain; discusses the atmosphere in
Odiham as people 'settle down to regular wartime
conditions' and gives news about her
responsibilities with the Nursing Association and
Women's Institute which is to start a campaign to
encourage people to garden and keep poultry and
to keep 'a certain social life' going in villages; goes
on to discuss accounts of the health of children
evacuated to the area from 'Portsmouth slums' and
the East End of London 'all our work for cleanliness
in the schools does not seem to prevent a horrible
state of things from which the cottagers & the
hostesses generally have suffered very much...I did
not know that anywhere nowadays things were so
bad'; mentions that some of the evacuees from
Portsmouth are now returning home, as there have
been no air raids there for a week, but thinks that
they will come back at the first sign of more raids
'all the same it is wonderful that such a distribution
of population shoul have been made successfully
at all'. 15 September
/1146: from Ida: Speculates about the progress of
the war and wonders whether Hitler will invade
Romania or start an air raid campaign, expressing
her view that he is 'not likely to resort to the latter
until he is getting desperate', because she thinks
the German air force is likely to suffer more losses
than Britain's; wonders how far rumours of revolts
amongst Czechs and Slovaks are true, and repeats
her hopes for a short war or a collapse of the
German home front, mentioning the continued
dropping of leaflets over Germany by the British air
force; goes on to give an account of discussions at
the Finance committee of the County Council to
consider how to carry on their work, the distribution
of petrol, and the treatment of council employees
who are called up, reporting that they have cut
down the number of committees that meet, which
will reduce mileage costs, and that she is likely to
be asked to replace Mr Lubbock as chair of the
Public health committee as he has been called up
with the Field Battery stationed at Alton but is likely
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to be sent to France; reflects that she is too old to
take on full time work, but mentions that she has
been going out to visit people; repeats her
admiration and support for Neville. 21 September
/1147: form Hilda: Hopes that Neville's health has
improved, and assures him that the criticism
directed towards him in Parliament is not
representative of 'the spirit of the mass of the
people & indeed infuriates a great number',
agreeing with him that in the face of an immediate
threat to the country it would disappear; points out
that the critics of his efforts to get an agreement at
Munich now do not dare to criticise his actions, and
thinks that another year will prove the wisdom of
his current policy; goes on to discuss the terms of
[Sir John] Simon's Emergency War Budget and the
rises in taxation, and comments on spending on
civil defence, mentioning the local presence of the
'old civil defence guard who are looking after
bridges'; wonders whether Turkey and Russia are
'working for a neutral block in the Mediterranean'
and whether Turkey and Italy might join the war on
Germany's side; discusses reports in American
newspapers that the Nazi leaders have fortunes
invested abroad and on rumours that there are
already food shortages in Germany; mentions the
failure of the air attack on the [British] fleet in the
North sea, and gives news of plans for Eustace
Hill's brother who is stationed at Aldershot. 28
September
/1148: from Ida: Discusses the likely content of
Hitler's speech to the Reichstag, his 'peace
offensive', and confesses that 'if I were an
inhabitant of Holland, Belgium or Luxemburg, to
say nothing of Switzerland & the Balkan states, I
should feel extremely uneasy'; goes on to discuss
Hitler's apparent reluctance to attack countries in
western Europe, Italy's apparent decision not to
enter the war, and suggestions that Turkey will
keep the Balkan Pact; mentions the recent torpedo
attack by a German U-boat on a Swedish ship, and
goes on to discuss the reception of the recent
Budget and its implications for unemployment;
mentions that they will be able to cope if their
gardener leaves, with help from their chauffeur,
Elliott, and notes that her County Council work is
likely to increase, although they are not allowed to
undertake any new work under the Housing (Rural
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Workers) Act even though there is likely to be more
need for accommodation for agricultural labourers
if more workers are to be employed on the land;
mentions that they have been planting spring
cabbages on the advice of the Ministry of
Agriculture; goes on to discuss a nurse at a Public
Assistance nursing home administered by
Rosemary Portal who is rumoured to have
Communist sympathies, apparently because she
does not trust Neville, and her departure for the
Land Army; mentions that Hilda has taken Neville's
last four letters to deposit them in the Bank's strong
room, and that they are shortly to go blackberry
picking, commenting that the Women's Institute
Federation has made an arrangement to obtain
wholesale stocks of sugar for preserving fruit and
that voluntary county organisations have been
allowed extra rations of petrol to continue their
work. 6 October
/1149: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
recent speech repeating Britain's reasons for going
to war, and explaining that there can be no
negotiations for peace with Hitler; expresses her
disgust at the actions of the Communist party in
France and Britain in campaigning for peace, which
she thinks shows 'how absolutely they are tied to
Russia'; discusses Neville's conversations with Von
Papen [German Ambassador to Turkey] and
wonders whether Hitler will react to Britain and
France's rejection of his 'pretended' [peace] offer
by trying to push the French back to the Maginot
Line; discusses the apparently popular view that
there will not be major air raids on Britain and her
relief on reading Neville's comments about London
being so well defended that the losses involved in
attacking it would be too great; gives her opinion
that Germany is likely to be regretting its alliance
with Russia and expresses her concern about a
power vaccuum in Europe 'if Hitlerism should
disappear', implying that Russia could exert greater
influence in the region, and worries that Russia
should begin negotiations with Finland by massing
troops on the country's borders; gives details of her
recent activities with the Women's Institute and the
Emergency Nursing Committee, which discussed
the inability of the Assistant County Medical Officer
to deal effectively with the repercussions of air
raids; mentions that the school dinners scheme has
started again now that the school shelters have
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been completed and hopes that free school meals
will be exempt from rationing because of the
difficulties in getting rations from each child's card;
gives brief details of the achievements of the
Women's Institutes in preserving fruit over the last
few weeks, thanks to the supply of sugar at
wholesale prices. 13 October
/1150: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on the
signing of the Anglo Franco Turkish pact which
'seems to have made the Germans perfectly
furious' and notes that [Franz] Von Papen has
been recalled to Berlin; comments on the tragic
loss of the Royal Oak [torpedoed by a German U
boat at Scapa Flow Scapa Flow] and that the
German people must now have realised that they
are faced with a major war, with 800,000 of their
troops positioned along the Siegfried Line; agrees
with Neville that is looks as though there will be no
major attack over the winter; mentions that Claud
Sclater, their neighbour's son, is one of the
survivors of the sinking of the Royal Oak, but that
she knows of others who have lost relatives on the
ship; goes on to discuss Hitler's motives in forcing
the expatriation of 'Baltic Germans' to be settled in
'derelict Polish farms admidst a hostile population';
goes on to discuss continued criticism of Neville in
the House of Commons and her wish that there
could have been a general election before the war
'I am sure that a new House would have shown a
very different spirit from this one'; mentions that
they have picked and stored their apples to use for
school dinners after Christmas, gives news of Aunt
Alice who is well but finding the darkened house
'dismal', and gives details of their plans to visit
Grace Nettlefold who is staying with her daughter
Mildred Lawrence in Andover. 20 October
/1151: from Hilda: Discusses the progress of the
war, the decreasing likelihood of a 'grand attack on
the Western Front', and continuing threats of a
intensive campaign, mentioning losses at sea;
comments on the British and French alliance with
Turkey, remarking that she thinks the country is to
be trusted in its diplomatic relationships even
though she does not approve of its 'conduct with
regard to subject populations', and goes on to
discuss her thoughts about Russia's intentions and
her fears that the country is positioning itself 'in a
position which I fear will be a very great problem
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when you have to come to peace negotiations &
settlement', remarking that Germany's move to
reclaim German minorities in the Baltic states and
resettle them in Poland will inflict misery on those
people taken from their homes; comments on
Ribbentrop's recent 'stupid' speech and her belief
that no one in Britain can contemplate making
peace on any terms but a German withdrawal from
Poland; gives an account of a visit they have had
from a Billeting officer for the district about the
future placing of soldiers, and have been
provisionally allocated twenty soldiers for their
cottage and four officers in their house; hopes that
Neville will be able to spend the weekend at
Chequers and have some time with Frank;
mentions that Ida has gone to visit Mildred
Lawrence and her mother, Clara Grace, and that
Hilda is looking after Miss Fowler who is suffering
from asthma. 26 October
/1152: from Ida: Expresses her sympathy for
Neville who has been suffering from gout, and
hopes that Miss Hultman will be able to treat him
successfully; discusses the progress of the war,
mentioning Molotov's speech, the arms embargo,
and the recent changes in the Italian government;
remarks on the opposition she thinks people in the
Britain have to peace negotiations unless Germany
withdraws from Poland and Czechoslovakia, and
on the confidence that people have in Neville's
policy; gives news of the improvement in Miss
Fowler's health and mentions the publication of the
first volume of [Sir Charles] Petrie's biography of
Austen Chamberlain and the mixed reviews it has
received 'I think he has been severely handicapped
by the fact that Garvin still has many of the relevant
papers & that Austen had already himself
published so many of the known letters covering
that period'; notes the publication of an
unauthorised biography of Neville which she does
not intend to read; discusses Hilda's scheme,
which has been taken up by the County Council
Horticultural Advisor, to purchase young fruit trees
in bulk to be distributed through the Women's
Institute to cottagers throughout the county to
ensure permanent regular supplies, not only during
the war; goes on to mention that she has been
elected vice chairman of the Public Health
committee and acting chairman of the District
Council Housing and Town Planning committee
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since the chairmen of both committees have been
called up, and gives news about the increasing
numbers of children taking school dinners, noting
her relief that meat, sugar and cooking fats are not
yet to be rationed. 3 November
/1153: from Hilda: Expresses her concern for
Neville during his severe attack of gout; discusses
the recent apparent assassination attempt on Hitler
[an explosion at the Munich Burgerbrau where
Hitler had been speaking at the annual reunion of
fighters in the Munich Putsch of 1923], hopes it will
have shaken his nerves, and supposes that 'the
immediate result will be a further horrible series of
arrests & murders'; goes on to comment on the
joint appeal for peace by the Belgian king and the
Dutch queen which she thinks 'looks as if they were
very nervous of an attack in force on either one or
both of them & that they are trying to make a move
which shall prevent Hitler from declaring that they
have ceased to preserve their neutrality'; continues
the letter some days later and returns to the
apparent assassination attempt on Hitler at Munich,
which she now suspects was arranged by the
Gestapo in order to 'rouse feeling in Germany
against this country', and to the question of whether
Hitler will attack Holland and Belgium; gives details
of her concerns about the financial position of the
Women's Institute and the need to raise
subscriptions, and comments on her recent visits to
Women's Institute groups who are for the most part
'very keen to do anything asked of them' including
taking part in increased cultivation for use by their
own villages 'for I am rather afraid of the ''Dig for
Victory'' campaign unless the Ministry is able to set
up a body which will deal with collection & sale of
produce in the towns', citing the difficulty of selling
large numbers of vegetables and the contrasting
popularity of jam, bottled fruits, homemade cakes
and poultry; mentions that she might have to take
on the chairmanship of the Agriculture subcommittee, which she has not yet mentioned to Ida,
remarking that it will be better for them to continue
in work which they are accustomed to during the
war, rather than take on new roles; expresses her
gladness that Stephen has been elected a
Councillor. 9 November
/1154: from Hilda: Expresses her admiration for
Neville's patience and self control in coping with his
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attacks of gout but fears he is not typical of the
public in his 'long suffering of all the trials,
stupidities, failures & bores produced by the war';
recounts the views of an Austrian girl who has
been staying with a woman Hilda knows for the last
eighteen months and is now reluctant to return
home for fear of persecution, and expresses her
belief in the inferiority of the 'mentality' of people in
Eastern Europe 'people who so little respect the
rights of their neighbours in their own towns are not
likely to respect the rights of their neighbours of a
distant race'; discusses her reading of the letters of
Queen Victoria and the influence that the queen
was able to exert on her government, and on
foreign policy in Europe, thanks to the marriages
her children made with European royalty; mentions
Neville's forthcoming dinner with the 1922
Committee at which he is to speak, and goes on to
discuss German tactics in laying mines and sinking
of neutral shipping, the motives behind the
Gestapo's planned explosion at Munich, and
developments within Germany, including the
possible growth of Communism; gives details about
the fruit bushes and trees that have been ordered
for Odiham and North Warnborough which will be
distributed across the county through the Women's
Institute. 23 November
/1155: from Ida: Gives news of her social
engagements in London, including seeing Mary
[Carnegie], Ivy, and Diane, as well as Neville and
Anne; discusses the different reactions of people to
Winston Churchill's broadcast, particularly whether
they considered it provocative 'I think it shows that
you & he complement each other rather well…after
all we are at war & it may be useful to have
someone who rouses the fighting spirit even if it
doesn't appeal much to us old things!'; mentions
that she has been to see the Electrical
Commissioners about sets of overhead wires that
the District Council is objecting to but has been
advised that she should not attempt to fight a test
case in wartime; gives an account of the District
Council's negotiations with a resident who has
dammed up the water supply on her property and
the legal difficulties they are having in resolving the
issue; gives news about Miss Fowler's improved
health; comments on reports in the newspapers
about the shooting of 150 Nazi officers, which she
thinks might be a baseless rumour, and recounts a
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conversation she overheard between two soldiers
who expressed their approval of Neville's actions at
Munich.18 November
/1156: from Hilda: Congratulates Neville on his
broadcast [of the previous evening] 'which was
perfect & you said just what we wanted to hear & I
think touched on all the points which needed
attention'; comments on the clarity of the reception,
especially compared with that of the queen, which
had been spoilt. 27 November
/1157: from Ida: Discusses the Soviet invasion of
Finland [the start of the 'Winter War'], the
resignation of the Finnish government and the
likelihood that the new government will accept the
Russian terms, since she thinks they will have no
choice 'it is impossible for them to fight the USSR &
any resistance would only mean useless slaughter,
for no one can help them. USA sympathy may be
gratifying; but can't save them from Russian
bombs'; comments on the growing power of
Russia, but thinks that 'even the Labour party must
be fed up' with the country now; congratulates
Neville on his latest broadcast and comments on
the sinking of British ships, including the
Rawalpindi; goes on to discuss plans for farmers to
hold back some of the pigs they would otherwise
send for slaughter, to keep for breeding, and gives
her opinion that there are risks involved in keeping
pigs which need 'to be fed for several months
before there is any return' and that there is no
guarantee that enough pigswill will be available;
expresses her disappointment with the Ministry of
Agriculture during the last war which ignored her
scheme for the production of vegetables; goes on
to discuss plans to billet soldiers in the rooms over
the sisters' stables, that they have been asked to fill
in forms for potential damages to their property,
and that there are already territorial soldiers billeted
at Hartley Wintney; mentions people's uncertainty
about whether to spend or save money during the
war, and expresses her annoyance about a
member of the County Council who is taking up
time with questions about procedures in case of air
raids.1 December
/1158: from Hilda: Discusses the progress of the
war including the failure of Germany so far to
attack Holland and Belgium and the continuing
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blockade of British shipping; thinks that Hitler will
invade Romania with Russian support, unless
Finland can resist Russian forces 'I am sure I don't
want to find ourselves engaged in war with Russia
also, but one does sometimes wonder whether it
will ever be possible to build the new Europe
unless Russia as well as Germany is defeated';
goes on to discuss plans for food rationing, her
belief that people will accept restrictions 'if it is
going to help in the war', and her opinion that the
shortage of food for livestock will make it more
difficult to run pig clubs or keep poultry unless
supplements are allowed; mentions that she has
been summoned as a representative to a meeting
of the County Council Agricultural War committee
to discuss this issue, and comments that the
introduction of regulations about keeping and killing
pigs have resulted in many people abandoning the
practice of keeping pigs; gives details of her recent
activities including attending a meeting of the
Agricultural committee of the National Federation of
Women's Institutes of which she has been made
chairman, visiting Miss Hultman for treatment for
her foot, attending a meeting of the county produce
committee, and addressing a meeting of the
Church Crookham Women's Institute; discusses
people's reactions to the broadcasts of 'Lord Haw
Haw' [William Joyce] which most people seem to
find amusing rather than convincing; gives details
about the arrival and distribution of currant and
gooseberry bushes, and mentions that they have
been able to get petrol to carry out their committee
business.7 December
/1159: from Ida: Discusses Neville's visit to France
[to inspect Allied camps] and hopes that he will be
able to recuperate at Chequers on his return;
discusses plans to visit Neville at Christmas and
goes on to comment on the chasing of the Graf von
Spee; mentions again that many people seem to
listen to the broadcasts of 'Lord Haw Haw' [William
Joyce], but that she has 'never heard of anyone
taking it seriously'; discusses the progress of the
war in Finland and hopes that Britain may be able
to offer material help as well as sympathy 'but you
are quite right in reminding people that our main
objective is still the defeat of Nazi Germany…I dare
not allow myself to think of all the awful things they
are doing in Poland, & Germany itself seems to be
fuller than ever of concentration camps'; mentions
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that Hilda is in Winchester at a conference called
by the Hampshire War Agricultural committee to
consider the formation of pig and poultry clubs,
which she hopes will be successful, although the
men in Odiham seem to be apathetic; mentions her
plan to pay Hilda's school dinners association for
pigswill and that she has sold some of her piglets;
discusses her reading of the first volume of
Austen's biography which she found more
interesting than she expected, and remarks on his
unhappiness with his political career for much of
the period covered in the biography.15 December
/1160: from Hilda: Expresses her happiness at
being able to spend time over Christmas with
Neville and Anne and her admiration for their ability
to cope with the pressures of Neville's
responsibilities; hopes that Neville has now earned
the confidence of his Cabinet and that they will
realise his willingness to offer assistance 'and that
you have nothing personally to gain from any
changes you may think necessary'; mentions that
they have been for a walk to Broadoak, taking a
camera to photograph the trees covered in snow;
mentions that [Austen's son] Joe has written to say
that he has been appointed as second in command
of a force of military police in London, and hopes
that this might provide an opportunity for him to get
an administrative or military police post in the East
which she thinks he might be better suited for;
gives news that Norah has sent her a photograph
of the laying of the foundation stone of the Council
House [in Birmingham] with a picture of their
mother, Florence Chamberlain, in the foreground,
which she is very pleased to have. 29 December
See also NC1/15/3/161 for a letter dated 29 August
1939 from Hilda to Neville Chamberlain and
NC1/15/4/4 for a letter dated 3 September 1939
from Hilda addressed to both Anne and Neville.
27 items
Access: Open
NC18/2/1161-1198 1940 letters

1940

Letters from Hilda and Ida Chamberlain to their
brother, Neville Chamberlain, dated January to
September 1940. Two picture postcards depicting
a Scottish landscape scene and a country house
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are also included.
These letters are dominated by the progress of the
war, and discuss the Winter War and Finnish
resistance to Russia; widespread fears at the start
of the year about a German invasion of Belgium;
growing criticism of Neville's policy in Parliament;
Winston Churchill's appointment as chairman of the
Military Coordination Committee in April; the
German invasion of Norway and British setbacks
there; the debate in the House of Commons on the
failure of the Norway campaign, Neville's
resignation, and the formation of a Coalition
Government under Churchill; the German invasion
of Holland and Belgium and attack on France; the
retreat of British forces to Dunkirk and their
evacuation; the fall of France; the Battle of Britain
and expectations of an imminent invasion; and the
beginning of the Blitz on London in September and
its effects on Neville and Anne, Mary Carnegie, and
other friends there as well as on the population of
London as a whole. Neville's serious and terminal
illness and his treatment at Highfield Park,
Heckfield meant that the sisters were seeing him
regularly from August onwards, and so there are
very few letters from this period, and none after
September. The sisters letters also provide a
wealth of information about the effects of the war
on the rural communities in and around Odiham,
and on them personally. Several letters during July
focus on the unreal atmosphere in which people
carried on their daily activities under the threat of
imminent invasion, and other letters give details
about Hilda's activities with the Women's Institute
to increase food production and sell home
produced vegetables at a local market stall, and to
organise a countywide jam making and fruit
preserving scheme, with references to the support
they received from the Ministry of Food. Ida's
letters give details about her work on the Food
Control committee and County Council Finance
committee in dealing with restrictions on the supply
of sugar and milk to schools, and discuss her
efforts to get a petrol allowance for committee
business. Other letters refer to the billeting of
soldiers in rooms over the sisters' garage before
being sent to France, the increased use of their
garden for planting vegetables, and their work for
the War Savings campaign. Despite experiencing
air raids, there is evidence that the population of
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Odiham was increasing during this period, despite
the absence of evacuees, in Hilda's comment
about the arrival of Londoners prior to the start of
the Blitz.
/1161: from Ida: Expresses concern about Neville's
renewed attack of gout, and hopes that Dorothy
and her family might be able to visit him at the
weekend, despite the bad weather; mentions his
forthcoming speech at the Mansion House,
comments on the resistance of Finland against the
Soviet invasion, and expresses her concern about
the recent earthquake in Turkey, wondering
whether the British government might be able to
give a grant of money towards aid; goes on to
discuss rumours of extra taxation and forced levies
in Germany, and thinks that 'it seems as if they
must make some great offensive in the spring or
crash'; gives details of her recent activities
including attending District Council committees,
doing her annual accounts, and reading and
walking the dog; mentions the arrival of five
soldiers to occupy the rooms over the garage
before they are sent out to France who she has
supplied with coal and who wash in warm water in
the sisters' scullery and are to take regular hot
baths; remarks on Neville's visit to France in
December and the letter he received from Lord
Gort [Commander in Chief of the British
Expeditionary Force] 'it is good to know that your
going out there was of real use & it evidently gave
much pleasure & encouragement to the men';
comments on the news that the Hampshire
Agricultural War committee has decided not to
continue its attempt to start pig and poultry clubs
because it is too difficult to acquire the mimum
amount of feed for the livestock, but has thanked
Hilda for her contribution 'sometimes we step out &
look at ourselves & are surprised to find what an
amount of expert knowledge we have acquired in
so many different directions in the course of a long
& not inactive life!'. 5 January
/1162: from Hilda: Comments on the severe winter
and compares their situation with the suffering of
people in Europe; gives details of her recent
activities including attending a Women's Institute
meeting where the members had been turned out
of their hall by soldiers; thanks Neville for sending a
signed photograph for their chauffeur, Elliott;
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sympathises with him in having to make changes
within the Cabinet [and move Leslie Hore Belisha
from the War Office], expressing her anger at the
newspapers in suggesting that 'the generals
opposed him because he wanted to democratise
the army', and her suspicion that [Clement] 'Attlee
and the Socialists are ready to use him or anyone
else as a party move & will try to make capital out
of the incident if they can'; thinks that Neville
cannot expect Labour party support 'in regard to
rises in wages' and wonders whether the war will
lead to the introduction of family allowances 'I admit
that is a reform with which I have always had a
great deal of sympathy', partly because she thinks
it would encourage 'the better class' to have larger
families; congratulates Neville on his speech at the
Guildhall and remarks that Mary [Carnegie] had
also been very impressed with its tone and content
which she has compared to that of Joseph
Chamberlain; hopes that Neville will be able to see
Dorothy and her family at Chequers during the
coming weekend. 12 January
/1163: from Ida: Expresses her frustration that
rumours of a German invasion should have come
when Neville was spending time with Dorothy and
her family at Chequers, and comments on the
capture of the German invasion plans and the fear
that the incident has caused in Belgium; speculates
about the likelihood of a revolution in Germany
which she thinks must come from the army 'since
the people are incapable of anything but passive
endurance'; remarks on the continuing cold
weather and the difficulty of keeping the house
warm, expressing her relief that coal is not rationed
and expressing her sympathy for those turned out
of their homes in Poland who are having to endure
the winter; mentions that she and Hilda have
invested money in National Defence Bonds and
North Metropolitan Electric Power preference
shares; goes on to discuss the behaviour of [Leslie]
Hore Belisha following his removal from the War
Office and the apparent failure of Lord
Beaverbrook's attempts to stir up agitation about
the issue; comments on the recent biography of
Neville by Derek Walker-Smith, and goes on to
give an account of the events held to celebrate the
twenty-first anniversary of the establishment of the
Odiham and North Warnborough Women's
Institutes which she and Hilda attended, despite
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the cold in the village halls; mentions District
Council discussions with the local water company
over its suspension of the softening of water
supplies and its decision to pump greater quantities
to supply the numbers of troops in the area. 18
January
/1164: from Hilda: Comments on Neville's wisdom
in removing [Leslie] Hore Belisha from the War
Office before Parliament met again and agrees with
Neville's view that he has damaged his chances of
returning to Cabinet by refusing the post of
President of the Board of Trade, sympathising to
some extent with Hore Belisha but disapproving of
his 'intrigues with the press', and reserving her
disgust for members of the Labour party in 'their
continual attempts to exploit every difficulty for their
party gains', and members of the House of
Commons who criticised Neville when he returned
from Munich; goes on to discuss the progress of
the war, the Pope's denunciation of the actions of
the Nazis in Poland, and the sending of Italian
volunteers to Finland to conduct raids on Russian
forces; speculates about the timing of a German
attack in western Europe and expresses her fear
that the 'overwhelming force of the Russians' will
break down Finnish resistance despite the supply
of plans and ammunition to Finland by Britain;
discusses her reading of a survey on the
evacuation of children by the Architects and
Surveyors Association which concludes that 'the
attempt to settle the mothers with young children in
the country for a long period was a failure because
the husbands were ignored & it was impossible for
most working class homes to get along divided in
that way'; discusses the suggestions of the survey
that children should be billeted in big houses and
provided with nursery education but thinks this
solution is unworkable because there are not
enough trained nursery teachers, and wonders how
safe rural areas actually are 'sometimes I can't help
feeling that as usual the reforms suggested as far
more directed to do something they were anxious
to see done earlier than to meet the particular
emergency'; comments on the recent biography of
Neville by Derek Walker Smith which they intend to
read, even though 'a Life written while the subject
is still alive without his co-operation must be chiefly
a rehash of newspaper reports etc if it is to be done
in detail'; gives details of their recent social
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engagements including holding a tea party for
newcomers to the area. 25 January
/1165: from Ida: Discusses Neville's feelings of
distress about comments Winston Churchill made
in his recent broadcast [urging neutral countries to
take sides] which she and Hilda were horrified by,
remarking that Churchill enjoys 'seeing himself as
the principal figure in the limelight' and is 'quite
incapable of realising the other man's point of
view'; empathises with Neville's feelings of
depression about the criticism he continues to
receive in the House of Commons, and the strain of
always having to defend himself against the
charges of the Labour party and the press;
congratulates Neville on his recent speech which
she compares with Hitler's performance, and
expresses her anxiety about his forthcoming visit to
France [for a Supreme War Council meeting]
following Daladier's accident; describes the effects
of the continued cold and icy weather on the local
countryside, which has made it difficult for them to
go out to committee meetings; gives an account of
the progress of a recent Ministry of Health enquiry
into the District Council's decision to impose
restrictions on house building on a site prone to
flooding. 1 February
/1166: from Hilda: Hopes that Neville's meetings in
France were successful, and expresses her relief
that he has returned safely to England,
commenting that 'the cross channel voyage in a
battleship must be rather a trial'; comments on the
recent loss of shipping, the continued resistance of
Finland, and her wish that Sweden would join them
in their conflict with the Soviet Union; hopes that
Neville is satisfied with progress towards a Balkan
pact [referring to a meeting of the Permanent
Council of the Balkan Entente in Belgrade],
remarking that she thinks the Balkan states are
'really drawing together & beginning to appreciate
the necessity of making concessions to each other
rather than to Russia & Germany'; goes on to
discuss opposition to the execution of IRA
members convicted of terrorist bombing in
Coventry in 1939 'it is extraordinary how many
people feel a disgusting sentimentality about men
who have committed the most cold blooded
murders of innocent people, just to satisfy their own
political ideas'; gives news about [Austen's son]
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Laurence, and the possibility that he might be able
to learn market gardening as a pupil of Mildred
Lawrence and her husband 'it is being entirely
without occupation which is so heartbreaking for
him & he really does love gardening & might be
able to do the lighter forms of work'; mentions the
return of milder weather and the effects of the
recent floods on local householders living in
cottages built by private owners on unsuitable
sites. 8 February
/1167: from Ida: Discusses the success of Neville's
visit to France and hopes that Daladier might be
able to visit Britain for the next meeting; comments
on Neville's experience of the effects of a depth
charge in the channel and remarks 'the idea of
threading your way through floating mines does not
appeal to me'; mentions the sinking of two more
German submarines and comments on reports of
German corruption in Poland; gives brief details of
her recent committee meetings including a Food
Control meeting and a meeting of the County
Council Finance committee to discuss estimates for
the year, and increased expenditure to deal with
the effects of the recent bad weather on the local
roads; goes on to discuss new regulations for the
local school to register as a catering establishment
in order to provide school dinners, and new
restrictions in the supply of sugar and her plan to
include the mid morning milk served under the
schools milk scheme in the number of meals
served for school dinners, so that an allowance for
sugar can be claimed for them; reports that the
Ministry of Health enquiry has ruled in favour of the
District Council over their refusal of an application
to build on a site prone to flooding, and mentions
that there has been a slump in the price of pigs due
to shortages of feed and that she is considering
whether to keep her pigs and chickens. 15
February
/1168: from Hilda: Discusses the attempted rescue
of captured British sailors from the 'Altmark' in
Norwegian waters and the interruption of the
rescue operation by Norway on the grounds of
breach of neutrality; expresses her satisfaction at
the German anger over the rescue of a large
number of British seamen and remarks on the
'restrained comment from Italy' which she sees as
evidence of the country's reluctance to enter the
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war on Germany's side; sympathises with Neville in
having to go to Birmingham to make a speech, and
discusses the progress of the Finnish resistance to
Russian attacks 'I am very glad we have been able
to send so much help but alas I fear Norway &
Sweden have as you say failed to live up to the
heroic past'; gives details of her visit to Middletonon-Sea, describing the town, and a brief account of
the conference she attended there for [Women's
Institute] voluntary county organisers. 23 February
/1169: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
'magnificent' speech [at Birmingham Town Hall]
which has also been praised by her County Council
colleague, Mr Thomas; compares the speech with
Hitler's recent performance in which he suggested
that he had made Germany blockade proof which
she thinks 'can't really bring much comfort to the
suffering German people; remarks on the reaction
of the Birmingham audience to Neville 'such a
speech must mean much work & strain for you
beforehand but at least you must feel it is worth the
effort'. 25 February
/1170: from Ida: Comments on recent RAF flights
over Vienna, Prague and Berlin to drop leaflets
without German resistance; expresses her anxiety
about the struggle of Finland against Russian
attacks and her disappointment that neither
Norway or Sweden have offered help; discusses
Neville's remarks on the coal shortage, mentions
that they only have a week's supply left, and
suggests that they might have to go and stay in a
hotel; mentions their work in the garden and the
loss of their green vegetables and celery, as well
as other plants and flowers, to the bad weather;
mentions that she has sold some of her piglets and
is keeping three, hoping that she will be able to get
enough feed for them; gives news that there are
outbreaks of influenza and german measles in the
local area and comments that she is not enjoying
'summer time' but admits that it will help people not
to have to 'get up so much in the dark and cold'. 29
February
/1171: from Hilda: Discusses the likelihood that
Finland will have to surrender and accept Russian
terms, comments on the 'very un-heroic attitude of
Sweden' which has 'cut off their last chance of
getting the help which might have saved them', and
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thinks that Germany is likely to attack Sweden;
discusses her reading of 'Hitler Speaks' by
Hermann Rauschning 'once again one is faced by
the emergence of a whole attitude to civilisation &
humanity to crude, so utterly opposed to all
Christian feeling as to be almost inconceivable, yet
one can see faintly that it has an idea at the back of
it which you can persuade men to accept, provided
you have a visionary to teach it & a degradation of
all independence of thought & speech to work on.
As I read I said to myself - if you had read this
before you went to Munich could you have gone?';
goes on to express her approval of Lord Halifax's
speech to 'youth' at Oxford which she thinks should
be of real use, and comments on the success and
popularity of Neville's broadcasts which she thinks
have inspired confidence in his leadership; thinks
that Lord Halifax's popularity is partly due to
Neville's support but admits that it must be 'a great
comfort to have one so completely loyal &
understanding at the F[oreign] O[ffice]'; assesses
the capabilities of [Maurice] Hankey and comments
on Neville's 'management' of Winston Churchill 'he
is clever enough to know when he must give way
gracefully though doubtless his brilliant ideas are
stored somewhere to be brought out in book form
later to show how much better he could have done
than you'; mentions [Malcolm] MacDonald's
negotiations over Palestine, which seem to have
been successful 'in spite of [Clement] Attlee's bitter
attack'; expresses her disappointment in Daladier's
refusal to send volunteers to Finland without
Sweden's consent and to place responsibility for
the decision on Neville; comments on her reading
of an interview with [Joseph] Kennedy [American
Ambassador to Britain] in the 'Daily Telegraph' and
gives her opinion that the American people 'are apt
to find their sympathies dry up as soon as they are
asked to suffer any inconvenience or loss of trade';
gives an account of her visit to London as part of a
deputation to the Ministry of Food to discuss the
supply of sugar for jam making for the general
population, and mentions her intention to go again
when the trade and cooperative societies are to
attend, remarking that the cooperative societies are
apparently hostile to the idea of Women's Institutes
being involved in home jam making. 8 March
/1172: from Ida: Expresses her concern for Anne
following her recent car accident; congratulates
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Neville on having settled with Italy the issue of coal
trading with Germany before Ribbentrop's arrival
there; goes on to discuss the poor peace terms
offered to Finland and her satisfaction that it has
been made public that Britain had been prepared to
offer support to Finland but was prevented by
Norway and Sweden; comments on suggestions
that a German spring offensive is likely now that
Germany can get supplies from Russia and her
fear that there will be calls for an Anglo French
offensive; mentions that she has seen Lady
Mildmay who expressed her gratitude and support
for Neville, and wonders whether it might be
possible for them to see him and Anne at Easter if
he might get some fishing in Hampshire; gives
details of the difficulties she and Hilda have had in
getting petrol rations from the Petroleum Controller
for committee business because they are using the
same car. 15 March
/1173: from Hilda: Sends Neville birthday greetings
from herself and Ida and hopes that his next
birthday will see him 'engaged not in the labours of
war but in the labours of peace'; wonders what their
mother would have felt about his future career 'to
have given birth to such a son would be worth
anything & there is from all I could gather form Aunt
Emily much of her in you, as well as much of Papa';
feels sure that Neville's children will carry on the
tradition and expresses the sisters' devotion to him
as a 'perfect' brother. 17 March
/1174: from Hilda: Expresses her grief at the death
of Aunt Alice [Kenrick, later Beale] and the thought
that she has 'looked my last on Maple Bank &
Bryntirion which had become so much a part of our
lives & was so full of memories of the past';
discusses Neville's recent speech which
'apparently had a magnificent reception in the
House & indeed when you had presented your
case for what had been done for Finland there was
nothing left of the case of the Opposition';
discusses the excitement provoked by minor
successes, such as the recent raid on Scapa Flow
and the counter attack on Sylt ' it must have shown
the Germans what they have to expect if they
should start bombing our ports & airbases';
wonders whether the majority of French public
opinion is really supportive of a frontal attack, and
comments on the 'hotheads who think it would be a
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good thing for us to force our air on neutrals who
refuse it & to declare that we invade their country
for their own good just as Germany does';
discusses the political situation in France [following
Daladier's resignation due to his failure to offer aid
to Finland during the 'Winter War] and fears it will
be difficult for Neville to work with a new person
[Paul Raynaud]; mentions Neville's forthcoming
address to the Conservatives in London and his
continuing public popularity, and comments on his
superior abilities to the rest of his Cabinet 'the fact
that you are head & shoulders above them all does
tend to dwarf them in the public eye'. 21 March
/1175: from Ida: Expresses her pleasure at being
able to see Neville and Anne in Odiham and thanks
him for sending them a salmon which they are
enjoying; gives details of their recent work in the
garden, and discusses the need for the sisters to
answer more questions about their need for petrol
supplies, meaning that their new rations will be
delayed and they will have to use their private
ration for their committee business for the next
month; hopes that their coal supplies will last for
another fortnight, and that supplies will have
recovered by then; mentions that they have
listened to the 'relay' of [French Prime Minister]
Paul Raynaud's speech and wonders what
Neville's personal impression of him is; comments
on the disguise of naval boats as fishing vessels,
expecting that 'the Germans will as usual say that
this justifies them in unrestricted warfare against
fishing boats', and the recent capture of German
boats in the Skagerrak; mentions that she has
purchased some more pullets and hopes that they
will supply her with eggs over the winter. 28 March
/1176: from Hilda: Comments on the reaction to
Neville's announcement of changes within the War
Cabinet and addresses complaints in the 'Times'
about the composition of the Cabinet in comparison
to Lloyd George's administration during the First
World War; mentions Neville's recent 'cheerful'
speech at Westminster which fulfils his 'purpose of
keeping up the morale of the home front & I do
think it is very valuable for it restores the courage
of heaps of people who believe absolutely in you &
what you say & rely on your judgement'; discusses
the delight of the press at Winston Churchill's
appointment as chairman of the Military
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Coordination Committee, and mentions speculation
in the American and Italian press 'on whether his
star is not in the ascendant & yours on the decline'
but reassures Neville that many people do not trust
Churchill and 'would be in consternation if they
thought you were not there to keep a watch upon
him'; goes on to discuss the departure of [William
Shepherd] Morrison from the Ministry of Food and
thinks that disatisfaction with him can probably be
explained by the change from uncontrolled to
controlled trade; hopes that Neville will be able to
avoid appointing any newspaper owners to
government positions 'Lord Northcliffe was a
warning last war & to repeat the same thing with
Beaverbrook could only have been suggested by
Churchill & shows just that lack of judgement which
prevents his being the big man he might otherwise
be'; mentions that they are preparing to hold a tea
party for newcomers to the area, and describes the
state of their garden in the spring weather. 5 April
/1177: from Ida: Expresses her uncertainty about
the extent of the British attack in Norway in
response to the German invasion but hopes that
'the promptness & vigour of our attack may have
been quite as much of a surprise to Hitler as his
outrageous attack on Norway & Denmark can have
been to us'; wonders what advantage Germany
intends to get from its invasion of Norway and why
he has risked the German fleet 'I am afraid now we
must expect heavy losses but on the other hand I
do think this new development is likely to bring
things to a head & so shorten the war'; expresses
her relief that Germany attacked first, 'so that non
one who is in the least impartial can say that we
brought this fate on Norway by laying the
minefields'; speculates whether Italy will use this
opportunity to invade the Balkan states, and hopes
that the British navy will be able to prevail;
discusses the likelihood that Sweden will be
attacked by Germany 'unless we are able to turn
the Germans out of Norway in a very short time';
comments on their low supplies of coal and petrol
and expresses her relief that Dorothy is recovering
[from her operation]. 11 April
/1178: from Hilda: Discusses Neville's difficulties in
working with Winston Churchill, remarking 'what
can you expect when you think of his parents & of
how he must have been brought up', and
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commenting on his apparent lack of consideration
for others; agrees with Neville that the 'next victims'
of Germany will be in the Balkans and speculates
whether and when Italy will enter the war; hopes
that 'the Norwegians will be able to hold on until we
can get a larger force over' and expresses her
frustration with neutral countries like Norway which
have previously refused British help and protection
and are now 'crying out to us to come at once';
discusses American sympathy for the situation
without any practical help and wonders what the
implications for Italy would be in Africa if the
country invades Yugoslavia; expresses her relief
that Dorothy is recovering well from her operation
and gives news about their efforts to get their petrol
allowance for committee business which has now
been taken up by the clerk to the District Council;
mentions Ida's plans to visit Ruth Kenrick to
recover from a cold, and returns to the British
advances in Norway and the recent operations
against Stavanger aerodrome. 18 April
/1179: from Ida: Congratulates Neville on his
success with the Military Coordination Committee
but expresses her distress at 'the state of affairs
when the P[rime] M[inister] cannot depend on
those who ought to be his chief support &
continually has to take over the most important jobs
himself'; comments on reactions to the recent
Budget and goes on to discuss the situation in
Norway, expressing her anxiety about 'German
mastery of the air' and her belief that the more
Germany becomes involved in Norway the more
difficult it will be for them to attempt an offensive
against Britain or open a Western Front [in France];
gives her opinion that an Italian attack on
Yugoslavia is now less likely, judging from the tone
of the Italian press but considers that Germany is
now likely to attack Sweden or Aland; comments
on tales of the bravery and resources of British
seamen and airmen and the similar qualities
displayed by the Norwegians; gives details of her
recent poor health an raised blood pressure, and
expresses her concern for Dorothy who will have to
stay in hospital for another month; reports that they
have finally been allocated further supplies of petrol
for their committee business and that they have
received more coal; discusses her reading of
'Failure of a Mission' [by Nevile Henderson]. 25
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April
/1180: from Hilda: Mentions that they have just
listened to the 6pm news which included a
summary of Neville's speech in the House and
discusses the critical situation in Norway which
they had realised from his last letter; comments on
the possibility of a major disaster to the British
Expeditionary Force at Andalnes and the success
of the navy in embarking troops from small ports
without any big losses in spite of air attacks; thinks
that Italy would have entered the war if the
Germans had succeeded in cutting off the force,
and wonders whether the knowledge that Britain
has sent reinforcements to the navy in the
Mediterranean will have any effect on Italy's
decision; expresses her anger at the
'extraordinarily unpatriotic attitude' of [Archibald]
Sinclair in his recent speech in Scotland and the
criticism towards government policy in the House of
Commons; considers whether a National
Government would change the situation but
remarks 'I can't find it in my heart to wish that the
present opposition had joined the Govt at the
beginning of the war - for really I don't think there is
one good man amongst them'; realises the
advantages of being able to fly to France to keep in
closer touch with the government there and to
contribute to morale, but wishes that Neville did not
have to do it; discusses the recent crash of a
German aircraft at Clacton and praises the work of
the ARP officers; gives details of her recent
Women's Institute work including attending a
county meeting in Chichester where she spoke on
backyard poultry keeping and tried to prevent
people signing the 'peace pledge', and mentions a
forthcoming group meeting to be addressed by the
national organiser of the Produce Guild on the
subject of wartime cookery; discusses her reading
of Neville's recent speech which she thinks is 'not
only a vindication of all you have done but a proof
of the foresight, decision & courages with which the
Govt has acted' and is sure that further discussion
in the House of Commons will emphasise this;
comments on the way he has been working with
Winston Churchill 'the way you contrive to satisfy
him without giving way on essentials is a
marvellous exhibition of firmness & tact'. 2 May
/1180a: picture postcard showing Scottish
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landscape, with the names Mallaig, the island of
Rhum, and part of Skye marked, possibly in
Neville's handwriting
/1180b: picture postcard of unidentified large
country house
/1181: from Ida: Discusses the recent debate in the
House of Commons which she thinks was 'too
sickening for words & the personal feeling shown in
such a national crisis is positively degrading';
comments on the numbers voting against the
government and suspects that they are 'the same
crowd' as those who voted against the government
after the Munich agreement, including their MP,
Lord Wolmer; expresses her indignation at the
attacks of the Opposition and is not surprised that
'they refuse to join the Govt & share responsibility
& prefer to sit outside & criticise & say how much
better someone else, not named, would do...if you
were to feel, after a debate like this, that you would
like to chuck the whole concern who could wonder';
reflects that she would be glad for Neville not to
have to deal with the pressure and responsibility if
he resigned, but that she would be worried about
how the country would cope without his 'guiding &
steadying hand'; expresses her distress at the
events of the recent debate and the attacks on
Neville 'it is bad enough to have to stand up
against Hitler but it is the last straw when your own
people turn against you, & I feel ashamed of my
country which can't stand a disappointment without
crying for a scapegoat'; discusses her reading of
Churchill's speech and the general view of the
government's tactics in Norway, and comments on
the reaction of the press; gives details of her recent
activities including attendance at a sub-committee
of the Higher Education committee to consider how
to carry out the government's wishes regarding the
Food Economy campaign; gives news that their
second gardener's boy has left, leaving Harding to
manage the pigs, poultry and garden alone, with
Elliott doing the mowing and possibly other tasks,
though he and Harding do not get on, and cannot
be left to work together; mentions some of the
vegetables they have planted, and that Hilda is
drawing up plans for poultry houses to be
constructed in back gardens. 9 May
/1182: from Hilda: Expresses her admiration for
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Neville's broadcast [announcing his resignation]
and her support for his decision to resign and join
Churchill's War Cabinet 'naturally I cannot feel that
the Govt will gain in brains or character by the
inclusion of the leaders of such an Opposition, but
of course there will be the immense gain to the new
Cabinet of practically no criticism'; hopes that in
time the 'good foundation' that Neville has laid
during his time as Prime Minister will 'enable us to
stand up to the onslaught even though the credit
goes to others'; expresses her sympathy for Neville
in having to work within the new War Cabinet and
for his loss of Chequers, and reassures him of his
achievements 'nothing can alter the fact which will
stand out clearly in the future, that you & you alone
have saved this country, if indeed we do come
successfully through the war, as we doubtless
shall, & that will console you for everything'. 10
May
/1183: from Ida: Expresses her understanding of
Neville's decision to resign 'after Hitler's new
aggression [the invasion of the Low Countries] &
the Labour party's decision' and praises his radio
broadcast [announcing his resignation]; reassures
him that his presence in the War Cabinet is vital to
the nation's interest and supposes that Winston
Churchill 'has some qualities - like Lloyd George that are particularly valuable in war time'; but
admits that she does not trust his judgement and
hopes that Neville will be able to keep him from
'indulging in wild cat schemes'; sympathises with
Neville in his loss of Chequers and the fact that
other people will reap the victory when the war
ends, and offers him her support, 'now we can only
follow your call & support the new P[rime] M[inister]
with all our strength whatever we may think of him
in private'; dismisses the abilities of [Clement]
Attlee, [Archibald] Sinclair and [Herbert] Morrison,
but remarks that they will now have to take their
share of responsibility; comments briefly on the
critical state of the war, remarking that at least the
waiting is over and 'the probability of the war lasting
over another winter is greatly lessened'. 11 May
/1184: from Hilda, written from the Randolph Hotel,
Oxford: Realises that Neville must be absorbed by
the current offensive in Belgium and assumes it is
part of a delaying action to give the British and
French time to bring their armies into position;
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wonders what the French feel about the last few
days, and mentions suspicions that 'inside
treachery has been at work in Holland'; expresses
her disappointment in the Labour leaders in the
new National Government and her disapproval of
Churchill's recent speech 'but I suppose the press
& the public, which is not our public, were
delighted'; reassures Neville that many people are
grateful to him for remaining in the War Cabinet
and hope he will stay on, and mentions that they
have had many supportive letters; gives news of
Dorothy [who is in hospital in Oxford] and mentions
her distress at a letter Stephen had received from a
Dutch friend of his who wanted his help in getting
his sister out of Holland, and Hilda's efforts to find
accommodation for the woman with Bertha; hopes
that Dorothy will be able to come to Odiham to
convalesce when she comes out of hospital. 15
May
/1185: from Ida: Remarks on the uselessness of
letters during the current situation 'which may
change completely at any moment...I suppose
everything turns upon whether the French can
make a sufficiently powerful counterattack to close
the gap which has been made in our line. If they
succeed, then the German advanced forces at the
ports or nearby would be in jeopardy - if they fail
then it is the B[ritish] E[expeditionary] F[orce] that
will be cut off'; expresses her incredulity that the
French should have put the weakest part of their
forces at the weakest part of the line, and her
feelings of relief that Neville is not having to cope
with the main burden of responsibility at the
moment; reassures him again that the 'great
majority of the people have in no way lost their
confidence in you or their admiration of your
behaviour' and recounts an anecdote she has
heard from Claud Sclater about Neville's popularity
amongst people in Devonport when he visited a
cinema showing portraits of the new government;
thanks Anne for sending them a copy of a letter to
Neville from the queen 'I am sure it truly represents
both their feelings & it is very pleasant to have';
expresses her delight at the arrest of Oswald
Mosley and his supporters and gives details of
Dorothy's health, now that she has come to
Odiham to convalesce. 24 May
/1186: from Hilda: Remarks on the 'awful week'
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including the surrender of Belgium and the
desperate situation of the British army; gives news
that she has taken Dorothy home because of her
distress at the latest news from France and wanted
to be at home with Stephen and the children;
comments on their feelings about the progress of
the war 'I realise how old I am when I see the
hopefulness of the young. Thank Heaven they can
still feel so', and expresses her anxiety about 'all
our fine youth being massed down once more in
this terrible slaughter', commenting on the
resilience and courage of people who are able to
carry on their daily work; praises Neville for his
character and abilities and believes he is 'still the
greatest asset of our country'; expresses her
admiration for the Air Force 'they seem to have the
most wonderful individual daring & courage but oh
how one wishes there were more of them. They
must be absolutely exhausted by all they have
gone through' and mentions that some old
machines which were all that were left at Odiham
aerodrome had just returned safely from France
after dropping their bombs; goes on to discuss
Hitler's intentions and the recent German losses,
and remarks on the failure of the Americans to
enter the war even though 'Roosevelt did make a
great effort to open their eyes & make them realise
the danger to themselves'; gives details of her
forthcoming meeting with Lord Woolton as part of a
deputation to discuss the provision of food for
backyard poultry and sugar for preserving home
fruit crops. 30 May
/1187: from Ida: Discusses the evacuation of the
British Expeditionary Force [from Dunkirk] and the
German offensive against France and the bombing
of Paris; comments on the actions of the French
army, supposes that they did not have their best
troops in Belgium, and hopes that they will do
better under the direction of [Maxime] Weygand
[commander of the French forces] in the defence of
Paris; assumes that Italy will shortly enter the war
to attempt to satisfy Mussolini's claims, and returns
to her anger at the way Neville has been treated by
the Labour party and its apparent exploitation of
the situation 'in favour of their party plans', assuring
him that people are grateful for his achievements
and for the time he gained for preparations after
the Munich agreement; expresses her gladness
that Winston Churchill continues to work 'loyally'
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with Neville and admits that his speeches since he
became prime minister have been 'very good';
gives news that they had their first air raid alarm
and went down to sit in the dining room where they
knitted and talked until the all clear signal was
given; mentions that a German plane had been
over Aldershot and Basingstoke and supposes that
warnings will now become more frequent; reports
that they have given their 'big car' to the local ARP
warden who needed a car to convert to use as an
ambulance and remarks that they cannot afford to
run it now. 7 June
/1188: from Hilda: Expresses her gladness that
Neville and Anne have been able to move back into
11 Downing Street and mentions Neville's decision
to withdraw his opposition to Lloyd George's
possible entrance to the War Cabinet 'I think at his
age he is probably less of a danger inside, & he is
certainly a trouble outside & constantly of use to
the enemy'; comments on [Paul] Raynaud's
message to America and hopes that it might make
them 'realise the imminence of their own danger &
the fatal results of their waiting to see'; goes on to
comment on German infiltration in South America,
the entrance of Italy to the war and the likelihood
that Paris will fall to the Germans 'one does not
give up hope until the worst has happened but
things look black today'; discusses the isolation of
British brigades at St Valier and reminisces about
her visit there in 1922 with Austen and Ivy,
remarking on the lack of coordination between
British and French generals and her fear that now
Spain will enter the war to 'finally destroy French
resistance'; expresses her feeling of disbelief that
in the midst of such events 'life, outwardly here
goes on the same round' with people planning for
the next few months 'as if it would always continue
so...I feel that anyone who saw me talking at
committees or working in the garden or just
carrying on would feel that we had no realisation of
the war at all', commenting on the beauty and
peace of the countryside around them, which
alleviates her anxiety; assures Neville that they
have made their dining room safe as an air raid
shelter and gives details about the sisters work for
the War Savings campaign through the local
Women's Institute and other local associations
starting collections 'in every street & group of
houses'; mentions that they have presented their
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'big car' to the ARP to convert to take a stretcher so
that it can be used as an ambulance. 14 June
/1189: from Ida: Discusses her feeling of disbelief
at current events, including the fall of France, and
consoles herself that British forces are now 'at
home to withstand invasion'; explains that she is
only able to carry on by not allowing herself to think
about the fate of France but expresses her concern
about the French colonies, fleet and air force which
she fears will be surrendered to the Germans;
comments on the proximity of the war, reporting
that they have received a leaflet giving information
about what to do in case of invasion and wonders
whether they will have to evacuate their home and
become refugees; mentions that Hilda saw the
ground around the aerodrome at South
Warnborough dug with excavations and trenches,
with gun pits and pill boxes, and that the roads
have 'barrels filled with concrete placed half across
them at short intervals whilst one sees barbed wire
entanglements at the side of the roads waiting to
be put across them at night'; expresses her
approval of Lord Woolton as 'food controller' and
gives details of Hilda's work with the Women's
Institute food production campaign, mentioning
plans for the sale of home produced vegetables
and the sugar for jam scheme; discusses her
decision to use garden weeds to feed her pigs,
after reading an article in the 'Times' about this,
and gives news that her dog, Marco, will probably
have to be put to sleep due to his deteriorating
health. 21 June
/1190: from Hilda: Mentions that she and Ida are to
appoint Frank and Terry [Diane Chamberlain's
husband] as the executors of their wills; she is
pleased that Neville was able to go to Chequers to
sort out his things, and expresses her approval of
Churchill's support of Neville in the 'secret session'
[of the Cabinet] and the continued confidence in
him as leader of the Conservative party, dismissing
criticism by Labour and Liberal supporters in radio
broadcasts and newspapers, and commenting on
[Leo] Amery's criticism of Neville; goes on to
discuss the 'defeatist attitude' of the French
generals and government and wonders what
attitude the French 'colonial empire' will take;
remarks that 'De Gaulle & Nouges seem to be
good men' but 'one is afraid to count on them until
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they have formed a new govt or a new
headquarters' and wonders what Japan and Russia
will do next; mentions the presence of some of the
French fleet at Portsmouth and hopes that 'we shall
not let them go back whatever happens to the
Mediterranean fleet'; discusses the increasing air
raids over Britain which seem to have done little
damage so far, although they have been up on two
nights over the last week; describes the
precautions they have taken in their home,
including the use of anti-splinter pain on their
bedroom windows, and gives details of the
increased gardening they have been doing each
day; remarks on her feelings of guilt that she is not
able to do more for the war effort but she is not
able to undertake full time work; reports on the
activities of the fruit preservation committee and
the help they have had from Lord Woolton;
discusses her reading of the second volume of
Petrie's biography of Austen Chamberlain and
expresses her frustration at America's reluctance to
enter the war. 27 June
/1191: from Ida: Discusses recent events including
Churchill's speech, the government of [Marshal]
Petain in France, and recent events at Alexandria;
expresses her sympathy for people living on the
south and east coasts of Britain who are affected
by German raids 'though I believe they get a good
deal of ''kick'' out of watching aerial battles over the
sea!'; discusses the repercussions of the discovery
that the clerk to the Hartley Wintney District Council
has been embezzling council money by concealing
the fact that mortgages unde the Small Dwellings
Acquisition Act had been paid off and appropriating
the money 'naturally we do not know yet when the
rot has stopped & cannot help regarding the rest of
the staff with some suspicion'; mentions how nice it
was to see Neville and to hear that Frank is
enjoying his time in the army; mentions that
[Austen's son] Joe is also happy at 'being back in
the army' and has now got a captaincy 'if he can
only find a nice wife I think he would settle down
quite contentedly on a very small income'; gives
news that Hilda Gurney Dixon's son-in-law has
been killed, possibly when engaged in flights over
Germany; discusses her reading of the second
volume of Petrie's biography of Austen
Chamberlain which she thinks is 'deplorable' and
suggests that he has lost interest in the subject;
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describes their efforts to protect their house from
air raids, and mentions that the Odiham National
Savings group has now started. 5 July
/1192: from Hilda: Mentions that the 'second date
for the invasion has passed' and anticipates an
expected invasion on 15 July which she hopes will
not come to pass, as she has a committee meeting
in Winchester that day; wonders whether Hitler is
hesitating to attack Britain and comments on the
'way the whole countryside is being turned into a
battlefield, describing seeing London dockhands
digging fortifications in and around Winchfield and
remarking on similarities between reactions to
potential invasion during the Napoleonic wars;
discusses engagements between the British and
Italian fleets in the Mediterranean and comments
on Neville's reports of his recent conversation with
Lord Beaverbrook and his intention to make
another radio broadcast; expresses her
disappointment at the behaviour of France and
reports Cecily's distress at the fate of France, she
'is so devoted to the old France & feels about it as
Beatrice & Austen would have done'; gives brief
details of the progress of the Women's Institute fruit
preserving scheme and mentions her satisfaction
with the work of the Ministry of Food which 'does
not mind cutting through the red tape & having
decided to use us, does not bother about the
feelings of local authorities & local interests & we
get on much faster than under the Ministry of
Agriculture'; reports that they have had to have
their dog, Marco, put to sleep after he suffered a
stroke; gives news of Mary [Carnegie] and the
ambulances that her family are presenting in her
name; mentions that their cook has recently
married an airman and will be leaving and that their
old cook is returning, with her two small children,
now that her husband has joined up. 11 July
/1193: from Ida: Mentions that another week has
passed without an invasion and wonders whether
Hitler is 'looking for other means of carrying on the
war' that would incur fewer risks to his forces;
comments that 'Odiham is all prepared for fighting
street by street & house by house as Winston says
we shall do' and gives evidence of the feeling of
local people through conversations she has heard;
gives news of Hilda Mary who has been dealing
with an outbreak of measles at a school in Oxford
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just as it was being evacuated, amidst nighttime
and daylight air raids, some of which have killed
several people; discusses recent local air raids
which people do not seem very concerned by and
wonders 'if we shall be as calm when our time
comes'; describes the loud noise made by tanks as
they travelled down the main street in Odiham and
discusses the forthcoming Budget and how it will
affect the local War Savings group, giving details of
the money raised so far and the administration of
the fund; reports that they have given up any idea
of going away for a holiday and that many District
Council and County Council committees will
continue to meet in August and there will probably
be extra committees to deal with food economy
and evacuation; gives details of the success of
Hilda's Women's Institute fruit preservation
scheme, helped by a County Council grant which
has enabled the Women's Institute to supervise
jam making and fruit bottling, which Ida was able to
help with after discussions across various County
Council committees 'it is often extraordinarily
convenient to have Hilda carrying on the voluntary
work whilst I do public work. We find we can be
extremely useful to each other'; mentions her work
in the garden and with the pigs and sympathises
with Neville at being cut off from his usual
recreations, hoping that he might be able to get out
of London for a few hours. 19 July
/1194: from Hilda: Comments that another week
has gone by without an invasion, despite the
confidence with which dates had been given, and
expresses cautious confidence that Britain will not
fall, citing the 'action of the air & sea forces in
defending convoys'; thinks it will be hard for the
country to remain in 'this condition of armed
defence all through next winter & spring' during
which the newspapers are likely to 'stir up public
opinion against the govt because there is no news
& they must have a sensation', and speculates
about what it would mean if Germany won the war;
discusses the increased food production in the
villages, but thinks that there will be no surplus left
over for the towns since the population of most
villages has doubled since the start of the war and
people are not used to growing enough to keep the
village supplied all year round; discusses the work
that is going on to ensure that surpluses are
properly stored and will be available to people next
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spring and describes the work of the Women's
Institute in organising food preservation in the
county and distributing seeds for spring vegetables;
mentions that a weekly market stall is being started
in Odiham for surplus perishable produce with two
other villages, and tha Ida has been working with
the local bank manager to organise the War
Savings campaign; expresses her sympathy and
concern for Neville's ill health and thinks that it
might be due to the strain he has been under and
might improve when he is able to rest; praises him
for his achievements in pushing 'forward the
increase in the Navy & the careful development of
the air force' which she thinks have contributed to
the successes of the RAF, and expresses her
frustration that the credit is being taken by the new
government and particularly by members of the
Labour party; hopes that he might be able to get
away from London for a few hours, and mentions
that they have had one short air raid when they had
to shelter in the cellar. 25 July
/1195: from Ida: Discusses the state of Neville's
health and hopes that the effects of his operation
will not prevent him from his 'usual recreations
whenever circumstances permit of your resuming
them'; sympathises with him in having to cope with
the increasing disabilities of age and the discomfort
which he is suffering from, and hopes he will be
able to convalesce in the country; mentions the
current hot weather and mentions that they are
giving Elliott a long weekend away, though he
cannot go to his wife's sister in Norfolk as they
usually do, and he needs to be back in order to
drive the sisters' car for the local ARP whenever
there is an air raid warning; gives details of her
work with the War Savings group which is
averaging savings of £60 a week; mentions their
work in the garden and their efforts to prevent cats
from damaging it. 31 July
/1196: from Hilda: Mentions her efforts while at
Downing Street to get Anne to lie down and rest,
and hopes that she will hear news of Neville's
health from her shortly; sympathises with him
suffering discomfort, and hopes the pain from the
wound is now less; expresses her happiness that
Dorothy is coming to visit him and hopes that she
had 'many tales of her babies to amuse you. They
must be a delightful pair & it is hard lines that you
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should not be able to see more of your
grandchildren'; comments on the increased
population of Odiham even though no official
evacuees have arrived, and thinks that some
Londoners have moved there; gives details about
plans for their market stall to start the following
week, and hopes that they will get some custom
from staff at the anti-aircraft post and the
aerodrome; mentions that they have had a large
crop of plums and that they have had a first jam
making session that week, reporting that they have
sold 2,000 gross of bottles for bottling plums and
100,000 cans; looks forward to seeing Neville the
following week. undated [August 1940]
/1197: from Hilda: Mentions that she has visited
Highfield [Park] to speak to the staff there about
arrangements for Neville's arrival and that they are
'delighted to think you were coming'; comments on
the attractiveness of the place and the peaceful
atmosphere which she hopes will restore him;
gives details of her recent activities including
organising the first market stall in Odiham, which
they have decided to move to a Friday afternoon
next time it is held in the hope of getting more
customers; discusses the failure of the first jam
making session because the jam did not set and it
was impossible to see it to the public; gives news
that Mrs Sclater Booth is to leave the Priory to live
in London 'we are very sorry to lose her for she is a
great dear & one of the pillars of the place'; gives
news of Edith Slade who visited for tea with Patty
and mentions how much she and Ida are looking
forward to seeing Neville. undated [AugustSeptember 1940]
/1198: from Ida: Discusses the 'terrible suffering &
loss of life in London' [following the beginning of
the Blitz on 7 September] and the admiration which
people living in the country have for 'the way in
which the Londoners are standing up to it';
mentions that the sisters' recent committee
meetings have been cancelled and that the
Women's Institute office has been evacuated to
Hertford; explains that she has been listening to the
morning news on the radio which 'doesn't tell us
much but we know that London is still there' and
mentions recent air raid warnings that they have
had, as well as sightings of German planes flying
overhead, two of which have been brought down,
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and two bombs which fell in fields near Hartley
Wintney; thinks that Hitler must have become tired
of waiting and has decided to 'let loose the
Blitzkrieg. Nothing else seems to explain the blind
fury of the daylight attacks in spite of their utter
failure to attain their object of weakening our
defence & the indiscriminate bombing of London in
the hope of destroying our morale & our
communications'; wonders whether an invasion
might be attempted at any moment and is glad that
the RAF continue to visit Berlin every night; hopes
that Neville and Anne have been able to sleep at
night, and that they have had beds made up on a
lower storey; gives news of Mary [Carnegie] who
has been continuing to sleep in her room and has
slept through the 'all clear' warning 'but one feels
that these nightly attacks must have a cumulative
effect & I am afraid they are not likely to stop till the
weather changes'; gives news of Miss Fowler who
has suffered another attack of asthma and has had
to have a nurse; mentions that their 'lady doctor'
who has been acting as a locum is leaving at the
end of the month and that Hilda has recently been
to Oxford where she saw many people 'who looked
very much as if they might be evacuees from the
East End'; expresses her hope that 'this month may
be the peak moment of the war & that things will be
better in October'. 12 September
See also NC1/16/1/62 for a letter dated 6 August
1940 from Ida to Neville Chamberlain; see
NC1/15/3/162-164 for letters dated 1940 from Hilda
to Neville Chamberlain.
40 items
Access: Open
NC19

Reviews of biographies

1961-1984

Press cuttings of reviews of Iain MacLeod's and D.
N. Dilks' biographies of Neville Chamberlain.
3 fascicules
Access: Open
NC19/1

Press cuttings relating to 'Neville Chamberlain' by
Iain Macleod

1961-1962

Press cuttings from various UK and foreign
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newspapers and magazines relating to Iain
Macleod's biography of Neville Chamberlain
published in 1961.
The cuttings include book reviews; articles relating
to the book and Neville Chamberlain; and a series
of extracts from the book published in the
'Birmingham Post'. Most of the articles relate
principally to the views of the policy of
appeasement given in the book, which sparked a
debate in the newspapers about Neville
Chamberlain and whether he had been treated too
harshly in connection with the policy of
appeasement.
2 fascicules
Access: Open
Physical description: Cuttings are mounted in
fascicules and are mostly folded.
NC19/2

Reviews of 'Neville Chamberlain' Volume 1 by D.
N. Dilks

1984

Press cuttings, including photocopies of press
cuttings, from various UK and foreign newspapers
and periodicals relating to Professor David Dilks'
biography of Neville Chamberlain published in
1984. A single cutting about David Dutton's
biography of Austen Chamberlain is also included.
Dilks' book examined the period between 1869 and
1929, and was originally intended to the first
volume of a biography covering his whole life,
although no second volume was published. The
cuttings include book reviews and edited extracts
from the book published in the 'Birmingham Post'.
1 fascicule
Access: Open
Physical description: Cuttings are mounted in a
fascicule and are mostly folded.
Custodial history: This file appears to be an
artificial collection of cuttings collected by library
staff since the deposit of the collection.
NC20

Miscellaneous items
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A transcript of an interview between David Dilks
and Mr and Mrs Lloyd on the family life of Neville
Chamberlain; and items, including press cuttings
and photographs, relating to the deposit and
opening of the Chamberlain Collection at the
University of Birmingham in 1975.
26 items
Access: Open
NC20/1

Transcript of interview between D. Dilks and Mr
and Mrs S. Lloyd on the family life of Neville
Chamberlain

1983-1984

Transcript of interview held on 11 April 1983
between David N. Dilks and Mr and Mrs Lloyd
[Neville Chamberlain's daughter Dorothy and her
husband Stephen]. Related letters from David Dilks
to Mr and Mrs Lloyd and from Mrs Lloyd to A.
Nicholls [Librarian at the University of Birmingham]
are also included. The transcript includes some
alterations made since the interview, explained in
Dilks' letter.
Mrs Lloyd, and occasionally Mr Lloyd, discuss
various topics about Neville Chamberlain and his
family. It is mainly focussed on their personal and
family life although some aspects of Neville's
political life are briefly discussed. An insight into
aspects of Neville's personality are also provided
by the interview.
Topics include: details about their house
Westbourne, including the different rooms,
furnishings and other objects; about the activities in
the house of Neville and other family members;
death of Beatrice; Neville's collection of porcelain;
servants including Mr Catt the gardener, Card the
chauffeur; the garden at Westbourne; secretaries
Miss Holt and Mr Wilson; paintings at Westbourne;
Neville's books; piano lessons of Mrs Lloyd; Miss
Leamon the children's nurse; her aunt Beatrice
Chamberlain; extensive discussion of her aunts,
Ida and Hilda Chamberlain; Jessie Cole [Anne
Chamberlain's aunt]; visits to The Bury House [Ida
and Hilda's home]; Neville's car; Neville's interest in
music; 37 Eaton Square, Neville's London house;
10 and 11 Downing Street; Austen and Ivy
Chamberlain; Lord Swinton, Lord Halifax, Herbert
Smith, Alec Home, Ralph Wigram and other friends
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and political colleagues of Neville Chamberlain;
Joseph Chamberlain Memorial Room; parties at
Westbourne; Neville talking about his early life;
Christmas; her mother; Neville's hobbies; Neville's
ways of working; Neville's relations with the King
and Queen; Chequers; Leo Amery; Neville's
attitude to the newspapers; Neville's views of Hitler;
and the start of the war.
3 items
Access: Open
Custodial history: The file was deposited in
September 1984 by Mrs Lloyd.
NC20/2

Items relating to the deposit and opening ceremony 1975
for the Chamberlain Papers at the University of
Birmingham
Items relating to the deposit of the Chamberlain
Papers at the University of Birmingham, and the
handing-over ceremony held in the Heslop Room
of the University of Birmingham Main Library on 22
July 1975. The ceremony was attended by
Chamberlain family members including Dorothy
Lloyd [Neville Chamberlain's daughter] and Diane
Maxwell [Sir Austen Chamberlain's daughter]; and
was also attended by Roy Jenkins [the then Home
Secretary].
The file contains: copies of press cuttings; press
releases; seating plan, menu, programme and
name cards for ceremony; and photographs of the
ceremony.
23 items
Access: Open

NC21

Miscellaneous notes

[mid 20th
century]

Various notes relating to Neville Chamberlain's
papers.
3 volumes, 2 folders
Access: Open
NC21/1

Untitled notebook

[mid 20th
century]

Notebook, possibly owned by Anne Chamberlain,
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which appears to have been used in revising or
proof reading a book, possibly a biography of
Neville Chamberlain, containing page references
and brief comments.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC21/2

'Bahamas Letters' notebook

[mid 20th
century]

Notebook with enclosed loose notes mainly in
Anne Chamberlain's hand regarding Neville
Chamberlain's letters from the Bahamas in the
1890s. A note by Iain Macleod [author of a
biography of Neville Chamberlain] regarding the
letters is also included. The notes mainly consist of
lists of letters and notes regarding the contents of
letters
1 volume
Access: Open
NC21/3

'Mr. Gibbs' Notes' notebook

[mid 20th
century]

Notebook containing three pages of notes by Mr
Gibbs [Gibbs, Norman Henry (1910-1990)
Historian] in which he estimates the dates of
various undated or partially dated letters he
examined.
1 volume
Access: Open
NC21/4

'Index of Selected Letters'

[mid 20th
century]

Folder marked 'Stephen's Letters; Index of
Selected Letters' containing lists of some letters in
Neville Chamberlain's papers, with reference to old
folder and reference numbers formerly used.
1 folder
Access: Open
NC21/5

Lists of letters

[mid 20th
century]

Typescript lists of letters among Neville
Chamberlain's papers, with annotations by Anne
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Chamberlain.
1 folder
Access: Open
Custodial history: This folder was formerly
unnumbered, found with NC7/11.
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